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ADDRES_S. 

To the honorable the House of Representdives of the Oongress of the United Sta.tes : 
As certain proceedings, at the last session of Congress, under the authority of the House of Represen

tatives, and a recent report to your honorable body, by the Hon. Wm. H. Crawford, Secretary of the 
Treasury, seem to have been intended and are calculated to cast upon me imputations injurious to my 
character, which I know to be unjust, and which, I think, I can demonstrate to be so, I trust no apology 
can be necessary for my requesting leave to present my vindication against those imputations directly to 
your honorable body, in order that it may be conveyed to the nation through the same channel by which 
I have been assailed. 

This is a right which, under ~imilar circumstances, I should suppose, ought not to be denied to the 
humblest individual in the Union. In this case, it is due to the nation itself, in consideration of the 
station I lately beld, and that which I have now the honor to hold; and, owing to the peculiar circum
stances of my case, it is emphatically demanded, on my account, by every principle of honor, and every 
regard to justice. Nor is it unprecedented in either house of Congress, in cases which certainly had no 
greater claim to such indulgence. 

It will be seen that I was called upon by a committee of the House of Representatives of the last 
session, as a witness, to testify before it; that I was subjected to an examination which has not its 
parallel in the records of any free country; and that, after the lapse of about twelve months, and just as 
I was on the eve of my departure for a foreign country, an attempt has been made to impeach my credi
bility, on grounds which must have been, at all times since my testimony was given, within the command 
of the honorable gentleman by whom they have been so opportunely alleged. 

To refuse to permit me to repel such an attack in the manner proposed would be to overthrow the 
longest established precedents, and to establish in their place the odious, oppressive, unjust, and indefen
sible principle of allowing the credibility of a witness to be impeached, and yet denying to him the right 
to support it before the tribunal under whose authority he had been called on to testify. 

But, independent of all considerations, in regard to myself, personally, I humbly conceive that your 
honorable body might well desire to receive my vindication, and every corroboration which I can give to 
my testimony, on your own account, in order to enable you the more clearly to ascertain the truth of and 
the more satisfactorily and correctly to decide upon statements now before you and not yet acted on. 

Notwithstanding all the canting about an "A. B. plot," the ingenious attempts that have been made, 
and the stratagems that have been adopted by certain newspaper editors and others to mislead and 
deceive the public mind into a belief that the committees, appointed at the last session on that subject, 
had thoroughly investigated all the statements made by a writer under the signature of A. B. in regard to 
certain suppressed documents; and that Mr. Crawford had been "triumphantly acquitted," in relation to 
the whole of them, I assert, without the fear of contradiction, that it is known to your honorable body 
that neither of those committees extended their investigations into those statements beyond about four 
paragraphs, which were mere bagatelles in comparison with other letters and matters that were expressly 
charged, and incontestably proved, by the do1JUmentsfurnished by Mr. Orawford himself, to have beP.n with
held contrary to the resolutions of the House which required their production. 
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These important statements, and the matters and things contained in my testimony, have neither 
been investigated by any committee nor acted on by the House; and if my testimony bad been, it is now 
revived by Mr. Crawford himself; and, surely, if it be competent to him to attack it, it cannot be fair or 
just to withhold from me the equal right of defending and supporting it. 

By referring to the resolution of the House (note 1) under which the second committee of investi
gation was appointed, and to my examination by that committee, (2,) it will be seen that the latter fully 
merits the character I have given to it; that it was wholly unauthorized by any powers delegated to the 
committee, and that it evinced a far greater disposition to implicate me in some kind of censure, in regard 
to the public deposits in the Bank of Edwardsville, than to investigate the conduct of Mr. Crawford, or to 
inquire into those subjects for which the committee had been professedly appointed. Whatever may be 
thought by those who may be at the trouble to examine the list of interrogatories that were put to me, as 
to the source from whence they originated, none can read some of the following statements and documents 
without being convinced that a very small portion of candor would have rendered a part, at least, of those 
interrogatories unnecessary and useless, even in the opinion of the committee itself.(3) 

Whatever may have been my agency in procuring the Bank of Edwardsville to be made a depository 
of public money, it had nothing to do in originating the great system adopted by Mr. Crawford, employing 
the local banks, and, in several instances, in direct violation of law, by allowing them a permanent deposit 
of nine hundred thousand dollars, equal to a salary of $54,000 per annum, for receiving and transmitting 
the public money, which the Bank of the United States was bound to do without compensation, and would 
have done without those immense losses to the public which must inevitably result from the adoption of 
a plan so contrary to the letter and spirit of the bank charter, and to the avowed intentions and objects 
of Congress in granting it. . 

The effect of my application to have the Bank of Edwardsville made a depository of public money, 
was merely to have deposits made there that otherwise would have been made in the Bank of Missouri, 
which previously had been authorized to receive the public moneys collected by the two Receivers in 
Illinois, who alone were directed to make their deposits in the Bank of Edwardsville. My agency in this 
transaction, therefore, did not prevent the depositing of a cent in the Bank of the United States; and your 
honorable body may well judge whether the public interest could have been much jeopardized by the 
change I recommended from the following statements, extracted from the documents presented to you by 
Mr. Crawford. 

The Bank of Missouri had a capital of $210,000, of which the stockholders drew out of it, on pledges 
of stock, $186,335, leaving only $23,665 for the further accommodation of themselves and others. Upon 
this last sum, its real banking capital, it discounted and paid on over-drafts to the amount of $244,345 53. 
The whole amount of its discounts, including payments on over-drafts, was $430,680 43; of which sum 
its directors alone were responsible for $29'T,492 13, if, as is presumed to be the case, they were chargeable 
with over-drafts to the amount of $11,622 27. 

To this bank Mr. Crawford allowed a permanent deposit of $150,000, equal to a salary of $9,000 per 
annum. He permitted the public money to accumulate in it to the amount of $726,031 90 in the course 
of nineteen successive months, ending with the 1st of September, 1819, wit4out exacting those precau
tionary returns and statements which he himself considered essential to insure the fidelity of all the 
banks appointed to receive the public money; and, eventually, he received from it, in part payment of its 
debt, contrary to the positive injunctions of the resolution of Congress of 1816, a large amount of uncur
rent notes, some of which were not worth 25 cents in the dollar. 

Much as he has mystified this subject in several of his reports, and particularly in that one which is 
part of document 105, {in the 8th volume State Papers, 2d session l 'Tth Congress,) in which he blends a 
deposit in the Bank of Missouri, of $64,613 58, with "the special deposits which passed through the Bank 
of the United States," it cannot excuse, or even successfully disguise, the flagrant impropriety of bis having 
received at par the uncurrent notes above referred to; for, by the very document last mentioned, it 
appears that this deposit had been "re-transferred to the Bank of Missouri, and assumed as cash, in 
September, 1819," which was previous to the receipt of those notes. His own letter to the Cashier of the 
Bank of Missouri, dated March 23, 1819, and the Cashier's answer, dated June 25, 1819, (4 and 5) clearly 
show that no justification for receiving uncurrent paper can be derived from that circumstance. Besides, 
he received uncurrent notes that were not and covld not have been included in that deposit; for, not to 
mention other cases, the notes which he received on the "Bank of Georgetown, Kentucky," were not at 
that time even receivable in the land offices. Nor was there ever any contract between the Bank of the 
United States, or the Treasury Department, with the Bank of Missouri, from which the latter could derive 
any right to tender or be any justification for receiving those uncurrent notes. • • 

But, had it even been otherwise, it would not be less difficult to justify the placing of this bank upon 
a footing so different from that of all other similar depositorfos of public money. 

Under all these circumstances, it would seem incredible that any injury to the public could have 
resulted from the change of deposit for which I applied; and the attempt to subject me to censure for 
the small participation which I have bad in this business ought to be considered as a plain acknowledg
ment of the awful weight of responsibility that rests upon him whose especial duty it was to take care of 
the public money. 

My responsibility, however, did not long continue; for, finding the Bank of Edwardsville, on my 
return from Congress, soon after it had been authorized to receive the. public money, involved in some 
difficulties, I determined to sustain it against the dangers that then threatened it; and, after seeing it in a 
safe situation, to relieve myself from all kind of responsibility for that or any other bank. Accordingly, 
in the same year, I made a publication in several newspapers, and in two different States, of my determi
nation to be held no longer responsible for that or any other bank. This publication can be established 
by a part, if not the whole, of the respective delegations now in Congress from the States of lllinois and 
Missouri. It was forwarded to Mr. Crawford, and I have no apprehension that be will ever deny having 
received it. 

He had also been put upon inquiry, in regard to the Bank of Edwardsville, by a bitter philippic, in 
ample detail, against it, which he received from the Hon. Mr. Benton, of the Senate. This was shown 
to Colonel Johnson and myself, and a copy of it was transmitted to the bank, where, I suppose, it now 
remains. 

He was fully apprised of those very difficulties of the bank which produced my determination to 
retire from it. They were communicated in letters from myself to Colonel Johnson, which were intended 
to be, and were, forwarded to Mr. Crawford. The receipt of two of them is acknowledged by his letter to 
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Colonel Johnson of 15th of July, 1819, in which he says: "Yours of the 28th ultimo came to hand this 
morning. The circumstances connected with the bank of Edwardsville, as dei:el,oped in the two letters of 
Governor Edwards, submitted by you to my perusal, will receive due consideration." In the same letter 
he says: "With Governor Edwards I had no personal acquaintance before last winter. The opinion 
which I had formed of his talents and integrity, from the official correspondence which had been carried 
on between us, both in the War and Treasury Department, has been confirmed by personal acquaintance. 

"The different subjects upon which he had occasion to ask my opinion or decision during the last 
session of Congress were fairly and candidly stated; his comments upon them were judicious, and it 
afforded me great pleasure to be able, after due examination and reflection, generally to coincide with him." 
The session here spoken of is the one in which I made the application in favor of the Bank of Edwardsville. 

Had Mr. Crawford been as much disposed to profit by the impressive lessons of experience which he 
was constantly receiving as I was by those of a few months only, it might have prevented a vast 
accumulation of "unavailahle funds," and have enabled him much earlier to have secured to the Bank of 
the United States, "in their just extent, the advantages intended to be secured to it by the charter," 
which he fairly promised to Congress in his report of the 10th of December, 18l'T, ( 6) and the necessity 
for which he seems to have been duly sensible of in another report, ( vol. 8 State Papers, 2d session I '1th 
Congress, p. '1'1,) in which he says: "In the winter and spring of 1819 the Bank of the United States 
was, in the opinion of the enlightened officer who presided over its direction, in a great degree indebted 
for the preservation of its credit to the forbearance of its creditors and to the support which it received 
from the Treasury Department. Such were my impressions of its critical, sta.te that I felt it my duty to 
accept propositions made by the Board of Directors which, under other circumstances, would have 
Leen declined. It is wonderful, therefore, that, with these impressions, he should have thought it 
consistent with his duty to have extended such favors as have been noticed to a single local bank, much 
less to the multitude that shared his patronage, and could not have existed without it. 

It would be just as fair and candid to implicate me in the unjustifiable indulgence that has been 
extended to the Bank of Edwardsville since its failure as to endeavor to involve me in any kind of 
censure for its continuance as a depository of public money after the fall of 1819. At the time of its 
failure its resources were, I am well satisfied, more than amply sufficient to have secured its debt to 
the Government. But every man of common experience and .observation knows that the resources of 
all banks in its situation must necessarily become more and more impaired, and are more liable to be 
misapplied. Yet, strange and incredible as it may appear, I have never beard, nor do I believe, ( though 
I reside in the same village in which the bank is located,) that Mr. Crawford has collected one cent from 
it, or made any adjustment with it, or resorted to any measure to coerce the payment of its debt. He, 
who could find motives for an indulgence so extraordinary, and at the same time so inconsistent with 
and detrimental to the public interest, could not have required either my recommendation or sanction for 
continuing this bank a depository of public money after the fall of 1819. 

I come now to the report that contains the dextrous insinuation against my credibility. So much of 
it as relates to this subject is in the following words, viz: "The Hon. Mr. Edwards, late a Senator from 
Illinois, having stated on his examination before a committee of the House, on the 13th of February, 
1823, that the late Receiver of Public Moneys at Edwardsville had, on his advice, and in his pr~sence, 
written a letter to the Secretary, enclosing a copy of the publication which Mr. Edwards represents 
himself to have made sometime in the year 1819, announcing his intention of retiring from the Director
ship of the Bank at Edwardsville, and that he had advised the Receiver to withhold his deposits from the 
bank until he could receive further orders from the Secretary; and that the Receiver afterwards informed 
him that he had received .A. LE1TER from the Secretary, directing him to continue the deposits: the 
Secretary deems it proper to state that no such letter from the Receiver is to be found on the files of .the 
Department; that the officers employed in it have no recollection of the receipt of such a letter, and that, 
on an examination of the records of the Department, it appears that no ANSWER to any such letter, 
directing the Receiver to continue the deposits, was ever written to him by the Secretary of the Treasury." 

This statement bears intrinsic evidence that it was intended to deprive me of the benefit of my • 
justification, not voluntarily made, but drawn from me by the committee, in regard to the Bank of 
Edwardsville, and to subject me to the odious suspicion of having sworn falsely. Were there any doubt 
on this subject, it would be removed by the conduct of a distinguished individual, whom it might not be 
respectful to name in this communication, and who, since I left'the city, has not thought it beneath his 
dignity to go about exhibiting the report, and expressing his opinion that it "placed me in a dilemma." 
He may yet find it more difficult for his patron to get rid of one of infinitely deeper interest. 

Believing, as I call upon my God to witness I sincerely and confidently do, that Mr. Crawford did 
receive the letter mentioned in the above report, and that it is now in his possession, or has been purposely 
destroyed, I ca.n but regard this attack upon my reputation as unparalleled by anything I have ever 
witnessed or beard of, as emanating from so respectable a source, except certain manceu-vres and 
stra.tagems to fix upon a much more distinguished individual of this nation the dis~raceful charges of a 
guilty participation in horse stealing and the passing of counterfeit money, which I have somewhere 
met with in the course of my reading. Malicious insinuation is the resort of a timid mind. Wilful 
misrepresentation denotes a wicked one. 

In regard to the time which has been selected for making this attack upon me, it very much 
resembles the rnanagem.ent which Mr. Crawford resorted to at the last session of Congress to defeat a 
certain applicant for a land office appointment. This gentleman had been before the President for many 
weeks; he was supported by gentlemen of the first respectability, and of different parties, in the States 
of Illinois, Missouri, and Tennessee. No objections to him were anticipated by himself or his friends, 
and none were made till the President was about to transmit his nomination to the Senate. Then, when 
a nomination could no longer be kept back by any contrivance whatever, and not till then, did Mr. Crawford 
exhibit his objections. The gentleman's residence was too remote, and the session of Congress too far 
spent, to admit of any defence or explanation from him; and thus he lost the appointment. .As this case is 
strong·ly marked by certain characteristical traits, which tend to illustrate the objects and design of this 
v:ell-timed attack upon me, I refer, for a further explanation of it, to my letter to Mr. Crawford on that 
subject. ('1) 

In the latter part of the week previous to my departure from the city, on calling to take my leave of 
the President, I met with Mr. Dickins, to whom, in a short conversation with him, I communicated my 
intention of leaving the city on the Sunday following, ( one day before the date of Mr. Crawford's communi
cation,) and but for an accidental engagement of the Secretary of State, which prevented his signing a 
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paper that it was necessary for me to carry to the 'fieasury Department till after the hours of business 
in that Department had elapsed, I should have departed from the city before Mr. Crawford's communi
cation was made, and probably should not even have heard of it till after I had left the United States. 

But, independently of what I stated to Mr. Dickins, my intended departure was strongly indicated 
by the business I was engaged in-transacting in the public offices. It was generally known; and, if it 
had not been, it was very naturally to have been expected. 

Deprived of all opportunity of defence, a victory over me might, indeed, have been easy; but surely 
the triumph would have been most_ignoble. 

By way of availing myself of further characteristical traits, I beg leave to state that an inspection 
of the public documents is sufficient to show that, in repeated instances, Mr. Crawford's replies to calls 
upon him by the House for information, &c., have been so tardy and protracted as to prevent the possibility 
of investigating them during the sessions in which the calls were made, and to require a great degree 
of charity---possibly, however, not more than is justly due-to resist the belief that he has been as rnuch 
disposed to evade as to invite a scrutiny into his conduct. 

Even the correspondence which accompanied the report in question, though required by a resolution 
of the 8th of May, 1822, to be laid before the House a1;3 early as practicable after the commencement of 
the then next succeeding session, has been delayed to so late a period of the present session as to render 
an investigation of it before the first Monday in December next impossible. 

Notwithstanding all these circumstances, it may be that Mr. Crawford did not intend to take an 
undue advantage of my absence. He must well know with what indignant condemnation such an attempt 
would be denounced by every magnanimous and generous bosom. What surprises me most is, that a 
just apprehension of so degrading a suspicion had not induced him to have exhibited.his insinuation a 
little sooner, or to have declined it altogether. But whatever may have been his intentions, I could not 
have been more disadvantageously affected by any contrivance or stratagem that he could have adopted to 
deprive me of a fair opportunity of defence. 

Scarcely convalescent from a long indisposition, exhausted with the fatigue of travelling, and 
required to proceed on my journey with all convenient despatch, I must leave him unanswered or content 
myself with such a defence as, with all these disadvantages, a very short time of necessary delay on my 
journey may enable me hastily to pres~nt. But what I regard with the most concern is, that writing as 
I must do, without having it in my power to refer to and re-examine certain documents, I shall not be 
able to avail myself of some important circumstances which they would establish, and may be betrayed 
into some slight inaccuracies to which all men are liable who have to trust to memory alone. I promise, 
however, to be more accurate than Mr. Crawford has been in cases in which he had before him every 
means of being entirely so. 

Having endeavored to establish my right to make my defence before your honorable body, and 
taking it for granted that a request so reasonable, under all the circumstances that have been mentioned, 
will not be denied me, I presume I shall be indulged in every legitimate right of defence that belongs 
to my case. 

Among these it will scarcely be denied that I have a right, 
1st. To corroborate my own testimony. 
2d. To show, by any means in my power, that the statements made against me are inconclusive; and 

particularly, to avail myself of any circumstance that is presented by the documents in the case in which 
I was called on to testify, for the purpose of invalidating those statements. And 

3d. Directly to impeach the credibility of those who have assailed mine. 
The latter I shall probably waive; for though I have at all times felt myself at liberty to animadvert 

upon Mr. Crawford's official conduct, and to defend my own, both of which he has found me prompt to do 
in cases that never yet have met the public eye, yet, I never have, intentionally, treated him with the 
slightest indecorum or a want of that respect that is due to his station. (8) Respect for your honorable 
body would, of itself, be sufficient to induce me to abstain from the language of passion or abusive 
vituperation before you. Respect for myself would prevent me from using it anywhere else. I 
cheerfully leave that resource to bullies, political tools, mercenary hirelings, and those who, conscious of 
their inability to defend their own conduct, can find no better means of diverting public attention from 
themselves to others. I shall nevertheless freely urge and insist on such facts as I know to be true, 
disclaiming, however, any other construction of them than the most innocent of which they are 
susceptible. If I shall point out palpable omissions and violations of duty, or show that letters which 
ought to have been communicated to the House have been suppressed, and that various misstat'ements 
have been officially made, I shall attribute them to nothing more than forgetfulness, inattention, inadver
tence, or some erroneous but innocent views of the subject. 

This will be sufficient to show that the negative statements of Mr. Crawford and "the officers 
employed in the Treasury Department" ought not to prevail against my positive statement on oath. If 
others should suppose this forbearance on my part a little too fastidious, and that the cases which I shall 
exhibit are evincive of intentions less innocent, let it be remembered that their views of the subject 
would unquestionably render the case the stronger in my favor. With these preliminary remarks I 
proceed to my defence against this mal-apropos statement of Mr. Crawford. _ 

It will be recollected that I was :i;iot a volunteer in giving my testimony before the committee, and 
I can conceive of no motive which could be supposed by any but a most depraved mind, misled by its 
own wicked operations, to have influenced me to make an uncandid statement. As to my responsibility, 
in consequence of having applied -to Mr. Crawford to cause certain deposits to be made in the Bank of 
Edwardsville, in preference to that of Missouri, surely I have shown that enough was known about the 
latter bank at the time my testimony was given to have freed me from all apprehensions in regard to 
any responsibility that I had imposed upon myself, even if I had not withdrawn, as already stated, from 
the "Directorship" of the former. But Mr. Crawford does not deny that he received my publication; and 
even if he had not received it, it having been made in two differ.ent States, and he having been, as I 
have shown, put upon inquiry in regard to that bank, and informed of the difficulties it had had to 
encounter, I certainly might rely upon the notoriety of my acts in this respect with a much better grace 
than he relics upon a supposed notoriety of his repeated but unpublished omissions to comply with the 
most positive legal injunctions, as an excuse for those omissions, which he does in his letter of the 24th of 
February, 1823, to the chairman of the Committee of Investigation; and in which he also seems almost 
to insist that his violation of his duty was equivalent to a fulfilment of it. 

It could have been no object with me to have established an additional suppression upon him; for, if 
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time do not fail me, it will be seen before I am done with this subject that I had in my possession proof, 
whose credibility could not be questioned, of his having suppressed, in a variety of other instances, letters 
enough, of a much more important character and delicate bearing, for any purpose that the utmost malig
nity could have contemplated as posmble to be effected by such means. (9) 

The amount of my statement before the committee, as well as I can now recollect it, (not having it 
in my power to refer to it for examination,) but which will be supplied at Washington, is-

lst. That, for the reasons therein mentioned, I made a publication of my intention to retire from the 
"Directorship" of the Bank of Edwardsville. 

2d. That I advised the Receiver of Public Money at that place to withhold his deposits from the bank 
till he could receive further orders from the Secretary of the Treasury. 

3d. That the Receiver did write to the Secretary on the subject, enclosing my publication, &c. 
4th. That the former afterwards informed me that he had received .A. LETrER from the latter, directing 

him to continue the deposits. 
Now, it is not denied, and dare not be, that I did make the publication alluded to; and this I could 

not have done, for the reasons that influenced me, consistently with the known friendship and intimacy 
that then subsisted between the Receiver and myself, without giving him the advice mentioned in the 2d 
part of the above statement. But that I did give that advice is much more strongly corrobo1:ated by the 
fact that the Receiver did actually wilhhold the deposits, and Mr. Crawford knows it. This might be 
established by the monthly returns of both the Receiver and the bank. But these are in the possession 
of Mr. Crawford. I, however, felicitate myself upon being able to satisfy your honorable body of the fact 
by documents that have been furnished by himself, but which, thank God, are now out of his power. 

By his report of the 2'Tth February, 1823, (8th volume State Papers, 2d session 1 'Tth Congress, pages 31, 
33, and 35,) it will be seen that the amount of deposit stated to have been in the Bank of Edwardsville 
to the credit of the Treasurer, was-
At the end of the 2d quarter of 1819 ............................................... . 
At the end of the 3d quarter of 1819 ............................................... . 
At the end.of the 4th quarter of 1819 ................................................ . 

$45,560 68 
45,4'l5 04 
53,191 59 

The two first of these statements are presumed to be correct, or nearly so. The latter is entirely 
otherwise, as I will prove to your satisfaction, jf there is any kind of confidence to be reposed in previous 
statements exhibited to you by Mr. Crawford. Had it been intended to disguise the fact of the Receiver 
having withheld the deposits, as above stated, and to give some semblance of plausibility to the recent 
insinuation against myself, nothing could have been more ingeniously, or more disingenuously, contrived 
for these purposes than this last statement. If it bad been truly stated that, instead of $53,191 59, the 
real amount in deposit at the end of the fourth quarter was $98,191 59½, the contrast between this sum 
and the amount of the previous deposits might have afforded some corroboration to my statement before 
the committee. But this, subsequent events have proved, it was intended to question. I will, however, 
make the case too plain for doubt. 

By the report last referred to, it appears that the amount of deposit in the Bank of Edwardsville, to 
the credit of the Treasurer, on the last days of June and September, was a little upwards of $45,000. 

By Mr. Crawford's previous report of the 2'lth April, 1822, (in which is an ingenious contri1.:ance of 
placing December before November,) it is shown by the bank returns themselves that on the 30th November, 
1819, the amount of deposit was $45,4'l5 04½, and that, on the last day of the succeeding month, (the 
end of the 4th quarter of 1819,) it was $98,191 59½, (10,) and not $53,191 59, as subsequently reported 
from the Treasury Department. 

From the correspondence between the several amounts of deposit in the bank on the last days of 
June, September, and November, and the difference between them and that of the last day of December in 
the same year, no one can doubt that the Receiver at Edwardsville did actually withhold the deposits as 
above suggested; unless it can be believed that he did, in one single month, distinguished by no particular 
circumstances, receive to the amount of $52, 'l16 55, equal to the rate of $692,598 60 per annum. 

Let us then inquire a little into the probability of his having written to Mr. Crawford, or, rather, into 
the great improbability of his not having done so. 

This gentleman united in himself the office of Receiver and President of the Bank of Edwardsville. 
As Receiver, he had positive orders to make his deposits in that bank, and was bound to make monthly 
returns of his accounts to the Secretary of the Treasury. As President, it was his duty to have monthly 
returns· of the state of the bank, and the amount of public deposits therein, regularly transmitted to the 
Secretary. Is it then to be believed that he should have withheld the deposits, contrary to his orders, 
without having given to Mr. Crawford some reason, either as Receiver or President, for his having done 
so? And if he had failed to perform this duty, is it credible that Mr. Crawford would have been so negli
gent and inattentive to his duty, and so regardless of the public interest, as not to have called him to an 
account for such conduct? 

But if further confirmation of the letter's having been written, and received hy Mr. Crawford too, 
were wanting, strong presumptions in favor of both may be derived from the very guarded and character
istic artifice by which he would seem equally to deny the receipt of the letter, and that any instructions 
had been given to the Receiver to continue to make the deposits. Let it be observed that my statement, 
as quoted by Mr. Crawford, is "that the Receiver informed me he had received a LEITER from the Secretary 
directing him to continue the deposits." Mr. Crawford does not deny that such directions were given; 
but he says "it appears that no ANSWER to such letter, directing the Receiver to continue the deposits, was 
ever written," &c. From this peculiar manner of denial, I can but infer that, not being willing from some 
cause or other to admit the receipt of the letter, Mr. Crawford contrived to give the directions under some 
other form or pretext than that of a direct .ANSWER to it. But that such directions were given I cannot 
doubt, though I have nothing to rely upon for this opinion but the Receiver's word for the fact. If Mr. 
Crawford did not write to him specially on the subject of his having withheld the deposits, it can only be 
satisfactorily accounted for on the supposition that he (Mr. Crawford) did, in some form or other, give 
such directions as he supposed would produce the proper corrective. 

Another fact in confirmation of my statement is, that one of the two Receivers who had been directed 
to make their deposits in the Bank of Edwardsville was ordered to make his elsewhere; but under what 
pretext I do not know, nor do I recollect ever to have heard; probably, however, under some one equally 
calculated to disguise the real motive, as the giving of directions without acknowledging the receipt of 
the letter tha.t produced them. 
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It will not, I persuade myself, be considered a trifling corroboration of my statement that it was not 
made to the committee for the first time, but that, in a private correspondence between Mr. Crawford and 
myself, more than twelve months before my examination by the committee, I had asserted the same facts 
substantially to himself. 

In my letter to him of the 9th February, 1822, ( which I would not venture to refer to if I had not his 
answer to it,) I say "I beg leave most respectfully to suggest that it would be but an act of justice to 
me to present my publication of 1819, in which I declared I would be no longer responsible for the bank 
[ of Edwardsville 1 in any way whatever. This publication was contained in the St. Louis Enquirer, which 
I believe you took at that time. It was also contained in a paper which I forwarded to you myself. And 
it was enclosed and ref erred to in a letter from Colonel Stephenson ( the President of the bank) [ and the Recei1.,w 
also] to you, which letter, he informed me, had been answered. Since the fall of 1819 my connexion with that 
bank has entirely ceased, except that I am a stockholder in it, without, however, ever having borrowed 
one cent from it." 

In my letter to Mr. Crawford of February 14, 1822, I say to him: "I must, however, say, sir, that, as 
the information in the Treasury Department relative to my original recommendation of the Bank of 
Edwardsville has, for some time past, been distinctly understood, and freely used at this place, [Wash
ington,J I can but consider it somewhat unfortunate for me that other communications in the Department, 
which ought to have terminated all responsibility on my part, have not been equally known. That I was 
the cause of the deposits being made there, in the first instance, I freely acknowledge; but that I 
unequivocally declared I would not be held responsible for that, or any other bank, in any way whatever, 
after the fall of 1819; that you were notified thereof in due time; that the deposits had not been continued 
there, in consequence of my recommendation, since that period; and that the bank was then in a good 
situation I may, I think, according to my present impressions, fairly insist upon. And if so, the partial 
information now in circulation at this place is not calculated to do me that justice which, I hope, I have 
a right to expect from your magnanimity. It would, therefore, afford me great pleasure, I assure you, 
sir, that the whole of my conduct in relation to that business should be so fully known as to be no longer 
misunderstood." 

The first of tl'iese letters was written five days before his report of the 14th February, 1822. The 
second bears the same date of the latter. They must both, therefore, have been written before any charge 
of suppression had been made or suggested. 

Had the existence of the Receiver's letter been denied, or the slightest intimation of questioning it 
been given at the time it was thus asserted, I could, and would, have proved every fact contained in 
my statement in regard to it by that gentleman himself. But he is now dead. Mr. Crawford knew this 
before he made the report in question; and dead men -cannot contradict living ones. 

No one can read the interrogatories that were put to me by the committee and believe that Mr. Craw
ford was not well informed of my testimony before the date of his letter to the _chairman of the same com
mittee, which was eleven days later than my examination. From the nature of the inquiries which he 
was then called upon to answer, they afforded as suitable an occasion as the one he has selected for 
questioning my credibility. Why, then, has he so long postponed it? One thing is certain, it never 
could have been undertaken with greater hopes of success than when it was supposed I should have no 
opportunity of defending myself. 

I will now submit to your honorable body a few remarks, to show that the negative statements of 
Mr. Crawford and his "officers of the Treasury Department," however confidently relied upon by him for 
my total overthrow, are too inconclusive for his purpose. . 

1 

You have been informed by him that, previous to the calls for his correspondence with the local 
banks which were made the depositories of public money, it had been usual to refer all such calls to 
Mr. Jones, his chief clerk,_ but that in these cases another clerk had been selected to collect the letters, 
&c., which were called for. Why this change was made at that particular juncture (being wholly 
unaccounted for by Mr. Crawford,) is left to conjecture. Was Mr. Jones incompetent to the discharge of 
this duty? The very station he holds in the Department forbids such a supposition. Had he proved 
himself unworthy of confiden0e ? If so he could not have retained his station, and such is acknowledged 
to be his stern, unyielding, inflexible integrity, that no one could have supposed him capable of a subser
viency in any unfair purpose. I confess I regret the change was made, for, had it not been, I cannot 
resist the belief that I should have been spared much of the labor of this vindication. But, without 
yielding to unavailing regrets, I must be content to take things as I find them. I, therefore, proceed to 
examine the testimony that is offered against me. 

This is, substantially, L That no such letter from the Receiver [ as that mentioned in my examination] 
is to be found in the files of the Department. 2. That the officers employed in it have no recollection of 
the receipt of such a letter. And 3. That the records of the D~partment do not show that it was 
answered. 

Supposing it to be true that this letter cannot be found "in the files of the Department," it by no 
means proves that it was not received by Mr. Crawford. 

This is not the first occasion on which I have had to regret that a letter received by him could not be 
found when it became necessary for my defence. 

Finding myself grossly misrepresented in relation to a letter I had written to him, and being deter
mined to vindicate myself against the insinuations that were predicated upon it, I wrote to him on the 5th 
January, 1821, requesting a copy of it. In his reply, dated January 10, 1821, he says, "the letter which 
you have described in yours of the 5th instant has been sought for in vain. Mr. Jones states that, according 
to the best of his recollection, he considered it not of a description to go on the files, and that, consequently, 
it was not filed. If his recollection is correct, it accounts for the absence of the letter from the files, and 
for its being lost or mislaid." My letter being thus disposed of, Mr. Crawford, in his answer, impliedly 
repeated one of the insinuations above referred to. This was promptly repelled by me, and since then 
I have heard no more on that subject. 

From this case alone it might not be unreasonable to presume that some similar disposition may 
have been made of the letter now in question. But, with every motive to make such an assertion, Mr. 
Crawford has not ventured to say he did not receive this letter. It will not be difficult to show that 
other letters of infinitely more importance have been received by him, about which it might be ti:uly said 
"no such letters are to be found in the files of the Department." Ile has sometimes another depository 
for them, in which the letter mentioned in my examination may also have been placed. It may have 
been addressed to him "without the addition of Secretary of the 'l'reasury;" which we have seen gravely 
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insisted on, as giving him a right to consider any letter as a "private paper," though exclusively relating 
to matters of official duty. Or he may have "considered it not of a description to go on the files;" and 
thus may "its absence from the files," or "its being lost or mislaid," be very naturally accounted for, 
according to the practices of the Department. 

The probability of this supposition is greatly strengthened by the following case: 
Between 1816 and the 31st of December, 1819, he received important communications on the subject 

of the illicit introduction of a large number of .African slaves into the United States which strongly 
implicated one of his particular friends. By a resolution of the House of Representatives, of the last 
mentioned date, he was directed to lay before the House copies of such communications as he had received 
since 1816, and such informalion as he possessed in relation to the illicit introduction of slaves into the 
United States. But, notwithstanding this positive call upon him, I assert ( and I challenge investigation) 
that he did withhold letters and information upon this subject, implicating his friend, which ought to 
have been communicated to the House, and some of which he did not even permit "to go on the files of 
the Department." Of course, it might be very truly said of them that "no such letters are to be found 
on the files of the Department, and that the officers employed in it have no recollection of the receipt of 
them;" for, having been deposited in his own private bureau, those officers could have no means of 
ascertaining the fact, and the very motives for withholding them from the files would render fruitless all 
attempts to find "ansv:eri' to them by an examination of the records of the Department." .And yet there 
is no doubt of their having been received, and the strongest probability that they were answered also. 
If the authority of the House of Representatives was not sufficient to obtain their production, the non
production of the letter of the Receiver at Edwardsville ought not to excite a moment's surprise. 

But it also appears that he and his "officers of the Treasury Department'' have not been able to find 
a great number of other letters, and even some of his own oflicial ones, when required by other calls of 
the House; or if they could have been found they were suppressed. Of this the documents furnished 
by himself afford both abundant and conclusive proof. Many instances might be stated. For the sake 
of brevity I will allude to a few of them only. 

Several cases of this kind are presented by the correspondence with the Bank of Huntsville. I will 
refer to but one of them. This is too conclusive for any artifice to elude it, and it requires but a bare 
inspection of the documents themselves to be convinced of it. 

In his letter, L No. 7, to the President of the Bank of Huntsville, dated July 30, 1819, he says: 
"You will perceive by the contents of MY LElTER OF THE 9TH INSTANT that the failure of the Nashville 
Bank and its offices was at that time known to this Department. It was then foreseen that the Bank 
of Huntsville could not fail to be injuriously affected by that event, and by others of a similar nature, 
which were then anticipated. * * * The reasons stated in MY LETTER OF THE 9TH INSTANT in favor of 
the prompt adoption by the bank of the measures necessary to the tranef er of the puhlic money in the 
possession of the bank, beyond the permanent deposit, remain unimpaired." 

This Zeller, qf the 9th July, 1819, is also referred to in letter L No. 8, from the President of the Bank 
of Huntsville, dated September, 1819. Yet this same LEITER OF THE 9TH INSTANT, whose "relevancy 
to the subject-matter of the call" admits of no question, "was not to be found on the files of the Depart
ment," or it was purposely suppressed, for it has not been communicated. 

By an examination of the documents No. 66 and No. 119, it will be seen that more than half the 
correspondence with the Bank of Missouri, though called for by a resolution of the House, had been 
suppressed. The importance and very delicate import of a few of these letters will be noticed presently, 
in connexion with another subject. 

But, though there were two calls in this case, either of which rendered it the duty of Mr. Crawford 
to have transmitted all the correspondence; and though, in answering the second call, he expressly 
stated that he had transmitted all the correspondence required by the resolution, except two letters from 
the Receiver at St. Louis, which were of a " confidential nature," yet your honorable body will find very 
strong reasons to doubt the correctness of this statement; and I shall be much surprised if the third 
call, with which he has so tardily complied, has been sufficient to draw from him all the correspondence, 
even with the Bank of Missouri. The omission of letters addressed to the Department might be accounted 
for on the supposition that they might have miscarried. But this is a casualty to which the letters, 
or copies of letters of the Secretary himself, which should always remain in the Department., are not 
liable. They may, however, sometimes disappear, as the letter of the Receiver at Edwardsville seems to 
have done. If not, it will be difficult to account for the absence of a letter of the 30th July, 1819, which 
is presumed to have been addressed by Mr. Crawford to the Bank of Missouri, upon the authority of a 
report of a committee of the Legislature of Missouri at its session in 1822. 

This was a committee appointed to examine into the concerns of the Bank of Missouri.. Mr. 
Crawford's letters to that bank were submitted to the inspection of the committee, and the report, which 
I have the honor herewith to transmit, (11,) contains extracts from several of them, among which is one 
from his letter of the 30th of July, 1819, of which enough appears to prove that it was embraced by the 
call, and ought to have been communicated, unless, indeed, it is a mere fabrication by the committee, for 
which no imaginable motive can be perceived. 

I have no time to dwell upon several curious particulars that are disclosed by this report. I beg 
leave, however, to refer your honorable body to the contract with the Bank of Missouri as therein set 
forth. An inspection of it will enable you to decide at once whether it is correctly represented in Mr. 
Crawford's report of it; and whether he had a right to withdraw any part of the permanent deposit, 
under any pretence whatever, before the expiration of six months "after it ceased to be employed to 
receive the public moneys." 

In regard to the letters that have been alluded to, I will barely remark that if so many of them, 
actually belonging to the Department, could not be found on "its files," it will not be strange if it shall 
hereafter appear that the letter of the Receiver at Edwardsville has been overlooked; or, if the former 
were purposely suppressed, there is nothing improbable in the belief that the latter has shared the same 
fate. 

But this letter may have been received by Mr. Crawford and he may have forgotten it. 
This, I presume, I may fairly demonstrate, by showing that his memory has been extremely treach

erous in .other instances, of far greater consequence. For this purpose I beg leave, in the.first place, to 
call the attention of your honorable body to Ids oath before the committee. 

Regardless of the salutary admonitions of the proverb "of the glass windows," he has treated my 
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oath somewhat freely, and he can have no reasonable cause to complain if his own shall undergo a slight 
investigation. 

• On kis examination before the committee he says: "I never sanctioned the omission of ANY PART of the 
correspondence." 

Now let us hear Mr. Dickins, his confidential Clerk. On the examination of this gentleman before the 
same committee he says: "It is the general direction of the Secretary, when information is called for, to 
give everything that relates to the subject. When the call was made, I looked over all the papers, filed 
and unjlled, relating to the subject. The papers, after selected, are laid before the Secretary; and in this 
case he directed me to collect everything in the office relating to the subject. They were selected and 
submitted to his inspection. In this case, from the urgency of it, I took the originals and 1·ough drafts. The 
papers remained some time 'before the Secretary, while he was making the report, after I gave them to 
him, and before he communicated to the House." 

Let it be recollected that Mr. Dickins is qne of Mr. Crawford's witnesses against me, and enjoys his 
highest confidence. Now, if this gentleman swears the truth, I would ask how it could have happened 
that so many letters of the correspondence with the Banks of HuntsviUe and Missouri alone were 
suppressed without Mr. Crawford's sanction? 

The document No. 119, before referred to, most indisputably proves that upwards of twenty letters 
of the correspondence with the latter bank were suppressed on the first call for them, and that these very 
letters were "in the ojfice." If, then, Mr. Dickins did collect and lay before Mr. Crawford" all the papers, 
fled and unjlled, relating to the subject," which he was so strictly ordered to do, and swears he did, by 
whom could the suppression of so great a portion of the co1Tespondence with the Bank of Missouri have 
been effected? If not by Mr. Crawford, his own statement shows that it must have been done by Mr. 
Dickins. To permit so flagrant a breach of trust and confidence to pass with impunity is to sanction it. 
If this suppression escaped Mr. Crawford's notice when he answered the first call for those letters, he could 
not have been ignorant of it when he shortly afterwards complied with the second call by transmitting the 
very letters that had been suppressed. Yet we have never heard that Mr. Dickins has been punished in 
any manner whatever; and from the relation in which these gentlemen stand to each other, it cannot be 
presumed that he has been even blamed. 

Again: Mr. Crawford, in his testimony, says: "It is usual when resolutions require information which 
the records or files of the office afford to send copies; but when there is a press of business the ORIGINALS 

are sometimes sent, as in the present case.'' 
Thus it appears from the oaths of these two gentlemen that Mr. Dickins delivered all the "orginals 

and rough drafts" to Mr. Crawford, and that the latter sent them all to the House. No one, therefore, 
could reasonably expect to find COPIES among them. Yet, upon an examination of the correspondence with 
the Huntsville Ba,nk alone, it will be found that about one-third of the pages it occupies, and more than 
that proportion of the letters, are given as EXTRACTS. These, Rurely, cannot be ORIGINALS, unless Mr. 
Crawford and the President of the Bank of Huntsville were in the habit of sending EXTRACTS of their own 
letters to each other-a novelty that can scarcely be believed to have occurred. 

But, besides the striking variance between Mr. Crawford's statement of having sent the originals to 
the House, and the fact of this case, the transformation of those originals into extracts requires explana
tion, at least. It is difficult to conjecture any motive for sending these extracts instead of the originals, 
unless it was for the purpose of omitting and withholding something which the latter contained; and if 
Mr. Crawford "net:er sanctioned the omission of ANY PART of the con-espondence," by whom, and with what 
motives, could these extracts have been made and foisted into the place of the originals? 

It cannot be too much to say that there appears to have been considerable forgetfulness in some part 
of this affair. -

Mr. Crawford must also have forgotten the resolution of 1816, when, in direct violation of its positive 
injunctions, he received from certain local banks, in discharge of their debts to the United States, and at 
par, the large amount of uncurrent notes, which, in his report, he admits he did receive from them. 

But his memory must have been much more unfortunately treacherous to him in two other particulars 
relating to this business, for I shall show that he has made two palpable and important misstatements in 
regard to it. 

Being called on by a resolution of the House of Representatives to state the amount of uncurrent 
paper which he received from the local banks that had been made depositories of public money received 
from the sale of public lands, he admits the receipt of a large amount from the Banks of Edwardsville, 
Missouri, and Tombeckbee. But as an excuse for his conduct, he represents those notes to have been 
deposited in these banks "before the date of their contracts," under which they agreed to account for the 
public deposits as specie. 

This I do most unequivocally and positively aver to be a misrepresentation and an indefensible apology, 
and your honorable body cannot fail to be convinced of it by adverting to the contracts themselves. I 
will refer to only one of them at present. The 'very first article of the contract with the Bank of Edwards
ville, under which it received the first cent of public deposits, is in the following words, viz: "1st. That the 
public moneys shall be entered to the credit of the Treasurer as cash," which may be seen in document No. 
66, letter G Nos. I and 2. 

But for his own opinion upon the subject, even in a case where there had been no express stipulation 
"to pay cash," I refer your honorable body to his letter, L No. 1, to the President of the Bank of Hunts
ville, dated January 11, 1818, where it will be found that he says: "In making the Planters and Merchants' 
Bank of Huntsville a place of deposit, at its particular solicitation, it was expected that the transfer of 
the funds which it undertook to make would be e:ffocted in funds that circulated at par at the place where 
the transfer was directed. As the Receiver had been directed to receive the bills on no banks which did 
not discharge them in specie upon demand, it was expected that the bank would be answerable for the 
amount deposited in specie, or in bills which would be received as specie, at the place to which the money 
should be directed to be transferred, unless it should state the contrary." 

But this is not the worst case; he has, in the same report, misstated the amount of uncurrent notes 
which he did receive from those banks, making it much less than it actwilly u·as; and some of the suppressed 
letters in the correspondence with the Bank of Missouri will prove it. 

This statement, no doubt, will surprise and astonish your honorable body; but you will not long regard 
it as a proof of temerity. I shall, however, content myself with barely stating enough to carry resistless 
conviction to your own minds of the truth of it. None shall doubt who will either read or hear tho 
testimony exhibited to you by Mr. Crawford himself. 
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The suppressed letters B No. 13, from the President of the Bank of Missouri, dated October 11, 1819, 
and B No. 19, from Thomas Reddick, agent of that bank, dated February 18, 1820, taken in connexion 
with Mr. Crawford's settlement with the said agent, will prove that the sum of $1,175 which he (Mr. Craw
ford) received from that bank, though artfully stated so as to disguise the fact, was composed of $290 of 
notes on the Franklin Bank of Alexandria, and $885 on the Mechanics' Bank of Alexandria. 

His own suppressed letter, B No. 'l, dated May 29, 1819, contains a notification to the Bank of Missouri 
of the failure of the former of these banks. .A.nd a friend has furnished me with the following extract 
from the files of the National Intelligencer in regard to the latter, viz: "August 28, 1819. The Mechanics' 
Bank of Alexandria does not redeem its notes in specie, and its notes no longer pass here currently." 

The suppressed letter, B No. 25, from himself to the Presiqent of the Bank of Missouri, dated November 
14, 1820, and the President's answer, B No. 26, dated December 12, 1820, will show that he received from 
that bank $40,156 in notes on the Bank of Tennessee, and its branches, which were deposited in the Branch 
of the United States Bank at Louisville, on the 21st May, 1820, to meet the Treasurer's draft. 

A report from Luke Lea, Pension Agent at KnO}._-ville, to J. L. Edwards, of the Pension Office, dated 
January 27', 1823, shows that these notes were "mostly on the branches of the Knoxville Bank." • 

I have in my possession proof that those branches stopped payment in the summer of 1819, but I deem 
it unnecessary to exhibit it, as every member of the delegation in Congress from Tennessee, as well as 
other members of Congress, must know that they had failed to redeem their notes in specie long .before 
the notes in question were received by Mr. Crawford. It is only necessary to add that none of these notes 
are included in the amount of uncurrent notes reported by Mr. Crawford. 

Now, though the probability that these misstatements were innocently made is somewhat weakened 
by the suppression of the letters that would have detected their inaccuracies, I do not deem it necessary 
to insist that they prove anything more than a greater degree of forgetfulness and inadvertence, than to 
have forgot or overlooked such a trifling affair as the letter mentioned in my examination. If they were 
intentional, it would prove the statement made against me so much the less entitled to credit. 

In making deposits in the local banks of Louisville, Cincinnati, Chilicothe, and the District of 
Columbia, (in all of which places branches of the Bank of the United States were established,) and, in 
some instances, continuing those deposits for years in succession, without making any report thereof to 
Congress, Mr. Crawford must have forgot, for a -very long time indeed, and on a great variety of occasions, 
both the letter and intention of the following section in the law establishing the Bank of the United 
States, viz: 

"Be it enacted, &c., That the deposits of the money of the United States in places in which the said bank 
or branches thereof may be established shall be made in said bank or branches thereof unless the Secretary 
of the Treasury shall, at any time, otherwise order and direct; in which case the Secretary of the Treasury 
shall immediately lay before Congress, if in session, and if not, immediately after the commencement of the next 
session, the reasons of such order or direction." 

Indeed, I am under the impression that notwithstanding his compliance with the above requisition on 
the 10th December, 1817, which proved that it was then fresh in his recollection, and though his connexion 
with the Bank of the United States, its pressing wants, and the nature of the business he had to transact 
with it, were all calculated to recall his attention to that part of his duty almost every day, he himself 
has, in some one of his reports, admitted that he had overlooked ·it through "mere inailrertence." 

I regret to have to say to your honorable body that both the state of my health and the want of time 
absolutely compel me, most reluctantly, to close this investigation of Mr. Crawford's well timed statement 
against me. In this situation, I beg leave to refer you for further facts, of which I might, under more 
favorable circumstances, fairly and successfully avail myself, to a few of the publications under the signa
ture of "A. B.," herewith transmitted. 

A vowing myself the author of these publications, and ( with the -exception of a few unimportant 
typographical errors, and a mere verbal inaccuracy in regard to the time of a certain report being made) 
reasserting before your honorable body and the nation that the facts they allege are substantially true, I 
do most respectfully solicit that they may be taken as a part of, and be printed with, this communication. 

In order to strengthen my claim to this indulgence, combining all the rights of defence, of accusation, 
and of asking for investigation which can entitle me, as a citizen of the United States, or an officer of 
their Government, to appear before your honorable body, I do expressly state: 

1. That the Hon. William H. Crawford, Secretary of the Treasury, has mismanaged the national funds. 
2. That he has received a large amount of uncurrent notes from certain banks, in part discharge of 

their debts to the United States, contrary to the resolution of Congress of 1816. 
3. That, being called on by a resolution of the House of Representatives to state the amount of 

uncurrent notes which he received from these banks, he has misstated it, making it less than it really was. 
4. That he has, in his report to the House, misrepresented the obligations of those banks, or some one 

of them at least, and predicated thereon an indefensible excuse for his conduct in receiving those uncur
rent notes. 

5. That he has acted illegally, in a variety of instances, by making and continuing deposits of public 
money in certain local banks, without making report thereof to Congress according to law; and 

6. That he has, in several instances, withheld information and letters called for by the House, and 
which it was his duty to have communicatec:l. • 

His oath.-Let it speak for itself. · 
For specifications of these statements, I offer the publications under the signature of A. B. above 

mentioned, and this communication; and, for proof, I offer that which they respectively refer to . 
.A.II this I do defensively; for, if the facts stated be true, no rational man can doubt that they must 

weaken, at least, the force of Mr. Crawford's statement against me. 
I will not charge him with bad intentions in any of those acts. It is more properly the duty of others 

to inquire into and judge of that matter. I do not ask for an investigation of his conduct. Such a 
request ought more naturally to be looked for from himself. But I will say that if, being an officer of 
the same Government under which he holds his office, I have wilfully and maliciously misrepresented him 
in the six foregoing allegations, it is a misdemeanor that would prove me unworthy of the office I hold. 
I invite him, or any of his friends, to make this charge against me, pledging myself to waive all notice, 
and, with all the disadvantages of absence, to submit to an investigation thereof by either or both houses 
of Congress, and to abide by the decision thereupon. If this proposition is declined, I trust we shall 
have no more canting about an "A. B. plot." .As to myself, I fear not the consequences of .any fair 
investigation, for I know I shall be able, whatever may be the result, to justify myself to the nation. 

VOL. V--2 B 
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And never having obtained any office by the slightest sacrifice of independence, I never will owe the 
holding of one to reluctant forbearance or the courtesy of my enemies. 

I will only add, that if any attempt should hereafter be made meanly to take advantage of my absence, 
by those who have forborne to attack me when I could have had an opportunity of defending myself, I 
must beg of your honorable body and the nation to suspend your opinions, and to be assured that there 
shall be no avoidable delay in vindicating myself. I have in reserve much matter of defensive accusation, 
and should most certainly have invited your attention to the report concerning the Receiver of Public 
Moneys at Huntsville, and other matters of not less importance, had time permitted. . 

NINIAN EDWARDS. 
WHEELING, VIRGINIA, April 6, 1824. 

No. I. 

Resoli:ed, That a committee be appointed to ascertain by whom the suppression of the paragraph in 
the letter of William R. Dickinson, Cashier of the Bank 9f Steubenville, to the Secretary of the Treasury, 
dated the -- day of . , 1819, and by him communicated to this House at the last session, was 
caused, with leave to sit during the sessions of this House, and with power to send for persons and papers. 

And that the said committee be instructed to prepare and report to this House a digest of the evidence 
contained in the printed documents, in which the said printed letter (A 5) is included, if any such there 
be, showing whether uncurrent or depreciated bank notes were taken, in lieu of cash, from any of the 
banks in which the public moneys were deposited; whether the public moneys have not been discontinued 
to be deposited in branches of the United States Bank, and placed in certain local banks situated in the 
same towns and neighborhood, without complying with the directions of the law on that subject, and 
whether such transfers have not resulted in loss to the Government; whether the public money 4as not 
been loaned to those banks, in which standing deposits were made under the name of deposits, and 
whether such loans or deposits have not resulted in loss to the Government; whether security was not 
neglected to be taken, in some one or more instances, for the punctuality of one or more banks, which 
proposed to give such security, and whether such failure has not resulted in loss to the Government. 

No. 2. 

Interrogatories proposed to the ]!on. Ninian Edwards, a Senatorfrom Illinois, which v:ere ansu:ered under oath. 

THURSDAY, February 13, 1823. 
Interrogatory 1. Have you at any time, and if yea, at what time or times, seen the Documents now 

shown to you, of which (A 5) is a part, and which in printed documents is No. 66; where did you see 
them, and how often? 

Answer. I am not here of my own suggestion, but by the.request of the committee. The manuscript 
documents, which include (A 5) were brought to my room, at my request, by Mr. Cook, for my examina
tion; and I did examine those parts which I was desirous to see, in the presence of Mr. Cook and the 
Hon. Thomas Van Swearingen, then a member of the House of Representatives; very soon after which 
examination Mr. Cook retired from my room and took the. documents with him, and I never have seen 
them since until the present time. As well as I remember, the House of Representatives directed Mr. 
Crawford's report to be published without the documents, and Mr. Cook told me that he had been permitted 
to take the documents into his possession for examination; upon which I requested him to bring them to 
my room. This was.some time during the last session of Congress, and before the documents were printed. 

Interrogatory 2. What part of said documents did you examine particularly? 
Answer. I examined those that related to the Bank of Edwardsville pretty minutely, partially those 

that related to tbe,Bank of Missouri, and I think it probable that I examined a part of the documents that 
related to the Tombeckbe Bank; I am under the impression that I did. I have not the slightest recollec-
tion of having examined any other part of the documents. • • 

Interrogatory 3. Look at the letter .A. 5, now shown to you, and the pencil marks and underscoring 
thereupon. Did you, when you made the examination of the documents, see and read this letter ? If yea, 
did you discover upon its face the marks it now wears? 

Answer. I did not examine the documents relating to the Bank of Steubenville. I had no motive to 
lead me to their examination, and I did not see the letter marked A 5, nor did I see or hear of any marks 
upon it, or upon any other letter at that time. 

Interrogatory 4. Do you know by whom said marks or underscoring or any part of them were made? 
Answer. I do not. They were not made by me, nor by any other person in my presence. 
Interrogatory 5. When did you first hear the marks upon this letter (.A. 5) spoken of, and by whom? 
Answer. I think I heard them first spoken of last winter, after the documents were printed, by Mr. 

Cook, but I cannot state precisely the time. 
Interrogatory 6. Did Mr. Cook state to you when or how be first discovered the marks upon .A. 5? 
Answer. All that I can recollect that throws any light upon that subject is this: Mr. Cook had stated 

to me that such expressions as are contained in the suppressed paragraph of the letter .A. 5 were in the 
documents, and afterwards, upon reading the printed documents, and not being able to find these expres
sions, I reminded him of bis having told me that there were such expressions in some part of the 
documents. I have always supposed that that was his reason for examining the documents, for be 
afterwards stated that the paragraphs were marked. _ 

Interrogatory 'l. What ied you to the examination of the documents brought to your room by :Mr. 
Cook at your request ? 
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.Answer. There were two objects: the :first of which was, that I heard of certain suggestions which 
I supposed were intended to criminate me in relation to the Bank of Edwardsville, and wished to see 
what the documents contained on that subject; and, particularly, one or more letters, which I believe had 
been written to l\Ir. Crawford in 1819. The other was a statement which I had seen, or understood to be 
in Mr. Crawford's report, and which I thought I knew to be erroneous, to wit: That the uncurrent paper 
which he received from the Bank of Edwardsville bad been received by that bank before the date of the 
contract under which it agreed to pay specie. Because I, myself, had made the arrangement with him 
concerning the bank, and knew that the first article of the contract under which it became a depository 
of public money was, that the deposit should be entered to the credit of the Treasurer as cash. I did not 
examine the documents with reference to any other object. 

Interrogatory 8. Were you at any time a Director of the Edwardsville Bank? Did you resign your 
seat as such Director ? If yea, at what time? .A.nd was it, or was it not, because you believed that the 
circumstances of said bank were impaired, and that it would be compelled to stop ? When did said bank 
stop? 

.Ansil'er. I was a Director of the Bank of Edwardsville. It was organized about the time I ,left 
Edwardsville, in the fall of 1818, to take my seat in the Senate of the United States. Previous to that 
time, the public moneys received at Kaskaskias and Edwardsville were deposited in the Bank of Missouri 
at St. Louis, as I understood, by the directions of the Secretary of the Treasury; and believing that the money 
received by these offices would be equally as safe in the Bank of Edwardsville as in the Bank of Missouri, 
in which opinion subsequent events have proved that I was not mistaken, I applied to the Secretary of 
the Treasury to have the money received by these offices deposited in the Bank of Edwardsville, which 
he readily agree to do. On my return to Edwardsville from Congress, in 1819, I found that a great 
run was made upon the bank, resulting, as I then believed, and still believe, from a formidable combina
tion against it; and fearing that it might, at some time or other, fail to fulfil its engagements to the 
Government, I determined to sustain it against the run that was then made upon it; to get, if possible, 
out of the reach of danger, and then to free myself fi,:om all responsibility with regard to it. Accordingly, 
some time in 1819, I made a publication in the St. Louis Enquirer, Edwardsville Spectator, and I think 
one other paper, the object of which was to give public notice and to apprise the Secretary of the 
Treasury of my intention to withdraw from the bank, and my determination to relieve myself from all 
responsibility in regard to it; leaving the Secretary to judge for himself, from the returns he required it 
to make, of the propriety of continuing it a depository of public money; and although I believed the St. 
Louis Enquirer was sent to him, I enclosed him a paper containing my publication; and that he might 
have as perfect control of the subject as possible, I prevailed upon Colonel Benjamin Stephenson, the 
Receiver and the President of the Bank of Edwardsville, who apprehended that ill consequences would 
result from my withdrawing from it, to write to the Secretary of the Treasury upon the subject, and 
enclose him one of my publications; and I advised him, in the meantime, to withhold all further deposits 
till he could receive the orders of the Secretary; and I believe he did so, though I do not positively know 
it. I saw him write the letter and enclose the publication, and I have no doubt the Secretary received it. 
Colonel Stephenson afterwards informed me that he had received a letter from the Secretary of the 
Treasury, directing him to continue the deposits in the bank, and I was much surprised at not seeing this 
correspondence in the report, as well as one or more letters which I confidently believe were written to 
the Secretary of the Treasury in 1819, for the purpose of apprising him of the situation of the bank at 
that time, and inducing him to forbear to draw upon it until it could relieve itself from the pressure it 
was then encountering. The bank continuing to pay specie notwithstanding the pressure, and in the fall 
of that year, I expect, was in as good situation as any bank in which the public money was then deposited. 

According to the pledge which I gave in my publication, I resigned my seat as a Director, and 
though I was once elected to the same station since that time I refused to accept it, nor have I had any
thing to do with the management of the bank since the fall of the year 1819; and that I might not be 
liable even to the suspicion of having been influenced by interested motives, in consequence of a hundred 
shares which I held in the bank, I have never borrowed one cent from it, though I paid the instalments 
required of me upon my shares in good money. I presume the documents will show when the bank 
stopped; I think it was in 1821, in the latter part of the summer or the :first of the fall; it continued 
after that to redeem its notes under ten dollars. 

Interrogatory 9. Can you furnish to the committee a copy of the publication referred to in your 
answer to the last interrogatory? If not, state it as well as you can recollect it . 

.Answer. I cannot furnish such a copy, but think that Mr. Crawford could; and presume that Colonel 
Benton recollects it. I think it substantially contained what I have stated in pretty express terms. 

TUESDAY l\IoRNING, February 19, 1823. 
Mr. DICKINS examined: 
Interrogatory I. Were you at the office of the Intelligencer at any time during the printing of the 

documents of which (.A. 5) is a part? If yea, for what purpose? 
.Answer. I do not know that I was at the office of the Intelligencer during that time, nor do I know 

how long the documents were in possession of the printers. I never saw the documents whilst in their 
possession, no~· expressed to them any wish in relation to the documents. 

l\Ir. Buncn examined: 
Interogatory 1. Look at the uJderscoring upon the suppressed paragraph of A 5; is there anything 

in the ink with which said underscoring has been made which can lead you to pass any opinion upon 
the character of the mark? 

.Ansuw. The underscoring upon the said letter is, in my opinion, in a different ink from that with 
which the body of the letter is written. It is not the ink of the Clerk's office of the House of Representa
tives; it is not so black, but approaches nearer the color of that furnished members during the last 
session of Congress. 

Interrogatory 2. Is there anything peculiar in the character of the ink furnished members of Congress 
which can enable you to identify it ? 

.Answer. The ink, after being used for some time, assumed a rusty color, such as is exhibited by the 
underscoring upon the letter .A. 5; instead of grow:ing black, as it grows older, it fades and rusts. 
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Mr. CooK re-examined on the 22d February. 
Question I. At what time did you first become acquainted with the practice, in the office of the 

Intelligencer, of omitting to print those parts of documents marked with crosses, and included in 
brackets? 

Answer. I never heard of such a practice until I heard ii; stated to the other committee of investiga-
tion by the printers. . 

Question 2. How long after the documents were returned by you to the House was it before you 
moved that they should be printed ? • 

Answer. I think it was not more than two or three days, but I cannot say exactly how long it was. 
Question 3. Do you think it was not on the same day ? 
Answer. I think it was not. It appears to me the documents lay in my drawer in the House of 

Representatives at least one day before I made the motion, and probably longer. 
Question 4. Were you in the habit of locking your drawer? 
Answer No, I was not, except on some occasions, when the House adjourned from Friday or Saturday 

until Monday; and not always then. 

BANK OF STEUBENVILLE, I!'ebruary 10, 1828. 
DEAR Srn: I have just received yours of the 29th ultimo, calling my attention to a paragraph in my 

letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, of the 3d of April, 1819, which paragraph was omitted by the 
printer, on a call of the House of Representatives. • 

I have examined the book containing a copy of that letter, and have conversed with the Clerk of the 
bank on the subject. We

0

are both satisfied that no part was underscored, or I!larked in any way, when 
it left the bank. How, or by whom it was thus marked, or for what purpose, I am totally ignorant. 

Surely there was no just reason for suppressing that paragraph; the circumstance to which it 
referred being really trifling in itself, although, in the warmth of the moment, I gave an importance to 
it which this unfortunate suppression is calculated to magnify. The debt of eighteen thousand dollars, 
transferred from the Branch at Chilicothe to the Bank of Columbia, ( where the whole amount of the 
special deposit was ordered to be placed,) and thence to this bank,. was faithfully paid with interest. 

If it had remained at either of those places it would have been as faithfully paid. It was the 
property of the Government, and its character was not changed by the transfer. 

I am, very truly; dear sir, your obedient servant, 
• W. R. DICKINSON. 

A. DrcKrns, Esq. 

Letter from the Secretary of the Treasury to the Oommittee appointed on the ahove suqject. 

TREASURY DEPARTM;ENT, February 24, 1823. 
Srn: In reply to your letter of the 10th instant, enclosing a resolution of the House of Representa

tives of the 6th of the same month, and requesting the communication of any information not already 
communicated as may be in possession of the Department, I have the honor to observe that when the 
Bank of the United States went into operation an effort was made to simplify the operations of the 
Treasury through the instrumentality of that institution. To give to this effort the greatest efficiency, 
it was agreed that the bank should have the selection, not only of the State banks in which the public 
money should be deposited, in places where it had established no office, but of those whose notes should 
be received on account of the revenue; and that all money so deposited should be entered to the credit 
of the Bank of the United States, in trust for the Treasurer of the United States. It was further agreed 
that the Treasurer might draw upon the bank at any place :where the public money was deposited, 
whether there were any public money at such place or not, with the understanding, however, that 
reasonable notice should be given to the bank when it was intended to draw for any considerable 
amount beyond the sum on deposit at such place. 

This project was generally carried into effect in the course of 1817, after the State banks had 
resumed specie payments. The notes of all such banks, in the western States, were received by the 
land officers, and deposited as specie in the offices of the Bank of the United States, and in the State 
banks employed as offices of deposit. 

This plan of simplifying the operations of the Treasury was, in the course of 1818, interrupted, on 
the one hand, by the complaints of the State banks employed as offices of deposit, that the Bank of the 
United States acted oppressively and capriciously towards them, by subjecting them to all the inconve
niences incident to tlie relation they held, and depriving them of most of the advantages ~hich they had 
a right to expect from that relation; and, on the other, by those of the Bank of the United States, alleging 
that the State banks were desirous of appropriating to themselves all the advantages of their situation, 
without bearing any part of the burdens imposed upon it by its charter, or by the arrangement made 
with the Treasury, one of the most onerous of which was the implied obligation it had incurred of guaran
teeing not only the solvency of those banks, while they were employed as offices, but also of the other 
State banks whose notes were received on account of the revenue. This state of collision and i1T1tation 
continued increasing until the autum of 1818, when the bank notified the Department that it could no 
longer execute its arrangement without sacrificing the essential interests of the institution. At the same 
time it declared its determination to receive from the land officers nothing but its own notes and the 
current coin of the Uni.on, except as special deposit. Shortly after this determination many of the 
western banks stopped payment. • 

The· experience of the bank had, about this period, led to the conviction that it was impracticable 
to keep its notes in circulation in the western States, and orders were, consequently, issued in the course 
.of the autumn or in the early part of 1819, forbidding its western offices to issue their notes, even on a 
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deposit of specie. The determination which it had formed, in relation to payments on account of the 
public lands, was, therefore, practically, a determination to receive nothing but current gold and silver 
coin, which was nearly as difficult to be obtained, in the western States, as the notes of the Bank of the 
United States. .A.t this time there was due the United States nearly twenty millions of dollars by the 
purchasers of the public lands, a great part of which debt had been contracted during the suspension 
of specie payments, and in the years 181 'l and 1818, when the notes of nearly all the western banks-were 
receivable in payment. It was manifest, upon the slightest reflection, that this determination of the bank 
would greatly reduce the receipts into the Treasury from that important branch of the public revenue, 
but that consideration would not alone have been sufficient to have induced the Executive Department to 
have assumed the responsibility of the measure, which was, with great deliberation, adopted upon the 
occasion. . 

To have permitted the distress and ruin in which the purchasers of the public lands would have been 
involved, by the refusal to receive from them any thing in payment but the cun·ent coin of the Union 
and notes of the Bank of the United States, under such circumstances, without an effort of the Executive 
Department to avert them, would have excited feelings in a large and meritorious body of citizens which 
no prudent Government, even if despotic, could have seen with indifference. It is confidently believed 
that, if no such effort had been made, the Executive Department of the Government would have been 
charged with the most shameful imbecility, and that the Treasury Department would have been loaded 
with the public execration. If an effort was to be made to afford relief, the alternative presented was to 
continue to receive the notes of the few banks in the west which still continue to pay specie, and enter 
them to the credit of the Treasurer, in the offices of the bank, as special deposit, or to deposit them in 
State banks, upon conditions which would make it to their interest to return them into circulation as 
soon as practicable, on account of the Government. In the first case they would have accumulated in 
those offices without the possibility of being put again into circulation on account of the Government, -
as those offices would have had no inducement to make exertions to convert them into specie, or transfer 
the amount by the purchase of bills of exchange upon New Orleans or upon the Atlantic cities. To effect 
either of these operations, it was manifest that the employment of the State banks was indispensable. 

The arrangements proposed were maturely considered and adopted with the approbation of the 
President, who was fully sensible of the importance of the crisis which had arrived. 

The inducements which were offered to those banks to resume and continue specie payments and to 
transfer the excess of the public revenue collected in the western States, beyond the expenditure, to 
places where it could be expended, were believed to be both justifiable and sufficient to insure success; 
and the result has proven that nothing was necessary to the most complete success but the want of 
integrity in those who had the direction of some of those institutions.* Against this contingency the 
Department availed itself of all the means within its reach, aud confided in the representations of 
gentlemen who occupied high and responsible stations in the public councils, whose judgment and integ
rity were considered unquestionable, [and whose] means of information excluded almost the possibility 
of mistake. Notwithstanding the want of integrity which has been manifested by the Directors of several 
of those banks which have failed, it is still confidently believed that, after making a liberal allowance for any 
loss which possibly may occur by the Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati, the Banks of Vincennes, 
Edwardsville, and Missouri, the benefits which have resulted from those arrangements will greatly 
preponderate over such loss. 

It is impossible to state whether any loss will eventually be sustained by the Government from 
either of those banks. No apprehension is entertained of loss from any other. The Farmers and 
Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati is, therefore, the only one in which public money has been deposited, where 
the Bank of the United States had established an office, from which thei:e is any danger of loss. 

That bank, in a very short time after it resumed specie payments, in conformity with its agreement 
with the Treasury Department, stopped payment, and has never made any return or answered any of the 
demands which have been made upon it for information. The impression in relation to it has therefore 
been very unfavorable. .A. suit has been brought against it, in the federal court, for the amount of 
public money in its possession, which has not yet been decided. 

The arrangements made with the Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati, the Bank of Chilicothe, 
and the branch of the Bank of Kentucky, at Louisville, where offices of the Bank of the United States had 
been established, by which the public moneys collected at the land offices in the vicinity of those banks 
were deposited in them, were not communicated to Congress at the next session after their date, from mere 
inadvertence to the provision of the charter to which the resolution refers. They were, however, matters 
of general notoriety, not only in the western States, but in the other parts of the Union. Omissions of 
this nature have frequently occurred in the Departments, and, it is presumed, will.occur hereafter, with 
officers the most attentive. The notoriety, however, which attended these arrangements with the banks, 
it is presumed, will satisfy the committee that there was neither a wish nor intention to withhold from 
Congress the fact of such deposits, and the reason upon which the measure was founded. 

The papers which arc herewith transmitted support the views presented in this letter. 
I remain, with respect, your obedient servant, 

WM. H. CRAWFORD. 
Hon. JOHN W. CAltPBELL, <Jhai1'1nan ef the Sdect Oommutee. 

No. 3. 

[I wished to have prefaced my examination with the following remarks, and had written them out for 
that purpose, but I could not be indulged in doing so by the committee.] 

I wish it to be distinctly understood that I am not now before this honorable committee as a volunteer 
to ofter my testimony, nor has my attendance as a witness been produced, as far as I am informed, by the 

o This is proven by the fact that the banks of Illinois, of Madison, and of Columbus, hitve fulfilled their engagements 
with fidelity, and still continue to fulfitthem; and that the Bank of Chilicothe faithfully fulfilled its engagements as Ion~ 
as they existed. 
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request, solicitation, suggestion, or procurement of any one or more of my personal or political friends. 
On the contrary, I am not free from the suspicion that some persons, at least, who have been most anxious 
for my examination, have been influenced by the hope of extorting some circumstance from me, which 
might at the same time afford a pretext for implications against myself and a plausible means of lessening 
the weight of suspicion and censure upon others; I therefore trust that the most ample explanations 
which I may deem it necessary to give, either for a correct understanding, or for a confirmation of the 
facts I am about to relate, will not be considered by the committee as improper or irrelevant. 

Before I proceed, however, I beg leave to protest against any proceeding, under whatever form or 
howsoever disguised, which assumes the authority, or has for its object, to compel any citizen of the 
Union to give evidence against himself in relation to an offence of which he may be suspected to be guilty, 
either as principal or particeps criminis, as being repugnant to .and violative of those well established and 
sacred principles of our Government which are the guaranty of life, liberty, personal security, and 
property. And that no such right of coercion may be drawn into precedent through n:?Y instrumentality, 
or by passive acquiescence or tame submission on my part, I deem it proper to declare that I freely waive 
all such objections, and cheerfully submit to an examinatio1:1, even if the object of it be my own crimina
tion, from considerations of I!-very different nature. 

No: 4 and 5.-B. No. 4. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 23, 1819. 
Sm: By a statement from the Bank of the United States it appears that certain deposits mentioned 

below, made in the Bank of Missouri to the credit of the Bank of the United States for the use of the 
Treasurer, have been credited by you as "special deposits." . 

I have to request that you will inform me of the circumstances under which those deposits were 
receiv:ed, and of what moneys they consist. 

I am, &c., 
W. H. CRAWFORD, 

Secretary of the Treasury. 
JORN DALES, Esq., Cashier of the Barile of Missouri, St. Louis. 

December 31, 1817, by S. Bond .................................................... . 
January 8, 1818, byB. Stephenson ................................................. . 
January 9, 1818, by A. Hayes ..................................................... . 

$52,000 00 
12,477 58 

136 00 

64,613 58 

B. No. 5. 
BANK OF MrnsoURr, June 25, 1819. 

Sm: Your favor of the 23d of March last did not come to hand until the 16th instant, by a p~ivate 
conveyance from the State of Illinois. The deposits alluded to, say Bond and Stephenson's, were received 
prior to this institution being informed of its appointment as an office of deposit, or had received its 
instructions. The receipts were given payable to the order of the Secretary of the Treasury, in such 
current bank notes as were then received by the Receivers of Public Moneys, and co.nsisted of Cincinnati, 
Chilicothe, State Bank of Kentucky and branches, Tennessee, North and South Carolina, Vincennes, and 
ShawneetoWll. notes. 

The special deposits of John Hayes, Collector, were unci.trrent, viz: 

One Kentucky Insurance Company note of ............................................. . 
One Lebanon, Miami, Banking Company ................................................ . 
One Bank of Marietta, Ohio ........................................................... . 
One Muskingum Bank, Ohio ........................................................... . 
One Exchange Bank .of Indiana ....................... -................................ . 
One Pittsburg Manufacturing Company ................................................ . 
Two Union Bank of Pennsylvania, each $5 .............................................. . 
One Westmoreland Bank of Pennsylvania .............................................. . 
One Centre Bank of Pennsylvania ......................... .-........................... . 
One Marietta, Lancaster County ...................................................... . 
One Banque de la Louisiane ..... _ ..................................................... . 

$20 00 
50 00 
5 00 
5 00 
5 00 
5 00 

10 00 
20 00 
10 00 
5 00 
1 00 

136 00 

I am, with great resp~ct, sir, your obedient servant, 

Hon. W. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the Treasury. 
JOHN DALES, Cashier. 

No. 6. 

Extract from Mr. Orauford's Repo1·t, December 10, 1817. 

"In making the transfers from the State banks, the special deposits, of which they were, in some 
instances, principally composed, presented considerable-embarrassment. The Bank of the United States 
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tendered its services for the purpose of exchanging for specie, or bills of the banks in commercial cities, 
those deposits which were principally confined to the interior of the middle and western States. This 
offer was accepted; and, although great exertions were made by the bank to effect that object, much 
remains to be done. Indeed, the amount of special deposits is now nearly as large as when the agency of 
the bank was accepted. This has arisen from the immense number of local banks scattered over the 
interior of the States of Pennsylvania and Ohio, most of which, ostensibly, pay their bills in specie. The 
paper, however, of these banks, is not received, in most cases, by each other, as specie; and the experience 
which the Bank of the United States, in the execution of its agency, has acquired of the character and 
standing of many of them, bas induced it generally to refuse the bills of those banks. In order to put an 
end to an elYil, which seems rather to increase than diminish, general, instructums hai:e 'been given -to the Oollectors 
ef the internal, revenue to i·eceive bills ef no bank which wi1l not be credited as specie in the Bank of the United 
States, its offices, and State banks, employed as places of deposit, where they are respectively required to 
make their deposits. .As soon as the offices established at LouislYil,le, Ohilicothe, and Pittsburg, ha1:e gone into 
operation, and shal,l have thrown into circulation a reasonable amount ef their bills, they will be made the sole 
depositories ef the public moneys arising from the saJ,es ef land in the States ef Ohio and Indwna; and instruc
tions, similar to those already gii:en to the Collectors, will be given to the Beceii:ers ef public money in those States. 

It is only after this arrangement shall be effected that the Bank of the United States will enjoy, in 
thei1· just extent, the advantages intended -to be secured to it by the charter, Under the limited enjoyment of 
those advantages, which general circumstances seemed to impose, the conduct of the bank is entitled to 
high commendation. The Directors have in no instance urged their claim to an earlier transfer of the 
public money, which remained in the possession of the State or local banks. There is much reason, also, 
to believe that, in its intercourse with the State banks, and in the execution of the agency confided to it 
by this Department, a spirit of justice and liberality bas been constantly manifested. 

I have the honor to be, &c., 
W. H. CR.A WFORD. 

Hon. PRESIDEXT ef the Senate and the Hon. Speake1· ef the House ef Representatives. 

No. 'i. 
JANU.ARY 19, 1823. 

Sm: I am informed that you have made objections to the appointment of Major Winchester to the 
office of Receiver of Public Moneys at Edwardsville, which a sense of justice both to him and myself 
renders it my duty to endeavor to obvfate; and I flatter myself that if, on a review of the circumstances 
of his case, together with the explanations which I am constrained to give, you should not be fully 
satisfied that they are sufficient to warrant implications of the grossest dishonor and blackest turpitude, 
you have too much charity and justice to credit, much less to act upon them in such a manner as would 
inevitably fix upon his character a stain of the deepest dye. 

Your objections, as I understand them, are predicated upon the supposition that be bas confederated 
with others for the base and diabolical purpose of robbing the public Treasury, by taking, and applying 
to their own use, the public money which was in the hands of the late Receiver, bis father-in-law. 

The proof to justify presumptions of such outrageous depravity ought, in any case, to be very strong. 
In regard to an amiable but distressed family, whose honor and integrity even the utmost acerbity of 
party broils and contentions bas never yet ventured to assail, the proof ought to be irresistible. 

Major Winchester's character is neither a negative one nor bas it been negatively supported. To 
say nothing of the favorable opinion of him which has been expressed by citizens of bis own State, bis 
standing and reputation are most honorably sustained by the recommendations of many disinterested 
gentlemen, who could have no possible motive to mislead and impose upon the administration in bis case . 
.Among them are Colonel Benton, Judge Barton, General Rector, Judge Peck, and others of great 
respectability in Missouri and Tennessee. If those gentlemen are to be believed, is it credible that such 
a man as they show Major Winchester to be should have entered into a plot which would forever blast 
his own fair fame and fix indelible disgrace upon the unstained reputation of the mother of bis own wife? 
I cannot believe it. The very application which be makes for the appointment in question, it appears to 
me, completely negatives all such unfavorable inferences. He would not apply for the office without 
intending to hold it; and be could not expect to bold it if he meditated 'the dishonorable purposes that 
are imputed to him, and which it would be impossible to conceal. 

Even his own direct interest in regard to the money alluded to, I should suppose, would be sufficient 
to prevent bis participation in a scheme so criminal and disgraceful. Being, as he informed me he was, the 
security of Colonel Stephenson, be is now answerable for every cent of the money received and not paid 
into the public Treasury. To cause it to be misapplied would only render his loss the more certain. 
There could be no adequate inducements to appropriate it to bis own use, under such circumstances, 
without a total abandonment of all prospects of future prosperity. To wish.it appropriated, in part or 
the whole, to the use of others, would be nothing short of madness. He, therefore, must be both knave 
and fool if he bas engaged in any such projects. • 

What, then, is the proof to fix upon him those injurious suspicions? Nothing more than that "he 
declined the administration of the estate, and that it bas been given to two young men of Edwardsville, 
of little or no property," who are supposed to be mere instruments for consummating the intended fraud. 
Of these gentlemen I will speak first. I have known them both intimately, and one of them for many 
years; and I declare, upon my honor, that if I have ever beard the slightest suspicion of the integrity of 
either of them it has totally escaped my recollection. They are both men of business, who have been 
most extensively confided in; neither I think is less than about thirty years of age, one is older, and 
better characters than theirs I have never known. Mr. McKenney bas property in Edwardsville that 
cannot be worth less, I should think, than $2,000; and they own, in partnership, a first rate tract of land, 
and a farm, in the .American 'Bottom, about six miles from St. Louis; and with regard to Mr. Rockwell's 
property I know but little. He, however, married the daughter and only child of one of the most amiable 
and respectable families in the State, who, to use a common phrase, appear to be pretty "full handed." 
These gentlemen were the particular and intimate friends of Colonel Stephenson and his family, and this, 
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I suppose, was the cause of their being selected, and consenting to administer the estate; and I hazard 
nothing in saying a better selection could not have been made. 

I infer that tliese gentlemen are intended to be implicated because the objection to Major Winchester 
seems to be founded, not only upon his declining the administration, but upon the character or description 
of those to whom it has been committed. Is it possible, sir, that either assertion has been made, or the least 
proof exhibited, to impeach their characters ? I presume not. Without proof, the assumption that they 
would be base enough to lend themselves as willing instruments of fraud is wholly gratuitous, and ought 
not, I think, to be indulged for the purpose of eking out a most improbable suspicion of Major Winchester. 
What motive could tempt them to jeopardize, not only their characters, but their interest, by such a course? 
They must have given ample security, or they could not have obtained letters of administration, for the 
judge of probate is, and has long been, one of the most violent personal and political enemies of Colonel 
Stephenson, Major Winchester, and their friends. No presumption, therefore, can be indulged that he 
has failed to perform his duty in requiring adequate security. If the public money has been committed 
to their charge, it must be safe, and neither Mrs. Stephenson nor Major Winchester could have given a 
bett~r proof of not intending to apply it to their own use than ·surrendering it into the hands of the 
administrators. On the ·other ·hand, if it has not been given up to them, their youth, want of property, 
and characters, whatever they may be, cannot, in regard to the money, have had any influence in their 
selection, and can be entitled to no weight in fixing the. charge upon Major Winchester, of having 
procured their appointment with the views that are attributed to him. 

That the money has not been surrendered to them, and that it would not have been given up 
to any administrator, I think extremely probable. Administration gives no control over any but the 
property of the intestate. The public money, locked up in the Government's own strong box, is not, 
nor ought it to be, considered Colonel Stephenson's any more than munitions of war, or any other public 
property in the hands of an agent, should be considered as his. I have supposed that it is more proper 
that the money should be delivered to your order, or the successor of the late Receiver. Considering the 
nature of the duties of administrators in paying debts, as prescribed by law, and that they are not suable 
for twelve months, I should think it a very dangerous principle on the part of the Government to contend 
that money, under such circumstances, should be given up to them for the purposes of administration, 
and I have no doubt that equity would enjoin any attempt to act upon it, as a part of the estate of an 
intestate, 1Vhich is all that an administrator can have any control over, or is responsible for, by virtue of 
any of the engagements imposed upon him by law. 

The money never was in the possession of Major Winchester. The day I left Edwardsville, which 
was nine days after the death of the late Receiver, Mrs. Stephenson informed me that the public money 
was in her possession, locked up in the strong box which had been purchased for the Government; that it 
had not been opened, and that she should keep it till it could be paid to the Government; adverting to a 
report that her husband was behindhand with the Government to the amount of about $3,000, which she 
had never heard of till· after his death, she said every cent should be paid, if it took all the property 
they had in the world. 

Owing to certain persevering and successful measures to produce a coolness between Colonel 
Stephenson's family and myself, our intercourse had been so suspended or altered that I knew less of his 
affairs during last year than at any former period of our acquaintance, and I was much surprised at the 
suggestion of his not being able to pay every cent he had received for the Government, and could only 
account for it upon the supposition that he had anticipated an allowance he expected for services under 
the relief law, and for certain other accounts which I knew he intended to exhibit. If, however, the 
amount of his defalcation does not exceed what has been stated, his property, independent of the debts 
due him, is worth more than double that amount, and it is free from embarrassment; all his other debts 
being very inconsiderable. I would myself give more than the amount supposed for his farm adjoining 
Edwardsville. He may have been imprudent in loaning money, and I have no doubt he was so, because 
I understood before I left home that a list of loaned money had been found among his papers, but I am 
persuaded, though you did not know as much of him as I did, you know enough to be satisfied that no 
man could have supported a more honest character than he did throughout the whole course of his life. 
His wife and family, I do believe, have too much pride to· permit his memory to be stained with the 
reproach of having wronged the Government out of a cent. Even the injustice of prejudging them with
out proof, if it should happen, and the rejection of Major Winchester on such a supposition, though more 
likely than any other means my imagination can conceive of to produce such result, would not, I think, 
be sufficient, with all other motives combined, to induce them to withhold the money from the Government. 
This, however, can only be matter of opinion. It is honestly mine, though there is a possibility that I 
may be mistaken. 

Upon this view of the subject, the character and description of the administrators may, I hope, be 
considered as fairly disposed of, so as not to warrant any inference to the prejudice of Major Winchester. 

The only proof then remaining against him is, that he did not administer upon the estate; is this 
sufficient? Had he administered he would not have got the public money in virtue thereof, and a variety 
of other considerations might have rendered him unwilling to take upon himself the administration. But 
1 owe it to him to state, and I do it without the least apprehension of not being able to justify myself, 
tliat he consulted me, and I advised him to have nothing to do either with the office or with the money, 
unless he should be previously authorized by yourself. I, however, exceedingly regret that in justifying 
my advice I am compelled, contrary to my inclinations and the settled determination with which I 
returned to Congress, to allude to circumstances of an unpleasant character, but as my advice was given 
upon a statement made to me by himself, I must briefly notice it. 

He informed me that it was said and believed that Mr. Lowry, whom you appointed to examine the 
land offices, had disclosed the fact that the:re was unaccounted for, in the hands of Colonel Stephenson, 
a sum of money, the exact amount of which he did not know, but understood to be about $3,000; that 
this disclosure was made previous to our late election, and that it was used in a most extraordinary 
manner, which I now forbear to state, for the purpose of having an influence upon the election . 

.A.s, therefore, it was rendered probable there was a deficiency of money, the amount of which could 
not be precisdy ascertained, and as it might possibly'be greater than bad been supposed, I advised him 
to have nothing to do with it, lest a part of the actual deficiency might be supposed to have been produced 
after it came into his hands, and as he had never had anything to do with the office, in any way what
ever, his safest course was to keep clear of any kind of agency in relation to it, unless authorized by 
yourself. This course, I think, every prudent man must have felt the necessity of adopting under similar 
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circumstances, especially as there appeared to be no reason to doubt that the money would be equally 
safe in the hands of Mrs. Stephenson. 

"Whatever, therefore, may be the case in relation to Colonel Stephenson or any one else, Major Win
chester is in nowise answerable for it. He rests his pretensions upon his own merit, and in that point 
of view I think they ought to be considered. 

I appreciate your motives in wishing to save the public money; but, seeing that Major Winchester 
has been so long presented as a candidate, I can but regret that implications of so serious character 
should have been delayed so long that it is utterly out of his power to defend himself against them in 
time to prevent their ill effects. The extreme hardship of such a proceeding must be obvious to every 
reflecting man. He, I am persuaded, anticipated no such opposition or imputations, and I cannot readily 
imagine how he could have taken a better course for avoiding them. If I could believe that he justly 
merited them, be assured he should not have my support; and I am greatly mistaken in the man if he 
fails to vindicate himself as soon as he has an opportunity to do so. 

I also regret that the office should have remained so long vacant, and if not, by that means, jeopard
izing the money, at least producing great inconveniences and hardships, that will require legislative 
interposition. For it is probable that there has not been a day, Sundays excepted, on which instalments 
have not been falling due; and as those instalments bear interest from their commencement, which can 
only be avoided by punctual payment, the amount of interest that will accumulate must be very con
siderable. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your most obedient servant, 
NINIAN EDWARDS. 

No. 8. 

I have felt the consequences of this gentleman's unprovoked hostility, not only at Washington, but 
in Illinois also. To show to what he can descend, I will state a fact, which must be regarded with 
astonishment by every highminded gentleman who may be informed of it. It has heretofore been pub
lished, and never has been denied, at least, publicly. 

A quondam friend of Mr. Crawford, in Illinois, applied to him for a statement of a certain gentleman's 
account in the Treasury Department, intending to use it against that gentleman in a county election for 
the State Legislature. The statement was transmitted, and freely used in the election, being referred to 
in handbills, &c., This cannot be denied, or if it should be, it can be proved. 

No. 9. 

It will also be seen, in the progress of this investigation, that I had made this same statement sub
stantiaily to himself more than twelve months before my examinat1on, before any of his suppressions had 
been discovered. 

No. IO. 

ANo.5. 

Statement Q.f the situation of the Bank of Edwm·dsville. 

Bills discounted .................................................•.............. 
Special loan .......................... ' ........................................ . 
Expenses ........................................ , ............................ . 

Cash on hand, viz: 
Gold and silver ................................................... . 
Funds sent for specie .............................................. . 
Cash in bills receivable in land offices ............................... . 
Office notes redeemed ............................................. . 

$42,369 5'1 
1,382 00 

31,43'1 00 
32,849 00 

Stock received .............................................................. . 
Discounts received. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,825 54½ 
Deduct premium account.......................................... 124 34 

Office notes issued, including post notes ....................................... . 
Balance to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States ....................... . 
Balances to the credit of sundry accounts ....................................... . 

NovElrBER 30, 1819. 
VOL. V--3-B 

$55,502 00 
10,000 00 
5,231 61 

108,03'1 5'1 

1'18, '1'11 18 

4'1,690 00 

1,'101 20½ 
44,006 00 
45,4'15 04½ 
39,898 03 

1'18, '1'11 18 
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Statement of the situation of the Bank of Edwardsville. 

Bills discounted ............................................................... . 
Specie loan ................................................................... . 
Expenses ..................................................................... . 

Cash on hand, viz: 
Gold and silver ................................................... . 
Funds sent for specie ............................................. . 
Funds sent to Louisville to pay draft from the Treasury Department, $15,000* 
Cash on bills receivable in land offices ................................ . 
Office notes redeemed .............................................. . 

$44,895 00 
2,050 00 

1'1,931 18 
20,094 00 
35,300 00 

Stock received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ . 
Discount received.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,051 60 
Deduct premium account.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124 34 

a Office notes issued, including post notes ........................................... . 
Deposit to the credit of Thos. T. Tucker, Esq., Treasurer of the United States, 98,191 59½ 
Balances to the credit of sundry accounts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 551,89 00 

* Virginia and branches ............................................. . 
Kentucky and branches ............................................. . 
Gold ............................................................. . 
Philadelphia .....................................................•.. 
Georgetown, District of Columbia ..................................... . 
Vincennes ................................................. . 

DECEMBER 31, 1819. 

No. 11. 

3,700 00 
4,880 00 
8,516 13 

85 00 
100 00 
650 00 

[No. 'l'06. 

$56,252 00 
10,000 00 
5,844 56½ 

120,270 18 

192,366 'l4½ 

47,690 00 

1,927 26 
44,006 00 

98,743 48½ 

192,366 'l4½ 

1'1,931 18 

Report of the Select Committee to whom was referred the Report of the Bank of Missouri. 

The committee to whom was referred the report of the Bank of Missouri have had that report under 
consideration. .A. copy of the resolutions, marked .A., herewith reported, was forwarded to the President 
of the Bank of St. Louis, and also to the President of the Branch Bank at St. Genevieve. The report of 
the Branch Bank, marked B, is herewith reported; and the President and Clerk of the bank, in obedience 
to the request of your committee, have brought the books, notes, and such other papers of the bank as 
were necessary to give the information wanted, which have been carefully examined . 

.A. list of the names of stockholders, showing the transfers made, since the suspension of specie 
payments, and marked C, is also reported. • 

The bank has also furnished lists of debts due for which stock is pledged, debts due on personal 
security, and debts secured by mortgage, balances on books, all of which items were verified by a 
comparison with the notes and books of the bank, and a statement, marked D, herewith reported. 

Your committee have examined, in part, the correspondence of the directory of thP. bank; and, for 
the information of the House, have made extracts from letters from the Hon. Wm. H. Crawford, Secretary 
of the Treasury Department of the United States. 

"I. The bank will receive from the Receivers of Public Moneys, and others having moneys to deposit 
on account of the Treasurer, the paper of such banks as pay their notes in specie on demand, and are 
otherwise in good credit, and whose paper is in circulation in its vicinity, ( a list of which will be furnished 
by it to the Secretary of the Treasury,) and will credit the same to the 'freasurer of the United States 
as cash. The bank may, however, discontinue to receive the paper of any of the said banks, but in such 
case it will give immediate notice thereof to such Receivers, and others who usually deposit public 
moneys in it, and the notes of any such banks which may have been received by them before such notice 
shall, nevertheless, be taken and audited by the Bank of Missouri as cash. 

'' 2. The bank shall pay at sight all drafts which the Treasurer of the United States may draw on it, 
and it shall, from time to time, transfer to the Bank of the United States, or its branches at New York, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, or New Orleans, in such moneys as will be received by them as cash, 
the excess of public moneys remaining on deposit after such drafts are paid, over and above the sum 
of $150,000, which sum of $150,000 shall remain on deposit in the Bank of Missouri during the continuance 
of this arrangement, and shall be transferred, in like manner, by the bank, within six months after it shall 
ceasP. to be employed to receive the public moneys. It is agreed, however, that if the amount received by 
the bank shall be so large as that the expense of remittance shall exceed the benefit of the deposit, the 
sum which is to remain on deposit in the bank shall be proportionably increased." Dated June, 1819. 

Under date June 23, 1819, we find the following: 
".A.s the current payments into the Bank of Missouri will, probably, be more than sufficient to meet 

any demands which may arise for the public service in that quarter, over and above the deposit proposed 
to remain in the bank, and as it is desirable that the large sum which is now in that bank may, as soon 
as practicable, be made available where the public service will require it, I have to request that measures 
may be taken for paying it over to the Bank of the United States as fast as may be convenient. * * * 
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It is presumed that the amount of the bills of the Bank of the United States and of its offices, now in the 
possession of the Bank of Missouri, can be conveniently, and without delay, transferred to the office at 
.Louisville." 

Under date of 30th of July, 1819, your committee find: 
"Although it is not entirely regular to ask the bank to advance money under circumstances which 

do not admit of an immediate credit upon its accounts with the Treasurer, yet, considering the amount 
which bas accumulated in the bank, the difficulty there is in transferring it to the Atlantic cities, where 
much of it must be eventually transmitted." 

Under date of the 9th September, 1819, the Secretary says: "Considering, however, the precarious 
state of the 5tate institutions, except in the principal cities, it would be an act of prudence not to retain 
their notes longer than what is absolutely necessary." 

It is proper here to remark that, under date of the 23d June, 1819, the Secretary, in consequence of 
complaints from Kentucky, remarks: "It is at the same time extremely desirable that the most conve
nient and conciliatory course should be resorted to in obtaining payment of the bills which may happen to 
accumulate in the banks in which the public moneys are deposited." 

The amount which was received in the Bank of Missouri from the 8th of August, 1818, to the 6th of 
September, 1819, will be seen by reference to a statement marked E. This statement is copied from a 
memorandum made in the handwriting of John Dales, the acting-Cashier of the bank. 

Your committee believe that at the time the Bank of Missouri was established the medium of 
exchange then circulating in this country was chiefly foreign notes of the banks of Kentucky, Ohio, Ten
nessee, Indiana, North Carolina, &c., in which the greater part of the capital stock was paid, and which 
was afterwards converted by the bank into specie. . 

That the bank bas never, at any time, bad under discount a larger amount than was allowed by the 
charter. 

That the bank did make an arrangement with the Secretary of the Treasury for a permanent deposit 
of $150,000, which they had a right to loan or use as they thought proper. 

'l'bat the bank, for nearly five years, did meet all demands against it in gold and silver, and did 
continue to do so as long as it had the means in its power. 

That the debts due the bank on personal security, as well as those secured by mortgage, with the 
exception of five thousand dollars, are deemed safe and well secured. 

'l'he amount of notes in circulation are diminished $51,515 'l5, of which amount $'l,356, as per 
statement, is sued on, arid arrangement is further made, as your committee are informed, by which $8,125 
are now suspended in the bands of General Clark, so that, making no allowance for the loss in five years' 
circulation, there is now only $36,052 'l5 in circulation. 

Some of the Directors have borrowed more than $3,000; and a construction bas been given to that 
part of the 8th section of the act of incorporation in the words following, to wit: "And no Director 
shall be entitled to loan at any time more than three thousand dollars,from said bank, either in his own 
name or in the name of any other person," by which a Board of Directors have loaned sums, at their 
discretion, to any Director. By a rule of the by-laws of the bank ( as your committee are informed) a 
Director bas no right to loan any sum whatever, it requiring five Directors to authorize a loan. Of the 
propriety of this construction your committee leave the House to judge. 

The books of the bank show the daily gradual, but rapid, drain of specie from the vaults of the bank, 
and your committee all concur in the opinion that there was no embezzlement of the specie funds of the 
bank at the time or since the suspension of specie payments. • 

From statement it will be seen that the United States is now the principal creditor of the bank. To 
coerce the payment of this debt would not only involve the bank in ruin, but by causing a correspondent 
pressure on the debtors of the bank, and other debtors, who, in their turn, must be sued, would produce 
scenes of distress which your committee hope will be spared to this community. For, however pressing 
the calls on the Treasury of the United States may be, when your committee remember the important 
services rendered by the Bank of Missouri, as well to the Treasury as to the Bank of the United States, 
in thus becoming the instrument of cashing for its benefit the large amount of notes received on account 
of the Treasurer of the United States, it is hoped that this additional calamity will not be visited on a 
community akeady stripped of the precious metals by the fatal policy of a Government whose true interest 
would have increased rather than diminish the circulating medium, more especially when your committee 
believe that, with a reasonable indulgence, the bank will be enabled to redeem its notes and pay all its 
debts, with little loss to the stockholders. 

Your committee believe that the failure is not attributable to any act of dishonesty on the part of 
the directory of the bank, but to that cause only which has produced a general suspension in th~ wes~ern 
country, and to that policy which would submit the control of the currency, the wealth of this Umon, 
and, unless soon counteracted, it is feared, its civil liberty, to the Bank of the United States. 

Your committee would ask of the House to examine the item in statement E, from which it will appear 
that the amount of the notes of the Bank of the United States and its branches, received into the Bank 
of Missouri from the 8th of August, 1818, till the 6th of September, 1819, was $104,041 45. Why has 
this currency disappeared from among us? Why have the branches of the west refused to loan their notes? 
\Vhy are the wealthiest debtors of the bank sued? The notes then were received at par with Kentucky 
notes; they are now worth more than specie 111 Property was then high-it is now low. Your c~mm!ttee 
conclude by hoping that no other question, however gotten up, however momentous, can agam divert 
the eyes of the National Legislature from the truly alarming state of the country. 
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STATEMENT D. 

Del:its due by the Bank qf Mi.ssouri. 

To the Branch Bank of the United States at Louisville, Kentucky ..................... . 
To the Branch Bank of New York ...................................... : .......... . 
To the Branch Bank of Washington ............................................... . 
Branch Bank of Kentucky at Louisville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. . 
Treasury of the United States.' .................................................... . 
Suits commenced against the bank ................................................. . 

To amount of notes in circulation, as follows: 
To whole amount issued............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19'7,800 00 
Post notes............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '7,138 29 

In all ....................................................... . 
Deduct as follows: 

Notes now on hand, as appears from the books of the bank ... . 
Amount .suspended in the hands of General Wm. Clark ....... . 
Notes on which suits are brought ......................... . 

Making ....................................... . 

$153,422 54 
8,09'1 00 
'l,356 00 

204,938 29 

168,8'15 54 

Which deducted leaves ........................................................... . 

Making the whole due by the bank ................................................ . 

Funds ef the Bank qf :iYiissouri. 

Debts due and secured on a pledge of stock at 80 per cent ........................ , ... . 
Debts due and secured by personal security and stock at 20 per cent ................... . 
Debts due and secured on pledge of stock at par ..................................... . 
Debts due on personal security ................................................... . 
Debts due on mortgage .......................................................... . 
Balance on books ............................................................... . 
Due by Bank of St. Louis, secured by mortgage with interest thereon, as verified by the 

President of the Bank of Missouri, and exhibits of sale, &c .......................... . 
Judgments verified by President and Clerk, and considered good ..................... . 
Real estate. . . . . . . . . . ........................................................ . 
Utensils, as per report, valued at ................................................. . 
Interest on judgments and notes suspended, as per report ............................. . 
Miami Exporting Company ....................................................... . 

Make ......................................... : ....................... . 
From which deduct the sum due by bank ........................................... . 

[No. '706. 

$590 82 
2 25 

4'10 84 
1,528 00 

152,342 88 
'l,356 00 

36,062 '15 

198,353 54 

$182,060 00 
32,'lOO 00 

1,000 00 
~5,693 10 

110,5'1'1 69 
6,696 O'r 

2,402 '16 
12,961 43 
l '1, '113 '15 

200 00 
2,000 00 

446 00 

441,460 80 
198,353 54 

246,09'1 26 

Leaving a balance in favor of the bank, but from which should be deducted the amount of $8,09'1, 
deposited with General Clark, deducted from the notes in circulation. 

E. 

Moneys on hand September 6, 1819, received qf the several, Receii,,ers ef Public Moneys, be'ing such as they were 
authorized to receive by the Hon. W. H. Crawford, Secretary qf the Treasury. 
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In the hurry of my last communication I omitted to notice another reason • in addition to "their 
irrelevancy of the subject-matter of the call;" which, according to the report of the committee, is assigned 
by Mr. Dickins as a justification for bis having marked two of the three suppressed paragraphs, which he 
admits he marked. 

This is, that they were "improper, in his opinion, to be communicated to the public, on account of 
the disclosures they made, or opinions they expressed, which might be injurious to the affairs of the banks 
or individuals to whom they alluded." And thus it appears that, because he thought they ought not to be 
communicated to the public, he determined to withhold them from the House, notwithstanding its unqualified 
call for them. But who constituted him, a mere clerk of the Department, the judge of such matters? Was 
it not the province of the Houi'?e to decide upon them? Or will he, or any one in his behalf, have the 
hardihood to place his justification upon the degrading and insulting assumption that the legitimate 
discretion of the House could not safely be confided in? 

Public documents belong not to the head of the Department in which they are deposited, but to the 
sovereign people of the Union, whose representatives have the right to command their production whenever 
they may deem it necessary or useful. Vain, however, would be the power to command without a 
correspondent obligation to obey. Obedience, therefore, is a positive obligation imposed equally upon the 
highest functionary of the Government and every subordinate public agent. None, therefore, can 
disregard or violate it without offering insult and indignity to the people and contempt to their representa
tives. And if, upon a call for the whole of a correspondence on a particular subject, as in the present 
case, even the head of a Department, much less a mere clerk, should, usurping the powers of the House, 
by arrogating to himself the right to decide how much of such a correspondence should be communicated 
or withheld, it could not be submitted to without compromitting the honor and dignity of the House. If 
submitted to, it would, indeed, "involve the important question how far the House and the nation could 
repose confidence in the information on which they might be called upon to act." A pretension so mon
strous, and a practice so dangerous, never can be tolerated or excused by a virtuous people who have 
the intelligence to appreciate and the firmness to assert and maintain their rights. 

But let us see what are those appalling "disclosur~' and "opi:,iiomr' which alarmed the apprehen
sions, awakened the sensibilities, and excited the sympathies of Mr. Dickins so strongly as to induce him, 
with such temerity, to interpose his unwarrantable precautions to shield "those banks and individuals" 
from the terrible consequences that were otherwise to be expected. 

One of the cases alluded to is destined to become a most fruitful topic. Some important bearings of 
the other will receive future illustration. At present, however, I intend to notice them in reference only 
to the motives by which Mr. Dickins professes to have been actuated. 

In the first place, then, it is not a little remarkable that "those banks and indimduals" that were to be 
so seriously affected are found, on examination of the documents, report, and evidence, to dwindle 
down to simple units. There was but one in either case. 

In regard to the first, "the disclosures" which it was apprehended "might be injurious to the affairs 
of the banks alluded to," are to be found in the letter of John Sering, Cashier of the Farmers and Mechanics' 
Bank of Indiana, dated Madison, August 24, 1820, [F 6,] and consist only of a mere inquiry of the 
Secretary of the Treasury, whether the notes of the MECHANICS' BANK OF .ALEXANDRIA ought to be received 
in payment for public lands by certain land offices in that State. Now, is it possible that an inquiry of 
this kind, by an individual residing at so remote a distance, could have been so materially "injurious to 
the affairs of a bank" in the District of Columbia, whose solvency, high character, and good standing, 
was such as to justify Mr. CRAWFORD'S CrncULAR LEITER to the Receivers of Public Moneys, dated August 1, 
1820, in which he directed its notes to be received in payment for public lands? Row wonderful that it 
should have been so thought 111 

The second case, [letter I 6,] it is true, "implicated one who had been a public officer," but who had 
long before been removed, through the instrumentality of the Secretary of the Treasury himself, on 
charges of the grossest misconduct. Is it not, then, passing strange that, in the very Department by 
which he had been thus publicly disgraced before the whole nation, there should be found so strong a 
disposition, on his account, to prevent "the disclosure" of a solitary instance of his improprieties which 
happened a considerable time previous to his removal? Credulity itself must be severely taxed to believe 
it, but Mr. Dickins says so-and "Brutus is an honorable man." 

It must be obvious to the most superficial observer that there is a mystery in the business which 
requires further explanation; but leaving its development to time, that effectual trier of all things, and 
supposing Mr. Dickins to have been actuated, in these two cases, by the motives he professes, let us 
inquire whether they could have been less powerful and operative for the suppression of the paragraph 
in the letter [A 5] which relates to the Bank of Steubenville. 

It appears that on the 10th of January, 1818, this bank owed the Government a special deposit of 
$79,707 80, and a cash deposit of $27,570, making an aggregate of $107,227 80. 

On the 18th of January the bank proposed to the Secretary of the Treasury to consider this sum as 
a cash debt, and to pay it to the "branch at Pittsburg, in four equal payments of three, six, ,nine, and 
twelve months, with interest, to commence from the time of the receipt of his acceptance of the propo
sition. 

On the 29th January, 1818, this proposition was acceded to by the Secretary. The whole of this 
debt, therefore, must have been due, and ought to have been paid, in ]'ebruary, 1819.-(See letters .A.a Nos. 
I and 2.) 

On the 13th February, 1819, the bank, having failed to comply with its contract, and still owing the 
Government a balance of $53,638 90, addressed a letter to the Secretary, stating that "in April, 1818, it 
had received a bundle of its notes from the branch at Pittsburg containing $30,000, the property of the 
United States, placed in that office on special deposit, and that, from the great pressure for specie, it had 
been compelled, in order to obtain time, to submit to a charge of retrospective interest from the January 
preceding, because the Cashier had written a letter on that subject in that month which, as he alleged, 
amounted to a demand of payment, and that, in consequence of the continuation of those pressures, &c., 
it ltad only been enabled to pay the interest, and reduce the debt to $24,568 50;" and soliciting the Secre-
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tary, with great importunity, to order this sum to be transferred to it from the branch at Pittsburg, and 
to adopt certain arrangements for the purpose of increasing the value and circulation of its ( the Bank of 
Steubenville) notes. These two balances, proposed to be united in one debt, ·amounted to $78,20'r 40, 
which was all that the bank asked in this respect. 

On the 12th March, 1819, the Secretary of the Treasury not only ordered the transfer as above 
requested, but also directed a similar transfer of $18,650 44 from the branch of Chilicotbe, which the Bank 
of Steubenville had not requested, but was then "taking measures to discharge;" and in the same letter 
which announce;d these further fruits of "his friendly disposition to this bank," and drew forth its adulatory 
acknowledgments, he adds: "I have this day addressed the Superintendent of the road west of the 
Monongahela, requesting him to ascertain whether the contractors for making the Cumberland road CAN• 
NOT BE INDUCED to receive the sums which may become due them in drafts upon your institution. I have 
also instructed the Superintendent of that part of the road which is yet to be contracted for to make the 
contracts suhject to be discharged in western funds, if it can be done without CONSIDER.ABLE Loss to the Govern
ment.*-( See letter A No. 2.) 

Thus it appears that on the 12th March, 1819, the debt which the Bank of Steubenville owed to the 
Government, but was utterly unable to pay, amounted to $96,257 84. Who, then, could have imagined that 
this bank,having so recentlyfailed to comply with its engagements with the Government, could have the 
presumption to ask further pecuniary favors of "one of the first officers of the Government," who was 
bound by the most sacred obligations to take every possible care of its money? And how infatuated 
must Mr. Crawford have been to have thought it consistent with his own duty or the public interest to 
continue a bank so evidently broken, and located in the vicinity of the branch of the Bank of the United 
States, at Pittsburg, as a depository of the public moneys ?-a bank, too, which, in its letter Aa No. I, 
had so unequivocally indicated to him its own consciousness of the impropriety, if not illegality, of 
his doing so I Strange, however, as it may appear, the Bank of Steubenville, still confiding in Mr. Craw
ford's "friendly disposition towards it," at this very time, and under these very circumstances, asked to 
be made the depository of public moneys received from the sales of public lands; and, with an ever-abiding, 
untiring generosity, Mr. Crawford granted its.request, and contracted to allow it a permanent deposit of 
$50,000, "of which the debt it then owed was not to be considered as forming any part."-(See Aa 
No. 5.) 

The condition of the bank, as might have been foreseen from a variety of other circumstances contained 
in the document No. 66, which time does not permit me to advert to, continued to grow worse; and in a 
letter which it addressed to Mr. Crawford on the 'rth July, 1820, pleading "its very low state," and impor
tuning his indulgence, it says: "Itis evident from the statement enclosed (which, by the bye, is suppressed) 
that the reputation of this institution, for the present, rests alone upon your forbearance until collections 
can be made, or further deposits made by the Receivers of public money."-(See letter A No. 8.) 

This was, in effect, asking Mr. Crawford to wait for the payment of a debt to the Government till 
the bank could collect enough of the Government's own money to discharge it. This appeal to Mr. Craw
ford's "friendly disposition," however, was not made in vain. The bank was indulged, continued to violate 
its engagements, owed the Government on the 14th February, 1822, (the date of Mr. Crawford's report,) 
the enormous sum of $161,297, received from the sale of public lands, (see Mr. Crawford's report., docu
ment 66, page 7,) and still is a depository of public moneysl-(See Mr. Dickins' first examination.) 

Can any·impartial man read this hasty review of the connexion of the Treasury Department with the 
Bank of Steubenville, and believe that Mr. Dickins, who so greatly deprecated the disclosures in relation 
to the Mechanics' .Bank of Alexandria, and an individual who had been removed from office, might not 
have thought it equally serviceable to Mr. Crawford to suppress a paragraph which showed that, to a 
bank so highly favored and so ready to ask, "he had extended his friendly disposition beyond what its 
Board would have dared to ask." I confess I think the latter much the most probable, and therefore I think 
Mr. Dickins' memory must have failed him when he gave his testimony. 

The "Richmond Enquirer," I find, thinks "it highly probable that M.r. Dickins, who marked all the 
other omitted paragraphs, marked this too, and that the circumstance has escaped his memory." And 
thus it appears that the editors of that respectable and patriotic journal are too highminded and honorable 
to descend so low as to unite in the project of rejecting all testimony in regard to others, and fixing the 
charge upon a member of the House, against whom there is not the slightest grounds of suspicion. 

But theY. say, also, "that the arrow which was aimed at Mr. Crawford has spent its force in mid air, 
and that the committee have correctly acquitted him of all participation in this business." What an 
unfonnded assertion! There is nothing like it in the report. As to three of the marked paragraphs, one 
of which is particularly important, the implifications which the report justifies are most strong that Mr. 
Crawford's attention was called to them, and, of course, that he must have approved of the object of those 
marks, since he did not erase them. Who could have had a better opportunity of knowing whether he 
did or did· not see the marks than Mr. Dickins? The latter must have known, or believed at least, that 
he did see them, or he (Mr. Dickins) could not have sworn the truth when he said "I think that if the 
Secretary should have been of opinion that what I had marked ought to be printed, he would have erased 
the marks." 

The editors might, with just the same propriety, contend that the committee have acquitted Mr. 
Dickins of all participation in marking the letter A No. 5, as that they have done so in regard to Mr. 
Crawford. The report, in this particular, asserts only the want of proof that either of those gentlemen 

. was guilty. Had the fact been established, as it is admitted by the "Enquirer," "that Mr. Dickins marked 
this paragraph also," every impli0ation against Mr. Crawford, in regard to the others, would have been 
equally warranted in relation to this one. 

I am glad, however, to find that the language of the "Enquirer" so clearly admits that an offence 
has been committed by some one. The very term acquitted, which it introduces with some parade of 
triumph, has a direct reference to an offence. By whom, then, was it omitted? If by Mr. Dickins, is it 
not somewhat singular, if Mr Crawford had no participation in it, that it should not have received his 
most pointed reprehension? Let it be remembered that Mr. Dickins still continues one of his most confi
dential clerks. The inference from this single fact is irresistible, and an enlightened people will not fail 
to give it its due weight. 

Those editors, however, are greatly mistaken in supposing that these suppressed paragraphs are all 

0 Who can doubt as to the effect of such instructions? and whence did Mr. Crawford derive authority to order any such 
contract to be mad~, 11,t &ny loss wh&tever to the Government? 'l'his is monsiron~• 
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the " discoveries" that were alluded to "in the whispers they heard three months ago."· They are mere 
bagatelles in comparison with what is yet t-0 be discovered. I have done with paragraphs for the present, 
and take my leave of them without venturing to decide who is guilty of their suppression. The decision 
of that question I cheerfully surrender to an impartial public. I shall not, ·however, be deterred by vulgar 
ribaldry and ungentlemanly abuse, nor by attempts to establish an inquisition to abridge the freedom ef the 
press, from engaging in further investigations. Such attempts come with a very bad grace, indeed, from 
exclusive "Republicans of the Jefferson school." But tho consciousness of a weak and indefensible cause 
naturally begets a desire to divert public attention from it. That desire has been most powerfully mani
fested already, and will be greatly increased. I shall, however, regard all such attempts with the indul
gence that is due to the desperation of the cause and the considerations from which they may spring. 

If certain members of Congress are as desirous as they appear to be to detect an~ punish me for any
thing that I have written, let them institute any proceeding by the House to act, not collaterally, but 
directly upon me, and I pledge my honor that I will avow myself, and waive any privilege that I have, if, 
indeed I have any, that would shelter me from merited punishment. 

My only motive for concealment arises from a consciousness that I do not write well enough for the 
public eye. So far from thinking that I have done wrong, I persuade myself that I shall, before I have 
done with this business, entitle myself to the gratitude of my fellow-citizens. The official conduct of a 
public officer is a fair subject of investigation. Every freeman has a right to investigate it in decent 
lang;uage, and I neither have used, nor shall I intentionally use, any other kind. With this limitation, I 
shall pursue the course that I have marked out for myself," though Tray, Blanche, and Sweetheart, should 
all bark at me." • 

[From the Washington Republican-1 

SUPPRESSED DOCUMENTS-CLASS No. 8. 

A.B. 

Considering the great anxiety for "probing this business to the bottom," which was so conspicuously 
manifested on a recent occasion, and the confidence with which gentlel!len asserted on the floor of the 
House that "all the original letters, marked and unmarked, had been communicated," it is a little singular 
that the strange metamorphosis of some of the most important of those originals into extracts, which has 
been subsequently discovered, should have completely extinguished the spirit of inquiry, and left nothing 
in its place but listless unconcern and apathy. How this is to be accounted for, is a problem which I 
may safely leave the public to solve. But why not investigate those extracts ? It is just as probable 
that the originals were taken out, and those extracts foisted in, by a member of Congress, as that he 
marked the letter .A. 5. Besides, be might have done the latter innocently; but only let the former be 
fixed upon him, his motives can no longer be considered problematical. For what could more strongly 
evince a premeditated determination to suppress parts of a letter than deliberately copying long extracts 
from it and passing them off for the original itself? 

Suspicion cannot be made to stick to the member alluded to, unless he can somehow or other be impli
cated in the legerdemain by which the transformation of those originals into extracts bas been so dexterously 
effected. If all the implications in regard to this curious affair shall be permitted to rest exclusively where 
they now do, the unsophisticated logic of the great mass of the community, who have no interest in being 
themselves deceived or in deceiving others, may lead them to the conviction that those who have been 
guilty of a multiplicity of much more important suppressions, may have had some participation in the 
suppression of the poor little paragraph in the letter A 5 also. 

It is a great error to be too easily discouraged. The investigation of those extracts may disclose 
some possibility that may afford, at the same time, an apology, at least, for the scepticism and the credulity 
of those whose peculiar organization of mind prevents the possibility of their being convinced against 
their wills, and renders it perfectly easy to believe whatever they please. Something, therefore, may 
possibly be gained in relation to the object alluded to by the investigation. Abstaining from it now, 
after all that is passed upon the subject, is like surrendering at discretion. '.l.'he attempt to implicate the 
member alluded to has gone too far to stop at the present point. It must be openly abandoned (which 
would be very mortifying) or pushed further. Without the one or the other, an impartial people must 
infer that there has been a desire to screqn the guilty by sacrificing the innocent; which is so abhorrent to 
every just and generous feeling that, if such an opinion should prevail, it will be infinitely worse in its 
consequences than all the suppressions that have been brought to light or are yet to be disclosed. 

Let not gentlemen who were so keen "upon the scent, while they supposed it to lead to the hole of an 
imaginary fox," now be found "at fault" because it is discovered to "lead directly to the den of the lion." 
Justice, magnanimity, and regard for consistency so imperiously forbid it, that. I trust such a spectacle 
will not be exhibited to the just, generous, and gallant citizens of this highminded Republic. 

If gentlemen have been betrayed into error in asserting, before the whole nation, the important fact, 
that all the originals of the correspondence between the banks and the Treasury Department had been 
communicated, ought not the error to be corrected? .And from whom have the public a greater right to 
expect that correction than from those who have rendered it necessary? One honorable gentleman, 
assuming the fact, as well he might, from all that then appeared, remarked, "that it spoke conviction to 
his mind from the first agitation of this matter, and was conclusive, that, so far from any intention to 
suppress any part of the documents, there was evinced, in sending the original letters, a disposition to open 
the whole flood of information to the House." The great importance of this alleged fact is thus rendered 
manifest by the incontrovertible argument that has been deduced from it. Would it, then, be right that 
the people should be misled and deceived in regard to this matter?. The argument of the honorable 
gentleman, without the fact to support it, is worth nothing, and I repeat, that the statement cannot be 
correct, unless llfr. Crawford and the President of the Bank of Huntsville actually sent extracts of their 
own letters to each other. .A.nd this the documents themselves will prove. 

The very mystery in which this affair is involved seems to me to furnish the strongest inducements 
and the best possible reasons for instituting a particular and strict inquiry into it. lf there has been 
nothing wrongfully suppressed, the production of the real original letters themselves will show it. This, 
therefore, upon that snpposition, would be the very best course that could be adopted for those who may 
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be supposed to be implicated. After the vigorous struggles that have been made for exculpation, in 
relation to the suppression of one little paragraph, it would be too late to affect a dignified indifference in 
regard to those curious extracts. If, with such powerful motives to produce the originals, they should 
still be withheld, it will not be extraordinary if it.should be believed that their production would readily 
account for the labor and pains that must have been employed in preparing the extracts which have been 
so unaccountably substituted in their place among the documents. 

But waiving for the present all further remarks on suppressions, by means of extracts of letters passed 
off for originals, I proceed to notice a new class of suppressions, by the withholding of both originals and 
copies. 

It is most obvious, from the general scope and tenor of the very first one of the extracts that I have 
referred to, (which is designated as the letter L No. 2, from Mr. Crawford to the President of the Bank 
of Huntsville,) that it is a reply to a letter which bas not been communicated. Of this fact, however, the 
following sentence contained in it is conclusive: "I observe that a part of the deposit made at Savannah, 
to which you refer, [ when, where, or how, does not appear,] was made in your own notes and in the notes 
of the Bank of Tennessee." Here, then, it is evident that a letter from the President of the Bank of 
Huntsville, relating directly to the deposits, and strictly embraced by the call upon Mr. Crawford, ·has 
been withheld, unless, perchance, it may have been purloined from the documents by some one "who 
wished to injure him." This being possible, and possibilities being deemed-entirely sufficient to warrant 
implications against one individual by gentlemen who reject proof as strong as Holy Writ against others, 
I pass on to a case that cannot be so easily eluded by this most charitable subtlety. 

The suppressed paragraph in the letter L 5, from Le Roy Pope, President of the Bank of Huntsville, 
to the Secretary of the Treasury, dated May 4, 1819, is acknowledged to have been marked at the Treasury 
Department for the purpose of suppression. This paragraph clearly related to instructions of the Secre
tary of the Treasury, in regard to the very deposits which were "the subject.matter of the call;" contains 
no "disclosures which might have been injurious to the affairs of banks and individuals;" and is, in itself, 
perfectly harmless. -

What possible motive, then, could there -have been for its suppression, but for the purpose of CON
CEALING THE LETTER TO wmcH IT REFERS? This letter has been withheld, and the paragraph that refers to 
it is in the following words: "Your conjecture in relation to your circular of the 11th of July last is correct; 
[ where is the conjecture to be found?] the important words subsequent to the 30th June last are not 
contained in the copy received by us, and this circumstance satisfactorily accounts for the construction it 
received from the Board of Directors. We regret that any mistake should have occurred, but we 'rejoice 
that our decision is thus aclcnowled,ged [but how is it acknowledged?] to have been proper. Agreeably to 
your request, [ when, or how was this made ?] I return the copy heretofore received, and under which we 
have necessarily acted, and retain the copy accompanying your last letter." This last letter, however, is 
nowhere to be found among the documents. Now, can any one read even this paragraph, with a view 
to ascertain the truth, without being strongly impressed with the belief that the motive for those sup
pressions, by such cautious arrangement, may have been somewhat different from what has been alleged? 

Mr. Dickins, in his testimony, says that "the letter of the 1st of May is not communicated, as will 
be seen by the printed documents."-(See his second examination.) But, as there is no clue to lead us 
to all the reasons which may have produced its suppression, I will content myself at present with adverting 
to one more of the many letters that have been withheld, concerning which Mr. Crawford himself leaves 
us no room for doubt. 

This is referred to, and partly described, in his letter, L No. 7, to the President of the Bank of 
Huntsville, dated 30th of July, 1819, in which he says: ''You will perceive by the contents of my letter 
of the 9th instant that the failure of the Nashville Bank and its offices was at that time known to this 
Department. It was then foreseen that the Bank of Huntsville could not fail, to be injuriously affected by 
that event, and by others of a similar nature which were then anticipated. I cannot, however, admit 
that these are the only causes which have produced the embarrassment described in your letter, nor concur 
in the opinion which you express-that the difficulties of your situation have been wholly produced by the 
Government deposits. The real cause of them is that you have discounted excessively upon your capital. If 
the public money had not been deposited with you, and you had discounted to the same extent as you have 
done, the amount of your notes in circulation would bear a most unreasonable proportion to the specie in 
your vaults; a proportion which, in times nwstfai:orable to banks, would be considered wholly unsafe. The 
public deposits, indeed, may be chargeable with your difficulties so far as they have tempted you to discount 
beyond what you would have done had they not been in your possession. 

"The reasons stated in my ktter of the 9th instant in favor of the prompt adoption by the bank of the 
measures necessary to the tranefer of the public money in the possession of the bank beyond the permanent 
deposit remain unimpaired," &c. 

The letter of the 9th ,July, 1819, is again referred to in the letter, L No. 8, from the President of the 
Bank of Huntsville to the Secretary of the Treasury, dated September, 1819, yet that letter has been 
withheld. Let me then ask whether there can be a doubt thaf it was included in "the call," or that it 
was relevant to the subject-matter thereof? If this letter could be rightfully withheld, what one, in the 
whole correspondence, was Mr. Crawford bound to communicate? Had it been produced, is it not probable 
that it would have left him without the least excuse for having continued the Bank of Huntsville a 
depository of the public money for about twelve months thereafter? I infer this from the description he 
himself gives of the letter, and from another one written cotemporaneously to another southern bank, 
which he agreed to make a depository of the public money on the production of a return of the state of 
its affairs, that "exhibited discounts to double the amount of the capital paid in," which he himself "con-

• ceived at the time to be imprudent," and notwithstanding he thought it "difficult to conceive that any 
bank could be managed with prudence which ex.tended its discounts more than fifty per cent. beyond its 
capital actually paid in."-(See his letter, M No. 4, to Israel Pickens, President of the Tombigbee Bank, 
dated July 9, 1819.) . 

The Bank of Huntsville, previous to tbe date of the suppressed letter of the -9th of July, 1819, had 
failed to fulfil its engagements; and, on the 30th June preceding, professing to repose "an animating con
fidence in the liberality of the Secretary of the Treasury," its President frankly declared to him that 
"heavy drafts from you would place us in a most disagreeable dilemma. In this case we must either 
empty our vaults or refuse payment. If yo-q. take away from us our specie we shall no longer have it to 
pay with here, and if you draw largely we shall be compelled to stop. Whichsoever of these courses we 
take, we trust, however, that you will not reduce us to a necessity so hateful." And it is a most astonishing 
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fact that they did not trust in vain. After such an expose of the situation of this bank, what possible 
justification can be presented for continuing to make further deposits in it? But let us see what was its 
real situation at the date of this communication to the Secretary. 

On that very day its capital was $164,175, on which it had discounted to the amount of $417 834 40 
and then owed to the Government $244,519 51, and to individuals $34,031 'i'i, and had in spe'cie only 
$97,679 62.-(See LL, in document 66.) 

In June, 1820, its capital remained $164,1'75; its discounts amounted to $414,480 24; its debt to the 
Government, $218,352 08; to individuals, $37,268 39; and its specie was then reduced to $37,261 36, 
(see same document;) and yet, during all this time, it continued to be a depository of public money; and 
notwithstanding all these circumstances, so well calculated to excite the greatest anxiety for the safety 
and prompt transfer of the public deposits, it does not appear that Mr. Crawford ever wrote one line on 
the subject from July, 1819, to July, 1820. There is, therefore, little to choose between an admission that 
the co1Tespondence has been suppressed and the acknowledgment of a negligence so culpable. 

It is also a remarkable circumstance that the offer of this bank to pay interest, when earnestly 
imploring forbearance, does not appear to have been accepted. 

And now, I would ask, what justification can be offered for thus jeopardizing the public money, and 
bestowing the use of it upon the stockholders of a bank in Alabama, while the Government has been 
compelled to resort to loans and the payment of interest? All thjs, however, is but a trifle to what is yet 
to be disclosed; and though some people may now have their myrmidons, as Achilles had in days of yore, 
their vaunting and menaces shall neither divert nor deter me from the purpose I have heretofore avowed. 
Indeed, I should think myself something like "the traveller who .stopped on an important journey to 
chastise an impertinent cur that had bit at his horse's heels," were I to pay the slightest attention to 
their foolish denunciations and vile vituperations of myself for exercising in a decent manner a right 
wisely guarantied to every freeman of this Union. 

A.B. 

[From the Washington Republican.] 

I now proceed to fulfil, in part, my promise of giving further explanations relative to the correspond
ence between the Treasury Department and the Bank of .Missouri, and of the relation that subsisted 
between them. 

It will be recollected that the first call of the House for the correspondence with those banks which 
had been made the depositories of public money received from the sale of public lands, and for the 
monthly returns they were required by their engagements regularly to make to the Department, was 
answered by Mi;. Crawford on February 14, 1822. 

Upon a critical examination of so much of his report as related to the Bank of .Missouri, and of 
the documents therewith transmitted, they were found to afford intrinsic evidence that a part of the 
correspondence had been suppressed; that the returns of the bank required by the call h3:d not been 
communicated; that another general return had been substituted in their place, which kept out of view 
the amount of its discounts and other important exhibits that were produced in all the other cases; and 
that a part of the information communicated was not only unsupported by any of tl1e documents, but 
palpably inconsistent with some of them. • 

Under such circumstances it was due to the dignity of the House that a second call should be made, 
and enforced also. And notwithstanding all the canting about harassing and persecuting Mr. Crawford 
with calls, it will be seen that he himself has rendered them necessary by withholding information which 
it was his duty to have communicated, and the withholding of which nothing can excuse, unless, indeed, 
his friends be so numerous and powerful, and their partiality for him so great, as to render them both 
able and willing to invest him de facto with immunities and privileges which would exempt him from all 
responsibility to Congress, and rende1· him superior to the laws and Constitution of the country. 

Let the good people of this Union have patience; in due time they will be convinced that this 
language is not too strong. They are interested in knowing the truth, and nothing shall prevent me 
from communicating so much of it as may suit my own convenience. While, however, I continue to 
write under my present signature, I earnestly hope it will be constantly kept in mind that, for proof of 
the statements I have heretofore made or shall hereafter make, I rely exclusively upon .Mr. Crawford's 
own documents. If, therefore, I should make any misrepresentation, I repeat that nothing-can be more 
easy than to detect and correct it. 

Intending merely to exercise the right, wisely guarantied to every freeman of the Union, of investi
gating the official conduct of a public functionary, and in doing so to confine myself to the truth, and 
studiously to abstain from all offensive language, I shall utterly disregard all the abuse, vituperation, 
and denunciations of those who, for their own selfish purposes, would overawe and repress the spirit of 
inquiry, without which the freedom of the press would lose much of its boasted advantages. 

It may, I am confident, be safely left to public sentiment to decide upon the pretensions to impar
tiality, disinterestedness, and patriotism of those who would excite odium against me for exposing 
conduct in Mr. Crawford which they themselves will not venture to defend and justify. Gentlemen should 
recollect that this case is now before a just and intelligent tribunal, where it will be decided according 
to its own intrinsic merits or demerits; and that, while they would impute to me motives of personal 
hostility, they themselves may not escape the reproach of endeavoring to screen from fair investigation 
conduct in Mr. Crawford which they would be the most prompt to condemn and denounce in others. 

It has recently been seen that when, in a short article, I first took the liberty of calling the public 
attention to a part of those suppressions, an immediate search was made into the documents. The facts 
I alleged were found to be strictly true; and thereupon the House of Representatives, of its own accord, 
unanimously determined to investigate the matter. Additional facts of superior interest continued to 
be developed, with the same means of testing their accuracy; but finally "the scent was ascertained to 
lead directly to the den of the lion" And lo! then the great object of some gentlemen was to stop short, 
wheel about and turn back to inquire who A. B. was, with the hope of finding him a member of Congress, 
and the avowed determination "of expelling him as a dirty dog" for the very unparliamentary conduct of 
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writing a short article in decorous language, and the truth of which was attested by every member of 
the House. This ludicrous scene, however, at which I confess I, as well as others, laughed most heartily, 
was permitted to close with an abandonment of that darling project; and thus I escaped, what indeed I was 
very willing to meet, the formidable array of terrors with which I was threatened. Such daring attempts, 
however, upon the freedom of the press and the rights of a fellow-citizen will not soon be forgotten. Like 
all the vaporings and abuse with which they were accompanied, they wo~ld have been worse than useless 
in a good cause, and could only render a bad one still more desperate. 

In an early stage of this investigation I ventured to advance the opinion th1.t this business was not 
to be whitewashed, compromised, and finally settled at Washington. It is a subject which is legitimately 
within the jurisdiction of the tribunal of the people, and believing that they will take proper cognizance 
of it, I proceed to notice the second call that was made upon Mr. Crawford in regard to the Bank of 
Missouri. 

This call remained unanswered until the 27th of April, 1822, and the documents accompanying it 
were not printed until after the rising of Congress. Of course, like the report of the second committee of 
investigation, and the replies to Mr. Eaton's and J. Jenning's resolutions, it was delayed to so late a 
period of the session that it could not then be acted on. It, however, was a little more fortunate than 
the resolution adopted by the House, on the motion of Mr. Moore, of Alabama, calling upon Mr. Crawford 
for an exhibition of certain allowances made to a few land officers, for clerk hire, &c., in positive violation 
of the law of Congress on that subject; fof"this call; like the one made upon him in 1818 on the subject 
of internal improvements, he has not deigned to answer at all. And doubtless this flagrant contempt of 
the lawful authority of the House, and insult to its dignity, will be held perfectly blameless by all those 
who recently rendered themselves so conspicuous by their bold and unconstitutional attempts to muzzle 
the press and violate the most unquestionable rights of a fellow-citizen. The people, however, who yet, 
thank God, have the right to judge for themselves, may think very differently of such conduct, and with 
them I am content to leave it. 

Long as the answer to the second call above referred to was delayed, it would not have been without 
some use before this time if Mr. Crawford could have been induced to have paid a proper respect to the 
legitimate authority of the House. This second report disclosed the important fact that while only 
seventeen letters of the correspondence with the Bank of Missouri had been transmitted to the House, 
upwards of twenty other letters of the same correspondence, which ought to have been communicated, 
had actually been withheld. This far exceeded all the suspicions that had been excited by the causes 
already stated, and created a very strong presumption that, as so much of the correspondence with that 
bank had been suppressed, parts of the correspondence with other banks might not have been communi
cated. And hence a third call was made, requiring him to communicate to the House, as early as practi
cable in the succeeding session, all the correspondence between the Treasury Department and the banks 
in which public money had been deposited within a stated period, together with other information in 
regard to the relation which bad subsisted between those banks and the Department. Yet, though he 
had from the adjournment of the first to the commencement of the second session of the 17th Congress to 
comply with this call, he actually failed to make his report till within about two or three days before 
the late adjournment of Congress, and, as in the case of the documents transmitted with his second report, 
this third one is not even yet printed. I hope, however, we shall have the pleasure of seeing it before 
long. And now I would ask of every disinterested and candid man, What does all this look lilce? 

A.B. 

[From the Washington Republican.) 

In rega-rd to the suppressed letters in the correspondence with the Bank of Missouri, let it be recol
lected that Mr. Dickins stated in his testimony before the first committee of investigation that" in this case 
he [Mr. Crawford] directed me to collect euerything in the office relating to the subject. They were selected 
and submitted to his inspection." Now, if these letters were included among those which were thus col
lected and submitted to Mr. Crawford's inspection, why were they not communicated agreeably to the 
first call? Seeing that Mr. Dickins was so particularly directed to collect "euerything" upon the subject, 
and "that Mr. Crawford and himself had no particular consultation on the subject of these papers," it is 
difficult to imagine any motive that could have influenced him to have concealed from Mr. Crawford such 
a large portion of this correspondence when he presented to him the seventeen communicated letters. 
But supposing these suppressed letters, of which, with all the others, it is proven that Mr. Dickins had 
the custody, were kept out of view by him when the first call was answered, how is it possible that the 
fact could have been concealed from Mr. Crawford at the time he made his second report, and transmitted 
them with those very letters themselves. And what should have been his course had Mr. Dickins dis
obeyed his orders and acted so unwarrantably? 

The relevancy of these suppressed letters "to the subject-matter of the first call," and the extremely 
delicate import of some of them, shall hereafter be most satisfactorily demonstrated. At present I can 
only briefly refer to a very few of them; and first I must premise that, by the call, Mr. Crawford was not 
only required to communicate the correspondence, contracts, &c., with those banks, but also to state the 
amount of uncurrent notes he had received from them in discharge of their debts to the Government. In 
his reply he states the several sums of such money which he admits he received, and adds that "iu 
no other case have uncurrent bank notes been received from any bank in which the public money has 
been deposited." Now, one or more of these suppressed letters will show that he received more of such 
notes than he re'_Ported. For proof of this I will, at this time, only refer to the 5th pag·e of his report, the 
8th specification, and the paragraph immediately succeeding the 9th in the letter I No. 9, in the docu
ments No. 66, and to the suppressed letters B No. 18, No. 19, and No. 13, and particularly to the latter 
part of the last one, all in documents No. 119. 

In another part of his report, referring to the permanent deposits stipulated to be left in those banks, 
Mr. Crawford states that "the whole amount deposited in them was, at all times, at the disposition of the 
Government, whenever the public service should require it, and the opportunity of expenditure at the 
bank of deposit shcdl occur." He has not, however, communicated the contract with the Bank of Missouri, 
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but annexed to his letter of the 23d June, 1819, which refers to that contract, is a note in the following 
words, viz: "The conditions referred to in the preceding letter are the same as those offered to the other 
banks in the western States; the sum to remain in deposit is $150,000."-(See A No. 10.) But upon 
examining A No. 10, it is found to relate exclusively to instructions given to Receivers of Public Money 
more than twelve months after the dale of that contract. Let us, however, hear the Cashier of the Bank of 
Missouri on the subject. In the suppressed letter B No. 21, documents No. 119, he says to Mr. Crawford, 
among other things, "we cannot believe that you intend to draw on the standing deposit at this time, &c., 
when your COVENANT, so recently made, assured us of the contrary, &c. The opinion is DECIDEDLY formed 
that the standing deposit JIUST NOT BE ENCROACHED UPON." There are other important matters in this letter, 
but I beg to ask whether what is already stated is not sufficient to show its "relevancy to the subject
matter of the call?" 

Mr. Crawford was also most explicitly required to communicate "the statements made by each [of 
the banks] for the last twelve months preceding its failure." But neither of the calls have been sufficient 
to draw from him the monthly or quarterly returns of the Bank of Missouri of a later date than the l st 
of February, 1820, although its failure did not occur until the I'Tth of August, 1821.-(See letter I No. 
17, documents 66.) 

The contract with the bank not having been communicated, except in the mannel' above mentioned, 
I cannot positively assert that the bank was bound to make these returns. This, however, seems fairly 
inferrible from those which it did make up to the 1st of February, 1820, and from the suppressed letter 
of its Cashier of the 18th of February of the same year, wherein, in referring to "his reports," he seems 
to recognize his obligation to make them. 

Mr. Crawford also in his letter to the Bank of Missouri of the 23d of June, 1819, l:!efore referred to, 
says: "In lieu of the arrangement now existing between the Treasury and the Bank of Missouri in relation 
to the public money deposited therein, I now transmit for the consideration of that institution conditions 
similar to those which have been agreed upon with al,l the other banks of deposit in the western country." 
To ascertain what. those conditions were, reference must therefore be had to the contracts that had been 
made with the banks alluded to. The first of these that appears in the documents No. 66 is referred to in 
his letter, A No. 2, of the 12th of March, 1819, and the contract its~lf is designated as A No. 3. By this 
the bank was bound "to render to the Secretary of the Treasury and to the Treasurer of the United States 
duplicate monthly returns of its accounts with the Treasurer, and also to render to the Secretary of the 
Treasury monthly returns of the state of its affairs, and, as soon as practicable, a list of its debtors, showing 
the amount due by each, and tbat it should also render a similar list quarter yearly." 

These are presumed to be the precautions to secure the honest fulfilment of their contracts by those 
banks to which Mr. Crawford alludes in his late letter to the second committee of investigation, in which 
he says that, to guard "against the contingency of a want of integ·rity in those who had the direction of 
some of those institutions, the Department availed itself of all the means within its reach." But how 
idle must it have been to have entered into such stipulations without enforcing them? And what could 
more forcibly demonstrate the most inexcusable mismanagement and neglect of duty on his part than to 
suffer stipulations which he himself deemed so necessary and essential to the public interest to be violated 
and utterly disregarded? Could there be a plainer case of a public officer's failing to perform, and that, 
too, without the slightest excuse, that which he himself had recognized as a solemn and important duty 
imposed upon him? Nothing, indeed, could be more like "sinning against light and knowledge." 

He therefore cannot avoid the dilemma of having thus acted, or of having suppressed the returns of 
this bank for the twelve months preceding its failure, which he was required to communicate. Whether 
those returns and lists have been brought out by the third call can only be known when the third report 
and documents shall be printed, which I trust will not be one moment unnecessarily delayed. The people 
have been already so disgusted with the delays that have been practiced in the cases referred to that they 
most sincerely deprecate anything like a further repetition of them. Whenever this report can·be obtained 
it will receive due attention. One of two things, however, is certain enough without it-either that if the 
bank did make those monthly and quarterly returns Mr. Crawford had it in his power, and ought to have 
communicated them, or that if it did not make them, he can have no adequate justification for having 
exempted it from the conditions imposed upon the others, as I will now attempt to prove. 

'I'he capital stock of this bank was $210,000; on which it discounted and paid on overdrafts to the 
amount of $430,680 43, of which the sum of $186,335 was on pledges of stock, whereby the stockholders 
must have drawn out all but $23,665 of the capital stock paid in. 

The Directors themselves borrowed $108,795, for which they pledged their stock to the bank as 
security; $79,689 on mortgages; $60,075 86 on personal security; and were liable, as endorsers, for 
$37,510; to which, if overdrafts, probably chargeable to them, amounting to $11,622 27, be added, will 
show them alone liable for $297,492 13, which is $87,492 13 more than the whole amount of the capital. 
(See letter and enclosure, I No. 17, documents No. 66.) What a practical commentary upo,n the utility of 
monthly returns and list of debtors, showing the amount due by each!!! But how deplorable was that 
imbecility, at least, which failed to enforce a compliance with these conditions. 

It will also appear, unless those returns and lists have actually been suppressed, that in proportion 
to the amount and risk of public money, Mr. Crawford diminished his precautions. 

This bank, to which he allowed a permanent deposit of $150,000, equal to $9,000, at least, per annum, 
for taking care of the public money, &c., owed to the Government, on the 3d of February, 1818, $102,140 26; 
on the 30th of May, $144,248 64; on the 1st of July, $156,124 64; on the 1st of October, $188,097 54; on 
the 1st of December, $261,307 39; on the 2d of January, 1819, $349,662 14; on the 1st of March, $482,551 65; 
on the 1st of June, $691,534 83; and on the 1st of Septembei-, $726,031 30. How wonderfully Mr. Crawford 
must have forgotten the danger of leading people into temptation 11 Can any one, seeing how the public 
money was permitted to accumulate in this single bank for nineteen months in succession, any longer 
wonder at the long Treasury list of unavailable funds? But all this must be considered still more extra
ordinary, in consequence of the facilities that were offered of transferring the money from St. Louis to the 
Bank of the United States at Louisville, by the steamboats which so constantly plyed between those places, 
and by which very means the Bank of Missouri itself, in the year 1819, transferred from the latter to the 
former place $163,690 in specie, of which it had been permitted to draw $35,000 from the branch and the 
balance from the banks of Kentucky; and this, too, while it owed such a prodigious amount, which ought • 
to have been transferred to, instead of taken from, the branch.-(See letters I Nos. 4 and 6, documents 66.) 

Is it possible that Mr. Crawford could have intended to comprehend such mismanagement as has been 
here disclosed in that part of his letter to the second committee of investigation, in which he says: "It is 
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confidently believed. that if no such effort had been made, [that of using the local banks as the depository 
of the public money,] the Executi1:e Department of the Government would have been charged with the most 
shameful imbecility, and that the Treasury Depa1·tment would have been loaded with the public execration;" 
thus giving his conduct, with regard to his transactions with those banks, the aspect of a Oamnet measure, 
by an ingenious contradistinction between the" Executive Department" and the "Treasury Department." 
The most objectionable parts of his conduct, in regard to these matters, are his mismanagement of those • 
banks, and his continuing to employ them after he himself had become sensible of the danger of doing so; 
of which no one can entertain the least doubt who will read his correspondence with the Banks of 
Steubenville, Vincennes, Huntsville, Tombeckbee, &c. If all the circumstances of these cases, as they 
developed themselves, were not communicated jn detail to the "Executive Department" of the Govern
ment, but were known only to the "Treasury Department," which was doubtless the fact, how unjust, as 
well as indelicate, was it for Mr. Crawford to introduce the President into his letter, in a manner so liable 
to be misunderstood, and for the purpose of shifting· off upon his shoulders a portion of responsibility, for 
consequences which probably never would have occurred had Mr. Crawford himself adhered to and 
enforced the very arrang·ements which he says "were maturely considered and adopted." Supposing the 
President, being "fully sensible of the importance of the crisis which had arrived," did actually agree to 
the arrangements proposed at the time alluded to, it is not presumable that he could have had any 
knowledge of the minute details of the execution of them, and surely he ought not to be considered 
responsible for their continuance, after experience (of which he must have been kept entirely ignorant) 
had demonstrated the impolicy and danger of confiding in them. Nor can any approbation he may have 
given to the measure .alluded to by Mr. Crawford excuse the latter for dispensing with conditions agreed 
upon, and deemed so essential to its success; nor justify him for failing to report to Congress those 
deposits in the local banks, agreeably to the positive injunctions of the act of Congress for the incorpo-

• ration of the Bank of the United States; nor for many other parts of his conduct in reg·ard io those 
matters, which will be noticed hereafter. 

In this same letter to the committee, he expresses the opinion, 1:ery confidently, that notwithstanding 
any loss "which may possibly occur" from those arrangements and his execution of them, "the benefits 
which have resulted from them will greatly preponderate over such loss." &d qur.ere de hoa. He gave to 
those banks permanent deposits to tl:ie amount of $900,000, (see his report in document No. 66,) which 
was equivalent to paying them $54,000 per annum for taking care of the public m_oney, when the Govern
ment had so little of it that it was soon compelled to resort to loans of millions at a time, upon interest; 
and unavailable funds have accumulated to the amount of about $1.000,000, the interest on which would 
be $60,000 per annum, which ought to be included in the estimate; because, had those funds been appro
priated in due time to the public expenditures, they would have saved the necessity of borrowing and 
paying interest upon that amount, at least. But is it not most palpably unjust in regard to the people, 
that while this additional burden of $60,000 per annum is thus imposed upon them on account of those 
banks, the latter should be permitted to retain and apply to their own use such an amount of the people's 
money, without paying any interest whatever for it. And how much longer has it to remain in the 
possession of those banks to render it, according to banking calculations, equivalent to a gratuity to 
them? I will not stop to make the calculation, but it is certain that, if it remain long enough for the 
interest upon it to discharge, it can be nothing less than a free gift; and that the people, by having, in the 
meantime, to pay interest equal to that amount, will have lost precisely as much as they will gain by its 
repayment; and so, just in proportion to the time which they shall have been thus burdened, will be their 
real loss. What will those who have vociferated so much about "retrenchment" and '' economy," and who 
have declaimed so eloquently about mismanagement, profusion, and extravagance, say to all this? What 
would they say if such conduct had been practiced in any other Department? 

A.B. 

[From the Washington Republican.] 

I have already shown that the highly favored Bank of Missouri had a capital of $210,000; that the 
stockholders drew out of it, on pledges of stock, $186,335, leaving only $23,665 for the further accommo
dation of themselves or others; that upon this last sum, its real ba;nking capital, it discounted and paid 
on overdrafl:s to the amount of $244,345 43; that the whole amount of its discounts, including payments 
on overdrafts, was $430,680 43; that of this sum the Directors alone were responsible for $297,492 13, 
if, as is presumed to be the case, they were chargeable with ov.erdrafts to the amount of $11,622 27; that 
Mr. Crawford had permitted the public money to accumulate in it from $102,140 26 to $726,031 90 in the 
course of nineteen successive months, ending with the 1st of Septe~ber, 1819; and that it was allowed 
a permanent deposit of $150,000, equal to $9,000 per annum, for taking care of the public money. 

Let us now look a little into its payments, for the purpose of ascertaining whether additional 
indulgences and favors, inconsistent with a due regard to public interest, were not extended to it. In that 
examination it may be useful to keep in mind the fact that certain funds "commanded a premium of four 
per cent.," as mentioned in the suppressed letter, B No. 21, from the Cashier of that bank. 

The first intimation given by 11Ir. Crawford concerning the payment of the very large sum of money 
in that bank, beyond the amount of the permanent deposit, is in his letter, I No. 5, of June 23, 1819. 

In the suppressed letter, B No. 10, to the President of the Bank of Missouri, of August 10, 1819, he 
becomes more specific, and, referring to his desire that those· funds might be made available for the 
public service, he says: "I presume that, by this time, such preparatory measures as were deemed 
necessary for that purpose have been made. 'l'he whole of the sum will not be immediately required, 
however. I shall therefore instruct the Treasurer of the United States to draw on the Cashier of the 
Bank of Missouri in favor of the Bank of the United States, at the expiration of sixty days, for $210,000, 
and at the expiration of ninety days for $210,000. As soon as I am informed at what branches of the 
Bank of the United States it will be desirable to the Bank of Missouri that these drafts shall be made 
payable, instructions shall be given accordingly." 

• • In the suppressed letter, B No. 14, of October 9, 1819, he says to the Cashier of the Bank of Missouri, 
"that the Treasurer of, &c., will be instructed to draw on you in favor of the Bank of the United States, 
at the expiration of sixty days, for $60,000, &c. You may therefore proceed at your convenience to place 
funds at :j:,ouisville to meet it on its presentation there." . . 
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Thus have we an account of three drafts, amounting to $480,000. 
In letter I No. 6, of August 9, 1819, the Bank of Missouri proposes to "cause to be deposited in 

the Branch Bank of the United States at Fayetteville, or in any other bank in the State of North 
Carolina," $50,000 of southern notes; and in the Branch Bank of the United States at Washington city, 
$50,000 in the notes of the Bank of Virginia and the District of Columbia, and specie-say $10,000 in 
specie and $40,000 in notes; and within thirty days after receiving an order to that effect, in the Branch 
Bank of the United States at Louisville, or any other bank in the State of Kentucky, $275,000-viz: 
$87,000 in notes of the Bank of the United States and its branches; $103,000 in notes of the State Bank 
of Kentucky and branches; $15,000 in the notes of the Bank of Vincennes, and $70,000 in notes of the 
Bank t'f Tennessee; and in the Branch Bank of the United States in Cincinnati, or any other bank in 
Cincinnati, $25,000 in Ohio notes." 

These payments, thus proposed to be made, amounting to $375,000, included all but $34,561 of the 
notes of the local banks, exclusive of its own, which were in the possession of the Bank of Missouri 
only seven days before. It is therefore fairly presumable that those $34,561 had been disposed of in the 
meantime, or that they were of the best kind, and that all those of the least value were included in 
the offer. 

At the time these offers were made the bank had in its possession $109,645 in the notes of the Bank 
of the United States and its branches, $261,811 59 in specie; and in the Bank of Washington and branches 
uf the Bank of the United States, $26,671 61-amounting in all to $398,128 20, being $23,128 20 more 
than the whole sum proposed to be transferred.-(See bank return of August, 1819, No. 119.) Whose 
money was this? 

It may be proper here to remark that, in his late letter to the second committee of investigation, 
speaking of the "collision and irritation" between the Bank of the United States and the State banks, in 
the autumn of 1818, Mr. Crawford says: "At the same time it f the Bank of the United States] declared 
its determination to receive from the land offices nothing but its own notes and current coin of the Union, 
except as special deposit. The experience of the bank had about this period led to the conviction that it 
was impracticable to keep its own notes in circulation in the western States, and orders were conse
quently issued in the course of the autumn, or in the early part of 1819, forbidding its western offices to 
issue their notes, ei:en on a deposit qf specie." And hence it may have been, that, being so desirous "that 
the large sum then in the Bank of Missouri might, as soon as possible, be made available where the 
public service should require it," he appears to have hesitated about receiving such a large amount of 
unavailable funds from that bank while it had in its vaults so much good money that belonged to the 
Government. 

In the suppressed letter, B No. 12, of the 9th of Septemb'er, 1819, after remarking to the Bank of 
Missouri that, "considering the precarious state qf the State institutions, except in the principal cities, it would 
be an act Qf prudence not to retain their notes longer than what is absolutel,y necessary," he says: "I will thank 
you to inform me if the amount of the notes of the State Bank of North Carolina is comprehended in the 
sum of $50,000 which you proposed to deposit in the Office of Discount and Deposit at Fayetteville; also 
the amount of the notes of the State -Bank of Tennessee which is comprehended in the sum of $70,000 in 
Tennessee notes which you proposed to deposit in Kentucky. The same information is requested as to 
the other Tennessee banks." The propositions of the bank were not then acceded to, but were held "sub 
judice"-none of the money paid, and eight days before the date of this letter the whole of the notes of , 
the local banks, exclusive of its own, in the possession of the Bank of Missouri were reduced to $281,445, 
leaving only $3,445 besides those which were proposed to be paid to the Government.-(See bank return 
of September I, 1819.) 

In letter I No. 7, of the 27th of September, 1819, to the Bank of Missouri, Mr. Crawford says: "The 
Bank of the United States having declined to receive as cash the Vincennes and Ohio notes mentioned in 
your letter, I have to request that you will deposit the former in the Bank of Vincennes, and the latter 
in the Bank of Chillicothe, &c. In consequence of the suspension of specie payments by the State Bank 
of North Carolina the Bank of the United States will not receive its notes as cash." He, however, agreed 
to receive them, and requested that all of them included in the $50,000 of southern notes should be 
deposited in the State Bank at Raleigh. Respecting the 'l'ennessee notes, he says, "instructions will be 
given as soon as I receive your reply to my letter of the 9th instant."-(A suppressed letter.)-None of 
the money yet paid; and nine days after the date of this letter the whole amount of the notes of the 
local banks in the possession of the Bank of Missouri was $264,294, which was $13,706 less than the amount 
of those notes proposed to be paid to the Government.-(See. bank return of October I, 1819.) This 
deficiency, however, could easily be supplied, since nothing could be more practicable than to make the 
Government's good money available for the purchase of bad. . 

Various others of the suppressed letters relate to this subject. In one of them, B No. 13, of the 
11th of October, 1819, from the President of the Bank of Missouri, he says to Mr. Crawford, in relation 
to the notes proposed to be paid to the Government, "your compliance with the request of this Board has 
been thankfully noticed by them, and they will, as far as practicable, follow your indications," &c. 

The determination, however, to draw the first draft of $210,000 was changed, and a draft of $50,000, 
payable at the Branch of Washington, and $160,000, payable at the Branch Bank of Louisville, were 
substituted in the place. Funds to discharge the first of these drafts were transmitted from St. Louis on 
the 14th of November, 1819.-(See suppressed letter B No. 15.) The other draft having been protested• 
at Louisville on the 8th of the same month was subsequently settled at this place.-(See suppressed 
letter B No. 16.) And thus the first portion of the public money required by Mr. Crawford's letter of 
the 23d of June, 1819, to be transferred was paid in about five months thereafter. 

The second draft for $210,000 was transmitted to Louisville, but the branch at that place would not 
receive such notes as the Bank of Missouri insisted upon paying, as appears by the suppressed letter B 
No. 21, in which its Cashier says to Mr. Crawford, "I have answered the demand of that bank, (the 
Branch of Louisville) by saying that upwards of $70,000, (principally Tennessee notes) now and at all 
times heretofore assigned to the Treasury, must go tov:ards the payment qf the debt calledfor by that dreft." 

It being, therefore, found impracticable to adjust this affair at Louisville agreeably to the wishes of 
the Bank of Missouri, it determined upon the expedient of sending an agent to Washington to negotiate 
with Mr. Crawford himself upon the su~iect. 

In the suppressed letter, B No. I 7, the President of the Bank of Missouri, referring to funds sent to 
Louisville (which are not described)* to $25,000 

o A line left out.· 
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of uncurrent notes sent to Raleigh, says to Mr. Crawford: "To perform this business our intelligent 
Director, Colonel Reddick, has given his services," and after expressing a hope that Mr. Crawford "would 
not again require of it [the bank] a transmission of its funds," he adds, "a disposition to aid the public 
service and a respect for your indications as a politician and financier will induce the directory to make 
any exertion which you may require, pro1,ided it does not endanger the property and interests of their 
stockholders and the safety of the institution. That danger is too imminent not to be dreaded, and the 
apprehension of it bas effected a determination not to encounter it." The bank being on the safe side, by 
having the public money in its possession, it would seem, was not altogether insensible of its power, in 
some measure, to dictate its own terms .. That it did so with entire impunity and great advantage to 
itself will soon be shown. 

In the suppressed letter, B No. 18, of January 31, 1820, its Cashier says to .Mr. Crawford: "Colonel 
Reddick, a Director and agent of the bank, in making the public deposits, will claim your attention to 
the subject of the draft of $210,000. I beg that you will yield him that attention, as your interference 
will be no less an act of justice than of necessary friendship to this institution." • 

In the suppressed letter, B No. 19, of February 18, 1820, the agent, Colonel Reddick,_submits the 
following propositions to Mr. Crawford, viz: "That the draft drawn by the Treasurer for $210,000, payable 
at Louisville, be withdrawn, and that the following draft be substituted, to wit; payable at Louisville, 
$14,000 in such money as is received by the Branch Bank as cash; $2,150 in notes, Bank of Georgetown, 
Kentucky; $3,850 in State Bank of Kentucky notes; $'10,000. in Tennessee notes, viz: State Bank of 
Tennessee, and Nashville Bank and branches, payable at Chillicothe, $25,000, special deposit to the 
credit of the Treasurer,-payable at Washington city; $20,000 in cash, or such notes as are recei'ced by the 
Branch Bank as such; $1,175 special deposits to the credit of the Treasurer; $42,000 in North Carolina 
State Bank and branches." Or that if you (Mr. Crawford) "think proper to authorize the Bank of 
Missouri to collect or dispose of the Tennessee and Kentucky paper at St. Louis, for the use of the Treasury, 
the bank-will cause it to be used to the best advantage, in any way that may be directed." • 

These sums thus proposed to be paid amount to $1 '18,1 '15, of which $34,000 only appears to have 
been in such money as either of the branch banks referred to would receive as cash, and the whole amount 
was $31,825 less than that of the draft which was proposed to be withdrawn. 

These propositions, however, were all acceded to by Mr. Crawford, on the 2d of March, 1820, as 
appears by his letter, I No. 9, to the Bank of Missouri, in which he says: "In consequence of a proposi
tion made by Colonel Reddick, as agent for the Bank of Missouri, I have agreed that the Treasury draft 
for $210,000, drawn on that bank on the 18th of November last, payable at Louisville, shall be recalled." 
He also says that "the draft for $60,000, mentioned in my letter of the 19th of October last, [ which was 
suppressed] has not been, and will not be drawn." And this, too, notwithstanding the President of the 
Bank of Missouri had expressly stated to Mr. Crawford, in the suppressed letter, B No. 1'1, of the 18th of 
December, 1819, that funds had been transmitted to Louisville "to meet the Treasurer's draft for $60,000, 
directed by your letter of the 19th of October." And, in conclusion, be, Mr. Crawford, adds, for the 
comfort and encouragement of the bank, "it is not probable that any other transfers will 'be required 
during the present year," of which only sixty days had then elapsed. And thus have we the winding up 
of the -affair of these three proposed drafts, after -the lapse of about nine months from the date of Mr. 
Crawford's letter of June, 1819, to. the Bank of Missouri, stating "it was desirable that the large sum 
which was then in that bank, over and above the deposit proposed to remain in it, might, as soon as 
practicable, be maffe available where the public service would require it, and requesting that measures 
might be taken for paying it -over to the Bank of the United States as fast as might be convenient," and 
for which purpose those very drafts were intended. 

No return of the bank having been communicated of a later date than the 1st of February, 1820, I 
cannot precisely ascertain what was its real situation at the time those extraordinary propositions were 
acceded to, with the intimation so kindly given of ten months' additional forbearance. One month only, 
however, before the bank was permitted to discharge so much of its debt in uncurrent paper, it had in its 
vaults, besides its other good funds, $221,599 40 in specie of the Government's money, which it was 
permitted to retain and use. This .alone was $43,424 40 more than the whole amount of the payments 
stipulated for by Colonel Reddick. At this very time the bank had in its possession no more than $75,106 
of the notes of local banks, (with the exception of its own) nor had it as much the preceding month.
(See bank returns of January and February, 1820.) 

What a system of brokerage and speculation might not this bank, under such circumstances {had it 
been so inclined) have adopted, exclusively at the risk of the United States? The use of such an immense 
amount of public money would have enabled it to appropriate to its own advantage a very large amount 
of those " funds which commanded a premium of four per cent." It had the opportunity of banking upon 
every description of money deposited in it. Whenever any bank whose notes it was authorized to receive 
failed, those notes immediately depreciated greatly, and though it might not at the time have a dollar of 
them in its possession, it could soon obtain them, either by purchase, or by receiving them from its debtors. 
The Directors themselves, if they had chosen to do so, might have borrowed and used those notes while 
they were current, and replaced them when they could be obtained for less than one-half of their nominal 
value. - . 
. It is evident that Mr. Crawford agreed to receive all the uncurrent notes that are shown to·ha,e 
been in its possession at the time of that agreement. And thus this bank, all of whose capital, except 
$23,665, was drawn out by the. stockholders on pledges of stock, had not only enjoyed the benefits of . 
loaning those vast sums of public money, and the opportunity of speculating upon depreciated paper, but 
it was indemnified and secured against all the losses and risk of those operations. 

Now, can it be doubted that some of these uncurrent notes of the Banks of Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, 
and N ortb Carolina, had been received by the Bank of Missouri, on its own account, in its regular course of 
business ? Mr. Crawford himself suggests the probability that such had been the case in regard to the 
uncurrent notes received from the Bank of Tombeckbee. Was it less probable in this case ? Upon what 
funds could this bank otherwise have done business to such an extent? And what could justify Mr. 
Crawford for receiving, in discharge of a debt to the Government, even of not more than a thousand dollars, 
paper that was not worth more than two hundred and fifty dollars ? 

Let the" economy and retrenchment" gentlemen look to these things. No one, I am sure, after 
reading all the foregoing statements, and comparing them with the documents furnished by Mr. Crawford, 
will be silly enough to insinuate that the letter A 5 was marked by a member of Congress, without 
expecting t9 pe laughed at and contemned by every man of sense and virtue in the community. 

• A. B. 
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18TH CONGRESS.] No. 707. [Isr SEss10N. 

NINI.A.N EDWARDS DETAINED FROM MISSION TO MEXICO BY HOUSE OF 
REPRESENT .A. TIVES. 

COlDIUNIC..I.TED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESEXTATIVES APRIL 23, 1824. 

To the House of Representatives: 
. In conformity with a resolution of the House of Representatives of yesterday, I have received a copy 

of the proceedings of the committee to whom was referred a communication from Ninian Edwards, lately 
appointed Minister Plenipotentiary to Mexico, in which it is decided that his attendance in this city, for 
the purpose of being examined by the committee on matters contained in the said communication, was 
requisite. As soon as I was apprised that such a communication bad been made to the House, anticipating 
that the attendance of Mr. Edwards might be desired for the purpose stated, I thought it proper that he 
should be informed thereof, and instructed not to proceed in his mission, but to await such call as might 
be made on him, either by the House or its committee; and, in consequence, a letter was ~ddressed to 
him to that effect by the Secretary of State. 

.JAMES MONROE. 
APRIL 23, 1824. 

18TH CoNGREss.1 No. 708. [Isr SESSION. 

LOANS MADE TO GOVERNMENT DURING THE WAR OF 1812-'15. 

COIDfUNICATED TO THE SENATE APRIL 28, 1824. 

To the SenaLe ef the United StaLes: 
In conformity with a resolution of the Senate of the 19th i_nstant, requesting information whether 

the Executive, through the agency of the War Department, borrowed any money during the last war, 
under the condition of applying the same to the defence of the State wherein the said loans were made, to 
what amount, and whether interest was paid by the United States for such loans, &c., I herewith-transmit 
a report from the Secretary of War, containing all the information in that Department in relation to the 
resolution. 

JAMES MONROE. 
APRIL 27, 1824. 

DEPARTMENT OF WAR, April 27, 1824. 
The Secretary of War, to whom was referred the resolution of the Senate of the United States, of the 

19th instant, requesting the President of the United States "to inform the Senate whether the Executive, 
through the agency of the War Department, borrowed any money during the last war, under the condi
tion of applying the same to the defence of the State wherein the said loans were made, to what amount, 
and whether interest was paid by the United States for such loans, or if they sustained any loss by giving 
stock or Treasury notes for them, including any other information in relation to the 1mbject which be 
may think proper to communicate," bas the honor to transmit herewith copies and extracts of letters 
from this Department to Executives of certain States, to corporations of certain cities, banks, and com
manding generals of military districts, marked A; and of a report of the Third Auditor of the Treasury, 
marked B, which contain all the information in this Department in relation to the resolution. 

But it is probable additional information in relation to the "amount of the loans, and whether interest 
was paid by the United States for such loans, or if they sustained any loss by giving stock and Treasury 
notes for them," can be obtained at the Treasury Department. 

All which is respectfully submitted-
J. C. CALHOUN. 

The PRESIDENT of the United StaLes. 

A. 

List of Documents within. 

Extract of a letter from the Secretary of War to General Joseph Bloomfield, September 5, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to Joseph P. Norris, President Bank of Pennsylvania, 

dated September 6, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to J. W. Brachet and E. W. King, September 13, 1814. 
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Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to General Thomas Pinckney, October 2, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to Joseph Norris, President Bank of Pennsylvania, 

October 3, 1814. <" 

Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to the Corporation of New York, October 3, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to General Samuel Smith, October 3, 1814. 
Extract of a letter from the Secretary of War to Governor of Rhode Island, October 4, 1814. 
Extract of a letter from the Secretary of War to General Henry Dearborn, October' 4, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to the Committee of Defence, Philadelphia, October 5, 1814. 
Extract of a letter from the Secretary of War to General Samuel Smith, October 6, 1814. 
Extract of a letter from the Secretary of War to James .A.. Buchanan & Co., October 7, 1814. 
Extract of a letter from the Secretary of War to General Samuel Smith, October 8, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to General Samuel Smith, October 12, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to the Corporation of New York, October 18, 1814. 
Copy of a letter_ from the Secretary of War to Clement Smith, October 19, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary ofvVar to N. Fishe, Esq., November, 15, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from ·the Secretary of War to Paul Bentalou, November, 18, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to Governor Tompkins, November 25, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to the Corporation of Wilmington, December 23, 1814. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to Messrs. Joseph Riddle and others, December 23, 1814. 
Extract of a letter from the Secretary of War to Governor Nicholas, of Virginia, January 4, 1815. 
Copy of a letter from the Secretary of War to Thomas R. Mercien, January 30, 1815. 
Governor Tompkins to the Secretary of War, enclosing an act of the Legislature of New York, 

dated March 22, 1815. . 
Secretary of War to Governor Snyder, dated March 24, 1815. 
Secretary of War to Governor Tompkins, March 26, 1815. 
Secretary of War to Governor Pennington, March 31, 1815. 
Secretary of War to Governor of Rhode Island, May 5, 1815. 
Secretary of War to Governor Pennington, June 20, 1815. 

Extract of a letter j°r<mi the Secretary of War to Bri,gadier General, Joseph Bloomfield, dated September 5, 1814 . 

. "In the present state of affairs here, it is impossible to 'remit to you the money which may be 
absolutely necessary for these purposes. I ha,e, however, already acceptQd a draft in favor of Mr. 
McCoy, which has satisfied that demand; and, to put you at ease for the future, I transmit to you a letter 
of credit on the Bank of Pennsylvania for the sum of two hundred thousand dollars, which I think the 
Directors will not hesitate to advance as you may require it, especially as the whole sum will be expended 
in the payment of the troops and erecting works necessary for the defence of the city. In carrying their 
objects into effect, a free comqmnication will be proper and eminently useful with the Government of 
Pennsylvania and the Committee of Safety in Philadelphia. On their support full confidence is reposed; 
on it, and on the virtue and p!!,triotism of the citizens of Pennsylvania, the safety of the city may 
depend." 

WAR DEPARTIIEJIT, Septernber 6, 1814. 
Sm: The Government being anxious to put into operation, with celerity and effect, all practicable 

measures for the security of Philadelphia against the attacks of the enemy, I have to propose to you that 
the Bank of Pennsylvania loan to it, to be immediately and exclusively applied to that object, the sum of 
$200,000. "I am authorized by the Secretary of the 'l'reasury to state that Treasury notes or stock of the 
United States will be issued to give effect to such loan, as to which I should be glad to receive an answer 
from you with as much despatch as may be; the money to be deposited in bank until used by the 
Government, and interest at the common rate to go on. Every delay in having command of the funds is 
to be avoided, as it will be productive of correspondent delay in the defensive measures contemplated. 

If the Bank of Pennsylvania cannot make the loan at the present moment, I will take the liberty of 
requesting-as the .object in view is commom to the city and, of course, all the banks-that you make 
known, on behalf of the Government, to the other banks in Philadelphia the wishes and proposal stated 
in this letter. If their disposition and means could supply a greater sum than that herein mentioned, I 
should be happy to be so informed, as, in that case, it would leave a latitude for larger appropriations 
towards the object in question. 

I have the honor, &c., 
JAMES MONROE. 

JosEPH P. NoRRIS, Esq., President of the Bank of Pennsylvania. 

W AJ?. DEPARTIIENT, September 13, 1814. 
GENTLEMEN: I have submitted to the President the proposition of the corporation of the city of New 

York for advancing to the United States, by loan, the sum of one million of dollars, to be applied exclu
sively to the defence of that city, in all the necessary measures authorized by law which the present 
crisis of public affairs may require, under the direction of the Government. 
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I am instructed by the President to state that he considers this as a proof of the patriotism of the 
corporation of New York, and of the zeal of the inhabitants in defence of the city and of the common 
rights of the nation. 

The proposition is accepted, with an understanding that the money must be deposited in some bank, 
according to the rules of the Treasury Department, and disbursed in the mode and according to the forms 
of that Department and the Department of War. On the strict application of the money to the objects 
for which it was intended you may confidently rely. 

No objection is seen to any arrangement which may promote this object which is common to this 
Department and to the corporation. 

I enclose a note, received from the Treasury Department, of the forms which it will be necessary to 
observe in the case. 

Any expenditures incurred since the loan of this money was decided on, coming within its objects, 
will be considered as comprised within its acceptance. 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
JAMES MONROE. 

J. ,v. BRA.CHET and E. W. KING, Esqs. 

[.Extract.] 

WAR DEPARTMENT, October 2, 1814. 
"Srn: Your letters of the 'ith, l'ith, 19th, and 24th of September have been received. • 
"The force called out by you on the 'ith of September is approved of, and thought not disproportioned 

to the object or crisis. The patriotic efforts of the citizens of Charleston, in contribution of labor and 
money towards the completion of the field work projected by you, are received with pleasure and appro
bation. The money loaned by the corporation for the defence of the town will, most assuredly, be 
reimbursed. Some delay in this must necessarily take place, and it was prudent in you to give no 
assurances of reimbursement until the termination of the war. 

"As to money, you must be well aware that there is a great pressure on the Government from every 
quarter, and you will rest assured that every possible exertion will be made to meet the demands from 
yours as well as every other district. The stoppage of the banks to pay their notes in specie, and which 
can only be continued by the countenance given to it by the Government, and the general spirit of 
patriotism now prevalent, have given considerable facilities to our money operations; and it is to be 
hoped that they will be extended to your district, and that you will be enabled to obtain from the banks 
and corporations of Savannah and Charleston, for Treasury notes at par, or by subscriptions, the loan of 
such sums as may be necessary to carry on for the present the necessary fortifications, and to pay and 
subsist the militia that may be called out for their defence. The Treasury notes, if preferred, and they 
can be immediately negotiated, will be forwarded to you. If an additional subscription to the loan is 
more desirable to the banks, an arrangement will be made with the Treasury by which the expenditure 
of the money will be made in conformity to the objects of the lenders." 

I have the honor, &c., 
J.A.i"\IES MONROE. 

General THos. PrncKNEY. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, October 3, 1814. 
Srn: Your letter of the 17th ultimo, making known the resolves of the banks of your city to loan to 

the Government the sum of $200,000 for the defence of Philadelphia, on the terms and conditions at which 
a part of the loan for six millions of dollars has been negotiated, in consequence of proposals made by 
the Secretary of the Treasury, dated July 25, 1814, has been received. 

The acting Secretary of the Treasury, to whom your letter and the resolves of the banks have been 
communicated, will transmit to you by this day's mail a letter agreeing to the terms proposed by the 
banks, and pointing out the mode that will be necessary to be observed in order to obtain evidences of 
stock, as well as the proper disposition of the money loaned, agreeably to the established rule of the 
Treasury. When that Department shall have acknowledged the receipt of the loan referred to, a warrant 
will be made in your favor for all such sums as you may have advanced, and the balance will be drawn 
through the Treasury in the usual way, to meet the necessary expenditures for the protection of Phila
delphia. 

I have the honor, &c., 
JAMES MONROE. 

JOSEPH P. NORRIS, Esq., Presi.dent ef the Pennsylvania Bank. 

W .AR DEPARTMENT, October 3, 1814. 
GE:l."TLE)IEN: In addition to the several sums heretofore advanced to M. L. Davis, Esq., contractor for 

supplying rations to the militia in actual service for the defence of New York, I have to request that you 
will take up his draft on this Department for one hundred thousand dollars on that account. 

I have also to request that you will forward to this department, as soon as practicable, the accounts 
and vouchers for all sums which you may have advanced to the several agents of this Department on 
account of supplies for local defence; and I have further to request that you will obtain from the Treasury 
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Department an acknowledgment of your loan of one million of dollars. When that Department shall have 
acknowledged the receipt of the loan referred to, a warrant will be made in your favor for all such sums 
as you may have advanced, and the balance will be drawn through the Treasury in the usual way, to 
meet the necessary expenditures for your future defence. 

I have the honor, &c., • 
JAMES MONROE. 

The CoRPORATION OF NEw YoRK. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, October 3, 1314. 
Sm: Yours of the 2d of October has been received and generally anticipated by a letter from this 

Department, which you will have received. 
You will take such measures as·will compel the contractor to furnish good and sufficient supplies to 

the troops. As to their pay, should the Paymaster not have funds in his hands to meet the demands, it is 
presumed that you will be able to negotiate with the banks of Baltimore, for Treasury notes at par, such 
sums as will be necessary to pay off the militia, as well also as the amount that may be required for 
erecting works, mounting cannon, &c. .As the banks do not pay in specie, they certainly cannot issue 
their notes on any better security than the Treasury notes of the United States. 

I have the honor, &c., 
JAMES MONROE. 

General SAMUEL SMITH, Bal,timore. 

Extmct of a letter from the Secretary of War to the Governor of Rhode Island, dated October 4:, ,1814. 

"From the present state of the Treasury much dependence must be placed on the local authorities 
and the banks of your State to furnish temporarily those funds which it will be necessary for the United 
States to expend for their own immediate protection." 

J. 11!. 

Extmct of a letterfr01n the Secretary of War to Major General, Henry Dearborn, dated Oqtober 4:, 1814. 

"It is supposed that, for the present, a sufficient sum of money for the pay and subsistence of the 
troops called out in your military district for its defence could be obtained from the State authorities, 
the town of Boston, and the banks, either by taking Treasury notes at par, or by a loan to the General 
Government, at legal interest, to be reimbursed at the end of the war, it being understood that the money 
thus loaned should be expended in the defence of the district, either in the erection of works and fortifica
tions (under the superintendence of an officer of the United Stat-0s) or to pay and subsist the .Army; 
-0ither of which arrangements will be sanctioned by the Government. You will advise this Department 
to what extent you will be able to put yourself in funds by those means, and what is your probable 
monthly expenditure." , 

J.M. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, October 5, 1814. 
GENTLEMEN: In addition to the sums heret-0fore advanced to the several officers and agents of this 

Department for the defence of Philadelphia, I have to request that you will pay the drafts of Mr. Robert 
McCoy, contractor, to the amount of fifty thousand dollars, for the supply of provisions for the militia in 
service near your city. Until the loans offered by your banks are arranged between them and the 
Treasury, the funds cannot be drawn by warrants through that Department. I have, therefore, to suggest 
the expediency of an. arrangement with the Treasury, by which they may be enabled to recognize the 
loans, including the advances made at the request of General Broomfield, as well as the sum referred to 
in this letter. When this arrangement shall have been acknowledged by the Treasury, a warrant will 
be given to cover all advances, and the balance will be drawn through that Department in the usual way, 
to meet the necessary expenditures for your future defence. 

I have the honor, &c., 
JAMES MONROE. 

The CmIM!Tl'EE OF DEFENCE, Philadelphia. 

Extract of a letter from the Secreta1·y o/ War to General, Samuel Smith, commanding at Bal,timore, dated 
October 61 1814. 

"The Treasury notes are signed in Philadelphia, and can be remitted thence directly to you if they can 
be negotiated, and that they might have been negotiated in the wealthy city of Baltimore was the more to 
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have been expected, as the Paymaster here has put himself in funds to pay so far the militia of the 
District of Columbia by a similar negotiation with the banks in it, and with some of them, too, that have 
been most inimical to the operations of the Government. The money, whether obtained by a negotiation 
for Treasury notes or a loan, will be placed to the credit of the United States, and drawn out in the usual 
forms, and placed to the credit of the Commanding General and the bead of the staff department in such 
portions as circumstances may make necessary to be applied to the expenses incurred for the necessary 
fortifications, &c., and the pay and subsistence of the troops stationed in Baltimore and its vicinity." 

J.M. 

Extract ef a letter from the Secretary ef War to Messrs. James .A. Buchanan, Williani Lorman, and Hem·y 
Payson, suh-committee ef Baltimore, dated October 'l, 1814. 

"I am instructed by the President to state that be considers the loan offered by the sub-committee, 
on the part of the town of Baltimore, as a proof of the patriotism and zeal of the inhabitants in defence 
of the city and the common rights of the nation. It will be accepted, with an understanding that the 
money must be deposited in some bank, according to the rules of the Treasury Department, and disbursed 
in the mode, and according to the forms of that Department and the Department of War. On the strict 
application of the money, under the superintendence of the General commanding the District, according 
to the laws of the United States, to the defence of Baltimore, and to the pay and subsistence, &c., of the 
troops stationed in that town and its vicinity, you may confidently rely. 

"With respect to the past expenditures, the President is aware that, in the preparations to receive 
and repel the enemy, as well as during his presence in the neighborhood, many arrangements might be 
necessary and expenses incurred, which could not fail to have a salutary effect, for all the purposes for 
which they were intended. In sanctioning these, or any of them, reference must be made to existing 
laws, under which this Department acts. The same liberal construction of these laws, and the rule of 
expounding them, will be adopted, as well in regard to past expenditures, as to the future." 

J. llf. 

Extract ef a letter froni the Secretai·y of War to General Samuel Smith, commanding at Baltimore, dated 
Baltimore, October 81 1814. 

"The District Paymaster has orders to repair immediately to Baltimore. He takes with him fifty 
thousand dollars in Treasury notes. It would be advisable to get the Committee of Vigilance to extend 
their loan to an amount that would probably cover your expenditures to the 1st December-a rough 
estimate of which you might be able to g·ive them." 

J.M. 

W .AR DEPARTMENT, October 12, 1814. 
"Sm: It is desirable that the troops in service for the defence of Baltimore should be paid. It is not 

in the power of this Department to command the funds at this time. There can be little doubt that 
measures will be adopted by Congress to bring Treasury notes to par, and I hope, with the aid of the 
patriotic citizens of Baltimore, you will be able to procure a loan from the banks for this object, with the 
assurance of this Department that measures shall be immediately adopted to refund such sums as they 
ma.y advance on this account, with interest." 

J. llf. 
General SAMUEL SmTH, Commanding at Baltimore. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, October 18, 1814. 
GENTLE1IEN: By a communication received from the Treasury Department I find that no money has 

been paid into the Treasury on account of the loan made by the corporation of the city of New York to 
be expended for the defence of that city. 

In my letter of the 3d instant I bad the honor to point out to you the mode that would be necessary 
in the application of the loan for the purpose intended by the corporp,tion and the Government. 

As frequent drafts are made on this Department for the payment of expenses incurred in the defence 
of the city of New York, which cannot be paid until the arrangement pointed out in my letter of the 3d 
instant is completed, I have to request that the corporation will be good enough to expedite the arrange
ment, if not already made, and that the Treasury shall have the amount of the loan deposited in some 
bank in New York. On its sole application to the defence of the city of New York, according to the 
laws of the United States, for the payment, subsistence, &c., of the troops, you may confidently rely. 

I have, &c., 
JAMES MONROE. 

'l'he CORPORATION OF NEW YORK. 
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WAR DEPARTMENT, October 19, 1814. 
Srn: The Secretary of the Treasury is busily engaged in the adoption of measures which, it is confi

dently presumed, will enable this Department to meet all its engagements in a short time; and you may 
rest ass~red that so soon as the means are within my control, one of the first objects which will engage 
my attlntion shall be the payment to your bank of all advances which it has been kind enough to 
make to this Department, as well as the payment of any advances which may henceforth be made. 

For the advances heretofore made by the bank in payment of drafts on this Department, which have 
been accepted or authorized by it to be paid, the bank will be allowed the legal interest from the period 
of their falling due until their payment by the Department, and the same course will be pursued in regard 
to any other advances which may be made by the bank. 

I have the honor to be, &c., 
JAMES MONROE. 

CLElrENT SmTH, Esq., Cashier of the Farmers and Meohaniofi Bank, Georgetown. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, November 15, 1814. 
Srn: I have not yet had the pleasure to receive the statement of expenditures made by the Committee 

of Defence of New York out of the loan of $1,000,000 made by the corporation of that city, promised in 
your letter of the 25th October. _ . 

It is indispensably necessary, on many accounts, that this Department should be in possession of 
that document, and more especially for the purpose of ascertaining what amount it may be proper to draw 
for in favor of the contractor at New York, who is extremely pressing for funds. 

No other resource t-0 provide for his supplies at this time is at the command of this Department. 
I have this day authorized him to draw on the Committee of Defence for----, which draft you will 
be pleased to pay. 

• JAMES MONROE. 
N. FrsKE, Esq., Chairman of Committee of Defence, New York. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, Novembm· 18, 1814. 
Srn: Yours of the 16th instant, enclosing a letter to you from the President of the Commercial and 

Farmers' Bank of Baltimore, is received. It is desirable that your accoun,ts with that bank should be 
settled and paid up as far as possible. 'fhe amount of the loan from the banks of Baltimore was to be 
applied to the discharge of the expenses incurred in the defence of that place, under the superintendence 
of the Commanding General of the military district. You will, therefore, make the necessary arrange
ments ·with General Scott and the sub-committee of Baltimore as to the sum which can be applied out of 
that loan to defray the expenses of your department. In addition to that amount, I can direct fifty 
thousand dollars in Treasury notes to be remitted to you, which is all that the existing state of things 
will at present admit. 

JAMES MONROE. 
PAUL BENTALOU, Quartermaster General. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, November 25, 1814. 
Sm: Hearing that an increased demand for Treasury notes had raised their value in New York, and 

having urgent calls for money in the eastern States, I have taken the liberty to remit to you a very 
considerable sum, $600,000, in addition to the sum of $100,000 lately forwarded .. In confidence, I have 
to state that it is contemplated to make an attempt to eXJ,lel the British force, who have intruded within 
our limits, from Maine, and that there is great hope of success, if we shall be_ able to place a part of this 
money in a bank at Boston. The object of the remittance of these notes is to sell the whole sum, provided 
they can be sold at par: $200,000 of which to be deposited in a bank at Boston, and the balance in a bank 
at New York. 

JAMES MONROE. 
Governor TOMPKINS, of New York. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, Deoemher 23, 1814. 
'This Department having been informed that, if assurances were given to the corporation of Wil

mington that all moneys advanced by it to the United States should be confined in their expenditure to 
completing the works erecting on the Pea Patch it would advance willingly and liberally, I have now the 
honor of assuring you that whatever advances are thus made shall be exclusively confined to that object, 
and that an interest of six per centum per annum will be allowed until the sums so advanced are repaid. 

, JAMES MONROE. 
The CORPORATION OF WILMINGTON, Delaware. 
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W .AR DEP.ARTMENT, December 23, 1814. 
Sm: Understanding that it is your wish to aid the views of the General Government by loans of 

money, on the condition that such loans will be confined exclusively to the completing the works erecting 
on the Pea Patch, I now make you the assurance that this condition will be respected to the extent of 
the sums loaned, and that an interest of six per centum per annum will be allowed on them till paid. 

JAMES MONROE. 
Messrs. JOSEPH RIDDLE, and others, Neu:castle, Delau:are. 

Extract of a letter from the Secretary ef War to his Excellency Wilson 0. Nicholas, Grn-ernor of JTirginia, 
dated War JJepartment, January 4, 1815. 

"It is much to be desired that i;hose of the militia who maybe discharged should be previously paid, 
and that they shoul9- be supplied with provisions on their return home, especially the sick. All possible 
attention will be paid to these most important objects; but here new difficulties occur, of a nature not 
unknown to you. The resources of the country are abundant; the virtue and patriotism of our fellow
citizens unequalled; but, until a system of finance, inspiring general confidence, fa adopted, the want of 
money will be experienced. From the banks of most of the States much aid has been derived in this 
trying emergency. If the banks of Virginia, who have been friendly, will assist us with funds, we shall 
be happy to take advantage of, and apply them to the payment of the troops employed in the defence of 
the State. I would thank you to have the goodness to communicate with them, and inform me of the 
r1lsult. Legal interest will be paid, and Treasury notes deposited, as in other cases, as a security for 
reimbursement." 

J.M. 

vV .AR DEP.ART:IIENT, January 30, 1815. 
Sm: I have had the honor to receive your letter of yesterday, requesting me to state whether there 

was not an understanding or agreement between the committee of the corporation of New York that the 
loan of one million of dollars, which was advanced to the United States to be applied to the defence of 
that city, should be accepted at the rate of eighty dollars in the hundred. 

I do not recollect that any precise agreement was entered into or insisted on by the committee 
respecting that particular condition of the loan. I remember that I considered the loan as a strong proof of 
the public spirit and patriotism of the corporation of the city of New York; that eighty was the sum at 
which stock had just before been disposed of by the Secretary of the Treasury; and that, had a positive 
agreement been then entered into, I could not have expected to have obtained it on more favorable con
ditions. So far as I have any recollection of what passed between the committee and me on this point, 
I am inclined to think that the failure to enter into an agreement proceeded from an aversion on my part 
to fix the loan at that sum, or rate; preferring to leave it to subsequent and amicable adjustment, in the 
hope that if the public credit should rise the corporation would be satisfied with the sum at which future 
loans might he obtained. 

On a review of the subject, as the money bas been received and disbursed, I am of opinion that it 
ought to be left to the corporation to decide on what condition the loan has been made; and if it should 
insist that it was made at eighty in the hundred, or ought to be accepted at that rate, it should be done. 

It is presumed that the corporation will not insist on more favorable terms than other corporations 
have done for loans made to the United States for similar purposes and under similar circumstances. 

JAMES MONROE. 
THOl£AS R. MERCIEN, Esq., New York. 

ALBANY, JJlarch 22, 1815. 
Sm: The Legislature of this State have passed a law authorizing a loan to the General Government 

of three hundred and fifty thousand dollars, to enable the Government to pay off the volunteers and militia 
of this State who served on the northern and western frontier during the last campaign. I enclose a 
copy of the law, and would beg to learn whether the proposed loan will meet your acceptance. 

I have the honor to be, sir, respecfully, your obedient servant, • 
DANIEL D. TOMPKINS. 

Hon. A. J. DALLAS . 

.A.N A.CT authorizing the Comptroller to loan to the General Government a. sum of money sufficient to pay off the militia of 
this State who have been ordered into the service of the United States, and for other purposes, passed March 17, 1815. 

Be it enacted by the people ef the State of New Yorli, represented in the Senate and Assembly, That the 
Comptroller of this State be, and he is hereby, authorized and required to loan to the Government of the 
United States a sum of money, not exceeding three hundred and fifty thousand dollars, for the purpose of 
paying off the militia of this State who have been ordered into the service of the United States, aild who 
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may yet remain unpaid for their services: Promded, The said Government of the United States shall 
stipulate to repay the sum so to be loaned within two years after the making of the loan, with an interest 
at and after the rate of six per centum per annum, to be paid annually, or issue certificates of stock to 
the people of this State, equal in amount to the sum which may be purchased of such stock in market at 
the time of making said loan with the money hereby authorized to be loaned . 

.And be i"f, further enacted, That if there shall be an insufficiency of money in the treasury to make 
said loan, it shall be the duty of the Comptroller to borrow the same from any bank or banks within this 
State, or from any company or companies, or from individuals, on the most advantageous terms within 
his power, and to draw his warrant on the Treasurer for the payment of the same to the said Government 
of the United StaJes so soon as the necessary arrangements to secure the repayment thereof shall be 
made as aforesaid . 

.And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty of the person administering the government of 
this State to use all proper endeavors, without delay, to obtain from the said Government of the United 
States payment, in money? or in any stock created or authorized by the United States, for all such expen
ditures by this State, during the war just terminated, as may, in his opinion, be justly chargeable to the 
United States, and to report his proceedings, under this act, to the Legislature at their next session . 

.And be it further enacted, That the person administering the government of this State be, and he is 
hereby, authorized to adjust, with the proper officer or Department of the United States, the account 
between them and this State, for arms, equipments, and all other munitions belonging to said State, 
embezzled, worn out, captured, or otherwise lost or destroyed, during the late war, in the service of the 
United States, and of the munitions of the United States destroyed or lost by troops in the service of the 
said State, and that the Comptroller draw his warrants on the Treasurer for such expenses as may be 
incurred in ti;avelling and procuring evidence and vouchers for such losses, or otherwise, in carrying this 
act into effect: Provided, however, That nothing in this or the preceding section contained shall in any 
manner prejudice any claims which the State may think proper to make upon the General Government for 
expenditures made for the defence of this State prior to the late war. 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE, Ma1·ch 22, 1815. 
I certify the preceding to be a true copy of an original act of the Legislature of this State on file in 

this office. • 
PETER B. PORTER, &cretary. 

DEPARTMENT OF WAR, March 24, 1815. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, enclosing a copy of the act of the 

General Assembly of Pennsylvania entitled "An a~t authorizing the Governor to negotiate a loan for 
paying the 'militia and volunteers of this State late in the service of the United States," passed the 11th 
of March, 1815. This communication has been submitted to the President, who authorizes me to express 
his high sense of the uniform patriotism and public spirit of the Legislature of Pennsylvania, and to 
accept the loan of $300,000, or such part of that sum as may be necessary for the contemplated object, at 
an interest of six per centum per annum, to be reimbursed at any time within three years, upon the 
condition prescribed in the act, and to give you an assurance that the sum so loaned shall be applied to 
the payment of the militia and volunteers of Pennsylvania late in the service of the United States. 

I cannot allow this opportunity to pass without an expression of the personal gratification which, as 
a grateful citizen of Pennsylvania, I have derived from contemplating the exemplary conduct of the State, 
in its relation to the internal Government, during your administration. 

I have, &c., 
A. J.DALLAS 

Governor SNYDER. 

DEPARTMENT OF WAR, March 26, 1815. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 22d instant, enclosing a copy 

of the act of the Legislature of New York, "authorizing the Comptroller to loan to the General Govern
ment a sum of money sufficient to pay off the militia of this State who have been ordered into the service 
of the United States," passed March 1 'l, 1815. 

The offer of a loan of $350,000 under this act is accepted, upon the conditions which the act prescribes. 
The amount will be applied to the payment of the militia of the State of New York who have been ordered 
into the service of the United States, and who may yet remain unpaid for their services. .A.nd it is agreed 
that the loan shall be repaid within two years after the money is placed to the credit of the Treasurer of 
the United States in the Bank of America and the City Bank, or either of them, with an interest at the 
rate of six per centum per annum, to be paid annually. 

I have the honor, &c., 
A. J. DALLAS. 

Governor DANIEL D. TOMPKINS, New York. 

DEPARTMENT OF W .AR, May 31, 1815. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated the 22d instant. , 
It will be an accommodation to this Department that the militia of New Jersey called into the service 

of the United States should be paid out of the fund which the Legislature has authorized you to procure. 
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If, therefore, you will be so good as to inform me when the money is ready to be distributed, the Pay
master of the Army will give the necessary directions for making the payment in a form to be recognized 
here upon the regular pay-rolls. 

- The amount thus advanced by the State will be considered as a loan to the United States, bearing 
six per cent. per annum interest, and reimbursable in one year. ' 

The necessity of ascertaining the state of our appropriations for the payment of the troops before 
your offer was accepted will be deemed, I hope, a sufficient apology for not answering your letter sooner. 

I have, &c., 
.A.. J. DALLAS. 

Gov. w~r. PENNINGTON, New Jersey. 

Extract of a letter froni the Secretary of War to Ids Excellency William Jones, Govern01· of the State of Rhode 
Island, dated 

WAR DEPARTMENT, jJfay 5, 1815. 
"I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency's letter of the 24th ultimo, and to 

repeat the assurances which you have received from my predecessors, that any sum of money advanced 
by the State of Rhode Island to pay its militia or volunteers who were entered into the service of the 
United States will be cheerfully reimbursed." 

WAR DEPARTMENT, June 20, 1815. 
Sm: You will be so good as to place the money loaned by the State of New Jersey, for the purpose 

of paying her militia called into the service of the United States, at the disposal of Robert Brent, Esq., 
the Paymaster of the Army, who will take immediate measures for the application of the loan to its object. 

The advance which you propose to make for the Quartermaster's Department is likewise very ac
ceptable; but you will observe that the reimbursement must await an act of Congress making additional 
appropriations for the military service, as the existing appropriation is insufficient. 

I have, &c., 
A.. J. DALLAS. 

His Excellency WILLI.AM PENNINGTON, Governor of New Jersey. 

TREASURY DEP.ART)IENT, Third .Auditor's Office, .April 22, 1824. 
Sm-: In conformity with the note from the War Department 1 dated on the 21st instant, directing me 

to furnish the information required by a certain resolution therewith referred, passed by the Senate of the 
United States on the 19th instant, to the following effect, viz: "That the President of the United States 
be requested to inform the Senate whether the Executive, through the agency of the War Department, 
borrowed any money during the last war, under the condition of applying the same to the defence of the 
State wherein the said loans were made, to what amount, and whether interest was paid by the United 
States for such loans, or if they sustained any loss by giving stock or Treasury notes for them, including· 
any other information in relation to the subject which he may think proper to communicate," I have the 
honor to state that payments have been found to have been made for interest on loans to the United 
States, as follows: 
To the State of Pennsylvania, on a loan of $300,000, from May and June, 1815, to March 31, 

181 'l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $33,6'10 9'1 
To the State of New Jersey, on a loan of $50,000, from June 24, 1815, to April 30, 1816.... 2,558 33 
To the city corporation of Charleston, South Carolina, on advances made in October, Novem-

ber, and December, 1814, and January, February, April, and May, 1815, amounting to 
$145,000, from the dates thereof to the 4th January, 1816.......................... 8,531 36 

With the interest account of the City Council of Charleston there is a letter dated in January, 1816, 
from the Intendant to the Hon. Henry Middleton, a copy whereof is herewith transmitted, whereby it 
appears that the advances were made on account of the fortifications erected for the defence of that city; 
that $163,911 39 had been expended; and that United States 6 per cent. stock to the amount of $204,889 23 
had been received in discharge thereof. The terms on which the before mentioned loans by the States of 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey were obtained, or the kind of funds wherewith they were reimbursed, 
cannot be ascertained in this office. 

It bas also been found that the Committee of Defence of Philadelphia made advances to officers of the 
United States, amounting to $206,602 50, and disbursements in repairing Fort Mifflin and its dependencies, 
in purchasing and sinking vessels in the Delaware, and in erecting fortifications in and near Philadelphia, 
&c., &c., amounting to $64,251 83. In the account for the advances the sums are credited as having 
been repaid, ($145,000 thereof by warrants of the Treasurer, and the remaining sums by the officers to 
whom the same were advanced,) and in an interest account therewith, interest is charged on the advances 
and credited on the refundments from the dates there9f, respectively, to the 20th January, 1815, resulting 
in a balance of between eight and nine hundred dollars in favor of the committee, an_d which appears to 
have been claimed but not allowed, the Se~retary of War having refused his sanction thereto. • Th9 
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balance due on the account for disbursements, after deducting the proceeds of the sales of the vessels, &c., 
appears to have been paid by a warrant of the Treasurer in July, 1815. The nature of the funds in 
which either the advances or disbursements were repaid is not ascertainable in this office. By the copy 
of a letter from the War Department to the committee, dated October 5, 1814, and filed with the account, 
it would seem that the advances were made exclusively for the defence of Philadelphia. 

The- corporation of the city of New York, it has also been found, rendered accounts for expenditures 
amounting to nearly $950,000, and the principal part whereof appears to have been reimbursed by a 
warrant of the Treasurer in January, 1815, but in what funds this office affords no evidence. Amongst 
the papers filed with the account is the copy of a letter taken from the War Department, dated Septem
ber 13, 1814, to Messrs. E.W. King and J. W. Brachet, a committee of the corporation, whereby it appears 
that a proposition had been made by the city for advancing to the United States, by loan, one million of 
dollars, to be applied exclusively to the defence of that city, and that on certain conditions the proposition 
had been accepted by the General Government. 

There may possibly be other accounts within the scope of the resolution, but which cannot be ascer
tained without a very minute investigation, unless they were designated. The resolution is returned. 

With great respect, your most obedient servant, 
• PETER HAGNER, •. 4.i!ditor. 

Hon. J. C. CALHOUN, Secretary of War. 

CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA, January 26, 1816. 
Sm: I have received your favor of the 6th instant, by Mr. Giles, and I have the pleasure to inform 

you that I have received from the Commissioner of Loans, at this city, United States six per cent. stock 
to the amount of $204,889 23, issued for the sum of $163,911 39, advanced by the City Council to the 
United States, on account of the fortifications erected for the defence of this city. The claim for interest 
remains, however, to be settled; and I am much obliged to you for your information on the subject. I 
have received a letter of the 10th instant from the Secretary of the Treasury, wherein he says: "That if any 
further allowance of interest" (other than that on the stock from the 4th instant) "be deemed equitable, 
it must be arranged at the War Department." 

I enclose you a copy of my letter to the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Treasury, 
respecting this claim for interest, and I do hereby request and authorize you to receive any further 
certificate or warrant that shall be issued from the War Department in favor of the City Council of 
Charleston, and to act thereon as you shall judge most proper and advisable. 

I am, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 

Hon. HENRY MIDDLETON. 
ELIAS HORREY, Inte.ndant. 

B. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, THIRD AUDITOR'S OFFICE, .April 26, 1824. 
Sm: I have the honor to state that the documents referred to this office from the War Department, 

since the transmission of my letter to you of the 22d instant, respecting loans made to the United States, 
have enabled me to ascertain that further payments for interest have been made, as follows, viz: 
To the Bank of the State of South Carolina, on a loan of $40,000 to General Pinckney, from 

February 25, 1815, to October 3, -1816 ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,853 33 
To the Planters and Mechanics' Bank, Charleston, South Carolina, on a loan of $40,000 to 

. General Pinckney, from March 3, 1815, to June 1 '1, 1816....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,091 '19 
To the Bank of South Carolina, on a loan of $40,000 to General Pinckney, from March 2, 

1815, to June 19, 1816........................ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,118 03 
To the Union Bank, Charleston, South Carolina, on a loan of $40,000 to General Pinckney, 

from March 3, 1815, to May 3, 1816.......................................... 2,800 00 
To the State Bank of South Carolina, on a loan of $40,000 to General Pinckney, from March 

4, 1815, to July 2, 1816...................................................... 3,190 16 
To the Planters' Bank of the State of Georgia, on a loan of $100,000, from March 1, 1815, to 

December 9, 1816 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,402 1 'l' 
To D. D. Tompkins, Governor of the State of New York, on a loan of $400,000 obtained by 

him from the corporation of New York, fro~ December 24, 1814, to February 6, 1816. 28,552 28 

An allowance was also made to Governor Tompkins for excess of interest paid to banks in the State 
of New York, which accrued' on Treasury notes, pledged as security for moneys borrowed by him from 
those banks, and for loss 6n the sale of a portion of such notes, of $11,463 36. 

With the account of the Bank of South Carolina, there is a letter from Thomas W. Bacot, the Cashier, 
mentioning that six per cent. stock, at 91 for 100, was to be received for principal and interest in that 
case. There is nothing, with the other accounts, showing in what funds the loans were to be reimbursed, 
or on what conditions they were obtained. 

A payment of $10,000 appears to have been made to the ~Iechanics' Bank of New York, for interest 
on a loan of $400,000 to Washington Lee, D. P. M. G., from July 25, 1814, to January}, 1815. Whether 
this loan was of the description mentioned in the resolution of the Senate I am unable to say, the papers 
expressing nothing on that point. 

vVith great respect, your most obedient servant, 
PETER HAGNER, .Auditor. 

Hon. JORN C. CALHOUN, Secretary of War. 
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18TH CONGRESS.] No. 709. [1ST SESSION. 

ANSWER OF THE SECRET.A.RY 01<' THE TREASURY TO NINIAN EDWARDS' CHARGES OF 
FINANCIAL MISMANAGEMENT. 

C0lliIDNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 11, 1824. 

TnE-ASURY DEPARTMENT, May 8, 1824. 
The Secretary of the Treasury has had the honor to receive the letter of the Hon. Mr. Floyd, chairman -

of a select committee of the House of Representatives, dated on the 28th ultimo, transmitting the "Address 
of Ninian Edwards," and expressing the readiness of the committee to receive any communication which 
the Secretary may think proper to make in reference to the same, and he now submits the following 
remarks in answer to the accusations contained in that address. 

But before he enters upon an examination of the subject of the "address" he thinks it due to himself 
to disclaim the imputation of having taken advantage of the moment of Mr. Edwards' departure to 
arraign the testimony which had been given by him before a former select committee of the House. As 
the Secretary had no recollection of the communications to which that testimony referred, and as they 
were not on record in the Treasury Department, he considered himself bound to state the fact; and the 
occasion which was presented by the transmission to the House of other papers relating to the same 
subject appeared a suitable one for making the statement. The terms in which it was made will show 
that no disrespect towards Mr. Edwards was intended. And if the occasion was not earlier presented, 
the delay, so far from being caused or sought by the Secretary, was produced by circumstances beyond 
his control. For reasons stated to the House at the last session, the papers could not then be transmitted; 
and although considerable exertion was used, it was not until the day on which they were sent to the 
House that the preparation of them was completed. 

It is not deemed necessary, in this communication, to recapitulate the injurious allegations contained 
in the "address." The lateness of the session requires despatch, and this answer shall be brief and 
explicit. 

The first charge to be noticed relates to two letters which Mr. Edwards, in his testimony before the 
committee, on the 13th of February, 1823, had stated to have passed between the Receiver of Public 
Moneys at Edwardsville and the Secretary of the Treasury, and which, not having been communicated 
to the House under the resohttions of January 9, 1822, and March 12, 1822, agreeably to Mr. Edwards' 
alleged expectation, and which the Secretary having stated to be neither on file nor on record in the 
Department, nor to be recollected by himself or his officers, he is accused of having suppressed or denied. 

As the resolutions under which it is alleged that these letters should-have been communicated call 
only for the correspondence between certain "banks" and the Secretary, it is unnecessary to explain why, 
among the letters which were communicated, any correspondence between a "Receiver" and the Secretary 
was not to be found. Nor is it easy to imagine how any one, informed of the tenor of those resolutions, 
should have entertained the expectation of seeing the letters in question among the papers which were 
transmitted. 

The blame of not having communicated these supposed letters having been thus easily removed, by 
referring to the terms of the resolutions themselves, which show that no such letters were called for, the 
next question is, whether such letters ever passed between the parties.* 

In the absence of all direct testimony in support of his assertion, Mr. Edwards has resorted to proba
bilities, and bas endeavored to infer a confirmation or corroboration in its favor from circumstances that 
are susceptible of no such interpretation. That which he chiefly relies upon is the omission of the 
Receiver at Edwardsville to make his deposits in the Edwardsville Bank, in the 4th quarter of 1819, 
which he states was in consequence of his publication and advice; and he asks whether it is to be believed 
that the Receiver would have withheld the deposits contrary to the Secretary's orders without giving him 
a reason, and whether, if he had done so, the Secretary would not have called him to account. 

The means exist in the monthly returns of the Receiver, and the correspondence between him and 
the Secretary, on record in the Department, by the aid of which this may be investigated. Copies of 
these papers are herewith transmitted.t 

By these it will b,;J seen that the :first instructions given to the Receiver to make his deposits in the 
Bank of Edwardsville were of the 21st of December, 1818; that in pursuance of these instructions he 
made his first deposit in that bank on the 28th of February, 1819, of $12,000, at which time he retained 
in his possession a balance of $20,092. On the 31st of March he deposited $4,500, and retained a balance 
of $18,600. On the 30th of April he deposited $5,861, and retained $19,158. In May, he made no deposit, 
and in June, only $8,179, retaining $19,143; and from that time to the 30th of December he made no 
deposit. Whence it appears that, with the exception of a small sum in June, amounting to less than one
third of the money then on hand, he made no deposit between the last of April and the last of December, 
a period of eight months, during which he retained an increasing balance of from $20,000 to $56,000 I 
and that even on the last of December he did not pay over, by about $10,000, all the money then in his 
possession. 

Instead of a withholding of the deposits in the fourth quarter of the year, here is a retention of them, 
with the exception before noticed, for eight months. It was scarcely contended that all these omissions 
of duty were the result of the advice given by Mr. Edwards to the Receiver, to withhold the deposits 
until he could receive the Secretary's instructions. On the contrary, it will be shown, by the corre
spondence, as far as it is susceptible of being shown, negatively, that no part of these moneys was 
withheld from deposit upon that pretext. 

On the 6th of August, at about which time the Receiver's monthly return for June was received, the 
Secretary wrote to the Receiver to know why he retained the public moneys in his hands, contrary to 

0 Two facts must have occurred, if these communications were made, to account for the letter of the :Receiver not being 
on file, and for the Secretary's answer not being on record or among the rough drafts: 1st. That the letter itself has been 
lost; 2d. That the answer was not copied. Though the concurrence of these two facts is possible, it is highly improbable. 

tSee accompanying papers from No. 1 to 29, inclusive. 
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his instructions, and informing him that as there was a bank at his place of residence there could be no 
excuse for his doing so. 

On the 18th of September (see No. 20) Mrs. Stephenson, the wife of the Receiver, answered this 
letter, in consequence of the absence of her husband, and informed the Secretary that, from what she had 
heard in conversation between the Receiver and others, she believed he had retained the money to meet 
the drafts of certain public agents in that country, which the Secretary had authorized him to purchase . 
.A.nd it is to be observed that, though this was "the fall of 1819," Mrs. Stephenson said nothing of Mr. 
Edwards' publication or advice. 

On the first of November (see No. 23) the Secretary wrote again to the Receiver, complaining of 
the continued detention of the public money in his hands, which he presumed had been the result of his 
letter of the 9th of April, (see No. 17,) and directed that, immediately on receipt of this letter, he will 
pay into bank the whole of the public money in his possession on the 30th instant, and further instructing 
him not to consider the letter of the 9th of April as authorizing him to retain the public money in his 
hands at the end of each month. Here it appears that, so far from attributing the withholding of the 
deposits to the cause alleged by Mr. Edwards, the Secretary attributes it to the cause assigned by Mrs. 
Stephenson in her letter of the 18th of September. And it is worthy of remark that this is the last letter 
on record, from the Secretary to the Receiver, in relation to the deposits in the year 1819; and that this 
was the last letter written to him on that subject in that year will appear by a reference made to it in a 
letter from the Secretary to the Receiver of the 20th of April, 1820, (see No. 26,) which is more particu
larly noticed hereafter. 

On the 28th October (see No. 22) the Receiver, who had then returned home, wrote to the Secretary, 
acknowledging the receipt of a letter of the 21st of September, (see No. 21,) with a new form of an account 
current. 

On the 5th of November (see No. 24) the Receiver wrote to the Secretary, enclosing a draft which 
he had purchased, transmitted his monthly return for October, and noticing a small error in his account 
for August. 

On the 16th of November (see No. 25) he again wrote to the Secretary, enclosing the second of the 
draft which he bad transmitted on the 5th. But in all this time there was no allusion to Mr. Edwards' 
publication and advice, although the "fall of 1819" was now nearly gone . 

.A.t last, on the 31st of December, (see No. 12,) the Receiver made a deposit in bank, in consequence, 
it is fairly to be inferred, of the peremptory order of the Secretary of the 1st of November, and in con
sequence of that only. 

That Mr. Edwards' publication and advice were not the cause of the retention of the money by the 
Receiver, before the 18th of September, is manifest from Mrs. Stephenson's letter of that date. 

That no such cause of retention: existed, within the knowledge of the Secretary, before the 1st of 
November is manifest from bis letter of that date. If the Receiver bad at any time between the date 
of bis wife's letter and of his own letter of the 16th of November made the communication alleged by 
Mr. Edwards', it is to be presumed that he would, in some manner or other, have alluded to it in that 
letter, or in the previous one of the 5th of November. He must have discovered, on his return from 
Kentucky, that the Secretary was dissatisfied with him for retaining the public money in his hands. He 
must have been aware that every subsequent return which he transmitted to the Treasury, as it 
exhibited an increasing balance, and as it showed that be made no deposits in bank, would aggravate 
the Secretary's dissatisfaction. Under such circumstances, what would be so natural for him, when be 
had occasion to write to the Secretary, as to make some allusion to the communication which explained 
the reason of his apparent disobedience, and to the instructions which he expected in answer for the 
government of his conduct in that important particular? The presumption is, that if such a justification 
of his conduct as is now pretended had existed be would, without doubt, have assigned it; but instead of 
doing so he contented himself with the excuse made by Mrs. Stephenson. Therefore he was silent on 
the subject. He waited the result of her letter. That he received in December; and accordingly, in 
December, it is found that, in partial compliance with the peremptory order contained in the Secretary's 
answer to his wife's letter, he made a deposit in bank. 

That no other letter was written to him on the subject of his deposits, after that of the 1st of N ovem
ber, is to be inferred from the tenor of the Secretary's letter of the 20th of April, 1820, which was produced 
by his renewed remissness. This letter begins thus: • 

"On the 1st of November last you were instructed to pay into bank the whole of the money in your 
hands on the 30th of that month, and not to retain the public money in your hands at the end of each 
month. By referring to your monthly returns for the months of December, January, and February, it 
appears that the instruction has not been complied with-a sum exceeding $10,000, upon an average, 
having been retained by you during those months. As the bank in which your deposits have been 
directed to be made.is established in the place in which your office is kept, the retention of the money, or 
any part of it, one day beyond the expiration of the month, is without any apparent excuse." After again 
repeating the directions for him to deposit, and remarking upon some irregularity in his returns, the 
Secretary concludes thus: "It is expected that all regulations addressed to public officers will be promptly 
complied with, and that when, from any circumstance, this should be found impracticable, the cause of 
non-compliance shall be communicated without delay." 

If any instruction in relation to his deposits had been given to the Receiver, since the order of the 
1st of November, that order would scarcely have been referred to alone. And if any excuse or explana
tion had been received by the Secretary, subsequent to the 1st of November, such as would have been 

• afforded by Mr. Edwards' publication and advic~, the order of the 1st of November would not have been 
repeated and renewed as an order unsatisfied and unanswered. The style and manner of this letter of 
April 20 indicate not only that neglect had occurred, but that no explanation had been offered for the 
neglect. The Receiver's answer confirms this conclusion. The Receiver had found, by the letter 
of the 1st of November, that, so far the excuse offered by Mrs. Stephenson of retaining money to meet 
the Indian payments had been admitted. But when in the April following he was called upon to account 

. for his subsequent omissions of duty, omissions for which that excuse would no longer avail, would he 
not, in justification of himself, have naturally referred to any and every letter that he had written on the 
·subject? and if, in any such letter, he bad made a communication of the kind alleged by Mr. Edwards, 
would be not, on this occasion, have made some allusion to it? 

All these circumstances, corroborating each other so fully, are not only irreconcilable with the 
inference which Mr. Edwards draws from the withholding of the deposits by the Receiver, but they lead 
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inevitably to the conclusion that the alleged communication of bis publication and advice, as a reason 
for withholding the deposits, was never made to or received by the Secretary, and that no such letter, as 
he alleges to have been written by the Secretary, was ever written in consequence of any such 
communication. 

There is, however, other testimony furnished by the Receiver and Mr. Edwards themselves which 
confirms this conclusion. 

Mr. Edwards bas stated on oath that be made the publication, and bad it specially communicated to 
the Secretary by the Receiver, for the purpose of apprising the Secretary of his intention to withdraw 
from the bank, and his determination to relieve himself from all responsibility in regard to it, leaving the 
Secretary to judge for himself, from the returns which. he required it to make, of the propriety of 
continuing it a depository of public money. That, "according to the pledge which be had given in his 
publication, be resigned bis seat as a Director. And though he was once elected to the same station 
since that time be refused to accept it, nor bas be had anything to do with the management of the bank 
since the fall of the year 1819." . 

Yet, in the following winter, Mr. Edwards is found presenting himself to the Secretary, not only in 
the character of a Director of the bank but of a Director specially delegated and authorized by the bank 
to conclude an important arrangement with the Secretary, in respect to the terms on which the bank was to 
continue a depository of public money. By the printed papers accompanying the Secretary's report to the 
House of the 21th of April, 1822,* it appears that on the 16th of February, 1820, Mr. Edwards, being then 
in W asbington, transmitted to the Secretary a letter from the bank to the Secretary, signed by this very 
Receiver as President of the bank, containing a list of the Directors for the year 1820, in which Mr. 
Edwards' name is included; that at the same time he also transmitted to the Secretary a letter from the 
bank, signed by the same Mr. Stephenson, informing the Secretary that Mr. Edwards, "one of the 
Directors of the institution," is authorized to suggest certain modifications of the contract between the 
Secretary and the bank, and to conclude such arrangements as he may deem acceptable, "which will be 
considered obligatory," and he likewise transmitted, at the same time, a letter from the bank, addressed 
to himself, signed also by Mr. Stephenson, stating to him at large the changes desired by the bank and 
the reasons therefor. 

Is this compatible with the impressions which the statement contained in bis testimony is calculated 
to produce? If he had ceased to be a Director, and publicly withdrawn from all concern in the management 
of the bank in "the fall of 1819," how was it that Mr. Stephenson, the Receiver, the President of the 
bank, who, as well from his official situation as from "the known friendship and intimacy" ( address, page 
14) which Mr. Edwards has stated to have subsisted between them, may be impposed to have known 
something of bis conduct and views in regard to the bank, sboµld so soon after Mr. Edwards' public 
withdrawal have written to him and constituted him, in his character of Director, the representative of 
the bank in a negotiation with the Secretary-that Secretary whom Mr. Edwards was so anxious to 
satisfy of his having no connexion with the bank? And, finally, bow could be, if such bad been the fact, 
communicate to the Secretary, without explanation, all these papers, which were totally at variance with 
it? If he bad supposed the Secretary to have been informed at the time of bis having withdrawn from 
the bank, in 1819, would be not also have supposed that the Secretary would be at some loss, on receiving 
these papers, to understand what was Mr. Edwards' actual relationship to the bank? If be bad not 
wished to be considered by the Secretary as a Director and agent of the bank, which the papers purported, 
would be not in some way have given him to understand that be was not so? Instead of doing this, in 
bis letter to the Secretary accompanying the papers, be referred to them as fully explanatory of their 
object, and thereby gave bis assent to their contents. 

Evidence might, indeed, be more positive, but taking all these circumstances in connexion with each 
other, it is doubtful whether any negative evidence could more satisfactorily establish the conviction, in 
any candid mind, that no such communications as Mr. Edwards has alleged ever passed between the 
Secretary and the Receiver. 

Mr. Edwards claims to have found a further confirmation of the Receiver's letter having been written 
and received by the Secretary in the expressions used by the Secretary in speaking of the letter alleged 
to have been written by him to the Receiver. The idea, however, is groundless. There is no real 
difference in the meaning of the words employed by the Secretary and those of Mr. Edwards in relation 
to the letter. If the Receiver bad discontinued the deposits for the reasons stated by him to the Secre
tary, (as Mr. E. alleges,) and if be had, in consequence, received a letter from the Secretary directing him 
to continue the deposits, (as Mr. E. also alleges,) such a letter, whatever might have been its form, was, 
in fact, an answer to the letter of the Receiver. The denial of the Secretai-y that any such answer was 
recollected, or was on record, so far from being evasive, was direct and explicit, and covers, as was 
intended, the whole ground presented in the charge. 

But this charge, contradicted as it is by all the facts which have been adduced in the case, is also 
rendered more improbable by the want of any assignable motive for the Secretary's alleged conduct on 
the subject. What object bad he to serve by continuing the deposits in the Bank of Edwardsville, if be 
had received any communications which authorized the opinion that they were insecure in that bank? 
Mr. Edwards has charged him with an improper partiality for the Bank of Missouri, yet it was that bank 
from which the deposits were taken to be placed in the Bank of Edwardsville; and it was to that bank 
that they must have been restored, if they were withdrawn from the Bank of Edwardsville. There was no 
other bank within reach. If the charge of favoritism towards the Bank of Missouri was well founded, 
the Secretary would have readily availed himself of the pretext furnished by the alleged communication 
of the Receiver for restoring the deposit to that bank. 

The instructions given to the Receiver at Kaskaskia to deposit in the Bank of Missouri, so far from 
confirming the allegation that a letter from the Receiver at Edwardsville, enclosing the publication of 
Mr. Edwards, bad been received by the Secretary, lead to a contrary conclusion. The correspondence with 
that Receiver, at the period in question, is herewith transmitted.t It appears that on the 18th of Sep
tember, 1819, this Receiver wrote to the Secretary, enclosing bis account current for the month of August 
preceding, and as there appeared by that account a large balance of public money in bis bands, 
amounting to about $30,000, be seems to have considered it necessary to explain the cause. His 
explanation was the same as that offered by Mrs. Stephenson for a like retention of money, to meet the 
Indian payments; and in this case, as in the other, not any publication of Mr. Edwards, or any other 

0 Documents Nos. 1, 3, and 4, of (No. 119.) t See Nos. 30, 31, 32. 
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circumstance affecting the character of the Bank of Edwardsville, which, if such had existed, he was 
bound by the Secretary's instructions to communicate. It was known to the Secretary that it was not 
so convenient for this Receiver to deposit at Edwardsville, between which place and Kaskaskia there 
was very little communication, as at St. Louis, with which there was frequent intercourse. In the next 
letter written to this Receiver by the Secretary, which was on the 1st of November, 1819, the Secretary, 
without alluding to any publication of Mr. Edwards, or any letter, from t~e ,Receiver at Edwardsville, 
which, if•any had been known to him, would naturally have been alluded'to _on such an occasion, directed 
the Receiver at Kaskaskia to deposit in the Bank of Edwardsville all the, money in his possession at the 
close of the month, and afterwards to deposit in the Bank' of Missouri. 'l'he'Receiver did not make this 
deposit, for reasons stated by him in his letter of the 10th of -January, 1820, until the 3d of that month, 
as will be seen by the list of moneys deposited by him on that day.* From his silence on the subject it 
is evident that there was nothing in the circumstances of the bauk to render the deposit improper. 

The accusation of having presented contradictory statements of the amount of public money in the 
Bank of Edwardsville, and of having transposed other statements from that bank, in the commlmications 
made by the Secretary to the House, and of having done so for the purpose of disguising the truth in relation 
to the deposits in that bank, with a view to their bearing on the charge connected with these supposed 
letters, is altogether without foundation. The bank statements of December and November, which are 
referred to, either formed part of or accompanied the letters which they immediately follow in the printed 
papers; the first having been written on part of the same paper as the letter of the '1th of January, 1820, to 
Mr. Edwards, and the latter having been enclosed in the letter of the 6th of January, and both the letters 
and the statements having, when transmitted by Mr. Edwards, in his letter of the 16th February, been, it 
is believed, in the same order as that in which they appear in the documents. The Treasury statements, 
from which the balances in the B~uk of Edwardsville at the end of the 2d, 3d, and 4th quarters of 1819 
are quoted by Mr. Edwards, were prepared by the Treasurer from materials in his own possession; and 
the Secretary had no more to do with the preparation of them than Mr. Edwards himself. They were 
communicated as the statements of that officer. The cause why the statement for the 4th quarter of 
1819 differs in amount from that rendered by the bank for the same period is, that in the former the 
Treasurer has deducted from the sum standing to his credit in that bank the amount of two drafts which 
he had drawn on the bank, and which had not been paid at the time when the bank statement was pre
pared. The sum stated by the bank is, therefore, more than that stated by the Treasurer by the amount 
of these drafts. This is more particularly shown in the acco~panying note from the Treasurer, t all of 
whose statements are prepared on the same principle and have ~I ways been so prepared. It is considered 
unnecessary to dwell longer on this branch of the subject. That no such communications as Mr. Edwards 
alleges were made is believed to be conclusively demonstrated; and if so, no arts could have been resorted 
to for the purpose of concealing them. But at every stage of this investigation this remark naturally 
suggests itself: that even if both the communications alleged had actually been made, there was nothing 
in that fact for the Secretary to conceal. Mr. Edwards has stated, on oath, his opinion that in the fall of 
1819 the Bank of Edwardsville was in as good a condition as any bank in which the public moneys were 
deposited; and if so, what necessity was there for the Secretary to discontinue the deposits? Whether 
Mr. Edwards was or was not a Director, and whether he did or did not choose to be responsible for a bank, 
if the bank were in a good condition, was a matter that ought to have had very little influence upon the 
conduct of the Secretary of the Treasury. In connexion with this charge it is to be remarked that it is 
true that communications were made to the Secretary against the Edwardsville Bank, and particularly in 
a letter from the President of the Bank of Missouri, of the 9th of August, 1819. But as the Receivers, 
both at Edwardsville and Kaskaskia, were instructed by the Secretary's leLter of the 31st of December, 
1818, that if any circumstance affecting the character of the Edwardsville Bank should come to their 
knowledge they should communicate.the same to the Department, and as no such information was received 
from them, and as the bank continued to fulfil its engagements, there was no sufficient reasqn for discon
tinuing the arrangement which had been made with it. The fact is, that it was not until two years after 
the letter of the President of the Bank of Missouri referred to that the Edwardsville Bank stopped pay
ment. But although this charge is considered as sufficiently answered, the only remaining circumstance 
presented by Mr. Edwards in its support shall also be noticed. He represents himself to have stated in 
two letters written by him to the Secretary, in February, 1822, that he had made such a publication, that 
the Receiver had transmitted it, that the Receiver's letter containing it had been answered, and infers from 
the Secretary's silence on the subject an admission of the fact. 

That the Secretary did not reply to this, or to any of the other matters contained in those letters, 
resulted from his having declined any correspondence with Mr. Edwards on the subjects to which they 
referred, in consequence of a menace which the first of them contained. This will be seen by the Secretary's 
answer, which, together with Mr. Edwards' letters, are herewith transmitted.-(See Nos. 30, 31, 32.) 

The next principal accusation to be examined relates to the Secretary's transactions with the Bank 
of Missouri, and charges him with having, in the arrangements made with that bank in regard to the 
public deposits, allowed it advantages for which it rendered no equivalent, and with having received 
from it uncurrent bank notes, which he was neither bound nor authorized to receive. The direct connexion 
between the Treasury and the Bank of Missouri began on the 1st of August, 1818.t Before that time the 
bank had acted as the agent of the Bank of the United States. It had fulfilled its engagements with that 
institution with good faith; its condition was considered sound and prosperous; and its reputation 
stood high, as well in the Atlantic as in the western States. • The large amount of money to be received 
from the sale of public land in that quarter rendered a connexion with such a bank not only convenient 
but necessary. 

In the first arrangement with the bauk there was no stipulation as to what kinds of money it should 
receive or pay for the Treasury. The Receivers were instructed to receive the notes of such banks as 
paid specie on demand for their notes, and no others, and to deposit them in bank to the credit of the 
'freasurer. When public disbursements were to be made the Treasurer issued his drafts, and the bank 
discharged them in such funds as it had received. 

On the 23d of June, 1819, the Secretary, in the execution of a general system, which had been 
adopted with the approbation of the President, for the reasons stated in his report to the House of Repre
sentatives, of February 14, 1822, and in his letter to the chairman of a select committee of the House, of 
February 24, 1823, proposed a new arrangement to the bank.§ By this arrangement the bank was to 

o See No. 7 of (No. 119.) See No. 29. :j: See document I Nos. 1, 2, and 3, (66,] §See I No. 5, (66] 
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receive the notes of such specie paying banks as were in good credit and in general circulation, and to 
account for them as cash; to transfer to the Bank of the United States, or its branches, the surplus of the 
money which it might receive that could not be disbursed at the bank; and for the expense and risk of 
making those transfers, which were expected to amount to a very considerable sum, it was to have a 
standing deposit of $150,000, which standing deposit was always subject to be reduced by any disburse
ments that could be made at the bank. This arrangement was accepted by the bank on the 9th of August, 
1819.* It was modified in August, 1820, by limiting the local bank notes to be received to those of the 
Atlantic cities and of the State of Missouri,t and thus it continued until the bank stopped payment, on 
the 14th of August, 1821. To estimate justly the advantages offered to the bank by this arrangement, it 
is necessary to examine what were the probable services to be rendered by the bank under it: About the 
time when the Secretary's proposition for allowing a standing deposit was made to this bank there was 
a balance remaining in bank, over and above what could be expended there, of upwards of $640,000,t and 
this, too, after the bank bad transferred upwards of $100,000. '.Fhis large balance had accumulated in 
rather less than a year. Taking into consideration the revival of credit among the western banks which 
had then taken place, it was reasonable to suppose that the payments into that bank would not decrease 
more than one-half during the next year; upon this supposition, the amount to be transferred under the 
arrangement would be about $320,000 a year. The risk and cost of transferring money from St. Louis to 
Louisville, which was the nearest point to which it could be transferred, has been stated by the President 
of the bank, in his letter of November 29, 1819,§ to be at least three per cent., which, upon that sum, 
would be $9,600; and that was reasonably to be looked to, at the time the arrangement was made, as the 
value of the service, probably, to be rendered under it, in this respect, by the bank to the Treasury. 

It is true that, from causes not then to be foreseen, the subsequent payments into the bank fell short 
of what had been anticipated. But it is also true that the whole of the stipulated standing deposit was 
not always on hand. It has already been stated that this standing deposit was, at all times, liable to be 
drawn upon by the Treasury. By the Treasurer's statement of quarterly balances, accompanying the 
Secretary's report to the House, of February 2'l', 1823, it appears that it had been so drawn upon, and 
that, at the close of six different quarters, the whole amount in bank, for which drafts had not actually 
been issued, was less than the stipulated amount of standing deposit by an average of $20,000. By a 
statement accompanying the letter from the President of the bank of the 30th June, 1821,11 it appears 
that, at the close of ten successive months, "the whole sum in bank was actually less than the amount of 
the stipulated deposit by an average of $20,000; and if, at all other times during the two years' 
continuance of the arrangement, the full amount were in bank, the average of the sum actually in bank 
during the whole period would have been but $140,000. But it is to be observed that, in estimating the 
value of such a deposit to a bank, the certainty of its continuance, for a given time at least, is to be 
taken into consideration. In respect to this standing deposit there was no such certainty; it depended 
wholly on the convenience of the 'freasury. It was constantly subject to drafts for any part, or even the 
whole, and it was frequently drawn upon. The idea, therefore, that this stipulation in regard to the 
standing deposit was equal to an allowance to the bank of $9,000 a year is wholly fallacious. 

It is proper to look, on the other hand, to the services rendered by the bank. During the continuance 
of the arrangement, the bank transferred, at its own risk and cost, $454,000 in cash, and about $138,000 
in notes, in kind. Calculating, then, the value of the transfers at the rate stated for transferring to 
Louisville, which was the nearest point, at three per cent., and the value of the standing deposit, actually 
on hand, at six per cent. a year, the rate of interest, it appears that the services actually rendered by the 
bank, in transferring the public money, may be estimated to amount to $l'l',800; and that the benefit 
enjoyed by the bank from the standing deposit, without making any deduction on account of its uncer
tainty, may be estimated at $16,000; thus leaving a balance in favor of the bank. But, allowing the 
advantage and the service to be equal in this respect, nothing then remains but the advantage derived 
by the bank from the temporary and uncertain possession of the surplus which sometimes remained over 
and above this deposit, as a compensation for all its other services, in becoming responsible for the notes 
received by it, in converting them, as far as was requisite, into such funds as might be transferred to the 
United States Bank, or as might be required in payment of Treasury drafts, which are always demandable 
in specie or its equivalent, and which, as appears by the letter from the President of the bankif of tho 
30th June, 1821, were always so paid. Hence, it appears that not only were no undue advantages intended 
to be granted to the bank by the arrangement, but that, supposing the payment of the debts now due by 
it to be secured with interest, as is believed to be the case, the bank has actually enjoyed no advantages 
under the arrangement for which it will not have rendered ·an equivalent. 

It is true this bank has failed. But it appears, by a document produced and relied upon by Mr. 
Edwards, that after a, thorough examination by order of the Missouri Legislature, that its failure is not 
attributable to any act of dishonesty on the part of the Directors, but to that cause only which has 
produced a general suspension in the western country;** and that," with a reasonable indulgence, it will 
be enabled to redeem its notes and pay all its debts." The sum due by it-to the Treasury is already in a 
course of payment, and its ultimate discharge, with interest, is deemed by persons who are well acquainted 
with the l.'ecurity to be well secured. 

The correspondence which led to the reception of the uncurrent notes which Mr. Edwards has 
charged the Secretary with having improperly received from the Bank of Missouri, commenced with the 
letter of the President of the bank of the 9th August, 1819. He there proposed, among other transfers, 
to transfer $50,000 in such paper of North and South Carolina and Georgia as was authorized to be 
received; $40,000 in notes of the Bank of Virginia; $103,000 in notes of the Bank of Kentucky and its 
branches; $15,000 in notes of the Bank of Vincennes; and $'l'0,000 in notes of the banks of Tennessee, 
such as were authorized to be received, and $25,000 in such Ohio notes as were authorized to be received; 
all of which were then in bank. . 

It is to be observed that the letter in which· this proposition was made is the same letter which 
contains the acceptance by the bank of the arrangement, under which it was, for the first time, to be 
responsible in cash for all the public money which it might receive. If~ then, it can be shown that these 
notes had been previously received on account of the Treasury, and were at that time on hand, the agree
ment of the Secretary to· receive the whole or any portion of them, so far from being a subject of blame, 
was an obligation of duty. 

o See I No. 6, [66.] 
tSee I No. 14, [66.] 
:j:See I No, s, [66.] 

§See I No. 16, [66.] 
II See bank statements of July and August, pp. 53, 54, of No. 119. 
,TSee I No. 16, (66.] OOAddress, page 19. 
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It is also to be observed that all the notes which the bank here proposed to transfer were not actually 
transferred. Before the Secretary's answer was received the bank had, on its own account, othenvise 
disposed of a great portion of them, and there were finally transferred the following: . 
Of the Bank of Tennessee and branches ................................................ . 

Nashville Bank and branches ................................................... . 
State Bank of North Carolina .................................................. . 

Certain District notes, viz: 
Mechanics' Bank of Alexandria ................................................. . 
Franklin Bank ................................................................ . 

Certain Ohio notes, viz: • 
Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati ....................................... . 
Miami Exporting Company ................................. -.................... . 
Bank of Cincinnati. ........................................................... . 
Bank of Muskingum ................................... • ....................... . 
Farmers, Mechanics, and Manufacturers' Bank of Chilicothe ........................ . 
Bank of Marietta ............................................................. . 
Bank of Steubenville ........... , .............................................. . 

$40,156 
29,844 
42,000 

890 
285 

11,845 
8,661 
3,846 

291 
350 

4 
'l 

l\faking together ................................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138,1 '19 

The Kentucky bank notes mentioned in the Secretary's letter of March 2, 1820,* were not transferred, 
having been otherwise disposed of by the bank. Nor were the Georgetown bank notes, mentioned in the 
same letter, then transferred; and it is only within a few days that the Treasurer has received from the 
agent of the Missouri Bank an order for transferring them. 

That the notes thus received from the bank had been properly taken by the Receivers will appear 
from the instructions given to those officers by the Secretary, copies of which are herewith transmitted;t 
and that, at the time those instructions were given, they were considered by the Secretary as the notes of 
banks which discharged their notes in specie, on demand, and, consequently, notes which, by the resolution 
of Congress of April 30, 1816, were authorized to be received in payments to the United States, is manifest 
from the terms of the same instructions, in which the Receivers are positively interdicted from taking 
the notes of any bank which does not discharge its notes on demand in specie. 

'I!hat these notes were received by the bank from the Receivers during its first arrangement with the 
Treasury, and, consequently, previous to its engagement to account as cash, and that, at the time they 
were offered to the Secretary, they were actually in possession of the bank, is established by evidence 
adduced by Mr. Edwards himself. This evidence is statement E,t prepared at the Bank of Missouri, and 
laid before the Missouri Legislature by a committee which was appointed to examine the report of the 
bank, and which committee represents itself to have had before it and carefully examined the books, 
notes, and such other papers of the bank as were necessary. The statement is, '1 Of moneys on hand, 
September 6, 1819, received of the several Receivers of Public Moneys, being such as they were authorized 
to receive by the Hon. William H. Crawford, Secretary of the Treasury." It purports to have been taken 
from a register kept by the Cashier of the bank from .August 8, 1818, to September 6, 1819, which period 
includes only twenty-seven days not embraced by the first arrangement, under which the bank was 
accountable only in kindl By this statement it appears that the bank had then on hand notes taken from 
ReceJvers, of a description not receivable by it on general deposit as cash, amounting to $569,064, of 
which $283,'15'1 were of the kinds transferred by it to the Treasury. Hence it appears that, instead of 
the Secretary's having received of the bank uncurrent notes, which he was not bound to receive, the bank 
not only took upon itself the conversion into cash of other notes to a large amount, which it had a right 
to pay over to the Treasury in kind, but that, of the very descriptjon of notes which Mr. Edwards had 
censured the Secretary for having received, the bank had actually a right to require that he should 
receive more than double the amount of what he did receive. 

It would be a great mistake, however, to suppose that the notes which were received of the Bank of 
Missouri were the notes of insolvent banks. Those of the Bank of Tennessee and its branches were 
immediately placed to the credit of the Treasurer as cash; those of the Nashville Bank and its branches, 
and of the North Carolina Bank, have long since been paid; those of the Mechanics' Bank of Alexandria, 
Bank of Marietta, and Bank of Steubenville, were cashed by the banks to which they were transferred; 
of those of the Miami Exporting Company, $5,220 '16 have recently been collected. Thus, of the whole 
amount transferred, there remains unpaid only about $22,000, and of this sum it is believed the greater
part will be ultimately paid. 

Considering the state of the currency in the west during the time, and the large amount received by 
this bank, which was about $1,164,000, it is doubtful whether any individual transactions of equal extent, 
though attended to with great care, would have been followed by less ultimate loss. 

That the charge of having favored this bank at the sacrifice of the public interest is without foun
dation must be evident from the facts which have been here exhibited. That the bank does not consider 
itself as having been favored by the Treasury is proved by the fact that a claim has been preferred by • 
the bank for an allowance, upon the ground that the services which it has rendered to the Treasury have 
not been sufficiently compensated. And it is a remarkable coincidence of circumstances that at the very 
time that a charge is-preferred by Mr. Edwards against the Secretary, for having done too much for that 
bank, the agent of the bank is at Washington, petitioning Congress because the Secretary has done 
too little. 

The trans:1ctions with the Bank of Missouri being thus explained, the only other acts included in the 
charge against the Secretary, of having received uncurrent funds in payment from banks, are the receipt 
of $15,000 in notes of the State Bank of North Carolina, and $18,562 in notes of the Bank of Kentucky; 
the former from the Tombeckbe Bank and the latter from the Bank of Edwardsville . 

.Although, by a rigid construction of the arrangement by which these banks agreed to account for 
the public deposits received by them as cash, the whole amount might, perhaps, have been demanded of 
them in specie or United States Bank notes, yet such was never the intention of the parties. The term 
"cash" was used in opposition to that of special deposit, and was not-meant to render the banks liable 
fo_r the payment of specie for notes which the:r might receive on behalf of the Treasury and which might 

0 See I No. 9, [66.] t See annexed Nos. 33 to 40, inclusive. :j: See Address, page 20. 
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cease to be convertible into specie. Such a construction is opposed by the Tombeckbe Bank in its letter 
of the 13th of August, 1819, (see M No. 5, (66,) although the President of that institution expresses its 
willingness to leave the construction to the "justice and liberal policy" of the department. It is more 
emphatically disclaimed, however, by the Bank of Edwardsville, in its letter to the Secretary, of the 
18th of April, 1820, (see G No. 3, (66,) and in its letter to Mr. Edwards, of the 6th of January, 1820, 
(see A No. 2, (119,) heretofore referred to. In that letter the bank maintains that" It is not supposed 
that any construction of the conditions upon which the deposits were received can render the bank the 
guaranty of those banks, because it would be contrary to every principle of reason to suppose that the 
paper of other banks, who have, or may, suspend specie payment, shall, by the mere act of deposit 
in this institution by the Receivers, be converted into specie, or its equivalent, and this bank held 
accountable for it as such. We are persuaded thi13 never was the intention of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, nor can be inferred from the conditions upon which the deposits are made." This letter, as it 
was written by the President of the bank to one of its Directors whom it had constituted an agent for 
negotiating a modification of its arrangement with the 'rreasury, may be naturally supposed to contain 
its real views. And although Mr. Edwards now denies the construction then contended for by the bank, 
yet, from the terms in which he communicated the letter to the Secretary, it is presumed that he then 
gave it his assent. 

But although this construction could not be formally acknowledged b-y the Secretary without leading 
to the evil which the terms of these arrangements were partly intended to prevent, that of "special 
deposits," yet it was always his intention, whenever the case presented itself, to admit such an interpre
tation of the contract as might be equitable and not injurious to the public interest. The letter of the 
Tombeckbe Bank, of the 3d of August, 1819, stating that there were then on hand in that institution 
$15,000 in North Carolina notes which had been received on deposit for the Treasurer, and which it had 
not yet been able to exchange, although no care had been spared in effecting that object, "since some 
difficulties were understood to affect the bank," presented a case of this kind. At that time the State 
Bank of North Carolina had not stopped payment, although it did so before the Secretary's answer was 
communicated to the Tombeckbe Bank. The Secretary having called upon the State Bank to disclose the 
means of paying such of its notes as had been received on account of the Treasury, and having been 
informed by the bank that it did possess the means and would speedily apply them to that object, 
consented that these notes should be transferred from the credit of the Treasurer in the Tombeckbe Bank 
to the credit of the Treasuwr in the State Bank of North Carolina, and by that bank they were afterwards 
paid, as were all the other claims of every kind which the Treasury had upon it. 

The case of the Edwardsville Bank, added to the equitable considerations which were presented in 
that of the Tombeckbe Bank, were considerations of policy. The communication of the Hon. R. M. 
Johnson, made on behalf of the bank and referred to in the Secretary's letter of the 2d of February, 
1821, (see G No. 8, (66,) which communication was made with the concurrence of Mr. Edwards, stated 
that the bank had on hand upwards of $20,000 in notes of the Bank of Kentucky which had been received 
on account of the Treasurer before the suspension of specie payments by the bank. This representation 
being corroborated by an examination of the bank statements and certificates, as appears by the 
Secretary's report to the House of the 27th of April, 1822, and there being then some reason to apprehend 
a want of punctuality or of good faith on the part of the Bank of Edwardsviile, the Secretary consented 
that these notes should be transferred at the risk of the bank, from the credit of the Treasurer in that 
bank to the credit of the Treasurer in the Bank of Kentucky. In dcing so the Secretary considered 
himself not only satisfying the demands of equity but promoting public interest, inasmuch as the Bank 
of Kentucky, though it had suspended the payment of specie, was known to be solvent. Although the 
notes thus transferred have not yet been paid, the most positive and formal assurance has been given that 
the debt is perfectly safe and will most certainly be repaid at no very remote period. 

Mr. Edwards has offered an extract from the Secretary's letter of the 11th of December, 1818, to the 
President of the Planters and Merchants' Bank of Huntsville, as proving that the Secretary's conduct in 
receiving these notes is at variance with his own interpretation of the obligations of the banks in that 
respect. But by referring to the letter itself, it will be found that in presenting the extract an important 
omission has been made by which the Secretary's opinion on the point is wholly misrepresented. As 
quoted by Mr. Edwards, the passage is in these words: "In making the Planters and Merchants' Bank 
of Huntsville a place of deposit at its particular solicitation, it was expected that the transfer of funds 
which it undertook to make would be effected in funds that circulated at par at the place where the 
transfer was directed. As the Receiver had been directed to receive the bills of no banks which did not 
discharge them in specie on demand, it was expected that the bank would be answerable for the amount 
deposited in specie, or in bills which would be received as specie at the place to which the money should 
be directed to be transferred, unless it should state the contrary. But," as continues the Secretary, 
( and this is the part omitted by Mr. Edwards,) "as no explanation of this nature has been made or 
sought on either side, this requisition will not be rigorously required." There is, however, no question 
concerning this bank, as no uncurrent notes were ever received from it. 

The charge of having received uncurrent notes from the banks of Missouri, Edwardsville, and Tom
beckbe, contrary to the agreement with those banks and contrary to law, being thus answered, there 
remains, in connexion with this branch of Mr. Edwards' accusation against the Secretary, only that of 
having, in his report to Congress, misstated the amount so received. Upon a thorough examination, 
however, it is asserted that all the notes received from those banks, for which the Treasurer did not 
receive a cash credit in the banks to which they were transferred, were specified in the report made by 
the Secretary on the subject, with the exception of $285 in notes of the Franklin Bank of Alexandria, 
which formed part of the funds received from the Bank of Missouri, agreeably to his letter of March 20, 
1820, but which, in his report of February 14, 1822, were accidentally omitted to be mentioned. That 
there was no intentional concealment on this subject is evident from the manner in which the Secretary 
complied with that part of the resolution which referred to it. By the resolution, he was required to state 
whether any uncurrent or depreciated paper had been received from certain banks, which the Government 
was not bound to receive. As the Secretary was of opinion that all the paper of that description which 
he had received from those banks was paper that he was bound to receive, he might without blame have 
answered that none such as were alluded to in the resolution had been received. Desirous, however, to 
put the House in possession of all the facts, he stated what uncurrent paper had been received, and why 
it had been received; and he included in the statement paper to the amount of several thousand dollars, 
~hich at the time he made his deposit had actually been paid in cash. Under these circumstances, it 
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might have been reasonably supposed that this trivial omission was, as was ~ruly the case, wholly acci
dental and unintentional. 

The charge of withholding letters and information called for by the House rests on no better 
foundation. This, however, may have originated, in part, in the want of attention to the true import of 
the resolution under which these letters and information were called for. The resolution of the House of 
January 9, 1822, as printed, required "a statement showing in what banks the moneys received from the 
sale of the public lands have been deposited since January 1, 1818; the contracts under which the said 
deposits have been made; the correspondence between them and the Treasury Department relative 
thereto," &c., &c. It has been doubted whether, according to the proper rules of construction, the corre
spondence here called for related to anything more than the contracts. It is believed, however, that this 
doubt gives place to certainty upon an inspection of the resolution, as transmitted to the Secretary by 
the Clerk of the House, between which and the resolution as printed there is a remarkable difference in 
the punctuation. That which appears in the latter as the first member of a sentence terminating with a 
semicolon, is in the original, (see annexed No. 41,) which is herewith transmitted, a complete sentence 
ending with a period. By this difference, the words "relative thereto" are made applicable exclusively 
to the contracts; and of course the correspondence required by the resolution is the correspondence 
between those banks and the Treasury, relative to the contracts under which the moneys received from 
the sales of public lands since January 1, 1818, have been deposited. 

It will be seen, however, that in the collection of the correspondence it was not confined to that 
object; but that, in addition to everything which related thereto, there was communicated? so much of 
the other correspondence with the banks referred to as would enable the House t-0 form a just opinion of 
the whole subject, not only of the arrangements with these banks in this particular, but of the relationship 
subsisting between them and the Treasury. 

The resolution of the House of March 12, 1822, had reference only to three banks, those of Edwards
ville, Tombeckbe, and Missouri; it called for no correspondence except in relation to the Bank of Missouri, 
and as it required all the correspondence in relation to that bank not before communicated, all such corre
spondence that could be found was transmitted. Yet, although these two resolutions are distinct from 
each other in their requirements, Mr. Edwards affects to consider every letter which was communicated 
under the latter as having been improperly withheld under the former. 

That some of the papers transmitted· under this resolution might not with propriety, and perhaps 
with advantage, have been sent under the first resolution is not asserted. Whether any such, if such 
there be, were accidentally omitted, or whether they were not deemed necessary to an understanding of 
the subject, is not now recollected. _As there was no consciousness on the part of the Secretary that any 
of his transactions required concealment or merited censure, and as it was supposed that the object of 
the resolution was exclusively to obtain information, the whole aim in selecting the papers and making 
the communication was to put the House in possession of such information, and such only, as would best 
serve to elucidate the subject to which it related. 

But to whatever cause the omission of any of these papers is attributable, the omission itself is 
unimportant. It is believed that the papers communicated under the second resolution, or the great mass 
which has been communicated under the third resolution, disclose no new fact which it was important, in 
relation to the subject of the resolution, either to communicate or to withhold. The idea of concealment 
was wholly out of the question. The delicate nature of many of the letters communicated under the first 
resolution shows, perhaps, a leaning the other way. But there was really nothing of moment to be con
cealed. The general outline of the arrangements witli the western banks was well known. They had 
been published in most of the newspapers in the country interested in them, and they were familiar to 
many gentlemen in Congress, some of whom had been among the first to press upon the Secretary the 
necessity and advantage of such arrangements. 

Disclaiming, then, in the most unqualified manner, any wish or intention in the Secretary of concealing 
any part of his conduct in relation to those banks, the opinion is confidently repeated that, after an 
examination of all the correspondence that has been at various times communicated to the House, it will 
be found that, although more ample details are exhibited, because the papers subsequently presented are 
more numerous, as clear and faithful a view of the connexion between the western banks and the Treasury 
was presented under the first resolution as is exhibited in the whole mass of the correspondence. But if 
the fact were otherwise, nothing could be more unjust than to consider the omission of every letter not 
communicated under that resolution as a suppression with an improper design. 

Aithough these explanations may be deemed a sufficient answer to Mr. Edwards' charge of suppression 
generally, yet there are some particular instances which he has specially dwelt upon, and to which he 
attaches particular importance, that it may be well specially to notice. 'fhe first of these is the circum
stance that "extracts" were communicated instead of entire letters in parts of the correspondence with 
the Planters and Merchants' Bank of Huntsville. 

By referring to the letters alluded to, and which have been transmitted entire under the last resolution 
of the House, it will be seen that the parts omitted to be communicated relate to an occurrence wholly of 
a temporary nature, entirely unimportant in itself, and having no bearing whatever on the subject of the 
call. It seems that after the termination of the arrangement between the Bank of the United States and 
the bank at Huntsville, the Cashier of the former drew certain drafts upon the amount standing at his 
credit in the latter bank. These the bank at Huntsville declined to pay, under an erroneous idea that it 
was accountable to the Treasury for the money . 

.As soon as this was made known to the Secretary he wrote to the Huntsville Bank to remove the 
misunderstanding. The bank justified itself by quoting certain expressions of the Secretary's circular of 
July, 1819. The Secretary replied that if the bank had quoted correctly the circular must have been 
imperfect, and desired to have it sent ·back for examination. It was sent back; was found to be inaccu
rately copied; the misunderstanding was removed; the drafts were paid; and there the whole matter 
ended. In the passages relating to this subject notice was also taken of the accidental omission of the 
bank to render some returns. These are the parts of the letters in the correspondence which were not 
communicated, and this explanation will show with what little reason it has been inferred that every 
omission in the correspondence contains something which the Secretary must have an improper motive 
to conceal. 

These observations apply t-0 all the extracts transmitted in that correspondence, except the letter of 
the President of the Huntsville Bank of the 30th September, 1819. As this letter does not appear to have 
been transmitted under the last resolution, it is presumed to have been mislaid. The purport of the pre-
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ceding part of it is not recollected, but search is now making for it, and as soon as it is found it will be 
communicated. 

An additional importance is attached· by Mr. Edwards to the circumstance of "extracts" being sent 
in this case, as contradicting that part of the Secretary's testimony before a former select committee of 
the House, which, speaking of the correspondence generally, states that, in consequence of the pressure 
of business, the original letters and rough draughts had been communicated under the resolution of the 14th 
February, 1822. No such contradiction, however, can be imagined without misinterpreting the obvious 
import of the Secretary's words. He spoke of the correspondence generally, and it is a fact well known 
that it consisted almost entirely of originals and rough draughts. But it is irreconcilable with common sense 
to suppose that he meant to convey the idea that papers which bore on their face the title of "extracts," 
which he had himself communicated and described as "extracts," were either originals or rough draughts. 

Neither the Secretary nor Mr. Dickins has anywhere said in their testimony, as Mr. Edwards sup
poses, that the latter delivered all the originals and rough draughts to the Secretary, and that the Secretary 
sent them all to the House. The fact is otherwise. All the correspondence with the banks referred to 
was not called for, as has been already shown; nor was it ever asserted that all was sent. Mr. Dickins 
collected, as he has stated, all the correspondence that he could find, filed and unfiled, that was likely to 
have any bearing on the subject; from this he selected such as, in his judgment, was required by the 
resolution; and such "extracts" as were made, were made under the exercise of this judgment. After 
the papers had been thus selected and arranged, he laid them before the Secretary, together with such 
statements in relation to other parts of the resolution as the Secretary might require for his report. 
These papers were in the possession of the Secretary while he prepared his report, but were referred to 
no further than was necessary for that object; and the correspondence thus prepared by Mr. Dickins was 
transmitted, in the same state, to the House. This circumstance will explain the appearance of the marks 
on the passages which Mr. Dickins has stated to have been marked by him for the purpose of calling the 
Secretary's attention to them, and which, if they had been observed by the Secretary, would have been 
acted on by him, either by directing the marks to be removed or extracts, excluding those passages, to 
be prepared. • 

To remove all pretext for the insinuation which Mr. Edwards has founded upon the circumstance of. 
Mr. Dickins having been employed to select the papers in this case instead of Mr. Jones, the chief clerk, 
to whom it had been usual to commit the selection of papers required by Congress, it is proper to state 
that the resolution of the House did, in this instance, take the usual course of reference to Mr. Jones; and 
that it was at his request and upon his suggestion of the propriety of referring it to Mr. Dickins, because 
of his better knowledge of the subject, that the duty was transferred to him. 

There is one other omission in the correspondence which has been emphatically alluded to by Mr. 
Edwards, and which shall, therefore, be particularly noticed. It is a letter from the ·Secretary to the 
President of the Bank at Huntsville of July 9, 1819, and is more than once referred to in other parts of 
the correspondence; whether it had been communicated or not was never a subject of investigation with 
the Secretary until the notice taken of it in Mr. Edwards' address rendered the inquiry r.ecessary. After 
a thorough examination, however, it could not be found, either among the records or rough draughts; but on 
referring, as a last resort, to a file of confidential correspondence which is kept by Mr. Jones, the rough 
draught of the letter was there discovered. A copy of it is herewith transmitted.* According t-0 the views 
with which the correspondence was selected under the first resolution of the House, this letter was one 
which would have been then communicated. It is believed, however, that the sentiments and opinions 
disclosed in it are far from furnishing a subject of blame to the Secretary; and as he had communicated a 
letter of similar import, written on the same day to the Tombeckbe Bank, it may be inferred that he was 
not withheld, by any improper considerations of delicacy in respect to the matters to which they both 
relate, from communicating this letter also. It is believed that the letter to the Tombeckbe Bank of July 
9, 1819, was also marked "confidential;" and the opinion is strengthenPd by the reference made to it as 
"confidential" by the President of the bank in his letter of August 13, 1819.t The word "confidential" 
was probably omitted through inadvertence in the copy that was retained in the Department, and thus it 
went upon the ordinary record. If this opinion is correct, the communication of this letter corroborates 
the fact that the omission to communicate the letter to the Huntsville Bank was not owing to the matters 
it contained, but to the circumstance of its being on a file not before the person by whom the correspond
ence was selected. 

The Secretary is not aware that any other letters on the confidential file appertain to the objects of 
the present inquiry. He submits, however, such of them as are addressed to banks to the examination 
of the committee. He takes the occasion also to tender to the committee, as he did to the committee 
appointed under the resolution of February 6, 1823, the inspection of any of the records or correspondence 
in the Department that may be deemed necessary to elucidate any of the matters connected with the 
inquiry. 

Having disposed of all the minor topics of accusation brought against the Secretary in Mr. Edwards' 
address, it now remains to notice the grave charges which he has preferred, of having mismanaged the 
national funds. As far as this charge is founded upon the particular transactions which have formed the 
subject of the foregoing observations, it is presumed to be sufficiently refuted. The only remaining 
ground of charge then-is, the measure of employing the State banks as depositories of the public moneys 
in the western country. . 

The circumstances by which this measure was rendered necessary, and the views with which it was 
adopted under the sanction of the President of the United States, have already been explained in the 
Secretary's report of February 14, 1822, and in his letter to the select committee of February 24, 1823, to 
which a reference is now requested. It may be proper, however, to remark here, that throughout the 
western country a general and severe distress had followed the resumption of specie payments. On the 
part of the Treasury, every disposition had been entertained to make the demands of the Government 
press lightly on a suffering people. With this view, the Receivers and Collectors had been authorized 
generally tti receive in payments to the United States all the specie-paying bank notes in circulation; 
and the Bank of the United States had liberally seconded the views of the 'rreasury, by authorizing the 
reception of these funds from the Receivers and Collectors. This experiment, though it gave relief to 
the public debtors, had been found injurious to the welfare of the bank; and by a proper regard for its 
own safety, that institution considered itself constrained to decline the reception of almost all of those 

o See annexed, No. 42. 
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funds which form the currency of that portion of the country, and of those which alone it could prudently 
take, scarcely any were in circulation. What effect this change had upon the state of things mayibe 
inferred from a few extracts from some of the communications which were about that time made to the 
Secretary in relation to the subject: 

"The debtors of the United States," say the Directors of the Bank of Vincennes in their memorial 
of the 9th January, 1819,* "in the western country, labor under distressing and almost insuperable 
difficulties in meeting their engagements; not so much from the want of means as from the scarcity of 
such funds as are receivable in payment of public lands. Should the country continue in its present situa
tion with respect to these funds, many an honest citizen, many an industrious farmer, who has migrated to 
this country, and has paid his last eighty dollars as a first instalment on his quarter section of land, will 
be compelled, at the end of five years, to leave his favorite spot, his cabin, and all the comfortable improve
ments which the labor of his own hands has acquired, and, with his wife and childrP-n, seek a new home, 
without money to procure it. And why? Because the produce of his farm, although he may have an 
abundance to spare, will not command such funds as Government demands for the completion of his pay
ments." Other representations, which are herewith transmitted, from senators and representatives whose 
character is a sufficient guarantee for the truth of their statements, corroborate these views. The Hon. 
Mr. Herrick, in a letter of the 11th of March, 1818,t considers the adoption of some measures on the 
subject as desirable, as well with a view to relieve the people as to preserve their affections for the 
present administration of the General Government. The Hon. Waller Taylor, in a letter of the 31st March, 
1818, encloses a letter from a respectable source, stating that twenty per cent. had been given by those 
who had payments to make in the Land Offices to obtain such money as would be received; that few entries 
of land were made; and that many who had come from a distance to enter land had gone away without 
doing so, because the money they had brought, though consisting of the notes of banks of established 
character, could not be received; and Mr. Taylor concurs in opinion that the operation of the existing 
system was prejudicial to the purchasers of public lands, as well as the citizens of the State. In a joint 
letter addressed to the Secretary, on the 18th April, 1818, by fourteen western members of Congress, viz, 
the Hons. Joseph Desha, William H. Harrison, Robert Moore, Henry Baldwin, William Hendricks, James 
Noble, Waller Taylor, Richard C. Anderson, Levi Barber, Thomas Speed, John W. Campbell, Samuel 
H1::rrick, Peter Hitchcock, and Philemon Beecher, these gentlemen all concur in stating that "every mail 
from the west brings us the complaints and requests of the people on the subject of the pecuniary state 
of our country;" and they conclude by recommending, as a measure of vital importance, the reception of 
such western paper of specie-paying banks as were in good credit. The Hon. J. McLean, of Illinois, in 
a letter of the 5th June, 1819, speaking of one of the districts in that State, makes the following repre
sentation: "I am well assured, from my own knowledge, and letters of respectable gentlemen in that 
part of the country, that if every note that will be received in l?ayment of land and every dollar of specie 
that is in the country were in the hands of those indebted to the Government for land, it would be 
insufficient to enable more than.one-tenth man of our settlers to comply with his engagement. I almost 
daily receive letters from the people of Shawneetown land district and of that part of Illinois included in the 
Vincennes district, stating that they are in a situation truly distressing, and that, unless there be some 
amelioration in the directions to the Receiyers, the time is but very short until they expect to see the 
little farm and dwelling they have provided for the support and shelter of themselves and family torn from 
them by the merciless, avaricious speculator. I am sorry to be constrained to say that their apprehensions 
are but too justly predicated, and that they represent facts." 

These are letters which have presented themselves on a hasty reference to the files of the Depart
ment. It is well remembered, however, that numerous and earnest personal representations were made 
by other gentlemen in Congress, both as to the pecuniary distresses of the western country and the 
necessity of a change in the existing regulations. Representations like these could not be received with 
indifference. It is to be recollected, also, that at the time when this state of things existed the debt duo 
for public lands amounted to about twenty millions of dollars, the greatest part of which had been con
tracted during the suspension of specie payments. Upon mature reflection, therefore, and with the 
approbation of the President, it was deemed advisable to make the arrangements with the western banks 
which are the subject of Mr. Edwards' condemnation. 

The details of these arrangements are so fully exhibited in the Secretary's former communications on 
the subject that it is not thought necessary here to explain them . 

.As far as the interests of the people and of the Treasury were concerned, it is believed that those 
arrangements were not merely defensible, but commendable. .As far as the measure affected the interests 
of the Bank of the United States, it is believed to be equally deserving of approbation. In a letter 
written by the Secretary to the President of that institution, on the 14th September, 1819, he thus explained 
the motives which, as far as the bank was concerned, influenced his course on·the subject. 

"It has been my constant endeavor for more than twelve months past to prevent, as far as practicable, 
all collision between the Bank of the United States and the State banks, as far, at least, as that collision 
might be connected with the transactions of this Department. It is not my intention, therefore, to give 
drafts upon the State banks for public money, without previously arranging with them the mode of 
payment. 

"Acting upon the same principle, I have endeavored in the course of the present year to make 
arrangements with the State banks in the western States, by which they should become the depositories 
of the public money collected in that section of the Union. I considered the depositories there positively 
injurious to the bank, for the following reasons, viz: 

"1st. That the offices had already extended their discounts in Ohio and Kentucky further than was 
consistent with the interest of the bank. 

"2d. That every dollar deposited in them on account of the Government that could not be disbursed 
there, would have to be employed in discounts, or transferred to the bank in Philadelphia, or its eastern 
~~ . 

"3d. That owing to the state of exchange, transfers could only be made by the transportation of 
specie across the mountains. 

"4th. That owing to the geographical position of Kentucky and Ohio, the public expenditure would 
be extremely limited. 

" 5th. That the transportation of specie from the western to the eastern States by the bank invariably 
had produced, and would continue to produce, irritation in the public mind against the bank. 
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"An additional reason for endeavoring to make State banks in that section of the Union the deposi
tories of the public money was to increase the receipts, by enabling the public debtors to pay in the 
notes of specie paying banks, which would not be received by the officers of the bank, and which could 
not be received by them, without increasing that collision which it was my desire to diminish." 

These views, it is believed, were too just not to meet the approbation of the distinguished in::1ividual 
who presided over, and of the enlightened board which then directed, the affairs of that institution. 
Accordingly, Mr. Cheves, in his answer of October 5, 1819, thus expresses himself: "The board entirely 
concur with you in the views you take as to the Government collections and deposits in the western 
States, which they believe to be calculated to ease the moneyed pressure on that portion of the country, 
as well as to meet the interests of the Government, and relieve the bank from embarrassing collisions 
with local banking institutions." 

It happened, however, that in three of the places where the banks were situated, with which the 
Secretary bad made these arrangements, branches of the Bank of the United States were also established. 
By the charter of that bank, it was the duty of the Secretary to have stated to Congress, at its next 
session, the reasons why he had directed deposits of the public money to be made in these three banks. 
This statement, through inadvertence, was not made, as the Secretary has stated in his letter of February 
24, 1823, to the select committee of the House. But as a full explanation of the motives of these 
arrangements had been made to the Bank of the United States, whose interests it was the object of that 
provision in the charter to guard, and as that institution had approved of the arrangements, and as the 
arrangements themselves bad been published in various newspapers; and as the facts which were to be 
reported to Congress were of general notoriety, it is submitted, whether the Secretary could have had 
any motive for withholding the formal communication of the information to Cong·ress. 

Of the policy of the measure adopted by the Secretary in the employment of the western banks, it 
is presumed there can be no doubt. 1'hat it has not been entirely successful, is considered to be subject 
rather of regret than of censure. But that it has been mainly beneficial it is thought will not be denied 
by those who candidly examine the subject in all its bearings. And although very little ultimate loss is 
expected, yet, if the whole sum now due by those banks which have stopped payment were to be lost, it 
is believed that the advantages which have resulted to the country, will have been cheaply purchased at 
that cost . 

.A.s some misunderstanding in respect to the special deposits seems to prevail in the public mind, 
resulting from the misrepresentations that have been made on the subject, it may be proper to take this 
occasion to remove it. 

About the time that the present Secretary of the Treasury took charge of that Department the 
special deposit amounted to upwards of three millions of dollars, being, on the 31st of December, 1816, 
$3,031,459, all of which bas since been converted into cash funds, except $291,803. At the date of the 
Secretary's report of the 2'1th of February, 1823, the amount of the special deposit was $92'1,107, 
including the $291,803 above-mentioned. Of this sum of $92'1,10'1, about $64,000 have since been paid.* 
Hence it appears that, of the whole sum now on special deposit, only about $5'll,000, including the sum 
due by the defaulting western banks, have become special during the present Secretary's administration 
of the Department. When it is considered that this embraces a period of about seven years, during 
which great disorders have existed, and a great revolution has been effected in the curre:i;i.cy, and during 
which upwards of one hundred and sixty-three millions of dollars have been paid into the Treasury, 
exclusive of loans and Treasury notes; and that of this sum upwards of twenty-one millions and a half 
of dollars, having been received from the sale of lands and internal duties and taxes, must have been 
collected in those portions of the country where the greatest disorders existed; when these circumstances 
are considered, it is believed that the sum which has become uncurrent during the Secretary's adminis
tration of the Treasury, instead of furnishing ground either of censure or surprise by its magnitude, 
justifies the conclusion that in this respect, as he trusts will be found the case in all others, the Secretary 
of the Treasury has not mismanaged the national funds. 

In conclusion, the Secretary has the honor to state, that although it is believed that every material 
charge contained in the address of Mr. Edwards has now been satisfactorily explained, yet if, in the 
opinion of the committee, any further explanation be deemed necessary, it will afford him pleasure to give 
it, either personally or in writing. 

No. I. 

The United States in account c:urrent with Ben. Stephenson, Recei,1.:er of Piwlic Moneys for the Dfutrict of 
Dn. , Edtva1'dsville, Illinois. On. 

1819, 1818. 
To cash paid 'William Rector'• draft, No. 22, Dec. 31 Dy balance remaining on hand, per Inst return ... e2!J,033 70 

dated 14th January, 1819., .................... $5,500 00 1819. 
Jan. 30 To balance remaining on band to the credit of Jan, 30 Dy cash received for land sold .................. 5,336 79 

the United States ............................ 28,870 49 

:J4,3i0 49 34,370 49 

DEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Pulili,; Money• for lands sold in the District of Edwardsuillc. 

0 This sum consists of $5,220 76 received from the Miami Exporting Company, $18,726 40 from the Bank of Huntsville, 
and $40,943 38 in discharge of the debt dne by the Branch Bank of Kentucky at Louisville. 

It is believed, however, that it will now be proper to include in the special deposit the sum due by the Bank of Columbia, 
amounting to $278,361 87; of this sum all but $40,000 were special when the present Secretary came into the Treasury, and 
was placed in this bank for the purpose of being converted into cash funds, as stated in the Secretary' a report of February 14, 
1822. Having effected this object, the bank is not now in a condition to refund the money, but an arrangement has been 
made by which the payment of it, with interest, has been, it is believed, well secured. 
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No. 2. 

The United States in account current with Ben. Stephenson, Receiver of Public j}foneys for the D'istrict of 
DR. Edwardsmlle. CR. 

1819. 1819. 
To twelve thousand dollars deposited in the Jan, 30 By balance remaining on Jiand, as per last return. &'28,870 49 

Bank of Edwardsville, Illinois, per receipt No. Feb. 28 By cash received for lands sold •...•.•.•.....•... 5,751 50 
1, by order of the Secretary's Jetter, dated 21st 
December, 1818 .............................. $12,000 00 

To cash paid W. Rector's draft, No. 2, dated 
17th February, 1819 .......................... 1,200 00 

To cash paid Blackwell & Berry for printing, -
per receipt No. 3, dated 16th February, 1819 ... 45 00 

To cash paid Wm. Rector, Surveyor, &c., of 
land office of United States of Missouri and 
Illinois, per receipt No. 4, dated l8U1 February, 

1819. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1,031 06 

To cash paid Blackwell & Berry for printing, 
No. 5, dated lOtll February, 1819 .............. 40 50 

To cash paid W. Pounsford for stationery, No. 
6, per receipt, November 9, 1818 ..•..•••...... 212 00 

Feb.28 To balance remaining on bands to the credit of 
the United States •••••.••• .' .................. 20,092 63 

34,621 99 34,621 09 

BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Public Money• for land, sold in tho District of EJwarasville. 

No. 3. 

The United States in account current with Ben. Stephenson, Recei1.:er of Public Moneys for the District of 
DR. Edwardsmlle. CR. 

1819. 
To cash paid 'William Rector's draft, dated 9th 

March, 1819 ................................. . 
To cash paid William Rector's draft, dated 10th 

March, 1819 ................................. . 
To cash paid "William Rector's draft, dated 13th 

March, 1819......... • .................. ~ ••.. 
To cash paid William Rector's draft, dated 25th 

March, 1819 ................................. . 
To cash paid Robert Pogue for stationery, per 

receipt, dated 25th March, 1819 .•• ~ .......... . 
To cash deposited in the Bank of Edwardsville, 

per certificate from the Cashier, dated 31st 
March, 1819 ................................. . 

J'rfar. 31 To balance remaining on band to the credit of 
the-United States •.•••.•.•....•••.•...••••••. 

1819. 
Feb. 28 By balance remaining on hand, per last retnm ••. 

$500 00 Mar. 31 By cash received for land sold .....••.•.•.•••.•• 

1,100 00 

300 00 

368 00 

13 00 

4,500 00 

18,680 16 

25,46116 

G~0,oo-:. 63 
5,368 53 

BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Public Moneys for land• ;old in the District of Edu:ar,uvlUe. 

No.4. 

The United States in account current wilh Ben. Stephenson, Receiver of Public Moneys fm· the D'istrict of 
DR. Edwardsmlle. - OR. 

1819. 1819. 
To cash deposited in the Bank of Edwardsville, Mar. 31 By balance remaining on hand, per last return ... $Ie,680 lG 

per receipt from the Cashier, dated 30til April, April 30 By cash received for land sold ••...•••..•.•..••. 6,330 47 
1819 ••••••••.•••.••...••.•.•.••.••.••••..•.•• $5,861 45 

Apri130 To balance reµmining on h~nd to the credit of 
tile United States • • • . . • • . • • . • . . • • •• . . . • ..••. 19,15818 

25,019 63 25,019 63 
.. 

BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Public Moneys for lanas ,old ill the District of Edu:cmuv!lle, 
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No. 5. 

The United States in account current with Ben. Stephenson, Receiver of Public Moneys for the District of 

Dn. Edwardsville. 
CR. 

1819. 1819. 
May31 To balance remaining on hand to the credit of April 30 By balance remaining on hand, per last relnrn •.. $19,158 18 

the United States .•.••...•..••••••••••••••••. $23,80-2 01 lllay 31 By cash received for land sold •••.•••••....••••. 4,643 83 

23,80-2 01 23,80-2 01 

BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Recefrer of Public Money• for lands •old in the Di,trict oj Edwar<kville. 

No. 6. 

The United Stales in account current with Ben. Stephenson, Receiver of Public Moneys for the District of 
Dn. Edwardsmlle. On. 

1819. 1819. 
June30 To cash paid the Register for stationery bought lllay 31 By balance remaining on hand, per last retnrn ..• $'23,80-2 01 

by him, per receipt from him, dated this day ••• $1•50 June 30 By cash received for land sold •••••••••••••••••• 3,521 87 
30 To cash deposited in the Bank of Edwardsville, 

per certificate from the Cashier, dated this day. S,179 23} 
30 To balance remaining on baud to the credit of 

the United States .... •• •• •••••••••• •• •••••••• 19,14314½ 

27,323 88 27,323 88 

BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Pulilic Money• for lands :old in the l)islrict of Edwards-vUle, 

No.'l. 

The United States in account current with Ben. Stephenson, Receiver of Public Moneys for the District of 
Dn. Edwardsville. . On. 

1819. 1819. 
July 31 To cash remaining on baud to the credit of the June 30 By balance remaining on hand, per last return, •. $19,143141 

United States ............................ ~ ••• $-21, 655 15j. July 31 By cash received for land sold .................. 2,512 01 

21,655 15} 21,655 151 

BEN, STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Public Moneys for lands sold in the District of Edwardsville, 

No. 8. 

The United Stales in account current with Ben. Stephenson, the Receiver of Public Moneys at Edwardsville. 
~ ~ 

1819. 1819. 
Ang. 2 To cash paid T. ,v. Smith's account for sta- July 31 By balance remaining on hand, per last return ••• $21,655 15¼ 

tionery,. .................................... $39 37½ Aug. 31 By cash received for land sold .................. 15,743 30 
4 To cash paid H. Warren for printing blank cer-

tificates for the Register's office, .............. 50 00 

24 To cash paid the Register for superintending the 
public sales, 18 days, at six dollars per day ..... 108 00 

2.; To cash, being the amount of my compensation 
for superintending the public sales, 18 days, at 
six dollars per day ............................ 108 00 

25 To cash paid T, W, Smith for crying the United 
States land sales ..... ,, ......... , ..... ,, .... , 54 00 

25 To cash paid John Wilson, clerk of the sales, ••• 54 00 

31 To cash remaining on hand to the credit of the 
United States ................................ 36,985 08 

37,398 45} 37,398 45¼ 

DEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Public Money• for lands ,old in the District of Edwardsville, 
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No. 9. 

The United Staies in account current with Ben. Stephenson, Receiver of Pvhlio ]Jf_oneys at Edwardsville. 
& ~ 

!819, 1819. 
To cash paid \Vm. P, JllcKee, September 30, for Aug. 31 By balance remaining on hand, per last return .•. $36,985 08 

stationery •.• , ............................... $'21 00 Sept. 30 By cash received for lands sold .••.••••••••••••• 12,511 68 

Sept,30 To cash remaining on hand to the credit of the 
United States ...... ••••• ••••.•.....•••••••••• 49,475 76 

49,496 76 49,496 76 

BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of PuUic Money• for lands sold in the District of EdwJrihvUlc. 

No.10. 

The United Staies in account current with Ben. Stephenson, Receiver of Public JJfonmJs at Edwardsville. 
& ~ 

1819. 1$19. 
Oct. 31 To cash paid R. Grahnm, Indian Agent, per draft, Sept. 30 By cash remaining on hand this day ••...•••••.•• $49,474 11 

dated 16th September, 1819 .•...••......•.... : $1,000 00 30 By amount received from individuals on account 
To cash remaining on hand to the credit of the of public lands purchased prior to the 1st of 

Unit<'d States ................................ 53,449 87½ October, 1819 ••..•••••••••••••••••••••• ••··•· 4,418 351 
By amount received from individuals on account 

of public lands purchased, or intended to be 
purchased; from the 1st of October to the 31st 
October, (inclusive,) 1819 .................... 557 41 

54,449 87½ 54,449 87½ 

BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Re,;eiver of PuUic Money, for lands sold in Ike District of Edwardsville, 

No.11. 

The United States in account current with Benjamin Stephenson, Receiver of Pvhlio Moneys at Edwardsville. 
DR. CR. 

1819. 1819. 
Nov.30 To cash paid Il, Warren for printing blank cer- Oct. 31 By cash remaining on hand this day •••••••••.... $53,449 87;\-

tificates for the Register's office at Edwards- Nov. 30 By amount received from individuals on account 
ville ••..••....•.•••••..••......•••.••.••••••• $15 00 of public lands purchased prior to the 1st No-

To cash remaining on hand to the credit of the vember, 1819 ................................. 2,88115 
United States •••••••••••••.•...•..•.......••. 56,91022¼ By amount received from individuals on account 

of public lands purchased, or intended to be 
purchased, from the 17th November to the 31st 
November, 1819, inclusive .................... 594...20 

56,925 22½ 56,925 221 

• BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Public Muney• for lands sold in tl,e Diltrict of Edwardsville, 

No.12. 

The United States in account current with Benjamin Stephenson, Receiver of Pvhlic Moneys at Edwardsville. 
DR. I CR. 

1819. 1819. 
Dec,31 To cash deposited in the Bank of Edwardsville .. $52,716 55 Nov. 30 By cash remaining on hand this day •••••••.•.••. $56,910 22¼ 

To cash remaining on band to the credit of the Dec. 31 By cash received from individuals on account of 
United States ................................ 9,716 17½ public lands purchased prior to the 1st of De-

cember, 1819 ................................ 4,380 02 
By cash received from individuals on account of 

public lands purchased, or intended to be pur-
chased, from the 1st to the 31st December, 
1819, inclusive ............................... 1,142 48 

62,432 721 62,432 721 

BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Public :llloneys for land, •old in the Diltrict of Edwardsville, 
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No.13. 

The United Stales in account current wiih Benjamin Stephenson, Receiver of Pziblw JJ[oneys oJ Edwardsville. 
Dn. On. 

1820. 
T: cash paid John Ringgold for stationery ••...•• ! 1819. 

Jan. 31 $50 62½ Dec. 31 By cash remaining on hand this day ..••••.•..••• $9,716 17½ 
To cash deposited in the Bank of Edwardsville .. 2,526 82 1820. 
To cash remaining on hand to the credit of the Jan. 31 By amount received from individuals on account 

United States ............................. 10,606 03 ofU1e public lands purchased prior to 1st Jan-
uary,1820 ................................... 3,403 30 

By amount received from individuals on account 
of public lands purchased, or intended to be 
purchased, from the 1st to the 31st January, 
1820, inclusive ......................... ...... 64 00 

13,l~ 471 13,183 47¼ 

BEN, STEPIIENSON, 
Recefrer of Public J,Ioncys for lands so/Jin the Land District of Edwardsi•U/e, 

No.14. 

The United States in account current wiih Benjamin Stephenson, Receiver of Public Moneys oJ Edwardsville. 
~ ~ 

18:.'l(). 1820. 
Fcb,29 To cash deposited in the Bank of Edwardsville .. $2,SSl 00 Jan. 31 By cash remaining on hand U1is day ••••••••..... $10,606 03 

To cash remaining on hand to the credit of the Feb. 29 By amount received from individuals on account 
IJ'nitcd States ................................ 10,796 11 of public lands purchased prior to the 1st of 

Febrnary, 1820,. ............................. 2,536 26 
By amount received from iltdividuals on account 

of public Janda purchased, or intended to be 
purchased, from the 1st to the 29th February, 
1820, inclusive ......•.••......•.... ••••••••·• 534 82 

13,677 11 13,677 11 

BEN. STEPHENSON, 
Receiver of Public J,Ioncy, for lands sold in the District of Edwardwille, 

No. 15. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Deceml:Jer 21, 1818. 
Sm: From the favorable representations that have been made to me of the character of the Bank of 

Edwardsville, I have proposed to make that bank a depository of the public moneys, on the usual condi
tions. In order to prevent any delay in this arrangement, in case the.bank accedes to my proposition, 
you are authorized, on receiving from the officers of that institution an authentic copy of its letter of 
acceptance addressed to me, (and provided that acceptance is unconditional,) forthwith to make your 
deposits in that bank to the credit of the Treasurer. In order to give facility to those who have payments 
to make for the public lands, you are authorized to receive (in addition to the not€s of the Bank of the 
United States and its branches, and specie) the notes of all the banks authorized to receive the public 
money, as enumerated in the enclosed printed list, and also the notes of the banks in Boston, New York, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and District of Columbia, (except the Merchants' Bank of Alexandria,) the old 
banks of Kentucky, and the banks at New Orleans, and the notes of any bank in Ohio that pays specie. 

You will understand, however, that if any of the banks should suspend specie payments, you are no 
longer to receive their notes. You are also requested that if any circumstances affecting the character 
of the bank in which you make your deposits should come to your knowledge, yon will communicate 
the same to me. You will understand, of course, that if the proposed arrangement with the Bank of 
Edwardsville shall take effect, the notes of that bank may be received on the same terms as others. 

I am, &c., 

To the undermentioned Receivers of Public ~foneys: 

BENJ.AlIIN STEPHENSON, Esq., Receiver of Publw Moneys, Edwardsville. 
WARREN BRowN, Esq., Receiver of Piiblw Moneys, Kaskaskia. 

A similar letter, in relation to the Illinois Bank, was addressed to
JOHN CALDWELL, Esq., Receiuer of Pziblw Moneys, Shawneetown. 
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No.16. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 20, 1819. 
Sm: It being represented to me, by the Secretary of War, that funds are wanted to discharge the 

annuities stipulated by treaty to be paid in specie to the Ottawa, Chippewa, and Pottawatomie tribes 
of Indians, I have to request that you will furnish Richard Graham, Indian Agent, witlrone thousand 
dollars in specie, and take his bills for the same, drawn in triplicates, on the Secretary of War, in your 
favor. The first and second of which bills, after being endorsed by you to the Treasurer of the United 
States, must be transmitted by different mails to my office. 

I am, &c. 

BENJAMIN STEPHENSON, Esq., Receivei· of Publw Moneys, Edwardsville, L T. 

No.1'1. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, .April, 9, 1819. 
Sm: :Being informed by the Secretary of War that Governor Cass has been instructed to authorize 

the Indian Agents at Chicago, Green Bay, Michilimackinac, Fort Wayne, and Piqua, to draw bills on the 
War Department for the amount of their quarterly salaries and contingent expenses for the present year, 
I have to request that you will pay cash for all bills of that description drawn in your favor by any of 
the aforesaid Indian Agents, provided they shall exhibit to you the authorization of Governor Cass for 
drawing the same. The sum which will be required at the close of each quarter is estimated at about. 
eleven thousand dollars. 

The bills are to be endorsed by you to the Treasurer, and transmitted to my office by different mails, 
as in other similar cases. • 

I am, &c. 

The RECEIVERS OF Punuc MONEYS at Detroit, Wooster, Edwardsville, Vincennes, and Kaskaskia. 

No.18. 

RECEIVER'S OFFICE, Edwa1·dsmlle, JJ[ay 5, 1819. 
Sm: I have the honor herewith to transmit tp you my account current for the month of May last; 

also a duplicate receipt of the Register for his salary and commission-his salary from the 1st to the 19th 
of April, inclusive, and his commission from the 1st day of April to the 1st day of May, inclusive. At 
the expiration of the first mentioned period Mr. Cole's commission bore date, and at the expiration of the 
last he took possession of the books of his office, and entered upon the duties thereof. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
BEN. STEPHENSON. 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 19. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, August 6, 1819. 
Sm: Observing by your monthly return, ending the 30th of June, that there remained in your hands 

a considerable sum of the public moneys, I wish to be informed why the same was not deposited in bank, 
in conformity with the instructions from this Department. Heretofore, when there was no bank in your 
vicinity, all reasonable allowance was made on account of the difficulty to which you were subjected in 
making your deposits; but now that a bank has been established in your place of residence, there can 
be no longer any excuse whatsoever for retaining public money. 

I am, &c. 

To the undermeµtioned Receivers of Public Moneys: 
J. CALDWELL, Receiver of Publw Moneys, Shawneetown. 
BENJ. STEPHENSON, Recei1;er of Publw Moneys, EdwardslJiJ,le. 

No. 20. 

EDWARDSVILLE, ILLINOIS, &pteinbe1· 18, 1819. 
Sm: Your letter of the 6th ultimo to my husband having arrived in his absence, I hope its impor

tance will excuse the liberty I take in stating to you that Mr. Stephenson left here a few days ago for 
Kentucky, to bring home a daughter that we have had for a considerable time past at school in that State. 
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On his return, I have no doubt he will fully satisfy you relative to the public money mentioned in 
your letter. I cannot pretend to have any accurate information upon the subject, but, judging from some 
fugitive conversations which I have casually heard between him and others, I do expect that the reason 
why he has not deposited more money in the bank is, that he was directed by you last spring to retain in 
his hands about forty thousand dollars, to be appropriated in quarterly payments to defray certain Indian 
expenses. 

With great respect, I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
LUCY STEPHENSON. 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 21. 

CIDCULAR TO RECEIVEBS OF PUBLIC MONEYS. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, September 21, 1819. 
Sm: It is deemed expedient that the form of the monthly account current rendered by the Receivers 

of Public Moneys should be altered so as to distinguish the sums received for lands entered or intended 
to be entered during the month from those received on account of previous entries. 

It is also deemed expedient that those accounts be countersigned by the respective Registers of the 
land districts. 

Intimations have been frequently made to this Department that the money received in some cases 
on account of the Government has been exchanged for that which was less valuable, which has been 
subsequently deposited to the credit of the Treasurer in the banks selected as places of deposit. These 
intimations are no doubt generally unfounded; but it is important to the character of the officers, as well 
as to that of the Government, that the means of repelling them should at all times exist. This can be 
effected only by describing upon the back of the receipt the kind of money that was received. 'l'his will 
impose additional labor upon the land offices; but it is so important to possess the means of repelling 
insinuations against the integrity of the officers of the Government that it is deemed indispensable. If, 
during any public sale of land within your district, it should be found to be impracticable, it may be 
dispensed with until the sale shall be closed. In no other case must it be omitted. In order that the 
evidence intended to be obtained by this regulation may be perfect, it will be necessary for you to endorse 
upon all receipts for money paid by you, other than to the bank in which you make your deposits, the 
kinds of money paid away, including your own commissions and salary, and furnish a statement thereof 
to the Register of the Land Office. 

I am, &c. 

No. 22. 

RECEIVER'S OFFICE, Edwardsuille, fllinois, October 28, 1819. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 21st ultimo, with the form of 

an account current. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your humble servant, 

BEN. STEPHENSON. 
Hon. W H. H. ORA WFORD, Secretary of the· Trea,sury. 

No. 23. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, November I, 1819. 

Sm: Upon referring to your monthly accounts it appears that you have retained all the money which 
has been received by you since the month of August last . 

.As it is presumed that this has been the result of my letter of the 9th of April last, I request that 
you will immediately on the receipt of this letter deposit in the Bank of Edwardsville the whole of the 
money in your possession on the 30th instant. 

You will consider the letter of the 9th of April as authorizing the purchase of bills in the manner 
directed therein when you have funds, but not as authorizing the detention of the public money in your 
hands at the end of each month for that purpose. 

It is presumed that if any draft should be presented when you have not money in your hands, that 
there will be no difficulty in having the drafts taken up by the Bank of Edwardsville on its own account, 
or to be repaid by you as ·soon as you have fund_s for that purpose. 

I am, &c. 

BEN. STEPHENSON, Esq., .Receiver of Puhlic Moneys, Edwardsville. 

No. 24. 

RECEIVER'S OFFICE, Edwardsville, November 5, 1819. 
Sm: I have the honor herewith to transmit you my account current for the month of October last; 

also R. Graham's draft on the Secretary of War for one thousand dollars, paid him in specie. 
VOL. Y--8 B 
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The cash :received during- the month of August last was overcharged in the account current for that 
month one. dollar and sixty-five cents, which you will find corrected. 

I have the. honor to remain, very respectfully, sir, your most obedient servant, 
BEN. STEPHENSON. 

HoN. WM. H. CRAWFORD, Se()relary of the Treasury. 

No. 25. 

REcEIVER's OFFICE, Edwardsville, November 16, 1819. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit you R. Graham's draft, drawn on the Secretary of War, for one 

thousand dollars, being the second of exchange, the first having been transmitted with my last account 
current. 

I am, very :respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 26. 

BEN. STEPHENSON. 

TREASURY DEPARTID:NT, .April 20, 1820. 
Sm: On the 1st of November last you were instructed by this· Department to pay into bank the 

whole of the money in your hands on the 30th of that month, and not to retain the public money in your 
hands at the end of each month. 

By refe:cring to your monthly returns for the months of December, January, and February, it appears 
that this instruction has not been complied with; a sum exceeding ten thousand dollars upon an average 
having been retained by you during those months. 

As the bank in which your deposits have been directed to be made is established in the place in 
which your office is kept, the retention of the money, or any part of it, one day beyond the expiration of 
the month, is without apparent excuse; you will therefore, immediately after the receipt of this letter, 
deposit in bank the whole of the money retained in your hands, and regularly at the end of each month 
make a like deposit. 

In my letter of the 1st of September last, addressed to the Receivers of Public Moneys, the monthly 
returns of those officers are required to be countersigned by the Register. This regulation has not been 
complied with in your returns to the latest date. It is expected that all regulations addressed to public 
officers will be promptly complied with, and that when, from any circumstance, this should be found 
impracticable, the cause of non-compliance should be communicated without delay. 

I am, &c. 

B. STEPHENSON, Esq., 
Receive'/' of Public Moneys, Edwa1'dsville. 

No. 2'i. 

RECEIVER'S OFFICE, Edwardwille, January* I, 1820. 
Sm: I received your letter of the 20th of April, and hasten to answer it, in which you state, by 

referring to my monthly returns for December, January, and February, it appears that a sum exceeding 
ten thousand dollars upon an average has been retained by me during these months. Certainly it would 
appear so by referring to the account current, but by referring to the balanced account of that quarter 
ending December 31, 1819, there was in my hands, not paid over, three tho.usand four hundred and 
eighty-nine dollars and forty-six cents, and on the 81st day of March, the first quarter of 1820, there still 
remained in my hands two thousand four hundred and fifty-six dollars and fifty-eight and a half cents. 
Owing to my having advanced a sum of money to defray the expenses of the Indian Agl,ncy at this place, 
and Government giving me assurance that as soon as appropriations could be made by Congress my 
drafts would be honored, which I have expected some time, and in the meantime I took the liberty to 
retain about or nearly that sum of the public money. 

I acknowledge that such a course was. not justifiable, and if I had reflected on the subject I should 
not have pursued it. In future I hope you will have no reason to complain of my want of punctuality in 
regard to any of my public duties. Since the receipt of your letter of the 21st of· September last, the 
absence of the Register has prevented me from a compliance with your order with regard to my monthly 
returns being countersigned by him; he has now returned, and it shall be punctually attended to in 
future. 

I am, with respect, sir, your obedient and humble servant, 
BEN. STEPHENSON. 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary qf the Treasury. 

0 The date of this letter ii.obviously s. lllistake; as this letter is an answer to the Secretary's letter of April 20, 1820. 
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No. 28. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, July 26, 1820. 
Sm: Your letter dated the 1st of January, 1820, (meaning probably the 1st of June,) acknowledging 

the receipt of mine of the 20th of April last, has been received. The explanation given in it is entirely 
unsatisfactory. Either your quarterly account ending with the .31st of March last or your account 
current for the month of March to this office is incorrect. Your returns for the months of April and May 
do not conform to the description which you give of your quarterly account. 

The principal object of the monthly return made to this office is to inform the Secretary what is the 
state of the officer's account without resorting to other officers for that information. The quarterly 
accounts are also frequently rendered long after they are due, and when rendered frequently remain a 
considerable time without examination. To remedy this inconvenience monthly returns, showing the 
general state of the Receiver's accounts, have been required. But if they are not substantially correct, 
if they do not show the state of the accounts by $10,000, they do not answer the purpose for which they 
are required. You will therefore have the goodness to make your next returns show the true state of 
your accounts and explain how they have varied from your quarterly returns, and from the truth, as is 
alleged in your letter. 

I .am, &c. 

B. STEPHENSON, Esq., Receiver al, Edwardsville. 

No. 29. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 6, 1820. 

Sm: Upon an inspection of your return for the month of October I find that it does not correspond 
with the instructions contained in my letter to you of the 21st of September, 1819, in the following 
instances, viz: it does not distinguish between the money received for purchases made prior to the month 
and the money received for sales made during the month, nor is it countersigned by the Register, as 
directed. 

I am, &c. 

B. STEPHENSON, Esq., Receiver al, Edwardsville. 

No. 30. 

REcErvER7s OFFICE, Kaskaskia, September 18, 1819. 
Sm: I herewith transmit to your office my account current with the United States for the month of 

August. 
The Indian Agents whose quarter salaries and contingent expenses you directed me to pay and to 

retain money in my hands for that purpose here, none of them have as yet called on me for any part of the 
amount due them. Of the notes which I have reserved for that object some of them have depreciated in 
value, or in their currency; they were reserved for them, to wit, those of the State Bank of North 
Carolina and of the Bank of Nashville. Perhaps they will not call on me before I can have the benefit of 
your instructions; I request, therefore, that you will advise me whether I shall insist upon their receiving 
those notes, or whether I shall retain them on hand and subject to your orders. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
W. BROWN. 

Hon. Wu. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the Treazury. 

No. 31. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Novem1Jer 1, 1819. 

Sm: Upon referring to your monthly account, it appears that you have retained all the money which 
has been received by you since the month of August last. As it is presumed that this has been the 
result of my letter of the 9th of April last, I request that you will immediately deposit in the Bank of 
Edwardsville whatever sums may be in your hands on the 30th instant. 

You will consider the letter of the 9th of April last as authority to purchase the bills therein 
described, if you have funds sufficient for that purpose, but not as authority to retain in your hands, at 
the end of each month, any part of the public money received in the course of the month. 

You will, after the deposit herein directed, make your deposits monthly in the Bank of Missouri, 
until otherwise directed. 

I am, &c. • 

W. BROWN, &c., Kaskashia. 

*No. 30. 
FEBRUARY 9, 1822. 

Sm: I am informed by Colonel Johnson that you have taken his certificate as to a representation 
I made to him at the last session of Congress in relation to certain notes which had become uncurrent 
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after they had been received by the Bank of Edwardsville, in deposit from certain Receivers of Public 
Moneys, &c. 

This circumstance, taken in connexion with other remarks which I have heard of your having made, 
induces me to suppose it probable that you may intend to make some use of my name in the report you 
are about to make upon that subject. To this I can have no possible objection, provided my conduct in 
relation to that bank can be fully understood; and for that purpose I beg leave most respectfully to 
suggest that it would be but an act of justice to me to present my publication of 1819, in which I 
declared I would be no longer responsible for that or any other bank in any way whatever. This 
publication was contained in the St. Louis Enquirer, which I supposed you took at that time. It was 
• also confained in a paper which I forwarded to you myself, and it was enclosed, referred to, and 
commented upon in a letter from the President of the bank to you, which letter, he informed me, had 
been answered. 
, Since the fall of 1819 my connexion with that bank has entirely ceased, except that I have been, 
and still am, a stockholder, without, however, ever having borrowed a cent from it. The information I 
gave Colonel Johnson was upon the faith of statements which I showed to him at the time and which I 
supposed he showed to you. They were from the President of the bank, and I have no doubt were 
literally true. But even in this part of the business there must be some misunderstanding, if I have 
been correctly informed as to the reasons you have assigned for agreeing to take the $20,000 alluded to; 
for these reasons, it appears to me, would have equally embraced the remaining $6,000 which Colonel 
Johnson stated you would not agree to receive. The whole amount of paper of that description was 
about $26,000. I should be perfectly willing to repeat, over and over again, any statements that I have 
ever made to you, either directly or indirectly, in relation to this business. 

The object of this letter is to manifest my disposition or willingness to avoid the necessity, on my 
part, of calling for any information upon the subject, or of referring to information which you received 
against the bank, the opinions you expressed to Colonel Johnson, and what you authorized him to say to that 
institution, as appears by his written statement, which I expect shortly to receive. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your most obedient servant, 
NINIAN EDWARDS. 

*No. 31. 
WASHINGTON, Fe'bruary 12, 1822. 

Sm: I have had the honor to receive your letter dated the 9th instant. I regret extremely that you 
should have judged it consistent with your private character or official station. to write such a letter. 

I trust, however, that if the report to which that letter refers should not furnish an inducement to 
make the call for information relative to your connexion with the Bank of Edwardsville, and to the other 
subjects which you have so emphatically underscored, you will, nevertheless, be impelled by other con
siderations to make the menaced call. I assure you, sir, it will afford me great pleasure to communicate 
to Congress all the information in the possession of the Department concerning that bank, your agency 
in bringing it into connexion with the Treasury, and the representations which were made against it, 
whenever it can be done consistently with the respect which is due to my own character and the station 
which I occupy. 

I remain yours, &c., 
W. H. ORA WFORD. 

Hon. NINIAN EDWARDS. 

No. 32. 

RECEIVER'S OFFICE AT KASKASKIA, January IO, 1820. 
Sm: I herewith transmit to your office my account current with the United States for the month of 

December, 1819. I delayed making my deposit in the Bank of Edwardsville some time hoping to be 
able to leave home and go with it myself; but finding that I should not be able to go my~elf before the 
expiration of the month of December, I hired two trusty persons to whom I intrusted that business but 
they were delayed by adventitious circumstances before starting and on their way thither, and the deposit 
was not made until the 3d of January. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
W.BROWN. 

Hon. W!r. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary efthe Treasury. 

*No. 30. 
TREAsURER's OFFICE, May 3, 1824. 

Respecting the difference between the Treasurer's account and the Bank of Edwardsville it 
is proper to state, December 31, 1819, the bank states its balance ................ : . $98,191 59 

December 31, 1819, the Treasurer's balance is ................................. : . . . . . . 53,191 59 

Difference ........................................................... . 

October 28, 1819, a bill, No. 9642, was drawn in favor of Jonathan Smith for .... u •••••• 

December 28, a bill, No. 9'149, in favor of the same for ..............•................... 

45,000 00 

30,000 00 
15,000 00 

45,000 00 
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Both of these bills were outstanding on the 31st of December, 1819. The first was paid January 'l, 
1820, and the second, March 18, 1820. 

When a bill is drawn on any bank, credit is immediately given on the Treasurer's books for the 
amount, on the presumption that it will be paid. 

Thus, at any given date, there will appear differences which may be reconciled as above. 

*No. 82. 

W .A.SHINGTON, February 14, 1822. 
Sm: I have this moment ( 15 minutes past 'l o'clock p. m.) had the honor to receive your letter of the 

12th, in answer to mine of the 9th instant. 
If there be any thing in mine of such an extraordinary character as to produce the extreme regret 

you express, I trust some apology, at least, may be found for it in the singular circumstances which 
produced it, and to which it in part alluded. 

Without the slightest disposition to shrink from any just responsibility in relation to the Bank of 
Edwardsville, it was my wish that my conduct in relation to "its connexion with the Treasury" should 
be so understood, as fairly to show the extent of my reponsibility. If, however, I have been erroneously 
betrayed into the opinion that you intended to use my name, as suggested, I regret it. If my letter be 
liable to the interpretation you are pleased to give to it, I owe it to myself, unhemtatingly and promptly, to 
disavow any intention of offering personal disrespect to you or the station you occupy. 

I must, however, say, sir, that as the information in the Treasury Department, relative to my original 
recommendation of the Bank of Edwardsville, has for some time past been distinctly understood and 
freely used at this place, I can but consider it somewhat unfortunate for me that other communications 
in the Department, which ought to have terminated all responsibility on my part, have not been equally 
known. 

That I was the cause of the deposits being made there in the first instance I freely acknowledge; 
but that I unequivocally declared I would not be held responsible for that or any other bank in any way 
whatever after the fall of 1819; that you were notified thereof in due time; that the deposits have not 
been continued there in consequence of my recommendation since that period; and that the bank was then 
in a good situation, I may, I think, according to my present impressions, fairly insist upon; and if so, the 
partial information now in circulation at this place surely is not calculated to do me the justice which, I 
hope, I have a right to expect from your magnanimity. It would, therefore, afford me great pleasure, I 
assure you, sir, that the whole of my conduct in relation to that business should be so fully known as to 
be no longer misunderstood. Considering the use that has been made of the partial information referred 
to, the remarks alluded to in my letter, the novelty of the Secretary of the Treasury's having taken a 
certificate of what I had said at the last session of Congress, and the time, and peculiar circumstances 
under which it was done, it surely is not extraordinary that I should have wished all the circumstances 
connected with the subject to appear, or that I should have been misled into some erroneous conclusions. 
If, however, there is· anything in my letter inconsistent with the respect which I justly owe to you, or is 
due to my own character, I am sorry for it, though I am not now less disposed to do whatever I may 
consider necessary for my own justification. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your most obedient servant, 
NINIAN EDWARDS. 

No. 83. 

TREASURY DEP.A.RTMENT, June 18, 1818. 
Sm: The extent of the sales of the public lands which are intended to be offered at public auction 

during the present and succeeding year in the Missouri Territory, compared with the amount of bills of 
the United States Bank, and of the Bank of Missouri, in circulation in that Territory, forbids the expecta• 
tion that the purchasers will be able to make payment in them or in specie. The public interest, therefore, 
requires that the bills of other banks should be received by the Government in payment of the public 
lands. You are, therefore, authorized to receive in payment the bills of the banks the list whereof is 
herein enclosed. 

You will, at the end of each month, deposit the whole of the money received during the month in 
the Bank of Missouri, to the credit of the United States Bank, for the use of the United States, for which 
duplicate receipts will be executed by the bank. One of the receipts must be transmitted with the monthly 
account in which it is credited. 

Should the Bank of Missouri refuse to receive as cash the bills which you are authorized to take in 
payment of the public lands, you will make a special deposit of it, and transmit a list of the bills so 
deposited to this Department with your monthly accounts. .A. strict regard to punctuality in complying 
with this instruction is confidently expected. The President calculates upon your zeal in securing to the 
Government in the approaching sales the full benefit of a fair competition among the purchasers; all 
combinations or associations, intended to repress or lessen that competition, should be discountenanced, 
and, if practicable, prevented by the officers of the Government, and especially by the Receiver and 
Register of the Land Offices. 

I am, &c. 

T11ol£.As A. S.mrn, Esq., Receiver of Public Moneys, Howard County. 
SAHUEL HAIDIOND, Esq., Receiver of Public Moneys, St. Louis. 
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LIST O;F THE BANKS IN WHICH THE PUBLIC MONEYS ARE TO BE DEPOSITED. 

Ist. The Bank of the United States and its branches. 

Bank of the United States, Philadelphia. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Portsmouth, N. H. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Boston, Mass. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Providence R. I. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Middletown, Conn. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, New York, N. Y. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Pittsburg, Pa. 
Office of Discount al).d Deposit, Baltimore, Md. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Washington, D. C. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Richmond, Va. 

Office of Discount and Deposit, Norfolk, Va. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Fayetteville, N. C. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Charleston, S. C. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Savannah, Ga. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, New Orleans, La. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Chilicothe, Ohio. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Lexington, Ky. 
Office of Discount and Deposit, Louisville, Ky. 

2d. Banks empwyed qs Office!¾ of Deposit,. 

Bath Bank, Bath, Me. 
Cumberland Bank, Portland, Me. 
Cheshire Bank, Keene, N. H. 
Merchants' Bank, Salem, Mass. 
Newport Bank, Newport, R. I. 
Bristol Bank, Bristol, R. I. 
New Haven Bank, New Haven, Conn. 
New London Bank, New London, Conn. 
BankofUtica, Utica, N. Y. 
Mechanics and Farmers' Bank, Albany, N. Y. 
Trenton Banking Company, Trenton, N. J. 
Easton Bank, Easton, Pa. 
Harrisburg Bank, Harrisburg, Pa. 
Centre Bank of Pennsylvania, Bellefont, Pa. 
Branch Farmers' Bank of Delaware, Newcastle, Del. 
Bank of Alexandria 1 Alexandria, D. C. 

Office of Discount and Deposit of Bank of Virginia, 
Fredericksburg, Va. 

Office of Discount and Deposit of Bank of Virginia, 
Lynchburg, Va. 

Office of Discount and Deposit of Bank of Virginia, 
Petersburg, Va. 

State Bank of North Carolina, Raleigh, N. C. 
Branch Bank of North Carolina, Edenton, N. C. 
Branch Bank of North Carolina, Salisbury, N. C. 
Branch Bank of North Carolina, Wilmington, N. C. 
Branch of Cape Fear Bank, Fayetteville, N. C. 
Bank of Augusta, Augusta, Ga. 
Planters and Merchants' Bank, Huntsville, Ala. T. 
Bank of State of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. 
Nashville Bank, Nashville, Tenn. 
Bank of Vincennes, Vincennes, Ind. 
Bank of Missouri, St. Louis, Missouri T. 

In addition to the above you are at liberty to receive the notes of all the banks in Baltimore, 
Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and District of Columbia, the Merchants' Bank of Alexandria excepted; 
the bank):! of Cincinnati, Chilicothe, Columbus, Marietta, Zanesville, in Ohio, the Bank of Kentucky, and 
the b.anks at New Orleans. 

No. 34. 
TREASURY DEPAimIENT, October 25, 1818. 

Srn: Your letter of the 16th instant has been received by this day's mail. If the sales of the 
Alabama lands, which were advertised for the third Monday in this month, have not been effected, the 
amount of public money which is in your hands is known. If they take place, an early communication of 
the amount received will be necessary to enable me to comply with your wishes. 

The doubtful state of the currency in most parts of the country, resulting from the excessive multipli
cation of banks by the States, renders it extremely difficult to discriminate between those that are really 
solvent from those that are not so. Until further advised you will take the notes of no bank except those 
of the Bank of the United States and its branches, the State Bank of North Carolina, the banks of South 
Carolina and Georgia, the two old banks of Kentucky and Tennessee, the banks of the Alabama Territory, 
and of the States of Mississippi and Louisiana. In the event of either of the banks just enumerated 
ceasing to pay specie on demand the notes of such banks must not be received. 

I am, &c. • 

JOHN TAYLOR, Esq., Milledgeville, Georgia. 

No. 35. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, November 28, 1818. 
Srn: The banks at Cincinnati, in the State of Ohio, having ceased to pay their notes in specie, you 

will hereafter not receive their notes in payment of dues to the United States. It is reported that some 
if not all the other banks in that State have also suspended specie payments; but, although there is 
reason to apprehend that this may be the case, I am not sufficiently informed of the fact to give you 
positive directions to refuse their notes. You will observe, however, as a standing instruction, that if 
at any time it shall come to your knowledge that any bank whose notes you are authorized to receive 
does not discharge its notes in specie you will no longer receive them. 

• I am, &c. , 

To the undermentioned Receivers of Public Moneys: 
JAMEs ABBOOT, Esq., Receiver of Public Moneys, Detroit. 
TnoMAS A. Smrn, Esq., Receiver of Public Moneys, Howard Oo.1 Missouri. 
SAMUEL H.umoND, Esq., Receiver of Public Moneys, St. Louis. 
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No. 36. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 4, 1818. 
Sm: You are authorized, from and after the receipt of this letter, to receive the notes of the Bank of 

Georgetown, in the State of Kentucky, in all payments due to the United States for lands, at your office. 
In conformity with the instructions recently given, yon will refuse to receive the notes of any bank 
contained in the list heretofore transmitted to you, as well as of the Bank of Georgetown, whenever you 
shall receive information, upon which you can rely, that such bank has discontinued specie payment. 

I am, &c. 

To the undermentioned Receivers of Public Moneys: 
SAHUEL HAmroND, Esq., Recmvet of Public Moneys, St. Louis. 
THOMAS A. S:mm, Esq., Recei-ver of Public Moneys, Howar<l County, Missouri. 

No. 3'1. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 4, 1819. 

Sm: You will hereafter deposit the public moneys received by you in the Tombeckbe Bank, at St. 
Stephen's. Without anticipating any occurrence that can affect the character of that bank, I have never
theless to request that if any such occurrence should come to your knowledge you will immediately 
inform me. 

I am, &c. 

To the undermentioned Receivers of Public Moneys: 
Wir. CRAWFORD. Esq., Receiver of Public Moneys, St. Stephen's. 
JoHN TAYLOR, Esq., Recei:ver of Public Moneys, Oahciba, .A. T. 

No. 38. 
TREASURY DEPARntENT, January 12, 1819. 

Sm: Your letter of the 14th ultimo has been duly received, and I approve of your conduct in refusing 
to receive the notes of the banks therein mentioned in payment of the public lands; and as there is reason 
to believe that the other banks in the State of Ohio ha-ve pursued the same course, the prohibition must 
also be extended to them. 

In conformity with your suggestion, you may, until otherwise instructed, consider yourself at liberty 
to receive the notes of the State Bank of Georgia and its branches, and also the notes of the banks of 
South Carolina, observing, however, as before instructed, that if at any time it shall come to your 
knowledge that any bank, whose notes you are authorized to take, does not pay them on demand in 
specie, you will cease to receive them. 

I am, &c. 

SAmJEL llimroND, Esq., Recei-ver of Public Moneys, St. Louis. 

No. 39. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, May 29, 1819. 

Sm: The City Bank of Baltimore, and the Franklin Bank of .Alexandria, D. C., having discontinued to 
discharge their bills in specie on demand, you will no longer receive the bills of those banks in payment 
of dues to the United States. 

I avail myself of this occasion to repeat the instructions heretofore given, that the paper of any bank 
which does not pay its notes in specie on demand shall not, on any account, be received on behalf of the 
United States. 

I am, &c. 

The RECEIVERS OF Prmuc MoNEYs. 

No. 40. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, July 7, 1819. 

Sm: You will no longer receive the bills of the Mechanics' Bank of Alexandria, D. 0,, in payment of 
dues to the United States. 

I am, &c. 

The RECEIVERS OF PUBLIC MoNEYs. 
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No. 41. 

IN THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES, January 9, 1822. 
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be directed to lay before this House a statement show

ing in what banks the money received from the sale of the public lands have been deposited since the first 
of January, 1818; the contracts under which said deposits have been made; the correspondence between 
them and the Treasury Department relative thereto; the amount of deposits that were to be left in each, 
in consideration of taking charge of the balance of the money _deposited; whether, in any instance, the 
deposits allowed for that purpose have been increased, and why such increase was allowed, together with 
copies of the statements of their situation furnished to said Department for the last twelve months 
preceding such increase; whether any of those banks have failed to comply with their engagements, and 
to what amount; the statements made by each for the last twelve months preceding its failure; what 
measures have been taken, in consequence thereof, to secure the Government against any losses resulting 
from such failure; what those measures have been, and at what expense; whether, in any instance, 
uncurrent or depreciated paper has been received from them, or any of them, which the Government was 
not bound. to receive, by any agreement between such banks' and the said Secretary; and whether any 
further Il}easures are necessary to be adopted by Congress to provide for the transmission of the public 
money from the different Receivers to a more safe place of deposit;, and if so, what place is most advisable. 

Attest: THOMAS DOUGHERTY, 0. H. R. 

No.42. 

[Confidential.] 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, July 9, 1819. 
Sm: .A.t the present moment, when banks in the principal commercial cities which have been prudently 

managed are dividing but little, if any, more than legal interest, when those in the interior of the .Atlantic 
States have generally failed, and such of those in the western States as have not preceded them in the 
loss of credit are justly alarmed with the apprehension of it, the Directors of all banks who intend to 
preserve their credit and usefulness are imperiously called upon to act with the utmost circumspection 
and prudence. .A.11 those in the management of which any departure from the principles which ought to 
govern banking institutions has occurred, ought with promptitude to review their proceedings, and to 
introduce such reforms and curtailments as are necessary to secure their stability and usefulness. 

Considering the small quantity of specie in the country, which forms the basis of the paper currency, 
which has become its substitute, and its liability to exportation in the prosecution of the East India and 
China trade, as well as to meet balances which may happen to be due to the commercial states of Europe 
whenever the rate of exchange between the United States and those countries shall furnish inducements, 
it is difficult to conceive that any bank can be managed with prudence which extends its discounts more 
than 50 per cent. beyond its capital actually paid in. During the period of the existence of the former 
Bank of the United States, when there was but little bank competition, and when, owing to a roost fortu
nate combination of circumstances, the precious metals abounded in this-country more than in any other, 
that institution extended its discounts but little more than 50 per cent. above its actual capital. The 
Planters and Merchants' Bank of Huntsville has, however, during the last twelve months, generally dis
counted to three times the amount of its capital actually paid in. In making it the depository of the 
public money received at Huntsville, it was expected that it would avail itself, to a reasonable extent, of 
the funds deposited in its vaults to the credit of the Treasury, taking care, however, to be always prepared 
to answer the demands of the Treasury for the whole amount if emergencies should render it necessary. 
It would be difficult to define the extent to which it might, with prudence, have extended its discounts 
upon the public money in its possession. In times favorable to banking operations it will readily be per
ceived that those discounts might be extended much further than at a crisis when banking institutions 
were generally struggling for existence-a crisis at which the Bank of the United States has not been 
able to declare a dividend of more than 2½ per cent., and when it is at this moment unable to make any 
dividend. Under such circumstances, unless favored extremely by locality of position, prudence probably 
would have dictated the employment of the public money in the possession of the bank as a means of 
guarding against the embarrassments by which other institutions were surrounded, and under which they 
were daily sinking, instead of considering it a fund upon which it might extend its discounts. Such an 
employment would be so much the more necessary if the previous discounts of the bank were composed 
of what is commonly called accommodation paper. 

The common misfortune of most of the banks at this moment in the commercial cities, and it is pre
sumed to be still more so of those in the interior, is, that their discounts are generally of that description. 
When pressed themselves by the return of their notes, or withdrawing of the deposits, they have been 
unable to contract their discounts and draw in their debts in a corresponding degree. Embarrassment in 
their operations is the necessary consequence of this inability, and the loss of credit t-00 frequently the 
result. The proposition lately made to the bank, and which has been conditionally accepted, by which a 
permanent deposit is stipulated, removes a part of the charge of imprudence, in preserving the discounts 
at the point to ;which they had been previously, as is believed, imprudently extended; yet still, in the 
existing state of the currency, it appears to me that prudence requires they should be diminished. It is 
possible that your local position may be so favorable as to exempt the bank under your direction from the 
emergencies and casualties to which banks in the commercial cities are now, and for the last twelve 
months have been subjected. I am not, however, able to discover that any such advantage exists. On 
the contrary, I perceive that banks in your vicinity, and which have not the power of charging their 
embarrassments to the Bank of the United States, have recently failed. • • 

It does, therefore, appear to me that prudence requires you to diminish your discounts, and bring 
them into that relation with your capital and the permanent deposit proposed in my arrangement of the 
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9th of March last, which is considered essential to the security of banks which are prudently conducted 
in the commercial cities. It may, indeed, be said, that as Boston is the place where specie has, since the 
war, borne the highest price, that your distance from that point affords efficient protection against any 
serious drain of specie. This may be correct to some extent; but it is presumed that dangers await banks 
in the interior not less embarrassing and dangerous than the immediate drain from the Atlantic banks 
occasioned by the East India and China trade. 

As an additional inducement to retrenchment at this time, it is my duty to add that the whole of the 
public money in your possession beyond the permanent deposit must be transferred to the Bank of the 
United States in the course of the ensuing autumn, in order that it may be applied to the reimbursement 
of the Mississippi stock. I will thank you, therefore, to adopt the measures necessary to effect that object 
with as little delay as possible, and inform me of the time and place at which it may be most conveniently 
effected by the bank. 

It is not considered expedient to dispense with the regulation to which the Directors have objected. 
It has been accepted by all the banks to which it has been proposed, and it has been proposed to all those 
where permanent deposits have been stipulated. Among them the oldest bank in the western States is 
to be numbered. It is not intended to be used inquisitorially as to the debtors of the bank. The secrecy 
which you seem to think essential in the concerns of the bank with its debtors is one of the vices of the 
existing bank charters which has done more to impair the public confidence in those institutions than any 
other circumstance connected with them. This secrecy has rendered them instruments in the hands of 
the officers of the banks to their individual aggrandizement, at the expense of the interests of the stock
holders and of the community. When this feature shall be obliterated from the charters of banks, and 
the utmost publicity given to their proceedings, a list of their debtors, with the amount due by each, pub
lished in the Gazette annually, confidence will be reposed in banks as far as the public interest requires 
it; at present it is lost. 

I remain, &c., &c. 

LE RoY PoPE, Esq., Pre1,ident qf the Farmers and Merchanuf Bank, Huntmille. 

No. 43. 

WASHINGTON CITY, JJiarch 11, 1818. 
DEAR Sm: I beg leave to call your attention to the editorial remarks in the enclosed paper upon the 

subject of the collection of the revenue of the United States, under the "Steubenville" head, and to ask 
for information, whether the arrangement in relation to the kind of money authorized to be received, as 
complained of, was made by the Government or the United States Bank; and if by either, whether some 
alteration may not be allowed without materially retarding the collection of the revenue, and such other 
information in relation to the subject as you may be pleased to communicate? 

In making this request I have the double object in view of softening that kind of oppression incident 
to the payment of internal duties, and to preserve the affection of the people for the present administra
tion of the General Government. After' perusing the newspaper, I will thank you to send it to me. 

I have the honor to be, dear sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SAMUEL HERRICK. 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, &crelary qf the Treasury. 

No. 44. 

WASHINGTON, March 31, 1818. 
Sm: I herewith enclose to you a letter which I yesterday received from J. D. Hay, a respectable man 

at Vincennes, on the subject of a regulation which has been recently adopted by the United States Branch 
Bank at Louisville, Kentucky, for the government of the Receiver at Vincennes. I will only remark that 
these instructions, if not altered, will operate most prejudicially to the purchasers of the public lands, as 
well as to the citizens of the State, and I hope that you will use your influence with the United States 
Branch Bank at Louisville to have them so modified, at least, that the notes of the State Bank of Indiana 
may be received in payment for public lands. 

I have the honor to be, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WALLER TAYLOR. 

Hon. WY. H. CRAWFORD. 

VINCENNES, February 24, 1818. 
DEAR Sm: Your favor of the 19th ultimo came duly to hand by the last mail. We are very thankful 

to you for your friendly exertions in favor of our State Bank, and if the proposed arrangement could be 
made with the Bank of the United States it would be highly gratifying to us. 

The Receiver of Public Moneys received instructions last week from the Branch of the United States 
Bank at Louisville, directing him to receive no note, in payment of land, but those of the United States 
Bank and its branches, and the notes of the State Bank of Kentucky and her branches. This we think 

vor .. v--9 B 
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extraordinary, when it is recollect-ed that this bank commenced specie payments on the 20th of February, 
181'l, and conformed to every wish of the Government, at all times, which was not general with the 
western banks. 

If these instructions are to be permanent the people will experience great inconvenience, as it is 
difficult to obtain the notes of those banks without paying high premiums. I have been told that some 
have paid 20 per cent. to have their money put into a shape to go into the Land Office. Few entries are 
making. Some individuals have come a distance to enter land; have brought the bills of North and South 
Carolina, Tennessee, New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, &c., and have had to return without accomplish
ing the object of their journeys. 

I shall be happy to hear from you frequently. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

J. D. H.AY. 
_ General W. TAYLOR. 

No. 45. 

HousE OF· REPRESENTATIVES, Ap11J, 18, 181K 
Sm: Every mail from the west brings us the complaints and requests of the people on the subject of 

the pecuniary state of our country. The monopolizing and depressing policy of the United States Bank 
and its branches, in the western country, have and are producing a state of things in that quarter much 
to be deprecated. , The branch at Louisville, we are informed, has determined to receive no deposits 
except of specie, United States Bank paper, and Kentucky paper. The instructions of the Treasury 
Department restrict the Land Offices of the United States, within the State of Indiana, from receiving 
payments for land in any currency which will not be received as specie deposits in the branch at 
Louisville. The law of the present session, it is true, will prevent forfeitures during its existence; but 
during that time heavy sums of interest will be accruing against those who have land payments to make, 
and the doors of the offices must be closed against subsequent purchasers. The emigrant will not be able 
to purchase, and the general prosperity of the country must be greatly paralyzed. 

We would not press or ask a state of things prejudicial to the revenue, or the reception of paper 
below par, in payment for land; but the par value of the paper currency of Indiana is not doubted by 
any. There are but two banks in the State, and their credit are equal to any in the western country. 

All that we would ask or wish is, that the Land Offices be permitted to receive such western paper 
as they may have an accurate knowledge of, and may know to be in good credit, doing a fair business, 
and paying specie. This arrangement we think of vital importance to the State of Indiana, and hope it 
may be deemed admissible by you. 

The most of the above facts, we believe, exist in the State of Ohio also. 
We are, sir, very respectfully, &c., 

No. 46. 

JOSEPH DESHA. 
WILLIAM H. HARRISON. 
ROBERT MOORE. 
HENRY BALDWIN. 
WILLIAM HENDRICKS. 
JAMES NOBLE. 
WALLER TAYLOR. 
R. C. ANDERSON, JR. 
L. BARBER. 
THOMAS SPEED. 
JOHN W. CAMPBELL. 
SAMUEL HERRICK. 
PETER HITCHCOCK. 
P. BEECHER. 

JANUARY 5, 1819. 
Sm: The people of Illinois, and particularly that portion of them within the district of public lands 

sold at Shawneetown, are very much alarmed, ancf I think iu great danger of losing their lands, unless 
there be some change of instructions to the Receiver, authorizing him to take in payment for lands the 
notes of other banks than those now taken. The only notes now receivable at Shawneetown, for debts 
due the United States on account of lands, are the notes of the United States Bank and the State Bank of 
Kentucky; or if other notes are allowed to be received there they are the notes of such banks as have no 
paper circulating in that country. And I am well assured, from my own knowledge and the letters of 
respectable gentlemen in that part of the country, that if every note that will be received in payment for 
land, and every dollar in specie that is in the country were in the hands of those indebted to the Govern
ment for land, that it would be insufficient to enable more than one-tenth man of our settlers to comply 
with his engagement. I almost daily receive letters from the peoP.le of the Shawneetown land district, and 
of that part of Illinois included in the Vincennes district, stating that they are in a situation truly 
distressing, and that, unless there be some amelioration in the direction to the Receivers, the time 
is but very short un~il they expect to see the little farm and dwelling they have provided for the support 

, and shelter of themselves and family torn from them by the merciless, avaricious speculator. 
I am sorry to be constrained to say that their apprehensions are but too justly predicated, and that 

they represent facts. From the best tnformation I have upon the subject, the evil would be in a great 
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degree averted if the same latitude to receive bank paper were given to the Receivers at Shawneetown 
and :incennes .as is given to the Receivers at Kaskaskia and Edwardsville. There they take North 
Carolma, Georgia, an~ Tenn_essee S!ate Bank notes. In the pap?r of these banks consists, by far, the 
greatest part of the circulatmg medmm of our country. The receipt of these notes at the other offices is 
an acknowledgment of their goodness; and it is looked upon as extremely oppressive, by those who owe 
the Government, that they are obliged to let their farms be forfeited when they have of this kind of 
money enough to pay their debt. I hope what relief is possible, and in your power will not be withheld. 

Your most obedient servant, ' 
J. M'LEAN. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 710. [1ST SESSION, 

OPERATIONS OF THE MINT. 

C0)ll!UNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 21, 1824 .. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, May 21, 1824. 
The Secretary of the Treasury has the honor to transmit herewith three statements, marked A, B, C, 

which have been prepared by the Comptroller, pursuant to the '1th section of an act of Congress passed 
on the 2d of .April, l '192, entitled "An act establishing a Mint and regulating the coins of the United 
States." 

'fhey contain all the information relative to the transactions of the Mint which the settlements made 
at the Treasury afford. 

Hon. SPEAKER of the House ef Represerifatives. 

A. 
Statement exhibiting the balance ef the gold and silil:er bullion remaining in the hands ef the officers of the Mint 

on the 31st December, 1822; the amount deposited from 1st January to 31st December, 1823; the different 
species ef coins made and paid on account ef deposits; allowances for u:astage; and the balance remaining in 
the hands ef the officers of the Mint on the 31st December, 1823, to be accounted for on a future settlemem, viz: 

GOLD. 

Balance of gold bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of the Jllint on the 31st December, 1822 ........... .. 
Gold bullion deposited from l•t January to 31st December, 1823 ................................................ .. 

Total ......................................................................................... . 

0:. dw!s. gr,, 
1,274 13 20 
3,63-2 17 6 

4,007 11 2 

Amount paid for deposits of gold from 1st January to 31st December, 1823 ...................................................... , .. 
Amount dcpositl'd in tlie Bank of the United States on the 31st December, 1823 .................................................. .. 
Jlalancc In U1e hands of the Treasurer of the Mint on the 31st December, 1823 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ............ .. 

Deduct amount ip. the hands of tl1e Treasurer and in tl1e Dank on the 31st December, 1822 ••••••••••••••••••.•..•.••••••••••••••••.. 

Gold coins made at the Mint from 1st January to 31st December, 1823, 14,485 half eagles.......................... 4,073 18 3 
Allowances to the melter and refiner, and chief coiner, for wastage forsame period............................... 12 15 a 
Gold bullion in the hands of tltc officers of the Mint on the 31st December, 1823...... ... ...... ...... .... ... .. .... 820 17 20 

As above ........................................................... ,.......................... 4,907 11 2 

SILVER. 

Balance of 1ilvcr bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of the Mint on the 31st December, itl22 ........... , 
Sliver J,ulllon deposited from 1st January to 31st December, 1823 ...................................... , ........ .. 

Total ......................................................................................... . 

34,741 5 5 
890,600 16 0 

925,432 1 5 

Dolls, cts.,n. 
22,655 96 0 
64,583 05 5 

87,239 91 5 

80,745 56 0 
2,512 72 5 

&2 5 

88,259 11 u 
10,834 11 0 

i2,425 00 

72,425 00 0 
226 77 0 

14,588 14 5 

87,239 91 5 

40,089 55 0 
1,0-21, 719 27 0 

1,001,sos 82 o 

Amount paid for depooit.s of silver from 1st January to 31st December, 1823..... .... .. .. .. • • ..... ..... .... .. .. .... ..... • •. .. .. ..... • 895,0&l 72 5 
Amount deposited in the Bnnk of the United States on the 31st December, 1823..... ..... .. .... ...... ............. .. .. . ....... ...... 927 44 0 
Balance in the hands of the Treasurer of the Mint on the 31st December, 1823 ...................................................................... . 

Deduct amount in the hands of tl1c Treasurer and in tl1c Bank of the United States on the 31st December, 1822 ....•••••.•••••.••.•. 
896,012 16 5 

462 16 5 

Silver coins made from 1st January to 31st December, 1823, 440,000 dismes, 17,800 quarter dollars, and 1,694,200 
half dollars .. :............................ .. ............................................................ .. 

Allowances to the melter :md refiner, and chief coiner, for wastage for same period ............................. .. 
Silver bullion in the hands of the officers of tl1e Mint 31st December, 1823 ................ ; ...................... . 

776,143 6 16 
2,615 2 1 

146,673 12 12 

895,550 00 0 

895,550 00 
3,017 42 5 

169,241 39 5 

As above...................................................................................... 9-2>,4:i2 1 5 1,067,808 82 0 

Co:11'.PTROl,LER's OFFICE, May 19, 1824. LUND WASHINGTON, Clerk. 
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B. 

The Mint of the United States in account coppe-r purchased ft·om the commencement of the institution to 
DR. December 31, 1823. CR. 

Value of 

Troy weight. Cost of copper. Troy weight. 
coppcrnt the 

rntcof7 
dwts. to a ct. 

lbs. oz.du:! lbs. oz.die/ 
To amount of rough copper and copper By amount of rough copper and copper 

planchcts purchased from the commence- planchcts accounted for from the com-
ment of the institution to the 31st Decem- mencement of the institution to Deccm-
bcr, 1822, per statement marked _B, ac- ber 31, 1822, per statement marked B, 
companying the Comptroller's Jetter of accompanying the Comptroller's Jetter 
February 27, 1823 •••••.••••••.••••••.... 1,553,288 7 19 $407,632 46 of February 27, 1823 •••.••••••••••••••• 1,439,564 9 0 $481,074 67 

To amount gained on coinage ...•...•.••..• 14 7 0 112,438 26 By amount of cents delivered by the Trea-
surer of the l\Iint to the Treasurer of the 
United States in the year 1823 ••.•••.••. 35,729 2 0 12,250 00 

Amount accounted for.......... • • • . • . • •• 1,475,293 11 0 493,3:H 67 
Balance on hand 31st December, 1823, in 

hands of the Treasurer of the lllint, 
coined ................................. 37,0:19 10 13 12,699 39 

In hands of the chief coiner, uncoined .••. 40,969 5 6 14,046 El6 

1,553,303 2 19 520,070 72 1,553,303 2 19 520,070 72 

Co>tPTROLLER's OFFICE, 191hNay, 1824. 
LUND WASHINGTON, Clerk. 

C. 

Summary statement exhibiting the 1Jalue of coins made at the Mint; the amount of disbursements on account of 
the establishment; the amount allowed for u:astage; the amount retained of deposits; and the amount gained 
on the coinage of ccppe-r, ft·om the commencement of the institution to the &Ist Decernbffl·, viz: 

Value of gold, silver, and copper coinage up to the 31st December, 1822. ••••• ••. • •• ••••••. ••• • • . . •••• •••• ••••.. •• •. . . • • •• ••• • •• ••• . $-20,009, 125 71 
Gold coins made from 1st January to 31st December, 1823, per account A......................................... $72,425 00 
Silver coins made from 1st January to 31st December, 1823, per account A....................................... 895,560 00 
Copper coins made from 1st January to 31st December, 1823, per account n.. .. . ... . ... . . .... .... ........ .... .... l!l,250 00 

Total value gold, silver, and copper ••••.•••...•••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••• • ..................................... . 

Net charge on the coinage of gold, silver, and copper, to the 31st December, 1822 •••••••• ., ••••••••••••••••••••.•. 
Add amount gained on the coinage of copper to the same period •••..•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

From which deduct amount wastage on gold and silver to 31st December, 1822 ••••.•••••••••••.•• 
Also amount was~ge from 1st Jan nary to 31st December, 1823 ••.•.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 

,S75,931 38 
3,244 19 

517,217 88 
112,433 26 

629,651 14 

79,175 57 

Add amount disbursed on account of the establishment from 1st January to 31st December, 1823 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••..•. ., •.••• 
Add also the amount wastage on gold and silver to 31st December, 1823 •••••••..... •••• •. •• •••• •••••• •• ••• • •. •• . . 79,175 57 
From the above deduct the amount retained from deposits to 31st December, 1822..... •• . • • • • • • . • • ,$91937 04 
Also this swn, from 1st January to 31st December, 1823... •. • . . • . . .• •• .. •. . . •• .• •••. •••.•..• •• • • 1,374 43 

11,311 47 

Deduct amount galned on the coinage of copper from the commencement of the institution to 31st Vecember, 1823 .••.••••••••••••.•. 

Net amount chargeable to the coinage ofgo1d, silver, and copper, from the commencement of the institution to 31st 
December, 1823, including the costs of lots, buildings, nnd machinery ..••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••..•••.••••..••.••••••••.. 

21,789,350 71 

550,475 57 
21,281 44 

67,004 10 

639,62111 
112,438 26 

527,182 85 

Co>tPTROLLEll'• OFFICE, 19th May, 18-24. 
LUND WASHINGTON, Clerk. 
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18TH CONGRESS.] No. 711. [1ST SESSION. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NINI.AN EDWARDS' CHARGES OF FIN.A.NCI.AL 
MISM.A.N .A GEM]lNT. 

COlDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 25, 1824. 

Mr. LmNGSTON, from the Select Committee to whom was referred the memorial or address of Ninian Ed
wards, reported : 

That immediately on their appointment, as the House has been already informed, they communicated a 
copy of this address to the Secretary of the Treasury, and they also ordered the attendance of Mr. Edwards, 
to be examined before them as a witness, touching the various charges in the memorial. For although in 
that address he refers to papers and documents accessible to the committee without his presence, as the 
main supports of his charges, yet the committee were of opinion that these charges were not such as 
should be either lightly made or superficially examined; and that it ought not to content itself with any 
investigation short of one in which the accuser should have an opportunity of being personally present, 
the better to sustain the charges, if they were capable of being sustained, or to bear the proper responsi
bility if, failing to sustain them, he should appear to have brought them forward, in a form thus positive 
and imposing, from personal and improper motives or upon frivolous pretexts. And the committee is still 
of opinion that this investigation ought not to be finally closed without the personal examination of Mr. 
Edwards; and in proceeding to make any report on the subject at the present time, and before such an 
examination is bad, the committee acts only from the necessity imposed upon it by the approaching close 
of the session, and by a sense of duty which dictates that it ought not to postpone to a distant day all 
communication to the House on a subject so interesting to the Government, and so nearly affecting the 
honor and integrity of one of its highest officers. 

Under the influence of these motives the committee makes this report as the result of its examination 
of the papers referred to in the address, and such other proofs as the committee could command. What
soever is here said, therefore, must be received with the qualification that, although the committee do not 
know that Mr. Edwards, if present, could communicate any fact likely to be important, they do not know, 
on the other hand, that be might not do so; and be bas had no opportunity to be examined or to give any 
reply to the answer of the Secretary, which the committee bas received, and which bas already been 
printed by order of the House. 

The address contains two general charges against the Secretary: one of mismanaging the public 
funds, under which various illegal transactions are alleged i:q reference to the deposit of the public 
moneys in certain banks, and the mode in which such moneys were allowed afterwards to be repaid; the 
other imputing to the Secretary the suppression of papers and documents, or failing to communicate them 
when they ought to have been communicated in answer to resolutions of the houses of Congress. 

The committee bas given its attention to each of these divisions of charge . 
.And first, as to the conduct of the Treasury Department in regard to the deposits of the public moneys 

in the banks, and the manner in which such banks were allowed to repay to the Treasury the balances of 
such deposits: • 

By the resolution of Congress of April 30, 1816, it is declared "that the Secretary of the Treasury be, 
and he hereby is, required and directed to adopt such measures as he may deem necessary to cause, as 
soon as may be, all duties, taxes, debts, or sums of money, accruing or becoming payable to the United 
States, to be collected and paid in the legal currency of the United States, or Treasury notes, or notes of 
the Bank of the United States, as by law provided and declared, or in the notes of banks which are pay
able, and paid, on demand, in the said legal currency of the United States; and that from and after the 20th 
day of February next no such duties, taxes, debts, or sums of money accruing or becoming payable to the 
United States as aforesaid, ought to be collected or received otherwise than in the legal curJency of the 
United -States, or Treasury notes, or notes of the Bank of the United States, or in notes of banks which 
are payable and paid, on demand, in the said legal currency of the United States." 

.At the time of the adoption of this resolution, debts accruing to the United States, whether on 
account of the sales of public lands, or at the custom-house. or from other sources of revenue, were in 
fact received, in some parts of the country, but evidently in disregard of the law, in the notes of the State 
hanks which did not redeem their paper by cash payments. By this resolution it was obviously made the 
duty of the Treasury to correct that departure from law as soon as practicable; and it was, as is equally 
obvious, imperative on the Department after the 20th February, 1817, to allow nothing to be received in 
payment of debts due to the United States but the legal money of the United States, Treasury notes, notes 
of the Bank of the United States, or of those State banks the notes of which were payable and paid on 
demand in cash. 

The Bank of the United States was incorporated in .April, 1816, and went into operation at the com
mencement of the next year. By the act of incorporation it is provided and declared "that the deposits 
of the money of the United States, in places in which the said bank and branches thereof may be estab
lished, shall be made in said bank and the branches thereof, unless the Secretary of the Treasury shall, 
at any time, otherwise order and direct; in which case the Secretary of the Treasury shall immediately 
lay before Congress, if in session, and if not, immediately after the commencement of the next session, 
the reasons of such order or direction." 

The present Secretary of the Treasury was appointed to that office in October, 1816. 
In the early part of the year 1817 it is represented by the Secretary, and appears to be true, that an 

arrangement was made with the Bank of the United States by which the public funds were to be deposited 
in the branches of that institution in all places where such branches existed; and where there were no 
such branches, that bank was to designate certain State banks for which it would be responsible, and in 
which such public moneys should be deposited; and notes of all banks which the Bank of the United 
States would receive in deposit as cash, and none other, were to be received on sales of the public lands. 

It is further represented, that in the execution of this arrangement difficulties and controversies arose 
between the Bank of the United States and the State banks thus employed in receiving the deposits of 
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the public moneys, and, ere long, the Bank of the United States signified to the Department of the Treasury 
that it could not continue such arrangement, and that thenceforward it could receive nothing in deposit, 
as cash, but the legal currency of the country or its own notes. The agreement with the Bank of the 
United States terminated, for these reasons, on the 30th of June, 1818. 

-It would appear that.many of the State banks which had, in 1817, resumed specie payments, soon 
after this period, that is to say in the latter part of 1818, discontinued such payments, and that the debt 
due to the United Stahis, on account of the sales of public land, had very greatly increased, amounting, 
in the early part of 1819, to not less than $18,000,000, The public expenditure in the western States 
was not such as to require, within those Stafos, the disbursement of the money received on account of 
this debt, but much the larger part was to be remitted either to the seat of Government or to other places 
in the Atlantic States. • 

About this period, also, the Bank of the United States issued orders prohibiting its western branches 
from issuing any of their own notes for circulation, even in exchange for, or on deposit of, specie. 

Under these circumstances the Secretary of the Treasury appears to have entered into arrangements 
with some of the local _or State banks, generally those which had acted as agents of the Bank of the 
United States, for the purpose of employing them as depositories of the public money, and in the transfer 
of such money, when required, to places where it might be wanted in the course of Government 
dis burs em en ts. 

Among the earliest of these was that proposed to the Bank of Missouri, by letters from the Secretary 
of the 1st and the 11th of July, 1818, immediately after the termination of the agreement before mentioned 
with the Bank of the United States; which letters, indeed, have the form of circulars to all the banks in 
which the public moneys were at that time deposited, that is to say, the banks which have been employed 
by the Bank of the United States, during the continuance of its arrangement before mentioned with the 
Treasury. The Bank of Missoud was one of these. It was now informed that, since that agreement had 
co·me to an end on the 30th of June, all sums deposited in the Bank of Missouri after that time must be 
subject to the drafts of the Treasury, and would be drawn for, as occasion should require, in the following 
manner, viz: If in favor of individuals, drafts to be paid at sight; if in favor of the Bank of the United 
States, in sixty days; drafts of the latter description to be so made that the money should be drawn out 
gradually and not en masse. The reason of this distinction between drafts to individuals and drafts to the 
Bank of the United States appears to be that drafts in favor of individuals, being probably intended for 
funds to be expended in the neighborhood of the bank, would be ordinarily paid in the notes of the bank 
itself, or other similar paper; but those in favor of the Bank of the United States would be such as 
required payment in specie or in United States Bank bills, or transfers of credit to its branches, operations 
which might reasonably require time. On the 1st of August the Bank of Missouri signified its acceptance 
of the conditions of this proposition. 

On the 21st of December, 1818, the Secretary, by letter addressed to the President of the Bank of 
Edwardsville, signified his disposition to employ that bank also in receiving the deposits of the public 
moneys, and on the 1st of February following that bank assented to the terms. A similar arrangement 
was made, nearly at the same time, with the Bank of Illinois, the Bank of Huntsville, and the Tombeckbe 
Bank. 

Shortly after the date of these transactions, however, a more general system of employing State 
banks, for the purposes before mentioned, was adopted, and conditions more precise, and which were 
thought more favorable to the banks, were proposed. The leading feature in this new proposition was, 
that as an inducement to undertake the engagement, it was agreed, on the part of the Treasury, to allow 
to the bank a permanent deposit of a stipulated sum, not liable to be drawn out or diminished, except in 
a specified case. The use of this deposit was to be the equivalent for the responsibility of receiving 
and keeping the funds and the expense of transferring them, without further charge on the Treasury, to 
such places as might be agreed on or required. 

Arrangements of this nature were made with the Bank of Steubenville, Bank of Chilicothe, Franklin 
Bank of Columbus, Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Indiana, Bank of Illinois at Shawneetown, Branch 
Bank of Kentucky at Louisville, Bank of Tombeckbe at St. Stephens, Planters and Merchants' Bank of 

_ Huntsville, Bank of Missouri, Bank of Vincennes, Bank of Edwardsville, and Farmers and Mechanics' 
Bank of Cincinnati. • 

The terms, in general, agreed to between the Treasury and these several banks were, in substance: 
1. That the bank should receive in deposit, to the credit of the Treasury, as cash, from the Receivers 

of Public Moneys, all current notes of such banks as maintain cash payments; with power, however, to 
discontinue to receive the notes of any particular bank on giving seasonable notice of such intention to 
the Receiver. 

2. That the bank should pay at sight all drafts from the Treasury, and should also transfer,.on 
request, all sums on hand beyond the amount of the stipulated permanent deposit to the Bank of the 
United States or certain enumerated branches of that bank; and that a fixed sum should 1·emain in the 
bank, as before mentioned, as a permanent deposit, to be transferred, however, to the Bank of the United 
States in six months after the termination of the agreement. 

3. That if "the money were wanted for disbursement in the neighborhood of the banks, it might 
be drawn for, at sight, notwithstanding such drafts might reduce the permanent deposit below the 
stipulated sum. 

The amount of this permanent deposit was to be increased if it should appear that the bank should 
receive and transfer such large sums as that the expense thereof should not be considered as compensated 
by the benefit of the deposit which had been stipulated. It was also prescribed that the bank should 
render to the Secretary of the Treasury and to the Treasurer duplicate monthly returns of its accounts 
with the Treas1,1rer; and to the Secretary confidential monthly returns of the state 9f its own affairs; 
showing, also, the credits of all public officers in the bank; and, also, quarterly lists, or returns, of all its 
debtors; to the end that the Secretary of the Treasury might determine on the propriety of continuing 
the public deposit in such bank. 

Such was the general nature of the arrangements as they were adopted and entered into with the 
banks. There were, however, variations in some other particulars. In the bank of Steubenville, for 
instance, the public money in the bank, or due from it at the time of the arrangement, was declared not 
to fall within the arrangement; in other instances nothing is said of such balances; and in others, again, 
it was declared that they s~ould be embraced by the agreement. 
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The following table shows the amount of the permanent deposit allowed to each bank, respectively, 
as the equivalent for the services rendered, or expected to be rendered, by it to the Treasury: 
Bank of Steubenville................................................................... $50,000 
Bank of Chilicothe............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000 
Franklin Bank of Columbus.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000 
Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Indiana.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,000 
Bank of Illinois at Shawneet-Own.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,000 
Branch Bank of Kentucky at Louisville.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000 
Bank of Tombeckbe at St. Stephen's ............................................. -....... 100,000 
Planters and Merchants' Bank of Huntsville............................................... 75,000 
Bank of :Missouri.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150,000 
Bank of Vincennes..................................................................... 75,000 
Bank of Edwardsville.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,000 
Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000 

The amount of these permanent deposits is nine hundred thousand dollars, the interest on which 
sum, at six per cent., would be fifty-four thousand dollars. 

It is alleged in the memorial that this sum of fifty-four thousand dollars was thus annually paid for 
receiving and transmitting the public money; a service which, it is said, the Bank of the United States 
was bound to perform without any compensation. The committee does not see the ground of this obliga
tion on the Bank of the United States. That institution is, indeed, bound to give necessary facilities for 
transferring the public funds from place to place, but this can only mean cash funds; and it is bound, also, 
to receive money in deposit for the United States; but it is not bound to receive in deposit as cash the 
bills of any banks whatever but its own, although they may come within the provisions of the resolution 
of 1816. The committee does not perceive anything in the principle of these arrangements with the 
banks either in violation of law or contrary to the usage of the Government, since the Treasury has 
for many years had agreements with more or less of the banks, by which the public moneys were deposited 
in such banks, and drawn from them when wanted; certain terms and conditions, as to the mode of 
drawing, being stipulated, such as were thought beneficial both to the Treasury and the banks. Indeed, 
ii; may be proper to observe here that it seems to have been assumed by different officers at the head of 
the 'l'reasury Department that it was their dut~ to direct its operations to the support of different 
moneyed institutions whenever their affairs required support, so as to defeat combinations against them 
and preserve an equilibrium of credit among them. And the practice appears to have been in conformity 
with this;principle from a very early day. That benefit may occasionally result and has resulted from 
such operations is evident; but this is no legal employment of public funds. It is nothing but a gratuitous 
loan. The existence of the practice, however, as well as the avowal of the principle by different 
officers at the head of the Treasury, will be found by referring to a letter from the Secretary of the 
Treasury to the President of the Senate, of the 25th February, 1823, in answer to a resolution of that 
body. Such, however, was not either the object or the character of the agreements with the State banks, 
which are the subjects of this examination. 

On the 1st of August., 1820, the Treasury issued circular instructions to the Receivers of Public 
Moneys, authorizing them to receive, in addition to specie and bills of the Bank of the United States and 
its branches, notes of the incorporated banks in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Rich
mond, and in the States of South Carolina and Georgia, (except the Cit.y Bank of Baltimore,) and of 
those specie-paying banks in the State in which the Land Office is situated. "This instruction," it is 
added, "supersedes those which have heretofore been given on the subject, except in so far as they 
prohibit the receipt of the paper of any bank which does not discharge its notes on demand in specie, 
and that prohibitiom must in every case be rigidly adhered to." 

Among the banks with which these negotiations were made, the attention of the committee was 
called particularly to the Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of C!ncinnati, the Bank of Chilicothe, and the 
branch of the State Bank of Kentucky, at Louisville, as forming the subject of a charge that does not 
apply to the others. In the several places where these banks were situated the Bank of the United States 
had offices of discount and deposit, and the law incorporating that institution, as has been before 
observed, creates an obligation on the Treasury of the United States to use them as places of deposit in 
preference to any other banks, unless the Secretary shall, for special reasons, otherwise direct; and in 
that case such reasons shall be laid before Congress at its then or next session. The charge is, that no 
such communication was made to Congress. This omission is acknowledged by the Secretary, who says 
it was owing to inadvertence, and that the inattention to the provision of the law was unimportant, 
inasmuch as the provision was intended obviously for the benefit of the bank, aud the bank had fu)l 
notice. The notoriety of the fact is also relied on to show that no improper conduct or desire to conceal 
it produced the omission. 

The committee sees no reason to doubt this statement, or to attribute any improper motive to the 
Secretary in this inattention to the directions of the act. 

The charges relative to the Bank of Missouri are, in substance: 
That this bank was unworthy of credit at the time the deposits of public moneys were suffered to 

accumulate in it to a large and an improper amount; 
That the permanent deposit allowed it was illegal and unreasonably large; 
That those returns and statements of its affairs which the Secretary had himself considered essential 

were not exacted; 
And finally, that in payment of its debt a large amount of uncurrent notes was received, some of 

them not. worth twenty-five cents on the dollar, contrary to the positive injunctions of the resolution of 1816. 
The committee thinks it very probable that the Bank of Missouri did make an improper, perhaps an 

excessive, issue of its paper, although the mode adopted in the address of estimating that excess appears 
not altogether correct., as it omits to mention the permanent deposit of the government in calculating the 
fund on which the omission might be made. If the capital of the bank were, as is stated, $210,000, and 
its permanent deposit from Government $150,000, supposing it to have no other deposits, a discount to 
the extent of $430,000 would not have been alarmingly excessive, supposing the loans to have been 
limited to safe hands and that punctualitiY of payment might have been expected. It is probable that a 
failure in this latter respect was the immediate cause of the bank suspending its payments. 

The sum of $726,000, which appears at one time to have been in this bank, was certainly a very large 
sum to have been suffered to remain in a country bank; but whether it was a greater accumulation than 
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ought to have been allowed is a question that depends on many considerations, chiefly on that of the 
solidity of the institution, which itself again depended on the solvency of its debtors. Of this the com
mittee has no other evidence than that arising from the report of the committee of the Legislature of 
Missouri, appointed to examine the affairs of the bank, who declare that the debts due on personal security, 
as well as those secured by mortgage, are safe. If this were well founded, the bank, even at the time it 
stopped payment, had in those two items more than enough to pay all it owed. 

What information to put the Secretary on his guard would have been derived from the monthly 
returns the committee cannot determine. They appear to have been furnished only up to February 1, 
1820. Nor has the committee observed any demand made by the Secretary for a compliance with this 
stipulation at any time between that date and the time the bank stopped payment. Whether, however, 
if it had been demanded and complied with any different result favorable to the United States would have 
been produced it seems impossible to determine, because, judging from the last and most unfavorable 
return made, immediately previous to the stoppage of the bank, nothing in those returns would have 
appeared to indicate any danger. 

A more important part of the charg·e is, that the Secretary received from this bank, in part payment 
of its debt, a large amount of uncurrent notes contrary to law. 

By the first arrangement made with the bank which has been already stated, it was not responsible, 
as far as the committee can perceive, for the solvency of the banks the notes of which might have been 
deposited in it by the public Receivers. When the new contract was made in August, 1819, it did not 
form any part of that contract, as it did with some of those of the other banks, that the bills already on 
hand should be at once passed to the credit of the Treasury as cash, as may be seen by a copy of the 
contract annexed to this report, marked B. So that the important question is, whether those notes were 
received before or after August 9, 1819, the day on which the bank assented to the new contract. If before, 
then they were received on account and at the risk of the government; if after, at the risk of the bank. 

The committee think there were sufficient reasons to justify the Secretary in believing them to have 
been received before the 9th of August, because by the letter of the bank of that date it appears that a 
much larger sum in notes essentially of the same description was in.possession of the bank; and an offer 
is therein made to transfer them to various other banks, to the order of the Treasury. And by the state
ment marked E, annexed to the address of Mr. Edwards, it appears that as early as September 6, 1819, a 
much larger sum, in notes of the description of those thus offered by the bank, had actually been received 
on account of the Treasury from the several Receivers, and were then on hand. On this point the 
committee also refer to· the deposition of Thomas F. Riddick, hereunto annexed, marked F. 

The committee think it proper to add, that of the whole sum received by the Treasury in these notes 
from the Bank of Missouri, a sum of about $20,000 only appears to be unpaid; and of this sum it is stated 
by the Treasury there are hopes that a considerable part will be secured. 

A very large part of the address is occupied with observations on the transactions between the 
Treasury and the Bank of Edwardsville. This bank was made a depository of public money, at the 
solicitation of Mr. Edwards himself, in December, 1818. It stopped payment in September, 1821, owing 
at that time a balance to Government of $46,202 43. 

It is not deemed necessary here to repeat all that is said on that subject in the address and the 
_ answer. The address, in this part of it, seems to have two objects: one, to clear Mr. Edwards himself 
from any imputation on account of having procured the public deposits to be made in the bank originally, 
and to repel the supposition that he had been the means of continuing them after they became unsafe; the 
other, to charge the Secretary with continuing the deposits after he ought to have been alarmed for their 
safety, and with receiving uncurrent notes from the bank against law; and also with the negligent 
omission of proper means to collect the debt due from it to Government. 

It appears to be for this double purpose that the address alleges that in 1819 its author made a 
publication, announcing his intention to withdraw from the bank in which he had been a Director, and no 
longer to be considered responsible for its engagements; which publication, as is alleged, was transmitted 
to the Secretary; that be also advised the Receiver of Public Moneys to withhold the deposits from the 
bank until he should receive further orders from the Treasury; that the Receiver thereupon wrote to the 
Treasury, enclosing Mr. Edwards' publication, and, as he afterwards declared, received a letter from the 
Secretary directing him to continue the deposits. The Secretary has said that no such letter from the 
Receiver was on file in the Department, and that none of its officers had any recollection of such letter; 
and moreover, that there was no record of any answer. The address, notwithstanding this declaration, 
aims to prove that such letter was written; and among other arguments adduces the fact that there was 
about this time an actual suspension of deposits at the bank, which the address attributes to the caution 
of the Receiver, under the advice which had been given to him. To this it is answered by the Secretary, 
that this suspension was owing to the negligence, not the caution, of the Receiver; that the Receiver was 
directed frequently and repeatedly to continue his deposits, and to make them regularly and punctually; 
danger then being apprehended, not from the bank, but from the continuance of large sums in the 
hands of the Receiver. 

Without entering into a detail of all the facts connected with this subject, it seems to the committee 
that there is no doubt that Mr. Edwards did make a ,publication* in the newspapers in 1819, as he 
represents, and that be gave such advice as he represents to the Receiver. But there is no evidence that 
the Receiver communicated it, or wrote on the subject of it, to the Secretary. Indeed, it is not very 
probable be would have done so. It is to be remembered that he was President of the bank as well as 
Receiver of Public Moneys, and he would hardly advise the Secretary that he, as Receiver, could not 
repose confidence in the bank the President and head of which he was. The committee does not deem it 
at all material to inquire whether the Secretary received or saw a copy of Mr. Edwards' publication. 
There is nothing in that communication which should have alarmed him for the safety of the public 
money in the Edwardsville Bank; for, although Mr. Edwards announces his intention of withdrawing 
from a participation in the direction of it, he speaks in most decided terms of its solvency and safety. 
While the committee sees no reason to believe that Mr. Edwards acted with any impropriety in procuring 
the deposit of the public money in that bank, or in regard to the continuance of such deposit, it perceives, 
on the other hand, no reason whatever for supposing that the-Secretary continued the deposit after being 
admonished by the Receiver that they were unsafe. On the contrary, the committee thinks the corre
spondence fully shows that the deposits were omitted, or thought to be so, through negligence and default; 
and that in enforcing and insisting on them the Secretary was governed by a proper regard for the 

o See paper C, annexed. 
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security of the public funds. The committee, however, would take this occasion to observe, that in their 
opinion the appointment of the Presidents of the local banks, in which public moneys are deposited, to 
be Receivers of the Public Moneys, to be deposited in the same bank, is injudicious; that it has happened 
in several cases; and that inconvenience or mischief may be not unlikely to result from such a practice. 

As to the charge of receiving uncurrent notes from this bank also, contrary to law, the committee 
thinks that the construction which appears to have been contended for by the bank, and acquiesced 
in by the Secretary, of the first article of the arrangement between them, is not the true construction, 
especially if nothing be regarded but the terms of the contract. The words of the first article are: "That 
the public moneys shall be entered to the credit of the •rreasurer as cash." It would seem impossible that 
these terms could mean anything else than that, for the amount of these deposits, the bank should become 
directly debtor to the United States, and that this debt, thus assumed, should, like others, be legally paid. 
If this construction which the committee has given to the contract be correct, these notes were illegally 
received. 

The Secretary's view of the case appears, however, to have been different. He says the term "cash" 
was used in opposition to the term" special deposit," and was not intended to subject the bank to the pay
ment of specie for notes which were not convertible into specie; and that it was not understood by either 
of the parties that the bank was responsible for the credit of other banks whose notes were deposited in 
it. The correspondence sufficiently shows that the bank expressed the same opinion at an early period of 
the connexion, and long before this case arose. The construction insisted upon was, in effect, that the 
bank was to receive such bills as the Receivers had lawfully taken and wished to deposit; and, as these 
would be of different banks more or less remote, the bank should, for the compensation which it received, 
be at the expense of collecting them, so that the proceeds might be transferred, without further expense 
or trouble on the part of the Government, to the order of the Treasury; but that, nevertheless, if any 
such bills became discredited while in this process of collection, by the failure of the bank which issued 
them, the loss should fall on the Government. 

Although the committee do not agree to the correctness of this construction, yet they see no reason 
to doubt that the Secretary may have honestly supposed that the banks entered into the arrangement 
with this understanding of its meaning, nor any ground to believe his conduct, in this respect, to have 
been governed by any improper motive. It ought to be added that the Secretary states that one reason 
for receiving these bills from the Edwardsville Bank was, that he bad at that time some reason to appre
hend a want of punctuality or good faith on the part of that bank itself. 

The case of the Bank of Tombeckbe, as it is explained in the Secretary's answer, does not call for 
any particular observations. It is not unlike that of Edwardsville, except that in the former case no loss 
appears to have occurred. The loss in the case of the Bank of Edwardsville, arising from the receipt of 
uncurrent notes, will be twenty thousand dollars, unless it should turn out, as the Secretary says he is 
assured it will, that the notes will yet be paid. 

The committee has requested of the Department to be informed of the present amount due to the 
United States from the following banks, to wit: The Branch Bank of Kentucky, at Louisville; the Hunts
ville Bank; the Bank of Missouri; the Bank of Vincennes; the Bank of ~dwardsville, and the Farmers 
and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati; and of the present circumstances of those banks; and whether there 
be reason to apprehend loss from any other bank in which the public money is deposited. 

In answer to this request the Secretary has communicated a statement of the '.l.'reasurer, giving the 
information required, which accompanies this report, marked D. 

By this it would appear that the balance now due the Government from these banks is four hundred 
and forty thousand eight hundred and twenty dollars and sixty-three cents. 

The committee has no particular information of the measures which have been adopted to enforce the 
collection of these balances. In regard to some of them, as has already appeared, the Secretary expresses 
a confident hope of ultimate payment; a great portion of the amount, however, may be considered as lost. 

The amount of money collected on account of internal taxes and from the sales of the public lands, 
mostly the latter, since 1816, is stated by the Secretary at twenty-one millions of dollars. If of this sum 
half a million should be lost by means of the failure of the banks which have stopped payment, the loss 
would be less than two and a half per cent. on the whole sum. 

Considering the great and violent shock which credit of all kinds has sustained within this periocl in 
the western States, and comparing this amount of loss, if it should eventually happen, with that of the 
Bank of the United States, of other banks, and of individuals, arising in the same part of the country 
from similar causes, the committee is of opinion that the result does not show, in the Treasury Depart
ment, any want either of fidelity or prudence in the management of the public funds. 

The other division of the charge containea. in the address relates to the alleged suppression or 
withholding of papers called for by different resolutions of the houses of Congress. 

One specification under this head is that relating to the correspondence between the Secretary and 
Mr. Stephenson, the President of the Edwardsville Bank. The opinion of the committee on that subject 
has been already given, and need not be repeated. 

Another relates to the correspondence with the several western banks generally. The charge is, 
that material parts of it were retained when called for by the House. 

The first call was made on the 9th of January, 1822, and was, as the committee think, limited in its 
proper construction to a requisition for the correspondence relative to the contracts for making deposits. 
In this way the Secretary says be understood it; but that he did, nevertheless, transmit letters not directly 
embraced by the resolution, but which he thoug·ht were necessary to elucidate the subject. 

The next resolution was on the 12th of March in the same year, and the only correspondence it called 
for was that with the Missouri Bank; and there is no reason to believe that this was not substantially 
complied with. 

A third call was made in the same year, on the 8th of May, requiring the correspondence with all 
the banks that had not before been communicated. 

The committee have not been able to discover in the very voluminous return to this last resolution 
any material letters not before communicated, except a circular instruction to the western banks, directing· 
them to note on the back of each return of the Treasmer's account a description of the moneys credited 
in such return, and the amount of each, according to a form of return therein given. This form is the 
same with that in which the return referred to in Mr. Edwards' address, marked E, is made out. This 
circumstance would seem to give a greater weight to the evidence to be drawn from that paper, consid
ering· it as an official document intended for the Treasury, under the agreement. 

\"OL. V--10 B 
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.Another charge of suppression incidentally made, but which the committee deem it proper to notice, 
relates to a report made by the Secretary in obedience to a resolution of the House of December 31, 1819, 
calling for such information as be possessed in relation to the introduction of slaves into the United 
States. On this point the committee addressed an inquiry to the Secretary, and received from him the 
answer annexed to this report, marked E. • 

Although they are of opinion that there were papers in the Department containing information called 
for by the resolution, and which ought to have been communicated, yet, judging from the statement made 
by the Secretary in his answer, connected with the fact that the papers in question were communicated 
to the Attorney General, it is the opinion of the commi~tee that the omission was not caused by a design 
to screen the person implicated from punishment or blame . 

.As to the other cases in which the Secretary is charged in the address with having suppressed or 
withheld papers or information called for by the houses of Congress, the committee is of opinion that, 
although papers coming within the scope of the resolution or call were not in some instances communi
cated, such omissions were either the result of accident or of a belief on the part of the Secretary, or of 
the persons necessarily employed by him on such occasions, that the papers so omitted were not called 
for or were not material; and the committee have seen no evidence that any documents or information 
has been withheld from the House from the operation of any improper motive or design. 

Referring to what bas been said in the introduction to this report, and repeating that Mr. Edwards 
has not had an opportunity of supporting his charges by his presence and testimony, the result of the 
facts which have appeared to the committee thus far in this investigation, and of their deductions from 
them when applied to the recapitulation of charges, as stated at the end of the address, is-

First. That the evidence referred to and examined does not support the charge,of having mismanaged 
the public funds. 

Second. That the uncurrent notes mentioned in the second charge appear, by evidence satisfactory to 
the committee, to have been received and deposited by the Public Receivers at a time when they were 
receivable under the resolution of Congress of 1816; that in the principal case-that of the Bank of 

. Missouri-the bank did not make itself responsible for such notes as cash, and therefore the Secretary 
was bound to receive them from the bank; that, although the banks of Tombeckbe and Edwardsville 
were liable to account for such deposits as cash, if the construction which the committee give to their 
contracts be correct, yet, that both the Secretary and the banks expressed a different opinion as to the 
meaning of those contracts; and that the Secretary, in receiving fifteen thousand dollars from the one 
and twenty thousand dollars from the other of those banks, appears to have acted according to what he 
supposed to be the rights of the parties, and with a proper regard to the interest of the United States 
under the circumstances which then existed. 

Third. That no intentional misstatement has been made to the House of the amount of uncurrent 
bills received from the banks, although a sum of two hundred and eighty dollars of such bills was omitted 
through mistake. 

Fourth. That although the Secretary may have misconstrued the effect of some of the contracts with 
the banks to the extent before mentioned, the committee find no grounds for the charge that be has 
misrepresented them, inasmuch as the contracts themselves were submitted with his report to the House. 

Fifth. That the Secretary did omit to communicate to Congress the reasons which led him to direct 
the deposit of public moneys in the three local banks of Chilicothe, Cincinnati, and Louisville, where the 
Bank of the United States bad branches; but there is no reason for supposing that any concealment was 
intended, or that the omission was occasioned by design. 

Sixth. That in some instances papers called for by resolutions of the House have not been commu
nicated with other papers sent in answer to such calls, but that these omissions have happened either 
from accident or from a belief that the papers so omitted were immaterial or not called for, and that there 
is no evidence that any document or information has been withheld from improper motives. 

Having already expressed the opinion that this investigation ought not to be terminated until the 
person preferring the charges shall have been examined, and regretting the circumstances which render 
such an examination impracticable during the present session of Congress, and thinking that Mr. Edwards 
may be expected at Washington within a few days, the committee feel it their duty to recommend to the 
House that they be required to sit after the adjournment for the purpose of taking his examination if an 
opportunity shall be presented. 

B. 

Conditions proposed by the Secretary of the Treasury to the Bank of Missouri for the future eniployment of 
that bank as a depository of public money. 

I. The bank will receive from the Receivers of Public Moneys, and others having moneys to deposit 
on account of the Treasurer, the paper of such banks as pay their notes in specie on demand, or are other
wise in good credit, and whose paper is in circulation in its vicinity, ( a list of which banks will be 
furnished by it to the Secretary of the Treasury,) and will credit the same to the Treasurer of the 
United States as cash. The bank may, however, discontinue to receive the paper of any of the said 
banks; but in such case, it will give immediate notice thereof to·such Receivers and others who usually 
deposit public money in it; and the notes of any such banks which may have been received by them before 
such notice shall nevertheless be taken and credited by the Bank of Missouri as cash. 

2. The bank shall pay, at sight, all drafts which the Treasurer of the United States may draw on it; 
and it shall, from time to time, transfer to the Bank of the United States or its branches at New York, 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, or New Orleans, in such moneys as will be received by them as cash, 
the excess of public money remaining on deposit, after such drafts are paid, over and above the sum of 
$150,000; whi<?h sum of $150,000 shall remain on deposit in the Bank of Missouri during the continuance 
of this arrangement, and shall be transferred in like manner by the bank within six months after it shall 
cease to be employed to receive the public moneys. It is agreed, however, that, if the amount received 
by the bank shall be so large as that the expense of remittance shall exceed the benefit of the deposit, 
the sum which is to remain on deposit in the bank shall be proportionably increased. 
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3. The bank shall render to the Secretary of the Treasury, and to the Treasurer of the United States 
duplicate weekly returns of its account with the Treasurer, and shall also render to the Secretary of th: 
Treasury monthly returns of the state of its affairs, which latter returns shall be considered confidential 
and will, in no case, be made public, they being intended solely to aid the Secretary of the Treasury i~ 
determining on the propriety of continuing or discontinuing the arrangement with the bank. 

4. It is understood that, if the moneys deposited in the Bank of Missouri under this arrangement 
can be disbursed at the bank, the drafts of the Treasurer shall be paid at sight, notwithstanding such 
payments may reduce the deposit below the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. 

I have the honor to be your most obedient servant, 
WM. H. ORA WFORD. 

TREASURY DEP.ARTlrnNT, June, 1819. 

Original made part of the answer of the bank in a suit instituted by the United States against it, 
and filed with said answer in the Clerk's office. 

I certify that the foregoing, with the exception of the memorandum, is a copy from the original 
conditions proposed by the Secretary of the Treasury to the Bank of Missouri, for the future employ
ment of that bank as a depository of public moneys. 

THOS. F. RIDDICK, President Bank JJiissouri. 

Sworn and subscribed before me, May 24, 1824. 
DANIEL RAPINE, Justice of the Peace. 

0. 

W .ASHINGTON, May 24, 1824. 
Sm: I have received your note of this day's date, and now enclose you a copy pf the publication of Mr. 

Edwards, made in 1819, in reference to the Bank of Edwardsville, in the Edwardsville Spectator and St. 
Louis Enquirer, and from the former copied in the Illinois Gazette, published at Shawneetown, and from 
which last mentioned paper the enclosed is taken. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

Hon. J oHN FLOYD. 

[ From the Edwardsville Spectator.] 

To the Editors ef the St. Louis Enquirer: 

:PANIEL P. COOK. 

GENTLElrnN: The honorable Secretary of the Treasury having, at my particular application, directed 
certain deposits of public money to be made in the Banks of Shawneetown and Edwardsville, I feel myself 
called upon, by the repeated publications in your paper ·against the latter bank, to make the following 
statements, merely for my own justification, without, however, either wishing or intending to engage in 
any further controversy upon the subject, unless it should become necessary to support the facts them
selves, which I shall state. 

Whatever might have been the original intention of those who had been most active in procuring 
the incorporation of the Bank of Edwardsville, I did sincerely believe, at the time it was about to be put 
into operation, that it was intended to be conducted with the utmost prudence and honesty; and with 
that belief I myself subscribed for one hundred shares. I personally knew that $30,000 had been actually 
and bona fole paid upon the stock subscribed; and the election of Directors was a further confirmation to 
me that nothing like fraud or imposition was contemplated. • 

The gentlemen chosen as Directors were-
1. OoLONEL BENJAlITN STEPHENSON, formerly Delegate in Congress, then and now Receiver of Public 

11foneys in the Land Office at this place. 
2. 1VrLLLUI KINNEY, Esq., a Senator in our State Legislature. 
3. ABRAHAM PrucKETT, Esq., a member of our House of Representatives. 
4. JosEPH CONWAY, Esq., Clerk of the Superior Court. 
5. DocroR JOSEPH BOWERS, a gentleman of the first respectability and highly distinguished for his 

professional abilities. 
6. Mr. RoBERT PoGuE, a respectable merchant of this place. 
'l. T. W. SYITH, Esq., with whom I had no previous acquaintance, but in favor of whose character I 

have seen the most flattering and pointed testimonials from members of Congress, the Vice President 
of the United States, and several other gentlemen of the first respectability in the State and city of 
New York. 

8. Major RoBERT LATHAlI, whom I had known from infancy to manhood, and against whose honor I 
had never heard the slightest insinuation; and 

9. Myself. 
Reposing that confidence in a board composed of those gentlemen, which their individual characters 

did justify, I felt myself warranted in giving it as my opinion, to the honorable Secretary of the Treasury, 
that the public deposits could be as safely confided to them as to the Directors of any other institution 
whatever; and I am happy to say that Mr. Crawford, who has been regularly informed and is intimately 
acquainted with the general conduct of the Board has bad no reason to believe that my confidence was 
misplaced. 

To say nothing of the three last-named Directors, whose residence among us is of more recent date, the 
five first-named, who in my absence constituted five-eighths of the Board, are generally and well known; and 
I hazard nothing in stating, that there is not one man of respectability in this State that knows them whr, 
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will deny that their characters forbid the belief that they could so far degrade themselves as to become 
the wicked accomplices or willing instruments of effecting the fraudulent designs that, by its enemies, 
have been imputed to the bank. The personal interests of the Directors could have afforded no such 
temptation; for the accommodation that any of them have asked or received has been very moderate;.and 
it is a fact, that the President and several of them have never yet borrowed a cent from the bank. 

As to General Payne, who subscribed for a greater amount of stock than any other individual, and 
who has been so frequently alluded to in the publications against the bank, I can only say, that he has 
uniformly stated to me that his object in purchasing the stock was to set apart a fund and to obtain 
facilities for the payment of public lands which he then had purchased and thereafter intended to purchase; 
and, as far as I am informed, his conduct has corresponded with his professions; for while he has recom
mended the utmost caution and circumspection in the management of the bank, neither he nor any of 
his connexions have ever obtained a loan from it. 

But, whatever may have been the objects of any one or more gentlemen, it is certain that the bank 
has been managed with such caution and discretion that I am convinced it could have nothing to fear 
from a comparison of its situation with that of. any other bank in the United States; and so far from 
"struggling," as you suppose it to be, "in the last agonies of death," I pledge my honor that the amount 
of specie in its vaults exceeds, by several thousand dollars, twice the amount of its notes in circulation; 
and that it is able to pay, at a moment's warning, the whole amount it owes the Government; which 
statement it would be foliy for me thus publicly to make if it were not true, because I well know the 
Secretary of the 11reasury possesses the means of detecting and exposing any error which it might contain. 

My object, however, in this address is, not to support the future credit of the bank, but merely to show 
the grounds upon which my recommendation of it was predicated, its present condition, and that the 
expectations which I authorized have so far been completely fulfilled. 

For, notwithstanding I do verily believe that neither the Government nor any individual is in danger 
of being intentionally imposed upon by the bank, so long as it continues under the control of its present 
Directors, yet, intending to be absent from the State, and considering the disastrous pressure of the 
present times, the hostility which the bank has to encounter, and particularly the opposition of gentlemen 
in this State, high in office, who have been extremely anxious to get other banks into operation with the 
aid of "foreign capital," as it is termed, I have determined to resign my seat in the Directory, and to 
withdraw from all future responsibility of any kind whatever, fo relation to this or any other bank, 
without making any further unsupported effort to retain any portion of the public deposits in this State, 
leaving it to the Directors to maintain their credit by their own good conduct, and to the Secretary of the 
Treasury to judge for himself, upon the returns he requires, how far it may be prudent to trust them. 

• I will only add that, in the support which I have heretofore given to the banks of Shawneetown and 
Edwardsville, I have been wholly uninfluenced by any motives of pecuniary interest, and that I never 
have applied for or obtained a loan from either; nor am I under any kind of obligations to them. 

Very respectfully, I am, gentlemen, your most obedient servant, 
NINIAN EDWARDS. 

EDWARDSVILLE, September 13, 1819. 

D. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, May 12, 1824. 
In answer to the letter of the honorable Mr. Floyd, Chairman of a Select Committee of the House of 

Representatives of the 1st instant, the Secretary of the Treasury has the honor to transmit the accom
panying statement from the Treasurer, showing the balances at the credit of that officer in the banks 
mentioned in Mr. Floyd's letter. 

By this statement it appears tbat~the Branch Bank of Kentucky at Louisville owes nothing to the 
Treasury, the debt lately dt\e by that institution having been entirely discharged in August last. 

Of the present condition of the other banks mentioned by Mr. Floyd, the Secretary is not sufficiently 
informed to offer any opinion. As far, however, as relates to the debt;; due by them, respectively, to the 
Treasury, he has the honor to state: 

1st. That the debt due by the Planters and Merchants' Bank at Huntsville, is considered safe and is 
in a course of payment, having been reduced since the report made by the Secretary of the Treasury, on 
the 14th of February, 1822, from $64,044 to $45,167 11. 

2d. That the debt due by the Bank of Missouri is also considered safe, having been secured in a 
manner acknowledged by persons competent to judge on the subject to be satisfactory; and, moreover, 
that some portion of it is understood to have been already paid to the agent. 

3d. That the debt of the Bank of Vincennes was heretofore supposed to have been secured, but that 
some doubts have since arisen both as to the validity and the value of part of the security, and that, 
although no correct opinion can now be formed on the subject, there is reason to suppose that a loss will 
be eventually sustained by the United States. To what extent this may be the case cannot at present be 
estimated, but measures will be taken to guard the interests of the Treasury as far as practicable. 

4th. That the Bank of Edwardsville and the Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati, having 
failed to make any provision by security or otherwise for the payment of the debts due by them to the 
United States, suits have been instituted against them. In these cases, also, some loss is expected, though 
no correct opinion can now be formed as to the extent. 

The Secretary has no reason to apprehend loss from any other bank in which the public money is 
deposited. 

Hon. J OlIN FLOYD, 
Chairman qf a Select Committee. 
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Balances at the credit of the Trea,.9urer of the united States in the following banks, JJfay 3, 1824. 

Branch of Kentucky, Louisville, none. 
Planters and Merchants' Bank of Huntsville ....................................... . 
Bank of Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ . 
Bank of Vincennes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................................... . 
Bank of Edwardsville ........................................................... . 
Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati. ........................................ . 

$45,167 11 
159,955 87 
168,511 64 
46,973 00 
20,213 01 

440,820 63 

The balance was $40,943 88, which was drawn for by bill No. 1846, in August, 1823, and credited 
to the Branch of the United States Bank at Louisville the same month. 

E. 

THOMAS T. TUCKER, 
Treasurer of the United Statef. 

TREASURY DEPART~IBNT, March 20, 1824. 
The Secretary of the 'l'reasury has had the honor to receive the letter addressed to him on the 12th 

instant, by the Hon. Mr. Livingston, on behalf of a select committee of the House of Representatives. 
As the correspondence with Mr. D. B. Mitchell, to which the committee refers, though relating partly 

to public transactions, was unofficial, it was not placed on record in the Treasury Department. .And on 
examination it appears that only two of the letters included in it have been preserved. These are Mr. 
Mitchell's letters of February 19 and April 28, 1818; the former of which has been found on the files of 
the Department, and the latter among the private papers of the Secretary. They are both transmitted 
herewith. 

To explain the circumstance of public matters being· introduced into an unofficial correspondence 
between two public officers, it is proper to state that l\Ir. Mitchell, having been Governor of Georgia, and 
having for many years taken an active part in the public affairs of that State, had long been personally well 
known to the Secretary; and that during the Secretary's residence at Washington, though his own duties 
left him but little leisure for private correspondence, Mr. Mitchell had been in the habit of writing to him 
freely and frequently, introducing into his letters, as may naturally be supposed from the former and 
actual situation of the parties, a variety of topics, both of a public and local character. It is also to be 
observed that although Mr. Mitchell, as Indian .Agent, was not precluded from any official correspondence 
with the Secretary of the Treasury, yet, as it was the "\Var Department to which, under the President, he 
was officially accountable, it was to that Department that his communications in relation to his public 
duties were properly to be addressed. .And it appears by a publication which has been since made by 
Mr. Mitchell, that on the 3d and 18th of February, 1818, he communicated officially to the Secretary of 
War the same information, in substance, respecting his conduct in relation to the Africans, as was contained 
in his private letter of the 19th of February to the Secretary of the Treasury. 

An examination of Mr. Mitchell's letters of the 19th of February and 28th of April will show that 
they were not merely unofficial, but in part, at least, private and confidential. The letter of December 25, 
181 'l, which is the only other letter of Mr. Mitchell required by the committee, is b"elieved to have been 
of the same character, but in what degree is not now recollected. 

Although it was no part of the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to have taken official cogni
zance of the subject of Mr. Mitchell's letter of the 25th of December, even if the letter had been official, 
yet he submitted it to the President, and as the circumstances communicated in it appeared to show a 
defect in the existing laws on the subject, he submitted it also to a ·committee of the Senate which had 
been appointed to inquire into the expediency of making further provisions by law for preventing the 
introduction of slaves. ·whether the letter was returned to the Secretary by that committee, or what 
disposition was finally made of it, he is now unable to state. He has written, however, to Mr. Roberts, 
who was chairman of that committee, for such information as he can furnish, and when the answer is 
received it shall be communicated to the committee. 

The additional circumstances disclosed in Mr. Mitchell's letter of the 19th of February induced the 
Secretary to submit it to the Attorney General, and while it was before him the letter of the Collector of 
Darien, of the 9th of March, 1818, containing his official report of the seizure of the .Africans, was received, 
and was also submitted to the Attorney General. As the opinion of the Attorney General recommended 
that the case should be left to the decision of the courts before which it was then supposed to be pending, 
the Secreta1'y informed Mr. Mitchell of the fact; presuming that, as far as the Secretary was concerned, 
the affair was then terminated, as, indeed, it soon after was by the delivery of the Africans to the execu
tive authority of Georgia. As this letter was written in answer to unofficial letters, and probably 
contained allusions to some of the private matters noticed in those letters, it was not made official, and 
consequently was not placed on the records of the Treasury Department. Copies of unofficial letters are 
rarely retained by the Secretary, and of this letter none was taken. 

'rhe opinion of the Attorney General, however, was filed in the Department, ancl it appears that with 
it were filed the papers upon which the opinion was founded, viz: Mr. Mitchell's letter of the 19th of 
February, and the letter of the Collector of Darien of the 9th of March. 

There is reason to believe that it was owing to the circumstance of these papers having been filed 
with the opinion of the .Attorney General that the letter of the Collector of Darien was overlooked when 
the papers were collected to be transmitted under the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
31st of December, 1819. It will be seen by the endorsements made on the original resolution (which 
is herewith transmitted) by the Secretary and Mr. Jones, the Chief Clerk of the Department, that the duty 
of collecting the papers called for by the resolution was assigned by the Secretary to the Chief Clerk, 
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and was performed by him. .A.nd by the interlineation in his handwriting, in the original rough draught of 
the Secretary's report, under that resolution, ( which is herewith transmitted,) it will be seen that the 
report passed through his hands from the Secretary to the House. From the lapse of time that gentle
man is not now able to explain why the Collector's letter of the 9th of March was not transmitted with 
the other letters; but the probability is that in collecting the papers required his examination was confined 
to the files of the several Collectors and officers of the customs, without recollecting that this letter of 
the Collector and Mr. Mitchell's letter of the 19th of February had been put up with the Attorney General's 
opinion, and placed with it qn the file set apart for that officer's communications. The originals of the 
opinion and of those papers, with the endorsements made on them at the time, are now transmitted in the 
same state as that in which they were filed; and it is believed that their appearance affords intrinsic 
evidence that they were so filed. 

The papers herewith transmitted include all the correspondence in the possession of the Secretary, 
or in the Treasury Department, having relation to the subject of the letters required by the committee, 
not heretofore communicated to the House of Representatives. 

It has been insinuated by Mr. Edwards that these letters were withheld by the Secretary, in violation 
of the resolution of the House of ~epresentatives of the 31st December, 1819, for the purpose of screening 
Mr. Mitchell. The charge, however, is contradicted by the facts, and particularly by the facts upon which 
it purports to be founded. The letter of the Collector of Darien of the 14th of March, which was com
municated under that resolution, and to which, as well as the other papers communicated by the Secretary 
on the 11th of January, 1820, the committee is respectfully referred, begins thus: "I had the· honor to 
address you per last mail, and to enclose to you papers respecting forty-seven .African negroes, taken by 
the Surveyor of Darien from one Jared E. Groce, on their way to the Alabama Territory through the 
Indian nation, and forty-one others at the Creek agency, from the negro houses of the .Agent fot· Indian 
.Affairs." Here, then, is a disclosure of the very fact which, if the Secretary's design was to screen Mr. 
Mitchell, it was fatal to disclose, viz: that a large number of Africans who had been illicitly introduced 
had been seized, not only at Mr. Mitchell's residence, and at the seat of his authority, but in his own negro 
houses. J t will be seen by the committee that the Collector's letter of the 9th, though it contains the 
details of the seizure, does not more strongly implicate Mr. Mitchell than he is implicated by this 
disclosm;.e. But, whatever may be the purport and bearing of the letter of the 9th, that letter is particu
larly pointed to in the letter of the 14th, as containing papers respecting the seizure of those negroes . 
.A.nd if there had been a design to suppress the letter of the 9th, it was necessary to its success that this 
reference to a letter, which would have defeated the design, should also have been suppressed. But 
upon what principles that gov~rn human conduct can the design of favoring Mr. Mitchell, at the expense 
even of honor and of duty, be _reconciled with the suppression of papers that tend to his justification? 
For it will be seen by the committee that Mr. Mitchell's letters, which the Secretary bas been charged 
with concealing and withholding, represent his conduct in the transaction referred to as that of a 
vigilant, intelligent, and faithful public officer. .A.nd it is believed that if the guilt or innocence of Mr. 
Mitchell were to be determined on no other grounds than those afforded by the communications made to 
the Secretary by the Collector of Darien and himself, all of which ( with the exception of the letter of the 
25th of December) are now before the committee, Mr. Mitchell would be free from suspicion. So far, then, 
from having been improperly influenced by any sentiment of partiality towards Mr. Mitchell in withholding 
these papers, it is believed that if any error has been committed by the Secretary in relation to them it is 
on the other side. If~ on the one hand, the letters of the Collector inculpate Mr. Mitchell, so, on the other 
hand, his own letters justify him; and though one letter of the Collector was omitted to be communicated 
to the House, yet, on the other band, all the letters of Mr. Mitchell were omitted. So that, as far as Mr. 
Mitchell was concerned, the charge was presented without the justification. 

It is believed that while the circumstances stated in this communication explain satisfactorily the 
reasons why the correspondence referred to by the committee was not laid before the House under the 
resolution of the 31st of December, 1819, it is demonstrated by the communications made by the Secretary 
to the President, to the committee of the Senate, to the Attorney General, and to the House itself, that 
there has been no wish nor intention on the part of the Secretary to withhold from the proper authorities 
any information, whether made known to him officially or unofficially, of the violation of the law in the 
case alluded to or of Mr. Mitchell's conduct in the transaction. 

F. 

Thomas F. Riddick, President of the Bank of Missouri, having been called on by the Committee of 
Investigation on the address of Ninian Edwards to state whether or not it is known to him that the sum 
of $138,179, paid by the Bank of Missouri to the Treasury of the United States in bills of certain banks, 
was received by the bank on public account prior to the arrangement made by the Secretary of the 
Treasury with said bank, by which the bank became bound to pay in specie or its equivalent?. 

Answers: That it is known to him that the bank did receive all the notes transferred by said bank to 
the Treasury, amounting to $138,1 'i9, from the several Receivers of Public Moneys, prior to the 9th of 
August, 1819, the day when the bank became, for the first time, bound to pay cash for all deposits on 
public account made after that date. 

ThomaJ, F. Riddick further states that he was elected a Director of the Bank of Missouri when the 
bank first commenced its operations, and has continued until this day, either as Director or President; 
that he has always taken an active part in the direction of said bank; and that all its affairs and business 
have passed under his immediate inspection. That the paper marked E, accompanying Mr. Edwards' 
address, is a copy from a memorandum kept by John Dales, former Cashier, in his lifetime, for the pur
pose of showing to the Secretary of the 'Treasury the amount received by the bank in funds at par, and 
the amount received in notes under par, that on final settlement the bank might pay in kind according 
to its receipts. • 

That the Bank of l\fissouri did transfer in eastern funds to the Bank of the United States and its 
branches near $450,000, which funds were worth four per cent. premium to the bank; and he believes 
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that the price of good bills at Louisville, Kentucky, was at that time four per cent. and upwards, a part 
of the time as high as six. These funds were transferred on drafts issued by the Treasurer of the 
United States for the use of the Treasury. 

He further states tlmt a part of the balance due by the Bank of Missouri to.the United States has 
already been paid, and that the remainder is in a course of payment, and he verily believes the ultimate 
payment to be well secured. 

Sworn and subscribed before me. 

MAY 24, 1824. 

18m CoNGREss.J No. 712. 

'l'HOMAS F. RIDDICK. 

DANIEL RAPINE, Justice of the Peace. 

[lsT SEssroN. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NINIAN EDWARDS' CHARGES OF FINANCIAL 
MISMAN .A. GEMENT. 

MADE BY SELECT commTEE, AND PRINTED DURING THE RECESS, JUNE 21, 1824, UNDER AN ORDER OF THE HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES. 

Mr. LrvIN'GsroN, from the Select Committee, to whom was referred the memorial or address of Ninian 
Edwards, having, in obedience to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 26th of May, 
continued to hold its sittings after the adjournment of the House, until this 21st day of June, have 
agreed on the following report: 

In recommending, in their former report, a continuance of the existence and powers of the committee, 
it will be remembered that the reason given for that recommendation was the obvious propriety, before 
a final close of the investigation, of having the personal presence and examination of the author of the 
address which bad occasioned the appointment of the committee. Such examination has now been 
had. Mr. Edwards attended the committee, in obedience to its summons, on the 'Ith of June; bas been 
examined as a witness by its direction; cross-examined by a gentleman attending in behalf of the Secre
tary of the Treasury; and his testimony, together with that of the other witnesses, is communicated with 
this report, as are also various documents and papers which have been referred to and produced in the 
course of the examination. 

A paper, in reply to the communication heretofore received by the committee from the Secretary, and 
another in the nature of an argument on the whole case, have also been presented by Mr. Edwards, and 
considered by the committee. 

The evidence has run into much detail, and some parts of it, probably, have not a very material 
application to the main subject of inquiry. It seems proper, however, to the committee to allow to those 
concerned a liberal indulgence in this respect. 

After a patient attention to all the evidence, and to whatever has been urged in the way of reasoning 
on the case, the committee see no cause to change or modify, in any material respect, the result to which 
they came on the former investigation, and which they have already submitted to the House. On the 
contrary, they find, in this further and fuller examination, a corroboration, generally speaking, of the 
opinions which they have heretofore expressed. 

On some parts of the inquiry, indeed, evidence has now been produced to points which were not, 
individually and particularly, taken into the consideration of the committee on the former occasion. To 
these, perhaps, some reference ought now t-0 be made. They may be considered as new articles, or new 
specifications of charge; and although not very definitely or formally made, yet, as evidence has been 
taken intended to support them, they become subjects of consideration. 

One of these respects the deposits of public money, made or allowed by the Secretary, in the banks 
of this District, at the instance and on the solicitation of the banks themselves, and as an accommodation 
to them at a time of considerable pecuniary pressure, in 1819. 

In their former report the committee expressed their opinion in relation to deposits of this nature, 
and referred to a public communication of the Secretary, in which the facts were avowed, and in which a 
practice of a like character was stated to have been of early existence and long continuance. The com
mittee did not deem it necessary to call for proof of that which was admitted; and as it was of opinion 
that the practice itself was irregular and dangerous, it did not think it material to inquire particularly 
whether, in the only case in which loss was apprehended from this cause, the probability of such loss was 
either greater or less than the Secretary had supposed. This apprehended loss is in the case of the 
Franklin Bank of Alexandria. In the letter of the Secretary to the President of the Senate, of the 25th of 
February, 1823, he says, in regard to this bank, that a letter of the District Attorney, therewith communi-
cated, showed that there was no danger of loss to the United States. • 

The evidence now offered and received tends to show that there is a probability of final loss from 
this bank, but in other respects there is no new view of the case presented. 
• The debt due to the Government from the Bank of Vincennes has also been brought forward and 

made the subject of inquiry and proof. Nothing distinguishing this case from those of other western 
banks in which the public money had been deposited, and in regard to which loss had happened, or was 
expected, had attracted the attention of the committee, as important to be considered, at the time of their 
former report. The case of this bank had been previously made the subject of a report to the House by 
the Secretary on the 21st of February, 1823, in answer to a resolution passed on the 31st of January 
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preceding, in which a statement of the debt and the means which had been faken and used to secure it 
were laid before Congress. The evidence now taken relates principally, as in the preceding .case, to the 
amount of the loss, which may be expected to be incurred. 

The only remaining charge which may be regarded as not before examined is an allegation or inti
mation that, owing to the fault of the SecrGtary, the pensioners and public creditors of the Government in 
East Tennessee were in some instances paid in bank paper not equivalent to specie. 

The circumstances attending this transaction seem to be fully stated in the testimony of Hugh L. 
White. It does not appear that any knowledge of these payments having been made in depreciated 
paper was communicated to the Secretary. The measures adopted by him for the reasonable provision 
of a proper fund at the place of disbursement were, as far as the committee can judge, suitable and 
judicious. He had a right to expect the payments to be made in specie, or its equivalent, or at least to 
be informed if anything should happen to prevent such payment. No information was given to him 
of any disappointment of his expectation in this respect by those whose duty it was to pay; and no 
complaint appears to have been preferred by those whose right it was to receive. 

In regard to the contested letter of Benjamin Stephenson, of the 12th of October; 1819, the committee 
see no cause to change the opinion which was entertained, and which they intended to express in their 
former report, that, although the letter was written as stated by Mr. Edwards in his testimony, there was 
no evidence that Mr. Stephenson communicated or transmitted it to the Secretary of the Treasury. 

The committee do not deem it necessary to extend their report by protracted observations on the 
various parts of the evidence, as the whole is submitted to the House. They content themselves with 
saying that, in their opinion, nothing has been proved to impeach the integrity of the Secretary, or to 
bring into doubt the general correctness and ability of his administration of the public finances. To this 
point, as the main object of inquiry, the chief attention of the committee has been directed, and they 
have come to the result which has now been stated with the unanimous concurrence of the members 
present. Other points there are of less importance, but which may nevertheless be supposed not to have 
escaped consideration by the committee. These, however, under all the circumstances, they have thought 
it proper to leave, without observation, in the light in which they are placed by the evidence. 

EXAMINA'l'ION OF WITNESSES.• 

JAMES LLOYD, of the Senate, sworn at the request of Mr. Edwards. 
Questions by Mr. Cook, in Mr. Edwards' behalf: 

Question. State, if you please, what is meant by a special deposit made in banking institutions ? 
Answer. That will depend on the custom of the place or the usage of the bank where the deposit is 

made. A special deposit is not a very definite term: a piece of blank paper, said to contain a thousand 
dollars, may be a special deposit, as may a bundle of notes left at a bank for collection or safe
keeping. Some banks receive as special deposit paper issued by other banks in the same State, or in 
other States, and which is repaid by the bank receiving it in the same bills as those in which it was 
deposited, or in bills of banks previously designated. I should consider as special deposit that which 
did not mix nor mingle with the general circulation of the bank. 

Question. Are special deposits ever made without designating the amount and description of money 
or the thing deposited? . 

Answer. I should think they were sometimes, merely for the purpose of safe-keeping; more generally 
there would be a label on the outside specifying the contents of the bundle, box, &c., deposited. It may 
be noted in the memorandum book of the Cashier, but does not enter into the transactions or records of 
the bank at all. Plate is often deposited in this manner, and other valuable articles. In one of the 
Boston banks I have now a deposit of this description. 

Question. When deposits are made for safe-keeping, is it ever understood that the bank is allowed to 
trade upon them as its own funds ? 

Answer. Never, I believe. Some of the banks in Massachusetts keep accounts of two kinds of 
money; Boston money, for example, and foreign money; which latter means bills of banks located out of 
the city. If a sum is deposited repayable in foreign money, the banks designate on a list generally 
posted in the banking-house a certain number of banks whose bills they will receive as "foreign money," 
which money they use; and if they repay the sum deposited in the bills of these banks they deem the 
contract fulfilled. If any one of these banks becomes insolvent previous to the payment, it is my opinion 
that the bank receiving its bills runs the risk of the loss thence accruing. 

Question. When a deposit is made of foreign money, or such as is not received as general deposit, 
but subject to be refunded to the depositor in paper of a similar kind to that deposited, if paper of a 
similar kind at the time of making the deposit should afterwards depreciate in value, would the depositor 
be bound to receive it in its depreciated state in payment of such deposit? 

Ansu:er. I should say yes to a question thus specific, but I do not know whether, strictly coni::idered, 
the notes of different banks can be viewed as precisely similar. If the bank specifies beforehand in what 
money it will repay, it is a special contract, and the depositor must abide by his own ag·reement. But if 
one of the banks in whose paper the deposit is to be repaid has subsequently failed, the bank receiving 
the deposit would not, in my opinion, be authorized to repay the deposit in the notes of such bank as had 
thus failed. Wbat rate of depreciation would justify a bank in offg_ring to pay, or a depositor in refusing 
to receive depreciated notes I cannot state. • 

Question. Where money of any description is deposited in any bank and is mingled with the funds of 
such bank g·enerally, and the bank uses it in its general transactions, is not such bank always considered 
liable to pay the amount in legal money to the depositor ? • 

Answer. I should consider the bank liable if the deposit is received and credited as general deposit. 
Questions by Mr. Webster: 

Question. By a general deposit you understand a deposit to be credited as cash in account? 
Answer. Yes. 
Question. By a special deposit you understand a deposit for safe-keeping merely? 
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Answer. Yes; or a deposit on particular conditions. 
Question. If there be a deposit of an intermediate character between a general deposit and a deposit 

for safe-keeping where, though the particular notes deposited may be used or put in circulation by the 
bank, yet the bank is not answerable for the amount in cash, do the rights of the parties in such case 
depend mainly on their contract or agreement, or is there any general bank usage which should govern 
the case? 

Answer. I know of no established usage. The conditions of the deposit are indicated by the terms 
prescribed by the bank from time to time, which are frequently varied by it according to its sense of its 
own interest. 

Question. Is your knowledge of bank usage confined principally to that prevailing in the banks of 
the Atlantic cities, or does it include the usage of the western banks. 

Answer. It is confined wholly to the former. 
JAMES LLOYD. 

HuGH L. WHITE sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards. 
Question by Mr. Edwards: 

Question. Have you any recollection of the sum of forty thousand one hundred and fifty-six dollars of • 
notes on the Bank of Tennessee and its branches which was directed to be transferred by the Bank of 
Missouri to the Branch Bank of Louisville, and which was to be subject to the drafts of the Treasurer in 
favor of the Bank of Tennessee? 

Anszrer. I think it proper to state to the committee that my memory of the transaction is not to be 
entirely depended on, as it took place several years since, and latterly my mind has been so much taken 
up with other concerns that I may not recollect correctly some matters relative to this. So. well as I 
remember, it was in the fall of 1819 the Knoxville Bank received from Mr. Crawford a letter, the substance 
of which was, that he proposed to give the bank at Knoxville a draft on the Bank of Missouri for the 
whole amount of Tennessee paper then in the hands of the Missouri Bank, and which had been received 
byit for the United States, which should be payable at Louisville, in Kentucky, in Tennessee bank paper; 
and that, upon the receipt of such draft, the State Bank at Knoxville should place to the credit of the 
Treasurer of the United States a like sum as specie, which should be drawn for as the Government might 
have occasion to use it in that quarter of the country. On the receipt of this letter he was answered 
that we could not agree to such an arrangement; that, as to the amount of Tennessee paper upon the 
Bank of the State of Tennessee and its branches, we were willing to accept such draft upon the Missouri 
Bank upon the terms proposed in his letter; that, as to other Tennessee paper that did not belong to the 
State Bank or its branches, we could not agree to receive it. In pursuance of this arrangement, early in 
the year 1820, I think in March or April, a draft was received from the Treasury for $40,156 on the Bank 
of Missouri, payable at the place and in the description of notes agreed upon. I think the amount was 
placed to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States immediately after receiving the draft. We had 
no correspondence with the Bank of Missouri, but only with the Secretary of the Treasury, so far as I can 
remember at this time, and upon this point I feel pretty certain I am not mistaken. After waiting what 
we supposed a reas.onable time to allow the Missouri Bank to have the money at Louisville, where 
the draft was to be paid, I went, and took a young man with me, to receive the money. For form's sake 
the draft was transferred to me. I went to Louisville, and, no particular place in Louisville being specified 
in the draft where the money was to be paid, I went to the Branch Bank there. I found no funds provided 
to meet the draft; and, after waiting a few days without being able to hear anything which induced me 
to think a longer delay would be useful, I had the draft protested, a copy of the protest forwarded to the 
drawer, with such notice as would make him responsible, and returned to Knoxville. Some time after
wards, I think in the same year, a letter was received from the Cashier of the United States Bank, stating 
that a bundle, said to contain the $40,156, had been forwarded and left there by the Missouri Bank for the 
purpose of lifting this draft; but, as we had had the trouble and expense of going once to receive it, we 
took no notice of this communication, and wished to have the money sent to us at our own place, at the 
expense and risk of the Missouri Bank. We were content with the paper, and ready to receive it at any 
time. Thus matters stood until we heard that the Missouri Bank had failed. I advised that the Knoxville 
Bank should again send to get this money. This was in the winter of 1821. As soon as they could make 
the arrangement, they sent on and received the money at Louisville early in the year 1822. I understood 
that the whole amount of $40,156 was received in notes of the Knoxville Bank and its branches. In the 
meanwhile the Treasury continued to draw on the Knoxville Bank, and, as President, I directed the 
Cashier not to pay cash for these drafts, but, if curi-ent money would be taken, to make advances in it, 
though the money was not yet received for the draft, under a belief that ultimately the Secretary would 
cause the amount of the draft to be paid to our bank. 

My impression was, that when the Missouri Bank had received these notes the banks were all paying 
specie, but that afterwards the branches had ceased to do so. The first information we got was from Mr. 
Cochi-an, Cashier of the Branch Bank of the United States at Louisville, that the money was ready for us, 
and was in the same summer, viz: of 1820, as I believe, but cannot be certain. I never exchanged a line 
with the Missouri Bank, nor received a line from it, according to my best recollection. I considered our 
transaction only with the Treasury. The mail from St. Louis to Knoxville was at that time tedious, and 
not very regular. I am yet ignorant of the reason why the money was not ready for us at Louisville. I 
had no reason to doubt, nor have I now, that the Treasury did all that was reasonable towards notifying 
all parties concerned of having given the draft. The amount of notes on the principal bank itself was 
small in comparison to that on its branches. 

I understood that the draft for $40,156 was a mode of transfer from one bank to another for the 
purpose of having placed to the credit of the United States, as cash or general deposit, this sum, which 
the Bank of Missouri could not transfer to the Bank of the United States. We paid creditors of the 
United States who presented drafts in current bills, though not in specie; and there were no complaints 
at the time, of which I have at present any recollection. We did not pay the specie, because the fund 
bad not been received upon the foundation of which we had agreed to pay it; and if any blame is due, it 
is due to myself in preference to the Cashier, as I forbade him to pay the specie, as it related to this 
transaction, until the fund for which we had agreed to pay it should be paid to us. 

Question. I want to know the character of Mr. Lee, whose report is in my hand? 
Answer. I have seen that report. Mr. Lee is a man of the utmost integrity; and if that report varies 

'\"OL. V--11 B 
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from my statement as to this transaction it is more to be relied on than my own statement, which is from 
memory, without the same means of being correct which Mr. Lee had. 

Question. Was a part of the money deposited to be suffered to remain in the bank? 
Answer. The Treasury was to draw out the money only as the wants of the Government required; 

something may have been said as to the time it was to remain in the bank, but have no recollection of 
any positive agreement on that subject. Mr. Crawford's letter shows the understanding upon that 
subject more correctly than I can state from memory merely. 

Question. What was the discount on your paper? 
Ans-wer. None upon that of the principal bank; but upon that of the branches and other Tennessee 

paper it has fluctuated from ten to twenty-five per cent. 
Question. What were notes on the branches of the Knoxville banks worth at that time? 
Answer. I cannot recollect at that particular time. The depreciation, taken for a series of years, was 

from ten to twenty-five per cent., as before stated, in East Tennessee; in West Tennessee "the discount has 
been sometimes higher. 

Qu,estion. Did not the pensioners receive from ten to twenty per cent. less than if they had received 
specie? 

Answer. The money in which they were paid was of the kind which was at the discount before stated. 
By Mr. Taylor: 

Question. At the time these payments were made at the Bank of Knoxville was there a credit in that 
bank to the United States? 

Answer. Yes, and that credit always stood as a specie credit. But we thought that it was more 
than balanced by the draft unpaid, and we held the Treasury responsible for the amount of that draft. 

By Mr. Webster: 
Question. In other transactions did you pay specie for the drafts of the United States? 
Answer. Our rule always was to pay in such funds as had been placed with us, if the payee so wished. 

If the fund on which the draft was drawn was specie, we paid it in that, if desired. If the fund was other 
than specie, we did not pay specie. 

By Mr. Edwards: 
Question. In crediting the draft from the Treasury in your favor was the word "cash" used? 
Answer. I cannot remember. The intent was to credit it as cash. A deposit, when nothing is said 

to the contrary, is considered by us as being payable in cash, if demanded. We viewed special deposit 
of certain kinds of notes as not binding us to repay in those identical notes, but only similar notes, or 
such as the depositor would be as well satisfied with. 

Question. Did you receive deposits from the Treasury in drafts on the Bank of Tombigbee? 
Answer. That draft never was included in the arrangement before spoken of, and nothing has been 

received by us upon it; and if it ever was credited on our books I don't remember it. That bank, 
however, is a specie-paying bank, as I have understood and believe. 

Question. Was the paper of the Huntsville Bank received at your bank? 
Answer. We never had a draft on the Bank of Huntsville. The paper of that bank is esteemed rather 

better than our own branch notes; and we have, until long after this transaction, made no distinction 
between it and what is called by us current Tennessee paper. 

Question. Was the notice of the protest at Louisville forwarded to the Treasury? 
Answer. I do not recollect further than that I took the ordinary steps to make the drawer liable 

before leaving Louisville; and upon my return, in May, wrote the letter now shown me by one of the 
committee to the Secretary. 

Question. When you received the draft did you credit the amount to the Treasury? 
Answer. Yes, as I now believe. That, I think, was our understanding of the agreement; and I 

suppose, and believe, that we complied with that part of it. 
By Mr. Webster: 

Question. Did you inform the Treasurer that you did not pay his drafts in specie, but in your own 
bills? 

Answer. I have no recollection of making any communication to Mr. Crawford on that subject. The 
Cashier may have given such notice, but I do not know that he did. I gave him no order to do so; and 
think if he had done so I should have known it. 

By Mr. Edwards: 
Question. Do you believe that any one pensioner would have taken your bills if he had supposed he 

could get specie? 
Answer. Doubtless he would have preferred specie to any of the bills in which he was paid. 

By Mr. Forsyth, on the part of Mr. Crawford: 
Question. Did you hold the United States responsible for the amount of its draft on the Bank of 

Missouri? 
Answer. Yes. 
Question. How, then, did you refuse to pay in specie ? 
Answer. We thought that, as the money for the draft had never been paid to us, it was a just interpreta

tion of the agreement that we should not pay in anything till we received the proceeds of the draft; but 
preferred advancing in such funds as we could spare to having the drafts protested. 

By Mr. Edwards: 
Question. When you received the amount of the draft was it not chiefly in notes of your branches ? 
Answer. I understood so, but have no personal knowledge, as I was not then in Knoxville. 
Question. Had not most, or all, of those branches then stopped payment ? 
Answer. They had ceased cash payments when we made the agreement; but my impression is, that 

when these notes were received in the Bank of Missouri the banks all paid specie. This answer is given, 
however, upon the presumption that the Missouri Bank had received them as they were represented to the 
Secretary. How that fact was I, of course, do not know. 

Question. What means has a Director of knowing from what persons a sum, say of $100,000, found 
in bank, and received in a series of months, has been so received? 

Answer. I can only speak as to the rules of the bank to which I have belonged. As to the rules of 
others I could only speak from information. By the rules of ours the President, Cashier, &c., can inspect 
all accounts of every person whatever; but no indimilvd Director has such power; but the Board of 
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Directors, if they choose, have as mucJi right as any of the individual officers to examine any and all 
accounts; but any information thus acquired would be confidential, and is intended to prevent any 
improper conduct, and to enable the Direct.ors and officers to discharge their respective duties to the public 
and to individuals. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question . .As the President of the Bank, would you not have preferred advancing in current notes 

with the Government bound to pay the draft, to its having been paid punctually, and your being bound to 
pay in specie ? 

.Answer. I would have preferred that the payment of the bill should have been made when I was at 
Louisville, and that the transaction should have gone on as originally intended; because we would then 
have been as able as we ever may be to lift our paper, and as I never expected more from the Govern
ment than payment at our bank in the same kind of money specified in the face of the draft; but, at the 
same time, felt a confidence that the Government would cause us to be paid in such funds at our own 
place, it could make but little difference, as most of the pensioners were very probably paid in branch 
paper or funds equal to it, and I have ever believed, as President, that the interest of the bank was most 
promoted by acting honestly. I make this observation without feeling that the question was intended 
to doubt our integrity. 

H.L. WHITE. 

JAMES SANDERSON, of Alexandria, sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards. 
By Mr. Edwards: 

Question. I wish you to state what you know concerning sums of money obtained by the Mechanics' 
Bank of .Alexandria from the Secretary of the Treasury? 

.Answer. In January, 1819, I was President of that bank. .At that time there was a run on that 
bank, and the bank was much embarrassed. I waited on the Secretary of the Treasury and he loaned 
at one time $l'l,000, at another $20,000. I showed him a statement of the concerns of the bank, proving 
its condition to be good, and reminded him of former loans by the bank to the Government in an hour of 
its necessity. He replied that he would consult the President of the United States and let me know the 
result; and when I called again, told me the Government was disposed to do all it could to relieve the 
bank, as well as the other banks of the District, and gave me a draft on the Bank of .Alexandria for 
$l'l,000. This was on or about the 12th January; on or about the 23d of the same month I called on him 
again, and he gave me another draft on the same bank for $20,000. I understood these sums as loans, 
or deposits, made to relieve and aid the bank. I continued President of the bank a few weeks, and soon 
after I left it it stopped specie payment for a time-some time about the middle of March. 

Question. Has the bank repaid any of these loans ? 
.Answer. I went this morning to look at the books of the bank, and :find that the amount appears to 

have been repaid. 
By Mr. Forsyth: 

Question. When did you :first call on the Secretary? 
.Ansioor. It was on Friday; but as I understood he was much engaged on Saturdays in receiving 

visits of members of Congress, I called again on Monday, when I received the $1 '1,000. 
Question. Were there any deposits made by Government in that bank previously to those of which 

you have now spoken? 
.Answer. There were not, I believe, except the money which had been loaned to the Government 

previous to the time I speak of. 
JAMES SANDERSON. 

JUNE 9, 1823. 

JACOB MoRGAN, of Alexandria, sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I was Cashier of the Mechanics' Bank of .Alexandria for a time after Mr. Sanderson left it. There 

were some loans obtained by Mr. Swan, President, from the Secretary of the Treasury, and received by 
me. Mr. Sanderson had left it. One loan, I think, was of $10,000, another of $20,000. The :first was 
returned in a short time, say thirty or sixty days; and a few weeks after the .:first, the second loan was 
obtained. This latter was not repaid when I left the bank, which was, I think, in 1821. When I came 
into the office of Cashier I found little specie and a very small amount of current money, and about $80,000 
of notes in circulation. I reduced these before I left to less than $'1,000. 

The second Joan of $20,000 was, as I understand, subsequentlypaid, or secured to be paid, through the 
Bank of .Alexandria; but when I left the bank the two loans mentioned by Mr. Sanderson and the second 
mentioned by me remained unpaid. rhis last was received in 'freasury drafts on Carolina and Virginia. 
I went to Raleigh, in North Carolina, and exchanged the drafts for Virginia paper. The Raleigh Bank 
then paid specie, and was willing so to pay these drafts, but I did not wish to take away the specie. 

The first $10,000 was obtained to enable the bank to pay specie; but this being found insufficient, 
the second loan was obtained. The bank paid some of its notes as it was able, and as fast as the notes 
were paid they were withdrawn; but many notes were not paid when presented. I did understand from 
the Secretary of the Treasury that the loans were obtained in order to enable the bank to wind up its 
affairs. The Secretary frequently applied to me for repayment, and being told by me that the bank was 
unable to do it, he insiRted upon interest being allowed on the loan, which was agreed to by the bank. I 
do not recollect when this agreement for interest was made; not, however, before the money had remained 
due for a year; nor do I remember from what date the interest was to -be calculated. The present state
ment I make from memory merely, not having had access to the books of the bank for several years. 

JACOB MORGAN. 

AUGUSTINE NEWTON sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I was Cashier of the Franklin Bank, and became so in March, 1821. There is a credit on the books 

of the bank to the Treasurer of the United States for $48,000. The money was obtained before I went 
into office. Mr. Crawford was once at the bank while I was Cashier, say in August, 1821, applying to 
have the money either paid or secured, at which time the bank agreed to transfer to him all its property 
as security, and that this loan was the :first debt to be paid. The charter of the bank expired on January 
I, 1822, but I have the books in my possession. 
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The discounted notes were first to be resorted to, and if these proved insufficient, resort was to be 
had to stock notes. A small sum, less than one thousand dollars, has been collected. The notes are now 
in suit by Mr. Swan, District Attorney. The stock notes are notes given by stockholders for stock, for 
the payment of which stock is pledged as security. I know of no reason for the agreement that one class 
of notes was first to be sued for, unless it may have been the convenience of the debtors on the stock 
notes. All the real property was also transferred. It consisted of a few houses taken for debts. 

The agreement was accepted by Mr. Crawford before the expiration of the charter, and sent to Mr. 
Swan to have a regular conveyance drawn up. That conveyance was not consummated till after the 
charter had expired, say in October, 1822. Many of the notes assigned were under protest, and some of 
them in suit. Notes, including stock notes, to the amount of $185,000, and real estate to the amount of 
$5,000, were offered to be transferred; but Mr. Crawford did not at that time accept of this offer, because it 
did not extend to the payment of interest; but afterwards, the interest being stipulated for, the agreement 
was accepted and the transfer made in October, 1822, as I have above stated. The stock notes are still 
in my possession. They have never been endorsed to the Government by any one. If suits can be 
sustained there will be ample funds to repay the loan. , 

When I went into the office of Cashier I was under the impression that provision had been made by 
Congress for continuing the charter of the bank for five years beyond the time originally limited for its 
expiration. I continued under that impression for a long time, and I believe the Directors were under 
the same impression. 

AUG. NEWTON. 
JUNE 9, 1824. 

Mr. NEWTON again called, (June 10.) 
The transfer above referred to from the bank to the United States was made on the 3d October, 

1822. The terms of the agreement were :finally arranged and assented to by the parties on the 5th 
December, 1821. 

A. NEWTON. 

CHARLES T. CHAPMAN sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I was Cashier of the Union Bank of Alexandria. In June, 1819, owing to the heavy pressures upon 

the bank, and considering a disadvantageous loan had been made by this bank to the Government, and 
believing as I then did and do now, that, unless some temporary relief could be obtained at the moment, 
a serious inconvenience would have resulted to the institution; under such circumstances, a committee 
was appointed to solicit from the Hon. Wm. H. Crawford, Secretary of the Treasury, a temporary aid, 
which he was pleased to grant, under the conditions that the amount should be refunded when demanded. 
The sum received from the.Treasury was $30,000, in June, 1819; and, having received information that 
it must be refunded in January, 1820, a part was paid in the latter month and the balance in February 
of the same year; and although the funds we received from the Treasury were not, nor could have been, 
desirable under any other circumstances than those above mentioned, yet ·interest was paid upon the same. 
The money thus received from the Treasury was all, I believe, paid into the Office of Discount and Deposit 
of the Bank of the United States at Washington, either by deposits or drafts of the Treasurer through 
that bank upon us. 

The solvency of the Union Bank was, I believe, never questioned at any time during its operation. 
C. T. CHAPMAN. 

JUNE 9, 1924. 

JONAH THOMPSON sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am President of the Bank of Alexandria, and have been since March 1, 1819. 
The bank never applied to the Secretary of the Treasury for a loan, but have always had the deposits 

from the Custom-house. On the 9th of January there was an application, and understood to be the wish 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, that the Bank of Alexandria would assume and pay the sum of forty-six 
thousand dollars to the Government. The Bank of Alexandria gave credit to the Government for the 
amount, and the Mechanics' Bank agreed to secure it by notes and real estate. The bank pays the drafts 
of the Government when called upon. It has a deposit of more than $139,000. The Bank of Alexandria 
has never applied to the Treasurer for any indulgence, to my knowledge. 

JONAH THOMPSON. 

J~!ES L. M'KENN.A. sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am Cashier of the Bank of Alexandria; I became so in 1811. The bank has never had a loan or an 

indulgence from the Treasury. It has always had the deposit of the Government from the Collector. It 
has made advances to the Government when under pressure. And at one time remonstrated with Mr. 
Crawford on the closeness with which the public deposits were drawn. The average amount of public 
money remaining on deposit in the bank since Mr. Crawford has been Secretary of the Treasury has been 
less, I think, than it was during the incumbency of Mr. Gallatin. 

JUNE 9. J. L. M'KENNA. 

I had an agency in obtaining one of the loans made by Mr. Crawford to the Mechanics' Bank of 
Alexandria, when that bank was in difficulty. I accompanied Mr. Sanderson in his visit to the Secretary 
when he obtained the second loan, and represented the injurious consequences of permitting that bank to 
fail. I redeemed, repeatedly, the notes of that bank out of the hands of brokers and others. Mr. Craw
ford seemed dissatisfied at the second application so soon after the loan of $1 'l',000. He applied to me 
for my opinion of the solvency of that bank, and whether the loan would enable it to redeem its paper. 
I represented the circumstances of the bank as being safe, (to the extent of its debt, but that its stock
holders might lose,) though I doubted the sufficiency of the loan to enable it to redeem its paper. I 
represented the permitting the Mechanics' Bank to fail as being calculated to injure, and the granting of 
the loan to benefit, materially, the commercial interests of Alexandria; and Mr. Crawford acquiesced in 
the wishes of Mr. Sanderson, and made the loan in drafts on some of the western banks in sums of 2, 3, 
and 4,000 dollars each. 

By Mr. Edwards: 
Question. When a general deposit is made in your bank, without anything being said on either side, 

is the amount demandable in cash? 
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.Answei·. Always, except when plate or notes of district banks are left for safe-keeping, to be delivered 
to order. 

J. L. M'KENN.A. 

WILLllif RHODES sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I was Cashier of the FrQ-nklin Bank of .Alexandria from May, 1816, to June, 1819. When I left that 

bank it was indebted to the United States, I think, in the sum of $~8,000. I cannot certainly tell when 
it became indebted, but believe it was in 1818 or 1819. It became indebted, as I understood, in conse
quence of an application by our Directors to the Secretary of the Treasury for a loan. There were, I 
believe, three such applications. At the first, we received $18,000; the second, $18,000; and at the third, 
$12,000. The money was advanced to the bank to relieve it from its embarrassments. I feel very 
certain as to the aggregate amount of $48,000, but am not so sure as to the amount of the different sums 
obtained at each application, nor respecting the time when they were obtained. My impression is, that 
the loans were all obtained within the course of about six months. I cannot state whether interest was or 
was not to be allowed upon them. I have no further knowledge of the transaction than that I received 
the warrants from the Treasury and passed the amounts to the credit of the United States. I now 
recollect that I was, in one instance, requested by the Directors to write a letter to the Secretary, 
requesting a deposit in our bank, which I did accordingly. But I do not remember at what time, nor 
whether it was before or after the first loan. 

WM. RHODES. 
JUNE 10, 1824. 

ALEXANDER KERR sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am Cashier of the Bank of the Metropolis in this city, and have been so for ten years past. It was 

one of the banks in which public deposits were made previous to the existence of the United States Bank. 
When the Bank of the United States went into operation the Bank of the Metropolis owed the United 
States about $90,000, which was drawn for by the former in one check. This sum had come into the bank 
by deposits of individuals only, and not by loan. 

There is a deposit now in the bank to the credit of the United States, in consequence of payments 
for western lands being made partly in bills which the United States Bank would not receive as cash, 
and which were received by the Bank of the Metropolis and receipted for to the Treasurer of the United 
States as cash. The notes were on specie-paying banks. We received them as cash, and considered the 
accommodation to the Government quite equal to any benefit received by the bank. The sum has 
gradually increased and vibrated from $40,000 to $60,000. It was never made at the solicitation of our 
bank, but the Secretary of the Treasury directed persons wishing to pay for lands, as above stated, to 
apply to our bank to know if we would receive the notes and credit them as cash; which we agreed to 
do. The amount of deposit as reported to the Treasury the 1st of January of the present year was 
about $60,000. Neither specie nor United States notes to any considerable amount were :included in the 
above deposits. 

ALEX'R KERR, Cashier. 
JUNE 10, 1824. 

DANIEL KURTZ sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am Cashier of the Bank of Columbia, and have been for more than two years; since I have been 

Cashier the bank has been indebted to the United States in all about $300,000. The bank was appointed 
agent for the Treasury to collect certain uncurrent money; the whole amount above mentioned did not, 
however, consist of such collections; there were some balances, about $40,000, left from former trans
actions with the Treasury. The sum I have mentioned was owing by the bank when I became Cashier, 
and has remained about the same ever since. When the United States Bank went into operation the 
Bank of Columbia owed the Government from $30,000 to $60,000, a part of which was drawn for by the 
Treasury, say about $15,000. The balance has not been drawn for and remains a cash debt due to the 
United States. 

I do not know precisely what arrangement was made with the bank respecting the collection of 
uncurrent notes, but I have understood that so much of those notes as the bank could collect and turn 
into current money might remain in the bank on deposit; but I cannot state for how long a time. About 
$200,000 worth of uncurrent notes have been thus converted and credited as cash to the Treasury; part 
of the residue bas been drawn out by the Secretary of the Treasury, and part remains now in the bank. 
These uncurrent notes were a part of those reported as uncollectable by the Bank of the United States, 
and were received from that bank by an order of the Treasury. 

Question. What is the amount of note!3 delivered for collection and what were the dates of delivery, 
and specify on what banks? 

Answer. The amount of notes delivered for collection was $545,991 37, as appears by a statement 
now delivered, marked Z, in which also the dates of the orders for the delivery of the notes to the bank 
will appear. The notes were actually received between the months of December, 1818, and August, 1819. 
The banks whose notes were so received are so numerous that it bas been impossible for me at this time 
to make out the list. A statement of a number of them is, however, contained in a paper now delivered, 
marked Y. 

Question. What were the amounts of these notes cashed by the bank. 
Ansu-er. $238,361 87, as also appears by the paper marked Z. 
Question. What was the amount of uncurrent notes drawn out of the bank by the Treasury ? 
Ansm:er. $123,102 59, as appears by a statement now delivered, and marked X. 
Question. What is the amount of such uncurrent notes now on hand, and where are they lodged? 
Answer. $53,661 40, lodged principally at the several places contained in a statement now delivered, 

and marked W. 
Question. What is the total amount of the debt now due from the Bank of Columbia to the United 

States? 
Answer. About $372,000, of which $318,361 87 is cash, and includes about $30,000 standing to the 

credit of the Treasurer on sundry accounts, and the remaining balance of $53,661 40 is special deposit. 
Question. What probability is there of the United States recovering this debt? 
Anszcer. In my opinion the security given for the debt is amply sufficient, and I believe the whole will be 
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recovered. The bank owes, in all, about $800,000, and the nominal amount of its assets is more than a 
million and a half of dollars. An agreement has been made with the Bank of the United States to assign 
to it property and debts to secure the debt from the Bank of Columbia to the Bank of the United States, 
and to the United States. For the whole of the above amount of $318,361 8'i, excepting the sum of 
$30,000 above specified, the Government received a credit on the books of the bank, as cash, in 1819 or 
1820. At that time the Bank of Columbia paid specie. The above sum, credited as cash, was suffered 
to remain in the bank from that tipie to the present. This, as I understand, was in pursuance of an 
agreement with the Treasury. This deposit was the only compensation the bank received for the trouble 
of collection. I do not know that any time was specified for the continuance of the deposit. The Secre
tary of the Treasury has pressed the bank very much for the amount; more, I think, than he ought to have 
done, considering the trouble and expense to which the bank was put. 

• D. KURTZ, Cashier ef the Bank ef Columbia. 

STATEMENT W. 

EJvidences ef debt in possession ef the bank. 

Cumberland Bank of Alleghany ..................................................... . 
Bank of Wilmington and Brandywine ............................................... . 
Farmers and Mechanics' Bank, Pittsburg ............................................. . 
Urbanna Banking Company ........................................................ . 
Bedford Bank of Pennsylvania ..................................................... . 
German Bank of Wooster ......................................................... . 
Union Bank-of Pennsylvania ....................................................... . 
Sundry bank notes, among which are Kentucky Insurance Company, $'i9'i; Marietta and 

Susquehanna Trading Company, $1,360; Susquehanna Bridge Company, $'i96; and $482 
counterfeits of various banks ................................................... . 

STATEMENT X. 

$1,l 'i6 61 
'i,3'i6 00 
1,311 00 
2,339 00 
4,059 5'i 

23,'i61 00 
9, 'i58 00 

3,880 22 

53;661 40 

Evidences ef debt in these cases delivered, 0nd in possession ef the Treasury, .August, 1820. 

Elkton Bank of Maryland.......................................................... $19,865 25 
Alexandria Society, Granville.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,463 00 
Owl Creek Bank.................................................................. 64 00 

·Western Bank of Virginia, Parkersburg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198 00 
German Bank of Wooster ........................................................ : . 11,344 00 
Farmers' Bank of New Salem.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,835 00 
Bank of Green Castle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 595 00 
Commercial .Bank of Lake Erie.................................................... 10,900 00 
Virginia Saline Bank.............................................................. 10,1"21 00 
Bank of Somerset and Worcester...................................... . . . . . . . . . . . 1,3'i5 00 
Merchants' Bank of Alexandria.................................................... 3,2l'i 00 
Urbanna Banking Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 00 
Juniata Bank of Pennsylvania.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,200 00 
Huntingdon Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,380 00 
Bank of Muskingum ............................................................. : 291 00 

Do .......................... _.............................................. 'i,930 00 
Do........................................................................ 29,'i41 00 

Lebanon Miami Exporting Company.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,5'i5 00 
Bank of Washington, Pennsylvania................................................ 'i,508 34 

123,102 59 

STATEMENT Y. 

Bellemont Bank of St. Clairsville. 
Bank of Marietta. 
Franklin Bank of Columbus. 
Alexandria Society, Granville. 
German Bank of Wooster. 
Muskingum Bank, Zanesville. 
Centre Bank, Pennsylvania. 
Farmers and Merchants' Bank, Green Castle. 
Union Bank, Pennsylvania. 
Farmers' Bank, Pittsburg. 
Farmers, l\Ierchants, and Manufacturers' Bank, Chili-

cotbe. 
Farmers' Bank, Canton. 
Bank of Mount Pleasant. 
Lebanon Miami Banking Company, Ohio. 
Juniata Bank. 
Farmers and Mechanics' Bank, Pittsburg. 
Huntingdon Bank. 
Virginia Saline Bank. 
Cumberland Bank of Alleghany. 
Merchants' Bank, Alexandria. 
Kentucky Insurance Company. 
Urbanna Banking Company. 

Farmers and Mechanics' Bank, New Salem. 
Owl Creek Bank. 
Western Bank of Virginia, Parkersburg. 
Bank of Vincennes. 
Lancaster Ohio Bank. 
Zanesville Canal and Manufacturing Company. 
Ohio Company. 
Commercial Bank, Lake Erie. 
Bank of Beaver. 
Bank of Chilicothe. 
Alleghany Bank, Bedford. 
Northwestern Bank, Pennsylvania. 
Farmers and Mechanics' Bank, Cincinnati. 
Bank of Washington, Pennsylvania. 
Westmoreland Bank, Pennsylvania. 
Miami Exporting Company. 
Farmers and Mechanics' Bank. 
Bank of Steubenville. 
Indiana Manufacturing Company. 
Bank of West Union. 
Banks in Delaware. 
Banks in Virginia. 
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z. 
DR. T. T. Tucker, Esq., Treasurer United States, in account with the Bank of Columbia. CR. 

Cash. Special de-
posit. 

1820. 
Jan. 20 To draft No. 933 ••••• ••••• •••• , ••••• , •••••• ·••·•· $41,275 65 
Aug. 18 Tor. Norris, Cashier................. •••••••••••• 7,779 18 

23 To W. Neil, Cashier.................. ••.••• ...... 11,194 32 
Sept. 4 To draft No. 165. .... •••.•• ••••• ... .. •• •• •. •• •••• 1,636 00 

30 To draft No. 160 • • • • • • • . • • • .. • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8, 120 00 
To draft No. 161 .............................. ,.. 23,600 00 

Oct. 21 To draft No. 163 .............................. , • • 130 00 
To draft No. 162 ••••••••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• •••• 23,550 00 

Nov. 21 To Dank of Vincennes ............... •••••. ...... 11200 00 
1821. 

Oct. 15 To cash............................. $51000 00 ........... . 

Cash. Special de-
posit. 

1818. 
Dec. 19 Dy draft Dank United S£l!les ................ •••••. e,1681588 37 

30 Do ............ do............... ...... ..... • 13,640 00 
Do •••••••••••• do............... •••••• •••••. 10,900 00 
Do ............ do.............. •••.•••••••• 171744 00 

1819. 
Jan. 14 By A. D, Steuart•s deposit ••••••• ,.... .... •••• •••. 8,322 00 
April 30 Dy Dank Wilmington and Brandy-

wine.............................. ... ... . ..... 17,376 oo 
May 17 Dy sundry Treasury drafts •••••••••••• $451000 00 .••••••.•••• 
July 13 Dy Treasury Department on Chili-

cothe........................... ••• • . • • • • • .. • • • 1,930 00 
Dec. 2 To draft No. 164 ........... •••••... •• • .•• •••• .... 558 36 1820. 

To draft No. 1,096.. •••••• ••.••• •••••• •••• •• .• •••. 11822 00 Aug. 2 By Treasury Department on Chili-
1822. cothe .............................. •······"··· 291 00 

June 20 '.l'o draft No. 1,237.... •• •••• •••• ...... •••••• ...... 51000 00 1821. 
July 18 To draft No. 1,379 .• , ••.•••••••••• ,... •••. ........ 51000 00 Aug. 4 By Bank United States............... •.•••. •••. •• 1,200 00 

To cash account,.................... ••. . •••• •.•. 23ll1361 87 By special deposit.••••••••• • •••• •• • • 2381361 87 ••••• ...... . 
To balance to new account .••••••.••• 2781361 87 1761 763 99 

283,361 87 545,991 37 283,361 87 545,991 37 

By balance of special deposit......... • • • • • • • • • • . . 1761 763 99 
By balance of cash account.. . • • • • • • • • 2781361 87 •••••••••••• 
(X.) Specialdeposits,evi-

dencesacc. Treas. $123,102 59 
(W.) Special deposits, 

evidences at Bank 
Columbia .•••• •••• 531661 40 

176,763 99 

In addition to the balance, as stated in the account current, there is due to the United States on the books of the Office of Pay and Deposit, on sundry 
accounts, about $30,000. 

Enw.ARD JoNEs sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am chief clerk in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury. I have heard of a letter mentioned 

by Mr. Edwards as having been written by Mr. Stephenson, Receiver of Public Moneys at Edwardsville, 
to the Secretary of the Treasury. I first heard of it very lately. I believe the first intimation I had 
concerning it was derived from Mr. Edwards' memorial to Congress. 

By Mr. Cook: 
Questwn. Did you ever see, in the Treasury Department, previously to Mr. Edwards' memorial, any 

letter or notice in any part of the public papers concerning Mr. Edwards' having withdrawn from the 
Directorship of the bank at Edwardsville? 

Answer. Never. 
Que.stwn. Does the correspondence between the Secretary of the Treasury and the banks which are 

depositories of the public moneys pass through your hands? 
Answer. Yes. When the Secretary is in town he opens the mail himself; writes on the different 

bundles such directions as will designate what is to be done with each, so that they may respectively be 
acted on; they are then sent out to me, and I distribute them among the clerks. 

Questwn. Have you read the report of the Secretary of the Tr~asury made to Congress on the 22d 
day of March of the present year? 

Answer. Yes, I have. 
Questwn. Did the Secretary consult you in making out that report? 
Answer. No. 
Questwn. Did he say anything to you in reference to that report before it was made? 
Answer. No. 
Question. Do you or do you not know that the letter from Mr. Stephenson referred to by Mr. Edwards 

has since been found in the Treasury Department? 
Answer. No; I do not know any such thing. 
Questwn. Have you heard that that letter has been found? 
Answer. Never. 
Questwn. Do you remember whether the $ecretary of the Treasury received the St. Louis Enquirer in 

1819? 
Answer. I do not recollect. I have seen that paper several times in the Department. Papers are 

frequently sent to the Secretary which he has not subscribed for, and after a few numbers are sent and 
no subscription obtained they are sent no longer. 

Questwn. When, according to your best recollection, did you first see that paper in the Department? 
Answer. I do not recollect. • 
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Question. Do you think it was several years past? 
Answer. I have seen it within two years. 

[No 'll2. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question. Does all the official correspondence of the Secretary of the Treasury pass through your 

hands? 
Answer. Yes. 
Question. In order to distribute the different papers sent out to you by the Secretary is it not 

necessary that you should read them? 
Answer. To read them all would occupy more time than I can spare, but on merely opening them I 

can immediately perceive whether they are from banks or Receivers of Public Moneys, or what is their 
general character. , 

Question. Who makes the endorsements on these letters? 
Answer. If they require an immediate answer I usually draw the answer, and in that case I endorse 

them myself ; but if they do not require immediate attention, or do not need any answer at all, I hand 
them over to a young man who assists me, and he makes the endorsement. The greater part of the 
letters received are of the description first mentioned. I do not draft all the answers, but most of the 
letters are of such a kind that there are precedents for the answer required. 

Question. When calls are made upon the Secretary of the Treasury for papers does the direction 
usually pass through your hands? 

Answer. Yes, it usually does. (The direction is generally endorsed on the back;) in some few cases 
it has been sent immediately by the Secretary to the person having charge of the papers. 

Question. To which of the clerks go the letters from the Receivers of the Public Moneys? 
Answer. They remain with me, unless where they contain inquiries for directions concerning the 

kinds of moneys to be received, and the place of deposit, in which case they are considered as pertaining 
to the duty of Mr. Dickins. 

By Mr. Cook: 
Question. Where and by whom were the copies of the voluminous documents laid before Congress 

the present session, in answer to a call for the correspondence of the Treasury with the western banks, 
made? 

Answer. That is a question which I cannot answer very fully. I had no share in making out those 
copies. Mr. Dickins was engaged in superintending that business. A Mr. Elkins, a Mr. Philips, and a 
Mr. Washington were employed, and Mr. Laub, an extra clerk in the office. 

Question. Was any part of the correspondence taken away from the Department to be copied? 
Answer. I was told by Mr. Richards, who had the largest portion of the letters from banks to copy, 

that he took them with him to Connecticut. I also understood from :Mr. Elkins that he took some of 
those assigned him to his lodgings. Those given to both these gentlemen were letters from banks to the 
Department. Those given to the extra clerks were records taken from the files of the office. 

Question. At what time did this copying commence? 
Answer. I think about the first of last July. 
Question. At what time was it finished? 
Answer. A few days before the report went in to Congress. It occupied some days to arrange so 

great a number of copies of letters, but as soon as that was done and the report made out, the whole was 
sent in. I understood that the arrangement intended was, that each letter should be followed by the 
answer to it. But I had no hand in the business from the commencement to the end of it. 

EDWARD JONES. 

CLEMENT SMITH sworn; at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am President of the Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Georgetown, and have been for about four 

years. The bank has not been, in that time, indebted to the United States, nor is there a credit now on 
the books to the United States. 

C. SMITH. 

OVERTON CARR sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am Cashier of the Patriotic Bank, and have been since its establishment, in 1815. The bank had 

one deposit from the Treasury of $10,000, on the 13th of September, 1819. It was made at my request, 
in consequence of the pressure then existing in the concerns of the bank. It consisted of a draft on 
Salem, Massachusetts, for $5,000; Portsmouth, $2,000; Bristol, $1,000; Petersburg, $2,000. On the 11th 
of February, 1820, this loan was repaid by a deposit in the United States Branch Bank, in this city. 
Interest of six per cent. was paid on the deposit, and a loss was sustained of l½ per cent. in converting 
these funds into cash, which was done through the agency of brokers. The banks drawn on were specie-
paying banks, and their notes current in their own States, respectively. The loss arose merely from the 
rate of exchange. The bank has never, before or since, been indebted to the United States. 

OVERTON CARR. 

RICHARD SMITH sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am Cashier of the Branch Bank of the United States in this city, and have been since its institution. 

By Mr. Cook: 
Question. In what manner was the deposit of $1,115 made by Colonel Reddick in that bank; and how 

was it credited to the United States? 
Answer. To the best of my recollection, it was entered to the credit of the United States, part as 

cash and part as special deposit; perhaps $285 entered as special deposit, on paper of the Franklin Bank 
of Alexandria. The residue entered as cash. I have no memorandum with me to refer to; but presume 
the above to be the transaction referred to in the question. 

RD. SMITH. 
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THOMAS SwANN sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
Question. Please to state at what time the transfer of the effects of the Franklin Bank of Alexandria 

to the United States was made, for the purpose of securing certain loans made to it by the Treasury, and 
all the circumstances connected with such transfer. 

Answe1·. I was applied to, as the Attorney of the United States for the District of Columbia, by the 
Secretary of the Treasury, some time in the summer or fall of 1821, to carry into effect an agreement 
which had been entered into between the Secretary of the Treasury and the Franklin Bank of Alexandria, 
in relation to a debt of about $48,000, due from the Franklin Bank to the United States. The agreement 
appeared to have been entered into on the 23d of August, 1821; and the bank bound themselves to 
transfer to William H. Crawford, and his successors in office, all the debts due to that bank, and all the 
real estate of every description belonging to the bank, and all the notes given by the stockholders of the 
bank on account of stock by them severally subscribed thereto. The real estate was to be disposed of on 
the most advantageous terms, and the whole amount of the moneys collected were to be placed in the 
Bank of Alexandria to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States. 

The debts were to be collected by gradual instalments, excepting the stock debts, which were to be 
applied, in the first place, to the payment of the deposits and issues then due from the bank; and in the 
second place, to make up any deficiency that might be due to the United States. Schedules of the debts 
due to the bank were annexed to the agreement. 

Very shortly after this application was made by the Secretary of the Treasury, I prepared a deed of 
assignment for the purpose of carrying this agreement into effect, and made various efforts in the course 
of the fall of that year to get it executed by the Board of Directors of the Franklin Bank, but without 
effect; objections and difficulties of one sort or other were constantly made, and an indisposition to 
execute the assignment, as I thought, manifested on the part of the Board. I had understood that the 
deposit had been originally made by the Secretary of the Treasury in that bank at the instance of General 
Thomson Mason and Mr. John T. Ricketts, who were then Directors of the bank, and if they had been alive 
at the time that I prepared the assignment I have no doubt that the assignment would have been promptly 
executed; but the death of these gentlemen, and of my brother, William T. Swann, who had acted as the 
President of the bank, produced, I am inclined to think, the delays which attended the final completion 
of this business. After making my efforts to get this paper executed, I was requested to send it to the 
Secretary of the Treasury, and I accordingly did so, and I believe that a correspondence took place 
between him and the bank upon the su~ject of the deed. It was returned to me about the month of May, 
1822, and was finally executed by the Board of Directors of the bank some time afterwards, the precise 
period I do not now recollect. At the time it was executed, none of us, I believe, were aware that the 
charter of the bank had expired. The impression generally was, that a power had been reserved to it, in 
common with the other banks of the District, to wind up its affairs, and the time given was, I think, five 
years; but so it was, upon looking at the law, the Franklin Bank was omitted, and its charter at an end 
before the deed of assignment was finally executed. 

"\Vhen this information was obtained I was requested to turn my attention again to the original 
agreement, and to see whether the United States would be able to recover their moneys upon that paper. 
Upon considering that paper it seemed to me that the notes which [had] been negotiated in the bank 
while it was incorporated and endorsed in blank might be applied to the use of the United States, and I -
accordingly obtained possession of those notes and filled up the endorsements payable to the United 
States, and brought suits at law upon those notes in behalf of the United States, which suits are still 
mostly depending. 

As to the stock notes, no measures have yet been taken upon them, nor did the agreement with the 
bank authorize any steps to be yet taken; but when it may be necessary to resort to them, it s.eemed to 
me that a Court of Chancery would compel the payment of them and give to the United States the same 
relief as if the assignments had been regularly made. 

If the United States should be able to enforce the paym!3nt of those stock notes, I should entertain no 
doubt but that the money due to the United States may be obtained; but otherwise a considerable loss 
would be sustained. 

THOS. SWANN. 

DAVID ENGLISH sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am Cashier of the Union Bank of Georgetown, and have been since its institution in 1809. That 

bank received one deposit in August, 1819, from the Treasury, of $25,000. The bank was under some 
fears on the subject of the resumption of specie payments, and application was made to the Treasury 
for aid and the loan was obtained, which was repaid in October following by deposits in the United 
States Bank or its branches. No other deposit has since been made by the Treasury in the Union Bank 
to my knowledge No interest was paid on the above loan. 

D. ENGLISH, Cashier. 

THOlIAS DuNGAN sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am a clerk in the Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, and have been about eight years. 
Question. Have you heard of a letter said by Mr. Edwards to have been written hy Mr. Stephenson, 

Receiver of Public Moneys at Edwardsville, to the Treasury, in 1819? 
Answer. Not until lately, when it has been mentioned in the public papers. I never heard of it until 

after Mr. Edward's memorial was communicated to Congress. 
Question. Was it after that memorial was presented to Congress that you first heard the subject 

spoken of? 
Answer. I have answered that question. 
Questwn. Have you heard anything of that letter having been found in the Treasury Department 

since that memorial was presented to Congress? 
Ansu-er. I have not. 
Question. Do you know whether the St. Louis Enquirer was received at that Department in 1819? 
.A.nsicer. I do not know. 
Question. Did you see the report of the Secretary of the Treasury of the 22d of March, of the present 

year, previous to its communication to Congress? Or did you know anything of the subjects of its con
tents before it was communicated? 

A.nsu·er. I did not see or copy any part of the report before it went to Congress; I had only a general 
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knowledge of its contents, such as everybody else had from the call to which it was an answer. My 
business in the office did not lead me to any special knowledge of that report. 

THOMAS DUNGAN. 

SAMUEL M. M'KEAN sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am a clerk in the Office of the Secretary of the Treasury • I never heard of the letter said to 

have been written by }.fr. Stephenson, Receiver of Public Moneys at Edwardsville, to the Treasury 
Department, before the evening of the day in which Mr. Edwards' memorial was presented to Congress. 
I attend, among other things, to that part of the business of the office which relates to the remission of 
fines and forfeitures, and also to the issuing of commissions. I have never heard of that letter having 
been found by any one in the Treasury Department. 

S. M. M'KEAN. 

PETER G. WASHINGTON sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am a clerk in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, and have been since July 1, 1822. I 

copied a portion of the documents submitted to Congress the present session by the Treasury Department. 
I first heard of Mr. Stephenson's letter to the Treasury on the day after the memorial of Mr. Edwards was 
presented to Congress. I have never heard that that letter has been found in the Department since the 
presentation of that memorial. The letters addressed to the office generally, and among them those which 
contain the correspondence with the banks, are mostly deposited in the room in which I am employed, 
and are considered as placed more particularly under my charge, and I think that, had such a letter been 
found, I must have heard of it. The letters have always been under my charge since I went into the office, 
but every gentleman in the office has free access to them, as a matter of course, in the discharge of his official 
duty. My duty in relation to them consists in placing and keeping· them on the proper files, and restoring 
them to their places when removed. The custom of the office, in relation to letters sent from it, is to 
preserve in the Department the draught of letters, and to send away the fair copy of that draught made by 
one of the clerks. The original draught is sometimes made by the Secretary himself, and, if it is sufficiently 
fair, the original itself is sometimes sent and a copy retained. These copies or draughts are filed, and 
usually recorded monthly. No directions were ever given me by the Secretary to search for the letter of 
Mr. Stephenson; as I before said, I never heard of that letter until Mr. Edwards' memorial was presented. 
The instructions of the Secretary were, that all the letters to and from banks should be communicated to 
Congress; in consequence of which, many letters were so communicated which I did not conceive to be 
embraced in the call of the House. 

PETER G .. WASHINGTON. 

PET&R G. WASHINGTON again called: 
By Mr. Webster: 

. Question. Are you able to state at what time the copying of the correspondence with the banks 
commenced, by order of the Secretary of the Treasury, which was called for by-a resolution of the House 
of Representatives of May 8, 1822, and which was communicated, '\_\Tith a letter of the Secretary, to the 
House, of March 22, 1824 ? 

.Answer. Soon after the adjournment of Congress in 1823; I think, in April. 
By Mr. Cook: 

Question. Look at the paper now shown to you. [Here Mr. Washington was shown a paper 
submitted to the committee by Mr. Edwards as the enclosure in the letter of the Secretary of the Treasury 
to the Cashier of the Bank of Edwardsville, dated November 1, 1819.] Do you know the hand,vriting? 

.Answer. I do. . 
Question. Will you state whose it is? 
.Answer. It is the handwriting of the late Edward Fox, formerly a clerk in the office of the Secretary 

of the Treasury. 
Question. Do you know who copied the letter of the 1st of November, above referred to, for the 

purpose of being communicated to the Hou,se with the report of the Secretary of the 24th of March last? 
.Answer. I do; it was copied by myself. 
Question. Did the original copy of the enclosure accompany the original letter when copied by you? 
.Answer. It did not. The enclosure was a letter to a Receiver; the letters called for were letters to 

and from banks .. 
Question. Do you or do you not know that the Secretary of the Treasury could have commanded the 

same means during the recess of Congress in 1822, for the purpose of preparing the documents to accom
pany the report made on March 22, 1824, as were employed during the succeeding year to prepare the 
same documents; and if so, do you know what reason prevented their employment ? 

.Answer. The power of the Secretary of the Treasury on that subject must always be the same. In 
his report of February, 1823, he states why all the correspondence with the banks was not then commu
nicated, and I know of no other reason than the one he assigned. 

Question. Do you know of any reason to doubt the truth of the facts stated in that report as the 
cause for not sooner communicating the correspondence ? 

.Answer. I do not. 
By Mr. Forsyth: 

Question. At what time did Mr. Crawford return from Georgia to Washington in that year? 
.Answer. Late in the fall. , 

PETER G. WASHINGTON. 

RoBERT NEWELL sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am a clerk in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury. I never heard of the letter of Mr. 

Stephenson to the Treasury until I read the memorial of Mr. Edwards to Congress. I have been in the 
office three years. I had charge of the letters in the apartment where Mr. Vl ashington now is, for a time. 
I never saw such a letter as that said to have been written by Mr. Stephenson in the Department. It jg 

. now nearly two years since I left that room. I have heard nothing of such a letter being found in the 
Department since Mr. Edwards' memorial was presented to Congress. Nothing was ever said to me, 
either by Mr. Crawford or by any other person, respecting that letter, previous to Mr. Crawford's report 
of March 22, 1824. 

R. NEWELL. 
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AsntmY DICKINS sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am a clerk in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury. I do not recollect that I had any agency 

in the negotiation concerning the collection or securing of the loan to the Franklin Bank of Alexandria 
after the time at which the terms of the agreement were settled, which appears to have been on the 5th 
of December, 1821. I never heard anything, as I now recollect, of the letter said to have been written 
to the Treasury by Mr. Stephenson, of Edwardsville, previously to the Secretary's directing me to draw 
up the report of the twenty-second of March last. I wrote the report according to directions previously 
given me by the Secretary, and when it was completed I read it to him. Before receiving those 
directions I do not recollect to have heard Mr. Stephenson's letter spoken of by any one. At the time 
Mr. Edwards was examined last year before a committee of the House of Representatives I was not 
present. I may have afterwards read Mr. Edwards' deposition concerning that letter, but when I received 
the directions above alluded to I had forgotten everything in relation to it. I received Mr. Crawford's 
instructions to prepare the report a few days before the papers were ready which were to accompany it. 
He expressed impatience at the delay which had taken place, and urged me to use despatch my1:1elf and 
to hasten the other persons employed. The greater part of the correspondence of the Secretary with the 
banks has passed through my hands ever since I have been in the office, which has been since October, 
1816. I had no instruction to search for the alleged letter of Mr. Stephenson until the time I received 
Mr. Crawford's instructions to draw up the report. Re then directed me to have the search made. I 
made the search accordingly but did not find such a letter, nor have I since heard of its being found. I 
searched for it on the files of the office; the letters had been put away in bundles. I directed the 
messenger to bring me the bundles which contained the letters of the period alluded to. I searched all 
of those bundles and examined all the files of letters they contained. Those bundles were not in my 
charge, and I cannot say how long they had remained untouched. They are usually put away by the 
junior clerks. They may be said to be in the particular care of Mr. Jones, or rather of the messenger; 
they are put away in cases. The report, as I believe, bears date the same day it was sent to the House, 
which, I think, was also the same day on which the fair copy was written. I do not remember that I 
had any conversation with ?ifr. Crawford on the subject of that letter, between the time when I first 
received his instructions to draw up the report and the time when I read the draught of the report to him. 
He then inquired whether I had made the search directed, and I informed him that I had and of the 
result. Mr. Richards, as far as I recollect, returned the letters he took away to copy in October or 
November. When he returned I employed several persons iu making further copies. .At the time I hacl 
the first conversation with Mr. Crawford concerning the letter of Mr. Stephenson, he directed me to 
search the records for an answer to that letter; which I did accordingly, and found none. 

ASBURY DlCKINS. 

THOlIAS F. RIDDICK sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
The Bank of Missouri had a capital of $250,000, of which sum $40,000 was placed in an Office of 

Discount and Deposit at St. Genevieve, which said office was entirely under the control of the principal 
bank in all respects; the Cashier and all the Directors and officers were appointed by the mother bank 
and removed at pleasure; their general operations were also directed by the principal bank at St. Louis. 
The office at St. Genevieve loaned money on personal security, but never on pledge of stock. Stock
holde1·s residing at St. Genevieve pledged their stock at St. Louis if they wished to borrow on that 
security; not more than 80 per cent. was allowed on such pledge, which was considered only as collateral 
security; those loans were always considered safe, and better than any personal security. I believe that 
this stock has never fallen below 80 per cent. 

A large amount of public moneys had accumulated in bank prior to the 9th of August, 1819, but it 
consisted, for the most part, in notes of the various banks of the west which had been received by the 
Land Offices and could not be used by the Treasury in discharge of debts due by the Government. The 
Bank of Missouri, at its own expense and risk, ( and for which they have not as yet been allowed any 
compensation) converted those funds to a large amount, say $600,000, into such funds as would pay the 
Treasurer's drafts at St. Louis, but the Government having no occasion to disburse any considerable 
amount at St. Louis ( as the bank was informed) made a proposition to the bank to transfer its funds to 
the Bank of the United States and certain of its b.ranches; and, as a compensation for this service, 
agreed that $150,000 should remain in bank as a permanent deposit, but which might, nevertheless, be 
drawn on when disbursements could be made at St. Louis; agreeing, also, that further compensation 
should be made if the deposit should not be found adequate for the service proposed to be rendered. 
This was accepted, in part, on the 9th of August, 1819, and a sum amounting to near $450,000, before 
and after that time, was paid to the Bank of the United States and branches, or funds worth four per 
cent. premium to the bank; the permanent deposit was frequently drawn on and reduced to an amount 
considerably below $150,000. The bank has been allowed no compensation as yet for this service 
beyond what the uncertain benefit of this deposit might have been worth to them, which, under the 
circumstances, ought to be estimate.cl at a very small sum. Moreover, the Bank of :Missouri had to 
encounter the hostility of nearly all the institutions of the west from whom the Bank of Missouri had to 
make demand for specie funds or such other funds as would satisfy the Treasurer's drafts, and also from 
gentlemen connected with those banks; this fact will be seen by a reference to the printed correspondence 
with banks. See letters from the President of the Bank of Kentucky to the Secretary of the 'freasury, 
May 25, 1819, September 29, 1819; a letter from Hon. W. H. Crawford to the President of the Bank of 
Kentucky, July 30, 1819; also, letters from Ron. Niniau Edwards, a senator of the United States, May 
10 and 12, 1819, directed to Thomas F. Riddick, one of the Directors of the Bank of Missouri; which said 
letters last named are filed with the Committee of Ways and Means, in support of a petition presented 
by said Thomas F. Riddick, as agent for the bank. 

It will also be seen by a reference to the several agreements made by the bank with the Treasury 
Department, and the general correspondence, also the original certificates of deposit, that the Bank of 
Missouri never became bound until .August 9, 1819, to pay over to the Treasury any other or better funds 
than such as they should receive from the Land Offices, not having it in their power before the said 9th 
of August to direct what kind of paper should be received in payment for lands; this was before that 
date regulated by a list furnished the different Receivers by the Treasury Department, and whether at 
par or not was received from them by the Bank of Missouri, and certificates of deposit issued by the 
Cashier, stating the amount received in par funds and the amount received in such paper as had been 
authorized by the Treasury Department. The bank, therefore, clearly had a right to pay over such funds 
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as was received by them; and the Government in common justice is bound to make compensation for the 
risk and loss incurred by the bank in converting those funds into such other funds as could be used by 
the Treasury in payment of demands against them. 

Whenever these fair demands of the bank shall be liquidated and settled, the amount that will be 
then found due the United States will be much lessened, and the amount that has been transferred by the 
bank ample and greatly more than sufficient to satisfy every cent justly due by the bank to the United 
States; _the amount that now stands charged on the books of the Treasury is the nominal amount of all 
the moneys of every description paid int-0 the bank by the Land Offices without any deduction having been 
made for services rendered and for risk and loss in exchange. 

It will also be seen by reference to the reports of the bank and the report of the committee of the 
Missouri Legislature that the Bank of Missouri did, at all times, conduct its operations with great care 
and circumspection, never having an average discount, including notes on pledges of stock, (with the 
exception of the deposit of $150,000,) greater than the capital stock, and never having its paper signed 
for circulation to a greater amount than $204,938 29, of which sum ( if the books of the bank were within 
my reach) I am satisfied it would be found that the average amount in circulation, from the completion 
of the payment of the capital stock to the day of suspension, did not exceed $80,000; the greatest amount 
that appears ever to have been in circulation was $153,899 50, of which sum $25,000, or near that amount, 
was specially deposited in the Branch Bank of the United States at Lexington, and belonged to the Bank 
of Missouri; at the time the bank suspended payment only $86,000, or thereabouts, was in circulation. 

The suspension in August, 1821, cannot, therefore, be attributed either to excessive loans or to an 
excessive issue of the paper of the bank, but to the general situation of the western country, which 
rendered it impossible for the bank to collect from its debtors with sufficient promptness to meet the 
demand for specie created by the pressure that existed at that time, and to the circumstance of this bank 
being almost the only one who continued to pay specie on demand in the western country. 

By Mr. Cook: 
Question.)Vere you President of the Bank of Missouri in 1821? 
Answm·. i was. 
Question. Do you believe that the account and monthly returns made by that bank were correct, just, 

and true? 
Answer. I believe they were, and that the statements made by myself and forwarded to Mr. Crawford, 

under date of June 30, 1821, were also just and true. 
Question. From what Land Office were the largest deposits made in the Bank of Missouri between 

July 1, 1818, and August 9, 1819? 
Answer. From the Land Office at Franklin. 
Question. When did General Smith make his first deposit? 
Answm·. I believe on the '1th of December, 1818 ? 
Question. How much larger do you suppose those deposits were than those from any other office ? 
Ansu:er. Something more than twice the amount from the office at St. Louis. 
Question. What was the amount of General Smith's deposit between the aforesaid periods? 
Answer. I believe they amounted t-0 $460,966 '16; this I take from a memorandum in my possession. 
Question. Were any of the notes received from him refused to be received :as cash, and were they 

specially entered; if so, state the circumstances, and whether General Smith was apprised thereof? 
Answer. General Smith very seldom made his deposits in person, his office being near two hundred 

miles from the bank; they were generally placed in bank by some perS-On in whom the General had confi
dence, travelling to St. Louis or to the eastward, or by boats trading on the' Missouri river. I do not 
remember that the bank ever bad any difficulty with General Smith or any other pei·son about bis deposits. 
I believe they were always made in the same funds which he received for lands, and certificates were 
issued to him by the Cashier, stating the kind of funds deposited, which certificates wer~ no doubt 
forwarded by him to the Treasury Department as vouchers. 

Question. What amount of internal taxes were deposited, much or little? 
Answer. I do not remember of any deposits being made of that description. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question. When were the deposits of the Tennessee paper made by the Bank of Missouri at Louisville? 
Answm·. I believe in May, 1820, having promised Mr. Crawford to have it forwarded as soon as I 

arrived at St. Louis, which was done by a special agent. I was afterwards informed that the agent of 
the Nashville Bank received the amount of Nashville Bank paper, but that the agent of the Tennessee Bank 
had left Louisville a short time before the aFrival of the special agent of the Missouri Bank at Louisville 
and deposited it in the Branch Bank of the United States. 

Thomas F. Riddick states that while a Director of the bank he had access at all times to the books 
and papers of the bank, being nominated by the President to act in his place pro tmn. when he was absent 
at his farm, or was holding· Indian treaties, or otherwise unable to attend; that he counted the Tennessee 
and other paper transferred to the Treasury before the proposition of the 9th August, 1819, was made, 
and that he took with him when he left St. Louis for Washington City in D~cember, 1819, a considerable 
part of the funds intended to be so transferred, and made a deposit at Chilicotbe and in the Branch Bank 

, of the United States at Washington, which deposits made a part of the charge against him as agent of 
the bank, as contained in the monthly returns made to the Treasury in the months of January and February, 
1820; also that what I have stated before the committee, of my own knowledge, is true, and what I have 
stated as matter of opinion I believe to be true. 

By Mr. Cook: , 
Question. When you discounted notes for individuals in what kind of money did you advance the 

amount of such notes? 
Ansu:er. Those discounts were usually left in deposit and drawn for in small sums at different times; 

they were then paid, generally, in notes of the Bank of Missouri, or in such other funds as the bank had 
at the time, or as the party demanded. 

Question. Did not the amount of discounts by the Bank of Missouri always very greatly exceed the 
amount of its notes in circulation? 

Answer. It is my impression that it always greatly exceeded that amount. , 
Question. Did not so much of the money advanced for discounts as exceeded the amount of the bank's 

own paper consist of moneys deposited in it by the Government? 
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Answer. It consisted in part of such moneys, but not wholly, because some part of those moneys 
were in notes that the bank could not use. 

Question. Did the bank ever refuse to receive deposits made by General Smith as cash ? 
Answer. So much of the deposit as was in cash was received as cash, so much of it as consisted of 

bills was receipted for as such, but the whole amount was credited together without distinction. 
Question. Did you, in receiving deposits from the Land Offices, ever keep a separate account of paper 

and of cash? 
Ansu:er. A memorandum of the sort of funds received was kept by the Cashier, but it did not go into 

the books of the bank. But in private accounts with individuals a separate account was in some instances 
kept for cash and for notes, by inserting in the ledger, opposite to the sums paid, the words "cash'' or 
"foreign notes," as the case might be. When deposits were made on account of the United States, a 
certificate was issued by the Cashier, stating whethei- the deposit had bee!! made in cash, or in such notes 
as the Land Offices were directed to receive. 

Question. Was not the principal part of the funds deposited by Government in the Bank of Missouri 
transferred to the Branch Bank of the United States at Louisville, and to other banks in Kentucky? 

Ansicei·. There was no transfer made to any other bank in Kentucky but the bank at Louisville. The 
transfers made by the bank will appear in the communication of the Treasurer, No. 2, dated March 1, 1823. 

Question. Were not the funds which you say were worth four per cent. premium, and paid over by 
the bank to Government, derived from the Government deposits? . 

Anszl'er. Some part of them might have been; the greater part was by the purchase of bills on the 
Government sent to the Bank of the United States at Philadelphia, and to the Branch Bank of the United 
States at Washington City, for collection on the part of the bank. 

Question. Were not these bills paid for in the funds that had been deposited in the bank by the 
Government? 

Ansu·er. They were paid for out of the general funds of the bank. 
Question. Did such general fund embrace the public deposits? 
AnSll'er. There was no distinct account kept between the public funds and the general funds of the 

bank. 
Question. Was any premium paid by the bank on these Government bills in their purchase; and if 

so, on how many and to what amount? 
Ans·wer . .A. premium was frequently paid by the bank upon such purchase; I cannot say, without a 

reference to the books of the bank, to what amount; a premium of two per cent. has in some cases been 
paid, but it varied from par to one and a half and two per cent. When the bank sold their own bills on 
the Bank of the United States it sold them at four per cent. premium. 

Question. By what means did the Bank of Missouri acquire funds in the Bank of the United States 
on which it could draw bills? 

Anszcer. By collections made in the Bank of the United States for and on account of the Bank of 
Missouri, and, perhaps, in some instances, by deposits made there by individuals to the credit of the Bank 
of Missouri. 

Question. What description of debts were they which were collected by the Bank of the United 
States for the Bank of Missouri? 

Ansu-er . .A. part of them were bills drawn by individuals, and a part of them were bills drawn by 
persons authorized to draw on the Secretary of the Treasury for the expenditure of public moneys; much 
the greater part, I believe, however, were bills drawn by individuals. 

Question. You stated that the Government funds in the Bank of Missouri, at the time it suspended 
cash payments, consisted of bills which could not be converted into cash, or such suspension would not 
have happened. I wish you now to state what amount of bills deposited on account of the Government 
was in the Bank of Missouri at the time the suspension of cash payments took place? 

Answer. I was not correctly understood if it was supposed that I said that the Government funds in 
bank at the time of the suspension consisted of bills. Although a credit then stood on the books of the 
bank to the United States, the money corresponding with that credit was not actually in the bank. The 
amount due the Government, as appeared on the books of the bank, was very near the amount allowed as 
a permanent deposit, which was payable six months after the bank ceased to be employed as an office of 
public deposit. 

• Question. What sum did then remain in bank of bills which had been entered to the credit of the 
United States? 

Answer . .A. very small amount-perhaps about $5,000. 
Question. When the arrangement was made with the Bank of Missouri under which it was to retain 

a permanent deposit, what was the amount first understood it should so retain? 
Ansu-er. $150,000. 
Question. Was there not an arrangement made with the Secretary of the Treasury, by letters of 

August and September, 1819, by which the same moneys were to have been received by the Government 
( or a considerable portion of them) as were received under the subsequent arrangement of March, 1820 ? 
And did not the bank fail to comply ~ith the first arrangement allude!l to ? 

Ansu-er. The letter of the bank of August 9, 1819, and the arrangement made by me in March, 1820, 
will answer that question. Whatever paper, under the first arrangement, was not transferred, the bank, 
of course, was accountable for in cash. 

Question. Was not a part of the same paper which was to have been transferred under the first 
arrangement afterwards received under the second in a depreciated state? 

Ansu·er. No. I believe that all the paper transferred to the Government was of the same value at the 
time of the transfer as it was at the time it was agreed to be transferred by letter of the 9th of August. 

Question. Was not a considerable part of the paper transferred under the arrangement contained in 
the letter of March 20, 1820, greatly below par? 

Answer. It was. 
Question. What amount of it, as nearly as you can recollect, was below par? 
Answer. Something more than $100,000. 
Question. Did the Bank of Missouri ever receive an answer from the Secretary of the Treasury to the 

following clause in a letter signed by Aug. Chouteau, President, and dated August 9, 1819, viz: 
"As to the Bank of Edwardsville, the only one near us, we cannot give it our confidence. Their 

paper is received with distrust even in their own neighborhood, and passed from hand to hand as soon as 
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possible. Owing t-0 the intimate connexion which it had with the Bank of St. Louis, which cannot pay 
its debts, and has entirely discontinued business, the capital stock of that bank has been taken, for the 
most part, and is now owned by five or six individuals, some of them living out of the State, and the 
direction secured to such persons as they may choose to appoint. There are other objections, which we 
forbear to men,tion." 

Amwer. I never saw any answer to this clause, and believe that none was ever received by the bank. 
Question. Was the opinion here expressed by the Bank of Missouri concerning the Bank of Edwards

ville continued to be entertained by the former for any length of time after the date of that letter, and 
how long? 

Answer. I cannot positively say as to any other person but myself; but my impressions were changed 
after I understood from common report that the Bank of Edwardsville had determined to forfeit the stock 
of those persons who should }!Ot pay the requisitions of the bank. I understood that General Payne, of 
Kentucky, and others, were stockholders to a large amount, and I believed that they would fail to pay for 
the stock subscribed if demanded in cash. This, I think, was my impression at the time; but it was 
derived merely fro~ report then prevailing. 

THOS. F. RIDDICK. 

Exhibit of the amount, &c., deposited in the Bank of M"issouri by the Receivers of the Land O.ffices at Kaslcasl.,,-ia, 
Franklin, St. Louis, and Edwardsiiille; as contained in twenty-six certificates of depomt, enclosed in a 
communication from the Secretary of the Treasury, of June 8, 1824, to the committee appointed on the 
address of N. Edwards. • 

DEPOSITED. 

., "" ~ i?~ § -s -5 s:: 0 C, ~ 

I,ancl Offices. Date of the certifi- ~E~ ~ = 0 ._ Amount of 
cates of cleposit. 0 ""',: 0 each deposit. 

iig~ ·::l.S§ 
~ fo ~ #J Ii~~~ -5 ~ ! ~ 
.E 

.s Ul d -;:: r.c. 

Kaskaskia ............................................................... September 4, 1818 $-20,243 00 $4,236 21 e,?4,479 21 
October 3, 1818 9,887 00 2,698 81 12,585 Bl 
November 23, 1818 9,990 00 0,010 45 10,000 45 
December 1,1818 6,139 00 861 00 1,000 00 
February 5, 1819 8,129 00 3,611 00 11,740 00 

Franklin ................................................................ December 7, 1818 50,446 00 7,078 87 57,524 87 
January 14, 1819 38,322 00 5,245 62 43,567 62 
January 20, 1819 2,776 00 70 2,776 70 
February G, 1819 28,479 00 11775 lll :io,254 19 
lllar~b 22, 1819 14,258 00 86 14,258 66 
March 24, 1819 73,9-24 00 27,078 00 101,002 00 
lllarcll 24, 1819 37,235 00 20,soo oo 5S,035 00 
April 29, 1819 16,667 00 209 04 16,876 04 
May 25, 1819 , 42,834 00 28,734 30 71,568 30 
June 19, 1819 18,670 00 44,353 0-2 63,023 D-2 
June 22, 1819 •••••••••••••••••• 2,oso 16 2,oso 16 

St. Louis ............................................................... October 6, 1818 23,315 00 2,309 04 25,624 04 
November 3,1818 10,225 00 1,775 00 12,000 00 
December 2, 1818 7,80-2 00 199 00 a,001 00 
December 17, 1818 15,500 00 !flS 43 15,828 43 
February 5, 1819 9,825 00 

••••••••••••••••••• 
9,825 00 

February 26, 1819 33,916 00 810 00 34,726 00 
March 30, 1819 23,464 00 1,415 00 24,879 00 
April :J0,1818 40,364 00 5,758 59 46,122 59 

Edwardsville ..... , ................... , .................................. Septembcr26, 1818 7,080 00 1,135 !10 8,215 00 
October 29, 1818 4,000 00 ................... 4,000 00 

553,490 00 168,503 29 721,993 29 

JAMES L. ANTHONY sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I am a clerk in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury. I first beard of Mr. Stephenson's alleged 

letter to the Department since Mr. Edwards' memorial was presented to Congress. I have at all times 
free access to the room in which the bank letters are kept, and have had occasionally to go there to 
consult those letters with respect to deposits by individuals in payment of debts to the Government. I 
was not consulted previously to the report made by the Treasury to Congress on the subject of its corre
spondence with the banks as to my knowledge of the receipt of the alleged letter from Mr. Stephenson. I 
have not heard that that letter has been found in the Department since Mr. Edwards' memorial was 
presented; nor have I ever heard from any person in the Department, or in any way connected with it, 
or from any other person, that such a1etter ever was there, or that the Secretary of the Treasury had at 
any time seen it. 

J. L. ANTHONY. 

JoHN FoRSYTH, of the House of Representatives, sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I first heard of the alleged letter of Mr. Stephenson to the Treasury after Mr. Edwards' memorial was 

presented to Congress. A day or two after Mr. Crawford's report came into Congress I read that report, 
but had no conversation with any person respecting Mr. Stephenson's letter until afterwards. I never 
have heard from the Secretary of the Treasury, from any person connected with the '11reasury Department, 
or from any member of Congress, that such a letter has been found. I was shown by a member of the 
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House of Representatives a letter from a gentleman in Richmond, in which the writer stated that a 
passenger on board the steamboat from Washington down the river had said that Mr. Cook, a member of 
Congress from Illinois, had Mr. Crawford's answer to the letter of Mr. Stephenson ready to produce; on 
which I called upon the Secretary of the Treasury, and mentioned to him what I had heard. He replied, 
"it was possible, but it scarcely could be so." 

JOHN ~ORSYTH. 

JONATHAN JENNINGS, of the House of Representatives, sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
By Mr. Cook: 

Que_stion. In the report made by the Secretary of the Treasury to Congress, February 14, 1822, he 
states that "for the public money on deposit in the Bank of Vincennes at the time of its failure collateral 
security has been obtained." I wish you to state your knowledge of the nature of that security . 

.Ansicer. The collateral security consisted of assignments of certain bonds given to the Bank of 
Vincennes in behalf of the State of Jndiana, and a note of a Mr. Piatt and his endorsers, as also a transfer, 
in trust for the use of the United States, of certain real property. The value of the collateral security, 
when given, I should have estimated, provided there had been no substantial objections to the character 
and circumstances under which the assignments and transfer were made, as being worth a sum not to 
exceed $80,000; the greater part of which, however, since the assignments and transfer, owing to various 
causes, has become unavailable to the United States, and, in my opinion, the residue will not yield more 
than twenty thousand dollars. 

Question. Do you know of any steps taken since the arrangement of 1821 to get security for 
this debt? 

.Ansu-er. I know of none except what was obtained through General Noble, at Brookville, Indiana, 
in the year 1822, of the value of which I am unacquainted. 

By Mr. Floyd: 
Que,twn. Had you any agency in procuring the Bank of Vincennes to be made a depository of public 

moneys? 
.Answer. Among others I recommended that measure. The bank then appeared from its quarterly 

returns, submitted to me as Governo!' of the State, to be entirely solvent. Those returns contained only 
the general accounts of the bank; nor was the institution required by any provision of its charter to 
submit any list of its debtors, and the amount owing by each, to any State authority, which it uniformly 
refused to do when applied to for that purpose. 

Question. When the bank thus refused, and you were Governor, did you communicate that refusal to 
the Secretary of the Treasury, or did you at any time express to him any doubts or suspicions touching 
its solvency? 

.Ansll'er. I never entertained any doubt of the solvency or integrity of the Bank of Vincennes until 
late in the year 1820, and the records of the State Government will show that, in my communications to 
the Legislature, I did not recommend an examination into the situation of the bank until December, 1820; 
prior to which time it will appear, however, from the communications of the Secretary of the Treasury to 
the bank, that the latter had committed "a breach of its engagement" with the former, in failing to pay 
drafts drawn by the Treasurer as early as the 19th of October, 18th of November, and 28th of December, 
1819, and 10th of March, 1820, of which failure to pay those drafts I have no recollection of having had 
any information until the session of Congress before the last. I was informed, however, of one small 
draft, drawn on the bank by the Treasury, having been dishonored during the winter of 1820-'21, shortly 
before I personally examined said bank. Upon this examination I discovered the bank had not two 
hundred dollars of available funds, and that a draft drawn upon it for moneys, in favor of the Pension 
Agent, for the Indiana roll, had been diverted from its legitimate object, to the prejudice of the Govern
ment. I ad vised the Secretary of War of the circumstances. I made no communication to the Secretary 
of the Treasury when the bank declined giving a list of its debtors and the amount owing by each. The 
bank was not bound to give such list, nor was it required by me only in compliance with resolutions of 
the Legislature, nor was it incumbent on me, or necessary, to detail to the 'l'reasury Department such 
refusal on the part of the bank, and the reasons offered by the bank as inducing a refusal on its part to 
give publicity to such list, inasmuch as the Secretary of the Treasury made the rendition of such list by 
the bank, quarter-yearly to himself, a condition upon which deposits were t-0 be made in the Bank of 
Vincennes, and which was acceded to by the latter. 

JONATHAN JENNINGS. 

LANGDON CHEVES sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
I became President of the Bank of the United States on March 6, 1819, and continued till the begin

ning of January, 1823. I know but very little concerning the liability of local banks to the Government 
of the United States. My duties in the United States Bank consisted wholly of superintendence; I could 
not concern myself with the details of its business. I considered the liability of local banks to the 
Government as a matter external to the business of the United States Bank. The chief of what I do 
know on that subject is derived from a letter from the Cashier of the Bank of Edwardsville to the Cashier 
of the Branch Bank of the United 8tates at Louisville, dated May 2, 1820, a copy of which I now produce. 
[Here llfr. Cheves read the letter.] . 

Question. When the Treasury of the United States gave drafts to the Bank of the United States on • 
any of the local banks, did the Bank of tho United States feel itself bound to receive in payment of such 
drafts anything else than its own paper or the legal currency of the country? 

.Ansu-er. The Bank of the United States did not feel itself legally bound to receive anything but its 
own paper and the legal currency of the country; but it was in the habit, with a view of being useful to 
the Government and the country, of receiving almost anything that it could convert safely and conve
niently into cash. 

Question. The rule of the United States Bank in receiving deposits is, that when a deposit is made 
generally, the bank is liable for the amount of such deposit in cash, is it not? 

Answer. That is the general rule, to which I recollect but one exception, which was under a particular 
arrangement in respect to certain western banks, by which the bank received deposits from Receivers of 
Public Moneys in current bills of these banks, and credited them as cash on the condition that, if not duly 
paid, they should again be charged to the Government. 
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Question. This exception grew out of an arrangement which took place after you entered into the 
superintendency of the United States Bank, did it not? 

.Answer. Yes. • 
By Mr. Forsyth: 

Questwn. Do you know what is the percentage of the loss of the United States Bank on their debts 
in the western States ? 

.Answer. I cannot state with accuracy. It exceeded ten per cent., and amounted, perhaps, to fifteen. 
Questwn. As President of the Bank, you had, of course, constant intercourse with the Secretary of 

the Treasury. Can you testify as to the zeal, integrity, and ability with which that part of his duty which 
relates to the collection of the public moneys was performed, so far as it came under your observation? 

.Answer. I had much ·and anxious intercourse with the Secretary of the Treasury, personally and by 
letter, in relation to the currency of the country and the collection of the public debts, as well in the 
Atlantic as the western States. It was a crisis of unexampled difficulty. The great object was to 
restore and preserve a sound currency, generally, through the Union. As it regarded the Atlantic portions 
of the Union, it appeared to my judgment to involve the soundness of the currency; but as it regarded 
the western States it seemed to me to· involve the existence of any currency at all. I understood 
distinctly that it was the object of the Secretary of the Treasury, in the western States, to prevent its 
sudden and total prostration. In my opinion the Secretary of the Treasury displayed much ability, great 
zeal and industry, perfect integrity, and commanded as much success as was practicable under the 
circumstances of the times. 

By Mr. Cook: 
Question. In expressing this opinion, do you do it with a full knowledge of the connexion between 

the Treasury Department and the western banks in which the public moneys were deposited, and of the 
manner in which those banks fulfilled their·engagements with the Treasury? • 

.Answer. I do not do it with a full knowledge of these circumstances, but I do it with a great deal of 
knowledge of the subject. If this question be intended to refer to my answers to previous questions 
concerning the arrangements between the western banks and the Government, it is necessary to state 
that I understood those questions and answers to refer to the details which governed the transactions of 
those banks with the Government, of which I am ignorant; but the answer which I have just given refers 
to the general conduct and the success of the measures of the Treasury; and I know them from my 
correspondence and intercourse with the Secretary, and from the operations of the Bank of the United 
States, through which large sums of money were collected for the use of the Government in the western 
States. 

LANGDON CHEVES. 

Hon. NrnIAN EDWARDS sworn, by order of the committee: 
By Mr .. Livingston: 

Questwn. You stated in an examination before a former committee, in your answer to the 8th interroga
tory, that you had prevailed upon Colonel Stephenson to write a letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, 
relative to the propriety of continuing deposits of public money in the Bank of Edwardsville, and that 
you saw him write the letter and enclose a publication made by you therein. The committee wish to 
know whether you read that letter immediately after it was;written, and, more particularly than is stated 
in that deposition, what passed between yourself and Colonel Stephenson on that occasion? 

.Answer. The circumstances under which it was written were these: Colonel Stephenson was at that 
time the Receiver of Public Moneys, and also the President of the bank. He was very unwilling that I 
should withdraw from the bank, and supposed that my doing so would be likely to impair its credit and 
increase the responsibility upon him for. the deposits in it. I was myself glad of the opportunity of 
circumstances so favorable to my advising him, with success, to write the letter to the Secretary, and he 
was very easily prevailed on to do so, and applied to me to write such a letter for him as I thought he 
ought to write to the Secretary, and I accordingly wrote the draught of such letter, went to bis office, remained 
there until he bad copied it, and afterwards compared the copy made by him with the draught. At the same 
time that he wrote the letter, he enclosed, to be sent with it, as I believe was his intention, a printed copy 
of my publication announcing my intention to withdraw from the Bank of Edwardsville. I have no doubt 
that he sent the letter, because, from the conversation I had with him, it appeared to be his desire to send 
it, so far as I could discover, and his subsequent conversation left no doubt on my mind that he did send it. 
I have no recollection of having seen the original draught above mentioned from the time it was copied by 
Colonel Stephenson until the time of my late return to Edwardsville. It was then shown to me by 
Thomas Lippincot, who was employed in doing business in the Land Office, and who took it, in my 
presence, from among the files of that office. The copy now presented was made out, I think, by himself~ 
and is either sworn or affirmed to as a true one. Mr. Lippincot is a gentleman of fair and respectable 
character, and, as I understand and believe, was secretary or clerk to one branch of the last Legislature 
of Illinois. Although I cannot swear that this is a literal copy of the original draught, I know it to be 
substantially correct, nor have I the least doubt of its being literally so. Upon the original draught, as 
found on the files of the office; was an endorsement in the handwriting of Mr. Stephenson, the words of 
which were, as far as I recollect, the following: "Copy to the Treasury Department, October, 1819," or 
words to that effect. An additional reason which induces me to believe that the letter was sent is, that 
the said Mr. Lippincot also showed me the copy of another letter, which he took from the files of the office, 
which was in the handwriting of Colonel Stephenson, the late Receiver, and purported to be a letter from 
th_e said Receiver to Mr. Crawford, dated, I think, the 22d October, 1819, which, from the subject of it, 
appears to refer to the before described letter. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question. Was there any part of the original draught of the letter from Mr. Stevenson of October 12, 

1819, underscored? 
.Answer. I do not recollect that there was. I perceive that there is an underscoring in a part of the 

copy now presented, which may have been done in consequence of the object for which this copy was 
taken, which originally was not that it might be sworn to, but that it might be published. It was sworn 
to subsequently to the arrival of the summons from this committee to myself. • 

Questwn. Was that underscoring made by you, or at your request? 
.Answer. I do not think it was made by me, and I do not remember that it was made at my request. 
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I do suppose it was made by the gentleman who took the copy, and that it was done by him in consequence 
of his knowledge of my object in searching for the letter. 

Question. You say that you perceive a part of the copy is underscored. Is this the first time you 
have noticed the circumstance? 

.Answer. I do not recollect noticing it heretofore; but think it is highly probable that I did, as a copy 
was intended for publication, and this is a point to which I should naturally have wished to call the public 
attention, and of which wish the gentleman who made the copy was well apprised. 

Question. Your belief is that this underscoring was done before the affidavit was attached to the copy? 
.Ansu-er. Such is my belief; I have no doubt of it. 
Question. This copy has been already published. Have you seen the publication of it in one of the 

public newspapers of this city? 
.Answer. I have. 
Que..~ion. Was the copy for that publication furnished by you ? 
.Answer. I submit to the committee whether that is a proper question. 
[ Mr. Forsyth here stated that he had a particular reason for making the inquiry; the letter as 

published contains a part in italics, which corresponds to the part underscored in the copy now presented; 
and he wished to ask whether the types of the publication were set from this copy?] 

.Answer. I have no objection to answer, provided the committee think it a proper question. This 
copy is that from which I suppose the publication was made, as it was furnished by myself for that 
purpose. 

Question. How long was it out of your hands ? 
.Answer. Not more than a day or two, as well as I can recollect. 
Question. Was it sent to the editors of the paper in which it was published, or was it delivered 

personally? 
.Ansu:er. I do not recollect which; my impression is, that I delivered it to some person to take it to 

the printers; probably Afr. Cook. Whoever took it, I consider the act as equivalent to a personal delivery 
of it by myself. 

Question. Did you search, or cause search to be made, in the office of the l{eceiver at Edwardsville, 
for the answer of the Treasury Department to the letter of which you now present a copy? 

.Al!Swer. I went to the office for the special purpose of endeavoring to ascertain if there was not a 
letter in it from Mr. Crawford to the late Receiver, directing him to continue the deposits in the Bank of 
Edwardsville. 

Question. Did you find the answer to the letter of which you now present a copy ? 
.Answer. I found a letter from Mr. Crawford of the 6th of August, 1819, I think; another of the 1st 

of November, same year; and one of April, (probably the 20th,) 1820. The second of these, viz: that of 
the 1st of November, it is my opinion, was written in consequence of the letter of the Receiver of October 
12, 1819. 

Question. You state in your examination before the committee of the last Congress that Colonel 
Stephenson informed you, after he had written that letter, that he received a letter from the Secretary of 
the Treasury, directing him to continue the deposits in the Bank of Edwardsville. In your letter to the 
Secretary of the 9th February, 1822, you say that he (meaning Mr. Stephenson) informed you that that 
letter had been answered. I wish to know exactly what the declaration made to you by Mr. Stephenson 
was; whether he said that he had received an answer to the letter, or whether he said that he had received 
a letter directing him to continue the deposits in the Edwardsville Bank ? 

.Answer. The letter of the 12th October was written previously to my coming on to Congress. On 
my return from Congress, after the session succeeding the date of this letter, I asked the Receiver what 
answer Mr. Crawford had given to that letter? He told me.either that he had received a letter from,Mr. 
Crawford, directing him to continue the deposits, or that Mr. Crawford had written to him, directing him 
to do so; from which I understood him that he had received an answer from 11.Ir. Crawford. I am positive 
he told me that he had received a letter from Mr. Crawford, directing him to continue the deposits; but 
whether he alluded to the letter of the 1st November, 1819, or to that of the 20th April, 1820, or to any 
other letter in particular, I do not know; for I do not recollect to have seen either of these letters from 
Mr. Crawford until my late return to Edwardsville. 

Question. Did not you consider that letter, which you draughted for Mr. Stephenson, as a letter from the 
Receiver of Public Moneys to the Secretary of the Treasury? 

.Ansu-er. It was certainly a letter from the Receiver of Public Moneys; but he was at the same time 
President of the Bank of Edwardsville. I perceive from the copy it is dated at the "Receiver's Office;" 
I know that the Receiver's letter was written there from the draught alluded to. 

Question. You state that you returned from Congress in the spring of 1819, and found the Bank of 
Edwardsville under great pressure. I wish to know whether you apprised the Secretary of the Treasury 
that such was the fact, or advised the Receiver of Public Moneys to withhold deposits in that bank on 
account of it? 

.Answer. I do not recollect that I did write directly to the Secretary myself, but I am under an 
impression that the President of the bank did write him a letter, the object of which was to induce him 
to forbear drawing upon the bank while it was under difficulty. I made a communication to Colonel 
Johnson during that summer, whose brother-in-law held more stock in the bank than any other person, 
of the difficulties with which the bank was then struggling,. and with a view that he should, and the 
expectation that he would, communicate the same to Mr. Crawford. I am induced to believe that he did 
so from a letter from Mr. Crawford to Colonel Johnson of the 15th July, 1819, which I now submit to the 
committee, and which acknowledges the receipt of a communication from me to Colonel Johnson upon 
the subject alluded to. Nothing of this, however, was done with a view to show Mr. Crawford the danger 
to Government of continuing the deposits in that bank, but rather to induce him not to draw upon it at 
that particular time. 

'fhe difficulties of the bank I considered, at that time, but temporary; I thought it could be conducted 
through them, and did not feel myself at liberty to withdraw from it until this had been done; which, 
finally, was effected, as I conceive, in a great measure, by my own diligent management of, and my 
assistance to the bank. 

I do not recollect that I did, particularly, advise the Receiver of Public Moneys to withhold deposits 
in the Edwardsville Bank at that time, nor until after I had made my publication in the St. Louis 
Enquirer. 

VOL. V--13 B 
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Question . .After your publication, and when you considered the bank as out of danger, you then 
advised the Receiver to withhold deposits ? 

Answer. Yes. My object, in that publication, was to free myself from all responsibility for the bank; 
to state what I believed to be the real truth concerning it, and to leave the public and the Secretary to 
judge for themselves how far they could confide in it without any responsibility on my part. 

Question. You state that you enclosed a copy of this publication to Mr. Crawford. ·was it accom
panied with anything written to him, or simply covered with an envelope and directed to him? 

Ans-u:er. I think it was simply enclosed and directed to him; and that nothing was written but the 
direction. 

Question. Did you not write, at Mrs. Stephenson's request, a letter purporting to be from her to the 
Secretary of the Treasury, and dated September 18, 1819? 

Answer. I submit to the committee whether this is a proper question. I am perfectly willing to 
answer it if they so decide, and I am also willing to waive the objection. 

[The committee having decided that the question was a proper one.] 
Answer. I did write a letter for Mrs. Stephenson, which I believe she copied, signed, and, I have no 

doubt, sent in reply to a letter from Mr. Crawford to Colonel Stephenson, which was received during his 
absence on a journey to Kentucky; and the original draught, which was written by myself, I have lately seen 
on the files of the Receiver's office at Edwardsville. 

Question. Do you recollect whether Mr. Stephenson was in Edwardsville at the time your publication 
in the Enquirer appeared? 

Answer. I do not. 
Question . .After your publication, and before the writing of this letter of Mr. Stephenson's, which you 

allege to have been written, you knew that complaints had been made, on the part of the Treasury, of his 
withholding deposits of public moneys in his hands ? 

Answer. I have no knowledge of having seen or heard anything on that subject, saving the letter 
which arrived at Edwardsville, directed to Colonel Stephenson, during his absence. 

Question. Do you, or not, know that before or about the time of this transaction, in the spring, 
summer, or fall of 1819, Colonel Stephenson had loaned large sums of money to different individuals ? 

Answer. I do not recollect of knowing or hearing of any such loans by him. A list, I understood, 
was found after his death of moneys loaned; but this was subsequent to the time mentioned in the 
question, nor do I remember of hearing the name of more than one individual to whom it was then 
ascertained he had loaned money. 

Question. You insinuate in your memorial to Congress that there was a letter written by Mr. Crawford 
to the Receiver at Edwardsville, which was, in reality, an answer to the letter alleged by you to ha.-ve 
been written by Mr. Stephenson, but which was so contrived as to appear not to be such an answer; can 
you assign any conceivable motive which could lead to such a course, on the part of Mr. Crawford, at 
that time? • 

Answer. Mr. Crawford, as I believe, had received much information against the bank at Edwardsville, 
some of which appears in the documents, and particularly the letter of the President of the Bank of 
Missouri, dated, I think, August 9, 1819. This was naturally calculated to excite his fears for the safety 
of the deposits; my withdrawal from the bank was calculated to confirm those fears; and I think it 
highly probable that he might not have been willing to disclose any circumstance which was calculated 
to increase his responsibility for continuing those deposits in that bank; and I believe those deposits 
were continued there more through the influence of General Payne and his connexions than from that of 
any other persons. 

Question. I understand you, then, to say that Mr. Crawford, at that time, anticipated the failure of 
that bank, and sought to provide a screen from the responsibility of having continued the public 
deposits there ? 

Answer. My opinion is, that he did receive my publication and the Receiver's letter, and that he has 
withheld them, and I have already assigned the motive which I supposed might have governed him in 
doing so; but whether that resulted from an actual anticipation of the failure of the bank, or from an 
apprehension only that it might fail, I do not undertake to decide. 

Question. You say that you determined to sustain that bank, and you lay great stress on the 
circumstance of your withdrawal from it; will you state how you were enabled to sustain it? 

Answer. I endeavored to sustain it by my influence, by my own funds, and by my personal attention 
to it. 

Question. Did you make any deposit about that time with a view to sustain it; and if so, to what 
amount? • 
. Answer. I aided it by advancing my own money or bills; but cannot say to what amount. I held 

myself ready to give it further assistance if it had required it. 
Question. When you stated that you did not see the draught of the Receiver's letter until "your late 

return to Edwardsville," did you mean your return in April or May last? 
Answer. I did. 
Question. Did you see that draught after it was copied by the Receiver and examined, and previously 

to its being taken from the files by Mr. Lippincott? 
Answer. Not that I recollect. 
Question. Was a letter-book kept in the office of the Receiver at Edwardsville? 
Answer. I believe there is. 
Question. Is this letter from the Receiver copied in that book? 
Answer. I think that in the letter-book I saw that letter does not appear. There are also other letters, 

and one or more, I think, from Mr. Crawford, which are on the files in the office, which are not recorded 
in the book I examined; or if they were, I did not see them. 

Question. Are there any of the letters from the Receiver to the Department of the Treasury of the 
same year with the alleged letter, which are not recorded in that book? I include Mrs. Stephenson's 
letter in this question. . 

Answer. My examination of the letter-book was so slight that I cannot pretend to say whether it was 
so or not. I do not recollect whether Mrs. Stephenson's letter appears upon the letter-book or not. It is 
my impression that Mr. Crawford's letter of the 1st of November, 1819, is not recorded in the book that 
I saw; though I cannot speak with certainty about it. • 
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QwJstion. Were you not engaged prior to your journey to Edwardsville in preparing a publication 
with respect to these documents against Mr. Crawford? ' 

.Answer. To that question I positively object. My communication to the House is here; it speaks for 
itself. It cannot be material when or where it was written. [The committee decided he was not bound 
to answer.] 

Question. You have stated in your communication to the House of Representatives that you are the 
author of these A. B. publications which accompanied your address; are you not also the author of the 
other A. B. publications which appeared either before or since in the Washington Republican, against the 
Secretary of the Treasury? 

.Ansu-er. To that question I object to answer. I am answerable only for those A. B. publications 
which I have acknowledged. [The committee decided that he was not bound to answer.] 

Questwn. Have you not, at another time, denied your being the author of the said A. B. publications 
which you now avow? 

.Ansu-er. To this question I also object to answer. [The committee decided that he was not bound 
to answer.] 

Question. The packet I now present to you contains the original address presented by you to tho 
House of Representatives; will you please to separate those parts of that address which were sent to this 
city by mail from those parts which were supplied after its arrival here ? 

.Answer. The communication is before the House as a whole, and as a whole w_as referred to this 
committee. I do not feel myself under any obligation to state how its several parts got here. [The 
committee decided that he was not bound to answer.] 

Questwn. I wish to knc.w whether you are not the author of the printed letter now shown to you, 
and which is contained in 1he Washing-ton Gazette of December 24, 1821, and dated the 12th of that 
month, and purporting to be written by a gentleman in Ohio? 

.Answer. I do not consider myself bound to answer the question, unless the committee shall so direct 
me. [The committee decided that he was not bound to answer.] 

Question. Aro you the author of all those A. B. publications which accompany your memorial to 
Congress? 

.Answer. I am. 
Question. Were not the materials of your memorial to Congress collected and prepared by you before 

you had seen that letter of Mr. Crawford to Congress, which you allege to be the ground of that memorial? 
.Answer. I had no intention last session of attacking Mr. Crawford, unless it should be necessary to 

my own defence, or unless I myself had been attacked. I had no knowledge of Mr. Crawford's report 
until the morning after it was made; a copy of it was then brought to my room by Mr. Cook, in conse
quence of which I changed my determination to have left here on that day, and endeavored then to collect 
such documents as I thought might be useful to me in case I should reply to it. Not one word of my 
address to the House was written in the city of Washington, nor have I any recollection of having 
conversed on the subject of Mr. Crawford's report but with three members of the House of Representatives, 
viz : Mr. Cook, Colonel Moore, and Mr. Campbell, of Ohio. I left the city the next day, the 24th, without 
any settled plan of answering it; and with the aid of no other materials than those I collected here in the 
city and my own memory. In making the references which are contained in my address to the House of 
Representatives I had recourse in general to the A. B. publications which I had collected here, and 
which contained a reference to those documents. I occasionally made some notes on my journey to 
Wheeling, where my address was written, and from which place it was sent to this city; and I expect 
the documents referred to by Mr. Forsyth as having been furnished here were obtained by Mr. Cook, to 
whom I wrote for that purpose. I regretted the necessity that I felt myself under to write at all, and 
would not have done so if I could have hoped, by any more pacific means that would not have been 
degrading, to have obtained a withdrawal of an insinuation which I conceived was calculated to injure 
me. Every single thing used in my address to the House was collected from a mass of my own private 
papers, and by two of my friends, as they could get them elsewhere, after the report of Mr. Crawford 
was presented. These things, thus collected, with the aid of my own memory, constituted the materials 
from which my address to the House was written. 

Questwn. Did you not, immediately after Mr. Crawford's report was made to Congress, and before you 
left this city, state to Mr. Campbell, of Ohio, that you then had twenty or thirty pages prepared against 
Mr. Crawford? State what conversation took place between you and Mr. Campbell on that subject . 

.Answer. I think it was on the morning I left this city that I met with Mr. Campbell, who introduced 
a conversation concerning this report of Mr. Crawford's by asking me whether I had seen the report, and 
appeared, from the remarks which he made, to consider that report as containing an attack upon me. He 
spoke of its being presented at so late a period of the session. In the course of the conversation I 
mentioned to him that I considered it on this last account as being very ungenerous, or words to that 
effect. I stated to him that I had, during last summer, received information that I was to be attacked at 
the then ensuing session of Congress; and I think it is probable I stated to him the particulars of that 
information. Thinking it so probable that I may have stated it, I will now repeat what the information 
was: In travelling through Kentucky last summer, in Russeisville I received a confidential communi
cation from Virginia, stating that I was to be attacked, as is before alleged; that Governor Coles, of 
Illinois, was expected to co-operate in the attack, and advising me to come on a week or two before the 
meeting of Congress, to be prepared for it. In consequence of this information, and not expecting to 
return home for some considerable time, I wrote to Mr. Cook to call upon Governor Coles upon the 
subject; and I have since seen a correspondence between Mr. Cook and Mr. Coles on the subject, which I 
mention because it affords to any who may be inclined to make further inquiry the means of ascertaining 
the truth of the fact. Under an expectation thus produced, I had been engaged in writing and preparing 
for the warfare which I expected was to come on; and I believe I stated that fact to Mr. Campbell. I 
know that I alluded to it in speaking to him, but there is nothing copied into my address that I had 
previously written with that view. In consequence of the impression which Mr. Campbell's conversation 
left upon my mind, that he thought I ought to answer Mr. Crawford's statement, I wrote back to him, 
while on my journey, that I should do so the first leisure time I got, and intimated that I did not expect 
to occupy more than three hours in doing it. I do not know whether he received the letter, but I expect 
that he did. 

Que.stion. Did you not state in that conversation to Mr. Campbell that you had written twenty or 
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thirty pages against Mr. Crawford, which you could not complete until you got to Wheeling, for want of 
documents which you expected to find there? 

Answer. I do not recollect that I made such a statement to Mr. Campbell; but I think I made some 
allusion to what I had written, and stated some things in general terms, admitting my preparation to 
meet, and determination to repel, an attack that I had expected would have been made upon me; but I 
cannot suppose that I could have stated to him anything like preparation for the particular case of Mr. 
Crawford's report, which was entirely unexpected to me. 

Question. In one of the .A.. B. publications which accompany your memorial to the House of Represen
tatives, you refer to a short article, calling the public attention to suppressions by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, which produced an investigation in that House. Do you allude in this part of your publication 
to the article which was the foundation of what you call, in your address, the A. B. plot? ['l'he committee 
decided that this question was inadmissible.] 

Question. When did you reach Wheeling after leaving this city on the 24th of March last? 
Ansu:er. My impression is, that I arrived there on the first Sunday in April, which was the 4th day of 

that month. 
Question. When did you leave Wheeling? 
Answer. I have no distinct recollection of the precise day, but think it was on or about the 12th of 

April. 
Question. Did you apply to the President of the United States or the Secretary of State, before you 

left Washington, for permission to remain here for a short time, for the purpose of defending yourself 
from the accusation which you understood Mr. Crawford to have brought against you? 

Answei·. I did not. I have never seen the President since I saw the report of Mr. Crawford to Congress. 
Question. Was there anything in your instructions which prevented you from 1:emaining in Washington 

which did not equally apply to your remaining at Wheeling on this business? 
Answer. I had no written instructions at that time; but the President had expressed great anxiety 

that I should get off as soon as possible; and the arrangement was, that I should leave this city so as to 
attend to my own business, and be ready to meet the vessel at New Orleans on the 1st of June at 
furthest, which was to carry me out. In conformity to which I left this city on the 24th, went to 
Baltimore to settle some private business, and also to lay in some articles which I intended to take to 
Mexico. I afterwards went to Wheeling, where I also had private business to attend to connected with 
a part of my business in Baltimore. • 

Question. You knew then that you were not expected to leave the United States till the 1st of June? 
Answer. The arrangement was, that I should reach New Orleans by the 1st of June at furthest, and this 

left me but little time, considering the extent of my business, to arrange my private ~:!fairs preparatory to 
going to Mexico. I did not believe at the time, nor do I yet believe, that the President would have 
consented to my staying for the purpose suggested by Mr. Forsyth. 

Question. Was not the vessel in whfoh you were to embark in a course of preparation for her voyage 
when you left this city? • 

A:nsu:e1·. If the vessel had arrived here I did not know it. It was expected that she could reach 
New Orleans about the 15th of May; but there was no certainty, and I think she had not arrived. 

Question. You say "it was expected;" what do you mean by that expression? 
Ansu:er. I waited upon the President, in consequence of a wish he had expressed for my early 

departure, and in conversation with him he requested me to go to the Secretary of the Navy and inquire 
about a vessel to carry me out on the mission. I called on the Secretary of the Navy, who called in 
Commodore Rodgers to consult upon the subject; and from them I understood that the vessel in wbich it 
was concluded I should go had not arrived, but was shortly thereafter expected. Commodore Rodgers 
spoke of some. repairs which would have to be made upon the vessel; made some calculation as to the 
time these repairs and the voyag·e to New Orleans would take; and in this way "it was estimated that 
the vessel could probably reach New Orleans about the middle of May, or between that time and the 1st 
of June." 

Question. You stopped at Wheeling, then, instead of at Washington, for your own personal 
convenience ? 

Answer. I left here because it was necessary to attend to my business at Baltimore, and a part of 
my business at Wheeli:Qg, which was in the route to my own home, that I intended to visit previous to 
my departure. 

Question. I see by referring to your address that, in addition to the numbers of the Washington 
Republican, there are ten numbered documents, from No. 1 to No. 10. Were not all these documents in 
your possession at the time Mr. Crawford's report was made to Congress? 

Answei·. They were not. I had no expectation of such an attack as was contained in Mr. Crawford's 
report, and had made no preparation in anticipation of such an attack as constitutes the subject of that 
report in relation to myself. 

Question. Which of these documents were then in your possession? 
Answer. I had No. 11; I had, also, No. 'l; I had the paper from which No. 3 is taken, all among my 

papers, but not collected for any purpose of attack. I may have had some of them in the published 
documents, but I think I had at that time none of those documents in my possession. I was preparing 
to leave the city, and if I had had any printed documents but my own I presume I must have returned 
them; and my own I had sent to Mr. Cook. Nothing was collected or prepared for the subject of my 
memorial, or to be used for any such purpose, ·!;ill after Mr. Cook furnished me the copy of the report. 

Question. Did you send your address by mail from Wheeling? 
[The committee decided this to b~ an improper question.] 
Question. Do you know when that address arrived in Washington? 
Ansu:er. I do not know, but presume it must have arrived here the latter part of the week before it 

was presented to Congress. After it was written, in part, it was detained for some time, with the hope that 
I should have been able to obtain a document I wanted from the residence of the Hon. Mr. Ruggles, about 
ten miles from Wheeling; to which residence I sent twice to procure it. It was kept open from the 
paragraph preceding the last on page 24 of the printed .address. I had intended to have pursued the 
subject further at that time, but from indisposition, from the want of the document I desired, and from 
my anxiety not to be longer detained, I concluded not to do so, and I referred to the A. B. publications in 
consequence thereof. I had to have a copy of it made, which would of itself have occasioned some d~lay, 
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and this was increased by waiting for the document above alluded to. I sent on the copy of such .part 
as was ready, as I believe, the mail before the original was forwarded. I think I enclosed it to Mr. 
Cook. ·when I left "Wheeling my intention was to avail myself of the earliest opportunity of making 
an additional defence, and I did not expect to be able to make a full defence until I could reach 
Edwardsville, where I hoped to find some of the documents that would establish the truth of my 
statements. On my journey, at Shawneetown, in Illinois, I found my publication of 1819, announcing 
my intention to retire from the Bank of Edwardsville; from which place I transmitted that publication 
to this city; and after my arrival at Edwardsville I wrote another address to the House of Representa
tives, and had obtained documents to accompany it, which I was prepared to transmit when the Sergeant
at-arms arrived at my house, intending, if Congress had adjourned, to g·et the same inserted in the 
National Intelligencer, if I could. 

Question. Did you transmit the original of you,• address by mail; and if so, when did you put it into 
the post office at Wheeling? 

Ansu:er. I did not put it into the post office myself. I gave it to a gentleman to put in for me, the 
post office being at a considerable distance from my lodgings; and I expect he did so in time for its 
arrival here in the latter part of the week before it was presented to Congress. 

Question. Who was that gentleman? 
Anszcer. It was some one of the gentlemen about the house where I stayed, but I do not recollect 

which one. 
Question. On what day of your stay at Wheeling did you deliver it to him ? • 
Answer. I have no recollection except from the calculation which I think I then made as to the 

probable time of its arrival here, and I therefore suppose it must have been about the 10th or 12th of 
the month. 

Question. You intended, then, that it should arrive the latter part of that week? 
Answer. I knew, from the time I delivered it to be put in the mail, that it could not arrive before 

that time, and I intended it should arrive by the due course of mail. 
Question. Do you know when the copy of your address was finished? 
Ansu-er. I do not know the particular day, but I think that the copy, so far as one was made, was sent 

on by the first mail after it was finished, and that it was sent in the mail before the original was sent. 
Question. Please to read this address in the Washington Republican, of January 20, 1823, signed 

A. B. and addressed to Gales & Seaton. Is that the publication to which you refer in one of the A. B. 
publications communicated with your address, (page 62 of that address?) 

Ansu·er. It is. 
Question. Were you not just about to leave Edwardsville when the messenger from the House of 

Representatives arrived? 
Answer. I expect I should have left it for New Orleans in about three days. 
Question. Did you find in your examination of the office of the Receiver any letter from the Secretary 

of the Treasury, to which that conversation could possibly refer which you had with Mr. Stephenson 
after your return from Congress, respecting the letter he is said to have written on the 12th of October, 
except the letters of the 1st of November, 1819, and the 20th of April, 1820? 

Ansu-er. I did not. 
Question. I remind you that in the fourth quarter of 1819 there was a deposit of upwards of $50,000 

made by Mr. Stephenson in the Bank of Edwardsville, and I ask you whether you think it possible he 
could have referred in that conversation to the letter of the 20th of April, 1820? • 

Answer. At the time of that conversation I did not know what deposits he had made after October 
12, 1819, nor to what amount. I think it possible he may have referred to the letter of April, 1820, 
although I consider that the letter of the 1st of November, 1819, was the letter written in consequence of 
the Receiver's letter of the 12th of October preceding. The letter of November directs the Receiver to 
deposit the money he should have in his hands on the last day of that month in the Bank of Edwardsville, 
but I think it contains no express order in regard to future deposits. A letter of the same date was 
written by Mr. Crawford to the Uashier of that bank, with an enclosure, and the paper I have presented to 
the committee was delivered to me by the Cashier of the bank as being that enclosure, from which it would 
appear that both the Receiver at Kaskaskia and at Edwardsville had been directed to make their future 
deposits in the Bank of Missouri, until otherwise ordered. .And it appears, by the letter of the 20th of 
April, that the Receiver at Edwardsville was specially directed to make his deposits in the Bank of 
Edwardsville. Being the President of the bank to the Cashier of which the letter was directed, he may 
have supposed he was hound to take notice of the information which it is natural to suppose he must 
have received concerning the order contained in that enclosure. But these are all circumstances which 
have come to my knowledge since the conversation alluded to, and I cannot undertake to say what letter 
it was the Receiver referred to in that conversation. 

Question. Do you not know that in January and February, 1820, notwithstanding this circumstance, 
he did make deposits in the Bank of Edwardsville? 

Ansu-er. I do not. I was at Congress during the time spoken of, and I have no recollection of having 
known anything at that time concerning his deposits. All I know on the subject is from recent publica
tions. I am under the impression that during the winter succeeding the letter of November I, either 
Colonel Johnson or myself was written to on the subject of the enclosure above spoken of, but my recol
lection is so indistinct that I cannot speak with any certainty about it. 

Question. It is stated in an account current of Benjamin Stephenson with the United States, printed 
with Mr. Crawford's publication, ordered to be printed on the 11th of May, No. lo, that there was cash 
deposited 'in the Bank of Edwardsville, on the 31st of January, 1820, amounting to $2,526 82, and in 
another account, No. 14, that there was cash deposited in the same bank by Stephenson on the 29th of 
February, $2,881. If these statements are true, do you now think it possible that the letter of the 20th 
of April was the letter alluded to i;n that conversation before mentioned with Stephenson ? 

Answer. I still think it possible. His own letter being silent on the subject of the future deposits, 
he may have thought that that would have justified him in continuing to make those deposits, and yet, 
from the enclosure above referred to, Mr. Crawford may have intended to prohibit their being made there. 
I have already stated that my impression is that Colonel Johnson or myself received a letter on the 
subject of that enclosure, and I suppose that the enclosure and the Receiver's letter together may have 
occasioned the latter some uncertainty how he was to act. 
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Question. You speak of your impressions concerning a ~etter to y:ourself or Colonel Johnson. By 
whom was that letter written? 

.Answer. My impression is that it was by the President of the bank, who was also the Receiver. 
Colonel Johnson's brother-in-law holding a very large portion of the stock of that bank, he has been 
principally relied upon for some years past to make all negotiations with Mr. Crawford concerning it 
that have been made here, and we have generally had conversation upon the subject when he has had to 
act in those cases. If I received the letter no doubt it was communicated to him, and if he received one 
it is equally probable that it was shown to me. 

Questwn. Do you 1.110w that the Receiver at Edwardsville ever saw that paper called the enclosure 
in the letter of November 1. 

.Answer. Of my own knowledge I do not, but I should think it very strange if h!3 had not seen it, he 
being the President of the bank. 

Question. In examining the records in the Receiver's office did you see a letter from Mr. Crawford 
of the 1st of November ? 

.Answer. I did. 
Question. Does it contain any direction to the Receiver to deposit moneys in the Bank of Missouri? 
.Answer. I think not. I have already stated that I believe it is silent as to his future deposit, after 

the one therein specially referred to. 
Question. The letter to the Receiver, of the 1st of November, and the enclosure of which you speak, 

differ in this respect. That part of the enclosure which relates to the Bank of Missouri is not found in the 
letter to the Receiver. Is there not this difference? 

.Answer. The letter which I saw at the Land Office at Edwardsville, from Mr. Crawford to the 
Receiver, of November I, 1819, ·I feel confident contains no directions to make the deposit in the Bank of 
Missouri, but is silent, as I have before stated, as to future deposits. 

Question. Could the Receiver, if he had seen this enclosure, have doubted about the propriety of con
tinuing his deposits, with the letter of the 1st of November in his hands? 

.Answer. I think he could. 
Question. In giving your advice to the Receiver, in the fall of 1819, did you give it in the character 

of his friend, or, as a person holding a high place in the Government, with a view to promote the public 
-interest? 

.Answer . .A.t that time I had lost confidence in banks, generally, so much so that I did not wish to be 
held responsible for any bank. I advised the Receiver as a friend to him, and also with a view to free 
myself of all responsibility for the bank, by placing things in such a situation that Mr. Crawford could 
act in the case as he should think fit on his own responsibility, leaving the funds in the Receiver's hands 
entirely to his control. • 

Question. Did you consider the funds of the United States safer in the hands of the Receiver than in 
the Bank of Edwardsville for ninety days? 

.Answer. I considered the funds, at that time, as safe in the hands of either, with this ~ifference, 
however, that the bank might have been more liable to use them than the Receiver. 

Questwn. Did you not, after or about this time, write to a paymaster or paymasters, recommending, 
suggesting, or soliciting him or them to pay the troops of the United States in notes of the Bank of 
Edwardsville? 

.Answer. I have no i:ecollection of having written to any paymaster at all on the subject. I had, at 
that time, as much confidence in the notes of the Bank of Edwardsville as in any other of the local banks. 
Their notes were receivable in the Land Office, and were cun-ent in that part of the country; and I should 
suppose might have been taken by persons to whom the paymaster was to make his payments, as safely 
as any other notes in that quarter of the country, nor should I have had any objection to recommend them 
to any paymaster as readily as any others of the notes of the local banks which circulated there. I think 
about that time I had heard of some order having been given by the War Department, which, as well as 
I now remember, required the troops to be paid either in Missouri paper or in specie; and I think I wrote 
to the Secretary of War, and. probably to. other persons, probably to Colonel Johnson, complaining of 
the order. 

Questwn. Do you recollect whether it was before or after you attended Congress that you wrote 
these letters ? 

.Answer. I do not recollect the time, but I suppose it must have been after the first and before the 
second session I served in Congress. The bank only got into operation a short time before my departure 
for Congress in 1818; I recollect but little of the case alluded to. I am, however, strongly impressed 
with a belief that there was, or that I so understood it, an order to paymasters that I considered very 
partial to the Bank of Missouri. . 

Questwn. Was the letter which you wrote. at the request of Mr. Stephenson dated on the same day on 
which it was copied? 

.Answer. I do not recollect; but I presume it was. 
Question. Did you see him on that day enclose a printed copy of your publication? And were both in 

the same package? • 
.Answer. It was on the same day, and I think both letter and paper were put in one cover. 
Question. Was the Land Office then kept in Mr. Stephenson's house, or in a separate building? 
.Answer. It was in a separate building not far from his house. 
Questwn. Did you see him carry the letter to the post office, or do you know that he did so? 
.Answer. I did not see it put in, nor do I know that it was; the post office was at a considerable 

distance from the place. • 
Questwn. At what time of the day, in th~,morning or the afternoon, was the copy taken? 
.Answe1'. I do not recollect. 
Questwn. Did you make the draught at the office, or in your own house before you went there? 
.Answer. I think it was written in my own house. 
Question. Was it made on the same day on which it was copied, or the day before? 
.Amwer. I do not recollect, but I think it was on the same day. 
Question . .A.t what hour of the day did the mail leave Edwardsville for Washington City at that time? 
.Answer. I do not remember the hours of arrival or departure. 
Questwn. How long does it usually take letters to reach Washington City from Edwardsville by mail? 
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.Ansu-er. From 16 to 18 days I think, in regular course of mail, and when the weather is good; but it 
may be very much delayed when the weather is bad. The mail has been very irregular. 

Question. What is the average time in which you have received letters from that place when you 
have been in this city? Would 20 days be an unreasonable allowance? 

.Answer. I do not know how to make an average; miscarriages are more liable to happen in the 
winter time, not only from accidents, but from the accumulation of letters. And I cannot now specify in 
how long a time I have received a single one of my letters after it was mailed from there. I think I have 
received much fewer in 20 days than those which have taken a longer time. The mail has been irregular 
in the winter time during the sessions of Congress, or letters at least have arrived very irregularly. 

Question. I understand you to have said that but for the Secretary's report to Congress on the 22d of 
March you would have gone quietly to Mexico without disturbing yourself with any of those charges 
against him? 

.Ansu-er. I believe I have stated, and I now state again, that I should not have made the attack upon 
Mr. Crawford if I had not considered him as attacking me. 

By Mr. Webster: 
Question. Have you been pretty well acquainted with the general operations of the Treasury in the 

western States for several years in regard to the collection of the public debts? 
.Ansu-e,·. I have been in regard to collection from the sale of public lands, but of the special facts 

contained in the documents I had no other means of knowing than every other ·member of Congress, 
except what I knew from being a Director of the Bank of Edwardsville while I was such. 

Question. When did you first become a member of Congress? 
.Answer. I was elected in 1818. 
Question. Have you continued a member without intermission from that time until your recent 

diplomatic appointment? 
.Ansi(-er. I have. . 
Question. Have you generally attended the sessions of Congress? 
.Ans1cer. I have. 

By Mr. Livingston: 
Queslion. Do you know anything further, of your own knowledge, in support of the facts and specifi

cations against Mr. Crawford contained in your memorial? 
.Ansu-er. Nothing that I recollect at this time that relates to the matters specifically alleged in my 

address to the House. 

Mr. EDWARDS being again called: 
JUNE 16, 1824. 

By Mr. Forsyth: • 
Quesfwn. You state that you received from the Cashier of the Bank of Edwardsville an enclosure 

contained in a letter from Mr. Crawford to him of the 1st November, 1819. Can you state whether there 
was not another paper enclosed in that letter? 

.Answer. I cannot. I neither saw.nor heard of any other. 
Question. For what purpose was your address to Congress, and the letter to the Speaker accompanying 

it, sent in a different manner, and to a different person, from the documents and the copy of the address 
which you state was first sent? 

[The committee decided that the question should not be put.] 
Que..'l/ion. You state, in one of your addresses to the public at Louisville, dated May 18, 1824, that 

you sincerely believed, and had been advised by your most dispassionate friends, and other impartial 
gentlemen, that it was absolutely and essentially due to your own character to enter into this controversy 
with Mr. Crawford. I wish you to state who these dispassionate friends and impartial persons were . 

.Answe1·. I object to the question. 
[The committee decided it should not be put.] 
Question. Did not your affidavit before the Committee of Investigation of the last Congress, with 

respect to this correspondence, which you allege took place between the Secretary of the Treasury and 
Mr. Stephenson, impose upon the Secretary the necessity, when he made his final report, either to produce 
that correspondence or to account for the omission to produce it? 

.Answer. I submit the question to the committee. 
[The committee decided it should not be put.] 
Question. Do you think it possible that, in the year 1819, a le.tter should have come by mail from 

Edwardsville to Washington from the 16th of October to the 1st of November following? 
.Ans1t"e1'. Judging from the statement I have to-day seen from the Post Office Department, I should 

think it was not; but if the letter of the Receiver did not leave Edwardsville before the 16th of October, 
I do not believe that Mr. Crawford's letter to the Receiver, of the 1st of November following, was written 
or sent on the day of its date, unless the letter of the Receiver was sent by private conveyance to Louis
ville and mailed there. 

By Mr. Floyd: 
Question. When, in your deposition heretofore taken, you mention the name of "Colonel Moore," to 

what Colonel Moore did you allude? 
Ansu-er. To a representative in Congress from Alabama. 
Question. You state that you had prepared another address to the House of Representatives subse

quently to writing the first, which, should Congress have adjourned, you intended to get published in the 
National Intelligencer if you could. What was your object in wishing to have it so published? 

.Ansuw. I thought I had obtained sufficient testimony to establish my innocence of the charge or im
putation which I understood Mr. Crawford as having made against me, and I wished to lay that testimony 
and my address before the people of the United States. 

JUNE 19. 
Mr. EDWARDS further examined: 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question. Have you, or have you not, had in your possession the paper which you say Lippincott 

found in the Receiver's office in your handwriting at any time since the 12th of October, 1819? 
.Answer. I presume that the draught of the letter of the Receiver of the 12th October is alluded to. Thora 
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is nothing that I more firmly believe than that I have never seen that paper from the time it was copied 
by the Receiver, as has been before stated, until it was found by Mr. Lippincott in the office, in .April or 
May last, as has also been stated. I then had it in my hands, and read it, I believe, more than once, but 
never had it in my possession out of the office after it was so found by Mr. Lippincott. 

Question. Do Yl'.lU know who prepared the rough draught of the letters from the President of the 
Edwardsville Bank to you, of January 'r, 1820; to the Secretary of the Treasury, of the same date; and 
to the Secretary of the Treasury, of .April 18, 1820, or either of them? 

Answer. I do not. 
NINI.AN EDW .ARDS. 

JAMES NOBLE, of the Senate, sworn on the part of Mr. Crawford: • 
Question. You were employed by the Treasury in some arrangements with the Bank of Vincennes, 

were you not? Will you be so good as to state whether, in your opinion, the debt due by that bank 
to the Government is secured, or any part of it, and if any, what ? 

Answer. So far as I had the agency in it, which is to the amount of about $26,000, I believe and 
consider the debt as secured. 

Question. Do you consider the claim of the United States on that bank, apart from the collateral 
security, as being safe? 

Answer . .As to the residue of the claim which the United States has against the Bank of Vincennes, I 
know nothing of it except from information which has been derived from the Directors, who say that the 
bank is able to pay the debt, and has secured its payment. A part of that debt, consisting of $10,000, 
(not included in the $26,000 before mentioned,) was transferred by that bank to the rreasurer of the 
United States in a draft on John H. Piatt, ·secured by two good endorsers; and from very recent 
information I learn that this draft is now in the hands of the Treasury Department or the District 
Attorney, Mr. Dewey, and in a train to be recovered. .A further sum of $'r,000 is secured in obligations 
against the State of Indiana, which is a matter in negotiation between that State and the Treasury of 
the United States. 

Question. Have you had any conversation with Governor Edwards concerning Mr. Crawford's 
management of the western banks, and concerning his authorship of the .A. B. letters ? 

Answer. I have, and it was introduced by himself. 
Question. State that conversation, with the time and circumstances. 
Answer. The precise day I cannot recollect; it was pending his nomination, made by the President 

of the United States to the Senate, as minister to Mexico, and it was after the 21st or 22d of February 
last. I make this statement from the fact that on the 21st or 22d of February I went to Mrs. Queen's to 
board, where Governor Edwards resided, and this conversation was after I went there. He stated that 
he was about to be attacked in the Senate of the United States, for the purpose of defeating his nomina
tion; that party and political spirit was now high; that he understood that charges would be exhibited 
against him, and that it had been so declared in the Senate chamber. I remarked to Governor Edwards 
that he well knew, according to the rules of that body, while on executive business secrecy was required; 
that I was not at liberty to mention any occurrence or the remark of a single member, excepting so far as 
related to myself; that I was not governed by party or political feelings or motives; that I adhered to the 
expression made use of by Jefferson, and the only inquiry with me was, " Is he capable and is he honest?" 
Governor Edwards then remarked that, -although secrecy was required in that body, yet he was informed 
almost every day of the transactions and remarks of individuals when his nomination was called up, 
and he added, "Noble, I shall not forget you." I then replied that I did not understand his meaning. 
Re said it was unimportant; he was satisfied I was not governed by the party feelings which were then 
prevailing. It was on the day in the evening of which this conversation took place that I had moved to 
take up 'his nomination in the Senate. This must have been his meaning when he said he would not 
forgE:lt me; for he explained it next day, and said he had heard that I had done so. Mr. Edwards further 
remarked that he knew me to be the decisive friend of William H. Crawford, and, said he, I am considered 
as being his bitter enemy, and I am charged with being the author of the numbers signed A. B.; but 

• (raising his hand) I pledge you my honor I am not the author, nor do I know who the author was. 
"Crawford and I," said Mr. Edwards, "have had a little difference; but I have always considered him a 
highminded, honorable, and vigilant officer of the Government. He has been abused about western 
banks and the unavailable funds." Leaning forward and extending his hand, he added: "Now, d-n it, 
you know that we both live in States where there are many poor debtors to the Government for lands, 
together with a deranged currency. The not€s on various banks being depreciated after the effect and 
operation of the war in that portion of the Union, and the banks, by attempting to call in their paper, 
having exhausted their specie, the notes that were then in circulation became of little or no value. 
Many men of influence in that country," said he, "have united to induce the Secretary of the Treasury to 
select certain banks as banks of deposit, and to take the notes of certain banks in payment for public 
lands. Had he not done so (meaning Mr. Crawford) many of our inhabitants would have been turned out 
of doors and lost their lands, and the people of that country would have had a universal disgust against 
Mr. Crawford; and I will venture to say," said Governor Edwards, "notwithstanding I am considered his 
enemy, that no man in this Government could have conducted the fiscal and financial concerns of the 
Government with more integrity and propriety than Crawford did." I further remarked to Governor 
Edwards, in speaking of his nomination, that inasmuch as he was nominated by the President, unless 
some charge was brought against him, I had already evinced in the Senate my disposition to vote for the , 
confirmation of his nomination, without any previous consultation with him; but added, if I had the 
power of making the nomination, I would not have nominated him, and, as an evidence of it, I had wrjtten 
a letter to Mr. Monroe, urging the nomination of William Henry Harrison,.and with that letter I had 
enclosed the unanimous recommendation of the members of the Legislature of Indiana in favor of General 
Harrison. 

By Mr. Cook: 
Question. When Governor Edwards mentioned to you that he received information of what the Senate 

was doing, did he not at the same time observe that he was a member of the Senate, and had a right to 
know what they were doing as much as any other member? 

Answer. If he.made that observation I do not recollect it. He might have done so. 
Question. When you had this conversation with him, had .not the Richmond Enquirer, on that or some 

day not long before, been received in this. city, containing an allegation that Mr. Edwards, "the author of 
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the A. B. plot," had been nominated as minister to Mexico? and can you say positively that the denial of 
authorship on the part of Mr. Edwards did not relate to the plot, instead of the writings themselves under 
that signature? and did not the conversation grow out of that publication? 

.Answer. I saw an article in the Richmond Enquirer, stating that Ninian Edwards, the "author of A. 
B.," or "of A. B. plot memory," (I do not recollect which,) had been so nominated. The paper I saw at 
the boarding-house of Mrs. Queen, and I think in the hands of Mr. Elkins. Whether it was before the 
conversation with Governor Edwards or afterwards I do not distinctly recollect. I am inclined to think 
it was after the conversation; but I am very well satisfied that, in the conversation with Governor 
Edwards, when he declared himself not to be the author of A. B., and pledged his honor to the declaration, 
I understood him to have an explicit reference to the numbers signed A. B. which appeared in the Wash
ington Republican; and I so understood him because he had reference to the reports of the two committees 
who examined into that subject at the previous session of Congress. No allusion whatever was made in 
this conversation to the article in the Richmond Enquirer. 

Question. In the course of the conversation, was reference made to any particular numbers of the 
publications signed A. B.? 

Answer. There was not. 
Question. Was the name of General Cocke at all introduced? 
.Ansu:er. It was not. 
Question. When did yon first mention the conversation you have now repeated as having passed 

between yourself and Governor Edwards, and to whom? 
.Ansiver. According to the best of my recollection, I never repeated it to any person until the evening 

of the day that I was informed that Governor Edwards' address was presented to the House of Represen
tatives. On that evening, in conversation with several of the members of that House, and amongst whom 
were Mr. Reed and Mr. Nelson, some of whom said that Governor Edwards had avowed himself to be the 
author of A. B., and others said that he had not done so, I remarked that they must have misunderstood 
the address, for Governor Edwards had pledged his honor to me that he was not the author of A. B.; in 
the same evening I made the same remark to Mr. Elkins. 

Question. Did you mention the subject to any member of the Senate? 
Answer. Not while his nomination was pending, nor before his address appeared. Afterwards I 

spoke of it without reserve. 
Question. I perceive from the Richmond Enquirer that a letter, purporting to have been written in 

the Senate Chamber, and dated April 26, 1824, states: "Mr. N. Edwards declared to Mr. Noble, Senator 
from Indiana, that he was not the author of the A. B. publi6ation; he did this pending his nomination as 
minister to Mexico. In consequence of this declaration, Mr. Noble states that he voted for him." Did 
you make any such communication to any member of the Senate? [Mr. Forsyth objected to this question, 
and the committee decided that the question was improper.] 

Question. Did you ever have any conversation with Colonel Benton, of the Senate, on the subject of 
your conversation with Mr. Edwards? 

Answer. Yes. 
Question. In the conversation you had :with Mr. Edwards, did he speak of the original plan adopted 

by the Secretary of the Treasury for the relief of the people of the west, or did he speak of the manner in 
which that plan was executed? • 

.Answer. He spoke of the conduct of the Secretary of the Treasury generally. 
Que.stion. Did you understand the conversation you have mentioned as intended to a:lfect your vote 

on the then pending nomination? 
.Answer. I did not suppose that that was its design, nor had it any such e:lfect upon myself. I considered 

him as speaking as an honest man. If he had told me that he was the author of A. B. it would not, in my 
opinion, have had the least weight with me whatever in relation to my vote, for I considered that matter 
as done with, and I had already taken an active part for him in the Senate. 

By !fr. Forsyth: 
Question. What do you now understand as having been the effect intended to have been produced by 

that conversation? 
.Answer. Governor Edwards having pledged his word and honor to me, unsought for, that he was not 

the author of A. B., and having expressed his opinion of the integrity and vigilance of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, and mentioned that he expected an attack in the Senate, as I now suppose, from the friends of 
Mr. Crawford, I consider him as having expected that I would fake this information that he gave me into 
that body, and it would be the means of securing the confirmation of his nomination. 

By Mr. Cook: 
Questi.on. Did Governor Edwards request you to mention what he had said to any members of the 

Senate, or did he afterwards inquire whether you had done so? 
.Answer. He did not. 
Question. Did you, in the conversation with Mr. Edwards, signify to him that his being or not being 

the author of A. B. would have no influence on your vote? 
.Answer. I did not. 

JAMES NOBLE. 

Witness called again. 
By Mr. Edwards: 

QuesiW?t. Please to state the value of each division of the property you received at Brookville, as 
security ,for the debt of the Bank of Vincennes to the United States? • 

Answer. As to the value it would be but mere opinion, and I cannot from recollection name each 
division of the property. But at the time the property was conveyed by mortgage to the Treasurer of 
the United States, I supposed and believed that it would cover nearly the sum of $26,000, according to 
the terms of the mortgage, ( and the valuation fixed on the property by two disinterested persons who 
had valued it previously to its being conveyed by the owners to attorneys or trustees for the use of the 
Directors of the Bank of Vincennes, and for the purpose of discharging their debts, as will fully appear 
from a report of the Treasury Department, marked F, and dated April 29, 1822. )-(See Executive Papers 
of second session of l'ith Congress.) 

Questi.on. What fa its present value? 
.Answer. It is impossible for me to state. 

VOL. V--14 B 
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Question. Vv as it not your opinion, while my nomination was pending and shortly after you came to 
Mrs. Queen's to lodge, that there would be no opposition to it in the Senate? 

Answer. It was my opinion that there would be an opposition, and you yourself told me that there 
would; but the fact turned out that there was no opposition, for reasons which you know. You know 
that the opposition was expected from Colonel Benton, and he was sick. I did not know what the 
charges to be brought against you were, and I told you at the same time that if there were no charges 
brought I should vote for you, and should not regard political feeling. You remarked to me that the 
friends of Mr. Crawford would oppose you. I replied that some of those whom I knew to be his friends 
would scorn such a line of conduct; I mean, would scorn to suffer political feeling to bias their votes in 
such a case. . 

Question. Where did the conversation which you have testified as having passed between you and 
myself take place? 

Answer. In my room at Mrs. Queen's. 
JAMES NOBLE. 

JoHN MASON, jr., sworn, on the part of Mr. Crawford: 
By Mr. Forsyth: 

Question. Have you or not had a conversation with Mr. Edwards concerning the .A. B. publications; 
and if so, state what it was ? . . 

Answer. I had such a conversation with Mr. Edwards, and, as far as I recollect, it occurred while his 
nomination was pending in the Senate, and before it had been confirmed: but of this I will not be positive. 
He stated to me that there would probably be, or that he bad expected, an opposition in the Senate, and 
that one of the grounds of that opposition was the authorship of the A. B. publications, which had been 
imputed to him; that as to that, although it was well known that he had taken a decided stand against 
Mr. Crawford, he bad done nothing which he bad hesitated to avow, ( or would hesitate to avow,) I cannot 
be certain which he said, and that his opposition had been open and fair. 

J. MASON, JR. 

Mr. MASON called again: 
Question. When you first saw me after I occupied the back room of Mrs. Queen's boarding-house, 

what was the state of my health? 
Answer. You were, as I thought, quite ill. 
Question. Was not this shortly after my nomination? 
Ansu-er. It was. 
Question. Was it at this time that you had the conversation you have related? 
Answer. It was subsequently to this vi~it. 
Question. Had I not then got well? 
Answer. You were then certainly much better. 

J. MASON, JR. 

DANIEL P. Coox, of the House of Representatives, sworn, on the part of Mr. Crawford: 
Question. Did you receive the address of Mr. Edwards to Congress by mail; and if so, at what time? 
Answer. I received it on the Saturday next previous to the Monday on which it was presented to the 

House, accompanied by a letter through the mail from Wheeling, requesting me to place it in the haJ;J.ds 
of the Speaker, after supplying some documents which were referred to in the memorial, but were not 
forwarded with it. These documents I supplied, 11,nd on the next day did place it in the hands of the 
Speaker. 

Question, Was the address itself communicated by mail? 
Answer. Yes. 
Question. Did the address come through the mail addressed to you? 
Answer. No. 
Question. To whom did it come addressed? 
Answer. I submit to the committee whether this is a proper question. 
[The committee decided that the question should not be put to the witness.] 
Question. State what reason you had for knowing that it came by mail at all. 
Answer. By the mail preceding that which I believe brought it on, I received a copy of a part of the 

same memo1·ial with a letter from Mr. Edwards, stating that he expected by the next mail to forward it· 
complete; and by the next mail I received a second letter from him, stating that he had by that mail 
forwarded the memorial, as suggested in his former letter, and the person to whom it was sent did, early 
on that day, place the memorial in my hands, which was in the original blank envelope, having the post
mark of Wheeling upon it, and directed by Governor Edwards, whose handwriting I know; and therefore 
I believe that it came by mail. 

Question. Was it opened ? 
Answer. The seal of the envelope had been broken. 
Question. I think it was early in the day that you received both your own letter and this envelope? 
Answer. I think it was not later than ten o'clock. 
Question. Do you not know that Mr. Edwards is not the author of those A. B. publications printed in 

the Washington Republican, which he has avowed in his memorial? 
Answer. Since I understood he was the author of any of them, I have understood from him that he 

was the author of all of those which relate to the subject of this investigation. I did understand that the 
first number of those publications was communicated to that paper by a different person, but I have 
since learned from Mr. Ed:wards that he wrote all of them which refer to the subject of this investigation, 
and I know nothing to the contrary. 

Question. Did you, in supplying documents for that memorial, furnish any but printed ones ? 
Answer. I furnished no others, the rest came in the packet. 
Question. Was postage charged on the packet you received? 
Answer. If there was I have no recollection of it. I am sure I paid no postage. 

D. P. COOK. 
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Mr. CooK called again. 
By Mr. Forsyth: 

Question. Please to separate those papers which you furnished for the memorial of Mr. Edwards from 
those which came enclosed to you ? 

Ansu:er. I furnished one, and I am not certain but two, of the A. B. publications, and I furnished 
numbers one and two of the documents annexed to the memorial. My impression is that these are all 
which I furnished. . 

Question. You state that the seal of the envelope which was handed to you had been broken. Were 
the papers within it sealed up and directed to you? 

Am--icer. They were not. I received six 9r seven newspapers and documents directed immediately 
to myself, but the memorial was not. 

Question. What motive did Mr. Edwards state to you for sending the memorial to you indirectly? 
Anszcer. He expressed none. The memorial and the letter to the Speaker of the House came in the 

$ame envelope. 
D. P. COOK. 

JERElII.A.H ELKINS sworn, on the part of Mr. Crawford: 
Question. Had you a conversation with Mr. Edwards about the A. B. publications. 
Anszcer. I have heard him allude to those publications, and mention his being charged with the 

authorship of them. • 
Question. State what took place? 
Ansicer. I think it was an article in the Richmond Enquirer which led to the remark I heard him 

make, in which article it was stated that "Mr. Edwards of A. B. plot memory," or words to that effect, 
had been nominated by the President as minister to Mexico. Mr. Edwards observed that he was not the 
author of those publications, or ( as I think the expression was) that he was no more the author than the 
editor of the Enquirer himself. . 

By Mr. Cook: 
Question. Where and when did this conversation take place? 
Answer. It was at Mrs. Queen's boarding house, and during the pendency of Mr. Edwards' nomination 

before the Senate. I cannot recollect the particular day. 
Question. Was any other person present at this conversation? 
Ansv:er. Probably there were others present. I think it was either at dinner or during the time that 

the boarders were coming in to dinner. Mr. Edwards inquired whether any gentleman took or had seen 
the Richmond Enquirer; that he understood there was in it an article to the effect stated above, and then 
made the remark relative to it which I have-mentioned. • 

Question. Can you remember in what part of Mrs. Queen's house he then had his room? 
Ansu·er. I do not recollect. 
Question. Did General Noble then board there? 
Ansum·. I think it was about the time General Noble came there, probably within a day or two 

before or after; of this, however, I am not certain. 
Question. Do you remember having any conversation with General Noble about that article in the 

Richmond Enquirer before the presentation of Mr. Edwards' memorial? · 
Ans-zcer. No. I might have had, but do not recollect lfily. 
Question. Had you the Richmond Enquirer in which this article was contained then in your possession? 
Ansu·er. It is impossible for me to recollect; the Enquirer was taken by Mr. Locke, a member of 

Congress from Massachusetts, who then lodged at Mrs. Queen's. 
Question. Did you, at or about that time, hand or show that paper to General Noble? 
Answer. I do not remember; such a thing might have occurred without my recollecting it. 
Question. Is that the only conversation you ever had with Governor Edwards on the subject? 
Answer. I do not recollect any other. 

JEREMIAH ELKINS. 

Witness again called. 
By Mr. Cook: 

Question. Did Mr. Edwards, in making the denial you have referred to, use the words "A. B. plot," 
or 11 .A. B. publications ?" 

Answer. I knew of no difference between the two, and therefore do not recollect. 
,JEREMIAH ELKINS. 

WrLLUM W. SEATON sworn, on the part of Mr. Crawford: 
By Mr. Forsyth: 

Question. Did you ever have a conversation with Mr. Edwards relative to the authorship of the A. B. 
publications ? 

Ansu-er. Mr. Edwards spoke of those papers to me incidentally. He came to our office to have, as 
he said, a free and frank conversation; it was the first time he had been there, to my knowledge, for a 
year; it was during the pendency of his nomination before the Senate as minister to Mexico, and some 
time before Mr. Crawford's report was made to Congress. He wished to know, he said, if we would 
publish his defence? I asked him what defence? A defence against whom? He replied that he 
expected to be attacked; and whenever he turned upon his enemies he generally got the better of them, 
( or words to that effect.) He further said ( and this I remember distinctly, for he twice or thrice repeated 
it) that when he commenced he never stopped at the line of just retribution. I answered him that if he 
was attacked in our paper he should have the free use of it to defend himself; that if he were attacked 
any where else, he should have the same rights extended to him as were extended to all other citizens; 
but be could have no positive promise of publication until we had read the matter he wished published. 
Passing then from that subject, Governor Edwards said he knew that we had thought him, for some time, 
hostile to us on account of that foolish business of last session, ( or that A. B. affair of last session, I do 
not recollect which phrase he used,) but he had nothing to do with it. .Mr. Gales was present during the 
greater part if not the whole of this conversation. It was on the authority of this conversation alone 
that we expressed, in the paper, our belief that Mr. Edwards was not the author of the A. B. publications. 
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By Mr. Cook: 
Question. Had you not, previous to this conversation, said to others that you did not believe Mr. 

Edwards was the author of the .A.. B. publications? 
Answer. At the time the .A.. B. papers appeared it did not strike me that Mr. Edwards was the author, 

and when the subject was continued in the Franklin Gazette, after Congress had adjourned, and Mr. 
Edwards gone to Illinois, I believed that another member of Congress was the author. Such being my 
impression I may have stated it, but do not recollect having done so. But the conversation with Mr. 
Edwards was the only authority beyond conjecture we had for stating that he was not the author; 
nor should we have published the paragraph but for that conversation. 

Question. Can you say distinctly that in that conversation Mr. Edwards did not speak of an imputed 
plot; and in saying he had nothing to do with it, that he did not refer to a plot and not to the publications? 

.Ansu:er. I do not distinctly recollect Governor Edwards' language, except so far as that it left a 
strong impression on my mind that he disclaimed having anything to do with the A. B. business. He 
spoke of it generally, and I do not recollect that he made the distinction referred to in the question now 
put. 

By Mr. Livingston: . 
Question. When you speak of the A. B. business, the .A.. B. plot, and the A. B. publications, do you 

not mean the same thing ? 
.Ansv.:er. In applying some of those terms I have used the language commonly applied to them, and 

understand them all to mean the same thing. • • 
By Mr. Cook: 

Question. Was not the word "plot," as applied to this subject, first used in the National Intelligencer? 
.Answe1·. I cannot tell; it has frequently been used in the National Intelligencer; but I believe that 

epithet was applied to it by the public as early as it was by the National Intelligencer. 
By Mr. Edwards: 

Question. Do you not recollect that in the conversation which I had with you and Mr. Gales, I stated 
that in consequence of certain rumors about the publications of .A.. B., and what had been stated in your 
paper about an .A.. B. plot, that I might find it necessary to say something about yourselves, and show 
that there was no .A.. B. plot in the case at all, or words tq that effect; and did not Mr. Gales reply? 

.Ansu:er. Such a remark may have been made, but I cannot call it to my recollection. As it seems 
Mr. Gales replied to tha remark .it is possible it was addressed to him, and on this account I may not 
particularly have noticed it. 

Question. In saying, as you have done, that I intimated that I had nothing to do with the .A.. B. 
affair, did you not consider me as rather alluding to any effects it might have upon you than upon others? 

.Ansu:er. Your obj~ct at the time appears to me to have been to remove any impression of your 
entertaining feelings of hostility to us; but the concurrent impression which you conveyed to my mind 
was that you were not the writer of the .A.. B. publications. 

Question. Was not this an inference of your own, from the general scope of the conversation, rather 
than from any expressions of mine ? 

.Ansu:er. Your exact language I do not remember. I can only speak with certainty of its effect upon 
my mind, which was as I have stated. We thought the denial clear, because that was "the good reason'' 
spoken of in our paragraph which we stated ourselves to be in possession of for not believing you to be 
the author. 

Question. Did I not expressly stat&, in connexion with the conversation about the .A.. B. affair, that 
I had no intention of injuring you ? 

.Answer. I think not; because that would have been a virtual admission that you were the author, 
and we understood you to deny being so. 

Question. Do you not recollect my making the following remark: that I never was the aggressor in 
any controversy, and never would be; but that when attacked I did not know that I always stopped at 
the just bounds of retribution? 

.Answer. Of this remark I remember distinctly only that part which I have already stated; but the 
residue may have been expressed by you in connexion with it. . 

Question. In Mr. Dickins' testimony he mentions you as having procured the copying of some of the 
bank correspondence. By whom was this copying executed, and under what circumstances ? 

.Answer. Being informed, last fall, by Mr. Little, of this city, that he should be glad to obtain from 
some of the public offices some clerical employment to fill up his leisure time, and knowing that, in times of 
pressure, writing was given out by some of the public offices, I inquired of Mr. Dickins, in the month of 
October last, if there was in the Treasury Department any extra writing he could give out. He mentioned 
that the voluminous bank correspondence, called for by a resolution of Congress, was more than the clerks 
in the office could get ready, and, as others were employed on it out of the office, if I knew of any trust
worthy person he would give him a part of it to do. On my vouching for the integrity of the gentleman 
mentioned, Mr. Dickins gave me a bundle of letters, which he wished might be copied without delay, as the 
Secretary of the Treasury was anxious to transmit the correspondence to Congress early in the session. 
These letters were transcribed in three or four weeks and returned. Soon after, Mr. Dickins called on 
me and said he was afraid the other persons would not be able to get the remainder of the letters copied 
in time, and asked me if the same gentleman would undertake some more. He left another bundle with 
me, which were also copied. On their being returned I inquired if he could tell how soon the correspondence 
would be sent in. He could not say, as there was yet much of the correspondence remaining to be 
transcribed. I told him the same gentleman, and one or two others also, would be glad of as much 
writing as they could get. I then received from Mr. Dickins a third large bundle of the letters, and they 
were immediately put in hand. I afterwards received several messages from Mr. Dickins to hurry the 
copying, as the Secretary was very impatient to send the correspondence to Congress, and as, after the 
copying should be completed, it would take much time to compare the transcripts with the originals. 
Towards the latter pal't of the copying, I received, every day, a message from Mr. Dickins, urging despatch, 
as all the rest of the copying was finished; and he was so importunate to have it done that I was induced 
to obtain for Mr. Little the aid of an additional person. The precise time that this copying was completed 
l do not remember, but it was, I think, some time in March. 

W. W. SE.A.TON. 
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CHARLES H. W. WHARTON sworn, on the part of Mr. Crawford: 
By Mr. Forsyth: 

Question. Have you ever had a conversation with Mr. Edwards about the authorship of the A. B. 
publications? If yes, relate it . 

.Answer. I had a conversation with bim on that subject, in December or January last, at his lodgings, 
at Mrs. Queen's. Mr. Edwards said that he was not the author of the A. B. plot; that he did not know 
anything about it. 

Question. In what manner was this denial made, and in what words, so far as you can recollect? 
.Answer. The manner appeared to be solemn. The expressions were: "He would be d-d if he 

knew anything about that d--d A. B. plot." 
Question. How came he to say anything about the A. B. plot? 
.Answer. I called upon 1.fr. Edwards for the purpose of procuring recommendations to the different 

Secretaries of the Departments, with a view to obtaining for myself a clerkship. He stated that he was 
intimately acquainted with all of them, and could give letters to all of them, except Mr. Crawford; and a 
letter to him would do no good, for, (to use his own expressions,) that he and Mr. Crawford "did not set 
horses together;" that Mr. Crawford was under a belief that he was the author of the d--d A. B. plot; 
the authorship of which he disavowed; and he concluded by saying that he considered Mr. Crawford as a 
very clever and honorable man. 

By Mr. Cook: 
Question. Are you certain that Mr. Edwards, in speaking of an A. B. plot, did not say that "he knew 

nothing of any plot?" 
.Answer. I have correctly stated the conversation as it occurred. 

C. H. W. WHARTON. 

JoHN S. BARBOUR, of tlw House of Representatives, sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
By Mr. Cook: 

Question. Have you had any conversation with Mr. Noble on the subject of a conversation held 
between him and Mr. Edwards relative to the authorship of the A. B. publications? If so, please to state 
what that conversation was ? 

.Answer. I will relate the circumstances under which such conversations were held. Shortly after 
the communication of the address of Governor Edwards I read, with two members of the Kentucky dele
gation, a letter printed in the Richmond Enquirer, in which Governor Edwards is said to have declared to 
Mr. Noble that he was not the author of those publications signed A. B., and that, in consequence of such 
disavowal, Mr. Noble had voted to confirm his appointment in the Senate. I felt anxious to know whether 
such disavowal had been made for such a purpose. Under the influence of that anxiety, I met with 
General Noble in this Capitol, and heard him say that such was not the fact; that Governor Edwards had 
disavowed the authorship of those publications, but it had no connexion with his vote, as he was his friend 
and should have voted for the confirmation of his appointment in any event. 

Question. Did General Noble say at that time that be did not believe that disavowal was intended to 
have any effect upon the nomination of Governor Edwards? 

.Answer. All that I know of it is embodied in my answer to the first interrogatory. 
Question. Have you had any conversation with Mr. Elkins on the same subject? If so, please state 

what it was, and when . 
.Answer. I think, at some period of time shortly after the address of Governor Edwards was presented 

to the House, and after the publication in the Enquirer to which I have alluded, Mr. Elkins informed me, 
in a conversation sought by myself, that he had heard Governor Edwards incidentally remark, upon 
reading this article in the Enquirer, in which he is spoken of as "Ninian Edwards, of A. B. plot memory," 
that he was no more the author of that plot than the editor of the Enquirer. I speak with more precise
ness of the conversation with Mr. Elkins than of ·that with General Noble. 

JOHN S. BARBOUR. 

THolli.s H. BENTON, of the Senate, sworn, on the part of Mr. Crawford: 
By Mr. Forsyth: 

Question. Were you not well acquainted with the connexion of Mr. Edwards with the Edwardsville 
Bank? 

4 

.Answer. From general report only. I never did any business with him in that character. 
Question. Do you know that he made eflorts, from the establishment of the institution till its failure, 

to keep up its credit with the public? 
.Answer. What I know personally is the publication in the St. Louis Enquirer, of which I was an 

editor. 
Question. Do you know whether the statements in that publication are correct? 
[To this question Mr. Cook objected. The committee decided that it might be put.] 
Answer. I very well remember my opinion at the time that publication was made. It was that the 

publication would give a credit to the bank to which it was not entitled. In conformity with that opinion, 
and from no other motive than to countervail the effect of that publication, I wrote an article which was 
published either in the same paper or in one next succeeding, (but I think the same,) in which I gave 
some of the reasons which induced me to believe that the bank was not entitled to the credit which Mr. 
Edwards gave to it in his publication. I have not seen that article since, but the facts and circumstances 
rest upon my mind, and I am still of the opinion that I then was. 

Question. What were the facts on which this opinion was formed? 
.Answer. The first was one leading fact, which I had from general report, that a majority of the stock 

was held by two or three stockholders, who were persons of little or no property. The stockholders to 
whom I allude were Mr. Robert Latham and General Payne, the latter of whom was reputed to cover 
stock for the Messrs. Johnson, of Kentucky. Mr. Latham was generally reported to be the insolvent 
partner of a firm in Kentucky-I think either Latham and Broadhead, or Latham and Morehead-and that 
he was insolvent I am certain, having been employed as a lawyer to collect debts from him. The Messrs. 
Johnson were generally reputed to be in bad pecuniary circumstances. These stockholders, having a 
majority of the stock, could change the Directors at any election. This circumstance deprived the bank 
of credit in my eyes. Another circumstance which made me believe that the publication of Mr. Edwards 
would give the bank a credit which was not due to it was its silence upon points necessary to be knqwn, 
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such as the pecuniary stability of several of the Directors. Mr. Smith, one of the Directors, of whom 
a high character is given in that publication, was generally reputed to be without property, or very 
recently insolvent. Dr. Joseph Bowers, of whom a high character is also given, was a speculator lately 
arrived in the country, claiming and talking of much property, but, as was believed, without solid 
foundation. The other Directors, with the exception of two or three, were generally reputed to own but 
little property, and to hold a minority of the stock. Another circumstance to the prejudice of the bank 
was my belief that it could not do a business which would defray its expenses and support it, owing to 
the little commerce existing in the place where it was established. 

By Mr. Cook: 
Question. You state that Mr. Edwards made his publication in the St. Louis Enquirer of 1819. Was 

Mr. Crawford on the list of those to whom that paper was statedly sent? 
Ansioer. Yes. 
Question. At the time you spoke of the character of the Bank of Edwardsville and its claims to public 

credit, did you know anything· of its actual condition? • 
Answer. I had no personal knowledge of its affairs; my opinions were bottomed on general current 

report. 
Question. Did you not, about the same time, write to the Secretary of the Treasury, stating strong 

objections to the claims of this bank upon his confidence and that of the public? 
Answe1·. I did so some time before, soon after the bank went into operation. 
Question. Did you receive any reply from the Secretary on that subject, by which you ascertained 

that he had received your letter? 
Answer. I did; and he stated that, availing himself of the permission expressed in my letter to show 

it to.whomsoever it concerned, he had shown it to Mr. Edwards and Colonel Johnson. 
Question. Were you at that time a Director of the Bank of Missouri ? 
Answer. I was not till long after, say two years or more. 
Question. About this time, however, did you not make communications in your paper to the public 

strongly supporting the claims of the Bank of Missouri to public confidence? 
An.swer. I made very few, if any; I do not now remember one. 
Question. Was it not your opinion that that bank was entitled to confidence? 
Answer. It was, most decisively. After my first arrival at Washington City, in 1820, I had spoken 

to Mr. Crawford in favor of the Bank,of Missouri. After that bank had stopped payment and resolutions 
had been submitted -in the House of Representatives upon the subject of its failure and of the public 
deposit in it, myself and Mr. Scott, representative from Missouri, went to Mr. Crawford and offered to 
give him in writing the previous statements which we had made verbally in favor of the bank. Mr. 
Crawford declined receiving any statement from us; his precise words I do not remember, but he declined 
taking from us anything like vouchers to shield him from responsibility, stating, I think, that the 
correspondence would show that everything was fair, and that he had proceeded on sufficient grounds. 

Question. Which bank first failed to pay specie for its notes, the Bank of Missouri or the Bank of 
Edwardsville?" 

Answer. The Bank of Missouri; but·I have been informed, and believe, that the Bank of Missouri 
had assets at the time of its stopping specie payment to an amount beyond the claims upon it; that it 
has settled all these claims, either by paying them or securing them to be paid, while the Bank of 
Edwardsville has neither paid nor secured its debt to the United States. 

Question .. At what time were you employed to collect debts against Mr. Latham? 
Answer. Sometime before I came to Congress, in 1820. • 
Question. Do you, or do you not, know that General Payne is reputed to be, and do you not believe 

him to be, among the wealthiest men in Kentucky? • 
Answer. I have always understood that he was a man of large property; but the general report was 

that the shares in his name were really the property of•the Messrs. Johnson. 
Question. Do you, or do you not, know or believe that the Messrs. Johnson were at that time"also 

considered among the wealthiest men in Kentucky? , 
Answer. All the information which I had upon the subject represented them to be engaged in large 

and critical. moneyed enterprises, and that their pecuniary credit was most uncertain. 
Question. Do you not know that Robert Pogue, another Director in the Bank of Edwardsville, was at 

that time engaged in large mercantile concerns and of unsuspected credit? 
Answer. I knew Mr. Pogue as a merchant, and his credit and standing were very good. 
Question. William Kinney, Joseph Conway, and Abraham Pricket were also Directors. Were not 

these gentlemen all, at that time, of high respectability and of considerable unincumbercd property, so 
far as your knowledge extends ? 

Answer. I knew them all personally. Mr. Kinney was always represented to me as a person of 
considerable property. I never heard the others so spoken of. I know nothing about incumbrances on 
any of their estates. They were all respectable. 

Question. Dr. Joseph Bowers, another Director, is spoken of by Mr. Edwards as a gentleman of 
respectability; was not that his general character at that period? • 

Answer. It was; but my objection to Governor Edwards' publication was its omitting to. speak of 
the pecuniary circumstances of the Directors and stockholders. 

Question. ·were the Directors and stockholders liable beyond the amount of the stock paid in? 
Answer. The Bank of Edwardsville was an incorporated bank; and I suppose, of course, they were not. 
Question. What was the conversation you h;td with General Noble which induced you to write the 

letter in thP. Richmond Enquirer in relation to that conversation? 
Answer. I had two conversations with Mr. Noble upon the subject of his conversation with Mr. 

Edwards. The first soon after the appearance of Mr. Eclwards' address. It occurred accidentally, while 
passing each other in the large circular room in the centre of the Capitol. It was very short. I w,as 
goil!g in haste into the Senate Chamber. Either replying to a question from me, or from some other 
person, (for there were several passing at the same time,) Mr. Noble said that Mr. Edwards had declared 
that he was not the author of the A. B. publications, and that he had supported him in the Senate. In 
repeating that conversation I reported it, and in writing to the editor of the Richmond Enquirer the 
letter in question, I represented it as if Mr. Noble had voted for Mr. Edwards in consequence of that 
disavowal. It was the construction which I put upon the support whicµ he had given. I was not in the 
Senate during the time that Mr. Edwards' nomination was pending. A week or two afterwards, and 
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when there occurred some leisure in the Senate, and in consequence of suggestions that Mr. Edwards 
had only denied the authorship of the A. B. publications by way of avoiding an improper curiosff!y, I 
asked Mr. Noble whether he had made inquiries of Mr. Edwards which led to the disavowal? l\Ir. Noble 
then stated to me, particularly, his conversation with Mr. Edwards. He said that the disavowal was 
wholly voluntary on the part of Mr. Edwards; that he had pledged his honor that he was not the author 
of the A. B. publications, but l\Ir. Noble had intended to vote for him before he heard this disavowal; that 
he had, before hearing it, made a motion in the Senate to take up his nomination; that Mr. Edwards in 
that same conversation spoke honorably of Mr. Crawford-spoke well of his management of the finances 
and of his relief to the western debtors. The second and full conversation was the same as has been 
detailed before the committee by l\Ir. Noble in his testimony. The first was short and imperfect, and so 
slight that Mr. Noble with difficulty could recollect it when I have since mentioned it to him. 

Question. Do you not know that the representations which you have stated were made by you to the 
Secretary of the Treasury against the Bank of Edwardsville were counteracted by those of Mr. Edwards 
and Colonel Johnson ? 

.Answer. I do not know that they were. 
THOM.AS H. BENTON. 

hRAH.llC BRADLEY, jr., sworn, on the part of Mr Crawford: 
By Mr. Forsyth: 

Question. In October, 1819, what was the shortest time in which a letter could come by the mail from 
Edwardsville to Washington? 

.Ansu:er. I have examined the contracts, and am unable to state. 
Question. Could a letter have come at that time in less than twenty days? 
.Ansicer. It is difficult to answer with certainty, but, according to my best information, I should say 

it could not. 
Question. Have you made out a list of the arrivals and departures of the mail between this city and 

Edwardsville? Is the paper now shown to you such a list, and is it made out according to the best 
information you possess? 

.Ansu·er. It is. I have made it out from the contracts in all its items saving one, and that I have 
stated from the advertisement of the Post Office Department for a contract, which is the route "from 
Wheeling to Louisville. The mail takes a longer time to come from Edwardsville than to go there. 

Question. Do the dates on the bills of the mails sent, which appear in the quarterly returns, ascertain 
the time of the departure of the mails? 

Day,. 

.Answe1·. They always ought to do so. 
ABR.AH.Al\I BR.ADLEY, Jn. 

List of departures and m-rivals of the mails at Washington and Edwardsville, 1818, 1819. 

W ashington.-Leave Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday, at 2 a. m.; arrive Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, at 10 p. m .. 

Fredericktown.-Arrive Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday, at 2 p. m.; leave Monday, Wednesday, anjl. 
Friday, at IO a. m.; leave Sunday, Tuesday, and Thursday, at 3 p. m.; arrive Monday, Wednes
day, and Friday, at 9 a. m. 

2 Cumberland.-.Arrive Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at 8 p. m.; leave Saturday, Tuesday, and 
Thursday, at 3 a. m.; leave Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, at 4 a. m.; arrive Friday, Monday, 
and Wednesday, at 8 p. m. 

1 Brownsville.-.Arrive Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, at 8 p. m.; leave Friday, Monday, and 
Wednesday, at 4 a. m.; leave Wednesday, Friday, and Monday, at 3 a. m.; arrive Thursday, 
Saturday, and Tuesday, at 9 p. m. 

Wheeling.-.Arrive Wednesday, Friday, and Monday, at 4 p. m.; leave Thursday, Saturday, a)ld 
Tuesday, at 8 a. m.; leave Wednesday, Friday, and Monday, at 5 p. m.; arrive Thursday, Satur
day, and Tuesday, at 7 a. m. 

6½ Shelbyville.-.Arrive Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, at IO a. m.; leave at 2 p. m.; leave Tuesday, 
at·ll a. m.; arrive at 1 p. m. 

Louisville.-Arrive Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, at 8. p. m.; leave Friday, Monday, and Wcd
nesg.ay, at 9 a. m. 

½ Bairdstown.-Arrive Tuesday at 8 p. m.; leave Wednesday at 5 a. m.; leave Wednesday at 5 a. m.; 
arrive Tuesday at 8 p. m. ' 

3½ Shawneetown.-Arrive Saturday at 10 a. m.; leave Saturday at 2 p. m.; leave Saturday at 2 p. m.; 
arrive Saturday at 10 a. m. 

3½ Kaskaskia.-.Arrive Tuesday evening; leave Wednesday morning; leave Wednesday, 6 a. m.; arrive 
Tuesday, 6 p. m. 

l½ Cahokia.-Arrive Thursday at 2 p. m.; leave Monday noon; leave Thursday at 3 p. m.; arrive---. 
½ Madison Court-house, or Edwardsville.-.Arrive ---; leave ---. 

19 
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. F;,xtractfrom the first page ef the original 11 .Account of the mails sent from the post office at Edwardsville" for 
the quarter beginning the 1st October, 1819 . 

.Date 'of the 
1Jills sent. 

1819. 

To ..,-hat office the letters were sent. 

October 9 Golconda, Illinois ..•••.......•...••...•••••.••• ; ................................. .. 
Brownsville ...•••••...••.•.••.•.......•...••.•.•....•....•.•..••...••....•••...•.• ; 
English Prairie ••.....•••..•.•...................•.••••....•...••••..•.•..•...•••.•. 
Cape Girardeau ....••.•••••.........................•.••...•.........•.•••.•••••.•. 
\Vaterloo, Illinois ••••••.•.• •·•••• •..••• •·•••• ••.•.•••••••....••• : •••••...••.•••••.. 

Letters un
paid, 

$0 43! 
12½ 
12} 

37 
20 

Edwards' City ••...••••......••.•••......•.•.•.•.••....••..•.•..•...•.•...••.•••• , . 18} 

Paid letters, Unpaid 
newspaper8. 

Elvira, Illinois.......... • •......•••...••.•.....•..•.....••..••......•..••.....•...........•..••• $0 18½ ••••••••...•••••••.• 
Southward ••..•...•......•.........•............••••.•.....•...• ; • . . . • . . . .• • . . • .• . . 2 50 
Franklin, l\r. T .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . }81 
East,vard ... ....................................................................... • 
Kaskaskia •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••···•····•••·••.··•···•••·•·· 
Belleville, Illinois ....•.•........•••.••...•••.•..•....•..••.••.•....•.•.•••••....•.. 

St. Louis•••······•···········•••····•·•••••••········•··•••••••···•·•••• •••••••••• 
NashviJJe •..•.......•.••.•....•..•••••....•.•.•.....•......•...•..........••••..•••.. 
St. Genevieve .................................. ................................... . 

13 St. Louis, l\l, T ....••..•...••••.......•••••••••..•.•....•..•..........•....•....... 
16 St. lllicbaeJ ....••.•.....••.......•.•••••••...•..••••.•••...•.•.......••..••...•.... 

27 47 

62½ •••••••••••••• •••••••• 
6 

18 
25 
.rr 
6 

25 

$0 17 
13 
29 

Albion, Illinois,............... • .•...•.....•••.......••.•.........•..••....•...••.. 
Carmi, Illinois ....•..••.......•.••••...••••••••••...............•...•••....•..•.... 

NewHaven•••••••••••·•••••·····••••··••••••••····••••••·····•···••····••·•····•·· 

12} •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Nashville ......................................................................... . 
Southward •.•.••.•.•.•••...••.••..•••.•..••.••..•.•..•••.•.....••....•••.••........ 
New Orleans .•.••••••..•.••••••••..•..•••••••..••..••.•••.•••••.••....•.•••....... 

Eastward •••••••• •••••••·•••••••···••·•·•·•··•···•·•••··••••·••·····•••••••··••···• 
Kaskaskia, ..... ; •••••.•••.•.•.•..•.....•••.••••..........••••••••••.••.....••.•.... 
Bellev11le .••••••••••..•..•.......••••..•...•.•...••.••.•.•.....••..•••••.•....••••. 

St. Louis·••·••••··••·•·•••••····•·•··•·····••·••·•····•·•••••••·••·•·••······••••· 
NewYork••·••••••••••··••••••··•··•·•····•········••••••·•·····•·•••••••••••••·•· 

. 20 St. Louis •...........•...•..•••••........•........••.••••.•..............••.•.•.... 

37½ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

18½ ...................... •••••••••••• 
25 

3 00 

50 
15 48 

12} 

12 
6 

25 
12 

1 50 
1 

The within is a true extract from an original paper headed "Account of mails sent from the post 
office at Edwardsville, Illinois, 1819," furnished to the committee appointed by the House of Representa
tives of the United States to investigate the charges preferred against the Secretary of the Treasury by 
Ninian Edwards. 

JUNE 16, 1824. 

GEORGE SwEENY sworn, on the part of Mr. Crawford: 
Question. Are you a clerk in the City Post Office ? 
.Answer. I am. 

. s. BURCH, 
Chief Clerk Office House of Representatives. 

Question. Look at the post-mark on this letter. What is the date there marked? 
[Here the witness was shown the letter from Mr. Crawford to the Cashier of the Bank of Edwards-

ville, dated November 1, 1819.J • 
Answer. The day appears to be the 3d, but of what month cannot be discovered. 

GEORGE SWEENY. 

W ASHINGTON1 July 15, 1819. 
DEAR CoLONEL: Yours of the 28th ultimo came to hand this morning. 
The circumstances connected with the Bank of Edwardsville, as developed in the two letters of 

Governor Edwards, submitted by you to my perusal, will receive due consideration. 
I am much surprised at the contents of his first letter to you. I am gratified with the explanation 

you have given him upon that subject. With Governor Edwards I had no personal acquaintance before 
the last winter. The opinion which I had formed of his talents and integrity, from the official corre
spondence which had been carried -On between us both in the War and Treasury Departments, has been 
confirmed by personal acquaintance. 

The different subjects upon which he had occasion to ask my opinion or decision during the last 
seRsion of Congress were fairly and candidly stated; his comments upon them were judicious, and it 
afforded me great pleasure to be able, after due examination and reflection, generally to coincide in opinion 
with him.. . 

The gentleman who has stated that I was unfriendly to Governor Edwards has entirely mistaken my 
feelings and motives of action. Certainly everything which occurred between the Governor and myself 
was decidedly calculated to inspire feelings of a very different character. I had every reason to be 
satisfied with him, aud hope that nothing occurred on my part to produce dissatisfaction with him with any 
part of my conduct. I believe the only difference of opinion that occurred between us was in relation to 
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the eligibility to office of a minor. In that case it would have afforded me great pleasure to have 
thought with him, inasmuch as it would have enabled me to have aided in doing an act highly acceptable· 
to my friend Colonel McKee. My inability to concur with him in opinion was cause of regret and not 
of complaint. I had, therefore, no possible cause of hostility with the Governor, and assure you that I 
never felt anything like hostility to him. 

I remain, with sentiments of the highest respect, your friend and most obedient servant, 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

P. S. I return you Governor Edwards' first letter. 
Colonel RICHARD M. JOHNSON. 

ELIZA QrrEEN sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
By Mr. Edwards: 

Question. I wish you to state what you know concerning my sickness at your house, after my 
removal into the room in the back building which opens on the balcony . 

.Answer. I know that you were very sick while you lodged in that room; so ill that the servant was 
obliged to sit up with you every night. • 

Question. How long do you think that I continued in that situation? Do you suppose it was two weeks? 
.Answer. I do not recollect the exact time; I should think two weeks, but cannot be certain. 
Question. Do you recollect how long it was after General Noble came to lodge at your house that I 

became so sick as to be confined to my room ? 
.Answer. I am not certain, but think it was two or three days. It was on a Tuesday or Wednesday. 
Question. Do you recollect that I breakfasted or dined at the table with the other boarders after 

breakfast on the Monday next after General Noble came to your house? 
.Anszt-er. I do not recollect that you did. 
Question. Was it not in consequence of my indisposition that I did not? 
.Answer. I supposed that it was. 
Question. Was not my room, in which I was sick, one of the remotest back rooms on the second floor 

of the back building, and was not Mr. Noble's the front room on the first floor of the front building? 
.Answer. Yes. 
Question. Do you recollect my being very lame after I began to recover? 
.Anszt-er. I remember your wearing socks, and complaining of pain. 
Question. Do you think I could have walked from my room to the front part of the house within a 

week after my being taken so ill ? 
Answer. I do not recollect seeing you do so. 
Question. Was not your room adjoining mine, and would I not have had to pass by your room to get 

to the front of the house? 
Ansu-er. Yes. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question. You have answered that you do not recollect that Mr. Edwards dined with the other 

boarders after breakfast on the Monday next after General Noble came to board at your house. Do you 
recollect that he did not come to the table? 

Ansil'er. I do not recollect seeing him at table after that time at breakfast or tea. I do not go to the 
table at dinner, but I do at breakfast and tea. 

Question. When did Mr. Noble come to lodge at your house? 
Ansu-er. On Saturday, the 21st of February. 
Question. And you think it was on the Tuesday or Wednesday following that Governor Ed wards was 

taken so sick ? 
Anszl'er. Yes. . 
Question. Where was Governor Edwards' room when Mr. Noble first came to lodge at your house? 
Anszl'er. It was the front room on the first floor; the same room which General Noble afterwards occupied. 
Question. When did Governor Edwards remove to the back building? 
.Anszcer. On Sunday, the next day after General Noble came. 

ELIZA QUEEN. 

ADELAIDE LINDSLEY sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
By Mr. Edwards: 

Question. Did you not board at Mrs. Queen's during the whole of the last winter? 
Answer. Yes. . 
Question. What do you know concerning my being sick there, after I removed into the back building? 
Answer. You were taken sick about the middle of the week, and continued confined to your room, I 

should think, about a fortnight. 
Question. Was I not sick previous to my being taken so very ill in that room? 
.Ansil'er. Yes. 
Question. Do you recollect my eating at table with the other boarders after the Monday which 

succeeded General Noble's coming to Mrs. Queen's to lodge until I got well ? 
Answer. I do not recollect that you did. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question. Do you recollect that he did not? 
Ansicer. I was never at table saving at breakfast and tea. 
Question. Do you recollect that he did not come to table ? 
.Ansu·er. I don't know. 

WILLIAM B. HoDGSON sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 

.ADELAIDE LINDSLEY. 

By Mr. Edwards: 
Question. Please to state what you know about my being sick, after-my·removal to the room in the 

back building at Mrs. Queen's. 
VOL. V--15 B 
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.Answer. I recollect finding you frequently very ill in that room, when I visited you there, so much so 
as to be confined to bed, 

Question. How soon was this after my nomination? 
.Answer. I think it was the week after I understood the nomination to have been made, I believe on 

Tuesday. . 
Question. Do you not recollect calling on that day, and telling me that you understood my nomination 

had not on that day been taken up in the Senate? 
.Answer. If I did not say so on that day, I recollect to have made the observation frequently at other 

times when I visited you. 
Question. Do you recollect that I told you that Mr. Francis Key had been to see me on the day before 

you visited me? ' 
.Answer. I think you did. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question . .A:re you employed in the office of the Secretary of State? 
.Answer. I have been occasionally employed in that office to translate foreign languages; but I am 

not a stated clerk. I have only been employed there within six or seven weeks past. 
Question. Did you visit Governor Edwards before he removed into the back room? 
.Answer. Yes. 
Question . .A.t what time? 
Answer. On the same week on which I understood the nomination to have been made. 
Question. Had you, in these visits, any conversation with Governor Edwards on the subject of the 

nomination? 
.Answer. Yes. 
Question. Did he speak, in these conversations, of an opposition which he expected to his nomination, 

and of the grounds on which he exP,ected it would be made? 
.Answer. The opposition was casually spoken of; but I do not recollect that any special grounds for it 

were stated by Governor Edwards. 
Question. Did he say anything about the A. B. plot, or the A. B. publications? 

Answer. If he did not, I mentioned it. 
Question. Please to state what passed between you on that subject? 
.Answer. I had seen it mentioned in a New York paper that Governor Edwards was supposed to be 

the author of these A. B. publications. This I mentioned to him. At that time nothing positive was said 
by the Governor as to the authorship; but, at a subsequent visit, knowing that there were doubts enter
tained of his having been the author, to satisfy myself, I askeq. him if he did write them. He replied, "I 
neither confess nor deny." 

Question. What was the reason of your frequent intercourse with Governor Edwards on this subject? 
Answer. Motives of friendship and interest. 
Question. Has there been a former connexion or acquaintance between you and Governor Edwards? 

. Answer. Not before my first_ visit to him at Mrs. Queen's. I was an applicant to be appointe_d his 
private secretary. 

Question. Were you so appointed? 
Answer. Yes. 
Question . .A:re you to go to Mexico with Governor Edwards? 
Answer. I am not; I have procured other employment. 

WILLIAM B. HODGSON. 

JEREMIAH NELSON, of the House of Representatives, sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
By Mr. Edwards: • 

Question. Please to state what you recollect of my being sick at Mrs. Queen's, after Mr. Noble came 
to lodge there. 

Answer. I then lodged at Mrs. Queen's, and understood from several members of the family that 
Governor, Edwards was very sick. I should think it was more than a week after Mr. Noble's coming 
there that I visited Governor Edwards in his room; he was then very much indisposed; but I do not know 
whether he had or had not been out of his room since his being taken sick. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question. When you visited him was he, in your opinion, well enough to go from one room of the 

house to another? 
.Answer. I cannot tell; he often went out when I thought that a person so sick as he ought not to 

have done so. 
Question. Have you not known him to be out, night or day, when he was apparently more indisposed 

than he appeared to you to be at that time? 
Answer. I have not. 

By Mr. Edwards: 
Question. Do you recollect seeing me out ofmy room for a fortnight after Mr. Noble's coming there? 
Answer. I cannot recollect whether you were or were not. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question. Do you recollect whether :Mr. Edwards had any medical attendance at that time? 
Answer. I cannot tell whether he had or had not. 

JEREMIAH NELSON. 

AsA E. HouGH sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
By Mr. Edwards: 

Question. Do you recollect to have seen me at Mrs. Queen's after I occupied the back room? 
Answer. I do. 
Question. What was my situation at that time? 
Answer. You were sick in bed. 
Question. Do you recollect at what time this was? 
Answer. I cannot remember the precise day. It was some time towards the latter end of Febniary. 

I recollect that you wer.e so much indisposed that I did n9t COI!lmunicate the business for which I had 
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come. I called again some time afterward, but learning that you were still confined to your room I did 
not go in. 

A. E. HOUGH. 

HENRY WASHINGTON QUEEN sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
By Mr. Edwards: 

Question. Did you lodge in the same house with me during the last session of Congress? 
.Answer. Yes. 
Question. Please to state what you know about my being confined to my room after General Noble 

came there to lodge ? 
.Answer. You were not, during your illness at that time, out of your room, to my knowledge, after 

Wednesday while General Noble remained there. I am under the impression that you became confined 
to your room on a Tuesday. I remember your being at breakfast on the Monday morning previous. I do 
not recollect your being out of your room after Tuesday until you recovered. 

By Mr. Forsyth: 
Question. What enables you to fix with so much certainty on Monday and Tuesday? 
.Answer. General Noble came on Saturday; was not at breakfast on Sunday; and came to breakfast 

for the first time on Monday, in company with Governor Edwards. 
Question. Were you much in Governor Edwards' room during his confinement? 
.Answer. I was several times there. 
Question. Do you know how long he was confined to bed after his first being taken so ill ? 
.Answer. I do not. 

H. W. QUEEN. 

JOHN C. RIVEs sworn, at the request of Mr. Edwards: 
By Mr. Edwards: 

Question. Please to state what you know of my indisposition while I was in the back room at Mrs. 
Queen's? 

.Answer. I know that you were sick while there, but I cannot say exactly at what time. I visited 
you between the beginning and middle of March. You told me that you were then unwell, and had had 
on the day before a very severe ague. I think it was two or three days after Mr. Hubbard (Lieutenant 
Governor of Illinois) was in this city. 

JOHN C. RIVES. 

List of banlc notes which will be received by the Banlc of Missouri, according to the letter of the President of 
that bank, dated the 9th of .August, 1819-. 

United States Bank and its branches. 
Bank of Missouri and branch. 
Bank of Kentucky and its branches at Louisville, Shelbyville, Lexington, and Paris. 
Bank of Virginia and its branches at Fredericksburg, Lynchburg, and Petersburg. 
Bank of Illinois, at Shawneetown . 
.All the banks in New Orleans, Philadelphia, Baltimore,* New York, and District of Columbia, t whose 

paper is received on deposit at the United States Bank and its branches. 

STATE OF ILLINOIS, Madison Oounty, ss. 
On the 13th day of May, 1824, personally appeared before the undersigned justice of the peace in 

and for said county, Thomas Lippincott, who, being duly affirmed according to law, deposes that the 
above is a correct copy of a paper found on the files of official letters in the Receiver's office at Edwards
ville; that the paper, of which the foregoing is a copy, was folded in the letter of the Hon. William H. 
Crawford of November 1, 1819, and is in the same handwriting of the letter of the Hon. William H. 
Crawford of the 6th August, 1819. 

THOS. LIPPINCOTT . 
.Affirmed and subscribed before me-

HAIL MASON, J. P. 

TREASURY DEP.ARTllENT1 .August 6, 1819. 
Sm: Observing by your monthly return, ending on the 30th June, that there remained in your hands 

a considerable sum of the public moneys, I wish to be informed why the same was not deposited in bank, 
in conformity with instructions from this department. Heretofore, when there was no bank in your 
vicinity, all reasonable allowance was made on account of the difficulties to which you were subjected in 
making your deposits, but now that a bank has been established in your place of residence there can be 
no longer any excuse whatsoever for retaining the public money. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

BENJAlllN STEPHENSON, Esq., 
Receiuer of Public Moneys, Edwai·dsville. 

STATE OF ILLINOIS, Madison Oounty, ss. 
On the 13th day of May, 1824, personally appeared before the- undersigned justice of the peace in 

and for the county aforesaid, Thomas Lippincott, who, being. duly affirmed according to law, deposes that 

o Except the " City Bank.'' t Except the "Franklin Bank" and the "Mechanics' Bank," both of Alexandria. 
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the above is a correct copy of a letter found by the deponent on the files of official letters in the Receiver's 
office at Edwardsville; that the said letter appears to be in the handwriting of a clerk, but with the proper 
signature of the Hon. William H. Crawford, as the deponent believes, from a comparison with other 
letters received from the Treasury Department. 

Affirmed and subscribed before me-
THOS. LIPPINCOTT. 

HAIL MASON, J. P. 

RECEIVER'S OFFICE, EdwardslYille, Illinois, October 12, 1819. 
Srn: My absence from this place, on a necessary and indispensable visit to Kentucky, has put it out 

of my power, by an earlier opportunity than the ensuing mail, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 
of the 6th of August last, in which you express a wish to be informed why the public money in my hands 
has not been deposited in the bank of this place, in conformity with your instructions. 

I should certainly have continued to make the deposits in the bank had it not been for your letter of 
the 9th of April, in which you requested me to pay certain bills which you expected to be drawn on me 
by the Indian Agents of Chicago, Green Bay, Michilimackinac, Fort Wayne, and Piqua, at the same time 
apprising me that the sum which would be required at the close of each quarter was estimated at eleven 
thousand dollars. - • 

Knowing that, if I deposited the money in the bank to the credit of the Treasurer of the United 
States, I could not, without special authority,- draw it out, I conceived I was fulfilling your wishes by 
retaining the money in my own hands for the purpose of paying, when presented, the drafts mentioned 
in your letter of the 9th of April; and I presume that the same construction has been given by the Receiver 
of Public Moneys at Kaskaskia to a similar letter which, I have been informed, he received from you, as 
he also, for a considerable time past, has made no deposits in the.bank. 

As your letter of the 6th of August makes no reference to that of the 9th of .April preceding, I 
should, at all events, feel somewhat at a loss how to act; but I believe I should make the deposits, were 
it not for other considerations which I feel it my duty previously to communicate to you. 

You are doubtless apprised of the hostility of the Bank of Missouri and citizens of St. Louis towards 
the bank of this place, supposed to be produced in consequence of certain deposits being withheld from 
that bank and placed in this. It seems to be believed, with what justice I do not pretend to say, that 
their object is to destroy this bank, with a view to coerce the regaining of the deposits in that; and, 
under the impression that they employ the public funds for the purpose of accomplishing that object, 
stockholders in and several Directors of the bank have, in disgust, either withdrawn or declared their 
intention to withdraw from any further concern in the bank. Some of them seem even willing that the 
Bank of Missouri should regain the deposits, professing to believe it would be the readiest means of 
causing the State pride and public feeling of this and some of the neighboring States to react upon that 
institution with the more effect. 

In this state of things the principal part of the stockholders have declined paying the instalments 
that otherwise were expected to be paid upon their stock. Two of the Directors have already resigned; 
others talk of doing so; and the publication ef Governor Edwards, herewith transmitted, shows the course he 
is disposed to pursue. 

'fhough these measures-adopted, probably, with too much irritation-may not produce any serious 
evils to the bank, ( and I hope they will not,) yet I feel that they impose a greater responsibility upon me 
than I am willing to take upon myself without the full disclosure of the whole circumstances to you, and 
such instructions as you may think fit to give thereupon. 

The situation of the bank at present I consider as favorable as could either be expected or desired, 
and, under the control of the Directors who have hitherto had the management of it, I should apprehend 
no kind of danger to the public or to individuals; but I know not who may succeed those that have 
resigned and intend to resign, nor who may be elected at the next annual election on the first of January 
next. It is true that I have no reason to apprehend, nor do I anticipate, any unfavorable change in the 
directory; but, under all the circumstances of the case, I would not wish to risk the responsibility of 
making the deposits in the bank till after the first of January next, without your instructions, given upon 
a knowledge of the facts above disclosed. 

I am the more averse to doing so from the difficulty that the bank must constantly encounter in 
converting Land Office notes into specie, so as to be prepared at all times to meet your drafts, and from 
the fear that those drafts may fall into the hands of persons who, under the influence of St. Louis, would 
be disposed to insist upon specie when notes would answer their purpose equally well, merely for the 
purpose of harassing and distressing the bank. 

In fact, while such a variety of notes are receivable for public lands, and specie so much in demand, 
I do not consider it any advantage to the bank to receive the deposits on terms that subject it to the 
payment of cash as often as you may find it necessary to draw for it, unless the times of payment could 
be fixed upon at certain regular periods that would afford ample opportunity for the necessary preparation. 
The Land Offices now receive but little money of any kind. This consists of notes on such a variety of 
banks, so remotely situated from each other, that it must be a considerable time before the notes upon 
any one bank would accumulate sufficiently to bear the expense of sending for the money; and in most 
cases there is no other opportunity of converting those notes into specie, owing particularly to the locality 
of the banks from which they issue. 

To make the deposits of any advantage the time of payment ought to be fixed as above suggested, 
or the drafts made payable in such notes as should be Land Office money at the time of presenting these 
drafts, or partly the one and partly the other. To continue to convert all the notes receivable at this 
office into specie, and concentrate it at a single spot., must be utterly impracticable, and, if practicable, 
would be attended with great expense. 

I beg· leave to add that the Bank of Edwardsville has received foreign gold under the expectation 
that it would be taken by the Government, even after the 1st November next, and it is now held ready to 
be paid i~ copsequence of notice from you of an intended draft for $30,000. It is to be hoped that no 
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difficulties upon the subject will arise if the expected draft should not be presented till after the 1st 
November. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your very humble servant. 

STATE OF ILLINOIS, l'Jiadison County, ss. 

On the 13th day of May, 1824, personally appeared before the undersigned justice of the peace in 
and for th~ co~nty aforesaid, Thomas Lippin~ott, who, being duly affirmed according to law, deposes that 
the foregomg 1s a true copy of a paper which was found by the deponent on the files of official letters 
appertaining to, and now in the Receiver's office at Edwardsville, and endorsed, or filed, in the hand
writing of the late Benjamin Stephenson, Esq., Receiver of Public Moneys, as follows, to wit: "Copy to 
the '.I.'reasury Department, October, 1819." 

Affirmed and subscribed before me-
THOMAS LIPPINCOTT. 

HAIL MASON, J. P. 

EDWARDSVILLE, Illinois, October 22, 1819. 
DEAR Sm: Twelve thousand five hundred dollars of the capital stock of the Bank of Edwardsville 

having been paid into the bank since the date of my last letter, I feel it my duty to inform you of the 
circumstance, in consequence of some of the suggestions made in that letter. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
BENJAMIN STEPHENSON. 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, Sec:retary ef the Treasury. 

STATE OF ILLINOIS, Madison County, ss. 

On the 13th day of May, 1824, personally appeared before the undersigned justice of the peace in 
and for the county aforesaid, Thomas Lippincott, who, being duly affirmed according to law, deposes that 
the above is a true copy of a paper on the files of official letters in the Receiver's office at Edwardsville, 
in the handwriting of the late Benjamin Stephenson, Receiver. 

THOMAS LIPPINCOTT . 
.Affirmed and subscribed before me--

HAIL MASON, J. P. 

TREASURY DEPARTIIENT, Noi:eniber 1, 1819. 
Sm: Upon referring to your monthly accounts it appears that you have retained all the money which 

has been received by you since the month of August last . 
.As it is presumed that this bas been the result of my letter of the 9th of April last, I request that 

you will, immediately after the receipt of this letter, deposit in the Bank of Edwardsville the whole of 
the money in your possession on the 30th instant. • 

You will consider the letter of the 9th of April as authorizing the purchase of bills, in the manner 
therein directed, when you have funds, but not as authorizing the retention of the public money in your 
hands, at the end of each month, for that purpose. 

It is presumed that if any draft should be presented, when you have not money in your hands, that 
there will be no difficulty in having the draft taken up by the Bank of Edwardsville on its own account, 
or to be repaid by you as soon as you have funds sufficient for that purpose. 

I remain, with respect, your most obedient servant, 
WM. H. ORA WFORD. 

BEN. STEPHENSON, Esq., Receiver Public Moneys. 

STATE OF ILLINOIS, Madison County, ss. 
On the 13th day of May, 1824, personally appeared before the undersigned justice of the peace in 

and for the county aforesaid, Thomas Lippincott, of said county, who, being duly affirmed according to 
law, deposes that the within is a true copy of an original letter on the files of official letters in the office 
of the Receiver of Public Moneys at Edwardsville; that the deponent has been employed in the Receiver's 
office the greater part of the time since the winter of 1821-'2, and has had access to the files and papers 
thereof; and that the letter, of which 'the within is a copy, appears, from a comparison with the signature, 
and with the signature of other letters and papers received from the Treasury Department into the said 
office, evidently to be the handwriting of the Hon. William H. Crawford: And further this deponent saith
not. 

Affirmed and subscribed before me-
THOS. LIPPINCOTT. 

HAIL MASON, J. P. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, November 1, 1819. 
Sm: The letter of which the enclosed is a copy was addressed to the Receivers of Public Moneys at 

Kaskaskia and Edwardsville. 
From the returns of those officers it appears that the whole of the public money received by them 

since the month of .August last bas been retained, as it is presumed, for the purpose of meeting the drafts 
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- which might be drawn in pursuance of that letter. From the same returns it appears that no such drafts 
have been presented. 

To prevent the inconvenience and risk which may result from the accumulation of such large sums 
in the hands of those officers, I have this day directed them to deposit in the bank the sums which may 
be in their possession on the 30th instant, and to deposit, monthly, the money which may be received 
during each month. Should any bill be presented to the Receiver of Public Money at Edwardsville or 
Kaskaskia, when they have not funds to meet it, I presume the bank will have no difficulty in making 
the advance, which will be refunded by the Receiver when funds to that amount shall be received by 
him, or the amount will be remitted to the bank by the draft of the Treasurer on the bank itself. Either 
course will be acceptable to the Department. Payments made in this manner will be found to be the 
most convenient mode of meeting the demands of tb:e Treasury upon the bank on account of the public 
money deposited in it. 

I remain, with respect, your most obedient servant, 
WM. H. ORA "\VFORD. 

CASHIER ef the Banlc ef Edwardsville. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, November I, 1819. 
Sm: Upon referring to your monthly account it appears that you have retained all _the money which 

has been received by you since the month of August last. 
As it is presumed that this has been the result of my letter of the 9th of April last, I request that 

you will immediately deposit in the ]3_ank of Edwardsville whatever sums may be in your hands on the 
30th instant. 

You wiii consider the letter of the 9th of April as authority to purchase bills therein described when 
presented, if you have funds sufficient for that purpose, but not as authority to retain in your hands, at 
the end of each month, any part of the public money received in the course of the month. 

You will, after the deposit herein directed, make your deposits i_n the Bank of Missouri until other
wise directed. 

I a!Jl, &c. 

TREASJJRY DEPA.RTM:t::NT, June 12, 1824. 
In compliance with the request of the committei on the address of Ninian Edwards, communicated 

through Mr. Forsyth, the Secretary of the Treasury has the honor to transmit the accompanying state
ments (Nos. I, 2, and 3) from the Treasurer, showing: 

1. The balance of public moneys in the Bank of Steubenville at the end of every quarter, from the 
commencement of March, 181'i, to the 31st of March, 1824, and continued to 'Ith June, 1824. 

2. The same in relation to the Bank of Tombeckbe, from the commencement of March, 1819. 
3. The aggregate of moneys deposited to the _credit of the Treasurer, and the balance remaining at 

his credit on the 'Ith of June, 1824, in each of the following banks: Steubenville, Chilicothe, Mississippi, 
Tombeckbe, Missouri, Vincennes, Edwardsville, lliinois, Franklin Bank· of Columbus, Farmers and 
Mechanics' Bank of Indiana, Branch Bank of Kentucky at Louisville, Planters and Merchants' Bank of 
Huntsville, and Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati. 

The Secretary has the honor to state that no payments have been made, directly, by the Bank of 
Missouri since its failure. It is known that previously to the 23d of November last $'i81 43 had been paid 
in specie by some of the parties whose ·debts had been assigned by it to the Treasury, and it is under
stood from the President of the bank that other sums have been paid in like manner, but the Receiver at 
St. Louis, who is employed by the Treasury as its agent in collecting the debt of that bank, has not yet 
reported them to the Secretary. Among the debts assigned to the Treasury was one of $10,030, and it 
appears that for the reasons and under the circumstances stated in the accompanying papers, (marked 
a* and b,) the agent entered into an arrangement by which $8,000 in notes of the treasury of the State 
of Missouri ( commonly called Loan Office paper) were taken, at the rate of seventy-five cents to the dollar, 
in part payment of their debt, and these notes the Secretary directed to be specially deposited in the 
Branch Bank of the United States at Louisville, to the credit of the Treasurer. It also appears by the 
same papers that there were among the securities assigned by the bank for the payment of its debt to 
the Treasury, $15,006 in paper of this description. Of this sum (together with another of $50, which 
he appears to have since received) the agent at St. Louis, on his own judgment, subject to the approval 
of the Secretary, exchanged $4,539 64 for certificates of the Auditor of Missouri, and $5,000 for notes of 
the State Bank of Illinois, all which, with the balance of the Loan Office paper, have been placed to the 
credit of the Treasurer, as a special deposit, in the Branch Bank of the United States at Louisville. The 
exchange is represented as advantageous to the United States, but has not been sanctioned by the 
Secretary of the Treasury. 

Hon. CIWID!.A.N ef the Committee on the Address ef Ninian Edwa1·ds. 

o a Extracts of a letter from George F. Strother to the Secretary of the Treasury, dated St. Louis, April 27, 1823". 
b Extract of a letter from Thomas Sloo to the Secretary of the Treasury, dated November 23, 1823. 
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B.A.NK OF STEUBENVILLE. 

Statement shoW'ing the balance ef public moneys at the end ef ei:ery quarter,frcmi the commencement ef March 
1817, to the 31st ef March, 1824, and continued to the 7th ef June, 1824. ' 

ll-farch 31, 1817 •••..••••••.•••...•••..••••••••.•••••... 
June 301 1817 ....................................... . 
September 30, 1817 ....................................... . 

December 31.1817 •••• •••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••··•••·••• 
March 31, 1818 ....................................... . 
June 30, 1818 ...•••••.••.•••.••.••••••••..••••••••.•• 
September 30, 1818 ••••••••.•••••.••.••..•.••••..•••.•••••. 
December 31, 1818 .••••••..••••••.••.•.•••••..•••••••••... 
March 31, 1819 .............. •••••• •••••••••• •••• •••• •• 
June 30, 1819 •.••.••••.••.••.••••••.•••••.••••..•••.. 
September 30, 1819 ....................................... . 
December 31, 1819 ••••••••••••..•••••• •·•••• •••• ••••·• •••• 
March 31, 1820 ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• ••·••• ••.. 
June 31, 1820 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
September 30, 1820 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

TREASURY o, TR£ UNlTED STATES, June 11, 1824. 

$3,200 00 De.cember 31, 1820 .•••••••••• ••••·• •••••••.••••.•.•.••••. 
40, 934 00 March 31, 18-21 ••.•••..•••••.••••......•....•••..••..• 
69,277 80 June 30, 1821 .••.•.••••.••..••..••••.••..•••••..•••. 

107,277 08 September 30, 1821 .•••••..••.•...•••.•••.••••.••..•.••.•• 
107,277 80 December 31, 1821 •••••.•••••••.•••••••.••••.•••..•••••.. 
81,07'.5 15 March 31, 1822 . ., ••• , •••.•...••••••••...••••••••••..• 
54,854 68 June ao, 182l! ............... , •• , ................... . 
53,638 90 September 30, 1822 ....... •••• ••••• ...................... . 
54,443 47 December 31, 1822 ...................................... . 

162,311 30 J\Inrch 31, 1823 ...................................... . 
138,494 18 Jnne. 30, 1823 ..................... ••••·• ••••.•••••.. 
141,428 37 September 30, 1823 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
152,302 76 December 31, 1823 .•••••••••••••• ••·••• •.•••••••••••••••• 
100,873 92 J\Iarch 31, 1824. •••• •••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•.•• •••• 
119, 793 95 June 7, 1824 .••..•••••..•••••••••.•••••••..•...••.. 

$146,817 33 
143,159 IO 
154,541 63 
176,511 47 
184,649 16 
193,352 13 
178,056 14 
201,485 32 
176,448 78 
167,445 63 
175,517 57 
180,415 54 
181,ros 06 
185,737 21 
186,995 85 

THOS. T. TUCKER, T,-e,uurer United Stater. 

B.A.NK OF TOMBECKBE. 

,Siatement shoW'ing the balances ef public moneys at the end of e1Jery quarter,from the ccmunencement ef March 
1, 1819, to 31st ef March, 1824, and continued to the 7th ef June, 1824. 

March 31, 1819 •••••• , •..••••••.••••••••••••••••• •·•••• 
Juno 30, 1819 .•••.••...•.•..•••••••••••••.••••••••••• 
September 30, 1819 .•••••••..•.•••...•••.•.••••.••••••••••• 
December 31, 1819 ••.••.•••••••• •••••• •••••••• , .......... . 
March 311 1820 ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
June 30, 1820 ••••••••••••••••••••••• , ............... . 
September 301 1820 •.•••.••••••..•••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
December 31, 1820 •••• ·••••• •••• ••••• ••••• ••••·· •••••••••• 
March 31, 1821 ••••• , •...•.•..•.••••••••••••••••.•.•••• 
June 30, 1821 ..................................... , •• 
September 30, 1821 .•..••..••••••.•.••••.•..••••••••••••••• 

TREASURY or TllE UNlTED STATES, June 11, 1824. 

$74,828 47 December 31, 1821, •••• •••••• •••••••••••••••• •••• •••• •••• 
459,003 26 March 31, 18.22 ..•••..••.••...•••.•••••••.•••••..••••. 
613,874 10 June 30, 1822 .••••.••••••.•.•.••••••.••.••••• , •••••. 
368,033 03 September 301 1822 ...................................... . 
396,433 17 December 31, 1822 ...................................... . 
320,053 50 March 31, 1823 ••• , ••••••••••••.••• , •••••• , ••••••••••• 
2401759 93 June 30, 1823 .••..••••••••.••••••••••••••••.••..•••• 
215,9ll 62 September 30, 1823 ••••• •·•••• •••• •••• •••• ••••• ••••••••••• 
229,9-29 09 December 31, 1823 ••••••••• •••••. •••• •• ,. •••• •••• •••• •••• 
207,464 10 March 311 1824 ••••••••.•• •••• ... , •••.•••.•••• •••• •.•. 
215,528 67 June 7, 1824 ••••••••••• ••·•• ••••.••••••.••••••• •••• 

$207,569 91 
391,801 63 
212,863 48 
287,084 48 
273,230 90 
274,698 37 
283,780 74 
278,012 98 
428,585 52 
453,689 9,i 
319,597 41 

THOS. T. TUCKER, Treaw,rer Uniled Slates. 

No.3. 

Statement showing the aggregate ef moneys deposited to the credit ef the Treasurer ef the United States in the 
followi,ng banlcs, and the balance remaining in each ef said banks on the 7th ef June, 1824. 

Danks. 

Steubenville ............. , .... , .. .,, ....... , 

Chillcotbe •••••••·•••••••• ···••••••••••••• 
Franklin, Columbus................. • •••• 
Farmers and Mechanics', Indiana •••• •••••. 
Branch Kentucky, Louisville •...•••..•••.• 
Mississippi •••••••••...••••.•••.•.•.•••••• 

Tombeckbe.•··•••••••••••···••••••·•••••• 

Aggregate re
ceived. 

$633,009 56 
266,101 04 
336,oso 06 
599,0i0 16 
]32,231 61 
343,780 01 

2,0-23,360 85 

TREASURY or TUE U111TED STATES, June 11, 1824. 

·natance. 

$186,995 85 
Nob;ilance. 

63,936 63 
25,775 52 

No balance. 
7,004 34 

319,597 41 

P. and M., Huntsville •••••.•.•••...•....• 
l\lissouri ............ .,, ..•.. , .............. . 
Vincennes •.......................•...... 
Edwardsville .•.•••..••.••.....••..••••••. 
Farmers and llfechanics', Cincinnati .•••.• 

Illinois•••••••••••••••••••••••···•••••··· 

Aggregate re
ceived. 

$671,700 82 
1,074,301 04 

294,123 77 
204,338 90 
50,i96 25 

188,980 36 

Balance. 

$45,167 11 
159,963 87 
168,511 64 
46,973 00 
20,213 01 
54,3ll 63 

THOllIAS T. TUCKER, 7reamr~r UnUed States. 

[a.] 

Extracts ef a letter from George F. Strother, to the Secretary qi the Treasury, dated St. Louis, April 2'1, 1823. 

"Sm: Amongst the debts transferred to the United States by the Missouri Ba~ was one of $10,000 
upon Wilson P. Hunt. This debt was secured by mortgage, but the land pledged to secure the paYIPent 
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had been previously mortgaged to Mr. Astor, of New York, for $10,000, upon which there was due eight 
or nine years' interest. When this note was proposed to be transferred the debt was desperate, as the 
land would not bring more than $10,000; and the debt was considered nominal until Mr. Hunt stated that 
by mortgaging the land to a friend, if relieved from the bank incumbrance, he could procure $5,000, with 
which he could purchase a sufficient sum of money to purchase the amount of the bank debt in Loan 
Office paper. Upon reflection, it was determined to receive Loan Office paper in payment of his debt, 
at 25 per cent. discount. Mr. Hunt on that d:j,y, and frequently, expressed to me a great desire to 
discharge this debt, and expressed a wish that if I should see any for sale I would send it to him. In 
February last he paid Mr. Barton $1,800." "Considering the debt in some peril, my wish was to have it 
placed upon a sure footing. Three or four weeks since a gentleman applied to me to procure a loan of 
money; I informed him that I had none, but that if he would give ample security to return the Loan 
Office paper when wanted, I would put him upon the plan to secure it; that Mr. Hunt wished to discharge 
a deli due the Government in Loan Office paper; and if he would give his note, with sufficient security, 
to pay the United States $6,000 in Loan Office paper, with 6 p~r cent. interest, upon demand, that Mr. 
Hunt would give him, in money, the selling price, amounting to $2,250. My object was to accommodate 
two deserving, meritorious men, and serve the Government, by placing the debt upon a sure footing. The 
whole arrangement I communicated to Mr. Hunt, and told him I should communicate the transaction to 
you. He considered it a fair and advantageous arrangement for the Government." 

[b.] 

Extra,ct Qf a letter fi·om Thomas Sloo to the Searetary Qf the Treasury. 

ST. Loms, November 23, 1823. 
Sm: Agreeably to your request of the 24th of August last, I called on George F. Strother, Esq., ou 

the 19th instant, to exhibit to me the evidences of transfer received by him from the Bank of Missouri as 
collateral security for the public money in its possession at the time of its failure. Not having received 
the list mentioned in your letter, I requested Colonel Strother to furnish me with one, a copy of which is 
herewith transmitted, and with which the evidences of debt generally agree. In some cases, however, 
they exceed, and in others they fall short of the amount stated in the list. The former is owing to credits 
which the parties are entitled to that have not been entered on their notes. The latter arises from interest 
due on stock notes, accounts of which were to have been furnished by the bank, as appears from a memo
randum of the President in the hands of Mr. _Strother, and which he informs me has been repeatedly 
called for without effect. __ Amount received by Mr. Strother, as will appear from notes of payment in the 
list, is $781 43 in specie, and $50 in Loan Office money. The only case in which the evidence of debt has 
been at all changed fa. that of Wilson P. Hunt, who appears to have owed at the time of transfer $10,030, 
secured by mortgage on a tract of land in the neighborhood of St. Louis, that had been previously 
mortgaged to John Jacob Astor, of New York, for $10,000. Such was the uncertainty of this claim that 
the bank agreed to receive the amount in Loan Office paper when it was worth only 25 cents in the dollar, 
as I am informed by Mr. Strother. 

At present the debt of Hunt appears to stand thus:. • 
Debt transferred................................................................. $10,030 00 
Offset claimed............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108 00 
Amount received by Joshua Barton, Esq., as per his receipt in the hands of Mr. Strother, 

(in Loan Office money) ........... , ..................... -...................... . 
Hunt's note in hands of Strother ................ -· ................................. . 
Amount secured by conveyance of the Missouri Hotel to George F. Strother, in trust, to be 

paid in Loan Office money at any time the Government may require it; with six per 
cent. interest ............................................................... . 

1,866 67 
3,333 33 

6,000 00 

From every information which I have been able to obtain in relation to this debt, I believe the change 
to have been a favorable one, inasmuch as I deem the security for the payment of the $6,000 as amply suffi• 
cient; and you now hold, for the payment of the balance due by Hunt., the same security which was held 
for the payment of the whole debt transferred. 

I have received from Mr. Strother, in Missouri Loan Office money ...................... . 
Auditor's warrants .............................................................. . 
Illinois State Bank paper .......................................... : .............. . 

Received by Mr. Strother, in Missouri Loan Office money, viz: 
From Franklin Bank ............................................................. . 
From F1·anklin Branch ........................................................... . 
From P. Detchemendy ........................................................... . 

$5,466 50 
4,539 64 
5,000 00 

15,006 14 

$8,000 00 
6,956 00 

50 00 

15,006 00 

I have received this paper from Mr. Strother, considering it equal to the whole amount in Loan Office 
money. The Loan Office paper bears an interest of three per cent. per annum; the Auditor's warrants 
an interest of six per cent. per annum; and the.Illinois paper two per cent. And as to the warrants, no 
difficulty can arise in regard to the constitutionality of the issue. Mr. Strother informs me that it was 
his wish to have exchanged the whole amount of Loan Office money for Auditor's warrants, by which 
arrangement the interest would have been increased three per cent. and the debt rendered eventualw 
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more certain. Should this transaction not be considered as entirely satisfactory, Mr. Strother has assured 
me that he will make good the amount in Loan Office money, by redeeming the Auditor's warrants and 
Illinois paper. The amount received I shall deposit, as directed, in the Branch of the United States Bank 
at Louisville, Kentucky, in the early part of next month. 

You will herewith receive the act of the State of Missouri establishing Loan Offices. I thought it 
unnecessary to incur the expense of obtaining an exemplification from the office of the Secretary of State, 
presuming that you wished it for your own satisfaction, and not to exhibit in a court of justice. 

Mr. Strother informed me that he had brought all the suits commenced on the debts transferred by 
the Bank of Missouri in the State courts, in consequence of doubts having arisen of the bank being 
chartered, for want of the signature of the Governor. The Supreme Court of the State, however; 
pronounced it chartered. 

D.EP.ARTMEN'.r 01r WAR, June 15, 1824. 
Sm: Your letter of the 14th instant is received, enclosing a note of the honorable Mr. Forsyth, 

expressive of his wish to have " a copy of Mr. Edwards' letter to the War Department, remonstrating 
;-.gainst, or complaining of, an order :which prevented the receiving of the Edwardsvi1Ie Bank notes in 
payment to the troops of the United States, written in or after 1819, and any other letters on the subject 
of the Bank of Edwardsville from Mr. Edwards," and, in answer thereto, I have the honor to transmit a 
copy of a letter from Mr. Edwards to this Department, dated June 11, 1819, which the clerk charged with 
the files of letters received by the Department states to be the only letter from Mr. Edwards on the files 
of the Department in relation to that subject. 

In addition to my own files, I directed the files of the Paymaster General's Office to be examined, 
and herewith transmit a copy of a report from that office, containing a copy of a letter from Mr. Edwards 
to the Paymaster General, of the same tenor and date as the one addressed by him to this office, which 
it will be seen by the report from that office is the only letter in relation to the subject on its files. 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
J. C. CALHOUN. 

Hon. EDWARD LmNGSTON, of the Committee of Investigation on the memorial of·Hon. N. Edu-ards. 

EDWARDSVILLE, lllinuis, June 11, 1819. 
DEAR Sm: I beg leave to inform you that the Paymaster of the United States troops (Major HalJ, 

now at St. Louis) is, by an order, (to which Ihardlythinkyouhave ever given your approbation,) required 
to pay those troops in specie, United States Bank notes, or the notes of the Bank of Missouri, in which 
latter it is understood those troops are generally if not exclusively paid. • 

I am sure I need not remark to you that such a preference of a little petty bank of a Territory over 
all the respectable banks of the western States, enabling it exclusively to circulate its notes at the distant 
points to which the troops are destined, cannot fail to be very objectionable to those States, even if such 
a distinction were not unjust in itself. 

I have the honor, &c., 
NINI.AN EDWARDS. 

Hon. SECRETARY OF WAR. 

PAnIASTER GENERA.L's OFFICE, City of Washington, June 15, 1824. 
Sm: I have the honor to enclose, in obedience to your directions, a copy of a letter from the honorable 

Ninian Edwards to the Paymaster General, dated" Edwardsville, Illinois, June 11, 1819," in relation to 
payments said to have been made, by order of the Paymaster General, to the troops in that part of the 
country, "in specie, United States Bank notes, or notes of the Bank of Missouri," &c., &c., being the only 
letter found on the files of this office upon that subject. • 

I am, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 

Hon. J. C. CALHOUN, Secretary of War. 
NATH. FRYE, J~., Chief Clerk. 

EDWARDSVILLE, Illi,wis, June 11, 1819. 
DEAR Sm: I think it my duty to apprise you that Major HalJ, the Paymaster of the United States troops, 

is, and has been for some time past, acting under an order (which I am convinced you never authorized) 
requiring him to pay those troops in specie, United States Bank notes, or notes of the Bank of Missouri, 
in which latter it is understood they are genera1Iy if not exclusively paid. 

Considering the remote points at which those troops are destined to be stationed, the advantages 
which the present arrangement must afford to the Bank of Missouri, by enabling it to issue and circulate 
a great amount of its notes, without danger of their returning upon it for payment, are not less obvious 
than such a preference of a little petty bank of a Territory over all the respectable banks of the western 
States would be odious to those States; more I am sure it cannot be necessary to say on the subject. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your most obedient servant, 
NINIAN EDW .A.RDS. 

PJ.YlIASTER GENERAL oF THE AIDIY oF THE UNITED STATES, Washington City. 
VOL, V--16 B 
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L'ist of drefts dmwn by the Trea.surer of the United States on the Banlc·of Missouri since Jvl,y 1, 1818. 

Drafts. 

No. 9167 ............................................................ . 
9180 •••.••.••••••....•••••••••.••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•••.•••• 
9181 ............................................................ . 
mu ............................................................ . 
m12 ........................................................... .. 
9214 ............................................................ . 

9250 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

9-263 ............................................................ . 
9-264 ............................................................ . 
9-286 ............................................................ . 
9300 ............................................................ . 
9373 .•••••••••••••••..••••••••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••... 
9377 ........................................................... .. 
9378 ............................................................ . 

9385 ............................................................ . 
9415 ........................................................... .. 
9420 ............................................................ . 
9423 ........................................................... .. 
9433 ............................................................ . 

9442 ............................................................ . 
9446 ........................................................... .. 
9463 ............................................................ . 

9475 ...... •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9460 .............................................. • ............. . 

9494 ........................................................... .. 
9531 ............................................................ . 
9537 ........................................................... . 
9~'>7 ............................................................ . 
9568 ••.••••••••••••••...••••••.••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
9571 ........................................................... . 
9573 ............................................................ . 

9581 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• ................... . 
9582 ............................................................ . 

9584 ................. : ................ • ....................... .. 

9585 ............................................................ . 
9586 ................... • ........................................ . 

9587 ............................................................ . 
9588 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9617 ............................................................ . 
9629 ............................................................ . 
9648 ............................................................ . 
9654 .......................................................... . 

9663 ............................................................ . 

9665 ........................................................... . 
9715 ............................................................ . 
9719 ......................................................... - .. . 
9757 ........................................................... . 
9758 ............................................................ . 
9759 ........................................................... . 
9760 ............................................................ . 
9761 ............................................................ . 
9827 ............................................................ . 
9837 ........................................................... . 
9857 ............................................................ . 
9558 ........................................................... . 
9859 ............................................................ . 
9860 .................................................. ' ........ .. 
9861 ............................................................ . 
9862 ............................................................ . 
9863 ........................................................... . 
9868 ............................................................ . 
9899 ............................................................ . 
9900 ............................................................ . 

9901 ........................................................... . 
9904 ............................................................ . 

9915 ............................................................ . 
9916 ............................................................ . 
9917 ................... , ........................................ . 
9918 ............................................................ . 
9939 ............................................................. . 
9952 ............................................................ . 
9962 ............................................................ . 
9974 ................ ' ........................................... . 
!)975 ............................................................ . 
9997 ............................................................ . 

10000 ............................................................ . 
9 ........................................................... .. 

28 ........................................................... .. 

Amount. 

$1,478 86 
5,000 00 

10,000 00 
240 00 
250 00 

25,000 oo 
48 00 

30,000 00 
258 60 

10,000 00 
106 00 
300 00 

250 00 
125 00 

208 00 
206 00 
300 00 
250 00 

16 00 
712 00 
13 46 

33,000 00 

35 48 
1,000 00 

100 00 
1,002 85 

250 00 
200 00 

1,000 00 
6,000 00 

36,541 00 
300 00 
300 00 
300 00 
125 00 

18,530 10 
250 00 
500 00 

50,000 00 
160,000 00 

3,000 00 
752 51 

Remarks. 

Transferred to United States Branch Bank, \Vasbington. 
Do. do. do. 
Do. do. do. 

Do. do. do. 
Do. do. do. 
Do. do. do. 

Do. do. do. 

Do. do. do. 

Do. do. do. 
Transferred to the Bank of the United States. 

120 00 Transferred to United States Branch Bank, \Vashington. 
20,000 00 

300 00 
25 50 

500 00 

250 00 
125 00 
300 00 

300 00 
10 00 

21,775 79 
14,000 00 

40,156 00 
29,844 00 
25,ooo oo 
20,000 00 
1,175 00 

42,000 00 
24,887 81 
20,000 00 

200 00 

500 00 
125 00 
300 00 

300 00 
250 00 
500 00 

1,214 48 
39,000 oo 
2,000 00 

101 67 
128 60 

10,000 00 

62 50 
520 53 

8-t 79 

Transferred to United States Branch Bank, Louisville. 
Transferred to the Bank of Tennessee. 
·rransferred to the Bank of Nashville. 
Trnnsferred to the Bank of Chilicotbe. 
Transferred to United States Branch Bank, Washington. 

Do. do. do. 
Do. do. do. 
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LIST OF DRAFTS-Continued. 

Orafts. 

No. 0030 •••••.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••..••. 
:n ............................................................ . 
41 ............................................................ . 
46 ............................................................ . 
62 .••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•.•••••••••.• 
89 .•••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••..•••••••••••••• 

104 •••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .......... .. 
105 .......•.................................................•... 

Amount. 

62,482 80 
10 50 
48 00 

500 00 
10,391 00 
2,316 9-2 

250 00 
500 00 

123 

Remarks. 

107 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••. 
!08 ••.•.•.•••.••...•.•..•.•...••..•••...•..••••.•...••••..•••... 

300 00 Transferred to United States Dranch Dank, Washington. 

113 ............................................................ . 
130 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

135 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••• 

136 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
145 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
146 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
169 ............................................................ . 
177 •••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••...• 
193 ••..•••••••••.•...•...•••••.•.••••.•.•.•••.•••••••.•..•••.•.. 
195 .•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••. 
216 •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 
217 ............................................................ . 
~2, .......................................................... .. 

263 ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 
267 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

286 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : •• 
291 ............................................................ . 

29-2 ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
295 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
305 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

335 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

354 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
363 .....................•....•....•.......•..................... 

406 .•..•••••.••.••••••.•••••.•••.•••••••••••.•••••..••....•••... 

-438 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
439 ••.••••••.•..•••••.••• .••.••••••..•••••••.••••....•...•••.. 

498 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
504 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

509 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• • ••••. 

5.16 .•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 

538 ••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
597 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
612 •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••••.••••••.•••••••• 
616 .•.•••••••..•••••••..•••......••••...•••.•..••••.••.••..•.... 
617 ............................................................ . 
646 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

680 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

685 ••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• 
736 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•. 
771 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
803 ............................................................ . 

804 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
835 ............................................................ . 

300 00 Do. do. do. 

125 00 
62 50 

4,000 00 
2,000 00 

27,846 94 
6,139 50 

193 00 
500 00 
99-2 28 

15,000 00 
20,000 00 

433 70 
250 00 
125 00 
18 00 

500 00 
300 00 
300 00 

1,631 00 
300 00 
62 50 

11,760 00 
243 13 

34,000 00 
500 00 
125 00 

11,500 oo 
11,:JSO 00 

86153 
10,000 00 

43 50 
s,ooo 00 
1,000 00 
1,500 00 

24 00 
82 00 

1,000 00 
s,ooo 00 

598 57 
7:fl 50 
417 00 
634 00 
40 77 

914,3:n 17 

Those drafts, opposite to which no remarks arc made, were drawn in favor of individuals for the payment of wnrrants. 
Payments to individuals ••••••••• •••· •••• ••·· .............. •••· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••··........ $43-2,:193 57 
Transferred to different banks ••••••• •••••· ............................ •••••· •••••.•••••••• ••··••••·••• 481,943 60 

914,3:n 17 

Ta£UURY OF TD£ UNITED STATES, June 11, 1824. 
THOS. T. TUCKER, Treasurer UnUed Stat~. 

Replication f() Mr. Oraeford's communication to the Committee. 

In replying to Mr. Crawford's communication to the committee on the 8th ultimo, the subject that 
seems first to demand notice, in the order in which he has presented it, is his attempt to free himself from 
the imputation of having taken advantage "of the moment of my departure,'' to arraign the testimony 
which had been given by me before a former ·select committee of the House. In this, however, he does 
not pretend to deny any of the facts upon which that imputation was predicated, and, consequently, may 
be fairly considered as admitting them. For, seeing how ready he has been to advert to and dilate upon 
other minute and unimportant particulars, he would hardly have been silent in regard to the circumstances 
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which I had relied on, to prove that he must have been apprised of my intended departure, had he not 
been conscious of their truth. 

Laboring as he has done, in his communication, to prove that no such letter as I swore I saw the 
Receiver at Edwardsville write, could have been written, and that no such directions to continue the 
deposits as those mentioned in my testimony had ever been given, it can no longer be doubted by any 
one that the object of his report was to impeach my credibility. . 

.As nothing could justify so serious an insinuation upon light and frivolous grounds, he ought not to 
have made it without the most thorough conviction that it was well founded; and being so convinced, if 
he felt it his duty to allege it at all, it. should have been done in distinct, unambiguous, and intelligible 
terms. Making it in a doubtful and equivocal manner shows a disposition to inflict the injury, and at the 
same time to secure a retreat from a just responsibility for it. His delay would, under any circumstances, 
render his motives suspicious. Under the particular circumstances of this case, it affords the strongest 
presumption that he intended to take advantage of my absence. The facts which he now affects to 
question I had asserted to himself two years, and with his knowledge had sworn to them more than one 
year b!)fore he thought proper to indicate the slightest doubt of their truth. How, then, is his silence on 
the subject during the whole of this period to be accounted for? Can any one who knows his disposition 
towards me believe that he would have delayed this imputation a moment if he had believed he could 
have sustained it in a fair and honorable contest? His having so long forborne to make it, when he knew 
I could have bad an opportunity to defend myself, affords reasonable ground to believe that he would not 
have made it at all if he had not supposed I had actually lost that opportunity by having taken my 
departure for a foreign country. Why did he not question any of the facts to which I had deposed, in his 
letter of February, 1823, which be addressed to the chairman of the select committee alluded to, eleven 
days after my examination? Had he really believed that I had not sworn truly, there was then a most 
suitable occasion for making his present statement, and his conduct being then under investigation, there 
would have been every motive for making and none for withholding it. 

But this was not the only opportunity he let pass by unimproved. On the 27th of February, 1823, he 
made a partial report to the House, in obedience to the very resolution of May 8, 1822, of which he availed 
himself to make his recent attack upon me. This he might with as much propriety have done on the 
former as on the latter occasion. According to his own view of the subject, the letter in question being 
from a Receiver of Public Money, was not embraced by "a call only for the correspondence between 
certain banks and the Treasury," and, of course, if "no such letter was cal.led for," his official duty did 
not require him to make any reference whatever to it. His communication on that subject was, therefore, 
wholly gratuitous, and might just as well have been made without any resolution of the House as under 
one that had no relation to it. But even supposing it to be otherwise, it is certainly a poor excuse for his 
not having transmitted the information called for on the 8th of May, 1822, before the 22d of March, 1824, 
that he could not get the correspondence copied sooner, when, from the swarm of applicants for employ
ment competent to this business with which the city constantly abounds, it cannot be doubted that he 
might at any time have had the whole of the correspondence copied in less than one month. From the 
very nature of it many hands might have been employed in it at the same time; and with a call so 
imperative, and his own plighted word afterwards that he would have the correspondence "prepared and 
transmitted to the House at the commencement of the late session of Congress,"'he should not have felt 
himself at liberty to have made a profitable job of this business in favor of any individual, so as to have 
delayed it till the 22d of March last. • 

But I shall not conclude this replication without exhibiting still greater difficulties to overcome before 
he can successfully exempt himself from the suspicion of ha,ing contemplated some advantages by post
poning his attack to "the moment of my departure." At present, I will proceed to a brief examination of 
some of the new grounds .and arguments thereupon by which he has elaborately endeavored to prove me 
guilty of perjury. 

In. meeting him upon this accusation I must protest against the dexterous use he makes of the same 
facts to establish directly opposite conclusions in his favor. I am perfectly willing to yield him one side 
of the argument, and have no right to object to his taking choice, but more than this it would be unrea
sonable in him to ask and imprudent in me to concede. 

He attempts to infer ·that "my publication, announcing my intention of withdrawing from the Direc
torship of the Bank of Edwardsville," as mentioned on my "oath," could not have been communicated to ' 
him by the Receiver at Edwardsville, and even that it could not have existed, because it was not referred 
to in the letter of the Receiver at Kaskaskia of September 18, 1819, who, if it had existed, was bound by 
the Secretary's instructions to communicate it, as "a circumstance affecting the character of the Bank of 
Edwardsville;" and yet he contends "that even if both the communications (my publication and the letter 
in question) alleged had actually been made, there was nothing in the fact for the Secretary to conceal; 
Mr. Edwards has stated, on oath, his opinion, that in the fall of 1819 the Bank of Edwardsville was in as 
good a condition as any bank in which the public moneys were deposited; and if so, what necessity was 
there for the Secretary to discontinue the deposits?" 

Now, if the latter be true, there was surely "nothing in the fact" of my publication having been 
made, which the Receiver at Kaskaskia "was bound by the Secretary's instructions to communicate." 
On the other hand, if there was anything "in the fact" which the Receiver was bound to communicate, 
according to those instructions, it must have been something indicative of danger in continuing the 
deposits. It must be evident, therefore, either that the silence of this Receiver as to my publication is no 
evidence against its existence, or that it contained something "to con~eal;" or, at least, to render the 
propriety of continuing the deposits somewhat questionable. 

The truth, however, is that I have nowhere contended that the Receiver's letter rendered it Mr. Craw
ford's duty to discontinue the deposits, and the avowal of such an opinion is most erroneously imputed 
to me, in direct opposition to the explanations I have given, and my declared objects in referring to that 
letter. Neither in my publication of 1819, avowing my intention of retiring· from the bank, nor in my 
correspondence with him in February, 1822, nor in my oath before the committee in February, 1823, nor 
in my late communication to the House of Representatives of the 6th April last, is any such idea suggested. 
In fact, owing to the responsibility which I thought I had imposed upon myself by recommending the 
bank as a depository of public money, I did not think myself at liberty to retire from it until I had seen 
it through all the difficulties and embarrassments with which I found it struggling on my return from 
Congress, shortly after it had been authorized to receive the public money. These difficulties having 
been overcome, and the time arrived when I thought I could with propriety announce my intention.of 
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resigning, I made the publication which has been submitted to the committee, in which, after explicitly 
stating that "I was convinced it (the bank) could have nothing to fear from a comparison of its situation 
[as to solvency] with that of any other bank in the United States," I add, "Notwithstanding I do verily 
believe that neither the Government nor any individual is in danger of being intentionally imposed upon 
by the bank so long as it continues under the control of its present Directors, yet, intending to be absent 
from the State, and considering the disastrous pressure of the present times, the hostility which the bank 
has to encounter, and particularly the opposition of gentlemen in this State high in office, who have been 
extremely anxious to get other banks into operation with the aid of 'foreign capital,' as it is termed, I 
have determined to resign my seat in the Directory, and to withdraw from all future responsibility of any 
kind whatever in relation to this or any other bank, without making any further unsupported effort to 
retain any portion of the public deposits in this State, leaving it to the Directors to maintain their credit 
by their own good conduct, and to the Secretary· of the Treasury to judge for himself, upon the returns he 
requires, how far it may be prudent to trust them." 

Although I believed at the time that one of the papers in which my publication appeared was 
regularly sent to Mr. Crawford, yet I enclosed to him a paper containing it~ and, that he might have as 
perfect control over the subject as possible, I prevailed upon Colonel Benjamin Stephenson, the Receiver 
and the President of the bank, who apprehended that ill consequences would result from my withdrawing 
from it, to write to the Secretary of the Treasury on the subject, and enclose to him one of my publica
tions also; and I advised him (the Receiver) in the meantime to withhold the deposits till he could receive 
further orders from the Secretary. 

In my correspondence with Mr. Crawford in February, 1822, which is exhibited by himself, referring 
to my publication and the situation of the bank at that time, I say, in one of my letters: "This publica
tion was contained in the St. Louis Enquirer, which I supposed you took at the time; it was also contained 
in a paper which I forwarded to you myself; and it was enclosed, refen-ed to, and commented upon in a 
letter of the President of the bank to you." In the other letter I say: "That I was the cause of the 
deposits being made there in the first instance I freely admit; but that I unequivocally declared that I 
would not be held responsible for that or any other bank, in any way whatever, after the fall of 1819; 
that you ·were notified thereof in due time; that the deposits have not been continued there, in consequence 
of my recommendation, since that period; and that the bank uas then in a good situation, I may, I think, 
according to my present impressions, fairly insist on." 

In my oath before the select committee on the 13th February, 1823, which Mr. Crawford bas thought 
proper to impeach, after having testified to Colonel Stephenson's having written the letter in question, and 
enclosed my publication, &c., I add: "The bank continued to pay specie, notwithstanding the pressure, 
and in the fall of that year I expect was in as good a situation as any bank in which the public money u:as 
then deposited." 

In my late communication to the House of Representatives of the 6th April last I not only re-assert 
the same facts substantially in regard to the situation of the bank, but, by its monthly return for November, 
1819, have \.!':'..questionably proved them true to the fullest extent. And I expressly state in that com
munication that "even at the time of its failure its resources were, I am well satisfied, more than amply 
sufficient to have secured its debt to the Government." 

It is, therefore, inconceivable to me upon what ground it has been assumed that in referring to the 
Receiver's letter my object was "to charge the Secretary with continuing the deposits after he ought to 
have been alarmed for their safety," especially while it is admitted that I spoke "in the most decided 
terms of the solvency and safety of the bank'' at the time the letter was written. 

It is true I cannot consider it very prudent management in Mr. Crawford to have continued it a 
depository of public money after he had, as he says himself, "1·eason to apprehend a icant of punctuality or 
good faith on its part," especially without enforcing a compliance with its stipulation to make those returns 
which lie considered necessary to insure the fidelity of all the banks that were made depositories of the 
public money. The former is acknowledged in his communication to the committee, (page 18.) The 
latter appears by his letter to the President of the Bank of Edwardsville of the 10th November, 1821, in 
which he states that "no statement of the account between the Bank of Edwardsville and the Treasurer 
of the United States has been rendered to this Department since that of the 31st January last."-(See 
document 140, part 2, page 439.) 

But whatever may be my opinion of his subsequent careless management in regard to this, as well 
as other western banks, I cei:tainly never intended to refer to the l~tter in question for the purpose of 
showing that there existed at that time any such a state of things as rendered it necessary to withdraw the 
deposits from that bank. 

But as my having been a Director thereof at the time it was authorized to receive the public money 
might have had its influence with Mr. Crawford in selecting it for that purpose, I deemed it important to 
give him timely notice of my intention to resign, and to-afford him a fair opportunity of adopting such a 
course as he might think expedient under the circumstances of the case. The Receiver, who was also 
tho President of the bank, and who was more afraid of jeopardizing the former than anxious to retain 
the latter office, (for which he was not then allowed a cent of compensation,) fearing that the credit of 
tho bank might be impaired and that other ill consequences might result from my withdrawing from it, 
and being also bound "by the Secretary's instructions to communicate any, circumstance affecting 
the character of the bank," was very easily prevailed on to write the letter in question, to enclose 
my publication, and to withhold the deposits for the purpose of lessening the additional weight of 
responsibility which he thought, and truly thought, the circumstances mentioned in his letter had 
devolved upon him. 

My objects in referring to my publication and to this letter were two-fold: 
I. To show the course of conduct I bad pursued in relation to my withdrawal from the bank. 
2. To show that Mr. Crawford was well informed and duly notified thereof. Both were rendered 

necessary by the ungenerous and disingenuous attempts to subject me to unjust censure which are 
adverted to in my correspondence with him in February, 1822. 

It is remarkable that, with a pertinacity the most extraordinary, he still perseveres in his efforts to 
implicate me in the transactions of that bank, well knowing that my connexion with it has long since 
ceased. And hence is his labored effort in his late communication to the committee to prove that I 
continued to be a Director thereof after the fall of 1819. In doing this he must have attempted to 
impose upon others what he himself could not have believed. With all the information which he 1Dust 
have had at the time of writing his late communication what could be less justifiable than the implications 
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to which he has thus so recently endeavored to subject me? "\Vhatever else he may think of roe, you 
cannot believe that he thinks me so great a fool as to have so repeatedly and publicly asserted, and 
finally sworn to, the-fact of my having withdrawn from the Directorship of that bank if it had not been 
true, since, in that case, it would have been so easy to have convicted me of falsehood and perjury. 
"\Vhat, then, can be thought of his candor in insisting, even at this late period, that I continued to be a 
Director of that bank after the fall of 1819 ? 

Let us, however, see how he endeavors to establish this fact: 
Referring to that part of my oath before the committee, in February, 1823, in which I had sworn 

that, though I had once been elected a Director since the fall of 1819, I had refused to accept the 
appointment, and had had nothing to do with the manag·ement of the bank since that time. ''Yet," says 
he, "in the following winter Mr. Edwards is found presenting himself to the Secretary, not only in the 
character_ of a Director of the bank, but of a Director speciaJ,ly delegated and authorized by the bank to 
conclude an important arrangement with the Secretary in respect to the terms on which the bank was to 
continue a depository of public money. By the printed papers accompanying the Secretary's report to the 
House, of the 27th of April, 1822, it appears that on the 16th of February, 1820, Mr. Edwards, then in 
Washington, transmitted to the Secretary a letter from the bank to the Secretary, signed by this very 
Receiver as President of the bank, containing a list of Directors for the year 1820, in which Mr. Edwards' 
name is included; that at the same time he also transmitted to the Secretary a letter from the bank, 
signed by the same Mr. Stephenson, informing the.Secretary that Mr. Edwards, as one of the Directors of 
the institution, is authorized to suggest certain modifications of the contract between the Secretary and the 
bank and to conclude such arrangements as he may deem acceptable, which will be considered obligatory; 
and he likewise transmitted at the same time a letter from the bank, addressed to himself, signed also by 
Mr. Stephenson, stating to him at large the changes desired by the bank and the reasons therefor." 

Contrasting all this parade of circm:11stances with all that I did in regard to the authority thus 
conferred upon me "to suggest certain modifications ef the contract," and to my "special, delegation to conclude 
the iniportant arrangement," it would seem that Mr. Crawford could not have desired a stronger confirmation 
of the truth of the very statement which he now affects to question. What did I do? Nothing more 
than write to him a short note in the following words, viz: "I have the honor herewith to transmit to 
you certain communications which I have recently received from the Bank of Edwardsville, the object of 
which is fully explained by the communications themselves." Is it presumable that any member of the 
Senate, (not excepting my colleague, who was opposed to the bank,) would not, under similar circum
stances, have done this much? Could I, with any kind of decent respect for a portion of the people I 
represented, have done less? 

Without otherwise saying anything to him on the subject, I simply left the papers to speak for 
themsel1;es. At this time he and myself were on terms of intimacy, and, as I thought, cordiality and 
friendship. Had I not been determined not to interfere further in the business I should certainly have 
spoken to him about it. Had he not perfectly understood from my publication, &c., the reasons of my 
silence, he would,.doubtless, have mentioned the subject to me. But no conversation havin~taken place 
between us in regard to this matter confirms my statement, and affords a very strong presumption that 
he had received all the information before referred to. 

His attempt to produce an impression unfavorable to me from the circumstance of my name appearing 
on the list of Directors is the more extraordinary, since he himself has prefaced his remarks on that 
subject with an extract from my oath, from which it appears "that, though I had been once elected to 
that station since 1819, I had refused to accept it." He well knows that to constitute a Director requires 
the concurring wills of the electors and the person elected; and knowing I had "refused to accept the 
appointment," nothing can be more disingenuous than to pretend to recognize me in that character. If he 
had entertained the least suspicion that I had not sworn truly on the subject his whole conduct towards 
me can leave no doubt that he would have spared no pains to have been prepared to prove the fact. It 
being, therefore, obvious that be must have believed my statement, in this particular at least, what can 
be thought of his effort to mislead others in regard to it? More frankness and candor surely were due 
to the exalted station be occupies. 

My name's appearing on the list of Directors was produced by the following circumstances: The 
election took place on the 1st of January, 1820, while I was attending to my public duties in this place 
as a Senator of the United States, and though I bad positively declared that I would not serve, I was 
elected by the influence of General Payne, of Kentucky, who held nearly hst,lf the stock of the bank, and 
bope,d that he could prevail upon me to change my determination, which he in vain attempted to accom
plish; all of which, I have no doubt, Mr. Crawford well understood. It was probably owing to this 
gentleman's influence, and that of his powerful connexions in Kentucky, that this bank continued so long 
a depository of public moneys. 

From Mr. Crawford's present attempt, under all these circumstances, still to implicate me in the 
transactions of that bank, it may well be supposed that his first efforts for that purpose in 1822, which 
have been systematically and pertinaciously persevered in to the immediate cause of the present con
troversy, have not left me without just cause of complaint. 

My conduct in Tegard to that bank bas been fairly stated. It was the result of a justifiable desire 
to protect my own character against casualties that might have injured it, and not with a view to injure 
or give dissatisfaction to any human being. Nor did I imagine that it could have produced any motive 
or furnished any ground for accusatjon against me. Finding, however, contrary to every reasonable 
expectation, that "partial information from the Treasury Department," concerning my agency in bringing 
that bank into connexion with the Treasury, was extensively used with no little success, for the purpose 
of producing injurious implications against me, and thinking that I had just reason to apprehend they 
were about to be presented in a more imposing form, I felt myself called upon to address to .Mr. Crawford 
my letter of the 9th of February, 1822, in which, from a desire that my conduct should be fairly under
stood, and with no intention or expectation of giving offence, I referred to and asserted the facts, 
substantially, in relation to my publication of 1819, and the Receiver's letter, which are contained in my 
oath before the select committee in February, 1823. 

N otbing could have been more preposterous than my assertion of these facts and the request with 
which it was accompanied, if I bad not supposed that all these documents were in .Mr. Crawford's 
possession. Nor can anything be more reasonable than to suppose that if they had not been received 
by him, he would then have said so. 

He, however, alleges that "his not having replied to this or any other matters contained in those 
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letters, resulted from his having declined any correspondence with Mr. Edwards on the subjects to which 
they referred, in consequence of a menace which the first of them contained." But let us inquire what 
that menace was. 

Having stated, in my letter above referred to, circumstances which induced me to suppose, as well 
thei.J might, that he intended to make some use of my name in a report he was about to make to the House 
of Representatives on the subject of the Bank of Edwardsville, I say: "I beg leave, most respectfully, 
to suggest that it would be but an act of justice to me to present my publication of 1819, in which 
I declared I would be no longer responsible for that or any other bank, in any way whatever;" declaring, 
in the same letter, that the object of it was to manifei:;t my disposition or willingness to avoid the necessity 
on my part of calling for any information upon the subject, or referring to other matters. 

It is this declaration, candidly made with a view to avoid any measure that might be construed into 
an evidence of hostility, that he is pleased to consider "the menace which my first letter contained." As, 
however, my real object was what I had declared it to be, I had no hesitation in saying in my second 
letter that "I owe it to myself imhesilatingly and promptly to disavow any intention of offering personal 
disrespect to you, or the station you occupy." The menace, then, if any had been made, was withdrawn. 
Still, however, he did not think proper to deny that the communications alluded to were in his possession, 
which no doubt he would gladly have done if such had been the fact. 

But he did not, in fact, "decline any correspondence w~th me on the subjects to which my letters 
referred;" for, in his answer to my first one, among other observations which he made in relation to those 
"subjects," he says: "I assure you, sir, it will afford me great pleasure to communicate to Congress all 
the information in the possession of the Department concerning that bank, your agency in bringing it 
into connexion with the Treasury, and the representations which were made against," &c., thereby mani
festing a disposition rather to show that he had no desire to conceal and withhold the documents alluded 
to, than to deny their existence. 

Under these and other circumstances mentioned in my communication to the House of Representatives, 
it would be extraordinary, on the supposition that my publication and the Receiver's letter had not been 
received, even if he had declined replying to my letter of February, 1822, that their existence should 
have remained for a period of more than two years unquestioned; and that even a doubt upon the subject 
should have been for the first time suggested "at the moment of my departure for a foreign country." 

But Mr. Crawford has, in his communication, attempted to avail himself of an additional ground to 
convict me of false swearing in what he is pleased to call my "alleged expectation'' that the letters 
referred to in my testimony, as having passed between himself and Colonel Stephenson, would have been 
communicated to the House under one or other of the resolutions of February, 1822. 

"As the resolutions," says he, "under which it is alleged these letters should have been commu
nicated, call only for the correspondence between certain 'banks' and the Secretary, it is unnecessary to 
explain why, among the letters which were communicated, any correspondence between a 'Receiver' and 
the Secretary was not to be found; nor is it easy to imagine how any one informed of the tenor of those 
resolutions should have entertained the expectation of seeing the letters in question among the papers 
which were transmitted." 

In order to a correct understanding of this part of the subject, it may be useful to advert to my 
testimony before the committee. In this, after stating that I had prevailed upon " Colonel Benjamin 
Stephenson, the Receiver, and the President of the Bank of Edu:ardsville, to write to the Secretary," &c., 
I say, "I was much surprised at not seeing this correspondence in the report, as well as one or more 
letters which, I confidently believe, were written to the Secretary of the Treasury in 1819, for the purpose 
of apprising him of the situation of the bank at that time, and inducing him to forbear to draw upon it 
until it could relieve itself from the pressure it was then encountering." Now as, from my whole- state
ment in regard to this matter, it is evident that the subject-matter of the letter referred to in my testimony 
related much more to the affairs of the bank than to the ordinary duties of the Receiver, it surely is not 
more extraordinary that I should have expected to have seen this letter, or so much of it, at least, as 
related to the affairs of the bank, "among the papers which were transmitted," than that Mr. Crawford 
himself should have transmitted a variety of letters from this same Receit-er under the resolutions 
referred to. 

But he has in other instances acted upon the very consideration which induced the "expectation" on 
my part to which he now excepts; or why did he transmit his letter to the Receiver at St. Louis of 
January 19, 1822, (see Document No. 119,) and state, in the report which it accompanied, that he had 
transmitted "all the additional returns and correspondence required by the resolution, except tu·o letters 
from the Receiver at St. Louis, which u:ere of a confidential nature 'I" Nothing could have rendered it 
necessary to have communicated the first, or to have apologized for not transmitting the latter, but the 
circumstance of their relating, as the letter of Colonel Stephenson did, to the affairs of the bank. 

Having thus disposed of the amplifications which he has given to his original charge, as contained 
in the report in question, I now return to the latter, which is as follows: 

"The Hon. Mr. Edwards, late a Senator from Illinois, having stated on his examination before a 
committee of the House, on February 13, 1823, that the late Receiver of Public Moneys at Edwardsville 
had, on his advice and in his presence, written a letter to the Secretary, enclosing a copy of a publication 
which Mr. Edwards represents himself to have made some time in the year 1819, announcing his intention 
of retiring from the Directorship of the Bank of Edwardsville, and that he had advised the Receiver to 
withhold his deposits from the bank until he could receive further orders from the Secretary; and that 
the Recefoer afterwards informed him that he had received a letter from the Secretary, directing him to 
continue the deposits; the Secretary deems it proper to state that no such letter from the Receiver is to 
be found on the files of the Department; that the officers employed in it have no recollection of the receipt 
of such a letter; and that, on an examination of the records of the Department, it appears that no answer 
to any such letter, directing the Recefoer to continue the deposits, was ever written to him by the Secretary 
of the Treasury." 

Whatever different interpretations, ingenious and forced constructions might have given to this 
report, Mr. Crawford's elaborate commentary upon it must now carry conviction to every mind that its 
real object was, at least, to create a suspicion of the truth of my statement, both in regard to the 
Receiver's having written the letter mentioned in my testimony, and of his having "afterwards informed 
me that he had received a letter from the Secretary directing him to continue the deposits." The report 
itself, as well as the commentary, alleges circumstances which are intended to invalidate the former, and 
he has impeached the latter by denying that he ei:er (lat~ such instructions to the Receiver. 
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The facts, then, fairly at issue between us are-
lst. Whether the Receiver did write the letter alluded to. 
2d. Whether he "afterwards informed me that he had received a letter from the Secretary directing 

him to continue the deposits." 
As to the first: It appears that on August, 6, 1819, Mr. Crawford addressed a letter to the Receiver 

most emphatically requiring him to state " why he had not then deposited the public moneys in his hands 
in the bank, in conformity with the instructions from the Department," and alleging that there could be 
"no longer any excuse whatever for retaining the public money."-(See page 115 of this report.) 

It is difficult to believe either that the Re·ceiver would have neglected to answer this peremptory 
letter, or that Mr. Crawford would have tolerated such a disrespectful omission. The latter, however, bas 
stated additional circumstances which render it wholly improbable that any such neglect should have 
occurred. He represents the Receiver as having been guilty of great remissness in regard to making his 
deposits for months before, and says that he ( the Receiver) "must have discovered that the Secretary 
was dissatisfied with him for retaining the public money in his bands. He must have been aware that 
every subsequent return which he transmitted to the Treasury, as it exhibited an increasing balance, ang. 
as it showed that he made no deposits in bank, would aggravate the Secretary's dissatisfaction." Mr. 
Crawford, however, relies upon these circumstances to prove that if the Receiver had answered this 
letter he would in his subsequent correspondence, consisting of two short notes, have made "some 
allusion to the communication which explained the reason of his apparent disobedience, and to the 
instructions which he expected in answer, for the government of his conduct in that important particular;" 
but would it not, let me ask, have been much more extraordinary and unaccountable that he should 
not have answered the letter at all, than that he should have failed in one or two short subsequent com
munications to have alluded to his answer ? 

The letter, in fact, was fully answered on the 12th October, 1819. No other answer was ever given 
by the Receiver. And this is the very letter in question which, after accounting for its delay, assigns as 
a reason for not having theretofore made the depositR, a difficulty that mi.ght thereby hat-e been areated of 
complying with previous instructions; presents an account of the then situation of the bank; intimates 
apprehensions as to its future prospects; declares an unwillingness to make further deposits without 
such instructions as the Secretary might think fit to give "on a full disclosure of the whole circumstances 
of the case;" and, among other things, expressly states that" the publication of Governor Edwards, here
with transmitted, shows the course he is disposed to pursue." All of which, I am happy to say, can be estab
lished by the original draught of the letter itself on file in the office of Samuel D. Lockwood, Esq., Receiver 
of Public Moneys at Edwardsville, with an endorsement thereon in the handwriting of the late Receiver, 
(who has been dead about eighteen months,) purporting that the letter was sent to Mr. Crawford in 
October, 1819, ( of which an attested copy is hereto annexed.)-(See page 116 of this document.) 

On the 22d October, 1819, ten days after thP. date of the letter last referred to, the Receiver again 
writes to Mr. Crawford, and states that "twelve thousand five hundred dollars of the capital stock of the 
Bank of Edwardsville having been paid into the bank since the date of my last letter, I feel it my duty to 
inform you of the circumstance in consequence of some of the suggestions made in that letter."-(See page 11 'l.) 
The first fact in issue between Mr. Crawford and myself is therefore established. 

As to the 2d, viz: "That the Receiver informed me he had received a letter from the Secretary 
directing him to continue the deposits." It must be admitted that my statement does not render me at 
all responsible for the truth of this information, and that it might have been given to me even if it had 
not been true. But as this circumstance would have weakened, so the fact of Mr. Crawford's having 
actually writen a letter to the Receiver in November, 1819, expressly saying "I request that you will, 
immediately after the receipt of tkis letter, deposit in the Bank of Edwardsville the whole of the money in your 
possession on the 30th instant," must sufficiently corroborate my testimony. 

This letter, it is true, does not profess to be an ansu:er to the letter of the Receiver of the 12th 
October, 1819, nor have I imposed upon myself any obligation to prove it to be so. But there are certainly 
strong circumstances to show- · 

1. That it was written in consequence of the Receiver's letter. 
2. That it could not have been written on the grounds upon which it professes to have been written. 
As to the first: It is worthy of remark that, in noticing "the difficulty'' suggested by the Receiver 

as an excuse for not having made the deposits, Mr. Crawford is so particular in pointing out the means 
of obviating that difficulty, that it is almost impossible to resist the belief that he had then received the 
letter in question. 

This belief, however, acquires great additional, if not irresistible strength from another document 
which Mr. Crawford enclosed in his letter to the Receiver of the 1st November, 1819. It will be perceived 
that among the strongest reasons urged by the Receiver for declining to make the deposits in the Bank 
of Edwardsville without further instructions from the Secretary, were his apprehensions of danger to it 
from" the hostility of the Bank of .Missouri, and citizens of St. Louis;" and his apprehensions that the drafts 
of the Secretary might fall into their hands, or those of persons who, under their influence, would be 
disposed to insist upon specie, when notes would answer them equally well, merely for the purpose of 
harassing and distressing the bank." It is presumable that it was to allay these apprehensions that Mr. 
Crawford ( who had checked the Bank of Missouri for its conduct towards other banks) transmitted in 
his letter to the Receiver, who was also the President of the Bank of Edwardsville, the document alluded 
to, which is headed " a list of bank notes which would be received by the Bank of Missouri according to 
the letter of the President of that bank dated August 9, 1819."-(See page 115.) For what other possible 
purpose could this '' lisf' have been intended ? And what else could have induced him to send it to the 
Receiver at Edwardsville ? 

Further corroboration of his having received the letter in question is furnished by the circumstances 
of his having, on the same day that he wrote to the Receiver at Edwardsville, written on the same subject 
to both the Receiver at Kaskaskia and the Cashler of the Bank ·of Edwardsville, giving to the former 
particular instructions about making his deposits, and enclosing to the latter a copy of a letter that he 
represents himself to have written to both these Receivers, from which it appears that he ordered them 
to deposit all the public moneys which they should receive after the last day of the month in which he 
wrote, not in the Bank of Edwardsville, but in the Bank of Missouri until otherwise directed.-(See page 
118.) 

Considering the circumstances disclosed by Mr. Crawford, in regard to the withholding of the deposits 
by those two Receivers, it is not to be presumed that either of them would have been guilty of any 
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unnecessary delay in making the deposits after the receipt of bis letters to them oftbe 1st November, 
1819; and if these letters, which purport to have been written at that time, were promptly transmitted 
by mail according to their respective destinations, it is inexplicable that the Receiver at Edwardsville, 
who resided within about two hundred yards of the bank, of which he was also the President, should not 
have deposited "the whole of the money in his possession on the 30th November," before the 31st Decem
ber, and that the Receiver at Kaskaskia should not have made his deposits until the 3d January following. 
Mr. Crawford admits that the former did not receive bis letter till some time in the month of December, 
but at what time in that month is not stated, nor how the fact was ascertained or is ascertainable.-(See 
his communication, page 6.) Such delays as must have intervened between the date and receipt of 
those letters, at a season of the year when the mail is liable to so little obstruction, afford matter of 
speculation, in which, for the present, I forbear to indulge. 

But, I would ask, what, but the letter of the Receiver at Edwardsville of the 12th October, could 
have startled Mr. Crawford into all this hurry of writing, and sudden change of the place of deposit, and 
at the same time account for tho subsequent hesitation that seems to be fairly inferrible from these other
wise unaccountable delays ? As that letter was well calculated to produce such results, and nothing else 
appears to account for them, it cannot be unreasonable to refer them to that cause. 

He attempts to avoid the inference of his having received this letter and my publication, by stating 
"that if they had been known to him, they would naturally have been alluded to on such an occasion" 
as that of writing to those Receivers; in other words, that the receipt of them would have been acknowl
edged by him. But he admits the receipt of the letters of .Mrs. Stephenson and the Receiver at 
Kaskaskia of the 18th September, 1819, and attaches much importance to them in his communication; 
yet, though it would have been just as "natural" that he should have alluded to them as to the letter of 
the Receiver of the 12th October, he is as silent as to either of them as he is to the latter, or as he was 
to that part of the letter of the President of the Bank of Missouri, of the 9th August, 1819, which gives 
such an alarming account of the Bank of Edwardsville. His not having noticed the letter in question 
in any of his subsequent communications, therefore furnishes no evidence to rebut the strong presumption 
that I have relied upc,n to prove that be must ha,-e receh·ed it. 

Let us then briefly inquire whether his letter of the 1st November could have been written on the 
grounds upon which it professes to have been written? 

He professes to have been induced to write it from an inspection and examination of the monthly 
accounts of those Receivers, and commences it in tho following words, viz: "Upon referring to your 
monthly accounts, it appears that you have retained all the money which has been received by you since 
the month ef .August last." Now a moment's reflection is all that can be necessary to convince you that 
there could not have been at Washington on the 1st November more than one monthly account of moneys 
received after the month of August preceding. And if he had really referred to their monthly accounts, 
he would have perceived that the Receiver at Kaskaskia had retained in his hands all the money received 
by him after the 18th May, and that the Receiver at Edwardsville had made no deposit since the first day 
of the preceding July; circumstances which it is extremely improbable he would have overlooked, or 
neglected to advert to in his letter, unless, indeed, there was some peculiarity in these cases, that defies 
all skill in guessing, which rendered it more excusable in these officers to have retained one part of the 
public money than another. 

But, if something more than meets the eye was not intended, why was his letter to the Bank of 
Edwardsville of 1st November, 1819, together with its enclosure, on the su~ject of those very deposits, 
suppressed? Their omission concealed a fact which affords a very strong presumption that he had 
received the letter of the Receiver at Edwardsville of the 12th October, and it is r~ndered less probable 
that they were withheld through inadvertence or forgetfulness, from the circumstances of my having 
called his attention to the subject, by my correspondence with him in February, 1822, just about the time 
he made the report that ought to have contained them. 

This letter, though at last brought out upon the third call upon Mr. Crawford for his correspondence, 
with the banks, and accompanying the report that was intended to affect me so injuriously, is still given 
in such a manner as not only to conceal the true state of the case, but to produce an impression directly 
contrary to the fact, by omitting to communicate its enclosure, which is so referred to as necessarily to 
make it a part of the letter, and this impression would probably never have been questioned, but for the 
present contest in which the report has involved me. 

The letter commences by saJing, "The letter of which the enclosed is a copy, was addressed to the 
Receivers of Public Money at Kaska..qkia and Edwardsville. * * * To prevent the inconvenience and 
risk which may result from the accumulation of such large sums in the hands of those officers, I have this 
day directed them to deposit in the bank the sums which may be in 'their possession on the 30th instant, 
and to deposit monthly the money which may be received during each month." 

Now, in what bank would any one suppose these monthly deposits were to be made? Certainly in 
the Bank of Edwardsville, to '}Vhich the letter was addressed. But palpable as this conclusion may 
appear, the fact is directly otherwise, and the enclosure will prove it. By the latter, Mr. Crawford says 
"I request that you will immediately deposit in the Bank of Edwardsville whatever sums may be in your 
hands on the 30th instant, (November, 1819.) * * * You will, after thedeposithereindirected,make 
your deposits in the Bank ef Missouri until otherwise directed." Who, lot me ask, could have inferred from 
this letter alone that these directions had been given to those Receivers or to either of them? And can 
it be denied that this enclosure ought to have been communicated for the sake of truth if nothing more? 

But let us see how this case stands in other respects. If he did not send such a letter and give such 
instructions to those Receivers, he made a direct and positive misrepresentation to the bank, for which 
no adequate motive can be perceived. But if, as he himself asserts, he did give such instructions, it 
shows most clearly that he did intend to suspend the making of deposits in that bank, and accounts, much 
more satisfactorily than he has done in his communication to you, for his letter of the 20th .April, 1820, 
which directs the deposits to be continued with a degree of particularity that would scarcely have been 
thought necessary if there had been no reason to suppose it had been bis intention to discontinue them. 

But he bas appealed to the want of any assignable motive for the concealment of any of the fore-

foing facts as proof that none was intended. I take no issue with him upon his motives or intentions. 
may, however, be permitted to say that the pertinacity with which, in opposition to all the proofs I have 

exhibited, he still endeavors to bold me responsible for the Bank of Edwardsville, after the fa]l of 1819, 
renders it probable that be might not have been willing to let J'.ne escape from responsibility at that time. 
Overwhelmed, as he was, with representations against the bank, my withdrawal from it may have confirmed 
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his fears, and rendered him reluctant to disclose any circumstance that was calculated to devolve upon 
him an increased responsibility for events then apprehended and since realized. 

Having received a communication, through the committee, that contains a reference to a conversation 
that I am represented to have had with Mr. Campbell, of Ohio, on the day of my departure from the city 
in March last. I feel myself authorized to give the following explanations: 

In travelling through Kentucky last summer I received, at Russellville, in that State, a confidential 
communication from Virginia, warning me that I was to be attacked at the then succeeding session of 
Cong·ress, and that Governor Coles, of Illinois, was expected to co-operate in it, and advising me strongly 
to come on to Washington a week or two before the meeting of Congress, for the purpose bf preparing 
for a defence. These intimations coming from a source that I knew to be entitled to the highest respect, 
I did not think it prudent to disregard them, and not expecting to return to Illinois for some time there
after, I wrote to the Hon. Daniel P. Cook on the subject; in consequence of which, a correspondence took 
place between him and Governor Coles, in which, I believe, the latter disavowed the correctness of the 
information as it related to him. I refer to this correspondence with less reluctance, because Governor 
Coles, whose character is well known here, can establish it. 

Being thus warned, I endeavored to prepare for the threatened attack, and came on to Congress with 
a determination to do nothing unnecessarily to provoke it, but to meet it, whatever it might be, with 
firmness whenever it should be made. I, however, never once suspected anything like the insinuation 
contained in Mr. Crawford's report; and though I may have written as much, or even more than ha'S been 
supposed, preparatory for an anticipated attack, yet it is most certain that not one word of it related to 
the subject of the report. This I had neither anticipated, heard of, nor seen, till about one hour before my 
intended departure, on the day after it was communicated to the House. It then took me b:y_: such perfect 
surprise that I neither knew nor could decide what was best to be done with it; and I left the city 
without ever having mentioned the subject, as well as I can recollect, to any person or persons, except 
three members of the House of Representatives, of whom Mr. Campbell, of Ohio, was one. I met with 
him on the morning I left the city, and my impression is that he introduced the subject, and seemed to 
have no doubt that the report was intended as an attack upon me. In the course of the conversation 
with him I alluded to the confidential information above referred to, probably spoke of what I had 
prepared and intended to have done in any event that might have rendered it necessary to have defended 
myself at an earlier period, and regretted that I could not have been permitted to g·et off in peace. It is 
idle to insinuate that my answer to the report could have been written before my departure from this 
place. 'rhe latter could not be answered till it existed; and after it was known to me, I did not remain• 
here long enough for any such purpose. Besides, a letter which I wrote to Mr. Campbell, on my journey, 
(towards whom I had no motive for concealment,) will show that my communication was then not only 
written, but tl:iat I did not expect to employ more than three hours in replying to the report. One thing 
is certain, that no man could have been less disposed than myself to be the aggressor in any controversy 
whatever at that time; and if I had not considered the report as intended and calculated to fix an indelible 
blot upon my reputation, which I knew I did not deserve, nothing would have been heard from me in 
regard to Mr. Crawford. 

The anxiety which the committee manifest, and must so naturally feel, to get through with this 
investigation, and my continued indisposition rendering it impossible to proceed with my replication to 
Mr. Crawford's communication as I had intended, so as to finish it within the time which I could reason
ably hope to prevail upon the committee to wait, I feel myself compelled to postpone to a future occasion, 
which will not be neglected, a full answer to all his remarks, and at present to content myself with a few 
observations upon those of them which are most prominent, and seem to demand the most immediate 
attention. 

Commencing his justification for receiving so much uncurrent paper, some of which was greatly 
below par, from certain local banks, with a history of the commencement of the direct connexion of the 
Bank of Missouri with the Treasury Department, on the 1st August, 1818, he says: "Before this time the 
bank had acted as the agent of the Bank of the United States. It had fulfilled its engagements with 
that institution with good faith, &c. * * * * The large amount of money to be received from the 
sale of public lands in that quarter rendered a connexion with such a bank not only convenient, but 
necessary. * * * The Receivers were instructed to receive the notes of such banks as paid specie 
on demand for their notes, and no other, and to deposit them in the bank to the credit of the Treasurer." 
But, says he, in this arrangement with the bank "there was no stipulation as to what kinds of money it 
should receive or pay for the Treasury." These, therefore, must have been general deposits; and having 
been made at the solicitation of the bank, without any special agreement, it thereby imposed upon itself 
the highest obligation in regard ta them that the acceptance of an unconditional and general deposit 
could create upon any bank whatever. 

But, besides this general principle, there was a contract that excludes every construction which could 
have imposed upon him any obligation, moral or legal, to have taken from the bank any paper that was 
not of as much value as the deposit at the time it was made. , 

This bank was continued a depository of the public money on the same terms on which it had been 
employed as the agent of the Bank of the United States, except that instead of the deposits being subject 
to the drafts of the Cashier of the Bank of the United States, they were, on this second arrangement, to 
be drawn out "from time to time by Treasury drafts." 

In both cases they were to be drawn for "as occasion might require, subject to the following 
conditions, viz: 

" 1st. If in favor of individuals, to be paid at sight. 
" 2d. If in favor of the Bank of the United States, payable in sixty days." 
It appears from Mr. Crawford's own reports, "that in 1817 an arrangement was made between him

self and the Bank of the United States, by which the public funds were to be deposited in the branches of 
that institution in all places where such branches existed; and where there was no such branches, the 
bank was to designate certain State banks, for which it 'fOuld be responsible, and in which such public 
moneys should be deposited," &c. 

In conformity with this arrangement, the Bank of the United States, having selected and employed 
the Bank of Missouri as a depository of the public money, became responsible to the Treasury Department 
to pay cash for all i:noneys therein deposited. This it could have had no motive for doing without a 
correspondent obligation on the part of the Bank of Missouri. ·who could be better judges of what would 
create such an obligation than the enlightened President and Directors of the Bank of the United States? 
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Their disinterested opinion on the subject is practically demonstrated by the adoption of measures which 
they must have considered fully adequate to secure their own interest, and impose upon the Bank of 
Missouri the correspondent obligation above referred to." Their, therefore, not requiring "a stipulation 
as to what kind of money the Bank of .Missouri should pay" is the best proof that they did not consider 
any stipulation, in addition to those expressed or implied by the contract, as necessary to impose upon 
that bank the obligation to pay cash. 

If, then, notwithstanding the want of such a stipulation, the Bank of Missouri was answerable to the 
Bank of the United States for tho public deposits as cash, by what kind of argument can it be demon
strated that the absence of such a stipulation exempted it from a similar obligation in its subsequent 
engagements with the Treasury Department? 

By the contract there were but two ways by which the Secretary could claim the right to demand or 
the bank the right to make payment: The one by drafts in favor of individuals, payable at sight; the 
other by drafts in favor of the Bank of the United States, payable in sixty days. There was, therefore, 
no obligation on Mr. Crawford to receive one cent himself, nor to enter into an arrangement with other 
banks to receive any part of the deposits from the Bank of .Missouri. How, then, was he "bound" to 
accept the uncurrent money which he received from that bank? By the contract he could have lawfully 
required it to pay the whole amount of deposits, either on drafts in favor ·of individuals or of the Bank of 
the United States, subject to the conditions that apply to each. Had he drawn for the whole amount of 
the deposits, according to the contract, his drafts could not have been discharged, without the consent of 
the holders thereof, in anything but legal money, and a protest of the drafts would unquestionably have 
furnished good cause of action against the bank. 

But it is manifest, from other considerations, that it could not have been the intention of the parties 
that the deposits were not to be considered as a cash demand upon the bank. Both parties knew at the 
time of the contract that the Bank of the United States would not receive in payment anything but cash, 
or its equivalent; a contract, therefore, on the part of the Bank of .Missouri to pay, if required, the whole 
amount of the deposits to the Bank of the United States, must have been understood as an obligation to 
pay it in legal money, or such other funds as that bank would consent to receive. 

If the construction now contended for by .Mr. Crawford be correct it equally applies to all the other 
banks which he employed, whose connexion with the Bank of the United States ceased on the 30th of 
June, 1819, and a more injudicious arrangement, nor one better calculated to perpetuate "the evils of 
special deposits," could not well have been made. They were not bound to receive any notes which, at 
the time of deposit, were not equal to cash; and if they might thereafter discharge the obligations created 
by those deposits in depreciated paper, there could not be worse management than permitting the deposits 
to accumulate, as he says they did, in the Bank of Missouri, in rather less than one year, to the amount of 
upwards of $640,000, composed principally of notes most liable, from the very nature of the times, to 
depreciate. 

Under such circumstances, however solvent the Bank of Missouri might be, such an amount of notes 
could not be kept on hand so long without danger of great loss to the 'l'reasury; and therefore it must 
liave been bad management not to have found some means of exchanging them for cash, or applying them 
to the public service. 

It is, however, but a waste of time to dwell upon a point which the testimony of some of the best 
informed and most distinguished gentlemen of which this country can boast, taken in this case, proves 
to be so incompatible with the general usage and practice of banks in such cases. 

I will, therefore, notice this part of Mr. Crawford's communication no further than to make a single 
remark upon the evidence by which he endeavors [to prove] that he was "bound" to have taken even 
more uncurrent notes than he did receive from the Bank of Missouri. "This evidence (says he) is state
ment E, prepared at the Bank of .Missouri, and laid before the Missouri Legislature by a committee which 
was appointed to examine the report of the bank, and which committee represents itself to have had 
before it, and carefully examined, the books, notes, and such other papers of the bank as were necessary." 
The statement is "of moneys on hand September 6, 1819,.received from the several Receivers of Publfo 
Moneys, being such as they were authorized to receive by the Hon. Wm. H. Crawford, Secretary of the 
Treasury." It purports, be adds, to have been taken from a register kept by the Cashier of the bank 
from August 8, 1818, to September 6, 1819, which period includes only twenty-seven days not embraced 
by the first arrangement under which the bank was accountal11e only in kind. By this statement it appears 
that the bank had then on hand notes taken from Receivers, of a description not receivable by it on general 
deposit as cash, amounting to $569,064, of which $283,757 were of the kinds transferred by it to the 
Treasurv!' 

In stopping so short, however, with his quotation from this document, he has omitted a. most material 
part of it, which overthrows his whole conclusions, for, in reference to those very notes, the document 
states that though they had been received as above stated, "the banlc did, at its own expe-nse and risk, 
convert the same inf.o specie." If, then, this document is good for anything, it leaves him wholly destitute 
of any apology whatever for receiving uncurrent notes from that bank. • 

But waiving all question of his obligation to receive uncurrent notes from this bank, I return to and 
insist upon a specific statement contained in my communication to the House, which I think he bas but 
poorly evaded. 

It is this : "That being called on by a resolution of the House of Representatives to state the amount 
.of uncurrent notes which he received from those banks, he has mfastated it, making it less than it really 
was." 

To decide this matter, it is necessary to see both what he has said and what he bas done in regard 
to it. 

In his report of February 14, 1822, page 8, in replying to the call that had been made upon him for 
the amount of uncurrent paper which he had received from certain banks, he says as follows, viz: 

"From the Bank of Tombeckbe there have been received $15,311 in the notes of the State Bank of 
North Carolina. 

"From the Bank of Missouri there have been received the following sums, viz: 
"In notes of the State Bank of N ortb Carolina . . . . . .................................. . 
11 In notes of the Bank of Nashville ...................................... •· ...... • • • • 
11 In notes of the Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati ........................... . 
11 In notes of the Miami Exporting Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... : ......... . 
." In notes of the Bank of Cincinnati .................................................. . 

$42,000 
29,844 
ll,845 
8,661 
3,846 
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"In notes of the Bank of Muskingum . . . . . . . ........................................ . 
"In notes of the Farmers, Mechanics, and Maµufacturers' Bank of Chilicothe ............. . 

"And from the Bank of Edwardsville there have been received $18,562 in notes of the 
Kentucky and its branches. 

$291 
850 

Bank of 

"In the two first cases the notes were received in the month of March, 1820, and in the third, in 
October, 1821. All these notes above described were uncurrent at the time they were received from the 
banks * * * * * * In no other case have uncurrent bank notes been received from any bank in 
which the public money has been deposited." 

These are the assertions of Mr. Crawford, about which there can be no dispute. If, then, I can show 
another case or other cases in which uncurrent bank notes have been as clearly received from the Bank of 
Missouri as in the cases he has mentioned, I make good my statement. This being all that I desire, I shall 
content myself with but a single case at present. 

In his letter, I No. 9, of March 2, 1820, to the President of the Bank of Missouri, he acknowledges 
that, "in consideration of a p1·oposition made by Colonel Reddick, as agent for the Bank of Missouri," he 
had agreed to take a draft "in favor of the Bank of the State of Tennessee, payable at Louisville, for 
$40,156 in notes of that bank-and its branches."-(See document 66.) 

His letter, B No. 25, to the President of the Bank of Missouri, of the 14th of Novemb~r, 1820, and 
the President's answer, B No. 26, of the 12th of December, 1820, (see document 119,) show that the said 
$40,156 in notes of the Bank of Tennessee and its branches, were transmitted to the Branch Bank of the 
United States at Louisville on the 21st of May, 1820, according to his orders, where they were received 
by him. . 

The Hon. Hugh L. ·white's testimony shows that these notes were mostly on the branches of the 
State Bank of Tennessee, and that those br:1nche1:1 had suspended specie payments some time in the 
summer of the previous year. 

These notes, it will be seen, are not included among the uncnrrent notes which Mr. Crawford acknowl
edges to have received, though they were equally entitled to that denomination. I therefore submit the 
naked fact to the committee, that he did receive uncurrent notes to a considerable amount in another case 
besides those specified in his report on that subject. 

Without positively denying this statement, Mr. Crawford would seem to impugn it by alleging that 
those notes were immediately placed to the credit of the Treasurer, as cash, by the Bank of Tennessee. 
This, if ever so correct, cannot disprove the fact I have alleged. The notes in the hands of the Treasurer 
were as much a cash demand upon the bank as any entry it could make on its books upon their alleged 
transfer. But, had they been paid the next day, it would not prove they were not uncurrent when 
received. They, however, remained at Louisville from May 21, 1820, till January, 1822, and have only 
been discharged by payments in depreciated paper to -pensioners, and, poi,;sibly, a few other public 
creditors; so that, if the Treasury bas escaped a loss, it has fallen upon those who were entitled to the 
gratitude and justice of their country. But I have not pretended to allege anything more upon this 
subject than the mere fact that more uncurrent notes were received than has been stated by Mr. Crawford, 
and therefore it is not incumbent upon me to show that the Treasury has sustained any loss, or that the 
Bank of Missouri has gained an advantage at the expense of the poor pensioners on the Government. I 
have not represented these "as notes of insolvent banks," as those on some of the banks of Ohio actually; 
were; but I have no doubt that as much might have been said ·in favor of the receipt of some of the 
other Tennessee notes, which Mr. Ci:awford acknowledges were uncurrent, as of those on the branches of 
the Bank of Tennessee. If, however, I am bound to pursue the subject further, for my own justification, 
then, certainly, I l1ave a right to call for and should wish to see the proof on which Mr. Crawford has 
predicated the statement which he has made to the committee on this subject . 

. The next subject to which I bG leave to call the attention of the committee is to my fifth statement, 
in the following words, viz: _ 

"That he has, in his report to the House, misrepresented the obligations of those banksi or some of 
them, at least, and predicated thereon an indefensible excuse for his conduct in receiving those uncurrent 
notes." 

It is evident that I have been misapprehended in regard to this statement. I certainly never intended 
to be understood as alleging that Mr. Crawford- had misrepresented the contracts which were submitted 
with his report; for I myself relied on those contracts and the fact that no public money had been 
received by the Banks of Edwardsville and Tombeckbe, before the date of their respective contracts to 
pay cash for the deposits, for proof of my allegation. 

The committee justly consider this statement as the recapitulation of a charge previously made, and 
it will be seen that, for a specification thereof, I referred to a preceding part of the communication that 
contained it. This is expressed in the following words, viz: . 

"Being called on by a resolution of the House of Representatives to state the amount of uncurrent 
. paper which he received from the local banks that had been made the depositories of public money 
received from the sale of public lap.ds, he admits the receipt of a large amount from the Banks of 
Edwardsville, Missouri, and Tombeckbe; but, as an excuse for his conduct, he represents those notes to 
have been deposited in these banks "before the date of their contracts under which they agreed to 
account fqr the public deposits as specie." 

My opinion certainly is, that any statement which either adds to or diminishes the real obligations of 
those banks must be a misrepresentation of their obligations, and, taking Mr. Crawford's statement to be 
correct, it implies the existence of obligations different from those contained in the " contracts submitted 
with his report;" for the.deposits could not have been made "before" the date of those contracts without 
an expressed or implied contract thereupon, which was not communicated) but which, from his statement, 
must be understood as giving to those banks a right to tender the money which he received from them. 

My object, however, was to show that he had misstated the fact in saying "that the uncurrent notes 
which he had received from the Banks of Edwardsville and Tombeckbe had been deposited in these banks 
before the date of their contracts under which they agreed to account for the public deposits as specie;" 
and this statement I now beg leave to submit to the decision of the committee, holding myself ready, if 
the committee have any doubts on the subject, to show that those deposits were made in these banks 
after and not before the date of their contracts to pay cash for theip, 

Mr. Crawford has labored to show that the interest of the western country required the employment 
of the local banks as depositories of public money. I am not disposed to contest this point, nor to deny 
that a judicious employment of solvent l!,nd prudent local ban~s for this purpose might have afforded· 
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some relief; though the principal object which he seems to have had in view was to relieve the Bank of 
the United States from the odium of collecting the public revenue and converting it into available funds 
by substituting the local banks for that purpose. According to his arrang~ment, as he himself has 
developed it, his intention was to render the public money, by whomsoever collected, available wherever 
the public service might require it. Of course, whether collected by the local banks or the Bank of the 
United States, it was intended that all of it which could not be appropriated to the public service in the 
western should be transferred to the Atlantic States. The drain of specie, or its equivalent, therefore, 
from the west, with the exception of the permanent deposits, was intended to be the same in either cal!e; 
and it is doubtful, at least, whether the ephemeral relief thus afforded to the western community has not 
been more than overbalanced by the evils which finally resulted from the injudicious execution and 
suicidal extension of this plan. Certainly great losses have resulted from it, as the events of every day 
exhibit, and if they have not fallen upon the Treasury the people cannot have escaped them. 

The principal ground of my objections to Mr. Crawford's conduct in this respect has been exhibited 
to the House in the following words, viz: "The most objectionable parts of his conduct in regard to these 
matters are his mismanagement of those banks, and his continuing to employ them after he himself had 
become sensible of the da,nger of doing so." 

To establish this statement I rely upon his communication to the committee to show that he continued 
the Bank of Edwardsville a depository of public money after he was so convinced of its want of good 
faith as to act, in other respects, upon that opinion. • 

I rely upon his correspondence with the Banks of Tombeckbe, Huntsville, Steubenville, and Vincennes, 
and Governor Jennings' testimony in regard to the latter, to show that he was apprised that there was 
danger in continuing the deposits in the three first, and that he continued the latter a depository of public 
money after it had forfeited all claim to his confidence, and proved to his own satisfaction that it could 
not safely be trusted. 

• I rely upon the testimony that has been taken before the committee to prove, 1st. That he has acted 
illegally iu making deposits of public money in local banks in the District of Columbia, and even in this 
city, without making report to.thereof Congress, according to law; 2d, That he has, in a variety of 
instances, abused his power to make deposits of the public money by actually making pure gratuitous 
loans thereof; and, 3d. That of the loans which he thus made in 1819 a part thereof has not been repaid, 
and is in danger of being lost. 

By the document 66, A No. IO, it appears that, notwithstanding he had made loans to certain local 
banks in the District of Columbia which were so crippled as not to be able to continue their operations 
without the assistance be afforded them from the 'l'reasury, and particularly the Mechanics' Bank of 
Alexandria, whose situation he well knew, and to which he had made five several loans of public money 
to enable it, as the witnesses say, to wind up its affairs, and which loans, or the major part thereof, 
remained unpaid, he did, on the 1st of .August, 1820, the year after these loans were made, direct the 
Receivers of Public Moneys in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and Michigan to receive the notes of those 
banks in payment for public lands. 

By document No. 66 it appears that the Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati, into which he 
directed the public deposits to be made in 1819, besides its other debts, owed to the Bank of the United 
States $220,000, had issued its own notes to the amount of $11,550, and had of specie only $19,430, and 
that he was twice offered any additional security for the fulfilment of its engagements which he might 
require, but which he declined taking. 

By the same document it appears that he declined the offer to pay interest by the Bank of Huntsville 
which the Treasury was justly entitled to receive from that bank. 

By his report in the case of Mr. Brahan, Receiver of Public Moneys at Huntsville, it appears that 
that officer had appropriated a very large amount of the public money to his own use; that he was con
tinued in office an improper length of time after his misconduct was known to Mr, Crawford; that, finally, 
in settling with him, a large amount that was justly due to the United States as interest upon the money 
which he had misapplied was relinquished; and that the indufgence he received as to the time of repay
ment was more than he deserved. 

By Mr. Crawford's own communication to the committee he himself has shown a case of a Receiver 
which would have rendered it improper to continue any man in such an office under the circumstances 
which he has stated. 

There must also have been some bad manag·ement in his permitting the deposits in the Bank of 
Missouri, to accumulate to the amount of $726,000 when the transfer of any part thereof to the Branch 
Bank of the United States at Louisville was so practicable by the facilities constantly afforded by steam
boat navigation between St. Louis and that place; in his permitting the Bank of Missouri to delay the 
payment he required from it in June, 1819, for about five months; in his withdrawal, in March, 1820, of 
his previous drafts upon it, and then agreeing to take a much less sum, and a great portion of it in uncurrent 
notes, with an intimation to the President of the bank of ten months additional indulgence, ( see his letter 
I No. 9, 66;) and this, too, at a time when the bank must have bad in its vaults, besides its other good 
funds, about $221,599 40 in specie, which it was permitted to retain and use, and which was $43,424 40 
more than the whole amount of the payments stipulated for by Colonel Reddick as the agent of the 
bank.-(See bank return, February 1820.) 

Admitting that Mr. Crawford was right in receiving so much uncurrent money from this bank, I 
submit it to the committee whether he was not wrong in permitting the bank at that time still to retain 
such a large amount of public money in its possession, and, for a more detailed illustration of this subject, 
I beg leave to invite the attention of the committee to the last document attached to my communication 
to the House, and to a comparison of the statements therein contained with the public documents to which 
they refer. 

I greatly regret that the want of time will not permit the committee to allow me the benefit of 
testimony that I otherwise could produce in relation to the management of the Banks of Tombeckbe 
and Steubenville. I beg leave, however, to refer you to a table herewith transmitted, which shows the 
amount of continued deposits in those banks for years in succession above the permanent deposits allowed 
to them, respectively, and to submit to you, whether these deposits thus continued can be considered in 
a less objectionable light than loans without interest.-(See pages 91, 92, 93.) 

NINIAN EDWARDS. 
JUNE 11, 1824. 
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To the honorable John Floyd, Chairman of the Committee, &c.: 

Deeply impressed with the importance of the present inve1:1tigation to myself, personally, I beg leave, 
with unfeigned deference and respect, to submit to the consideration of the committee the following 
remarks: 

Sensible I am that the statements of my address to the House, to use the language of the committee, 
are such as should not be " lightly made," and resolved I am that, if they are "superficially examined," it 
shall be in spite of my utmost exertions. 
- It is obvious to the common sense of mankind, and apparent from the reasoning of the committee, 
that from the active nature of responsibility, both moral and official, in this country, upon him who 
undertakes to arraign the conduct of an important functionary must the weight of his charges recoil if 
he fail to establish them. 'fhis consideration, while it furnishes a motive for zeal and perseverance on 
my part, is calculated to oppress me with mortification at finding that the committee have given this 
decided and injurious direction to the statements, which they think fit to denominate charges, contained 
in my address, after they had commanded, and before they could procure, my appearance for the purpose 
of explaining and enforcing those statements. 

This having been done, I trust I shall be pardoned for endeavoring to show to the satisfaction of the 
committee that the course of reasoning by which it was effected is not authorized either by the facts 
admitted by themselves or by the evidence which was presented to them. 

To relieve this subject, as far as may be, from the complexity of words and inferences in which it is 
involved, I must be permitted to define, beyond the power of misinterpretation, the character and import 
of the statements which I made, and to claim, if I show that they are sustained by the facts and evidence 
offered to the committee, relief from the culpable responsibility with which their report has a tendency to 
burden me, and from the onerous task of investigating motives which my address does not assign, or of • 
abiding in the accountable position indicated by the committee the result of a moral inquiry, which, how
ever it may comport with the partialities of Mr. Crawford's friends, is certainly excursive and gratuitous 
in reference to the statements which I had the honor to advance. These the committee, not adverting to 
the document by which they were occasioned, have denominated charges, and as such they are fairly and 
conveniently susceptible of a division into two general heads, each of which may be supported by main
taining the specifications upon which they depend. 

According to this arrangement the first is to this effect, viz: That the Sec:retary of the Treasury, the 
Hon. William H. Crawford, has mismanaged the national, funds; and the second amounts to this: That 
the Sec:retary of the Treasury has been guilty of neglect of official, duty. 

In order to sustain these charges I shall follow the example of the committee, and shall, in the first 
place, recite the resolution of Congress of April 30, 1816, which declares "That the Secretary of the 
Treasury be, and he is hereby, required and directed to adopt such measures as he may deem necessary 
to cause, as soon as may be, all duties, taxes, debts, or sums of money accruing or becoming payable to 
the United States to be collected and paid in legal currency of the United States, or Treasury notes, or 
notes of the Bank of the United States, as by law provided and declared, or in notes of banks which are 
payable and paid on demand in the said legal currency of the United States; and that from and after the 
20th da.y of February next no such duties, taxes, debts, or sums of money accruing or becoming payable 
to the United States, as aforesaid, ought to be collected or received otherwise than in the legal currency 
of the United States, or in notes of banks which are payable and paid on demand in the said legal cur
rency of the United States." 

By the terms of this resolution it is not only plain to the understanding of every man, but expressly 
declared by the committee, it was made "obviously imperative" on the Secretary of the Treasury, after 
the 20th of February, 181 'T, "to allow nothing to be received for debts due to the United States but the 
legal currency of the United States, Treasury notes, notes of the Bank of the United States, or of those 
State banks the notes of which were payable and paid on demand in cash." 

In conformity with the injunctions of this resolution,.and with the act incorporating the Bank of the 
United States, an arrangement, (agreement,) it is affirmed by the committee, was concluded in the early 
part of 181 'T, between the Secretary of the Treasury and that institution, by which it was stipulated that 
the public funds were to be deposited in the branches of the Bank of the United States in all places where 
such branches existed, and in others that bank was to select and designate certain State banks for 
which it was to be responsible, and in which such public moneys were to be deposited, and notes of all 
banks whose paper the Bank of the United. States would receive in deposit as cash, and none other, were 
to be received on sales' of the public lands. On the 30th of June, 1818, this agreement, it is stated by the 
committee, terminated at the instance of the Bank of the United States, and under the circumstances 
attending this fact the Secretary entered into agreements with certain State banks, by which they were 
employed as points of deposit and instruments of transfer for the public money in the course of its col
lection and disbursement. Engagements of this description were effected by the Secretary with the 
Bank of Missouri on the 1st of August, 1818; with the Bank of Edwardsville on the 1st of February, 
1819; and with those of Illinois, Huntsville, and Tombeckbe about the same time. Soon, however, it is 
declared by the committee, this connexion between the State banks and the Secretary of the Treasury 
was extended in its application and varied in its obligations. A greater number of banks were embraced 
by it, and more favorable conditions were allowed them. It was agreed that as an equivalent for the 
risk and expense of deposit and transfer the_ use of a stipulated sum should be permitted them as a 
permanent deposit, which was not to be withdrawn except in a certain specified case. 

The substance of this agreement between the Treasury and these State banks is expressed by the 
committee in the following words: 

" 1. That the bank should receive in deposit to the credit of the Treasury, as cash, from the Receivers 
of Public Moneys all the current notes of such banks as maintain cash payments; with power, however, 
to discontinue to receive the notes of any particular bank on giving reasonable notice of such intention 
to the Receiver. 

" 2. That the bank should pay at sight all drafts from the Treasury, and should also transfer, on 
request, all sums on hand beyond the amount of the stipulated permanent deposit to the Bank of the 
United States, or certain enumerated branches of that bank; and that a fixed sum should remain in the 
bank, as before mentioned, as a permanent deposit, to be transferred, however, to the Bank of the United 
Stq.t~~ iµ li!i;; P.10ntbs iifter the termination of the agreement. 
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"3. That if the money were wanted for disbursement in the neighborhood of the banks it might be 
drawn for at sight, notwithstanding such drafts might reduce the permanent deposit below the stipulated 
sum. 

"The amount of this permanent deposit was to be increased if it should appear that the bank should 
recejve and transfer such large sums as that the expense thereof should not be considered as compensated 
by the benefit of the deposit which had been stipulated. It was also prescribed that the bank should 
render to the Secretary of the Treasury and to the Treasurer duplicate monthly returns of its accounts 
with the Treasurer, and to the Secretary confidential monthly returns of the state of its own affairs; 
showing also the credits of all public officers in the bank, and also quarterly lists or returns of all its 
debtors, to the end that the Secretary of the Treasury might determine on the propriety of continuing ~ 
the public deposit in such bank.'' 

The effect of this arrangement is thus summed up by the committee: 
"The following table shows the amount of the permanent deposit allowed to each bank respectively, 

as the equivalent for the services rendered, or expected to be rendered, by it to the 1'reasury: 
"Bank of Steubenville........................................................ $50,000 
•• Bank of Chilicothe................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000 
"Franklin Bank of Columbus................................................. 20,000 
"Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Indiana...................................... 40,000 
"Bank of Illinois, at Shawneetown............................................ 50,000 
"Branch Bank of Kentucky, at Louisville...................................... 100,000 
"Bank of Tombeckbe, at St. Stephen's.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000 
"Planters and Merchants' Bank of Huntsville................................... 75,000 
"Bank of Missouri.......................................................... 150.000 
"Bank of Vincennes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75,000 
"Bank of Edwardsville....................................................... 40,000 
"Farmers and Mechanics' Bank of Cincinnati. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000 
"'l'he amount of these permanent deposits is nine hundred thousand dollars, the interest on which 

sum, at six per cent., would be fifty-four thousand dollars." .And I allege, in support of my first charge, 
that, by means of it, the Treasury of the United States was made to pay to the State banks enumerated 
the sum of $54,000 annually for receiving and transferring the public money-a service which the Bank of 
the United States was bound by the provisions of its charter, as well as by the agreement of the early 
part of 1817, to perform without compensation. 

This allegation the committee declare to be unfounded. They consider that the Bank of the United 
States was bound to transfer no other description of public funds than cash funds; and, in order to sustain 
their declaration, they affirm that the Bank of the United States was not bound to receive in deposit "as 
cash the bills of any banks but its own." In this affirmation there appears to me to be something of a 
fallacy, the detection of which may perhaps induce the committee to doubt the correctness of their 
construction of this obligation of the Bank of the United States. By the circular of the Treasury to the 
State banks under date of the 1st of July, 1818, announcing the termination of the agreement between 
the former and the Bank of the United States, and expressing conditions upon the acceptance of which 
the advantage of deposit and the services of transfer between the former and the Bank of the United 
States were extended to these banks, they are instructed in relation to all sums deposited subsequently 
to the 30th of June, 1818, (the period at which the agreement with the Bank of the United States 
expired,) "to enter them, as heretofore, to the credit of the Bank of the United States for the use qf the 
United States." And in his letter to this institution, of the 30th of June, the Secretary maintains 
earnestly and successfully the existence of a complete right in the Treasury to hold the Bank of the 
United States responsible for whatever "moneys were deposited to its credit in the State banks;" and 
after remarking that "an examination of the returns made by the bank to the Treasury, and the public 
money in its possession for which the Treasurer [of the United States] is credited, supports this position, 
he alleges in illustration of it "for whatever the bank bas charged itself in its accounts with the Treasury, 
e.xceptfor the special deposits, it is, I presume, in point ef law and common sense, responsible. The special 
deposits were entered to the credit of the Treasury upon the express stipulation that the bank should not 
be accountable until they were converted into specie, or into bills admitted by the bank to be equal to 
specie." He adds below, "I am persuaded that the facts and inferences drawn from them in the preceding 
pages will be sufficient to show that the responsibility deemed so extraordinary by the Directors has 
been assumed from the date of the arrangement and continues to the present moment unimpaired.'' 

These extracts establish the following conclusions, viz: That, up to the moment when the Secretary 
permitted the obligation of the Bank of the United States to expire ( as he says in his circular of the 1st 
July following) "by agreement," that institution was responsible in ca,sh for all the public funds received 
by it on deposit, except such in regard to which the contrary was expressly stipulated, and that, consequently, 
it was bound to transfer them, at the will of the Secretary of the Treasury, free of expense, and without 
compensation. This, it is admitted by the committee, it was bound to do in reference to "cash funds;" 
a description from which it will be difficult to exclude all sums not held as special deposi.t; for all other 
funds were entered by the bank, as the Secretary declares, and as the returns of the bank prove, to the 
credit qf the Uniied States, and, of course, represented such an amount of ready money, or pecuniary force, 
at the disposal of the Secretary, on the books of the bank. Cash funds is a phrase not restricted to coin 
or the precious metals, for no one will deny that ready money is cash, and that $1,000 in United States 
Bank notes is $1,000 cash. 

These extracts further exhibit the proper and admitted distinction between general and special deposi.t.s. 
They show, as would appear, ex vi termini, that all sums not received expressly as special deposi.ts, were 
considered as general deposits, were credited to the United States as cash, and under that description 
were embraced by the. obligation of the bank to transfer the cash funds of the United States at the request 
or order of the Secretary of the Treasury. It follows then that, according to the Secretary's own showing, 
the Bank of the United States was under an obligation to the United States to transfer all public funds, 
other than special deposits, received by it or its branches, or by the State banks it had designated, at the 
request of the Secretary of the Treasury, free of all expense, and without compensation; and it can hardly 
be denied that when the Secretary of the Treasury, "by agreement," as he declares, permitted the bank to 
withdraw from this obligation, and_ agreed to allow certain State banks $54,000 annually ( a fact which 
is not disputed) for performing the very same service, he voluntarily increased the annual expenditure of 
the 1'reasury by that amount; relinquished," fu)'agreem.ent," a right which, by the charter of the Bank of 
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the United States, and its own engagement with him, he held in the fiscal services of that institution, 
and then gave to the State banks $54,000 annually for a right to command the same fiscal services from 
them. 

This, new ag-reement, injudiciously extended-and ca_rel,essly executed, I have ventured to denominate, in 
' what the committee consider my first charge, "mismanaging the public funds, "nor am I now able to devise 

a more appropriate expression. The committee would, probably, have come to the same conclusion in 
regard to this subject, but for what I suppose to be the fallacy which, as already intimated, they admitted 
into their reasoning of restraining the import of the word cash to the synonyme of coin, and of considering 
the public funds as consisting of other than such as were cash, or equivalent to coin, and such as were 
not; a mode of classification which implies, obviously, that the parts are greater than the whole. 

Under their favorable but, as I conceive, erroneous view of this part of the Secretary's conduct, which 
in a private individual would be considered highly indiscreet, the committee justify it as conformable "to 
usage for many years," and to the "practice of different officers at the head of the Treasury of assuming 
that it was their duty" to manage the public funds in a manner similar to the case here investigated. 
But this reference to antecedent usage fa not likely to strengthen the position it was intended to support. 
The duty of Mr. Crawford and the usage of the Treasury were necessarily repugnant; for the resolution 
of 1816 and the law incorporating the Bank of the United States were adopted for the express purpose of 
correcting the evil usage which, according to the admission of the committee, "was evidently in disregard 
of law." Therefore, when they prove, as they do prove, that the management of Mr. Crawford was in 
conformity to usage and the practice of his predecessors, they prove it was " evidently in disregard of 
law;" was contrary to the resolution of 1816, which they themselves declare "made it the duty of the 
Secretary to correct this departure from law;" and thus demonstrate not only that he mismanaged the 
public funds, but that he violated, at the same time, both his duty and the law. 

If these permanent deposits and the aceumulated sums which were patiently permitted to remain in 
some of those banks are not to be considered gratuit-Ous loans and an illegal employment of the public 
money, the loans which it is now in proof before the committee the Secretary has made to various banks 
of this district, cannot fail to satisfy the committee that the charge of mismanaging the national funds has 
been clearly established. 

The corruption of the British Parliament and the illegal conduct of the British ministry are subjects 
of frequent and just reprobation, as the purity of our Legislature and the exact subservience of every 
branch of our Executive to the laws of the land are deemed causes of satisfaction and sources of pride. 
When Mr. Pitt, whose influence in Parliament was as transcendent as his fame, undertook, at a period of 
great commercial pressure, and at a calamitous season of war, to make a loan of £40,000 sterling to the 
house of Boyd and Benfield, the subject was brought before Parliament, and as the loan, though not 
gratuitous, wa·s found to be "no legal employment of public funds," and although the opposition admitted 
there was no ground to impute improper motives to the Premier, it was declared by the House of Commons 
an act of dangerous usurpation; and to prevent its being assumed as a precedent, or extended into usage, 
as well as to acquit this powerful and celebrated minister of moral or official liability on account of it, 
a bill of indemnity was introduced by one of his friends and passed into a law. 

Here it is to be observed that the loan of Mr. Pitt was advanced ( even as Mr. Whitbread confessed) 
on unquestionable securities. Those of Mr. Crawford do not appear to have been so safely provided for. 
On Mr. Pitt's loan no loss occurred. A considerable part of Mr. Crawford's loans is yet endangered, and 
probably will be lost. Mr. Pitt's loan carried interest; Mr. Crawford's were made without any such 
stipulation. If Mr. Pitt's conduct could be exculpated only by an act of Parliament, can Mr. Crawford's 
be justified in the teeth of •an act of Congress? In this case, Jet me ask, would not the vital principle of 
our Government be lost sight of? This is a Government of laws. Responsibility is the soul of the 
Republic, and is intended, like gravitation in the material world, to hold every orb and every atom, every 
officer and every citizen in their legal position. It was intended to prevent the Secretary of the Treasury 
from committing any act which could be justly called "no legal employment of the public funds;" and 
will hardly be satisfied with the declaration that any officer of the Government, but especially the head 
of the Treasury, can employ the national funds "in disregard of law," and yet not mismanage them. 
Surely there is something less secure in the public treasure of ihe United States than in that of Eng·land. 

Having proved clearly, by the declarations of the Secretary and the expressions of the committee, 
that the former relinquished, "by agreement," on the 30th June, 1818, the right of the United States to the 
fiscal instrumentality of the Bank of the United States in the collection and disbursement of the national 
funds, and employed, by conditions offered to them on the 1st July following, the instrumentality of 
certain State banks for the same purpose; and having shown that when, shortly after the latter date, an 
extended agreement was entered into on conditions more favorable to these banks, allowing them as an 
equivalent, or rather as pay for similar instrumentality, $54,000 annually, by way of interest on permanent 
deposits; and having also shown that the Secretary has made various loans of the public money, I shall 
proceed to a subject connected with my second charge. 

This imputes to the Secretary of the Treasury, without any investigation of his motives, neglect of 
duty. In relation to it, the committee admit that the act of Congress incorporating the Bank of the United 
States makes it the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to employ the offices of that institution as 
places of deposit for the public funds in preference to all other banks, unless for special reasons he 
should think fit to use other banks for the purpose; and in that case, tM special reasons are to be 
communicated to Congress by the Secretary at its then or its next session. This communication the 
committee pronounce, and the Secretary confesses, he failed to make. I may safely rest the truth of my 
second charge on this admission, since a failure in an officer of the United States, from any cause, to 
comply with the directions of a law prescribing his duties, is, to all intents and purposes, a neglect ef duty. 
The Secretary, however, accounts for it, and the committee justify it, upon the ground of inadvertence. 

The admission of inadvertence in this case is a confession , f a neglect of duty so complex that it 
may fairly be denominated a violation of duty; for, as the object of the laws in requiring the prompt 
communication of these special reasons was not only to know that they existed, but also to know that they 
were sufficient; a failure to make the communication, if justified by inadvertence, is justified only as to 
the existence of the special reasons, and leaves the Secretary more directly obnoxious to the charge of 
having proceeded in the business upon reasons that were insufficient-a charge which, if substantiated 
by inquiry, could not, from its nature, be justified by inadi:ertence, but would infallibly discredit either the 
judgment or the integrity of the presiding officer of the Treasury. 

After recapitulating my statements in regarci to the intercourse between the Secretary and the Bank 
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of Missouri, the committee remark upon that which ( they say) declares that this bank was unworthy of 
credit at the time the publio money u·as suffered to accumulate in it to a large and irnproper amount,- they 
admit that, at one time, this accumulation amounted to $'126,000, and then affirm that the propriety of 
permitting this state of things is a question of prudence depending on the solidity of the institution. I 
endeavored to show in my address to the House that, in reference to this enormous accumulation, the 
limited capital and excessive issues of the Bank of Missouri left nothing like a substantial or reasonable 
security to the United States. But the committee, not denying the justness of this inference, seem to 
avoid it by affirming that my estimate of the capital of this bank is incorrect, inasmuch as it does not 
comprehend the amount of permanent deposit as part of its capital, and as raising the latter to such a 
proportion to the amount of its issues of paper as would give it, in relation to the whole sum of public 
money confided to it, the character of solidity. The reasoning involved in this affirmation cannot be 
maintained. If the bank had lost its solvency from the excess of its issues above the amount of its 
capital, a common creditor would hardly be persuaded, in order to secure a debt of $5'16,000 due to him 
from the bank, to lend it $150,000 more to add to its capital and restore its proper proportion to the issues 
of the institution. This step might be beneficial to the other creditors, and friendly in regard to the 
stockholders and officers, but, except in this benevolent light, would certainly be considered folly on the 
part of the creditor. The proportion, then, between the capital ani:l the circulation of this bank, upon 
the fitness of which the committee declare the prudence of accumulating $'126,000 of public money in it 
depended, is not as $360,000 is to $430,000, but as $210,000 is to $430,000; and the amount hazarded in 
deposit by the Secretary of the Treasury stands related to the capital of the bank to which it was confided, 
not in the proportion of $526,000 to $360,000, but in that of $'126,000 to $210,000; and this $210,000 
endangered by its disadvantages and inadequate proportion to an admitted excessive amount of issues. 
Besides, this nominal capital of $210,000 was subjected to the pressure of other exhausting operations. 
The discounts to the stockholders and Directors were made on a pledge of their stock, so that to this 
extent that species of financial capacity which $100 of capital may represent and authorize $150 in 
issues was destroyed . 

.As this proposition of the committee cannot be sustained, the force of my statement, which it was 
intended to obviate, still bears upon the conduct of the Secretary, and demonstrates that in his intercourse 
with the Bank of Missouri he not only was guilty of neglecting his iluty but of mismanaging the public 
funds. 

In my address to the House it was alleged that the Secretary had neglected to exact monthly returns 
and quarterly lists of its debtors from this bank, and thus disregarded the means in his power of under
standing the condition of the bank, and of providing against any loss which might occur to the United 
States from the embarrassment or insolvency of this institution. This fact is admitted by the committee 
to its full extent, but is not viewed by them as evincing neglect of duty or censurable inattention to the 
interest of the United States, although in the Secretary's contract with this bank, as represented by the 
committee, these returns, &c., are carefully insisted on, in order "solely to aid the Secretary in determining 
the propriety of continuing or discontinuing the arrangement with the bank." 

In considering my statement, which falls under both charges, and imports that the Secretary received 
a large amount of uncurrent paper from the Bank of Missouri, the committee declare this institution was 
not bound by the condition proposed to it by the Secretary, previously to the 9th of August, 1819, to 
receive as cash, on account of the United States, such sums as the Receiver should deposit in it, but was 
responsible for the same only in kind. But this, if correct, does not diminish, but only removes to an 
earlier point, the mismanagement of the Secretary. It appears to place him in a dilemma. If his contract 
with the Bank of Missouri did not, as is stated, secure to him the right of general deposit and transfer to 
the same extent that, by the charter of the Bank of the United States and his contracts with that bank, 
he possessed that right, it follows that he was indiscreet in permitting the Bank of the United States to 
withdraw from this obligation before he could impose it on another bank. And if, as may be inferred 
from the observations of the committee, it was proper that the Secretary should receive in "kind notes 
which, under the contract with the Bank of Missouri, had been for months deposited to the credit of the 
United States, because at the time they were deposited they were good, it would seem that a custom
house bond might be discharged when it became due in notes, however depreciated, provided they had 
been good at the date of the bond. 

To justify this unwise and irregular proceeding upon the ground that from the conjectures of the 
Secretary no ultimate loss will be sustained by the United States on the uncurrent paper so received, 
would be to proceed upon a principle which would allow of every species of speculation on his part with 
the public funds-a principle at war with integrity and prudence in fiscal operations, and with the prac
tice and regulations of this and other countries. 

In the British House of Commons the first charge brought against Lord Melville was not for the loss 
or waste of the public funds, but for permitting their mismanagement by a subordinate officer, who had 
deposited them in private banks in a manner similar in all respects to the operations of the American 
Secretary of the Treasury, with this only difference, that the British Government sustained no loss by this 
malversation of Mr. Trotter. It was the practice and not the ei:ent which was denounced before the House 
of Commons. "I am appalled (said Mr. Whitbread) at.the reflection of no less than thirty-four millions 
of the public property having passed through Lord Melville's paymaster's hands. Why, sir, the report 
states, explicitly, that upwards of eight millions had been in the hands of his private bankers, and nearly 
seven millions more are allowed to have passed through the same channel. I cannot but think that this 
negligent criminality is deserving of the severest reprehension." 

Mr. Pitt, the warm and powerful advocate of Lord Melville, was forced by a sense of truth to confess 
that this permitted misapplication of public money, contrary to law, though "without actual loss to the Slate, 
was not to be justified," was constrained to advise the erasure of his friend's name from the list of privy 
counsellors: and thus expressed to his admiring country the conflict between the tenderness of his friendship 
and the sublimity of his patriotism. "I am not," said that magnanimous man, "ashamed to confess that I 
have not given this advice without a bitter pang. I will not erase from my bosom the feelings of private 
friendship." 

When the report of the committee was framed, the only evidence which was known to exist that I 
gave the advice represented in my address to the Receiver at Edwardsville was my own solemn declara
tion to that effect, and my publication of 1819, announcing my intention of withdrawing from the Director
ship of the Bank of Edwardsville. Upon this evidence the committee thought fit to admit "that there was 
no doubt Mr. Edwards gave such advice as he represents to the Receiver," and at the same time and 
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against the same evidence they deny "that the Receii1:er wrote on the suqject of this advice to the Secretan.J." 
For this discrepancy there is no apparent reason. The second fact is as credible, at least, as the first; indeed 
the admission of the first seems to establish the probability of the second-a probability not weakened by 
the remark of the committee, that inasmuch as the same person was Receiver of Public Money and Presi
dent of the Bank, "it is hardly probably that as Receiver he would advise the Secretary that he could not 
repose confidence in the bank of which he was President." Even if in this double relation he might not 
have dissuaded ·excessi'LY3 confidence, it is yet very clear that as his interest in the former capacity greatly 
exceeded that which he held in the latter, he was under the operation of a direct motive to give such 
information as he did communicate. .A.nd upon this motive, which the committee declare could not exist, 
the Secretary actually relied, (see his reply, page 11,) as insuring the faithful communication of all such 
information. These remarks apply with equal force to the declaration by which the committee would 
seem to accuse me of swearing falsely, "that there is no evidence that the Receiver wrote on the subject 
of this advice to the Secretary:'' I asserted 1pon oath that I saw the Rer:_ei,ver write to the Secretary and 
enclose my publication; and I confess that I feel no inconsiderable distress at the reflection that my oath is 
falsified by the committee, in regard to a fact probable in itself, and at least as credible as one which my 
oath is suffered to establish. 

As to the famous letter from the Receiver, there can now be no doubt that it was written and 
despatched to the Secretary; or if, from technical objectfous to the testimony, the committee should not 
be disposed to act upon it, enough may be seen to show the propriety of allowing further time for pro
ducing, in due form, testimony enough to establish the fact, and this I ask the committee to do, if they 
are not satisfied of the fact. It must be admitted that, as I had no power to summon witnesses after I 
myself was summoned, I could do no more than obtain voluntary affidavits, and that I had but little time 
for doing this much. 

The question of this letter having been received by the Secretary appearing to depend on a compara
tive estimate of the opposing weights, of the probabilities of the fact on which I have relied, and of the 
Secretary's denial, it is proper to examine minutely the character of that denial. This will be found to be 
very equivocal. I assert that such a letter was written, and that I believe, as is now evident, it was 
transmitted, and of course recei,ved. The Secretary does not deny that it was recei,ved, but declares it is 
not on file, and is not recollected by the officers employed in the Department to have been received, of 
whom, however, it now appears by their own testimony (with the exception of Mr. Dickins) that neither 
himself nor any one else made any inquiry in regard to that matter. 

When I state my belief that the letter was reccived, I obviously mean by the Secretary; and it is an 
infirm and fallacious answer to reply, not that the Secretary did not recei,1:e it, but that it is now not on file, 
and is not recollected by the officers employed in the D,epartment ( whose credit is rather liberally pledged) 
to have been received, both which declarations may be true, and yet the letter be in the Secretary's pocket. 
Again, I stated that the Receiver told me he had, after transmitting this letter to the Secretary, received a 
letter from him, directing him ( the Receiver) to continue the deposits. This also the Secretary denies in his 
report, and in the same indirect and evasive manner. He does not say that no such letter was written, but 
that no letter to this effect was written in answer to the one which he had laboriously asserted was never 
received-had strenuously argued was never written! Now, it is very clear that if the letter from the 
Receiver was never written, or even was never received, no answer of any sort could have been returned 
to it; and yet the letter directing a continuance of the deposits may have been written. These careful 
ambiguities in the report do not seem calculated to make the defensive declarations of the Secretary out
weigh the strong improbability that a public despatch deposited in the post office should have miscarried 
in a mail to which no casualty or interruption is known to have occurred, and at a season of the year, too, 
when the mail is least liable to any difficulties in its transportation. 

In addition to his neglect of duty in his transactions with this bank, as suggested in my address to 
the House, and in my replication to his communication to the committee, they might have adverted, in 
support of the same charge, to the case of the Bank of Vincennes; where, also, the Receiver was President 
of the bank, where the United States lost $168,000, on which bank the Secretary drew successively, from 
October, Usl9, to March, 1820, four drafts, together amounting to $165,000, suffered as many continuous 
protests, and after neglecting, as usual, all measures of precaution, took no measure of redress until 
July, 1820 . 

.A. course of didactive admonition in the form of four official letters is then pronounced to this delin
quent institution, the initial gravity of which is compensated by its final lenity, (see documents.) He 
recapitulates the acts of ill faith which he had patiently endured, mentions the protests of his drafts for 
$165,000, warns the Directors that unless they reform their demeanor and pay the drafts it will be proper 
for him to proceed with rigor, but concludes with proposing a relaxation of that meditated rigor, provided 
they will agree to honor the drafts within forty days, and even promises to pay for this tardy and extorted 
justice ( out of his never failing fund) by continuing the course of deposit in a bank thus attempted to be 
bribed and threatened into common honesty by himself! To this persuasive proposal the bank, increasing 
in audacity and sagacious of the character of its customer, did not-condescend to reply for nine months; 
at the expiration of which pregnant period the President was delivered of the abortive fact of the 
corporation's insolvency. In this feeble and exhausted state it asks further indulgence, and concludes 
its appeal to its munificent benefactor with the niost eloquent encomiums upon his liberality. This letter 
reflects in interesting colors the substance and complexion of the intercourse between the Treasury of the 
United States and the banks of the west, and, whatever may be said of its prudence, must certainly be 
commended (by a hunter of motives at least) for its candor. As the presentation of a moral scene it is 
delightful to contemplate the sordid gratitude of the delinquent corporation glowing under the injudicious 
if not illicit favors of this liberal minister of finance. "Yow· friendly disposition towards the west, in 
times peculiarly difficult, and the interest you have evinced for this remote section of our common country, 
leads to a hope that the hand that has hitherto protected us will not be withdrawn." This friendly hand 
was not withdrawn for at least twenty-one months, when measures of recovery were commenced in a 
manner evincing such interest for this remote section of our common country that the bank was allowed three 
years more to pay the debt--a period extending beyond the present important year, and upon conditions of 
collateral security imposed with such "a friendly hand" that the security was defeated by private 
creditors in this remote section of om· common country; and in consequence of the fi-iendly dispositions of 
the Secretary for the UY3St the loss falls upon the United States . 

.As both my charges have now been established, and of course the specifications upon which they 
depend, by the confesRions of the Secretary and the admissions of the committee, I shall not press the 
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distinction which, it seems, escaped the committee, when comparing the amount of money lost by Mr. 
Crawford's mismanagement (about half a million) with the amount collected, (twenty-one millions,) they 
contrast favorably to the Secretary this proportion with that which obtains in -the ordinary collections of 
private or mercantile debts. They appear to forget, besides the superior regularity, vigilance, and power at 
the disposal of the nation, and the difference between the profits and loss of trade and the even exaction of 
the revenue, that the loss incurred by the Secretary was not of debts outstanding but of funds collected, 
and collected, too, by salaried officers, at an enormous expense. 

Upon one point, however, which has already been considered, I shall add some remarks. The com
mittee have admitted distinctly and in correspondence with my statements, that Mr. Crawford did, on 
some occasions, neglect to make such communications to Congress as by law it was his duty to do, and 
that on others he failed to report such facts and documents as by a resolution of the House of Repre
sentatives he was required to do; yet as they, very naturally, cannot detect the motives of this misconduct, 
( which God alone can do,) they acquit him of all blame or responsibilit.y. In this they appear to lose 
sight of the distinction which has hitherto obtained between private and official rectitude, and of the well 
established fact that bad motives in the man are not necessary to constitute misconduct in the minister. 

When Burke brought Warren Hastings to the bar of the House of Lords, and in strains of porten
tous eloquence invoked upon the head of the Indian Viceroy the vengeance of humanity, the power of 
justice, and the imprecated terrors of the English law, in portraying to this august tribunal a course and 
torrent of plunder and desolation which had overrun regions that the arms of Alexander could not reach, 
in charging him with the pillage of towns, the ruin of districts, the sacking of cities, the plunder of 
princedoms, the devastation of provinces, the waste of empires, he did not fail also to accuse him, with 
intense and awful formality, of having neglected to communicate to the Goi;ernment the documents which 
we,·e caJ,led for by the proper authority.-(Burke's Works, vol. 12, page 454.) "That in defiance of the 
said orders and in breach of the above recited act of Parliament, the said Warren Hastings has, in sundry 
instances, concealed from his council the correspondence carried on between him and the p,inces or country 
powers in India, and neglected to communicate the advices and intelligence he from time to time 
received," &c. • 

This great statesman, this political philosopher, this experienced orator, did not appear to consider 
that the illegal conduct of a minister could be justified by an alleged absence of improper personal 
motives, nor that a duty, upon the punctual performance of which the whole fabric of legislation rests, 
should be repeatedly violated, and with perfect impunity. 

I will not complain of anything that has happened to myself in this business; of the liberality with 
which bad motiues have been imputed to me, of that impatient justice which on this floor condemned me 
for defending myself and argumentatively accusing a responsible officer, upon statements which are now 
established, but which were then not examined. But I beg leave to ask ·whether treatment like this can 
be just in itself, or is likely to sharpen that inspection which it is the right of every citizen to apply to 
the conduct of the high officers of this Government, and which cannot be repressed without great danger 
to the liberties of the people. 

The disadvantages under which I have labored in this investigation must be obvious to the committee. 
While I have been informed by them that no charges against me have been submitted to them, the trial, 
if such it may be called, has assumed much more the appearance of an investigation of my conduct than 
that of Mr. Crawford. Called upon as a witness, against my own consent, not being willing to rest any 
of my charges against the Secretary, or my own defence, upon my own oath, I have been requited to 
swear to facts that I consider wholly :immaterial, as it relates to his conduct, at least, (the avowed object 
of inquiry;) and the occasion has been embraced of requiring me to defend not only my general character 
for veracity, but to maintain it in particular and special cases, by which I have been perfectly surprised, 
and for which no adequate time is allowed me. 

In my address to the House I have made certain statements against Mr. Crawford which the com
mittee are pleased to denominate charges. For specifications of some of those statements I have referred 
to certain publications under the signature of .A.. B., of which I acknowledged myself to be the author, 
thereby making myself responsible from that moment for the charges they contain. When I wrote them, 
or whether I actually wrote them at all, neither could add to nor diminish the responsibility I had taken 
upon myself, by exhibiting them as charges to the House; and it might, with as much propriety, have 
been asked of me to swear that I wrote my address as that I wrote these publications, which, by the 
reference made to them, became part of that address. How they originated, or what was their object, 
before they were offered to the consideration of the House, does not appear to me to be either material in 
an inquiry into Mr. Crawford's conduct, nor to have been within the intention of the reference to the com
mittee, especially if "no charge against me has been submitted to them." 

The only inquiries that appear to me material in regard to those publications are, whether the facts 
they allege are true or false, and if true, whether they amount to proof of anything on the part of the 
Secretary worthy of reprehension. If the charges against him are well founded, no motive for making 
them can justify or excuse him. 

If I am to be convicted of having made them unjustifiably and criminally, not barely by an acquittal 
of him but by a positive judgment against myself, distinct allegations ought to have been made against 
me, aud a fair opportunity of defence should have been allowed me. Such a trial I should be very willing 
to meet; but against any collateral and indirect operation for that purpose, and particularly where techni
cality has not been overlooked, I solemnly protest. 

I have been required to swear that I wrote these publications more than two years ago; and this has 
afforded the ground for attacking my veracity in the special cases alluded to, without my being allowed 
the necessary time to disprove, invalidate, or explain the allegations that have been made against me. 

With regard to my having denied the authorship of those publications, I have no hesitation in 
admitting that I have frequently and truly denied that I wrote all that appeared under that signature 
during the time referred to by the testimony in this case-that is to say, the period that includes the 
first and the last of those publications. 

I have also constantly denied that there was any .A.. B. plot or conspiracy in the case, and have at all 
times treated such suggestions with the contempt they deserved. Not only has the existence of such a 
"plot" or "conspiracy" been affirmed in several of the most distinguished newspapers of the Union, but 
the committee have recently heard it boldly asserted on the floor of the House of Representatives. This 
I have denied and still do deny, so far as it is intended to implicate me. No man but myself is or ought 
to be responsible for anything I have written on the subjects embraced by those publications, and one 
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man cannot make a conspiracy. For whatever purpose the assertion of a '· plot" or "conspiracy" has 
been made, it has, I know, been more correctly denied than affirmed. 

I am also equally free to admit that, though my general course was neither to deny nor acknowledge 
that I was the author of these publications, yet I may have repeatedly spoken in regard to that matter as 
any man has a right to speak in regard to an anonymous publication which he may have written, but 
which he does not choose and is under no kind of obligation to avow; but that I ever said anything that 
could be considered as equivalent to a denial of my authorship of these publications, for the purpose of 
avoiding any kind of responsibility, or to gain any point whatever, I do most- positively deny. In fact, 
no man who did not choose to give 

0

his name to the public on such an occasion could have taken less 
pains to conceal it than I have uniformly done in this case; and hence thE>.re is reason to believe that 
nine-tenths of Congress, and almost every one else who read these publications and knew the general 
circumstances of the case, considered me as the author of them. In one of them I offered to avow my 
real name, provided the House of Representatives ( then seeming to threaten to do so) would adopt any 
measure to operate directly upon me in consequence thereof. And it must be known to several of my 
friends that I intended to avow myself the author of such of those publications as I had then written, if 
the question had been put to me (as was expected) by the committee before whom I was examined in 
February, 1823, and that I had prepared the preface for my deposition, which is designated No. 3 in the 
documents accompanying my address to the House, for that and other like objects. 

That I had justifiable cause, as well from private as public considerations, for writing those publica
tions, I shall always be able to prove whenever it may become necessary. At present I will barely ask 
whether the public attempt that was made in several respectable newspapers, and even on the floor of the 
House of Representatives, to implicate me in the suppression alluded to in the first of those publications, 
did not justify me in endeavoring to show that such a charge was ridiculous and absurd? 'fhis is fully 
shown in the subsequent publications; and containing nothing but the truth, expressed in decent and 
respectful terms, what could there be in them to be ashamed of? No attempt, that I have ever seen, has 
been made to prove that they contained even an indecorous expression in regard to the Secretary, or that 
the facts they allege were not true. -

As to a suggestion which has been made, that if they contained anything which, in my opinion, was 
wrong in the conduct of the Secretary, it was my duty as a Senator of the United States to have noticed 
it in a different way, I have only to remark that it may be seen that they treated of "suppressed docu
ments;" and it will, I think, hardly be contended by any reflecting and well informed man that it was my 
duty as a Senator of the United States to have noticed officially a contempt offered to the House of 
Representatives by the suppression of information called for by that House, the more especially as the 
House itself had taken the subject under its own consideration. 

That I denied my authorship of those publications for the purpose of obtaining a confirmation of my 
appointment as minister to Mexico is certainly but poorly supported by proof (if admitted to its fullest 
extent) that such denial was made or known to one Senator only, who bad previously taken an active 
part in my favor, and who swears that he was wholly uninfluenced by that consideration. Considering 
the time and circumstances when and under which this controversy commenced, and that all the Senators 
were thE'n present, it is hardly to be presumed that if such an attempt had been made by me, or such a 
denial had been known to any other Senator, further proof could not and would not have been produced. 

If, however, the committee should suppose there is proof enough before them to support this imputa
tion, l ask it of their justice to afford me a fair opportunity of producing testimony to the contrary, which 
I only want time to do. This being granted me, if it shall appear, 9r there shall be the least reason to 
believe, that I obtained a confirmation of my nomination by such means, I pledge myself instantly to 
surrender my appointment. • 

The committee having requested me, since the foregoing was written, t-0 reduce to writing my motion 
to have Mr. Crawford examined as a.witness, that there may be no misunderstanding on the subject, I 
proceed to comply with their request, and to explain the grounds of this application. 

I deduce my right to claim the benefit of his testimony from the precedent that has been established 
by the committee in my own case. Legal principles have been pretty rigidly insisted on, in some instances, 
in the course of the present investigation, and although I am not able to point out the legal principle or 
usage that justifies this precedent, I presume it will be sufficient to entitle me to the benefit of it to show 
a strict analogy between the case to which it has been applied, and the one to which I now respectfully 
propose to apply it. 

I am considered by the committee as Mr. Crawford's accuser. I might rely upon his report and his 
subsequent communication to the committee to show that he has made himself mine. But I also wish to 
prove that such was his intention. If, under these circumstances, either himself or the committee have 
a right to make me a witness against my own consent, in order to inquire into my motives and a variety 
of other matters not included in either of my six charges against him, or in any of their specifications, 
justice must accord to me the same privilege in regard to his implications against me. I claim the same 
right to examine him, and with equal latitude in regard to all the matters contained in his report and 
subsequent communication, which implicate me, that has been demanded of me in relation to all the 
matters contained in my address to the House. 

It is true that I myself consider such a course, either in his or my own case, as equally contrary to 
all former usage and inconsistent with well established and incontestable legal principles. But if I have 
been mistaken, or a new rule is to be adopted, all I ask is, that while it is applied against me in one 
instance, I may not be denied the benefit of it in a similar one. 

I had supposed that neither of us could, either as accuser or accused, be required, contrary to our 
consents, to become a witness and to testify for or against ourselves. The rights of a prosecutor and 
a defendant in this respect are the same in any form of trial that has been adopted in this enlightened 
country. Either has a right to decide for himself upon how much or how little testimony he may choose 
to submit his case, and neither ean be compelled to strengthen or weaken it by his own oath. 

I invite the committee to review all the facts that have been required to be proved by myself, and 
that have been admit0d to be proved by others, in regard to my conduct, and to contrast them with your 
own decision to confine the present investigation of Mr. Crawford's conduct to the charges which I have 
alleged against him. It will be perceived from the whole of the testimony in this case that I have been 
put upon my trial for a malicious prosecution in the most injurious possible form, requiring me to convict 
myself by ym own oath before it is decided whether the charges I have alleged against the Secretary are 
true or false. 
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If those charges are true, as I alleged them to the House, I would ask what have the committee to 
do with my motives for making them, and upon what legal principle could I be arraigned, even in due 
form, for a malicious prosecution ? 

If, on the other hand, these charges are not true, ( there being "no charge ag·ainst me submitted to 
the committee,") it may not only justify the acquittal of Mr. Crawford, but may furnish ground of future 
trial of myself for having maliciously and falsely made them. It cannot, however, authorize any distinct 
judgment against me till I shall be put upon my trial, and have a fair opportunity of defending myself. 
This I am ready to meet, but I cannot consent to the blending of both trials together. 

If you should think such a charg·e against me sustainable, I would rejoice to have an opportunity to 
meet it fairly before the House of Representatives or the Senate of the United States; and for this purpose 
I beg leave earnestly to request the committee, in case that should be their opinion, to state distinctly 
which of the six charges I have alleged against Mr. Crawford are false, and in what respect they are so, 
that I may know how to prepare for my defence. In this I ask no more than any subaltern in your army 
is entitled to in cases of infinitely less importance. I presume and hope, therefore, it will not be denied 
to me. 

In the mode of trial of myself that has been adopted, ( as appears by the testimony,) by which I have 
only known against what I should have to defend myself from the mouths of witnesses, the common sense 
of all mankind must perceive that I cannot have had any reasonable opportunity of defence. If, therefore, 
the committee think themselves authorized to inquire, for any purpose, whether I denied my authorship 
of the writings signed A. B., at all, or that such denial was made with a view to obtain the confirmation 
of my nomination as minister to Mexico by the Senate, I claim additional time to rebut the testimony that 
has been given, and to summon every Senator, if less will not satisfy you, to prove that no member of 
the Senate either voted for me, or forbore to vote against me, on account of any such supposed denial, and 
thereby to demonstrate the utter improbability of any such intention on my part. 

I have not made myself Mr. Crawford's prosecutor, and am not willing to be so considered. With 
his immense advantages over me, I have not the hardihood to be willing to take issue with him upon his 
intentions. My object has been, and is still, to defend myself in the roost effectual manner in my power 
against his attack upon me. This being accomplished, I care not what disposition is made of his part of 
the case. I had a right to urge the facts I have alleged in my own defence; and none can admit their 
truth and deny the justness of the arguments I have deduced from them. 

In doing all this I have imposed upon myself the obligation to show my own innocence of his impu
tation against me, and to prove the six specific statements I alleged against him to be true, without 
reference to his intentions. This is the extent of my responsibility; the public regard it in that point of 
view, and I protest against any further responsibility and all collateral and indirect trials of myself, 
being, however, perfectly willing to meet any charge in due form. 

These statements against Mr. Crawford I have, I think, completely established. If the committee 
think otherwise, and will specify wherein I have failed, I will still redeem the pledge I have given to the 
public in the proper place. 

NINIAN EDWARDS. 

P. S. All the witnesses, except one, who have testified on the subject of the !A. B. publications, say 
they considered them and the A. B. plot as one and the same thing. It will be perceived, however, that 
in my address to the House I made a material distinction between them before I could have anticipated 
any contest on the subject, for while in that address I spurn the insinuation of "a plot," I acknowledge 
myself the author of the publications themselves. 

• NINI.AN EDWARDS . 

I submit to the committee the testimony herewith transmitted, with a statement of the points to 
which it is intended to apply. 

Thomas F. Riddick states, in his affidavit annexed to the report of the committee, as follows, viz: 
"That the Bank of Missouri did transfer, in eastern funds, to the Bank of the United States and its 

b'l'anches, near $450,000, which funds were worth four per cent. to the bank." 
I refer to the list of drafts drawn by the Treasurer of the United States on the Bank of Missouri since 

July 1, 1818, (seepage 99,) to show that the whole amount of transfers to different banks was $481,943 60 
By the said Rid.dick's affidavit it also appears that he himself gives -an account of 

funds of a very inferior kind transferred ................................. $138,179 
By letter B No. 16, document No. 119, H appears that there was transferred to the 

branch at Louisville, of Kentucky notes.................................. 67,731 
By the enclosure of letter I No. 16, documents 66, p. 104, it appears there had been 

transferred to Louisville, of Georgetown and Kentucky notes............... 6,000 
211,910 00 

Leaving only, that could have been transferred...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270,033 60 

I have not had time to examine further into this statement. 
I refer to a statement of the Treasurer of the United States, dated June 11, 1824, headed "A statement 

showing the aggregate of moneys deposited to the credit of the Treasurer of the United States in the 
following banks," &c., (see page 93,) to show the proportion of loss to the amount deposited in certain 
banks that were depositories of public money received from the sale of public lands, and which have 
failed to fulfil their engagements with the Treasury. 

And I refer to the enclosure of letter I No. 16, document 66, page 104, to show that more uncurrent 
notes were received by Mr. Crawford than I have alleged in my address to the House, viz: Georgetown 
and Kentucky notes, $6,000, which appear· to have been received between the 20th May, 1820, and the 
30th June, 1821; or, if they were not received, this document, furnished by Mr. Crawford himself, must 
afford a very sufficient apology for thinking so. 

I refer to an "extract of a letter from Thomas Sloo to the Secretary of the Treasury," furnished by 
the Treasury Department, (see page 94,) and to the letter of George F. Strother, (page 93,) to show 
that the prospects of collecting the debt of the Bank of Missouri to the United States are not as good as 
they have been represented to the committee to be, &c. 

NINI.AN EDWARDS. 
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To the Hon. John Floyd, Chairman, &c.: 

The committee having again repeated to me, on last evening, that there are no charges against me 
submitted to them; that their investigations will be confined to the six specific statements which I have 
alleged against Mr. Crawford in my address to the House; and that, if I wish to produce further testi
mony, I must state in writing the names of the witnesses whom I wish to have summoned, and the points 
I expect to prove by them, I cannot consent to take upon myself the responsibility which may be imposed 
upon me, by subjecting the Government to a great expense and many gentlemen to much personal inconve
nience,-without explaining the causes and reasons which, in my opinion, impose upon me the necessity to 
do so. • 

I need not enlarge upon the reasons heretofore given why I think I have been unnecessarily called 
upon, against my own consent, to give testimony in this case. That measure has been adopted; its 
effect has been to bring on a trial of myself upon collateral points, in the most injurious form, surprising 
me by accusations and impeachments of my character, of which I could have had no previous notice. 

Having been made a witness, I might have had less ground of complaint if I had only been required 
to defend my general character for veracity. But as the thing now stands I am compelled to defend it 
against particular allegations, the first notice of which has been from the mouths of the witnesses 
summoned against me. This, I think, was not demanded by any material fact in this case, and it surely 
can derive no justification from the rules of common law. ff I mistake not it is a sound legal principle 
that a witness shall neither be compelled to discredit himself nor shall an adverse party be permitted to 
ask him a question with a view to discredit him. 

Why I was forced to become a witness I neither knew nor could conjecture, until the committee did 
me the honor on last evening to state to me that it was in consequence of my having charged Mr. Craw
ford in one of. my six specific statements with having suppressed the letter of the Receiver at Edwards
ville, mentioned in my examination before the select committee of February, 1823, and with a view to 
ascertain what I knew upon that subject. 

This I must insist upon is a very great misapprehension on the part of the committee, and a most 
injurious one to me if it shall be persevered in. 

I do most postively disclaim ever having had, or now having, any intention to include that letter in the 
charge of suppression, submitted to the investigation of the committee by the House of Representatives. 

lt is not reasonable to suppose that I could have intended to impose upon myself an obligation to 
produce proof of the suppression of a particular letter, which the whole scope of my address, and every 
fair inference from it, showed I considered it as my misforturne not to be able to produce. 

But it is not a fair inference from anything expressed in my address that I intended to include this 
letter in the charge of suppressions. 

In page 13 of that address I say, "It could have been no object with me to have established an 
additional suppression upon him, for if time do not fail me it will be seen before I am done with this 
subject that I had in my possession proof, whose credibility could not be questioned, of his having sup
pressed, in a variety of other instances, letters enough, of a much more important cnaracter and delicate 
bearing, for any purpose that the utmost malignity could have contemplated as possible to be effected by 
such means." 

Here, then, is a clear indication that in what I should thereafter say I did not intend to rely upon 
that letter, but others much more important, and whose credibility could not be questioned, evidently 
meaning those that could be established by the docum.ents furnished by himself. 

Turning to the charge itself, (see address, page 25,) it is found to be expressed in the following 
words, viz: "That he has 

0

in several instances withheld information and letters called for by the House, 
and which it was his duty to have communicated." 

The specifications of this charge, after referring to a particular case only, commences in the 
following words, viz: 

"~ut it also appears that he and his officers of the Treasury Department have not been able to find 
a great number of other letters, and even some of his own official ones when required by other calls of 
the House, or if they could be found they were suppressed. Of this the documents furnished by himself 
afford both abundant and conclusive proof. Many instances might be stated. For the sake of brevity I 
will allude to a few of them only." 

Here, then, is the practical exposition of the intention indicated in the 13th page of my address, in 
regard to the suppressions on which I intended to rely. The suppressions referred to in the last above 
recited paragraph are expressly confined to those which could be proved by the documents furnished by 
himself, and of these a few only are specifically designated, and being all that I exhibited against the 
Secretary, must be all that I am bound to prove. They were deemed enough for my purpose, and more, 
therefore, were not intended to be included. 

The publications under the signature of A. B., transmitted with my address, are also referred to for 
specifications; but these contain no reference to any suppressions but those which the documents establish. 

Besides, the suppression of the Receiver's letter, according to the decision of the committee, which 
I am not disposed to contest, was a fact wholly immaterial, since the description which I gave of it in my 
examination in February, 1823, and the copy I produced to the committee, both prove that it was not 
one of those letters which the committee suppose was embraced by the call of the House upon Mr. 
Crawford. 

For these and the reasons I have heretofore had the honor to submit to the committee, I not only 
think the testimony I am about to ask for ought not to be considered necessary in the present investiga
tion, but that my own testimony and all that which has already been taken in regard to the publications 
of A. B .. ought to be rejected. Understanding, however, that the committee intend to publish all the 
testimony that has been taken against me, and believing that its publication under the sanction of the 
committee will be calculated to do me essential injury and great injustice without further testimony on my 
part; I feel compelled to ask that Samuel D. Lockwood, esquire, Receiver at Edwardsville, and Thomas 
Lippincott, esquire, of the same place, and all the Senators of the United States, may be summoned; the 
two former to support my testimony, and the latter to give testimony to oppose that which has been 
given against me in relation to an alleged denial of my authorship of the A. B. publications; and I renew 
my application for the examination of Mr. Crawford. 

I NINIAN EDWARDS. 
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Remarks suhmit!ed by Mr. Foi·suth. 

When, on the 16th of June, a question was proposed to Colonel Benton, touching the general character 
of Ninian Edwards, with a view to show him unworthy of. belief, the committee said that if that question 
was pressed, and the opposite party asked for a delay to enable him to procure testimony to defend his 
character, it would be granted, and as Mr. Cook, acting for Mr. Edwards, distinctly stated that he should 
want testimony from the western country, to avoid further delay the question was waived. The com
mittee now say that certain papers brought from Edwardsville, to be used as evidence by Ninian Edwards, 
are not duly authenticated, and as they are deemed by him important; unless they are admitted as evidence 
time will be allowed to enable him to procure a proper authentication of them. With the same motive 
that prevented the question proposed to Colonel Benton from being pressed, a consent is now given 
that these papers should be received. But it is proper that the character of _these papers, the motives 
for producing them, and all the testimony relating to them, should be examined. 

The papers to which this consent applies are five in number, to each of which is attached an affidavit 
of Thomas Lippincott, taken before a justice of the peace, viz: A copy of a letter from Mr. Crawford to 
tho Receiver of Edwardsville of the 6th of August, 1819. 2. A copy of a letter from Mr. Crawford, of the 
1st of November, 1819, to the Receiver. 3. A copy of a paper which was folded in the letter of the 1st 
of November. 4. A copy of a paper dated tho 12th October, 1819, neither directed nor signed, but filed 
away, or endorsed with these words, "Copy to the Treasury Department, October, 1819." 5. Copy of a 
letter of 22d October, 1819, signed by the Receiver of Edwardsville, and directed to the Secretary of the 
Treasury. The first and second of these papers were communicated to the committee by the Secretary. 
The others are not officially certified by the officer whose business and duty it is to authenticate copies 
of the papers which belong to his office. The affidavit of Lippincott has been preferred by Mr. Edwards 
to the official certificate; and be, it is presumed, was perfectly aware that such an affidavit was insufficient 
to make the copy to which it might be attached evidence. The testimony of Lippincott was preferred, 
also, to that of a person (Oswald Dunn) who preceded Mr. Edwards to Washington, and who might 
have testified, after examining the copies and originals, that the copies produced were copies of papers 
in tl1e office of the Receiver of Edwardsville. This preference was obviously given that the affidavits 
might show in whose handwriting the papers in the office were written. The handwriting of each is 
shown by Lippincott, except the paper with the date of October 12, 1819. By the testimony of Ninian 
Edwards, given most reluctantly, it is now '.known that that paper is his own work, a fact obviously 
intended to be concealed, and to which concealment Lippincott lent himself if he was, as it is presumed 
he was, acquainted with Mr. Edwards' handwriting. Even were be not acquainted with it, it will be seen 
by the affidavits that this paper is the only one the handwriting of the original of which the affidavit 
attached to it does not go to ascertain. The original letter, of the 1st November, is said to be in the 
handwriting of Mr. Crawford; that of the 6th of August of a clerk, and signed by Mr. Crawford; the paper 
folded in the letter of the 1st of November, in the same handwriting as the letter of Mr. Crawford of the 
6th of August; the letter signed by Mr. Stephenson of the 22d of October, in the handwriting of Mr. 
Stephenson. The explanation of this difference in the affidavit is found in the fact, disclosed by Mr. 
Edwards, that the paper from which that now offered was copied was the work of his own band. The 
affidavit of Lippincott, that the copy offered is a true copy of that paper now on file, is contradicted by the 
testimony of Mr. Edwards. There is an underscoring in the copy, and in the original none. Mr. Edwards, 
although be never remembers to have seen the underscoring until be saw it before the committee, states 
that before the affidavit was affixed, be or Lippincott must have underscored a particular part of it; which 
underscoring, making emphatic a particular sentence, brougbifthe copy somewhat nearer than the original 
to the description given by Mr. Edwards in bis affidavit of 1823, of the letter of Mr. Stephenson. The 
oath of Mr. Edwards was, that the purpose of Mr. Stephenson in writing the letter was to enclose the 
publication of Mr. Edwards of the 13th of September, 1819, and that he (Mr. Edwards) prevailed on him 
to write it. The letter produced refers to the publication as enclosed, but does it incidentally, as a circum
stance of no patticular importance; and the agency Mr. Edwards alleged be bad in procuring it to be 
written is not stated, nor is there any allusion to the advice be declares be gave to Mr. Stephenson to 
withhold all further deposits until he received the order of the Secretary. Mr. Edwards now states that 
this advice was given to prevent, not immediate, but future remote danger; while the paper produced by 
him as the copy of that letter, written by himself, states, as from the Receiver, that "be would not wish 
to risk the responsibility of making the deposits in the bank until after the 1st of January next, 1820, 
without your instructions, given upon a knowledge of the facts above disclosed;" of which facts, the course 
Mr. Edwards was disposed to pursue was one of the least important in his character. The peculiar 
manner in which the affidavit is drawn deserves notice. The paper now produced is intended to prove 
that Mr. Stephenson wrote the letter, in 1819, described by Mr. Edwards, and that he gave the advice he 
states he gave to Mr. Stephenson, and as presumptive evidence that his publication and this letter were 
sent to the Secretary of the Treasury. For these purposes it is necessary that it should appear that the 
original from which it is copied should have been always in the office of the Receiver since 1819, and was 
obviously preserved as an official document. While the others are in ordinary form, the affidavit of 
Lippincott, on this paper, is of studied and singular phraseology: " That the original was found by him 
on the files of official letters appertaining to and now in the Receiver's office at Edwardsville; a phrase
ology which implies that the deponent knew that the files of official letters in which he found the original 
paper, although belonging to, bad been out of the Receiver's office; a fact totally destructive of all the 
presumptions arising from the finding of the paper on the files of the official letters in the office. This 
paper of the 12th of October, it is shown by Mr. Edwards, is not on the letter book of 1819, in which it 
would have been the duty of Mr. Stephenson to have recorded it if it had been sent to the Secretary of the 
Treasury. But there is something written on it by the Receiver. The affidavit is on this point, also, 
equivocal. The paper was found by the deponent on the files of official letters appertaining to and now in 
the Receiver's office at Edwardsville, and endorsed or filed in the handwriting of the Receiver of Public 
Money, as follows: "Copy to the Treasury Department, October, 1819." No punishment could be inflicted 
for this statement as false, if the paper is not endorsed, provided the alternative that is filed is true. It 
is filed if the paper was enclosed in a separate envelope with the words upon it in the Receiver's hand
writing; but if the Receiver's handwriting is not on the paper itself, the only presumption in its favor 
arises from its being found among papers appertaining to and now in the office. 

It is not necessary to pursue this inquiry further. The Secretary of the Treasury could have no 
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knowledge of the conversation or the acts of Mr. Edwards and· Mr. Stephenson in Edwardsville, in 1819, 
nor has he expressed either belief or opinion respecting them. What was officially known to him he has 
communicated. For the correctness of that knowledge only is he solicitous. Nor would this scrutiny 
into the circumstances of the paper dated October 12, 1819, be made, if Mr. Edwards had contented 
himself with the production of it in explanation of his oath of 1823, and his justification of that part of it 
which depended upon his own knowledge. It is, however, now produced as presumptive evidence that 
the copy of it was received by the Secretary; and Mr. Edwards sought for the answer in the office of the 
Receiver, and has now sworn that he believes the letter of the Secretary of the 1st of November, 1819, is 
the letter written after the reception ·of that of the 12th of October, to direct the Receiver to COIJ.tinue the 
deposits in the Bank of Edwardsville. The letter of the 1st of November makes no allusion to such letter; 
it is not a direction to continue deposits; it is the determination of the Secretary that the course 
alleged in the letter of Lucy Stephenson of the 18th of September, ( which letter it now appears was also 
the work of Mr. Edwards,) for the detention of the public moneys in the hands of the Receiver, did not 

'authorize that detention. 
Since Mr. Edwards has produced the paper purporting to be dated on the 12th of October, 1819, it 

has been shown that it was imposSible that the letter of the 1st of November should have been the answer 
to it, or written in consequence of it. By the mail arrangements of 1819, prevailing until the 16th of 
November of that year, as shown by the testimony of Mr. Bradley before the committee, it required 
twenty days to transmit a letter from Washington to Edwardsville, and a longer time to transmit a letter 
from Edwardsville to Washington. The original accounts of the Postmaster of Edwardsville, taken from 
the Comptroller's Office, and of which an extract is before the committee, show that no mail left Edwards
ville for Washington from the 9th of October until the 16th of that month. More than twenty days from 
the 16th of October reaches beyond the 4th of November. The letter of the 1st of November was, there
fore, written before it was possible for the letter of the 12th of October, 1819, if such had been written at 
Edwardsville, to reach Washington. Admitting the impossibility that this should be otherwise, Mr. 
Edwards seeks to avoid the effect of this admission, by declaring, on oath, his belief that the letter of the 
1st of November was not written or sent before that of the 12th of October was received. Either, there
fore, the letter was fraudulently antedated, or retained until the arrival of that document. To find a 
colorable pretext for this belief, Mr. Edwards, as the committee will recollect, turned to the original letter 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, of the 1st of November, to the Cashier of the Bank of Edwardsville, 
brought by Mr. Edwards from that place, which enclosed a copy of the letter of the same date to the 
Receiver, in order to ascertain the post-mark upon it; and succeeded in persuading himself that there was 
the figure 8 in the post-mark. A clerk of the Post Office, Mr. Sweeny, was sent for by (Mr. Taylor) one 
of the committee, but Mr. Edwards declined examining him. Mr. Sweeny, however, was examined; and 
the post-mark was ascertained to be the 3d of a monih which could not be distinguished. This post-mark, 
if of November, was on the original letter before the letter of the 12th of October could have reached 
Washington. On the 19th of June, after a deliberation of three days, Mr. Edwards amended his own 
testimony, and then declared that it was possible the letter of the 12th of October might have arrived 
liere in time to be answered by one of the 1st of November, because it might have been carried by a 
private conveyance to Louisville, from whence it could have been brought by mail within the required 
time. In making this amendment to his"former answer, Mr. Edwards appears to have forgotten how much 
he had previously said of the safety of the mail, and the improbability that anything committed to it should 
have miscarried; and that Mr. Stephenson could not have felt so much anxiety to despatch a paper which 
it had required Mr. Edwards' influence to prevail on him to write, as to seek unusual means of hurrying 
it on by a mode of conveyance never before or after used by him for the conveyance of his official letters 
to the Department. 

Mr. Edwards, however, has asserted that Mr. Crawford's letter of the 20th of April, 1820, was possibly 
the answer to the one of the 12th of October, 1819. In making this assertion on oath, Mr. Edwards has 
not recollected the stress he lays upon the circumstance of the deposits having been withheld till the 31st 
of December, 1819, as proof that he had advised the Receiver to withhold the cleposits; as evidence that 
the Receiver did write to Mr. Crawford the letter of the 12th of October, and that that letter was answered; 
that in consequence of that answer the large sum of $53,191 was paid into the bank. In laying this stress 
upon the withholding of the deposits as evidence that Mr. Stephenson was acting by bis advice, he had 
forgotten that he knew (having written Lucy Stephenson's letter of the 18th of September, 1819,) that 
the deposits had been withheld for months before he gave the advice, of the giving of which that with
holding is afterwards considered as satisfactory proof. Without weighing the ingenious suppositions 
made under oath, founded upon a p_aper not proved to have been seen by the Receiver, differing from his 
official directions, and yet probably influencing him to do what he did not do, withhold the deposits, it will 
be sufficiently apparent that a letter of the 20th of April, 1820, could not be the cause of deposits made 
in December, 1819, and January and February, 1820; in all }Vhich months, notwithstanding the advice 
Mr. Edwards has sworn he gave the Receiver, deposits were made by that officer, as appears by his 
accounts in the hands of the committee among the documents accompanying the Secretary's communica
tion. The letter of the 20th of April is written, as appears on the face of it, in consequence of the deposits 
of public money having been partially made. In the Receiver's office at Edwardsville has been found no 
letter answering the description of Mr. Edwards in his testimony in 1823, or which could have been an 
answer to the paper of which the copy is now produced. Mr. Edwards has stated that he searched the 
office with the special object of discovering such a document, and that, except what he has produced, 
none such is to be found. 

It is therefore respectfully submitted: 
That the paper, in the handwriting of Mr. Edwards, found on the files of official letters appertaining 

to and now in the Receiver's office, is evidence only that Mr. Edwards wrote such a letter. 
That it is not official, although filed in tlre handwriting of the Receiver, as it is not in his handwriting 

nor in that of any person employed in his office, and is not recorded in his letter book. 
That there is no evidence that the Receiver ever carried or sent a copy of it from his office. 
That such letter never has been received at the Treasury Department; that no answer is in the 

Treasury Department or Receiver's office at Edwardsville, or was ever written to such letter. 
Mr. Edwards having declared in his last address to the committee, delivered on the 19th of June, 

that he had made no charge against the Secretary of suppressing the alleged correspondence with 11Ir. 
Stephenson, to which his oath of 1823 refers; it might appear superfluous to trouble the committee with 
these remarks. But on the very day that Mr. Edwards presented this disclaimer the alteration in his 
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testimony heretofore mentioned was made, and made, too, after the disclaimer was prepared and delivered. 
The conviction, therefore, is, that Mr. Edwards seeks to leave the stain of this charge on the Secretary, 
while he intends to avoid, if he can, the responsibility of having made it, and seeks to procure for his 
own testimony, which is the only testimony in support of it, a degree of respect to which it is not entitled. 
With this view of his intention it will not be deemed improper to examine what has been said and 
attempted by Mr. Edwards on the subject. 

In 1823 Mr. Edwards declared on oath to the committee of Congress that he was very much surprised 
that this correspondence (meaning the alleged letter of Mr. Stephenson of the 12th of October, and the 
alleged answer) was not communicated by the Secretary under resolutions of the House of Representa
tives of the 9th of January and 12th of March, 1822, calling for certain correspondence between the 
Treasury Department and sunq.ry banks. • 

In his address to the House of the 6th of April last he says, "Believing, as I call my God to witness 
I sincerely and confidently do, that Mr. Crawford-did receive the letter mentioned in the above report, 
and that it is now in his possession, or has been purposely destroyed." In the same address be infers 
that if this letter was not answered, Mr. Crawford, being for some cause or other unwilling to acknowledge 
the receipt of it, "contrived to give the directions ( to continue the deposits) under some other form or 
pretext than that of a direct answer to it." 

In his replication presented to the committee since the adjournment of Cong·ress whole pages are 
occupied by an argument to show that the alleged letter of the 12th of October was sent, was received, 
and was answered. All the officers in the Secretary's office were called as witnesses to prove that the 
letter had been received in 1819, or had been found since the Secretary's report of the 22d of March, 1824, 
and that the Secretary had purposely delayed making that report until Mr. Edwards was about to leave 
Washington. In all of which the testimony adduced was conclusive that neither the charge itself nor 
either of the incidents alleged in aggravation of it by Mr. Edwards was true. 

• Mr. Edwards argues, too, in his replication, that the Edwardsville Receiver's letter ought, according 
to Mr. Crawford's own view of the subject, to have been communicated to ·the House of Representatives 
under the before mentioned resolutions, because one other Receiver's letter (the Receiver at St. Louis) 
had been communicated with his report of the --, omitting to remember that this was communicated 
under a call requiring all the correspondence in relation to the Bank of Missouri, which made it his duty 
to transmit all letters respecting that bank, from whomsoever received. 

In his testimony now taken before the committee Mr. Edwards declares he believes that in 1819 the 
Secretary might have conceived the idea of concealing the letter of Mr. Stephenson, if it had been 
received, to screen himself from responsibility if the Bank of Edwardsville afterwards failed; an event 
which, although he did not anticipate, he might have apprehended. In the same testimony, when 
compelled to admit that a letter could not have arrived by mail from the 16th of October to the 1st of 
November, 1819, he added to that admission an insinuation, on oath, that the letter of the Secretary was 
antedated or retained until the arrival of the alleged letter of the 12th October, 1819. After the 
testimony of Mr. Sweeny was given, instead of disavowing this insinuation he was silent; and three 
days afterwards adds to that part of his testimony that from which it might be inferred that the letter of 
the 12th of October was sent by private conveyance to Louisville, and thence by mail to Washington. 

All these declarations, and the publication of Mr. Edwards at Louisville, in whi_ch he asserts that he 
has the most irresistible proof that the Receiver at Edwardsville did write the letter mentioned in his 
examination, and that Mr. Crawford did write a letter to the Receiver directing him to continue the 
deposits in the Bank of Edwardsville, make it necessary that it should be distinctly brought before the 
committee. That Mr. Edwards, in different parts of bis testimony, contradicts himself; that his testimony 
of 1823 does not agree witli his testimony taken before the preseut committee; that his statements in bis 
addresses to the House, and in his addresses to the committee, are contradictory to each other; that his 
statements now given on oath show that the impressions which his addresses were intended to make 
were, as he knew, unfounded; that he voluntarily declared, in the most emphatic manner, to different 
persons, that he was not the author of various publications against the Secretary, which he now acknowl
edges to have written; and finally, that he was, as admitted by himself, a party to a material alteration 
in a paper produced by himself, purporting to be a copy of a paper appertaining to and now in the 
Receiver's office at Edwardsville-an alteration, the obvious effect of which was to deceive the committee 
and the publi.c as to the character of the original from which the copy was taken. 

It is therefore respectfully submitted that nothing affecting the Secretary, and depending upon the 
oath of Mr. Edwards, can be taken as proved. • • 

Hon. John Floyd, Chairman, &c.: 
Unprepared, at present, to defend myself against the testimony of the Hon. Mr. Noble, by which I 

have been perfectly surprised, I have been compelled to look to a future period for that purpose. Lest, 
however, some erroneous inferences to my prejudice may be drawn from the want of a formal defence 
on this subject before the committee, I do most solemnly declare before God and my couutry that in the 
conversation which Mr. Noble states to have passed between him and myself, whensoever or wheresoever 
any part of it may have happened, he must, at least, have greatly misunderstood me, both in regard to 
the A. B. publications and to Mr. Crawford; and that if the conversation alluded to, or any part of it, 
happened, as he says it did, in his own room, it must have been after my nomination was confirmed by the 
Senate. 

It will be recollected that Mr. Noble, disclaiming all party considerations, had professed to be my 
friend, and had taken "an active part" in favor of the confirmation of my nomination, of which _he proves 
I was well apprised. It would, therefore, have been most extraordinary that I should have thought it 
necessary to have made such statements to him, by which nothing was to be gained, and that I should 
have totally forborne to make them to any other Senator. 

Nor can it be considered less strange, if those statements were made to him during the pendency of 
my nomination, that he, with all his zeal in my favor, and acting in direct opposition to the wishes of his 
political friends, should never, either with a view to aid me or to justify himself, have given the sJightest 
intimation of such conversation as he represents to have passed between us to any one of those gentle
men whom it was calculated to conciliate, and from whom opposition was expected. 

As to the conversation he mentions in regard to Mr. Crawford, it alludes to some facts which happened 
before I became a member of Congress, and of which I had no knowledge until since the commencement 
of the present controversy. 

VOL, V--lfr B 
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The very professions of gratitude, which he says I made to him, would apply with much more force 
and propriety to a period after than before the confirmation of my nomination; and from the nature of 
the case they would seem to ·have been predicated upon a disinterestedness on his part, which was the 
more highly appreciated because it overlooked the circumstances of his friendship and my hostility to 
Mr. Crawford, which is at war with the whole statement he has made concerning my opinion of the conduct 
of that gentleman. 
• That Mr. Noble may have misunderstood me I will not attempt to gainsay; but, as I hope for future 
happiness, I never did intend to have expressed myself to him, or any other person, so as to have conveyed 
the opinions and sentiments which he has imputed to me; nor can I account by anything within my own 
knowledge for such great misapprehensions. 

My object, however, is not now to present an argument upon the case, but simply to request the 
committee to accept of this as my denial of Mr. Noble's testimony, and to have it printed with my other 
communications to the committee. 

NINI.A.N EDW A.RDS. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 713. [2D SESSION. 

SEVEN MILLIONS LO.A.N BY THE B.A.NK OF THE UNITED ST.A.TES. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER 15, 1824. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 14, 1824. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 12th of May, 1824, requiring 

the Secretary of the Treasury to ascertain and report to Congress the rate of interest at which the Bank 
of the United States will continue the loan of seven millions of dollars, I have the honor to state that the 
bank declines making any change in the terms on which that loan was originally made. Two letters 
from the President of that institution, exhibiting the views of the Directors on the subject, are herewith 
submitted. 

I remain, with respect, your most obedient. servant, 
WH. H. CR.A. WFORD. 

Hon. H. CLAY, Speaker <JI the Home of Rcy1resentatives. 

BANK oF THE UNITED STATES, December 3, 1824. • 
Sm: I had the honor, on the 12th of July last, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th 

of that month; enclosing a resolution of the House of Representatives, passed on the 12th of May last, 
by which the Secretary of the Treasury was directed to "ascertain and report to Congress at its next 
session the rate of interest at which the Bank of the United States will continue the United States loan 
of seven millions;" and requesting "that the reply of the Board might be communicated in time to be 
submitted to the House during the first week of the next session of Congress." 

In conformity to this request, I have this day been instructed by the Board of Directors to inform 
you that, after a very deliberate and respectful examination of the subject, they do not deem it consistent 
with their duty to the institution committed to their charge to propose any variation of the terms on 
which this subscription to the capital of the bank was originally made on behalf of the United States.-

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, yours, 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, Searetary of the Treasury. 
N. BIDDLE, Presidem. 

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES; December 6, 1824. 
Sm: In communicating the decision of the Board in relation to the rate of interest on the seven millions 

subscribed to the bank, I venture to add a few suggestions explanatory of their views, which you will, I 
am persuaded, duly appreciate, and can use in any manner of which you may deem them worthy. 

The question proposed being simply at what rate of interest the loan would be continued, without 
any specific offer to change its terms, and without intimating any modification which would be more 
acceptable than its present form, the Board felt themselves constrained to confine their reply to a general 
expression of their unwillingness to vary its present situation. Should the subject be resumed it will 
naturally present for consideration the expediency of either proposing to the bank to commute the subscrip
tion, now redeemable at pleasure, into a more permanent stock, at a lower rate of in~rest, or paying it off 
from the proceeds of a new loan. To that inquiry the following observations may not be inapplicable. 

The Government, in establishing by the charter its connexion with the bank, prescribed that its 
subscription to the capital should be "paid either in gold or silver coin, or in stock of the United States, 
bearing interest at the rate of five per centum per annum." The latter course, as being obviously for the 
interest of the Government, at a time when the six per cents 'Yere received in subscription at par, was 
naturally adopted, and this five per cent. stock given in exchange for shares in the bank, on which a 
much higher rate of dividend was anticipated. This choice was proportionally disadvantageous to the 
bank, and combined with the other engagements of the charter, the bonus of one million five hundred 
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thousand dollars, the assumption of the duties of the Loan Office, and the obligation to distribute, without 
charge, the public revenue, imposed on the institution at its commencement some inequality in the burdens 
of the connexion. For a time the early expectation of large dividends from the bank was realized, until its 
misfortunes compelled it to reduce them; but now, and for some years past, the dividends equal the interest 
on the subscription by the Government. The stock thus subscribed is "redeemable in any sums and at any 
periods which the Government shall deem fit," a phraseology which, though it certainly does not require, 
seemed to imply, and naturally suggested, the expectation that this reimbursement would be gradually 
effected from the surpluses of the revenue, whenever its abundance would furnish disposable means for 
that purpose. The contingency of a temporary reduction of the rate of interest, during which a new 
debt to others might be created to pay off the existing debt to the bank, was not anticipated, and the 
expediency of that measure, blended as it is with general views of the relation between that institution 
and the :finances of the country, must, of course, be decided exclusively by those whom such considera
tions cannot escape. To them it is cheerfully left, with the single remark, which, unless outweighed by 
some decisive temptation to a change, should not be without its influence, that this stock procures to the 
Government an income equal to the sum which is paid on account of it, and that the shares of the bank 
for which it was exchanged bear a much higher value than the stock itself. Without enlarging on these 
topics it will be a more appropriate duty in those who are charged with the administration of the bank to 
suggest, as is now done, very respectfully, that it would probably benefit neither the bank nor the Govern
ment to vary the terms of the original subscription. 

1st. In relation to the bank itself, the change from the present to a lower rate of interest is, of course, 
an obvious loss; but its remote effects, though not so apparent, would not be less disadvantageous. The 
true interests of the bank are inseparably connected with those of the community, whose general business, 
whose transactions and exchanges, it is at once its duty and its inclination to encourage and facilitate. 
When, by any concurrence of circumstances, that business, and with it the· demand for banking accom
modation, diminishes, the bank naturally seeks to place its funds, no longer required for that purpose, in 
investments, which, though yielding small profits, are readily convertible, and from which it can imme
mediately disengage them at any moment, when the reviving business of the 9ommunity may demand 
their more active and useful employment. It would be alike injurious to that community and to the 
bank that any change in the circumstances of the country, that any of the various contingencies which 
might give fresh animation to commerce, should find the means of the institution absorbed in stocks from 
which it could not extricate them without loss to itself, and where it could not leave them without 
diminishing its usefulness to the public. The board, therefore, would see with reluctance so large a 
proportion of the original capital of the bank invested in a stock which, bearing a lower interest than 
has hitherto been known in the United States, would be the first to feel the depreciation attendant on an 
active demand for capital. On the other hand, to throw back on the bank such an amount of its capital, 
for which no employment in the necessary course of business could now be found, would either condemn 
it to the disadvantage of suffering its funds to remain useless and unproductive, or else expose it to the 
hazard of extending its loans; of which the first effect would be to stimulate into a distempered energy 
the spirit of speculation, and the last might be reaction, disastrous alike to the community and to the 
institution; nor-

2d. Is the advantage to the Government from any change either clear or important. This stock may 
now be redeemed in any portions and at any time which may be convenient, and the first excess of revenue 
may be applied to its reduction. To convert it into a stock bearing a lower rate of interest, yet still 
redeemable at pleasure, would be impracticable, as the only compensation which could be offered for the 
reduction of the interest must be found in the prolonged and fixed duration of the capital. It is, therefore, 
worthy of consideration whether it is not better to retain a five per cent. stock, reimbursable at pleasure, 
rather than convert it into a four and a half per cent. stock; irredeemable for years, and thus permanently 
added to the mass of the national debt. 

Again: It is probable, from present appearances, that the surplus revenue of 1825 will, during the 
first and part of the second quarter, be absorbed in the reimbursement of the $'1,652,815 49 of six per 
cents- redeemable in that year, and that to redeem the nineteen millions of six per cents, payable on the 
1st of January, 1826, it may'be necessary to borrow eight or ten millions towards the close of 1825. If, 
then, the Government were, in addition to the five millions of four and a half per cents for which proposals 
are now issued, to open a new loan of seven millions, these would probably so absorb the :floating capital 
of the country as to leave neither the means nor the disposition to make the necessary advances at that 
low rate of interest to extinguish the sixes reimbursable on the 1st of January, 1826. Would it not 
then be advisable to employ that disposable capital in the redemption of a six per cent. stock rather than 
to exhaust it in the exchange for a five per cent. stock? 

The last consideration is, whether, in fact, any change of this stock could be so advantageous to the 
Government as its present form. It may be assumed that if these seven millions were repaid to the 
bank they could not be employed either usefully or profitably, and that the Government in its character 
of a stockholder would proportionably suffer in its interests. Now, these seven millions bear an interest 
of $350,000, but the Government, as proprietor of one-fifth of the bank, receives in the shape of dividends 
on its shares one-fifth of this sum, making the sum actually disbursed by the Government $280,000, which 
is only four per cent., so that, in fact, this stock is a four per cent. stock, redeemable at pleasure. Now, 
a four per cent. stock, redeemable at pleasure, would not be purchased by individuals at par. A four and 
a half per cent. stock thus redeemable could not be procured, nor even if it could would it be so advan
tageous to the Government as the present, which, though nominally five, is actually only four per cent. 
In sho1·t, it is believed that no four and a half per cent. loan could be obtained unless for a length of time 
which would render it less convenient to the Government than the terms on which the sub_scription now 
stands, uniting as it does the advantages of a low rate of interest with the privilege of immediate 
reimbursement. 

Under these impressions, the Board deem it for the mutual advantage of both parties that the original 
subscription should remain in its present form; and more particularly they do not feel themselves at 
liberty to make any voluntary offer for its conversion into a stock bearing a different rate of interest. 

You will readily perceive from the frankness and fullness of this explanation that its sole purpose is 
to present distinctly the views which have influenced the decision of .the Board. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, yours, 
N. BIDDLE, b·esident. 

Hon. WILLIAlr H. CRAWFORD, Ser::retary of the Treasury. 
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18TH CONGRESS.] No. 714. [2D SESSION. 

LOSSES ON DUTY BONDS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECElIBER lf~, 1824. 

TREA~u;&Y DEP.ARTME!NT, December 14, 1824. • 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of May 26, 1824, I have the honor 

to submit two statements from the Register of the Treasury, showing the annual and aggregate amount 
of bonds for duties which accrued upon the importation of foreign merchandise from March 3, 1 'r89, to 
December 31, 1823, and the annual and aggregate amount of loss which bas arisen by allowing the 
credits thereon authorized by law. By these it appears that the whole amount of duties which accrued 
during that period is $535,512,933 36, of which $8,032,693 99 are estimated to have been received in 
cash, and the remainder of $52'r,480,239 3'r were taken on bond; that of the amount of bonds taken, 
$1,5'r5,626 6'r are stated to be lost, and $'r58,191 51 are considered doubtful. If the sum considered 
doubtful be added to that stated to be lost, the whole amount of loss during that entire period is only 
about 44¼ cents in each hundred dollars. 

• To require the prompt payment of duties would certainly prevent any loss in future; but it would 
probably diminish the amount of duties in a greater proportion than it has been diminished by the loss 
actually sustained under the credit system. It is also probable .that the amount of duties would be 
diminished by shortening the credits, inasmuch as the length of the credit for the duties operates as an 
encouragement to importations. With a view, therefore, exclusively to the revenue, it is believed that 
no advantage would result from abolishing or curtailing the credits now given for duties. 

But whatever motives there may be for allowing a credit for duties to ·our own citizens, no sufficient 
reason is perceived for continuing it to foreigners who are not domiciliated in the republic. .A. discrimi
nation in this respect between citizens of the United States and others would tend to confine the 
commerce of the nation to its own citizens, and would aid in restraining the practice of shipping merchan
dise to this country upon consignment, for foreign account, which has hitherto been found to interfere 
with the interests of our own regular merchants. 

I remain, with respect, your most obedient servant, 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

Hon·. HENRY CLAY, Speaker of the House of Representolives. 

A statement of the bonds taken for duties on imported merchandise into the United States, from March 3, 1 'r89, 
to December 31, 1823. 

From March 3, 1 'r89 to December 31, 1 'r91 ....................................... . 
l'r92 ....................................... . 
l'r93 ....................................... . 
l'r94 ....................................... . 
l'r95 ....................................... . 
l'r96 ....................................... . 
l'r9'r ....................................... . 
l'r98 ....................................... . 
l'r99 ....................................... . 
1800 ....................................... . 
1801 ....................................... . 
1802 ........................................ . 
1803 ....................................... . 
1804 ....................................... . 
1805 .... • ............................. , ..... . 
1806 ....................................... . 
180'r ....................................... . 
1808 ....................................... . 
1809 ....................................... . 
1810 ...................................... . 
1811 ........................... •"• .......... . 
1812 ........................................ . 
1813 ....................................... . 
1814 ....................................... . 
1815 ............................... : ....... . 
1Sl6 ....................................... . 
18l'r ....................................... . 
1818 ....................................... . 
1819 ....................................... . 
1820 .................... • ........ • ........... . 
1821 ....................................... . 
1822 ....................................... . 
1823 ....................................... . 

'l'otal ... , .............................................. • ......... . 

$6,396,812 05 
4,864,003 55 
6,499,468 63 
8,459,55'r 25 

10,995,919 68 
12,392,449 62 
1.2,6'r3,9'19 93 
11,231,152 39 
15,023,l '13 40 
15, 'r 63, 'r23 04 
20,285,480 48 
14,620,485 93 
14,051,366 29 
19,590,293 1 'l 
21,965,468 9'r 
24,453,208 22 
25,148,025 15 
10,502,569 98 
10,683,0'10 06 
15,039,331 06 

9, '132,655 0'l 
14,158,1 '15 'r3 
'1,092,574 54 
4,l'l'l,859 83 

3'1,4'r9,999 4'r 
32,33'r,4'l4 59 
21,802,06'1 29 
25,472,422 'r4 
21,025, '12'1 04 
16,342,34-6 81 
15,023,032 65 
20,979,046 58 
21,21'1,318 34 

527,480,239 3'1 
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NoTE.-The principle on which this statement of the amount of bonds taken for duties on imported 
merchandise into the United·States is formed is derived from the amount of duties on merchandise 
severally exhibited in the annual printed public accounts, the total amount of which during the period 
above stated is............................................................... $535,512,933 36 
From which deduct the estimated amount of cash payments, at l½ per cent........... 8,032,693 99 

Leaving the amount o~ bonds for duties, as exhibited in the statement, at .... 52'(,480,239 3'T 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register of tlie Treasury. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, December 6, 1824. 

Statement of the amount of losses sustained during the last thirty years upon bonds gi'i:en for duties on imports, 
distinguishing the amount in each year: prepared in obedience to a resolution of the House of Represent-
atives of the United States of May 26, 1824. . . 

Districts, 1794. 1795. 1796. 1797. 1798. 1799. 1800. 1801. 

Vermont........................ .••• •••• •••... •••• •••• ••..•. •.• ••.. •••.•. •••. •... ...... .... •.•• .•.... .•.. •... ••.•.. ... . . . .. ••.••• $218 00 
Portsmouth . •• •• • • • . •• • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••.•••••••.•••...•.•••.......• , • .. .. • . . .. .. • . .. • • .. . .. .. • . . • .. . . . . • • . . . • . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . 619 00 
Wiscasset .. .. .. • • . • • • • • • • .. • .. • . ••• , • • . •• • . • . • . • . • . • . . . . . . . $186 48 ................................. , .. , .............................. . 
Dath ........................................................................................................................................ . 

Portland•••••••••···•••••••••••• ••••••••••·•·• ··•·•··•••••·· ···•••·••····• •••• ••••·••••• ••··••••••· ••••••••••••••••• ·•·••••••••••• •··•••••••·• 
Newburyport.•••••• •••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••••••.•.••••••••...•.••••••... ••••• ••••••••.•.•.......•.......•.••..•.•••••..•••••••••.•.• 
Gloucester...................... • ••••••••••••.••••••••.•.••.•..•••.••••••••..••••• ••••• ••....••••••••..•.••...•••...•...••....•..•••••..•..••• 

Shlcm •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···••··••••••• •·••••··•••••• •••••• • ••••• ····•·•·••••·· ·•··•••·•··••• •••••······•·· •••••••••••••• •···•••··••• 
Doston. •••••• •••••· •••••• ••·••• •••• •••• •••••• •••• •••• •••••. 1,701 89 $2,674 10 $668 60 $7,158 75 $9,193 33 454 59 
Plymouth .•••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••.••••.•••••.....••..•...••.•••.•..•...•...•.••...•..•.•......••..•••.•.•.••...•••..•••••....••• 
Dighton .•..•.•••.•...•••.•.•••••••••••••••.•••.•. , ......................................................................................... . 
Providence • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • •• , • , •• , • , •• , .. , .. . . • .. • . .. . . . •• • . .. . . • • . 337 74 .................................................... , , 
Middletown •.••.. , . . • • • • • • • • • •• • ••••.•••••.••..•.•...•••.•....••••••.•••.•••••.•.•••.•..••••...•...•. • ••.•.•..•.••.•..•.......•......•••••••.• 
New Haven..................... ess 81 •••••••••••••.••••....•••••.•.....•.•...•.•...•.......••....••••...•..••.....•.....•.•.•..•..... 

NewLondon •••••••••••••••••••• •·••••··••···· •·••••••••···· •···•·•••·•·•· •·•·•···•••··· ••••····•••••• ···••••····•·· ··••···•••••·• •·•···•••••• 
Genesee•······••·•••·•··•••••·• •••• ••••···••• •·•••··••••••· • K ·••••• •••••• ••••••••••••·· ·•·•••·••••··· ·•·•••••···••• •••• •••• ••••·• ••··•• •••••• 
Lake Champlain •••••••••••••.• , .............................................................................................. , , , , ........... , 
New York...................... .... •••••••••. $477 60 10,sso 40 3,941 03 2,851 54 8,134 30 3,334 19 21667 43 

Perth Amboy ...... ··'·•·•••••••• •••·•···•····• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·••••······•·· •···••••····•· •••·•···•••••• .......................... • 
Philadelphia ........... ,........ ........ ...... 356 67 51238 70 9,860 54 13,973 56 6,367 00 367 96 33 00 
Delaware ..•...••.•••••..••.••.••••••••••••••.•••••.•.•...••.•.••.•...••••••.••.........•••.••••......•••••.••••.••.•.•••.•••..•......•••.•.•• 
Daitlmore .................................... , .............................................................................................. . 
Alexandria ..................... , , ............ , •••••.••••••••••.• , •.••• , , , ....... , ................... , .............. , ........................ . 
Georgetown, D. C ....................... •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••..•••••••••••••.••••••••••• ••••·• ......................... . 
Norfolk .•••••••••••• , ......................... •••••••• •••••.•...•••••..••.•......••••..• ••••••••••••~• •.....•.•..•..••••••••••.•••.•.... •••••• 
Wilmington, N. C. •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• •••.......•••.•••.••....••.•••••..•••••••••.•••......•••••....••••••••••••••.••••• ••••·. 
Edenton ............ , • • • • • •• . . . • 300 00 ............................................................................................. , .• 
Camden ..................................................................................................................................... . 
Washington , . . . . . . . . . •• . • • • •. . • • .......................... , ....•...••. , . . 183 24 .•••.•.•••..••. , . , ... , •• , •..•... , .................. , • , 
Charleston...................... 14,550 51 2,431 03 1,005 39 1,170 66 •.•. •..• ...... .... .... •..•.. •••• ...• ••.••. 17,521 88 
Savannah, Ga................... 10,200 00 1,019 91 509 00 • 715 00 •••. .... •..... .••• •. . . •..•.• •••. .... ...... 151391 22 
St. Mary'•, Ga•••••• .................................................................................. : ••• ........ , . •• .• •• .• •• ... • .. , .•... , .. 
Drunswiek, Ga .............................................................................................................................. . 
Mississippi ............... ,••••• ....................... •••••• , ................................... •••••• ....................................... , 

25,109 32 4,285 21 19,221 86 18,882 31 17,493 70 21,660 05 12,895 48 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

Districts, 1802. 1803. 1804. 1805. 1806. 1807: 1808. 1809. 

Vcl'Dlont ••••••.••••••••••••.•..• ••••••........•••••••••...•••...•...•...•.•.......•.••...........•••.•.•.•........•.•.••... _ ................... , 
Portsmouth , • • • • .. .. .. . • • . • • • . • • . .•.•• , • . .. • . . • .. • • .. . • . . • • . . • . • • • . • • . . • • . . • • • • • • • . • • . . . $1,604 79 $494 54 ......................... . 
Wiscasset. ................................................................................................................................... . 
Dath. •• •• •• •••••• ••.• •••• •••••• .••• •••. •..••. •• .• •••• •••.•. •... ..•• ••.... ...... .. ••.•.• 114 21 ....................................... . 

~::::~~~·::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: .. ~::~.~~ ........ ~~.~~ ...... ~:~~.~~ .. :::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
Gloucester...................... • ...... , ............................................................. , •• , ....•••••• , ••• , •.. , • , • , •..•• , . , ..... . 
Salem ............................................................................................................................ , ...•.•••••. 
Boston......................... $540 14 ........ .•.... $-203 50 257 00 2,578 00 121170 04 .•.. •... •..... $265 00 
Plymouth .................................................................................................................................... . 
Dighton ........................ •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 2,152 78 ............................ •••••••••••••• ......................... . 
Providence...................... • .•••..••••••.••.••.•.•••• , .•...••••• , .•. , .... , ..... , . , •••• , ••..• , ••••••••••• , •.. , ........................... , 
Middletown ................ ,.... • , . • • • • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • , •• , .•. , • , .• .• . . . . ... .. • .. .. • .. • • . • • • • 811 29 •••••••••..••.••••••••..•• 
NewHaven ............................................................... _ ............................................................... . 
NewLondon .................... , .............................................. ... : •.••.• ..................................................... 



150 FIN.A.NOE. [No. '114. 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

Districts, 1802. 1803. 1804. 1805 1806. 1807. 1808. 1809. 

Genesee •••••111, .. , ••••••••••••••• •·••••······•· •··••·•••·•••• •••·•••••····· ··••·••·•··•·• ····•··••·•••· ····••••••·••· ••••••·•·•••·· ··•·•·••·••• 
Lake C~a'!lpl'!ffi.: ......................................................................................................................... .. 
New York •••••••.. , •••••• ••••·• $10,055 80 $3,669 17 $'297 32 $7,251 01 ~1,176 84 $'2,179 52 $15,502 25 $56 64 
Perth Amboy.................... • .............................. , ....••••..••.....••••••••..••••.•.•...•..••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••..••• 
Philadelphia..................... 1,848 49 7,490 99 •••• •••• •••••• 485 38 2,942 08 2,256 45 •••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••••• 
Delaware ............... • .......... , ,_. ...................................................................................................... .. 
Baltimore ....••••..•••.•...• •••• 1,716 42 •••••••• •••••• •••• , •••••••••• , ••••••••••• , •••• •••• •••••• •••• •••• •• •••• 1,471 00 ••••••••..•• 
Alexandria ••..••••.•••..........•..•••••.•.... ·•·••••• ••.•.. 466 60 .... .... •..••• ••.. •.•• •••... 1,358 73 ••••....•..•.••••••• , •.•.• 
Georgetown,D, c ........................................................................................................................... . 
Norfolk .•. ;..................... 5,255 00 .•.• •... •••... 1,so-2 00 •••. •.•. ••.... 6,240 23 •••• •••• ...... •••••••• •••••• 720 00 
Wilmington, N. C .•••••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••• ••··•• •••• •• •••••••• •••• •••• •••••. ••••• ••••••• 

Edenton••••••••••••·•••••···•·• ••·•••··••••·· •··••••· •••••• ····••••••·••• •••••••••····· ·•·••••·•••••• •••••••·•••··· •••••·• •••••• •••••••·•••• 
Camden . . . • • • . • • • • . • . . . .. • . • . • • . . • . . . . . • • • • •• • • . . • • . . • • • . • . . . . • • . • . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. 1,621 31 .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••.•• 
\Vashington •••••• .••• ·•···••••• •••••••. •••••• 575 01 392 86 64 80 1,506 43 4,586 89 2,846 90 •••·•• •••••• 
Charleston ........ •••••......... B,843 18 .... •... •••.•. ..•. •••••. .•• . •••.• ••• •. .• . . 1,369 09 10,160 54 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Savannah, Ga................... 4,193 00 • . • . • . • • • • •• • • . • •• • . .• •• . •• • 1,121 00 . • . . • •• • • . . • • . 8,212 00 ••••••••••••••••.••••....• 
St. llfary'a, Ga • • .• . • . . • • • . . . • • • • • ............................................................................................................ . 
Brunswick, Ga............ . . . . . . . .......................................... , . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... , ........ , .. , ......... , ..... . 

l'tlississippi •••••••••••••••••••••• ·•·••••·•••••• •··••••••••••• ···•••••••·•·· ·•·••·•••••••· ·•··•··•••••• ••··•·••••••·· •••••···•••••• •••••••·•·•· 

27,452 03 11,735 17 5,315 06 I0,532 38 18,075 80 48,692 44 

ST.A.TEMENT~Continued. 

Districts. 1810. 1811. 1812. 1813. 1814. 1815. 

Vermont........................ •••• .... ••••.• $1,284 65 ....................................................... . 
Portsmouth • • .. • • • • • • • .. .. •• •• • • $986 55 ..................................................................... . 
Wiscasset. ................ _._... •••• •..• ••.... •••• •••• ...... •••• •••••••••• •••• •... •••••• •. .• ••••• ... . . $1,543 45 

1816. 

$9,746 0-2 
1,743 06 

6,304 39 

1,044 64 

1817. 

$2,415 40 
B::\th•••••••••<i••· ••••••·••·••·• ........................................................ ., ................................ ., ...•................ •. 
Portland......................... • • • • • . . • • . ... . •••• • • • • •• • • • • $521 3.2 ........................... , ....................................... . 

NewbuJ:Yllort ............. _ ........ '·····•····· .•············ ••••••••••••••••• , •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~......... 1,275 77 
Gloucester ....................... •••••••••••"· 404 01 .............. ••·••••••••••• ••·•··••·•··•· •••••••••••••• ..... '. •• :..... 317 00 
Salem •• ...... •••........... •• • • 1,532 62 ............................................................................................... . 
Boston........... ........ •••••• 11,320 98 6,541 83 810 OQ. •••••••••••••••••••• :. •••••• •••• •••• •••••• 40,487 48 837 39 
Plymouth ............. ; ••• _...... •.•.••••••.••• ••••••••••••.. 468 70 ........................................ : ......................... .. 
Dighton ......................... .................................................................................... •····•··•••••• ........... . 
P.rovidence •. •.•••••••••• - • • • • • • • .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . ... . . . . .. .. ... . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . - .... ,. . . . . . . ...•.•..... 
Miildletown ................ _..... • ............................................................................................................ . 
NewHaven..................... .............. .•••••..•••••• •••.•••••.•••• ••••••.••••.•. .............. .............. 5,692 83 •••••••••••• 
NewLQndon,. ................................................... : •••••••••• :..... •••••• •• • ••.• ...... .•.• .•.• •..••. ..•. .... •.•..• 5,507 61 
Gene!iee . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 915 04 
Lake Champlain •• , ••• ••........ •• • • • • . ••• .... 1,194 07 .......................................... ., . • •• • • • • • • • . 10,823 64 •••.••.••••• 
N'ew York........ ........ •••• •••••.•. ••••.• 117,627 26 25,360 30 $17,300 00 •••. •..• •••.•• •.•• .... •••.•. 531313 55 69,376 10 
Perth Amboy, ........................ .' ........ ••••••• : ••••.• ........................................................ ••••••··•••••• 7,053 08 
Philadelphia ••••••• ••••••••...... 7,189 05 14,018 40 27,934 82 7,315 06 •••• •• :. .•..•. 2,600 82 29,416 82 647 24 
Delaware •••• ~.................. .... •••••••... .... ••.• •••••• •••. .••• ...... ••.• •.•. ...... •. •• •••. ...••• 710 71 3;00-2 05 
Baltimore .......... ,............ 1,073 04 •••....•••• ;.. 5,746 64 17,486 63 •••••••••••••• •••••••• •••••• 4;151 34 23,245 65 
Alexandria ................ •••••• 67 50 ............................. -..................... •••••• 2,238 22 18,670 66 5,079 14 
Georgetown, D. C ••••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••• ••·•••••••··•· •·•·••·· .•.••• ••••·····••·•• ..••••••••.....•••••••. •••••· .......... <i•••" 385 42 
Norfolk.•••• ................ •••• ••••••.. ••••• ..••••..• :..... 2,321 20 ••••••••...•....•••.•. , .•••....••..••.•.. _ 18,512 0-2 19,215 32 
Wilmington, N. C ....................................................................................................................... ••·••. 

Edenton •••••••••••••• • ••••••••• ·••··••••••••• •·•·····••••· ·•··•••••····· ••••·••••••••· ····•··••••··· ···••••••·••·· •••••••••••••• ·••••••··••• 
Camden••·••••••••••••·•··•··•" •••••••·•••••• ·••••··•••·••· •••••••••••••• ••••••••••••·· ····••••••·••• •···•••••··•·· •••••••••••••• •••••••··••• 
Washington .............. •••••. 576 81 197 20 195 64 919 07 .... •••• •...•. 319 60 1,537 60 1,458 35 
Charleston...... • • • • • • • . . • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . .. • • • • 834 70 2, 39-2 30 12,920 84 • • . • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • .. . • . • • 163 04 245 12 
Savannah, Ga ....... ••••• ............... •••••• .. .. •.•• •. . . . . •••. •.•• •• •••. 10,517 00 $5,318 78 .. •• •• .• •. •. .• ..... .. . •••. .• 15,254 00 

:~:~:;:, ~::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::· :::::: ...... ~~.~~ ..... ~:~.~~-· :::: :::; :::::: :::::: :::::: 
M1Ssissippi ....... :.............. 128 00 47 00 1,152 35 3,487 Oj) ••• ., ....................... ••••••••• .. • .. ••••·•••"•• 

22,874 55 142,149, 12 66,903 27 69,94&60 5,513 81 33,238 10 203,564 50 153,227 63 



1825.] STATE OF THE FINANCES. 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

Districts. 1818. 1819. 1820. 1821. 1822. 1823 

Vermont. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••·•·••••••••···•·•••••·•••••••••••·••··••••••••·•••••·•••··••••••·•·•••·· 
Portsmouth ••••••...•.•.•.••••••••••••..•.•.••.••..•••••..•••.•.•.••.•.••••••...•....•••.••.••••.•..•••••••••••....••••...••..•• 
Wiscasset.................................. . . . . . . • . • . • . . • e1, 564 40 •• • • • • . . . . •• • • • . . . • • . . •. . • . . • •.....••.•••...•...••••... 

Bath •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••·•••••••·•••···••••••·····•••···••••••·•••••••·•···••·••••·•••··••·••••·•••••••·· 
Portland •••••• ·••·••••••••••··•••••••••• •••• ·••••••••••••• •••••••• •••••• •••·•••·•••••• •••·••·• •••••• ••·• •••• •••·•• ••·•••••••••·· 
Newburyport.••••• ••••.•. •••• ••••.••••••••••••••••. ••••• .•••••••• •••••· •••••••• ••·••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••· •••••..••..•.• 
Gloucester.... • . . .. . • . . • . • • • . • • . . • . • . . • •• • • . e316 69 •• : .•.•.• , •....•.•••.••••••••••• • ••••••...• • • • • ...••.•••.••••••••...•• 

Salem •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •····••· •····•········ •···•··· •••••• •·····•······· ·············• •••••••••••••• •······· •••••• 
Boston..................................... 10,236 69 ••••••••••••..•••••••.••...•••••••..••.••••••.•..•••••.....••••.•••••• 

Plymouth.•••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••• •• •••. ••• •••••••••• •••• •••• •••• •• e886 55 •••• •• •••• •••. •••• •••• •••••• •••• •••• •••••• 
Dighton .•••.••••.•••••••.•..•...••••.•••.•.••..•••••••..•••...•••••••••.••.••.•••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•••• • ..•••••.• 
Providence . , . • . • • • • • • • . . . • • . • • . . . • • • • • • • • . . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • ••.•• 

l\Iiddletown •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •. • • ••• • •• ,. • • • • • • • • • • • •,. • • • • • • .. • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
New Haven .••••••••.• •••·•.••••............ 573 11 •••• •••. •. .•• • • 938 58 • ••••••••••••..••••••.•••..•..••••...••.•.. 

New London••••••••••••••·••••••·••••••••···••••••••••••••·••••••••••••••••··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••·•••••••••••·· 
Genesee ....•..............•............•... ........ ••··•· ............................... ··- •.•••.•..........•.......•............ 
Lake Champlain .••••••••••••..••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••.••..•••• •••• •••..••••••.•••••••••••••.• •••• •• 
New York •••••••••••••••• ••••••............ 4,631 03 761934 89 17,0i'2 34 e,!07 57 e4,687 64 $2,642 02 
Perth Amboy ••..•••••••••••••••.•••••..•••.•••••••••••.•.....••.•••.•.•••.•••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••....••.......•..••..••. 
Philadelphia •••••••••.••••• , ••••••. •••·•••••• •••••••• •••••• 83,240 64 161,177 85 •••••••• ...... 12,556 64 21,692 58 
Delaware................................... •••. •. •. •••.•. •••••. .• •••••. • • •• •••• •. .• . . •••• ••... .•... 210 88 •••••••••••••• 
Baltimore ••••••••• ••••·••·•••••••••••·•••·•• 5,404 95 76,891 05 10,111 04 61 57 526 17 780 10 
Alexandria,.•••••• •••••••• •••• •••••••• •••• .•••• •••• •••• •• 24,638 28 2,429 32 •·•• •••• ••••• ••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••• 
Georgetown, D. C. •••••. •.•• ••.• .. .• •••• ••.• 28 75 845 64 •••••••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••• ••·••• •••••••••••••• 
Norfolk •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6,027 00 10,017 95 81010 00 •••• •••• •••••• •••••••• •••••• .... •••• •••••. 
Wilmington, N. C .•...•.•••.•. •••••. ••.. .• . . •••••. •.•••. .• • I,271 13 ••••••.••.•..••.••••••..•••.•••.•.••••••..•••.•••••.•..• 

Edenton••••••••••··••••··••••·••·••••·••·••••••••·••••••· •••••···•·•••• •··•••·••••••• ••·••••••••··• ••••·••••••··· ••···•••••·••• 
Camden·•••••••···••••••·•••••••••••••• •••• •••·••••·•••·· ••••••·• ....... •·•••·•••·•••• •••· •••·••·••• ••··•••••••••· ••••••••••••·· 

Washington·•••··•··•• ••··••••••••••···••• 
Charleston ••••••••...•••••••..••••..••••••. 
Savannah, Ga .••..•••.••..••.•..•...••••••.. 

52120 
27,811 49 

779 00 
1,489 83 ••••••••..•••.••••••••••••..•..••....•.••••••.•••••••••• 

St. Mary's, Ga ........•................... • . ......................................... , •.•... .... r.-..... . ......... '" ....... •••• .... -~•••• 

Brunswick, Ga.............................. •••• •• •• •••••• 1,808 80 ••••••••••••..•••••••••...•••••••••• •••••· •••• •••• •••••• 
Mississippi .................................................................................................................... . 

56,329 91 278, 702 61 200,691 68 269 14 17,981 33 25,114 70 

Amount of bonds given for duties on impons in suit on the 31st ::>ccember, 1823 ••••• •••••. •·•••. •••• •• *$2,9461447 07 

Whereof is stated to be lost, as above ....••• ~ ••••..••.••••••.•••••••.••.••.•••••.••• 

~h~pr~~~t~~is'd~~b~~!~::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~946,447 07 
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$11,24B 67 
5,447 94 

12,014 12 
114 21 

7,259 77 
1,275 77 
1,037 70 
1,532 62 

1os,10-2 31 
1,355 25 
2,152 78 

337 74 
811 29 

7,263 33 
5,507 61 

915 04 
12,011 71 

461,327 74 
1,053 08 

419,010 74 
3,92364 

148,731 60 
54,948 55 
1,259 81 

78,L."O 72 
1,27113 

300 00 
I,621 31 

15,881 60 
97,909 60 
73,219 91 
26,0-20 23 
1,808 80 
4,814 35 

1,575,626 67 

* The resolution of the House of Representatives calls for the losses on bonds during the last tl1irty yeanr; the above statement, in fact, exhibits the 
whole 10&1 since the 3d l\Iarch, 1789, as there were no ascertained losses prior to t11e 1st January, 1794. 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Rcgi,ler of the Trea.rury, 
'l'REASORY DEPARTXEIIT, Regi,ler'• O.lfia, Novemher30, 1824. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 715. [2n SESSION. 

STATE OF. THE FINANCES. 

CO!DIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 31 1825. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 31, 1824. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit a report prepared in obedience to the "Aot supplementary to the 

act to establish the Treasury Department." 
I have the honor .to be, with great respect, sir, _your obedient servant, 

WM. H. CRAWFORD. 
The PRESIDENT of the Senate. 

REPORT. 

In obedience to the directions of the "Act supplementary to the act to establish the Treasury Depart
ment," the Secretary of the Treasury respectfully submits the following report: 



152 FINANCE. 

1. OF THE PUBLIC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEARS 1823 AND 1824. 

The net revenue which accrued from duties on imports and tonnage during the year 
. 1823 amounted (see state~ent .A) to ....................................... . 

The actual receipts into the Treasury during the year 1823 amounted to ............ . 
Viz: 

Customs (statement A) ................................... : .... . 
Public lands (statement D) ................................... . 
Dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States ............. . 
Arrears of internal duties and dir~ct taxes, ~nd incidental receipts (E). 
Repayments of advances made m the War Department for services 

or supplies prior to July 1, 1816 ........................... . 

$19,088,433 44 
916,523 10 
350,000 00 
131,951 69 

53,'158 03 

Making, with the balance in the Treasury on the 1st January, 1823, of ............. . 

An aggregate of ............................................................ . 
The actual expenditures during the year 1823 amounted to (F) .................... . 

Viz: 
Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous ............................ . 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, Indian depart

ment, revolutionary and military pensions, arming the militia, 
and arrearages, prior to January 1, 181 'l ..... , ............. . 

Na val service, including the gradual increase of the Navy ........ . 
Public debt .......................... ~ ...................... . 

. 2,022,093 99 

, 5,258,294 '1'1 
2,503, '165 83 
5,530,016 41 

Leaving a balance in the Treasury, on the 1st January, 1824, of· ................... . 
The actual receipts into the Treasury during the first three quarters 

of the year 1824 are estimated to have amounted to . . . . . . . . . . 19,630,893 96 
_ Tiz: • 

Customs .................. : .................. . 
Pu11lic lands ( statement G) .................... . 
Dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States 
.Arrears of internal duties and direct taxes and inci-

dentalreceipts (H) ....................... . 
Repayments of advances made in the War Depart

ment for services or supplies prior to July 1, 
1816 .................................... . 

Loan under act of May 24, 1824, for paying the 
awards under the Florida treaty ...... : ..... . 

$13,372,268 80 
768,805 10 
350,000 00 

9'1,321 3'1 

42,498 69 

5,000,000 00 

.And the actual receipts into the Treasury during the fourth quarter 
of the year, including the moiety of the loan of $5,000,000, author
ized by the act of the 26th of May, 1824, for paying the 6 per 
cent. stock of 1812, are estimated at ....................... . '1,350,000 00 

Makin_g the total estimated receipts into the Treasury during the year 1824 ......... . 

And, with the balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1824, forming an aggre-
gate of ................................................................. . 

The expenditures during the first three quarters of the year 1824 are 
: estimated to have amounted to (~tatement I). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $21,563, '102 73 

Viz: 
Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous.............. $1,792,456 00 
Military service, including forti:ficati_ons, ordnance, · 

Indian department, revolutionary and military 
pensions, arming the militia, and arrearages 

. prior to January I, 1817 ................... . 
Na val service, ip.cluding the gradual increase of the 

Navy ................................... . 
Awards under the Florida treaty ............... . 
Public debt ..................... : ............ . 

4,548,374 49 

2,172,671 34 
4,775,671 99 
8,274,528 91 

And the expenditures during the fourth quarter are estimated at .... 
Viz: • 

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $580,870 11 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, 

Indian department, revolutionary and military 
pensions, arming the militia, and arrearages 
prior to January 1, 1817 ................... . 

Na val service, including the gradual increase of the 
Navy .................................. '.. 

Public debt .................................. . 

'165,346 35 

734,343 82 
8,298,884 85 

10,374,445 13 

Making the total estimated expenditure of the year 1824 ......................... . 

And leaving in the Treasury, on the 1st of January, 1825, an estimated balance of ... . 

[No. 'll5. 

$17,008,5'10 80 

20,540,666 26 

4,23'1,42'1 55 

24, '178,093 81 
15,314,1 'll 00 

9,463,922 81 

26,980,893 96 

36,444,816 '1'1 

31,938,147 86 

4,506,668 91 
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It is to be observed, however, that this balance is not to be considered as subject to appropriation, 
as there is about an equal amount of unsatisfied appropriations, which, though not called for in the year 
1824, are necessary for the objects for which they were severally made, and which are, therefore, an 
existing charge upon the means of the Treasury. 

2. OF THE PUBLIC DEBT. 

The funded debt which was contracted before the year 1812, and which was unredeemed 
on the 1st of October, 1823, amounted (statement No. 1) to ................... . 

And that which was contracted subsequently to the 1st of January, 1812, and was 
unredeemed on the 1st of October, 1823, amounted (No. 2) to ................. . 

Making the total amount of funded debt unredeemed on the 1st of October, 1823 ..... . 
In the fourth quarter of that year there was added in Treasury note six per cent. stock. 

Making an aggregate of .......................... : .......................... . 
And there was paid in the reimbursement of deferred six per cent. stock ............ . 

Reducing the funded debt, on the 1st of January, 1824, (statement No. 2,) to ....... . 
From that day to the 1st of October last there was added, in four and a half per cent. 

stock, under the aot of May 24, 1824 ....................................... . 

Making an aggregate of ...................................................... . 
During the same period there was paid the residue of the deferred six 

per cent. stock .......................................... . 
;And in purchasing the seven per cent. stock .................... . 

$35'7,546 26 
4,123,39'7 10 

Making together .............. -............................................... . 

And reducing the funded debt, on the 1st of October, 1824, (No. 3,) to.. . ........ . 
In the fourth quarter of the year it is estimated there will be added, in four and a half 

per cent. stock, under the act of May 26, 1824 ............................... . 

Making an aggregate of ...................................................... . 
And during the same period it is estimated there will be paid for the 

redemption of the residue of the seven per cent. stock. . . . . . . . . 4,483,093 l '7 
And of the exchanged six per cent. stock.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,668,9'74 99 

Making together ................... • ......................................... . 

Which will reduce the funded debt unredeemed on the 1st of January, 1825, ( including 
$7,000,000 five per cent. stock subscription to the Bank of the United States, for 
which the stock of the bank held by the Government is considered an equivalent,) 
to ..................................................................... . 

The amount of Treasury notes outstanding on the 1st of October, 1824, is estimated 
(No. 4) at .............................................................. . 

And the amount of Mississippi stock unredeemed on that day, including awards not 
applied for, (No. 5,) at ........................... ; ....................... . 

$16,59'7,318 58 

'73,854,545 45 

90,451,864 03 
'716 '75 

90,452,580 '78 
2'74,565 88 

90,1 '78,014 90 

5,000,000 00 

95,l '78,014 90 

4,480,943 36 

90,69'7,0'71 54 

2,500,000 00 

93,19'7,0'71 54 

'7,_152,068 16 

86,045,003 38 

19, '756 00 

14,016 53 

By the preceding exhibition of the fiscal operations of the year it will be perceived that, if the 
expectations formed respecting the fourth quarter should be realized, the receipts will have exceeded the 
estimate presented at the last session of Congress by about $800,000. The only failure has been in the 
proceeds of the public lands, and that bas been the result of a disappointment in regard to the relinquished 
lands; great portions of which were supposed to offer strong inducements to purchasers in their fertility 
and situation, and other circumstances. But, not only bas the quantity sold been less than was anticipated, 
but owing, it is believed, in a great measure, to combinations of capitalists, by which actual settlers 
were deterred from competition, the price has not, with few exceptions, exceeded the minimum price fixed 
by law. It is to be observed, however, that the actual receipts from that source of revenue during the 
present year will exceed those of the preceding year; and it is estimated that those for the ensuing year 
will not be less. 

The gross amount of duties on imports and tonnage, which accrued from the 1st of January to the 
30th of September last, inclusive, is estimated at $19,000,000, and that of 'the whole year at $22,500,000. 
Of this sum, that portion which accrued in the 1irst half of the year exceeds by about $630,000, and that 
in the three quarters by about $1,200,000, the portions which accrued in the corresponding quarters of 
the preceding year. 

The debentures _issued during the first three quarters of the present year amounted to $2,952,000, 
which is less by $460,000 than the amount issued during the corresponding period of the preceding year; 
and the amount of debentures outstanding on the 30th of September last, and chargeable upon the 
revenue of 1825, was $1,004,000, which is less by $401,000 than was, on the same day in 1823, chargeable 
upon the revenue of 1824. 

The amount of bonds in suit on the 30th September last was $2,909,000, which is $92,000 more 
than was in suit on the same day of the preceding year. Deducting from the whole amount of duties 
outstanding on bonds and otherwise on the 30th of September last, the debentures actually chargeable 
upon them and the bonds in suit, it is estimated that the sum payable after the expiration of the present 
year will be about $12,200,000. This amount, however, is subject to debentures which may still be issued; 
but, as an allowance has already been made for those which are now chargeable upon it, no considerable 
deduction on that account is to be e:x:pect€d. A portion of the amount, also, is not payable until 1826; 

VOL. Y.--20 B 
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. but the residue, together with so much of the duties accruing in the fourth quarter of the present and· 
in the whole of the next year as may be received during that year, will, after deducting the expenses of 
collection, constitute the receipts from the customs during the year 1825. 

The productiveness of the customs, however, depends upon the state of the foreign commerce of the 
nation. It is estimated that in the year ending on the 30th of September last the value of domestic 
articles exported was $49,684,'110, which exceeded by $2,529,302 the amount exported in the preceding 
year; and that the value of foreign articles exported was $25,248, '182, which was less by $2,294,840 than 
the amount exported in the preceding year. The value of imports during'the same period is estimated 
at $'18,516,183, which exceeds the imports of the preceding year by $936,916. 

For three years past the average annual value of imports has been $'19, '1'18,99'1; that of foreign 
articles exported $25,026,201; and that of domestic articles exported $48,904,'132. The little fluctuation 
that has taken place in these years, and the improvement in the last year, may be regarded as indications 
that the commerce ·of the country is tending to a regular and sound state. If no extraordinary events 
should occur to interrupt it, it is reasonable to infer that there will be no material or unfavorable change 
in the ensuing year. . 

For the two years ending on the 31st December, 1823, the average annual gross amount of duties 
on imports was $23,22'1,835. This sum, upon the annual average value of the whole importations for the 
three years ending on the 30th of September, 1824, was 29.12 per cent.; and upon the average amount 
of importations, after deducting the ,exports of foreign articles, it was 42.42 per cent. For the same two 
years the average annual net amount of duties, including tonnage, &c., was $18, '158,931; and, for the 
reasons already stated, it may be presumed that, independent of any influence which the new tariff may 
have upon the revenue, the amount which will be received into the Treasury from customs during the 
year 1825 will be about equal to that sum. • • • • • 

The operation of the new tariff upon. the revenue cannot now be correctly estimated. On one 
important branch of imports, those from beyond the Cape of Good Hope, its provisions will not take effect 
until the 1st of January next. As it is only since the 1st of July last that it has been in operation in 
regard to other importations, and as the Collectors are allowed by law three months for rendering their 
accounts, the addition caused by the new tariff cannot, even for that portion of the imports and for one 
quarter of the year, be stated with perfect accuracy. It is believed, however, that the investigation 
which has been made with a view to that object affords data for estimating its effects with sufficient 
exactness for the present purpose. It has been found that, upon the whole importations ( estimating their 
value at the rates adopted in forming the statistical report) in the three quarters of the year ending on 
the 30th of June, 1824, the gross amount of duties was 2'1.45 per cent.; and that, if the rates of the 
present tariff had been applied to the same importations, the duties would have amounted to 30.30 per 
cent., which is equal to an increase upon the amount of duties of 10.39 per cent. (statement K.) It also 
appears that, in eight of the principal ports of the UnitP-d States, the rate of duties upon the whole 
amount of importations during the third quarter of the year 1823 was 28.36; and during the corresponding 
quarter of the year 1824 it was 30.98 per cent., (statement L.) But it is to be observed that in the third 
quarter of 1824 the importations from beyond the Cape of Good Hope were not subjected to the increased 
rates of the new tariff. These, it is estimated, would have made the rate of duties in that quarter 31.40 
per cent., which is equal to an increase upon the amount of duties of '1.5'1 per cent. The new tariff may, 
perhaps, have some effect upon the importation of those articles which pay high rates of duty, and for 
which articles of a lower rate may be substituted. But, as the value of the imports depends more upon 
the ability of the importing country to pay than upon the amount of duty levied upon the articles 
imported, it is not probable that, under the present circumstances of the commerce of the United States, 
there will be any diminution in the aggregate. Upon the whole, therefore, it is believed that the revenue 
derived from imports will be increased by the operation of the new tariff in a ratio nearly equal to that 
in which it is estimated to have been increased during the third quarter of the present year in the ports 
above mentioned, or about '1½ per cent. This increase, however, will produce less augmentation in the 
actual receipts into the Treasury during the year 1825 than in subsequent years. 

With these views of the subject, the receipts into the Treasury during the year 1825 are estimated 
as follows: 

Customs ........................................................ '$20,000,000 00 
Lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000 00 
Bank dividends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350,000 00 
Miscellaneous and incidental. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150,000 00 

11faking together ...................................... . 
.c\.nd the residue of the loan authorized by the act of the 26th of May last .. 

21,500,000 00 
2,450,000 00 

Forming an aggregate of. ............................................. $23,950,000 00 

The expenditures of the year are estimated as follows: 

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneaus ............................... . 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, Indian department, 

revolutionary and military pensions, arming the militia, and ar-
r~arages prior to the 1st January, 181 '1 ...................... . 

Naval service, including the gradual increase of the navy ............. . 
Public debt, including a payment of $'1,654,570 93 of principal. ....... . 

1,685,026 '16 

5,013,283 60 
3,044, '189 31 

11,962,063 9'1 

Making together . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, '105,163 64 

Which will leave in the Treasury, on the 1st of January, 1826, after 
satisfying all the demands of the year 1825, a surplus estimated 
at ..................•........................... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,244,836 36 
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On the first of January, 1826, a large amount of debt incurred by the late war, viz: $19,000,000 of 
the 6 per cent. stock of the year 1813, will be redeemable. As it is not probable that the surplus means 
of the year 1826 will more than equal the amount of the sinking fund for that year, only $7,000,000 of that 
stock can be discharged out of the ordinary revenues of the year. On the 1st of January, 1821, the 6 per 
cents of 1814, another portion of the war debt, amounting to $13,000,000, will become redeemable, and in 
that year, also, it is probable that not more than $1,000,000 of the principal can be discharged. There 
will then remain in those two years $13,000,000, which cannot be paid out of the revenue of those years. 
In 1828 the amount of pI"incipal redeemable will probably not exceed the means of the Treasury. In the 
years 1829 and 1830 no part of the public debt is redeemable, and in 1831 less than $19,000. Policy 
would seem to suggest, with a view both to the convenience of the Government and the advantage of the 
community, that the excess of debt which cannot be discharged in 1826 and 1821 should be thrown in 
equal portions upon those years in which nothing is payable. For the present, however, it may be suffi
cient to confine such an arrangement to the excess of the year 1826. From the state of the money market 
and the high credit of the Government no doubt is entertained that the $12,000,000 required to provide 
for the excess of the debt on the 1st of January,.1826, may be borrowed at 5 per cent., reimbursable in 
in 1829 and 1830. And if such an arrangement is approved, it is respectfully proposed that authority 
be given by law for that purpose. 

The same object might, perhaps, be accomplished by an exchange of the stock redeemable on the 1st 
of January, 1826, for a five per cent. stock redeemable in 1829 and 1830. But it is believed that better terms 
may be obtained by a loan. A proposal for a loan invites competition from all the moneyed capitalists, 
including the Bank of the United States; whereas an exchange of stock confines the demand for the new 
stock to the holders of the old stock, who constitute not only a small portion of the capitalists, but a 
portion interested in preventing the accomplishment of the exchange. Moreover, the experience of the 
Government during the last two years justifies the preference for a loan. In 1822 a law was passed 
authorizing an exchange of $26,000,000 of the seven per cents and of the six per cents of the years 
1812, 1813, 1814, and 1815, for a five per cent. stock, redeemable in the years 1830, 1831, 1832, and 1833, 
and only $56,104 'l'i were exchanged; and under the act of the last session, authorizing an exchange of 
$15,000,000 of the six per cents of 1813, only $3,308,301 45 were exchanged. 

Should the suggestion herein offered be adopted, for disposing of the excess of debt redeemable in 
1826 and 1821, the amount of public debt redeemable in each year will be as follows: 

In 1825, $7,654,510 93 of 6 per cents. 
In 1826, 1,002,356 62 of 6 per cents. 
In 1821, 7,001,431 63 of 6 per cents. 
In 1828, 9,490,099 10 of 6 per cents. 
In 1829, 6,000,000 00, proposed to be at 5 per cent. 
In 1830, 6,000,000 00, proposed to be at 5 per cent. 
In 1831, 6,018,901 59, proposed to be at 5 per cent. 
In 1832, 6,018,900 12, of which $1,018,000 12 are at 5 per cent. and $5,000,000 at 4½ per cent. 
In 1833, 6,613,055 31, all at 4½ per cent., except $18,901 59 at 5 per cent. 
In 1834, 1,654,153 73, at 4½ per cent. 
In 1835, 4,135,296 30, at 5 per cent. 
This includes all the public debt of the United States, except $7,000,000 of five per cent. stock, 

subscribed to the capital of the Bank of the United States, and $13,296,231 45 of three per cents, both 
of which are payable at the pleasure of the Government. As, under the foregoing view of the debt, all 
that will be redeemable after the year 1828 will be at an interest of five per cent. or less, and as the five 
per cent. stock subscribed to the bank is reimbursable in such portions as the Government may please 
any surpluses which may remain in 1829 and subsequent years, after discharging the debt redeemabl~ 
and proposed to be made redeemable in those years, may be applied to the payment of that stock; or if it 
be deemed advisable to reserve any such surpluses for other objects, there is no doubt that a sum 
sufficient to pay off that stock may be obtained at 4½ per cent., or even at a lower rate of interest, reim•· 
bursable in 1834, in which year, it will be perceived, only a small sum is redeemable. 

According to this exhibition of the subject, reckoning the principal and interest of the public debt 
until its extinction at about $111,000,000, independent of the stock subscribed to the bank, which may 
always be considered as offset by the Government shares in the bank, it will be perceived that, by 
allowing $10,000,000 annually, with an additional million in the first year, the whole of the public debt of 
the United States will be extinguished by the end of the year 1835. 

In speaking of the public debt, it may be proper to notice the reduction that has been effected during 
the last eight years, both in the amount of principal and rate-of int(lrest. On the 1st of January, 181';, 
the whole debt of the United States was $123,491,965 16, of which $115,257,805 48 were funded, bearing 
an average interest of 5.56½ per cent. per annum. On the 1st of January next the whole debt will be 
$86,045,003 18, bearing an average interest of 5.23¼ per cent.·per annum; which shows a reduction of 
$31,446,961 98 of principal, and of 0.33¼ per cent. in the average rate of interest. 

It is also deemed proper to state that the loan of $5,000,000 for the payment of the awards under the 
Florida treaty, and the loan of $5,000,000 for paying the six per cent.· stocks of 1812, both of which were 
authorized at the last session of Congress at 4½ per cent., have been taken by the Bank of the United 
States at par. The means of discharging the awards under the Florida treaty were required so soon 
after the authority was given to make the loan as not to leave time sufficient for receiving proposals 
from a distance, and the offer of the bank for the whole loan at par was accepted. For the subsequent 
loan various proposals were received, amounting in the whole, independently of that of the bank, to 
$2,554,586 37, at rates varying between par and 4½ per cent. premium, and forming an average premium 
of 0.91½ per cent. on the whole amount offered, as appears by statement .M, herewith transmitted. The 
proposal of the bank was for the whol,e sum at par. Although the individual offers are apparently more 
favorable than that of the bank, yet taking into consideration that the Government is the proprietor of 
one-fifth of the capital of the bank, and that a portion of the means of the bank, equal to the amount of 
the loan, would otherwise have been unemployed, the offer of the bank at par was decidedly the most 
advantageous to the Government, being, as is explained in statement N, equal to an individual offer of 
4¾ per cent. premium. 

That during the progress of the redemption of the public debt a considerable amount may be applied, 
by a judicious management of the public revenue, to other than the ordinary objects of expenditure, is 
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apparent, as well from a retrospect of what has been done in the last eight years, as by a -comparison 
between the probable receipts and expenditures in subsequent years. 

For the eight years commencing on the 1st of January, 1817, the total means of the 
Treasury, including a balance on hand on that day of $22,033,519 19, and the sum 
of $16,336,747 34 since derived from loans, may be estimated at............... $210,275,899 11 

And the total expeu:liture at .......................... .-....................... . 

Of this amount, nearly one-half will have been applied.to the payment of the principal 
and interest of the public debt, viz ......................................... . 

To the payment of claims under the Florida, treaty ............................... . 
To the pensioners of the Revolution ............................................ . 
To the erection of fortifications ................................................ . 
To the increase of the Navy .................................................. . 
And to the payment of demands arising out of the late war, not less than ........... . 
Leaving for all other objects of expenditure, including the civil list, intercourse with 

foreign nations, Army and Navy, pensions, arming the militia, building of light
houses, extinction of Indian titles, and surveying of public lands, &c., &c., &c .... 

Which sum, divided among the eight years, is (per annum) about ... 
1 
••••••••••••••• 

205,769,230 20 

101,365,900 67 
4,891,368 56 
9,400,000 00 
4,200,000 00 
6,000,000 00 
4,500,000 00 

75,400,000 00 

9,425,000 00 

It will be perceived that, excluding the loans, the annual average receipts in those years may be 
estimated at $21,700,000; and, upon the data already shown,_the annual revenue in subsequent years 
may also be estimated at $21,500,000. Should no important change be made in the existing national 
establishments, the ordinary annual expenditures, exclusive of what may be required for the erection of 
fortifications and the increase of the Navy, may be estimated at about $18,500,000. Thus, after providing 
for the annual demands for the payment of the principal and interest of the public debt and for all the 
ordinary expenses of the Government, there will remain for the next eleven years an annual surplus of 
about $3,000,000, which, after the extinction of the debt in the year 1835, will receive an annual addition 
of the $10,000,000 now appropriated to the public debt; which surpluses may be applied to such objects, 
conducive to the common defence and general welfare of the nation, as may be within the constitutional 
powers of Congress, and as they, in their wisdom, may deem proper. 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 31, 1824. 

A. 

A statement exhibii,ing the amount of duties which accrued on merchandise, tonnage, passports, and clearances; 
of debentures issued on the e.qiortation of foreign merchandise; of payments for drawback on domestic 
refined sugars and domestic distilled lrpirits, e.qiorted; of bounties and allowances on salted fish, and 
to vessels employed in the fisheries; of e.qienses of collection, and of payments made into the Treasury 
during the year ending on the 31st day of December, 1823. 

Duties on-
Merchandise .............................................................. . 
Tonnage and light money .................................................. . 
Passports and clearances ............... : ................................... . 

Debentures issued ............................................................. . 
Drawback on domestic refined sugar and domestic spirits ........................... . 
Bounties and allowances ....................................................... . 
Gross revenue ................................................................ . 
Expenses of collection ..... : ................................................... . 
Net revenue .................................................................. . 
Payments made into the Treasury ............................................... . 

$22,376,752 25 
88,896 10 
12,576 00 

4,552,665 70 
5,799 28 

187,644 58 
17,732,114 79 

723,543 99 
17,008,570 80 
19,088,433 44 
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B. 

.A statement exhihiling the value and quantities, respectively, of merchandise on which duties actually accn1.ed 
during the year 1823, ( consisting of the difference betv:een articles paying duty imported and those entitled 
to drau·backs 'l'e-ea:ported ;) and also of the net rei:enue which accrued that year from duties on merchan
dise, tonnage, passports, and clearances. 

MERCHANDISE PAYING DUTIES AD VALOREM. 

$931,271 at 7½ per cent ........................................ . 
13,933,703 at 15 per cent ........... •-• ........................... . 

6,120,269 at 20 per cent ........................................ . 
15,467,941 at 25 per cent ........................................ . 
1,645,610 at 30 per cent ........................................ . 

38,098,794 at 20.3 average ....................................... . 

SPECIFIC DUTIES. 

I. Wines........ 1,730,105 gallons, average 22.8 ................. . 
2. Spirits.. . . . . . . 3, 702,152 gallons, average 44. 7 ................. . 

Molasses...... 13,284,451 gallons, average 5.0 ................. . 
3. Teas . . . . . . . . . 6,796,364 pounds 30.9 ................. . 

Coffee . . . . . . . . 18,603,330 pounds 5.0 ................. . 
4. Sugar ........ 43,309,475 pounds 3.02 ................. . 
5. Salt.......... 4,449,740 bushels 20.0 ................. . 
6. All other articles ............................................. . 

From which deduct-

$69,845 32 
2,090,055 45 
1,224,053 80 
3,866,985 25 

493,683 00 

7,744,622 82 

394,416 25 
1,655,326 43 

664,222 55 
2,105,956 63 

930,166 50 
1,311,004 79 

889,948 00 
1,813,750 90 

Duties refunded after deducting therefrom duties on merchandise, the particulars of which 
could not be ascertained, and difference of calculation ............................ . 

Add 2½ per cent. retained on drawback ............................. . 
E:i...-tra duty on merchandise imported in foreign vessels ............... . 
Discriminating duty on French vessels ............................. . 
Interest on bonds ............................. -.................. . 
Storage received ................................................ . 

126,359 15 
25,915 4~ 

7,183 58 
20,865 18 

3,714 86 

Duties on merchandise ................................................... . 
Duties on tonnage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71,857 94 
Light money. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,038 16 
Passports and clearances.......................................... 12,576 00 

Deduct drawback on domestic refined sugar exported ................ . 
Deduct drawback on domestic distilled spirits exported ............... . 

2,281 68 
3,517 60 

Gross revenue .......................................................... . 
Expenses of collection .......................................................... _ 

Net revenue, per statement .A. ..................................... ~ ....... . 

C . 

$7,744,622 8~ 

9,764,792 05 

17,509,414 87 

57,011 09 

17,452,403 78 

184,038 19 

17,636,441 97 

101,472 10 

17,737,914 07 

5,799 28 

17,732,114 79 
723,543 99 

17,008,570 80 

.A statement exhibiting the amount of .Ame,-ican and foreign tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the 
United States during the year ending on the 31st day of December, 1823. 

American tonnage in foreign trade ................................................... . 
Foreign tonnage in foreign trade .................................................... . 

Tons. 
1,490,332 

118,691 

Total tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the United States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,609,023 

Proportion of foreign tonnage to the whole amount of tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the 
United States, 7.3 to 100. 
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EXPLANATORY S'rATEMENTS AND NOTES. 

Articles 

1. WISES. 

llladeira ••••••...•.•••........•.•....... ••• .......•..•••.•.. ·••• ••••• ......••....... gallons •..... 
Burgundy, &c ••.•.•..•..•.•.....•••.••••..•............•...•.•.•....••....•....••••. do ....... . 
Sherry and St. Luc:ir •...•.•....•....•......•..•...•..........•..•.•.....•..•.....•..• do ....••.. 
Lisbon, Oporto, &c .•..•..••.•..........••.•••......•..........•.........•..•........• do .•...... 
Teneriff"c, Fayal, &.c ••·•••••••···•····••·•····•···•~•· ............................................................... do ..•••••• 
Claret, i11 bottles .................................................................. ... . do ....... . 
All other •••••••••••••••..•..••••....•...••••...••...•.••..•......•••.•...•............ do ••...... 

1') 

2. SPIRITS. 

Grain, first proof •••••••• •··••• •••• •·•·•••·••·••··• •••• •••••• •••• •••·••···••··••• •••• gallons •••••• 
second proof .•........••.•......••.••..•...•..•..•••.•....••....•....•.•.••.•.. do •....... 
third proof. .•...•.....•..••........... •••••• .........•••.•.••.•••.......••••.... do .•..•... 
fourth proof ••••....•. ••••••• ••.•.•.• , •••• •••··.•·•• ...••• ··•••• ••.•.•...••.••.• do ....••.. 
fifth proof ••••••.•......••••.•....•..•.•••••.•..•...•..•...•.•........•......... do ....••.. 

Other, first and second proof ...•••.•...•....••..............•••..•..••••..........•... do ....•... 
third proof .••••.....•..••..•....•...••....•......•.••..•.•.....••........•.••.. do ...••... 
fourth proof ...•.••••.••••..•• ••·•·• ...•..•..•.•....•...•..•...•.•••••........•• do ....... . 
fifth proof .......•.........•.........•. , ..•..•..•.•.•..••..•.•..•.....•.....•... do ....•... 

Above fifth proof .•••••..••••••.....•.•.••••••.••.••••.•.........••.•....•••• ••••• ...•. do .•.••... 

3. TEJ.S. 

Bohea .•••..••.••.•••.•......•••..••.••••••..•.•.•...•••••••.••••.••••..••••.•••••• pounds .•.... 
Souchong ............................................................................ do ....... . 
Hyson skin ••••.•• •••••· ......................................... •·•••• ••..•....••••• do ••••.... 
Hyson and young hyson ••....•.••••.....••••.••...•.••••.••.•••••••••••.•••......••••. do •...•... 
Imperial •. ••·•• ••.••• •-•••••.••··•• •••••••••••••••••.• , .•••.•••••.•.••.••.•••••..••••• do ....... . 

Deduct exported Souchong .••••• •·••• ..................... ••••• ••••.•••..•.• •••••• •••• do •••..•.. 

Quantities. Rate of dnty. 

68,207 100 
4,058 100 

9,252 60 

35,471 50 
185,111 40 
70.795 30 

1,357,211 15 

1,730,105 .............. 

196,138 42 

32,9-28 45 
40,2-10 48 
15,955 52 

548 60 
431,876 :J8 

1,112,062 42 
1,870,470 48 

1,315 57 
630 70 

3,702,152 .............. 

585,864 12 
1,593,114 25 
1,967,866 28 
2,384,142 40 

265,525 50 

6,796,511 .............. 
256 56 

6,796,255 •••••••••••••• 
Add extra duty on teas imported from other places than China ..•.•••••••......••.••••.•.•••••••.•••••••.••.••.••••..•••••...•••••• 

4. SUGAR. 

Brown•···•••••••···••·•••••··•·•·•·•·•••····•·•·•···•••····· ··•··••••·••·••··•••·•Pounds •••••• 
\Vhite clayed .•........ , ..•••••.•..•••.....•.•..•.....•.•••.•••........•.•..•...•...•• do ....... . 

Imported, bushels .............................................................................. . 
Exported, bushels................................................................... 47,486 
Bounties and allowances, reduced into bushels, at 20 ccn~...... •.. . . . . . ... . .. .. . . . . . . 938,223 

6. ALL OTHER ARTICLES. 

Duck, Russia .. •••••·•·••••••··•••••••••••·•·•••••••••• .....•••..•.•• ••••··•••• •.•••. pieces ..... . 
Ravens ............................................ ••••••··•···•••·•·····••••····do •.•••••• 

Holland•••••••••··•••••··•••••••·•·•••·•••••••···•••••••···•··•••••··•·••·••···do •••••••• 
Sheetings, brown Russia ............................. •••• .••.•••.••.•.••.•..•.•.••••••• do ...••... 

white ..•.••••.•.•.••.•...•••....•.••••..••••..••.••••••••••••..•.•..•••.••.• do .••.•.•. 
Beer, ale, and porter, in botUes ..•••• ••••·• ••.....••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••. gallons ..... . 

in casks ..•.•••........••...••••...••.•.•....••••••.•.....•....... do ...•••.. 
Oil, spermaceti .••••.. ·••••• •..•.•......•••.••..••••••.••••••••••••..•.••••••.•..••••• do ......•• 

whale, and other fish •••....•••...•.•••••........•••••....•.•••...•...••.......... do .•.•••.• 
olive, in casks .... ·••••• ..............................................•........... do ....... . 

Cocoa •..•.•••••......•.•••....• •·•••• ...•••...••..••.•.•.•..•••••.••••••••••••...•• pounds •.•••. 
Chocolate .•.•••.....••••.......•.••.....••..•.••• : ..•.••••.......•••...•.•••.......••. do ..•..... 
Sngar candy •.•.••••.•.•...•••••.•..••..•••........•...••.••....••••••...••..•••••... do ...•.... 

lo~r ........................................................................... do ...... .. 
other refined ••••••...•.••••....•.•.........•.•••..•.••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••. do ....... . 

Fruits, almonds •.•.•••••..••..•.•••••...•.•••••....•••..•..••••••.••••...•.•.••..•..•• do •••••.•• 
currants ...................................... ••••• ••••.•••.•.••..•.•••••••••••• do •.•.•••. 
prunes and plums .••••.••.••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••••• ••·••·•·••• ••····•••••··do •••••••• 
figs ••.•...•...•...••...•••••.•••.•.•.••.•••....•.•••••..••.•......•..••.••••••• do •••.••.. 
raisins,jar, &c .•.........••......•••••••.••.....•••••.....•.....•.•••....•••.•• do •••••••. 

other .••..•.....•.......•...•....••.....••...•....•.......••..••••.•.•.. do •.•••.•. 

6,796,255 •••r•••••••••• 

42,137,421 3 
1,1i2,054 

43,309,475 
•••••••••••••• 

5,435,449 20 

985,709 .............. 
4,449,740 ····-········· 

28,582 200 
31,387 125 
1,533 250 

3,7-29 160 

541 250 
99,733 15 
12,196 IO 

24,948 25 
1,115 15 
5,651 25 

787,586 2 
2,086 3 
1,157 12 

840 12 
574 JO 

393,044· 3 
152,476 3 
156,839 3 
485,908 3 

1,290,225 3 
1,256,947 !l 

[No ~15. 

Duties. 

$58,207 00 
4,058 00 
5,551 20 

17,73.j 50 
74,044 40 
21,238 50 

203,581 65 

394,416 25 

$82,377 06 
14,817 60 
19,310 40 
8,296 60 

328 80 
164,112 88 
467,066 04 

897,SilS 60 
749 55 
441 00 

1,655,326 4:1 

$70,303 68 
398,278 50 
551,002 48 
953,656 80 
13-2,762 50 

2,106,003 96 
87 04 

2,105,916 9-2 
39 71 

2, 105, 956 63 

$1,264,122 63 
46,8:82 16 

1,311,004 79 

$1,087,089 80 

197,141 80 

889,948 00 

$57,164 00 
39,233 75 
3,8:32 50 
5,966 40 
1,352 50 

14,959 95 
I,219 60 
6,237 00 

167 25 
17412 75 

15,751 72 
62 58 

138 84 
100 80 
57 40 

ll,7913-l 
4,574 28 
4,705 17 

14,577 24 
38,706 75 
25,138 94 
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENTS AND NOTES-Continued. 

Articles. 

Candles, wax or spennaceli •.••...•.......••.•.•......•.••.....••...••.......••.•..• pounds •..••. 
CheC<P-.............................................................................. do ....... . 

Soap••·••··••·•••·····•••··••·••···••· ••·······•·•·•····•••••·······••·•••·· •••••••• do •••••••• 
Spices, mace .................................................... •••••• ...................... do ....... . 

nutn1egs .•. .......................................................... •..••....• do •......• 
cinnamon ........ ••••.••·•• ...... ••••· .•...... •••·.••••• .••......•..•...••••... do •••.•..• 
cloves ........................................................................ do ....... . 
pepper •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•·•···•••••··••••···•••••••••···•• •••••••••• do •••••••• 
pimento ...............................................•... •••••· •......••••... do ....... . 
casria .•............................... •···•••••••···•·•••••• .................................... do •••..... 

Tobacco, manufactured, otltcr limn snuff and cigars •.•..•••••.••...•••••...•.••••...•.• do •.•.•.•• 
Snuff- ............................................................................... do ....... . 
Indigo ••.••• •••••• ••.••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••• •••••••·•··••• •••••••••••••• do •••••••• 
Cotton •••••••••••••••••• •···••·••···•••••·····•·•·••••··•••••• •••··•••••··••·•·••··•••do •••••••• 
Gunpowder ••••••••.••.•••••..•••• ••••• ••.•..• ••••• ••••••••••. •••••• •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••.• 
BristJe,;;i: ........................ •••·•••••••••••••••••··•·•••••··•·••·•··•·•····•·••··•··•••····•••do ••• •••• 

Glue•••••••••·••••••••··•••••····••••••·· ····••••··••••••····•···••••···•••••··••••··do •••••••• 
Paints, ochre, dry •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do, •....•. 

in oil •·••··•••••••·•·••••••····•••·••··••·•••·•····•••••···•••••··•••·••do •••••••• 
whit~ and red lend .••.•..•••.••...•.••...•.•••.••..••.••••••...•• •••••• ••••••.• do ....••.. 
u·hiting and Paris ,vhite .... .... •••••· .... •••••• .........• •••.•..• •··••••••··••·do •....... 

Lend, pig, bar, and sheet •••••••••.•••..••• •••••• •••..••••••• •••• •• ••••• ••••••••••••••• do •••••... 
shot ..•....•••.••••••••..••.•....•..•.•..••.•..•••••...•.•••.••••••..•.••.•••. do ....•••. 

Cordage, tarred and cables .••••••.•... ••••· •...••••....• ••••• •••••••••.•••••••••••••.. do •.•.•••. 
untnrred and yam •••••••••••••••••• •••••.••·•••••·•·•••·•••·•••••·•·••• •••••• do •••••••• 
t,vinc, packtbread, and seine .........•......................•................ do ....•... 

Copper, rods and bolts ..•.•..•...•••...•.•••.•.•.•.•.•••........•••••...••••••..••••... do ....•.•• 
nails nnd spikes ••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••• ••••••·•·••• •••• ••··••••••·· •••• do •••••••• 

\Vire, Iron, and steel, not above No. 18 ..•..•..•....•..••••••..••...••••••••..•••.•.•..• do ....••.. 
above No. 18 .•••••...•..••....•.•••••.....••.••••.••••••••..••••• do ••••..•. 

Tacks, brads, and sprigs, not above 16 ounces.••·••• •••••..•..••••••••..••••••.•••••.. per J\I •••••• 
above 16 ounces •...•...•••...•.••.••••••••••• •••••••••••• •••• do •••••••. 

Iron, nails ........... ••••• ............ ··•••••••• ............................•...•... pounds ..... . 
spikes .•••••••••.••••••..•••••••.•••••.•..••••.•..•••.•.• ••••• ••••• •••••• •.•••••• do •••••••. 
anchors .•..... •••••• ....•..... ·••••··••• ...... •••••• •.....•....... ••·••• ..•••... do •....... 

pig•··••••···••··•••····••·••·•••••••···••••·••···••·••••·••·••···••··•••···••••cwt •••••••• 
castings ............................... ••••• ............ ••••• ....... ............ do •••••••• 
bur, rolled .•.••••..•.•••••.......••.•.••••••....•.••••••...•.••.••.••••..•••••.•. do •...••.. 

hammered ••.. ••••• .•.....•....••.••.•..•••..••••....••.••.••..••••...•••.•• do •••••... 
sheet, rod, and hoop ••••.•••.•.•...•..•......••••••....•...•.•••...••••••.••••••. do ••...•.. 

Steel ••••••••••••••••.••••.••••••.•••••••••.•••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• do ....••.. 

HemP•·•••••···••••·••••·•··••·····•·••··•··••••••••··••••••••··••••••··•••••·••·•·••do •••••••• 
Alum••••·•••••·••••••··•••··••••••·• ••·••·•··••••••••·•··•·•••••••··•·••······••••··do •••••••• 
Copperas ••••••.•.•••••.•..••..•••••.••.••••••...•.•••••. - ••.••••••••••••••.•..•••••. do ••.••••. 
Coal ••••••••.••••••.•••••..•••....•••.••....•••.•.••••••.•••••.•..••••••.•.••.••.•. bushels •.••• 
Fi;h, dried or smoked ••..••.•.•••.•. ••••• .•••..•.••••••.•....••••••••...••••.. , .•••• quintnls •••.. 

pickled, salmon .•••.•... •••• ..••••••.•...••.••..•••.•.•••.••••...•••••.•••••.• barrels ..•... 
mackerel •. •·•••• ••••.•••.• ••·••• •••• •··•••••••••·••·•• •••••••••••••••••• do •••••••• 
nil other •..•••••..••••..•.•.•• ••••· ••..•••••••.••••.•••••••••• •••• ••.••• do •••••••. 

Glass, botUr.s, black, quart ........ ••••••••••• ......•.. ••••·••···•••••• •..• ••·• •• •• •••• gross •...... 
window, not above 8 by 10 •••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 100 square feet .. 

not above 10 by 12 ••••••••••• •••• ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do •••••••. 
above 10 by 12 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do •••••... 

Boots •...••••..••••••.....•..••••••.•••.•...•••••••......•.••••...•... •••• •.....•..• pairs ••..... 
Shoes, •ilk ••.••••.•..••••••.••..•••..••••.•.•• ••••••• ••.•.•••. •••• •••• •••• •••••••••••• do •••••••. 

leat11er ....................................................................... do ....... . 

Cigars•·•••••••••··••••••···•••••·•••••·••··•··•··••••••••••·• •••••••••••••••••••••••• lit •••••••• 
Pla)ing cards •••••••.••••.• •••·••·••• ••.••••.•.•••.••.. ••••·••·•• •••••••••••••••••••• packs •••••. 

D;duct excess of exportation over importation, viz: 
Candles, tallow, at 3 cents, 34,30-2................ •• . • • • • •• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
Tnllmv, at 1 cent, 5,304 ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 
Shoe~, children's, nt 15 cents, 145 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• •• •••••. 

'l'REABURY DEP.ARTXE!iT, Rept.,-•, OJJice, January 1, 1825. 

,Sl,0-29 06 
53 04 
21 75 

Quantities. 

2,50-l 
66,12-2 

281,044 
3,399 

34,865 
U,834 
93,936 

1,629,330 
507,773 
277,555 

1,085 
250 

321,748 
J38,ll6 
27,)26 
98,158 
95,323 

J,503,320 
18,823 

3,514,412 
507,821 
930,055 
814,501 
94,123 

283,361 
361,567 
27,286 
10,649 

450,562 
244,050 
23,204 

625 
499,537 
54,969 

133,444 
49,845 
18,676 
73,369 

69-2,437 
35,S37 
18,570 
65,826 
1,130 

12,838 
719,0-21 

2,057 
2,645 

97 
288 

11,761 
2,516 
1,114 
3,599 

ll2 
1,641 
2,g39 

14,619 
841 

Rate of duty. Duties. 

6 ,Sl50 12 
9 5,950 98 
3 8,431 32 

100 3,399 00 
60 20,919 00 
25 2,958 50 
25 23,484 00 
8 130,346 40 
6 30,466 :18 
6 16,653 30 

10 708 50 
12 30 00 
15 48,262 20 
3 4,143 48 
8 2,110 08 
3 2,944 74 
5 4,766 15 
1 15,033 20 
l} 282 34 
3 105,432 36 

5,078 21 
1 9,300 55 
2 16,290 0-2 
3 2,823 69 
4 11,334 44 
4 14,462 68 
4 1,091 44 
4 425 96 
5 22,528 10 
9 21,964 50 
5 1,160 20 
4 25 00 
4 19,981 48 
3 1,649 07 
2 2,668 88 

50 24,922 50 
75 u,001 oo 

150 110,053 50 
75 519,327 75 

250 89,59-2 50 
100 18,570 00 
150 98,739 00 
200 2,260 00 
100 12,eas oo 

5 35,951 05 
100 2,057 00 
200 5,290 00 
150 145 50 
100 28S 00 
144 16,935 84 
250 6,290 00 
275 3,228 50 
325 ll,696 75 
150 168 00 
30 492 30 
25 734 75 

250 36,547 50 
30 252 30 

1,814,854 ,5 

1,103 85 

1,813, 750 90 

JOSEPH NOURSE, &pier. 
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D. 

Statement of lands sold and of moneys receii-ed on account of public lands during the year 1823. 

OFFICES. 

Jllarietta ...••.......•••.•..••.....••.••••••••. 
Zanesville ..............•.....•..•••.••••••••• 
Steubenville ...•.•..........•.•••••••.••.••••• 

Chilicothe •• ·•••············•·•·········•·•···· 
Cincinnati ................................... . 
Wooster ..................................... . 
Piqua .•.•....•......•..... ; ....•..••..••..•••• 
Delaware .••...•.....•.•..............••..•••. 
Jeffersonville ................................ . 
Vincennes ................................... . 
Brookville .................................... . 
Crawfordsville .••.....•.........•..••.•...••.• 
Fort 'Wayne ................••....•..••.•••••• 
Kaskaskia .••........•..•••••.....•.•••...•..• 
Shawneetown •.•••••..•••......•••••••••••.•• 
Edwardsville .•••.•.•••......•....•••••••..••• 

Vandalia·•·••••••···•····•·•·•••···••·•·• •••• 
Palestine .................................... . 
Sangamon .........•••...••.•••••....•••.••••• 

Detroit ••••••••••••••••• ···•••······•••······· 
l\!onroe •··•·•••···••••··• ••••···••·•••••••••• 
St. Louis .................................... . 

Franklin ••••••••••••••• ••··••··•••·•···•····• 
Cape Girardeau .•.•••.•••.....•.•••••••.....•. 
Batesville ....•..•..••..••........•••••••••...• 
LitUe Rock, ................................. . 
Ouachita ....•..•....•••....•..••••.•.•..••••• 

Opelousas •••••••••• ·•···•·····••·······••···· 

.11.cres. 
1,589.48 

11,012.46 
17,143.56 
7,394.05 
4,389.84 

19,031.11 
4,011.90 

60,162 9-2 
5,244.44 

10,725.79 
86,619.48 
58,722.40 
3,734.58 

793.00 
1,253.63 

11,223.99 
640.00 

7,903.87 
38,'120.28 
30,173.34 
3,844.43 

31,337.20 
45,964.20 
3,657.17 
1,479.12 

80-2.44 
720.14 
156. 71 

New Orleans ......•.•....••••••.•.••••• •••··. 348.82 
St. Helena Court-House .................................. . 

Washington··•··•······•••····•·······•······ 4,175.26 

AMOUNT RECEIVED. 

$1,986 88 
13,765 63 
21,429 45 

9,242 49 
5,487 30 

23,788 88 
5,014 90 

75,203 65 
6,5.'>5 53 

13,4ll2 08 
108,274 51 
73,403 15 
9,502 00 
1,136 25 
1,567 05 

14,008 19 
800 00 

9,880 58 
48,405 14 
37,717 23 
4,895 48 

39,174 19 
61,315 70 
4,471 45 
1,848 89 
1,003 85 

900 18 
195 89 
432 25 

5,211 52 

$1,369 22 
9,441 46 
4.944 23 
3,964 61 

16,572 71 
8,522 58 

10,766 51 
13,055 79 

1758405 
17TJ6 17 
1,515 23 

149 91 

5,829 08 
7,655 71 

396 27 

2,472 00 

$3,356 JO 
23,207 09 
26,373 68 
13,207 10 
22,060 01 
32,311 46 
5,014 90 

75,203 65 
11,a-22 04 
26,477 87 

108,274 51 
73,403 15 
9,50-2 00 
2,720 30 
3,303 22 

15,523 4Jl 
800 00 

9,880 58 
48,405 14 
37,867 14 
4,895 48 

45,003 27 
68,971 41 

4,471 45 
1,848 89 
1,003 85 

900 18 
592 16 
432 25 

7,683 52 

EXPENSES. 

$991 35 
1,537 61 
1,878 87 
I,429 86 
1,459 22 
1,470 85 
1,317 52 
2,489 34 
17904 16 
1,888 18 
a, 120 01 
2,816 44 
1,343 69 
1,350 04 
1,481 37 
1,855 97 

957 47 
1,737 69 
1,123 52 
1,193 47 

$7 16 

179 52 

400 00 

200 00 

725 48 

4o 40 

$1,553 00 
21,507 93 
24,149 48 
11,593 73 
22,0:IB 0-1 
30,396 34 
20,564 02 
71,247 62 
47,984 17 
7,183 01 

9-2,399 21 
74,690 27 

s,548 39 
1,750 18 

12,321 77 

24,980 00 

33,797 95 

37,188 50 
IS,112 64 

16 00 
23,529 59 

16,380 11 

5,714 14 
Jackson Court-House ................................................................................. . 

583 22 
3,564 19 
2,649 47 
1,713 62 
1,067 42 
1,297 78 
1,013 60 
1,011 84 
1,783 93 
1,000 00 
4,821 79 
1,000 00 
2,032 80 
4,482 99 
1,956 68 
3,308 88 
1,262 08 
2,516 89 

•••••••••••••• 5,375 00 
Choctaw District.............................. 26,840.98 35,366 03 ....••.• •..•.. 35,366 03 •••••••••••••• 2,868 22 
St. Stephen's................................. 777298.66 1187842 17 870 2a 119,712 42 83 18 100,260 87 
Huntsville .............................. •••••· 10,910.26 13,637 75 4,893 24 18,530 99 100 65 48,340 10 
Cahaba. .•.• ••.• ..•..• .•••.• ..•. •••• ..•••• ••.. 15,082.55 19,071 22 527684 07 71,755 29 11 07 92,267 10 

Tuscaloosa . . •. •. .. •• .• ••.. .....• •••• •••.•. .. 23,797.10 29,731 69 • ••• •• •• •• •. . . 29,731 69 400 74 54,717 72 

Sparta •..•.. ••••• .•••••. ••••• ••••••••••• •••••. 26,414.36 337447 11 •••• •••••• ... • 337447 11 

653,319.52 850,336 25 148,423 09 998,659 35 71,812 87 2,153 20 916,523 10 

Total amount of moneys received in 1823 ............................................................ . 
Incidental expenses, including salaries and commissions................................... $71,812 87 
Repayments-made to individuals •••••• ••·••· ••.••• •·•••• ...... •··•·•...................... 2,153 20 

Net proceeds of public lauds in 1823 ........................................................... . 

$998,559 :i.; 

73,966 07 

9-24,593 28 

GEORGE GRAHM!. 
TREASURY DEPAR'l"MENT, General Land Office, December 20, 1824. 

E. 

Sta.tement of the moneys received. -into the Treasury from -al,l sources other than customs and public lands 
during the year 1823. 

From arrears of old internal revenue ......... • .................................... . 
From arrears of old direct tax of 1798 ............................................. . 
From arrears of new internal revenue ............................................. . 
From arrears of ne,v direct tax ........... , ........................................ . 
From dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States ........................... . 
From fees on letters patent ....................................................... . 
From postage of letters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................... . 
From cents coined in the Mint of the United States ................................. . 

Carried forward .......... . 

$73 96 
108 00 

34,168 21 
10,229 71 

350,000 00 
4,740 00 

110 69 
12,750 00 

412,180 5'l 



1825.J STATE OF THE FINANCES. 

Brought forward ........... . 
From fines, penalties, and forfeitures .............................................. . 
From returned passage money of American seamen . . . ............................. . 
From moneys received under the act to abolish the United States' trading establishments .. 
From surplus emoluments of officers of the customs ................................. . 
From moneys previously advanced on account of fourth census ....................... . 
From moneys previously advanced on account of military pensions . . . . . .............. . 

161 

$412,180 57 
10 00 
30 00 

37,546 95 
22,492 84 
3,118 84 

From moneys previously advanced on account of prisoners of war ..................... . 
From balances of advances made to War Department, repaid under the 3d section of act of 

1st of May, 1820 ........................................................... . 

1,828 84 
4,683 65 

TREASURY DEPARnIENT, Register's Office, December 16, 1824. 

53,758 03 

535,709 72 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,;ter. 

F. 

Statement of the expenditures of the United States for the year 1823. 

CIVIL, MISCELLANEOUS, .AND DIPLOMATIC, VIZ: 

Legislature ....................................................... . 
Executive Department ............................................. . 
Officers of the lifint ............................................... . 

$339,057 22 
4'13,668 91 

9,600 00 
Surveying Department ............................................. . 
Commissioner of the Public Buildings . . . . . . . . . ...................... . 
Governments in the Territories of the United States ................... . 

15,216 66 
1,500 00 

29,518 75 
Judiciary ....................................................... . 190,350 11 

$1,058,911 65 
.Annuities and grants . . . . . . . . . . . .................................. . 
Mint Establishment ............................................... . 

2,328 14 
14,139 12 

Unclaimed merchandise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 334 59 
Light-house Establishment ......................................... . 
Surveys of public lands . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ . 
Boundary line between Missouri and Arkansas ....................... . 

207,610 23 
185,996 98 

2,000 00 
Land claims in Florida Territory . . . . . . . . . . . ........................ . 
Adjustment of land claims in Michigan Territory ..................... . 
Road from Cumberland to Ohio ..................................... . 

8,292 95 
500 00 

5,289 48 
Repairing road from Cumberland to Ohio ............................. . 8,000 00 
Roads within the State of Indiana ................................... . 17,857 84 
Roads and canals within the State of Missouri ........................ . 4,729 14 
Marine Hospital Establishment ..................................... . 
Public buildings in Washington ..................................... . 
Apartments in the City Hall for the Circuit Court of the United States ... . 
Monument over the tomb of Elhridge Gerry ........................... . 
Payment of claims for property lost ................................. . 
Payments of balances due to officers of old internal revenue, &c .... ~ ... . 

44,761 13 
116,200 00 
10,000 00 

1,000 00 
100 00 

2,027 67 
Payments of balances due to Collectors of new internal revenue ......... . 203 72 
Prohibition of the slave trade ....................................... . 2,682 08 
Encouragement of learning within the State of Illinois ................. . 5,955 82 
Payments of certain certificates ..................................... . 331 34 
Purchase of the sixth volume of the Laws of the United States ........... . 2,200 00 
Rebuilding of the public wharf, and repairing public storehouses, Staten 

Island ....................................................... . 13,499 00 
Additional Commercial Digest ....................................... . 
Miscellaneous expenses ............................................ . 

1,000 00 
64,024 55 

671,063 78 
Diplon1atic Department ............................................. . 
Contingent expenses of foreign intercourse ........................... . 
Missions to the independent nations on American continent .............. . 
Relief and protection of American seamen ........................... . 
Treaty with Spain ................................................. . 
Prize causes ..................................................... . 

101,328 56 
30,584 37 
69,520 00 
25,984 28 
20,272 93 
12,000 00 

Treaty of Ghent, 4th, 6th, and 7th articles ............................. . 13,394 00 
Treaty of Ghent, 1st article ......................................... . 10,014 20 
Treaties with Mediterranean Powers ................................. . 9,020 22 

292,118 56 

2,022,093 99 
MILITARY DEPARTllENT, VIZ: 

Pay of the .Army ................................................... . 952,944 51 
Subsistence ..................................................... . 
Forage .......................................................... . 

271,712 56 
35,624 71 

Carried forward ............ 1,260,281 78 
'\"OL. V--21 B 
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Brought forward ............ $1,260,281 '18 
Clothing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126,833 41 
Medical and Hospital Department. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,l'T5 19 
Contingent expenses ....... :........................................ 16,33'1 11 
Ordnance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32,872 06 
Quartermaster's Department......................................... 262,'T0'T 83 
Repairs and contingencies of fortifications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28,123 31 
Fort Monroe .............................................. , . . . . . . . . 102,14;2 89 
Fort Calhoun .. ~ ..... ~ ................................... h........ '18,343 59 
Fort Washington.................................................. 33,9'11 93 
Fort Delaware ............................................ : ...... : 46,500 00 
Fort at Mobile Point................................................ 81,997 18 
Fort on the right bank of the Mississippi. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,675 79 
Fort opposite Fort St. Philip........................................ 23,697 20 
Military Academy, West Point . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,187 62 
Brigade of militia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 794 56 
Medals for officers.................................................. 2,'T00 00 
Arrearages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44,854 83 
Balances due to certain States .......................... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,841 50 
Preservation of arms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 24 
Repairing arms. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 418 95 
Preservation of ammunition.......................................... l,'196 58 
Army supplies..................................................... 4,495 33 
Repairs of arsenals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 'T 5 23 
Arming and equipping the militia.................................... 20'1,856 24 
Gratuities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,050 77 
Armories. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 344,541 'l'T 
National armory on the western waters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,500 00 
Expenses of recruiting ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,086 99 
Militia courts-martial, New York..................................... 2,487 '14 
Militia courts-martial, Pennsylvania ...................... :........... 152 80 
Barracks at Baton Rouge........................................... 29,l'T8 'l'T 
Purchase of woolens for 1823 ...................... : . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 75,000 00 
Road from Platts})µ~g to Sackett's Harbor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,150 00 
Ransom of American captives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,536 90 
The Rigolets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94,52'T 82 
Arsenals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,861 08 
Maps, plans, &c., War Office......................................... 10 00 
Revolutionary pensions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l,449,09'T 00 
Invalid and half-pay pensions ............................. : . . . . . . . . . . ~31,491 48 
Contingencies of Indian Department.................................. 74,884 28 
Civilization of Indians ................................ : .'. ♦-.......... 13,765 6'1 
Pay of Indian Agents............................................... 23,560 60 
Pay of Sub-agents.................................................. 11,475 29 
Presents to Indians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,578 27 
Treaty with the Creeks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,053 37 
Treaty with the Choctaws .................... :...................... 502 58 
Saginaw treaty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000 00 
Treaty of Chicago ................... :.............................. 1,050 00 
Purchase of Creek and Cherokee reservations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34,500 00 
Annuities to Indians ......................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183,0'T4 88 
Reservation of Indian lands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,000 00 
Purchase of lands in Tuscarawas county, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00 
Bounties and premiums. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,094 04 
Fortifications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,281 00 
Repairs of Fort Jackson .................................... :....... 3,856 30 
Cannon, powder, shot, and shells.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 369 63 
Expenses at arsenals .......... : ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 19 
Relief of sundry individuals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39,255 81 
Relief of officers, &c., of Seminole campaign........................... 41,056 47 

From which deduct the following repayment: 
Expenses of holding treaties with Indians, per act of April 20, 1818 ...... . 

NAVAL DEPA!n'MENT, VIZ: 

Pay ?f. the Navy .................................................. . 
Provisions ......................................................... . 
Repairs of vessels ................................................. . 
Navy yards, &c ................................................... . 
Medicines ........................................................ . 
Contingent.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................................... . 
Ordnance and ordnance stores. . . . . . . . . . ............................ . 
Superintendents, &c ............................................... . 
Laborers and fuel for engine. . . . . . . . . . . ............................. . 
Gradual increase .................................................. . 

5,266,95'1 89 

8,663 12 

904,654 43 
2l'T,260 20 
399,174 85 
82,324 73 
26,161 98 

158,108 51 
'T,666 61 

40,201 75 
21,851 00 

307,729 34 

Carried forward ............ 2,165,133 40 

[No. '115. 

$5,258,294 'l'l 



1825.J STATE OF THE FINANCES. 

Brought forward ............ $2,165,133 50 
Suppression of piracy............................................... 104,4'16 93 
Prohibition of the slave trade........................................ 8,498 '15 
Inclined plane, docks, &c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24, '100 06 
Ship-houses ..................................•.................. :.. 4,914 11 
Survey of the coast of Florida........................................ 1,33'1 50 
Survey of the coast of North Carolina................................. 402 00 
Pay and subsistence of the Marine Corps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154,353 30 
Clothing, Marine Corps.............................................. 2'1,8'18 15 
Fuel, Marine Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,134 32 
Military stores, Marine Corps........................................ '1,93'1 80 
Contingencies, Marine Corps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,852 62 

From which deduct the following repayments: 
Purchase of timber ...................................... . 
Purchase of vessels from eight t-0 sixteen guns .............. . 
Capt-Ors of Algerine vessels .............................. . 
Officers and crew of the Hornet ................. : ......... . 

PUBUC DEBT. 

$100 00 
1,532 03 

14,9'10 25 
250 83 

2,520,618 94 

16,853 11 

Interest and reimbursement of domestic debt .......................... 5,524,034 3'1 
Certain parts of domestic debt............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 504 9'1 
Reimbursement of Mississippi stock.................................. 5,4'17 0'1 

163 

$2,503, '165 83 

5,530,016 41 

15,314,1 'n 00 

TREASURY DEP.A.RT.llENT, Register's Office,· Decemher 16, 1824. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

G 

Staiement of lands sold and of moneys received on account of public land$ from the lst of January, 1824, to the 
30th of June, 1824. 

OFFICES, 

Marietta •••••• ••••·••••·•••·••••··••••••·••••• 
Zanesville ................................... . 
Steubenville ••.••••.•.••••••••.••••...•••••... 
Chilicotltc •••••••••• ••••··••••···•••••·••· •••• 
Cincinnati ..•................................. 
Wooster •••••••••••••••••••••••.•• •••··••••••· 

Piqua••••••••••·•••••·•·••••····•••···•·••···· 
Delaware .........................•........... 
J~lfcrsonville. •••• •••• •••• .............. •••·•. 
Vincennes ..•..••..•••.... •·•·•••••·•···••••·· 
Brookville .•.•... , ••••..•••..•••••••.•..•••••.. 
Crawfordsville ••.••••••.•••.•••..••..•.•••••. 
Fon Wayne •.•..••••••.•••••.••••..••••..•.•. 

0 

~ 

~~ 
5!.-. 
-;: 'a 
.sf 

~ ~ 
w::, 
~ C' 

g 
..:i 

.llcrcs. 
5,142.11 

13,314.14 
17,191.65 
11,153.78 
15,750.67 
19,997.09 
1,460.64 

13,704.05 
4,3i2.27 
6,257.03 

321i28.0l 
20,003.97 

249.22 

AMOUNT RECEIVED. 

i -5 'o 
C: I l1l +,a .5 ~ :; ~"a~ 

·s .;:: S ~ &~ .8 
.,, ::, 
~ C' 

e~ ~ °Cjoo- ·so 
f~i:o e ~ gj ~ w C' 

l] ! . ~ ~,... .g &J i!i §t;::'c; C(~ 
tn- .,)~ rn C> ~ :g ~ !5~ ea~~ ~..:: c:., 0 :,, 

_, - - cc.., 
C, C, E-< 

$6,513 46 $1,050 58 $7,564 04 
16,730 61 3,965 64 20,696 25 
21,788 35 2,0i2 97 23,861 32 
13,!142 15 2,609 77 16,551 94 
20,0-26 17 10,138 51 30,164 68 
21,992 13 3,066 72 25,058 85 
1,825 ~ 

•••••••••••••• 
1,825 83 

17,130 06 .............. 17,130 06 
5,465 33 4,655 21 10,120 54 
8,161 46 2,380 52 10,541 98 

40,912 10 
•••••••••••••• 

40,912 10 
25,004 99 ........ ..... 25,004 99 

31! 52 .............. 311 52 
Kaskaskia.................................... S0-2.24 1,00-2 SO 463 54 11466 34 
Shawneetown................................ 800.00 1,000 00 •.• •..• ••.••• 1,000 00 
Edwardsville.•••• •••• •••••................... 2,952.01 31690 02 166 41 31856 43 
Vandalia •••••••••••• ,.•••·•• ........ ••••••.... 374.0Q 467 50 •••••••• •·•••• 467 50 
Palestine.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.......... 21070.46 21588 06 •••• •••• •••••• 2,588 06 
Sangamon •••••••••••••••••• ·••··•............ 41282.61 51353 31 •••• •••• •••••. 5,353 31 
Detroit.••••• ••••••••...••.•..•••.. ,.......... 321951.19 41,558 68 115 68 411674 36 
Monroe•••••••••..... •••••• •. . • •••.•. •••• •••. s, 703.29 1018i9 88 •• •• •••• •••••. l0 1Si9 88 
St. Louis..................................... 81154.54 10,193 25 1,101 37 11,300 62 
Franklin...................................... 13,011.37 16,499 46 21409 93 18,909 39 
Cape Girardeau •••••• , ••••••••••••••••• •••·•• 10,177.0-2 _12, 721 27 •••••••• •••••• 12,721 27 
Lc:rington •••• •••• •••••••..• ••.• ••.• •••• •.•••• 21287.00 21859 99 •••• •••• •••••• 2,859 99 

Batesville •••••• ••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••·· •··••••••••••· •••·••· •••••• ••··•·•• •••••• •••• ••··••••·· 
Little Rock.•·•··•............................ 320.00 400 00 •••• •••• ••••.• 400 00 

Onacbita ··••···•··••••····•····•·•··········· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

EXPENSES. 

$722 90 
1,111 51 
11275 20 
1,117 57 
1,246 74 
1,155 &l 

539 97 
956 00 
70-2 40 

1,097 86 
1,456 05 

822 33 
522 48 
677 43 
522 68 
865 66 
936 19 
531 92 
778 57 

1,403 50 
613 94 

1,211 89 
939 78 

1,343 09 
415 07 
500 00 
508 00 
5-20 19 

8'20 08 
$7,308 32 
23,235 20 
22,586 14 
15,358 53 

160 74 
23,046 &2 
1,258 45 

16,341 02 
6,165 98 

.18,419 98 
'38,553 62 

7,400 00 

446 46 
12,261 50 

21,154 25 

20,133 85 
23,611 50 
2,500 00 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

AMOUNT RECEIVED • 

.8.r:res. 
Opelousa,, .••••• ••···: .... •••• ••.... .•.... •... 29.i9 ,$37 23 ,$80 95 ,$118 18 
Nc,v Orleans .................................. ...................................................... . 
St. Helena Court-house .•.•••.••..........•...•...••....••..........•...•....••••••.............•.... 
Wru-hington....... ...... ....•. •....• .... .•.... 4,894.45 6,118 03 4,646 i3 10,764 75 
Jackson Court-house •••. _. ..••....•..........•.••......•••.....••••..•••...••..•.............•..•..•••• 
Choctaw District............ •••••• .. • • . . . . . . • . 42,405.21 54,959 32 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 54,959 32 

St. Stephen's••···•·•·••··••···········•·•··•· 15,357.08 19,187 46 1,043 60 20,231 06 
Hunts,ille ..••••..•.............•....... ••·••· 3,850.94 4,813 74 3,215 15 8,(f)..8 89 
Cahaba. .....• •••• ••.... ..•.•. •..• .... •... .... 30,166.02 47,064 85 5,775 93 52,840 78 
Tuscaloosa •.•..•...........•.......• ;........ 7,978.90 9,973 82 ...• •••. ...... 9,973 82 
Sparta........................................ 4,267.63 5,334 53 .•..•... .....• 5,334 53 

[No. 'll5. 

EXPENSES. 

$50-:l 36 
500 00 
500 00 

2,455 48 
500 00 

1,005 52 
1,530 24 
1,416 44 
1,912 25 

886 01 
728 15 

,$462 44 ,$8,500 00 

•••••••• •••••• 44,442 94 
•••• ..•. .•.•.. 28,340 00 
•••• ....•..... 6,845 61 

11 25 173 99 
..••.••••••••. 9,166 00 

----- 1-----1-----1------1·----1-----I·-----

357,160.38 456,507 36 • 48,965 12 505,472 58 36,437 25 493 77 357,410 70 

l\Joneys received from 1st January, 1824, to 30th June, 1824 .... ...... ........ .. •• ... . • . • . .. • . •• ... . .... $505,472 5B 

~e~:;~:::i:ttf:Jriid~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $
35,1~ ~ 

36,931 02 

Net proceeds of lands in first two quarters 1824...... ••.•.. .. .. .. •. •.. . ••. • •. . . ...... .• . • • • . • .. . • 468,541 56 

Amount paid into the Treasury in first two quarters 1824 •.. :.. . .. . . .. .• .• .•. . •..... .. .. . . . . . . •... .. .•. . 357,410 70 
Amount paid into the Treasury in third quarter 1824....... . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . 411,394 40 

Total amount paid into the 'l'reasury in three quarters 1824....... •• . . . . • .. • . . .. • . . • .• . . . . . . . . • . . . 768,805 10 

GEORGE GRAHAl\J. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, General Land Office, December 20, 1824. 

H. 

Statement qf moneys received into the Tr,eazury from aU sources other than customs and public lands, from 
January 1 to September 30, 1824. 

From arrears of old direct tax of 1798 .................. : .......................... . 
From arrears of new internal revenue ............................................. . 
From arrears of new direct tax ................................................... . 
From dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States ............ • ................ . 
From fees on letters patent ...................................................... . 
From cents coined at the Mint .................................................... . 
From returned passage money of American seamen ................................. _ . 
From surplus emoluments of officers of the customs .................................. . 
From money received under the act to abolish the United States trading establishments .. . 
From balances of advances made to War Department, repaid under the 3d section of the 

act of May 1, 1820 ............................................. •-• ........... . 
From moneys previously advanced on account of prisoners of war ...................... d 

From moneys previously advanced on account of military pensions ......... ~ ........... . 

$5,203 50 
28,053 94 

998 46 
350,000 00 

4,'l'l0 00 
5,550 00 

10 00 
31,490 56 
l'l,860 00 

42,498 69 
2,984 91 

400 00 

489,820 06 
Loan of five millions, at 4½ per cent., to provide for the awards under the treaty with Spain,· 5,000,000 00 

5,489,820 06 

JOSEPH NOURSE, "Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, December 16, 1824. 

I. 

B_tatement qf the expenditures qf the United States, from January 1 to September 30, 1824. 

, - CIVIL, MISCELLANEOUS, AND DIPLOMATIC. 
Legislature .......... _ ............. _. ............................... . 
Executive Departments .............................. ·-· ............. . 
Officers of the Mint ................................................ . 
Commissioner of the '.Public Buildings .. _ .............................. . 
Surveying Department .............................................. . 
Governments in the Territories of the United States. . . . . .............. . 
Judiciary .......................................... _ .............. . 

$515,388 39 
358,226 46 

6,910 00 
1,125 00 

13,520 56 
22,45'1 'l9 

160,236 88 
$1,0'l'l,865 08 



1825.J S'.P.ATE OF THE FINANCES. 

Brought forward ............ $1,0'1'1,865 08 
.Annuities and grants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,653 02 
Mint Establishment................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,469 '16 
Payments of demands for unclaimed merchandise....................... '184 2'1 
Light-house Establishment........................................... 110,39'1 82 
Surveys of public lands............................................. 8'1,630 00 
Boundary lines between Missouri and Arkansas ....................... •. 1,000 00 
Land claims in Florida Territory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,29'1 46 
Registers and Receivers of Land Offices.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 706 00 
Repairing road from Cumberland to Ohio.............................. 1'1,000 00 
Roads within the Indian Territory from Nashville to New Orleans........ '1,920 00 
Roads within the State of Indiana.................................... 11,462 '13 
Roads within the State of Alabama................................... 32,969 01 
Roads and canals within the State of Missouri. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,282 '19 
Payment to Ohio of the net proceeds of lands sold under the 3d section of 

the act of February 28, 1823 .................................... . 
Marine Hospital Establishment ...................................... . 
Public buildings in Washington ..................................... . 
Payment of certain certificates ...................................... . 
Payment of balances to Collectors of new internal revenue ..... : ........ . 
Payment of balances to officers of old internal revenue and direct tax .... : 
.Accommodation of the President's household .......................... . 
Miscellaneous expenses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 
Payment of claims for property lost ................................... . 
Land claims in St. Helena land district ............................... . 

10,206 41 
35,445 84 
8'1,800 76 

33110 
353 '13 
530 26 
839 24 

106,509 22 
20 00 

93'1 50 

Diplomatic Department.............................................. 56,023 95 
Contingent expenses foreign intercourse.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,664 83 
Missions to the independent nations on the American continent. . . . . . . . . . . 28,669 '12 
Relief and protection of .American seamen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,457 36 
Treaty of Ghent, 4th, 6th, and 7th articles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,011 .44 
Treaty of Ghent, 1st article.......................................... 10,699 10 
Treaty with Spain ................................................. : 15,51 '1 60 
Claims on Spain .................................................... 4, '1'15,6'11 99 
Treaties with Mediterranean Powers.................................. 5,000 00 

MILITARY DEPARTMENT, VIZ! 

Pay for the Army.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................. . 
Subsistence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Forage ............................................................ . 
Clothing .................................. · ....................... . 
Medical and Hospital Department .................................... . 
Contingencies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. . 
Ordnance .......................................................... . 
Quartermaster's Department .......................................... . 
Fortifications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Repairs and contingencies of fortifications ............................. . 
Fort Monroe.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................... . 
Fort Calhoun ...................................................... . 
Fort Washington .................................................. . 
Fort Delaware ..................................................... . 
Fort Mobile Point ...................... • ............................ . 
Fort Rigolets ..................................................... . 
Fort Jackson, at Plaquemine Turn ................................... . 
Fort Brenton's Point ............................................... . 
Fort New Utrecht Point ............................................. . 
Repairs of Plymouth Beach. . . . . . . . . . . .............................. . 
Harbor of Presque Isle ............................................. . 
Improving Ohio and Mississippi rivers ................................ . 
Surveys, &c., of roads and canals ............... ,• ..................... . 
Relief of officers, &c., of Seminole campaign ........................... . 
Military Academy, West Point ...................................... . 
Medals for officers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Arrearages ....................................................... . 
Balances due to certain States ....................................... . 
Bounties and premiums ............................................. . 
Gratuities ........................................................ . 
Expenses of recruiting ............................................. . 
.Armories ......................................................... . 
Arsenals ......................................................... . 
Arming and equipping the Militia .................................... . 
National armory, western waters ..................................... . 
Purchase of Gridley's farm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ . 
Purchase of woolens for 1825 ........................................ . 
Ransom of American captives ....................................... . 
Maps, plans, &c., War Office ........................................ . 

819,361 57 
202,'194 14 
32,985 44 

151,0'13 46 
20,1'10 56 
10,1'13 46 
31,584 97 

227,353 30 
227 70 

'1,956 65 
'12,0'1'1 35 
57,102 09 
9,2'15 14 

11,500 00 
84,630 99 
92,000 00 
54,824 17 
28,500 00 
5,000 00 

10,000 00 
1,000 00 
2,736 84 

16,379 00 
10,355 27 

9,892 31 
2,215.00 

23,157 46 
5,510 27 

21,332 95 
12,176 72 

6,235 70 
294,357 38 

1,800 00 
142,289 81 

3,117 00 
10,000 00 
12,000 00 

652 75 
547 56 

Carried forward ............. 2,494,546 01 

165 

$549,546 92 

4,940,'115 99 
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. Brought forward ........... $2,494,546 01 
Road from Plattsburg to Sackett's- Harbor ....••... ·.-.-.. •.·................ 1,350 00 
Road from Ohio to Detroit .... -.. -.. -. •· -. -. -. -.. -. -. -. -. •. •· .................... , 125 00 
Road from Pensacola to St. Augustine .........•. • .. ·.-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000 00 
Relief of sundry individuals .........................•. , -. . . . . . . . . . • . . • . 133,600 78 
Invalid and half-pay pensions .• -. -. •. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . • . • . . . . . . . 230,442 93 
Revolutionary pensions ...... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,266,531 23 
Purchase of reservations of Indian lands in Georgia .....•• -... -. -. . . . . . . . . . 4,000 00 
Purchase of Quapaw lands ........... -. ......• -......................... 7,000 00 
Treaty with the Choctaws ......................... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 480 00 
Treaty with the Greeks ...........................•............ , . . . . . 23,000 00 
Treaty with the Florida Indians ...... -. ....... -. -. . • .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 23,657 50 
Military escort to Florida Indians ..... -. -. . . ..... -. ..... •. -. -. . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,500 00 
Civilization of Indians ............... -...• -............................ 10,011 49 
Pay of Indian Agents ................... , ......................... , . 24, 799 24 • 
Pay of Sub-agents .................... -......... -........ • .... -. ... -. .. , ·. . . . . 10,868 33 
Presents .................... ,,., ••. , . , . , . , . , •.... , ...•. , •.. , .. , . . . 15,249 95 
Contingencies, Indian Department ........ , .. -... -. • .. -. -. -. •. , • .• ·. • . • . • . . • • . 98,353 70 
Indian annuities .......................................... ,,, .• _ •. ,,. l'l'6,825 00 

From which deduct the following-re-payments: 
Expenses holding treaties with Indians, per act, April 20, 1818. 
Fort opposite Fort St. Philip .................... , .......... .. 

NAVAL DEPARTMENT, VIZ: 

$599 67 
168 00 

~:rJ!iJ!: -~ ~::::::::: :·:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Medicines ........................ , .................... ., .. -. ...... ., -. . 
Repairs of vessels ................. , ...... , ...•..••. ,.,., .... , ..••. , 
Ordnance and ordnance stores ................•...• , .•• , . , ..••.... , .. 
Navy yards, &c .......................... , ....... , .......... _ .... , .. 
Pay of the.Navy afloat ............................................. . 
Pay of the Navy, shore stations ..................................... . 
Contingent expenses prior to 1824 ................................... . 
Contingent expenses 1824 ............................................ . 
Contingent expenses not enumerated ........................•......... 
Gradual increase ........... , , , ....... , ..•••................. > •• ••••• 
Inclined plane, docks, &c ......... , , . , , •• , .•. , ..... , • , , . , , .. , ...... , . 
Ship-houses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. , . , ..•..... , ...... · .· ................ . 
Suppression of piracy ..................................•............ 
Prohibition of the slave trade ....................................... . 
Survey of the coast of Florida .... , .... , .. , .....•................ .-.. . 
Survey of Charleston harbor .....•............................... • ... . 
Superintendents, artificers, &c ...................................... . 
Laborers and fuel for engine ........................................ . 
Rewarding officers and crews of two gigs under command of Lieutenant 

Gregory ..................... , ................... , ........... . 
Captors of Alg·erine vessels ......................................... . 
Relief of sundry individuals ........................................ . 
Pay and subsistence Marine Corps ................................... . 
Clothing for Marine Corps ............... , , ...... , , . , .. , ............ . 
Military 'stores for Marine Corps .................................... . 
Fuel for Marine Corps ................... , ... , ........ , .... , •. , .. , , . 
Contingent expenses of Marine Corps ......................... • ........ . 
Medicines for Marine Corps ......................................... . 
Barracks for Marine Corps ...................... , ..•• , .......•.•.• , . 

From which deduct the following repayments: 
Rewarding the officers and crew of the Constitution ........... . 
Building barges ............................................. . 

PUBLIC} DEBT. • 

$66 63 
409 58 

Interest, &c., domestic debt ................. ,. ...... ~ .................. . 
Redemption of seven per cent. stock .... ~ ................................ . 
Reimbursement of Mississippi stock ............................... -.... . 
Principal and interest of Treasury notes ............................. . 

4,549,142 16 

767 67 

153,309 12 
227,951 88 
33,179 66 

303,608 01 
20,017 48 
54,528 41 

544,908 33 
169,221 06 
100,533 57 
87,826 99 

44 45 
225,544 58 

7,'l'l2 53 
31,386 60 
14,036 12 
12,535· 03 

855 67 
2,962 37 
3,182 10 
7,432 97 

3,000 00 
56 59 

1,619 26 
129,904 66 
19,592 42 

3,051 25 
3,'l"i5 93 
5,288 41 

450 29 
5-,631 81 

2,l'l'3,147. 55 

476 21 

4,101,284 94 
4,170,623 97 

2,600 00 
20 00 

[No. 'l15. 

$4,548,374 49 

2,l'i2,6'l'l 34 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, December 16, 1824. 

8,274,528 91 

21,563,702 73 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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K. 
Oomparatii:e statement shouring the actual amount of duties which acr::rued on importations into the United States 

in tlze three qua1-ters of a year ending June 30, 1824, and tlze amount of duties which icould lzai:e acarued 
on the same importations at such higher rates as are imposed by the aat of Oongre.ss under date May 22, 
1824, and exhibiting the ratios which the said duties bear to said imp'Jrtations under the former and present 
tariff. 

DollaTs, DollaT&, Per cent, Dalian. Doi/an. Per cent, I DollaT•· Doi/an. Per cent. DollaTs. DollaTs. Peret. 
Actual .................. [29,srn,556 5,912,785 19.83 19,567,837 10,278,628 52.53

1

49,378,39316,191,413 32.79 9,6os, 744 58,987,13i 27.45 
Duties which would have 

accrued under the pres-
rnt tarilf ......................... 7,322,444 24.56 .......... 10,550,765 53,92

1 
.......... 17,873,209 36.20 .................... 30.30 

Increase ..................... { 231,84409,659 l ................ { 2624i2,13i } ........ 1 ........ 5( 110,36891,796 ~ ........ = = .... .. 
. p,et. f . p.ct. .. p,ct. S 

L. 

Comparative staternent of the value of importations into the ports of Boston, Salem, New York, Philadelphia, 
Baltimore, Noifolk, Charleston, and New Orleans, in the third quarter of the years 1823 and 1824, and of 
the several classes and gross amount of duties accruing thereon, with the ratio of inarease or otherurise of 
said importations and duties. 
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0 
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Doi/an, Doi/an, Percrnt. DollaTS, DollaTS, Perce11t. DollaTS, Dollars. Percent, DollaTs. Dollrrrr, Peret. 
Third quarter 1823 ••••••• 11,468,562 2,665,488 23.25 6,00-2,049 2,895,245 48.23 17,470,611 5,560,733 31.82 2,138,446 19,609,057 28.36 
Third quarter 1824 .•••••. 10,865,578 

•••••••••• 
.......... 5,786,837 .......... . ....... 16,652,415 5,970,713 35.86 2,623,416 19,275,831 30.98 

--- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
Increase ................................................................................. { 7!9,980 }·•· .. ·{ 484,970 } ............. . 

. .,., p. ct, 22.68 p. ct. 

Decrease • • .. • .. • • • { 5 26602, 984 l . • .. • .... • • • • • .. { 3 52915,212 } • ..... • • • • • • • .. • { 4 18718, 196 } •• • • • • • .... •. •. • • • • ••• • .. • { 3330 ,226 i .. • • , p. ct. f , p. et, . p. ct, 1.7 p. et. S 

NoTE,- It is to be observed Uiat the amount of duties above stated as accruing in the third quarter 1824 is agreeably to the estimates rendered by the 
•everal Collectors at the above ports, and is not founded on the ascertained ,amount of duties secured, the returns of which are not yet received. 

M. 

SummanJ statement of proposals made by the Bank of the United States and othersfor the loan of fi1:e millions 
of dollars authorized by the act of the 26th of May1 1824. 

By the bank, (upon the condition of receiving the entire loan,) at par................. $5,000,000 00 

By individuals: 
At par ....................................................................... . 
At 0i per cent. advance ........................................................ . 
At I per cent. advance ......................................................... . 
At 1~ per cent. advance .......................................... .-: . ......... . 
At ll per cent. advance ........................................................ . 
At I¼ per cent. advance .................. -.. • ....... : .... -... : ..... -.. , .............. . 
At 1: per cent. advance ....................................................... • .. 
At I½ per cent. advance.......... . ............................................ . 
At 2 per cent. advance ............................................ ::.- ......... . 
At 2½ per cent. advance ........................................................ . 
At 3 per cent. advance ........................................................ . 
At 4 per cent. advance ........................................................ . 
At 4½ per cent. advance ........................................................ . 

Carried forward ........... . 

1,004,000 00 
50,000 00 
60,000 00 

1,000,000 00 
10,000 00 
10,000 00 
10,000 00 
10,000 00 
50,000 00 
28,586 3'T 
30,000 00 
10,000 00 

200,000 00 

2,4 'T2,586 3'T 
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Brought forward ........... . 
At such premium as may be fixed upon for the entire loan, not to exceed 5 per cent .... . 
In stock, on as favorable terms as the loan is taken, not exceeding 2 per cent. advance .. 
At par, or if the whole loan is made at an advance, at such an advance at which it may 

$2,412,586 37 
20,000 00 
30,000 00 

be effected ............................................................... . 32,000 00 

Making an average premium of 97½ cents per cent. o_n ............................. . 2,554,586 37 

N. 

Comparative statement showing the advantages offered to the Government by various rates of premium in 
contracting for the loan of five millions of dollars authorized by the act of the 26th May, 1824. 

OFFERS BY INDIVIDUALS. 

Rate. Amount of stock Interest of one-half Yearly interest. Yearly interest for Total interest. Total principal 
issued. for one year, and six years. and interest. 

one-half for nine . months . 

One per cent. .•....•••.•......•••••••. ,$4, 950,000 00 $194,906 25 ,S-222,750 00 ,Sl, 3361500 00 ,$115311406 25 $6,481,406 25 
One and one-half per cent .......•••••• 4,925,000 00 1931921 frl 221,625 00 1, 329, 750 00 1,523,671 f,l 6,448,671 f,l 

Two per cent .••••••••••......•.•••••. 4,900,000 00 192,937 50 220,500 00 1, 323;000 00 1,515, 937 50 6,415,937 50 
Two and one-half per cent ..••.••.••• 4,frl5 1ooo oo 191,95."l 12 216,375 00 1,316,250 00 1,508,203 12 6,383,203 12 
Three per cent ....... , .•••...••...••.. 4,850, 000 00 190,968 75 218,250 00 1,309,500 00 1,500,468 75 6,350,468 75 
Three and one-half per cent •...•...... 4,825,000 00 189,984 37 217,125 00 1,302, 750 00 1, 49-2, 734 37 6,317,734 37 
Four per cent, ........................ 4,800, 000 00 189,000 00 216,000 00 1,200,000 00 1,485,000 00 6,285,000 00 
Four and one-half per cent .•.•..•..... 4,775,000 00 188,015 62 214,frl5 00 1,289,250 00 1,477,265 62 6,252,265 62 
Five per cent, •....••••.. , •.......••.• 4,750,000 00 187,031 25 213,750 00 1,282,500 00 1,469,531 25 6,219,531 25 
Five and one-half per cent ............ 4, 725, 000 00 186,046 frl 212,625 00 1,275, 750 00 1,461,796 87 6,186,796-87 
Six per cent •..... , ••••...........••.. 4,100,000 00 185,062 50 211,500 00 1,269,000 00 1,454,062 50 6,154,062 50 
Six and one-half per cent .......•..•.. 4,675,000 00 184,078 12 210,375 00 1,262,250 00 1,446,328 12 611lll,328 12 
Seven per cent ........ , .......•.••.... 4,650,000 00 183,093 75 209,250 00 1,255,500 00 1,438,593 75 6,088,593 75 

OFFElt BY THE BANK OF THE UNlTED STATES. 

Rate. Stock issued. First year'• Interest for six To!:tl interest. Government pro- Interest actually 'l'o!:tl principal 
interest. years. portion,one-fifth. paid, and interest. -

Par ••.••......••.•.••.•...••••. $5, ooo, 000 00 $196,875 00 $1,350,000 00 $1,546,875 00 ,$309,375 00 $1,237,500 00 $6,237,500 00 

N. B, The Bank offer at par is, therefore, equal to an individual o~er at the rate of four and three-fourths per cent, advance on the whole. 

No. I. 

Statement of the JJebt of the United States, October I, 1823. 

Deferred six per cent. stock (unredeemed amount) ....... • ............ . 
Three per cent. stock ............................................. . 
Exchanged six per cent. stock ..................................... . 

Six per cent. stock of 1812 ....................................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813 (16 millions) ............................ . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813 (7½ millions) ........ : . ................. . 
Six per cent. st-0ck of 1814 ...................... :. : . . •. :: . ........ . 
Six per cent. stock of 1815 ...... : . ........ • ........ :.· .... : . ....... . 
Treasury note six per cent. stock ................. :: ...... : .. : ..... : 
Treasury note seven per cent: stock ............................... : 
Five per cent. stock (subscription to Bank of tlie United States). : . ... . 
Five per cent. stock of 1820 ........................... : . ......... . 
Five per cent. stock of 1821 ...................................... . 
Exchanged five per cent. of 1822 ............. : . ................... . 

$632,112 14 
13,296,231 45 
2,668,974 99 

----- $16,597,318 58 
6,187,006 84 

15,497,818 63 
ff,812,845 44 

13,001,437 63 
9~490,099 10 
1~466,84 7 34 
8;606,490 21 
'1,000,000 00 

999,999 13 
4,735,296 30 

56,704 77 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, Decembei· 23, 1824. 

73,854,545 45 

90,451,864 03 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi...w·. 
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No.2. 

Statement of the Debt of the United States, January I, 1824. 

Deferred six per cent. stock (unredeemed amount) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $357,546 26 
Three per cent. stock.............................................. 13,296,231 45 
Exchanged six per cent. stock................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,668,974 99 

----- $16,322,752 70 
6,187,006 84 Six per cent. stock of 1812 ....................................... . 

Six per cent. stock of 1813 (16 millions) ........................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813 (7½ millions) ........................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1814 ....................................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1815 ....................................... . 
Treasury note six per cent. stock .................................. . 
Treasury note seven per cent. stock ................................ . 
Five per cent. stock (subscription to Bank of the United States) ...... . 
Five per cent. stock of 1820 ...................................... . 
Five per cent. stock of 1821 ...................................... . 

15,497,818 63 
6,812,845 44 

13,001,437 63 
9,490,099 10 
1,467,564 09 
8,606,490 27 
7,000,000 00 

999,999 13 
4,735,296 30 

56,704 77 Exchanged five per cent. of 1822 .................................. . 
73,855,262 20 

90,178,014 90 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ster's Office, December 23, 1824. 

No.3. 

Statement of the Debt of the Uniled States, October I, 1824. 

Three per cent. stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,296,231 45 
Exchanged six per cent. stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,668,974 99 

------ $15,965,206 4-! 
Six per cent. stock of 1812 ...................................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813 (sixteen millions) ...................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813 (seven and a half millions) ............. . 
Six per cent. stock of 1814 ...................................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1815 ...................................... . 
Treasury note six per cent. stock ................................. . 
Treasury note seven per cent. stock .............................. . 
Five per cent. stock (subscription to the Bank of the United States) .. . 
Five per cent. stock of 1820 ........................... _ .......... . 
Five per cent. stock of 1821 ..................................... . 
Exchanged five per cent. stock of 1822 ............................ . 
Four and a half per cent. stock (per act of the 24th May, 1824) ...... . 

6,187,006 84 
*15,497,818 63 

*6,812,845 44 
13,001,437 63 

9,490,099 10 
1,467,564 09_ 
4,483,093 17 
7,000,000 00 

999,999 13 
4,735,296 30 

56,704 '1'l' 
5,000,000 00 

74,731,865 10 

.A.mount ................................... -............................ 90,697,071 54 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 
TREASURY DEPARnlENT, Regi,ster's Office, December 23, 1824. 

NoTE.-The amount of the debt on the 1st October, 1823, per estimate (No. 3) which 
accompanied the Secretary's report of the 31st December, 1823, was stated at ... . 

The reimbursement of the deferred stock to that day, inclusive, was over estimated .. . 

.Amount of the debt on the 1st October, 1823, per statement No. 1, herewith ........ . 
Add Treasury note six per cent. stock issued in the fourth quarter 1823 ............ . 

Deduct reimbursement of deferred stock on the 31st December, 1823 ............... . 

Amount of the debt on the 1st January, 1824, per statement No. 2, herewith ........ . 
.A.dd four and a half per cent. stock (issued under the act of the 24th May, 1824) .... . 

Deduct reimbursement of deferred stock during the first three quarters 
of 1824 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $357,546 26 

.A.nd the seven per cent. stock purchased under the act of January 22, 
1824 ....................... ;.............................. 4,123,397 10 

.A.mount of the debt on the 1st October, 1824, as above stated ..................... . 

$90,451,834 24 
29 79 

90,451,864 03 
716 75 

90,452,580 78 
274,565 88 

90,178,014 90 
5,000,000 00 

95,178,014 90 

4,480,943 36 

90,697,071 54 
0 There has been issued, since the 1st of October last, under the act of the 26th May, 1824, certificates of four and a half 

per cent. stock, in exchange for an equal amount of the six per cent. stocks of 1813 subscribed prior to that day, the sum of 
$3,308,307 45. 

,or .. ,--22 n 
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• Brought forward. . . . . . . . . . . . $90,69'l,0'll 54 
Add estimated amount of four and a half per cent. stock proposed to be issued during 

tp.e fourth quarter of the present year, under the act of May 26, 1824 . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500,000 00 

D·educt payments to be made during the same period, viz: 
For the redemption of the exchanged six per cent. stock ; .......... . 
Residue of the seven per cent. stock ............................. . 

$2,668,9'14 99 
4,483,093 17 

Which will reduce the debt on the 1st January, 1825, to .......................... . 

No.4. 

Estimated amount ef Treasuri.J notes outstanding on the 1st <>J October, 1824. 

93,19'l,0'll 54 

'l,152,068 16 

86,045,003 38 

Total amount issued, (asper No. 4 of last report,) ............................... , .... $36,680, 'l94 
Cancelled and reported on by the First Auditor.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36,661,038 

Outstanding ........................................................... . 

Consisting of small Treasury notes ............................................ . 
Notes bearing interest ... r .....•..•.•..................•...........•... • •.... 

19,'l56 

2,576 
l'l,180 

19,'l56 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, December 23, 1824. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi.ster. 

No.5. 

Statement of the stock: issued under the act ef Congress· entilled "An act supplemerdari.J to the act for the 
indemnification ef certain cmimants ef public lands . in the Mississippi Terrnory," passed the 3d March, 
1815 . 

.A.mount of claims awarded, per statement No. 5 of last report ....................... $4,282,151 12¼ 

Whereof there was paid in for lands, per said report, ........ , • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,44'l,535 39 
Payments at the Treasury to the 30th September, 1823 ......... , . . . . . . . $1,813,356 86 
Payments from the 1st October, IS23, to the 1st ;December, 1824,....... '1,242 34 

Balance 1st December, 1824, consisting of certificates outstanding ...... . 
.A.wards not applied for ............................................ . 

13,9'11 93 
44 60½ 

1,820,599 20 

14,016 53½ 

TREASURY DEPAimIENT, Regi.ster's Office, JJecemher 23, 1824. 

4,282,151 12½ 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi.ster. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. '716. [2D SESSION. 

ENTRIES FOR BENEFIT OF DR.A. WE.A.CK OF DUTIES . 

. COl\DIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 3, 1825. 

The Committee of Ways and Means, to· whom was referred a resolution of the House of Representatives 
of the twenty-eighth of December, instructing them "to inquire into the.expediency of so modifying 
the act of Congress in relation io export entries, for the benefit of drawback, as to vest in the Secre
tary of the Treasury a discretion to grant relief in cases of unintentional non-conformity with the 
existing provisions of the said act," reported: 

That by the act of Congress entitled "An act to regulate the collection of duties on imports and 
tonnage," passed the 2d of March, l 'l99, a drawback, as prescribed by law, is allowed and paid on all 
goods, wares, and merchandise, imported into the United States, whereupon the duties shall have bee:a 
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paid, or secured to be paid, as, within twelve calendar months, after payment made or security given, 
shall be exported to any foreign port or place, subject to the exceptions and restrictions provided by the 
said act. . 

That in order to entitle the exporter of any such goods, wares, or merchandise to the benefit of the 
said drawback, it is required of him, previous to his putting or landing the same on board of any ship or 
vessel for exportation, to give twenty-four hours' notice, at least, to the CoJlector of the district, of his 
intention to export, and make an entry, in writing, of the particulars thereof, in the form prescribed by 
the act. 

By the same law, the exporter is required, previous to the clearance of the vessel, or within ten days 
efter Sl{ch clearance, to make oath that the goods noticed for exportation are truly intended to be exported 
to the place whereof notice shall have been given, and are not intended to be relanded within the United 
States. 

He is further required, before he can obtain a certificate or debenture for the amount of the drawback, 
to give bond, before the clearance of the vessel in which the. goods are laden, or within ten days efter such 
cleamnce, with one or more sureties, to the satisfaction of the Collector, in double the amount of the certifi
cate or debenture to be issued; conditioned that the said goods or any part thereof shall not be relanded 
in any part of the United States, and that he shall, _within a given time, produce the proofs prescribed by 
the law of the actual landing of the merchandise at the foreign port. 

By an act passed the 18th of April, 1820, the period of twenty days frcmi the date of the clearance of the 
vessel is allowed for taking the oath and completing the entry for the benefit of drawback. 

The trade thus intended to be encouraged by the system of drawback is one of great importance to 
the merchants of the United States. It is nevertheless liable to many frauds, and the laws have therefore 
guarded it by the formalities already alluded to, and many other, to be found in the foregoing act. 

As general provisions, they have a salutary tendency, and could not be dispensed with; but cases of 
hardship, arising from neglect or casual omission, in which th~re is neither intentional nor actual fraud, 
frequently occur, for which it is but just that some remedy should be provided. It is known to the com
mittee that in this, as in any other branches of the import system, such cases are constantly happening. 

The instances of most frequent occurrence are those in. which the exporter has accidentally neglected 
to take the oath and give the bond required by the act of 1 '192, within the period of twenty days after 
the clearance of the vessel. 

This omission may be occasioned by the sickness of the exporter, by his ignorance of the precise 
provisions of the law, by inattention, no doubt, in some cases, or by the multiplicity of his commercial 
concerns, or by unavoidable accident, or from many other causes of a similar character, without any 
intention to evade the law or defraud the revenue. . 

If, from any.cause, however innocent or accidental, the exporter neglect to complete the entry within 
the twenty days, as the law now stands, he couJd not be permitted to do so, though he should attend at 
the custom-house for that purpose a few hours after the expiration of that period. 

In such case he would lose the benefit of the drawback and be without relief .but by an application 
to Congress for a special law; a remedy expensive both to the Government and the individual. 

As well from their own knowledge of the cases heretofore presented to this House as from informa
tion derived from the most authentic sources, the committee are of opinion that the evils of the present 
system are productive of great hardship and embarrassment to-the merchants of the United States, and 
that it would be expedient to vest the power of relieving all such casual omissions in some other depart
ment of the Government, where it might be exercised with equal safety to the revenue. 

The great policy of the drawback- system is to encourage the navigation and carrying trade of the 
country, and therefore it refunds to the merchant the duties paid upon foreign merchandise imported into 
the United States when exported to a foreign port within the period allowed by law. If the merchandise 
be identically the same upon which the duties have been paid, and if it be actually landed in the foreign 
port conformable to the entry, the object of the law is substantially complied with, and it would comport 
neither with the spirit of the law nor the character of the Government to deny the merchant in an indi
vidual case the benefit of a debenture for an accidental non-compliance with. those formalities designed 
only to accomplish what he had actually done. 

The impost system is doubtless exposed in all its parts to numerous evasions, and therefore its 
provisions are rigorous and severe; but in almost'every other instance of innocent or unintentional viola
tion of the revenue laws a full discretion is yested in the Secretary of the Treasury, or the Collector of 
the port, to grant relief. . 

The duty of presenting a true manifest of an inward cargo on the arrival- of a vessel from a foreign 
port is strictly enjoined, and the omission of a single article is made highly penal; but where the Collector 
is satisfied that the omission was unintentional and not fraudulent he is authorized to dispense with the 
penalty by allowing a port entry. 

All fines, forfeitures, and penalties arising under the impost laws may be remitted in the discretion 
of the' Secretary of the Treasury to any amount and upon any ·terms. 

In the collection law provisions for the system of appraisement and the ascertainment of ad valorem 
duties a similar authority to relieve against accidental or unintentional breaches of its provisions is 
vested in the Secretary of the Treasury, and, in some instances, in the Collector of the port. 

And in the law of 1 '792, establishing and regulating the drawback system, where the certificates and 
regular proofs of the landing of the merchandise in a foreign port cannot be produced within the time 
prescribed by Jaw. the Comptroller is authorized, upon receiving a satisfactory explanation of the failure, 
to extend the time or even to cancel the bond, upon the grol}.nd of secondary proof. 

The accidental or unintentional omission to take the oath and give the bond-within the prescribed 
period are the only casualties for which some summary relief is·not provided; and when the object and 
character of these formalities are considered, the failure to provide such remedy must be supposed to 
have proceeded rather from inadvertance than design. 

As has been already remarked, the failure to comply with these formalities within the prescribed 
time, may have been caused as well by the multiplicity of business in the custom-house as by the inatten
tion of the merchant; the main objects of the law may have been faithfully promoted, the exporter may 
have tendered himself ready a few hours after the expiration of the twenty days to complete his entry, 
and yet no remedy short of the burdensome and expensive ap!)lication to Congress is afforded, while 
the higher power of dispensing with the proof of an actual landing in the foreign port and of cancelling 
the export bond is vested in the Comptroller of the Treasury. 
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The committee are of opinion that this is an evil embarrassing to the merchant and in nowise advan
tageous to the Government, for which a more summary remedy should be provided. 

They do not propose to dispense with either of the formalities required by the impost act, nor to 
enlarge the time within which they should be ordinarily complied with, but recommend merely, where the 
failure to do so within that time has been the effect of innocent causes, and without any intention to 
defraud the Government, that the Secretary of the Treasury should be empowered to authorize the entry 
to be completed afterwards, where the failure shall be satisfactorily explained . 

.A.nd for this purpose they report a bill. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 717. [2D SESSION. 

AMOUNT OF DR.A. WBACK ON EXPORTS IN 18_21, 1822, .A.ND 1823. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 12, 1825. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 11, 1825. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution· of the House of Representatives of the 3d of March, 179'l, I have 

the honor to transmit a statement exhibiting the amount of drawback payable on merchandise exported 
from the United States during the years 1821, 1822, and 1823, compared with the amount of duties which 
accrued on the same, respectively. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

Hon. SPEAKER of the House ef Representatives. 

Statement exhiMting the amount of drauiback payable on merchandise exported from the United States during 
the years ending on the 31st day of December, 1821, 1822, and 1823, compared with the anwunt of duties 
which ac<YrUed on the same reqJectively. 

1821. 1822. 1823. 

Species of merchandise. 
Duties accru- Drawback Duties accm- Drawback Duties accm- Drawback 

ing. payable. ing. payable. ing. payable. 

At 7½ per cent •••..•.•..•..•••.••.••••..••......••.••.•••.•.••• 
At 15 per cent ..•••..•...••..•..•••••••••..•...••.....••••••.•. 
At 20 per cent ...••....•.•...•..•....••.....•..••.•..•••••.•••. 
At 25 per cent. ••.•..•••...••.•••..••••...••..••••.••••••••.••. 
At 30 per cent ....•••••..••••••••••..••••••••.••.•...••••..•..• 
Duck, Russia ........................•...... ..........••...... 

Ravens•••··••••••·•··•••··•••···•·•·•••••••••···••··•• 
Holland •...••........•••.•..••...•••..••.•••••••••••..• 

Sheeting, brown, Russia .••..••....•••........•••..•..•••••...• 
white ....••.....•.••••..•.....••..•••...••••••....•• 

Wines, l\ladeira .....••...••••••....•.•.••.•••••..••.•.•••.•••• 
Champagne, &.c ....................................... . 
sherry and St. Lncar .••.....•..•... ••••• ••••••••••....• 
Lisbon, Opono, &.c ..••••..••..••.•..•• •·•••• •••.•..... 
Teneriife, Fayal, &.c ••.••..••.•.•.••.•......••••••...•. 
claret, in botUes, &.c .................................. . 
all other, in casks .•.•...••••.••.•••.•.•••••••••..••... 

Spirits from grain ............................................. . 
other materials ....•...••...••.••........ • •••..••... 

Molasses •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•••••·••••••··•••·· 
Beer, ale, and porter ............. ............................. . 
Oil, spermaeeti ..•.•••••••.•...•..•••••.•••.•••••••••••••..... 

whale and other fish ••..•.••••...••••....••..••.••••••.... 
olive, in casks ..................................••........ 

Teas, bOhea. ••••••••..••..•.••••..•••.••••••••..•.••••••••••.. 
soucbong ....•..•.••.......••••...•.••..• -••.••••••••.... 
byson skin, &.c ••••..•.•.•••.••••..•.•...•••..••.•.••.•.. 
bys on and young bys on ..•.......•.....•..••...•••••••... 

imperial•···•·•·····•···•·······••···•·•··••··•·••••···· 
Coffee •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··•·····•·••··••···•••···· 
Cocoa ..•••..••••....•.....•......••........•.....•.•••..•.•.. 
Chocolate .••...•••••••.....••••...•••.•.••••••••••..•••..••... 

e66,s1s 
2,160,556 

921,552 
4,522,016 

497,926 
61,730 
36,963 
3,540 

64,704 
2,568 

120,190 
3,810 

n,316 
150,593 
186,554 
18,697 

372,795 
223,599 

1,566,468 
474,339 
12,502 
1,520 

87 
17,117 
21,102 

286,577 
493,012 
.658,391 
134,527 

1,246,583 
23,232 

28 
Sugar, brown ............................. ••·••............... - 1,649,275 

white •••••• ••·••• •••••••• •·•••• •••••••••• •···••••...... -234,664 
canPy and loaf .. , ... ,.,,, .... , ..................... ,... 354 

e3,510 
198,393 
25,669 

359,947 
14,568 
4,0-24 
3,780 

36,651 
73 

26,0-24 

7,526 
s,012 
1,583 

28,952 
12,377 
88,130 
1,199 

627 
395 

914 
61 

22,548 
s,685 

81,309 
29,438 

435,9-26 
14,564 

419,680 
162,195 

83 

S91,345 
2,839,662 
1,387,932 
5,885,342 

647,840 
95,5.12 
59,424 
4,060 

62,108 
3,965 

142,094 
7,142 

24,179 
230,844 
150,162 
13,193 

271,315 
329,312 

1,000,780 
618,859 
16,961 

467 
423 

s,462 
69,253 

341,596 
576,394 
907,547 
211,489 

1,229,755 
26,294 

37 

2,333,714 
448, 7f,/ . 

531 

e21,s15 
294,494 
21,917 

447,565 
16,255 
S,636 
5,098 

.............. 
43,791 

634 
51,651 

52 
700 

9,739 
6,446 
2,695 

43,350 
15,388 

142,535 
380 
501 

••••••••••••·• 
•••••••••••••• 3,509 

1,068 
99,268 
66,676 

163,720 
ss,547 

501,161 
18,650 

•••••••••••••• 
213,768 
178,956 

•••••••••••••• 

eui,424 
2,684,037 
4,255,423 
1,639,526 

524,589 
68,861 
51,591 
a,923 

46,426 
1,sos 

10-2,797 
4,129 

21,986 
34,09-2 
85,664 
25,50-2 

304,023 
137,639 

1,715,930 
665,503 
16,855 
6,860 

167 
5,325 

99,032 
571,819 
624,301 

1,123,671 
231,959 

1,967,635 
51,089 

63 
1,703,024 

280,919 
295 

e4o,426 
577,969 
30,471 

752,732 
29,750 
11,400 
12,048 

88 
39,442 

439 
33,530 

66 
16,0-24 
15,947 
11,320 
4,058 

97,275 
11,sa-2 

16874lt! 
210 
658 

3,814 

28,010 
169,274 
71,456 

165,750 
96,714 

1,000,891 
34,142 

422,809 
227,528 

4 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

1821. 1822. 1823. 

Species of merclmni!ise. 
Duties accru

ing. 
Drawback Duties accru-
payable. ing. 

Sugar, other refined, &.c .•..•.••.••..•.•••••.....•.......••.••• 
Fruits, nlmonds ............................................... . 

currants .•.....•.••••......•••••.•.••••••••.•••••••••.. 
prunes and plums ••••••.•.••..••.•••••.••..•.. •••• .... 
figs •••..•••.••••.•••••••••••.•••••...••.•••••••••••••.• 
raisins, jar, &.c ..... ....................•............... 

all other.••••·••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• ••·••·•••••• 
Candles, tal101v •••.••••••••••.••....•..•••••••••••••••••••.•.• 

wax and spermaceti ••...••..•...•••••••••••••••••••.. 
Cheese ••.•...••••••••....••••••••••.•••••••..•.•.••••••••.•. 

Soap••••••··•••··••••••••···••••••••··•··••••••••••••····•••• 
Tnllow ••••••••.•.•.••.•.....•••••••••••.•••••••••••....•....• 
Spice, mace ..•••.••.••••••.•.•..•..•••.••••••.••.•.•...•.••... 

nutmegs .••••.•••••••.••••••.•••••.••.•.•....•..••.•.•.. 
cinnamon ........•..................................... 

cloves•••••••••••••••••••·•··•·•·••••·••••••···•••·••·· 
pepper •••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••··••·••· 
pimento .....•...........................••............. 
cassia ..........................................••...... 

Tobacco, manufactured, other than snuff, &.c .••..•...•••...••.• 
Sm,11"--.................................................... .. 
Indigo •.••...•••••••............•.••••...••..••••••.••....••••• 
Cotton ••••••..•••.••••.•.••.••••••••••••••...•.•••.••••••••.. 

Gunpowder•·•·•••••••••••·•••••••••••••···•·•··•••••••·•··••· 
DrisUes ••..•••••...••..••..•..•••••...•....•••.••••••......... 
Glue ..••............................ .11 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Paints, ochre, dry .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
in oil .•.................•........................ 

white nnd red lead.•••••.••••• ••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
whiting and Paris white •••••••••.•••• •·•••• •••••• •••••. 

Lead, sheet, bar, nnd pig •••••••.....••..•••••...•..••••••...•. 
manufactured into shot •••.•••••.•.•.•.••.••••••.•.••..•. 

Cordage, cables, and tarred •••••••.....•••••••••.•••...••••• : •. 
untarred •• ·•··•••••·•··· •••••••••••••••••• 

tlVine, seine, &c .•...............•.........•......... 
Coppcrrods and bolts ..•.....••..•••••••...•.••..•.•••••..•.•.. 

nails and spikes .••••..•••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••. 
Wire, iron and steel, not above No. 18 ••.•.•..••..••••.......• : 

above No. 18 .••••..•••••••••••••••••.•••. 
Iron, tacks, &.c., not above 16 ounces per 111 ...... ............. . 

above 16 ounces per M •••••..•••••.•••••••..•. 
nails •••.•••••••••••..•••.•••••••.••••••••••••••••....... 

spikes ••••• ••·•··••••••••••··•···•••••••••••·•·•••••···•· 
anchors••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••···•·•···•·•• 
pig •.•••••.•..•••.•.•..•••••••••••.•...••••...•••....•••. 
castings••·••••·••••••·••··•• •••• •••••••••·• ............. . 
sl1eet, rod, and hoop ..••..••••••••.....•.•••.••.•...•••... 
bar, rolled·•••• •••••• •••••• •••••••••••.••••••••••••.••••• 

hammered·•·•••••••••··••··•····••••••···••••··•·•· 
Steel ••••••••••• ··••··••••••••·••·••··••••••·••••······•••·•· 
Hemp•··••·••····••••••·•··•········••••••••·····•••••••···•· 
Alum .••••••..•••••••...•.•...•..••••••....•.••••••••••....... 

Copperas ••••••••••••• ••·•··•••••••···•••••••••••····•·••••••· 
Salt .•....••.•••.••••.•.•.....•...•..•••••••.••....•••••....•. 

Coal···••·•••••••••••·····•····•·••••••••••••··••••••••··••••· 
Fish, dried or smoked •••••••••••••••••.••.•.••••••••...•.••••. 

salmon, pickled .•••••••.•••••..•.•....••••••.•.•...•••••. 
mackerel, pickled................. • • . • . •..••..••••••.•. 
other, pickled ••••....•••••••••.•••••.•.••••••••.•...•.•. 

$46 
7,716 

910 
2,600 

11,725 
64,531 
45,184 
5,699 

11 
6,263 

10,319 
56,889 

104 
16,963 
5,338 
2,318 

212,459 
21,389 
20,718 

57 
1,068 

90,889 
17,390 
6,287 
4,205 
3,511 
4,882 
1,135 

116,299 
281 

35,685 
47,971 
15,966 
14,816 
11,598 
1,050 

225 
13,364 
9,289 
2,323 

50 
29,328 
2,972 
1,565 
7,317 
6,620 

70,650 
60,810 

234,565 
12,784 

181,064 
3, ws 
2,895 

814,277 
39,090 

308 
2,564 

299 

197 
145 

1;417 
39 

5,436 

1,221 
3,073 

551 
624 
2:l3 

4,493 
1,697 

48,449 
384 

17,582 

371 
36,448 
16,950 

609 
1 

2,620 

429 
455 

10,849 

239 

'i5l 

......... -.... 

1,016 
448 
267 

4,407 
10,395 
4,152 
1,058 

6,586 
369 

146 .••.•••••.•••• 
Glass, bottles, black, quart........... •• . • • . • • • • • • • . . • . . • • • . •. • . 16,658 581 

window ••••••••••••• ••••··•· •••••• •••••••·•·•• •••• •••·•• 171 305 71 
Boots.......................... • • . • •• •• •. •• • • • • • • . • • • • . • . .• • . 267 105 
Shoes, silk. • • • • • • • . •. . .. • . . . . • • •• • . • • . • • • • . • . • • • • .• • • •. •• •. • . 275 36 

nil otl1er. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . 2, 178 ..•••..•••.... 
Cigars........................................................ 33,0-28 1,746 
Carda, playing • • • • • • • • • . • . . . • . • • • • . • • . • . . • . • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • . • . 426 •••••...•.•••. 
Discriminating duty on French vessels .••••••..•...••.••••.•••.•••.••.•.•.••..•..•••...•... 

$34 
ll,423 
3,712 
3,716 

11,503 
'i51,799 
63,489 
5,431 

182 
5,194 

14,321 
19,433 

769 
14.,227 
2,832 
8,189 

188,988 
58,708 
28,563 

295 
831 

171,648 
9,349 

12,267 
5,358 
1,444 

14,384 
955 

112,003 
3,515 

34,ooo 
34,061 
16,873 
J0,672 
16,814 
2,502 
1,205 

29,508 
22,380 
2,112 

40 
as,405 
4,512 
3,737 

13,704 
10,501 

10-2,976 
163,314 
404,230 
19,448 

296,718 
6,300 

16,308 
872,555 
49,799 
1,476 
3,01s 

306 
156 

24,639 
15,665 

185 
1,oso 
2,259 

56,758 
254 
197 

Total •••.••• ••••• •••••.••••••••••••.•••••• •••••..... 18,706,417 2,183,896 24,066,069 

TREASURY DEPARTJ,tENT, Regi,ler'• OJJice, January 4, 1825. 

Drawback 
payable. 

.............. 
~l 

. ............. 
•••••••••••••• 

92 
9,688 
1,322 
4,531 

171 
54 

9,740 
447 

.............. 
1,991 
3,062 
1,458 

159,691 
s,468 

21,319 
.............. 

391 
lll,0-25 

6,523 
2,343 

............. 

.............. 

.............. 
22 

2,424 
.............. 

3,150 
I,7i3 
7,667 

16 
954 

.............. 
55 

•••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••• .............. 
•••••••••••••• 

1,161 
136 

1,150 
343 
734 

13,578 
14,0IO 
5,589 
1,019 

622 

.............. 
•••••••••••••• 

7,664 
160 

............. 

.............. 

.............. 

.............. 
480 

4 
26 
47 

469 
6,401 

.............. 

.............. 

Duties accru- Drawback 
ing. payable. 

$57 
12,389 
5,158 
4,862 

16,034 
45,785 
37,594 
3,551 

150 
7,7i5 

17,352 
4,303 
3,510 

22,014 
12,199 
37,007 

301,710 
46,064 
56,311 

964 
275 

1311,995 
10,264 
5,121 
2,945 
4,766 

15,182 
282 

107,082 
5,078 

13,337 
18,00-.l 
27,138 
12,121 
17,548 
1,091 

426 
22,528 
21,965 

1,rno 
25 

20,601 
2,082 
2,872 

25,137 
14,363 
96,288 

126,949 
52,;,315 
19,519 

103,880 
2,376 

12,838 
1,089,40-2 

36,006 
2,091 
5,417 

147 
295 

17,970 
21,466 

681 
1,390 
1,408 

43,639 
260 

1,184 

$571 
569 
150 

1,415 
6,Si6 

12,144 
4,465 

1,750 
S,656 
4,235 

108 
1,067 
9,010 

12,832 
167,079 
14,564 
38,667 

236 
239 

89,253 
5,959 
2,663 

145 

1,608 

3,935 
1,665 

23,68-l 
1,321 
3,005 

603 
422 
187 
2_09 
343 

6,526 
16,473 
5,096 

926 
4,300 

113 

9,260 
54 

957 
240 
500 
860 
636 

6,644 

2,851,196 22,409,183 

JQSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ter. 
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18TH CONGRESS.] No. 718. [2D SESSION. 

LOAN OF TWELVE MILLIONS OF DOLLARS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 12, 1825. 

The Committee of Ways and Means, to whom has been referred the "report from the Secretary of the 
Trea1:1ury on the state of the finances" of the 31st of December last, reported: 

That, in considering so much of the said report as relates to the public debt of the United States, it 
appears that, on the 1st day of January, 1826, there will be redeemable of the six per cent. stock of 1813 
$19,000,000, and that the ordinary revenues of the year will not be adequate to the reimbursement of 
more than $'T,000,000, leaving an excess of $12,000,000 to be provided for. 

The whole amount of the public debt, including the loan of $5,000,000 at 4½ per cent., authorized by 
the act of the 26th of May last, is found to be $88,545,003 38. • Of this ,sum, $2,500,000 of the last 
mentioned loan not having been actually paid to the United States could not be regularly included 
in-the estimate of the Secretary of the Treasury at the close of the last year; but must, nevertheless, be 
considered as part of the debt with a view to future years. 

This sum of $88,545,003 38 is redeemable as follows: 
In 1825, $'T,654,5'T0 93 of six per cent. 
In 1826, 19,002,356 62 six per cent. of 1813. 
In 182'T, 13,001,43'T 63 six per cent. of 1814. 
In 1828, 9,490,099 10 six per cent. 
In 1831, 18,901 59 . 
In 1832, 6,6'T3,900 'T2 of which $1,018,000 'T2 are at 5 per cent., and $5,000,000 at 4½ per cent. 
In 1833, 6,6'T3,055 31 all at 4½ per cent. except $18,901 59 at 5 per cent. 
In 1834, 1,654,153 'T3 at 4½ per cent. 
In 1835, 4, 'T35,296 30 at 5 per cent. 

'T,000,000 00 at pleasure, being the subscription to the capitaf of the Bank of the United 
States at 5 )?er cent. 

13,296,231 45 at pleasure, being the 3 per cent. 

88,545,003 38 

By this statement it appears that, in the years 1829 and 1830, no part of ~he public debt will be 
reimbursable, excepting the seven millions to the bank and the three per cents.; but, as these bear a less 
interes_t than that portio)), of the six per ce~ts of 1813 redeemable on the 1st of January, 1826, and which 
cannot, for the want of means, be reimbursed before the years 1829 .and 1830, it is believ.ed to be advisable 
to provide for t~at portion by a new stock at a reduced rate of interest,. and. payable at those periods. 

The committee, therefore, recommend a new loan or an exchange to the. amount of $12,000,000, at a 
rate of interest not. exceeding 4½ per cent., reimbursable in equal portions in the years 1829 and 1830; 
and for that purpose. report a bill. • 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 719. [2o SEssroN. 

AMOUNT OF.DUTIES ON IMPORTATIONS FOR THREE QUARTERS '1.'0 JUNE 30, 1824. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY l 'T, 1825. 

To the Senate of the Uniled States: 
Agreeably to a resolution of the Senate of the 19th of May last, requesting the President to cause to 

be laid before the Senate a report "showing the amount of duties. which shall have accrued on importa
tions into the United States for the three quarters of a year ending June 30, 1824, also the amount of 
duties which would have accrued on the same importations at such higher rates of duty as ma_y be 
imposed by any act of the present session of Congress," I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary 
of the Treasury, which contains the information required. 

JAMES MONROE. 
JANUARY 18, 1825._ 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 5, 1825. 
Sm: In obedience to your reference to this Department of a resolution of the Senate of May 19, 1824, 

requesting the J:'.resident of the United States to cause a report from the Secretary of the Treasury to be 
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laid before the ·senate at the commencement of the next session of Congress, "showing the amount of 
duties which shall have accrued on importations into the United States for the three quarters of a year 
ending June 30, 1824, also the amount of duties which would have accrued on the same importations at 
such higher rates of duty as may be imposed by any act of the present session of Congress," I have the 
honor to submit a statement from the Register of the Treasury, which contains the information required 
by the resolution. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

The PRESIDENT of the United States. 

Stai.ement showing the amount of duties which have a,ccrued on importations into the United States for the three 
quarters of a year ending June 30, 1824; al,so the amount of duties which would have accrued on the same 
iniportatwns at such higher rates of duty as have been imposed by the a,ct of May 22, 1824, entitled "An 
act to amend the several acts imposing duties on imports." 

Articles. Value. Rate of duty. .Alli't of duty. Rate of duty Am't of duty. Increase in 
under the act of amount of 

Jllay 22, 1824. duties. 

Paying an ad valorcm ,-ate of duty. 

Cloths and kcrseymcres .................................. . 
Worsted and stufi" goods ••••••••.•••••••••• ••·•·••· •••••••• 
Blankets and rugs ••••• •••• ............................... . 
Wool ................................................... . 
Cottons, printed and colored .............................. . 

,vl1itc ........................................... . 

nankeen •••·•••••••••·••••••••••••••·•••••••••··• 

$3,4~1,100 
1,594,109 

396,601 
170,901 

4,609,0:23 
1,925,810 

65,849 

25 per cent •••• 
15 .••••• do .••.• 
15 ...... do .••.• 
15,. •..• do .•••• 
25 ...... do.: ... 
25 ..•••. do .•..• 
25 ...... do •••.• 

8870,275 
239,irn 
59,490 
!25,635 

1,152,256 
481,452 
16,462 

30 per cent .••. 
25 ...... do .•.•• 
25 ..•••• do .•••• 
20 ...... do .••.. 
25 ..•••. do ••.•• 
25 ...... do ••••• 
25 ...... do ••••. 

$i,044,330 
398,527 
99,150 
34,180 

i,152,256 
481,452 
16,462 

$174,055 
159,411 
39,660 
8,545 

Woolen and cotton hose*••·••••••••••••••••••"•••• •·•••• •••••••••••• .. •·•••••••••••••• •••••••••••·•• : ............... •••••••••••••• •••••••'"••• 
Cotton twist, yarn and thread ....................... •••••. 115,0:JG 25 per cent.... 28,759 25 per cent.... 28,759 
Linens, bleached and unbleached ............ ••••••••...... 31046,952 15 •••••• do..... 457,043 25 •••••• do..... 761,738 
Silk goods, from India .••.•••.. •••••· ................ •••••· 1,854,824 15 ...... do..... 278,224 25 ...... do..... 4631706 

other••••·•••••••••••••••••·••••··••••·••••··•· 3,li:!,232 15 •••••• do..... 4751835 20 ...... do..... 634,·HG 
.Raw silk.••·•·• ••.•.••• ••··•• ............ ••••·• •••• •••••· 1,254 15 •••••• do..... 188 15,. •••• do..... 188 

304,695 
185,482 
158,611 

IIempen goods ••••.••••••... •·•·•••• ••.••..•••.••••. •••••• 491,003 20 •••••• do..... 981201 25,. •••• do..... 122,751 24,550 
Brass................................. ..... .••. ..•••. .... 2001266 20 •••••• do. •••• 40,053 25 ...... do..... 501066 10,013 

Copper"••••••••••••·•··••·••·······•••·•·•••••••••••·•••· .............. •··•·••••••·•••·••••·•·••••••·••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Iron and steel.•••••••• .. •• •.•••..• •••••·••••••............ 1,886,595 20 per cent.... 377,319 25 per cent.... 471,649 94,330 
Glass ware• .. , ................•...•...••..•............... •••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••.•.••••••••• •·••• ••••• •••••• •••••. •••• •••• •••••• ·••••. •••••• 
China ware ........... •••••••••••••••• ........ ••••••••"•• 20,540 20 per cent.... 41108 20 per cent.... 41108 
Earthen and •tone ware .•••. •••• •••• •••••••••••• •••• ••••·· 689,876 20 •••••• do..... 1371975 •••••• •••• •••••• 1371975 ...... •••••• 
Tin and pewter ••••••••.••.••.•. ••••·•••••••••............ 8,645 20 •••••• do..... 1,729 25 per cent.... 2,161 432 
Paper, writing nnd wrapping* ....................................................................................................... ; ........... . 
Gold, silver, and precious stones........................... 2261610 7½ per cent.... 161996 121-per cent... 28,326 11,330 
Hats, caps, and bonnets* .................................... ••....... •• . • ..................................................... , ................ . 
Copper, at 15 per cent ••••• ••••••·•••••••••"••••••••••··•• 20,709 15 per cent.... 31106 i5 per cent.... 3,106 •••·•• •••••• 
Tin, in sheets or plates •••• •••••••• •••• ••••••••••••••••.... 254,222 15 •••••• do..... 38,133 15 •••••• do..... 38,133 • •••••••••••• 
All other articles paying an ad vnlorem rate of duty*, ... •••• •••• •••• ••·••• •••• ••·••• •••••· •••• •••• •••••• •••• ...... •••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••• ., ••••• 

Non--0numeratcd articles, paying an ad vnlorem rate of! 
duty, amount $4,142,326, which comprise thos_e stated in 
the Appendix, and are estimated to be of the value of ••• 

Paying a specific rate of duty. 

·Duck, Russiaf .••.•..•••.•••• ••••• ............... pieces ... . 
llavensf .......... •••••·••••••••••••·• •••••• do •••••• 
llollandf ••••••• •••• •••••• •••••••••• •••• •••• do ..... . 

Sheeting, brownf ................................. do ..... . 
whitcf ••••.•••••.•••.••.•••••••••••••••• do •••..• 

Wines, Jlfadeira •••.••....•••••••• ••••• •••••••.• gallons •••. 
Burgundy, &c .....••••••••• ••••• ••••••••• do •••••. 
sherry and St. Lucar •..•••••••••••• •••••.do •••••• 
Lisbon and Oporto, &c •••• ••••· ........... do •••••• 
TencriJfe, &c. •••••• ...................... do ••••.• 
claret, &c., in bottles .........• •••• .....•.. do ..... . 
all other, in casks ......................... do •••••. 

Spirits, from grain .•••••••••••• ••••• ••••• •••• •••••• do •••••• 
from other materials .•••• •••• •••• •••• •••••• do •••••• 

l\Iolasses. ·••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •••·••••·· •••• do •••••• 
Deer, ale, and porter•••• •••••••.•••••••• •••• •••••• do •••••• 
Oil, whale ........................................ do •••••• 

olive .......................................... do •••••• 
Teas, bohea .•••.•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• pounds •••• 

864,413 
1,446,465 

68,375 
1,239,528 

523,545 

Q.uantity. 
22,917 
28,508 

692 
19,573 

616 
68,773 
2,576 

13,0;M 
51,98¾ 
98,793 
58,389 

1,097,071 
602,615 

3,314,059 
10,226,695 

74,909 
639 

43,855 
336,668 

7i per cent .•• 
15 ...... do .••.. 
20 ...... do .•••. 
25 ...... do .•.•. 
30 ...... do .•••• 

$2 00 per piece. 
l 25 ••. do ••..• 
2 50 ... do .•••. 
l 60.:.do ..••• 
2 50 •.. do ..... 
1 OOpergallon. 
l 00 .•. do ••••. 

60 .•. do ••.•• 
50 .•. do ..•.. 
40 ... do .•... 
30 ••• do ... .. 
15 .. do .... . 

Various rates .. 
Various rates •. 
$0 05pergallon. 

15 ... do ..... 
15 ... do .••.. 
25 ... do .•..• 
l2perpound 

4,802,355 
•••••••••••••••• 

5,973,469 1,111,114 
64,831 12¼ per cent ... 108,051. 43,220 

216,970 15 .••••. do ..... 216,970 
•••••••••••• 13,675 25 ...... do ••••. 17,094 3,419 

309,882 25 •.•.•• do ..••. 309,862 . :••······· 
157,063 30 ...... do ..... 157,063 . ·-·········· 

5,564,776 ••••••• ••• •••• •. 6,782,529 · 1,211,753 

:::] 1,730 
31,317 

1,540 
68,773 
2,576 
7,814 · 

25,992 
39,517 
17,517 

164,560 
255,901 

1,474,756 
511,335 
11,236 • 

96 
10,964 
40,400 

25 per cent •... 

$1 OOpergallon. 
l 00,..do ••.•. 

60 ... rlo .•... 
50 .•• do ••... 
40 ... do ••... 
30 ... do ..... 
15 ... do .••.. 

Various rates .. 
Various rates .. 
$0 05 per gallon. 

15 ... do ..... 
15,..do ••..• 
25 ... do ••••. 

12 per cent •••. 

170,935 54,879 

68,773 
2,576 
7,814 

25,992 
39,517 
17,517 

164,560 
255,901 

1,474,756 
511,335 
11,236 

96 
10,494 
4g,400 

* Vide forward. f These are now chargeable with an ad valorem rate of duty, and the declared ,'lllue is $683,739. 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

Articles. Quantity. Rate of duty. Am't of duty. Rate of duty Am't of duty. Increase in 
under the act of amount of 

ll!ny 22, 1824. duties. 

Paying a specific rate of duty-Continued. 

Tens, souchong ••••• •••·•• ·••••• •·•••· ••••••••• pounds •••• 
imperinl •.....••...•.....•..••.•....••.•..•• do ..•... 
hyson nnd younghyson ..••..•••.••..•..•..•. do .....• 
hyson skin••··•• •••• ••••••••••••••••••••.• do ••.•• 

Coffee •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•·•·••···••··••·do •••••• 

Cocoa•·•••••••··••·•••·••·•••··•·•••·••··••···••·do •••••• 
Chocolate••••• ••••.•••.•.••••••...••..••.•••..•.. do .••.•• 
Sugar, brown ••..•••..•••.••.•••...•••..•••••.•.•. do •••.•• 

white .•••.••...•••••••.•••...••.••••..•..•• do .•.•.• 

cnndy ·•••·•••·•••••·•··••··••··•••·•••···•do •••••• 
Fruits, almonds .•••• ••··•••••·•·•• •••••••••••••••• do •••••• 

currants ....•••.•••.•••..•••••••••••..•..•• do .•••.. 

prunes ••••••••··••·••···••··•••·•••·••··••do •••••• 
figs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.• do ...••• 
raisins, in jars •..••..••..••......••..•...•• do ..•••• 
nil other •....••••....••.•••..•••.••..•.•.•. do •.•••. 

Candles, tallow .••.••••••.•.••••••....•..••..•..•. do •••.•. 
wax and sperm ....•.•••••..•...••.•••.••. do •••••• 

Cheese .••....•••••••••••• : •••.••..•••.••••••••••• do .••••• 

Soap ••••••••••••••••• ••·••••••••··••••••••••·••• do •••••• 
Tallow .••••..•••••••.••••••.••••.•••.•.•••...••.• do •••.•. 
Spices, mace ...............•..................... do ..... . 

nutmegs .................................... do ••.••• 
cinnamon ••••• ••••• ....................... do ••.••• 
cloves .............................................................. do ..... . 
pepper ••..•••••..•••••••.••••.•••• : ••••••• do .••••. 
pimento .•••••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••. do •..••• 
cassia•·••··••••••••··•••• ................................ do •..... 

Indigo........ •••··••••••••• •••• •••• •••••••• •••• do •••••• 
Cotton ·•···••·•·••·••••·••••··••••••••••••••••• .. do •••••• 
Tobacco, manufactured••·••• ••••••.••••••••.••••. do •..••. 

Snuff•···•·••••·•••·••••·•••• ••·•••••••··••···•··do •••••• 

1,120,523 
261,398 

2,711,153 
1,619,934 

29,746,319 
1,765,172 

1,571 
57,190,727 
9,937,883 

662 
329,375 
147,990 
168,816 
665,014 

1,915,915 
2,294,482 

60,108 
!2,539 

38,648 
179,507 
204,923 

6,786 
27,894 
39,697 
72,587 

799,225 
737,180 
751,738 
464,960 
341,651 

1,967 
258 

25 per pound 
50 ... do .... . 
40 ... do .... . 
28 ... do .••.. 
5 ••. do .•... 
2 ••. do .••.. 
3 .•. do .•••. 
3 .•. do .•••. 
4,..do •..•. 

ll ... do ..... 
3 •.• do ••.•• 
3 ••. do ...•. 
3 ••• do ...•. 
3 ••• do •••.. 
3 •.. do .•... 
2 .•. do .•... 
3 ••• do .••.. 
6 •.• do .•... 
9 ••• do ••..• 
3 ••. do .••.• 
l ... do .•••• 

l 00 ... do ...•. 
60 .•• do ••.•• 
25 .•• do .•..• 
25 .•• do .•... 
S ••• do .••.. 
6 •• do .•... 
6 ••. do ••••• 

15 ... do .•••. 
3 .•• do •••.. 

10 ... do •••.. 
12._do ••.•. 

$280,131 
130,699 

1,084,461 
453,582 

1,487,316 
35,303 

47 
1,715,722 

397,515 
73 

9,881 
4,440 
5,065 

19,950 
57,477 
45,889 
1,eoa 

152 
3,478 
5,385 
2,049 
6,786 

16,736 
9,924 

18,147 
63,938 
44,230 
45,104 
69,744 
10,249 

196 
31 

25 per cent •••. 
50 .••.•. do ...•• 
40 .•...• do .•... 
28 •••••• do .••.. 
5 .••••• do .••.. 
2 ..•••• do .•... 
4 •.•••• do ••••. 
3 ..•.•• do ...•• 
4 .•••.• do ..... 

11 •••..• do .•..• 
3 .••••. do .•... 
3 •••••• do .•... 
4 •.•••• do ..••. 
3 ..•... do .•••• 
4 .• ,. •. do .•..• 
3 .••••• do .•.•• 
5 •••••• do .•..• 
6 •.•••• do .•••. 
9 •••••• do ..... 
4 •••••• do .•••• 
1 ...... do .... . 

100 ..... do .... . 
60 ...... do .... . 
25., .... do .... . 
25 .. ., .. do .... . 
8 ...... do .•... 
6 ...... do .•... 
6 .••.•• do ..•.. 

15.,. ... do .•.•. 
3 ...... do .•... 

10 ..•.•. do .... . 
12 •••••• do .... . 

$'280,131 
130,699 

1,084,461 
453,582 

1,487,316 
35,303 

63 
1,715,722 

397,515 
73 

9,881 
4,440 
6,753 

19,950 
76,637 
68,834 
3,005 

152 
3,478 
7,180 
2,049 
6,786 

16,736 
9,924 

18,147 
63,938 
44,230 
45,104 
69,744 
10,249 

196 
31 

Gunpowder ....................................... do...... 29,746 s ... do..... 2,379 8 ..•... do..... 2,379 
Bristles ................ , ......................... do...... 123,169 3 ... do..... 3,695 3 ..••.. do..... 3,695 
Glue.; ........................................... do...... 50,510 5 ... do..... 2,525 I ...... do..... 2,525 
Ochre, dry .................. ·•·••··• .............. do...... 403,222 l ... do..... 4,032 I. ..... do..... 4,03-2 

in oil ...................................... do...... 25,599 1½ .. do. .... 384 11-..... do. .... 384 

White nnd red lead ............................... do...... 3,127,219 3 ... do. .... 93,816 4 .• .... do..... 125,089 
WhitingandPariswhite .......................... do...... 223,250 l ... do..... 2,232 l ...... do..... 2,232 
Lend, pig ........................................ do...... 1,661,375 l ... do. •.•. 16,613 2 ...... do..... 33,226 

shot ....................................... do...... 571,180 2 ... do..... 11,423 31 ..... do..... 19,991 
Cables, tarred .................................... do...... 335,680 3 ... do..... 10,070 4 ...... do..... 13,427 

untarred .................................. do...... 48,409 4 ... do..... 1,936 5 ..••.. do..... 2,420 
Twine ............................... : ........... do...... 181,934 4 ... do..... 7,277 5 ...... do..... 9,097 
Iron and steel, wire ............................... do...... 541,121 .. .. .. .. .. . . .. • . 38,878 .. .. • • . .. .. .. .. . 38,878 

tacks .............................. do...... 139,681 4½ p. pound 6,288 5 per cent.... 6,984 
nails ............................... do...... 309,969 4 ... do..... 12,399 5 ...... do..... 15,498 
spikes .............................. do...... 69,037 3 ... do. .... 2,071 4 ...... do..... 2,761 

Anchors ............ •••· .......................... do...... 89,584 2 ... do. .... I, 791 2 ...... do..... 1,791 

$16 

1,688 

19,160 
22,945 
1,202 

1,795 

31,27,3 

16,613 
S,568 
3,357 

484 

696 
3,099 

690 

Sheet, rod, nnd hoop iron ......................... cwt...... 26,382 50 per cwt.. 65,955 .............................. l 
2,954,784pounds .............................................................. SO 03perpound 88,643 5 22•688 

Bnrs, rolled ...................................... cwt...... 10-2,114 l 50 per cwt . 153,171 1 50 per cwt.. 153,171 
hammered ................................. do...... 240,398 75 ... do..... 180,299 90 ... do..... 216,358 36,059 

Steel ............................................. do...... 15,004 1 oo ... do..... 15,004 1 00 ... do..... 15,004 
Iron, in pigs ...................................... do...... 13,543 50 ... do. .•.. 6, 7i2 50 ..• do..... 6,772 

cnstings* ..................................... do .......................................................................................... .. 
Hemp ............................................ do...... 46,673 1 50 per cwt.. 70,009 1 75 per cwt.. 81,678 II,669 
Alum ............................................. do...... 46'2 2 00 .• do..... 934 2 50 ... do..... 1,155 231 
Copperas ......................................... do...... 8,789 1 oo ... do..... 8,789 2 00 ... do.... 17,578 S,789 
Snit ........................................... bushels.... 3,383,473 20 .•. do..... 676,695 20 ... do..... 676,695 
Coal ................ ~ .................... • ••.••... do...... 672,310 5 ... do..... 33,615 6 ... do..... 40,338 6,723 
Fish, foreign, dried ............................. quintnls .•. 650 1 00 p.quintaJ. 650 1 00 p.quintal. 650 

salmou .................................... bnrrels.... 3,284 2 OOperbarrel. 6,568 2 00 per barrel. 6,568 
mackerel. .................................. do...... 1,168 1 50 ... do. •... I, 752 1 50 ... do. ...• 1,752 
nll other ..................................... do...... 374 1 00 ... do. •. .. 374 1 oo ... do. •.•. 374 

Glass, bottles .................................... gross..... 8,255 1 44 per gross. 11,844 2 00 per gross. 16,450 4,606 
window .................................. 100 feet... 4,806 Various rates.. 14,034 Various rates.. 17,496 3,462 

Boots ...................... ••••·· ................ pairs..... 41 $1 50 per pair.. 62 $1 50 per pair.. 62 
Shoes ............................................ do...... 4,099 Various rates.. 1,148 Various rates.. 1,148 
Cignrs ............................................ 111 ...... II,751 $250perl\l .•.. 29,377 $250perllI .... 29,377 
Cards, playing ................................... pncks.... 3,853 30 per pack. 1,156 30 per pack. 1,156 ........... .. 

10,269,003 
Drought fonvard, amount of ad valore1n duties ........ •··•.. ... . .. . . ...... .. . . .. ... . ...... 5,564,776 

15,833,779 ................ . 
• Vide forward. 

10,531,515 
6,782,529 

262,512 
1,217,753 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

Articles, Value. Rate of duty. Am•tof duty, Rate of duty Am't of duty. Increase in 
under the act of amount o 
i\Iay 22, 1824. duties. 

Payin;: a spccife rate of duty-Continued. 

There were not any materials from which to form an exact 
statement of the increase of the duties on the following 
articles in consequrncc of some of the articles having 
formerly paid an ad valorem, which now pay a specific 
rate of duty, and, from other alterations in the mode of 
charging the duties,it has been neccs,;nry to have recourse 
to estimates thereof, which estimates, being founded on 
the best information which it was practicable to obtain, -
arc respectfully submitted as nn approximation only to 
the true amounts: 

Woolen and cotton hose .••••••••••••• •••· ••••••••••••..•. $523,821 20 per cent •.•. e1M,764{ 
25 p. ct. cotton. } 
30 p. ct. woolen 

$137,350 $32,586 

Copper, (chiefly vessels) ................................... 56,112 25 .••••• do ..••• 14,028{ 
35 p, ct. vessels. } 
25 p. ct. other .. 

19,639 5,611 

Glassware ................................................ 276,542 20 ...... do ..... ss,aos{ 20 per cent and } 
2 cts. p. pound. 

110,616 55,308 

Hats, caps, and bonnets ................................... 501,4:Ja 30 ...... do .•••. 150,429{ 
50 percent. •••• l 

24S,830 98,401 
30 p. ct. other •. f 

Iron castings, (chiefly vessels,) 12,833 cwt. ••••••••••••••••• .............. 75 cts. per cwt. 9,6"...s{ 
168 p. ct. vessels } 
100 p. ct. other. 

19,250 9,625 

Paper, (it is presumed that the duty will not be increased, 
but rather diminished, if any alteration) •••.•••••••••••••. 7S,268 30 per cent .... 23,480 Var. rates p. lb. 23,480 . ........... 

16,191,413 ................ 17,873,209 1,681,796 

Schedule of article.s wt enumeroleif., wh:ich, under the former tariff, paid an a<l, valorem ra.te of duty, at the 
several, rates stated herein, viz: 

SEVEN .AND A HALF PER CENT. 

Acid, muriatic. 
Acid, nitric. 
Acid, sulphuric. 
Annatto. 
Dyeing drugs, and materials for composing dye

.Argo!, 
Berries, yellow, 
Cochineal, 
Cream of tartar, 
Crude tartar, 
Cudbear, 
Curcuma, 
Galls, 
Madders, 
Paints used mainly for this purpose, 
Rocou, 

Dyeing drugs, and materials for composing dye
Safilower, 
Tumeric, 
Woad, 
Wine lees, 
Suma.ch. 

Gum, .Arabic. 
Gum, Senegal. 
Laces of silk or thread-Alem;on, Brussels, blond, 

tulle. • 
Lace veils and shawls. 
Paste work. 
Saltpetre. 
Verdigris. 
Vitriol, blue. 
Watches of all kinds and parts of watches. 

FIFTEEN PER CENT. 

Acid, acetic. Coral. 
Acid, benzoic. Copal, and varnishes of all kinds . 
.Arrack, cherry rum, noyeau, ratafia, and other liqueurs. Corks, manufactured. 
Bark, alcornoque. Down and feathers of all kinds, for beds. 
Battledores. Drugs, medicinal, of all kinds, minerals, barks, 
Beef, dried, smoked, or jerked. gums, oils, resins, roots, and plants, and 
Black, Frankfort. their tinctures. 
Black, ivory. Elephants' teeth and ivory of all kinds manufactured • 
Black, lamp. therefrom, or from bone. 
Blacking. Enamel. 
Bone, whale, and manufactures of. Essences and essential oils not used as perfumes. 
Books, printed, charts, drawings, maps, engravings, Fire crackers. 

etchings, pamphlets, music, paintings. Fish, herring or salmon, smoked. 
Bricks and building stones, tiles, and slates. Flints. 
Butter. Flour, grain, and pulse of all kinds, malt, bran, starch. 
Catgut. Furs, dressed. 
Cayenne pepper. Ginger. 
Cement, Roman. Ginseng. 
Chemical salts and preparations. Gold-leaf. 
Chestnuts and cocoa nuts, and shells of d1tto; also, Gunny bags. 

all fruits not preserved in brandy or sugar. Hair, horse. 
Clocks. Hair cloth and seating. 
Colors, water, for painting, chalk, white, red, crayons, Hair powder. 

and all other paints not used as dyeing drugs. 
VOL. V---23 B 
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Hams, pork, lard, sausages, meats, and reindeers' 
tongues, and fish sounds. 

Honey. 
Hops. 
l;Iorns, horn plates and tips, and lanthorn leaves, 

manufactured or not. 
India rubber. 
Ink of all kinds. 
Iron, old. 
Isinglass. 
Jewelry, mock, if not gilt or plated. 
Jostick. 
Leaves of trees of all kinds, unwrought. 
Lents. 
Lime. 
Lint. 
Licorice. 
Macaroni. 
Madras handkerchiefs of the bark of a tree. 
Marble, andmanufactures of marble, and of alabaster, 

plaster, or porphyry. 
Mercury, crude, and-in its preparations. 
Mica or talc. 
Millstones. 
Mother of pearl 
Muffs and tippets. 
Oakum. 
Oiled cloth, not floor cloth. 
Oils, animal, and all expressed and essential, not 

used as perfumes. . 
Onions, potatoes, and all other vegetables. 

Ores, metallic, minerals, metals, and their oxides. 
Oysters. 
Pipes, of clay. 
-Pots, blue. 
Pongees. 
Pounce. 
Prunella shoes. 
Pumice. 
Quills. 
Rice. 
Rouge. 
Sago and tapioca. 
Seeds, garden. 
Snuff-boxes, of paper, tortoise-shell, horn, or wood, 

or ivory lined with tortoise-shell. 
Soy. 
Sponge. . 
Stones, American grind, hones and oil, rotten and 

touch, and whet-stones. 
Sirop. 
Time-pieces. 
Tobacco, unmanufactured. 
Toys not under other rates. 
Turtles, live. 
Tortoise-shell, and manufactures of. 
Vermicelli. 
Vinegar.· 
Vitriol, white. 
Wax, bees'. 
Wax, sealing. 
Wax, shoemakers'. 

TWENTY PER CENT. 

Blue, Prussian. 
Buckles of all kinds. 
Button-moulds. 
Buttons of mother of pearl. 
Gilt wares of all kinds. 
Hardware, not specified. 
Japanned ware. 
Lead, and manufactures of. 

Loadstone. 
Plated ware. 
Pins. 
Printing types. 
Quadrants, sextants, hour-glasses, telescopes, kalei

doscopes. 
Snuff-boxes, of tin. 
Trusses. 

TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. 

Cashmere shawls and gown patterns. 
Coach and harness furniture. 
Plated saddlery and harness. 

Silver plated wares. 
Toys, of copper chiefly. 

THIRTY PER CENT. 

.A.lmond paste. 
:Anchovies and sardines. 
Artificial flowers. 
Balsam~ medicinal. 
Balsam, cosmetic. 
Baskets and basket carriages. 
Bellows. 
Brandied fruits. 
Brooms. 
Brushes. 
Cabinet ware and chairs. 
Call(;)S and walking:sticks. 
Capers. • 
Carraway, oil of. 
Cards, visiting. 
Carpeting and mats of straw or flag. 
Cariages of all descriptions. 
Cashmere gowns, ready made. 
Clothing, ready made, and Guernsey frocks. 
Cloths, painted floor. 
Confectionary and sweetmeats, in brandy and sugar. 
Cosmetics and washes. 
Cut-glass. 
Dolls, dressed or undressed. , 
Drawing pencils. 
Essential oils an'.d essences used as perfumes, and 

perfumery and pomatums. 
Fans. 

Feathers, ornamental . 
Harps, hautboys, and other musical instruments, 

principally-of wood. 
Hobby-horses. 
Leath~r, and all articles whereof leather is the article 

of chief value; laced boots, gloves, harness, 
bridles, and saddles. 

Millinery of all kinds, and head-dresses and ostrich 
feathers. 

Mustard. 
Sallad oil. 
Paint brushes. 
Paper hangings. 
Parasols and umbrellas, and frames for ditto. 
Parchment and vellum. 
Pasteboard. 
Pickles. 
Pocket-books. 
Rules, of wood. 
Snuff-boxes of wood of any kind. 
Straw plait. 
Tamarinds. 
Tinctures, odoriferous, not medicinal. 
Toys, of wood chiefly. 
Wafers. 
Whips. 
Wood, all manufactures of. 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Registerof the Treasur?J. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, IJecember 30, 1824. • 
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18TH CoNGREss,l No. '720. [2b SESSION. 

STOCK UNDER THE ACT OF MAY 24, 182f,_F_OR A LO_,4-N qF FIVE MILLIO;N"S OF DOLLARS. _ 

co:lllfC'NICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY l 'T, 1825. 

To the House of Representoi,ives of the Uniled Stoi,es: . 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representati~es of the 28th ultimo, "requesting the 

President to inform the House what terms were offered by applicants for the stock created by the act of 
the 24th of May last, and by whom such terms were offered," I herewith transmit a report from the 
Secretary of the Treasury, with accompanying papers, which contain· the information called for. 

JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January l'T, 1825. 

TREASURY DEPARTlIENT, January 5, 1825. 
Sm: In obedience to your reference to this Department of a resolution of the House of Representa

tives of the 28th ultimo, "requesting the President to inform the House what terms were offered by 
applicants for the stock created by the act of the 24th of May last, and by whom such terms were offered," 
I have the honor to report, that the awards to the payment of which the proceeds of that stock were to 
be applied were payable so short a time after the power was given to make the loan that proposals were 
not invited by public notice, and that no individual offers for the stock were made. The only proposal 
offered was the Bank of the United States, which was for the whole amount at par, and which was 
accepted by the President, as appears by the accompanying papers. These contain all the information 
called for by the resolution, and in the possession of this Department. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

The PRESIDENT of the Uniled Stoi,es. • 

SENATE Cru1mER, May 26, 1824. 
MY DEAR Sm: I am informed that you wish an expression of opinion from me, whether the interest of 

the United States could be better promoted than by making a sale to the Bank of the United States of 
the stock to be created to provide for the awards of the Commissioners under the treaty with Spain, at an 
interest of 4½ per cent. per annum; in consequence of which I with readiness state to you that I doubt 
if it would be practicable to obtain the loan at a lower rate of interest from any other source, and that, 
if to this be added the incidental interest which the United States have in the bank from the ownership 
of one-fifth of its capital, there can, in my mind, be no question but it must be more for the advantage of 
the Government to make the negotiation with the bank than in any other way. 

In giving this opinion you will allow me further to state that such an arrangement would greatly 
accommodate the claimants under the treaty, in whose favor awards have been rendered by the Commis
sioners, and that I am personally included among this number . 

. With great respect, your obedient servant, 
J. LLOYD. 

N. BIDDLE, Esq. 

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, May 26. 
MY DEAR Sm: In consequence of your inqi1iry this morning I beg leave to say that, on the discussion 

of the bill for paying the Spanish awards in. the House of Representatives, it seemed to be the opinion of 
a great majority that the treaty stipulated for payment upon making of the awards. That was the 
ground on which a motion to postpone the bill to the next session was successfully opposed. It is, I 
believe, the universal expectation of the claimants and their agents to receiv~ their money as soon as the 
a wards are made. 

With very great respect, yours, 
D. WEBSTER. 

N. BIDDLE, Esq., President of the Uniled States Bank. 

MEMORANDU.U. 

Tho Bank of the United States offers to lend to the Government five millions of dollars, at four and 
• one-half per cent., reimbursable after the 1st of January, 1832, say seven and a half years. 

These terms are more advantageous than could be offered by any other person, for this reason: the 
Government is proprietor of one-fifth of the capital of the bank. It has, therefore, seven millions of 
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dollars of its funds, which the bank is managing to the best advantage it can, but which~ in the present 
state of business throughout the country, and the great amount of rival capital seeking investment in 
private loans, it cannot employ safely and profitably to the full extent of which they are susceptible; and 
as, without diminishing in the least its discounts, the bank is able to take the loan, the interest gained 
by it is so much clear profit to the bank and the Government. 

The amount of that profit may be thus estimated: 
The bank capital consists of shares ................ _................................... 850,000 
But as the bank, in the course of its dealings, has received in pledges to it, for bad debts, 

8'1',889 shares, which are now transferred to it, and on which it retains the dividends, 
these pledges operate in fact as a reduction to that amount of its capital. Deduct these 
shares......................................................................... 8'1',889 

And the efficient cap~tal will actually consist of shares ...................... . 

Now, the number of-shares owned by the Government is ....................... . 
The whole interest on the five millions, at 4½ per cent., then, being .............. . 
The number of shares among which this profit is to be divided .................. . 
Of which the Govern~ent owns ............................................. . 

'l'0,000 
$225,000 
812,111 

'l'0,000 
The proportion of these $225,000 which will be received on these shares by the 

Government will be, of course ............. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50,462 
The consequence is that, although the Government nominally pays ....................... . 
It receives back in the shape of dividends. . . . . . . . . ................................... . 

So that, in fact, it pays for the five millions only ....................................... . 

That is, a fraction under 8½ per cent., which would be $1 '1'5,000. 
No individual and no other company could take it at that rate. 

812,111 

$225,000 
50,462 

l'l'4,588 

No individual and no other company could lend five millions at an interest of $225,000, and then 
repay every six months $25,281 of that interest . 

.A.gain, these dividends of $50,462 would, during the seven and a half years' continuance of the loan, 
amount to $8'1'8,465, a sum equivalent to a premium, which no one in the present state of the moneyed 
concerns of the country could offer, being an actual bonus of 6:fo per cent. • 

N. BIDDLE. 
W ABBINGTON, .11fay 26, 1824. 

W AS!_:IINGTON, May 26, 1824. 
- Sm: I have the honor to offer, on the part of the Bank of the United States, to purchase the stock, to 

the amount of five millions of dollars, which you are authorized to issue by the act of Congress, to 
provide for the awards of the Commissioners under the treaty with Spain; the rate of purchase to be 
one hundred dollars in money for every one hundred dollars of stock, bearing an interest of four and a 
half per cent. per annum, payable quarter-yearly; the money to be placed to the credit of the United 
States at the bank in Philadelphia on the 8th day of June next, and the stock to bear interest from 
that day. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, yours, 
N. BIDDLE, President of the Bank of the United States. 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, SetJretary of the TreMUry. 

The proposition made by Nicholas Biddle, President of the Bank of the United States, is accepted, 
and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby instructed to take the necessary measures to carry it into 
effect. 

JAMES MONROE. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. '721. [2D SESSION. 

REMISSION OF DUTIES ON GOODS TAKEN BY THE ENEMY. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 18, 1825. 

The Committee of Ways and Means, to whom was referred the petition of Paul Chase, praying to be 
relieved from the payment of a balance of three thousand two hundred dollars, with e:iq,enses due 
to the United States, on judgments recovered in the Federal Court for the District of Georgia, against 
Paul Chase and his security, Samuel Clark, have had the same under consideration, and report: 

That the petitioner was, prior to and ·during the late war with Great Britain, engaged in mercantile 
operations in the town-and port of St. Mary's, in the State of Georgia; that at the time said town was 
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taken possession of by the British forces under the command of Admiral Cockburn, the petitioner had in 
possession in his store in said town a large amount of foreign merchandise, which he had then recently 
imported into the United States, for the dutie.s on which he had given bonds at the custom-house, with 
Samuel Clark security, on which bonds judgments were subsequently recovered. That the petitioner had 
volunteered to defend the country against the invasion by the said British forces, and thus rendered 
himself personally obnoxious to the enemy; that his absence from the town of St. Mary's at the time it 
was entered by the enemy (being then in the service of the United States) deprived him of the oppor
tunity he would otherwise have had of removing said merchandise to a place of security; and that said 
merchandise, a large amount of which remained in the original packages, was plundered from the store 
of the petitioner, shipped by the enemy, and carried out of the United States. The petitioner therefore 
prays relief from the payment of the balance due on said judgments, which he alleges is equal to the 
amount of duties on the merchandise thus carried off by the enemy. 

The committee are of opinion that the object of the Government in laying duties on foreign mer
chandise imported into the United States is to raise a revenue for the support of Government, on foreign 
merchandise actually consumed within the United States. They cannot, therefore, conceive why the 
unfortunate petitioner, who lost the whole amount of merchandise for the duties on which said judgments 
now exist against him, should not be entitled to the relief prayed for, when, by provisions of yom· revenue 
laws, the more fortunate and (perhaps) less patriotic merchant who reships an equal amount of merchan
dise, with promising prospects of profit, is entitled to the benefit of drawback to an amount equal to the 
amount of relief prayed for, especially as the merchandise plundered from the petitioner was reshipped 
by the enemy and carried out of the United States, and as the loss of the petitioner was probably induced 
by his hostility to the enemy. The committee are aware that the benefit of drawback is allowed with a 
view to the encouragement of commerce. As the merchandise in question was carried out of the United 
States by the enemy the petitioner is not entitled to relief on that ground, for as much as such reship
ment did not tend to the encouragement of commerce, yet as the act of the Government ( over which the 
petitioner had no control) induced those relations with Great Britain which led to the capture and loss of 
said merchandise and deprived the petitioner of the opportunity of exporting said merchandise to the 
encouragement of commerce and with a view to the benefit of drawback, no argument can be drawn 
thence oppo-sed to the relief prayed for, because the petitioner would have had and might have used the 
privilege of claiming the benefit of drawback but for such capture and loss. 

On a full view of all the circumstances connected with this case, the committee are of opinion that 
the relief prayed for ought to be granted, especially if the petitioner's loss was occasioned by his hostility 
and opposition to the enemy, which the committee think probable. 

The committee therefore report a bill. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 

The petition of Paul Chase respectfully showeth: That your petitioner was, previous to and during 
the late war with Great Britain, doing business as a merchant at St. Mary's, in the State of Georgia, and 
in the habit of importing various kinds ·of merchandise at said port, all of which was duly entered at the 
custom-house, by which means your petitioner became indebted to the United States in a sum of more 
than $10,000 for duties on goods so imported. That your petitioner was so engaged in trade when the 
southern part of the State of Georgia was invaded by the enemy, at which time your petitioner entered 
as a volunteer under the command of Colonel Scott, having his store and property then in it in charge of 
a person in his employment. When the enemy took possession of the town of St. Mary's your petitioner's 
store was, in common with others who were at the time absent, rifled of its contents and the property 
carried off by the enemy. 

Your petitioner further sets forth that the enemy t-Ook from his store upwards of $10,000 value in 
goods, $7,000 value of which was in the original packages, as imported, and on which he had secured 
the duties by giving bonds for the amount at the custom-house. 

Your petitioner applied to the Treasury Department, setting forth the circumstances of his case and 
praying to be relieved from the payment of the duties on the goods taken by the enemy and an extension 
of time on the payment of the duties really due; to that-petition your petitioner never received an 
answer. A short time after your petitioner was informed by William Davies, Esq., District Attorney for 
the State of Georgia, that he had taken judgments on all the bonds by order of Alexander J. Dal~as, Esq., 
and unless they were paid he must proceed to the sale of your petitioner's remaining little property. 
Your petitioner, being unable to pay, from the loss of his property, was obliged to submit to the sale and 
consequent sacrifice of his property, which the depression of commerce had so reduced in value that 
your petitioner's property was sacrificed for less than half its cost. In consequence of these circum
stances your petitioner's property was found insufficient to pay the bonds. Your petitioner's property 
being thus taken, he concluded he would be permitted to pursue his business and maintain his family by 
his exertion and industry, without any impediment being thrown in the way by the United States 
Government. Your petitioner has the painful necessity to state that he has lately received information 
from Mr. Samuel Olark, of St. Mary's, that all his property has been levied on by the marshal and is to 
be sold to satisfy those judgments as security on my bonds. 

Your petitioner therefore prays that your honorable body will take his case into their consideratiol! 
and grant hin1 relief from the payment of the remaining $3,200, together with the expenses that may 
accrue, which is scarcely the amount of duties on the goods taken by the enemy which were in the 
original packages as imported, and as in duty bound your petitioner will ever pray. -

PAUL CHASE. 

STATE OF LomsrANA, Oity of New Orleans. 
Be it known that on the 22d day of November, in the year 1823, before me, Greenbury Ridgely 

Stringer, notary public in and for the city of New Orleans, duly commissioned, personally came and 
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appeared Paul Chase to me, notary; well known, who, at his own request, ha,ving been by me, notary, 
duly sworn according to law, did depose that the facts stated and set forth in the foregoing petition 
subscribed by him are true in every particular. In. faith whereof I grant these presents under my 
signature and seal of office the day and year aforesaid. 

G. R. STRINGER, Notary Public. 

GEORGIA, Cam<len County, ss. 
Personally appeared Captain Charles Deshon, who, being duly sworn, doth depose and say that in the 

latter part of the year 1814, and early in the year 1815, he resided in the town of St. Mary's, St~te and 
county aforesaid; that his business at said time frequently caused his being in the store of Captam Paul 
Chase,.at said St. Mary's; that this deponent resided in said ~t. Mary's during the occupation. of it ~y 
the British forces under the command of Admiral Cockburn, m January, 1815; that at the t1me-sa1d 
forces took possession of sa.id St. :Mary's said Chase had had in his store a large amount of foreign 
merchandise which he then had recently imported from Amelia Island, and which merchandise was 
plundered from his store by said British forces and by them shipped and sent out of this country; and 
that the store of said Chase, during the occupation of said St. Mary's by said British forces, was used by 
the main guard of said forces. 

CHARLES DESHON. 

Sworn to before me this 20th of November, 1823. 
M. H. HEBBARD, J. P. 

GEORGIA, Camden County, ss. 
Personally appeared Joseph Dorr, who, being duly sworn, doth depose and say that he has resided in 

the town of St. Mary's, State and county aforesaid, for the last twenty-eight years past; that he resided 
in said St. Mary's in January, 1815, when the British forces under the command of Admiral Cockburn 
took possession of said St. Mary's, and that he continued in said town during the occupation thereof by 
said forces; that at the time when said forces took possession of said town Captain Paul Chase had in 
his store in said town a large amount of foreign merchandise, which said Chase had then recently imported 
from Amelia Island, and which merchandise was plundered from his store by said British forces and by 
them shipped and sent out of this country in January, 1815, and that the store of Chase, during the 
occupation of said St. Mary's by said British forces, was used by the main guard of said forces. 

JOSEPH DORR. 

Sworn to before me this 20th of November, 1823. 
M. H. HEBBARD, J. P. 

GEORGIA, CAMDEN CouNTY, town ef St. Mary's, Novemher 21, 1823. 
I do hereby certify that M. H. Hebbard is one of the justices of the peace for the county of Camden 

and State aforesaid, and that the foregoing are his proper signatures. 
WILLIAM GIBSON, 

One ef the Justices ef the Irif erior Court ef the County and State aforesaid, 
ana Intendant ef the town ef St. Marijs. 

STATE OF GEORGIA, Camden County. 
Personally appeared before William Gibson, Esq., Intendant of the town of St. Mary's, John Boog, 

who, being duly and solemnly sworn, sayeth, that in the month of December, 1814, he was in the store of 
Captain Paul Chase, in St. Mary's, wh~re he saw a large quantity of bale goods, which he was informed, 
and verily believes, was recently imported from Fernandina, in East Florida; and that on the 13th of 
January, 1815, the British forces took possession of St. Mary's; that on the following day he, the deponent, 
was taken prisoner, when he saw the store of Captain Chase occupied by the main guard of the British 
troops, having, as he understood and believes, been first plundered of its contents by the enemy. 

JOHN BOOG. 

Sworn to this 10th of December, 1823, before me. 
WILLIAM GIBSON, ;Intendant. 

STATE OF GEORGIA, Camden County. 
f ersonally appeared Whipple Aldrick, who, being duly sworn, doth depose and say that he was a 

resident of the town of St. Mary's, Georgia, at the time said place was taken possession of by the British 
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in January, 1815; that the day after the arrival of their troops they took possession of the stores 
generally in said town, and among the number was the store of Captain Paul Chase, which they entered, 
and either that day or the day thereafter took therefrom some boxes, the value of which I could not 
declare, neither do I know the amount of property which was in the. store at the time, but believe they 
(the British under the immediate c-0mmand of Captain Jackson) took all that the store contained, let it 
be more or less, and they retained possession of said store until they evacuated the place. 

WHIPPLE ALDRIOK. 
Sworn to before me this 13th of December, 1823. 

M. H. HEBBARD, J. P. 

STATE OF GEORGIA, Oamden Oounty. 
I do hereby certify that in the years 1814 and 1815 I had command of a company of the militia of 

this State, being the company of the 29th district; that during said period of time Captain Paul Chase, 
merchant of St. Mary's, State and county aforesaid, volunteered his services in said company and served 
in the same under my command. 

WILLIAM MICKLIN. 
Sr. MAR"Y's, December 22, 1823. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 722. [2D SESSION. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE BANK. OF THE UNITED STATES. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 21, 1825. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 20, 1825. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the I '1th instant, I have the 

honor to transmit the statements (twelve in number) which have been received at this Department from 
the Bank of the United States, embracing the transactions of that institution for the year 1824. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, • 
. WM. H. ORA WFORD. 

Hon. SPEAKER of the House of Representat_ivcs. 
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RECAPITULATION. CR. 

Funded debt, (various) ••••••.••••••••••• ·•·•••····••••·· $10,874,014 88 Capital stock .••.•.•....••..•••.••..•.....•.•.•..••..... $34,995,919 63 
Bills discounted, personal security .•••... $24,147,340 39 

funded debt............ 195,698 97 
bank stock,........... 6,729; 772 9-2 

Domestic bills of exchange ••..•.••.•..•.....••••••..•... 
Foreign bills of exchange ••••••••••••.•..•.•••.•.•••••••. 
Baring Brothers & Co ................................. .. 
Hope& Co." ........................................... . 
Real estate •.•••.•••.••• ••••• .......................... . 
Mortgages, &c .•.•..••••..••••••••••.••••.••••••.•••.... 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 14,423,040 41 

State banks.·•••••............ 1,394,754 57 

Debt of S. Smith and B ••••••• •·•••••••• ·••••· •••••••••• 
Debt due by United States .••....•.••..•.••••••.•.••••••. 
Deficiencies ........................................... . 
Banking-houses, bonus, &c .•••....••••••.•.•••••.••....• 
Expenses ..... ..... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Foreign exchange account: ............................. . 
Cash notes Bank United States and offices 6,668,215 56 

State.banks •••••• ••···•··•••· 835,179 83 
Specie.................................. 6,273,666 30 

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES, February 6, 1824. 

30,972,812 28 
2,388, 737 83 

34,890 87 
1,400,176 37 

467 60 
1,224,0i9 82 

120,700 00 

15,817, i94 98 
1,267,332 08 

5,267 32 
501,099 90 

1,872,412 68 
45,262 97 
89,662 56 

13,777,06169 

80,391, 774 13 

Notes issued ........................... .......... •••·•· 
Dividends unclaimed .................................. . 
Discount, exchange, and interest ........ ............... . 
Profit and loss and contingent interest, •.•••.•••.•.•••••. 
Contingent fund ...................................... .. 
Due to Bank United States and offices •• $14,409,374 70 

State banks........ .. ... . ...... 796,548 59 

Loan from Baring Brothers & Co ...................... .. 
Deposits on account of Treasurer United 

States ........... , .................. . 
Deduct overdrafts .............. . 

Deposits on account of public officers .•. 
individuals ...... 

7,747,333 36 
93,587 01 

7,653,746 35 
J,346003 37 
4,047,868 76 

11,671, 787 46 
159,469 32 
194,414 47 
271,708 19 

3,823,533 29 

15,205,923 29 
1,020,000 00 

13,048,018 48 

so,391, 774 13 

THOJIIAS WILSON, Cathier, 
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Dute. Dunks. 

1824. 
!\lurch 1 I Dunk United Stutes .... 
Feb. 23 Office, PortsmouUt. •••• 

26 Boston ......... 
26 
23 
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23 
21 
24 
21 
24 
17 
17 
13 
10 
14 
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Jan. 26 
Feb, 25 

Providcnc~ ..... . 
Middletown ... .. 
New York,. .. .. 
Dultlmorc .•••.•. 
Washington .... 
Richmond ••••.• 
Norfolk ••.•••••. 
Fo.ycttcvillo .. .. 
Churleston .... .. 
Suvnnnuh ..... . 
Lexington,. .. .. 
Louisville .... .. 
Cbilicot11e, ..•... 
Cincinnati ...... 
New Orleuns •• 

Pittsburg·••··•• 

Genel'al statement of the Bank of the Uniied St,ate.s and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates hel'ein mentioned. 
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$2,704,582 36 
399,750 78 

1,214,594 17 
386,791 36 
364,657 67 

3,481,800 20 
2,297,437 43 
1,29-2,592 21 
1,201,613 75 

664,647 04 
40S1039 06 

1,918,19-2 26 
483,231 55 
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$364,513 84 $4,847 59 """ , ....... $12,028,R43 37 
6,050 00 942 13 ...... .... .... 79,501 23 

375, 758 42 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., ., .. .. .. .. 716, 036 62 
1621598 99 ...... ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 641291 S7 
53,506 38 .......... .... .... .... ...... 75,092 53 

269,838 81 .................. ., ., .. ., ., 688,833 48 
101,193 94 87,534 07 .............. 29,849 55 
oo, 755 68 18,923 00 $53,368 42 154,173 54 
33,530 79 20,455 23 ...... .... .... 143,376 90 

...... ........ .... .... ...... 23,025 09 41,375 77 
100,905 57 ...... .... .... ...... .... .... 87,416 61 
290, ~40 33 .................. , .. ., .. .. • 29,055 14 
17,727 92 0,013 75 .... .... ...... 201,775 82 
39,274 49 52,108 03 ............ ., 44,523 70 
87,847 20 181888 33 ..... ......... 4,ll65 3S 
14,010 00 ...... ., ........... ,. .. • .. .. 38,122 13 

1511 704 65 8991344 9S ...... ........ 70 00 
239,798 29 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. 38,632 31 
17,433 70 93,839 00 'l,194 36 40,453 07 
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$630,337 05 ............................ $1,401,427 29 $9,154 77 $1,053,815 56 
1,210 93 ....................... ,. .. .. .. .......... 

0

758 00 224,230 00 
6,190 06 .............. .......... .... 2,850 00 551 74 397,825 00 

14,142 09 .............. .... .... ...... .... .... ...... 792 57 247,610 00 
51 004 46 $331 05S 90 ......... ., .. . .. ........ ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1111 545 00 

136,277 16 9,347 67 .............. 76,958 61 3,900 99 467,005 00 

~mn ~~-~~~~ ~•34 ~moo ~~oo 
101957 50 ...... .,., .... ...... .... .... 101297 52 2,178 14 2S0j350 00 
32,243 94 95,150 29 .............. , 35,507 03 7,154 42 218,150 00 
29,909 54 .... .......... .......... .... 27,871 54 5,213 13 56,330 00 

121,1ss 36 in,0s1 05 .... .......... 27,998 49 876 57 74,sao oo 
22, 779 95 6,909 00 ..... , .. ,. .. .. 67,727 78 2,857 16 473,39_0 00 
10,79800 7,76012 .... : ......... 41,48032 4,40934 1,139,75500 

" ............ , ................. ., .... , .. • .. . • .. .. .. • .. • 899 96 32,910 00 
7,514 34 .... .... ...... ...... .... .... 11,357 87 777 66 108,270 00 

539 38 I 225, :;55 oo 
104,834 151 7,723 14 , .............. , ............ .. 
26,098 711 13,134 27 .... , ., .. ., • ., 42,500 00 
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Date, 

1824. 
March l 
Feb, 23 

26 
26 
23 
25 
23 
~1 
24, 
21 
24 
17 
17 
13 

10 
14 
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Jan, 26 
Feb, 25 

Banks, 

" 

General stateynent of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at lhe dates herein mentioned-Oontinuod. 
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1----1----1----1-----f-----1 -----1-----1------1------1-----~-----

Bank United States .. , ....................... $'24,045,919 63 
Office, Portsmouth...... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 300,000 00 

Boston .................. ; .. ;,, ... .'.... 1,500,000 00 
Providence ..... ;.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 400,000 00 
Middletown....... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 250,000 00 
NowYork............................ 2,r,00,000 00 
Dnltimorc ....... .......................••..••••....... 
Washington . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 500,000 00 
Richmond .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, ooo, 000 00 
Norfolk ........ ,...................... 500,000 00 
Fayetteville........... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 500,000 00 
Charleston............................ 1,5001000 00 
Savannah ...... :...................... 1,000,000 00 
Lexington ................................... : .. ..... .. 
Louisville ........................................... . 
Chilieotllc ........................................... .. 

$1,770,049 96 
311,~35 00 
450;625 00 
294,805 00 
270,582 50 
707,452 50 
975,610 00 
975,370 00 
782,820 00 
288,460 00 
268,990 00 

1,070,575 00 
t, 046, 000 00 

124,475 00 
125,620 00 
190,675 00 

$68,126 15 
130 00 

6,382 25 
467 50 

3,0ll7 50 
8,476 75 
6,908 00 
3,451 00 
7,938 72 
2,025 25 

636 50 
16,677 50 
2,562 50 

82 50 
252 80 

,$28,088 81 
5,949 89 

2~,270 67 
,8,416 18 

5,403 34 
54,221 89 
33,854 55 
14,447 29 
12,894 60 
6,298 11 
8,202 05 

$139,911 15 1 $3, a20, 106 96 $1,057,884 17 
88,758 52 
35,923 33 
89,533 94 
Bil,421 94 

255,855 54 
5,717,463 69 

118,948 53 
8>1,679 63 
88,059 45 
38,389 51 

$248,965 13 I $t,020,ooo oo I i-2,164,202 20 

343,296 18 
26,615 62 
10,777 31 

138,023 45 
124,665 42 
29,820 24 

597 71 
8,103 46 

3,375 441 ............... . 
9,086 06 .............. .. 

1,319 30 1 .............. .. 
297 54 .............. .. 
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$155,098 45 
5,117 05 

164,999 99 
14,430 23 
17,571 25 

265,592 49 
70,769 59 

291,647 29 
87,025 45 
14,176 91 
19,706 29 
25,588 29 
15,096 40 
14,276 83 

494 78 
23,050 84 

Cincinnati .......................................... .. 4,770 00 
1,936,145 00 

154,967 50 

37,561 49 
2,946 97 
S, 106 28 
8,269 50 
3,892 83 
4,188 34 82,80•1471 .............. .. 

3-16,636 56 
857 29 

1,oso,143 53 
1,153,395 25 

565,914 12 
2,461,339 21 

409,939 12 
753,577 23 

••••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••••l'••••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••••• 

New Orleans .... ,.................... 1,000,000 00 
Pittsburg ............................................. . 

257 40 24,750 55 
6,442 42 

51,099 70 1 .............. .. 

G,159 02 I••·· •••••••••••• 

208,052 79 
18,230 56 

112,418 71 
4,559 18 

34, 995, 919 63 1 11,759,321 46 127,402 32 296,205 76 228,875 54 I 3,820,106 96 I 14,429,720 55 999,042 56 1,020,000 oo 1 6,816,612 st 1 1,302,620 02 

At Bank United States: Funded debt or the United States, (various) ............................................................... .. 

~~l~iJga:;~--:~:I)LJ/::ii:/)\i~ii!ii!)i!!iiii:~ii~i)!))))))!)!ii:ii~iiii!i 
At Office, Chnrlcston: Jt{i*l£sx;~~~:~::

0

::~~;;:::::: :::::: '.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :;:: :: :::::::::::::::: :::: ::::: '. 
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467 60 

25,266 42 
5,267 32 

107,143 61 
12,200 00 

108,500 00 

$695,521 41 
11,826 11 

121, 7§2 67 
14,932 32 
6,231 96 

515,301 77 
39;;,151 88 
118,296 95 
106,045 92 • 
232,278 06 , 

0,070 30 
673,839 51 

35,265 16 
04,937 69 
96,261 54 
!m,180 80 
29,153 82 

690,611 01 
54,031 97 

a, 919,690 85 
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1825.] • BANK OF THE UNITED S1'ATES. 

Dn. RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of United States, (various).. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . $10,874,014 88 
Dills discounte,1 on personal security ..... &-23,693,400 62 

funded debt.......... 97,575 29 
bank stock........... 6,599,126 41 

Domestic bills of excl1ange .... ......................... . 
Foreign bills of excbnnge .•••.•...•••••......•...•....•.. 
Ilnring Brothers &. Co .................................. . 

Hope &. Co ............................. ·•··•···•••••··· 
Real estate ............................................. . 
l\Jort,,oages, lite ......................................... . 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 14,596,189 <r2 

State banks.................... 1,278,584 26 

Debt of S. Smith and Il., G. '\VillL~ms, 
nnd J. '\V. JlfoCuJJoch ............................... .. 

Debt due by United States .............................. . 
Deficiencies ........................................... . 
Ilanking-Itouses, bonus, premium on loan, 

&.e .................................................. . 
Expenses ................... •····••••••• •••• ·••••••• •••• 
Forcjgn exchange account ............... ............... . 
Cnsh notes Dank United States and offices. 6,591,655 56 

of State banks............... 808,446 24 
Specie.................................. 5,932,734 94 

30,390 102 32 
2,39-2 389 00 

25,266 43 
1,667,261 00 

467 60 
1,20-2,896 11 

120,700 00 

15,874,773 28 

1,267,332 08 
5,267 32 

501,5i4 90 

1,879, 757 82 
55,l~ 21 

107,143 61 

79,696,966 30 

Capital stock .......................................... . 
Notes issued ........................... ............... . 
Dividends unclaimed ................................. .. 
Discount, exchange, and interest. . • • . . . .. .. . • • . . .. . • .. 
Profit and loss and contingent interest ........••.•...•... 
Contingent fund ...................................... . 
Due to Dank United States and offices... $14,429, i20 56 

State banks..................... 999,042 56 

Loan from Baring Brothers &. Co ....................... . 
Deposits, viz: 

On account of the Treasurer of the 
United States..................... 6,876,642 51 

Deduct overdrafts, &c..... •• .. 78,587 87 

On account of public officers ........ 
individuals .....•.•... 

6,798,054 04 
1,30-2,620 02 
3,919,690 85 

189 

Cn. 

$34,995,919 63 
11,759,327 46 

127,402 32 
296,205 i6 
228,Si5 54 

3,820,106 96 

15,428, 763 12 
1,0-20,000 00 

12, <r20, 365 51 

79,696,966 30 

BANK or TR£ UNITED STAT£s, March 5, 1824. 
THOl\fAS WILSON, Cashier. 

\\ 



Dn. General, statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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1004, 
April 1 Dank United States .... $2,576,753 40 $100 00 $2,947,545 00 $423,818 56 $4,527 5Y .............. $11,774,617 23 $704,66115 .............. .............. $1,402,007 18 $13,521 62 
Mnr. 29 Office, Portsmouth ..... 397,648 01 2,912 00 0,000 00 0,000 00 942 13 .............. 13,417 59 .............. .............. .............. .............. 1,025 24. 

27 Doston ......... 1,150,470 70 13,150 00 18,700 00 !:?481707 24 .............. •••••••••••••• 733,320 90 251,404 00 .............. .............. 2,850 00 4,256 81 
27 Providence ..... 419,0-20 07 ..... , ........ 1,000 00 138,573 28 .............. 

•••••••••••••• 
6,578 26 17,400 64 .............. .............. ............. 1,442 57 

29 llliddlctown ..... 354,598 75 •••••••••••••• 20,450 00 42,833 88 .............. •••••••••••••• 72,158 27 16,851 40 $33,058 90 .............. •••••••••••••• 1,201 45 
31 New York ...... 3, ooo, 980 93 01,275 77 384,301 00 308,483 68 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 517,841 15 397,266 65 9,347 67 .............. 77,979 54 5,583 35 
29 Dnltimorc ..••..• 2,317,479 20 .............. 2,054,652 21 120,949 68 87,534 07 •••••••••••••• 123,539 06 132,548 88 307,404 40 $1,267,332 08 110,657 34 4,622 51 
27 Washington .... 1,357,518 32 600 00 80,206 25 36,045 00 18,954 55 $53,368 42 159,970 94 24,614 77 .............. .............. 19,297 42 2,979 30 
30 Richmond., .•. , 1,180,343 18 .............. 98,013 00 29,914 50 2.1, 717 40 .............. 74,598 89 62,516 43 95,159 29 .............. 35,507 93 8,121 02 
27 Norfolk ......... 664,874 61 5,458 13 168,000 00 .............. .............. .............. 144,258 55 24,133 65 .............. .............. 27,871 54 • 6,007 07 
23 Fnycttcvlllc ..... 110,0-m 09 ............... 33,075 00 100,147 36 .............. .............. 88,598 99 124,185 36 21,087 05 .............. 27,998 49 1,385 20 
23 Charleston ..... 1,872,404 42 26,440 00 614,954 00 !212,209 41 .............. .............. 59,068 47 10,588 14 0,909 00 .............. 67,727 78 4,858 45 
23 Savnnnnll,,,., .. 472,828 45 .............. n,ooo oo 14,896 92 a,013 75 .............. 269,583 01 10,798 00 7,760 lll .............. 41,480 32 5,051 27 
12 Lexington ...... 1,osg,352 43 .............. 12,840 00 36,841 39 52,108 03 .............. 22,837 45, •••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. 1,259 99 
10 Louisville ...... 1,095,852 51 .............. .............. 93,778 26 18,888 33 .............. 11,535 60 7,514 34 .............. .............. 11,357 87 1,999 09 
20 Chilicothc ...... 4S0,570 19 •••••••••••••• .............. 11,soo oo .............. .............. 38,197 18 ·····••'••···· .............. .............. .............. 1,433 99 
20 Cincinnati ...... 1,330,790 76 •••••••••••••• 500 00 149,204 05 940,593 06 .............. 175 27 104,834 15 7,723 14 .............. ·····••t••···· 8,716 13 

1 New Orleans ... 2,289, 182 80 .............. 11,800 oo 292,828 74 .............. .............. 25,757 72 81,433 99 13,131 27 .............. 42,500 00 4,120 83 
24 Pittsburg ........ 704,145 02 .............. .......... ... 18,083 25 81,339 00 2,194 36 1, 7Sl 49 .............. .............. .............. 14,123 13 3,037 07 

23,121,786 50 109,935 90 6,470,902 46 2,2P5,975 80 1,234,617 91 55,562 78 14,137,812 02 1,010,811 ss 501,574 90 1,267,332 08 1, 881, 358 54 S0,625 22 
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$1,062,36,5 56 $416,923 80 
189,690 00 37,127 10 
324,250 00 118,893 00 
239,~05 00 5,459 50 
81,800 00 6,444 00 

827,940 00 85,00U 00 
442,095 00 39,169-15 

211,120, 00 13,121 18 
217,915 00 1ss,S10 :m 
58,760 00 ui,396 11 
39,570 00 16,588 00 

435,100 00 121,705 00 
1,150,070 00 31600 OP 

32,910 00 17,316 00 
108,270 00 o,s91 oo 
225,740 00 36,939 00 

•••••••••••••• .............. 
819,995 00 42,850 00 
84,350 00 5,907 00 . 

o,ss1,045 56 1,145,176 !'9 
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$1,344,819 01 
53,419 34 

255,653 35 
170,927 37 
42,967 10 

1,236,073 44 
734,000 00 
74,404 85 

169,885 08 
108,618 75 
25,261 25 

280,723 99 
230,237 65 

42,162 73 
195,406 55 
268,552 83 
43,038 64 

1,oos,011 80 
28,464 59 
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Date . 

1824. 
April 1 
l\farch 29 

27 
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29 
31 
29 
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30 
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23 
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23 
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16 
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20 
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General statement of the Bania of the United States t:tnd its Offices of .Discou;it and .Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 

Danks. .,; 

~ 
5 e 

Dank Unitod States ...... ·••• ................ $24,0451919 63 
Office, Portsmouth........ • .. • .. . . . • .. .. • .. .. • 300, ooo oo 

Boston................................ 1,500,000 oo 
Providence .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • • .. .. .. 400,000 00 
llliddlctown .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. .. 250,000 00 
New York............................ 21500,000 00 
Ualtimoro .......................................... .. 
Washington .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5001000 00 
Richmond............................ 1,000,000 00 
Norfolk............ ...... .... .... .... 5001000 00 
Fnyettcvillo .... ..... • ...... ...... .... 500,000 00 
Charleston............................ 1,5001000 00 
Snvnnnnh....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 1, ooo, 000 00 
Lexington .............. , ............. ..... , ......... . 
Lollisvillc ..................... , , ...... , .... , ... , .• , , , 
Chlllcotho ............................ 1 ............... . 
Cincinnnti .. , ....................................... .. 
New Orleans.......................... 1,000,000 00 
Pittsburg .......................... , ................. .. 

"' l!j· 
.!ll 
s 
~ 

$1, 798, 049 96 
311,310 00 
450,625 00 
294,805 00 
279,582 50 
707,452 50 
966,825 00 
952,110 00 
777,670 00 
336,960 00 
268,870 00 

1,008,430 oo 
1, 046, 885 00 

124,455 00 
125,600 00 
190,675 00 

4,730 00 
1,967,235 00 

154,967 50 

"' C> 

I 
~ 
5 

l 
$34,023 65 

55 00 
4,767 25 

217 50 
2,432 50 
3,259 73 
4,943 00 
1,853 50 
0,101 22 
1,842 75 

380 50 
9,648 75 
1,550 00 

75 00 
210 30 

532 40 
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$188,930 a.; $137,103 07 $3,820,106 96 
5,772 89 ............................... . 

24,603 40 ............................... . 
11,054 56 ............................... . 
7,935 57 ............................... . 

72,140 36 .......... , ................... .. 
46,969 10 ............................... . 
19,432 38 .............................. .. 
18,617 29 ............................... . 
81213 43 ............................... . 

10,696 83 ............................... . 
53,376 78 ............................... . 
5,753 82 ............................... . 

10,59·1 30 .............................. .. 
13,222 76 ............................... . 
6,293 76 ............................... . 
7,123 89 82,828 54 ............... . 

40,510 08 .............................. .. 
8,764 74 1,059 02 ............... . 
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$1,081,617 46 
13,816 08 
20,015 53 
44,615 26 
40,9-28 12 

402,637 10 
s,7<151943 30 

79,785 62 
101,004 21 
81,515 54 
31,239 65 

211,453 72 
827 58 

1,055,381 00 
1,119,144 47 

564,021 56 
2,459,522 26 

411,919 82 
694,848,12 
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$222,294 42 
316 61 

327,157 38 
15,603 02 
2,311 88 

103,001 95 
86,788 84 
g,210 74 

426 36 
3,095 27 
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$I,o-20,ooo oo 

17,667 451 ............... . 
9,086 06 .............. .. 

4,24/l 30 1··· ........... .. 
345 54 .............. .. 

G,680 13 1 .............. .. 
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$1,890,890 65 
44,0•14 83 

447,689 58 
205,519 03 
34,009 47 

2,125,140 50 
383,918 23 
72,741 02 
9,038 33 

85,146 56 
59,695 08 

248,490 28 
106,957 15 

81068 17 
195,214 78 
181,162 39 

288,940 88 
18,441 79 
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~ 
,!,! 
:g 
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~ 
:g 
g, 
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$301,932 05 
28,432 02 

245,672 45 
19,015 19 
39,178 95 

446,489 9-2 
131,991 98 
311,709 25 
120,196 69 
14,651 68 
13,542 50 
10,0-28 46 
16,493 09 
43,523 96 

386 28 
42,450 88 

81,282 45 
3,189 20 

34,o9s,9rn 63 1 11,a21,231 4o 71,893 05 560,006 29 221,591 23 I 3,a20,106 96 1 14,120,235 10 8os,230 95 I 1,020,000 oo I o,404,749 021 1,s10,101 oo 

At Dank United States: Funded debt of tho United States, (various) ............................................................... .. 

fg£~~B!il1:°::t~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::: 
Debt duo by !ho United States, ............................................................................ . 

At Office, Charleston: JEfui1~f ~~;::.~•~:~t:,:_:_:_:_:,:_:,:_:,:,:_:_:_:,::::::: :: : : ;; : : ;; : : : : : : '.: :: : : :: :: :: :: '. '.::::: '.:: '. '. ;;; : ;; ; : : : :: :: :;; : 

$10,873,407 78 
1,723,~~~ ~ 

25,266 43 
5,267 3-2 

112,008 82 
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,8882,786 68 
5,334 98 

107,185 41 
15,576 83 
15,984 76 

551,951 12 
414,604 19 
106,0-24 49 
118,475 46 
188,953 21 

3,514 29 
689,093 72 
37,026 79 
65,566 59 
93,470 26 
28,444 06 
31,37111 

831,577 51 
62,123 94 

4,259,064 98 
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192 FINANCE. [No. 122. 

DR. RECAPITULATION. CR. 

FundeddebtoftheUnitedStates,(various) ................ $10,873,407 78 Capital stock........................... .... ••.• .... .... $34,995,919 63 
Bills discounted on personal security..... $"23, 121, 786 50 

funded debt.......... 109,935 90 
bank siock . . . • .. . . . . 6,470,902 46 

Domestic bills of exchange ............................ .. 
Foreign bills of exchange .......... ..................... . 
Baring Brothers &. Co .................................. . 
Hope&. Co ............................................ . 
Real estate ............................................. . 
Mortgages, &.c ......................................... . 
Due from Bank of United States and offices 14,137,812 0-2 

State banks......... .... ...... 1,970,811 55 

Debt of S. Smith and B., G. Williams, 
and l\IcCulloch ...................................... . 

Debt due by the United States .......................... . 
Deficiencies ........................................... . 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium on Joan ................ . 
Expenses .............................................. . 
Foreign exchange account ......... ..................... . 
Cash notes Bank United States and offices. 6,551,045 56 

of State banks............... 1,145,176 19 
Specie.................................. 6,309,691 38 

BANK OF TIIE UNITED STATES, .llpril 6, 1824. 

29,702,624 86 
2,285,975 80 

25,266 43 
1,723,876 83 

467 60 
1,234, 617 91 

120,700 00 

16,108,623 57 

1,267,332 08 
5,267 32 

501,574 90 
1, 881, 358 54 

80,625 22 
112,oos 82 

14,005,913 13 

79,929,640 79 

Notes issued........................... .....• .... ••.... n,827,237 46 
Dividends unclaimed................... .•.... .•..... ... 71,893 05 
Discount, excbange,andlnterest........ .•.. ............ 560,Q06 29 
Profit and loss and contingent interest... . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • 221,591 23 
Contingent fund........................ .. .. . . . . . • •••... 3,820,106 96 
Due to Bank United States and offices.. 14,120,236 40 

State banks .. . . . . ... . . . . • . . • .. . 808,230 95 
14,9-28,467 35 

Loan from Baring Brothers &. Co....... .. . . •. .. . . ...... 1,020,000 00 
Deposits, viz: 

On account of the Treasurer of the 
United States ............•........ 

Deduct overdrafts, &.c .••...... 
6,404,749 62 

55,562 78 

6,349,100 84, 
On account of public officers........ 1,876,167 00 

individuals........... 4,259,064 98 
12,484,418 82 

TllOll1;l5 WILSON, Ccuhier, 
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1824, 
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26 
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28 
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24 
27 
17 
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13 
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Dnuks, 

Dank United States .... 
_ Office, Portsmouth, •••• 

Boston ••••••••• 
Providcucc ...... 
Hartford •••••••• 
New York;.; ••• 
Dnltlmorc .•••••• 
Washington ••• , 
Richmond ...... 
Norfolk ......... 
Fnycttevillo,:. :. 
Chnrlcston, •••• •• 
Snvnnnnh ...... 
Lexington, ...... 
Louisville ...... 
Chilicothc ... : ••• 
Clncinnutl ..... ; 
New Orlcnns .. ;. 
Pittsburg •• ; •••• 

I 

General statement if the Bank of the United &ates and its Offices if Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$2,640,240 44 .............. $2,942,495 00 $·175,036 57 $4,5~7 59 .............. $11,968, 777 52 1,1642,391 50 .............. .............. il,404,297 76 $17,581 10 

404,347 28 $2,912 00 1,100 00 4,ooo oo 942 13 .............. 10,662 71 651 90 .............. .............. .............. 1,049 74 

1,009,290 39 13,150 00 12,500 00 225,055 20 .............. .............. 891,541 39 140,140 31 .............. •••••••••••••• 54,850 00 4,256 81 

407,940 28 •••••••••••••• 1,000 00 134,846 73 .............. .............. 16,266 65 17,179 66 •••••••••••••• .............. .............. 1,829 86 

348,903 63 •••••••••••••• 20,450 00 43,193 37 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 
78,052 04 12,020 21 $33,058 90 .............. .............. 1,201 45 

3,051,535 88 55,165 77 220,161 00 398,290 83 .............. .............. 876,602 36 93,180 38 9,347 67 .............. 80,673 79 6,987 30 

2,393,718 OJ .............. 2,027,876 21 152,171 35 87,567 22 .............. 86,137 64 90,635 16 307,40·1 46 $1,267,332 08 110,'657 34 6,215 31 

1,314,588 81 ................ 83,766 25 51,385 00 19,156 97 $58,025 91 86,775 96 41,456 '%1 .............. .............. 19,419 02 4,719 85 

1,175,328 24 •••••••••••••• 98,013 00 16,475 50 23,717 40 .............. 134,427 59 13,191 9-2 95,150 29 ............. 35,507 93 0,003 30 

672,149 12 5,458 13 167,400 00 .............. .............. •••••••••••••• 112,600 99 41,267 77 .............. .............. 27,871 54 6,601 52 

416,651 73 •••••••••••••• 35,050 00 91,347 79 ···••··•·•• .. .............. 118,012 59 112,220 36 21,087 05 .............. 27,098 49 1,511 04 

1,853,287 95 31,265 00 577,724 00 145,358 81 .............. .............. 144,554 76 38,139 31 6,909 00 •••••••••••••• 67,727 78 6,:HG 71 

446,783 55 ................ 11,900 00 25,854 59 1,220 25 .............. 289,302 42 10,862 ~l 7,766 37 ··········••'•• 41,480 32 5,815 72 

1,082,955 91 .............. 12,846 00 35,459 99 54,035 40 
•••••••••••••• 

26,748 11 .............. .............. ••••••••••••••• .............. I,267 99 

1,001,440 08 .............. .............. ' 04,742 22 18,tl88 33 .............. • 19,704 51 7,274 34 .............. .............. 11,357 87 2,521 20 

434,283 10 .............. .............. ' 10,960 00 .............. .............. 40,295 25 ............... ................. ............... .............. 1,563 32 

1,329,690 76 ............. ,. 500 00 1411,204 65 942,593 06 .............. 175 27 102,834 15 7,723 14 .............. .............. 8,996 36 

2,305,365 56 ............... 11,000 00 300,270 10 .............. .............. • 144,242 32 118,021 99 13,134 27 .............. 42,500 00 -4,395 83 

• 704,641 57 ' 23,600 63 81,339 00 2,104 36 4,085 96 •••••••••••••• 14,12,113 3,563 32 .............. .............. .............. .............. 
23,113,142 38 107,950 90 6,236,581 46 2,378,153 33 1,240,893 35 60,220 27 15, 048, 966 04 1,481,419 44 501,581 15 1,267,332 08 1,938,464 97 .. 95,478 76 
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1$1,193,655 56 $285,299 11 
190,190 00 21,084 53 

298,500 00 3:!,682 00 

225,400 00 8,502 33 
68,360 00 15,924 00 

411,985 00 184,000 00 

347,69~ 00 • 35,704 84 
280,185 00 14,976 54 
153,820 00 177,201 60 

57,365 00 18,348 65 
91385 oo 2·1,938 00 

360,730 00• 0-2, 728 00 

1,145,830 00 9,424 00 

32,910 00 17,240 00 
108,270 00 10,577 58 
2ll 1390 00 19,359 00 .............. .............. 
561,-120 00 76,780 00 

70,540 00 7,9-20 00 

5,727,6!!.5 56 1,052,756 18 

.2 

8. u, 

$1,352,489 39 
53,592 50 

349,517 34 
69,222 69 
42,496 24 

1,141, 19·2 21 
927,000 00 

84,367 22 
150,454 55, 
109,373 35 

, 34,137 74 
276,032 39 
237,636 06 
36,835 59 

174,171 08 
65,350 04 
45,778 27 

803,491 48 
21,515 13 

s,~11,651 20 
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General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Ojfioes of Disoount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Dnnk United Stntes .......................... $24,045,919 63 $1, 818, 049 96 $31,836 15 $213,412 34 $137,003 07 $3,820,106 96 $1,621,690 42 $351,109 44 $1,020,000 00 
Office, PortsmouU1,. .......................... 300,000 00 311,140 00 10 00 7,799 15 ................ ................ 16,927 35 ............... ................ 

Doston ................................ 1,500,000 oo 446,565 00 3,964 25 28,099 82 ................ 
•••••••••••••••• 

26,676 99 198,857 30 •••••••••••••••• Providence .. ,,,, ..... , .. ..... , , .. , . , . , 400,000 00 294,760 00 210 00 13,678 60 If t t t t ft If If f I~ I ................ 50,159 75 3,793 64 ................ 
Irnrtford .............................. 250,000 00 278,547 50 2,285 00 9,573 22 ................ ................ 40,997 87 5,234 15 ............... , 
NcwYork ............................ 2,soo,000 oo 681,112 50 2,424 73 94,072 13 ............... • ................ :354,018 41' 200,739 19 •••••••••••••••• Daltimoro,, ...........••....•.....•... ................ 954,265 00 3,566 75 '56,635 65 ............... ................ 5, 798, '710 44' 58,142 54 ................ 
Washington .......................... 500,000 00 938,225 00 1,593 50 26,253 14 ................ Ifft I I If I, f I~ ff t 145,395 32 10,560 44 ................ 
Richmond ............................ 1, ooo, 000 00 773,755 00 5,553 72 22,886 01 ................ ................ 58,052 90' 2,121 59 ................ 
Norfolk, .............................. 500,000 00 333,305 00 1,657 75 10,228 05 ................ ................ 105,106 98' 5,032 67 ................ 
Fayetteville ........................... soo,ooo 00 , 267,480 00 345 50 13,876 50 ................ 

•••••••••••••••• 
35,816 49' ................ ................ 

Charleston ............................ 1,500,000 00 1,oss,1:.1 oo 8,440 25 68,857 18 ................ •••••••••••••••• 169,690 03' 3,375 44 ................ 
Snvn.nnnh ................... .... •••••• 1, ooo, 000 00 1,046,825 00 750 00 s,604 04 ................. •••••••••••••••• 827 58 2,471 06 ................ 
Lexington ............................ ................ 124,455 00 50 00 15,508 95 ··············••' ................ 1-, 054, 570 '27' ................ ................ 
Louisville •••••• •••·•·••••••••····•••· ................ 125,600 00 185 30 16,452 80 •••••••••••••••• ................ 1,111,006 74 2,493 13 '••············· Chillcothe ............................. ................ 190,675 00 ................ 7,104 69 ................ ................. 340,134 98 0,220 96 ................. 
Cinelnnntl ............................ ................ 4,690 00 •••••·•••••••••• 9,131 12 82,830 54 •••••••••••••••• 2,458,350 56 ................ ................ 
NowOrloons .......................... 1,000,000 00 1,960,465 00 633 15 54,994 50 •••••••••••••••• t •ft t t •tt I~ f •• t I 183,865 46 n3,971 28 ................ 
Pittsburg .............................. •••••••••••••••• 154,642 50 ................ 10,901 82 1,659 62 .......... , ..... 695,244'24 ................ ................ 

34,995,919 63 11,769,712 46 63,506 05 688,069 71 221,493 23 3,820, 106 ~6 14,273,242 78 884,128 83 1,020,000 00 

At Dnnk United Stntes: Funded dobt of tho United Stntes, (vnrious) ........................... ., .................................. .. 
Daring Brothers & Co .................................................................................... .. 
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$1,441,782 05 
43,417 79 

·399,777 76 
92,422 73 
41,495 84 

1;686, 052 20 
404,856 12 
53,368 42 
3,414 32 

90;582 32 

47,256 92 
'187,068 83 
107,750 40 

S,068 17 
'131,782 65 
•186,905 88 

•••••••••••••••• ~2,995 48 
17,043 03 

s,,199, 041 51 
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$254,612 94 
10,583 36 

~4,939 97 
20,25G 14 
26,481 53 

320j739 72 
84,711 69 

283,797 12' 
112,590 09 

7,922 49 
24,353"73 
40,473 34 
17,568 34 

30,428 33 
28,686 86 
23,989'53 ................ 

' 84,'781 .10 
4,'222 so, 

1,e11,1ao e8 
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$864,846 58 
6,646 14 

192,599 38 

12,967 37 
9,050 73 

689,963 31 
479,221 43 
129,629 86 
103,977 69 
164,600 81 

3,216 65 
666,243 64 
55;085 07 
68,124 27 

116,740 63 
28,163 76 
32,493 44 

829,715 58 
49,809 09 

4,503, 095 43 
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1825.] BANK OF THE UNITED STATES, 

Dn. RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of United States, (various) .................. $10,873,407 78 Capital stock ................. : ........................ . 
Dills discounted, personal security........ $23,113,142 38 

funded debt............ 107,950 90 
bank stock............. 6,236,581 46 

Domestic bills of exchange ............................ .. 
Foreign bills of exchange ...................... ~ ........ . 
Baring Brothers & Co., ................................ . 
Hope &Co ............................................. . 
Jtcal estate ............................................. . 
Jllortgages, &c ......................................... . 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 15,048,966 04 

State banks..... .............. 1,4811479 44 

D1•bt of S. Smith and D., and G. Wil• 
Iiams &Co ........................................... . 

Debt due by United States .............................. . 
Deficiencies .......................................... .. 
Danking-bouses, bonus, premium, &.c •••• •••••• •••••••••• 
Expenses .............................................. . 
Foreign exchange account .............................. . 
Cash notes Dank United States and offices, 5,727,625 56 

of State banks............... 1,052, 756 18 
Specie.................................. 5,974,651 20 

29,457,674 74 
2,378,153 33 

25,266 43 
1,673, 619 49 

467 60 
1,240, 893 35 

120,100 oo-

16,530,445 48 

1,267,332 08 
5,267 32 

501,581 15 
1,938,464 97 

95,478 76 
105,449 98 

12, 755, 032 94 

Notes issued ......................................... .. 
Dividends unclaimed .•••••.•...•..••....••••..••...•... 
Discount, exchange, and interest ....................... . 
Profit and loss and contingent interest ................. .. 
Contingent fund., ..................................... . 
Due to Dank United States and office• .. $14,~3,242 78 

S!llte banks..................... 864,128 83 

Loan from Daring Drolbers & Co • ...................... 
Deposits, viz: 

On account of the Treasurer of the 
United States ....... :............. 5,199,041 51 

Deduct overdrafts, &c......... 60,220 27 

On account of public officers ...... .. 
Individuals ........ .. 

5,138,821 24 
1,611,139 08 
4,503,095 43 

i95 

On. 

$34, 995, 919 63 
11, 769, 712 46 

63,506 05 
688,069 71 
221,493 23 

3,820,106 96 

15,137,371 61 
1,0-20,000 00 

11,253,055 75 

78,969,235 40 

Il.lMJt OF TIIE UNITED ST.lTEs, May 4, 1824. 
THOllfAS WILSON, Ccuhier. 



Dn. General statement of the Bank of the Unil,ed States and its Offices of Discount and Depomt at the do,tes herein mentioned . 
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1824, 
Hay 31 Dank United States .... $3,122,662 13 $500 00 ,$2,952, 530 00 $694,718 51 $4,527 59 .............. $11,565,145 20 $69-2,162 28 •••••••••••••• .............. $1,406,193 51 $22,135 31 

24 Office, Portsmouth ..... 417,767 84 2/812 00 1,100 00 6,250 00 042 13 .............. 2,172 71 1,436 09 .............. •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 1,554 74 
27 Boston ......... 979,916 21 3,050 00 41,200 00 176,981 00 .............. .............. 873,863 44 208,335 46 ............ , . .............. 54,850 00 4,685 68 

27 Providcqce ••.. , 377,365 48 .............. 1,000 00 153,901 60 .............. ......... .... 2:i,005 22 8,965 02 •••••••••••••• .............. ... , .......... 2,280 56 

24 Hartford ........ 350,775 59 .............. 15,950 00 48,971 89 .............. .............. 83,121 21 7,656 21 $33,058 90 .............. .... , ........ 1,201 45 

26 New York ...... 3,547,092 30 108,612 67 253,840 00 355,237 71 .............. .............. 1,201,273 47 39,070 70 o,347 61 .............. 85,095 51 10,327 97 

24 Dnltimorc .•..... 2,;)69,045 44 .............. 1,929,656 21 101,776 99 86,219 99 .............. 67,938 76 97,563 15 307,404 46 $1,267,332 08 110,657 34 7,402 09 
22 Washington .... 1,335,680 28 .............. 87,826 15 40,300 00 19,070 47 $132,828 01 191,828 71 27,864 15 .............. .............. 19,427 12 5,098 21 

25 Richmond ••. , .. 1,148,119 70 .............. 98,0I:l 00 27,861 67 19,389 35 .............. 10,024 81 139,937 21 95,150 29 .............. 35,507 93 10,308 48 

29 Norfolk ........ 665,431 28 2,000 00 164,000 00 .............. .............. 49,431 07 92,759 62 42,530 56 •••••••••••••• ·••,•·········· - 27,871 54 7,249 51 

25 Fny~ttcville .. , .. • 426,784 46 .............. 35,500 00 122,586 36 .............. .............. 44,900 35 93,119 27 21,087 05 .............. 27,998 49 2,008 52 

18, Charleston . ., .. 1,825,177 69 25,265 00 560,340 00 171,321 48 .............. .............. 100,095 26 16,951 67 6,909 00 •••••••••••••• 67,727 78 7,982 39 

18 Snvnnnah ....... 446,643 20 .............. 14,690 00 16,446 73 7,226 25 .............. 340,172 28 10,862 21 7,776 37 .............. 41,480 32 o, 780 71 

14 Lexington, .•... 1,075,673 00 .............. 11,273 36 36,982 49 54,964 84 .............. 35,520 37 .............. •••••••••••••• .............. •••••••••••••• 1,324 81 

11 I.oulsvlllo ...... 1,001,719 65 .............. .............. 99,040 55 18,888 33 •••••••••••••• 29,385 23 7,293 18 •••••••••••••• .............. 11,357 87 2,542 88 

15 Ohllicotho ...... 437,831 44 .............. .............. 10,960 00 .............. .............. 40,674 01 .............. ... · ........... .............. .............. 1,665 48 

15 Cincinnati ••. ,,, 1,329,585 55 ............ ,. 500 00 140,204 65 045,293 06 ............. 175 27 102,834 15 7, 723'14 ............. .............. 9,60!! 60 

3 New Orleans, .. 2,302,494 05 .............. 11,soo oo 428,941 25 .............. •••••••••••••• 190,660 58 97,059 13 13,134 27 .............. 42,500 00 6,602 22 

19 Pittsburg••••••• 689,026 07 •••••••••••••• .............. 26,622 85 81,339 00 2,101 36 :;, 775 59 .............. •••••••••••••• .............. 14,123 13 4,011 70 

23,948, 791 36 142,239 67 0,101,108 72 2,128,105 73 1,237,861 01 184,454 04 14,913,492 09 1,593,640 44 501,581 15 1,267,332 08 1,944,790 54 115,377 31 
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$1,262,~0 56 $339,026 91 
2031410 OU 22,331 88 
247,230 00 52,540 00 
240,860 00 8,101 30 
111,400 00 14,5ey9 00 
483,020 00 221,000 00 
408,410 00 66,234 81 
139,390 00 15,352 14 
246,800 00 67,572 44 
23,955 00 11,468 32 
77,655 00 22,225 00 

433,525 00 149,426 00 
1,073,410 00 9,723 00 

:i-2,010 00 16,096 00 
108,270 00 8,1s2 58 
211,720 00 19,792 00 .............. •••••••••••••• 
119,480 00 87,270 00 
59,870 00 10,590 00 

5,486,165 56 1,111,001 38 
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$1,316,383 92 
54,182 90 

444,580 97 
47,484 54 
42,465 15 

667,041 00 
802,000 oo 
ss, 742 61 

150,624 78 
109,450 75 
34,099 29 

259,447 16 
245,566 72 

as,161 46 
1!09,416 53 
51,475 91 
46,381 87 

849,829 73 
55,071 83 

5,512,407 12 
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General, stalmnent of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of .Discount and .Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Dank United States .................................. ~4, 045, 919 63 s1,s-12,049 oo $'20,057 40 ~0,885 35 $137,003 07 $3,719,467 50 ,S-2, 158, 054 96 
Office, Portsmonth ................ ._ ................... 300,000 00 310,890 00 10 00 7,638 91 •••••••••••••••• .................. 39,548 64 

.Boston••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,500,000 oo 443,820 00 2,679 50 37,338 09 •••••••••••••••• .................. 108,942 66 
Providence , ,. .............. ., ................ 400,000 00 29•1,675 00 102 50 17,314 85 ................ .................. 22,494 04 
llartford .. , ................................... 250,000 00 323,937 50 2,210 00 11,865 98 ................ .................. 40,545 85 
New York .................................... 2,500, ooo oo 672,347 50 2,390 25 124,046 35 ................ .................. 369,301 78 
Baltimore .................................... .................. 950,045 00 3;904 25 71,959 70 ................ .................. 5,709,856 61 
Washington,. ................... , .. , ........ , • 500,000 00 031,150 00 1,593 50 30,903 62 ................ .................. 96,910 93 
Richmond .................................... 1, ooo, 000 00 769,010 00 5,091 22 ~7,022 13 ................ .................. 33,376 69 
Norfolk ....................................... 500,000 00 :m,875 oo 1,442 75 14,575 45 •••••••••••••••• .................. 132,446 68 
Fayetteville ........................ , .. , ...... 500,000 00 260,675 00 338 00 18,635 04 ·······••t••···· .................. 31,723 56 
Chnrles1011 .... , ..... , ........................ , 1,500,000 oo 1,066, 355 00 7,625 25 79,594 813 ................ .................. 216,379 66 
So.vannab ..................................... 1,000,000 00 1,045,735 00 750 00 s,0-21 35 ................ ........... ...... 827 58 
Lexington .................................... .................. 124,445 00 50 00 19,877 19 ................ .................. 1,055,07•1 84 
Lonisvlllo .................................... .................. 125,390 00 185 30 18,531 55 ................ .................. 1,117,854 84 
ChillcoU10 .................................... .................. 190,675 00 ................ 8,572 87 ................ ············••,•··· 340,460 56 
Cincinnati., .................................. .................. 4,690 00 ................ 10,963 84 83,2S7 83 .................. 2,458, 350 50 
NcwOrlenns .................................. 1, ooo, 000 00 1,000,465 00 490 65 70,217 31 ................ .................. 54,225 06 
Pittsburg .................................... ,, .................. 154,047 50 ................ 13,132 84 1,659 62 .................. 707,087 51 

' 34,995,919 63 u,.so1,211 46 58,070 57 852,003 30 221,950 52 3,719,467 50 14,643,463 01 

At Bank Unltctl States: Funded debt of the United States, (various) .... , .......................................................... .. 
Bnring Brothers & Co., .... ,., .. ,, .................................. , , ... , ................ , , .............. .. 

f ifa\~ff {f;h-~-il~i;~j·•~;~;c:;• :•:·:·::: :-:-:-:-::·::·:::: :·:·:: :: :: : : : : :::: :::::::: :: :: ::::::: ::: : : : : : : :: : : :: :: : : : ::: : : 
At Office, Charleston: M~=ls~\;~~::~~:°:°::~~;:;::;;::;;;;':':::'::'::::::;;;: ::;;;;:'::::'::;;;;;:;;;;:;;;; ;;;; ;;;; :::::::::::::: ;;;; 
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$176,642 69 ................ 
86,711 69 
20,26114 
6,373 32 

210,866 57 
39,877 39 
11,784 90 

770 30 
5,189 43 ................ 
3,375 44 
2,761 06 ................ 
1,995 63 
5,617 64 ................ 

10,133 17 ................ 
582,366 43 

$10,~~g:m: 
467 60 

25,260 43 
5,267 32 
7,045 66 

12,200 00 
108,500 00 
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$1,656,620 55 
47,4l•4 !r2 

572,8-14 51 
73,811 GS 
35,868 03 

1,984,236 53 
•112,508 29 
53,368 42 
21,344 61 .................. 
61,670 09 

238,011 85 
107,084 80 

7,693 17 
188,389 80 
183,521 00 .................. 
263,344 44 

15,758 49 

5,923,481 2·1 
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$172,973 0;! 
9,722 57 

1951 iOO 44 
17,190 04 
23,013 57 

339,2i6 66 
80,580 98 

368,554 90 
100,764 38 
60,582 06 
23,697 99 
15,061 11 
24,571 r,3 

23,09•1 2·1 
15,082 22 
3.3,697 99 
63,603 06 ................ 
2,813 22 

1,577,504 41 
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$793,730 97 
4,745 25 

139,195 87 
23,924 47 
lb,295 15 

778,493 36 
412,909 04 

• 108,642 18 
• 96,924 27 

204,036 2S .. 
5,849 68 

591,628 42 
39,626 89 

• 71,194 60 
110,655 44 
30,189 49 
34,014 06 

727,292 54 
54,125 35 

4,242,473 31 
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198 FINANCE. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States, (various) .....•.......... $10,873,407 78 
Bills discounted on personal security ••... &-23,948,791 36 

Capital stock .••.•••...•..•.......•.••.•••••.......••.• , 
Notes issued ........................... ............... . 

funded debt.......... 142,239 67 
bank stock . . . • • . . . . • 6,191,168 72 

Domestic bills of exchange ....•..•..........•.••.••••••. 
Foreign bills of exchange.. . . . • • • . • . • . . . . . ..•••..•••••••• 
Baring Brothers &. Co .•••••.............••..••.•....••.. 
Hope&. Co ............................. •••••••·•·•··•·• 
Real estate.. • . . • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .••••.••.•..••. 
Jllortgages, &.c ••••••••••••••••••••••• ; •••••• •••••·•····· 
Due from BankofUnitedStatesandoffices 14,913,49-2 09 

State banks . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . • . . 1,593,640 44 

Debt of s. Smith nod n., G. WilJiams, 
nnd l\foCuUoch . • • . • • • • •• • • • . . • • • • • • • • . •.•••••••.•..•. 

Debt due by the United States ••...••.••.•••...••••.••..• 
Deficiencies ............................ ............... . 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium on loan ••..••••.•••••••• • 
Expenses ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•·•··•·••••••• 
Foreign exchange account ............... ............... . 
Cnsh notesBankUnitedStatesandoffices. 5,486,165 56 

of State banks••·•·••·••..... 1,141,501 38 
Specie.................................. 5,512,407 12 

30,282, 199 75 
2,728,105 73 

25,266 43 
679,914 39 

467 60 
l,23i,861 01 

120,700 00 

16,507,132 53 

1,267,332 08 
5,267 32 

501,58115 
1, 944, 790 54 

115,377 31 
7,045 66 

12,-140,074-06 

Dividends unclaimed. . . . • • • • . . . . . . • • • • . .. .•••••....•••• 
Discount, exchange, and interest ...•....••.••••••.•••..• 
Profit and Joss and contingent interest, ................. . 
Contingent fund ....................................... . 
Due to· Banlt United States and offices .. $14,643,463 01 

State banks.......... •. •• ...••• 582,366 43 

Deposits, viz: 
On account of the Treasurer of the 

United States .•.....•.••••••.••... 
Deduct overdrafta, &.c .••....•. 

On nccount of pulilic officers •••••••• 
Individuals ••...•.•••• 

5, 9-23, 481 24 
184,454 04 

s, 739, 0-27 20 
1,577,504 41 
4,242,473 31 

[No. 'l22. 

$34, 995, 919 63 
11,804,277 46 

58,070 57 
852,003 30 

221,950 52 
3,719,467 50 

11,559,004 92 

BANK OF THE UNITED STATH, June 1, 1824. 
THOMAS WILSON, Ca.shier. 



Dn. General statement ef the Bank ef the United Stales and its Offices ef .Discount and .Deposit at the dat,~ herein mentioned. 
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1824. 
July 3 Dank United States ...•. $2,937,450 03 $500 00 $"2,961, 530 00 $512,464 21 $4,527 59 .............. $ll 10l31315 07 $632,057 46 .............. .............. $1,348,067 94 .............. 
Juno 28 Office, Portsmouth ••••. 412,991 83 1!,712 00 1,:ioo oo 6,300 00 942 13 .............. 3,011 23 .............. .............. .............. •••••••••••••• ···········-·· 
J,uly 1 Boston ..•••••.. 1,022,!l62 53 2,750 00 •13,200 00 132,073 11 .............. .............. 833,677 00 297,124 91 •••••••••••••• .............. 55,250 65 .............. 

1 Providence ...... 386,403 19 •••••••••••••• 7,900 00 157,757 90 .............. .............. 21,001 85 10,413 95 .............. .............. .............. $336 20 
lune 28 Hartford .....•.• 35016:ib 4o .............. 15,950 00 50,157 07 .............. .............. 125,279 58 10,466 62 $3S,919 63 .............. .............. .............. 

30 NewYork ...... 3, 708, 080 00 47,0-22 76 193,550 00 463,951 95 •••••••••••••• .............. 1,258,623 31 130,438 73 0,997 67 .............. ss,soo 14 777 27 

28 BatUmorc .•••••. 2,317,983 91 .............. 1,747,306 21 129,626 57 131,991 08 .............. 50,085 52 102,136 67 307,404 46 ,1,201,332 08 110,657 34 105 50 
26 Wasllinglon •••. 1;291,:;96 43 .............. 127,392 92 57,916 74 19,054 27 $191,709 66 10s,101 10 . 23,636 84 .............. .............. 12,077 12 219 51 
20 Richmond ••.••. 1,180,505 61 •••••••••••••• 78,200 00 10,819 93 19,430 67 .............. 207,991 15 11,083 55 95,150 29 .............. 35,541 83 5,259 72 

26 Norfolk .•••..••• 654,667 51 500 00 154,825 00 .............. ·••,•········· .............. 248,385 85 61,335 16 
·••t ••••••••• 

.............. 27,900 68 3,891 14 

29 Fn;cttevllle •.•• 435,027 83 .............. 34,050 00 144,231 67 .............. .............. 43,868 87 132,347 88 21,087 05 .............. 27,998 49 288 54 

22 Charleston .•••.. 1,101,005 63 22,265 00 472,445 00 297,660 17 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 91,661 26 142,272 78 6,909 00 ............. , 67,727 78 .............. 
22 Savanna!\ ...... 401,2s2 aa •••••••••••••• 5,690 00 40,293 35 7,327 66 .............. 315,955 89 10,862 21 81066 37 .............. 41,542 82 2,827 35 

18 Lexington •.••.. 1,063,456 10 .............. 11,273 36 40,106 47 541964 84 .............. :12,112 55 •••••••••••••• ............. .............. ·············' 34 06 

15 ,Loulsville •.•••. 1,018,650 56 .............. .............. 87,510 55 18,888 33 .. , ........... 13,554 4~ 7,293 18 .............. .............. 11,357 87 130 25 

19 Chlllcotho ....... 435,935 86 .............. .............. 11,960 00 .............. .............. 43,279 63 •••••••••••••• .............. .............. .. , ........... 144 70 

l9 Cincinnati ••..•• 1,328,207 15 .............. 500 00 1491204 Op 945,593 06 .............. 280 23 102,834 15 7,723 14 .............. .............. 13,927 37 

7 :Now Orleans .•.. 2,298,230 58 .............. 14,800 00 582,230 30 .... ,, ........ .............. 55,298 64 22,364 71 13.134 27 .............. 42,500 00 49 98 

23 l'ltts~urg , •...•. 680,908 47 .............. .............. 21,794 33 at, 150 oo 2,101 36 7,14l} 77 .............. .............. .............. 14,123 13 1,747 07 

23,844,!!75 95 76,649 76 51876151110 2, 896, 058 97 1,284,469 63 193,904 02 14,472, 753 13 1,696,688 80 505,391 88 1,207,332 08 1,sso,545 79 !29,738 66 
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$11:!051 700 56 $347,os, 73 
214,375 00 28,163 05 
397,030 00 so, 770 00. 
238,395 00 9,747 25 
54,115 00 18,935 00 

419,065 00 139,000 00 
438,735 00 35,360 05 
88,635 00 ~,s88 91 

207,980 00 60,091 29 
44,850 00 0,0-20 61 
15,025 00 34,269 00 

419,190 00 134,051 00 
1,074,890 00 9,940 00 

32,910 00 14,815 00 
' 56,870 00 10,87158 

212,985 00 21,935 00 

•••••••••••••• .............. 
178,310 00 119,065 00 
50,855 00 8,570 00 

5,449,915 56 1, 1951466 07 
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. $1,726,217 44 
'54,915 42 
532,229 15 
48,216 01 
42,861 36 

844,044 49 
408,000 00 
so,285 31 

1301505 00 
101,375 75 
34,155 51 

231,682 71 
251,186 17 
56,169 37 

190,901 59 
57,373 52 
46,596 47 

710,865 22 
40,419 66 
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General statement of the Banlc of the United Staies and its Offices of Discount and, Deposu at lhe dates herein,mentionea-Continued. 

Dnto. Dnnks. 

1824. 

~ 
~ 

J 
July 3 Bnnk United Stntos...................... ............ $24,045,919 63 
Juno 28 Office, Portsmouth.................................... 300,000 00 
July l Boston........................................ 1,500,000 00 

1 Providence.................................... 400,000 00 
Juno 28 Hnrtford.......... ............................ 250,000 00 

30 Now York.................................... 2,500,000 00 
28 Dnltimore ..................................................... .. 
26 Wnshington ...... .......... .................. 500,000 00 
29 Rioilmond ,..... .... .... ...... .... .... .. ...... 1,000,000 00 
26 Norfolk....................................... 500,000 00 
29 Fnyettovllle .. .-.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 500,000 00 
22 Chnrleston .. ·;;.... .... ...... .... ...... .... .... 1,500,000 00 
22 Snvnnnnh ...... ·....................... ........ 1,000,000 00 
18 Lexington ....... , .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • ............... .. 
15 Louisville .................................................... .. 
19 Chillcothe,; .. ; ................................................. . 
19 
7 

23 

Oincinnnu .... • .. ................•..•.••••• ··••I••·· .•....... I •••• 

New Orlenns ., ............................... , 1,000,000 00 
Pittsburg .. : .. • .................................................. . 

~ 
1;l -~ 
! 

$2,118,049 96 
310,555 00 
443,225 00 
294,550 00 
321,912 50 
721,762 50 
937,690 00 
924,965 00 
766,875 00 
326,665 00 
266,675 00 

1,066,355 00 
1,045,505 00 

124,365 00 
125,200 00 
190,665 00 

4,350 00 
1,943,745 00 

153,812 50 
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$807,698 15 ............... . 
................ $1,421 85 

2,644 25 6, 9-27 S2 
142 50 2, 718 03 

2,232 50 1, 3i9 47 
2,122 75 18,890 81 
2,220 75 11,209 22 
1,493 50 5,296 02 
4,916 22 3, 774 89 
1,442 75 1,322 77 

338 ('-0 5,017 61 

6,495 50 10,794 11 
750 00 1,302 85 
50 00 1, 660 43 

185 30 1,265 45 
................ 431 37 

340 65 
12,610 97 
4,874 35 
1,177 21 

~ 
0 
ti • 
.., t: 
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~ ·= ~rn .. ., 
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$231,803 00 

.,; 
C a 
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" . ., 
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$3, 737, 549 80 

••••••'••••••••••I•••••••••••••••••• 

••••••••••••••••I•••••••'••••••••••• 

83,287 83 , ................. . 

1,659 62 , ................. . 
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$3,000,110 10 
40,271 56 
97,428 52 
39,167 09 
60,293 11 

216,394 96 
4,977,698 36 

59,645 37 
29,778 42 
97,662 22 
74,410 44 

352,964 26 
247 11 

1, 012, 563 64 
, 1,039,435 07 

352,266 51 
2,458,457 59 

127,492 51 
687,951 34 

.,. 
j 
3 
r:r.,, 

s 
1l 
A 

$786,486 42 

39,834 05 
29,161 71 

744 3il 
302,503 69 
193,9-28 24 
16,342 20 
1,269 61 

931 00 

3,375 44 
2,320 39 

1,995 63 
4,648 30 

16,283 30 

34, 995, 910 63 12, 086, 922 46 833,078'82 92,074 73 316,750 45 3,737,549 80 14,789,238 18 I 1,399,824 30 

At Dank United Stntes: Funded debt of the Unite,1 Stntes, (vnrlous) ................................................................ . 
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$1,629,285 48 
66,304 00 

628,364 50 
69,811 68 
15,630 37 

2,140,456 69 
299,187 54 
53,368 42 
29,684 78 
39,311 01 
49,704 12 

240,500 97 
127,351 47 

6,699 58 
189,716 88 
182,723 64 

165,495 71 
12,240 40 

E 
~ 
ti 

:g 
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·t 
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$467,910 65 
6,534 81 

425,832 12 
27,541 06, 
29,245 63 

396,978 05 
133,436 64 
332,347 44 
101,095 29 
46,864 27 
22,487 62 
26,446 36 
17,937 07 
19,9-22 35 
12,684 75 
21,830 00 

116,127 13 
1,593 90 

6, 14s,837 24 I 2,206.815 11 
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,$2, 194, 840 57 
5,623 44 

252,111 68 
17,139 28 
l!S,896 76 

1,002,141 87 
431,348 2,1 
130,115 22 
~05,164 92 
293,452 68 

4,337 05 
574,038 69 
37,450 26 
80,580 75 

105,545 31 
31,048 89 
36,159 83 

662,490 05 
51,076 82 

6,043,562 31 
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1825.J BANK OF THE UNITED STATES. 201 

DR. RECAPITULATION. CR. 

Funded debt of United States, (various) .......••••...•... $15,872,791 57 
Dills discounted on pcrsonnl security ••••• $23,844,875 95 

funded debt...... .• • . i6, 649 76 
bank stock........... 5,876,511 79 

Domestic bills of exchange ...•••••.......••...•..••..•.. 
Foreign bills of exchange ..•.•.•......•..••.•••..•..•••.. 
Daring Drot11crs &. Co ••••.•••....•••.•..•••••••••.••.•.• 
Hope & Co ............................................ . 

29,798,037 50 
2, 896, 058 97 

30,354 23 
496,716 44 

467 60 

Real estate ................ •·•••• ........ -•••• •••• •••••. 1,284,469 63 
lllort,,o-agcs, &c ......................................................... . 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 14,472,553 13 

State banks.................... 1,6961668 80 

Debt of S. Smith and D., G. Williams, 
and J, W. l\fcCulloch ................. ••••• ••.•••••••• 

Debt due by United States,••••• ••••••••••••••••••• •••••. 
Deficiencies ........................................... . 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium on loan, 

&e .................................................. . 
Expensr.s ••••••••••••••••••• ••••·••••"• •••••····••• .. .. 
Cash notes Dank UnitedSl<ltcsand offices. 5,4491915 56 

of State banks............... 1,105,466 07 
Specie., ••••• ,.......................... 5,588,000 24 

BJ.Nit OF TIIE U.NlTED STATES, July 13, 1624, 

VOL.V--26 B 

16,169,441 93 

1,297,332 08 
5,267 32 

505,391 88 

1,880,545 79 
29,738 66 

12,143,381 87 

82,453,669 04 

Capitnl stock .......................................... . 
Notes issued, ......................................... . 
Dividends unclaimed .•..••....••.•.•...••.••.....••••.. 
Discount, exchange, and interest. •...•....•••....••.... 
Profit and loss and contingent interest ....••••..•••...••. 
Contingent fund ..........................•............ 
Due to Bank United States and offices ... $14,789,238 18 

State banks, •.. , .• , ..• ,......... 1,3991824 30 

Deposits, viz : 
On account of the Treasurer of the 

United States •.•••.....•••........ 
Deduct overdrafts, &c .....••.. 

6,145,837 24 
193,904 02 

$34,995,919 63 
12, 086, 9-22 46 

833,078 82 
9-2,074 73 

316,750 45 
a, 737,549 80 

16,189,062 48 

On account of public officers, •.••... 
individuals, • , •••••••. 

5,951,933 2il 
2,206,815 14 I 

6,043,562 31 
14,202,310 67 

82,453,669 04 

J. ANDREWS, .Omstant Cashier. , 



DR. 

Date. Dunks, 

18124. 
July 30 I Bank United States .... 

19 Office, Portsmouth . , •. ! 
22 Doston ......... 
22 
26 
28 
26 
24 
20 
17 

·20 

13 
13 
!) 

13 
17 
3 

Juue 28 
July 21 

Provl,lence .•..• 
Hni·tford, •.. •••• 
New York ...... 
Dnltimorc ••••••• 
Washington .... 
Richmond ••.•. : 
Norfolk ......... 
Fayo11e,•il!e.,.,, 
Charleston , • , , • 
Snvannnli ....... 
Lexington,, •... 
Louisville ...... 
Chillcothe ,, , ..• 
Cinclnnntl .. , , .. 
New Orlcnns, .. 
Pittsburg,,,,,,,, 

Gene:ral, statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned., 
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0 e, 
-g '§ 
~.., 
C ., 

gi 
~ g 
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$2,746,744 13 
408,107 95 
930,272 54 
385,046 20 
369,477 77 

3,1152,020 18 
2,225,508 45 
1,211,969 66 
1,177,899 32 

642,208 47 
4.25,956 57 

1,735,023 59 
459,362 74 

1,0M,185 68 
1,os.1,575 56 

425,578 98 
1,323,062 65 
2,ll00,275 37 

693,799 31 
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$.500 00 $2,947,330 00 
2,612 00 7,300 00 
2, 750 00 38,200 00 

...... .... .... 8,600 00 
.............. 12,450 00 

54,422 76 119,350 00 
... .. • .. .. .. .. 1,691,623 35 
.... .... ...... 122,057 24 
...... ........ 84,200 00 

500 00 119, 040 00 
.............. 31,950 00 

22,265 00 477,545 00 
.......... .... 11,403 00 
.............. 11,!!73 30 
..... , ........ , ............. . 

500 00 
14,soo oo 
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$496,909 94 $4,028 84 .............. $10,924,555 28 $095,205 53 ............................ ,11,348,461 05 $8,685 22 $1,007,980 56 
4,250 00 042 13 .......... ., .. 3,707 95 ...... ,. ,. "" ....................................................... ,. 218,135 00 

162,556 35 .............. .... .......... 1,421,674 12 1os,ooo oo .... .... ...... .... .... ..... . ss,225 65 .... .... ...... 265,130 oo 
166,350 68 ...... ........ ...... .... .... 37,323 93 8,575 04 ...... .... .... .......... .... ..... ..... .... 425 20 252,475 oo· 
49,251 76 ......... ., .. , ,. ........ ,. .. 112,542 78 11,744 22 $33,058 90 .............. ,. ........ ,. ,. .... ,. ... ,. .. • 105,635 00 

367,1.180 22 ,. ........ ,. .. ...... .... .... 1,612,647 98 37,379 28 9,997 67 ...... .... .... 86,148 59 2,164 93 943,153 02, 
127,301 51 1311872 58 ,.,. .... ,.,., , 72,400 84 640371 09 307,404 46 $1,207,332 08 ll0,657 34 1,227 33 427,975 00 
57,254 34 19,054 27 $53,368 42 213,511 43 2,I,999 73 ,.,.,. ........ ,. ...... """ 12,077 12 10041 16 139,100 00 
26,395 73 10,005 82 ...... .... .... 150,385 88 09,258 45 95,150 29 .......... .... 35,541 83 6,199 63 27:l,635 00 

...... .... .... .... .......... .... .......... 345,707 71 !ll,580 42 ...... ,. ...... ........ ...... 27,918 06 4,617 06 38,700 00 
132,847 82 ..... ......... .. ... ......... 39,060 66 109,847 88 21,087 05 .. ... ......... 28,498 49 602 77 125,565 00 
421,636 34 ..... .. ... .... .... .... ...... 113,095 oo ao, 799 01 0,009 oo .... .... .. .... 67,727 78 1,423 49 398,360 oo 
26,59-2 37 7,485 02 .,............ 469,477 Oil 10,862 21 81066 37 .,,.. """"' 41,542 82 30525 17 1,oo0,515 00 
51,950 08 68,495 84 .............. 42,709 53, ..................... ~...... .............. .............. 325 28 32,910 00 
78,025 28 18,888 33 ......... :.... 27,913 74 7,293 18 .... .......... .......... .... 111357 87 414 CO 56,870 00 
12,000 00 .......... .... ............. 45,336 95 ...... .... .... .......... .... .... .... ...... .............. 169 88 215,655 00 

149,204 65 950,331 77 ,. ....... ., .. , 280 23 

637,377 67 .............. .............. 160,643 22 
!34,491 1s 81,750 oo 2,194 36 10,aoo 99 

102,834 151 1,723 14 , .............. , ............. . 
64,964 71 13, 134 27 .. • .. .. • .. .. .. 42,500 00 

.............. .............. .............. 14,123 13 

14,538 90 
143 53 

2,rum 02 
178,310 00 
40,755 00 

i 
N: 
l'/l' .... 
o• 

!l 
~ 

$269,173 55 
29,132 19 
15,230 00 
17,253 18 
8,386 oo 

133,000 00 
' 58,142 57 

21,768 47 
44,168 60 
1,811 oo 

53,079 00 
107,896 25 
11,110 00 
10,275,00 
11,407 58 
33,948 00 

61,425 00 
12,650 00 

., 
'[ 
l'/l 

$2, 143, 046 l 0 
54,594 22 

505,824 48 
48,ll26 32 
43,865 66 

816,846 24 
505,405 33 
69,346 37 

130,905 19 
100,988 00 
34,342 38 

222,681 05 
153,003 33 
56,248 67 

184,654 77 
67,760 80 
48\948 29 

628,661 86 
8,148 65 

23,120,085 ]2 83,049 7G / 5,697,Gl!l 95 / 2,0921095 88 / 1,302,454 60 55,502 78 / JS, 743,275 24 / 11364, 774 90 I 502,531 15 /.1,201,332 08 / 1,881,780 63 47,732 58 / 5,719,858 58 / 905,916 39 / 5,824,157 66 
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General, statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 

Date, Danks, ... 
~ 
ii g 

1824, 
July 30 Dank United States ..... , ... , .... ••••................ $24,045,919 63 

19 Office, Portsmouth ..... ,., ... , ... , ..... , • , . .. .. . .. . . .. 300, ooo oo 
22 Boston........................................ 'i,500,000 00 
22 Providence ..... , .... , • . . . .. .. , • , .... , ...... , 400, 000 00 
26 llnrtford.,............................ ........ 250,000 00 
28 New York................................ •.. 2,500,000 00 
26 Uo.ltimore ....................... , ....... , .... , ...... , ... , ..... , 
24 W nsblngton ... , . , ................... , . . • .. .. . 500, 000 00 
20 Richmond , . , ........... , ......... , .... , ... , . . 1, ooo, 000 00 
17 Norfolk ........ •·•• ...................... •·•• 500,000 00 
20 Fnycttevllle ••. , .............. , •• , ... , . .. • • . . . 500,000 00 
13 Clmrlcston ......... ,., •••••• .... ...... .... .... 1,5001000 00 
13 So.vnnnah ....... , ....... , .... , ....... , , ..... , . 11 ooo, 000 00 
9 Lexington ......... , ..... , ..• , ... , . .. . • • . • .. .. .. .. • . . • .. , •. , .. , 

13 
17 
3 

June 28 
July 21 

Louisville••••·•••·•·••····••····••·•··• ••.•.• , ................... . 
0blllcothe .......................... , ......... 

1 

..... , .......... .. 
0inclnno.ti ........... , .. , .... , . , .. , ... • ....... •, ...... • • • • , • .. .. 
New Orleans.................................. 1,000,000 00 
Pittsburg ............................................ , ......... . 

'C 
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~,100,049 96 
310,555 00 
441,325 00 
294,550 00 
319,692 50 
777,762 50 
936,220 00 
919,480 00 
766,875 00 
3"..6,060 00 
284,905 00 

1,063,275 00 
1,045,420 00 

124,365 00 
125,200 00 
190,665 00 

4,350 00 
1,943, 745 00 

153,597 50 
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1$79,267 90 

330 00 
22,906 75 
2,875 00 
6,887 50 

19,657 75 
11,426 75 
3,628 50 

16,101 22 
8,337 75 
1,010 50 
6,125 50 

650 00 
50 00 

185 30 

340 65 
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e211,s11 so 
1,044 42 

12,231 64 
4,738 98 
3,612 70 

35,471 74 
18,882 01 
8,742 53 
81054 96 
2,499 62 
6,896 62 

20,031 55 
1,110 00 

10,475 66 
2,480 64 
1,637 16 

14,421 43 
14,082 98 
4,121 88 
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$1,070,352 43 

156,867 40 
14,770 37 

596 79 
681,634 13 
140,902 85 
25,632 71 
1,907 05 
4,609 21 

3,375"4 
2,320 39 

2,095 63 
2,285 70 
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$1,670,136 90 
1i2,875 72 

558,032 63 
142,811 68 
17,904 09 

1,967,647 95 
2-12,549 15 
69,052 69 
:l9,3i3 72 
26,037 76 
50,144 65 

193,727 01 
111,570 45 

6,699 58 
188,909 55 
!!12,933 43 
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,$'258,359 52 
7,356 27 

216,141 73 
12,579 11 
22,846 42 

278,231 '17 
79,923 13 

312,498 73 
102,212 00 
20,959 02 
22,004 28 
44,649 02 
15,311 73 
18,661 13 
12,568 24 
19,439 67 

•••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••••• 
11,036 90 142,926 29 

8,020 52 
112,117 25 

2,514 09 

34, 995, 919 63 12,188,092 46 179,871 07 200,948 41 318,009 41 3, '737,549 80 15,123,513 68 I 2,118,447 oo 5, n1,ll62 11 I 1,558,373 11 

At Do.nk United States: Funded debt of the United States, (vo.rious), •• , ........... ••·• ...... ·••• ............................ , ...... . 
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$2,003,722 14 
7,138 83 

360,000 86 
32,020 27 
18,296 09 

1,044,952 70 
449,934 35 
131,345 77 
100,022 15 
323,538 07 

3,259 84 
525,834 63 
25,835 37 
:90,619 78 
111,012 10 
26,977 14 
36,906 93 

659,144 74 
52,145 23 
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204 FINANCE. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt United States, (various) ..••....•••...••.... $15,872,791 57 
Bills discounted, personal security...... S-23, 120,085 12 

Capital stock...... • • . . . • • • . • • • . • • • . • • . . • •....•..•••.... 
Notes issued ....... •••••· .......•...... ·•·••• ......... . 

funded debt••••·....... 83,049 76 
bank stock............ 5,697,621 95 

Domestic bills of exchange ••.••••..•••..••..•.•....•.... 
Foreign bills of exchange ..•••.•••••.•••..••..•...•••••.• 
Baring Brothers·&. Co .................................. . 
Hope& Co ............................. ···•••··•·••···• 
Real estate • • . • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . • • • •...•....•••..• 
l\lort,,<>ages, &c.. . . • • • • • . . . . . . • • • . . • . • • • . . •...••••.••.... 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 15,743,275 24 

State banks................... 1,364,774 90 

-Debt of S. Smith and B., and G. Williams 
&Co .••..••••..• : ................................... . 

Debt due by United States ...•.•••......•••.•••••••••.... 
Deficiencies ........................................... . 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium, &c.. • . • •..••....••.••• 

Expenses ••••• ••·••·•·••··•••·"·•••"·• •·····•···••·••• 
Cash notes Bank United States and offices 5, 719,858 58 

of State banks............... 905,916 39 
Specie ...................... •••• ••.. •••• 5,824,157 66 

28,900,756 83 
2, 99-2, 095 88 

24,844 67 
308,544 34 

467 60 
1,302,454 60 

133,548 07 

11,108,050 14 

1,201,332 08 
6,998 78 

50-2,53115 
1,ss1,78o 63 

47,732 58 

12,449,932 63 

82,739,861 55 

Dividends unclaimed .••..••••.....••.....•.••.••••....• 
Discount, exchange, and interest ..•.....•.•••••..••..••. 
Profit and loss and contingent interest .•..•••••..••.•••.. 
Contingent fund ....................................... . 
Due to Bank United States nod offices •. $15,723,513 68 

State banks•••••••• ...... ...... 2,118,447 00 

Deposits, viz: 
On account of the Treasurer of the 

United States ••••.•• •••••· ....... 5,711,362 77 
Deduct overdrafts............. 55,562 78 

On account of public officers .•.••••.• 
individuals ...•....•.. 

5,655, 799 99 
1,558,373 11 
6,063,336 99 

[No. '722. 

$31,995,919 63 
12,1ss,09-2 46 

179,871 07 
200,948 41 
318,009 41 

3,737,549 80 

17,841,960 68 

13,277,510 O!I 

82,739,861 55 

BANK OF TIIE UNITED STATES, .8ugusl 2, 1824. 
THOl\lAS WILSON, Caihicr. 
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1824. 
Allg, 31 Dnnk United Stntcs .... $2,653,569 60 $500 00 $2,936, 380 00 $547,780 93 $4,778 34 .............. .sn,010,293 96 etJ47,270 11 .............. $25,048 07 $1,350,223 99 $12,440 02 

23 Office, Portsmouth ..... 398,635 28 2,412 00 6,300 00 4,250 00 942 13 .............. 12,502 67 .............. .............. .............. .............. 30 00 

26 Boston ......... 884,942 07 2,soo oo 38,000 00 160,029 89 .............. .............. 1,418,373 00 151,460 27 .............. .............. 55,225 65 .............. 
26 Providence ...... 387,257 04 .. , ........... 8,600 00 176,348 71 .............. .............. 37,116 16 s,108 11 .............. .............. .............. 750 20 
23 Hartford ........ 352,262 25 .............. 12,350 00 43,491 64 ....... , ...... .............. 30,713 73 8,465 83 $33,058 90 .............. .............. .............. 
25 New York ...... 3,112,015 11 5,ooo 00 187,800 00 224,910 97 .............. .............. 1,973,141 87 84,633 14 9,997 67 .............. 86,404 50 3,899 96 
30 Dnltimorc ....... 2, 192, 056 19 .............. 1,668,283 35 150,331 11 131,872 58 .............. 63,511 97 93,117 11 307,404 46 .............. 110,657 34 2,205 07 
28 Washington .... 1,258,271 59 •••••••••••••• 127,822 81 40,627 20 19,193 01 $53,368 42 255,462 22 20,339 10 .............. •••••••••••••• 12,-196 63 !1,068 89 
24 Richmond •••••• 1,176,566 59 •••••••••••••• 81,200 00 7,536 21 18,644 88 •••••••••••••• 289,151 28 18,835 80 95,150 49 •••••••••••••• 35,548 33 7,203 00 
21 Norfolk ......... 645,966 45 500 00 121,390 00 .............. .............. .............. 409,399 24 18,321 75 •••••••••••••• .............. 27,918 96 5,378 83 
24 Fnycttcvlllo .... 452,582 34 .............. 31,900 00 88,836 88 .............. , ............. 84,460 16 136,466 01 21,087 05 .............. 28,498 49 1,259 71 
17 Chnrlcston ...... 1,742,519 34 18,625 00 455,545 00 360,873 9'2 .............. .............. 128,674 80 17,994 71 6,909 00 108,500 00 67,727 78 2,814 06 
17 Snvnnnnh ...... 456,627 27 .............. 11,403 00 26,061 24 7,489 08 .............. 43-2,816 35 10,862 21 8,066 37 .............. 41,542 82 4,426 25 
13 Lexington •••••• 1,050,875 46 .............. 11,210 00 f8,273 54 68,536 57 .............. 52,093 79 .............. .............. .............. .............. 577 44 
10 Louisville ...... 1,104,550 18 .............. .............. 76,675 98 18,888 33 •••••••••••••• 34,934 11 7,293 18 .. , ... ,. ...... .............. 11,357 87 734 02 
14 ChilicoU1c ....... 425,724 98 .............. .............. 11,960 00 .............. .............. 45,495 95 .............. .............. .......... , ... •••••••••••••• 296 87 
7 Clncinnnll ...... 1,318,464 05 .............. 500 00 . 149,204 65 055,573 30 .............. 296 85 100,334 15 7,723 14 .............. 

•••••••••••••• 
11,023 50 

July 26 New Orleans .. 2,129,247 78 .............. 14,800 00 601,802 39 .............. .............. 234,019 82 29,987 72 13,134 27 .............. 42,500 00 1,399 29 
Aug, 25 Pittsburg ....... 684,166 42 .............. .............. 26,386 37 81,750 00 2,194 36 11,93119 .............. ,, .. ,, ... , .... .......... , ... 14,123 13 2,617 71 

22, 786, 300 89 29,477 00 5,713,544 16 2,745,381 63 1,307, 668 72 55,262 78 16,587,389 12 1,353,579 90 502,531 35 133,548 07 1,884,225 49 59,124 82 
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213,370 00 
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156,605 OU 
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146,200 00 
17,395 00 

101,125 00 
481,130 00 

1,013,395 00 
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216,350 00 
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$254,872 84 
36,765 43 
76,299 00 
6,083 29 
2,850 00 

122,969 00 
42,598 70 
12,088 67 
79,915 67 
5,488 50 

15,493 00 
168,874 00 
11,446 00 
6,869 00 

26,690 58 
34,680 00 

.............. 
60,455 00 
13,soo oo 

987,508 68 
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$1,960,136 94 
54,673 90 

315,090 25 
52,921 80 
42,874 11 

775,415 50 
516,405 33 
68,340 80 

132,181 41 
94,998 75 
34,087 34 

210,011 88 
154,777 01 
56,136 24 

221,100 63 
70,528 82 
52,651 04 

542,850 06 

26,351 24 

5,387,593 05 
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General, statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-:--Oontinued. 
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1824. 
Aug, 31 Bnnk United Stntes., ............... , ................ $24,045,919 63 $2,171,049 96 $68,736 65 $52,216 00 $'223,013 08 $3,733,469 61 $3,917,410 22 $942,285 12 $1,659,541 49 

23 Office, Portsmouth,., .................... ; ......... ., 300,000 00 309,830 00 95 00 3,581 09 ................ .................. 37,363 94 ................ 64,136 48 

26 Doston ·•••••••• ••••••·••••·••••••••••··•· ••• , 1,500,000 oo 440,635 00 81920 75 10,ow 17 ............... , •••••••••••••••••• 282,802 96 148,357 34 668,699 49 

26 Providence . , , ........ , . , ... , , ... , ... , . , , , , , . , 400,000 00 294,220 00 380 00 7,845 41 ................ It ft I I I I I I I I .. I I I I~ 31,218 57 11,825 18 126,119 18 

23 Hartford .......................... ••····•·•••··• 250,000 00 325,277 50 1,547 50 5,660 73 ................ •·lo••·············' 50,006 80 330 98 12,064 09 

25 NcwYork ............................. ,. ......... 2,500, 000 00 767,407 50 11,049 75 51,710 63 .. ,. ............. .................. sod,473 30 207,030 99 2,289,200 48, 

30 Dnltimorc •••• •• ~. •••••• ••·• ·•··•••••• .. •·•••11" .................. 932,065 00 5,629 25 30,504 61 ............... ,. ................... s,212,295 74 73,697 45 223,310 24 

28 Wnshington, •. .•.. , . , ... •·•• .... ,,,.., .......... 500,000 00 901,760 00 2,321 00 14,599 97 ................ .................... 56,276 54 22,715 82 169,033 98 
24 Richmond.,, ......................... ....... ,, 1,000,000 00 762,260 00 6,981 72 17,380 91 ................ .................. 41,3-20 31 5,330 62 45,765 53 
21 Norfolk ...... ., ...................... , ...... soo,ooo 00 323,690 00 3,157 75 4,910 55 ................ .................... 91,887 03 2,497 89 118,571 03 
24 Fayetteville .•..•...... , ...... , .................. 500,000 00 282,380 00 663 00 10,012 00 ................ .................. 142,738 81 ................. 30,684 68 
17 Charleston ....... •••••••~••••·••••· •.•.••.•.... 1,500,000 oo 1,061,535 00 17,743 00 35,355 46 ................ ........ , ......... 40-2,328 74 3,375 44 211,817 49 
17 Savannah, .. , ....... ,.,,.,., , , . ,. ........... , ...... 1, ooo, 000 00 1,045,330 00 41622 50 2,139 68 ................ .................. 247 11 2,416 39 85,217 20 
13 Lexington .. ,.,. .... , .• ,, ••.. •••••••••••• , ••·• •••· ................... 124,365 00 140 00 14,050 85 ................. ... ,. ..... ....... 1,078,822 11 ................ 5,764 58 
10 Louisville .. , .............. , . , . , , ... , , , ..... , . , , , 1o • .................. 125,200 00 252 80 6,077 61 .................. •••••••••••••••••• 1, 049, 122 67 2,095' 63 254,766 57 
14 Chillcothc .... , ............................... .................... 100,665 00 ....... , ........ 2,949 14 ................. .... , .............. 349,390 43 3,779 11 214,325 20 
7 Cfncinnllti,, •.,. •.•.• , , , .•••.. , ........ , • , •.... 

·············••'•• 
4,300 00 ................. 4,800 35 83,283 83 .................. 2,465,916 17 ................ .................. 

July 26 Nc,v Orleans .............. , ....... ••••·••••••·•• 1,000,000 no 1,924,110 00 33315 32,389 54 ................ .................. 198,652 11 5,950 67 170,386 84 
Aug, 25 Pittsburg., ...... ._._i, ••••••••• , •• , ••••• , • , •• ~ •• ,., ................... 153,347 50 ................... 6,139 27 4,659 62 .................. 722,578 88 ................ 6,645 48 

34, 995, 919 63 12, 140, 427 '16 132,573 82 319,062 97 317,956 53 3,733,469 61 16,636,853 44 1,431,688 63 o, 356, 050 03 

.At Dank United States: Funded debt or tho United Stnt~s, (various) ....................................................... ., ...... ,. $151872, 791 57 

;g1;:t~f~~;:~~~~;;i:·:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -2::m i~ 
Debt due by tho United States .................................................... .,........................ 51267 32 

.At Office, llaltimore: Debt or S. Smith nnd B,, G. Williams and J, W, McCulloch, ................................................. . 
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$246,984 84 
4,118 89 

196,334 98 
11,382 54 
22,153 45 

278,893 49 
83,165 35 

307,902 75 
101,540 83 
16,937 10 
22,597 60 
35,260 50 
11,788 33 
18,865 30 
9,770 52 

20,4i8 45 ................ 
81,764 20 
1,527 11 
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10,756 01 

218,631 34 
39,485 03 
15,630 41 

067,811 58 
395,041 65 
102,889 28 
107,553 74 
285,106 13 

6,659 89 
502,483 86 
21,151 39 
85,534 20 
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23,449 29 
38,470 33 
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51,242 46 
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1825.J BANK OF TJIE UNITED ST.A.TES. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of United States, (various) •••.•••..••• ••••·• $15,872,791 57 
Bills discounted, personal secunty ••••••• ~, 786,300 89 

funded debt............ 29,477 00 
bank stock •••••• •••••••. 5,713,544 16 

Domestic bills of exchange •.•.••.•••••••.••••..••• •••••. 
Foreign bills of exchange ..•••..••.••••••.••••••••••.•••• 
Daring DroU1ers & Co •..••••••.•••.•••••.••••..••.•••••• 
Hope&. Co •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••·····•·•·••••• 
Real estate....... . • . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . • • • • •..••.•.••.•••• 
J\-Iortgages, &.c ••.••••.•.••...••..••...•••••••.•••••••••• 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 16,587,389 12 

State banks.................... 1,353,579 90 

28,529,322 05 
2,745,381 63 

24,844 67 
256,961 08 

467 60 
1,307,668 72 

133,548 07 

17,940,969 0-2 

Debt of s. Smith and n............ ...... ...... ...... .... 1,201,332 08 
Debt due by United States .•..• ••••...... .••• •••• ••. . •• •• 5,267 32 
Deficiencies •.•• ••••.................... •••••• •••••• •••• S0-2,531 35 
Danking-ltouses, bonus, &c •••••••• •••·•• •••• •••• •• •••••• 1,884,225 49 
Expenses ..••••..•.•.••.•.•••••• •••• •••• •••• •••••••• •••• 59,124 82 
Cash notes Dank United States and offices. 

of State banks ••••••••.•••• , • 
Specie ................................. . 

6,259,920 56 
1187,508 68 

5,387,593 05 
12,635,0-22 29 

83,105,457 76 

Capital stock •...•••......•..•...•..•..•...........••.. 
Notes issued, •..•..•.•••••••.••••••....•..•.••..•.•.... 
Dividends unclaimed .............. •...• • . .............. . 
Discount, exchange, and interest........ . . . . •. • . • . . . • •• 
l'rolit and Joss and contingent interest ......•••..••.•.... 
Contingent fund .................................. , : .• .• 
JJueto Dank of United States and offices. $16,636,853 44 

State banks..................... 1,431,688 63 

Deposits, viz : 
Ou account of the Treasurer of Ute 

United States ..•.•.•...•.•••....•. 
Deduct overdrafts .•.•..• , ..... 

6,356, 050 03 
55,562 78 

6,300,487 25 
On account of public officers........ 11477,466 23 

individuals........... 51619,552 19 

207 

$34,995,919 63 
12,140,427 46 

132,573 82 
319,062 97 
317,956 53 

a, 733,469 61 

18,068,542 07 

13,397,505 67 

83,105,457 76 

TIIOl\!AS WILSON, Caihicr. 
DJ.MK or TnE UMITED ST.A.TES, Stptemhcr 4, 1824, 
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1824. 
Oct. 4 Bnnk United States .... $2,530 1417 Gl .............. $2,940,880 00 $604,954 19 $4,458 84 .............. $11,421,830 30 ~)786, 152 36 $25,048 07 .............. Sl,3511331 23 $18,462 53 
::lcpt, 27 Office, Portsmouth ..... 402,995 60 $2,212 00 6,soo oo 4,500 00 942 13 .............. 15,281 61 .............. .............. .............. .............. 1,011 71 

30 Boston .......... 859,238 83 2,200 00 38,ooo oo 127,263 20 .............. .............. 1,370,403 34 124,483 85 .............. .............. 56,947 88 3,033 66 
3~ Providence., ... 415,282 69 .............. 81600 00 166,941 44 •••••••••••••• .............. 67,747 36 15,901 96 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• .............. 1,400 20 
27 Hartford ........ 371,799 49 .............. 9,850 00 54,317 12 .............. $34,005 64 785 84 17,705 66 , ............. $33,058 90 .............. 1,135 40 
29 New York ...... 3, 165, 293 78 5,000 00 238,700 00 256,431 99 ......... , .... ........... ) .... 2,216, 393 77 22,681 38 .............. 9,997 67 86,404 50 5,516 83 
27 Jlnltimore ••••••• 2,222, 771 72 .............. 1,603,767 51 157,234 99 131,872 58 .............. 98,582 22 154,743 03 .............. 307,404 46 110,657 34 3,735 61 
95 Wnsliington .... 1,246,560 34 .............. 122,822 22 32,705 00 19,118 01 53,368 42 224,888 72 44,487 12 .............. .............. 29,399 84 2,988 77 
28 Richmond, .••••. 1,001,012 28 .............. 83,800 00 57,540 40 33,937 88 .............. 224,163 04 28,771 48 .............. 95,150 29 35,548 33 8,548 46 
25 Norfolk ......... 658,828 56 1,500 00 111,390 00 .............. .............. .............. 448,899 53 4,369 45 .............. .............. 27,97:l 29 5,999 78 
28 Fnyettevilio ..... 458,842 41 .............. ao, 100 oo 61,456 31 •••••••••••••• .............. 44,785 36 150,066 01 .............. 21,087 05 28,408 49 1,021 45 
21 Ohnrlcston ..... 1,os2,9so 61 18,265 00 450,745 00 368,010 53 

•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 165,643 64 43,052 45 108,500 00 6,909 00 67,727 78 4,914 43 
21 Snvnnunll ....... 462,290 27 ••••••••••••• 5,690 00 9,771 01 7,492 30 .............. 451,924 70 10,862 21 .............. 8,oaa 37 41,542 82 5,240 64 
17 Lexington .••••• 1,010,100 79 •••••••••••••• 17,405 00 46,953 15 68,242 26 .............. 101,637 82 .............. .............. .............. .............. 842 85 
16 Louisville ...... 1, !01, 074 47 .............. •••••••••••••• 85,831 04 IB,ess 33 •••••••••••••• 38,935 70 7,203 18 , ............. •••••••••••••• 11,357 87 1,481 50 
25 Chilicothe •••••• 419,131 50 .............. 

•••••••••••••• 
11,960 00 .............. .............. 46,083 55 •••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. 1,027 09 

18 Oineinnntl •••••• 1, 313, 198 48 .............. 500 00 143,354 65 964,913 30 •••••••••••••• 213 22 100,334 15 
•••••••••••••• 

7,723 14 .............. 12,193 04 
6 New Orleans ... 1,975,370 86 .............. 13,500 00 532,445 40 •••••••••••••• .............. 312,436 06 56,837 49 .............. 13,134 27 42,500 00 3,731 15 

29 Pittsburg ....... 686,663 51 .............. .............. 33,828 21 81,750 00 4,109 83 4,776 65 •••••••••••••• .............. .............. 14,12313 3,034 06 

-
51-2, 100,979 80 29,177 00 5,683,149 73 2,755,498 63 1,331,615 63 91,483 89 17,255,412 43 1,568,641 78 133,5-18 07 502,531 15 1,904,011 50 87,120 06 
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$1,317,823 06 $315,74!! 40 
171,650 00 20,142 96 
406,000 00 32,010 00 
232,210 00 11,979 75 
196,750 00 5,535 00 
571,675 00 125,000 00 
503,510 00 70,151 66 
138,140 00 17,349 28 
153,860 00 127,755 25 
24,865 00 0,255 72 

ll!4, 705 00 ll9,897 00 
472,230 00 137,645 00 

110:ll,415 00 11,106 00 
32,910 00 4,045 00 
72,350 00 14,000 58 

218,510 00 as, 114 oo 
.............. .............. 

189,015 00 115,010 00 
73,830 00 1~,160 00 

5,021,478 06 1,105,607 60 

.,; ·g 
"' 00 

$1,931,227 03 
54,672 78 

S-20,858,40 

52,4i9 97 
43,281 33 

1,114,373 70 
507,400 00 
64,744 27 

13·2,476 89 
92,947 75 
33,466 13 

211,137 36 
155,186 77 
44,653 03 

209,347 28 
95,747 59 
56,789 98 
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21,310 85 

6,252, 823 89 
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Genei-al statement of the Bank of the United Slates and its Office.<; of Di,scount and Deposit at the dates herein -mentioned-Continued. 
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Bnnk United Stntcs •• , •.•...•..•.••..••.••••••••••••• $24,045,919 63 $2,201,049 96 $59,017 50 $282,120 32 $232,988 08 $3,733,469 61 $3, 954, 668 02 
Office, Portsmouth .................................... 300,000 00 308,745 00 57 50 0,215 31 •••••••••••••••• .................. 16,591 30 

Boston ........................................ l, 500, 000 00 558,605 00 5,788 25 19,329 95 ................ .................. 344,744 70 
Providence ...... , ............................. 400,000 00 292,180 00 362 50 11,741 02 •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 35,732 21 
Hartford, ......... , ........... , ............... 250,000 00 409,842 50 940 50 s,620 01 ................ .................. 59,691 02 
NewYork, ................................... 2,500, 000 00 753,307 50 7,663 15 71,930 16 ................ .................. 526,796 72 
Dnlthnore ..................................... .................. 9-27,910 00 5,109 25 38,631 05 ................ .................. 5,276,555 70 
Wnshington .... , ........................... , . 500,000 00 893,325 00 2,358 50 17,996 57 ................ .................. 35,151 83 
Richmond .................................... 1,000,000 00 756,810 00 7,010 22 23,040 86 ................ .................. 23,876 46 
Norfolk ....................................... 500,000 00 :Jl9,985 00 2,725 25 o,1so 12 ................ •••••••••••••••••• 113,774 69 
Fnyetteville ................................... soo,ooo 00 277,910 00 556 75 14,281 13 •••••••••••••••• .................. 138,202 81 
Chnrleston .................................... 1, 500, 000 00 ' 1,05B,565 00 13,253 00 46,169 65 ............... •••••••••••••••••• 376,51118 
Snvannnh ..................................... 1, ooo, 000 00 1,045,330 00 4,560 00 2,179 88 ............... .................. 459 37 
Lexington ...... , ...... , ....................... .................. 124,365 00 110 00 lB,651 64 ................ t t t I It t t t It t ~, \ t t t t 1,078,449 74 
Louisville .................................... ............ ..... 125,080 00 227 80 8,0-22 37 ................ .................. 1,oss,oso 2s 
Chilicothe,,., ................................. .................. 190,665 00 •••••••••••••••• 5,091 86 ................ .................. 346,195 20 
Cincinnati., ... , .... ... , .......... , ........ , .. .................. 1,300 oo ................ 0,881 30 83,271 85 .................. 2,465,914 17 
New Orlenns ...... , .......................... 1,000,000 00 1,916,245 00 498 15 47,334 90 , ............... ................. , 147,006 66 
Pittsburg ......... , ................. , .......... •••••••••••••••••• 152,992 50 ................ 9,274 52 1,059 62 .................. 714,030 71 

I 34,995,919 63 12,317,302 46 110,238 32 645,429 31 317,910 55 3,733,469 01 rn, 742,438 11 

At Bnnk United Stntcs: Fundecl debt of the United Stntes, (vnrious) .................. , ..... : .. ...... ,. ........ , ,. , ... , ......... , .. .. 
Dnring Brothers &. Co •••••••••••.• , ••• , • • , ••• , , ••••• , , ••• , •• , •• , , • , • , • , •• , , ••• , , •• , • , , •• , , , , , , , , , , ; , , , • , ; • 

!irf ~t:1~ sto ~ii1iiig~~~~~;:: ::: : : : :: :: : : ; : : : : : :::::::::: :: :: : : ::: : : : : : : : :: :::::: :: :: :: :: :::::::::: :::: :: 
At Office, Bn!Umore: Debt of S, Smith nnd B., George Willinms, nnd J, W. McCulloch .............................. , .............. .. 

• ~~~~ ~f f.ew:e11~8~li::1ci;::::::: :::::: :: :::::: :: :: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::: :::: :::::::::::::::: 
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$850,635 87 ................ 
101,688 83 
48,266 45 
2,660 64 

385,964 27 
94,271 42 
27,532 74, 
7,245 70 
s,02a 34 

•••••••••••••••• 3,375 44 
2,110 39 

•••••••••••••••• 
2,095 63 
3,792 58 

................ 
10,109 84 .. , ............. 

1,557,679 12 

$15,872,169 38 

108,~~~ ii 
24,178 00 
5,267 32 

g~•m: 
. 300:000 00 

1,207,332 0~ 
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$1,388,137 67 
20,307 89, 

637,037 70 
129,277 46 .................. 

2,336,385 20 
190,768 81 
53,368 42 
30,828 11 

134,955 04 
21,751 41 

283,662 22 
9-2,654 70 
0,022 96 

222,021 31 
223,622 49 

•••••••••••••••••• 
mi,so8 08 

2,101 3G 

s, 889, 164 43 
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$527,086 10 
12,101 80 

463,737 99 
21,a-24 51 
26,539 53 

349,540 07 
120,013 92 

3"..6,535 23 
110,651 09 
29,157 04 
27,395 56 
33,547 64 
22,100 67 
31,663 73 
8,665 39 

36,118 76 ................ 
156,694 74 

3,302 30 

2,309,596 07 
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$1,984,310 88 
15,799 99 

210,316 74 
30,659 22 
0,028 15 

885,881 55 
425,933 05 
140,303 70 
110,101 86 
270,927 00 

0,111 55 
422,652 97 
21,217 08 
94,916 83 

105,461 17 
25,684 84 
38,846 58 

465,105 04 
58,073 13 

5,328,330 03 
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RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States, (various) ..•...•.....•••. $15,8i2,169 38 
, Bills discounted on personal security ••.•. ~,106,979 80 

Capital stock,..... . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . . . • • • • • •..•••...•.•• , • 
Notes issued ..•.••...••...•....•••.••••••..•••.••••..•. 
Dividends llllclaimed ....•••••..•..•••.•••••••••..•.•••. 
Discount, exchange, and interest ....•..•••••••...•....•. 
Profit and loss and contingent interest .• , ••.•••...••••.•. 

funded debt.......... 29,177 00 
bank stock • • . . • . • . • . 5,683,149 73 

Domestic bills of exchange .••••..••...••...•......••.••. 
Foreign bills of exchange .•.••••.•••.•.•...•••..•..•...•• 
Baring Brothers & Co ...•.•••••....••••....•••.••.•••••• 
Hope &Co .•...•••...•.••.••••.•.•••••.••...••..•••••.• 
Real estate.. • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • .....•..••..•.. 
Mortgages, &c •..•..••••••..•.•.••.•••..••....•••••..••• 

)Jue from Bank of United States and offices • 17,255,412 43 
State banks .• :................ 1,568,641 78 

Debt of S. Smith and B,, G. Williams, 
and J. W. lllcCulloch •••••••••••••.•.•..••••.••...•..• 

Debt due by the United States.•·•• ••.•. , .•..•••••.•....• 
Deficiencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium on loan •..•••••.•.••.•.. 
Expenses .....•..•••••..••.••••••• •••••····••·••••·•·••• 
Cash notesBankUnitedStatesandoffices. 5,921,478 06 

of State banks ••••• •••••····· 1,105,607 60 

Specie •••• :.···•····•·•··•··............ 6,252,823 !s9 

27,819,306 53 
2,755,498 63 

24,178 00 
108,993 72 

467 60 
1,331,615 63 

133,548 07 

18,824,054 21 

1,207,33-2 OS 

5,267 32 
50-2,53115 

1,904,011 50 
87,120 06 

13,2i9,909 55 

83,856,003 43 

Contingent fund .••..•••..•••••...•...•••••••• ; •..•.•.•. 
Due to Bank United States and offices •. $16,742,438 77 

_State banks ...••• :... •••• •...•• 1,557,679 14 

Deposits, viz : 
On account of the Treasurer of the 

United States .••.•........••••.•.. 
Deduct overdrafts, &c •••..•... 

On account of public officers •.••••.• 
individuals ••••.•.•... 

5,889, 164 43 
91,483 89 

5,797,680 54 
1,309,596 07 
5,328,330 03 

[No. 'l22. 

On. 

$34, 995, 919 63 
12,317,302 46 

110,238 32 
645,429 31 
317,919 55 

3,733,469 61 

lS,300,117 91 

13,435,606 64 

83,856, 003 43 

BANK OF TnE UNtTED STATES, October 7, 1824, 
'l'HOlllAS WILSON, Ca.lhier. 
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1824. 
Nov. l Ilnnk United States .. .. 
Oct. 25 Office, PortsmouU1 ... .. 

!l8 Boston ....... .. 
28 Providence ... .. 
25 Hartford ...... .. 
27 
!!5 
23 
26 
23 
26 
19 
19 
15 
12 
16 
16 

Sept. 27 
Oct, 27 

New York ...... 
Daltimorc ...•• ,. 
Washington .... 
Richmond•··••· 
Norfolk ...... .. 
Fnycttcvlllc .... . 
Charleston ... .. 
Sn".annah ...... . 
Lexington .... .. 
Louisville .... .. 
Cbillcotho .... .. 
Cincinnati .... .. 
New Orleans, .. 

Pittsburg••••••• 

General statement of the Banlc of the United Stales and its Offices of Di.scouni, and Deposit at the dales herein mentioned. 
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.............. $2,946,980 00 
$2, 012 00 o, 700 00 

2,130 00 34,500 00 
.............. s,ooo 00 
.............. 0,000 00 

5, 000 00 437, 000 00 
.............. 1,577,852 76 
.... .... ...... 124,472 22 
.... .... ...... 83,800 00 

1,500 00 100,930 00 
........ ...... 30,700 00 

22,205 00 446,145 00 
.............. 11,403 00 

500 00 
13,500 00 
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$540,873 68 $4,458 ~ .............. $1l,373,341 68 
10,150 00 942 13 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. JO, 447 85 

145,367 20 .. ,. .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. 1,403,891 61 
1~,012 07 ...................... :·..... 64,937 42 
46,418 00 .. .. .. • .. .. • .. $34,005 64 32,622 85 

3"..5, 963 31 ................. , .. .. .. .. .. 2,324,002 41 
155,614 00 131,872 58 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 97,923 72 
20,000 00 10,118 01 53,368 42 186,905 77 
28, 772 00 33, USO 30 .. .. • .. .. • .. .. 179, 786 21 

.............. .... .......... ........ ...... 449,097 56 
51,470 14 .... .... ...... .... .... ...... 46,829 50 

202,349 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. 266,628 U7 
9,245 46 7,506 20 .. .. .. • ..... .. 431,553 13 

42,019 15 69,244 26 .... .......... 104,265 30 
87,922 oo 18,800 33 ...... ........ 2:1,389 oo 
10,000 00 .... .... ..... • .............. 13,698 93 

143,354 65 965, 154 27 • .. .. .. .. .. • .. 213 22 
454,953 58 ........ ...... ........ ...... 186,517 95 
33,390 41 86,000 00 2,194 36 12,180 7S 
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425, 048 07 I .............. 1$1,353, 50S 30 

59,890 03 
14,116 53 ........................................ , 
15,671 63 ........ ,. .. .. $33,058 90 ............ .. 

168,641 26 .............. 9,907 67 86,424 30 
119,461 23 .............. 305,804 46 110,657 34 
40,631 59 .............. .... .......... 20,399 ~ 
20,086 25 .... .. .. .... .. 95,150 29 35,555 33 
11,851 35 ...... .... .... .... .. .. ...... 27,972 29 

156,255 01 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21,087 55 28,408 49 
126,052 45 108,500 00 0,000 00 67,727 78 
10,826 21 .... .......... 8,066 37 41,542 82 

........ ...... 7,000 00 .......................... .. 
7,293 18 .. .... .... .... .............. 11,357 87 

••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l'•••••••••••••l•••••••••••••• 
100,334 151 .............. , 7,723 141 ............ .. 
104,565 64 .... .......... 13,134 27 42,500 00 

.............. .............. .............. 14,123 13 

ao,001 oo I 5,832,082 98 I 2,4DP,soo 41 I 1,a31,110 02 89,568 42 I 17,243,234 89 I 1,000,110 36 I 1-J0,5·18 07 I 500,931 65 I 1,009,154 42 
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$22,441 62 -Sl,4351681 38 
1,327 89 185,120 00 
3, 933 66 316, 080 00 
1, 788 05 234, 340 00 
1, 935 40 148,250 00 
0,666 44 459,315 00 
4,910 38 382,085 00 
4,697 09 101,785 00 
9,512 87 254,435 00 
6,678 45 10,910 00 
2,017 58 110,340 00 
o, 448 72 467, 980 00 
o, 045 64 1,033,685 00 
1,176 39 32,910 00 
1,568 12 72,350 00 
1,064 59 218, 750 00 

13,093 67 
3,808 08 
3,453 30 

440,815 00 
64,~5 00 
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$795,0M 79 
14,957 20 

142,425 00 
4,907 87 
4,924 00 

312,000 00 
4215G4 08 
18,580 49 

110,000 00 
81233 76 

27,973 00 
120,655 00 
11,470 00 
5,626 00 

21,391 58 
37,715 00 

72,805 00 
ro,455 oo 

102,568 ~ I o,oso,o76 38 I 1,785,267 11 
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$1,606,228 44 
55,406 55 

754,01:l 26 
75,170 17 
42,996 39 

903,111 78 
493,000 00 
02,120 35 

132,130 32 
00,643 00 
33,211 20 

210,988 64 
155,878 73 
31,053 70 

232,527 82 
93,315 61 
01,aoe 14 

011,012 36 
22,276 31 

5,664,392 77 
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General statement of the Bank of the Unued States and its Offices of Discount and Dq1osit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Dnnk United Stntes ........................... $21, 045, om 63 $2,3:ll,049 96 $54,705 60 $316,526 00 $'232, 968 08 $3,733,469 61 $3,701,763 68 $799,801 85 $55,983 24 $1,545, 881 17 

Office, Portsmouth ............................ 300,ooo oo 308,165 00 35 00 s,138 10 •••••••••••••••• ................ 42,703 80 ................ ................ 17,898 38 

Boston··•···•••••·••••••···•··•••···· 1,500,000 oo 556,365 00 - 3,615 75 24,551 20 ................ ................ 335,799 94 10-2,479 36 ................ 801,742 60 

Providence •••••.•.•.••.•.•.•••.•••... 400,000 00 292,180 00 297 50 14,288 56 ................ ................ 36,734 11 14,579 32 •••••••••••••••• 183,736 53 

llnrtford .............................. 250,000 00 409,092 50 910 50 10,484 84 ................ ................ 59,103 41 1,785 26 ................ ................ 
NewYork ............................ 2,500,000 00 817,097 50 5,722 25 88,804 88 •••••••••••••••• ................ 581,544 61 142,392 51 ................ 2,568,699 26 

Bnltimoro ............................ ................ 915,0bO 00 3,899 25 47,363 30 ................ ................ s, 208,477 54 41,831 88 ................. 180,753 31 

Wnshlngton ........................... 500,000 00 892,315 00 1,981 00 23,618 75 ................ ..... ,,,,,,,,,,. 55,824 37 35,538 80 ................ 53,368 42 

Richmond ............................ 1, ooo, 000 00 754,450 00 5,728 22 26,565 26 ................ ................ 7,407 21 10,465 37 ................ 31,445 44 

Norfolk.,' ............................. 500,000 00 :ns,sos oo 2,111 75 8,451 25 ................ ................ 144,874 47 8,673 74 ................ 108,709 66 

Fayetteville .......................... 500,000 00 274,260 00 506 75 17,419 89 ................ •••••••••••••••• 133,506 26 •••••••••••••••• ................ 26,840 18 

355,656 67 
Chnrlcston .......... ,..: ........... , .. 1,500, 000 00 1,055,375 00 12,555 50 55,156 25 ................ •••••••••••••••• 459 37 1,986 44 ................ 294,954 70 

Savannah.,·, ..... ,,, .. •·••, ....... •••, 1,000,000 00 1,045,030 00 4,180 00 2,403 79 ................ ................ 1,011,529 41 2,416 39 ................ 88,718,36 

Lexington ............................ ................ 124,335 00 110 00 24,033 98 ................ ................ 1,042,944 20 ................ ................ 0,022 96 
Loulsvlllo ••• ; ........................ 

•••••••••••••••• 
124,830 00 200 30 12,110 42 ................ ................ 437,531 18 2,005 63 ................ . 270,522 20 

Chllicotho ............................ ................ 190,665 00 ................ 5,991 17 ................ ................ 2,468,346 61 a, 111 58 ................ 132,410 47 

Olncinnntl . , ... , . , , .. , ... , .. , ..... , , .. ................ 3,740 00 •••••••••••••••• 0,220 6_5 83,271 85 ................ ................ ................ ........ ,,. ....... •••••••••••••••• 
Ne,v Orleans,,,•••., ...... •·•••, .... ,, 1, ooo, 000 00 1,916,245 00 398 15 52,375 91 ................ ................ 182,182 90 22,438 80 •••••••••••••••• 89,875 87 

Pittsburg .••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.• ................ 152,99-2 50 ................ 11,000 98 1,659 62 ................ 694,629 33 ................ •••••••••••••••• 27,954 71 

34,995,919 63 12,472, 942 46 96,963 52 758,519 27 517,919 55 3,733,469 61 16,651,010 07 1,100,262 93 55,9133 24 6,433, 134 22 

At Bnnk United Stntes: Funded debt of the United States, (vnrious)................................................................ $15, 81'2, 169 38 

~~fcig~ 31~; ',;i ~'.{~J;~;g~'.:::::: :; :: :;; ; : : :: :::::::: :: : : :::::::::: :: : : : : :: : : ::;;:: :: :: : : ;; : : :: : : :: :: : : :: : : : : 24, i~i gg 
Debt due by tho United Stntcs .. .,., ...... .... .. .... .... .... ...... ...... .... .... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... 5,267 32 

At Office, Dnltlmoro: Debt of S. Smith nnd D., George Williams, nnd J. w. l\IcCulloch .......................... , ............... .. 

B~~~ ~~ ~.0~~°M~8~W::1ci; :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: ggJ;i?l ~~ 
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$223,067 95 
0,000 40 

235,504 12 
22,247 21 
22,036 83 

347,746 26 
78,029 92 

267,102 01 
102,603 64 

10,:135 39 
23,354 09 

44,043 04 
19,404 93 
20,786 27 
8,497 35 

29.142 62 

•••••••••••••••• 
144,350 00 

2,420 34 

1,606, 762 37 
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$2,003,486 73 
10,942 41 

196,869 03 
34,410 64 
11,526 51 

957,584 89 
414,593 26 
171,643 09 
122,780 98 
258,790 48 

6,566 71 

405,717 92 
21,074 71 
87,580 41 

119,637 60 
28,662 61 
39,962 01 

477,103 08 
57,220 69 

5,426, 153 76 
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1825.J -BANK OF THE UNITED STATES. 

Dn. RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of United States, (various)., •••••• •••••••.•• $15,Si2,169 38 
Dills discounted on personal security ...... $21,6i9,094 37 

funded debt •••• •••••• 30,907 00 
bank stock.••••·•.... 5,832,082 98 

Domestic bills of exchange •..•..•••.••••...•.. •••• •••••• 
Foreign bills of exchange ............................... . 
llope &. Co .............................. ••·•••••·•••••·· 
lteal estate ............................................. . 
Mortgages, &e ......................................... . 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 17,243,234 89 

State banks..... ........ •••••. 1,666,170 36 

Dl'bt of S. Smith and D., G. Williams, 
and J. \V. McCulloch .. , ..•.••..••••..••.•.•••••••••.. 

Debt due by United States .............................. . 
Deficiencies ....................................•....... 
DanJcing.houses, bonus, premium on loan, 

&e ................................................... . 
Expenses .............................................. . 
Cash notes DankUnitedStatesnndoffices. 6,059,676 38 

of State banks............... I, 785,267 77 
Specie.................................. 5,664,392 77 

27,542,084 35 
2,498,866 41 

24,178 00 
467 60 

1,337,170 92 
140,548 07 

18,909,405 25 

1,201,332 08 
5,267 32 

500,931 65 

1,909,154 42 
102,568 84 

13,509,336 92 

83,559,481 21 

Capital stock, ......................................... . 
Notes issued .......................................... . 
Dividends unclaimed .................................. . 
Discount, exchange, and interest ....................... . 
Profit and loss and contingent interest .•.....•••...•••••• 
Contingent fund ..•.• : ................................. . 
Due to Bank United States and offices,. S16,561,0l9 07 

State banks..................... 1,190,262 93 

Daring Brothers & Co ................................. . 
Deposits, viz: 

On account of the Treasurer of the 
United States ................... .. 

Deduct overdrafts, &c ........ . 

On account of public officers, •.•.... 
individuals ......... . 

6,433,134 22 
89,568 42 

6,343,565 80 
1,106, 762 37 
5,426,153 76 

213 

$34,995, 919 63 
12,4i2,942 46 

96,963 52 
758,519 27 
317,919 55 

3, 733,469 61 

17, 751,282 00 
55,983 24 

13,376,481 93 

83,559,481 21 

DAKK or TllE UKtTED STATES, Novemher 4, 1824. 
THOl\IAS WILSON, CaJhier. 
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Bnnks, 

Bnnk United States, ... 
Office, Portsmouth,,,,, 

Boston ......... 
Providence ...... 
IInrtford ........ 
New York ...... 
Baltimore .•••••• 
Wnsbington .... 
llicbmond •••••· 
Norfolk ......... 
Fayetteville, •••• 
Cbarlcston ...... 

Snvnnnah •••••• 
Lexington, .... ,. 
Louisville ...... 
Cbillcotllc ....... 

' Cincinnati ...... 
New Orleans .... 
Pittsburg ....... 

General, statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Depomt at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$2,:l98,266 30, .............. $2,946,980 00 $484,217 59 $4j462 99 ······-······· $11,780,348 91 $1,145,527 78 .............. $33,096 61 $1,353,505 30 $26,432 23 

398,949 33 $2,012 00 6,700 00 10,150 00 942 13 •••••••••••••• 15,227 23 .............. .............. .............. .............. ' 1,423 65 

918,577 48 61,280 00 Sil,900 00 154,806 77 tlfltltttflftl •••••••••••••• 1,921,369 91 80,154 62 .............. .............. 59,890 03 4,404 70 

388,346 44 .............. 8,600 00 182,600 97 •••••••••••••• .............. 71,764 62 15,916 07 .............. .............. .............. 2,102 01 

428,409 29 .............. 0,000 00 61,500 94 .............. $33,603 25 16,067 49 13,014 41 $33,058 90 .............. .............. 1,935 40 

3,355,347 40 3,ooo oo 362,700 00 365,569 32 .............. .............. 1,495,895 24 272,46l 68 9,997 67 .............. 86,424 30 10,346 76 

2,223,272 27 .............. 1,627,352 76 135,140 37 131,872 58 .............. 94,687 39 149,704 83 305,804 46 .............. 110,657 34 1,021 42 

1,211,257 78 .............. 119,272 22 32,212 00 19,118 89 53,368 42 101,058 06 31,547 96 .............. .............. 29,399 84 5,527 06 

1,108, 776 66 ···,······ 44,700 00 67,455 00 33,764 16 .............. 191,235 54 55,756 67 95,150 29 .............. 35,555 33 10,600 08 

655,859 38 500 00 101,230 00 .............. .............. .............. 330,131 57 35,962 28 .............. .............. 27,972 29 7,291 97 

475,445 07 ............. 30,700 00 74,517 91 •••••••••••••• .............. 38,372 91 182,215 88 21,087 05 .............. 28,498 49 2,72l 03 

1,669,624 13 20,265 00 441,645 00 91,966 20 .............. .............. 289,325 86 120,052 45 6,909 00 108,500 00 67,727 78 7,816 72 

452,996 62 .............. 5,690 00 6,300 00 7,565 56 .............. 374,815 50 10,862 21 s,066 37 .............. 41,542 Sil 6,843 21 

1,041,849 49 .............. .............. 42,724 55 69,252 54 .............. 2,633 75 .............. .............. 1,000 00 .............. _ l,487 08 

1,074,206 05 .............. .............. 88,995 74 34,323 33 •••••••••••••• 22,s12 1s 7,293 18 .............. .............. 11,357 87 2,632 68 

428,413 50 .............. .............. 10,960 00 .............. .............. 43,211 27 11812 .............. .............. .............. 1,663 49 

1,304,459 18 .............. 500 00 143,354 65 967,781 77 .............. 2,792 38 100,33,J 15 1,723 14 .............. .............. 13,767 93 

2,001,542 11 .............. s,ooo 00 389,428 23 .............. .............. 272,969 68 45,050 19 13,134 27 .............. 42,500 00 5,721 34 

688,098 48 •••••••••••••• .............. 37,080 09 86,000 00 2,194 36 14,132 46 .............. .............. .............. 14,123 13 3,866 44 

22,153,696 96 87,057 00 5,795,969 98 2, 378, 980 33 1, 355, 083 95 89,166 03 17,078,851 95 2,265,972 48 500,931 15 138,596 61 1, 909, 154 52 123,665 29 
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$1,514,963 06 $356,148 56 
202,010 00 23,047 61 
476,540 00 31,421 00 
245,110 00 3,103 00 
120,700 00 9,4oe oo 
585,895 00 486,000 00 
400,565 00 70,606 52 
233,010 00 24,124 50 

265,655 00 12,500 41 
120,860 00 9,67119 
79,415 00 26,887 00 

447,900 00 ,158,087 00 
1,061,805 00 11,411 00 

32,910 00 10,724 00 
75,955 00 19,942 55 

2l9,410 00 28,409 00 .............. .............. 
764,075 00 46,585 00 
54,980 00 21,756 00 

0,010, 788 06 1, 358, 832 37 
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$1,646,023 51 
55,372 90 

866,562 54 
90,733 53 
42,655 34 

1,001,982 30 
545,000 00 
58,192 61 

133,584 23 
90,998 75 
32,846 76 

260,220 SL 
157,143 11 
66,940 63 

262,899 12 
103,103 85 
66,287 95 

765,768 87 
42,085 28 

6,378,402 09 
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Geneml statement of the Bank ef the United States and if$ Offices ef Discount and Deposit at the dates hei·ein mentioned-Continued. 
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Dnnk United Stntcs .......... $24,045,919 63 $2,335,049 96 625,249 55 $488,312 20 ,$23.j, 715 82 $3, 733,4S9 61 $3,221,000 17 $270,187 37 $1,581,762 35 $1,614,295 03 $196,590 30 
Office, Portsmouth ..... ~ ...... 300,000 00 307,775 00 •••••••••••••••• 9,699 80 •••••••••••••••• ................ 65,799 56 

•••••••••••••••• 
................ 14,398 43 9,307 15 

Boston ... , ........ ... 1,500,000 oo 585,350 00 3,600 75 31,397 70 ................ .... , ........... 410,258 29 136,825 49 •••••••••••••••• 1, 069, 046 25 198,185 42 
Providence .......... ., 400,000 00 291,995 00 272 50 17,003 42 ................ ................ 43,641 18 J0,564 23 •••••••••••••••• 186,979 56 , 17,192 19 
Hnrtford .............. 250,000 00 405,107 50 910 50 13,117 82 ................ ................ 65,284 81 •••••••••••••••• ................ •••••••••••••••• 21,771 90 
New York ............ 2,soo,000 oo 813,212 50 4,504 75 114,586 27 ................ ................ 575,103 13 63,405 50 ................ 2,941,188 96 277,505 79 
Dnltlmoro ............. •••••••••••••••• 906,820 00 3,329 25 62,553 95 . •••••••••••••• ................ 5,314,342 69 34,700 41 ................ 231,890 00 67,124 65 
Washington .......... 500,000 00 877,175 00 1,676 00 27,957 53 ................ ........ ....... 60,088 32 34,064 34 ................ 53,368 42 249,705 20 
Richmond ............ 1, ooo, 000 00 ·750,a10 oo 4,993 22 30,898 66 ................ ................ 25,572 41 10,392 89 ................ 30,979 49 91,540 07 

Norfolk,•·••·• •••••••• 500,000 00 418,675 00 2,002 75 9,723 oo ................ •••••••••••••••• 93,60l! 76 16,07163 ................ 7,340 90 00,101 38 
Fnycttoville, ••••• , , .. , 500,000 00 271,915 00 306 75 20,820 73 •••••••••••••••• ................ 129,266 08 •••••••••••••••• ................ 32,992 54 22,807 86 
Charleston ............ 1,500,000 00 l, 048, 785 00 11,848 00 66,150 28 ................ ................ 483,230 48 286 44 ................ 149,500 58 40,254 77 
Snvnnnnh ............. 1, ooo, 000 00 1,045,030 00 930 00 a,002 30 ................ ................ 459 37 2,416 39 ................ 26,978 21 20,168 87 
Lexington ............ •••••••••••••••• 124,335 00 102 50 28,295 30 ................ ................ 1,ou,9os 21 ................ ................ 9,622 96 18,033 9-2 
LouisvlUe ............ •••••••••••••••• 124,830 00 200 30 14,906 75 ................ ................ I,H0,355 64 1,338 63 ................ 190,732 93 10,929 80 
Chlllcotltc ........ , .•.. •••••••••••••••• 190,665 00 7,475 86 •••••••••••••••• 433,955 37 

. 
2,784 65 ................ 148,679 61 26,647 65 ................ ................ 

Oinelnnntl .••..•••.•.. 3,740 00 12,032 00 83,2·16 80 
. 

2,467,891 61 ................ ................ ................ ................ ................ ................ ............... 
Now Orleans .......... 1,000,000 00 2, 154,390 00 399 75 61,085 18 ................ ................ 302,691 75 37,177 41 ................ 73,467 83 140,208 22 

Pittsburg ............ ,. •••••••••••••••• 152,582 50 ................ 16,954 92 1,o;;o 02 ................ 70-2,295 71 ................ ................ 26,521 46 3,013 31 

34,995,919 63 12, sos, 242 46 60,326 57 1,036,873 67 3'20,622 24 3,733,469 61 10,555, 807 60 626,305 38 1, 581, 762 35 6,801,983 16 1,471,088 45 

At Dank United States: Fund et\ debt of the Unitri\ Stntes, (vorions)....... . • .. • . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . .. • • . . • .. . . • • • . . • . . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • $15,872,169 38 

¥gfc~g! ~111~·~r~x·d,;~~i:~::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :: :::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: 24,m gi 
Debt due by the United States .................. , .......... •••.... •. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . •. . . .. .. • • • • •• • • • • • • .. •• .. 5,267 32 

At Office, noltlmoro: Debt of S, Smith nnd n., G, Willloms1 nnd J, W. McOuUoch •..•. ., ......................................... .. 
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14,598 14 
389,984 40 
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216 FIN .A.NOE. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt United States, (various) •••• ··•••••·•••••··· $15,Si2,169 30 
Bills discounted on personal security .•.•. 622,153,696 96 

funded debt.......... 87,057 00 
bank stock........... 5,795,969 98 

Domestic bills of exchange ...••....•.....•...•..•••.•... 
Foreign bills of exchange.. . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . ..•••.•.••..... 

Hope&. Co·•·••••··•••·•·•••••·••••••••··•••••···•·••·· 
Real estate ..•••••..•..•.••••...•••..••••••...•••..••••.• 
lllortgages, &c.... . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • . • • . • • • . .••••......••.. 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 17,078,851 95 

State banks................... 2,265,972 48 

Debt of s. Smith and B .••.••••••••.........•..•.•••••.. 
Debt due by United States............... . . • • • . ..••••... 
Deficiencies •.••. ; ...••.•••••.•.••.••••....••••••••..••• 
Banking-houses, bonus, &c ••..••.•.•....•..••.•••••....• 

E:,penses ••••••••••••• •·•••···•••···••·· ··•••·•··•••···· 
Cash notes Bank United States and offices. 6,910,788 06 

State banks.................. 1,358,832 ~ 
Specie............... •••• ••..•• .••. ••.. 6,378,402 09 

28,036,723 94 
2,378, 980 33 

24,178 00 
467 60 

1,355,083 95 
138,596 61 

19,344,824 43 
1,207,332 Oil 

5,267 32 
500,931 15 

1,909,154 52 
123,665 29 

14,648,022 52 

Capital stock...... . . . . • . • • . . • • . . . • • • . • . . •••••.•..•.•••. 
Notes issued .••....•.••••••••.•••••.•.•••.• ••••• ...•••• 
Dividends unclaimed ••..•••••...••••.•.•..•..••.••••••. 
Discount, exchange, and interest •••.....•..•.•..•••••..• 
Profit and loss and contingent interest ...•••••.•...•••..• 
Contingent fund ..•.....••.•......•••.......••....•...•• 
Due to Bank United States and offices .. $16,555,807 60 

State banks ••••.••.•.•.• ;;..... 626,305 38 

Baring Brothers & Co .•••••• , •.•...••••••..•..••••...•. 
Deposits, viz: 

On account of Treasurer United States 
Deduct overdrafts ..••••.••.•.• 

On account of public officers ...••••• 
individuals ...... ..... . 

6,807,983 16 
89,166 03 

6,718,817 13 
1,411,oss 45 
s, 071, 162 03 

Special deposit of Treasurer's drafts . , •.•••••••....•.•.• 

[No. 722. 

$34, 995, 919 63 
12,sos,242 46 

60,326 57 
1,036,873 67 

320,622 2·1 
3, 733,469 61 

17,182,112 98 
1,581, 762 35 

13,261,067 61 
565,000 00 

85,545,397 12 

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES, December 6, 1824. 
THOMAS WILSON, Ca.1hier. 
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Providence ..... . 
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New York .... .. 
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Washington .. .. 
Richmond .... .. 
Norfolk ........ . 
Fo.yettcvlllo .. .. 
Charleston ..... . 
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$537,365 31 

10,150 00 
198,125 55 
188,723 81 
90,025 98 

444,939 67 

$4,472 09 1 .............. 1 $12,522,084 69 1$1,370,140 55 $19,591 85 ISI,293,548 42 $9?2 21 j$1,1291343 06 $218,004 28 

27,832 38 
111,018 oo 

7,388 25 
13,050 00 

2Hl,SOO 00 
48,667 32 
13,734 80 
72,7&2 95 

l'J41313 10 
51,658 26 
50,982 96 

912 13 

131,872 58 
19,361 58 
33,824 16 

$33,432 45 

53,368 42 

85,053 13 , .............. , ............ .. 
172,008 62 ........................... . 

0,010 00 
39,805 55 
74,834 82 

7,565 56 , ............ .. 
69,260 29 ............. . 
35,058 78 ............ .. 

10,000 00 1 .............. , ............. . 
143,354 65 971,981 77 ............ .. 
453,772 12 ........................... . 
44,847 39 I 85,700 00 2,194 36 

5,159 26 
1,731,032 40 

58,605 21 
346 75 

957,501 97 
254,323 02 
149,798 22 
20l¼,261 88 
357,999 01 
14,712 22 

115,72115 
364,834 78 

7i 782 56 
2G,546 66 
46,002 65 
2, 79-2 38 

52,931 32 
9,819 69 

2,500 oo ....................................................... . 
243,861 73 .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ..... . .. • ..... 61,760 72 ............ .. 

8,627 08 ...................................................... .. 
ia, 385 35 $33, ~58 90 ........ , .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... .. 

199,303 61 9,997 67 .... .... ...... 86,424 30 395 30 
107,449 07 305,804 46 .......... .... 110,657 34 198 09 
481103 11 .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lW, 399 84 343 35 
15,359 0G 95,150 29 ...... ........ 35,555 33 5,265 55 
5411ao 67 .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. .. . .. .. 29,639 69 3, 997 48 

101,299 20 21,os1 os .... .... ...... 28,498 49 36 40 
198,591 32 o, 909 00 108,500 00 61, 727 78 ............. . 
10,ao2 21 s,066 37 ...... ........ 41,s86 01 2,899 73 

.............. .............. 7,000 00 ........................... . 
7,293 18 ................ ,. .... ,. .... 11,514 86 71 70 

52 35 

129,815 00 
442,250 00 
244,665 00 
150,495 00 
497,315 00 
329,190 00 
24S, 715 oo 
200,885 00 
108,275 00 
99,920 00 

596,810 00 
1,049,010 00 

3-2,910 00 
75,955 00 

lU91130 00 

7,939 34 
30,415 00 

130,714 00 
14,050 00 
18,844 00 
21,390 19 
35,574 00 

100,334 151 7,723 14 , .............. 1 ............ .. 
95, 675 43 13, 134 27 • .. .. .. • .. • .. • 42,500 00 

.............. .............. .............. 14,12313 

1~:!: ~~ 1·i;~;;~;~·~~·1 .... ;~;;;~·~~· 
1,617 ~ 78,470 00 13, 790 00 
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$849,074 73 

55,242 95 
772,589 39 
99,627 64 
43,389 42 

1,416,488 76 
613,000 00 
78,518 07 

133,745 87 
94,968 87 
33,196 42 

316,340 94 
163,495 11 
65,041 96 
70,364 87 
46,858 28 
15,374 68 

837,456 31 
42,177 94 

I 2a,110,M1 93 I' 2Ss,001 861 5651459 9812,~1,191 22 I: 1,aoo,os8 01 881995 23 I 10,sso,255 S2 j 2,oa9,0:n 78 I soo,oa1 15 I 135,001 85 I 1,ss2,935 97 30,ao1 64 I 1,193,043 oo I 1,oso,224 51 I *6, 7461952 21 

•rn nddition to this sum of specie on hnnd........ .............. .... ...... ...... ........ ............................ ................ $6,7461952 21 
There Is In transltu from the western offices......................................................................................... 300,000 oo 

Jllaking II totnl of ................................................................................................ ,.... 7,046,952 21 
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Date. Dnnks. 

1825. 
Jan. 3 Bank United States .. ., 

1824, 
Dec. 27 Office, Portsmouth ..... 

30 Boston ......... 
30 Providence .... , 
27 Hartford .......... 
29 New York ...... 
27 Baltimore •..•... 
24 Washington .... 
28 Richmond ...... 
24 Norfolk ......... 
28 Fnycttevlllc, •.•. 
21 Chnrlcston, ••·• 
21 Savnnnnh .. 1 .. ., 

17 Lexington •.••.. 
14 Louisville ...... 
24 ~Ohillcothc •.•••• 
18· Oinclnnntl ...... 

Nov. :w NclV Orleans,., 
Dec. 29 Pittsburg ........ 

General, statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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I 
~,015,919 63 

soo,ooo 00 

1,500,000 00 
100,000 00 
250,000 00 

' 2, 500, 000 00 ................ 
500,000 00 

1,000,000 00 
500,000 00 
500,000 00 

1,500,000 00 
1,000,000 00 ................ ................ ................ ................ 
1, ooo, 000 00 ................ 

34,995, 9l9 63 
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$2,391,049 96 

237,030 00 
582,070 00 
291,570 00 
402,107 50 
832,152 50 
903,350 00 
870,070 00 
748,610 00 

• 415,585 00 

266,070 00 
1, o6i, 785 oo 
1,044,690 00 

124,215 00 
124,nooo 
190,665 00 

3,680 00 
2,502,9no oo 

152,082 50 

13,234,842 46 
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$809,911 20 

•••••••••••••• ~,863 25 
215 00 
980 50 

3,569 75 
2,941 75 
i,601 00 
4,854 17 
i,905 25 

89 25 
8,883 oo 
1,173 55 

102 50 
200 30 

•••••••••••••• ............. 
379 75 .............. 

839,700 52 
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$75 33 

2,031 93 
61652 65 
2,221 22 
1,729 13 

13,171 52 
10,294 91 
5,336 67 
6,501 08 
1,23110 
2,716 67 
7,440 06 
2,139 17 
i,081 91 
1,449 45 

732 16 
763 01 

78,344 45 
1,973 06 

116,198 08 
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$622,0;!3 06 

·••,•········-.............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• .............. .............. 
···••-l••······ ................ 
•••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. .............. 

: ~,075 94 .............. 
'i,659 62 

709,758 62 
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$3,750,917 67 

.............. ......... .... .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 
3,750 947 67 
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$4,694,857 93 

72,471 97 
901,229 50 
41,580 11 

126,832 67 
888,441 85 

5, 358, 126 80 
72,189 98 
7,513 50 

92,041 77 
129,521 68 
576,050 01 

459 37 
1,048,390 81 
1,120,811 04 

512,360 15 
2,122,505 75 

213,810 54 
749,313 33 

10,02e,574 79 
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$81,23-2 56 

.............. 
236,636 43 
25,371 21 
5,836 79 

34,520 62 
4!),370'37 

21,337 38 
li 1695 46 
10,751 56 

•••••••••••••• .............. 
1,260 57 .............. 

312 72 
2,795 78 .............. 

22,699 22 

•••••••••••••• 
509,826 70 
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$2,407,282 90 

.............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 
2,401,282 90 
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$865,879 35 

.............. .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. ............. .............. .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. .............. ........... .. .............. 

865,870 35 
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$786,336 41 

.............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. ........ ..... .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ............. 
•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 

786,336 41 
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$34,159 23 

6,013 71 
1,029,944 42 

165,823 10 .............. 
2,169,670 47 

361,872 52, 
98,082 10 
37,435 31 
56,310 18 
50,591 18 

208,226 16 
14,808 44 
6,947 54 
6,453 55 

33,167 24 .............. 
97,613 16 
2t, 756 89 

4,099,175 80 

At Bnnk United States: Funded debt of the United States, (vnrious)....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $181422, 027 38 
Foreign bills of exchnrigc ................................................ :...... ............................ lM,178 00 
Debt due by tho United Stutes.............................................................................. 5,267 32 

At Office, Dnltlmorc: Debt of S. Smith and n., G. Williams, and J. W. JllcOulioch ................................................ .. 

B~t~ ~~f:fv':~~8~\i:t :::: :: :: ::: : : : :::::: :::::: :: :: :: :: : : :: : : :: :: : : :: :: : :::: :: : :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: : : : : : : :: :: ~i·i~~: 
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•••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. .............. 
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$572,391 58 

14,752 49 
286,662 79 
19,682 53 
20,705 87 

359,708.31 

63,182 20 
323,291 72 
89,136 04 
51,140 03 
21,931 98 
39,887 23 
18,421 81 
15,123 89 
15,000 76 
25,5li 75 
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$1,877,780 10 

7,085 38 
123,104 62 
41,950 13 
16,749 35 

661,965 10 
405,773 ·51 
166,498 40 
114,621 50 
276,947 00 

4,946 30 
517,195 27 
39,896 10 
81,556 56 
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40,870 81 
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Dn. 

Funded debt United States, (various) ••......••.•••••••.. 
Bills discounted on personal security ••..• $23,170 1541 93 

funded debt.......... 2581824 86 
bankstock,.......... 51655,459 98 

Domestic bills of exchange ••••.•••••••..•••••••••••••••. 
Foreign bills of exchange..... . • . • • . . . • • . • ••...••••••.... 
Real estate • • . • . . • • • . • • . • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••..• 
Mortgages, &c ...••.••••••••••••.•••••..•••••••••••••••. 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 16,8801255 82 

State banks................... 2,639,921 78 

Debt of S. Smith and B., and G. 'Williams 
&Co .•••.••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••..• 

Debt due by United States .••••.•..••••••••••.••••••••••. 
Deficiencies . . . • • . • . • • • • • • . . • . . • • . • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••. 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium, &c •••••..•••••.••••••• 

Expenses ••• 1• ••••·• ••••·. •••• •••••••••• •••· •··• •••• •••• 
Cnsb notes Bank United States and offices 7,193,043 06 

of State banks •••.••••• •••••• 110561224 51 
Specie ..•••• •••··....................... 6,746,952 21 

B.lMK or THE UKITED ST.A.TES, January 6, 1824. 

RECAPITULATION. 

$18,422, 0-27 38 

29,084,826 77 
2,727,791 22 

24,178 00 
1,360,058 94 

135,091 85 

19,520,177 60 

1,201,:)32 08 
5,267 22 

500,93115 
1,852,935 97 

36,894 64 

14,996,219 78 

89,873, 732 70 

Capital stock .•.•••.••......•••••••••...•••...•..••..... 
Notes issued ••••••• ••••• ••••••••••••••• ·••••• •••• ••··•• 
Dividends unclaimed .•••.•.•••••••.•.••.•••.•.••••...•• 
Discount, exchange, and interest .•.••••..•••••••••.••••. 
Profit and loss and contingent interest ••..••...••••..••.• 
Contingent fund ..•...••••.•••..•.••••••.••.•...••.••... 
Due to Bank United States and offices •• $19,028,674 79 

State banks........ •• ••• • ••.•.• 509,826 70 

Seven per cent. stock •••••.•••••••••... ••·••• ••.•• •••••• 
Six per cent. stock exchanged ••••••••..••• ~ •• •·••••·•·· 
Baring Brothers & Co..... • . . . . • . . . • . • • • •..•••••.•••... 
Deposits, viz: 

On account of the Treasurer of the 
United States............. ..• •.•• 41699,175 80 

Deduct overdrafts, &c. •.•• •..• 88,995 23 

4,610,880 57 
On account of public officers......... 2,092,263 62 

individuals .• •••••·.... 5 13301921 38 

Special deposit of Treasury drafts .••..•.•••••••••••••••• 

Cn. 

$34,995,919 63 
13,234,842 46 

839,700 52 
146,198 08 
709,758 62 

3, 750,947 67 

19,538,501 49 
865,879 35 
786,336 41 

2,407,282 90 

12,033,365 57 
565,000 00 

89,873,732 70 

THOMAS WILSON, C,uhier. 
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18TH CONGRESS.] No. 723. [2D SESSION. 

UNOL.A.U£ED DIVIDENDS ON PUBLIC STOCK SINOll1. THE ESTABLISH
MENT OF THE GOVERNMENT. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 25, 1~25. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 20, 1825. 
Sm: In obedience to a· resolution of the House of Representatives of the 16th of December last, 

directing the Secretary of the Treasury to lay before the House a statement of the unclaimed divide~ds 
on the public stock since the establishment of the present Government, I have the honor to subm1t a 
statement containing the information required. 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
WM. H. CR.A. WFORD. 

Hon. H. OµY, Spealcer of the House of Representatives. 

TREASURY DEP.ARTME~, Register's Office, J'anu(l,ry 19, 1825. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit II an account of the dividends on the public stock, since the 

e~t~blishment of the present Government," which remained "unclaimed" on the 1st January, 1825. 
M;ost res!'ectfull;y, lo~r obedient, humble servant, 

JOSEPH ·NOURSE, Register. 
Hon. Wrr.r.IAM H. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the Treasury . 

.An account of the dividends on the public stock, since the establishment of the present .Government, which 
- . remained "unclaimed!' on the 1st of January, 1825. 

January 1, 1825. .A.mount of dividends payable at the Treasury, of those which bad 
accrued at the several Loan Offices, and which, not having been applied for within nine 
months after they became payable, were returned as unclaimed.................. $226,845 89 

226,845 89 

January 1, 1825. Cash in the hands of the Cashier of the Branch Bank at Washington, for 
payment of dividends returned unclaimed from the several Loan Offices .......... . 26,823 01 

200,022 88 

226,845 89 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

.Amount of unclaimed Loan Office dividends, being so much retained in and payable at the 
Treasury on application of the stockholders ..................................... . 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, January 19, 1825. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 724. [2D SESSION. 

SMUGGLING ON THE NORTHWESTERN FRONTIER. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 28, 1825. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 20, 1825. 
Sm: In reply to your letter, enclosing a resolution of the Senate directing the Committee on Finantc 

to inquire what measures are necessary to prevent smuggling on the northwestern frontier of the United 
States, I have the honor to enclose a report from the First Comptroller of the Treasury containing the 
correspondence of that officer with certain Collectors on that frontier. 

The seizures made in those districts are generally of small value, and frequently do not more than 
pay the costs of prosecution; so that the officers of the customs are usually not benefitted by them. I 
enclose a letter from the Collector of Oswegatchie, which affords an illustration of this opinion, and also 
the draught of a bill which was prepared by that officer with a view to a remedy. I do not know that 
any better remedy can be suggested. . 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 

Hon. SAMUEL SmH, Ohairman of the Comm'ittee on Finance, Senate. 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 
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TR'f:ASURY DsP.ARTMEN'l', Comptrollers Office, January 5, 1825, 
Sm: In compliance with your directions in relation to the enclosed resolution of the Senate of the 

United States, which instructs the Committ~e on Finance to inquire into the expediency of providing for 
the more effectual protection of the revenue on the frontiers of the United States, I have the honor to 
transmit herewith copies of the correspondence of this Department on the subject of seizures and violation 
of the revenue laws in some of the frontier districts of the United States. 

With great respect, I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
JOS. ANDERSON, OomJ,Jlroller. 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the Treasury. -

DISTRICT OF OsWEGATcmE, Ogdensburg, January 10, 1823. 
Sm: I have thought it to be a duty which I owed as well to the Government as to myself to inform 

you of what has transpired during the last year in relation to forfeitures of goods imported into this 
district in violation of the laws, and respectfully to submit to the consideration of the Department whether 
the law has been properly regarded by its officers; if so, to suggest some amendments which I cannot 
but think would, in their operation, essentially aid the revenue and promote the ends of justice. 

During the p~riod above mentioned six or seven separate seizures were made by myself and the other 
officers of the district, which, on being reported, from time to time, to the District Attorney, were all 
included in five separate libels. No claim was interposed in any of the cases, and condemnation ensued 
of course. On a sale by the Marshal, at public auction, of the articles so seized, the aggregate avails 
were found to be $319 04. On calling, not long since, upon the District Clerk to receive the moiety 
which, by the act of March 3, 1815, the Collector is entitled to receive to his own use, and ,to the use of 
the Inspectors and informers, I was informed the amount of saies did not equal the costs of prosecution 
in the several cases, and that the deficiency, which would probably be about forty dollars, would be 
charged to my account, the costs in each case being about ninety dollars. 

The first question which presents itself seems to be, whether, by the provisions of the 5th section of 
the aforesaid act, the moiety vests in the Collector upon the seizure of the goods, and if it does, whether 
he can be divested thereof for the purpose of paying the costs of prosecution; and, also, whether he can be 
made liable for costs not met by the amount of sales? I have the honor to request an opinion on this subject, 
rendered the more interesting to me as I have advanced to indigent informers a considerable portion of 
their share, which I have been compelled to lose. I beg, sir, to state that, in my opinion, the law in rela
tion to seizures of small amount is extremely defective, and the proceedings unnecessarily tedious and 
expensive; and that, as I perceive that a bill is before Congress in which proper provisions might, 
probably, be inserted with convenience, I hope I shall be pardoned for the liberty that I have taken of 
enclosing herewith my hasty ideas in the form of a sketch of a bill. 

It appears to me that no danger to the revenue could result from the proposed alteration of the law 
in the cases contemplated, and I am satisfied that the operation of the amendments would, on the contrary, 
aid the revenue to the amount of from one to two hundred thousand dollars annually, which is now 
unnecessarily expended in costs. 

I have the honor to be, with the highest regard, your·very obedient servant, 

Hon. WM. H. ORAWFORD1 Secretary of the Treasury. 
AARON HACKLEY, JR. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, District of Ohamplain, Plattsburg, February 20, 1819. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the reception of your letter dated the 8th instant, recommending 

'' the utmost vigilance in detecting the frauds which are stated to be practised on board of steamboats," 
and accompanied with a copy of a statement transmitted to your Department from Troy, in date of the 
28th ultimo. . 

I have been convinced, since thirty months, of the inefficacy of the regulations maintained in relation 
to steamboats on Lake Champlain; my remonstrances on that subject to the former Collector of Vermont 
have had no effect, and in order, as it appe'ared, to remove all interference on my part, he placed an 
Inspector on board, apd the act of the 3d day of March, 181 'T, was passed-an act granting privileges 
to those vehicles, repugnant, in my opinion, to some of the fundamental principles of the i:evenue laws, 
and injurious to the revenue. I readily believe that frauds against the revenue are commi'tted on board 
these boats. The present Collector of Vermont (Mr. Fisk) has himself informed me that several whole 
hogsheads of rum have been passed fraudulently last summer, being covered with the fire-wood for the 
use of the engine; and that in one instance, on information, he sent his deputy to accompany the boat to 
White Hall, and seized one hogshead of rum which wa-s found so concealed. 

The fact is, sir, that these boats are not searched; too. much reliance is placed on the faculties of the 
officer of the customs stationed on board, and accompanying the vessel from the office at Alburgh to 
Burlington; indeed, it is impossible that a man alone could examine, with effect, those unwieldly boats 
where there are so many places of concealment, for when he has visited one place, the articles to be 
smuggled may be removed to the same place before visited. A slight examination of some of the trunks 
of the passengers takes place, and there generally ends. 

Should I direct a search of these steamboats when an Inspector of Vermont is on board it would be 
deemed oppression, and would also offend, as I have formerly experienced, the Collector of Vermont, who 
would consider such a step as intended to _distrust the faithfulness of his officer and the propriety of 
his own measures. , 

The stewards of these steamboats have every chance they can wish for tQ defraud the revenue, and 
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no doubt they improve it. The masters of the steamboats do not insert in their manifests, on their return 
from Canada, his sea stores, nor in the manifests of their cargo on their way to Canada; the stores of the 
stewards, I believe, are never inquired for; they may, therefore, have any number of small casks filled 
with liquors brought from Canada, and dispose of them at Wnite Hall, and do the same every trip. You 
may think, sir, that it is my duty to see these irregularities rectified; but give me leave to repeat ~hat 
these boats are kept and have been placed under the control of the officers of Vermont, and that they 
enter at that custom-house. There is, sir, but the old practice, which, in my opinion, will answer the 
object aimed at; it is, that the two Collectors should agree that the officers and men of both districts, 
stationed near each other at a narrow part of the lake, two miles on our side of the frontier line, should 
unite in examining thoroughly and faithfully these boats and baggage on their return from Canada, which, 
if done, I have no hesitation to say, will soon put a stop to the smuggling complained of, and the sea 
stores ought also to be limited to the exigencies of the voyage. But, sir, permit me to observe that any 
measures calculated to put these boats under proper regulations should be as specifically as possible 
recommended strongly to the Collectors on this lake. Mr. Fisk is a good man, and means to do his duty 
well; he is also my friend, but he feels a delicacy in deviating from measures which have been adopted 
by his predecessor. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your most obedient servant, 
• PETER S.A.ILLY. 

Hon. W. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the Trea,sury. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, March 18, 1819. 
Sm: It having been intimated to the Treasury that there are strong grounds for suspecting the steam

boats on Lake Champlain to be concerned in, smuggling, I consider it my duty to call your immediate 
attention to the subject, and to request that energetic measures may be adopted to prevent a repetition of 
the abuses alluded to. 

. It has been suggested that it might have a salutary effect if officers from your district and the district 
of Champlain were stationed near each other at a narrow part of the lake, about two miles from the 
frontier line, with directions to unite in a thorough and strict examination of the steamboats and the 
baggage of the passengers on their return from Canada. 

You will therefore be pleased to make arrangements with the Collector of the district of Champlain 
as to the course proper to be pursued under those circumstances. . 

The 45th section of the collection law of 1 '199 points out the course to be observed with respect to 
the.sea stores, and the 46th section with respect to the baggage of passengers. The Collector of Cham
plain has received similar instructions. 

Respectfully, 
JOSEPH ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

JAMES FrsK, Esq., Collector, Vermont. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, aornptroller's Office, Ma,-ch 18, 1819. 
Sm: The Secretary of the Treasury having referred to me your letter of the 20th ultimo, instructions 

on the subjecirmatter of it were immediately given to the Collector for the district of Verµiont, a copy of 
which instructions is enclosed for your information. 

You will be pleased to e.o-operate with him in devising such means as will be likely to counteract the 
illicit practices to which you have alluded. 

' Respectfully, 
JOSEPH ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

PETER SAILLY, Esq., Collector, Champlain. 

CusToM-HousE, District of Osu:egatchie, August 18, 1819. 
Sm: Several of the innkeepers in this district have, as they could find opportunity, smuggled liquors 

for the use of their houses. A misunderstanding happening among them, one engaged as an assistant 
has informed against one of the smugglers, which has so alarmed the rest that they have all come forward 
and offered to report, under oath, what they have smuggled, and pay the duties. Not considering myself 
authorized to compromise any breach of the law, I make this appeal, respectfully soliciting your instruc
tions, believing myself it would be more for the public interest to make ·a compromise with all of them 
by accepting the entries and receiving the duties. I have forwarded to the District Att-0rney, in a number 
of instances, the names of persons subjected to penalties, requesting prosecutions might be commenced 
against them. In very few instances suits were commenced, but not a solitary one has been brought to 
final judgment, and should I take the same course with those now referred to, the result would probably 
be the same. I am further induced to make this application in consideration of the respectable standing 
of the party complained of, who is Captain Lyttle, late of the rifle corps, who did himself and country so 
much credit by his gallant services on the Niagara frontier in the late war. Besides, the informer is not 
the most creditable. Having been concerned in smuggling himself, he is not induced from any principle 
of respect for the laws in preferring the complaint, but from malice towards Captain Lyttle, whom he has 
threatened to ruin. Indeed, he has made himself so obnoxious by his conduct that a prosecution on his 
information would not be popular, and it would be difficult to get witnesses t~ go 150 miles to attend 
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the court. I believe Captain Lyttle to have been ignorant of the penalties of the law, although he must 
have known it was against the law to smuggle, and degraded himself in doing it. But he supposed (for 
which he can claim no merit) that could he evade the vigilance of the custom-house officers no after 
consequences could ensue. I have reason to suppose and believe that this exposure will be attended with 
happy consequences, and should a compromise be recommended, I think it would have a better effect than 
to prosecute. The smugglers, finding the hazard to be so great, will be deterred from making any 
attempts in future. I shall wait your instructions, and then act as you direct. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
.ALEXANDER RICHARDS. 

Hon. W l!. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary ef the Treasury. 

TREASURY DEP.ART.llENT, Comptroller's Office, Septe:mher 1, 1819. 
Sm: The Secretary of the Treasury has referred to me your letter of the 18th ultimo, stating that 

several of the innkeepers of your district had smuggled liquors for the use of their houses; that a person 
engaged as an assistant among them had informed against one of the smugglers, which so alarmed the 
rest that they came forward and offered to report, under oath, what they had smuggled, and pay the 
duties; but, not considering yourself authorized to make a compromise in the case of a breach of the 
laws, you request instructions from this Department, believing it would be for the interest of the public 
to make the compromise. 

In reply, I have to observe that the officers of the Treasury do not consider themselves possessed of 
the power to make such a commutation; and, even if they did, I should very much question the policy of 
exercising it in cases similar to these under consideration. 

Such a course, instead of diminishing, would, I apprehend, have a tendency t-0 increase the evil. 
I have, therefore, to request that you will seize and libel every artic1e which you can ascertain to 

have been smuggled, and prosecute ( without regard to persons) for the penalties which have been incurred 
by the unlawful procedure. . 

.As you state that there is but one witness in the cases, it would be well to endeavor to obtain another. 
It may be proper to add that those persons who may be disposed to pay their fines without a prose-

cution may be permitted to do so. • 
Respectfully, 

ALEXANDER RICHARDS, Esq. 
JOS . .ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

Extract of a letter fi·om John Grant, jr., Deputy Collector Joi· the District ef Oswego, dated Noue:mher 5, 1823. 

"During Elliott's service he seized one vessel, the Marietta, which I have reported to the District 
.Att-Orney for libelling. She had been employed in petty smuggling, and in making voyages to Canada, 
when under a license. She was seized at the eastern extremity of our district, and I was under the 
necessity of employing two special Inspectors for the purpose of navigating her to this port. These were 
John Bugee and Henry Manwaring, whose accounts are in the bills of Inspectors. Two other vessels 
have been reported, which will be seized as soon as an opportunity offers." 

PoRT OF OGDENSBURG, January 16, 1824. 
Sm: .About a year ago I had the honor to enclose to the Secretary of the Treasury the sketch of a 

bill similar t-0 the one which I now take the liberty to enclose to you, which liberty I pray you to pardon. 
The session being limited was then, probably, too far advanced to have insured attention to the subject, 
bad the amendment proposed met the approbation of the honorable the Secretary. Persuaded myself 
of the beneficial operation of such a bill, as it regards both the Treasury and the officers of the cust-Oms, 
I have hoped that during the recess it might have attracted the attention of the Department, and if 
approved, have been recommended to the consideration of either the Committee of Ways and Means or 
that of Commerce. 

In the pressure ofmore·weighty concerns, during the lamented illness of the Secretary, this compara
tively unimportant matter has probably escaped his notice. 

During the summer I bad an opportunity of conversing with Mr. Cambreleng, of the Committee of 
Ways and Means, who was pleased to approve of_the alteration proposed in the law, and to promise to 
consult with you in relation to it. 

Mo!,!t of the seizures made on this frontier, and, I presume, many of those made in the western States 
and on the seaboard, are of small amount, and in ninety-nine out of a hundred cases no claim is preferred. 
It appears to me, and such also is the view of other Collectors in this quarter, that in these small cases 
there is no necessity of going through the tedious and dilatory forms of monition, libel, condemnation, and 
sale by the Marshal. The taxable costs in each case are about ninety dollars-a sum frequently exceeding 
the avails of the article sold, and the deficiency of avails to meet the costs is charged to the Collector, 
who has generally been at considerable expense in making the seizure, and has, perhaps, made advances 
to informers. 

The costs in any case intended to be embraced in the proposed bill would not ~ceed ten, and in most 
cases would not reach five dollars, creating a saving. to the Treasury which, I ~lieve, would not fall 
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short of fifty thousand dollars annually now expended in unnecessary costs. Allow me to add that the 
subordinate officers of the customs are much disheartened, after undergoing the fatigue, the trouble, and 
sometimes the peril of making these seizures, to find, at last, instead of a division of the avails being 
made between the Government and them, that the whole proceeds are consumed by the costs of pl'osec.ution. 

Permit me to solicit your indulgence for the liberty I have taken in asking your attention to the 
above subject. 

I embrace this occasion to inquire of you whether, under your instructions of the 26th of September 
last, I am to permit persons travelling from Canada into the United States, with their own sleighs or 
carriages and horses, with their own personal baggage only, and with the intention, as far as can be 
ascertained, of returning, to pass without the payment of duties; and whether those carrying freight, 
either for themselves or others, are or are not subject to duty. I have never permitted horses, brought 
from Canada "for the importe1Js own use," to be so imported without subjecting them to duty, whether 
"intended to be taken back" or not; and such have been my instructions to the Inspectors, which I 
believe have been faithfully observed. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your very obedient servant, 
- A.ARON HACKLEY, Collector. 

Hon. J osEPH ANDERSON, J!irst Oomptroller qf the Treasury. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptrollers Office, Febritary 24, 1824. 
Sm: The enclosed sketch of a bill, which was forwarded to this Department by Mr. Hackley, Collector 

of the Customs for the district of Oswegatchie, is respectfully submitted to you for such a disposition of 
it as you may think proper to make. 

With great respect, I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

Hon. WY. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary qf the 'Preasury. 

Extract from a ldter qf Nathan Sage, Esq., Collector for the District of Oswego, dated April 22, 1824. 

"I have kept one of them, Mr. Southworth, in employ, not only in my own district, but also in the 
neighboring districts, and even in Canada. The accounts rendered in his favor, as an Inspector, will not by 
any means cover my advances to him, although (in my own opinion at least) his services have been greater 
than those of any three Inspectors who have been employed on this frontier for the year past. Through 
his exertions I have been enabled to detect several vessels which have been more or less employed in 
violating the revenue laws for years past, and have also ascertained several acts of smuggling committed 
by some of the most responsible men in this and a neighboring district, whom I have never been able to 

. detect before, although I have been long satisfied that they were daily accumulating large fortunes by 
their constant and successful violation of the revenue laws. In the letter acompanying the returns from 
this office for the last quarter of 1823, Mr. Anderson was advised that we were preparing to seize some 
vessels then laid up for the winter, and also to commence some suits for )?enalties as soon as the testimony 
could be arranged. 

"Anxious, however, to avoid all prosecutions that might be trifling in themselves, ·or which might 
possibly terminate unfavorably, I sent my deputy to the United States Attorney, at Utica, for the purpose 
of submitting the facts, together with the testimony, to him, and to be governed by his decision. After 
an examination of the subject, Mr. Beardsley, the United States Attorney, authorized and sanctioned the 
seizure of five vessels and the prosecution of eight suits for penalties. In consequence of this opinion, 
one of the vessels (the Laura) of Genesee river has been seized; the others not being (in the habit of 
frequenting our district, arrangements have bee». made with Colonel Esseltyne, the Collector at Cape 
Vincent, to seize them in his district whenever an opportunity shall offer. The amount of penalties, which 
we have every reason t& believe we shall recover, will be some four or five thousand dollars. Writs have 
already been issued, returnable in May term ernw,ing; and when returned, a detailed account of the whole 
will be forwarded to Mr. Anderson. For all this I am chiefly indebted to the exertions of Mr. Southworth. 
In the abstract of Inspector's bill for the quarter ending the 31st March instant, the name of John Bugee 
will be found as an Inspector, whose employment as such was not sanctioned by the Secretary. He was 
employed twice, on different wages, in cases of such emergency that time did not permit my requesting 
the Secretary's approbation, and he was not designed for any further services than those charged in his 
.account." 

Extract qf a letter from John Grant, jr., Deputy Collector for the District of Oswego, dated October 20, 1824 . 

. "In a communication addressed to Mr. Anderson under date of April 22 last, I had the honor of 
informing him that, from the exertions of D. H. Southworth, one of our Inspectors, we had detected 
• several vessels which had been long suspected of being smugglers, and should seize them as soon as 
circumstances would permit, that we had also detected ·several gentlemen residing in this and the 
neighboring districts, some of whom were well known to have accumulated handsome fortunes by 
smuggling, (but who had hitherto conducted all their concerns of this description so ingeniously as to 
avoid all penal prosecutions,) against whom we should commence suits as soon as possible. I have now 
the honor of informing Mr. Anderson that, at the last term of the United State~ Court in this district, the 
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schooner Sandy Creek was condemned, ( the }.fa~ietta and Clarissa having been condemned the term 
previous,) and thirteen suits for the recovery of penalties tried, in all of which we obtained judgments, 
amounting in the aggregate, exclusive of costs, to $3,790. Two of the most important remain to be tried, 
having been put over by the defendants through the indulgence of the Judge. A more detailed account 
of the suits will, I presume, be furnished Mr. Anderson by Mr. Beardsley, the United States Attorney. 

"I would close this communication by reporting to Mr. Anderson the seizure of the steamboat 
Ontario, made a few days since by soµie of our officers, in the district of Sackett's Harbor, which has 
produced an uncommon degree of excitement. We do not charge either the owners or master of this 
vessel so much with smuggling as we do with rendering facilities to others to smuggle in the character 
of passengei:s. It has long been customary for this steamboat, both in the river Niagara and St. Lawrence, 
in her trips between Niagara and Ogdensburg, and frequently in the Kingston channel, to receive 
passengers from the Canada shore, with their trunks and baggage, and in many cases to send her own 
boats after them and bring them with their trunks on board, (while sailing under a license,) and after
wards land them at different places on our own shore, without ever reporting the facts to any custom-house 
officer; a practice which, if permitted, would furnish to smugglers all the security and protection they 
could wish. Our only object in making the seizure was to stop_ this practice, a thing which we found 
impossible in any other way." 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 725. 

.A.SSA YS OF FOREIGN COINS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESE:NTATIVES JANUARY 28, 1825. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 27, 1825. 
Sm: In pursuance of the act entitled "An act regulating the currency within the United States of 

the· gold coins of Great Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal, and the crowns of France, and five franc 
pieces," passed the 29th day of April, 1816, I have the honor to transmit herewith a report of the Director 
of the Mint, giving the result of sundry assays made in pursuance of instructions from this Department. 

I have the honor to be your most obedient servant, ' 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

Hon. HENRY OLAY, Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES, Philadelphia, January 21, 1825. 
Sm: Oonformably to your general instructions addressed to this office, I have caused assays to be 

made of the foreign coins current by law in the United States, and now communicate the result. 
The report of the assays exhibits the following proportions of pure gold and pure silver contained 

in the aforesaid coins, respectively: 

Gold coins. 

Of Great Britain, 22 carats, or 22 parts pure gold in 24. 
Of Portugal, 21 carats, 3U grains, or 21U parts pure gold in 24. 
Of France, 21 carats, 2½ grains, or 21¾ parts pure gold in 24. 
Of Spain, 20 carats, 3 grains, or 20¾ parts pure gold in 24. 

Silver coins. 

Crowns of France, 10 ounces, 18 pennyweights, 12 grains pure silver in 12 ounces. 
Five franc pieces, 10 ounces, 16 pennyweights, 12 grains pure silver in· 12 ounces. 
Spanish dollars, 10 ounces, 16 pennyweights pure silver in 12 ounces. 

The gold assays were made of proportional parts of three pieces, and the silver assays of propor
tional parts of five pieces, of the latest dates procurable of the several coins assayed. 

The standard of the gold coins of the United States being eleven parts fine and one part alloy, or 
22 parts pure gold in 24, and the eagle of ten dollars containing, as by law established, 270 grains of 
standard gold, the following intrinsic values of the foreign gold coins now current, according to the 
standard of the United States, are severally derived from the above assays thereof: 

Standard United States, 100 cents for 27 grains, or 88fo\- cents per pennyweight. 
Coins of Great Britain, 100 cents for 27 grains, or 88:&\-cents per pennyweight. 
Coins of Portugal, 100 cents for 2'1 rl'll grains, or 88/;f0 cents per pennyweight. 
Coins of France, 100 cents for 27 :i'o~ grains, or 87:fo70 cents per pennyweight. 
Coins of Spain, 100 cents for 28/to grains, or 83M cents per pennyweight. 

On comparing these results with preceding assays of foreign coins, it will be observed that the gold 
coins of Great Britain are uniformly of the standard of the United States; that 'those of Portugal, though 
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they approach the same standard very nearly, are, strictly, inferior; and that those of France and Spain 
are always decidedly inferior. It will also be observed that the values severally assigned to those coins 
by the act of March 23, 1823, under which they havti a qualified currency, being made receivable in 
payments on account of public lands, agree very nearly with the average of all the assays thereof 
hitherto made. 

The standard of the silver coins of the United States being 10 ounc9s, 14 pennyweights, 4frr grains 
of pure silver in 112 ounces, and. the dollar of one hundred cents, containing, as by law established, 416 
grains of standard silver, the following intrinsic values of the foreign silver coins now current, according 
to the standard of the United States, are severally derived from the above assays thereof: 

Standard United States, 115:&'lf cents per ounce. 
Orown of France, 11 'rii?o cents per ounce. 
Five franc pieces, 116:eflf cents per ounce. 
Spanish dollars, 116::&o-cents per ounce. 

'l'he ordinary weight of the French crown now in circulation, as appears from the average of those 
received and weighed recently at the Mint, is 18 pennyweights, 13¼ grains; their intrinsic value, there• 
fore, is 109¼ cents. . 

The ordinary weight of the five franc piece, as appears from the average of those recently weighed 
at the Mint, is 16 pennyweights, the intrinsic value corresponding to which is 93 cents 3 mills. 

The intrinsic value of the Spanish dollar may be estimated at 100 cents 6 mills, the weight thereof 
being generally 415 grains, as assumed in the several acts of Oongress' making it a legal tender. 

I am, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
SAM. MOORE. 

Hon. WM. H. ORAWFORD, Secretary of the Treasury. 

18TH OoNGREss.J No. 726 .. [2D SESSION. 

OPERATIONS OF THE MINT IN 1824. 
r 

CO~IMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 5, 1825. 

To the House of Representatives of the United Stales : 
I herewith transmit a report from the Director of the Mint of the United States, showing the opera-

tions of that institution for the last year. • 
JAMES MONROE. 

W ASHINGToN, February 2, 1825. 

MmT OF THE UNITED STATES, Phuadelphia, January l, 1825. 
Sm: I have the honor to lay before you a report of the operations of the Mint during the past year. 
From the statement of the Treasurer, herewith transmitted, it appears that the coinage executed 

• within the above period has amounted to $1,858,297, consisting of 4,786,894 pieces of coin, viz: 

Of gold....... 19,940 pieces, amounting to....................... $93,200 
Of silver ...... 3,504,954 pieces, amounting to....................... 1,'r52,4'r'r 
Of copper ..... 1,262,000 pieces,· amounting to ... 1.................. 12,620 

4,786,894 1,858,297 

Deposits of gold have been for the last three years inconsiderable. While gold bullion is in demand 
at a premium on its standard value, for the purpose of exportation as a remittance, instead of bills at 
the current exchange, no adequate inducement exists to bring it to the Mint, if its value can be otherwise 
satisfactorily ascertained. It is obvious that, if coined and issued under such circumstances, it cannot 
be retained in circulation. 

Of the gold coined within the year, about five per cent. was received from North Carolina, thirty-five 
from Africa, and fifty from South America and the West Indies. The remainder, about ten per cent., is of 
unce;rtain origin. 

Of silver, the receipt has been abundant throughout the year. The amount now in the vaults of the 
Mint exceeds $300,000, ai;id no failure of the supply is at present anticipated. A large portion of this 
supply comes directly from Mexico, South America, and the "\Vest Indies, in various forms of unwrought 
bullion, in plate, and in coins not admitted into our currency. But the principal deposits are made in 
foreign coins by the banks, especially the Bank of the United States, about $1,200,000 having been 
;received from that institution within the past year. 

The amount of copper, coined and 1mcoined, the property of the United States, now at the Mint, is 
about $25,000. The issue of cents within the year has amounted to $15,475, on which a profit has accrued 
of nearly $4,500, as will be .more particularly specified in the usual return made by the Treasurer on that 
aubject. . .. , 
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The aggregate profit heretofore realized on the coinage of copper having amply refunded the amount 
ordinarily invested on behalf of the Government in the purchase of that article, the profit now derived 
from the annual issue of cents, which ~ regularly _paid into the Treasury of the United States, is an 
effective reimbursement of so much of the amount expended under the appropriation of the year for 
the support of the Mint. 

Copper coins being transported at the expense and risk of the Government to all parts of the United 
States, the knowledge of this facility, as it is more generally diffused, may be expected to increase the 
demand for them. Care is taken that this demand shall always be promptly satisfied. 

No material interruption has occurred within the year to the ordinary business of the Mint. Though 
the retirement from office and closely following decease of my excellent predecessor marked this period, 
the assiduous care of highly qualified officers, long associated with him, preserved unimpaired the 
progress of its operations. '.l'he present report exhibits an amount of coinage inferior by only a minute 
difference to that of the year 1820, hitherto the most productive in the records of the establishment. 

I have the honor to be, with gre11,t respect, your obedient serva~t, 
SAM. MOORE. 

The PRESIDENT qf the United States. 

Statement of the coins struck at the Mint qf the United States from Januai·y 1 to December 31, 1824. 

Coins. Half eagles. Quarter eagles. Half dollars. Cents. Total. 

Gold coins .................................... : . ......•.•....... 17,340 2,600 
Silver coins .•........... ••••• ..... ••••• •••••.••••••..• ••••••••·• ...•.. •••. ...... .••• •••• •... •... 3,504,954 
Copper coins .... ......................•..............••.....• ~. ~ . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . .............. . 1,262,000 

$93,200 00 
1,752,477 00 

12,620 00 

17,340 
2,600 

Pieces of gold coins .....••.... ••·............................... 19,940 
Pieces of silver coins............................................ 3,504,954 
Pieces of copper coins........................................... 1,262,000 

Number of nil the pieces........................................ 47 7€6,894 

Amount of all tl1e coins.•••••• •..........•.. ••••••.... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... ••.. .. . . .. .... .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . ...... 1,858,297 00 

JAMES RUSU. 
MtMT OF THE UlltTED STATES, Treasurer•s.Office, PhUatklphia, December 311 1824. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 727. [2D SESSION. 

SINKING FUND FOR PAYMENT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 'i, 1825. 

REPORT. 

The Commissioners of the Sinking Fund respectfully report to Congress: 
That the measures which have been authorized by the Board subsequent to the last report of the 6th 

of February, 1824, as far as the same have been completed, are fully detailed in the report of the Secretary 
of the Treasury to this Board, dated the fourth day of the present month, and in the statements therein 
referred to, which are herewith transmitted and prayed to be received as a part of this report. 

W ASIDNGTON, February 5, 1825. 

JOHN GAILLARD, President qf the Senate pro tem. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, Secretary qf State. 
WM. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary qf the Treasury. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 4, 1825. 
The Secretary of the Treasury respectfully reports to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund: 
That the sums disbursed from· the ·Trea:sury during the· year 1823, on account of the principal and 

interest of the public debt, amounted, as per the·last·annual report, to.. $5,531,171 58 
To which add for interest on debts recovered from. Commissioners of Loans 

out of office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148 0'i 

And deduct the amount of a repayment in that year ................. . 
5,531,319 65 

1,365 'i2 

Leaves the amount to be accounted for in this report................................ $5,529,953 93 
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There was applied for the payment of a sum short provided on account of 
the public debt prior to the 1st of January, 1828, as per statement B, 
annexed to the last annual report ........................................... . 

There was applied during the year 1828, towards the paymElµt of the 
principal and interest of the public debt, as ascertained by accounts 
rendered to this Department, as per annexed statement A, the sum of $5,6l'l,'141 25 

As follows: 
In the reimbursement of the·principal of the deferred stock ........... . 
In the reimbursement of the principal of the Mississippi stock ......... . 
In payment of certain parts of the domestic debt .................... . 

•, 

The interest which accrued in the year 1828 amounted to ............. , 

Of this sum there was short provided, consisting of unclaimed dividends 
not applied for by the proprietors, as per annexed statement B ..... . 

601,560 82 
5,4'1'1 0'T 

294 42 

60'1,881 81 
5,010,409 44 

5,61'1,'141 25 

115,40'1 50 

[No. 'l2'l. 

$2'1,620 18 

5,502,838 '15 

5,529,953 93 

That during the year 1824 the following disbursements were made by the Treasury, on account of 
the principal and interest of the public debt: 
On account of the interest of the debt and reimbursement of the deferred stock........ $5,301,104 19 
Redemption of the seven per cent. stock.......................................... 8,64'1,611 54 
Redemption of the exchanged six per cent. stock of 1812. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,612,435 69 
Reimbursement of the Mississippi stock........................................... '1,242 34 

Making, together, as appears by statement C, the sum of...................... 16,568,898 '16 

Which disbursements were made from the appropriation of ten millions of dollars for the year 1824, 
and will be accounted for in the next annual report, in conformity to accounts which shall then have been 
rendered to this Department. In the mean time, the manner in which the said sum has been applied is 
estimated as follows: ' 
There is estimated to have been applied to the deficiency at the end of the year 1823, 

as per statement B . . . . ................................................... . 
Add per statement D, in the reimbursement of the deferred stock .................... . 
In the purchase and redemption of the seven per cent. stock ....................... . 
In the redemption of the exchanged six per cent. stock of 1812 ...................... . 
In the reimbursement of the Mississippi stock ..................................... . 

In the payment of the interest on the debt, and premium on the purchase 
of seven per cent. stock under the act of the 22d of January, 1824: 

The interest for 1824 is estimated at ............................... . 
The premium paid on seven per cent. stock purchased between January 22 

and June 80, 1824, as per accounts settled at the Treasury, amounted to 

Deduct this sum, short provided, per estimate E ..................... . 

$4,906,602 0'T 

50,302 19 

4,956,904 26 
'18,450 29 

$115,40'1 50 
85'1,544 91 

8,59'1,309 85 
2,612,435 69 

'1,242 34 

11,689,939 '19 

4,8'18,453 9'l 

16,568,393 '16 

A statement (F) is annexed which exhibits the annual appropriation remaining unapplied on the 1st 
of January, 1825, and a statement, marked G, of the funded debt on the 1st of January, 1825. 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
WM. H. ORA WFORD. 

A. 

Staiement of the application during the year 1823 of the funds prouided for the payment of the principal and 
interest of the public debt. 

I. . Payments on account of the principal of the public debt; 
1. Reimbursement of the deferred stock ................. : ........... . 
2. Reimbursement of the Mississippi stock ........................... . 
3. In payment of certain parts of the domestic debt ................... . 

II. Payments on account of the interest: 

$601,560 82 
5,4'T'l 0'T 

294 42 
$60'1,831 81 

The interest for the year 1823, as per accounts settled at the Treasury, amounted to ..... 5,010,409 44 

5,6l'l,'141 25 

JOSEPHNOURSE,Regwter. 
TruiiAsURY D1;:fART!tENT, Re[JUJter'fJ Ojfice, Fe'fm(.ary 3, 1825. 
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B. 

Statement of the provision made before the Ist January, 1824, for payment of the principal and interest of the 
. publw debt. 

Th13 demands to be satisfied on the 1st of January, 1824, were as follows: 

I. Dividends payable by Commissioners of Loans, including dividends due 
on that day, and exclusive of dividends no longer demandable at 
their offices .............. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,525,462 31 

2. Unclaimed dividends from the Loan Offices, payable at the Treasury, 
beyond the amount advanced for their payment .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232,622 01 

3. Balance due the late agents in London, per Treasury settlement No. 
43,824 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,4'i4 44 

$1,159,558 'i6 

The funds provided to satisfy the demands were as follows: 

I. Cash in the hands of Commissioners of Loans applicable to dividends. 
2. Cash advanced for Treasury dividends over the amount payable ..... 
3. Cash paid for bills on account of the debt which were protested for non

payment and not yet repaid, as per note A to statement B, which 

1,528,153 45 
12,060 0'i 

103,931 'i4 accompanied the report of 'ith of February, 1822 ................ . 

Short provided ........ : ............................................... . 

1,644,151 26 

115,40'i 50 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi-ster. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Reg"ister's Office, February 3, 1825. 

C. 

Lu;!, of warrants drawn according to law, during the year 1824, on the Treasurer of the United States, on 
account of interest and reimbursement of the domestic debt.j 

Date. No. 

1824. 
.Tnnuary 5 39;;9 

7 80 
9 88 

February 10 4045 
12 47 
14 54 
16 55 

18 61 
19 62 
20 63 
21 70 
25 83 

~ 84 
Z1 85 

86 
March 96 

3 4104 
4 8 

8 13 
14 

IO 20 

11 22 
13 l28 
15 33 

17 41 
19 4;; 

46 
20 49 
26 61 

62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

417) 

In whose favor. 

Branch of Farmers' Bank, Delaware .•....••..••..........•....••.......•.......•......•........•••••••.• 
Branch Bank, Fayetteville ••••..••••.•••.....•••...••.••.......•....••.•.....•.•.••.•.•••••••••••••••••• 

•.•••••• do ••••.. Washington •••..••••••...•..•••.•...•.•...••..•.••••..•.••••••••••••••• ••·••• •••••••••••• 
•.••••.. do •..•.• New York ............................................................................... . 

Dank of the United States .............................................................................. . 
Branch Dank, Boston ....................................................................... ••••• ••••••• 

•••••••• do •••••• Providence .••....•....•••...••......•.........••••••.•.••••.....••..••..•••••••.•••••••••• 
Dank of the United States •.......•..•...••.....••...••....••..•••......•••..•...•••.•..•..•....••••••••• 
Branch Dank, New York ............................................................................... . 

..••.... dp ...... Doston ................................. •• .....•••..•...••.....•••.......•.•.... •••·••••·• 
•....•.. do ••.••. Providence ............................................................................... . 

Bank of the United States .•....••••••...•••....••••...•.•...•.....•......••.........•.••.......•••••••.• 
Branch Bank, New York •...•.......•••....•.••••••••••.•••••...•••••••.•••••.•••••••...•••••••••••• •••• 

•••••••• do •••••• Boston ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ····•••••····••····• •·•··•·····•••••·•• .. ••·•····· 
..••••.. do •.•... ll!iddletown •...•••.......•.....•.•••...•.•..••••...••..•••..•.••••..•........••..•••••... 
.••••••• do •••••• Providence ••••••.••.•.... ••••• •..••••.••••••.•.•••......••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 
.••.•... do ••••.• NewYork ..•••.....•.•.........•.••.....•••...•••.•.••..••••.•.....•.•....•••••....••.•.• 
.•••...• do ••...• Boston. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . • •••••......•••....•••.•...••••.....•••••••.. 
.••••... do •....• Providence ..................................................... , •.•••••••.•••••...•• ·••••• 
•••.••.. do ...••. l1Iiddleto1vn •....•.•.•..••....•••••...........••..•.......•••.....•••.•...•••.•...•••..... 

•••••••• do •••••• NewYork •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··••••·••······••••••·····•••·······••·•·•·····• 
...•.••. do •••..• Boston .•••••.•.......••...•..••....•....•.•••.....•••••••.•••••••.•••••••••• •••• •••••••••• 
...••.•• do •....• Providenee ........................................................ •••••• •••••••••• •••·•••· 
•..•.•.• do .•.•.. \Vasbington ••.•••......••...•...•.••••.....••••••.•......•••..•.•..•...•.....••••....••.. 
...•.••. do ••••.. NewYork •..••.••........•••....•.•...•.•••••••.••......••..••...•....•.•.•••..•.•••••... 
•..•.••• do .•••.. Boston ................................................................................... . 
.••.•... do ••..•. Providence .............................. •••••· •••.•••••.•.•••••••.•••••...••••••..•••••••. 

Bnnk of tho United States .............................................................................. . 
Branch Dank, NewYork ••••.•••••••.••.••••.•••••.••••.•.•.•••••.•••••••...••••.••••••••••..••••••••.•• 

•••••••• do •••••• Portsmouth ••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• •····••·•• ••••·•••·• •••••••••••••••••••••• •·•·•• •••• 
.•••••.. do •••••• l\Iiddletown ••••••••••••.•..•••.•••.•.••••••••••••••.•••••.•.••••••••...•••••••.•.•..••••. 

Dank of the United States •.•.•••••.•..•.•.•••.•.•••••...•••...•...•••.•..•.•••••••••.••••.•.•••••.•..... 

;::::II :::t:;::::,:~::: :::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::::::: :::::: :'. :::: :::: ::::: ::: :::::: :::: :::::::: 
Bank of the United States ••....•••••.•..••....•••..••••.....•••••..••••.•....•.•••••....••••..••••••.•.. 

Branch Bank, Washington••····••·•···•••······•·····•·•···•••••••••••··•••···•••••••••••··••••···••••• 
Thomas T. Tucker ................................................................................... ,. 

••••••.• do ............................................................................................... . 

Amount. 

$208 21 
19131 

50,000 00 
:;,111 48 
1,768 16 

10,035 06 
131 99 
39 22 

1,454 83 
2,257 96 

478 76 
239 75 
660 14 

2,399 10 
. 128 69 

27 47 
359 67 

3,044 60 
64 45 
54 24 

278 76 
1,822 65 

113 83 
8 75 

778 55 
679 47 

8 75 
7 00 

35 00 
:;,593 56 
7,613 61 

59-2,055 84 
3,269 55 

52,437 51 
10,060 53 
13,342 23 
12,364 74 
109i0 55 
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Date. 

]824. 
JIIarch 26 

29 

31 
April 3 

5 

7 

8 

9 
14 
15 
17 
22 
23 

29 

l'tfay 5 
6 
8 

13 

15 
19 
21 

27 

June 
4 

11 
19 

21 

2.1 

24 
25 

28 
July 7 

8 
10 
12 
16 
22 

28 
29 

August 2 

5 
6 

12 

19 

25 

30 
September l 

3 

8 
16 
21 

23 

FINANCE. 

C-Continued. 

No. In whose favor. 

41 i1 Branch Bank, Charleston .......•.......•......••••••••...•.....•.....•...••...•••••••••••••••••• •. • ••••• 
74 •••••••• do ••••.. Richmond •••.•.....•.......••..•...•..•......••.......••.•...•••• •·•• •••• •··• •••• •·····•• 
75 •..•••.. do ...•.. Boston ......••...•.....•....••..•..••.•••....•...•..•.....•........•..••..•••......•••.... 
81 •••••••. do ...•.. l\Hddletown ..••.........••...•.••.•.•..•......••...•.....•••. ••••·•·• ••••••.••••••••••• 

4216 •••••••• do •••••• NewYork ••••••••••••••••••••• ···•·•···•···•··•···•···•·•·····••·••··•····•······· •·••·· 
97 Branch of.Farme.:S' Bank of Delaware ..••...•.•.. : ....•••...•.....•.....•..•.••.•••••••• •··• •••••••••••• 
98 Branch Bank, Providence .•..•.•......••.•....••....•••.......... : ..................................... . 

4324 •••••••• do •••••• NewYork •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •··•···•····•···••········ 
30 •••••••• do •••••• .Fayetteville •••..••••.••..•.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·· • •• ••• • •····. •· • • •· •··•· • 
31 •••••••• do •••••• Boston •••••••••...••••••.•••••••....•••••.....••••.••••••••••••••• ••···. •··· •••• •··· •····· 
39 •••••... do ...... Providence .......•.....•....•.............................•.....•.......•................ 
64 •••••••• do •••••• NewYork •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••··••····•····• •··•·· •····· 
70 .•.••.. . do ...... Boston ........................................ •·•· .. •••••••···•···•••••••··•·••••·•••••·•· 
77 Bank of the United States .•.•.....•.•••.....•.•...•••••.•••••• • ••• • •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
91 Branch Bank, Boston .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·····••···· •••••••• : ••• •·•••··· 
9S •••••••• do •••... Baltimore .•••••...•.••••..•.•••••.....•.••..•••••••••••••• ,. •••• •••••• •••• •··• ••···• ••·•• • 

95 •••••••• do •••••• NewYork •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·········•···•·······•· •··············· •·········••·· 
4410 •••••••• do •••....... do ......•••........•.....•••...••••••••••••••••••••••• •···•··••·•····••····· ......... . 

13 •••••••• do •••••• Boston ............................................ •··· •··· •··· •···· • •··· .... •··· •··· •····· 
60 •••••••• do •••••• NewYork ........................................ •·····•·················•····•····••···· 
62 •••••••• do •••... Boston .......•..........•....•••....••••••.••••••••••••••••.•.•.•• •·•• •••••• •··· •·•• ••···· 
70 •••••••• do •••••• Providence •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •··••• •···••···· •··• •••· •··· •····• ••·· •··• ••···• •··· 
79 •••••••• do •••••• NewYork ••••• -••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·········•·····••••··••········ 
80 •••••.•• do •••... Boston ......••••......•.........••...•...•.....•••....••••...••••••....• •··• •••• ••••••••·• 
92 •••••••• do •••••• Baltimore •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •··• •·•· •·····•· •••••• •··· ••·· 

450-2 •••••••• do •••... NewYork ••••••......•...........•..•...........•....••......•••.......••........•.•...•. 
21 ••...... do ••••.. Providence ••••.•.•••••.•.••••••......•••......•••....••••••.......•••..••.•....•.•. •··••• 
23 ••...... de ..•..• Boston .....••.•...••...•..•...•.......•...•...•••..••.••.............•••.••......•...••.. 
41 .••••••• do •••••• NewYork ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··••·•·••• •••••••••• •••• ••.••••••....• •·•· •••· 
42 •••••••• do •••..• Baltimore ····•····••·•• ................................................................. . 
47 ••.•••. cjo ....•• lloston ..•........•....•.• • .................................................... , .......... . 
48 ........ do ...... Providence ................................................ •••· ..•••..• •• ••••.. •••••· .. •.•• 
82 Bank of the United States •..•.••....••....••••.... •••• ................................................ .. 
89 Branch Bank, Boston ................................................................................... . 

4619 •••••••• do •••.•••• do ..................................................................... •··•·• •.•••.•••... 
4705 Bank of tile United States ............................................................................. . 

8 Trenton Banking Company ............................................................................. . 
9 Bank of the United States ......................................................................... •••••. 

10 Branch Bank, Washington ............................................................................. . 
11 ThomasT.Tucker ................................................................. , ................... . 
12 •..•.... do ............................................................................................... . 
21 Branch Bank, Baltimore ............................................................................... . 
22 •••••••• do •••..• Hartford .................................................................................. . 
42 •••••••• do •••.•• Portsmoutl1 ............................................................................ .. 
43 ........ do •••••• Boston ......................................... •·••· •••••.• •••• ... • ..................... . 
53 Bank of the United States .............................................................................. . 
58 Branch Bank, Charleston ............................................................................... . 
59 ••••.••• do •••••• Richmond ....................................... , ···•······•·••··••·· ······•·••••··•· .. .. 
69 ••.••••• do .•...• NewYork ............................................................................... . 

4909 Branch of Farmers' Bank of Delaware .................................................................. . 
20 Branch Bank, Boston .............................................................. , •••.••..•.......••••• 
21 .••••••• do •••••• New York .................... •••·· ••••••• ••·••··•·• ................... •··•·· ••.••.•••... 
28 •••••.•• do •.•... Fayetteville .............................................................................. . 
57 Bank of tile United States ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• •••••••••••••.••••••...•.•..•...••...•.•....•••••.•. 
76 Branch Bank, New York •••••••••••••••••••• ••·• •••••• ••··•• •••••••••••••. •••• ......................... . 
80 •••••••• do .••.•• Boston ............................... ••••• ............................................... . 

5005 •••••••• do ..•••• New York ••••..•••• •••·•• ................................................ ••••• •....••...• 
10 ........ do .••.•• Boston ................................................................ •·•••• .....•••••.... 
38 ••••••• do •••..• Baltimore ........................................... •••••• ............•••••....••.••••.... 
43 •••••••• do •••.•• New York •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••··••• .............. •·•••• •...••..•.•.••••.•...• 
62 •••••..• do •••••• Boston ................................................................................... . 

. 66 ........... do ...... Providence ...... .............. , ... •···•••••• ••·••· ....................................... . 
80 , •••••••• do •••.•. Boston .................................................................................. . 
81 •••••••• do .... ,.NewYork ............................................................................... . 
99 ........ do ...... Boston ..................................................................... .' •••····•·•••· 

SioO ........ do •••••• New York •••••••••• ••·•••••··•••• •••• •••••• •••••••••••••••• •••••••• ..••.•••.•••••••••.•.. 
16 .... .. ,....do •... ,.Boston .•.... ........••.•••••••••.•••. ,. ................. ,. .•.......••..• ••••••• •••·•• ..... . 
17 •••••••• do •••••• New York •••••••••••• •••·•••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••... ••··•••• ••.. 
28 •••••.•. do .......... do ...••••••.•••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••..•••..••••....•••.•••••••••••••.•••• 
55 Bank of tile United States, ......... , •••••• ••••••·••• •••••••••••••••••••..•.•••.•••••••••.......••..•••.. 
61 Branch Bank, Providence ....... •••• •••••• •••••••• •••••••• •·•·••-•·•••· .......... ••••·•:••••••··• ....... . 
62 ........ do ••••.• Boston ................................................................................... . 
84 ........ do ....... • •• do,,. ................................ ,. ............................................ .. 

5200 ...••.•. do ...•••.... do ................................................................................... . 
4 Trenton Banking Company ............................................................................. . 
5 Bank of the United States ••••.••••.•••••••••••• _ ....................................................... . 
6 Branch Bnnk, Baltimore ................................................................. ••••· ••.•• •••••. 
7 •••••..• do ••..•. Richmond ................................................................................ . 

5209 Bank of the United States .............................................................................. . 

[No. 121. 

Amount. 

$46,524 99 
5,945 09 

261,708 69 
49 ]7 

304,413 81 
64 38 

8,242 68 
5,352 42 

]50 32 
4,5Il 55 

199 59 
893 Si! 

2,402 46 
2,245 28 

872 23 
41 41 

1,209 47 
96 25 

1,989 84 
47) 62 

1,097 82 
254 36 
359 62 
355 06 
87 50 

106 75 
175 34 
48 35 

359 40 
29 75 

107 85 
178 50 
540 09 
124 49 

1 75 
603,472 71 

3,329 51 
10,060 53 
13,430 19 
12,364 74 
1,970 55 

52,774 53 
7,534 77 
5,461 86 

248,889 01 
10 50 

42,3-22 13 
5,936 24 

298,402 03 
66 37 

2,986 03 
4,436 70 

150 32 
385 59 
305 06 
250 76 
409 50 
566 01 
175 00 
150 69 
459 03 
19-2 50 
606 37 
87 50 

869 13 
87 50 
67 37 
21 67 
87 50 

1,089 74 
7,389 80 

95 41 
26 25 
67 73 

3,379 48 
646,851 27 
52,187 14 
6,030 18 
9,990 47 



1825.J 

Date. 

1824. 
September 23 

24 
27 

:JO 

October 13 
18 

November 6 
26 

December 2 
8 

15 
16 
20 
23 
24 

27 

28 

30 

February 10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
19 
20 

21 
23 
25 
26 
27 

March 
2 
3 
4 
8 

10 
11 

13 
15 
16 
17 
19 

23 
25 

26 
29 

SINKING FUND. 

C-Continued. 

No. Tn whose fa,•or. 

5210 Branch Bank, \Vashington ........................................................................ ••·••. 
11 Thomas T. Tucker ......•.•....•.•••.••.......•.......•.•......•..............•...........•..•..•....... 
12 ••••••.... do .......................................................................................... . 
13 Branch Dank, Boston.. •• •• • • • . . • . . . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . • • .. . . . . . . • . . .. • ••••••••...• • • • • • • • • •••••• • • • • • • • • • • • 
14 .•...... do ...... Charleston ............................................................... -••••••••••••••••• 
16 •••••••• do •••••. NewYork ••••••.••...••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •······••·•·•····•··•· 
17 •••••••• do •••••• Hartford ................................ ••• •••••• •·•·••·••••·• • •·· • • ••··· • •·•· • • •·•· • • •••• 
19 •••••••• do •••••• Portsmouth ...................................... •·•··••·•·••·••••••••••••·•••••··········· 
20 •••••••• do •••••• Providence •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •··•·• •·•· •····· ••·· •·•• •··••• ••·· •••• •·•· •··• 
21 •••••••• do •••••• Boston .................................. •••• •••• •·•·•····••·•·•·•••·•·•·•••···•··········· 
24 •••••••• do •••••• Washington ••......•.•••.....••.....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 
25 •••••••• do •..... New York ••.•..•.....••..•..•..•••••••••••••• ••·• •••••••••• ••••·••••••·•••···•··•·••···•• 

5357 •••••••• do ...... Fnyetteville ••••••••••• ·••••• ·••••• •••··· •··· •··· ••·• •·•• •··· •··· •··· •••• •••• •••• ··•••• ··•· 
65 Branch of Farmers' Bank of Delaware....... . .•...••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •· 

5450 
90 

552-1 

41 
55 
56 
64 
76 

81 
83 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 

90 

91 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 

560-2 

4045 
47 
54 

55 
61 
6-2 
63 
64 
70 
71 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
95 
96 

4104 
1 
8 

13 
14 
15 
20 
2-2 
23 
28 
33 
35 
41 
44 
45 
46 
49 
52 
59 
61 

4173 

Branch Dank, Providence ..••.•......•..........•..••.••.••••••••••.••..••.•....••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••.•.•• do ..•..•.... do ................................................................................... . 
••••••.. do •••••. Boston .................................................................................. . 
•....••• do ...... New York •••••••........• •••••• •.......•.•.......•...........•..••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••• do •••••••••• do ................................................ •···•···••··••····••··•····--••··· 
....•... do •.•••• Boston .••••• ••·•·••··· •••••.•.....•••......•.•.....••••••.•••.•••••••••........••••.•..... 

Thomas T. Tucker ........................................................ , ..•••... ,., .....•••.....•••... 
Branch Jlank, Boston ........•.......•..••.........•..•.•....•...........•......••.......•...•......•.•.. 

.•..••.. do ...... Portsmouu, .................................................................... , •......•... 
Bank of the United States •..•.......••••••••••....••••••••••....••...••.••.••......•.••.•...•.•.......• 
Branch Dank, New York ........................................................ •••• ................... . 

........ do .... .. Boston .. .......................................................................•......... 
•••.•••• do •...•. Baltimore............... . . • •..•...•.••••.•........•.•.•....•...•....•.............••..... 
...• .... do •..... Providence .. •..........•...•.........••....••••.•••••••.•.•...•••••••••••.••.. •••· •.•... 
....•... do ••••.• Charleston ............................................................................... . 
........ do ...... 11:•-tford ................................................................................ .. 

Trenton Banking Company ...................................... , ...................................... . 
Branch Bank, Richmond ............................................................................... .. 
Branch of Farmers' Bank of Delaware ....•..••.•.••..............•••.•...•••...•.....•.....••••..•••.•.• 
Bank of the United States ........•...••.••.•••.•...•........•.•••••••••••....•.•••••••.•.••.••.••••.•••.. 
Branch Dank, \Vashington ....••.•..................••••••......•.•......•••••••.....•••••••....•.••••... 
Thomas 'l'. Tucker ..................................................................................... . 
Branch Dank, New York ............................................................................ •••• 

Redcmplion of ,even per cent. •lock. 

Branch flank, Ne,vYork •••• ·•····•··•••••••·• ............................................ . 
Dank of the United States •.•.....• : ..................................................................... . 
Dnmeh Dank, Boston.................. •• . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . ..••••••.......••..•.......•.......•••....•. 

....•.•. 'do ...••• Providencc ............................................................................... . 
Bank of the United States.•·••·······•·••• •••••••••••••••••••••••.• : ••••••••.•.••••••..•..•..••..•...•. 
Branch Dank, New York ......................................................................... •·•••• 

•••••... do .•.... Doston ................................ ••••·• •••••.•.•••••••••••••.••.••••••.•..•••..•..... 
........ do ....•. Portsmouth .............................................................................. . 
•..•.•.• do .••••• Providence ............................... ••·••• ......................................... . 
.....•.• do ...... Charleston ••••••.••..•..•••••••••••..•••••••••.....•••......••••........•.......•••....•.. 

Bank of tlJc United Sllltes ............................................................................... . 
Branch Dank, New York .................................................. •••·•· ....••••...•..•...••.... 

•••••.•. do ••.••• Boston .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••.••.•..•••••...•....••••..•...••....••.••...•. 
....•..• do .••••• Middletown ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••······•••··•··· ................................... . 
•••••••• do ...... Ponsmouth ••••····•·••·••··•··· •······•••··•···•· .................. ·•·•·••····••••··• •••• 
.....••• do ...... Charleston ••.•...•..•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•••·••·• ................................. . 
........ do .••••• Providenee .••••••• •••••• ............... .-•••••••••••.•••••••....••.•.••.•••.••..•••.....•.. 
••..•.•. do ••••.. New York •.••.•........•••••••••••• •••• ••••••••••••••••••••....•.•..........•.••..••..•.. 
..•••••• do ...••. Portsmouth ..••••• ••••·• •..••..•..•.••••••••••••• : •.••••••••.•..•••....•.•...••..•.•.•••.. 
.......• do ..•..• Doston .............................................................. ••••·· ..••..•..••.••.• 
....•.•. do ....•. Providence. •••·•···•· •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••....... ••·••• •... 
........ do ...... Middletown ........................... • ............................................... •••• 
•.•••.•• do .....• Oharleston .••••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••• • •. • •••••• • • • •••••••••••••••••••....•.••........ 
•....•.• do •..... NewYork ............................................................................... . 
•••••... do ..•••• Boston ••••••• .-............ ••·•••••···• •••• ••····•·····•••··•·•··•······• •••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••• do •••••• Portsmoutll ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•••••·····••••···•••••··· .. ••· ... ••••···•••••··· 
••••.... do .•••.. Providcnce ............................................ •···•• ............................. . 
•...•••• do .••••• Washington .............................................................................. . 
•••••••• do •••••• Charleston ...... ••·••• •••••••••••••• •••··· ···••••·•··· ••·••• •·••·• ....................... . 
••...•.• do ••••.• New ·York .•.••................•.••.••••••••••.....•.•••..••••.••.•.•••...••••••••......•• 
•...•... do ...... Portsmouth •••••••••....••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..• ·••••• .....••...••..•••. 
•••••••• do .•..•• Boston ................................................ •••• ............................... . 
•....... do .. .... Providence.• . ............................................................................ . 

Dank of the United States ..... ; ........................................................................ . 

Branch Bank, Charleston•··••••••••••••••···•··•••·•··•··••••····· •••••• •······••··•••·•···•·•• ... • .... . 
•......• do ...... Portsmouth ••••...•......•••..•...........••..............•...•................•••........ 
•••••••• do •••••• New York ............................................................... -..•...•........ 
........ do •••••• Charleston ............................................. : ................................ . 

231 

Amount. 

$13,105 29 
12,459 45 
1,811 49 

241,626 13 
40,363 13 

14 00 
7,473 41 
5,446 53 
7,205 99 

40118 
2 36 

293,508 !J2 

107 35 
66 16 
2 62 

11 3S 
84 89 
68 96 

1,035 62 
194 63 

1,811 49 
265 27 

4,083 76 
618,918 59 
240,601 65 
201,10-2 08 
51,078 38 
6,309 94 

39,174 00 
3,158 77 

2,442 09 
5,184 90 

34 41 
3,061 40 
9,337 84 

11,615 82 
7 08 

5,301,104 19 

301,773 69 
103,059 48 
584,905 30 

7,693 86 
2,286 18 

84,796 58 

131,609 17 
58:l 82 

27,905 58 

30,190 55 
13,974 00 
38,478 16 

139,834 94 
1,so-2 93 
3,656 70 

13,974 00 
1,601 40 

20,964 17 
195 22 

177,461 82 
3,756 66 
3,162 00 
5,828 56 

16,248 60 
105,236 13 

408 00 

6,634 59 
595 68 

4,590 00 
45,37i 44 

10-2 00 
39,607 26. 

510 00 
408 00 

s, 160 00 

1,0-20 00 
2,040 00 

11,540 67 



232 

Date. 

1824. 
J\larch 31 
April 5 

7 

8 
9 

12 
14 
15 
17 
22 
23 

29 

May 5 
6 
8 

13 

15 
19 
21 

27 

28 

June 
4 

11 
2'2 
24 

July 8 

10 
16 
22 

28 

29 
Auglll!t 2 

5 
6 

12 

19 

25 

27 
30 

September l 
3 
8 

16 
27 
23 
30 

November 1 
6 

12 
26 

December 2 
8 

15 
16 
23 
24 

2'7 

FIN .A.NOE. 

0-Continued. 

No. In whose favor. 

Rtde,nption of seven per cent. s/ock-Continued. 

4181 Branch Bank, l\Iiddletown ..•.•••..••••••••••.•.••...••..••..••••••.••.•.••••••..••.••.••.••••••••••.•• • • 
4285 •••••••• do •..•.• Portsmouth .•.•.•••••••••• ••·• .......................................... ••···· •··• •··· ••·· 

96 •••••••• do •••••• Clinrleston •••••••••••••• •··• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •····· •····· ••·• •·••·· •··· •·•• 
4324 ........ do •••••• New York •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •···•···•·•····••····· ...... •·•• 

25 •••• •••• do ............ Ports1nouth .............•••................................. •··· •···•• •··· ...•.• •·•· ..... • 

31 •••••••• do •••••• Boston ............................................... •·•· •··· •··• •····· •··· •··· ••·· •····· 

39 •••••••• do •••••• Providence •••••••••• •··· •··· •··· ...... •····· •··· •··· •····· •··• •••• ••···· •····· •••• ·•· •••• 
57 .••••••. do .•.••. Clmrleston .•.•..••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
64 ~ .•••••• do .••••• New York ••..•••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·····•·•·•···••··•···•···•····• 

70 •••••••• do •••••• Boston .................................. •····•··•····· •··············•·······•···•·••····· 
77 Bank of the United States •••.••.•.•••••••••••.•••••.•••••••.••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
91 Branch Dank, Boston................................................. • •••••••••.•••••••••••••..•••••• 

[Ko. 'l2'l. 

Amoun~. 

S2,666 29 
4~9 00 

7,731 60 
308,147 4G 

1,020 00 
259,739 67 

11,49118 
27,64:l 00 
51,458 69 

94 .••••••. do .••••. Baltimore ......••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•..••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - • 

133,276 93 
129,264 49 
50,215 91 
2,384 22 

69,631 31 
5,541 25 

95 •••••••. do ..•.•• New York .............................................................................. . 

4410 •••••••• do •••••••••. do •••.•...•.•••••••••••.....•••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• •·•··.•·••••• •· • • • • •• • • •· •· 
13 •••••••• do •••••• Boston ............................ •··•• ••••• •••·•·•·•···•••·•·•··•••···•·•··•·••····••·••· 
60 •••••••• do •••••• New Yo,k ••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • •· •··· ••··· • •• • • •· •·• • 
6:l •••••••. do •••••• Boston ••••••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••••• •• •••••••••••• •·•••••·•••••·••··•··••••••••·•• 
70 •••••••• do •••••• Providence •.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •··•·••···•····••••••·••••••·••·••••··•••·•••• 
79 •••••••• do •••••• New York ••••••••••••.••••.•••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••• •·•••··••···••••••··•••••···•••· 
80 •••• •••• do ............ BOston ..•... ....•••••... •••• ......•....... ···••• .••••.•..• ••·· •··· •···•• ••···· •••· •••• •·•· 
92 •••••••• do •••••• Baltimore .................................................... •····• •••• •··• •••• •·•••· •··· 

4502 •••••••• do •••••• New YOik ..•..••••..••••••••••••••.•..••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••• • •• •• • • • • • • •• ••••• • 
21 •••••••• do •••••• Providence .••••••.•••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••· •••· ••••• • •··• •·••·· 
23 •••••••• do •••••• Boston ................................................................................... . 
41 •••••••• do •••••• New York ••..•..•••..•.••....•.•••••••••.••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••• ••·· •••• •·•••··••··· 
42 •••••••. do •••••. Baltimore .................................................................... •·•• •••• ••·· 
47 •••••••• do •••••• Boston •••••••••.••••••.••.••••.•••••••..•.••••••••••••.•••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
48 •••••••• do •••••• Providence ...................................................................... •••• •.•••• 
82 Bank of the United States ••...••••••.•••••.•.•.•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.•••••..••••••••.•••••• 

89 Branch Bank, Boston .•••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••• :: ••••••• • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
4619 •••••••• do •••••••. do ..•.•.••••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •··•··•·•·•·•··•••·••••·••••·· 
4727 •••••••• do •••••. Charleston ..••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•• , ••••••••••••••••••• •··· •••· •·••·• ••·· •·•• •••··· 

53 Dank of the United States ............ •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••··•••···••·•·••••··•: •• •••• 
4917 Branch Bank, Portsmouth •••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••...••••••.•...•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

20 •••••••• do •••••• Boston .•••.••••.••..•...••.•••••.••••••••••••.•.•.•••••••••••.••••••••••••...••••••..•••• 
21 •••••••• do •••••• Ncw York •••••••••••••••••••••• •·•••• ••.•..•..••••••••••••••••••••••• •••·• •••••••••••••• 
57 Bank of th~ United States ••••.•••••••••••••..•••••••••.••••••.....•••••.•..•••..•.•••••.•••••••••••.•••• 
76 Branch Bank, New York •••••••••••••••••••••.••.•..••..•••• ; ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••..•••••••••••••• 
80 •••••••• do •••••• Boston •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• .••.••. 

5005 •••••••• do •••••• New York •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••• ····•••••··••• •••••••• 
10 •••••••• do •••••• Boston .••••.•••..••••••••••••.•••.•••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..••• 
38 •••••••. do •••••• Baltimore •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
43 •••••••• do •••••• New York .•...••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••..•••••••. : ••••.••• 
62 •••••••• do •••••• Boston •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•• ••••• ••••••••••• 
66 •••• •••• do •••••• Providence ••••••••••••• •••• •••••••• •••••· ••••·• ••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••• ; •••••••. 
80 •••·••••do •••••• Boston ••••• •••••• •••• ••••• • •••·••·• •-···•• ••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
81 •••••••• do •••••• New York ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••..•••• •••••. 
99 .•.••••. do ••••.• Boston ................................................................................... . 

5100 •••••••• do •••••. New York •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ••••.• •·•••••·••••···• ........................... . 
16 •••••••• do •••••• Boston ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••..•.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
17 •••••••. do .••..• New York ....••••••••.....•.•••••••••.•••••••.•..•...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••· 
20 •••••••• do •••••• Poitsmouth ............................... •••·•· .............................. •••••· •••••• 
28 •••••••. do •..••• New York .•..•••••••••••••••••.•••••.••..••••.••••.•...•••.•.•.•..••••••••.••.••••••••••• 
55 Bank of the United States.••••• ....................................................... •••·•• ........... . 
62 Branch Bank, Boston .................................................................................. . 
84 •••••••• do •••••••• do ..................................................................................... . 

5200 •••••••• do •••••••• do ..................................................................................... . 

20 •••••••• do ........ do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •···················•···•·•·••····•·•·•···••·· 
16 •••••••• do •••••. New York •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ..••••••••••••••••••.••• ••·••••••••· 
24 •••••••• do •••••• Washington•··•• ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••..••.•.•••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••. 

5423 •••••••• do •••••• Cbarleston •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•.•• ••••·•••···· ••••••..••••••••..•.•••• 
50 •••••••• do •••••• Providence ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•••••·····•••• •••••••••••••. •·•••• ....•••••••. 
6:l •••••••• do •••••• Portsmouth ·•••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ••••.••••••••• •••••• •.•••••••••••.•.••.• 

87 •••••••• do •••••••••• do •••• •·····•··•·••• •••••••• ······•·•••········•·••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •·••••·· 
89 •••••••• do •••••• Providence.••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••...••••.•••••••••••••••...••.••••••••••. 

5523 •••••••• do •••••• Boston ••••• ·•···••··•••••••••·•·· •••• •••·•• ••••••••••. ·•••• ............................. . 
41 •••••••• do •••••• New York •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••....•••..• •·•••• 
55 •••••••• do •••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·······••·•·••••··•••········•·••···•••··•····· 
56 •••••••• do •••••• Boston ••••.••••••••••••••.••••••••••• •·••••·••• ••.•.••••.•••••••••...•••••...••.••••.•... 
76 •••••••• do •••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·····•···•••• ••••••····•·•• 
81 ......... do •••••• Portsmouth ..................................... :·••·•···· ••••••.••. •·•·•••· •••••••••••... 
83 Bank of the United States •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••.•••••••.•.••••••••••••.••••••••. 
85 Branch Bank, New Yo,k •.•.••••••••••••..••••••••.•••.•••••.••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••....••.•••••• 
8& , •••.•.. do ••.... Boston .................................................................................. . 
87 •.•.•••• do ....•• Baltimore •••••.••••..••••.•.•.•...••.•.••••••••.•••••••..•..•.•••.•••.••••••••.••••.••.•. 
88 •••• •• -•• do ............ Providence . .................................................................................. . 

5589 •••••••• do •••••. Charleston ...... ., , • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• , .•••• • .... , •.•••.•••••••••. 

114,553 39 
27,152 12 
63,206 30 

14,644 01 
20,704 12 
20,441 80 
5,037 50 
6,145 75 

10,094 44 
2,783 72 

20,69119 
1,712 75 
6,209 29 

10,276 50 
31,093 97 
7,167 35 

100 75 
3,390 77 

604 50 
1,021 qo 

170,637 00 
2.'i!l,526 95 
22,035 42 
17,432 30 
14,329 00 
23,400 00 
33,488 06 
10,000 00 
B,61l 00 

26,231 00 
11,000 00 
34,650 00 
5,000 00 

49,665 00 
5,000 00 
3,850 00 
1,238 72 
2,000 00 
5,000 00 

62,271 28 
5,452 00. 
1,soo oo 
3,870 74 

22,926 23 
800 00 
135 OJ) 

2,087 00 
500 00 
201 00 

1,000 00 
1,243 00 
8,386 00 

5,631 00 
76,030 00 
14,9EO 00 
18,714 00 
71,437 21 

946,403 07 
1,401,505 91 
1,746,636 19 

17,623 00 
37,797 84 
69,335 13 
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O-Continued. 

Date. No. In whose favor. Amount. 

1824. Redemption of ,even pr:r cent. ,tock-Continued. 

December 27 5590 Branch Bank, Hartford ••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••.•••••••.• •••• •••••••• ••••••••••·•••••·• ••••••••••••• _. $490061 00 
91 Trenton Banking Company.................... . • . . . . • . . • • . • . . • • • • • • • • . . • . . . • • • . • • . . . • . • . • . . . • • • • • • . . • . . • 687 76 
94 llranch Bank, Richmond . . . . • . .• . • • . . • • • . • . . •. . . • • • . • . . . . . • . • • . • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • . . . . • • • . . • . • . •• . • . • . . • . . . 32 81 

30 

30 
5602 •••••••• do •••••• New York •••••••••• ••••••·····• •••• ••··•••••••••••·••••••·• •••••••••••••• ••••·• •••• •·•••• 500 00 

3 ..••••.• do ..••.• lVashington •··•••·• ........................ ·••••··• •••• •••• •••• .... ...... •••• •••• •••• •... 70195 65 

l\rarch 24 
July 29 
December 7 

December 24 

27 

30 

Reimburseme11t of llfasi!sippi ,tock. 

415i Branch Bank, Washington ........................... •••• •....•••..•.....•.....••••••..•••.....•.•••.•.•. 
5009 .•.••••. do .••••..... do •••......•••.•. , ••••••....••••.•••••.•••••...•.••....•••.•.•••••••.•.••...•....••••• 
5539 ••.•••.. do .••••...• do ................................... , ............................................... . 

Reimburseme11t of ezchangcd m: pr:r cent. stock of 1812. 

5581 Branch Bank, Portsmouth .......................................... , •.•••..•••.••...•••••.•••••••••••.•. 
83 Bank of the United States .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•. ••·••• ••.••••.••.. •••••• •..• 
85 Branch Bank, New York ............................................................................... . 
~ •••••••• do ••.••. Boston ••••••.•••••••••••••..••..•.••••••••••••.••••••••••••.••••••..••••.•••••.•.•.•••.•• 
87 •••• •••• do •••••• Baltimore •••• •••••• ••••• ••••••••• ••••·• •••••••• •••••·••••• ••·•• •••• ••••••••·• •••• , ••••••• 
88 .••••..• do •••.•. Providcnce ••••••.•...•..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•..•••••..•••••...•... 
89 ••..•••• do •...•. Charleston .•..•...••..•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••.•••.•••.•••..•••.•. 
90 .••••••• do •..••• Hartford •••.•.•.••.•.••.•••••• •••••••• ••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ••••••••.•.•••••••.• 
91 
94 
95 

5603 

Trenton Banking Company, .•.••••••...•••••.• _. ••.••••••••••..•••••.•.•..•••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.. 
Branch Bank, Richmond .•...•...•.•••..••••••••••••••.••.••••••••. , ••••••••• • •, •••••.•••..••••..••••••.• 

~:::;~::;;:~:;:~~~'.:::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

RECAPITULATION. 

8,647,611 54 

600 00 
2,000 00 
4,642 34 

7,242 34 

8,50-2 41 
893,886 16 
279,3i0 44 

1,095,944 30 
235,180 98 
24,436 60 
25,66219 
20,320 43 
2,551 23 

92 71 
559 40 

250728 M 

Interest and reimbursement of domestic debt ••••••..••...•.••.•.•...••••.•••• , • • . . • • , •••..••..•...•..••... $5,301,104 19 

8,64~!~~ ~ ~~~~i~~::,~~tirni~i1~~I~;t :i~:::::::::·:: :: :: :::: :::: :::: :::: :: :: :::: :::::::::::: :: ::::: ::::: :::: :: :: : : 
Redemption of exchanged six per cent. stock of 1812 •..••••.••.••••••••••• , ................................ . 2,612,435 69 

16,568,393 76 

TREASURY DEPARTXENT, Registr:r•s Office, February 3, 1825. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Registr:r, 

D. 

EsUmate ef the appropriation in 1824 ef the funds provided for the payment ef the prinoipal and interest of 
the publio debt falling due in that year. 

I. On account of the principal. 

1. Reimbursement of the deferred stock, estimated at ................. . 
2. Purchase and redemption of the seven per cent. stock .............. . 
3. Redemption of the exchanged six per cent. stock .................. . 
4. Reimbursement of the Mississippi stock ......................... . 

$35'7,544 91 
8,59'7,309 35 
2,612,435 69 

'7,242 34 
----- $11,5'74,532 29 

II. On account of the interest of the domestic funded debt and premium on the pur
chase of seven per cent. stock. 

1. On account of the interest.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,906,602 0'i 
2. For premium on amount of seven per cent. stock purchased between 

the 22d January and the 30th June, 1824........................ 50,302 19 
4,956,904 26 

16,531,436 55 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February 3, 1825. 

VOL, V--30 B 
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E. 
Estimate of the funds provided before the 1st January, 1825, for the payment of the principal, and interest of 

• . the public debt which was payab!e on and before that day. 

Amount short provided on the 1st of January, 1824, per statement B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $115,40'7 50 
Application, p-er estimate........................................................ 16,531,436 55 

16,646,844 05 
Amount of warrants issued on account of the principal and interest of the public debt 

during the year 1824, per statement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,568,393 'i6 

Short provided ......................................................... . '18,450 29 
==== 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ster's Office, February 3, 1825. 

F. 

Stateme:nt of the annual appropriation of ten million of dollars by the second section of -the act to provide Joi· 
• the redemption of the public debt, passed March 3, 1817. 

Application in 181 'r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,000,000 00 
Application in 1817, in anticipation of the appropriation for 1818............... .. . . . 2,830,108 52 

Application in 1818 ........................................................... . 
Application in 1819 ........................................................... . 
Application in 1820 .................... • .......... : ............................ . 
Application in 1821 ................ • ........................................... . 
Application in 1822 .......... .-................................................ . 
A.pplica.tion in 1823 ............................................................ . 
Application in 1824, per accompanying report .................................... . 
Balance unapplied J anuaij ·1; 1825 ............................................. . 

Appropriation in 181 'r ........................ • .. -................................... . 
Appropriation in 1818 ............................................................ . 
Appropriation in 1819 ............................................................ . 

!~~;~i;f :t~~: : i~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Appropriation in 1822 ............................................................ . 
Appropriation in 1823 ............................................................ . 
Appropriation in 1824 ............................................................ . 

12,830,108 52 
7,169,891 48 
7,703,821 87 
8,628,514 28 
8,36'r,093 62 
'r,849,159 6'i 
5,529,805 86 

16,568,393 'i6 
5,353,210 94 

80,000,000 00 

10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regu;ters Office, February 3, 1825. 

80,000,000 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regu;te,:. 

G. 

Statement of the funded debt of the United States on the lst of January, 1825. 

Reimbursement of the deferred stock in 18231 as per the foregoing statement .A. ........ . 
Purchase and redemption of the seven per cent. stock, as per estimate D .............. . 
Redemption of exchanged six per cent. stock of 1812, per estimate D ................. . 
Amount of the funded debt on the 1st of January, 1825, subject to a reduction on account 

of the reimbursement of the deferred stock in 1824, and by the amount of the seven 
per ?ent. and exchanged six pe_r cent. stock of 1822, payable, but not on that day 
provided for, by warrants on the Treasurer ....................... -............ . 

$601,560 32 
8,59'r,309 35 
2,612,435 69 

86,468,268 51 

98,2'r9,5'r3 8'r 

.Amount of the funded debt on the 1st of January, 1824, per statement H, which accom-
panied the report of the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund of February, 1824. . . . . 90, 'r'r9,5'r3 8'r 

Stock issued since, viz: _ 
Four and one-half per cent. under the act of May 24, 1824............... $5,000,000 
Four and· one-half per cent., being one moiety of the loan authorized by 

the act of May 26, 1824.......................................... 2,500,000 
'r,500,000 00 

98,2'r9,5'r3 8'r 
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.A.mount of the debt on the 1st of January, 1825, brought down ....................... $86,468,268 51 
Deduct estimated amount of deferred stock reimbursed in 1824........... $35'1,544 91 
.A.nd payments on account of the seven per cent. and exchanged six per cent. 

stock of 1812 not covered by war.rants till after the 1st of January, 1825, 65,'120 22 

.A.mount of the funded debt on the 1st of January, 1825, per statement (3) which accom-

423,265 13 

panied the Secretary of the Treasury's report of the 31st of December, 1824. . . . . . . . 86,045,003 38 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPART.llENT, Register's Office, FelYruanJ 3, 1825. 

18TH CoNGREss.J No.- '728. [2n SESSION. 

DISCRIMINATING DUTIES AND CREDI'I'S. 

COIDflJNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 21, 1825. 

Mr. McLANE, of Delaware, from the C~mmittee of Ways and Means, to whom has been referred a resolution 
instructing them to inquire whether any, and if any what, provision ought to be made by law to 
discriminate between importations made by citizens of the United States and others, and whether it 
is or is not expedient to repeal all laws allowing credits for duties upon merchandise imported by 
aliens or on foreign account, reported: 

That it would, in their opinion, be inexpedient at this time to repeal all laws allowing credits for 
duties upon merchandise imported by aliens or on foreign accounts. That though such a measure may 
not be prohibited by the strict letter of existing treaties, it would nevertheless conflict with the spirit 
and general design of those treaties, and beget a system of discrimination which the liberal policy of 
most commercial nations is aiming to abolish, and which, in the opinion of the committee, would be 
extremely prejudicial to the fiscal and commercial interests of the United States. 

The committee are also of opinion that it would be wise and expedient to make provision by law to 
discriminate between importations made by citizens of the United States and others. 

It would afford the best means of information of our various commercial interests, and enable the Govern
ment ultimately to ascertain the comparative benefit or loss between American and foreign importations. 

Such a regulation is altogether practicable, and would impose no material additional burden upon the 
officers of the customs, and the committee therefore report a bill. 

18TH CoNGREss.l No. '729. [2D SESSION. 

RELATIVE TO CHANGE IN MODE OF ISSUING DEBENTURES OF 
DR.A. WB.A.CK OF DUTIES. 

COill!U:NICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 25, 1825. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 22, 1825. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the Senate dated the 25th of January. last, I have the honor to 

transmit a report of the Collector of the district and port of New York. In the opinions and views therein 
presented I entirely concur. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
W?II. H. CRAWFORD. 

The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE. 

NEw YoRK, February 11, 1825. 
Sm: I have received the memorial* of the New York Chamber of Commerce to the Senate and House 

of Representatives, and transmitted by you for my special report. . 
I have read the memorial ~th attention, and agree with the memorialists that the drawback of duties 

' o This memorial was not returned to the Senate with this report. 
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on the exportation. of foreign merchandise is of great advantage to the shipping and mercantile interests 
of this city. In an office where the business is so complicated and various as that in the Collector's of 
this port, it cannot be supposed but that some little delay must necessarily take place. And it is not 
surprising that men so enterprising and active as our merchants, ,vho are pushing to the utmost e}..-tent 
the employment of their funds, should occasionally complain of the unavoidable delay in the execution 
of their debenture certificates. I am not, however, aware that any extraordinary delay exists at present 
which should have called forth the memorial. I admit that we are about two months behind with the 
debentures; one month can scarcely be avoided at any time while the existing laws remain in force, 
allowing the exporter twenty days after the clearance to make the oath and give the exportation bond. 

The export trade, as the memorialists truly state, has increased within the last few years almost 
beyond calculation, and the duties incident to the Collector's office have proportionably increased. Would 
the department proposed by the memorialists, if organized, prevent the delay or give any facility to the 
issuing of the debentures ? I think not, but would add much to the responsibility of the Collector and 
increase very essentially the labor incident to the duties of his office. Should the department recom
mended be created, it would be necessary that it should be furnished by the importers with an entry of 
the merchandise, and by the inspectors, weighers, gaugers and measurers with their returns, both inward 
and outward, which would increase the labor fifty per cent. on importation entries. The duties inwards 
are nearly ten times as much as the drawbacks, and it can be easily ascertained whether the public 
would derive any benefit from the proposed experiment. Should it be suggested that the new department 
might have the use of the entries made in the Collector's office, I would urge in reply, should that be 
allowed, it would render it almost impossible for the Collector to make out his accounts of the import 
revenue. 

I cannot admit that any branch of the business in the Collector's office is neglected, or that each 
does not receive all possible attention. Attention i~ given to the drawbacks on exports as well as to the 
collection of the revenue arising from imports and tonnage. 

The division of responsibility in monied concerns seldom results in any good. But should the depart
ment recommended be organized, I would ask whether, instead of dividing the responsibility it would not 
increase that of the Collector, by rendering him liable for the acts of the head of the new department. 
And in what way can the creation of the contemplated department relieve the Collector from any of his 
arduous duties; he would still be under the necessity of examining the same papers relating to merchan
dise entitled to drawback before he could sign the debentures or make Iris.return to the 'l'reasury that 
he has now to examine, and the same delay would unavoidably take place. In my own judgment the 
greater number of co-ordinate or independent departments created in the collection of the customs the 
greater will be the delay, embarrassment, labor, and expense. 

To that part of the memorial which complains of the accommodations in the custom-house, I beg 
leave to state that it is entirely incorrect. 
• Previous to the last summer there may have be.en grounds for this complaint.· But during the past 

summer I caused the second story of the front building of the custom-house to be thrown into one room, 
which is about fifty feet square, placing the counters and desks in such manner as to form a large hollow 
square for the persons transacting· business. The room and arrangements have been acknowledged 

. by all persons visiting the custom-house, except the memorialists, to be sufficiently capacious and every 
way convenient. 

Since the opening of the trade to Mexico and South America generally the exportation of assorted 
cargoes with the benefit of drawback has greatly increased. We have several times received from a 
single shipper, in one vessel, eighty, ninety, and to one hundred entries for drawbacks, he having pur
chased as many packages of goods as would entitle him to a debenture of fifty dollars or thereabouts of 
duties on importation, and for each entry three debentures generally become necessary to meet the several 
terms of credit of the duties on importation. 

During the last month I have placed four additional clerks in my office, who, together with several 
others besides those usually employed, are now progressing with the calculations of the drawbacks, which 
I expect shortly to get up as near as is practicable to keep them. The extension of time for bonding 
and making the oath of exportation after clearance of the vessel has tended to cause many omissions. 
Was the exporter required to have his drawback entries of goods subject to ad 1:alorem duties made 
complete, and all of his entries for drawback signed and dated when lodged at the custom-house, and the 
bond and exportation oath made within ten days thereafter, it would add much to the facility of preparing 
the debentures. And I think another salutary provision might be made, when the drawback of duties on 
exportation did not exceed one hundred dollars, by requiring only one debenture and payment at the 
most extended time allowed by law for the credit of the duties on importation. This alteration would 
not only materially lessen our labor but lessen the chance of many errors. The terms of credit allowed 
by law for duties on importation of merchandise are various. From the West Indies six and nine months; 
from Europe eight, ten, and twelve months; and from other places eight, ten and eighteen months. The 
merchandise thus imported may be retained nearly twelve months and then exported with-the benefit of 
drawback, and by this it will appear that duties may be paid months before the goods are exported. 
Merchants are in the habit of selling their merchandise at custom-house measure, weight, or gauge, with 
custom-house tare, and frequently resell it several times with the benefit of drawback, and sometimes at 
what is termed "short price," or in other words the seller to receive the debenture in part payment. 
When this is the case the parties apply to the weigher, gauger, or measurer for a private return, which 
the law does not permit them to make. Application is next made to the clerks in the custom-house for a 
sight or a copy of the return, with a request to be informed the amount of the drawback, and desire to have 
the debentures immediately that they may settle their purchase or sale, and all this frequently happens 
before they have given the bond and made the exportation oath. There is one pa1·t of the drawback 
system which the memorialists have not noticed, though by far the most troublesome and attended with the 
most labor in making the certificates. I refer to the transportation overland and coastwise of merchan
dise entitled to drawback. This, perhaps, is the most laborious and at the same time the most loosely 
attended to of any in all the ports of exportation. . 

Should my-suggested alterations be deemed worthy of attention I think some good might result from 
their adoption. 

The public business occ~sionally calls the Collector from his office, and when absent it is impossible 
for his deputy to attend to the duties of both offices. And in case of the sickness of the Collector or his 
deputy it is impossible for one to attend to the duties of both. The business incident to the Collector's 
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office having also so i-apiclly increased for the last three or four yeai-s as to render it highly proper and 
necessary to allow him another deputy. This would in some measure relieve the Collector from the more 
minute details of his office and enable him to give a more general superintendence to the whole depart
ment of the customs. And I will add that, in my opinion, should an additional deputy be appointed it 
would tend to remedy more effectually the evil complained of than the creation of a new executive depart
ment, and would also be far less expensive to the Government. I _would take the liberty of also suggest
ing that in case the proposed department should be organized it would become necessary to make some 
provision for the payment of its officer and clerks other than those already provided for the payment of 
the Collector, Na val Officer, and Surveyor. 

I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JONATH.AJ.~ THOMPSON, Oollecto1·. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD, Secretary cf the Treasury, Washington. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 730. L2n SESSION. 

DRAWBACK ON SPIRITS AND WINE IN CASKS NOT LESS THAN FIFTEEN GALLONS. 

COlmuNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 25, 1825. , 

:Mr. C.Al[BRELENG, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whom was referred a resolution of the House 
of Representatives of the 24th January, instructing thr,m "to inquire into the expediency of permit
ting a drawback to be paid on foreign brandy and wine wlien re-exported to any place in .Me:rico, 
Gualemala, or South .Ameru:a, in casks of not less than fifteen gallons," reported: 

That it would not be expedient, were it even in conformity with the stipulations of our existing 
treaties with foreign nations, to adopt a commercial measure limited in its operation to particular countries. 
A general measure of the character contemplated in the resolution would interfere with a very necessary . 
regulation extending to every description of merchandise exported with the benefit of drawback, which 
requires that the same shall be exported in the identical packages or casks in which it was imported, 
unless so damaged as to make it necessary to substitute new packages or casks. 

The committee are, however, sensible of the necessity and advantage of extending every facility to 
the carrying trade, and they are particularly disposed to enlarge our commerce with the American States. 
They are aware that in the trade to these countries it is necessary that wines and spirits should be 
exported in casks of small size to facilitate their transportation into the interior. The best remedy for 
the inconvenience now existing appears to be to remove any restriction which may be imposed by our 
laws as to the size of the casks in which wines or spirits may be imported. If such restriction be 
removed, it is probable the sagacity of thqse engaged in the trade will very soon furnish our markets 
with wines and spirits in casks of a capacity suited to every foreign market. 

With regard to wines, the committee are not aware of any restriction as to the size of the casks. 
They may be imported and exported in casks of any description; trade must be left to its own expedients 
to correct the evil if any exists. It is otherwise with foreign distilled spirits. 

By the act of March 2, 1 '199, the importation, by sea, of distilled spirits is prohibited in casks of a 
capacity less than ninety gallons; while this restriction continues, we must limit if not deprive ourselves 
altogether of a very profitable branch of trade with the American States; it will, of necessity, continue to 
be a direct trade between Europe and those States in which we shall have little if any share. There are 
other reasons why this restriction should be removed; whatever may have been the motive for its adop
tion, it has been found, in practice, more inconvenient than useful. Many vessels have been seized and 
detained for an innocent violation of this prohibitory regulation; while as a measure to guard against 
frauds on our revenue it would seem to be wholly abortive; we might with equal propriety prescribe by 
law the capacity of packages for every description of merchandise. The committee therefore report a bill 
authorizing the importation of foreign distilled spirits in casks of a capacity not less than fifteen gallons. 

18TH CONGRESS.] No. 731. [2D SESSION. 

OPERATIONS OF THE MINT. 

COllMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 25, 1825. 

·TREASURY DEPARTMENT; February· 23, 1825. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith three statements, marked A, B, C, which have been 

prepared by the Comptroller of the 'l'reasury pursuant to the 'ith section of an act of Congress, passed 
on the 2d of April, l '192, entitled "An act establishing a Mint and regulating the coins of the United 
States." 
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These statements contain all the information relative to the transactions of the Mint which the 
settlements made at the Treasury afford. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

Ron. H. CLAY, Speaker of the House of Representatives . 

.A. 

Statement exhwil,ing the balance of the gold and silver bullion 1·emaining in the hands of the officers of the 
Mint on the 31st December, 1823; the amount deposited from January I to December 31, 1824; the 
different f;J)ecies of coins made and paid on account of deposits; al,lowances for wastage, arid the bal,ance 
remaining in the hands of the t;>fficers of the. Mint on the 31st of December, 1824, to be accounted for on 
afuture settlement, viz: 

GOLD. 

Balance of gold bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of the 
Mint on the 31st of December, 1823 .................. : .. . 

Gold bullion deposited from January 1 to December 31, 1824 ..... • 

Total ........................................ • 

Amount paid for deposits of gold from January 1 to December 
31, 1824 ............................................. . 

Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States on the 31st of 
December, 1824 ....................................... . 

Balance in the hands of the Treasurer of the Mint on the 31st of 
December, 1824 ........... _ ............................ . 

Deduct as follows: 
.Amount in the hands of the Treasurer and in the Bank of the 

United States on the 31st of December, 1823 .............. . 

Gold coins made at the Mint from January 1 to December 31, 
1824-1'1,340 half eagles, 2,600 quarter eagles ............ . 

Allowance to the chief coiner for· wastage for same period ...... . 
Gold bullion in the hands of the officers of the Mint on the 31st of 

December, 1824 ....................................... . 

SILVER. 

Balance of silver bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of 
the Mint on the 31st of December, 1823 ................... . 

Silver bullion deposited from January 1 to December 31, 1824 ... . 

.Amount paid for deposits of silver from January 1 to December 
31, 1824 ............................................. . 

Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States on the 31st of 
December, 1824 ....................................... . 

Deduct as follows: 
Amount in the Bank of the United States on the 31st of December, 

1823 ........................................... • ..... . 

Silver coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1824-3,504,954 
half dollars ............................................ 

Allowances made to melter and refiner and chief coiner for wastage 
for same period ........................................ 

Silver bullion in the hands of the officers of the Mint December 
31, 1824 .............................................. 

CoMPrROLLER's OFFICE, February 22, 1825. 

Ozs. dwts. grs. 

820 l'l 20 
4,931 12 00 

5,'152 09 20 

5,242 10 00 
10 18 14 

499 01 06 

5,'152 09 20 

146,6'13 12 12 
1,634,012 09 00 

$14,588 14 5 
8'1,6'12 3'1 0 

102,260 51 5 

93,207 06 5 

1,065 69 0 

1,440 '19 5 

95,'113 55 0 

2,513 55 0 

93,200 00 0 

93,200 00 0 
194 29 5 

8,866 22 0 
I 

102,260 51 5 

169,241 39 5 
1,885,398 02 0 

l,'180,686 01 12 2,054,639 41 5 

1,518,813 08 

3,319 00 

258,553 13 

l,'180,686 01 

00 

05 

O'l 

12 

l,'153,16'1 2'1 5 

23'1 16 5 

1, '153,404 44 0 

92'1 44 0 

l,'152,4'1'1 00 0 

l,'152,4'1'1 00 0 

3,829 62 5 

298,332 '19 0 

2,054,639 41 5 

LUND W .ASHINGTON, Olerlc. 
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B. 

The Mint of the United Stales in account Joi· copper p1.1,rchased from the commencement of the institution to 
DR. Deceml:Jer 18, 1824. CR. 

Value of copper, 

Troy weight. Cost of copper. Troy weight. 
at the rate of 
7 dwts. to o. 
cent. 

/M. oz.ilwt. lbs. oz.did. 
To amount of rough copper and copper By amount of rough copper and copper 

planchets purchased from the chm- planehets accounted for from tl1e 
mencement of tl1e institution to the commencement of the institution to 
31st December, 1823, per statement 31st December, 1823, per statement 
marked B, accompanying the Comp- marked B, accompanying the Comp-
!roller's Jetter of the 20th llfay, 1824 .. 1,553,303 2 19 $407,632 46 !roller's letter of the 20th l\Iay, 1824. 1,475,293 11 00 $493,324 67 

To cost of 91 casks of copper purchased By amount of cents deposited by the 
of William Harrol, of Birmingham, Treasurer of the l\Iint to the credit 
in t11e 4th quarter of 1823, received of the Treasurer of the United States 
per t11e ship Jl!ontezuma, 15 tons, I in the year 1824 .••.••••••••••••••.. 45,135 5 00 15,475 00 
cwt. I qr. 7 lbs •..•••••••..•.•••••••• 41,0lJ I 15 10,039 81 

To Joss in exchange in remittance to Amount accounted for .•••..••••• 1,520,429 4 00 508,799 67 
Wm. Harrol on account of the pur- Balance on hand 31st December, 1824, 
chase of copper .•••••••••..••.••••.. .................. 773 23 in the hands of the Treasurer of the 

To amount gained on coinage ••.••...•• .................. 115,686 47 l\Iint: 

Coined•···•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 28,712 9 13 9,844 39 
- Uncoined ••...••...•••••••••••••.•..• 41,011 ! 15 14,061 25 

Chief coiner, uncoined .••.••••.•••••• 4,161 1 6 1,426 66 

1,594,314 4 14 534,131 97 1,594,314 4 14 534,131 97 

CollPTROLLER's OFFICE, Fcbn,ary 221 1825. 
LUND WASHINGTON, Clerk. 

C. 

Summary stalement exhwiting the value of coins made al the Mint; the amount of duhursements on account of 
the establi,shment; the amount allowed for wastage; the amount retained of deposits, and the amount 
gained on the coinage of copper, from the commencement of the institution to the 31st of December, 1824, viz: 

Value of gold, silver, and copper coinage up to December 31, 1823. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $21,789,350 n 
Gold coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1824, per account A. . $93,200. 00 
Silver coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1824,per account A.. 1,752,477 00 
Copper coins made from January _1 to December. 31, 1824, per account B. . 15,475 00 

Total value gold, silver, and copper ........................ : ~ ...... . 

Net charge on the coinage of gold, silver, and copper, to December 
31, 1823 ................................................. . 

Add amount gained on the coinage of copper to the same period ..... . 

From which deduct: 
Amount wastage on gold and silver to December 31, 1823.. $79,175 57 
Also, amount wastage from January 1 to December 31, 

1824. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,023 92 

.Add amount disbursed on account of the establishment from January 1 

527,18285 
112,438 26 

639,621 11 

83,199 49 

to December 31, 1824 .................................................... . 
Add, also, the amount wastage on gold and silver to December 31, 1824.. 83,199 49 

From the above deduct: 
The amount retained from deposits to December 31, 1823. . $11,311 4 7 
Also, this sum from January 1 to December 31, 1824..... 1,872 27½ 

13,183 74½ 

Deduct the amount gained on the coinage of copper from the commencement of the 
institution to December 31, 1824 .......................................... . 

Net amount chargeable to the coinage of gold, silver, and copper, from the commence
ment of the institution to December 31, 1824, including the cost of lots, buildings, 
and machinery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

1,861,152 00 

23,650,502 71 

556,421 62 

22,044 93 

70,015 74½ 

648,482 29½ 

115,686 47 

532,795 82½ 

CoMPl'ROLLER's· OFFICE, Fel>ruary 22, 1825. 
LUND W .ASHINGTON, Olerk. 
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19TH CONGRESS. J No. 732. [1ST SESSION. 

ST.A.TE OF THE FINANCES. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER 22, 1825. 

• ·TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Decemhe1· 22, 1825. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit a report, prepared in obedience to the ".A.ct supplementary to the 

act to establish the Treasury Department." . _ . 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 

RICH.A.RD RUSH. 
The Hon. SPEAKER of the HoV,Se of llepresentcdives. 

REPORT. 

In obedience to the directions of the "-Act supplementary to the act entitled an act to establish the 
Treasury Department," passed on the 10th of May, 1800, the Secretary of the Treasury has the honor to 
submit to Congress the following report: 

l. OF THE PUllLIC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE OF THE YEARS 1824 AND 1825, 

There being no direct taxes of any kind, duties of excise, or other internal duties in operation under 
the authority of the United States, the public revenue, by their existing laws, arises almost entirely from 
duties upon foreign merchandise imported, and upon tonnage, and from the sale of the public lands. 
There are other branches from which small and occasional receipts are derived, as dividends on bank 
stock, the Post Office, arrearages of taxes due under former laws, and other incidental payments, the 
aggregate of which, whether from temporary or permanent sources, is inconsiderable, as will appear by 
statements annexed to this report, where all are recapitulated. 

The receipts from the Post Office, indeed, have, of late years, exceeded a million of dollars annually; 
but this sum, exhausted for the most part in defraying the expenses of that extensive and useful estab-

-lishment, performs, in this manner, the highest purposes of revenue, by contributing to the intercourse, 
the trade, and the prospetity of the country. 

The net revenue which accrued from duties on imports and tonnage during the year 
1824 amounted (see statement .A.) to .......... : ............................ . 

The actual receipts into the Treasury, from all sources, during the year 1824, amounted 
(including the loan of five millions, at four and one-half per cent. interest, to 
discharge Florida claims,) to -. ............................................ . 

Viz: 
Customs, (statement .A.)........ .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . $1'1,8'18,325 'Tl 
Public lands, (statement-D) ......... _ .............. ~............ 984,418 15 
Dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States, arrear~ of 

internal duties and direct taxes, and incidental receipts, (state-
ment E) .................................. ~ ... : . . . . . . . . . 472,987 04 

Repayments of advances made in the War Department, for services 
and supplies, prior to July I, 1816.......................... 45,481 89 

Loan made under the act of the 24th of May, 1824, "to provide for 
the awards of the Commissioners under the treaty with Spain," 5,000,000 00 

Making, with the balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1824, of ........... . 

An aggregate of ............ , ................................................ . 
The regular and permanent expenditures of the United States divide themselves into 

two principal branches: First, the sums authorized by law for defraying the whole 
expenses of the Government, domestic and foreign, civil, military, and naval; 
second, those provided for the payment of the interest and principal of the public 
debt. 

The actual expenditures of the nation, on all accounts, during the year 1824, amounted 
(statement F) to ....................... • ................ : ................ . 

Viz: 
Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous . . . . . . . .................... . 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, Indian depart

ment, revolutionary and military pensions, arming the militia, 
and arrearages prior to the 1st of January, 181 '1 . ............ . 

Naval service, including the gradual increase of the Navy ........ . 
Public _debt ................................................. . 

$'1,155,308 81 

5,2'10,254 34 
2,904,581 56 

16,568,393 '16 

Leaving a balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1825, of ................. . 

$20,385,430 42 

24,381,212 79 

9,463,922 81 

33,845,135 60 

31,898,538 47 

1,946,59'1 13 

The difference between this balance and that stated in the last annual report from the Treasury is 
reconciled by the facts that th~ balance last year was given as an estimated balance, subject to correction 
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by actual settlement afterwards, and that it included the moiety of the loan of five millions under the 
act of May 26, 1824, which was not paid into the Treasury until after the 1st of January. 

The actual receipts into the Treasury during the first three quarters 
of the year 1825 are estimated to have amounted to .......... . 

Viz: 
Customs .................................... . 
Public lands, ( statement G J ................... . 
Dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States 
Arrears of internal duties and direct taxes and in-

cidental receipts, (statement H) ........... . 
Repayments of advances made in the w· ar Depart

ment for services or supplies prior to July I, 
1816 ................................... . 

Loan under the act of May 26, 1824 ............ . 

$15,196,397 00 
976,902 67 
367,500 00 

98,886 29 

41,'158 60 
5,000,000 00 

And the actual receipts into the Treasury during the fourth quarter of 
the year are estimated at . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... . 

$21,681,444 56 

5,100,000 00 

Making the total estimated receipts into the Treasury during the year 1825 ......... . 
And, with the balance in the Treasury on the 31st December, 1824, of .............. . 

An aggregate of ............................................................ . 
The expenditures during the first three quarters of the year 1825 

are estimated to have amounted (statement I) to . . . . . . . . . . . . . $20,190,9'19 91 
Viz: 

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous ........... . 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, 

Indian Department, revolutionary and military 
pensions, arming the militia, and arrearages 
prior to January 1, 181 '1 .................. . 

Na val service, including the gradual increase of 
the Navy ............................... . 

Public debt ................................. . 

$2,098,525 16 

4,890,310 59 

2,127,156 3'T 
11,0'14,98'1 79 

And the expenditures during the fourth quarter ar~ estimated at .... 
Viz: 

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous ............ -
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, 

Indian Department, revolutionary and military 
pensions, arming the militia, and arrearages 
prior to January 1, 181'1 .................. . 

Naval service, including the gradual increase of. 
the Navy ............................... . 

Public debt...... . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 

$445,000 00 

960,000 00 

820,000 00 
1,028,000 00 

3,253,000 00 

Making the total estimated expenditure of the year 1825 ......................... . 

And leaving in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1826, an estimated balance of .... . 

$26, '181,444 56 
1,946,59'1 13 

28, '128,041 69 

23,443,9'19 91 

5,284,061 'TS 

Should the expectations formed respecting the receipts in the fourth quarter be realized, the amount 
of receipts for the whole year will have exceeded the estimate presented by the Treasury at the last 
session of Congress by about $500,000. 

It is to be remarked, that of the above estimated balance of $5,284,061 'TS the sum of $3,500,000 is 
not subject to appropriation, being the estimated amount that will remain- on the 31st of December next 
unsatisfied of appropriations heretofore made. These appropriations, being necessary for the objects for 
which they were severally made, are still an existing charge upon the means of the Treasury. 

Of the residuary balance of $1, '184,061 '18, it is proper distinctly to state that about one million 
cannot be counted upon in any estimate of effective funds for the public service. It is made up of 
debts due from various banks whose notes were received by the Government during the suspension of 
specie payments, or which were heretofore used as banks of deposit-debts of which the recovery must, 
in regard to a large part, be doubtful, and, in any case, slow. It may be proper to add that the permanent 
deposits, generally, made in State banks, have recently been withdrawn, or put in train to be so; the 
public exigencies which rendered it necessary to make them, in common with those on which the losses 
above mentioned are likely to occur, no longer existing. Such portions of the deposits as may still remain 
in any of these institutions will be further withdrawn, as circumstances may render just and expedient, 
until these operations are closed; nor will they be renewed where it may be avoidable. 

It may be proper, also, to state that directions have lately been issued to all the Receivers and 
Collectors of the Public Revenue not to receive, in any payments made to them, bank notes of any of 
the State banks of less amount than five dollars. In discountenancing a species of paper circulation 
deemed to be objectionable, reference was had to the authority and example of Congress upon this point, 
as seen in the prohibition to the Bank of the United States, and to the banks existing in the District of 
Columbia, against issuing notes of a lower denomination. To guard against all inconvenience to indi
viduals from the adoption of this measure by the Treasury, especially in the districts where the public 
lands are sold, an adequate previous notice was directed to precede its enforcement. 

VOL. V--31 B 
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2. OF THE PUBLIC DEBT. 

The total amount of funded debt, due on the 1st of October, 1825, (statement No. 3,) was 

Of the above amount, tbe only portion remaining unpaid, of the revolutionary debt, is 
the 3 per cents, amounting to-$13,296,231 45. This sum and the subscription of 
seven millions in the Bank of the United States, at five per cent., ( the United 
States holding an equal amount in the shares of that institution,) are redeemable 
at the pleasure of the Government, making together .......................... . 

The residue of the public debt, contracted subsequently to the 1st of January, 1812, and 
amounting to $60,689,306 27, exists in the following portions, and is redeemable 
at the following periods, viz: 

In 1826, being the residue unpaid of loans made in 1813 ........................... . 
In 1827, being the residue unpaid ofloans made in 1814 .......................... . 
In 1828, being the residue unpaid ofloans made in 1815 .......................... . 
The stock of the foregoing portions of the debt is all at 6 per cent. . 
In 1829, stock at 4½ per cent., being the moiety of 6 per cent. stock of 1813, exchanged 

under the act of Congress of March 3, 1825 .................................. . 
In 1830, stock at 4,½ per cent., being the other moiety exchanged as last above stated .. 
In 1831, stock at 5 per cent.; this is one-third of the sum of $56,704 77, issued in 

exchange for the 6 per cents of 1813, 1814, and 1815, subscribed under the act of 
the 20th of April, 1822 ................................................... . 

In 1832, stock at 5 per cent., being one other third part of the sum subscribed as last 
above stated ............................................................ . 

In 1832, stock at 4½ per cent., borrowed of the Bank of the United States, one half to 
pay the Florida claims, the other half to pay off the 6 per cent. of 1812, m1der the 
act of Congress of May 26, 1824 ........................................... . 

In 1832, stock at 5 per cent., under the act of Congress of May 15, 1820 ............ . 
In 1833, stock at 5 per cent., being the remaining third, subscribed under the act of 

April 20, '1822 .......................................................... . 
In 1833, stock at 4½ per cent., being one moiety of the amount subscribed in exchange 

for 6 per cent. stock of 1813, under the act of May 26, 1824 .................... . 
In 1834, stock at 4½ per cent., being the other moiety subscribed as last above stated 
In 1835, stock at 5 per cent., being the amount iss1,1ed under the act of Congress of 

March 3, 1821 .............. , ............................................ . 

Total redeemable at the period specified ........................................ . 
Total redeemable at the pleasure of the Government ............................. . 

Total amount of funded debt on the 1st day of October, 1825 .............. . 

[No. 'l32. 

$80,985,537 72 

20,296,231 45 

16,2'l0,'l97 24 
13,096,542 90 

9,490,099 10 

792,569 44 
792,569 44 

18,901 59 

.18,901 59 

10,000,000 00 
999,999 13 

18,901 59 

2,227,363 9'l 
2,227,363 98 

4,735,296 30 

60,689,306 27 
20,296,231 45 

80,985,53'l 'l2 

The amount of Treasury notes outstanding on the 1st of October, 1825, is estimated (No. 4) at $16,600 . 
.A.nd the amount of Mississippi stock unredeemed on that day, including awards not applied for, 

(No. 5,) at $7,850 17. 
The foregoing recapitulation exhibits the precise amount of the public debt now due, as well as the 

different periods at which, by the terms of the several loans under which it was contracted, the United 
States are at liberty to pay it off. Of the sum of $11,074,987 79, mentioned under the head of expenditures 
for 1825 as having been paid off in that year, $7, 'l27,052 19 were on account of the principal of the debt, 
and the remainder on account of interest during the first three quarters of the year. Nearly the whole of 
the .principal thus paid was outstanding at an interest·of six per cent. Looking to the above recapitu
lation, it appears that in the years 1826 and 1827 a larger amount of debt becomes redeemable than it 
will fall within the ordinary surplus means of the Government to pay in the course of those years, viz: • 
a sum exceeding sixteen millions • in the former and thirteen millions in the latter year. Both these 
portions of the debt are also at an interest of six per cent. In 1828 the amount redeemable is at a point 
which it may be hoped the stated means of the Treasury for that year will reach; the ability to pay off 
increasing as the process of reduction advances, both by the increasing means of the nation and the annual 
liberation of interest on the amount of debt reduced. But in the year 1829 only a very small amount 
becomes redeemable, viz: less than one million, and in the year 1830 a sum no larger. 

At the period of the last annual report from the Treasury no portion of the debt became redeemable 
in either of those years; and, with a view to a more equal diffusion of payments, as well as to effect a 
saving in interest, it was recommended that the excess of debt which could not, by the ordinary resources 
of the Treasury, be discharged in 1826 and 1827, the debt redeemable in the former year, then standing at 
$19,000,000, should be thrown in equal portions upon the years 1829 and 1830. To carry this recommenda
tion into effect, so far as applied to the year 1826, a loan of twelve millions was recommended, at five per 
ccnt.-one half to be redeemable in 1829, the other half in 1830; the entire twelve millions being intended 
to constitute a fund with which, in conjunction with the annual surplus means of the Treasury, to pay off 
the nineteen millions redeemable in 1826. The principle of the recommendation was adopted by Congress, 
but not its precise terms. An act was passed on the 3d of March, 1825, authorizing an exchange of stock 
to the amount of twelve millions of dollars, at 4½ per cent., for a stock of like amount at 6 per cent., the 
latter being so much of the stock of 1813 as was intended by the act to be redeemed. The act also 
authorized a loan to the same amount, and at the same rate of interest, to accomplish the same object; 
both modes not to be pursued.if either succeeded. The new stock of 4½ per cent., whether proceeding 
from the exchange or the loan, was, by the terms of the act, to be subject to redemption in 1829 and 
1830 in equal portions. The proper measures were taken to execute this act, but have prevailed only to 
a limited extent. 

The operation of exchange which was first resorted to took effect to the amount of $1,585,138 88, 
and this sum, divided into equal parts, forms the two sums that now stand in the general table of the 
debt as redeemable in the ye~rs 1829 and 1830, whilst they have also served to diminish by so much 
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the six per cent. stock of 1813. Proposals for a loan for the residue of the sum wanted were next 
issued, but no offers were received. The causes of the failure, it may be presumed, were the iow rate 
of interest and short periods of redemption held out by the act, in conjunction with an activity in the 
commercial and manufacturing operations of the country, affording higher inducements to the invest
ment of capital. This mode of dealing with the debt, whereby, through the instrumentality of new loans, 
stock at a high interest is converted into a stock at a reduced interest, and whereby, also, the extinguish
ment of the principal is made to fall in payments as nearly equal as may be throughout a given number 
of years, is evidently advantageous to the public, since it not only lessens the national expenditure, on 
account of interest, but guards against the possible accumulation of money in the Treasury in years when 
it might remain inactive towards the progressive reduction of the debt. .A.s it is a mode fully sanctioned 
by Congress heretofore, it is respectfully recommended, on this occasion, that an act be passed, at an 
early day of the session, giving authority to borrow nine millions of dollars at an interest not exceeding 
five per cent., redeemable in equal portions in 1829 and 1830, in order that the Treasury may be enabled 
to pay off, in 1826, the entire remaining amount of the six per cent. stock of 1813, redeemable in that 
year. Nine millions, with the disposable means which the '.l.'reasury will probably have at command in 
1826, it is believed, will form a sum commensurate with this object. Five per cent. is named as the 
maximum of interest, and, considering the short period of redemption, it is not probable that the loan 
could be obtained at a lower rate. '£he contingencies of the money market might, indeed, produce more 
favorable offers; but these are not to be counted upon with any approach to that certainty which 
should form the basis of such a financial operation. 

Should the act in question be passed, it is further respectfully recommended that, in the event of 
the loan being obtained under it, authority be given to issue to the holders of the stock under the 3d of 
March last, exchanged stock equal to the amount of the subscription before stated, viz: $1,585,138 88, 
bearing the same rate of interest as that which may be issued under the act proposed. The two acts 
will have bad precisely the same object. The second, should it succeed, will only have consummated an 
operation which will date its inception from the first. It is therefore considered that it will belong to a 
proper estimate of good faith to place the stockholders under both acts upon a footing of equality. '£hose 
who were willing to accede to the terms of the Government at an early day in this transaction should 
not be left in a worse situation than those who may have held back in the hope of better offers. Let all 
be treated alike. It is thus that the Government will exalt itself before the nation. It is thus that, 
substituting an expanded justice for the mere letter of a bargain, it will be likely to invite still larger 
confidence in future. It is thus that it will ultimately be the gainer by that connexion invariably sub
sisting between the permanent interest of every Government, and its standing of unimpeachable and 
spontaneous equity in the eyes of the public creditor. 

Should an act for the loan of five millions be passed, a considerable surplus of the debt at 6 per cent. 
will still remain to be provided for the service of 182'1. More than thirteen millions of the stock of 
1814 becoming redeemable in 182'1, the whole cannot be redeemed in that year but with the aid of a loan. 
A loan of six millions would be sufficient, in all probability, for this purpose, and is accordingly recom
mended. '.!.'he interest not to exceed five per cent., and the amount to be also subject to redemption in 
1829 and 1830 in equal portions. The effect of the two loans recommended, which it would be most 
desirable to authorize in distinct acts, would, it is believed, be to enable the Government to redeem 
the whole of the 6 per cent. stock of 1813 and 1814 in the course of 1826 and 182'7. It would also throw 
upon each of the years 1829 and 1830 an amount of debt equal to about eight millions and a half, instead 
of less than one million, according to the distribution as at present existing. The only remaining stock 
of six per cent. would then be that of 1815, in amount under nine millions and a half, redeemable in 1828. 
Should no unforeseen expenditures arise, and a proper economy be kept up in the public administration, 
it may reasonably be hoped, as before intimated, that the surplus revenue at the disposal of the Treasury 
in 1828 will be equal to the reimbursement of that sum. .After 1830 the whole amount of debt, on the 
results herein assumed, would stand at about forty millions; full one-half of which will be redeemable at 
the pleasure of the Government. No portion of it will be at an interest exceeding five per cent., whilst 
the principal part will be at a rate still lower. With these views of the public debt, so encouraging in 
their bearing upon its speedy, certain, and regular extinguishment, it is not deemed necessary to recom
mend, at present, any other measures in relation to it than the two loans described. 

3. OF THE ESTIMATE OF THE PUBLIC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FOR 1826. 

The public revenue is derived in an amount so preponderating from foreign commerce that the state 
of the latter is always to be chiefly looked to in every prospective view of the national income. As the 
internal business of the country has worn a character of activity and increase during the present year, 
so has also its foreign trade by that close connexion which subsists between them. The exports for the 
year ending on the 30th of September last, have exceeded ninety-two millions of dollars. The imports 
have exceeded ninety-one millions. Of the exports, upwards of sixty-six millions were of domestic and 
the remainder of foreign productions. 

Of the imports, upwards of eighty-six millions were in American vessels. Of th':l exports, upwards of 
eighty-one millions. Considering that the vessels of those foreign nations with which the United States 
have the most extensive commercial intercourse are now placed upon a footing of equality as to duties 
and charges of whatever kind in our ports with the vessels of the United States, this heavy excess of 
American tonnage is a signal proof of the flourishing state of our navigation. It may serve to show bow 
the efficient protection extended to it by the early laws of Congress succeeded in establishing it in a 
manner to meet and overcome all competition. Before the era of those laws it is known how this great 
interest languished; how little able it proved, before the auxiliary band of Government was stretched out, 
to support itself against the established superiority and overwhelming competition which it bad to face 
in the world. 

The foregoing amount of exports exceeds by about seventeen millions of dollars the average amount 
for the three years preceding. The imports exceed by about eleven IIlillions the same average. Whilst 
this large excess of exports during the past year arises chiefly from the produce of the soil, it is satis
factory to know that domestic manufactures have lent their contribution. Of the latter there have been 
exported to the value of between five and six millions of dollars; this is an excess of eight hundred 
thousand dollars over those exported in 1824, and of more than two millions of dollars over those 
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exported in 1823. The progressive increase in this branch of in~ustry is naturally ascribable to the new 
tariff. 

The effects of the tariff upon the course of our foreign trade in other respects have as yet been but 
very partially disclosed. More time must elapse before such a body of successive facts can be presented 
under it as may lay a foundation for confident conclusions. The law itself, by the terms of its enactment, 
has not yet come into full operation in all its parts; and the returns in possession of the Treasury are 
not yet complete, even for the short period during which-its principal provisions have had any efficacy. 
One thing seems apparent, that its effect, up to the present period, has not been to diminish the general 
aggregate of the foreign trade of the country. In estimating the value of the importations for the last 
year it is probable tI1at even an increase will be found to have taken place in some articles on which the 
duties were raised, as in fabrics of cotton, and in several articles composed of iron, whilst in other 
articles of this last material, as well as some articles composed of wool, a decrease will be observable. 
But a fact challenges notice, that can scarcely have been without its operation upon our importations 
during the commercial year just closed: it is the extensive changes that were announced in March last 
in the tariff of Great Britain. The trade of that country exerts such an influence upon the trade of other 
countries that any important alterations in the for~er must always be likely to affect, to a greater or 
less extent, t_he markets of Europe and of the commercial world. The larger admission into England, 
which the above changes authorized, of the commodities of other countries, heretofore positively or 
virtually excluded for ages from her ports, must have affected the prices of a portion, at lea&t, of those 
commodities by the prospect of a new vent thus suddenly opened to them. This is known to have been 
the case in regard to some commodities, the duties upon which were lowered by the British tariff; which 
commodities are, also, amongst those imported from Europe into the United States. It is presumable 
that it may have been the case in regard to others less distinctly known. Hence, the additional value 
of foreign merchandise imported into the United States during the past year cannot, in all cases, be 
taken as the true measure of an additional quantity, the laws of the United States requiring the value 
of foreign articles to be fixed at the port of exportation, and at the time of exportation. These changes 
in the British laws of trade, operating simultaneously with the new tariff at its commencement, increases 
the difficulty of ascertaining at this juncture the exact effects of the latter, even for a single year, upon 
the course of the foreign trade of the United States. 

The importations for the year heing so large, and the provisions of the new tariff mainly attaching 
to them, a corresponding amount of revenue will arise from this source during the year. .Accordingly, 
the gross amount of duties accruing upon imports and tonnage from the 1st of January to the 30th of 
September last is estimated at twenty-five millions five hundred thousand dolla~s. The gross amount 
that will probably accrue for the whole year is estimated at thirty-one millions. Should this amount 
prove to be correct, it will exceed by six millions of dollars the amount which has accrued during any 
one year since the excessive importations that immediately followed the war, viz: those of 1815 and 
1816. 

In estimating the clear revenue that may be expected to arise from the duties of the year, the amount . 
of them to be drawn back on exportations of a portion of the articles on which they have accrued, the 
losses that may happen, and the expenses of collection, are all to be taken into consideration. The duties 
secured by bond during one year are chiefly payable in the year that follows. A portion is payable in the 
same year; but this is generally counterbalanced by the portion that also becomes payable in the next 
year on the importations of that year. It will be more than counterbalanced if the importations prove 
greater, and will not be met if they prove less. Debenture certificates for payment of drawback being 
demandable at any time within a year after the importa:tion of the articles intended to be exported, the 
number and amount of them chargeable upon the accruing duties of the year can never be accurately 
foreknown. -

The debentures issued during the first three quarters of the present year amounted to $4,489, 'rlO 29. 
This is more by $1,53'r,'rl0 99 than those issued during the corresponding period of the preceding year. 
The amount of those outstanding on the 30th of September last, and chargeable upon the revenue of 1826, 
was $1,858,315 64, which is more by $854,313 64 than was chargeable on the same day, in 1824, upon 
the revenue of 1825. , 

The amount of duty bonds in suit on the 30th of September last was $2,98'r,34'r 22, which is 
$92,'r91 98 more than was in suit on the same day in the year preceding. 

Deducing from the foregoing statements the conclusion and probabilities that may at present seem 
warrantable, the receipts for 1826 are estimated as follows, viz: 

From customs ................................................................ . 
From public lands ............................................................. . 
From bank dividends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................................ . 
From miscellaneous and incidental receipts ....................................... . 

$24,000,000 00 
1,000,000 00 

385,000 00 
115,000 00 

Making an aggregate of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25,500,000 00 

The expenditures of the year are estimated as follows, viz: 
Civil, miscellaneous, and diplomatic ............................... . 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, Indian department, 

revolutionary and military pensions, arming the militia, and arrear-
ages prior to the 1st of January, 1817 ......................... . 

Na val service, including the gradual increase of the Navy ........... . 
Public debt ............................................ -......... . 

Making together .......................................... . 

2,032,454 66 

5,525,662 55 
3,026,612 81 

10,000,000 00 

Which will leave in the Treasury on the 31st December, 1826, after satisfying all the de-

20,584) 'r30 02 

mands of that year, a surplus, estimated at.................................... 4,915,269 98 

If the remark be entitled to any attention, that the recent alterations in the British laws of trade 
have affected the importations into the United States during the existing year, by increasing their ad 
valorem amount, it ought not to create surprise if the value of importations in 1826 should fall below 
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those of 1825, because, admitting that those laws served, on their first promulgation, to enhance the price 
of certain enumerated commodities in the markets of Europe, it is not probable that this effect of them 
will be either extensive or permanent. One of their main provisions is known to consist in a reduction 
of the duties upon a list of articles manufactured in the different countries of Europe as well as in Britain. 
But the most important articles of this list were already so thoroughly established in the manufactories of 
Britain as to be beyond the reach of competition from abroad. Hence, the privilege of introducing them 
there, and especially to any large extent, (meaning for consumption in Britain, without here alluding to 
her warehousing system,) must prove, in the end, to be nominal rather than real. Among the list are 
seen fabrics of woolen, of cotton, of linen, of hardware; and the new scale of duties is to have added to 
them in every case the amount of any internal excise duty previously existing, or which may at any time 
afterwards be imposed upon the same articles when manufactured in England. The forecast of that 
country, in all that relates to the interests of her manufactures, justifies the belief that she will not fail 
to conciliate the continued protection of them with whatever other abrogations she may ingraft upon her 
commercial code, either in relation to other nations ·of the world, or to her own dependencies in whatever 
part of it. 

It has been seen how largely the exportation of our own manufactures during the past year has 
exceeded the exportations of the two years preceding. It may be added that in no previous year since 
the foundation of the Government has the exportation of American manufactures reached an !),mount at all 
approaching to that of 1825. This is known from official documents as far back as 1803, and no doubt 
can be entertained of its being true for the remainder of the period. This fact, in conjunction with the 
increasing consumption of these manufactures at home, and not less of their improving quality, gives 
gratifying assurance of the progress of this most important branch of the national industry. It may be 
considered as marking the commencement of an epoch in the national resources, since an intimate 
connexion is believed to exist between the full encouragement and success of domestic manufactures 
and the wealth, the power, and the happiness of the country. The United States would, it is thought, 
overlook what is due to the essential interests of their agriculture, which can never reach the full point 
of prosperity but under the constant and various demand of the home market; of their foreign commerce, 
which can never expand to its full limit of activity, or reap its full measure of riches, but with the aids 
of an active home trade, and of an export trade enhanced in its value by being diversified in its objects; 
of the exuberance of their soil, yielding the best materials for so many of the fabrics which conduce to 
the wants, the comforts, and the refinements of the social state; of the industry, the enterprise, the fru
gality of their people; of the unrivalled equality of their laws, which, interdicting exclusive rights and 
monopolies, invites the most energetic exertions of every individual in the field of competition; and, finally, 
of the advantages flowing from the absence of pecuniary exactions, by the hand of Government, upon the 
internal products and labor of the country, if they do not vigorously uphold the manufactures of the COlmtry, 
now, for the first time, appearing to be upon the eve of striking root. It is a commencement that deserves 
every seasonable improvement. The territorial size and fertility of a country depend upon nature or upon 
accident. Both the one and the other may exist upon the largest scale, but in vain, if a provident Govern-' 
ment do not second these gifts, whilst nations destitute of them, and struggling against positive obstacles 
of nature, are seen to arrive, through the wisdom of their policy, at the heights of prosperity and renown. 
To give perfection to ihe industry of a country rich in the gifts of nature, and blessed in the beneficence of 
its Government; to draw out its obvious resources, and seek constantly for new ones, ever ready to unfold 
themselves to diligent inquiry, urged on by adequate motives; to augment the number and variety of occu
pations for its inhabitants; to hold out to every degree of labor, and to every modification of skill, its appro
priate object and inducement; these rank among the highest ends of legislation. To organize the whole 
labor of a ·country; to entice into the widest ranges its mechanical and intellectual capabilities, instead of 
suffering them to slumber; to call forth, whenever bidden, latent ingenuity, giving to effort activity, and to 
emulation ardor; to create employment for the greatest amount of numbers, by adapting it to the diversified 
faculties, propensities, and situations of men, so that every particle of ability, every shade of genius, 
may come into requisition, is, in other words, to lift up the condition of a country, to increase its fiscal 
energy, to multiply the means and sources of its opulence, to imbue it with the elements of general as 
well as lasting strength and prosperity. It is in the destiny of nations that the highest points of advance
ment are not to be arrived at but through the complicated yet harmonious action of these elements. 
That extensive and flourishing manufactures, with the train of useful arts allied to them, tend to propel 
nations in this onward course, is a maxim believed to be enforced by the best lights of experience, and to 
be of peculiar application to the United States under the present circumstances of their interior and external 
condition. By a flourishing state of manufactures we shall see rising up a new class of capitalists, 
rivalling, in the extent and usefulnes of their operations, and in the amount of their gains, the wealthiest 
of our merchants; spreading, too, by the education and habits for which their pursuits when largely 
conducted make a call, useful knowledge and science wherever those pursuits concentre. By a flourishing 
state of manufactures we shall see the gains of the merchant augmented even in his trade of imports, 
since, for every foreign fabric excluded from consumption by the ultimate use of the rival fabric at home, 
other fabrics will find their way to us, consumption having no limits but the ability to buy, and this 
ability invariably increasing as home manufactures assume variety and attain perfection. It is then that 
they create and diffuse wealth by what is the only true foundation of it in a nation, the universal, subdi
vided, and successful industry of the people. It is then that they make a call for an abundant circulating 
medium by quickening the operations of purchase and sale. It is then that they attract the precious 
metals to a country, and, beyond any other power of retention, keep them there. By numerous manu
factures we shall see agriculture, the first pillar in the State, stand firm; for when they shall have raised 
up new capitalists, who so sure to maintain profitable dealing with them as the owner of the soil? For 
the treasures that cover its surface and that lie beneath it he is then sure to find a market both regular 
and growing, whatever the political or mercantile vicissitudes at a distance, and as sure to buy at cheap 
rates the fabrics that he wants, cheapness being the necessary consequence of full competition among· a 
powerful class of artisans at home. By numerous manufactures, in :fine, we shall see reared up in the 
State that additional pillar which, standing in the middle, is indispensable to the stability of the other 
two; .for the State must be in a false position, lying perpetually at the· mercy of extrinsic events, when 
reposmg only upon foreign commerce and agriculture. The great intermediate interest, strengthening 
and upholding both the others, is manufactures. When to the complete establishment of these the internal 
improvement of the country shall have been superadded, the farmer of the United States cannot but 
perceive that the measure of his prosperity is made potentially full. Discouraging distances between 
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himself and his customers exist no longer. Through the wisdom of art the obstacles of nature disappear. 
He sees combined with the advantages of a country of almost boundless extent and capacity of produc
tion the facilities of a quick intercourse, which compensate to small countries the want of these advan
tages. He sees time anticipated in the effective augmentation of our numbers, for, as with machinery in 
manufactures, so with canals and good highways, they change the relative weakness of thin and scattered 
into the activity and power of a condensed population, thereby exemplifying the highest wisdom of legis
lation; the noblest works of Government, guided by the intelligence and stimulated by the energy of 
freedom. 

In giving these opinions in favor of domestic manufactures, it is known that other opinions exist on 
this subject, claiming the support of distinguished names both at home and abroad. For these opinions, 
as they have from time to time been witnessed in the discussions of the legislative hall at home, the 
utmost deference is felt. Nevertheless, it is deemed proper to communicate with candor those contained 
in this report, deliberately weighed as they have been, and uttered as they also are, under the obligations 
of official duty. In the submission of plans for the improvement of the public revenue, none occur more 
likely to prove salutary than those that look to the fostering of manufactures, under the truth that in the 
multiplied productions of nature and art in a country, the result of industry and skill everywhere diffused, 
lie the best and only foundations of finance. When the people of a country are universally and profitably 
employed, the aggregate of individual becomes the surest measure of national prosperit;i.; and revenue 
for the public occasions will always be at hand, under whatever forms the Government may deem it most 
expedient and least burdensome to call it forth. The facts of the world are on the side of these opinions, 
it being incontestable that nations which have reached the most imposing heights of physical and intel
lectual power are those in which manufactures have been the most numerous, and arrived at the greatest 
perfection. It is more applicable to add that this perfection, amongst the nations where it has been most 
conspicuous, has been achieved through the most comprehensive and vigorous protection afforded to this 
kind of industry-a protection persevered in throughout ages, and never given up whilst its objects 
remained unaccomplished. The speculative economists of Europe are in opposition to the experience that 
sm:rounds them, and not less frequently to each other and to themselves, when they would hold up to 
any one nation the asserted benefits of an opposite system. "France," says one of her most celebrated 
writers of this class, (but who knows how to reconcile the enlightened ideas of free trade with those first 
duties that every nation owes to itself,) "is, probably, indebted for the beauty of her silk and woolen 
manufactures to the wise encouragement of that administration which advanced to the manufacturers 
two thousand francs for every loom at work." The same writer, (Say,) whilst describing the condition 
of some of the provinces of that country, and which, as he says, wanted nothing but towns to bring them 
into high cultivation, adds, "that hopeless, indeed, would bG their situation were France to adopt the 
system which recommends the purchase of manufactures from foreign countries with the raw produce of 
domestic agriculture." France still adheres, in the midst of riches and power, to the practice on which 
these sentiments are founded. Nor is the example Qf Britain, up to this very moment, less absolute or 
less instructive. The prohibitions, the bounties, the high duties, the penalties, by force of which, 
throughout a long tract of time, the manufactures of that country have gained so much excellence, never, 
in anywise, abated until, by the recent avowals of her statesmen, high in intelligence, as authority, 
British fabrics were not merely certain to continue the supply, immense as it is known to be, of the home 
demand, but to find their way, in a proportion far greater than those from any other country, into all 
the markets of the world. The United States, with a combination of natural and political advantages as 
transcendent in number as degree, have before them these and other examples; the lights of co-existent 
nations; the amplest demonstrations of experience for building up their manufactures; and by that 
vigilant legislative assistance, without which they have never been known in any country to establish 
themselves in large or durable pre-eminence. Nor has this policy been found to interfere with an 
abundant foreign commerce in the wealthiest and most industrious nations. It has, on th~ contrary, 
carried its bounds still further, since every nation, by its habits and position, will always command 
superior facilities for excelling in certain branches of labor and art, which it therefore chiefly cherishes, 
leaving to other nations the opportunity of excelling in other branches, or of running the career of 
beneficial rivalry in the same; by which system the artificial productions of the world are augmented and 
improved, and the fields of traffic, through the increasing desires and varying tastes of mankind, as 
opulence and civilization make new advances, more and more extended and enriched. If the nations of 
Europe, whose industry and interchanges move in circles geographically proximate to each other, have 
yet adopted this policy, or have fallen back in their prosperity by the fact of its absence; if those nations 
that have adopted it are still seen to keep to it, or have only swerved from it after its ends have been 
attained, by stronger reason should the United States act upon it. Their remoteness from all the chief 
sources of supply of manufactured articles forms the additional motive, not to invoke that which might 
be drawn from the burdens, and even exclusions, still in full existence in other countries against some of 
their primary productions. That a populous and independent nation, a nation civilized since the moment 
of its existence, and whose institutions, by their essential principle, tend to accelerate it in the career of 
intellectual and social, as already they have conferred upon it political eminence, should have continued, 
as long as the United States have done, to derive from a distance, to be computed only by the space of 
oceans, so many of the fabrics which conduce to the necessary or tasteful accommodations of life, if not 
without precedent, has, perhaps, not before existed in the case of any other nation upon the same 
extensive scale. Without adverting to the contingencies which may diminish or cut off this supply from 
remote hemispheres, the very deterioration to which time, and more frequently casualty, expose no incon
siderable portion of these fabrics before the natural and intended uses of them can be exhausted, and 
where the skill that made is too often alone competent to renovate or repair, becomes, by so much, a 
dead loss to the capital of the importer or consumer, and consequently to that of the nation. The amount 
of it would go far, it is believed, towards forming a fund for encouraging the equally perfect fabrication 
at home of most of the articles of foreign origin, consigned, by the cause alluded to, to premature 
inutility or destruction. Besides the advantages of manufactures for home use, the present moment is 
deemed to be peculiarly auspicious, not to say urgent, for fostering them, from the situation and circum
stances of the rest of the world. An era has arrived, upon which after ages are to look back as to a 
point in the commercial destinies of mankind. The colonial system is fast falling to pieces: over immense 
regions it is totally gone, involving the certainty of changes both in the channels and the objects of 
trade, as vast as they will be various. The family_of nations has been extended; new continents, new 
oceans, are opened to independent intercourse, to a just and equal participation in the benefits of which 
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the United States cannot but be alive. These benefits they can scarcely derive to the full and proper 
extent but by giving themselves t-0 the large fabrication of those works of art for which their climate, 
their productions, and the skill and capital of which their citizens are already in possession, especially 
qualify them. The course of their export trade for the last two years, as stated in this report, is an 
encouraging omen of their ability and aptitude to enter this new and great :field of competition. Not to 
follow up such beginnings by timely and judicious measures, might be to let opportunities pass not 
always to be recalled. Whilst nations, shut out by their limited territory from agricultural products as 
the basis of foreign trade, have yet pushed the latter to its furthest limits by manufacture alone as that 
basis, it is the favored lot of the United States to SUJ?>eradd to the extent and riches of their soil a state 
of social advancement and an amount of town population already equal to the most extensive and varied 
operations of manufacturing industry. Not to found establishments by which this species of profitable 
industry may take life and spread over the land, would, it is believed, be to forget alike what is due to 
the best interests of agriculture on the one hand, and to the further enlargement of our commercial 
power upon the other. 

In expressing the convictions embraced in the foregoing remarks, it is not intended to close them by 
recommending any general revision of the tariff as :fixed by the act of Congress of the 22d May, 1824. 
But it is deemed proper, under cover of them, respectfully to submit the expediency of effectually 
increasing the existing duties upon all manufactures of cotton of a fine quaJ,ity. 

The facilities and inducements to the fabrication of cottons of every description in the United States 
are so great that the most beneficial consequences may be anticipated from the full establishment of this 
manufacture in all its finer branches, in like manner as, by the protection already afforded to cotton 
fabrics in the coarser branches, we have seen these latter established with advantages so manifold and 
decided. .And should we establish completely the former also, such is the quantity in which we produce 
the raw material of this prominent manufacture of modern times, and, what is still more important, such 
is its quality, that there is no cause for apprehending that our immense exportations of it abroad will stop; 
on the contrary, it may be expected that they will go on progressively increasing. 

Concurrently with this recommendation for an augmentation of duties on all cotton manufactures of 
fine quality, it is deemed advisable to submit also the expediency of lowering, to a small extent, the 
duties at present existing upon teas, upon coffee, and upon cocoa. -

These articles, especially the two former, are of such large consumption in the United States as to 
take rank among the necessaries of life. They go to make up a part of the daily beverage of the poor as 
well as the rich, and should, therefore, not be pressed upon too heavily by the hand of taxation in any 
form; the less as they trench upon no rival production at home. Their more enlarged consumption would 
tend to increase, in corresponding proportion, the demand for sugar, thereby fostering a valuable produc
tion of some of our own States. The more widely, also; the habit of their use can be extended, the 
greater, it is believed, would be the prospect of seeing lessened the consumption of ardent spirits, so 
baneful in their effects upon the industry, the health, and the morals of the community. Under these 
views alone, regarding their connexion with the public prosperity and individual happiness, any tempo
rary or partial loss to the revenue that might result from an adoption of this last recommendation ought 
to be considered as compensated. It is not, however, certain that such loss would result, from the 
increased demand that might be expected to grow up for these articles, by a reduction of the present 
impositions upon them. .As regards teas, it may be added, as an additional motive to the recommen
dation, that, under the present duties, there is reason to apprehend some falling off, ultimately, in our 
China trade, from the late laws and regulations of Britain, bearing upon this important article of 
merchandise. The interests of a valuable portion of our foreign trade, therefore, and of our shipping, 
appear t-0 be at stake in fixing the duties upon teas of all kinds at rates somewhat lower than as at 
present established. 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
RICH.ARD RUSH. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Deceml:Jer 22, 1825. 

A. 

A slalenient exhihiling the amount of duties which accrued on merchand'ise, tonnage, passports, and clearances; 
qf debentures -issued on the exportation of foreign merchandi,se; of payments for drawback on domestic 
distilled spi1-its and domestic refined sugar exported; of bounties on salted fish exported; of allowances to 
vessels employed in the fisheries; of expenses of collection; and of payments made into the Treasury during 
the yea1· ending on the 31st day of Deceml:Jer, 1824. 

Duties on merchandise ......................................................... . 
Duties on tonnage, &c ......................................................... . 
Duties on passports and clearances .............................................. . 

. Debentures issued ............................................................ . 
Drawback on domestic distilled spirits and domestic refined sugar .................. . 
Bounties and allowances ...................................................... . 
Gross revenue ............................................................... . 
Expenses of collection ........................................................ . 
Net revenue ................................................................. . 
Payments made into the Treasury ............................................... . 

$25,494,628 55 
126,516 44 
10,986 00 

4,277,923 74 
1,973 48 

214,870 88 
21,137,362 89 

751,932 47 
20,385,430 42 
17,878,325 71 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ste1.Js Office, Deceml:Jer 21, 1825. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi.ster. 

[Statement B, giving the details of the revenue from customs in 1824, will be furnished by the 30th 
instant; and C, relating t-0 the tonnage employed in foreign trade, will accompany it.] 
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Lands sold and moneys receii:ed for lands from the 1st of January, 1824, to the 31st ef December, 1824, and 
ef payments made into the Treasury during the same period on account ef public lands. 

AMOUNT RECEIVED. EXPENSES• 

OFFICES. 

e " "' '- "' 
~ I~ iiL ~ 
·= ~~ 
"' ~ .s ... J,,, 0 :ij ,,, ... 
~ §j -<E ... - ~ .s 
~ a~~~ 

"' o- 0 ru.:: = ! " s ~1"""1 s::..~ 
~ <: 

.11cres. 
9,698.59 ~12,209 06 ~,001 32 $14,210 38 l\Iarictta..... .....••..... .................... $1,346 06 .............. $12,356 54 

24,215.84 30,357 72 8,607 71 38,965 43 Zanesville.................................... 1,959 08 ~o 08 39,211 94 
29,063.91 36,628 67 5,575 61 42,204 28 Steubenville. ...... ••..•. .•..•. ..•• •..••. •... 2,185 13 .... •..•.• .... 39,9-29 94 
16,183.81 20,229 65 4,718 58 24,948 23 Chilicothe. .... .... .... ...... ...•.. ..•... ••.. 1,805 36 .......... .... 22,!!67 05 
27,856.91 35,158 97 18,465 39 53,624 36 Cincinnati.................... . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . 2,496 30 . . . . . •. . . . . . .• 42,260 74 
30,098.58 38,369 00 8,161 94 46,530 94 Wooster..................................... 2,097 26 .............. 43,207 45 
2,415.06 3,018 88 

•••••••••••••• 
3,018 88 Piqua........................................ 1,089 37 .... •••••• •••. 2,308 45 

27,219.31 34,0-24 13 •••••••••••••• 34,024 13 Delaware •••• •••• ... . . . •• . . . ......... ........ 1,793 67 . . .. .... •..... 32,087 90 

11,313.34 14,141 65 10,748 63 24,890 28 Jeffersonville................................. 1,804 70 ...... •.•. •••. 17,117 95 
12,283.52 15,694 59 6,637 73 22,332 32 Vincennes. • • . . . • • . . . . . • . • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • l, 816 92 . . . • . . . . . • • • . . 23,490 05 
60,683.23 76,254 06 .............. 76,254 06 Brookville • ••• :...... •••.•• .... •••• •• .. •••••• 2,725 93 •.....•.•• •·•• 77,515 41 
69,203.40 80,074 01 

•••••••••••••• 
80,074 01 Crawfordville .... •. .• •••. •••• •.•• •••..• ••.••• 31211 84 ...••. ..•• •••. 77,558 70 

1,075,0-2 1,34:J 74 
•••••••••••••• 

1,343 74 Fort Wayne.................................. 1,085 07 .... ••.••. •.•• 7,400 00 
1,278.28 1,597 85 1,666 96 3,264 81 l{askaskia •••.•••••••••••••• •••••. •••• •••• •••• 1,303 72 . ... ..••.. •. •• 37 00 
2,278.66 2,982 32 1,869 20 4,851 52 Shawneetown.. . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . • . . • • . • • • . . . . . 1, 715 71 • • . . • • . . . . • .. . 2, 960 59 
5,541.30 6,9-26 64 554 0-2 7,480 66 Edwardsville................................. 2,082 70 .••. ..•..• ••.. 15,950 25 

614.00 767 50 ••••••••••••• 
_ 767 50 Vandalia.... ••.. ...••.•... ••...... .. . . ..•••. 1,60-2 99 ..............•••• •••••. •••• 

Palestine...... ...... .... .... ••.. .... .... •.•. 11,936.63 14,921 26 ..•.•. .... ••.. 14,921 26 1,379 31 .... •.•... •••. 4,000 00 
Sangamon.................................... 22,339.10 27,9-23 89 ••.• ••.••. .... 27,9-23 89 2,374 33 .... ..•..• •••. 51,721 53 

Detroit •••••• ···················••·•••••·•··· 61,917.15 77,768 69 115 68 77,884 37 2,520 75 •••• ...... •••• 50,0-26 01 
Monroe...................................... 16,329.53 20,436 89 .... •·•••• •••• 20,436 89 1,372 19 ........................... . 
St. Louis.................................... 18,363.45 22,954 45 6,684 29 29,638 74 21036 69 .... •••·•• •.•• 25,541 78 
Palmyra .................................................................. •·•·····••···· •••••• : ................................................ . 
Franklin. ..••.• ..•. •...•. •...•. ..•.•.•... ...• 34,400.58 45,331 28 5,330 19 50,661 47 2,833 47 .•.. ..•••. .. 861457 24 
Cape Girardeau............................... 13,677.60 17,096 98 •••• ...... •••• 17,096 98 2,193 90 ...... .... .... 14,319 00 
Lexington. •. ... ... ... • ••.••. ........ •. .. .... 20,343.49 25,430 57 •• • • •. •. .. •• .• 251430 57 1,247 59 ........................... . 
Batesville.................................... 2,088.43 2,610 53 •••• •.•... .... 2,610 53 1,804 91 .... •..... •... 202 33 
Little Roek • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 889,36 1,111 75 • • . . . • . . . . •. . . 1,111 75 945 15 .......................... .. 
Ouachita...... .... .... ...... .....• .......... .... ..•... .... .••• .....• •... ••.. •••... .... .... .•.... ••.. 1,029 0-2 ......................... . 
Opelousas................................... 3,627.26 4,534 06 795 74 5,329 80 1,088 92 .............. 3,000 00 
New Orleans................................. .•......•. .... .... .......... ••••••••.. .... .............. 1,000 00 •···•••••·•··· ............. . 
St. Helena Court-House •. . . . . •. .. .. .• •• .. .... .•.. ...•.. .. .• . . . . ...... .. .• ••.. .. ... . .... .. . . . . .•.. .... 1,000 00 .......................... .. 
Washington.................................. 10,269.22 12,836 46 7,716 58 20,553 04 3,295 53 462 24 17,500 00 
Jackson Court-House......................... 320.00 400 00 •• •• •• •••• •• .• 400 00 682 63 ........................... . 
Choctaw District .••....•....••••.......••.... 70,612.52 91,137 73 

•••••••••••••• 
91,137 73 1,949 44 .............. 70,977 94 

St. Stephen's ............................... . 23,579.92 29,465 98 1,933 86 31,399 84 3,571 68 . ............. 41,264 01 
Huntsville ...................... , ....•....... 8,019.15 10,0-23 98 5,076 43 15,100 41 2,610 86 . ............. 7,720 61 
Cababa ..................................... . 75,531.70 109,966 90 14,230 73 124,197 63 4,669 53 11 25 104,461 74 
Tuscaloosa.••·••• ........................... . 16,883.60 21,104 71 . ............. 21,104 71 1,507 13 •••••••••••••• 

19,166 00 
Sparta ..................................... . 7,171.59 8,964 48 

•••••••••••••• 
8,964 48 1,286 72 .............. 31,700 00 

749,823.04 953,799 03 110,890 59 1,064,689 62 74,621 56 493 77 984,418 15 

E. 
Statement ef the moneys receii:ed into the Treasury from all other sources than customs and public lands during 

the year 1824. 

Dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States .................. . 
From arrears of old direct tax of 1798 ............................... . 

new direct tax ..................................... . 
new internal revenue ............................... . 

Fees on letters patent ............................................. . 
Cents coined at the Mint ........................................... . 
Passage money of American seamen returned ........................ . 
Surplus emoluments of officers of the customs ........................ . 
Interest on balances due by the Bank of Elkton to the United States ..... . 
Received under the act to abolish the United States trading establishment 
Moneys previously advanced on account of prisoners of war ........... . 
Ditto military pensions ............................................ . 

Balances of advances made to the War Department, repaid under the 
3d section of the act of May 1, 1820 ............................ . 

Loan of five millions of dollars, at 4½ per cent., to provide for the awards 

$350,000 00 
5,203 50 

998 46 
34,663 37 
6,270 00 

15,475 00 
10 00 

31,490 56 
2,085 33 

22,519 20 
3,708 62 

563 00 

45,481 89 

5,000,000 00 

$122,98'l 04 

under the Spanish treaty ..................................... . 
5,518,468 93 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regwter. 
TREASURY DEPARTlIENT, Regi.ster's Office, Decernhe,· 81 1825. 
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F. 

Staiement of the exptmditures of the United Stales for the year 1824. 

CIVIL, MISCELLANEOUS, AND DIPLOMATIC, VIZ: 

Legislature ....................................................... . 
Executive Department ..................... •.• ....................... . 
Officers of the Mint ................................................ . 
Surveying Department ............................................. . 
Commissioner of the Public Buildings ................................ . 
Governments in the Territories of the United States ................... . 
Judiciary ............................. ,. ........................... . 

Annuities and grants .............................................. . 
Mint Establishment .......................... .-.-.................... . 
Unclaimed merchandise .................. • .......................... . 
Light-house Estreblishment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Surveys of public lands .................................... -........ . 
Registers and Receivers of Land Offices ....................... : ...... . 
Boundary lines between Missouri and Arkansas ..... -. ; ................ . 
Land claims in Florida Territory. ; .. ; : . ~ ... ~ . : ..... ; ................ . 
Land claims in St. Helena land district .... ; ....... ~ ................. . 
Repairing the road from Cumberland to Ohio .......................... . 
Roads within the Indian Territory, from Nashville to New Orleans ...... . 
Roads within the State of Indiana ................................... . 
Roads, canals, &c., within the State of Alabama ....................... . 
Roads and canals within the State of Missouri. ....................... . 
Payment to Ohio of the net proceeds of lands sold under the 3d section of 

the act of February 28, 1823 .................................... . 
Marine Hospital Establishment ...................................... . 
Public buildings in Washington ..................................... . 
Accommodation for the President's household ......................... . 
Payment of balances due to officers of old internal revenue and direct tax:. 
Payment of balances to Collectors of new internal revenue ............. . 
Payment of certain certificates ..................................... . 
Miscellaneous expenses ............................................ . 

Diplomatic Department ............................................ . 
Missions to the independent nations on the American continent ......... . 
Contingent expenses of foreign intercourse ........................... . 
Relief and protection of American seamen ........................... . 
Treaty with Spain. . . . . ........................................... . 
Treaty of Ghent, 6th and '7th articles ................................ . 
Treaty of Ghent, 1st article ........................................ . 
Treaties with Mediterranean Powers ................................. . 
Claims on Spain ................................................... . 

MIOT.ARY DEPARTMENT, VIZ: 

Pay of the Army .................................................. . 
Subsistence ....................................................... . 
lt'orage ........................................................... . 
Purchasing Department ............................................ . 
Medical and Hospital Department ................................... . 
Contingent expenses .............................................. _ .. 
Ordnance ........................................................ . 
Quartermaster's Department ........................................ . 
Repairs and contingencies of fortifications ............................ . 
Fort Monroe ...................................................... . 
Fort Calhoun .........................................•............. 
Fort Washington ..... : ............................................ . 
Fort Delaware .................................................... . 
Fort Mobile Point .................................................. . 
Fort Rigolets ..................................................... . 
Fort Jackson ...................................................... . 
Fort Brenton's Point ............................................... . 
Fort New Utrecht Point ....................... : .................... . 

$603,'738 39 
4'73,3'70 46 

9,310 00 
12,2'72 30 

1,500 00 
26,632 '79 

209,442 30 

1,953 02 
29,469 '76 

'76'7 99 
153,4.19 96 
108,891 00 

1,206 00 
1,000 00 

13,564 92 
1,93'7 50 

1'7,000 00 
7,920 00 

11,462 '73 
32,969 01 
3,~82 '79 

10,206 41 
34,986 '7'l 

110,3'70 53 
839 34 
65'7 4'7 
31'7 50 
425 '73 

136,294 41 

108,898 4'7 
28,669 '72 
20,145 '73 
38,056 96 
15,946 1'l 
14,136 44 
12,32'1 '18 
10,550 00 

4,891,368 56 

1,093,868 08 
265,500 81 
34,1'1'7 18 

148,'138 0'1 
23,6'14 19 
13,695 56 
50,514 09 

293,154 '12 
16,282 4'1 
95,629 86 
89,'102 09_ 
9,2'15 14 

11,50.0 00 
84,630 99 

100,000 00 
69,059 l'T 
39,500 00 
15,510 00 

Repairs of Plymouth beach. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 20,000 00 
3,000 00 Harbor of Presque Isle ............................................. . 

Improving Ohio and Mississippi rivers, &c ............................. . 
Surveys of roads and canals ........................................ . 
Relief of officers, &c., of Seminole campaign .......................... . 
Military Academy, West Point ............................•........... 
Medals for officers ................................................ . 
.A.rrearages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................. . 
Balances due to certain States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 

3,003 84 
19,344 60 
11,835 82 
15,438 39 
2,215 00 

17,331 62 
5,510 2'1 

249 

$1,336,266 24 

6'18,942 '14 

5,14q,099 83 

'7,155,308 81 

Carried forward ............ 2,552,091 96 '1,155,308 81 
VOL. V--32 B 
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Brought forward......... $2,552,091 96 $'l,155,308 81 
Bounties and premiums.............................................. 26,286 10 
Gratuities ............................................ '............. 12,400 04 
Expenses of recruiting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,2'l9 65 
Armories .................. · ...................... -·................ 386,357 38 
Arsenals: ......................... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,538 92 
Arming and equipping the militia ..................................... • 1 'll,155 43 
National armory, western waters..................................... 3,ll'l 00 
Purchase of Gredley's farm.......................................... 10,000 00 
Purchase of woolens for 1825........................................ 20,000 00 
Ransom of American captives........................................ 'l67 'l5 
Maps, plans, &c., War Office......................................... 54'l 56 
Road from Plattsburg to Sackett's Harbor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,350 00 
Road from Ohio to Detroit ............................... •;........... 1,337 55 
Road from Pensacola to St. Augustine.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000 00 
Relief of sundry individuals......................................... 134,745 81 
Invalid and half-pay pensioners.- ........................ •.............. 231,'1'26 18 
Revolutionary pensioners ................ ; ........................... 1,267,600 41 
Purchase and reservation of Indian lands in Georgia.................... 26,025 'lO 
Purchase. of Quapaw lands............................................ 'l,000 00 
Treaty with the Choctaws ...................... ; ........ •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 938 37 
Treaty with the Creeks .......................... '.................... 23,000 00 
Treaty with the Florida Indians...................................... 23,657 50 
Military escort, Florida Indians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,500 00 
Civilization of Indians .... : .................................... , . . . . . 13,541 81 
Pay of Indian Agents............................................... 22,874 24 
Pay of Sub-agents.................................................. 10,548 32 
Presents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,412 45 
Contingencies of Indian Department.................................. 98, 'l43 88 
Indian annuities.................................................... 177,250 31 

, Treaties with Indians beyond the Mississippi. ...... _ ......... _. . . . . . . . . . . 3,094 99 

From which deduct the following repayments: 
Fortifications ........................................... . 
Fort opposite Fort St. Philip ............................. . 
Cannon, shot, shells, &c .................................. . 
Treaties with Indians, act April 20, 1818 ................... . 

NAVAL DEPARTMENT, VIZ: 

$4,66'l 30 
168 00 
200 00 
599 67 

Pay of the Navy afloat ............................................. . 
Pay <;>f_ the Navy, shore stations ..................................... . 
Prov1s1ons . . . . . .................................................. . 
Medicines ........................................................ . 
Repairs of vessels ............................................... : .. 
Ordnance and ordnance stores ....................................... . 
Navy yards, &c ................................. • .................. . 
Contingent expenses prior to 1824 ................................... . 
Contingent expenses for 1824 ....................................... . 
Contingent expenses not enumerated ................................. . 
Gradual increase .................................................. . 
Inclined plane, docks, &c ........................................... . 
Ship-houses . . . . . ................................................. . 
Suppression of piracy .............................................. . 
Prohibition of the slave trade ................... •A ••••••••••••••••••• 

Survey of the coast of Florida ...................................... . 
Survey of Charleston harbor ........................................ . 
Rewarding officers and crews of two gigs under the command of Lieutenant 

Gregory ........................................ , ............. . 
Captors of Algerine vessels ......................................... . 
Relief of sundry individuals ........................................ . 
Pay and subsistence of the Marine Corps ............................. . 
Clothing of the Marine Corps ........................................ . 
Military stores of the Marine Corps .................................. . 
Fuel of the Marine Corps .. : ........................................ . 
Contingent expenses of the Marine Corps ............................. . 
Medicines of the Marine Corps ...................................... . 
Barracks of the Marine Corps ........................................ . 

From which deduct the following repayments: 
Building barges ..................................... · .... . 
Superintendent and artificers, &c .......................... . 
Laborers and fuel for engines ............................. . 
Rewarding officers and crew of the frigate Constitution ...... . 

$409 58 
11,529 22 
6,320 15 

66 63 

5,275,889 31 

5,634 97 

$898,415 50 
223,869 24 
312,404 56 
31,698 47 

404,151 00 
30,156 44 

136,365 01 
102,028 39 
149,889 97 

680 94 
286,977 45 
11,375 81 
15,114 63 
16,401 60 
14,032 58 
1,412 82 
2;962 3'l 

3,000 00 
56 59 

22,305 07 
199,061 30 
31,334 83 
3,551 25 
4,659 80 
9,000 00 
2,369 'll 
9,631 81 

2,922,90'l 14 

18,325 58 

5,270,254 34 

2,904,581 56 

Carried forward. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,330,144 'l1 
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PUBLIC DEBT, VIZ: 

Brought forward ........................ $15,330,144 'l'1 
Interest, &c., domestic debt .......................................... $5,301,104 19 

Redemption of 7 per cent. stock of 1815: 
For principal .......................................... $8,589,309 35 
Premium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49,302 19 

8,647,611 54 
Redemption of exchanged 6 per cent. stock of 1812 ..................... 2,612,435 69 
Reimbursement of Mississippi stack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,242 34 

TREASURY DEPARnrENT, Regi,ster's Office, December 8, 1825. 

16,568,393 76 

31,898,538 47 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 

G.-Staiement of lands sold and 11Wneys received for lands from the 1st January, 1825, to 30th June, 1825, and 
payments made into the Treasury during the first three quarters of that year. 

AMOUNT RECEIVED. 

OFFICES. 

Steubenville .................................. . 
Mnrietta ..••.•••..•....••.•......•••....•••••. 
Cincinnati ............. ••••·•·•·••··· ••..•••••. 
Chilicothe .................................... . 
Zanesville .................................... . 
\Vooster •....• ••••·• ....••.•.....•..•...•..... 
Piqua ..•..•....•......•......•....••.••.•.•... 
Delaware .................................... . 
Jell'crsonville ................................. . 
Vincennes .............................. •••••· 
Brookville.•••·•••••·····•••·••·•··••••···•••· 
Crawfordville ................................ . 
FortWayne ................................. . 

Kaskaskia ........ ·•····•·····•••••••····•••··· 
Shawneetown ••.•...••••.......••.•....••.••• 
Edwardsville ................................. . 
Vandalia .....••.•.......•.•.•..••.........•.•. 

Palestine·••••••••••••·••··••••••·•· •••••••••• 
Springfield, •••.••...........•...•.....•.••.... 
Detroit. .•.••.•.....••.••...................•.. 

?tJonroe •••• ·•••••·····•·•······•·····•·•···•• 
St, Louis, •.••......•.••..•.....•............. 
Palmyra ...................................... . 
Franklin •...••••.....•.•••...•••.....••.•.••.. 
Cape Girardeau ..•.••• ,, •................•.•.. 

Lexington •••••••••• ••••••··•·••·•·••·····•••· 
Batesville •••••••••... ••••···••• •••••••••...•• 
Little Rock ••••••••• •··••••••··· ••••••..•.•••• 
Ouachita ••••••••••••• •••······•··••·· •••••••• 

.IJ,:re,. 

9,2i2.44 
7,483.32 
9,840.08 
8,536.79 

10,440.48 
9,742.71 
2,215.55 

10,997.04 
3,102.78 
5,231.03 

18,087.03 
36,470.26 

295.40 
560.00 
640.00 

2,244.56 
3-20.00 

3,366.89 
7,057.20 

59,388.04 
7,6S3.32 
8,869.9-2 

10,001.12 
a, 713.37 
1,916.06 
5,495.38 
3,103.54 

400 00 
80.00 

$12,085 87 
9,366 64 

ll,385 00 
10,6i0 87 
13,050 58 
12,178 38 
2,764 48 

13,748 26 
3,878 46 
6,538 83 

29,530 60 
45,587 89 

369 25 
700 00 
800 00 

2,805 69 
400 00 

4,208 61 
8,821 51 

75,;39 96 
!1,541 66 

11,087 37 
13,710 15 
10,909 73 
2,395 05 
6,869 23 
3,879 41 

500 00 
100 00 

$9,103 96 
3,060 60 

:l0,4i6 72 
9,549 32 

16,421 20 
13,796 55 

•••••••••••••• . ............... 
22,248 33 
14,675 97 

•••••••••••••• . ............. 
•••••••••••••• 

l, 155 53 
2,326 18 
1,153 38 

•••••••••••••• . ............. 
.... . ....... 

5,168 73 

•••••••••••••• 
6,265 93 

. ............. 
12,515 56 

•••••••••••••• .............. 
. ............. 
•••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••• 

Opelousas . . . • . • • . . • . • . • • . . . • . . . • . .. . • • . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . . . • . • 3,098 78 

New Orleans ..•... •••••,...................... 400.00 500 00 •••••••••••••• 

~21,189 83 
12,427 24 
41,861 72 
20,220 19 
29,471 78 
25,974 93 
2,764 48 

13,718 26 
26,126 79 
21,214 80 
29,530 60 
45,587 89 

369 25 
1,855 53 
3,126 18 
3,959 07 

400 00 
4,208 61 
8,821 51 

- 80,90!s 69 
9,541 66 

17,353 30 
13,710 15 
23,425 29 
2,395 05 
6,869 23 
3,879 41 

500 00 
100 00 

3,098 78 
500 00 

St. llclena Court-House .•...•••.•..•....•.•.• , • ••••• •. •· ••••.•• • • • • • •••••• • ••. • • • • • • • • ••.••••••••..••. 
Washington................................... 503ll.26 10,770 09 35,900 83 460670 9-2 
Jackson Court-House................ . . . • . . . . . . 233.80 • 291 86 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 291 86 

EXPENSES. 

$991 49 
446 15 

1,383 84 
1,258 28 
1,166 75 
1,100 16 

543 68 
800 97 

1,271 40 
760 16 

1,339 91 
988 36 
575 74 
584 43 
674 20 
376 27 
527 67 
698 36 
880 77 

1,603 75 
692 13 

10123 33 
1,460 16 
1,018 93 

533 43 
816 27 
653 49 
621 62 
395 44 
537 18 
331 31 
500 00 
398 68 
500 00 

$350 11 

Choctaw District.............................. 30,952.92 380691 13 •••• •••• •••••• 38,691 13 1,eoo 11 .•••.•.••..... 
St. Stephcn'd .............. •••••• .•.. •... •....• ll,214.50 14,019 99 3,247 13 17,267 12 931 74 ••••.•.••.•.. 
Huntsville................................. .. 12,089.64 16,084 10 39,586 15 551670 25 10857 05 ••...••••••••. 
Tuscaloosa . . . . . • . • • . • . . • • • • • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . 65,662.48 135,138 23 • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 135, 138 23 2,386 57 ....••••••••.. 
Sparta........................................ 50320.99 6,651 24 •••• •••• •.•... 6,651 24 409 28 •••.•.••..•••• 

Cahaba ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•·••·•·····•• •••••••••••••••••••..•••••••....••.••.•••. ·••••····•·•·· 
Tallahassee................................... 440427.55 770268 00 •.•• •••. •••••. 77,268 00 1,756 66 

....... 
428,077.45 6230 OJS 12 229, 750 85 852, 788 97 36,675 72 350 11 

Amount paid into the Treasury in the first two quarters ofl825.. .. •... ...... •............. ... . .. •. . . $725.440 17 
Amount paid into the Treasury in the third quarter ofl825........ ... . •...•....... •....... .. . . ...... 251;462 50 

Total amount patd into the Treasury in three quarters ofl825............ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 976, 90-2 67 

$18,717 29 
11,887 76 
46,005 28 
18,963 50 
26,566 29 
25,B08 05 
2,135 20 

10,091 08 
28,497 69 
Il,515 :J.I 
25,510 28 

11 87 
58 97 

2,19-2 00 
145 73 

12,576 71 
27,256 96 
42,843 0-2 

14,318 86 

21,263 50 
1,060 00 
8,229 56 
4,704 15 

14,29.3 01 

70,204 21 

73,963 28 
16,250 09 
2,901 40 

125,734 84 
5,120 00 

*16,112 25 
40,500 00 

725,440 17 

* N. n.-Thc extensive operations at Cal1aba, Alabama, under the relief law of 1824, have unavoidably delayed the transmission of their returns from 
thnt office up 10 the period of this statement. lt is presumable Utat about $100,000 was received at that office during the sL~ months embraced in the above 
statement. 

GEORGE GRAHA!II. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, GENERAL LAND OFFICE, !fovembcr 1, 1825. 
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H. 
- . 

Statemerit of moneys received into the Treasury, from all sources other than customs and public lands, from 
Jan_uary 1 to Septembl!,r 30, .1825. 

From dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States .......................... . 
From balances of advances made in War Department, repaid under the 3d section of the 

act of May 1, 1820 ......................................................... . 
From arrears of new internal revenue ............................................. . 
From arrears of new direct tax .................................................. . 
From fees on letters patent ... -.................................................. . 
From cents coined at the Mint .................................................. . 
From posj;age of letters ........................................................ . 
From consular receipts, under the 2d section of the act of April 14, 1'192 .............. . 
From surplus emoluments of 'officers of the customs ............................... . 
From money received under the act to abolish the United States trading establishments 

with the Indians ................... _ ...................................... . 
From fines, penalties, and forfeitures .............................................. . 
From sales of public lots in the city of Washington .... • ........................... . 
From net proceeds of vessels condemned under the acts prohibiting the slave trade .... . 
From trespass on Indian_lan~s ............... • ................................... . 
From net proceeds of vessels, &c., captured of the pirates ........................... . 
From moneys previously adva_nced on account of the second census .................. . 
From moneys previously advanced on account of ascertaining land titles in Louisiana .. . 
From moneys previously advanced on account of annuity to Christian Indians on the River 

·Thames .................................................................. . 
From interest on balances due from the banks of Wilmington and Brandywine to the 

United States ............................................................. . 
From rent of the naval hospital farm, Chelse_a.: ................................... . 
From loan of five millions, at 4½ _per cent., per act _of May 26, 1824 ................... . 

$36'1,500 00 

41,'158 60 
22,534 84 
2,009 98 
6,690 00 

12,'126 25 
469 56 

2,292 10 
25,496 52 

9,698 5'1 
3,298 06 
1,5'12 38 
4,4'13 5'1 

48 00 
325 13 
'11 48 

500 00 

1,4'14 98 

4,93'1 42 
26'1 45 

5,000,000 00 

5,508,144 89 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ster's Office, December 81 1825. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 

I. 

Statement of the expenditures of the United States froni January 1 to September 30, 1825. 

CIVIL, MISCELLA:NEOUS, AND DIPLOMATIC. 

Legislature ............................... -........................ . 
Executive Departments ............................................ . 
Officers of the Mint ................................................ . 
Commissioner of the Public Buildings ............................... . 
Surveying Department ............................................. . 
Governments in the Territories of the United States ............ , ...... . 
Judiciary ........................................................ . 

Annuities and grants .............................................. . 
Mint Establisbment ................................................ . 
Unclaimed merchandise ............................................ . 
Light-house Establishment. . . . . . . . . . . .............................. . 
Surveys of public lands ............................................ . 
Grant to General Lafayette ......................................... . 
Registers and Receivers of Land Offices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
Western boundary line of Arkansas Territory ......................... . 
Boundary lines between Missouri and .Arkansas ....................... . 
Preservation of the public archives in Florida ......................... . 
Land claims in Florida Territory .................................... . 
Land claims in St. Helena land district ............................... . 
Roads within the State of Indiana ................................... . 
Roads within the State of Ohio ..................................... . 
Roads, canals, &c., within the State of .Alabama ....................... . 
Roads and canals within the State of Missouri ........................ . 
Roads and canals within the State of Mississippi . . . . . ................ . 
Encouragell;lent of learning within the State of Illinois ................. . 
Repayment for lands erroneously sold by the United States ............. . 
Purchase of lands reserved to certain Creek Indians .............. _ .... . 
Marine Hospital Establishmep.t . . . . . ................................ . 

$316,36'1 08 
369,76'1 44 

'1,200 00 
1,125 00 

1'1,551 82 
2'1,596 '11 

153,942 55 

1,300 00 
14,651 64 

342 30 
115,868 88 
125,456 33 
200,000 00 

1,125 00 
2,000 00 
1,500 00 

3'15 00 
6,682 69 
3,250 00 

10,'198 09 
9,19'1 2'1 

10,'153 66 
1,256 44 

15,'180 26 
5,'102 06 
1,635 93 

800 00 
39,118 34 

Carried forward............ 56'1,593 89 

$893,550 GO 

893,550 GO 
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Brought forward ........... . 
Public buildings in Washington .................................... . 
.Accommodation of the President's household ......................... . 
Bringing the votes for President and Vice President of the United States 
Payment of claims for property lost, &c .............................. . 
Stock in the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal Company ................. . 
Payment ·of balances to officers of old internal revenue and direct tax .... . 
Payment of balances to Collectors of new internal revenue .............. . 
Payment of certain certificates ........................ : ............ . 
:Miscellaneous expenses ............................................ . 
Consular receipts under the act of April 14, 1792 ...................... . 

Diplomatic Department ................................•............ 
Contingent expenses of foreign intercourse ........................... . 
Relief and protection of .American seamen ........................... . 
Treaty of Ghent, 6th and 7th articles ................................ . 
Treaty of Ghent, 1st article ........................................ . 
Treaty with Spain ................................................. . 
Claims on Spain .................................................. . 
Payments of claims under the 9th article of the treaty with Spain ...... . 
Treaties with Mediterranean Powers .................... , ............. . 
Prize causes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................. . 

MILITARY ESTABLISHllENT, vrz: 

Pay of the Army ............................................ ~-.... . 
Subsistence .................... , . , ............................... . 
Forage ............................................ : .... : ........ . 
Clothing ................................................. : ....... . 
Purchase of woolens for 1826. , ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Medical and Hospital Department ................................... . 
Contingencies .................................................... . 
Ordnance ........................................................ . 
Quartermaster's Department ........................................ . 
Repairs and contingencies of fortifications ... :-........................ . 
Fort Monroe ...................................................... . 
Fort Calhoun ..................................................... . 
Fort Washington· • • • ............................................. . 
Fort Delaware ................................................... , . 
Fort Mobile Point ................................................. . 
Fort Rigolets ..................................................... . 
Fort Jackson ...................................................... . 
Fort Brenton's Point ......................••........................ 
Fort New Utrecht Point ..............••.. , ......................... . 
Fort Beaufort ..................................................... . 
Fort at Cape Fear ........................ _ ......................... . 
.Armament of new fortifications ...... , . , . , ........................... _ 
Plyn1outh beach, repairs of ......................................... . 
Harbor of Presque Isle ....... , .... , ... , ........................... . 
Improving Ohio and Mississippi rivers ................................. . 

$567,593 89 
62,000 00 
14,000 00 

6,169 50 
125 00 

192,500 00 
2,184 64 
1,723 45 

83 01 
'll,670 84 
2,292 10 

127,017 29 
25,224 95 
22,56.7 20 
12,583 13 
8,000 00 
1,125 00 

66,335 02 
16,270 87 
3,508.67 
2,000· 00 

710,379 16 
2'll,326 69 

28,289 31 
184,737 06 
20,000 00 
20,041 87 
16, 'll4 18 
41,065 27 

233,157 25 
4,155 31 

86,025 58 
57,400 00 

207 35 
36,506 14 

107,008 67 
80,000 00 
80,940 83 
44,134 60 
40,366 76 

Surveys, &c., of roads and canals, . , ....... _ •............................ 

400 00 
5,000. 00 

100 00 
5,'l12 00 

10,3'll 37 
3,722 59 

38,780 21 
2,601 61 
9,C66 40 

32,304 47 
13,450 63 
5,275 22 

Relief of officers, &c., of Seminole campaign •......•.................... 
Military Academy, West Point ..................... _ .......................... . 
Arrearages ................................. , , .................... . 
Bounties and premiums ............................. : ...................... . 
Expenses of recruiting .................................................... . 
Armories ................................ _ .. _ ........................ . 
Arsenals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . 
Preservation of islands in Boston harbor .............................. . 
Arming and equipping the militia .................................... . 
National armory, western waters .................................... . 
Ransom of .American captives ...................................... . 
Arsenal lot on the Schuylkill.. ...................................... . 
Interest due to the State of Virginia ................................. . 
Payment of claims for property lost, &c ......... • ..................... . 
Cannon, shot, shells, &c ............................................. . 
Continuation of the Cumberland road ............. , .................. . 
Road from Ohio to Detroit .......................................... . 
Road from Cape Sable to Sawanney ................................. . 
Road from Detroit to Chicago ....................................... . 
Road from Memphis to Little Rock .................................. . 
Road from St. Augustine to Pensacola ............................... . 
Road from Colerain to Tampa.. . . . ................................. . 
Road from Missouri to New Mexico ................................. . 
Relief of sundry individuals ..... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 
Revolutionary pensions ............................................ . 

261,432 60 
17,430 72 
10,907 29 

133,724 91 
2,479 88 

610 00 
8,000 00 

178,480 11 
40 00 
62 20 

13,850 00 
5,255 00 
2,072 15 
3,000 00 
1,880 00 

809 50 
6,000 00 

15,000 00 
140,144 63 

1,307,251 12 

253 

$893,550 60 

920,342 43 

284,632 13 

2,098,525 16 

Carried forward ........... 4,297,670 64 2,098,525 16 
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Brought forward ............ $4,29'l,670 64 $2,098,525 16 
Compensation to citizens of Georgia... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,000 00 
Claims against the Osages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,748 00 
Choctaw claims. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,972 50 
Treaty with Choctaws, ....................... '...................... 3,748 72 
Expenses of Choctaw treaty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 723 44 
Treaty with the Sioux, Chippewas, &c................................ 6,400 00 
Treaty with the Florida Indians.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36,425 57 
Military escort to Florida Indians ........... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 00 
Treaties with the Indians beyond the Mississippi.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,216 21 
Treaty with the Creeks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225,853 12 
Civilization of the Indians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,215 91 
Pa,y of Indian Agents .................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26,254 12 
Pay of Sub-agents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,104 15 
Presents to Indians................................................. 16,963 18 
Contingencies of Indian Department.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82,006 85 
.Annuities to Indians.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201,278 98 

From which deduct the following repayments: 
Fortifications ............................. ~ ............. . 
Invalid and half-pay pensions ............................. . 
Gratuities ............................................. . 
Purchase of Quapaw lands ..............................•. 
Fort opposite Fort St. Philip ............................. . 

NAVAL ESTABLISIDIENT. 

$14,500 00 
70,351 70 

205 37 
226 09 
487 64 

Pay of the Navy afloat ............................................ . 
Pay ?f. the Navy, shore stations .................................... . 
Provisions ........................................................ . 
Medicines ........................................................ . 
Repairs of vessels ................................................. . 
Navy yards, docks, and wharves .................................... . 
Navy yard, Portsmouth....................... . .................. . 
Navy yard, New York .... .' ........................................ . 
Navy yard, Philadelphia ........................................... . 
Navy yard, Washington ........................................... . 
Navy yard, Norfolk ............ : . ................................. . 
Navy yard, Charlestown ........................................... . 
Contingent expenses prior to 1824 .................................... . 
Contingent expenses for 1824 ....................................... . 
Contingent expenses not enumerated, 1824 ........................... . 
Contingent expenses for 1825 ....................................... . 
Contingent expenses not enumerated, 1825 ........................... . 

• Gradual increase of the Navy ...................................... . 
Inclined plane, docks, &c ........................................... . 
Ship-houses ...................................................... . 
Suppression of piracy ............................................. . 
Prohibition of the slave trade .................................. : ... . 
Survey of the coast of Florida ...................................... . 
Survey of Charleston and St. Mary's ................................ . 
Captors of Algerine vessels .......................................... . 
Relief of sundry individuals ........................................ . 
Building ten sloops-of-war .......................................... . 
Pay and subsistence of Marine Corps ................................ . 
Clothing for Marine Corps .......................................... . 
Medicines for Marine Corps ......................................... . 
Military stores for Marine Corps .................................... . 
Fuel for lifarine Corps ............................................. . 
Contingent expenses of Marine Corps ................................ . 
Arrearag·es of contingent expenses .................................. . 

From which deduct the following repayments: 
Ordnance and ordnance stores ............................ . 
Repairs of sloops-of-war ................................. . 
Superintendents, artificers, &c ............................. . 
Laborers and fuel for engine ............................. . 
Tools burnt at the navy yard, Washington ................. . 

PUBLIC DEBT. 

$7,524 26 
1,502 9'l 
4,883 'l2 
2,490 32 

31 06 

4,967,081 39 

85,'l'l0 80 

511,913 27 
219,801 93 
2'l4,487 98 
36,583 'l3 

249,720 n 
21,064 58 

1,145 08 
25,314 03 
'l,509 04 
8,809 29 

12,398 44 
14,111 90 

311 98 
45,108 14 

1,767 21 
192,632 94 

'l13 'l4 
244,409 02 

3, 'll6 50 
2,674 'l4 
8,374 90 
·8,838 85 

73 61 
.1,894 28 

161 53 
12,9l'l 00 
'l8,594 22 

118,492 74 
19,382 76 

1,266 49 
1,313 ''l8 
5,668 58 
7,731 93 
4,683 78 

2,143,588 'lO 

16,432 33 

Interest on the funded debt......................................... 3,347,923 92 
Redemption of 7 per cent. stock of 1815-

In 1825, principal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,113 92 
premium.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 68 

2,125 60 

4,890,310 59 

2,127,156 37 

Carried forward ........... . 3,350,049 52 9,115,992 12 
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Brought forward ............ $3,350,049 52 
Redemption of exchanged 6 per cent. stock of 1812 ................ , . . . . 56,539 30 
Redemption of 6 per cent. stock of 1812.............................. 6,187,006 84 
Reimbursement of Mississippi stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,524 02 
Principal and interest of Treasury notes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 493 29 

$9,115,992 12 

Redemption of Treasury note 6 per cent. stock......................... 1,479,374 82 
11,074,987 79 

20,190,979 91 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTYEN'r, Register's Office, December 8, 1825. 

No. I. 

Statement of the debt of the Uniled States, October I, 1824. 

Three per cent. stock ... -......................................... . $13,296,231 45 
2,668,974 99 Exchanged si:x: per cent. st-0ck of 1812 ............................. . 

Six per cent. stock of 1812 ....................................... . 
----- $15,965,206 44 

6,187,006 84 
S~x: per cent. stock of 1813, (16 m!ll!ons) ........................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813, ( 7 ½ millions) ........................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1814 ....................................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1815 ....................................... . 
Treasury note six per cent. stock .................................. . 
Treasury note seven per cent. stock ............................... . 
Five per cent. stock, subscription to the Bank of the United States .... . 
Five per cent. stock of 1820 ...................................... . 
Five per cent. stock of 1821 ...................................... . 
Exchanged five per cent. of 1822 .................................. . 
Four and a half per cent. stock, (Florida loan) ...................... . 

15,497,818 63 
6,812,845 44 

13,096,542 90 
9,490,099 10 
1,479,374 82 
4,477,026 17 
7,000,000 00 

999,999 13 
4,735,296 30 

56,704 77 
5,000,000 00 

74,832, 714 10 

90,797,920 54 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, Decemher 8, 1825. 

NoTE.-The amount of the debt due on the 1st October, 1824, as per statement No. 3, 
which accompanied the report of the Secretary of the Treasury, of the 31st December, 
1824, was ................................................................. $90,697,071 54 

Add this sum, ascertained to have been issued on account of the loan of 
$25,000,000, per aet of the 24th March, 1814, more than the sum which 
has heretofore been stated as the amount of the said loan, arid for which 
the Commissioners of Loans have not made such returns as to enable 
the FirRt Auditor to report thereon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $95,105 27 

Also, for a variation in the amounts of Treasury note six per cent. and seven 
per cent. stocks, issued prior to the forming the said statement, but 
subsequently entered on the Treasury books........................ 5,743 73 

100,849 00 

As above ........................... .'................................. 90,797,920 54 

No. 2. 

Statement of the debt of the United States, January I, 1825. 

Three per cent. stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,296,231 45 
Exchanged six per cent. stock of 1812 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56,539 30 

----- $13,352,770 75 
6,187,006 84 

12,403,051 66 
5,452,884 46 

Six per cent. stock of 1812, (16 millions) ........................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813, ('l½ millions) ........................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813 ........................... : ........... . 

13,096,542 90 
9,490,099 10 

Six per cent. stock of 1814 ....................................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1815 .-.............................. -........ . 
Treasury note six per cent. stock .................................. . 1,479,374 82 
Treasury note seven per cent. stock ............................... . 2,113 92 
Five per cent. stock, subscription to the Bank of the United States .... . 'l,000,000 00 
Five per cent. stock of 1820. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 999,999 13 

Carried forward............ 56,lll,0'l2 83 13,352,'l'l0 'l5 
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Brought forward ........... . 
Five per cent. stock of 1821 ...................................... . 

$56,111,072 83 $13,352,770 75 
4,735,296 ·30 

Exchanged five per cent. of 1822 .................................. . 
Four and ,a half per cent. stock, per act of the 26th of May, 1824, Florida 

loan ....................................................... . 
Exchanged four and a half per cent. stock, per act of the 26th May, 1824 .. 

56,704 77 

5,000,000 00 
4,454, 727 95 

70,357,801 85 

TREASURY DEPARTIIENT, Register's Offi,ce, December 8, 1825. 

83,710,572 60 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

No. 3. 

Statement of the debt of the United States, October 1, 1825. 

Three per cent. stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13,296,231 45 
Six per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of 16 millions) ..................... *$12,422,051 66' 
Six per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of 7½ millions)..................... *5,433,884 46 
Six per cent. stock of 1814 ........ : ... : . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . 13,096,542 90 
Six per cent. stock of 181_5 ...... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,490,099 10 
Five per cent. stock, subscription to the Bank of the United States . . . . . 7,000,000 00 
Five per cent. stock of 1820 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 999,999 13 
Five per cent. stock of 1821 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,735,296 30 
Exchanged five per cent. of _1822................................... • 56,704 77 
Four and a half per cent. stock, per act 24th May, 1824, (Florida loan).. 5,000,000 00 
Exchanged four and a half per cent. stock, per act of May 26, 1824. . . . . . 4,454,727 95 
Funded four and a half per cent. stock, per act of May 26, 1824. . . . . . . . 5,000,000 00 

67,689,306 27 

80,985,537 72 

Amount of the debt on the 1st of October, 1824, per foregoing statement No. 1.... . . . . 90,797,920 54 
Add exchanged four and a half per cent. stock, issued under the act of the 26th May, 

1824, in lieu of six per cent. stocks of 1813. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . 4,454,727 95 

Deduct stock paid off in the fourth quarter of 1824, viz: seven per cent. 
stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,474,912 25 

And exchanged six per cent. stock of 1812 ......................... ·, 2,612,435 69 

And six per cent. stocks of 1813, surrendered for ex
changed four and a half per cent. stock, viz: of the 
loan of sixteen millions . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,094,766 97 

And six per cent. stocks of 1813, surrendered for ex-
changed four and a half per cent. stock, viz: of the 
loan of seven and a half millions ... :.- ... .-........ 1,359,960 98 

7,087,347 94 

4,454,727 95 

Amount of the debt on the 1st of January, 1825, per_ statement No. 2 ................ . 
Add loan at 4½ per cent. per annum, per act of 26th of May, 1824 ................... . 

Deduct stock paid off since 1st of January, 1825, viz: 
In the first quarter of 1825, the residue of seven: per cent .... : ....... . 
In the first quarter of 1825, of exchanged six per cent ............... . 
On the 1st of April, the whole of the Treasury note six per cent ...... . 
On the 1st of October, the whole of the Treasury note six per cent. of 1812 

$2,113 92 
56,539 30 

1,479,374 82 
6,187,006 84 

95,252,648 49 

11,542,075 89 

83,710,572 60 
5,000,000 00 

88,710,572 60 

'T, 725,034 88 

Amount of the debt ·on the 1st of October, 1825, as above stated..................... 80,985,53'T 72 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, December 8, 1825. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

* Six per cent. of 1813, (16-million loan) .......................................... $12,422,051 66 
* Six per cent. of 1813, (7½-million loan) . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . 5,433,884 46 

1 'T,855,936 12 
Deduct amount subscribed under the act of 3d March, 1825, and for which four and a 

. half per cent. stock is to be issued on the 1st January, 1826 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,585,138 88 

Leaves the amount of six per cents of 1813, reimbursable in 1826 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,270, 79'T 24 
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No. 4. 

Estimated arhount of Trea.suri.1 notes outstanding on the Ist of October, 1824. 

Total amount issued, ( as per No. 4 of the last report) ................................ . 
Cancelled and reported on by the First Auditor ..................................... . 

Outstanding .......................................................... . 

Consisting of small Treasury notes ......................... ' ............. . 
N otcs bearing interest .................................................. . 

$2,3'10 
14,230 

257 

$36,680, '194 
36,664,194 

16,600 

16,600 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTlIENT, Register's Office, Decemher 8, 1825. 

No. 5. 

Statement of the stock i,ssued under the act of Oongress entitled" An act supplementary to the act for the indem
nijicatwn of certain claimants of public lands in the MutnSsi.ppi Territory," pa.ssed the 3d of March, 1815 . 

.Amount of claims awarded per statement No. 5 of last report...................... $4,282,151 12½ 
\ 

Whereof there was paid in for lands, per said report.............................. 2,447,535 39 
l'ayments at the Treasury to the 30th of September, 1824. . . . . . . . . . . $1,820,599 20 
Payments at the Treasury from the 1st of October, 1824, to the 30th of 

September, 1825 ............. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,166 36 

Balance outstanding October, I, 1825, consisting of certificates out-
standing ................................................. . 

A wards not applied for ......................................... . 
'1,805 5'1 

44 60½ 

1,826, '165 56 

'1,850 l '1½ 

4,282,151 12½ 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, December 8, 1825. 

[Statements B and 0, referi·ed to in the report of the Secretary o/ the :Jj•ea.sury, o/ December 22, 1825.-See 
page 24'1] 

TREASURY DEPARWENT, Jlfarch 15, 1826. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith statements marked B and C, referred to in the annual report 

ffom this Department dated the 22d of December, 1825. 
I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 

RICHARD RUSH. 
Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives. 

B. 

A statement exhibiting th1 ·value and quantilies, respectively, of mei·chandise on which duties actually accrued 
during the year 1824, ( contnSting o/ the difference between articles paying duty, imported, and those 
entitled to drawback, 1·e-exported;) and also of the net revenue which accrued that year from dutws on 
1nerchandise, tonnage, pa.ssports, and clearances. • 

~IERCHANDISE PAYING DUTIES AD VALOREl{. 
$419,526, at '1½ per cent ..................................................... . 

1,288, at 12 per cent ..................................................... . 
939,869, at 12½ per cent .............................. • ....................... . 

10,670,528, at 15 per cent..... . .............................................. . 
6,477,446, at 20 pet· cent .... • ................................................. . 

1'1,024,335, at 25 per cent ........................ : ............................ . 
5,823, '160, at 30 per cent... . .................................... , ........... . 

1,64'1, at 35 per cent ..................................................... . 
33,298, at 40 per cent ..................................................... . 

167,62'1, at 50 per cent ..................................................... . 

41,559,324, at 22 per cent., average ............................................ . 

VOL. V--33 B 

$31,464 45 
154 56 

ll'l,483 62 
1,600,5'19 20 
1,295,489 20 
4,256,083 '15 
l,'147,128 00 

576 45 
13,319 20 
83,813 50 

9,146,091 93 
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ARTICLES PAYING A SPECIFIC DUTY. 

Brought forward ....................... . 
1. Wines, 1,527,978 gallons, average 30.5...................... $466,604 45 
2. Spirits, 5,285,047 gallons, " .44.4 .................... _. 2,348,074 56 

Molasses, 12,871,425 gallons, 5.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 643,571 25 
3. Teas, 7,107,677 pounds, 33.3...................... 2,968,306 15 

Coffee, 20,368,450 pounds, 5.0...................... 1,018,422 50 
4. Sugar, 78,486,658 pounds, 3.07. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,408,688 11 
5. Salt, 3,092,092 bushels, 20 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 618,410 40 
6. All other articles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,829,508 70 

Deduct duties refunded, ~fter deducting therefrom duties on merchandise, the particulars 
of which were not specified by the Collectors, and difference in calculation ..... . 

Add 2½ per cent. retained on drawback ......... _. ................... . 
Discount retained on re-exportations ............................... . 

$122,678 68 
933 56 
838 02 

21,592 35 
26,844 08 

3,304 54 

Discriminating duty on French vessels ............................. . 
Extra duty on merchandise imported in foreign vessels ............... . 
Interest on custom-house bonds ................................... . 
Storage received ................................................ . 

Duties on merchandise ................................................. . 
Duties on tonnage................................................ 109,243 16 
Light money....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,273 28 

Passports and clearances ..................................................... . 

Deduct drawback on domestic distilled spirits exported ............... . 
Deduct drawback on domestic refined sugar exported ................. . 

934 92 
1,038 56 

Gross revenue ........................................................ . 
Expeni;;es of collection ................................................. . 

Net revenue, per statement A ............. _ .............................. . 

Explanatory statements and notes. 

1. WINES. 

Madeira ............ 109,861 gallons, at 100 cents ................................ . 
Champagne, &c...... 4,852 gallons, at 100 cents .......................... -..... . 
Sherry, St. Lucar, &c. 11,794 gallons, at 60 cents ................................... . 
Lisbon, Oporto, &c... 266,780 gallons, at 50 cents .................................. . 
'reneriffe, Fayal, &c... 136,802 gallons, at 40 cents .................................. . 
Claret, &c., in bottles 46,806 gallons, at 30 cents .................................. . 
All other, in casks.. . 951,083 gallons, at 15 cents .................................. . 

Grain, 1st proof. . 
Grain, 2d proof .. 
Grain, 3d proof .. 
Grain, 4th proof.. 
Grain, 5th proof .. 
Other, 2d proof. . 
Other, 3d proof. : 
Other, 4th proof.. 
Other, 5th proof .. 

1,527,978, average 30.5. 

2. SPIRITS. 

820,127 gallons, at 42 cents .................................. . 
90,855 gallons, at 45 cents .................................. . 
77,278 gallons, at 48 cents .................................. . 
5.987 gallons, at 52 cents .................................. . 

809 gallons, at 60 cents .................................. . 
674,129 gallons, at 38 cents .................................. . 

1,179,264 gallons, at 42 cents .................................. . 
2,425,293 gallons, at 48 cents ............................. -..... . 

11,305 gallons, at 57 cents .................................. . 

[No. 732. 

$9,146,091 9.3 

11,701,586 12 

20,847,678 05 

22,035 35 

20,825,642 70 

176,191 23 

21,001,883 93 

126,516 44 
10,986 00 

21,139,336 37 

1,973 48 

21,137,362 89 
751,932 47 

20,385,430 42 

$109,861 00 
4,852 00 
7,076 40 

133,390 00 
54,720 80 
14,041 80 

142,662 45 

466,604 45 

$344,453 34 
40,884 75 
37,093 44 
3,113 24 

485 40 
256,169 02 
495,290 88 

1,164,140 64 
6,443 85 

5,285,047, average 44.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,348,074 56 

Bohea ........ . 
Souchong ..... . 
Hyson Skin .... . 
Hyson and Young 

Hyson. 
Imperial. ...... . 

3. TEAS. 

42,114 pounds, at 12 cents .................................. . 
1,908,124 pounds, at 25 cents .................................. . 
1,776,356 pounds, at 28 cents .................................. . 
3,023,710 pounds, at 40 cents .................................. . 

357,373 pounds, at 50 cents .................................. . 

$5,053 68 
4'17,031 00 
497,379 68 

1,209,484 00 

178,686 50 

7,107,677.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,367,634 86 
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Brought forward .................... . 
Extra duty on teas imported from other places than China ........................... . 

'l',I0'i,67'l pounds, average 33.3 ........................... . 
===-=-----_ --

4. SUGAR. 

Brown, &c., 73,0'l''l',821 pounds, at 3 cents .......................... : ...... . 
White, clayed, &c., 5,408,837 pounds, at 4 cents ................................. . 

78,486,658 pounds, average 3.0'i ................................ . 

5. SALT. 

Imported, bushels ........................ 4,227,841, at 20 cents ................... . 
Exported, bushels. . . . . . . . . . . . . 61,435 
Bounties and allowances reduced 

into bushels, at 20 cents ..... 1,074,354 
1,135,789 ............................... . 

3,092,052, at 20 cents ................... . 

6. ALL OTHER ARTICLES. 

Articles. 

Duck, Holland .....•.••.••.•••••..•••......•••••••••.••.••......•••••••• ••••·• •••. pieces •••••. 
Carpeting, Brussels ..••..•...•...•...•..••...••.••....•.••..•..•.......•......•.•.. yards ...... . 

Venetian •...••...•.••..••...••••......•.••.• •••••• •.•.............•..... do •••••... 
oilier .....••.••.•.•••.•..•..•.••.•••••••.•.•.•...•.•.•.••••....•.•...... do •••••••. 

Cotton bagging................... • ......•....•..•••••...•..•....•...•.•.....••.... do ..•.•... 
Vinegar .••• •·••••.. . ..••••.••.••..•••....••••.•••.•........•. ••••·• •••••...•... gallons ••.•.. 
Beer, nlc, and porter, in bottles ••..••••••••.••••••••••.•....•.••.••..•.....•....•...• do .••..•.. 

in bottles •..•.• ••··•••• •••..•••.•••.•.••••...•.....••••••...... do .•..••.. 
in casks ••....••..••••••••..•.••.........•.....••...•••........ do ....•... 
in casks .•...•....•••...•..•...••......•••......•......•....... do •••••... 

Oil, ollve, in casks .•...•••••••..•...••.......•...•.••••..•...............•...•••.••• do •....... 
whale, and other fish ...••......•.........•.••.•••..••.•......•••..••...•.•.•... do •....•.. 
castor .....••.......•...••.••••.•..• •••···••·•·•·••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do •••••••• 
linseed ••••• •····••·••••·········•••••••·•••··•·•··•·•·•••·•·•······•··· •••••••• do •••••••• 

Cocoa •.••.•• ••••••••••·• ••••..•...•••••••••• ••••••••••·• •.•.•.•••••••••••••••••. pounds •.•..• 
ChOcolatc •....• •••••. •••••. ••••• .••........•.••.•..••..•..•....•••••••••••••....... do ....•... 

Do··•·•••••••·•••••·•·•·••·••·•••·•·•·•••······•··••••••••·•·••··•···•····•··••do •••••••• 
Sugar candy •....•.••.•••••••••.•••.................•••.••...••.•••.....•.........• do •....... 

loaf ....................................................................... do ...... .. 
oll1errefined, and lump ••••• •·••·••••· ····•··••··········••···••••· •••••••••• do •••••••• 

Almonds .••••••••••••.•• •••·••·••• •••.••••••••••.••.•.•.•••.•...•...•.•.•.......•... do ....... . 
Currants •..... ••••• ..•.•••••••••••••.••••.•••••...••.•.•..•.•...•.... ••••• .••••.... do ....•.•. 
Prunes and plums .•....•••..••.•..•.......••.•......••.•••........•.•.....••••...... do .•••.... 

Do ........•.......•.•..••••.•.••....•.•••••••••..........••.•.....•.•......... do .....•.. 
Figs .•...•••••••••.....••.••••••.•••..•.....•••••.••.•....••••....•.......•......•.. do •...•... 
Raisins, muscatel, lite .•••••••••••••.••.•.••••••......••.....••.••.•...•...••.....•.. do •...•... 

Do••••·•·••·•·••••••·•······•·••••········•······••••••••·•••·•····•·····•···do ••••••• 
Raisins, otl1er .••..•••.•••••••.••.•...•••••........•....•••••.........•.••.......•..• do •...••.. 

Do ••••••••.•••••••••••.••.••.••.••..•••..••.••.........•.......••.•.......... do ...••... 
Candles, tallow ••••••••••.•. ·••••• •••••.....•.•............••••••. •·•••• .....••••••. do .•..•..• 

Do•••·••···••••••••··••••••••••····•·········••···•·•··•••·•· ··•·••···••·•··do •••••••• 
Cheese ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••·•••••• ••••••••.•••••..•....••.•••.......•..•••..... do ....•... 
Soap ••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••• ••·••••• •••••• •···•••········•··•••··· •... do .•.••... 
Tallow •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••.••.•••••••..•.• •·•······••••·•···do .•...... 
Beef and pork ••••••••••••••.•••.•.....••••.•....••••••...•..•.•••...••............. do .•••.... 
Rams and otl1cr bacon ••••• ••••••• •••••• ....•••....•.•••.........••••.........•..... do ...••... 

Butter •••••••••••••••••••• ·•·••···•········••··· ··••·······••·•······•····•••••••···do •••••••• 
Saltpetre, refined ••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••...••••.•....•.•••.............• •••••.do ....•..• 
Vitriol, oil of •••••••.•••••••••••••••.....•••....••......•.•..•...............••...... do ....•... 
Camphor, crude •••••••••••••••••••••...•....•....•......•..•.....•.•.•.•.•.•........ do ....•... 
Salts, Epsom ...... •••···•··• •••••••••••••••.•••••••....•••........•••..••...•...... do ..•.•... 

Glaubcr •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••.••••..•....••••..••..... ••••·• ••.••• do •..•.... 
Spices, Cayenne pepper ................................. ••••• .....•.....•...•....... do .....•.• 

ginger •••••••••• ··••··•····••••··••····••·•······• •·············•••·•·······do •••••••• 
macc·••··•·•····••···••••·····•·····•••••••·•··•····•·•·•···•·•••····•••·•·do •••••••• 
nutmegs •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• ·••••• ••..••.•.•....•••...••..•... do .•...... 
cloves •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••·····•·•·•·· ......•.........•..•.. do .......• 
pepper, black ••••••••••• •···••·••• •••••• ·•••·••····• ••••••••.••.••....•••... do .••••... 
pimento ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••..••••.•......••.•..••.•..•..........• do ....••.. 

cassia•··•••··•••••••••·· •••••••• ·····•••••···••••···•····••••·•···••·••···do •••.•.•. 
Tobacco, manufactured, &c .•••••••..••....••.•... : • ....•...•..... • ..............•... do ....... . 
Sni•n: .............................................................................. do ....... . 
lndi o ••••••••••.••••••••••.....•••••...•••.•.••••............. , •.••..••..•.•.•..... do .•.••... 

Quantity. 

369 

29,312 
230,054 

711 
2,157,337 

7,663 
40,800 
29,493 

1,606 
3,897 

49i283 
431 
116 

14,440 
898,573 

1,014 
705 

723 
311 
151 

540,30-2 
13.1,617 
29,503 

153,350 
548,218 
646,0-23 
931,290 

1,134,llO 
9i2,188 

B,815 
13,586 
29,628 

184,958 
671,433 

787 

17,525 
2,514 

61,517 
46,097 
49,677 

159,402 
186 
107 

1,414 
7,132 

39,426 
S,720 

1,473,402 
1,094,851 

279,160 
639 

5,212 
378,322 

Rate of duty. 

250 
50 
25 
20 

3¾ 
8 

15 
20 
10 
15 
25 
15 
40 
25 
2 
3 
4 

12 
12 
10 
3 
3 
3 

4 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 

5 
9 

4 

·2 

3 

5 
3 
3 
8 
4 
2 

15 
2 

100 
60 
25 
8 
6 
6 

10 
12 
15 

259 

$2,367,634 86 
6'il 29 

2,368,306 15 

$2,192,334 63 
216,353 48 

2,408,688 11 

$845,56)3 20 

22'i,15'i 80 

618,41() 40 

Duties. 

~22 50 
14,656 00 
57,513 50 

142 20 
80,900 13 

613 04 
6,120 00 
5,898 60 

160 60 
584 55 

12,3-20 75 
64 65 
46 40 

3,610 00 
17,971 46 

30 42 
28 20 
86 76 
37 32 
15 10 

16,209 06 
4,oos 51 

885 09 
6,134 00 

16,446 54 
19,380 69 
37,251 60 
22,682 20 
29,165 64 

264 45 
679 30 

2,666 52 
7,398 32 
6;714 33 

15 74 
219 45 
125 70 

1,845 51 
1,382 91 
3,974 16 
6,376 08 

3 72 
16 05 
28 28 

7,132 00 
23,655 60 
2,180 00 

117,872 16 
65,691 06 
16,749 60 

63 90 
625 44 

56,748 30 



260 FINANCE. 

EXPLANATORY STATEMENTS .AND NOTES-Continued. 

Articles. 

Cotton .....•.......••.....•.........•...•..................•••.....••••••.••••..•• pounds •••••• 
Gunpowder .........•••.......••.•........•...........•..•......•.••.••••••••...••• '.do ••••••• 
DrisUcs .•.•...•...•••.•••.........•..........•..................•••••.•••.•••••••••• do •••••••• 
Glue ................................................................................ do •••••••• 
Paints, ocbre,·dry .........••..•....•..........•..•.....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do •••••••• 

inoil .................. , ................... _ ................................................................ do ••.••••• 
white and red lend .•..••••.....•...•..... : ........•.•.•....•••••..••.••.••.•. do •••••••• 

Do ••••••• ······••·•······•••··············•·•••··••··········•••••···do •••••••• 
whiting ............................................................••.•.•••• do ...••••• 

Lead, bar, sheet, and pig .....•..............•.•...•..•.....•....•..•..•••••••••.••.• do •••••••• 
Do ........•..••••...........•...........•.........•.........•...•..••••• do •.•••.•.• 

shot ..........•..••..................... •·•••• •••••••.••..••••••••••••••••.•.• do •••••••• 
Do ...................................................................... do ....•... 

Cables, tarred .......•••.•...........••...•.•.••••..•.• ••••• ••••...............•...•. do ....... . 
Cordage, tarred ..................................................................... do ••.•..•. 

untarred ..............••..•••.•.••.••••••••.•.•. ••••• ••••...•.....•.•.•... do •..••••. 
Do ..................•.........•.•••.....•...•.......•.•..••...•......... do ••.•.••. 

Twine, packthread, &c .......•...•....................•.....•..••••......•••....... do ...••... 
Do ............••.....•.•.....•.....•.....•••••.•.........•............. do ....... . 

Corks ............................................................................. do ....... . 
Copper, rods, and bolts .......•...•..............•......•......•............•.••.•... do •....... 

nails and spikes .......•..........••...•..•.............................•... do ....•.•. 
Iron, muskets .............. ...................................................... number ..... . 

rifles .......................................................................... do ...... .. 
wire, not above No. 18 ••••••.•••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••.••••••.•••••••.•. pounds ..... . 

above No. 18 ••••••..•.•.••.....•••••••.•.••••••••.••••••.••••••.••.•••.• do ..•.•... 
tacks, brads, &c., not above 16 ounces ..•.•• ••••·• •.....••••••.•....•.•...•... per 1\1 •••••• 

and sprigs, above 16 ounces ........................................ do ....... . 
nails ..•......•..•...•.•...........................•......•••.•..•........••. pounds ••.•.. 

nails ••••••••••••• ················•·••··••····•··•·•····•·•···········••········do •••••••• 
spikes .•.•. •••••• •..•.•..•..•.••.•. ••••·• •••••..•••••..•....•.••........•...... do .....•.. 
spikes ...................•...•.................•..•...............••........... do ...... ~. 
chain cables .•••••.•...•.•....•.••.••••••............................•......... do .••..... 
n1ill saws ................................................................... number ..... . 
anchors .•..........................•...•............•.. ; ................•... pounds ..... . 
anvils •••.•••.••••••...•.........................•.•.....••..•.•........••.•... do ...... . 
hammers and sledges •...•..••.•••.• : ................. .' .....................•.. do ....... . 
castings, vessels ••••.•.••..•••.....••.....•.••.........•.••..•.......••........ do .••.•... 

other •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••········••·······•···do ..•••... 
round and braziers' rods ••••••••••••.•..•.........••••......••.••.•............. do .•...... 
nail rods, &c •• :: •••••••••••• ·····•·•··••·•··•·······•• •.••...•.••.........••.. do ....•... 
slit and hoop, &c ••••••.••..•••••.•.•••••••..••........•... : . ......•.••........ do ..•..... 
castings ••••••••••••••..•••••................................•........•..•.... cwt ..•..... 
sheet and hoop •••••••..••..........•...............•........... , .............. do •.•.•... 
piO' ...................................................................................................... do ......... .. 
bar, rolled .••.•................•.•••..•................•...........•.••....•.•. do ....•... 

hammered .•.••.••..•••....•.•••.••.•.•.....•...•..•.•••........••...•••.. do ....•... 
J1ammercd ................................................... ·••'!•• ..... ............... do .••.•.•• 

Steel ••••••••••..•.••••.•.•............••.......••......•....••..............•...... do ....... . 
Hemp •••••••••••••••••••••••.•..••..••...........•.....•...............•.......•... do ....•... 

• Do •••••••.••.•...•••••••••.•.•...........•....••.•......•.••.....•.....•....... do ••..•... 
Alum ••••••••..•.••....•....•....•.•...•••.•...•.........•..........•.....•........ do ...... . 
Copperas •••••..•••••••••...•.•.••.•.........•.....................•.•..•••...•..... do ••..•... 

Vo ............................................................... ', ........... do ....... . 
Flour, wheat. ............•.•••.....•..............•..•.....•.••.............•...•••. do •.•..... 
Coal .•.•••.•.•....••••••••.•.....•...•••••..••...•..•••.•••..••.••...........••. bushels •..•.. 

Do ...........••.•......•............••••.•.....••...•.•.•......•....•...•••.... do ....••.. 

Wheat. ·•·•••••••·•··•········•···············•··•····••·•••••••••••••·•••••······do •••••••• 
Oats .••••.................••.•..•...•.....•..••.....•••••..•..•...•.........•••.•... do .•...... 
Potatoes .........•••..................•...........•.•.......•...•........•.......•.. do ...••... 
Paper, folio and quartopost ...•.••••.••••...•••..•.....•.......•....•••••••••••••.. pounds ....•. 

foolscap, drawing, &c.. . . . . • .........•...........................•.•......... do ....... . 
pnnting, copperplate, &c ...................................................... do •..••... 
sheathing, binders•, &c .•....•......•............. ,. ....•...............••.••. do ....•... 
all other ...................................................................... do •••••... 

Dooks, printed previous to li75 .•••••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••.••••••••••••..• volumes ..... . 
printed in other languages than English, except Latin and Greek ..............• do .... ; .. . 
Latin or Greek, bound ..........•.....•..•.••..•...•.••.•.................. pounds ..... . 

in boards .••••.•.••••....•..... , •...............••••••.••••••• do ••..•••• 
all other, bound ••.........•....•...•.. ••·••• ........................•••••••. do ...••••• 

in boards............. . ....••....••.•..••.••••..••••••.•.••.•••••.. do ....... . 
Glass, cut, and not specified ......•...... ••••• ..... ••••• ..•..•..••.•.••..........•.•• do ....•••• 

0U1er articles ......••.....••..••...•..........•...•.....•..•.••••••.••••...•.• do ....•... 
apothecaries' phials, not above 4 ounces .•....••..••••••••••••..••••.•.••••.. gross ....... . 

not above 8 ounces ......•...•.••.••..•••.••.•.••...•••... do ....•... 
bottles, not above l quart ...................................................... do ••.•.••. 

Do ................................................................ do .••••..• 
not above 2 quarts •••• ••••••••••·••••••• ••••••••..•.•••• •••··••••• •••• do •••••••• 
not above 4 quarts •••••.•....•.....••....••••. ••••• .•.....•.......•.•. do •••••••. 

Quantity. 

517.681 
49,035 

176,513 
48,359 

501,576 
17,650 

2,194,603 
1,509,045 

290,0-22 
1,137,809 
I,330,622 

286,596 
79,007 
68,140 

447,544 
1,046 

28,335 
34,499 

200,188 
44,067 

3,015 
311 

2,499 
2 

449,318 
279,193 

31,462 
3,659 

247,121 
l57,6i7 
33,282 
31,379 

271,268 
I,274 

107,458 
211,753 
25,625 

428,369 
404,859 

10,124 
9,629 

1,652,216 
I0,639 
12,620 
12,588 
5tt,287 
37,979 

356,250 
19,851 
78,830 

219 
55 

7,806 
I,410 

418 
398,342 
422,461 

570 
21 

7,223 
5,710 

109,863 
448 

34,778 
9,201 
1,607 

37,186 
2,441 
1,560 
6,968 

19,580 
18,149 

382,497 
2,60-2 

287 
4,637 
5,376 

228 
35 

Rate of duty. 

3 

8 
3 
5 

I½ 
3 
4 

2 

2 

3½ 
4 

4 
4 
5 
4 
5 

12 
4 
4 

150 
150 

5 
9 
5 

5 
4 
5 
3 
4 
3 

100 

2 

3 
3 
3 

75 
250 
50 

150 
75 
90 

100 
175 
150 
200 
100 
200 

50 
5 
6 

25 
IO 
IO 
20 
17 
IO 

3 
15 
4 
4 

15 
13 
30 

26 
3 

2 
100 

125 
144 
200 
250 
300 

[No. 'i32. 

Duties. 

$15,530 43 
3,9-.l~ 80 
5,295 39 
2,417 95 
5,015 i6 

264 75 
65,838 09 
60,361 80 
2,900 22 

11,378 09 
26,612 64 

5,731 9-2 
2,765 25 
2, i25 60 

17,901 76 
41 84 

1,416 75 
1,379 96 

10,009 40 
5,288 04 

120 60 
12 44 

3,748 50· 
3 00 

22,465 90 
25,122 51 

I,573 10 
182 95 

9,884 84 
7,883 85 

998 46 
1,255 16 
8,138 0·1 
1,274 00 
2,0-25 20 
4,235 06 

640 62 
6,425 52 
4,048 59 

303 72 

2-."8 87 
49,566 48 
7,979 25 

31,550 00 
6,294 00 

87,430 50 
28,484 25 

320,625 00 
19,851 00 

137,952 50 
328 50 
no oo 

7,806 00 
2,820 00 

209 00 
19,917 10 
25,347 66 

142 50 
2 IO 

i22 30 
1,442 00 

18,676 71 
ll5 85 

I,043 34 
I,390 15 

64 28 
I,487 44 

366 15 
202 80 

2,090 40 
5,090 80 

544 47 
7,649 94 
2,60-2 00 

358 75 
o,on 28 

10,752 00 
570 00 
105 00 



1826.] DUTY OX IMPORTED WINES. 

EXPLANATORY STATEMENTS AND NOTES-Continued. 

Articles. 

Glass, demijohns ................................................................. number ..•••. 
window, not above 8 by 10 inches .••.••••••••.••..•••••••••.•••••••••••. 100 square feet .• 

Do •••••.•••• do •••.••••..••••••.•••••••.•••.••.•.••••••.••••.•.• do .•..•.•• 
not above IO by 12 inches .••••.•••••.••••••••••.••• ••••• .•••••••••••• do •.•••••. 

Do .••••••..• do ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•.••.•.••••.••••.... do ••••••.• 
above 10 by 12 inches •.••••••••••.•.•.. ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• do •••••••• 

Do •••••••••• do··••••••••••••••••••••··•·····••••·••··•••••••••••do •••••••• 
uncut, in plates, &.c •••••• •·•••• ••••••...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do •••••••• 

Fish, dried or smoked •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••...••..••...••••••••• quintals •••••• 
salmon, pickled ........................................................... barrels ..... .. 
mnckcrcl, pickled ............................................................ do ...... .. 
nil other, pickled .............................................................. do ...... . 

Shoes and slippers, silk ............................................................ pairs ••••••• 
pruuclle ......................................................... do ....... . 

men's, ,, .. omen's, leather ...................................................... do ....... . 
children's .................................................................... do ...... .. 
boots and bootees ............................................................ do ....... . 

Cigars ........................................ •·•··• .............................. per !II ...... . 
Playing cards ..................................................................... pack ....... . 

Deduct exportations over importations, viz: 
Duck, Russia, 2,60-2 pieces, at $2 .... •••••• ..................................... . 

Ravens, 7,456 pieces, at $125 ............................................ . 
Sheeting, brown, 12,375 pieces, at $1 60 ......................................... . 

white, 170 pieces, at $250 ............... ; ............................ . 
Candle•, wax, 2,210 pounds, at 6 cents ......................................... . 
Soap, 145,121 pounds, at 3 cents ................................................ . 
Cinnamon, G, 165 pounds, at 25 cents ............................................ . 
Cordage, tarred, and cables, 299,961 pounds, at 3 cents ........................... . 

85,204 00 
9,320 00 

19,799 60 
425 00 
136 20 

4,353 63 
1,541 25 
8,998 83 

Quantity. Rate of duty. 

10,630 25 
119 250 
217 300 
416 275 
222 350 
700 3"..5 
793 400 
121 400 

1,480 100 
1,703 200 

763 150 
632 100 
936 30 
496 25 

1,936 25 
193 15 
206 150 

10,456 250 
6,630 30 

Carried to statement n .......................................................... ; ...................................... .. 

Sperm candles, imported, 111 pounds, nt 8 cents ................................................................................ . 
cxported ............ do ..................... : .................................................................. . 

C. 

261 

Duties. 

82,657 50 
297 50 
651 00 

1,144 00 
777 00 

2,275 00 
3,172 00 

484 00 
1,480 00 
3,406 00 

.1,144 50 
632 00 
280 80 
124 00 
484 00 
28 95 

309 00 
26,140 00 
1,989 00 

1,879,287 21 

49,778 51 

1,829,508 70 

8 88 
8 88 

A statement exhihiling the amount of American and foreign tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the 
United States during the year ending on the 31st day of December, 1824. 

American tonnage in foreign trade ................................................... . 
Foreign tonnage in foreign trad~ .................................................... . 

Total tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the United States ................ . 

845,'i58 
90,666 

936,424 

Proportion of foreign tonnage to the whole amount of tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the United 
States, 9.6 to 100. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, March 8, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. '733. [1ST SESSION. 

DESCRIPTION OF AND DUTY ON IMPORTED WINES. 

CO~illUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 3, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 30, 1825. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the 2'ith instant, directing the Secretary of the 

Treasury to cause to be laid before the Senate a statement showing the aggregate quantity of each 
description of wines which have been annually imported into the United States since the year 1800, and 
the rates of duty that have been payable on them respectively, I have the honor to transmit herewith a 
letter from the Register of the Treasury, accompanied by a statement, which presents the information 
called for. 

I have the honor to remain, with .great respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

The PRESIDENT of the Senate. 
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TREASURY DEPARnIENT, Register's Office, Decerrwer 29, 1825. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a statement showing the aggregate quantity of each 

description of wines which have been annually imported into the United States since the year 1800, and 
the rates of duty that have been payable on them respectively. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary ef the Treasury. 

Statement showing the aggregate quantity ef each description of wines that have been annually imported into the 
United States since the year 1800, and the rates ef duty that have been payable on them respecti'1;ely. 

Years. 

l\Ialmsey, l\Iadcira, and 
London Particular 111:l
dcira, 

All other l\ladeira, Burgundy, Champagne, Sherry nnd St. Lucar. 
Rbenish, and Tokay. 

Rateofduty. Gallons. Rateofduty. Gallons. Rateofduty. Gallons, Rateofduty. Gallons. 

1801, •••• •••••· •.•• •• •• . . •.•• •••• •••• •• •• 58 cents •• 

180-2 ...•••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••• •••• 58 " 
1803, .....••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 58 " 

1804 ••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 58 " 
1805 ••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •••• 58 " 
1806 .....•.....••.........•••••••• :...... 58 " 

1807 ••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 58 " 
1808................................. •••• 58 " 
Jt:09............................ ........ 58 " 

1810 ••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 58 " 
1811 ...••••..•••••...••••••••••••• ,.. •••• 58 " 
1812 .••••.••......••.•••••••••••••••••••• 116 " 

1813 ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 116 " 
1814 •••..•....•••....•••••••••••••••••••• 116 " 
1815 .••..••...•••.....••••••••••••••••••• 116 " 
1816 .••..•....•••....•••••••••••••••••••. 100 " 
1817 .••.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 100 " 
1818 ••....•.•..•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 100 " 
1819 •••••••..•.••••..•...•••••••••••••••• 100 " 
1820 •.....•••••..•••.....•.•..••••••••••• 100 " 
1821, ..•.••••••....••....•.•••••••••••••• 100 " 

1822 ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 100 " 
1823 ••••••••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••••• 100 " 

1824 ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 100 " 

198,080 
254,673 
348,591 
268,321 
226,173 
316,622 
349,535 
99,572 

216,349 
271,904 
253,220 
143,559 
22,776 
2,278 

144,268 
276,517 
100,108 
179,091 
218,009 
125,304 
120,499 
116,752 
138,067 
68,772 

50 cents .. 82,182 
50 " •••••••••••••• 
50 " .............. 
50 " 160,408 
50 " 9-2,499 
50 " 48,411 
50 " 45,568 
50 " 43,914 
50 " 19,940 
50 " 45,360 
50 " 27,070 

100 " 59,438 
100 " 3,790 
100 " 862 
100 " 20,251 
100 " 38,374 
100 " •••••••••••••• 
100 " •••••••••••••• 
100 " •••••••••••••• 
100 " .............. 
100 " ............. 
100 " .............. 
100 " •••••••••••••• 
100 " •••••••••••••• 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

Claretandotherwinesnot Lisbon, Oporto,and other 
enumerated, when im- Portugal wines.~ 

Years. ported in bottles or cases. 

45 cents .. 4,490 40 cents •. 50,127 

45 " 5,332 40 " 509,644 

45 " 4,056 40 " ~'23,392 

45 " 1,911 40 " 563,191 

45 " 4,178 40 " 398,066 

45 " 6,963 40 " 280,951 

45 " 13,948 40 " 315,779 
45 " 3,230 40 " 3:!9,499 

45 " 217 40 " 355,615 

45 " 788 40 " 144,234 

45 " 454 40 " 5,481 
90 " 2,132 80 " 28,217 
90 " 1,587 80 " 79,391 

90 " 734 80 " 297 

90 " 3,519 80 29,503 

100 " 13,9-26 60 " 283,954 
100 " 8,528 60 " 89,334 
100 " 8,8.54 60 " 17,346 

100 " 7,688 60 " 21,858 

100 " 5,571 60 " 3,006 

100 " 3,931 60 " 23,294 

100 " 5,588 60 " 39,736 
100 " 8,165 60 " 30,639 
100 " 2,576 60 " 13,004 

Tcnerilfe, Fayal, lllalaga, All other, when import-
$t,, George, and other cd otherwise than in 
Western Island wines. bottles or cases. 

Rate of duty. Gallons. Rate of duty. Gallons. Rate of duty. Gallons. Rate of duty. Gallons. 

1801 ••••••. ·••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••. 35 cents •• 
180-2 ... .......................••• ~....... 35 '' 

1803 ••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 35 " 
1804 ••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• 35 " 
1805................................. .... 35 '' 
1806..................................... 35 " 

1807 ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 35 " 
1808....................... •••••••••••••• 35 " 
1809..................................... 35 " 

1810 ••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• 35 " 

1811 ••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• 35 " 
1812..................................... 70 " 
1813..................................... 70 " 
1814..................................... 70 " 

1815 ••••••• •••••••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••••• 70 " 

1816 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 70 " 
1817 .•.•••••••••• •••••• •••• •••••••••• •••• 70 " 
1818..................................... 70 " 

1819 ••••••• •••••••••••• •••••• •••• •••• •••• 30 " 

1820 ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 30 " 
1821, .... •..•.• •... ...... •••••••••• •••••• 30 " 
1822..................................... 30 " 

1823 ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• 30 " 

1824 ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 30 " 

10-2,621 
148,393 
74,197 

173,801 
221,464 
174,014 
186,200 
78,323 
1,166 
5,707 

29,685 
32,234 
26,942 
10,043 
56,639 

156,001 
86,803 
91,216 
53,288 
43,453 
99,155 
58,984 
73,880 
53,414 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, December 29, 1825. 

30 cents .• 332,383 
30 " 386,497 
30 " 173,79-2 
30 JC 259,569 
30 " 361,635 
30 " 380,579 
30 " 518,729 
30 " 262,208 
30 " 155,301 
30 " 162,288 
30 " 94,418 
60 " 139,250 
60 " 29,888 
60 " 3,9-24 
60 " 181,217 
50 " 654,608 
50 " 194,187 
50 " 89,508 
50 " 152,555 
50 " 145,695 
50 " 300,809 
50 " 473,902 
50 " 124,101 
50 " 63,~06 

28 cents •• 652,509 23 cents .• 1,296,034 

28 " 492,357 23 " 1,211,291 

28 " 429,438 23 " 934,503 

28 " 484,353 23 " 3,105,174 

28 " 930,200 23 " 4,027,479 

28 " 408,400 23 " 3,209,604 

28 " 457,982 23 " 3,679,952 

28 " 465,559 23 " 2,020,478 

28 " 343,254 23 " 67,888 
28 " 632,791 23 " 204,105 

28 " 693,370 23 " 794,811 

56 " 745,652 46 " 811,862 

56 " 247,091 46 " 391,224 

56 " 105,098 46 " 299,223 
56 " 369,978 46 " 475,485 

40 " 1,152,791 25 " 1,656,677 
40 " 297,582 25 " 882,836 
40 " 211,401 25 " 1,436,871 

40 " 287,842 15 " 1,027,019 

40 " 271,731 15 " 1,059,091 

40 " 424,956 15 " 2,242,498 

40 " 446,461 )5 " 1,926,793 

40 " 284,622 15 " 2,015,770 

40 " 87,053 15 " 1,097,132 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ter. 
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19TH CONGRESS. l No. 734. [1ST SESSION. 

REMISSION OF DUTIES ON GOODS IMPORTED INTO CASTINE, IN MAINE, WHILST IN 
POSSESSION OF THE ENEMY DURING TH.ill WAR OF 1812-'15. 

C03IUUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 23, 1826. 

Mr. Smm, from the Committee on ;Finance, to whom was referred the memorial of Henry Rice and others, 
made the following report: 

That the port of Castine was taken possession of by the enemy during the late war and held until 
the peace; that during that period a considerable quantity of British goods had been introduced, and 
the duties imposed by the British authorities paid thereon; that, on the restoration of that port, the 
Collector returned and exacted bonds for the 11sual duties on such goods, as if the same had been regu• 
larly imported into a place held by the United States; most of those bonds were paid; on one a suit was 
brought, and, whilst pending before the Supreme Court, a memorial was presented to the House of 
Representatives, and referred to the Committee of Ways and Means, who declined to act until a decision 
should be had in the court; a judgment having been obtained in favor of the defendants, the memorial 
was again presented, and the Committee of Ways and Means reported a bill in favor of the memorialists; 
the House amended the bill so as to include only those persons who were presumed to be inhabitants or 
purchasers from those who had resided at Castine whilst in possession of the enemy, and added a proviso 
to the bill, to wit: "Provided, That it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury 
that the claimants named in the bill were residents of Castine, or Bucksport, or purchasers from residents 
of the goods on which the duties have been imposed." The bill, thus amended, passed both Houses on 
the 11th day of April, 1820. _ 

The memorialists, at the next session, prayed payment for those persons who had not been included 
in that act, and continued their application until an act passed, on the 19th May, 1824, in favor of the 
persons named therein; but it so happened that the names of the present claimants were not included, 
and they now pray that similar justice may be granted to them as has been granted to aU the others 
similarly situated. 'l'he committee think that the prayer of the memorialists ought to be granted. 

The committee further report, that, soon after the decision of the Supreme Court, the Secretary of the 
Treasury released all the unpaid bonds given at Castine, to the amount of $2'1,581 50, the bond of an 
American citizen, and $7,955 06, given by R. Hasbuck, a British subject. 

Eastport had continued in possession of the enemy until it was su1Tendered under the treaty of 
Ghent. Whilst possessed by the British authorities, and under the expectation of its surrender, the 
Collector requested instruction as to the following question from the Treasury Department: Question. 
"On the restoration of the island shall the Collector take possession of all merchandise of foreign growth, 
produce, and manufacture, and detain the same until the customary duties are paid, or secured to be 
paid?" The Attorney General answered in the negative. 

It appears by a document submitted, that when New Orleans was delivered to the United States 
no duties were exacted on the goods in that city at tb.e period when it was received by the United Sfates. 

The committee do not perceive that the residence of the importer or owner of the goods can vary the 
law in the case. The decision of the Supreme Court is, "that duties could not be legally exacted upon 
any part of these goods by the United States," and it is presumed that those persons who voluntarily 
submitted to the authority of the custom-house officers should not be placed in a worse situation than 
others who refused to comply with the requisition of the Collector. 

19TH CoNGREss. l No. 735. [lsT SESSION. 

REDUCTION OF DUTY ON DRIED FISH. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 25, 1826. 

Mr. LLOYD, from the Committee on Commerce, to whom was referred the petition of certain merchants of 
Baltimore, praying that the present duty of one dollar per quintal on imported dried fish may be 
repealed, and that a duty of fifteen cents per quintal may be imposed in lieu thereof, made the 
following report: 

That the memorialists aver the proposed reduction of duty would promote the agricultural, manufac-
turing, and commercial interests of the country. . 

'l'hat the present duty operates as a prohibition of the importation of the articles from foreign 
countries. • 

That by a recent act of Parliament a market has been opened in the British North American 
colonies for our foreign and domestic manufactures to a great extent, and to secure the benefits of the 
new trade, as well as to extend the present one, in breadstuffs, we must enable these colonies to make 
payment in their products, of which dried fish is an important article; but the principal benefits, 1he 
memorialists state, they apprehend will result from .the fact that South America requires a particular 
kind of fish, which can be procured from Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, but which cannot be obtained, 
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except in small quantities, and of an inferior quality, from our own fisheries, owing to a different manner 
of curing, and to the colonists having the advantage of contiguity to the fishing grounds, and to the 
large permanent establishments they have on shore, to which the fish are carried as soon as caught, and 
cured in a better manner than those of the United States, which must be transported to a greater 
distance. 

In reference to which reasons for the reduction of duties asked for, and the effect they believe would 
fl.ow from acceding to it, the committee remark: 

That the fisheries on the coast and on the banks of Newfoundland were, from a very early period 
after the first settlement of the country, considered as objects of great national importance, and worthy 
of the particular attention both of the British and American Governments, as is evidenced by the 
numerous laws passed for their protection, and from the employment, antecedently to the Revolution, in 
the State of Massachusetts alone, of twenty-eight thousand tons of shipping, and from four to five 
thousand seamen in this pursuit. 

That a continued and active vigilance to guard against an interference from foreign participation or 
competition still marks the policy of the British Government in reference to the fisheries, which she 
encourages by bounties, and fortifies by prohibitions, confiscations, and severe penalties. 

The Government of the United States, also impressed with the importance of this interest in a 
national point of view, immeaiately after it came into operation, imposed, in July, 1789, a duty of fift~ 
cents per quintal on foreign caught and dried fish imported into the United States, which, in 1804, was 
continued without drawback; and being still found inadequate for the purpose intended, that of counter
vailing foreign importations, in April, 1816, the duty was raised to the present rate, of one dollar per 
quintal, on the same condition. The principal object of the imposition of this duty, the committee confi
dently presumed, was the protection and support of the Bank and coast fisheries of the United States, 
which cannot but be considered an invaluable branch of the national resources, whether viewed in relation 
to the hardy, intrepid, and skilful seamen it produces, and who, in the hour of danger, have ever been 
found ready promptly_ to rally under the standard of their country, and to contribute a large proportion 
of those who, in time of war, have manned the public and private armed vessels of the United States, 
and, in periods of peace, have furnished a prolific nursery and school for the most effective and useful 
seamen employed in its mercantile navigation; or whether considered in relation to one of the most 
important staples it creates for the commerce of the northern and eastern part of the Union; or the 
amount it adds to the national wealth, literally drawn from the depths of the sea; to the encouragement 
it affords to all classes connected with ship building; and to the draughts it makes upon the agricultural 
interest for the subsistence of the seamen engaged in the fisheries, and that of their numerous families 
on shore, while absent themselves on their hardy and perilous occupation on the ocean 

That, from the protection given by the duties before mentioned, the fisheries have, in some degree, 
extended with the growth and expanding interests of the United States, will be apparent from the state- , 
ments accompanying the present report; yet it will also be seen that this increase has occurred in a very 
moderate degree, giving only an addition of one-tenth in nineteen years, and having, from 1823 to 1824, 
actually diminished more than 1,000 tons, furnishing conclusive evidence that the protection afforded is 
not more than sufficient to accomplish its object; for, although there is now a considerable tonnage, and 
eight or ten thousand seamen probably employed in this bold and laborious pursuit, in which the summer 
storm and winter tempest are fearlessly and cheerfully encountered, yet there is reason to believe, from 
the information of those roost conversant with the fisheries, that it is an occupation of a very limited and 
restricted profit-an impression which is corroborated by the less improved situation of the fishing towns 
than those of almost any other on the seaboard; from the small general increase of the tonnage engaged 
in them for the last eighteen years; from its actual and recent, diminution; and from the memorial 
recently presented to the Senate from the ancient town of Marblehead, one of the largest fishing towns 
in the Union, in which it is stated t_!i,at during that period the number of vessels engaged in this their 
principal employment has decreased more than a fourth part, there having been, in 1807, one hundred 
and seven, and now only eighty vessels engaged in the fisheries from that port. 

The committee further remark, that it is undoubtedly true that the British fishermen, from their 
proximity to the large establishments of Newfoundland, and to the shores of New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia, the coast of Labrador, and the islands at the mouth of the St. Lawrence, all of them adjacent to 
the fishing grounds, have superior advantages in preparing their fish for market. over the fishermen of the 
United States; but the existence of this advantage, the committee apprehend, should form an additional, 
and, as they believe, powerful inducement to continue, if not to extend, the protection given to our own 
fishermen, when coming into competition with those of a nation whose local positions give to it already 
superior advantages in this branch of business; and that, as it is to be presumed, for the supply of the 
South American markets, which, however, have been too recently opened to enable the committee to form 
any definite opinion as to their extent or importance for the article in question, fish may be cured by the 
fishermen of the United States in the manner that is wanted, although at present to be obtained but in 
small quantities, the dictate of national policy would seem to be, to endeavor, by additional inducements, 
to lead to the production of the quality and quantity required, rather than to lesson the incentives to it 
which at present exist. 

And the committee take leave further to remark, that although Great Britain, wearied of her restrictive 
policy, when, perhaps, no longer necessary for her purposes, may have partially abandoned a system which 
she has cherished for ages, and of which her statesmen have heretofore, for a long course of years, 
boasted as a monument of her wisdom, and a material source of her commercial wealth and maritime 
greatness, and has opened certain enumerated ports iµ her colonies, and authorized a trade with them 
from the United States, the committee are not aware, that, in time of peace, any great advantage is to be 
derived to the commerce of the United States from making British colonial ports places of entrepot for 
the warehousing and transhipment of merchandise received from or to be imported into the United States, 
when it could, probably, be both brought and carried, without a resort to them, directly to its ultimate 
destination, with less cost and greater benefit; more especially when such ports are subject to occlusion 
without their previous knowledge or concurrence, as is recently demonstrated to be the case with regard 
to Halifax, in Nova Scotia. 

And the experiment, the committee also conceive, yet remains to be made to ascertain how far the 
articles admitted, for colonial consumption, from the United States into the British colonies, at higher 
rates of duty imposed on their importation than when received from the mother country or the British 
possessions in America, and when burdened with an export duty which cannot be constitutionally coun-
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tervailed, and other onerous colonial exactions, will admit of sufficient benefit to entitle the trade thus 
opened to be considered as meriting peculiar favor or indulgence, or one of great interest to the United 
States. 

But, however this may be, no adequate inducement, as the committee believe, exists to give a 
premium on the industry of British fishermen, at the expense of those of the United States, by'the com
paratively free admission of the fish caught and cured by them into the ports of the United States, in 
depression and counteraction of the praiseworthy enterprise and exertions of a highly useful class of our 
own fellow-citizens; while a policy of this character is so far from being reciprocated on the part of Great 
Britain, that, in all the acts of Parliament which the committee have at command, relative to the fisheries, 
or in which an incidental reference is had to them, foreign caught dried fish neither is nor has been, at a 
trifling or heavy rate of duties, admitted into British ports, but has been, and still is, expressly and 
specifically prohibited from an entry or admission into the British dominions on any terms whatever; and 
so strenuously is the prohibition enforced, that forfeiture immediately attaches to the importation; the 
vessel carrying it into port is also condemned; and any person evading the law is, in addition to the loss 
of the property attempted to be landed, subject to a fine of an hundred pounds, and in default of payment 
of the penalty, is to be committed to the common jail, there to remain twelve months, without bail or 
mainprize. 

From all which considerations, the committee are of opinion that the reduction of the duty asked for 
would materially injure a highly valuable interest of the United States for a contingent and uncertain 
benefit, depressing an important auxiliary of our naval and mercantile marine to the encouragement, in 
addition to the local advantages already possessed, of an alien, rival, and, under events which would not 
be unprecedented, a hostile competitor, and which the committee consider is not called for by any principle 
of national comity or reciprocity; and they therefore report-

That the prayer of the petition ought not to be granted. 
J.A.i"\IES LLOYD Ohairman, per order. 

Statement of the amount of tonnage employed in the cod .fisheries from 1795 to 1824. 

Years. Enrolled ton- Licensed ton- Total. 

I 
Years. Enrolled ton- Licensed ton- Total. 

nage. nage under nage. nage under 
20 tons. 20 tons. 

Tons and 951M. 7bns and 95ths. 7bns and 95ths. Tons and 95ths. Tons and 95ths. 7bns and 95ths. 
1795 •••••••••••••....•.. 24,887 06 6,046 05 30,933 11 1810 ..•..••••••••••••• 26,250 91 8,577 28 34,&28 24 
1796 ••.•••••••••••• .... 28,509 39 6,453 41 34,962 80 1811 ••••••......•••••• 34,360 85 B,8i2 76 43,173 66 
1797 •••••••••••••••••••• 33,406 67 7,222 31 40,629 03 1812 •••••••.••••••.•.• 21,822 64 8,636 65 30,459 34 
li98 .......•............ 35,476 81 7,269 37 42,746 23 1813 •••••••••••• •••••• 11,255 36 8,622 13 19,877 49 
1799 ••••••••••••••••••.• 23,932 26 6,046 17 29,978 44 1814 •.•.•.••••••..•... 8,003 35 8,99-2 23 17,8:i5 58 
1800 •••••••••••••••••••• 22,306 94 1,120 06 29,427 05 1815 ••••••.••.•......• 26,510 33 10,427 26 36,937 59 
lilOl •••••••••••••••••••• 31,279 57 8,101 85 39,381 47 1816 •••••••••••• •••••• 37,879 30 10,246 66 48,126 01 
1802 •••••••••••••••••••• 3:l,987 42 8,533 56 41,521 03 1817 •••••.......•.••.• 53,990 26 10,816 79 64,807 10 
1803 •..•••••.••••••••••• 43,416 20 8,394 24 51,810 44 1818 •••••••••• •••••••• 58,551 72 10,555 09 69,106 81 
1804 •••••.••••••••••.•.. 43,088 GS 8,925 73 52,013 81 1819 •••••••••••• •••••• 65,044 9-2 11,031 34 76,076 31 

1805 •••• •••••••••••••••• 48,479 30 8,900 37 57,465 67 1820 ••••••••••.••••••. 60,842 55 11,197 36 72,040 91 
1806 ...........•.•...... 50,353 20 s,820 57 59,173 77 1821. ••••••••••• •••••• 51,351 49 10,941 89 62,293 43 
1807 ••• ................ 60,689 88 9,616 20 70,306 13 1822 ••••••••••••••••.• 58,405 35 '10,820 82 69,226 22 
1808 ••••••••••••••••••.• 43,597 40 8,400 22 51,997 62 1823 •.•.••.••••••••• 67,b:l6 14 11,213 63 78,839 77 
1809 .•.••• •••••••••••• 26,109 67 8,376 93 34,400 65 1824 •••••••.•••.•.••.. 68,419 00 9,208 33 77,627 33 

TREASURY DEPARTllENT, Register'• Office, January 4, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Statement exhibiting the quantity of dried and pickled fish imported into the United States from October 1, 1804, 
to September 30, 1824. 

Years. 

From the 1st of October, 1804, to the 30th of September, 1805 ••.••••• , ••••••••••••••.••••••• 
Do ..•..••••• do •.••.• 180;; •••••. do ..••••••.• do ••••.• 1806 •••.•••••.••...••.•••••.•••••••. 
Do •••••••••• do ••..•• 1806 •••••• do •.•.•.••. do •••••• 1807 ••..•••...•••••••••••••••••••.•. 
Do •••••••••• do •••••• 1807 •••••. do ..•.•••••• do •••••• 1808 •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 
Do .......... do •••••• 1808 •....• do •••••••••. do •••••• 1809 .•....•••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 
Do •••••.•••• do .••••• 1809 .••••. do ••..••••.• do ••••.. 1810 •••••••..••••..•.•.•...•..••.••• 
Do ••••••••. do ..•••• 1810 .••.•. do .•..•.•••• do •••••• 1811 ••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••..... 
Do •••.••••.• do •••••• 1811 •••••• do ••.•.••••. do •••••• 1812 •••••.••..•••.•••••..••.•••.•.•. 
Do •••••••••• do •••••. 1812 •••••. do •••••••••• do .••... 1813 •••••••.•••••.•••.•.•.•.•..•.... 
Do •••••••••• do ••.••• 1813 •••••• do .•••••.•.• do ...... 1814 ••••.......•••.•••.••••.•••••••. 
Do •••••••••• do: ••••• 1814 •••••. do ••.••••••. do ...••. 1815 •..•.••••••.•.•.•...•....•••.••. 
Do •••••••••• do •••••. 1815 •••••. do •.•.•....• do .••... 1816 .•.••....••...••.••••••.•.. ; •.••. 
Do •••••••••• do ••.••• 1816 ••.••. do .••.•••••• do .•.... 1817 ....••...••.•.•.....••••..••.••. 
Do •••••••••• do •••..• 1817 •••••• do •••••••.•. do •••••. 1818 ••••••.••••••••......•...•..••.. 
Do •••••••••• do •••••. 1818 ••.•.. do ....••..•• do •••••. 1819 ....••..•..••..•..•.•......•••.. 
llo •••••••••• do ••••.. I 819 ••...• do... • ••••• do ••.••• 1820 ••••.•................•..•...••. 
Do •••••••••• do ••.••. 1820 •••.•• do ••.•••••.. do •••• , .1821 .•...••.•.........•............• 
Do ••••••••• do •••... 1821 •.•... do ••••••.... do ..•..• 182J .•..••.•••.•....•......•....•... 
Do •••••••••• do •••.•. 1822 .••••• do ••.••..••. do ••...• 1823 •.•..••.•.••..•.•.•••..••..•.... 
Do •••••.•.•• do ••••.• 1823 ••..•. do ••...•.•.. do .•...• 1824 .....•••.•.•••...•••••..••..•... 

VOL. V·--34 B 

Dried. 

{luintals. 
106,543 
153,501 
233,902 

73,40-2 
8,446 
2,998 
5,685 
2,221 

IO, 100 
14,510 
16,401 
14,3i3 
4,610 
2,9-20 
1,037 

431 
346 
712 

2,969 
644 

Salmon. 

Barrels. 
4,681 
8,484 
7,231 
3,123' 

927 
1,689 
3,257 

169 
723 
917 

1,195 
5,636 
4,403 
3,339 
1,467 
1,831 
1,048 
1,2+1 
1,507 
1,935 

PICKLED. 

l\Iackerel. All other. 

Barrels. Barrel<. 
8,956 11,613 

12,789 13,716 
16,098 17,057 
3,378 2,223 
4,019 3,083 
1,677 1,465 

•••••••••••••• 1,104 
68 453 
77 1,533 

1,557 4,504 
1,435 2,971 
7,482 2,497 
5,346 2,874 
5,451 948 
6,865 417 

185 298 
7 116 

387 95 
67 268 

782_ 373 
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MEMORIAL OF THE MERCHANTS OF BALTIMORE. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assernhled: 
The undersigned. ask leave to represent that, in their opinion, the agricultural, manufacturing, and 

commercial interests of the country will be promoted by an alteration in the present duty on imported 
dried fish, and respectfully offer the following reasons: 

The present duty of one dollar per quintal is equal to an ad valorem duty of fifty, and in some cases 
seventy-five pee cent., and operates as an entire prohibition of the article. .A. recent act of Parliament 
has opened a market in the British North American colonies for our domestic and foreign manufactures to 
a great extent; and, to secure to us the benefit of this new trade, as well as to extend the present one in 
breadstuffs, we must enable those colonies to make payments in their products, of which dried fish is an 
important article. 

But the principal benefit, we apprehend, will result from the fact that South America requires a 
particular kind of dried fish, which can be obtained from Newfoundland and Nova Scotia, but which cannot 
be obtained except in small quantities, and of an inferior quality, from our own fisheries. The different 
manner of curing them constitutes the difference in British and American fish, and the colonists have the 
advantage of our fishermen in this respect by reason of their contiguity to the fishing grounds. They 
have large and permanent establishments for curing fish on shore, to which their fish are carried as soon 
as caught, lightly salted, and soon dried; while our fish are heavily salted and stowed in vessels until a 
large quantity is taken, when they are carried on shore, at some convenient place, and cured by the 
vessels' crews, or are brought home for that purpose; and, being thus heavily salted for preservation, 
they will not bear the voyage to South America without injury, and are unsalable when at market. 

From these considerations we are brought to the conclusion that a reduction of the duty to fifteen 
cents per quintal will subserve the interests of the country. 

B.ALTllIORE, November 18, 1825. 

19rrr CoNGREss.] No. 736. [lsT SESSION. 

TR.A.DE WITH CHIN.A. . 

. commNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 6, 1826. 

Mr. S:YITH, as Chairman of the Committee on Finance, laid on the table the following documents, in relation 
to the :finances of the United States, which were ordered to be printed: 

Extract of a letter from--, dated New York, January 18, 1826. 

"I much regret my avocations have been such as to have caused tardiness in furnishing the docu
ments spoken of, relating to the trade to China, and which I submit for the inspection of your friend in 
the Senate of the United States. . 

"These papers show the individual trade from this port with Canton of Thomas H. Smith, Esq., for 
the years 1824 and 1825, as well as information touching the trade generally, necessary to be laid before 
the enlightened individual you named to me. 

"The document .A. exhibits the exports in the year 1824, by which will be seen the error generally 
entertained of believing that the China trade is carried on by the exclusive export of specie. .A.s domestic 
as well as foreign merchandise comprise nearly one-half the amount of the exhibit, and the paper B, 
showing the exports of 1825, confirms the former statement, aud proves the increasing exports to very 
large extent of manufactures, and especially so of cotton goods, and that, whenever raw cotton can be 
purchased in this country at ten cents per pound, it will become an article of export of large extent to 
China, as, at that price, it will compete with the cotton of Bengal carried thither by the British East 
India Company, shipments of cotton have often been made from the United States to Canton, and has 
turned to good account. ' 

"In the statement D is exhibited the average cost of teas at Canton from the year 181'1 to 1825 
inclusive, reduced to cents per pound for each and every grade of tea, which may be of service, as a con
densed view of the same, whenever Congress deliberates upon the propriety of reducing the present duties. 

"The statement E is a condensed view of the importations into Canada during the last year, by the 
East India Company, of teas, per the ships Moffat and Ju?iana, and which shows the quantity of each 
grade of tea is more than double the amount of consumption of all the British colonies on this continent 
yearly, and plainly indicates an intention which let be nameless; and in a more particular manner, since 
information has arrived in this country that two other ships of equal burden are now on their way from 
China, to the same destination, by order of the above named comp~ny. On reviewing the number of 
pounds of tea import~d into Canada by those ships, and the population of the provinces not over 300,000 
persons, and those in part not tea-drinkers, being the descendants of Frenchmen, it may fairly be inferred 
a-motive exists on the part of the Government of Great Britain, other than the real consumption of their 
colonies. This is further exemplified by the rate of duties charged on introduction into Canada, viz: 
" On Imperial and Gunpowder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6d., or 10 cents per pound. 
"Hyson tea.......................................................... 6d., or 10 " " 
"Young Hyson....................................................... 6d., or 10 " 
" Other green teas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 4d., or 6i " 
" Souchong and Congo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4d., or 6lf " 
"Bohea, black, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2d., or ~! " " 

" 
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"I also hand you a statement of the trade of the East India Company with China (marked F) for one 
year, (the latest I now have by me,) by which your friend will perceive that the company carried on the 
trade that year without introducing a dollar of specie into Chi_na; and the probability is, that we, of this 
country, may arrive hereafter at the same end, should our Government, by wise measures, enable the 
American merchant to compete upon fair grounds with the East India Company. By the late tariff China 
silks are subjected to a discriminating duty of five per cent. over the duty charged on British and other 
manufactured silks, and the reason enforced for doing so was the want of reciprocity in the trade between 
this country and China, and which is controverted by the statement B, herewith. I would here remark, that 
the English Government, seeing this discriminating duty laid, it immediately reduced the duty of export 
and impoi·t on manufactured and raw silk, with a view of supplying this country with manufactures upon 
as cheap terms as silks could be imported from China; and the plan will succeed, unless Congress revokes 
some of their high duties, as articles· of silk are now importing from London ( usually obtained at Canton) 
at cheaper prices than can be obtained at the latter place. One other remark, permit me further to make, 
which is the fact, that the East India Company, on finding the duty reduced on raw silk, immediately 
despatched advices to Canton and purchased up all the raw silk to be obtained; the result was, conse
quently, a rise in all silk manufactures to prices that prevented purchases for this market that would 
permit a saving to the importer, and therefore curtailed importations into the .American market. 

"It may not be known to your friend, but which is a fact, that the house of Messrs. Perkins & Co., 
and that of A.relier, of Philadelphia, connected with Browns, of Liverpool, Jones, Oakford,& Co., of Phila
delphia, all carry on their trade with China without the aid of specie, (in the main,) and, by dealing in 
British manufactured goods, and in quicksilver, opium, lead, &c., from Europe. These houses, and T. H. 
Smith, carry on seven-eighths of the China trade, which will show how limited the amount of specie is, 
compared with the merchandise now shipped to China. 

"Should the duties on teas not be reduced fifty per cent. generally, and the duty on silks equalized 
with those from Europe, we may expect to receive our supplies through the instrumentality of the East 
India Company. 

"The paper G I consider very important, inasmuch as it exhibits, at one view, the capital centered in 
China, on American account, from the year 1804 to 1824, (returns not having arrived of 1825,) the impoi·ts 
and exports at China to the United States, to the Sandwich Islands, to South America, and with Europe, 
for the past year; the entire trade for the past year being $6,567,969." 

A. 

Vess~ls. 
BRITlSlI GOODS. 

Dutch cam- Cochineal. Quicksilver. Iron. Pig lead. Brandy. 
1---~---~----T-----1 blets. 

Cloths. Camblets. Long ells. Cotton goods. 

Ship l\fary Lord .•.•... 819,274 52 
Beaver.......... 21,337 13 
America......... 16,828 54 
London Trader.. 91895 53 
Citizen.......... 12,181 21 

79,516 93 

Vessels. Rum. 

26, i27 50 17,491 62 

33,885 i2 17,491 62 

Wine. Looking-
glasses. 

Ship Mary Lord ........••.•.•.........................•• 
Deaver •••• ••••••••••·••····· •••••••••••••••••••••• 
America .••....•....•.••.•.•.•••..•.......••••••• 
London Trader.. $1,612 00 $393 75 •••••••••••• 
Citizen.......... :289 00 •••••• •••• $2,427 20 

$4,007 79 
1,989 56 
2,418 75 

153 50 
31,623 65 

$3,800 00 $11,164 98 $16,409 00 $3,912 14 ..................... . 
.••••••••••••••• ~··· •••• 16,433 73 2,600 00 ••••••••.••••••.••.•.. 
• • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 29, 313 27 851 83 •••••••••• , . • •..•..•.• 
..•••••••••.••••••.•....•.•.•..•.•.••.•.•.••..•.••.•.••••••. $2,417 00 
•. •. • . •. •. • . .• .•• • •••••. 39,898 60 883 90 1;8, 709 44 

40,193 25 3,800 00 

A-Continued. 

Specie. 

Cotton goods. 

$201, 000 00 •••••••••••••. 
162,000 00 ............. . 
162,000 00 $398 79 

159,000 00 .•.•••.••••••• 
210,000 00 2,457 90 

11,164 98 102,054 60 8,:H7 81 8,709 44 2,417 00 

.A)[£RICAN PRODUCE. 
Sperm can- Dutch cloths 

Furs. 

$5,531 25 
3,437 50 
5,857 10 

10,179 95 
9,029 56 

dies. 
Ginseng. Brend. 

$658 49 $894 18 
$6,252 40 .•.••••••••...•.•.•...•...••••.•.• 

157 89 •••••••••••• •••••••••••• 
16,094 05 .•.. .•.•.• ....•. •••... $44,204 40 

---1------,1-------1-----1----11-----J --- --- ----

1,901 00 393 75 2,427 20 894,000 00 2,856 69 34, 035 56 22, 346 45 516 38 894 18 44,204 40 

British cloths ...•••••......•....••.•.•.....•....••••••..••• 
camblets •••••• ······•·••••••••••··•·••····•·••·•·· 
long ells ••••••..•....••.. ·•·••·•·••·· .••••••••••••• 
cotton goods ..••.•........•••.••....•••••.......••• 

Dutch cloths •.....•.•••..••..•........•.•••.•.••••••..•••. 
camblcts ••••••••••••.••••••••. ·•••••••·•·••••••··•·• 

Cochineal ••••••••••• ·•·•·•••··•··••••••••••·•••••···•·••·· 
Quicksilver .••••.....•••......•.......•.•.••..•••••••..••• 
Iron .... ••·••••·····•••••• ...........•••......•••••• •••••· 
Pig lead .•....•.••.•..•••••••....•...•...••....•.•.•••..•.• 
Brandy ...••.•.•••.......••..•.....•.....•.•.•••••••••••••• 
Rum .•..•.••••••..•..•..•.•....•.....•....•.....••..••.••• 
Wine ..•...•.•.••.•...........•.•.......•••...•....••.•••• 
Looking-glasses .•.••...••.••••..•....•.•••..•.•••••••••••• 

RECAPITULATION. 

$79,516 39 American cotton goods .•••••......••.•.....•••••......... 

!Ii ff : ia~I~~t{HllH\lllHll/HH\I 
11,164 98 

10-2,054 60 
8,247 87 s, 709 44 Foreign articles ...•....•.•••......•....••.••••••....•••••. 
21417 00 American articles ........••..•...........•••.......••.... 1,:~ ~ Specie ........•.•.•....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•• •• 

2,427 20 

$2,856 69 

~·~~ 1
516 3d 
894 18 

894,000 00 

J,311,057 22 

356,407 76 
60,649 46 

894,000 00 

1,311,057 22 

~f~c ~e':~"':.i~~:~:;r;:,~~'::~~~:t~~~£~~\~~ }~~gd~~f~::;1r~~~ej;/~~ited States to Canton; but since the trade h~• b~come better understood 
the traffte in them has become great; an'!, should a liberal and enlightened policy be adopted by the Government, the Amencan trade would stand on a 
better footing at Canton than that of the .t.ast India Company. CHAIU.ES HENRY HALL. 
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-B. 

Memorandums of merchandise and specie exported to Canton by Thomas H. Smith in 1825. 

DRITISII GOODS. AMERICAN GOODS. 

Vessels. Dutch goods. 
English English cam- Long ells. Cotton goods. Laces. Cottou goods. Furs. Ginseng. Brend. 
cloths. blets. 

--------1----1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1------·I---- ---- ----

Ship Huntress........ $2,423 24 ..•• .... •... •.••.. ...•• $31,954 41 •.•.•. •.•. ...... ...... $2i9 46 ..•..•••....•..•........ 
J'rlary Lord....... 3,855 75 ...••• •..... ••••.• •..... 22,466 56 ..•••.•..• $29,616 28 2,122 28 ..••.. .•...• $4,009 80 
America......... 9,227 70 ....•••.......•.•..•....•..•••.• ••·••• •••• •..... 12,468 43 •..•.. ••.. •... .•.•.. •..... 4,566 80 
Beaver ......•... .••. ••••··•· •..•••........••......•. ••···••••····· ...•................................ ·••••••····· •·•••···•··• 
London Trader ............................................................................................................... . 
Europa.,,....... 3,9"...:l 32 52,78110 $1,182 91 18,654 05 $3,160 25 1,737 81 .........•.... ............ 5,252 80 
!\!aria........... 23,9-29 24 ............ ............ 5,824 30 .................................... 521,394 46 3,528 00 
Citizen .. , . . .. • . . 18, 6:lO 95 950 00 52,985 35 .. . . . . .. • . .. . .. . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 17,477 84 7, 098 70 

61,979 20 2,78110 2,132 91 131,881 67 3,160 25 43,822 52 2,401 74 38,8i2 30 25,356 10 

B-Continued. 

AMERICAN GOODS. 

13213 38 
372 eo 
155 98 
171 75 
16.2 72 
348 44 
199 59 
465 39 

2,090 05 

Vessels. Quicksilver. Pig lead. Iron, Spcltcr. Cochineal, 

Candles. • Beef and pork. Hams. Tobacco. Flour. 

Ship Huntress........ ........ .... $216 2-3 •.•••••••• .......... •••• •••••• $16,076 46 $10,044 00 $1,085 81 ............ 1;9,631 39 
J\IaryLord....... •........... .............. .......•.. .......... .•....•••. 14,0i6 00 3,133 50 ............ ............ 16,224 91 
America......... •••. ........ ...• ••.. ...•.. $193 65 .... ..•... .... ••••.. 13,512 96 50,014 88 .... ••.. .... $5,037 30 ·••••• .•.••• 
Beaver.......... .•.••. •••..• •••• .......... ....•. •.•. ...... ••.. ....•• ••.• 3,694 95 5,053 50 3,035 06 ••••• ..... . 
London Trader... • . • • • • • • . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . • . . . .. • . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . • . . • . . • . . • ••••••. , • , • 
Europa.......... $708 18 1,862 50 ••...••••• $240 32 $2,057 75 ....•...•.••.. •... ......•... ............ ........ .... 5,117 00 
J'rla'ria........... 46441 ..••••....•.•• ···••·•••· .................................................... : ....... 2,36495 5,12975 
Citizen.......... 1,734 81 .... .... ...... .... ..•••. ...... .... ...••• •... 3,307 86 22,158 86 6,425 01 

1----i-----1---+----f----1------1-----1----- ---- ----

2,907 40 2,078 75 193 65 240 32 2,057 75 50,668 23 45,404 74 2,085 81 10,437 31 42,528 0~ 

Vessels, 

Ship America ....•..••.......•.....•.•..•..•.•.•... 

Beaver·••••····•·•••··••••·•·•·•·•••·•••·••·· 
London Trader .•...•.....•••......•.•.•..•... 
Europa. ......•.....•..•••............•.•.•.... 
J\Iaria ...••...•••...••••....•.•••........•••.. 
Citizen ..•.......•.•••....••.............•..... 

Huntress·•····••••·····•·•••·••••········ •••• 
Jlfary Lord .......••...••......••.....•....•••• 

Vessels. 

B-Continued. 

Specie. 

$150,000 00 
150,000 00 
150,000 00 
24,000 00 

177,000 00 
93,000 00 

150,300 00 
216,000 00 

1,110,300 00 

Rum. Gin. Oil. Otto of roses. Sail-cloth, French silks, &c. 

. . . • . . • • • . • . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • . . • • . . • . • • $291 75 ~2, 352 50 

6725 50 $298 50 .• • . •. • • • , •..•...•••.•.......•.•...•... 

$163 00 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 

163 00 725 50 298 50 291 75 2,352 50 5,528 69 

B-Continued. 

Rigging. Paper. Coral. Saffron. Wme. I Drandy. 

----1-----

Opium, 

Ship America ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •.•.••..•••..........•..•.•..•••••.••..••.•.•••••..••.•..•..•..•••• , ......... , •.•.•.•• 

Beaver••····•··••··•··••••••··•···••·••·••·••··•·•••••• ••• ••••••••···· •••••••••••••••••. ··•••••• ····••·••••··• ••·••·••··•· •••••••••••••• 
London Trader ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••...•..•••••. , ...•..••••••.....•.•.•••......••.•....•.•..•.•••..... , .• , •••.••.• 

Europa .............. •·••·••··••···••••·· •••••••••• •••• ••·•·· •••••• ••··•· •••• •···•••·•· $682 00 $1,149 00 ~583 10 $134,353 75 

:;!:~······································· .. $4,648·80·· •• $120.00 •••• $5,0-25.00 ..•••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 

Huntress .................................. ~ .... ................ ·••••··••••• •...••..•..... ••••••••••·· •••••••••••••• ••••••••·••• ••••••••··••• 
Mary Lord •••••• ., •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• , •.... , ........................................ , •.....• , ••••••••••••••••••• • •• •• 

4,648 80 120 00 5,o-:is oo 682 00 1,149 00 583 10 134,353 75 
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B.-REC.A.PITUL.A.TION. 

English cloths .•.•••••••.••....•.•...•..•••..•.•.•.•••.•..• 
English camblets...... •• . . . . . • • . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . .•••..•.••• 

Long ells •••••• ••··••····•·•··•• •••• ·····•··•·••••••••··•• 
Cotton goods, English .•..••...••.••.••..••.•.•.••.•.•..... 
Laces •.................•.......•......••...........•..... 
Dutch clotl1s ....••.••..••••.•••.•••.•..•.••.•.••....•..... 
Cotton goods, American ....••..........•..........•...•... 
Furs ..•..••.•..•••••....•.•..........•..............•.••.. 

Ginseng•·····•·•••···••·•••••·······•··•··•·••··•··•····· 
Dread ••••• ••·•••••••••····•••·•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Candles .•..•.•.••••••••..•....•.••.••.•.................•. 
Dccf and pork •.•...••..............•••.••••.••••.•...•••. 

Ilams ••••••••••••••••••••. ·••••·••·••·•• ············•••••• 
Tobacco •••• •••••••••••••···•••••••·•••·•···•······· •••••• 
Flour .•...•••••.....••.••••.•••••••.....••..•............. 
Quicksilver •••••••.••....•.........•.•.••.••.............. 
Pig lead •••••••••••••.•..••.•.•.....••.•..•.••••.... •••••· 

Iron•••••••••••·••··•••••·••··••••·•··········•••••··•···· 
Spcltcr ••••••••••••••••••••• •····•·••• •••••• ••••·•···· •••• 
Cochineal ..•.•••••••........•.•.... -. . . .• . • . • • . • ••••..... 
Specie •••••••••••••• •·••••·•••····•·••••••·•••···••··· •••• 

S61,979 20 Rum .........••.•..••••.••..•.•...........•..•..••••••••. 
2,781 10 Gin ...•............•........••...•...•.....•.••.•.••....• 
2,13·2 91 Oil ...................................................... . 

131,884 67 Otto of roses .•.•...•••••••.......•....•.•..••........•.•. 
3, 160 25 Sail-cloth .•.••.....•..................................... 

43,822 52 French silks, &c .......••••.......•.•....••.....•..••.••. 

2,401 74 Ri0gin0 •• • • • • • •• •• • •• •• •• ••• • •••• • • •• •••• •• ••• • •••• ••••• • 
38,872 30 Paper ...........••••••••••.•...•...•.•.....•........•.... 
25,356 10 Coral •••••••• , ••••••••••••• ••••··••·•••·••·•••···••·•···· 
2, 090 05 Saffron •..••••••••••..••••.•......••..••.•••............. 
2, 907 40 ,vine ............•••.••••....•••.•.....•..•...•...••••... 

- 2,078 75 Brandy .•••.••••••••.•.•••• •••••• •.•.•••.•••..•.••...•... 
193 65 Opium .•...•....••••••......•............••.••..••...•... 
240 32 

2,057 75 
50,668 23 
45,404 74 Foreign articles ....•..••••••••.•.....•.....•...•.•.•.•••. 
2,085 81 American articles •••••.•.••....•••......••• ••••• •.••....• 

10,437 31 Specie ..•....•.•.•.••..•.........••••••.•.• •••••• •••.•••. 
42,528 06 

1,110,300 00 

269 

S163 oo 
725 50 
298 50 
291 75 

2,352 50 
5,528 69 
4,64s so 

120 00 
5,025 00 

682 00 
1,149 00 

583 10 
134,353 75 

1,739,304 45 

548,157 59 
80,846 86 

1,110,300 00 

1, 739, 30-1 45 

It lms occurred, in the course of a few years, that Taw cotton J1as been exported to China, and I liavc myself sent 1,500 bales in one year to Canton; 
and whenever the article may be afforded here at ten cents peT pound, the same will go to Canton in preference to specie, as at that price a profit would be 
realized. 

Per proxy, THOMAS H. Sl\HTH. 
CHAS. HENRY HALL. 

The object of U1is paper is to show Urnt the Chinese trade, in Uie exports from this country, is not confined wholly to specie, as was declared in 
Congress at the time of revising the tariff on silk goods, and which opinion r,Terailed, and led to the laying on of a discriminating duty of five per cent., 
and which, if continued, will destroy U1e trade in manufactured China silks; especially so, since England has taken off the impoTt and c:z:pOTt duties on 
Taw silk, which causes the East Inrlia Company to make large purchases of Uie same at Canton. 

D.-Ai:erage cost of teas from 181 'l to 1825, inclusive. 

GUNPOWDER AND IM- llYSON. YOUNG IIYSON: HYSON SKIN. SOUCIIONG. DOIIEA. 

PERIAL. 

Years. ~ .; ., ., ., 8 ., 8 gj g . ~ " -~ " -~ " " .;:: ., 
-;:: -;:: "& ·i:: ·c ]. "[ ]. -;:: 
"- "- "- "- "- "- "- "-
~ " j g, .., g, .., t .., g, g, g, .., 

~ -~ -~ .... E E E E ]' E 
a ~ ~ a ~ a > ~ ~ ~ ~ I": I": I": <: I": <: 

Talc. Tale. Cts.p.lb. Tale. Tale. Cts.p.lb. Tale. Tale. Cts.p.lb. Tale. Tale. Cts.p.lb. Tale. Talc. Cts.p,ll,. Tale. Talc. Cts.p.lb. 
1817 .. 52a 72 62 68 56 a 58 57 62 38a 45 42 46 28a 30 29 32 22a36 29 3:l ........ ...... 

•••••••• 
1818 .. 45 a 75 63 69 28a53 44 48 25a 45 :n 40 12 a 28 22 24 11 a24 17 18 JO a 16 13½ 14 
1819 •. 49 a 74 58 63 36 a 47 38 41 27 a 39 31 34 15 a24 20 22 13a 22 17 18 11 a 16 14 15 
1820 .• 40 a 67 54 59 36 a46 41 45 29 a 34 32 35 18a22 20 22 12 a 19 16 17 10 a 12 11 12 

1821 .. 35a 54 42 66 35 a44 39 42 25a 33 28 30 14a 21 16 17 17 a 25 20 22 10 a 12 IO 12 
1822 .• 37 a 56 49 54 34n 46 41 45 21 a 34 29 32 13a26 18 19 14a26 17 18 10 a 11 JO} 11 
1823 .. 40 a 62 53 58 31 a 46 39 42 19 a 37 31 34 12a28 20 22 13a 28 18 19 9 a 11 10 11 
1824 .. 38a 65 53 58 36 a 46 41 45 33a 43 38 41 19 a29 23 23 12 a 28 19 20 ........ ...... . ....... 
1825 .. 48a 61 56 61 44 a 52 48 42 34a53 46 50 22a33 28 30 14a 28 22 24 lla12 11½ 13 

The price in U1c first column of the average prices ia so many talc U1c picul of 133½ pounds; and the prices in the second column are so many cents 
the pound English. CHARLES HENRY HALL. 

NEW YonK, Janua71J 18, 1826. 

E.-Cai·goes of the English ships Moffat and Juliana, loaded at Canton, season of 1825, bound for Quebec. 

l\Ioffat-821 Juliana-534 Total. 

Dohea, in chests •••••••...•...•..•.••...........••.....•...••..••.•.•..•..••.•••....•.....•.•. 
Congo, in cl1csts .............. ............................................................... . 

tons. 

510 

947 
Soucbong, in chests ..... -..................................................................... 238 
Pccco, in lrnlf chests.................... . . . . . . • . • • . • . . • . . . . • . . • • • •• •• . . . . • • . •• . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 109 
Hyson, in chests.......................................... . . • . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 499 
Hyson, in hnlf chests .••••..••••.•........•••..••••.••.•.•••••.......•....•••.••.••..••.•......•..........•. 
Yonng Hyson, in chests.... . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . • • . • • • . . . . • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . 1, 170 
Young Hyaon, in half chests.................................................................. 222 
Hyson Skin, in chests........................................................................ 1,501 
Hyson Skin, in lmlf chests ...•.......•••..................•...•.........•.....•.....••.•••.•................ 
Tonkay, in chests •. ... . ••.• .• .•.. •..••. •••.•...... ..• . • .....•.. .. . . ••.. ...... •• . . ...•.• •••••. 4,685 

Duties charged in Canada on the above cargoes, viz: 

tons. 

500 1,010 
............... 947 

411 649 
.............. 109 
.............. 499 

150 150 
5i9 l, 749 
314 536 
50-2 2,003 
900 990 

2,544 7,229 

Halifa.r currency-Gunpowder and Imperial ten ............•.•....•.••••• •• •• •, ..•.•• • ••. l 
tn~~~ t;;~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ) 6d., or 10 cents per pound. 

m,t!~~1:~1c~.~~.~~~~.~~~!.~~.~.0
~:~:::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::: ~:~ ~~ ~t ~~: 

Ifalifax currency, S4 to the £. -

Probable 
'-'weight. 

Pounds. 
82,820 
77,654 
55,165 
3,815 

30,938 
4,800 

148,665 
23,177 

124,186 
27,900 

578,320 
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F .-Statement of the British trade at the port of Camon in the season of 1818-'19 ; to which is added the import 
from, India to Macoa, during the same period, in Portuguese ships. 

IMPORTS. Tales. Dollars. 

On account of the Honorahle Com
fJt,ny. 

Ships, 16; tons re- Broadclot11s ..........•••••••••••• 
gistered,18,489. Long ells ......•....•....•••••••• 

Embossed Jong ells .•.....•••••••• 
Worleys •.••.•.......••••••••••• 
Camblets ........................ . 
Salisbury flannels .....•........•• 
British iron .•....••.....•.••••••• 
Lead ...............•••......•••• 
Woolens, per ship Clark ..•••••••• 
Cotton, Bengal .......•••••••••••• 

Bombay ..•....•••....•••• 
ll!adras ..•••.....•••••••• 

Sandal wood .••...••••••••••••••• 

538,190 
948,320 
13,200 
51,996 

345,312 
45,006 
26,582 
35,585 
6,381 

164,232 
732,074 
73,956 

114,194 

3, 095, 0-28 4,298,650 

On private account. 
Dollars. 

Per 35 country Colton, Bengal .......•••••••••••• 2,951,871 
ships, register- Bombay ....•••••••••••••• 2,583,045 
ed tons, and 16 Tin, Banca...................... 183,138 
Hon'ble Com- Pepper.......................... 194,096 
pany's ships: Rattans.......................... 48,915 

From Bengal. 22 Bcctcl-nut. •.. .•• . . . • • ••• • • •••••• 117,588 
Bombay .••• 12 Putchuck .......... .' ... ;......... 61,646 
N.S. '\Vales 1 Shark-fins....................... 114,432 

Fish-maws ...................... . 
35 ll!ynb ........................... . 

Olibanum .••.....•....••••••••••• 
Blackwood ..•............••••••• 
Sandal wood ..............••••••• 

Ivory •••••••••••••••• ·•·•··••···· 

51,620 
1,735 
4,305 

12,272 
67,500 
32,604 

Saltpetre .....••••• •••• •••• •••··· 17,173 
Patna and Benares opium, chests 

1,358 ••••••••• ••••• ••••• •••••• 1,358,000 
Pearls and cornelian, estimated 

value ....•......•.•.....•••••• 
Quicksilver •.....••..••..•••••••• 
Lead •••.•...•..•.......••••••••• 
Iron ...................•.•••••••• 
Prnssiau blue •...•.•......•••••• 
Smalts ......•.•....•......•••••• 
Cutch ••....••...••.....••••••••• 
Coral, unwrought ...•...••••••••• 
Cochineal .....................•. 
Window glass ....••.•.•••••••••• 
Stick lac •....•.....•..•••••••••• 
Cloves .••..•.....•.•.....•.•••••• 
Nutmegs ....•.•......•........•.• 
l\face •..•............•....••.•••• 
Steel ....••.•.......••••••••••••• 
Flints .........•..•.....••••••••• 
Indian piece goods ............... . 
Birds' nests, black •.....••••••••• 
Camphor .......•.•...••••••••••• 
Chintz, part fine, part coarse, esti-

mated value .•...•....••••••••• 
Coarse cotton handkerchiefs ....•• 
Estimated value of goods, of which 

no account can be obtained ••••• 

Bengal opium, imported 
into Jllacoa,1,820 chts., 
at $1, 000 ............ $1,820,000 

l\lalva opium,1,800 chts., 
at $1,000 ............ 1,215,000 

Bengal and Bombay cot-
ton, 1,200 bales, esti-

120,000 
102,~ 
19,883 
28,548 
5,200 

18,300 
31,656 
19,200 
40,600 
3,000 

500 
107,910 
19,500 
11,sso 
6,000 

21,122 
72,620 
1,200 

38 

100,000 
10,000 

170,000 

s, 714,272 

---ll,999,272 

mated value . . . . . . . . . 250,000 
---13,285, 000 

16,297,9-22 

NEW YoRJt, January 18, 18'>..6. 

EXPORTS. Talcs. Dollars. 

On account of the Honorable Com-

pany. 

Black tea ...............•..••.•.. 3,172,433 

Green··•••·•••··········•·•····· 79-2,654 

Rawsilk .••.••..........•.••.•••• 
Nankin clotll ..••................ 
Sundry St. llelena stores ••..••... 

Cape Hope .....•..•.•.... 
Bengal .•••••••..•........ 

Add disbursements on the fol-
lowing account: 

Survey of the China seas .....•... 
Port duties on six ships .......••.• 
Unloading charges and factory ex-

penses.·••••• •••••••••••••••••• 

On private account. 

*Tuteneguc, 34,331 piculs ••..••.• 
tRaw silk, all descriptions in-

cluded, l, 882 piculs ......•.•.. 
Silk pieoe goods, estimated value. 
tNankin cloth, 606,830 pieces .... . 
Sugar candy .................... . 
Soft sugar ....••..............•.. 
IIDlack tea, 9,934 piculs ••••...... 
§Green tea, 3,222 piculs •........• 
Cassia, Iignia ................... . 
Camphor, Chinese .•.•.•••........ 
Alum .•.•••....•.....•.•••••••••• 
Starr'd annise seed ...••••.......• 
Brass foil •••••••• •••••• •••••••••• 
Cassia buds ..••.•••.•....••..••.. 
Coarse Chinaware, estimated value 
Gamboge ....................... . 
l\lusk ...............••.......•... 
Glass beads •••••• ••••• •••.••••••• 
China root .••...••••..•..••...... 

Gallingal ••••••• ·····•··•··•••••• 
11Vermilion, I, 763 piculs ..•..•••• 
**Rhubarb, one-half supposed cnt, 

one-half rough, l ,360 picuJs ..••. 
Tortoise and motller-of-pearl shells 
Writing paper, lacquered ware, 

oil paper, and umbrellas ...•.... 
lllotllcr-of-pearl shells •....•••..•• 
Copper .....................•.••. 
Estimated value of goods exported, 

of which no account is otller-

wisc givcn ••••••••• ••••••••··•• 

Add disbursements on Ille fol
lowing: 

Return lias been Port duties, pilotagc, linguists' 

made of specie 
ship'din coun
try ships of 

$365,000 
and of2,323, 679 

fees, ships' disbursements, com
manders' and agents' expenses 
on 35 country ships, $7,000 each. 

Ships' and commanders' disburse
ments, factory rent, sea stock, 
on 16 Company ships, at $9,000 

130,835 
119,640 
38,161 
23,506 

288,ooo 

43,186 
69,644 

61,362 

4,742,625 

Dollars. 
480,634 

632,030 
300,000 
550,000 
246,380 
485,333 
298,0-20 
138,546 
85,920 
22,542 
30,087 
11,820 
5,487 
a,oso 

60,000 
2,100 

26,250 
20,000 
1,935 
2,979 

88,150 

144,160 
55,000 

30,000 
26,000 

179,745 

200,000 

24.5,000 

2,688,679 per ship .••••••• ••·•••.......... 144,000 
from Canton to Unloading charges upon cargoes of 
India. country ships and private trade 

6,5€6,979 

of Honorable Company's ships.. 41,000 
--- 4,556,19:; 

Balance of trade between India 
11,143,174 

and China.............. . . . • • . . • . . . . . • . • • . 5,154, 74S 
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G.-Exports to Europe by American 1.:essels, 1823-'24. 

Names. 

t t fi g 
0 rn "' 

200 95 Levant ••••......•.....•...•.. ,.. 300 150 29-2 718 317 199 
Ann Hope....................... 2,317 904 1,163 100 484 i67 I,488 306 
Augusta .................. ,....... 1,821 166 643 209 54 117 967 246 
Hougua .•.• , ..••.•.. , .......••••.•• , .....•.... , . . . . . . 181 45 30 982 127 

Champion ...................................................................... •··••·····•···•·····•···•··· 

163 
272 
303 
128 

2'71 

61 •••••••• •••••••• 
33 3 •••••••• 
50 ......•...•••... 

125 5 H,400 

650 •••••••••••••••• •••••••• 

---·1----i---1--- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --

1,220 2,187 449 830 1,632 3,754 878 1,515 269 8 14,400 

In addition to U1e teas exported to Europe, there were 4,150 quarter chests in the Bremen ship Mentor, Captain Harmsen, for Hamburg, from South 
America and Sandwich Islands. 

Exports to Batavia, Manilla, and Sandwich Islands, by American 1.:essels, 1823-'24. 

Names. Pieces cottons. Silks. Piculs sugar. Chests tea. Pieces nankins. Where hound. 

Levant .•.....•.....•..••...•••...•.•...•.•.•• 
Arab .....•••....•••...•....•.....••..........• 
General Hamilton .•.•••.•.•.•..•.•.. ., •••..•.. 

36,000 
Sundries. 

1,233 

3,525 . • • • •... .. ••. . .• . ......... .. .• •••. •... .•.. Batavia and Europe. 
$12,000 180 88 2,650 Sandwich Islands. 

l\fanilla and United States. 

27,233 3,525 180 88 2,650' 

Exports to South America by American vessels, 1823-'24. 

Names. Articles. Value. ,Vhere bound. 

Panther............... • . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • . Sundries, on American account ........••........•...........•.•.••.. 
l\Ientor........... .. . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . Sundries, on American account.... • . . . • . • . ...........•••. , ...•..... 

$22,000 
30,000 

Buenos Ayres. 
California. 

Mercury................................ 220 pieces satins; 450 pieces sarsnetts; 1,150 pieces handkerchiefs; 
8,317 shawls; 17545 dresses; 300 scarfs; 400 pieces 'r"pes; 66 pieces 
velvet; 60 pieces camblets; 30 pieces florentines; 250 pieces levan
tines; 1,500 pieces ribbons; 100 pieces grass cloth; 10 piculs China
wnre; 18 chests tea; 5,000 Company, 7,000 blue, 22,000 short nan
kins; a variety of chow chows and furniture, valued at $10, 000- say. so,ooo ,vest Coast. 

132,000 

Statement of the American trade with Canton, season of 1823-'24. 

Merchandise-
Ginseng .............. . 
Opium ............... . 
Quicksilver ........... . 
Lead ................. . 
Iron ................. . 
Copper ............... . 
Steel ................. . 
Land otters ........... . 
Sea otters ............ . 
Seal skins ............ . 
Fox skins ............. . 
Neutria .............. . 
Beaver ............... . 
Sable and mink ........ . 
Tin .................. . 
Cochineal ............. . 
Cotton ............... . 
Camblets ............. . 
Sandal wood .......... . 
Eiche de mer .......... . 
Cloths ................ . 
Bombazettes .......... . 
Rattans .............. . 
Tobacco .............. . 
Wine and spirits ...... . 
Long cloths ........... . 
Chintz ................ . 

28,340 
133,000 
445,740-

29,376 
45,495 
71,124 

500 
43,492 

134,186 
24,188 
27,568 
16,154 
19,740 

190 
61,100 
86,350 
18,360 

166,975 
59,232 

1,850 
320,920 

240 
1,050 
8,328 

24,568 
76,912 
40,608 

DIPORTS. 

Merchandise-
Handkerchiefs ......... . 
Long ells ............. . 
Glass, estimated at ..... . 
Candles .............. . 
Turtle shell ........... . 
Soap ................. . 
Coal ................. . 
Sapan wood ........... . 
Hams ................ . 
Broken glass .......... . 
'\Vorleys .............. . 
Hides ................ . 
·watches and clocks .... . 
Hemp and rope ........ . 
Blankets ............. . 
Linens ............... . 
Cambric .............. . 
Canvas .............. . 
T!!,r and pitch . . . ..... . 
Bread ................ . 
Brussels carpets ....... . 
Cotton yarn ........... . 
Copper ........... : ... . 

35,382 
207,960 
10,400 
4,840 
5,550 

150 
150 
775 

1,125 
840 

7,920 
1,825 
1,600 
2,250 

12,000 
4,728 
5,200 
4,800 
1,317 

920 
2,345 

100 
2,500 

Spanish dollars .................... . 

Dollars ............... . 

2,210,869 
4,357,100 

6,567,969 
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G.-Continued. 

EXPORTS. 

To the United States of .America. 

Teas-
Bohea, Souchong, Hyson Skin, Young Hyson, Hyson, Gunpowder and Imperial, Pecco, 

Congo, Toneki. ............................................................ $2,815,44'1 
Silks, different kinds..................................................... $1,448,4'12 

Shinvls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 325,0'13 
Scarfs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,854 
Dresses............................................................. 115,192 
Sewings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,000 

N ankins, blues ................................ _, ........................ .-
Company yellow and ,vhite .......................................... . 
Shorts ............................................................ . 

143,980 
28,800 
12,388 

Cassia ........................................................................... . 
Chinaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,340 
Matting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,260 
Rhubarb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,560 
Vermilion............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,000 
Camphor................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,740 
Sweetmeats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, '144 
Sugar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000 
Sundries, buttons, fireworks, oils, &c......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 8,000 

To Europe.

Teas-
Congo, Campoy, Souchong, Pecco, Hyson Skin, Young Hyson, Hyson, Imperial 

Cassia .. ~~~ ?~?~~~~1: :::: :: ::::: :::::: :::.· :::::: .·::: :.·::.·:.·.· • • • ·$33,330 
Ginger, preserved ...... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,304 
Nankins........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,'160 
Sundries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500 

To South .America. 

Per ship Panther, on American account .................................... . 
Mentor ................................... • .. :-....... : .......... . 
Mercury's cargo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... . 

409,012 

44,894 

22,000 
30,000 
80,000 

Goods per Levant to Java, per Arab, for Sandwich Islands, and General Hamilton, to Manilla, 
valued at .................................................................... . 

.A.dd port charges of 34 vessels, at $6,250 each ............................. , .......... . 
Balance in favor of imports ............... :-· ................... _• .................... . 

1,921,'191 

185,168 
141,944 

53,3'14 

5,11'1,'124 

453,906 

132,000 

85,000 

5, '188,630 
212,500 
566,839 

6,56'1,969 

Estimate of the total value of 'imports and exports, by .American vessels, to and froni the port ef Canton, 
commencing season ef 1804-'05. 

Seasons. No. of Tonnage. Total value of Total value of Seasons. No.of Tonnage. Total valnc of Total value of 
vessels imports. exports. vessels. imports. exports. 

1804-'05 ........ 34 10,159 $3,555,818 $3,842,000 1815-'16 ........ 30 10,208 62,527,500 S4,220,ooo 
1805-'06 ........ 42 12,480 5,326,358 5,121,000 1816-'17 ...••••. 38 13,096 5,609,600 5,703,000 
1806--•07 ........ 37 11,268 3,877,362 4,294,000 1817-'18 ••...... 39 14,325 7,076,828 6,777,000 
1807-'08 ........ :,3 8,so5 3,940,090 3,476,000 1818-'19 •....... 47 16,377 9,867,208 9,057,000 
1808-•09 ........ 8 2,215 479,850 808,000 1819-'20 •....... 43 15,145 8,185,800 8,173,107 
1809-•IO ....•... ;,I 12,512 5,744,600 5,715,000 1820-'21 ........ 26 8,663 4,035,000 4,0&l,000 
1810-'ll ........ 16 4,748 2,898,800 2,973,000 1821-'22 ........ 45 15,597 8,199,741 1,oss, 741 
1811-'12 ........ 25 7,406 3,132,810 2,771,000 1822-'23 ........ 40 14,357 s,339,389 7,523,49-2 
1812-'13 ........ 8 1,816 1,453,000 620,000 1823-'24 ........ 34 13,069 6,567,969 5,7&3,630 
1813-'14-'15 ...•. 9 2,854 451,500 572,000 
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Statement exhibiting the duties which actually accrued on wines, bpirits, teas, coffee, sugar, cocoa, indigo, olil:e 
oil, (in cm;k,-;,) and salt, qfter deducting the drawback payable on the same articles, annually,from January 
I, 1801, to &ptember 30, 1824. 

Years. Wines. Spirits. Teas. Coffee. Sugar. 

1801 ••..••••••.•.•.•...••.• 
1€0-2 ••••••.••..•••••••..... 
1003 .•••••••••••.••.••••••. 
1004 .•..••••••..••••••.•••• 
1805 ..•.••••••••••••••.•.•. 
1806 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1807 •....•••.•••...•••••..• 
1808 .•..••••••.•..••...•••• 

lll09 ••••••••••••• ·••• •••••• 
1810 .••••••.•..•••.•.•••••• 
1811 •......•••••••••...•••• 
1812 .•..•..•••....••.•••••. 
1813 .•••.•••••••.•.•..••••. 
l8J.I .•••••••••••••••••••••• 
1815 .•••••••.••..••••.•••.. 

1816 ••••••••••••• •••••••••• 
1817 ••••••••••••••••• •••••• 
18lt-.•••••••.•...•••••••••. 
1819 .•••••••••••.•••••••.. 
1820 .•••••••..••••••••••••• 
1821 .••.••.•..•..•.••.••••. 
1822 ••••.••••...••..•.••••• 
18-23 .•••••••••••••••••••••• 
rn24 •••••••••.••••••••••••• 

Total ............... . 

J1mJ.)U1lt. 

$4:28,411 Ol 

683,816 72 
603,146 06 
958,117 79 
793,794 85 
521,527 0-2 
829,29-:l 81 
400,464 53 
380,96111 
405,0-24 41 
505,Jll 35 
617,999 79 
339,521 15 
179,273 34 

1,211,053 34 
1,418,952 12 

583,099 83 
630,181 75 
506,836 60 
490,573 50 
784,126 65 
747,996 35 
394,416 25 
466,604 45 

14,916,322 78 

J1mount. .llmount. Duty. 
e-2,221,004 36 $454,636 12 5 cents ...•. 

2,253,496 17 382,699 00 . ..... do ...... 
2,594,259 10 509,138 77 . ..... do ..•... 
3, 061, 007 38 485,133 40 •••... do ..•... 
2,232,90185 669,190 37 ...... do ..... 
3,074,398 19 966,686 ll ...... do ...... 
2,656,046 74 1,197,966 86 . ..... do ...... 
1,333,473 71 973,153 57 ....•• do ...•.. 
1,327,058 58 

•••••••••••••••••• 
••.•.. do ...... 

1,272,063 44 1,314,09117 •.•... do ...... 
9S0,603 86 540,594 94 •..... do ...... 

1,520,482 46 657,609 62 5 and 10 cts .. 
611,913 64 228,338 12 ...... do ...••• 
327,780 08 156,641 79 ..... do ...... 

3,281,799 32 950,209 94 ••••.. do ..••.. 
2,340,013 73 1,274,176 44 10 nnd 5 cts .. 
I, 775,547 95 1,484,549 87 5 cents ...... 
2,646, 186 9-2 1,531,749 53 .....• do ....•. 
1,959,125 12 1,737,450 09 •..... do ..••.. 
1,728,565 81 1,568,414 32 ...... do ...... 
1,679,31!1 49 1,447,9-21 09 ....•. do •..... 
2,040,412 90 1,676,247 91 •..... do ...... 
1,655,326 43 2, 10;;, 956 63 ...... do ...... 
2,348,074 56 2,368,306 15 ...... do ...... 

46,890,9-21 79 24,710,&H 11 .............. 

STA'l'EMENT-0,.mtinued. 

J1mount. Duty. J1mount. 
$423,569 80 2½ and 3 cts .. Sl,199,384 29 

336,211 00 ...... do •..... 975,755 61 
424,763 00 ...... do ...... 1,200,034 16 
305,059 55 . ..... Jo .•.•.. 1,382,959 01 
240,813 70 ....• ·.do ...... 1,746,979 85 
867,259 40 ...•.. do ...... 1,843,199 ~ 
550,820 95 ...... do •..... 1,694,432 20 

1,544,774 75 • ..... do .•.•.. 2, :!19, 489 96 

332,464 65 .....• do .... 2TJ,9-25 03 
29-2,604 10 ...... do ...... 743,656 08 
873,419 90 ...... do ...... 1,391,731 56 

1,065,282 60 5 and 10 cts .. 2, 058, 121 73 
860,253 10 ...... do ...... 1,619,565 0-2 
652,823 80 •..... do .••.•. 1,055,864 96 

1,423,331 90 ••.•.• do ...... 2,784,085 00 
1,100,686 15 5, 3, and 4 cts. 1,150,176 43 
1,090,034 90 3 nnd 4 cts ... 1, 998, 093 81 

959,9i0 15 ...... do ..•... 1,568,892 44 
1,041,293 45 •..•.. do ...... 2,181,703 29 

664,59-2 85 .•...• do ...... 1,575, 345 23 
798,446 90 .••... do ...... 1,315,143 40 
714,149 10 ...... do .•.•.. 2,37-4.768 24 
930,166 50 ...... do ...... 1,311,004 79 

1,018,122·50 ...... do •..... 2,408,6&3 11 

18,511,214 70 
•••••••••••••• 

38,163,020 04 

Years. Cocoa. Indigo. Olive oil, in casks. Salt. 

Duty. JI mount. Duty. Jlmount. Duty. Jlm,iunt. Duly. Jlmount. 
1001 ....................... 2 cents...... e-21,€60 46 25 cents..... $52,556 00 ..•••.•••.••...•.••••••..•.• 20 cents..... $576,360 60 
1002 ..•.••••••••••...••..•••.•••• no...... 2,916 00 ...... do .•....................•...•............•................ do...... 648,861 80 
1803 .•.•. •·•• .••...••.•••••••••.• do...... 10,153 58 ••...• do...... 32,711 00 •....•...•...••••••••••••.•.•••••• do...... 552,129 60 
1804 .••••.•.••••.•••••••••.•••••. do...... 14,851 9-.l •••••• do. .... 34,843 50 .•.•••.••••.•.•..•.•••..•••.•••••• do...... 487,84l' 20' 
1805 .•...••.••...•.....•......... do...... 42,393 14 •....• do...... 21,60-2 75 .••••............•..•••••••••••••. do...... 563,291 00 
1006 .••.•••.••••••.........•••••• do...... 28,364 64 ...•.• no...... 66,040 75 ••••••••••••...••••••••••...•••••• do...... 636,819 80 
1807 •.•.•••••..••....•..••..••••. do...... 20,528 72 .•.••. do...... 38,948 00 •••••.•..••.•.••.••••.•••.•.•••••. do...... 515,9-20 24 
1008 .••••...•.•...•.•.•..••••..•. do...... 20,897 28 •••... do...... 2:r.l,568 25 ...............................••..........•.•••.......... 

1809 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···:·· ••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 
1810..... •• . . •• .. .• .•• . • • .• 2 cents .•••.. 
1811 •••••••••••.••.••..•••.•••••• do .•.•. 
1812..... • . • . • . • . . • • • • . • . • . 2 nnd 4 cents. 
1813 .•.•.•••..•••.•.•••...•••••• do •••••• 
1814 .••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• do .....• 
1815 ••••••..•.•..•••••••••.•••••• do ••.•.. 
1816..... • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . 4 nnd 2 cents. 
1817 .••••••••....•••••••••. 2 cents •••••. 
1818 ••••••••...••..•••••...•••••• do •...•. 
1819 .•...•••...•••....•••..•••••• do •••.•. 
1820 .•.•.•••••••.......••••.••••. do •..... 
rn21 ............................. do ..... . 
1822 •••••.•.•••.•.•..••••....••.• do .... .. 
1823 •••.••••••.••.•••..•••..•••.. do ..... . 
182-1 .••••••••••.••••.•••••.••.••. do ..... . 

Total .......................•...... 

YOL. Y--35 B 

36,874 32 
13,577 90 
30,517 96 
4,394 7:l 

10,676 44 
15,514 7:l 
33,497 74 
11,08.5 38 
10,406 14 
12,866 30 
15,554 64 
8,294 50 
7,165 94 

15,751 7:l 

17,971 46 

25 cents ..... 
25 and 50 cts. 

• ..... do ..... . 
. ...•. do ..... . 
. .... do ..... . 
...... do •..... 
15 cents .•... 

. ..... do ..... . 

. ..... do ..•••. 

. ..... do ..... . 

. ..... do ..... . 

. •.... do ..... . 

...... no ..... . 

...... do ..... . 

406,135 62 ••••••• •••••• 

85,514 00 
36,282 75 

' 109,521 00 
33,300 50 
68,248 50 
66,826 35 
28,311 45 
19,049 85 
47,093 65 
18,409 _El5 
53,:l94 30 
57.661 80 
48,262 20 
56,748 30 

•••••••••••••.•.....•••••••• 20 cents .... . 
.•.................•.••........... do ..... . 
25 cents..... $16,654 50 ...... do ..... . 

......•...•....•.....•............ do ..... . 
25 cents..... 4,012 25 ...... do ..... . 

.•.... do...... 4,199 00 .....• do .•.... 

...... do...... 1,8!!1 25 •..... do ....•. 

...... do...... 16,169 00 .•.•.• do •...•. 

...... do...... 4,6.59 75 ...•.. do •..... 

...... do...... 1,412 75 .•.•.. do .... . 

.....• do...... 12,320 75 ••.••. do ..... . 

61,449 25 

75,822 40 
853,637 00 
984,69:l so 
461,641 80 
550,479 20 
595,172 40 
803,913 80 
624,369 40 
707,664 60 
&39,948 00 
618,410 40 

11,147,184 04 
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ST.A.'l'EMENT-Continued. 

Wines. Spirits. Teas. Coffee. Sugar. 

Aggregate of eleven years previous to the late war •••••••••••••••••• $6,509,687 66 ,$22, 9i6, 373 38 $7,523,289 61 $6,191,760 00 -$14,761,547 59 

Aggregate of five years under the war duties, except the first si.-1: 
months of 1812 and the last six months of 1816 .................... 3, so-2, 799 74 s, 081, 989 23 3,266,975 91 5,10-2,377 50 8,667,833 14 

Aggregate of eight years under the operation of the tariff of 1816 ••••• 4,603,835 38 15,832,559 18 13, 9-20, 595 59 1,211,076 35 14,733,639 :n 

14,916,322 78 46, 890, 9-21 79 24,710,861 11 18,511,214 70 38, I 63, 0-20 04 

Average annual duties of the eleven years previous to the late war ••• 591,789 79 2,088, 761 91 683,935 46 562,887 34 1,341,958 87 

Average annual duties of five years under the war duties, except the 
first six months of 1812 and the last six months of 1816 •.•..•••••••• 760,559 95 1,616,397 85 653,398 18 1,020,475 51 1, 733,566. Ga 

Average annual duties of eight years under the operation of the tariff 
of 181~ ........•......•........••..........••.•.....•...••..•••• 574,479 39 l,9i9,069 89 1,740,074 45 90-2,134 54 1,841,704 91 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

Cocoa. Indigo. Olive oil, in Snit. 
casks .. 

Aggregate of eleven years previous to the late war ... • ..••..•.•••.....••••..•...•••••. $'212, 437 96 $554,814 25 .............. $3,981,231 24 
Aggregate of Jive years under the war duties, except the first six months of 1812 and 

the last six months of 1816 ...•..•.•........•••••..........•••....•.......••••••... 94,601 58 314,179 10 ,$16,654 50 1,914,153 20 
Aggregate of eight years under the operation of the tariff of 1816 .•...••......•.•.•..• 99,096 08 328,930 90 44,791 75 5,251,799 60 

406,135 62 1,201,9-24 25 6!,449 25 11,147,184 04 

Average annual duties of the eleven years previous to the late war ••••.• •••••· ••.•••.. 19,31254 51,346 75 
•••••••••••••• 

361,930 12 
Average annual duties of five years under the war duties, except the first six months 

of 1812 and the last six months of 1816 ••••..••••...••.•..••...•..•..••...•...••.... 18,920 31 62,835 82 16,654 50 382,830 64 
Average annual duties of eight years under tho operation of the tariff of 18111 •....••.. 12,387 01 41,116 36 5,599 34 656,474 95 

For the particulars of wines, spirits, and teas, see statements marked A, B, and C. 
Coffee, previous to the 30th June, 1812, paid a duty of five cents per pou!'d; after that time, and until June 30, 1816, a duty of ten c,mts; from tlmt 

period to the present, a duty of five cents. 
Teas, 1809.-The drawback payable this year exceeded the duties which actually accrued. 
Cocoa, 1809.-Same remarks applicable. To the 30th June, 1812, paid a duty of two cents per pound; from that time to the 30th of June, 1816, four 

cents per pound; from that period, two cents per pound. 
Indigo, 1809--'10.-Samc remarks applicable. To the 30th June, 1812, pnid a duty of 25 cents per pound; from that time to :Jllth June, 1816, 50 cents; 

and from that period, 15 cents per pound. 
"Olive oil, in casks, previous to the year 1816, paid an ad valorem rate of duty; 12½ per cent. previous to the 1st July, 1812; from that to !lfarcb 3, 1815, 

·a duty of 27½ per cent. ad vnlorem; and from that time to t11e 30th June, 1816, a duty of 25 per cent. ad vn!orem. It no;., pays a specific duty of 25 cents 
per gallon. 

Salt.-The act of the 10th of August, 1790, laid a duty of 12 cents per bushel on this article. The act of the 8th of July laid an additional duty of 
eight cents, making 20 cents per bushel. The net of the 7th of May, 1800, continues in force for ten years from t11e 3d March, 1800. The net of the 3d of 
March, 1807, repeals the act of the 8th July, 1797, and declared salt imported after the 31st of December, 1807, to be free of duty. The act of tl1c 29th of 
July, 1813, lays a duty on snit imported of 20 cents per bushel, which duty it is now subject to under the act of 27th April, 1816. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, January 28, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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A. 

A statement exhibiting the duties which actually ac<:rued on each description of wines from January l, 1801, 
to December 30, 1824. 

Years. Malmsey, Madeira, and London 
Particular Madeira. 

All other Madeira. Burgundy, Champagne, Rhe• 
nish, and Tokay. 

Sherry and St. Lucar. 

Raleofduty 
1801............. •••••• 58 
100-2 .•••••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••• 
1803 .••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 
1804 .•••..••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 
1805 ••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••• 
1806 ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 
1807 .•••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••• 
1808 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1809 •••••••••.••••••••.••••••••.•.. 
1810 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1811 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1812 ••••••••..••••.•••• { 
116 
116 

1813 ••••••.••.••••.•••••••••••••••• 
1814 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1815 ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 

1816 ••••••••••••••••••• 100 

1817. •••• •••.•. •••• •••• 100 
1818 ••••••••••••.•••••.•••.••••••.. 
1819 •••••••••.••••••••.••..•••••••• 
1820 •••••••.•.••••••.•.•••••••••••• 

1821 ••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• 
1822 ••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••• 
1823 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
1824 .•••••••••••.•••••••••••••....• 

Total •••••••••••.•••••.•..•.. 

Ychs. Claret and other, not cnumer-
ated, when imported in bot-
tics or cases. 

Rateoft!uty. Duties. 

1801 •. 35 $25,285 75 
lS0-2 •• ............ 18,725 05 
1803., ............ 15,345 75 
1804 .• ............ 28,803 25 
1805 •. ............ 23,342 20 
1806 .. ............ 11,378 85 
1807 •. ............ 31,746 05 
1808 •• ............ 7,756 00 
1809,. ............ .................. 
1810 •• ............ 2,:293 90 
1811 •• ............ s,313 55 

{ 70 5,437 60 
1812 •• 

70 5,837 30 
1813 •• ............ 15,355 90 
1814 •. •••••••••••• 5,682 60 
1815 •• ............ 46,236 40 

1816 •• ............ 82,154 10 

1817 •• ............ 45,102 40 
1818 •. ............ 40,931 80 

{ 30 15,232 70} 1819 •• 
30 7,050 90 

1820 .. ............ 10,533 60 

1821 •• ............ 16,811 10 

1822 •• ............ 10,153 20 

1823 •• ............ 21,238 50 

1824 .. ............ 14,041 80 

Total. ............ 514,790 25 

Dutier. 
$101,237 84 

99,198 34 
140,671 46 
140,650 00 
119,572 22 
167,869 98 
128,545 40 

38,223 16 
145,997 0-2 
138,245 32 
126,450 44 
30,842 08 
61,614 56 
12,111 88 

858 46 
265,186 44 

Rateofduty. 
50 

100 
100 

Duties: 
$40,075 00 

32,135 50 
34,822 00 
67,293 50 
1,454 50 

11,624 50 
13,710 00 
14,545 50 
15,621 50 
15,611 00 
24,336 50 
10,583 00 
3,619 00 
1,881 00 

471 00 
39,546 00 

99,252 00 

Rate of duty. 
45 

. ...... - ... . 

90 
90 

{ 
100 
100 

139,999 24 

186,630 40 
161,718 00 
188,267 00 

.......... •. ·················· ........... . 

96,927 00 
93,480 00 

1!9,875 00 
68,207 00 

109,861 00 

2,882,299 24 426,581 50 ........... . 

A-Continued. 

Lisbon, Oporto, and other Teneriffe, Fayal, Jlfala,,aa, St. 
Portugal wines. George, and other Western 

Islands. 

Rate of duty. Dutie<. Raleofduty. Duties. 
30 $135,0-24 00 28 $70,712 60 

............ 82,570 20 ............ 174,959 68 

............ 50,676 60 ............ 118,338 64 

............ 76,499 70 ............ 133,588 84 

............ 88,120 20 ............ 2-28,653 88 .......... .,,. 141,816 60 ............ 19,755 12 

............ 164,505 30 ............ 115,763 76 

............ 24,044 10 ............ 75,272 40 . ........... 60,559 20 ............ 24,768 49 

............ 36,493 20 •••••••••••• 148,813 00 

............ 33,495 90 ............ 182,983 36 
60 11,619 90 56 104,139 00 
60 31,372 20 56 161,063 28 

............ 14,270 40 ............ 86,878 96 

............ 8,514 60 ............ 47,10-2 72 

............ 138,670 20 ............ 455,719 04 

1 50 155,164 20 40 225,066 24 

50 175,373 00 40 9-2,902 80 

............ 56,117 00 ............ 75,959 84 

............ 55,032 00 . ........... 77,739 20 

. ........... 64,247 00 . ........... 111,327 20 

............ 96,954 00 . ........... 99,522 00 

. ........... 142,870 00 ............ 178,327 20 

. ........... 220,814 00 ............ 143,047 60 

............ 17,735 50 ............ 74,044 40 

. ........... 133,390 00 ............ 54,720 80 

. ........... 2,215,949 00 ............ 3,281,170 05 

TREASURY DEPARTHENT, Regi,leT'• Ojjke Junuary 28, 1826. 

Duties. Rate,,fduty. 
$1,738 35 40 

1,778 40 

1,682 IO 
794 70 

I, 768 95 
2,855 25 
4,931 10 

334 80 
94 50 

419 40 
375 75 
473 40 80 
462 60 80 

1,527 75 
495 00 

5,114 70 
5,044 50 
1,100 00 
4,217 80 
7,940 00 
5,797 00 
7,853 00 
3,761 00 
7,036 00 
4,058 00 
4,852 00 

82,506 05 

60 
60 

All other when imported oU,er-
wise than in bottles or cnses. 

Rate of duly. Dutie,. 
23 $29,465 07 

. ........... 18,465 55 

. ........... 117,662 ii 

............ 288,903 00 . ........... 209,628 90 . ........... 41,3779-2 ............ 246,238 00 ............ 133,988 57 . ........... . ................. ........... 41,421 39 . ........... 127,349 85 
46 62,484 79} 
46 113,131 48 ............ 144,449 65 

•••••••••••• 116,056 16 ............ 212,536 56 
25 130,940 84} 
25 182,325 00 ............ 192,550 79 ............ 279,815 75 

{ 15 34,713 25} 
15 67,320 75 

{ 25 174,706 65} 
25 90 25 
15 337,562 55 . ........... 223,609 35 

•••••••••••• 203,581 65 . ........... 142,662 45 

. ........... 3,873,638 89 

Duties. 
$24,872 40 
255,984 00 
123,946 80 

221,584 so 
121,254 00 
124,848 so 
123,853 20 
106,320 00 
133,9-20 40 
21,727 20 
1,806 00 
6,461 20 
8,858 40 

62,985"60 
9-2 80 

84,044 00 
70, 70-2 40 
52,9-27 80 
22,521 60 
7,005 00 

12,880 80 
3,987 00 

11,314 80 
23,461 20 
5,551 20 
7,0i6 40 

1,639,987 80 

Aggregate of 
each year. 

$428,411 01 
683,816 72 
603,146 06 
958,117 79 
793,794 85 
521,527 0-2 
829,29-2 81 
400,484 53 
380,961 11 
405,0-24 41 
505,111 35 

617,999 79 

339,52115 
179,273 34 

1,247,053 34 

1,418,952 12 

583,099 83 
630,181 75 

506,836 60 

490,573 50 

784,126 65 
747,996 35 
394,416 25 
466,604 45 

14,916,322 78 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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B.-Staternent exhibiting the duties which actually accrued on each description of ¥Jiritsfrom the 1st day of 
Januai·y, 1801, to the 31st day of December, 1824. 

YEAR. 

1801................. 28 

180-2 ••••• •••••• ........... . 
1803 ••••••••••••••••• •••••• 

1804 ••••••• •••••••••• •••••• 
1805 .••••••••••••••.••••.•. 
1806 •.....•••••••....•••.•. 
1807 .••••••••.••••...••.•.• 
1808 .•••••••••••••••.•••••. 
1809 .•••••••••••.•••••••••. 

1810 ••••••••••••••••• •••••• 
1811 ••••••• --. ••••••••• •••••• 

1812 •••••••••••••••.. {: 

1813 .••....••.•••.•••.••••. 

1st proof. 

$200,708 78 
181,614 72 
316,150 80 
303,428 72 
89,0-27 12 

304,913 56 
261,153 76 
48,462 40 
25,785 56 _ 
5,401 76 

10,172 84 
15,471 40 
9,199 12 

112 

SPIRITS Fno:M: ORA.IN. 

2d proof. 3d proof. 4th proof. 5th proof. Above 5th proof. 

i- i- i- i- i-

~ "' "' ~ ~ 
" 

; 
" 

; 
0 gj rl 

~ ~ ~ ~ "E " ·g ~ 
.,, 

0:: IS 0:: 0:: C ~ A 0:: A 

29 $25,047 30 31 $2,819 45 34 S-20,956 58 40 
•••••••••••••• 

50 

31,583 61 1,757 70 19,690 76 $555 60 $2,!48 00 
19,261 51 181 97 22,965 30 2,114 00 1,2s2 uo 
8,645 48 1,475 91 17,737 12 1,461 20 108 50 
2,391 63 10,045 86 19,564 96 689 20 21 50 
4,423 37 3,827 26 42,999 46 69a 40 . .... 

•••••••••••• 
?,769 21 124 62 25,958 66 266 40 . ..... 

•••••••••••• 
71 Q5 24 80 10,237 40 . ..... .............. ...... ............ 

267 09 .• .•• • 26,645 74 . . ..• . 10,561 76 •.•••• 702 40 ..•••. ;-.•.•••.•••• 

58 3306 62 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
58 •••••••••••••• 62 •••••••••••••• ........ '. ................. •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 

60 14 •••••••••••••••••••. •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1814. •••• •••.•. .••.•• ..•... 6,886 32 2,012 60 •••••• 6,457 92 68 2,099 84 80 7,600 00 .••....•..•.•••••• 

1815 ••••• •••••••••••• •••••• 253,148 56 49,886 96 •••••• 34,137 20 20,491 80 7,181 60 ................. . 

1816 ••••••••••••••••• {! .... ~;;;~~;·;~·· !! ····;;;~;·~~·· :: .... ~;;~~·~·· :: 1
:::: .•.••.••.••. ~~.~ .. :::::: :::::::::::: 

1817. •••••• •••.•• .••• . . . . . . 58,411 9-2 12,205 35 5,170 08 . . . . . . . . . . . • •... •. •. •. •.• 68 40 .•.••.•..•••.••••• 
1818. •••......• •••••. .••••. 249,582 06 91,016 55 904 32 . ..••. 735 80 47 40 •••••.••••••.•.••• 
1819. • • . • • • • . . . • • . . . • . . . • . . 202,873 44 19, 066 05 . . .. . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • . . 2, 971 28 3,544 20 . . . . . . . .......... . 
1820 ••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• 152,539 38 . 22,264 65 1,261 44 800 28 1,356 60 .••.••.•••••••.•.• 
1821. •••••• •••• ••••.• •••••. 185,698 38 13,662 90 1,186 08 5,434 00 3,479 40 75 478 50 
1822. •••••• ••••••••.• ••.••• 266,520 24 27,798 1.; 1,sas 88 1,391 28 3,0-24 oo ................. . 
1823. •••••• •••• •••••• .••••• 82,377 96 14,817 60 19,310 40 8,295· 60 3"..8 80 •.•...•••..••••..• 
1824..... •••••• •••••• •••.•. 344,453 34 40,884 75 37,093 44 3,113 24 485 40 ................. . 

Total.. • . . .. • • . • • • • • • • • 3, 726, 081 20 396,611 57 162,0-23 79 34,477 89 ....•. 4,738 50 

B-Continued. 

SPIRITS FROM OTHER MATERIALS. 

1st and 2d proof. 3d proof. 4th proof. 5th proof. Above 5th proof. 

YEAR. 

~ i- ~ ! i-
AGGREGATE FOR 

"' "' 
EACII YEAR. 

~ :::: "" "" 
" 

0 :rs 'c 
.Sl ·I 'E ., 

:, ·g ! "§ " ~ ~ ~ " 
., = 0:: Q A c:: Q 0:: Q c:: A 

1801 .••••••..•..• 25 $297,979 75 28 $712,806 24 32 $947,167 84 38 $13,423 88 46 $154 56 82,221,064 36 
180-2 .•••••••.•.•• ....... 287,109 00 819,734 40 888,215 68 19,835 6'2 551 08 2,253,496 17 
1803 .••....•.•... ....... 405,055 50 770,322 44 1,049, 6'26 44 1,121 58 177 56 2,594,259 10 
1804 .•••••••••..• ........ 521,579 75 750,917 44 1,450,237 12 5,416 14 . ...... ............. a,001,001 38 
1805 .••••....•.•• ....... 284,253 00 857,253 32 958,526 08 ... ~ .. 11,080 42 48 76 2,232,901 85 
1806 •••.••.•••••• 

•••••• 
421,249 50 841,639 96 1,450,011 20 4,555 44 80 04 3,074,398 19 

1807 ••••••.•...•. ....... 278,858 75 844,971 68 1,236,066 56 5,866 06 11 04 2,656,046 74 
1808 •..••.•..•••• 

•••••• 
207,930 00 577,151 40 486,999 36 2,597 30 ...... ··········"· 1,333,473 71 

1809 .•••••••.•••. •••••• 239,031 00 621,379 08 439,474 88 1,274 90 113 16 1,327,058 58 
1810 .••.••••••••• ...... 242,392 25 669,194 40 314,355 84 2,542 20 •••••• ............. 1,272, 063 44 
1811 ••.•••..•••.. ...... :m,533 oo 426,526 52 191,99-2 64 378 86 . ..... ............. 950,603 Sil 

{ 
50 279,174 00 56 297,852 52 64 168,718 72 76 85 12} l,520,482 46 1812 ••••••••..... 
50 23-2,265 50 56 233,590 56 64 272,433 28 76 11,212 32 

. ...... 3€6 86 

1813 .••.••...•... 
•••••• 

81,728 50 117,338 48 419,377 9-2 131 48 9-2 276 00 611,913 64 

1814 ••••• •••••••• ...... 88,oas oo 97,0-23 92 117,203 20 458 28 . ..... 
•••••••••••• 

327,780 08 
1815 ••••••.•.••.. 410,918 00 1,184,483 44 1,275,951 36 44,680 40 9-20 00 • 3,281,799 32 

...... { 116,542 00 384,357 68 48 370,573 44 57 ············"· 70 • 444 36 I 1816 •••.••••••..• 
345,098 90 517,048 14 48 427,672 32 57 70 81 20 

2,340,013 73 ................ 
1817 .•••••••••••• ....... 228,036 30 667,586 50 79-2,776 24 10,959 96 333 20 1,775,547 95 
1818 •...••...•.•• ...... 289,968 12 1,006,866 84 9~9,450 40 17,424 33 19110 2,646,186 9-2 
1819 .•••.••.••.•. ...... 244,980 30 681,842 28 798,713 28 3,555 09 1,579 20 1,959, 125 12 
1820 .•••••..••••. ...... 230,467 72 523,309 92 790,242 24 6,3"..3 58 . ..... ............ 1,728,565 81 
1821 ••..• ........ . ..... 211,154 60 612,199 14 635,063 04 9,658 65 1,304 80 1,679,319 49 
1822 .•••••••••••• 

•••••• 
171,717 82 501,603 48 1,032,987 36 20,911 59 619 50 2,040,412 90 

1823 .•...•.•••••• 
•••••• 

164,112 88 467,066 04 897,525 60 749 55 441 00 1,655,326 43 
1824, .•••....••• 256,169 02 495,290 88 1,164,140 64 6,443 85 ...... ............ 2,348,074 56 

----
Total .••••••• 6,857,343 16 15,679,356 70 19,558,802 00 ...... 206,746 60 . ...... 7,713 42 46, B?O, 921 79 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register'• Office, January 28, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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0.-Statement exhibiting the duties which actually accrued on each description of teas from the Ist day of 
January, 1801, to the 31st of December, 1824. 

BOIIEA. 

YEAR. ~ 

:, 
;: 
0 

s 
~ 

SOUCIIONG AND OTII- IMPERIAL, GUNPO\V- HYSON AND YOUNG IIYSON SKIN AND EXTRA DUTY ON TEAS 

ERDLACK. 

"E 
tS 

DER, AND OOMEE. 

., 
El 
A 

llYSON. OTHER GREEN. IMPORTED FROM 

OTJIER PL.\.CES THAN 

Cll!NA. AGGREGATE 

FOR EACH 

YE.\.R. 

-- -- ------1-------1--1-----1----1 -------11--1 -----1---1------t-----

1001.. 12 $123,898 32 I!! i,i87,~95 98 •••••• •••. ••..••••.• 32 ~7,964 48 20 $168,579 00 $6,298 34 
180-2.. •••••• 169,592 16 24,994 80 •••••• •••. ..•• •••••. ...... 45,733 44 142,378 60 ••••••.••••••••••••• 
1803.. ..•••• 229,113 84 40,525 02 •••••• •••• •••• ••.•.• ...... 82,402 88 156,488 00 609 03 
1804.. .••••• 51,375 84 164,20-2 84 •••••• •••••••• •• •• • • •••••• 140,542 72 128,701 60 310 40 
1805.. ...... 55,381 92 205,960 14 •••••. ••.• •••••• •••. •••••• 153,255 68 253,943 60 649 03 

1806.. •••••• 47,270 40 276,140 70 •••••••••••••••••••• •••••• "206,679 04 435,394 80 1,201 17 
1807.. ••••.• 185,367 72 241:!,477 22 •••••• •••••.•••••••• •••••. :J04,794 24 459,101 80 225 88 
1808.. •.•••• 77,065 08 287,546 22 .•••.• •••• •••• •••••. ••••.. 257,051 52 351,433 60 57 15 

1809• ....... •••••••••••••• .............................................. •••••••• •••••••••••••••• ·······"· •••••••••••••••••••• 
1810.. ...... 161,942 40 404,658 36 ••.••. .............. •••••• 311,071 68 435,601 00 817 73 
1811,. ••••.• 6,517 56 82,107 72 •••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••• 84,013 44 356,864 00 11,091 52 

! 24 10,865 28 36 6,812 10 ••.••• ••••.• •••• •••• 64 82,696 oo 40 361,420 60 l 
1812

•• 24 9,9-.22 08 36 14,489 64 ••••••.•..••.••••••. 64 71,786 24 40 76,715 60 f"" 
22

,
902 08 

1813.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • •• • . • • • • • • 42, 747 48 • . . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • 58,961 20 125, 707 20 9-22 24 
1814.. •••••• 4,165 68 29,126 96 •••••. .•.•••.••••••• •••... 44,430 i2 74,528 80 4,389 63 
1815.. ...... 27,636 20 357,988 68 •••.•. •... ..•. •.•••. .•••.. 82,462 72 373,809 60 108,312 74 

{ 
12 27,386 88 25 103,606 26 50 •••••• •••• •••• 40 135,006 32 28 469,200 80 } •••• 

1816
•• 12 53,871 00 25 232,316 00 50 $13,327 50 40 139,362 80 28 90,829 76 

9
,
259 

l2 
1s11.. •••••• 29,679 24 - 243,245 26 114,538 oo 643,192 08 39;i,o56 04 839 25 

1818 •. •••••• 45,155 28 240,814 25 132,537 32 685,449 20 426,824 16 969 32 
1819.. . • .. • • 31,404 00 345,658 25 117,544 50 781,638 64 460,944 68 !160 0-2 
1820.. •• •• • . 197587 12 313,291 00 ll6,365 50 70-2,884 00 415,832 48 454 22 
1821.. •••••• 21,039 36 263,439 50 104,333 50 574,875 60 484,095 64 137 49 
1822.. •.•.•• 68,157 84 239,650 25 120,623 00 739,398 00 508,005 68 413 14 
1823.. .••••. 70,303 68 398,191 46 132,762 50 953,656 80 551,00-2 48 39 71 
1824.. •••••• 1,224 00 477,013 25 178,675 50 1,209,437 60 497,368 20 4,587 60 

$484,636 12 
382,699 00 
509,138 77 
485,133 40 
669,190 37 
966,600 11 

1,197,966 86 
973,153 57 

1,314,09117 
540,594 24 

657,609 62 

228,338 12 
156,641 79 
9.W,209 94 

l,274,li6 44 

1,484,549 87 
1,531, 749 53 
1,737,450 09 
1,568,414 :fl 
1,447,9-21 09 
1,676,247 91 
2,105,956 63 
2,368,30615 

Total .•...•. 1,527,9-22 88 5,130,sw 34 1,090, 707 32 8,588,747 04 174,756 81 24,710,861 11 

* The drawback payable this year exceeded the duties which netually accrued. 

'l'REASCRY DEi' ARTMENT, Reguter'• Office, January 28, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register, 

L'isbon, Oporto, and other Portugal, wines. 

From 1801 to 1811, inclusive, there were imported 3,08'i,399 gallons, making an average for each of 
those eleven years of 280,6'i2:i:'tr gallons, during which period there were paid, per gallon, a duty of thfrty 
cents. 

From 181 'i to 1824, inclusive, there were 1,544,363 gallons imported, making for each of the eight 
years an average of 193,0451 gallons, at a duty of fifty cents per ga.Ilon. 

Statement slwwing the quantity of each description of wines imported into the United Statesfrom 1801 to 1811, 
and from 1817 to 1824, inclusive; the average quantity for each of the eleven and eight years errihraced 
between those periods, reiYJJectively; with the duties on said wines during said periods. 

Description of wines. 

Malmsey, l\Indeira, and London Particular Madeira.... • •. 
All other Madeira ......••.•••.....••..•••••••••••••••••••• 
Burgundy, Champagne, Rhenish, and Tokay .••••..•.•••••• 
Sherry nnd St. Luear •.••.•...••.•••..•..•••.........••••.• 
Claret and 0U1er wines, not enumerated, when imported in 

bottles or cases ......................................... . 
Lisbon, Oporto, an,l other Portugal wines •••••••••••••••••• 
Tcncrilfc, Fayal, Jl!alnga, St. George, and other \Vestern 

Island wines ••....•..•.•......•••• •••• •••••••••••••.•..• 
All other, when imported ot11erwise than in bottles or cases •• 

2,803,040 
565,352 
45,567 

3,275,9i9 

1.195,657 
3,087,399 

5,990,385 
20,611,319 

254,821 9-11 
51,3957-11 
4,1425-11 

297,816 3 11 

108,696 1-11 
280,6i2 7-11 

544,580 5-11 
1,873,756 3-11 

Cents. 
58 
50 
45 
40 

35 
30 

28 
23 

.!. 0 
::J -"-'!:: 
'g ~ 
~ €~ 
.§!] 
Ei.5 
§~sr a-= .... 

1,153,462 
None ....•••. 

50,901 
238,217 

560,193 
1,544,363 

2,311,648 
ll,688 7010 

~.,, 
e-§: § ·a 
?;, "Q = .. 

El, .. -= -::::s ~ .§ " -"' = ;-s ~ :, "' 
"' ... ., 0 .g.::? ~ 
e°-5 ~ 'o '2 ~ 
<> d ~ ~~ >., "' < i:::; 

Cents. 
144,182 6-8 100 

None ....•... . ............. 
6,362 5-8 100 

29,777 1-8 60 

70,0241-8 42:J.5 
193,045 3-8 50 

288,956 40 
1,461,001 2-8 17 
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Statement showing the annual net duties which have accrued in the years 1815, '16, 'I\ '18, '19, '20, '21, '22, 
and '23, on the following articles; also the average iJuties per annum. 

Years. Teas. Coffee. Cocoa. Wines. Salt. Indigo. Olive oil in casks. 

1815 •••• •••••••••••• ••••••••••• $950,209 94 Sl,423,331 90 $15,514 72 $1,247,053 34 $853,637 00 $68,248 50 . ............... 
1816 .•.•••••••••••••.•.....••••• 1,274,176 44 1,100,686 15 33,497 74 1,418,952 12 984,693 80 66,826 35 $16,554 50 
1817 •••••••••..••••••••...•....• 1,484,549 87 1,090,034 90 13,115 38 583,099 83 461,841 80 37,203 45 ········-····· 
1818 .•.•••••..•.••...••••.•••••. 1,531,749 53 959,970 15 10,406 14 630,181 75 550,479 20 19,049 85 4,012 25 
1819 ••.••........•.••..••.•.•.•. 1,737,450 09 1,041,293 45 12,866 30 506,836 60 595,172 40 47,093 65 4,199 00 
1820 ••••••••••••...•••..•••••••. 1,568,414 32 664,59-2 85 15,554 64 490,573 50 803,913 80 18,409 35 l,ll2125 
1821 •••••..••.•• : .•••••..••• ; ••. 1,447,921 09 798,446 90 8,294 50 784,126 65 624,369 40 53,394 30 16,169 00 
1822 •••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••. 1,676,247 91 714,149 10 7,165 94 747,996 35 707,664 60 57,661 80 4,859 75 
1823 ••••••••••••.••••.••.•••••.. 2,105,956 63 930,166 50 15,751 7;.! 394,416 25 889,948 00 48,262 20 1,412 75 

13,776,675 82 s, 722,671 90 132,167 08 6,803,236 39 6,4,1, 720 00 416,149 45 49,0-28 50 

1,530,741 75 969,185 76 14,685 23 755,915 15 719,080 00 46,238 82 5,447 72 

Extract of a letter from HennJ A. S. Dearborn, Collector of the (Justoms at Boston, dated January 6, 1826. 

"Would it not be well to lower the duties on teas, and have but two rates: one ·for Blacks and the 
other for Greens? I believe the rate could be so averaged as to render such a system favorable to the 
importers and the Government, while it would preclude the chance of evasion, as is now possible; for the 
line between 'Bohea' and the 'other Blacks' it is often difficult to draw, as is that between 'other Green' 
and Hyson up to 'Imperial.'" 

CuSTou-HousE, Boston, January 1 'l, 1826. 
MucH EsTEEMED Srn: In conformity to your request, I will endeavor to answer the various queries 

which you have done me the honor to submit. Two ships belonging to the East India Company-the 
Maffit, of 800 tons, and the Juliana, of 600-arrived at Quebec, last summer, from Canton, laden with teas. 
The duties, I have understood, were two and a half per cent. on their cost, while in the United States they 
are above one hundred per cent. The importers set them up at auction at fixed prices, which were regu
lated by those in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, believing that this would secure to them the 
supply of·the whole consumption of the two Canadas. The sales in August were as follows: 

Bohea, averaged ....................................................................... . 
Congo ............................................................................... . 
Souchong ................................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1st. 2s. IOd. 2d. 
Hyson Skin ...... •..................................................... 3 1 to .. 
Young Hyson ........................... _ ............................................. . 
Hyson ............................................................................... . 
Pecco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'ls. to .. 

8. d. 
1 IO 
2 11 
3 2 
3 2 
4 IO 
5 1 
'l 8 

Conditions of sale.-The teas were to be paid for on delivery, and were to be taken away by the 22d 
of November, every buyer depositing forty shillings for each chest, and twenty for each box. Teas 
remaining unpaid for after the 22d of November, the deposit money forfeited, and the sale void. 

The prices at which a second lot of 4,000 chests was put up, on the 22d of August, were as follows: 

a. d. 
Hyson Skin, in boxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 
Hyson Skin, in chests. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 0 
Souchong .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 
Young .Hyson, in chests . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 'l 
Young Hyson, in boxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 8 
Young Hyson, superior quality ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 0 
Twankay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 
Hyson................................................................................ 5 0 
Pecco . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 4 
Congo............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 10 
Bohea .................................................................. ••;1........... 1 'l 

As twenty shillings of the Canada currency are equal to 400 cents of that of the United States, you 
will perceive that the prices quadrated with those for which teas sold in our cities at the same time. 

So long as the East India Company shall be content to limit their importations to the wants of the 
Canadas, it will be their interest to regulate the prices, as nearly as possible, to those in the. United 
States; for if they are put up higher, the teas will not be purchased, but be smuggled from the United 
States, and thus operate injuriously to the importers. But if it should be ascertained that large quantities 
could be succesefully sm,uggled into the United States, the importers may lower the prices to facilitate the 
sale of a much greater quantity than to meet the whole consumption of the colonies. 

Having information that the two above-named ships were expected at Quebec, and believing that 
attempts would be made to send some of the tea here, from the low rate of duty there paid, measures 
were immediately taken to detect and prevent such a traffic; but as yet no instance of smuggling has 
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come to my knowledge. Still, it is not improbable that, on the northern line of frontier, teas may have 
been clandestinely introduced, and rumors to that effect have reached some of our merchants, who believe 
that, in succeeding years, frauds on the revenue, to a considerable extent, may be apprehended. 

The East India Company were requested to send teas direct to Canada, and great facilities were 
granted to that gigantic monopoly, to prevent their being sent from the United States illicitly, which has 
been the case to a vast amount, and when that evil is checked, the battery may be, in retaliation, turned 
upon us. If, however, there is nothing to be feared from that quarter, it is expedient to lessen the present 
rate of duties, as tea has become a necessary of life throughout the whole country, and would be very 
generally substituted for coffee and other succedaneums if the price was not so high, nearly half of which 
is in consequence of the duties. The increased consumption, and consequent increase of importation, by 
a lower rate of duty, would make the amount of revenue about the same. 

In a former letter I gave my reasons for establishing but two rates of duty; and if all Black teas paid 
18½ cents, and all Green teas 34 cents per pound, the revenue would be the same it has been at the present 
rate of duty. But if it should be concluded to be proper to lower the duties on teas, the Blacks might be 
put at 15 and the Greens at 28. This would reduce the aggregate present duties over 20 per cent . 

.A.s to wines, the duties are not only generally too high, but very unequal on wines of the same value 
coming from different places. For instance, most of the wines of France pay but 15 cents, while those of 
Portugal, of as inferior a quality, pay 50 cents per gallon. There is no reason why all the wines of the 
Rhine, or middle part of Europe, Portugal, Spain, the Italian States, not named in the tadff, and all other 
places, should not be at as low a rate as those of France, and such parts of the Mediterranean, Levant, 
and Archipelago, and other countries, as are subjected to but 15 cents per gallon when imported in casks. 

The duty of 50 cents, you-name for Madeira, may also be impo~ed on Burgundy, Champagne, Madeira, 
and Tokay, and the other as follows: 

Sherry, Marsala, or Sicily Madeira; Teneriffe, or Pico, also called Pico Madeira; Lisbon and Port, 
25 cents. .A.11 other wines, when imported in casks, 12 cents, and when in bottles, 25 cents per gallon. 

The increased consumption, in consequence of the reduced cost, will augment the importation more 
than sufficient to make up the loss of revenue by the diminution of the rates of duty. Besides, if wines 
can be introduced at low prices, they will be soon very generally drank as substitutes for ardent spirits, 
and thus have a most salutary moral effect. 

Whether it is politic to reduce the duty on coffee I cannot, with confidence, determine. The price is 
so :fluctuating in that article that it is difficult to ascertain whether the effect would be such as to afford 
it to the consumer, who it is intended to benefit, at a lower rate, taking a series of years, than has hitherto 
been the case under the present tariff. If the duty on tea is lowered, will it not be best to wait and 
ascertain the effect before the experiment is made of altering the duty on coffee? It is with deference 
that I hazard this opinion. 

Permit me to draw your attention to the duties on sugar. There is great difficulty in classing them 
to ascertain what is "brown" and what "white clayed," under the tariff, as from "brown clayed" to 
"white clayed" the shades, as you well know, are infinite, and where to separate them, and say which 
should pay three cents and which four cents per pound, is impossible, so as to make the distinction 
palpable, known, and uniform in all the ports of importation. If the duty was averaged, and al.l sugars, 
other than loaf or lump, subjected to the same rate, or "aJJ, clayed" to form one class1 and "all unclayed," 
or raw, another, it would at once obviate the difficulty. The clayed may be put at 3½, and the unclayed, or 
raw, at 2½, which would make the amount of duty rather more than at the present rates and classification. 

These remarks on sugars are merely intimations. 
I have the honor to be, with the highest esteem, your most obedient servant, 

H . .A.. S. DEARBORN. 
Hon. SAYUEL SmTH. 

Extract of a letle1· frorn ---, dated Boston, Decemher 29, 1825. 

"The subject on which you wrote to me is too interesting to reply fully without mature reflection. 
It is one interesting to me individually, as well as one of a community in which I feel great inter-est. 
The policy pursued by the East India Company, in throwing a supply of teas into Canada much beyond 
the wants of that colony, must be obvious. It is well known to the directors that for some years past 
both Upper and Lower Canada, with Nova Scotia, have been supplied with teas from the United States 
by illicit means, and that the only way of preventing the introduction from this side the border would be 
to make a direct limportation. The quantity imported is thought by those best informed on the subject 
to be much beyond the wants of Canada. The surplus will doubtless find its way to the States bordering 
upon the British possessions. To you I need not express my doubts of the practicability of preventing 
the introduction of valuable goods into our country upon so extensive a frontier line as that which divides 
the two countries. .A.n army of douaniers would be necessary to do this effectually. The article need 
not be kept in the original package, which would lead to detection, but will find its way in all forms and 
shapes, and very much to the prejudice of the importer of the United States, direct from Canton. .A.bout 
15,000 quarter chests of teas, principallyTwankay, corresponding nearly to our Hyson Skin, were imported 
the present year by the East India Company into Canada. Their wants may be, at the extent, 10,000 
quarter chests; the excess must, of course, find its way into our territory. From the manner in which all 
business is done by companies, it is probable the East India Company pay more for their teas at the 
market from whence they come than we pay in China; but the difference in duty between them and us is 
infinite. From the best information I can get, I aip. led to believe the average duty on the teas imported 
in the East India Company's ships is about four pence per pound; how this compares with the duty levied 
here under the present tariff you can perceive. It so happens that I can give you facts in place of 8)JeCVr 
lation, in answer to your inquiry as to the cost of tea in China. . 

"Within a week two of our ships, the Nautilus and Duxbury, have arrived at this port, direct from 
Canton; they bring Imperial and Gunpowder, (which are nearly of the same quality, and subject to the 
same duty) Hyson, Souchong, and Congo teas. The Imperial and Gunpowder cost forty-two cents per 
pound, and pay fifty cents per pound duty, about 120 per cent. on the cost; Hyson costs thirty-seven cents 
per pound, and pays forty cents, or 110 per cent. on the cost; Souchong, fifteen and a half cents, and pays 
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twenty-five cents per pound, about 162 per cent. on the cost; and Congo about the same, say 170 per cent. 
Young Hyson is a favorite tea in this country, and although we have none in the above vessels, we have 
imported large quantities annually, which we have sent direct from China to Europe. The teas we have 
usually bought cost thirty and thirty-two cents per pound, although we have bought many thousand chests 
at twenty-four and twenty-six cents. Those teas, when imported here, pay forty cents per pound; and 
if we call the cost twenty-five cents, they pay as duty here 160 per cent. on the cost. Hyson Skin teas 
we have had shipped here from Canton as low as eighteen cents per pound; the usual price may be called 
twenty-one cents; they pay twenty-eight cents duty, or 133½ per cent. on cost. There are some other teas 
imported, but those mentioned compose the cargoes generally imported into this country. From the fore
going it would seem that although the first cost of the teas of the East India Company may be more 
originally, yet, that the difference between seven or eight cents per pound and what we pay enables the 
British importer to carry on the trade to our destruction, provided my premises are correct, that they will 
find their way into this country. As respects my establishment, we have made but few importations 
direct for some years past, having preferred the European market rather than to contend with our heavy 
duty, when nearly as good gross prices can be obtained abroad, and sales subject to much less duty. Our 
importation of teas for some years past has been from ten to twenty thousand quarter chests annually, 
which have been sold in Holland and Hamburg principally. There has been a strong prejudice existing 
against the China trade in this country, under the idea that specie was necessarily exported to procure 
cargoes from C~ina. So far from this is the fact, in our case, that, although our importations have averaged 
more than a million of dollars annually, for several years, in the products of China, of which silks and 
nankins form a considerable portion, we have not shipped a Spanish dollar for the past three years to 
Ohina. Our funds arise from the export of opium from Turkey, British goods from Great Britain, lead 
and quicksilver from Gibraltar, and the same articles, on a large scale, from Trieste. 

"The funds placed in those several countries arise either from merchandise shipped from China or 
this country, and bills of exchange; and I have great pleasure in stating that, with a view t-0 ascertain 
the value and to give a chance of comparing our cottons with those of Great Britain, (I mean the 
sheetings and shirtings,) I have shipped considerable quantities of those manufactured here to China, 
Manila, Java, and to different ports in the Mediterranean, in Europe, as well as to Smyrna, Turkey. As 
far as we have returns we are satisfied we can compete with the manufactures of Great Britain in the 
more gross cotton fabrics. That there are dollars exported by many in the trade we are aware, but that 
the trade cannot be prosecuted successfully with specie alone recent events may be quoted as striking 
examples." 

"My importations in the vessels now discharging cost about six hundred thousand dollars, about 
one-tenth part of which is in teas in small packages and calculated for exportation to the West Indies, 
Mediterranean, and French markets, nor do I believe that any considerable portion of them will remain 
in this country. The other part~ of the cargo are composed of silks, nankins, spices, &c., which are also 
suited to foreign markets, and will be principally exported. I am decidedly of opinion that there would 
be a much greater quantity of goods of all sorts come into our ports did they, upon exportation, drawback 
the whol,e duty. Being once landed, many of them would be sold for home use, and this portion would, in 
my opinion, contribute more to the public treasury than does the per centum retained in the custom-house 
upon re-exportation. The heavy duty on nankins may be necessary for the encouragement of our cotton 
fabrics, but that there would be more revenue from silks was the duty lighter I have no doubt. My. own 
importations are confined principally to such goods as can be exported with advantage to the West Indies, 
South America, the Brazils, and Mediterranean, as China silks cannot be imported for home sale to 
advantage under the discriminating duty between the goods which come from Europe' and those which 
come from beyond the Cape of Good Hope. Great Britain, seeing this discrimination between silks from 
India and Europe, reduced the duty on raw silk from 5s. 6d. sterling per pound to six pence, and thus 
enables her manufacturers to drive us out of the market. Even France, with the aid of the discrimination, 

_cannot carry on the silk trade to advantage, and our importers from thence complain of losing money in 
the trade. I omitted to mention that China cargoes are composed at times, and extensively too, of 
articles the growth of our country. Ginseng is sent to a great _amount. Furs frequently make a com
ponent part of cargoes; and should cottons get down to ten or eleven cents, the <Jhina market would 
take off a great amount in them. • 

"I have thus told you a long story, and fear you will repent, from the length of my reply, of having 
made the inquiry of me. You may remember that some years since I had the pleasure to correspond 
with you in relation to the tea duty. I then thought, as I do now, that all black teas should pay the 
same duty. That there have been large importations of teas, other than Bohea, introduced under that 
name into the country I have good reason to believe. The duty on Bohea is twelve cents, that of all 
other black teas twenty-five cents. Our population has become too nice to drink Bohea tea, and but very 
little real Bohea tea comes to market. I have imported none for six or seven years past. The best way 
of preventing t:\lis fraud upon the revenue is, in my opinion, to put all black teas on the same footing and 
tax them alike. Although Hyson tea costs more than Young Hyson, yet, as the taste of the people is in 
favor of the latter, I think they should pay the same duty. Imperial and Gunpowder, being more articles 
of use by the luxurious, should be made to pay more than other teas, I have no doubt. What that should 
be, according to my ideas, as well as the duty on other teas, shall be the subject of another letter.'' 

BosToN, December 30, 1825. 
DEAR SIR: I had the pleasure yesterday, and, as I promised, and at your request, I venture to suggest 

for your c.onsideration the alteration below as the duty"on teas: _ 
Imperial and Gunpowder, which now pay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 40 
Hyson, Young Hyson, and Chulau . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 30 
All other Green teas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 22 
Black teas, including Bohea ..................................................... ,· 12 & 25 18 

143 110 
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By the present tariff the average on tea is 35¾ cents per pound. By the tariff I propose, 27½; which 
is about 23 per cent. reduction. I am persuaded that, at the above rate of i:Iuty, as much or more duty 
would accrue to Government. 

The above is suggested independently of the call there is upon the Government to so lower the duty 
as to prevent the China East India Company from supplying our market with teas, they paying 8 cents per 
pound, and, at the reduced rate I propose, we paying 27 cents. I have found leisure, during a stormy day, 
to write to Mr. Lloyd on the su~ject of teas, though I may have omitted some of the suggestions made to 
you in my letter of yesterday. 

Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
T. H. PERKINS. 

Hon. SAlruEL Sl!ITH. 

CusToM-HousE, Lubec, JanuanJ 5, 1826. 
DEAR Sm: I received your letter of the 21st ultimo on the evening of the 30th, in which you propose 

the following inquiries, viz: 
1. Will not the act of Parliament of July 5, 1825, make the North American Provinces a depot from 

whence their teas will be smuggled into the United States ? 
2. What measures can be adopted to prevent it ? 
3. What are now the relative prices of teas between your port and the Provinces? 
4. Should the duties on tea be diminished, and to what amount? 
5. If the privilege of the East India Company should materially reduce the price of teas in the 

Provinces below ours, can any effectual method be devised to prevent their being smug·gled, and what? 
The subject of your letter is one on which I have been heretofore led to think considerably, in conse

quence of a former act of Parliament relative to supplying the British Provinces with tea direct from 
China; and when I was in Washington, last winter, I submitted to the Hon. Mr. Crawford, by his particular 
request, a written statement, touching the danger of smuggling teas into the United States in consequence 
of that act, in which I expre_ssed my belief that no such danger existed. 

Having, since the reception of your letter, carefully ·perused the act of Parliament to wliich you 
allude, and having, as fully as the time would permit, considered its probable effect, I feel prepared to 
answer your several inquiries with as much confidence as should, perhaps, be expressed on a subject 
which is necessarily involved in such a degree of uncertainty as belongs to all calculations with regard 
to future events. I will also add, that, for your greater satisfaction, as soon as I received your letter, I 
lost no time in making appiication to a number of individuals of the first standing for respectability and 
intelligence, requesting them to favor me with the information which they possessed touching the subject 
in question, and their views and opinions relating thereunto. Their several statements, in detail, I take 
the liberty to enclose. 

With regard to the first inquiry, it is my conviction and belief that the aforesaid act of Parliament 
will not make the British Provinces a depot from whence teas will be smuggled into the United States. 

An answer to the second question seems to be rendered unnecessary, in consequence of the reply 
which I have given to the first. _ 

To the third question I reply, that Souchong tea, the only kind used in New Brunswick and Nova 
Scotia, is worth seventy-five cents by the chest, on the English side, and sixty cents, or thereabouts, on 
the American side. It is sometimes sold for cash, at fifty-five cents per pound. . 

In answer to the fourth question, I feel free to express my full persuasion that the interests of trade 
and the safety of the revenue will not require the duty on tea to be diminished. It is even doubtful 
whether a small reduction of duty would lower the price, and whether the trade itself would be benefitted 
if the duty should be reduced. If, however, it should be considered an object so to alter the duty as to 
effect a decided reduction of the price, in order to make the article come cheaper to the citizens of the 
United States, agreeable to the recommendation of the Hon. Secretary of the Treasury, this reduction 
must produce one beneficial effect, namely, it would lessen the temptation to defraud the revenue by means 
of debentures. 

The fifth inquiry may be answered by observing, that the best means of preventing the smuggling of 
tea into the United States from the British Provinces, should the project ever be attempted, would be the 
same which are required at the present moment to prevent the smuggling of rum and other articles on the 
frontiers. Indeed, I may add that the protection of the revenue and the interests of the honest trader 
loudly demand the immediate adoption of these measures. 

The first measure which I beg leave, with great confidence, to recommend, is an act requiring the 
entering and clearing of all coasting vessels, in all cases whatsoever, when arriving at or departing 
from a frontier district. 

With equal confidence mav also be urged the passage of a law such as passed the Senate the last 
session in relation to small seizures. It now requires an expense of more than sixty dollars to procure 
the condemnation of a seizure amounting to the value of no more than five dollars in cases where no 
defence is set up. 

Justice and policy require that a remedy be applied without 'delay to this intolerable evil-an evil 
equally deleterious to the revenue as it is unjust to the officers of the customs. 

Some further provisions are also necessary, relative to the marking of tea chests, and to prevent the 
use of false certificates, and to cause the present laws in relation thereunto to be more strictly observed. 
This precaution, at present, relates exclusively to debenture teas, which, under the pretence of being 
actually exported, are often relanded in the United States duty free, the debenture bonds being cancelled 
on the production of forged certificates. I may add, indeed, as a matter of great importance, that the 
laws in relation to debentures require to be better guarded, to prevent extensive and wholesale frauds on 
the revenue. 

Very respectfully, I have the honor to remain, dear sir, your obedient servant, 
STEPHEN THACHER. 

Hon. JOHN Hou!Es. 

VOL. V--36 B 
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PoRTLAND, December 29, 1825. 
DEAR Sm: I duly received your letter of the 21st instant, making some inquiries in relation to the 

probable effect that the importation of teas into the British American colonies, free of duty, may have on 
our revenue, and on the. importers of the article into the United States; what measures can be adopted 
to prevent the article from being smuggled into the States, and whether the duties on teas should be 
diminished. 

The importation of teas into the British American colonies, fr~e of duties, will of course diminish the 
price of the article in the colonies; but it is believed that teas cannot be deposited there, and then sold at 
prices that will make it an object for the unprincipled part of the coµununity to purchase for the purpose 
of smuggling into the United States. 

Should attempts be made to _smuggle those teas into the United States, it will require more particular 
inspection by the officers of the cutters, and by other officers of the customs, of vessels and boats from 
the colonies, and from our frontier districts; possibly it may be necessary for further restrictions to the 
coasting trade, making it incumbent on the masters of vessels bound to and from the frontier district, 
either with or without cargoes, to clear and enter at the custom-houses; and it may also require an act 
of Congress making it ·penal on all vessels found hovering on the coast, particularly off the frontier 
district. 

The price of teas, say Souchong, now the most generally used, is, with us, about 53 cents, and at St. 
John's, New Brunswick, is about 'T5 cents per pound. Teas have declined in the price at St. John's, and, 
should they be imported into the colonies free of duties, we believe the price will further decline, but not 
so low as to affect materially the regular importations from the East Indies into"the United States, but 
will stop the smuggling of the article into the colonies from the United States, formerly carried on to a 
very considerable extent. _ 

Changes in the tariff often embarrass both the importer and the 'dealers in the articles on which the 
duties are altered; on this, as well as on other accounts, it would be desirable that no alteration be made, 
unless very urgent necessity require it. 

The British, by making their colonies depots for teas free of duty, will not, in my opinion, require a 
change in our tariff, with a view to protect our merchants in their East India trade; as the smuggling 
into the United States from the colonies cannot be so successfully prosecuted as to prejudice the fair 
dealers in the article. I therefore believe that it will not be necessary to diminish the duties on teas. 

I am just informed by a gentleman from Montreal, a merchant doing business there, that the prices 
of teas were something higher at this time at Montreal than in the United States, and that, in his 
·opinion, they could not be imported and sold there at prices that would make it an object to smuggle 
them into the United States. 

I am, respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
ISAAC ILSLEY. 

Hon. JoHN Hourns, Senator in Congress, Washington City. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 737. [1ST SESSION. 

RESTITUTION OF PROPERTY FORFEITED UNDER THE NON-IMPORTATION ACT. 

COlCMUNICATED TO THE SEN.ATE FEBRUARY 6, 1826. 

Mr. Sl!ITH, from the Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the memori3il of William Dixon and 
James Dickson, reported: 

That William Dixon, a British subject, and James Dickso~, a citizen of the United States, lately 
co-partners, and trading at Liverpool, under the firm of William Dickson & Co., and in Savannah, under 
the firm of James Dickson & Co., state in their memorial-

That in the month of July, 1812, after the repeal of the British orders in council, and ,with the 
fullest confidence that thereupon the restrictive measures of the United States would instantly cease, and 
a free and amicable commercial intercourse between the two countries be restored, a confidence which 
was encouraged and sustained by the opinions and representations of the public agents of the United 
States in Great Britain, most of the American houses there made large shipments of goods to the United 
States. That, among others, the house of William Dixon & Co. shipped to the house of James Dickson 
& Co. an invoice of goods, amounting to £21,54'T 16s. 'Td. sterling. That the said shipment was an 
investment of the proceeds of produce before that time consigned by the house in Savannah to the house 
in Liverpool, was less in amount than the share or interest of James Dickson in the joint funds of the 
concern, which were then in England, and was intended as a transfer of the funds really belonging to 
James Dickson from England to the United States. That, at the time of the said shipment, the house in 
Liverpool was very largely indebted to the house in Savannah, and the debts of the concern in the United 
States, for which, during the continuance of hostilities, James Dickson was alone responsible, amounted 
to upwards of £12,000 sterling. 

That the said goods were shipped in the American ship Thomas Gibbons, and that the said vessel 
proceeding directly for the port of her destination, off Tybee island, within a few hours' sail of said port, 
was captured by the privateer Atas as prize of war, carried into Savannah, and there libelled by the 
captors. That on entering the said port the Thomas Gibbons and her cargo were also libelled by the 
Collector of Savannah for an alleged breach of the non-importation act. That the Collector was willing 
to relinquish the vessel and cargo to the owners on their giving bonds to be subject to such legislative 
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or judicial proceedings as the Government should subsequently direct against all property so situated 
which the owners were willing to give, but that this measure was objected to by the captors on the 
ground that the property was prize of war, and consequently that no bonds were given. 

That the libel of the captors was subsequently dismissed, on appeal, by the Supreme Court of the 
United States. That such proceedings were had on the libel of the Collector that one moiety of the 
goods was delivered to James Dickson, while the other moiety was retained by the officers and ultimately 
condemned for a breach of the non-importation act-the right to petition the Secretary of the Treasury 
having been denied to William Dixon by the District Judge. 

The petitioners state that their case is a solitary one. That other aliens having goods on board of 
the same vessel have had the forfeitures of such goods remitted. It is shown to the committee that the 
Supreme Court of the United States dismissed the libel of the captors, declaring that the shipment 
appeared to have been made in good faith and under a reasonable presumption that the repeal of the orders 
in council would produce a suspension of hostilities, and, consequently, that the merchandise on board, 
whether .American or Briti.sh property, was equally protected from capture, and that the same Court have 
also decided that the municipal fo1feiture under the non-intercourse act was absorbed in the more ge_neral 
operation of the laws of war. 

It is strongly urged by the memorialists that, even considering this as enemy's property found 
within the United States during the war, still, as it was brought in in good faith and under the protection 
of the authorities of the United States, they were at least entitled to a reasonable time for its removal, 
and that if such allowance had not been given, yet it could not have been subjected to forfeiture but by 
express statutory regulation. That the treaty of l '194 with Great Britain allowed ·twelve months for this 
purpose, and that the act of 1 '198, concerning alien enemies, contains provisions which are similar in 
principle; that, although laws may change and treaties terminate, humanity does, and national hospitality 
ought to, remain the same. 

It is, moreover, urged by the American partner that from the state of the accounts, of which proof is 
furnished, that these goods were, in equity and in fact, on their arrival in the United States, his sole 
property, and that he ought to be considered in the light of an .American citizen, who in good faith and 
on the earliest knowledge of the war was withdrawing his property from the enemy's country. That no 
law forbade the formation of a partnership with a British subject in time of peace. That, as by the terms 
of the said partnership all losses were to be equally divided, whatever is inflicted on one is sustained 
also by the other; and that if a portion of this property is to be forfeited because of the interest of 
William Dixon in the concern, James Dickson is deprived of that protection which is afforded to every 
other American citizen, and is punished for an act which was neither forbidden by the laws nor inconsistent 
with the policy of the United States. 

That this shipment, known to be .American property, was not subjected to forfeiture in Great Britain, 
and was protected by the separate acts of that Government and of this in its transit across the ocean; 
that, having been spared by his enemies, it was seized by his friends, and this, too, after they ( the latter) 
had held out to it a delusive protection. • 

The committee forbear to recapitulate the various other strong grounds which are urged by the 
petitioners who appeal to the justice and liberality of Congress and to the honor of the nation for a 
restitution of the proceeds of this property, or at least of that part of it which passed into the Treasury 
of the United States. 

The committee have considered the petition and documents. 'l'hey think, in perfect accordance with 
the Supreme Court, that the shipment of the petitioners was made in good faith, with the strongest 
presumption, founded on the repeal of the orders in council and fortified by the opinion of the United 
States agent, that the non-importation act would cease and that peace would be restored. Concurring in 
opinion with the Supreme Court, the committee do not consider that this property was liable to forfeiture 
under the non-importation act, nor as prize of war, nor under the general belligerent rights of war. They 
consider it as having been confided to the honor and taken under the protection of the United States; 
and they believe that, on the state of facts made out by the petitioners, it was entitled to that 
protection on the soundest principles of law and the most obvious dictates of policy. They regret that 
the rule uniformly adopted prevents them from advising a full restitution of the property, and therefore 
find themselves compelled to limit their recommendation to the restoration of the amount paid into the 
Treasury; for which purpose they report a bill. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 738. [lsr SEssrnN. 

CH.ANGE OF REVENUE LAWS IN FAVOR OF SPANISH PORTS TN NORTH .A.ND SOUTH 
.A.MERICA. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 6, 1826. 

To the honorahle the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 
The memorial of the New York Chamber of Commerce respectfully represents: 
That the trade which has for some years past and is now carried on from differ~nt parts of the United 

States to the Spanish ports in North and South America, especially on this side of the continent, is of 
immense importance to the commerce, navigation, manufactures, and revenue of the Union, and that it 
moreover has the happy tendency to promote feelings of friendship and good understanding between 
nations who have emancipated themselves from European subjection, who have adopted free institutions 
of government, and who have in some essential points of view a common interest. 

This trade is carried on to a considerable extent with assorted pargoes, composed partly of articles 
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which are imported from foreign countries into this country, and which our laws permit to be exported 
with the benefit of drawback; partly of goods manufactured in the United States, and partly of the 
growth of our soil and the production of our fisheries. It appears to be essential to the existence of this 
trade that shipments to Spanish ports on the eastern side of this continent· should consist of a great 
variety of articles. The absence of almost every kind of manufactory there, the location of their settle
ments, and the nature of their country dema,_nd it. Those ports which border on the sea are principally 
low and unbealtby; the large cities and the great mass of population are to be found in the interior, and 
can be approached only by roads leading over high mountains, and which rarely admit the use of carriages; 
their supplies are therefore, to a considerable degree, transported on the backs of mules and in small and 
light packages. The vicinity of some of these countries to the United States and the facilities afforded 
by our export laws have, together with the activity and enterprise of our merchants, hitherto given us a 
decided advantage in this important branch of commerce. The distance is less; smaller and cheaper 
vessels can be used than would answer for a direct trade with Europe; and cargoes may easily be made 
up in our ports adapted to the wants of the Spanish inhabitants, and sold to them on moderate terms, as 
the import duties are principally returned on goods exported to foreign countries. 

The advantages which have been derived from our export laws, and vicinity to many of the Spanish 
ports, in the prosecution of this great branch of American trade, have not escaped the notice of other 
nations. They seem particularly to have attracted the attention of the British Government; and the very 
able and sagacious ministers who now compose its administration appear not only to have formed a high 
estimate of the value of this commerce and a strong desire to participate in it more fully than they have 
hitherto done, but even a hope to withdraw it from us and cause it to centre in their own hands .. 

During the last session of the British Parliament a law was passed "to regulate the trade of the 
British possessions abroad," materially altering the colonial system so long established and so tenaciously 
adhered to by that Government. It is not necessary to the object of your memorialists to notice any 
part of that law or its numerous provisions, excepting those parts which appear calculated to affect the 
American trade to Spanish ports; and they do not notice these with a spirit of enmity or censure. That 
nation has an undoubted right to alter its commercial regulations at its pleasure, and to invite to its 
ports a trade which has been enjoyed by others. If this is done by an abandonment of restrictions and 
an increased freedom of commercial law, the effect can be countervailed on the part of otMr nations by a 
policy still ·more liberal and enlightened. 

'fhis law establishes a number of free warehousing ports in the British colonies, among which is the 
port of Kingston, in Jamaica. It empowers the King to add to the number of these ports, and authorizes 
the importation into them of every article which can legally be imported from any foreign country, and 
enacts that they be warehoused without the payment of duty, and that they may be exported within two 
years, subject only to warehouse rent; and it further authorizes the proprietor of warehoused goods, 
under the direction of the Collector or Controller, "to sort, separate, and pack, and repack any such 
goods, and to make such lawful alterations therein and arrangements and assortments thereof as may be 
necessary for the preservation of such goods, or in order to the sale, shipment, or legal disposal of the 
same." The law also contains a table of goods the importation of which is restricted or prohibited from 
foreign countries; the number is few, and consists principally of such articles as may be advantageously 
imported from Great Britain. , 

Your memorialists particularly entreat the attention of your honorable body to the prominent points 
embraced by this law: 

I. It declares that Kingston, a· port peculiarly convenient for the Spanish trade, shall be a free 
warehousing port. • 

2. That all goods which may be legally imported may be warehoused free of duty. 
3. That all such goods may be exported at any time within two years after being warehoused, free of 

expense, excepting rent; and the Collector and Controller are authorized to allow fui;ther time if they 
shall 'see fit. 

4. And to make up assortments suitable for a market, it allows packages to be separated, and goods 
to be sorted and put into other packages. 

The facilities which these regulations will give to the British commerce with the Spanish ports are 
so great that the effect cannot but be injurious to the commerce which we have prosecuted. with them, 
unless they are met at the outset by regulations on our -part which will give further facilities to the 
export trade of the United States. 

In order to preserve unimpaired so important a branch of our foreign commerce, and one.so intimately 
connected with the great interests of the nation, your memorialists are of opinion that several altera
tions ought to be made in the law;s regulating imports and exports, and which they believe will, if adopted, 
give facilities to the exporters from this country equal to those which, by the new regulations of the 
British Government, are given to the subjects who export from free warehousing ports, and enable our 
citizens in future to compete on equal terms in a trade which they have heretofore enjoyed, with so much 
benefit to the country and themselves. . 

The alterations which your memorialists respectfully recommend are the following: 
I. That the benefit of drawback be extended to two years. 
2. That only one per cent. of the duties on goods exported be retained. 
3. That debentures be issued where the duty on goods exported is twenty dollars and upwards. 
4. That the importation of spirituous liquors be permitted in casks of the capacity of not less than 

fifteen gallons. 
5. That spirituous liquors imported in such casks as the law authorizes, and deposited in the public 

stores, may be drawn into smaller vessels and exported for the benefit of drawback, under such regula
tions as may be deemed safe to the revenue. 

And your memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 
By order of the New York Chamber of Commerce. 

W. BAYARD, Premdent. 
Attest: 

J NO. PINTARD, Secretary. 
NEW YoRK, Febi·uary 2, 1326. 
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19TH CONGRESS. J No. '739. [lsr SESSION. 

ON THE STATE OF THE FINANCES. 

COll:MUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 6, 1826. 

Mr. McLANE, of Delaware, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whom has been referred the report 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, of December 22, 1825, on the state of the finances, submitted the 
following report: -

That they have considered the said report of the Secretary of the Treasury, and also the state of the 
public debt, and the expenditures, with a view as well to ascertain the means of the Treasury as the 
best mode of applying those means to the payment of the public debt. 

Of the public debt, besides the three per cent. stock, amounting to $13,296,231 41, and the subscrip
tion of $'7,000,000, in the Bank of the United States, redeemable at the pleasure of the Government, there 
will be reimbursable at any time after December 31, 1825, $16,2'70,'79'7 24; December 31, 1826, 
$13,096,542 90; December 31, 182'7, $9,490,099 10 of the six per cents. 
Of these sums, the attention of the committee has been particularly called by the annual 

report to the debt reimbursable in 1826, amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16,2'70, '79'7 24 
Add that reimbursable in L82'7, amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,096,542 90 

Making together . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 29,36'7,340 14 

The amount applicable to this debt consists, first, of the annual appropriation to the Sinking Fund, 
of $10,000,000, and, second, of such surplus as is authorized by the act of March 3, 181'7, to be applied to 
the same object, and may be stated, for the present purpose, as follows: 
1. The annual appropriation to the Sinking Fund of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,000,000 00 
From this must be deducted the amount required for the interest on the public debt, 

according to the practice ordinarily adopted at the Treasury, which, upon the suppo
sition that the residue of the loan of seven and a half millions, of 1813, amounting 
to $5,035,549 16, may-be paid off by the 1st day of July, 1826, and of which it is 
believed there can be no doubt, will amount to the sum of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,940,659 31 

Leaving of the $10,000,000, applicable to the principal of the debt, the sum of.. . . . . . . . . 6,059,340 69 

By the fourth section of the act of March 3, 181 '7, entitled "An act to provide for the redemption of 
the public debt," it is enacted as follows: 

"That after the year 181 'T, whenever there shall be at any time after an adjournment of Congress, in 
any year, a surplus of money in the Treasury, above the sums appropriated for the service of such year, 
the payment of which to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund will yet leave in the Treasury, at the 
end of the year, a balance equal to two millions of dollars, then such surplus shall be, and the same is 
hereby, appropriated to the Sinking Fund, to be paid at such times as the situation of the Treasury will 
best permit, and shall be applied, by the Commissioners thereof, to the purchase or redemption of the 
public debt." 

The committee consider this section as authorizing the application to the Sinking Fund of only such 
surplus as may remain beyond the actual appropriations, and which, though not paid in the year for which . 
they were granted, are liable to be demanded at any time within two years after the appropriations 
respectively. In this view, the balances of unexpended appropriations cannot be considered as any part 
of the means of the Treasury applicable to the public debt. Therefore, though the sum of $3,500,000, 
being the balances of unexpended appropriations of 1825, was in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 
1826, it will probably be expended in the course of the year; and though the like sum should remain in 
the Treasury on the 1st of January, 182'7, yet, being of the appropriations of 1826, would, for that reason, 
be inapplicable to the Sinking Fund, under the section already recited. 

In ascertaining the amount of the surplus which upon these principles may be applied to the Sinking 
Fund in the year 1826, there must be deducted from the sum stated by the annual report to be in the 
'l'reasury on the 1st of January, 1826, amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,284,061 '78 
I. The balances of unexpended appropriations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,500,000 00 
2. The unavailable funds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000,000 00 

Leaving in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1826, a surplus of ................... . 
'11

0 this sum must be added-
!. The amount of the annual appropriation to the Sinking Fund applicable to the principal 

of debt, as above shown, amounting to ....................................... . 
2. The surplus estimated by the Secretary of the Treasury to be in the Treasury on the 

31st of December, 1826, after deducting the $2,000,000 reserved by the act of 181 '7 .. 

Making an aggregate, applicable to the principal of the public debt during the year 1826, 
of ....................................................................... . 

Which being deducted from the amount of debt reimbursable in that year of .......... . 

Leaves a balance of that debt unpaid of. ......................................... . 

Which is less by about $2,48'7,8'76 21 than the estimate of the Secretary of the Treasury. 

4,500,000 00 

'784,061 '78 

6,059,341 69 

2,915,269 98 

9,'758,6'73 45 
16,2'70, '79'7 24 

·6,512,123 '79 
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-Upon similar principles of calculation, the surplus applicable to the $13,096,542 90 reimbursable in 
1827 may be shown as follows: 

From the annual appropriation to the Sinking Fund of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,000,000 00 
Deduct the amount requisite for the interest of the debt not paid in 1826, being. . . . . . . . 3,658,406 46 

Leaves of the same fund applicable to the principal of the debt the sum of ............ . 
To which must be added the surplus estimated by the Secretary of the Treasury to be in 

the Treasury on the 31st of December, 1827, of ................................ . 

Making together .............................................................. . 
Which sum being deducted from the debt redeemable in 1827 of ..................... . 

Leaves of that debt a balance of ................................................ . 

Which is less by $4,160,3~0 62 than that estimated by the Secretary of the Treasury; in 
other words, from the amount of debt reimbursable in 1826 and 1827 of. .......... . 

Deduct, as exhibited by the committee-
!. The surplus in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1826 ........... . 
For 1826.-2. The amount of Sinking Fund applicable to the principal. .. 
3. Surplus in the Treasury under law of 1817 ....................... . 
For 1827.-1. Amount of Sinking Fund applicable to principal. ....... . 
2. Surplus in the Treasury under law of 1817 ....................... . 

$784,061 78 
6,059,341 69 
2,915,269 98 
6,341,593 54 
4,915,269 98 

Amounting together to ......................................................... . 

And there will remain a balance of those two years, for which the means of the Treasury 
for the same years are inadequate, of .................................... ; .... . 

The estimate of the Secretary of the Treasury shows a balance of the debt of the year 
1826 of .................................•................................. 

And of the year 1827 of., ....................................................... . 

Making together ......... _ ..................................................... . 

Being more than that exhibited by the committee of. ............................... . 

6,341,593 54 

4,915,269 98 

11,256,863 52 
13,096,542 90 

1,839,679 38 

29,267,340 14 

21,015,836 97 

8,351,803 17 

9,000,000 00 
6,000,000 00 

15,000,000 00 

6,648,196 83 

This difference arises, it is presumed, by the committee having added to the annual appropriation of 
the Sinking Fund the surplus, pursuant to the law of 1817. 

For whatever balance of the debt that may remain in the years 1826 and 1827, to the payment 
whereof in those years the means of the Treasury may be inadequate, the Secretary recommends a loan 
of $9,000,000 in 1826, and of $6,000,000 in 1827, at a rate of interest not exceeding five per cent., reimburs
able in equal roportions in the yearf! 1829 and 1830; and the inducement to this arrangement on the part 
of the Government would be any saving which might be made in the difference of interest between the 
rate of five and six per cent. 

If the estimate submitted by the committee be correct, the saving to the Government would scarcely 
justify any attempt, in the present embarrassed state of the money market, to change the stock to the 
prejudice of the stockholders. 

But for the purpose of a more satisfactory illustration of the subject, the subsequent remarks of this 
report will take the assumption of the Secretary of the Treasury to be correct, and will suppose that, if it 
be expedient to authorize a loan or exchange, it should be for $9,000,000 in the year 1826, and $6,000,000 
in the year 1827. 

A similar recommendation was heretofore made and partially adopted by Congress in the several acts 
of 1820, 1822, 1824, and 1825: 

At those periods the state of the Treasury and of the public debt were different; the saving to the 
Government was an object of greater importance, the inducement to the stockholders more :flattering, and 
the probability of effecting a loan or exchange upon the terms proposed more reasonable. The committee 
have considered the subject in reference to the existing state. of things with all the respect due to the 
head of the Treasury Department. 

This proposition of a loan or exchange of stock, bearing an interest of five per centum, proceeds upon 
the supposition that the character of the several loans by which the six per cent. stocks have been created 
does not admit of partial payments, and that no part of one loan can be paid until the means of the 
Treasury are adequate to pay the whole; that, by this means, the debt may be distributed more equally 
in those years in which, upon this principle, no loan is reimbursable; that it would lessen the amount of 
expenditure on account of interest, and guard against the possible accumulation of money in the Treasury 
in those years in which it has been supposed it could not be applied to the reduction of the debt. 

Frequent changes in the public stocks, affecting their value and character, are, in general, inexpe
dient; to be justified principally by the financial exigencies of the country, and a great reduction in the 
value of money. 

Though the present state of the national finances may not be adequate to the entire discharge of the 
public debt as soon as the Government shall acquire the right to redeem it, a new loan would not substan
tially vary their condition by continuing the same debt in a different form and at a less rate of interest. 
The nature of the stipulation for a period before which the stock cannot be redeemed is for the advantage 
of the creditor. The right of the Government is, to pay it at any time at its pleasure after that period; 
so that, in fact, the debt is not due until it is the pleasure of the Government to· discharge it. In this 
situation are all the .existing six per cents; and as long as the terms of these stocks remain unchanged, 
the time of payment is limited, after the respective periods of their reimbursement, only by the conve
nience of the Treasury, and may be paid in any one year, or in more years than one, according to the 
pleasure of the United States. The advantage of throwing any portion of the debt upon any particular 
year, by a new loan, would not be nominal merely, or even convenient to the Government; but, as the 
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period of reimbursement would necessarily be prolonged, in order to reduce the rate of interest, the 
United States would have less discretion in this respect than they now have. 

From the best information the committee have been able to acquire, the present is believed to be an 
unfavorable time to exchange stock, or to procure new loans on reasonable terms. The embarrassments 
in the money market, both in the United States and Europe, are of a very serious character, and likely to 
increase, rather than diminish, for some time to come. If the act of the last session, in a comparatively 
prosperous state of the country, failed of its object, it is not probable that an addition of one half per 
cent. in the rate of interest would, in the present condition of things, produce a better result. The com
mittee do not believe a loan or exchange could be effected at an interest of five per centum, redeemable 
in 1829 and 1830; and a loan at an interest of five and a half per centum would be productive of little, 
if any, advantage. . 

If these stocks cannot be partially paid, or if no part of a loan can be reimbursed until the means 
of the Treasury are adequate to discharge the whole, then the inconvenience of an accumulation of money 
in the Treasury will exist, and there will be an advantage in a new loan or exchange of stock, beaTing a 
reduced rate of interest, redeemable at those periods when the means of the Treasury may be beneficially 
applied. But, in the opinion of the committee, partial payments of any part or the whole of the six per 
cent. stocks are admissible and expedient. 

The right of paying off the whole or any part of these stocks, at the pleasure of the Government, 
at any time after they become reimbursable, is expressly resmved by the several acts of Congress and 
the proposals by which the subscriptions were authorized; the proposals for the loans of 1813 varying 
from the others only in requiring that in any reimbursement of such loan the whole stock owned by any 
one individual on the last day of December, 1825, shall be paid. . 

In the instance of the converted or exchanged six per cent. stock of 180'l, the expedient of partial 
payments was resorted to in the years 1809, 1810, 1811, and 1812, and the portions to be paid were desig
nated by lottery, in the manner stated in the memorandum from the office of the Register, marked A, 
herewith submitted. 

The various modes of paying off the public debt, reimbursable at the pleasure of the Government,' 
may be stated as follows: 

1. By paying the whele of any loan whenever the means of the Treasury may be adequate to its 
entire discharge. 

This operation would necessarily lead to the accumulation of large sums in the Treasury, increase 
the expenditure on account of interest, and is the mode ordinarily adopted. • 

2. By a new loan or exchange of stock reimbursable at a period sufficiently remote to make it advan-
tageous to the lender to reduce the interest. • • 

3. By applying the means of the Treasury, including the surplus appropriated by the act of the 3d of 
March, 18l'l, at the end of each quarter, to the payment of so much of the debt as can be discharged by 
such surplus, and as shall be designated at the Treasury by lottery or otherwise. 

In the opinion of the committee there can be no doubt that all the six per cent. stocks of the United 
States may be redeemed by either of the above modes in the course of the year 1829, and by either the 
first or third mode sooner than by the second, especially as by the terms of the new loan the stock thereby 
created could not be reimbursed before January 1, 1830. • 

The particular operation of these several modes, as it respects the state of the finances, of the public 
debt, and the time and manner of its redemption, will be exhibited in the following statements, corre-
spondingly numbered. • 

In each of these statements the surplus in the Treasury, of 1826, is taken to be $5,000,000, instead 
of $4,915,269 98, as estimated by the Secretary, which, though they believe it will be more, the committee 
assume for the present, for the sake of round numbers. 

Although all calculations extended so much in detail are more or less liable to numerical error,jt is 
believed that those contained in this report are not so inaccurate as materially to vary the results which 
they present. 

No. I. 

Statement showing the periods at which the six per cents may be redeemed, supposing the means of the TreasunJ 
applicable to the payment of the public debt to be the same during the years 1827, 1828, and 1829, as esti
mated b1J the SecretanJ of the Treasury for the year 1826; also the amount of interest paid quarterly during 
such redemption,- and lilcewwe the balance in the Treasury at the close of each quarter. In this statement, as 
u:ell as in the statement No. 2, the means o/ the Treasury are not applied to the payment of a portion o/ any 
loan then ?·eimbursable, but are reseri:ed until they are adequate to the reimbursement of the whole of such 
loan, leaving ahout tv:o millions of dollars in the Treasury. 

According to the last annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury, the 
balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1826, was estimated at $5,284,061 'l8 

Of which there would be required for unsatisfied appropriations.. . . . . . . . 3,500,000 00 

Leaving a surplus of ............................................. . 
Of this surplus, however, he estimated as not effective about .......... . 

1, 'l84,061 'ls 
1,000,000 00 

Leaving a surplus available for 1826 of........................................ . .. 
This sum, together with the sum estimated by the Secretary in the expenditures of the 

year 1826, as the e:x:penditure on account of the public debt, (viz: $10,000,000,) and 
together with the amount of the surplus revenue of that year, (viz: $4,915,269 98, 
say $5,000,000,) will therefore be considered as the amount applicable to the public 
debt. For the first quarter of the year 1826 may accordingly be added one-fourth of 
the sum estimated by the Secretary as the expenditure for the debt, being ......... . 

.A.nd one-fourth of the estimated surplus of the year ................................ . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of April, 1826 .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

.A.nd there will remain a balance towards the next quarter of ........................ . 

$'l84,061 'l8 

2,500,000 00 
1,250,000 00 

4,534,061 'l8 
1,022,931 82 

3,511,129 96 
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Brought forward ........... . 
For the second quarter of the year 1826 may be added, as in the first quarter ......... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of July, 1826 .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day, of .................... . 

And there will remain a balance of ............................................... . 
Consequently, on the 1st of' July, 1826, may be redeemed of the six per cents of.1813 the 

residue of the seven and a half million loan, amounting to ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the third quarter of 1826 may be added, as before .............................. . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of October, 1826 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

And there will remain a balance_ towards the next quarter of ........................ . 
For the fourth quarter of 1826 may be added, as before ............. : ............... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of January, 182'l ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

And there will remain a balance towards the next quarter of ........................ . 
For the first quarter of 182'l may be added, as before ............................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st 0f April, 182'l ....... : .......... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

And there will remain a balance towards the next quarter_ of ......................... . 
For the second quarter of 1827 add, as before ....... : ............................. . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of July, 182'l .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

[No. 'l39. 

$3,511,129 96 
3,750,000 00 

'l,261,129 96 
1,022,931 82 

6,238,198 14 

5,035,599 IG 

1,202,598 98 
3,'l50,000 00 

4,952,598 98 
94'l,39'l 84 

4,005,201 14 
3, 'l50,000 00 

'l,755,201 14 
94'l,39'l 84 

6,80'l,803 30 
3, 'l50,000 00 

10,55.'l,803 30 
94'l,39'l 84 

9,610,405 46 
3, 'l50,000 00 

13,360,405 46 
94'l,30'l 84 

And there will remain a balance of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,413,00'l 62 
Consequently, on the 1st of July, 182'l, may be redeemed of the six per cents of 1813 the 

residue of the sixteen million loan, amounting to............................... 11,235,198 08 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of ..................................... . 
For the third quarter of 182'l add, as before ....................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the first of October, 182'l .............. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the fourth quarter of 182'l add, as before ...................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of January, 1828 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the first quarter of 1828 add, as before ....................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of April, 1828 ........ : ........ . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the second quarter of 1828 add, as before ..................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of July, 1828 .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the third quarter of 1828 add, as before ....................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of October, 1828 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day . . . . . . ............... . 

l,1 'l'l,809 54 
3,'l50,000 00 

4,927,809 54 
'l'l8,869 8'l 

4,148,939 6'l 
3, 'l50,000 00 

'l,898,939 6'l 
'l'l8,869 8'l 

'l,120,069 80 
3,'l50,000 00 

IC,8'l0,069 80 
'l'l8,869 8'l 

10,091,199 93 
3,'l50,000 00 

13,841,199 93 
'l'l8,869 8'l 

13,062,330 06 
3,'l50,000 00 

16,812,330 06 
'l'l8,869 8'l 

And there will remain a balance of................................................ 16,033,460 19 
Consequently, on the 1st of October, 1828, may be redeemed the six per cents of 1814, 

amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,096,542 90 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of ..................................... . 
For the fourth quarter of 1828 add, as before ...................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of January, 1829 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leavi~g a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 

2,936,91'l 29 
3,'l50,000 00 

6,686, 91 'l 29 
1 582,421 'l2 

.6,104,495 5'l 
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Brought forward........ . . . . $6,104,495 5'T 
For the first quarter of 1829 add, as before . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 'T50,000 00 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of April, 1829 .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the second quarter of 1829 add, as before ..................................... . 

9,854,495 5'T 
582,421 'l'2 

9,2'T2,0'T3 85 
3, 'T50,000 00 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of July, 1829................... 13,022,0'T3 85 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 582,421 'T2 

And there will remain. a balance of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,439,652 13 
Consequently, on the 1st of July, 1829, may be redeemed the six per cents of 1815, 

amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,490,099 10 

Leav:ing a balance in the Treasury, after redeeming all the six per cents, of ........... . 
But to furnish means for a comparison hereafter to be made, it is proper to continue this 

calculation to the 1st of January, 1830; therefore-
For the third quarter of 1829 add, as before ....................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt 9n the 1st of October, 1829 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable 01:-that day , ........... ~ ......... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the fourth quarter of 1829 add, as before ..................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of January, 1830 ............... . 
From which deduct one qu~rter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

.And there will remain a balance on the 1st of January, 1830, of ..................... . 

REC.APITUL.A.TION. 

According to the foregoing calculations, the 6 per cents will be redeemed as follows: 
On the 1st of July, 1826, 6 per cents of 1813, ('Ttmillion loan,) redeemable January I, 1826, 
On the 1st of July, 182'T, 6 per cents of 1813, (16-millionloan,) redeemable January I, 1826, 
On the 1st of October, 1828, 6 per cents of 1814, redeemable January I, I82'T ......... . 
On the 1st of July, 1829, 6 per cents of 1815, redeemable January I, 1828 ........... . 

2,949,553 03 

3, 'T50,000 00 

9,699,553 03 
440,070 23 

6,259,482 80 
3,'T50,000 00 

10,009,482 80 
440,0'T0 23 

9,569,412 5'T 

$5,035,599 16 
11,235,198 08 
13,096,542 90 

9,490,099 10 

The interest paid on the public debt during the period embraced in these calculations will be as follows: 
On the 1st of April, 1826 .................................................... . 

July, 1826 .................................................... . 
October, 1826 .................................................... . 
January, 182'l' .................................................... . 
April, 182'T .................................................... . 
July, 182'T .................................................... . 
October, 182'T .................................................... . 
January, 1828 .................................................... . 
April, 1828 .................................................... . 
July, 1828 .................................................... . 
October, 1828 .................................................... . 
January, 1829 .................................................... . 
April, 1829 ........................................... "'" ....... . 
July, 1829 ................................. ~- ................. . 
October, 1829 .................................................... . 
January, 1830 ..................................................... . 

Making a total of .................................................... . 

The balances in the Treasury at the same periods will be as follows: 
On the 1st of April, 1826 .................................................... . 

July, 1826 .................................................... . 
October, 1826 ..................... -............................... . 
January, 182'T............... . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... . 
April, 182'T .................................................... . 
July, 182'T .................................................... . 
October, 182'T .................................................... . 
January, 1828 .................................................... . 
April, 1828 .................................................... . 
July, 1828 .................................................... . 
October, 1828 .................................................... . 
January, 1829 .................................................... . 
April, 1829 .................................................... . 
July, 1829 .................................................... . 
October, 1829 .................................................... . 
January, 1830 .................................................... . 
VOL. V--3'f B 

$1,022,931 82 
1,022,931 82 

94'T,39'T 84 
94'T,39'T 84 
947,39'T 84 
947,39'T 84 
'T'T8,869 8'T 
'T'T8,869 8'T 
'T'T8,869 8'l' 
'T'T8,869 8'T 
'T'T8,869 8'T 
582,421 'T2 
582,421 'T2 
582,421 'T2 
440,0'TO 23 
440,0'TO 23 

12,35'l',209 9'T 

$3,511,129 96 
1,202,598 98 
4,005,201 14 
6,80'T,803 30 
9,610,405 46 
1,l'T'T,809 54 
4,148,939 6'T 
7,120,069 80 

10,091,199 93 
13,062,330 06 
2,936,91'T 29 
6,104,495 5'T 
9,272,073 85 
2,949,553 03 
6,259,482 80 
9,569,412 5'T 
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No. 2. 

Statement showing the periods o.t which the 6 per cents will be redeemed, supposing a loan or exchange o.t ji'l:e 
per cent. ,to the amount of $9,000,000 to be made for those of 1813, and a loan or exchange of $6,000,000 
for those of 1814, according to the recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury; and supposing, also, 
the means of the Treasury a'PJ)licabl,e to the payment of the public debt be the same during the years 182'1, 
1828, and 1829, as estimated by the Secretary for the year 1826; also the amount of interest paid quarterly 
during the redemption of the 6 per cents and of the 5 per cents exchanged for them; and, likewise, the 
balance in the Treasury o.t the close of each quarter during that period. 

The surplus in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1826, is estimated by the Secretary at 
According to the data assumed in the former calculation, the means disposable for the 

debt in the first quarter of 1826, in addition to this surplus, will be-
One-fourth of the sum estimated to be expended on the debt during the year 1826 being .. 
And one-fourth of the estimated surplus of the year, say ........................... . 

Making the total amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of April, 1826 ............ . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the second quarter of 1826 add, as heretofore, one-fourth of the sum allotted for the 

debt, and one-fourth of the surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. : ................ . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of July, 1826 .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................................... . 
To which add this sum, proposed to be borrowed on that day, at 5 per cent.* .......... . 

$'184,061 '18 

2,500,000 00 
1,250,000 00 

4,534,061 '18 
1,022,931 82 

3,511,129 96 

3,'150,000 00 

7,261,129 96 
1,022,931 82 

6,238,198 14 
9,000,000 00 

Making an increased balance on the 1st of July, 1826., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,238,198 14 
Consequently, on that day, the residue of the 16-million loan (6 per cent. of 1813) may 

be redeemed, amounting to . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,235,198 08 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the third quarter•of 1826 add, as heretofore ................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of October, 1826 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance of ......................................... • .................. . 
Consequently, en that day, the residue of the '1½-million loan ( 6 per cents of 1813) may be 

redeemed,. amounting to .................................................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the fourth quarter of 1826 add, as heretofore ........ : .......................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of January, 182'1 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .......... : ......................... . 
For the first quarter of 182'1 add, as heretofore ..................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of .A.pril, 182'1 .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the second quarter of 182'1 add, as heretofore .................................. . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of July, 182'1 .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
To which add this sum, proposed to be borrowed that day, at 5 per cent.* ............. . 

Making an increased balance on the 1st of July, 182'1, of. .......................... . 
Consequen,tly, on that day, the 6 per cents of 1814 may be redeemed, amounting to ..... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of ..................................... . 
For the third quarter of 182'1 add, as heretofore ................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of October, 18:4'1 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ....................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of. ...... • .............................. . 
For the fourth quarter of 182'1 add, as heretofore ........ • ................. < ........ . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of January, 1828 ............... . 

4,003,000 06 
3, '150,000 00 

'1,'153,000 06 
966,903 85 

6, '186,096 21 

5,035,599 16 

1, '150,49'1 05 
3, '150,000 00 

5,500,49'1 05 
891,369 86 

4,609,12'1 19 
3, '150,000 00 

8,359,12'1 19 
891~369 86 

'1,46'1,'15'1 33 
3,'150,000 00 

11,21 '1, '15'1 33 
891,369 86 

10,326,38'1 4'1 
6,000,000 00 

16,326,38'1 4'1 
13,096,542 90 

3,229,844 5'1 
3,'150,000 00 

6,9'19,844 5'1 
'169,921 '12 

6,209,922 85 
3,'150,000 00 

9,959,922 85 

*NoTE.-The time at which these sums are here supposed to be borrowed is the time at which they may be most 
advantageously applied. 
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Brought forward ........... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the first quarter of 1828 add, as heretofore ....................... , ............ . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of April, 1828 ................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day. . . . . . . ............... . 

Leaving a balance of .......................................................... . 
Consequently, on that day, the -6 per cents of 1815 may be redeemed, amounting to ..... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the second quarter of 1828 add, as heretofore ....................... , .. ~ ........ . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of July, 1828: ................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the third quarter of 1828 add, as heretofore ................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of October, 1828 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the fourth quarter of 1828 add, as heretofore .... : ............................. . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of January, 1829 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 
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$9,959,922 85 
769,921 72 

9,190,001 13 
3,750,000 00 

12,940,001 13 
769,921 '72 

12,170,079 41 
9,490,099 10 

2,679,980 31 
3,750,000 00 

6,429,980 31 • 
62'7,570 23 

5,802,410 08 
3,750,000 00 

9,552,410 08 
627,570 23 

8,924,839 85 
3,750,000 00 

12,674,839 85 
627,570 23 

Leaving a balance of........................................................... 12,047,269 62 
Consequently, on that day, one-half of the $9,000,000 bo1Towed on the .1st of July, 1826, 

and one-half of the $6,000,000 borrowed on the 1st of July, 182'7, may be redeemed, 
amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,500,000 00 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the first quarter of 1829 add, as heretofore .................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of April, 1829 .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the second quarter of 1829 add, as heretofore .................................. . 

Making the amQunt disposable for the debt on the 1st of Julv, 1829 .................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day .. , ................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the third quarter of 1829 add, as heretofore .................................... . 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of October, 1829 ............... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ....................... . 

Leaving a balance towards the next quarter of .................................... . 
For the fourth quarter of 1829 add, as heretofore.-....... -... ~ ....... : : . : ............ . 

4,547,269 62 
3,750,000 00 

8,297,269 62 
533,820 23 

7, '763,449 39 
3,750,000 00 

11,513,449 39 
533,820 23 

10,979,629 16 
3,750,000 00 

14,729,629 16 
533,820 23 

14,195,808 93 
3,750,000 00 

Making the amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of January, 1830................ 17,945,808 93 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, due that day. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 533,820 23 

Leaving a balance of....................................................... . . . . . l'l,411,988 70 
Consequently, on that day, the remaining half of the sums borrowed on the 1st of July, 

1826, and 1st of July, 1827, may be redeemed, amounting to...................... 7,500,000 00 

Leaving a balance on the 1st of January, 1830, of....................... 9,911,988 70 

RECAPTIULATION. 

According to the foregoing calculations the six per cents will be redeemed as follows: 
On the 1st of July, 1826, six per cents of 18m, ·(sixteen ·million loan,) redeemable 1st 

January, 1826 .............................. : . .............................. $11,235,198 08 
On the 1st of-October, 1826, six per cents of 1813, (seven and a half million loan,) redeem- _ 

able 1st January, 1826...................................................... 5,035,599 16 
On the 1st of July, 1827, six per cents of 1814, redeemable 1st January, 1827..... ... . . . 13,096,542 90 
On the 1st of April, 1828, six per cents of 1815, redeemable 1st January, 1828. . . . . . . . . . 9,490,099 10 

38,857,439 24 
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The interes~ paid op. the public debt during the period embraced in the foregoing calculations will be 
as follows: 
On the 1st of April, 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................................... . 

July, 1826 .................................................... . 
October, 1826 .................................................... . 
January, 182'l .................................................... . 
April,. -182'l ....................................... ~ ............ . 
July, - -182'l .................................................... . 
October, 182'l .................................................... . 
January, -1828 .................................................... . 
April, - 1828 .................................................... . 
July, 1828 ................ : ................................... . 
October, 1828 .................................................... . 
January, 1829 .................................................... . 
April, 1829 .................................................... . 
July, 1829 ........................ • ............................ . 
October, 1829 .................................................... . 
J ~nuary, 1830 .................................................... . 

$1,022,931 82 
1,022,931 82 

966,903 85 
891,369 86 
891,369 86 
891,369 86 
'l62,991 'l2 
'l69,921 'l2 
'l69,921 'l2 
62'l,5'l'0 23 
62'l,5'l'0 23 
62'l,5'l'0 23 
533,820 23 
533,820 23 
533,820 23 
533,820 23 

Making a total of................................................. . . . . . . . . 12,014,633 84 

The balances in the Treasury at the same periods will be as follows: 
On the 1st of April, 

July, 
October, 
January, 
April, 
July, 
October, 
January, 
April, 
July, 
October, 
January, 
April; 
July, 
October, 
Ja~~a~y, 

1826 .••••.••••••••..•••••.•••••. · ••• , ·, •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1826 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1826 ..••..••.••......•••....••••••.•••••. · • · · ·. · • · • • •• • • · 
182'l ..•••••••••••.•..••.••..• • · .••• • • • •• • • · · •••• · • •• · · • · · 
182'l .................................................... . 

i~:~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ·: : : : : : : : : : : : ~·: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
1828 ...........•..................... · ... · · · · ·. · · · • ... ·, · 
1828 ••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • •• • • • ••• • • •• • • • •••• • • • • • • • • • 
1828 •.••••....•.•............•... : ...••.. · · · ... · · .. · · · · · · 
1828 ...•............................. ·, .. · .. · ... · .. · · · · · · 
1829 .•••••..••• •.• ....••.............•.... · .. • • .. · · · · · · · · · 
1829 •.•••.................................. · · · · · · .. · · · · · · 
1829 ............ : .............•.......•... · · · '. · · · · · · · .. · · 
1829 .............................................. · · · · · · · 
1830 ..•••......•....•••.................. , .... · · · · · · · · · · · 

No. 3. 

$3,511,129 96 
4,003,000 06 
1, 'l50,49'l 05 
4,609,12'l 19 
'l,46'l,'l5'l 33 
3,229,844 5'l 
6,209,922 85 
9,190,001 13 
2,6'l9,980 31 
5,802,410 08 
8,924,839 85 
4,54'l,269 62 
'l, 'l63,449 39 

10,9'l9,629 16 
14,195,808 93 

9,911,988 'l0 

~tatepWJ1,t sh_owing the periods at which the 6 per cents will be redeemed, supposing the means of the Treasury 
applicable to the payment of the pulJlic debt be the same during the years 182'l, 1828, and 1829, as estimated 
by the Secretary for· the year 1826, and supposing that. at the close of each quarter the surplus then in the 
Tr_e~ry, over and above two millions of dollars, be appli.ed to the redemption of that stock, according to 

• the act of March ?, 181 'l; and showing also the amount of interest paid quarterly during the redemption, 
and to January I, 1830. . 

According to the estimate of the Secretary, the available surplus in the Treasury on the 
1st of January, 1826, was· ................................................. . 

~d, ~cco_!'ding to the data assumed in the former calculation, the means disposable for 
the debt in the first half year of 1826, in addition to this surplus, will be-

One-half of the sum estimated to be expended for the debt during the year 1826, being .. 
~d 0_11e-lia,lf of the estimated surplus of the year; (in round numbers, $5,000,000,) bei:eg. 

Making the total amount disposable for the debt on the 1st of July, 1826 ............. •. 
From which deduct this sum, which is to be reserved in the Treasury ................. . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the debt of .................................... . 
From which deduct one ha1f year's interest, payable on that day, (July 1, 1826) ....... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the prin~ipal on that day of ...................... . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed of the 6 per cents of 1813, (16-million loan) .. . 

Leaving towards the next quarter ............................................... . 
For the third quarter of 1826 add, as heret?fore ................................... . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of October, 1826 ............................. . 
From which deduct on~ qu_arter's interest payable on that day ....................... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal on that day of ..................... . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed of the 6 per cents of 1813 (16-million loan) the 

further sum of ............. _ ............................................... . 

L~aving towards the next quarter ................................................ . 

$'l84,061 'TS 

5,000,000 00 
2,500,000 00 

8,284,061 'TS 
2,000,000 00 

6,284,061 'l8 
2,045,863 64 

4,238,198 14 
4,238,198 08 

6 
3,'150,000 00 

3, 'l50,000 06 
959,358 85 

2,'l90,641 21 

2, 'l90,600 00 

41 21 
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Brought forward ........... . 
For the fourth quarter of 1826 add, as before ..................................... . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of January, 182'1 ............................. . 
From which deduct o~e quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance t-0 be applied to the principal on that day of ...................... . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed of the 6 per cents of 1813 (16-million loan) the 

further sum of ............................................................ . 

Leaving towards the next quarter .............................................. -.. 
For the first quarter of 1827 add, as heretofore ................................... . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of April, 182'1 ............................... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day. . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal on that day of ..................... . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed the residue of the 16-million loan, (6 per cents 

of 1813,) being ....................................•....................... 

Which will still leave a balance applicable to the principal of ....................... . 
On that day, therefore, may also be redeemed of the 6 per cents of 1813, ('ltmillion loan) 

Leaving towards the next quarter ............................................... . 
For the second quarter of 182'1 add, as heretofore ................................. . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of July, 182'1 ................................ . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal on that day of . . . . . . . .............. . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed a further portion of the 6 per cents of 1813, 

( '1 ½-million loan,) of. ................. _ ..................................... . 

Leaving towards the next quarter ............................................... . 
For the third quarter of 182'1-add, as heretofore ................................... . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of October, 182'1 ............................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ....................... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal of ................................ . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed the residue of the seven and a half million loan, 

(6 per cents of 1813) ...................................................... . 

Which will still leave a balance applicable to the principal of ....................... . 
On that day, therefore, may also be redeem~d of the 6 per cents of 1814 ............. . 

Leaving towards the next quarter ............................................... . 
For the fourth quarter of 182'1 add, as heretofore .................................. . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of January, 1828 ............................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal of ................................ . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed a further portion of the 6 per cents of 1814, of. 

Leaving towards the next quarter ....................................... ' ........ . 
For the first quarter of 1828 add, as heretofore ................................... . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of April, 1828 ........................... : .. .. 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ....................... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal of ................................ . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed a further portion of the 6 per cents of 1814, of. 

Leaving towards the next quarter ............................................... . 
For the second quarter of 1828 add, as heretofore : ................................ . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of July, 1828 ........................... : ... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal of ................................ . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed a further portion of the 6 per cents of 1814, of. 

Leaving towards the next quarter ............................................... . 
For the third quarter of 1828 add, as heretofore ................................... . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of October, 1828 ..................... • ........ . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal of ................................ . 
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$41 21 
3, '150,000 00 

3,'150,041 21 
91'1,499 85 

2,832,541 36 

2,832,500 00 

41 36 
3,'150,000 00 

3, '150,041 36 
8'15,012 35 

2,8'15,029 01 

1,3'13,900 00 

1,501,129 01 
1,501,100 00 

29 01 
3,'150,000 00 

3, '150,029 01 
831,88'1 35 

2,918,141 66 

2,918,100" 00 

41 66 
3, '150,000 00 

3, '150,041 66 
'188,115 85 

2,961,925 81 

616,399 16 

2,345,526 65 
2,345,500 00 

26 65 
3,'150,000 00 

3,'150,026 65 
'143,68'1 35 

3,006,339 30 
3,006,300 00 

39 30 
3,'150,000 00 

3,'150,039 30 
698,592 85 

3,051,446 45 
3,051,442 90 

3 55 
3, '150,000 00 

3, '150,003 55 
652,821 22 

3,09'1,182 33 
3,09'1,100 00 

82 33 
3, '150,000 00 

3,'150,082 33 
606,364 '12 

3,143, '11 '1 61 
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Brought forward ........... . 
On that day, therefore, the residue of the 6 per cents of 1814 may be redeemed, amount-

ing to .................................................................... . 

Which will still leave a balance applicable to the payment of principal of ........ -.... . 
On that day, therefore, may also be redeemed of the 6 per cents of 1815 .............. . 

Leaving towards the next quarter ............................................... . 
For the fourth quarter of 1828 add, as heretofore .................................. . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of January, 1829 ............................ . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day .. :, . .................. . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal. .................................. . 
On that day, therefore, ~ay.be redeemed of the 6 per cents of 1815 a further portion of. 

Leaving towards the next quarter ............................................... . 
For the first quarter of 1829 add, as heretofore .................................... . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of April, 1829 ............................... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal. .................................. . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed of the 6 per cents of 1815 a further portion of .. 

Leaving towards the next quarter ............ -· ................................. . 
For the second quarter of 1829 add, as heretofore ................................. . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of July, 1829 ............ _ .................... . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance to be applied to the principal. .................................. . 
On that day, therefore, may be redeemed the residue of the 6 per cents of 1815, being .. 

Leaving a balance of ............................................ : ......... -..... . 
To which add this sum, heretofore reserved ....................................... . 

Making a balance in the Treasury on the 1st of July, 1829, after redeeming all the 6 per 
cent. stocks, of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................................ . 
To furnish the means for a comparison hereafter to be made, however, it is proper to 

continue this calculation to the 1st of January, 1830. 
For the third quarter of 1829, therefore, add, as heretofore .......................... . 

Making the sum applicable on the 1st of October, 1829 ............................. . 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day ...................... . 

Leaving a balance of .......................................................... . 
For the fourth quarter of 1829 add, as heretofore .................................. . 

[No. 739. 

$3,143,717 61 

1,596,200 00 

1,547,517 61 
1,54. 7,500 00 

' 

18 61 
3,750,000 00 

3,750,018 61 
559,209 22 

3,190,809 39 
3,190,800 00 

9 39 
3,750,000 00 

3,750,009 39 
511,347 22 

3,238,662 17 
3,238,600 00 

62 17 
3,750,000 00 

3,750,062 17 
462,768 22 

3,287,292 95 
1,513,199 10 

1,774,093 85 
2,000,000 00 

3,774,093 85 

3,750,000 00 

7,524,093 85 
4.40,070 23 

7,084,023 62 
3,750,000 00 

Making the sum· applicable on the 1st of January, 1830 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,834,023 62 
From which deduct one quarter's interest, payable on that day. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 440,070 23 

Leaving a balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1830, of.................... 10,393,943 39 

RECAPITULATION. 

According to the foregoing calculation the 6 per cents will be redeemed as follows: 
Of the 6 per cents of 1813, (sixteen µi.illion loan,) on the 1st of July, 1826 .. $4,238,198 08 
Of the same, on the 1st of October, 1826 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,790,600 00 
Of the same, 1st of January, 1827. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,832,500 00 
Of the same, 1st of Ap1il, 1827 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,373,900 00 

----- $11,235,198 08 
Of the 6 per cents of 1813, (seven and a half million loan,) on the 1st of 

April, 1827 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,501,100 00 
Of the same, 1st of July, 1827...................................... 2,918,100 00 
Of the same, 1st of October, 1827 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 616,399 16 

Of the 6 per cents of 1814, on the 1st of October, 1827 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,345,500 00 
Of the same, 1st of January, 1828................................... 3,006,300 00 
Of the same, 1st of April, 1828 ...................... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,051,442 90 
Of the same, 1st of July, 1828...................................... 3,097,100 00 
Of the same, 1st of October, 1828. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,596,200 00 

Of the 6 per cents of 1815, on the 1st of October, 1828 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,54.7,500 00 
Of the same, 1st of ,January, 1829. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,190,800 00 
Of the same, 1st of April, 1829.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,238,600,00 
Of the same, 1st of July, 1829....... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,513,199 10 

5,035,599 16 

13,096,542 90 

9,490,099 10 
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..A.nd the interest, which will be paid quarterly, on the public debt during the same period and to the 
1st of January, 1830, will be as follows: 
On the 1st of July, 1826 .................................................... . 

October, 1826 .................................................... . 
January, 182'1 .................................................... . 
April, 182'1 .................................................... . 
July, 182'1 .................................................... . 
October, 182'1 ........................... ; ........................ . 
January, 1828 .................................................... . 
April, 1828 .................................................... . 
July, 1828 .................................................... . 
October, 1828 ........................................... • ......... . 
January, 1829 .................................................... . 
April, 1829 .................................................... . 
July, 1829 .................................................... . 

October, 1829 .................................................... . 
January, 1830 .................................................... . 

Total .................................................................. . 

The balances in the Treasury at the same periods will be as follows: 
On the 1st of July, 1826 .................................................... . 

October, 1826 .................................................... . 
January, 182'1 .................................................... . 
April, 182'1 .................................................... . 
July, 182'1 .................................................... . 
October, 182'1 ................................ ; ................... . 
January, 1828 .................................................... . 
April, 1828 .................................................... . 
July, 1828 .................................................... . 
October, 1828 .................................................... . 
January, 1829 .................................................... . 
April, 1829 .................................................... . 
July, 1829 .................................................... . 
October, 1829 .................................................... . 
January, 1830 .................................................... . 

From these statements it results-

$2,045,863 64 
959,358 85 
917,499 85 
875,012 35 
831,88'1 35 
'188,115 85 
'143,687 35 
698,592 85 
652,821 22 
606,364 '12 
559,209 22 
511,34'1 22 
462,'168 22 

10,652,528 69 
440,0'T0 23 
440,0'T0 23 

11,532,669 15 

$2,000,000 06 
2,000,041 21 
2,000,041 36 
2,000,029 01 
2,000,041 66 
2,000,026 65 
2,000,039 30 
2,000,003 55 
2,000,082 33 
2,000,018 61 
2,000,009 39 
2,000,052 l 'T 
3,'T'T4,093 85 
'1,084,023 62 

10,393,943 39 

That, by adopting either of the modes suggested, all the six per cents may be reimbursed before and 
in the year 1829 . 

.And that, by adopting the mode pursued in number one or in number two, they may be reimbursed 
earlier than by embracing the proposition of a new loan or exchange; which, therefore, could be recom
mended only by an increased saving to the Government. 

But from these statements it also results-
That, by adopting the scheme of a loan or exchange-the course illustrated in the statement No. 2-

the gain over the course pursued in No. 1 will be $342,576 12. 
That, by adopting the mode of partial payments, or the quarterly application of the Sinking Fund 

and surplus means to the debt-the course illustrated in No. 3-the gain will be as follows: 
Over the course pursued in No. 1.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $824,540 82 
.And over that pursued in No. 2................................ 481,934 69 

It will be perceived that these results are reached by deducting the balances of unexpended appro
priations from the means of the Treasury, and also leaving in the Treasury at the end of each year the 
sum of $2,000,000, required by the act of March 3, 181 'T. 

The illustrations in statement No. 2 proceed also upon the supposition that a loan or exchange may 
be effected at a rate of interest not exceeding five per centum; of which, as has been already remarked, 
there is little probability. 

The particular object of the foregoing statements and calculations being to show the operation of 
various modes of paying off the six per cents becoming reimbursable in 1826, 182'1, and 1828, in those 
years and 1829, no notice has been taken of other portions of the public debt which may be redeemed 
during the period embraced by those calculations. 

It will be perceived, however, that there are balances which may be so applied, and that there are 
portions of the debt redeemable at that period, viz: 
The five per cents subscribed to the Bank of the United States may be paid of in any 

portions that may be convenient to the Treasury, amounting to................... $7,000,000 00 
And the exchanged four arid a half per cents of 1825: 

Redeemable on 1st January, 1829 ................................................ . 
Redeemable on 1st January, 1830 ................................................ . 

'192,569 44 
'192,569 44 

Making together.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,585,138 88 

If the scheme of partial or quarter payments-the course pursued in statement No. 3-be adopted, 
$5,524,000 of this amount may be redeemed on the 1st ef October, 1829, and the residue on the lst ef JanuariJ, 
1830. 

If the plan of a loan or exchange-the course pursued in statement No. 2-be adopted, the first sum, 
viz: the $'1,000,000, and the second sum, viz: $'192,569 44, may be paid off on the 1st of July, 1829; 
leaving the last sum, viz: $'192,569 44, to be paid off on"the 1st of April, 1830. 

If the course pursued in statement No. 1 be adopted, $4, '192,569 44 may be paid off on the 1st of 
October, 1829, and $3,000,000 on the 1st of January, 1830; leaving also $'192,569 44 to be paid off on the 
1st of April, 1830. 
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• Hence it will be seen that, by applying the surplus means to the redemption of these stocks, the gain 
to be derived from pursuing each course will be varied, and, instead of the results presented above, the 
total gain will be- .. 

Of No. 2 over No. 1 ......................................... . 
Of No. 3 over No. 1 ......................................... . 
.A.nd of No .. 3 over No. 2 ...................................... . 

$438,99'r 53 
806,095 82 
36'r,098 29 

But these calculations are founded upon the amount of the annual receipts and expenditures, as 
estimated in the report of the Secretary of the Treasury, and ·on the supposition that the annual appro
priation of $500,000 for the gradual increase of the Navy will be continued during the years 182'r 1828 
and 1829. If these receipts should be more or less; or if the sum for the gradual increase of the N~vy b~ 
withheld after the term at present limited bylaw, which the committee do not contemplate; or if Congress 

' should think proper to authorize extraordinary appropriations towa)ld.s internal improvements or other 
objects, the results before presented will be proportionably varied. It will, therefore, depend upon the 
wisdom of Congress to realize or disappoint these results, according to their views of the expediency of 
redeeming the whole debt, presented in this report on the 1st of January, 1830, of promoting objects of 
internal improvement, and providing for the exigencies of the nation. 

Further appropriations during the session of Congress must be necessarily anticipated, and if kept 
within a reasonable limit will not materially vary the foregoing results. 

It is believed that the receipts from the impost and sale of public lands will exceed the estimate of 
the Secretary of the Treasury from one million to one million and a half annually, and that an excess of 
appropriation to that amount in each year would not disappoint the anticipation in·this ·report. 

Should this be erroneous, and it be deemed expedient to redeem the whole amount of debt in this 
report, including the subscription to the Bank of the United States, on the 1st of January, 1830, and to 
postpone the application of the national means to objects of internal improvement until that period, 
Congress may safely add to the standing expenditure one million of dollars in each session, and still 
accomplish that object. 

Supposing, then, the receipts to be the same as estimated by the Secretary of the Treasury, and that 
there be added to the annual expenditure the sum of $1,000,000, and that $1,000,000 less be applied 
annually to the debt, all the six per cent. stocks, amounting to $38,857,439 24 may be redeemed previous 
to and on the 1st day of October, 1829; leaving a balance on the 1st of January, 1830, of $5,992,275 02 
to be applied to the stock subscribed to the Bank of the United States. 

If Congress should think proper to exceed the estimated expenditure two millions of dollars annually 
instead of one, which .the committee suppose would be the largest justifiable excess, still the six per 
cent. stock may all. be paid before and on the 1st day of October, 1829, though no part of the other debt 
can be paid on the 1st of January, 1830. 

If the excess .be annually $1,000,000, .and the surplus means to be applied quarterly to the discharge 
of the debt, the ultimate gain would stand thus: 

Number 2 will gairi over number 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $'r3'r,5'r5 59 
Number 3 will gain over number 1 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,162,425 53 

and over number 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 424,849 94 

.A.ll which is particularly explained and exemplified in the statement herewith submitted, annexed to 
this report, and marked B. 

It will then be apparent that, by adopting the mode of partial payments of the six per cent. stocks, 
and applying the surplus quarterly, the debt will be more speedily reimbursed, and with an increased 
saving; will be more equally and beneficially distributed in different years, according to the convenience 
of the Government; the expenditure on account of interest will be lessened, and all possible accumulation 
of money in the Treasury effectually guarded against. 

If such an operation for the redemption of the public debt be not expressly indicated by the words of 
the act of March 3, 181 'r, it is, in the opinion of the committee, clearly pointed out by the scope and policy 
of that law. It did not propose to wait to the end of a single year, or more years than one, for the whole 
of a loan to fall due, when it authorized and directed the application of the surplus o.t any tirne, after an 
adjournment of Congress, to the "purchase and redemption of the public debt." .A.nd the committee 
perceive no mode so well calculated to give activity to the spirit and provisions of that act as that of 
quarterly payments. 

The operation, it is believed, will not be less beneficial to the stockholders than to the Government; 
for the more gradually the public debt be reduced, the less will be the influence upon the money market, 
and the facilities of a more favorable re-investment of the money. The payment of $16,000,000 of debt on 
a single day could not fail, by making money more plenty, to depress the rate of interest, and conse
quently increase the difficulties of a profitable re-investment; while gradual payments of three or even 
more millions in each quarter would not be materially felt. 

Under circumstances, therefore, in whic1i the Government is under no obligation to pay the public 
debt at any precise time, but is at liberty, and perhaps bound in duty, to discharge it with the greatest 
advantage to the state of the :finances, without producing unnecessary inconvenience to the creditor, and 
giving due weight to the considerations already presented, the committee do not feel themselves authorized 
to recommend a loan or exchange. They recommend, on the contrary, that the :finances of the nation 
should be judiciously cherished; the public expenditures regulated by a_ wise and liberal economy, and 
the surplus means gradually applied in each ensuing quarter of the year to the redemption of such 
portions of the debt to which they may be adequate. 

The committee deem it unnecessary to recommend any particular mode of carrying this scheme into 
operation, preferring· to leave it to be regulated by the convenience and capacity of the Treasury. 

It might be accomplished, in relation to all the six per cents, except the $16,000,000 of 1813, by partial 
payments from time to time of each certificate, and upon the principle of distribution among the several 
Loan Offices; but as the terms of that loan require all the stock owned by any one individual at a given 
period to be paid, it would perhaps be best, for the sake of uniformity, to adopt some mode applicable alike 
to all the debt. In this way, the owners whose stock could be paid at the end of any one ensuing quarter 
might be designated by lottery, to be drawn at the Treasury on the last day of a preceding quarter, and 
notice given accordingly for three months of such intended payment on the day therein to be named. 

The conclusion which the committee have reached in this report makes it unnecessary for them to 
consider in detail the expediency of the further recommendation in the report of the Secretary of the 
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Treasury, to place stockholders who exchanged, under the law of the last session, upon an equality with 
the terms of a new loan. 

These stockholders have voluntarily made their contract with the Government for the equivalent 
prescribed by the law in postponing the redemption of that stock; this equivalent is _!.'ather increased by 
the scheme of redemption of the six per cents now proposed by the committee, and no reason is perceived 
for recommending an alteration in their condition. No other could be made, it is presumed, than to rein
state the stock to one bearing an interest of six per cent., which might subject it to an earlier reimburse
ment; and as it is fairly to be inferred that the exchange was not made without satisfactory evidence with 
the individual creditor that it was his interest to make it, and without reference to the views or circum
stances of others, or the extent to which it might prevail, it is believed there would be no propriety in 
annulling the arrangement. 

All which is respectfully submitted. 

A.-Memorandum of stocks of the United States which have been reimbursed by parti,al payments, viz: 

Exchanged and converted 6 per cent. stock created per act of February 11, 180'1; amount. 
Of these stocks there was reimbursed in 1809, by drawing lots for sundry numbers of 

certificates until they amounted to ........................................... . 
In 1810 by the same mode ...................................................... . 
In 1811 by the same mode ..................................................... . 
In 1812 by the same mode ...................................................... . 

$'1,853,114 20 

2,242,218 24 
3,'151,125 26 
1,294,452 29 

565,318 41 

'1,853,114 20 

After the drawings were completed, the numbers to be reimbursed at each period were advertised for 
six months previously to their being paid off. It is to be observed, however, that in addition to the 
progressive numbers which were given to the certificates at each Loan Office, beginning with number 
one, there was a set of permanent numbers assigned to each office; that each certificate had one of these 
numbers; that the Agents and Commissioners of Loans were directed to make a return of the permanent 
numbers issued by them, respectively, to the Treasury; and that the amount of each permanent number 
so returned was never changed, ( the subdivisions by assignments having the same permanent number,) 
so that when the Treasury decided upon reimbursing a part of the said stock, and having in its posses
sion the permanent number and amount of each certificate originally issued, just so many were drawn as 
it was deemed expedient at one time to pay off. . . . . . 

The Louisiana stock was reimbursed by instalments agreeably to the terms of the convention and 
law, one half in 1818, one fourth in 1819, and the residue in 1820, without calling in the certificates till 
the last payment; but upon the presentation of a certificate for assignment, after the first or second instal
ments were paid, a new certificate was made out in the name of the assignee for the residue; to those 
acquainted with the transactions relative to the payments on the certificates of the Louisiana debt, it 
would be apparent that those which were dated prior to the day which had been fixed for the payment of 
the instalments, and which remained outstanding subsequently to those payments, would be less in value 
by one-half or three-fourths of the sum expressed in the said certificates. • 

NOTE.-By the act of February 11, 1807, at kast 8b: month' public notice of the intended reimbursement was expressly 
required, but the several acts of Congres.'I authorizing the present six per cents require only "reasonable notice." 

B. 

Supposing the sum which may be applied annually to the public debt to be one million of dollars 
less in each year than the sum assumed in the former statements, the result will be as follows: 
1. .According to the mode exhibited in statement No. 1, the six per cents will be reimbursed thus: 
On the 1st October, 1826, 6 per cents of 1813 ('1½-million loan). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,035,599 16 

1st October, 182'1, 6 per cents of 1813 (16-million loan)....................... 11,235,198 08 
1st January, 1829, 6 per cents of 1814 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,096,542 90 
1st January,1830, 6 per cents of 1815 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,490,099 10 

Tho interest paid on the debt will be-
On the 1st April, 1826 . . . . . . . . . . . $1,022,931 82 

1st July................. 1,022,931 82 
1st October . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,022,931 82 
1st January, 182'1......... 94'1,39'1 84 
1st .April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94'1,39'1 84 
1st July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94'1,39'1 84 
1st October.............. 94'1,39'1 84 
1st January, 1828. . . . . . . . . '1'18,869 8'1 

And the balances in the Treasury will be-
On the 1st April, 1826 . . . . . . . . . . . $3,261,129 96 

1st July................. 5,738,198 14 
1st October...... . . . . . . . . 3,1'19,667 16 
1st January, 1827. . . . . . . . . 5,732,269 32 . 
1st April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,284,871 48 
1st July...... . . . . . . . . . . 10,837,4'13 64 
1st October . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,154,87'1 72 
1st January, 1828......... 4,8'l6,00'1 85 

VOL. v--38 B 

On the 1st .April, 1828 .......... . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1829 ........ . 
1st .April ............... . 
1st July ............... . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1830 ........ . 

$778,869 87 
'l'r8,869 87 
7'18,869 8'l 
7'18,869 8'1 
582,421 72 
582,421 72 
582,421 '12 
582,421 72 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,082,423 05 

On the· 1st .April, 1828 .......... . 
1st July ............... . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1829 ........ . 
1st .April ............... . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1830 ........ . 

$7,597,13'1 98 
10,318,268 11 
13,039,398 24 
2,663,985 47 
5,581,563 75 
8,499,142 03 

11,416,720 31 
4,844,199 49 
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2. According to the mode exhibited in statement No. 2, the six per cents will be reimbursed thus: 
On the 1st July, 1826, 6 per cents of 1813 (16-million loan) ....................... $11,235,198 08 

1st January, 182'1, 6 per cents of 1813 ('T½--million loan) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,035,599 16 
1st October, 182'1, 6 per cents of 1814........... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,096;542 90 
1st July, 1828, 6 per cents of 1815. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,490,099 10 

.A.nd, as being most advantageous, the loans proposed by the Secretary, redeemable in 1829 and 1830, 
to be made as follows: the $9,000,000, for 1826, on the 1st July, 1826; and the $6,000,000, for 182'7, on 
the 1st October, 1827. • 

The interest paid on the debt will be-
On the 1st April, 1826 . . . . . . . . . . . $1,022,931 82 

1st July................ . 1,022,931 82 
1st October . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 966,903 85 
1st January, 182'1.... . . . . 966,903 85 
1st April. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 891,369 86 
1st July............ . . . . . 891,369 86 
1st October. . . . . . . . . . . . . 891,369 86 
1st January, 1828..... . . . . '769,921 '12 

On the-1st April, 1828 .......... . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1829 ........ . 
1st April ............... . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1830 ........ . 

$'169,921 '12 
769,921 '12 
62'1,52'1 23 
62'1,5'10 23 
533,820 23 
533,820 23 
533,820 23 
533,820 23 

Total................ 12,353,94'1 46 

.A.nd the balances in the Treasury will be-
On the 1st April, 1826 . . . . . . . . . . . $3,261,129 96 

1st July.......... . . . . . . . 5, '138,198 14 
1st October. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,036,096 21 
1st January, 1827......... 8,569,192 36 
1st April . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,142,223 34 
1st July. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, '150,853 48 
1st October . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,359,483 62 
1st January, 1828......... 6,993,019 00 

On the 1st April, 1828 .......... . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st J anuary;l829 ........ . 
1st April ............... . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1830 ........ . 

$9,723,097 28 
12,453,175 56 
5,835,506 23 
8,70'1,936 00 
4,174,115 '1'1 
'1,140,295 54 

10,106,475 31 
5,572,655 08 

3. According to the mode exhibited in statement No. 3, the six per c~ts will be reimbursed thus: 
On the 1st July, 1826, of the six per cents of 1$13 (16-million loan)..... $3,738,198 08 

- 1st October ........... do .......... do .......... do. . . . . . . . . . 2,533,100 00 
1st January, 182'1 ...... do .......... do .......... do.......... 2,571,100 00 
1st April .... ; ......... do .......... do .......... do. . . . . . . . . . 2,392,800 00 

1st July .............. do .......... do .... ('rt-million loan) ... . 
----- $11,235,198 08 

2,862,500 00 
1st October. . . . . ...... do .......... do .......... do ......... . 

1st January, 1828, of the six per cents of 1814 ................ . 
1st April. ............. do .......... do ..................... . 
1st July ............... do .......... do ..................... . 
1st October ........... do .......... do ..................... . 
1st January, 1829 ...... do .......... do ..................... . 

2,l '13,099 16 

3,236,642 90 
2,769,600 00 
2,811,300 00 
2,853,300 00 
1,425, 'TOO 00 

5,035,599 16 

1st January, 1829, of the six per cents of 1815 ................ . 
13,096,542 90 

l,4'10,500 00 
1st April. ............. do .......... do ..................... . 2,939,700 00 
1st July .............. do .......... do ..................... . 
1st October. . . . . . ..... do .......... do ..................... . 

2,983,'T00 00 
2,096,199 10 

The interest paid on the debt will be-
On the 1st April, 1826.. . . . . . . . . . . $1,022,931 82 

1st July................. 1,022,931 82 
1st October. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 966,858 85 
1st January, 1827......... 928,862 35 
1st April.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 890,295 85 
1st July...... . . . . . . . . . . . 854,403 85 
1st October .............. - 811,466 35 
1st January, 1828......... '1'18,869 86 

On the 1st Ap1:il, 1828 ........... . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1829 ........ . 
1st April.. . . . . . . ........ . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1830 ........ . 

9,490,099 10 

$730,320 22 
688,'176 22 
646,606 72 
603,80'1 22 
560,364 22 
516,268 72 
471,513 22 
440,070 23 

Total................ 11,934,34'7 52 

.A.nd the balances in the Treasury will be-
On the 1st April, 1826 ........... . 

1st July ................ . 
1st October ........... ~ .. 
1st J ari.uary, 182'1 ........ . 
1st April . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1828 ........ : 

$3,261,129 96 
2,000,000 06 
.2,000,041 21 
2,000,078 86 
2,216,983 01 
2,000,0'19 16 
2,515,513 65 
2,000,000 89 

On the 1st April, 1828 ......... -.. . 
1st July ................ . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1829 ........ . 
1st April.. .............. . 
1st July.- .............. . 
1st October ............. . 
1st January, 1830 ....... '. . 

$2,000,080 6'1 
2,000,004 45 
2,000,097 73 
2,000,090 51 
2,000,026 29 
2,000,057 5'1 
2,932,245 25 
5,992,2'15 02 
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SINKING FUND FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT. 

comIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 8, 1826. 

The Oommi,ssi.oners of the Sinking Fund reS'pecifmly report to Congress: 
That the measures which have been authorized by the Board subsequent to the last report of February 

5, 1825, as far as the same have been completed, are fully detailed in the report of the Secretary of the 
Treasury to this Board, dated the 4th day of the present month, and in the statements therein referred to, 
which are herewith transmitted, and prayed to be received as part of this report. 

J. 0. CALHOUN, 
Vice Prewlent. 

J. MARSHALL, 
Okie/ Justice of the U. S. 

RICHARD RUSH, 
SecretarzJ of the Treasury. 

WM. WIRT, 
WASHINGTON, February 6, 1826. _______ Attorney General, of the U. S. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 4, 1826. 
The Secretary of the Treasury respectfully reports to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund: 
That the sums disbursed from the Treasury during the year 1824, on account of the 

principal and interest of the public debt, amounted, as per the last annual report, to ..... $16,568,393 76 

And have been accounted for in the following manner, viz: 
There was applied for the payment of a sum short provided, on account of the public debt, 

prior to the 1st of January, 1824, as per statement B, annexed to the last annual i-eport, 
And there was applied, during the year 1824, towards the payment of the 

principal and interest of the public debt, as ascertained by accounts 
rendered to this Department, as per annexed statement A, the sum of $16,541,382 04 

Viz: 
In the reimbursement of the deferred stock .......................... . 
In the redemption of the seven per cent. stock ....................... . 
In the redemption of the exchanged six per cent. stock ............... . 
In the reimbursement of the Mississippi stock ....................... . 

The interest which accrued for the year 1824 amounted to ............ . 
And the premium on seven per cent. stock purchased to .............. . 

353,844 30 
8,598,309 35 
2,612,435 69 

7,242 34 

11,571,831 68 
4,920,248 17 

49,302 19 

16,541,382 04 
Of this sum there was short provided, consisting of unclaimed dividends 

not applied for by the proprietors, as per annexed statement B. . . . . . 88,395 78 . 

115,407 50 

16,452,986 ~6 

16,5.68,393 76 

That during the year 1825, the following disbursements were made by the Treasury on account of the 
principal and interest of the public debt: 
On account of the interest of the debt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,373,277 40 
On account of the redemption of the Treasury note stock............................ 1,479,374 82 
On account of the redemption of the seven per cent. stock........................... 2,125 60 
On account of the redemption of the exchanged six per cent. stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56,539 30 
On account of the redemption of the six per cent. stock of 1812...................... 6,187,006 84 
On account of the reimbursement of the Mississippi stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,524 02 
On account of the reimbursement of Treasury notes...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 2,001 49 
On account of certain parts of the domestic debt ................ • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 31 

Making together, as appears by statement 0, the sum of............................. 12,101,864 78 

Which disbursements were made from the appropriation of $10,000,000 for the year 1825, and from 
the unexpended balance of the appropriations for previous years, and will be accounted for in the next 
annual report, in conformity to the accounts which shall then have been rendered to this Department. In 
the meantime, the manner in which the said sum has been applied is estimated as follows: 
There is estimated to have been applied to the deficiency at the end of the year 1824, as 

per statement B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $88,395 78 
In the reimbursement of the principal of the public debt, as per statement E. . . . . . . . . . . 7,728,575 70 

And on account of the interest on the debt, viz: 
The interest for 1825, including $11 68 paid in that year for premium on 

seven per cent. stock purchased in 1824, is estimated at........... $4.,381,746 96 
Of this sum there is estimated to have been short provided, as per esti-

mate F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96,853 66 
4,284,893 30 

12,101,864 78 
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A statement G_ is annexed, which exhibits the state of the annual appropriation on account of the 
debt on the 1st of January, 1826, and a statement, marked H, of the funded debt on the same day. 

All which is respectfully submitted. -
RICHARD RUSH. 

A. 

Statement of the application, during the year 1824, of the funds provuled for the payment of the principal and 
interest of the public debt. 

I. PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF THE PUBLIC DEBT. 

1. Reimbursement of the deferred stock .•........................... 
2. Redemption of the seven per cent. stock ......................... . 
3. Redemption of the exchanged six per cent. stock ................. . 
4. Reimbursement of Mississippi stock ............................. . 

$353,844 30 
8,598,309 35 
2,612,435 69 

'l,242 54 
----- $11,511,831 68 

II. PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNT OF THE INTEREST AND FOR PREMIUM OF STOCK PURCHASED. 

I. ·The interest for the year 1824, as per accounts settled at the Treasury, 
amounted to................................................. 4,920,248 l'l 

2. Premium of the purchase of seven per cent. stock under the act of 
January 22, 1824............................................. 49,302 19 

4,969,550 36 

16,541,382 04 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February I, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

B. 

Statement of the provision made before January 1, 1825, for the payment of_ the principal and interest of the 
_ public debt. 

The demands to be satisfied on the 1st of January, 1825, were as follows: 
1. Dividends payable by the Commissioners of Loans, including dividends 

due on that day, and exclusive of dividends no longer demandable at 
their offices.................................................. $1,252,498 06 

2. Unclaimed dividends from the Loan Offices, payable at the Treasury, 
beyond the amount advanced for their payment.................. 204,968 63 •. 

3. Balance due the late agents in London, per Treasury settlement, 
No.43,824................................................... 1,4'l4 44 

The funds provided to satisfy these demands were as follows: 
1. Cash in the hands of Commissioners of Loans, applicable to dividends 
2. Cash advanced for Treasury dividends over the amount payable ..... . 
3. Cash paid for bills of exchange on account of the debt, which were 

' protested for non-payment and not yet repaid, as per note A to state
ment B, which accompanied the report of the Commissioners of the 
Sinking Fund of the 7th of Febl'.uary, 1822 ..................... . 

$1,256,618 39 
9,989 22 

103,937 74 

Short provided ......................................................... . 

$1,458,941 13 

1,370,545 35 

88,395 'ls 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February I, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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List cf v.-ai·rants drawn according to law, during the year 1825, on the Treasurer cf the United States, on 
account cf interest on the funded debt of the United States. 

Date. 

lal.5. 
January 

12 
March 23 

24 

25 

31 
April 6 

June 22 

23 

24 

25 

27 
30 

July l 

14 
Septemb'r21 

24 

26 

27 
Deccmber22 

23 

26 
28 
29 
31 

Mare:1 24 

25 

No. In whose favor. 

5685 Branch Bank, Boston ................................................................................. .. 
5748 ........ do ...... Fayetteville ............................................................................ .. 
6009 Bank of the United States ..... ••••• ............................. •••••· ................................. . 

10 Branch Bank, "\Vnshington ............................................................................. . 
11 T.T.Tucker ............................................. , ........................................... .. 
12 •••••••• do,. ......................................................... -................................. .. 
18 Bank oftbe United States ............................... ••••• ......................................... .. 
19 Branch Bank, Baltimore ............................................................................... . 
20 ••••••••do •..••• Portsmoutb ............................................................................. . 
21 •••••... do ...... Hartford ............................................. •••·· .......... • •··•• • ............ .. 
22 Trenton Banking Company ............................................................................ .. 
24 Bank of the United States ........................... •••• ........ •·•• ...................... •· ..... •••·•·· 
25 Branch Dank, Charleston .................................................... • • • • ... • • • • • .. • • .... • • • • • .. 
26 ........ do •••••• Richmond ............................................... •··· •··· ••·• ..... • •· ••·• •••• .. .. 
27 ........ do ...... Providence ................................... •••• ................ •·•·•· .. •· ..... • .. •·•••• 
36 ........ do ...... Doston ....................................................... ••·•·•••·• .... ••••• ••••••• 

6152 •••••••• do ••••. . New York ............................................................ •···•···· ..... •• ... . 
53 ........ do ..... ~Boston .................................................................................. . 

54 ....... do •••••• Fayett~ville ............ •••••• ...................... •••••· .......... •···· • ........ •• .. • .. . 
60 ........ do ...... Richmond ............. _ ................................ •·•• .. •· • • ....... • .. •• •··• .... •··· 

6373 ........ do ..... Portsmouth .............................................................................. . 
74 Dank of the United States ..•••••...• •·••• ................... •·•••• ...... •·•· ..... • ...... • .... ·••·• .... .. 
75 Branch Bank, Baltimore ..................................................... • .. • •. • • .... • • • • .. • • .. • .. •. 
78 Dank oftbe United States ..................... • ••• •··•• ..... •·• .. ••···•··••••···•····•• .... ••••••••··· .. 
79 Branch Bank, Wnshington ................................ ••·•• ........................... •··• ......... . 
80 T. T. Tucker ................................................................ •··· .............. •··· •··· 
81 ........ do .............................................................................................. . 
85 Branch Bank, Hartford..... • . .. . . • .. . .. . . . . . • ....................................................... .. 
86 ........ do •••••• Charleston ............................................................................. . 

8388 •••••••• do ••••.. Providence .............................................................................. . 
89 Trenton Banking Company ............................................................................ . 
90 Branch Bank, Boston •.•...•••••• ••••·• .............................................................. . 
92 ........ do •••••• Richmond ..................... ··•·•••••••·•··•·• .......................... •·•••••• .. .. 

6402 Branch Farmers' Bank, Delaware ....................... ••••• ......................................... .. 
93 -Branch Bank, New York ...................................... •••••• ................................... . 

6552 ........ do ...... 1,'ayetteville ............................................................................ .. 
6710 Dank oftbe United States .............................................................................. . 

11 Branch Bank, Washington ............................. ·••••• ......................................... .. 
12 T.T.Tucker .......................................................................................... . 
13 ........ do .............................................................................................. . 
20 Branch Bank, Portsmouth .............................................................................. . 
21 ........ do •••••• Bo·ton ..................................... •••• ....................... • •••••• •••• •.•. •··· 
22 ........ do ...... Providence ..................... •••• .................... •··••• .......................... .. 

23 ........ do ...... Hartford ............................. •··· •••••• •·•••• ...... .... .... •····• ............ .. 
24 Trenton Banking Company ..................................... • .. • ......... • • .. •. • • • • • • • • • • • • .... • • • • • 
25 Bank oftbe United States ........................................................ • .................. •••· 
26 Branch Bank, Baltimore ................ •••• ...................... •••• .......... ••··•••·•··· .......... •• 
27 ........ do •••••• Charleston ................. ·••••• •••••••••••• •···•· •····•·••••• •·•·•· ...... ••·· •••• .... .. 
28 ........ do ...... Richmond ......................... ••••• • ....... • ..... • ...... •·•··· ............. •··· •··· 
29 ..... _ .•• do ...... NewYork .............................................................................. . 
33 Branch Farmers' Bank, Delaware ...................................................................... . 

7028 Branch Bank, Hartford ................................................................................ . 
29 Trenton J;lanking Company ............................................................................. . 
30 Dank of the United States .............................................................................. . 
31 Branch Bank, Baltimore .............................................................................. .. 
33 Thomas T. Tucker ................................................................................... .. 
34 ........ do ............................................................................................. . 

7035 Bank of the United States ............................................................... ••·•• ......... .. 
36 Branch Bank, Wnshington ............................................................................. . 
37 ........ do •..... Portsmouth .................................. •••• ...................... •••• ............ .. 
38 ........ do ...... Charleston................. . .. . .. • . . . . . . . ............................................. '.. 
47 ........ do ...... NewYork ............................................................................. .. 
49 ........ do ...... Providence ........................................................... • ............. •••••· 
53 ........ do •..••. Boston ........................................................... •· ..................... • 
58 ........ do ...... Richmond ............................................................................... . 

Redemption of T-rcasury note 6 per cent • .tock. 

6018 Bank of the United States ........................................ • ... •• ................ •··· •· .... • ... .. 
19 Branch Bank, Baltimore ...................................... •·•• .... ••••• .. • .... • ••·•· • ••·• ........ .. 
20 ........ do ...... Portsmouth ............................................................................ . 
21 ........ do ...... Hartford .................................................................... ••••••••···· .. 
22 Trenton Banking Company .............................................. • • • • • • ................ • • .... • .. • 
25 Branch Bank, Charleston ........................... •••• .................. •••• ................. •••• .. .. 

Amount. 

$231 77 
85 23 

5,127 53 
9,i26 72 

11,618 75 
1,soo 99 

587,932 45 
46,482 84 
2,709 89 
1,~o 61 
2,068 32 

28,687 50 
36,210 55 
4,267 79 
4,913 SB 

153,759 36 
212,399 31 

7 50 
117 18 
75 00 

2,397 01 
637,132 64 
45,342 99 
5,085 70 
7,265 89 

11,576 52 
1,800 99 
1,715 01 

33,340 86 
5,015 80 
1,762 77 

147,e:!8 89 
4,767 60 

• 8 78 

215,150 78 
117 18 

5,085 70 
9,129 67 

11,761 77 
1,615 74 
2,354 86 

149,528 62 
5,008 57 
1,668 :57 
2,757 84 

631,425 97 
45,213 41 
34,055 00 
4,568 00 

213,391 75 
15 87 

1,663 58 
2,677 94 

576,567 0-2 
40,520 44 
12,264 27 
1,615 74 
5,085 70 
6,890 03 
2,266 20 

30,434 82 
20-2,144 04 

4,700 00 
134,823 70 

3,700 00 

4,373,277 40 

635,860 67 
46,346 11 
20,387 46 
2,400 00 
4,719 43 

24,879 96 
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Date. 

1825. 
1\Iarch 25 

26 
31 

April 6 

August 5 

January 12 
19 

February 2 
'.ll!ay 3 

January l 
12 

. February 2 
April 8 

l\fay 2 

Septemb'r 10 

Jnne 10 
December26 

Septemb'r 23 
24 

26 
29 

November 23 

No. 

26 
27 
29 
36 

6152 
53 

6607 

5748 
63 
99 

6243 

5685 
5753 

99 
6160 

6239 
6692 

6355 
7046 

FINANCE. 

C-Continued. 

In whose favor. 

Branch Bank, Richmond ....••..•.•••..••.•...•.••..••••••••......••••......•....••......••.•..••.....•• 
•••••••. do .•..•. Providencc ..........••••••••..•........••••••••••..•.••..••..•.••....•.. •••• : •• •••••••• 
...•.... do ....•. Washington..... . • •.••..•...••.•.••.••...•...•..••••••.••••...........•••......•••.••••. 
.... .... do ...... Boston .................................................................•..........•...... 
....•... do ...•.• NewYork .............................................................................. . 
........ do ....•. Boston .................................................................................. . 
•••••••• do •••••• Fayctteville ·••·••••·•'•··•••••· .......... , ••••••• ···•·•·•··•·••••••••·•••••• ... •.•• ..... . 

Redemption of 7 per cent. stock. 

llranch Bank, Fayetteville .............................................................. ., •...••.••••••• 

•••••••• do •••••• NewYork ....... ••••·······•····•••••"····••••••·•••·····•·•••·• •••••··•···•"•••••·" 
•••••••• do •••••• Richmond.. • • • • .. • • • • • • . . . . • . • • . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • •••••.....•••.••••••••.•.••••••••• 
•••••••. do •••••• Hartford ........................................... •••••· .•..•.••.•••••••••••....••••••.. 

Redemption of ~hanged 6 per cent. dock. 

Branch Bank, Boston ••••••••••••••••••.....••..•...•••... ••... • ...................................... . 
•••••••• do •••••• New York •••••••••••••••••••••• , ·••••• •••••••••••••••......... •••••••• ••.. •••••· ......•. 
•.•••••• do ...... Richmond ........................................... •·•·••···• ......................... . 
....•••• do •••••••••• do ................................................................................. . 

Reimbursement of Mississippi stock. 

Richard Smith ••••••• ••••••·• ••••·•••••••·· ... •.••• •···•••·•···••····••••····•··••• •••• ·•••·••··• •••••• 
•••••••• do .............................................................................................. . 

Reimbunement of Treasury Mies. 

Branch Bank, \Vashington ............................................................................. . 
Richard Smith .......................................................................................... . 

Redemption of 6 per cent.stock of 1812. 

6716 Branch ·nank, Washington ............................................................................. . 
20 •••••••• do •••••• Portsmouth ............................................................................. . 
21 ........ do •••••• Boston •••• •••••• •••••••• ••••••··• ............................... ••••·• ................. . 
22 •••••••• do •••••• Providence ......................................................... •••••• .......•.•••.••• 
23 •••••••• do •••••• Hartford. •••••• •••••• ••••• : •••••• •••••• ••••·• •••••••......... •••••• •·•• •....• •••••• ••••.. 
24 Trenton Banking Company................................ .. ......................................... .. 
25 Bank of the United States .................. : ................................. •••••••··:;··· ..••••..••...• 
26 Branch Bank Baltimore ............................................................................... . 
27 ........ do ...... Charlcston ............................................................................. . 
28 ....•••• do •••••• Richmond .............................................................................. . 
29 ..•••••• do •••••• New York .............. , ............................................................... . 

Payin:: certain parts of .domestic debt. 

6953 J. Hoffman ........................................................................................... .. 

RECAPITULATION. 
Interest on the funded debt of the United States.•••••• ............................................................................. . 

filiiii~iii!Iill~l(~1~r1;~~:;;;~~?~!!~~!!~~~~~~!!~~!!~~))~)~~!!~~!!~!~~!~~~!!~~~~i~i~!!~~~~~~!!!~~i~~ii~~~~~:!!!i 
~:!~\1~~}=g;]~£ti~!~1¥~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

[No. 'l40. 

Amount. 

es,66s 11 
12,468 30 
25,499 55 

359,000 62 
338,579 48 

500 00 
67 53 

1,479,374 82 

32 52 
250 00 

1,842 19 
89 

2,125 60 

15,451 32 
30,000 00 
6,087 98 
s,ooo 00 

56,539 30 

499 02 
1,0-25 00 

493 29 
1,508 20 

2,001 49 

258,825 94 
8,500 00 

1,147, 7"..8 68 
18,807 04 
4,981 83 

81,147 52 
2,735,245 69 

308,696 39 
214,245 31 
ss,0-20 40 

1,353,808 04 

6,187,006 84 

15 31 

84,373,277 40 
1,47~,~~ 

SO:ss9 30 
1,524 O'J 
2,001 49 

6,187,0~ ~ 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Repster's Office, February 1, 1826. 

12,101,864 78 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

D. 
Repayments into the Treasury during the year 1825 in relatwn to the puhlic debt. 

No.of Date. On whom drawn. For what purpose. Amount. 
warrant. 

-

4312 June 30, 1825 .••••••••• Isaac Laurence, President of the Branch Bank,· Interest received by Wagstaff on $4,000 of six per 52,820 
New York, Acting Commissioner of Loans. cent. stock ofl812. 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, FebruaTy 1, 1826. 
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E. 

Estimale of the application, in 1825, of the funds p1·01Yicled for the payment of the principal and interest of the 
pul;lw debt falling due in that year. , 

I. ON ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL. 

I. Redemption of the Treasury note 6 per cent. stock .............................. . 
2. Redemption of the 'I' per cent. stock ........................................... . 
3. Redemption of exchanged 6 per cent. st-0ck of 1812 ...... ~ ...................... . 
4. Redemption of the 6 per cent. stock of 1812 .................................... . 
5. Reimbursement of Mississippi stock ............................................ . 
6. Reimbursement of Treasury notes ............................................. . 
'I'. Paying certain parts of the domestic debt . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... . 

• II. ON ACCOUNT OF THE INTEREST AND PRElIIUM . 

I. The interest which accrued during the year 1825 is estimated at . . . . . $4,381, '1'35 28 
2. Premium paid on the purchase of 'I' per cent .. stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 68 

$1,4'1'9,3'1'4 82 
2,113 92 

56,539 30 
6,18'1',006 84 

1,524 02 
2,001 49 

15 31 

'i','1'28,5'1'5 'i'0 

4,381,746 96 

Total.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,110,322 66 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ster's Office, February i, 1826. 

F . 

. Estimale of the funds provided before the'lst of January, 1826,for the payment of the principal and interest of 
the public debt which feU due before that day. • 

.Amount short provided on the 1st of January, 1825, per the foregoing statement B ..... . 

.Application, per estimate E .............. •. , ..................................... . 
$88,395 'I'S 

12,110,322 66 

12,rns, ns 44 
.Amount of warrants which were issued during the year 1825, on account of the principal 

and interest of the public debt, as per statement C, is........................... 12,101,864 'I'S 

Short providerl on account of unclaimed dividends ................................. . 96,853 66 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, llegi,ster's Office, February 1, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 

G. 

Staiement of the annual appropriation of ten millions o/ dollars, by the second section of the act to pmvidefor 
the redemption of the publw debt, passed on the 3d of March, 181 'i' . 

.Application in 181 'i'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,000,000 00 

.Application in 181 'i', in anticipation 
of the appropriation for 1818 .. 

.Application in 1818 ............. . 
1819 ............. . 
1820 ............. . 
1821 ............. . 
1822 ............ . 
1823 ............. . 
1824 ............. . 
1825, per accompany

ing report .... $12,101,864 'I'S 
Deduct repayment. 2,820 00 

2,830,108 52 
'i',169,891 48 
'I', '1'03,821 S'i' 
8,628,514 28 
8,36'1',093 62 
1,849,159 6'1' 
5,529,805 86 

16,568,393 '1'6 

12,099,0:1,4 'I'S 
Balance unapplied January 1, 1826.. 3,254,166 16-

90,000,000 00 

.Appropriation for 181'1' ............. . 
1818 ............. . 
1819 ............. . 
1820 ............. . 
1821 ............. . 
1822 ............. . 
1823 ............. . 
1824 ............. . 
1825 ............. . 

$10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 

90,000,000 

TREASURY DEPART.llENT, Register's Office, February I, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 
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H. 

Staiement of the funded debt of the United States on the 1st of January, 1826. 

Residue of deferred stock reimbursed ............................................ . 
Seven per cent. stock reimbursed in 1824 was, in statement G, which accompanied the 

last report of ~he Commissioners, short estimated .............................. . 
.A.mount of principal of the funded debt reimbursed in 1825, per foregoing estimate E, viz: 
Treasury note six per cent. stock................................... $1,479,374 82 
Seven per cent. stock............................................. 2,113 92 
Exchanged six per cent. stock...................................... 56,539 30 
Six per cent. stock of 1812 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,187,006 84 

.A.mount of the funded debt January 1, 1826 ........ _ .............................. . 

.A.mount of funded debt on the 1st of January, 1825, per statement G, which accompai!ied 

[No. 'l41. 

$357,544 91 

1,000 00 

7,725,034 88 
80,985,537 72 

89,069,117 51 

the report of the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund of the 5th February, 1825. . . . $86,468,268 51 
Second moiety of the loan of 26th May, 1824 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500,000 00 
Treasury note stock credited in 1825.............................................. 5,743 73 
Six per cent. stock of 1814, to be reported on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95,105 27 

TREASURY DEPART3IENT, Register's Office, Felrrua1·y 1, 1826. 

19TH CONGRESS. J No. 741. 

89,069,117 51 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

llsr SESSION. 

EXTE:NSION OF TIME FOR BENEFIT OF DR.A. "\VB.A.CK OF DUTIES ON EXPORTS. 

C0IDI.UNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 15, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARTIIENT, February 14, 1826. 
Sm: I have the honor to enclose herewith a report upon the subject of enlarging the time within 

which merchandise may be exporte.d with benefit of drawback from one to two years; prepared in obedience 
to a resolution of the House of Representatives, passed on the 2d of March, 1825. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, 
RICH.A.RD RUSH. 

Hon. SPEAKER of the House of Representatives of the United States. 

REPORT. 

In obedience to the order of the House of Representatives, the Secretary of the Treasury has had 
under consideration the resolution of the House, adopted at the second session of the eighteenth Congress, 
March 2, 1825, directing him to report at the present session of Congress "whether any, and if any, what, 
effect would be produced upon the revenue and commerce and .navigation of the United States by 
extending the time within which merchandise may be exported with the benefit of debenture from one to 
two years, and what amount of duties ought to be retained to repay the disbursements of the Treasury upon. 
this branch of trade; and also whether any additional Government storehouses will be necessary if the 
system of deposit now applicable to wines, teas, and distilled spirits should be extended to merchandise 
of every description;" and has given to the same every attention that the recent period at which it came 
to his hands would allow. 

Before the duties of the Department had 'devolved upon him a circular letter was addressed to the 
Collectors of the ports requesting such information as they might possess on the subject of the above 
resolution, with their opinion and views of the effect which the adoption of the measure to which it 
points would be likely to produce. It was not until a day immediately preceding the session of Congress 
that some of the answers to this -circular arrived, and others are still to be received; nor does the 
Secretary find himself able to command during the session those opportunities of investigating fully the 
whole subject embraced by the resolution which, at seasons when the calls upon his official time were 
less constant and pressing, might have been open to him. Nevertheless, he does not feel at liberty to 
delay the report any longer, though conscious that it will be offered in a shape less satisfactory than, 
under other circumstances, he might have been permitted to hope. Without more apology he will 
proceed to state the conclusions to which he has arrived under the several heads of the resolution; and, 
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I. As to the effect of the measure contemplated upon the public i·evenue. 

It is not believed that the measure would produce any unfavorable operation upon the public revenue. 
The standard of revenue would still be consumption. It is the capacity of the country to purchase and 
use dutiable merchandise brought into it from foreign countries that·will give the true standard of the 
impost revenue. The amount of consumption depending upon the wants of the country and its ability to 
buy, and the latter being always more or less affected by price, it is scarcely to be imagined that 
increased importations could ever have a tendency to diminish consumption. It might rather be supposed 
that the tendency would lie the other way, though in this instance no such effect ought to be anticipated 
from the proposed measure, since the new door that would be opened to exportation would be commensu
rate with the increased importations. But, although increased consumption is neither the object nor 
ought to be looked to as an immediate effect of the measure, it might, to a certain extent, follow as an 
incidental and ultimate effect from the augmented amount and variety of imports that would be accumu
lated in the country. This would sometimes, it may be presumed,-afford facilities and inducements to 
larger purchases of foreign articles than would otherwise be made, and at prices suited both to the buyer 
and the seller. Nor is there reason to think that any increase of danger to the interests of the home 
manufacturer would be the result, so far as the projected measure is concerned, but the contrary. For at 
present, when from any causes a larger supply of foreign articles is brought into the country than its 
wants for the year demand, which from the nature of trade will occasionally take place in this as in all 
importing countries, the excess is thrown upon the market at irregular and reduced prices. Hence, an 
increased consumption is forced upon the country, whilst the importer and the home manufacturer become 
alike the sufferers. But, by the measure proposed, the enlarged period of exportation would serve to 
carry off this excess, to give it a new vent, to multiply the channels through which, instead of injury to 
the country, a profitable commerce at a distance might open to its merchants, and wealth be brought back 
to its lap. If it be said that, by the forced consumption alluded to, the revenue nevertheless gains, since 
the duties must be paid upon all foreign articles thrown, through whatever causes or in whatever dispro
portionate quantities, upon the country, the answer obviously is, that the revenue of a country never can 
be usefully or permanently benefitted by what produces extensive loss and ruin to individuals. Such a 
principle would be wholly unsound, and cannot be admitted in any wise system of policy or finance. All 
operations of purchase and sale must rest upon a foundation of permanent advantage to both buyer and 
seller, or the trade of the country in which the_y take place cannot ultimately prosper. 

The conclusion that seems to follow from the foregoing considerations is, that the impost revenue 
would not, at all events, be injuriously affected by the measure in question. Some temporary incon
venience might be expected to flow from it at first in the further uncertainties that would be thrown over 
the annual anticipations of the amount of revenue from this source; but it is not conceived that this 
would constitute any serious objection. 

The amount of debenture bonds issued within the year on exportations under the present system 
can never be precisely foreknown, and an estimate at the commencement of the year of their prospective 
or future amount can be formed only by taking into view their amount on the importations of one or more 
years that are passed. The same rule of calculation would soon come to be applicable under a change 
of system that enlarged the time of exportation to two years, and with the same approaches to certainty 
in the result. The remote future would be brought by the revolution of a few years to within the range 
of a vision as distinct as that which now applies to the nearer future. 

II. The effect of the measure upon the commerce and navigation of the United States. 

It is believed that the effect of the measure upon the commerce and navigation of the United States 
would be decidedly beneficial. That commerce flourishes in proportion as it is free is a principle that 
requires no demonstration. The experience of all nations gives attestation to its soundness, and what
ever may have been the dissentient voices to it in other times, they appear no longer to be heard. The 
only restriction upon this principle is to be found in that which makes it secondary in practice to the safe
guard of the internal industry of a country in those essential branches of labor and art for which its 
productions and its other capacities especially fit it, and without the establishment and success of which 
the full point of national wealth and independence never can be reached. In no nation distinguished by its 
riches and power, and invited by its resources into the pursuit of manufacturing industry, has the freedom 
of commerce ever been seen to commence until this species of industry was first, in point of fact, essentially 
secured. Beyond the limit of this cardinal policy, all nations, where the principles of commerce are under
stood, seem to be acquiescing more and moxe in the wisdom of casting off its shackles. Nations in which 
these essential branches of industry have not yet been successfully reared up are manifestly not upon an 
equal footing with those contemporaneous nations in which they are seen already to exist and flourish; as 
the fact of their complete establishment, whatever diversity of theory there may be as to the causes by 
which it was brought about, is a preponderating, overwhelming advantage, against which no unassisted 
exertions, however strenuous, no counter efforts of ingenuous or resolute industry, however they may be 
stamped in the abstract by an equipollent virtue, can hope to prevail. A true discrimination thence 
perceives that a nation in the first of these predicaments is in a situation to require adventitious aid to 
its home industry precisely at the moment that one in the second feels itself able to relax in this policy, or 
dispense with it altogether; whilst both profess equal homage to the abstract maxims that inculcate the 
benefits of a free trade in every species of manufacture, differing only in the point of time and relative 
maturity when they begin to act upon them-a difference, however, so decisive as to change ali parallel 
in their respective situations into contrast. 

A general reference to these principles is deemed to belong to a proper estimate of the branch of the 
resolution under consideration, as the belief that the meas,ure contemplated by it will benefit the commerce 
and navigation of the United States is held in full conjunction with the belief that it will trench upon no 
interest within their own borders. It cannot, in fact, benefit these great branches of external industry 
without at the same time giving· activity to all the operations of internal industry to those of the mechanic, 
the manufacturer, the laborer, the agriculturist. To ship building, this first of manufactures, the most 
extensive, the most useful, the most enriching of all others, and which, in the United States, through the 
co-operating influence of early legislative assistance, now flourishes in a manner to meet the competition 
of the world-divested of that assistance to this great manufacture, which links to itself so many other 
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profitable occupations in a country, the measure will have a natural tendency to impart a fresh spring. 
The nation has already derived advantages too manifold and signal from this magnificent branch of labor 
and art not to avail itself of every occasion that may give promise of enlarging the capacity and orbit of 
its action. Its «onnexion is too intimate with the national advancement and history, under views the 
most animating and the most imposing; with its riches, its commercial power, and prosperity, and, looking 
beyond objects merely commercial, with the foundations of its defence and the memorials of its glory, not 
to deserve every further aid which can be bestowed upon it. Not, however, such aid as it once required 
and received. It is that portion of our industry which may now safely be left to itself, with no other 
anxiety than to see it unrestrained by whatever may tend to confine within limits its full ability to an 
active, enterprising, and universal range. Fostered at the era of its infancy, it now sees itself at a point 
of vigor and strength adequate to self-support, and willing to rely upon its own intrinsic means for wider 
extension. It has, in short, emphatically placed the United States in the front rank of competition for the 
carrying trade of the world; and all that they now ask of other nations is, that navigation should be as 
exempt from regulation, as unfettered in all respects, as they themselves, by laws already in existence, 
have declared their policy and their wish that it should be; laws which only wait the assent of other 
commercial States to become, as far as the example of the United States can operate, universal throughout 
the commercial world. Here is the equal ground upon which we avow our readiness and our desire to 
meet other nations. Being, as regards it, at a point of maturity as far advanced as that on which they 
stand from the first moment that we reached it, we proclaimed to them our principles of reciprocity, of 
which our practice is the earnest. 

Upon the advantages of the carrying trade it is not necessary to dwell. If, by this trade alone, some 
nations have been raised to a high pitch of prosperity, those nations whose circumstances open to them at 
the same time other great avenues of public wealth-who, to a capacity to succeed as carriers upon the 
ocean, superadd the resources of an abundant agriculture and the means of extensive manufactures-may 
entertain justifiable expectations of ascending to a far higher and more lasting pitch of commercial pre
eminence and distinction. Nations that have all these sources of advancement and exaltation in prospect 
to them do not make the most of their condition if they fail to take advantage of all. Already the United 
States employ an immense tonnage in the exportation of their own productions, and in bringing back to 
their own ports the productions of other countries. A very large portion of their tonnage is also engaged 
in exporting from the United States the commodities of other countries previously imported, and in trans
porting from country to country foreign articles not previously brought here, which sufficiently attest to 
what extent their merchant ships continue to perform the part of carriers whilst peace reigns in almost 
every sea. In how much greater a degree they were thus employed during the prevalence of wars in 
Europe; how their ships, though subjected to so severe a measure of belligerent rapine and cupidity; how 
the sailors who navigated them, though falling in like manner under the scourge of belligerent injustice 
and ferocity; how the wealth of indiviquals and of the nati0n continued, notwithstanding these obstacles 
and deductions, to multiply under the effects of this universal carrying trade, is well known. In part 
it arose from causes that were transitory, and in part from those that are inherent in this nation. The 
consideration of the latter gives new importance to the proposal before the House, by showing bow its 
policy is coupled with the well authenticated characteristics of our mercantile marine-characteristics 
that constantly and earnestly deserve every further expansion and development. By adopting the pro
posal; by holding out fit inducements to the importation of greater quantities of foreign merchandise, as 
a consequence of allowing it to remain in the country under the privilege of a prolonged time for exporta
tion, the presumption is well warranted that our merchant ships would soon be much more largely 
employed than they have ever yet been in times of peace in carrying to other nations those surplus 
imports brought into our own. It would give new wings to this branch of commerce, bearing it more 
extensively to every corner of the world. It would cause it to seek and to find markets hitherto untried, 
thus adding new trophies to our mercantile flag. If it be said that, although the time for exportation be 
prolonged, the fact of exportation would still be most likely to fall within the period now allowed by 
law, since the term of credit on the duty bond will generally determine the time of exportation-it being 
an object with the importer to obtain the amount of his drawback for the purpose of paying his duty 
bond-and since, also, his capital lies dead in the warehouse, subject to expenses and risks until exporta
tion, the answer is, that the merchant ought to be left to his own option as to the time. He will be sure 
to fix upon the appropriate and judicious moment better than others can do it for him. The maxim of 
letting individuals alone has, in such case, its proper application. It has generally its proper application 
under systems that are flourishing and free; whilst to suppose its universal application, subject to no 
control, to no modification, amidst all the diversified and complicated interests of opulent and populous 
communities, would be to forget the great purposes for which government and laws are instituted, and 
especially in States that are the most flourishing and the most free. That some exportations of foreign 
merchandise which, by our laws as they now stand, are under the necessity of being made within the 
year to obtain the drawback, do, in point of fact, take place after the expiration of the year, and conse
quently lose the drawback, is certain; though to what precise amount is less accurately known, as the 
drawback is also lost by the packages being broken. If they take place to any amount after the year, it 
goes to show that the state of the markets abroad, or of all such as could fall within the compass of the 
exporter's advices, was not such as to justify an earlier exportation. This is motive enough to ask for 
an extension of the time, seeing that one year is too circumscribed a limit to answer all the calculations 
and vicissitudes of widely extended commercial operations. It will readily occur to any mind that 
exigencies may sometimes exist in trade when a merchant with foreign merchandise upon his hands may 
be wholly at a loss what destination to give it up to the last moment of the existing year~hen, by 
retaining it for exportation even a few months longer, with the right of still drawing back the duty he 
may have paid upon it, unexpected and advantageous markets may burst upon him. ·rt is e\rident that, 
as the time is enlarged, so will also be the horizon of his prospects and his capacity to improve them. 

In all ages of the world commercial States that have flourished most conspicuously have been those 
which have most freely admitted the merchandise of other States to their ports, thence to be exported 
whitbersoever the markets of the world may invite it. When this accumulation of foreign merchandise 
from all quarters in the ports of any one country is seen to concur with a multitude of wares under all 
the varieties of utility· and beauty manufactured in that country, and the whole are laid open to exporta
tion with the fewest restraints and at the least cost, then it is that we behold the true principle of 
commercial empire. A nation whose productive industry spreads itself over this wide surface; whose 
warehouses are filled with the products of nature and art from all other climes, and not less with those 
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of its own-the congregated assemblage waiting only the wants of mankind in every region for exporta
tion to meet those wants-such a nation sees its commerce resting on foundations at once stable and 
splendid, realizing all that can be projected or achieved in commercial influence and sway. If the ships 
of such a nation be its own carriers, a numerous body of seamen and all the concomitants of naval strength 
follow in the train of its commerce. The riches of the world concentrate in such a nation, and its power 
ascends to a height that is proportionate to its riches. Not agriculture alone, not manufactures alone, not 
commerce alone, but the union of all, the copious treasures of all, make up its riches and power. Both are 
perpetually angmented by the industry that flourishes upon either element-by the streams that are drawn 
from either. Anticipations resting on the deduction of effects from their natural and visible causes justify 
the belief that the United States are destined to such a station amongst the nations of the globe-justify the 
belief that their foreign commerce will assume a range and mount up to a height commensurate with all the 
other great interests that will be tributary to it. The belief is rigorously justified by the consideration of the 
exbaustless resources of their territory-resources for the future supply of their own workshops and looms, 
as well as those of foreign nations; by their immense seacoast, the whole within favorable latitudes; by the 
number, position, and security of their ports, the general facility of access to them, and their exemption from 
vexatious regulations as against the ships that visit them; by an internal navigation, which, through the 
wonders of art already or soon to be achieved, has rendered the half of that portion of the continent which 
they occupy but as one great island; its side upon the ocean shadowed by the canvas of a richly freighted 
coasting trade, whilst all the currents of nature in.its vast and majestic interior waters are stemmed by steam; 
by the maritime propensities of their inhabitants, so many of whom seem native to the sea, reaping from 
early time, and still reaping, their sole harvests from its depths; above all, by their free and popular form 
of government, the parent of industry and art, of an adventurous, intelligent, and persevering enterprise 
among the people, fitting them for all occupations because affording security and protection to all. The 
enlightened principles upon which the commercial code of the United States is founded, and to which it 
may be supposed they will continue to adhere, will serve to corroborate these anticipations-to give still 
more confidence to these their intrinsic prospects of an enlarged commercial dominion. Other nations 
have already, in part, taken example from these principles; and it will be the true interest of the United 
States, no less than their just pride, to give them in their home statutes and in their treaties and compacts 
with foreign Powers further extension as a return of reciprocity-real, not nominal reciprocity, shall 
await them. It is then that their warehouses and quays, their estuaries, their bays, their rivers, may be 
expected to display the mingled productions and wealth of every civilized region, all combining to swell 
the measure of theii:.own prosperity; to enhance the value and example of their beneficent and liberal 
institutions, as well of commerce as of government, the primary fountain of it all. - The commercial 
States of Italy of the middle ages are present to the memory in this connexion. It was to their ports, 
being the depots of foreign merchandise, the marts of all other nations, that these States owed their 
opulence and power; that Venice made Europe and the East subservient to her mercantile renown and 
grandeur. From the same cause it proceeded that Holland, not longer ago than the middle of the 
seventeenth century, saw her tonnage reach an amount transcending that of all Europe put together; 
whilst the overflow of her riches sought investment in loans to foreign Governments in an aggregate sum 
of more than five hundred millions of dollars. These are examples not unworthy to be recalled, because 
they are those of free States, and because there is nothing in the circumstances of the immediate times 
to deprive them of a proper applicability. The well understood principles of commerce are the same 
now as then, and it is but the more fit that the United States should look to these examples, since it is 
evident that other modern nations, desirous of pushing further the bounds of their commercial power and 
aggrandizement, are shaping their policy upon them in anticipation of like results. There is another 
light in which they become instructive. They serve to show how much remains to be done by the United 
States before they gain that pitch of commercial exaltation towards which they have so many motives 
and so many means for advancing. Their past commercial success, signal as it has been for the circle of 
time within which it has been confined, must be viewed but as a starting point in the career that is before 
them. It is yet below what has been effected by smaller States of far inferior resources. 

The measure which the resolution projects recommends itself to the favorable consideration of the 
House by the peculiar time at which it comes forward. The moment is believed to have arrived when the 
United States are called upon by irresistible appeals to their highest commercial interests to give new 
and enlarged scope to all their commercial operations. The moment is believed to be at hand when it 
has become their highest commercial policy to secure to themselves, as far as just laws and exertions can 
give them opportunities of doing so, the means of supplying, to a greater extent than any or all other 
nations, the entire markets of the American hemisphere with every product for which their wants can 
possibly make a demand. This is so far from being too much to hope, that it is conceived that it must 
become the fact if the proper means be not pretermitted, or if, which is not to be supposed, other nations 
be not placed on a better footing in those markets. Has it been seen that States in Europe, and those 
small ones, have heretofore, by a wise direction of their policy, alternately been the commercial empo
riums of Europe? And may not the United States, at this marked juncture in commercial affairs, form to 
themselves the expectation of becoming the great emporium of commerce for America? Shall their 
national seniority upon this great continent; shall their merchant ships of such ample number and unsur
passed excellence; shall their merchants, enlightened by a familiar acquaintance with the principles and 
the facts of commerce in every region; shall their mariners, trained to every sea, and little accustomed 
to give way in any field of emulation; shall the relative proximity of their ports to this whole scene of 
competition; shall all these go for nothing? It is not to be supposed, and will not be witnessed. It 
cannot be doubted but that the United States would have possessed decisive advantages over Europe in 
the competition of supply to the markets in question, if their own manufacturing industry were at this 
day flourishing at all points, and in high perfection. As this is not its present condition, or only to a 
limited extent, to which extent the truth of the assertion will be fully realized, it remains for them to 
engage in the work of supplying these markets with the manufactures of other nations with whatever 
advantages their policy may enable them to command, in the hope that the day will be hastening when 
their own manufactures will take the place of those of Europe in this external destination of them. 
Already they do so in cotton manufactures of an important description. Already they do so to some 
extent in these same manufactures, even in the distant markets of China: facts full of instructions and 
encouragement. Of the latter there is ample evidence, however, until lately, it might have been calculated 
to strike with surprise. 

The measure under consideration would immediately open the way for disseminating foreign com-
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modities from our ports to every quarter that might prove most attractive to it. It would enable the 
merchant of the United States to import and keep on hand a much larger stock than he can do at present. 
His stock would be distinguished by greater variety as well as greater amount. He would feel less 
trammelled in his orders to his foreign correspondent, and have less to apprehend from an overstock of 
goods arriving to his hands at a season of unfavorable markets at home. If it be said that the temptation 
to over-trade would be thrown before him, it must be answered, as before, that he will be the best 
guardian of his own interests. It is not improbable but that, for the first year or two after so large an 
augmentation of the right to export with benefit of drawback, over-trading would take place; but 
this new branch of trade, like all others, would soon find its level, and the evil its cure. By the privilege 
of keeping the foreign merchandise which he had imported for two years instead of one, the merchant 
could not fail to be better enabled to adapt his operations to the exigencies of commercial transactions. 
He would be better enabled to institute bis inquiries and await their results before taking his steps; he 
would be better enabled to avoid depressed markets, and to take advantage of those-that were rising; he 
would, in fine, be provided with double means, by the effect of double time, of adapting himself to all 
those circumstances, whether of a political, mercantile, or individual nature, that govern or influence the 
calculations and plans of men in trade. It is understood that the merchant of the United States, in all 
the principal towns, can obtain information of the state of the markets in South America, even those on 
the shores of the Pacific, at periods far earlier than the merchant of Europe; so that he may thus be able 
to undersell or anticipate the merchant of" Europe in these markets, though carrying thither the wares of 
Europe. But to do this, besides the confidence he must feel in the cheapness and skill with which his 
vessel can be navigated, he must have every opportunity that can be afforded him towards making up 
assorted cargoes, that his adventure may always adapt itself, both in quantity and kind, to the precise 
existing state of the market to which he destines it. The larger and more diversified his stock of 
merchandise, and the longer he is privileged to keep it on hand, to the more advantage can he make this 
assortment; and it is an advantage from which the merchant of Europe, whilst his operations proceed 
only from Europe, is cut off. So sensible is Great Britain of the importance of these assorted cargoes for 
the markets of this continent, and so alive to the interests of her commercial, as for ages she has been to 
those of her manufacturing industry, that she has already extended to the ports of one or more of her 
West India islands the benefit of her warehousing system, in like manner as it exists in her ports in 
England. The evident avowed purpose of this measure is to meet the competition of the United States; 
and it gives additional weight to the argument for increasing the time within which foreign merchandise 
should be allowed to be exported under the right of drawback from their ports. 

Though the well-founded hope of largely supplying the markets of all South America and of Mexico 
with foreign commodities be the primary, it is not the only motive to the expediency of altering our law 
in the manner proposed. On every part of continental America south of the United States we know that 
the old colonial system of restriction and monopoly is fallen and crushed. What this system was is well 
known to the United States, for they, too, in their timl:), had it. It was a system that struck down liberty; 
that manacled commerce; that regarded America as only intended to toil for the wealth and luxury of 
Europe; that chained down every description of industry throughout her vast borders not suited to the 
purposes of Europe; that set itself against the natural progress of civilization in this whole hemisphere, 
by a rigorous prohibition of all manufactures and the arts. Such was this system. On its ruins in South 
America, where it flourished with a force more-aggravated and baleful, have arisen independent nations, 
vigorous from youth and from freedom. Its shackles are also fast dropping off, by the force of circum
stances, from the fertile and rich islands that crowd the American seas. To be ready to take advantage 
of the complete independence of trade in all or any of these islands, when that day may arrive to them, 
either by the voluntary relaxations of the parent authority, or through any other causes, is then a further 
inducement to the alteration proposed. Nor do its recommendations end here. Leaving out of view all 
probability, however rational, as to future but untried results, it is believed that the alteration would be 
beneficial, regarding only the experience of the past. Not to build upon the valuable trade to South 
America and Mexico, or upon that to the American archipelago, not heretofore enjoyed, or enjoyed but 
partially, supposing that the markets of neither the one nor the other were free to the United States, their 
export of foreign merchandi13e has still been at all times a trade so important, the offspring of their ever
active mercantile marine, as to deserve every practicable enlargement of its ancient fields. What is it 
that this marine has been performing in only the old and customary lines of trade ? It carries the cloths 
of two great navigating States, of England and of Holland, to China; the silks of France, of China, of the 
British East Irniies, with the linens of Germany, of France, or of the Low Countries, to the islands of the 
West Indies, to the countries of the Mediterranean, and to other parts of Europe; dyewoods to supply the 
manufactories of nearly all Europe; copper and tin to the ports of France, to China, and to the Manilla 
islands; cotton piece goods to the West Indies; teas to Holland, to the Hanse Towns, to Germany, and to 
France; coffee and sugars and spices to the same countries, to Russia, to Denmark, and to Sweden; 
worsted and stuff goods to the Dutch East Indies. These are but samples of the extent and variety of 
this trade, manifesting the capabilities of the United States for its past prosecution in seas the most 
distant, to countries the most widely separated. In •1824 it exceeded in value twenty millions of dollars, 
aside from all exportations to Spanish South America and to Mexico. Independently, therefore, of the 
ports of these new and rising States-ports, however, in which our flag meets that equal reception to 
have been expected from the interest with which we watched their dawning, and the acclamation with which 
we hailed their established fortunes, and as between which, therefore, and our own ports, our hopes have 
naturally gone forth for a full measure of mutually beneficial commercial dealing-there is quite enough 
to engage for this branch of trade the most favorable legislation of Congress. It is due to the success 
we have had in it heretofore to loosen the bands which serve in any degree to cramp it; so that, with well
found ships as its vehicles, honorable gain as its object, and the world as its market, it may be seen how 
much higher this success can be carried-be fairly determined whether it can or cannot meet all 
other nations in the competition. Whilst repudiating for ourselves all claim to special favors, we must 
not be insensible to, by failing to improve, the transcendent advantages which nature and Providence 
have placed before us. Amongst these, most especially to be ranked at ~he present juncture, is that of 
the physical position assigned to us upon the globe. Besides the ascendancy which this, in conjunc
tion with the existing amount and perfection of our mercantile marine, is calculated to give us over 
the chief commercial operations of this continent, a vista is opened by the recent emancipation of the 
latter from European thraldom to a new era in Oriental trade. Amongst the consequences bound up in 
this great event, that of increasing to the United States the commercial if not the geographical facilities 
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of intercourse with China and the East Indies may safely be looked to as one. Placed at a middle point 
between Asia and Europe, with some of their ports stretching almost to the Southern Atlantic, others 
opening on the Gulf of Mexico, whilst new ones may be expected to rise up even upon their maritime 
border at the remote west-the coast of the Pacific-it may reasonably be believed that they will become 
largely the connecting link of trade between the new Republics and the East, besides greatly extending 
through these increased facilities the trade with the East, more properly their own, and that also 
which consists in carrying the productions of the East to Europe. The enterprising and experienced 
navigators of the United States, already familiar with all the coasts and islands of the Asiatic seas, 
will not be slow to avail themselves of every new opening to traffic with regions so enriching
regions exhaustless from their fertility and the population with which they teem; that have swelled the 
tide of wealth to ancient Kingdoms and Empires, as to modern Venice, Portugal, and England; their own 
wealth seeming to be perpetual, the foundations of it still continuing to exist as they were originally 
laid, as well in the costly and exquisite fabrications of art, ever distinguishing those regions, as in their 
immense natural riches. If the channels of intercourse with the Oriental world were once through the 
interior seas and gulfs of Asia, and afterwards round the southern promontory of .Africa, there is nothing 
unreasonable in the belief that the next great change-a change springing out of the force of natural no 
less than political causes-will be through this continent; at all events, that new and inviting channels 
to this intercourse are destined to run in this direction. Under every prospective and future view, there
fore, of the resolution submitted to the House; under every anticipation of its effect, whether immmediate 
and certain, or probable, though more remote, it is believed that that effect upon the commerce and naviga
tion of the United States will be propitious, and that the present moment is that at which a wise forecast 
recommends it to the highest degree of favor and attention. There are epochs in nations that form great 
and fundamental divisions in their history-moral, political, and commercial. The discovery of this 
continent itself was scarcely followed by greater results upon the condition of nations than may be 
expected to flow in due time from its emancipation from Europe; a reflection with at least a sufficient 
semblance of truth to heighten our conception of the true tone and character of the commercial measures 
proper to be put in train by the United States in connexion with a political revolution so awakening, so 
momentous. 

It has been assumed that the measure under consideration would benefit the merchants and manu
facturers of foreign countries at the expense of those of the United States. This assumption is held to 
be entirely without foundation. If it be meant that the foreign merchant residing in the United States 
would be chiefly benefitted, the answer is plain: it is, that the measure would not change the relative 
situation as between such merchant and the merchant of the United States. Each would possess all the 
same rights and opportunities that he possessed previously to the measure; and the most that can be 
said is, that each might be able to apply these rights and opportunities to a more extended surface of 
mercantile operations. If the sphere of importation be augmented to the one, so would it be to the 
other; and in like manner that of exportation; so that they would stand towards each other precisely as 
they did before. If it be meant that foreign merchants living abroad and foreign manufacturers would 
be benefitted by it, to the injury of those of the United States, the assumption is held to be no less falla
cious. The foreign merchant and the foreign manufacturer might, indeed, receive benefit; but the error 
consists in supposing that this would bring with it any injurious recoil upon the home merchant or the 
home manufacturer. Upon neither could it thus operate, as it contemplates no increased consumption of 
foreign manufactures in the United States, but only an extension of their external trade. If by this 
foreigners reaped advantage, so also would our own citizens. The day has passed when it was supposed 
that any one commercial nation was to be made to prosper most eminently in proportion as it could 
most successfully drain and impoverish other nations with which it maintained commercial dealings. 
The reverse is known to be true-commercial nations flourishing most, as they flourish mutually. The 
advantage to the foreign manufacturer from the measure proposed would be, that it would tend to 
increase the orders sent to him from his correspondents in the United States. The advantage to the 
merchant of the United States would be, that he would be the importer of these increased orders, 
and, in almost every instance, in his own ships. He would afterwards transport them in his own 
ships to other countries, with improved opportunities of falling upon good markets. The manufacturer 
of the United States would receive no injury, for the increased orders would not be imported for consump
tion but for exportation. The consumption of foreign articles in the country would stand at the same 
point as before. The manufacturer would even reap his advantage in the general advantage; in the 
new streams of wealth that an enlarged and successful carrying trade might be expected to pour into the 
country. He would find new demands growing up for the products of his labor and skill, as the ability to 
buy them increased. At the same time the protecting duty, which in part shields them at present, would 
remain as it is without diminution. It cannot be too constantly kept in mind that all the great interests 
of a nation flourish most as they flourish together. If the principle be true in reference to foreign nations 
in their intercourse with each other, it must come home with much more force to the different parts and 
interests of the same country, each of which will attain its highest prosperity as all move in one grand 
harmonious circle. 

III. What amount of duties ought to be retained to repay the disbursements of the Treasury upon this trade, and 
will any addiiional, Gm"ernment storehouses be necessary if the system of depom now applicable to wines, 
teas, and distilled spirits, slwuld be extended to merchandise of every description ? 

Some difficulty has been experienced in arriving at definite opinions upon this part of the resolution. 
It belongs, in part, to detail rather than to those more enlarged and universal principles of commerce 
supposed to be applicable to its other branches, and sufficient materials have not yet been obtained upon 
which to found, under all its bearing·s, exact conclusions. The only materials are those furnished by the 
Collectors in their answers to the circular letter before mentioned. These answers, fifteen in number, it 
has heen thought proper to subjoin to this report, that the House may be put in possession of all the 
Jights at present before the Department upon the subject. They will at the same time serve to make 
]mown the view of these officers on the object of the resolution generally, to which it will be perceived 
that some of them are opposed. .As regards the amount of duty to be retained, they differ in opinion 
widely, some saying that it should be five per cent., or even more; some that it will not be necessary to 
make any addition to the present amount. The latter opinion is believed to be the most sound. The 
present amount of duty retained is two and a half per cent., which perhaps is high. It fa more than is 
1·etained by the regulations of Holland, or those of England, on the same branch of trade. One of the 
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means of converting the ports of a country into a depot of foreign merchandise is to burden it as little 
as possible with charges of any kind. It is here no question of dutie~ on goods to be consumed, but on 
those not to be consumed; such a duty should be kept at the lowest point in a commercial country to 
comport with the desire of witnessing an abundant and profitable transit trade through its ports. 

As to ad,ditwnal, storehouses. This is a part of the subject full of importance, because to be looked 
upon as an indispensable concomitant of the measure in projection. It therefore deserves a more par
ticular consideration. 

The system of deposit applicable, under tho existing laws, to wines, teas, and distilled spirits, is as 
follows: First, as to teas: In general, all duties on goods imported must be paid or secured before a permit 
can be granted for landing them. But, with regard to tea, the sixty-second section of the collection law 
of March 2, 1 '199, provides that it shall be at the option of the importer either to secure the duties on the 
same terms and stipulation as on other goods, or to give his bond to the OoIIector in double the amount 
of the duties, with condition for the payment of them in two years. This bond is to be accepted by the 
OoIIector wuhout surety upon the following terms, that is to say: the teas must be deposited, at the 
expense and risk of the importer, in a storehouse to be agreed upon between the importer and an inspector, 
upon which storehouse the inspector must cause two locks to be affixed, the key of one to be kept by the 
importer and of the other by the inspector, whose duty it shall be to give his attendance at proper times 
for the purpose of delivering the teas; but no delivery shall be made without a permit from the Collector 
and Na val Officer. In order to the obtaining of this permit, the duties must first be paid or secured by 
the importer giving bond, with surety, in double the amount of duties upon the teas to be delivered, with 
condition for the payment of them in four months if they shall not exceed one hundred dollars; in eight 
months, if they shall be above that sum, but not exceed five hundred; and in twelve months, if above five 
hundred: provided that the time given for the payment of the duties shaII not be such as in any case to 
extend the credit for them beyond the term of two years. These are the essential provisions relating to 
the deposit of teas. It 'may be proper to remark that, although a credit of two years is given for the 
payment of the duties upon them, they must, to be entitled to a drawback of the duties, be exported 
within one year, there being no exception whatever to this part of the law as it now stands. 

The provisions that affect wines and distilled spirits are found in the act of the 20th of April, 1818, 
and are substantiaIIy the same with these that apply to teas, except that the utmost term of credit upon 
them is limited to twelve months. There is a further provision in regard to these articles not made appli
cable to teas, the mention of which belongs to the consideration of the warehousing system. It is, that 
no drawback shall be allowed of the duties ]?aid upon them, unless the articles themselves shall have been 
deposited in public or other stores in manner as prescribed by the act last recited, and have been there 
kept from the time of landing them to that of their shipment. 

Should the system under which teas, wines, and spirits are deposited, as above described, be extended 
to merchandise of every description, it is believed that additional Government storehouses would become 
imperiously necessary. They are respectfully conceived to be necessary now. Under the present system 
the public storehouses, meaning such as alone deserve the name from having been built by the United 
States and belonging to the United States, are scarcely sufficient in any of the large towns to contain 
more than a fourth part of the merchandise required to be stored. In some of the large towns the 
proportion is believed to be less. The remainder consist of private stores belonging to the importer 
himself, or hired by him and made public for the occasion under the p),"ovisions of the acts above recited. 
These stores are, in point of fact, generally selected altogether by the importer, though the concurrence 
of an officer of the customs is required and nominally obtained. They lie scattered over all parts of the 
town, often at distances remote and inconvenient, in its alleys, its by-places; being, too, almost always 
unsafe, whether as regards danger from depredation or from fire. They are seldom constructed with the 
requisite facilities for stowing merchandise in the first instance, or for inspecting, counting, and other
wise having necessary access to it afterwards. There is an unseemliness as well as an insecurity in 
such a state of things that must meet disapprobation. 

It is probable that warehouses far better than the majority of those now selected by the importers 
might be had on lease, and on reasonable terms, by the Government, in the large towns, in situations 
neither too remote nor too much dispersed. These might answer until a sufficient number of new ones 
could be erected; and the extent of the latter, with all the particulars that should enter into their plan, 
would probably be better ascertained by the temporary use of those that were rented. In the meantime 
suitable sites might be purchased with due deliberation and economy. In this manner the system 
proposed might be made to supersede gradually that which exists, and a double advantage would be 
derived from so cautious a mode of proceeding; for, if the extension of the right of drawback from one 
to two years was not found, after the proper trial, to bring with it those advantages to the commerce of 
the country which are presupposed, it could be given up without the Government having been subjected 
to any considerable expense, and to none that would be lasting; and if it did realize the anticipations 
that are favorable to it, its effects during a few years would best indicate, under the lights of experience, 
the establishments for which it would make a call both in kind and degree. A commerce which yields 
an annual revenue of more than twenty millions of dollars is entitled to a provision out of the public 
coffers for the machinery necessary to the safety and convenience of its operations, and in an especial 
manner those by which its rich earnings are transferred to the public ~offers. It is "'\\'ell entitled to those 
local accommodations, those fixed and permanent establishments in our ports, required by its present 
extent and value, without dweiling upon its inevitable future scope and grandeur-required, not merely 
for the sake of due convenience and promptitude in transacting the business of commerce upon a large 
scale, but as appropriate and indispensable safeguards to the revenue. In the city of New York, where 
so great an amount of this revenue is collected, there is an almost total want of those safe and suitable 
places of deposit for merchandise-those edifices, those durable establishments of any kind that might 
serve to mark it as the great commercial emporium which it is. The consequence is not only that 
business is transacted there at constant inconvenience, but that the revenue is as constantly exposed to 
hazards. Losses have already occurred there from this cause, and the late heavy losses at Philadelphia 
arc an impressive admonition of the necessity of radical reforms in the warehousing system. If this 
system is to be expanded, as an adoption of the measure embraced by the resolution would expand it, it 
cannot be expected that it can be brought into full, advantageous, or safe operation, with only the 
stinted appendages upon which it has hitherto relied. Ample warehouses ought to be built by the United 
States, and as secure as ample, in all the principal ports, for in these alone would the transit trade 
chiefly centre.. They should be in one or more blocks, within a convenient distance from the custom-
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house, of the most solid materials, and fire-proof. All of them, it is conceived, ought to be placed under 
the superintendence of a competent, trustworthy person as storekeeper, subject to the control of the 
Collector of the Customs, who should be authorized to employ assistant storekeepers and porters as might 
be found necessary. By such arrangements the importer might always have ready access to his 
merchandise, without any right to a key of his own, which the system should exclude. The proper 
details for conducting the business of those establishments so as to conciliate in all respects the just 
convenience of the importer with the interests of the public revenue, might, it is believed, be without 
difficulty arranged. An equitable rate of storage should be charged on the goods deposited, by which 
the Government might count upon receiving a proper interest upon the sums necessarily laid out in the 
erection of the buildings. Thus, whilst the merchant was accommodated in his daily business, the 
revenue protected, and the valuable merchandise entering our ports from all parts of the world put into 
receptacles better adapted to it, the Government would not be likely to lose; but, on the contrary, to 
reap in the end those real savings so often the fruits of a wise and liberal expenditure in the beginning. 
From the number-of these new warehouses that would be required, and their necessary cost, it might not 
be expedient, nor would it be indispensably necessary, to build them all at once. 

Until public warehouses could be erected which would all offer equal security, it is conceived that 
care ought to be observed in selecting from amongst those now in use such stores as, both by their 
position and structure, are relatively the most secure for the deposit of all merchandise which, either by 
its own nature, from being in small parcels, or from the amount of duty charged upon it, holds out the 
most facilities, or the most temptation, to attempt its fraudulent removal. The warehousing system of 
England, as adopted, not at a former day, but in conjunction with the recent reduction of the British 
tariff, divides all goods imported into the country into two classes. In the first are comprehended those 
which pay the highest duties, and of the consumption of which in England there is the greatest danger. 
Such goods are liable to be kept in stores of a particular description, being either in docks or surrounded 
by walls; or they may be assigned to any special stores to be designated by three Lords of the Treasury. 
Goods so stored, and in this special mode of storing them will be recognized the vigilance with which the 
interests of home manufactures in that country are ever guarded, have afterwards the advantage of 
being exempted from re-weighing and liability to such allowance for deficiencies as it had been customary 
to subject them to. 

Under the supposition that it might lessen the number of public stores which it would be otherwise 
necessary to build, as well as with a view to other objects, one of the Collectors proposes that on the 
importation of all dutiable merchandise such proportion of each invoice as would secure the duty on the 
whole should be deposited in the exclusive custody of the custom-house, and the remainder be delivered 
forthwith to the importer, on receiving his own bond, without surety, for the duty. It may be remarked 
upon this that the importer has already the option of pursuing this course under the present law, and that 
the practical operation of it must at last be limited by the amount of dutiable merchandise consumed in 
the country, even if the practice should go to the full extent which the law permits. .A.s there is known 
to be a deficiency of public warehouses even as the law now stands, it is hence impossible to avoid the 
conclusion that on increased importations, not with a view to increased consumption, but as a basis for 
larger exportations and a more extended carrying trade, a much greater number would become necessary. 
Some increase of the subordinate officers of the customs would, doubtless, also be necessary, with the 
increased duties and labors which the meditated change would devolve on them. 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
RICH.A.RD RUSH. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Feb1'V.ary 13, 1826. 

No. I. 

Cusrmr-HousE, Baih, Maine, .August 26, 1825. 
Sm: I received a letter from the Treasury Department on the 23d of April last, enclosing a copy of 

the resolution of the House of Representatives of '.March 2, 1825, authorizing inquiries into the effect 
consequent on an extension of time within which merchandise may be exported with the benefit of draw
back from one to two years, &c., requesting any information I possess on that subject, with an opinion as 
to the effect which would be produced by the adoption of the proposed measure on our navigation and 
commerce. The inquiry seems naturally to divide itself into three particulars, viz: 1st. What effect 
would be produced by the proposed extension of time from one to two years on the interest of the country? 
2d. What amount of duties ought to be retained to repay the disbursements of the Treasury on that branch 
of trade? And, 3d. What additional number of Government stores would be necessary? As to the first 
proposition, I think there can scarcely be a reasonable doubt but the extension of the time from one to 
two years, within which almost all articles of merchandise may be exported with benefit of drawback, 
would operate beneficially to the great interest of the United States, provided the law be well guarded to 
prevent fraud, and the officers intelligent and vigilant in the discharge of their several duties. The 
measure would operate as a loan to men of business and enterprise, because it would enable them to 
extend their commerce and carrying trade with foreign nations, particularly pn long voyages to the South 
American States and shores of the Pacific Ocean, giving additional inducement to enterprise. Our 
merchants could employ more vessels, not only to transport a larger quantity of foreign merchandise, but 
of our own produce and manufactures, cheaper, which would have an effect on the quantity exported, if not 
on thepri.ce. 

It would increase the number of seamen, as well as promote the interest of the mechanic, manufac
turer, and farmer; it would not operate injuriously to the revenue, for, to say the least, it would not lessen 
the home consumption of foreign merchandise, but rather increase it; all which would continue to pay 
duties, and the redundant quantity would be exported. 

As to the second particular, I have given it all the attention which my own observation has enabled 
me to make, and also by comparing notes with many intelligent, practical men. 

If the duties retained by the Government and the allowance made on the quantity of the articles of 
merchandise now allowed to be exported with benefit of drawback are sufficient to meet the expense from 
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the Treasury, other articles might be permitted to be exported in the same ratio; but I think no increase 
ought to be made on any of those articles which are exported within the first year if there is an extensi9n 
of time; but, should the importer think it for his interest to keep them on hand more than one year, let 
the addition not exceed the interest on the amount of duties on the article so kept on hand the second 
year. 

When the importation is first made, all the articles, as is now the case, ought to be weighed, gauged, 
and measured, so that the amount of duties may be inserted in the bond. 

When it is considered that the importer has storage to pay, capital lying idle, insurance from one
half to five-eighths per cent. per annum, the loss on spirits and wine by evaporation, about three per cent.; 
on molasses, by leakage, about the same; on sugar and salt, from two to five per cent., by draining, the 
first year, and about half as much the second year; on tea and coffee one per cent., and the risk, loss, and 
deterioration borne by the importer, he would have every inducement to export when there was the 
smallest chance of success, and none to keep his merchandise in the store but necessity. . -

Finally, on the subject of Government stores, I am of opinion that the one now hired by the Govern
ment, or perhaps one larger, which might be obtained for about a hundred dollars per annum, would be 
sufficient at this port for many years to come; provided the present law continues for having gross and 
heavy articles placed in stores of the merchants under two locks. 

I conceive there is little or no risk in this case, where the importer who signs the store bond is a 
responsible man. Where there is doubt of this, and of the insecurity of pad-locks, the property would be 
placed in the Government store, exclusively under the control of the custom-house. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient, humble servant, 
MARK. L. HILL. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

_ No. 2. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, District of Portland and FaJ,mouth, July 'i, 1825. 
Sm: I duly received your letter of the 23d of April last, requesting that I would favor you with such 

information as I might possess on the subject of a resolution of the House of Representatives, passed the 
2d of March, 1825, and with my opinion and views of the effect which the adoption of the measure referred 
to iu the resolution would have on the revenue, commerce, and navigation of the United States. 

A great proportion of the foreign commerce of this district, with the navigation employed, is with the 
West Indies; and the imports from thence principally molasses, a small part of which is stored by the 
importers; this course of trade consequently limits my information on the subject of the resolution. I 
will, however, proceed to give my views of the subject. . 

By extending the time within which merchandise may be exported with benefit of drawback from one 
to two years, would, in many cases, induce merchants to increase their importations beyond the usual 
consumption of.our country, with the view of exporting the surplus under title of drawback within the 
time limited; foreign commerce would, of course, be increased, and the navigation be employed to more 
advantage. The extension of time would not materially affect the revenue; the demand for home consump
tion of the commodities on which duties are paid will remain the same as under the present restriction, and 
the surplusage only will be exported; the quantity of foreign merchandise exported, not eh titled to deben-
ture, being very inconsiderable under the present limitation of time. • 

If the system of deposit now applicable to wines, teas, and distilled spirits, should be extended to 
merchandise of every description, it will occasion considerable additional expense for Government store
houses, particularly in districts where Government now has no storehouses, as is the case at this port, 
where the expense would be to the whole extent of stores necessary for the deposit of goods. 

The amount of duties to be retained on goods exported, entitled to drawback, to repay the disburse
me~.ts of the Treasury upon that branch of the trade, should be from one-half to one per cent. in addition 
to the sums retained under the present revenue laws. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 
ISAAC ILSLEY. 

Hon. SAMUEL L. SouTH.ARD, Acting See1·etary of the Treasury, Washington. 

No. 3. 

CusTOM-HousE, CoLLECToR's OFFICE, District of Portsm,outh, May 5, 1825. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 23d ultimo, with a copy of a 

resolution of the House of Representatives of the 2d of March, requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to 
report at the next session of Congress whether·any, and, if any, what, effect would be produced upon the 
revenue, commerce, and navigation of the United States by extending the time within which merchandise 
may be exported with the benefit of debenture from one to two years, and what amount of duties ought 
to be retained to repay the disbursements of the Treasury upon that branch of trade; and also, whether 
any additional Government storehouse will be necessary, if the system of deposit now applicable to 
wines, teas, and distilled spirits should be extended to merchandise of every description. To the fi;st 
inquiry, it may be answered, that the revenue is presumed to be paid by the consumer, or on the quantity 
consumed• that the use aud consumption of foreign articles in any country is generally in proportion to 
its means' of procuring them. The quantity consumed will, therefore, depend in some measure on the 
price; the price again depends materially on the quantity imported; which will be regulated not more, 
perhaps, by the actual demand which may exi~t- at.the time, than by a view ?f ~11 thos~ cir?umst:inc~s 
which may be calculated upon to affect the price, either at home or abroad, withm the time m which 1t 
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must either be re-exported to save the drawback, or be retained exclusively for home consumption. The 
time, therefore, in which it may be exported with the benefit of the drawback will have an important 
bearing on the calculations of the merchant. If the time should be extended from one to two years, the 
importation of many articles for which there is not always a regular demand will be increased, as well as 
of others for which there is a regular demand, but which at the time may be so depressed as not to 
warrant their importation except with a view to distant operations. I am fully of opinion that if the 
revenue should not (as I think it will) be increased by the extension of the time in which merchandise 
may be exported with the benefit of drawback, that it will not be diminished. If a longer time was 
allowed for the exportation, capital would be invested abroad to a much greater extent in such articles 
as are to be purchased below the cost of production with a view to their rise, which, under such circum
stances, may generally be calculated upon with safety; and although these articles might be imported 
with a particular view to re-exportation, a variety of circumstances within the period of two years would 
operate to throw a portion of them into circulation at home, to the increase of the revenue. To the 
navigation and commerce of the country the advantage would be just in proportion to the increase of 
trade which may grow out of this measure, which, it is the opinion of some of our best-informed mer
chants, will be considerable. With regard to the amount of duties which ought to be retained to repay 
the disbursements of the Treasury on this branch of trade, it may be observed that the amount of these 
disbursements will not be increased by an extension of the time in which merchandise may be exported 
with the benefit of drawback, unless there should also be an extension of the time allowed for the payment 
of the duties; but, on the contrary, if the duties are paid before the merchandise is re-exported, the Govern
ment will save the interest, or at least have the use of the money from the time the duties are paid until 
fifteen days after the goods are exported. But it appears a sufficient sum has not heretofore been retained, 
and cannot be, under existing laws, to repay those disbursements. The calculation I make is from the 
gross revenue of the year 1823; from which it appears that the expense of collection in that year amounted 
to 3.22 per cent.; the amount retained of the duties on merchandise exported in that year averaged 2. 'l7 
per cent.; being less than the expense of collection by .45 per cent. There are some particular articles on 
which the expense is much greater than the general average. Russia bar iron, for instance, pays $1 12½ 
per cwt.; the expense of weighing inwards and outwards is 6 per cent. per cwt.; Collector's commission 
will probably average 1 per cent.; all other expenses estimated at 1 per cent.-equal to 8 per cent.; being 
a fraction over 'i per cent. of the duties, or 4½ per cent. more than is retained. 

The duty on 100 bushels of salt is $20. 
The expense of measuring inwards for duty and outwards for debenture is.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 50 
Collector's commission, estimated to average 1 per cent.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

1 'TO 

Equal to 8.5 per cent., or 6 per cent. more than is retained of the duties. .A.n average of 3 per cent., with 
the specific amount retained on spirits, (which in the year referred to appears to have averaged about .27 
per cent. on the whole amount of debentures,) would probably be sufficient to defray the disbursements 
of the Treasury on this branch of trade. But as salt, iron, hemp, and other bulky articles, on which the 
expense of collection is the greatest, are also the articles which give the greatest employment to our 
navigation, I am of opinion that it would be better policy to increase the per centage generally, so as to 
meet the disbursements of the Treasury, than to retain any specific amount on those articles. The expense 
of keeping goods in deposit is borne by the importers. The stores and warehouses used by them for this 
purpose are generally selected with a view to their local situation, their safety, and the convenience of 
lading and unlading their vessels. Those stores, when approved of by the Surveyor and perfectly secured, 
become public stores, and remain so without any charge on the revenue while any property remains in 
them on which the duties have not been paid or secured according to law. I am not aware, therefore, 
that any additional Government storehouses will be necessary, if the system of deposit, now applicable to 
wines, teas, and distilled spirits, should be extended to every description of merchandise. 

With perfect respect, I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant, 
TIMOTHY UPHAM, Collector. 

Hon. SAYUEL L. SoUTILUU>, Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 4. 

CoLLECTon.'s OFFICE, Salem, May 6, 1825. 
Sm: Your letter of the 23d ultimo, covering a resolve of the House of Representatives of March 21 

1825, was duly received. I think that no inconvenience would arise to the Government in adopting the 
proposed alteration in the time-from one to two years-and that the storeroom in this district would be 
amply sufficient. The goods imported into this district for many years have been about nineteen-twen
tieths sold for consumption or exported within twelve months. The sums now retained from the duties, I 
think, would meet all the expenses of the Government. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. W. OLIVER. 

Hon. SAlIUEL L. SOUTHARD, Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 5. 

CusTou-HousE, Boston, October 26, 1825. 
Sm: In conformity to instructions from the Treasury Department, of the 23d of April last, I have 

the honor to submit the following answers to, and opinions upon, the queries contained in the resolution 
of Congress, contained therein. 1st. Warehouse system of Great Britain. .A.s t}e warehousing system 

VOL.V-40 B 
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of Great Britain has not been attempted in this country in its fuU extent, and only partially in any 
manner, and our merchants having ever obtained a credit on the duties, with the advantage of receiving 
the goods immediately into their possession, the system of placing in the public stores and receiving the 
cash for the duties when delivered, as is the case in England, would not only be troublesome and vexa
tious, but have a direct tendency to exclude all our merchants but the large capitalists from the business 
of importation. Hitherto the liberal policy of the Government has encouraged ind.ividual enterprise, and 
enabled every industrious and honest citizen to enter the lucrative field of commerce on equal terms with 
the richest merchant; for the credit on the duties not only enables them to meet those governmental 
exactions without embarrassment, but operates as a direct loan, to the amount of the duties,- to the 
importer. To this generous and politic system may be mainly attributable the successful and rapid 
increase of our commerce and navigation. They have, in truth, been "let alone," and I doubt the propriety 
of removing any of the present facilities for transacting business, or creating any new embarrassments 
to the adventurous career of those citizens concerned in commerce and navigation. 2d. The present 
system of storing teas, wines, and spirits. If the system contemplated by Congress by the resolution 
was only the extension of the same privileges to all goods, wares, and merchandise, as have been granted 
to teas, wines, and spirits, then a different view is to be taken of the subject. 

With the privilege now allowed of making use of private stores for the deposit of teas, wines, and 
spirits, it is often difficult to find such as are sufficiently secure for the purpose, while it occasions great 
trouble, expense, and vexation to the importers and the officers of the customs. This plan would not do 
for other goods; the vast number, variety, smallness, and value of the packages, and their liability to be 
injured by frequent removals, damp or leaky buildings, besides the risk of loss by fire and by embezzle
ment, without the possibility of detection, the vast increased number of officers which would be requisite 
to attend to their being stored and delivered, and the consequent confusion in all the accounts, forbid the 
experiment. 3d. Public stores for all kinds of goods. If the public stores are to be used, the number 
must be great, and the expense of erection or purchase, without that for their superintendence, vru.l 
require an immense expenditure, which could not be refunded, or the interest on the sum invested and 
annually incurred, without extremely onerous retensions of the duties on the goods exported for draw
back, which would operate directly against this important branch of the carrying trade of the country, 
which now, and ever has been, of incalculable benefit to the United States. 

From these considerations, I do not believe it will be expedient to make any change in the present 
mode of securing the duties and suffering goods to be exported for debenture. I should have sooner sent 
an answer, but having referred the resolution to some of our most intelligent merchants for their written 
opinions, I awaited their reception, which have not yet been realized, but verbally they have expressed 
strong doubts of making the change contemplated. 

With the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 

Hon. R. RusH. 
H. A. S. DEARBORN, CoUector. 

No. 6. 

CoLLEcroR's OFFICE, P1·ovidence, June '1, 1825. 
Sm: Your letter of the 23d of April, with a copy of a resolution of the House of Representatives, 

was duly received. 
In reply, I have the honor to state that no additional Government storehouses will be necessary in 

this port, if the system of deposit now applicable to wines, teas, and distilled spirits, should be extended 
to merchandise of every description, provided the importers have the privilege now exercised with respect 
to teas, &c., and of storing them in their own or other private stores, satisfactory to the custom-house. 

Oh the subject of extending the time within which merchandise may be exported with benefit of 
debenture, I have conversed with several of the first merchants here, and we coincide in opinion that, in 
the case of teas, it would be advantageous to commerce and navigation, and could not be injurious to the 
revenue, if one year from the time of removal from deposit were allowed, provided, however, that this 
period did not extend beyond two years from the time of importation; and that this time would be 
sufficient as to other merchandise. We also think that a general extension of the system of deposit 
would be beneficial to commerce and navigation, and not injurious to the revenue. I would respectfully 
suggest, in case the system of deposit be extended, that a uniform credit, from the time of removal from 
deposit, be established as to all merchandise deposited. When goods are taken from deposit, there seems 
to be no reason for a variety of credit, and the operation at the custom-house would be much simplified 
by its being uniform. I would also suggest that no credit extend beyond twelve months, and that the 
last term of credit on importations from places elsewhere than in Europe and the West Indies, &c., be 
reduced from eighteen to twelve months. 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
• THOMAS COLES, Collector. 

Hon. SAMUEL L. SourHARD, Acting Secretary of the 'I'reasury. 

No. 11. 

D1sTRICT AND PoRT OF NEWPORT, Collectors Office, July '1, 1825. 
Sm: As to comply properly with the requirements of your letter of April 23, 1825, and the resolution 

of the House of Representatives of March 2, 1825, a view of the subjects embraced by them ought to be 
taken from a more commanding position than mine is, I beg leave to decline answering the questions 
propounded, excepting that relative to additional Government storehouses, to which my answer is, that 
if the system of deposit, now applicable to wines, teas, and distilled spirits, be extended to merchandise of 
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every description, it will probably be necessary to erect in this port so many.stores as would cost from 
$100,000 to $150,000, there not being a Government store in the port, and only one belonging to an indi
vidual which may be denominated fire-proof, nor, in truth, many in any respect well calculated for the safe 
deposit of goods. 

Most respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 

Hon. SA1IUEL L. SoUTIURD, Acting Secretary of the Preazury. 
OHRIST. ELLERY, Oollecto1·. 

No. 8. 

, OusroM-HousE, CoLLECTon's OFFICE, New York, November 20, 1825. 
Sm: The letter of the Acting Secretary of the Treasury of the 23d of April last was received, relative 

to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 2d of March, requesting information, together with 
my opinion and views, of the effect which the adoption of the measures referred to in the said resolution 
would have on the revenue, commerce, and navigation of the United States. 

In answer, I state that I have read and considered the resolution in its different objects and bearings, 
and am of opinion that, if carried into effect, it would prove injurious to the revenue. The collection act 
of March 2, 1799, with few exceptions, is well calculated for the purpose of collecting the revenue, and 
for the allowance of drawback of duties on exportation. The existing laws provide credits, with sufficient 
securities, for the payment of duties on importation, and which operates in this port as a capital to our 
merchants equal to one-half of the gross revenue. They also permit bonds to be taken without surety on 
a deposit of a part of the merchandise as a security for the payment of the duties; they also permit all the 
merchandise to be deposited Bine months without entry; they also permit a general bond, without surety, 
to be taken for duties on spirits and wines for twelve months, and the merchandise deposited in private 
stores under the locks of the Surveyor; they also permit a general bond, without surety, to be taken for 
duties on teas for two years, and the merchandise deposited in private stores under the locks of the 
Surveyor. The last two provisions may be considered as a very loose and an uncertain security for the 
revenue. Formerly there was said to have been a loss here for about $140,000 on a deposit of teas. 
When I entered upon the duties of the office there were upwards of $80,000 duties on teas, for which no 
special bond, with sureties, had been taken, and very little, and, in cases, no teas remaining in store as a 
collateral security; the duties, however, have since been paid. Within the present year a hundred casks 
of wine were deposited in a private store under the lock of the Surveyor, ( under general bond,) and some 
weeks after, when a special entry and bond, with sureties, had been given for the duties, the officer, on 
going to make a delivery of the wine, found only one-fifth of the quantity remaining, the other having 
been previously removed. If the system proposed in the resolution be adopted, it will greatly and unneces
sarily increase the responsibility of the officers of the collection of the revenue, require a great increase of 
officers and clerks, and additional expenses, and it would be almost impracticable to render the quarterly 
accounts with accuracy. The system of warehousing goods of foreign manufacture for drawback, under 
the proposed resolution, will principally benefit foreign manufacturers or their agents here. In England the 
warehousing of foreign goods not permitted for consumption is allowed for twelve months, under a general 
bond, without surety. But it must be recollected that the duties on all goods for home consumption are 
there paid in cash previous to their delivery. We have already, the present year, taken upwards of 30,000 
bonds for duties. In relation to an extension of the time of allowing drawbacks on importation, I am 
of opinion it would be detrimental to the revenue, and be the means of introducing confusion into the 
accounts, diminishing the revenue, and increase the duties and responsibility of the officers, without any 
material benefit to the merchant or the Government. The debentures issued from this office have been 
from eight to eleven thousand a year. ·I therefore cannot recommend the adoption of the plan proposed 
in the resolution, but, on the contrary, give it as my opinion that the ad valorem rate of duties should 
be simplified, viz: that all goods, wares, or merchandise now subject, on importation, to the payment of 
duties ad valorem, shall, from and after --, be subject to the payment of a duty of say not less than 25 
nor more than 30 per cent. ad valorem, in lieu of the present rates, excepting all such articles which are now 
subject to the p:J.yment of a duty of 12½ per cent. ad valorem; and also excepting such articles as are 
enumerated in the fourth and fifth specifications in the first section of the act amending the several acts 

•for imposing duties on imports, passed the 22d day of May, 1824; retaining the present addition of 10 
and 20 per cent. the square yard duty on cotton goods, and also the present duty on cotton yarns, threads, 
and twists; and that all debentures, where the dr.awback does not exceed $100, be made payable at the 
last period of credit allowed on importation, excepting where the duties have been paid in cash without 
discount. And I would further recommend that all merchandise imported after the -- shall be consigned; 
in the bills of lading and the captain's manifest, to some person or persons, and not to order, under a 
penalty of $--. My reasons are, first, in relation to the ad valorem duties, that the proposed change 
would probably add something to the revenue and greatly facilitate the collection of it, and not injure 
our agriculture and manufactures. And as to the second, the change would give facility to the issuing 
of debentures, lessen the chance of errors and responsibility by diminishing their numbers, without injury 
to the merchant. In relation to goods consigned to order, as the bill of lading answers for any one, it 
has been the cause of most of our losses within the last four or five years. I would also take the liberty 
of recommending the passage of a law providing that, in case any teas or other merchandise deposited 
under the provisions of the collection act of March 2, 1799, or any other act, shall be embezzled, or fraud
ulently concealed, or removed from any store or place wherein they shall have been deposited, they 
shall be forfeited, and the person or persons so embezzling, concealing, or removing the same, or aiding 
or assisting therein, shall be liable to the same pains and penalties as if such teas or other merchandise 
had been fraudulently unshipped or landed without payment of duty; and that every Collector, Naval 
Officer, and Surveyor, or other person specially appointed by either of them, or any officer of the customs, 
may search for, seize, and secure any such goods, wares, or merchandise, as in other cases, and shall in 
all cases have the same protection against the suits or demands of claimants as are given by the existing 
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laws. Many other subjects might with propriety be submitted to your consideration, but will be deferred 
to a future occasion. 

With great respect, I am your obedient servant, 
JON.A.THAN THOMPSON, Collector. 

Hon. Rrcru.RD Rusn, Searetary of the Treasury. 

No. 9. 

COLLECTOR'S OFFICE, Phila.delphw, June 28, 1825. 
Sm: In your letter of the 23d of April, enclosing a resolution of the House of Representatives in 

Congress, of the 2d of March, you request such information as I possess on the subject, and my opinion 
and views of the effect which might be produced by the adoption of measures referred to in the said 
resolution. 

First. "Whether any, and if any, what, effect would be produced upon the revenue, commerce, and 
navigation of the United States by extending the time within which merchandise may be exported with 
the benefit of debenture from one to two years, and what amount of duties ought to be retained to repay 
the disbursements of the Treasury upon that branch of trade." 

Second. "Whether any additional Government storehouses will be necessary, if the system of deposit, 
now applicable to wines, teas, and distilled spirits, should be. extended to merchandise of every descrip
tion." 

In considering the first point of inquiry contained in the resolution, I think it highly probable that 
though the time for exporting merchandise with the benefit of drawback should be extended to two years, 
much the greater amount will still be exported within the time now prescribed by law. Goods for 
exportation are generally imported with a view to that end; and, as it will always be the interest of the 
merchant to avail himself of the use of his debenture in meeting the payment of his duty bonds, there is 
abundant ground to conclude, and experience justifies the inference, that to whatever time the privilege 
of exporting with the benefit of drawback may be extended, it is obvious ·that the time of exportation 
will generally be regulated by the terms of credit on the importation. 

On receiving our exports on dutiable merchandise, within the years 1823 and 1824, when a greater 
amount has been exported yearly than for several preceding years, it appears that something less than 
one-twelfth part of the whole has been exported without benefit of drawback. I do not, however, infer 
that the loss of debenture was owing to the goods not having been exported in due time, but because they 
consisted of broken packages to make up assorted cargoes, and which, under any extension of time, 
would not have been entitled to that benefit; and of this twelfth part, perhaps, there may not have been one
twentieth in original packages that had been in the country more than one year from the time of importa
tion. It is proper to state that these observations are made hypothetically, as I have no means by which 
to test their accuracy, having cognizance only of goods exported with the benefit of debenture. 

The net amount of external revenue I presume will always, in times of peace, be commensurate with 
the demand for home consumption. .A. judiciously regulated commerce should not allow the importation 
to exceed the quantity necessary for home consumption beyond what can be advantageously exported to 
other countries; but as a want of concert amongst merchants, as well as causes over which they have 
no control, will not always allow this rule to regulate their importations, it might occasionally be to their 
advantage to be allowed a longer time for exporting with benefit of drawback, when an excess of articles 
:intended for home consumption would render it their interest to export what they might otherwise be 
obliged to force into our market at an under value. The revenue would, for the present, be so far 
diminished by as much as the drawback on goods thus exported would amount to, but which I apprehend 
would be compensated by retaining five per cent. of duty on all merchandise exported with the benefit of 
debenture; or, what perhaps might be better, five per cent. on that exported in the first year, and four per 
cent. on that exported in the second year after importation. But as I have already observed that the 
chief exports will always be made with a view to facilitate the payment of duties on the importation, I 
would not anticipate any effect from the extensions of the time that would furnish a sufficient motive for 
making the experiment. If, however, I should be mistaken in the view I have taken of the subject, and 
an extension of the time from one to two years would tend to increase the exports beyond what I have 
supposed, the increase of exports would necessarily be accompanied by a corresponding increase of 
imports. Whatever advantage might accrue to the commerce and navigation of our country by adopting 
the measure, I do not apprehend that any effect would ultimately be produced on the revenue that the 
duty proposed to be retained would not compensate. 

As the second point of inquiry appears to contemplate the retaining of goods in store until the duty 
is paid, the extent of storage will somewhat depend on the time that may be allowed for that purpose. I 
would suppose that stores of capaci:ty to contain their entire importations one year would be necessary, 
as teas, under the present regulations, may remain in store two years for the benefit of long credit. The 
public stores at this place, belonging to the United States, are perhaps not exceeded in dimensions by 
those of any other port; yet they are not of capacity to receive more than about one-fourth part of the 
goods now required by law to be stored under the custody of the customs, the residue being secured in 
the stores of the importers, agreeably to the provisions of the sixty-second section of the impost law of 1799. 

If the measure of placing in public stores all the dutiable goods imported should be adopted, it 
would, I conceive, require an amount at least twenty times greater than we at present possess, which it 
would be impracticable to procure, unless at an expense that might not be compensated by any advantage 
that would be derived from the measure. 

If the goods were stored at the expense of the importer, it would be highly objectionable to those 
who have good stores of their own, which, under such regulation, would be rendered useless property to 
such owners. If stored at the expense of the Government, this, with the addition of the compensation 
of storekeepers and incidental expenses, would probably amount to more than has ordinarily been lost to 
the United States by delinquent debtors. Should the measure be deemed eligible, I think it cannot receive 
too much consideration as to the probable consequences before it be adopted. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN STEELE. 

SAlIUEL L. SoUTHARD, Esq., .Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 
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No. 10. 
PillLADELPHIA, (no date.) 

Sm: In replying to the letter of the Acting Secretary of the Treasury of the 23d of April last, 
wherein he requested such information as I possessed on the subject, and my opinion and views of the 
effect which might be produced by the adoption of the measures referred to in a resolution of the House 
of Representatives in Congress, of the 2d of March, which accompanied his letter, the opinion I then enter
tained and expi·essed, in respect to the first member of the resolution; I have had no cause to change . 

• Though the difficulties which presented themselves to my mind in considering the plan of depositing 
in store all imported merchandise, as contemplated in the second member of the resolution, have not, on 
more deliberate reflection, diminished, I am nevertheless of opinion that a change of system is indispen
sably necessary to give security to the revenue, which experience demonstrates is not attainable 
under the present; and I do not conceive of any that will so effectually answer the purpose as that 
of taking in deposit, at the time of importation, merchandise, as a pledge or security for the payment 
of the duties; but by no means to the extent proposed in the resolution. The credit system so long 
sanctioned by use, whatever may be said in its favor, in facilitating mercantile as well as other transac
tions between man and man, affords many temptations to deception and fraud, besides its tendency to the 
deterioration of the moral principle. The views and designs of dishonest men can seldom be penetrated 
until their nefarious purposes are accomplished. They may ( as has been done) secretly dispose of their 
property to preferred creditors, or otherwise conceal it for their own use, so as to leave nothing tangible 
to discharge their obligations to the United States. Of the particular circumstances of the most reputable 
men in business, which, if any embarrassment exists, prudence cautiously withholds from public view, 
there is no less difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory knowledge. But, were the fullest assurance bad of 
the entire solvency of principal and surety at the time of giving· bond, unforeseen accidents and losses 
beyond their control, and which no prudence of theirs could prevent, might, at the end of eight, ten, or 
twelve months, render both the one and the other completely insolvent. In all these cases loss of 
revenue would be inevitable. In addition to the observations made in my former communication on 
the subject of storing all merchandise imported, I will suggest some other difficulties which I think 
would be found practically involved in the• measure. As the delivery of the goods thus stored, on 
giving the usual bonds, would afford no greater security to the revenue than at present, I presume 
that payment of cash duty before delivery must have been contemplated. At present, when goods 
on arrival are delivered to the importer after having given the requisite bonds, the calculation of 
duty accruing on each invoice is performed by a single operation; but the payment of cash at delivery 
would render it the interest of the merchant to take at no one time more than suited his present 
necessity or convenience; hence, you will readily perceive that the demands for delivery of goods from 
store, the calculation of duty thereon, and the payments of cash, may possibly be increased to the 
number of packages contained in each invoice, which, besides the risk of mistakes or errors in the 
multiplied calculations, must necessarily be attended with the expense of as many additional clerks as 
would be requisite for the purposes. (For these calculations, however numerous, must be made previously 
to the delivery of the goods from store, or take a cash deposit, which would only increase the risk and 
labor still further; besides, duties should be paid at bank, and as seldom at custom-house as possible.) 
A like increase of expense and additional storekeepers, as well as risk of mistakes in such frequent 
deliveries from the immense quantity under their charge, would consequently follow. With a view to a 
plan that would afford no less security to the revenue and attended with as little expense in the execution, 
as well as risk of error in the calculations, keeping the accounts and records of the office, and in rendering 
accounts to the Treasury, as I conceive practicable, I would propose a substitution of the measure 
referred to-that, on the importation of all dutiable merchandise, such proportion of each invoice as 
would amply secure the duty on the whole should be deposited in the custody and under the exclusive 
control of the customs, which would not require more than one-third of the stores, if so many, as would 
be necessary to contain the whole, and deliver to the importer, forthwith, the balance of his invoice, ( say 
two-thirds, more or less, as the case might require,) on giving bis own bond for the duties. 

In frequent conversation with merchants on the subject of cash duties, they have generally stated, in 
objection to the measure, that it would place mercantile business wholly in the hands of men of large 
capital. To obviate this objection, and for the accommodation of importers generally, but more especially 
those of small capitals, allow (as might be deemed advisable) three, six, and nine; six, nine, and twelve; 
or eight, ten, and twelve months credit, beyond which I think credit in no case should be extended; this 
course would not impair the security deposited, and be productive of as little incovenience to the 
merchant as would consist with the safety of the revenue; as, on payment of the first instalment, be 
would be entitled to receive from store one-third of bis goods deposited, and in like manner at the 
payment of the subsequent instalment. As an inducement to the payment of cash duty at the time of 
importation, which would proportionably lessen still further the quantity of goods to be taken into store, 
allow a discount according to the credit given, equivalent to the rate of six per cent. per annum, which, I 
think, money is always worth to men in business, notwithstanding the reduced rate of interest which 
has obtained for some time past. A like benefit of discount might be allowed 011 the payment of bonds 
in anticipation, provided it was made on or before half the term of credit bad elapsed; the labor of 
calculating discounts on short periods, which in many instances might be of little value to the receiver, 
should be avoided. 

The stores and goods deposited therein should be placed under the care of a principal superintendent, 
with such assistance as might be necessary, who should report weekly to the Collector the condition of 
the stores and merchandise under his care. 

In stating my views on the subject, which are respectfully submitted for your consideration, I may 
have fallen short of expressing them as explicitly and intelligibly as I intended. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN STEELE. 

RrcHARn RusH, Esq., Secretary of the Treasury. 
P. S.-It may not be improper further to remark that the indefinite payment of duties under the 

general deposit plan, which, I apprehend, would leave it discretionary with the importer what payments 
be would make within the whole range of time from the importation to the period which would necessarily 
be fixed for :finally discharging the duties thereon, would be materially deficient in giving that precise 
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view which the definite payments in the plan I have suggested would afford of the prospective revenue 
coming into the Treasury, which I suppose to be indispensably necessary in conducting the financial 
arrangements of-your office; of this, howe-yer, you are the proper judge. J. S. 

No.11. 
BALTIMORE, September 27, 1825. 

According to the existing system of warehousing teas, wines, and spirits, the credits on the duties 
are longer than if they were not stored; added to which, the quantities which may be eventually exported 
remain uncertain as long as the limited time of exportation with privilege of drawback. In this view of 
the subject, if the limit should be extended to two years, and the system of deposit applied to merchan
dise of every description, the inconvenience above stated would be much augmented, so as to render the 
necessary anticipations of the receipts into the Treasury very uncertain. There can be little doubt 
that, if the deposit system was extended, considerable quantities of goods must be deposited to meet the 
demands for the South American and other markets; and if the right of drawback ( as in the existing 
case of wines and spirits) was made contingent on the deposit, no doubt the quantity would be very 
large. If the time should be extended to two years, the final settlement of the duties would be procras
tinated; it follows that more warehouse room would be wanted for the reception of the increased quantity 
of goods stored. II;, is probable, however, that some time would elapse before the measure of deposit 
would be very generally adopted by the importer; they would be deterred in the outset by the novelty of 
the plan and the inconvenience and expense to which they would think themselves subjected, and also 
the trouble of complying with the necessary and multiplied custom-house forms to which they would be 
liable in getting their goods in detail out of the store. It is presumed that the additional expense of 
store rent, storekeepers, &c., must be levied in some shape from the goods stored; this, however, would 
be progressive, and contingent on the increase of trade. It is concluded that the object 'in view is to 
improve the commerce of the country. The merchants, ever alive to their interests, will soon test its 
efficacy. If they find it advantageous, they will not regard the additional expense and trouble; but if 
they do not find their account in it, they will abstain as far as they can from depositing, and probably 
petition for a repeal of the law. It is to be recollected that the British Government has extended their 
deposit system to some of its colonies, evidently with a view of having goods ready and at hand to supply 
the southern markets. This may deserve the consideration of our Government. It is not supposed that 
the measure, if adopted, would naturally lessen or increase the net receipts into the Treasury under the 
existing tariff. The great mass of available duties arises on the goods consumed in the United States; 
the per centum retained out of the amount of drawbacks is but small when considered as an item of 
revenue, nor would the increase which might be expected from an augmentation of exports tend to make 
it a fund of much consequence. The amount retained might, perhaps, be increased; $2 50 on $100 draw
back is no great matter; perhaps $5 would not be too much. I would beg leave to go a little further, 
and say that disproportioned credits now allowed on goods imported from beyond Cape of Good Hope, 
&c., viz: eight, ten, and eighteen months, should be reduced to periods falling in with other importations, 
both for the facility of revenue transactions and the safety of State and merchants. In so long a period 
as the latter the changes are often very great; the risk is increased to the revenue and the merchants, 
who are connected together; and additional trouble so given to the officers accounting to the Treasury at 
the custom-houses, &c., besides the delays of collection. So few are interested, and desire to have this 
long credit, that not more than one person is here recollected to have approved the regulation, and his 
approval of it was deemed no recommendation. The deposit of wines and spirits is productive of much 
trouble in keeping the accounts at the custom-house, and the benefit to the public can hardly be made 
out, while the individuals feel all the inconvenience of having their goods in other men's custody, who 
are at the same time irresponsible. Laws ought not to be changeable; but this reason should not foi:bid 
a return to less exceptionable regulations.-(See act 20th of April, 1818, chapter 124.) 

Respectfully submitted. 
JAMES H. McCULLOCH, Collector, Oustom-house, Bal.timore. 

RrcRARD RusR, Esq. 

No.12. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, .Alexandria, May 3, 1825. 
Sm: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 23d ultimo, covering a resolution of the House 

of Representatives of the 2d of March last, calling on you to report to that House; at its next session, 
" whether any, and if any, what, effect would be produced on the commerne and navigation and revenue 
of the United States by ext(Jnding the time within which merchandise may be exported with the benefit 
of debenture from one to two years, and what amount of duties ought to be retained to repay the 
disbursements of the Treasury upon that branch of trade; and also whether any additional Government 
storehouses will be necessary, if the system of deposit, now applicable to wines, teas, and distilled spirits, 
should be extended to merchandise of every description." As to the first branch of the inquiry-what 
would be the effect upon the revenue and commerce and navigation of extending the limitation of exporta
tion for drawback to two years-I am decidedly of opinion it would be salutary, both on our commerce 
and navigation, by extending the field of enterprise and giving employment to a greater number of vessels; 
nor do I believe it would affect the revenue injuriously. _ But, to render it safe, nothing short of the appli
cation of the system of deposit now in use as to wines, teas, and spirits, to all articles of merchandise 
which are the objects of it, will afford adequate security. With that guard, no objection is perceived to 
extending the limitation to two years. In the present state of the trade of this port, and until it shall be 
materially augmented, the present public stores will be abundantly sufficient if the change were made. 

As to the retention of duties, I am thoroughly persuaded that less than two and a half per cent., the 
present sum retained, will not be sufficient to indemnify the United States for disbursements incident to 
that branch of trade. 

With very high respect, I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant, 
, H. PEAKE, Collector. 

Hon. SAMUEL L. SoumARD, .Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 
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No.13. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Richmond, November 29, 1825. 
Sm: It will appear a long time to allow an official communication from the Department to remain 

unanswered, but the bad state of my own health, and that of a part of my family latterly, has denied my 
doing so till now; beside that, I considered it proper to consult some of the best-informed merchants of 
this place, who are entitled to great respect, and in whose hands I had placed the communication. 

The following is the result of their observations: 

" To the Oollector of the District of Richmond: 
"Sm: Your letter, enclosing those of Mr. Southard, Acting Secretary of the Treasury, covering a 

resolution of Congress of the 2d March last, has been duly considered, viz: First. On that of extending 
the time within which mt3rchandise may be exported for the benefit of debenture. Second. What amount 
of duties ought to be retained to repay the disbursements of the Treasury upon that branch of trade. 
Third. Whether any additional Government stores will be necessary, if the system of deposit, now appli 
cable to spirits, wines, and teas, should be extended to every description of merchandise. 

"It is plain to all here that, whether the debenture laws remain as they are, or be hereafter extended, 
the commerce of this (James) river can be little affected, as you well know that it is rarely a case 
occurs at this place where debenture is claimed upon exportation, but as it may affect the commerce of 
the United States generally, we can scarce hazard an opinion. We think, however, the period within 
which merchandise may be exported for the benefit of drawback already sufficiently extended; that two 
years would only lead to larger importations at hazard without real benefit, and will tend to individual 
loss. It might be doubted whether, if the duties now charged upon imports were paid on entry, it would 
not improve the prosperity of the United States as well as that of individuals engaged in imports, which, 
to make effectual, ought to be accompanied with a shorter period on exportation for drawback. 

"The period now allowed by law for the payment of duties, for instance on British manufactures, 
acts as a bounty to the manufacturer, and it is notorious that they have nearly the whole of this branch 
of our imports in their hands. 

",JOHN ALLAN, 
"In behal,f of the merchants to whom the resolution was referred." 

With regard to Government stores at this place, I have been a tenant, from year to year, at my own 
expense, and have occasionally, where the articles for examination were bulky, been obliged to have it 
performed in the best way I could. While I make this observation, I do not think, under the existing 
laws, any additional storage is necessary; but should the system of deposit generally be adopted, then, 
in.deed, not only additional stores, but, at this place, an additional inspector will be necessary. 

What may be the effect of such an arrangement I cannot venture to say; but, sir, I have no hesi
tation in believing, if Congress will make the duties payable on entry, and allow an adequate discount, 
that then the merchant who trades on a solid capital will be able to do business to advantage, inasmuch 
as it will have the effect to destroy a ruinous monopoly which now defies competition, and I believe 
would prevent great losses to the public. It would hold out encouragement to American merchants of 
solid capital to compete with British manufacturers, particularly, and their auction agents. 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAMES GIBBON, Oo?[ector. 

I could enlarge upon this subject, but my own want of health, added to a recent calamity in my 
family, disqualifies me from doing so. 

No. 14. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Noifolk, May 31, 1825. 
Sm: I have bad the honor to receive your letter dated the 23d ultimo, enclosing a copy of a resolu

tion of the House of Representatives calling for information on the following points, viz: 1st. What effect 
would be produced upon the revenue, and commerce, and navigation of the United States, by extending 
the time within which merchandise may be exported with the benefit of debenture from one to two years. 
2d. Vill.lat amount of duties ought to be retained to repay the disbursements of the Treasury upon that 
branc!' of trade; and 3d. Whether any additional Government storehouses will be necessary, if the 
system of deposit, now applicable to wines, teas, and distilled spirits, should be extended to merchandise 
of every description. 

In reply to the inquiry contained in the first member of the resolution, although the limited commerce 
of this place has afforded me the opportunity to acquire but little practical information on the subject, I 
have no doubt that the extension of the time within which merchandise may be exported, with the benefit • 
of debenture from one to two years, would produce a very salutary effect upon the revenue, and com
merce, and navigation of the United States. The character of our merchants for skill and enterprise in 
trade would induce them to import goods to a much larger amount, in proportion as the time was 
extended, within which they could export them with the benefit of debenture, as thereby a much fairer 
opportunity would be afforded to ascertain the state of the most important markets in the commercial 
world. The extensive markets which have been opened, and which are opening, to the commerce of this 
country by the revolution in South America, hold out strong inducements to our merchants to supply 
them with such European and other foreign goods as they consume. The extension of the time within 
which merchandise could be exported with benefit of debenture, aided by the skill and hardy enterprise of 
our seamen, would enable our merchants to meet the European merchants in those markets on something 
like equal terms. 

Taking into view the commerce of the country at large, I presume that the chances of frauds being 
practiced on the Government would be somewhat increased by extending the time within which merchandise 
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may be exported, with the benefit of debenture, if the deposit system shoulp. not be extended to merchandise 
of every description, because, in the event of such extension, the goods would generally pass through 
more hands, and thereby, as well as the increased difficulty of identifying them, the chances to commit 
frauds would be increased; these chances, however, might be greatly diminished, if not entirely removed, by 
proper legal regulations, such as requiring that the merchandise of every description entered for exporta
tion, with the benefit of debenture, should undergo a particular examination and inspection, and that 
marks or brands, known to all custom-house officers, should be placed on the bales, cases, packages, &c., 
containing such merchandise. 

In reply to the inquiry contained in the second member of the resolution, I have to remark, that I consider 
the present retention from the amount of duties paid as fully sufficient to cover all expenses attending the 
collection of such duties, as well as those attending the exportation of the· goods on which they accrued. 
In reply to the inquiry contained in the third and last member·of the resolution, I have to remark, that bere 
I do not believe it would be necessary to have any additional Government storehouses; if the system of 
deposit, now applicable to wines, teas, and distilled spirits, should be ~xtended to merchandise of every 
description, the revenue would thereby be completely protected against every species of fraud, until after 
the shipment for exportation, as the goods could always be identified, and no opportunity would exist 
until then of substituting other and inferior goods for those entered for exportation with the benefit of 
debenture. I, however, entertain the opinion that such an extension of the deposit system as appears to 
be contemplated by the resolution would be attended with serious inconvenience in the large commercial 
ports, and would completely counteract all the advantages likely to result from extending the time within 
which merchandise may be exported with the benefit of debenture. 

I have the honor to be, sir, with very great respect, your obedient servant, 
JAMES JOHNSON, Collector. 

Hon. SJUIL. L. SouTHARD, Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 

No.15. 

CusTolC-HousE, CoLLECTon's OFFICE, Savannah, May 21, 1825. 
Sm: Your favor of the 23d ultimo is received, enclosing a copy of a resolution of the 18th Congress in 

relation to the following points, viz: "Whether any, and if any, what, effect will be produced upon the 
revenue, commerce, and navigation of the United States by extending the time within which merchandise 
may be exported with the benefit of debenture from one to two years?" If the inquiry is intended to be 
general and comprehensive, embracing the aggregate revenue, commerce, and navigation of the United 
States, I reply, without hesitation, that in all ports enjoying a large export trade the revenue, commerce, 
and navigation of such ports will be considerably increased by the passage of a law based upon the 
principles of the resolution. In many of our large cities a correspondence has been opened with South 
America, by which information has been obtained in about sixty days, as to their markets, particularly on 
the Pacific. Hence, by this early information, we are enabled to compete with England e:<Len in her own 
manufactures. Our merchants, therefore, by husbanding a supply, may be the first to participate in all 
the benefits of a rising market. But, if the inquiry was intended to be confined to the district over which 
I preside, I reply, that at the present the port of Savannah enjoys comparatively but little export trade, 
and that, consequently, the revenue, commerce, and navigation will not be materially affected by a change 
in the laws. 

"What amount of duties ought to be retained to pay the disbursements of the Treasury upon this 
branch of trade?" 

If the present retention is deemed to be sufficient to repay the present disbursements upon this branch 
of trade, I cannot perceive that any additional retention will be necessary to repay disbursements in case 
of adcfttional trade, because the additional retention growing out of that trade will necessarily furnish the 
additional means to repay the expenses, except for the erection of additional storehouses. 

"Whether any additional Government storehouses will be necessary, if the system of deposit, now 
applicable to wines, teas, and distilled spirits, shall be extended to merchandise of every description?" 

The increase of export trade will for the most part be confined to our large commercial ports; they 
will become the depots to supply this branch of trade. If, therefore, their present warehouses are only 
equal to their present wants, it necessarily follows that in proportion to the increase of their trade will be 
the increased demand for additional storehouses. Perhaps it may not be too speculative to say that the 
revenue, commerce, and navigation of the United States will probably increase one-fourth if the proposed 

• arrangement is carried into effect; consequently the demand for additional warehouses will increa!i'. in the 
same ratio. In this point of view, therefore, the interest of the sums expended for the erection of ware
houses ought to be annually repaid either by the charges on storage or by an increase of the present retention. 

The foregoing answers are upon the construction which I have given to the resolution. The inquiries 
are general and the phraseology obscure. It is, therefore, more than probable that I have misconstrued 
the objects designed thereby to be effected. 

I am, respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JOHN STEVENS. 

Hon. SAMUEL L. SoUTHARD. 
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19TH CONGRESS.] No. 742. [lsT SESSION. 

REMISSION OF Dl'.TTIES ON SUGAR, IT BEING LIBELLED AS PORTUGUESE PROPERTY. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 17, 1826. 

Mr. SmTH, from the Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the petition of Otway Burns, made the 
following report: 

That it appears from the petition and the vouchers submitted in its support, that on the 14th of 
August, 1818, a brig, bearing the name of "Fortuna," entered the port of Beaufort, North Carolina, laden 
with sugar, molasses, cotton, and hides, and was regularly admitted to entry by the Collector of the port. 
That the master, who called himself Murphy, applied to the petitioner to become security for the duties 
on the said cargo; that from the conversation of Captain Murphy and the crew, and the appearance of the 
brig, he, the petitioner, was satisfied that she was engaged in fair trade, and being assured by counsel 
learned in the law that, as the cargo had been regularly entered in the custom-house, he could run no risk 
in purchasing the same, he did purchase a part thereof, to the amount of about $11,000, which fully 
secured him (as he then thought) for the amount of the bonds given; and further, he agreed to carry, on 
freight, the balance of the cargo, for its owner, in his vessels, to New York. It further appears, from the 
deposition of G. Rumley, clerk of the petitioner, that about twenty-four or thirty barrels of sugar were 
sold in Beaufort; that a part was shipped to Philadelphia, as is proved by the manifests of the schooners 
Ann and Jane, the proceeds whereof were paid to him; and the residue of the cargo he landed, to be 

• transported to New York, where it was seized by the Collector, on the ground that the papers accom
panying the goods were not regular; which seizure he relinquished on the receipt of the certificate of the 
Collector of Beaufort. That in the meantime the Portuguese Consul at New York libelled the sugar, &c., 
as Portuguese property, which, being proved, was, after near five years of contest, decreed to be the 
property of a subject of Portugal, by which decree the petitioner lost the amount he had paid on his 
purchase, the freight of his vessel, and was held bound for the duties for which he had given bonds at 
Beaufort. Those bonds, amounting to $8,334 22, had been put in suit, March, 1819, and judgment had, as 
of course, been obtained; the execution was suspended by order of the Treasury Department. In February, 
1823, the Marshal of New York paid into the Treasury the sum of $4,180 54, being for duties on the goods 
that had been libelled and sold by him. It further appears that the petitioner paid to the Collector, in 1823 
and 1824, the sum of $907 05, being the presumed amount of duties on that part of the cargo sold in 
Beaufort and Philadelphia, leaving a balance still due on the aforesaid bonds of $3,246 23, from the pay
ment of which, and the interest thereon, the petitioner prays to be released. 

The deposition of Mr. Arundle, the Collector who admitted the Fortuna to entry, states "that he has 
seen a statement of the sales of that part of the cargo which had been sold at Philadelphia, and that the 
duties thereon did not amount to more than five or six hundred dollars; and that he knew of but a small 
part of the goods sold in Beaufort." From which it does appear to your committee that the duties collected 
at N cw York on the articles libelled and sold there ought, in justice and fairness, to have been to an amount 
equal to the balance due on the bonds of the petitioner, after the payment of the $907 05 for the presumed 
amount of the duties payable on the part which had been sold at Beaufort and Philadelphia; and such 
appears to have been the opinion of Mr. Anderson, Comptroller of the Treasury, who, in his letter to the 
Hon. N. Macon, dated January 5, 1825, says: "If the goods were adjudged to be the property of Portu
guese subjects, and were directed to be restored to them, I am of opinion that Mr. Burns is not legally 
liable to the duties, and in such case relief could be afforded him by this Department, if judgment had not 
been obtained on the bonds given by him, in consequence of which the case is no longer considered within 
the competency of the Treasury." 

The committee are at a loss to account for the difference between the amount of duties recovered in 
N cw York and those bonded for by the petitioner at Beaufort. There might have been a loss in the weight 
of the sugar, arising from its frequent removals from one warehouse to another, from the loss of weight 
which naturally arises in sugar by its drying and the molasses draining from it. The extent, however, 
can only be accounted for from the belief that the duty at New York was levied on the articles, not being 
of that quality which was charged at Beaufort at 4* cents per pound, but on the quality, which, agree
ably to law, is chargeable at 3£0 cents per pound, which the petitioner has verbally informed the chairman 
he belieYed was the case. There is, however, no proof before the committee to substantiate that fact. 

The committee have ample proof submitted to them of the fair and honest character of the petitioner, 
signed by gentlemen of the first respectability, and are· of opinion that the prayer of the petitioner ought 
to be granted, and ask leave to submit a bill for his relief. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 743. [1ST SESSION. 

AFFAIRS OF THE BANK OF THE UNITED STATES. 

COlDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REiRESENTATlVES FEBRUARY 24, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 23, 1826. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 20th instant, I have the 

honor to transmit "the monthly statements of the affairs of the Bank of the United States for the year 
1825." 

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

The SPEAKER ef the Hou.se ef Representatives ef the United Stales. 
VOL. v-41 B 
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$39·1,0·12 46 
3,400 33 

986,802 56 
69,879 02 
62,267 79 

625,660 23 
142,758 10 
53,368 42 
35,965 82 
30,195 68 
42,537 09 

116,388 23 
24,644 14 

6,707 54 
11,294 18 
49,790 25 

128,78-J 83 
40,860 89 
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$275,000 00 

12,500 00 

s,soo 00 
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$168,300 04 
43,069 33 

240,506 84 
28,382 37 
37,924 06 

281,011 86 
50,213 27 

318,782 17 
85,739 29 
48,746 42 
21,511 76 
55,939 15 
19,795 35 
14,428 17 
2,832 71 

26,556 &J 

98,008 55 
1,870 40 
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,$3,293, 727 57 
12,835 32 

272,331 32 
51,852 32 
13,130 01 

868,923 97 
432,318 56 
&22,408 65 
123,404 89 
269,277 75 

10,689 34 
647,746 70 
43,965 67 
82,725 65 
78,020 25 
23,099 90 
41,604 58 

885,248 25 
60,005 70 

1----l----l---l----1-----l•----1----1----1----I --1----1----1--

34,005,019 63 1 13,001,051 46 I 181, 110 11 I 132,005 32 I 105,420 01 

At nonk Unite<! States: Fun<lcd debt United State~, (various) .................. .. 
Debt due by United States ................... , .. , ...... .. 
ForeJ1111 bills .. .. .. .. .. .. • • ............................ . 

16,368,760 33 \ 1,426,161 46 j 2,574,646 03 j 1,053,840 82 \ 353,934 3·1 \ 2,825,436 46 \ 296,300 00 j 1,543,618 63 \ 7,r.33,406 46 

$18,422,027 38 
5,267 32 

24,178 00 

!8, 451,472 70 

At Office, Baltimore: IJebt of S. Smith and n. & G, Williams and J. W, McCulloch .. 
Debt of G. Willinms ........................................ . 
Debt of' J, W, McCulloch ........................... , ....... .. 

~637,457 23 
269,874 85 
300,000 oo 

1,207,332 08 
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324 FIN.A.NOE. 

REO.A.PITUL.A.TION 

Funded debt United States, (various) . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . $18,422, 0-27 38 
Bills discounted on personal security ..... $22,862,162 15 

Capital stock ........................................ .. 
• Notes issued ......................................... . 

funded debt.......... 87,882 94 
bank stock .. ... ..... 5,527,744 68 

Domestic bills of exchange ............................. . 
Foreign bills of exchange ............................. .. 
Real estate ........................................... .. 
l\Iortgages, &c ............................... , ......... . 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 16,109,461 53 
Due from State banks................... 1,837,512 29 

Debt of Smith and B. G. Williams and 
J, W. llfoCulloch .................................... . 

Debt due by the United States .......................... . 
Deficiencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loans ............................................... ·•··••··••••··•· 
Expenses ................................ .......... ••••• 
Cash,-Notes of Bank United States and 

offices ....................... . 
Notes of State banks ........... . 
Specie ......................... . 

6,336, 763 06 
1,178,353 64 
6, 616, 049 98 

28,4i7, 789 i7 
2,467,398 10 

24,178 00 
1,362,266 72 

135,091 85 

17,946,973 82 

1,201,332 08 
5,267 32 

500,931 15 

1,882,853 12 
45,363 66 

14,131,166 68 

86,608,639 65 

Dividends unclaimed.... . ............................ . 
Discount, exchange, and interest , ..•.••...••.....••.... 
Profit and loss and contingent interest •.................. 
Due to Bank United States and offices • . $16,368, 760 33 
Due to State banks...... ...... ........ 1,426,161 46 

Seven per cent. stock ................................. . 
Six per cent. stock exchanged ........................ .. 
Baring Brothers & Co ................................. . 
Deposits on account of Treasurer United 

States ............................. .. 
Deduct overdrafts ................ . 

Deposits of public officers ............. . 
individuals •..•••...•••.•.•• 

2,825,436 46 
195,525 64 

2,629,910 82 
1,543,618 63 
7,533,406 46 

Special deposit of Treasury drafts ..................... . 
Contingent fund ............................. , ......... . 

[No. 'l43. 

On. 

$34,995,919 63 
13,001,957 46 

181,710 77 
165,429 91 
73·2,095 32 

17, 794,9-21 79 
1,053,840 82 

353,934 34 
2,574,646 03 

11,706,935 91 
296,300 00 

3,750,947 67 

86,608,639 65 

BANK OF TllE UNITED STATES, January 31, 1825. 
THOl\IAS WILSON, Cashier, 



Dn. 

Dute. Ilnnks, 

1825. 
l\fnrch l l Ilnnk United Stutes .. .. 
Feb. 21 Office, Portsmouth .... . 

24 Iloston, ...... .. 
24 
21 
23 
28 
26 
22 
19 
22 
15 
15 
ll' 
8 

12 
12 

Jnn. 24 
Feb, 23 

Providence ... .. 
Jinrtford ...... .. 
New York ... .. 
Ilnltlmoro .... .. 
Wnshlngton .. .. 
Richmond ..... . 
Norfolk ...... .. 
Fayetteville .. .. 
Charleston ••• , , 
Snvnnnnh •..... 
Lexington ..... . 
Louisville .... .. 
Chilicotho ..... . 
Cincinnati ..... . 
New Orlcnns ... 
Pittsburg ....... 

General statement Qf the Bank Qf the United States and its Qffi,ces ef Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$2,090,263 45 
392,997 25 
696,971 61 
374,231 79 
410,937 25 

3, 732, 623 91 
2,414,603 69 
1,228,499 40 
1,134,83516 

637,671 58 
464,303 73 

1,887,047 04 
500,469 69 

1,042,778 97 
1,078,990 35 

440,075 00 
1,305,174 11 
2,500,145 93 

718,325 07 

..!, = .e 
s 
""., 
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1 
= 0 
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!l * 1 
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$83,947 941$2,930, 580 00 
400 00 5,200 00 

39,400 00 46,600 00 
s,ooo 00 ............ .. 

11,200 00 

5,000 00 

27,265 00 
5,465 00 

4,950 00 
01,000 00 

1,418,880 76 
124,712 22 
43,9-23 70 
90,970 00 
30,500 00 

447,810 00 
15,193 00 

500 00 
6,500 00 
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~ 
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$474,998 65 
7,569 92 

244,936 75 
181,144 71 
83,789 94 

182,175 70 
135,154 13 
34,713 00 
27,425 00 

98,660 32 
742,113 89 
72,996 68 
37,485 87 
76,715 84 
10,960 00 

143,354 65 
573,705 GO 
45,374 08 
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$4,472 09

1 

.............. 
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$10,998,244 97 
042 13 ............. , 5, 678 14 

.............. .............. 2,179,270 96 

.............. .............. 40,795 54 

131,732 89 
22,9-25 41 
32,950 27 

$122,303 22 

7,834 84 , ............ .. 
74,402 96 ......... -.... . 
35,110 67 ............ .. 

987,731 70 J ............. . 

so, 700 00 2,194 36 

9,823 05 
603,339 06 
99,657 97 

199,331 75 
382,221 13 
287,420 14 
39,197 29 
2,969 59 

383,873 59 
23,314 96 
19,698 18 
46,207 80 
2,813 97 

189,661 30 
19,650 35 
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$889,229 011 ............. 1$1,293,001 19 1 $10,191 ss 
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$10,332 36 
414 23 

278,315 15 
3,671 04 

13,383 67 
47,894 81 
79,134 63 
27,287 05 
16,444 55 
31,801 81 

148,395 41 

.............. 1 95,747 64 , .............. I ............ .. 

.............. .............. .............. 845 00 

63,508 97 
7,950 50 

$33,058 90 
9,997 67 

305,804 46 

95,150 29 

21,087 05 
6,909 00 
9,868 87 

~~30 
~mH 
~GOO 
~-33 
~•w ~-~m 78 

~-82 

108,500 00 

.............. 

1 

.............. 

1 

.............. 
1 

1,000 oo 
• 71293 JS ........ ..... • 11,514 86 ............ .. 

74,881 721 7,723 141 .............. , ............ .. 
52, 680 63 13, 134 27 42,500 00 ....... , .... .. 

........ ..... .............. 14,123 13 ............. . 

3,795 35 
4,150 47 
2,423 96 
7,193 51 
5,313 56 

711 21 
2,753 90 
4,286 95 
2,683 54 
1,414 50 

338 29 
11,329 67 
3,369 56 
2,646 82 
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$829,868 06 
135,015 00 
477,630 00 
251,200 00 
167,375 00 
373,835 00 
353,525 00 
168,425 00 
64,675 00 

112,050 00 
43,600 00 

287,100 00 
924,770 00 
32,910 00 
59,955 00 

223,485 00 

809,085 00 
58,795 00 
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$322,281 36 
29,227 04 
35,415 00 
12,147 23 
18,464 00 

258,000 00 
74,913 93 
24,361 13 
39,673 98 
11,973 49 
12,385 00 

170,290 00 
39,039 00 
24,842 00 
9,295 19 

48,367 00 

43,585 00 
18,005 00 

C) ·g 
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$1,861,936 97 
43,980 13 

189,637 66 
49,842 47 
43,261 21 

,1, 101,937 15 
410,673 12 
103,545 97 
126,507 17 
96,149 02 
33,975 25 

364,136 87 
179,130 78 
58,865 53 
52,963 94 
48,996 02 
21,660 11 

963,857 91 
31,090 66 

23,056,944 98 I 181,277 94 I 5,257,319 68 I 3,173,274 79 I 1,384,802 96 I 124,497 58 I 16,133,169 74 j 11741,872 19 I 502,733 05 I 1,880,H3 57 I 134,691 85 04,002 ss 1 5,373,29s 06 11,rn2,205 35 I 5, 1s2,14s 54 
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Date. 

1825. 
March l 
J,'cb. 21 

24 
24 
21 
23 
28 
26 
2-2 
19 
22 
15 
15 
ll 
8 

12 
12 

Jan. 24 
Feb. 23 

General, statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and DPposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 

Danks. i 
* g 
g 

Dank United States .... $'24,045,919 63 
Office, Portsmouth..... 300,000 00 

Boston .. .. • • .. • 1,500,000 00 
Providence .. .. • 400,000 00 
Hartford.. .. • .. • 250, 000 00 
New York...... 2,500,000 00 
Baltimore .................... .. 
Washington,.... 500,000 00 
Richmond...... 1,000,000 00 

' Norfolk. .. • • .. .. 500,000 00 
Fayetteville .. .. 5001 000 00 
Charleston..... 1,500,000 00 
Savannah .. .. .. 1,000,000 00 
Lexington .................... .. 
Louisville .................... .. 
Chilicothc .................... .. 
Cincinnati •.• .. , ...... •••• •• •••, 
Now Orleans ... , J,000,000 00 
Pittsburg ...................... . 

'ii 
i;l 
,;!l 

! 
$1,993,849 96 

240,465 00 
797,835 00 
291,325 00 
399,117 50 
817,572 50 
897,4JO 00 
803,330 00 
745,640 00 
413,195 00 
262,965 00 

1,002,565 00 
1,014,510 00 

124,165 00 
124,770 00 
190,665 00 

3,660 00 
2,586,465 00 

]51, 702 50 
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$58,685 05 
87 50 

8,615 75 
1,255 00 

13,649 75 
1,rns 15 
4,068 50 
7,413 22 
3,670 00 

336 75 
23,578 00 
4,176 05 

192 50 
359 05 
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$596,595 14 

............ 

1 

861075 94 
254 75 ............ .. 

1,659 62 
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~ 
I .i 
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~ 

$24,763 15 
5,828 55 

13,77111 
81264 26 
6,093 15 

48,120 17 
ll91972 83 
13,550 89 
15,625 64 
4,606 24 
8,420 95 

38,615 05 
0,020 23 
6,638 51 
5,753 39 
2,878 50 
6,544 71 

33,470 26 
6,914 30 
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$234,452 88 l$2,o4o,oao 43 

no, 787 so 
22,210 66 
6,672 36 

304,370 54 
114,204 51 
29,629 67 
5,154 88 
8,581 62 
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$158,713 75 
33,047 40 

126,117 92 

158,457 40 
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$145,2(15 57 
500 00 

49,512 98 

25,260 03 
29,885 25 

••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 

10,os2 oo I .............. 1 39,oso 241 8,221 01 
1,266 57 ........................................ .. 

••••••••••••••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 

312 121 .............. 1 .............. 1 ............ .. 
2,202 33 ......................................... . 
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$494,592 20 
10,790 33 

] I 2661 903 18 
75,379 02 
62,671 47 

1,173,509 13 
112,119 44 
53,368 42 
87,450 27 
9,113 83 

59,605 84 
158,235 24 
31,039 39 
8,101 74 

10,931 91 
58,802 31 
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$275,000 00 
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$148,476 63 
2,988 65 

]43,359 64 
22,151 53 
26,306 55 

221,666 42 
33,678 96 

~4,8€3 69 
28,521 09 
19,425 12 
21,233 54 
35,509 49 
24,676 78 
14,520 22 
3,197 06 

21,277 64 

••••••••••••••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 
368,591211 .............. 1 .............. 1 ............ .. 

••••••••••••••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 

143,361 03 
40,026 64 

94,062 81 
2,831 69 
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$3,250,786 81 
11,293 09 

245,909 06 
44,885 41 
16,397 82 

884,276 23 
431,461 09 
239,278 73 
104,055 ~ 
278,059 74 

12,016 52 
869,047 30 
so, 143 83 
78,763 74 
82,549 54 
24,335 96 
36,472 78 

869,672 77 
50,345 10 

:11,005,919 63 j 13,011,207 46 j 133,530 021 684,330 70 j 285,857 89 j 3,750,947 67 I 15,818,76217 j 1,233,579 45 j 2,046,060 43 j 516,025 71 I 258,585 44 I 3,856,001 39 j 275,000 PO j 1,188,767 51 j 7,610,650 84 

At Dank United States: Funded debt United States, (various) •.• ; ..•••.•• , , •.•.• , 
Debt due by the United States ......................... .. 

• Foreign bills of c.~change .............................. .. 

$18,422, o-27 38 
5,267 32 

47,955 77 

At Office, Baltimore: Debtors. Smith nnd D. G. Wlllinmsnnd J. w. l\lcCulloeh .. 
Debt of G. Williams .............. , ...................... .. 
Debt of J, W. 111cCulloeh ................................ .. 

$637,457 23 
269,874 85 
300,000 00 

1,201,3~ os 
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1826.J AFFAIRS OF BANK OF UNITED ST.A.TES. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt United States, (various) ..•...•••••••••••••. SIS,422,0-27 38 
Bills di•counted on personal security .•.•• ~23,056,944 98 

funded debt...... . . . . 181,277 94 
bank stock •. ... . •. . . 5,257,319 68 

Domestic bills of exchange. • . . . . • . . . . • . . • • ••••••••••••••• 
Foreign bills of exchange •••••••••...•...•••••••••••••••• 
Real estate.... . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . • • . • • . . . . ••••••••••••••• 
Mortgages, &c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•. 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 16,133,169 74 
Due from State banks • . • . • • . . • • • . . • . . . . . 1, 741, 8i2 19 

Debt ors. SmiU1 and D. G. "IVilliams and 
J. "IV. McCulloch •..•••..••.•..••••...•••••••......... 

Debt due by the Umted States .......................... . 
Deficiencies .....................•...................... 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium, &c •••• ••••• •••••••.••• 

Expenses••••···••••• •······••••···•••• ••••·•••••••·•·· 
Cash.-Notes of Dank United States and 

offices••••••·•••··•• •••••••••• 
State banks •••••••••••.••••.•••• 

5,373,298 06 
1,192,265 35 

28,495, 542 60 
3,173,274 79 

47,955 77 
I,384,80-2 96 

]34,691 85 

17,875,041 93 

1,201,332 08 
5,267 32 

502,733 65 
1,880,343 57 

64,002 88 

6,565,563 41 

Capital stock .•...........•......•..••.. 1 ............... . 
N otcs issued. • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . • • . • • ....•••..••.... 
Dividends unclaimed .••...............•.•..••...••..... 
Discount, exchange, and interest ••••••.••••••.....•...•. 
Contingent fund •.••.••...........•.........••.••....... 
Profit and Joss and contingent interest ....•....••..•..••. 
'Due to Dank United States and offices .. $15,818,762 17 
Due to State banks..................... 1,233,579 45 

Seven per cent. stock ••.•.....•..•.••..•..•••..••••.••. 

!~~;rn::~~~:!'~;:~:::::::::: ::::;· :::: :::::::::::: 
Deposits on account of Treasurer United 

States • •• • • • • • • • . . . • . . • . . • . • • • . . • . • • . 3,856,001 39 
Deduct overdrafts...................... 124,497 58 

3, 731,503 81 
Deposits of public officers.............. 1,188,767 51 
Deposits ofindividuals. •..... ••.. •..... 7,610,650 84 

Specie•••••• •••• ••·•••••••··•·•· ·•··••••••·· •••• 5,782,148 54 Special deposit of Treasury drafts ••••••• ••••··••·· ••••.. 

85, 540, 728 73 

327 

CR. 

$34,995,919 63 
13,011,207 46 

133,530 0-2 
285,857 89 

3, 750, 947 67 
684,330 70 

17,052,341 62 

516,025 il 
258,585 44 

2,046, 060 43 

12,530, 9-22 16 

2,5,000 00 

85,540, 728 73 

Il.1.NK OF TIIE UNITED STATES, March J, 1825. 
J. ANDREWS, .!lssistant Cashier. 



DR. General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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Ul-25, 
Mar. 31 Bank United States .... $2,103,557 69 $89,193 96 $2,927,080 00 $611,436 60 $4,302 09 .............. $11,094,981 17 $708,311 79 .............. $1,293,961 19 $141,724 34 $15,603 6~ 

21 Office, PortsmouU1, .... 390,894 12 400 00 5,200 00 9,726 74 942 13 $35,597 63 2,646 37 •••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. 1,064 23 

24 Boston ......... 865,616 45 111,800 oo 63,800 00 226,427 23 
•••••••••••••• 

.............. 2,739,090 82 104,740 15 .............. 95,829 39 .............. 4,468 86 

24 Providence ..... 405,444 20 .............. 8,000 oo 154,907 53 .............. .............. 28,724 21 s,212 29 .............. ·········-···· .............. 1,495 00 

28 Hartford ....... 406,482 16 .............. 3,450 00 94,562 42 .............. •••••••••••••• 52,825 97 9,559 83 $33,058 90 .............. .............. 1,302 45 

30 New York ...... 4,159,331 39 21,200 00 111,000 00 193,528 10 ••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 633,948 61 132,018 26 9,997 67 86,424 30 ............. 5,908 56 

28 Baltimore ...... 2,456, 944 32 .............. 1,s66,880 76 179,170 93 131,735 53 .............. 86,721 91 118,729 69 305,804 46. 110,657 34 .............. 4,351 35 

26 Washington .... 1,218,307 26 .............. 118,061 22 31,770 70 23,872 66 269,700 46 195,546 20 26,134 82 .............. 22,400 00 .............. 3,853 96 

22 Richmond ...... 1,009,106 65 .............. 49,923 70 54,997 15 32,950 27 .............. 237,723 87 42,126 42 94,650 29 35,555 33 •••••••••••••• 8,114 99 

19 Norfolk ........ 636,617 24 5,000 00 93,270 00 .............. .............. 11,404 26 300,216 09 7,302 71 .............. 29,639 69 .............. 5,930 77 

22 Fayetteville .... 454,995 17 .............. 30,500 00 109,oss 63 .............. •••••••••••••• 5,860 04 115,596 16 21,087 05 28,498 49 .............. 1,509 39 

15 Charleston ..... 1,856,597 48 39,515 00 394,010 00 60-2,432 53 .............. .............. 27,648 43 25,074 13 6,909 00 67,727 78 108,500 00 4,809 23 

22 Savannah ...... 531,424 23 .............. 58,705 00 32,330 68 7,917 11 .............. 419,960 92 7,950 50' 9,868 87 41,714 97 •••••••••••••• 4,993 31 

11 Lexington ...... 1,040,388 96 •••••••••••••• ............. 47,765 91 74,002 96 .............. 31,065 24 •••••••••••••• .............. .............. 7,000 00 3,410 32 

8 Louisville ...... 1,081,013 15 .............. •••••••••••••• 86,438 51 33,729 83 .............. 27,655 32 7,314 93 .............. 11,514 86 .............. 2,240 25 

19 Chilicothc ..... 456,417 00 .............. .............. 10,960 00 •••••••••••••• .............. 69,123 87 .............. .............. .............. •••••••••••••• 1,301 34 

.Feb. 12 Cirtcinnnti, •••• 1,305, 174 11 ............... 500 00 143,354 65 987,731 70 .............. 2,813 97 74,881 72 7,723 14 ............. •••••••••••••• 11,329 67 

Mar, 7 New Orleans ... 2,380,395 89 ............. 6,500 00 882,861 46 •••••••••••••• .............. 532,975 20 51,198 00 13,134 27 42,500 00 .............. 6,294 81 

23 Pittsburg ....... 737,764 65 •••••••••••••• .............. 49,531 60 so, 700 00 2,194 36 20,539 20 14,00~ 00 .............. 14,123 13 .............. 3,004 16 

23,592,472 12 267,108 96 5,437,480 68 3,611,llOl 37 1,383,884 28 318,896 71 10,510,067 41 1,453, 151 40 502,233 65 1,880,546 47 257,224 34 90,986 27 
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$449,278 06 $323,916 ,23 

125,205 00 17,447 44 
488,990 00 25,125 00 
222,195 00 13,788 00 
69,965 00 21,912 00 

479,952 00 183,000 00 

300,380 00 83,136 26 

120,145 00 18,057 22 

164,085 00 82,226 84 
69,695 00 10,762 59 

191,630 00 22,479 00 
224,050 00 175,450 00 
805,040 00 68,596 00 
32,910 00 26,192 00 

122,845 00 10,713 51 
174,055 00 13,141 00 .............. •••••••••••••• 257,105 00 82,075 00 
so,210 oo 20,305 00 

4, 383, 935 06 1, 19S, 323 09 

' 
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$1,689,261 73 
43,067 63 

279,609 97 
46,185 98 
42,948 99 

1,049,169 47 
346,-073 12 
89,246 85 
94,578 21 
94,469 75 
48,313 50 

360,885 03 
208,392 52 
54,801 63 
32,425 54 
48,307 72 
21,660 11 

0-29,103 91 
41,659 24 
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General, statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Di,scount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. Cn. 
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Dnnk United States .... $24,045,919 63 $2, 053, 849 96 
216,465 00 
707,185 00 
291,325 00 
395,932 50 
794,057 50 
aaa,ooo oo 
887,680 00 
734,515 00 
421,105 00 
330,965 00 

$51,475 30 
77 50 

7,133 25 
870 00 

$540,ll77 47 $46,042 771$3,750,947 67 es, 210, sos 03 
25,908 98 

301,771 21 
21,893 30 
11,890 51 

$2·18,858 17 1$1,395,800 00 9107,456 20 
14,157 90 
93,866 26 

$85,560 02 
500 00 

39,909 51 

$211,726 59 . $812, 043 24 
28,878 37 

210,427 07 
20,892 82 
37,453 28 

279,104 38 

$3,113,602 63 
8,774 87 

228,660 24 
49,117 26 
13,045 95 

756,615 32 

$635,860 67 

21 j Office, Portsmouth..... 300,000 oo 
24 Doston .. .. . .. .. 1,500,000 00 
24 
28 
30 
28 
26 
22 
19 
22 
15 
22 
11 
8 

19 
J,'eb. 12 
l\Jnr. 7 

23 

Providence .. .. . 400,000 00 
Hartford........ 250,000 00 
N cw York.. .. .. 2,500, 000 00 
Baltimore ................... .. 
Washington.... 500,000 00 
Richmond...... 1,000,000 00 
Norfolk.... .... 500,000 00 
Fnycttcvillc .. .. 500,000 00 
Charleston. .... 1,500,000 00 
Snvannnh .. .. .. 1, ooo, 000 00 
Lexington .. , ................. .. 
Louisville .................... .. 
Chilicotbc .................... .. 
Cincinnati .................... . 
New Orleans... 1,000,000 00 
Pittsburg ...................... . 

1,00f.!,565 00 
1,043, 780 00 

121,285 00 
133,260 00 
190,305 00 

3,060 oo 
2,579,490 00 

151,702 50 

0,024 75 
5,898 oo 
3,883 50 
6,548 22 
2,930 00 

259 25 
15,990 50 
1,976 05 

192 50 
252 80 159 98 

............ , 86,075 94 
254 75 ............ .. 

1,659 62 

7,428 67 ............. . 
l!l,756 91 ,.., ........ .. 
u,112 55 
9,275 23 

78,395 48 
46,003 69 
16,53-2 35 
19,474 99 
5,739 76 

10,679 79 
50,099 68 
10,352 68 
10,033 16 
8,583 68 
4,823 89 
6,544 71 

61,941 23 
10,102 71 

709,315 02 
5,133, 729 13 

56,555 48 
23,897 05 
36,968 73 

109,855 49 
• 249,995 80 

1,984 84 
1,010,105 14 
1,100,173 86 

462,953 07 
2,422,415 G4 

98,575 72 
822,409 92 

205,198 61 
17,027 74 
1,108 10 

241,591 41 
55,315 87 
40,600 21 
5,908 13 

25,720 32 

131,192 69 

2,025 65 

18,260 03 
9,636 87 
7,981 33 

.............. 

1 

.............. 

1 

14,660 oo I 2,415 13 
1,357 32 ........................................ .. -

312 72 , .............. , .............. , ........... .. 

3,115 45 I•••••••••• ••••I•••••••••• ••••I•••••••••••••• 

123,803 33 1 .............. 1, ............. 1 ............ .. 

1,002,589 81 
77,013 54 
10,702 15 

1,sso,9211s 
60,855 09 
53,368 42 
63,339 72 

40,785 29 
157,399 08 

9,092 00 
6,600 96 
4,688 87 

34,878 33 

161,261 35 
38,797 44 

132,316 15 
311,865 08 
50,284 87 
27,438 74 
!!9,003 12 
41,307 53 
22,185 37 
14,181 72 
8,10s 48 

46,47-l 70 

110,344 97 
2,723 22 

562,162 95 
231,104 78 
92,070 74 

214,515 55 
8,000 49 

889,145 89 
105,265 85 
95,138 54 
76,053 51 
30,755 49 
36,472 78 

1,048,472 19 
48,635 93 

34,995,919 63 I 13,122,811 46 I 103,766 37 I 628,473 011 432,223 93 I 3,750,947 67 I 11:1,020,903 92 I 970,577 38 I 1,305,800 oo I 363,35810 I 104,202 8011,009,920 42 I 2,rns,930 1117,637,619 96 

At Bank United States : Funded debt United States, (vnrious) .......... , , ...... . 
Debt due by the United States ................ , ....... .. 
Foreign bills of exchange ............................. .. 

$20,872, 027 38 
5,267 32 

40,922 43 

At Office, Baltimore: Debt of S. Smith nnd Buebnnnn, George Willinms, and J. w. 
• McCulloch ............................................. .. 
Debt of J. Williams ....................................... .. 
Debt of G. W. McCulloch ....................... " ...... "" 

$637,457 23 
269,874 85 
300,000 00 

1,201,332 08 

25,499 55 

661,360 22 
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330 FIN.A.NOE. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt United States, (various) ...•..•.•.•.•...•.•. S20,B72,0-27 38 
Bills discounted on personal security..... $23,59-2,4i2 12 

funded debt.......... 267,108 96 
bank stock •. ... . . . .. 5,437,480 68 

Domestic bills of exchange ..•.•.•...•... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Foreign bills of exchange.... . . • . • • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Real estate . . . • . . . . . • • • • . • . . • • • . • • . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mortgages, &c •••••• ,... ••• . . • . . . •..... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Due from Bank United States aud offices. 16,510,067 41 
Due from State banks ....... •••••·...... 1,453,151 40 

Debt of S. Smith and Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. '\V. McCulloch.•••• ...... • • ........ • • ... . 

Debt due by the United States .•..••••••. •• •• • • •• • •• • ••• 
Deficiencies .................................. • • .. •· • • • • 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium on 

29,297, 061 76 
3,611,291 37 

40,9-22 43 
1,383,884 28 

257,224 34 

17,963,218 81 

1,201,332 08 
5,267 32 

502,233 65 

loan, &e •• .. •••. •.•..• •• .• .••... •. .• •••••• •• •• •••••• 1,880,546 47 

Capital stock . . . .. • . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . ••••....••..... 
Notes issued ............•.....•.........•....•......•.. 
Dividends unclaimed .•.......•.•.......••.••......•••.. 
Discount, exchange, and interest ........ ............... . 
Contingent fund ..................................... . 
Profit and loss and contingent interest ...•...••.••.•..... 
Due to the Bank of the United States 

and offices........................... $18,0-20,903 92 
Due to State banks • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . 9i0,577 38 

Seven per cent. stock ••...••.......•... • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • 
Six per cent. stock exchanged ...•......•• • • • • •••••••••• 
Treasury note stock ....••..•••••.......••• • .... •• •••••• 
Daring Brothers & Co ..•••....•.••.•••• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •. 
Deposits of Treasurer United States.... 4,099,9-20 42 
Deduct overdrafts, &c...... •... ••.. •... 318,896 71 

Expenses ••..•..•.. ••••···•·• •••. •..••. •••••• •••• •••••• 90,986 27 Deposits ofpnblic officers•••••· •••••••• 
3,781,023 71 
2,185,930 11 
7,637,619 96 Cash.-Notes of Bank United States and / Deposits ofindividuals •••..•••••...•••• 

offices . • • • . . . • • • • . . • • . . • . . • . . 4,383,935 06 

[No. 'l43. 

CR. 

$34, 995, 919 63 
13,122,817 46 

103,766 37 
43-2,223 93 

3,750,947 67 
628,473 01 

18,991,481 30 
363,358 70 
164,29-2 89 
661,360 22 

1,395.800 25 

13,604,573 78 
Notes of State banks............ 1,198,323 09 Specinl deposit of Treasury drafts ..................................... . 
Specie . • . . • • • . . . . . • . • • • • • • . . . . . 5,520, 760 90 

11,103,019 05 

ss, 215,015 21 88,215,015 21 

DA'NK OF Tm: UNITED STATES, March 31, 1825. 
THOMAS WILSON, Caslaicr. 



Dn. 

Date. Dnnk~. 

1825. 
April 291 Dnnk United States ... . 

2;; Office, Portsmouth ... .. 
21 Boston ........ . 
20 
25 
27 
25 
23 
26 
23 
19 
IO 
19 
8 

lJl 
2 

:liar. 28 
April 20 

Providence ••.•• 
Ilnrtford ........ 
New York •••••. 
Dnllimorc ...... . 
Wnshington .. .. 
Richmond .... .. 
Norfolk ....... . 
Fnycltevillc .•••. 
Charleston .... .. 
Snvnnnnh ..... .. 
Lexington .... .. 
Louisville .... .. 
Chilicothc .. , •••• 
Cinclnnntl .•.•.• 
New Orleans ... 
Pittsburg., •••••• 
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.;,!,612,847 95 
391,249 45 
735,278 6•1 
412,888 56 
429,975 21 

4,605,066 :JS 
2,543, 7,19 18 
1,209,920 30 
1,112,302 62 

638,716 10 
461,828 47 

1,054,168 87 
602,055 02 

1, 032, 59-2 5·1 
1,079,050 23 

459,711 00 
1,323,996 76 
2,278,915 29 

757,868 21 

General statement rf the Bank rf the United Stale.s and its Offices rf Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$40,800 00 
400 00 

2,100 00 

10,500 oo 

5,ooo 00 

44,785 00 
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$2,U'J:l, 866 36 
s,200 oo 

68,600 00 
7,700 00 
6,450 00 

86,ooo oo 
1,749,055 76 

117,541 22 
49,923 70 
81,900 00 
30,500 oo 

439,380 00 
58,705 00 

500 00 
6,000 00 
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$656,032 25 
4,600 00 

322,43:2 33 
152,544 69 
88,002 42 

165,386 27 
223,772 83 
21,673 00 
39,069 01 

92,104 74 
557,689 38 
97,472 88 
47,550 93 
99,860 38 
10,960 00 

143,354 65 
835,216 32 
58,230 37 
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$·1,302 09 l .............. 1$11,066,550 32 
042 13 $"..5,480 52 2,370 30 

........ ..... • .. .. .... ...... 2,639,128 01 

.............. .............. 21,267 21 

131, 7•13 53 
29,633 79 
32,519 27 

7,85·1 40 
74,002 96 
33,729 83 
6,027 24 

1,012, 79-2 11 

82,200 00 

228,726 75 

7,070 7,1 

25,875 05 

2,194 36 

32,651 81 
2,473, 123 50 

37,681 61 
264,141 20 
222,160 22 
332,2•15 79 

5,935 46 
347,796 52 
485,921 04 
43,816 15 
39,712 59 
64,979 24 
2,813 97 

470,699 55 
6,581 36 
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$739,:: l:::::::::::::t:~~~:~~-~~.I.~~~·.~~~.~~. 
74,790 59 
1,426 82 

26,379 76 
230,879 94 
125,186 11 
31,988 74 
32,611 72 
11,068 44 

113,473 66 

126,865 50 

$33,058 00 
9,997 67 

305,804 46 
10,063 57 
94,650 29 

21,087 05 
6,909 00 
9,868 87 

96,904 02 1 ............ .. 
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~mM 
~-00 
~•m 
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.............. 1 .............. 1 .............. 1 7,000 OU 
7,314 93 ............. , ll,514 86 ........... .. 

41,674 351 7,723 141 .............. , ............ .. 
51, 755 44 13,134 27 42,500 00 ...... , ...... . 

.......... .... ...... ........ 14,123 13 ............ .. 
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$20,091 07 
1,064 23 
4,468 86 
1,960 37 
1,302 45 
7,237 34 
5,450 93 
4,916 07 
0,156 57 
6,620 72 
1,803 04 
G,447 38 
5,793 OJ 
3,795 31 
2,992 29 
J,ao3 84 

17,446 04 
G,787 88 
3,448 81 
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~ 00 

$836,373 06 
123,285 00 
494,090 00 
231,130 00 
67,495 00 

416,139 00 
3-21,150 00 
121,040 00 
264,200 00 
53,350 00 

180,910 00 
55,825 00 

542,870 00 
31,920 00 

104,985 00 
172,150 00 

632,095 00 
51,185 00 
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$283,109 29 
23,555 18 
39,511 00 
7,332 09 

13,340 00 
412,000 00 
62,471 38 
17,828 48 
58,408 00 
19,099 96 
21,699 00 
95,690 00 
91,190 00 
17,362 00 
14,303 51 
10,940 00 

83,390 00 
17,456 00 

., 

... 
i 

$665,866 73 
41,414 64 

297,351 81 
56,091 3l 
42,920 28 

609,781 19 
173,000 00 
46,991 56 
88,367 83 
76,800 00 
48,163 11 

355,535 04 
209,288 00 
46,745 50 
3·1,552 12 
52,660 10 
10,015 88 

862,763 71 
15,909 21 

21,042,1so 78 j 103,585 oo I 5,6a1,2;12 04 I 3,01s,os2 45 I 1,115,747 35 I 290,248 32 I 18,559,575 85 I 1,015,357 111 s12,297 2211,881,01146 I 1'19,931 82 I 112,155 2114,100,102 06 I 1,2ss,6ss 89 j a,134,218 03 
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Date, 

1825, 
April 29 

25 
21 
20 
25 
27 
25 
23 
26 
23 
19 
l9 

19 
8 
5 

16 
2 

Mar. 28 
April 20 

General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discoimt and Deposit at the dates hei·ein meiitioned-Continued. 

Banks, ~ 
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g 
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Bank United States.... &-24, 045, 919 63 
Offieo, Portsmouth..... 300,000 00 

Boston......... 1,500,000 oo 
Providenco .. .. . 400,000 00 
Hartford.. .. .. .. 25, 000 00 
New York...... 2,500,000 oo 
Baltimore .................... .. 
Washington.... 500,000 00 
Richmond .. .. .. 1,000,000 00 
Norfolk.... .. .. 500,000 00 
Fayettoville..... 500,000 00 
Charleston. .... 1,500,000 oo 
Savannah ...... , 1,000,000 00 
Lexington .................... .. 
Louisvillo ..................... . 
Chilicotho .................... .. 
Clncinnatl, ................... .. 
New Orleans.... 1,000,000 00 
Pittsburg ...................... .. 

"' "' _; 

I 
$2, 054, 909 96 

246,090 00 
790,090 00 
291,2-25 00 
395,932 50 
788,437 50 
879,055 00 
887,680 00 
793,885 00 
420,575 00 
329,750 00 

1,059,125 oo 
1,043,475 00 

121,285 00 
133,260 00 
190,305 00 

3,660 00 
2,919,490 00 

151,312 50 
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$49,!lll 55 
45 00 

5,795 75 
370 00 
810 00 

5,549 75 
4,755 50 
2,781 00 
6,140 72 
1,630 00 

190 50 
11,440 50 

950 00 
192 50 
252 80 
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$310,352 94 $3,750,947 67 
9,912 31 ............ .. 

23,957 27 ............ .. 
13,531 23 ............ .. 
11,905 73 ............. . 

116,183 15 ............ .. 
70,116 56 ............. . 
21,034 84 ............. . 
25,579 29 
8,142 38 

12,724 34 
72,543 86 
14,505 73 
12,688 69 
10,648 53 
6,244 06 
8,963 98 

74,044 65 
13,124 38 
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$5,817,364 75 
17,938 92 

434,244 91 
23,242 45 
10,974 55 

1,367,571 92 
5,380,267 22 

28,359 89 
47,610 47 
9,013 14 

73,545 23 
83,863 12 
15,144 96 

1,066,881 38 
1,175,121 16 

469,684 50 
2,423,667 08 

130,073 39 
742,439 87 
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&-249, 785 75 1$1,172,990 71 

168,330 21 
33,381 24 
2,528 75 

184,524 28 
54,772 96 
48,274 01 
31,559 59 
28,333 50 
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$76,898 85 
12,291 90 
75,011 04 

118,245 69 

1,485 65 
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34,625 91 
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8,552 oo 
7,981 33 
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$110,764 39 

8,131 74 
113,274 32 

91,374 83 
2,909 94 

22,899 64 

58,128 oo 
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12,660 oo I 549 75 I 9,256 97 
29,664 23 ...................................................... .. 

312 721 .............. 1 .............. 1 .............. 1 ............. . 
2,377 13 ...................................................... .. 
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55,484 51 
114,000 15 
16,131 63 

11,869 15 
53,934 29 

01,084 24 , .............. , .............. , .............. , .............. , 122,161 79 
.... .... ...... .............. ...... .... .... .... .......... ...... ........ 35,628 68 
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$247,164 49 
13,847 05 

201,875 85 
24,815 47 
33,155 11 

246,285 75 
47,254 31 

298,791 63 
37,752 10 
48,529 68 
!15, 798 2•1 
45,284 92 
21,042 99 
33,961 50 
7,117 31 

30,075 05 

121,613 50 
3,568 37 
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$3,457, 192 29 
11,528 25 

206,388 42 
38,316 28 
18,522 51 

836,019 25 
4~2,484 31 
254,208 27 
91,256 a1 

246,187 74 
8,510 20 

965,101 70 
138,980 51 
95,652 27 
89,434 07 
26,170 49 
37,949 90 

853,935 14 
61,463 03 

34j99s,910 63 I 13,505,542 46 I 90,310 a2 I 614,547 98 I 836,20a 92 I 3, 1so,941 67 1 19,311,008 91 953,os6 61 I 1,112,990 11 I 206,593 1a 92,084 84 I 358,6ll sa I 5,100,250 oo I 1,487,934 22 I s,sso,300 04 

At Bank of United States: Funded debt United States, (various) ................. , ............ $20,858,600 00 At Office, Baltimore: Debt of S, SmiU1 and B, G. Williams and James W. McCuUoch ....... .. 
Debt duo by the United States ................................ , .. .. 5,267 32 Debt of G, Williams ..... , ............... , ................. , ........ .. 
Foroign bills of exchange ....... , ... , ......... , ....... ,............ 137,496 52 Debt of J. W, McCulloch .. , ............. , .......................... .. 

$637,457 23 
269,874 85 
300,000 oo 

1,201,332 08 
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1826.J AFF-AIRS OF BANK OF UNITED STATES. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the UnitedStates,(various) •••••••..••.... $20,858,600 QO 

Bills discounted on personal security .•.•. 824,642,180 78 
Capital stock... . • • • • . . . . . • . • . . • . . • • . . • . • •••.••.....•... 
Notes issued ••..•.•• , •.•..••..••••••..••••••.••••.•... 

funded debt.......... 103,585 00 
bank stock........... 5,631,222 04 

Domestic bills of exchange .•• ••• •••..•....•••.••••••••••• 
Foreign bills of exchange .••.•••••...•.•.••...•.••••••.•. 
Real estate ..•.•.•....•••••••••••...•..•••.••....•...•••• 
Mortgages, &c., ................... , .................. , .. 
Due from Bank United States and offices. lS,559,575 85 
Due from State banks .... ,., ••••• •••·•• 1,615,357 77 

Debt of S. Smith and B. G, Williams and 

30,376, 987 82 
3,615,952 45 

137,496 52 
1,415,747 35 

149,931 82 

20,174,933 62 

Dividends unclaimed •••••••....•••.• , ................. . 
Discount, exchange, and interest •.••••.•••••• , .....•.••• 
Contingent fund ••••.•••••..•••.•• •••••. ••••·• ••••••••• 
Profit and Joss and contingent interest .................. . 
Due to Bank United States and offices .•• $19,317,008 91 
Due to State banks ............. ••••.... 953,656 61 

Baring Brothers & Co •••••• ••••••••·••• ·•·••••••••• •••• 
Seven per cent. stock. •.•.•••••••••.........•..•..••.••. 
Six per cent. stock exchanged ......................... . 
Treasury note stock ................................... . 

J. W, McCulloch •• ,, ................... , •••.•• , .••. ,. 1,207,332 08 Deposits of Treasurer United States .••.. 5,100,250 00 
290,248 32 Debt due by United States, .... , .••..•...• , •• • . . • •. ••••.. 5,267 32 Deduct overdrafts, &c •• ., ••••• •• ...... . 

Dclicieucics ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••·••••··· 512,297,22 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loau •••••••• •••••···••••••••••••••••·· •••··••••••••••• 1,8811917 46 Deposits of public officers, ............. . 
Expenses ................................ •••••••••···•··· 112,155 21 Deposits of individuals .•••••.••••.••••• 
Cash.-Notcs Bank U. States and offices.. 4,700,192 06 

Notes of State banks.••••••...... 1,288,685 89 
Specie..... . . . . . • • • • . • • •• . • • . • • • • 3, 734,218 03 

9,723,095 98 

90,171,714 85 

4,810,001 68 
1,487,934 22 

;,889,300 94 

333 

CR. 

$34,995, 919 63 
13,505,542 46 

90,370 32 
836,203 9-2 

3,750,947 67 
614,547 98 

20,270,665 52 
1,172,990 71 

296,593 13 
92,084 84 

358,611 83 

14, 187,2$ 84 

90,171,714 85 

B.uuc or TltE UNITED ST.1.TEs, May 2, 1825. 
THOl\IAS WILSON, Cashier. 



Dn. 

Date, Banks, 

1825, 

May 30 I Bank United States .. .. 
23 Office, Portsmouth, .. .. 
26 Boston, ...... .. 
26 
23 
25 
30 
21 
24 
21 
24 
17 
17 
13 
10 
14 
14 

Apl'il 25 
May 25 

Providence , , , , , 
Ilnrtford ...... .. 
NcwYorlc .... .. 
Baltimore ..... . 
Washington .. .. 
Richmond,,, .• , 
Norfolk ...... .. 
Fayetteville ... . 
Ollnrlcstou, ••••• 
Savannah•··••• 
Lexington,,, •• , 
Louisville .... .. 
Ohilicotlic, .. .. 
Cincinnati ..... . 
New Orleans ... . 
Pittsburg,.,, •• , 

General statement of the Banla of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$'2, 909, 786 44 
409,130 49 

1,241,974 29 
401,864 44 
461,539 19 

4,687,067 05 
2,636,0:M 48 
1,198,695 54 
1,115,595 31 

632,263 31 
438,504 21 

1,076,854 07 
604,166 17 

1,024, 751 16 
1,073,558 19 

455,308 30 
1,321,594 15 
2,384,234 50 

736,265 88 
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$60,355 52 
400 uo 

2,100 00 

10,000 00 

1,600 00 

33,685 00 
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$520,616 36 
5,200 oo 

80,500 00 
7,700 00 
5,250 00 

66,000 00 
1,774,055 76 

125,241 22 
49,923 70 
76,190 00 
31,300 00 

412,330 00 
57,495 00 

···············•·············· 
500 00 

2,000 00 
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$832,541 68 $4,302 09 .............. $10,716,974 38 
6,130 10 942 13 $25,295 48 2,801 39 

258,458 65 .... "" """ .......... ., .. 2,181,866 99 
149,042 99 ...... .... .... .... .......... 15,568 32 
~6, 002 42 , .. .. • .. .. .. • ............ , 13, 151 12 

204,004 71 .. • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. .. 3,059,002 25 
220,989 86 128,276 84 ...... .... .... 73,073 77 
22,255 00 33,155 74 321,247 60 148,485 68 

133, 726 99 32,536 87 ...... ., .. .. .. 177, 337 32 
.. .. .... ...... .. .. .... ...... .. .... .... .. .. 497,177 78 

72,835 64 
363,211 24 
107,478 51 
49,986 48 

111,557 13 
10,960 00 

143,354 65 
846,508 79 
79,169 52 

8,090 64 
74,002 96 
33,729 83 
6,593 62 

1, 018, 763 53 

82,200 00 

26,490 9;; 

4,011 03 

5,081 21 
589,053 43 
543,044 09 
55,344 71 
50,847 16 
68,538 41 
7,796 75 

1,082, 769 10 
17,419 10 
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$33,058 90 
9,997 67 

305,804 46 
10,063 57 
94,650 29 

21,087 05 
6,909 00 
9,868 87 

71314 93 I"""",.,.,, 

97,688 07 1 ............ .. 

86,424 30 ............ .. 
110,657 34 ............ .. 
■,400 00 ............ .. 
35,555 33 ............ .. 
29,639 69 ............ .. 
32,428 49 ............ .. 
67, 7i/,7 78 ............. . 
42,084 89 ............. . 

1,000 00 
11,514 86 1 ............ .. 

38,007 6B I 7,723 141""" '"'""I""" ...... .. 
62,530 72 13,134 27 42,500 00 ............ .. 

.............. ...... ........ 14,123 13 ............ .. 
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$2Q,482 17 
1,391 66 
4,468 86 
2,298 20 
1,302 45 
9,558 88 
6,842 80 
5,406 06 

10,195 03 
1,209 60 
3,004 95 
7,972 l!6 
6,607 52 
3,961 46 
3,747 21 
1,529 92 

19,719 92 
8,085 10 
3,824 61 
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$332,774 75 
16,983 22 
95,954 00 
6,506 43 

19,456 00 
306,000 00 
73,311 90 
15,239 96 
44,285 31 
10,303 13 
34,241 00 

139,920 00 
127,797 00 
19,197 00 
24,114 51 
22,690 00 

78,440 oo I 135,925 oo 
27,325 00 q, 900 00 
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Date, I 

1825, 
.IIny 30 

23 
26 
26 
23 
25 
30 
21 
24 
21 
2·1 
17 
17 
13 
10 

14 

14 
April 25 
l\lny 25 

Genel'<il statement cf the Bank cf the United Stales and its Offices cf Discount and Deposit at the dales hel'ein mentioned-Continued. 

Dnnks. I ... 
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Dank United States .... $24,045,919 63 

Office, Portsmouth ..... aoo,ooo oo 

Doston ......... 1,500,000 oo 

Providence •.•.• 400,000 00 

Hartford ........ 250,000 00 

New York ...... 2,500, 000 00 

Baltimore ...... ................ 
Washington .... 600,000 00 

Richmond •..... 1,000,000 00 

Norfollc ........ 500,000 00 

Fayetteville .... 500,000 00 

Charleston ..... 1,500, 000 00 

Savannah ....... 1, ooo, 000 00 

Lexington ...... ................ 
Louisville ...... ................ 
Chilicothe ...... ................ 
Cineinnati ...... 

•••••••••••••••• New Orleans ... 1,000,000 00 

Pittsburg ....... ................ 
34, 995, 919 63 
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e2, 101,009 96 
245,580 00 
794,570 00 
301,045 00 
346,722 50 
915,997 50 
877,350 00 
885,900 00 
793,065 00 
415,945 00 
328,230 00 

1, 05:l, 535 00 
884,435 00 
121,285 00 
133,260 00 
190,305 00 

3,610 00 
2,919,490 00 

160,912 5~ 

13,475,147 46 
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$24,051 05 
20 00 

4,003 25 
2-15 00 
810 00 

3,959 75 
4,295 50 
2,281 00 
5,628 22 
1,101 50 

190 50 

4,380 50 
950 00 
117 50 
227 80 
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l,l391,642 27 1$3,901,385 83 

............ , 86,075 941""" ...... .. 
24 751 .......................... .. 

............ 1,659 62 ............. . 

56,352 a-.i I 110,377 831 3,901,385 83 

At Dnnk United Stntcs: Funded debt of tho United States,'(various) ......... , .. .. 
Debt due by the United States ........................ .. 
.Foreign bills ............................... , .... , .. , , .. , 
Baring Drothcrs & Co., Lomlon ....................... .. 
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$6,711,508 36 
34,073 68 

310,129 91 
17,977 77 
2,128 89 

1,363,391 24 

5,423,469 40 
36,171 48 
91,603 60 
14,4•10 56 

108,669 75 
77,347 51 
14,769 96 

1,071,7,04 27 
1,180,436 44 

469,564 15 
2,117,390 90 

171,176 30 
746,297 39 

20,202,311 56 

$20,858,600 00 
5,267 32 

119,039 11 
128,737 29 

21,111,043 72 
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$419,281 66 
1,015 67 

71,883 64 
21,815 23 
1,151 76 

173,856 49 
39,329 32 
55,310 14 
22,497 39 
30,211 25 .............. 
25,082 00 
1,241 57 .............. 

201 38 
0,231 52 .............. 

44,332 35 .............. 
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$76,565 85 
J0,291 90 
61,273 27 .............. .............. 
79,&15 69 .............. 

735 65 
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3,660 00 ............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 
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$14,219 34 

.... ········· 
21,430 33 .............. .............. 
B,251 54 
1,919 75 
7,981 33 .............. .............. 
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$78,860 32 $707,784 67 $264,ll5 90 
8,131 74 .............. 9,092 14 

46,588 40 1,550,889 01 186,612 19 ..... , ........ 81,328 95 27,898 15 .............. 20,080 55 20,082 25 
79,565 71 3,212,744 98 256,194 39 

307 37 109,69-2 71 49,055 43 
19,314 9·1 53,368 42 297,660 28 .............. 7,027 18 35,543 26 .............. 30,769 88 40,801 14 .............. 10,1so 51 24,673 01 
8,156 97 149,321 73 32,101 15 

.............. 11,782 23 19,321 66 .............. .............. 24,206 86 .............. 16,949 95 9,744 42 .. ........... 65,897 20 23,559 77 .............. •••••••••••••• .............. 
•••••••••••••• 36,578 71 96,208 30 

.............. 2,194 36 2,155 02 

913,441 a1 1 2a2,312 ao 54,352 04 1 210,925 15 1 0,105,501 04 I 1,428,025 32 

At Office, Daltimorc: Debt of S, Smith nnd n. G. Williams and J. W, l\IcCulloch, •..• 
Debt of G. Williams .....•...... ,., .... ,., •....... , .••••.• , ••. 
Debt of J, W, McCulloch .................................... . 
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$313,690 65 $1,287,985 99 
12,414 00 15,575 73 
as, 756 06 179,038 73 

16,895 32 29,968 13 
14,214 82 11,114 73 

142,063 34 985,041 07 
93,605 87 610,831 52 
28,728 37 233,732 03 
30,481 74 05, 767 92 

9,840 02 239,699 53 
16,668 83 8,572 74 
86,128 30 1,000,096 75 
17,153 80 137,910 49 

15,615 02 00,100 10 
15,262 86 85,180 58 

7,817 14 27,603 07 
12,498 74 37,884 24 
92,098 43 1,121, 758 23 
22,529 40 60,543 O;l 

986,468 11 I 0,216,405 'so 

$637,457 23 
269,874 85 
300,000 00 

1,201,332 08 
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336 FINANCE. 

DR. RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt United States, (various) ••....••.•..•.•••... ~0,858,600 00 
Bills discounted on personal security .••.. 825,709,177 17 

funded debt.......... 108,140 52 
bank stock........... 3, 214,30-2 04 

Domestic bills of exrhange ............................. . 
Foreign bills of exchange•••••....... • .•••••.••••••••••• 
Real estate • • . • • • • . • . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • •.•.... 
Mort,,aages, &c ••...••...•.......•••.••.••••..•••••••.... 
Due from Bank United States and offices.. 19,305,332 96 
Due from State banks................... I, 731,455 56 

Debt of Smith and B. G. Williams and 
J. W. McCulloch .••.••••••..•••••.•... •••••• •••••••••• 

Debt due by the United States ...••..••.• •••••• •••• •••••. 
Deficiencies • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • •••..•...••.•.. 
Banking houses, bonus, and premium on 

loans ••.••..••••....•••••.•.•.....•..•.•••••.•.....•• 

Expenses •••••• ••·•••••···••••·••··••·· ••··••••·••····• 
Cash.-Notes Bank U. States and offices.. 3,653,218 06 

Notes State banks .••.......• •••• 1,436,599 -21 
Gold and silver.................. 3,790,448 36 

-29, 031, 619 73 
3,698,214 36 

119,039 11 
l, 422,594 25 

149,931 82 

21, 036, 788 52 

1,207,332 08 
5,267 32 

.512,297 22 

l, 886, 705 07 
133,608 96 

8,880,265 63 
Baring Brothers & Co., London. ........ . •.. .. .•. ..... .• 187,737 29 

89,071,001 36 

Capital stock ......................................... . 
Notes issued. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............... . 
Dividends unclaimed .••••••••....•••...••.•••••.••. •••• 
Profit nnd loss ai:i,d contingent interest ... ........•..•••.. 
Contingent fund ................................... ,,. . 
Discount, exchange, and interest ........ ............... . 
!Jue to Bank United States and 9ffices •. s,20,262,311 56 
Due to State banks..................... 913,441 37 

Seven per cent. stock ...................... ., ......... . 
Six per cent. stock exchan_ged .• ......... , .••••••••••.... 
Treasury notes ••....... , . . • . • . . . • . • • • . • ............. , . 
Deposits on account of Treasurer United 

States •••...•••••••..•••••...•...•.• , 6, 105, 561 04 
Deduct over drafts .... , ••••.. , 377,045 06 

5,728,515 98 
Deposits of public officers•••·•......... 1,428,025 32 

individuals ........ ,. • . • . • . • 6,276,405 50 

Special deposit of-Treasury drafts •....• ; •.•....•.•...•• 

[No. 'i43. 

$34,995, 919 63 
13,475, 147 46 

56,352 32 
479,377 83 

3,001,385 83 
986,468 71 

21,175, 752 93 
232,372 36 
54,352 04 

240,925 45 

13,432,946 80 
40,000 00 

89,071,001 3G 

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES, June l, 1825. 
THOMAS WILSON, Cashier. 
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Danks. 

Dnnk United States .... 
Office, Portsmouth ..... 

Boston ......... 
Providence ...... 
Hnrtford ........ 
New York ...... 
Dalthnorc .•••••• 
Washington .... 
Richmond ...... 
Norfolk,,., ••••• 
Fayetteville .••.• 
Charleston,, •••• 
Snvnnnnh,,, •••. 
Lexington ...... 
Louisville ...... 
Chilicothe ...... 
Cinelnnntl •••..• 

I 
Do .. Ageney 

New Orleans ... 

Pittsburg••••••• 

General statement of the Bank of the United Stat~s and its O.f]ices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$3,106,173 48 $95,588 85 $520,816 36 $784,033 82 $4,315 46 .............. $10,032,481 04 $660,774 36 •••••••••••••• $1,233,961 10 $129,349 09 .............. 
431,149 84 400 00 5,200 00 4,880 10 942 13 $22,550 37 3,051 76 .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 

1,685,000 45 5,100 00 99,780 00 220,571 70 .............. .............. 1,905,400 54 19,245 63 .............. 99,885 33 .............. .............. 
432,43-1 31 .............. 7,700 00 159,128 76 .............. .............. 30,282 60 6,451 58 •••••••••••••• .............. .. ........... $10 75 
530,970 09 .............. 5,500 00 82,098 23 .............. •••••••••••••• 59 35 16,001 14 $33,058 90 .............. .............. .............. 

4,825,011 68 10,000 00 60,000 00 222,684 16 .............. .............. 2,670,665 89 283,358 60 9,997 67 86,424 30 .............. 350 00 
2,618,578 66 .............. 1,412,832 53 249,743 60 128,268 69 ............. , 129,150 19 120,099 94 305,804 46 110,657 34 .............. 1,268 18 
1,188,328 16 .............. 105,355 62 41,310 11 37,797 24 191,234 65 19-2,655 66 31,642 73 10,063 57 22,400 00 .............. 273 37 
1,170,762 54 .............. 55,293 70 89,673 16 3-2,136 87 .............. 213,571 77 11,736 36 94,650 29 35,555 33 .............. 5,664 13 

626,663 90 1,600 00 66,250 00 •••••••••••••• .............. .............. 358,525 93 12,533 56 ............. , 29,639 69 .............. 4,087 43 
426,990 48 .............. 30,300 00 91,685 99 .............. .............. 25,434 54 147,184 69 21,087 05 32,428 49 .............. 88 08 

2,018, 787 31 35,72-125 373,360 00 366,911 27 .............. .............. 475,482 13 84,877 69 6,909 00 67,727 7S .............. .............. 
571,958 29 .............. 53,665 00 150,472 20 7,980 31 .............. 761,975 97 332 34 9,868 87 42,147 39 •••••••••••••• 2,01s 86 

1,001,750 65 .............. .............. 60,112 55 81,003 58 .............. 113,734 69 .............. .............. .............. 1,000 00 4,803 08 
1,069,218 10 .............. .............. 127,506 45 34,712 71 .............. 70,086 21 6,648 95 .............. 11,514 86 .............. 154 59 

449,739 30 •••••••••••••• .............. 10,960 00 6,593 62 .............. 71,977 15 .............. .. ........... •••••••••••••• .............. 17 50 
12,365 72 .............. .............. 10,417 06 .............. .............. 16,275 75' .............. .............. •••••••••••••• .............. 658 37 

1,318,099 16 .............. 500 00 143,35·1 65 1,016,625 25 .............. 10,222 92 56,418 00 7,723 14 .............. .............. 12,590 42 
2,45:J,317 29 .............. 2,300 oo 1,011,174 61 •••••••••••••• 98,684 75 811,544 72 145,628 87 13,134 27 45,000 00 .............. 189 55 

730,183 89 .............. •••••••••••••• 85,215 96 81,400 00 7,594 22 29,577 56 .............. .............. 14,123 13 .............. 1,849 70 

26,666,492 30 148,413 10 2,798,853 21 3,917,934 38 1,431, 775 86 320,063 39 17,9-22,156 37 1,602,934 44 512,297 22 1,831,464 83 136,349 99 34,624 01 
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$601,258 06 $562,328 99 
136,560 00 14,829 78 
614,450 00 31,047 00 
225,430 00 7,428 40 
60,175 00 7,522 00 

368,665 00 353,000 00 
260,345 00 113,479 50 
122,685 00 13,503 17 
233,320 00 29,039 41 
56,175 00 23,024 78 

130,080 00 25,264 00 
52,225 00 135,77'.J 00 

245,135 00 28,848 00 
10,210 00 19,232 00 
83,530 00 14,181 49 

158,395 00 34,482 87 
13,880 00 24,200 00 .............. .............. 

447,935 00 87,625 00 
13,GOO 00 16,810 00 

3, 843, 053 oo 1,541,568 39 
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"' 00. 

$1,387,431 79 
33,563 77 

165,983 30 
40,945 9;! 
44,348 10 

731,668 15 
194,000 00 
67,647 16 
73,118 53 
75,774 00 
53,103 04 

197,910 23 
266,996 13 

32,336 54 
64,~80 82 
31,670 56 
75,796 96 .............. 

469,880 02 
41,723 65 

4,048,178 67 
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Date, 

1825. 
July 5 
June 27 
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July 4 
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June 13 
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General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Depo.m at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Bank United States ................ $,?3,345,919 63 $2,119,809 96 $954,799 85 .............. $580,724 20 $3,907,959 07 
Office, Portsmouth.................. 300,000 00 245,580 00 .. .... .... .... $1,526 50 .......................... .. 

Boston ..... ., .... ., .. .. .. .. 1,500,000 00 788, 185 00 2, 09-2 25 10,997 28 ........................... . 
Providence .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 400,000 00 301,045 00 245 00 3, 1!17 49 ........................... . 
Hartford.................... 250,000 00 346,725 50 282 50 !!,306 07 .......................... .. 
New York.................. 2,500,000 00 9071 707 50 4,530 75 25,267 93 .......................... .. 
Daltlmore .... , .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... 874,340 00 3,903 00 11,037 79 ......................... .. 
Washington .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 500,000 00 876,040 00 1,981 00 3,114 05 .......................... .. 
Richmond ............. , .. .. 1, ooo, 000 00 793,065 00 5,503 22 4,627 05 ........................... . 
Norfolk..................... 500,000 00 415,140 00 1,142 50 1,177 65 .......................... .. 
Fayetteville., .. , ......... ,.. 500,000 00 326,560 00 185 50 2,467 92 ...................... , .. , .. 
Charleston.................. 1,500,000 00 11 052,535 oo s,ooo 50 10,723 26 ........................... . 
Savannah......... .. .. .. .. .. 1, ooo, 000 00 954,100 00 650 00 1,861 31 .......................... .. 
Lexington • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. 120,455 00 105 00 4,216 78 .. , ........................ . 
Louisville .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .... .. .. ... 133,250 00 227 80 1,226 31 .................. ., ...... .. 
Chlllcothc .............................. , .. . 190,305 00 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 924 51 .......................... .. 
Cincinnati .................. , ................................. , .. . .. .. .. .. 232 81 .......... , ............... .. 

Do .... Agcncy..... ...... .... .. .. .... .. .. 3,610 00 .... .... ...... .... .... ...... 100,842 06 ............ .. 
New Orleans................ 1,000,000 00 3,148,580 00 372 25 10,043 13 .................... , ...... . 
Pittsburg.................... 700,000 00 100,912 50 2,358 73 ...... ,....... 1,959 62 ............. . 
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$6,121,229 97 
61,306 45 

195,570 78 
48,230 62 

108,036 76 
1,307,276 56 
4, 756, 868 29 

25,780 39 
68,445 12 
4,025 48 

96,763 56 
110,475 28 
!!4,293 00 

1,085,523 30 
1,181,s40 38 

474,180 04 
59,376 28 

2,423, 949 12 
234,321 56 
75,192 83 
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$519,289 12 
1,soo 83 

166,292 68 
19,870 88 

905 38 
243,959 72 
08,190 oa 
58,756 77 
20,573 87 
120,749 26 
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$76,565 85 
10,181 90 
40,342 84 

44,963 82 

710 65 
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$14,!!19 34 

JB,944 76 

3,251 54 
987 50 

7,470 04 
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$77,507 75 
7,267 24 

42,012 78 

66,231 76 
307 37 

19,314 94 

61
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201 381 .............. 1 .............. 1 ............ .. 
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$875,507 64 

1,747,298 05 
93,048 5t 
23,405 98 

3,474,061 55 
79,793 60 
53,368 42 
24,336 31 
27,342 36 
23,827 36 

201,209 07 
24,131 58 
3,466 91 

47,125 62 
35,475 70 
44,025 66 

13),378 46
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$323,744 32 
11,398 79 

193,095 91 
22,208 12 
25,839 12 

202,646 34 
101,899 95 
282,958 09 
31,000 9-2 
34,044 52 
24,389 68 
33,567 49 
18,544 77 
20,807 14 
9,124 42 

22,900 99 
1,845 54 

167,418 41 
4,823 62 
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$1,500,112 57 
14,066 04 

141,631 62 
21,966 10 
~,239 60 

841,018 98 
625,313 89 
195,401 49 
96,970 60 

250,652 52 
9,452 34 

8:27,589 59 
117,126 13 
104,608 96 
108,838 27 
29,472 01 
4~,114 57 
37,132 36 

899,300 27 
74,636 45 

34,995,010 03 I 13,751,945 16 I 083, 388 es 94,948 74 I 683,525 ss 13,907,959 011 18,462,684 77 I 1,369,951 45 I 175,465 06 15,42-2 9:i I 216,014 81 1 6, 1eo,518 68 I 1,532,258 14 1 5,966,444 36 

At Dank United States: Foreign exchange account.................................. $2-2,669 69 
Funded debt of tho United States, (various) ................. 20, 7381000 00 
Debt due by the United States .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5,267 32 
Foreign bills of cxchnngo. .... .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... 37,978 00 
Daring Drothcrs &. Co..... .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 494,365 87 

At Office, Baltimore: Debt of S. Smith and n. G. Williams and J. W. McCulloch .. .. 
G. Williams .. ,. .................................... .. 
J, \V. McCulloch, ................ , ................. .. 

$338,538 48 
269,874 85 
300,ooo oo 

908,413 33 
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Fundeddcbtofthc United States, (various) •..••••••••••••. 
Bills discounted on personal security •.•.. $26,666 0492 30 

funded debt.......... 148,413 10 
bank stock....... • . • • 2,798,853 21 

Domestic bills of exchange ••••....•..••• •. •• • • • • • • • • •• • • 
Foreign bills of exchange .•.•.••••..•••.. • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Real estate....... . .................................... . 

Mort,,oagM, &c ••••.•..•.••..••••..•..... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 17,922,156 37 
Due from State banks................... 1,602,934 44 

Debt of S. Smitlt and D. G. Williams 
andJ. w. McCulloch ............................... . 

Due by United States .................................. . 
Dellefcncies •••••.•••..••••••.••.••••.•••..•••••••..•.•. 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium, &c ••••..••••.••....•.. 
Expenses •.••.• _. ....................................... . 
Cash.-Notes of llank United States and 

offices . • . . • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • . • . . 3, 843, 053 06 
Notes of State banks•••·•••••••· 1,541,568 39 
Specie......................... 4,048,178 67 

Daring Brothers & Co., London •••.••.••••..••.•.•...•.•. 
Foreign exchange, &c .................................. . 

DJ.NB: OF TUE UNITED STATES, July, 1825. 

RECAPITULATION. OR. 

e;io, 738, 600 oo 

29,613,758 61 
3,917,934 38 

37,978 00 
1,431, 775 86 

']36,348 99 

19, 5:l5, 090 81 

908,413 33 
5,267 3-:? 

512,297 22 
1,831,464 83 

34,624 01 

9,432,800 12 
494,365 f57 
22,664 69 

88,643,385 04 

Capital stock .•.......•••.•...•......•.•.....••.••.••... 
Notes issued ....... •••••·•···• ............•.......... : 
Dividends unclaimed.••••·• ........................... . 
Discount, exchange, and interest. ...................... . 
Profit and loss and contingent interest .................. . 
Contingent fund ....................................... . 
Due to Bank United States and offices .. $18,462,684 77 
Due to State banks..................... 1,360,951 45 

Seven per cent. stock ................................. . 
Six per cent. exchanged ••••.......•..••.••••••••..••.•. 
Treasury note stock ......................... _ .......... . 
Deposits on account of the Treasurer of 

the United St,tes ................... . 
Deduct overdrafts ............... . 

Deposits of public officers •••••.•..••••• 
Deposits of individuals ................ . 

6,780,518 68 
320,063 39 

6,460,455 29 
1,532,258 74 
5,966,444 36 

$34, 995, 919 63 
13,757,945 46 

983,888 85 
94,948 74 

683,525 88 
3,907,959 07 

19,823,636 22 
175,465 06 
45,422 93 

216,014 81 

13,959,158 39 

THOMAS W[LSON, Cashier, 
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General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein rnentioned. 
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Dnnk Unitell States .... $2,922,008 50 $113,211 06 $520,366 36 
Office, PortsmouU1. .. . 450,500 92 400 00 s,200 oo 

Boston. .. .. .. .. 11 7901275 07 16,500 00 103,280 00 
Provill.ence. .... 4291126 29 ............ 7,800 00 
IInrtforll... .. • .. 532,440 50 .. • .. .. .. • .. 51500 00 
New York ...... 4,974,383 20 10,000 00 62,000 00 
Dnltlmore ....... 2,008,682 00 ............ 11358,32-2 53 
Washington . .. . 1,180,528 30 .. .. .. .. • .. • 102,805 62 
Richmond...... 1,210,213 93 .. .. • ... .. .. 55,293 70 
Norfolk,........ 625,839 31 600 00 64,700 00 
Fayetteville .... 421,920 50 ............ 30,300 00 
Charleston ...... 11889,398 80 33,158 17 385,887 36 
Snvnnnnh ..... , 511,161 98 .. .. • .. .. .. . 53,665 00 
Lexington...... 994,211 09 ......................... . 
Loulsvlllo ...... 110641870 98 ........................ .. 
Chillcothe .. .. .. 448,323 30 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......... .. 
Cincinnati...... 19,547 87 ......................... . 

Do ... Agcncy, 1,318,179 37 .... ........ 500 00 
New Orleans .... 2,418,787 66 .... ........ 2,300 00 
Pittsburg........ 7401984 97 ........................ .. 
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$624,742 61 
4,880 10 

200,647 87 
153,399 83 
85,618 76 

273,760 59 
184,9-23 21 
51,813 05 
02,001 63 

86,243 42 
391,853 18 
109,609 72 
60,982 23 

101,008 26 
10,960 00 
13,366 70 

143,354 65 
972,911 01 
84,805 67 
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$4,415 961 ............ 1$9,84?,286 93 
942 13 .. • .. • .. .. .. 344 67 

128, 096 19 , ........... • 
37,593 28 $193,124 90 
31,722 12 ........... . 

7,990 31 
ss,110 58 
34,722 42 
6,593 62 

8,soo 00 

1,579 00 

1,018,406 191 .......... .. 
.............. 72,478 60 

81, 400 00 2, 194 36 
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$727,365841 ............ 1$1,233,961191$129,271 99 I $4,257 64 

65,487 12 
25,021 66 
26,803 90 

............ 1 100,585 331 ............ 1 .......... .. 

............ .............. ............ 419 82 

201,406 31 
175,827 74 
51,536 05 
48,980 44 
29,295 62 

182,184 69 
29,394 08 

~l 94 
500-00 

6,648 95 
15,379 87 

$33,058 90 
o,997 01 

305,804 46 
10,063 57 
94,650 29 

21,087 05 
6,909 00 
9,868 87 
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1,000 00 

11,514 86 1 .......... .. 

56,129 031 7,723 141 .............. , ........... . 
177,855 60 13, 134 27 45, 000 00 .......... .. 

...... .... .... ............ 14,123 13 .......... .. 

1,578 77 
1,309 48 
1,326 86 
6,698 62 
4,818 75 

693 50 
1,430 50 
3,589 82 
5,138 52 

312 80 
120 &2 

1,334 51 
14,541 16 
1,148 37 
2,259 09 
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$631,128 06 
152,075 00 
540,870 00 
246,370 00 
95,300 00 

464,110 00 
250,495 00 
184,890 00 
178,810 00 
69,235 00 

121,120 00 
339,670 00 
219,640 00 
19,210 00 
78,530 00 

158,010 00 
o, 720 00 

370,990 00 
31,735 00 
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$334,329 66 $66,050 19 $1,456,974 24 
21, 799 92 .. .. .. .. .. .. 33,422 93 
45,895 00 .. .. .... .... 94,481 22 
5,669 12 ........ .... 38,615 47 

12,293 00 .. • .. .. • .. .. 44,239 67 
263,800 00 ... ., ., .. .. • 681,529 98 
59,691 65 .... .... .... 182,000 00 
14,429 20 .... , .. .. .. • 61,744 47 
62, 702 16 • • .. .. .. .. .. 72, 063 66 
15,729 90 .. .. .. .. • • • • 74,272 00 
6,735 29 ......... :.. 53,166 29 

120, 728 00 . .. • • .. .. • .. 202, 446 21 
144,208 00 ........ .... 268,452 52 
39, 762 00 .. .. • .. .. • .. 55,620 93 
45, 559 49 • .. .. .. .. • .. 75,828 38 
26,230 00 • .. .. • • .. .. • 39,939 9-2 
3, 870 00 .. .. • .. • .. .. 92,590 65 

54,620 00 
16,185 00 

567,651 65 
20,:327 66 

25,ss1,:i84 54 I 173,860 23 I 2,151,920 51 I 3,622,882 09 I 1,436,902 so 1218,116 86 11s,122,548 1111,a20,rn8 84 1512,2912211,832,211 36 11ao,211 90 1 50,910 0314,159,sos 06 I 1,204,243 w I 60,oso 191 4,124,s61 85 
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Date. 

1825. 
July ·1w 

25 
21 
21 
25 
27 
25 
23 
20 
23 
19 
19 
19 
8 

12 
16 
14 
2 

June ~o 
20 

General, statement of the Bank of the Unued States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 

Danks. ~ 
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.§c 
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'g 
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Dank United 5tatcs .... $23,345,919 63 $2,137,809 96 $83,102 10 
Office, Portsmouth..... 300,ooo oo 275,135 oo 1,625 25 

Boston......... 11500,000 oo 7851075 oo 31,798 oo 
Provldcncc..... 400, ooo 00 300,890 oo 245 00 
Hartford........ 250,000 00 3401252 50 6,569 00 
New York...... 2,500,000 00 900,357 50 51,357 75 
Baltimore.... .. .. .... .... ..... . 868,050 00 24,416 25 
Washington.... 500,000 00 8591340 00 6,179 25 
Richmond...... 1,0001 000 00 788,370 00 5,428 22 
Norfolk......... 500,000 00 412,325 00 5,471 25 
Fnycttcvillo.. .. 500,000 00 325,520 00 185 50 
Olmrlcston...... 1,500,000 oo 11 300,185 oo 4,980 50 
Suvannah .. .. .. 1, 0001 000 00 948,980 00 450 00 
Lexington ..................... : 120,455 00 105 00 
Louisville .... : . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . 133,250 00 152 80 
Cllilicotho • .. .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. 1901 305 00 .......... .. 
Cincinnati ............................................... . 

Do ... Agcncy. ............ .... 31610 00 .......... .. 

] 

~ 
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'il :i ~s 
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ii 
~ 

$12,395 95 
3,368 22 

17,699 13 
s,ooo 24 
4,904 67 

52,398 10 
18,864 01 
7,611 57 
7,901 59 
1,987 31 
3,988 82 

24,658 59 
5,411 31 
6,575 46 
5,448 51 
1,008 46 
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~ .s 
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$55a, 003 31 1 e2s, 523 26 1$3,001, 959 01 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I•••• ••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••!•••••••••••••• 

.............. 1 101,457 87 ............. .. 
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$6,545, 666 92 
43,440 31 

232,982 37 
43,628 38 

109,544 11 
l 1 194, 777 79 
4,573,861 97 

47,929 95 
63,177 91 
19,589 73 
90,543 03 
83,458 60 
20,422 74 
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$632,348 05 
83 

78,487 62 
6,068 43 

541 01 
272,149 79 
95,438 96 
41,194 27 
30,934 43 
18,267 75 

34,431 41 
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$76,565 851 $14,219 34 
10,1s1 90 ............. . 
30,585 84 13, 324 oo 

$37,560 94 
7,026 18 

34,188 34 

44,873 32 

710 65 

2,700 00 

1, 052 00 I 48, 157 30 
537 50 ............ .. 

7,470 04 19,314 94 

549 75 896 37 

491 57 I•••••••••• ••••I••••,,, •• , ••••t•••• •••••••••• 

14,010 oo 

1 

.............. 

1 

.............. 

1 

............ .. 
1,954 75 ......................................... . 
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$148,311 43 
8,486 92 

199,798 39 
20,357 3'2 
27,214 01 

197,409 13 
43,104 14 

268,503 81 
31,732 03 
33,999 96 
24,759 54 
43,093 47 
10,101 58 
19,537 17 
8,230 57 

21,600 98 
1,845 54 
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$937,118 75 
8,280 23 

1,936,668 91 
152,032 71 
82,240 40 

3, 806, 469 02 
129,742 45 
53,368 42 
18,347 98 
11,609 74 
29,160 83 

200,206 10 
35,131 58 
3,453 26 

33,403 08 
53,899 32 
43,083 84 

New Orleans... 1,000,000 00 3,248,580 00 347 25 
Pittsburg. .. .. .. 700,000 00 160,167 50 ........... . 

457 15 
3,472 77 

18,734 72 
5,420 71 1,959 62 ............. .. 

1, 09-2, 495 56 
1,163,858 48 

487,809 96 
58,163 49 

2, 423, 949 12 
135,048 03 

. 89,964 20 
177,374 46 1 ............................. 1 ............. . 144,682 731 ............ .. 

2, 720 24 5, 967 20 

34,905,919 63 I 14,oos,657 46 1222,413 12 1 208,301 20 1 5s3,003 31 

At Dank United States: Funded debt United States, (vnrious) ................................. . 
Debt duo by the United States ...................................... .. 
Bnring Brothers & Co ............................................... . 
Foreign exchange nccount ... ,.... . . , ... , ........ , , , , .. , .... , , , . , •, .. 

~ < , _,; .. ~ ' 

1a1,940 75 I 3,901,959 01 I 18,520,312 15 1 1,103,693 aa I 165,611 56 37,15269 I 147,144 0111,264,578 0017,539,18382 

$20,621, 981 93 
5,267 32 

583,030 10 
22,497 55 

At Office, Baltimore: Debt of S. Smith nnd Buchanan, George Williams, nnd J. W. llfoCulloch .. .. 
DcbtofG. Williams ...................................................... . 
DcbtofJ. W.l\IcCulloch ...................... .' ............. , ............ . 

At Office, Norfolk: Overdrafts of public officers ............................................ , .. . 

$338,5~ 48 
269,874 85 
300,000 oo 

908,413 33 

36,452 68 
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&42 FIN ANOE. [No. 'l'43. 

DR. RECAPITULATION. CR. 

Funded debt United States, (various) .................... $20,621,981 93 Capital stock ....... -................................. .. $39,995,919 63 
Bills discounted on personal security .... , $26,557,384 54 

funded debt.......... 173,869 23 
bank stock,.......... 2, 757,9-20 57 

Domestic l1ills of exchange.. .. • • . . . . . • .. . . • . . • . • . •.•.... 
Foreign bills of exchange, ............................. .. 
Real estate ............................................ . 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 18,122,548 17 
Due from State banks................... 1,820,168 84 

Deficiencies .... : ...................................... . 
Debt of S. Smith and B. G. Williams and; 

J. W, l\foCulloch .................................... . 
Debt due by l7nited States ............................. .. 
Baring Brothers & Co., London ......................... . 
Foreign exchange account ............................. .. 
Jlanking-bouses, bonus, and premium on 

loan ..•.•.•.•••....................... •·•••··•••··•••• 
Mortgages, &c .•..•••••••••.•.••••.••..•. , , ... , , . , ...••. 
Expenses .............................................. . 
Casb,-Notes of Bank United States: and 4,159,508 06 

offices........................ 1,294,243 39 
State banks..................... 4,124,367 85 
Gold and silver .................. 1------J 

BANK OF TUE UNITED STATES, .llugwt 1, 1825, 

29,489,174 34 

3,622,882 69 
66,050 19 

1,436, 992 80 

19, 942, 717 01 
512,297 22 

908,413 33 
5,267 32 

583,030 10 
22,497 55 

1,832,217 36 
136,271 99 
50,979 03 

9,578,119 30 

88,608, 89-2 16 

Notes issued .......................................... . 
Discount, exchange, and interest .... ................... . 
Dividends unclaimei ................................. .. 
Profit and Joss ................. , .... ., ................ , 
Contingent interest ................................... .. 
Contingent fund ...................................... .. 
Due to Jlank United States and offices .. $1~,520,312 65 
Due to State banRs, ...... .... .... ...... 1,403,693 33 

Seven per cent. stock ................................ .. 
Six per cent. stock exchanged ........................ .. 
Treasury note stock .......................... " .. "" .. 
Deposits of Treasurer United States..... 7,539,183 82 
Deduct 'overdrafts, &c.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 278, l 76 S6 

Deposits of public offi
cers.................. $1,264,578 96 

Deduct overdrafts at of-
fice, Norfolk ......... 36,452 68 

7,261,006 96 

1,2-28,126 28 
Individual depositors................... 5,9-27,637 99 

14,098,657 46 
208,307 29 
222,413 12 
553,003 31 
131,940 75 

3,907,959 07 

19, 9-24, 005 98 
165,617 56 
37,152 69 

147,144 07 

14,416,771 23 

88, sos, 89-2 16 

THOMAS WILSON, Cashi,r, 



DR. General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned . 
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1825, 
Aug, 30 Dnnk United States .. $2,921,953 35 ,$197,310 00 $519,016 36 $509,861 00 $69,152 87 $i,415 96 ............ $9,826,588 66 $75~,579 58 •••••••••••• $1,233,961 10 $126,099 09 $~,216 19 

22 Office, Portsmouth ... 467,550 40 400 00 5,200 oo 7,370 81 ............ 942 13 ............ 314 67 .............. ............ ............. ............ ............ 
25 Boston ....... 1,826,638 35 65,088 00 100,780 00 156,751 48 •••••••••••• .............. ............ 2,002,015 29 58,476 98 ............ 101,20s 10 ............ ............ 
25 :Provhlcncc ... 399,579 44 ............ 1,soo oo 167,176 51 ............ .............. ............ 59,066 64 24,748 47 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 728 15 

29 Hartford ••••• , 576,461 65 ............ 5,500 00 140,268 99 ............ .............. 5,429 35 11,783 39 $33,058 90 .............. ............ ............ 
31 Now York .... 4,935, 182 96 162,651 75 62,000 00 255,714 55 .............. ............ 2, oso, 158 37 400,523 13 0,001 67 86,424 30 ............ 3,670 53 

29 Dnltimoro .... 2,021,569 03 ............ 1,118,410 53 234,260 22 ............ 128,098 19 ............ 95,170 34 97,774 20 305,804 46 110,657 :J,J ............ 2,3(/3 75 

27 Wnshlngton •. 1,157,4~4 83 ............ 102,505 62 10,542 43 •••••••••••• 37,730 91 $!l03,27i 01 270,757 56 41,236 15 10,063 57 22,400 00 ............ 2,578 22 

23 Richmond .... 1,220,011 56 ............ 50,314 34 34,569 72 ••••••••••• 31,722 12 ............. 294,075 66 63,579 55 94,650 29 35,555 33 ............ 7,447 04 

20 Norfolk ...... 626,385 49 GOO 00 68,900 00 •••••••••••••• ............ .............. •••••••••••• 496,148 85 12,364 68 ............ 29,692 22 ............ 5,512 79 
23 Fayetteville •• 419,902 06 ............ 30,300 00 48,984 81 ........... .............. s,soo 00 22,303 70 159,616 69 21,087 05 32,428 49 ............ 1,203 13 

16 Chnrlcston • , . 1,776,788 32 46,828 17 340,993 36 438,556 15 ............ .............. ............ 593,242 90 13,519 08 6,909 00 67,727 78 ............ 2,813 50 

16 Snvnnnnh .... 498,521 34 ............ 81,055 00 89,237 20 ............ 1,000 31 ............ 874,546 94 351 94 0,868 87 42,147 39 ............ 4,492 60 

12 Lexington ..... 993,983 36 ............ •••••••••••••• 59,628 03 ............ 85,125 58 •••••••••••• 58,154 37 3,000 ~o ............ .............. 7,000 00 5,168 28 

16 Louisville .... 1,004,163 44 ............ .............. 114,650 90 ............ 34,775 51 ............ 55,393 66 6,648 95 ............ 11,514 86 ............ 408 54 

20 Chillcothc ..... 445,034 53 •••••••••••• .............. 10,060 00 ............ 6,593 62 1,579 00 78,734 56 .............. ............ .............. ............ 430 77 

18 Cinclnnnti .... 49,081 37 ........... .............. 13,87167 ............ .............. ............ 19,851 37 .............. ............ .............. ............ 1,643 99 
July 23 Vo.Agency. 1,317,879 37 ............ 500 00 143,354 65 ............ 1,018,012 11 ............ 16,422 93 55,635 03 7,72314 .............. ............ 15,101 65 

25 New Orlcnns .. 2, 353, 015 28 ........... 2,300 oo 914,288 13 ............ .............. 133,424 77 974,639 66 296,0J!O 00 13,134 26 • 45,000 00 ............ 1,829 50 

Aug, 24 Pittsburg ...... 716,231 20 ............ .............. 67,865 37 ............ 79,355 00 10,561 36 55,987 19 .............. ............ 14,123 13 ............ 2,631 87 

26,393,427 33 472,877 92 2,001,575 21 3,426, 915 62 69,152 87 1,435, 661 77 357,635 14 lll, 848, 032 67 1,997,866 82 512,297 21 1,835,840 22 133,099 09 64,243 50 
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$841,263 06 $340,985 50 
146,745 00 17,765 48 
517,890 00 43,115 00 
243,710 00 10,453 36 
105,735 00 7,990 00 
807,065 00 225,000 00 
347,250 00 63,137 16 
97,315 00 19,877 75 

123,220 00 41,007 14 
66,180 00 5,278 22 

475,895 00 23,836 00 
357,030 00 117,815 00 
840,500 00 37,136 00 
75,160 00 47,677 00 

163,085 00 13,101 49 
156,330 00 27,611 00 
27,215 00 12,485 00 .............. .............. 

164,050 00 50,920 00 
2,020 00 10,000 00 

5,058,258 06 1,125,011 10 
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$1,407,&18 40 
33,802 22 

174,641 15 
48,777 96 
44,500 86 

661,084 66 
221,000 00 
54,012 72 
68,438 67, 
69,691 00 
53,068 34 

202,495 60 
268,862 84 
49,789 01 

165,634 23 
73,882 36 

111,464 37 

•••••••••••••• 
572,758 94 

19,097 80 

4,300,851 13 
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General statement of the Bank; of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. Cn. 
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i A a ~ 8 8 '5 ~ ~ ffi ~ A A A 
_1- _____ _.__, ______ ,l------~----~---~-1-----i-------l•----~------i-----1-----~----~-----1------i-----~-----

1825. 
Aug. 30 Dnnk United Stntes.,,, $23,295,919 63 

22 omco, Portsmouth . , . • • 300, ooo 00 
25 Doston. .... .... 1,soo,000 00 
25 Providence .... , 400,000 00 
29 Hartford.. .. • .. • 300, ooo 00 
31 New York...... 2,500,000 CO 
29 Dnltimore ...................... . 
27 Wnshi~gton .... 500,000 00 
23 Richmond .. .. .. 1, ooo, 000 00 
20 Norfolk.... .... 500,000 00 
23 Fnyetteyille..... 500,000 00 
16 Charleston...... 1,500,000 ·oo 
16 Savannnh....... 1,000,000 00 
12 Lexington ..................... .. 
16 Louisville .............. , ...... , 

Cbilicothe,., .... 1 .............. " 

$2,308, 909 96 
275,135 00 
782,950 00 
300,890 00 
340,252 50 

1,072,357 50 
928,050 00 
859,340 00 
788,370 00 
412,325 00 
623,735 00 

1,300, 1ss oo 
1,046,865 00 

120,405 00 
133,220 00 
190,305 00 20 

18 
July 23 

25 
Aug, 24 

Cincinnnti .. .... 1 •••••••••• ·•·•••I•••·•· ••••...... 
Do, .. Agency .

1 

.............. .. 
New Orleans... 1,000,000 00 
Pittsburg, ...... 10,000 00 

3,610 oo 
3,148,580 00 

100,167 50 

$29,943 43 
5,851 34 

25,254 37 
7,913 02 
9,457 78 

81,569 96 
33,436 61 
11,972 91 
17,228 89 
4,294 11 
6,118 96 

37,190 28 
7,620 52 
9,746 88 
6,355 86 
3,994 65 
1,178 86 
4,787 17 

36,563 33 
S,015 21 

$66,708 35 
206 25 

7,684 00 
797 75 

1,204 79 
13,9l0 00 
s,021 25 
3,869 75 
o,933 97 
3,244 50 

211 75 
16,197 50 
4,679 50 

131 50 
403 05 

$553,003 31 1 $28,523 20 1$3,901, 959 01 

1,343 81 , ............ .. 

.............. , .............. , 101,457 87, ............ .. 
347 25 ....................................... . 

.............. ...... ........ 1,959 62 ............ .. 

~~illff 

~-~ 
~~14 
~-H 

~WM 
~~ffl72 
~~mro 
~-~ 
~~~ ~-~fflro 

~~19 
~mas 
~~~m 
~~ms.2 

~ffiM 
~~79 
~~~12 
~~m 

~moo 

$395,926 52 
l 79 

85,165 43 
15,586 44 

833 07 
130,178 09 
125,20-2 39 
34,044 86 
23,857 66 
20,541 17 

$76,565 85 
10,181 90 
28,988 84 

710 65 

$12,830 56 

13,3-24 06 

$31,030 26 
7,026 18 

19,149 43 

537 50 , ............ .. 
7,470 04 19,314 94 

10,427 81 I 2,700 oo 

1 

.............. 

1 

896 37 
275 97 ........................................ .. 

649 01 , ............ ,i .............. , ............ .. 

$1,084,583 02 
1,901 51 

2,059, 390 78 
158,085 00 
83,236 49 

3,914,008 48 
127,407 85 
53,368 42 
26,339 98 
94,480 73 
34,550 58 

211,205 55 
27,727 58 
1,269 08 

158,612 55 
79,318 57 
27,561 03 

$193,791 45 
7,678 52 

]78,351 85 
18,536 03 
25,106 14 

430,528 28 
51,748 65 

295,213 18 
31,257 38 
22,162 47 
24,540 79 
31,259 34 
37,499 56 
19,370 18 
8,578 2:1 

22,351 88 
3,156 57 

••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 
334,142 98 , .............. , .............. , .............. , ............. . 

..................................... ,.... ...... ........ 2,194 36 
166,367 30 

7,994 67 

$1,400, 784 25 
17,009 74 

115,768 54 
18,334 54 
15,789 83 

1,123,549 89 
655,104 37 
202,468 64 
115,415 86 
287,876 22 
27,988 26 

678,804 82 
92,228 95 

128,016 97 
150,395 27 
24,663 64 

100,415 52 
41,725 05 

702,347 71 
53,268 50 

1----1----1----1-----l•----1----1----1-----1----l---l----1-----I--- 1---1---
34,995,919 63 I 14,795,652,46 I 348,494 14 I 138,157 16 I 553,003 31 I 133,284 56 I 3,907,959 07 I 19,157,078 48 I 1,176,833 19 I 119,147 24 34,162 16 11,411181 8,145,841 56 11,s1s,492 46 I 5,.9s1,055 s1 

At Ilnnk United States: Funded debt United Stutes, (various) ............................... .. 
Debt duo by the United States ....................................... . 
Daring Ilrothcrs & Co., London,. ................................... .. 
Foreign bllls of cxchnngc ........................................... .. 

$20,566,031 93 
5,267 32 

758,302 89 
39,637 04 

At Office, Daltimorc : Debt of s. Smith and D, G. Williams and James w. l\IcCulloch ........ .. 
Debt of G, Williams .................................................. . 
Debt of J. W, l\IcCulloch ............................................ .. 

$338,538 48 
269,874 85 
300,ooo oo 

908,413 33 
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Dn. RECAPITULATION. 

FundeddcbtoftheUnitcdStatcs,(various) ·····•••••··••·· $20,566,031 93 
Dills discounted on personal security .•... $-26,393,427 33 

L"apital stock......... • . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . •. . • •• .. • . . .. • •. $34,995,919 63 

funded debt.......... 472,m 92 
bank stock.•••••..... 2,801,575 21 

Domestic bills of exchange ............................. .. 
Foreign bills of exchange ............................... . 
Real estate ................................ • • ••• • • .... • .. 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 18,848,032 67 
Due from State banks.................... 1,997,866 82 

Debt ors. Smith and Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. W. McCullocb ........................... . 

Debt due by the United States ............. •• .......... .. 
Debt due by Daring Brothers lit Co., London .............. .. 
Deficiencies ......................... ...........•........ 
Banking.houses, bonus, and premium on 

Joans .................................. ••••·••·•··•·••• 
Mortgages, lite ......................................... . 
Expenses., ...•..•••••••.....••.•...••.••••••••••.•••••• 
Cash~Notesllank U.Statesandoffices.. 5,058,258 06 

Notes of State banks .••.••• •••••• 1,125,011 10 
Specie.... ••.••• ••.. •....• ...... 4,300,851 13 

29,667,880 46 
3, 426, 915 62 

69,152 e:t 
1,435,661 77 

20,845,899 49 

908,413 33 
5,267 32 

758,302 89 
512,297 21 

1, 835, 840 22 

Notes issued .......................................... . 
Discount, exchange, and interest ........ .............. . 
Dividends unclaimed .................................. . 
Profit and loss ......................................... . 
Contingent interest ..................... ............... . 
Contingent fund ....................................... . 
Due to the Dank of the United States 

and offices ........................... $19,157,078 48 
Due to State banks..................... 1,176,833 19 

Seven per cent stock ................................. . 
Six per cent. stock exchanged ......................... . 
Treasury note stock ................................... . 
Deposits of Treasurer United States.... 8,145,841 56 
Deduct overdrafts and epecial deposits... 357,636 14 

133,099 09 Deposits of public officers., ............ . 
7,788,205 42 
1,575,492 46 
5,951,956 57 64,243 50 DeJJOsits of individuals ............... .. 

10,484,120 29 

14,795,652 46 
348,494 14 
138,157 16 
553,003 31 
133,284 56 

3,907,959 07 

20,333,911 (,7 

119,147 24 
34,162 16 
77,417 18 

Foreign exchange account ......... ., ... • • . .. • • .. .. . • .. • . 39,637 04 

90, 752, 763 03 90, 75:!, 763 03 

IlAlllC OF TIIE UNITED STATES, Septmerl, 1825. 
THOMAS WILSON, Cashier. 
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General, sta'tement of the Bank of th.e United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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1825. 
Sept, 291 Bunk United States .. 

19 Office, Portsmouth,,. 
22 Boston.•••··• 
22 
26 
28 
26 
24 
27 
24 
20 
20 
20 
9 

13 
17 
15 
10 

Aug, 29 
Sept, 21 

Providence ... 
Hartford .. , .. 
New York .. .. 
Baltimore ... . 
Washington .. 
Richmond .. .. 
Norfolk, ... .. 
Fayetteville •. 
Clmrlcston . , . 
Savannah .. .. 
Lexington .. .. 
Louisville .. .. 
Chil!cotbc, •. 
Cincinnati .... 

Do,.Agcncy 
New Orleans,, 
Pittsburg ..... 

$3,053,314 25 $282,152 05 $521,216 36 $582,116 11 $46,900 22 $4,245 96 ............ $9,893.589 01 $722,891 84 $1,233,96119 ............ $10,239 55 
455,948 68 400 00 7,200 00 

1,s16,o9a 63 ias,s1s oo 111,000 oo 
3,641 71 ............ 942 13 .... ..... .... 364 67 ............................ "'""i'"' 1,155 52 

162,663 38 .. ., ........ , ....... ...... .. .. ... ..... 1,733,839 83 49,421 50 106,109 00 .... ., ...... 4,036 72 
397,148 22 ............ 7,800 00 161,30-2 21 .... .... .. .. ...... ....... ...... .. ... 65,352 26 10,722 42 ........... .-.. ............ 1,423 98 
521,4a7 84 • .. .. ..... .. 2,500 oo 

4,878,276 98 224,'866 33 82,000 00 
2,597, 089 95 .... ,. .. .. .. 1,423,641 49 
1,195,688 17 ............ 103,975 62 
1,249,855 89 ..... , ...... 71,103 82 

650,408 76 600 00 71,260 00 
431, 728 35 .. .. .. .. • .. • 30,300 00 

153,342 16 ............ .............. .... ........ 4,719 35 13,218 96 .............. $33,058 90 1,209 07 
339,446 98 .... .... .... .... .......... ............ 1,211,021 29 127,489 36 86,424 30 9,997 67 5,352 35 
253,098 44 ............ 128,105 35 ........ :... 231,134 66 142,520 88 110,657 34 305,804 46 4,198 30 

18,484 56 ..... ....... ao, 733 35 $184,941 15 191,395 38 20,818 oo 29,ao9 84 10,063 57 4,011 10 
50,520 97 ........ .... 31,121 50 ..... ....... 251,452 09 w,5rn 05 35,555 33 o4,Gso 29 s,211 oo 

................... , ............ , ......... , ..... , .• ., 404,580 40 5,325 04 29,750 40 ,. ,. .. , ,. .. , 6,447 54 
35,674 99 .. .... ...... .. .... .. .. .... .. .... ...... 21,725 08 157,728 27 32,428 40 21,087 05 1,618 53 

1,737,469 34 32,328 17 377,833 36 
515,204 66 ........... , 102,951 00 
991,919 40 ........................ .. 

1,065,277 10 ........................ .. 
444,38116 ........................ .. 

334,766 57 ............ .............. ............ 698,62714 42,ouo oo a1,121 78 0
1
909 oo 4,829 oo 

69,174 42 ...... ...... 7,850 31 ............ 741,73·2 89 349 44 42,147 39 0,868 87 5,373 92 
811035 96 ...... .... .. 85,125 58 .... .... .. .. 67,844 35 5,386 OQ ......................... , 5,426 60 
98,755 58 ........ , .. • 34,775 51 , ... .. ... .. • 7,250 03 6,64S 95 11,514 86 ... ., .. .. • .. 817 51 
10,960 00 .. , .... 1 .... 6,593 62 /.ll,880 18 48,614 81 .... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... ........ 788 97 

77,170 54 ............ 500 00 12,953 20 ......................... , ,. , .. • .. .. .. 31,328 96 ......... , ........ ,. , .... , ., ......... , .. 2,056 52 
1,306,527 48 .. • .. .. .. .. • • ............ , 143,354 65 ............ 1,042, 7/M 30 ........ .... 26,133 79 93,249 59 ......... .,,.. 7,723 14 17,021 20 
2,34~,523 49 ............ 2,300 00 785,440 82 ............ ........ ...... 65,409 95 887,467 15 67,623 46 45,000 00 13,134 26 5,513 85 

716,963 2~ ......................... . os,062 21 ............ w,35s oo 2,101 36 27,687 67 s,ooo oo 14,123 13 ............ 3,002 08 

s1,008, srn 06 
144,595 00 
477,410 00 
237,625 00 
107,350 00 
565,700 00 
3-20,685 00 
174,510 00 
91,805 00 
19,245 00 

414,090 00 
364,145 00 
409,925 00 
113,390 00 
165,975 00 
155,845 00 
33,522 61 

725,260 00 
47,515 00 

$346,657 95 
14,260 38 
27,023 00 
4,017 00 
5,440 00 

314,000 00 
104,432 00 
22,831 45 
73,226 30 
10,097 08 
471 1!/l 00 
45,763 00 
57,230 00 
as, 111 oo 
14,577 49 
24,764 00 
u,590 00 

31,405 00 
11,665 00 

e120,009 09 1 $1,301,820 s2 
.. ,......... 23,879 15 
, ....... .... 321,353 43 
............ 60,067 52 
.... .... .. .. 43,500 21 
, ..... ., .... 646,306 27 
........ .... 203,000 00 
............ 59,733 47 
............ 70,677 78 

1,000 00 

~-00 
~m~ 

~DM 
~lliN 
~mu 

~-84 

~-~ 
~-19 

699,076 43 
33,288 95 

26,443132712 I 675,861 55 I 2,915,581 6513 1365,484 92 I 46,900 22 I 1,452,178 61 1274,425 641 16,606,760 81 I 1,551,969 76 I 11844,799 14 I 512,207 21 I 92,740 21 I 51577,110 6711,204,347 65 I 133,099 09 I 4,544,230 74 
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Date. 

1825. 
Sept. 29 

19 
22 
22 
26 
28 
26 
24 
27 
24 
20 
20 
20 
9 

13 
17 
15 
10 

Aug. 29 
Sept,21 

General statement of the Bank of the United Slates and it.s Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned.----Continued. 
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Dunk United States .. $23,295,919 63 $2,380, 909 90 $291,346 25 ~62,167 60 $552,99-2 81 $28,523 20 $19,154 74 
Office, Porl8mouth,,. 300,000 00 278,580 00 7,977 56 63 2.3 •••••••••••• ............ ............ 

Boston,. ..... 1,500,000 oo 779,895 00 32,487 25 5,075 25 •••••••••••• ............ ............ 
Providence ... 400,000 00 299,320 00 10,217 93 378 75 ............ ............ ............ 
llartford ...... 300,000 00 333,542 50 11,so8 21 879 00 ............ ............ ............ 
New York .... 2,500,000 00 1, 049, 122 50 109,144 90 8,276 50 ............ ............ ............ 
Baltimore .... ············••.•· 9:!1194/i 00 43,811 88 1,oso oo ............ ............ ............ 
Washington , , 500,000 00 875,975 00 17,4•16 65 3,757 00 ............ ............ ............ 
Richmond .... 1,000,000 00 786,330 00 23,217 8-2 8,460 47 ........... ............ ............ 
Nc,rfolk ... , .. soo,ooo 00 411,390 00 !l,952 61 2,19·1 00 ............ ............ ............ 
Fnycttcvillc •• 500,000 00 623,215 00 8,567 64 206 25 ............ ............ ............ 
Charleston , .. 1,soo,000 oo 1,29s, 555 oo 49,625 10 n,633 oo ............ ............ ............ 
Savannah .... 1,000,000 00 1,046,200 00 9,087 84 4,379 50 ............ ............ ............ 
Lexington .... •••••••••••••••• 164,405 00 13,220 46 49 00 ............ ............ ............ 
Louisvillo •... ................ 133,220 00 10,636 43 224 30 ............ ............ ............ 
Chilicotho, .. ................ 190,295 00 6,149 l2 ............ .... ....... ............ ............ 
Cincinnati, .. ................ ................ 2,054 02 ............ ............ ............ ............ 

Do,,Agency ................ 3,610 00 8,976 67 ............ ............ 159,019 44 ............ 
New Orleans .. 1, ooo, 000 00 3,435, 850 00 53,814 44 470 25 ............ ............ •••••••••••• Pitl8burg .. , ... 700,000 00 181,362 50 11,222 45 ............ ............ 1,959 62 ............ 

34, 995, 919 63 15, 193, 722 46 729,765 23 115,294 12 552,992 81 189,502 32 19,154 74 

At Dunk United States: Funded debt United States, (various) ................. .. $20,552,767 35 
5,267 32 

705,925 87 
34,776 67 

Debt due by the United States, ....................... .. 
Daring Brothers & Co ................................. . 
Foreign cxchnngo account ..... ,..... . .. , ........ , , , .. , 
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$3,907, 959 07 $4,213,633 67 $408,873 85 $49,863 85 $2,748,076 25 $31,030 26 $585,72•1 30 $539,959 65 .............. 43,078 61 .............. 157 90 .............. 1,804 98 4,748 16 5,302 01 .............. 101,748 82 31,086 69 28,015 84 12,682 06 10,970 89 2,089,876 76 230,275 48 .............. 31,009 74 12,947 62 ............ .............. ............ 153,111 41 20,347 20 .............. 156,943 76 2,906 23 ............ .............. ............ 34,804 65 37,86~ 48 .............. 1,396,838 12 211,253 10 ............ .............. ............ 1,873,738 64 374,495 61 
I I It It t t ~ t t I I 4,694,385 07 136,426 68 ............ 537 50 ............ 390,770 50 42,604 23 .............. 26,755 59 42,020 21 710 65 7,470 04 19,314 94 53,368 42 304,460 12 .............. 69,465 67 27,608 79 ............ .............. ............ 28,019 28 58,103 69 .............. 28,986 48 12,683 00 ............ .............. •••••••••••• 6,547 45 30,843 63 .............. 23,176 84 .............. ............ .............. ........... , 11,01110 42,329 82 .............. 129,231 38 9,400 00 2,700 00 .............. 896 37 253,656 48 40,490 02 .............. 19,053 70 275 97 ............ .............. ............ 29,051 46 39,713 82 .............. 1,001,042 68 .............. ............ .............. ............ 10,269 08 43,586 23 .............. 1,110,s23 78 .............. •••••••••••• .............. ............ 152,964 46 5,693 76 .............. 517,200 60 631 01 ............ .............. ............ 1,579 00 48,429 08 .............. 146,315 ~8 .............. •••••••••••• .............. ............ 29,321 44 3,257 74 .............. 2,423, 949 12 .............. ............ .............. ........... .............. .............. .............. 143,868 40 287,149 96 ............ .............. ............ .............. 168,814 28 .............. 36,774 24 .............. ............ .............. ............ 11,897 97 5,110 a-2 

3,907,959 07 16,407,281 55 1,183,263 11 81,448 24 2,768,765 85 64,017 44 s, 721,120 56 2,042,345 17 

At Office, Baltimore: Debt of Smith &. Duclmnan, G, Williams, and J, W, McCulloch $33~1538 48 
G, Williams ............. , ............ ,., .... , ........ , .. ,.... :2691874 85 
J, W, McCulloch, ........................................ , .. , 3001000 00 

908,413 33 
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$1,382,324 22 
10,674 77 

123,251 45 
18,215 96 
7,023 66 

1,028,912 16 
495,220 34 
195,373 04 
106,097 20 

251,352 14 
36,378 98 

641,919 21 
84,160 55 

147,650 03 
145,085 14 
20,029 31 
93,209 54 
41,178 9-2 

578,187 08 
63,469 53 

5,475,713 23 
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Funded debt of the United States,(various) •.•...•••....... 
Dills discounted on personal security .•••. &-26,443,327 12 

funded debt.......... 675,861 55 
bankstock.......... 2,915,581 65 

30,034,770 32 
Domestic bills of exchange.............. 3,365,484 9-2 

Real estate ..••.•.............•••...•.......••..•••••..• 
Foreign bills of exchange ••.••••...••....•...•...•••.••.. 
Due froni Bank United States and offices. 16,606,760 81 
Dnefrom State banks .•••••• •••••·••·•·• 1,551,969 76 

Debt of S. Smith and .B. G. Williams 
and J. W. l\IcCulloch ................................ . 

Due-by the United States ............................... . 
Baring Brothers & Co., London ......................... . 
Foreign exchange account ............... ............... . 
Deficiencies ............................................ . 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium, &c .................. . 
ll!Ort,,"'1ges,&c ......................................... . 

Expenses•••••· •·•••·••·•·••···•·••••·· •··•••••··•·••·· 
Cash.-Notes of Bank United States and 

branches .................... . 
Notes of State banks ........... . 
Specie .......... :. ............ . 

5,577,110 67 
1,204,347 65 
4,544,230 74 

DANK OF TUE UNITED STATES, October 1, 1825. 

FINANCE. [No. 743. 

RECAPITULATION. CR. 

33,400,255 24 
1,442, 178 61 

46,900 22 

18, 158, 730 57 

908,413 33 
5,267 32 

705,9-25 87 
34,776 67 

512,297 21 
1,844,799 14 

133,099 09 
92,740 21 

11,325,689 06 

89,173,_839 89 

Capital stock........................... .... .... ••...... $34,995,919 63 
Notes issued........................... . . .. • . • • . . . . • . . . 15,193, 722 46 
Discount, exchange, and interest . •• . . . • .. . . • • . . . . . . • • • . 729, 765 23 
Dividends unclaimed................... .. .. ..... ....... 115,294 12 
Profit and Joss......................... .••• .... •. •. . . . . 552,99-2 81 
Contingent interest ..........• ••••• ..... ••.. •••· ••••.... 189,50-2 32 
Contingent fund ......... •••· .•.. ...... ... • •••• •••• •• .. 3,907,959 07 
Contingent exchange . . . • .. . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . • • • •• • . . • • • • . 19, 154 74 
Dnc to Bank United States and offices .. $16,407,281 55 
Due to State banks..................... 1,183,263 11 

Seven per cent. stock ................................. . 
Six per cent. stock .•........•.• : ...•...•••• •• ......... . 
Treasury notes ........................................ . 
Deposits Treasurer United States . . . . . . . 5,721,120 56 
Deduct overdrafts and special deposits.. 274,425 64 

Deposits of public officers ............. . 
Deposits of individuals ................ . 

5,446,694 92 
2,042,345 17 
s,415, 113 23 

17,590,544 66 
81,448 24 

2, 768, 765 85 
64,017 44 

89,173,839 89 

THOS. WILSON, Casl,icr. 



Dn. 

Date-, Danks, 

1825, 
Oct, 31 I ll'ank United States .. 

24 Office, PortsmouU1 , , • 
27 lloston ....... 
27 
24 
26 
2·1 
22 
25 
22 
25 
18 
18 
14 
l1 
22 
20 
1 
3 

10 

Providence • , , 
Hartford ... .. 
New York .. .. 
Ilnltimore .. .. 
Washington .. 
Richmond •.•• 
Norfolk ...... 
Fayetteville .. 
Clmrleston ••. 
Savannah .. .. 
Lexington .. .. 
Louisville .. .. 
Chilicothe ... 
Cincinnnti ... 

Do .. Agency 
New Orleans • 
Pittsburg ..... 
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89,947,217 10 
427,78217 

1,580, 454 23 
425,870 09 
443,929 32 

4,515,895 07 
2,650,379 18 
1,188, 712 67 
1,256,349 15 

663,718 09 
449,145 56 

1,836,519 68 
542,985 73 
982,34117 

1,072, 735 85 
44G,O:!l 68 
77,183 24 

1,306,138 73 
2,287,343 91 

704,855 65 

General statement of the Bank qf tlie United Slates and its Offices of Discount a,nd Depom at the dates herein mentioned. 
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1,494 00 

600 00 
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$519,51G 36 
1,200 00 

01,000 00 
7,800 00 
3,500 00 

45,000 00 
1,350,982 53 

103,075 62 
81,103 82 
12,210 00 
37,300 00 

412,033 36 
192,160 00 

500 00 
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$477,222 57 $300,639 48 $·1,245 96 ............ $10,().17,852 04 
3,440 71 ...... ...... 942 13 $13,046 86 364 67 

222,163 77 .. .. .. .. • • • • • • • .. • .. • • • • • • • • • • • .. • .. 852,389 76 
188,525 20 .. , • • • .. .. • .. • • .. .. .. • • • • • .. • • • .. .. .. 60, 468 59 
121,351 07 , .. • • • • .. .. • • • • • .. . • • • • • • • • .. .. • • • • • .. 2, 396 49 
304,302 63 ............ .... .......... .... ........ 730,091 62 
275,413 01 .... •••• .... 128,475 72 ...... •••••• 145,482 36 
21,531 34 ........ .... 31,772 12 322,457 55 214,406 05 
57,300 00 ........ .... 3\,664 25 •• ;... ...... 210,333 49 

...... .... .... ...... .••••• ...... ........ 51,463 48 229,046 80 
98,574 07 .... •• ...... .. .. ...... •••• .. ... • ...... 40,294 88 
52,857 98 • .. • .. • • • .. • • • • • .. .. .. • .. • • • • .. .. .. • • • 534, 763 30 
21,824 05 ..... ....... 7,850 31 .... •••• .... 691,680 42 
84,399 28 .. • .. • • .. • • 89,997 83 .. .. • • . • • • .. so, 767 54 

102,866 17 ...... ...... 32,450 51 •• .. .. • .. .. • 6,528 18 
10,960 00 •••• ........ 6,593 62 14,215 88 45,331 33 
17,143 68 • .. • • • • .. .. • .. • • • • .. .. • .. • • • .. .. • • • • .. 36,491 20 

143,354 65 ............ 1,043,480 05 ...... ...... 26,269 06 
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General statement of the Bank of the Unued States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Oct, 31 Dank Unite,1 States , , $23,295,919 63 $2,402,409 96 $313,792 72 $59,086 35 $551,176 22 $86,537 56 $3,898,559 07 $2, 789, 313 88 $331,905 78 $20,000 00 $330,977 63 $15,466 74 $712,816 50 

24 Office, Portsmouth , , , 300,000 00 283,755 00 10,266 19 22 00 ............ •••••••••••• .............. 31,309 33 3,060 56 ............ •••••••••••• 227 26 •••••••••••••• 
27 Doston ....... 1,500,000 oo 776,900 00 47,907 28 4,149 00 , ........... ........... .............. 119,861 79 217,117 43 14,069 07 96,475 35 6,481 64 463,681 11 

27 Provi,lenco , .. 400,000 00 299,055 00 14,846 58 367 75 •••••••••••• . ............ 46,278 76 !!9,357 71 ............ ............ ........... 134,137 62 

24 Hartford' ..... 300,000 00 333,54!! 50 18,646 18 525 25 ............ .............. 81,502 80 1,047 34 ............ ............ ............ 25,585 55 

26 New York .... 2,500,000 00 1,037,597 50 131,327 23 8,660 75 ............ ............ .............. 1,225,220 51 306,191 52 ............ ............ ............ 631,296 11 

!!4 Baltimore .... •••••••••••••••• 0W,540 00 60,928 97 5,586 25 ............ ............ .............. 4,7!!4,981 89 132,083 47 ............ ll8,041 00 ............ 56,549 25 

22 Washington .. 500,000 00 882,020 00 20,415 47 3,757 00 ........... •••••••••••• .............. !!5,041 59 39,213 60 710 65 198,985 46 19,314 94 53,368 42 

25 - Richmond •••• 1, ooo, 000 00 785,165 00 28,225 51 7,425 22 ............ •••••••••••• .............. 80,253 81 46,379 51 ............. ............ ............ 27,506 50 

22 Norfolk ...... 500,000 00 427,060 00 10,804 08 1,694 00 ............ •••••••••••• .............. !!4,189 22 6,945 67 •••••••••••• ............ ............ .............. 
25 Fayetteville , , 500,000 00 621,990 00 12,557 23 107 25 ............ ............ .............. 3,132 84 ................ •••••••••••• ............ •••••••••••• 29,018 95 

18 Charleston • , , 1,500,000 oo 1,295,125 00 60,759 64 10,927 50 ............ ............ .............. '152,379 57 ................ 2,700 00 117,137 45 896 37 58,444 12 

18 Savannah .... 1, ooo, 000 00 1,04!!,510 00 9,539 22 4,294 25 ............ ............ .............. 2,743 70 20,!!24 47 ........... ............ ............ 28,947 46 

14 Lexington .... ................ 164,365 00 18,380 14 49 00 ............ ............ .............. 1,104,667 96 ................ •••••••••••• ............ ....... ..... 10,094 08 

11 Louisville .... •••••••••••••••• 133,150 00 12,!!40 23 2!!4 30 .............. 1,141,087 68 ................ ............ ............ 111,569 09 

22 Chilicothc, .. .............. :. 190,295 00 7,999 77 .............. 526,052 44 711 21 ............ 1,579 00 

20 Cincinnati,,, •••••••••••••••• ................ 2,886 22 ............ ............ •••••••••••• .............. 170,774 12 ................ ............ •••••••••••• ............ 29,626 22 

1 Do,,Agency •••••••••••••••• 3,580 00 10;312 78 •••••••••••• ............ 159,019 44 .............. !!,423,979 12 •••••••••••••••• ..... , ...... ............ ............ .............. 
3 New Orleans .. 1,000,000 00 3,549,150 00 65,639 31 3-28 25 ............ ............ .............. 114,111 06 236,288 05 ............ ............ ............ .............. 

19 Pittsburg ..... 700,000 00 181,362 50 13,811 02 ............ ............ 1,059 62 .............. 25,611 38 ................ ............ ............ ............ 9,561 32 

34, 995, 919 63 15,3"...2,572 46 866,315 77 107,204 12 551,176 22 247,516 62 3,898, 559 07 14,812,523 45 1,370,526 3-2 37,479 72 771,616 89 42,386 95 2,383, 781 30 
, .. 

At Dank United States: Fnndcd debt United States........................... .. . $18,714,684 12 At Office, Ilnltimore: Debt ol' S, Smith & Duchannn, G, Williams, and J, W, Mc-
Debt dne by United States ............................. .. 5,267 32 Cnlloch ................................................ .. 
Daring Brothers & Oo,, London ......................... .. Debt of G, Williams , ...... , ........ , ..................... .. 

DcbtofJ, W,l\IcCulloch .................................. .. 

At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Pension Fund, ... , ...................... , ..... . 
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$1,816,363 82 
13,879 26 

174,86\l 77 
20,005 76 
17,729 57 

996,111 35 
610,89111 
217,521 28 
1!!2,355 05 
ll4S,007 06 
33,122 82 

679,874 57 
83,400 91 

139,263 47 
148,895 60 
26,007 23 
92,704 53 
41,143 92 

620,408 55 
61,760 59 

6,164,309 22 
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$271,009 16 ............ 
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1826.] AFFAIRS OF BANK OF UNITED STATES. 351 

Dn. RECAPITULATION. CR. 

Funded debt of the United States ••...•.......••••.•••... $18,714,684 12 
Dills discounted on personal security •.••. S'25,805,5i9 17 

Capital stock.......................... •....• •... •..... $34,995,919 63 
Notes issued........................... .••... ••.••. .... 15,322,5i2 46 

funded debt.......... 34,622 17 Discount, exchange, and interest........ .• .. .•••.. •••••• 866,315 77 
bank stock........... 2,932,581 69 

Domestic bills of exchange .•••....•••... 
28,7'i2,783 03 
2,si6,125 23 

Foreign hills of exchange., ............................. . 
Realestatc ............................................. . 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 15,058,557 36 
Due from.State banks•·•••·•••••••••·••• 1,817,814 08 

31,648,908 26 
300,639 48 

1,456,827 50 

Dividends unclaimed .•......•.•...•.......•••.•••••••.• 
Profit and Joss ••....••.........•.. , •...••.•.•••..•••••. 
Contingent interest, foreign exchange: 

&c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·········•····· 
Contingent fund ..•..•.•..•••.•...••••..•...•.••..•• •••• 
Due to Dank United States :ind offices .. $14,812,523 45 
Due to State banks..................... 1,370,526 32 

16,876, 371 44 Seven per cent. stock •••••••••••••••••• ••••·•••·••·••·• 
Debt of Smith and n. G. Wtlliams and Six per cent. stock .................................... . 

J. w. McCulloch .•.•...•• ••·•••··•••• ••••·• •••••• •..• 908,413 33 Treasury note stock .................................. .. 
Debt due by the United States........... ...... .... .. •... 51267 32 Deposits of Treasurer United States.... 2,383,781 30 
Daring Brothers&. co,, London, ..•..•.•. ··•••• ................ •··••• •... Deduct overdrafts ttnd special deposit... 414,999 89 

Deficiencies .............. ............................. . 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loans••·••·•••••••••••••·•••••••••••·•••·•••••••••••• 
Mortgages, &c ......................................... . 
Expenses ............................................ . 
Cash.-Notes of Dank United States and 

offices••••••••••·••·•••·•••·•• 
Notes of State banks .•••.••...••. 
Specie ........ , ................ . 

Agent for Pension Fund, at office, Ports-

5,844,485 56 
1, 186, 652 29 
3,458,207 15 

moutlt ................................. , ............ . 

512,297 21 

1,846,214 14 Deposits of sundry public officers ..•.••• 
133,099 09 Deposits of individuals ................ . 
111,829 56 

1,968, 781 41 

1,585,401 70 
6,164,309 22 

Baring Brothers &. Co., London ........................ . 

10,489,345 00 

9,40-2 26 

e:i, 013, 298 71 

107,204 12 
551,176 22 

247,516 62 
3,898,559 07 

16,183,049 77 

37,479 72 
m,616 89 
42,386 95 

9,718,492 33 

271,009 16 

83,013,298 71 

DANK or TllE UNITED STATES, November I, 1825. 
THOMAS WILSON, Cashier, 



Genei·al statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates hei·ein mentioned. 
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leslS, 
Nov,25 Dank United States .... $2,948, 172 31 $7,300 00 $519,516 36 $490,919 84 $373,233 76 $4,245 96 ............ $1U,131,177 17 $798,431 93 ............ $1,233,961 19 $126,099 09 $19,218 90 

21 Office, Portsmouth .. ,,,. 418,352 88 400 00 5,200 00 3~7l' .,~~"°!'" 942 13 •••••••••••• 24,984 05 •••••••••••••• ............ ............... ............ 1,157 46 
24 Boston ......... 1,884,699 15 19,700 00 128,500 00 234,074 48 .............. ............ 678,455 05 37,431 03 ............ 110,816 91 ............ 4,761 45 
24 Providence ..... 430,290 85 •••••••••••• 81800 OU lell,182 79 •••••••••••• .............. ............ 72,910 75 9,038 54 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 2,134 44 
28 Hartford ........ 445,096 32 ............ 5,300 00 93,411 30 ............ .............. •••••••••••• 18,409 13 39,587 26 $33,058 90 .............. ............ 1,200 07 
30 New York.,.,,. 4,533,852 80 500 00 10-2,103 82 294,213 13 ............ .............. ............ 1,032,934 14 67,224 95 9,997 67 86,424 30 ............ 12,443 03 
28 Ilnltimore,,., ••. 2, 766, 745 72 ............ 1,367,427 53 248,869 31 •••••••••••• 145,655 02 ............ 70,823 56 117,488 92 305,804 46 110,657 34 ............ 7,321 86 
26 Washington .... 1,204,640 81 ............ 106,075 62 18,460 75 ............ 31,693 64 $268,452 92 264,645 09 50,631 00 10,073 57 29,399 84 ............ 11,244 20 
22 Richmond ••••.• 1,ao2,190 43 ............ 8:l,503 82 53,615 37 •••••••••••• 31,306 75 ............ 98,126 86 55,123 48 94,650 29 35,555 33 ............ 10,573 56 
19 Norfolk ......... 662,526 64 600 00 74,110 00 .............. ............ .............. ............ 369,537 52 25,473 63 •••••••••••• 29,754 49 ·f··········· 7,769 33 
2-2 Fayetteville .. , •• 454,034 00 ............ 37,300 00 9-2,084 79 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 2,484 41 170,592 59 21,087 05 32,428 49 ............ 2,552 47 
15 Charleston ...... 1,so1,s11 11 6,928 17 • 501,233 36 266,461 04 •••••••••••• .............. •••••••••••• 489,532 73 65,618 46 6,909 00 67,727 78 ............ 7,898 30 
15 Snvannnb ....... 566,632 83 0 0 o I o ~ o t t t I I 215, i(l,5 00 11,583 43 •••••••••••• o,124 66 ............ 544,727 87 533 44 9,868 87 42,174 39 ............ 7,347 56 
11 Lexington ••• , •. 968,648 42 ............ .............. 82,548 19 ............ 90,019 70 ............ 30,591 05 17,890 00 ............ .............. 1,000 00 s, 734 98 
15 Louisville ...... 1,064,705 92 ............ .............. 102,002 82 ............ 31,542 34 ............ 26,025 95 3,541 07 ............ 11,514 86 ............ 1,726 76 
19 Chilicothe ,, .••. 444,656 51 ............ .............. 15,160 00 •.••········· 6,593 62 16,968 27 44,927 63 19-2 00 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 2,848 67 
17 Cincinnati ...... 90,749 70 ............ •••••••••••••• 42,132 17 ............ .............. ............ 20,542 87 •••••••••••••• ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 2,690 40 

Oct, 2-2 Do ... Agency . 1,286,156 27 ............ .............. 143,354 65 ............ 1,06:l,906 42 ............ 30,990 09 93,249 59 7,723 14 .............. •••••••••••• 18,799 59 
24 New Orleans ... 2,315,462 94 ............ 5,300 00 289,848 02 ............ .............. 15,429 72 1,118,535 09 182,271 38 13,134 26 45,000 uo •••••••••••• 6,190 97 

Nov.23 Pittsburg,, ••••.. 704,156 06 ....... : .... .............. 73,772 79 ............ 79,355 00 4,955 19 51,917 03 .............. ............ i4,123 13 ............ , 4,381 26 

----
26,389,881 73 35,428 17 a, I59, 135 51 2,745,135 58 373,233 76 1,490,985 24 305,806 10 15,122,368 04 1,734,319 27 512,307 21 1,849,538 05 133,099 09 138,004 26 
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$896,080 56 $"218, 963 75 
143,355 00 15,421 51 
465,790 00 48,612 00 
188,685 00 17,830 00 
105,730 00 12,888 00 
917,990 00 281,000 oo 
324,455 00 75,213 09 
207,950 00 22,828 96 

30,740 34 214,945 00 
83,450 00 15,755 18 

371,950 00 15,708 00 
321,215 00 38,304 00 

, 489,965 00 101,163 00 
00,000 00 45,143 00 

160,200 00 20,119 49 
143,825 00 32,065 00 
128,299 84 38,455 00 

•••••••••••••• .............. 
1,126,960 00 37,230 00 

2,130 00 2-2,!195 00 

0,201, 770 74 1,303, 939 98 

-~ 
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$843,646 07 
23,591 27 

110,109 65 
43,195 45 
19,688 31 

445,094 24 
298,000 00 

34,037 47 
59,672 23 
82,162 00 
50,469 14 

237,400 03 
328,427 57 
72,ll6 44 

157,212 86 
79,663 21 

190,618 43 

•••••••••••••• 
562,117 71 
35,029 51 

3, 672, 281 59 
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1825. 
Nov,28 

21 
24 
24 
28 
30 
28 
26 
22 
19 
22 
15 
15 
11 
15 
19 
17 

Oct, 2:'! 
24 

Nov,23 

Bnnks, 

Dnnk United States .... 
Office, Portsmo11th, .... 

Boston ......... 
Providence .. , ••• 
Hnrtford .. ,., ... 
New York ...... 
Dnltlmorc., ••••• 
Wn~hington .... 

Richmond•••••• 
Norfolk ......... 
Fnycttcvillc, •••• 
Chnrlcston ...... 
Snvnnnnh ...... 
Lexington •••••• 
Louisvlllo ...... 
Chilicotho ...... 
Cincinnati,,,,,, 

Do ... Agcncy. 
New Orleans •• , 
Pittsburg ........ 
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$'2,429,809 96 $331,'265 99 1;,is, 711 60 $551,187 M $91,90-2 93 $3,898, 559 07 $3, 003, 827 46 $211,923 90 $382,579 51 $14,000 00 $184,742 02 $11,466 74 
283,755 00 11,676 97 22 00 ............ ............ .............. 31,112 51 315 56 ............ ............ ········-··· 227 26 
776,900 00 66,701 03 3,636 25 ........... ............ .............. 326,!145 66 72,660 91 ............ 5,046 07 52,427 01 4,740 43 
200,055 00 17,628 52 367 75 •••••••••••• ............ .............. 43,571 28 6,242 53 ............ ............ ........... 

•••••••••••• 329,687 50 16,708 98 511 50 ............ ............ .............. 56,314 30 2,135 59 ............ ............ ............ 
•••••••••••• 1, 4321937 50 164,524 10 7,464 75 •••••••••••• ............ .............. 052,215 12 261,060 43 ............ ............ ............ ............ 

orn,ooo oo 75,859 12 4,986 75 ............ ............ •••••••••••••• 4,890,562 54 9-2,976 28 ............ •••••••••••• 13,104 07 ............ 
879,550 00 29,099 so 2,725 75 •••••••••••• •••••••••••• .............. 14,189 39 94,861 75 •••••••••••• 710 65 113,316 60 16,499 58 
785,165 00 33,966 50 7,040 47 ............ •••••••••••• .............. 37;012 93 26,630 44 ............ ............ ............ ... , ........ 
451,535 00 12,049 07 1,57'1 00 •••••••••••• •••••••••••• .............. 22,286 63 5,557 28 ............ ............ •••••••••••• ............ 
621,990 00 14,783 31 107 25 ............ •••••••••••• .............. 117,009 83 .............. ............ ............ ............ ............ 

1,200,190 00 73,853 37 9,040 50 •••••••••••• ............ ... .......... 121,573 59 13,950 00 ............ 2,700 00 59,1'.12 85 896 37 
1,041,245 00 10,593 16 3,678 00 •••••••••••• ............ .............. ll,OOG 51 24,724 47 ............ ............ ............ ............ 

164,295 00 24,624 62 40 75 •••••••••••• ............ .............. 1,056,s21 64 .............. ............ •••••••••••• ............ ............ 
133,020 00 17,592 35 224 30 ............ ............ .............. 1,172,322 53 550 00 ............ ............ ....... , .... ............ 
190,265 00 9,433 06 ............ •••••••••••• ............ .............. 529,694 45 507 84 ............ •••••••••••• ............ ............ 
106,000 00 4,414 14 ............ ............ •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 257,970 65 •••••••••••••• ............ ............ ............ ............ 

3,580 00 14,374 00 ............ ............ 159,653 38 .............. 2,423,979 12 •••••••••••••• ............ ............ •••••••••••• ............ 
3,540, 150 00 74,525 94 3-28 25 ............ •••••••••••• .............. 105,254 76 226,179 31 ............ ............ ............ ............ 

179,317 50 17,227 70 ............ ............ 1,959 62 .............. 18,834 53 .............. ............ ............ ............ ............ 
---- ---- ----

15,850,537 46 1,020,991 82 70,468 87 551,187 04 253,515 93 3, sos, 659 07 15,112,105 43 J, 040, 276 29 382,579 51 22,456 72 42!!, 732 55 33,830 38 

At Dnnk United Stntes: Funded debt of the United Stntcs .......................................................................... $18,6421614 20 
Debt due by the United Stntes ........................................................................ ";· 5,~67 32 

At Ollicc, Baltimore: Debt of S, Smith nnd D., G, Wlllinms, nnd J, W, McCulloch .................................................. . 
Debt of G, Williams ........................................................................................ .. 
Debt of J, W, McCulloch ................................................................................... .. 

At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Lonn Office, ......... , .......... , ........ , ......... , ......... , .............. ., .................. .. 
Agent for Ponslon Fund. .. .. .. .. .. ............................................... , .................... .. 
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354 Jj'IN ANOE. 

RECAPITULATION. 

FundeddebtoftheUnitedStates,(various) ••••··•··•••·••· $18,642,614 20 
Bills discounted on personal •ecurity .•••. ~,389,881 73 

Capital stock •••..•.•.••••. • ••••..•••••.••...•..•..•..•. 
Notes issued .••...•.••••..•••.••••..••.•••.••..•.•••••. 

funded debt.......... 35,428 17 
bank stock, . • • • • • • . . . 31159, 135 51 

Domestic bills of exchange.... • • . . • . . . • . . ..•••.••..•••.. 
Foreign bills of exchange .•....•..•••....•••••.•..••.•... 
Real estate .••..••.••••....•.••.•.••.•..•..••........... 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 15,122,368 04 
Due from State banks................... 1,734,319 27 

Debt of Smith and B., G. Williams, and 
J. W. JllcCulloch., •••••••• ••••.••·•••·· .••••••••.••••.. 

Debt due by United States .•....•••••••..•......•...•...• 
Deficiencies •.••••.••.•••••••.•.•...••..••..• , •••••• , •.• 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loan ••••••• ·••••••••··••·•·•••••··•••·•••••••·•••·•·•• 
111 ortgnges, &.c...... • • . • • • • . . . . • . • . • • • . . . •...•...••••..• 
Expenses ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•.••. •••··•·••• 
Cnsh,-Notes of Bank United States and 

offices, ••• ••·•••••••••••••••• 
State banks ..•...•.••••.••.•...•. 

Specie•••••••••••••••••·••••···· 

6,207,770 74 
1,303,939 98 
3,672,281 59 

29,584,445 41 
2,745,135 58 

373,233 76 
l,490,985 24 

16,856,687 31 

908,413 33 
5,267 32 

512,307 21 

1,849,538 05 
133,099 09 

Discount, exchange, and interest. ....... ............... . 
Dividends unclaimed ...•...•...•...••......•••••.•.••.. 
Profit and loss . . . • • . . . • • . . . • • . • • • . • . • . . . • . • • • • • •.•... 
Contingent interest and foreign exchange• ..•••.•...•.•... 
Contingent fund.... . ................................. . 
Due to Bank United States and offices .• $15,112,105 43 
Due to State banks..................... 1,040,276 29 

Baring Brothers &. Co., London • • . • . •• . •••..•.••....•. 
Seven per cent. stock.................. • . • • • • • • • • • ••.. 
Six per cent, stock, exchanged ........................ . 
Treasury notes... • . . . • • • • • . • • . . • • . • • • . . . •••...•....••.. 
Deposits of Treasurer of United States.. 3,3811578 00 
Deductoverdraftsandspccial deposits... 305,806 10 

138,004 26 Deposits of public officers .••.....••...• 
Deposits of individuals .••.••....•••.••• 

3,075,771 90 
1,558,878 41 
6,145,203 46 

11, 183, 992 31 
Public offices at l'ortsmouth .•• ,.. . • . .. • . .• . . . . •. • . . . •• .. 11,291 40 

84,435,014 47 

$190,136 26 
20,930 !16 
42,448 71 

253,515 93 

[No. 'l43 

$34,995,919 63 
15,850,537 46 
1,020,991 82 

·70,468 87 
551,187 04 
253,515 93 

3,898,559 07 

16,152,381 72 
382,579 51 
22,456 7ll 

422,732 55 
33,830 38 

JO, 7791853 77 

84,435, 014 47 

B .. NK OF THE UNITED STATES, December 1, 1825. 
THOMAS WILSON, Ca,hie-r. 
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1826, 
Jan, 2 Dank United Stntea •••• $3,375,314 10 $7,500 00 $402,366 36 $533,009 47 '421,524 80 $4,249 41 ............ $U,U75,345 20 $774,675 26 ............ $1,173,961 19 $126,263 60 8588 36 

1825, 
Dce.26 Office, Portllmouth ..... 440,974 21 400 00 0,000 00 4,439 81 ............ 942 13 ........... 9,C55 37 .............. ............ •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 

29 Doston, •••.••.. 2, 167,878 78 ll3,600 00 110,000 00 351,969 59 •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ............ 567,524 53 86,20a 53 
•••••••••••• 

114,149 66 ............ ............ 
20 Providence •• , •• 424,039 \12 ............ 8,800 00 201,501 aa ............ .............. ...... ..... ~6,111 44 32,595 24 •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ............ 38 22 
26 Hartford •• , ••••• 433,588 40 ........... s,3oo oo 69,131 48 

•••••••••••• 
.............. ............ 48,348 05 33,103 19 $33,058 90 .............. ............ ........... 

28 New York ••.••• 4,406,856 17 4,500 00 155,103 82 298,863 39 
•••••••••••• 

.............. ............ 1,244, 777 52 49,310 86 9,097 67 86,424 30 ............ 1,141 59 
20 Dnltlmore ••••••• 2,766,177 47 ............ 1,391,607 03 254,853 95 ,, .......... 145,6:15 02 ............ 66,373 91 69,501 67 305,804 46 110,657 34 ............ 160 31 
24 Washington •••• I, 246,658 44 ............ 101,115 64 43,213 99 

•••••••••••• 
30,521 46 $53,368 42 223,492 63 63,197 20 10,073 57 29,399 84 ............ 5,670 19 

27 Richmond•••••· 1,300,888 85 ............... 98,000 00 94,4B7 64 ............. 31,342 75 •••••••••••• 43,188 20 l.l!2,359 79 94,650 29 35,555 33 ............. 5,658 98 
24 Norfolk,•••••••• 659,242 58 600 00 11,110 00 .............. •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ............ JU9, 737 08 41,257 38 ............ '20,754 49 • 4,093 34 
27 Fnyettevlllc, •••. 434,1>76 95 ............ 35,800 00 134,999 81 •••••••••••• .............. ............ 12,220 33 298,507 02 21,087 05 32,428 49 ............ 12B 77 
20 Clmrleston ••••• 2,028,343 16 33,193 17 450,642 36 504,996 23 ............ ............. ............ 300,172 02 69,407 76 6,909 00 67,727 78 ............ 30 00 
19 Snvnnnnh .•••••. 657,130 26 ............ 256,300 00 43,370 00 ............ 6,596 66 •••••••••••• 437,872 32 539 44 9,868 87 42,174 39 ............ 3,255 04 
16 Lexington ..•••• 789,220 61 ............ ............... 84,371 18 ............ 272,368 05 ............ 33,519 91 18,790 00 ............ •••••••••••••• 1,000 00 23 58 
13 Louisville•••••• 1,os1,693 11 ............ ......... .... 93,022 25 ............ 42,835 09 •••••••••••• 33,515 65 3,541 07 ............ 11,514 86 ............ 26 09 
17 Chilleothe ••••. , 435,807 49 ............ .............. ll5,299 00 •••••••••••• 6,593 62 15,H5 74 45.345 54 300 00 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 7 25 
22 Cincinnati, ••••• 158,267 38 ............ 500 00 45,762 48 ............ .............. ............ 34,511 07 l, 728 oo ........... .............. ............ 28 18 

Nov,30 Do ... Ageney. 1,201,850 45 ............ .............. 143,354 65 ............ 1,094,632 02 ............ 31,690 00 01,111 99 7,723 14 •••••••••••••• ............ 13,513 21 
Dec, 5 New Orleans., .. 2,348,797 14 ............ 5,300 00 106,414 73 ............ .............. ............ 1,001,125 59 206,703 96 13,134 26 45,000 00 ............ 568 22 

21 l'lttsburg .••••••• 711,355 55 ............ •••••••••••••• 79,465 56 ............ 79,355 00 18,017 64 22,968 18 •,••·········· ............ 14,123 13 ............ 2,216 54 

----
27,104,660 72 69,793 17 3, 1311545 21 3,118,622 57 421,524 80 1,715,091 21 86,531 80 14,442,900 54 1,002,023 41 512,307 21 1,79·2,870 80 133,263 60 37,147 87 
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Boston·•··••·•· 
Providence ..... 
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Wnsllington .... 
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Norfolk ••••.••• 
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New Orleans ... 
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General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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550 00 

10,300 04 .............. .............. 
122,835 29 
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.5251,494 29 

............ ............ 
•••••••••••• ............ ............ 
............ ............ ............ ............ ........... ............ 
••'••······· ............ ........... ............ 
............ 
............ ............ 

75,413 66 .......................... 
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$180,447 80 

............ 
52,688 43 
2,337 67 

............ 
85,682 35 
6,637 80 

114,430 41 ............ ............ 
............ 

46,046 81 ............ 
•••••••••••• ............ ............ ............ 
•••••••••·•• •••••••••••• •••••••••••• 
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$596,529 24 

4,125 96 
823,815 10 
198,747 62 
22,427 46 

1,315,268 01 
100,458 51 
213,257 21 
19,659 72 

817 92 
51,398 56 

199,645 50 
54,274 43 
9,965 61 

105,904 91 
1,579 00 

36,316 14 

•••••••••••••• 
34,674 08 
2,194 36 
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$354,987 48 

613 79 
287,478 12 
22,541 40 
29,936 98 

216,556 78 
87,657 82 

173,307 06 
50,310 62 
37,319 22 
27,281 18 
28,859 69 
26,250 29 
22,062 93 
8,183 97 

32,355 90 
2,109 ~2 .............. 

164,670 59 
4,513 57 
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$1,138,578 14 I S~,314 62 

9,904 63 .......... 
134,358 78 ......... , 
2:.l,380 16 .......... 
16,756 24 .......... 

910,376 92 .......... 
579,213 03 .......... 
182,984 05 .......... 
98,111 64 .......... 

234,673 61 .......... 
34,399 76 .......... 

711,454 82 .......... 
156,456 81 .......... 
136,947 13 .......... 
139,062 92 .......... 
• 14,554 93 .......... 
113,396 39 .......... 
45,995 53 .......... 

688,904 321 .......... 
76,335 63 .......... 

34,995,919 63 I 10,394,782 461 s1,210 39 I 1,001,20212 I 153,392 901165,185 41 I 24,75319 I 3,979,399 s21 15,313,234 24 I 1,215,547 99 I 251,494 29 I 488,211 211s,w1,05934 I 1,s10,997 31 I s,444,845 44 I 2,314 62 

At Bnnk United Stntes: Funded debt United States ................................... $18,303,501 45 At Office, Bnltlmore: Debtors. Smith nnd D,,G, Wlllinms,nnd Jnmcs w. McColloch. 

Debt duo by tho United Stutes • .,,. ................ .,........ 5,267 32 DebtofG. Williams .......................................... .. 
Debt of J. W, McCollocl1. ................................... .. 

$338,538 48 
269,874 85 
300,000 00 

908,413 33 
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Dn. RECAPITULATION. OR 

Funded debt United States .............................. $18,303,501 45 Capital stock........................... ................ $34,995,919 63 
Dills discounted on personal security ••••. S-27,104,660 72 

funded debt............ 69,793 17 
bank stock............. 3,131,545 21 

30,305,999 10 
Domc:,tic bills of ~xchange............... 3,118,622 57 

Foreign bills of exchange .....•...•...... •, • • •. • • • • • • • • • • 
Real estate ................................. , • • ....... .. 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 14,442,900 54 
Due from State banks, ... .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . 1,062,923 41 

Debt of S. Smith and llucbanan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. W,McCollocb .......................... .. 

Debt due by t11e United States ................... •, • • .. • 
Deficiencies ............................•••••••••••••••• 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

Joan ••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• •••••·•••••·••·· 
J\Iort,,.,,ges, &c •••••••••••••••••••••••.••• •., • • • ••••••• 
Expenses .••.••••••••••••.••••••••••.••• ••••••••·······• 
Casb.-Notes of Dank United States and 

offices ....................... .. 
Notes of State banks ............. . 
Specie .......................... . 

6,664,345 56 

1,114,831 51 
3, ooo, 158 10 

Il.a.llK OF TUE UlltTED ST.a.TES, January 2, 1826, 

33,424,621 67 
421,524 80 

1,715,091 21 

16,405,823 95 

908,413 33 
5,267 32 

512,307 21 

1,792,870 80 
133,263,60 
37,147 87 

11,739,335 17 

85,399, 168 38 

Notes issued........................... .• ....... ... .. . • 16,394,782 46 
Discount, exchange, and interest.. . . . • • • • • • • • . . • . . . . • • • • . 81,240 39 
Dividends unclaimed .•....•.......... , . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . 1,007,262 12 
Profit and Joss.......................... .. .. .. • . . . .. • . .. 753, 39-2 96 
Contingent interest..................... .. . . • • . . . . . • . . . . 165,185 41 
Contingent exchange .................................. 1 24,753 19 
Foreign exchange ...................................... 1 2,314 62 
Contingent fund........................ .... ...... ...... 3,979,399 52 
Due to the Bank of the United States 

and offices ........................... $15,313,234 24 
Due to State banks..................... 1,215,547 99 

Due to Baring Brothers & Co., London ................. . 
Redemption of public debt •••••.....•.•.......••...•...• 

16,528,782 23 
251,494 29 
488,271 27 

Deposits of '.l'reasurer United States..... 3,791,059 34 
Deduct overdrafts and special deposits... 86,531 80 

3,704,527 54 
Deposits of public officers,.............. 1,576,997 31 
Deposits of individuals .• ••••••.......... 5,444,845 44 

10,726,370 29 

I 85,399, 168 38 

J. ANDREWS, .a .. istant C<uhier. 
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19m CoNGREss.] No. 744. [lsT SESSION. 

FORFEITURE OF CARGO SAILING FROM AN AMERICAN PORT UNDER A BRITISH LICENSE 
DURING THE WAR OF 1812. 

COY~NICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 1, 1826. 

Mr. DwmHT, from the Committee of vVays and Means, to whom was referred the petition of Nathaniel 
• Goddard and others, reported: • 

That the ship Ariadne, owned by the petitioners, with a cargo of fl.our, on the - of September, 1812, 
sailed from Alexandria, bound to Cadiz, having on board a British license, and was captured by the Argus 
on the 15th October, 1812. She was brought in and libelled with her cargo in the District Court of Penn
sylvania; bonds were given in the usual form to abide the decision upon the libel, and the vessel and 
cargo restored to the petitioners and proceeded upon her voyage. 

The captors relied upon the possession of the license alone _as the cause of capture. There was no 
allegation that the property belonged to the enemy, or was shipped with any intention of assisting or 
benefitting him. . 

The District Court of Pennsylvania ordered the property to be restored and the captors pay damages. 
Upon an appeal this decree was reversed in the Circuit Court, and th!} decree of reversal affirmed in the 
Supreme Court of the United States. 

The petitioners, upon the final decree of condemnation in 1821, paid the amount of their bond; one 
moiety of which went to the captors, the other into the Treasury of the United States. They pray for a 
remission of this last portion of their forfeiture-

lst. On the ground of unintentional error. 
2d. Ignorance, that the possession of a license from the enemy could be considered as giving to the 

cargo the character of enemy's property. 
3d. That the voyage was not contrary to the law of the United States nor to the known policy of the 

Government, and that they could have no reason to suppose that a voyage, lawful in itself, could be 
rendered unlawful by the forbearance of the enemy to interfere in its legal exercise. The petitioners 
regard the possession of the license only as evidence that the enemy would not interfere to prevent that 
from being done by a citizen of this Government which the laws of this country sanctioned and which 
the policy of the Government did not condemn. 

They attempt to support those views by reference to the fact that the enemy had no particuiar con
nexion with the neutral port of Cadiz, to which the cargo was shipped; that the allied armies were then 
at a great distance from Cadiz, and did not draw their supplies from that quarter. 

Although it was well known to the American Government that a trade in fl.our was carried on with 
the peninsula, and probably equally well known that it was prosecuted under British licenses, it did not 
deem it expedient to prohibit that trade; and when, subsequent to the capture of the Ariadne, the subject 
was before Congress, that body declined to pass a law prohibiting the use of such licenses, and treated 
the whole as a question of policy and expediency, depending upon the ;relative circumstances of the two 
countries at war, and their mutual means of annoyance and defence. At a more recent period, August 2, 
1813, Congress, convinced of the inexpediency under then existing circumstances of suffering such trade 
to continue, passed an act prohibiting the use of such licenses; which act itself, since the war, March 3, 
1815, has been repealed. 

The petitioners therefore assert that the proceedings of the legislative body evinced their opinion of 
the legality of using such a license at the period of the capture; that several of the judicial tribunals, 
both of the State and General Governments, determined in favor of their use, and the Attorney General 
of the United States himself gave an official opinion to the same effect. . 

The committee cannot conceal the impression which these strong views in the case of the petitioners 
has produced upon their minds; and although they agree to the general doctrine that the ignorance of the 
law excuses no man, yet they are disposed to believe, with the petitioners, that there may be cases in 
which the new construction of a law or a new promulgation of that construction may be relieved against 
when that relief does not conflict with the policy of the Government nor sanction a departure from the 
known principles of legal or moral rectitude. 

It remains only to be considered whether the relief prayed for hy the petitioners is or is not of the 
character alluded to; and upon the decision of this question the opinion of the committee will rest. 
That there may be many cases in which ignorance of the law or a new or unexpected construction of that 
law have subjected individuals to unmerited hardship, the committee are not disposed to deny, nor would 
they, under such circumstances, be inclined to refuse relief, could such relief be extended to the petitioners 
without impairing any of those fundamental principles upon which every political society must be organ
ized, and upon which its continuance may depend. Such principles, when applied to the intercourse 
between citizens of different countries even in time of peace, are highly important; but they become 
doubly so when, as in the present case, they relate to the conduct of citizens or subjects of different 
countries who are at war with each other. Nothing can be more clear than the position, that every sound 
dictate of policy and principle require of a Government at war to inhibit its citizens from seeking protec
tion under the acts of the other belligerent Power. 

The attempt to show that, in the opinion of Congress, sailing under an enemy's license or protection 
was not illegal, is not sustained by reference to the fact that Congress omitted in 1812 to prohibit the use 
of such licenses. For by the act passed in the preceding year they were prohibited, and their use rendered 
the vessel having such license on board liable to a forfeiture of her whole cargo. Nor has the repeal of 
that law in 1815, as the petitioners would suggest, any tendency to show that the legislative body itself' 
began to feel a distrust of the justice and expediency of its provisions. 

The committee cannot fail to perceive in the passage of that law a wise regard to the exigencies 
arising out of a state of war between this country and England, and in its repeal they can see nothing 
but an equally wise regard to the circumstances of the two countries resulting from the peace so happily 
restored between them. The judicial opinions of the highest tribunals of the country seem to have been 
not less doubtful than those of the legislative body. 
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In the cases of the Aurora and the Hiram, in the 8th of Cranch, and that of the Julia, in the 9th of 
the same reporter, the Court seem to have proceeded upon the broad ground that the mere sailing 
under an enemy's license, without regard to the object of the voyage or the port of destination, constituted 
in itself an act of illegality which subjected the property to confiscation. 

These views seem to be confirmed, if they required any further sanction, by the opinion of the Court 
in the still later case of the Ariadne herself, where the Court say that sailing under such license fa an 
attempt by one individual of a belligerent country to clothe himself with a neutral character by the 
license of the other belligerent, and thus to separate himself from the character of his. common country. 

If, then, these may be considered as the sound legal principles and judicial opinions of the country, the 
committee feel constrained to give to them that sanction which they are entitled to from every committee 
of a legislative body. And although they are satisfied of the correct intentions of the petitioners, they 
cannot see how relief can be extended to them without impairing, in no slight degree, the force of princi
ples which the welfare of the country requires to be rendered inviolate. They therefore ask leave to 
submit the following resolution: 

Resolved, That the prayer of the petitioners ought not to be granted. 

19TH CONGRESS.] ·No. 745. [lsT SESSION. 

LOAN OFFICE A.ND FINAL SETTLEMENT CERTIFICATES UNPAID JANUARY 1, 1826. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 1, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, Felrruary 21, 1826. 
Sm: I have the honor, in compliance with your communication of the 25th instant, to transmit a state

ment of the Loan Office and final settlement certificates and indents of interest outstanding and unpaid, 
and beg leave to suggest that five thousand dollars will probably be sufficient to meet all applications 
should the bill proposed to be reported be passed by Congress. Permit me to observe that by the act of 
the 12th of June, 1 'T98, provision was made for paying the whole of the unfunded or registered debt;* 
that payments are made upon the parties applying at the Treasury; and the amount paid annually is 
carried to the debit of the appropriation of $10,000,000, per act of the 3d of March, 181 'T. The amount 
unpaid of that debt is $29,240 9'T. · 

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Hon. PETER LrnLE. 

St,atement of Loan Office and final seUlement certificates and indents of interest outstanding and unpaid 
January I, 1826. 

Loan Office certificates issued for money borrowed during the revolutionary war, amount 
outstanding...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $'T6,39'T 00 

Final settlement certificates issued by John Pierce, Commissioner for adjusting accounts of 
pay due the officers and soldiers of the revolutionary army. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32,385 'TS 

Final settlement certificates issued by the Commissioners for settling accounts with indi-
viduals of the several States for supplies furnished during the revolutionary war. . . . . 14,560 22 

Final settlement certificates issued for supplies furnished during the same period to the 
Commissary, Quartermaster, Marine, and Clothing Departments. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 'Tl 'T 58 

Indents of interest issued for interest which accrued on the revolutionary debt prior to the 
present Government, estimated at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Reg'ister's Office, February 21, 1826. 

19TH CONGRESS. J No. 746. 

128,060 63 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

[1ST SESSION. 

OPERATION OF THE MINT IN 1825. 

COllliUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 1, 1826. 

To the Senate and House of Representati1,'BS of the United States: 
I transmit herewith a report from the Director of the Mint of the United States, showing the opera

tions of that institution for the year 1825. 
JOHN QUINCY A.DA.MS. 

W ASIDNGTON, March I, 1826. 
0 In the reports of the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund the payments of the unfunded or registered debt are stated 

under the head of "payments on account of certain parts of the domestic debt." 
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MrNT oF THE UNITED STATES, Philadelphia, January 2, 1826. 
Sm: I have now the honor of laying before you a report on the operations of the Mint during the last 

year. 
From the statement of the Treasurer, herewith transmitted, it appears that the coinage effected 

within the year bas amounted to one million seven hundred and thirty-five thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-four dollars, consisting of five millions one hundred and seventy-eight thousand seven hundred and 
sixty pieces of coin, viz: 

Of gold ........................... -
Of silver ......................... . 
Of copper ......... • ............... . 

33,494 pieces, making 
3,621,166 do. 
1,524,100 do. 

5,178,760 

$156,385 
1,564,583 

14,926 

l,'135,894 

The gold coinage of the last year has exceeded that of 1&24 by the sum of $63,185. Of this excess 
it may be interesting to observe a very sensible proportion consists of an increase of gold bullion derived 
from North Carolina; the value of the deposits received from that quarter within the year having been 
_nearly $17,000-more than three-fold the amount from the same source in any previous year since 1804. 
Within that year, the first in which deposits of gold from North Carolina are noticed on the records of the 
Mint, the amount received was about $11,000. The whole amount received to the present time is about 
$68,000. This gold has very generally been found superior in fineness to the standard of our gold coins. 

The value of the gold bullion received from other quarters within the last year may, with a sufficient 
approximation to accuracy, be stated at $45,000 from Africa, and $75,000 from Mexico, South America, 
and the West Indies, leaving about $19,000 derived from sources not ascertained. 

Of the amount of silver brought to the Mint within the year, nearly one-half has been received from 
the United States Bank in foreign coins, and the remainder, chiefly from Mexico and South America, in 
various forms of unwrought bullion. The supply has proved, however, less constant in the last than in 
the preceding year. The amount in the vaults of the Mint, which on the first day of January exceeded 
$300,000, was early in October reduced to less than $30,000, deposits of bullion having been about that 
period nearly suspended for one month. This relaxation of pressure was very usefully improved to effect 
an emission, frequently called for, of some of the smaller denominations of our silver coin, and to extend 
the coinage of copper, as will be found particularly exhibited in the statement of the Treasurer before 
referred to. While, therefore, the whole value of the coinage of the last year is less than that of 1824 
by the sum of $122,402, the whole number of coins executed will be found to exceed that of 1824 by 
nearly 400,000 pieces; and the number of gold and silver coins executed within the last year will be 
found to exceed by nearly 130,000 pieces that of any previous year since the establishment of the Mint. 

During the last two months, the supply of bullion having again been copious, the heavier operations 
of coinage have been vigorously pursued, and I have the gratification to state that all deposits of silver 
bullion received up to the 9th of December, and all those of gold up to the 24th of the same month, have 
been coined, and their value issued. The amount of gold and silver bullion remaining in the vaults of the 
Mint at the close of the year is $135,335 08, the whole of which has been received since the periods 
above mentioned, respectively. 

The copper coinage executed within the last year has amounted to $14,926, a small portion thereof 
being in half cents, the coinage of which it has been thought expedient, after a long interval, to resume. 
For this purpose a supply of· half cent planchets was imported in June last. The amount of copper, 
coined and uncoined, now in our vaults, is $14,993. The amount of copper coins issued within the year 
is $19,426 25, the profit on which, as exhibited in the usual return made by the Treasurer on the subject, 
is a reimbursement to that extent of the annual expenditure for the support of the Mint. 

On reviewing the transactions of this establishment for the last ten years, in which there has been a 
general progressive increase of the supply of bullion, it appears that, with a trivial corresponding increase 
of expenditure, the capacity of the Mint to accomplish the purpose of its institution has still been found 
equal to the expanding field of its operations. The result of the last two years, a period of heavier 
pressure than any two which have preceded them, conspicuously sustains this remark, and is believed to 
warrant the conclusion that the power of the Mint may be relied on to meet any permanent increase of 
the demand for coinage which can now be inferred from experience or anticipated on any known facts. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, • 
SAM. MOORE. 

The PRESIDENT of the United Stales. 

A statement of the coin.<i struck at the Jlfint of the United Stales from January 1 to December 31, 1825, 
inclusive. 

Silver coins. Dimes. Quarter dollarn. Half dollars. 

Quarter ending 31st l\farch .•.•••.......••.•......••..••.•.....••..••••••..••••••.....••...............••..••.•••. 
Quarter ending 30th June ..•••••••••.•••••••.•...•..•••... •••••• ...•.••..••. , •....•..•..••.........••...•••••.•••. 
Quarter ending 30th September................................................... 230,000 .•.••••••••••••. 
Quarter ending 31st December •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••·•··•.................... 280,000 168,000 

Total ................................................... _ .••••••••• 510,000 168,000 

847,000 
831,500 
812,000 
452,666 

2,943,166 

Amount. 

$423,500 
415,750 
429,ooo 
296,333 

I,564,583 
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Staiement of the coins struck al the .Mint-Continued. 

Gold coins. Quarter eagles. Half eagles. 

Quarter ending 31st March .•••........•.•••.....•........••••......•..............••......•••...•• 
Quarter cndinr; 30th June •..•••....•.....••........••.....•..•..•...•.•..••.•.....••.....•••.••••• 

2,324 
1,000 

Quarter ending 30th September ....•... , .••.•..••......•••...•••••..•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••...•••••.•.••. 
Quarter ending 3bt December......................... .• . . . . . . • . • . • . •• • • . . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • . • . •• • • 1, 110 

Total................................................ . ... •.•• .•.. •••• •••••• •.•••• 4,434 

Copper coins. Half cents. 

Quarter ending 30th September ••••••••••......•....•....••..••...••..•..••..........•...••••.•....•••.•••••••••••. 
Quarter ending 31st December....... • • • . . • . • . • • . . . . . • • . • . . . • •• • . . • . . . • •. . . . • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • . • . . . 63,000 

Total .•..•••••••••..••••...•••.....••.•.•••..•.•..•...••••••...............•...•••. 63,ooo 

RECAPITULATION. 

3,0-20 
8,085 
5,270 

12,685 

29,060 

Cents. 

a:io,ooo 
1,1a1,100 

1,461,100 

3,621,166 pieces of silver coins, amounting to •..•.......•......•••••..••.•..•..•. ••••·• 
33,49~ pieces of gold coins, amounting to ..•••••.•..•....•••••.•.•.....••..••••..... 

1,524, 100 pieces of copper coins, amounting to ••••••..••....••........••...••.••...•.•• 

$1,564,583 
156,385 
14,926 

5,178,760 pieces of coins, amounting to •..•••••...•••...•••.•••.....•••.••...•••••••.•• 1,735,894 
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Amount. 

$20,910 
4'2,925 
26,350 
66,200 

156,385 

Amount. 

$3,300 
11,626 

14,926 

JAJIIES RUSH, Treasurer. 
Jl[urr ov TIIE U,nTED STATES, Trtamrer•s O.Jlkc, Philadelphia, December 31, 1825. 

19m CoNGREss.] No. 747. [1ST SESSION. 

TRANSACTIONS .A. T THE MINT IN 1825. 

COIDIUNIC.A.TED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES :M.A.RCH 1, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 14, 1826. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith three statements, marked .A., B, C, which have been 

prepared by the Comptroller of the Treasury pursuant to the 7th section of an act of Congress, passed on 
the 2d of April, 1792, entitled ".A.n act establishing a Mint and regulating the coins of the United States." 

These statements contain all the information relative to the transactions of the Mint which the 
settlements made at the Treasury afford. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, 
RICH.A.RD RUSH. 

The Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives . 

.A.. 

Statement exhibiting the bal.ance of the gold and suver bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of the Mint 
on the 31st December, 1824; the anwunt deposited from January I to December 31, 1825; the different 
species of coins made and paid on account of deposits; allowances for wastage, and the balance remaining 
in the hands of the officers of the Mint on tire 31st December, 1825, to be accounted for on a future settle
ment, viz: 

GOLD. 

Balance of gold bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of the 
Mint on the 31st December, 1824 ........................ . 

Gold bullion deposited from January I to December 31, 1825 .... . 

Total ........................................ . 

.A.mount paid for deposits of gold from January l to December 31, 
1825 ................................................. . 

.A.mount deposited in the Bank of the United States on the 31st De-
cember, 1825 ......................................... . 

Deduct as follows: 
.A.mount deposited in the Bank of the United States December 31, 

1824 ................................................. . 

VIOL. V-- 46 B 

Ou. dwt3. grs. 

499 I 6 
8,818 16 7 

9,317 17 13 

$8,866 22 
156,778 93½ 

165,645 15½ 

157,305 93 

144 76 

157,450 69 

1,065 69 

156,385 00 
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Gold coins made at the Mint from January 1 to December 31, 
1825-4,434 quarter and 29,060 half eagles ............... . 

Allowances made to the melter and refiner and chief coiner for 
wastage for same period ............................... . 

Gold bullion in the hands of the officers of the Mint on the 31st 
December, 1825 ....................................... . 

.A.s above ......................................... . 

SILVER. 

Balauce of silver bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of 
the Mint on the 31st December, 1824 ..................... . 

Silver bullion deposited from January 1 to December 31, 1825 ... . 

Total ........................................ . 

Amount paid for deposits of silver from January 1 to December 31, 
1825 ................................................ . 

Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States December 31, 
1825 ................................................. . 

Deduct as follows: 
Amount in the Bank of the United States on the 31st December, 1824 

Silver coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1825-510,000 
dimes, 168,000 quarter dollars, 2,943,166 half dollars ....... . 

Allowances made to melter and refiner and chief coiner for wastage 
for same period ....................................... . 

Silver bullion in the hands of the officers of the Mint December 31, 
1825 .............................................. ~-.. 

As above ............................ _ ............. . 

Ou. dwt,. grs. 

8,'l96 13 3 

22 4 10 

499 0 0 

9,3l'l l'l 13 

258,553 13 'l 
1,209,099 4 0 

l,46'l,652 l'l 'l 

l,355,9'll 19 2 

2,939 'l 'l 

108,'l41 10 22 

l,46'l,652 1 'l 'l 

[No. 'l4'l. 

$156,385 00 

395 03 

8,865 12½ 

165,645 15½ 

298,332 'l9 
1,395,113 9'l 

1,693,446 'l6 

1,564, 'l20 14½ 

100 02 

1,564,820 16½ 

23'l 16½ 

1,564,583 00 

1,564,583 00 

3,391 56½ 

125,4'l2 19½ 

1,693,446 'l6 

CoMPTROLLER's OFFICE, February 4, 1826. 
LUND WASHINGTON, Clerk. 

B. 

The Mint of the United States in account for copper pw·chased from the commencement of the institution to 
DR. December 31, 1825. OR. 

Value of cop-

Troy weight, Cost of copper. Troy weight. per,at the rate 
of7dwts,toa 
cent. 

lbs. o:::.dwt. lb,, o:::. dwt 
To amount of rough copper and copper By amount of rough copper and copper 

planchets purchased from the com- plauchets accounted for from the com-
mencement of the institution to De- mencement of the institution to De-
cember 31, 1824, per statement marked comber 31, 1824, per statement marked 
B, accompanying the Comptroller's let- B, accompanying the Comptroller's 
ter of February 18, 1825 ••••••••••••••• 1,594,314 4 14 $418,445 50 letter of February 18, 1825 •••.•••••••• 1,s-20,429 4 00 $508,799 67 

To cost of 67 casks of copper half cent By amount of cents deoosited by the 
planchets purchased of Matthew R. Treasurer of the lllint to the credit of 
Boulton, and charged in the third quar- the Treasurer of the United States 
ter of 1825, received by the ships l\1on- in the year 1825 ...................... 56,864 0 15 19,496 25 
tezumaand Algonquin, weighing22,400 By amount in copper Jost by the insol-
pounds avoirdupo~ .................... 27,222 2 13 6,810 43 vency of \V, Stem, doorkeeper, in 

To Joss in exchange on remittances to cents intrusted with him for distribu-
l\Iatthew R. Boulton, in payment for lion, covered by warrant of the Diree-
copper, as charged the third quarter of tor of the l\Iint, as charged in the third 
1825 .................................. .................. 3B5 98 quarter of 1825-17,622 cents ••...•..• 513 1 14 

Amount and cost of copper •••••••• ,. 1,621,538 7 7 425,641 91 Amount accounted for •••..•..•••. 1,577,806 6 9 528,295 9-2 
To amount gained on coinage •••••.••.••. •••••••••••••••••• 118,647 17 Balance on hand December :-,1, 1825: 

In hands of the Treasurer of t11e l\Iint, 

coined •••• ·••·······••••·•··••·••··· 14,86tS 11 4 5,097 9-2 
In hands of the chief comer, uncoined .. 28,861 1 14 9,895 24 

1,621,536 7 7 543,289 08 l,Glll,538 7 7 5-13,289 08 

Co~PTROLLER's OFFICE, February 3, 1E26. 
LUND WASHINGTON, Clerk, 
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0. 

Sumrnai·y stu.tement exhiM1ing the value of the coins made at the Mint; the amount of disbursements on account 
of the establishment; the amount allowed for wastage; the amount retained of deposits, and the amount 
gained on the coinage of copper,from the commencement of the institution to the 31st of December, 1825, viz: 

Value of gold, silver, and copper coinage, up to December 31, 1824.................. $23,650,502 'Tl 
Gold coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1825, per account A.. $156,385 00 
Silver coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1825 per account A .. 1,564,583 00 
Copper coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1825, per account B. . 19,496 25 

l,'r40,464 25 

Total value gold, silver, and copper................................... 25,390,966 96 

Net charge on the coinage of gold, silver, and copper, to December 
31, 1824 ................................................... . 

Add amount gained on the coinage of copper to the same period ...... . 

From which deduct: 
Amount wastage on gold and silver to December 31, 1824 ... $83,199 49 
Also amount wastage from January 1 to December 31, 1825. . 3, '186 59½ 

Add amount disbursed on account of the establishment from January 1 

532,'195 82½ 
115,686 4'1 

648,482 29½ 

86,986 08½ 

to December 31, 1825 .................................................... . 
Add, also, the amount wastage on gold and silver to December 31, 1825. . 86,986 08½ 

From the above deduct: 
The amount retained from deposits to December 31, 1824 ... $13,183 '14½ 
Also this sum from January 1 to December 31, 1825...... 2,199 12½ 

15,382 8'r 

Deduct amount gained on the coinage of copper from the commencement of the institu-
tion to December 31, 1825 ................................................ . 

Net amount chargeable to the coinage of gold, silver, and copper, from the commence
ment of the institution to December 31, 1825, including the costs of lots, buildings, 
and machinery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................................... . 

561,496 21 

22,993 0'r 

'rl,603 21½ 

656,092 49½ 

118,~4'1 1'1 

53'r,445 32½ 

LUND WASHINGTON, Olerk. 
Ool!PTROLLER's OFFICE, February 2, 1826. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 748. [1ST SESSION. 

ASSAYS OF FOREIGN COINS IN 1825. 

COIDrUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 1, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARnrENT, February 14, 1826. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a report, received at this Department from the Director of 

the Mint, of assays of foreign coins made at that institution during the past year. 
I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, 

RICHARD RUSH. 
The Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives of the United States. 

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES, Philadelphia, February 'r, 1826. 
Sm: Oonformably to general instructions from the Treasury Department, I have caused assays to be 

made of the foreign coins current by law in the United States, and have now the honor to communicate 
the result thereof. 

FOREIGN GOLD COINS. 

From the assayer's report it appears that the gold coins of Great Britain and Portugal contain 22 
parts of fine gold in 24 parts; those of France, 21:frr parts of fine gold in 24 parts; and those of Spain 20~ 
parts of fine gold in 24 parts. 
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Standard gold of the United States contains 22 parts fine in 24 parts, and the eagle of ten dollars 
contains, as by law established, 2'10 grains of standard gold, which is at the rate of 100 cents for 27 
grains thereof, or 88! cents per pennyweight. According to the present assay, therefore, the intrinsic 
value of the gold coins of Great Britain and Portugal will be 100 cents for 2'1 grains thereof, or 88& 
cents per pennyweight; that of the gold coins of France, 100 cents for 27:fo~ grains thereof, or 87?.ir 
cents per pennyweight; and that of the gold coins of Spain, 100 cents for 28:i'tu grains thereof, or 84:fifo
cents per pennyweight. 

By a series of the annual assays made of the aforesaid coins during the last ten years, it has been 
ascertained that the gold coins of Great Britain are uniformly of the same intrinsic value with those of 
the United States; that the gold coins of Portugal approach this value so very nearly, in the general 
result, that they may be considered of the same standard; that the average intrinsic value of the gold 
coins of France is Sh% cents per pennyweight, and that of the gold coins of Spain 84m cents per 
pennyweight. 

FOREIGN SILVER COINS. 

From the assayer's report it appears that the crowns of France contain 10 ounces 18 pennyweights 
12 grains of fine silver in 12 ounces; that the five franc pieces contain 10 ounces 16 pennyweights 12 
grains of fine silver in 12 ounces; and the Spanish dollars, 10 ounces 15 pennyweights 18 grains of fine 
silver in 12 ounces. 

Standard silver of the United States contain 10 ounces 14 pennyweights 4:f:r grains of fine silver in 
12 ounces, and the dollar contains, as by law established, 416 grains of standard silver, which is at the 
rate of 115:f:, cents per ounce. According to the present assay, therefore, the intrinsic value of the 
crowns of France will be 117m cents per ounce; that of the five franc pieces 116:fo%-cents per ounce; 
and that of the Spanish dollar, 116& cents per ounce. 

From the average weight of the aforesaid silver coins, ascertained by numerous trials at the Mint, 
with the result of a series of assays thereof, made during the last ten years, the following may be consid
ered as their ordinary intrinsic value, severally, viz: that of the French crown 109 cents 1 mill; that of 
the five franc piece, 93 cents 2 mills; and that of the Spanish dollar, 100 cents 4 mills. 

I have the honor to be, with.great respect, your obedient servant, 
SAMUEL MOORE. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 749. [lsT SEssroN. 

DUTY ON SALT. 

CO~IMUNICATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 17, 1826. 

Mr. WooDBURY, from the Committee on Agriculture, made the following report: 

That this important branch of our national industry is now compelled to sustain one burden, very 
severe and partial in its operation. It is the duty imposed upon imported salt; a duty which, at the rate 
of twenty cents on each bushel weighing fifty-six pounds, is almost unexampled in amount, as it some
times equals three hundred per cent. on the prime cost of the article; because, while the weight of some 
salt per bushel does not exceed sixty pounds, that of other species is as high as eighty-four pounds, and 
is frequently purchased abroad at ten cents per bushel. 

So enormous an impost, not on a luxury but on an article of the first necessity, falls also in a great 
measure upon the agricultural interest. 

Because, whether salt be employed as a dressing for the soil, in the manufacture of butter and 
cheese, in the preservation of beef and pork, in the fodder to sheep and cattle, or in the various other 
ordinary uses of it, the tax comes, in the first instance, and in most of these particulars, exclusively from 
our farmers; and, in the end, probably more than five-sixths of it is paid by them, as the purchasers of it, 
without subsequent remuneration, by any enhanced price of their commodities, and as the greatest con
sumers of all agricultural products. 

Your committee have searched in vain for a justification of the continuance of a burden thus severe 
and partial. 

Because, though Congress possesses the power "to lay imposts" for the purpose of paying "the 
debts and providing for the common defence and general welfare of the United States;" yet, the Consti 
tution declares that these imposts shall be "uniform throughout the United States," and care has, in 
general, been exercised to make them uniform in their operation as well as amount, and to lessen their 
amount wherever and whenever the exigencies of the country will permit it. 

The first tax upon imported salt, in July, .A.. D. 1789, of only six cents per bushel, was declared to 
have for its two principal objects "the support of Government and the discharge of the debts of the 
United States." 

With a national debt of almost eighty million, and a revenue of only about six million, there might 
then have existed a sufficient apology for so small a duty on a foreign article, whose use, at that time, 
was so uniform in different parts of the Union as to render the burden not very unequal. 

In August, .A.. D. l '190, the same objects induced Congress to increase the duty to twelve cents per 
bushel. 

In July, .A.. D. 1797, the reasons for it became strengthened by our foreign difficulties and augmented 
expenses. But, while these last furnished an argument to raise the duty still higher, to twenty cents per 
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bushel, public complaint and apprehension were, in some degree, quieted by limiting the duty to a period 
short of three years. 

In May, .A. D. 1800, the time was further extended to ten years; but, ere it expired, and soon as our 
revenues from other sources had become adequate to our annual expenses and to a gradual reduction of 
the national debt, Congress interposed with parental watchfulness over the first great interest of society, 
and, in December, .A. D. 180'1', put an end entirely to this invidious burden. 

Imported salt afterwards remained free from duty till July, .A. D. 1813. Then, as in former periods, 
between A. D. 1 '1'88 and .A. D. 1801, our ordinary resources, by means of commercial embarrassment and 
war, were found altogether insufficient to meet the wants of Government, and, among other extraordinary 
burdens, the tax of twenty cents per bushel upon salt was revived. But it was expressly limited to one 
year after the close of the war; and, in April, .A. D. 1816, would probably not have been retained, and 
indeed increased, by graduating the duty on the bushel weighing only fifty-six pounds, had not our debt 
become swollen to the alarming sum of more than one hundred and twenty millions. 

Now, however, all the apologies for this tax, whether original or subsequent, seem to have ceased. 
Tho national debt is reduced to about its first amount; and our revenue from other sources, to meet our 
current expenses and to discharge this debt, have increased nearly four-fold. .Although those expenses 
have also increased, yet, ·in the last nine years, we have had not only ample means to meet them, but to 
pay off more than forty millions of the debt. 

The whole impost on salt within that period has aided in this financial operation 6nly about five 
millions'; and its present annual amount, of about $650,000, appears to us not to be needed either for the 
support of Government or the gradual discharge of the public debt. While its continuance, operating 
now principally on the eastern declivity of the .Allegany ridge, becomes a tax so severe and so partial, 
on only a single and indispensable article, as to average in that region from one to two dollars per year 
in the family of almost every agriculturist. What is still further objectionable, an undue portion of this 
tax, even among agriculturists, fall upon the middling and poorer classes. If it could be imagined that 
such a burden was ever imposed with a view to encourage the domestic manufacture of salt-the only 
apology now left for retaining it-a sufficient answer would be found in the sketch we have given of the 
periods, occasions, and manner of imposing and repealing it. Still further might an answer be found in 
the fact that, _notwithstanding the duty on salt, its manufacture on the seaboard has declined rather than 
increased, and, in the interior, has flourished, not from the duty, but from the small cost of the production 
of the article and the great expense of its transportation. 

It can be made in the interior at a price from fifteen to fifty cents per bushel; and a duty of twenty 
cents would not pay its freight by land much beyond that number of miles. But what is decisive as to 
the uselessness of this exorbitant and unparalleled duty in a protecting view, so as to lessen the consump
tion of foreign salt, appears in the records of the Treasury, in the fact that the consumption of it has kept 
up to more than three million bushels per annum. In .A. D. 1823 it was 3,538,323 bushels. The amount of 
revenue on this article, at different periods, show that the consumption of imported salt lias increased, 
rather than diminished, or remained stationary: because, in .A. D. 1801, it was $5'1'6,360; in .A. D. 1806, 
$636,819; in .A. D. 1820, $803,913; and in .A. D. 1823, $889,948. 

The tax, therefore, appears to your committee, in every point of view, injudicious; and they entertain 
an opinion that the interests of agriculture, and the true policy of the Government, requjre a speedy 
attention to the reduction of it. 

Under this impression they recommend the adoption of the accompanying resolution: 
Resolved, That the Committee on Finance be instructed to report a bill providing for a repeal of the 

duty on imported salt, in a manner gradual, or immediate, as, in their opinion, either mode may be 
preferable, considering the estimates and probable revenue of the current year. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 750. [lsr SESSION. 

AMOUNT OF DR.AWE.ACK OF DUTIES IN 1822-'23-'24. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 1 'f, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARTIIENT 1 March 15, 1826. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a statement exhibiting the amount of drawback payable 

on merchandise exported from the United States during the years 1822, 1823, and 1824, compared with 
the amount of duties which accrued in the same, respectively. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 
RICH.ARD RUSH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatii:es. 
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Statement exhwi.ting the amount of drawbMk payable on merchandi,se wported from the Unued States during 
the years ending on the 31st day of December, 1822, 1823, and 1824, compared with the amount of duties 
which Mcrued in the same, respectively. 

Species of merchandise. 

1822. 

Duties accru
ing. 

Drawback 
payable. 

1823. 

Duties accru
ing. 

Drawback 
payable. 

At 7½ per cent................................................. &91,345 $21,815 $1111424 $40,426 
At 12 per cent .................................................••.................•....••................ •• ........... . 
At 12¼ per cent ....................................••........................................................ • ........ . 
At 15 per cent •••••.................... ••••·••·••••••••··...... 2,839,662 2941494 21684,057 5771969 
At 20 per cent ....•........ ••·•••.............................. 1,387,932 21,917 1,255,423 30,471 
At 25 per cent_................................................ 5,885,342 447,565 4,639,526 752,732 
At 30 per cent................................................. 647,840 16,255 524,589 29,750 
At 35 per cent. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . .......••.... 
At 40 per cent ..........•..................•.............•.....................................•....................... 
At 50 per cent................................................. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. . 
Duck, Russia.•••••• ••••••••••...... ••·• •••• ·••• •••••••• •••••· 95,512 8,636 68,861 11,400 

Ravens.......... .... .... •... .... .... .... .... .... ...... 59,424 5,098 51,591 12,048 
Holland •••••............................•.. ••••••...... 4,060 •••••... ...... 3,9-23 88 

Sheeting, brown............................................... 62,108 43,791 46,426 39,442 
white ••••.........••...........••.••••.•••• ··•••••••· 3,965 634 I,808 439 

Carpets, &c., Brussel•. • . . • . • • . . . . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......•..... 

Venetian.•·····•····•·•··•·••··•·•••·····•·••····••••••·•••······••·•••••••· •••••••....... •••••·••·•••·· 
oilier.·•··••·••••• .. •····•··· .. •• ... •.••••·•••••····•••••••·•·•••• •••••......•.. ····••••··•••·•••·•••••••••• 

Cotton bagging ................................ ••·•• ••••••••••• ••·••• ..............•...•...........................••.. 
Wines, l\fadeira. •••• ••••• •••••••••••• • •••• • • •·•· •••• • • • • • • •·· • 142,094 21,651 102,797 33,530 

Burgundy. •••••• •••••• •••••· •·•••••·•• ••··•• •··••• •··· 7,142 52 4,129 66 
Sherry and St. Lucar •••••••••• ·•••··•••· •·•••• •••• •··· 24,179 700 21,986 16,0-24 
Lisbon, Oporto, &c •••••••••• •·•••• •••• ••·• ••••·• •••••· 230,844 9,739 34,092 15,947 
Teneriffe, Fayal, &c ••••••••••••••••• •·•· ••·• •••· ••··•· 150,162 6,446 85,664 11,320 
claret, in bottles .••••....•.........•••••...•.•••• • • • •. • 13, 193 2,695 25,502 4,058 

Spiritsf:~o=;~::~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~: !!:: :::~: :::: 
othermaterials.................................... 1,890,780 142,535 1,715,930 168,418 

l\Iolasses .•..................•.........••••••• ••••· ••••••• •··• 618,859 380 665,503 210 

Vinegar •••••••• ••·•·•••···•·•••····••••····•••···•••· •••••••• ··•••·•••••••• •·•··••••••·•• ·••••••···•··· •••·•••••••••· 

1824. 

Duties aecru- Drawback 
ing. payable. 

$74,486 $41,921 
155 

140,269 22,112 
2,144,874 528,592 
1,375,146 77,344 
5,082,697 804,0-21 
1,826,816 76,965 

733 153 
13,390 69 
84,526 682 

96 5,167 
525 9,599 

1,000 163 
1,501 20,768 .............. 414 

14,656 
57,514 

142 
81,114 208 

121,293 11,120 
4,852 

17,777 10,399 
141,075 6,969 
67,431 12,032 
23,756 9,400 

242,049 96,310 
447,724 20,003 

2,158,466 217,078 
645,412 820 

712 95 
Beer, ale, and porter ........................•.••..• •••••·...... 16,961 501 16,855 658 13,015 245 
on, spermaceti .....................•..........•...••.. ;... •... 467 •••••• •••• •••• 6,860 3,814 •••••.•••.....••••••••••.• 

whale and other fish •••••••••••..•••• •••••................. 423 •••••• •••• •••• 167 •••••• •••• •••• 65 •••• •••• •••• 
olive, in casks .........•.......................•........... B,462 3,509 5,325 •••.•••••••••• 17,519 5,053 

castor•••••••···•••••··••·••· ••••••••••••••• •••••••• •••••· •••• •••• ••••• • ••••••• ••••·• •••••••• •••••· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•·•·•••···· 

linseed •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••···••···••••···•••·•··••·· •••···••···••· ·•·•··•••••••• 
Teas, Bohea .......... •••••. .•.. .. .... ...... .. .. . . .....•• ..• . . 69,253 1,068 

Souchong. .. .. •..... .... •... ..... ... •. .. •... ....•• •.••.. 341,596 99,268 
Hyson Skin, &c ••••••• •••••· ···••·•··••• •••···•••••••··· 5761394 66,6i6 
Hyson and Young Hyson •••• ••·•••····•·••••••···•••••·· 907,547 163,720 
Imperial,................................................ 211,489 88,547 

Coffee ...................•..• , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . 1,229, 755 501,161 
Cocoa.... •. .• ••.. ...... ....... ... . .. .• ..•... •... ...... •... .. 26,294 18,650 
Chocolate . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 37 • • • ••••••••••• 
Sugar, brown .............................••...... ....••.••... 

white ...........................................•...... 
candy and loaf .............•........••••..••.•••• •. • • •• 

other refined ...•••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • •· •· • • • • • • •• • • 
Fruits, almonds ...........•..•.........••••••••.••.•••••••••.. 

currants .......................•••••••••••••••••••• •··· 
prunes and plums .....................•...•••• • •• •. • • •• 

figs.·••••••···•••·····••···•••·••••·••••·•••••··••••••· 
raisins, jar, &c ... .......................... •• • • • • •• •• • • 

all other.•••••· •••••••••••••••• •••••·••••·••••••·••••·· 
Candles, tallow . .. • . •. . . . . •. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • • .•.•.••••• ••• ••• 

wax and spermnceti. .. . . . . . . • ..•.••••....•••••• •. • • •• 
Cheese •.........•........•..•...........••••.••••••••••••••• 

Soap·••••••··•••···•••··••••··••••••··••••··••••••••••···••··· 
Tallow ...........•........................•••.••••••••••••••• 

2,333,714 
448,787 

531 
34 

11,423 
3,712 
3,716 

11,503 
87,799 
63,489 
5,431 

182 
5,194 

14,321 
19,433 

213,768 
li8,956 . ............. 

.............. 
261 

.............. 

. ............. 
92 

9,688 
1,322 
4,531 

171 
54 

9,740 
447 

••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 
99,0:12 28,010 

571,819 169,274 
624,301 71,465 

1,123,671 165,740 
231,959 96,715 

1,967,635 1,006,891 
51,089 34,142 

63 •••••••••••••• 
1,703,024 422,809 

280,919 227,528 
295 54 
57 .............. 

12,389 571 
5,158 569 
4,862 150 

16,034 1,415 
45,785 6,8i6 
37,594 12,144 
3,551 4,465 

150 
•••••••••••••• 

7,755 1,750 
17,352 8,656 
4,303 4,235 

Beef and pork .............•..............•....•.........•.....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Hams and bacon ............•.••••• •••• ••••• •• ••••• • •• •· •· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Butter••··•·••••••·•••·•••··•••···•··•••••·••••·•·••··•••·•···•••·••••·••••·••·••·••••··••••··•••••···•·••··•··••••••• 
Saltpetre, refined ........•.....•.................•.••.... • • • ..•..•.•• • •••••••••.•••••••••••••• • • •••...•.•••••••••••••• 
Vitriol, oil of •..••......•...............•..............•.•••••.•..•.•.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•..••••••••••••••• 
Camphor, crude .••..•••••••• •••• •••••••••••• •••· •••••••• •••· •• ••• •• •• •• ••·· •··· •••• • •··• • ••••• • • • •····• ••••· • •·•• •• •· 
Snits, epsom •.••••...••••••••••••••••••••• •••• •••• •••• ••·• •••• •••• •••• •• •• • • ••·· •••• ••••• • •••• •• •• •. ••· • •• •• •••• ••••• • 

glauber .••••....•..••••...•••••••••••••••••••••• •···•••• •••••••••••••· •••••·••••••·· •••••·•••••··• •••••••··••••• 
Spices, Cayenne pepper.................... . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........•.•.••...............•...... 

ginger ••••••••••••••••• •·•••••••••••·•••••••••·•••··••• ••••·· •••• •• • • ••··• • •·•• •••• •••••· •••• •··· ••••• • ••·• • • •• 
mace . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 769 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3,510 108 
nutmegs ........................... ••••·•.............. 14,127 1,991 221014 1,0G7 
cinnamon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . 2,832 3,062 12, 199 9,010 
cloves................................................. B,189 1,458 37,007 12,832 
pepper, black ..................•••••••• ·~····.......... 188,988 159,691 301,710 167,079 

6,095 2,423 
36,095 29,643 

556,341 77,321 
512,659 14,893 

1,303,154 91,310 
261,407 80,648 

2,063,551 1,014,777 
69,280 49,854 

62 2 
2,524,530 320,668 

470,859 247,319 
128 3 
15 

18,306 2,034 
4,613 589 
7,406 377 

18,001 1,516 
59,797 3,082 
55,052 3,124 
2,152 1,177 

18 151 
2,923 245 

11,754 8,489 
6,715 

16 
259 35 
126 

1,846 
1,435 51 
3,974 
6,631 249 

4 
16 
30 1,001 

7,631 487 
27,351 3,603 
14,157 15,257 
20,697 17,998 

213,046 9-2,794 
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Species .of merchandise. 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

1822. 

Duties accru
ing. 

Drawback 
payable. 

1823. 

Duties accru
ing. 

Drawback 
payable, 

Spices, pimento ........................................... •••• $58,iOS $8,468 $46,064 $14,564 
38,667 

236 
239 

cassia ..•. ••.......... ••••·· .......................••. 28,563 21,319 56,3ll 
Tobacco, manufactured, ot11er than snutr, &c .................. . 295 .............. 964 
Snutr ........................................................ . 831 391 275 
Indigo...................................... ............ ...... 171,648 111,0-25 139,995 89,253 
Cotton........................................................ 9,349 6,523 10,264 5,959 
Gunpowder.................................................... 12,267 21343 5,121 2,863 
Bristles ........................ ·••• .... .... ...... ........ .... 5,358 ...... ........ 2,945 ............. . 
Gluc.......................................................... 1,444 .............. 4,i66 ............ .. 
Paints, ochre, dry............................................. 14,384 ...... .... .... 15,182 145 

in oil .................................. ." . . . .. .. 955 22 282 ............ .. 
white and red lead...................................... 112,003 2,4:.!4 107,082 1,608 
whiting. ...... ...... ...... ............................ 3,515 .... .... ...... 5,078 ............. . 

Lend, pig, bar, and sheet....................................... 34,000 3,150 13,337 3,935 
manufactured into shot.................................. 34,061 I, 7i3 18,002 1,665 

Cables, tarred ........................................................................................................ . 
Cordage and cables, tarred..................................... 16,873 I 7,667 27,138 23,684 

tnrred ...................................................................................................... .. 
untarrcd, ............... •••••· .... .... •••••• ...... .... I0,6i2 I 16 12,721 1,321 

Twine, yarn, seine, &c...... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 16,814 954 17,548 3,005 

Corks ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••···••••••···•··••··••••••••••••••••·••••••••••·•·· 
Copper, rods and bolts................................... .. .. . . 2,502 . . . . • . . . . . . .. . 1,091 ............ .. 

nails and spikes....................................... 1,205 55 426 ............. . 
Iron, muskets........... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 

rifles .......................................................................................................... .. 
wire, not above No.18...... •.... ..... .. .......... .... .... 29,506 .... .. .. ...... 22,528 ............ .. 

above No. 18..... •••• .... ..•• •... .... .... .... ...... 22,380 ...... •.•• .... 21,965 ............. . 
tacko, not above 16 nz ................................... . 

above 16oz ...................................... .. 
2,1;2 

40 
1,160 

25 
nails.................................................... 38,405 1,161 20,601 603 
•pikes ........................................... _....... 4,512 136 2,082 422 
chain cables .••.....•.. ••••• ............................. ...................... ••••• ............... ••·•• ..... •••· 
milfsaws ••••••••••••••••• ,' .................................................................................... . 
anchors................................................. 3,737 1,150 2,8i2 187 

anvils ......................... •••··••••··••·•·•••••··•·• ••••••··•···•· •••••··••··••• •••·••··••••·· ••··•••••••••· 
hammeni ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••..•. •••••••••·••·• ·•·•••••··•••· ••••··•••••·•• •·•·•••••••••• 
castings, vessels of....................................... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . 

other •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••....... ·•••••·•·••••·••••··••·••••··•···••···•··· .............. . 
round and braziers' rods ••.• •••••••••..•••••..••..•••..•...•.........•..•...••.••.•....•••••..•••.•.....•...•..•.. 
nailrods, ....................................................................................................... . 
sheet and hoop .................................................................................................. . 
castings.................................................. 10,501 734 14,368 343 
sheet, rod, and hoop ...... ·••••·.......................... 10-2,976 13,578 96,283 6,526 
pig..... • • .. • • • . . . . .. . . .• . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . • . 13, 704 343 25,137 209 
bar, rolled................................................ 163,314 14,010 126,949 16,473 

ltammered ...... ...... .................. ...... ...... 404,230 5,589 525,315 5,096 
Steel......................................................... 19,448 1,019 19,519 926 
Hemp......................................................... 296,718 622 103,880 4,300 
Alum......................................................... 6,300 ...... .... .... 2,3i6 113 
Copperas...................................................... 16,308 ........ •••••· 12,838 ............. . 
Flour, or wheat........ . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. ... . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. ... . . . . . .. .. .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. ... 
Salt.......................................................... 872,555 7,664 1,089,40-2 9,260 
Coal.......................................................... 49,i9!l 160 36,006 54 
Wheat ............................................................................................................. .. 
Oats ................................................................................................................ . 
Potatoes ............................................................................................................. .. 
!'aper, folio and quarto post.... .. .................................................................................... . 

foolscap ....................................................................................................... . 
printing ....................................................................................................... . 
sheathing ............................................... •••. ••• .......•....•.• •••• .. •••• .... •••• ............... . 
all other ...................................................................................................... . 

Books, printed before 17i5 ............................................. ••••·· ......................................... . 
other than English ..................................... • • • ..... • • • .. • • • ...... • • .... • .. • • • • .. • • • • • .......... • .. • 
Latin or Greek, bound .... . . . . . .. . .. .. ... . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . ................................. • .................... . 

inboards ••••••• •··••••·••·•••••··••••·· ............................. ••••·••·••·••• ••••·•••••••·• 
all oU,er, bound ............................................................................................... . 

in boards ............................................................................................ . 
Glass, cut, and not specified. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. ................ . 

other anicles .................................................................................................. . 
apothecaries' vials ................ ·••••• ................ .................. .. : . .......... ••··••••·• ............. . 
bottles.................................................. 24,639 480 17,970 957 
window................................................. 15,665 4 21,466 240 
uncut, in plates ............................................................................................... . 
demijohns.•••··••••··•••···•···•••••···•····••••····•·· ......•...•..• •····•·••••··· •.....•..................... 

Fish, dried orsmoked...... ••••.. ...... ........... ....... ...... I,476 ........ ...... 2,091 ............ .. 
Ealmon, pickled.......................................... 3,018 ... . . . .... .... 5,417 ............ .. 
mackerel, pickled........................................ 306 .... .... .. .... 147 ............ .. 

367 

182~. 

Duties accru- Drawback 
ing. payable. 

$75,724 
45,581 

262 
750 

86,247 
22,9-21 
5,621 
5,295 
2,418 
5,373 

265 
130,221 

2,900 
46,250 
10,174 
2,i26 

438 
24,089 
1,910 

14,402 
5,581 

175 
12 

7,266 
3 

22,sss 
25,123 
1,573 

183 
18,238 
3,162 
8,159 
1,274 
2,159 
4,235 

641 
6,426 
4,052 
1,283 

289 
50,746 
7,999 

38,943 
6,314 

104,073 
360,029 
21,325 

139,481 
524 

10,652 
209 

848,291 
45,326 

144 
2 

722 
2,370 

SS,636 
146 

I,M3 
1,438 

64 
1,503 

366 
203 

2,111 
5,091 

590 
1,00-2 
2,974 

20,253 
9,165 

517 
4,610 
1,501 
3,431 
1,145 

$9,516 
28,lll 

189 
121 

27,831 
7,206 
1,651 

349 

3,919 

8,046 
1,630 

15,233 
396 

2,937 
282 
53 

119 

443 
88.5 

121 

955 

1,150 
19 

7,203 
19 

16,226 
10,453 
1,437 

785 
404 
25 

11,980 
54 

1,197 
38,944 

29 
47 

15 

19 

4-1 
245 
13 

2,011 
815 
28 

1,004 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

1.822. 1823. 1824. 

Species of merchandise. 
Duties accru- Drawback Duties accm- Drawback Duties accru- Drawback 

ing. payable. ing. payable. ing. payable. 

Fish, other, pickled •............•....•...•....••.........•.... 
Sboes,silk •••••••••••••••••••• ••···••·····•·····•··• •••••••••• 

all other .......••......•.....•..•.•.•......••...•...... 
Boots and bootees ............................................ . 
Cigars ....................................................... . 
Playing cards. . ...................................•........... 
Discriminating duty on French vessels ....•••....•••.....•••... 

$156 
1,oso 
2,259 

185 
56,758 

254 
197 

'l'otal..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,066,069 

TREASURY DEP ART~IENT, Register's Office, March 8, 1826. 

. ............. $295 
$47 1,390 
469 1,408 
26 681 

6,401 43,639 

•••••••••••••• 260 

•••••••••••••• 7,184 

2,851,196 22,409,183 

19m CoNGREss.] No. 751. 

DUTY ON IMPORTED SPIRITS. 

COIDIUN~CATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 21, 1826. 

. ............. $632 
$860 492 $206 

636 9-21 2i6 
500 335 25 

6,644 36,3i8 9,9-26 
.............. 1,989 
.............. .............. 54 

4,552,665 25,485,631 4,277,9"..3 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regist,r. 

[lsr SESSION. 

Mr. FINDLAY, from the Committee on Agriculture, to whom were referred the memorials of a number of 
agriculturists in Pennsylvania, and the court, grand jury, and bar of Franklin county, in the same 
State, praying that the importation of foreign spirits may be prohibited, or the duties thereon 
increased, so as they may, in their operation, be nearly tantamount to an entire prohibition, made 
the following report: 

That the subject embraced in the memorials appear to involve important interests, which deserve 
the attentive consideration of those who are intrusted with the guardianship of the public prosperity. 
Whatever partiality may be felt by the representatives of different States for those interests which are 
especially committed to their care, there is a higher obligation upon each to guard with scrupulous 
attention the interests of the whole community; the great purposes for the establishment of this Govern
ment having been to promote, within its constitutional sphere, the common defence and general welfare. 
It is impossible that any mea.sure of practical utility, which is incompatible with the general good, can be 
justified upon the principles that established our Federal compact; as in the simplest form of government, 
each individual surrenders a portion of his natural liberty to the society he joins for the sake of securing 
the higher advantages derived from its protection, so in a compact of States, each must agree to forego 
a portion of those privileges, which they might have possessed in a state of unqualified sovereignty, for 
the sake of the common protection and general interests. It may be further observed, that any associa
tion or compact, from the pettiest corporation to the most enlarged organization of political government, 
having its origin in that first law of nature, self-preservation, must be calculated, as well as intended, to 
promote the common interest of its members, but this common interest being the aggregate of all the 
particular interests, each must be taken into consideration in important measures of legislation; and when
ever any one of the particular interests can be advanced without prejudice to the other, there cannot be a 
doubt as to the duty of the Government. 

The proposition contained in the memorials appears clearly to belong to this class of cases; and it 
becomes, therefore, unnecessary to determine, by any development of first principles, even jf that were 
practicable, how far Governments might safely go to promote any one of its particular interests at the 
expense of others. -

The particular interests of the United States admit of a very natural and obvious division into three 
classes, which is adopted by universal consent for their designation, viz: the agricultural, manufacturing, 
and commercial; these predominate in different sections of the Union, according to their peculiarities of 
soil, climate, and position; and it seems now to be generally conceded that the true policy of the Govern
ment requires that its fostering care should be extended to all. It will readily be granted that the 
agricultural interests stand foremost in importance, and that it is of the utmost consequence for every 
nation which has a capacity for agriculture to take all possible care that it shall not languish. In the 
United States the agricultural interest admits of a division, which is essential to a correct understanding 
of the subject now under consideration. Our great agricultural staples are IDnaU grain, cotton, and tobacco; 
and it so happens that the regions of country adapted to the growth of cotton and tobacco are also more 
or less capable of growing small grain; the people of those sections, therefore, derive an important 
advantage from being able to accommodate their productions to the fluctuations of the demand for them 
in foreign markets, and are, consequently, less exposed to the depressions that will be occasionally felt in 
those regions which have a less diversified capacity of production; hence arises this difference in our 
agricultural interests. All that portion of our country which is adapted only to the production of bread
stuffs being dependent on the foreign demand for a single production, is liable to a serious depression of 
its productive industry, while no inconvenience may be felt where the dependence is upon a demand for 
either of several products. 
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In addition to this advantage, it may be observed that the growers of cotton and tobacco have, from 
peculiar causes, the exclusive benefit of the home market for their products, while foreign spirits are 
everywhere introduced on the seaboard, and penetrate far into the country, to the exclusion of the only 
form of the staples of the grain region that could be made to bear the expense of transportation from the 
interior. 

Your committee would briefly advert to the state of the foreign market for the products of the grain 
growing States; and also to that for the products of the cotton and tobacco region, in illustration of the 
declining state of the former and the increasing prosperity of the latter. 

In three years, commencing on the 1st of October, 1802, and ending on the 30th of September, 1805, 
the annual average of flour exported was 966,000 barrels. The annual average of the same article 
exported in three years, commencing on the 1st of October, 1821, and ending on the 30th of September, 
1824, was 8,500 barrels. The annual average value of flour, Indian and rye meal, ship-bread, and small 
grain, exported in the three years last mentioned, was collectively $6,500,000. 

The annual average value of cotton and tobacco exported in the three years first above mentioned 
was $9,000,000; and the annual average value of those articles exported in the three years ending on 
the 30th of September, 1824, was $28,000,000. These statements, extracted from official documents, 
though made in round numbers, sufficiently approximate to correctness to prove that the foreign demand 
for cotton and tobacco has rapidly and vastly increased to the great advantage of our country. They 
also clearly demonstrate the declension of the foreign demand for breadstuffs, and that the agricultural 
industry of the region which is only adapted to the production of small grain must have suffered, and 
are suffering alarming discouragements; and, if it be in the power of the government, there can surely be 
no want of_ motive to provide a remedy. A constant and a profitable demand for agricultural products 
will alone insure at all times an abundant supply, than which nothing can more effectually give life and 
activity to commerce and manufactures. But as the foreign demand for our surplus breadstuffs is so 
limited as scarcely to leave any motive for producing a surplus, unless an increased demand shall be 
found in the home market, there must be inevitably a very great and serious diminution of the quantity 
produced. 

It rarely indeed happens that the people of any country are so circumstanced as not to have the 
almost exclusive advantage of their homo market for their agricultural products, and hence it is that 
legislative provisions on this subject are less frequent than those intended to promote the interests of 
commerce and manufactures; but when such an event does occur it becomes· highly important that its 
consequences should be guarded against. 

If the enlarged systems of internal improvement contemplated by several of the States shall be 
carried into effect, so as,to enable the agriculturists of the interior to send their breadstuffs, with little 
expense for transportation, to the commercial towns of the seaboard, still there will be, under any circum
stances, a great inequality in the rewards for agricultural labor, and our immense capacity of the interior 
country to produce will be unimproved, and great resources of individual and national wealth remain 
wholly dormant, so that whether we regard the peculiar situation of the foreign market for breadstuffs at 
this time, or the actual condition of our agriculture in a large portion of the grain regions under any 
change of the foreign market that could take place, there is still an adequate motive for securing the 
benefits of the home market for the growers of grain. This motive is strengthened by the consideration 
that the foreign demand for breadstuffs is not under our control. These articles of first necessity, unlike 
those the demand for which may be increased or diminished by the fluctuations of fashion, are limited by 
the natural wants of man, and for which the foreign market cannot be extended, either by the efforts of 
the Government or by the most enlightened commercial enterprise. 

The position of the memorialists, that the agriculturists of the grain region largely contribute to the 
support and protection of commerce, and that it affords them a very limited market for their products, is 
sustained by the foregoing statements and others that shall be noticed. To present a fuller view of their 
sentiments on this part of the subject the following is extracted from their memorial: 

"Without intending to reflect censure on your predecessors, we can with truth state that great and 
regular attention have always been given by Congress to foreign commerce, marked by numerous and 
large appropriations of the public money to objects for the promotion of its prosperity. Light-houses 
have been erected for its accommodation, and a Navy created and maintained at a vast, if not extravagant, 
expense to the nation for its protection, while nothing has been done, directly, for the interests of the 
agriculturists in this and the other grain g;:owing States. They have, it is true, derived some benefit 
from the late tariff, which might be increased by an extension of the system. The benefits which they 
indirectly receive from foreign commerce are more than counterbalanced by the proportional part of the 
expense which they contribute to maintain it, as but a small part of their products find a market through 
the channel or agency of this commerce; still they do not expect or require its entire abandonment, as it 
may be advantageous, if not indispensable, to other sections of the Union. It is, however, an incontro
vertible fact, that the part of this commerce which imports articles from other countries that compete 
with and frequently supersede the use of the products of their own soil and labor, either in their raw or 
manufactured state, is highly injurious to their interests. This would not be the effect if other countries 
did not impose restrictions and adopt prohibitions for the protection of their internal industry, and which 
effect ought to be removed by countervailing restrictions and prohibitions. Under existing circumstances, 
therefore, they consider this part of the foreign commerce as a heavy grievance, which is heightened by 
the reflection that they, as being part owners, as it were, of the National Treasury, have to contribute 
their share of the expenditures which uphold and protect it" 

The annual expenses of maintaining the Navy, together with those for ambassadors, consuls, &c., 
all for the purposes of foreign commerce, amount to about one-half of the value of breadstuffs annually 
exported; to which might be added the expenses of the late war with Great Britain, a consequence of this 
commerce, and from which future wars are more likely to arise than from any other source. 

There is no certain data from which the number of agriculturists exclusively engaged in growing 
small grain can be accurately ascertained, but a generai view of that portion of our country not calcu
lated for the growing of cotton and tobacco would justify the inference that they are more than one
half of the agriculturists in the Union, and perhaps the one-half of our federal numbers; but, whatever 
their relative number may be to that of the whole population, they must necessarily contribute nearly in 
that proportion to the expenses of upholding this commerce, from which they derive comparatively small 
advantages. 

These circumstances present a strong claim on the Government to accede to the proposition of the 
VOL. V--4'1 B 
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memorialists for the extension of the home market for their agricultural products. Besides, it is generally 
admitted that this market, for the extent to which it may be carried for any of the products of the soil, 
either in their crude or manufactured state, is more important and more certain than a foreign one. The 
latter, as we have oftentimes experienced, is liable to fluctuations, and frequently depends on the caprice 

- or good will of foreign nations, while the former depends much upon our own internal regulations. Sound 
policy, therefore, seems to dictate that such articles as our country does produce, or has the capacity to 
produce, should receive governmental protection from foreign competition, which, though it might occasion 
a temporary inconvenience to some sections of the Union, they ultimately would be more than remuner
ated by the reduction of the price and improved quality of the articles arising from the home competition 
that the protection would afford. 

Agriculture, manufactures, and commerce have successfully grown up and flourished in other countries 
under a system of rigorous exclusion or high taxation on foreign articles, and the beneficial effects of the 
principle has, in many cases, been experienced in our own, as in the growing of cotton, and particularly 
in the coarse manufacture of the article. 

It may, however, be alleged that the duty on imported cotton was imposed for the purpose of revenue 
and not for the encouragement or protection of the growers of the article, which, were it conceded, would 
not affect the principle, as it is the consequences of a measure and not the motive by which it was adopted 
that tests its utility. It is a fact, as important as it is notorious, that, previous to the imposition of this 
duty, we did not grow a sufficient quantity of cotton for domestic supply ; the inference, therefore, is 
irresistible that this protection was the most efficient cause of there now being not only an abundance 
for this supply, at a reduced price, but the surplus exceeds in value any of our articles of export. The 
same result is witnessed as to the coarse manufactures of it, both as to supply and reduction of price, and 
which have also become articles of export. The success of our ship building and navigation, the effects 
of discriminating duties, is, it is believed, unparalleled in the annals of the world. It ought not to be a 
question in this system of protection what proportion the duty shall bear to the value of the article on 
which it may be imposed; the only principle to be observed is, that it be commensurate to the object, as 
it has been in those cases. It is probable, in those cases, the growers, the manufacturers, the shipbuilders, 
and navigators could now safely dispense with the whole or part of the protection which has been afforded 
to those branches of industry, but for which they could not have commenced the respective pursuits with 
profit to themselves or advantage to their country . 

.A.s similar causes, by a parity of reasoning, will produce similar effects, it is fair to infer that the 
principle may be successfully applied to domestic spirits, and which equal justice requires should not be 
withheld. It is true that duties have been imposed on all kinds of imported spirits, whether for the pur
pose of revenue or protection is unnecessary to inquire, as it is sufficient to know the fact that they are 
too low to afford the efficient protection sought for by the memorialists, and which has been given to other 
domestic articles. 

By the official reports of the Treasury Department, the annual average of imported spirits for the 
three years ending on the 30th of September, 1824, consumed in the United States, may be stated in round 
numbers at 4,500,000 gallons. Hence, it is evident that the present duties are an inadequate protection, 
and their augmentation or an express prohibition of the importation of spirits is necessary to effect the 
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raise the value of improved land by the increased demand for its products, promote the profits of agricul
ture, and add to the national wealth the amount of the first cost of the foreign spirits, the annual average 
value of which, for the three years ending on the 30th of September, 1824, was $2,128,100, and also the 
expenses of their importation, which, together, amount to more than one-third of the sum which we annually 
receive from foreign markets for breadstuffs of every description. 

It is worthy of remark that, as more than the five-sixths of the imported spirits are distilled from 
other materials than grain, the diminution of their consumption could not affect the foreign market in any 
material degree for breadstuffs. The contemplated extension of the home market would stimulate the 
industry of the grain growers, increase the competition, and excite emulation among the distillers in 
improving the quality of domestic spirits, so that they might soon obtain a preference for home con
sumption and become a profitable export. 

These facts and reflections forcibly suggest the policy of this extension, if it can be effected consist
ently with the interest of other pursuits of industry, and which is not expected on any other condition, 
as would appear from the following extract from one of the memorials. 

In answer to an anticipated objection, "that the measure might militate against the interests of other 
portions of the Union," the memorialists state: 

"That it could not possibly affect those as much as the part of commerce alluded to does the interests 
of the grain States; and as the Constitution is the offspring of mutual concession, it is expected to be 
administered in the same spirit, by removing any pressure which may bear peculiarly hard on particular 
districts, so that, by consulting the various interests of the different parts, the welfare of the whole may 
be promoted." 

It has been shown that the advantages which the agriculturists of the grain region derive from the 
foreign market for their products do not correspond with their proportion of the expense of protecting the 
commerce through which the market is obtained; and it remains to be inquired whether any injury would 
be done, by the adoption of the measure under consideration, to the commercial, manufacturing, or other 
branches of the agricultural interests of our country. 

The unlimited capacity of the country to supply the demand will be a constant security against any 
material advance of the price of spirits, if that could be an objection., 

The stimulus which the measure would give to the industry of the grain region must be to increase, 
in the same proportion, their ability to purchase and consume, not only the products of other regions in 
the United States, but also a greater quantity of those foreign articles from which the revenues of the 
Government are derived. In case it should in any degree diminish foreign commerce, it would promote 
the commerce between the States and increase our coasting trade. It is not, therefore, easy to perceive 
that it would be productive of injury to either of those interests. If, however, any should arise, they 
must appear trivial when compared with the positive good that would result from the measure to the 
people of the grain region. .. 

Still, if a more attentive consideration.of this subject should lead to the conclusion that any advantage 
would occur to. the commercial and manufacturing interests by confining the prohibition to consumption 
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only, to which opinion part of your committee strongly inclines, believing that such regulations may 
be adopted as will secure the great purpose of the prohibition, without interfering to prevent importations 
of foreign spirits for reshipment, there could not be any well founded objection to such a modifica,tion. 

The net annual average revenue arising from foreign distilled spirits for the three years ending on 
the 31st of December, 1824, was $2,034,965. If, therefore, it should be apprehended that their total and 
sudden prohibition would produce a temporary diminution of the revenue that would be inconvenient to 
the Treasury, that consequence might be obviated by giving the prohibition a prospective operation, and, 
in the mean time, the imposition of a very moderate duty upon domestic spirits would supply the loss, 
which duty might afterwards be repealed or continued as the condition of the Treasury might require. 
The advantage derived to the growers of the grain and the manufacturers of domestic spirits from the 
exclusive possession of the home market would be so much greater than the amount of a duty, equivalent 
to that which is now received from the imposts on foreign spirits, that it would neither be felt or com
plained of, if the mode of its collection should be free from the odious features of an European excise. 

In the year 1815 there were 11,149,169 gallons of domestic spirits distilled, subject to specific duties. 
The number of gallons which the distilleries yielded in which the duty was paid, or the capacity of the 
stills employed therein, cannot be ascertained with precision, but taking the proportion which this duty 
bears to the aggregate revenue that accrued from domestic spirits as a basis of calculation, they are 
found to be upwards of 3,000,000. The quantity therefore distilled in the year may be safely stated to 
have been at least 14,500,000 gallons, more than the nine-tenths of which were from domestic materials. 
The revenue which accrued thereon was $3,232,806. If to the number of gallons be added that of foreign 
spirits now annually consumed in the United States, viz: 4,500,000, the place of which would, in case of 
prohibition, be supplied by a like quantity of domestic spirits, it will be found that a small duty per gallon 
will be equal to the whole revenue now derived from imposts on foreign spirits, which offers an ample 
remedy for every possible inconvenience to the Treasury that could, upon any supposition, result from the 
measure proposed. 

It would, therefore, appear from the views which have been taken of the subject that the adoption of 
the measure would be highly beneficial to a very numerous class of citizens whose pursuits have claims 
to the fostering care of the Government, at-least equal to those of any other, and that it could not be 
peculiarly detrimental to any, nor incompatible with the general interests, or produce any inconvenience 
to the Treasury. 

The majority of the committee, however, being opposed to an express prohibition of the importation 
of foreign spirits, and as a bill cannot constitutionally originate in the Senate to increase the duties 
thereon, they have directed their chairman to report the following resolution: 

Resolved, That the committee be discharged from the further consideration of the memorials. 

19TH OoNGREss.l No. 752. 

FRAUDS UPON THE REVENUE L.A.WS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 23, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 22, 1826. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representa~ves of the 21th December last, directing 

the Secretary of the Treasury to inform the House whether "any, and what, deviations from the instructions 
given by the Department, or from the course prescribed by law, for securing and collecting the duties on 
imports and tonnage, have recently taken place; and whether any, and what, extraordinary losses 
have been or are likely to be sustained by the Government in consequence of such deviations, or from any 
other cause; stating particularly the circumstances attending them, so far as they may have come to the 
knowledge of the Department; and whether any, and what, steps have been taken by any officer of the 
Government in relation to any such losses, if such have occurred," I have the honor to transmit herewith 
a letter from the Comptroller of the Treasury, dated the 9th of January, with the documents numbered 
from 1 to 21, inclusive, which accompanied it. Under the act of Congress of the 8th of May, 1192, the 
superintendence of the collection of the duties on impost and tonnage has been assigned to the Comp
troller, and is performed by that officer under the direction of the Secretary. Hence, it was from that 
officer that the information called for by the resolution was in the first instance to be sought; and the 
letter and documents above mentioned furnish all of which the Department was in possession at the 
period when the letter bears date. 

But the documents up to that epoch being limited and unsatisfactory in their bearing upon the recent 
transactions at the custom-house in Philadelphia, to which it was believed the resolution of the House 
particularly pointed, it was deemed proper to pursue a course which might give promise of shedding upon 
them more ample light. Accordingly a commission was instituted for the purpose of conducting an 
inquiry into these transactions in a manner the most full and rigid, through the instrumentality of a 
person specially deputed to proceed from this city for the execution of the trust. Power w~s given to 
him to examine upon oath the Collector and all the other officers of the customs at Philadelphia, down to 
the most subordinate agents in anywise connected with the business of that establishment, as well as to 
seek insight into the transactions, from whatever other sources it might be practicable to obtain it. He 
was also directed to scrutinize the books, records, and papers of the establishment, without limit as to 
time, to the end that the Government might be fully informed of the modes in which the public busine~s was 
transacted there. The Commissioner selected was Samuel Harrison Smith, esq., and the precise nature 
of the instructions given to him upon all points will be seen from copies of them subjoined hereto, dated 
January 5 and 10, and by the copy of a letter to the Collector, dated January 6. J'he en?losures 
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referred to in the letter of instructions of the 5th of January are also transmitted, numbered from 1 to 
10, and marked A, B, C, and D. The manner in which the duty was performed by the Commissioner will 
appear from his report to this Department, dated January 26, with the documents annexed to it, numbered 
from 1 to 79, and from the papers marked A, B, C, and D. This report and the documents constitute the 
whole of the information as yet obtained in relation to the transactions in question. 

In regard to the losses likely to be sustained by the Government in consequence of these transactions, 
it is apprehended that they :will be considerable, though they cannot be spoken of with any precision or 
certainty at the present juncture. Much will depend upon the issue of suits at law pending or still to be 
brought by the Government against ~he property held by Edward Thompson before his failure, the prior 

• claim fo which, as asserted by the United States, is contested by private creditors. Every step which 
the law will warrant has already been taken, and will continue to be adopted, by the proper officers of 
the Government, to sustain the interests of the United States under this conflict of claims, and no measure 
pretermitted which their just rights demand. The most valuable part of the property of Mr. Thompson 
consisted of five ships, which, with their cargoes, were expected to arrive at Philadelphia during the 
present and ensuing months, until July, on homeward voyages from Canton. It was deemed important to 
the interests of the Government that these ships should arrive :+t Philadelphia without having their 
destination intercepted. Measures were accordingly put in train to effect this object. Three revenue 
cutters were despatched to sea, under proper instructions, to bring the ships into the Delaware, and it is 
satisfactory to be able to state that two of them, with which the cutters fell in, have already arrived at 
Philadelphia, a result the more satisfactory as it is known that measures were taken to turn them aside 
from this destination. The cutters are under orders to resume their cruising stations and keep a_vigilant 
look-out for the ships still to come. , 

I have the honor to remain, with the greatest respect, sir, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

The Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Cmnptrollers Office, January 9, 1826. 
Sm: In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives, which you referred to me, 

and which is in the following words: "Resolved, that the Secretary of the Treasury be directed to inform 
this House whether any, and what, deviations from the instructions given by that Department, or from 
the course prescribed by law for securing and collecting the duties on imports and tonnage, have recently 
taken place, and whether any, and what, extraordinary losses have been, or are likely to be, sustained by 
the Government in consequence of such deviations, or from any other cause; stating, particularly, the 
circumstances attending them, so far as they may have come to the knowledge of the Department, and 
whether any, and what, steps have been taken by any officer of the Government in relation to any such 
losses, if such have occurred," I have the honor to state that this Department of the Treasury has not 
been advised of any recent deviation from any instructions given by it, or from the course prescribed by 
law for securing and collecting the duties on imports and tonnage. Presuming, however, that the 
resolution may have special reference to a transaction that has recently happened at Philadelphia, 
respecting a quantity of teas which had been taken from the custom-house or other stores by Edward 
Thomson and his agents, without the requisite permits having been obtained, I take leave to state that, 
from a careful examination of the records of this Department, it does not appear that the question has 
ever been submitted to its consideration, or that instructions have been given to the officers of the 
customs, whether, when teas deposited in public or other stores, under the pro,isions of the 62d section 
of the collection law of the 2d of March, 1799, the certificates required to be issued under the 41st section 
of that law were to be delivered to the proprietor, importer, or consignee, after the chests shall have been 
inspected, marked, branded, weighed, &c., in the manner required by the 39th section, or not until after 
bonds with sureties shall ha,e been given for the duties and permits obtained for the delivery of the teas 
out of the public or other stores. In the correspondence, however, between this Department and the 
Collector at Philadelphia, in relation to the case of Edward Thomson, the course which the law seemed 
to authorize, the practice under it, and the course which should be adopted in the delivery of those 
certificates were incidentally noticed, as will be seen by reference to my letter to the Collector under date 
of the 3d ultimo. It may be proper to remark that the act of 1799 must have received a practical 
construction by the Collectors upon the first importation of teas into the United States after the passage 
of that act; and although the construction thus given where teas were imported was not in every port 
the same, with respect to the time at which certificates were to be given under the 41st section of that 
act, yet it does not appear that this Department had at any time been advised of the construction so 
given, nor of any difficulties having occurred under the construction which had thus been given by the 
Collectors, until the recent case of Edward Thomson, of Philadelphia. 

No instructions have been given to the Collector at Philadelphia, from this office, respecting the 
bonding of the teas imported by Edward Thomson, or as to the security proper to be taken. The 62d 
section of the collection law of 1799 having given the Collectors of the ports where the duties upon 
imported goods accrue authority to take bonds to their sati,efaction, this Department has not considered 
itself authorized to give the Collectors any instructions on that point, or to interfere in any manner 
therewith. The information that has been obtained from the Collector is not such as to enable this 
Department at present to form an opinion as to what losses have been, or are likely to be, sustained. 
The whole of the information which has been received at this office upon the subject, and copies of my 
correspondence with several of the Collectors, in relation to the teas taken out of the stores by Mr. 
Thomson and his agents, and of their answers, are herewith transmitted, being as follows: 

1, 2, 3, 4. Copies of the letters addressed to you by the Collector at Philadelphia and the District 
Attorney, under date of the 22d and 30th of November and 1st of December, 1825, and which you referred 
tome. 

5. Copy of the instructions of this Department on the preceding letters. 
6. Copy of the petition addressed to you by Benjamin W. Richards, one of the firm, and in behalf of 

Joshua and William Lippincott & Co., of Philadelphia, which you also referred to me. 
7. Copy of the instructions of this Department to the Collector at Philadelphia, on the subject of said 

petition. • 
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8. Copy of the letter of the Collector at Philadelphia, dated December 6, 1825, with the statement 
which was enclosed in it. 

9. Copy of the letter of the Collector at Philadelphia, dated December 12, 1825. 
10. Copy of the letter of the Collector at Philadelphia, dated December 13, 1825. 
11. Copy of the letter of the Collector at Philadelphia, dated December 1 'T, 1825, with copies of the 

endorsements thereon. 
12. Copy of the letter of the Collector at Philadelphia, dated December 23, 1825. 
13. Copy of the letter addressed to this Department by the Collector at Boston, with copies of his 

correspondence with the Collector at Philadelphia and the District Attorney at Boston. 
14. Copy of a letter addressed to this Department by the Collector at Baltimore, on the 5th of 

December, 1825, stating the circumstances under which he had seized some teas, being part of those 
taken out of store by Edward Thomson, without having previously obtained a permit therefor. 

15. Copy of the application of Martin Gillet to this Department to.have his teas released, which had 
been seized by the Collector at Baltimore, and of this officer's statement subjoined thereto. 

16. Copy of the answer of this Department to the Collector at Baltimore, dated December 20, 1825. 
1 'T. Copy of a letter addressed to this Department by ,John Hone, of the house of I. & P. Hone & Co., 

of New York, stating the manner in which they became possessed of some of the teas imported by 
Edward Thomson. 

. 18. Copy of the opinion of the Attorney General of the United States, stating his views as to the 
proceedings to be adopted in the different cases. 

19. Copy of the instructions given to the District Attorneys at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and 
Baltimore by this Department, under your directions, in accordance with the views of the Attorney General. 

20. Copy of a letter from the Collector at Philadelphia, dated January 2, 1826, stating that the teas 
in the possession of Haggerty, Austin & Co., at New York, had been seized without recourse having been 
had to forcible means. 

21. Copy of a letter from the Collector at Baltimore, dated January 6, 1826, respecting the disposition 
of the teas seized in his district. • 

The resolution of Congress which you referred to me is also returned herewith. 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 

Hon. RrcHARD Rusn. 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 5, 1826. 
Sm: The late failure of Edward Thompson, a merchant of Philadelphia, having been preceded by the 

surreptitious removal from the custody of the custom-house of large quantities of teas, imported by him, 
before the duties had been paid or secured, it has become necessary to make inquiry into the causes of a 
transaction so extraordinary, and one by which the United States are likely to sustain a heavy pecuniary 
loss. 

The Collector of the Customs at Philadelphia has already given such an account of them as was in 
his power, and there is no reason to distrust the fidelity of his narrative; yet it does not throw upon the 
transaction the light that is desirable, and it is therefore deemed proper to institute a scrutiny more 
thorough and comprehensive, with a view to the fullest development of facts that may be possible. The 
President, in entire reliance upon your ability and discretion, has selected you for the performance of this 
trust . 

.A.ll the facts that have as yet transpired relative to this transaction are contained in a series of 
letters to this Department from the Collector and District Attorney at Philadelphia. Copies of these, 
numbered from I to 10, are enclosed, and afford, with other documents that will be mentioned, all the 
information upon the subject of which the Department is in possession. The letter from the Collector of 
December 12, addressed to the 'Comptroller, is, as you will perceive, that which chiefly purports to explain 
the manner in which the teas were taken off, or otherwise lost; and that of the 6th of the same month 
states the amount missing, being, as would appear in the.whole, more than seventeen thousand boxes, all 
sizes included. 

The 21st section of the collection law of March 2, 1 '199, making it the duty of the Surveyor, among 
other things, to ascertain the quantity of all teas imported and grant certificates for the same, you will 
examine that officer at Philadelphia with great particularity, as to the manner in which he has usually 
executed this part of his duty, and especially in reference to aJl the teas imported by Edward Thompson, 
and missing as above. If there have been any departures from the law under this head, either by the 
Surveyor himself or those employed under him, you will be careful to have them stated exactly, with the 
name or names of the officers or persons privy to such departures. 

It being the duty of the same officer to place inspectors on board of vessels on their arrival at his 
port, you will also inquire into the manner in which he has usually executed this part of his duty, and 
especialJy in reference to the vessels in which the teas in question were imported. If there have been 
any departures from tho law under this head by the Surveyor himself, or those employed under him, you 
will, in like manner, be careful to have them stated exactly, with the name or names of the officers or 
persons privy to such departures. 

It being his duty to ascertain whether the goods importea. in any ship or vessel, and the deliveries 
thereof agreeably to the inspector's returns, correspond with the permits for landing the same, you will 
inquire into the manner in which he has usualJy executed this part of his duty, and especially in reference 
to the teas imported·as above. If there have been any departures from the law under this head, by the 
Surveyor himself, or those acting under him, you will be careful to have them stated exactly, with the 
name or names of the officers or persons privy to such departures. 

It being his daty to see that no goods are delivered from any vessel without a permit for that purpose, 
you wiU examine into the manner in which he has usually executed this part of his duty, and especially 
in reference to the teas imported as above. If there have been any departures from the law under this 
head by the Surveyor himself, or those employed under him, you will be careful to state them exactly, 
with the name or names of the officers or persons privy to such departures. 

It being his duty to superintend and direct all inspectors, and report weekly to the Collector the 
names of such as may be absent froi;n or neglect to do their duty, you will inquire into the manner in 
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which he has usually executed this part of his duty, and especially in reference to the safeguard of the 
teas imported as above. If there have been any departures from the law by the Surveyor under this head 
you will be careful also to have them stated exactly. • 

You will question him as to what has been the course usually pursued by the officers of the customs 
in Philadelphia :in storing spirits, wines, and teas, as provided by the 62d section of the collection law, 
and in delivering the same from store. You will next ascertain if any course was pursued :in. reference to 
the teas in question other than that prescribed by law; was any indulgence granted which the law does not 
sanction; and if so, under what circumstances, to what extent, and, above all, by what officer or officers. 

The same section of the collection law declaring that no teas shall be delivered from store but in 
presence of an inspector, or person· deputed by him, and under the authority of a permit, by whose 
omission, neglect, or connivance did it happen that so large a quantity could have been illegally 
withdrawn? These, also, are points to which your attention will be particularly directed. In endeavor
ing to probe them, as well as every other part of the case, you will not content yourself with the 
examination of the Surveyor only, but will examine all the other officers of the establishment, as you may 
see occasion, including the highest and descending to the lowest-the Collector, the Na val Officer, the 
inspectors, any or all of them, the weighers, the measurers, the gaugers. All their examinations will be 
reduced to writing and sworn to before a magistrate, each person as called being previously advised that 
bis answers are to be under oath. -

The letter of the Collector (No. 1) of November 22 states that he was unable at that time to ascertain 
the amount of teas surreptitiously taken, from not being able to obtain the importer's keys, who alleged 
that they were in the hands of the Messrs. Lippincotts, who refused to deliver them up on the ground of 
assignments made to them by Mr. Thomson of a quantity of teas in store. You will hence make careful 
inquiry into this matter, getting all the light that may be obtainable as to the nature of these assignments. 
All that is known of them here is contained in three papers enclosed, marked A, B, and C; the first, a 
memorial presented to the Department on behalf of the above firm, dated December the '1th; the second, 
a report from the Collector upon that memorial, dated December the 13th; the third, an affidavit of Edward 
Thomson, dated December 31st.* 

The letter of the Collector of December 1, stating that he had been sued by this firm for refusing to 
deliver over to them teas in store at Philadelphia, some that were seized in the river at that port, and a 
further quantity seized at New York, it will be proper also to make inquiry into these particulars from 
any of the witnesses who may be able to throw light upon them. 

In stating that you are to examine any or all of the officers of the customs as you may see fit, it is 
not intended to limit you 'to these. If the names of any other persons likely to give useful information 
become known to you, you will examine them also, provided they be willing to give their depositions. 
From the Collector's letter of the 12th of December it appears that Mr. Thomson had, on several occasions, 
taken teas from store before they were bonded; that whilst his vessels were discharging, quantities of 
boxes were not put into store at all, but sent away from the pavement in front of the stores where they 
were laid down by the porters. Hence these porters may be able to state facts not yet known from other 
sources. 

It appears from the same letter that Mr. Thomson was enabled, at other times, to avail himself of the 
fact of one custom-house key opening the locks of several different stores; that, some of these stores 
containing teas that were bonded and others teas that were not bonded, he was enabled, under a permis
sion to enter the former, to go with the same key to the latter, and thus send away teas not bonded. You 
will hence direct your inquiries into this part of the practice of the custom-house, ascertaining how it has 
happened that, under any circumstances, importers are permitted to go to the stores unattended by an 
officer, and through whose omissions or neglect they were so frequented on the present occasion, mention
ing the names of all who stand thus implicated. 

It is not intended, by any of the questions that I have propounded, to exclude others that may occur 
when you shall have entered upon the investigation before you. Only an imperfect knowledge of the 
transaction to be inquired into is possessed as yet at this Department, and it may be that ramifications of 
it are still to be laid open, towards which you will give to your interrogations such further scope or new 
direction as events and disclosures, when you are on the spot, may indicate as expedient and judicious. 

The witnesses in every instance must be explicitly questioned as to their knowledge of the existence 
of any collision between any of the officers of the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or as to any connexion 
or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions 
under this head. • 

Whilst the main object of your scrutiny will consist in endeavors to :find out the truth in all its 
bearings of these late extraordinary occurrences respecting the teas, so as to know in what quarters the 
neglect rests, or the guilt, if there has been guilt, you will not confine yourself to these occurrences, it 
being the President's desire to be informed through you of the true state of the custom-house at Philadel
phia, on any or all such matters connected with the transaction of the public business there as the close 
inspection which you will have of its affairs may suggest as pertinent and useful. To this end the 
Collector will be instructed to lay open to your view all the books, accounts, and papers of the establish
ment for as long a period as you may find it necessary to look into them, and to afford you every other 
facility that you may stand in need of towards the most ample fulfillment of this trust. Full confidence is 
felt that it will be executed in your hands so as to elicit all the light that may be practicable, and in 
modes the most appropriate and unexceptionable. • 

It may be proper that you should show the Collector these instructions. Upon his integrity every 
reliance is placed. 

. You will remain in Philadelphia as long as may be necessary to give completeness and efficiency to 
your investigations, and when closed you will be pleased to draw up a report of them as full as may 
comport with your convenience, addressed to me, to be laid before the President. 

It only remains for me to add that, should you stand in need of legal advice in prosecuting any part 
of this investigation, the District Attorney, Mr. Ingersoll, who has already been actively engaged in 
looking to the interests of the United States upon this occasion, will be instructed to furnish it to you. 

I have the honor to remain, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

SAMUEL HARRISON Sl!ITH, Esq., Washington City, D. a. 

o See paper marked D, with enclosures E, F, G, and H, in further relation to this part of the subject. 
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PHILADELPHIA, January 26, 1826. 
On my arrival in Philadelphia, having, without delay, had an interview with the Collector, the Naval 

Officer, and Surveyor, I invited from them a general statement of the recent transactions of the custom
house connected with the failure of Edward Thomson. .A statement of this description was promptly 
rendered by each of those officers, for which see documents numbered I, 2, and 3. This led the way to a 
more particular and detailed inquiry, which is embraced by the documents numbered from 4 to 5'i, both 
inclusive, which exhibit the results of an examination of all the officers of the customs, with the exception 
of J. H. Fisler, an inspector, who was absent at New York on public business, until the moment of my 
departure, as well in regard to the aforesaid transactions as to the general administration of the custom
house. 

Document No. 58 is the deposition of the head porter employed by Mr. Thomson, under whose 
superintendence all the teas were taken from the wharves on which they were first landed. 

In an early stage of the inquiry I was invited by Mr. Thomson to a personal interview, in which he 
professed not only ·a willingness, but a solicitude to make the most unreserved disclosures. The offer was 
accepted, the fruits of which appear in documents numbered 'i9. 

This offer, in connexion with incidents disclosed in the progress of my researches, led me to invite 
(see X) a voluntary statement from Peter Mackie, Charles Mackie, and Barclay .Arney, the clerks of Mr. 
Thomson, which they furnished, as shown in the documents numbered 65, 66, and 6'i, with an accompanying 
letter from Richard Renshaw and Peter Mackie, assignees of Edward Thomson. 

Having been advised by the attorney of the district that the counsel of Messrs. J. & W. Lippincott 
& Co. had informed him that their clients were determined, in the prosecution of their claims to certain 
portions of the teas alleged to have been assigned to them by Mr. Thomson, to rest entirely on principle, 
I considered it, in concurrence with the District .Attorney, advisable to obtain from them a free disclosure 
of the facts pertinent to their claims, as likely both to elucidate it, and, in some degree, the fraudulent 
transportations of the teas. Document numbered 59 exhibits my inquiries. 

Supposing, from a personal intercourse with several respectable merchants, that some light might be 
shed on the subjects into which I was directed to inquire, by g·entlemen of that profession, and considering 
it proper that an opportunity should be given them to furnish any facts or suggestions that might indicate 
abuses, I addressed, at an early day, a letter to the prominent China merchants, and some others, inviting 
any communication from them which they might see fit to make. The document numbe.red 60 is a copy 
of my letter, and those numbered 61, 62, 63, 64, are the replies of Messrs. Robert Ralston, Henry Pratt, 
Lewis Clapier, and John C. and W. Smith. 

From the contents of these documents, aided by auxiliary and incidental information, derived prin
cipally from the books and papers of the custom-house, the following statement is submitted: 

Mr. Thomson appears for a number of years to have been very extensively engaged in the Canton 
trade, and more particularly in the importation of teas. On all these importations, until the 19th of 
November, 1825, the duties were regularly paid. 

These importations, in the year 1825, were made in the ship William Savary, which arrived on the 
28th of February; ship Addison, which arrived on the 5th of .April; ship Woodrop Sims, which arrived 
on the 13th of .April; ship Benjamin Rush, which arrived on the 1st of July; ship Thomas Scattergood, 
which arrived on the 2d of July. 

The annexed documents, .A, B, and C, received from the Deputy Collector, present a condensed view 
of the quantities and qualities of the teas entered as stored; those bonded eventually securing the 
duties; those actually in store, and those which have been surreptitiously removed from store, with the 
portions of these last which have been seized at Baltimore, Boston, and New York, together with the 
duties accruing. 
By these documents it appears that the unbonded duties of Edward Thomson amount to .... $43'i,916 '15 
Of which the duties on teas in store amount to about.................................. 85,000 00 

Leaving ............................................... ;-................. 352,916 '15 
If to this be added the bonded debt of Mr. Thomson, arising on goods regularly bonded, 

amounting to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 557,330 85 

910,24'1 60 
.And there be deducted the estimated amount of debenture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53,000 00 

There will remain, being the whole debt of Mr. Thomson, ( exclusive of interest)........... 85'1,24'1 60 
subject to such reductions as may be effected by the decision on the right of the United States to the 
teas seized, and to those yet in store, which Messrs. J. and "\V. Lippincott & Co. claim under an assign
ment from Mr. Thomson. 

Considering the frauds that have been practiced on the cargoes of these vessels, I thought it might 
be useful to trace them from the time they entered the Delaware bay to their arrival in the port of Phila
delphia; but I found, from the collection law, that the district of Philadelphia comprises only that part of 
the Delaware, within the limits of Pennsylvania, which extend to but about twenty miles below Phila
delphia, and learned from the Collector that he exercised no power whatever beyond these limits. My 
inquires were consequently restricted to the dividing line between the States of Pennsylvania and 
Delaware. Between this line and the city of Philadelphia the vessels appear to have been boarded by 
Job Whipple, the inspector in command of the revenue barge, who states that no revenue officer was at 
the time on board, he being the first one that went on board of them. He also states that it is his practice, 
after obtaining the necessary papers, to leave the vessel for the purpose of boarding such other vessels 
as may be coming up the river, and, consequently, that he never remains so long on board any vessel as 
to be present at the arrival of the inspector, who enters her for the purpose of placing his locks to secure 
the cargo. By the necessary papers are meant the original manifest, and a copy of it endorsed and 
certified, as required by the 23d, 24th and 25th sections of the collection law. 

The next step, according to the Surveyor, is for such inspector as may first notice the arrival of a 
vessel, without any special designation or instruction, to go on board and secure the cargo by placing the 
necessary locks and other fastenings. ..As soon as this duty is performed, the vessel is sometimes left, 
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and remains without any revenue attendance until one or more inspectors, detailed by the Surveyor, enter 
her for the purpose of superintending her unlading. In this instance the names of the inspectors that 
first went on board these vessels and placed the locks have not been ascertained. No record is kept of 
them in any case where they are not the same with those who superintend the unlading. Those who 
superintended the unlading were John Brown, John Boyd, and Robert Hopkins; all the customary measures 
in the discharge of this duty appe:>r to have been complied with by them, as well as the weighers and 
markers, and the articles landed to have corresponded with the permits for landing them. 

It may be noticed, however, that the 21st section of the act of March 2, 1799, requires the Surveyor 
to visit or inspect the ships or vessels that arrive, and to make a return in writing every morning to the 
Collector of all vessels that may have arrived the preceding day. This duty seems now, from the Sur
veyor's statement, to be • fulfilled by the captain of the revenue barge, who makes a report, sometimes 
written, both to the Collector and Surveyor, which the Surveyor records. 

It may be further noticed that, by the 37th section of the collection law, a separate and additional 
entry of spirits, wines, and teas is required to be made, to be certified by the Collector as conformable 
to the general entry previously directed, and to be transmitted to the Surveyor, with the further direction 
that every permit for the unlading of spirits, wines, and teas shall, previous to the unlading, be produced 
to the officer or inspector, who shall endorse thereupon the word "inspected," without which a penalty is 
incurred by the master. This course was not pursued in this case, either by the Collector, Surveyor, or 
inspector. No separate entry or endorsement was made. The Deputy Collector states his unacquaintance 
at the time with the provision; the Surveyor represents that it has not been practiced since the year 
1802, and the inspectors were likewise ignorant of it. Permits, however, in the usual form, appear to 
have been granted, and although but one entry appears to have been made, it passed through the hands 
of the Collector, was noted by him, and transmitted by him to the Surveyor, in this way consolidating, in 
some measure, the provisions of the 36th and 37th sections of the collection law. This is said to have 
been, for a long time, the invariable usage. 

It may also be noticed that the 53d section of the collection law requires the inspectors to constantly 
attend and remain on board of a vessel, the deliveries from which they are superintending, from the rising 
to the setting sun. It is in proof that they leave the vessel to take their meals; and I understand that, 
while vessels are discharging, watchmen are employed during the night. . 

Several days were consumed in inspecting and discharging the cargoes of each of these vessels. 
During this time the .teas, as soon as they were weighed and marked, were removed from the wharves by 
porters in the employ of Mr Thomson. The duties on but an inconsiderable portion of them were, at 
the time, secured by bond and sureties. In respect to the residue, Mr. Thomson availed himself of the 
provision contained in the 62d section of the collection law, by giving his own bond, with the condition 
of the teas being deposited in stores, to be agreed upon by the owner and the inspector. Two inspectors, 
Andrew Jackson and Robert Hopkins, who remained on the wharf during the discharge of the cargoes, 
had these' stores in their charge, being six in number, and rented by Mr. Thomson. The porters, unattended 
by any revenue officer, removed the teas, which were placed by them on the pavement in front of the 
stores, from which parcels of them were forthwith taken to packets destined for New York, Boston, or 
Baltimore, and the residue deposited in the stores. During this time the stores were open, or both the 
keys in the hands of Mr. Thomson or bis agents. In this state they remained until the teas were 
arranged by persons in Mr. Thomson's service, when they were secured _by double locks, the inspector 
taking possession of the custom-house key, without having previously made -any other than a casual 
examination of their contents. No accurate examination appears to have been subsequently made, which, 
it is alleged, would have been impracticable, from the impossibility of counting the boxes from the manner 
in which they were placed, and from the difficulty of obtaining the owner's key, which, it is represented, 
he is under no obligation to furnish to the inspector. Afterwards, when the owner wished to enter the 
stores, the inspector, when engaged in other duties, intrusted him with his key. This confidence was 
extensively abused, and, under cover of permits for taking out a small number of chests, a large number 
were withdrawn, on which occasions frequently the stores were entered when it was ascertained that the 
inspector under whose charge they had been placed was busily engaged at a distance. It is ascertained 
that, in these ways, the number of boxes of teas, as stated in document No. A, have been either never 
stored, or, if stored, have been surreptitiously withdrawn. But the exact quantity of each does not 
appear. 

It is alleged to have been always the custom for the owner to choose his stores, and it appears that 
the same custom-house key opened different locks, which were furnished by the Surveyor, and that this 
was known to the revenue officers. 

The inspectors who had charge of the stores represent that they had other duties, which they were 
required to perform, such as counting the boxes of teas as they were weighed and marked, and attending 
to none other being taken away, incompatible with a stricter compliance with, the law than has taken 
place, no officer being specially charged to accompany the teas to the stores. 

Depositions of several of the inspectors show that sometimes a more guarded course was pursued in 
regard to the admission of articles into, and their removal from, the stores; but the foregoing is abun
dantly shown to have been the usual course; and it appears that, besides Andrew Jackson and Robert 
Hopkins, several inspectors, and among them Joseph R. Dickson, were in the habit of lending their keys to 
the owners of articles stored. 

One of the inspectors, however, Andrew Geyer, states the practice formerly to have been to lodge the 
custom-house key in the Surveyor's office, and, whenever a permit was granted, for the inspector to take 
the key of the store, attend in person to the delivery of the goods, lock up the store, and return the key 
to the Surveyor's office. , 

The Surveyor's deposition shows that, previous to these occurrences, he had given no specialinstructions 
to the inspectors respecting these stores; that the same store frequently contained bonded as well as 
unbonded goods, and that no return was made to him, or entry made by him in his books, of the contents 
of the stores. 

By the same deposition it appears that, since these occurrences, the articles deposited are, with some 
exceptions, counted; that an inspector himself invariably opens the stores, but that, when pressed by 
business, he leaves them open in his absence for a short time; and that the goods at present in the stores 
have all been counted, and that, with the exception of Thomson's teas, none are missing. 

There is reason to fear that these abuses did not commence in the year 1825. The depositions of Peter 
Mackie, Charles Mackie, and Barclay Arney, clerks of Mr. Thomson, numbered 65, 66, and 67, state that 
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Mr. Thomson began the practice of surreptitiously removing teas as early as the year 1822, and continued 
it into 1825; that the plan was first laid down by Floyd S. Bailey, then connected in business with Smith 
& Nicoll, of New York; that Floyd S. Bailey urged Mr. Thomson to do in Philadelphia as they did in New 
York-that is, bond a small number of boxes, and, under the color of a permit for them, remove a larger 
number. These allegations are supported by the copies of sundry letters of Floyd S. Bailey and Edward 
H. Nicoll to Edward Thomson, numbered 65 X. 

In these cases, it is to be remarked, the duties were all eventually paid. 
By the existing laws it is provided that the particular certificates accompanying spirits, wines, and 

teas, shall be furnished in blank by the Collectors, under their signatures, and numbered, to the surveyors 
or other officers of inspection, who are made accountable therefor to the Collectors, and who are required 
to make regular and exact entries of all such as shall be delivered by them to individuals. 

It appears that the practice, previous to the failure of Mr. Thomson, was, for the surveyor to have 
these certificates printed, often distinctly for each cargo when its packages were numerous; for the 
Collector, or a clerk for him, to sign, seal, and number them, and then return them to the surveyor, who 
filled them up, and countersigned them. The surveyor then delivered them, on demand, to the owner of 
the wines, spirits, or teas, at any time after their inspection, whether bonded or deposited in stores, 
taking a receipt for them. No general books are kept of their transmission from the Collector to the 
surveyor, or of their delivery by the latter to the merchants, but entries are made of their delivery in the 
particular books of the several commodities kept by the surveyor, and an evidence of such delivery 
accompanies the Collector's returns to the Treasury. There does not appear to be any periodical accounta
bility in this respect of the surveyor to the Collector. No instructions on this head, or in regard to the 
delivery of these certificates to individuals, seem to have been given by the Collector to the surveyor; 
but a general impression existed among the custom-house officers that they were legally demandable as 
soon as the goods were bonded or deposited in store. Accordingly, in the case of Thomson's teas, they 
were delivered on demand, after the teas were bonded or stored, as soon as they could be prepared, and 
covered the whole importations. This usage seems always to have prevailed in this port. 

Since the recent occurrences, no particular certificate is delivered, except on the payment of the duty, 
or its being secured by bond and sureties. 

For a long period, so remote as to be incapable of ascertainment, departures from the strict letter of the 
law, as to some papers and books, appear to have existed. Some of these have been already noticed; 
others remain to be stated. 

The 21st section of the collection law requires the weights, measures, and other instruments, to be 
examined and tried on the first Mondays in January and July in each year. The surveyor states that, 
having found that the frost in January materially affected the weights, so as to make them, as then ascer
tained, incorrect in warmer weather, the examination and trial of them was deferred to and now takes 
place in the spring, instead of the month of January. 

The 21st section of the collection law also requires the surveyor to report to the Collector, once every 
week, the names of such inspectors, weighers, gaugers, or measurers, as may be absent from, or neglect 
to do, their duty. No such reports appear to be made. The surveyor deposes that he does make such a 
report when instances of absence or neglect occur. The Collector deposes that such a report has not 
been made to him by the surveyor, whence he always inferred that there was no absence from, or neglect 
of~ duty to be reported. 

The 53d section of the collection law requires the inspectors to enter in a book, to be kept by them, 
the names of persons to whom permits are granted, with the particulars therein specified, to be delivered 
to the surveyor in the month of January in every year for his inspection, and to be by him transmitted, 
with such observations as he may think necessary, to the Collector, to be deposited in his office. These 
books, it appears, are kept by the inspectors, copies of which (called reports) are delivered to the surveyor, 
by whom they are examined and transmitted to the Collector, who files them with the manifests; but the 
books are not delivered to the surveyor, or, as a consequence, transmitted by him to the Collector. 

In regard to the assignments alleged to have been made by Edward Thomson to J. & W. Lippincott 
& Co., I am not enabled to add much to the knowledge previously had of them. They are said to embrace 
not only nearly all the teas now in store, but other parcels have been surreptitiously withdrawn, and some of 
which have been seized by the revenue officers. For such knowledge as I have obtained, I refer to my 
inquiries addressed to those gentlemen, as given in document No. 59, which, though dated January 19, 1826, 
have not as yet been replied to, and to the answer of the Collector to an interrogatory put to him, who 
deposes that there has not been, according to his recollection, any other assignment made of goods in 
store. It may be proper to add, that the circumstances connected with the entries offered at the custom
house were collected from the Deputy Collector, including the last one, which, although dated the 19th of 
November, was not signed, it seems, until the 26th of that month, and that the letter of William Lippincott, 
one of the firm, numbered 681 was received in consequence of a conversation held with him, on the 18th 
of January, at the stores in which the teas claimed by him were deposited, and which I examined in the 
company of Mr. Andrew Jackson. My conversation with several intelligent merchants has not elucidated 
the subject. There may have been many assignments of this kind which were not exposed to light, from 
the objects to which they related having never been placed in the predicament of these teas, the duties 
on them having been duly paid or secured. 

Document No. 69 contains a rough statement of the auction advertisements of the teas of Mr. 
Thomson, as inserted in the National Gazette, from February 28 to October 4, 1825. 

The practice in these sales, as collected not only from the officers of the revenue, but from respectable 
merchants, is, to make them by sample chests, and in c~se of a sale, the right to the teas in store is 
transferred to the purchaser, who may immediately take them out of store by paying the duty, or bonding 
them; or may suffer them to remain there within the time prescribed by law, subject to his disposal on 
paying or securing the duty. How far these advertisements, giving the name of the ship in which the 
teas were imported, with their qualities, and sometimes the quantities, should have attracted the attention 
of the revenue officers, is a matter of opinion, not embraced by my instructions. 

Having found from my personal intercourse that an impression prevailed that the Collector had taken 
insufficient sureties on the bonds of Mr. Thomson, to whom it was thought unsual favor had been extended; 
and it appearing undoubted that the sureties were worth very little, compared with the sums for which 
they were answerable, I considered it my duty to call upon the Collector for an explanation on this head; 
for the answer to which, I refer to his deposition, with the abstract of Mr. Thomson's bonds, as given in 
document No. '10. 
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Having been confidentially informed, from a source of undoubted respectability, that, subsequently 
to the failure of Mr. Thomson, Mr. Peter Mackie, one of his clerks, had been engaged at the custom-house, 
late at night, in signing, as attorney of Floyd S. Bailey, bonds previously given by Mr. Thomson, I also 
made inquiry on this head. The Collector admits the fact, and says that, from information from the Deputy 
Collector, it appears that some of Edward Thomson's bonds which, through oversight, were incomplete 
at the time they were given, had a surety, by his attorney, added on the evening of the 19th November. 

The Collector, as explanatory of these transactions, has adduced nine powers of attorney, bearing date 
• June 13, 1822, October 14, 1822, May 14, 1823, October 3, 1823, December 12, 1823, April 17, 1824, April 

l'l', 1824, August 19, 1824, and August 23, 1824, of Floyd S. Bailey, of the city of New York, to Peter 
Mackie, to execute all the bonds for duties on teas imported by Edward Thomson in the recited vessels, 
including all bonds on teas entered for delivery from store previous to the date of the power of attorney, 
and all bonds on teas which might thereafter be entered out for delivery from store, the last six of which 
are irrevocable. The same document, No. 70, designates the bonds executed in this manner. 

Some other papers accompany this report, which only require enumeration, viz : 
A letter from Charles Mackie to Andrew Jackson, dated December 8,_1825, numbered 71; notes of 

Edward Thomson, of January 17, 1826, January 20, 1826, January 20, 1826, January 21, 1826, January 23, 
1826, and January 23, Us26, Nos. 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 7'r; and an anonymous letter respecting general 
certificates, received too late to make an inquiry on the subject, No. 78. 

After putting in a train for accomplishment the special inquiry intrusted to me, I proceeded to an 
examination of the books and papers of the custom-house, with the mode of transacting business. As 
far as I could judge from an examination, which, without the consumption of a great length of time, and 
which would involve a close inspection of details, the books of the several officers appeared to be regularly 
and faithfully kept, the papers systematically arranged and carefully preserved, and the business promptly 
and satisfactorally transacted. This remark is of course qualified by the information heretofore communi
cated, of a departure, in some cases, from the.provisions oflaw. 

I am happy to add that, so far as my knowledge extends, but one opinion prevails in Philadelphia of 
the integrity of all the officers in the custom-house, as well as their dispositions, by all proper means, to 
accommodate the mercantile interest by a prompt and obliging discharge of their duty. The existence 
of this impression is evinced by the voluntary attestations of Messrs. Ralston, Pratt, Clapier, and Smith, 
who stand eminent in the commercial world. An indignant feeling at the recent scenes is universally 
expressed, accompanied, however, with an exoneration of all the officers of the customs from any criminal 
participation in them. • 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
SAMUEL H. SMITH. 

N. B._:._The following papers, whose contents as not relevant to the main objects of the inquiry are 
not stated in the report; are among the documents : 

Letter from R. Renshaw and P. Mackie; assignees of E. Thomson, January 25, 1826, stating his 
vessels now at sea, their cargoes, assignments, &c., &c. _ 

Letter from John Cook, January 25, 1826, stating his transactions with E. Thomson. 
Also a copy of a blank certificate. 
Copy of a letter to J. Steele, Collector, January 18, 1826, desiring a particular examination to be 

made of the teas in store, &c. . 
Letter from Deputy Collector, giving names of E. Thomson's vessels, and inspectors engaged on them. 

PAPERS TO BE ANNEXED TO DOCUMENT H. R. N0.137. 

No. 1. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Philadelphia, Navember 22, 1825. 
Sm: I have the painful task to perform of announcing to you the failure of Edward Thpmson, which 

was made to me on Saturday, by which I fear the United States will sustain a very heavy loss; I am the 
more inclined to think so from information I received on Sabbath afternoon, which affords strong ground 
to suspect a premeditated fraud. 

One of the officers obtained information from a young man. in Mr. Thomson's employ that a large 
quantity of Mr. Thomson's teas, which had not been permitted on entry at the custom-house, had been 
transmitted, the greater part to New York and the residue to Boston, mentioning the several houses to 
whom the teas were sent. 

Immediately on the receipt of this intelligence, which was near the hour the mail stage departs, I 
despatched therein two officers to New York to have those teas seized, if they could be found, and wrote 
to the Collector requesting his aid in the matter. I wrote to the Collector at Boston to make seizure of 
the teas sent to that place. 

I would have written to you yesterday, but delayed with the expectation of being able to inform you 
of the exact amount of tea surreptitiously taken from store, by taking an inventory of teas actually 
remaining; but in this I have as yet been disappointed, as I have not been able to obtain the importer's 
keys, who alleges that they are in the hands of Messrs. Lippincott & Co., auctioneers, (to whom Mr. 
Thomson has assigned a quantity of teas,) and who refuses to give them up. From all these circum
stances you will perceive strong indications of fraud. 

Not knowing wheth~ any of those teas have been sent elsewhere, or to whom, I have felt a difficulty 
about writing to any other Collectors on that subject. As soon as I may have it in my power to commu
nicate to you more particularly it will be done, and request you will be pleased to give me any advice 
you may deem necessary in the premises. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JNO. STEELE. 

RICHARD Rusu, Esq., Secretary of the Treazury. 
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No. 2. 

CoLLECTOR's OFFICE, Novemher 30, 1825. 
Sm: I am informed by one of the officers just returned from New York, who had been sent in quest 

of Thomson's teas, surreptitiously taken from store, that several seizures had been made, but inconsider
able in amount, in comparison with the whole quantity which we have reason to believe was sent to that 
place. 

There is good reason to believe that a considerable quantity of those teas are in the custody of 
auctioneers, who have perempt-Orily refused access, and have threatened prosecution if violent means are 
used for that purpose. The officer prudently omitted, until otherwise advised, to take any step that would 
involve my personal inconvenience, or occasion me any pecuniary disadvantage or damage, but adopted 
the milder course of placing a lock on the door of the store where the teas are deposited, and for the 
further security of which the Collector has kindly promised the assistance of a night watch. There is 
another store wherein, it is believed, a greater quantity is deposited than the abovementioned; but access 
to the teas has not been demanded, apprehending that a like reply would be made as that which I have 
stated; but like caution will be observed, as in the other case, to prevent the removal of the teas until 
instructions are forwarded of the course finally to be taken in the premises. Your advice and instructions 
in this matter you will be pleased to give me as soon as practicable. 

Yesterday I received advice from the Collect-Or of Boston that immediately on the receipt of my letter 
he seized teas of Thomson's importation to a large amount, the number of chests not yet ascertained, or 
the kinds and qualities, or particular vessel in which imported. 

Having recently received information that a small quantity of those teas had been sent to Baltimore, I 
have advised the Collect-Or accordingly. .As soon as we can state with precision the amount of depreda-
tion committed it shall be forwarded to you. 6 

It is highly probable that the certificates directed to be issued under the collection law of 1 'J'99, 41st 
section, may accompany part, if not the whole, of the teas unlawfully taken from store, as I :find they have 
been issued by the importer. 

I am, very respectfully, &c., 
JNO. STEELE. 

RrcHA.RD RusH, Esq., Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 3. 
PHILADELPHIA, Novemher 30, 1825. 

Sm: Before the receipt of your letter of the 24th instant, concerning the failure of Edward Thomson, 
as well as since, my attention has been constantly bestowed on that deplorable and disgraceful transac• 
tion. According to present information, :fifteen thousand chests of teas have been -fraudulently taken by 
him and his assistants from the cust-Om-house custody without securing the dutief:!, of which but about 
six thousand chests have as yet been traced (at New York;) and, from all I can learn, the public loss will 
be very great. I propose to visit New York for a short time, to see if I can be of any use in the further 
pursuit by ascertainments on the spot; and, at all events, you may rely on my best endeavors t-0 apply 
the proper remedies to an affair which, I think, will introduce more litigation, loss, and discredit, than any 
one that has ever occurred here. 

I am, very respectfully, your humble servant, 
C. J. INGERSOLL. 

Hon. RrcHARD RusH, Secretary of the Trea,sury. 

No. 4. 

• CoLLECTOR's OFFICE, Phila<lelphia, Decemher I, 1825. 
Sm: I have, agreeably to instructions contained in your letter of the 24th ultimo, applied to the 

District Attorney for advice in the measures to be pursued in prosecuting a seizure and recovery of E. 
Thomson's teas, unlawfully taken from st-Ore, as well as every other matter connected therewith in which 
the interest of the United States is involved, and will act agreeably to such advice as I have received, or 
may hereafter receive from him on the subject. 

A suit has been instituted, yesterday, against me, by Messrs. Lippincott & Co., for refusing to deliver 
to them, from store, a quantity of E. Thomson's teas, and also a further quantity seized at New York, and 
some chests seized on board a vessel in this place which had been assigned to them some time ago by E. 
Thomson; and as I have reason to apprehend that other suits may be instituted against me in this 
business, I request you will either authorize me to call on Mr. Ingersoll to appear on behalf of the United 
States to defend such suit or suits, or give him such directions as you may deem proper in the premises. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JOHN STEELE. 

RrcHARD RusH, Esq., Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 5. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Oomptroller's Office, JJecemJJer 3, 1825. 
Sm: The Secretary of the Treasury has referred to me your letters of the 22d and 30th ultimo, and of 

the 1st instant, together with one from Mr. Ingersoll, the District Attorney, respecting the conduct of 
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Edward Thomson, (who, it must be presumed, had accomplices in the business,) in removing, without a 
permit, from the stores in which they had been deposited, a large quantity of teas on which the duties had 
not been secured, and stating the course which had been pursued for the recovery of those teas. 

The Secretary of the Treasury having authorized you to obtain the advice and assistance of the 
District Attorney in this business, I presume it may be considered to be perfectly within the range of that 
authority that he should defend you in the suits which have been or which may be instituted against _you, 
in the exercise of your official duties, in recovering and holding the teas thus fraudulently taken out of 
your possessiqn. 

You state that, in one instance, an auctioneer, in whose store some of the teas were suspected to have 
been placed, peremptorily refused access, and it was apprehended that others, who also were suspected 
of having some of those teas in their possession, would adopt a similar course. 

The 68th section of the collection law of March 2, 1 'l'99, appears to me to make ample provision when 
any obstacles occur in the examination of any place suspected to contain any goods subject to duty. 

The enormity of the present case would seem to justify a rigid exercise of the authority contained in 
that section. ' 

Adverting to the assignments to which you have alluded, I am under the impression their validity, 
according to the principles laid down by Judge Story, in the case of United States vs. Theodore Lyman, 
(see circulars from this Department, page 138,) cannot be sustained; at least as regards such of Thomson's 
teas as are still in your possession, and such as may have been transported coastwise, unaccompanied by 
the certificates required by law. 

With respect to such of them as were accompanied by the requisite certificates, I have to observe 
that it will depend upon circumstances whether the United States have been divested of their legal lien 
on them; and therefore I deem it inexpedient, on this occasion, to give an opinion on that point; the more 
so, as it may be considered proper to refer the question to the Attorney General for his opinion thereon. 

In your letter of the 30th ultimo you observe, that it was highly probable that the certificates directed 
to be issued, under the 41st section of the collection law referred to, may have accompanied a part, if not 
the whole, of the teas unlawfully taken from the store, as you found they had been issued to the importer. 

From an examination of the law, I am of opinion it authorizes, and such I presume has been. the 
general practice, to issue the certificates in question after the teas shall have been landed, inspected, 
marked, and weighed ; but the present instance, I think, fully shows the impropriety of such a course 
when applied to cases where the teas, instead of the duties thereon being paid, or secured by bond, wuh 
sureties, and taken into the possession of the importer at the time of being landed, are deposited in store 
as collateral security for the payment of the duties ; because, if, in the latter case, these certificates were 
not issued until the teas were regularly obtained from the public stores, -when fraudulently or irregularly 
obtained, the want of the certificates to accompany them would increase the difficulties of introducing, 
without detection, such teas, so obtained, into other ports than that of importation. 

If the particulars of the manner in which the teas were obtained and removed have come to your 
knowledge, be pleased to state them. 

Respectfully, 

J OBN SrEELE, Esq. 
JOSEPH ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

No. 6. 

To the Honorable Richard Rush, Secreta1:1 of the Treasury of the United States: 
The memorial of Benjamin W. Richards, of the firm of Joshua and William Lippincott & Co., of Phila

delphia, for and in behalf of the said firm : 
Your memorialist respectfully shows that, on the 5th day of May, 1825, Edward Thomson, then a 

merchant of high standing in the city of Philadelphia, by a regular article of assignment and conveyance, 
legally transferred to the said firm of J. & W. Lippincott & Co. certain teas and cassia, which had been 
previously imported into the United States by the said Edward Thomson, and then remaining in store 
under the provision of the law, the duties thereon not having been paid. About the. same time, and as 
part of the same transaction, the said Thomson endorsed the bills of lading of said articles,.according to 
the usual mode of passing merchandise . 

.And your memorialist further shows that, on the 12th day of July, and afterwards on the 20th Sep
tember, the said Edward Thomson did execute and deliver to the said J. & W. Lippincott & Co. other 
assignments and conveyances of certain other teas and cassia, the bills of lading whereof were also 
endorsed by him as aforesaid. Your memorialist respectfully submits to your inspection the foregoing 
instruments of assignment and transfer, and the said bills of lading so as aforesaid endorsed . 

.And your memorialist further shows that these assignments and transfers were regularly and bona 
fide made and received by the parties, respectively, in the regular course of business for the purpose of 
securing to the said J. & W. Lippincott & Co., commission merchants and auctioneers, moneys advanced 
to the said Edward Thomson, and for no other purpose whatsoever. 

That the keys of the stores in which the teas and cassia were deposited, agreeably to the provisions 
of the collection law, were transferred by the said Thomson to the said firm, and held by them from that 
period. . . 

Your memorialist further shows that, by the laws and customs of merchants, such transfer and 
delivery operated to vest the title and possession of the said teas and cassia fully in the said J. & W. 
Lippincott & Co., and as completely divested the right, title, and possession of the said Thomson. That, 
unless impeached as fraudulent and collw;ive, which -has never been suspected by them, or to the 1.-nowl
edge and belief of your memorialist by any one, the title of the said J. & W. Lippincott & Co. was as 
perfect and complete as it could be made. .And your memorialist shows that the said firm became 
entitled to the sole possession and property in the said articles on the payment or securing of the duties 
accruing on the same to the Government of the United States. In this persuasion and belief they did 
apply to the custom-house in Philadelphia for a permit for the same, having tendered and delivered a 
good and sufficient bond· to secure the payment of said duties, which was deemed sufficient, and accepted 
in the said custom-house by the proper authorities. ' 
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Owing to the accidental absence of the naval officer, whose signature could not then be procured to 
the permit, the granting of it was postponed, but it was promised that it should be allowed. In the 
meantime, as your memorialist has understood and believes, the officers of the custom-house ascertained 
that the said Edward Thomson, or other persons, had surreptitiously removed from certain stores other 
teas and articles imported by him without paying or securing the duties on the same. Having made this 
discovery of a transaction in which no other person, as your memorialist believes, has been implicated 
than the said Edward Thomson and the officers of the customs themselves, and which could never have 
been effected without at least the most culpable negligence on the part of the latter, the permit which 
had been promised was refused. Your memorialist believes that this refusal was made upon the ground 
that, until the duties which said Thomson ought to have paid or secured upon other articles were thus 
paid or secured, no goods imported by him should be admitted to entry. 

Your memorialist has not been able distinctly to understand the ground upon which the Collector has 
proceeded in denying the permit, but, so far as he has been able to ascertain them, there is.no other than 
that which has been mentioned. Your memorialist is advised and believes that no proposition of law 
can be more clear and indisputable than that the Government of the United States cannot claim to hold 
goods or articles imported into the country as a security for the payment of other duties accruing on other 
goods imported by the same or any other m~rchant, without an express pledge of the same for that pur
pose. That every article when imported is liable to the specific duty imposed on it by law, and to no 
other duty whatever. _ 

That it is illegal, and a most dangerous ana unprecedented exercise of power, to withhold a permit 
for goods after the duties upon the same are paid or secured. That the possession by the United States 
is for the single purpose of securing the payment of the duties due for the identical goods themselves ; 
and that the retaining that possession for any purpose, and particularly to enforce the payment of duties 
on other goods, is equally a violation of confidence and of law. 

That the custom-house officers cannot lawfully sell or dispose of those articles, or sequester the same, 
or in any manner obtain from them the payment of any duties accruing on any other goods. 

Your memorialist, considering these propositions to be beyond question, cannot hesitate to pronounce 
the conduct of the Collector at Philadelphia illegal and oppressive, and he will not permit himself to 
doubt but that the Department, after ascertaining the facts, will disayow the proceeding. He respect
fully submits that the consequences necessarily resulting from the exercise of such acts must be, in the 
highest degree, pernicious to the community as well as to individuals. That all confidence in the Gov
ernment must be destroyed if custom-house officers are permitted to avail themselves of the possession 
and control of imported goods to effect any other purposes, or to enforce the payment of any other claims 
than those which that possession and control were designed to secure. If the officers of the customs have 
negligently or fraudulently permitted Mr. Thomson, or any other person, to convey out of their possession 
and to remove beyond their control goods upon which the duties payable by law have not been paid or 
secured, it is in the highest degree inequitable and unjust to visit upon others, who had no participation 
in this illegal or negligent conduct, and who, consequently, cannot be deemed in any manner responsible 
for it, all the injurious consequences resulting from it. Your memorialist submits to the Department that, 
if Edward Thomson were himself, at this time, the proprietor of these articles, the custom-house officers 
could not legally detain them one hour after the duties accruing on them were paid, upon any pretence 
whatever. If this be so, and it is a plain and undoubted principle of law, how devoid of even an appear
ance of foundation in law is this refusal to individuals who have fairly and honestly acquired the property 
months before Mr. Thomson's embarrassments were known? 

Your memorialist claims the interposition of the Department upon another ground. The immense 
amount of property involved, valued at a moderate rate, and considerably more than one hundred thousand 
dollars beyond the duties accruing thereon, are unexpectedly withheld from his house. To withdraw in
stantaneously such an amount of available funds from any commercial house in our country threatens it 
with embarrassment, if not with inevitable ruin. The engagements made upon the credit of this property 
are becoming due ; even the protraction of this unlawful act must lead to conse..quences as disastrous as 
they are irreparable. Any relief through the instrumentality of courts of justice must necessarily be 
tedious, precarious, and,·your memorialist need scarcely say, perfectly inefficient. No judicial relief can 
repair commercial credit when once shaken, or compensate for ruin that has been consummated. At present 
your memorialist only claims from the Department a speedy investigation of the circumstances attending 
the case. The necessity for immediate relief induces the hope "that the Department will conceive the 
matter of sufficient importance to send an agent to Philadelphia for the purpose of obtaining a knowledge 
of all the facts, and thoroughly to understand the grounds upon which the Collector acts, or to take such 
other steps as may be equally efficacious and equally speedy. 

BENJAMIN W. RICHARDS. 
WAsmNGTON, December '1, 1825. 

No. '1. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, DecemlJer 10, 1825. 
Sm: The Secretary of the Treasury has referred to me a petition addressed to him by Mr. Benjamin 

• W. Richards, one of the firm of Joshua & William Lippincott & Co., of Philadelphia, for and in behalf of 
said firm, representing that, on the 5th of May, 12th of July, and 20th of September, 1825, Edward Thom
son, then a merchant of high standing, by regular articles of assignment and conveyance, legally trans
ferred to the said firm certain teas and cassia, which had been previously imported by the said Thomson, 
and were then remaining in store under the provisions of law, the duties thereon not having been paid ; 
that the said Thomson endorsed the bills of lading of said articles, according to the usual mode of pass
ing merchandise ; that the said assignments were regularly and bona fide made and received by the 
parties, respectively, in the regular course of business, for the purpose of securing to the said firm, as 
commission merchants and auctioneers, moneys advanced to the said Thomson, and for no other purpose 
whatsoever ; that the keys of the stores in which the said teas and cassia were deposited were, agreeably 
to the provisions of the collection law, transferred by the said Thomson to said firm, and held by them 
from that period ; and that upon application to you by said firm to give bond with sureties for the pay-
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ment of the duties on the teas and cassia thus assigned and transferred, and to obtain a permit for their 
delivery, which was at first promised to be granted, but on the discovery in the meantime of the fraudu
lent removal of a greater quantity of the teas imported by the said Thomson, and deposited in store, the 
permit applied for by said firm was refused. 

The question which arises in this case is, whether the teas and cassia thus deposited in store, and 
subsequently assigned and transferred to said firm, are liable for the duties on any other goods imported 
by said Thomson, or are liable only for the duties on the teas and cassia claimed by said firm. 

With a view to a correct decision on this question, I deem it proper to inquire whether, from all the 
circumstances which have come to your knowledge of the transactions alluded to, the sales and transfers 
were "bona fid,e, and at what time the failure or bankruptcy of Mr. Thomson became a matter of notoriety. 
Also, whether you have any reason to believe that at the times of those sales or transfers, or any one of 
them, the said firm had any intimation of the approaching insolvency of said Thomson. 

From the importance of the case your early attention to it is requested. 
A copy of the petition of Joshua & William Lippincott & Co. is enclosed herewith. 

Respectfully, 

JOHN STEELE, Esq. 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

No. 8. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Philadelphia, December 6, 1825. 
Sm: I would have informed you of the amount of teas fraudulently taken from E. Thomson's store 

as soon as it was correctly ascertained, but delayed with the hope that I might be enabled to accompany 
it with some more satisfactory information of the quantity of those teas seized· in behalf of the United 
States; as, also, those mentioned in my letter to you of the 30th ultimo, of which (access to them being 
still persisted in) I can give you no further information. The larger quantity mentioned in n:i.y letter, 
supposed to be in the store of Hone & Co., I am informed is not in the store they occupy, though acknowl
edged by them to be in their custody. The officer is prosecuting every means in his power to discover 
where they are deposited. 

Enclosed is a statement of the _quantity fraudulently removed from store, and also of the seizures 
made in New York, Boston, Baltimore, and in this place. The quantities, by information, stated to be in 
custody of auctioneers in New York, say in custody of Haggerty & Austin, to which access has been 
refused, 3,681 chests, and of Hone & Co., 2,245 chests-in all 5,876. 

Since I commenced writing I have received information from New York that Mr. Ogden, the counsel 
for Haggerty & Austin, has advised them to dispose of or remove their teas wherever they may think 
proper. The District Attorney here advises forcible means to be employed to effect a seizure. A copy of 
Mr. Ingersoll's advice will be forwarded to the officer by this day's mail. 

Having obtained from Thomson, and the persons in his employ, all the information we could obtain 
(and the only information we have had) respecting the places where, and the persons to whom those teas 
were sent, on Friday morning last I stated to the District Attorney that I thought it indispensably neces
sary that a criminal suit against Mr. Thomson should be forthwith instituted. He informed me, in reply, 
that at present he deemed the measure inexpedient; alleging, as reason for delay, that· important 
information might yet be obtained which might be checked or destroyed by a prosecution against him. 
I am this moment informed that Mr. Thomson and his clerk left this city in a dearborn at an early hour 
on Sabbath morning, but whence, and for what purpose, has not been intimated. -

Though I am satisfied that unwarrantable laxity of conduct or improper indulgence has been allowed 
in the Department having charge of Thomson's teas, I have forborne saying anything to you on that 
subject until I shall have ascertained, if possible, how, and by what means, so great a quantity had 
been taken away, and where the culpability properly lies. 

As before requested, you will be pleased to give me generally, in relation to Mr. Thomson's transac
tions, such advice and instructions as you may deem necessary. 

I am your obedient, humble servant, 
JNO. STEELE:' 

[This letter came from the Secretary of the Treasury; the clerk who copied it says there was not any 
direction on the letter.l 
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[Enclosure in No. 8.] 

Q.U,UttlTlES AND KINDS OF TEAS. 

Gunpowder. Imperial. Young Hyson . Hyson. Hyson Skin. Tonkay. Souchong. 

February 28, 1825, ship William Savary, quan-
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tity unpennitted .••••.••.....••••••••.•......••••••••••...••••• 
Actually in store . . . • • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • . • . • • • . . . • •••.. 

215 660 •.••.•••••• 1,2;0 
1 

Deficiency••••··•··•••·•••··•••••••••·· 1,166 214 660 1,269 •••••••••••••• •••••••••• 

April 5, 1825, ship Addison, quantity unper-
mitted •••....•.•••..•.......••••.•.••••..•..•.....••....•.•••• 862 260 40 400 ••.••• 

Actually in store •.•••••••••••.•••••••••••.•...•.....•••...•.•••....•••...•.••••••••...•..••.••.• 
365 1,489 200 423 

3 

-- -- --1~--11---1 •-- -- -- -- --l---+--1·--
Deficiency •••••••••••••••• •••·••·• ••••••••••..•••...•...•....••. 862 260 40 400 • • • • • • 365 1,489 200 420 

362 

362 

= = = 1==l===l==t-=i==l==l==l-===l==l===I=== 
April 13, 1825, ship Woodrop Sims, quantity 

unpennitted ..•••••••••....••••••••.••.••.••.•••••..••...•.•.•. 
Actually in store • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . . . • . • . . • • . • . • . . . •.••• 

1,219 
2i2 

160 •••••••••••• •••••• •••••• 
65 ••••.•••••••••.•••••••.• 

2,183 
2 

350 

--- -- -- --1---1---11---1·---

Deficiency ••••.••••••••••• •••·••••••••·· •...••.••.••••••...•••.. 

July 1, 1825, ship Benjamin Rush, quantity un-
pennitted...... • . .. • . .• •• . . • • . • • • • • • . • . 200 • • • • • • • ••• • • 100 

Actually in store •••..••••••.••••••••••••••••••.••.•.•..••.•••••• 

947 

684 
256 

95 •••••.•••••.•••••. 

10 
9 

2,181 

2,915 
1,668 

889 
889 

350 

1---1--·I--- -- -- -- --1---1---t---t----1---

Deficiency.............................. 200 . • • • • • •• • • • . 100 428 1,247 •••••••••••••.•••••••••• 

July 2, 1825, ship ThomasScauergood, quantity 
unpermitted • . . • . . • . . . • . . • . . • . • • •. •• •• 500 100 40 300 

Actually In store .•.•..•••••••.••••••••••......•••....•••..•...•. 
'i21 
408 

233 •••••••••••• 2 545 411 •••••• 1,446 •••••••••• 
12 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

--lr--t--·t---t---1---- ---- --t----f--11---
Deficiency.............................. 500 100 40 300 313 233 •••• ,,. •••••• 2 545 399 •••••• 1,446 •••.•••••• 

J==:J==i==*==l-==-=c1::==l"=~1"'=;;.,:;:==1==='= ='= = 
REC.&.PlTULATION OF DEFICIENCIES. 

Per William Savary •.•.• •••·••••••··•••••• •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
Addison•••••••·•••• •••..•••...•.•••••...••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Woodrop Sims .•.•..•••••••.•..••••..••...•.•.••••..••••..••••.•.. 
Benjamin Rush.................... •• . . . . . • 200 • • • • • • • • • • • • 100 
Thomas Scattergood .•••••.••.......•••... ~ 500 100 40 300 

1,136 
862 
947 
428 
313 

214 
!160 
95 

660 •••••• •••••• 

40 400 •••••• 

233 •••••••••••• 2 

365 

545 

1,269 
1,489 
2,181 
1,247 

399 

200 420 

1,446 

700 100 40 400 3, 61i6 80-2 700 400 2 911 6,5ll,5 200 1,866 

Llsto'nt:~.~~~~~~.~~i~~::,~~~'..<~.~~".".~·::.:•.:·::::.~:•::::::::::::::::.:•::::.•.~:::::.~:·.:•::.:•::::::::::.:•::::s.i.".·.:•:2~~ 
Do .••••••.•••• New York, (by agent from Philad'a).25 .•••••••••...••••. 177 ••••• 2 •••••• : ••• ••••••• ...-•• { 1~ 1 ~ 1,000 

In store (55 Front street) of Haggerty, Au.tin &. Co., (locks placed on this store by inspector) ••••· .....•••....•.••..••. 3,408 .....••••.. 223 
In store of J. and P. Hone & Co., supposed also in No. 55 Front street, but not ascertained..... .•..• .••• •.••. ..• ...••• 600 .•••••••• 1,445 

362 
350 

712 

It appears from letters in our possession that Haggerty, Austin &. Co. have advanced a considerable amount on the teas in their possession to Edward 

:::"~~"a~:;:-~~ ~~ 0::l:·ir,~~;!.~~io:. ia~:.a::a~ti~y 'l'.;'" p~~~~~:':0 ':Tr ii~:s:J;:"l~1s'f;!0:ci: is T:~~~:~£~':'ti~ti; o!e ~r· ii:~t.n~~~~!es th0 

No. 9. 

CoLLECTon's OFFICE, Philadelphia, December 12, 1825. 
Sm: On the 6th, previously to the receipt of your letter of the 3d instant, I wrote to the Secretary 

of the Treasury enclosing a statement of amount of teas fraudulently taken from Thomson's stores, 
the seizures made at New York, Boston, and Baltimore, and every other information I could then commu
nicate on the subject, which, I presume, has also been referred to your Department. 

In yours you request me to state, if they have come to my knowledge, "the particulars of the 
manner in which the teas were obtained or removed." The information received, and the means taken to 
acquire it, I will state, not foreseeing the probability of obtaining any further light on the subject. 

On the 6th instant I wrote to the surveyor, proposing several queries relative to the duties of the 
Department under his superintendence and direction, to which I requested distinct and explicit answers; 
two of which, touching the point on which you require particular information, and his answers thereto, 
are as follows: 

1st. What has been the usual course pursued by the office1·s of the customs in storing spirits, wines, 
and teas; as, also, in delivering of the same from store ? 
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2d. Do you know of any course pursued in the premises other than that prescribed by law, or any 
indulgence granfa?d which the ]aw does not authorize; and, if such has been the case, say by whom? 

Answers.-Ist. The usual course pursued has been, that when the vessel is discharging, the-spirits, 
wines, and teas, have been taken from the wharf to the stores of the merchants; and, when all have been 
delivered from the vessel, some days have been allowed, by the inspectors, to the merchants to assort the 
different chops of teas and stow properly the spirits and wine~. In delivering the same from store, the 
inspectors have unlocked their stores and superintended the delivery; but, in some cases, when very busily 
employed, the inspectors have intrusted the keys to the merchants, it being deemed necessary for the 
furtherance of business, which otherwise would have caused ruinous and unnecessary delays to 'the 
merchants. This has always been the practice and custom allowed by the different surveyors; and, in 
storing, it would be impossible to do otherwise, unless the inspectors were to follow the loads of every 
dray, when, in many instances, twenty or more stores have been taken to receive the goods in various 
parts of the city. 

2d. The course pursued in the premises, in allowing the merchants possession of the keys, was not 
according to law; but, as described in answer first, indulgence was specially granted, in one instance by 
me, to Messrs. Smiths, for removing the locks for the purpose of sooner making sales, and arranging 
them for the inspection of the purchasers, and was without any loss to the Government. This was two 
years or more past. • 

The information I received from the officer who had charge of Thomson's store, as also from others 
of the inspectors, corresponds with that stated by the surveyor; but, believing that so great a quantity 
could not have been removed, when teas were taken from store under permit, which the improper indul
gence rnent.ioned might be supposed to afford, I advised the obtaining, if possible, from the young man 
in Thomson's employ, who gave us the first intimation of fraud, such information as I presumed he could 
give of the means employed to accomplish the nefarious purpose. 

This young man has recently communicated to the officer employed to obtain the information that, 
from what he now understands, Thomson had on previous occasions taken teas from store before they 
were bonded, but not to such extent as in the present instance. That, whilst the vessel was discharging, 
quantities of teas, which were not put into store, were sent away from the pavement of the store doors, 
where they were laid down by the porters as they brought them from the wharf. That Thomson had 
availed himself of occasions when the officer who had charge of the store would be most busily engaged 
on the wharf, to bond and take permits for delivery, that he might have the better chance of being 
allowed possession of the keys; and that advantage was also taken of one custom-house key opening the 
locks of those of several stores, which, when obtained for a particular description of teas bonded, was 
frequently used for opening other stores containing teas not bonded, of which parcels were sent away 
without the knowledge of the officer. 

I have now communicated to you the manner in which the teas in question have been obtained and 
removed, as far as anything relating thereto has come to my knowledge. 

1 am, very respectfully, 'sir, your obedient servant, 
J. STEELE. 

JosEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroller of the Treasury. 

/ 

No. IO. 

CoLLECToR's PFFICE, Philadelphia, DecemlJer 13, 1825. 
Sm: In answering yours of the 10th instant, accompanied by a copy of Mr. Richards' petition to the 

Secretary of the Treasury, I beg leave to submit the following statement-of facts: 
On the morning of the 19th ultimo, (Saturday,) Edward Thomson's failure was first known at the 

custom-house. In the course of that morning, Mr. ·wmiam Lippincott presented three several entries of 
teas per ships William Savary, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood, requesting permission to enter 
into bond, with surety, for the duties thereon, and to obtain permits for the delivery of those teas from 
store. The entries presented by him contained a specific quantity of teas by those several vessels; and 
an endorsement was on the back of each entry, purporting to be an assignment of the teas, ai;: therein 
specified, from Edward Thomson ( the original importer of the cargoes of those vessels) to J. & W. 
Lippincott & Co., dated 19th November, 1825. Acceptance of those entries was refused, on the ground 
that Thomson's failure being on that day notorious, no assignments from him could be admitted-at any 
rate, some time ought to be allowed us for reflection. Mr. William Lippincott then exhibited, and/or the 
first tim.e to our knowledge, papers to show that an assignment of a larger portion of teas, I believe by the 
ship Benjamin Rush, had been made to them on the 12th July last. Permission to enter and bond those 
teas was still refused. Two bonds for duties given by Thomson were due at bank and returned, at 3 
o'clock ·of that day, as unpaid. On Lippincott's & Co. proposing to give a check for the amount of 
Thomson's bonds, then unpaid, the entries were admitted; as, also, one additional entry per Benjamin 
Rush; and, as Messrs. Lippincott & Co. were very pressing to give the bonds and obtain permits, they 
were suffered to sign bonds, (which bonds I had afterwards directed to be cancelled.) This was done 
about 5 o'clock in the evening of Saturday, and, being long after office hours, the signature of the naval 
officer could not be obtained had permits been prepared; the permits were promised them for Monday 
following. It must have been observed that no suspicion of improper conduct on the part of Thomson 
was entertained, or suspected to exist in any degree at this time. Lippincott & Co. can, no doubt, explain 
the reasons which induced the very pressing demands for permits on Saturday; it was stated to Mr. 
William Lippincott that no bonds of Thomson's would fall due until the 25th following. On comparing 
the entries presented by them, and that at a late hour on the same evening, with the balances of teas 
which ought to have been in store, and taking Thomson's written admission, produced after the bonds had 
been signed, which stated that those entries were intended to embrace the balance of teas belonging to 
him which remained unbonded by those :ships-taking all these circumstances into consideration, there 
were indications which induced a belief that all was not right. With the information received next day, 
(Sunday,) and the measures taken thereon, you are acquainted, as mentioned by me in my letter of 22d 
ultimo to the Secretary of the Treasury. On Monday the permit was refused; and, had it even been granted 
on Saturday, the delivery from store would have been refused, until fraud, as intimated the day 
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preceding, could be investigated; another ground of refusal was, that I believed that when teas were 
deposited in store as a pledge or security to the government for the duties accruing thereon, and though 
part might be destroyed and unlawfully taken away, the remainder was justly answerable for the whole, 
in like manner I considered the teas in store responsible for the duties on the whole that had not been 
permitted, though part had been unlawfully removed. 

The assignments made by Thomson to Lippincott & Co. were not known at the custom-house until on 
the morning of the 19th ultimo, as before stat~d. Had they made us acquainted with the assignments at 
the time they were made to them, and that they held the keys of Thomson's stores, this latter circumstance, 
in particular, would have excited suspicions of Thomson's affairs which we did not entertain, and would 
necessarily have led to investigations which might have prevented, in a considerable degree, the loss to 
which the United states is now exposed. 

As respects the cassia, I did not know that any of that article remained in store until I saw it so 
stated in the petition. They must know that a demand for cassia, or any other article than teas, was 
never made; and, consequently, no refusal to deliver could ever have been given. They may, however, 
take it for granted that, in the present state of things, all Thomson's property in our possession will be 
retained for the present. So totally unacquainted were we at the custom-house of the assignments refe1Ted 
to being in existence, that Thomson, a few days before his failure, contended at the office that "he owed 
the United States nothing, so long as property of his remained in charge of the custom-house officers greater 
in value than the amount of his liabilities to the United States." These assertions were not contradicted, 
as we believed he had stated what was matter of fact. Had it been known that Lippincott & Co. had 
conveyances of this property, and that they held the keys of his stores from the conveyance, as since 
stated by themselves, such expressions from Thomson would never have been made in a public office. I 
rather suppose he was aware that this circumstance was confined to a particular circle. We knew not 
that the Lippincotts had the keys until on Monday morning, 21st ultimo, when a demand was made from 
Thomson of those keys, for the purpose uf examining the state of those stores; nor were we allowed access 
to the stores, with the view of ascertaining the amount of teas therein, for near a week after the first 
information of fraud, Lippincott & Co. refusing to deliver up the keys of Thomson which they had in 
their possession. From the latter circumstance, the exclusive 'possession in the custom-house officers of 
all goods stored for drawback, or long credit, must be very obvious. 

The teas mentioned in the petition are those on account of which suit was brought against me by 
Lippincott & Co., as stated in my letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, which you now have in your -
possession. The district attorney was consulted, and be was of opinion that Lippincott & Co. could not 
be allowed to enter and bond the teas in question. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JNO. STEELE. 

JosEPH A:NDERSON, Esq., Oomptroller ef the Treasury. 

P. S. As the claim of Lippincott & Co. on Thomson's teas, the assignment of which was kept by 
them in mysterious silence until after his failure, I have thought it proper to lay before you extracts of 
two letters from them to me in relation to the subject. 

From theirs of the 21st of November: "We have reason to believe, from what we have heard, that 
there are one hundred chests of teas now on board the schooner Enterprise, at Chestnut street wharf, 
which have been shipped by E. Thomson to Messrs. Smith & Nicholl, and Francis H. Nicholl, of New York." 

Of the one hundred chests mentioned by them, only fifty were found and seized by the Surveyor and 
put into custom-house store. These appear to be a part of four hundred chests which were designed to be 
sent, but could not all be taken, on board the brig Waterloo, which cleared from New York on the 19th 
ultimo, and which, after a tedious passag·e, arrived, and three hundred and fifty chests seized and put into 
public store, as per advice from our officer at New York, on the 7th instant. 

On the 26th ultimo, 650 or 669 chests were seized in the stores of Smith & Nicholl, by whom shipped 
we were not informed. In reference to those 650 or 669 chests, as also the 50 chests above mentioned, 
(the 350 chests on board the Waterloo being seized a considerable time after,) the Lippincotts addressed 
a note to me, dated 23d ultimo, of which the following are extracts: 

"We hereby offer to enter and boud the tea comprehended in the bill of lading transferred to us, and 
were yesterday found by the custom-house officers." "Those seized at New York by your officers, being 
under similar circumstances, we likewise claim the same right, and that we may be allowed to enter and 
bond them also." 

I cannot easily comprehend bow Thomson bad the opportunity of shipping teas claimed by them on 
his assignment, they having in their custody Thomson's keys from the period of the first assignment. The 
650 or 669 chests of skin teas per B. Rush, as stated above, the 350 chests of the same per Waterloo, and 
50 chests per Enterprise, same kind, in all 1,050 or 1,069 chests, appear to have been fraudulently shipped 
by Thomson, and consigned to Smith & Nicholl, as since informed, and which are now claimed by Lippincott 
& Co., who have the certificates, •and, as they say, were in possession of said certificates at the time they 
were thus fraudulently taken from store by Thomson. 

On the epithets applied in their petition to myself and other officers of the customs I forbear comment. 
J. s. 

No. 11. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Philadelphia, December 17, 1825. 
• Sm: On the 6th instant, I mentioned in my letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, and which letter 

I supposed might have been banded to you, the opinion of the District Attorney, as to using forcible means 
in obtaining possession of teas in custody of Haggerty, Austin & Co., and which are withheld -from the 
officer sent from this place to take them in charge. I also communicated that opinion to the officer, who, 
(Haggerty, Austin & Co. having threatened a criminal prosecution, in case forcible means were used,) 
feeling unwilling, on account of personal responsibilities to which he might be liable, bas hitherto declined 
acting under these instructions. 

VOL. V--49 B 
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Be pleased to advise whether forcible means shall be used, as recommended by the District Attorney; 
and also whether it would not be advisable for the District Attorney to attend the prosecution of those 
suits at New York. 

Your instructions on these points are requested with early convenience. 
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 

JNO. STEELE. 
JosEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroller qf the Treasury. 

No. 12. 

CoLLEOToR's OFFICE, Philadelph'ia, Decemher 23, 1826. 
Srn: On receiving intelligence, on Monday evening, that E. Thomson was seen the day before near 

Wilmington, I immediately communicated the information to the District Attorney. The marshal, 
accompanied by one of the clerks from my office, set out about 10 o'clock at night in pursuit, and succeeded 
in arresting him at Newcastle about 5 o'clock on Tuesday evening, and on the next day he was brought 
to Philadelphia. 

Thomson no doubt intended to make his escape from the United States, as I have since learned that 
he had with him a considerable sum in foreign gold, and there were two or three vessels yet in the river 
which had cleared for Europe a short time before. 

I would have advised you sooner of his arrest, but, finding that the marshal, on his arrival, instead 
of placing him in prison, as affording the best security against escape, had indulged him by remaining 
out under the charge of an officer, and I delayed the information until I could say he was secure in a place 
from whence escape would be rendered less probable. 

I am this moment informed that Thomson, on account of ill health, is still in custody of the marshal. 
I am, respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 

JOHN STEELE. 
JosEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroller qf the Treasury. 

P. S. I had omitted to state, in my answer to yours of the 10th instant, that Wm. Lippincott 
presented an entry, per ship W oodrop Sims, for 2'i2 chests and 65 half chests young byson teas, with 
Thomson's endorsement on the back thereof, empowering and authorizing Jos. & Wm. Lippincott & Co 
to enter the same. This was dated the 19th of November last, but acknowledged by Mr. Lippincott to 
have been signed on the 26th, the day when presented, and immediately after the examination of the teas 
in Thomson's stores, of which stores Lippincott & Co. had the keys. 

Thomson's assignment to P. Mackie and R. Renshaw was executed on the 19th of November last. 
J. s. 

CusroM-HousE, Boston, December 13, 1825. 
Srn: In consequence of the information and request communicated by the Collector of Philadelphia, 

in a letter of the 21st ultimo, a copy of which is enclosed, (No. 1,) I took possession of 953 boxes of teas, 
in the stores of Messrs. Stanton, Fiske & Nichols, and informed him of the fact in a letter, a copy of 
which is enclosed, (No. 2.) Subsequently the correspondence marked Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 'i, passed. On the 
receipt of the last letter from the Collector of Philadelphia, I submitted it in a letter (No. 8) to G. Blake, 
esq., United States Attorney, with its enclosures from the Comptroller, and he returned the answer No. 9. 

I had determined, on the receipt of the schedule of the teas on which the duties had not been secured, 
to request the United States Attorney to libel them; but the Collector of Philadelphia not being able to 
furnish it, I am now in doubt what course to pursue. 

I have held the teas in custody, and shall continue to until otherwise directed. I have never doubted 
but that such on which the duties had not been paid were liable for the duties; and, from the claimants, 
I understand that a large portion of them are thus situated. 

With the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 

J osEPH ANDERSON, Esq. 
H. .A.. S. DEARBORN, Collector qf Customs. 

CoLLEGTOR's OFFICE, Boston, Decemher 14, 1825. 
Sm: Your communication of the 'ith instant was received this morning when I had just finished the 

preceding communication. • 
I have made inquiries of the firm, in conformity to your request, and enclosed are their answers, 

(No. 10,) the truth of which I do not doubt. There are no other facts, other than what are contained in 
the correspondence accompanying this, which occur to me, that will tend to elucidate the subject. 

I am, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 

Jos. ANDERSON, Esq. 
H. A. S. DEARBORN, Collector. 

No. I. 

CoLLEaroR's OFFICE, Philadelphia, No1,-ernber 21, 1826. 
DEAR Sm: 1 have cause to believe that a large quantity of teas, imported in the ships Thomas Scat

tergood, William Savary, and Benjamin Rush, the W oodrop Sims, and Addison, within the current year,, 
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by Edward Thomson of this city, have been surreptitiously taken from store, ( the duties thereon not having 
been paid or secured, or permit obtained for their delivery.) .A.nd having cause to believe that 1,200 or 
1,500 boxes of those teas have been sent to Messrs. Stanton, Fiske & Nichols, of Boston, in whose 
possession they probably are, I request you will, as soon as practicable, have said teas seized for 
adjudication, and transmit to me an account of the kinds and qualities that may be found, particularly 
designating the vessel or vessels in which they were imported. -

.A.s the matter was only communicated to me yesterday afternoon, I regret that I cannot, until 
investigation is had of those actually in store, (which is in progress,) inform you of the amount or 
description of the teas unlawfully removed, but will forward to you information in the premises as soon 
as possible. .A. list of the teas which should be in the stores is enclosed, but no examination has as yet 
been made. The quantity taken without permit must be considerable, by the account of the party 
himself. • 

!·am, respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JNO. STEELE. 

HENRY .A.. S. DEARBORN, Esq. 

The schedule referred to contains 19,614 chests and packages. 

No. 2. 

CusTOM-HousE, Boston, November 25, 1825. 
DEAR Sm: Your letter of the 21st instant was received this morning, and I have taken possession of 

about one thousand chests of teas, in Messrs. Stanton, Fiske & Nichol's store, but the exact number, 
ldnds, and the names of the vessels in which they were imported can.not be sent you until a schedule is 
made of them, which will be done by to-morrow. I have taken about 40 chests just arrived from Philadel
phia. I understand that other teas, of the same importations, have been sent here, sold, and consumed, 
during the summer. I am on the look out, and all that can now be found in the city will be seized. 

Very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
H . .A.. S. DEARBORN. 

J. STEELE, Esq. 

No. 3. 

CusTmr-HousE, Boston, November 26, 1825. 
Sm: I find it will be impossible to have a schedule made out of the teas to send off to-day. 
I wish you would send me a list of such of the teas on which the duties have been secured, and of 

those that were taken from the public store, on which the duties were not secured, that I may retain all 
of the latter, and restore the others to the claimants. 

The 40 boxes named in my letter yesterday came in the schooner Superb, Reed, master. They were 
. imported in the Benjamin Rush, on the 1st of July, by Edward Thomson, came here to J. Baker & Son, 
entitled to debenture, with the usual certificate from your office. 

I wish to know, as soon as possible, whether these have been bonded and may be delivered to the 
claimant. 

Very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
H . .A.. S. DEARBORN. 

J. STEELE, Esq . 

.A. schedule of the teas was sent to the Collector, containing 953 chests. 

No.4. 

Extract of a letter from the custom-house at Philadelphia, dated November 26, 1825. 

" On the 21st instant General Steele addressed a letter to the Collector of the port of Boston, and is 
very desirous to hear from him on the subject of his communication. .A. letter received from the Secretary 
of the Treasury, at this moment, approves of the measures taken in regard to the subject, and recommends 
consulting the District Attorney of the United States as to further proceedings. General Steele calculates 
on the prompt aid of your Collector. 

"I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
"--- ---, Deputy Oollector." 

Here follows an account of teas sent to Boston as acknowledged by the party: 
Imported per Benjamin Rush, July I, 1825: 

200 chests hyson skin tea, sent to Stanton, Fiske & Nichols. 
Imported per Thomas Scattergood, July 2, 1825: 

300 chests hyson skin tea, } • & N' 
620 chests hyson tea, sent to Stanton, Fiske ichols. 

Imported per Woodrop Sims, April 13, 1825: 

358 half chests young hyson tea, sent to Stanton, Fiske & Nichols, or Cutler & Hammond. 
965 chests young hyson tea, } 

510 chests souchong tea, · 
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Imported per Addison, April 5, 1825: 
283 chests young hyson tea, } 
100 half chests young hyson tea, sent to Stanton, Fiske & Nichols, or Cutler & Hammond. 
572 chests souchong tea, . 

Imported per William Savary, February 28, 1825: 
400 chests young hyson tea, sent to Stanton, Fiske & Nichols. 

No. 5. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Port of Philailelphia, December 1, 1825. 
Sm: Your favor of the 26th ultimo is received. The forty boxes (5 catty) of imperial teas, mentioned 

in your letter, were regularly bonded. The United States can have no claim on them. The following 
list will put you in possession of all the teas shipped by Edward Thomson, of his importations to Boston, 
exhibiting the quantity and kind, and the parcels not entered according to law. This statement, in 
substance now given, has been furnished by himself. 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
--- ---, Deputy Oollector. 

HENRY A. S. DEARBORN, Esq. 

Per ship William Savary. 

Shipped by E.T ................... 400 chests young hyson. 
Not entered. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 do do. 

Sent to Stanton, Fiske & Nichols, Boston; duties thereon not secured. 

Per ship .Addison. 

YOUNG HYSON. 

Chests. 

Shipped by E. T. . . . . . . . . . . 233 
Entered .................. . 

Balance not entered. . . . . . . 233 

Ralf chests. 

100 

100 

Consigned to Stanton, Fiske & Nichols, Cutler & Hammond, Boston. 

Per ship Woodrop Sims. 

YOUNG HYSON. 

Chests. 
Shipped by E. T. . . . . . . . . . . . 965 
Entered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340 

Balance not entered. . . . . . . 625 

Consigned as above. 

Per Benjamin Rush. 

Half chests. 
358 
160 

198 

HYSON. 

Chests. 
Shipped by E. T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 620 
·Entered............................... 130 

Balance not entered................... 490 

Consigned as above. 

No. 6. 

SOUCHONG. 

Chests. 

572 
210 

362 

SOUCHONG. 

Chests. 
510 
160 

350 

HYSON SKIN. 

Chests. 

300 
200 

100 

CusTOu-HousE, Boston, December 5, 1825. 
DEAR Sm: I have received your letter of the 1st instant, but I cannot proceed to libel the teas until 

I receive the schedule of the marks and numbers of the identical boxes on which the duties have not 
been paid, which I have daily expected, and most anxiously await, and trust you will be so good as to 
send as soon as possible. 

I presume you have referred the case to the Secretary of the Treasury, and have his sanction to 
proceed against the teas on which duties have not been secured, but which were taken previous thereto, 
and without a permit, from the public store. Please to inform me what the Secretary has directed to be 
done for my government. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. A. S. DEARBORN. 

JOHN STEELE, Esq:, OoUector, Philailelphia. 
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No. 'l. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Phuadelphia, Decemher 9, 1825. 
DEAR Sm: In reply to yours of the 5th instant, wherein you request a schedule of the marks and 

numbers of the identical boxes on which the duties have not been paid, or secured to be paid, I have to 
mention that the ce1tificates having been delivered by the Surveyor to the importer as soon as they were 
completed, which has been his usual practice, it is now impossible, from any documents in our possession, 
to designate those fraudulently taken from store from such as have been delivered on permit, as in such 
delivery nothing is noted but the marks, kinds, and quantities mentioned in the permit. 

I early, and occasionally since, communicated to the Secretary of the Treasury everything which 
came to my knowledge of this fraudulent business; and except his answer to my first letter, approving of 
the measures I had taken for the recovery of those teas, and to have the advice and assistance of the 
District .Attorney, I have had no instructions from him. • 

By a letter from the Comptroller of the Treasury, received yesterday, it appears that all my letters to 
the Secretary have been handed over to the Comptroller, a copy of whose letter is herewith transmitted, 
which will exhibit to you all that I have yet received from the Treasury Department on the subject . 

.As the Government will doubtless prosecute such unparalleled fraud to the utmost extremity, and the 
question arising out of the certificates which have been issued to the importer, and considered by many 
as a bar to the claim of the United States, may be taken up to the highest judicial tribunal, it would be 
of importance in the present stage of the business if you could obtain from Stanton, Fiske & Nichols, 
which they will probably not refuse, information of the time when the teas you have seized came into 
their possession; which would afford considerable light as to those taken unlawfully from store; as 
Thomson has given a statement of the time of shipments to New York and Boston, and also the kinds and 
quantities transmitted, which had been taken without permit, and though this is the only information we 
could obtain of the destination of those teas, yet it cannot be relied on altogether, as the quantity given 
in that statement of teas fraudulently removed falls materially short of the actual deficit ascertained on 
taking an inventory of those yet in store. The teas seized by you do not quite amount to one-third of 
what have been forwarded to Stanton, Fiske & Nichols. The want of certificate No. 1 would warrant a 
belief that the duties thereon were not paid or secured . 

.Any instructions or information which I may receive shall be forwarded to you without delay. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

JOHN STEELE. 
HENRY S. DEARBORN, Esq. 

No. 8. 
CusToM-HousE, Boston, December 13, 1825. 

DEAR Sm: I enclose you a letter this morning received from the Collector of Philadelphia, and a copy 
of one from the Comptroller, in relation to the teas about which we had a conversation yesterday. Will 
you be so good as to give me your opinion as to the course it is most proper to pursue. Is it best to libel 
the teas immediately, or wait for further information or instructions from Philadelphia or from the Treasury, 
or write directly to the Secretary for directions what to do? 

I wish you, if possible, to give me an answer this forenoon. 
Very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 

H . .A. S. DEARBORN. 
Col. G. BLAKE, U. S . .Attorney. 

No. 9. 

DECEMBER 13, 1825. 
DEAR Sm: Having· carefully examined the letter received by you this morning from the Collector of 

Philadelphia, as also that recently addressed to him by the Comptroller of the Treasury, I am of opinion, 
that it would not be prudent and sqfe for you, upon the authority merely of a request from the Collector, 
to proceed to an immediate and actual seizure of the teas; especially as I am not apprised of there being 
any legal ground upon which, even under all the circumstances stated by Mr. Steele, they can be claimed 
by the United States as a forfeiture. 

It appears, at any rate, from the letter of the Comptroller, that as to the principal, and, in my view, 
the turning point of the case, he has considered it as a matter of so much doubt and delicacy as to have 
declined the expression of any opinion respecting it, and that this point is probably now under the consid
eration of the Attorney General. If, then, the case be of such novelty and perplexity that the principal 
officer of the Treasury Department has deemed it "inexpedient" to pronounce even an opinion upon it, 
much less to direct the course of procedure to be adopted, which it would be his duty to do in ordinary 
cases, surely I should imagine it cannot be your duty upon your own re:rponwility to make the seizure. 

Were I, therefore, in your situation, I should certainly adopt no further measures in this case, without 
express directions thereto from the Treasury Department. 

Most truly and faithfully your friend, 

Gen. DEARBORN. 
G. BLAKFl. 

No. 10. 

The teas were unaccompanied by a gl3neral or particular certificates. 
The advances were made on all the teas after they arrived here, or after having received the invoices 

and bills of lading. 
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We had no knowledge of the approaching insolvency of Edward Tlwmson at any time, and were 
much astonished when we heard of his failure, as we had supposed his business to have been very profi
table for the last two years. 

STANTON, FISKE & NICHOLS. 
BOSTON, Decerrwer 14, 1825. 

No. 14. 

CusToM-HousE, Bal,timore, Oollecwr's Office, Decemher 5, 1825. 
Sm: We have had a singular case here respecting certain teas, said to have been taken out of the 

public keeping at Philadelphia by Edward Thomson, without entry, &c. At the request of the Collector 
of that district, we seized a number of chests here, and advised him of the particulars, at the same 
time requesting such legal instructions as he possessed, and his assent to a proposal to sell them for the 
benefit of all parties, as likely to lose value every day, and especially in case of judicial decisions being 
sought for, as was to be expected. It is understood the purchasers or consignees of the teas would 
prefer this as far as we have spoken on the subject; but I wish your direction in the case, as no doubt 
having it presented to your view in all its aspects before now by the party officially concerned in Phila
delphia. 'fhere is, however, another circumstance mingling in the business here. Some of the teas now 
seized came here under the proper certificate of the office there, cleared regularly coastwise, for benefit 
of drawback, and some have been exported and certified from hence as entitled to it. Is not the certificate 
of the office in these cases an assurance sufficient to the purchasers that they were lawfully offered at 
sale, and might be, without fear, bought and transferred, and therefore an effectual bar interposed to any 
future claims of the United States? 

I beg your instructions, that we may proceed legally and successfully, as early as possible, and 
remain, in haste, sir, 

Your obedient servant, 
JAS. H. M'CULLOCH. 

JosEPH ANDERSON, Esq. 

No. 15. 

BALTIMORE, Decenwer 6, 1825. 
Sm: In March, April, and May last, I purchased teas at auction in Philadelphia, imported by Edward 

Thomson, esq., in the ships Wm. Savary, Addison, and Woodrop Sims, which I have sold to grocers in 
this city, ( except three packages.) 

With these teas I received the usual certificates, ( which have been always received as evidence of 
their having been bonded for;) but in consequence of an order (or information) from the Collector of the 
port of Philadelphia, they have been seized, and where the holders refused to give receipts to hold them 
subject to the order of the Collector of the port of Baltimore, they have been removed to the public store. 

I submit these facts to you, under the impression that it is only necessary for you to know them to 
give an order for the release of the teas. 

I remain, sir, with great respect, your very obedient servant, 
MARTIN GILLET. 

JOSEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroller of the Treasury of the United States. 

P. S. I am aware, sir, that these seizures have not been made for the want of certificates, but upon 
suspicion that they have been improperly obtained. Whether this be the case or not, it is not my fault, 
and I ought not to be made answerable for the faults of others, over whom I could have no control. ?If. G. 

Cusrmr-HousE, Baltimore, Decenwer 6, 1825. 
The facts being as stated, it is only necessary to remark, on the above application, that the certificates 

spoken of are those only which are issued to accompany spirits, wines, and teas, which purport no more 
than their regular importation; but at present, the persons implicated in the business, by purchase, &c., 
all without knowledge, suppose these to be sufficient vouchers of the payment of duties, and, therefore, 
that the action of the custom-house is against the rules resulting from the law in the case. 

It may not be amiss to state our practice in relation to these certificates. They are made out with 
all expedition as fast as they are gauged and marked. They are delivered to the importer at once, it 
neither suiting the convenience of one party or the other to retain them at the custom-house, where they 
would have to be called for whenever a chest, &c., is to be delivered. The teas remain for the duties. • 

JAS. H. M'CULLOCH. 

No. 16. 

TREASURY DEPARTlfENT, Comptroller's Office, Decemhe-r 20, 1825. 
S~: I received your letter of the 5th instant, stating that, at the request of the Collector at Phila

delphia, you had seized a number of chests of tea, which had been deposited in store at that place, but 
had been removed by Edward Thompson without having given bonds, with sureties, for the duties; and, of 
course, withol,t having obtained a permit for· the removal of· the teas; that some of the chests were 

: accompanied by the proper certificate of the officer there, were regularly cleared coastwise for benefit of 
drawback, and some had been exported from Baltimore, and certified as entitled to that benefit. 
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In reply, I have to observe that similar seizures were made in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston, 
but no definitive opinion has: as yet, been formed as to the disposition which should be made of the teas 
seized, this depending entirely upon the facts and circumstances in each case. 

With a view of forming a correct opinion in relation to the case at Baltimore, I have to request that 
you will be pleased to state, so far as has come to your knowledge, whether the persons who bad the teas 
in their possession were bona fide purchasers in a fair course of trade, or whether all, or any of them, 
were mere consignees and agents of Mr. Thomson to sell the teas on his account; whether all the chests 
were accompanied with the certificate required by the 41st section of the collection law of March 2, 1799, 
and if not, furnish a list of such, with the names of the persons in whose possession they were found; 
also, whether there is any reason to believe that the parties, or either of them, had any intimation of the 
approaching insolvency of Mr. Thomson. 

Respectfully, JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
JAMES H. McCULLOCH, Esq. 

No.17. 
C1TY OF WASHINGTON, December 6, 1825. 

Sm: Availing myself of your permission to communicate the circumstances and facts respecting a 
quantity of teas held by the house of J. & P. Hone & Co., of New York, in which I am a partner, I have 
the honor to state that on or about the 20th of August last a clerk of Edward Thomson, of Philadelphia, 
with authority to act for him, applied to us for an advance on 2,245 chests of Tonkay and Hyson skin tea, 
then in the city of New York. We agreed to advance 53 cents per pound, and estimated the weight to 
be 166,000 pounds, making the sum of $87,980, in our notes, at an average of 8 months. The teas, with 
the policies of insurance against firP. risk, were reg·ularly transferred to us, and are, with the certificates, 
now in our possession. It was agreed that the teas should be sold at such time and credit as would place 
funds in our hands to meet the payment of the said notes. Just about the time we contemplated selling 
them, Mr. Thomson failed, and it was reported that he had previously taken from the custody of the 
custom-house large quantities of teas, which were not entered; and to our g-reat surprise we have since 
discovered that 1, 795 of ours are part of those which have been thus fraudulently removed. 

By the preceding statement, you will perceive that this was on our part a regular mercantile transac
tion, and that we had no reason to suspect the fraud, the teas having been publicly shipped in Philadelphia 
for New York, and there landed under inspection of the custom-house officers, and accompanied with the 
usual certificates. Under these circumstances, I cannot but trust and hope that the Treasury, after 
deliberating on this subject, will interfere and prevent any seizure of the property, and that we may, as 
innocent holders, be permitted to sell it without embarrassment. 

I am, sir, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
JOHN HONE. 

JOSEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroller of the 1.'reasury. 

No.18. 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, Janua1·y 3, 1826. 
Sm: I have examined with attention the documents submitted on yesterday for my opinion in the 

case of Edward Thomson. The facts are not as yet developed. They are as yet so very imperfectly 
known that it would be premature to hazard a legal opinion on them. Enough, however, is disclosed to 
satisfy me that the liability of these teas to the claim of the Government for duties ought to be submitted 
to judicial scrutiny and decision; and this I think may be done promptly and without any material 
inconvenience to the claimants. The district judges having the power of holding special sessions when
ever they please, and their courts being, I believe, in practice, almost continually open in the larger 
commercial cities, if the claimants are disposed to bring this subject to a judicial test, the teas might at 
once be libelled for the whole duties due to the United States, and on their paying the duties which they 
are understood to be willing to pay ·on the specific parcels, the teas might, according to the course of the 
court, be delivered back to them on stipulation and satisfactory surety to abide the final decree on the 
question of the liability of those teas to the whole amount of duties. They would then have the benefit 
of selling the teas at once, and the Government would be rendered secure by force of the stipulation in 
case the question should be decided in their favor. If the claimants will assent to this course, the teas 
may be seized and libelled, and the claim and answer filed, and the teas delivered to the claimants on 
stipulation on one and the same day. 

If the claimants will not assent to this course, I advise a seizure under the 68th section of the 
collection law of 1799, and a libel for a forfeiture, with a separate libel setting forth all the facts of the 
case, and charging the teas for the whole amount of duties. 

I would advise, also, that the teas remaining stored in Philadelphia should be libelled for the whole 
duties, that the Messrs Lippincott may have it in their power to submit their claim to judicial investiga
tion, and that we may have the sanction of a court for any step that may be taken with regard to them. 

If the refusal of the claimants to assent to a judicial examination and settlement should make a 
seizure necessary in the first instance, they will still have it in their power to take out the teas on stipu
lation, if they shall think proper to ask it. 

If in any of these cases the attorneys for the United States shall not be satisfied with the state of 
evidence, and wish from the claimants a more full disclosure of facts, I apprehend tha~ an information in 
the nature of a bill of discovery would lie, as suggested by Judge Story, in the case of the United States 
vs. Lyman, 1 Wheaton, 2. 

I will suggest that the suit already instituted by the Messrs. Lippincott against the Collector of Phila
delphia, as well as any others which may be brought against other officers for seizures under this opinion, 
ought to be removed into the courts of the United States, if originated in a State court, according to the 
provisions of the acts of Congress. If upon the communication of this opinion to the district attorneys 
any difficulty which bas not occurred to me should arise, or any further explanation should be asked, I 
shall be glad to hear further from you. 
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I forbear the expression of an opinion on the specific questions, because the facts are confessedly 
incomplete, and because, as the whole subject must, I think, go before our courts, I can perceive no 
purpose which can be answered by the expression of an opinion on my part. It would not influence the 
decision of the court; and so far as might influence the movements of your Department, I presume that 
it is enough for me to say, as I have said, that, on the facts as presented to me, the whole case is, in my 
opinion, a very proper one for the decision of our courts, and that we should fail in our duty if we were not 
to bring it before them. 

The documents are returned. 
I have the honor to remain, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

WM. WIRT. 

No.19. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Oompfroller's Office, Januari; 6, 1826. 
Sm : I enclose herewith a copy of the opinion of the Attorney General of the United States, in relation 

to certain teas imported by Edward Thomson, and which have been taken possession of by the officers 
of the United States, or remain in the hands of other persons in the cities of Boston, New York, Phila
delphia, and Baltimore, and are intended to be taken possession of and, in compliance with instructions 
from the Secretary of the Treasury, have to request that you will proceed in the case or cases in your 
district in manner as suggested and advised in that opinion, allowing to the several claimants every 
accommodation compatible with the course to be pursued under it and with the interests of the United 
States. 

With great respect, 

GEORGE BLAKE, Esq., D. A., Boston. 
RoBERT TILLOTSON, Esq., D. A., New York. 
CHARLES P. INGERSOLL, Esq., D. A., Philadelphia. 
NATHANIEL WILLI.UIS, Esq., D. A., Baltimore. 

No. 20. 

JOSEPH ANDERSON, Oomptroller. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, January 2, 1826. 
Sm: By advice from New York I am informed that the teas of E. Thomson's importation, deposited 

in the store of Haggerty, Austin & Co., have been seized without having recourse to forcible means, as 
they opened the store to the officer, whom I had instructed to make a formal demand for admission before 
any violence would be employed for that purpose. • 

From the manner in which the apartments were filled up with the teas it was impossible to ascertain 
the quantity, by minute examination, without removing a quantity of them to other apartments, which 
would have been attended with considerable labor; and as Messrs. Haggerty, Austin & Co. gave to the 
officer a statement, as per annexed memorandum, which, corresponding in quantity with what we had 
previously understood was in their possession, a further investigation was deemed unnecessary. 

All the diligence and industry hitherto employed by the officer to find the teas acknowledged by 
Hone & Co. to be in their possession have been unattended with success, which induces me to think that 
the continuance of an officer there any longer will be useless. I now regret that the Collector of New 
York had not acted in the case as the Collectors of Boston and Baltimore, with much promptitude, 
proceeded to do on receiving information of the fraud that had been committed; no doubt the number of 
the officers employed in that port, and possessing the knowledge they must have of the different stores, 
would have succeeded in making discoveries of the teas in question which would be unattainable by a 
stranger. I therefore respectfully submit for your consideration whether it might not yet be of much 
importance were you to instruct the Collector at New York to assume the business. The officer from 
Philadelphia having lately discovered in a store six or seven hundred chests of tea of E. Thomson's 
importation, which, on examination, were found to be of the years 1822, 1823, and 1824, induces the 
opinion that there may be in New York a greater quantity of those of 1825 than we have had any 
particular information respecting, as it is highly probable that the older teas would be first disposed of, 
whilst the latter would be cautiously kept out of view for the present by the possessors. 

I have not been informed whether the Collectors of Baltimore and Boston have had the teas, by them 
respectively seized, libelled; I presume they will receive instructions from you as respects the necessary 
measures to be adopted. , 

I am informed that Payson & Co., of Baltimore, in whose hands a quantity of E. Thomson's teas were 
seized by the Collector, are indebted to Thomson $8,000; that the teas under seizure are worth about 
$5,000. Would it not be advisable to relinquish the seizure in case I can obtain from Thomson's 
assignees an order on Payson & Co. to pay to me, for the use of the United States, the amount due by 
them to Thomson, which will be placed to his credit in our accounts? 

I will not withdraw the officer from New York until I receive your advice and instruction on the 
subject. 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JNO. STEELE. 

JosEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Oomptroller qfthe Treasury. 

JJfemorandum ef teas in possession ef Messrs. Haggerty, Austin J; Oo. 

E.T. 916 chests H. Skin teas, imported per ship Addison. 
256 ........ do .............. do ........ William Savary. 

2,459 ........ do .............. do ........ W oodrop Sims. 

3,631 chests. 
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No. 21. 

Cusmu-HousE, Bai,timore, Collector's Office, January 6, 1826. 
Sm: In the close of your letter of the 4th instant, deciding Mr. Tyson's case, at Key West, you remind 

me of the letter of the 20th ultimo, which had remained unanswered. This was occasioned by directions 
from the Collector of Philadelphia, which disposed of the subject so far as to render the detailed report 
you had required a needless labor to the Department and myself. 

He had, subsequently to my letter of the 5th ultimo, desired me to release the several parcels detained 
here, as far as they appeared to have been held by innocent purchasers, or were of a particular description 
all of which they had found at home. This left but a single parcel, which appeared to be a consignment 
from Mr. Thomson, and was in the hands of a most respectable house here, H. Payson & Co. 

It would have been, therefore, requesting a judgment upon a case no longer existing; which, however 
it might serve at a future occasion, would have unnecessarily exercised the consideration of the Depart
ment prospectively to have drawn out the case in the manner required. 

I remain, sir, your obedient servant, JAS. H. McCULLOCH. 
JosEPH ANDERSON, Esq. • 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January IO, 1826. 
Sm: Since my letter of instructions to you of the 5th instant it has been represented to me that, from 

a period commencing with the last spring and continuing until the close of the autumn, Mr. Thomson 
was in the habit of selling, at public auctions, in Philadelphia, boxes or parcels of the very teas which he 
fraudulently withdrew from store; which sales were matter of common notoriety, advertisements and 
other notices of them constantly appearing in the newspapers. You will be pleased to direct your special 
attention to these representations, inquiring, first, if they be founded in fact, and if so, through what 
causes it happened that the officers of the customs were not excited into wakefulness by such conduct on 
the part of Mr. Thomson. Their indifference to it, after all that has transpired, requires at least full 
explanation. 

In pursuing your examinations on all the objects of your commission, you will call before you the 
clerks of the custom-house, as well as others, an authority which my instructions of the 5th cover, and 
which is here specified only from greater caution. • 

I have the honor t-0 remain, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

SAJi!UEL HARRISON SmTH, Esq., Philadelphia. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 6, 1826. 
Sm: Samuel Harrison Smith, Esq., has been selected by the President to institute an examination into 

the affairs of the custom-house at Philadelphia under circumstances and with objects that are fully 
explained in instructions to him from this Department, dated yesterday. As he will show you these 
instructions I need say nothing more respecting them, and have only to convey to you the President's 
desire that he be permitted to inspect, in as full a manner as he may think proper, all the books, papers, 
and accounts of the establishment; and that you will afford him every facility in your power, whether as 
to the examination of persons or documents, or regarding any other matter or thing, that may tend 
to effectuate in any degree all or any of the ends contemplated by his instructions. 

I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

JOHN 8TEELE, Esq., Collector of the port of Philadelphia. 

[Enclosure.~, from, No. I to IO, and A, B, 0, D, in the letter of instruction to the Commissioner.] 

No. I. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Philadelphia, November 22, 182b. 
Sm: I have the painful task to perform of announcing to you the failure of Edward Thomson, which 

was made known to me on Saturday, by which, I fear, the United States will sustain a very heavy loss; 
I am the more inclined to think so from information I received on Sabbath afternoon, which affords s1rong 
ground to suspect a premeditated fraud. 

One of the officers obtained information from a young man in Mr. Thomson's employ that a large 
quantity of Mr. Thomson's teas, which had not been permitted on entry at the custom-house, had been 
transmitted, the greater part to New York and the residue to Boston, mentioning the several houses to 
whom the teas were sent. 

Immediately on the receipt of this intelligence, which was near the hour the mail stage departs, I 
despatched therein two officers to New York to have those teas seized if they could be found, and wrote 
to the Collector requesting his aid in the matter. I wrote to the Collector at Boston to make seizure of 
the teas sent to that place. 

I would have written to you yesterday, but delayed with the expectation of being able to inform 
you of the exact amount of teas surreptitiously taken from the store, by taking an inventory of teas 
actually remaining; but in this I have as yet been uisappointed, as I have not been able to obtain the 
importer's keys, who alleges that they are in the hands of Messrs. Lippincott & Co., auctioneers, (to 
whom Mr. Thomson has assigned a quantity of teas,) and who refuse to give them up. From all these 
circumstances you will perceive strong indications of fraud. 

Not knowing whether any of those teas have been sent elsewhere, or to whom, I have felt a 
VOL. V--50 B 
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difficulty about writing to any other Collectors on the subject. As soon as I have it in my power to 
communicate to you more particularly it will be done, and request you will be pleased to give me any 
advice you may deem necessary in the premises. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JOHN STEELE. 

RICHARD RusH, Esq., Secretary of the Treasury . 
• 

No. 2. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE1 Philadel.phia, November 30, 1825. 
Sm: I am informed by one of the officers just returned from New York, who had been sent in quest 

of Thomson's teas, surreptitiously taken from the store, that several_ seizures had been made, but incon
siderable in amount in comparison with the whole quantity which we have reason to believe was sent to 
that place. • 

'J.'here is good reason to believe that a consider_able _ q_\!antity of those teas are in the custody of 
auctioneers, who have peremptorily refused access, and have threatened a prosecution if violent means 
are used for that purpose. The officer prudently omitted, until otherwise advised, to take any step that 
would involve my personal inconvenience, or occasion me any pecuniary disadvantage or damage, but 
adopted the milder course of placing a lock on the door of the store where the teas are deposited, and for 
the further security of which the Collector has kindly promised the assistance of a night watch. There is 
another store wherein, it is believed, a greater quantity is deposited than in the above mentioned; but 
access to the teas has not been demanded, apprehending that a like reply would be made as that which I 
have stated; but like caution will be observed, as in the other case, to prevent the removal of the teas, 
until instructions are forwarded of the course finally to be taken in the premises. Your advice and 
instructions in this matter you will be pleased to give me as soon as practicable. 

Yesterday I received advice from the Collector of Boston that, immediately on the receipt of my 
letter, he seized teas of Thomson's importation to a large amount, the number of chests not yet ascer
tained, or the kind and qualities, or particular vessel in which imported. 

Having recently received information that a small quantity of those teas had been sent to Baltimore, 
I have advised the Collector accordingly. As soon as we can state with precision the amount of depreda
tion committed it shall be forwarded to you. 

It is highly probable that the certificate, directed to be issued under the coUection law of l '1'99, 41st 
section, may accompany part, if not the whole, of the teas unlawfully taken from store, as I find they have 
been issued to the importer. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JOHN STEELE. 

RICIURD RusH, Esq., Sec:relary of the Treasury. 

No. 3. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Philadel.phia, December l, 1825. 
Sm: I have, agreeably to instructions contained in your letter of the 24th ultimo, applied to the 

District Attorney for advice in the measures to be pursued in prosecuting a seizure and recovery of 
E. Thomson's teas unlawfully taken from store, as well as every other matter connected therewith in 
which the interest of the United States is involved, and will act agreeably to such advice as I have 
received or may hereafter receive from him on the subject. 

A suit has been instituted yesterday against m.e by Messrs. Lippincott & Co. for refusing to deliver to 
·them, from store, a quantity of E. Thomson's teas, and also a further quantity seized at New York, and 
some chests seized on board a vessel in this place which had been assigned to them some time ago by E. 
Thomson; and, as I have reason to apprehend that other suits may be instituted against me in the 
business, I request you will either authorize me to call on Mr. Ingersoll to appear in behalf of the United 
States to defend such suit or suits, or give him such directions as you may deem proper in the premises. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JOHN STEELE. 

RICHARD RusH, Esq., Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 4. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Philadelphia, December 6, 1825. 
Sm: I would have informed you of the amount of teas fraudulently taken from E. Thomson's store as 

soon as it was correctly ascertained, but delayed with the hope that I might be enabled to accompany it 
with some more satisfactory information of the quantity of those teas seized in behalf of the United States, 
as also those mentioned in my letter to you of the 30th ultimo, of which ( access to them being still per
sisted in) I can give you no further information. The larger quantity mentioned in my letter, supposed 
to be in the store of Hone & Co., I am informed is not in the store they occupy, though acknowledged by 
them to be in their custody. The officer is prosecuting every means in his power to discover where they 
are deposited. 

Enclosed is a statement of the quantity fraudulenty removed from store, and also of the seizures 
made in New York, Boston, Baltimore, and this place. The quantities, by information, stated to be in 
custody of auctioneers in New York, say in custody of Haggerty & Austin;to which access has been 
refused, 3,631 chests, and of Hone & Co. 2,245 chests-in ·all, 5,8'1'6 chests. 
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Since I commenced writing I have received information from New York that Mr. Ogden, the counsel 
of Haggerty & Austin, has advised them to dispose of or remove their teas wherever they may think 
proper. The District Attorney here advises forcible means to be employed to effect a seizure. A. copy of 
Mr. Ingersoll's advice will be forwarded to the officer by this day's mail. 

Having obtained from Thomson and the persons in his employ all the information we could obtain ( and 
the only information we have had) respecting the places where, and the persons to whom, those teas were 
sent, on Friday morning last I stated to the District Attorney that I thought it indispensably necessary 
that a criminal suit against Mr. Thomson should be forthwith instituted. He informed me, in reply, that 
at present he deemed the measure inexpedient; alleging, as a reason for delay, that important information 
might yet be obtained, which might be checked or destroyed by a prosecution against him. I am this 
moment informed that Mr. Thomson and his clerk left this city in a dearborn at an early hour on Sabbath 
morning, but whence, or for what purpose, has not been intimated. 

Though I am satisfied that unwarrantable laxity of conduct or improper indulgence has been allowed 
in the department having charge of Thomson's teas, I have forborne saying anything to you on that 
subject, until I shall have ascertained, if possible, how, and by what means, so great a quantity had been 
taken away, and where the culpability lies. 

A.s before requested, you will be pleased to give me, generally, in relation to Mr. Thomson's-trans
action, such advice and instruction as you may deem necessary. 

I am your obedient, humble servant, 
JOHN STEELE. 

[Enclosure in No. 4.] 
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Actually iu store .. • • • . .. •• . • • • • • • • • • • • • . •. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . • • • • .. . . . • . . . • • . . . .• . . . • . • • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . .................. . 

Tonkay. 
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Souchong. 
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Deficiency ..................................................... . 

April 131 18251 ship Woodrop Sims, quantity 
unpennittcd, ••••••••••.•.••••••••.....••••.•••....••..•..•.... 

Actually in store .............................................. . 

862 260 40 400 • • • . • • 365 1,489 200 

1,219 
272 

160 ...... ...... •••••• •••••• 2,183 
65 •••••• •••••• •.•... •••••• 2 

420 362 

350 

-- -- -- -- --11---1----t---+----

Deficiency ..................................................... . 

July 11 18251 ship Benjamin Rusb, quantity un-
pennitted............ •. . . . • • • • • •• • • • • . . 200 • • • • • . • .. . . . 100 

Actually in store ............................................... . 

Deficiency ............................. . 200 ...... ...... 100 

July 2, 1825, ship Thomas Scattergood, quantity 
unpermitted......... .. • .. . • • • • . . .• • . . . 500 100 40 300 

Actually in store ............................................... . 

947 95 ...... ...... ...... •••••• 2,181 

684 ...... .... . • .• •• .. ... •• . 10 2,915 
256 ..... ...... ...... •••••• 9 1,668 

428 l 11247 

889 

889 

350 

721 
408 

233 ...... ...... 2 545 411 •••••• 1,446 ......... . 
1.2 ....................... . 

-- -- __ , _ __, ___ , ___ , ___ -- -- ---1----1----1----1---

Deficiency...... .. . • . • .. • • • • • • • • • • • . •• • . 500 100 - 40 300 313 233 • .. • • • • • • • .. 2 545 399 ...... 1,446 ......... . 

t==f:==1==t==~==ll==l===!==l===l==t===lc= = = 
REC.lPITtJL.A.TION OP DEFICIENCIES. 

Per Wllllnm Savary ........................... ••·••· ••••·· ........... . 214 660 ........... . 
Addison ......................................................... , 260 40 400 •••••• 
Woodrop Sims ................................................... . 95 ................. . 
Benjamin Rush............................ 200 . • .• • • . . . . . . 100 

1,269 
l,489 
2,181 
1,247 

200 420 362 
350 

Thomas Scattergood....................... 500 100 40 300 

1,136 
862 
947 
428 

313 233 ...... ...... 2 

365 

1 
545 399 ...... 1,446 ......... . 

--1--1--1-- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- ---

700 100 40 400 3,686 802 700 400 2 911 6, 585 200 1,866 712 

List or teas seized at Baltimore, (boxes), .......... 36 ......................... 132 ..... 1 ................................. 10 
Do ............ Boston ............ •••• ... ·•••••• ........................ 652 .............................. 84 ..... 217 
Do ............ New York, (by agent from Philad'a).25 .................. 177 ...•. 2 .............. ••···•• { ~t} 1,000 

In store (55 Front street) or Haggerty, Austin & Co., (Jocks placed on this store by inspector) ........................... 31408, .......... .223 
ln store or J. and P. Hone & Co., supposed also in No. 55 Front street, but not ascertained .................. •••• ...... 800 ••.•••••• 1,445 

It appears rrom letters in our possession that Haggerty, Austin & Co. have advanced a considerable amount on the teas in their possession to Edward 

~u~tit;~i::.d.:~ ;~ bnedi: tl~i~;o~se~~i~:. la:/I:e a:=:iify i~35
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No. 5. 

CoLLEcToR's OFFICE, Philadelphi,a, Decemher 12, 1825. 
Sm: On the 6th, previously t-0 the receipt of your letter of the 3d instant, I wrote to the Secretary 

of the Treasury, enclosing a statement of amount of teas fraudulently taken from Thomsc,m's stores, the 
seizures made at New York, Boston, Baltimore, and every other inform~tion I could then communicate 
on the subject, which I presume has also been referred to your Department. 

In yours you request me to state, if they have come to my knowledge, "the particulars of the manner 
in which the teas were obtained or removed." The information received, and the means taken to acquire 
it, I will state, not foreseeing the probability of obtaining any further light on the subject. 

On the 5th instant I wrote to the surveyor, proposing several queries relative to the duties of the 
department under his superintendence and direction, to which I requested distinct and explicit answers
two of· which, touching the point on which you,.xequire particular information, and his answers thereto, 
are as follows : 

1. "What has been the usual course pursued by the officers of the customs in storing spirits, wines, 
and teas, as also in delivering the same from store." 

2. "Do. you know of any course pursued in the premises other than that prescribed by la,v, or any 
indulgence granted which the law does not authorize? and if such has been the case, say by whom." 

Answers: 

1. The usual course pursued has been, that, when the vessel is discharging, the spirits, wines, and 
teas have been taken from the wharf to the stores of the merchants, and when all have been delivered 
.from the vessel, some days have been allowed by the inspectors to the merchants to assort the different 
chops of teas, and stow properly the spirits and wines. In delivering the same from store, the inspectors 
have unlocked the stores and superintended the delivery ; but in some cases, when very busily employed, 
the inspectors have intrusted the keys to the merchants, it being deemed necessary for the furtherance 
of business, which otherwise would have caused ruinous and unnecessary delays to the merchants. This 
has always been the practice and custom allowed by the different surveyors, and in the storing it would 
be impossible to do otherwise, unless the inspectors were to follow the loads of every dray, when, in many 
instances, twenty or more stores have been taken to receive the goods in various parts of the city. 

2. The course pursued in the premises, in allowing the merchants possession of the keys, was not 
according to law, but as described in answe1· first. Indulgence was especially granted, in one instance, 
by me, to Messrs. Smiths, for removing the locks, for the purpose of sooner making sales, and arranging 
them for the inspection of the purchasers, and was without any loss to the Government. This was two 
years or more past. 

The information I received from the officer who had charge of Thomson's store, as also from others 
of the inspectors, corresponds with that stated by the surveyor ; but believing that so great a quantity 
could not have been removed, when teas were taken from store under permit, which the improper indul
gence mentioned might be supposed to afford, I advised the obtaining, if possible, from the young man 
in Thomson's employ, who gave us the first intimation of fraud, such information as I presumed he could 
give of the means employed to accomplish the nefarious purpose. 

This young man has recently communicated to the officer employed to obtain the information that, from 
what he now understands, Thomson had, on previous occasions, taken teas from store before they were 
bonded, but not to such extent as in the present instance. That, whilst the vessel was discharging, 
quantities of teas which were not put into the store were sent away from the pavement of the store 
doors, where they were laid down by the porters as they brought them from the wharf. That Thomson 
had availed himself of occasions, when the officer who had charge of his store would be most busily 
engaged on the wharf, to bond and take permits for delivery, that he might have the better chance of 
being allowed possession of the keys ; and that advantage was also taken of one custom-house key 
opening the locks of those several stores, which, when obtained for a particular description of teas bonded, 
was frequently used for opening other stores containine: teas not bonded, of which parcels were sent away 
without the knowledge of the officer. -

I have now communicated to you the manner in which the teas in question have been obtained and 
removed, as far as anything relating thereto has come to my knowledge. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JOHN STEELE. • 

J osEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroller ef the Treasury. 

No. 6. 

CoLLECToR's OFFICE, Philadelphi,a, December 23, 1825. 
Sm : On receiving intelligence on Monday evening that E. Thomson was seen the day before near 

Wilmington, I immediately communicated the information to the District Attorney. The marshal, accom
panied by one of the clerks from my office, set out about ten o'clock at night in pursuit, and succeeded in 
arresting him at Newcastle, about five o'clock on Tuesday evening, and on the next day he was brought 
to Philadelphia. 

Thomson no doubt intended to make his escape from the United States, as I have since learned that 
he had with him a considerable sum in foreign gold, and there were two or three vessels yet in the river 
which had cleared for Europe a short time before. • 

I would have advised you sooner of his arrest, but finding that the marshal, on his arrival, instead 
of placing him in prison, as affording the best security against escape, had indulged him by remaining 
out, under the charge of an officer, and I delayed the information until I could say he was secure in a 
place from whence escape would be rendered less probable. 
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I am this moment informed that Thomson, on account of ill health, is still in the custody of the 
marshal. 

I ain, respectfully, sir, yours very truly; 
JOHN STEELE. 

P. S.-I had omitted to state, in my answer to yours of the 10th instant, that Mr. Lippincott presented 
an entry, per ship W oodrop Sims, for 2'12 chests and 65 half chests Young Hyson tea, with Thomson's 
endorsement on the back thereof, empowering and authorizing Joseph and William Lippincott & Co. to 
enter the same. This was dated the 19th of November last, but acknowledged by William Lippincott to 
have been signed on the 26th, the day when presented, and immediately after the examination of the teas 
in Thomson's stores, of which stores Lippincott & Co. had the keys. 

Thomson's assignment to P. Mackie and R. Renshaw was executed on the 19th November last. 
JOHN STEELE. 

No. '1. 

.PmLADELPHIA, November 30, 1825. 
Sm: Before the receipt of your letter of the 24th instant, concerning the failure of Edward Thomson, 

as well as since, my attention has been constantly bestowed on that deplorable and disgraceful transac
tion. According to present information, :fifteen thousand chests of teas have been fraudulently taken by 
him and his assistants from the custom-house custody, without securing the duties, of which but about 
six thousand chests have as yet been traced, (at New York,) and, from all I can learn, the public loss will 
be very great. If my incessant engagements here will permit, I propose to visit New York for a short 
time, to see if I can be of any use in the further pursuit, by ascertainments on the spot; and at all events 
you may rely on my best endeavors to apply the proper remedies to an affair which, I think, will introduce 
more litigation, loss, and discredit than any one that has ever occurred here. 

I am, very respectfully, your humble servant, 
C. J. INGERSOLL. 

Hon. RICH.ARD RusH, Secretary qf the Treasury. 

No. 8. 

PHILADELPHIA, Decemher 2, 1825. 
Enclosed I submit copies of two affidavits, by which Mr. Francis H. Nicolle, of New York, has been 

held to bail to day, in the sum of $500,000, at the suit of the United States. 'l'he grounds of action dis
closed by these proofs are, that Mr. Nicolle, having possessed himself by various assignments of all Mr. 
Thomson's property, with full knowledge of his insolvency, becomes, by such fraudulent attempt to frus
trate the public priority, an assignee liable to pay the United States in the :first instance, and to his own 
postponement. The case of Downing & Kintring, in the second volume of Sergeant & Rawle's Reports, 
page 326, furnishes the principle and authority by which I have been governed in this proceeding ; and 
as Nicolle's is a much stronger case than that, I think the action may be maintained. If so, the Govern
ment will save from three to :five hundred thousand dollars out of the wreck of this extraordinary failure, 
by which, as you will perceive from one of the affidavits, the public loss will otherwise be a million of 
dollars, to which amount Mr. Thomson's public liabilities extend, without a cent to pay for them beyond 
the effects held by Mr. Nicolle. 

As half a million of dollars is a large sum to give bail for, I beg leave to suggest for your consider
ation, and that of the President, the expediency of authorizing me to enlarge Mr. Nicolle, on condition 
that he will deposit in court the documents and evidences of the funds in question, so as to enable the 
court to hold the money as realized to abide the event of the suit. Otherwise, Mr. Nicolle may be kept in 
confinement during the two or three years that probably will elapse before the controversy is ended by 
:final adjudication. • 

In taking the step I have done in this affair, I did what appears to me to be necessary and proper 
for the public interest ; and as such I flatter myself it will receive the Executive sanction. But personally 
I shall feel gratified, if authorized, on seeing the property in dispute made sure, to enlarge Mr. Nicolle 
from confinement. The decision, after argument this morning, was to bold him to bail. But the case is to 
be reheard (in consequence of its magnitude and importance) next Friday, by which time I hope to be 
honored with your instructions. 

Most of the property consists of ships and cargoes on China voyages, to return next spring. To 
prevent injury to the public claims on them, it will be necessary to instruct the national vessels on the 
southern station to speak these ships on their return, and prevent the masters of them from being 
induced to put into other ports than this, which may be apprehended as part of the plan to defeat the 
public priority. I will take care to furnish you in time with the names of the vessels and masters, 
together with written orders from Mr. Thomson, who has promised to give them. 

I beg leave to submit to the President, for his direction, my opinion that it would be inexpedient to 
institute prosecutions as yet against Thomson or any of those concerned in the illegal delivery of the 
15,000 chests of tea. We are every day deriving important information from him and them, by which 
the whole fraud may be ascertained, and at least part of the property reclaimed. These disclosures have 
not been encouraged by the slightest promise or hope of omitting to prosecute. No trial can take place 
till next April, and by deferring the commencement of the prosecution, instead of neglecting, we may the 
better mature the measure suitable to this transaction, which, no doubt, the Government, as well as the 
public, will think worthy to be made a memorable example of. 

I remain, very respectfully, your humble servant, 
C. J. INGERSOLL. 

Hon. RICHARD Rusn, Seareta1y qf the Treasury. 
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No. 9. 

PHILADELPHIA, Decemher 5, 1825. 
Sm: Apprehensive that there may be inaccuracies in the copies of affidavits accompanying my last 

letter, I send, encJosed, other copies, which I have compared with the originals. , 
I am, respectfully, your humble servant, • 

C. J. INGERSOLL. 
Hon. krcHARD Rusn, Secretary ef the Treasury. 

[Enclosures in Mr. Ingersoll's letter No. 9.] 

Circuit Court of the United States, Pennsylvania district, April session, 1825. Capias case. Bail $500,000. 

THE UNITED STATES OF .A.MERICA} 
vs. 

FRANCIS H. N !COLLE. 

Peter Mackie, of Philadelphia, being duly sworn, deposes that he has been clerk to Edward Thomson 
for ten years last past, and well acquainted with his affairs and transactions. For at least five years 
last past Edward Thomson has been insolvent-that is to say, unable to pay his debts on a settlement 
of his concerns. Francis H. Nicolle, of New York, in the spring of 1824 came to Philadelphia to recover 
a debt claimed of Edward Thomson by Smith & Nicolle, amounting to about five hundred thousand 
dollars. At that time there were bills of sale to Edward H. Nicolle, of Edward Thomson's ships, named, 
respectively, the William Savery, the W oodrop Sims, the Addison, the Thomas Scattergood, and the 
Benjamin Rush. The Savery has since been condemned as unseaworthy. At this time Francis H. 
Nicolle holds bills of sale from Edward Thomson for the other four ships aforenamed. In September last 
Francis H. Nicolle received from Edward Thomson respondentia bonds for about one hundred and sixty 
thousand dollars on· property, per ships Woodrop Sims and Addison; in the month of November last 
Francis H. Nicolle received from Edward Thomson respondentia bonds for near fifty thousand dollars on 
property, per ships Rush and Scattergood; in September last Edward Thomson made an assignment to 
Francis H. Nicolle of seventy-five thousand dollars on the freights of ships Addison, Superior, and 
Woodrop Sims, valued at that sum; and, as deponent understands, other conveyances for freights of 
ships Scattergood and Rush, made in November last. All the bills of sale and respondentia bonds, and 
freight assignments aforesaid, are in the name and to the use of Francis H. Nicolle. Besides this prop
erty, he holds, moreover, Edward Thomson's bonds and judgments, obtained in November last, for at 
least one hundred and twenty thousand dollars, as this deponent understands. The foregoing property 
comprises all the property of Edward Thomson, within the knowledge of this deponent, including his 
furniture and effects levied upon at the execution of the said Francis H. Nicolle. There may be some 
debts collected, but the foregoing comprises the bulk and nearly all, if not quite all, the property of 
Edward Thomson. Deponent has no doubt that Francis H. Nicolle was perfectly aware of Edward 
Thomson's insolvency when he obtained from him the property conveyed and assigned by Thomson to 
Nicolle as aforesaid. The whole of it, according to deponent's estimate, amounts to near four hundred 
thousand dollars, received by the said Francis H. Nicolle from Edward Thomson when insolvent, and 
well known to Mr. Nicolle to be so. In the spring of 1824, when Mr. Nicolle was urging Mr. Thomson 
for money, Mr. Thomson, in this deponent's presence and hearing, assured Mr. Nicolle that he (Mr. 
Thomson) had no means, funds, property or credit, but the credit on his duty bonds, of which Smith & 
Nicolle, whose agent Francis H. Nicolle then was, had already got four hundred thousand dollars. This 
deponent urged to Mr. Nicolle that Mr. Thomson had already committed a fraud on the custom-house by 
paying Smith & Nicolle the funds appropriated to pay duties, and the only money, as they knew, he had 
for that purpose, and that this deponent would consider him (Mr. Nicolle) the perpetrator of the fraud, if 
anything more like it should be done. Francis H. Nicolle said, in reply, he ~ared nothing for the custom
house; he must have the money or notes. Mr. Nicolle's instances were constant and most urgent, accom
panied with thre.ats of executing judgments upon him, and stopping the ship W oodrop Sims, unless he 
(Mr. Thomson) yielded. Finally, Mr. Thomson did yield, and gave notes for about one hundred and 
fifty thousand dollars at that time, most of which are since paid. Deponent has often mentioned Mr. 
Thomson's desperate situation to Francis H. Nicolle, and lately told him that, in this deponent's belief, 
Mr. Thomson's debts for duties did not fall short of eight hundred thousand dollars, and might be a 
million, which he could not pay, because Fra:µcis H. Nicolle held all his property. This deponent is 
intimately acquainted with all Edward Thomson's affairs, including his concerns with Francis H. Nicolle, 
and verily believes, as he has every reason to know, that Edward Tho~son does not owe Francis H. 
Nicolle one cent. This deponent is one of the assignees under Edward Thomson's general and last 
assignment, and knows of no property available to pay his debts but that af!signed by him to Francis 
H. Nicolle when insolvent, when his insolvency was known to Mr. Nicolle, and, as this deponent has 
declared, held by Mr. Nicolle when nothing is due to him from Mr. Thomson, who has no property, except 
the small expectancies before alluded to. • 

PETER MACKIE. 

Sworn to before me, December 2, 1825. 
RICHARD PETERS. 
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Circuit Court of the United States of America, Pennsylvania district, April session, 1826. 

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA} 
vs. 

FRANCIS H. N !COLLE. 
Charles Treichel, of Philadelphia, on his oath, declares that the sum of at least nine hundred thousand 

dollars is due from Edward Thomson to the United States of America, for duties on goods imported at 
the port of Philadelphia. 

CHARLES TREICHEL. 

Sworn to before me, December ~. 1825. RICHARD PETERS. 

Bonds taken in 1824.............................................................. $310,132 13 
Bonds taken in 1825 ........... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215, 'i 61 50 

525,893 63 

Balance on which the bonds have not been taken, excepting a few entries not yet estimated, 
and for which teas should have been in store. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 453,239 00 

No.10. 

PmLADELPHIA, JJecemher 16, 1825. 
Sm: Desirous, in an affair of such magnitude and interest as that of Edward Thomson, to keep the 

Executive constantly advised of what occurs, and particularly of my own proceedings, I submit, enclosed, 
a copy of a letter from him, this day received by me through the post office. The day and place of date 
are omitted, and the address on the outside is in a disguised writing. The whole of the inside is written 
and signed by Thomson. This rather strange communication justifies in the main my conviction that he 
would not abscond; for where can he fly to, and what punishment would be so severe as such an exile? 
Yet as, on the other hand, his conduct defies all reasoning, and his concealing himself, as he does, is at 
least a partial contradiction of my belief that he would not go off, I have thought it proper, since the 
receipt of this letter, on the best consideration I could give, to order capiases against him for some of his 
bonds unpaid. If taken for these debts, it will serve to insure bis detention for any ulterior measures 
against him. I have conferred with the marshal, and suggested, with the assistance of the clerk, every 
precaution we can think of to make certain of the arrest. But you must be aware that it will be a 
matter of chance, and that, after the attempt, if it fails, the future prospect will be more doubtful than 
ever. Still it appears to me that, concealed as he keeps himself, it is our duty to try to take him at all 
hazards. 

I remain, very respectfully, your humble servant, 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Trea,su1-y. 
C. J. INGERSOLL. 

The hearing in Mr. Nicolle's case was to have taken place this morning, but the interruption of 
Thomson's business, added to a cold so severe as to incapacitate me for such an exertion, have induced 
me to plead the latter as an excuse for adjourning the argument till next Tuesday. 

Though there is no day of date in Thomson's letter, the recurrence of to-morrow twice in it shows it 
to have been written yesterday, and the post-mark, as well as I can make it out, is the 15th. 

[Enclosure in Mr. Ingersoll's No. 10.] 

DECEMBER, 1825. 
DEAR Sm: During the two last weeks, (after dropping you a note,) I thought it most prudent to 

retire to the country to avoid arrests from various debts; and especially as my health had so much 
declined, it was necessary to change the scene of misfortune. Occasionally I bear what is going on; 
and when anything comes under my notice which I think may be beneficial to the Government, I shall 
drop you a line through the medium of the post office. I understand to-morrow the subject is again to 
come up as to the bail of F. H. Nicolle. I would recommend your having P. Mackie at the court, as you 
may wish some of his explanations. Should you·not succeed to-morrow as to your position in holding to 
bail, it may not be so important, because about $400,000, I believe, of the property shipped will be 
returned to me, so that you will then have a fair chance. It was respondentiaed to Nicolle too long 
after the ship sailed to make any change; and you may rely on my c r0peration for the benefit of the 
Government, to whom it is justly due. 

The more snug, however, we are on this point the better it will be-that is, the less he suspects, he 
will, of course, be accordingly unprepared. I have thought, since I last saw you, of your remarks as to 
their endeavors to take the ships into New York-I am confident it would be a great matter with them; 
but I have a smart young man that I have often sent to the capes, and with him there is nothing to fear. 
On this point it would be beneficial perhaps for me, in due time, to have a conversation with you; but I 
would not wish to come to the city and be put in confinement, where I would be of no service to myself 
or any others. Mr. Mackie is not fonc.l of attending court; therefore, please not mention its being at my 
suggestion, otherwise he would not be pleased. 

With great regard, 
E. THOMSON. 

C. J. INGERSOLL, .Attorney for the Uniteil States. 
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A. 

To the honorable Richard Rush, &crefary of the Treasury of the United States. 

The memorial of Benjamin W. Richards, one of the firm of Joshua and William Lippincott & Co., of 
Philadelphia, for and on behalf of the said firm. 

Your memorialist respectfully shows that, on the 5th day of May, 1825, Edward Thomson, then a 
merchant of high standing in the city of Philadelphia, by a regular article of assignment and conveyance, 
legally transferred to the said firm of J. & W. Lippincott & Co. certain teas and cassia which had been 
previously imported into the United States by the said Edward Thomson, and then remaining in store 
under the provision of the law, the duties thereon not having been paid. About the same time, and as 
part of the same transaction, the said Thomson endorsed the bills of Jading of said articles, according to 
the usual mode of passing merchandise. 

And your memorialist further shows that, on the 12th day of July, and afterwards on the 20th Sep-
- tember, the said Edward Thomson did execute and deliver to the said J. & W. Lippincott & Co. other 

assignments and conveyances of certain other teas and cassia, the bills of lading whereof were also 
endorsed by him as aforesaid. Your memorialist respectfully submits to your inspection the foregoing 
instruments of assignment and transfer, and the said bills of lading so as aforesaid endorsed. 

And your memorialist further shows that these assignments and transfers were regularly and bona 

fide made and received by the parties, respectively, in the regular course of business, for the purpose of 
securing to the said J. & W. Lippincott & Co., commission merchants and auctioneers, moneys advanced 
to the said Edward Thomson, and for no other purpose whatsoever; that the keys of the stores, in which 
the said teas and cassia were deposited agreeably to the provisions of the collection law, were trans
ferred by the said Thomson to the said firm, and held by them from that period. 

Your memorialist further shows that, by the laws and customs of merchants, such transfer and delivery 
operated to vest the title and possession of the said teas and cassia fully in the said J. & W. Lippincott 
& Co., and as completely divested the right, title, and possession of the said Thomson; that, unless 
impeached as fraudulent and collusive, which has never been suspected by them, or to the knowledge and 
belief of your momorialist by any one, the title of the said J. & W. Lippincott & Co. was as perfect and 
complete as it could be made. And your memorialist shows that the said firm became entitled to the sole 
possession and property in the said articles on the payment or securing of the duties accruing on the same 
to the Government of the United State1;1. In this persuasion and belief they did apply to the custom
house in Philadelphia for a permit for the same, having tendered and delivered a good and sufficient bond 
to secure the payment of said duties, which was deemed sufficient, and accepted in the said custom-house 
by the proper authorities. Owing to the accidental absence of the naval officer, whose signature could not 
then be procured to the permit, the granting of it was postponed, but it was promised that it should be 
allowed. In the meantime, as your memorialist has undersood and believes, the officers of the custom
house ascertained that the said Edward Thomson, or other persons, had surreptitiously removed from 
certain stores other teas and articles imported by him without paying or securing tbe duties on the same. 
Having made this discovery of a transaction in which no other person, as your memorialist believes, has 
been implicated than the said Edward Thomson and the officers of the customs themselves, and which 
could never have been effected without at least the most culpable negligence on the part of the latter, 
the permit which had been promised was refused. Your memorialist believes that this refusal was made 
upon the ground that, until the duties which said Thomson ought to have paid, or secured upon other 
articles were thus paid or secured, no goods imported by him should be admitted to entry. 

Your memorialist has not been able distinctlyto understand the ground upon which the Collector has 
proceeded in denying the permit, but so far as he has been able to ascertain them, there is no other than 
that which has been mentioned. 

Your memorialist is advised, and believes, that no proposition of law can be more clear and indis
putable than that the Government of the United States cannot claim to hold goods or articles imported 
into the country, as a security for the payment of other duties accruing on other goods imported by the 
same or any other merchant, without an express pledge of the same for that purpose; that every article, 
when imported, is liable to the specific duty imposed on it by law, and to no other duty whatever; that it 
is illegal, and a most dangerous and unprecedented _exercise of power, to withhold a permit for goods 
after the duties upon the same are paid or secured; that the possession by the United States is for the 
single purpose of securing the payment of the duties due for the identical goods themselves; and that 
the retaining that possession for any other purpose, and particularly to enforce the payment of duties on 
other goods, is equally a violation of confidence and of law; tha.t the custom-house officers cannot lawfully 
sell or dispose of those articles, or sequester the same, or in any manner obtain from them the payment 
of any duties accruing on other goods. 

Your memorialist, considering these propositions to be beyond question, cannot hesitate to pronounce 
the conduct of the Collector of Philadelphia illegal and oppressive; and he will not permit himself to doubt 
but that the Department, after ascertaining the facts, will disavow the proceeding. He respectfully 
submits that the consequences necessarily resulting from the exercise of such acts must be in the highest 
degree pernicious to the community as well as to individuals; that all confidence in the Government must 
be destroyed if custom-house officers are permitted to avail themselves of the possession and control of 
imported g·oods to effect any other purposes, or to enforce the payment of any other claims than those 
which that possession and control were designed to secure. If the officers have negligently or fraudu
lently permitted Mr. Thomson, or any other person, to carry out of their possession, and to remove 
beyond their control goods upon which the duties payable by law have not been paid or secured, it is in 
the highest degree inequitable and unjust to visit upon others who had no participation in this illegal or 
negligent conduct, and who consequently cannot be deemed in any manner responsible for it, all the 
injurious consequences resulting from it. Your memorialist submits to the Department that, if Edward 
Thomson were himself at this time the proprietor of these articles, the custom-house officers could not 
legally detain them one hour after the duties accruing on them were paid, upon any pretence whatever. 
If this he so-and it is a plain and undoubted principle of law-how devoid of even an appearance of 
foundation in law is this refusal to individuals who ha,;:-e fairly and honestly acquired the property months 
before Mr. Thomson's embarrassments were known. • 
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Your memorialist claims the interposition of the Department upon another ground. The immense 
amount of property involved, valued at a moderate rate, and considerably more than one hundred 
thousand dollars beyond the duties accruing thereon, are unexpectedly withheld from his house. To 
withdraw instantaneously such an amount of available funds from any commercial house in our country 
threatens it with embarrassment if not with inevitable ruin. The engagements made upon the credit of 
this property are becoming due; even the protraction of this unlawfu.l act must lead to consequences as 
disastrous as they are irreparable. Any relief through the instrumentality of courts of justice must 
necessarily be tedious, precarious, and, your memorialist need scarcely say, perfectly inefficient. No 
judicial relief can repair commercial credit when once shaken, or compensate for ruin that has been 
consummated. 

At present your memorialist only claims from the Department a speedy investigation of the circum
stances attending the case. The necessity for immediate relief induces the hope that the Department will 
conceive the matter of sufficient importance to send an agent to Philadelp~ia for the purpose of obtaining 
a knowledge of all the facts and thoroughly to understand the grounds upon which the Collector acts, 
or to take such other steps as may be equally efficacious and equally speedy. 

BENJAMIN W. RICH.A.RDS. 
WASHINGTON, Decemher 'l, 1825. 

.Accompanying document .A. 

W ASRINGTON, December 24, 1825. 
Sm: I received the enclosed letter this day from Mr. Richards. It covers a document from Mr. James 

Schott, which Mr. Richards wishes to add to the papers which he has already submitted to your con
sideration. In transmitting it to you, I take the liberty to remark that Mr. Schott is a merchant of high 
standing in Philadelphia, upon whose representations entire reliance may be placed. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN WURTS. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH. 

PHILADELPHIA, Decemher 8, 1825. 
On Saturday, November 19, 1825, Messrs. J. and W. Lippincott & Co. called on me to sign some bonds 

with them to the custom-house, for duties on teas imported by Edward Thomson, which I accordingly did. 
After the bonds were signed, one of the Messrs. Lippincott asked Mr. Kerns, the Deputy Collector, for a 
permit; he replied, he could not give it because the Naval Officer was not there, but said it would make 
no difference, or words to this effect. I understood him to say the permit would be given on Monday; 
and the Deputy Collector further said, "Now, Mr. Lippincott, if we had the wwh, ·we hm:e not the power, to 
deprive you of a chest of these teas." This was after the bonds were signed. • 

J.A.J."\IES SCHOTT. 

PHILADELPHIA, Decemher 22, 1825. 
DEAR Sm: I forward you Mr. James Schott's statement; it was accidentally omitted when I left here 

for Washington. 
Please have it placed among our papers, with the Comptroller. 

Yours, very respectfully, 
B. W. RICHARDS. 

Mr. WuRrs. 

B. 

CoLLECTOR's OFFICE, Philadelphia, Decemher 13, 1825. 
Sm: In answering yours of the 10th instant, accompanied by a copy of Mr. Richards' petition to the 

Secretary of the Treasury, I beg leave to submit the following statement of facts: 
On the morning of the 19th ultimo, (Saturday,) Edward Thomson's failure was first known at the 

custom-house. In the course of that morning, Mr. William Lippincott presented three several entries of 
teas, per ships William Savery, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood, requesting permission to enter 
into bonds, with surety, for the duties thereon, and to obtain permits for the delivery of those teas from 
store. The entries presented by him contained a specific quantity of teas by those several vessels, and 
an endorsement was on the back of each entry, purporting to be an assignment of the teas, as therein 
specified, from Edward Thomson (the original importer of the cargoes of those vessels) to J. and W. 
Lippincott & Co., dated November 19, 1825. Acceptance of those entries was refused on the ground that 
Thomson's failure being on that day notorious no assignments from him could be admitted; at any rate, 
some time ought to be allowed us for reflection. Mr. William Lippincott then exhibited, and for the first 
time to our knowl,edge, papers to show that an assignment of a larger portion of teas, I believe by the ship 
Benjamin Rush, had been made to them on the 12th of July last. Permission to enter and bond those 
teas was still refused. Two bonds for duties, given by Thomson, were due at bank, and returned at 
8 o'clock of that day as unpaid. On Lippincott & Co. proposing to give a check for the amount of 
Thomson's bond, then unpaid, the entries were admitted, and also one additional entry per Benjamin Rush; 
and, as Messrs. Lippincott & Co. were very pressing to give the bonds and obtain permits, they were suffered 
to sign bonds, (which bonds I had afterwards directed to be cancelled.) This was \I.one about 5 o'clock 
on the evening of Saturday, and being long after office hours, the signature of the Naval Officer could not 
be obtained, had permits been prepared; the permits were promised them for Monday following. It must 
here be observed that no suspicion of improper conduct on the 'part of Thomson was entertained, or 
suspected to exist in any degree at this time. Lippincotts & Co. can, no doubt, explain the reasons which 
induced the very pressing demands for permits on Saturday; it was stated to Mr. William Lippincott, 
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that no bonds of Thomson's would fall due until the 25th following. On comparing the entries presented 
by them, and that at a late hour on the same evening, with the balances of teas which ought to have been 
in store, and taking Thomson's written admission, produced after the bonds had been 'signed, which stated 
that those entries were intended to embrace the balance of teas belonging to him which remained 
unbonded by those ships; taking aU these circumstances into consideration, there were indications 
which induced a belief that all was not right. With the information received n<::xt day, (Sunday,) and 
the measures taken thereon, you are acquainted, as mentioned by me in my letter of the 22d ultimo to the 
Secretary of the Treasury. On Monday the permit was refused, and had it been granted on Saturday 
the delivery from store would have been refused, until the fraud, as intimated tp.e day preceding, could be 
investigated; another ground of refusal was, that I believed that when teas were deposited in store ~s a 
pledge or security to the Government, for the duties accruing thereon, and though part might be destroyed 
or unlawfully taken away, the remainder was justly answerable for the whole; in like manner I considered 
the teas in store responsible for the duties on the whole that had not been permitted, though part of them 
had been unlawfully removed. 

The assignments made by Thomson to Lippincotts & Co. were not known at the custom-house until 
on the morning of the 19th ultimo, as before stated. Had they made us acquainted with the assign
ments, at the time they were made to them, and that they held the keys of Thomson's stores, this latter 
circumstance, in particular, would have excited suspicions of Thomson's affairs, which'we did not entertain 1 
and would necessarily have led to investigations, which might have prevented, in a considerable degree, 
the loss to which the United States are now exposed. 

As respects the cassia, I did not know that any of that article remained in store, until I saw it so 
stated in the petition; they must know that a demand for cassia, or any other article than teas, was never 
made, and consequently no refusal to deliver could ever have been given; they may, however, take it for 
granted that, in the present state of things, all Thomson's property in our possession will be retained for 
the present. So totally unacquainted were we, at the custom-house, of the assignments referred to being 
in existence that '.l'homson, a few days before his failure, contended at the office that "he owed the United 
States nothing, so long as property of kis remained in charge of the custom-house officers, greater in value 
than the amount of his liability to the United States;" these assertions were not contradicted, as we 
believed he had stated what was matter of fact. Had it been known that Lippincotts & Co. had convey
ances of this property, and that they held the keys of his stores, from the date of the conveyances, as since 
stated by themselves, such expressions from Thomson would never have been made in a public office. 

I rather suppose he was aware that this circumstance was confined to a particular circle. We knew 
not that the Lippincotts had the keys until on Monday morning, 21st ultimo, when a demand was made 
from Thompson of those keys, for the purpose of examining the state of those stores; nor were we allowed 
access to the stores with the view of ascertaining the amount of teas therein for near a week after the 
first intimation of frauds, Lippincotts & Co. refusing to deliver up the keys of Thomson, which they had 
in their possession. From the latter circumstance the exclusive possession in the custom-house officers of 
all goods stored for drawback or long credit must be very obvious. 

The teas mentioned in the petition are those on account of which suit was brought against me by 
Lippincotts & Co., as stated in my letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, which you now have in your 
possession. The District Attorney was consulted, and he was of opinion that Lippincotts & Co. could not 
be allowed to enter and bond the teas in question. • 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JNO. STEELE. 

J osEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroller ef the Treasury. 

P. S . .As the claim of Lippincotts & Co. on Thomson's teas, the assignment of which was kept by 
them in mysterious silence until after his failure, I have thought it proper to lay before you extracts of 
two letters from them to me in relation to this subject. 

From theirs of the 21st November: "We have reason to believe from what we have heard· that there 
are 100 chests of teas now on board the schooner Enterprise, at Chestnut street wharf, which have been 
shipped by E. Thomson to Messrs. Smith & Nicolle and Francis H. Nicolle of New York." 

Of the 100 chests mentioned by them, only 50 were found and seized by the surveyor, and put into 
custom-house store. These appear to be a part of 400 chests which were designed to be sent, but could 
not all be taken on board the brig Waterloo, which cleared for New York on the 19th ultimo, and which, 
after a tedious passage, arrived, and 350 chests seized and put into public store as per advice from an 
officer at New York on the 11th instant. 

On the 26th ultimo, 650 or 669 chests were seized in the stores of Smith & Nicolle, l,y whom shipped 
we were not informed. In reference to those 650 or 669 chests, as also the 50 chests above mentioned, 
(the 350 chests on board the Waterloo being seized a considerable time after,) the Lippincotts addressed 
a note to me, dated 23d ultimo, of which the following are extracts: 

"We hereby offer to enter and bond the tea comprehended in the bill of lading, transferred to us, 
and were yesterday found by the custom-house officers." "Those seized at New York by your officers 
being under similar circumstances, we likewise claim the same right, and that we may be allowed to 
enter and bond them also." 

I cannot easily comprehend how Thomson had the opportunity of shipping teas claimed by them 
on his assignment, they having in their custody Thomson's keys from the period of the first assignment. 
The 650 or 669 chests of skin teas per Benjamin Rush, as stated above, the 350 chests of the same per 
Waterloo, and 50 chests per Enterprise, same kind, in all 1,050 or 1,069 chests, appear to have been 
fraudulently shipped by Thomson and consigned to Smith & Nicolle, as since informed, and which are 
now claimed by Lippincotts & Co., who have the certificates, and, as they say, were in possession of said 
certificates at the time they were thus fraudulently taken from store by 'fhomson. 

On the epithets applied in their petition to myself and other officers of the customs I forbear 
comment. 

JOHN STEELE. 
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C. 

Edward Thomson, of the city of Philadelphia, being duly affirmed, declares: That for several years 
last past he has had large transactions with Joshua and William Lippincott & Co., of this city, auctioneers. 
These transactions consisted generally of sales for him or of advances of money or notes made by them 
to him in the way of their business upon the deposit of goods or transfer of bills of lading and invoices, 
with power to sell for their reimbursement, charging a commission and interest. 

That in all these transactions the conduct of Messrs. Lippincott & Co. has been fair and bona fide, 
without any design to injure others, or t-0 aid this deponent in injuring them, and without any knowledge 
on their part of the state of his affairs. That it was in the usual course of their business, and what he 
verily believes they would have done for any other man of character and standing. And he further says, • 
that last spring, when he had a large cargo of teas just arrived, his account with Messrs. Lippincott 
& Co. was small in comparison with what it had been; he then told them he wanted no advances upon 
the teas he had arrived or were arriving, but that they might go on and sell them, and as sales were 
made hand him the notes of the purchasers. Mr. James Schott was present at this conversation. That 
they did so from that time towards the month of July, when, the sales becoming dull, he asked them for 
an advance, and they advanced him on the 12th to 19th July two hundred and forty thousand dollars, also 
from 4th to 18th August, sixty thousand dollars, (in notes,) besides other advances upon the remainder 
of the teas. And he further says, that the teas now claimed by Messrs. Lippincott & Co. are the teas 
upon which these advances were m_ade, and were transferred to them as security for those advances; and 
he expressly says, that what he now has stated is the true account of the transaction; that there was no 
reserved or secret interest for this deponent, nor no understanding whatever contrary to the appearances, 
and that Messrs. Lippincott & Co. have really and bona fide made him advances to a greater amount than 
the teas remaining will pay. 

And he further says that Messrs. Lippincott & Co. had no knowledge whatever of teas being 
improperly obtained from the custom-house, nor any participation in obtaining them, nor any benefit from 
their being obtained. On the contrary, he is well satisfied, and in justice to them thinks it right to state 
that they were entirely ignorant that anything wrong was done, and could have had no suspicion of it. 
When they made sales the greatest publicity was given to them, and one paper in Philadelphia at least 
gave the number of packages sold at each sale. 

EDWARD THOMSON. 

Duly affirmed and subscribed the 31st December, 1825, before me. 
RICHARD RENSHAW, 

Justice of Peace, County of PhiJ.adelphia. 

I, Peter Lohra, of Philadelphia, notary public, by lawful authority duly commissioned and sworn, 
do hereby certify and declare unto all whom it doth or may concern, that Richard Renshaw, esq., before 
whom the annexed affidavit has been taken and subscribed by Edward Thomson, therein named, is a 
justice of the peace in and for the county of Philadelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, duly commis
sioned and qualified, and by law authorized to administer oaths or affirmations, and that the name or 
signature "Richard Renshaw," subscribed to the jurat at the foot of the said affidavit, is of the proper 
handwriting of the said Richard Renshaw, and is entitled to full faith and credit accordingly in courts of 
justice and elsewhere. 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my notarial seal, the thirty-first day 
of December, 1825. 

PETER LOHRA, N. P. 

DR. 

1825. 

July 12 
13 
15 
111 
30 

Aug. 4 
9 

11 
18 

Sept. 23 
Oct. 11 
Nov. 8 

12 
17 

[ENCLOSURE IN DOCUMENT C.] 

Mr. Edward Thomson in account with Joshua and William Lippincott & Co. 

To balance • • • • • • • • • • . • •• .• . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • • $65,134 81 
Notes .••••••••••.•••.•••.••••••••. •••••• ••• • 100,000 00 

Do•••• •••••• •••••••• •••••• •••••••••• •••• •••• 40,000 00 
Do •••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••. 60,000 00 
Do • . • • • • • . • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 40, 000 00 
Do.... •• •••• •• .•• • •••••• ••• ••• •• .. •• •••• •••• 14,465 00 
Do•••• •••••• •••••••••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••••• 20,000 00 
Do • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • 24, 900 00 
Do • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 20,000 00 
Do • . • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • . . • • • • • • • • 20, 000 00 

To commisssions on notes advanced •••••• •••••• 7,678 28 
Note•····...................................... 38,127 99 

Do.... •• .•• . •••• •. ••• . • . .• •• .••.•• ••. •• . . • • • 37,623 70 
Do . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . • • • • • 20, 039 90 
Do...... •• •• • • . . . . . . .•.••• ••••.• •• •• •• •••••• 15,227 73 
Do • . . . • • . • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 33,909 31 

To sundry deductions.......................... 1,173 00 
1------H 

558,279 72 

To balance . • •• .• .•• • •••. •. . . •••••• •••• •••• •••• 205,879 76 

1825. 
By sundry notes ••••••••••••.•••••••••..••••••• 

Aug. 4 Sales .••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••.••••••••• 
Sept. 1 Do •• , ..................................... . 

By sundry notes .•••••••••.•.•..•.••••••••••••. 
23 By cash, his checks, September 27, 28, 29, 30 •••. 

Oct. 11 Do •••••••••••• do ..•.••.•.••. do ••.•.•.••••••. 
Do •••••••••••. do •••••••••••• do ••••••••••.••• 

12 Do .••.•••••••• do •••.•••••..• do •••••••..•••.• 
By note September 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 

Nov. 8 By cash ..................................... . 
By note ••••..•••.•••••••••.••••.••••...••••••. 

12 By cash ••••••••••.•••••••••••.•..••••••••••••. 
By sundry notes ••••••.•..••••••..•••••.••••... 

Do ••••••••••.•••.••.•..••••••••••••••••••. 

[The notes here are of sundry purchasers of teas.) 

Balance ••••••••••••••• •••••••··••·········•··· 

[The notes on DR. side mean our own notes.] 

CR. 

$67,817 03 
96,766 39 
;11,510 49 
25,720 23 
38,100 00 
25,500 00 
10,000 00 
2,100 00 
1,670 86 

20,000 00 
775 15 

10,000 00 
21,258 48 
1,021 33 

205,8i9 76 

558,279 72 

I certify that th; above account of Edward Thomson with J. & ,v. Lippincott & Co., also the balance of $"'.!05,879 76 due J. & w. Lippincott & Co., 
is correct, according to their books, which have been principally kept by myself. That [ am well acquainted with the transactions between Edwa~d 
Thomson andJ. & W. Lippincott & Co.; and Umt Urn charges of notes, &c., and credits, arc bona fide transaction•; and that the notes, &c., therein 
charged, were given to Edward Thomson on account of teas, &c. 

JOS. BISPHAM, JR. 
PmLADELPmA, December 31, 1825. 
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D. 

JANUARY, 1826. 
Sm: Upon reflection, as the affidavits of the two Mr. Mackies and the letters of Messrs. Binney & 

Sergeant are explanatory of the report of General Steele, I enclose them to you, in or~er that they may 
be transmitted with the report if you should deem it proper. • They were, indeed, mtended to afford 
information to the Department on the subject in question, and should have been left this morning had I 
not have supposed it was then too late. The transmission of them with the report, while we shall consi_der 
it just, will confer a favor on the house which I represent here. 

With great respect, your obedient servant, 
B. W. RICHARDS. 

Hon. RICILUU> RusH. 

E. 
PHILADELPHIA, January 2, 1826. 

GENTLEMEN: Having understood that a notice given by you to the custom-house in Philadelphia, in 
regard to certain teas on board the schooner Enterprise, has been considered as implicating you in some 
connexion with their improper removal from the public store, I state, with great pleasure, my knowledge 
of the circumstances relating to that notice. 

On the morning of the 19th November last Mr. W. Lippincott, on your behalf, applied to me for 
counsel in relation to certain teas whic_h E. Thomson had shipped or was shipping to Smith & Nicolle, or 
Francis H. Nicolle, at New York. The statement made to me was that Mr. Thomson had some days 
before received your consent to his sending two chops of teas out of a larger parcel assigned to you as 
security for advances to Smith & Nicolle, under the condition that they should give you their notes for 
the teas at a certain rate per pound; and that you had given him the key of the store that he might 
obtain a delivery from the custom-house; that, in the course of the morning, you had ascertained that a 
larger quantity had been sent, or was in a course of transmission, than you had intended to comprehend 
under the description of two chops; that some you believed had already been shipped to New York, others 
were then on board one or two coasters in the Delaware; and that the sheriff had levied on them an 
execution at the suit of Smith & Nicolle, or Francis H. Nicolle, or both. 

Upon this statement I gave the advice which I deemed expedient. 
On the succeeding morning, Sunday, I saw Mr. W. Lippincott and Mr. Richards, who informed me 

that it was the intention of the latter to proceed immediately to New York in pursuit of that part of the 
teas which had sailed; and that, by the statement they had received, there were 100 chests on board the 
schooner Enterprise at the wharf, and not expected to sail before the middle of the week. I gave no 
advice at that time in regard to the course to be pursued with these 100 chests; but I am entirely 
satisfied that neither in this nor in the previous interview was any circumstance stated that could justify 
a suspicion that these teas had been remove.d from the custom-house stores without bonding and the 
official permit. 

On the following Monday or Tuesday I was informed by Mr. W. Lippincott that a search-warrant 
had been issued by an alderman of the city to search the stores of Messrs. J. & W. Lippincott & Co. for 
teas al,leged to have been fraudulently removed from the custom-house; and that, although the officer to 
whom it was delivered had shown some reluctance to execute it, he had finally, by the invitation of Mr. 
Lippincott, examined the stores. 

At a consultation to which this event gave rise Mr. Sergeant was present, and it was the suggestion 
of Mr. Lippincott himself that possibly the teas in the Enterprise were in the predicament stated or 
referred to in the warrant, and he asked our advice upon the course which that circumstance called upon 
you to pursue. Mr. Sergeant and myself unhesitatingly advised that you should communicate to General 
Steele the information you had received of the 100 chests in the Enterprise, leaving the custom-house to 
take the course it thought proper. The existence of the search-warrant, and the examination of your 
stores, independent of all other considerations, made it expedient to state the fact, whatever might be the 

. inference drawn from it, and we expressly alluded to that inference, which I find has been drawn, but the 
danger of which did not, in our opinion, make the course we advised any the less expedient. 

If this statement can be of any service to you in removing that which I believe to be an entirely 
unfounded suspicion it will g·ive great satisfaction to yours, very respectfully, 

H. BINNEY. 
Messrs. J. & W. LIPPrncon & Co. 

F. 
SouTH FoURTH STREET, Januai·y 3, 1826. 

DEAR Sms: I have read with attention Mr. Binney's letter of this date addressed to you. My personal 
acquaintance with the matters which are the subject of it began with the consultation mentioned by Mr. 
Binney. In the history of that consultation, and of the notice to the custom-house which grew out of it, 
my recollection agrees precisely with his. I remember distinctly the first suggestion by Mr. Lippincott 
that the 100 chests of teas might possibly have been taken from the stores without a permit, and that it 
was suggested merely as a possibility and not as a fact. We considered carefully what was right to be 
done, having regard not only to the interests, but also to the character of your house, and we came to the 
conclusion that it was proper to give the notice. It was given accordingly under our advice, cautiously 
abstaining from an averment of the fact that the teas had been so taken, because you did not know the 
fact and were unwilling to assert it, or to be in any manner responsible for the consequences of the 
communication. I should regret extremely that what we thus advised from the best motives should be 
misconstrued to your prejudice. 

Very truly yours, JOHN SERGEANT. 
Messrs. J osHU.A. & WILLIAM L1PPINC01T & Co. 
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G. 

Personally appeared before me Peter Mackie, of the city of Philadelphia, who, being duly sworn, declares 
and says, that he has been in the employ of Edward Thomson, as principal clerk, for upwards of ten years; 
that he has been intimately acquainted with most of his concerns, and knows-that teas have been taken 
by him from store without being regularly bonded, but that this deponent has ever refused to be con
cerned in these transactions. 

That Joshua and William Lippincott & Co., each and all of them, were, as far as he knows and verily 
believes, entirely ignorant of the fact that any teas whatsoever imported by the said Edward Thomson 
were taken from the custom-house stores, or any other stores under the custom-house locks, without having 
the duties secured thereon according to law. .And from his having settled and adjusted all accounts that 
have existed between the said parties for many years past, he knows, and verily believes, that all the 
transactions of said J. and W. Lippincott & Co. with Edward Thomson have been fair and bona fide, and 
have been conducted, on their part, in the most honorable and upright manner. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 5, 1826. 
PETER MACKI]!]. 

Sworn and subscribed, the 5th January, 1826, before me, 
.AB'M. SHOEMAKER, .Alderman. 

H. 

Personally appeared before me Charles Mackie, of the city of Philadelphia, who, being duly affirmed, 
doth declare and say, that he has been in the employ of Edward Thomson, of the said city, merchant, for 
four years and upwards, and has been intimately acquainted with most of his concerns, and knows that 
teas have been removed from stores by the said E. Thomson without being regularly bonded. And he 
does verily believe, and is perfectly confident, that Joshua and William Lippincott & Co., each and all of 
them, were entirely ignorant of the fact that any teas whatever imported by Edward Thomson were 
taken from the custom-house stores, or any other stores, without having the duties secured thereon accord
ing to law. And he does further know, and verily believes, that all the transactions of said J. and W. 
Lippincott & Co. with Edward Thomson have been fair and bona fide, and conducted, on their part, in 
the most'honorable and upright manner. 

CHARLES MACKIE. 
PHILADELPHIA, January 5, 1826. 

Affirmed and subscribed before me, 
.AB'M. SHOEMAKER, .Alderman. 

WASHINGTON, January 30, 1826. 
Sm: I have the honor herewith to present a report of my proceedings, under the instructions of the 

Executive of the United States, respecting the recent transactions of the custom-house at Philadelphia, 
growing out of the failure of Edward Thomson, as well as respecting the general administration of that 
Department. 

I am, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
SAMUEL H. SMITH. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

[For the report see ante page 375.] 

No. 1. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 21, 1826. 
Sm: _Enclosed I send you my letter, in substitution of that which you received under date of the 11th 

instant. An apology is necessary for its being so long delayed; not being able to get out, I have waited 
the convenience of the alderman, who came to my house to administer the oath you required. 

I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
JOlli"f STEELE. 

Hon. S. H. SllTH, Esq. 

COLLECTOR'S OFFICE, Phuadelph'ia, January 11, 1826. 
Sm: Agreeably to your request, I submit the following statement relative to Mr. E. Thomson's 

failure-the unlawful removal of teas from bis stores, together with such circumstances as appeared in 
any measure connected with the subject that have come within my knowledge. 

The failure of Mr. Thomson was announced on Saturday, the 19th of November last. On the same day 
Messrs. Lippincott applied at the custom-house for permission to enter and receive from store certain 
teas, mentioned in several entries, endorsed with E. Thomson's assignment to them, bearing date the day 
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of his failure; this circumstance appearing to present a legal objection, requiring some time for reflection, 
their demand was not then complied with. No suspicion being entertained of·any thing amiss in Thom
son's stores, the main ground of objection to the delivery of the teas claimed by Messrs. Lippincott & Co. 
was, that bonds of E. Thomson's being that day due and unsatisfied, they could ·not be permitted to enter 
the goods without paying a cash duty; whilst they insisted-on being allowed the usual credit, in•conse
quence of having assignments- given by E. Thomson previously to his insolvency, which were then for 
the first time exhibited. Thomson's bonds being returned from bank, the Lippincotts proposed giving 
their check for the amount, and were permitted, in the evening, to sign bon.ds for the entries presented 
by them in the morning. • . 

After these transactions, a suggestion by Mr. Thompson that his assignments to Messrs. Lippincott 
& Co. were intended to include the balance of his teas in store, a slight examination of the documents· in 
the office, showing that there should be a much greater quantity, excited strong suspicion that something 
was materially wrong; but the information derived th~ next day (20th) from C. Mackie, a young man in 
Thomson's employ, that ~ large quantity of teas had been taken from store without permit, and trans
mitted to New York anuBoston, removed all doubt on the subject. The Deputy Collector was instructed 
on Monday morning to have the bonds given by Messrs. Lippincott & Co. cancelled, and return their 
check, when, after consulting the District Attorney, a refusal to deliver the goods claimed by them 
became absolute, in consequence of which suit was instituted against me. • 

With the view of ascertaining the amount of teas unlawfully removed, application was made to Mr. 
Thomson on Monday (21st) for the keys of his stores, which he had previously promised to furnish, when 
we were informed that they were in the hands of Messrs. Lippincott & Co., and were withheld by them 
till near the last of the week, before we were permitted to take an inventory of the teas remaining in 
store, without which we had no means of ascertaining the actual .amount of those unlawfully taken away. 
The measures taken for the recovery of those teas it may not be of importance to mention. The whole 
number of chests seized at New York, Boston, and Baltimore, and at this place, amount to 6,196 . 

. The surveyor was requested to have examinations made of the other stores in the city wherein 
spirits, wines, and teas were deposited in charge ff. the customs, who reported them in safe condition. · 

For information respecting the delivery td the importer of the cei:tificates, directed by the 41st 
section of the collection law;· to accompany spirits, wines, and teas, an<l also the manner of storing these 
articles, and delivering the same from store, I give the following extracts from my correspondence with 
the surveyor on these subjects. 

Collector's letter: "'rhe particular point of inquiry was in reference to those articles which have 
been put into store; whether such certificate applicable to those goods in store have been given by you 
to the proprietor, importer, or consignee, before such goods have been delivered from store to the proper 
person, on permit granted by the Collector and Na val Officer for that purpose." • 

Surveyor's letter: "They (the certificates) were always delivered to the persons authorized- to. 
receive the same, as soon after the landing of the cargo as they could be prepared, whether in store 
or not." 

Collector's ·1etter: "What has been the usual course pursued by the officers of the customs in storing 
spirits, wines, and teas, as also in delivering the same. from store ?" 

2d. "Do you know of any course pursued in the premises other than that prescribed by law, or 
any indulgence granted which the law does not authorize; and if such has been the case, say by whom?" 

Answer by surveyor : "The usual course has been, that when the vessel is discharging, the spirits, 
wines, and teas have been taken from the wharf to the stores of the merchants, and when all have been 
delivered from the vessel, some days have been allowed by the inspectors to the merchants to assort the 
different chops of teas, and store properly the spirits and wines. In delivering the same from store, the 
inspectors have unlocked their stores and superintended the delivery; but in some cases, when very 
busily employed, the inspectors have intrusted the keys to the merchants, it being deemed necessary for 
the furtherance of business, which otherwise would have caused ruinous and unnecessary delays to the 
merchants. This has always been the practice and custom allowed by the different surveyors, and, in 
storing, it would be impossible to do otherwise, unless the inspectors were to follow the loads of every 
dray, when, in many instances, twenty or more stores have be~n taken to receive the goods in various 
parts of the city." 

"The co~rse pursued in the premises, in allowing the merchants possession of the keys, was not 
according to law, but as described in answer first. Indulgence was specially granted, in one instance, 
by me to Messrs. Smiths for removing the locks, for the purpose of sooner making sales, and arranging 
them for the inspection of the purchasers, and was without any loss to the Government. This was two 
years, or more, past." 

Any more particular information, which you may deem requisite on these points, you will, no doubt, 
receive from the surveyor and inspectors. 

The information which we received respecting the removal of teas that were not put into store from 
the pavement at the store door, where they were laid down by the porters as they brought them from the 
vessels; the means employed by Mr. Thomson to procure the keys from the officer when otherwise so 
engaged as not to be 3:.ble to attend at the stores, and the use made of those keys in opening the custom
house locks on other stores than that in which the teas mentioned in the permit were deposited, has been 
derived from Charles Mackie, before mentioned, who might be able to give some further light on the 
subject. Should you wish to examine him the Deputy Collector will endeavor to procure his attendance 
on you when you may require it. The amount of teas taken without permit, and transmitted to New 
York, Boston, and Baltimore, we had from Mr. Thomson's statements, subscribed with his own hand. 

If I have fallen short, in the brief narrative I have given, of affording you the view of the subject 
you desire, anything further within my knowledge, or that of the Deputy Collector, will promptly be 
furnished. I enclose a list of the inspectors, &c., &c., employed at this port in the collection of the 
revenue. 

• I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient 'servant, 

SA)IUEL H. Smrn, Esq. 
JOHN STEELE, Collect01·. 

Personally appeared before me, one of the aldermen of the city of Philadelphia, John Steele, Collector 
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of this district, who, being duly sworn according to law, doth depose and saY., that the foregoing state
ment of facts is true to the best of his knowledge and be.lief. 

JOHN STEELE. 
Sworn and subscribed before me, the 21st day of January, 1826. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

Inspectoi·s.-Charles Anderson, Benjamin Ashmead, John Brown, John Boyd, Thomas Cash; William 
Dalzell, James R. Dickson, John Davis, John W. Durant, J. H. Fisler, Andrew Geyer, Chambers Gaw, 
William P. Gaw, Robert Hopkins, Henry Huber, Andrew Jackson, John Reed, Joseph Robinson, John P. 
Schott, Rowland Smith, Jacob Zebley; David Rose, at Lazaretto; Frederick Shull, Marcus' Hook; Job 
Whipple, master of the barge; four boatmen. . 

John Steele, jr., weigher; Samuel Ross, George Dannacker, Robert A. Patten, deputy weighers; 
Joseph Abbott, John Scott, James B. Scott, Samuel L. Palmer, measurers; Robert Milnor, gauger; Charles 
S. Jackson, deputy inspector and marker . 

. Collectors Offi,ce.-John Kern, deputy collector; Richard L. Howell, TMmas F. Valette, Robert 
Steele, Charles G. Treichel, Charles Treichel, ·David Gibson, John C. Pechin, Thomas Latimer, Thomas 
Ashmead, Abraham Martin, Richard George, Julien Henry, clerks; Thomas Stewart, Samuel Ross, public 
appraisers; William Jones, naval officer; John D. George, deputy naval officer; Robert Heysham, 
clerk; James Glentworth, surveyor; James Glentworth, jr., deputy surveyor. 

No. 2. 

Cusrmr-HousE, NAVAL OFFICE, Philadelphia, January 11, 1826. 
SIR: Agreeably to your intimation, I proceed· to narrate the facts and circumstances which have come 

to my knowledge touching the fraudulent removal of sundry large parcels of teas, by Edward Thomson, 
from the storehouses in which they had been deposited, in conformity to the sixty-second section of the 
act of Congress of March 2, 1'199; and, as the duties of the Naval Officer have no connexion with, or 
agency in, the transactions of any o!her than the office of the Collector, the information I possess is 
derived from that source alone. 

It appears that, on Saturday, the 19th of November last, Messrs. Joshua & Wil1iam Lippincott & 
Co. presented to the Deputy Collector four several entries of teas, including, in the aggregate, 3,45'l 
packages in store, as aforesaid, transferred to them by the said Edward Thomson, whose failure having 
just then been announced, and two of his bonds, due that day, being unpaid, the Deputy Collector refused 
to receive the entries. But in the evening of that day, after office hours, they again presented their 
entries, and agreed to pay the two bonds which lay over; upon which condition they were permitted to 
bond the duties, and were promised a permit to remove the said teas from store on the Monday following, 
in office hours. 

In the meantime, however, the Collector received information from an authentic source that large 
parcels of teas had from time to time been illicitly removed from the stores by Edward Thomson, and 
shipped to New York, Boston, and Baltimore; in consequence of which, when Messrs. Lippincott applied 
for the permit it was refused and the bonds which they had executed were cancelled. 

The Collector had promptly despatched on the day preceding two confidential officers to New York, 
with instructions to seize the said teas wherever they could be found; in which they in part succeeded, 
and to a considerable extent. He had also written to the Collector of Boston, with information which 
enabled that officer to seize a considerable quantity there; and in like manner to the Collector of 
Baltimore, where a partial seizure was also made. 

Measures were also immediately taken by the Collector to ascertain the actual extent of the fraud, 
by a strict examination of the stores; the completion of which was, however, retarded by the refusal of 
Messrs. Lippincott to permit the officers to enter the stores, of which they held the keys under the 
transfer made to them by 'l'homson. 

The Collector and his deputy have conferred with me freely on the measures which have been 
pursued to elicit the necessary information, and repair the injury as far as may be practicable, and they 
have appeared to me as judicious and efficient as could have been devised. 

Of the means employed to effect the fraudulent removal of the teas I have no· knowledge. The 
artifices which appear to have been employed by the perpetrator to elude the inspection evince an 
indifference in the choice of means; and various means have, in all probability, been employed to effect 
the end. No doubt the occasional possession of the public keys, as admitted by some of the officers of 
inspection, whom, it appears, have been induced from time to time, by the pressure of the duties of 
inspection on the wharves when many vessels were discharging at the same time, to yield to the 
importunity of individuals who held permits to remove goods from the storehouses, may have enabled 
him, in part, to effect his object. 

The root of the evil appears to me to be in the warehousing system as now by law established. The 
numerous arrivals nearly at the same time, particularly of large cargoes from China, perhaps to thirty or 
forty different consignees, scattered over the surface of this large city, each desirous to store his goods 
contiguous to his seat of business, together with the rapid transportation of all these in every direction 
at the same time, creates such a diversity of calls upon the officers of inspection as must at such times 
render it extremely difficult, if not impracticable, to answ:er to those calls and at the same time to inspect 
the landing of the cargoes. Add to this, the wines and liquors thus stored require frequent examination 
and coopering, during which time the presence of an inspector is required. . • 

These difficulties have, no doubt, led to the irregular practice of occasionally confiding the public 
key to the importers for the purpose of removing permitted goods, or of examining and coopering wines 
and liquors. Another evil in the system is that, although the importer may at pleasure require the 
presence of an officer, he may refuse to permit an officer to enter his store when the public interest alone 
may require it. 

Were the storehouses exclusively those of the United States, and concentrated, as in that case they 
would be, the inspection could be conducted with convenience, regularity and security, and the Govern-
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ment would be remunerated for the cost by a moderate charge for storage, and effectually protected from 
the perpetration of similar frauds. 

I remain, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 

S..umEL H. SMITH, Esq. 
W. JONES, Naval OfficfJT. 

I, William Jones, Naval Officer·of the district of Philadelphia, do solemnly affirm that the facts stated 
in the foregoing representation are just and true to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

W. JONES. 

Affirmed before me this 19th day of January, ,1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 3. 

Su&VEYOR's OFFICE, District of Philadelphia, January 12, 1826. 
Sm: Agreeably to your request I submit the following statement: The course pursued in storing 

spirits, wines, and teas, have been as follows: When the vessels are discharging the spirits, wines, and 
teas are taken from the wharves to the stores of the merchants, and when all have been delivered from the 
vessel time has been allowed by the inspectors ·to the merchants to assort the different chops of teas and the 
different packages and qualities and to stow properly the spirits and wines. In delivering the same from 
store the inspectors have unlocked the stores and superintended the delivery; but in some cases, when very 
busily employed, the inspectors have intrusted the keys to the merchants, it being deemed necessary for the 
furtherance of business which would have caused vexatious and unnecessary delays to the merchants and 
would result in the loss of a sale of their spirits, wines, and teas; this has always been the practice and 
custom allowed by the different surveyors; in short, it would be impossible to do otherwise with the very 
limited number of inspectors, and unless they followed every load to insure their being safely deposited in 
the stores. In many instances twenty or more stores are taken by the different merchants for one vessel, 
and their porters hauling to all of them at the same time in various parts of the city. In the month of 
April last there were six Canton vessels with teas, sixteen vessels with spirits and wines, and twenty-eight 
other vessels from foreign ports; the number of inspectors at that time was twenty-five, (one has since 
died,) disposed of in the following manner: one at Marcus Hook, one at the Lazaretto, one in charge of 
the revenue barge, two in the public stores at the custom-house, three attending coasting vessels, leaving 
seventeen to attend to the delivery of cargoes from foreign ports, re-shipping goods for drawback, storing 
and delivering spirits, wines, and teas from store. It frequently happens that, while teas are discharging 
from the vessel, permits are received by the inspector to deliver part of the same which have been landed; 
and in this way Mr. Thomson hauled more away than were actually entered and bonded. After teas 
have been put in store it is impossible to count them, and must frequently take for granted that all is 
correct. After the stores are locked up the inspector has one lock and key, the merchants another; and 
should the inspector wish to visit the stores he cannot, without obtaining the consent of the merchant 
who holds the other key, so that the inspector bas no opportunity of frequently examining the stores for 
the purpose of seeing whether any frauds have been committed. As respects the fraud committed by E. 
Thomson, I will observe that the key of one store would unlock several others, and when in possession 
of the key he had easy access to the other stores. The frequent calls on the inspectors to attend at stores 
containing spirits, wines, and teas, for the purpose of showing samples, coopering, &c., through the 
various and detached parts of the city, cannot be attended to properly, unless the warehousing system is 
placed on a different principle from the present. There are now seventy-one stores in charge of the 
inspectors, and in the spring they will far exceed one hundred. The William Savery entered on the 28th 
of February, 1824; also, on the 28th of February, 1825; and the dates and marks being similar, it afforded 
greater facilities to Mr. Thomson for furthering his designs in defrauding the revenue; the former cargo 
being entered out of store; the latter discharging; and, instead of going into store, a great number were 
taken direct from the vessel and shipped to New York, as has been discovered since Mr. Thomson's failure. 

With great respect, your most obedient servant, 

SAMUEL H. SMITH, Esq., Philadelphia. 
J. GLENTWORTH, Surveyor and IM_pector of the Revenue. 

N. B. Should any further information be required it will be promptly given. 

No. 4. 

Interrogatories to John Steele, Esq., Collector of the port of Philadelphia. 

Question 1. Were all the provisions of law faithfully complied with in regard to the importations in 
the ships William Savery, Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood, which 
arrived in the year 1825, so far as the same embraced a part of your duty directly or so far as they 
involved a superintendence by you over others? 

Answer. 'rhe provisio_ns of the law, as far as it relates to the duties of my office, have, I believe, been 
faithfully complied with in regard to the importations in the ships William Savery, Addison, W oodrop 
Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood, which arrived in the year 1825. 

Question 2. Have any, and to what extent, permits been granted for the withdrawal from the stores 
of the teas of Edward Thomson, without the duties being previously' legally secured? It is presumed 
not; but the question is put to supersede all doubt. ~ 

Answer. No such permit has been granted. 
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Question 3. State the amounts of the several bonds, with the sureties in each, given by Edward 
Thomson, which, whether due or not, remain unpaid, and whether the sureties were, at the time the bonds 
were given, in good credit, and considered as competent to pay them? 

.Answer. The several bonds, with the sureties, given by Edward Thomson, as mentioned in the inter
rogatory, cannot conveniently be stated in my answer, but an abstract of the whole shall be furnished. 
The sureties at the time the bonds were given were deemed in good credit, the sureties to some of 
them considered competent to pay them, but the sureties to others of his bonds were not considered as 
competent to pay them, in the event of the entire insolvency of the 'principal, and which, I believe, ' 
sureties will seldom be found to be in large transactions, unless where merchants of good standing, 
doing an equal business, become sureties for one another. In forming an opinion of the sufficiency of 
security to the United States, it may, perhaps, have happened in too many instances that the sureties 
and principal were not viewed distinctly, but jointly, in making the estimate; whatever blame may 
attach to me in this particular, yet candor will not permit me to withhold the concession. To obtain 
sureties in cases of large amount competent to pay the same, I think, will seldom be found practicable; 
I have, nevertheless, in respect to all Mr. Thomson's bonds, hitherto believed the interest of the United 
States to be perfectly secure; this was induced by the extent of Mr. Thomson's business, which indicated 
extensive capital or credit, (I supposed the former,) as I apprehend that in the last ten years he has paid 
more revenue to the United States than any other importer, and with a punctuality that could not be 
exceeded-his bonds, however large the amount, being always paid at bank on the day they became due . 

. The payments made here, besides the considerable amount paid at New York, where he imported several 
valuable cargoes within the period mentioned, I imagined could not be accomplished without a substantial 
capital. I was not alone in this opinion. 

Question 4. Have there been any r~cent instances, and particularly in reference to the bonds given 
previously by Edward Thomson, of persons signing them as sureties, and out of office hours? State the 
instances, if any, including the dates of the bonds, the principals and previous sureties, the amo)lnts, the 
sureties recently added, and whether by power of attorney, and, in that case, stating the attorney, with 
the times when the names of the recent sureties were added . 

.Answe1·. By information from the Deputy Collector, some of E. Thomson's bonds, which, through over
sight, were incomplete at the time they were given, had a surety, by his attorney, added on the evening 
of the 19th of November past. The dates of the bonds, &c., &c., &c., will be particularly noted in the 
abstract promised in my answer to the third interrogatory. • 

Question 5. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 
the custom-house and Edward 'l'homson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other 
facts, indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely 
the extent of your knowledge. • 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of, or cause to suspect the existence of any collusion between any of 
the officers of the custom-house and E. Thomson, or any other person. 

Question 6. .A.re the books required by the 53d section of the collection law to be kept by the 
inspectors duly transmitted to you by the surveyor, and do they appear to be faithfully kept? 

.Answer. The books kept by the inspectors, as directed by the 53d section of the collection law, have 
not been transmitted to me by the surveyor, nor required so to be, unless when reference thereto occa
sionally rendered it necessary. The surveyor's return to my office of the discharge of the cargo of each 
vessel exhibit, substantially, everything noted in those books. 

Question 'l. Are the permits for unlading goods from vessels, or taking them from the stores in which 
they are deposited, invariably signed by you and countersigned by the naval offic~r, and is this always 
done after they are filled up? 

.Answer. Permits for the delivery of goods from vessels or from store are invariably signed by the 
Collector and naval officer, or their deputies, but in no instance till after they are filled up. 

Question 8. Have all the officers and persons appointed pursuant to the act of March 2, 1799, taken 
the oath or affirmation required by the 20th section thereof? 

.Ansu:e1·. All the officers appointed since I have been Collector have taken the oath or affirmation 
required by the 20th section of the act of March 2, 1199. I presume the same was done in the time of 
my predecessors. 

Question 9. Are the official papers of the respective offices in the custom-house properly arranged 
and carefully preserved, and the books and records brought up to the present time? 

.Answer. The official papers of the custom-house are, in my judgment, properly arranged and carefully 
preserved, and the books and records brought up to the present time as far as practicable; would be 
pleased if Mr. Smith wouid examine, for his own satisfaction, as far as his leisure will permit. 

Question IO. How are the certificates directed to be given by the 41st section of the coIIection law 
issued, and in what way are they accounted for? 

.Answer. The certificates directed by the 41st •section of the collection law are prepared by the 
surveyor, are signed and sealed in my office, and returned t-0 the surveyor, who can explain the manner 
they are issued. We have no further concern with those certificates but for the identification of goods 
to which they apply when entered and inspected for exportation, after which they are brought to my 
office and cancelled. 

Question I I. What has been the usage as to the delivery of certificates to the owners of goods, and 
l1as that usage been invariable? 

.Answer. Of this I have no knowledge, except as informed by the surveyor, which information is 
particularly mentioned in my communication to you of the 11th instant. 

Question 12. Have you ever given the surveyor any instructions respecting the delivery of certificates, 
and what are they? 

.Answer. I do not recollect that I have. 
Question 13. Is a weekly report made to you by the surveyor of the names of such inspectors, 

weighers, measurers, and gaugers as may be absent from or neglect to do their duty? 
.Answer. Such report has not been made to me by the surveyor, whence I always inferred that there 

was no absence from or neglect of duty to be reported. 
Question 14. Have you any knowledge of the usage in storing spirits, wines, and teas deposited 

under a general bond given by the owner, without surety; of the mode of securing the stores and of taking 
goods from them, and whether the usage has been recently in any way changed? If s2, state it. 

VOL. V--52 B 
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Answer. I have no other knowledge than by information, as stated in my answer to the 11th inter-
rogatory. • • 

Question 15. How long have you been in office ? 
Answer. I have been in office since the 28th of August, 1808. 
Question 16. Have you in any cases granted any indulgence which the law does not sanction? If 

so, state it, and the grounds on which it was granted. · • 
Answer. Though I have endeavored to ·afford the merchants every facility and accommodation in 

transacting their business in the custom-house as far aE! consistent with my duty, I do not recollect to 
have granted any indulgence that the law does not sanction. 

Question 1 'r. Is it within your knowledge that any frl).uds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or flagrant neglects, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any frauds, collusions, &c., &c., &c., practiced by any officer or 
person connected with the custom-house, or of any neglect or omission of duty but that referred to in my 
answer to the 11th interrogatory. . 

Question 18. What has been the usage at the custom-house in respect to assignments of goods depos
ited in stores ? Do you know of any instances in which any other person than the original owner has 
been permitted to enter them out of the stor~s on paying or securing the duties? If so, state them, with 
the nature of the assignment, and whether it embraced the whole goods of the original owner in store, or 
only a part of them. 

Answer. There has· not, within my recollection, been an assignment, made of goods in store, except 
• those by Mr. Thomson to Messrs. Lippincott & Co. Goods have always been entered by the owner, or, as 
the case may be, by such other person as the_36th section of the collection law authorizes to make entry 
thereof. The goods of insolvents have been delivered to their assignees, as they would 4ave been to the 
original owner had he not become insolvent. 

Question 19. It is represented that from a period commencing with the last spring, and continuing 
until the close of autumn, Mr. Thomson was in the habit of selling here, at public auctions, boxes· or parcels 
of the very teas which he fraudulently withdrew from store, or which had not been, as they should have 
been, stored, which sales were matter of common notoriety, advertisements and other notices of them 
constantly appearing in the newspapers. Are such facts? If so, through what causes did it happen that 
the officers of the customs were not excited into wakefulness by these publications? Do you know, or can 
you learn, and if so, state, whether these advertisements carried on their face any evidence of the teas 
offered for sale being those of Mr. Thomson's, so fraudulently removed? 

Answer. The advertisements of auctioneers, as far as I have noticed, do not give the names of the 
owners of teas or other goods offered for sale; but had the name of Mr. Thomson or any other importer of 
teas been particularly mentioned, it would not have excited attention, unless there was some previous 
ground of suspicion of fraud, which was not entertained of Mr. Thomson until he became insolvent; beside, 
it is not to be inferred that teas advertised for sale by auctioneers are in their store or custody, as the 
article, I understand, is generally sold in any considerable quantity by samples, whilst the goods are yet 
in the store where deposited. If sale is made, they are entered and bonded by the importer, and permit 
given for their delivery from store. If sale is not made, they remain in store as before. The importers of 
teas can give you more particular and satisfactory information on this subject. . 

Question 20. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed, or generally respecting 
the administration of the cmitom-house. 

Answer. I do not recollect any other facts or useful information that I could furnish respecting the 
frauds committed, or the administration of the custom-house, but what is expressed in my answers to the 
foregoing interrogatories. 

Question 21. Should your deputy be able to furnish any information called for by the above interrog
atories besides that given by you, or any other information material to the inquiry into the transactions 
arising out of the failure of Edward Thomson, or into the general administration of the custom-house, be 
pleased to obtain a statement thereof, to be made by him as a supplement to your deposition, or in a 
distinct document. 

Answer. The interrogatories and answers have been communicated to the Deputy Collector, who has 
not intimated to me'that he could add any other material information to that given in my answers. 

Personally appeared before me, one of the aldermen of the city of Philadelphia, John Steele, Collector 
of this district, who, being duly sworn according to law, doth depose and say that -the answers to the 
foregoing interrogatories are just and true, to the best of his knowledge and belief. 

- JOHN STEELE, Collector . 

. Sworn and subscribed before me, the 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 5. 

Interrogatories to William Jones, Esq., Naval Officer ef the port ef Philadelphia. 

Question I. How long have you been in office ? 
Answer. That I entered upon the duties of my office on the 8th day of December, 1824. 
Question 9. Were all the provisions of law faithfully complied with in regard to the importations in 

the ships William Savery, Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood, which arrived 
in the year 1825, so far as the same embraced part of your duty directly, or so far as they involved a super
intendence by you over others ? 

Answer. This question I answer in the affirmative. 
Question 3. Have any, and to what extent, permits been granted for the withdrawal from the stores of 

the teas of Edward Thomson, without the duties being previously legally secured ? It is presumed not, 
but the question•is put to supersede all doubt. • 
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Answer. That no permits have been granted for removing the teas, mentioned in the third question, 
without the duties being previously legally secured. • 

Question 4. .A.re the permits for unlading goods from vessels, or taking them from stores in which 
they are deposited, invariably signed by the Collector and countersigned by you, and is this always done 
after they are filled up? 

Answer. That the permits for unlading goods from vessels, or removing them from the stores in which 
they are deposited, are invariably signed by the Collector or his deputy, and countersig-ned by myself or 
my deputy after they are filled up. 

Question 5 . .A.re all the papers connected with your office properly arranged and carefully preserved, 
and the books and records brought up to the present time ? 

Answer. 'rhat all the papen; connected with my office are properly arranged and carefully preserved, 
and the books and records are brought up as near the present time as the nature of the business will 
admit, or the laws and the regulations of the Treasury Department require. • 

Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the usage in storing spirits, wines, and teas, deposited under 
a general bond, given by the owner without surety, of the mode of securing the stores, and of taking 
goods from them, and whether that usage has been recently in any way changed? If so, state it. 

Answer. That having no connexion with or participation in the duties involved in-the sixth question, 
I have no knowledge of the manner in which they are discharged. 

Question '1. Have you in any cases granted any indulgence which the law does not sanction ? If so, 
state it, and the grounds on which it was granted. 

Anmm'. That I have granted no indulgence in any case which the law does not sanction. 
Question 8. Have you any knowledge. of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 

the custom-house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other 
facts, indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head ? If you have, state minutely 
the extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. That I have no knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 
the custom-house and Edward Thomson, or of any other facts, indications, or appearances pointing to just 
suspicions on this head. 

Question 9. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
tlie law or duty, or any flagrant neglect have been committed or practiced by any officer or person 
connected with the custom-house ? If so, state them. 

Answer. That I have no knowledge of any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law or 
duty, or any flagrant neglect having been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected with 
the custom-house, except it be the neglect implied in the practice of occasionally intrusting the public 
keys with the importers to remove permitted goods in the absence of an inspector, with which practice I 
have only become acquainted, by the admission of some of the officers of inspection, since the failure of 
Edward Thomson. 

Question IO. It is represented that, from a period commencing with the last spring and continuing 
until the close of the autumn, Mr. Thomson was in the habit of selling here, at public auctions, boxes or 
parcels of the very teas which he fraudulently withdrew from store, or which had not been, as they should 
have been, stored, which sales were matters of common notoriety, advertisements and other notices of 
them constantly appearing in the newspapers. Are such the facts? If so, through what causes did it 
happpen that the officers of the custom-house were not excited into wakefulness by these publications ? 
Do you know, or can you learn, and if so, state, whether these advertisements carried on their face any 
evidence of the teas offered for sale being those of Mr. Thomson's, so fraudulently removed? 

Answer. In regard to the alleged "public advertisements and sales at public auction of boxes and 
parcels of the very teas which Edward Thomson fraudulently withdrew from store, or which had not been, 
as they should have been, stored," I have no knowledge. I occasionally glance over the advertisements 
in the public papers, but I had no cause for suspicion nor any motive for a particular investigation of the 
advertisements alluded to, nor am I now aware that they would have afforded any indication of fraud, as 
I believe it to be the practice of auctioneers to sell by a few sample chests from each chop, and when 
sold, the proprietor may secure the payment of the duties the following day, and legally withdraw them 
from store. The advertisements and exposure to public sale, therefore, furnish no evidence of the quantity 
advertised being in possession of the auctioneer, or of the extent of the sales, which is only known to the 
parties interested. 

Question 11. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed, or, generally, respecting 
the administration of the custom-house. 

Answer. That I have no knowledge of any further facts, not embraced within the scope of the annexed 
interrog·atories, which would furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed upon the 
revenue, except those which are contained in the statement which, at your request, I addressed to you on 
the 11th instant. 

In regard to the general administration of the custom-house, I have to answer that, in the Collector's 
department, which alone comes within my view, the business, as far as my knowledge extends, is con
ducted with order, diligence, and fidelity;' and I am at all times prepared to demonstrate the correctness 
with which the business of the naval office is conducted. • 

I, William Jones, naval officer of the district of Philadelphia, do solemnly affirm that the answers to 
the foregoing interrogatories are just and true, to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

• WM. JONES. 
Affirmed and subscribed before me, this 19th day of Janua1·y, 1826. 

WILLI.AM MILNOR; Alderman. 

No. 6. 

Interrogatories put to James Glentwo1·th, Surveyor of the port of Philadelphia. 

First. In regard principally to the teas imported by Edward Thomson: 
Question 1. In what vessels were these importations made, and when did the vessels arrive? 
Answer. The importations were made in the ship William Savery, arrived and entered on the 28th of 
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February, 1825, via New York; the ship Addison, arrived on the 4th April and entered on the 5th April, 
1825; the ship Woodrop Sims, arrived on the 12th April and entered on the 13th April, 1825; the ship 
Benjamin Rush, arrived on the 30th June and entered on the 1st July, 1825; the ship Thomas Scatter
good, arrived June 30 and entered on the 2d July, 1825. 

Question 2. Did you or your deputy ( state which) visit or inspect these vessels, make the return to 
the Collector, and discharge the other duties required by the twenty-first section of the act of Congress of 
2d of March, 1'199? 

Answer. The vessels were visited or inspected by Job Whipple, captain of the revenue barge, who 
makes a return to this office, and then reports to the Collector; the other duties have been discharged 
according to the best of my knowledge and ability, as refers to the twenty-first section of the act of 
Congress of March 2, l 'r99. 

Question 3. Who were the inspectors that first went on board these vessels, and those that superin
tended the unlading of the teas? state distinctly the name of each vessel, and the name of the inspector 
or inspectors so engaged in respect to her. Did the inspectors who first went on board do so as a thing of 
course; did they report having done so; having locked up the cargo, did they forthwith leave the vessel, 
or remain till the inspectors for unlading the vessel came on board; is any record kept of their names? 

Answer. The inspectors who first went on board these vessels when they hauled to the wharves were 
as follows: John Brown first went on board the ship William Savery, and superintended the unlading of 
the teas; Robert Hopkins first went on board the ship Addison, and superintended the unlading of the 
teas; Robert Hopkins first went on board the ship Woodrop Sims, and superintended the unlading of the 
teas; Robert Hopkins first went on board the ship Benjamin Rush, and superintended the unlading of the 
teas; John Boyd first went on board the ship Thomas Scattergood, and superintended the unlading of the 
teas. The inspectors who first went on board did so as a thing of course; but with these vessels they 
remained on board and discharged their cargoes. The inspectors reported to the office having taken 
charge of these vessels, or were detailed by me or my deputy for that purpose. Having locked up the 
cargo, they remain on board until sunset, except the hours necessary for their meals. A record of their 
names are kept, and bow employed. 

Question 4. Were the inspectors who unladed the cargo designated by you ? 
Answer. They either reported to the office or were designated by me or my deputy. 
Question 5. How many boxes or chests of tea were unladen from each vessel, and bow many days 

were the inspectors, as to each vessel, employed in superintending. the unlading? 
Answer. The number of packages of tea, agreeably to the returns on file in this office, unladen from 

the ship William Savery, were 8,550; from the ship Addison, 8,120; from the ship Woodrop Sims, 8,400; 
from the ship Benjamin Rush, '1,20'1; from the ship Thomas Scattergood, 6,934. The inspector superin
tending the unlading of the ship William Savery was employed fifteen days; the inspector of the Addison, 
eight days; the inspector of the Woodrop Sims, twelve days; the inspector of the Benjamin Rush, nine
teen days; the inspector of the Thomas Scattergood, thirteen days. 

Question 6. Were the quantity and kind of all the teas ascertained and marked; and how were they 
ascertained and marked; and by whom? 

Answer. The quantity of teas were ascertained from the report made to this office, and the quality 
ascertained by the different marks and chops on the chests and packages, or by the packages being 
broken, or being bored, when any doubt existed. They were all m;i,rked, according to the quality and kind 
of teas, by Charles S. Jackson, the marking officer. • 

Question 'r. Had, previous to the unlading of the teas, a permit, signed by the Collector and naval 
officer, been received; and did the examination by and report to you of the inspectors exactly correspond 
with the permits; and were the provisions contained in the 30th and 37th sections of the collection law 
strictly complied with ? 

Answer. A permit had been received, previous to unlading the teas, signed by the Collector and 
naval officer, and the report of the inspectors exactly corresponded with the permits; and the provisions 
contained in the 30th and 3'1th sections of the collection law were strictly complied with, with the excep
tion of the endorsement of permits for spirits, wines, and teas, which, from the records of the office, do 
not appear to have been continued or performed after 1802. The sections referred to are now strictly 
complied with. 

Question 8. Did you grant the certificates required to be given by the 41st section of the said law, 
and to whom were they delivered; were they signed by the Collector and countersigned by the 
surveyor? 

Answer. I did grant the certificates required to be given by the 41st section of said law, and delivered 
the same to persons employed by Edward Thomson, taking therefor the necessary receipts. They were 
signed by the Collector, or persons deputed by him, and countersigned by me or my deputy. 

Question 9. Were these certificates countersigned after the inspectors' examination of the teas, or 
were they previously countersigned in blank, and the blanks filled up, and by whom? 

Answer. The certificates were countersigned when the quality and kinds of teas were known, and 
not in blank; the blanks being previously filled up, unless an error was discovered, and was done by me 
or my deputy. 

Question IO. Were these certificates delivered by you or by an inspector, and what inspector, to the 
importer of -the teas ? 

Amwer. The certificates were delivered by me or my deputy to the importer or his clerks. 
Question 11. When were these certificates delivered? State the times, distinguishing the different 

vessels, and partic1!larly whether before the removal of the teas from the wharves on which they were 
landed, or after such removal and previous to their known admission into the stores allotted to them, or 
after their admission into said stores. 

Answer. The certificates of the ship William Savery were delivered on the 15th and 22d March, 1825; 
the certificates of the ship Addison, on the 27th April and 23d May, 1825; the certificates of the ship 
Woodrop Sims, on the 6th June, 15th June, and 19th July, 1825; the certificates of the ship Benjamin 
Rush, on the 6th August, 10th August, and 13th September, 1825; the certificates of the ship Thomas 
Scattergood, on the 19th July, 30th July, 6th August, and 26th August, 1825. The certificates were 
delivered after the teas were landed and stored. 

Question 12. The 42d section of the collection law, in connexion with the '1th section. of the act of 
April 6, 1802, to repeal the internal taxes, requires the inspectors of the ports to make regular and exact 
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entries of all certificates that shall be granted; are these entries duly made by you; and a return made 
by you to the Collector; if so, at what time was it made in this case ? 

.Answer. Entries are made of all certificates granted, and a receipt taken by me or my deputy. No 
return was ever made to the Collector, to my knowledge, by any surveyor. 

Question 13. Does not the collection law contemplate, in cases where goods are deposited in stores, 
that these certificates should be only filled up at the time when any portion of the goods are, on permits, 
withdrawn, and then, and then only, after the duties have been secured, be delivered to the proprietor 
with the goods so withdrawn from the store; were they so delivered in this case? if they were otherwise 
delivered, state the circumstances incident to each delivery, so far as they are not embraced in the pre
ceding interrogatories, including the names of any persons who had an agency in their delivery. 

Answer. The Jaw has not been so construed, and I never thought that power was given me by the 
collection law to withhvld such certificates from the importers, and the practice has been always to deliver 
them as soon as they could be completed. Since Mr. Thomson's fraud the certificates are withheld until a 
delivery from the store takes place; but the law does not contemplate such a procedure; the delivery of 
the certificates was made by myself or my deputy. 

Question 14. Were any inspectors designated by you to superintend the conveyance of the teas from. 
the wharves on which they were landed to the stores? if so, name them, and say whether they were the 
same inspectors that were charged with superintending the unlading of the teas, distinguishing the 
inspectors engaged on each cargo . 

.Answer. No inspector was designated to superintend the conveyance of the teas from the wharves on 
which they were landed to the stores; neither would it be possible for them to do so, unless every load 
was followed, put into store, and locked up, and then the inspector would have to return with the dray 
for another load; this would require too much time in a Canton cargo, full double the number of days 
required by law, and a great increase of inspectors. Andrew Jackson was employed on the wharf, while 
all of Thomson's vessels were discharging, in having the teas properly arranged for marking, in delivering· 
those permit from store, that is, those permitted before going into store and bonded with sureties. The 
inspectors engaged in unlading the cargo are expressed in,answer to question three. 

Question 15. Did the inspector receive instructions from you, verbal or written, and which, in what 
stores to deposit the teas; and having deposited them, did they report to you the having made such 
deposit, specifying the teas and the store in which deposited? state the names of the inspectors and the 
cargoes they superintended, with the date::; of the transactions . 

.Answer. The inspectors received no instructions in what stores to deposit the teas; the law puts it 
in the power of the merchant to employ whatever store or stores he may think proper, provided they are 
considered safe for the storage of goods, and are not likely to be embezzled; neither did the inspectors 
report in what stores the teas were deposited. . 

Question 16. Have you any record of the stores in which those teas were deposited; does it merely 
contain an enumeration of the stores without their contents, or does it specify the contents of each store, 
and with what particularity? if you have not, is such a record kept by any other officer? if by the inspec
tors, state the manner in which it is kept by them; state also the name of each inspector, with the stores 
in his charge in which those teas were or should have been deposited . 

.Answer. I have at present a record of the stores in which those teas were deposited; it merely states 
the stores, without their particular contents. Such records are kept by the inspector having charge of 
the stores, and I do not know in what form they a.re kept by them. The name of the inspector is Andrew 
Jackson, and the stores situate as follows: No. '18, South Wharves; Nos. 163, 165, 15'1, 143, and 145, 
"\Yater street. Mr. Jackson was assisted by Robert Hopkins in storing and taking them from store. 

Question I '1. In what manner and by whose directions were the teas carried to the stores, and were 
they accompanied or not by an inspector? Specify the particulars as to each cargo . 

.Answer. The teas were carried to the stores on drays, and under the direction of Edward Thomson, 
or persons employed by him; no inspector accompanied them. 

Question 18. Is there any evidence of these teas all being stored; have you any reason, and what 
reason, to think that parcels of them were never lodged in the stores? State minutely your knowledge 
in this respect . 

.Answer. There is no evidence of those teas being all stored. Mr. Jackson and Mr. Hopkins state 
that they were told by Thomson's clerk, since his failure, that part of the teas, instead of going to the 
stores, were carried elsewhere. Watching their opportunity, the drays passed the stores instead of 
depositing their loads. I have no further knowledge on this head. 

Question 19. Was there a:µy watch of the stores in which the teas were deposited; were they inspected, 
and by whom, from time to time; did you give any instructions to the inspectors respecting them? If 
so, say what they were . 

.Answer. There was no watch to the stores in which the teas were deposited until after Thomson's 
failure, which is still continued. They were inspected from time to time by Andrew Jackson. I do not 
recollect that any instructions were given to the inspector respecting them. 

Question 20. From what stores and under what circumstances do the teas appear to be surreptitiously 
taken? State the owner of each store, the inspector who kept the key, the quantity of tea that was or 
should have been stored, and that surreptitiously removed, and to what extent, if any, certificates have 
been delivered embracing the teas so removed . 

.Ansu:er. I do not know from what stores, or under what circumstances, teas appear to have been 
surreptitiously taken, nor the owners of the stores. The inspector who kept the keys was Andrew Jackson, 
who can inform fully on this question. The certificates were all delivered as per answer to question 11, 
at the time therein stated. 

Questwn 21. Who affixed the locks on the stores, or examined them previous to the storage of the 
goods; who had the key kept on behalf of the Government? Specify, in these respects, the several 
stores, and inspectors under whose care they were placed . 

.Answer. The locks were affixed on the stores by Andrew Jackson and Robert Hopkins. The stores 
bad been long used by Thomson, and were known to the inspectors who had possei,sion of the keys 
on the part of the Government. The stores are specified in answer to question 16. 

Question 22. Have merchants ever refused to produce, on request, their keys? If so, state the 
instances . 

.Ansicer. I do not know that any merchants refused to produce their keys, on request, with the 
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exception of Lippincotts, after Thomson's failure, but they have it in their power so to do, if they think 
proper. 

Question 23. Have the keys of the stores in which these teas were deposited, in any cases, and 
by whom, and when, been granted to the importer, without an inspect-Or accompanying him, under the 
authority of a permit to remove a part of them; and does it appear that from this step more teas, and to 
what amount, have been removed than the permit allowed? 

Answer. The keys of these stores have been granted to the importers by Andrew Jackson and Robert 
Hopkins at different times, they accompanying the importer and taking off the locks. At other times the 
importers have had the keys. Whether, from this step, more teas were taken or removed than the permit 
allowed, I do not know. 

Question 24. When did you first learn that the teas of Thomson were not in the stores j and what 
steps did you take on being so informed ? 

Answer. At the time of Thomson's failure I was confined to the house by sickness. 
Question 25. Did you examine, or cause to be examined, and when, the stores in which these teas 

were or should have been deposited, and what was the result of the examination? Specify the amount 
of teas missing in each store; whether any violence appears to have been offered to the locks or other 
fastenings; whet.her there were any doors or windows unsecured, so as to exhibit a distinct idea of the 
security of the stores. 

Answer. I was sick at the time the stores were examined by A. Jackson, who reported to the Collector; 
from what I understood, the stores were secure in every l"espect. 

Question 26. Have you ever received any instructions, and what, from the Collector respecting the 
delivery of certificates? 

Answer. Not to my knowledge. 
Question 27. Have you any knowledge of the porters engaged in carrying the teas, either from the 

wharf to the stores, or from the pavement in front of the stores; or whether they can give any useful 
information as to their incorrect transportation? If you can, specify their names . 

.Answer. I do not know. 
Question 28. Have the inspectors and weighers, in all cases incident to these teas, discharged their 

duty agreeably to law? If they have not, specify particularly the cases in which omission, neglect, or 
connivance may have occurred, including names and dates, with any extenuating circumstances that may 
have existed, such as long usage, pressure of business, &c. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of the inspectors or weighers neglecting their duty in regard to these 
teas. 

Question 29. Have you, in any of the cases incident to these teas, granted any indulgence which the 
law does not sanction? If so, state it, and the grounds on which it was granted. 

Answer. Not to my knowledge. 
Question 30. You say, in your letter of the 12th of January, that "it frequently happened that while 

teas are discharging from the vessels permits are received by the inspector to deliver part of the same, 
which have been landed, and in this way Mr. Thomson hauled more away than were actually entered or 
bonded." Could this have been done if the inspector had examined the marks of the chests; and was it 
not his duty to do so ? Be pleased to state the extent to which this was effected, the times when done, 
and the inspector or inspectors to whom the permit or permits were delivered, as well as when, how, ancl 
by whom this fact was discovered, to whom it was communicated; and if to you, whether you apprised 
the Collector or naval officer of it, and when. . 

Answer. I suppose this furthered his designs in hauling more away, as hauling to the store and to 
another vessel, many teas might have passed the stores without being noticed. The inspector did examine 
the marks of the chests, and delivered them agreeably to permit. I do not know the extent to which this 
was effected, nor the time when done, as this information was given to Mr. Jackson by Thomson's people, 
after bis failure, who reported the same to the Collector. 

Question 31. You say, in the same communication, "after teas have been put in store it is impossible 
to count them, aud must frequently take for granted that all are correct." Is it a fact they never are 
counted, or that, generally, they are not counted? A1;1d whence arises the impossibility of counting them? 

Answer. The teas are always counted where practicable; the impossibility arises from the manner of 
storage-a space being left in the centre, and many breaks, by partitions, happening in large stores where 
four or five thousand packages of teas of different sizes are stored. 

Question 32. You state, further, "that a great number of chests of tea were taken direct from the 
vessel of Mr. Thomson and shipped to New York, as has been discovered .since Mr. 'fhomson's failure." 
State the exact knowledge you have on this head, giving the time, number of chests, through whose hands 
they passed, by what means they were conveyed, to whom they went, and any other circumstances, with 
the means by which the discovery was made. 

Answer. All the knowledge I have is from Mr. Jackson, who was told by Mr. Thomson's clerks, who 
can explain to you fully on this subject. 

Question 33. Did the stores in which Mr. Thomson's teas were deposited contain any other articles ? 
Answer. I have understood, since Mr. Thomson's failure, they contained hides. 
Question 34. Have the stores in which spirits, wine, and teas have been deposited been exclusively 

devoted to this purpose, or otherwise; and have there been any cases in which the same store bas contained 
articles bonded with sureties and articles only generally bonded by the importer? 

Answer. In many cases the stores are not exclusively devoted to this purpose; bonded goods, with 
sureties, being in the same store. 

Question 35. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers 
of the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just- suspicions on this bead? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your know ledge. • 

Answer. I have not. 
Question 36. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which relate to 

tqese teas, and which may, in your opinion, throw any light on the subject. 
Ansit"e?'. I do not recollect, at present, anything further. 
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Secondly. In regard to the manner in which the surveyor has usually discharged his official duties: 
Question 3'T. Do you or your deputy visit every vessel that arrives, and make, every morning to the 

Collector, the return, in writing, required by the collection laws? 
.Answer. Every vessel that arrives is visited by Job Whipple, boarding officer, who is deputized by 

me for tb,1t purpose, and for receiving manifests and crew-lists, mustering the crew, &c., who reports 
every morning to me and to the Collector. -

Ques!ion 38. Do you make a weekly report to the Collector of the names of such inspectors, weighers, 
measurers, and gaugers, as may be absent from or neglect their duty? 

.Answer. When they occur. . . 
Question 39. What officer first goei:i on board a vessel previous to her arrival, (in the port,) endorses 

the original manifest, and receives a copy? 
.Answer. Job ·whipple, the boarding officer. 
Question 40. Do the inspectors who first go on board a vessel after her arrival do so as a thing of 

course? Do they report their having done so? Having locked up the cargo, do they forthwith leave the 
vessel, or remain till the inspector for unlading the vessel comes on board ? Is any record kept of their 
names? 

.Answer. See answer to question 3. 
Question 41. Are all the inspectors, weighers, measurers, and gaugers, qualified to discharge their 

duties? 
.Answer. I know nothing to the contrary. 
Question 42. Do you, in all cases, put on board every vessel that arrives here from a foreign port one 

or more inspectors ? If there be any exceptions, state them. Are the inspectors designated by you for 
a particular vessel, or do they act under general instructions ? 

.Answe,·. In all cases an inspector is put on board every vessel that arrives here from a foreign port. 
When a great number of foreign vessels arrive, one inspector has frequently charge of two and sometimes 
three vessels at the same wharf. The inspectors are generally designated by me or my deputy. It fre
quently occurs they go on board, report to me, and discharge the vessel. 

Question 43. Do you invariably ascertain the proofs, quantity, and kinds of distilled spirits; the 
quality, and kind, and quantity of wines imported; the kind and quality of teas and sugars? 

.Answer. I do, myself, or by persons deputed by me for that purpose. 
Question 44. Do you in all cases examine wh~ther the goods imported in any vessel, and the deliveries 

thereof, agreeably to the inspectors' returns thereof, correspond with the permits for landing the same; 
and if any error or disagreement appear, do you report the same to the Collector and to the naval officer? 
If there be exceptions, state them. • 

.Answer. I or my deputy examine the returns, and report the same to the Collector. 
Question 45. Do you cause the provisions of the thirtieth and thirty-seventh sections of the collection 

law, in respect to spirits, wines and teas, to be strictly complied with? 
.AnsuJer. I do. 
Question 46. Do you ever permit goods to be unladen or removed from the stores without a permit, 

signed by the Collector and naval officer ? Do you know any inspector or other person who has suffered 
this to be done ? 

.Answer. I do not. 
Question 4-1. Do you invariably superintend• the lading for exportation of all goods entered for the 

benefit of any drawback, bounty, or allowance, as required by law? 
.Answer. The inspectors superintend the lading for exportation of all goods for drawback, bounty, or 

allowance, under my direction. 
Question 48. Do you from time to time, and particularly on tbe·:first Mondays of January and July in 

each year, examine and try the weights, measures, and other instruments used in ascertaining the duties 
on imports, and make the returns required by law to the Collector ? 

.Answer. In consequence of the frost in J'anuary, the weights are examined and tried in the spring 
and autumn; the measures and other instruments are more frequently examined and tried, and the returns 
required by law are made to the Collector. . • 

Question 49. Are the weights, measures, and other instruments, at present in a good state? 
.Answer. They are, to the best of my knowledge. 
Question 50. Are fair and true accounts and records of all your official transactions kept agreeably 

to law? • 
.Answer. I do not know to the contrary. 
Question 51. Are all goods which the law requires weighed, measured, and gauged? 
.Answer. They are. 
Question 52. State, in regard to the certificates required to be given by the forty-second section of 

the collection law, the course which bas been practiced, in the same detail and with the same minuteness 
as called for in respect to Mr. Thomson's teas; and whether they have been invariably granted to the 
importer of all goods immediately after landing them; whether those goods were bonded with sureties, or 
warehoused with the general bond of the importer. If otherwise granted, say how and when granted. 
State also the quantities of spirits, wines, and teas that are now warehoused, for which certificates 
have been delivered, as well as the quantities of the like articles warehoused, for which certificates 
have not been delivered . 

.Answer. The course practiced bas been to deliver the certificates to the importers, as soon as they 
can be :finished, after the delivery of the spirits, wines, and teas from the respective vessels, and this bas 
been invariably the practice, even when in store and not bonded with sureties. I do not know the quantity 
issued for spirits, wines, and teas now warehoused, or those not warehoused. 

Question 53. State the manner in which, the times at which, the said certificates have been delivered 
to you by the Collector, with the number from time to time so delivered, and in whose custody they are kept . 

.Answer. The certificates are ordered by me from the printer, when returns are made by the marker 
of the weights of teas, gauges and proofs of spirits and wines, and the qualities and kinds thereof; the 
certificates are then filled up, signed, numbered, and sent to the Collector for his number, signature, and 
seal of office, and then returned to my office for issuing; no particular number is given at a time, and 
they are kept in my custody. 

Question 54. State the course which is generally practiced in the conveyance of spirits, wines, and 
teas to the stores, and whether the designation is made by you or intrusted to an inspector. 
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.Ansu·er. The spirits, wines, and teas are taken from the wharf to the stores by the importer, who 
designates his own stores; and when all the cargo is landed from the vessel and hauled to the stores, they 
are examined by the inspector and locked up. • . . 

Question 55. Enumerate the stores now used, annexmg to each the owners' names, and the mspector 
in whose charge it is, and stating where the owner is the same person with the person whose goods are 
stored therein; state, also, the precautions taken for their security . 

.Answer. The stores returned by the inspectors are as follows: 
1 with wine, in Front, below Walnut street, J. Sperry,} 
I wjth wine, in Gray's alley, J. Moss, Joseph R Dickson, inspector. 
1 with gin, in Water, below Walnut, J. Welsh, 
1 with tea, in -w aln & Morris' stores, Waln & Morris, 
4 with wine, in Water street, Perit & Cabot, 
1 with wine, in Front street, Perit & Cabot, 
1 with wine, in Prune street, Perit & Cabot, 
1 with wine, in Front street, D. Lewis & Co., 
1 with tea, in Front street, J. Gratz, 
2 with tea, in Front street, B. Etting, Henry Huber, inspector. 
2 with wine, in Dock street, J. B. M'Ilvaine, 
2 with tea, in Dock street, C. Price & Morgan, 
I with wine, in Dock street, C. Price & Morgan, 
2 with wine, in Dock street, J. L. Hodge, 
I with wine, in Spruce and Sixth streets, J. L. Hodge, 
1 with brandy, in 24 7 High street, Thouron & Co., l 
1 with wine, in 52 Chestnut street, P. 0. Sorbe, 
1 w~th w~ne, ~n Mariners church! E. 111'Dermott & Co., John w. Durant inspector. 
1 with wme, m S. Wharves, Corhes & Co., ' 
1 with wine, in S. Wharves, Waln & Morris, 
I with gin, in Water street, J. & R. Phillips, 
I with tea, on South Street wharf, L. Clapier, 
1 with tea, in 30 Walnut street, W. Brown, 
1 with tea, in 78 S. Wharves, E. Thomson, 
l with tea, in 163 Water street, E. Thomson, 
1 with tea, in 165 Water street, E. Thomson, 
l with tea, in 157 Water street, E. Thomson, 
1 with wine, wharf above South, J. S. Smith, 
1 with wine, in Keith's stores, Penn st., Perit & Cabot, 
1 with wine, in Keith's stores, Penn st., Perit & Cabot, 
1 with wine, in Penn street, below South, J. Latour, .A.nd k · • d b 
1 with spirits, in Penn street, (Keith's,) P. Bousquet, rew Jae son, inspector, assiste Y 
1 with spirits, in Penn street, No. 20, J. H. Jacobs, Robert Hopkins, inspector. 
1 with spirits, in Penn street, No. 24, J. H. Jacobs, 
l with spirits, in Penn street, No. 26, J. H. Jacobs, 
1 with spirits, in Thomson's store, J. H. Jacobs, , 
1 with wine, in South Water street, J. M'Cauley, 
1 with wine, in Penn street, S. Moss, 
l with spirits, in Lombard Street church, J. Latour, 
1 with wine, in Lombard street, above 5th st., M. Bujac, 
1 with wine, in Spruce, above Front, J. Diamond, 
1 with wine, in Front street, (M'Phail's,) J. H. Jacobs, 
1 with brandy, in Library street, G. Garesche, • } 
1 with brandy, in-Minor street, G. Garesche, B. .Ashmead, inspector. 
1 with brandy in Minor street, J. Beyelle & Co., 
1 with wine, in Perot's stores, T. B. Wales & Co., l 
1 with wine, in Perot's stores, T. B. Wales & Co., 
1 with wine, in Perot's stores, T. B. Wales & Co., C . .Anderson, inspector. 
1 with wine, in Perot's stores, T. B. Wales & Co., 
1 with wine, in Perot's stores, T. B. Wales & Co., 
1 with tea, in Church alley, S. Spackman, } J b R d · t 
l with wine, in Neff's store, Chever & Fales, 0 n ee , mspec or. 
1 with rum, in Water, near Chestnut, J. Goddard, t J. Zebly, inspector. 
1 with tea, in High and Seventh streets, R. Tolland, 
1 with tea, in Water, below Chestnut, Emlen & Ralston, 
1 with wine, in Water, above Walnut, J. Diamond, 
1 with wine, wharf below Walnut, J. Diamond, 
1 with wine, in Bank alley, J. Diamond, 
1 with wine, in Water, below Walnut, Peret & Cabot, John Davis, inspector. 
1 with wine, in Front, above Bridge, Peret & Cabot, 
1 with wine, in Water, above Walnut, R. Ralston, 
1 with brandy, in Dock street, G. Garesche, 
1 with wine, on wharf below Chestnut, Bevan & Porter, 
I do not know who are the owners of the stores; they are all under lock. 
Question 56. Are the articles usually counted after their admission into the store? If so, are there 

any exceptions ? 
.Answer. The articles are always counted after their admission into store, and no exceptions, except 

those already mentioned concerning teas, where different sized boxes, breaks of upright posts, stacks of 
chimneys, &c., preclude the possibility of counting them. 

Question 5.7. Describe the way in which access is had to the stores by the owners of the goods, 
whether with or without the presence of an inspector . 

.Answer. By producing a permit to deliver any of the goods; when cooperage is necessary; to examine 
their go?ds for samples to sell by; and various other necessary reasons; an inspector generally attends, 
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but when he is pressed with business, opens the stores and leaves them for the length of time he thinks 
necessary to accomplish their visit, and then locks them up, or the key-is returned to him. 

Question 58. Have any of the inspectors· now in service disobeyed your instructions or violated the 
law ? If so, name them, and specify the circumstances. 

Answer. They have not disobeyed my instructions, to my knowledge, nor violated the law, except it be 
so construed in the foregoing answers to the questions. • 

Question 59. Is i~ a fact that the keys belonging to the inspectors have generally or frequently been 
entrusted to thP owrn' s of the goods? By what inspectors has this been done, and has it been done with 
your approbation and knowledge? 

Answer. They have, as before stated, and it was known to the officers generally. 
Question 60. Has the same key opened the loc::rs of various stores? How has this occurred, and by 

whom have the locks and keys been provided? 
Answer. The locks are in sets of eight and four, each key opens the eight or four locks, and the 

inspectors each have such sets for vessels and stores; they are imported in this way, and cannot be 
obtained of good quality but seldom. They have been provided by me or my deputy. 

Question 61. Is each store allotted exclusively to the goods of one person? 
Answer. Not always. 
Question 62. Have there been any illegal removals of goods from the stores, or a neglect to introduce 

them into store, other than those of Edward Thomson? If so, state the cases and circumstances. 
Answer. Not to my knowledge. . • 
Question 63. What has been the usage on the above points, since you have been in office? State the 

date of your appointment? Has the usage been invariable? If it has undergone any change, state the 
change. 

Answer. I do not know to what you allude. The date of my appointment is October 24, 1814. 
Question 64. Have you recently had all the stores accurately examined, and from that examination 

does there appear to be any goods missing other than Thomson's? 
Answer. The stores have all been recently and accurately examined, and the inspect()rs report them 

to be correct, and no goods missing. 
Question 65. Are all the returns and reports required to be made to you by the inspectors, weighers, 

measurers, and gaugers, regularly made by them? If there are omissions, specify them. 
Answer. I do not know to the contrary. 
Question 66. Are the provisions of the 53d section of the collection law strictly complied with by the 

inspectors? Do they constantly remain on board the vessels, from the rising to the setting of the sun, 
and on their leaving the vessels do they secure them as directed? .A.re the prescribed books kept by 
them, delivered by them to you, examined by you, and transm_itted to the Collector? 

Ar"81.Der. I know nothing to the contrary. The inspectors keep their own books, copies of them are 
delivered by them to me, ( called reports,) examined by me or my deputy, and transmitted by me to the 
Collector, who files them with the manifests. 

Question 67. Have you in any cases granted any indulgence which the law does not sanction? If . 
so, state it, and the grounds on which it was granted. 

Answer. Not to my knowledge. 
Question 68. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 

the law 01· duty, have been committed by any officer or person connected with the custom-house? If so, 
state them. 

Answer. It is not within my knowledge. 
Question 69. Since the surreptitious removal of teas, has any change taken place in securing the 

stores and in gaining access to them, or in granting certificates? If so, state it. 
Answe1·. A change has taken place in securing the stores, and no access can be gained without the 

presence of an inspector. Certificates are now only granted when goods are ponded with sureties. 
Question 70. Is the number of officers under your superintendence sufficient to insure a strict com

pliance with the provisions of the law? 
Answer. The number is not sufficient. 
Question 71. State any other facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries which, may in 

your opinion, furnish useful information, in regard to the administration of the custom-house. 
Answer. I believe I have stated all. 
Question '12. It is represented that from a pP.riod commencing with the last spring, and continuing 

until the close of autumn, Mr. Thomson was in the habit of selling here at public auctions boxes or parcels 
of the very teas which he fraudulently withdrew from store, or which had not been, as they should have 
been, stored; which sales were matter of common notoriety, advertisements and other notices of them 
constantly appearing in-the newspapers. Are such the facts? If so, through what causes did it happen 
that the officers of the customs were not excited into watchfulness by these publications? Do you know, 
or can you learn, and if so, state whether these advertisements carried on their face any evidence of the 
teas offered for sale being those of Mr. Thomson's, so fraudulently removed? 

Answer. Mr. Thomson was in the habit of selling teas by auction, but none, to my knowledge, that 
were fraudulently withdrawn from store, or which should have been stored; advertisements appear in the 
papers to sell cargoes, very frequently before the vessel enters; these publications being customary, it 
could excite no suspicion. I do not know nor think that any of these advertisements carried on their 
face any evidence of teas being fraudulently removed. If such could have been the fact, it would not, 
I apprehend, remained concealed from the officers, nor does it afford any evidence that teas advertised by 
auctioneers are in the store of such auctioneers. The teas are generally sold by sample, and according 
to the quantity sold are taken from store, the balance being again advertised, if thought necessary. 

J. GLENTWORTH, 
Surveyor and Inspector. 

Sworn to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 
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No. 7. 

Interrogatories to Charles Anderson, Inspector of the Customs. 

Question l. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. I was appointed on the 29th day of April, 1806. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savary, on the 28th of I cbruary, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 5th of April, 1825; of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th of April, U.25; of the Benjamin 
Rush, on the 1st of July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825, go on board either 
of them, and place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo? If so, specify the instances, and say 
whether you remained on.board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend 
the unlading the vessel; was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct, and 
according to law? 

Answer. I neither went on board of either of the above named vessels, being placed in the UP.per 
district by the direction of the surveyor, and of course know nothing of any transaction that might take 
place in the lower district. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collec
tion law, and what? 

Answer. When either spirits, wines, or teas, are laden on board of any vessel bound to a foreign port, 
for the benefit of drawback, in such case I receive the certificates corresponding with the number on the 
cask or box then laden, and return the certificates in the Collector's office, stating the date of the shipment. 

Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge, or otherwise, of the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas, taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores, the superintendence of an inspector on the way, his presence 
when the articles are stored, the safe-keeping of the goods stored and their removal from the store; and 
whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know on 
these points . 

.Answer. When the whole or a part of a cargo, ordered to be stored for the security of the duties, or 
for the benefit of drawback, and to prevent adulteration, whether wines, spirits, and teas, after being 
gauged, marked, and weighed, the articles are then taken to the store or stores, pointed out by the owner 
or consignee-of the merchandise, (the store or stores meeting my approbation;) the merchandise is then 
removed thereto by my direction, and by such persons as I have confidence in, and put in such order by 
my direction as the articles, whether wines, spirits, teas, and other articles of merchandise, ( teas I never 
had under my charge,) so that I can count them correctly; I then lock the store or stores with locks fur
nished from the custom-house, keeping the k"eys in my charge, and securing every entry that may lead to 
the merchandise so stored, and make a return of the same to the custom-house or Collector's office, date of 
storage, and where stored; and when such articles as I have under my charge are legally called for by a 
permit from the Collector's office I deliver such articles as are permitted, detaining the residue till further 
orders from the Collector's office; this is the practice I have always been in the habit_ of pursuing during 

- the time that I have been attached to the custom-house. 
Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 

imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know. 
Answer. I never knew anything in respect to teas imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of 

the custom-house or others, except when permits from the Collector, in favor of Edward Thomson and 
others,·were put into my hands for exportation, for the benefit of drawback, said to be imported by Edward 
Thomson. Any further transaction never came under my knowledge. 

Question 6. ·Have you any knowledge of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom-house 
and Mr. Thomson; or of any connexion or close intimacy with him; or any other facts, indications, or appear
ances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have not even a shadow of any knowledge respecting the officers and Mr. Thomson having 
any collusion or intimacy; nor have I ever heard of anything that might lead to the least suspicion. 

Question 7, Do you know of any omission, neglect, ·or connivance of any officer of the customs in 
relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house? 
If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs 
in relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or even in relation to any other business connected with the 
custom-house, that might lead to the smallest suspicion of fraud by any of the officers. 

Question 8. State any further facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries which you may 
consider material. 

Ans·wer. I have not any further facts to state, within the scope of these inquiries. 
CHARLES ANDERSON, Inspector. 

Affirmed and subscribed before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 8. 

Deposition of B. Ashmead, Inspector. 

Question l. What is the date of your appointment? 
.Answer. On or about the 26th May, 1796. . 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th February, 1825; of the Addison, 

on the 5th April, 1825; of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th April, 1825; of the Benjamin'Rush, on the 1st 
July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825, go on board either of them, and place 
the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo? If so, specify the instances, and say whether you remained 
op board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unloading of the 
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vessel; was everything in regard to the cargo, and falling under your notice, correct, and according 
to law? 

Answer. I did not attend to either of the vessels mentioned in this interrogatory. 
Question 3. Had ynu anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collec

tion law, and what? 
Answer. I had nothing further to do with the certificates than to receive and compare such as 

accompanied merchandise that was laden under my inspection for benefit of drawback; after comparing 
them they were returned to the custom-house. 

Question 4. .A.re you conversant, from your own knowledge, or otherwise, with the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas, taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to, the stores, the superintendence of an inspector on the way, his presence 
when the articles are stored, the safe-keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; and 
whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know on 
these points. 

Answer. In the part of the districb in which I am stationed the goods are stored in charge of the 
officer who attends to their delivery from the vessels in which they are imported. They are taken to such 
stores as are designated by the importers, by their own porters, unaccompanied by an officer, as he cannot 
leave the vessel while discharging; when the ship is unloaded we visit the stores, to ascertain if the whole 
has been stored; we then put our locks on them for safe-keeping, until we receive permits for their 
delivery. It has been customary, when all the inspectors have been actually engaged on board of some 
ship or vessel, for the inspectors, when they receive a permit to deliver goods from store, to Jet the -
merchant have the key a sufficient length of time to take them out. When we can leave our vessels, we 
visit the stores to ascertain whether any more has been taken out than we had received permits for; and 
there has not a single instance occurred, in the part of the district in which I am stationed, that there has 
been more taken out than was permitted. Since Mr. Thomson's fraud we do not, in any case, allow the 
keys to go out of our own charge. -

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know. 

Answer. I do not. 
Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 

the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I do not. 
Question '1. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs, in 

relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house? 
If you do, state the circumstances, including n~mes, times, and places, minutely. 

Answer. I must also answer in the negative to this interrogatory, as I firmly believe that since I have 
been in office, which is nearly thirty years, there has not been an inspector of the customs in this district 
whose official integrity could justly be doubted. 

B. ASHMEAD, Inspector . 

.Affirmed to before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 9. 

Deposii,ion of John Brown, Inspector. 

Question 1. How long have you acted as an inspector? 
Answer. I have acted as an inspector since July 1, 1815. 
Question 2. Were you employed on any of the vessels, and which vessels, in which teas were imported 

by Edward Thomson, to wit: the ships William Savary, Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and 
Thomas Scattergood, which have arrived at the port of Philadelphia since the 27th of February, 1825? 

Answer. I was employed on board the ship William Savary. 
Question 3. Were you specially detailed by the surveyor for this service? 
Answer. I was detailed by the surveyor for this service, but do not remember if before I first went 

on board or after. _ 
Question 4. When and at what place did you go on board ? 
Answer. I went on board about 12, or between 12 and 1 o'clock, the 28th February, 1825, at the wharf 

near Pine street, usually called Sims' wharf. 
Question 5. Was there at the time of your entering the vessel any, and what, inspector on board; 

had there been one, and what was his name ? 
Answer. There was an inspector on board when I entered the vessel; his name, Rowland Smith. 
Question 6. Did everything appear-fair and regular when you went on board? Was "the carg·o locked 

up and carefully secured ? 
Answer. When I went on board everything appeared as they usually do on board vessels just an-ived, 

and people employed securing them to the wharf, which occasions much confusion, with cables, spars, 
rigging, and laborers on the decks ; the hatches appeared to be secured, though not locked up. 

Question '1. Were all the provisions of law strictly complied with, previous to the unloading of the 

good~~- I have no knowledge of any omission or neglect to strictly comply with the provisions of 
law, previous to the unlading of the goods. 

Question 8. Was a permit, endorsed as required bythe 37th section of the colJection law, received by 
you previously to your proceeding to unlade, and before any part of the cargo was removed ? 

Ansu:er. I have no knowledge of any endorsement, nor did I know, until now, that there was a law 
requiring permits to be endorsed. I received permits, signed as usual by the Collector or his deputy, and 
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countersigned by the Na val Officer or his deputy, granting permission to Edward Thompson and others to 
unlade teas and other merchandise, previously to proceeding to unlade, and before any part of the cargo· 
was removed. 

Question 9. Was there any disagreement between the permits and the goods inspected and delivered 
by you? 

.Answer. Wherever the permits disagreed with marks or numbers of the packages, they were detained 
on board until the owners of such goods had the permits altered at the custom-house, so as to accord with 
the marks and numbers in the manifest and entry, or with those on the packages. 

Question 10. Were the teas all weighed by the weighers? 
.Answer. They were. 
Question 11. Were the teas inspected by you and weighed before they were delivered or removed? 
.Answer. The teas unladen under my inspection were weighed before they were delivered from the 

wharf. 
Question 12. Was the unloading at no other times than between the rising and setting of the sun?, 

Did you remain on board constantly during this time? Did you enter the teas in a book, as required by 
the collection law, and deliver the same to the surveyor? 

.Answer. The unloading was at no other times than between the rising and setting of the sun. I did 
remain on board during this time, excepting at times for breakfast and dinner, at which times the unload
ing ceased. I entered the teas in a book, a copy of which I delivered to the surveyor. 

Question 13. Do you know whether the teas were removed by porters in the employ of Mr. Thomson? 
Name, if you can, the porters . 

.Answer. The teas were removed by porters who appeared to be under the superintendence of John 
Hallowell, who w:i,s in the employ of Mr. Thompson. 

Question 14. Did an inspector attend.the removal of the teas to the stores? If so, name the inspector . 
.Answer. Andrew Jackson, an inspector, attended to assort and count the teas on the wharf, and to 

the removal of the teas therefrom. 
Question 15. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done in respect to these 

teas, either by the officers of the customs or others? State what you know . 
.Answer. I knew not of any fraud, or illegality, or anything unusually done in respect to these teas, 

at the time of unlading, nor until the 21st of November last, when I was informed that Mr, Thomson had 
been taking teas from stores on which the duties had not been secured. 

Question 16. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the 
custom-house and Mr. Thompson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head ? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom
house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion" or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on 'this head. 

Question 1 'l. Do you know of any omission, or neglect, or connivance of any officers of the customs, 
in relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom
house? If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely . 

.Answer. I know not of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officers of the customs, in relation 
to the teas of Mr. Thompson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house. A 
few days after the unlading of the ship William Savery's cargo, I was specially detailed by the Collector 
to attend to the admeasurement of cotton goods .subject to a duty of thirty cents per square yard, which 
business has occupied my time and attention in pJa_ces_ q!l.\l(;)_ ~emote from where the teas were stored. 

Question 18. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge, or otherwise, with the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas, taken from wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the persons 
carrying the same to the stores, the superintendence of an inspector on the way, his presence when the 
articles are stored, the safe-keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; and whether 
there has been any change in these respects, and when? State what you know on these points . 

.Answer. The course usually pursued in relation to spirits, wines, and teas, was, that they were taken 
from the wharf ( after they were gauged, if spirits and wines, and weighed, if teas,) by the porters usually 
in the employ of the respective owners of the spirits, wines, and teas. I have no knowledge of the 
superintendence of an inspector on the way, or present when every package was put into stores; the 
inspector that was to take charge of the goods went to the stores where the goods were storing when 
his other duties as inspector would allow; and when all stored, placed locks on the store doors for the 
safe-keeping of the goods, which were not removed from store without a permit for that purpose was had 
from the custom-house and given to the inspector. Formerly there were inspectors specially detailed by 
the surveyor for marking spirits, wines, and teas, and they attended to the safe-keeping of goods when 
they were unladen and put into stores. After June, 1822, they ceased marking spirits, wines, and teas. 
I believe all those inspectors continued as before, and some other inspectors commenced to take charge of 
spirits, wines, and teas. . I have no knowledge of any other change, in these respects, within the last ten 
months past, as it is nearly that time since I commenced attending to the admeasurement of cotton goods, 
and I have not superintended the unlading of any spirits, wines, or teas, since the unlading of the ship 
William Savery. 

Question 19. Had you anything to do with the delivery of the certificates issued under the 41st section 
of the collection law, and what? 

.Answer. I have not had anything to do with the delivery of certificates, except once, I delivered for 
the surveyor certificates for teas imported by Captain Graham in the ship Pacific. 

Question 20. 'State any further facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries which you 
may consider material. 

.Answer. I do not at this time_ remember any material facts further than the preceding inquiries 
embrace. 

JOHN BROWN, Inspector. 

Sworn to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 
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No. 10. 

JJepos'ition of John Boyd, ins:pector. 

Question I. How long have you acted as an inspector? 
Answer. I had the satisfaction of being apprized of my appointment on the 15th of March, 1825. 
Question 2. Were you employed on any of the vessels, and which vessel, in which teas were imported 

by Edward Thomson, to wit: the ships William Savery, Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and 
Thomas Scattergood, which have arrived at the port of Philadelphia since the 2'lth of February, 1825? 

Answer. Of the above five ships which have been enumerated that •arrived to Edward Thomson, 
which brought teas in, I was detailed to the ship Thomas Scattergood, that arrived at the port of Phila
delphia on the 30th of June, 1825. 

Question 3. Were you specially detailed by the surveyor for this service ? 
Answer. I was specially detailed by the surveyor as an inspector for the ship Thomas Scattergood, 

as my name was put in the book which is kept by the surveyor for the express purpose of registering 
the day of the vessel's arrival, the captain's name, where from, what her cargo consisted of, to whom 
belonging, and where lying at the time, &c. 

Question 4. When and at what place did you go on board? 
Answer. The afternoon of the arrival of the ship Thomas Scattergood, after she was made fast, I went 

on board, at Mr. Willing's wharf, in the port of Philadelphia. 
Question 5. Was there, at the time of your entering the vessel, any, and what, inspector on board ? 

Had there been one, and what his name? 
Answer. When I went on board the ship Scattergood there was no inspector, nor had there been, to 

the best of m:-;. observation, ( with the exception of Captain Whipple, who is boarding officer of the port 
of Philadelphia.) 

Questwn 6. Did everything appear fair and regular when you went on board? Was the cargo locked 
up and carefully secured? 

Answer. Everything did appear fair and regular when I went on board; and, previous to my leaving 
the vessel, I put my locks on the cabin and forecastle; the fore and after hatches were fastened down, 
and the long boat over them. 

Question 'l. Were all the provisions of the law strictly complied with previous to the unloading of 
the goods? 

Answer. As far as my knowledge extended, all and every provision of the law was complied with; 
that is to say, the permits were regularly signed, which were sent to me by the Collector, and counter
signed by the Naval Officer, before any goods were landed. 

Question 8. Was a permit, endorsed as required by the 3'lth section of the collection law, received 
by you previously to your proceeding to unload, and before any part of the cargo was removed? 

Answer. The permits were; not endorsed as these are now previous to unloading of wines, spirits, 
and teas; but I observed it was the usual practice to commence discharging of goods when the permits 
came to the inspector signed by the Collector and Naval Officer. 

Question 9. Was there any disagreement between the permits and the goods inspected and delivered 
by you? . 

Answer. There was no disagreement between the permits and the goods inspected and delivered by 
me, with the exception of a few mats of cassia. . 

Question IO. Were the teas all weighed by the weighers ? 
Answer. I have every reason to believe that the teas were all weighed by the weighers, as the number 

of chests weighed corresponded with the number which the permits called for, and unloaded under my 
inspection. 

Question II. Were the teas inspected by you ancl weighed before they were delivered or removed? 
Answer. The teas were inspected by me, marked by the marker, and weighed by the weighers, before 

they were delivered or removed from the wharf, to the best of my knowledge. 
Question 12. Was the unloading at no other time than between the rising and setting of the sun? 

Did you remain on board constantly during the time ? Did you enter the .teas in a book, as required by 
the collection law, and deliver the same to the survey9r? 

Answer. There was no goods delivered but between the rising and setting of the sun. I always 
remained on board during the time of unloading the vessel, only when I went on the wharf for the pur
pose of arranging the different quality of teas ; and previous to my leaving the ship I had the hatches 
put down and my locks put on, to prevent any goods being taken out but when I was present. I entered 
all the teas, agreeably to all the permits given to me, in a book, and returned a copy of the same to the 
surveyor. 

Question 13. Do you know whether the teas were removed by the porters in the employ of Mr. Thom
son? Name, if you can, the porters. 

Answer. The teas were removed by the porters in the employ of Mr. Thomson, as the clerk of Mr. 
Thomson (Mackie) superintended the delivery of all the goods that were discharged from the ship Thomas 
Scattergood ; the porters' names I have no knowledge of 

Question 14. Did any inspector attend the removal of the teas to the stores ; if so, name the 
inspector? 

Answer. I do not know whether any inspector in particular did attend the whole of the teas to the 
stores, as the stores were immediately in the neighborhood where the ship was discharging ; there were 
several that saw the teas to the store; their names are Mr. Hopkins, Mr. Jackson, and myself. 

Question 15. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done in respect to the 
teas, either by officers of the customs or others ? State what you know. 

Answer. I do not know anything fraudulently, illegally, or unusually done in respect to the teas, 
either by the officers of the customs or any other person or persons, of my own knowledge. 

Question 16. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers 
of the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy, with any other indication or 
appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head , if you have, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge ? • _ 

AnStcei·. I have none, nor never had any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of 
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the officers of the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or any connexion or- close intimacy with him, ( as I 
only saw him but once after the arrival of the ship during the whole season,) or any other fact, indica
tion, or appearance, that would lead to suspicion of any illegal transaction. 

Question l 'T. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any of the officers of the cus
toms in relation to the teas of Mr. 'l'homson, or in relation to any other business connected with the 
custom-house? If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any omissions, or any connivance of any officer of the customs, either 
in the custom-house or any officer belonging to the same, in connexion with the tea of Mr. Thomson. 

Question 18 . .A.re you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course· pursued 
in relation to wines, spirits, or teas taken from wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the persons carrying 
them to the stores, the superintendence of an inspector on their way, his presence when the articles arc 
stored, the safe keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores, and whether there has 
been any changes in these respects, and when? State what you know on these points. 

Answer. I cannot say that I am perfectly acquainted with the whole duty that belongs to taking 
away wines, spirits, and teas ; the usual practice of taking away the articles specified which has come 
under my notice is, the wines and spirits are gauged and marked before they are delivered to the porters ; 
teas are marked and weighed before they are taken from the wharf. This duty devolves upon the officer 
that is attending to the discharging of a cargo ; he sees that no article is taken away before permission 
is given by the inspector, who has authority from the custom-house so to do. The officer discharging of 
such articles as is enumerated in the above questions gives notice to the person that keeps the keys 
where the stores are and the goods stored ; he puts his locks on for safe-keeping, as it would be impos
sible for the officer that is delivering the goods from on board to attend at the same time to see the goods 
stored ; further, the importer often has, at the same time, several stores. Goods that are entered for the 
benefit of drawback are put under the custom-house locks. When the importer wishes to get the goods 
out, he obtains a permit for that purpose, and presents the same to the person that hoJds the keys ; 
by that means has access to the goods. I believe there has been every precaution used to prevent any 
unlawful means of obtaining goods from the stores, and that has been for a considerable time past; the 
exact time I am not able to state at present. 

Question 19. Had you anything to do with the delivery of the certificates issued under the forty-first 
section of the collection law, and what? 

Answer. I have had nothing to do with delivering of the certificates under the forty-first section of 
the collection law. 

Question 20. State any further facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries which you may 
consider material. 

Answer. 'fhe above is all the information that I am able to give you at the present time. 
JOHN BOYD. 

Sworn and subscribed before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 11. 

Interrogatories to Thomas Cash, Inspector of the Oustmns. 

Que.~tion 1. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. My appointment is dated ApriU9, 1802. • 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th February, 1825, of the Addison, 

on the 5th April, 1825, of the W oodrop Sims, on the 13th of April, 1825, of the Benjamin Rush, on the 1st 
July, 1825, and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d July, 1825, go on board either of them, and place 
the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo ; if so, specify the instances, and say whether you remained 
on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unlading of the 
vessel 2 Was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct and according to law? 

Answer. I was not on board of either of the above mentioned vessels at any time while discharging 
or after being unladen ; my duties required my attention in the upper district of the port ; the above 
named ships were all discharged in the lower part of the city. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the forty-first section of the 
collection law, and what? 

Answer. I have nothing to do with the issuing of the certificates. My duties are confined to the 
wharf; teas, wines, or liquors entered for the benefit of debenture are permitted, and the permits delivered 
to the officer on the wharf for shipping ; the officer takes off the number on the chests or casks, the cer
tificates are delivered to the officer by shipper, and by officer compared with the numbers, and, if agree, 
then endorsed by him and delivered to the CoJlector. 

Question 4. .A.re you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually pur
sued in relation to wines, spirits, tea, taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores ; as to the person 
carrying the same to the stores ; the superintendence of an inspector on the way ; his presence when the 
articles are stored ; the safe-keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores ; and whether 
there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know on these points. 

Answer. On the arrival of anyvessel from Canton with teas, or any port of Europe, containing wines 
or liquors, she is reported at the surveyor's office, when an officer is appointed to take charge and attend 
to the delivery of the cargo ; if any goods are permitted for long credit, the officer discharging permits 
the porter of the owners to take the same to their store; the discharging officer's presence is always 
required at the vessel ; there is no other officer appointed to attend the conveyance to the store, or any 
to receive the same at the store. On the discharge of a vessel, the stores are examined by the discharg
ing officer, and secured by locking up the same, and there remain until permitted for removal. Since I 
have had the honor of being an inspector the above mode has been usual, and, I believe, since the passage 
of the law of l 'T99. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulent or illegally, or unusually done in respect to teas imported 
by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know. 
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Answe,•. I do not know of anything fraudulent or illegally, or unusually done in respect to teas im
ported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others. 

Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 
the custom-house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other 
facts, indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head ? If you have, state minutely 
the extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge whatever of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers 
of the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexions or close intimacy with him. 

Questwn 7. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in rela
tion to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house ? If 
you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. 

Answer. I do not know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the cust-0ms in rela
tion to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house. 

THOMAS CASH, Inspector. 
Ponr OF PHILADELPHIA, January 24, 1825. 

Affirmed to before me, this 25th da~ of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No.12. 

Interrogatories w Wm. Dalzell, Inspector of the Customs. 

Question I. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. September 1, 1818. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savary, on the 28th February, 1825, of the Addison, 

on the 5th April, 1825, of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th April, 1825, of the Benjamin Rush, on the 1st 
July, 1825, and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d July, 1825, go on board either of them, and place 
the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo ; if so, specify the instances, and say whether you remained 
on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unlading of the 
vessel? Was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct and according to law ? 

Answer. Being otherwise engaged at the time of the arrival of the above vessels, I did not go on 
board of either. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the col
lection law, and what? 

Answer . .All certificates accompanying debenture goods were returned to the custom-house. 
Questwn 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually 

pursued in relation to wine, spirits, and tea, taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; and the safe-keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; 
and whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and what? State what you know 
on those points. 

Answer. I believe that it has always been usual for the merchant to employ his own porters to store 
the above goods; that an inspector attended and secured the stores, and keep the keys; that when called 
for, the same inspector attends and delivers the goods under his care; if there is any other course pursued 
I know it not, as I never attend any of the stores. 

Questwn 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to tea 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the cust-0m-house or others ? State what you know. 

:Answer. I have no knowledge of anything of the above. 
Questwn 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 

the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of ..a.ny connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head ? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any of the above facts. 
Questwn 7. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs, in 

relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson; or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house ? 
If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely . 

..4nswe,-. I have no personal knowledge of any of the above facts. 
Questwn 8. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which you may 

consider material. 
Answer. I know of none. 

WILLIAM DALZELL, Inspector. 

Sworn to before me, this 21st day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No.13. 

JJeposil,wn of Joseph R. Dickson, Inspector. 

Question I. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. On or about the 15th of February, 1815. 
Questwn 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savary, on the 28th of February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 5th of April, 1825; of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th of April, 1825; of the Benjamin 
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Rush, on the 1st of July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825, go on board 
either of them, and place .the necessary locks, so as to secure the cargo ? If so, specify the instances, and 
say whether you remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to super
intend the unlading of the vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, 
correct, and according to law ? -

Answer. That part of this district in which I am stationed extends from Market Street wharf to the 
drawbridge, and is denominated the middle district. All the vessels above mentioned were unladened in 
the lower district; consequently, I did not go on board any of them on their arrival, nor had I anything 
to do with the unlading of any of their cargoes. 

Question 3. 1:(ad you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the col-
lection law, and what? • 

Answer. No further than in relation to spirits, wines, or teas being reshipped, under my inspection, 
for a foreign port. I received certificates from the merchant for the same, compared them with the 
packages reshipped, and then returned them, endorsed, to the custom-house. 

Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas, taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe-keeping of the goods stt,red, and their removal from the stores; 
and whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know 
on these points. • 

Answer. The inspectors charged with the uelivery of the cargo from on board, according to permits 
for that purpose, are unable to accompany articles to be stored to the places of storage, respectively. 
They are carried by the merchan~s' porters and stored. They are sometimes distributed in several stores 
by the different shippers, so that it is altogether impracticable for an inspector, while attending to his 
duty .on board, according to section 53 of the revenue laws, to see the articles stored at different places 
and at the same time. . 

When a permit is handed to me for the removal of goods from store, if engaged on board of a vessel, 
I have loaned the key to the merchant, and allowed him to take out the amount of his permit; and on being 
able to visit the stores and lock them up, I have uniformly found them correct, and in no case has the 
removal exceed€'d the permit. This practice, however, has been discontinued a few weeks since, and we 
now refuse to give the key to any person. If we are engaged, the merchant must wait until we can go, 
and remain at the stores until the delivery is completed. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the customs or others? 

Answer. I do not. 
, Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers 
of the customs and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion, or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I have not. 
Question 'l. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance, of any officer of the customs 

in relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom• 
house? If you do, state.the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. 

Answer. My observation and knowledge of the business connected with the custom-house have been 
pretty much circumscribed by the limits of the district where I am stationed; and as Mr. Thomson's teas 
did not come under my notice, either with respect to unlading, storing, or removing from stores, I know 
of none. 

I have nothing further material to state. 
JOS. R. DICKSON, Inspector 

Affirmed to before me, this 21st day of January, 1826. 
WILLI.AM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No.14. 

Deposition of John Davis, Inspector. 

Question l. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. The exact date I do not recollect, but I came into office in 1815, perhaps in September or 

October. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savary, on the 28th of February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 5th of April, 1825; of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th of April, 1825; of the Benjamin 
Rush, on the 1st of July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825; go on board 
either of them and place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo? If so, specify the instances, and 
say whether you remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to 
superintend the unlading of the vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo falling under your notice 
correct and according to law? 

Answer. For the sake of accommodation, b-otlftoslrippers and ourselves, the surveyor has agreed that 
the w.harves on the eastern boundary of the city be divided into three divisons, called the upper, middle, 
and lower districts, in each of which the officers officiating have rented a room, and pay their own 
expenses. I being stationed in the middle district and those ships discharging in the lower, I did not go 
on board, and have no knowledge of any transaction attending the delivery of their cargoes. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collection 
law, and what? 

Answer. Certificates accompanying spirits, wines, and teas never come into our hands, except when 
goods are exported to a foreign country, when they are carefully examined by us, and, after finding them 
to agree with the packages shipped, are-returned to the Collector's office. 
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Question 4 . .A.re you conversant, from your own knowledge, or otherwise, with the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, or teas taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe keeping of the goods stored, and the removal from the stores; and 
whether there has been any change in these respects, and when? State what you know on these points . 

.Answer. The course usually pursued in removing from the wharf any merchandise unladen from 
vessels is, the merchants or owners of goods sends an order for them by their porters to the person 
appointed by the ship's husband, who attends for that purpose, and who delivers them; they are not 
accompanied by the inspector by the way; be cannot leave the vessel, but it is our uniform practice to satisfy 
ourselves of the correctness of the goods being in store, after which we put on our locks. In our district 
each officer attends to the stores containing the goods he has landed. With respect to delivering from 
store, we have often been under the necessity of giving the key, but would at another time examine to 
see if the goods remaining were in accordance with our storing book, in which an account is kept of all 
goods stored, and have never found in our district any deception attempted to be practiced. Since the 
fraudulent conduct of Mr. Thomson no keys are delivered to the merchant, not even to show his goods, 
but are accompanied by an officer. But this cannot be done at all times on the day they wish it, owing 
to the officer being engaged elsewhere. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others ? State what you know . 

.Answer. I do not.. 
Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 

the custom-house and Mr. Tnomson, or any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicion on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have none. 
Question 'i. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officers of the customs 

in relation to the teas of 11fr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom
house ? If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. State any 
other facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries which you may consider material. 

.Answer. With respect to the disposal of Mr. Thomson's teas I am entirely unacquainted, as the 
transaction took place out of our customary limits; but I do not believe there is an officer in this port 
that would connive at an illegal transaction to defraud the revenue With respect to omissions, or 
neglect in business generally, connected with the custom-house, if suffering the keys at all to pass out of 
our hands be such, we are all more or less censurable. I believe it was a custom when I came into office, 
but it is not from a want of integrity, but from inability often to attend near one hundred stores, scattered 
in every direction through the city, some of which may be more than a mile apart, and require our atten
tion two or three times a day, or the merchant be deprived of the sale of his goods. The inconvenience 
attending merchants having the privilege of putting goods in their own stores is, to persons not actually 
attending them, inconceivably great; it frequently happens that they have other goods, with those stored 
for debenture, and we must attend to let them deliver them. This, and their stores being located to suit 
their own convenience, often imposes on us double duty. 

Respectfully, yours, 
JNO. D.A. VIS, Inspector. 

Affirmed to before me, this 25th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No.15. 

Interrogatories to John W. Durant, Inspector of Customs. 

Question l. What is the date of your appointment? 
.Answer. May, 1818. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th of February, 1825; of the 

.Addison, on the 5th of .April, 1825; of the W oodrop Sims, on the 13th of .April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, on 
the 1st of July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825, go on board either of them 
and place the necessary locks so as to secure cargo ? If so, specify the instances, and say whether you 
remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unlading 
of the vessel Was everything in regard to the cargo falling under your notice correct and according 
to law? 

.Answer. I had no official duty to discharge in reference to any of the vessels named in ~his interroga
tory; they were discharged below the drawbridge, whereas I am now, and have been always, stationed 
in the middle district, lying between Market street and the drawbridge. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collection 
law, and what? 

.Answer. In the course of my duty I have attended to the shipment of goods which required certificates, 
such as spirits, wines, teas, &c., and it has been my uniform practice to demand the certificate for each 
package, and when this was incorrect I have rejected it; when the shipments were completed I have made 
the return to the proper officer, No. 'i, in the Collector's office, and in every instance I have waited until 
they have been examined and approved. 

Question 4 . .Are you conversant, from your own knowledge, or otherwise, with the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence when 
the articles are stored; the safe keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; and 
whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know on 
these points . 

.Answer. Ever since I have been in office it has been the uniform practice for the officer appointed to 
'VOL, V:--54 B 
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inspect the landing or unlading of vessels to be present during the ~hole time of landing or unloading, 
either on board or on the adjacent wharf, and he is punishable by law for any omission of his attendance 
on these occasions. It follows, of necessity, that, as the attending officer cannot accompany to the place 
of deposit the various carts and drays by which the goods are removed to such deposit, and there being 
no special officer for that purpose, it has been the uniform practice to permit the transport without guard 
to the warehouses assigned for the reception of the goods; but it is a part of the duty of the inspecting 
officer to examine the places of deposit, and to see that the whole of the goods intended to be warehoused 
be there placed and secured by locks, of which the keys are lodged in the custom-house. By this mode 
of proceeding the officer discharges the double duty of inspector and storekeeper, and is frequently called 
on at the same moment to perform two offices which are incompatible with each other. Thus an officer, 
when inspecting the unloading of one vessel, is called on with permits to deliver goods, warehoused under 
his charg·e, to be shipped, with benefit of drawback, on board of vessels lying at a great distance from 
the place of his actual duty, which he cannot legally abandon; he has, therefore, no alternative but the 
delivery of the keys in his charge or a refusal to deliver the goods, which is contrary to the usage 
practiced since I have been in office; but his duty imposes on him the subsequent examination of the 
warehouse wherein the goods were taken, and of the permits and returns thereof at the custom-house, in 
order to be satisfied that the proper quantity only has been removed, and that the remainder be secured 
as before. In the discharge of this very delicate and responsible portion of the deponent's duty, in the 
great variety of cases in which he was employed, not a single instance has occurred in which there was 
the smallest breach of confidence on the part of the merchant. The practice, as detailed, has been uniform 
since the time of my being employed until within the last five weeks. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others ? State what you know. 

Answer. I know of nothing of a fraudulent, illegal, or unusual character on the part of any one in 
respect to the teas imported by E. Thomson. 

Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers 
of the customs and Mr. Thomson, or any concern or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indica
tions, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the e:i..i:ent of 
your knowledge. 

Answer, I have no knowledge whatever of anything of the nature suggested by this interrogatory, 
nor do I conscientiously believe that such has ever existed. 

Question 'l. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 
relation to the teas of E. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house? 
If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. 
• Answer. I know of no omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in relation to 
this particular case of Mr. Thomson, nor, indeed, to any other business connected with the custom-house. 

I offer the testimony of an humble individual to the high responsibility of all the officers of that 
institution, as far as my means of information have enabled me to form an estimation of their worth. 

I know of no facts in addition to those already stated which I consider material; if I were apprised 
of any, I should consider myself bound in duty to communicate them to my superior. If, however, I may 
be permitted to offer an opinion in general terms as to the present mode of proceeding in this point, in 
respect to fonded goods, I would most respectfully suggest a division of the duties of inspector and 
warehouse keeper. In the present state of things the public Treasury must be exposed to losses, whatever 
may be the zeal and integrity of the officer. If the places of deposit were concentrated, and a few officers 
permanently attached to them, no apprehension need be entertained of future fraud. 

Respectfully, 

JANUARY 24, 1826. 
J. W. DURANT, Irwpector. 

Sworn to before me, this 25th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 16. 

Inierrogalories to Andrew Geyer, Irwpector of the Oustoms. 

Question I. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. The date of my appointment is the 4th of September, 1805. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th February, 1825; of the Addison, on 

the 5th April, 1825; of the vV oodrop Sims, on the 13th April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, on the 1st July, 
1825; and the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d July, 1825, go on board either of them and place the 
necessary locks so as to secure the cargo? If so, specify the instances, and say whether you remained 
on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unlading of the 
vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo falling under your notice correct and according to law? 

Answer. On the 5th of June, 1818, I was appointed by the Collector of the port of Philadelphia to 
take charge of the stores for the reception of all merchandise sent for examination or valuation by the 
appraisers, agreeably to the act of Congress of the 20th of April, 1818, and have continued in that 
appointment up to the present time. Consequently, it not being within the scope of my duties, I did not 
at the times mentioned in this interrogatory, or at any other time, go on board the vessels enumerated, 
or either of them, nor place any locks so as to secure the cargo, and of course cannot specify any of the 
instances of doing so, or answer any of the remaining part of this second inquiry. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collection 
law, and what? 

Answer. Since my appointment, as stated in answer to query two, I had nothing to do with the certifi
cates issued under the 41st section of the collection law, except in cases of merchandise coming to this port 
from another port of the United States and sent to the custom-house stores under my charge for the want 
of the proper certificates accompanying them at the time of their arrival here. Whenever the certificates 
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for such goods are presented, I compare them with the marks, &c., of the custom-house on the packages 
to ascertain if they correspond. 

Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge, or otherwise, with the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas taken from ·the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; and 
whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know on 
these points. 

Answer. The knowledge I have of the points required in this interrogatory is this: Prior to my 
appointment, as before mentioned, that is, as storekeeper, I acted as inspector of the customs, and it was then 
customary for the inspector to attend on the wharf to see that teas were taken to the stores designated, 
and occasionally to visit the stores while the porters were engaged in taking them there. The persons 
who carried them were usually the regular porters of the importers. To my knowledge no inspectors 
superintended them whilst on the way from the wharf to the stores. Locks were placed on the doors, 
and the keys were left at the surveyor's office. When I had charge of any of the stores, and a permit 
was presented, I went to his office for the keys and delivered according to permit, then locked the stores 

• again, and returned the keys to the surveyor's office, from whence I had taken them. This was my practice, 
and I understood the practice pursued before my appointment. What the usage now is I know not. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to the teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by the officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know. 

Answer. I have no such knowledge. 
Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 

the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I do not know of the existence of any collusion between the custom-house officers and Mr. 
Thompson, nor of any connexion or- close intimacy with him, nor any other facts, indications, or appear
ances pointing to just suspicion on this head, nor, from opportunities I have had of judging, do I believe 
that any such exist between the officers of the customs and Mr. Thomson. 

Question 7. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 
relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house? 
If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. 

Answer. I know of no connivance of any officer of the customs in relation to any business connected 
with the custom-house. As to neglect or omission in respect to the teas of E. Thomson, my knowledge is 
only what has been reported, which, being hearsay, it would not be proper to state. I was sent on to 
New York by the Collector for the purpose of discovering the teas that had been sent there, and which 
were imported in the vessels enumerated in the second question. 

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, ss. 
On the 23d day of January, 1826, personally appeared Andrew Geyer, who, being sworn according 

to law, did depose and say that the answers given to the interrogatories as above stated are true, to the 
best of his knowledge and belief. 

ANDREW GEYER. 
Sworn and subscribed before me. 

G. BARTRAM, Alderman. 

No.17. 

Interrogatories to Ohamhers Gaw, Inspect01· of the Customs. 

QuesUon 1. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. I entered on the duties of my office June 10, 1818. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on 28th of February, 1825; of the Addison, 

on 5th of .April, 1825; of the Woodrop Sims, on 13th of April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, on 1st of 
July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on 2d of July, 1825, go on board either of them and place 
the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo? If so, specify the instances, and say whether you remained 
on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unlading of the 
vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo falling under your notice correct and according to law? 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any of the above transactions alluded to. 
Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 4th section of the collection 

law, and what? 
Answer. I have frequently reshipped teas for benefit of drawback, and on such occasions returned 

the certificates, with the permit, to the custom-house, if furnished in time. 
Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge, or otherwise, with the course usually 

pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; 
and whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know 
on these points. 

Answer. I never had charge of a tea ship or cargo of tea when stored, none having been landed in 
the district to which I belong during the time I have been in office; therefore, cannot say what the 
practice is or has been. I have often landed wine and spirits, but never knew any person appointed to 
superintend the conveyance from the wharf. When gauged and marked, the owner, or those under his 
direction, removed them to the stores, and not till then did the officer take charge of the keys. Removing 
from the stores was always done by permits for that purpose. If a change of usage has taken place, I 
am totally ignorant of it. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulent, or illegally, or unusually done, in relilpect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know. 
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.Answer. I am entirely unacquainted with Edward Thomson, his agents, or concerns, as well as any 
intercourse he may have had with custom-house officers, or others, injurious to the public. 

Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers 
of the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicion on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. My last answer comprehends so much of this question, I can only repeat that I am unin
formed of any collusion, connexion, or intimacy, directly or indirectly, between Edward Thomson ang. the 
custom-house officers, or others, whereby the public revenue might be impaired. 

Question 'l. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 
relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house ? 
If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely . 

.Answer. My business confining me to the upper part of the city, in a great measure precludes me from 
all knowledge of Mr. Thomson's affairs, and have no suspicion of any person or persons aiding or assisting 
him in defrauding the public. 

Question 8. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which you may 
consider material. 

.Answer. Nothing has occurred to me on this head not embraced in my former answers. 
CHAMBERS GAW. 

Sworn and subscribed before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 
. WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman 

No. 18. 

Deposition ef William P. Gaw, Inspector. 

Question l. What is the date of your appointment? 
.Answer. I was sworn into office on the 10th day of April, 1824. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th of February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 5th of April, 1825; of the W oodrop Sims, on the 13th April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, 
on the 1st of July, 1825; of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825, go on board either of them 
and place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo? If so, specify the instances, and say whether 
you remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the 
unlading of the vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo falling under your notice correct and 
according to law? 

.Answer. I was not on board either of those vessels; they were all unladen at the lower extremity of 
the port, and I stationed at the upper. Consequently, I know nothing about said vessels or their cargoes. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the forty-first section of the 
collection law, and what? 

.Answer. I have several times attended to the lading of liquors, and received certificates for them, 
and ( after examining and finding them to agree with the marks and numbers on the casks and cases) 
duly returned them. Teas I have had nothing to do with. 

Question 4. Arc you conversant, from your own knowledge, or otherwise, with the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector by _the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; 
and whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when ? State what you know 
on these points . 

.Answer. The course pursued in relation to wines and spirits, as coming under my notice, is as 
follows: The inspector on board of the vessel attends to the unlading, (wines and spirits,) which, having 
passed through the hands of the gauger and marker, is conveyed to the store of the owner or owners by 
porters in his or their employ, and there (according to the direction of the inspector) stored in such a. 
manner as to admit of their being seen and counted. When the inspector is released from his duty on 
board of the vessel, he goes to the store and examines them, and finding them correct, he places his lock 
upon them, and keeps the key in his possession until he receives a permit from the custom-house to deliver 
the same. I know of no inspector attending on the way to or at the store while storing. I know of no 
change of the above course since my appointment. Teas (not having come under my notice) I can say 
nothing about. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, illegally; or unusually done, in respect to teas imported 
by Edward Thomson, e[ther by officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know . 

.Answer. I know nothing in relation to Edward Thompson, his teas, or the inspectors as being con
nected with them. 

·Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the custom
house officers and Mr. Thomson; or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of any collusion between any inspector and Edward Thomson, or any 
intimacy with him whatever, nor have I seen or heard anything calculated to raise suspicions in my mind, 
on that or any other subject. 

Question 'l. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 
relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom
house? If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. State any 
further facts, not embraced with the scope of these inquiries, which you may consider material. 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any inspector in relation to 
Ed'Yard Thomson or his !eas, or any other business conne(?ted with him and the custom-house; nor am I 
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in possession of any material information whatever, concerning this or any other business connected 
with the custom-house. 

I subscribe myself, dear sir, your very humble servant, 

Sworn to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 

Ponr OF PHILADELPHIA, January 23, 1826. 

No. 19. 

Deposition of Robert Hopkins. 

WILLIAM P. GAW, Iwpector. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

Question I. How long have you acted as inspector ? 
Answer. Since April, l 'l93. 
Question 2 Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th of February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 3d of April, 1825; of the W oodrop Sims, on the 13th of April, 1825; of the Benjamin 
Rush, on the 1st of July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825, go on board 
either of them and place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargoes ? If so, specify the instances, 
and say whether you remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to 
superintend the unlading of the vessel? Was everything in regard to the cargo falling under your notice 
correct and according to law? -

Answer. I was the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unlading of the ships 
Addison, W oodrop Sims, and Benjamin Rush, and placed the necessary locks on said ships. I noticed 
nothing incorrect in the discharge of these cargoes. 

Question 3. Were you on board these vessels, or either of them, or on the wharves at which they lay 
when their teas were unloaded; if so, did you remark anything irregular or illegal previously to their 
removal towards the stores in which they were to be deposited? If so, state it. 

Answer. I was on board and on the wharves at which the ships Addison, Woodrop Sims, and Benjamin 
Rush discharged, and remarked nothing irregular or illegal in the discharge of their several cargoes. 

Question 4. Were the teas removed by porters in the employ of Mr. Thomson? Name, if you can, the 
porters. 

Answer. The teas were removed by persons in the employ of Mr. Thomson; their names I do not know. 
Question 5. Did you or any other inspector attend the removal of the teas to the stores ? Name the 

inspector. 
Answer. No inspector attended the removal of the teas. 
Question 6. Did you see the teas introduced into the stores and examine them in the stores ? In what 

stores were they deposited? 
Answer. I did not see them introduced into the stores, but examined them after the vessels' discharge. 

The teas were put into stores selected by Mr. Thomson, situated between Water street and the wharves, 
and Pine and Spruce streets. 

Question 'l. Were any of the stores in which these teas were deposited, and which, placed under your 
charge? If so, state particularly the circumstances under which the charge was conferred upon you, and 
especially under whose direction you acted, and whether the direction was general, or only applicable to 
the particular case. 

Answer. The stores were not particularly placed under my charge; but all spirits, wines, and teas, 
stored in the lower district, were understood to be under the charge of Mr. Jackson and myself. 

Question 8. If you examined the teas after they were stored, did you in the examination compare them 
with the permit, or other document or book, and which; and did you make any report, and was it written 
or verbal, to the surveyor or other officer, of the result of this examination? 

Answer. I saw the teas of all Mr. Thomson's ships after they were stored; but counting them was 
impossible after they were stowed away in the stores. 

Question 9. By whom was the store used designated ; or did the owner of the teas take them to any 
store he pleased, and was it a store previously used for a like purpose, or otherwise? 

Answer. The stores were selected by Mr. Thomson, and had been previously used for storing teas by 
him. The stores were rented by Mr. Thomson. 

Question IO. Were the two locks previously fixed on the doors of the stores, and was this done under 
public or private direction? -

Answer. There were two locks on the doors, one belonging to the door, the key of which was kept 
by the owner of the teas, and a padlock belonging to the custom-house, the key kept by the inspectors, 
and was the general practice. 

Question II. Did you lock up the stores, or was this done by the owner of the teas? 
Answer. I locked the custom-house padlocks on the doors, and :Mr. Thomson put his own locks on 

besides. 
QUi',slion 12. If you were not present at the storage of the teas, how long was your key out of your 

possession, and to whom was it confided previously to its being restored to you; or how long were the 
stores open in your absence? 

Answer. The key was left with the owner sufficient time to assort, stow, or take samples; sometimes 
a day or more, especially previous to a sale or shipping a parcel. 

Question 13. Did you thereafter, and at what times, examine the state of the stores, and was this a 
casual examination, or one founded on actual enumeration? 

Answer. An examination as to quantity, after the teas were stored, was not possible. 
Question 14. Could the teas taken from the wharf have been removed to other places than the stores 

without your knowledge? 
Answer. Since E. 'fhomson's failure I have understood that some of the teas were taken from the 

wharf and not stored. 
Question 15. Had you, at the time, any knowledge or suspicion of such removal? 
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Answer. I never had any knowledge or suspicion of any fraudulent removal of teas by E. Thomson, 
or others. 

Question 16. Have you since heard of such removal? If so, state particularly the circumstances. 
Ans-wei. I have heard reported that Mr. Thomson has acknowledged taking teas from the wharf to 

the pavement before the stores, and from the pavement to the coasting packets, without ever having been 
put in store . 

. Question l'l. Do you know of any removals of teas from the stores without a permit; or of the removal 
of a large quantity under a permit for a smaller quantity? 

Answer. I have been told Mr. Thomson has acknowledged, since his failure, that he had been in the 
practice of taking out of store much larger quantities of teas than he had permits for, generally presenting 
them when the officers were engaged on the wharf. 

Question 18. When a permit was given, did you always accompany the owner to the store, and 
carefully see the teas taken out? If a different course was pursued, state it, mentioning all the instances. 

Answer. I did not always accompany the permit, having vessels to attend to at the wharf, both 
unlading and reshipping. 

Question 19. Had you anything to do with the delivery of the certificates issued under the 41st section 
of the collection law, and what? 

Answer. I had nothing to do with the delivery of the certificates. 
Question 20. What has heretofore been the usage as to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the 

wharves to the stores? Have they been carried by porters employed by the owners, attended or not by 
an inspector? Has the inspector seen them stored, and immediately examined them to ascertain whether 
they were all stored, or has this been intrusted to the owner? Has the inspector invariably locked the 
stores, and has he from time to time examined the stores? Has he, on a permit being granted, attended 
in person the taking them out? State the usage, particularly and accurately, and whether it has varied 
since you have been in office; when, and in what respects. 

Answer. Spirits, wines, and teas have always been carried by porters, employed by the owners of 
the goods, to the stores, not attended by an inspector. After the goods were stored, then an inspector 
examined them and locked them up, and occasionally looked at the stores. A permit was often presented 
when the officers were so engaged on the wharves as to render it impossible to attend the delivery of 
such goods. Most generally the permit was not accompanied by an officer, and this has been customary 
ever since I was appointed an inspector. 

Question 21. Is it a fact that the same key has opened the locks of different stores? Was this known 
to you, and how has it occurred? 

Answer. The fact was known to me; the locks furnished for locking up stores had two keys to eight 
locks, for convenience of carriage, and one key fitted all the locks on any one person's stores. 

Question 22. Do you know of any removals from stores of teas that were not bonded with surety, 
under a permit to move a smaller quantity? If so, state them particularly. 

Answer. Previous to Mr. Thomson's failure I knew nothing of the kind ; since, I have been told it 
was the case. 

Question 23. Do you know of any instances in which the owners of wines, spirits, and teas have been 
suffered to enter the stores in which they were deposited without an inspector being present? If you do, 
state them. 

Answer. Spirits and wines require the examination of the cooper once a week, at least, to ascertain 
if there is leakage; in such cases the key has been given them, and the stores opened without an inspector 
being present. 

Question 24. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers 
of the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge. • 

Answer. I have no such knowledge, nor do I believe any ever existed. 
Question 25. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 

relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house? 
If you do, state circumstances minutely, including names, times, and places. 

Answer. I know of no neglect, and believe every officer does his duty. 
Question 26. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which you may 

consider material. 
Answer. I know nothing that I can state that I think will be of service. I have had no intimation, 

suspicion, or belief, that any officer, or other person, connected with the custom-house, has had any 
connivance or intimacy with Mr. Thomson, other than was necessary in doing their several duties. 

Question 2'T. Do you know of any other teas surreptitiously taken from the stores previously to the 
year 1825? If you do, state particularly all you know. · 

Answer. I do not know of any. 
Question 28. Were you employed on any of the vessels, and which vessels, in which teas ,vere 

imported by Edward Thomson, to wit: the ships William Savary, Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, 
and Thomas Scattergood, which have arrived at the port of Philadelphia since the 27th of February, 1825? 

Answer. I was on board, employed, at the ships Addison, Woodrop Sims, and Benjamin Rush. 
Question 29. Were you specially detailed by the surveyor for this service? 
Answer. I was. 
Question 30. When and at what place did you go on board? 
Answer. After the vessels had hauled to the wharves. 
Question 31. Was there, at the time of your entering the vessel, any, and what, inspector on board? 

Had there been one, and what was his name? 
Answer. There was none, nor had been, that I know of. 
Question 32. Did ev(lrything appear fair and regular when you went on board? Was the cargo locked 

up and carefully secured ? 
Answer. Everything appeared correct when I went on board, and I carefully locked the cargo up. 
Question 33. Were all the provisions of the law strictly complied with previous to the unloading of 

the goods? • 
Answer. I know nothing to the contrary. 
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Question 34. Was a permit, endorsed as required by the thirty-seventh section of the collection law, 
received by you previously to your proceeding to unload, and before any part of the cargo was removed? 

.Answer. It was not endorsed. 
Question 35. Was there any disagreement between the permits and the goods inspected and delivered 

by you? 
.Answer. There was no disagreement. 
Question 36. Were the teas all weighed by the weighers? 
.Answer. They were all weighed. 
Questwn 3'1. Were the teas inspected by you and weighed before they were delivered or removed? 
.Answer. The teas were all weighed by the weighers before they were removed from the wharf, and 

examined by myself. 
Questwn 38. Was the unloading at no other times than between the rising and setting of the sun? 

Did you remain on board constantly during that time? Did you enter the teas in a book, as required by 
the collection law, and deliver the same to the surveyor? 

.Answer. The unloading was done only between the rising and setting of the sun. I was on board 
( excepting when at dinner) all the time. A. report was made to the surveyor of all the cargo, and the 
teas entered in a book at the surveyor's office. 

Affirmed to before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 

No. 20. 

ROBERT HOPKINS, Inspector. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

Interrogatories to Henry Huber, Inspector of Oustom.s. 

Question I. What is the date of your appointment? 
.Answer. I was appointed an inspector of customs in the year 1808. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savary, on the 28th of February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 5th of April, 1825; of the W oodrop Sims, on the 13th of April, 1825; of the Benjamin 
Rush, on the 1st of July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825, go on board 
either of them and place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo? If so, specify the instances, 
and say whether you remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to 
superintend the unlading of the vessel; was everything in regard to the cargo falling under your notice 
correct and according to law? 

.Answer. I did not go on board either of the vessels mentioned in the second question, and do not 
know anything "in regard to their cargoes;" the unlading of the same did not fall under my notice, 
being stationed in the middle district, which extends from Market street southward to the drawbridge. 

Questi.on 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the forty-first section of the 
collection law, and what? 

.Answer. When spirits, wines, and teas are exported to a foreign port for the benefit of drawback, 
the certificates issued under the forty-first section of the collection law are delivered to the inspector, 
who reships the articles called for by the certificates, having first ascertained their correspondence with 
the same. The certificates, together with the permit for reshipping, are returned, under the written 
attestation of the inspector, to the Collector's office. So far only as relates to the above operations have 
I had "anything to do" with the certificates issued under the forty-first section of the collection law. 

Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge, or otherwise, with the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; 
and whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know 
on these points . 

.Answer. When wines, spirits, and teas are taken from the wharves to be deposited in stores under 
the charge of the custom-house, they are taken by the draymen employed by the owner or consignee, no 
officer of the customs accompanying them on their way to the stores; when stored, an inspector of the 
customs, having charge of them, makes his examination as to the articles being all in store, which can 
readily be done, from the packages of one size being all stored together for the purpose of ascertaining 
the number, for the satisfaction of the officer as well as of the importer. When thus stored, the inspector 
places his locks upon the doors of the storehouses; the owners generally, but not always, also have locks 
upon the same, and upon the receipt of a permit from the Collector's office, ordering the delivery of all or 
any part of the articles thus stored, the officer unlocks the stores and delivers the same; but at times the 
officers have been compelled to confide the keys for a few hours to the owners, as they could not leave the 
deck of a ship on which they were closely engaged in delivering and landing a valuable cargo of mer
chandise; but, in all such instances within my knowledge, upon examining the stores, all has uniformly 
been found correct and secure. There has not "been any change in the usage in these respects" until 
within a short time. 

Questwn 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others ? State what you know on 
these points . 

.Answer. I do not know of anything, either fraudulent, illegal, or unusual, that has been done in 
respect to teas imported by Edward Thomson, or any other person. 

Questwn 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers 
of the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I know of no collusion, connexion, or close intimacy, nor of any appearances pointing to 
just suspicions, between Edward Thomson and any officer of the custom-house; being in the discharge of 
my duty confined to the bounds of the middle district, commencing at Market street on the north, and 
terminating at the drawbridge on the south. 

Question '1. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 
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relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house? 
If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. State any further facts, 
not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which you may consider material. 

Answer. I do not know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs, either 
in relation to the teas of Edward Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected}with the custom
house. 

Under the collection law of l 'l99 the inspectors of customs were eligible, and for many years six of 
them, appointed by the chief officer of inspection, (the surveyor of the port of Philadelphia,) marked, 
according to law, all the spirits, wines, and teas landed in the port of Philadelphia. .A. subsequent law 
of a few years' standing rendered the inspectors of customs no longer eligible; upon which ONE PERSON 
was appointed to perform the service before performed by srx, and, under the law, received the compensa
tion therefor. I state this FACT from the belief that the alteration of the law has not been of any advantage 
to the revenue nor to the DESPATCH of the business of the port. 

HENRY HUBER, Inspector. 
PHILADELPHIA, January 24, 1826. 

Affirmed to before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 21. 

Depomtion of Andrew Jackson, Inspector. 

In answedo interrogatories put by S. H. Smith, Esq., I respectfully submit the following: 
Question I. How long have you acted as inspector? 
Answer. Since the month of July, l'l99. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th February, 1825; of the Addison, 

on the 3d of April, 1825; of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th of April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, on the 
1st of July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825, go on board either of them 
and place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargoes ? If so, specify the instances, and say whether 
you remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the 
unlading of the vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo falling under your notice correct and 
according to law? 

Answer. On the arrival of the above named vessels I did not go on board either of them. 
Question 3. Were you on board these vessels, or either of them, or on the wharves at which they lay, 

when the teas were unloaded ? If so, did you remark anything irregular or illegal previously to their 
removal towards the stores in which they were to be deposited? If so, state it. 

Answer. I was on the wharves during the discharge of those vessels; I saw nothing illegal or 
irregular. 

Question 4. Were the teas removed by porters in the employ of Mr. Thomson? Name, if you can, 
the porters. 

Answer. The teas were removed by porters in the employ of Mr. Thomson; I am ignorant of their 
names. 

Question 5. Did you, or any other inspector, attend the removal of the teas to the stores ? Name the 
inspector. 

Answer. No inspector attended their removal. 
Question 6. Did you see the teas introduced into the stores, and examine them in the stores, to guard 

against abuses? In what store were they deposited? 
Answer. I did not see the teas introduced into the stores; no examination took place until the ship 

was unloaded; they were deposited in stores rented by Mr. 'fhomson. 
Question 'i. Were any of the stores in which these t~as were deposited, and which, placed under your 

charge? If so, state particularly the circumstances under which the charge was conferred upon you, and 
especially under whose directions yon acted, and whether the direction was general, or only applicable to 
the particular case. 

Answer. The stores were not given into the charge of any officer particularly. Mr. Robert Hopkins 
and myself had a general charge of all stores containing spirits, wines, and teas. We acted under 
general directions from the surveyor. 

Question 8. If you examined the teas after they were stored, did you, in the examination, compare 
them with the permits or other documents or books, and which? And did you make any report, and was 
it written or verbal, to the surveyor or other officer, of the result of this examination? 

Answer. An examination of the teas took place immediately before their removal from the wharf, 
when they were compared with the permits; a written report was made to the surveyor of the result; an 
enumeration of teas in store is impracticable. 

Que.stion 9. By whom was the store used designated, or did the owner of the teas take them to any 
store he pleased, and was it a store previously used for a like purpose, or otherwise? 

Answer. It has always been the custom for the owners to choose their stores; those in question had 
been for a considerable time used as tea stores. 

Question IO. Were the two locks previously fixed on the doors of the stores, and was this done under 
public or private direction? 

Answer. One lock was permanently fixed, the key of which was kept by the owner; a padlock was 
added by the inspector, who kept the key. 

Question II. Did you lock up the stores, or was this done by the owner of the teas? 
Answer. When the teas were properly arranged in store the officer placed his lock on. 
Question 12. If you were not present at the storage of the teas, how long was your key out of your 

possession, and to whom was it confided previously to its being restored to you, or how long were the 
stores open in your absence? 
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.Answer. I placed no lock on the stores till the owner had arranged them properly. This was the 
work of many days; I cannot say precisely how many. 

Question 13. Did you thereafter, and at what times, examine the state of the stores, and was this a 
casual examination or one founded on actual enumeration? . 

.Answer . .A casual examination took place, and that only, when called on to deliver teas from store; 
we could only enter the stores by permission of the owners; an actual enumeration is impracticable. 

Question 14. Could the teas taken from wharf have been removed to other places than the stores 
without your knowledge? 

.Answer. It has been ascertained that such has been the fact. 
Question 15. Had you at the time any knowledge or suspicion of such removal? 
.Answe1·. I had no such knowledge or suspicion. 
Question 16. Have you since learned of such removal? If so, state the circumstances particularly . 
.Answer. I have been informed by Charles Mackie, who was in the employ of E. Thomson, that while 

the ship was discharging a permit was taken to deliver a portion of the teas from the wharf, and that 
under cover of that permit a large quantity was removed to other places than the stores. 

Question 11. Do you know of any removal of teas from the stores without a permit, or of the removal 
of a large quantity under a permit for a smaller quantity . 

.Answer. llfr. Mackie has stated that it was the practice of Mr. Thomson to take a permit for teas and 
present it to the officer when busily engaged on the wharf; at such times the key was entrusted to them
selves to deliver the teas, when the opportunity was taken of removing teas other than those permitted. 
It is also stated that at such times a person was employed by E. Thomson to watch the officer and see 
that he was so much engaged as to render them secure from detection. 

Question 18. When a permit was given did you always accompany the owner to the stores and 
carefully see the teas taken out ? If a different course was pursued state it, mentioning all the instances . 

.Answer. When engaged in other duties it was always the custom to entrust the key to the owners. 
Ques!,ion 19. Had you anything to do with the delivery of the certificates issued under the 41st 

section of the collection law, and what? 
.Answer. I had nothing to do with the delivery of certificates. 
Question 20. What has heretofore been the usage as to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the 

wharves to the stores? Have they been carried by porters, employed by the owners, attended or not by 
an inspector? Has the inspector seen them stored, and immediately examined them to ascertain whether 
they were all stored, or has this been entrusted to the owner? Has the inspector invariably locked the 
stores, and has he from time to time examined the stores? Has he, on a permit being granted, attended 
in person the taking them out? State the usage, particularly and accurately, and whether it has varied 
since you have been in office; when and in what respect. 

Answer. In removing spirits, wines, and teas to the stores it has invariabiy been done by porters 
employed by the owners, unattended by an officer; when the whole of the cargo is landed and removed 
from the wharf, the officer examines the stores and places his lock on them. I state what I believe to be 
the general practice; I do not undertake to say that there are no exceptions.· When a permit was 
delivered to the officer while engaged in other duties it has been customary to entrust the keys to the 
owner, as I have stated in answer 18. If any variation has taken place in the manner of storing and 
delivering wines, spirits, and teas, I have no knowledge of it. 

Question 21. Is it a fact that the same key has opened the locks of different stores ? Was this 
known to you, and how has it occurred ? 

.Answer. It was known to me that the same key opened different locks; they were furnished by the 
surveyor, and I presume they were designedly so constructed. 

Questwn 22. Do you know of any removals from stores of teas that were not bonded with surety, 
under a permit to remove a smaller quantity? If so, state them particularly . 

.Answer. The answer to question l '1 will apply to this. 
Question 23. Do you know of any instances in which the owners of wines, spirits, or teas, have been 

suffered to enter the stores in which they were deposited without an inspector being present? If you do, 
state them . 

.Answer. It has always been the practice to permit the owners to take the keys, in order to make an 
examination of the state of the casks or other packages; if this was not done, great loss must ensue. 
An officer could not always attend without neglecting his duties on the wharf, as the officers who had 
charge of the stores had the like duties to perform as other inspectors, independent of their attendance 
on the stores. 

Question 24. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers· 
of the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge or belief of any collusion between Mr. Thomson and any person 
attached to the custom-house. I know of no intimacy existing between any person attached to the 
custom-house and Mr. Thomson; and I know of no facts leading to any suspicion on the subject. 

Question 25. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance, of any officer of the customs in 
relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom
house? If you do, state the circumstances minutely, including names, times, and places . 

.Answer. I know nothing in relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson but what I have already stated. 
Question 26. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which you 

may consider material . 
.Answer. I am acquainted with no facts having any bearing on the subject. 
Question 2'1. Do you know of any other teas surreptitiously taken from the stores previously to the 

year 1825 ? If you do, state particularly all you know . 
.Answer. It has been stated by the before named Charles Mackie that teas have been taken by E. 

Thomson prior to 1825, and under similar circumstances; I have no other knowleage on the subject. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 

Sworn and subscribed before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

VOL. V:--55 B • 
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No. 22. 

Interrogatories to John Beed, Inspector of the OustorM. 

Question 1. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. My appointment was the 4th June, 1818. 
Question 2. Djd you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th of February, 1825, of the 

Addison, on the 5th of April, 1825, of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th of April, 1825, of the Benjamin 
Rush, on the 1st of July, 1825, of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d of July, 1825, go on board either of 
them and place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo? If so, specify the instances, and say 
whether you remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend 
the unlading of the vessel; was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct 
and according to law? 

Answer. I did not go on board of either of these vessels. 
Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collec

tion law, and what? 
Answer. I have nothing to do with certificates for teas and liquors, except shipped for drawback; 

the certificates are produced for them, and returned to the Collector by me with the permits. 
Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually 

pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas, taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores, the superintendence of an inspector on the way, his presence 
when the articles are stored, the safe-keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores? 
And whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you 
know on these points. 

Answer. I believe it bas been usual, in sending goods from the wharf to be stored, _that the -owners 
employed persons to take them, without the presence of an inspector, he, having charge of the vessel and 
delivering them, could not leave the vessel at the time, but, as soon as the vessel was discharged, he 
would proceed to the stores -and see that the goods were stored, and have them locked up. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know. 

Answer. I know nothing respecting the above. 
Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 

the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicion on this head? If you have, state minutely the extent 
of your knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of anything respecting the above. 
Question 'l. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 

relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house? 
if you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places minutely. 

Answer. I do not know of any. 
Question 8. State any other facts embraced within the scope of these inquiries which you may 

consider material? 
Answer. I know of no other facts in respect to these inquiries. 

PoRT oF PHILADELPHLI., January 23, 1826. 
JOHN REED, Inspector. 

Sworn to before me,,this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 23. 

Interrogatories to Joseph Romnson, Inspector of the Customs. 

Question 1. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. August the 3d, 1818. 
Question 2. Did you, on the an-ival of the William Savery, on the 28th of February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 5th April, 1825; of the W oodrop Sims, on the 13th April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, on 
the 1st July, 1825; and the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d July, 1825, go on board either of them, and place 
the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo; if so, specify the instances, and say whether you remained 
on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unlading of the 
vessel; was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct and according to law? 

Answer. I was coasting officer at the time the above vessels arrived, and had no charge of any of 
them. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the colle~ 
tion law, and what? 

Answer. When I had any certificates for wine or tea I returned them with the permit to the custom
house. 

Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually 
pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and tea, taken from the wharf ·to be deposited in stores; as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe-keeping of the goods stored; and their removal from the stores; 
and whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and what? State what you know 
on these points. 

Answer. Being always otherwise employed, I never have attended to the storing of any of the above 
.goods. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, illegally, or unusually done in respect to tea 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know. 
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.Answer. I do not know. 
Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 

the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head ? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have not. 
Question 'l. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 

relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house ? 
If you have, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely . 

.Answer. I do not know of any. 
Question 8. State any other facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which you may 

consider material. 
.Answer. I know of none. 

JOSEPH ROBINSON, Inspector. 

Sworn and subscribed before me, this 20th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 24. 

Deposition of John P. Schott, Inspector. 

Question I. What is the date of your appointment ? 
.Answer. October, 1805. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 5th of April, 1825; of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, 
on the 1st July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d July, 1825, go on board either of them, 
and place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo; if so, specify the instances, and say whether 
you remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the 
unlading of the vessel; was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct and 
according to law ? 

.Answer. I had no charge of either of the above named vessels; neither was I on board of either of 
them. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collec• 
tion law, and what? 

.Answer. I had nothing to do with the certificates. 
Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually 

pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores; as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe-keeping of the goods stored; and their removal from the stores ? 
And whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know 
on these points . 

.Answer. I have always understood that teas, &c., were stored under the care of an inspector, locked 
up, and the keys put in the surveyor's office, and afterwards delivered according to permits, under the 
inspection of an officer; this has been my practice; but it has been a long time since I have had charge 
of teas, my business lying in the upper district, and the vessels from China are generally discharged in 
the lower district; I believe they are always sent from the vessels to the stores by the importers; and it 
is not usual for an inspector to superintend them on the way. I used to go to the stores towards evening, 
and satisfy myself that all were in store that were landed when I had charge of them, and then lock the 
stores and keep the key, and so on till all were stored. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently or illegally, or unusually done in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others ? State what you know . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge whatever of anything of the kind. 
Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence ·of any collusion between any of the officers of 

the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge whatever of anything relating to this question. I have no acquaintance 
with Mr. Thomson. 
- Question 'T. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 

relation to the teas of Mr. 'l'homson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house? 
If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. State any further 
facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries which you may consider material. 

.Answer. I have no knowledge whatever of anything embraced in this question, my business lying in 
the upper district altogether; neither do I know of anything concerning this business, not embraced 
within the scope of these inquiries, that I consider material. 

JOHN P. SCHOTT, Inspector. 
PHILADELPHIA, January 20, 1826. 

Sworn and subscribed to before me, this 20th day of January, 1826. 
. WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 25. 

Interrogatories to Rowland Smith, Inspector of the Customs. 

Question I. What is the date of your appointment? 
.Answer. Appointed May I, 1824. 
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Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th of February, 1825; of the 
Addison, on the 5th April, 1825; of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, on 
the 1st July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d July, 1825, go on board either of them and 
place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo ? If so, specify the instances, and say whether you 
remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unloading 
of the vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct and according 
to law? 

Answer. The above vessels, in every instance, were attended to by other officers; therefore none of 
the queries in question two ever came under my notice. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collec
tion law, and what? 

Answer. I never had anything to do with the above named certificates, except when reshipping. 
Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually 

pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the wharf to be deposited in store; as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of an inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe-keeping of the goods stored; and their removal from the stores? 
And whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know 
on these points. 

Answer. The course usually pursued in wines, spirits, and teas is for the merchant importing to send 
his porters for the goods, who take them to the stores without any inspector accompanying them. In 
relation to the safe-keeping of the goods when stored the custom-house has the key of one lock, and the 
man who has charge of the store the key of another lock. There has been no change in the usage in 
these respects. 

Question 5. Do you know of anything fraudulently or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know. 

Answer. I do not know of anything fraudulently or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others. 

Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 
the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion, or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicion on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom-house and 
Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, or appearances, 
pointing to just suspicions on this head: · 

Question 'l. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance, of any officers of the customs, in 
relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the • custom
house ? If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. State any 
further facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which you may consider material. 

Answer. No neglect or omission, or connivance, of any officer of the customs, has ever come under my 
knowledge, either in regard to teas imported by Mr. Thomson, or in business of any kind done at the 
custom-house. 

ROWLAND SMITH, InS'J)ector. 

Affirmed to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 26. 

Deposition of Jacob Zebley, lnspeclm·. 

Question 1. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. May, 1815. _ 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 20th of February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 5th of April, 1825; of the Woodrop Sims, on the 13th of April, 1825; of the Benjamin 
Rush, on the 1st of July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, 2d of July, 1825, go on board either of 
them, and place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo ? If so, specify the instances, and say 
whether you remained on board until the arrival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend 
the unlading of the vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct and 
according to law? 

Answer. Being stationed in the middle district of the port of Philadelphia, in 1820, to attend and 
examine coasting· vessels, and having continued in that station ever since the said year, I therefore have 
had no charge whatever of the above mentioned vessels or their cargoes. 

Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collection 
laws? 

Answer. I had not. 
Question 4:. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually 

pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas, taken from the wharf to be deposited in store; as to the 
person carrying the same to the stores; the superintendence of any inspector on the way; his presence 
when the articles are stored; the safe-keeping of the goods stored; and the removal from the stores ? 
And whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State what you know 
on these points. 

Answer. To the best of my knowledge, it is usual for merchants' porters to remove from the wharf. 
not only wines, spirits, and teas, but other articles, either to the public stores or to the merchant stores' 
when permitted, and those articles entitled to drawback are locked up in store by the officers. ' 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done, in respect to teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others ? State what you know. 

Answer. I know nothing in relation to that question. 
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Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 
the custom-house and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any circumstances comprised in the 6th question. 
Question 'i'. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any of the officers of the customs, 

in relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom
house? If you do, state the circumstances, including the names, times, and places, minutely. State 
further facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries. 

Answer. To the 'i'th and last question I can answer only in the negative. 
JACOB ZEBLEY, Inspector. 

Sworn to before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 2'i'. 

Interrogatories to I}avid Rose, Inspect01· of the Customs. 

Question I. What is the date of your appointment? 
Answer. August 28, l 'i'89. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on. the 5th April, 1825; of the W oodrop Sims, on the 13th April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, on 
the 1st July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d July, 1825, go on board either of them, and 
place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo ? If so, specify the instances, and say whether you 
remained on board until the a1Tival of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unlading 
of the vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct and according to 
law? 

Answer. I did not. 
Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collection 

law, and what? ~ 
Answer. I had not. 
Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually 

pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the wharf to be deposited in stores, as to the 
persons carrying the same to the stores, the superintendence of an inspector on the way, his presence 
when the articles are stored, the safe-keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; and 
whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when ? State what you know on 
these points . 

.Answer. I am not. 
Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done in respect to teas 

imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others ? State what you know. 
Answer. I do not. 
Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the custom

house officers and Mr. Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head ? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have not. 
Question 'i'. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs, in 

relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom-house ? 
If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. 

Answer. I do not. 
Question 8. State any further facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries which you may 

consider material. 
Answer. I think it proper to state that I have been stationed, in charge of the United States stores 

and in aid of the customs, at the Lazaretto, since the beginning of 1802; hence, I am not conversant with 
the detail of business in respect of wines, spirits, and teas, as none of these articles have ever been stored 
there. 

DAVID ROSE, Inspector. 

Sworn to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 28. 

Interrogatories to Frederick Shull, Inspector of the Customs. 

Question I. What is the date of your appointment? 
.Answer. In the year 1 'i'99. 
Question 2. Did you, on the arrival of the William Savery, on the 28th February, 1825; of the 

Addison, on the 5th April, 1825; of the W oodrop Sims, on the 13th April, 1825; of the Benjamin Rush, on 
the 1st July, 1825; and of the Thomas Scattergood, on the 2d July, 1825, go on board either of them, and 
place the necessary locks so as to secure the cargo ? If so, specify the instances, and say whether you 
remained on board until the amval of the inspector detailed by the surveyor to superintend the unlading 
of the vessel. Was everything in regard to the cargo, falling under your notice, correct and according to 
law? 
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Answer. I had no charge of the above mentioned vessels; neither was I on board of them. 
Question 3. Had you anything to do with the certificates issued under the 41st section of the collection 

law, and what ? 
Answer. I have not any knowledge of them. 
Question 4. Are you conversant, from your own knowledge or otherwise, with the course usually 

pursued in relation to wines, spirits, and teas taken from the wharves to be deposited in stores, as to the 
person carrying the same to the stores, the superintendence of an inspector on the way, his presence 
when the articles are stored, the safe-keeping of the goods stored, and their removal from the stores; 
whether there has been any change in the usage in these respects, and when? State· what you know on 
ili~~~ . 

Answer. I have ·bad teas under my charge in stores taken from the wharf by the owners' porters, 
ordered them to be stored so that I could count them. After so stored and counted, I then put the locks 
on, agreeably to law. When permitted, I attended to the delivery, and marked them, corresponding with 
date of permits. Wines and spiritf:! I never have stored. The teas were small quantities. I have no 
knowledge of any change from the usual way pursued. I have been stationed at Marcus Hook since the 
year 1810, some time in August, and have had no charge of any vessel in Philadelphia since the above 
date. 

Question 5. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done in respect to the teas 
imported by Edward Thomson, either by officers of the custom-house or others? State what you know. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of the fifth question. 
Question 6. Have you any knowledge of the existence of. any collusion between any of the officers of 

the cust-0m-house and Mr. Thomson, or any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head ? If you have, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of the sixth question. 
Question 1. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the custom-house 

in -relation to the teas of :Mr. Thomson, or in relation to any of the business connected with the custom
house? If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. 

Answer. I know of no facts in relation to the teas of Mr. Thomson, or to the custom-house, or officers. 

DELA.WARE COUNTY, ss. 
Personally appeared the within named Frederick Shull, esq., and, upon his solemn affirmation, declares 

that the answers to the foregoing interrogatories are true to the best of his knowledge. 
• BENJ'N F. THOMPSON, 

Justice ef the Peace far said county, Penn. 

No. 29. 

Interrogatories to Mr. Job Whipple, master ef the barge. 

Question I. Did you go on board, and where, and at what time, of the ships William Savary, Addison, 
Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood, which arrived in the year 1825? 

Answer. I did go on board of these respective vessels on the days of their arrival, all of which were 
boarded between Gloucester Point and this city. 

Question 2. When you so went on board, was any revenue officer on board of them, or either, speci
fying which? 

Answer. No revenue officer was on board of either when I boarded them. In explanation, I would 
state to this inquiry that it is my practice to board all vessels when coming up the river, below the city, 
and consequently am the first officer on board. 

Question 3. Was everything in regard to the security of the cargo correct and according to law? 
Answer. After obtaining the necessary papers, it is my practice to leave them for the purpose of 

boarding such other vessels that may be coming up the river at the same time, and consequently never 
remain so long on board as to be present at the arrival of the inspectors, who may have placed their locks 
on either of these specified vessels. 

Question 4. When and where did you leave those vessels? and were the cargoes secured when you 
left them? 

Answer. I repeat, in answer to this question, my answer to question 3. 
Question 5. Did an inspector of the customs come on board before you left them, or either of them ? 

and what was his or their names ? 
Answer. No inspector of the customs came on board of either of these vessels before I left them. 
Question 6. Do you know anything fraudulently, or illegally, or unusually done in respect t-0 the teas 

imported by Edward Thomson, either by the officers of the custom-house or others ? State what you 
know. 

Answer. I do not. 
Question 1. Have you any knowledge of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of 

the custom-house and Mr. Edward Thomson, or any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other 
facts, indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you have, state minutely 
the extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I have not. . 
Question 8. Do you know of any omission, neglect, or connivance of any officer of the customs in 

relation to the teas of Mr. Thompson, or in relation to any other business connected with the custom
house? If you do, state the circumstances, including names, times, and places, minutely. 

Answer. I do not. 
I know of no facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries that, in my opinion, are material. 

JOB WHIPPLE, 
Inspectar in command ef the revenue barge. 

Sworn to before me, this 21st day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 
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No. 30. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 20, 1826. 
Sm: Your note of the 18th instant, with certain interrogatories, was duly received, and I have the 

pleasure to submit to you such answers as I have been able to make to them respectively. 
Quest-ion I. Were you engaged in weighing certain teas imported by Edward Thomson in the year 

1825, in the ships William Savary, Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood? 
and in which of these vessels were you so engaged? 

Answer. The teas ( as also cassia) imported by Edward Thomson and others in the ships above named 
were weighed in part by myself, and in part by Messrs. Samuel Ross and George Dannacker, deputy 
weighers. The cargoes of the ships Benjamin Rush and Thomas Scattergood were exclusively weighed 
by myself, and a general superintendence to the weighing of the previous cargoes. 

Question 2. How long were you engaged on each cargo ? 
Answer. To the best of my recollection, from five to eight days. 
Question 3. Were all the teas duly weighed? 
Answer. They were to the best of our ability. 
Question 4. Was each chest or box weighed, or were several weighed together, and an average 

weight taken as that of each chest or box ? . 
Answer. If I am to understand the 1st clause of this interrogation to mean "weighed" singly, I 

answer no. .A. number of packages, being of the same size and quality of teas, wertl weighed together, 
and the actual gross weight of each particular quality and different size package returned to the 
Collector's office, from a memorandnm book of the weights of each cargo, as taken on the wharf; a copy 
of one of which is herewith submitted for your information. 

Question 5. Is this the invariable mode practiced at this port? 
Answer. It is, and was the practice of all my predecessors. The office has always considered that 

we were fully justified in pursuing this mode by the provisions contained in the 39th and 58th sections of 
the collection law of March 2, 1799; and more particularly by the 2d section of an act of the same date, 
establishing the compensation of officers employed in the collection of duties, &c., without any regard 
being had to the great loss which the revenue would sustain by pursuing the plan of weighing each 
package singly. 

Question 6. Were the chests and boxes all marked, and by whom were they marked ? Were the 
marks made under your direction? If not, under whose direction were they made ? 

Answer. The chests and boxes were all marked previous to weighing; and, to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, agreeably to law, by Charles S. Jackson, esq., deputy inspector or marking officer, 
for the district and port of Philadelphia. With regard to the latter clause of this interrogation, I must 
answer, as weigher of the port of Philadelphia, I have no control over, or directions to give, with regard 
to the marking of teas, there being a particular officer designated by law to perform that duty. 

Question 'l. Were any of the chests or boxes removed from the wharf before they were weighed and 
marked? 

Answer. Not to my knowledge. 
Question 8. How and by whom is the quality of teas ascertained? Were the returns required by the 

72d section of the collection law duly made ? 
Answer. The surveyor of the port is the officer designated by law to ascertain and determine 'the 

quality of teas, &c. Where any doubt exists, it is the usual practice to take the quality as marked on 
the package. With regard to the cargoes of those vessels named in the first interrogation, to the best of 
my recollection and belief, the returns were made agreeably to the 72d section of the collection law. 

Question 9. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of these stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of the teas from them? 

Answer. To the first part of this interrogation I have no knowledge. The stores are considered safe 
and good, being fire-proof. The first intimation which I had of the surreptitious removal of teas by 
Edward Thomson was on the 20th day of November last, on which day I was, in conjunction with 
another officer in the revenue department, detailed to proceed to New York in pursuit of said teas. 

Question IO. I do you know, and if you do, state them, the names of the porters that took these teas 
from the wharves ? 

Answer. I do not know, but believe them to be the same employed by Edward Thomson for several 
years. 

Question II. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the 
custom-house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the 
extent of your knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge on this subject, nor have I ever had even a shadow of suspicion of any 
collusion between any of the officers of the custom-house and Edward Thompson. 

Question 12. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house ? If so, state them. 

Answer. Same as given to No. 11; and would further add that, of my own knowledge, I know of no 
flagrant neglect having been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected with the custom
house. 

Question 13. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of the inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

Answer. I am not aware that I possess any other facts than what are contained in my answers to 
interrogatories Nos. 9, IO, 11, and 12. As the interrogatories Nos. I and 8 relate particularly to the 
discharge of my official duties, I have endeavored to be somewhat full and explicit. 

SAlITIEL H. Smm, Esq. 
J. STEELE, JR., Weigher. 

Sworn to before me, this 23d day of Janmtry, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 
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Inward, July 1, 1825-Benjamin Rush, Barden,Jrom Oanton. 

EDWARD THOMSON. 

E. T.-3,420 quarter chests Hyson Skin. 

16 11 2 18 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 
16 11 2 21 16 11 3 7 16 11 3 21 
16 11 3 16 11 3 16 11 3 21 
]6 11 3 7 16 11 2 21 16. 14 11 
16 11 3 11 16 11 3 16 12 11 
16 11 2 21 16 11 3 16 11 3 11 
16 11 2 21 16 11 a 14 16 12 'l 
16 11 3 16 11 3 16 12 4 
16 11 3 16 11 3 16 12 7 
16 11 3 4 16 11 3 14 16 12 7 
16 11 3 4 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 14 
16 11 2 24 16 11 3 7 16 11 3 21 
16 11 3 16 11 3 7 16 11 3 25 
18 13 18 16 11- 3 21 16 11 3 7 
16 11 2 14 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 14 
16 11 2 14 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 21 
16 11 2 7 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 7 
16 11 2 11 16 12 16 11 3 11 
16 11 2 25 16 12 16 ·11 3 
16 11 2 18 16 11 3 14 16 11 2 21 
16 11 2 21 16 11 3 14 16 11 2 21 
16 11 2 21 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 
16 11 2 25 16 11 3 7 16 11 3 11 
16 11 3 16 11 2 7 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 4 16 11 3 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 14 19 14 7 16 11 3 14 
16 11 3 11 16 12 16 11 3 21 
16 11 3 11 16 12 16 11 3 
16 11 3 11 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 7 16 11 3 7 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 11 
16 11 3 21 16 11 3 'l 16 11 2 11 
16 11 3 14 20 14 3 21 5 3 2 11 
16 11 3 25 16 12 16 11 3 
16 11 3 25 16 11 3 21 16 11 3 18 
16 11 3 16 11 3 21 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 16 12 16 11 3 14 
16 11 3 14 16 12 7 16 11 3 
16 11 3 14 16 11 3 21 16 11 3 
16 11 3 16 11 3 21 16 11 3 7 
16 11 2 24 16 11 3 7 16 11 2 21 
16 11 2 26 16 11 3 21 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 16 11 3 21 16 11 3 14 
16 11 3 7 16 12 16 11 3 14 
16 11 2 14 16 11 3 21 16 11 3 4 
16 11 2 14 16 11 3 21 16 11 3 
16 11 3 14 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 
16 11 3 21 16 11 3 25 16 11 3 
16 11 2 21 16 11 3 21 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 16 12 16 11 2 24 
16 12 16 11 3· 21 16 11 2 14 
5 3 1 21 16 11 3 21 16 11 2 14 

16 11 3 21 16 11 3 11 16 11 3 
16 11 3 7 16 11 3 25 16 11 3 
16 11 3 16 11 3 11 16 11 3 
16 11 3 21 16 11 3 14 16 11 3 11 
16 11 3 7 16 11 3 7 16 11 3 11 
16 21 3 7 16 11 3 16 11 3 11 
16 11 3 14 16 11 3 7 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 14. 16 11 3 7 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 7 16 11 3 16 11 2 18 
16 11 3 14 16 11 3 16 11 2 21 
16 11 3 7 16 11 3 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 7 16 11 3 16 11 2 21 
16 11 3 7 16 11 2 24 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 16 11 2 24 16 11 3 7 
16 11 3 14 16 11 2 24 16 11 3 21 
16 11 3 14 16 11 2 21 16 11 3 14 
16 11 3 14 16 11 2 24 6 4 1 11 
16 11 3 4 16 11 3 
16 11 3 14 16 11 3 3420 2526 1 11 
16 11 3 14 16 11 3 
16 11 3 14 16 11 3 Drqft 1490. 
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EDW.ARD THOMSON. 

E. T.-629 quarter chests Tonkey Hyson Skin. 

1 0 3 21 14 12 1 14 14 12 2 21 
14 12 1 'l 12 10 2 'l 14 12 2 14 
14 12 1 21 14 12 2 21 14 12 3 
14 12 1 14 14 12 2 21 14 12 3 
14 12 1 'l 14 12 2 21 14 12 2 25 
15 13 1 14 12 3 14 12 2 25. 
14 12 1 l'l 14 12 3 14 12 2 25 
14 12 1 l't 14 12 3 12 11 3 'l 
14 12 1 l'l 14 12 2 14 14 12 2 
14 12 1 14 14 12 2 14 14 12 1 14 
14 12 1 14 14 12 2 21 12 10 2 'l 
14 12 1 'l 12 12 2 21 15 13 2 14 
14 12 1 14 14 12 2 14 2 1 3 
14 12 1 14 14 12 2 14 
14 12 1 11 14 12 2 14 629 564 2 4 
14 12 1 14 12 3 
14 12 1 14 14 12 3 7 JJreft 317. 

EDW .ARD THOMSON. 

E. T.-826 quarter chests Young Hyson. 

14 13 2 11 14 13 1 11 14 13 1 21 
12 11 2 25 14 13 2 14 14 13 1 21 
14 13 18 14 14 14 13 1 7 
14 13 18 14 14 14 13 2 14 
14 13 18 14 14 14 14 13 1 7 
14 13 1 4 14 13 2 14 13 2 11 
14 13 1 4 14 13 3 14 14 13 3 7 
14 13 18 14 13 2 7 14 13 3 
14 13 1 14 13 2 4 14 13 2 7 
'l 6 2 7 14 13 3 14 13 2 21 

14 13 3 14 13 2 14 14 13 2 
14 13 3 7 14 13 1 21 14 13 21 
14 13 2 21 14 13 1 14 13 1 'l 
14 13 1 21 14 13 1 7 14 13 1 4 
14 13 1 14 14 13 1 14 13 2 11 
14 13 2 7 14 12 2 'l 14 13 3 7 
14 13 1 14 14 1a 3 14 13 3 11 
14 13 1 21 14 13 3 25 9 8 2 8 
14 13 21 14 13 2 11 
14 13 1 7 14 13 8 826 798 12 
14 13 1 7 14 13 3 21 Dreft 414, 

EDW.ARD THOMSON. 

Each 5-catty. 

T.-40 qr. chests Yg. Hyson. E. T.-632 boxes Gunpowder. E. T.-10 qr. chests Hyson. 

1 1 
14 13 1 14 
14 13 1 21 
11 10 2 14 

40 38 1 

Dreft 22. 

21 

vor..v-56 B 

'l1 5 
114 9 
118 9 
116 9 
116 9 
51 4 
45 3 

631 51 

Dreft 28. 

3 7 9 6 2 11 
1 'l 11 0 3 
2 11 
1 14 10 7 1 11 
1 21 

11 Dreft 4. 
2 21 

1 8 

1 short. 
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Each IO-catty. EDWARD THOMSON. Each IO-catty. 

E. T.-500 boxes Gunpowder. B. R.-1,600 matts Cassia. E. T.-500 boxes Imperial. 

3 0 1 24 9 56 9 'l 
60 9 2 4 9 55 8 3 18 
60 9 2 'l' 9 12 1 3 18 
60 9 2 11 9 65 10 1 25 
65 10 1 21 9 'l'O 11 1 'l 
64 10 25 9 68 10 3 14 
62 9 3 18 9 'l'4 11 3 14 
65 10 1 14: 9 '12 11 2 'l 
61 9 2 25 9 28 4: 1 24 

9 
500 'l'9 3 9 5 500 80 1 22 

Draft 4:1. 95 Draft 49. 

Draft 4:4. 1 in dispute. 

Each 5-catty. PETER MAcKIE.-Each 15-catty. Each 20-catty. 

E. T.-632 boxes Imperial. T.--8 boxes Souchong. T.-4 boxes Hyson Chulan. 

63 5 14 'l 1 3 10 4: 1 1 22 
82 6 2 25 1 0 1 4: 
90 'l 1 14 Draft 2. 

116 9 2 8 2 14: 
121 9 3 21 

9'l' 'l 3 21 Draft 2. 
62 5 11 

631 51 2 22 

Draft 28. 

IO-catty. IO-catty. 

R. :ill.-1 box H. Chulan. 1 Laq. Tea Caddy Young Hyson. 1 box Souchong .. 

1 0 0 1'l' 1 0 0 14 1 0 0 23 

JoHN CLAYPOLE.-10-catty. LEVI BARDIN.-10-catty. 15-catty. 

J. C.-1 box Gunpowder. L. B.-2 boxes Hyson. 2 boxes Souchong. 

1 0 0 l'l' 2 0 1 4: 2 0 2 11 

No. 31. 

Deposuion of Samuel Ross, l_)eputy Weigher, January 24, 1826. 

Quesf:ion l. Were you engaged in weighing certain teas imported by Edward Thomson, in the year 
1825, in the ships William Savery, Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood, and 
in which of these vessels were you engaged ? 

Answer. In the ship W oodrop Sims. 
Question 2. How long were you engaged on each cargo ? 
.Answer. From six to eight days at the ship Woodrop Sims, and the others occasionally. 
Question 3. Were all the teas duly weighed? 
Answer. They were. 
Question 4:. Was each chest or box weighed, or were several weighed together, and an average weight 

taken as that of each chest or box? 
Answer. To the first clause of the question I answer no. A number of packages of the same size and 

quality of teas were weighed together, and the gross weight and sized packages returned to the Collector's 
office. • 

Question 5. Is this the invariable mode practiced at this port? 
.Answer. Yes. 
Q.uestion 6. Were the chests and boxes all marked, and by whom were they marked; were the marks 

made under your direction; if not, under whose direction were they made? 
.Answer. They were all marked, previous to their being weighed, by Charles S. Jackson, appointed for 

that purpose for the district and port of Philadelphia. 
Question 'l. Were any of the chests or.boxes _removed from the wharf before they were weighed and 

marked? . _ 
Answer. Not to my knowledge. , 
Question 8. How and by whom is the quality of the tea ascertained ? Were the returns required by 

the '12d section of the collection law duly made ? 
Answer. The surveyor of the port is the officer to ascertain the quality of teas where any doubt 
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exists, but it is usual to take the quality that is marked on the packages in China. The returns of 
weights and quality are made according to law. 

Question 9. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from wharves to 
other than the stores in which they ought to have been deposited; of the state of those stores, and of the 
surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of anything that relates to illegal removal of teas from the wharves, or 
of being taken to other stores not appointed for their reception, or any surreptitious removal from stores. 

Question 10. Do you know, and if you do, state, the names of the porters that took the teas from the 
wharves? 

.Answer. I do not know. 
Question 11. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom

house and Edward Thomson, or any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state the extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have not any knowledge of anything contained in the 11th question. 
Question 12. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances in violation of 

law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house ? If so, state them. 

My answers for the 12th and 13th interrogatories are, I do not know. 
I am, sir, with great respect, your humble servant, 

SAMUEL ROSS, Deputy Weigher. 

Affirmed to before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 82. 

Deposition of Robert .A. Patton, Deputy Weigher, January 28, 1826. 

Question I. Were you engaged in weighing certain teas imported by Edward Thomson, in the year 
1825, in the ships William Savery, Addison, W oodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood, 
and in which of these vessels were you so engaged? 

.Answer. My appointment to the office of deputy weigher having been several months subsequent to 
the arrival of all of those vessels, I was, of course, not engaged weighing the teas imported by Edward 
Thomson in any of them. 

Question 2. How long were you engaged on each cargo ? 
.Answer. I was not at all engaged with them, or either of them. 
Question 8. Were all the teas duly weighed? 
.Answer. I do not know, for the reason assigned in my answer to question 1st. 
Question 4. Was each chest or box weighed, or were several weighed together, and an average 

weight taken as that of each chest or box? 
.Answer. I do not know, for the reason assigned in my answer to question 1st. 
Question 5. Is this the invariable mode practiced at this port? 
.Answer. So far as my limited observation enables me to state, the mode practiced at this port is, to 

actually weigh the whole number of packages, weighing several together at each draft, and to return the 
aggregate weight of the whole number thus weighed at a draft. 

Question 6. Were the chests and boxes all marked, and by whom were they marked ; were the marks 
made under your direction; if not, under whose direction were they made? 

.Answer. I do not know whether the chests and boxes were marked or not, nor by whom, if marked, 
they were marked. The marks were not made under my direction. I do not know under whose direction 
they were made. 

Question 'i. Were any of the chests or boxes 1·emoved from the wharf before they were weighed and 
marked? 

Answer. I do not know whether any of the chests or boxes were so removed, for the reason assigned 
in my answer to question 1st. 

Question 8. How and by whom is the quality of teas ascertained; were the returns required by the 
'i2d section of the collection law duly made? 

.Answer. To both of these queries I answer I do not know, for the reason assigned in my answer to 
question 1st; together with there having but one cargo of teas arrived since my appointment, and with 
which I was not engaged. 

Question 9. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any such illegal removal of teas from the wharves; of the state of 
the stores, nor of the surreptitious removal of teas from them. 

Question 10. Do you know, and if you do, state them, the names of the porters that took those teas 
from the wharves ? 

.Answer. I do not know. 
Question II. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom

house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 

Answer. I know of no such collusion, connexion, or intimacy, nor of any facts, indications, or 
appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head. • 

Question 12. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of any such frauds, collusions, connivances, or neglect. 
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Question 13. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope o~ these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds comm.Itted on the revenue. 

Answer: No such facts are within my knowledge as can furnish useful information respecting the 
recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

ROBERT A. PATTON. 

Affirmed to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 33. 

Deposii,ion of George Dannacker, Deputy Weigher. 

Question I. Were you engaged in weighing certain teas imported by Edward Thomson, in the year 
1825, in the ships William Savary, Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood; 
and in which of these vessels were you so engaged? 

Ansu;er. The teas and cassia imported by Edward Thomson and others in the ships William Savary, 
Addison, and W oodrop Sims, were weighed, in part, by myself, and in part by Messrs. Samuel Ross and 
John Steele, junior. • 

Question 2. How long were you engaged on each cargo ? 
Answer. From six to eight days. 
Question 3. Were all the teas duly weighed? 
Answer. They were. . 
Question 4. Was each chest or box weighed, or were several weighed together, and an average 

weight taken as that of each chest or box? • 
Answer. To the first clause of the interrogation I answer no. A number of packages of the same 

size and same quality of teas were weighed together, and the gross weight of each particular quality. and 
different sized package returned to the Collector's office. 

Question 5. Is this the invariable mode practiced at this port? 
Answer. It is. • 
Question 6. Were the chests and boxes all marked, and by whom were they marked; were the marks 

made under your direction; if not, under whose direction were they made ? 
Answer. They were all marked, previous to weighing, by Charles S. Jackson, marking officer for the 

district and port of Philadelphia. To the latter clause of the interrogation I answer, I have no control 
over, nor have I any direction to give to the marking of teas. 

Question 'i. Were any of the chests or boxes removed from the wharf before they were weighed and 
marked? 

Answer. To my knowledge, not any. • 
Question 8. How and by whom is the quality of teas ·ascertained; were the returns required by the 

'l2d section of the collection law duly made? 
Answer. The surveyor of the port is the officer to ascertain the quality of teas when any doubt 

exists. It is usual to take the quality as marked on the package; the returns of weights and quality 
were made according to law. 

Question 9. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of the teas from them ? 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any illegal removal of teas from the wharves, nor of any surreptitious 
removal of the teas from the stores. The stores appear to be in good order and fire-proof. 

Question IO. Do you know, and if you do, state them, the names of the porters that took the teas from 
the wharves ? 

Answer. I do not know, but I believe them to be the same ones that have been employed for several 
years. 

Question 11. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this bead? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any collusion, close intimacy, or connexion between Edward Thomson 
and any of the officers of the custom-house, nor have I any suspicions of any. 

Question 12. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them. 

Answer. To this interrogation I give the same answer as to No. 11. And as to- my knowledge, I 
know of µo flagrant neglect having been practiced by any officer or person belonging to the custom
house. 

Question 13. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, 
in your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue? 

Answer. I am not aware that I possess any facts in relation to the recent frauds committed than arc 
contained in my answers to the interrogations. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 21, 1826. 
GEORGE DANNACKER, Deputy Weigher. 

Sworn to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 
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No. 84. 

Depomtion of Joseph .Abbot, Meo.surer. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 20, 1826. 
Sm: The following are my answers to your interrogatories as you requested: 
Question 1. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 

to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, 
and of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

Answer. I have no such knowledge. 
Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house 

and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head ? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 

Answer. I know of none. 
Question 8. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 

law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state it. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any such thing. I am not acquainted with any facts which might 
furnish useful information on the subject of the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

Yours, respectfully, 

Mr. S. H. SinTH. 
JOSEPH ABBOT,Measurer. 

PHILADELPHIA CouNTY, ss. 
On the 20th January, 1826, before me, one of the justices of the peace in and for the county afore

said, came Joseph Abbot, who, being duly sworn according to law, did depose and say that the answers 
made by him to the foregoing interrogatories are true, to the best of bis knowledge and belief. 

JOSEPH ABBOT. 
Sworn before me. 

WILLIAM MOULDER, Justice of the Peace. 

No. 85. 

Deposition of John Scott, Measurer. 

Question 1. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, 
and of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

.Answe,·. I have no knowledge of the above. . 
Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom

house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indica
tions, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this bead? If you do, state minutely the extent of 
your knowledge . 

.Ansu;er. I have no knowledge of the above. 
Question 8. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 

law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of the above. 
Question 4. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 

your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 
Answer. I have no knowledge that would lead to any discovery as tending to tho above inter

rogatories. 
JOHN SCOTT. 

Sworn and subscribed before me, this 21st day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 86. 

Interrogations to James B. Scott, Measumr. 

Question. Have you any know lodge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to 
places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, and of 
the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

Answer. I have no knowledge of the above. 
Question. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house 

and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this bead? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of the above. 
Question. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 

law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the cust.om-bouse? If so, state them. 
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.Answer. I have no knowledge of the above. 
Question. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 

your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed 011 the revenue . 
.Answer. I have no knowledge of any of the above questions. 

JAS. B. SCOTT. 
Sworn and subscribed before me, one of the aldermen of the city. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 
PHILADELPHIA, January 20, 1826. 

• No. 31r. 

Interrogatories to Samuel L. Palmer, Measurer. 

Question. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to 
places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, and of 
the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of the stores, neither have I any knowledge of the removal of the teas. 
Question. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom

house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indica
tions, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this bead? If you do, state minutely the extent of 
your knowledge . 

.Answer. Nothing bas come to my knowledge in relation to these inquiries. 
Question. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 

law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. None of these things are within my knowledge. 
Question. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 

your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 
.Answer. I know of no further facts in relation to the foregoing inquiries. 

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, ss. 
Personally appeared before me, the subscriber, one of the aldermen of said city, Samuel L. Palmer, 

who, being duly sworn according to law, doth depose and say that the answers given by him to the fore
going questions are true, to the best of bis knowledge and belief. 

S.A.ML. L. PALMER. 
Sworn and subscribed before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 38. 

Interrogatories addressed to Robert Milnor, Gauger, by Samuel H. Smith, Esq., with his answers thereto. 

Question 1. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

.Answer. My answer to the questions comprehended in the preceding interrogatory is in the negative, 
except from hearsay. 

Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward 'fhomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indica
tions, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this bead? If you do, state minutely the extent of 
your knowledge . 

.Answer. I do not know of any collusion, connexion, or intimacy between any of the officers of the 
custom-house and Edward Thomson existing at any time, nor had I ever cause of suspicion in this 
respect. 

Question 3. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglects, have been committed or.practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge whatever on this bead, or my obligation and sense of duty would have 
impelled me to give information to the Collector. 

Question 4. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. I have no personal knowledge of any facts concerning the recent frauds upon the revenue 
except those derived from general undenied report and belief. 

ROBERT MILNOR. 
Affirmed to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. • 

WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 39. 

Deposition of Charles S. Jackson, Marker. 

Question I. Were you engaged in marking certain teas imported by Edward Thomson, in the year 
1825, in the ships William Savery, Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood; 
and in which of these vessels were you so engaged? 
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Answer. I marked aU the teas imported in the year 1825 in the above mentioned ships. 
Questwn 2. Were all the boxes and chests of teas duly marked? 
Answer. All the teas were marked. • 
Questwn 3. Were any of the chests or boxes removed from the wharf before they were marked? 
Answer. None. 

44'7 

Questwn 4. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of the teas from them ? 

Answer. I have no such knowledge. 
Question 5. Do you know, and if you do, state them, the names of the porters that took those teas 

from the wharves? 
Answer. I do not 1.110w their names. 
Question 6. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom

house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indica
tiol!s, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this bead? If you do, state minutely the extent of 
your knowledge. 

Answer. I have no knowledge or suspicion of any.collusion or close intimacy between any officer or 
officers or any other person belonging to the custom-house and Edward Thomson. 

Questwn 'I'. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them. 

Answer. It is not within my knowledge. 
Questwn 8. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 

your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent fraud committed on the revenue. 
Answer. I have no information of facts not embraced within the preceding inquiries; nor have I any 

knowledge or suspicion of anything relating thereto but what I have already made answer to. 
CHARLES S. JACKSON, Deputy Inspector and Marker. 

Sworn to before me, this 20th day of January, 1826. 
WILLI.AM MILNOR, Alderman. 

SAMUEL H. SmTH,_ Esq. 

No. 40. 

Depodtwn of John Kern, Deputy Collector. 

Question. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from store? 

Answer . .All the knowledge I possess of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to places other 
than the stores into which they should have been deposited, and their surreptitious removal from store, 
was unknown to and unsuspected by me until after Edward Thomson's failure. Of the state of the 
stores in question I am ignorant, never having been in the inside of them. 

Questwn. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward .Thomson, or any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 

Answer. I do not; if I did, it would be my duty to state the same to the Collector. 
Questwn. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law 

or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or persons connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them. 

Answer. That the requisites of the law providing for the storing of wines, spirits, :i,nd teas, have 
not been fully complied with on the part of the inspectors is admitted by the inspectors, and also by the 
surveyor; but, as represented by them, the omission has arisen from the defects of the law, and, so 
far as I can form an opinion, I believe that may be the fact. I have no knowledge that any frauds, 
collusions, or connivances, in violation of law or duty, have been committed or practiced by any officer or 
person connected with the custom-house. Had any such occurrences come to my knowledge it would 
have been communicated to the Collector. I am uninformed of any flagrant neglect having been 
committed or practiced by any officer or person connected with the custom-house, unless the admission, 
as stated in the first part of this answer, should be considered as such neglect. 

Questwn. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue ? 

Answer . .All the information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue I have reported 
to the Collector as the same came to my knowledge. To obtain information that might be useful, I had 
occasion to call frequently at Edward Thomson's counting-house; several times at the request of the 
Collector; once accompanied by Thomas Stewart, on his return from New York, where he bad been 
despatched as an agent for the recovery of some of the teas; once accompanied by Thomas Ashmead, 
clerk in the office; several times in company with Andrew Jackson, inspector; and on several occasions 
alone. I have also been at Mr. Ingersoll's office, where Edward Thomson and some of his clerks were; 
and this at Mr. Ingersoll's request, accompanied by the aforesaid Thomas Stewart; on all these occasions 
more or less useful information was obtained, especially so in regard to the missing teas. And the result 
has proved of importance, in enabling the officers and others employed on the occasion to trace them to 
such places where they had been sent to, and the circumstances under which they were held; as also to 
remove all doubts of the surreptitious removal of some, Edward Thomson having furnished me with a 
list, subscribed to by himself, of such as had been shipped to other ports of the United States, which had 
not been entered and bonded. .A. letter addressed to .Andrew Jackson, by C. Mackie, was also obtained, 
which explained particularly the mode practiced to obtain possession of those teas, &c.; and two letters 
from persons at New York, in which they acknowledged holding possession of certain teas imported by 
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E. Thomson, and on which they had made advances. The list and letters mentioned have been shown to 
Samuel H. Smith, Esq., and the letter to Andrew Jackson was put into his possession; cancelled bills of 
sales for E. Thomson's different ships. The interrogatories put to the Collector, and his answers thereto, 
I have read. The answers correspond with what I believe to be true. I do not recollect any other cir
cumstances which might furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 
My knowledge of the circumstance communi'cated to the_ Collector in respect to E. Thomson's bonds, as 
noted in the fourth answer of the Collector, was obtained on the day of E. Thomson's failure, ( and imme
diately made known to the Collector,) from the clerk at the bonding desk, Mr. David Gibson. 

JOHN KERN, Deputy Collector. '· 

Sworn and subscribed, this 24th day of January, 1826, before me. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 41. 

Deposition of Richard L. Howell, Olerk. 

Question 1. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

.Answer. I have no personal knowledge of the illegal removal of any teas from the wharves to places 
other than the stores; neither of the state of the stores, nor of the surreptitious removal of teas from 
them. 

Questjon 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the 
custom-house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, 
indications, or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent 
of your knowledge. 

Answer. I know of nothing that would in the least criminate any individual of the custom-house by 
the slightest suspicion of any collusion or connexion with Edward Thomson in his late illegal trans
actions. 

Question 3. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them. 

Answer. I refer you to my answer to the second interrogatory, so far as it relates to collusion on the 
part of any officers of the custom-house with Edward Thomson. The late exposure of frauds committed 
on the. revenue by Edward Thomson induces & belief that there must have been an omission of duty some
where, or a great deficiency in the law. I have no personal knowledge of the former, whereby I could 
give any information on that head. 

Question 4. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue ? 

Answer. I can add nothing from personal knowledge that would, in the least, elucidate to you the 
singular success of Edward Thomson's late fraud practiced upon the revenue. My duties are altogether 
confined within doors; and as his operations have been directed to illegally removing from the public 
stores the teas in question, which the law places under the particular charge of another department, I 
have no knowledge of particulars in the way of my business, and am, therefore, utterly ignorant of cir
cumstances, further than what is in common with the community at large, and can give no information 
that should be the result of personal knowledge on the subject. 

I am, res_p~ctfully, your obedient servant, 

CoLLEoroR's OFFICE, Philatlelphia, January 23, 1826. 

Sworn to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 

SAMUEL H. S:mrn, Esq., Mansion House. 

No.42. 

RICHARD H. HOWELL. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 20, 1826. 
Sm: I received your letter of the 18th instant, and, in compliance therewith, transmit a copy of the 

"interrogatories," with an answer to each question. 
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 

THOMAS F. VALLETTE. 

Interrogatories to J.'homas F. Vallette, Clerk. 

Question 1. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited; of the state of those stores, 
and of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? • 

Answer. I am not in possession of any knowledge relating to the illegal removal of teas from the 
wharves to any place or places whatever, neither do I know anything of the state of the said sto:res, nor 
of any surreptitious removal of teas from them. 

Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any officer of the custom-house 
and Edward . Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 
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Answer. I am totally ignorant of any collusion whatever existing between any officer of the customs, 
or of any connexion or intimacy with Edward Thomson, or of any facts, indications, or appearances, 
which would justify any suspicions of such connexion or intimacy. 

Question 3. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house ? If so, state them . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law, duty, or 
any neglect having been committed or practiced, by any person or persons connected with the customs. 

Questwn 4. State any further facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent-frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. In conclusion, I would state distinctly that I know of no facts which u-ould furnish any 
information respecting the frauds committed on the revenue. 

The 23d day of January, A. D. 1826, before me the subscriber, one of the justices of the peace in 
and for the county of Philadelphia, personally came and appeared Thomas F. Vallette, of the city of 
Philadelphia, one of the clerks in the custom-house of the said city, and on oath did depose and say, that 
the answers to the above interrogatories are true to the best of his knowledge and belief, and further 
saith not. 

Sworn and subscribed before me, the day and year above written. 
Witness my hand and seal. 

No. 43. 

Interrogatories to Robert Steele, Olerk. 

THOMAS F. VALLETTE. 

WILLIAM MOULDER. 

Question. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, 
and of the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

.Answer. As to the illegal or surreptitious removal of teas from the wharves or stores in which they 
should have been deposited, or as to the state, or situation of those stores, I have no personal knowledge. 

Question. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house 
and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion, or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances, pointing to just sr1spicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge as to the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion, or close intimacy with him, or any facts, indications, or 
appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head. 

(Juestion. Is it within your know~edge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law 
or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected with 
the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. Of the matter contained in this interrogatory I have no knowledge. 
Question. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 

your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue? 
.Answer. I know of no facts that, in my opinion, can furnish any useful information respecting the 

recent frauds committed on the revenue. 
ROBERT STEELE. 

Sworn to before me, this 26th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 44. 

Interrogatories to Charles G. Triechel, Olerk. 

Question. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to 
places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, and of 
the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

.Answer. I have no personal knowledge of anything appertaining to the above question. 
Question. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house and 

Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, or 
appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. -

.Answer. I have no knowledge of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house and Edward 
Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or of any facts, indications, or appearances 
pointing to just suspicions on this head. 

Question. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law 
or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected with 
the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. I do not know of any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law or duty, or of any 
flagrant neglect having been committed or practiced by any officer or peraon connected with the custom
house. 
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Question. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in your 
opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any facts which, in my opinion, would furnish useful information 
respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

C. G. TREICHEL. 
Sworn to before me, this 25th day of January, 1826. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 45. 

Interrogatori,es to Charles Treichel, Olerlc. 

Question. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to 
places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, and of 
the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

Answer. I have no knowledge of the illegal or surreptitious removal of teas from the wharves or stores, 
or of the state of the stores. A proper attention to my duties as clerk would preclude such knowledge. 

Question. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom-hou~e and 
Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, or 
appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do; state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 

Answer. I do not know of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house and Edward Thomson, 
or of any circumstances which would lead to suspicions on this head. 

Question. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law 
or duty, or any :flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected with 
the custom-house ? If so, state them. 

Answer. I do not know of any frauds, collusions, connivances, or flagrant neglect having been com-
mitted or practiced by any person connected with the custom-house. -

Question. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in your 
opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

Answer. I am not acquainted with any facts which would furnish useful information respecting the 
frauds alluded to in the above request. 

CHARLES TREICHEL. 
Sworn to before me, this 25th day of January, 1826. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 46. 

Interrogatori,es to David Gibson, Olerlc. 

Question. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to 
places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the_ state of those stores, and of 
the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? . 

Answer. I have no knowledge of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to places other than the 
stores in which they should have been deposited; neither have I any knowledge of the state of the stores 
in which Edward Thomson's teas were deposited, nor of the surreptitious removal of teas from them. 

Question. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house and 
Edward Thomson, or of any connexions or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, or 
appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head. If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 

Answer. I do not know of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house and 
Edward Thomson, nor of any connexions or close intimacy with him, nor of any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head. 

Question. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law 
or duty, or any :flagrant neglects, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person conD£cted with 
the custom-house? If so, state them. 

Answer. It is not within my knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, nor that any :flagrant neglects have been committed or practiced by any officer or person 
connected with the custom-house. 

Question. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

Answer. I have no facts to state which would, in my opinion, furnish useful information respecting 
the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

DAVID GIBSON. 

Affirmed to before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderma~ 
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No. 4'i. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 23, 1826. 
Sm: Agreeably to-your request, I respectfully return the following answers to questions proposed in 

your letter of January 18. 
I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 

JOHN C. PECHIN. 
S.lliOEL H. SmTH, Esq. 

Interrogat,ories to John 0. Pechin, Olerk. 

Question l. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to any other places 
than the stores in which they should have been deposited. I possess no knowledge of the state of those 
stores, neither have I any personal knowledge of the surreptitious removal of teas from the stores. 

Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or of any other facts, 
indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state distinctly the extent 
of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I do not know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him. I do not know of any facts, 
indications, or appearances, which would lead to the slightest cause for suspicion that any such collusion 
existed. ' 

Question 3. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. I have no knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law or duty, 
or of any flagrant neglect that has been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected with 
the custom-house. 

Question 4. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. My occupation limiting my duties entirely within the custom-house, I have little opportunity 
of observing what is passing in the public stores or upon the wharves; and I am not in possession of a 
single fact which would, in my opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed 
on the revenue. 

JOHN C. PECIDN. 

Affirmed to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 48. 

Interrogaiories to Tlwmas La.timer, Olerk. 

Question. l. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, 
and of the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to places other than 
the stores in which they should have been deposited, nor of the state of those stores, nor of any surrep
titious removal of teas from them. 

Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house-and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge . 

.Answer. I know of no collusion between the officers of the custom-house and Edward Thomson, nor 
of any connexion or close intimacy with him, nor of any facts, indications, or appearances, pointing to 
any suspicions on this head. 

Question 3. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusion, or connivances, in violation of law 
or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected with 
the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. I know of no frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law or duty, nor of any 
neglects having been committed or practiced by any person attached to the custom-house. 

Question 4. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. There are no facts, within my knowledge, that will furnish any information respecting the 
recents frauds committed on the revenue. 

THOMAS LATIMER. 

Affirmed to before me, this 21st day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman 
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No. 49. 

PHILADELPHIA, January, 1826. 
Sm: Your note of the 18th instant is received, containing the following interrogatories, to each of 

which you request an answer in writing. Agreeably thereto, I have the pleasure to hand you the same, 
duly qualified to. 

Very respectfully, I am your obedient servant, 
T . .ASHMEAD. 

SAMUEL H. SMITH, Esq. 

Imerrogatories to Thomas .Ashmead, Olerlc. 

Question I. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

.Answer. I have no personal knowledge of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to places 
other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, or of the state of those stores, and of the 
surreptitious removal of teas from them. • 

Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge . 

.Answer. I do not know of any collusion or close intimacy between Edward Thomson and any of the 
officers of the custom-house, or facts, indications, or appearances, which would justify just suspicions on 
this head. 

Question 3. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglects, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Ansu;er. It is not within my knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglects, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house. 

Question 4. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. I am in possession of no facts, which, in my opinion, would furnish useful information 
respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

T. ASHMEAD. 

Sworn to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 50. 

Interrogatories to .Abraham Martin, Clerk. 

Question. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

.Answer. My duties confining me closely to my desk, I have no opportunity of knowing anything 
which may transpire in other Departments. 

Question. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any other facts, indications, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions 
on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your knowledge . 

.Answer. I have not the least ground to suspect any collusion between the officers of the custom-house 
and Edward Thomson. 

Question. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law 
or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. The practice of the officers of the custom-house does not come under my observation in any 
respect nor do I know that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law and duty, or any 
flagrant neglects, have been committed or practiced by any person connected with the custom-house. 

Question. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. It is not in my power to communicate any useful information concerning the frauds recently 
committed on the revenue. 

The above is respectfully submitted. 
I am your obedient servant, 

.ABRAHAM MARTIN. 

Affirmed to before me, this 24th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 
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No. 51. 

Interrogatories to Richard George, Clerk. 

Quest-ion. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those st-0res, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

.Answer. I have no personal knowledge of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to places 
other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, or of the state of those stores, and of the 
surreptitious removal of teas from them. 

Quest-ion 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusions between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indica
tions, or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of 
your knowledge . 

.Answer. I do not know of the existence of any collusions between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or of any other facts, indi
cations, or appearances, which would justify just suspicions on this head. 

Question 8. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. It is not within my knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house. 

Question 4. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, 
in your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. I can state no facts which, in my opinion, would furnish useful information respecting the 
recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

RICH.A.RD S. H. GEORGE. 

Sworn to before me, this 21st day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 52. 

Interrogatories to Julien Henry, Clerk. 

Question I. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited of the state of those stores, 
and of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

.Answer. I have no personal knowledge of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves; as for the 
stores, I have never been inside of any of them, except those in rear of the custom-house; and I do not 
know, from my own knowledge, of any surreptitious removal of teas from them. 

Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house 
and ~dward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, or 
appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your know
ledge . 

.Answer. I do not know of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house and Edward Thom
son, nor do I know of any close intimacy or connexion existing between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson. 

Question 8. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. It is not within my knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house. 

Question 4. State any further facts not embraced within the scope of these inquiries which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. I am not acquainted with any facts which would furnish information respecting the recent 
frauds committed on the revenue. 

JULIEN HENRY. 
Sworn and subscribed before me, this 21st day of January, 1826. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 58. 

Interrogatories to Thomas Stewart, .Appraiser. 

Question 1. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

.Answer. Previous to the 20th of November last I was unacquainted with the part of the collection 
laws of l'T99 which refers to the storage and credits on teas; on which day I went to New York, (with 
John Steele, jr., esq.,) as an agent from the Collector of this port, to recover part of the teas illegally taken 
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from store by E. Thomson; I reported to the Collector the seizures, &c., made by me in New York, and I 
understand the Collector has stated the same to the Treasury Department. 

Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between the officers of the custom-house 
and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion!? or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 

Answer. No facts or indications of collusion, or close inth11acy, or of connexions between E. Thomson 
and any officer of the custom-house, or appearances pointing to just suspicion, have come under my know
ledge, nor do I believe any exists. 

Question 8. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them. 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law or duty, 
having been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected with the custom-house. Of neglect 
in regard to the stores, whatever has come to my knowledge was subsequent to the failure of E. Thomson, 
and what was admitted to be the case by several officers, owing, as they represent, to the impracticability 
of paying that attention which the law required. _ 

Question 4. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 

Answer. The line of my official duty is so distinct from the storing and securing of merchandise that 
it is impossible I should be able to furnish useful information regarding the recent frauds; my knowledge 
has been subsequent to the 20th of November last, and has arisen from my agency; I returned on the 
29th of November; after my return I waited on Mr. E. Thomson, py direction of the Collector, Mr. Kern, 
the Deputy Collector, accompanying me, and we obtained from his assignee the account of teas hypothe
cated, to Messrs. Hagerty & Austin and Messrs. Hone; since when I have been confined to my official 
duty as an appraiser. The above information, relative to the teas held by Hagerty & Austin and Messrs. 
Hone, was communicated immediately by the Collector to Colonel Andrew Geyer, inspector of the 
customs, who relieved me, at New York, on the 28th of November. 

I have further to observe that the last act of my agency in New York was my arranging with Colonel 
Geyer ( which he executed the same day) the placing of the United States' locks on the stores where 
the 8,681 chests of teas held by Hagerty & Austin were; the keys were furnished, at my instance, by Mr. 
Thompson, the Collector, which has resulted in the seizures of the same. 

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, ss. 
Before me personally appeared Thomas Stewart, who, being duly sworn according to law, did depose 

and say, that the answers given to the foregoing interrogatories are true, to the best of his knowledge 
and belief. 

THOMAS STEWART. 
Sworn and subscribed before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 

WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No.54. 

Interrogatories to Samuel Ross, Pvhlw Appraiser. 

Question. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to 
places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, and of 
the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

Answer. I know nothing in regard to the manner in which teas have been removed from the wharves, 
or the manner in which they have been stored, or the condition of the stores in which teas are or have 
been deposited, other than by report. 

Question. Do you know of the existence ,of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, st~te minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. • 

Answer. I have no knowledge of any collusion or close connexion between Edward Thomson and any 
officer of the customs, any facts, indication, or appearance, pointing to just suspicion on that head, nor 
do I believe there has been any. 

Question. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law 
or duty, or any flagrant neglects, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them. 

Answer. No frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, 
have come under my knowledge, in relation. t_o tJ:i.e _r.e_(}~t. fr:i.uds on the revenue, except by hearsay. 

Question. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds comlnitted on the revenue. 

Answer. Of the frauds recently committed on the revenue I have no personal knowledge; all that I 
have is hearsay. 

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, ss. 
On the 23d day of January, 1826, personally appeared Samuel Ross, who, being duly affirmed, did 

declare and say that the answers to the interrogatories are true, to the best of his knowledge and belief. 
SAMUEL ROSS. 

Affirmed to and subscribed before me, 
G. BARTRAM, Alderman. 
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No.55. 

Interrogatories to John D. George, Deputy Naval, Officer. 

Question I. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves to 
places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, and of 
the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

.Answer. That Mr. Thomson has surreptitiously removed a quantity_of teas from the wharf or stores 
is evident, but from which or at what time I know not; neither am I acquainted with the state of the 
stores where the teas of Mr. Thomson or others have been deposited. 

Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge . 

.Answer. I know of none; I have never discovered any indications or appearances that should, for a 
moment, lead me to suppose that such collusion, close intimacy, or connexion, has or does exist between 
any of the officers of the customs and Edward Thomson, and am firmly pursuaded that the contrary is 
the fact. 

Question 3. Is it within~ your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances, in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house ? If so, state them . 

.Answer. I know of no fraud, collusion, or connivance, in violation of law or duty, by any officer or 
person connected with the custom-house; and whether the surreptitious removal of the teas by Mr. 
Thomson was owing to neglect of duty on the part of the officers having them in charge, or engaged in 
the delivery of their cargoes, or whether from inability on account of other duties, which they may have 
been required to perform on the wharf, I am unable to say, but am inclined to think it from the latter 
circumstance. 

Question 4. State any further facts, not e!Ilbraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, 
in your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. I have the knowledge of no other facts respecting the recent frauds committed on the 
revenue. 

I do solemnly, sincerely, and truly affirm that the answers attached to the foregoing interrogatories 
are just and true, according to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

JNO. D. GEORGE, Deputy Naval Officer . 

.Affirmed and subscribed before me, this 19th day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 

No. 56. 

Interrogatories to Robert Heysham, and his answers. 

Question I. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of those stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them? 

.Answer. My station, as clerk of the Naval Officer, confines my attention exclusively to the custom
house; I have no opportunity of knowing of the removal of merchandise from the wharves, nor of the 
state or condition of the stores in which the same may be intended to be deposited. Of the surreptitious 
removal of teas I know nothing. • 

Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom
house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances, pointing to just suspicions on this head ? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
]mow ledge . 

.Answer. I do not know of any collusion, close intimacy, or connexion between Edward Thomson and 
any of the officers of the customs, nor am I acquainted with any facts, indications, or appearances which 
could in any way lead to just suspicions of improper and illicit connexion. 

Question 3. Js it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances in violation of 
law or duty, or any flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them . 

.Answer. I am unacquainted with any frauds, collusions, or connivances in violation of either law or 
duty; nor do I know of any flagrant neglect committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house, my duties confining me to the official building. I have no opportunity of becoming 
personally acquainted with the transactions of the officers upon the wharves. 

Question. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 
your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue . 

.Answer. I am possessed of no information which would be useful respecting the recent frauds 
committed on the revenue. 

ROBERT HEYSHAM. 

Personally appeared before me, the subscriber, one of the aldermen of the city of Philadelphia, on 
this 19th day of January, 1826, Robert Heysham, who, being duly sworn on the Holy Evangelists, doth 
declare and say that all matters contained in the preceding answers are just and true, so help him God. 

ROBERT HEYSHAM. 

Sworn and subscribed before me the day and year above written. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, .Alderman. 
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No. 57. 

Interrogations to James Glentworth, Jr., Depuiy Surveyor. 

Question I. Have you any knowledge, if so, state it, of the illegal removal of teas from the wharves 
to places other than the stores in which they should have been deposited, of the state of these stores, and 
of the surreptitious removal of teas from them ? 

Answer. I have not any personal knowledge of the above. 
Question 2. Do you know of the existence of any collusion between any of the officers of the custom

house and Edward Thomson, or of any connexion or close intimacy with him, or any other facts, indications, 
or appearances pointing to just suspicions on this head? If you do, state minutely the extent of your 
knowledge. 

Answer. I do not. 
Question 3. Is it within your knowledge that any frauds, collusions, or connivances in violation of 

law or duty, or any :flagrant neglect, have been committed or practiced by any officer or person connected 
with the custom-house? If so, state them. • 

Answer. I have not. 
Question 4. State any further facts, not embraced within the scope of these inquiries, which may, in 

your opinion, furnish useful information respecting the recent frauds committed on the revenue. 
Answer. I am not personally acquainted with any facts respecting the recent frauds committed on 

the revenue. 

SURVEYoR's OFFICE, Philadelphia, January 23, 1826. 
Srn: I herewith transmit you my answers, on oath, to the above inquiries, and am, very respectfully, 

your most obedient servant, 

SAMUEL H. SMITH, Esq. 
JAMES GLENTWORTH, JR., Deputy Surveyor. 

Sworn to before me, this 23d day of January, 1826. 
WILLIAM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 58. 

JANUARY 21, 1826. 
John Hallowell, head porter, has been personally employed by Edward Thomson to haul his teas 

from the wharves to the stores. He, or porters under him, so hauled the teas of the William Savery, 
.Addison, Benjamin Rush, W oodrop Sims, and Thomas Scattergood, which arrived in the last year. Nearly 
all the teas landed from these vessels were so carried to the stores provided for their storage by the 
officers of the Government and Mr. Thomson. There may have been, and probably were, a very few 
small boxes of teas taken to Mr. Thomson's stores, with silks which may have been his son's. The porters 
that hauled the teas under his direction are Michael Christopher, Joseph Oamminger, .Archibald .Atkinson, 
Jacob Fox, who hauled all, or nearly all, of the teas. .All the·teas were hauled and put on the pavements 
in front of the stores; sometimes the whole cargo was at once deposited in the stores; sometimes a part 
·of the cargo so deposited and other parts of it immediately taken to the New York, Boston, or Baltimore 
packets. The portion so taken to the packets does not, he thinks, exceed an eighth of the whole. The 
teas were received immediately from the scales and taken away, unattended by any custom-house officer. 
The locks at the stores generally opened by Mr. Thomson's clerk and himself. Charles Mackie was the 
clerk. He (the porter) had them deposited in the stores and then locked up the stores and gave Mr. 
Thomson's key to his clerk, who secured the custom-house lock and took the key. The storage of a cargo 
generally took about five or six days . 

.After the storage of the teas the deponent was frequently employed to remove parcels of the teas, in 
which case Charles Mackie opened the stores, having got the custom-house key from the inspector's office. 
These were taken either to the packets, or sample chests to Messrs. Lippincotts' auction stores. The 
deponent knows nothing further that he considers material. 

JOHN HALLOWELL . 
.Affirmed and subscribed before me, this 21st day of January, 1826. 

WILLI.AM MILNOR, Alderman. 

No. 59. 

PHILADELPllIA, January 19, 1826. 
Sm: I understand from you that the Messrs. Lippincott are not only willing but anxious to state, in 

the widest extent, their transactions with Mr. Edward Thomson. If this be so, I think it advisable to 
avail ourselves of the opportunity to obtain precise information, to get which I suggest the enclosed 
interrogatories to them, to be answered in the form of a deposition; and, as this branch of the business is 
very much under your cognizance, I request you to modify or extend the questions, so as most effectually 
to extract all the material circumstances that it may be useful to the Government to be acquainted with. 

I am, very respectfully, 
S.H. SMITH. 

C. J. INGERSOLL, Esq., Attorney of the District. 
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Interrogalories. 

1. What sales have been made by you of teas imported by Edward Thomson in the ships William 
Savary, Addison, Benjamin Rush, Thomas Scattergood, and W oodrop Sims, which arrived in the year 
1825? State the qualities and quantities belonging to each cargo, and time of sale. 

2. How did you become possessed of these teas? State the persons from whom you received them, 
the places, and the times. 

3. What assignments or other transfers have been made to you of teas since the 2'lth of February, 
1825, by Edward Thomson? State the nature, if practicable the words, of the original assignments or 
transfers, their dates, the qualities and quantities, distinguishing each cargo of teas embraced by each 
assignment, and whether attested by witnesses. 

4. Was any intimation of these assignments given to the custom-house before the 19th of Novemb~r, 
1825? . 

5. Was Mr. Thomson indebted to you at the time of each of these assignments, and to what amount? 
6. Are the assignments you have specified all that were made to you by Mr. Thomson? 
'T. At what time or times did Mr. Thomson give you his key of the stores in which his teas were 

deposited? Did you, and at what time or times, return the key to Mr. Thomson, or any of his clerks, or 
persons in his employ? How long were you possessed of the key, and how long was Mr. Thomson or his 
agents possessed of it? Did you or your agents examine the stores, and when? and did you at any times 
discover that teas not finally bonded had been withdrawn from them? 

8. Were you at any time, and what times, possessed of the custom-house key; how long did you 
possess it; from whom did you receive it; and did you at anytime, and for what times, put it into the 
hands of Mr. Thomson, or any persons in his employ? 

9. Did the first three entries offered at the custom-house on the 19th of November, 1825, correspond. 
with the original assignments? and did the fourth entry, of like date, afterwards offered, likewise 
correspond with the original assignments? and whence happened it that this last entry, though dated the 
19th of November, was not signed until the 26th of that month? Is it a fact that the signature was 
made posterior to the date? Do these four entries cover all the teas originally assigned to you? 

10. Do your claims embrace any of the teas out of store, and what? Specify their qualities, quantities, 
and cargo, where they now are, and in whose custody. Do you know, or have you heard, how these teas 
got out of store? 

11. State in what manner, and at what times, and in what newspapers, these teas were advertised 
for sale by you ? · 

12. Were· any of the teas so advertised deposited in stores, under the custom-house lock, at the time 
of the sales ? 

13. When you presented the entries at the custom-house on the 19th of November, were you apprised 
of the failure of Edward Thomson? 

14. State your general account with Mr. Edward Thomson since the 2'lth of February, 1825. 
15. Be pleased to state any further facts within your knowledge that you may consider material. 

No. 60. 
PHILADELPHIA, January 13, 1826. 

GENTLEMEN: Having been charged by the President of the United States with an investigation of 
the recent transactions of the custom-house arising from the failure of Mr. E. Thomson, as well as with an 
examination of the general administration of that department, I have considered it proper to advise you 
of the circumstance, that you may communicate to me any information pertinent to the inquiry that you 
may see fit. 

It is desirable that the information imparted should assume the form of a deposition. 
I am, respectfully, 

SAMUEL H. SMITH. 
LEWIS OLAPIER, W1LLLUI BROWN, ROBERT RALSTON, S.ilIUEL ARCHER, WHITTON EvANs, J. 0. & W. S:mm; 

HENRY PRATT, January l'l. 

No. 61. 
PHILADELPHIA, Janua,-y 15, 1826. 

R. Ralston, with very respectful regards to Mr. Smith, begs leave to present the enclosed, in reply to 
the communication of the 13th instant. The general nature of the statement, and having no knowledge, 
of Mr. Thomson's transactions with the custom-house, has induced R. Ralston to present the information 
given without the form of a deposition. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 15, 1826. 
Sm: Having been transacting business with the custom-house of this district during all the adminis

tration of General Steele, until very recently, I can, from personal observation, state that the arrange
ments of the office for system, facility in the despatch of business, impartiality, civility, and the most 
unbending integrity, I believe could not have been surpassed. 

The circumspection in making appointments, and the respectability of the incumbents in office, were 
such, also, as to inspire the utmost confidence. Whilst there was the greatest satisfaction afforded to the 
trading part of the community, there never was a liberty granted through the department of the Collector 
( which has come to my knowledge) by which the interests of the Government were impaired. 

With the highest respect, I am, sir, your very obedient servant, 
ROBERT RALSTON. 

SAMUEL H. S:mTH, Esq. 
VOL, V--58 B 
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No. 62. 

PmLADELPHIA, January 20, 1826. 
Sm: In answer to your letter of the l 'rth instant, asking for any information it may be in my power 

to communicate regarding the recent transa.ctions of the custom-house arising from the failure of Mr. E. 
Thomson, as well as the ·general administration of that·department, I reply that, with respect to the first 
head of inquiry, I have not that particular a·cquaintance· with the circumstances of that event which would 
enable or justify me in making any communication on the subject. In relation to your question touching 
the general administration of the custom-house,·it is in my power, from an ·experience of upwards of forty 
years, to speak of it with precision and a great degree of certainty. I have seen three different administra
tions of. that department, and having been ·actively engaged in business throughout the whole of them, I 
have necessarily had occasion to observe the manner of conducting business there, as well as the general 
capacity and faithfulness of the officers. Having presumed this much, I do not hesitate to say, in relation 
to the present administration of our custom-house, that I believe its officers are capable and faithful, and 
that the late events are, in my mind, no proof of the •unfitness of the officers or any indifference on their 
part to secure the rights and property of the United States. 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
HENRY PR.A.TT. 

S. H. SmTH, Esq. 

No. 63. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 19, 1826. 
Sm: In attending to the contents of your note of the 13th instant, I am much at a loss to know what 

communication I can make which will be to the purpose, according to your views or expectations of the 
matter, as no particular inquiries are made by you. 

So far, however, as I think your inquiries go, I will answer them. 
Until after the failure of Mr. Thomson I knew not of the improper removal of certain teas; and that 

knowledge I had from public rumor. What I have since learned is from the same source. Of such 
conduct in any man, particularly so in an individual of high standing, there can be but one opinion. For 
myself, .before the fact was fully established, I could not give it credit. 

If your inquiries require me to state what I know of the general conduct of the persons employed in 
the custom-house department, I can say that, so far as the same has come within my own observation, the 
duties of the respective parties have been discharged with satisfaction to the merchant, with impartiality 
and strict integrity. 

I will add that, having been engaged in the China trade for the last twenty-five years, it has been an 
invariable practice to permit me to arrange my teas in store according to the different kinds and chops. 
After this was done, the officers placed locks on the stores. When I bonded part, and obtained a permit, 
and the officers were engaged in the discharge of other duties, I found no difficulty in obtaining the 
keys from them. This I believe to have been the general practice at this port. 

To the above statement of facts my deposition will be added if necessary. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 

L. CL.A.PIER. 
SAlIDEL H .. SioTH, Esq. 

No. 64. 

PH1LADELPmA, January 24, 1826. 
Sm: In answer to your letter dated the 13th instant, we can only reply that, touching the transactions 

of Mr. Edward Thomson with the custom-house, we have no information to communicate. We have, along 
with our fellow-citizens generally, been much surprised at the Btupendous fraud that has been committed, 
but at the same time we are glad of the opportunity to declare our opinion that the affairs of the custom
house are conducted by men of the most spotless integrity. That we have been in the Canton trade 
fifteen years; that the practice has been in obtaining a permit to ,land the goods from the ship; that after 
they had been put from the ship to the stores, the officers counted the same, locked the stores and kept 
one of the keys, and that they generally attended the delivery of the same from the store; and when they 
did not, they furnished us the keys, alleging that their other occupations relative to the customs would 
prevent their attendance, which we always believed to be the fact. 

We remain your most obedient servants, 
JOHN C. & W. SMITH. 

SAMUEL H. SmTH, Esq. 

x. 
To Messrs. Peter Mackie, Charles Mackie, and -- Arney. 

Supposing, from the intimations which have been made to me from various quarters, that a voluntary 
deposition of the recent occurrences, in respect to the affairs of Mr. Thomson with_ the custom-house, 
would be agreeable to me, I have to state my readiness to receive it, and, without undertaking in any 
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wise to limit the extent of the information you may see fit to furnish, to invite an answer to the following 
inquiries: 

.A.t what time, and at whose direction, did the practice commence of taking teas from the stores 
without a permit; and at what time, and to what extent, and at whose direction, has it been since 
continued ? · 

In what manner was the operation effected ? 
With whose aid and co-operation w:,is it effected ? 
Had Mr. Thomson, or others, the custom-house keys ? 
How, and whence, and by whom, were the teas sold by Messrs. Lippincott, and delivered to them ? 
Were some, and what quantities of the teas never stored? What porters took them from the stores, 

and where were they deposited? • • 
Did the Messrs. Lippincott, after receiving Mr. Thomson's key, r-eturn-it to him or to others in his 

employ ? Name them, and add when and how long it was in his or their hands ? • . 
Have you any knowledge, and what, of a like practice elsewhere? If so, state nanies, .times, and 

other circumstances. 
SAMUEL H. SMITH. 

JANUARY 20, 1826. 

No. 65. 

Deposition of Peter Ma,chie, clerk of E. Thomson. 

Personally appeared before me, .A.bm. Shoemaker, alderman for the city of Philadelphia, Peter Mackie, 
of the city of Philadelphia, who, being duly sworn, deposeth and saith: That he has been in the employ of 
Edward Thomson, of said city, as principal clerk, for upwards of ten years, and that he is now one of his 
assignees. 

That, according to the best of his recollection and belief, Edward Thomson first commenced taking 
teas from custom-house stores, or rather from stores under the locks and keys of the custom-house,,without 
a permit, after the arrival of the ship Addison, from Canton, on or about the months of July, August, or 
September, 1822; that his recollection and knowledge does not extend to the quantity so taken then and 
since, it not being in his department to deliver any part of said teas. He is, however, of opinion that the 
quantities were small in comparison with the teas so taken in 1825. Previous to 1822 Edward Thomson 
took no teas from store without a permit. 

That the plan of taking teas from store without permits was first laid down by Floyd S. Bailey, then 
connected in business and viewed as a partner of the firm of Smith & Nicoll, of New York. This house 
had a lien on the cargo of the ship Addison in 1822, and have held liens on many other cargoes and parts 
of cargoes of teas imported by the said Edward Thomson since, in consequence of debts owing or advances 
made. That on the arrival of the Addison they insisted on a part of her cargo being sold in Philadelphia, 
and the greatest part of what remained being sent to New York; that Edward Thomson made strong 
objections to this, as it would make his bonds too heavy, and the payments too near each other; that the 
said Floyd S. Bailey said they must have the teas, and that Mr. Thomson must do as they did in New 
York, that is, to bond one or two hundred packages from store, and take therefrom a larger quantity. 
Mr. Thomson still objected to this mode of transacting business, but being· pressed and threatened, he 
was compelled, and did acquiesce. For a proof of this, and of the directions from time to time given by 
the said Floyd S. Bailey, this deponent begs leave to refei,,to the copies of letters and extracts from the 
said person to Edward Thomson, (at this time delivered to Samuel H. Smith, Esq.,) and which he requests 
may be considered as part of his evidence. In particular, he refers to a letter from the said Floyd S. 
Bailey to Edward Thomson, dated 22d March, 1823. And further, this deponent saith that all the teas so 
taken from store without permit were ordered so to be taken by Edward Thomson himself; that he has 
understood that Floyd S. Bailey has ordered Mr. Fisher (who is now in Canton) to take larger quantities 
from store than ordered, and that on some occasions, by order of Mr. Thomson, the stores have been 
locked up in consequence; but that this deponent has no actual knowledge of this himself; nor has he 
been concerned in these transactions, of which he has always disapproved, further than preserying the 
secrets of his employer, on the same principle of an indenture between master and apprentice. 

This deponent understands that these teas were taken from store by Mr. Thomson first directing one 
of his young men to deliver to the officer a permit for a part, and sometimes permits for teas of former 
importations, on which he received the key, and took from the store the quantity ordered by Edward 
Thomson. In some instances he understands the permits have been delivered by one of Mr. Thomson's 
young men, and the teas delivered by another, by which means the person so delivering was ignorant of 
the quantity entered out or permitted. He understands the officer never attended at such deliveries, but 
was occasionally in the stores, and, from the knowledge he has in this business, he believes it would 
require from one to five officers to attend to the delivery of teas in such an extensive concern, and that 
their whole time would be occupied for nine months of the year. This deponent is clearly of opinion that 
the execution of the laws in regard to teas, and in regard to the owners and purchasers, cannot be fufilled 
with the present limited number of officers. 

No teas, to his knowledge, ( without permits,) were ever taken from store with the aid or co-operation 
of any person or persons knowing them to be without permits, unless the directions of Floyd S. Bailey 
can be called a co-operation. The teas, when taken from store, were delivered to actual purchasers in 
Philadelphia, or immediately shipped to New York, Boston, Baltimore, and in some instances to other 
parts of the continent. The porters who hauled these teas were sometimes those employed by Edward 
Thomson, and sometimes porters employed by purchasers and shippers. In no case does he believe that 
said porters were privy to any part of these teas not being permitted. 

Mr. Thomson never had possession of the custom-house key himself, but his young men were con
stantly in the habit of receiving it from the officers by his directions when teas were to be delivered. In 
most cases this deponent believes the keys were delivered back to the officer when the delivery was 
completed. When a ship was discharging it has been customary for the key to remain in possession of 
the young men until the-cargo was out, because· the teas would frequently oe brought to the store· so late 
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as to render it impossible to store them away and assort them until early next morning. During the 
discharging of a cargo the officer was engaged the whole day on the wharf. This he understands to have 
always been the custom in Philadelphia. 

When the Messrs .. Lippincott made advances on teas they at all times took possession of the keys 
belonging to Edward Thomson, and generally examined that these teas were in store. In no case does 
this deponent believe they ever had possession of the custom-house key, unless for the delivery of teas 
sold when Mr. Thomson's young men were absent, and this could not have been often. From the 
knowledge this deponent has of the accounts with Messrs. Lippincott & Co., he can say they have at all 
times been truly honorable, and that they were entirely ignorant of any teas being taken from storP 
without permits. When teas were sold by Lippincott & Co. they generally sent one of their own young 
men to deliver them, and Mr. Thomson had also a young man there to assist. In some cases this deponent 
understands both were present, and in other cases only one. The keys of Mr. 'rhomson, when delivered 
to Lippincott & Co., was considered as giving them complete possession of the property; and when 
delivered to their own or Mr. Thomson's young men, for the delivery of teas sold or to be shipped, they 
were to be returned, and he understands they generally were so. The Messrs. Lippincott, after receiving 
Mr. Thomson's keys, did not return them to him, or to others in his employ. But when teas were sold, 
and to be delivered or shipped, they have intrusted them sometimes to one of his young men. These 
keys they considered as their own when advances were made; when they sold goods to the amount of 
advance the keys were returned. In some cases the keys have been obtained by Mr. Thomson's young 
men to deliver teas contained in the same store on which no advance had been made by them. The keys, 
when received from Lippincott & Co. by Mr. Thomson's young men, were in their possession until the 
object was accomplished. In case of public sale this was sometimes for several days, one of their own 
young men being generally present; at other times they were retained only a few hours. Having never 
attended to the delivery of teas, he cannot state more particularly. 

This deponent has been acquainted with the Canton trade about nine years, but has no knowledge of 
what the practice of others is in that trade, in regard to taking teas from store, further than what Floyd 

, S, Bailey has told him, that his house in New York pursued the practice pointed out by him to Edward 
Thomson. This deponent cannot say what teas have been shipped without being stored, but understands 
that in such cases the teas were first hauled to the pavement opposite the stores. 

PmLADELPHIA, January 25, 1826. 

Sworn and subscribed before me. 

United States gf America: 

PETER MACKIE. 

ABM. SHOEMAKER, Alderman. 

Be it known, that on the day of the date hereof, before me, Peter Lohra, of Philadelphia, notary public, 
by lawful authority duly commissioned and sworn, personally appeared Peter Mackie, one of the assignees 
of Edward Thomson, of Philadelphia, merchant, who, being by me duly sworn according to law, did 
depose and say that he is well acquainted with Floyd S. Bailey and with Edward F. Nicoll, of the city of 
New York, merchants, and with their respective handwritings and signatures, having frequently seen 
them write and sign their names, and that therefore he verily believes the names or signatures "B.," "E. 
H. Nicoll," "F. Bailey," "F. S. Bailey," "F. S. Bailey," "Edward H. Nicoll," and "Edward H. Nicoll," 
subscribed to original letters and extracts of original letters from them to the said Edward Thomson, are 
of the proper handwritings and signatures of .the said Floyd S. Bailey and of the said Edward H. Nicoll, 
respectively, and that a memorandum marked with the letter D is a loose paper in the handwriting of the 
said Floyd S. Bailey. 

PETER MA.OKIE. 

And I do hereby certify and declare that the annexed are true and faithful copies of the said several 
original letters and extracts, by me carefully compared and found to agree therewith. 

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my notarial seal, on the twenty-third 
day of J~nuary, 1826. 

PETER LOHRA, N. P. 

A. 

Copy of a letter from Fwyd 8. Bailey to Edward Tlwmson, post-marked March 23. 

. NEw Yorur, March 22, 1823. 
DEAR Sm: Yesterday the grocers were running to the store constantly for the teas, saying they must 

have them this morning, a part at any rate; and this morning they made such a clamor about getting 
them we dare not put off a commencement of delivery until Monday, and I went with an- entry of 200 
chests and 100 half, of various descriptions, so as to send each purchaser a few, and appear to be deliv
ering as fast as possible, thereby save appearances for a day or two-say to-day and. Monday-as I shal,l 
deliver three times the quantity entered gf each article. The best and only arrangement I could make with 
the Collector was to deposit the amount of the duty on the 200 chests in cash ($6,500) with him, and to 
be settled in six days by bonding with approved securities, or the entry considered as cash. This he has 
before refused positively, but he said he was disposed to accommodate you every way as far as he could. 
I told him you would undoubtedly have been here this morning but for the impassable state of the roads. 
He i-eplied, I know they are very bad, and was remarkably pleasant foi-him. Your succeeding in entering 
this cargo here will bother Astor and Tom beyond measure, because they will consider it completely 
opening this poi-t for your ships, which is the i-eal fact. You cannot conceive in what good spirits the 
change you have wrought in Jonathan has put Mr. N.; he really seems like a different man, If you and I 
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should succeed at the custom-house, I do not know what we cannot do hereafter. The sale of the William 
and Jane's cargo is cracked off and considered here the greatest that has been made since the peace; the 
idea is, that there is at least $100,000 profit to the importer. I write you this letter for fear something 
possibly might have prevented your leaving this day, and to let you know the indispensable importance 
of your leaving to-morrow afternoon, so as to be here on Monday evening, as that will be the very latest 
hour we can put off, as another large entry must be put in on Tuesday; indeed, it ought by all means to 
go in on Monday, as we shall have a large quantity out, more than is entered; after we have put in three 
or four entries, then I calculate to take out largely in anticipation of an entry. 

Yours, B. 

B. 

Copy of a Zeller from Edward H. Nicoll, to Edward Thomson. 

[Extract.) 

NEw Yorur, May 19, 1823. 
Sm: I have reflected much on the proposal that you have made me, as regards the advance required 

on the W oodrop Sims. 
In answer to which, I have to say that I will issue my paper for fifty-two or fifty-three thousand dollars, 

for the purpose of getting off this vessel, provided you will gratify me by making out in my name at 
once the following bills of sale: say three for the ships Addison, Wm. Savery, and Woodrop Sims. 
This alteration cannot make the least difference either to you or Mr. Bailey. But should anything happen 
to Mr. Thomson or Mr. Bailey, it might make a great difference to E. H. Nicoll. I am playing a desperate 
game, and it is a duty that I owe myself, my creditors, and those friends that are involved with me, that 
I make use of all precaution that is possible, in order that their interest may be preserved. As regards 
my own, it is a secondary consideration, but my creditors and friends shall never have it to say of me 
that I have acted in a manner that deserves censure. Mr. Bailey, I understand, objects to your making out 
the bills of sale to me individually. What his objections are I know not. If either Mr. Thomson or Mr. Bailey 
have an iqea that I wish this alteration with the view of lodging them in the custom-house, and closing up 
the business altogether, they are entirely mistaken on this head, you may rest perfectly satisefid. I 
give you my word of honor that I have no such thought. On the contrary, I never should think of 
resorting to this extremity, unless there was not any chance whatever of reducing my demand to a 
moderate amount; therefore, on this bead, rest satisfied, Mr. Thomson, that I shall continue along with you, 
so long as there is the least chance of my debt being reduced. God knows that nothing would gratify me 
so much as to band these bills of sale either to you or Mr. Bailey, and I might have it in my power to say 
that the object that they were lodged in my bands for bas been satisfied. Therefore, let the alteration 
take place, send them to me, and then they shall rest as the others have done, until you can redeem them, 
unless our circumstances should become more desperate than they are at present. 

Mr. Bailey most certainly has a wrong view of this business, if he thinks it is correct that these 
securities should be made out in our joint names together. Mr. Bailey certainly has not any interest in 
them to any extent further than the interest be has in the concerns of S. & N. What this interest is, Mr. 
Bailey must be as well acquainted with as I am.. • 

.A.t the present moment I am fully aware that it is a matter of little consequence how they ar.e made 
out; but if any accident by death or otherwise should occur to either of us, it might make to me and my 
creditors a very great difference. Therefore, let the bills of sale be made out agreeably to my wishes, 
and sent on to me, or let Mr. Bailey bring them on, and I will, under this promise, render any assistance 
to you that I may be enabled to do, provided you constantly keep in view the reduction of our demand, 
and the assistance and aid that you may require is not of such a nature as to break me entirely down 
both in credit and health. 

[N. B.-Remainder of letter on other subjects.l 
Yours, respectfully, 

E. H. NICOLL. 

o. 
Copy of a letter from Floyd S. Bailey to Edwa1·d Thomson, post-marked June 21. 

NEW YonK, June 21, 1823. 
DEAR Sm: I shall accept the draft, and shall have to provide for it myself. S. & N. have more to pay for 

themselves than they can get on with; and I now state to Mr. Thomson that unless be sends me a sufficient 
amount in Hyson Skin tea to cover the draft it will be impossible for me to pay it. Therefore, I have to 
request you will, without fail, ship to-morrow the balance of the Telegraph, and 200 chests of Rush's 
Skins. Ship any chops of the Rush's that is landing; it will only require two smal.l entries; and if you 
have any regard for .me, do for God's sake ship it, and let the bill of lading come by Sunday's mail. Do, 
Mr. Thomson, try to settle with Nevins in some other way for the bill of lading of 20,000. Give it to 
them for 60 days, and allow them one per cent. on it. I shall be out of town on Sunday, but be back on 
Monday morning. 

Yours, 
F. BAILEY. 
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D. 

Oopy of a loose paper in the handwriting of Floyd S. Bailey,found in E. Thomson's drawer, and now attached 
to the back of a letter of the 27th oJ June, 1823, from F. S. B. 

13th. 300 chests Skin-deliver 500 
22d. 300 chests Rush Skin-deliver 400 

144 chests Telegraph-deliver 144 
Have them weighed, and get the paper at once. 
N; B.-Above teas sold Grants & Stone, and Telegraph's delivered September 25, 1823. 

E. 

Oopy of a letter from Floyd S. Bailey to E. Thomson, post-piarked June 30. 

NEw YoRK, June 30, 1823. 
DEAR Sm: From your letter this morning I presume you will enter all out from the store, corner of 

Pine street; the amount, however, is not large, as the Addison's Young Hysons were not put in that store, 
and it is them that you are deficient in, and I should suppose there was no necessity of your entering 
them immediately. There is more sure policy in letting them remain, and enter more of the Rush's Young 
Hyson; that is a fresh transaction and more likely to be looked after. Get all entered out from the Pine 
street store, and a pretty good lot of the Rush's Young Hysons, and you may rest perfectly easy-leaving 
the balance of the Addison's Young Hysons which were stored on the wharf to be entered the last of this 
month. Between now and the 10th of July we have upwards of $120,000 to provide for, and we must 
ship a pretty considerable amount of the Rush's Souchongs and Skins to Boston and Providence, so that we 
can draw on them, get the drafts discounted in Philadelphia; the money must be bad in this way. It will 
not do to issue any more paper to come in this market; it will not negotiate better than eight or nine now, 
which is an evidence that those who have confidence in it have enough of it, and therefore please bear in 
mind you must help-us in the way I have suggested. Please not let Mr. Mackie go to the custom-house 
to sign the Addison's permits for some time, as they may get to asking him questions which no good can 
grow out of, and much harm may. Please bear in mind that in case they call for my name, not to use 
the power you have, as it is dated early in May, and would show them at once that you use my name as 
you please. 

With respect, 
F. S. BAILEY. 

EDWARD THOMSON, Esq., Philadelphia. 

F. 

Extract of a letter from Floyd S. Bailey to Edward Thomson, post,.ma,rked February 29. 

NEw YoRK, February 29, 1824. 
DEAR Sm: I view it as a matter of the greatest importance that you should get around here as soon 

as possible a part of the Skins and Young Hysons of the Savery's: first, because you will get ten cents 
more for them now than three weeks later; and, secondly, because you prevent bis having the market to 
himself; and besides, you know well that. nothing lifts up a man like bis selling bis goods at a great 
price. In order to ship as many as you want to, you need only put in a couple of little entries, say about 
two hundred chests each; but as you are taking out the Savery's, put in pretty smart entries of the Rush's 
Skins and Young Hysons, all of which you must enter soon. If you are of my opinion, I recommend your 
sending a variety of. chops, &c. 

[N. B.-Remainder of letter on other subjects.] 
With respect, 

F. S. BAILEY. 
EDWARD THoMsoN, Philadelphia. 

G. 

Edward H. Nicoll to Edward Tlwrnson. 

NEW YoRK, .April 28, 1823. 
Sm: This will be handed to you by my friend and relation, Mr. F. H. Nicoll, who is 'identified with 

me in all my concerns, and is well acquainted with all my business with you; therefore, any questions 
that he may ask you touching our affairs you may answer with freedom. 

Yours, respectfully, 
EDWARD H. NICOLL. 

EDWARD THoMsoN, Esq. 

H. 
NEW YoRK, .April 13, 1824. 

Sm: Your letter of yesterday I have received. Any arrangements that you enter into with Mr. 
Francis H. Nicoll will be the same as if made with me. Mr. Nicoll is now in Philadelphia for the purpose 
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of endeavoring to make some negotiation with you whereby he may be released from the oqligations he 
is under for me. He has investigated my affairs, and finds that he is soon to be sacrificed by me, and by 
me only, if he is not soon relieved. 

The great object that I have had in view since my return from Europe has been to get the debt you 
owed me so much reduced that I might be able to pay my debts, and I have more than fifty letters from 
you wherein you state that in less than eighteen months from the time of my arrival this should be done. 
It is now two years since my arrival, though you have paid much, and I believe all that you have had the 
ability to do, yet I find myself far from reaching this desired object. The time, however, is had when 
you have the ability to do it if you please, and the only easy way that you can do it is to put the property 
on board of your vessels, and a part of the funds to be raised on respondentia, and the remainder to be 
held until you see a convenient time to redeem them. 

The property that I have been obliged to throw away in consequence of the immense sum that you 
have been indebted to me exceeds $150,000 within the last three years. This sacrifice has been made in 
extra interest, bad debts, and loss on goods. After Mr. T. has. compelled me to make all this sacrifice, 
and when I ask him only to place me in a situation that I may be able to pay my debts, when he has the 
ability to do it, and in a way perfectly easy, he refuses. How different are the style of your letters now 
to what they were at the time you wished to get out your vessels the last season; then nothing was said 
about giving up. Has your situation grown worse? I answer no; it is vastly better. Is (it) now any 
worse than it was three years ago, and at a time, too, when you stated to me, on the 18th March, 1821, 
in your letter, that you were as good as the bank? I say that your situation is far preferable now to 
what it was then. Why is your situation better? I answer, because you can now, with proper manage
ment, keep on for several years; then you could not have seen any reasonable prospect of getting on for 
three months. Through Mr. B., Smith and Nicoll were thrown in your way, and you made use of their 
services, their property, and their credit in any way you pleased. You now have it in your (power) to 
relieve me, and in no way can it be done so easy as to put the property on board of your vessels. The 
freights, Mr. Thomson, of your fou~ ships cannot produce less than. $150,000. The Savery and Sims will 
produce $90,000, at the least, and if well managed, $100,000. Let a rule be fixed on for the amount to 
be paid, and should you send us any property to be sold, the proceeds shall be returned to you at once . 
.Anything I can do I will do to assist you, but relief I must have. 

Yours, respectfully, 
EDWARD H. NICOLL. 

EnwARD THOMSON, Esq. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 23, 1826. 
Sm: As assignees of Edward Thomson, we now enclose you affidavits in answer to your queries; 

they are drawn up by the different persons from the facts within their knowledge, without the aid or 
advice of any professional gentleman; this, we trust, may account for any deficiency in form-the object 
has been plainly to put the Government in possession of facts. 

We propose furnishing you with our views of the necessity of all the ships coming into Philadelphia 
in place of New York; great exertions will be made to get them into the latter port. 

We intend, also, to furnish you with the copy of a respondentia bond, by which you will be able to 
comprehend how the property stands. • 

These communications we shall not be able to furnish before to-morrow evening. If, in the mean
time, you go to Washington, they shall be sent after you by mail. 

With great respect, 

SAHUEL HARRrsoN SmTH, Esq. 

No. 66. 

RICH. RENSH.A. W, 
PETER MACKIE, 

.Assignees of E. Thomson. 

Depomwn of Ohades Machie, cleric of E. Thmnson. • 

Charles Mackie, of the city of Philadelphia, being duly affirmed according to law, says that he has 
been 'in the· employ of Edward Thomson, of said city, upwards of four years; that he does not know 
the precise time when teas were first taken from store without permit, but believes it was about the 
summer of 1822, at which time the ship Addison arrived from Canton,· and thinks it was on said ship's 
cargo that some teas were taken from store without bonding. He does not know who gave orders to 
take teas from store without permit at this time, it not being his department. When teas were taken 
from store, a permit for a part was generally delivered to the custom-house officer. Deponent was 
unacquainted with the amount of teas taken from store, not bonded in the years 1822 and 1823, and says 
that it was in the years 1824 and 1825 that he first became aware of the deficiencies of teas not bonded, 
and has no doubt that three-fifths of the teas imported by Edward Thpmson were taken from store without 
permits, but kept no account thereof; and it was some time after he delivered teas before he discovered 
this. This deponent knows that teas were taken without permit, by directions of Edward Thomson, 
during the two last years, and none were delivered without his directions. No teas were taken from store 
with the aid or co-operation of any persons during the two last years. Mr. Thomson himself gave the 
orders. 

On the arrival of a ship from Canton the custom-house key was got and kept while the ship was 
discharging, and returned when she was discharged. Whenever a sale of teas of E. Thomson's was made 
at auction, by J. & W. Lippincott & Co., the custom-house key was got by one of his young men, who 
delivered permits for part of the teas sold, and kept the key until they were all delivered, at which time 
it was returned to the custom-house officer. It was usual to get the custom-house key when teas were 
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to be shipped to New York or Boston, at which time permits for part were always handed to the officer, 
and who received the key back when such teas were shipped; deponent thinks that the teas shipped from 
the pavement without being stored, in 1824 and 1825, ·would amount to about 'l,000 chests, three-fourths 
of which were not bonded at the time sent away. The porters employed by Edward Thomson always 
went by the direction of his young men; they were entirely ignorant of teas being taken from store with
-out permit. Other porters were sometimes employed by purchasers; and the teas not stored were nearly 
always shipped to New York, and sometimes to Boston. · 

Whenever Messrs. J. & W. Lippincott & Co. made an advance on teas to Mr. Thomson, he always 
gave them the keys of the stores in which the teas were stored, and which they returned to him after 
having made a public or private sale of said teas to liquidate said advance. Deponent cannot say how 
long the keys were in Lippincott & Co.'s possession. Advances were received very often by Mr. Thomson 
from them, and the occurrence of such transactions were so frequent that it would be impossible for him 
to state the periods when the keys were handed to them and received back by Mr. Thomson; no account 
of this kind has ever been kept, but they were not received back until the advances were liquidated. He 
has no know~edge in regard to the mode in which others in the Oanton trade do their business, either in 
Philadelphia or New York. 

Pmr.ADELPHIA, January 23, 1826. 

Sworn and subscribed before me. 

No. 67. 

CHARLES MACKIE. 

.A.BR.A.HAM SHOEMAKER, Alderman. 

Depomion of Barclay Arney, clerk qf E. Tlwrnson. 

Personally appeared before me Barclay Arney, of the city of Philadelphia, who, being duly affirmed, 
doth say that he has been in the employ of Edward Thomson, of said city, upwards of seven years as 
clerk; that he cannot say exactly at what period the practice of taking teas from store commenced, not 
having been in the practice of delivering teas; but he knows it has been the practice for some years past, 
but at no time has it been so extensive as in 1825. .A.ffirmant believes the teas taken from store were 
done so by direction of Mr. Thomson. Mr. Thomson's young men received the key from the custom-house 
officer whenever he applied for it, which was generally retained until the delivery of the teas was com
pleted. The teas sold by Messrs. Lippincott at public auqtion were delivered by one of their young 
men, assisted by one -of Mr: Thomson's. Messrs. Lippincott were generally in advance to Mr. Thomson 
on teas in store, and of course were entitled to the keys themselves. Whenever it was otherwise the keys 
were returned as soon as done with; Messrs. Lippincott knew nothing of teas being taken from store 
without being duly bonded. This affirmant has several times carried Mr. Thomson's directions to the 
young man delivering tea for New York (in consequence of F. S. Bailey and Francis H.Nicoll ordering 
teas not permitted t-0 be shipped) to lock up the stores, as that was the only method he could adopt to 
prevent them .from getting the same., I have no certain knowledge of a like practice elsewhere except in 
New York, by the house of Smith & Nicoll, but cannot say to what extent. Edward H. Nicoll did 
acknowledge to me that he had taken teas from store to a small amount without permits. .As to the 
operation of taking teas from store, it was customary to get a permit, which on being handed to the officer, 
the key of the stores was given up, when Mr. Thomson had taken therefrom any teas that he might wish 
to deliver. In many instances I have delivered the permit to the officer without the young man engaged 
in d~livering ever seeing the same; he had directions what quantity to deliver from Mr. Thomson. 

B.A.RCL.A Y .ARNEY. 

Affirmed and subscribed, this 23d January, 1826, before 
·ABRAHAM SHOEMK.AER, Alderman. 

No. 68. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 18, 1826. 
Sm: In our conversation this morning you expressed a wish I could furnish a statement, in the form 

of an affirmation, respecting the transactions of Joshua and Wm. Lippincott & Co. with Edward Thom
son. They are of considerable magnitude and long standing; therefore the minutia must be gone into for 
explanations, and would swell an account already very large, and embrace much matter of no importance 
to your inquiry; tbe pressure of business excludes us from giving, at this moment, such a statement. 

I therefore suggest your proposing to the firm the points on which you desire information, and our 
earliest attention shall be given . 

.As respects the transactions between the firm of J. & W. Lippincott & Co. and Thomson, our books 
shall be open for your inspection. 

I am, sir, your obedient·servant, 
WM. LIPPINCOTT. 

SAM. H. S.urrs, Esq. 
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No. 69 . 

.Advertisement by auction of E. Thomson!s teas. 

In National Gazette of February 28, 1825, and daily to March 11, 1825, by J. & W. Lippincott & Co.: 
" The cargo of the William Savery, consisting of-

2,041 chests, 645 half chests, 1,000 ten-catty boxes, 1,000 five-catty boxes young hyson. 
434 chests and 43'1 half chests hyson. 

2,930 chests hyson skin. 
90 chests pouchong. 

4,31 '1 packages cassia." 

In National Gazette of April 9, 1825, and daily to November 13, 1825, by J. & W. Lippincott & Co.: 
" The cargo of the ship Addison, consisting of-

Young hyson teas in chests, half chests, ten and five-catty boxes. 
Gunpowder teas in chests, :fifteen-catty boxes, ten and five-catty boxes. 
Imperial teas in chests, half chests and c~tty boxes. 
Company and cargo hyson in chests. 
Company and cargo hyson skin in chests and half chests. 
Tonkay teas in chests. 
Bohea souchong teas in chests. 
Cassia, in chests. 
Catalogues the morning of sale." 

In National Gazette of April 2'1, 1825, and daily t-0 May 11, 1825, by J. & W. Lippincott & Co.: 
" The cargo of the ship W oodrop Sims, from Canton, consisting of

Young hyson tea, in chests, half chests, and five-catty boxes. 
Hyson tea, in chests, and five-catty boxes. 
Imperial tea, in chests, and ten-catty boxes. 
Hyson skin tea, in chests. 
Company tea, in chests. 
And cassia, in mats." 

In National Gazette of July 13, 1825, and daily to August 3, 1825: 
" The cargo of the ship Thomas Scattergood, consisting of

Young hyson tea, in chests and half chests. 
Gunpowder tea, in half chests, ten and five-catty boxes. 
Imperial tea, in half chests, and ten-catty boxes. 
Hyson tea, in chests. 
Tonkay tea, in chests, and cassia, in boxes and mats.". 

In National Gazette of August 9, 1825, and daily to August 31, 1825. 
" The cargo of the ship Benjamin Rush, consisting of teas and cassia, &c. 

And young hyson tea, in chests and half chests. 
Gunpowder tea, in five-catty boxes. 
Hyson tea, in chests. 
Hyson skin tea, in chests. 
Tonkay skin tea, in chests, and cassia, in boxes and mats." 

Above sales all made at Lippincotts' auction store on the day after that last specified. 

In National Gazette of September 'Io, 1825, continued to September 21, 1825, sold by J. & W· 
Lippincott at their auction store: 

" 145 15-catty boxes gunpowder tea. 
500 IO-catty boxes gunpowder tea. 
500 5-catty boxes gunpowder tea. 

20 quarter chests imperial tea. 
20 half chests imperial tea. 

300 IO-catty boxes imperial tea. 
255 20-catty boxes imperial tea. 
Of the W oodrop Sims and Addison's cargo." 

VOL. V--59 B 
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No. 70 . 

.Abstract of bonds given by E. Thomson. 

Date of bond. No. of bond. Names of sureties. 

1824. 
June 28 
August 7 
Novcmberl9 

19 
25 

December 7 
7 

1825. 
February 3 

17 
17 

J\larch 
12 
14 
19 
21 
23 

April 4 
4 
4 
5 
9 

11 
12 
20 
23 

30 
!llay 2 

June 

14 
19" 
25 

15 
28 

29 
July 5 

6 
11 
13 
14 
19 

Augus_t 10 

3866 Richard Renshaw nnd Samuel Knight.......... • • • .••.•••••.....•.....•••..•.....•.•••••.......•..••.•.. 
4907 •••••••••. do •••••.•••••••••••. do .•.•••••••.....••••••.....••••••.• • •••••••...•.••••••••••••••• •····· •··· 
7612 R. Renshaw, S. Knight, and F. S. Bailey .•....••..•.••••••••••...•..•.•.••..•.•••••••.••....•..••.•...... 
7613 •.•••••••. do .•.••.•.••••••.••. do ..•.....••••.•.•.•••.•...••••••.•...•.•••..•••..•••••.•..•....••••••••••. 
7707 •••••••••• do •••••••••. • ••••••• do.•·••··••·••· •••• •·•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •··• •••••••• •·····••·· 
7858 .••••....• do •••••••..••••••••. do .••••.••••...•••••..•••••••.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ." •••••••• 
7859 .•••.••••. do .•.••••••••••.•••. do •.•••.........••••••••.••...•••••••••••••••••••.••.•••...•.•••••.•..••••• 

291 •••••••••. do ...••••.•..••.••.. do •.•....••.•.••••••••••••.•••••••.•••••..•...•••.••.•••.•••••••••••••••••• 
335 ••.••••••• do ....••.......•.••• do •....••••..•..•..••••••••••.•••.•••••••••...•....•••....•... 
336 •••••••••• do •••••••••.••••••• do •.•..•••.••••.•.•••••.....•.•••••••••..•..•..•••••••••••••....•••..••••• 
579 .••..••... do .....•..•••••.•.. do ••••••••.••.••...•••••••••••.•••.•.•....•..••••••.•...•.....•••••••.••••• 

1185 •....•••.. do ......•.••..•••.•. do •••.•.••.•••••••••••••••••••.••••...•••••••..•.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1204 •..•••.••. do ............•..... do .•..•.•••••••••.•••••.••...•..•••••••...•••.•..•• , ••.•••..••••••••.•••• 
1214 Richard Renshaw and Samuel Knight .•••••..•.•.••••••.•••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• •··· •••••••••••••••• 
1341 •••.••.•.. do •...........•.•... do .••••...•.••••..••••••.••.•.••.....••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 
1663 R. Renshaw, S. Knight, and F. S. Bailey •......••.. •.••· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1938 Richard Renshaw and Samuel Knight ..•........•••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••••.•••••••..•••••••••••.••••• 
1939 ••.••..•• do ...•.•••••••••.••• do .........•..•.•••••••.•.•••.•••••••••..••••••....••.•.••.•••.••.•....... 
1940 •••...••. do .•.•••••.•..•.•... do .••.•••••......••.•••••..•.•.••.••••••••.•••••.••......•••••...••...•.... 
2193 R. Renshaw, S. Knight, and F. S. Bailey .....••••••.•.•••••••• ••··•• ..••.••••••.•..•••.•..••.....••••••. 
2220 •••••..•.• do .•..•.•.•....•...• do ...•....•.•••...•..••.••.•••.•.•.••••...•••••••.•.••••.•..•.•.....••.••.. 
22"2il •••••••••• do .••••.•...••.••••• do ...•...••.••...•.•.....••••••••..•..•.•.••••...•.•••••..•.••.•....••.•.•. 
2257 •• : •••••.. do .•.••••.•••••.•••. do •.•••.••.•.•..•••.•...•..•.•••.••...•••••••••••••.•..•••...•..•.•.•.•••. 
2518 Richard Renshaw and Samuel Knight ..•••.•.......••.......•.•...•.•.......•.••.••••••..••••••.••.•.•... 
2832 .R. Renshaw, S. Knight, and F. S. Bailey .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•.•..•.•..•.... •·····•·•· .... 
3054 •••••..... do ......••..•.....•. do .••.••..•.••••....••••••••••.•.....•..••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••• 
3089 ....•..••• do ........•...•..... do ..••.•....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•· •••••••• •··•··•·•· 
3221 .•.•.••.•. do .....•..•....•.... do ....•....•.•......•..•...•....•••••.....•.....•.••.•.•........•••.••••••• 
3290 •..•.••... do •••......•..•••... do •....••..•...•...••••.••.••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••• 
3605 •••••••.•• do •.•..•....•...•.•• do .•......•....•.....••.•.•••..•.•......•.••.•••••••.•.•...•......•..•.•.•• 
3799 ••.••••.•. do .•.•••....•......• do ..•.•..•....•.....••••.•.•••..•...••.••••.•....•.•...••.•••.•.••.••...... 
4107 •.•..••... do •••.•.........••.. do .•••.••.•••....•.•.•..••••••..•....•.••.•••.•..•••.••••.••.•...•.••.•.• 
4405 .•••••.... do ..•.•••••••....... do ..•.•.••.•••.••.••••...•...•.••..•..••••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4406 ....••.••. do •.•..••.••........ do ..•.•.••••••.••.••••..•.•••..••••...••.•.•.••.••....•••••.......•....•••• 
4512 ...•...... do .••••••...•.•••.•• do .•••.•...•••.••••.••.•..•.•..••••.••.•••.....••.•..•..•••.••••.•••.••••• 
4584 •••••••••• do .••••••....•.•.... do.•·•••· .••.••.•..••.••••••........••••.•••••••..•...••.••••••••.••.•••••• 
46.12 •••••••••. do •••••••••.•••••••. do .•.•.•.••....••.•••.••••..•.••....•.••.••....•••.•••••.•••••••••• •·••·· 
479-2 ••••••.•• do •••.••.....•...••• do .••.•••••.•••••..•.••.••••••••.••.••..•.•.•••••••••••••.••.•••••••.•..•.• 
4830 •....•.••. do ...•..•.••...•...• do .•.•.•.••.•••••.•..•••••.•.•..••..•••.••.•••..••.•••••••...•••..••••••.•. 
4874 •.••..•... do ............••...• do .••.•••........•......•..•...•.....•...•.••••..•••.••.•.•.••••••••••••••• 
5310 .•....••.• do •••...........•..• do .....••.••..•••.••.........••...••.••••.••••••..•••••.•.•.••.•••••••..•. 

[No. '152. 

Amount. 

S-514 00 
1,305 00 
4,270 00 

860 00 
4,160 00 
3,587 35 
2,632 00 

5,080 00 
5,680 00 
1,764 00 

56,632 05 
5,292 00 
8,399 00 
2,04•1 00 
8,280 00 
s,oso 00 

15,972 00 
1,540 00 
1,130 00 

40,717 76 
2,646 00 
2,646 00 

19,375 00 
4,200 00 
2,040 00 
3,528 00 
4,600 00 
2,000 00 
3,440 00 
4,680 00 
4,475 00 
4,000 00 

32,891 50 
1,200 00 
2,400 00 
2,000 00 
4,000 00 
1,130 00 
5,480 00 
4,000 00 

23,080 47 

311,95113 

All the bonds, to the best of my rec.ollcction, with F. S. Bailey's name bn them, were signed by the 
attorney of said Bailey on the 19th November, 1825, by virtue of powers of attorney given to Peter 
Mackie, and executed during the yea1· 1824 (say 1824.) 

DAVID GIBSON. 

Date of bond. 

le25. 
February 28 

28 
March 

11 
14 
18 
23 

April 5 
5 
5 
7 
9 

11 
13 
13 
13 
13 
14 
16 
18 
18 
18 

No.of bond. 

567 
568 
580 

1171 
1205 
1264 
1677 
2151 
2152 
2153 
2194 
2221 
2229 
2341 
2345 
2346 
2347 
2383 
2426 
2432 
2433 
3141 

Names. of sureties. 

Richard Renshaw •....•••.•..•.•••••.•••••••••••••.••••••.•.••...••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••••..• 
•..•..•... do •••..•.••...•.....•..•••...••••.••.•••.•••••••••••••••.••••••..••.••••••.••••••••.•.••.••.... 

Richard Renshaw and Samuel Knight •••••.•.•••..••••••••.••••••••••.•.....•.••.••.••••..•..•••••••••••• 

•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do. ······••········••·······••·••·············•········•·••·····•••····•·•· 
•..••••••• do •••••••••••••..••• do ••..•.•.•.•••••..••••••••••••••••...•••••....•••••••.•••.•.•••••.•.•••••• 

•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do. ················••··••········•·••········•·•········•········••········ 
•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do. ·········•····•··•••···•····•••••••·····•···············•••••···••••••·· 
•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do. •···•···•••······•····•·····•·•·····•····•····••·•••·•···••••····••••··· 
...•.••••• do ••..•••.••••••••.• do •••.•.••••.•.•.•.•••..•.••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do. ···••·········••••·•··••··•·····••····•• ···········•·•••······••·•••···· 

•••••·•···do •••••••••••••••••• do. •··············•·•·•·•··•············•···········•·•··················•· 
•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••• ············••·•·•·•·····••···•••·•·······•·•••···• 
····••••••do •••••••••••••••••• do. •·········•·····•····•••••····•·····••·······•••·••••·••····•·•·•·•··••• 

•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do. ··•········•···•·••·•·····••·······················•··•·•··············· 
Richard Renshaw •••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••• ••••····•··•·•••·•·•••······•·····•·•·•···•••··••••••·· 

...•.••••. do .•..•..•••••••••••••..•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..•.••••..••••••••••.••.••••• 
•••.•••••. do ••••.••.....•..••••••••••••...••••••••••••.••••••••••••..•..•••.••••..••••..•.•••••••••••••.• 

Richard Renshaw and Samuel Knight ..•••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••.••• .' •••••••••• •••• •••• _..•••··• 
................... do .................................... do . ................................................................................................ - .............................. ,. ••• 
••..•.••.• do ••••.••••••••••••• do •••••.••.••••••••••....•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do. ··•••·····•••····•·····•····•·••••··••··•••••··•••·····••••••••··•••••·· 
•••.•••••• do ••••••••••••••...• do ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

. Amount. 

82,077 00 
2,077 00 
1,044 00 
4,410 00 
8,864 00 

12,724 00 
3,480 00 

706 56 

706 00 
707 00 
882 00 

3,464 00 
2,532 00 
3,364 00 
1,551 90 
1,551 00 
1,551 00 
2,560 00 
1,764 00 
2,120 00 
7,520 00 

235 50 
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No. 'TO-Continued. 

Date Qfbond. No. of bond. Names of sureties. Amount. 

--- ---i----------------------------1----
1825. 

April 18 
18 
21 
22 
23 
26 
26 
30 

l\lay 4 

June 

July 

August 

5 
5 
6 
6 

11 
11 

14 
18 
18 
20 
23 

25 

11 
15 

15 
20 
29 

5 
1 

2 
2 
2 
6 

G 

11 
14 

16 
18 
18 
l!I 
27 
27 
29 
30 
3 
3 
6 

6 
8 

10 

12 
12 
16 
16 
24 
24 
25 
31 

September 3 
3 
6 
G 

9 
13 
13 
20 
20 

October 26 
26 

November 5 
5 

18 
18 

3142 Ric bard Renshaw· and Samuel Knight ••...••.•••••••••••.•••...•••••••••.•.••••...•••••••••••••.••••••. 
3143 ••••·· •••• do •••••••••••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••.••...••••...•• ·•·••• ••..••..•. 
2525 ••.••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••..••••••.•••••••••..••.•••••••••.•••.••. 
2802 ••··•· •••• do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•.••.• •·••• ••• ••• .••••....••.. 

2833 •··••····•do ••••••••••••••••• do.•·•···•••··•··•····•·•··••·••······•••••··•••··•·•··•···••·••··········• 
2&'.6 ••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••• •··••• •••••••••••••••••••••..•.••••••••••....••••.•••••..••••••••. 
2887 •· •••• • ••• do ••••••••••••.••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••..•••••••••••.•....••••••••.••••••....•. 
3055 •··· •••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••.•..•.••••••.•....•.••• ·•···••• ••.• 
3137 •···•• •••• do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••••••• ••••·• ••••••••.••••......•••••••••••••••.•.••.••••••...•••.••. 
3144 •···•• •••• do •••••••••••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•. 

3145 •···•·· ••• do •••••••••••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...•••...••.• 
3154 •··•• ••••• do ••••••.••.•••••••• do ••••••...•..•••••.•••.••.•••••.••.••••••....•••••....•.•..••.•••••••..... 
3162 •·• ••.•••• do ••.••••••.•.••.... do .•••..•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••..••.•••.•..•..••••.•.••••.••.•••.•••••• 
3183 • ••··· •.•. do .••••••.•.•••••••• do .••••.•.•••••••.•••••.•.••.••.•.•••••..••.•.•.•.••••.•..•.•••••.••.•••... 
3184 .•.••••.•. do .•••••••••.......• do .•..•.••••••••..••....••...•••.••....••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.. 
3-222 •••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••.•••.•••••..•.•.•.••••.....•.••••••••.•.•••••• 
3283 •..••••..• do •••••• •••••• •••••• do ••••••••••••••••.••.••••••.•••.••.••.•..••••..•••.•.•••....••••.•.••••.•. 
3:!89 •••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••.......•••••••..••..•••••••.••.••••••••.•.••••...• 
3334 .••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do •••••••• _ •••••••••••••••.•••.••.••..••.•••••...••..•...•••.••••..••••••••. 
33i'6 •••••••.•. do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••...•••••.••••••••••••.•• 
3306 •••••••••. do ••••••••••••.••••• do •••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••.••••••••.•••••.•••...•.••••••••••••• 
3800 ••••••.••• do •••••••.•..••••••• do •••••••••.••••••••••••.••••.•••..••••••••• •••.•• : .•.•.•••••••••••.•.••• 
4006 •.•••.•••• do •••••.•.•..••••••• do •••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••.•.••••••• 

4108 •••• ..•••• do •••••••••••••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••. ••··.·····•·• ..•.•••..• 
4l09 .•••••.••• do •••••••••••.•••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•.•.••••••.••..•....•••••••••.• 
4136 •••••••••• do •••.•......••••••• do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••...•••.•••••.••••••••.•••.••.•• 
4407 •••••••••• do ..••.••••••.•.•••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•.••••.••.•••••.••.•.••.••• 
4513 .•••.••••• do .•.•••.•••••••••• do .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•.•••..••••••••••...•..•••••• 
4:;a4 •••••••••• do .•••••••••••.••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•...•..••.•••••••.••.••••••• 
4535 •••••••••• do .••••••••.•...•.• do •..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••...•••.••••••...•••••••••••••••• 
45:lo •.•••••••• do .•••••••••••.••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••.••••••••.••••.••••••••. 
4.538 .••••.•••• do ••••••.•.••.•••••• do ••..•••••.•••••••••••••••••...•.•••.•.••••••.•.••.•..•..•..••••••••.•...• 
4539 •••••••••• do .•.•.•.••.••.••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••....•.•..•.••.•..•.•••••. 
45-10 .•.••••••• do ...•••••••••...•.• do .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••••.•••••••..•.••••••.•• 
45s.:; .•..•..•.• do •••••..••••••.•.•. do ••.•.•.•••...••.•••.•.•.•••••••.•••.••..•••••.•••.•..•..•.••.•.•..•.•.••. 
4586 •••••••••• do ..•.••.•.•••.••••• d., .•••••.•.•.••••••••.••.••...••••.••••.•.•••.••••••.....••••••••.•.......• 
4533 •··••• •••. do ..••••.••••••••••• do ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..•...••.•••••....•••..•.•.•...••. 
4831 •••.•••••• do .••••••••••••••••• do ••••••••••••.•••.•.•••••....•.....••••...•.... , •.••...••.•..••••.•...•••• 
4848 •...•.•••• do .••••••••••••••••• do .•••••••••...•...•.•••••..••..••........•.••..••..•••••••.•.•.••••...•... 
4867 •·•··· •••• do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••.••••••.••..•.•••••..••••.....••.•.•.••.•••••...•...•••••.•..•..... 
4868 •••.•••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••.•••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••.•••.•...••••••.••.•.•.•••••..••.••. 
4875 •••••••••• do .••••••••••••••••• do .•••.•.•.••.•..••••.•.......•.•.••.•.•.••..•••••••••.••...•.•••••••.•.... 
5104 •·· •••• ••.do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••••.••..•••••...•.•.•••.•.••..•••.••••••••••.•••.••••.•.......••.••••. 
5105 •••··· •••• do •••••••••••••••••• do .•••..•••••••.••••.•••••..••.....••...•.•....•..•••.•••••.••.••.•.•••.... 
5l07 .•.•.••••• do •••••••••••••••••• do ••••• , •••••••.••.•......••.•••...••••••.•.••.•....••••.•••..•••••••.••.•• 
5161 ••·· .•.••. do .•.••••.•...••.•• do .•..•.•••••••••••••••••..•••••••.••••..•••••••.••••••••.•.•.••.•.•••••••• 
5270 .••..••••. do .•.••••••••••.•... do ....••••.•....•.•••••••....•••••.••••••.•••.•••••••..••..•••.•••.•••••••• 
5271 ••••••••.• do .•..••••.•••.••.•• do .•••••.•...•..•••.••..•••.•.••••••••..•••••....•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5205 •.•..••••• do .••.•.•...•••••••. do •••••••..•.••...••••••...•••....•••..••.••......••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5295 •••••••••• do •••••.••..•••.•.•• do ...••••••••••••............•••••..•....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5299 •••. . •.. do .•....••.••••..... do.- ••••••.•...••..•...•.•.....••.•.•••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5311 ••.•.••.•. do .•.....•.••.•..•.. do ....•.••.•.••..•....••••.•.••••.•••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5339 ••••.••.•• do .••••.....••••.••• do .......•••••.•............••.•.••.•..••.•••••..•••••.••••••.••••••.•••••• 
5340 •••••.•..• do ..•.•....••••.•... do .•.•••••.•.••..•••.••.•.•....•.•••.•.••.••••••••••••••••••••• ·•·•·· •••••• 
5383 •.•..•••.• do .•.........••..••• do .•.•••••. : .••••••.•••..••.....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5384 .•.•.•.••• do .••••••......••.•• do .•....•.•.•.•...•..•..••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5581 •••••••••. do ••••••.•..••.••••• do ..••..••.•••.•••••••.....••.•••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5682 ••.••••••. do ••••.••..••••••.•. do ....•.••••••••.•.••.•.•.••.•••• • ....•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5912 •••••.••• do ••..•.•••.•••.••. do .••.••••••••••••••••....•.••..•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6257 ...••••••• do .••.•••••••••...•. do .....•••..•••.••••••.••.••.•..••..•..•.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

6419 .••••..••• do ••••••••..•.•..•. do ••••••.••••••••••.••••••••.•••••••• •····••··· •••• ••···• •••••••••• •··••··· 
6420 •.....••.• do •.•.••.••••••••••. do .•••••.••.•...•••••• ••••• ••••••••• •·• ••••••••••••••••••••• ••·• •••• • ••••• 
6471 •••••••••. do .•••••••••.••••..• do •..••.••••••••••••••...••..••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
64i2 ••.•••••.. do .•••.•.•.•••••••. do .••••••••••••.•.••••••.••••.••.••.••.••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6529 ..•.•.•••. do •••••••••••••••••• do .•.•.•••••••.••...•.•••.•••••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6570 •••.••.••• do •••.•...••••.•.••• do ••••••.•••••..•....•••••••••.•....•.....•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6576 .••••••••• do .••••••••••••..•.• do ........................................................................ . 
6946 •••••••... do ..•••••.•••••..••. do .••.••••.••.••••..•••••••••••••••••••••...•.••.•••••.•••.•...••••..•••••• 
6947 .••••.•••• do •.•••••••••••••••• do .•••.•..•.••..••••.•..•••••••.••.•••. •••••• ••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••• 
7695 •••••. do .••••••••••••••••• do ..••••••••••...•....•••••.••.•.....••...••••••. ·••••• •••••••••••••••••••• 
7696 .••••.•••• do •..•••••••••.••.•. do •••••.•..••••• _ •.•....•.•••••••...••••• ••·••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6127 Samuel Knight .•••••••••••••....••••••..•.•.•••.......••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8128 ...••••••. do .••••..••.••••••••••••••••..•••...••..•.••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8408 .•..••.•.• do .•.•..•••••••••..••.••••...••••..••••••• ·••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••• •· 
8409 .••••••.• do •••.••.••••..•..•.••.•.•.•••.•••........•••.•••••••••••......•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

$236 00 
236 00 

5,650 00 
I,230 00 
2,120 00 
2,040 00 

882 00 
2,499 00 
2,962 00 
1,764 00 
I,764 00. 
2,520 00 
8,820 00 

720 00 
700 00 

s,200 oo 
852 00 

3,360 00 
2,480 00 

720 00 
I,640 00 
2,520 00 
2,880 00 

720 00 
2,880 00 
4,005 00 

720 00 
720 00 
458 45 
458 00 
459 00 
428 41 
428 00 
428 00 
875 00 

1,775 00 
1,764 00 
1,764 00 
3,720 00 
2,632 00 
1,764 00 
1,764 00 
3,380 00 

86200 
6,310 00 
1,978 00 

5,735 50 
612 50 

3,9-20 00 
7,450 00 

975 00 
5,140 00 

972 50 
650 00 

6,280 00 
4,500 00 
3,200 00 
1,720 00 
2,468 00 
2,480 00 
2,732 00 
3,740 00 
3,564 00 
2,0-20 00 
2,000 00 
1,764 00 
1,500 00 
1,764 00 
1,210 00 
2,664 00 

835 00 
4,986 40 
2,218 00 
3,556 00 
1,064 00 

245,379 72 
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No. 71. 

PHILADELPHIA, December 8, 1825. 
Charles Mackie presents his respects to Mr. Jackson, and, previous to giving him the details required, 

begs leave to state that he came into the counting-house of Mr. Thomson in or about the spring of 1821. 
His object was only to remain a few months, so as to complete his mercantile education under the eye of 
his father, and afterwards to pursue the business to which he had been brought up, say, that of a grocer. 
Mr. Thomson would not, however, part with him, and he has been in his employ ever since, though 
without any fixed salary; he has from time to time received what was merely sufficient to pay for his 
clothing, and no more. 

From what he now understands, teas must have been taken from store without permit as early as. 
1822, and have been taken in same·roanner from that period till now; but he was ignorant of the fact or 
consequences for a long time. 

In 1822, 1823, and a great part of 1824, Mr. Fisher superintended the delivery of teas. When he 
left Philadelphia for Canton, in the latter end of 1824, the writer was directed from time to time to 
deliver and ship teas as Mr. Thomson ordered; and in no instance has he taken from the stores a single 
chest beyond the quantity so ordered. .At. first, as before noted, he was ignorant of the impropriety, 
because the permits were then generally sent to Mr. Jackson by Mr.Arney, without his seeing them, and 
the writer had directions from Mr. T. what to take from the store. He cannot say that he has been 
ignorant lately; ·but would never have had the knowledge he now possesses but from having been present 
at the numerous remonstrances of his father to Mr. Thomson on the impropriety of taking teas from store 
in the manner he did. The writer frequently received notes from Francis H. Nicoll to Mr. Thomson, 
pointing out the quantity and kind of teas to be shipped, which he generally destroyed, and only one of 
these notes now remains in his possession. 

During this year he thinks that Mr. T. has taken greater liberties than in former years. The time 
has been selected when Mr. Jackson has been engaged on the wharf, not only at the ships belonging to 
Mr. T. but other Canton ships At such periods large quantities of t~as have been sent away, and often 
from the pavement, without putting them in store. Mr. Jackson could not see this, as his engagements 
were constant on the wharf; and Mr. Thomson usually sent to see when Mr. Jackson was thus engaged, 
and on such occasions took large quantities of teas from store, the greater part not bonded. The writer 
thinks that he could not have counted the teas in the stores owing to the darkness and mode of stowing. 
An advantage was also taken of one custom-house key opening all the stores, and when obtained for a 
particular description of teas bonded it was frequently used for opening the stores containing teas not 
bonded, and which were sent away without the knowledge of Mr. Jackson. 

It was customary for Mr. Jackson to leave the custom-house keys in the hands of Mr. Thomson, or 
of those persons whom he directed to receive them, from the time a ship began to discharge until she was 
finished, when the custom-house locks were put on. 

Yours; with great respect, 
CHARLES M.A.CKIE. 

Mr. A1''1>REW JACKSON. 

No. '1'2. 
JANUARY l'i', 1826. 

DEAR Sm: The letters I lent Messrs. Lippincott have been returned from New York. I shall have 
certified copies made out without delay, so that I shall not be the cause of delaying you but a few days-. 
Those letters will go to show that all the irregularity is to be attributed to New York. 

With great regard, 
EDWARD THOMSON. 

I hope you will remember to ask Mr. Jackson ( at custom-house) whether any other teas than mine 
have been irregularly taken from store. And before you go I should hope you would ask Henry Pratt, 
esq., as to the mode of doing business in our city. I have understood he has had a particular knowledge 
arising from experience. 

E.T. 
S. H. SMITH, Esq. 

No. 73. 
JANUARY 20, 1826. 

DEAR Sm: I do not wish to injure any man on earth; but, as you mentioned your having come on to 
have a general view of the business, I would mention that Mr. W. Brown, late partner of Clapier, can 
throw light on the business, I think, as much as any one I know. 

With great respect, 
EDWARD THOMSON. 

S. H. SMITH, Esq. 

No. '1'4. 
JANUARY 20, 1826. 

DEAR Sm: In my note this morning I ought to have been a little more precise. I ought to have 
suggested asking the question whether any lock and key was put by the custom-house on Mr. Brown's 
stores containing teas? 

With great respect, 
EDWARD THOMSON. 

s. H. ·s~rITH, Esq. 
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No. 75. 

PmLADELPHIA, JanuanJ 21, 1826. 
DEAR Sm: The questions you put yesterday, in addition to what was before not completed, compels 

me to ask of you to delay your departure till Tuesday next. Then I shall be ready. _ 
\Vith great respect, 

EDW .A.RD THOMSON. 
S. H. SinTH, Esq. 

.No. 76. 

Lette,rfrom Edward Tlwmson to Samuel H. Smith, Esq. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 23, 1826. 
DEAR Sm: I have sent you this day sundry letters from New York, to show that it has been a 

general practice pursued, to gain some time, during the year allowed for storing the teas; and I have 
little doubt, but, if any merchant had been suddenly destroyed in the Canton trade, he would have been 
found in a proportionably degree similarly situated; there certainly was no intention of defrauding the 
revenue, but of dividing the bonds so that too large an amount should not be payable in one day; as I 
explained in conversation, a bond is given on the arrival of the vessel for every chest on board, therefore, 
it is impossible to defraud the revenue. 

I must acknowledge I was desirous to make the deficiency as small as possible, in order to which, 
I wrote the New York houses letters calculated to make them withhold their heavy demands for teas 
and money; indeed, every intention of mine was founded in good intention, and the most sincere hope to 
pay the Government every dollar I owed them, and since my failure, I have done everything possible to 
aid that cause; and you will please assure the President and Secretary of the Treasury that my 
exertions shall not abate till every dollar is paid; I feel very confident there will be little or no loss by 
me. 

With great respect, 

SAlIUEL HARRISON S1nTH, Esq. 
EDW. THOMSON. 

In reply to a debate in Congress, I must remark our custom-house officers, I fully believe, are entirely 
above being bribed-it is out of the question. 

E.T. 

No.77. 
PHILADELPHIA, January 23, 1826. 

DEAR Sm: ShaJl I suggest to you to put the question to those in my counting-house, whether some 
of the stores have not hr.en without any custom-house locks during this year? 

With great respect, 

I shall complete this day for you. 

S. HARRISON SMITH, Esq. 

No. 78 . 

EDW. THOMSON. 

E.T. 

.Anonymous.-Respecting general certificates being issued in blank. 

The custom-house in Philadelphia is in the practice of issuing what are called general certificates in 
blank, which merchants fill up with what quantity they please; this is amongst the greatest deficiencies 
of our custom-house; this is done a few days after the ship arrives, and before the usual certificates are 
ready; they are signed by the surveyor of the port, and blanks left, which may be filled up wrth one 
hundred chests or five thousand. Those general certificates would be well enough, provided the "proper 
officer was to attend to the shipment of the goods and then fill up the blanks himself; but to leave all to 
the merchants is about as bad as can be-in short, it is too great a temptation for a merchant. 

Understanding you are here concerning the custom-house business, I have thought it not untimely 
to drop you a line. You can improve on this. 

SAltUEL HARRISON SmTH, at the Mansion House, Philadelphia. 

No. 79. 

Depositwn of Edward Thomson. 

As my books are so far behindhand, I cannot state with certainty the annexed items, but believe 
1 am not far from being correct. The cause of my owing so much to the United States for duties is 
owing to their having gone into the hands of Smith & Nicoll and Bailey, who promised to aid in the 
payment of them. I have been much misled, indeed, by their assurances. 
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I commenced the India and China trade with a capital of near $800,000, and after various reverses 
have at length failed. 

As to the teas taken out of store and not entered fully, there was no intention of defrauding the 
revenue, but with the intention of entering them along, so that all would be entered during the year, as 
was the practice in New York, and I had heard of some also in Philadelphia; for particulars I refer to the 
letters from New York handed to C. J. Ingersoll, esq. I gave the duties with reluctance out of my hands; 
but being in debt to Smith & Nicoll, they were forced out of my hands. Since my failure I have confessed 
a judgment to the United States, so as to cover all the property coming in in my ships, and I will render 
every aid and assistance to the Government, in order that they may lose, I hope, but a small sum by me. 

Floyd S. Bailey informed me that (his partner) Edward H. Nicoll, a director of the Branch Bank at 
New York, had an opportunity, by being a director, of knowing the amount of the different bonds paid by 
the importers of teas in that city, and he found that one great importer in that place entered about one
half, at the time of sale and taking· out of store, and completed the remainder in the course of the year. 
This was the course pursued in Philadelphia. The principal, or, indeed, only reason was to divide the 
bonds so that too heavy a sum might not fall due in one day. At the same time I must acknowledge 
there would not have been so many teas taken out of store, but they were forced out by those who had the 
power over me, which I could not control. I became in debt to them by the misfortune of business. I 
often endeavored to alarm them-I mean the New Yorkers-both by letters and in conversation, so as to 
prevent the heavy pressure on me for teas, but they were immoveable; they would have them. 

I have been between thirty-two and thirty-three years in business, and have paid into the public 
Treasury, as near as I can at present ascertain, upwards of fourteen millions of dollars, and never let a 
bond lay over one day unpaid, except the present moment of embarrassment. I have always been told 
that no other man or house in trade has paid as much to the Government; and as to the advantage 
which might result from taking teas out of store as they did in New York, that went immediately into 
the pockets of the New Yorkers, not a cent in mine; they have the whole, I derived no benefit from it. 

EDW. THOMSON. 
PHILADELPHIA, January 23, 1826. 

Duly affirmed and subscribed, the 23d of January, 1826, before me, 
RICHARD RENSHAW, Justice of the Peace. 

• Lost by Passmore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................................ . 
Lost by Longstreth, Smedly & Knight ................................................. . 
Lost by shipments of cotton in 1819 and 1820 .......................................... . 
Lost by shipments of flour ......................................................... ." .. 
Lost in the Canton trade (in nine years) ............................................... . 
Lost in interest account ............................................................. . 
Lost by Humberston, Graham & Co., and others ......................................... . 

• Lost by the fall in ships ............................................................. . 

No. 80. 

$100,000 
100,000 
200,000 
150,000 
800,000 
900,000 
150,000 
150,000 

2,550,000 

PHILADELPHIA, January 25, 1826. 
Sm: We, as the assignees of Edward Thomson, do conceive it our duty to point out through you to 

the Government of the United States the great importance of the ships owned and chartered by him 
arriving at Philadelphia, according to the original plans of the voyages, and the invoices and the bills of 
lading that will be on board of them. 

"\Tife are fully aware, and one of us, (P. Mackie,) from circumstances within his knowledge, firmly 
believes, that great exertions will be made by Francis H. Nicoll, of New York, and his friends to get 
them in there, the greatest part of the cargoes of these ships being hypothecated or on respondentia in 
that city, and the bills of sale of the ships being in the name of F. H. Nicoll will be the ground on which 
they will act, and may be the plea by which they may expect to prevail on the commanders to deviate 
from their voyage and comply with their wishes. 

The ships are the Addison, Woodrop Sims, Benjamin Rush, and Thomas Scattergood, all of them 
owned by Edward Thomson, but bills of sale, previous to sailing and since, in the name·of Francis H. 
Nicoll, and ship Superior, of New York, chartered by said Edward Thomson. When we say that bills of 
sale for the four ships named have been, before sailing and since their departure on the last voyage, in 
the name of F: H. Nicoll, let it be perfectly understood that these ships have been ostensibly owned by 
Edward H. Nicoll and Floyd S. Bailey, then by Edward H. Nicoll, and finally by Francis H. Nicoll, for 
these several years past, though the registers have at all times been in the name of Edward Thomson. 
This has been managed by bills of sale being returned by these persons on the arrival of a ship, and new 
ones having been given them by Edward Thomson when the ship had been entered by him at the termina
tion of each voyage. In the case of the ships Benjamin Rush and Thomas Scattergood, Francis H. Nicoll 
received bills of sale after the ships sailed, he holding at the same time bills of sale previous to sailing, 
which he promised to deliver back, which, as far as our knowledge extends, he has not done. 

When you fully view the situation of all these ships and their cargoes, which will be the subject of 
another communication from us, we think you will be aware of the necessity of their coming here and 
nowhere else, as the only means by which the interest of the United States can be fully guarded-more 
particularly as it is considered the property conveyed to Francis H. Nicoll can be claimed back and 
obtained by the laws of the United States. 

We would respectfully recommend that the Government should consider the propriety of stationing 
revenue cutters or cruisers at or off the Capes of Delaware, and at the entrance of the harbors of New 
York and Boston, with directions to force these vessels into the port of Philadelphia, should force be 
necessary, and also to give directions to all the Collectors on the sea-board to refuse entry of such ships 
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should they succeed to get into any other port than this. We shall only add that every assistance in our 
power, as assignees, shall at all times be rendered. 

With great respect, 
RICHARD RENSHAW, 
PETER MACKIE, 

SAlruEL HARRISON SmTH, Esq. Assignees of Edv.:ard Thomson. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 25, 1286. 
Sm: As you requested, we now furnish you with a particular account of the property shipped by 

Edward Thomson on board the ships Addison, Woodrop Sims, Superior, (of New York,) Thomas Scatter
good, and Benjamin Rush, all at the present time performing voyages from hence to Canton and back, 
and all expected to arrive in Philadelphia from the 1st of March to 15th July next. You have also the 
form and a copy of a respondentia bond, which will enable you fully to comprehend how this property, 
amounting to $803, '118 59, is situated. 

It will at once be observed that the whole of this property is apparently, and perhaps actually, out 
of the hands of Edward Thomson and beyond the control of his assignees. That part on actual respon
dentia and on which the money has bona fide been advanced by the insurance companies and by Messrs. 
Schott & Lippincott, we consider as beyond the power of the Government and assignees, further than the 
return cargoes arriving to a favorable market; circumstances which we do not calculate upon might put 
it in our power to relieve and pay the respondentia and premium, and enable us to do something more 
towards liquidating Mr. Thomson's debt to the United States; this would be a very desirable object if 
we saw our way clear, being anxious to do all we can in the line of our duty. _ 

In regard to the $51,000 invoice of specie per ship Superior you are desirous of having the par
ticulars, and we shall give them as they have come to our knowledge, and as we believe they actually 
stand. When the ship Superior sailed, S. &. J. Nevins & Co. furnished Mr. Thomson with the whole of the 
specie, and in his payments to them he fell short about $51,000; to secure them be had a bill of lading made 
out for this sum, which he endorsed over and transferred to them; at the same time he ordered the 
invoice and bill of lading of the return cargo for this amount to be filled up to order of the shippers in 
Canton, regularly endorsed by them, and the same to be enclosed to Messrs. Nevins & Co., in Philadelphia, 
which is tantamount to consigning the said goods to them. About six weeks after this period, Mr. Thomson 
borrowed this bill of lading from Messrs. Nevins on a promise of returning it; but he says his intention 
was to get it placed on respondentia in New York, and that he forwarded it to Francis H. Nicoll there, 
on a promise from the last named that he would return to Mr. Thomson an equal amount in bills of lading 
of the Woodrop Sims and Addison. That Francis H. Nicoll did obtain the money on respondentia on the 
bill of lading and retained the same, or paid the amount to Floyd S. Bailey, so that no part ever came into 
the possession of Edward Thomson, and afterwards refused to give up the bills of lading promised ; by 
this means there will be two claimants for this bill of lading, and it is not in our power to say who is 
the rightful owner. 

In regard to the bills of lading assigned to Francis H. Nicoll in the form of respondentia bonds, 
amounting to $209,380 14, and on which he had at the time of assignment made no payments, the assign
ment of the four ships and their freights, valued at $185,000, and the bonds and judgments on which he 
has seized all Edward Thomson's personal property here, these, according to the opinion of Charles J. 
Ingersoll, esq., attorney for the United States, stands on another and separate footing from the actual 
bona fide respondentia; these assignments having been received by him as collateral securities, and under 
the perfect knowledge that Edward Thomson was insolvent, and bad been so for years, and that by part
ing with these securities he was depriving himself of the only means he possessed of paying any part of 
the immense sum owing by him (E. Thomson) to the United States for duties; and by granting these 
conveyancP,S Mr. Ingersoll appears to view the same as an act of insolvency, and to claim for the Govern
ment the preference which the laws give. We are not, however, sufficiently acquainted with the points 
of law that may be argued in this case to give our opinion. 

With great respect, 

SAlIUEL HARRISON Smrn, Esq. 

RICHARD RENSH.A. W, 
PETER MACKIE, 

Assignees of Edward Thomson. 

P. S. It may be proper for us to mention that all the real estate of Mr. Thomson, worth about $40,000, 
is under mortgage to S. & J. Nevins & Co., to whom he is indebted about $100,000. 

Receiuedfrom Assignees of Edv:ard Thomson, January 25, 1826 . 

.Account of the cargoes on board the ships owned and chartered by Edward Thomson: 
Ship Addison, expected to arrive in Philadelphia from 1st to 15th March, 1826. 

Invoice specie on respondentia to Pacific Insurance Company, New York ........... : ..... . 
Invoice specie on respondentia to Ocean Insurance Company, New York ................. . 
Invoice specie on respondentia to Atlantic Insurance Company, New York ............... . 
Invoice specie on rcspondentia to National Insurance Company, New York ............... . 
Invoice specie in respondentia to Francis H. Nicoll, but no money received from him, thereon 

he views it as a collateral security ........ : ..................................... . 
Two invoices ginsing and cochineal, not on respondentia, most of which will be used for dis-

bursements in Canton ......................................................... . 

$30,000 00 
30,000 00 
21,000 00 
21,000 00 

30,000 00 

9,340 'l'8 

Total amount of Addison's outward cargo ....................................... 141,340 'l'8 
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Ship Woodrop Sims, expected to arrive in Philadelphia.about the 1st .A.pril, 1826: 
Invoice specie on respondentia to American Insurance Company, New York .............. . 
Invoice specie on respondentia to Neptune Insurance Company, New York ............... . 
Four invoices specie, $79,000, two invoices cochineal, $50,168 78, in respondentia form to F. 

H. Nicoll, as explained above per Addison. . . . . . . . . .............................. . 
Invoice scrap iron and pig lead, not on respondentia, but will be used for disbursements ... . 

[No. 752. 

$30,000 00 
21,000 00 

129,168 78 
7,037 67 

• Total amount of Woodrop Sims' outward cargo .................................. 187,206 45 

Ship Superior, of New York, chartered by Edward Thomson, and expected to arrive in Philadelphia 
about .A.pril 30 : 
Invoice specie on respondentia to Merchants' Fire Insurance Company, New York .......... $30,000 00 
Invoice spP.cie on respondentia to National Fire Insurance Company, New .York............ 30,000 00 
Invoice specie on respondentia to Niagara Fire Insurance Company, New York.... . . . . . . . . 25,000 00 
Invoice specie on respondentia to Ocean Fire Insurance Company, New York........... . . 30,000 00 
Invoice specie on respondentia to Pacific Fire Insurance Company, New York............. 30,000 00 
Invoice specie on respondentia to Atlantic Fire Insurance Company, New York.... . . . . . . . . 13,960 00 
Invoice specie for $51,000; this was money borrowed from S. J. Nevins & Co., and the out-

ward bill of lading placed in their hands as security. Mr. '£homson afterwards got it 
from them, and through Francis H. Nicoll got respondentia from Atlantic and Merchants' 
Insurance Companies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51,000 00 

Total amount ................................................................ 209,960 00 

Ship Thomas Scattergood, expected to arrive in Philadelphia about July I, 1826 :· 
Invoice specie on respondentia to James Schott and Joshua Lippincott, from whom the cash 

was borrowed ................................................................. $100,000 00 
Invoice specie, bill of lading endorsed over to Smith & Nicoll, of New York, as collateral 

security. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000 00 
Invoice of ginseng and cochineal in respondentia to Francis H. Nicoll, of New York, but no 

money received from him thereon; he views it as a collateral security................ 19,609 99 

Total amount of Scattergood's outward cargo .................................... 134,609 99 

Ship Benjamin Rush, expec;ted to arrive i:p. Philadelphia about July 15, 1826: 
Invoice specie on respondentia to James Schott & Joshua Lippincott, from whom the cash 

was borrowed .........................•................ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100,000 00 
Invoice specie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15,000 00 
Invoice ginseni...................................................... 14,814 92 
Scrap iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 786 45 

In respondentia form to Francis H. Nicoll, of New York, as explained above 
under head of Scattergood.......................................... 30,601 37 

Total amount of Rush's outward cargo.................................... 130,601 3'l 

REC.A.PITUL.A.TION. 
Ship Addison's cargo .... ·- ...................................................... . 
Ship W oodrop Sims' cargo ....................................................... . 
Ship Superior's cargo ........ • • • • • • .............................................. . 
Ship Thomas Scattergood's cargo .................................................. . 
Ship Benjamin Rush's cargo ....................................................... . 

.A.mount of all the cargoes .............................................. . 

Oopy ef respondentia bond. 

$141,340 78 
187,206 45 
209,960 00 
134,609 99 
130,601 37 

803,'l18 59 

Know all men by these presents, that we, Edward Thomson, of Philadelphia, Francis H. Nicoll, 
Edward H. Nicoll, and Henry W. Nicoll, of New York, are held and firmly bound unto the Ocean Insurance 
Company, in the sum of forty-two thousand dollars, lawful money of the United States of America, to be 
paid to the said Ocean Insurance Company, their certain attorney, successors, or assigns, to which pay
ment, well and truly to be made, we do bind ourselves and each of us, our and each of our heirs, executors, 
and administrators, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. Sealed with our seals, and dated this 
twenty-ninth day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-four. 

Whereas the said Ocean Insurance Company have this day lent and advanced, to the above named 
Edward Thomson, the sum of twenty-one thousand dollars, lawful money of the United States of America, 
upon the goods, wares, merchandise, and specie, to that amount laden or to be laden on board the American 
ship called the Thomas Scattergood, of Philadelphia, whereof G. McCall is master, or which may be laden 
on-account of the said Edward Thomson, on board the said vessel, at any time during her intended voyage 
hereinafter mentioned. 

And whereas the said vessel is now bound on a voyage at and from Philadelphia to Canton; and at 
and from thence back to Philadelphia or New York. 
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And whereas the said Ocean Insurance Company are content to stand and bear the hazard and 
adventure of the said sum so lent and advanced on the said goods, wares, merchandie:e, and specie, laden 
or to be laden on board of the said vessel as aforesaid, during the said voyage, so as the same do not 
exceed the term of eleven calendar months, to be computed from the day of the date hereof: 

Now the condition of this obligation is such, that if the said ship, Thomas Scattergood, laden with 
the said goods, wares, and specie, do and shall, with all convenient speed, proceed and sail on the said 
voyage, at and from Philadelphia, and return and come to Philadelphia or New York, having on board the 
above stipulated amount in value, in specie or merchandise, as the case may be, on the respective pas
sages, both outward and homeward, to end her voyage there, by or before the end or expiration of eleven 
calendar months, to be computed from the date hereof, and that without deviation, ( the dangers and 
casualties of the seas excepted;) and if the above bounden Edward Thomson, Francis H. Nicoll, Edward 
H. Nicoll, and Henry W. Nicoll, or either of them, or either of their heirs, executors, or administrators, 
shall and do well and truly pay, or cause to be paid, at the city of New York, to the above named Ocean 
Insurance Company, their attorney, successors, or assigns, the full sum of twenty-one thousand dollars, 
lawful money as aforesaid, immediately upon the first and next return and arrival of the said ship at the 
port of Philadelphia, or at and upon the end and expiration of eleven calendar months, to be computed as 
aforesaid, whichever shall happen, together with the sum of two thousand five hundred and twenty dollars, 
lawful money as aforesaid, that being the stipulated marine interest and premium on the said loan; or if 
the said Edward Thomson, Francis H. Nicoll, Edward H. Nicoll, and Henry W. Nicoll, or either of them, 
their or either of their heirs, executors, or administrators, shall, and do immediately, upon the first and 
next return and arrival of the said vessel at the port of Philadelphia, as aforesaid, provided such return 
and arrival happen within the space of eleven calendar months, to be computed as aforesaid, give security 
satisfactory to the said Ocean Insurance Company, to pay at the city of New York, to the said Ocean 
Insurance Company, their successors, or assigns, the said sum of twenty-one thousand dollars, together 
with the sum of two thousand five hundred and twenty dollars, within three months from the time of such 
return and arrival, with lawful interest thereupon, from the time of such return and arrival, and shall and 
do well and truly pay the same accordingly at the expiration of the said three months; or if, in the said 
voyage and before the end of the said eleven months, to be computed as aforesaid, a total loss of the said 
goods, wares, merchandise, and specie, by fire, enemies, men-of-war, or any other inevitable casualty shall 
unavoidably happen; and the said Edward Thomson, Francis H. Nicoll, Edward H. Nicoll, and Henry W. 
Nicoll, their heirs, executors, or administrators, shall and do well and sufficiently abandon, transfer, and 
assign to the said Ocean Insurance Company, their successors or assigns, all the said goods, wares, and 
merchandise, of the said Edward Thomson, so laden and to be carried from the said port of Philadelphia, 
on board the said ship Thomas Scattergood, and all other goods, wares, merchandise, and specie, which 
shall be acquired during the said voyage, by reason of or from the proceeds of the said last mentioned 
goods, wares, and merchandises, and the net proceeds thereof, and well and truly do account for and 
pay, upon oath or affirmation, within four calendar months, to be computed from the time of such loss, to 
the said Ocean Insurance Company, or their successors, a just and proportionable average on all the said 
specie, goods, wares, and merchandise, and proceeds, if any salvage, average, or allowance, shall be 
obtained by reason of or upon the same, notwithstanding such loss; or so much thereof as shall be equal 
to the amount that would have been due and payable if the said ship bad returned in safety, on her said 
voyage, at the said port of Philadelphia, then this obligation to be void; otherwise to remain in full force 
and virtue. It being first declared to be the mutual understanding and agreement of the parties to this 
..:ontract, that the lenders shall not be liable for any charge, damage, or loss, that may arise in consequence 
of a seizure or detention, for or on account of any illicit or prohibited trade, or any trade in articles con
traband of war; but that the lenders shall be liable to losses and averages, and entitled to the benefit of 
salvage, in the same manner, to all intents and purposes, as underwriters on a policy of insurance, accord
ing to the usages and practices in the city of New York; and that in like manner the borrowers shall be 
subject to all the duties imposed on the assured by the usual policies of insurance, and the customs and 
practices of the said city. 

It is understood that if the voyage of the said ship should not have terminated at the expiration of 
the eleven calendar months, allowed by this respondentia bond, that the Ocean Insurance Company will 
prolong the time, charging interest at the rate of six per cent. per annum upon the amount of the loan, 
after the end of the said eleven months, until it so terminates. 

EDWARD THOMSON, 
FRANCIS H. NICOLL, 
EDWARD H. NICOLL, 

Sealed and delivered in presence of us: HENRY W. NICOLL. 
PETER MACKIE, 
BARCLAY ARNEY. 

To the signature of E. Thomson. 
J. H. CLINCH, 
JAs. CLINCH. 

To the signatures of F. H., E. H., & H. \V. Nicoll . 

.Memorandum. 

Whereas, it hath been ag·reed that the bills of lading for the goods, specie, wares, and merchandise, 
mentioned in the within obligation, shall be endorsed to the Ocean Insurance Company, as a collateral 
security for the loan within mentioned: 

And whereas, it has been further agreed that the property to be shipped homeward as aforesaid, 
being the proceeds of the said loan, shall be for the account and risk of the said Edward Thomson, but 
consigned to order, and the bill of lading forwarded to the said Ocean Insurance Company, to the per
formance of which we bind ourselves: 

Now, by this instrument, it is expressly declared, that such endorsement, or consignment, shall not 
be held to exonerate the persons of the borrowers, nor compel the !'laid Ocean Insurance Company to accept 
the goods and merchandise which may arrive under such bill of lading and consignment in discharge of 
such debt; but it shall be lawful for the said Ocean Insurance Company to receive and hold the said goods, 
specie, wares, and merchandise, for the space of ninety days after their arrival at the port of Philadelphia. 

VOL. V--60 B 
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And in case the principal, interest, and premium, in the within obligation mentioned, shall not be 
paid or satisfied within the said time, to dispose of the same at public auction, and to charge the borrowers 
with the balance that may remain due, after deducting from the amount of said sales the freight, duties, 
commissions, and all other just and proper charges. 

Sealed and delivered in presence of us: 
PETER MACKIE, 
BARCLAY ARNEY. 

To the signature of E. Thomson. 
J. H. CLINCH, 
J AS. CLINCH. 

To the signatures of F. H., E. H., & H. W. Nicoll. 

No. 81. 

EDWARD THOMSON, 
FRANCIS H. NICOLL, 
EDWARD H. NICOLL, 
HENRY W. NICOLL. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 25, 1826. 
Sm: Understanding that you have been deputed by the Government to investigate the affairs of Mr. 

Thomson, and to make report, I have thought it proper, to prevent any future misunderstanding, to state 
that I have, for several years past, been in the habit of consigning goods and specie by his ships to his 
sons, who were established at Canton, and tnat I have two adventures at present in that situation. The 
first was sent per the ship Addison, Captain Hidelius, and is ordered to be returned in her. The amount 
is expected to be, per invoice, about eleven thousand dollars. This ship is expected to arrive in all the 
month of March next. The second adventure was per the ship Benjamin Rush, Captain Bardin, consisting 
also of specie and goods to the value of about eight thousand dollars, and are ordered to be returned, one 
part per ship Benjamin Rush, and the other part per ship Thomas Scattergood; which ships are expected 
to arrive in August or September next. For these transactions I have the usual vouchers; and I may 
add, that all I have, or have had to do with Mr. Edward Thomson is merely to pay him his freight. I 
should not, therefore, have troubled you with this statement had there not been reason to suspect that 
vigorous measures will be taken by another party to alter the destination of these ships to New York, 
instead of Philadelphia; thus interfering: with property about which there can be no contention as to the 
ownership, and placing others who may be in the same innocent situation in a state of jeopardy. 

I hope the Government will think proper, under existing circumstances, to endeavor to prevent, by 
means of its cruisers, a deviation for which the bankrupt movers in New York can offer no security. And 
I beg, sir, you will do me the favor to represent this case to the proper Department at Washington. 

I am, sir, your obedient servant, 

SAMUEL H. SmTH, Esq. 

Philadelphia, 
Isabella, Leeds. 

No. 82, Blank Certificate. 

No.--. 

JOHN COOK. 

DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA, 
Port of Philadelphia. 

N I certify that there was imported into this district on the 29th day of August, 1825, 
0

• - Tea. by Samuel Archer, in the American ship Isabella, Leeds master, from Canton, one half 
[4'i pound8·J chest of black tea, marked and numbered as per margin, containing forty-seven pounds. 

Countersigned by-
J. GLENTWORTH, Deputy Inspector. 

For the Collector. 
AUGUST 29, 1825. 

No. 83. 

PmLADELPHIA, January 18, 1826. 
Sm: I find that the examination of the teas of Edward Thomson in store does not embrace the numbers, 

or other marks, on each box or parcel, so as to decide in what degree they are the same with those said 
to have been assigned to the Messrs. Lippincott, or to distinguish therefrom other teas. Of opinion that 
this is an important link in the chain of facts, I have to request that this examination, including a speci
fication of the numbers, in relation to each cargo, may be forthwith officially made, and a certified state 
ment thereof rendered to me. 

I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
S. H. SMITH. 

JOHN STEELE, Esq., Collector of the Port of Philadel,phia. 
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No. 84. 

CusroM-HousE, January 14, 1826. 
Sm: The information requested in your note of this morning, addressed to the Collector, is respect

fully submitted: 
1. Ship W. Savery entered at the custom-house February 28, 1825, John Brown, inspector, superin-

tending unlading, &c. , 
2. Ship Addison entered at the custom-house April 5, 1825, Robert Hopkins, inspector, superintending 

unlading, &c. 
3. Ship W oodrop Sims entered at the custom-house April 13, 1825, Robert Hopkins, inspector, super

intending unlading, &c. 
4. Ship Benjamin Rush entered at the custom-house July I, 1825, Robert Hopkins, inspector, superin-

tending unlading, &c. . . -
!i. Ship Thomas Scattergood, entered at the custom-house July 2, 1825, John Boyd, mspector, super

intending unlading, &c. 
The officer who first went on board the above vessels was, of course, the master of the revenue barge, 

Captain Job Whipple, who would meet them in the Delaware, below the city. 
On the arrival of vessels, the inspectors, indiscriminately, go on board and place the necessary locks 

for safety. The surveyor then details to each vessel an inspector to superintend the landing of the cargo. 
The inspector having charge of the stores in which E. Thomson's teas were deposited was Andrew 

Jackson. The stores are situated as follows: 
South Wharves, No. '18. , 
Water street, Nos. 163, 165, 15'1, 143, and 145. 
Robert Hopkins, inspector, assisted Andrew Jackson in taking charge of E. Thompson's stores; as 

also all other stores in which spirits, wines, and teas were deposited, in the lower district; and this 
district extends from Spruce street to the Navy Yard. 

The above information is principally de,rived from the surveyor of the port. 
I regret that, from press of business, it was not in my power to have addressed you at an earlier hour. 

I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 

S.uroEL H. Smrll, Esq. 
JOHN KERN, Deputy Collector. 

A. 
CusroM-HousE, Philadelphia, January 24, 1826. 

Sm: I annex a statement of bonds given by Edward Thomson remaining unpaid: 

Bonded on importations for the year 1824 ......................................... . 
Do ............ do ........... 1825 ......................................... . 

Amount bonded on teas, silks, &c ...................................... . 

Balance of duties on teas which should have been in store, remaining unbonded, viz: 

Per William Savary........................................ . . . . . . . . $74,859 64 
Addison ............... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89,299 48 
Woodrop Sims................................................. 90,'155 05 
Benjamin Rush . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94,820 54 
Thomas Scattergood. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88,182 04 

Actually in store, the duties thereon estimated at ...................... . 

Debentures on the above estimated at $53,000. 

437,916 75 
85,000 00 

I believe the above to be as near the truth as I have the means of ascertaining. 
I am, repectfully, your obedient servant, 

$311,951 13 
245,3'19 72 

55'1,330 85 

852,916 '15 

910,24'1 60 

SA1IUEL H. SIDTH, Esq. 
JOHN KERN, Deputy Collector. 



B.-Quantuy and lcind of teas imported by Edward Thomson in 1825. 

Amount of 1--T-~;j""""--r-,--+--,---,-----.--~-- IIYSON SICIN AND I sou-
duties. 1 1--,--,----,,---.--1--~--~---l_::_~.:_ cnoNo, 

OUNPOWl>EU. TEA., 11'1PERIAL TEA. YOUNG IIYSON TEA, JIVSON TEA. 

Qr. ch. I Hf. ch, 115 cntty.jlO catty,! 5 catty, I Qr. ch. j Hf. ch. jl2 cntty.jlO catty,j 5 catty. j Qr, ch. j Hf, ch, jlO cntty,j 5 catty, j48 cntty.j Qr, ch. I Hf, ch. jlO catty.I Qr. ch, I Hf, ch, I Qr. ch, 

--L---1----1----1--1--1---+---I 1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--
Fcbrunry 28, 1855, ship Willinm Snvary, quantity stored ••..• ••••1 $149,800 04 , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ...... .. 

•Do ................. do ........... qunntitybonded........ 74,910 40 ............................. , ................................................ .. 

llalnnce qunntityunpcrmitted, which should hnvc been in store .. 74,859 64 

2,041 
820 

1,221 

645 
430 

215 

1,000 
340 

660 

1,000 , ....... . 
1,000 ...... .. 

234 
234 

137 
137 1 ........ 

2,930 
1,660 

1,210 

1 I 1--1--1--1--1--1--1--I--I 1--1 I 1--1--1--1--1 1--1--I--
April 5, 1825, ship Addison, quantity stored..................... 1291859 98 5 

5 , ........ 
144 
144 Do ........ eo ........ qunntity bonded.................... 401560 50 

1-----1•---1---1--
Balnnec quantity unpcrmitted, which should have been in store.. 89,299 48 

180 
180 

732 
732 

20 
20 

255 
255 

300 
300 

1,162 
300 

862 

360 
100 

260 

1,000 
960 

40 

500 
100 

400 

465 
100 1 ........ 1 ........ 

365 

2,212 
300 

1,012 

200 

200 

572 
210 

362 

I I I I l=I I I 1=1=1=1--1--1--1--1-- 1- 1-- 1-- 1-- 1--

Do ............. do .......... quantity bonded............. 62,586 00 5 .............. .. 

760 
760 

344 
344 

15 1 ........ 1 ........ 
15 

259 
259 , ........ 

1,869 
650 

580 
420 

500 , ........ 1 ...... .. 
500 .............. .. 

155 
155 

160 
160 

3,173 
990 

510 
160 

April 13, 1825, ship Woodrop Sims, quantity stored,,, ••••.••••. ·1 153,341 05 5 ........ , ....... . 

llnlnnce quantity unpermittcd, which should hnvo been in store •. 90,755 05 , ........ J ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ J ........ 1 ........ 1, ..... ,,1,, ...... 1 ........ 1 1,219 160 1 ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , ........ , 2,183 350 

l===l I I I I I ., I l--l--1-1--1--1-1--1--l--1 1--1 I 
July 1, 1825, ship Ilenjnmin Rush, quantity stored ............... 1114,474 54 ........ , ........ , ........ , 500 

Do ............ do .......... qunntitybondcd.............. 19,654 00 .... .... .... .... ........ 300 I 
llnlnnec quantity unpermitted, which should lmvo been in store,. 94,820 54 200 

631 , ........ 1 ........ , ....... . 
631 ....................... . 

500 
400 

100 

631 
631 

866 , ........ 1 ....... ,1 ........ 1 ........ 10 1 ........ 1 ....... 1 4,049 1 ........ 1 ........ 

182 I•••• ••••I•••• ••••I•••••••~ I•••• •••ol•••• ••• I•••• ••••I•••••••• 245 l••••••••I•••••••• 

684 ·1-,--,--,--,--10 ................ •3,8~~~ .............. . 

I===~ 1--1--1--1--1--1--1--I I I I 1--1--1--1--1--,--
3,754 

July2,1825,shipThomnsScattergood,quantltystored .......... 121,52604 ........ 20, ........ 700 600, ........ , 170, ........ , 600 , ....... 893 443 ........ $....... 2 818 ........ 1 ........ 2,25? 
Do ............. do ............. qunn!ltybondcd......... 331344 00 ........ _ 20 ........ 200 500 ........ 130........ 300 ........ 172 210 ....... ........ ........ 303 ....... ........ 400 ... 

1 
__ ._ .. _ 

Balance quantity unpermltted, which should hnve been In store.. 88,182 04 ........ .... .... .... .... 500 100 ........ 40 .... .... 300 .. .. .... 721 233 .... .... .... .... 2 545 ... .... .. .. .... 1,857 

I I I I I I I I I l=l=t=l--1--1--1--1-- 1 1
--i--i--,--

RECAPITULATION OF DEFICIENCY NOT DONDED. 

William Snvnry .............................................. . 
Addison .................................................... .. 
Woodrop Sims ............................................... . 
ncnjnmin Rush .......................... ! ................ , ... 

'.l'homas f;icattcrgoo,! .......................................... . 

74,859 64 
89,299 48 
90,755 05 
94,820 54 
88,182 04 

200 
500 100 1 ........ 40 1 ........ 

100 
300 , ........ 

1,221 
862 

1,210 
684 
721 

215 
260 
160 

233 

868 

660 , ........ 1 ........ 1 ........ , ........ , ..... .. 
40 400 .... .... 365 .............. .. 

2 

700 400 2 

10 , ........ , ...... .. 
545 .............. .. 

9-20 
9 

Totalunbondcd .............................. .......... 1 437,916 751 ........ 1 ....... 1 ........ 1 700 I 1001 ........ 1 40 I~....... 400 ........ 14,707 
Quantity In. store, (correctness of which to be determined) ............................... ::::.:..:.:.: .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. 1,021 

Quantity removed without permit........................ .... ... ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. 700 100 .. .. .. .. 40 .. .. .. .. 400 • .. ..... 3,686 j 802 I 700 I 400 I 2 I 9ll I I 
66 •... .... 1 •••••••• , •••• •••• 

1,210 

1,012 I 200 I 362 
2,1$3 ........ 350 

•3,804 

1,857 

u. 026 200 I 712 
2,575 ................ ------B, 451 200 712 

ndtl 50 
I I I- ·l=l=l=l=I I I I -1 I ·1 I I 1- 1- 1 1-== 

Quantity ,cizcd as per cMloscd 11st F .................... 1 ............ .. 35 , ........ 1 ........ 1 .. : ..... , ........ , ........ , ...... .. 9~2 77 , ........ , ........ , ........ 210 7,104 

• Fifty of these were seized on boar,! the Enterprise nt Philadelphia, nnd put into custom-house stores, 

fj::>.. 
-;J 
o:, 

lzj 
H 
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19TH CONGRESS. 1 

FR.A. UDS UPON THE REVENUE LAWS. 

C. 

List ef teas seized by the Collector of Baltimore. 

93 chests Young Hyson tea, per William Savary. 
1 chest Gunpowder tea,* } 
'i' boxes Gunpowder tea, per Benjamin Rush. 

3'1 chests Young Hyson tea, 
10 chests Hyson Skin tea, } 
28 boxes Gunpowder tea,* W · 
1 chest Young Hyson tea, per oodrop Sims. 
1 half-chest Young Hyson tea, 
1 chest Young Hyson tea, per Addison. 

1'19 

Te(J,S seized by the Collector at Boston. -

6'i' chests Young Hyson tea,} 
84 chests Hyson tea, per Thomas Scattergood. 
80 chests Hyson Skin tea, 

125 chests Young Hyson tea, per William Savary. 
460 chests Young Hyson tea, per W oodrop Sims. 
13'1 chests Hyson Skin tea, per Benjamin Rush. 

953 

Te(J,S seized at New York. 

92 chests Young Hyson tea,} 
350 chests Hyson Skin tea, per Benjamin Rush. 
651 chests Hyson Skin tea, 

2 half-chests Young Hyson tea, } w·lr S 
85 chests Young Hyson tea, per 1 iam avary. 

56 half-chests Young Hyson tea, 
50 chests Hyson tea, } 

18 half-chests Young Hyson tea, per Thomas Scattergood. 
5 chests Young Hyson tea, 

16 chests Young Hyson tea,} Add. 
'i'6 chests Hyson tea, , per Ison. 

1,401 
z;;:=: 

300 chests Hyson Skin tea, }er Benjamin Rush. 
500 chests Hyson Skin tea, Th s d 

1,445 chests Tonkay tea, per oms cattergoo • 
2,459 chests Hyson Skin tea, }er W oodrop Sims. 

693 chests Hyson Skin tea, . Addi on 
223 chests Tonkay tea, per s • 
256 chests Hyson Skin tea, per William Savary. 

5,8'16 

'i',2'1'1 New York 
953 Boston. 
1'19 Baltimore. 

8,409 packages. 

o No deficiency of these. 

No. '753. 

477 

[lsT SESSION. 

COMPLETION OF ENTRIES FOR THE BENEFIT OF DR.A. WBACK, UNDER ACT MARCH 3, 1825. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 24, 1826. 

TREA~URY DEPARTMENT, March 22, 1826. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the 14th ultimo, directing "the Secretary of the 

Treasury to cause to be laid before the Senate a statement showing the number of cases, and the amount 
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and circumstances thereof, in which certificates or debentures have been issued under the provisions of 
'An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to direct the completion of entries for the benefit of 
drawback after the period of twenty days,' passed March 3, 1825, and the construction which has been 
given by the Department to the act aforesaid," I have the honor to transmit herewith a statement, marked 
A, exhibiting the number, amount, and circumstan~es attending the cases for the benefit of drawback, 
which have been completed by direction of this Department under the authority of the act recited in the 
resolution. 

The correspondence, also transmitted, numbered from 1 to 4, inclusive, will show the construction 
which has been given to the said act. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 
RICH.ARD RUSH. 

The Honorable the PRESIDENT of the Senate. 

A. 

Statement of cases that have arisen under the act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasur-iJ to direct the com
pletion of entries for the benefit of drawback ofter the period of twenty days, passed March 3, 1825. 

No. Amount of Circumstances under which the omissions occurred. No. Amount of Circumstances under which Uie omissions occurred. 

2 
3 

4 

5 
6 
7 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

24 
25 
26 
27 

debenture. 

,$84 53 Absence from the port of entry.... •• • •• . • • • • • • • • • • • • 28 
1,228 18 Having escaped the applicant's memory ••• •••..... •• • • 29 

183 88 Ignorance of the Jaw. ••••• •• •••• ••• • •••••.• •• •• ••• 30 
157 56 Absence from the port of entry. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 31 
19-2 06 Ignorance of the Jaw. •• • • • . • • .. • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • .. 32 
491 52 Do.............................................. :J3 
106 28 Neglect to comply with the Jaw on account of Ute 34 

pressure of business.......... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 35 
58 50 Neglect to comply with the law on account of the 36 

pressure of business...................... . . . . . . . . . . :.Tl 
468 00 Illness ••••••••••• •••••• •••••• ••·•••.................. 38 
73 27 Ignorance of the law. . • •• • . • • • • •• •• • • • • • • . .•• . ••• • • • . 39 

1, 787 13 Having escaped the applicant's memory • • • •• •• • • • • • • •. 40 
746 12 Absence from the port of entry.. • •• • . • • • • •• • •• • •• • • • . 41 

'2,462 61 
774 39 

Having escaped the applicant's memory . ............ . 

246 63 Ignorance of the law..... • .•• • • .................... . 

42 
43 

707 85 Absence from the port of entry... ••• • .••••• •• •. •••••• 44 
236 69 Ignorance of the law ............................... . 
653 57 Having escaped the applicant's memory................ 45 
253 55 Ignorance of the lnw. •••. •• ••• • ••••••..•• •• •• . • • ••• .. 46 
254 48 Having escaped U1e applicant's memory............... 47 
55 77 Ignorance of the law..... • ••••••••••• •••• .. • • • • •• .. 48 
67 27 Neglect of the applicant's clerk ••••• •·••••.•·•••..... 49 
76 54 Neglect to comply wiU1 the law on account of the 50 

pressure of business................................. 51 
513 71 Illness..... • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •••••• 52 
91 4l. Absence from Urn port of entry •••••• •••••.•••••....... 53 
49 53 Ignorance of the law ••.••••.••••••••••••••••• ••• ••••• 

101 79 Absence from the port of entry ...................... . 

* Quantity only partially given. 

debenture. 

40 00 Absence from the port of entry .. •••••.••••• •••.••.•••• 
225 41 Ignorance of Ute law ••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•...•••• 
114 60 Do ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••·••••••••• •••• •••••• 
t Absence from the port of entry •••.•••••••.••..•..••• 

65 56 Illness.·•·•····•·••·••·•·•••· •••••••••••••• ·••••• .... 
t Ignorance of the law •••••••••••••..•••••.•.•••..•••• 
t Having escaped Uie applicant's memory •.•.•••.••.•••• 

146 40 Ignorance of the Jaw ................................. . 
*213 56 Do .•••••.••••.....•••••••..••.••••...•...•• •••• 

58 50 Having escaped the applicant's memory ••••••••••••••• 
79 03 Ignorance of the law ................................ . 

Absence from the port of entry •••••••••••••••••••.••• 
134 49 Ignorance of the law ....•••.•••••.•.••••••••••••••.••• 
110 17 Absence from the port of entry•••••• •••••• ••••••••·•• 
81 04 Ignorance of the law ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

930 50 Pressure of business at the custom-house, and subse
quently the absence of sureties ......•.... .......... 

88 45 Neglect to comply with the law on account of U1e pres-
sure of business.. . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . 

490 89 Ignorance of the law............................. • •• 
196 5? Do .•••.•••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••· ••••••• 
509 19 Do ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• 
t Do ......................... •·••••••••••·••••••• 
t Do ............................................. . 
61 89 Do •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••··••••··••••• 

409 47 Illness ••••••.••••••••••••••• • •• ••••••• • • • •••• • • • • • • • 
121 88 Absence from U1e port of entry ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
t Ignorance of the law...... .. • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••• 

15,198 38 

t Quantity not given. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 16, 1825. 
Sm: I have the honor to enclose to you a copy of a law passed on the 3d of March, 1825, entitled 

"An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to direct the completion of entries for the benefit of 
drawback after the period of twenty dayst and to request the favor of an official opinion on the con
struction of the said law; whether it applies to omissions previous to its passage, or only to such as shall 
occur subsequently. Has the Secretary of the Treasury the power "to direct.the entry to be completed, 
and the certificates, or debentures, ( as the case may be,) to issue," &c., in cases existing before the 
passage of the law, as well as those occurring subsequently to it? 

I have the honor to be, &c., 
S. L. S. 

The A'IToRNEY GENERAL of the United States. 

OFFICE OF THE A'ITORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATi;:s, March 23, 1825. 
Sm: I have, according to your request, examined the act of the 3d March, instant, relative to the 

completion of entries for the benefit of drawback. 
The law is one of a public and permanent nature, and is therefore to be construed by"its language 

only, and not by reference to the particular occasion which may have produced it. Construed in this way 
the law is, in my opinion, prospective only. The language "Be it enacted, that whenever the exporter 
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entering any goods for the benefit of drawback, shall not have completed such entry, &c., it shall be lawful 
for the Secretary of the Treasury to direct the entry to be completed," naturally leads the mind forward 
to future cases. One would certainly not be apt, of his own accord, to apply it to past cases, and that, 
too, with an unlimited extent in the retrospection. The most that can be said in favor of the opinion that 
the law is retrospective is, that the language is ambiguous; and, in such a case, as the natural action of 
every law of a public and permanent nature is prospective, this consideration alone ought to cast the 
balance in favor of the prospective construction. The ex post facto operation of a law of a general and 
permanent nature, being an unusual operation, it is reasonable to suppose that where the purpose to 
produce such an operation existed, that purpose would be marked by the most unambiguous and explicit 
language. This has not been done in the present instance; and, acting upon those established rules of 
interpretation which are the only safe rules, I hold it better to advise that the law be executed in its 
prospective sense only, leaving it to Congress to express their purpose in a future law, if this construction 
shall be in conflict with that purpose. 

On the ground of expediency, if the law is to be considered as retrospective, there being no limit 
fixed to its action in this direction, it must look back to the foundation of the- Government; and is there 
no danger that such a construction would overwhelm the Department with a flood of obsolete claims? Is 
it not reasonable to suppose that Congress would have thought it better to apply the relief to particular 
cases than to expose the Department to an inundation from all past claims, by a law of general and 
unlimited retroaction? 

In every respect it seems to me that the only correct construction of the law is that which shall 
confine its operations to future cases. 

I have the honor to be, &c., 
WM. WIRT. 

The Hon. S.ru. L. SouTHARD. 

TREASURY DEP.ART)IENT, .April 28, 1825. 
Sm: I have examined the law passed at the last session, respecting drawback, with the assistance 

afforded by your views and information, and those of the Attorney General; and I have satisfied myself 
that it will permit me to consider all cases as pending and present cases, and in which relief may be 
afforded, where the time has not expired within which proof of the landing of the goods abroad is 
required to be furnished. 

Under this construction, I have examined the cases mentioned by yourself, and which were referred 
to me by a resolution of Congress of the 2d March last, and I now take the liberty of communicating the 
result to you ·as the best mode of informing the persons interested. 

Henry Barbey.-The law requires the application to be "under oath," aml to be accompanied by "a 
statement of the Coflector of all the circumstances attending the transaction within the knowledge of 
such Collectors." This statement is wanting. In other respects the case is made out. I return to you 
the papers that the statement may be annexed to them. 

John B. Murray & Son.-Neither the oath of the applicant nor the statement of the Collector 
accompanies the petition. 

Cresar Gateran.-W ants the statement of the Collector . 
.Agosteno Trumento.-Wants both the oath and statement. 
When these several papers are added, I shall be glad to receive them again. 

Respectfully, &c., 
S. L. SOUTHARD. 

P. S. I was not here when your letter respecting Mrs. Eckin arrived. Mr. Hay informed me that he 
had written you on the subject. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June 4, 1824. 
Sm: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 21th ultimo, enclosing the application of Mr. 

H. G. Rice, for the benefit of drawback on the exportation of certain cotton goods in the year 1819. The 
act of Congress of 3d March, 1825, authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to direct the completion of 
entries for the benefit of drawback, h,as not been construed by this Department to have a retrospective 
operation; it accordingly does not embrace the case of Mr. Rice, and his petition is returned to you 
herewith. 

This construction of the act, however, does not exclude from its provisions those cases in which, 
although the exportation was made prior to the passage of the act, the period had not elapsed for the 
production of the evidence of landing. 

I am, &c., 
S. L. SOUTHARD. 

H . .A. S. DEARBORN, Esq., Coll,ector of Boston. 
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19:rH CoNGREss.J No. '754. [ls:r SESSION. 

NET REVENUE AND EXPENDITURES AT CERTAIN PORTS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 25, 1826. 

To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of the 16th ultimo, requesting statements of the net 

amount of revenue derived from imposts and tonnage received by the Treasury, from the ports within the 
bay of Delaware, the bay of Chesapeake, the harbor of New York, and at Boston, from the 1st of January, 
1790, to the last of December, 1825, and of the amount of expenditures paid from the Treasury for forts, 
light-houses, beacons, and other public works, erected to aid commerce, or for purposes of defence, within 
the said bays and harbors during the said time, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the 
Treasury, with several documents containing the information desired by the resolution. 

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 24, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 22, 1826. 
The Secretary of the Treasury, to whom was referred a resolution of the House of Representatives 

of the 16th of February, 1826, "requesting the President of the United States to cause to be laid before 
the House a statement showing the net amount of revenue derived from imposts and tonnage received by 
the Treasury from the ports within the bay of Delaware from the 1st of January, 1790, to the last of 
December, 1825, and the amount of expenditures paid from the Treasury for forts, light houses, beacons, 
and other public works, erected to aid commerce, or for the purposes of defence, within the said bay, during 
the said time; to give the like information of the receipts and expenditures within the bay of Chesapeake; 
to give the like information of the receipts and expenditures within and appurtenant to the harbor of New 
York; and to give the like information of the receipts and expenditures at Boston and the harbor thereof;" 
has the honor to transmit herewith to the President a letter of the Register of the Treasury, accompanied 
by statements marked A, B, C, D, which contain the information required by the said resolution. 

Respectfully submitted. • 
RICHARD RUSH. 

The PRESIDENT of the United States. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, March 21, 1826. 
Sm: In compliance with your instructions predicated on the resolution of the House of Representatives, 

requesting the fresident of the United States to cause to be laid before that House statements in relation 
to the commerce of certain ports and bays of the United States, I have the honor to transmit the following 
statements, viz: 

A statement, marked A, showing the net amount of revenue derived from imposts and tonnage, 
received by the Treasury from the ports within the bay of Delaware from the 1st of January, I 790, to the 
last of December, 1825, and the amount of expenditures paid from the Treasury for forts, light-houses, 
beacons, and other public works, erected to aid commerce, or for the purposes of defence, within the J3aid 
bay, during the said time. 

A similar statement, marked B, "of the receipts and e;Xpenditures within the bay of Chesapeake." 
.A. statement, marked C, "of the receipts and expenditures within, and appurtenant to, the harbor of 

New York;" and a similar statement, marked D, "of the receipts and ex]_')enditures at Boston, and the 
harbor thereof." 

I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant, 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

An abstract of the foregoing, marked E. 

Revenue. from commerce. 

Delaware bay. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $80,313,721 06 
Chesapeake bay......................................... 56,963,669 33 
Harbor of New York.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144,055,315 08 
Harbor of Boston........................................ 64,517,667 72 

Expenditure. 

$835,483 38 
3,253,611 09 
4,185,481 88 

916,957 16 
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A.-Statement showing the net amount of revenue derived from imports and tonnage received by the Treasur'IJ of 
the Uniled Slates from the ports within the Bay of Delawarefrom the first of January, 1790, to the.last 
of December, 1825 ; and the amount of e:cpenditures paid from the Treasury for forts, light-houses, 
beacons, and other pulJlic work.s, erected to aid commerce, or for the purposes of defence, within said bay, 
during the said time. 

EXPENDITORES. 

Yerus. Net revenue. 
Forts. Light-houses nnd Support of light- Total expenditures. 

beacons. houses. 

1790 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •• • ••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• 
1791...... •••••• ...••• .•.•.. •••••• •••• •••• $1,535,009 09 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. ••••·• •••••••.••••.• 
1792 ......................... •••·•· .••••• 1,116,315 08 •••••••••••••••••••• •••••• .................................. •••••• ............. . 
1793,..... •••••• •••• ...... •••••• •••••• •••• 1,004,430 57 •••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••• •••••••••• ....................................... . 
1794 ••••• .••••• ...... ...... .............. 1,498,620 07 .......... ......... .......... ...... •••• .......... •••• . •• ••••••••••••••• .... . 
1795...... ••••••. ••••• .• ... . . ... . ... ..... 2,296,212 12 ••••••.••.•..••••••. •••••• •••• .• ... . .•.. ........ •• ••..•. ... • .................. . 

1796...... • ••••••••.••••• •••••• •••• ••.• 2,0-26,151 39 ................................................. •••••• •••• •••••• •••••••••.. 
1797...... . . . • • • . . . . . . • . .. • . • . • . • . . . . . . .. 1,789,638 04 • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . •••••••••••••• , . . . . • ••••• , ••••••••••••• 
1798 ...... •••••• •••••• .... •••••• ... , ..••.. 1,068,205 47 •••• , ..... •••••• ................................ ,. •••••• ...•••••••••• •••••• .•.• 

1799...... •••••• ••• • ...... ......... •••• 1,333,791 87 ....................................... •••••••••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••• •••••••••• 
1800., •• ,. .•.•• , , ..••.••..••..•••.•....•• , 2,059,122 01 • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • •••••••••••••••. ,. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • ••••••••.•••••. , •.. 

1801...... ...... •••••• ••••••• ........ •••• 2,223,621 14 •••••••••• ................................................ •••••• •••••••••••.•• 
180" •••• , •...••...•.••.... •••••. ..•• .. ... . 1,494,612 36 ••••••••••• •••• •••.•••••• •••• ••••••....•••••••••••••••••••. •••••,, ........... . 
1803...... ...... •••. ...... ...... .••• ...••. 1,685,342 85 ...................................................... •••••· .................. . 
1804.. •••. ...... .••... .... . . .. ...... •• ••• 2,626,538 43 •• • •• • ••• •• ••• .... •••• • •• •• ...... •• •• • ••••••••••••• , •••• •••••• •••••••• ••••·• 
1805...... ...... ••• •• .••• ...••. •... ..•••. 2,413,881 95 ••••• •••••••••••••• •••••• ................................. •••••• •••••••••••••• 
1806...... .•••• •••. •••••. ..•.•. ...... •. .. 3,0-20,291 23 •• ••• • .... •••• •••• •••••• •• •• •• •• •• •••• • •••••••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••• 
1807 .• , • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . . • • • • • • 3,251, 972 34 . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •••••••• , ••••• , • • . . . .................. . 
1808.... . . • • . • .. • • . • . • • • • • . • • • . . . . • • • . • • • . 1,666, 078 38 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .... ., •••••••••••• 

1809...... .••••. •.•• .••. •••• .•• •••.. ... 1,473,808 95 •••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••• .. ••••••• •••••• ................. •••••• 
1810 •••• ••·••• ........... ·•·••• ••.• •••••. 2,441,261 13 •••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ..................................................... . 
1811 .•••.....•••.•••• , .•.•...• , • • • . • • • . • . . 1,840, 827 21 ••••••••••..•••••.. , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •••••• , .• , • • . •• • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •• 

1812.,.... .•••. .. .•. ••• •••••• ••• •••••. 2,460,663 45 •••••• •••••• •••• ••• •••••• •••••••••• •••• •••••• ••••• •••• ••• •••••• •••••••••••••• 
1813 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••• 382,275 77 •••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••• •••••••••• ........ .. 
1814 .••••...•••••..••• , .•..•• , • • . . • . • • • • • . 261, 131 61 . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . • • ••• , • • • . • • . , ••••••• , •••.•.• , . • • . .......... , • , • , •••• 

1815 ••••••••••.•.. ••·••· •••• ·••· .......... 7,175,083 31 ........................................................................ ·••••••• 

1816 ........................ •••••• •••• •••• 5,500,763 97 •••••••••••••••• ........................................... •••••• ........ •••••• 

1817 ••• •••••••••• ...... •••••• •••••••• •••• 3,557,351 69 •••••• •••• •••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• ................... . 
1818 .•••. , .• • •• • • • . . . . . . . . .• • • . •• • • .• ••• . 3,712,135 43 . • . • • • •• • •••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••• , .•.•••••••••••••••••• , ••••••• , .• , •••••.• 
1819 •••....•••. ,. • • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • . . . 3,230, 009 56 .••••••••••••• ,. • • • . • ., ...... , •••••• , •• , ••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••• •. 
1820.... . . • . . . • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • . . 2,136,333 07 • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • . • • . . . .••...•••• , • , • • • . • . . .. • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . . •• , ............... . 
1821 •.••••.•.•••.•.• ·•·••• .•••. •••• .•.••. 2,204,557 87 ............................................................................. . 
1822.... . . . • • . • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • . . • • • . . . • . . . 3,310,136 29 • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••• ., •• ., • • •••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••• , ••••• , 
1823.... .... .... ...... .. .. . 3,326,563 93 ••••••••••••••••••.••••.••• , ................................................. . 

1824.............. ...... ...... ...... ...... 3,310,992 43 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••·· 

1825 •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• .......................................... •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• 

so, 313, 721 06 8616,471 86 $194,783 52 $24,228 00 $835,483 38 

TREASURY DEPART.>CENT, Register's Oifice, Marci,, 20, 18.26. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

B.-Slatement showing the net amount of revenue derived from imports and tonnage recei'1:ed by the Treasury of 
the United States from the ports within the Bay of Ohesapealce from the first of January, 1790, to the last 
of December 1825 ; and the amount of expenditure.<; paid from the Treasury for forts, light-houses, 
beacons, ana' other puhlic works erected to aid c<1mmerce, and for the purposes of defence, within the said 
bay, during the said time. 

£XPENJllTURES• 

Years. N ct revenue. 
Forts. Light-houses and Support of light- Total expenditures. 

beacons. houses. 

1790 ............................. •••••••• .................................................................................................... . 
1791.......... ...... ...... ••.••• .... ...... $1,492,937 57 ............................................................................... . 
1792 •. ., •••••. •••. •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••• 924,025 35 ............................................................................... , 
1793. ••• .••• ...... ••• •••• ••••• .... ...... 1,258,340 47 ••••• , •••••••• , ............................................................... . 
1794 ............. ., •••••• ........ •••• •.•. 1,185,'1'04 15 ...................................... , ....................................... . 
1795.... •••• •••• •••• .... .... •••• ••.. •••••• 922,160 33 .............................................................................. . 
1796.... •••• •••• .... .••••••••• •.•• .... •... 1,361,485 66 •••••••••••••• •••••• ..................................................... •••••• 
1797 .... •••• •.•.. ••• •••• ...... •••• ••.. .... 1,753,572 43 .............. , .......................................................... , .... .. 
1798...... ................ •• . •••••• •••••. J,517,166 ,54 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ...................... , ....................... . 
1799.... ...... •••...•••••• ...... .... •••••• 2,064,154 82 .............................................................................. . 

1800, ••• , •••• , .. •••• •••••• •••• .••• •••• •••• 1,277,616 47 .......... •••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••• .... •••• ,.,, •• •••• ...... •••••• ., ........ ,.,, 

1801., .................. ··••••••·••••••••• 1,845,592 68 ............................................ •••••••••••••••• ................... . 
1802 .......................... •••• ··••••• l,4&8,532 85 ...... •·•· ••••••·••· ••• , ........... __ ••· •••••••• 00 ................... , ......... . 
1803 ............ ··········"·. .......... 1,661,459 08 •••••• ........................ •••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1804.... .... .... .... ••.• .. .. .. •. .. •... .... 2,572,225 35 ..........•. , .. _ .....•.•.•.•••••••• • •• • •••• •••••• •• •••• •• • ••••••• • • •••• 
1805........ ........................ ...... 2,0;i\11 Ti6 91 ........................ ·•·••• , ..... ···• •··• .................................. . 

VOL. v:--61 !l 
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Years. 

1806 ..................................... . 
1807 .................................... . 

Net revenue. 

$2,209,99-2 05 
2,266,544 34 

FINANCE. LNo. 'l54. 

B-Continued. 

EXPEKDl'rURES, 

Fons. Light-honses and Support of light- Total expenditures. 
beacons. houses. 

. ........................................................... ···················· 

. ••••••••••.••••... ···•························································ 
1808, •. •• .. .. , .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. •• 723, 730 89 • .. • .. •, • ............................. , .. .. .. •• .. ... • • ........ ., ., •••••• , , .. 
1809.... ...... ...... .......... ...... ...... 468,823 38 .............................................................................. .. 
1810 .... • : • ........ .... .... ...... ••.• .... 1,441,817 42 ............................................................................ • .. . 
1811............................... ...... 963,892 0-2 .............................................................................. ,. 
1812...................................... 1,553,037 19 ............................................................................... . 
1813.... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... ...... 298,695 91 ......... • • ....... • • .......................................................... . 
1814.... .... .... ........ ........ .... •••••. 16,909 96 ...... • ............................ • .......................................... .. 
1815.... .... ...... .... .. .... ... •• .. ...... 5,762,791 76 .................... · ..... ...... .... .... .. .................... , ............... . 
1816...................................... 4,491,072 58 ............................................................................ .. 
1817.. ....................... ........... 2,452,475 84 .............................................................................. . 
1818............................... ...... 2,950,798 96 .............................................................................. . 
1819...................................... 2,206,736 61 .............................................................................. .. 
1820.... .... ...... .... ........ .... .... .•. 907,806 30 ...... ...... .... ••. .. ..................................... • ................... , 
1821...................................... 1,016,931 33 .............................................................................. . 
1822................ ..................... 1,501,562 58 .......................................................................... .. 
1823...... •••• .... .... .••• .... .... •••• .... 1,223,982 84 ..... • ....... • ......................................... • ..................... .. 
1824 ... .'.................. ............... 1,151,304 71 .............................................................................. . 
1825 ........................................................................................................................................ .. 

56,963,669 33 $2,944,685 03 $235,818 06 $73,108 00 

TREJ.SORY DEPARTMENT, Register'• Ojjke, March 20, 1826. JOSEPH NOURSE, .Register. 

0.-State:ment showing the net amount of revenue derived from imports and tonnage received by the Treasury of 
the United States from the port of Ne:w York from the 1st of January, 1790, to the last qj' December, 1825; 
and the amount of expenditures paid from the :l.reasury for forts, light-lwuses, beacons, and other public 
works, erected to aid commerce, or for the purposes of defence, within the said port, during the said time. 

EXPENDITURES, 

Years. Net revenue. 
Fons. Light-houses and Support of light- Total expenditures. 

beacons. houses. 

1790-91. ................................. . $1,363,096 45 .............................................................................. .. 
1792 ..................................... . 1,168,689 88 ............................................................................. .. 
1793 ..................................... . 1,195,511 23 ...... ........ ..... .. ......................................................... . 

1794 .................................... . 1,855,080 16 ............................................................................. . 
1795 .................................... .. 1,999,181 19 ............................................................................. .. 
1796 ..................................... . 2,154,428 59 •••••• ........................................... • ............................ . 
1797 ..................................... . 2,058,099 66 ................................................... "···· ................... . 
1798 .................................... .. 1, 752, 112 62 • • .. .. • .. • ........... • .. • ............ , .................................... , .. .. 
1799 ................................... . 2,368,923 40 ............................................................................... . 
1800 ..................................... . 2,736,014 84 ............................................................................... . 
1801 ..................................... . 3,807,289 85 •••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••.....•.....•.••••••.•...... , ..•.•..••.•.. 
lS0-2 ..................................... . 2,486,257 41 .............................................................................. .. 
1803 ..................................... . 3,521,106 18 ............................................................................. .. 
1804 ..................................... . 3,S65,760 81 .............................................................................. . 
1805 ................................... .. 4,872,156 20 •••••• •••••• •••• ..... •••••• •••••• •••• •••• • •••• ····•·••• .... • •............••••. 
1806 ..................................... . 4,867,095 10 ....... ••• ...... .... •• .... . ....... ...... ...... .... .... ..... • ................. . 
1807 ..................................... . 4,923,100 48 ............................................................................... . 
1808 .................................... .. 2, 767,227 17 ...... ••• . •••• •• ... • ........................ , ................................ .. 
]809 .................................... . 2,973,942 96 ............................................................................ .. 
]810 ..................................... . 4,412,038 00 .............................................................................. .. 
181l ..................................... . 1,978,105 23 ............................................................................ .. 
1812 .................................... .. 2,860,005 21 .............................................................................. . 
1813 ..................................... . 1,391,108 52 ...... , • .. .. ... .... • • ... .. .... • ... ... • . • • . .. • .... ... .. • .. ....... ., ......... .. 
1814 ........ • ............................ . 592,426 64 ............................................................................. . 
1815 ..................................... . 14,409,790 27 .... .... .... .... .... • ........................................................ .. 
1816 ..................................... . 9,458,795 16 ............................................................................. .. 
1817 ..................................... . 5,248,130 83 .............................................................................. . 
1818 .................................... .. 7,562,247 67 ..................................................................... , ......... , 
1819 ..................................... . 5,644,5i3 34 ..... , ....................................... , ................................ .. 
]820 .................................... .. 4,552,626 61 ............................................................................. .. 
1821 ..................................... . 6,483,879 62 .............................................................................. . 
1822 ..................................... . 9,281,925 61 .............................................................................. . 
1823 ..................................... . 7,800,368 78 .............................................................................. . 
1824 ..................................... . 9,644,219 39 ............................................................................... . 
1825 ............................................................ ·······"· .................................................................. .. 

144,055,315 08 $3,907,011 36 $239,246 52 $39,224 00 $4,185,481 88 

TREASURY DEPARTM£NT, .Rei:isfer'• Ojfice, March 20, 1826. JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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D.-Statement showing the net amount of revenue derived from imports and tonnage received by the Treasury of 
the United Stales from the port of Boston from the Ist of January, l '190, to the last of December, 1825; 
and the amount of expenditures paid from the Treasury for forts, light-houses, beacons, and other public 
works, erected to aid commerce, or for purposes of defence, within the said port, during the said time. 

Yean;. 

1790-91 ....... •••••••••• ................ .. 
1792 .................................... . 

1793 ••• •••••••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••• 
1794 .................................. .. 
1795 ..................................... . 
179G ..................................... . 
1797 ................................... .. 
1798 ..................................... . 
17!19 ..................................... . 

1800 .............................. •••••••• 
1801 .................................... .. 
1802 ..................... . 
1803 .................................... . 
1804 ..................................... . 
1805 ................................... .. 
1806 .................................. . 
1807 ................................... .. 
1808 .................................... .. 
1809 ..................................... . 
1810 ..................................... . 
1811 ................................... .. 
1812 .................................... . 
1813 .................................... .. 
1814 .................................... . 
1815 ..................................... . 
1816 ................................... .. 
1817 ................................... .. 
1818 ................................... . 
1819 .................................... . 
1820 ..................................... . 
1821 .................................. .. 

1822 .............. •••••••••••• .. , ....... . 
1823 ................................... . 
1824 ..................................... . 
1825 ..................................... . 

Net revenue. 

$623,677 80 
445,748 88 
619,100 17 
735,183 18 

1,189,24:.! 3-:l 

1,103,030 15 
1,019,010 29 

1:n,so1 34 
1,206,944 38 
1,441, 446 30 
2,041,482 10 
1,096, 752 38 
1,546,468 73 
2,673,531 43 
2,350,975 25 
2,631,308 45 
2,602, 000 98 

999,736 16 
1,079,209 75 
2,205,324 83 
1,160,093 92 
1,548,582 80 

860,567 10 
474,555 30 

4, 763, 793 87 
4,035,035 93 
2,657,915 90 
3,016,424 74 
3,088,160 38 
2,187,659 36 
3, 126, 968 05 
3,630,874 45 
2,624,695 75 
_2,994,359 30 

64,517,667 72 

TREASURY DEPARTXENT, Re;ister•s Offu;e, March 20, 1826. 

19TH CONGRESS.] 

EXPENDITURES. 

Forts. Light-houses and Support of light- Total expenditures. 
beacons. houses. 

ess2,3.:;g 23 24,275 00 $916,957 16 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register, 

No. 755. [lsT SESSION. 

UNCLAIMED DIVIDENDS ON THE PUBLIC DEBT. 

COlllIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 25, 1826. 

Mr. M'LANE, of Delaware, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whom the subject had been referred, 
made the following report: 

The Committee of Ways and Means, to whom was referred, on the 19th of December last, a resolution 
submitted by Mr. Livingston on the 14th of the same month, proposing to direct the Secretary of the 
Treasury "to lay before this House a detailed account, containing the names of the several persons to 
whom the unclaimed dividends of the funded debt of the United States appear to be due; the species of 
stock on which they have grown due, and the period since which the dividend has not been claimed; and 
that he also give a like detailed account of all such dividends as, having been unclaimed for three years 
or more, have afterwards been paid to any one appearing to represent the stockholder or his represent
atives, as attorney in fact, together with the name and residence of such attorney," with instructions to 
report their opinion of the expediency of adopting such resolution, or any other measures in relation to 
the subject of it, report: 
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That they have made the necessary inquiry at the Department of the Treasury as to the state of 
, these unclaimed dividends, and the policy by which the Government has been guided in relation to them. 
The letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, and the documents from the office of the Register herewith 
submitted, contain all the information which the committee have been able to obtain. 

It is apparent from these documents that the amount of unclaimed dividends has been liable to 
considerable fluctuations in different years; that the causes of the accumulation are various and con
jectural, and that the policy of the Government in refraining from publishing the names of the respective 
proprietors has been dictated by a regard to their interests. 
- In the opinion of the committee this is a just and sound policy, not to be departed from without 
some cogent reason. It is never the duty of a Government to publish the names of its creditors, unless 
it be essential to their interest; and of this there ought to be very satisfactory evidence to warrant a 
departure-from the uniform policy of all Governments. 

There.is great i:eason to believe that 'the accumulation of these dividends is, in a considerable measure, 
attributable to the fact of their being payable only at Washington, according to the provision of the act 
of the 4th of August, l '190; and to give publicity to the names of the proprietors without changing the 
place of payment would not materially increase the facilities of demanding it, and might at once prejudice 
the rights of the individual owner, and open a door to numerous frauds very difficult to be guarded against. 

The committee believe that the transmission of the names to the Bank of the United States and its 
various branches, acting as Loan Offices in the different parts of the Union in which proprietors reside, with 
authority to give notice to the respective owners or their agents when known, and to pay to them their 
dividends when properly claimed, much of the evil now complained of would be obviated; and, as a· 
greater or less knowledge of each individual claimant would be had by the officers of the Bank of the 
United States, or the branch thereof in each district, there would be fewer opportunities of fraudulent 
applications. 

This course, however, may well be adopted for the purpose of experiment, rather than rashly to risk 
a violation of individual right; and, in case such experiment prove inadequate, a different remedy may 
hereafter be applied, in the discretion of Congress, for the correction of the evil, if any be found really to exist. 

In consequence of the provision of the act of the 4th of August, l '190, making the interest on the public 
debt not demanded before the expiration of a third quarter demandable only at the Treasury, some further 
provision will be necessary to authorize the expedient proposed by the committee. To such provision no 
sound objection is perceived. The object of the act of l '190 was to prevent too great an accumulation of 
funds in the hands of the Commissioners of Loans, who were without the facilities now afforded by the 
banks for the deposit of the public money. But, under the present system, the President of the Bank of 
the United States and the President of the several branches of that bank act as Commissioners of Loans, 
and the bank is liable for all sums advanced to the Presidents, respectively, for the payment of interest 
on the public debt. 

The committee therefore beg leave to report a bill conformably to the suggestions herein contained. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 15, 1826. 
Sm: Your letter of the 21st of December last was duly received, accompanied by a resolution 

proposed in the House of Representatives, and requesting information in regard to unclaimed dividends 
on the funded debt of the United States; which, having been referred to the Register of the Treasury, I 
have the honor to transmit his report herewith, which embraces the information desired by the committee. 

In regard to the 6th and 'Ith queries contained in your letter, as to the propriety of making the list 
of claimants public, and the provisions which, in such an event, ought to be adopted for the prevention 
of frauds, I beg leave to add, that I entirely concur in the views expressed by the Register in answer to the 
said queries. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. Loms :hf'LANE, Ohairman of Oommittee of Ways and Means. 

TREASURY DEPARTltENT, Registers Office, February 13, 1826. c 

Sm: I had the honor to receive, in your communication to this office, the resolution of the House of 
Representatives of the United States, accompanied by a letter from the Chairman of the Committee of 
Ways and Means of that House, on the subject of unclaimed dividends on the funded debt of the United 
States, and, agreeably to your"instructions, "to give all the information, and to make as full a report as 
practicable." 

I beg leave to make the following statement, premising that, by the act of Congress of the 4th of 
August, 1'190, (vol. 2, page 126,) it is enacted, "if the interest of one quarter shall not be demanded 
before the expiration of a third quarter, the same shall afterwards be demandable only at the Treasury." 

In reply to the first question of the committee, "What is the amount of the unclaimed dividends at 
the present time?" the following answer is submitted: 

The unclaimed dividends or lists of creditors who did not apply at the Loan Offices for their 
interest due for one quarter before the expiration of a third quarter, and who have not, 
up to the present time, received their interest at the Treasury, exhibit an aggregate 
due to them of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $223,10'1 '19 
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To meet the payment of such sums as may be demanded, advances are made by the Treasury 
to the Branch Bank of the United States in this city; the Cashier, who is the sole agent 
for paying the unclaimed dividends, settles his accounts as often as called on for that 
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purpose; the sum now in his hands to meet demands on these dividends is............ $13,146 74 
Leaving to be advanced from the Treasury, to meet the whole amount now demandable at 

the said bank, the sum of*........................................... . . . . . . . . . . 209,961 05 

223,107 79 

The second question is: "How long have they been standing, and what fluctuations have they been 
liable to?" 

With respect to the time the unclaimed dividends have been standing, it may be stated that they 
commenced with 1791, and are continued up to the present time. With respect to the fluctuations to 
which they have been liable, the aggregate amount has varied at different periods, corresponding in some 
measure with the increase or decrease of the public debt. The following statement exhibits the aggregate 
of unclaimed dividends on the 1st of January, in the years 1806 to 1825, inclusive: 

Aggregate un- ·whereof there was Retained in the Dividends returned 
claimed. advanced to the Treasury. unclaimed from 

Ycurs. hank. the Loan Offices 
annually, from 
1816 to 1825, in
clusive. 

January 1, 1806 ••••••.•••••.•..•..•••.•...•••••••.. ••·••• •••••••••. 
1807 ••••••..••.••••••••••....•....•••••••••••••••••••.•. 
1808 •••••••.••••••.•.••.••••..•.•.•••••••••••••••••...•. 
1809 ••••••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
1810 •••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••••.•••..•••••••.••••.•.• 
1811 ••••••••••••••.•••••.•..•••••.•.••••••••••.••••••••• 
1812 ••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••••••.•••.•••••••••••. 
1813 •.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 
1814 •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••. 
1815 .•.•••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••. 

1816 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• •••••• 
1817 ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••. 
1818 •••••••••••••••••••••••.••...•••.••••••••••••••.••• 
1819 •.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 
1820 ................................................... . 
1821 ................................................... . 
1822 ................................................... . 
1823 .................................................. .. 
1824 ................................................... . 
1825 ••••..•.•••.•••.•••••.••••.••••••••••••••.••..•.••.• 

$193,495 i5 
195,367 15 
195,229 31 
203,293 00 
20-2,999 04 
208,145 48 
245,152 14 
248,214 22 
253,598 11 
202,621 08 
293,562 69 
242,552 64 
235,281 60 
241,271 61 
231,648 37 
229,232 82 
224,834 10 
230,411 86 
232,747 84 
231,791 64 

$185,703 99 
174,252 32 
181,427 78 
186,824 28 
154,619 24 
138,095 04 
47,170 66 
13,440 04 
52,243 00 

17,482 58 
57,5i7 95 
17,787 40 
79,880 65 
53,832 89 
22,998 08 
21,893 93 

125 83 

26,823 01 

131,791 66 
21,114 83 
13,801 53 
16,468 72 
48,379 80 
70,050 44 

197,981 48 
234, i74 18 
201,355 11 
20-2,621 08 
29:J,562 69 
225,070 06 
Ii7,703 65 
223,484 21 
151,767 72 
175,399 93 
201,836 0-2 
208,517 93 
232,622 01 
204,968 6:J 

.................. 

•••••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• . ................. 
. ....... ......... 
. ................. 
. ................. 
. ................. 
•••••••••••••••••• 

$50,440 i7 
52,633 59 
45, 7€0 56 
28,283 51 
23,632 21 
26,436 09 
31,681 91 
24,104 08 
22,346 62 
22,360 12 

The payments to claimants for unclaimed dividends during the last ten years have averaged about 
$38,000 annually. 

Under this head it may be observed that the unclaimed dividends are contained in twenty folio 
books deposited at the Branch Bank of the United States at the city of Washington, and are paid as called 
for, either to the proprietors personally, or to their legal attorneys. 

The books exhibit the following particulars:-
1. The name of each person entitled to the dividend, in number exceeding four thousand. 
2. The species of stock, and the amount of principal upon which the said dividends are predicated. 
3. The quarter-yearly periods at which they become payable; and 
4. The amount of each quarter-yearly dividend, arranged in such manner that the aggregate due to 

each individual is easily ascertained. 
In reply to the third question: "Whether the aggregate be composed of large or small balances?" 

The aggregate before stated.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $223,107 79 

May be distributed into the following classes, viz: 
I. .A.mount supposed to be due to foreigners ........................................ . 
2 . .A.mount due to citizens ........................................................ . 

Caveats have been entered against the payment of certain sums, viz: 
Of the amount due to foreigners.......................................... $14,160 
To citizens. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 

$45,000 00 
178,107 79 

223,l0'r 79 

3. Of the amount due to foreigners, the iargest sum, is about........................... $14,000 00 
The smallest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00 
Of the amount due to citizens, the largest sum is about. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2,200 00 
The smallest.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 

In reply to the fourth question: "What have been the causes of these dividends having remained 
unclaimed for such a length of time?" 

They may be stated: 
I. With respect to foreigners: From the facility with which the certificates expressing the amount 

of debt due to the holders were, in the foreign market, transferred by power of attorney, whereby the debt 
0 Statement B, which accompanied the report of the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund of the 4th instant, 

exhibits as short provided on account of unclaimed dividends, on January 1, 1825, tho sum of_ ___ ·------ $204,968 63 
.Add estimated amount unpaid on dividends subsequently returned_______________________________________ 4,992 42 

Short advanced to the bank, aa above stated______________________________________________ 209,961 05 
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passed from one holder to another, until the last holder made a transfer at the Treasury, or at any one of the 
Loan Offices, in the books whereon the credit existed-from the nature of such transactions the dividends 
of interest were lost sight of-and from this circumstance, it is presumed, a proportion of the amount due 
to foreigners may be attributed. 

2. With respect to citizens: From the unclaimed dividends being demandable only at the seat of 
Government; from the death of the proprietors; from the smallness of the claim, ( in many cases amounting 
to less than one dollar;) and from the ignorance of the parties. 

In reply to the fifth question: "What have been the reasons which have heretofore forbid the 
disclosure of these unclaimed dividends ?" . 

The usage of the Treasury Department has invariably been not to withhold information from the 
parties themselves, or their attorneys, with respect to their own dividends, but it has been withheld from 
others not immediately interested, because their disclosure might affect the credit of the individual 
proprietors. 

In reply to the sixth question: "Would it now be improper or inexpedient to make them public?" 
Should any weight be attached to the answer to the foregoing question, whatever that may be, it is 

presumed, applies in regard to the present impropriety or inexpediency to make them public at this time. 
In reply to the seventh question: "What provisions or guards would be useful to prevent fraud upon 

the Government or individuals?" 
Should it be deemed expedient to give publicity in the case, it may be useful, when the parties 

applying are not known at the Treasury, to require of them the presentation of the certificate of stock, 
if in their possession, or, if the certificate has been transferred or reimbursed, satisfactory evidence of 
their identity. . 

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
• JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 

Hon. RICHARD Rusn, Secretary of the Treasury. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 756. [lsr SESSION. 

REMISSION OF FORFEITURE FOR SMUGGLING BY AN AGENT OF THE OWNERS. 

CO:IIMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES APRIL 2'1, 1826. 

Mr. NEWTON, from the Committee on Commerce, to whom was referred the petition of John Peters and 
Sabin Pond, made the following report: 

That the petitioners, citizens of Boston, in the State of Massachusetts, were merchants and joint 
owners of a brig called the Anna. In the spring of the year 1813, during the war between the United 
States and Great Britain, the petitioners were desirous of employing the said vessel; to effect that object, 
and elude British cruisers, they procured for her Swedish papers. .A. certain Reuben Newcombe, a citizen 
of Boston, sailed in the said vessel as master and agent for the petitioners, and with full and complete 
powers from the nominal Swedish owner. It further appears, that on the arrival of the said vessel at the 
port of Lisbon, in the Kingdom of Portugal, the said Newcombe changed the Swedish for the Portuguese 
flag, and took on board said vessel about forty packages of valuable merchandise, and cleared out for 
Amelia island, but was, when on the American coast, by stress of weather, compelled to steer for the port . 
of Savannah, in Georgia, at which she arrived some time in the month of February, 1814. The cargo, 
under the laws then in operation, could not be entered. The coast was blockaded by British cruisers. 
Under such circumstances, the day after the arrival of the said vessel the said Newcombe, as it is stated, 
without any privity or understanding with the petitioners, who knew nothing of his arrival in the United 
States, they being in Boston, attempted to smuggle, in violation of law, the cargo of the said vessel. 

The officers of the customs, being apprised of the violation oflaw on the part of the said Newcombe, 
seized the vessel and cargo. The said vessel and cargo were libelled, and the competent authority decreed 
the condemnation of the vessel and cargo. 

The amount of the sales of vessel and cargo were distributed according to law; one moiety the 
informers received, the other was paid into the Treasury of the United States. 

The vessel and cargo sold for the sum of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3'r,685 80 
The moiety paid into the Treasury of the United States for their benefit, after deducting all 

expense, amounted to........................................................ l'r,822 45 

It further appears by document (D,) certified by the Register of the Treasury Department, that the 
said Newcombe received $502 25 as one of the informers. Since the seizure and condemnation of the said 
brig and cargo, the said Newcombe, although his family was in Boston, did not return·there, but has since 
that time removed them from that place. The fair and moral character of the petitioners is sustained by 
the testimony of some of the most respectable citizens of Boston. The petitioners disclaim all participation 
with the said Newcombe in his attempt to violate the laws of the United States, and state that by his 
conduct they have been subjected to heavy losses. During the embargo and restrictive systems many 
violations of the laws were committed by the masters and agents of vessels in direct disobedience of 
orders; in all such cases, on satisfactory proof being made of disobedience of orders or instructions, the 
Secretary of the Treasury unhesitatingly granted relief, by the restoration of the property seized; and the 
same principle has been applied to cases under the revenue laws since that period, when there appeared 
no intention of committing a violation of law by the persons whose property had been seized. 

From an examination of the whole case, it app•ears to the committee that the petitioners are innocent 
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sufferers. That the said Newcombe, the master and agent of the petitioners, when he arrived at Savannah, 
acted without instructions from them, and, by so doing, subjected them to great losses. Had he acted 
otherwise, their property, both in the vessel and her cargo, might have been preserved to them. Had the 
said Newcombe, under the circumstances in which he was placed, made known his situation, as be ought 
to have done, to the Collector of the Customs, and given up the vessel and cargo to him, and at the same 
time informed the petitioners of the fact, they would have been enabled to petition the Secretary of the 
Treasury for the restoration of their property. No doubt is entertained that the Secretary of the Treasury, 
if he possessed the power, would have restored both to them, as such conduct on the part of the said 
Newcombe would have prevented any suspicion of fraudulent intentions. If the Secretary could not have 
relieved the petitioners, Congress would, on application, have authorized the entry of the cargo, and the 
restoration of the latter, together with the vessel, to the petitioners. 

From the document (D,) certified by the Register of the Treasury Department, the said Newcombe is 
therein named as one of the informers against the brig and cargo. It is also stated in the same that he 
received, as such, $502 25 out of the portion of the forfeitures which accrued to the officers of the customs 
for the seizure of the brig and her cargo, and prosecuting both to condemnation in the District Court of 
the United States for the district of Georgia. 

With this last mentioned fact before them, and other circumstances which the statement of the case 
reveals, and which the documents strengthen, the committee hesitate not to report a bill for the relief of 
the petitioners. 

To the h01wrable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of .America in Congress assembled: 

The memorial and petition of John Peters and Sabin Pond, citizens of Boston, in the State of Massachusetts, 
and formerly carrying on business as copartners, under the firm of Peters & Pond, respectfully
represent: 
That, during the late war between the United States and Great Britain, your petitioners were deeply 

interested in, and sole agents for, a brig called the Anna, originally a vessel of the United States, but 
documented and appearing as a Portuguese vessel, to elude the cruisers of the enemy, having previously 
been documented as Swedish for the same purpose; that said brig, on her voyage from Lisbon for .Amelia 
island, having about forty packages of valuable merchandise on board, was forced, by bad weather, to 
make a harbor in Savannah, and arrived there in February, 1814; that, on the next day after her arrival, 
one Reuben Newcomb, who had the charge and command of said vessel, without any authority so to do 
from your petitioners, and without consulting or advising them of his intentions, and contrary to the 
instructions they had uniformly given their masters, attempted to unlade said goods without a permit, in 
a secret and unlawful manner, in consequence of which the said brig and her whole cargo were seized, 
libelled, and decreed forfeited for a violation of the revenue laws, and the proceeds thereof were distributed 
according to law, and the amount paid into the Treasury of the United States was seventeen thousand 
eight hundred and twenty-two dollars and forty-five cents. Since the seizure and condemnation of the 
brig and cargo, said Newcomb has never communicated with your petitioners, or given them any account 
of his conduct in any way whatever, and, at this late period, your petitioners have despaired of ever being 
able to call him to account for his conduct; they believe his feeling conscious of having, by his misconduct 
and unauthorized act, involved your petitioners in this immense loss, he has avoided them, and does not 
intend to come within their reach; and from his conduct in receiving a share of the money as complainant, 
your petitioners have strong reasons to believe that the seizure was caused at his instance. 

Nothing could be further from the views of the petitioners than jeopardizing their property by the 
violation of any of the laws of the United States; for the truth of this assertion, they appeal with confidence 
to the whole course of their dealings as merchants; and they beg leave to add, as a further reason for a 
compassionate consideration of their case, that they have sustained, within a few years past, by British, 
Spanish, and piratical captures, and other commercial misfortunes, losses amounting to not less than 
seventy-five thousand dollars, exclusive of the forfeiture above stated. 

Your petitioners therefore pray that, by authority of your honorable body, the sum paid into the 
Treasury, arising from said brig and cargo, may be restored and repaid to them, or that such other relief 
may be extended as the justice and equity of their case may seem to require. 

And, as in duty bound, they will ever pray. 

BOSTON, Decemoer 26, 1825 . 

.A. 

JOHN PETERS. 
SABIN POND. 

Petitwn of Peters & Pond, to William H. Oraeford, Secretary of the Treasury. 

BosToN, .August 26, 181 'i. 
Sm: Your petitioners beg leave most respectfully to represent to you, for your consideration, the 

following case, the severity of which has nearly ruined your petitioners: In the month of February, 1814, 
the brig Anna arrived at Savannah, from Lisbon, bound to .Amelia, with about forty packages of goods on 
board. The brig was compelled, by bad weather, to make a harbor at Savannah. The captain or agent 
went to town; there made an arrangement to smuggle his go·ods on shore, which he attempted to do; the 
goods were many of them landed; the officers of the customs seized them, also the brig; all of which were 
condemned and sold by order of the Government. The brig and goods amounted to about forty-seven 
thousand dollars, all of which was a total loss to the owners. Had we ever expected the captain would 
have attempted to smuggle his cargo, or any part of it,• we should never have given him employment. 
The whole transaction was done without the least knowledge of your petitioners. And your petitioners 
most earnestly pray that they may be so far indemnified as to have restored to them the moiety paid into 
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the Treasury of the United States, which was not less, in our opinion, than twenty-three thousand dollars. 
This sum, divided among the citizens of the United States, is a paltry sum; but, sir, when this sum is 
~aken from on~ which is his all, it makes him ever poor and miserable, and does not benefit the public only 
lll a comparative degree. 

We most earnestly request that you would give our case a mature reflection. We submit this case, 
under a full conviction that we are in the hands of the benevolent, who takes a pride in building up and 
making happy his citizens, when founded upon the strictest principles of justice. 

We have not seen, nor scarcely heard from the captain of the brig since the seizure; and we have 
been waiting for him for a statement of facts and a self-justification of his conduct for three years, and 
are now without hope of ever seeing him. 

We are strongly inclined to believe that he was the complainant, and received his share of the amount 
of property seized and condemned. 

We remain, dear sir, your most obedient and very humble servants, 
PETERS & POND. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD. 

B. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, October 4, 181 'r. 
GENTLEMEN: Your communication of the 26th August has been received, and would have been sooner 

answered but for my absence from Washington. 
The restoration to the owners of that part of the brig Anna and cargo which has been paid into the 

·public treasury can be effected only by an act of Congress. To that body the petitioners must apply, if 
they conceive that, upon principles of justice or equity, restoration ought to be made. I am, &c., 

WM. H. CR.A. WFORD. 
Messrs. PETERS & PoND. 

a. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 31, 181 'l. 

Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the 22d instant, rP.ferring to this Department the 
petition of John Peters and Sabin Pond, I have the honor to enclose a statement of the proceeds of the 
brig Anna and cargo, exhibiting the amou!).t paid into the Treasury, to the custom-house officers, and to 
the informers. 

From this statement it appears that Reuben Newcomb, master of the said brig, received, of the 
proceeds of the said sale, the sum of $502 25, and that there was paid into the Treasury $1 'r,822 45. 

There is no other evidence in this Department which has any relation to the case of the petitioner. 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, • 

WM. H. CR.A. WFORD. 
The Hon. the PRESIDENT ef the Senate. 

DISTRICT COURT, GEORGIA. 

THE UNITED STATES } 
vs. Condemned for smuggling. 

THE BRIG ANNA AND CARGO. 

To amount of sale of the brig Anna, her tackle, apparel, and furniture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $'1,000 00 
To amount of sales of the cargo of the brig Anna........................... $28,758 54 
To amount of sales of 29 barrels coffee.................................... 'r46 2'r 
To amount of sales of 40 pieces Irish linen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90'r 24 
To amount of sales of thread............................................ 2'r3 '15 

To J. S. Bulloch, clerk, his fees ..................................................... . 
To C. Harris, attorney ........ ~ .................................................... . 
To J. Eppinger, marshal, his fees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,344 34 
To J. Eppinger, compensation allowed as custodee.......................... 'r0 00 
To J. Eppinger, commission allowed on sales, &c ......................... •.. 508 5'1 

Balance, being net proceeds ................................................ . 

To .A.. S. Bulloch, Collector, his proportion of net proceeds .............................. . 
To H. McIntosh, naval officer, his proportion of net proceeds ........................... . 
To Thomas Bourk, surveyor, his proportion .of net proceeds ............................ . 
To.H. B. Jones and H. Slaughter, informers................................ 'r,45'r 19 
To Reuben Newcomb, informer.......................................... . 502 25 

30,685 80 

3'r,685 80 

$59 01 
59 00 

1,922 91 
35,644 88 

3'r,685 80 

$2,970 41 
2,9'10 40 
2,970 40 

Carried forward ........... . 'r,959 44 8,911 21 
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Brought forward ....................... . 
To J. C. C. Gunn, informer .............................................. . 

$'1,959 44 $8,911 21 
248 1'1 

To James Clarke, informer, ............................................. . 
To C. D. Lebbey, informer .................................. •· ........... . 
To A. Robb, (linen and thread,) informer ................................. . 

The United States, their moiety of net proceeds 

133 0'1 
11'1 81 
432 '13 

8,911 22 
1'1,822 45 

35,644 88 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ster's Office, February 15, 1825. 
I certify that the within is a true copy from the original on file in this office. 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 14, 1818. 
Sm: I have the honor to return the petition of John Peters and Sabin Pond. 
In corroboration of the facts stated by the petitioners, I beg leave to refer you to the report which I 

had the honor to make on this subject to the Senate on the 31st ultimo. 
The act giving authority to the Secretary of the Treasury to mitigate or remit the forfeitures, penal

ties, and disabilities accruing in several cases therein mentioned requires that it should be proven to the 
satisfaction of that officer that the forfeiture, penalty, or disability "shall have been incurred without 
wilful negligence or any intention of fraud in the person or persons incurring the same." The laws in 
many cases direct the forfeiture of the vessel and cargo for acts done by the master of the vessel, who 
frequently has no interest in either. In most cases of this kind the owner car1 safely allege that the 
penalties incurred by him "have been incurred without wilful negligence or any intention of fraud." 

If the employment of agents who prove to be unfaithful, not only to the laws but to their employer, 
does not amount to a presumption of fraud or of wilful negligence, from everything that appears in this 
case, the petitioners have been innocent sufferers, unless the changing of their flag in time of war should 
strip them of that character. 

The distinction taken between the acts of the owner and of the agent, by which forfeitures and penal
ties have been incurred, it is believed was first introduced during the embargo and restrictive systems. 
In many of those cases it was satisfactorily proven that the violation of the laws was committed in direct 
violation of the instructions of the owners. Relief, in several cases, was granted by this department, and 
the principle has since that period been applied to other cases under the revenue laws. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD 

Hon. JON.A.THAN ROBERTS, 
Chairman of the Oommi.ttee of Olaims, Senate. 

TREASURY DEPARrnENT, February 15, 1826. 
Sm: In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 6th instant, referring to this 

Department the petition of Messrs. John Peters and Sabin Pond, I have the honor to transmit the enclosed 
papers, marked .A, B, C, D, and E, which contain all the information in this Department relating to the 
case of the petitioners. 

It may be necessary to state that the original letter of Messrs. Peters & Pond to the Secretary of the 
Treasury is not on file in this office. It is presumed that it accompanied the Secretary's report to the 
Senate. 'l'he copy, however, is believed to be correct, having been taken from the printed documents. 

I hav~ the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. THos. NEWTON, 
Of the Commutee of Claims, House of Representatives. 

BosToN, Deceniher 19, 1825. 
We, the subscribers, citizens of Boston, were acquainted with Captain Reuben Newcomb in the year 

1813, and were knowing to his leaving Boston in that year in charge of a Swedish brig, which Peters & 
Pond appeared to exercise all the right of ownership over; she was under their direction above a year 
after his leaving Boston. We understood from Peters & Pond that, by the conduct of said Newcomb 
in violating the revenue laws of the United States, the brig and cargo were forfeited to the United States. 
We never have seen said Newcomb since he sailed in the brig; and we are confident that he never has 
been at Boston since he left the brig. His family were withdrawn from Boston in the year 1814, and we 
presume by the order of said Newcomb. We are confident that Peters & Pond have not seen said New-
comb since his sailing in the said brig. • 

Whatever might have been the conduct of said Newcomb at Savannah we are confident was done 
without the order or knowledge of Peters & Pond. 

VOL, V--62 B 

ROBERT WILLI.Ai\IS, 
S.Ai\CTJEL DORR. 
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CuSToM-HousE, Surveyor's Office, Boston,-Decemher 24, 1825. 
Sm: In compliance with your request, it gives me pleasure to state that as far as I have any know

ledge of your transactions with the custom-house in this district they have always been those of an 
honorable man who was desirous of complying with the revenue laws in every particular. 

Respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
E. GERRY, Surveyor. 

Mr. JoHN PETERS. 

CusTOM-HousE, Boston, December 19, 1825. 
Sm: In conformity to your request, I can say with propriety that, so far as my knowledge extends, 

you have not violated any of the revenue laws, and that your transactions with the custom-house, as a 
merchant of long standing in this city, have been correct. 

Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. S. DEARBORN, Oollector. 

JonN PETERS, Esq. 

I have been acquainted with Mr. Peters for many years, and I concur entirely in the opinion expressed 
by General Dearborn, the Collector of Boston, respecting his standing and character. 

GEORGE BLAKE. 
JA?-.'UARY 8, 1826. 

Amount paid into the Treasury, say 30th June, 1814 ................................. . 
Deduct duty .................................................................... . 

Interest for eight years, annually ................................................. . 

Amount ........................................................................ . 
Interest for 11 years and 9 months, annually ....................................... . 

Amount ....................................................................... . 
Interest 11 years and 9 months, annually ........................................... . 

Amount paid into the Treasury ................................................... . 
Half duty ...................................................................... . 

Eight years' interest, annually .................................. , ................. . 

Amount ....................................................................... . 
Interest for eight years .......................................................... . 

Amount ........................................................................ , 
Interest for eight years .......................................................... . 

$1'1',822 45 
3,244 90 

14,5'i"i' 55 
8,656 'I'S 

23,234 33 

14,5'i"i' 55 
14,269 '1'2 

28,84'1' 2'l 

14,5'i"i' 55 
10,2'i"i' 13 

24,854 68 

l'i',822 45 
1,622 45 

16,200 00 
9,620 32 

25,820 32 

16,200 00 
'i','1"16 00 

23,9'1'6 00 

14,5'1''1' 55 
6,99'1' 22 

21,5'1'4 'i''i' 

The undersigned, his Swedish and Norwegian Majesty's vice-consul for the States of Massachusetts 
and New Hampshire, certifies, that John PeteFs and Sabin Pond, copartners under the firm of Peters & 
Pond, dwelling and transacting business in Boston, are well known to me to have the entire, sole, and 
exclusive management and control of a certain brig called the Anna, and her cargo, formerly documented 
as a Swedish vessel, but subsequently, as I have understood, as a. Portuguese vessel; and that I have 
ever understood the said Peters & Pond to possess full power and authority to direct and dispose of the 
said brig and cargo, and the proceeds thereof, as they should think proper. • 

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my seal of office, at Boston, this eighth 
day of December, 181 'i'. 

SAMUEL BLAGGE, Swedish and Norwegian Consul. 
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19m CoNGRESs.] No. 757. [lsT SESSION. 

DR.A. WB.A.CK .A.LL OWED .A.FTER EXPIRATION OF LIMITED TIME. 

COIDIDNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 2, 1826. 

Mr. MoLANE, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to which was referred the petition of John Abraham 
Willink, made the following report: 

That the petitioner, in the month of June, 1823, exported from the city of New York, in the brig 
Pilgrim, to Antwerp, one hundred and eighty-two boxes of brown Havana sugar, for the benefit of 
drawback, for which he made the usual export entry, and that the said sugar has been regularly imported 
and the duties paid according to law. 

The petitioner also states that he attended at the oust-Om-house at least six times within the period 
of twenty days, as prescribed by law, for the purpose of executing the export bond, but that on no 
occasion did he find Mr. Platt, the clerk, ready or at leisure to attend to that duty, and afford him an 
opportunity of signing the bond; that, after these repeated calls, and before the expiration of the twenty 
days, the petitioner was called to Philadelphia, where he was detained by pressing business and the 
sickness of the person with whom his business lay, until after the twenty days had expired. In conse
quence of this delay the export bond was not executed within the time allowed by law, and the petitioner 
was, consequently, denied the benefit of drawback upon his exportation. 

It does not appear that the petitioner ever made any application to the Collector, or any complaint 
of the neglect of the clerk. 

Though his case was deemed entitled to relief by the Treasury Department, to which he made 
application, it was not considered as embraced by the provisions of the act of the last session of Congress. 

The committee think it would have been the duty of the petitioner in this case, when the clerk 
disregarded his repeated applications to complete his entry, to have complained to the Collector and 
demanded his interference, and have thus avoided an expensive application to Congress. His failure to 
do so is attributable to his own fault. But as the committee suppose that Congress, in passing the act 
of the last session, declared the expediency of granting relief, in all cases of recent occurrence, in which 
there appeared no intention to commit a fraud upon the revenue, and the failure to complete the entry was 
not owing to the neglect of the party, are of opinion that the present petitioner is entitled to relief, and 
for that purpose report a bill. 

But the committee deem this a fit occasion to bring the attention of the House, and of the Department 
of the Treasury, to the serious inconveniences arising from the negligence of the officers of the customs 
in the discharge of their ordinary duties. In the present instance, as in a majority of the cases presented 
to Congress for relief, the failure to comply with the usual forms of the export entry is ascribed to the 
neglect of the clerks to attend to the reasonable application of the merchant to complete his entry. The 
twenty days prescribed by law is for the convenience of the merchant, and it is the duty of the officers 
to afford him the facilities of completing his entry when his business enables him to do so. It is too 
evident that these frequent omissions on the part of the officers lead to very serious expense in calling 
for the legislation of Congress, and ought, in future, to be prevented. 

19m CoNGREss.] No. 758. [lsT SESSION. 

REVENUE .A.T KEY WEST IN 1822-'3-'4. 

C0lillUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 6, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARnIENT, May 5, 1826. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 28th ultimo, directing the 

Secretary of the Treasury to furnish the House with a statement of the revenue which has accrued 
and the amount of revenue collected at Key West, since it was made a port of entry, and to inform the 
House whether regular returns and remittances of the revenue have been made by the Collector of that 
district, I have the honor to transmit, herewith, a report from the Comptroller of the Treasury, embracing 
documents numbered from one to fourteen, inclusive; a statement, prepared by the Register_ of the 
Treasury, of the gross and net -revenue which accrued at Key West, from the year 1822 to 1824; and 
copies of the correspondence of this office, numbered from 15 to 32, which contain all the information in 
possession of the Department on the subject of the resolution. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 
RICH.A.RD RUSH. 

The Honorable the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office. 
Sm: On the subject of the resolution of the House of Representatives of the United States of the 

28th ultimo, which you have referred to me, and which is in these words: 
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be directed to furnish this House with a statement of 
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the revenue which bas accrued, and of the amount of revenue collected, at Key West, since it was 
made a port of entry, and to inform the House whether regular returns and remittances of the revenue have 
been made by the Collector of that district," I have the honor to communicate the following documents as 
containing all the information in possession of this Department on the several points of inquiry in the 
resolution, viz: 

1. Copy of letter to the Collector, under date of the 10th July, 1824, enclosing his commission, blank 
official bond, oaths of office, forms, &c. 

2. Copy of my letter to him under date of the 2d of August, 1824, acknowledging the receipt of his 
official bond and oaths, the same having been approved. 

3. Copy of his answer, dated 28th of October, 1824, enclosing lists of bonds transferred to him, and 
stating that the office was unprovided with the Laws of the United States, as well as with the forms and. 
instructions for rendering his accounts. 

4. Copy of my letter to him, under date of the 17th of January, 1825, enclosing a new commission, on 
his appointment having been confirmed by the Senate, and blank bond and oaths of office, to be taken 
and executed. 

5. Copy of my letter to him, under date of the 11th of February, 1825, enclosing another set of forms 
and instructions. 

6. Copy of his letter, dated April I, 1825, enclosing certain returns for the quarter ending the 31st of 
March, 1825. 

7. Copy of my letter to him, under date of the 2d of April, 1825, stating that his official bond being 
defective another one was enclosed to him. 

8. Copy of my letter to him, under date of the 5th of April, 1825, containing instructions as to the 
manner of stating his accounts; returning some imperfect ones, in order that others might be rendered in 
their stead; and enclosing another set of forms and instructions. 

9. Copy of his letter, dated April 6, 1825, acknowledging the receipt of forms and instructions, and 
promising that his accounts should, thereafter, be rendered in the manner prescribed by this Department. 

IO. Copy'of my letter to him, under date of the 9th of May, 1825, returning certain imperfect accounts, 
and requesting others to be rendered in their stead. 

11. Copy of his letter, dated 15th of December, 1825, enclosing a bill of exchange for $3,500, (which 
has been paid,) stating the circumstances which prevented him from rendering his accounts conformably 
to the instructions of this Department, and promising to make out complete returns from the time he 
entered upon the duties of his office. 

12. Copy of my letter to him, dated the 20th of December, 1825, from which it will be seen that a 
letter from this Department, returning some accounts to him, came back to the Department as a dead letter. 

13. Copy of my letter to him, dated April 11, 1826, stating that if he did not forward his accounts, 
without further delay, his delinquency would be reported to the President of the United States. 

14. Copy of my letter to him, dated the 15th of April, 1826, stating that if his official bond and oaths, 
required under his new commission, were not forwarded without further delay, the delinquency would be 
reported to the President of the United States. 

I deem it proper to add, that the accounts promised to be rendered by him, in his letter of the 15th 
of December, 1825, in the form prescribed by this Department, not having yet come to hand, a settlement 
with him has necessarily been deferred. 

I take leave further to remark, that having, by my correspondence with the Collector at Key West, 
discovered that the conveyance to that place by mail was quite uncertain, and having recently been 
informed by Mr. Simmington, a resident of Key ,Vest, that my communications would go safe if sent to 
the care of Mr J. G. Hoggewerff, merchant, of Baltimore, he having frequent opportunities of sending 
letters to Key West, the latter course has been adopted, but sufficient time has not yet elapsed to judge 
of the result of this means of communication. 

With great respect, I have the honor to be your obedient servant, JOS. ANDERSON. 
Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

• No. I. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptrollers Office, Jt1ly 10, 1824. 
Sm: The President of the United States having been pleased to appoint you to the office of Collector 

of the Customs for the district, and inspector of the revenue for the port of Key West, your commission is 
enclosed. On the receipt of it you will take the oath prescribed by law, and enter into bond, with two or 
more sureties, in-the sum $2,000, for the faithful discharge of the trust. Forms of the oath and bond are 
also enclos-ed. When taken and executed you will transmit them to this office for approbation, together 
with the certificate of the Collector at Baltimore, touching the sufficiency of the sureties. 

Joel Yancey, esq., your predecessor in office, will deliver to you on application all the public 
property, books, and papers in his possession, together with the instructions relating to the duties of the 
office, with which he has been furnished by this Department, for all which you will give him duplicate 
receipts, specifying every article. 

In relation to the tranfer of bonds outstanding it is deemed. necessary to give you some special 
instructions in order to obviate any difficulty that may arise in the settlement of your own or your 
predecessor's accounts. With that view I have to request that the following lists of the bonds outstanding 
may be made out by you, to be forwarded by your predecessor: 

1. A list of the bonds put in suit on which judgments have been obtained. 
2. A list of the bonds put in suit on which judgments have not been obtained. 
3. A list of the bonds not yet due and placed in your hands. 
Forms of those lists are enclosed, from which you will perceive that, with respect to the bonds in 

suit, it is particularly necessary that the partial payments made on them, and to whom made, should be 
ascertained with the greatest precision, because, for the balance of these bonds, after deducting the partial 
payments, added to the amount of bonds not yet due and placed in your hands, you will be debited and 
your predecessor credited. -

Respectfully, JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
WM-. PINKNEY, Esq., Collector, Key West, Flo,-ida. 
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No. 2. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, .August 2, 1824. 
Sm: Your official bond and oaths have been received and approved. The Secretary of the Treasury 

authorizes you to procure a suitable boat and to employ hands as boatmen, but declines authorizing you 
to charge the United States with the rent of an office, there being no Jaw jul'tifying it. 

Respectfully, 
JOS. ANDERSON, Ccnnptroller. 

WM. PINKNEY, Esq., Collector, Key West, Ea,st Florida, now at Baltimore. 

No. 3. 

KEY WEsT, October 28, 1824. 
Sm: In obedience to your instructions I now enclose two abstracts, showing the amount of bonds 

received by me from the late acting Collector, Mr. Mc McIntosh; also, the bonds left by Mr. Ayres in Mr. 
Mc McIntosh's possession, and the amount received by Mr. Ayres on those bonds. I have also given 
receipts to Mr. Mc McIntosh for the amount of cash received by him and which will appear in my 
quarterly accounts. 

I have passed receipts for the other property belonging to this Department. 
I beg leave to observe that there are no bonds in this district unpaid, none as yet having become due. 
Among the list of bo:a.ds returned there are several upon which two and a half per cent. only will be 

receivable, as they are for goods shipped with benefit of drawback. This office is entirely unprovided 
with the laws of the United States, as well as instructions and forms of keeping and transacting accounts. 
I trust I may be furnished ere long. 

Respectfully, 
WM. PINKNEY, Collector. 

Hon. JosEPH ANDERSON, Oomptroller. 

No. 4. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, January I 'T, 1825, 
Sm: The Senate having confirmed your appointment to the office of Collector of the Customs for the 

district and inspector of the revenue for the port of Key West, a new commission is enclosed. On 
receipt of it you will take the oaths prescribed by law and enter into bond, with two or more sufficient 
sureties, in the sum of two thousand dollars, for the faithful discharge of the trust. Forms of the oaths 
and bond are also enclosed. When taken and executed you will return them to this office for approbation, 
together with the certificate of a judge or clerk of a court, or of some other prominent and respectable 
character, touching the sufficiency of the sureties. 

Respectfully, 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

WM. PINKNEY, Esq., Collecto1·, Key West, Ea,st Florida. 

No. 5. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, February 11, 1825. 
Sm: I duly received your letter of the 28th ultimo, with the abstracts which accompanied it. 
Having furnished your predecessors with the laws of the United States and the instructions and 

forms for keeping and rendering the accounts of the office, who ought to have delivered them over to you, 
I regret to learn that you are unprovided in those respects. 

Another set of forms and instructions are, therefore, transmitted herewith. 
If it be practicable to procure another set of laws of the United States, thev shall be forwarded with 

the least possible delay. ~ 
Respectfully, 

W. PINKNEY, Esq., Collector, Key West. 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

No. 6. 
KEY WEST, April I, 1825. 

Enclosed I have the honor to transmit a cash account current, also a bond account, for the quarter 
ending 31st ultimo. 

Also, the vouchers for disbursements made during the same period. 
Respectfully, 

Hon. J OSEPR ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
W. PINKNEY, Collector. 
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No. 'l'. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, .April, 2, 1825. 
Sm: Your official bond being defective, for want of seals to the names of the obligors, a new one is 

enclosed. 
Respectfully, 

JOSEPH .ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
WM. PINKNEY, Esq., Collect01·, Key West, East Florida. 

No. 8. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, .April, 5, 1825. 
Sm: It is to be regretted that the forms and instructions furnished to both of your predecessors had 

not been delivered over to you, as your accounts from the time of your appointment up to the 31st 
December last might then have been stated in the manner required by this Department, instead of which, 
they are found, upon examination, to be rendered in a form altogether different from that prescribed. 

Having recently furnished you with a complete set of the forms and instructions, you will, on referring 
to them, readily perceive where the difference exists. 

It may be well, however, to observe, that on the importation of goods into your district you are to 
render quarter yearly an abstract of the duties arising on such goods, and credit the United States in 
your account current of the customs with the amount of such duties. 

A part of these duties may be paid in cash, and for the other part bonds will be taken, of which a 
particular account should be rendered, agreeably to the form prescribed. With the cash received and 
the bonds taken you account for the amount of duties credited by you. 

When goods are exported for benefit of drawback you ought to issue debentures according to the 
directions contained in the 8th section of the collection law of the 2d March, 1 'l'99, making them payable 
at the times, respectively, at which the duty bonds on which they are predicated become payable. 

When the duty bonds shall be paid you are to surrender them to the party, crediting the bond account 
with the amount, and thereupon you are to pay the debentures predicated on them, taking a receipt on 
the back, cancelling them by punching a hole through your signature, and rendering an abstract of them, 
the amount of which-you are to charge in your account current of the customs. 

Where the importer is also the exporter of the goods for the benefit of drawback, and he continuQs 
to hold the debentures until the duty bonds become due, the former will, of course, be an offset pro tanto 
to the latter, and by giving a receipt to you on the back of the debentures and paying the difference 
between the duty bond and the debentures, (which will be the amount required by law to be retained,) 
you will surrender the duty bond, as you will receive credit at the Treasury for the amount of the 
debentures, and be will have paid you the usual retention. 

The bond account is, of course, to be credited with the duty bonds thus discharged. 
In order to a settlement of your accounts at the Treasury to the 31st December, 1824, it will be 

necessary that all the proceedings mentioned should be observed in relation to the transactions which 
have taken place at your office up to that time, and to be continued thereafter. 

For instance, you are to render an abstract of the duties on the goods imported and an account of the 
bonds given for such duties. 

You are then to issue debentures for the duties ( deducting the usual retention) on the goods exported 
for benefit of drawback, taking a receipt on the-back of the debentures, cancelling them in the manner 
stated, rendering an abstract of them, and charging the amount in your account of the customs. 

You are also to render abstracts of the tonnage duties and light money, and of the marine hospital 
money collected by you, agreeably to forms prescribed. 

The accounts of the inspector and weigher paid by you, not having been verified as required by the 
act of the 'l'th May, 1822, are returned herewith, in order that the deficiency may be supplied. 

Your early compliance with the present instructions is desirable; and lest the forms and instructions 
recently transmitted to you may not have got to hand, another set is enclosed herewith. 

Respectfully, 
J. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

W. PINKNEY, Collector, Key West. 

No. 9. 

KEY WEST, .April, 6, 1825. 
I had the honor to receive your letter of the 11th February, transmitting the forms and instructions 

for keeping and transacting the accounts of this office. 
The accounts for the last quarter have [not] been made up, because it would be impossible to render 

them in the precise manner required by those forms, they not having been received until this day. 
Although the accounts hitherto rendered are not in the precise form required, they are perfectly accurate 
and supported by duplicate vouchers in every instance. Hereafter they will be rendered in the manner 
required. 

Respectfully, WM. PINKNEY, Oollector. 
Hon. J osEPH ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
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No. IO. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, May 9, 1825. 
Sm: For similar reasons with those stated in my letter to you of the 5th ultimo your cash and bond 

account for the quarter ending on the 31st March last, together with the accounts of the inspectors and 
weigbers, are returned herewith. 

In lieu of them you are requested to furnish, as early as possible, other accounts agreeably to the 
forms prescribed. 

Respectfully, JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
W. PINKNEY, Esq., Collector, Key West. 

No. 11. 

KEY WEST, December 15, 1825. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit to you a bill of exchange for $3,500, (first,) drawn by Lieutenant 

Commandant Paine, upon the Navy Department, and for which bill I have furnished the money by order 
of Commodore Warrington, and under instructions from the late acting Secretary of the Treasury, (the 
Hon. Mr. Southard, Secretary of the Navy.) The second bill ( of same tenor and date) I shall transmit 
by another conveyance, as well as a copy of the letter of Commodore Warrington, making requisition for 
the above sum. The third I shall transmit to the Treasury as a voucher with my quarterly accounts. 

These bills will be endorsed by me, payable to the honorable the Secretary of the Treasury. 
Circumstances beyond my control, owing to my ill health upon this Key, and consequent absence to 

the north, together with the want of forms and instructions relative to keeping the accounts to be 
rendered to the Treasury, together with the decease of the late Isaac Merrick, inspector of the revenue, 
have prevented me returning these abstracts. 

The forms and instructions above alluded to have only reached here in May last, at which time I was 
in the United States, (New York,) and the inspector, Mr. Merrick, wife, and family, were at the point of 
death. Under these circumstances he was compelled to leave this Key, and Mr. T . .A. Brown was left in 
charge of this office. He is since deceased, and I have only been able to reach here on the 5th November 
last. I have therefore been the whole time engaged in making up the returns and accounts, which will 
be forwarded as soon as possible, to embrace the wlwle period, from the time I arrived on this Key to the 
quarter ending December 31, 1825. -

It is a subject of much regret to me that I should have found, in entering upon the duties of this 
office, not a single instruction, form, or paper from the Treasury, Mr. Ayres (as I am informed) having 
removed them to Norfolk; of course, when I arrived here, compelled as I was to enter upon the duties of 
this office, I was totally ignorant of the different abstracts required by the Treasury, as well as the form 
of accounts current. 

I furnished accounts current to the Department for two quarters ending 30th April last, but not being 
in form they are returned. May I beg the favor of you to lay this letter before the honorable the 
Secretary of the Treasury, which will explain why the returns have not been made hitherto according 
to law. ' 

The inspector being deceased, I am now obliged to perform his duty as well as my own. 
Respectfully, 

Hon. JosEPH ANDERSON, Comptrol?er, Washington. 
W. PINKNEY, Collector. 

No.12. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, December 20, 1825. 
Sm: The enclosed documents are returned to you, the letter from this office which contained them 

having been returned to the post office as a dead letter. 
Respectfully, JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

W1r. PINKNEY, Esq., Collector, Key West, East Florida. ~ 

No.13. 

T.REASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, .April 11, 1826. 
Sm: You have rendered no accounts for any quarter of the year 1825. For this omission you are 

subjected to a, fine of $1,000, agreeably to the 21st section of the collection law of 1799. If you have any 
sufficient excuse for your neglect, it will be necessary for you to address it to the President of the United 
States, with whom only the power of remitting the fine is placed. Unless your accounts be rendered 
without further delay it will become my painful duty, enjoined by the act of January 31, 1823, to report 
your delinquency to the President. 

Respectfully, JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
Wx. PINKNEY, Esq., Collector, Key West, East Florida. 
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No. 14. 

TREASURY DEPART)IENT, Comptroller's Office, April 15, 1826. 
Sm: On the 17th of January, 1825, a letter was addressed to you from this office apprising you that 

the Senate had confirmed your appointment to the office of Collector, and enclosing a new commission. 
That letter req_uired you to execute the bond, and take the oaths required by law. Forms of the bond 
and oaths were also enclosed. The compensation act of March 2, 1799, requires every Collector to give 
bond within three months after the date of his official oath. After the lapse of so many months beyond 
the time allowed you by law it becomes my duty to inform you that unless your bond and oaths be 
transmitted without further delay I shall be constrained, however reluctantly, to report your delinquency 
to the President of the United States. 

Respectfully, JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
W~r. PINKNEY, Esq.,Collector, Key West, East Florida. 

A statement exhibiting the amount of gross and net revenue which accrued in the district of Key West from 
the 19th of December, 1822, to the 31st day of December, 1824. 

1823. 

Gross amount of duties on merchandise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $389 11 
Gross amount of duties on tonnage and light money. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 4 7 
Net amount of hospital fund. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 43 
Gross revenue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 469 01 
Payments 'for debentures issued .................................................... . 
Payments for expenses of collection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 764 83 
Net revenue ....................... , ............................................ . 

1824. 

$14,108 79 
1,509 02 

85 88 
15,703 69 
12,805 42 
2,012 20 

886 07 
[No account for 1825 received.] 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, May 4, 1826. 

No. 15. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January I, 1823. 
Sm: Your letter of the 27th ultimo was received by due course of mail and referred on the same day 

to the Navy Department. Enclosed is the reply of the Secretary. 
I cannot, consistently with the law or the practice of the Treasury, authorize au inspector to receive 

at the rate of three dollars a day whether he is employed or not. It has been the practice of the Depart
ment to authorize the Collectors, under particular circumstances, to agree to a monthly compensation, 
always, however, much below the sum the inspector would receive at three dollars a day if constantly 
employed through the year. The practice has been particularly applied to cases where the inspector is 
stationed at places different from the port of entry, so that it was impossible for the Collector to know 
how many days he was employed. The compensation in such cases has been regulated by the degree of 
vigilance required of the inspector to prevent smuggling . 

.A.s it is presumed that the inspector you may employ will remain under your inspection at the port 
of entry, it is not deemed expedient to act upon the case at this time as one of a peculiar nature. 
• There is no objection to your appointing the measurer, gauger, &c., your deputy. 

I am, &c., • 
WM. H. CR.A. WFOR-D. 

JoEL YANCEY, Esq., Collector of Key West, Noifollc. 

No. 16. 
RrcmroND, January 5, 1823. 

Sm: Your favor of the 1st instant has been received. I thank you for your prompt attention to my 
request to obtain permission from the Secretary of the Navy for me to go with Commodore Porter to_ Key 
West. I have since addressed a letter to him soliciting his assent. When I get there I will write to 
you again and give a minute account of the place. 

I remain, sir, your friend and humble servant, 
JOEL YANCEY. 

No. 17. 
NORFOLK, January 28, 1823. 

Sm: If the law tolerated an allowance for office rent, building warehouses, &c., as Key West is a 
new establishment, and consequently destitute of such accommodations, it would suit me very well; and 
my object in this address is to know if you consider it within your power, without an appropriation for 
the specific purposes alluded to, to authorize in such cases the building or renting an office and warehouse 
at the public expense. Will you be so obliging, on the reception of this, as to write me an answer? 

I am, sir, your friend and most obedient servant, 
• JOEL YANCEY. 
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No.IS. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 4, 1823. 
Sm: Your letter of the 30th ultimo has been duly received, and I approve of the appointment of 

Samuel Ayres as an inspector of the customs at Key West, it being understood, however that he cannot 
be entitled to receive any compensation until he has taken the oaths of office, and enter;d on the duties 
at Key West. 

I am, &c., 
WM. H. ORA WFORD. 

JoEL YANCEY, Esq., Collector of Key West, Noifollc, Va. 

No. 19. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Jul,y 9, 1823. 
Sm: The gentleman whom you left at Key West as Deputy Collector has died since your departure 

from it. I understand that he caught the yellow fever at Havana, and died shortly after his return. 
Your presence is therefore indispensable; the more so, as the revenue cutter is now ready for service. 

Until you arrive, or until another deputy can be appointed, all business at the custom-house must be 
suspended. I have had several intimations that a plan was in contemplation to enter coffee and other 
West India articles there for reshipment to other ports of the Union. As it is difficult to conceive any 
fair or honest motive for such a course, the suspicion naturally arises that illicit practices will be resorted 
to by those who engage in it. It will therefore be an imperious duty to exercise the strictest inspection, 
and the utmost vigilance as to the solvency of those who offer themselves to bond duties at the custom
house. The best security among persons of doubtful credit will be a deposit of a sufficient portion of 
merchandise to secure the payment of the duties. 

I am, &c., 
WM. H. CRAWFORD. 

JOEL YANCY, Esq., Collector, Key West, Glasgow, Key. 

No. 20. 
NORFOLK, Februa,-y 11, 1823. 

Sm: Your favor of the 4th instant has been received, in which you were pleased to approve Samuel 
Ayres as inspector of the revenue for Key West. I have now to inform you that I have appointed Mr. 
Joseph Dawley, of the State of Virginia and county of Norfolk, Deputy Collector for the district of Key 
West. Mr. Dawley sustains an unsullied character, and has given very satisfactory security. 

I am, sir, your friend, and most obedient servant, 
JOEL YANCY, Collector, Key West: 

No. 21. 

TnoMPsoN's ISLAND, June 15, 1823. 
Sm: As merchants, residing at this place, we beg leave to represent that we are obliged to suspend 

our commercial operations, ( owing to the death of the Deputy Collector of this port, and the resignation 
of Mr. Ayres, who was the inspector,) which cannot be revived until the Collector, Joel Yancey, esq., 
returns to the duties of his office, or appoints a deputy. As we shall be subjected to much inconvenience 
and a great loss if we are obliged to wait until arrangements are made by Mr. Yancey, who resides in 
Kentucky, we respectfully apply to your honor to prescribe some immediate remedy. 

A vessel is now in port, on whose cargo .duties would be payable to the amount of $2,500, the object 
of whose voyage is destroyed by not being able to secure them here. A large business has commenced 
with the port of Havana, which must be discontinued until the custom-house is re-established. 

We pray your honor to take our situation into consideration, and to afford us the necessary relief 
immediately. 

Your obedient servants, 

Hon. W. H. CRAWFORD, Secretai-y of the TreasU1y, Washington city. 

No. 22. 

JNO. R. MIFFLIN, 
P. C. GREENE, 
J. WHITEHEAD, 
R. FITZPATRICK, 
J. W. MONTON. 

U. S. GALLIOT SEA GULL, .Allenton, Thompson's Island, June 24, 1823. 
Sm: Appr!)hending that the Secretary o~ th~ Navy :ip.ay be abse~t froID; W ash:ington, I have tak~n the 

liberty of sending you a copy of my commumcatlon to him on a subJect which claims an early attention. 

VOL. Y.--63 B 
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The absence of the Collector and inspector, and the death of the Deputy Co1lector, has left no protec
tion here to the revenue but myself. I have not allowed vess~ls coming from foreign ports to land their 
cargoes, but have sent them elsewhere, persuaded, as I am, that there can be no motive in their doing so 
but the interest which they hope to derive from illicit practices. 

To vessels going coastwise I give a certificate, stating the cargo, if any, and the fact that there are 
no revenue officers here. 

There are no custom-house fees collected, however, and this is the only inconvenience felt from the 
want of a Collector; a consideration not worth taking into account, as the number of vessels which arrive 
and depart is so limited. 

. I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
D. PORTER. 

Hon. WILLIAM H. CRAWFORD. 

SEA GULL, Allenton, June 24, 1823. 
Sm: I have the honor to send, for your information, copy of a letter to the Captain General of Cuba, 

which so fully explains the object of writing it, that it leaves little more for me to say than that I hope 
·the course pursued by me will meet your approbation. 

I am under the impression that the practice of wrecking Spanish vessels on our coast by Colombian 
cruisers, in order to secure their cargoes, has, for a long time past, been pursued to a considerable extent, 
and that the establishment at Key Vacas was made with this object chiefly in view. 

I feel myself somewhat at a loss how to act in this business, which appears to be one of peculiar 
delicacy. I thought that the first proper step was to remove all cause of suspicion and complaint from 
the authorities of Cuba, reserving to myself the right of acting as circumstances might hereafter make 
necessary. 

I beg your early instructions on this subject, both as regards the disposal of the property and the 
course I ought to pursue toward the cruiser, (which claims the character of a Government vessel,) if she 
should be detected, and the individuals ( aiders and abettors) residents at Key Vacas. 

The goods from that place are invariably, I am informed, sent to Norfolk, where it is likely a strict 
scrutiny might detect a more extensive concern. 

As wrecking on this coast is a business of. great importance and extensively carried on, I should be 
glad to be informed whether there are any laws to regulate it. Previous to my coming here the neigh
boring keys were much frequented by English wreckers, who took the property to New Providenc~; but 
the detention of two of them, by Lieutenant Commanding Watson, occasioned an alarm which has since 
kept them from the coast. A correspondence took place between the Governor of Bahama and myself on 
the subject, which I have the honor to enclose you. 

It is my opinion that much.smuggling, if not already practiced, will be attempted. It is out of the 
power of any custom-house· officer here to prevent it; and, having had some experience in these matters 
while at New Orleans, I know that, without .being. clothed withsollle authority from the Treasury Depart
ment, I cannot lawfully make a seizure. ·Wha.tever powers are given to me I will exercise whenever the 
public interest may require it; and I solicit from you early instructions how I am to proceed. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

Hon. SECRETARY OF THE NAVY. 

True copy: P. WILSON. 

No. 23. 

DAVID PORTER. 

GLASGOW, July 24, 1823. 
Sm: On the 9th instant I wrote you a letter relative to one I wrote you 1 'lth April last from Mobile; 

since which, on the 21st instant, I received from Mr. Fras. A. Thornton, Mr. Samuel Ayres, and my brother 
Charles, letters informing me of the death of Mr. Joseph Dawley, my late deputy at Key West; and Mr. 
Thornton informed me, as well as Mr. Ayres, that the laws, papers, blanks, &c., were sent on to Mr. 
Dawley's brother, at Norfolk; and Mr. Ayres observed that it was your advice, as well as the Comp
troller's, that I should appoint a deputy to report from the papers. I have done so, and appointed my 
brother, Charles Yancey, of Richmond, Virginia, and have directed Mr. Dennis Dawley to bring all the 
business there to my brother, who will, no doubt, report as quick as possible. I am a good deal shocked 
at the account of the yellow fever appearing at Key West so soon, and have concluded not to return till 
fall, nor to order Mr. Ayres to return before, although I am very uneasy about the stagnation of business 
for want of officers, but before I would return there now I really would resign, even if I was not detained 
here, as I am, by indispensable business. What would you advise me to do? Had I better appoint a 
deputy, if I can get one, and send him on, and let him procure a temporary inspector if any business 
should occur? .A.nd although I dislike very much to be troublesome to you, should be extremely obliged 
to you for your advice, as I am very uneasy lest I should be the means of injuring the public service. 

I am, sir, with great respect, your friend, 
JOEL YANCEY. 

No .. 24. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, August 9, 1823. 
Sm: Yours of the 24th ultimo has been received.by this day's mail. It is important that an officer 

should be at Key West as soon as practicable. The cutter has sailed for that station and will have 
frequent occasions for instructions and advice. • 
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Key West is considered healthy. Your deputy caught the yellow fever at Havana, as have all those 
who have been afflicted with that disease. If he had remained at his post it is highly probable that he 
would have escaped and continued in health. 

I am, &c., 

JoEL YANCEY, Esq., Collector; Key West, Glasgow, Kentucky. 
WM. H. CR.A.WFORD. 

No. 25. 

GLASGOW, Kentucky, August 29, 1823. 
Sm: On the 26th instant I had the honor of receiving yours of the 9th instant, and have, some time 

since, on the 6th instant, received yours of the 9th ultimo; but a most severe and distressing affliction 
among some of my very near relations prevented my going on to Key West or sending a deputy, even if 
I had not have been a good deal panic struck about sickness at the island. I have now appointed Mr. 
Braxton B. Winn, of this county, my deputy, who will go on immediately, and I shall soon follow him ; he 
is a man of business and integrity. I have given him the most particular and pointed instructions to 
have a very vigilant inspection observed, and to be very cautious as to taking securities for duties, and, 
in fact, that he had better, in all cases, keep, according to your advice, a sufficiency of merchandise to pay 
the duties when there is the least doubt of solvency, and, as the Collector will be very much unacquainted, 
he had better, perhaps, resort to the method advised in all cases. I am very much gratified at the account 
of the health of Key West given by you in your favor of the 9th instant; also, at the liberal and friendly· 
manner you have acted towards me, as to the suspension of business, on account of Mr. Dawley's unfor
tunate death. I have been detained here by imperious causes, and I am happy that there has been no 
expression of blame, as it would have been extremely mortifying to me, as I know that I had made great 
exertions to have the office properly carried on, and I am happy to find that, if there is a proper disposition 
manifested by public officers to do their duty, even if there should arise a suspension of business from such 
cause as the one at Key West, you are, as I know you would be, disposed to act liberally. I sincerely 
hope the business will be very shortly resumed and executed correctly. I am very glad you have sent a 
revenue cutter, as it, no doubt, will be very essential in a district so well situated for smuggling as that 
is. There being no office nor warehouse yet will be a very great inconvenience, but I hope it will soon 
be obviated by the erection of suitable buildings. I shall observe a due attention to economy, and shall 
only rent a warehouse in case of absolute necessity, as you directed. I have discovered no disposition on 
the part of any that might probably have buildings to rent to show any quarters as to price. 

Accept assurances of my esteem, and believe me to be your sincere friend, 
JOEL YANCEY. 

No. 26. 

WASHINGTON CITY, January 3, 1824. 
Sm: I do hereby resign my commission as Collector of the Customs for the district of Key West, in 

East Florida. 
I am, sir, your friend and most obedient servant, 

JOEL YANCEY. 

No. 21. 

HAVANA, February 4, 1824. 
Sm: I arrived here this morning, and shall take passage in the United States schooner Wild Cat, this 

evening, for Key West. By conversation with John Warner, esq., our commercial agent at this place, 
and also with Captain Ramage, of the Navy, (both of whom are direct from Key West,) I am informed 
that there is no Collector there, and that it is absolutely necessary for one to be there, or that I be 
instructed by you how to act in regard to the revenue of that place. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant, 
S. AYRES. 

Hon. SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 

No. 28. 

ALLENToN, Thompson!s Island, February 20, 1824. 
Sm: On my arrival here, and seeing the absolute necessity for a Collector at this place, I was induced, 

by the advice and consent of the commanding officer of this station, to act also as Collector until I could 
be instructed from your Department. I have heard nothing of the recently appointed Collector except 

• that he was in :N"ew Orleans about four months since, soon after be was appointed deputy to the former 
Collector, Mr. Yancy. For further information I beg leave to refer you to Captain Rosseau, of the Navy, 
who has commanded here for the last four months, and by whom this will be handed you. 

I would further state that it appears very necessary that an inspector should be appointed to reside 
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at Key Vacas, owing to the great number of English wreckers that cruise and rendezvous in that neigh
borhood; and, likewise, that a set of the United States Laws and a seal are greatly wanted at this office. 

I have the honor to be, &c., 
S . .A.YRES. 

Hon. W. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary qf the Treasury. 

No. 29. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, April 23, 1825. 
Srn: As no returns have been received from you at this office since your appointment as Collector at 

Key West, and as it is not known whether the instructions transmitted to your predecessor were turned 
over to you, it is proper to inform you that a punctual transmission of your accounts to the Comptroller of 
the Treasury for settlement, pursuant to the 21st section of the collection law, is deemed to be a matter 
of the first importance. 

The documents required for this office, and which must also be rendered with punctuality, are the 
following: 

.A. monthly return of moneys received and paid by you. In regard to this return the following 
particulars must be observed: First, it must uniformly bear date on the last day of the month, and must 

• contain all the receipts and payments of the entire month. Second, the moneys received on bonds paid 
at maturity and on bonds in suit; for duties on merchandise paid at the time of importation; for duties 
on tonnage; and moneys received from seamen as hospital money must be respectively distinguished from 
each other; and also from moneys received on any other account. Third, the payments made into the 
Treasury; the payments for debentures falling due on the same day with the duties on the same parcel 
of merchandise; for debentures issued for drawback of duties already paid; for bounties on pickled fish 
and salted provisions; for drawbacks on the exportation of domestic distilled spirits; and for expenses 
attending the collection of the revenue, must be respectively distinguished from each other and from 
payments on any other accounts . 

.A. monthly return of debentures issu~d during the month for drawbacks, and of such entries made 
during the month as will hereafter entitle the person making the same to.either a drawback or bounty. 

A monthly abstract of bonds put in suit during the month, designating those paid, and noting also, 
at the foot of the abstract, the bonds put in suit at any time previous to the month embraced by the 
abstract, and which may have been paid during said month. 

A monthly schedule of liquidated bonds. 
A quarterly return of moneys received and paid by you for the temporary relief and maintenance 

of sick and disabled seamen. 
If, on tlte receipt of this letter, no returns have been prepared by you for transmission, the first 

return may be made to embrace the whole period from your appointment till the last of the present month, 
after which your returns will be made monthly and quarterly, as before required. 

' The public moneys which may be collected by you, over and above the current expenses of your office, 
must be retained in your hands to meet the e~-penditures-of the Government in your district. The date 
of all payments made by you on Treasury drafts or otherwise will be entered in your monthly return. 

I will only further add that, in taking bonds for securing the payment of duties on imports, it is 
indispensably necessary that you should be fully satisfied of the solvency of the parties, and that when
ever you have any doubts on that point it will be advisable to refuse to accept the security which may 
be offered. 

I am, &c., 
S. L. SOUTHARD, A.S.T. 

WM. PINKNEY, Esq., Collector, Thompson!s Island. 

No. 30. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, JJiay 14, 1825. 
Srn: By a letter addressed to the Secretary of the Navy on the 19th ultimo by Captain Warrington, 

it appears that both you and he are desirous of making an arrangement by which he may be enabled 
occasionally to draw from you so much of the public moneys received by you as may be required for the 
disbursements of the United States naval squadrcm on that station. You are therefore authorized and 
requested to dispose of any moneys which may be in your hands from time to time as Collector, over 
and above what may be required for the ;purposes of the revenue, to purchase the bills of the commanding 
officer on that station upon the Secretary of the Navy to any amount for which he may exhibit to you the 
authority of the Secretary of the Navy so to draw, and the bills so purchased are to be sent by you to 
this Department as a remittance of so much of the public money in your hands as Collector, and charged 
in your account with· the United States. -

These bills must be drawn in triplicate in your favor, and by you endorsed to the Treasurer of the 
Unit_ed States. Two of the set must be transmitted to this Department by different conveyances and by 
the earliest ·opportunities. The third must accompany your quarterly account, in which it is to be 
charged. 

I am, sir, your most obedient servant. 

To --- ---, Collector qf the Customs, Key West. 
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No. 31. 
KEY WEST, December 15, 1825. 

Srn: Enclosed I have the honor to transmit to you a bill of exchange, (second,) first of same tenor 
and date transmitted, (by schooner Ardent, via New York,) for $3,500, being for a sum of money paid to 
Lieutenant Paine, commanding this Key, by requisition of Commodore Warrington, and under the authority 
of the honorable the Secretary of tbe Navy, (late acting Secretary of the Treasury.) 

I have the honor to be, with great consideration, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM PINKNEY, Collector. 

Hon. J osEPH ANDERSON, First Comptroller. 

No. 32. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, April, 14, 1826. 

Srn: It is proper to inform you that no returns of any kind have been received at this office since 
your appointment to the collectorship of Key West, and that, with one exception, no quarterly accounts 
have been received from you at the Comptroller's office. Although the peculiar situation of your district 
is unfavorable to a regular intercourse, it is nevertheless believed that frequent opportunities offer by 
way of the Havana, and occasionally by the revenue cutters, bound to Mobile or Charleston, from both of 
which places your communications to this Department would find a ready conveyance. 

I have, therefore, to request that you will, as soon as practicable after the receipt of this letter, 
transmit to me a general statement of your receipts and expenditures from the time you assumed the 
duties of the office down to the latest period, and that at the end of every succeeding month you furnish 
me with a return, agreeably to the enclosed form. 

I have further to request that when Captain Doane, of the revenue cutter Marion, leaves Key West 
for Charleston in order to obtain supplies you will send by him, to be deposited to the credit of the 
Treasurer in the Branch Bank of the United States at that place, all the public moneys in your hands 
beyond the sum required to defray the current expenses of your office, observing to take duplicate 
receipts therefor from Captain Doane, who is also to take duplicate receipts from the Cashier of the bank, 
one of which he must transmit to this office. 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
RICHA.RD RUSH. 

W1LLIAU PINKNEY, Esq., Collector, Key West. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 759. [lsr SESSION. 

ADMISSION OF ARTICLES FOR CHURCH SERVICE FREE OF DUTY. 

CO~lliUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UAY 10, 1826. 

Mr. MARVIN, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whom was referred the petition of Benedict 
Joseph Flaget, Bishop of Bardstown, in the State of Kentucky, made the following report: 

The petitioner prays to be exonerated from the payment of the duties upon certain articles, consisting 
of vestments, furniture, and paintings, presented to him for the use of the church over which he presides, 
and which have been imported into the United States, and which are intended solely for the use of said 
church, as connected with its religious worship. 

The committee are of opinion, the articles referred to by the memorialist not having been purchased 
or imported by him with a view to any commercial profits, and not being articles of consumption except 
as connected with the service of the church over which he presides, it is but reasonable to exempt them 
from the payment of duties. In adopting this principle the committee are satisfied they propose only to 
extend to the Bishop of bardstown privileges similar in character to those which have from time to time 
been extended to various religious societies and institutions in different sections of the country. The 
committee have therefore reported a bill. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. '760. [1ST SESSION. 

DIS'l'RIBUTION OF THE SURPLUS REVENUE .A.MONG THE SEVERAL 
STATES FOR EDUCATION, INTERN .A.L IMPROVEMENTS, &c. 

C0IDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE lIAY 11, 1826. 

Mr. DICKERSON, from the committee to whom was referred the resolution proposing to divide among the 
States annually a portion of the revenues of the General Government for the purposes of education 
and internal improvement, made the following report: 

That the committee, from as careful an examination of the subject as a due attention to their other 
duties would permit them to make, have come to the conclusion that great advantages would result to 
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the United States from an annual distribution among them, by some equitable ratio, of a portion of our 
national revenue for the purposes of education and internal improvement, or for such other purposes as 
the State governments may respectively deem most to their advantage. 

Whether the United States shall devote the whole of their revenues beyond what are required for 
the usual expenditures of the Government, domestic and foreign, civil, military, and naval, to the reduc
tion of our public debt until the whole of it shall be extinguished; or whether they shall apply a portion 
of those revenues, as proposed, for the most important purposes, and thereby cause a more gradual 
reduction of the public debt, resolves itself into a question of expediency. 

It remains for Congress to determine which of these courses will most effectually promote the present 
as well as future prosperity of the country. 

There can be no doubt that money distributed among the States as proposed would be invested in a 
way to give them much greater profit than the interest on such money would yield at three, four and a 
half, or even five per cent., which are the rates of interest now paid upon the greater part of our public 
debt. 

As a large portion of this debt is payable to persons in Europe, to discharge it as fast as our means 
would permit would be to send from the country sooner than necessary funds that are wanted at home, 
the inconvenience of which would be sensibly felt in the present embarrassed state of our moneyed 
market, and most probably for several years to come. • 

Money distributed as proposed would give new activity to industry and enterprise in all the States, 
and that equally and simultaneously. 

It would create a vigilance on the part of the State governments over the expenditure of the General 
Government, and thereby prevent the waste of money and the adoption of extravagant measures that 
might diminish the amount of the annual-dividends. 

It would secure impartial justice to all the States in the distribution of the expenditures of our 
revenue, a failure of which, at present, is a subject of loud and just complaint. 

It would relieve the General Government of the serious inconvenience of an overflowing Treasury, 
which, if not provided for in the manner proposed or by a reduction of our revenue, will impair the most 
important principles of our Constitution. 

It would relieve the two Houses of Congress of a large portion of _legislation now devoted to the 
disposal of our surplus funds-legislation of the worst kind, calculated to produce combinations, 
sectional feelings, injustice, and waste of the public treasure. 

It would transfer to the States the regulation of the expenditures for internal improvements by roads 
and canals, which, if retained and exercised by the General Government contrary, as is believed by many, 
to the spirit and letter of our Constitution, will, in time, so far decrease the powers of the State govern
ments, and increase those of the United States Government, as to destroy the federative principle of our 
Union, and convert our system of confederated Republics into a consolidated Government. 
• It would remove the cause of the great and increasing difficulties, arising from an objection on con
stitutional grounds, to the exercise of the right claimed on the part of the United States of making roads 
and canals through the different States of the Union. 

It would enable the General Government to keep in operation an efficient system of finance and 
revenue with advantage to the States; and, should the exigencies of the country require the application 
of all our means to some object connected with our national peace and prosperity, those means could soon 
be brought into operation by suspending for a time the dividends to the States. By this our Treasury 
would be filled without a _sudden resort to new taxes, which might be oppressive to agriculture, and which 
might create much inconvenience by interrupting the pursuits and industry of our citizens. 

Money collected from the sources which now give us our revenues, and distributed among the States 
as proposed, would produce a rapid and profitable circulation of our funds from the centre to the 
extremities of the Union, and thus add to the force of the moneyed capital of the country. 

By the following calculation it will appear that on the 1st day of January, 1831, the six per cent. 
debt may be extinguished, twenty millions of dollars divided among the States, and more than a million 
and a half of dollars left in the Treasury, and that thirteen millions of dollars might be annually divided 
among the States thereafter, should it be deemed expedient to leave the five per cent. and four and a half 
per cent. debt, as well as the three per cent. debt, unredeemed. 

The calculation, however, is continued under a presumption that it may be deemed expedient to 
extinguish the five and four and a half per cent. debt in the reasonable time proposed. 

On the 1st day of January, 1838, the whole of the six per cent., five per cent., and four and a half 
per cent. debt may be extinguished, amounting to $6'7,689,306 2'7; interest paid upon the same, and upon 
the three per cent. debt up to that date, to the amount of $23,428,021 03; and that dividends may be 
made among the States in that time to the amount of $89,666, '734 48; in all, $180,'784,061 '78. 

By this calculation it appears that the sum for distribution on the 1st of January, 1838, falls short of 
the proposed amount of $10,000,000 by $333,265 52; and that there will remain chargeable to the annual 
assumed fund of $15,000,000 the interest on the three per cent. debt, amounting to $398,886 94. These 
sums, however, may be provided for from retrenchments, to be made before the year 1838, in the expendi
tures for the Navy and fortifications; and $10,000,000, instead of the sum stated, may be divided among 
the States on the 1st of January in that year, and $15,000,000 annually tl)ereafter. 

In 182'7 the appropriation of half a million of dollars a year for the gradual increase of the Navy is 
to cease, and, as our most expensive fortifications are nearly completed, there will soon be a considerable 
reduction of expenditures under that bead; and it is believed that important reductions may be made in 
other subjects of expenditure, by which the charges above stated may not only be provided for, but large 
additions made to the sums proposed for distribution. 

By making payments on the public debt quarter-yearly, there would be a reduction of the amount of 
interest not embraced in this calculation. 

As this plan, if adopted, will be an experiment, the distant operation of which cannot be foreseen, the 
committee do not think it advisable to provide, in the first instance, by law, for making the dividends 
proposed beyond the year 1831, by which time they believe that $20,000,000 may be divided among the 
States; and for that purpose they beg leave to submit a bill. 

Under a plan to distribute among the States a portion of our national revenue, and at the same time 
to provide for the gradual reduction of the public debt, it is proposed to divide annually, after the year 
182'7, one-half of the amount appropriated for the Sinking Fund, to wit: $5,000,000 among the several 
States, by some equitable ratio, until the funded debt bearing six per cent. interest shall be extinguished; 
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after that, to divide among the States $10,000,000 annually until the funded debt bearing five per cent. 
interest, and that bearing four and a half per cent. interest, shall be.extinguished; and after that, to divide 
among the States $15,000,000 annually, leaving the residue of the funded debt, bearing three per cent. 
interest, to be redeemed at some distant period. 

By the report of the Secretary of the. Treasury, of the 22d December, 1825, it appears that the funded 
debt of the United States would amount, on the 1st day of January, 1826, to $80,985,537 25; which, 
divided into the different classes of which it is composed, may be stated thus: 

Aggregate of debt bearing six per cent. interest .................................... $38,857,439 24 
Annual interest on do .... ~- ....................................... $2,331,446 35 

Aggregate of debt bearing five per. cent. interest .......... , .... , ........... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,792,000 20 
Annual interest on do.......................................... 639,600 00 

Aggregate of debt bearing four and a half per cent. interest.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,039,866 83 
Annual interest on do.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 721,794 00 

Aggregate of debt bearing three per cent. interest.................................. 13,296,231 45 
Annual interest on do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 398,886 94 

80,985,537 25 
Annual interest of the whole debt............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 4,091,727 29 

Total of six, five, and four and a half per cent. debt .................................. $67,689,306 27 
Amount of three per cent. debt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,296,231 45 

By the report it appears that of the revenues of 1825, after paying the expenditures of the year, 
including the interest on the public debt to the 1st day of January, 1826, there would remain in the 
Treasury the sum of.$5,284,061_ 78, of which $3,500,000 are subject to former appropriations, and 
$1,000,000 of unavailable funds, leaving for the year 1826 the sum of $784,061 78; and by estimate in 
that _report of the receipts and expenditures of the year 1826, after applying the amount of the Sinking 
Fund, $10,000,000, tp the disch?,rge of_ the interes_t and_ principal of the public debt, there will remain in 
the Treasury on the 31st of December, 1826, a balance of $4,915,269 98, applicable to the same purpose, 
if deemed expedient. . . 

.Although it is in co_ntempla_tio~. to redu~e. the duties on tea, coffee, and some other articles, this 
measure, if adopted, will not produce a correspondent reduction of the revenues; for there will be an 
increased consumptipn 9f t4e articles in cqnsequence of such reduction of the duties, while the revenue 
will be gradually augmented as our population sh?,ll increase, and with it the consumption of articles on 
which our duties are collected. 

It is, therefore, beli~ved that there will be an increase rather than a decrease of public revenue for 
many years to qome, and.it may be safely as_sum<,Jg. that _the two sums mentioned, to wit: the amount of 
the Sinking Fund of $10,000,000, and the balance of $4,915,269 98, which may be taken at $5,000,000, 
will be the annual fund, from which may be paid the dividends proposed to be made, the interest on the 
public debt, and the sums neces_sary for the gr?,dual reduction and _fina~ extinction of the six per cent., 
five per cent., and four and a half per cent. debt-all of which debt, except such portions of it as are not 
yet due, may be discharged at such times and in such portions as may suit the convenience of the General 
Government; and the loans not yet due muy be discharged in like manner as they fall due, the last of 
which will be in the year 1835. 

Upon this b~sis the Committee of Ways and Means of the House of Representatives, in their report 
of the 6th of February last, have stated that the debt bearing six per cent. interest may be extinguished 
on the 1st day of July, 1829, provided the whole of the proposed fund, except what may be necessary for 
discharging the interest on the public debt, sJ:ipuld _be applied to that purpose. 

Upon the fund thus assumed the foll9"'.ing calculations are made: . . 
The amount of the balance of 1825, applicable to the year 1826, as before stated . . . . . . . $784,061 78 

The sum appropriated to the Sinking Fund ........................................ . 
Balance in Treasury on the 31st December, 1826, $4,915,269 98, assumed at ........... . 

Available for tbe year 1826 ........... : ............ ," ............................ . 
Deduct I year's interest on the funded debt ...................................... . 

Leaving applicable to payment of prin~ipal on the 6 per cent. d(,)bt ........... _ .. _ ~ • ...... . 
January I, 1827, deduct for payment on the 6 per cent. debt ........................ . 

Leaving a balal}ce _of .... _ ........ _ .... _ ...... _ ..................... _ ... ·.· ... _ ............. . 
Add the IO and 5 millions of dollars ............................................. . 

Deduct 1 year's· interest::._.: ....... : .................... : ...................... . 

January I, 1828,· deduct for the :first distribution : ..... : .. : . : ...................... . 

Applicable to th~ princip~l of 6 p~r c~nt, debt.,.,,.,·, .. :.·:, .. ." .. ·: .. : ·, .: ·: .. : ..... : : .. 
Deduct for payment on 6 per cent. debt .......................................... . 

Leaving a balance of ...... , .. , .. , . , ..... , .. , . , : , .. , , , ~ .. , , . , . , , , ..... , ........ . 
Add as before ......................................................... ; ....... . 

Carried forward ........... . 

10,000,000 00 
5,000,000 00 

15,000,000 00 

15,784,061 78 
4,091,727 29 

11,692,334 49 
11,000,000 00 

692,334 49 
15,000,000 00 

15,692,334 49 
3,431,727 29 

12,260,607 20 
5,000,000 00 

7,260,60'7 20 
7,000,000 00 

260,607 20 
15,000,000 00 

15,260,607 20 
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Brought forward ............. $15,260,607 20 
Deduct 1 year's interest......................................................... 3,011,727 29 

January 1, 1829, deduct for distribution ......................................... . 

Applicable to the reduction of 6 per cent. debt .................................... . 
Deduct for payment on 6 per cent. debt . . . . . . . . .................................. . 

12,248,879 91 
5,000,000 00 

7,248,879 91 
'r,000,000 00 

Leaving a balance of ......... ,..................................................... 248,879 91 
Add as before ......................... •-••· ..... _ .. ,............................... 15,000,000 00 

Deduct 1 year's interest ........................................................ . 

January 1, 1830, deduct for distribution .......................................... . 

Applicable to reduction of 6 per cent. debt ........................... , ............ . 
Deduct for payment on 6 per cent. debt . . . . . . . . .................................. . 

Leaving a balance of .......................................................•... 
Add as before ................................................................. . 

Deduct for 1 year's interest ..................................................... . 

15,248,879 91 
2,591,727 29 

12,657,152 62 
5,000,000 00 

'r,657,152 62 
'r,000,000 00 

657,152 62 
15,000,000 00 

15,657,152 62 
2,1 'll, 72'r 29 

13,485,425 33 
January 1, 1831, deduct for distribution........................................... 5,000,000 00 

Applicable to payment of 6 per cent. and 5 per cent. debt ........................... . 
Deduct for payment of residue of 6 per cent. debt ................................. . 

Applicable to the reduction of the 5 per cent. debt ................................. . 
Deduct for payment on 5 per cent. debt ........................ _ .................. . 

8,485,425 33 
6,857,439 24 

1,627,986 09 
1,592,000 20 

Leaving a balance of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35,985 89 
Add as before ..................... ~-........................................... 15,000,000 00 

Deduct 1 year's interest ........................................................ . 

January 1, 1832, deduct for distribution .......................................... . 

Applicable to payment of 5 per cent. debt ........................................ . 
Deduct for payment on 5 per cent. debt ..................... • ...................... . 

15,035,985 89 
1,680,680 94 

13,355,304 95 
10,000,000 00 

3,355,304 95 
3,200,000 00 

Leaving a balance of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155,304 95 
Add as before . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000,000 00 

15,155,304 95 
Deduct 1 year's interest ........................................................ ,. 1,520,680 94 

13,634,624 01 
January 1, 1833, deduct for distribution........................................... 10,000,000 00 

Applicable to reduction of 5 per cent. debt ....................................... . 
Deduct for payment on 5 per cent. debt .......................................... . 

3,634,624 01 
3,500,000 10 

Leaving a balance of................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134,624 01 
Add as before ................................................. _................. 15,000,000 00 

Deduct 1 year's interest ................. -....................................... . 

January 1, 1834, deduct for distribution .......................................... . 

Applicable to payment on 5 per cent. debt ........................................ . 
Deduct for payment on 5 per cent. debt .......................................... . 

15,134,624 01 
1,345,680 94 

13,'r88,943 O'l 
10,000,000 00 

3, '788,943 0'7 
3,500,000 00 

Leaving a balance of.............................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 288,943 O'l 
Add as before. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . 15,000,000 00 

15,288,943 07 
Deduct 1 year's interest...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l,1 'I0,680 94 

Carried forward. . . . . . . . . . . . 14,118,262 1:3 
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Brought forward ............ $14,118,262 l3 
January 1, 1835, deduct for distribution........................................... 10,000,000 00 

Applicable to the extinguishment of the 5 per cent. debt ............................ . 
Deduct for payment of the residue of 5 per cent. debt ............................... . 

Applicable to the reduction of 4½ per cent. debt ................................... . 
Deduct for payment on the 4½ per cent. debt ...................................... . 

Leaving a balance of .......................................................... . 
Add as before ................................................................. . 

Deduct 1 year's interest ........................................................ . 

January 1, 1836, deduct for distribution .......................................... . 

Applicable to the reduction of the 4½ per cent. debt ................................ . 
Deduct for payment on 4½ per cent. debt ......................................... . 

Leaving a balance of .......................................................... . 
Add as before ................................................................. . 

Deduct 1 year's interest ........................................................ . 

January 1, 183'1, deduct for distribution .......................................... . 

Applicable to the payment of 4½ per cent. debt .................................... . 
Deduct for payment on 4½ per cent. debt ......................................... . 

Leaving a balance of .......................................................... . 
Add as before ................................................................. . 

Deduct 1 year's interest ........................................................ . 

January 1, 1838, deduct for distribution .......... _ ............................... . 

Applicable to extinguishment of 4½ per cent. debt ................................. . 
Deduct for residue of 4½ per cent. debt ........................................... . 

Payments under the foregoing calculation : 

Date Dividends. Interest. Debt. 

4,118,262 13 
1,000,000 00 

3,118,262 13 
3,039,866 83 

'18,395 30 
15,000,000 00 

15,0'18,395 30 
983,886 94 

14,094,508 36 
10,000,000 00 

4,094,508 36 
4,000,000 00 

94,508 36 
15,000,000 00 

15,094,508 36 
803,886 94: 

14,290,621 42 
10,000,000 00 

4,290,621 42 
4,000,000 00 

290,621 42 
15,000,000 00 

15,290,621 42 
623,886 94 

14,666, '134 48 
9,666, '134 48 

5,000,000 00 
5,000,000 00 

Percent. 

January 1, 1827 •••••••••••••••••••••••• ••·•• ••••••• ........................ $4,091, 727 29 $U,ooo,ooo oo },,., .... 1,1828 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $5, ooo, 000 00 3,431, 727 29 1,000,000 00 
l,1829 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 5, ooo, 000 00 3101117::!7 29 1,000,000 00 
1, 1830 ••• ................................ s,000,000 oo 2,591, i27 29 1,000,000 00 

1, 1831 ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.•• s,000,000 oo 2, 171, i27 29 { 6,857,439 24 
1,592,000 20 

} ',., -~· 1, 1832 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 10,000,000 00 1,680, 680 94 3,200,000 00 

1, 1833 •••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 10, ooo, 000 00 1,520,680 94 3,500,000 00 
1, 1834 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10,000,000 00 1,345,680 94 3,500,000 00 

l,1835 .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 10, ooo, 000 00 1,170,680 94 { 1,000,000 00 
3,039,866 83 i 41 per cent. 1, 1836 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10,000,000 00 983,886 94 4,000,000 00 

l,1837 •••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••• 10,000,000 00 803,886 94 4, ooo, 000 00 J l,1838 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 9, 666, 734 48 623,886 94 5,000,000 00 

89, 6o6, 734 48 2.1, 42-.~ 021 03 67,689,306 27 

Whole amount applicable to the payment of dividends, interest, and debt............ $180,'184,061 '18 
Total of dividends. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $89,666, '134 48 
Total of interest........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,428,021 03 
Total of debt...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6'1,689,306 2'1 

VOL. V--64 B 

180, '184,061 '18 
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19TH CoNGREss.l No. 761. llsT SESSION. 

FRAUDS UPON THE REVENUE LAWS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE MAY 15, 1826. 

To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 23d of March last, requesting information con

cerning the official conduct of the Collector and other revenue officers of the port of Philadelphia, I 
transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, with documents containing the informa
tion desired by the resolution. 

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 15, 1826. 

TREASURY DEP.ARTJIENT, May 13, 1826. 
The Secretary of the Treasury, to whom was referred the resolution of the Senate of the 23d of 

March, requesting that the President would "transmit to the Senate any information he may possess in 
relation to the official conduct of the Collector and other revenue officers of the port of Philadelphia in 
the case of certain teas said to have been imported by Edward Thompson, of this city," has the honor to 
lay before the President the enclosed papers: 

I. The letters of instruction to Samuel Harrison Smith, Esq., who was employed as the agent of the 
Department to examine into the situation of the custom-house at Philadelphia, and the circumstances 
attending the failure of Edward Thompson; a letter from tl}e Department to John Steele, Esq.; and the 
documents to which the instructions refer, numbered from 1 to 10, and marked A, B, C, D. 

2. The report of the agent, and the documents to which it refers, numbered from 1 to 84, inclusive, 
and marked A, B, C. . . . . 

3. The report of the First Comptroller of the Treasury, and-the documents to which it refers, num
bered from 1 to 21, inclusive, which contain all the information in the possession of this Department upon 
the subject of the resolution; the whole being copies of papers and documents transmitted to the House of 
Representatives on the 22d of March, in obedience to a resolution of that body passed on the 21th of 
December preceding.* 

Respectfully submitted. 
RICHARD RUSH. 

The PRESIDENT of the United States. 

19TH CONGRESS. j No. 762. LlsT SESSION. 

DUTY ON IMPORTED AND EXCISE ON DOMESTIC SPIRIT. 

COillIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 19, 1826. 

Mr. CONDICT, from the Select Committee, to whom were referred the resolutions "that it is expe.dient to 
increase the duty on all imported spirit, and to levy an excise on domestic liquors," and to apply the 
revenue from this source to purposes of "internal improvement and education," made the following 
report: 

That before they could decide upon the expediency of an excise upon domestic spirit, which they 
consider to be the most material subject of their investigation, they deemed it proper to look to the 
experience of the Government in the operation of former laws, and ascertain the amount of revenue 
heretofore raised; the various rates of duty imposed; the quantity of spirit imported; the amount 
distilled at home, with the proportions from foreign and from domestic materials; the quantity consumed 
in the United States; the expense of collecting the tax, and what mode of collection was preferred. 

These points, with some others connected with their inquiry, they undertook to investigate them
selves, by examining the various reports and documents scattered throughout the records of this House. 
They, however, soon discovered the difficulties, as well as delays, of this mo~e, and in an interview which 
they requested of the Secretary of the Treasury, for the purpose of consultation, that gentleman expressed 
a willingness and readiness to afford the committee all the facilities for this information which the records 
of the Treasury Department could furnish. Accordingly, the various points were committed to writing 
and presented to the Secretary. • 

They required much investigation·and labor, and the committee regret that the previous calls made 
by Congress upon that Department had been so numerous and important as to engage the constant 
attention of all the clerks until a late period of the session, and that this investigation was not begun as 
early as was desired. The answers to the queries could not be made out earlier than the 16th May, and 
is presented with this report, which the committee desire may be considered as part thereof. 

o The several documents referred to in this communication of the Secretary ·of the Treasury will be found in antecedent 
No. 752 of this volume, March 23, 1826. 
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The committee have not had an hour to inspect these papers, but presume that they present, fairly 
and faithfully, the results of the excise laws of 1793 and of 1813, and their various supplements. 
Whether these results, in the existing state of our finances, are such as ought to induce Congress to 
carry into effect the wishes of that respectable portion of community who have petitioned us to levy an 
excise on domestic spirit, is a question which may well employ the wisdom and serious consideration of 
that body. The committee, however, have no hesitation in expressing it as their opinion that no fairer 
subject of taxation and revenue can be presented to the Government than ardent spiru, whether foreign 
or domestic; and they would desire to see a larger portion of our revenues derived from this source, and 
that some of the more immediate articles of prime necessity, to the comfort of the poor and of the middle 
classes in society, might be free of duty. 

Foreign liquors now pay a considerable duty, and are used to considerable extent as articles of 
luxury. Domestic liquors are made from various materials, and in every section of the country. They 
are used by the citizens of the United States to an extent which many believe to be incompatible with 
the public good, and perhaps the consumption is increasing beyond the ratio of population. The conse
quences are deeply felt, and are greatly to be deplored by every friend of man. 

The question presented is not whether, by sumptuary laws, we will prohibit intoxication; but whether 
intoxicating liquor is not a fair and lawful object of taxation, from which the Government may draw its 
revenues to pay the public debt, to distribute widely the blessing of free sohools, and improve the internal 
condition of our country? .And if, by the imposition of such a tax, the consumption of ardent spirits is 
diminished, will not the public morals, the comfort and happiness of the community, the wealth and 
character of the nation be advanced? 

These points are merely glanced at for the present, as questions of magnitude and of vast importance 
to the statesman and patriot, the philanthropist and the Christian, and to which, the committee indulge 
the hope, that the serious attention of Congress will be directed at its next session. 

It may also be important to the agriculture of our country, which now produces vastly beyond its 
own wants, to inquire how far it may be politic to increase the duties on foreign spirit and brandies, 
with a view to substitute for them the productions of our own soil. There can be no necessity, from the 
want of materials at home, to import our whiskey from Ireland, our gin from Holland, or our rum from 
the West India islands. The diversity of soil and climate, with suitable application and skill, can 
furnish home productions of equal quality; and there can be no doubt that in time we may produce our 
own wines and brandies, from American grapes, without being tributary to or dependent on other countries. 

In respect to another branch of the inquiry referred to this committee, viz: the application of the 
revenue which might be derived from this source to purposes of education and internal improvement, it 
is deemed unnecessary at present to express themselves further than to say that the existence of our free 
institutions of government is intimately connected with the general diffusion of knowledge among the 
people, and that facility of intercourse is conducive to the prosperity, the welfare, and harmony of the 
various portions of our extensive empire. 

How far a continuation of the excise on distilled spirit after the peace of 1815 might have com
ported with sound policy, is not now a matter of inquiry. Perhaps the embarrassments so generally felt, 
and the deranged state of the currency, required us to dispense with all demands on the pockets of the 
people, except such as are made by the regulations of the custom-house. 

The committee h::we understood from the Treasury Department that, if further time were allowed to 
collect, digest, and arrange all the information relating to the subjects alluded to, many omissions mig·ht 
be supplied which have been necessarily passed over, and which would be important if Congress hereafter 
determine to levy an excise on domestic spirit. And with this view, the committee conclude this brief 
and imperfect report by recommending to the House the adoption of the following resolution, viz: 

That the Secretary of the Treasury be instructed to collect such further information as he can obtain, 
connected with the subjects of this report, and especially with the inquiries submitted to him by the 
Select O,::.mmittee, and submit the same at an early day of the next session of Congress. 

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, .April 3, 1826. 
Sm: Since your interview with the Select Committee, raised on the subject of an excise on distilled 

spirits, I have been instructed, in their behalf, to ask from the Department information upon the several 
points alluded to in the enclosed paper. 

In behalf of the committee, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
LEWIS CONDICT. 

The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 

Information is requested from the Treasury Department on the following points by the Select Committee 
appointed by the House of Representatives to inquire into the expedieney of an excise on domestic 
distilled spirit: 

1. The net revenue derived annually from the excise on domestic spirits during the two former 
periods of its operation, viz: 1793 and 1813, &c. 

2. The rates of duty in those periods, and average expense of collection. 
3. The average amount of spirits annually imported. 
4. The average amount distilled annually in the United States from materials domestic and foreign, 

(separately stated,) in the years 1814 and 1815. 
5. The average annual consumption of spirits of all kinds in the United States. 
6. What mode of collecting an excise of domestic spirit has been found by experience to be most 

convenient, least vexatious and expensive? 
7. Will a duty on the capa.ci.ty of the still, and a duty on the product, both be necessary to insure an 

equal apportionment as well as a fair collection of the tax? If not, which mode is preferable? 
8. Assuming 20 cents per gallon as a basis or rate of duty upon spirit of first proof distilled from 

grain, what would be a fair ratable proportion for spirits distilled from molasses, from fruit, and from 
roots? 
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. 9. Upon the same basis or rate of duty for domestic spirit, what would be a fair corresponding 
duty on imported spirit? 

10. ·would the same principles and rates which regulate the system of drawback of duty on other 
articles exported apply to domestic spirit when exported ? 

In behalf of the Select Committee. 
• LEWIS CONDICT. 

CoIDII'ITEE RooM, .April, 3, 1826. 
Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Trea.sury. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, May l'l, 1826. 
Sm: I had the honor to receive your letter of the 3d of April, written on behalf of the Select 

Committee raised on the subject of an excise on distilled spirits, and requesting from this Department 
information upon the several points indicated in the paper that was enclosed in your letter. The proper 
offices of the Department, where the information desired was deposited, have accordingly been resorted 
to, and I now beg leave to transmit, in the form of a letter from the Fifth Auditor, dated the 28th of 
April, and another from the Register, dated yesterday, all that it has been found practicable to obtain. 
With a view of throwing additional light on some of the points, there have been subjoined to the letter 
of the Fifth Auditor copies of a series of letters addressed by the late Commissioner of the Revenue to 
the Secretary of the Treasury during the years 1815 and 1816, when the former system of internal 
duties was in operation in the United States. 

I have the honor to remain, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. LEWIS CONDICT, Chairman of the Committee. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Fifth .Auditor's Office, .April, 28, 1826. 
Sm: In answer to the sixth and' seventh branches of the inquiry contained in Mr. Condict's letter of 

the 3d instant, on the subject of levying and collecting an excise on domestic distilled spirits, which you 
referred t-0 me, I have the honor to state that no plan or system for collecting an internal revenue which 
bas presented itself to my mind appears to be better calculated to effect the object, both as it regards the 
public interest and the convenience of individuals, than that adopted in 1813. By this the several States 
were divided into convenient collection districts, for each of which a Collector was appointed, with 
authority to appoint a suitable number of deputies, accountable to him only, be himself being accountable, 
at short periods, immediately to the Treasury. 

The system, however, having comprehended, besides a tax on distilled spirits, a direct tax, a tax 
upon carriages, licenses to retailers, sales at auction, stamps, and upon refined sugar, was administered 
at a much less expense to the United States than it can be if applied to stills and distilled spirits only. 
These several taxes, united, produced in each district a considerable sum, upon which the collectors were 
allowed a commission of six per centum if it did not annually exceed $40,000, and a reduced commission 
if it exceeded that sum. The Collectors were thus well compensated, and in general discharged their 
duties with fidelity and punctuality; but if the system be revived in relation only to distilled spirits, the 
sum to be collected, if the tax be levied as formerly, will be so materially reduced that the commission 
of six per cent. would not be an inducement for competent and responsible men to undertake the service. 

Under the late system the tax was first levied on the capacity of the still and boiler by the act of 
the 24th July, 1813, and produced, for the year 1814, $1,6'14,358. To the tax on the capacity of the still 
and boiler was added, by the act of the 21st December, 1814, twenty cents per gallon on the quantity of 
spirits distilled. The two taxes united, from the 1st February, 1815, to the 31st December of that year, 
produced a revenue of $3,048,906. 

On the 19th April, 1816, an act passed abolishing those duties and laying other duties on the capacity 
of the still and boiler at higher rates than those fixed by the first mentioned act of 24th July, 1813. The 
revenue arising under this act for the year 1817, the last year the act was in force, amounted to $84'l,5'l2 
only. 

It will hence be seen that the mode of levying the tax underwent several modifications during the 
operation of the system, and that the one which experience recommended as preferable was upon the 
capacity of the still and boiler. As affording the views of the late Commissioner of the Revenue upon 
the subject from time to time, I subjoin a series of letters addressed by him to the Secretary of the 
Treasury between the 20th November, 1815, and the 3d December, 1816. 

If the system be revived, and the tax levied upon the capacity of the still at the rates established by 
the last law upon the subject, (19th of April, 1816,) which were nearly double those fixed by the first law, 
(24th July, 1813,) with such an increased duty upon foreign spirits as will, by diminishing its importation 
and consumption in the country, encourage the production of domestic spirits, the revenue to be derived 
from it may be estimated at about $2,000,000 annually. 

To insure the collection of this sum by competent and responsible men, a less commission than twelve 
per cent. cannot be relied on; and if three per cent. be added for insolvencies, a net revenue will result 
of $1,700,000. 

Under the late system there were 199 Collectors in the different States and Territories, and the same 
number, on a revival of it, would be required. The commission of twelve per cent., above estimated, 
would afford an average compensation of about $1,200, but it might be so graduated as to allow none 
less than $600 nor none more than $1,600, according to the collections they might respectively make. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
S. PLEASONTON, 

Hon. SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 
Fifth Auditor and Acting Oommissionet of the Revenue. 
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The Register of the Treasury, to whom u:as referred the communication from the Hon. llir. Condict, chairman 
ef the Silect Committee appointed by the House ef Representatives to inquire into the expediency of an 
exaise on domestic distilled .<pirits, respectfully reports: 

Upon the first point of inquiry, "the net revenue derived annually from the excise of domestic 
distilled spirits during the two former periods of its operations, viz: 1793 and 1813, &c." 

The excise of 1793, from its general unpopularity, and from considerable opposition to its collection, 
did not go fairly into operation until the year 1796; and that of 1813 until after the 1st of January, 1814. 

NET REVENUE. 

The annual net revenue derived from domestic distilled spirits and stills, on the average 
of seven years, from 1794 to 1801, amounted to ............................... . 

During the year ending on the 31st of December, 1814 ................ , ............. . 
During the year ending on the 31st of December, 1815 .............................. . 
During the year ending on the 31st of December, 1816 .............................. . 
During the year ending on the 31st of December, 1817 .............................. . 

$464,675 81 
1,624,697 23 
2,812,570 80 
1,861,066 02 

775,803 SI 

2d point of inquiry: "The rates of duty during those periods, and average expense of collection." 

L Rates of duty. 

In 1791 * the following duties were directed to be paid upon all spirits distilled within the United 
States, after the 30th of June, wholly or in part from molasses, sugar, or other foreign materials, viz: 

1. For every gallon more than 10 per cent. below proof, t 11 cents. 
2. For every gallon under 5 and not more than 10 per cent. below proof, 12 cents. 
3. For every gallon of proof, and not more than 5 per cent. below, 13 cents. 
4. For every gallon above proof, and not exceeding 20 per cent., 15 cents. 
5. For every gallon more than 20 and not more than 40 per cent. above proof, 20 cents. 
6. For every gallon more than 40 per cent. above proof, 20 cents. 
Upon spirits distilled in any city, town, or village, from articles the growth or produce of the United 

States, at the following rates, viz: 
1. For every gallon more than 10 per cent. below proof, 9 cents. 
2. For every gallon under 5 and not more than 10 per cent. below proof, 10 cenis. 
3. For every gallon of proof, and not more than 5 per cent. below proof, 11 cents. 
4. For every gaHon above proof, but not exceeding 20 per cent., 13 cents. 
5. For every gallon more than 20 and not more than 40 per cent. above proof, 17 cents. 
6. For every gallon more than 40 per cent. above proof, 25 cents. 
An annual duty of sixty cents per gallon was imposed on the capacity of every still, including the 

head thereof, employed in any other place than a city, town, or village, for the distillation of spirits from 
articles the growth or produce of the United States. • 

In 1792,! after the 30th of June, the following duties were directed to be paid on spirits distilled and 
stills employed within the United States, in lieu of those imposed by the act of March 3, 1791, viz: 

1st. Upon spirits distilled wholly or in part from molasses, sugar, or other foreign materials, viz: 
For every gallon of the 1st class of proof, 10 cents. 
For every gallon of the 2d class of proot~ 11 cents. 
For every gallon of the 3d class of proof, 12 cents. 
For every gallon of the 4th class of proof, 14 cents. 
For every gallon of the 5th class of proof, 18 cents. 
For every gallon of the 6th class of proof, 25 cents. 
2. Upon spirits distilled from materials the growth or produce of the United States, in any city, town, 

or village, at any distillery at which there were one or more stills, which, singly or together, were of the 
capacity of four hundred gallons or upwards, the following rates of duty, viz: 

For every gallon of the 1st class of proof, 7 cents. 
For every gallon of the 2d class of proof, 8 cents. 
For every gallon of the 3d class of proof, 9 cents. 
For every gallon of the 4th class of proof, 11 cents .. 
For every gallon of the 5th class of proof, 13 cents. 
For every gallon of the 6th class of proof, 18 cents. 
When domestic materials were employed, and the still or stills, singly or together, were of a capacity 

less than four hundred gallons, an annual duty of 54 cents was laid on every gallon of the capacity thereof; 
or the proprietor of the stills, in lieu of the annual duty, might pay at the rate of seven cents for every 
gallon of spirits distilled; or at the rate of 10 cents per gallon of the capacity of the stills employed for 
every month they were made use of. 

In 1797§ the option to pay an annual duty of 54 cents upon every gallon of the capacity of certain 
stills employed, or to pay at the rate of seven cents pe:r gallon of spirits distilled, &c., as per act of May 
8, 1792, was discontinued after the 30th of June, 1797; and other rates of duties were thenceforth to be 
paid by the proprietors of the stills above referred to, viz: 

For a license to use each and every of such still during the term of two weeks, 6 cents per gallon, 
according to the capacity thereof, including the head. 

For a license for one month, 10 cents per gallon, as aforesaid. 
For a license for two months, 18 cents per gallon, as aforesaid. 
For a license for three months, 24 cents per gallon, as aforesaid. 
For a license for four months, 30 cents per gallon, as aforesaid. 
For a license for five months, 36 cents per gallon, as aforesaid. 
For a license for six months, 42 cents per gallon, as aforesaid. 

o Act of March 3, 1791. 
t The proof to be according to DycM' hydrometer. 

:j: Act of May 8, 1792. 
§ Act of March 3, 1797. 
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In 1802* the duties imposed upon spirits distilled, and on stills employed within the United States, 
ceased after the 30th of June, 1802. 

In 1813,t after the 1st of January, 1814, a duty was directed to be paid by every person who 
should use any still, or other implement in lieu of a still, employed for the purpose of distilling spirituous 
liquors within the United States. The duty was laid on the capacity of the still, including the head 
thereof, as follows, viz: . 

1st. For stills employed on domestic materials-
• For a license to use the same during two weeks, 9 cents per gallon on the capacity. 

For a license to use the same during one month, 18 cents per gallon on the capacity. 
For a license to use the same during two months, 32 cents per gallon on the capacity. 
For a license to use the same during three months, 42 cents per gallon on the capacity. 
For a license to use the same during four months, 52 cents per gallon on the capacity. 
For a license to use the same during six months, 'lO cents per gallon on the capacity. 
For a license to use the same during one year, 108 cents per gallon on the capacity. 
Half the aforegoing rates were paid on the capacity of such stills as were employed wholly in the 

distillation of roots. 
2d. ]'or stills employed on foreign materials-
For a license to use the same during one month, 25 cents for each gallon of the capacity. 
For a license to use the same during three months, 60 cents for each gallon of the capacity. 
For a license to use the same during six months, 105 cents for each gallon of the capacity. 
For a license to use the same during one year, 135 cents for each gallon of the capacity. 
In all cases where steam was substituted to the immediate application of fire to the materials from 

which the spirituous liquors were distilled, however the boiler so employed to generate the steam might 
be constructed, a duty double the amount of the rates above enumerated was laid upon each gallon of the 
capacity of such boiler, &c., including the head thereof. 

In 1814t a duty of twenty cents per gallon upon all spirits distilled within the United States and 
the Territories thereof, whether from domestic or foreign materials, in stills or boilers, was to be paid 
from the 1st of February, 1815, in addition to the duties imposed by the act of the 24th of July, 1813. 

The duties imposed by acts of 24th of July, 1813, and 21st of December, 1814, were applicable to 
every still or boiler employed in the rectification of spirituous liquors, and to the spirits rectified therein. 

The owner of one still only, whose capacity did not exceed one hundred gallons, or of one boiler only, 
whose capacity did not exceed fifty gallons, if employed in distilling spirits from domestic materials, was 
allowed the option to comply with the terms and conditions of the present act and those of the act of 24th 
of July, 1813, or to pay at the rate of twenty-five cents upon every gallon of spirits distilled. 

By the same act (21st December, 1814,) other licenses, in addition to those granted by the act of 24th 
of July, 1813, were authorized to be issued for stills or boilers, on payment of the following duties for 
every gallon of the capacity thereof, viz: 

For stills employed for one week in distilling spirits from domestic materials, five cents. 
For boilers employed for the same time and on the same materials, ten cents. 
Only one-half of these rates of duties was paid for stills or boilers employed wholly in the distillation 

of roots. 
After the 30th of June, 1816,§ the provisions of the act of the 1st of December, 1814, were suspended, 

and the following duties were paid in lieu thereof, viz: 
1st. For licenses to use stills in the distillation of spirits from domestic materials
For one week, 4½ cents· for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For two weeks, 9 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For one month, 18 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For two months, 36 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For three months, 54 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For four months, 'l2 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For five months, 90 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For six months, 108 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For one year, 216 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
When the stills were employed wholly in the distillation of roots one-half of the above rates of duties 

only was paid. 
2d. For licenses to use stills in the distillation of spirits from foreign materials-
For one month, 23 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For two months, 46 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For three months, 68 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For four months, 90 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For six months, 135 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For eight months, 180 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For one year, 2'l0 cents for every gallon of the capacity thereof, including the head. 
For all boilers, however constructed, where steam was substituted to the immediate application of 

fire to the materials from which the spirituous liquors were distilled, double the aforesaid rates of duties 
was paid on every gallon· of the capa,city, including the head thereof. 

In 181 'lll the duties laid upon spirits distilled within the United States and Territories thereof ceased 
after the 31st of December, 181 'l. • 

2. Expenses of collection. 

The first system of excise was laid, as has been already observed, in l 'l91; the subject was then 
novel; difficulties which opposed themselves on every side had to be overcome, prejudices weakened 
or removed, its utility developed by experience, and, from its complex character, a great number of 
auxiliary officers subordinate to the supervisors were employed, which increased the expenses of collection 
so much that they have been estimated at twenty-four and one-half per cent. 

"Act of 6th April, 1802. t Act of 24th July, 1813. 
:j: Act of 21st December, 1814. § Act of 19th April, 1816. 

II Act of 23d December, 1817. 
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When the exigencies of the country called for additional revenues the Treasury was in possession of 
all the imperfections and the difficulties which opposed themselves in the collection of the duties under 
the first system; and the second, that of 1813, was presented in a more simple form, with a single officer 
for each collection district, who was immediately accountable to the Treasury.* Hence the expenses 
incident to the collection of this branch of revenue was not only much diminished but reduced to a low 
per centage. 

The expenses of collection for the following years on domestic distilled spirits is estimated by a 
proportion of the whole amount of duties on spirits to the whole amount of the internal duties, viz: 

In 1814, on distilled spirits, &c ........................... . 
In 1815, on distilled spirits, &c ........................... . 
In 1816, on distilled spirits, &c ........................... . 
In 181 'l, on distilled spirits, &c ........................... . 

Per cent. 
$56,252 18, equal to 3.31 
130,179 13, equal to 4.26 
115,081 89, equal to 5.'l6 
52,126 58, equal to 5.94 

353,639 78 4.81¾ 

Which gives an average amount of 4.81¾ per cent. The late Commissioner of the Revenuet estimated 
the expenses of collection incident to the whole of the internal duties in the year 1816 at four and eight
tenths per centum on the amount paid into the Treasury. 

It may be remarked here, that upon so much as relates to the expenses of collection under the first 
system a very definite opinion cannot be given, as the records which contained the details were lost when 
the Treasury was destroyed in 1814; and to make the selection from the official papers, in order to ascer
tain the true amount, would not only be attended with considerable labor, but would also require a 
considerable consumption of time to complete it. Upon such an investigation it is believed the expenses 
of collection would be considerably reduced. Yet, after all, perhaps no valuable or very important 
purpose would be answered. 

The expenses of collection in 1814, 1815, 1816, and 181 'i, have been made in proportion to those of 
other revenues, but, if confined to spirits alone, will no doubt fall short of the true amount, particularly if 
we take into consideration the expenses of an office and its contingencies at the seat of Government to 
superintend the collection of the duties. 

3d point of inquiry: "The average amount of spirits ann~ally imported." 

Spirits imported. 

The average quantity of spirits annually imported in periods of ten years, from l 'l90 to 1820, have 
been-

Ga11ons. 
From 1790 to 1800...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,31 'l,827 

1800 to 1810.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,561,531 
1810 to 1820.................................................... 4,245,628 

And from 1820 to 1825 ..................... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,6'l2,461 

4th point of inquiry: "The average amount distilled annually in the United States from materials 
domestic and foreign, (separately stated,) during the years 1814, 1815," &c. 

This point can only be treated comparatively. By the act of the 24th of July, 1813, the duties were 
laid wholly upon the capacity of the still, and by that of the 21st of December, 1814, which took effect 
after the 2d of February, 1815, as well upon the capacity as on the quantity distilled, with certain 
optional privileges hereinbefore mentioned; then followed the act of the 19th .April, 1816, which repealed 
that of the 21st December, 1814, and continued the duty on the capacity at new rates. The last act took 
effect after the 30th June, 1816. 

By the act of the 21st of December, 1814, the duty laid on the quantity distilled, in addition to that 
on the capacity, was 20 cents on every gallon of spirits from domestic or foreign materials. Taking this 
duty as a data, the following are the results agreeably to the returns of the Collectors: 

Domestw distilled spirits. 

Year, From domestic From foreign Total. 
materials. materials. 

1814 •...••••.••••••• 8,107,714 297, il!2 8,405,436 
1815 ••••••.••••••••• 9,808,080 796,145 10,604,225 
1816 ••••••••••••••• 6,774,931 605,152 7,380,083 
1817 ••••.•.••.•••••• 3,&19,907 630,9-21 4,480,828 

•.rota! gallons .•. 28,540,63-2 2,329,940 30,870,572 

Annual average. 1,135,158 582,485 1,717,643 

5th point of inquiry: "The average annual consumption of spirits of all kinds in the United States.' 

o This system was prepared by the Hon. Mr. Gallatin, then Secretary of the Treasury. 
t Samuel Harrison Smith, F..sq. 
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Consumption. 

The following annual statement exhibits by estimate as near an approximation to fact as the above 
data will admit of: 

DISTILl,ED SPlRlTS. 

Estimated popu- Average Years. 
lation. per head. 

Imported foreign. Domestic distilled. Total. Foreign and domes- Consumed. 
tic exported. 

1814 •.••..••••••••••••••• 567,!l!O 8,405,436 8,972,646 15,794 B,9S6,852 s,200,000 1.092 

1815 ••••••••••••.•••••••• 4,030,570 10,601,225 l4,63t,79J 243,302 14,391,493 B,440,000 1.705 
1816 ..................... . 6,910,867 7,3S0,083 14,290,950 1,219,716 13,071,234 s,sso,ooo 1.506 
1817 ..................... 4,692,454 4,480,828 9,173,282 830,385 8,342 897 s,920,000 0.936 

Total gallons ...•.••.• 16,201,101 30,870,5i2 47,071,673 2,309,197 44,762,476 
•••••••••••••••••• 

5.239 

Average of 4 years ... ~050,255 7,717,643 11,767,911:! 577,299 11,190,619 8,560,000 1.047 

It then appears that the average annual consumption of the above four years was 11,190,619 gallons 
by an estimated population of 8,560,000, giving one gallon and a fraction per head. 

6th point of inquiry: "What mode of collecting an excise of domestic spirit has been found by 
experience to be most convenient, least vexatious and expensive." 

On this point I beg leave to introduce an extract from "A Sketch ef the Finances ef the United States," 
by Hon. ALBERT GALLATIN, printed in l 'l96, who, speaking of the mode of laying a tax of this description, 
says: "The most eligible mode of doing it that has been suggested is to lay a moderate monthly or yearly 
duty on stills, proportionate to their capacity, repealing altogether the option now given by law to pay 
in proportion to the quantity distilled. It is believed the following valuable purposes will be answered 
by the change. The difficulty of discovering the quantity of spirits manufactured naturally causes 
evasions of the duty equally injurious to the revenue, to the fair trader, and to the morals of the people
a premium, indeed, seems to be offered by the present law to those who shall violate their oaths, a 
temptation, perhaps, too strong to be always resisted by all the individuals of the numerous class of 
people to whom it is presented. Every distiller feels interested that the duty be paid by all; on the 
present plan he can by no means check the frauds committed by others; on the plan proposed he will 
contribute to secure the public against them. In every point of view the expenses of collection will be 
diminished; evasions of the duty will become almost impossible; and the distiller, after having paid for 
his license, will be liberated from the visits of the officers and from the duty now imposed on all, however 
inconvenient to many, of keeping correct books and accounts. The only objection to the adoption of this 
mode is a fear of its being unequal. It will fall more heavily upon small stills, which are commonly 
owned by men of less .capital and used -in less advantageous situations. 

"This, however, may be remedied by making the duty something less, in proportion to their capacity, 
upon stills under a certain dimension. It may be further observed that, however improper and dangerous 
it may be for Government to pass laws with a view of giving a certain direction to industry and capital, 
it cannot be doubted that the effects of a provision which tended gradually and without any injury to the 
capital now vested in that. species of property, to diminish the immense number of small distilleries 
would prove favorable to the general wealth and to the morals of the community. The same quantity of 
labor produces, perhaps, a double quantity of spirits in large than in small distilleries; and if these may 
sometimes fall under the favorable denomination of family manufactures, that advantage is more than 
counterbalanced by their becoming the tippling houses of every neighborhood where they prevail." 

On these sentiments, in general, was based the system of 1813, which experience has proved 
answered all the purposes expected by the Government. In 1814 a duty was laid on the quantity 
distilled, in addition to that on the capacity, which continued until the 30th of June, 1816. Hence it may 
be inferred that Congress was fully satisfied that the mode of laying a tax on the capacity and quantity 
distilled, or on the-product alone, was more vexatious and expensive than when confined to the capacity 
of the still or boiler employed; for the act of the 19th of April, 1816, repealed the duty laid on the 
product, and restored the system of 1813. 

What has been said on this point may be considered as applicable to the 'lth point of inquiry, which 
is, "Will a duty on the capacity of the st-ill and a duty on the product, both be necessary to insure an 
equal apportionment as well as a fair collection of the tax?" 

8th point of inquiry: "Assuming 20 cents per gallon as a basis or rate of duty upon spirits of first 
proof distilled from grain, what would be a fair ratable proportion for spirits distilled from molasses, 
from fruit, and from roots?" 

Upon this inquiry, by a reference to the act of the 21st of December, 1814, it will be seen that the 
additional duty imposed on spirits distilled was 20 cents per gallon, whether the material was foreign or 
domestic, without any regard to the proof; and for the discrimination of duties laid on the capacity of 
stills and boilers employed on domestic or foreign materials the committee are referred to the preceding 
part of this report. 

9th point of inquiry: "Upon the same basis or rate of duty for domestic spirit, what would be a 
fair corresponding duty on imported spirit?" 

This inquiry involves difficulties not easily solved, inasmuch as the consumption of foreign spirits . 
depends so much upon taste. While the greater number on the Atlantic board will give a preference to 
the foreign manufacture, the inhabitants of the interior, in general, are satisfied with the domestic as a 
beverage, Under this view no adequate materials exist at present for giving a distinctive or satisfactory 
opinion under this head of the inquiry. 

10th point of inquiry: "Would the same principles and rates which regulate the system of drawback 
of duty on other articles exported apply to domestic spirit when exported?" 
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Drawback. 

By the act of the 3d of March, 111'91, an allowance was made to the exporter, by way of drawback, 
equal to the duties thereupon, according to the rates in each case by that act imposed, deducting 
therefrom half a cent per gallon, and adding to the allowance upon spirits distilled within the United 
States from molasses which shall be so exported three cents per gallon, as an equivalent for the duty laid 
upon molasses by the act of the 10th of August, 11l90. 

By the act of the 5th of June, l '194, the drawback on domestic distilled spirits was allowed only 
when the quantity amounted to 150 gallons or upwards. 

The act of the 30th of April, 1816, allowed a drawback of six cents per gallon. on domestic distilled 
spirits, not below first proof, when exported to any foreign place other than the dominions of any foreign 
State not immediately adjoining the United States, adding four cents to the allowance for every gallon of 
such spirits so distilled from foreign molasses; provided, the quantity exported was not less than 150 
gallons; and that the exportation was made in vessels of thirty tons burden or upwards. 

For information upon some of the preceding points of inquiry reference may be had to Document 
No. 32, vol. 1, Reports, &c., 2d session of the 14th Congress, which complies with a resolution of the 
Rouse of Representatives of the 9th of March, 1816, requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to report to 
the next session of Congress "whether any, and if any, what, alterations are necessary to equalize the 
duty on the capacity of stills and boilers and other instruments used in distillation." 

All which is respectfully submitted. 

MAY 16, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Hon. RrcHARD Rusn, Secretary of the Treasury. 

Statement of spirits distilled in the United States in the year 1815. 

State,. 

New Hampshire ...•••.• ••• •... •·•••• •••••••••••••••••• 
Massachusetts . . • • • . • • . • • . . . . • . •..••...•••.....•••.•••. 
Vermont ...•.•....•.............••.••••••......••.•.•. 
Rhode Island . . . . . . . . . . . ..• . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . .....••.••.• 
Connectk11t • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .•...•......•....•....•••. 
NewYork ............................................. . 
NewJersey .......................................... . 
Pennsylvania.•••••• ...................•.......... ••••• 
Delaware .............................................. . 
Maryland ............................................ . 
Virginia .............................................. .. 
North Carolina ....................................... .. 
Ohio ................................................. . 
Kentucky ............................................. .. 
South Carolina ...................................... .. 

Tennessee •• ••••••••·•••••••••••••••• •·•••••••••• •••••• 
Georgia .............................................. . 
Louisiana•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• 
llississippi. ,.. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . ..... 

Illinois·•·••• ....••••• ·••• •••• •··••• .•.• ·••• •••• •·•• ••• 

Spirits distilled from domestic materials. 

At 26 cents per gallon. 

Gallons. 

a,os9 
161,838 
97,595 
33,029 

287,002 
1,os1,415 

374,191 
2,066,375 

3,252 
358,460 
971,685 
118,956 
306,874 
620,991 
106,3!!8 
299,458 
95,133 
69,09B 
3,159 
2,975 

Amount. 

$737 80 
32,367 60 
19,519 00 
6,605 80 

57,412 40 
216,283 20 
74,838 20 

413,275 00 
650 40 

71,69-2 00 
194,337 00 
23,791 20 
61,374 80 

124,198 20 
21,277 60 
59,891 60 
19,026 60 
13,819 60 

631 80 
595 00 

At 25 cents per gallon. 

Gallons. 

595 
6,708 
3,567 

15,999 
24,580 
44,758 

166,368 
96,in3 

140,522 
873,456 
762,329 
65,558 

171,478 
295,132 
245,152 
282,372 

769 
4,532 
3,039 

Amount. 

S148 75 
1,677 00 

884 25 

3,999 75 
6,145 00 

11,189 50 
41,592 00 
24,153 25 
35,130 50 

218,364 00 
190,582 25 
16,389 50 
42,869 50 
73,1ea oo 
61,288 00 
70,593 00 

192 25 
1,133 00 

759 75 

Spirits distilled from foreign 
materials. 

At 20 cents per gallon. 

Gallons. 

26,221 
596,631 

66,008 
30,578 
84,065 
29,668 

18,369 

10,950 

Amount. 

$5,244 20 
119,326 20 

13,201 60 
6,115 60 

16,813 00 
5,983 60 

3,673 SJ 

2,190 00 

Michigan ......................................................................................................................... ••···•••--·• .. 
Indiana................................................. 3,479 695 80 10,868 2,717 00 ........................... . 
Missouri... .... .... ........ .... .......... ...... .... .... 4,515 903 00 2,696 674 00 • ........................ .. 
District of Columbia........ • .................. •• ...................... ••..... ... .. • • . .. . • • .. .. .. • • . ... • • ... • • .... • •· • • ...... •• •• ...... , ..... •• 

Totals........................................ 7,069,618 I,413,923 60 3,217,061 804,265 25 

RECAPITULATION. 

7,069,618 g,,.llons from domestic materials, at 20 cents per gallon ............................................ . 
a,211,001 ...... do ............ do ............ 25 ...... do .................................................... . 

862,490 ...... do •..• foreign materials, nt 20 ...... do .................................................... . 

11,149,169 gallons of spirits di.stilled in 1815, amounting to ................................................... . 

Add amount which accrued on the capacity of stills-
From domestic materials...................................................... $750,503 22 
From foreign materiaJ11.... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... 91,616 59 

862,490 

$1,413,923 60 
804,265 25 
172,498 00 

2,390,686 85 

842,)19 81 

3,232,806 66 

l72,49H 00 

NoTE.-Tbe duty of 25 cents a gallon was paid by persons employing but one still, or oue boiler, in distilling spirituous liquors from domestic mate
rials, without takinc out a license to employ said still or boiler, and paying the duty on the capacity thereof. 

VOL. V--65 B 
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Revenue Office, Novemher 20, 1815. 
Sm: I have the honor, in compliance with your letter of the 30th of August, to submit the following 

statements: 
1. Statement of the amounts of the respective internal duties which accrued during the year 1814: 

On licenses for stills and boilers employed on domestic materials.. . . . . . . $1,614,813 86 
On licenses for stills and boilers employed on foreign materials.. . . . . . . . 59,544 33 

On carriages.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................................. . 
On licenses to retailers .................................... , .................... . 
On sales at auction ............................................................ . 
On refined sugar .............................................................. . 
On stamps, viz: 

On.stamped paper and bank notes.............................. $3'T0,666 42 
On compositions of banks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39,5'l'l 25 

Interest received .............................................................. . 
Moiety of fines, penalties, and forfeitures. . . . . .................................... . 

Total accruing duties. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................... . 
Deduct amount of duties refunded or remitted ............................... . 

$1,6'l'4,358 19 
225,123 'l'2 
184,442 12 
154,629 20 
ll,6'T0 2'l' 

410,231 67 
1,196 85 
2,64'l' 34 

3,264,305 36 
11,793 84 

3,252,511 52 

There remain to be received partial returns from two districts, by which the above amount will be in 
a small degree augmented. 

2. Statement of the amounts received from the respective internal duties during the year 1814, with 
the existing balances on the 31st of December, 1814: 
Amount of duties received by the Collectors........................................ $2,0'l'l,918 40 

Amount of payments to the Treasurer ............................................ . 

Balances, on the 31st of December, 1814, viz: 
In bonds uncollected ..................................................... . 
In duties not bonded ..................................................... . 
In cash and Treasury notes ........... : ................................... . 

The deficient returns, as stated above, will also affect the amount of these balances. 

$1,762,003 23 

$1,168,382 29 
1,396 29 

195,168 39 

1,364,946 9'l' 

The two foregoing statements, being formed from the accounts of the Collectors as transmitted to 
this office, uncorrected by the revision of the accounting officers of the Treasury, do not precisely balance, 
and may not precisely correspond with the results of the accounts as finally settled. 

As distinct and more detailed statements are required by law to be laid before Congress, which will 
be made the subject of a separate and early communication, I beg leave to refer you to them for any more 
particular information that you may require. 

3. Estimate of the probable amounts of the internal duties which will accrue for the year 1815 : 
On licenses for stills and boilers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,000,000 
On distilled spirits .................................................... :. . . . . . . . . . . 2,500,000 
On carriages........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 'l'5,000 
On licenses to retailers............................................................. 900,000 
On sales at auction ................................... .-........................... 850,000 
On refined sugar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,000 
On stamps.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400,000 
On furniture and watches!......................................................... 300,000 
On manufactured articles, other than the foregoing................................... 8'l'4,000 

From these duties, and the outstanding balances on the 31st of December, 1814, it is com-
puted that there will be received by the Collectors, during the year 1815, the amount of 

Computing the expenses of collection at six per centum ............................... . 

There will remain~ net revenue of................ . .............................. • .. 

Leaving a balance outstanding on the 31st of December, 1815, of ...................... . 

'l',049,000 

$5,000,000 
300,000 

4,'l'00,000 

3,413,946 

In the estimate rendered on the 16th of December, 1814, it was computed that the whole accruing 
internal duties, including those contemplated in pending bills to be imposed, for an entire year after 
they should be in full operation, would amount to $10,3'l'9,000. The preceding estimate falls considerably 
short of this sum. This difference arises from the omission of the duties on postage of letters; from 
several of the new duties not being in operation during a considerable portion of 1815, some of the acts 
imposing them not having been passed as early as was contemplated; from the entire rejection of some, 
and radical changes in other of the proposed duties; from the modifications of several of the suggested 
provisions for their collection, and from the effects of peace. For instance, the duties on lotteries and on 
horses, which it was calculated would produce $220,000, were not imposed; the proposed duty on leather 
was reduced one-half, by which its estimated proceeds would be diminished $300,000; that on candles was so 
limited as to except candles of spermaceti, and all tallow candles other than mould; while the duties on hats, 
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paper, and playing cards, were considerably diminished. In the case of carriages, the proposed rates of 
duty were not only greatly reduced, but provisions rejected that were viewed as necessary to its fair 
collection. But the greatest effect has probably ensued from the state of peace, by which the quantity 
of spirits distilled, as well as of various other dutiable objects of manufacture, has been considerably 
diminished, especially from the subtracted war demand for the former by the army, and generally from 
the apprehension of foreign competition. 

4. Your letter calls, in the next place, for a statement of such of the internal duties as may, in my 
opinion, be most advantageously reduced, or entirely taken off. 

At the threshold of this inquiry, it is proper to observe that much embarrassment must attend the 
expression of any definite opinion, without the previous assumption of the total amount of revenue 
annually required; of the probable proceeds of the duties on customs; and of the degree, if at all, in which 
it may be proposed to reduce the existing du#es of this description, and the direct tax. As these points, 
however, do not fall within the sphere of the duties assigned to this office, which does not, consequently, 
furnish the materials for forming a correct judgment upon them, I shall abstain altogether from their 
direct consideration, only so far incidentally noticing such of them as the inquiry demands. 

Combining the various circumstances that enter into a consideration of the subject, I am of opinion 
that the existing branches of internal revenue are eligible in the following order: 

Duty on stills. 
Direct tax. 
Duty on sales at auction. 
Duty on stamps. 
Duty on licenses to retail. 
Duty on carriages. 
Duty on distilled spirits. 
Duty on various goods manufactured, including refined sugar. 
Duty on household furniture, and gold and silver watches. 
The principal circumstances that have led to the formation of this opinion, of the preference of some 

over other of these as subjects of taxation, are their comparative productiveness, the certainty of their 
products, their equality of operation, either individual or geographical, and the ease with which they may 
be collected. 

The duty on stills and the direct tax eminently, although in different degrees, possess these qualities. 
Should the former be raised fifty per centum, and the latter be diminished one-half of its present amount, 
these qualities will, it is believed, be more completely insured than by the imposition of either at a higher 
rate. The product of each will be considerable and sufficiently certain; that of the duty on stills will be 
augmented, while that of the direct tax will remain unaffected by a state of external embarrassment; the 
duty on stills will fall heaviest on those districts that are the least affected by the direct tax; the duty on 
stills will, in the first instance, be drawn from a few, while the direct tax will be payable by nearly every 
member of the community; and both may be collected without oppression, and at a moderate expense. 

The duties on sales at auction, on stamps, and on licenses to retailers, possess, though not in equal 
or in so high a degree, the same qualities. • 

The duty on sales at auction is very uncertain in its amount. In a period of prosperous commerce 
it may be estimated at $600,000, while, under contrary circumstances, it may sink to $300,000. It is, 
however, collected with the greatest ease and certainty; and although paid by a few persons, and in a few 
places, its operation is nearly the same with that of the duties on customs. It may be proper here to 
observe that, however correct the opinion generally expressed by economical writers may be under the 
circumstances assumed by them that this duty falls principally, if not exclusively, on the seller, there is 
the best reason, under the circumstances and limitations of the existing duty, to think this opinion 
inapplicable to it, as it attaches to few objects other than foreign merchandise, on the sales of which, by 
auction, the importer is understood, generally, to gain a higher profit than by private sales. Should this 
duty be continued, it is proposed that its amount remain unchanged. 

Although the duty on stamps appears, on first impressions, to fall exclusively on a particular class 
of the community, yet it is obvious that it is a class which, from dealing more extensively in money or 
in articles consumed by others who eventually pay the taxes imposed on them, would not, but for some 
such tax, pay a due proportion of the public burdens. The product, moreover, of this duty is considerable; 
it is collected with scarce any difficulty, and from the diffusive effects of money and credit its eventual 
operation may be viewed as sufficiently equal. It is also proposed that this duty, if not abandoned, remain 
unchanged in its amount. 

The duty on licenses to retailers is calculated to yield a considerable revenue. It has the disadvantage, 
in common with the duty on sales at auction, of sinking in its amount when it will be most wanted, and 
in almost an equal degree. It is, however, probable that this defalcation would be fully supplied by the 
augmented proceeds of the duty on stills; it is easily collected, and is not exposed to much objection on 
local grounds, but it must be admitted to be extremely unequal in its operation on individuals; so 
unequal that nothing but its moderation justifies it. For this reason it is submitted that this duty be 
reduced to its original amount. 

I cannot refrain, on this occasion, from suggesting that this duty has fallen with a severity greatly 
to be regretted on destitute orphans and widows, who have sought relief in the limited profits of a small 
store, and who are often totally unable to pay a duty the same in amount with that payable by the most 
opulent retailer. If it should comport with the wisdom of Congress, without infringing the constitutional 
provision which requires all duties to be uniform throughout the United States, to exempt this unfortu
nate class of persons from the duty, I think the exemption can be so extended as to guard the revenue 
from any serious incidental abuse. • 

Should the internal duties and the direct tax be retained, under the suggested modifications, they 
may be computed to produce the following amounts: 
Duty on stills.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,800,000 
Direct tax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,000,000 
Duty on sales at auction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400,000 
Duty on stamps................................................................... 400,000 
Duty on licenses to retailers ........... ,............................................. 750,000 

Carried forward ........... . 6,850,000 
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Brought forward ........... . 
Allowing for the expen~es of collection and bad debts ................................ .. 

There will remain a net revenue of ..................... -............................ . 

[No. 'l62 

$6,350,000 
350,000 

6,000.000 

While a prosperous condition of the nation will gradually increase the proceeds of these duties, it is 
not believed that they would be materially diminished by a contrary state of affairs; and it may be added 
in their favor that their modes of collection have become familiar, and are generally satisfactory to those 
on whom they are imposed. 

The entire abrogation of the duties on carriages, on distilled spirits, ( except, perhaps, where distilled 
in small distilleries,) on various goods manufactured, including refined sugar, on household furniture, and 
on gold and silver watches, is respectfully suggested. 

The duties on carriages will not, it is believed, produce more than $1 'l5,000. The amount, in most 
instances, payable is so small, and the number of persons on whom it operates so large, being not less 
than seventy-six thousand, by which its collection is rendered peculiarly troublesome, as to render the 
policy of its continuance very doubtful, notwithstanding its abstract correctness. It should be added, 
that while every owner of a carriage is permitted, as under the present act, to affix his own value to it, 
the duty must continue to operate very unequally. 

The duty on distilled spirits would, undoubtedly, if retained, be productive. It is not, however, 
believed that it will, under any modification of which it is susceptible, be equally productive with that 
which may be imposed on stills. The various strengths to which spirits are now raised, without being, 
in any considerable degree, under the present system, subjected to proportionate duties, necessarily 
renders this duty unequal; nor has any mode been as yet devised, except the hydrometrical test, of 
ascertaining these strengths with precision. If the application of this test shall be still considered by 
Congress as impolitic, if not impracticable, in a country of such wide extent, and in which the distilleries 
are so numerous, a steadily increasing inequality will characterize the continuance of this duty, much 
dissatisfaction will be felt by those who consider themselves as extraordinarily burdened, and a disposition 
be too likely to prevail to evade an honest compliance with the requisitions of law. The information 
which I have received from different districts of the United States leaves no doubt on my mind of the 
gratification which would generally be felt at a commutation of the duty on spirits into one on stills; 
especially if the latter shall not exceed double the amount of the existing duty, as fixed by the act of July 
24, 1813. I am not prepared to sny that this change would be generally satisfactory in those districts in 
which the stills are small, and principally used in the distillation of fruit. Although it is very questionable 
whether an adherence to the present system, so far as it applies to small stills, will not eventually be 
found to be impolitic and unsafe, it is not apprehended that any great immediate defalcation of revenue 
will ensue from it. 

The duties on various manufactured articles, of which that on refined sugar, although laid by a distinct 
act, is considered as falling under the same principle, have been always viewed as of doubtful policy, and 
a state of peace has weakened many of the reasons for their imposition. Although the present system for 
their collection was revised with a view to supersede a resort to the odious features of an excise, the 
existing provisions would seem to be far from being generally satisfactory to the manufacturers. The 
impression certainly does exist, to a considerable degree, that they are burdensome and oppressive. 
As it is not perceived that they could be collected on any plan less obnoxious to the manufacturer, as their 
product will not, considering the number of the objects, be great, and as the trouble incident to their 
collection, both to the individual and the officer, is considerable, it is proposed that they be entirely 
taken off. 

It seems scarcely necessary to add a word in favor of repealing the act imposing a duty on household 
furniture, and on gold and silver watches. The smallness of its product must make it manifest, either 
that it is an improper subject of taxation, or that the mode of its assessment is radically incorrect. 

It may be useful to notice that the acts laying stamp duties on promissory notes, &c., and on refined 
sugar, expire by their own limitation on the 18th of February next. 

5. • I proceed, in the last place, conformably to your request, to state such existing defects in the laws 
for imposing and collecting internal duties as have come to my knowledge, and which require amendment. 

Duty on licenses to distillers. 

No drawback of the duty is at present allowed on domestic spirits exported. It seems reasonable 
that it should be. As, however, great, if not insuperable, difficulty must arise in ascertaining the identity 
of the domestic spirits exported, and the heavy drawback allowed on foreign spirits exported may, 
consequently, be fraudulently exacted on domestic spirits, I would propose that an invariable sum, to be 
somewhat lesf:1 than the virtual duty on domestic spirits, be allowed on the exportation of all spirits, 
whether foreign or domestic. In case the duty on spirits be taken off, and that on stills be increased fifty 
per centum, the drawback might be six cents a gallon. This will operate as a bounty on the domestic 
manufacture, and may so far be considered as beneficial; the drawback to be paid by the collectors of the 
customs, subject to the same conditions as other drawbacks, only, however, on spirits not below first 
proof. As the drawback will be paid solely at the ports of exportation, the strength of the spirits can be 
easily ascertained by the officers employed in the collection of the customs. 

Under the old revenue laws, in the case of the exportation of domestic spirits made out of molasses, 
the drawback allowed included the duty paid on the importation of that article. If, in like cases, the 
present duty on molasses, which is ten cents a gallon, be allowed to be drawn back, great fraud may be 
practiced on the revenue, from the improved process of distillation, by which it is understood that spirits 
made from molasses may be so refined as to be incapable of being distinguished from the higher kinds of 
spirits made from grain; whence the drawback allowed on the former may be exacted for the latter. I 
perceive no effectual remedy for this inequality of burden, except in the reduction of the duty on imported 
molasses, or in the subjecting the distilleries in which spirits are made from foreign materials to a more 
rigid inspection and control than are sanctioned by the existing laws, or would, perhaps, be agreeable to 
the manufacturer. 
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Duty on licenses to retailers. 

Numerous cases occur of persons who have received licenses in one place removing to another in 
which a higher rate of duty is paid, who, under the existing provisions of law, are obliged to take a new 
license, thus losing a portion of the duty originally paid commensurate with the unexpired period for 
which it was issued. It is proposed that an authority, under suitable regulations, be given to the Col
lectors to grant in these cases a new license on the payment of the difference of duty, and that a like 
authority be given to grant other licenses in all cases in which they are chargeable with higher duties 
than those originally granted. 

Stamp duty on notes, &c. 

The same duty is now laid upon discounted promissory notes of like value, without regard to the 
length of time for which they may be given or discounted. It was, nevertheless, probably imposed under 
the idea that the period for which they would be discounted would be within sixty days. Some banks, 
to reduce the duty, discount notes for a much longer term, while others continue their loans for an enlarged 
period on the same note given for sixty days, which is retained by them as a security, after it becomes 
payable. .Although the effects thus actually produced may not be considerable, as their causes are as yet 
partial, so far as they do exist, they create a corresponding inequality in the duty, and are, from this and 
other circumstances, likely to be much extended. To remedy the evil it is proposed that the act laying 
this duty be so amended as to require any bank that shail discount notes having more than sixty days to 
run, exclusive of the days of grace, to account for and pay at the same rate for the time beyond sixty 
days as is now imposed, considering the existing duty as laid on notes given for sixty days, unless such 
notes be stamped with a sum in the ratio, under this aspect of the present duty, or unless an endorsement 
of the payment of such excess shall have been made on them by the collector, who will in that case 
account for it. I have not been able to devise-a more adequate amendment, and thiR can only be viewed 
as such on the presumption that the banks will act with strict correctness, on which, indeed, the avails 
of the existing duty greatly depend. 

It is proper to add that the first section of the act of March 3, 1815, "to fix the compensations," &c., 
of Collectors of the direct tax and internal duties, applying only to the year 1815, should no new pro
vision be enacted previous to the 1st of January, 1816, the provisions of the seventh section of the act 
of August 2, 1813, "making further provision for the collection of internal duties," &c., will be reinstated; 
by which a commission of six per centum on the internal duties, and a graduated commission on the 
direct tax, are, under certain limitations, allowed to the Collectors. 

I am, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
S. H. SMITH, Oommissioner of the Revenue. 

Hon. A. J. DALLAS, Secretai-y of the Treasui-y. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Revenue Office, Januai-y I, 1816. 
Sm: I have received your favor of the 30th ultimo, enclosing certain inquiries of the Committee of 

'\Vays and Means, relative to tho internal duties, on which I have the honor to submit the following report: 
1. The first inquiry is, "whether, on the supposition of its being determined to repeal the excise on 

distilled spirits, it may not be advisable, instead of an uniform addition to the present duty on the capacity 
of the still, so to modify it on stills of different construction as in some measure to equalize the Qperation 
of the tax." 

The vessels used for distillation in the United States are of two descriptions, commonly distinguished 
by the names of stills and boilers, the duty on the latter of which is double that imposed on the former. 
Although these stills, as well as boilers, are greatly diversified in their construction, and their products of 
spirits correspond in a certain degree with this diversity, I am not sensible that any criterion can be 
formed by which a just scale of duties could be devised coresponding with their various constructions, 
so as to lay different rates of duties on differently constructed stills of the same capacities, or on differ
ently constructed boilers of the same capacities. This will appear sufficiently obvious, not only from the 
great changes in the forms of these vessels already effected, but still more so from the radical alterations 
they are constantly undergoing. The inquiry of the committee may therefore be considered as confined 
to two points, viz: the equity of the existing proportion between the duty on stills and boilers, and the 
correctness of the present scale of duties, as it respects either the period for which licenses are granted, 
or the materials used in distillation. 

The data do not exist at the Treasury for forming a positive opinion whether the proportion between 
the existing duty on stills and boilers is equitable. Without such information, there would be much 
hazard, it is apprehended, in disturbing it. The popular opinion undoubtedly is that the duty on boilers 
is relatively too low. But there is strong reason to distrust the correctness of this opinion. The accom
panying statement shows the number of licenses, of different denominations, issued for boilers to the 
present time, amounting to 1,171. From an examination of the licenses for stills issued during the same 
period, they appear to amount to 45,396. As the boilers are, in general, of much smaller capacities than 
the stills, it is not thought, notwithstanding the double duty paid by them, that the relative product of 
the whole duty received for them will exceed the proportion which their number bears to that of the stills 
that have been licensed. If so, the duties received for boilers will not exceed a thirty-eighth part of that 
received for stills, and while the boilers may be computed to have contributed $56,195, the stills may be 
estimated as having contributed $2,079,246, from the commencement of the duty to the present time, so 
far as returns have been received. Had the distillation by boilers been attended with the superior profit 
ascribed to it, their relative numbers could have scarcely failed to have been augmented. There is, 
indeed, good reason to infer that their relative numbers have not increased during the past year, as I find 
that, on an enumeration of the stills and boilers ascertained on the 25th of November, 1814, to have been 
issued, there was found to have been granted 18,846 licenses for stills, and 542 for boilers. A comparison 
of those numbers with those specified above, shows that the proportion of boilers to stills has since been 
diminished. 
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It will be remarked that the_ general use of boilers is confined to a small part.of the United States, 
about two-thirds of the whole number being in the State of N:ew York. Did the boilers possess the supe
rior advantages alleged, the aggregate license duty paid in that State should bear a decidedly lesser pro
portion to the duty on spirits than that of a State, say Pennsylvania, in which but sixty-five boilers have 
been issued, and the materials used for distillation are the same. But on recurring to facts, it is found 
that the amount of the duties accrued since the 1st of January last, in New York, on licenses, is $84,000, 
and that on spirits, at 20 cents per gallon, is $i42,000; while in Pennsylvania the amount of the license 
duty is $133,000, and the same duty on spirits, $252,000. Did the same proportion between these two 
duties subsist in New York as in Pennsylvania, the amount of the duty on spirits in New York would be 
$17,000 more than it actually is. This result furnishes a strong argument that the duty on boilers is rela
tively sufficiently high. 

The next point of inquiry is, whether the present scale of duties, as it respects the periods for which 
licenses are granted and the materials used in distillation, is correct. 

Considering the importance of the distillation from fruits, and its character in general of a domestic 
manufacture, it would seem doubtful whether it is duly protected by the existing scale, which, rising in 
a rapid ratio with the diminutions of the periods for which licenses are granted, falls upon this species 
of the manufacture with disproportionate severity, notwithstanding the greater facility and celerity with 
which spirits may be extracted from fruits. Should the alternative of paying twenty-five cents on the 
gallon of spirits be abolished, and it be determined to augment the license duty as proposed by the Sec
retary of the Treasury, I would submit the expediency of substituting the following scale, requiring, 
however, that in all cases where the duty on a license does not exceed twenty dollars, it shall be paid at 
the time of obtaining it. 

For a license for a still employed on domestic materials-
For I week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 cents. 
For 2 weeks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 cents. 
For I month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 cents. 
For 2 months ........................................................ : . . . . . . . . . . . 56 cents. 
For 3 months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 cents. 
For 4 months.................................................................... 102 cents. 
For 6 months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 cents. 
For I year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216 cents. 

The g-i:eat rise in the price of molasses, and the embarrassments therein incident to the ordinary 
habits of distillation from this material, recommend, in my opinion, the substitution, in lieu of the present 
scale of duties on stills employed on foreign materials, of one in all respects corresponding with that by 
which the issue of licenses for stills employed on domestic materials is regulated, excepting its augmen
tation, in the ratio of twenty-five per centum, which, while it will vary the rates paid for the shorter 
periods, will leave that payable for a year undisturbed: The equity of this modification seems to be 
strengthened by molasses having become in one section of the United States a domestic material, from 
which a considerable quantity of spirits is made, the duty on a license for making which, in that section, 
will be much less than on a like license in another section where the molasses used is foreign. 

2. Estimate of the product for an entire year of each of the internal duties proposed by the Secretary 
of the Treasury to be continued permanently: 
On licenses for stills and boilers .................................................... . 
On carriages ................... : . ................................................ . 
On licenses to retailers ............................................................. . 
On sales at auction ................................................................ . 
On stamps ....................................................................... . 
On refined sugar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................. . 

$2,400,000 
175,000 
750,000 
400,000 
400,000 
150,000 

4,275,000 

3. Estimate of the product for an entire year of each of the duties proposed by the Secretary of the 
Treasury to be repealed: 
On household furniture and gold and silver watches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $300,000 
On various goods, manufactured within the United States, on which duties are imposed by the 

act of January 18, 1815......................................................... 1,600,000 
On licenses to retailers............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 375,000 
On distilled spirits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,800,000 
But it is proposed to double the present duty on stills, by which it is computed 

that an increase of revenue from stills will accrue of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,200,000 

Deducting the last sum there will remain............................ . . . . . . . . 1,600,000 1,600,000 

3,875,000 

I am, with great respect, your obedient servant, . 
S. R. SMITH, Commissioner of the Revenue. 

Hon. SECRET.ARY OF THE TREASURY . 

• TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Revenue Office, Februa1-y 22, 1816. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a letter from the Committee of Ways and 

Means, dated the 20th instant, which you have referred to me, and to make thereupon the following report: 
The first inquiry made by the committee is, "What amount of duty should be imposed on those stills 

with which healers are used for heating the liquor before it is put into the still, in order to equalize them 
with the common still?" 
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Of this description of stills, the kinds now in use are so various, and the facility of multiplying them 
so great, that it is not perceived how they can be designated by any definition that will effectually 
distinguish them from what the committee denominate common stills. It is believed that by far the 
greater part of spirits distilled in the United States is by their agency. The heater is sometimes 
connected with, and forms a part of, the still, subject, it is believed, as such, to the duty. Sometimes it 
forms a separate vessel. Whether the committee embrace both these kinds of stills, or only the former, 
does not distinctly appear from the terms of the inquiry. That the former have a considerable advantage 
over what are called common stills is undoubted; but it is an advantage which, with very little if any 
additional expense, is open to all. The ratio of this advantage will be necessarily as various as the 
diversity in the construction of the stills; and if this construction cannot be de.fined with precision, an 
ineffectual attempt to define it may be more productive of fraud than revenue. The most approved still 
now in use in the United States is, perhaps, that in which Witmer's improvement on .Anderson is used, in 
which the heater forms a constituent part of the still, in the form of a globe at its top. Its superiority 
to other stills consists principally in the economy of fuel and the rapidity with which the process of 
distillation is conducted in it. There is good reason to believe that the expenses of distillation in it are 
at least one-sixth less than in the old still. While this fact may serve in some measure to graduate the 
ratio of the duty, it decisively proves that the principal advantage to the distiller must continue to flow, 
not from a difference of duty, but from the difference in the expense of distillation, independently of the duty. 

The second inquiry of the committee is, "What amount of duty should be imposed on steam stills 
where the heat is communicated to a small boiler filled with water, and the liquor for distillation is put 
into wooden vessels, where it is boiled by the application of steam from the boiler?" On this point, 
having fully expressed my ideas, accompanied by a statement of official facts, in my letter to you of the 
1st of January last, I beg leave to refer to it as conveying my present impressions. 

The third inquiry of the committee is, "What scale of duties will equalize the tax upon the broad
bottomed shallow still and the common deep still ? " 

Most of the ideas expressed under the first head of inquiry equally apply to this, with this difference, 
that the line of separation in this last case will be still more difficult to be drawn, and that in point of 
fact the broad-bottomed stills have a very limited existence in this country. Whether, indeed, they 
bestow, according to the modes in which distillation is conducted in the United States, any decided 
advantages over the other stills may well be doubted. In some parts of Europe they certainly are 
attended with great relative benefits. But this, so far as I have attended to the subject, arises almost 
exclusively from their filling their stills with liquors free from the gross material-a course totally opposite 
to that practiced in the United States. 

The fourth inquiry of the committee is, "Ought any alteration to be made in the rates imposed upon 
stills used in distilling foreign materials?" 

Considering foreign materials as equivalent to molasses, the only foreign material extensively used 
in the United States, I shall confine my remarks to spirits made from it. The principal facts applicable 
to this species of distillation are, that the process is conducted with much greater rapidity, and, so far 
as regards machinery and labor, at a less expense than in that in which grain is the material. It was on 
this ground, connected with the policy of giving a preference to the consumption of the domestic material, 
it is presumed, that a higher rate of duty was originally imposed on distillations from foreign than from 
domestic materials. The justice of the discrimination does not appear to have been then questioned. As the 
supply of molasses was, at that time, abundant, and as its price was relatively much lower than it either 
is at present or is likely hereafter to be, the manufacture, notwithstanding the higher rate of duty, was 
prosperous, in consequence of which very expensive and costly establishments were formed in several of 
the eastern States. Since that period the price of molasses has risen probably more than any other foreign 
commodity, and there has been imposed upon it a high additional duty. The effect of these and other 
causes has been to paralyze, or entirely suspend the manufacture. An attempt is now making to revive 
it, the success of which is represented as equivocal, but which would be greatly aided by a reduction of 
the duty to that paid on stills employed on domestic materials. Representations which I have recently 
received on this point, in which I have great confidence, induce me to believe that such a reduction will 
augment the revenue without in anywise interfering with distillations from domestic materials. 

The obvious conclusion, from the foregoing remarks, is, that it is not expedient to impose special 
duties on the stills mentioned in the first and third inquiries, inasmuch as it is impracticable to define 
them so as to distinguish them with precision from other stills. Even should it be possible to do this, so 
far as regards stills now in use, the equalization would probably be but temporary, as, by a modification 
of the principle of their construction, the additional duty would be soon evaded. This seems to be the 
necessary effect of the progressive improvements in the arts which are, perhaps, in no instance, more 
active or fruitful of change than in the formation of the implements of distillation in the United States. 

If it shall, nevertheless, be determined by the committee to lay distinct duties on the kinds of stills 
stated by them, it will give me pleasure, in case of a more detailed statement of their views, to state the . 
amounts of duty to which they ought, in my opinion, to be respectively subjected according to their 
productive capacities. 

I am, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

Hon. A. J. DALLA.s, Secretary of the Treasury. 
S. H. SMITH, Oommiswner of the Reuenue. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Revenue Office, JJecember 3, 1816. 
Sm: The Secretary of the Treasurs having, on the 29th day of June last, referred to me a resolution 

of the House of Representatives of the 9th of March preceding, requiring him "to report to the next session 
of Congress whether any, and if any, what, alterations are necessary to equalize the duty on the capacity of 
stills, boilers, and other implements used in distillation," I have the honor to make thereon the following 
report: 

To obtain the best materials for forming an opinion on the point referred to me, a letter was, on the 
14th July, addressed to Dr. Samuel L. •Mitchell, of New York, and to Alexander Anderson, Esq., of 
Philadelphia, a copy of which is annexed, (marked A.) • 
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On the 15th of the same month a circular letter (marked B) was addressed to the respective 
Collectors of the internal revenue. 

Messrs. Mitchell and Anderson, having promptly undertaken to fulfil the trust confided to them, have 
transmitted, as the result of their inquiries, the annexed communications, (marked C, D, E, and F.) 

Answers have been received from most of the Collectors, from which it is computed that there are in 
the United States-

650 boilers, of an average capacity of one hundred and two gallons; 
11,0'T0 stills, of capacities not exceeding fifty gallons; 
l'l,080 stills, of capacities between fifty and one hundred gallons; 
9,160 stills, of capacities between one hundred and two hundred gallons, and 

570 stills, of capacities exceeding two hundred gallons. 
Agreeably to the information derived from these and other sources, aided by that previously in the 

Treasury, it appears-
That by far the greater number of stills, more, probably, than nine out of ten, are .of the common 

old construction, which is generally very uniform. 
That the shallow stills, though at present few in number, are increasing slowly. 
That if the late changes and present most approved forms of construction be taken as a guide, the 

advantages, combining all the incidental circumstances of the shallow over the deep still, do not seem to 
be generally considered as great. 

That the benefits attachP.d to stills with Witmer's and Anderson's improvements appear to be much 
greater. 

That the new stills in use exhibit a great variety of construction, and differ in their productive 
powers much from each other. 

That the boilers, as well in their construction as their products, differ greatly from each other. 
That, although the present duty on the boilers is generally considered as relatively lower than that 

on the stills, the former do not seem materially, if at all, to increase; that, on the contrary, the instances 
are frequent in which they have been abandoned for stills, a circumstance which arises, perhaps, principally 
from the inferior quality of the spirits made with the boilers. A contrary opinion is, however, expressed 
on this point, as well as others connected with boilers, by Mr. Anderson. 

The inequalities in the operation of the existing duties do not, in my opinion, sensibly affect the 
revenue, or give to one description of vessels advantages, in their practical effects, greatly injurious to 
those of a different description. As, however, it satisfactorily appears that several cases exist of stills, 
as well as boilers, of a particular form, paying at present but an inconsiderable duty compared with that 
generally paid, it is probable that these inequalities, however limited at present, will, unless seasonably 
counteracted, become the germs of much greater inequalities. 

It has been suggested that this counteraction may be effected by graduating the duty according to 
the size and form of each still or boiler, on a principle resulting from a combination of their form and size. 

It was, in a great measure, with a view of ascertaining the practicability of this suggestion that the 
inquiry submitted to Messrs. Mitchell and Anderson was instituted. Their answers, and particularly the 
experiments of Mr. Anderson, will show the light they have been enabled to shed upon this point. 

Although it does not appear, either from their researches or from a general consideration of the subject, 
that the adoption of such a principle is absolutely impracticable, the complexity attendant on any plan 
that has been devised for its application is so great as to render the result at least questionable; while, 
if the opinion of Mr. Anderson, on the relative products of shallow and deep stills, be received as correct, 
the necessity for adopting such a principle is greatly shaken. 

Should, under the impression that shallow stills have, according to a given ratio, any advantage over 
deep ones, a duty be laid on their capacity up to a certain line, and a lower duty on their capacity above 
such a line, increasing at pleasure the several rates of duty, it must be obvious that, as the forms of the 
stills now in use are extremely different, and are daily becoming more so, the inevitable effect of such a 
principle would be, unless equal in its operation on all possible kinds of stills, to act as a bounty, at the 
expense of all the rest, on vessels so constructed as least sensibly to feel the duty. 

To show how difficult it is to find and to apply such a principle, it may be useful to state the recent 
use of a deep still, with a large hollow cylinder, open at the bottom and rising at the centre to a 
considerable height, by which the surface around this centre exposed to the direct action of the fire, is 
greatly enlarged. Here, then, is an instance of a deep still, the duty on which would be relatively light, 
possessed, perhaps, of equal, if not greater, productive powers than a shallow still. 

If it shall be deemed useful t-0 adopt a principle doubtful in theory, and attended with such difficulties 
in its application, and it shall, nevertheless, be considered expedient to attempt a further equalization of 
the existing duties, the following is suggested as the most equitable and effectual plan: 

It has been stated that by far the greater number of stills; more, probably, than nine out of ten, are 
of a uniform construction. As it is on considerations drawn from the productive powers of these that the 
present duties were imposed, all that is requisite to insure an equal and impartial operation of the duties, as 
well on existing stills of a different construction as on such as may be hereafter constructed, is to impose 
duties on these two classes, agreeably to their productive powers, proportionate to those paid on stills of 
the common kind. To effect this object it is respectfully proposed: That the present duties on stills be 
the minimum duties imposed, to be exacted in all cases not specially provided for; and that it be specially 
provided that, in the case of stills which deviate from the common construction, a particular survey be 
made of each still at the time it shall be first used, and that the duty on its capacity be specifically fixed 
on its computed productive powers,. agreeably to the award on such survey: that this survey and award 
be made by the Collector, with such professional skill as he may call to his assistance; but that, in case 
the award be not satisfactory to the owner of the still, a reference be authorized to such person as may 
be named by the Collector and such person as may be named by the owner of the still, with power, in case 
of their disagreement, to name an umpire; that the expense, if there be no appeal from the original 
survey, be defrayed by the United States, and, if there be an appeal, by the owner of· the still; and that 
the award thus given shall continue to regulate the duties payable until the still shall undergo a change 
in its former size, when a like survey shall be repeated. 

In the case of boilers, it would seem best to submit them all to a special survey, adhering to the 
present as the minimum rates of duty. 

• An essential feature of this plan is, in no instance, to receive on any still or boiler a lower rate of 
duty than that now imposed: for, should the system admit, according to circumstances, of a diminution 
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as well as augmentation of duty, from the prescribed standard, it would be difficult to assign any limits 
to the consequent defalcation of revenue. 

The objection to this plan, on the ground of expense, cannot be great, as the anomalous cases to 
which it would apply would not, probably, in the first year, amount to one thousand, while, in subsequent 
years, they would be comparatively few. 

I have the honor to be, &c., 
S. H. SMITH. 

Hon. WILLLUI H. CRAWFORD, Seareiary qf the Treasury. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 763. [2D SESSION. 

ST.A.TE OF THE FIN .A.NOES. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE DECEMBER 13, 1826. 

'tREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 12, 1826. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit a report prepared in obedience to the directions of the act supple

mentary to the act entitled ".A.n act to establish the Treasury Department," passed on the 10th of May, 
1800. 

I have the honor to be,. with th~ highest respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

The Hon. the PRESIDENT ef the Senate. 

REPORT. 

In submitting to Congress the annual report required by law on the :finances, the Secretary of the 
Treasury is happy in being able to represent them for the present year as in a satisfactory condition. 
Whilst other countries, and some with which the United States maintain extensive dealings, have beheld 
great branches of their industry, if not altogether prostrated, interrupted to an extent productive of a 
high degree of suffering, the United States have experienced within themselves no such calamitous occur
rences, and have been freed from all other than a slight recoil of the pecuniary evils which have been 
seen to press so heavily in other regions. When adverting to the complicated connexions that bind 
together the pecuniary interests of commercial States having large exchanges with each other, the 
reaction from abroad has been less felt than might_ have been expected, and has brought with it no results 
afilictive to the community, or inauspicious to the regular operations of the Government. The public 
obligations have all been punctually fulfilled without any increase of the public burdens; and the national 
revenue, which derives no aid from the existence of direct taxes or internal duties of any kind, but 
rests upon the customs almost exclusively, has been unusually abundant in the sums realized for the year 
drawing to a close, and promises to be fully adequate to meet every stated head of the public expendi
ture, including the sums annually devoted to the extinguishment of the debt for the year that is to come. 
This substantial prosperity, the result of the general industry fostered by good laws and a just economy 
in the public administration-laws which, by enlarging the~ home demand for the productions of the soil, 
have aided in supplying deficiencies in the foreign demand, and which, by superadding to exports the 
results of manufacturing to those of agricultural labor, have tended to open new_avenues _to external 
traffic-this state of the country in its :financial resources and concerns for the year will be seen in the 
recapitulations that follow. They will consist, first, of the amount of moneys paid into the Treasury in 
1826 and in the year preceding, and the expenditures for those two years; next, of the state of the 
public debt, and the portions of it that have been paid off, which will be seen to exceed the sums 
regularly appropriated by law for that purpose within the year; and, lastly, of the estimates of the public 
revenue and expenditure for the year 182'7. 

I.-OF THE PUBLIC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE OF THE YEARS 1825 AND 1826. 

The net revenue which accrued from duties on imports and tonnage during the year 1825 
amounted (see statement .A.) to .............................................. *$24,358,202 5'l 

The actual receipts into the Treasury from all sources during the year 1825 amounted to 
Viz: 

Customs, (statement .A.)......................................... $20,098, '713 45 
Public lands, (statement D)...................................... 1,216,090 56 
Dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States, arrears of internal 

duties and direct taxes, and incidental receipts, (statement E)... . 482,134 69 
Repayments of advances made in the War Department for services or 

supplies prior to the 1st of July, 1815......................... 43,919 32 
Loan of five millions, under the act of Congress of the 26th of May, 1824 5,000,000 00 
Making, with the balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January; 1825, of .............. . 

.A.n aggregate of .................................................... . 

$26,840,858 02 

1,946,59'7 13 

28, 'l8'l,455 15 

o St.atements Band C, connected with this document, are reserved for a sepamte communication. 

VOL. V--.-66 B 
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Brought forward ............. . 
The actual expenditures of the United States on all accounts during the year 1825 

amounted ( statement F) to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 
Viz: 

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous............................... $2,748,544 89 
Military service including fortifications, ordnance, Indian Department, 

revolutionary and military pensions, arming the militia, and ar-
rearages prior to the 1st of January, 1817 .................... . 

Naval service, including the gradual increase of the Navy .......... . 
Public debt ................ -.... : .............................. . 

5,692,831 19 
3,049,083 86 

12,095,344 78 

Leaving a balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1826, of .................. . 

[No. 763. 

$28,787,455 15 

23,585,804 72 

5,201,650 43 

The difference, amounting to $82,411 35, between this balance and that stated in the last annual 
report from the Treasury, which was $5,284,061 78, is owing to the balance last year having been given 
as an estimate only. Actual settlement has fixed it at the sum now stated. 

The actual receipts into the Treasury during the first three quarters of the year 1826 
are estimated to have amounted to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $19,585,932 50 

Viz: 
Customs ...................................................... . 
Public lands ( statement G) ..................................... . 
Dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States ............... . 
Arrears of internal duties and direct taxes and incidental receipts 

(statement H) ........................................... . 

$18,031,426 86 
1,053,961 29 

402,500 00 

80,492 72 
Repayments of advances made in the War Department for services or 

supplies prior to the 1st of July, 1815........................ . l'l',551 63 
And the actual_ receipts into the Treasury during the fourth quarter of the year are 

estimated at ............................................................. . 

Making the total estimated receipts into the Treasury during the year 1826 .......... . 
And with the balance in the Treasury on the 31st of December, 1825, of ............. . 

An aggregate of ......................................................... . 
The expenditures of the first three quarters of the year 1826 are esti-

mated to have amounted (statement I) to.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $18, 'l'l4,226 66 
Viz: 

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,029,331 55 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, Indian 

Department, revolutionary and military pensions, 
arming the militia, and arrearages prior to the 1st 
of January, 1817.............................. 5,266,980 93 

Na val service, including the gradual increase of the 
Navy........................................ 3,321,332 79 

Public debt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,096,581 39 
And the expenditures of the fourth quarter are estimated at.......... 5,947,8l'l' 30 

Viz: 
Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous.................. 840,000 00 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, Indian 

Department, revolutionary and military pensions, 
arming the militia, and arrearages prior to the 1st 
of January, 1817.............................. 1,293,000 00 

Na val service, including the gradual increase of the 
Navy........................................ 900,000 00 

Public debt, viz: 
Reimbursement of principal. . . . . . . . . . . . $2,002,306 'l'l 
Payment of interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 912,510 59 

2,914,8l'l' 30 
Making the total estimated expenditure of the year 1826 .......................... . 

And leaving in the Treasury, on the 1st of January, 1827, an estimated balance of .... . 

6,300,000 00 

25,885,932 50 
5,201,650 43 

31,087,582 93 

24,662,043 96 

6,425,538 97 

Should the estimate o~ receipts for the fourth quarter _prove to be correct, the total amount of receipts 
for the year 1826 will have exceeded the total estimates presented to Congress last year by a sum 
approaching _four.hundred thousand dollars. 

Of the balance of $6,425,538 97 stated, by estimate, as that which will be in the Treasury on the 1st 
of January, 1827, it is _proper to remark that it will be subject to the following charges: 1. The balances 
of unapplied appropriations which will remain to.be satisfied after the 1st.of January, 1827, amounting, 
by estimate, to $3,425,000. 2. About one million of dollars in funds not at present effective, as particu
larly explained (page 8) in the last. annual report. 3. The reservation of .$2,000,000, under the fourth 
section of the act of Congress of-the 3d. of March, 18l'l', entitled "An act to provide for the redemption 
of the public debt." .. 

The directions issued last year to the Receivers and Collectors of the public revenue in all parts of 
the United States not, to receive, _in any payments made to them, bank notes of any of the State banks of 
a less denomination than five dollars, continue in full :force, and are lending their aid in discountenancing 
the· circulation of.small notes, and substituting in. their stead a greater proportion of the metallic medium. 
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11.-0F THE PUBLIC DEBT. 

That the precise nature and amount of the funded debt of the United States ai:; it exists at the present 
time may be seen, the several descriptions of debt of which it is composed, with the periods at which they 
were contracted and are redeemable, will be stated. 

The aggregate amount of the debt on the 1st of October last (statement No. 8) was $75,928,151 47. 
This sum includes the remnant of the debt of the Revolution, amounting to $18,296,247 70, at an interest 
of three per cent., and the sum of $7,000,000 subscribed to the Bank of the United States, the United States 
owning an equal amount in the shares of the bank. These sums, making together $20,296,247 70, are 
both redeemable at the pleasure of the Government. 

The remainder of the debt has been contracted since the 1st of January, 1812, and consists of the 
sums that follow, redeemable at the dates that follow: 

I. The sum of $11,254,197 46, at six per cent., being the residue unpaid of the loan under the act of 
the 8th of February, 1818, and redeemable in 1826. 

2. The sum of $18,096,542 90, at six per cent., being the residue unpaid of loans made in 1814, and 
redeemable in 1827. • 

8. The sum of $9,490,099 IO, at six per cent., being the residue unpaid of loans made in 1815, and 
redeemable in 1828. 

4. The sum of $769,668 08, at an interest of four and a half per cent., being one half of the six per 
cent. stock of 1818, exchanged under the act of Congress of the 3d of March, 1825, and redeemable in 1829. 

5. The sum of $769,668 08, at an interest of four and a half per cent., being the other half of the six 
per cent. stock exchanged as above, and redeemable in 1880. These two last enumerated sums were set 
down last year by estimate at $792,569 44, respectively. The accounts of the Commissioners of Loans 
having since been adjusted, the true amounts are ascertained to be as now exhibited. 

6. The sum of $18,901 59, at five per cent., being the one-third part of the sum of $56,704 'l"l' issued 
in exchange for the six per cent. stocks of 1818, 1814, and 1815, under the act of the 20th of April, 1822, 
and redeemable in 1881. • 

'T. The sum of $18,901 59, at five per cent., being one other third part of the sum subscribed as above 
stated, and redeemable in 1882. 

8. The sum of $10,000,000, at four and a half per cent., being stock borrowed under the acts of the 
24th and 26th of May, 1824, of the Bank of the United States; one half to pay the Florida claims, the 
other half to pay off the six per cent. stock of 1812, and redeemable in 1882. 

9. The sum of $999,999 18, at five per cent., being the stock created by the act of Congress of May 
15, 1820, and redeemable in 1882. 

10. The sum of $18,901 59, at five per cent., being the remaining third, subscribed under the act of 
April 20, 1822, and redeemable in 1888. . 

11. The sum of $2,227,868 97, at four and a half per cent., being one half of the amount subscribed 
in exchange for six per cent. stock of 1818, under the act of May 26, 1824, and redeemable in 1888. 

12. The sum of $2,227,868 98, at four and a half per cent, being the other half subscribed under the 
act last above stated, and redeemable iri 1884. 

18. The sum of $4,785,296 80, at five per cent., being the amount of stock issued under the act of 
March 8, 1821, and redeemable in 1885. 

By the foregoing enumeration it appears that the amount of debt redeemable at the periods 
specified is ................................................................ $55,626,908 77 

That the amount redeemable at the pleasure of the Government is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,296,247 70 

Making the total amount of the funded debt on the 1st of October, 1826......... 75,928,151 47 

This amount will be reduced by a payment to be made on the 1st of January, 1827, so as 
to stand on that day at. ..................................................... $78,920,844 76 

The amount of Treasury notes outstanding on the 1st of October, 1826, is estimated (No. 4) at 
$15,040; and the amount of Mississippi stock unredeemed on that day, including awards not applied for, 
(No. 5,) at $7,400 17. 

It will next be proper to state the operations that have been had in relation to the debt since the last 
annual report from this Department. In that report it was stated that the unpaid loans of 1818, bearing 
an interest of six per cent., amounted to the sum of $16,270,797 24, the whole of which was redeemable 
in 1826. It was thought to be incumbent upon the Department to recommend io the consideration of 
Congress such provision for paying off this sum during the year 1826 as, in the judgment of the Depart
ment, gave promise of being most advantageous. The exhibition, in detail, of the entire public debt, as 
contained above, serves to show that considerable savings in interest had heretofore accrued to ±he nation 
by exchanges effected under the authority of Congress of stock bearing an interest of six per cent. for 
stock bearing a lower interest; or by loans under the same authority, for the purpose of paying off portions 
of the debt contracted at six per cent. when the time for redemption had arrived, by the creation of new 
debt to the same amount, subject to an interest of less than six per cent. Under the sanction of past 
legislative approbation of this economical process in relation to the debt, it was recommended that a loan 
should be authorized for 1826 to the amount of $9,000,000, redeemable in 1829 and 1880, at a rate of 
interest not exceeding five per cent., to extinguish this debt of $16,000,000 and upwards, bearing an 
interest of six per cent., which the Government was thus at liberty to extinguish in 1826, provided it had 
the means. $9,000,000, it was believed, would have formed a sum adequate to this operation, in conjunc
tion with the other means which it was supposed the Treasury would probably have had at command for 
the service of the debt in 1826. There is reason to think, from the prices which the public stocks bore in 
the course of the last winter, and subsequently to the winter, that, had Congress sanctioned a loan to that 
amount, the efforts to obtain it would not have proved unsuccessful, and the whole of the stock in question 
have consequently been paid off. But, as no loan was authorized, it became the duty of the Department 
to proceed otherwise in its measures for extinguishing as large a portion of this six: per cent. stock, 
redeemable within the year, as the means of the Treasury, without the aid of the loan, rendered practicable, 
This was accordingly done in the manner following: The stock consisted of the residue unpaid, amounting 
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to $5,064,'l32 65, of the loan of $'l,500,000, under the act of the 2d of August, 1813; and of the residue 
unpaid, amounting to $11,254,19'l 46, of the loan of $16,000,000, under the act of February 8, 1813. The 
former of these balances was wholly paid off with the moneys which the Treasury had at its disposal on 
the 1st of last July. As regards the latter, the Commissioners of the Sinltlng Fund, at a meeting held on 
the 2'lth of September, resolved that $2,000,000 should be applied towards its reduction at the end of the 
present year. The holders of this stock, tQ an amount representing $2,000,000, have accordingly had 
notice that on the 1st of January, 182'l, they will receive payment of the whole of the principal sum 
specified in their certificates. By the terms under which this loan of the 8th of February, 1813, was 
contracted, it became redeemable at the pleasure of the United States after the 31st of December, 1825, by 
the reimbursement of the whole sum which stood credited to any proprietor of the stock at the time when 
the reimbursement took place. It followed that, in paying off any portion of this loan, no partial payments 
could be made to the holder of a certificate, but that he was entitled to receive its full and absolute 
amount without deduction, and also the full amount of all other certificates of this particular stock of 
which he was at the same time owner. It therefore became necessary, as no preference could be shown 
to one public creditor over another, to determine by lot the numbers of the certificates to be redeemed, 
until their aggregate amount should represent the sum intended to ~e paid off; and such was the plan 
pursued. The precise mode in which it was carried into effect will be seen by an explanatory paper (L) 
among the documents transmitted. This resort to chance terminated in giving a small excess over the 
sum wanted, so that the sum to be paid off on the 1st of January amounts, in exact figures, to $2,002,306 'll. 

It may be proper to mention that the unpaid six per cents of 1813 were stated last year at 
$16,2'l0, 'l9'l 24, when the true amount was $16,316,599 96. The difference was included in the four and 
a half per cent. stock, under the act of March 8, 1825, since ascertained to have belonged to the stock of 
1813. It should be further mentioned that the three per cents were stated last year at $13,296,231 45; 
to which have been added this year $16 25, since issued for interest on the old registered debt, under the 
act of 12th June, l'l98. 

After the proposed payment of $2,002,306 'll shall have been made on the 1st of January, the funded 
debt will have been reduced from $80,985,53'l 'l2, its amount last year, to $'l3,920,844: 'l6, the amount at 
which it will stand on the 1st of January, 182'l. It hence appears that the means which the Treasury 
was found to possess for the reduction of the principal of the debt within the year 1826, using those 
means as largely as could be justified, and as the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund thought proper to 
sanction, amounted to 'l,06'l,039 36; and that this sum has served to extinguish by so much the unpaid 
six per cent. loans of 1813," amounting, as by statement in the annual report of December last, to 
$16,2'l0, 'l9'l 24. The payment of interest upon the whole debt within the year will have amounted by 
the close of the last quarter to $3,944,359 33, making in the whole, principal and interest, applied to the 
debt in 1826, $11,011,398 69. 

Of the foregoing sum of $'l3,920,844 'l6, of which the debt will consist on the 1st of January, 182'l', 
$31,838,532 'l5 will be at an interest of six per cent.; $12,'l92,000 20 at an interest of five per cent.; 
$15,994,064 11 at an interest of four and a half per cent.; and $13,296,247 'l0, the remnant of the 
revolutionary debt, at an interest of three per cent. 

It remains to offer such suggestions, connected with the debt for the year ensuing, as a provident 
regard to the public resources is thought to point out. It is seen from the recitals that have preceded 
that much the largest part of' the debt exists at present in stock of six per cent. This is the highest rate 
of interest which is paid by the Government. It is conceived to be higher than it is proper should be 
paid unless where demanded by the public faith. The time and concomitant circumstances which 
characterized the creation of this part of the debt necessarily burdened it with so heavy a rate of interest; 
_but that with the ample resources, the unquestioned security, and the exalted credit of the Government, 
it should continue to pay it, where the option concurs with the presumed ability to shake it off seems no 
longer warrantable. Of the whole sum, approaching thirty-two millions of dollars, which stands at this 
interest, nine millions have been redeemable within the present year. Thirteen millions will become 
redeemable on the 1st of January, 182'l', and nine millions on the 1st of January, 1828. Fractions are 
dropped in the recapitulation. The advantage to the nation of converting· by loans, or by exchanges, as 
large a portion as possible of this part of the debt into debt that shall be charged with a lower interest 
appears to be so obvious that the expediency of recommending to Congress the proper measures to effect 
it again suggests itself as an incumbent obligation upon the Department. It is not overlooked that the 
probability of obtaining a loan for this purpose diminishes, other things remaining equal, as we are 
brought nearer to the time proposed for its redemption. But the prospect of obtaining it is still believed 
to be sufficient to justify the endeavor. It is, therefore, respectfully recommended that authority be given 
by law, and at an early period of the session, to borrow the sum of $16,000,000, at a rate of interest not 
to exceed five per cent., to be redeemable at the pleasure of the United States, in equal portions, in 1829 
and 1830. 'fhese years are fixed as the periods of redemption for the reason that operated last year, 
namely, that under the present arrangement of the entire debt only a very small portion of it (less than 
$1,000,000) becomes redeemable in either of those years. Should such a loan succeed, it would pay off at 
once more than one-half of all the stock at six per cent., thereby producing a clear saving to the nation of 
at least one per cent. on a capital of $16,000,000 for two years, and for a longer period on a part of that 
capital. The residue of the six per cent. stock, amounting to $15,838,532 'l5, would await the application 
of the disposable means of the 'fieasury during the years 182'l' and 1828. Whether those means would 
prove sufficient for its complete reduction within those years depends upon events that cannot be 
accurately foreknown. All that can be remarked is, that to the full extent of the ability of the Treasury 
the means would be applied, and at the periods of time best adapted to the exigencies of the public 
service, under the directions of the Sinking Fund act and the lights of past experience at the Treasury. 
If, nevertheless, a part of this residue of the six per cent. stock should be found unextinguished on the 
arrival of the year 1829, as probably would be the case, the obligation of paying it off then would consti
tute neitµer objection nor inconvenience to the measure of a loan upon the terms proposed. It is 
consequently believed that under all views of the subject the measure would give promise of public 
advantage. Such a law as is recommended being passed, and its execution confided to the discretion of 
the Executive, that discretion would be exerted to insure the accomplishment of its object, regarding 
both the time of obtaining the loan and its conditions, in a manner the most satisfactory. 
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JII.-ESTIMATE OF THE PUBLIC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FOR 1827. 

The importation of foreign articles into the United States in 1825 was larger than common, having 
amounted, as by the statements transmitted to Congress· on the 30th of last March, to more than 
$96,000,000 in value. This exceeded by about $16,000,000 the average value of importations for the 
three years preceding. The excess was larger than could be justified by the mere gradually increasing 
demand of the country, through its increasing populousness, for foreign supplies, and could only have 
proceeded from the influence of those accidental and temporary causes which, in commercial countries, 
are always affecting the operations of trade. A supply so redundant for one year might have been 
expected, by the natural reflux of these operations, to be followed by supplies more limited for the year 
succeeding. On this account, as well as through other causes that were adverted to in the annual report 
of last December, the probability of there being a falling off in the value of the importations of 1826, as 
compared with those of 1825, was intimated, and has been the fact. The whole importations for 1826 
have amounted, from the returns and estimates at present before the Treasury, to about $85,000,000 in 
value; the whole of the exports, for the same time, to about $78,000,000. Of the imports, about 
$80,000,000 have been carried in American vessels; and of the exports, about $70,000,000. Of the latter, 
about $53,000,000 consisted of the product of the United States, and the remainder of foreign produc
tions. The diminished value of importations for 1826 has obviously arisen, in some degree, from the fall 
of prices in those countries of Europe from which the largest quantity of manufactured articles are sent 
to the United States, and gives countenance to the opinion that the decrease in quantity has not been in 
proportion to the decrease in value. If, indeed, the comparative amount and value of exports be assumetl 
as the measure of a correct judgment upon this point, it would even lead to the inference that, as regards 
some of the principal articles of importation into the United States for 1826, there has been no decrease 
in quantity, as compared with the importations of 1825. The value of exports from the United States 
for 1825 exhibits a greater excess over those of 1826 than is seen in the imports; yet, in some of the chief 
articles of export, the records of the Treasury attest that the quantity, as far as yet known, was greater 
in 1826. In 1825 the export of cotton was 176,000,000 of pounds; in 1826 it was 192,000,000. The 
value of the latter, or larger quantity, was $24,000,000. The value of the former, or smaller quantity, 
was $36,000,000. In like manner, the quantity of flour exported in 1826 was greater than in 1825, whilst 
the value was less, though not in the same proportion as with cotton. The same is true of rice. The 
export of flour in 1826 was, in quantity, 858,360 barrels; in vah1e, $4,139,063. In 1825 it was' 813,906 
barrels; and in value, $4,212,127. The exports of rice in 1826 was 110,635 tierces in quantity, and 
$1,909,227 in value. In 1825 it was 97,015 tierces in quantity, and $1,925,243 in value. It may be 
proper to subjoin, that, of the export of cotton in 1825, between nine and ten millions of pounds were 
of the Sea Island cotton; and of the export of 1826, between six and seven millions. Of tobacco, the 
quantity exported, as well as its value, rose higher in 1825 than- in 1826. But in 1826 the export of 
tobacco, though considerably less than that of 1824 in quantity, was greater in value. The comparative 
amounts, in quantity and value, for the three years, stands thus: for 1825, '75,984 hogsheads, and 
$6,115,623; for 1826, 59,780 hogsheads, and $5,322,964; for 1824, 'i'i,883 hogsheads, and $4,885,566. 
Taking the three years, therefore, it appears that the quantity exported was greatest in 1824, and the 
value least. 

It would be desirable, with a view to judge accurately of the effects of the tariff upon the importations 
of foreign merchandise, to ascertain the :fluctuations from year to year in the quantity of such importations. 
This cannot be done at present, so far as any official or satisfactory standard at the Treasury is concerned. 
The returns of the Collectors of the Customs, in relation to goods which pay duty ad va!,orem, have hitherto 
fixed nothing but their value; and it is known that goods subject to duty under this form comprehend 
much the largest clas"s of foreign importations. Measures have been put in train for ascertaining hence
forth, as far as practicable, the entire quantity of goods subject to this description of duty, as well as the 
value. But even when time shall have matured these measures and exhibited their results, they will 
furnish no standard of comparison as to the quantity of importations prior to their adoption. The infor
mation will, however, become useful after the lapse of a few years, in its bearing upon the course and 
developments of our home industry and foreign trade, showing how each, under wise principles adapted 
to each, may advance co-equally; how the channels and the objects of the latter may shift under the 
advance of the former without any loss, but with gain, in effective national results-results operating 
upon the most extensive interests and enriching to the greatest mass of numbers; or how, under the 
growth of the one, the other is at all destined to become disadvantageously and lastingly abridged. The 
beneficial parts of these consequences are looked to with confidence and hope from the tariff, as well from 
our own experience thus far, as from that of other nations of the world distinguished by high degrees of 
opulence and civilization, and where both have rested upon durable rather than transitory foundations
foundations that have been carefully laid in applying the home industry to the multiplied operations of 
manufacturing art, no less than to the tillage of the soil, and in making the accumulated productions of 
both the basis of a great foreign trade. But facts that may shed a distinct light upon the whole subject 
should be sedulously collected, to serve, if need be, as the groundwork to us of a more perfect system of 
legislation, in relation to a course of policy so closely interwoven with the interests and character of the 
social state, and with the national prosperity and power. The foreign trade of the United States, to its 
inherent causes for progressive extension, superadds another and distinctive one in the constant desire of 
the Government, as manifested in their permanent laws and emphatically in their recent treaties, to carry 
it on, freed from all restrictions upon navigation, as well as upon the most enlarged principles and the 
most entire reciprocity in all other respects. If these principles, of which the United States have largely 
set the example, were practiced upon more universally by nations, and to the extent uniformly proposed 
by this Government to their acceptance, the fact might be more important in its influence upon general 
trade, and upon that of each nation in particular, than abstract declarations illustrative or commendatory 
of them. 

The value of cotton goods subject to ad valorem duty imported into the United States in 1826 was, 
as far as at present ascertained, $8,905,316. The value of the same description of goods imported in 1825 
was $12,509,516. The value of woolen goods subject to ad valorem duty imported in 1826 was $7,445,493. 
The value of the same description of goods imported in 1825 was $11,392,264. But, as already intimated, 
this difference in value cannot be relied upon as a safe test of the difference in quantity. There are 
seasons when it would be peculiarly misleading, and the present is believed to be one of them. The 
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duties on each description of these manufactures were calculated on the price_s which each respectively 
bore at the places of exportation during the .respective years; and the great fall in prices in 1826 will 
undoubtedly serve to account, in part, for the difference in the aggregate value of the two importations. 
Further elucidation will be afforded to the point when it is added that, although the value of cotton man
ufactures imported in 1826 stands below those imported in 1825 in the proportion stated, it exceeds the 
value of the same kind of manufactures imported during either of the two years preceding, viz: 1824 and 
1823. The same is not true of the woolen manufactures. The value of the latter paying duty ail valorem, 
imported in 1826, is found, from the returns as yet before the Treasury, to be below the value of the same 
kind of importations for 1824 and 1823, though the difference is far less considerable than between their 
value in 1826 and 1825; nor is it known at this Department what may have been the comparative value 
of woolen goods at the places of exportation during the four consecutive years indicated. The valuation 
of merchandise constituting the total aggregate of our foreign trade, is always made at the port or place 
of shipment, and the rule applies, consequently, both ways; that is, to all articles of export as well as 
import, thereby freeing it from objections to which it might otherwise be open. The mode of valuing is, 
in effect, as follows: the party making the shipment annexes the value to the manifest or list of articles, 
superadding his oath that it is the true value according to their actual cost, or according to the value 
which they truly bear at the port and time of shipment. This oath is taken under the supervision of the 
Collectors as regards exports, and under that of our consuls or othe1: commercial or substituted agency 
abroad as regards imports. Some other formalities are observed under our laws, particularly in relation 
to imports; but they are all in aid of the chief provision here stated. 

The articles of American manufacture exported from the United States in 1826 will, it is believed, be 
found to exceed $6,000,000 in value. The particular kinds of manufacture which have made up this profit
able and growing branch of the export trade will be presented in detail, and their total value ascertained 
with more precision, in the general statistical tables now in course of preparation, under the act of 10th of 
February, 1820, which will be transmitted to Congress at as early a day as their voluminous nature will 
allow. Of the amount of American manufactures produced for consumption within the United States during 
the year it is impossible to speak with exactness; but, from indications that cannot deceive, it is evident 
that it is large-so large that the amount exported would sink to a level below all comparison with it. The 
surest guide to our belief, under this head, is, that in those branches which have at length been enabled, 
through a provident legislation, to stand up against that overwhelming competition of pre-established 
excellence and capital from abroad, which mui::t otherwise have kept down forever their first attempts, 
the artitle can now be had cheaper in price, as well as better in quality, than the same articles from 
abroad, as it was seen in our markets, prior to the efficient protection afforded to our own; hence the 
apprehensions of monopoly pass away; hence the certainty that competition at home will bring down 
prices eventually, if not imme_diately, whilst it creates and diffuses new wealth at home; labor being the 
foundation of wealth, and producing and disseminating it more universally, and in higher degrees, in 
proportion as it exists under diversified forms and in full activity. It is then that the farmer, the artisan, 
and the merchant, give support to each other, each enlarging the occupations and the gains of each; the 
State, meanwhile, reaping the fruits in .fiscal prosperity and political power. As regards the cotton 
manufactories of the country, there are grounds for supposing that they now make a call for full one
fourth part of all the raw cotton grown in the United States. Authentic information as "to the exact 
quantity is not, indeed, possessed at the Treasury; but, as an approximation, it is believed that the above 
proportion may be taken without the hazard of essential error. It is gratifying to add that those parts 
of the United States where manufacturing establishments of all kinds flourish most exhibit an animated 
industry, an orderly aspect, and an increasing population. Towns and villages are seen rapidly to rise 
up in such districts, in resorting to which the rural population of the vicinity find ready and profitable 
sales for the various productions of farming enterprise and labor. It is believed that, as these establish
ments shall rear themselves up, under adequate encouragement, in augmented numbers and importance, 
a corresponding activity in foreign trade will become their concomitant in the same portions of country; 
since, besides the trade in exports, to which, after supplying to their full share the home demand, they 
open the way, and which will not fail to bring it~ proper returns on the broad scale of exchanges, the 
very existence of manufactures, as they assume great variety and reach perfection, superinduces the 
necessity of constantly bringing into the country new varieties of ingredients as subsidiary to them. 
So wide, so full of dependence upon all other kinds of labor, not only of our own but of other regions, is 
this great department of national industry. So certainly do its multifarious and beneficial operations in 
large, refined, and busy communities perpetually react upon all the other departments; so quick are the 
alternations of consumption and supply, and over so great a surface of things do both spread themselves, 
in such communities. It cannot escape attention that the portions of our country, for the most part, 
answering to these remarks, or to some of them, are not favored, or favored in but a slight degree, with 
the capacity of producing those immense and exhaustless treasures of the soil spoken of in this paper. 
For the absence of them their inhabitants, in p~rt, seek compensation in pursuing artificial modes and 
combinations of industry, which take these treasures as a substratum; by which the great scheme of 
national advancement is to be seen in its true component parts in our Union; parts naturally destined to 
make up one systematic whole, where the plough, the loom, and the ship, will each have its appropriate 
sphere in raising to a proper elevation the entire fabric of our social and public prosperity; in carrying 
to the highest attainable pitch our riches, our happiness, our -power A policy short of this belongs not 
to a free and intelligent people, surrounded, by the bounty of Providence, with varieties of climate and 
territory, fostering inclinations and aptitudes for variety in human employments, by an exuberance of 
mineral and fossil, no less than of agricultural wealth; by vast waters flowing through this territory that 
serve as natural highways and supply the fund for artificial ones, affording pre-eminently, in connexion 
with that mighty agent in navigation as in mechanics, the steam power, the means and inducements for 
an universal and rapid transfer of the products of labor from hand to hand, whether they consist of com
modities of useful and ingenious workmanship from the repositories of art or of harvests from the fields 
of nature; by all the elements and attributes, in fine, geographical, political, and moral, of a great 
empire. The foundations of such a policy once securely laid in that legislative assistance to our manu
factures, without which they must struggle in vain against those of other countries long and thoroughly 
established, an advantage not inherent but adventitious, yet an overpowering advantage; and, as already 
proved in some articles of national importance to which we have afforded efficient protection, we shall 
have nothing to fear for the future. Then, and only then, shall we be raised up to a level in this respect 
with other countries; then, and only then, shall we stand in a position of equality to listen to doctrines, 
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right enough it may be in themselves, but of which others have never accorded us the benefit or thought 
of holding up as doctrines for reciprocal practice, even with numerous safe-guards and reservations, until 
their own manufactures, in all branches that conduced to national resources and power, bad acquired, 
through ages of experience, of capital, and of skill, a stability not to be shaken. 

A resolution passed the House of Representatives in May directing the Secretary of the Treasury to 
cause to be prepared a well digested manual, containing the best practical information that could be 
collected on the growth and manufacture of silk, adapted to the different parts of the Union; containing 
also such facts and observations in relation to the growth and manufacture of silk in other countries as 
might be useful; and that the same should be laid before Congress at the commencement of their present 
session. Steps were taken, without loss of time, to obtain the information contemplated by the resolu
tion, as well from all parts of this country as from Europe; but, from the scope which the subject was 
found to assume, all the information expected under inquiries that have been instituted has not yet got to 
hand; nor will it now be practicable to have it digested and arranged, even should it all be received, by 
the time designated. The resolution will continue to command every attention, and be finally acted upon 
as soon as may be compatible with the accomplishment of its interesting objects. A branch of industry 
that may be turned to so many purposes useful and ornamental, and which ministers to the wealth of 
nations with so little cost in the material on which it is originally founded, as well as in the species of 
labor that is applied to it, naturally merited, as it has received, all the attention which the terms and spirit 
of the above resolution bespeak. 

The value of importations for the year giving the basis of the impost revenue rather than their 
quantity, it follows that, as the value of those for 1826 has fallen below the value of those for 1825, so will 
also the revenue from this source be less. The amount of duties secured by bonds on merchandise imported 
during the first three quarters of the present year is estimated at $21,250,000. The amount that will 
probably accrue during the last quarter is estimated at about $4,250,000, making for the whole year 
$25,500,000. The languid state of the tea trade for 1826, a trade always so productive in revenue when 
it flourishes, has lent its aid, in conjunction with the fall of prices abroad, in diminishing the accruing 
amount from the customs during the year. Some revival of this valuable trade, valuable under fiscal and 
commercial views, and from its tendency to encourage more largely the taste for an innocent and whole
some drink in place of those that are neither valuable even under moral views, may perhaps be anticipated 
in 182'7. It may also be presumed that the extensive depression of prices witnessed in Europe in 1826 
will not have place upon a similar scale in 182'7. Nevertheless, with the causes little likely, in their 
combination at least, to be marked by speedy repetition that have operated to lower the accruing revenue 
from the customs for the current year below that of the year preceding, there is every reason for supposing 
that it will exceed the revenue arising from this source during any one of the four years that immediately 
preceded 1825, and even go beyond the amount received in that year, though not the amount that accrued 
in that year. This fact will be entitled to its proper weight in determining to what extent the regulations 
of the present tariff are likely to bring injurious inroads upon the commercial revenue of the nation. 

The debenture bonds issued for drawbacks during the first three quarters of the present year amounted 
to $3,840,869 10. This is less by $648,841 19 than those issued during the corresponding period of 1825. 
The amount of those outstanding on the 30th of September last, and chargeable upon the revenue for the 
next year, was $1,294,310 94, which is less by $564,004 'TO than was chargeable on the same day in 1825 
upon the revenue of 1826. The deduction in the shape of drawbacks from the accruing revenue· of 1826 
will therefore, perhaps, exceed $5,000,000. 

The amount of duty bonds in suit on the 30th of September was $4,00'T,882 '76. This is a large sum, 
exceeding by $1,020,535 54 the sum that was in suit on the same day in the year preceding. The excess 
is in a great degree to be accounted for by the fraudulent transactions in one or two of the principal cities 
of the United States in relation to imported teas. -

Whilst the impost revenue receivable next year will be less than that which accrued in 1825, and has 
been received or is still to be received in 1826, the public lands promise to yield next year more than they 
have this. The probability of increased productiveness in this branch of revenue rests on the following 
grounds: I. The act of the last session, making "provision for the extinguishment of the debt to the United 
States by the purchasers of public lands," has arrested almost entirely for the present year the payments 
for lands sold on credit. That law will, however, expire next July, and the payments under it will be 
thrown upon the year 182'7. 2. A considerable quantity of the lands relinquished to the United States 
will, it is expected, be brought into market in the course of the next year, amongst others those at Hunts
ville, which are valuable, being dispersed through a fertile country occupied by a thriving population. 
It is believed that they will sell promptly and at good prices. 3. A large portion of the best of the public 
lands in Florida will be offered for sale in 182'7. It is understood that these lands are in demand, and 
anticipated that they will sell well. On these and other grounds it is thought, at present, that the 
revenue from the sale of the public lands in 182'7 will not be overestimated when it is set down at 
$2,000,000. Th'e state of the Land Office generally will be seen by a report from the officer at the head of 
that establishment, which accompanied the President's message to Congress at the opening of the session, 
and will, it is hoped, be found satisfactory. 

From the foregoing-facts and considerations affecting the customs and public lands, it is believed 
that the whole revenue of the United States for 182'7, from these ·and other less important sources, may be 
estimated at upwards of $23,000,000, and that it will arise thus: 
From customs .................................... : ....... ; ........... ; . . . . . . . . $20,400,000 00 
From public lands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000,000 00 
From bank dividends. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 420,000 00 
From miscellaneous and incidental receipts ................................... ~ .. ;. 330,000 00 

The expenditures for 182'7 are estimated as follows, viz: 
Civil, miscellaneous, and diplomatic ........................................... : .. 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, Indian Department, revolutionary and 

military pensions, arming the militia, and arrearages prior to the 1st of January, 181 'T 
Na val service ................................................................. . 
Public debt ....•............................................................... 

• 23,150,000 00 , 

$1,826,549 54 

5,646,144 36 
3,230,260 23 

10,000,000 00 

20, '702,954 13 
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Which will leave in the Treasury on the 31st of December, 1827, after satisfying all the demands of that 
year on the basis of the foregoing calculations, a surplus estimated at $2,447,045 87. This surplus will 
be a disposable surplus, over and above the sum before stated, as not in effective funds, and of the 
$2,000,000 to be reserved in the Treasury under the Sinking Fund act of March 3, 1817. 

In the estimate of expenditures for 1827 the annual appropriation of $500,000 for the gradual increase 
of the Navy, under the act of the 3d of March, 1821, has not been inserted, that appropriation expiring 
with the present year. Whatever renewed sum the wisdon of Congress may set apart for this effective 
arm of the public defence will add another item to the list of expenditures for the year, and lessen by so 
much the estimated balance at its expiration. 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
RICHARD RUSH. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 12, 1826. 

E. 
Statement of moneys received into the Treasury from aJJ, sources other than customs and puhlic lands during 

the year 1825. 

From arrears of new internal revenue ............................................ . 
From arrears of new direct tax .................................................. . 
From fees on letters patent ..................................................... . 
From cents coined at the Mint ......... : ........................................ . 
From postage of letters ............................................... • ......... . 
From fines, penalties, and forfeitures ............................................. . 
From sales of public lots in the city of Washington ............................... . 
From surplus emoluments of officers of the customs ................................ . 
From consular receipts under the second section of the act of 14th April, 1792 ........ . 
From trading establishments with the Indians ..................................... . 
From net proceeds of vessels and cargoes condemned under the acts prohibiting the slave 

trade ..................................................... : . ............. . 
From net proceeds of vessels captured from the pirates ............................ . 
From rent of the Naval Hospital farm, Chelsea ................................... . 
From interest on balances due by banks to the United States ....................... . 
From Bank of Tennessee, for premiums on drafts for money belonging to the United States, 

and deposited with said bank .................................. • ............. . 
From interest on notes given for the purchase of the Northumberland House estate .... . 
From annuities to Christian Indians on the river Thames ........................... . 
From moneys previously advanced on _account of Second Census ..................... . 
From moneys previously advanced for ascertaining land title in Louisiana ............. . 
From dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States .......................... . 

From balances of advances made in the War Department, repaid undet the third section 
of the act of the 1st May, 1820 ............................................. . 

From loan of five millions, at 4½ per cent., per act of 26th May, 1826 ................. . 

$25,771 35 
2,330 85 
.8,940 00 
19,496 25 

469 56 
3,411 06 
1,572 38 

26,960 06 
2,292 10 

10,020 80 

4,473 57 
325 13 
267 45 

5,792 42 

190 38 
274 87 

1,474 98 
'll 48 

500 00 
367,500 00 

482,134 69 

43,919 32 
5,000,000 00 

5,526,054 01 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ster's Office, Novemher 30, 1826. 

A statement exhwiting the duties which accrued on merchandise, tonnage, and clearances; of debentures issued 
on the wportation of foreign merchandise; of payments for drawback on domestic distilled spirits and 
domestic refi,ned sugar exported; of bounty on sal.teit fish exported; of aJlowances to vessels employed in the 
fisheries; of expenses of collection, and of payments maite into the Treasury during the year ending on the 
31st day of December, 1825. 

Duties on merchandise ........................................................ . 
Duties on tonnage and light money ............................................. . 
Duties on·passports and clearances ............................................. . 
Debentures issued ............................................................ . 
Drawback on domestic distilled spirits and domestic refined sugar exported .......... . 
Bounties and allowances .. • .................................................... . 
Gross revenue ......... : . . . .................................................. . 
E.xpenses of collection ........................................................ . 
Net revenue ................................................................ . 
Payments made into the Treasury .............................................. . 

$31,673,687 67 
138,847 83 

12,638 00 
6,391,778 69 

3,565 00 
209,285 57 

25,220,544 24 
862,341 67 

24,358,202 57 
20,098,713 45 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, Decerrili'er 12, 1826. 
JO9EPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 
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D. 

Lands sold, and rnoneys 1·eceived for lands, from January I to December 31, 1825. 

A.lIOUNT RECJ:IVED. 

Offices. 

""' a 
,.:i 

.11,:rcs. 

Steubenville ...... .... .... .... ...... .... .... 21,025.44 $27,446 46 $10,171 41 
lllllrietta ....... •••••• .... ...... .• ... .... .... 12,700.97 15,890 67 3,135 00 
Cincinnati .......•......... ••·•••............ 16,359.00 19,533 65 30,937 88 
Chilicothc................................... 19,723.71 21,986 93 10,916 21 
Zanesville .................................. _ 25,790.32 33,076 71 16,421 20 

Wooster ..• , ... ··•·••••••••••··••••••••···••· 17,994.76 22,493 42 13,974 28 
Piqua . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,325.79 6,652 31 ..•••••••••••. 
Delaware.................................... 23,012.62 28,767 71 ............. . 
Jeffersonville ........................ ••••.... 5,943.25 7,429 03 23,251 07 
Vincennes................................... 13,368.04 16,710 14 15,568 89 
Indianapolis................................. 52,644.07 _72,186 90 ••••••••••••• 
Crawfordsville ......................... •••••. 86,912.17 108,660 39 ............. . 
Fort Wayne ....••..• •••••· ••.• ••••••••••.... 3,403.18 5,261 79 ·••••• •••••••• 
Kaskaskia................................... 71! .22 889 02 1,193 53 
Shawneetown............................... 1,357.63 1,729 04 2,353 36 
Edwardsville................................ 5,748.43 7,188 03 1,153 38 

Vandalia•••• .......... •••••·................ 895.36 1,IJ9 20 •••• •••••• •••• 
Palestine.................................... 10,323.76 12,899 66 •••• ••••••••. 
Springfield................................... 26,767.88 33,959 85 •••••••••••••• 
Detroit...................................... 92,332.55 116,920 72 5,168 73 
Monroe••••••• •••• •..••..• •••••• .... ,.,. .... 14,420.08 18,0-25 12 .... •••••· •••• 
St. Louis ................ ••••. •••••• •••• •••. 18,519.50 23,149 33 6,39-2 96 
Palmyra •..•.••• ':: ••••• ••••••••••••••••••... 18,333.90 22,926 12 ••••• •••• ,. .. 
Franklin..................................... 28,481.65 35,634 38 12,789 58 
Cape Girardeau.......................... ... 5,217.09 6,521 32 ............ . 
Lexington . ., ,. . ., .•...•. •• •.........•..... , . 15,255.85 19,069 85 .......... , .. . 
Batesville................................... 5,855.56 7,319 42 ....... v ..... . 
Little Rock.................................. 1,938.94 2,423 67 ............. . 
Ouachita.................. ..... ...... ...... 160,07 208 00 ............ .. 
Opelousas .................................. ···••• .... ••.. •.•••• ••.. .. .. 4,500 34 
New Orleans................................ 400.00 500 00 •••••• •••••••• 
St. Helena Court-House .•.• ••• •••• •••• ...... ............. .............. •••••••••••••• 
Washington ..•.••••••.. ••• •••...•.•... •• •... 10,661.02 17,457 25 36,587 65 
Jackson Court-House ......... •••••• •••• •••• 703.80 879 88 ............... 
Chocta,v District ........................... . 75\200.48 94,ooo 11 .............. 
St.. Stephen's•••••••••• •• ,.•••• •• •••••••••••• 26,749.57 33,448 00 4,303 85 
Huntsville ................................. . 20,859.79 27,046 78 40,280 25 
Tuscaloosa ................................. . 88,676.27 164,305 66 .. ~ ........... 
Cahaba •••••••••••••• ••·••• •••• ••••••••• .... 52,158.62 65,206 99 91,796 56 
Sparta ..................... ••••••••••••••••• 12,473.28 15,591 23 .............. 
Tallahassee •.... •••• ....................... . 55,056,07 90,553 63 .............. 

$37,617 87 
19,0-25 67 
50,471 53 
32,903 14 
49,497 91 
36,467 70 
6,652 31 

28,767 71 
30,680 10 
32,279 03 
72,186 90 

108,660 39 
5,261 79 
2,082 55 
4,082 40 
8,341 41 
l,ll9 20 

12,899 66 
33,959 85 

122,089 45 
18,0-25 12 
29,542 29 
22,926 12 
48,423 96 

• 6,521 32 

19,069 85 
7,319 42 
2,423 67 

208 00 
4,500 34 

500 00 

••••••••••••• 
54,044 90 

879 88 
94,ooo 11 
37,751 85 
67,327 03 

164,305 66 
157,003 45 
15,591 23 
90,553 63 

893,461.69 1,205,068 37 330,896 03 1,535,964 40 

TRE.lSURY DEP.lRTllENT, General Land O.Jlice, October 30, 1826, 

F. 

EXPENSES• 

$1,851 97 
1,110 78 
2,304 38 
2,075 55 
2,ll9 10 
1,&27 14 
1,150 66 
1,728 56 
1,697 52 
1,342 72 
2,706 31 
3,217 11 
1,332 22 
1,22s 06 
1,530 68 
1,232 75 
1,187 56 
1,291 15 
1,716 18 
2,585 43 
1,508 56 
2,917 93 
2,275 00 
1,609 88 
1,112 85 
1,453 44 
J,426 24 
1,452 40 

910 44 
1,054 86 

831 31 
1,000 00 
1,360 91 
1,014 5S 
3,183 94 
2,770 56 
2,600 46 
3,412 63 
2,23115 
1,108 14 
2,4ill 04 

72,89-2 72 

$350 11 

2,340 57 

0 

" 
"' ""' d 

$34,233 57 
17,139 10 
52,126 47 
30,829 )9 
49,752 60 
35,588 54 
5,135 20 

10,091 08 
31,727 69 
25, 79-1 84 
36,723 28 

105,641 89 
11 87 
96 97 

2,442 00 
212 23 

17,162 27 
30,871 0-.l 

111,376 76 
21,000 00 
18,818 86 
14,ooo oo 
38,430 50 
3,375 00 

13,229 56 
5,0794:l 

14,295 01 

80,444 21 

107,820 45 
41,469 19 
2,901 40 

149,573 84 
16,112 25 
5,860 00 

80,724 30 

2,690 68 1,216,090 56 

GEORGE GRAHAJII. 

Statement of the expenditures of the Uni.ted States/or the year 1825. 

CIVIL, MISCELLANEOUS, AND DIPLOMATIC, VIZ: 

Legislature ...................................... ; .............. . 
Executive Department ........................................... . 
Officers of the Mint ............................................. . 
Surveying Department ........................................... . 
Commissioner of the Public Buildings .............................. . 
Governments in the Territories of the United States ................. . 
Judiciary ...................................................... . 

VOL. V--67 D 

$563,100 48 
4'18,330 58 

9,600 00 
20,795 34 
1,500 00 

33,421 '11 
223,999 13 

$1,330, '14 '1 24 
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Brought forward ........... . 
Annuities and grants ............................................ . 
Grant to General Lafayette ....................................... . 

•••••••••••• $1,330,747 24 
$2,100 00 

200,000 00 
Mint establishment .............................................. . 19,651 64 
Unclaimed merchandise .......................................... . 369 05 
Light-house establishment ........................................ . 
Surveys of public Lands ......................................... . 
Registers and Receivers ofland offices ............................. . 
Western boundary line of the Arkansas Territory ................... . 
Boundary lines between Missouri and Arkansas ..................... . 
Preservation of the public archives in Florida .................... : .. . 
Land claims in Florida Territory .................................. . 
Land claims in St. Helena land district ............................. . 

183,864 64 
133,928 83 

1,375 00 
2,000 00 
1,500 00 

750 00 
8,149 35 
3,562 50 

Roads within the State of Ohio .....•.............................. 9,197 27 
Roads within the State of Indiana ................................ . 10,798 09 
Roads, canals, &c., within the State of Alabama .... ~ ................ . 
Roads, canals, &c., within the State of Missouri ..................... . 

10,753 66 
4,990 55 

Roads, canals, &c., within the State of Mississippi. .................. . 
Encouragement of learning within the State of Illinois ............... . 
Repayment for lands erroneously sold by the United States ........... . 
Purchase of lands reserved to certain Creek Indians .................. . 

15,780 26 
5,702 06 
1,635 93 

800 00 
Marine hospital establishment .................................... . 54,938 51 
Public buildings in Washington ................................... . 
Accommodation of the President's household ........................ . 

82,000 00 
14,000 00 

Bringing the votes for President and Vice President of the United States 
Consular receipts under the act of 14th April, 1792 .................. . 
Payment of certain certificates .................................... . 

6,169 50 
2,292 10 

83 01 
Payment of balances due to officers of the old internal revenue and direct 

tax ........................................................ . 2,184 64 
Payment of balances to Collectors of new internal duties ............. . 1,746 99 
Payment of claims for property lost ................................ . 
Stock in the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal Company ............... . 

143 00 
192,500 00 

Miscellaneous expenses ......... -................................. . 73,164 82 
1,046,131 40 

Diplomatic Department ........................................... . 
Contingent expenses of foreign intercourse ......................... . 
Relief and protection of American seamen .......................... . 

159,603 82 
25,474 95 
33,536 l'T 

Treaty with Spain ............................................... . 
Treaty of Ghent, ( 6th and 7th articles) ............................ . 
Treaty of Ghent, (1st article) .................................... . 
Prize ca uses ....................... ~ ............................ . 

1,125 00 
12,583 13 
12,000 00 
8,000 00 

Payment of claims under the 9th article of the treaty with Spain ....... . 
Claims on Spain ................................................. . 
Treaties with Mediterranean Powers ........ : ...................... . 

19,358 37 
'lH,876 14 
26,108 67 

371,666 25 

2,748,544 89 

mLITARY ESTABLISIDIENT, VIZ: 

Pay of the Army ................................................. . 946,043 34 
Subsistence .................................................... . 283,700 25 
Quartermaster's Department ...................................... . 
Purchasing Department .......................................... . 
Bounties and premiums .......................................... . 
Forage ........................................................ . 

268,709 34 
205,400 13 

21,278 60 
36,827 62 

Expenses of recruiting ........................................... . 
Medical Departn1ent ............................................. . 

8,254 18 
22,549 41 

Purchase of woolens for 1826 ..................................... . 20,000 00 
Medals for officers ............................................... . 805 00 
Relief of officers, &c., Seminole campaign ........................... . 
Ransom of American captives ..................................... . 
Balances due to certain States, on account of militia ................. . 
Payment of interest due the State of Virginia ...................... . 
Payment for property lost, &c .................................... . 
Armories ....................................................... . 

2,818 19 
540 00 

6,610 56 
178,480 11 

40 00 
359,134 52 

National Armory, western waters ................................. . 2,479 88 
Arsenals ....................................................... . 22,399 92 
Arsenal on the Schuylkill ........................................ . 
Ordnance ...................................................... . 

8,000 00 
47,241 29 

Powder, cannon, shot, and shells, &c ............................... . 209 32 
Arning and equipping militia ..................................... . 
Military Academy, West Point .................................... . 
Fortifications . . . . . . . . .......................................... . 

167,338 'l'l 
12,763 56. 
4,886 'l0 

Repairs and contingencies of fortifications .......................... . 
Armament of new fortifications ................................... . 

~0,727 91 
4,800 00 

Fort Monroe .................................................... . 99,848 48 
Fort Calhoun ................................................... . 71,901 6'T 

Carried forward ........... . 2,845,788 75 2,748,544 89 
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.Brought forward ........... . 
Fort Washington ................................................ . 
Fort Delaware .................................................. . 
Fort Jackson ................................................... . 
Fort Mobile Point ............................ _ ................... . 
Fort New Utrecht Point .......................................... . 
Fort Brenton's Point ............................................. . 
Fort Rigolets and Chef Menteur .................................. . 
Fort at Beaufort, North Carolina .................................. . 
Fort at Cape Fear ............................................... . 
Materials for a fort opposite Fort St. Philip ......................... . 
Deepening the harbor of Presque Isle .............................. . 
Preservation of islands in Boston harbor ........................... . 
Repairs of Plymouth Beach .... : .................................. . 
Survey of Marblehead and Holmes' Hole ........................... . 
Improving the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.- ........................ . 
Surveys, &c., of roads and canals .................................. . 
Continuation of the Cumberland road .............................. . 
Road from Ohio to Detroit ........................................ . 
Road from Detroit to Chicago ..................................... . 
Road from Memphis to Little Rock ................................. . 
Road from Cape Sable to Suwanee river ............................ . 
Road from Pensacola to St. Augustine ............................. . 
Road from Colerain to Tampa Bay ................................. . 
Road from Missouri to New Mexico ............................... . 
Revolutionary pensions .......................................... . 
Relief of sundry individuals ....................................... . 
Contingencies . . . . . . ............................................. . 
Arrearages . . . . . . . . ............................................ . 
Civilization of Indians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... -
Pay of Indian agents. . . . . . . . ................................... . 
Pay of sub-agents ............................................... . 
Presents to Indians .............................................. . 
Contingencies of Indian Department ............................... . 
Military escort, per act of May 25, 182f ............................ . 
Compensation to citizens of Georgia ...... : ........................ . 
Creek treaty, per act of March 3, 1825 ............................. . 
Treaties with Indians beyond the Mississippi ....................... . 
Treaty with the Florida Indians ................................... . 
Treaties with Sioux, Chippewas, &c ............................... . 
Choctaw treaty ................................................. . 
Expenses of Choctaw treaty .............................. • ........ . 
Choctaw claims ................................................. . 
Claims against the Osages ....................................... . 
Annuities to Indians ............................................. . 

From which deduct the following repayments: 
Invalids and half-pay pensions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6'T,8'T9 'T6 
Gratuities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 3'T 
Purchase of Quapaw lands . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 226 09 

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT, VIZ: 

Pay of the Navy afloat ........................................... . 
Pay ?f. the Navy, shore stations ................................... . 
Prov1s1ons ..................................................... . 
Medicines and hospital stores ..................................... . 
Repairs of vessels ............................................... . 
Navy yards, docks, and wharves .................................. . 
Navy yard, Portsmouth ......................................... . 
Navy yard, Charlestown ......... ." ............................... . 
Navy yard, New York ........................................... . 
Navy yard, Philadelphia ......................................... . 
Navy yard, Washington . . . . . . . .................................. . 
Navy yard, Norfolk ............................................. . 
Navy yard, Pensacola . . . . . . . . . .................................. . 
Gradual increase of the Navy ..................................... . 
Building ten sloops-of-war ........................................ . 
Houses for ships in ordinary ...................................... . 
Inclined plane, dock, &c .......................................... _. 
Prohibition of the slave trade ..................................... . 
Suppression of piracy ............................................ . 
Survey of the coast of Florida ............... , .................... . 
Survey of Charleston and St. Mary's ....... , .. , .................... . 
Captors of .Algerine vessels ........ , .............................. . 
Relief of sundry individuals , , , , , , , .. , ............................ . 

$2,845,788 'T5 
1,992 95 

53,180 47 
136,543 11 
141,262 22 
56,7g9 32 
44,4'T7 28 

105,472 18 
1,000 00 

l'T,000 00 
30'T 3'T 

11,420 19 
10,90'T 29 
5,712 00 

400 00 
11,244 23 
37,243 57 
35,850 00 
5,255 00 
3,000 00 
3,325 82 
2,072 15 

10,931 00 
6,000 00 

15,000 00 
1,308,810 5'T 

140,000 30 
1 'T,816 'T6 
29,87'T 35 
13,545 41 
3'T,690 16 
I 7,07'T 'T3 
16,'T61 19 
'T6,058 42 

500 00 
23,000 00 

229,036 60 
6,900 43 

36,425 57 
10,400 00 
8,'T48 'T2 
9,'T23 44 

16,972 50 
2,748 00 

218,'T44 36 

5,761,022 41 

68,191 22 

836,052 48 
285,671 26 
391,531 9'T 

36,511 51 
388,164 'TS 

19,789 "58 
l,'T83 84 

20,000 00 
41,901 42 
11,509 74 
22,497 09 
15,936 12 

2,000 00 
338,445 55 
138,802 29 
15,674 'T4 

3,'Tl6 50 
14,63'T 21 
8,474 90 

'T3 61 
1,898 78 

182 38 
12,917 00 

531 

$2,'i48,544 89 

5,?92,831 19 

Carried forward............ 2,608,082 75 8,441,376 08 
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Brought forward ........... . 
Contingent expenses prior to 18~4 ................................. . 

$2,608,082 '15 $8,441,376 08 
• '109 81 

Contingent expenses for 1824 ................................... ~ .. 
Contingent expenses not enumerate.d for 1824: ....................... . 
Contingent expenses for 1825 ..................................... . 
Contingent expenses not enumerahid for 1825 ....................... . 
Pay and subsistence of the Marine Corps ........................... . 
Clothing for the Marine Corps ..................................... . 
Medicines for the Marine Corps ................................... . 
Military stores for the Marine Corps ............................... . 
Fuel for the Marine Corps ........................................ . 
Repairing barracks for the Marine Corps ........................... . 
Contingent expenses of the Marine Corps ........................... . 
Contingent arrearages of the Marine Corps ......................... . 

From which deduct the following repayments: 
Ordnance and ordnance stores ................. .-....... . 
Laborers, and fuel for engine ............. -............. . 
Superinrendents, artificers, &c ......................... . 
Tools burnt at th<:: navy yard, Washington .............. . 

PUBLIC DEBT. 

$2'l 64 
3,005 66 

13,868 10 
31 06 

Interest on the funded debt ............. , ...... , . , . ,, . , , ........... . 
Redemption of six per cent. stock of 1812. . . . . . . . . . .......... ., . , ... . 
Redemption of Treasury note six per cent. stock ... , ................. . 
Redemption of exchanged six per cent. stock of 1812 ................. . 
Reimbursement of Mississippi stock ... , . , , . , , .... , ... , ............ . 
Principal and inrerest of Treasury notes , , .. , , .. , , ................. . 
Paying certain parts of domestic debt.,., ... , ..... ,,, .... , ......... . 
Redemption of seven per cent. stock of 1815 ... , , .... , .. , . , ......... . 

44,2'13 48 
1,'16'1 21 

199,'l65 43 
3,'180 50 

149,295 84 
28,286 26 

2,369 'Tl 
1,363 '18 
'1,506 95 

368 19 
13,356 41 
5,000 00 

3,066,016 32 

16,932 46 

4,366,'15'1 40 
6,18'1,006 84 
1,4'19,3'l4 82 

56,539 30 
1,524 02 
2,001 49 

15 31 
2,125 60 

3,049,983 86 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, Noverrwer 30, 1826. 

12,095,344 '18 

23,585,804 '12 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

H. 
Statement of moneys received into the Treasury,from all sources other than customs and puhlic lands,from the 

1st January to the 30th Septeniber, 1826. 

From arrears of new internal revenue ............................................ . 
From arrears of new direct tax ................................................. . 
From arrears of old direct tax ............................................ , ...... . 
From fees on letrers patent ..................................................... . 
From cents coined at the Mint ... , .............................................. . 
From fines, penalties, and forfeitures .............................................. . 
From surplus emoluments of officers of the customs ....... , ....................... . 
From trading establishments with the Indians .................................... . 
From interest on balances due by banks to the United States ........................ . 
From moneys previously advanced on account of treaty with Spain .................. . 

From dividends of stock in the banks to the United Stares ........................... . 
From balances of advances made -in the War Department repaid under the 3d section of 

the act of May 1, 1820 ..................................................... . 

$20,534 28 
5,124 48 
1,514 28 
'1,080 00 
'1,466 00 
1,063 44 

33,'102 81 
2,959 25 

'120 '13 
32'1 45 

80,492 '12 
402,500 00 

1'1,551 63 

500,544 35 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPAR'n!ENT, Register's Office, November 30, 1826. 



1826.] STATE OF THE FINANCES. 

G. 

Lands sold, and moneys received for lands,from January I to June 30, 1826. 

C, 
C 

AMOUNT RECE:IVED. ~ 

Officers. 

Steubenville .•.....•.••.•.••••.•••..•••••••.•. 
Marietta .•...••.••••••.•••••.••..••...•••••.• 
Cincinnati ...••••......••...••••.••.•...••..•. 
Chilicothc ••••••.••.••••...•..•.•••..•••.•... 

Zanesville·••••••••••••••••••···••••••·•••••·· 
Wooster .................................... . 

Piqua,••••••••·••••··"••••·•••••••··••••••· 
Delaware •••.••..••...••.•.•..•.•.....•.•.•.• 
Jeffersonville•••• ........ •••• •••••.•.•••.•••• 
Vincennes .................................. . 
Jlrookville ..••.•....•••••...••.•••••.•.••••••• 
Crawfordville •..••••••••••....••.•••••• , •.••. 
Fort Wayne .....•••............... , ........ . 
Kaskaskia••··••••••···•••·••••····••••••·•·• 
Shawneetown •••..•...••.•....••••••••••••.• 
Edwardsville •••••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• 

Vandalia•·•••••••••••·•••••••••••••••··••••• 
Palestine•••••·•••••·•"•··•••••••••••••··••• 
Springfield .••••••••••.••••.••••.•••••••••.••• 
Detroit •••••••.•••••••.••••••.••••••••••••••• 
J\Ionroe .••••.•••••••..•••••••.••••.••..•••••• 
St. Louis ••.•••.•••••••.••...•••••••••.•••••• 

Palmyra ••••••• ••··········••················ 
Franklin •••• •••••••••·••••••••··•••·•·•••••· 
Cape Girardeau ............................. . 

£ ... 
~ 
aco 
"!il ..,,... 
So 
0.,, 
,::: .,, 
g 
.,, 
§ 
H 

.llcres. 
13,035.65 
7,577.84 
5,032.28 

8,17?.~ 
16,000.21 
8,234.67 

293.71 
9,031.53 
4,142.88 
6,761.71 

22,640.02 
ao,445.98 

1,034.15 
947.53 

1,397.77 
2,393.01 

548.22 
7,089.97 

11,001.34 
23,677.30 
6,662.22 
6,089.75 
4,081.31 

10,652.03 
1,997.60 

i~ 
- C' 
.. 0 

e !: 
'd -
~ tE 
g C, 

~~~ c- .... a :g ~ .a g s 

$16,294 54 
9,4i2 27 
6,290 3i; 

10,518 26 
19,966 33 
10,293 27 

367 13 
11,289 40 
5,178 60 
8,452 10 

28,299 96 
45,557 58 
1,29265 
1,184 41 
1,747 22 
2,991 27 

685 27 
8,862 45 

13,751 66 
29,596 73 
8,349 40 
7,612 06 
5,101 64 

13,315 03 
2,497 21 

§~ -~ s 
.,, t: 

-;:: "":.. "" ·i & e .... 
~~ ~ 0 ,...., 

~ !: ·g ~ 
2 .g gE 

§"' 
""" g :?~ =.,, 
82 0-:, .... 

< E-< 

$530 ";TT $16,824 91 
182 .29 9,654 56 

2,584 90 8,875 25 
1,110 98 12,229 24 

765 01 20,731 34 
11058 45 11,351 i2 

•••••••••••••• 367 13 
. ............. 11,289 40 

399 30 5,577 90 
223 42 8,675 52 . ............. 28,299 96 . ............. 45,557 58 . ............. 1,292 65 .............. 1,184 41 
27 41 1,774 63 .............. 2,991 27 

•••••••••••••• 
685 27 

•••••••••••••• 
8,862 45 

•••••••••••••• 13,751 66 .............. 29,596 73 .............. 8,349 41 .............. 7,612 06 

•••••••••••••• 5,101 64 
73 65 13,388 68 .............. 2,497 21 

Le~ngton ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••·•••• ••••••••••••• •·•••••••••·•· ···••·••·•••·· ............. . 
Batesville. •. •. •• .•• • •••. •. • .••••.. .. . • •..... 1,291.66 11614 56 •...•• •..• •••• 1,614 56 
Little Rock............................ . • . • • . 413.43 516 78 • • • • • . • • • • • • • • 516 78 
Ouacl1ita •••. •. .. •• .• •..••• •••••• •• ••• • •••••• 399.97 499 96 •••••. •••• •••• 499 96 
Opelousas ..•...•••..•..••.•••.•••••••••...•••. , . .. • . • •. . . • • • • • • • • • . • . • . . 510 34 510 34 
New Orleans................................ 597.09 746 ";TT •••• •••• •••••• 746 ";TT 

St. Helena Court-House •.....•••••.•.•.••.•....••••••.••...••.•..•...•••...•••••.•.••..••.•••.•.•.... 

Washington··•••••·•••••••••••••••••........ 3,545.52 4,431 88 563 41 4,995 29 
Jackson Court-House •••••••••••• •••••. •••••• 555.61 694 55 •••• •• •• •••••• 694 55 
Choctaw District............................. 33,296.86 
St. Stephen's •••• , ••••• , ••• •••••• •.•.•• ••·••. 13,330.12 
Huntsville ..•••••••••.••••••.••• ,............ 41671.40 
Tuscaloosa •••• •••• •..•.••••••••• ••••........ 71,251.15 
Sparta .•••••••••.••••.......••• , • . • • • • • • • • • • • 882,28 

Cahaba* ••••••••••••••·••••·••··•••••••••·••• 
Tallaliassee •••• , .••.••••••.••••••. , ••••••.•.• 

12,792.42 
7,950.00 

51,971 60 
16,662 86 
5,839 22 

132,646 72 
1,10-2 85 

15,990 91 
9,948 75 

365,919.77 511,633 80 

.............. 51,971 60 
57 68 16,720 54 

946 27 6,785 49 .............. 132,646 72 .............. 1,10-2 85 .............. 15,990 91 .............. 9,948 75 

9,633 48 521,267 28 

EXPENSES. 

$1,772 84 
938 0-2 
717 93 
831 0-2 

1,001 44 
i29 24 
608 75 
540 00 
795 86 
736 75 

1,074 93 
1,";TT5 64 

632 76 
517 38 
522 97 
689 51 
633 17 
791 01 

1,396 42 
2,367 83 

887 35 
978 06 
778 60 
571 68 
810 15 
500 00 
776 15 
525 91 
899 95 
510 06 
505 97 
500 00 

2,097 00 
758 58 

1,805 81 
784 81 

1,601 14 
3,503 41 

";f'f6 26 
709 00 

1,466 86 

40,0-20 22 •••••••• •••••• 

* The Cahaba accounts have only been received to the 31st March, 1826. 

N. D-Thc amount of payments made into the Treasury on account of public land, in the quarter ending September 30, 1826, is .••. ,. 
As above, to U1e 30th June., .••• , ••• , ............... , ••.•.• ,., ............ , •••••• , • • • . • . • . . • • • • • . • • • .•..•••.•..••••••• _ .•• 

533 

$3,704 85 
9,542 47 

12,364 80 
11,068 17 
21,832 32 

9,9-20 46 

9,860 70 
4,692 00 

150 00 
18,79-2 02 
85,649 39 
3,630 04 

9,629 15 
:E,447 21 
32,830 69 
11,143 23 
13,859 49 
10,340 57 
1,234 09 

8 25 

350 00 

4,500 00 
1,768 44 

3,000 00 

69,055 74 
8,000 00 

73,011 04 
134,827 00 

6,414 00 
164,633 16 

768,359 28 

$"285,60-2 01 
768,359 28 

1, 053, 961 29 

GEORGE GRAHAM. 
TREASURY DEPARTIIIENT 1 

General Land Office October 30, 1826. • 



534 FIN.A.NOE. [No. '163. 

I. 

Stoiement of expenditures of the United Statesfrom the 1st of January to the 30th of SeptemlJer, 1826. 

CIVIL, MISCELLANEOUS, AND DIPLOMATIC, VIZ: 

Legislature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Executive Departments ........................................... . 
Officers of the Mint .............................................. . 

$351,255 45 
381,121 49 

'1,200 00 
Commissioner of Public Buildings .................................. . 
Surv(lying Department ........................................... . 
Governments in the Territories of the United States ................. . 
Judiciary ...................•.............•. • • . • . • : • • • • • • • • • • · • •· 

1,1'19 94 
14,848 18 
2'1,9'13 16 

165,482 6'1 
$949,060 89 

Annuities and grants ............................................ . 
Mint establishment .............................................. . 

1,'150 00 
21,568 2'1 

Unclaimed merchandise- .......................................... . 108 0'1 
Light-house establishment ........................................ . 
Surveys of public lands .......................................... . 
Registers and Receivers of land offices ............................. . 
Preservation of the public archives in Florida ...................... . 
Land claims in Florida Territory .................................. . 
Land claims in the St. Helena land district ......................... . 

159,55'1 10 
4'1,449 69 

2,118 96 
625 00 

9,'123 48 
2,93'1 50 

Roads within the State of Ohio ................................... . '1,331 06 
Roads within the State of Indiana ................................. . '1,1'16 9'1 
Roads, canals, &c., within the State of Alabama ..................... . 12,958 28 
Roads, canals, &c., within the State of Missouri ...................... . 
Roads, canals, &c., within the State of Mississippi. ........ • .......... . 
Repairing mail road between Jackson and Columbus ................. . 
Marine ,hospital establishment ..................................... _ 

1,385 64 
5,888 15 

15,000 00 
3'1,656 50 

Public buildings in Washington ................................... . 
Bringing votes for President and Vice President of the United States ... . 
Appropriation of prize money ..................................... . 
Stock in the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal Company ............... . 

62,2'11 9'1 
41 '15 

4,29'1 55 
10'1,500 00 

Stock in the Dismal Swamp Canal Company ........................ . 
Stock in the Louisville and Portland Canal Company ................. . 

150,000 00 
20,000 00 

Payment of claims for property lost, &c ............................ . 
Payment of claims for buildings destroyed .......................... . 
Payment of balances due to officers of old internal revenue and direct tax. 
Payment of balances to Collectors of new internal revenue ............ . 

258 50 
1'18,002 45 

35 '10 
464 25 

Miscellaneous expenses .......................................... . 104,'144 69 

- Diplomatic Department ..........................................•. '14,138 l'1 
960,851 53 

Contingent expenses of foreign intercourse ......................... . 
Relief and protection of American seamen .......................... . 
Treaty of Ghent, (6th and '1th articles) ............................ . 
Treaty of Ghent, ( 1st article) ..................................... . 
Payment of claims under the 9th article of the treaty with Spain ...... . 
Treaties with the Mediterranean Powers ........................... . 

10,134 38 
'1,592 62 
'1,500 00 
'1,000 00 
9,96'1 88 
3,086 08 

119,419 13 

2,029,331 55 

MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT, VIZ: 

Pay of the .A.rmy ................................................ . 
Subsistence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................... . 
Quartermaster's Department ...................................... . 
Purchasing Department .......................................... . 
Bounties and premiums ........................................... . 
Forage ........................................................ . 
Expenses of recruiting ........................................... . 
Medical Department ............................................. . 
Purchase of woolens for 182'1 .................................... . 
Ransom of American captives ..................................... . 
Balances due to certain States on account of militia ................... ' 
Paym~nt for property lost, &c ............ _. ........................ . 
Armories ....................................................... . 
Arsenals ....................................................... . 
Arsenal at Vergennes ............................................ . 
Ordnance ...................................................... . 
Arming and equipping the militia ................................. . 
Military Academy at West Point .................................. . 
Repairs and contingencies of fortifications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Armament of new fortifications .................................... . 

'115,'162 95 
203,348 88 
2'12,592 15 
186,624 03 

5,996 '10 
2'1,803 90 
9,15'1 90 

18,901 28 
10,000 00 

985 18 
6,615 02 

168 25 
2'15,11'1 06 

43,166 20 
3,000 00 

52,280 91 
14'1,942 80 

9,853 83 
3,9'16 86 
1,600 00 

Fort Monroe .................................................... . 8'1,600 00 

Carried forward. . . . . . . . .. . 2,082,493 90 2,029,331 55 



1826.J STATE OF THE FINANCES. 

Brought forward ........... . 
Fort Calhoun ................................................... . 
Fort Delaware .................................................. . 
Fort Jackson. . . . .............................................. . 
Fort Mobile Point ............................................... . 
Fort New Utrecht Point .......................................... . 
Fort Brenton's Point ............................................. . 
Fort Rigolets and Chef Menteur ................................... . 
Fort Beaufort, North Carolina ..................................... . 
Fort Cape Fear .............................•..................... 
Fort Constitution ............................................... . 
Fort Bienvenue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............................. . 
Deepening the harbor of Presque Isle .............................. . 
Preservation of the islands in Boston harbor. . . . . . . ................. . 
Repairs of Plymouth beach ....................................... . 
Improving the Ohio and Mississippi rivers .......................... . 
Surveys, &c., roads and canals .................................... . 
Continuation of the Cumberland road ............................... . 
Road from Ohio to Detroit ........................................ . 
Road from Missouri to New Mexico ................................ . 
Road from Memphis to Little Rock .................... : ........... . 
Road from Little Rock to Cantonment Gibson ....................... . 
Road from Pensacola to St. Augustine ............................. . 
Survey of a route for a canal from the Atlantic to the Gulf of Mexico ... . 
Removing obstructions in Huron creek, Ohio ........................ . 
Removing obstructions in Cunningham creek ........................ . 
Removing obstructions in Grand river, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Removing obstructions in Ashtabula creek, Ohio .................... . 
Surveying harbor of Edgartown, Massachusetts ..................... . 
Surveying harbor of Sandusky bay, Ohio ........................... . 
Surveying harbor of La Plaisance bay, Michigan .................... . 
Interest due the State of Maryland. . . . . . . ......................... . 
Interest due to Baltimore ......................................... . 
Relief of sundry individuals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 
Relief of officers, &c., of Seminole war .............................. . 
Contingencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................... . 
Arrearages ..................................................... . 
Maps, plans, books, &c ........................................... . 
Invalid and half-pay pensions ..................................... . 
Revolutionary pensions .......................................... . 
Civilization of Indians ........................................... . 
Pay of Indian agents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... . 
Pay of sub-agents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ . 
Presents to Indians .............................................. . 
Contingencies of Indian Department ............................... . 
Compensation to citizens of Georgia ............................... . 
Creek treaty, 1825 ............................................... . 
Creek treaty, 1826 ............................................... . 
Treaties with Osages and Kansas ................................. . 
Treaties with Indians in Indiana .................................. . 
Treaties with Florida Indians ..................................... . 
Effecting certain treaties per act of May 26, 1826 .................... . 
Choctaw treaty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
General councils at Green Bay .................................... . 
Claims against Osages ........................................... . 
Annuities to Indians ............................................. . 

From which deduct the following repayments : 
Survey of the coast of the United States .................... $2,586 00 
Survey of Marblehead and Holmes' Hole.................... 54 '16 
Purchase of Indian title to land in Michigan................ 50'1 '16 
Purchase of Indian title to land in Tuscaroras. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63 32 
Gratuities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 454 '13 
Fortifications. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,653 48 

NAVAL ESTABLISID!ENT1 VIZ: 

Pay of the Navy afloat ........................................... . 
Pay ?f. the Navy, shore stations ................................... . 
Prov1s1ons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Medicines and hospital stores ..................................... . 
Repairs of vessels ............................................... . 
Navy yard, Portsmouth .......................................... . 
Navy yard, Charlestown ......................................... . 
Navy yard, New York ........................................... . 
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$2,082,493 90 $2,029,331 55 
60,900 00 
18,499 03 
50,940 58 
89,666 45 
64,830 00 
66,221 25 
64,912 00 
8,345 00 

26,800 00 
2,500 00 

50,000 00 
'1,895 00 

19,950 00 
8,500 00 
8,438 25 

24,082 41 
'10,'149 00 
14,107 45 
9,000 00 

904 00 
2,441 '14 
2,069 00 
9,316 00 
1,500 00 
1,000 00 
1,000 00 
1,000 00 

500 00 
400 00 
200 00 

61,582 63 
21,'110 25 
'16,411 12 
3,827 09 

12,601 18 
21,816 97 

84 8'T 
304,'102 45 

1,305,564 23 
12,784 59 
16,385 66 
5,521 59 

16,5'78 40 
140,401 44 

23,000 00 
20,813 88 
76,913 00 
18,306 18 
15,000 00 

418 00 
80,262 29 
2;204 51 

2'1,000 00 
2,40'T 71 

237,841 88 

5,273,300 98 

6,320 05 

758,253 52 
142,545 69 
320,703 94 
21,841 54 

3'18,843 30 
4,112 24 

37,771 31 
49,295 51 

5,266,980 93 

Carried forward............ 1,713,367 05 7,296,312 48 
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Brought forward ......... • .. 
Navy yard, Philadelphia ................. -. . . .................... -...... . 
Navy yard, Washington ............................................... . 
Navy yard, Norfolk ........... , .-.. -...... • ......................•...... 
Navy yard, Pensacola .................................................. . 
Gradual increase of the Navy ..•.•.. , , .... , ... , . , ....• , , , , . , ...... . 
Ordnance and ordnance stores .. , ..................•....•.............. ., • 
Building ten sloops-of-war ............ -.-........ -.-.... -.. -......... -............ . 
Houses for ships in ordinary. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -................. -.-... . 
Inclined plane, dock, &c .................. -..... -.................. -...... . 
Superintendents, artificers, &c ...... -.....• , , ...•...• , .... , , , , •. , .•.•.. 
Laborers, and fuel for engines .. , .-.... -•.. -•...•..... .-••. , ... ., ............. . 
Prohibition of the slave trade .............. -......................... .-... ,. .... . 
Suppression of piracy ............. .-..... , ...... , .. -............... . 
Contingent, not enumerated, for 1824 .-....•.....•........•..... ., , ........... . 
Contingent for 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........•............. 

° Contingent, not enumerated, for -1825 .. -.-..... -.. -.-........ .-.-......... -........ . 
Contingent for 1826 ............. -. -. . . . . . . . . ............................. . 
Contingent, not enumerated, for 1826 .-.......................•....•. , .•...• 
Pay and subsistence of the Marine-C01·ps •...... , ....................... . 
Clothing, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................. . 
Medicines .... , . . . . . . ........•................... -.................. . 
Fuel .......................... -.. , ........ " . .-.... , ....... ': ....... . 

~~::-:e~t.e~.' ." .' ." .' ." .' .' .' ." ." ." .' .' ."::: :. : :. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Barracks ...................................................... . 

From which deduct the following repayments : 
Contingent prior to 1824. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .............. : . : : • $8, 'T15 55 
Contingent for 1824........ . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,899 13 
Navy yards, docks, and wharves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,843 23 

PUBLIC IiEBT. 

Interest on the funded debt ....................................... : 
Redemption of 6 per cent. stock of 1813 ... : .. ...................... . 
Paying certain parts of domestic debt ............................. . 
Reimbursement of Treasury notes ................................. . 
Reimbursement of Mississippi stock. . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Redemption of 'T per cent. stock ................................... . 

[No. 'l63. 

$1,'T13,36'T 05 $'l,296,312 48 
13,539 26 
24,'l99 81 
40,253 'T8 
13,000 00 

663,522 10 
l'T,354 63 

382,495 'T3 
42,609 'T5 

316 50 
40,53'T 55 
9,461 9'T 

20,489 36 
1,358 98 

304 15 
242 'T4 
6'T3 88 

219,'l81 88 
600 00 

93,120 23 
21,983 40 

248 4'T 
9,321 45 

199 83 
8,208 20 
1,000 00 

3,338, 'T90 'TO 

l'T,45'r 91 

3,031,848 'l4 
5,063,922 62 

2'r 86 
30'r l'r 
450 00 

25 00 

3,321,332 'l9 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, Nove:rriber 30, 1826. 

8,096,581 90 

18, '114,226 66 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

L. 
TREASURY DEPART!IENT, October 12, 1826. 

The Commissioners of the Sinking Fund having, on the 2'Tth of September, 1826, resolved that two 
millions of dollars of the six per cent. stock, created by the act of Congress of the 8th February, 1813, 
should be redeemed on the 1st January, 182'T, the following was the course adopted at the Treasury to 
carry the resolution into effect : . . 

1. All the Loan Offices were instructed to transmit to the Treasury the numbers of the certificates 
of this stock, and the names of the holders as they stood upon the books of the offices, respectively, on 
the 16th of September, 1826 ; the books being always closed against transfer fourteen days before the 
end of a quarter. 

2. The amount of the whole being $11,248,389 26, composed of differe:q.t and unequal sums on the 
books of the several offices, the two millions were made up among all the offices by taking a proportional 
sum for each. For example: the entire sum standing upon the books of the New York office being 
$2,225,533 49, the sum of $395,600 bore the same proportion to two millions that $2,225,533 49 did to 
$11,248,389 26. The entire sum upon the books of the offices in South Carolina being $555,149 39, the 
sum of $98,684 bore the same proportion to two millions that $555,149 39 did to $11,248,389 26 ; and in 
this manner the proportional sum was fixed for all the offices. 

3. All the certificates, or the numbers representing thenr, returned by each office were then formed into 
as many parcels as there were offices, and successively put into as many boxes. As many of them were 
then drawn out from each box, by lot, as made up the-proportional amount ascertained as above to belong 
to each office. The holder of an:y one number or certificate thus drawn out was, by the terms of the 
notice under which the contract for the loan was entered into, to be paid off, not only to the full amount 
of that particular certificate, but of all other certificates· of this same stock of which he was the owner. 

The doctrine of chances rendering it nearly impossible to draw out in exact figures the sum wanted 
in the case of each office, the last drawn certificate or Ilum be'J.' in each· case was found to give an excess, 
in some instances greater, in others less. 
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4. This excess, the agregate of which amounted to $162,599 63, was disposed of thus : The whole of 
the numbers or certificates already successively drawn out on account of all the offices were put back 
again into one box and a new drawing was had from amongst them all, for exemption, to the amount 
of the foregoing aggregate excess, so as to bring back the result to the two millions wanted. As the 
last drawn certificate or number in performing this operation proved to be a large one, it led to the 
opposite result of lowering the amount below the level aimed at by as much as $57,293 58. • 

To absorb this deficit, a further drawing was resorted to from the entire mass of the undrawn numbers, 
which were put into another box; and this operation terminated in reaching the sum required, with only a 
fractional excess of $2,306 'll. This was deemed too small to make it necessary to renew the drawing for 
exemption, and the whole operation was accordingly closed. 

'rhe principle of apportionment among the different offices was believed to be the most proper mode 
of paying off the sum in question. It was alike equal to the stockholders, and tended to produce payments 
more equal throughout the different States than if the drawing had taken place from all the certificates 
representing the whole sum of $11,248,389 26 thrown into a common mass. 

The drawing of the lottery commenced on the 29th of September, and was completed this day. The 
delay was owing to the Banks of the United States at Philadelphia and Boston ( acting as Loan Offices) 
not having made return of the certificates standing on their books in due time; those from the former not 
having been received until the 3d instant, and those from the latter not until yesterday. It had otherwise 
been intended to complete the drawing of the lottery on the 29th of September, and issue the notice to the 
public creditors to be paid off by its decision on the last day of the quarter. 

No. 1. 

Statement of the debt of the Uni.ted States, October 1, 1825. 

Three per cent. stock ...................................... : ................. . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of 16 millions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,403,051 66 
Six per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of 7½ millions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,452,884 46 
Six per cent. stock of 1814 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 13,096,542 90 
Six per cent. stock of 1815 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,490,099 10 
Five per cent. stock, subscription to the Bank of the United States... 'T,000,000 00 

$13,296,231 45 

Five per cent. stock of 1820 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 999,999 13 
Five per cent. stock of 1821 .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 735,296 30 
Exchanged 5 per cent. of 1822 ......................... ;.;...... 56,704 'l'l 
Funded 4½ per cent. stock, per act of May 24, 1824, (Florida loan)... 5,000,000 00 
Funded 4½ per cent. stock, per act of May 26...................... 5,000,000 00 
Exchanged 4½ per cent. stock of 1824 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,454,727 95 

67,689,306 27 

80,985,537 72 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 
TREASURY DEPARTlrENT, Regi,ster's Office, November 30, 1826. 

No. 2. 

Staiement of the debt of the Uni.ted StafR-S on January 1, 1826. 

Three per cent. stock ........................................................ . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of 16 millions)................... $11,254,197 46 
Six per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of 7½ millions)................... 5,062,402 50 
Six per cent. stock of 1814...................................... 13,0~6,542 90 
Six per cent. stock of 1815. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,490,099 10 
Five per cent. stock, subscription to the Bank of the United States... 7,000,000 00 
Five per cent. stock of 1820..................................... . 999,999 13 
Five per cent. stock of 1821. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,735,296 30 
Exchanged 5 per cent. stock of 1822. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56,704 'l'l 
Funded 4½ per cent. stock, per act of May 24, 1824, (Florida loan)... 5,000,000 00 
Funded 4½ per cent. stock, per act of May 26. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,000,000 00 
Exchanged 4½ per cent. stock ofl824 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. 4,454,727 95 

$13,296,231 45 

Exchanged 4½ per cent. stock of 1825 .. :......................... 1,539,336 16 
67,689,306 27 

80,985,537 72 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ster's Office, Nove:niber 30, 1826. 
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No. 3. 

Staiement of the debt of the United States on October 1, 1826, and on January 1, 182'l. 

Three per cent. stock ......................... , .............................. . 
Six per cent stock of 1813, (loan of 16 millions).,................. $11,254,19'l 46 
Six per cent. stock ofl814 ............... _....................... 13,096,542 90 
Six per cent. stock of 1815. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,490,099 10 
Five per cent. stock, subscription to the Bank of the United States... 7,000,000 00 
Five per cent. stock of 1820. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 999,999 13 
Five per cent. stock of 1821. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,735,296 30 
Exchanged 5 per cent. stock of 1822 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56,704 77 
Funded 4½ per cent. stock, per act of May 24, 1824, (Florida loan)... 5,000,000 00 
Funded 4½ per cent. stock, per act of May 26, 1824................. 5,000,000 00 
Exchanged 4½ per cent. stock of 1824 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,454,727 95 
Exchanged 4½ per cent. stock of 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,539,336 16 

$13,296,24'l 'l0 

62,626,903 'l'l 

75,923,151 4'l 

Amount of the debt of the United States, per the foregoing statement No. 1, and per 
statement No. 3, which accompanied the report of the Secretary of the Treasury of 
December 22, 1825........................................................ $80,985,53'l 'l2 
Add stock issued in the first quarter of 1826, viz: 

Three per cent. stock........................................... $16 25 
Exchanged 4½ per cent. stock of March 3, 1825, in lieu of 6 per cent. 

stocks of 1813* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,539,336 16 

Deduct stocks surrendered, and payments on account of the principal of the debt, viz: 
Six per cent. stocks surrendered, and for \vhicb exchanged 4½ per cent. 

stock was issued in lieu, under the act of March 3, 1825, of the 16 
million loan ...................... : ...................... . 

Seven and a half million ditto .................................. . 
Payment of the residue of the 'l'½ million loan on July 1; 1826 ...... . 

$1,148,854 20 
890,481 96 

5,062,402 50 

Amount of the debt, as above, on October 1, 1826 ......................... : ...... . 
From which deduct the amount proposed to be paid o:ff on January 1, 182'l .......... . 

Leaving the amount of the debt on January 1, 182'l ..... , ........................ . 

1,539,352 41 

82,524,890 13 

6,601, 'l'38 66 

75,928,151 47 
2,002,306 71 

'l3,920,844 'l6 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Ojfice, November 30, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 

No. 4. 

Estimated amount of Treasury notes outstanding on the 1st October, 1826. 

Total amount issued, as per No. 4 of the last-report •............................. 
Cancelled and reported on by the First Auditor .................................. . 

Outstanding .............. , ................................. , ......... . 
Consisting of small Treasury notes ....... •............... ... . . . . . . . . . . $2,240 00 
Notes bearing interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,800 00 

$36,680, 'l'94 00 
86,664,194 00 

15,040 00 

15,040 00 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,' Register's Ojfice,-November 30, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

No. 5. 

Statement of the stock issued under the act of Congress entiiled "An act swpplementary to the act for the 
indemnification of certain claimants of public lands in the Mississippi Territory," passed March 3, 1815. 

Amount of claims awarded, per statement No. 5 of the last report.................. $4,282,151 12½ 

1 
OThe amount of the 6 per cent, stocks of 1813, exchauged under the act of March 3, 1825, was stated last year, by 

estimate, at SI, 585, 138 88 ; the accounts of the Commissioners of Loans have since been adjusted, and the true amount 
ascertained to be $1,539,336 16, one moiety whereof, or $769,668 18, is redeemable in 1829, the other in 1830. 
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Whereof there was paid in for lands, per said report.............................. $2,447,539 39 
Payments at the Treasury to the 30th September, 1825, per said state-

ment ............................. ; ....................... $1,826,765 56 
Payments at the Treasury from 1st October, 1825, to 30th September, 

1826...................................................... 450 00 

Balance outstanding on the 1st October, 1826, consisting of certificates 
outstanding .............................................. . 

.A.wards not applied for ........................................ . 
7,355 57 

44 60½ 

1,827,215 56 

7,400 17½ 

4,282,151 12½ 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, November 30, 1826. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

STATEMENTS 
EXHillITING TIIE REVENUE ARISING FROM:_ 

DUTIES ON MERCHANDISE, TONNAGE, ETC., 
During the year ending JJecemher 31, 1825; referred to in the Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasm·y 

upon the State of the Finances, of December 12, 1826 . 

.A.. 

Statement exhibiting the duties whwh accrued on merchandise, tonnage, passports, and clearances; of debentures 
issued on the exportation of foreign merchandise; of payments on domestic distilled spirits and domestic 
refined sugar exported; of bounties on salted fish exported; of allowances to vessels employed in the 
fisheries; of expenses of collection and of paynumts made into the Treasury during the year ending on the 
31st day of December, 1825. 

Duties on merchandise ......................................................... . 
Duties on tonnage and light money .............................................. . 
Duties on passports and clearances .............................................. . 
Drawback on foreign merchandise exported ................................... • ... . 
Drawback on domestic distilled spirits and domestic refined sugar exported ........... . 
Bounties and allowances ....................................................... . 
Gross revenue ................................................................ . 
Expenses of collection .................................................... _ ..... . 
Net revenue ................................................................. . 
Payments made into the Treasury ............................................... . 

$31,707,794 32 
138,847 83 
12,638 00 

6,391,783 57 
3,565 00 

209,285 57 
25,254,646 01 

843,903 16 
24,410,742 85 
20,098,713 45 

N OTE.-Table A, which accompanies the annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury of 
December 12, 1826, was prepared before the books of the revenue for the year 1825 
were closed. By that table the duties on merchandise are stated to be ............ $31,673,687 67 

To which add-
Bonds taken in Key West for duties on merchandise, the particulars of which were not 

rendered by the late Collector. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34,106 65 

As above ........... :................................................ 31,707,794 32 

Drawback on merchandise exported . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,391,778 69 
Add, on rifles exported ................................................... : . . . . . . 4 88 

.A.s above ........................................................... . 

Expenses of collection ......................................................... . 
Deduct surplus of emoluments ................................................... . 

As above ......................................... • .................. . 

6,391,783 57 

$862,341 67 
18,438 51 

843,903 16 

Net revenue .................................................................. $24,358,202 57 
Add bonds taken in Key West......................................... $34,106 65 
Add surplus of emoluments, &c................. ... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181438 -51 

Deduct debentures, as above ........................................ . 
52,545 16 

4 88 
52,540 28 

.A.s above ................................. __ ......................... 24,410,742 85 
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• B. 

Statement exhibiting the val:ues and quantui.es, respectively, of 'merchandi,se on which dmies actually acci-ued 
during the year 1825, ( consisting of the dijferenc~ betwee~ arti{Jles pa,ying dvi,y importe<it and those entitled 
to drawbaclc re-eX?J)orted;) and, also, of the net revenue which accrued that year from duties on merchan
di,se, tonnage, pas8J!orts, and ckai-ance~. 

MERCHANDISE PAYING DUTIES AD VALOREM. 

'l,285 dollars, at 12 per cent ................................. . 
1,569,003 dollars, at 12½ per cent ................................. . 
2,982,362 dollars, at 15 per cent ................................. . 
8,619,'l5'i dollars, at 20 per cent ................................. . 

30,804,852 dollars, at 25 per cent ................................. . 
5,865,022 dollars, at 30 per cent ................................. . 
5,155,110 dollars, at 33! per cent ......... ~ .................. ." .... . 

15,033 dollars, at 35 per cent ................................. . 
126,439 dollars, at 40 per cent ................................. . 
560,349 dollars, at 50 per ce11t._ ._ ._ ._ .. _ ._ .. _ ._ ... _ .. _ ~ ~ .. _ ~ .... _ ......... _ .. . 

55,'l05,812 dollars, at - per cent ................................. . 

$8'l4 20 
196,125 36 
44'l,354 30 

1,'l23,951 40 
'l,'l0l,213 00 
1,'l59,506 60 
1, 'l 18,5'l0 00 

5,261 55 
50,5'l5 60 

280,l'l4 50 

13,883,606 51 
1,666 20 22,216 exported, at 'l½ per cent .. ; .............................. . 

----- $13,881,940 31 
55,683,596 

DUTIES ON SPECIFIC ARTICLES. 

I. Wines-2,688,640 gallons, at 25.S'l cents average ................... . 
2. Spirits-4,114,046 gallons, at 43.$~ cents a.verage ................... . 

Molasses-12,430,622 gallons, at 5 cel)..ts ........................... . 
3. Teas-6,55'r,629 pounds, at 33.53 cents average ..................... . 

Coffee-22,35'l, 'r21 pounds, at 5 cents ............................. . 
4. Sugar-4'l,504,033 pounds, at 3.06 cents average .................... . 
5. Salt-3,53'r,3'r8 pounds, at 20 cents ............................... . 
6. All other articles ............................................... . 

$682,111 15 
l,802,'r66 52 

621,551 10 
2,198, 'l8'l 46 
1,ll 'r,886 05 
1,45'l,'r69 52 

'r0'r,4'l5 60 
2,386,698 20 

Add duties which accr~ed on merchandise, the particulars of which were not rendered by 
the Collectors, after deducting therefrom duties refunded and difference in calculation. 

Add 2½ p_er cent. retained on drawback ................................ $1'l5,923 21 
10 per cent. extra duty on foreign vessels.......................... 19,916 91 
Discriminating duty on French vessels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,558 19 
Interest on custom-house bonds. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,664 49 
Storage received-: ................ _ ................................. • 2,658 'r8 

10,9'l5,025 60 

24,856,965 91 

26,03'r 69 

223,'l21 58 

Duties on merchandise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,106, 'r25 18 
Duties on tonnage .............................................. $120,64'l 73 
Light money ................................................. _._. 18,200 10 

Passports and clearances,. ........... _. ......... _.._. ......................... . 
138,84'r 83 

12,638 00 

Deduct drawback on domestic spirits ................................. . 
Deduct drawback on domestic refined sµgar ............. _. ............. . 

25,258,211 01 
$1,952 32 
1,612 68 

Gross revenue ................................................................ . 
Expenses on collection .............................. ; .... • ..... .'. • ............ •. • .. . 

Net revenue ....... : ................ ·: .... ·: .. _._._._. ........ ,. ........ _ ... _._ ......... . 

Explana~oi-y s!alements_ and nqtes. 

1. WINES. 
Madeira............ . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 161,396 gallons, at 100 cents, 
Burgundy and Champagne........................... 13,332 do. at 100 " 
Sherry and St. Lucar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,264 do. at 60 " 
Lisbon, Oporto, &c................................... 245,662 do. at 50 " 
Teneriffe, Fayal, &c.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126,833 do. at 40 " 
Claret, &c., bottled ...................... ,........... 60,084 do. at 30 " 
All other . ........................... : .......... • .... 2,073,569 do. at 15 " 

2,688,640 

3,565 00 

25,254,646 01 
843,903 16 

24,410,'r42 85 

$161,396 00 
13,332 00 
4,958 40 

122,831 00 
50,533 20 
18,025 20 

311,035 35 

682,111 15 
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2. SPffiITS. 

From grain ....................... . 1st proof ........ 1,001,544 gallons, at 42 cents, 
2d do .......... 52,657 do. at 45 " 
3d do .......... 131,155 do. at 48 " 
4th do .......... 7, 'll5 do. at 52 " 
5th do .......... 3,388 do. at 60 

Other materials ................... . 2d do .......... 674,085 do. at 38 " 
3d do .......... 786,131 de,. at 42 " 
4th do .......... 1,418,948 do. at 48 " 
5th do .......... 37,548 do. at 57 " 

Above ........................... . 5th do .......... 875 do. at ~o " 

4,114,046 

3. TEAS. 

Bohea ..................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91,755 pounds, at 12 cents, 
Souchong.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,032,516 do. at 25 " 
Hyson Skin, &c ...................................... 2,197,041 do. at 28 '' 
Hyson and Young Hyson ..... " ....................... 3,039,148 do. at 40 " 
Imperial................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 197,169 do. at 50 
Extra duty on teas imported from other places than China .............•................ 

6,557,629 

4. SUGAR. 

541 

$420,648 48 
23,681 82 
62,954 40 
4,011 80 
2,032 80 

256,152 30 
330,175 02 
681,095 04 
21,402 36 

612 50 

1,802,766 52 

$11,010 60 
258,129 00 
615,171 48 

1,215,659 20 
98,584 50 

232 68 

2,198,787 46 

Brown ........................................... . 44,239,180 pounds, at 3 cents, $1,327,175 04 
White clayed, &c .................................. . 3,264,853 do. at 4 " 130,594 rn 

47,504,033 1,457,769 52 

5. SALT. 

Imported, bushels ........................................... 4,639,160, at 20 cents, $927,832 00 
Exported, bushels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55,354 

'Bounties and allowances reduced into bushels, at 20 cents 1,046,428 
---- 1,101,782, at 20 cents, 220,356 40 

6. ALL OTHER ARTICLES. 

Articles. 

Carpeting, Brussels, Wilton, &c ... ........•................... ,, ...•... ............•. yards ...•.. 
Venetian and ingrain ......... ·••••• ..•......•..•.....................•. .• do ..••••.. 
all other, &.c·•••••••··•••••·••••••••··•·••• .............................. do ....... . 

Cottonbagging •••••• •••••• •••••• .............. •••••• •••••••••••••.•.•••••.••••••.••• do •••••••• 
Vinegar ................ •••••· ........................................ •·••·• •..... gallons ••... 
Deer, ale, and porter, botUed ........................................................ do ....••.. 

in casks ••...••••••••••...••••••••...•.•...••...•.••..•.•••••. do •...•... 
Oil, spennaccti •••.•••••.• ·••••• ................................................... do •••..... 

whale and other fish ........................................................... do •••..... 
olive, in casks •......... •••••••••••••· ... .. ·••••• .•• ••••·• ..•. ..........•..... do ....... . 
castor, •.• ••••·••••· .......... ••••• •••• •••••· ......••....... , .. ................ do ....... . 
linseed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••···••·•·•••• .. ·•••••··•••·••do •••••••. 
J1cmpsced ...................................................................... do •.••.••. 
rape seed ....................................................................... do ...•..•• 

Cocoa•••••••••·•• .............................. ••••••••·••• •••••• ~ •..•..•••.•••. pounds ••.... 
Chocolate .......................................................................... do ••..•... 
Sugar, candy....... • ........................................................ do ..•••.•• 

loaf ....................................................................... do ...... .. 
other refined ................................................................ do .•..••.. 

Fruits, almonds •••• •·•••• •••••••·•••· ••••••••••••••.••.••••..••••..•......••••...•• do •....••. 
currants ••••• ··•••• ••••••••••••••••••••...•••••..•••...•..•.••.•.•....••...•. do ....... . 
prunes and plums.......................... • ...•..••.•.••.•......•••..•••.• do •..••... 

figs ·••·•••···•·••····•••••··••·•···•···•·•·•·••••••·•••·••··•···•••••·••·•··do •••••••• 
raiain•,jar and muscatel •••••• •••••· ••••••.•.•••......•....••••...••••....••. do ....... . 
olber ........................................................................ do •.••••.. 

Candles, tallow .................................................................... do ••..•.•. 
wax ..................................................................... do ....•... 

Chee,e ............................................................................. do ....••.. 
Soap ............................................................................... do ....... . 

3,537,378 

Quantity. 

79,188 
519,392 

5,124 
4,072,910 

20,08:l 
57,615 
7,051 

5 
351 

72,0-21 
1,017 

67,125 
25,994 

19 
146,463 

1,967 
718 
477 
140 

943,441 
95,13.5 

138,801 
784,994 

1,766,797 
1,619,094 

38,006 
2,081 

33,571 
220,909 

Rate of duty. 

50 
25 
20 

3¾ 
8 

20 
15 
25 
15 
25 
40 
25 
25 
25. 
2 

4 
12 
12 
10 
3 
3 

4 
3 
4 
3 
5 
6 
9 
4 

707,475 60 

Duties. 

$39,594 00 
12!1,848 GO 

I,0'.!4 80 
152,734 18 

1,606 56 
11,523 00 
1,057 65 

125 
52 65 

18,005 25 
406 80 

16,781 25 
6,498 50 

4 75 
2,9-29 26 

78 68 
86 16 
57 24 
14 00 

28,303 23 
2,854 05 
5,552 04 

23,549 €2 
70,671 88 
48,602 82 
I,900 30 

124 86 
3,0-21 39 
81836 :J6 
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Anicles. 

Tallow ..................................................................... , .... pounds ..... . 
Lard ............................................................................... do ...... .. 
Beef and pork ...................................................................... do ...... .. 
Hams and bacon .................................................................. do ...... .. 
Butter ............................................................................. do ....... . 
Vitriol, blue or Roman .............................................................. do ...... .. 

oil of ....................................................................... do ....... . 
Camphor, crude ................................................................... do ...... .. 

refinep. ................................................................... do ....... . 
Salts, Epsom ....................................................................... do ....... . 

Glauber ..................................................................... do ...... .. 
Spices, Cayenne pepper ...................................... : ..................... do ...... .. 

ginger ............................................................................. do •.•.•..• 

1nace ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• ······••·•···········•···•••······ ........... do •••••••• 
nutmegs .................................................................... do ...... .. 
cinnamon .....................................................••••....•••.• • do •••••••• 
cloves ....................................................................... do ...... .. 
pepper, black ................................................................ do ...... .. 
pimento ..................................................................... do ....... . 
cassia ....................................................................... do ....... . 

Tobacco, manufactured, &c ......................................................... do ...... .. 
Indigo ............................................................................. do ...... .. 
Gunpowder ........................................................................ do ...... .. 
BrisUes ............................................................................ do ....... . 
Glue ............................................................................... do ....... . 
Paint.s, ochre, dry ................................................................. do ...... .. 

inoil ................................................................ do ....... . 
white and red lead .......................................................... do ....... . 
whiting ..................................................................... do ...... .. 

Lead, pig, bar, and sheet ........................................................... do ....... . 
shot ......................................................................... do ...... .. 

Cables, tarred ...................................................................... do ....... . 
Cordage, tarred ..................................................................... do ...... .. 

untarred .................................................................. do ...... .. 
Twine, untarred yarn, &c ........................................................... do ....... . 
Corks ........................................... : .................................. do ...... .. 
Copper, rods and bolts .............................................................. do ....... . 

nails and spik•s .......................... • ............................ ··•••.do ....... . 
Fire-nrms, muskets ...................................................................... number .••••• 

rifles .................................................................... do ...... .. 
Iron and steel wire, not above No.18 .............................................. pounds ..... . 

above No. 18 .................................................... do ...... .. 
tacks, brads,and sprigs, not above 16 ounces .................................. per l'r! .... .. 

above 16 ounces ..................................... pounds .... .. 
nails ......... ................................................................ do ...... .. 
spikes ......................................................................... do ...... .. 
chain cables, &c ............................................................... do ...... .. 
mill cranks .................................................................... do ....... . 
millsaws ...................................................................... do ....... . 
anchors ........................................................ , .............. do ...... .. 
anvils ......................................................................... do ...... .. 
hammers and sledges ........................................................... do ...... .. 
castings, vessels of ............................................................. do ....... . 

otber ................................................................. do ...... .. 
round and braziers' rods ........................................................ do ...... .. 
nail and spike rods ............................................................. do ...... .. 
sheet and hoop ................................................................. do ...... .. 
slitandrolled ................................. : ................................ do ...... .. 

Pi"'·•··•••··•···•••···••·•··•··••····••·• ....................................... c,vt ••••••• 
bar, rolled ................................................................... do ...... .. 

hammered ................................................................. do ....... . 
Steel ............................................................................... do ...... .. 
Hemp ............................................................................. do ...... .. 
Alum ............................................................................. do ...... .. 
Copperas ........................................................................... do ...... .. 
Wbeatflour ........................................................................ do ...... .. 
Coal ............................................................................ bushels .... .. 
Wheat ............................................................................. do ...... .. 
Oats ............................................................................... do ...... .. 
Potatoes ........................................................................... do ...... .. 
Paper, folio and quarto post ....................................................... pounds .... .. 

foolscap ..................................................................... do ...... .. 
printina ....••...•.•.•..•.••••.................•••••••......••.•.•.••• •••••••• do •••••••• 
sheathing ................................................................... do ....... . 
nil other ..................................................................... do ....... . 

Books, printed previous to 1775 ..................................................... do ...... .. 
in otl1er languages, &c .. ••...........•.••..•.••...••••.....••..••..••••..•... . do ....... . 
Latin and Greek, bound • ., ...................... •••••• ............ •••• ...... do ...... .. 

in boards.•••••• .... •••• •••• •••••••••••• •••• •••••••• ••••••• do ••• , •••. 

Quantity. 

134,076 
8 

188,711 
17,701 
1,832 
9,179 

30,616 
57,703 

226 
108,191 

286 
189 
9-26 

17,479 
90,107 
!l0,470 
27,219 

1,465,762 
235,044 
105,647 

397 
414,756 
43,905 

172,688 
50,363 

403,003 
4,323 

1,768,164 
246,960 

3,934,340 
60,206 

114,033 
235,212 
176,057 
313,748 
109,158 
111,531 

2,573 
13,069 

12 
580,270 
205,699 
3-2,53-2 
6,60-2 

378,103 
27,815 

416,267 
186 

1,496 
50,836 

5~7,663 
66,262 

770,637 
436,362 
58,127 
14,078 

2,081,367 
70· 

17,273 
79,345 

484,786 
34,146 
91,104 

3 

3,712 
88 

816,414 
3,448 

958 
36,911 
12,753 

540,332 
2,660 

91,676 
27,569 
1,237 

111,683 
5,882 
7,003 

Rate of duty. 

3 
2 
3 
5 
4 
3 

8 
12 
4 
2 

15 
2 

100 
60 
25 
25 
8 

6 
6 

10 
15 
8 

3 

5 
1 

li 
4 
1 
2 

3i-
4 
4 
5 
5 

12 
4 
4 

150 
250 

5 

9 
5 
5. 
5 
4 
3 
4 

10a 
2 
2 

21 
lj-

3 
3 
3 
3 

50 
150 
90 

JOO 
175 
250 
200 
50 
6 

25 
10 
10 
20 
17 
10 
3 

15 
4 
4 

15 
13 

[No. 763· 

Duties. 

61,340 76 
24 

3,774 22 
531 03 
91 60 

367 16 
9-24 48 

4,616 24 
27 12 

4,327 64 
5 72 

!!8 35 
18 52 

17,479 00 
54,064 20 
5,117 50 
6,804 75 

117,260 97 
14,102 64 
6,338 82 

39 70 
62,213 40 
3,512 40 
5,180 64 
2,518 15 
4,030 03 

64 84 
70,726 55 
2,469 60 

78,686 80 
2,101 21 
4,561 32 
9,408 48 
8,!l02 85 

15,687 40 
13J098 96 
4,461 24 

10-2 9-2 
19,603 50 

30 00 
20,013 50 
18,512 91 
1,626 60 

330 10 
18,905 15 
1,112 60 

12,488 01 
7 44 

1,496 00 
1,016 72 

11,753 26 
1,656 55 

11,559 55 
4,363 62 
1,743 81 

422 34 
62,441 01 

2 10 
8,636 25 

119,017 50 
436,307 40 
34,146 00 

159,432 00 
7 50 

7,444 00 
44 00 

48,984 84 
862 00 
95 80 

3,Glll 10 
2,550 60 

91,856 44 
266 00 

2,750 28 
4,135 35 

49 48 
4,467 32 

882 30 
910 39 
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Articles, 

Books, all other, bound .••...•••..•.•.•...•••........•.....••• , ....•......•... pounds •••••. 
in boards ...........•.•..•.•...••.•....•••.....•••....•. .....••.. do •••.••. 

Glass, cut, and not specified • • . .• ••• . •• . . • . . . . . . . .• . . • • •. • . . . . . .. • . . . • • . . . • . • • . . . do ••••.•. 
all other, &.c. . ... ... . ..•.. ••·• ........•.....•.......•. •••· ••••· .•. •·•.do ....... . 
apothecarie•' vials, not above 4 ounces ............... ••••·• .••••••••• •••• •••. gross ..••.. 

not above 8 ounces . . .. . •• . • . . .. • . . ..................... do •..•••. 
bottles, not above 1 quart ..••...•••........•..•.•.••.••...........••••...••.. do ..•..•• 

not above l! quarts.... .. • . • . • . • . • . .. .••.........•......•.••.....••. do ....••.. 
not above 4 quarts...... .. .. • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • . . . • . . ••.. •• • • . •.• do •.•••.. 

window, not above 8 by 10 ..••••••••••.•..••••••..•••... .. : . .•..•••••• 100 sq. feet •••••. 
not above 10 by 12 . . • . •• • • . . • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • . • . •• . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • . do ..•.... 
above 10 by 12 ••••••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do ••••••. 

uncut, in plates ..•• •••••••••·••••••·• •••••••• •••• •••• •••• ..•. •·•••••• •• •· •••• do .••. •••· 
demijohns . . . • .. .. • . •. . . • • . . . . . • • . . . •• • • • . .•.•••••.•••.••••.••••••••..... number •...•. 

Fish, dried or s1nokcd . ... •••••• •....•.•.•. •••• •... •·•• •••• ....••..••.. -••• .... quintats ••••.. 
salmon, pickled .........•......••.....•..•...•............. ,, ........•...... barrels .•.... 
mackerel, pickled •••••••••••• ••·· ••• •·•• •••·•· ••·••• ••••..•. ••·• •••.•••.•••• do .••••••. 
nil other, pickled .•••••••••••• ••··••••••• •••••• •••• •• ••· •·•· •· •• •••· •.•.•••. do •••••... 

Shoes nnd slipper,, silk.... •••••• •••• ....•••• •••··· •••.•••• •··• •··· .... •••· .... pairs.·••••· 
prunclle •••• ••••• ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• •••·•·•••·do •••• ••·• 
leather, men's, &.c •••••• ••••••••••••..••... •••· •••·· •••••. ••••·• ••• •••.•••. do .••• •••• 
children's .••••• •••••·•·•••• ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•••• do •••• •·•• 
hoot.sand bootees ••••••••••••••••• ··•··••••••·•· •••••••••••• •·•••• •••• ·••••••·do. •·•·•· 

Cl gars.............. . . . . . • •• . . • . . . • • • •• • . . • • . •• . • . . • . . . • . • . . . .• • • • • . .•..•..••... per 111 •••••• 
Playing cards ••.••.......•••••.•.••••.•.•.••..••••.•••.••••••••••....••..•.••.•••.. pack .••... 

Deduct excess or exportation over importation-
Saltpetre, relined, 1,495 pound•, at 3 cents • • •••.•••..•••.••••••••••••.•••••.•••... 
Snutr, 97 pounds, at 12 cents •••••••• •••· ••••••••....... •••• ••••.•.. •••• ....••..•• 
Cotton, 136,124 pounds, at 3 cents ••••• ••·• •••.•••.•••• •••• .••••••••••••.•. •••• •••• 

Exports at (om1er duties-
Duck, Russia, 100 pieces, at $2 .... •••••• ......................................... . 

Ravens, 180 pieces, at $125 .••••.• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••• 
Sheeting, brown, 410 pieces, at $1 60 ••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.• 
Raisins, other than jar, &c., 3,000 pounds, nt 2 cents ....••.•••....••••.•..•.•....•.. 
Candle•, tallow, 2,326 pounds, at 3 cents .•.•.•..••....•..•••..••.•.•..•••...•..... 
Soap, 4,256 pounds, at 3 cents .•••• ••••• •••••..••..••..•••...•.•.•.•...••..•..••..• 
White and red lead, 765 pounds, at 3 cents •..•••...•.•••.•.•••.••.•.•........••....• 
Cordage, tarred, 10,378 pound•, at 3 cents ••..•••••.•••..•••.•....••....•...•.....•• 
Iron, nails, 6,903 pom:ids, at 4 cents ...•••••...•.•..•.••.•••..•••...••....•••...•... 

• sheet and hoop, 662 cwt., at ,Sil 50 .•••••••••••••••••....••••••••••...••••••.••• 
hammered, 1,155 cwt., at 75 cents •...••.........•.•.•..•••....••..........••• 

Glass, window, not above 8 by 10, 14 100 square feet, at $'2 50 .•••.•••••.•••..••...•• 

C. 

~44 85 
11 64 

4,083 72 

-4,140 21 

200 00 
225 00 
656 00 
60 00 
69 78 

127 68 
22 95 

311 34 
276 12 

1,655 00 
866 25 

35 00 

Quantity. Rate or duty. 

13,013 30 
82,6i7 26 
38,225 3 

982,897 2 
3,258 100 

367 125 
13,697 200 

!l2 250 
-4 300 

6E6 300 
730 350 

3,719 400 
77 400 

32,301 25 
1,556 100 
1,540 200 

257 150 
648 100 

1,245 30 
1,747 25 
l,481 25 
1,105 15 

218 150 
21,3i7 2.30 
8,894 30 

543 

Duties. 

~5,703 90 
21,496 0-2 

1,146 75 
19,2.'17 94 
3,258 00 

458 75 
27,394 00 

55 00 
12 00 

2,058 00 
2,555 00 

14,876 00 
308 00 

8,075 26 
1,556 00 
3,080 00 

385 50 
648 00 
373 50 
436 75 
370 25 
165 75 
327 00 

53,442 50 
2,668 20 

2,395,343 53 

8,645 33 

A statement exhihuing the amount of .American and forei,gn tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the 
United States during the year ending on the 31st day of Decemher, 1825 . 

.American tonnage in foreign trade ................................................... . 
Foreign tonnage in foreign trade .................................................... . 

Total tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the United States ................ . 

886,511 
94,886 

981,84'1 

Proportion of foreign tonnage to the whole amount of the tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the 
United States, 10.6 to 100. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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State:ment exhihiiing the amount of drawback payable on merchandwe exported from the United States during 
the years ending on the 31st day of Decernher, 1823, 1824, and 1825, compared with the amount of duties 
which accrued on the same, respectively. 

Species of merchandise, 
Duties 

accruing. 

1823. 

Drawback 
payable, 

Duties 
accruing. 

Drawback 
payable. 

Duties 
accruing. 

1825, 

Drawback 
payable. 

Value, at 7¼ per cent •• ,........................ $111,424 $40,426 $74,486 $41,921 .••• ••·•·•••·••• 81,594 
12 •••• do •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••• • • •• •, ••••••••• , •• ,.. • 155 •• •••• •• .• . • •. •. $874 •••••• •••••• •••• 
121 ...• do.... .......... ..•••. •••• ..••.. •••••••••••.•••• ................ 140,269 22,172 40'.!,511 201,149 
15 •••. do.............................. 2,684,057 577,969 2,144,874 5-28,592 774,549 318,526 
"0 •.•. do.............................. 1,255,423 30,471 1,375,146 77,344 1,972,503 242,027 
25 .... do ........• _..................... 4,639,526 752,732 5,082,697 804,021 9,010,971 1,2i2,202 
30 .... do.............................. 524,589 29,750 1,826,816 76,965 J,9-24,627 IGO, 789 
33! .••. do .........•......•••.•••...••..•••• •••· •••• ··•• ••••.•••....•...•.... • .•........ ,..... ...... .... 1,756,515 36,939 
35 •.•. do ........• , ........................ •••· •••• ··•• ••••••••..•• ··•• 733 153 5,492 225 
40 .... do ....•....•..••.••••.•••••••••••••• •••• •••. •••• .... .. .. . . .. ... . 13,390 69 51,22.'l 631 
50 .... do .......................... •••• •••• •••• •••• •• ...... •••••• •... 84,526 682 284,451 4,158 

Duck, Russia ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···•••··•· 68,861 II,400 96 5,167 •••••• •••••• ••.• 195 
Ravens ..........•..... •··•••••.......... 51,591 12,048 525 9,599 25 224 

Holland.................................. 3,9-23 !!8 1,090 163 •••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••• 
Sheeting, brown................................ 46,426 39,442 1,501 20,768 •••·•• •••• •••••• 640 

white................................. 1,808 439 •••••• •••• •••••• 414 ...•••.•••..••••••..•••••• •••••· 
Carpets, &c., Brussels •.••.••••••••••• •••• ••• , •• ••. •••· •·•· ••·· •••••• •·••· • •• •• 14,656 .••••••.••••••.. 

Venetian .............. ,........... ...... ...... .. •. .... .... .. . ... .. 57,514 •••••.•••••••••• 

other••••••••·•···•··•••··••·•·••· ••···•···•·•··•· •••••• •••••••••• 142 •••••••• •·••••·· 
Colton bagging ......••..•••.•• •••· •••••••• ••·•·· •••• •••• •·• •··· • • • . •• •• . . .. .. .. 81,114 208 
Wine, Jlfadeira •••••••••••••••••• ••·•··•••·• •••• 10:2, 797 33,530 121,293 11,120 

Burgundy................................ 4,129 66 4,852 .•••••••••..•••. 
Sherry and St. Lucar ••••.•••••••••• ••·••· 21,986 16,024 17,777 10,399 
Lisbon, Oporto, &c ................. ·•••·• 34,09-2 15,947 141,075 6,969 
Teneriffe, Fayal, &c...................... 85,664 11,320 67,431 12,03-l 
claret, in bottles •••••••••••••••••••• ••••·· 2-5,50-2 4,058 23,756 9,400 
all other, in casks........................ 30470-23 97,275 242,049 96,310 

• Spirits from grain ........••.•.•...••..••.• •••··. 137,639 11,532 447, 724· 20,003 
othermaterials •••••••••••••••••••••• 1,715,930 168,418 2,158,466 217,078 

Jllolasses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 665,503 210 645,412 820 
Vinegar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 712 95 
0eer, ale, and porter............................ 16,855 658 13,015 245 

Oil, spermaccti ••••••••• ••··••·····• •••• •••• •••• 6,860 3,814 •.•••••..••••••.••..•.•.•.•.•••. , 
whale and other fish • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • . . . 167 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 65 . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
hemp seed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••...••.••••.•••••...................... •••·••··•· ............... . 
olive, in casks.............................. 5,325 •.•.•. ••.• •••••. 17,519 5,053 

rape seed ••••••••••• ••·••···•·•·····••··•··· ··•··•••··•·•··· .................... •·•·••····•· ............... . 
castor•••••·••···•.......................... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... .... 48 ............... . 
linseed •••• ··•••··•···• .................................................... . 

Teas, Ilohea .................. •••• •..... .... .... 99,032 28,010 
Souchong.. .. . • ... . •. • . . . . . . ...... .. .. .... 571,819 169,2,4 
Hyson Skin, &c .•••••••••.•••.•• •••••· •. . . 624,301 71,465 
Hyson and Young Hyson.................. 1,123,671 165

7
740 

Imperial................ • . . • . . . . •• . . . . . . . 231,959 96,715 

6,095 2,423 
36,095 29,643 

556,341 77,321 
512,659 14,893 

1,303,154 91,310 
261,407 80,648 

Coffee •••••••••• ••••••··•••··••••··••• •••• •··••· 1,967,635 1,006,891 2,063,551 1,014,777 
Cocoa •••••••••••••••••• ••••••••·••••••••••••••• 51,089 34,142 69,2SO 49,854 
Chocolate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • . • • . . . . 63 ••.•••••••.••••• 6!2 2 
Sugar, brown ............•....•................. 1,103,024 422,809 2,524,530 320,668 

,vt1ite ............... ..................... . 
candy and loaf ......................... .. 

280,919 227,528 
295 54 

470,859 247,319 
128 3 

other refined . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ......... . 57 ................ 15 
•••••••••••••••• Fruits, almonds ... ................................ . 12,389 571 18',306 2,034 

currants ...................................... . 5,-158- 569 4,513· 589 
prunes and plums ....................... . 4,862 150 7,406 377 

16,034 t,415 
45,785 6,876 
37,594 12,144 

3,5Sl 4,465 
150 ········ ....... 

18,001 1,516 
59,797 3,082 
55,052 3,124 
2,152 1,177 

18 151 

fios .......................... .... " ...... . 
raisins, jar, &c ..... ..................... . 

other •...•....•..•............... 
Qandles, tallow ................................ . 

wax and spermnceti .... ............... . 
Cheese ........................................ . 7,755 1,750 2,923 245 

17,352 8,656 
4,303 4,235 

........... 
••••••••••••••••• 

11,754 8,489 
6,715 

•••••••••••••••• 16 . ............... 

Soap ••••••••••• ·••·•·••·•••···•·•·•·•·····••·• 
Tallow ........................................ . 
Beef and pork ••••••..•.•... •••••• ............... .. 
Hams and bacon.... • • .. • • • • • • • . . • . . •. .. . • . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •. . . . . 259 35 

Tard ........................................................................................................ .. 
Butter .................. •···•••••·••••••·······• ..•••.••...• •... ................ 126 ............... . 
Saltpetre, refined ••••••••••••••••••••.......... , ...• .... .... ... . .... ..... .•. .. .. 1,846 .•.••••••••••••• 
Vitriol, oil of •••••••••••••••••••••.................................. •••••. ...... 1,435 51 

blue or Roman ......................................................................................... . 
Camphor, crude ....................................... ,.. . ...... ...... .. .. .. . .. . 3,974 ••.•.••••••.•.•. 

refined •••• •·•·••·····•·••· •••••••••••••••......................................................•.. •••• 
Salts, Epsom • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 631 249 

Glanber ...... •••••••••••• •••••• •••••..... ...... .......... ...... ...... .... 4 ............... . 

42,017 2,362 
130, 99-2 , 1, 116 

1,0-25 ••.••••••••••••• 
153,256 508 
170,452 81814 
13,332 •••••••..••••••• 
19,193 )3, 878 

137,505 14,281 
77,852 26,635 
32,876 14,467 

380,831 67,770 
540,173 24, 760 

1,471,357 ' 168,085 
622,325 378 

1,989 373 
12,682 99 

I ....... , ....... . 
52 •••••••••••••••• 

6,880 
32,677 

5 
1,010 

20,195 
36,905 

484,934 
959,262 

, 1,640,453 

297,894 
2,2o-2,:ios 

53,20-2 
81 

1,870,561 
336,658 

153 

372 
14,284 

580 
3,326 

25,247 
221,046 
335,449 
414,071 
194,326 

1,051,901 
48,956 

2 
528,165 
200,33<J 

9 

14 ............... . 
33,084 
2,854 
6,0-27 

27,842 
75,978 
51,443 
3,899 

244 
3,545 

17,094 
1,624 
8,413 

531 
12 

463 
4,182 
7,975 

2,017 
116 
499 

8,174 
268 

4,511 

11 
9-2 .•.•••••.••••••• 
37 

984 
367 

4,616 
28 

4,454 
6 

80 
58 

123 



1826.] STATE OF THE FINANCES. 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

Species of merchandise. 
Duties 

accruing. 

1823. 

Drawback 
payable. 

Spices, Cayenne pepper ....................................................... .. 
ginger .................................................. •···••·•••··••·· 
mace • .. • • • .. • .. • • • • • . •. .. • • .• • • • • • . • . • . $3,510 $108 
nutmegs................................ 22,014 1,067 
cinnamon............................... 12,199 9,010 
cloves ...... ••...• ••.. .••• ...... ••.. •••. 31,001 12,832 
pepper, black ...... ......... ........... 301,710 167,079 
pimento •••• .... ••••. ..... • ..... •••. •••. 46,064 14,564 
cassia................................... 56,311 38,667 

Tobacco, manufactured, ot11er than snutr.... • . .. 964 236 
Snutr.. •• • • • • • • .. •. • . . . • .. . • •• • .. . . • • • • • • • . • .. . . 275 239 

Indigo.......................................... 139,995 89,253 
Cotton......................................... 10,264 5,959 
Gunpowder .. , •.. ,.......... .. .. • ... .• . • . . . . • • • • 5,121 2,863 
Bristles ...................................... ,.. 2,945 ............... . 
Glue , ... , • • .. . .. .. •. .• • • •• .. . • .. . . . •• • . . • . • . .. . 4, 766 ............... . 
Paints, ochre, dry • .. . .. • . • • .. . . . . . . . ... • . .. .. . • . 15,182 145 

in oil.............................. 282 ...... 'ii ....... . 
wlute and red ••••.••••.•••...••.•. ,...... 107,082 t, 608 
Whiting.................................. 5,078 •••••• ........ .. 

Lead, pig, bar, and sheet.............. ••• •••... 13,337 3,935 
manufactured into shot.................... 18,00'J 1,665 

Cordage and cables, tarred....................... 27,138 23,684 
tarred ............................................................... .. 
untarred................................ 12,121 1,:121 

Twine, yarn, seine, &c ............ ,..... •..• •... 17,548 a,005 
Corks .......................................................... •·••·· ......... . 
Copper, rods and bolts ••.•• ,..................... 1,091 ............... . 

nails and spikes......................... 426 ............... . 
Iron, muskets............. . . . . .. . . . . . . ......................................... . 

rifles .................................................................... .. 
wire, not above No. 18...... ..... ..... . .... 22,528 .............. .. 

above No.18........ ... • ... .... ..... . 21,965 ............... . 
tacks, not above 16 ounces................. 1,160 .............. .. 

above 16 ounces..................... 25 .............. .. 

1824. 

Duties 
accruing. 

$16 
30 

7,631 
27,351 
14,157 
20,697 

213,046 
75,724 
45,581 

262 
750 

. 86,247 
2:l,921 
5,621 
5,295 
2,418 
5,373 

265 
130,221 

2,900 
46,250 
10,174 
3,164 

24,089 
1,910 

14,40-2 
5,581 

175 
12 

1,266 
3 

22,588 
25,123 
1,573 

183 

Drawback 
payable. 

. ............... 
$1,007 

487 
3,603 

15,257 
17,998 
92,794 
9,516 

~111 
189 
121 

27,831 
7,206 
1,651 

................ 

•••••••••••••••• 
349 

···-············ 
3,919 

•••••••••••••·•• 
s,045 
1,630. 

................ 
15,233 

396 
2,937 

282 

53 

•••••••••••••••• 
3,430 

•••••••••••••••• 119 
................ 

•••••••••••••••• ................ 
nails...................................... 20,601 603 18,238 443 
spikes..... .............................. 2,082 422 3,162 885 
chain cables, &c........................... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . 8,159 ............... . 
mill cranks ............................................................................................... . 
mill saws ............................................................... . 
ancliors.... .... .. .... • ...... .......... .... 2,872 187 
anvils ........................................................... • ...... . 
hammers and sledges .................................................... .. 

1,274 
2,159 
4,235 

641 

121 

castings, vessels of ................................. •••• .... ............ .... 6,-!26 ............... . 
otl1er...... ..... .... .. ..... ...... • .... .... ........ .... .... .... .... 4,052 ............... . 

round and braziers' rods .... .. ..... .... •• .. ...... .......... ..... .... ...... . 1,283 955 
nail and spike rods. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . • .. •. • .. • • •• .. .. .. . • .. . .. . 289 .............. .. 
sheetandhoop............................ ................ ......... ...... 50,746 1,150 
slitandrolled ............................................................................................ .. 
castings................................... 14,368 343 7,999 19 
sheet, rod, and hoop....................... 96,283 6,526 38,943 7,203 
pig........................................ 25,137 !!09 6,314 19 
bar, rolled................................. 126,949 16,473 104,073 16,226 

hammered............................ • 525,315 5,096 360,029 10,453 
Steel........................................... 19,519 926 21,325 1,437 
llemp .... .......... ...... .... ..... ..... .... .... 103,880 4,300 139,481 785 
Alum .. • • • .... • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • . .. 2,376 133 524 404 
Copperas....................................... 12,838 ................ 10,652 25 
Flour of wheat............ ..... ...... .......... ...... .... .•.••. .... .. .... •• .... 209 .............. .. 
Salt,.... ...... .... .. ..... ..... .... .. .. .. .. .... 1,089,402 9,260 848,291 11,980 
Coal ........................................... 36,006 54 45,326 54 
Wheat......................................................................... 144 ............... . 
Oats............................................................................ 2 .............. .. 
Potatoes ....................................................................... . 
Paper, folio and quarto post .................................................... .. 

foolscap ............................................................... .. 
printing ............................................................... .. 
sheathing ........................................ : ..................... .. 
all other ................................................................ . 

Books, printed.before 1775 .• ................................................... .. 
other than English ...................................................... . 
Latin or Greek, bound ................................................. .. 

inboards ............................................... .. 
all other, bound .............................................. • ......... .. 

inboards ...................................................... . 
Glass, cut, and not speeilie,I .................. . 

voL. v--69 n 

722 

2,370 
58,636 

146 
1,043 
1,438 

64 
1,503 

366 
203 

2,lll 
5,091 

590 

1,197 
38,944 

29 
47 

15 

19 

44 

Duties 
accruing. 

1825. 

$29 
818 

23,715 
74,267 
13,40-2 
20,910 

2i9,583 
54,053 
58,9'26 

43 
561 

121,032 
10,259 
5,499 
5,181 
2,518 
5,192 

65 
74,095 
2,470 

115,082 
4,040 
5,722 

48,094 
8,903 

16,428 
13,964 
4,461 

103 
47,313 

43 
29,086 
18,513 
1,626 

330 

1,9,458 
1,114 

12,49'2 
7 

1,496 
1,0-20 

11,753 
1,657 

12,671 
4,912 
1,744 

422 

65,764 
2 

86 
9,447 

128,560 
450,789 
39,115 

159,974 
8 

7,472 
45 

929,635 
48,998 

864 

545 

Drawback 
payable. 

$708 
6,080 

19,197 
7,678 

13,726 
157,906 
38,675 
51,272 

558 
56,583 
13,928 
1,937 

1,124 

3,305 

35,485 
1,sw 
1,1a-2 

38,009 
7 

722 
843 

27,014 
7 

70 

806 

1,084 
535 

3,340 

1,697 
776 

9,304 
14,678 
4,845 

1 
27 

10,794 

96 ............... . 
3,792 
3,822 

282,675 
266 

3,974 
7,686 

49 
4,548 

882 

912 
5,828 

21,577 
1,165 

1,240 
185,959 

1,189 
3,461 

78 

1 
111 
78 
18 



546 FINANCE. 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

Species of merchandise. 
Dntics 

accruing. 

1823. 

Drawback 
payable, 

Glass, other articles •..•.•...•...•...••...•.•.••.......••....••............••...• 
apotl1ccarics' '1ials ...... ................................................. . 
bottles................................... $17,970 $957 
window................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,466 240 
uncut, in plates ..•..................•...•.•...•••........•••........••••• 
den1ijohns ...• ..........••....•...•.•••••• ·•····••••···•·· •••..•••••.••••• 

Fish, dried or smoked . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . 2,091 ......••........ 
salmon, pickled . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..• . •. . . .. . . 5,417 ....•.....•.•••. 
mackerel..do................ .. . . . . . .•. . . . . 147 •••••••••••••••• 
othcr ...... do .•..••.....•...•........•..... 

Shoes, silk ..................•.......•..•.•...•• 
an other .....•..••......•...•••....•••••. 

Boots and bootees .......••................•••... 
Cigars .......................................... . 
Playing cards •.............••.......••.......... 
Discriminating duty on French vessels ........... . 

295 •••••••••••••••• 
1,390 
1,408 

681 
43,639 

260 
7,184 

860 

636 
500 

6,644 

Total.................... 22,409,183 

1824'. ' 

Duties 
accruing. 

$7,902 
2,974 

20,253 
9,165 

517 
4,610 
1,501 
3,431 
1,145 

632 
49-2 
9-21 
335 

36,378 
1,989 

25,485,631 

Drawback 
payable, 

13 
2,011 

815 
28 

1,904 

206 

276 
25 

9,9-26 

54 

4,277,9-24 

Duties 
accruing. 

1825, 

$20,487 
3,83-2 

33,570 
20,260 

307 
12,136 
1,628 
3,122 

414 
647 

[No. 'r65. 

Drawback 
payable. 

$1,199 
112 

5,937 
233 
555 

3,959 

374 .••••.••.••••••• 
1,041 

479 
59,357 
4,829 
2,558 

61 
148 

5,666 
2,100 

6,391,779 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register'• Office, March 17, 1827. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Reguter. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 764. [2D SESSION. 

ALTERATIONS IN THE REVENUE LAWE\. 

COlIMUNIC.A.TED TO THE SENATE DECEMBER 15, 1826. 

RESOLUTIONS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF LOUISIANA. 

Resolved 1Jy the Senate and House of Representatives of the Staie o/ Louis-iana in General, Assembly convened, 
That our senators in Congress be instructed, and our representatives requested, to unite and exert all their 
efforts to procure the adoption by Congress of an act amending the fiscal laws of the United States in 
such a manner as to effect the following purposes, which this General Assembly consider as of the utmost 
importance for the commerce of the United States in general, and for that of Louisiana in particular, to wit: 

1. That all goods entered for exportation may be warehoused for two years, in stores to be provided 
by Government, or by the importer, under the lock of Government, and under such regulations as 
Government shall think fit; and that the Secretary of the Treasury may be permitted to grant further 
time for any such goods to remain warehoused, if he shall see cause so to do. 

2. That spirits may be imported in casks of eighteen gallons or upwards, and that the proprietor of 
warehoused goods may be permitted, under such regulations as may be adopted by Government, to 
unpack, sort, separate, and repack any such goods, and to make such lawful alterations thereon as may 
be necessary for their preservation or for their sale and shipment. 

3. That the formalities required at present for cancelling bonds given on the exportation of debenture 
goods be repealed, and that, in lieu of the certificate of landing now required, an officer of the customs 
may accompany all goods so exported until at sea. 

And be ft further r§Solved, That the Governor be requested to transmit, as early as possible, copies 
of the above resolution to the Secretary of the Treasury and to each of our senators and representatives 
in Congress. 

A. B. ROMAN, Speaker o/ the House of Representatives. 
H. S. THIBODAUX, President of the SenaJ,e. 

Approved February 3, 1826. H. JOHNSON, Governor of the State of Louisiana. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 765. [2D SESSlt.,N. 

IMPORTATIONS OF SHEEP'S WOOL ON THE SKIN. 

COIDflJNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER 20, 1826. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Decemher 20, 1826. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 11th instant, "directing the 

Secretary of the Treasury to report to the House whether sheep's wool on the skin is allowed to be 
imported free of duty, and how much of such wool has been imported during each of the two last years," 
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I have the honor to submit a letter from the First Comptroller of the Treasury, with the correspondence 
therein referred to, which contains all the information in the Department upon the subject of the resolution. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER ef the House ef Representali'ces. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptrollers Office, December 19, 1826. 
Sm: The resolution of the House of Representatives of the 11th instant, which you have referred to 

me for the information required therein, directs that the Secretary of the Treasury report to that House 
"whether sheep's wool on the skin is allowed to be imported free of duty, and how much of such wool 
has been imported during each of the two last years." 

In reply to the inquiries contained in that resolution Thave the honor to state that upon the question being 
submitted to this Department, whether sheep skins with the wool on were entitled to the exemption from duty 
extended by law to raw skins or hides, it was decided that the skins were, but the wool was not so entitled . 

.A. copy of that decision being contained in a letter to Collector Steele, under date of the 20th of 
November, 1822, is enclosed herewith, numbered 1. 

It having been represented to the Treasury, in the month of April last, that a different construction 
was put upon the law by some of the Collectors, who, considering sheep skins with the wool on in the 
character of "raw skins," excepted them from duty, letters were addressed by this Department to the 
Collectors at Boston, New York, and Baltimore. 

Copies of those letters, of the answers received to them, and instructions predicated thereon, are 
enclosed herewith, numbered 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. 

The Collector at Baltimore in his answer, it will be perceived, refers to a letter from this Department 
under date of the 15th October, 1823. • 

.A. copy of that letter is enclosed (No. 'i) to show that the instructions contained in it had relation to 
a different article from raw sheep skins with the wool on. 

With respect to the quantity of sheep's wool on the skin, which bas been imported during each of 
the two last years, I have to observe that there is no information in this Department, nor is it believed 
in the custom-housel'l, as it is not presumed that a special account of such skins has been kept . 

.A. communication on that point will, however, be made to the Collectors of the principal ports, whose 
answers shall be laid before you immediately after their receipt. 

With considerations of high respect, I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary ef the 1reasury. 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

No. I. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, November 20, 1826. 
Sm: I have received your letter of the 16th instant relative to the sheep skins imported by :Messrs. 

George D. Blackie and others with the wool on. 
Upon mature consideration of the subject, I am of opinion that the wool imported, although the skins 

are exempted, is liable to duty. In this opinion the Secretary of the Treasury concurs. The manner of 
ascertaining the quantity and value of the wool is left to your own judgment. 

Respectfully, JOS. .A.NDERSO N; Comptroller. 
JoHN STEELE, Esq., Collector, Philadelphia. 

No. 2. 

Cusrmr-HousE, Baltimore, Collectors Office, April 20, 1826. 
Sm: In answer to the inquiry in your letter of the 18th instant I can only say that the instances of 

sheep skins imported here with the icool on have been so rare that we could not, as yet, turn to one, but 
our rer.ollection is that a few have been brought from Buenos Ayres or other South American countries, 
in such a state as fitted them for foot mats, or other special purposes; on which, as slightly dressed, a 
duty of fifteen per cent. was taken, agreeably to instructions from the Comptroller's office of the date of 
15th October, 1823. If any considerable quantities bad arrived, wearing the appearance of the v:ool 
being the principal object of the importation, we should probably have dealt with them as that article 
constituting their distinctive character for duty. In some cases, again, we think they might have been 
passed free, as directed in the case of fish skins, &c., heretofore: 

JAMES H. McCULLOCH. 

No. 3. 

CusT01r-HousEt New York, Collector's Office, April 22, 1826. 
Sm: I have received your letter of the 18th instant, stating that information had been received from 

a highly respectable source, stating that importations bad been made, to a considerable extent, of sheep 
skins with the icool on, which bad been admitted free of duty, and requesting information as to the 
practice at this office fo relation to such skins. 

In answer, I state that "raw hides and skinz' (by the act of .April 2'i, 1816) have been admitted free 
of duty, whether having hair, fur, or wool thereon, so long as the bides or skins were in the raw state, 
as taken from the animal, and only dried or salted. 

With respect, &c., JONATHAN THOMPSON. 
Hon. JosEPH ANDERSON, Comptroller ef the Treasury. 
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No. 4. 
Cusrou-HousE, Boston, .April 24, 1826. 

Sm: There have been several importations into this port of sheep skins with the wool on, but not in 
any co~siderable quantity, until the arriva,l on the 20th instant of the brig Banian, from Buenos Ayres, 
which has a very large quantity I have considered them free, under the 2d section of the act of April 
27, 1816, being included in the words "raw hides and skins." It is true that the wool separated from the 
skins pays a duty; so does horse hair, and that from the skins of horned cattle, when imported separate; 
but the hides being covered with it has not subjected them or.goat skins to duty. 

No doubt considerable wool may be thus introduced, but I do not perceive· how a duty can be enacted 
upon them, without an amendment to the tariff establishing an ad valorem duty upon sheep shins with the 
u:ool on, or a specific duty on each skin, on the pound of skin and wool. If they are classed as "unenu
merated articles," and subject to 15 per cent., the same reasoning would also subject ox and horse hides 
and goat skins to 15 per cent., and if they are charged with the duty on wool at 25 per cent. ad valorem, 
the skins would thus pay as much duty as the wool, when they are, in fact, free. 

But as my views may be incorrect, I shall cause the duty on this last importation to be received, 
subject to your decision whether to be exacted or not, and, if exacted, the rate of duty. 

With respect, &c., JI. A. S. DEARBORN. 
Hon. J osEPH ANJJERSON, Comptroller of the Treasury . 

. No. 5. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptrollers Office, .April 29, 1826. 
Sm: From the tenor of your reply to my letter of the 18th instant, which has just been received, I am 

induced immediately to enclose you a copy of a letter addressed by this Department to. the Collector at 
Philadelphia, under date of November 20, 1822, showing the footing on which sheep skins, imported with 
the wool on, should be placed. 

You will be pleased to consider the instructions in that letter as though they were addressed to 
yourself. 

Respectfully, JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
H. A. S. DEARBORN, Esq., Collector, Boston. 

No. 6. 

TREASURY DEPART:IIENT, Comptrolle,.Js Office, May I, 1826. 
Sm: From the tenor of your reply to my letter of the 18th ultimo, I am induced to enclose you a copy 

of a letter addressed by this Department to the Collector at Philadelphia, under date of November 20, 1822, 
showing the footing on which sheep skins, imported with the wool on, should be placed. 

You will be pleased to consider the instructions in that letter as though they were addressed to 
yourself. 

Respectfully, JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
JON ATHAN TnmIPsoN, Esq., } . 

Collector, New York. Copy to each. 
JAM:Es H. McCuLLOcH, Baltimore. 

No.7. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptrollers Office, October 15, 1823. 
Sm: I have received your letter of the 13th instant, stating the reasons which induced you to consider 

dressed catsldns or furs in the light of leather, and liable to an ad valorem duty of 30 per cent. 
Upon mature consideration of the subject, I am of opinion that as undressed furs are free of duty, 

and dressed furs are not specially provided for in the tariff, otherwise than as " all articles not free, and not 
subject to any other rate of duty," the latter are liable only to the rate properly chargeable upon such articles. 

Respectfully, JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
JAMES H. McCULLOCH, Esq.,Oollector, Baltimore. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 766. [2n SEss10N. 

AFFAIRS OF THE BANK. OF THE UNITED STATES. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE"H0USE OF REPRESENTATlVES JANUARY 9, 1827. 

TREASURY DEPARTIIENT, January 8, 1827. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 3d instant, I have the honor 

to transmit the monthly statements of the Bank of the United States for the year 1826. 
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

Hon. the SPEAKElt of tl~ House of Representatives. 
RICHARD RUSH. 
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Jan. 30 Dnnk United Stntes .... $3,437,529 21 
16 Office, Portsmouth, ••• , • 444, i24 65 
26 Boston ......... 2,096,710 14 
26 Providence..... 424,270 99 
23 IInrtford.... ... 446,989 11 
25 New York ...... 3,9'23,334 32 
23 Baltimore , ..... 2, 77il,900 16 
21 Washington • • • • 1;218, 724 14 
2·1 Richmond .. .. .. 1,312,787 73 
21 Norfolk.... •• .. 679,788 41 
24 
17 
16 
13 

1~ 
1825. 

Dec-. 31 
1826. 

Jnn. 19 
182.3. 

Dec, 31 
1826. 

Jnn. 2 
25 

Fayetteville .. .. 
Charleston ... .. 
Snvnnnah .... .. 
Lexington .... .. 
Loqisvlllo .... .. 

Chllieothe ...... 

Clneinnati •••••• 

436,803 45 
2,081,558 35 

643,239 26 
797,120 64 

1,079,318 15 

431,439 54 

173,073 09 

Do Agency.I 1,260,033 25 

New Orleans .. ,12,386,3S8 12 
Pittsburg .. .. .. • 748,857 10 

Geneml statement ef the Bank ef the United States and its Offices ef Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$6,500 00 
400 00 

22,000 00 
610 00 

12,500 00 

1,100 00 

45,570 00 

$467,766 36 
9,000 00 

143,000 00 
8,800 00 
5,100 oo 

113,850 00 
949,807 78 
88,065 62 

103,250 00 
72,410 00 
30,100 oo 

477,567 36 
2:m,120 oo 

500 00 

5,300 00 

$580,120 43 $4,336 671 .............. ,$9,904,099 0-21 $652,387 12 , ............ ,$1,173,961 19 ,$126,263 60 
942 13 ..... ., ...... , 823 61 ............................. ., ................... ., 

$4,386 08 
2 00 

$527,043 30 
4,439 81 

296,593 06 
226,479 55 
47,895 05 

315,155 40 
223,935 29 

664,716 24 
59,799 00 
45,011 02 

93,460 61 
0,111 68 

15,245 76 

115,398 97 , ............ , .......... .. 

$807,785 56 
157,445 00 
540,010 00 
191,500 00 
120,120 00 
676,690 00 
405,160 00 
104,400 00 
191,485 00 
114,375 00 
195,510 00 
166,740 00 
343,060 00 

$279,392 63 
14,981 61 
45,037 00 
10,950 93 
17,156 00 

8710,296 89 
28,922 82 
65,148 33 
75,981 49 
18,561 13 

72,579 24 
105,391 49 

144,998 67 
574,257 95 
164,399 19 
80,402 30 
91,209 90 

25,160 00 

56,062 48 

875 00 , ............ .. 

130,867 52 
34,031 08 
30,790 93 

6,596 66 
272,368 05 
37,936 54 

$207,084 59 

6,807 27 , ............ .. 

143,354 65 1 ............ 1 1,095,891 01 , ............ .. 

235,585 91 
80,687 91 77,905 00 19,709 53 

2, 026, 046 33 
53,031 59 

295,321 43 
41,449 43 

231,832 18 
32,657 52 

325,786 84 
402,869 66 
64,9-28 45 
38,164 31 

45,283 54 

103,470 27 

30,997 73 

1,083,238 98 
20,020 25 

205,517 04 
97,846 87 
39,•124 68 
73,819 06 
54,775 23 

345,685 03 
25,971 57 

869 67 
22,300 oo 
3,541 07 

352 03 

9-:J,111 Q9 

159,567 41 
1,000 00 

$33,058 90 
13,627 67 
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9,868 87 
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3,810 94 

344 12 
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16,931 00 
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2,6so 10 10,sso oo 
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Dntc. 

1825, 

Dnnl<s, ~ 

* s ·a 
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Jan. 30 Dank United States .... $23,295,919 63 
16 Office, Portsmouth..... 300,000 00 
26 Dos ton . .. .. .. .. 1,500,000 00 
26 Providence .. . .. 400,000 00 
23 Hartford........ 300,000 oo 
25 New York...... 2,500,000 00 
23 Dultimore .................... .. 
21 Washington .. .. 500,000 00 
24 Ricbmond . .. .. 1,000,000 00 
2i Norfolk......... 500,000 00 
24 Fnyettevillo .. .. 500,000 00 
17 Cburleston. .... 1,500,000 00 
16 Savnnnnh .. .. .. 1,000,000 00 
13 Lexington .................... .. 
10 Louisville ........ , .... , ...... .. 

1825. 
Dec. 31 

1826. 
Chilicothe ...... , .............. .. 

Cincinnati ..... , ........... ,, .. . 
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$2,167,864 96 $18,229 09 $83,396 40 
282,735 00 4,586 90 1,666 50 
770,400 00 20,070 90 14,928 25 
298,750 00 0,025 81 1,393 50 
324,352 50 3,766 54 3,100 25 

1,448,5;;7 50 36,786 87 35,907 25 
907,965 00 19,083 08 23,758 25 
866,290 00 8,3-27 86 5,837 75 
783,310 00 10,590 05 14,491 97 
447,28.3 00 3,043 41 1,029 75 
619,795 00 6,478 96 470 25 

1,409,375 00 26,145 45 5,978 75 
1,037,285 00 4,373 9'2 2,976 75 

16'1,205 00 5,409 10 30 25 
133,020 00 4,377 47 224 30 
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~751,427 07 $1,668 53 $3,979,399 52 $25',686 53 $13,295 26 $3,508,166 31 
...... .... .... ............ ...... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... 61,292 03 
..... • .... .... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ........ .... 435,384 28 
...... .... .... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... 29,412 39 
...... .... .... ...... ...... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 42,225 74 
...... .... .... ...... ...... .............. .... .... .... .... .... .... 742,182 23 
................................................................ 4,521,932 20 
.............. ............ ...... .... .... ............ .... ........ 30,763 17 
...... .... .... .... .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... 131,789 79 
.... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... 29,724 89 
...... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... ... .... .... .... 46,384 73 
...... ........ ........ .... .............. ............ ...... ...... 109,204 93 
...... .... .... .... ........ .............. ............ ............ 14,371 72 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 103, 852 97 
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$859,595 59 
1,859 76 

831,422 64 
211,547 62 
21,652 26 

1,573,160 55 
166,306 45 
53,368 42 
17,22U 47 
55,898 90 
64,189 82 

193,768 71 
155,126 36 
10,265 61 
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$151,707 70 $1,077,508 38 
8,515 46 8,612 54 

200,407 69 176,793 26 
20,772 98 22,144 78 
30,835 33 30,503 71 

250,786 54 1,100,560 40 
38,304 87 655,069 54 

337,509 61 204,540 50 
51,528 74 109,719 71 
32,316 15 241,920 84 
27,051 03 41,692 44 
41,634 73 722,543 75 
21,826 54 139,166 42 
21,852 17 134,719 60 
12,495 41 132,173 48 

30,121 21 6,374 27 

1,539 17 
Jan, 19 

1825, 
Dec. 31 

18.26. 
Do, Agency., .............. .. 3,570 oo I 3,513 111 ............ 1 .............. 11a1,s21901 .............. 1 ............ 1 ............ 12,4:i-2,1o2 67 1 .............. 1 ........... 1 ............ 1 .............. , ............ .. 

103,510 03 

47,337 19 

749,821 60 Jan. 2 
25 

New Orleans ... 
Pittshnrg ....... 

1, ooo, 000 00 
100,000 00 

4,235,005 00 
176,977 50 

12,424 581 136001 .............. , ............ 1 .............. , ............ , .......... .. 
5,655 51 •••••. ••••.• •..• ••.. ...... 1,199 62 ..................................... . 

126,096 271 261,850 57, ............ , .......... .. 
61,829 02 ................................... .. 

108,288 81 ,, 
!l,194 36 

109,315 42 
5,284 56 72,708 22 

34,995,919 031 10,305,001 46 1203,251 3o I 201,a-26 11 1 151,421 01 1164,306 05 1 3,979,399 52 I 25,a86 531 13,205 26 115,213,218 46 I 1,2ss,121 20 1 552,131 42 I 311,o20 20 1 4,481,001 50 1 1,303,505 40 I 5,111,420 oo 

At Dank United Stntes: Fumled debt United States.............................. $18,300,726 18 
Debt due by the United States .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. • 5,267 32 

At Office, Baltimore: Dehtof s. Smith nnd Duchnnan, G. Williams nndJ.W, l\lcCulloch 
Debt of G. Willinms ........................................ .. 
Debt of J. W, J\fcCulloeh .................................... . 

At Ofiico, Portsmouth: Agent for Pension Fund .................................. .. 

,$338,538 48 
269,874 85 
aoo,ooo oo 

008,41333. 

10,792 85 

At Office, Hartford: Profit nnd Joss .. .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • o, 1a;; 81 
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182'1.] AFFAIRS OF BANK OF UNITED STATES. 

Dn. RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States ....................•••. $18,300,726 18 
Dills discounted on personal security..... $26,825,589 81 

funded debt.......... 90,280 00 
bank stock • . . . . . . . • . 2,730,937 12 

29,646,806 93 
Domestic bills of exchange •. .. . • .... .. .. 3,415,631 15 

Foreign bills of exchange ...••••....••••....•••.•.•.••••. 
Real estate • • . • • . . . • . • . . . • • . • . . .. • • • . . . . • ••... ,. .••.•••• 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 15,469,547 40 
Due from State banks................... 1,893,589 82 

Due from Smith &. Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, ,md J. '\-V. McCulloch ..••....••..•••..•..••.•..• 

Due from United States ................................ . 
Deficiencies ................. •'\ ........................ . 
Banking-house!, bonus, and premium on 

Joan ................................................ . 
Mortgages, &.c ........................................ . 

Expenses •••• •···•••••••••·•••••·••••·· ............... . 
Casb.-Notcs of Dank United States and 

offices....................... 6,460,040 56 
Notes of State banks............ 99-..!,805 58 
Gold and silver.................. 3,756,797 46 

Agent for Pension Fund, at office, Ports- ............... . 
mouU1 .............................. . 

Profit and loss, at office, Hartford ....................... . 

33,062,4a8 08 
580,120 43 

1,699,347 86 

17,363,137 22 

908,413 33 
5,267 32 

515,949 64 

1,787,123 27 
133,263 60 
61,052 52 

11,209,643 60 
10,79·2 85 

9,135 81 

85,646,411 71 

Capital stock •.•..•.••..............•••••••••••..••.... 
Notes issued ....•.••...•.•....••...•...•••...•.......•. 
Discount, exchange, nnd interest ......... ................ . 
Dividends unclaimed .•...•...••....•..••.•••••••....•.• 
Profit and Joss .••••••.••...••....•..••.••..•••.•.•..•... 
Contingent intere"t ...... ............................. . 
Contingent fund •....•...•.•...........••..••......•.•. 
Contingent exchange ................................. . 
Due to Dank United States and offices .. $15,273,278 46 
Due to State banks • • . • •. . • . . . • • • . . . . . . 1,288,127 20 • 

Foreign exchange account.... • . .. • . . . • . • ••••••••••.••.. 
Daring Brothers &. Co., London ........................ . 
Redemption of United States debt ...................... . 
Deposits of Trcasnrer United States.... 4,481,097 50 
Deduct overdrafts and special deposit... 226, 794 12 

4,254,303 38 
Deposits of public officers.............. 1,393,805 40 
Deposits of individuals................. 5,777,420 66 

551 

CR. 

$34,995,919 63 
16,395, 007 46 

203,261 30 
201,32~ 17 
751,427 07 
164,396 05 

3,979,399 52 
25,686 53 

16,561,405 66 
m,295 26 

552,137 72 
377,620 20 

11,425,529 44 

85,646,411 71 

Il.lNJC TIIE UMITED ST.lTEs, February 1, 1826. 
J. ANDREWS, Jlssistant Cashier. 
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General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein speC'ified. 
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Dank United States .... $3,3881203 77 
Office, Portsmouth .... , 4551559 66 

Boston......... 2,3111120 89 
Providence .. • .. 4171599 98 
Hartford.... .. .. 4421 973 34 
New York...... 3,845,726 96 
Dnltimorc....... 2,676,878 03 
Washington.... 1,2581463 51 
Richmond • .. .. • 1, 3631 033 22 
Norfollc.... .. .. 6731515 09 
Fayettev!lle..... 4321209 85 
Charleston...... 210811478 32 
Savannah....... 6441819 31 
Lexington .. .. .. 814,671 40 
Louisville...... 1,0931694 79 

.J, 

" ,E 
,:: 
0 

'd .., 

s~ 
,:: 'd 

""' g., 
:a 
.!!i = A 

$6,100 00 
400 00 

23,560 00 
610 00 

7,600 00 
8,500 oo ............ 

•.••········ 

•••••••••••• 3,250 00 ............ 
58,320 00 

............ ............ 
•••••••••••• 

~ a 
,c 
,:: 
0 

''d • 

~g s 1n 

~ 
.!!i 
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$464,566 36 
0,000 00 

120,000 00 
8,soo oo 

•••••••••••••• 57,750 00 
940,207 78 
94,145 6~ 

110,753 82 
11,010 00 
30,100 00 

484,352 36 
253,990 00 

.............. .............. 
Oblllcotlte ...... . 431,439 54 1 .. , ..... , ... 1,, .......... .. 
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$506,962 74 $628,418 59 $4,356 67 ...... • ...... $8,207,566 09 
4,839 81 .. • .. .. • .... 942 13 • .. .. .. .... • 417 44 

352,672 72 .................................... ., 638,519 SO 
201,277 27 .... ........ .... .... ..... • ............ 89,025 99 
43,105 Ia ........ .... 876 00 ........ .... 42,394 60 

304,569 38 ............ .............. ... .... .... 2,018,235 97 
210,850 21 ........ .... 1:io,867'. 52 ...... ...... 33,740 91 
84,725 17 ...... ...... 34,015 08 $50,286 41 204,618 56 

12-2,098 99 .... .... .... 34,842 14 ............ 106,172 31 
.............. ............ .............. ............ 218,318 73 

149,269 99 .. • .. .. • .... .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. ... 37,701 76 
635, 778 12 .. ., .. .. .. .. .. ........... : .. • .. .. .. • .. 433,397 98 
2811937 02 ...... ...... 61596 66 ...... ...... 382,360 67 
66,246 76 ............ 272,368 05 .... .... .... 99,292 02 
87,836 63 ........ .... 37,947 04 .... .... .... 13,609 79 

25,160 00 1 .......... .. 6,807 27 45,283 54 
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$786,799 35 .... -........ $1,173,96119 $46,775 00 $8,48145 
.............. ............ .............. ............ 2 00 

78,615 79 ............ 115,811 38 ...................... .. 
31,626 14 .... .... .... .............. ........ .... 835 47 
17,444 86 $33,058 90 ..................................... . 

261,486 45 13,627 67 86,424 30 .. .. .. .. • .. . 5,228 28 
136,644 38 305,804 46 110,657 34 .. .... ...... 2,493 72 
44,435 85 ·10,os6 oo 22,400 oo .... .... .... 0,034 s2 
29,299 34 94,650 29 35,555 33 .... .... .... 7,502 76 
65,315 10 ............ 29,654 49 .... .... .... 5,602 13 

406,362 75 21,087 05 32,428 49 ..... ....... 993 60 
22,000 00 6,909 00 67,727 78 .... ........ 2,878 28 

63117 9,86887 42,17739 ............ 4,78586 
0,000 oo .... .... .... .......... .... 1,000 oo 1,ow 63 
3,541 07 .. .. .. .. • .. • ll, 514 86 .. .. .. .. .. .. 374 81 

3,810 94 

.,, 

~ gj 
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"""' A,:: .. 
tg ~ 
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$755,995 56 
151,170 00 
416,920 00 
191,620 00 
131,025 00 
977,415 00 
437,730 00 
271,745 00 
249,975 00 
57,520 00 

137,940 00 
109,795 00 
204,985 00 
86,410 00 
88,090 00 

130,420 00 

i 
~ 
~ 

~ 
3 
i 

$316,396 11 
14,442 10 
69,120 00 
5,843 oo 
8,422 00 

272,500 00 
72,141 29 
17,423 74 
57,274 53 
8,720 04 

14,161 00 
75,427 00 

111,360 QO 

55,497 00 
7,310 49 

.............. 

·~ 
~ 
00 

$738,621 49 
27,667 31 

154,225 75 
75,710 26 
28,757 00 

441,843 15 
374,000 00 
47,676 9-2 
63,268 34 

137,732 00 
47,934 04 

2'26,531 04 
452,409 39 
67,297 57 

101,359 30 

.............. 
Oincinnntl, ..... 1186,984 091'"' ........ 1 518 00 I 68,74117

1 

............ 

1 

.............. 

1

170,167 00 I 109,338 72 I 352 03 
Do .. Agency, 11249,800 28 ....... ; .................. 143,354 65 ............ 1,106,690 11 ............ 33,616 73 02,111 99 7,723 14 , .............. , .......... .. 

703 96 
18,937 67 

87,410 00 ... ~.-:~~~ -~~-1 .... ~~~:~~~.~~ 
•••••••••••••• New Orleans... 2,408,733 06 ............ 2,300 00 513,624 70 .... .... .... ...... ........ .... .. .. .... 1,005,716 14 9-2,504 75 

• Pittsburg.,...... 774,639 79 .......................... 87,359 85 .. ., ........ 77,905 00 2,194 36 61,849 44 4,000 00 
13, 134 26 45, 000 00 ........... . 

.... .... .... 14,123 13 ........... . 
3,974 651 1,773,745 00 
3,028 79 22,250 00 

46,610 00 
11,150 00 

823,679 63 
38,574 83 

26,951,544 881108,340 00 12,650,493 94 i 3,899,410,311 628,418 5~ I 1,714,192 67 1222,647 77 I 13,781,177 19 12,082,171 62 I 515,949 64 I 1,787,435 681 53,775 00 I 79,748 52 I 6,287,160 56 I 1,193,9'29 30 I 4,007,888 30 

In trnnsitu from Ohilicothc .. • : •••. •·•• ••.. •··••• .....• •••• •••• ••.• ··•••••• ••·••• ......••..•... •••• •.••.•••• , ..... , •.•........... , ... , ... ··•••· ,,,.. • ... , ,, •.......•.... , ••..•..••.......... , , .. , 
In tmnsitu from Louisville .. • .. .. • .. • .. • • .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. ...................................................................................... .. 

77,589 55 
sa,ooo oo 

4,168,477 85 
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General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of .Discount and .Deposit at the dates herein specified-Continued. On. 
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Dank United States .... $21,595,919 63 $2,192,864 96 $47,073 31 $72,221 40 $745,224 42 $1,668 53 $3,979,39952 $25,686 53 $7,189 59 $3,414,475 87 $379,609 97 $493,175 02 $129,277 59 $879,109 56 $"..35,946 51 $911,307 83 

Offi
1
cc, Po'rtsmouth,. ... 300,000 00 281,635 00 7,027 84 44 00 ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 55,248 45 235 81 ............ ............ 14,859 76 3,567 64 10,465 65 

Boston ......... 1,500,000 00 762,450 00 35,993 52 8,210 50 ............ ............ .............. ....... .... ............ 411,191 93 99,633 76 ............ 12,9•10 32 1,069,888 24 197,293 38 188,904 68 

Providence , , , . , 400,000 00 297,595 00 8,645 16 873 75 ............ •••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ 28,220 54 n,238 05 •••••••••••• ............ 221,547 62 19,983 45 34,844 54 

Hartford ........ 300,000 00 321,097 50 5,825 17 1,413 50 ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 45,600 67 6,415 99 ............ ............ 22,074 26 29,899 33 31,565 22 

Now York ...... 2, soo, 000 00 1,437,787 50 55,036 14 20,832 25 ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 525,254 00 120,126 75 ............ 50,527 20 2,223,908 91 310,911 43 1,048,922 98 

Baltimore ..... 1,700,000 00 903,570 00 30,266 31 10,791 75 •••••••••••• ............. ............... ............ ............ 2,744,585 86 110,818 72 •••••••••••• 4,637 80 171,017 71 53,956 38 619,784 44 

Wnsblngton .... 500,000 00 861,595 00 12,713 11 3,793 00 ............ ............ •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 26,753 10 43,089 41 •••••••••••• 113,839 76 128,549 19 259,132 08 199,591 73 

Ricltmond •••••• 1, ooo, 000 00 959,020 00 18,594 57 10,782 22 ............ ............ •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ 70,528 44 3-2,660 76 •••••••••••• ............ 17,425 11 48,743 60 116,671 37 

Norfolk ........ 500,000 00 446,275 00 4,497 62 2,224 50 ............ •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ 23,508 11 0,030 44 •••••••••••• ............ 29,700 84 8,an 01 247,030 03 

Fayetteville .... 500,000 00 615,700 00 8,512 12 456 50 ............ •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 48,831 01 •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 75,352 36 26,364 58 34,971 96 

Charleston , .... 1,500,000 00 1,409,375 00 39,894 62 17,197 25 ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 99,702 69 26,876 59 •••••••••••• ............ 229,441 05 55,726 23 826,371 45 

Savannah ...... 1, ooo, 000 00 1,037,285 00 9,941 70 3,306 75 ............ ............ •••••••••••••• ............ •••••••••••• 10,755 99 3,275 97 ............ ............. 164,540 86 19,006 31 147,808 76 

Lexington,.,, .. ................ 164,205 00 9,030 14 211 75 ............ ............ .............. •••••••••••• ............ 1,124,196 62 .... , ......... ............ ............ 10,265 61 21,836 17 149,117 14 

Louisville ...... ................ 132,955 00 6,597 78 339 80 ............ ............. •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 1, 093, 130 91 •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 85,236 01 10,748 36 116,270 92 

Ohillcothe ...... I••· ............. 1 190,265 00 1,316 84 ............ •••••••••••• •••••••••••• .............. ............ •••••••••••• 404,062 77 269 04 ............ ............ 10,512 16 30,121 21 6,374 27 

Cincinnati , ... 'I" ............ "I 
128,000 00 4,432 48 ............ •••••••••••• ............ .............. •••••••••••• ............ 378,689 87 •••••••••••••• ............ ............. 209,870 48 1,773 00 9:1,180 42 

Do .. Agcney, ................ 3,570 00 6,116 56 ............ ............ 161,776 65 .............. ............ ............ 2,432, 752 67 .............. ............ ............ .............. .............. 48,018 69 

New Orleans... 1,000,000 00 4,219,145 00 40,571 21 136,00 ............ ............ .............. •••••••••••• ............ 180,236 14 175,687 23 ............ ............ 127,634 57 98,736 79 891,875 25 

Pittsburg ...... , 700,000 00 176,192 50 10,546 20 ............ •••••••••••• 1,199 62 .............. 112,894 10 ..................................... , 18,454 48 2,012 87 75,115 42 

34,995,919 63 I 10,s10,582 46 I 362,63'2 40 I mi,894 92 I 745,224 42 I 164,644 so I 3,979,399 52 I 25,686 53 I 1,489 59 I 13,230,619 74 I 1,01s,068 491403,175 02 I an,222 01 I s,110,2ss 78 \ 1,434,soo 96 I s,797,192 75 

At Bnnk United States: Funded debt of the United States,, ... ,,, .. ,, ...... ,,,., 
Debt duo by the United States .................. _ ....... , 

$18, 071, 998 55 
5,267 32 

At Office, Bn!Umorc: Debt of Smith & Bueltnnnn, G. Williams, nndJ, W, l'IIcOulloch, 
Debt of G, Williams .. , .................................... .. 
Debt of J, W, l'IIcOulloch .................................. , 

At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Pension Fund ............... , ................. , 
Agent for Lonn Office .......... , .... ,. .................. .. 

At Office, Hartford: Profit and loss ..... ,. , ............ , ... , .................... .. 

$338,538 48 
269,874 85 
300,000 00 

908,413 33 

$ll,456 00 
187 70 

11,643 70 

$9,135 81 
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554 FINANCE. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States •••.••..••••••••.••.••. , $18,071,998 55 
Bllls di.scounted on personal security •• , • , $-26, 951,544 88 

Capital stock ••••••••••••..••••..•.• , •••••••••••.•••••• 
Notes issued, ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••.• : ••••• 

funded debt.......... 108,340 00 
bank stock .......... , 2,650,493 94 

29,710,378 82 
Domestic bills of ex~hange. ••• •• • • •• •••• 3,899,410 31 

Foreign bills of exchange ••••••••••.•••. •··• • • "· • •· • • • • 
Real estate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 
Due from Bank United States and offices.. 13,781,177 19 
Due from State banks................... 2,082,171 62 

Due from Smith &. Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. W.llleCulloch .•••••••••. •••••••••••••••• 

Due from United States •••.•••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Deficiencies • . • • • • • . • • • • •.•••.••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • •· • • 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loan .................................. •······•••··•·•· 
l\Iortgnges .•.••••••••••.•••.••••••••.••••••• ; •••••••• : • •• 
Expenses • • • • • • • •••••• : • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • •• ; ••• , •••••••• 
Cash, viz: Notes of Bank United States 

and offices. • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 6,287, 160 56 
Notes of State banks ••••.•. ;. 1,193,929 30 
Specie...... •••••• •••. ••.... 4,007,888 30 

Agent for Pension Fund and Loan Office, 
at Portsmouth .•••••••••....•••.••• , ••.......••.•••••.• 

Specie in transitu from sundry offices.... 160,589 55 

33,609, 789 13 
628,418 59 

1,714,192 67 

908,413 33 
5,267 32 

515,949 64 

Discount, exchange, and interest ........ ............•... 
Dividends unclaimed ................... ................ . 
Profit and loss, .•••.• , ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Contingent interest .••••••.•••••••• , ................... . 
Contingent fund ••..•• , •••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Contingent exchange, ••••••••• , •••.•••••.•••.••...••••• 
Foreign exchange ............•......••• ·•••• .......... . 
!Jue to Bank United States and offices • • $13,230,619 74 
Due to State banks.••·••• •••• ••····•••• 1,018,968 49 

Due to Baring Brothers & Co., London ••••• , ••••• , •••••. 
Redemption of public debt .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••. , 
Deposits of Treasurer United States,.... 5,710,288 78 
Deduct overd"!ftsi &~.... •••• •••• •••••• 222,647 77 

1,787,435 68 : De.posits of "public officers •••••••• , .•••• 
53, 775 00 Deposits ~f individu~ls •••••••••••.••••• 
79,748 52 

5,487,641 OJ 
1,434,800 96 
s, 797,192 75 

Offices at Chilicotbe and Louisville, for 
specie in transitu ...... • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ...... , ....... . 

11,643 70 

11,649,567 71 
Profit and loss account, at office, Hartford. . . •• • • • . • • • • • • • • 9,135 81 

84,908,684 46 

[No. 'r66. 

e34, 99s, 919 63 
16,540,582 46 

362,632 40 
152,894 92 
745,224 42 
164,644 60 

3,979,399 52 
25,656 53 
7,489 59 

14,249,588 23 
493,175 0-2 
311,222 67 

12,719,634 72 

160,589 55 

84,908,664 46 

S. JAUDON, Second Jlsmtant Cashier. 
BANK OF THE UNITED STATES, .Marclil, 18;!6. 



Dn. 

Dnte, llnnks, 

1826, 
Mnr, 30 Dnnk United States .... 

20 Office, PortsmouU1 .. , .. 
23 Doston ......... 
23 Providence . , •• , 
27 Hartford, ...... 
29 New York ...... 
27 Dnllimoro, ..... 
25 Washington .... 
21 Richmond ...... 
18 Norfolk ....... , 
21 Fnycttcville ... , 
14 Charleston , .... 
14 Snvnnnnh ...... 

Feb, 27 New Orlcnns.,,, 
Mnr, 10 Lexington , .. , , • 

14 Louisville ...... 
16 Cincinnati .... , 

J11n, 28 Do .. Ag~ney .. 
1825, 

Dec. 31 01\ilicothc ..... 
1826, 

Mnr, !22 Pittsburg ....... 

General statement of the Banlc of the United Stales and its Offices of Discount and Deposit al the dates herein mentioned. 
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$3,337, 750 68 $15,600 00 $447,066 36 $485140-2 GO $552,231 41 $15,980 07 ............ $7,942,246 09 $987,915 56 ............ $1,173,901 19 $46,775 00 $14,150 42 $1,025, 805 50 $295,310 11 
471,111 75 400 00 0,000 00 8,739 97 ............ 942 13 •••••••••••• 41,061 73 .............. ............ .............. ............ 1,052 52 130,780 00 2.1,805 55 

2,552,035 25 31,960 00 141,000 00 377,350 27 ............ .............. ............ 555,515 37 Gl,905 61 •••••••••••• 116,665 88 ............ 4,962 68 392,770 00 60,972 00 
434,448 78 010 00 s,soo 00 180,570 12 ............ .............. ............ 83,424 50 14,040 14 ............ .............. ............ 1,537 79 206,880 00 3,515 30 
455,390 80 ............ 8,700 00 42,453 09 ............ 875 00 ,$26,305 70 67,958 25 20,511 54 $33,058 90 .............. ............ 1,458 77 44,290 00 . 4,980 00 

3,820,644 85 ............ 87,250 00 330,815 01 ............ .............. ............ 2, 762, 715 34 523,770 08 13,627 67 80,424 30 ............ 7,452 70 871,105 00 205,400 00 
2,819,360 15 ............ 948,307 78 220,246 14 

•••••••••••• 
.............. ............ 159,139 95 111,981 83 305,804 46 110,657 34 •••••••••••• 5,439 60 291,955 00 79,619 83 

1,268,955 92 ............ 122,065 62 75,939 43 ............ 34,020 74 111,155 60 158,197 95 53,768 78 10,080 oo 22,400 00 •••••••••••• 10,250 34 185,370 00 16,502 41 
1,314,599 58 ............ 113,500 00 72,625 64 

•••••••••••• 
34,SGO 41 23,470 84 89,592 21 127,206 54 94,650 29 35,555 33 ............ 9,337 00 210,210 00 80,019 54 

692,411 80 3,500 00 62,310 00 .............. ............ .............. ............ 151,913 94 65,263 69 •••••••••••• 29,654 49 ............ o,508 79 72,835 00 14,659 49 
438,577 15 ............ 30,100 oo 127,236 46 ............ .............. ............. 4,063 23 430,759 90 21,087 05 32,428 49 ............ 1,969 16 127,570 00 34,564 00 

1,979,117 26 53,720 00 433,275 00 703,178 23 •••••••••••• .............. ............ 445,415 16 24,119 35 6,909 00 67,727 78 ............ 4,902 00 279,255 00 97,420 00 
641,358 79 •••••••••••• 297,900 00 289,542 35 ............ 6,485 72 ···········'I 445,799 64 63117 o,so8 87 42,275 04 ............ 5,498 17 134,140 00 144,745 00 

2,383,449 56 ............ 2,300 oo 728,108 05 ............ .............. ............ 755,144 59 42,493 48 33,134 26 45,000 00 ............ 7,564 85 1,708,480 00 05,001 00 
818,950 27 •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 63,476 20 27l!,390 68 3,997 22 116,07158 9,952 42 ............ .............. 1,000 00 1,215 40 83,410 00 31,697 00 

1,093,949 83 ............ .............. 106,351 88 ............ 45,970 79 .......... 6,752 40 3,541 07 ............ 11,514 86 ............ 1,s12 75 89,145 00 10,451 49 
197,102 53 ............ 518 00 68,101 74 ............ .............. 171,579 00 56,948 46 13,485 78 ............ .............. ............ 1,224 65 97,940 00 19,604 00 

1,249,800 28 ............ .............. 143,354 05 ........... 1,106,690 11 ............ 33,616 73 02,111 99 7,723 14 .............. ............ 18,937 07 .............. .............. 
431,439 54 ............ .............. 25,160 00 ............ 0,807 27 ............ 45,283 54 .............. ............ .............. ............ 3,810 01 130,420 00 .............. 
764,142 77 ............ .............. 88,921 02 ........... 77,905 00 2,194 36 44,581 96 16,000 00 ............ 14,123 13 ............ 3,361 16 27,310 00 6,890 00 

21,111,209 60 105,790 00 2, 709, 092 76 4,137,662 91 552,231 41 1,602,943 52 338, 702 72 13, 965,442 62 2, 599,488 93 535,949 64 1,788,387 83 53,775 00 112,207"36 0,112,730 56 1,195,276 72 

In trnnsitu from F11ycttcville, ........... , ..... , ..... , .. ,., , ..... , ................. , ..................... , ,., ., ..... , ..... , ..... , ..... , ..... , ..... , .......... , ................. , ..... , ,. ,., ...... , 
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$1,026,110 34 
27,727 87 

227,940 05 
76,111 61 
28,491 77 

473,289 95 
442,000 00 
61,627 49 

102,294 55 
143,039 26 
47,163 90 

224,405 67 
459,510 32 
931,529 55 
64,108 95 

]02,283 84 
59,369 73 .............. 

.............. 
34,920 84 

4,531,985 69 
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4, 563, 985 69 
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Date, 

1826, 
Mar, 30 

20 
23 
23 
27 
29 
27 
25 
21 
18 
21 
14 
14 

Feb, 27 
Mar, 10 

14 
16 

Jan, 28 
1825. 

Dec, 31 

1826. 
Mar. 22 

General, statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Bank United States .... $21,595,919 63 ,$'2,294, 864 96 $79,ro:J 37 $23,908 15 $743,625 37 $1,668 53 $3,979,399 52 $27,908 76 $1,385 27 $3,230,053 89 $327,350 16 $439,902 29 $120,443 45 $566,741 81 

Office, Portsmouth,,,,, 300,ooo oo 281,635 00 8,966 83 33 00 ............ ............ .............. •••••••••••• •••••••••••• 56,197 50 13,018 22 ............ .............. ll6,359 76 

Boston ......... 1,500,000 00 762,450 00 52,801 53 6,478 00 ............ ............ .............. ••••••••••• ............. 553,579 34 68,546 04 ............ 12,940 32 1,171,200 28 

Providence , ..• , 400,000 00 297,595 00 12,163 15 799 50 ............ •••••••••••• .............. •••••••••••• ............ 31,733 44 15,475 47 ............ .............. 209,566 42 

Hartford ... , .... 300,ooo oo 317,137 50 9,006 93 499 75 •••••••••••• ............ .............. ............ ............ 47,267 90 5,330 65 ............ .............. •••••••••••••• 
New York, •..•. 2,500,000 oo 1,310,377 50 84,703 12 12,630 75 •••••••••••• ............ .............. ............ •••••••••••• 711,206 25 116,938 73 ............ 46,518 20 3,004,557 37 

Ilaltimorc ..•••. 1,700,000 00 884,570 00 45,297 41 7,653 50 ............ .... , ....... •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ 2,773,450 38 146,737 63 ............ 4,637 80 162,223 92 

Wnshington .•. , 500,000 00 854,110 00 19,024 61 3,765 50 ............ •••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ 58,099 97 39,903 14 ............ 112,839 76 50,286 41 

Richmond •..•. , 1, ooo, 000 00 959,020 00 24,282 38 81503 97 ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 96,196 05 22,591 25 ............ .............. .............. 
Norfolk ........ 500,000 00 444,750 00 8,401 00 1,946 50 ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 62,527 62 10,90s 11 •••••••••••• .............. 29,944 63 

Fayetteville, ••• , 500,000 00 614,620 00 12,048 71 419 00 ............ ............ .............. •••••••••••• ............ 25,582 66 4,362 07 ............ .............. 69,167 91 

Charleston , .... 1,soo,000 oo 1,437,645 00 53,083 41 12,056 25 ............ ............ •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 123,069 75 46,525 00 ............ .............. 279,424 47 

Snvannah .. ., .. , 1, ooo, 000 00 1,027,430 00 13,666 82 3,180 25 ............ ............ .............. ............ ........... , 7,015 66 275 97 ............ .............. 163,957 39 

New Orleans ... , 1,000,000 00 4,219,145 00 60,920 89 154 75 ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 159,548 34 235,635 74 ............ .............. 178,704 51 

Lexington, , ••. , ................ 163,460 00 12,276 55 178 75 ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 1,099,602 88 .............. •••••••••••• .............. ••••••• •••••• 
Louisville, ..... •••••••••••••••• 132,650 00 10,415 94 301 30 ............ ......... .. ............. •••••••••••• ............ 1,162,333 06 .............. ............ .............. 39,074 98 

Cincinnati, ..... •••••••••••••••• 128,000 00 6,875 41 ............ ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 194,207 47 .............. ............ .............. 175,303 27 

Do. ,Agency., ................ 3,570 00 6,116 56 ............ ............ 161,776 65 .............. ............ ............ 2,432,752 67 .............. ............ .............. •••••••••••••• 
Chllicothc,, .. , • ................ 190,265 00 1,316 84 ............ ............ ............ .............. ........... ............ 404,062 77 269 04 ............ ......... , .... 10,512 16 

Pittsburg, .... ,.. 100,000 00 176,192 50 13,046 98 ............ ............ 1,199 62 ............ ; . ............ •••••••••••• 97,067 60 .............. •••••••••••• .............. 13i464 55 

34, 995, 919 63 16,559,487 46 534,:J37 44 9-2,508 92 743,625 37 164,644 80 31979,399 52 27,908 76 1,385 27 13,3".5,585 20 1,053,867 28 439,902 29 297,379 53 6,150,479 84 

At Dank of United States: Funded debt of the United States ................ ··•••• ..•••. , .. , .. $17,831,425 88 At Office, Portsmouth: .Agent for Loan Office nnd Pension Fund ••••••• , ••••••••••• , •• , ••• , •• 

Debt due by the United States ... ,. ••••.•••••• , .......... ,. , , .. , • • . 5,267 32 
At Office, Hartford: Profit and loss account •... , ..... ,. , .•... , .. , ••• , •• •••, •••••••• , •• : •••••• 

At Office, Bnltimoro: Debt of S. Smlt11 and Buchanan, G, Williams, nod J. W, J\foCulloch,., •• 
Debt of G. Wllllnms •... ,. .•.••.••.••••••••.• ., •. , ••• , •••••• ., ••• , .... 
Debt of J, W. McCulloch ... ••··•··• •••••••••••••••••• •··••··•·"····• 

At Ofllcc, Norfolk: Overdrafts of public officers ........... , •••.••••• , ••••• , ••••••••••• , •••••• 
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$781,236 31 
25,814 ll4 

229,529 80 
22,155 60 
43,624 00 

337,660 92 
88,157 51 

285,001 64 
73,138 07 .............. 
34,659 23 
63,788 ll9 
26,145 59 
74,728 01 
53,593 61 
7,162 17 

11,019 38 

•••••••••••••• 
30,121 21 

1,977 49 

2,2so,113 01 

$11,643 70 

$9,055 81 

$338,538 48 
269,874 85 
300,ooo oo 

908,413 :13 

$32,461 82 
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$981,794 72 
11,300 67 

166,151 80 
20,459 66 
20,698 96 

1,003,902 06 
590,203 26 
207,309 25 
124,199 21 
lll6 1140 36 
34,659 76 

803,912 28 
236,083 39 
773,368 10 
143,157 99 
119,536 46 
109,928 36 
48,018 69 
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5,694,600 75 
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182'1.] AFFAIRS OF BANK OF UNITED STATES. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States ........................ $17,831,425 88 Capital stock, ......................................... . 
Dills discounted on personal security .•... ~7,171,209 60 

funded debt,......... 105,790 00 
bank stock. . . . . . • . . .. 2,709,092 76 

Domestic bills of excltange •.•.•.••.••.•••••••••••• , , , , , •• 
Foreign bills of exeltange .............................. .. 
Realestatc .................................... , ........ . 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 13,965,442 62 
Due from State banks................... 2,599,488 93 

Due from S, Smith and Buchanan, G. 
Williams, and J. W. McCulloch ............... •••• ... . 

Due from United States ................................ . 
Deficiencies ......•..................................... 
Banking-houses, bonus, premiums, &c ................... . 
Mort,,aages, &c ......................................... . 
Expenses ............ ••••••••"""'··• ............... . 
Casb.-Notes or Dank United States and 

offices •••• ••••••••• •••• •••••• 
Notes of State banks .......... .. 
Specie ......................... . 
Specie in transitu ••••••••••••••.. 

Agent for Pension Fund and Loan Office, 

6,112,730 56 
1,195,276 72 
4,531,985 69 

32,000 00 

at Portsmouth •............................••......... 
Profit and loss account, at officc,Hartford ............... .. 

29,986,092 !lb 
4,137,662 91 

552,231 41 
1,60-2,943 52 

16,564,931 55 

908,413 33 
5,267 32 

535,949 64 
1,788,387 83 

53,775 00 
112,207 36 

11,871,992 97 

11,643 70 
9,055 81 

85, 971, 980 59 

Notes issued .......................................... . 
Discount, exchange, and interest .....•........•....••••• 
Dividends unclaimed .................................. . 
Profit and loss .................................. , ..... .. 
Contingent interest .................................... . 
Contingent fund ...................................... .. 
Contingent exchange ................... .......•........ 
Foreign exchange ..... ,•·••••••··••••·• ............... . 
Due to Dank United States and offices .• $13,3"..5,585 20 
Due to State banks..................... 1,053,867 28 

Due to Daring Brothers & Co., London ................. . 
Redemption or public debt............. . .............. . 
Deposits of Treasurer United States..... 6,150,479 84 
Deduct overdrafts ..................... . 

Deposits of public officers ............. . 
Deduct overdrafts at Norfolk, ..••••••••• 

338,70-2 72 

2,250,11:i 07 
32,461 82 

Deposits ofindividuals ................................ . 
Office at Fayetteville for specie in transitu .............. .. 

557 

OR. 

$3-1, 995, 919 63 
16,559,487 46 

53-1,327 44 
92,508 92 

743,625 37 
164,644 80 

3,979,399 5:l 

27,908 76 
1,385 27 

14,379,452 48 
439,902 29 
297,379 53 

5,8n,m 12 

2,217,651 25 
5,694,600 75 

32,000 00 

85, 971, 980 59 

D.1.NK OF TR£ UNITED ST.I.TES, .!lpril 1, 1826. 
s. JAUDON, Secornl .!lsmtant Cashier. 
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Dute, Danks, 

1826. 
April 271 Dank United Stutes., •. 

17 Office, Portsmouth .... , 
20 
20 
24 
26 
24 
22 
18 
15 
18 
18 
18 

Mar. 27 
April 7 

11 
13 

Mnr, 25 
April 10 

19 

Boston ........ . 
Providence .•.. , 
Hanford .... ,,,, 
New York .... , 
Baltimore .... .. 
Washington .. .. 
Richmond .... .. 
Norfolk,., .... . 
Fayetteville ... . 
Charleston .. , • , 
Savannah, ..... 
New Orleans, .. 
Lexington ..... . 
Louisville .... .. 
Cincinnati, .. ,., 

Do .. Agcncy 
Chilicotho .... .. 
Pittsburg, ... ,., 

General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Di,soount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$3,282,870 77 
469,189 77 

2, 772, 740 37 
432,317 33 
476,203 26 

3,885, 948 63 
2,767,065 31 
1,219,851 77 
1,363,236 31 

697,911 76 
443,090 03 

1,050,130 46 
605,714 39 

2,255,621 53 
828,751 51 

1,073,030 87 
197,616 51 

1,249,409 97 
421,167 10 
755,993 11 
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$94,869 10 
400 00 
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14,400 00 
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$432,171 36 
10,200 00 

151,000 00 
8,800 00 
8,700 00 

158,700 00 
972,703 78 
145,755 62 
113,500 00 
74,010 00 
30,100 oo 

417,517 00 
256,035 00 
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$527,850 92 $571,350 59 $26,727 3.:1 ............ $8,041,615 81 $750,893 24 ............ $1,173,96119 $46,775 00 $20,011 56 

2,543 20 ..... , .. , •• , 942 13 ,. ,. ....... , 41, 785 41 ....... , , • ,. .. , ... ., ...... , .......... , ,. ., ., ., ., . • .. 1,078 96 
429,893 99 ........... , ..... ......... ...... .... •• 524,09-J 61 68,545 74 .• .. ........ 116,665 88 ........ .... 4,962 68 
205,670 63 ........... , ...... .... .... ...... ...... 90,680 90 36,416 55 ......................... , ........... , 2,000 15 
60,056 13 .... .... .... 875 00 $25,737 71 33,448 39 8,66111 $33,058 90 ..... , ....... , ............ 1,458 77 

248,359 02 ...................................... 3,209,568 88 441,350 66 13,627 67 86,424 30 ...... ••.••. 9,655 13 
1961094 33 ,,., ......................... ,.. ...... 104,840 21 1561222 32 305,804 46 ll0,657 34 ...... ...... 6,542 22 
901575 81 ...... ...... 34,620 99 so,286 11 100,509 24 36,183 44 10,086 oo 22,100 oo ...... ...... 11,993 01 

110,232 92 ...... .... .. 35,328 05 18,633 29 12,121 00 145,870 93 94,650 29 35,555 33 .••. •••• ••• 10,358 69 
.... .... ...... ...... •••••• .... .... ...... 23,121 58 317,638 09 56,767 01 ••••• , •• ..•. 29,654 49 .. .• .... .... 7,275 34 

195,963 77 ........ .... ...... .... .... •• .••• •• .... 25,349 82 448,333 34 21,087 05 32,428 49 ....... ..... 1,985 04 
475,450 80 ............ • :.... .... •••• ............ 569,202 87 111,677 65 6,909 00 67,727 78 ............ 6,486 24 
197,063 63 ...... •••••• 6,563 72 ...... ...... '112,563 88 297 94 9,868 87 42,275 04 ............ 6,446 26 

1,060,659 17 ...................................... 1,oso,699 34 135,331 33 33,134 26 45
1
000 oo .... .... .... 11,140 54 

56,490 66 ........... , 266,890 68 3,997 22 128,354 14 1,950 17 ................ , • .... ••.• 1,000 00 2,864 79 
116,855 25 • ........... 45,970 79 ..... ...... 13,693 13 3,541 07 ........... , 11,514 86 ...... ...... 1,969 61 
73,294 35 .......................... 171,579 00 5,669 40 10,854 73 ............ .... .... ...... .... ........ 1,002 17 

143,354 65 ............ 1,114,059 74 ...... ...... 32,852 67 92,111 99 7,723 14 .... ..... ..... .... .... .... 19,997 20 
11,000 00 ............ 6,807 27 ...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... .... .... ........ .... ...... ........ ............ 3,967 93 
94,372 14 ............ 11,505 oo 2,rn4 ao 10, 79·.2 10 n,200 oo .... .... .... 14,123 1a ............ :i,880 37 
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$909,835 56 
133,590 00 
475,100 00 
207,535 00 
43,210 00 

786,611.28 
316,840 00 
156,760 00 
278,070 00 

6,205 00 
147,060 00 
297,935 00 
176,465 00 

1,401,940 00 
44,220 00 

117,025 00 
91,100 00 
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$365,865 75 
18,827 41 
11,021 00 
4,336 00 
6,550 00 

352,343 49 
55,158 87 
16,552 49 
42,096 34 
7,332 91 

27,981 00 
106,742 00 
184,405 00 
96,680 00 
60,347 00 
6,054 49 

30,709 00 
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31,955 00 10,620 00 62,948 42 

21,211,166 85 I 248,362 02 12, 1e2,010 10 I 4,29s, 181 37 I 511,aso 59 I 1,015,200 11 I 29s,549 51 l15,121,ss1 55 12,516,200 22 I 535,919 64 I 1,188,387 83 I 53,115 oo I 135,082 66 I 5,621,4s6 84 I 1,463,622 15 1 4,194,690 15 
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Dnte. 

1826. 
April 27 

17 
20 
20 
24 
26 
24 
22 
18 
15 
18 
18 
18 

Mar, 27 
April 7 

11 
13 

Mar. 25 
April 10 

19 

Danks, 

Dnnk United States .... 
Office, Portsmouth •••.• 

Boston ......... 
Providence ••••• 
Hartford .... •••• 
Now York, ..... 
Baltimore ...... 
Washington .... 
Richmond ...... 
Norfolk ........ 
Fayettcvlllo .... 
Charleston , .... 
Savannah ....... 
New Orleans ... 

Lexington•···•• 
Louisville•••··• 
Cincinnati ....•. 

Do,,Agency 
Chlllcotho ...... 
Pittsburg ....... 

General, statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Di,scount and Deposit aJ, the dai,es herein mentioned-Continued. 
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$21,595,919 63 
aoo,ooo oo 

1,500,000 oo 
400,000 00 
300,000 00 

2,500,000 00 
1,700,000 00 

500,000 00 
1,000,000 00 

500,000 00 
500,000 00 

1,500,000 oo 
1,000,000 00 
1,000,000 00 
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•••••••••••••••• ... , ............ 

700,000 00 
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$2,326,864 96 $313,278 69 
2e1,155 oo n,671 64 
753,660 00 71, 598 49 
296, 755 00 15,008 61 
315,007 50 12,002 02 

1,328,817 50 108,057 21 
881,400 00 68,331 69 
846,985 00 23,826 88 
9561485 oo 30,678 20 
4411005 oo 9,810 08 
610, 705 00 15, 715 25 

1,469,635 00 71,768 16 
1,212,so5 oo 22,250 28 
4,199,395 00 85,047 25 

163,405 00 14,904 24 
164, 650 00 12, 836 69 
128, 000 00 8, 423 00 

31210 oo 0,541 05 
43, 095 00 1, 306 33 

177,267 50 10,044 81 
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$28,079 65 $743,562 11 $1,668 53 $3,979,399 52 $27,908 76 $26,063 73 $3,544,503 04 
57 25 ...... • • • • • .. • • ....... • • • • .. • • • .. • • • .. .. • • ....... • .. .. .. • • • •• • .. 55, 856 65 

50369 50 ...................... ••.. .. .. .. • . . . .. .. • • . .. . . • • . . . • .... . • • . . .. 7471!!19 32 
799 50 .............. ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... ...... .•.... ...... 58,093 44 
346 50 ...... • ............................ ., .......... • • ... •..... • . • . .. 49,516 44 

8, 121 25 • • . .. • • • .. • • .. • • . . • . .. . • • • .. . . • • • • .. • .. . .. .. . . • • . . . . .. • .. . . . . .. . 080, 011 32 
5,670 75 ...... • ••• • • • • .. ..... ., • . . . . .. • .. • . . . . . • • .......... , • . . .. .. • • .. . 2, 843, 370 69 
2,156 75 .. • • • • • .. • • .. • • . . . .. • • • • .. • . .. • . . . . . • .. . • • .. • . . • • . .. • • • • .. • . • • .. at, 904 06 

...... ..•••• .......... .... .... .••. .... .... .......... ............ ...... ...... 204,471 14 
1,803 50 •••• .... ••.•.. .... .... .... ...... •.•• .... .... .... .. .. .... ........ 40,538 77 

419 00 ... ., • • • • .. . . . . • • .. . • . . • • • .. .. • .. . . .. . .. .. • . • • • • • • .. • .. . . . . . . . .. 195, 777 33 
81902 75 ...... ........ ...... ...... ...... •••••.•• ............ .... ..•. .... 51,479 78 
2,305 75 • • • • • • • • .. .. .. • . . . . • • • • • .. • .. • • • . . • • • . . • • .. .. . . . . .. . • .. . .. . • .. . . 84, 843 82 

127 25 .................. : •............................... , .. .. • .. .. .. . 161,906 80 
123 75 ................................................................ 1,082,932 88 
218 80 ................................................................ 1,146,805 97 

...... ...... .............. .... •... .... ....•• ........ .... .... .... ...... ...... 150,413 62 
• .... • •• ••• • •••• ..... • .. .. 162,867 02 . .. . .. •• • . .. .. .. .. • . .. . . .. • . . . .. .. • . .. 2,433,112 07 
............ .............. ••• •...•••. .............. ............ ............ 383,024 67 
...... ...... .... •••• ...... 1,100 62 .... •••. ...... .... .... .... .... •... .... oo, 729 45 
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$232,:!!: l~~~?~.~~-1~~.l~:~~~.~~- $698,755 08 
22;693 62 

1,111,030 69 
220,741 35 

135,850 70 
19,819 85 
3,841 71 

132,641 71 
120,111 57 
45,468 22 
15,041 25 
5,050 35 
6,623 45 

30,933 68 
275 97 

123,270 78 

............. 10,006 39 

45,363 20 , 3. 248,459 78 
2,637 80 184,386 51 

112, 864 76 71, 148 36 

............. 42,810 95 

100,000 00 
10,022 91 

291,023 88 
116,532 33 
200,363 05 

.............. 
1 
............ 

1 

............ 

1 

20,039 98 
279 00 .. . .. • • .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. 198, 154 81 

269 04 .......................... ,, 8,933 16 
9,664 55 
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$246,678 07 
16,053 18 

291,348 42 
23,541 23 
38,805 90 

332,880 25 
44,783 87 

284,715 33 
70,419 33 
38,171 90 
31,290 97 
28,4-11 00 
22,474 74 
63,283 66 
39,883 45 
1,010 02 

54,315 85 

17 33 
4,023 20 

34,oos,010 63 / rn,600,302 46 / 0-22,111101 01,507 95 / 743,562 ll / 165,73517 / a,ow,300 52 / 21,oos 76 / 20,053 73 /14,346,471 86 / 882,252 08 / 477,522 80 / 325,304 01 I o,561,1so 06 / 1,oas,116 10 

At Dank United States: Funded debt of the United States .... ••••·............... $17, 7641359 05 At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Pension Fund .................................. . $2,020 85 
Debt duo by the United States • • • • • • • ... •• •• •• • • • • • • • • •• 5,267 32 
Wells & Co., Patis, for French bills of exel10nge..... •• • • 34,585 09 At Office, Hartford: Profit and loss account ...................................... . 

At Office, Dnltimore: Debt of s. Smith and Buchanan, G. Williams,nnd J. w. 
McCulloch ............................................. .. 

Debt of G. Williams ...................................... •• 
Debt of J. W,McCulloch ................................. . 

$13,964 81 

$338,538 48 
269,874 85 
300,000 00 

908,413 33 
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$959,975 65 
19,831 41 

266,299 07 
20,581 21 
20,123 32 

1,oas,843 11 
596,349 29 
222,629 67 
122,362 12 
226,275 98 
12,001 93 

708,516 80 
164,493 97 
982,554 98 
153,153 54 
124,241 31 
132,367 04 
50,471 72 
6,296 86 

82,655 16 

0,021, 714 47 
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560 FINANCE. [No. ~66. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States ........................ $17,764,359 05 Capital stock..... • • . • • .. • • . . . . . . . • . • . • . . .•••.•.•••••••• $34,995, 919 63 
16,600, 30-2 46 llills discounted on personal security •••.. $27,217,766 85 

funded debt.......... 248,362 02 
bank stock........... 2,782,910 76 

30,249,039 63 
Domestic bills of exchange............... 4,295,781 37 

Foreign bills of exchange.. • . . . • . • • • . • . • . • .............. . 
Real estate .......... • ................................... . 
Due from llank United States and offices. 15,121,581 55 
Due from State banks....... ••••• ..... • 2,516,209 22 

Due from S. Smith and lluchnnan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. '\V. llfoCulloch ••.....••••.••..•....•••.. 

Due from United States ................................. . 
Deficiencies ............................................ . 
llanking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loan •••••••• ··•••••···•••···•••··•····••··•••·•··•••·• 
l\Iortgages, &c..................... • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . .. . 
Expenses ............................................... . 
Cnsh~Notes llank U. States and offices.. 5,621,456 84 

Notes of State banks.•••••....... 1,463,622 75 
Specie ••••• •••••................. 4,794,690 75 

Agent for Pension Fu~d, at Portsmouth 
office ................................. ••····•·••••••·· 

Profit and loss account, at office, Hartford ..•.•••..•...•... 
Wells &. Co., Paris ..................................... .. 

llANK OF TUE UNITED STATES, May 1, 1826. 

34,544,821 00 
571,350 59 

1,616,290 71 

17,6:n, 790 77 

Notes issued..... . ................................... . 
Discount, exchange, and interest ....................... . 
Dividends unclaimed .................................. . 
Profit and loss ......................................... . 
Contingent interest .................................... . 
Contingent fund ....................................... . 
Contin.gcnt exchmge .................................. . 
Foreign exchange ...................... ............... . 
Due to llank United States and offices .•• $14,346,471 86 
Due to State banks ....... •••••......... 882,252 08 

Due to llaring llrothers &. Co., London ..••...•••..••.•.• 
Redemption of public debt •.....•.•.•••.•.••.••••••.•••• 

908,413 33 Deposits of Treasurer United States .••.. 6,564, 750 06 
295,549 57 5,267 32 Deduct overdrafts ..................... . 

535,949 64 

I, 788,387 83 Deposits of public officers .•••••..•.•..•. 
53, 775 00 Deposits of individuals .•.••...••••.••.. 

135,682 66 

11,879,77134 

2,020 85 
13,964 81 
34,585 09 

6,269,200 49 
1,638,146 79 
6,0-21, 714 47 

922,417 16 
64,507 95 

743,562 11 
165,735 17 

3,979,399 52 
27,908 76 
26,063 73 

15,228, 723 94 
477,522 80 
325,304 01 

13,935,061 75 

S. JAUDON, Second .0.sistant Cashier. 
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Geneml, statement of the Bank of the Unued States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates hetein mentioned. 
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I-' 1826. 
tll l\fny 30 Dnnk United States •• 

22 Office, PortsmouU1 ••. 
25 Boston ....... 
25 Providence ••• 
22 Ilnrtford ••.•. 
24 New Yorlc .... 
22 
20 
23 
20 
23 
16 
16 
8 

12 
9 

18 
April ~2 
Mny 3 

17 

Dnltimoro .... 
Washington •. 
Richmond .. .. 
Norfollt ..... . 
Fnycttcvillo .. 
C!mrleston ••. 
Snvnnnnh .... 
New Orleans , 
Lexington •••• 
Louisville ... . 
Cincinnati .. . 

Do.,Agency 
Chilicotl1e, ,, 
Pittsburg,,, .• 

$3,165,609 81 $308,2-22 14 $427,971 63 $591,729 33 i)M0,349 20 $28,850 00 .......... . 
497,656 97 400 00 10,200 00 4,542 20 ...... ...... 942 13 .......... .. 

2,795,110 97 143,343 00 167,800 00 474,957 37 .... ........ .. ..................... .. 
426,577 04 610 00 8,soo 00 216,424 73 ................................ , .. .. 
468,076 96 ..... ..... .. 7,700 00 64,812 12 .• .... ...... 875 00 $23,378 33 

3,832,846 33 31,514 52 175,200 00 200,000 88 ..................................... . 
2,10a,026 95 ............ 1,019,580 oo 254,101 oo .................................... .. 
1,278,150 79 •••• •••• .... 1441355 62 108,666 54 .... .... .... 341652 24 235,579 63 
l,43:l,045 90 ...... ...... 113,500 00 128,519 19 .. .. .... .... 35,421 53 15,885 70 

700,932 95 4,200 00 72,410 00 ................................................... , 
436,649 06 .. .. .. • .. .. • 30, 075 00 257, 197 GO ........... , ............. , ........... , 

2,000,520 82 61,858 92 492,517 00 339,133 37 .................................... .. 
562,426 58 .... .... .... 304,955 00 194,131 94 ...... •••••• 10,417 72 ........... . 

2,203,824 69 .... .... .... 5,300 oo 1,133,640 52 .... : .............................. .. 
816,426 72 ........... , , , , . , , .. .. .. .. 56,991 20 • .. • .. .. .. .. 266,890 68 4, 3i2 !l2 

1,069,467 41 ,..... ...... ...... ........ 1221591 98 .... ........ 45,970 79 ........... . 
196,137 88 ............ 518 00 44,264 01 .......................... 172,383 88 

1,249,303 58 .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. ...... 143,354 65 ............ 1,090,336 74 .......... .. 
419,091 GO ...... •• .... .... .......... 11,000 00 ........... , 61807 27 .......... .. 
740,543 24 .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. ... .. .. .. . 88,575 36 .. .. • • • • • • .. 89,555 00 2,727 01 

~8,004,401 07 
15,803 48 

264,488 77 
83,230 86 
25,180 96 

2,525,607 27 
87,780 56 

101,166 16 
4,615 48 

235,202 81 
22,313 82 

484,110 6•1 
770,163 29 
939,304 74 
67,405 46 
16,980 52 
44,389 24 
62,952 24 

117 50 
6,696 80 

$698,744621 ............ ISI,173,961191$46,775 00 

122,543 80 1 ............ 1 116,665 88 , ........... . 
55,777 42 
18,099 62 

501,963 83 
117,718 04 
41,576 88 

101,923 10 
52,406 94 

375,848 10 
104,723 67 
217,327 94 
81,058 81 
6,150 17 
3,541 07 
9,836 oo 

02,111 99 

$33,058 90 
17,183 83 

~90,95·1 46 
10,086 00 
91,650 29 

21,087 05 
6,909 00 
9,86ll 87 

33,134 26 

87,000 00 
110,657 34 
22,400 00 
35,530 58 
29,654 49 
32,428 49 
67,727 78 
42,291 04 
45,000 00 

............ 

1 

.............. 

1 

1,000 00 
............ ll,514 86 .......... .. 
.... .... .... 20,000 00 ........... . 

7,723 14 ........................ . 

1,000 00 , ........... . 14,123 13 , .......... .. 

$25,660 04 
1,085 28 
9,777 43 
2,378 22 
I,458 77 

12,539 81 
7,603 56 

13,255 40 
11,443 67 
8,177 83 
3,020 22 
8,014 30 
7,250 29 

18,466 35 
3,090 51 
2,451 02 
2,193 87 

20,962 27 
3,851 49 
4,217 13 
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$799,845 56 
162,180 00 
376,770 00 
175,060 00 
119,470 00 

1,090,195 00 
284,265 00 
188,3-25 00 
263,425 00 
186,225 00 
97,520 00 

281,940 00 
17b,040 00 

1, ·123, 460 00 
31,6•10 00 
99,755 00 
94,280 00 

10,oso oo 
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$276,958 85 $1,743,045 35 
16,902 62 27,760 87 
61,698 00 254,504 85 
14,453 00 81,430 50 
8,296 00 27,805 45 

268, 000 00 617, 967 19 
56, 805 05 539, 000 00 
13,977 36 74,008 31 
74, 718 45 141,197 98 
7,588 00 164,396 27 

as, 498 oo 35,436 34 
140,941 00 276,690 56 
18,550 00 336, 766 55 

101,945 00 684,075 04 
84,294 00 48,442 49 
14,249 49 168,723 39 
37, 780 00 133,997 72 

2,431 47, ............. . 
21, 885 00 42, 004 02 

21,090,aoo 25 I 550,118 5s 12,9so,!!82 3114,441,330 os I s10,a10 20 I 1,mo,119 10 I 454,326 77 I 13,761,011 0112,002,352 oo I s21,655 so I 1,so8,954 78 I sa,775 oo I 100,s97 46 I 5,868,445 56 I 1,2s9,971 29 I 5,497,252 88 
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Date, 

T826, 
May 30 

22 
25 
25 
22 
24 
2-2 
20 
23 
20 
23 
16 
16 
8 

12 
9 

18 
April22 
May 3 

17 

General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Dank United States , , $21,595,919 63 $2,326,864 96 $335,446 82 $26,036 65 $740,101 61 $1,608 53 $3,903,286 00 $31,404 31 $22,924 53 $2,768,198 90 iso1,500 51 $'212,086 74 $106,043 82 
Office, Portsmouth •• , soo,ooo 00 278,085 00 15,076 ·40 /,50 ............ ...... , ..... .............. ............ ............ 77,639 40 2,566 23 .......... , . ............ 

Boston"""' 1,500, 000 00 746,945 00 92,859 78 2,345 75 .. , ......... ........... .............. •••••••••••• ............ 771,501 78 147,946 15 ............ 7,992 00 
Provldonco ... 400,000 00 200,120 00 18,638 17 582 25 ........ , ... ............ . ............ .......... ,, ........... ll55,276 53 24,586 01 •••••••••••• ............ 
Hartford, .... soo,ooo 00 314,267 M w,01011 286 75 ............ •••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ 138,503 22 .............. ............ ............ 
New York, ... 2,500,000 00 1,327,687 50 129,752 06 0,041 oo ............ •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 901,386 89 272,332 76 ............ 44,053 40 
Baltimore .. ,. 1,700,000 00 873,380 00 82,701 58 4,834 75 •••••••••••• ............ ............. , ............ ............ 2,001,317 42 109,958 35 ............ 2,637 BO 
Washington .. 500,000 00 987,180 00 30,584 92 1,950 75 ........... ............ .............. ............ ............ 69,061 05 35,452 00 •••••••••••• 112,864 76 
Richmond,,,, 1, ooo, 000 00 020,220 00 39,132 00 6,148 47 ............ ........ , ... .............. ............ ............ 310,020 87 8,575 93 ............ ............ 
Norfollc ...... 500,000 00 539,795 00 12,248 77 1,410 25 ............ •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ 40,050 94 2,811 20 ............ ............ 
Fnyottovlllo,, soo,ooo 00 605,515 00 20,972 17 419 00 ............ .............. 131,021 36 770 92 ............ ............ 
Charleston , .. 1,soo,000 oo 1,461,290 00 84,515 61 7,395 75 ............ ........ , ... .............. ............ ....... , .... 88,188 39 4,070 39 ............ •••••••••••• Savannah .... 1, ooo, 000 00 1,205,165 00 24,375 :JS 820 75 ............ ............ .............. .... ....... ... , ........ 100,028 11 275 97 ............ •••••••••••• New Orleans., 1, 600, 000 00 4,266,570 00 109,924 18 182 25 ............ ............ .............. ............ .... , ...... 145,884 89 97,455 66 ............ ........ ,, .. 
LelCington .... •••••••••••••••• 163,080 00 17,618 65 06 25 .... , .. ,, ... ............ •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 1,022,72819 ....... , ...... ............ •••••••••••• Loulsvlllo .... .. , .. , ......... , 164,430 00 rn,122 56 218 80 ............ ............ , ............. ............ ............ 1,002, 778 70 •••••••••••••• ............ ........... 
Cincinnati , , , •••••••••••••••• 144,000 00 10,268 89 ., .......... ........... , ............ •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 200,013 94 2,540 17 ............ ............ 

Do,,Agency .. , ............. 3,150 00 14,288 94 , .......... , •••••••••••• 164,178 78 .............. ............ •••••••••••• 2,433,172 67 .............. •••••••••••• •••••••••••• Chillcotho •.. •••••••••••••••• 43,09.'l 00 1,300 33 ............ ....... , .... ............ .............. ............ ............ 387,163 04 269 04 •••••••••••• ............ 
Pittsburg ..... 760,000 00 110,107 r.o 18,605 31 ............ ............ 1,100 62 ............. , ............ ............ 38,480 60 .............. •••••••••••• ............ 

----- ----
34, 995, 010 63 10,843, 637 46 1,088,409 30 59,3$3 99 740,101 61 167,046 93 s, 903,286 00 31,464 31 22,024 53 13,671,422 89 1,011,110 69 212,086 74 273,591 78 

At Dank United States: Funded debt United States,., ........................ .. $17,764,359 05 
5,267 32 

58,725 72 
13,968 75 

At Office., Hartford: Profit nnd loss account,, •. ,, .. , ...•. ,.,,,, .. ,, .. ,, ........ .. 
Debt duo by United States, .... , ................ , , ..... .. 
Welles & Co., Pnrls .... ,.,, ....... , .............. ., ..... . 
HotUnguer & Co,, Paris ................... , .. ., .. .. • .. .. • 

At Office, Baltimore: Debt of S, Sm!U1 & Buchanan, G, Williams, and J, w. Mc-
Cullocll , .. , ............................................ .. 

Debt of George Williams ........... , ....................... . 
Debt of J, W, llfcCulloch ..... , ...................... , , ..... , 

At Office, Po_rtsmoutll: Agent for Loan Office nnd Pension Fund ........... , .... ,., 
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$2,113,047 32 $190,750 02 
39,104 50 16,487 01 

1,100,325 82 242,091 25 
31,061 35 22,743 07 

•••••••••••••• 37,080 31 
:i, 044, 009 44 325,981 49 

287,620 61 53,296 37 
50,286 41 260,451 99 

•••••••••••••• 62,634 24 
11,288 04 99,145 84 

21,012 91 28,885 09 
32J,409 80 45,033 38 
118,977 53 22,soo 08 
79,724 77 136,082 18 

•••••••••••••• 32,405 73 
116,586 13 9,060 48 
171,579 00 48,651 87 

.............. .............. 
8,933 16 .............. 

7,579,026 79 

$14,574 81 

$338,538 48 
269,874 85 
274,221 96 

882,635 29 

$4,858 40 

17 33 
4,331 70 

1,637,519 43 
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$993,104 28 
12,767 85 

215,652 54 
15,734 39 
8, 73-2 37 

814,174 12 
554,976 43 
218,368 05 
103,139 36 
254,435 25 
41,417 32 

749,183 74 
168,156 45 
923,386 08 
156,774 63 
156,048 86 
178,726 73 
51,954 22 
2,461 43 

91,561 96 

5,710,756 06 
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182'1.] AFFAIRS OF BANK OF UNITED STATES. 

DR. . RECAPITULATION. 

FundeddebtoftheUnitedStates ·••·••••• ......•••••••••• $17, 7640359 05 
Dills discounted on personal security ••••• e,!7,090,326 25 

funded debt.......... 550,148 58 
bank stock. • • • • • • • • . . 2,980,882 31 

30,621,357 14 
Domestic bills of exchange •••••••• •••••. 4,441,330 08 

Foreign bills of exchange •••• ••••• ••.•.•••••• •••• •••• •••· 
Real estate • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • ••••••••••••••• 
Due from Bank United States and offices. l:J, 761,911 67 
Due from State banks................... 2,60-2,352 00 

Due from S. Smith and nuchannn, G. 
Williams, and J. w. McCulloch .••.••••••••..•••••••.. 

Due from United States , •.••••••••••••.••..•••••••.••••• 
Deficiencies •.••••••.••••••••...••••••..•....•.•••.•••.. 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium, &c ••••••••.•.•••••••.. 
Mort,,aages, &c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Expenses••·•••·••••••·••••••••••••·•·• ·•••··••·•· •••• 
Cash.-Notes of Dank United States nod 

offices.•••••••••·•••••••••••· 
Notes of State banks., •••.•.•••• 

Specie.··•·••·······•······ •••• 

Wells & Co., Paris •.•••••...••.••••.••• 
Hottlnguer & Co., Paris., ••••••• , •••••••. 

5,868,445 56 
1, 2.'i9, 971 29 

5,497,252 88 

58,725 72 
13,968 75 

Pro tit and Joss account, at office, Hartford .••••... , •• , .•..• 
.Agent for Pension Fund and Loan Office, 

Portsmouth ........................................ ,. 

35,062,687 22 
540,349 20 

1,6100 719 JO 

16,364,263 67 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

521,655 80 
1,808,954 78 

53,775 00 
166,897 46 

12,625,669 73 

72,694 47 
14,574 81 

4,858 40 

87,499,361 30 

Capital stock .••..•••..•.........•••••.•••..•..•••••.... 
Notes issued •••••.••...••..••......•...•..•.....•.•.... 
Discount, exchange, and interest •...•••..•.•.....•••••. 
Dividends unclaimed .•...........••••••..•••.....••.... 
Profit and Joss ••••.•...••••..•.••••....•••••••••••...•• 
Contingent interest ...... , ....•......................... 
Contingent fund •••••....•••••.........•••••••••••••••• 
Contingent exchange •...••• , ..•••••...•••••••••• , ••..• 
Foreign exchange..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Due to Dank United States and offices .. $13,671,422 89 

Due to State banks.•·•••• •••• •··••••··· 1,011,110 69 

Due to Baring Brothers & Co .••..•••••••••• ••• ••••••••• 
Redemption of public debt. .•..•••..•...•••••••••••••••• 
Deposits of Treasurer United States..... 7,579,026 79 
Deduct overdrafts, &c.... •• •• • • • • . • • • • . 454,326 77 

Deposits of public officers ••• , ••..•••••• 
Deposits of individuals ••.• , •.•••.•..••. 

7,124,700 0-2 
1,637,519 43 
5,710,756 06 

563 

CR. 

$34,995,919 63 
16,843,687 46 
1,088,409 30 

59,383 9-2 
740,101 61 
167,046 93 

3,903,286 00 
31,464 31 
22,924 53 

14,688,533 58 
212,086 74 
273,591 78 

14,472,975 51 

87,499,361 30 

Il.Ullt OF TIIE UNITED STATES, May 311 1826. 
S. JAUDON, Second .llsmtant Ca,hier, 



Dn. General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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la26, 
June29 Bank United States., .. $3,058, 137 28 $448,453 68 $467,921 63 $588,609 43 $487,965 09 $'28,850 00 •••••••••••• $8,111,363 43 $806,717 35 ............ $1,173,961 19 $46,775 00 $37,977 76 

19 Offi~o, Portsmouth .. ,,,, 504,926 62 400 00 9,600 00 4,776 96 •••••••••••• 942 13 ............ 21,516 89 .... , ......... ............ .............. ............ 50 

22 Boston ......... 2, 816, 153 09 173,686 00 176,800 00 501,225 51 ............ .............. ............ 44,700 39 144,579 14 ............ llG,665 88 •••••••••••• ............ 
2:1 Providence . , , .. 468,238 55 610 00 s,800 oo 290,511 9$ ............ .............. •••••••••••• 35,009 87 4,385 14 ............ 

•••••••••••••• 
............ ............ 

26 Hartford ........ 483,853 76 ............ 8,ooo oo 59,622 56 ............ 875 00 $24,564 03 12,061 25 12,400 03 $33,058 90 .............. ............ •••••••••••• 
28 NcwYorlc ...... 3,752,364 80 90,016 9,0 138,250 00 131,595 37 ............ ............. , ......... ,,. 1,755,580 41 758,835 86 17,183 83 87,000 00 .. , ......... 840 80 

26 Daltimorc .•••• ,, 2,101,210 10 •••••••••••• 1,088,349 11 324,001 92 ............ ........... , .. ............ 68,346 47 96,720 37 290,9il4 46 ll0,657 34 ............ 153 21 

24 Washington .... 1,293,816 46 •••••••••••• 145,961 52 112,513 32 ............ 36,316 03 170,964 34 209,087 85 55,934 44 10,096 00 22,400 00 .... -........ 7,82113 

20 Hicllmoml ...... 1,429,293 35 ............ 116,300 00 1:J3,623 51 ............ 43,642 90 8,286 83 6,260 30 140,722 74 91,650 29 35,875 78 640 00 6,136 96 

17 Norfolk ......... 708,246 21 3,915 00 72,960 00 •••••••••••••• ............ .............. ............ 173,703 89 45,116 66 ............ 29,797 25 ............ 4,064 01 

20 Fayetteville .... , 422,365 14 ............ 24,475 00 219,153 54 ............ .............. 
········· •• 14,931 02 497,467 35 21,087 05 32,428 49 ............ 103 98 

20 Charleston .. ., .. 2,022,830 94 63,708 92 501,610 25 301,666 71 ............ .............. ............ 247,113 51 152,901 85 6,909 00 67,727 78 ............ 37 50 

20 Savannah ....... 511,033 06 ............ 254,365 00 201,065 62 •••••••••••• 10,452 72 ............ 741,066 51 297 94 o,868 87 42,378 54 ............ 3,072 16 

May29 New Orleans ... 2,315,501 37 ............ 5,300 00 973,423 67 ............ •••••••••••••• 18,987, 22 693,539 76 30,408 24 33,134 26 45,000 00 .. , ......... 17,846 39 

Juno 9 Lexington ...... 799,011 l9 ............ •••••••••••••• 70,436 22 ............ 265,799 93 5,872 22 60,068 59 71193 75 •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 7,000 00 •••••••••••• 
13 Louisville ...... 1,081, 781 81 •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 114,428 77 ............ 45,970 79 ............ 29,802 18 3,541 07 ............ 11,514 86 ............ 13 50 

15 Cincinnati ...... 210,059 00 ............ 518 00 20,512 30 ............ .............. 171,579 00 13,J,916 72 26,112 06 ., .......... 20,000 00 •••••••••••• 14 50 

May 31 Do •.• Agcncy, 1,244,178 97 ............ .............. 143,354 65 ............ 1,091,591 06 •••••••••••• 71,060 10 92,111 99 7,723 14 •••••••••••••• ............ 14,386 70 

Juncl6 Chilicotl1c •·•••. 409,481 60 ............ .............. 11,000 00 ............ 6,807 27 ............ ................ •••••••••••••• ............ .............. •••••••••••• 3,845 46 

Pittsburg,,,,, •• , 712,956 87 ............ •••••••••••••• 73,:19771 •••••••••••• 89,679 25 13,002 94 21,490 50 8,300 00 ............ :14,123 13 ............ 2,131 31 

-
26,945,470 17 780,790 50 3,010,210 51 4,275, 019 75 487,965 09 1,620,9:)7 08 413,256 58 12,451,619 64 2,883,745 98 521,665 80 1,so9,530 24 54,415 00 98,445 87 
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il,062,560 56 $2-"2, 735 25 

162,260 00 27,304 56 

509,560 00 59,651 00 

185,900 00 4,866 63 

119,570 00 7,244 00 

1,299,773 50 2.22, 703 61 

356,490 00 116,730 23 

120,850 00 12,178 76 

236,215 00 85,912 04 

185,760 00 5,370 76 

84,895 00 18,818 50 

374,165 00 70,518 00 

244,600 00 111,450 00 

1,486,885 00 94,535 00 

28,840 00 87,424 00 

90,070 00 8,596 49 

65,805 00 23,060 00 

.............. .............. .............. a,426 97 

114,875 00 28,120 00 

6,729,074 06 1,210,645 80 
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$1,903,811 93 
29,754 68 

526,489 29 
86,165 23 
32,681 47 

660,796 00 
603,000 00 
53,449 70 

142,525 35 
146,998 90 
33,176 37 

333,813 56 
364,647 97 
836,126 09 
48,366 17 

204,016 85 
173,879 92 .............. .............. 
14,676 31 

6,194,275 79 
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Genetal, statement ef the Bank ef the United States and us Offices ef .Discount and .Deposit at the dates hei·ein mentioned-Continued. 
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Dank United Stntcs .. $21,495,019 63 $2,4330062 76 .:j357,657 59 $23,774 40 $739,201 61 $1,668 53 $3,898,314 46 $29,686 56 $40,081 87 
19 Office, Portsmout11.,, 3000000 00 2770810 00 10297 90 ........................................................................ . 
22 Doston ...... , 1,500,000 00 743,435 00 11,419 18 2,039 00 ........................ , .................................... . 
22 Providence... 5000000 00 295,520 00 3,560 98 519 00 .............................. , ............................. .. 
26 Hartford.,.,., 3000000 00 310,33-2 50 1,813 57 150 00 ...... .,.,., .... ,.,.,.,, ..................... ,..,, .......... .. 
28 New York.... 2,500,000 00 1,210,052 50 16,756 19 5,937 50 ............................................................ .. 
26 Daltimoro .... 1,700,000 00 867,955 00 10,862 53 4,147 25 ..................................................... , ...... .. 
24 Washington. , 500,000 00 1,037,100 00 3,860 35 1,895 75 ............................................................. . 
20 Rlcl1mond .. .. 1, ooo, 000 00 916,980 00 2, 789 05 5, 745 97 .. ,. ........... ., .......................................... .. 
17 Norfolk...... 5000000 00 5350425 00 827 98 1,336 75 ............................................................ .. 
20 Fayetteville .. 500,000 00 6010880 00 10423 33 232 00 ............................................................ .. 
20 Cllnrlcston, .. 10500,000 00 1,457,855 00 9,873 51 5,024 00 ............ .,.,,. .......................................... .. 
20 Savannah.... 10000,000 00 10205,165 00 2,249 44 721 75 ............ .,.,,. .......................................... .. 

May 29 New Orlenns.. 1, ooo, 000 00 4, 3260190 00 120,555 81 182 25 ............................................................ .. 
June 9 Lexington.... .. .. ...... ...... 163,080 00 1,519 21 96 25 ............................................................ .. 

13 Loulsvillo .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. . 1640250 00 601 65 218 80 ........................................................... .. 
15 Cincinnati,.. ................ 143,860 00 1,155 35 ........................................................................ .. 
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$2,032,372 54 
98,437 18 

1,006,023 99 
165,579 81 
86,706 76 

1,054,811 73 
2, 853, 002 67 

132,930 87 
351,974 59 
13,294 39 

177,613 69 
159,500 89 
3-2,131 73 
99,868 23 

1,0:!9,100 ,10 
1,124,455 27 

246,757 19 
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$266,254 90 $314,498 77 $2,449,348 52 $309,883 02 
958 22 ............ .............. 59,104 50 

244,712 52 ............ 7,992 00 1,078,691 10 
33,650 60 •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 39,061 35 
33,945 02 ............ .............. •••••••••••••• 263,705 11 ............ 39,029 26 2,513,938 64 
96,938 95 ............ 339,044 89 67,916 64 

0,110 64 ............ 112,714 76 50,286 41 

16,788 15 ............ ....... , ...... .............. 
2,833 49 ............ .............. 2,023 56 

.............. ............ .............. 21,065 18 .............. ............ 14,701 06 299,665 46 
1,814 72 ............ .............. 129,445 98 

75,407 13 ............ .............. .............. .............. ............ .............. .............. .............. ............ •••••••••••••• 154,557 61 
3,468 89 ............ .............. 203,967 33 
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$924,284 90 
16,201 13 

275,625 94 
20,835 64 
36,315 18 

277,079 41 
83,092 30 

256,925 53 
58,403 80 
71,13177 
28,035 54 
31,571 24 
25,902 58 

112,098 59 
31,631 67 
0,599 34 

43,180 28 

May 31 Do .. Agency ......... , .......................................................... 1640156 39 ..................................... . 2,448, 543 37 .............. ........... •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 
.............. 

June 16 Chillcot11c .......... , .... .... 350345 00 10372 28 ................. • ....................................................... .. 395,100 63 269 04 ............ .............. .............. 17 33 

21 Pittsburg.,.... 7000000 00 2240872 50 20019 59 ............ ............ 1,199 62 ..................................... . 51,874 98 •••••••••••••• ............ .............. 2, 19·1 36 2,795 04 

34,09s,010 03 1 11,010,200 20 1 ss1,015 52 1 52,020 01 1 739,201 01 1101,024 54 1 3,898,314 40 1 29,oso so 1 40,081 81 1 rn,500,oso 91 1 1,049,023 38 I 314,49s 71 1 2,002,sao 49 14,oa1,so1 14 12,301, 7s1 21 

At Dnnk United Stntcs: Funded debt United Stntcs..................... .... .... $17, 7641359 05 
Debt due by the United Stntcs...... .... ..... ...... ..... 50267 32 

\Vcllcs & Co,, bnnkcrs, Pnris ..... ............ , ....... . 
, Ilottingucr & Co,, bankers, Pnrls, .. ,, .. • , , , , . , , . , • , , . , 

45,589 47 
39,182 80 

8-.1,772 27 

At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Lonn Office and Pension Fund ................... .. $5,748 46 

At Office, Hartford: Profit and loss nccount ................................ , ....... , $2,770 47 

At Office, Dnltimore: Debt of S, Smith & Buchanan, G, Wllllnms,and J, W, McCulloch $3330538 48 
G. Williams ..................... , ... ,......................... 2741221 96 
J, w. J\!cCulloeh.. .... .... ........ .... ........ .... ........ .... 269,874 85 

882,635 29 
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$981,228 16 
13,331 87 

199,571 57 
25,760 02 
27,438 44 

967,630 74 
616,318 27 
146,399 24 
124,403 49 
249,059 74 
38,651 70 

664,811 86 
96,9"7 19 

816,384 96 
154,581 54 
139,053 65 
204,067 46 
51,706 85 
2,457 02 

107,796 93 

5,030,023 70 
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566 FIN.A.NOE. 

REO.A.PITUL.A.TION. 

Funded debt of the United States ••.....•••••••..•...••.• $17,764,359 05 
Bills discounted on personal security .•... S-26,945,470 17 

Capital stock .. , ..................... , ....• , .......... . 
Notes issued .... ,., .............................. , .... . 

funded debt.......... 780, 790 50 
bankstock..... ••.... 3,019,210 51 

30,745,471 18 
Domestic bills of ro:change • • . . . . . . .. • • .. 4,275,019 75 

Foreign bills of exchange •••• ,,,, ••• ,, •.•.••••• •••••• ,.,. 
Welles & Co,, bankers, Paris............ 45,589 47 
Hottinguer & Co., bankers, Paris . , .... , • 39,182 80 

Real estate .• ,, .. , ••• , ••..• , •• , ....... , ••.... • .• , •• , .• , .. 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 12,451,619 64 
Due from State banks .... , ..... , . • • • • • • . 2,883, 745 98 

Due from s. Smith & Buchanan, G. \Vil-
Iiams, and J. W. JllcCuUoch ......................... , 

Due from United States, ................................ . 
Deficiencies .............. ....•......................... 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium, &c ................ . 
Mortgages, &c ......................................... . 
Expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ~... . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . 
Casll.-Notes of Bank United States and 

offices., •••••••• ··••·•·•·••••· 
Notes of State banks .... , ...... .. 
Specie ......................... . 

Agent for Loan Office and Pension Fund, 

6,729',074 06 
1,210,645 80 
6,194,275 79 

Portsmouth . , ...................................... .. 
Profit and loss account, at office, Hartford .... , ........... . 

35, 0-20; 490 93 
487,965 09 

84,772 27 
1,620,927 08 

15,335,365 62 

Discount, exchange, and interest .••.•• , ••••••••••••••••• 
Dividends unclaimed ....... , .......................•... 
Profit and Joss , ••••••.........•••••. , ...... , •• , ••.•...• 
Contingent interest .• ,., .. ;.;.;;; ••••• ;. , •. ,.; ; .... , ;, •• 
Contingent fund ..•••• , ••.•••••• , • • • • • . . . ...••• , . : ..... . 
Contingent exchange ••••••• , .. ., •••••••..••••••• , •. , .•• 
Foreign exchange ........... , .•.•...•..•..••••••••••..• 
Due to Bank United States and offices •• $13,i60,080 91 
Due to State banks. • . • • • • • . • . •• . • . .. • . . I, 049, 923 38 

Due to Baring Brotlters & Co., London, •..•• •••• ,.,, ... . 
Redemption of public debt ............................. . 
Deposits of Treasurer United States ••• , 4,931,801 14 
Deduct overdrafts...................... 413,256 58 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 Deposits of public officers .......... : .. . 

4,518,544 56 
2,301, 787 21 
5, 63(f, 623 70 521,665 80 Deposits of individuals.,, •• ,,,; •• ; .... . 

1,809,530 24 
54,415 00 
98,445 87 

14,133,995 65 

5,748 46 
2,770 47 

87,828,354 14 

[No. 766. 

CR. 

$35,995,919 63 
17,016,l?OO 26 

551,615 52 
52,0-20 67 

739,201 61 
167,0-24 54 

3,898,314 46 
29,686 56 
40,081 87 

14,610,004 29 
314,498 77 

2,962,830 49 

12,450, 955 47 

87,828,354 14 

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES,' July I, 1826, 
S, JAUDON, Second .Bssislant Cashier. 
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Dato. 

1826. 
July 28 

Banks. 
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Bank United States .... $3,077,308 92 
17 I Office, Portsmouth. ... 4941958 72 
20 
20 
24 
26 
24 
22 
25 
22 
18 
18 
18 
l 
4 

14 
13 

Juno 30 
16 

July 19 

nostou ......... 2,608,934 18 
Providence. .. .. 497,746 00 
Hartford........ 454,653 67 
New York ...... 3,865,311 27 
Bnltlmoro ....... ll,656,530 87 
Washington .. .. 1,282,591 65 
Richmond .. .. .. 1, 4321342 93 
Norfolk,. .. .,... 712,357 38 
Fayetteville .. ,. 422,168 73 
Charleston .... ,. '2,060,556 78 
Snvnnnnh .. .. .. 513,892 49 
Now Orleans .... 2,377,057 85 
Louisville ...... 1,076,594 54 
Lexington .... ,. 806,589 29 
Cincinnati...... 246,213 57 

Do., .Agency, 1,242,259 21 
ChU!cotho .. do. . 409,481 60 
Pittsburg........ 725,272 10 

General statement of the Bank of the Uniied States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$444,366 63 
0,000 00 

164,979 00 
800 00 

2,000 00 
121,500 00 

1,014,869 78 
143,961 52 
123,500 00 
96,660 00 
24,475 00 

504,756 00 
288,645 00 
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$546,254 02 $556,548 05 $28,850 00 ............ $8,170,412 39 $707,320 53 ............ $1,113,961 19 $46,775 00 $7,588 10 
14,757 57 ............ 942 13 ............ o,965 14 .............. ............ .............. ............ 50 

515,369 71 .... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... ...... 147,793 84 15,941 46 ...... ..... . 116,665 88 ...................... .. 
2411411 73 ........ .... .... ...... .... ...... ...... 68,337 88 8,010 86 ............ .... .......... ............ s·,5 96 
48,732 16 ............ 875 00 ...... ..... . 52,074 27 20,267 41 $33,058 90 .................................... ,. 

132,232 63 ...... ...... .... .......... ...... ...... 2,184,925 51 83,446 76 17,183 83 87,000 00 ............ 2,816 44 
305,494 50 .... .... .. .. .... ...... .... ...... ...... 99,653 93 101,304 66 200,051 40 110,657 34 ...... ...... 11:w-2 47 
104,813 78 ........ .... 36,344 54 $317,070 33 196,835 10 67,784 78 10,096 00 22,400 00 ...... ...... 9,361 83 
110,532 72 ............ 44,282 90 ........... , 56,353 16 39,178 33 91,650 29 35,887 78 ...... ...... 7,234 96 

.... ...... .... .... .. .. .... ...... .... .... ..... • ...... 175,496 61 63,661 24 ..... . ...... 29,815 19 ...... ...... 4,844 49 
208,777 59 .... .... .... 19,043 47 ...... ...... 19,522 91 517,130 54 21,087 05 13,385 02 ............ 644 30 
243,41937 ...................... , ............... 197,37297 172,28467 0,00000 67,72778 ........... 1,48958 
163,269 07 .... .... .... 10,452 72 ..... ....... 747,029 77 297 94 9,868 87 42,378 54 .... ........ 4,041 52 
643,286 30 .......................... 100,718 62 l,ll5,825 83 97,621 06 33,134 20 45,000 00 .... .... .... 10,121 72 
119,096 01 .. .... ...... 45,985 79 ............ 43,686 27 3,541 07 ............ 11,514 86 ..... ....... 214 62 
70, 504 83 .. ., ...... , • 2651 799 93 s, 872 22 59,462 29 8, 693 75 .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ., .. .. .. .. .. 7, 000 00 395 64 
13,722 35 .......................... 171,579 00 162,562 09 11,961 11 ............ 120,000 00 .... .... .... 39-2 94 

1-431354 os ............ 1,oos,615 81- ...... ...... 70,963 72 02,111 99 1,723 14 .... .... ...... ...... ...... 15,121 36 
111000 00 ...... ...... 6,807 27 ............ ...... ..... .... .... ...... .. .. ...... ...... .............. ........ .... 3,845 46 
00,112 87 ............ 89,679 25 18,742 79 25,531 68 ,............. ............ 14,12313 ............ 2,747 64 
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$934,653 36 
164,860 00 
331,870 00 
149,195 00 
108,740 00 

1,441,877 00 
257,870 00 
234,795 00 
238,360 00 
216,360 00 
88,380 00 

402,620 00 
251,655 00 

1,372,785 00 
117,635 00 
22,990 00 
55,560 00 

63,~10 00 
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$261,)21! 28 

35,3136 20 
75,269 00 
5,149 11 
5,820 00 

219,487 98 
39,236 00 
12,788 24 

176,546 60 
6,780 73 

27,148 50 
53,697 00 
30,695 00 
50,725 00 
11,086 49 
63,845 00 
25,035 00 

3,426 97 
36,700 00 

., 
" ., 
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$1,917,323 10 
29,823 72 

544,657 6!2 
64,352 64 
32,820 65 

702,370 35 
606,000 00 
47,649 96 

143,019 35 
144,140 00 
32,986 05 

336,284 60 
379,181 01 
466,549 43 
219,224 11 
43,029 91 

178,027 01 

15,321 90 

20,00:1,a211s 1 80,418 oo 12,025,030 93 I 3,600,201 86 j 556,548 05 I 1,044,678 81 10221082 96 11a,503,sos 36 ~ 21010,01s 16 1 s21,oos so I 1,730,516 11 I 53, 775.oo I 73,320 021 o,453,415 ao 1 1,140,010 221 s,oma, 761 47 
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General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and De'posit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 

Date. 

182G. 

Bnnks, -\1 
~ 

} 
0 

July 28 Bank United States .... $'Jl,495,919 63 
17 Office, Portsmontll, .... 300,000 00 
20 Boston......... 1,500,000 00 
20 Providence..... 500,000 00 
24 Hartford........ 300,000 00 
26 
24 
2-2 
25 
22 
18 
18 
18 
l 

4 
14 
13 

Juno 30 
lG 

July 19 

New York .... .. 
Baltimore .... .. 
Washington ... . 
Richmond ..••.• 
Norfollc ...... .. 
Fayetteville .. .. 
Charleston,, ••• , 
Savannah .... .. 
NewOrleani .. . 

~~~00 
~~~00 

¾~00 
~00~0000 

¾~00 
-~00 

~¾~00 
~~~00 
~~~00 

Louisville .................... .. 
Lexington ..................... . 
Cincinnnti ...... ........... , ... . 

Do .. Agency ................ , 
Chilicothc . do ................. , 
Pittsburg . .. .. .. 700,000 00 

'ii = ,; 

i 
$2, 435, 062 76 

im,B4o oo 
728,110 00 
294,730 00 
307,577 50 

1,268,512 50 
859,170 00 

1,095,925 00 
914,115 00 
593,740 00 
600,500 00 

1,454,395 00 
1,193,035 00 
4,412, 895 00 

104,155 00 
162,690 00 
165,400 00 

3,150 00 
35,345 00 

223,827 50 

"" § 
%\; 
" g.: .; .. .., e 
"3 fl 
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$17,278 60 
:i,175 85 

30,381 64 
7,799 00 
3,389 31 

39,619 31 
22,776 52 
9,118 81 

10,484 99 
3,324 42 
•l,364 82 

25,561 84 
4,538 35 

12,458 50 
2,577 93 
5,907 14 
3,239 78 
2,421 27 
1,372 28 
4,364 19 
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$90,667 35 $921,396 32 $1,668 53 $3,98.5,847 97 $-27,908 78 $29,059 24 1$2,455,609 45 ,$1,346,114 65 $422,028 80 $310,815 58 $625,773 69 
1,470 00 ...... ...... ...... ...... .............. ............ ............ 95,259 39 320 07 ........ .... s,ooo 00 49,337 24 

22,269 50 ....................... , ..... ......... ...... ...... .. ...... .... 889,288 21 235,348 16 .... ........ 190,921 67 424,772 51 
6,178 00 ...... ...... ............ .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... ........ 101,615 22 27,451 77 .... .... .... 4,109 26 35,091 99 
5,533 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. ....... ,. .. • .. .... • .. • .. .. • .... • .. .. 48,309 39 8, 335 01 .. . .. .. .. .. • .. . .. • .. .. .. .. 28, 944 03 

29,745 15 ............................................................. 1,014,519 60 559,243 11 .... ........ 1961465 98 11991,oso 01 
26,116 25 ................................................ , ............ 2,752,248 14 83,682 78 ..... ....... 55,672 87 127,900 44 

5,098 00 ............................. , ................... , ...... ...... 134,088 67 18,084 64 .... .... .... 250,040 78 50,286 41 
12,212 47 .. .. .... .. .. .. .... ..... . ...... ........ ........ .... .. .. .. ... ... 330,006 11 12,21s 33 .. ... ....... ...... ........ 10,608 21 
5,539 50 ...... ...... ..... ....... ...... ........ ............ ..... ... .... 10,644 11 5,018 93 ......... ... ........... .. 1,590 06 

232 00 ........................................................ •..... 194,148 85 .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 65,180 77 24,610 99 
4,193 50 .... .... .... ........... .......... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... 177,859 72 .......... .... ...... ..... 3,155 43 184,135 00 

721 75 ............................................ ".... ........ .... 32,650 52 3,622 22 ... ... .. .... .... .. .... .... 114,848 95 
152 00 .. .. .. .. • .. • . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. 5,1, 530 37 55, 081 32 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. ,. .. ., ... ., . 
213 30 .............................................................. 1,148,583 66 ..... . .... .... .... .... .... ..... ......... 170,467 13 
88 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 995,482 33 

.... .... .... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... ...... 216,460 01 6,862 42 1 ............ 1 .............. 1 238,319 38 

........................ 164,155 39 ...................................... 2,445,393 37 

....... .... ............ ............ .............. ............ ............ 395,100 63 269 04 ......................................... .. 

........ ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,199 62 . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7,893 29 2,194 36 
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$271,031 46 
20,872 65 

351,357 05 
29,442 47 
37,024 11 

245,385 66 
37,854 81 

253,679 11 
52,445 44 
34,829 10 
27,528 06 
33,714 50 
21,442 76 

182,273 60 
505 26 

31,496 97 
41,881 86 

17 33 
5,492 34 

'a 

i .s .... 
0 

·i 
A 

On. 

$1,197,434 78 
12,599 00 

174,531 95 
29,281 47 
22,700 18 

1,021,069 35 
707,077 55 
170,171 31 
149,638 44 
295,344 52 
43,364 44 

638,805 42 
67,391 95 

599,734 28 
162,076 48 
158,518 42 
213,407 62 
52,628 85 
2,457 02 

106,530 12 

34,995,919 63 I 11,100,175 26 I 214,149 55 I 211,530 37 I 921,396 a-21rn1,0245<l I a,os5,847 97 I 21,oos 78 I 29,65924113,521,751 0112,301,653 05 I 422,028 so I 1,081,36:l 34 J 4,o79,970 36 J 1,618,274 54 J s,804,763 15 

At Bank United States: Funded debt United State& .... ,.......................... $17, 76•1, 31,9 05 At Ofiicc, Portsmouth: Agent for Pension Fund..................................... $5,181 22 
Debt due by United States. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 5,267 32 
Debt duo by Hottingncr &. Co., bnnlccrs, Pnris,. $39,182 80 

= 
At Office, Boston: Profit nnd loss account....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • $2,025 00 

Debt duo by Welles&. Co., bankers, Paris..... 5,913 76 
45,096 56 

At Office, Hartford: Profit and loss .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • $2, 770 47 

At Offico, Baltimore: lJcbt ofS, Smith&. Buclmnan, G, Williams, and J. W. McCulloch $3381538 48 
Debt of George WU!!nms ... .. .. • .. • • ... .. ... • .. .. .. .. • ... .. • 2691874 85 
Debt of J, ·w, JlrcCulloch....................... • .. • .. .. .. .. .. 2741221 96 

882,635 29 
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1827.] AFFAIRS OF BANK OF UNITED STATES. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States ..••..•••••••.•••••....• 817,764,359 05 
Dills discounted on personal security •..•. 826,962,821 75 

funded debt.......... 80,418 00 
bank stock.••••·•.... 2,925,930 93 

29,969,170 68 
Domestic bills of exchange............... 3,696,201 86 

Foreign bills of exchange..... . • • • • • • • • . • . . . . • . • • ••••... 
Hottinguer & Co., bankers, Paris......... 39,182 80 
Welles & Co., bankers, Paris ...••• •••••• 5,913 76 

Real estate • • • • • . • • • • . . • . . . • • • • • • . • • • . • • • ••• • , • • , ••••••• 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 13,603,805 36 
Due from State banks................... 2,016,618 16 

Due from s. Smith & Duclmnan, G. Wtl-
liams, and J. w. McCulloch .•••• •••••· •••• ••· • •• •• •••• 

Due from United States .••..••..••••••...•••• • • • • •· •••••• 
Deficiencies •••••••••.....••••••••.••... • ••••••••••••••• 
Danking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loan, &c .............................. •··············· 
Mortgages, &c .................................. •······· 
Expenses .............................................. . 
Cash, viz: Notes of Dank United States 

and offices•••••............ 6,453,415 36 
Notes of State banks......... 1,140,010 22 
Specie •.•.•... $5,902, 761 47 
Do.in transitu. 58,ooo oo 

5,960, 761 47 

Age11t for Pension Fund, at office, Ports-
mouth ............................................... . 

Profit and loss account, at office, Boston ..•••••••••••••••• 
Profit and Joss account, at office, Hartford ................ . 

33,665,372 54 
556,548 05 

45,096 56 
1,644,678 81 

15,620,423 52 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

521,665 80 

1, 730,516 71 
53,775 00 
73,329 62 

13,554, 187 05 

5,181 22 
2,0-25 00 
2,770 47 

86,127,832 01 

Capital stock ......................................... . 
Notes issued ..••••.....•...•..•.........•.•..•...•..... 
Discount, exchange, and interest ••..••.•••••.•.•.••.•... 
Dividends unclaimed .•.....•...•••.•..•.....•••..••••.. 
Profit and Joss .•...••••.•..••••••..•••.•.•.....•••..•.• 
Contingent interest, ••.••.•••••••••.•..••••••••.•••••••. 
Contingent fund ••.••...••.•.••••.•••••.••.•.••...••••.. 
Contingent exchange ................... ··••• .......... . 
Foreign exchange..... . • • • • . . • .. . • . . . .. . .......•.•.•••. 
Due to Bank United States and offices.. 13,5:ll, 751 07 
Due to State banks.•·••••••••.......... 2,361,653 05 

Due to Baring Brothers & Co, ......................... . 
Redemption of public debt ............................ .. 
Deposits of the Treasurer United States. 4,079,970 36 
Deduct overdrafts, &c •.••••••..•• ••·••• 622,982 96 

Deposits of public officers.•••••• ••.••••• 
Deposits of individuals •••.••••.•••••... 

Office, Louisville, for specie in trnnsitu 

a, 456, 987 40 
1,678,274 54 
5, 804, 763 15 

to Dank United States ....... : •••.•.•• •••• •••• •••• •••• 

569 

CR. 

S34, 995, 919 63 
17,190,175 26 

214,149 55 
211,530 37 
9-:!l,396 32 
167,0-24 54 

a, 985,847 97 
27,008 78 
29,059 24 

15,883,404 12 
422,0-28 SO 

1,081,352 34 

10,940,0-25 09 

ss,ooo 00 

86,127,832 01 

DJ.NK OF TllE UNITED STJ.TES, .august 1, 1826. 
W. l!Icffi VAINE, Cashier. 

VOL.V--72B 



DR. 

Onte, Danks, 

1826, 
Aug, 31 Dank United States .. 

21 Office, Portsmouth, .. 
24 Doston ....... 
24 Providence ... 
28 Hartford ..... . 
30 New York .. .. 
28 
26 
22 
19 
22 
15 
15 

July 31 
Aug. 15 

11 
17 

July 29 
Aug, 15 

24 

Daltimorc •. , , 
Washington . , 
Richmond,.,. 
Norfolk ...... 
Fayetteville , , 
Cbarlcston ... 
Savarnah ,. .. 
New Orleans .. 
Louisvill~ .. .. 
Lexington ... .. 
Cincinnati,, •. 

Vo.Agency, 
Cbilicotho,do. 
Pittsburg.,.,,. 

~ .,. 
s e-
"'·c a g =., 
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$3,014,156 50 
493,866 33 

2,466,103 57 
487,173 77 
394,695 53 

3,749,890 13 
2,484,452 68 
1,241,585 07 
1,460,845 53 

692,486 77 
445,074 73 

2,111,076 91 
497,084 28 

2,016, 787 50 
1,101,299 78 

805,557 48 
288,327 45 

1,228,410 16 
378,328 82 
732,165 77 

General statmnent of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$6,910 77 $441,216 36 $580,180 85 $488,641 94 $"...8,850 00 .... .... .... $8,094,519 62 $687,294 99 ............ $1,113,96119 $46,775 00 $18,903 95 $1,158,218 36 $322,955 14 
400 00 0,000 00 17,57:l 94 .... .. ..... • 942 13 .... .. ...... 17,554 25 ...... ........ . ........... .... ......... ...... ...... 397 90 167,745 00 52,363 41 

21,:ioo oo us,091 oo 551,00110 .... .... .... .... .......... ............ 41,2sa 1s 1s2,006 20 ............ 110,005 88 ............ ...... ...... 480,250 oo 77,575 oo 
............ 80000 256,02293 .............. ....................... 30,08979 2,35475 ...................................... 94788 194,75000 7,27286 
...... ..... . 2,250 00 54,864 29 ............ ., .................. ., .... 81,948 12 13,814 81 $33,058 90 .................... ., .... 875 00 118,620 00 6,511 00 

4,000 00 112,200 00 155,120 92 ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... ...... 2,795,736 79 227,468 30 16,183 83 87,000 00 ...... ...... 4,941 51 1,186,985 00 238,507 65 
............ 944,784 28 203,641 97 ............ 148,32159 ............ 83,356 37 50,192 13 290,954 46 110,657 34 ............ 2,299 99 359,125 00 43,789 55 
............ 144,991 42 86,082 76 ............ 12,125 83 $265,132 94 257,502 51 70,850 37 10,125 54 22,400 00 ............ 12,750 32 205,755 00 15,761 03 
............ 97,500 00 115,872 18 ........... 34,549 33 ............ 15,445 96 51,267 84 91,650 29 35,887 78 ............ 8,131 82 276,275 00 93,800 38 

5,663 84 79,410 00 ................................ ., ...... 103,059 38 152,013 13 93,076 31 ............ ll9,815 19 ..... .... ... 5,820 11 217,755 00 7,638 00 
............ 24,450 00 179,471 93 .... ....... 19,043 47 ............ 11,776 45 473,486 2~ 21,087 05 13,385 02 ............ 1,265 09 76,225 00 17,069 00 

34,028 00 499,880 00 205,553 95 ............ ...... .... .... ............ 225,414 18 176,894 10 6,909 00 67,727 78 ............ 2,884 58 410,915 00 19,806 00 
... .. ....... 253,645 00 W0,074 00 .... .... .. .. 10,363 72 ............ 733,202 73 670 94 9,868 87 42,378 54 .... ........ 4,732 47 214,745 00 93,140 00 
. ..... .... .. 141,661 12 371,668 18 .... .. .... .. ..... ......... 73,652 72 1,274,426 68 93,374 39 33,134 26 45,000 00 ...... ...... 10,412 37 1,438,220 00 4,100 00 
.... .... .... .... .... ...... 90,245 56 ............ 45,985 79 ...... ...... 67,250 68 3,541 07 ...... ...... 11,514 86 .... ........ 880 67 101,630 00 13,528 49 
...... ...... ...... ........ 81,962 98 ............ 265,799 93 5,872 22 51,088 92 .............. ............ .............. 1,000 00 782 55 158,190 00 1,931 00 
.... .... ... 518 00 11,697 54 .................... , ..... 171,579 00 1011 729 21 39,308 57 .... .... .... 20,000 00 ...... ...... 892 70 7S,690 00 28,075 00 
.................................................... 1,253,673 49 ...... ...... 83,896 36 92,111 99 1,723 14 ..... .. ...... • .... ........ 17,~40 35 .......................... .. 
........... ...... .... .... 11,000 oo .... ........ 0,801 21 ............ .... ............ .... .......... .... .... .... ...... ... .... ............ 1,411 65 .... .... ...... 3,oes 31 
........ .... ......... ..... oo,609 21 ...... .... .. 89,679 25 42,932 47 29,893 12 .. .. ... ...... .... .. .... .. 14,123 1a ............ 3,124 21 sa,430 uo 33,490 oo 
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$2,0ll,577 31 
31,790 58 

472,278 58 
41,603 20 
33,689 26 

754,076 64 
504,000 00 
40,903 29 

143,181 74 
144,533 00 
33,583 33 

395,262 89 
394,497 68 
651,522 72 
165,322 86 
69,669 34 

178,357 66 

34,608 31 
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1826, 
Aug. 31 

21 
24 
24 
28 
30 
28 
26 
22 
19 
22 
15 
15 

July 31 
Aug, 15 

11 
17 

July 29 

Aug. 15 
24 

Danks, I 

Dank United Stntcs .... 
Office, Portsmouth , •.. , 

Boston, ........ 
Providence , ... , 
Hartford ........ 
Now York ...... 
Baltimore,,,, •. , 
·wnshlngton .... 
Richmond •.... , 
Norfolk ........ 
Fnycttcvillc,.,,, 
Chnrlcston ...... 
Snvnnnnh ....... 
New Orleans ... 
Louisville ...... 
Lexington ....... 
Cincinnati, •... , 

Do, .. Agency. 

Chilicothe .. do .. 
Pittsburg, ...... 

General, statement of the Bank of the United Stales and its Offices of .Discount and .Deposii at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. On. 
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$21,495,919 63 $2, 435, 062 76 $36,646 21 
300,000 00 299,&10 00 0,021 95 

1,500,000 00 725,340 00 46,774 04 
500,000 00 294,420 00 11,814 43 
300,000 oo 302,342 50 6,037 34 

2,600,000 co 1,1!73,907 50 64,166 54 
1,100,000 00 849,945 00 32,7'2113 

500,000 00 1,081,095 00 13,803 51 
1, ooo, 000 00 913,725 00 16,810 65 

500,000 00 593,090 00 5,79-2 68 
500,000 00 598,740 00 7,757 67 

1,500,000 00 1,445,825 00 38,910 57 
1,000,000 00 1, 185, 105 00 6,836 10 
1, ooo, 000 00 4,384,145 00 26,360 36 

•••••••••••••••• 164,115 00 7,491 60 ...... , ......... 252,690 00 9,464 73 ................ 164,995 00 5,697 87 

•••••••••••••••• 
3,150 00 6,594 65 

................ 13,100 00 300 00 
100,000 00 223,827 50 8,311 07 
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$70,5!~ : l~~-1:~~~. ~~.I .. ~:·.~~~ ~.3. I~~:~~:~~.~~. I.~~:~~~.~~. I-~~?~~.~~. 
6,682 25 

511 00 
1,503 00 

11,576 50 
1,776 50 
2,U77 00 
0,180 72 
4,141 25 

366 50 
17,667 00 
4,135 75 

152 00 
372 30 
166 00 

.......................... , ................. , ........................ . 
••••••••••••l••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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$2,900,oao 02 
101,215 78 
663,167 27 
lll,360 18 
43,969 61 

738,637 12 
2,591,S-23 70 

114,834 36 
273,130 50 
67, 7&1 43 

132,613 08 
325,217 20 
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$961,79: :: l~~~~:~~.~~.l~~.l:~~~.~~-
322,057 60 
24,730 71 
2,908 64 

408,580 98 
105,170 24 
20,441 77 
9,638 22 
2,813 93 

............ , 87,977 74 

.. .... ...... 3,001 81 

............ , 138,356 63 

............ 21,694 71 

............ 250,190 78 
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$773,381 46 
49,995 63 

615,099 17 
33,787 75 
28,754 80 

2,211,010 13 
154,535 62 
50,286 41 
8,606 41 

.............. ............ ............ 24,589 82 
2, 712 51 .. .. .. .. .. .. 43,087 36 101,666 97 
3, 622 22 .. .. • .. .. • .. 3,155 43 82, 432 95 

64,776 02 .................................... .. 
.............. ............ ............ 193,&15 67 

••••••••••••••l••••••••••••l••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 
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$317,555 73 
19,857 46 

341,395 68 
23,666 47 
35,649 97 

544,619 28 
62,576 50 

252,528 10 
63,531 99 
92,633 37 
27,368 06 
17,002 42 
19,040 3-1 

131,590 47 
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$1,173,004 22 
14,957 63 

201,097 85 
17,719 83 
10,122 87 

1,375,316 OU 
581,967 25 
159,809 15 
132,775 36 
265,015 07 
24,482 14 

604,263 36 
72,873 90 

454,291 94 
158,611 53 
165,432 47 

............ 1 ............ 1{ 
1~i:!: ;: I} ............ , ............ , ............ , 2,445,393 37 1 .............. , ............ , ............ 1 .............. 1 .............. , ............ .. 

7, lll 54 
92,641 15 

1,073,064 81 
989,236 61 
261,515 98 .............. , ............ J ............ J 225,116 96 

3,698 85 
30,864 61 
41,703 20 220,110 12 

•••••• •••••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••I•••••••••••• 

1,199 62 J ..... , ........ 1 ............ , ........... , 
366,559 77 
41,515 99 

••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 
32,302 60 I ........... 1 ....... , .. .. 2,w4 30 I • 1,401 09 

1,012 28 
80,303 30 

34,995,019 63 I 17,204,550 26 I 359,12210 I 134,749 0210-21,10134 I 244,9122713,985,&17 971 20,101,011 44,746 49 I 13,367,48210 I 1,961,557 74 I 448,484 81 I 779,107 9l I 4,68!,30411I2,032,68419 I 5,722,83'2 36 

At Dank United States: Funded debt United Stutes .......................................... , $17,764,359 05 
Duo by tho United States............................................. 5,267 32 

At Office, Portsmouth: Pension Agent ....................................................... . $6,586 43 

= 
$2,025 00 Hott!ngucr & Co,, Paris .................................. $39,064 04 

Welles & Co,, Paris..................................... 1,972 08 

41,037 02 

At Office, Iloston: Profit and loss account .................................................. .. 

At Office, Baltimore: Debt of Smith and Buchanan, G, Williams, and J, W. l\foCulloch ...... .. 
Debt of J, W, l\IcCulloch ............................................. . 
Debt of G, Williams ................................................. .. 

At Agency, Olnclnnati: Miscellaneous nccounts ............................... , ............. . 

= 
$338,538 48 

274,221 06 
260,874 85 

882,635 29 

$14,026 05 
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572 FIN ANOE. rNo. 'l66. 

RECAPITULATION. CR. 

Funded debt of the United States ........................ $17,764,359 05 Capital stock •• • • . . . • • • . . . . • . •• • . •. . . . • . . . • • • . • • • • . • . . • $34,995,919 63 
Bills discow1ted on personal security ....• ~,089,368 76 

funded debt.......... 72,302 61 
bank stock ••·••• ..•• 2.,871,063 18 

29,0;.J2,734 55 
Domestic bills of exchange •..••..• ••·••• 3,173,639 29 

Foreign bills of exchange ..•.•.•....••.....••.•••.••..•• 
Hottinguer &. Co., Paris • • . •. . . • • •• • . • • • • 39,064 04 
Welles&. Co., Paris.••···•••···••···.... 1,972 98 

Real estate . • • . . . . • . . . • • . • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • . .•.•.•••••.•••• 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 14,148,128 65 
Due from State banks................... 2,221,713 05 

Due from Smith and Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, andJ. W. McCulloch .•••••••••• ·•••·····••·•••• 

Due from United States ••..••..••..•....••••••••.••.••.• 
Deficiencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium, &c . ............... . 
l\lortgages ................... -.................•..••.•••• 
Cash, viz: Notes of Bank United States 

and offices ........•••••••• 
Notes of State banks .•••••••• 
Specie .•..••••.• $5,100,458 39 
Specie in transitu 38,000 00 

Agent for Pension Fund, nt office, Ports-

6,900,533 36 
1,081,301 82 

6,138,458 39 

moutll ........... •..............••.•.. ••·••••·••••••·· 
Profit and loss account, nt office, Boston ..•••.•••••• ••••• 
Miscellaneous account, at Cincinnati 

agency •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••···•••·•·••··· 
Expenses ....................................... .... •••••· 

BANK OF THE UNITED STATEs, September 1, 1826, 

32,206,373 84 
488,641 94 

41,037 0-2 

1,976,141 80 

16,375, 841 70 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

520,695 34 
1,730,516 71 

53,775 00 

14,120,293 57 

6,586 43 
2,0-25 00 

14,026 65 
98,761 18 

86,286,977 84 

Notes issued .••••....•••..•.••...••......•.••..••.•••• 
Discount, exchange, and interest ••.....••....•••• : •.• .. 
Dividends unclaimed.... . .•.•••..•....•.....••.•••...• 
Profit and loss .••..•.••••.••.•••••.•.•.•••...•.••••••.. 
Contingent interi,st •••....••.•••.••••..•.•.•••....••••.• 
Contingent fund .••.•..•.•.•••••••••.••.•.••••.•..•.... 
Contingent exchange ••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••••••• 
Foreign exchange.. • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . •.....•••..•... 
Due to Bank United States and offices •. $13,367,482 10 
Due to State banks • • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . • • • • 1,961,557 74 

Due to Baring Brothers &. Co., London •.••••••.••••.•••. 
Redemption of public debt ............................. . 
Deposits of Treasurer United State.q..... 4,6811304 11 
Deduct overdrafts, &.c.................. 662,228 73 

Deposits of public officers •••...•.•.••.• 
Deposits of individuals, •.•.•• , •••...•••• 

Office at Louisville, for specie in transitu 

4,019,075 38 
2, 03:!, 684 19 
5,722,832 36 

to Bank Umted States ............................... . 

17,204,550 26 
359,122 10 
134,749 62 
9-21,107 34 
244,912 27 

3,985,847 97 
26,797 67 
44,746 49 

15,329,039 84 
448,484 81 
779,107 91 

ll, 774,591 93 

38,000 00 

86,286,977 84 

•S. JAUDON, Second Jlsmtant Cashier. 



Dn. 

Dnte, Dnnks, 

1826, 
Sept, 281 Dank United States .. 

18 Office, rortsmouth ... 
21 
21 
25 
27 
25 
23 
19 
16 
19 
19 
19 

Aug. 28 
Sept, 12 

8 
14 

Aug. 31 
15 

Scpt,20 

Roston, ..... . 
Providence .. . 
Hartford ... .. 
New York .. .. 
Dnlthnore .. .. 
Washington .. 
Richmond .. .. 
Norfolk, ... .. 
Fayetteville .. 
Charleston ••. 
Savannah .... 
New Orleans,. 
Louisville .. .. 
Lexington ... . 
CinelnnnU .. .. 

Do,.Agcncy 
Cbilicothe, •. 
Pittsburg, .... 

~ 
"" Sf 
~·.:: 
sE 
§ m 
8;; 
;a g 
~ 

$2,882, 726 51 
484,608 53 

2,461,507 87 
467,489 0-2 
424,159 62 

3,553, 034 70 
2,638,543 42 
1,218,294 42 
1,416,364 83 

691,312 17 
484,502 42 

2, 188, 076 32 
490,078 98 

2,140,900 14 
1,117,728 60 

816,193 72 
284,365 14 

1,220,423 59 
378,328 82 
723,936 34 

General statement of the Banlc of the United Stales and its Offices of Discount and Deposit al the dales herein mentioned. 
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$7,460 77 $406,676 36 $529,104 54 $487,643 61 $135,214 31 ........... , $8,220,290 69 $750,862 92 ............ $1,113,96119 $46,775 00 $23,658 74 
41500 oo s,900 oo 251163 oo ..... ...... 942 13 ............ s,36s 78 993 48 ........ .... .............. ............ 1,220 40 

38,600 00 125,208 00 649,611 44 .... ........ .............. .... ........ 58,290 70 149,468 91 ...... • .... 116,665 88 • ..... ..... . 4,496 54 
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Dnte. 

1826. 
Sept. 28 

18 
21 
21 
25 
27 
25 
23 
19 
16 
19 
19 
19 

Aug. 28 
Sept. 12 

8 
14 

Aug. 31 

15 
Sept. 20 

General staiement of the Bank of the United Stales and its Offices of Discount and Deposil; at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Ilnnk United 6tatcs .... $21,495,919 63 $2,459,562 76 
Office, Portsmouth..... 300,000 00 297,775 00 

Doston. .... .... 1,500,000 oo 721,680 oo 
Providence..... 500,000 00 292,480 00 
Hartford.. • .. . .. 300, 000 OU 279, 027 50 
New York...... 2,500,000 oo 1,255,007 50 
Daltimore .... .. 1,700,000 00 843,300 00 
Washington . .. . 500, 000 00 1, 072, 315 00 
Richmond...... 1,000,000 00 907,750 00 
Norfolk......... 500,000 00 585,825 00 
Fayetteville.. .. 500,000 00 595,075 00 
Charleston...... 1,500,000 00 1,438,410 00 
Savannah...... 1,000,000 00 1,178,665 OU 
New Orleans... 1,000,000 00 4,377,820 00 
Louisville . ... .. • .... .. .. ... .. .. 163,555 00 
Lexington .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. 2521230 00 
Cincinnati.... • . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 104,205 00 
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$581,584 59 $91,291 69 $196,663 08 $854,496 01 
.... .......... .... ........ .... .... .... 5,398 30 

266,832 34 ............ 77,057 57 637,423 92 
14,085 53 .......... ., 959 70 28,299 56 
2,so8 11 ..................................... . 

543, 009 28 .. .. • .. .. .. • .. • • .. • .. .. • 2,381, 026 56 
118, 553 48 .. .. .. • .. .. . .. • .. .. • • .. • 135, 775 39 
20,543 57 .. • • .. ... .. • 250,190 78 50,286 41 
12,303 18 .... ........ ............ 21,175 69 
2,813 93 .......... ., .. • .. • • • • • .. 99,162 41 

.............. ............ ............ 20,594 29 

.. .... .... .... .... ........ !!1,897 72 217,380 56 
3,477 77 .......... ,. 3,155 43 81,059 25 

71,732 80 ........................... , ........ .. 
.............. ............ ........ .... 133,018 09 

1,786 66 , ............ 1 ............ 1 179,27127 
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$808,124 25 $1,095,844 58 
37,095 50 17,877 62 

298,044 44 223,256 17 
20,993 59 24,970 73 
49,664 65 26,082 03 

484,819 08 1,025,054 66 
114,530 64 608,467 56 
256,031 37 167,972 05 
85,885 24 124,524 65 
51,750 56 241,061 30 
35,996 51 58,103 48 
28,219 91 575,408 34 

,. 24,259 80 69,403 84 
123,958 61 452,772 72 
22,049 08 135,797 24 
55,594 65 159,621 58 
64,626 50 214,800 54 

Do ... Agency.1 .............. .. 2,990 00 I 8,473501 ............ 1 ............ 11 165, 189 22 1 } ............ 1 ............ 1 ............ 1 2,445,553 37 l .............. 1 ............ 1 ............ 1 .............. I ............. , ............ .. 
' l 77,887 73 

Chilicothc •..•.. 
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.............. .. 
Pittsburg. ...... 700,000 00 

13,100 00 
!l-21,757 50 

300 00 
10,378 31 1,199 62 , .............. , ............ , ........... . 

386,559 77 
26,202 24 2,101 36 31,961 65 

1,642 28 
10,1,610 33 

34,995,919 63 111,122,530 26 I 4861972 58 I 90,302 121 919,212 66 I 245,945 10 I 3,985,847 97 I 25,021 45 I 40,263 39 I 13,553,897 92 I l,639,231 21 I 91,291 69 I 549,924 28 14,846,562 01 12,593,606 03 I 5,3-M, 77110 

At Dank United Stntcs: Funded debt United States .......................................... .. 
Debt due by the United States ....................................... • 
Hottingucr & Co., Paris................................ $41,332 62 
Welles & Co., Paris • .. .. • .. • ... .. . .. . .. . . ... .. . . .. .. .. 1,972 98 

$17,764,359 05 
5,267 32 

43,305 60 

At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Lonn Office .................................................. .. 

At Office, Doston: Profit and loss account ..................................................... . 

At Office, Da!timorc: Debt of S. Smith nnd Buchanan, G. William~, and J. W. !lfoCulloch •...••.. 
DcbtofG. Williams ..................................................... .. 
DcbtofJ. \V. I\IcCulloch ................................................ .. 

$325 56 

$2,025 00 

$338,538 48 
269,874 85 
274,221 96 

882,635 29 

At Agency, Cincinnnti: !lllsccllnncous nccounts........ .. .. • • • • • . • . . . • • • .. . • • .. • • • • .. .. .. • • .. .. .. ,$'24, 110 04 
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1827.J AFFAIRS OF B.A.NK OF UNITED ST.A.TES. 

Dn. RECAPITULATION. 

FundeddebtoftheUnited States .•........•.••••.••.••••• $17,764,359 05 
Dills discounted on personal security ..... $26,148,575 16 

funded debt.......... 881 952 61 
bank stock. • . . • • • • . . . 2,858,893 16 

29,096,420 93 
Domestic bills of exchange............... 2,9-21,811 59 

Foreign bills of exchange •..•....•..••.•.•••••••••••••••• 
Hottinguer &. Co., Paris................. 41,332 62 
Welles &. Co., Paris......... •. • .. •• • ... 1,972 98 

Real estate .•.........•••..•....•...••.......•••...••.... 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 14,546,211 09 
Due from State banks,................... 2,062, 709 58 

Due from S. Smith and Buchanan, G. 
Williams, and J. W. McCulloch ••.•..••••••••••••• • ••• 

Due from the United States •.•...•••.•••.•••••• • ••••• • ••• 
Deficiencies ......... ....................•••••••••••••••. 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium, &.c. • ••••••••••• •• •• 
Mortgages, &.c ..•••••.•..•••...•••••••.• • • • •. • • • • •. • • • • • 
Expenses ••••••••••••••••••.•• ·•·•••••·• ••·•••••·•·•••·· 
Cash.-Notes Bank U. States and offices.. 6,945,563 36 

Notes of State banks............. 1,137,267 08 
Specie ••..•.•••••. ,....... •....• 5,851,893 36 

.Agent for Loan Office, at Portsmouth ....... , ....... , • , •. 
Profit and Joss account, at office, Boston ..••••..•..•..••.. 
J\Iisccllaneous acc•t, at agency, Cincinnati •....••. , ••••... 

32,018,232 52 
487,643 61 

43,305 60 
1,940,602 80 

16,608, 9-20 67 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

520,725 94 
1,730,566 41 

53,775 00 
126,559 11 

13,934,723 80 
325 56 
200 25 

24,110 04 

86,143,777 72 

Capital stock .••...••.•..••....•••..••....•.•.•.•...••.. 
Notes issued ......•••..•••...•••...•.........•...••..•. 
Discount, exchange, and interest .... .................. . 
Dividends unclaimed ..•••• , ........••...••••........•.. 
Profit and loss ..•...........•..••....•...•..•...•..•.... 
Contingent interest ..... ............................... . 
Contingent fund ..•.....•...•..••..•••.•..••..•.•...•... 
Contingent exchange .••.•••••.••..•.•.. •........••...•• 
Foreign exchange •••••..••••••.••.•.......••.•••...•... 
Due to the Bank of the United States 

and offices .••••.•••...••...•••..••..• $13,553,897 9-2 
Due to State banks..................... 1,639,231 24 

Due to Baring Brothers & Co., London •......••....••••.. 
Redemption of public debt •..•••..•..••.•.....•...•...•. 
Deposits of Treasurer United States ••.. 
Deduct overdrafts •...•..••.•...••••••.. 

Deposits of public officers ..•••.......•.• 
Deposits of individuals .•••...••.. , ••• ,. 

4,846,562 07 
367,522 37 

4,4i9,039 70 
2,593,606 03 
5,324, 771 70 

575 

Cn. 

$34, 995, 919 63 
17,122,530 26 

486,9,2 58 
90,30-2 12 

919,212 66 
245,945 10 

3,985, 8-17 97 
25,0-21 45 
40,263 39 

15,193, 129 16 
91,291 69 

549,9-24 28 

12,397,417 43 

86,143, 777 72 

n.un, or TnE UNITED STATES, Octo~er 1, 1826, 
S. JAUDON, Second .&sistant Caihier. 
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Danks, 

Dank United States, ... 
Office, Portsmouth .•.. , 

Boston ......... 
Providence ...... 
Hartford'. ..••••. 
New York ...... 
Baltimore ....••• 
Washington .... 
Richmond ...... 
Norfolk ......... 
Fayetteville ..... 
Clmrleston ...... , 
Savannah ....... 
New Orleans ... 
Louisville ...... 
Lexington ...... 
Cincinnati .....• 

Do,,Agcncy 
Cbilleothe ...... 
Pittsburg ....•.. 
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$2,558,500 20 
479,013 58 

2,443,391 22 
466,230 34 
430,849 75 

3,209,607 68 
2,596,079 89 
1,285,917 87 
1,368,687 07 

718,231 66 
491,375 69 

2,197,397 44 
489,464 06 

2,150,267 25 
1, IO:!, 950 36 

797,096 50 
290,383 96 

1,227,687 80 
378,328 82 
722,450 58 

25,403,911 72 

General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$29,790 77 $398,391 36 $500,347 18 $520,2-21 63 $135,214 31 .............. $8,829, 129 78 $737,740 39 ............ $1,113,96119 $46,775 00 $27,841 98 

4,500 00 9,400 00 38,541 88 94.213 $588 03 879 17 2,765 22 ............ .............. ............ 1,233 77 

22,900 00 66,308 00 707,811 19 ............ •••••••••••••• .............. 41,047 81 81,963 87 ............ 116,665 88 ............ 4,496 54 

............. 800 00 2-25,120 60 ............ ... ,, ......... •••••••••••••• 28,237 03 5,810 22 
•••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ............ 2,295 27 

•••••••••••• 8,950 00 60,384 40 ............ 875 00 25,938 28 49,562 85 1,141 66 $33,058 90 .............. ............ 1,361 72 

•••••••••••• 114,260 00 216,163 66 ............ •••••••••••••• .............. 3,288,097 09 74,115 80 10,183 83 87,000 00 ............ 9,386 15 

•••••••••••• 977,285 28 231,913 67 •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• .............. 86,829 37 94,737 26 290,954 46 110,657 34 ............ 5,386 12 

............ 143,761 52 67,852 57 ............ 72,247 19 123,101 22 251,044 45 30,367 95 10,156 14 22,400 00 ............ 15,230 36 

. •••••••••• 83,770 00 42,482 43 ............ 44,282 90 •••••••••••••• 36,265 67 203,014 69 91,650 29 35,897 28 ............ 10,102 86 

3,663 84 81,860 00 .............. ............ •••••••••••••• .............. 292,366 58 52,945 54 ·····•·"••·· 29,873 14 ............ 7,160 65 

............ 24,450 00 168,164 88 ............ 19,043 47 .............. 16,818 32 504,730 66 21,087 05 13,385 02 ............ 2,912 48 

18,128 00 663,625 25 110,220 07 ............ .............. .............. 10,497 05 140,274 10 6,909 00 67,727 78 ............ 6,574 05 

............ &J3,645 00 43,293 79 ............ 10,363 72 .............. 547,020 38 297 94 9,868 87 42,396 54 ............ 6,856 88 

............ 5,300 00 139,493 73 ............ .............. 27,107 90 840,654 84 68,113 66 33,134 26 45,000 00 ............ 11,799 63 

............ .............. 92,705 98 ............ 44,235 79 ............. 14,44.2 40 2,966 06 ............ 11,514 86 ............ 1,932 31 

.............. 168,425 74 ............ 264,278 67 5,734 83 84,461 02 2,861 27 ............ •••••••••••••• 1,000 00 1,105 36 

............ 518 00 12,os6 94 ............ •••••••••••••• 171,579 00 171,074 88 26,603 16 ............ 20,000 00 ............ 1,975 99 

............ .............. •••••••••••••• ............ 1, 253, 773 49 .............. 70,183 59 92,111 99 7,723 14 •••••••••••••• 800 00 21,749 97 

............ •••••••••••••• 11,000 00 ...... • ..... 6,807 27 .............. .......... ,,, . .............. ............ 
•••••••••••••• 

............ 1,477 65 

............ .............. 60,946 91 ............ 88,805 00 48,050 72 63,752 11 
••••••••••••• 

............ 14,128 13 •••••••••••• 4,054 01 

' 
78,982 61 2, 902, 324 41 2,896, 931 62 520,221 63 1,940,868 94 402,099 98 14,722,364 39 2, 122, 561 44 520,725 94 1,730,602 16 54,575 00 144,993 75 
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$1,306,910 86 $315;454 89 
122,730 00 33,184 15 
415,890 00 58,745 00 

203,555 00 8,509 02 
76,290 00 2,480 00 

779,665 00 153,382 11 
364,850 00 78,961 18 
307,840 00 10,783 21 

255,465 00 43,455 15 
165,725 00 14,460 95 
165,815 00 28,170 00 

651,575 00 38,617 00 

475,4.25 00 162,090 00 

1,886,565 oo 22,100 00 
121,210 00 17,903 49 

79,260 00 2,811 oo 

61,135 00 47,030 00 

.............. .............. .............. 3,988 31 
19,235 00 21,875 00 

7,459,140 86 1, 064, 000 46 
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$1,552,239 52 
34,861 34 

324,133 19 
35,3"..5 39 
32,486 48 

608,767 67 
377,000 00 
40,309 56 

145,970 05 
144,459 00 
49,727 09 

388,304 19 
412,362 11 
933,738 99 
206,083 40 

62,474 00 
196,695 37 .............. .............. 
38,006 08 
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General statement of the Banla of the Unued States and us Offices of .Di.scount and .Deposu at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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lll26, 
Oct, 30 

23 
26 
26 
23 
25 
23 
21 
24 
21 
24 
17 
17 
2 

10 
13 
19 

Sept. 30 

Aug. 15 
Oct, 26 

Dank United States .... 
Office, Portsmouth .. ,,,, 

Doston ......... 
Providence ..... 
Hartford ........ 
New York ...... 
Daltimorc.,,, •.. 
Wnsbington .... 
Richmond ...... 
Norfolk ......... 
Fayettevlllc ...•• 
Charleston,, •..• 
Savannah,, ••... 
New Orleans .... 
Louisvllle ...... 
Lexington ...... 
Cincinnati •.. , .. 

$21,495,010 63 
300,000 oo 

1,soo,000 oo 
500,000 00 
300,000 00 

2,500, 000 00 
1, 700, 000 00 

500,000 00 
1, ooo, 000 00 

500,000 00 
500,000 00 

1,500, 000 00 
1, ooo, 000 00 
1, ooo, 000 00 ...... , ........ , 

................ 

................ 

$2,523,562 76 
260,210 00 
729,170 00 
291,775 00 
290,942 50 

1,225,187 50 
837,720 00 

1,oss,s10 oo 
903,765 00 
580,310 00 
578,345 00 

1,421,650 00 
1,167,320 00 
4,333,365 00 

167,555 00 
252,230 00 
163,880 00 

Do .. Agcncyl ................ 1 .............. .. 

Chillcotho...... .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. 13, JOO 00 
Pittsburg.. . .. .. • 700,000 00 220,192 50 

$280,198 31 
12,572 51 
83,937 85 
18,751 47 
10,665 78 
98,749 34 
59,802 56 
25,741 48 
28,353 33 
10,0lO OG 
15,092 06 
64,707 34 
8,847 22 

48,774 68 
14,517 71 
19,132 10 
o, 742 54 

$32,042 35 $9121851 03 $1,GGS 53 $3,085,847 07 $11,688 12 $86,458 53 .f3,575, 753 51 
o oo 750 16 .... ........ .......... .... ............ .... ........ 110,311 85 

2, 73-2 75 .. .. .. • ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 441,523 18 
379 00 ... ,. , ............................ , ......... , ........... , , .. • .. 65, 709 61 
225 00 38 15 ................ , ............... , .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. .. 55,989 87 

8,666 75 .... .......... ............ ........ ...... ............ ............ 559,377 69 
6,040 50 .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. , ...................... , .. .. .. 2,635,113 89 
2,000 75 .... .... ...... ...... ..... .... .... ...... ............ ...... ...... 35,292 85 
2,478 07 .......................................................... , .. .. . 214,533 62 
2,485 75 .................... , .... .... ..... • .... ............ .... .... .... 97,049 20 

249 50 .. .. .. .. • .. .. • • ,, ... , .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • 318, OGG 73 
12,750 50 .. .. .. • .. ..... .... .... .... .... ...... .... .. .. .. •• .... .. • .. • ..... • 509,097 81 
3,796 75 .............. ............ .............. ............ ............ 8,805 54 

309 00 .............. ............ ........ ...... ............ ............ 123,943 19 
224 80 ................................................................ 1,139,492 39 

72 50 ................................................................ 1,022,210 05 
............ .............. ............ .............. ............ ............ 365,702 46 

12,040 50 , ............ , ............ i 11~Mt~ ~g I } ............ , ............ l ............ , 2,448,543 37 

300 00 .............................. '........ .............. ............ ............ 386,559 77 
13,390 311 ............ 1 ........ ...... 1 1,109 62 1 .............. 1 ............ 1 .......... .. 16,151 GO 

s115,ss9 25 IS212,524 08 1eoo,45869 1 S952,4so 98 

236,958 64 
33,248 50 
7,134 49 

301,151 58 
49,740 01 
24,895 07 
4,767 80 
3,398 44 

............ , 27,221 55 

90,900 5G 
S,638 41 

248,990 78 

455 75 , ............ , ........... . 
.... .... ...... ............ 10,493 16 

150,241 77 .. .. .. .. .. .. 3, 155 43 

737,461 1G 
28,367 98 

~~mw 
~-fil 
~-Q ~-~~m 

~-00 
~m75 
~~m 

72,957801 ............ 1 ............ 1 ............ .. 
........ ...... ............ .... ........ 157,774 40 

95 00 1 ............ 1 ........... 1 205,069 46 

11,1s2 oo 1 ............ 1 .......... .. 2,194 36 

$304,547 56 
22,707 42 

279,015 27 
23,378 48 
45,379 78 

!!99,215 40 
55,747 OG 

254,706 88 
75,299 36 
41,810 83 
31,739 38 
38,769 98 
21,470 78 

1:;1,322,48 
3,987 80 

38,835 40 
53,765 12 

8,922 14 

~~m12 
~m~ 

~a• 
~msa 
~~ff 

~~~
~~22 
~ma2 
~~fil 
~~m 

~~34 
~~39 

~•ro 
~~ll ~-~~34 
~ffl72 

1,642 28 
108,097 41 

34,005,010 63 I 11,010,000 201&,4171s J 75,372 87 J 913,639 34 J 247,403 44 I 3,985,847 97 I n,oss 121 so,45853114,129,228 1s 11,312,092 10 J 212,524 os J 461,858 58 I 5,041,514 45 I 1,153,621121 5,109,sao 20 

At Bank United States: Funded debt of the United States .......................... $17, 7G4,3.'i9 05 
Debt due by the United States............................. 5,267 32 
Hottingucr &. Co,, l'nris ........................ $16,234 05 
Welles&. Co., Paris,........................... 11972 98 

Requisition dividends .................................... .. 
Losses chargeable to conlingcnt fund •••••• , •••••••.••••..• 

18,207 03 
4,009 20 

101,673 36 

At Office, Doston: Profit and loss account ....... ;..................................... $2,025 00 

At Office, New York: Foreign bllls;or cxclmnge 1mrclmscd for Government............. $141999 85 

At Office, Dallimore: Debt of s. Smith&. Duchanan, G. Wllllnms, and J. w. McCulloch $3381538 48 
George Williams ........................................ 260,874 85 
James w. McCulloch................................... 274,221 96 

S82,035 29 

At Agency, Cincinnati: Miscellaneous account ........................................ $31,089 18 
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578 FIN.A.NOE. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States ••••••...•••••••• , •••••• $17,764,359 05 
Dills discounted on personal security •••.. $"25,403,911 72 

Capital stock .......................................... . 
Notes issued.................. . ...................... . 

funded debt.......... 78,982 61 
bank stock...... . • • • . 2, 90-2, 324 41 

28,385,218 74 
Domestic bills of excbange ••.• , • ••.. •••• 2,896,931 62 

Foreign bills of exchange ..•••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Uottinguer & Co,, Paris . • • • • • • . • . • • • • . . • 16,234 05 
Welles & Co., Paris.................... I,972 98 

Real estate....... . ••••....•••.•••••••.••• • ••• • • • • • • •• • • 
Due from Dank United States and offices. 14,722,364 39 
Due from State banks.••••••••••···•.... 2,122,561 44 

JJue from S. Smith and Buchanan, G. 
Williams, and J. w. l\IcCulloch •..••••••.•••• •••• •••• 

Due from United States ••••••••.•••.•.••.•.•...•.••••.•• 
Deficiencies ............................................ . 
Banking-houses, bonus, premiums, &c ..••.•••••••••••... 
Morft,nages., &c ............................................... •••••••••·•·••·· 

Expenses •.•••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• ·••••···•··•••·· 
Casb.-Notes of Jlank United States and 

offices........................ 7,459,140 86 
Notes of State banks • • . . . . • . . • . . 1,064,000 46 
Specie......................... 5,582,945 43 

Requisition dividends at Dank United 
States •....•....••••..••••••••••••••. ••··•••· •••••••• 

Losses chargeable to contingent fund at 
Dank United States ...•••••••.••. , •.• , ••.....•......• 

Profit and loss account, at office, Boston .••.••••••..••••• 
Foreign bills of exchange bought for Gov-

ernment at New York .••... ••••• ••••••..••••.••..•••. 
Miscellaneous accounts, at office, Cin-

cinnati ............................... •••••••••••••·•· 

31,282,150 36 
520,221 63 

18,207 03 
1,940, 868 94 

16, 844, 9-25 83 

882,635 29 

Discount., exchange, and interest. ....... ..•.....•....... 
Dividends unclaimed .............. ..................... . 
Profit and loss ........................................ . 
Contingent interest .........•••....•.... .•.............. 
Contingent fund ....................................... . 
Contingent e:rchnnge .................................. . 
Foreign bills of exchange ............................. . 
Due to Bank United States and offices.. 14,129,228 18 
Due to State banks •• ., ............. •••• 1,372,092 70 

Due to Baring Brothers & Co., London •.•..••.•• , •.•••. , 
Redemption of public debt ........................... .. 
Deposits of Treasurer United St!ltes . • • . 5,041,514 45 
Deduct overdrafts, &c.... •••• .••• ••.••• 402,099 98 

5,267 32 Deposits of public officers •••.•••••••••• 
4,639,414 47 
I, 753,62112 
5,169,839 20 520, 725 94 Deposits of individuals ................ . 

1,730,60-216 
54,575 00 

144,993 75 

14,106,086 75 

4,009 20 

101,673 36 
2,025 00 

14,999 85 

31,089 18 

85,969,415 64 

[No. 'l'66. 

$34,995,919 63 
11,019,090 26 

835,417 15 
75,372 87 

913,639 34 
247,403 44 

3,985,847 97 
11,68812 
86,458 53 

15,501,320 88 
2i2,524 08 
461,858 58 

11,562,874 79 

85,969,415 64 

DA.NB: OF THE UNITED STA.TES, November 3, 1826. 
S, JAUDON, Second .8ssutant Cashier. 



Date, Banks, 

1826. 
Nov, 30 I Bank United States •••• 

20 Office, Portsmouth .... , 
23 
23 
27 
29 
27 
25 
21 
18 
21 
21 
21 

Oct. 30 
Nov. 14 

10 
17 

Sept, 30 
Aug, 15 
Nov. 22 

Boston ........ , 
Providence , ••• , 
Jlnrtford ...... .. 
New York .... .. 
llaltlmoro .... .. 
Washington .. .. 
Richmond ..... . 
Norfollc ...... .. 
Fnyottcvillc ... . 
Charleston ..... . 
Savannah ..... . 
New Orleans ••.• 
Louisville ...... 
Lexington ••.••• 
Cincinnati ...... 

Do, Agency. 
Chil!cothc ... .. 
Pittsburg ..... .. 

General, statement of the Bank of the United Stales and its Offices of Discount and Deposu al the dales herein mentioned. 
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$2,580,939 77 
468,350 92 

2,476,594 30 
487,760 54 
435,512 90 

2, 934, 236 77 
1,010,796 17 
1,212,984 14 
1,402,402 95 

587,848 46 
467,663 68 

, 2, 305, 709 05 
416,877 03 

2,239,072 17 
984,463 71 
745,217 87 
323,061 58 

1,221,mry 80 
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$60,051 70 $366,591 36 $517,600 06 ,$460,673 54 $145,199 51 ............ $8,885,407 27 $7111,502 30 $101,673 36 ............ $1,113,961 19 $35,270 35 $1,1!51, 188 36 $328,355 48 $1,443,835 75 
5,30000 9,40000 41,87274 ............ 94213 $6,'79792 87917 .............. 3,79833 .......................... J,23377 133,07500 27,71661 34,51679 

97,907 00 51,308 00 700,365 30 ............ .............. ............ 105,303 55 48,723 79 4,507 48 ............ 116,665 88 4,492 04 365,300 00 65,460 00 145,045 87 
...... ...... ...... .... .... 200,144 97 .......... , ...... .... .... ...... ...... 49,537 01 3,475 99 .... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........ 2,732 55 204,990 00 7,971 80 35,862 67 
...... ...... 81950 oo 60,0-15 20 ............ 875 oo ...... ...... 43,593 44 14,208 63 3,357 02 $33,058 oo .............. 1,aa112 84,ooo oo 2,540 oo aa,554 87 

62,542 94 119,260 00 199,520 98 ...................................... 3,136,151 27 474,034 83 27,578 58 ............ 87,000 00 15,679 16 1,031,2(;0 00 129,743 24 715,103 98 
............ 000,035 28 188,847 os ...... ...... ao,ooo 81 ........... , 202,241 96 73,147 76 811,897 31 46,375 65 110,051 34 o,435 94 ao1,645 oo 01,840 60 450,000 oo 
............ 153,235 97 82,065 14' ............ 65,161 50 120,032 07 232,447 66 34,138 41 80,714 82 10,156 14 29,78819 16,642 14 235,9:l.5 00 22,09•1 38 61,588 43 
............ 821250 00 711163 42 ............ 441282 90 ............ 161282 93 591703 22 21,140 14 87,084 24 35,897 28 111016 39 310,375 00 0-2,661 OB 147,104 12 

a,663 84 76,860 oo ..... ..... .... ...... ...... ...... ........ 14,317 05 101,584 46 851692 59 146,aos 44 ...... ...... 20,s13 14 7,110 22 186,405 oo s,219 01 146,640 oo 
...... ...... 24,425 00 114,585 79 ...... ...... 19,043 47 ............ 7,328 80 529,953 36 16,287 50 21,087 05 13,385 02 3,179 21 136,225 00 33,702 00 20,100 00 

17,828 00 723,050 25 180,769 66 ............ 2,650 00 ............ ...... .. .. .... 59,529 10 41,164 00 ............ 07, 727 78 s,ow 05 628,500 00 70,107 00 388,828 89 
...... ...... 278,045 00 36,984 11 ...... ...... 10,367 72 ...... ...... 526,758 90 61,297 94 67,794 00 9,868 87 42,396 54 4,912 54 497,035 00 15,8:JS 00 413,204 10 
..... ...... 5,300 00 75,095 64 ............ ......... : .... ...... ...... 485,364 82 34,055 92 ...... ........ 33,13·1 26 4;,000 00 12,271 41 2,303,955 00 42,110 00 1,045,233 19 
............ .... .... ...... 94,966 24 ............ 571623 31 ...... ...... 43,496 73 5,466 06 .............. ............ 11,514 86 21474 39 156,815 oo s,697 49 145,930 05 
...... ...... ...... .... .... 181,065 84 ............ !!65,228 67 5,872 83 35,662 10 7,962 27 ...... .... .... ...... ...... .... .... ...... 1,782 90 68,555 00 4,570 00 65,999 40 
..... ....... 518 00 13,o-;m 00 .......................... 171,579 00 207,552 87 16,736 71 ............. , ...... ...... 20,000 00 2,297 76 64,350 00 22,278 00 112,489 06 
............ .............. .............. ........... 1,253,773 49 ............ 70,183 59 0-2,011 99 .............. 7,72314 .............. 21,749 97 ...................................... .. 
............ .......... .... 11,000 00 ...... ...... 6,807 27 ...... ...... .............. .............. .......... ... ............ .......... .... 1,477 65 .......... .... 3,988 31 ............ .. 
...... ...... ...... ........ 00,800 1s ............ 88,805 oo 1s,2ou 10 20,134 39 9,453 69 64,014 13 ............ 14,12313 4,50313 32,100 oo 10,soo oo 40,314 79 

24,249,150 111241,293 48 I 2,860,128 86 I 2,s33,112 95 I 46o,673 5112,000,750 181 so-1,1os 06114,326,510 0212,:J<>..a,504 0011,a90,532 11 124s,488 25 I 1,731,090 35 I l65,3o8 35 I 7,o92,1os 36 l958,69o oo I 5,4s1,441 06 
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Date, 

1826, 
Nov-.30 

20 
23 
23 
27 
29 
27 
25 
21 
18 
21 
21 
21 

Oc~.,3(l , 
Nov,14 

10 
17 

Sopt.30 

Aug,15 

Nov,2'~ 

General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Dank United States ... , $21,495,919 63 $2,620, 780 26 ,S,299,050 39 2s,1:m 10 $905,202 03 $3,985,847 97 $9,716 85 
Office, Portsmouth, .... 300,000 00 259,070 00 14,561 46 ............ 750 16 .............. ............ 

Boston, ........ 1,soo,000 oo 719,745 00 100,740 13 2,602 50 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 
Providence , • , , • 500,000 00 303,220 00 22,316 28 349 00 ............ .............. ............ 
Hartford,,, •••.• 3(10,000 00 286,852 50 13,S-2048 135 00 180 41 .............. ....... .... 
NewYorlc ... , •• 2,soo,000 oo 1,420,847 50 119,935 66 7,760 75 ............ .............. ............ 
Baltimore ...... 1,700,000 00 824,565 00 79,053 75 4,863 00 ............ .............. ............ 
Washington .... soo,ooo 00 I , 045, :125 00 38,947 51 2,884 25 ............ .............. •••••••••••• Richmond ...... 1, ooo, 000 00 899,270 00 34,848 65 2,252 22 ............ .............. ............ 
Norfolk •• ,,,,,, 500,000 00 575,180 00 13,667 68 2,:i-20 75 ............ .............. ............ 
Fayetteville , , , , 500,000 00 570,185 00 16,961 22 231 50 ............ .............. ............ 
Olmrleston •••••. 1,500,000 oo 1,469,360 00 84,516 24 11,358 50 ............ ..... ........ ............ 
Savannah ...... 1, ooo, 000 00 1,162,545 00 13,288 11 2,110 75 ............ .............. ............ 
Now Orleans ••. 1, ooo, 000 00 4,463,365 00 56,619 78 219 00 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 
Louisville, •• ,,., •••••••••••••••• 167,140 00 19,188 13 224 80 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 
Loxington ••.••. ............. , .. 251,560 00 24,487 90 66 50 ............ .............. ............ 

I Cincinnati • ; , ••. ................ 163,880 00 12,175 85 •••••••••••• ............ •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• 
Do .. ,Ageney, •••••••••••••••• ............. 12,010 50 ............ ............ ............ { l~~;tf ~3 

Ohillcotho ...... ••••••••••••••••• 13,100 00 300 00 ........... , ............ ..... ........ ............ 
Pittsburg,, •. ,,., 700,000 00 218,642 50 15:612 47 ............ ............ .............. 1,199 62 

34,995,919 63 17,43·1,632 76 99;!,132 19 66,116 62 900,132 60 3,985,847 97 255,451 76 

At Dank United States; Funded debt of the United States • , , •• , , •••• , , , , ••••• , , • , • $17,764,359 05 
5,267 32 

10,985 66 
4,009 20 

Debt duo by the United States .......................... .. 
IIottingucr & Co., Paris .... , ............ , ., ............. .. 
Requisition dividends .. , .... ., .. ., ...................... .. 
Mortgngos, &c •••• , •• ,, •··•• .•• ,, •·•• •• ,, ,, ••• , •·•• , •. ,, . 73,73155 
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$11,42224 $48,159 20· ~2,963,569 10 $200,654 37 ,S,lOl,412 88 $57,398 56 $1,620,129 15 $'!88,099 76 

•••••••••••• ............ 114,495 31 .............. ............ •••••••••••• .............. 28,296 65 ............ •••••••••••• 228,12!1 68 162,198 88 ............ 16,183 13 951,623 86 294,924 88 

•••••••••••• ............ 44,451 91 15,154 72 ............ 64,994 56 21,229 09 ............ •••••••••••• 65,267 27 4,881 76 ............ ........... 2,469 34 43,547 74 ............ •••••••••••• 455,094 90 149,411 55 ............ 66,841 21 3,078,344 99 265,112 19 ............ •••••••••••• 2,627,156 22 66,060 78 ............ 8,638 41 184,174 21 58,308 97 ............ ............ 40,406 19 31,226 26 ............ 253,642 36 54,586 41 241,259 71 ............ ............ 224,891 95 u,oro· 46 ............ •••••••••••• 22,660 40 71,177 68 

•••••••••••• 124,226 91 3,718 15 ............ •••••••••••• .............. 43,824 11 ............ ............ 220,010 26 1,955 75 •••••••••••• ............ 31,950 90 30,567 95 ........... , ............ 614,445 91 .............. ............ 12,371 12 237,711 79 31,532 71 

•••••••••••• ............ 9,065 88 275 97 ............ 3,155 43 102,009 87 21,476 27 ............ ............ 71,630 04 76,717 36 ............ •••••••••••• 7,326 18 ldlt,103 57 ............ ............ 958,212 05 .............. ............ ............ 195,617 59 3,871 94 
, ........... ............ 925,181 58 •••••••••••••• ............ ............ .............. 36,769 56 

•••••••••••• •••••••••••• 300,917 29 15,052 89 •••••••••••• ............ 190,626 95 51,223 17 

} .......... ............ 2,448,543 37 .............. ............ •••••••••••• .............. .............. 
............ ............ 386,559 77 ........... , .. ............ ............ .............. •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 16,107 70 12,462 09 ............ •••••••••••• 

11,422 24 48,159 20 12,838,423 ll9 751,693 99 261,412 88 418,230 22 

At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Lonn Office .................................... .. 

At Offico,·Doston: Profit and loss nocount.,., ......................... """ ..... . 

At Office, Dnlllmorc: Debt of S, Smith & Buchanan, G, Willlams,and J,W, MeOulloch 
Debt of J. W, McCulloch .................................. .. 
Debt of George Williams .................................. .. 

2,194 36 9,391 40 

6,746,620 56 1,683,717 '35 

$2:.."2 52 

$2,757 16 

$338,538 48 
274,221 96 
269,874 85 

882,635,29 

At Office,Savannnh: Profit and loss account................ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. _ ,<$2, 904 60 

At Agency, Cincinnati: III!scollaneous accounts ....................... , ......... .. e31,089 18 
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$1,066,108 29 
16,932 32 

208,282 31 
20,759 97 
ll,703 18 

868,783 00 
563,632 45 
149,596 30 
114,339 31 
228,487 61 
41,193 30 

532,646 51 
69,748 07 

502,211 48 
167,193 33 
143,851 40 
220,706 83 

.............. 
l, 64 28 

95,918 97 

5,023,736 91 
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182'l.J .A.FF .A.IRS OF BANK OF UNITED ST.A.TES. 581 

Funded debt of the United States •••. •••• •••·• ••••• •••••. 
Bills discounted on personal security.•••• $24,249,150 11 

funded debt••••••...... 247,293 48 
bank stock............. 2,860,128 86 

27,356,572 45 

Domestic bills of exchange............... 2,833,712 95 

Foreign bills of exchange... • •••••••••• •• •• • • •··· • • •••• 
Hottinguer & Co., Paris •••••••••.•.••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Real estate ..•••••.••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 14,326,516 92 
Due from State banks................... 2,323,594 56 

Due from S. Smith and Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. W.McColloch •••••••••••• •••· •• •• •• ••••• • 

Due from the United States .•••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Losses chargeable to the contingent fund. • • • • • • • •• • ••• , •• 
Deficiencies ........•.........•...•..••.•••••••••••.•••• 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loan, &c ..........•................••• ••...••......... 
Expenses ............................... ··•••••·•••••••• 
Cas!1.-Notes of Bank United States and 

offices•••••••••·•••·•·••••·••·• 
Notes of State banks •.•••••• •••••• 
Specie .••••••••..• $5,451,441 96 
Specie in transitu.. 212,000 00 

7, 992, 708 36 
958,690 00 

5,663,441 96 

Requisition dividends •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••. 
Mortgages, &c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••• 
Agent for Loan Office, at office, Ports-

mouth ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Profit andlossaccount,atofficc,Boston ••.••.•••••••.•••.. 

Do ................ do •••••• Savannah •••• •••••••••··• 
lliseellancous accounts, at agency, Cin-

cinnati ................................ ............................ . 

D.lNK OF TllE UNITED ST.lTES, l)e,;cmbcr 9, 1826. 

RECAPITULATION. 

$17,764,359 05 

30,190,285 40 
460,673 54 
10,985 66 

2,ooo;1so 78 

16,650,111 48 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,390,532 11 
248,488 25 

1,737,990 35 
165,308 35 

14,614,840 32 
4,009 20 

73,731 55 

222 52 
2,757 16 
2,904 60 

31,089 18 

Capitalstock ........................... ··•••• ......... . 
Notes issued ........................... ...... •• ....... . 
Discount, exchange, and interest .•••.••.••••••••.••.•••• 
Dividends unclaimed .............•..... •..••........... 
Profit and loss ......................................... . 
Contingent fund ....................................... . 
Contingent interest ••.••••••••••.••••••..•.•.•.•.••••••• 
Contingent exchange •.••••••••••..•..••...•.•.••.••••. 
Foreign exchange ..................................... . 
Due to the Dank of the United States 

nod offices ........................... $12,838,~ 29 
Due to State banks..................... 751,693 99 

Due to Daring Brothers & Co .......................... . 
Redemption of public debt ............................. . 
Deposits of Treasurer United States..... 6, 746,620 56 
Deduct overdrafts, &c...... ..... • ••••.. 394,708 06 

6,351,912 50 
Deposits of public officers.•••••......... 1,683,717 35 
Deposits of individuals .• •••••........... 5,023,736 91 

Office, Louisville, for specie in transitu 
to Dank United States................ lJO, 000 00 

Office, Cincinnati, for specie in transitu 
to Bank United States................ 10-2,000 00 

$34, 995, 919 63 
17,434,632 76 

99-2,132 19 
66,116 62 

906,132 60 
3,985,847 97 

255,451 76 
11,422 24 
48,159 20 

13,590,117 28 
261,412 88 
418,230 22 

13,059,~ 76 

212,000 00 

86,236, 942 11 

S. JAUDON, Second .Bssistant Cashier. 



DR. General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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Jnn. 1 Bnnk United States .... $2,716,101 59 $6,850 00 $369,066 36 $558,979 20 $450,591 32 $145,199 51 ............ $9,679,292 18 $868,836 84 $115,259 67 ............ $1,053,961 19 •••••••••••• 
1826. 

Dcc.23 Office, Portsmouth ..... 446,219 35 5,300 00 5,400 00 49,114 32 •••••••••••• 942 13 $4,339 25 1,912 84 .............. 3,798 33 $9 43 .............. ............ 
28 Boston ......... 2,256, 760 29 124,060 00 54,508 00 633,398 38 .......... •••••••••••••• ............ 111,836 20 174,963 87 4,507 48 

•••••••••••• 
ll0,665 88 ............ 

28 Providence ••. , • /H0,981 82 ............ ............... 207,062 60 ............ .............. ............ 14,552 96 19,539 43 .............. ............ .............. $13 64 

25 Hartford ........ 435,149 17 ............ o, 750 00 93,429 83 ........... 720 00 9,499 26 47,000 94 12,552 78 3,357 02 33,058 90 .............. ............ 
27 New York ...... a,ua,ooo 12 156,437 17 81,100 00 181,023 46 .............. .............. ............ 2,889,700 37 317,471 48 27,578 58 ............ 87,000 00 1,194 96 

. 25 Baltimore .•..••• 2, 003, 009 44 ............ 973,455 28 150,648 25 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 327,400 05 72,443 21 811,897 31 46,375 65 110,657 :l4 506 26 

23 Wnshington .... 1,252,669 99 ............ 140,770 97 100,143 40 ............ oo,sso 2:l 57,817 72 301,320 87 55,244 53 80,714 82 10,37114 30,001 64 8,021 03 

26 Richmond ...... 1,355,512 19 ............ 81,650 00 149,666 41 ............ 44,2&2 90 •••••••••••• 14,590 52 6813-29 Ill 21,140 14 87,084 24 35,875 78 6,440 09 

22 Norfolk, ........ 010,000 07 3,ooo oo 82,410 00 .............. •••••••••••• .............. ............ 258,761 38 54,180 53 146,605 44 ............ 29,873 14 4,180 35 

26 Fayetteville, ••• , 459,342 94 ............ 27,425 00 120,184 84 ............ 19,043 47 ............ o, 709 6~ 562,901 33 16,287 50 21,087 05 13,385 02 8117 

19 Clmrleston ..... 2,184,686 82 28,078 00 876,764 75 397,352 97 ............ 2,650 00 ............ .............. 67,495 93 41,164 00 
•••••••••••• 

67,727 78 130 00 

19 Snvall]lnh ....... 450,487 19 ............ 2:18,540 00 135,106 44 ............ 10,217 72 ............ 374,196 87 297 94 01, 794 00 9,868 87 42,396 54 26 94 

4 New Orleans .... 2,239,034 61 ........... s,300 oo 173,370 09 ............ .............. ............ 673,039 71 67,349 09 33,904 57 20,000 00 45,000 00 2,555 48 

12 Louisvillo ...... 973,718 05 ............ •••••••••••••• 97,271 08 •••••••••••• 83,571 55 ............ 35,042 78 5,466 06 98,312 24 11,514 86 117 93 

15 Lexington ...... 730,714 62 •••••••••••• \ 183,175 17 ............ 269,728 67 5,372 83 50,715 71 6,321 04 12,120 38 .............. ............ .............. .. ~ ......... 
2:l Cincinnati, ..... 360,993 00 ............ 518 00 60,635 15 ............ .............. 171,579 00 • 213,598 88 1,060 00 .............. ............ 20,000 00 13 18 

Nov.30 Do, •• Agency, 1,201,215 48 ............ .............. .............. 1,288, 790 82 ............ 75,596 57 81,884 36 •••••••••••••• 7,723 14 .............. 15,084 11 

30 Chillcotbc ••. , •. 367,244 69 ............ .............. 0,200 19 , ........... 24,394 41 ............ .............. 6,707 38 •••••••••••••• ............ ........... , .. , 881 02 

Dec, 20 Pittsburg,.•••••• 657,202 98 •••••••••••• .............. 50,295 31 ............ 88,805 00 95,193 74 20,256 78 19,023 53 64,014 13 ............ 14,123 13 2,361 18 

24,330,825 61 326,325 17 2, 933, 658 36 3,3•17,057 09 450,591 32 2,030,226 40 343,801 80 15,095,525 23 2,462,069 74 11608,464 61 235,578 42 1,678,182 30 41,607 94 
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$1,362,223 36 $237,543 96 

91,870 00 35,512 40 
515,490 00 50,775 00 
198,325 00 3,575 00 
50,320 00 5,460 00 

724,075 00 184,9-26 25 
265,050 00 83,975 05 
317,785 00 24,174 31 
189,470 00 132,969 93 
138,715 00 30,783 52 
72,530 00 36,393 00 

578,335 00 41,091 00 
545,290 00 65,140 00 

2,306,810 00 , 63,615 00 
132,405 00 13,414 49 
113,015 00 3,680 00 
so,020 oo 34,865 00 .............. .............. .............. .............. 
16,170 00 20,590 00 

7,705,398 36 1,068,483 91 

-~ 
{t; 

$"2, 010, 196 28 

34,989 64 
243,895 08 
36,276 83 
33,506 27 

1,111,119 12 
470,000 00 

51,348 01 
149,159 04 
159,457 15 
25,566 97 

387,151 15 
480,000 19 
850,350 87 
175,203 44 
74,624 3-2 

110,171 99 .............. .............. 
41,965 05 

6,457,161 40 
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Date. 

1827. 
Jan. l 

1826, 
Dec,23 

28 
28 
25 
27 
25 
23 
26 
22 
26 
19 
19 
4 

12 
15 
22 

Nov.30 

30 
Dce,20 

General, statement of the Banla of the United States and its Offices of .Discount and Deposit at the dates hel'ein mentioned-Continued. 
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Bank United States .. ,. $21,495,919 63 $2,682, 780 26 ............ $1,056,931 35 $1,019,096 4ll $4,033 067 11 8,480 09 9,822 24 $16,757 57 $3,394, 869 76 $159,480 25 f.280,056 11 $907,355 26 

Office, Portsmouth .• , •• 300,000 oo 213,435 00 $2,500 08 .............. .............. .............. ............ ............ ............ 129,382 58 ............ •••••••••••• .............. 
Boston ••.•••.• , 1,500,000 00 717,690 00 81396 24 2,143 00 .............. •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ ............ 508,623 96 129,357 64 ............ 121158 IO 

Providence ...... 500,000 00 302,595 00 3,283 25 337 50 .............. .............. •••••••••••• ............ ............ 35,401 02 21,003 21 •••••••••••• .............. 
Hartford ••.•..• , 300,000 00 285,502 50 2,313 90 135 00 .............. .............. ............ ............ ............ 78,026 50, 3,085 24 ............ .............. 
New York ••...• 2, 500, 000 00 1,362,042 50 16,424 06 6,900 75 .............. .............. 568,153 81 175,301 03 ............ 56,864 70 

Baltimore .•..•• , 1,100,000 00 823,472 50 81622 10 4,417 75 •••••••••••••• .............. •••••••••••• ............ ............ 2,662,691 07 89,808 96 •••••••••••• 8,100 91 

Washington .••• soo,ooo 00 1,042,167 50 3,825 87 2,418 25 •••••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ ............ 53,701 21 ll,984 01 ............ 251,301 36 

Richmond ••.•• , 1,000,000 00 897,855 00 4,649 63 1,910 22 .............. .............. •••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ 201,9',!5 75 7,067 80 ............ .............. 
Norfolk, •••• •••• 500,000 00 574,150 00 1,395 75 2,no 75 •••••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ ............ 130,877 95 4,338 03 ............ .............. 
Fayetteville .•••. 500,000 00 564,985 00 2106:l 44 191 50 •••••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ ............ 233,060 66 800 00 ········••t.• .............. 
Charleston, ••.. , 1,500,000 oo 1,497,990 00 81422 81 81285 75 •••••••••••••• .............. ••••••••••• ............ ............ 743,413 62 ............ ............ 12,164 93 

Savannah•··••· 1, ooo, 000 00 1, 186, 775 00 1,608 14 2,701 75 •••••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ •••••••••••• 13,254 15 52,144 83 ............ 3,]55 43 
New Orleans .•• 1, ooo, 000 00 4: 460, 835 00 4,518 66 178 50 .............. .............. ............ ............ ............ 109,303 90 80,020 03 ............ .............. 
Louisvlllo ·•••·• ................ 167,000 00 795 50 224 80 •••••••••••••• .............. ............ .......... ............ 1,055, 181 33 ............ ............ .............. 
Lexington••··•• ................ 250,920 00 2,549 00 9 00 •••••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ ............ 1,067,673 46 1,936 40 ............ .............. 
Cincinnati •• , •.. ................ 197,580 00 2,937 44 .............. •••••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ ............ 363,818 49 14,218 64 ............ .............. 

Do ... Agcncy, ................ 2,440 00 ............ .............. •••••••••••••• ......... , .. { 1~3:Zi! 3§ l·········· ............ 2,484,273 52 ............ ............ .............. 
Chilicotho •··••• ................ 17,165 00 ............ .............. ········· .... .............. ............ ............ ............ 386,489 08 ll4 00 ............ .............. 
Pittsburg ........ 100,000 00 218,642 50 1,352 50 •••••••••••••• .............. .............. 1,199 62 •••••••••••• ............ 37,363 50 27,898 91 ........... .............. 

34,995,919 63 17,466,022 76 75,657 73 1,088 895 87 1,orn,096 12 1,033,067 11 223,361 71 9,822 24 16,757 57 l4,257,575 32 778,558 98 280,056 11 1,251,100 75 

At Bank United States: Funded debt of tho United Stntcs •• ••··•• •••••• ...... •••· $1717641359 05 At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Lonn Office nnd Pension Fund.,, .•.•••.•••• , .•• 
Debt due by the United liltates ................. ••• •• ,.... 51267 32 
Hottinguor & Co., bankers, Paris.•··•• ..•.••••••• ·••••·•• 41095 17 At Office, Hartford: Profit nn<l los9 account ............ , ........................ . 

Mortgages, &c ............................. , ... , •.• •••., 911557 72 At Office, Baltimore: Debt of s. Smitb and Iluchannn, G. Williams, nnd J. W, 

j McCulloch ............................................ . 
Debt of J. w. McCulloch·••• •••••.•••...••••. , ••••... , ••• 
Debt of G. Williams ............... , ••••••••••• , ........ .. 

At Agency, Cincinnati: l\.lisccllancous nccounte ...... ........................ , .. , 
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$778,924 26 

.............. 
860,982 39 
66,934 56 .............. 

3,015,111 ss 
250,760 98 
105,974 38 
25,475 18 
47,951 48 
14,705 61 

227,727 63 
68,302 37 
49,390 01 

238,338 94 .............. 
209,040 62 

•••••••••••••• .............. 
?,194 36 

5,962,877 65 

$575 59 

$263 00 

$338,538 48 
274,221 96 
269,874 85 

88:!,635 29 

$30,101 04 
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$518,314 29 

20,723 34 
376,778 22 
39,738 49 
43,170 37 

277,285 04 
73,852 35 

363,007 13 
73,864 15 
24,611 35 
29,828 07 
28,064 14 
21,753 53 

123,133 28 
3,497 70 

35,303 59 
48,604 75 

.............. 
17 33 

10,541 25 

2,mi,091 37 
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$1,089,586 12 

13,942 28 
170,730 63 
21,034 25 
18,824 66 

904,080 28 
576,386 15 
156,794 54 
123,423 32 
233,191 87 
35,304 63 

646,558 52 
65,757 50 

652,950 04 
161,089 21 
151,985 89 
223,854 26 

....... , ...... 
1,642 28 
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5,337,944 62 
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584 FINANCE. 

RECAPITULATION. 

.Funded debt of the UnitedStates •••••••••••..•• •••· •••••• e11, 764,359 05 
Bills discounted ou personal security ....• $-24,330,825 61 

Capital stock ...•••.••.•••••••..•••••••..•••••..••••... 
Notes issued ...............•........... .......... •••• .. 

funded debt.......... 326,325 17 
bank stock........... 2,933,658 36 

27,590,809 14 
Domestic bills of exchange.............. 3,347,057 09 

Foreign bills of exchange ••••.••..••••.•..••••.••.••..••. 
Hottinguer & Co., Paris •••••••...•••••••••.•••.••••••... 
Real estate ••••••..••• ; .••.••••.•••....•••..••.•.•••.••• 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 15,095,625 23 
Due from State banks................... 2,462,069 74 

30,937,866 23 
456,591 32 

4,095 17 
2,039,226 40 

Discount, exchange, and interest ..•.•.•....••••.•••••••. 
Dividends unclaimed .••........•.•••..• ••••• ••••.•••••. 
Profit and loss • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . .............. . 
Contingent fund.................. • . •• • • . . • • • • .•••...•• 
Contingent interest ................................... . 
Contingent exchange.••••• ••••••••••.••••.••••.•••••.•• 
Foreign exchange.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Due to Bank United States and offices .. $14,257,575 32 
Due to State banks..................... 778,558 98 

------ 17,557,594 97 
Due to Daring Brothers & Co., London ..•••••.••..•.•••. 
Redemption of public debt • • • . . . • • • • • • . • ..••••••..•.•.. 

Due from S. Smith and Buchanan, G. Deposits of Treasurer of United States.. 5,962,877 65 
Williams, and J. W. l\lcCulloch. ••.••• .• .• •••• •••• •. •• 862,635 29 Deduetoverdraftsandspecial deposits... 343,801 80 

Due from United States .•.•••.•.••••..•.•••••••.•••• •••• 
Losses chargeable to the contingent fund •••••••••••••••.. 
Deficiencies ........................................... . 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium, &c •.•••....•••••... 
.Expenses ••••• •••••· ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.. •·•••• 
Casll.-Notes of Bank United States and • 

offices.... •·•••••···•·•·••··•· 
Notes of State banks .....••••.... 

7, 705, 398 36 
1,068,483 91 

Specie••·••··•·•••·••••·••••·••· •••••••·•··••··• 
Mortgages, &c ••....••••...•....•...•.....••••.....••... 
Agent for Loan Office and Pension Fund, 

nt office, Portsmouth ••••.•..•••••••••.•.•••••••••••••. 
Profit and loss, at office, Hartford ••••.•.•...•••••••..•.•.. 
l\1iscellaneous accounts, at agency, Cin-

cinnati •••• •·••••••••·•••••·•••••••··· ••·••••• •••••..• 

5,267 32 
1,608,464 61 

235,578 42 Deposits of public officers •••••••• •·•••. 
I,678,182 30 Deposits of individuals·•••••• •••• •·•••· 

41,607 94 

8, 773, 882 Z7 
6,457,161 40 

91,547 72 

575 59 
263 00 

30,101 04 

88,565,010 04 

5,619, 075 85 
2, 112, og7 37 
5,337,944 62 

fNo. ~66. 

CR. 

$34,995,919 63 
17,466,0-22 76 

75,657 73 
1,088,895 87 
1,019,095 42 
4,033,067 11 

223,361 71 
9,822 24 

16,757 57 

15, 036, 134 30 
280,056 11 

1,251,100 75 

13,069,117 84 

88,565,010 04 

BJ.Nit OF THE UNITED STATES, January 1, 1827. 
S. JAUDON, Second .llssulant Cashier, 
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19TH CONGRESS.] No. 767. [2D SESSION. 

ASSAY OF FOREIGN COINS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY l '1, 182'1. 

To the Senate ef the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 10th of May last, I transmit a report from the 

Secretary of the Treasury, with a letter from the Director of the Mint, showing the result of the assay of 
foreign coins, and the information otherwise relating thereto desired by the resolution. 

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
W .ASHINGTON, January 1'1, 182'1. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 16, 182'1. 
The Secretary of the Treasury, to whom was referred a resolution of the Senate of May 10, 1826, 

"requesting the President of the United States to cause an assay to be made of all the gold and silver 
coins of all foreign nations whose coins are known to circulate or to be in use in any part of the United 
States; and to cause a report, distinguishing the respective dates of their coinage, to be made to Congress 
at their next session, of the actual weight of each of those coins; the fineness, alloy, and component parts 
of each; the current and nominal value of each; the actual value of each according to the standard and 
denomination of the coins of the United States, and the rate at which each might justly be made a legal 
tender," has the honor to lay before the President a report, dated the 2'1th ultimo, of the Director of the 
Mint, prepared in obedience to the said resolution. 

RICHARD RUSH. 
The PRESIDENT ef the United States. 

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES, Philadelphia, Decerriber 2'1, 1826. 
Sm: I have now the honor to report to you on the subject of the foreign gold and silver coins circu

lating in the United States, according to your instructions, accompanying the resolution of the Senate of 
the 10th of May last, by which the President of the United States is requested "to cause an assay to be 
made of all the gold and silver coins of all foreign nations whose coins are known to circulate or be in 
use in any part of the United States, and to cause a report, distinguishing the respective dates of their 
coinage, to be made to Congress at their next session; of the actual weight of each of those coins; the 
fineness, alloy, and component parts of each; the current and nominal value of each; the actual value of 
each, according to the standard and denomination of the coins of the United States; and the rate at 
which each might justly be made a legal tender." 

Conformably to the above resolution, assays have been made of the various coins designated, of 
which the result will be found in the annexed tables, comprehending, as far as has been practicable, and 
with no material exception, it is believed, all the foreign gold and silver coins which have either a general 
or local currency within the United States, and exhibiting, severally, their date, weight, fineness, alloy, 
component parts, current value, and actual value in coins of the United States. 

In selecting from various coins the proper subjects for examination it was considered desirable to 
present an instructive variety of dates. The range will be found, however, in many instances very 
limited. Of some the issue is but recent. Others, having a restricted circulation only, occur but rarely. 
Of these not many specimens were obtained. 

Average weights, derived from as many trials as practicable within the dates mentioned, are 
uniformly taken as the basis of calculation, and referred to throughout the tables. When the specimens 
obtained have been few, their average has been corrected or confirmed, when this could be done, by 
recurring to former trials of the weight of such coins here, or to other satisfactory records. 

The proportion of fine metal and alloy in the various foreign coins examined, and the actual quantity 
composing each specific coin, are derived from the average of repeated assays made for this occasion. 

The resolution has not been construed to require an analysis of the alloy found in foreign coins; its 
quantity alone, and not its composition, being of any moment as affecting their value. On this subject, 
however, it may be satisfactory to observe that copper, of various degrees of purity, but sufficiently pure 
to secure its ductility, forms the alloy of all the silver coins examined; and that all the gold coins are 
alloyed, as are those of the United States, with a mixture of silver and copper in variable proportions. 

The judicious restriction contained in the act of Congress establishing the Mint, by which the quantity 
of silver is not to exceed that of copper in the alloy for gold, appears not to prevail universally in the 
gold coins of foreign nations. An excess of silver in some and of copper in others of the same nation 
and of the same date frequently occurs to a degree which sensibly impairs their beauty. These varieties 
are not very remarkable in the gold coins of Great Britain and Portugal, which are of the standard of the 
United States, nor even in those of France, which are but slightly inferior. They are, however, obvious 
in the gold coins of Spain, which contain sensibly more alloy, and in those of the Republics of Mexico 
and South America, which are of the Spanish standard. Specimens of the gold coins of those nations 
are occasionally seen alloyed almost wholly with copper or almost wholly with silver, which deviate so 
obviously, in the first instance by too high, and in the second by too pale a color, from that of fine gold 
as to have created a distrust of their purity. By the assay they are found to be genuine. 

The current value per pennyweight assumed in the table for gold coins accords with that assigned 
to them, severally, as a legal tender by the act of Congress of April 29, 1816. Though no longer sanctioned. 
by law, except in payments on account of public lands, it remains the basis on which those coins are 

VOL. V--'14 B 
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usually estimated when received by weight, differing slightly, however, as will be noticed on inspection, 
from their actual value as now determined. 

The current value by tale assigned to the several gold coins conforms, it will be seen, very nearly to 
their medium actual value, having been practically established according to their ascertained value at a 
medium weight. Under both forms of expressing their current value, the fluctuating premium on gold 
coins in our principal seaports, and which affects, in some measure, their currency throughout the 
United States, has been disregarded. This premium varies in different parts of the Union, according to 
local facilities and transient demand, from one to ten per cent., and has vibrated through nearly this whole 
range in the same city within a few years. Facts thus variable cannot be usefully subjected to tabular 
arrangement. 

The actual value of the several gold and silver coins, according to the standard and denomination of 
the coins of the United States, has been deduced from the fine gold or fine silver contained therein, 
respectively, at the rate of 247½ grains of fine gold to the eagle of ten dollars, and 3'il¼ grains of fine 
silver to the dollar. 

These remarks may suffice as to the general structure of the tables. In relation to the various coins 
specified therein, such illustrations as may seem to be required will be found under their proper head in 
the order in which they occur. 

OF FOREIGN GOLD COINS. 

The only species of the ducat examined is that of Holland. This is not of frequent occurrence, and 
all other coins of that denomination are still more rare in the United States. On the concurring authority, 
however, of the English and French tables, it may be stated that the ducat of Sweden, Russia, and 
Prussia, that of Hamburg, and the specie ducat of Denmark, of all which it is occasionally desirable to 
determine the value, are of the same standard as the Holland ducat, and conform to it in weight with 
remarkable precision. 

The actual value of the sovereign of full weight is found, as will be observed, to be $4 56.6. This 
coin being the representative of the pound sterling of Great Britain, of which $4 44 has long been esti
mated as the par value, an explanation of the discordance appears necessary, especially as some confusion 
in the currency of gold coins results sensibly from it. This topic, which is not new, will be noticed only 
in reference to the present subject. 

When, by the act of Congress of July 31, 1789, the pound sterling was assumed at $4 44, this was 
doubtless considered the true par. It had but recently ceased to be nearly so; an equivalent proportion 
under another form had long prevailed. Before the year 1730, when the Spanish dollar of full weight 
contained 386 grains, nearly, of fine silver, it was a just proportion. The trivial change of the Spanish 
standard, adopted in 1730, by which this proportion was slightly disturbed, probably passed unnoticed; 
and the more important reduction of it in 1772 could have attracted little attention during an interval 
marked by events of peculiar interest. The proportion was, however, conclusively deranged on the estab
lishment of the Mint in 1792, and the institution of a national coinage, of which a dollar, containing 3'il¼ 
grains of fine silver, was made the unit. 

In 1793 an act was passed for regulating the currency of foreign coins, in which the gold coins of 
Great Britain are made a legal tender at the rate of 100 cents for 21 grains thereof, equivalent to SSH cents 
per pennyweight. This, which is their actual value in coins of the United States, and has been assigned 
to them in all subsequent acts extending the currency of foreign gold coins, gives for the value of the 
guinea of full weight $4 79.4. The value of the pound sterling, deduced from the value of the guinea, is 
$4 56.6, conformably to that of the sovereig·n in the table. 

In the meantime the par value of the pound sterling, designated in the act of 1789, and subsequent 
corresponding acts, had been transferred by proportion to the guinea, the par value of which was con
sequently supposed to be $4 66i. Thus there are two rules for estimating the gold coins of Great 
Britain derived from those two series of acts. The one proceeding on the assumed par of $4 44 for the 
pound sterling and determining by proportion the par value of the guinea, the other founded upon the 
acts making those coins a legal tender at their intrinsic value. The latter appears to be very generally 
adopted by public institutions, but among dealers in bullion and foreign coins the supposed par of $4 44 
for the pound sterling and $4 66i for the guinea appear still to maintain their place. The current price 
of English gold above those rates is, of course, considered as a premium. English gold coins have never, 
indeed, been obtainable on those terms in coins of the United States, and hence the maxim has become 
familiar that this species of gold is always above par whatever may be the current rate of other foreign 
gold. Above the par in question it must necessarily be under every condition of our foreign exchange, 
its intrinsic value, if brought to the Mint as bullion, being nearly three per cent. above it. 

The gold coins of Great Britain may now be quoted at a premium of about seven per cent. on their 
medium intrinsic value, or about ten per cent. on the par above referred to. They are frequently reckoned 
by tale, and may thus be estimated at $4 90 for the sovereign. Being available as a legal tender in 
remittances to England, the premium bears a settled relation to that of exchange on London, from which 
it differs about two and a half per cent. if computed according to the same par. 

The gold coins of Portugal approach very nearly to the standard of those of the United States, which 
they sometimes reach. The laws regulating the currency of foreign coins estimate them as of the same 
value. In strictness they are inferior, as reported in this instance, by a very minute difference. 

No change is perceived in the standard of the gold coins of France within a period extending back 
to l'i87. The premium on the gold coins of France and Portugal may be stated at about four to five per 
cent. on their actual or intrinsic value. 

The gold standard of Spain has been adhered to generally with less precision than either of those before 
mentioned. The deviations from it are, however, unimportant; they occur in. coins of the same date as 
well as in those of different years, and the average given in the table, after a careful comparison of the 
present with many former assays, may be taken as true. The value of the gold coins of Spain, according 
to the regulations of 1816, it will be noticed, differs obviously from that now determined. By a reference 
to the law it appears that the rate assigned therein to those coins is 100 cents for 28½ grains thereof, or 
84 cents per pennyweight, two expressions which are not equivalent. It is presumed that, in the original 
act, 84:;:in, cents is the rate designated, which is the corresponding value. 

The gold coins of Spain may now be quoted at a premium on their medium value by the tables of 
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eight to ten per cent. They are most frequently computed by tale, and may be estimated at from $15 50 
to $16 for a doubloon, the parts being in proportion. 

The gold coins of the Spanish American States, though exhibiting, under the assay, minute varieties, 
may be considered as of the full Spanish standard. The current value of their doubloons, however, is 
from twenty-five to fifty cents less than that of the Spanish, being excluded, it is understood, from those 
markets where coins of that denomination are in request at the highest value. Of Central America and 
Peru no gold coins have been obtained for examination. 

The gold coins of Colombia are observed to exhibit the most conspicuous examples of that deviation 
from the color of ordinary gold coins, before referred to, which results from a large excess of silver in 
the alloy. 

Among the gold coins examined was one variety purporting to be the Spanish doubloon of 1821, 
but conjectured to be spurious, of which considerable numbers, it appears, were lately introduced into 
the United States. They bear the designation G.-'-in the margin. In external appearance they are not 
very distinguishable from the Spanish doubloon of regular coinage; they are deficient, however, in 
weight, by 10 to 12 grains, and in fineness are a little below 20 carats. Their actual value is 80 3-10 
cents per pennyweight, or $13 55 by tale. 

The gold coins of Brazil are of the same standard as those of Portugal, and may be quoted at the 
same premium of four to five per cent. 

In specifying the premium on the several species of foreign gold coins, reference is constantly had 
to our principal commercial cities, and to a period embracing the last two months. 

FOREIGN SIL VER COINS. 

The silver coins of Great Britain issued since 1816 are, as will be observed, of less intrinsic value 
than those of earlier coinage; they are, however, still a legal tender, it is understood, at their former 
nominal value, but only to an amount. not exceeding forty shillings sterling; they are, in like manner, a 
legal tender, probably with the same restriction, in the British Provinces contiguous to the United 
States, in some sections of which they have thence obtained a local currency at the same nominal value. 

The new crnsado of 480 reas has been alone specified of the silver coins of Portugal. Its current 
value is given as received from the only quarter of the United States where it is referred to as known in 
circulation. 

In the silver coinage of France the issue of crowns ceased in l '193. The difference of standard 
between that denomination and the five-franc piece, as exhibited in the tables, has become familiar in the 
United States. 

No change having been made for a long series of years in the regulations of the Spanish mint 
relative to the weight of the dollar and its divisions, the difference therein observable in the tables is to 
be attributed to the effect of use alone, and is found to bear a near proportion to the period of their 
circulation. The pillar dollar seems to offer an exception, arising, it is presumed, from the fact that, on 
the adoption in l '172 of a new and inferior coinage, the dollars of former emission were soon withheld 
from ordinary circulation. 

There is an appearance presented by repeated assays that the Spanish dollars issued within the first 
few years after the regulations of l '1'12 had been adopted were slightly inferior to the subsequent 
emissions. If, however, there has been within the last thirty years any variation discoverable in those 
coins, it has tended towards a finer rather than an inferior standard; at least, the standard has been 
maintained with constancy. 

All the divisions of the Spanish dollar are decidedly equal in :fineness to the standard of the dollar 
itself. This point has been investigated with minute attention, and is the more distinctly stated because a 
doubt appears to have been entertained respecting it tending prematurely to degrade a very useful class 
of coins. 

Spanish dollars, bearing the impression of Joseph Napoleon, are often seen of dates from 1809 to 1813, 
during which period the Ferdinand dollars continued to be issued from the Mexican mint. The latter 
only are inserted in the tables; the former are, however, of the full standard and value of the Ferdinand 
dollar. 

The pistareen, though a Spanish coin, is no part of the Spanish dollar, from the standard of which it 
differs very conspicuously. In l '1'12 the pistareen as well as the dollar was reduced in fineness; at the 
same time the head impression was substituted in both for the devices by which they bad befoi;e been 
severally distinguished. This denomination existed from an early date, and is still issued. Pistareens 
have never been made a legal tender by act of Congress; they are current, however, in many parts of the 
United States at the ratfis specified in the tables. 

The dollar of Mexico, Central America, and Peru is of the silver standard of Spain. That of Mexico 
usually exceeds, by a minute difference, the weight of the Spanish dollar of the same year. The dollar of 
Colombia, in all the specimens of it which have been examined, is found, as the table represents, singularly 
deficient both in standard and weight. Its actual value being, as will be noticed, only '15 cents. 

The dollars of Chili and La Plata are of the Spanish standard, but are found inferior in weight to the 
Spanish dollar. 

The Brazilian piece of 640 reas, of the year 1824, bearing the name of the Emperor, may be taken, it 
is presumed, as a specimen of the national coins. The currency of Brazil is understood, however, to be 
chiefly supplied by pieces of 960 reas, which are of the value of the Spanish dollar, and, on examination, 
are perceived to consist of dollars restamped. No coin representing the millrea has been found for assay 
either in gold or silver. Its value, deduced from either of the above pieces, is 105 cents. Its value, 
deduced from the new crusado of Portugal, of full weight, is lll cents. Its value, estimated on the gold 
coin of Portugal and Brazil of 400 reas, may be stated at ll5 cents. 

The value, by tale, of the several denominations of foreign coins circulating in the United States, 
taken in that proportion of their various dates which actually obtains, is not precisely the mean of the 
several values given in the tables, but approximates nearly to it. The earliest dates, it will be found, 
occur most rarely, and affect, therefore, in a less degree the general result. The average value of the 
emissions of any series of years may be considered as exhibited in coins of the year anterior to the latest 
date of that series by one-third of the whole period. This principle has been investigated more perfectly 
in relation to the Spanish dollar and its parts, but appears to be applicable, with all desirable strictness, 
to other foreign coins. 
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It is to be observed that the actual value, by tale, of the several coins specified in the iables pertains 
to them only when they are of their genuine standard and of the weight mentioned, when divested of all 
earthy or other extraneous matter. Large masses of those coins generally fail, therefore, to give precisely 
corresponding results; their weight consisting, in part, of impurities which water will discharge equal to 
about one-fourth of a grain on each dollar long in circulation, and some of their number being partially 
base or wholly base. The effect of this may be estimated at one base dollar in two thousand of all 
those hitherto deposited at the Mint. 

The question remains to be considered at what rate the several coins examined may justly be made a 
legal tender. 

In general it may be considered just to make foreign coins a legal tender at the rate of the fine metal 
they contain, estimated according to the standard and denominations of the national currency; and accord
ingly certain foreign coins have been made a legal tender in the United States at their supposed actual 
value, which has been occasionally modified, conformably to the result of assays instituted for the purpose 
of effecting such corrections. 

Conformably to this principle, taken without limitation, the actual value of the several foreign coins 
specified in the tables would determine their just rate as a legal tender, and a reference thereto would 
satisfy the inquiry. It is, however, apparent that a system thus various and involved would, by reason 
of its inexpediency, have the effect of being unjust. Some discrimination is therefore to be adopted on 
considerations applicable in the case, and tending to control the general principle by salutary restric
tions. Among these restrictions are conceived to be the following: 

That foreign gold coins, as heretofore, be made a legal tender only by weight; that no foreign gold 
coins be now made a legal tender, unless of standards which have become familiar to the community; 
that no foreign silver coins be made a legal tender which may be expected to occur but rarely in circula
tion; that no foreign silver coins be made a legal tender but such as, in computation by tale, associate 
readily with the denominations of the coins of the United States; that no foreign coins be made a legal 
tender at a value which may induce the exportation or destruction of our own in preference to foreign 
coins. 

Within the ·above limitations, and in obedience to the resolution of the Senate, I respectfully submit 
a. selection from the gold and silver coins specified in the tables, which may, it is believed, justly be 
made a legal tender, and at the following rates, severally, viz: The gold coins of Great Britain, Portugal, 
and Brazil, of their present standard, at the rate of 88/.?0 cents per pennyweight; the gold coins of 
France, of their present standard, at the rate of 87M cents per pennyweight; the gold coins of Spain, 
Mexico, and Colombia, of their present standard, at the rate of 84m cents per pennyweight; the milled 
dollars of Spain, Mexico, Central America, and Peru, of their present standard, at the rate of 100 cents 
for a dollar, of which the weight shall not be less than seventeen pennyweights and seven grains; and 
the parts of the Spanish dollar at the rate of 50 cents for each half dollar, the weight of which shall not 
be less than eight pennyweights and thirteen and five-seventh grains, and in proportion for the subordi
nate divisions thereof: Provided, That the said parts and divisions of the Spanish dollar shall not be a 
legal tender at the above rate for a greater amount than ten dollars in any one payment. 

On the principles adopted in this selection the ducat is excluded-a coin of rare occurrence in the 
United States, and of a standard unknown in our currency. The silver coins of Central America are 
admitted, but not the gold, of which no specimens have been found for an assay. The gold coins of 
Colombia are admitted, but not the silver, of which the specimens thus far exhibited are of anomalous 
standard and weight. The gold and silver coins of Chili and La Plata are omitted; the gold coins of 
neither having been tested in any specimens of very recent date, and the dollars of both hitherto tried 
being inferior in weight to the minimum assumed for the dollars embraced in the selection. The pista
reens and the silver coins of Great Britain, Portugal, and Brazil are excluded, presenting standards 
diverse from any hitherto recognized in our currency, or values not well adapted to the denominations of 
the coins of the United States. 'l'he crowns and five-franc pieces of France are also excluded; the first 
ceased in 1793 to be issued, are now of rare occurrence, and their average weight, no longer sustained by 
new emissions, has very sensibly diminished, those of the latest dates being below the weight assumed 
in the acts making them a legal tender. Both the crown and the five-franc piece are assimilated with 
difficulty to our national coinage. If, however, it be deemed expedient further to extend their currency, 
the French crown may justly be assumed at 109 cents, provided the weight thereof be not less than 
eighteen pennyweights and fourteen grains; and the five-franc piece at 93 cents, provided the weight 
thereof be not less than sixteen pennyweights. 

Of the silver coins thus proposed to be made a legal tender the following may be taken as the 
medium intrinsic value, founded on an estimate of the proportion of the several dates of each denomina
tion now circulating in the United States, with a correction of one base coin in two thousand of the whole 
circulation, viz: 

C'ents. .Mill&. 

Carolus dollar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 l½ 
Carolus and Ferdinand dollar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 3 
Ferdinand dollar ........................................................... , ........ 100 4½ 
Half dollar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 4 
Quarter dollar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 5 
Eighth of a dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 4 
Sixteenth of a dollar...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 l½ 
Mexican dollar ........... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 6 
Central American dollar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 5½ 

~:~:;ta~ro~~r.':.·::.·:::::.·::.·:.·:::::.·.·.·.·::.·:::::::::.·.·:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ii~ !½ 
Five-franc piece. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93 1½ 

It will be observed that all the above mentioned coins, except the divisions of the dollar, are of a 
higher medium value than the rate proposed to be assigned to them as a legal tender. This reserve has 
been generally evinc(;ld in the acts of Congress making foreign coins a legal tender by tale. .A.n 
inspection of the tables proves that it has not been too rigid. The value of the Spanish dollar, which 
constituted the mass of the currency in 1793, was at that period about 100 cents five mills. It is now 
less than 100 cents; and, within the circle of its influence, operates to repel the national coins of recent 
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emission or consign them to the crucible. The highest in value of the dollars now suggested as a legal 
tender will, in thirty years, be reduced to 100 cents by the ordinary effect of circulation. 

The average loss-on a silver currency, it appears, is nearly four grains of silver from the dollar, or
about one cent in value in a period of fifty years. The loss on gold coin, it may be incidentally remarked, 
appears, by the most instructive ranges in the tables, those of the guinea and Johannes, to be not less 
than two per cent. within the same period. The divisions of the dollar, being auxiliaries to the general 
currency by performing the lighter offices of coin, are in more constant action and lose proportionally 
more. The loss on the Spanish half dollar on this account, it will be perceived, equals that on the dollar; 
the quarter loses in the same time about eight mills; the eighth, five mills; and the sixteenth, four mills. 

The difficulty of sustaining the smaller denominations of a metallic currency at their nominal value 
suggests the expediency of protecting them, under judicious limitations, by legislative favor. The· 
principle now proposed in relation to those coins is the most satisfactory that has occurred.after much 
reflection. It estimates them, by a facile proportion of seven dollars for six ounces, at a minute excess 
above their intrinsic value as bullion, according to the rigorous determination of that value now presented 
in the tables, of 116n cents per ounce. This gives for the value of 8 pennyweights and 13t grains 49~ 
cents. The difference between this and their nominal value is scarcely appreciable in a single coin of the 
subordinate denominations, and is less than 2½ cents on the amount proposed as the maximum of their 
legal tender. 

The divisions of the Spanish dollar are performing a very useful service in our currency, and cannot 
conveniently be dispensed with until more copious emissions of the smaller denominations of our national 
coins have been diffused through the United States. 

In presenting the above modifications of the foreign currency of the United States, the suggestion is 
with deference submitted that all the varieties of the dollar now proposed to be admitted as a legal 
tender, appear to be at present an acceptable tender wherever they are known in the United States. 
They are received universally, it is believed, by the banks at the rate of the Spanish dollar, as are the 
gold coins of the Spanish .American States generally at the rate per pennyweight of the gold coins of 
Spain. It may also be deserving of remark that, while all those varieties of the dollar, from their ready 
association with the denominations of the national coinage, without the sanction of a legal tender, 
circulate freely by popular consent, the French crown and five-franc piece, though sustained by legal 
provisions, have been received but partially and reluctantly into our currency. 

It appears necessary to recur for a moment to the subject of foreign gold coins generally. The 
premium on those coins so frequently referred to renders it manifest that gold cannot now be retained in 
circulation. It is apparent to casual observation that it forms no part of our ordinary currency. 

By an act of Congress of March 3, 1823, the legal tender of certain foreign gold coins, which had 
before been general, was restricted to payments on account of public lands. It appears from authentic 
sources that the amount received in those coins, under this special designation of their use, has borne no 
sensible proportion to the payments of the whole interval, and presents few evidences of their existence 
in the payments of the last year. The general proportion for the whole period, according to the commu
nications received, does not exceed one dollar in gold to one hundred dollars. The proportion within the 
last year, it is believed, does not exceed one dollar in gold to one thousand dollars received in payments 
on account of public lands. 

An inquiry, it is perceived, arises on the preceding facts whether foreign gold coins may not justly 
be made a legal tender at a higher value than that heretofore and now assigned to them. 

The value assigned to them is that of the gold coins of the United States when the foreign coin is of 
the same standard, and in proportion for inferior coins. This inquiry is therefore arrested by the higher 
question of the expediency of changing the relation which gold-bears to silver in the coins of the United 
States-a question of no trivial moment, and, in some of its aspects, delicate-one which, it is conceived, 
was not intended by the resolution of the Senate to be presented on this occasion, and on which, there
fore, I am restrained, by respectful considerations, from indulging in any discussion or obtruding an 
opinion. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
SAM. MOORE. 

Hon. RrcfilRD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

Table of foreign gold coins. 
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HOLLAND• Dwls.t;r.1, Caralsgrs. Carats gr,, Dwts, grs, D,cts.grs. Cents. Vents, 
Ducat .•.•••......••.•..••..... I7i6 to 1781 2 5.50 23 2¼ 0 It 2 4.52 0.98 94 $2 10 95.2 $2 12.1 

OREA.T DRI'l°AIN. 

Sovereign, ••••.•••••.••••..••. 1820 to 1823 5 2.75 22 0 20 4 16.5-2 10.23 sai 4 55 sa~ 4 54.6 
1824 5 3 ~o 20 4 16.75 10.25 SSG 4 55 881} 4 55.5 

Of full weight •••••••• •••• •• 1825 5 3.27 22 0 20 4 17 10.27 88-f 4 55 ~ 4 56.6 
Half sovereign ••.•••....•••••. 1817 to 1820 2 13.50 22 0 20 2 8.38 5.12 88-l} 2 27 83-lt 2 27.7 
Guinea •.••••••• •••• •.••••••.. 17i5 to 1779 5 7 22 0 20 4 20.42 10.58 88~ 4 75 ss:t 4 70.3 

1797 5 8.75 22 0 20 4 22.0-2 10,73 88& 4 75 SS! 4 76.8 
Of full weight. ••••..•.•••....••.• 5 9.44 22 0 20 4 22.65 10.79 w,! 4 75 88 4 79.4 
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Half guinea ...•.•• •·•••• •••••• 1780 to 1787 2 14.50 220 2 0 2 9.29 5.21 88J $2 371 88J $2 31.5 

Third of a guinea ••..•••..••..••••••.• 1795 118.50 22 0 20 114.96 3.54 8~ 1 58 88! 1 57.4 

PORTUGAL. 

Double Joh~nnes .....••..•..••••••••• 1732 18 9 21 3f 2 O½ 16 19.68 113.32 88J 16 25 88.76 16 31.0 

Johannes, or half Joe ••••.•••.. 1787 to 1800 9 4.70 21 3f 2 01- 8 10 18.7Q ~ 8 20 88.76 8 16.2 

1801 to 1810 9 5.50 21 3f 2 0½ 8 10.80 18.70 ~ 8 20 88.76 8 19.4 

1811 to 1816 9 6 21 3f 2 O½ 811.21 18.79 88J 8 20 88.76 8 21.0 

FRANCE. 

Louis d'Or ••••.•....•.....••.• 1785 to 1787 4 20.25 21 21 2 l½ 4 8.75 11.50 87¼ 4 25 87.37 4 23.2 

Double Louis d'Or .................... 1792 9 19 21 21 2 l½ 8 19.75 23.25 87¼ 8 50 87.37 8 55.5 

Napoleon, 20 francs ...•.•.••••. 1806 to 1813 4 3 21 2i- 2 ll 3 17.20 9.80 87¼ 3 60 87.37 3 60.4 

40 francs ................... 1810 8 7 212½ 2 l½ 711.31 19.69 87¼ 7 25 87.37 7 24.4 

Louis XVIII, 20 francs •.•.•••• 1815 to 1820 4 3 21 2! 21½ 3 17.20 9.00 87¼ 3 60 87.37 3 60.4 

20 francs •••.•.•• 1821 to I 824 4 3.25 21 2½ 2 l½ 3 17.43 9.82 87¼ 3 60 87.37 3 61.3 

Charles X, 20 francs .................. 1825 4 3.25 212!, 2 ll 3 17.43 9.82 87¼ 3 60 87.37 3 61.3 

40 francs .................. 1825 8 7 21 2½ 2 ll- 711.31 19.69 87¼ 7 25 87.37 7 24.4 

SPAIN. 

Doubloon ...................... 1817 to 1819 17 8.25 20316 3 0/ 6 15 1.78 2 6.47 84 14 62 84.28 14 61.7 

Half doubloon.. . • • . . . . ..•.••.•.••••• 1816 8 16.50 203io- 3 Oi'u 7 13.21 l 3.29 84 7 31 84.28 7 32.l 

Quarter doubloon .••.••.•.•..••.••.•.• 1807 4 6.75 20 3ft 3 0fu 3 17.30 13.45 84 3 65 84.28 3 60.8 

Eighth doubloon .•.•••••..•••••••..... 1818 2 3.50 20 3f;r 3 Oi'u 1 20.80 6.70 84 l 82 - 84.28 1 80.9 

MEXICO. 

Doubloon ....•..•••..•.•••...•.•..•.. 1822 17 8.25 20 3/;r 3 0fu 15 1.78 2 6.47 84 14 62 84.28 14 61.7 

1823tol824 17 8.75 20 3ft 3 0fu 15 2.21 2 6.54 84 14 62 84.28 14 63.4 

1825 17 9 203ft 3 0fu 15 2.43 2 6.57 84 14 62 84.28 14 64.3 

llalf doubloon ........................ 1825 8 16.50 20 3io- 3 0/ 0 7 13.22 1 3.28 84 7 31 84.28 7 32.2 

Eighth of doubloon .••••...•••.••••.•. 1825 2 4.50 20 3ft 3 ofu 1 21.63 6.87 84 1 82 84.28 1 84.3 

CENTRAL AMERICA• 

No specimens obtained .•....•.•...•••....•. ............ ............ ............ ............ . ........... •••••••••• . ......... . ......... . ......... 
COLOMBIA• 

Doubloon ..................... 1823 to 1824 17 8,75 20 3j 3 o; 15 1.94 2 6.81 84 14 62 84.22 14 62.4 

1825 17 9 20 3t 3 o; 15 2.16 2 6.84 84 14 62 84.22 14 63.2 

Half doubloon •••.••.•...• ••••• .••.... 1825 8 16.50 20 3i 3 o; 7 13.09 l 3.41 84 7 31 84.22 7 31.7 

Eighth of doubloon .••...••••••••••... 1824 2 4.25 20 3J 3 OJ l 21.38 6.87 84 1 82 84.22 1 83.3 

PERU. 

No specimens obtained ...•.••••••••••.••••• ............ ............. •••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ . ......... .......... 
•••••••••• 

. ......... 
CHILI. 

Doubloon ............................. 1818 17 8 20 3ft 3 °:tu 
15 1.56 2 6.44 84 14 62 84.28 14 60.7 

LA. PL.A.TA., 

Doubloon •.....••••.•.•••.••••••••••• 1813 17 8 20 3ft 3 0/;r 15 1.56 2 6.44 84 14 62 84.28 14 60.7 

BRAZIL, 

Johannes ........ ••··•••· ••••·• •••••• 1822 9 4 21 3f 2 0t 8 9.38 18.62 88-! 8 20 88.76 813.6 

Piece of 4,000 reas .•••••.•••••.• , ••• ,1813 5 3.50 21 3f 2 0¼ 4 17.05 10.45 8&} 4 55 88.76 4 56.7 
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GREAT DRITA.Ui. 

Crown ........................ before 1816 
llnlf crown ................................ 
Shilling ................................... 
Sixpence .................................. 
Crown ............ ••••·• ...... 1816 to 1820 
llalfcrown ................... 1816 to 1820 
Sbllling .............................. 18-20 
Sixpence ............................. 1817 

l'ORTOOJ.L. 

Crusado of 480 rcas •••••• •••••• ...... ,1816 

PR.I.NC£• 

Crown •••• •••• •••• •••••• ...... 1770 to 1780 
1781 tol790 
1790 to 1793 

IIalfcrown •••• •••• •••• ••••••••1770 to 1790 
1790 to 1792 

Napoleon, five francs .......... 1806 to 1814 
Louis, five francs •••••••• ••••• .1815 to 1820 

1821 to 1824 
twofrancs .................... 1817 
one franc ...... •••••• .......... 1822 

SPAIN. 

Dollar, pillar .................. 1755 to 1771 
Cnrolu• III ............ 1772 to 1780 
Carolus III ............. 1781 to 1788 
Carolus IV .••••.. •••·• .1789 to 1800 
Carolus IV ............. 1801 to 1808 
Ferdinand .............. 1809 to 1820 
Ferdinand ... ••• ........ 1821 to 1823 
Ferdinand ............... ••••· .1824 

Jlalf dollar, Carolus III ........ 1772 to 1788 
Carolus IV ........ 1789 to 1808 
Ferdinand ........ 1809 to 1818 

Quarter dollar, pillar ........... 1765 to 1771 
Carolus III ..... 1772 to 1778 

Carolus_IV ..... 1789 to 1808 
Ferdinand .••••.. 1809 to 1820 
Ferdinand ••••.•.•..••. 1821 

Eigl1tb of a dollar, pillar ........ 1751 to 1771 
Carolus l[I .. 1772 to 1788 

Carolus IV •• 1789 to 1808 
Ferdmnnd •• 1809 to 1819 
Ferdinand ••.••••.•• 1820 

Sixteenth of dollar,pillar ....... 1760 to 1771 
CarolusII£,1772to 1778 
Carolus IV, 1789 to 1808 
Ferdinand .. 1809 lo 1819 
Ferdinand •••.•.•• , 1820 

Cross pistnrcens, not millcd .... 1715 to 1729 
milled ........ 1730 to 1750 

1750 to 1771 
II cad pistnrccns, Carolus III ... 1772 to 1788 

Carolus IV ... 1789 to 1808 
Fcrdinand ..... 1809 to 1819 
Ferdinand .... , 1820 to 1824 

ross half p!starcens .......... 1750 to 1771 C 
II cad hnlf pistarcens ••·••• .... 1772 to 1600 

)[J<XICO, 

D ollar ........................ 1822 to 1824 
1825 to 1826 

CENTRJ.L J.KERICJ... 

D ollar ....................... ,1824 to 1825 

COLO MD IA. 

D ollar ........................ 1819 to 1820 

ASSAY OF FOREIGN COINS. 

Tahle of foreign silver coins. 

., C) 'a CJ 
CJ -a~ ~ g~ 

C) 1·r ~ 
CJ "a.¾f 

-El, 
C = ~ := 

-= 0 Co cl -~ e .. C) 
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C 0 
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Dwts,:r•• Oz.dwts.gr&. Oz,dwt,.grr . Dwts. g-r,. Dwt,, gTI, 

19 8.5 11 2 0 18 0 17 21.7 110.8 

9 16 11 2 0 18 0 8 22.6 17.4 

3 20.5 11 2 0 18 0 3 13,6 6.9 

122 11 2 0 18 0 118,5 3,5 

18 4 11 2 0 18 0 16 19.3 l 8.7 

9 1.3 11 2 0 18 0 8 9 16.3 

3 15 11 2 0 18 0 3 8.5 6.5 

118.5 11 2 0 18 0 115.3 3,2 

9 3 10 15 12 1 4 12 8 4,6 22.4 

18 14 10 18 12 1 112 16 22 l 16 

18 14.5 10 18 12 J 1 )2 16 22.5 116 

18 16 10 18 12 1 l 12 17 0 116 

9 4 10 18 12 l 112 8 8.3 19.7 

9 7.5 10 18 12 1 112 8 11.5 20 

16 0 10 16 0 l 4 0 14 9.6 114.4 

16 0,5 10 16 0 l 4 0 14 10 114.5 

16 0.5 IO 16 0 1 4 0 14 IO 114.5 

6 10 10 16 0 l 4 0 5 18.6 15.4 

3 5 10 16 0 l 4 0 2 21.3 7.7 

17 7 10 18 12 1 112 15 17.8 113.2 

17 4.5 10 15 6 1 4 18 15 10 1 18,5 

17 5.3 10 15 12 1 4 12 15 ll.l 118.2 

17 6.1 10 15 l2 1 4 12 1511.8 l 18.3 

17 7 10 15 12 1 4 l2 15 12.6 118.4 

17 7.5 10 15 12 1 4 12 15 13.1 118 4 

17 7.17 10 15 12 l 4 12 15 13,3 118.4 

17 8 10 15 l2 l 4 12 .15 13.5 118.5 

8 10 10 15 12 1 4 l2 7 13.4 20 6 

8 12 10 15 12 1 4 12 7 15.2 20.8 

8 14 JO 15 12 1 4 12 7 17 21 

4 2.7 10 18 l2 l 112 3 17.9 8.8 

4 3.5 10 15 12 l 4 12 317,3 10.2 

4 5 10 15 12 1 412 3 18.7 10.3 

4 5.7 10 15 l2 l 4 12 3 19.3 10.4 

4 6.5 10 15 12 1 4 12 3 20 10.5 

2 0.3 10 18 12 l 112 l 20 4.3 

2 1.7 10 ]5 6 l 4 18 120.6 5.1 

2 2.5 JO 15 12 l 4 l2 l 21.3 5.2 

2 3,5 10 15 12 1 4 12 l 22.2 5.3 

2 4 10 15 l2 1 4 l2 1 22,7 5,3 

22.5 10 18 12 1 1 l2 20,5 2 

1 0 10 15 l2 1 4 12 21.5 2.5 

1 0,7 lO 15 12 -1 4 12 22.2 2.5 

1 1.5 10 15 ll! 1 4 l2 22.9 2.6 

1 1.7 10 15 12 l 4 12 23,1 2.6 

3 3.7 9 18 0 2 2 0 2 14.5 13.2 

313,3 9 18 0 2 2 0 2 22.4 14.9 

3 14 9 18 0 2 2 0 2 22.9 15.l 

314.5 9 15 0 2 5 0 2 22.3 16,2 

3 16 9 15 0 2 5 0 2 23.5 16,5 

3 18 9 15 0 2 5 0 3 1.1 16.9 

3 19.5 9 15 0 2 5 0 3 2.3 17.2 

114.8 9 18 0 2 2 0 1 8 G.8 

117.4 9 15 0 2 5 0 1 9,6 7.8 

17 8.3 10 15 12 1 4 l2 15 13,8 118.5 

17 8,5 10 15 12 l 4 12 15 14 118.5 

17 8.2 10 15 12 1 4 12 15 13.7 118.5 

15 11 i 9 0 0 3 0 0 11 14.3 3 20.7 
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c,nu. Cents . Cent,. 
115 119.6 115 

57.5 119.6 57,8 

23 119.6 23 

11.5 119.6 11.6 
J15 119.6 108.6 

57.5 119.6 54.1 

23 119.6 21.7 

11.5 119,6 10,6 

50 116,1 53 

109 117.7 109.3 
109 117.7 109,4 

109 117.7 109,8 

50 117.7 54 
50 117.7 54.8 

93.3 116.4 93.l 
93,3 116.4 93.2 
93.3 116.4 93.2 

37 116.4 37.3 
18.5 116.4 18.7 

100 117.7 101.8 
100 115.9 99.6 

100 116.l 99.9 

100 116.1 100.1 

100 116.1 100.3 
100 116.l 100.4 
100 116.l 100.5 
100 116.1 100.6 

50 116,1 48.8 
50 116.1 49.3 

50 116,1 49,8¼ 
25 117.7 24.2 
25 116.1 24 

25 116.1 24.4 

25 116.1 24,G 

25 116.1 24.8 
12.5 117.l 11.8 
12,5 115.9 12 
12.5 116.1 12.2 

12.5 116.1 12.4 
12.5 116.1 12.5 
6.2} 117.7 5.5 
6,2l 116.1 5.8 
6,2i 116,1 6 

6,!!t 116.1 6,2 

6,2l ll6.l 6.2 

17 106.7 16.8 

17 106,7 18.9 
17 106.7 19 
20 105 18.9 
20 105 19,2 

20 105 19.6 
20 105 20 
8,5 106,7 8.6 

10 105 9 

100 116.1 100.6 
100 116.1 100.7 

100 116.l 100.6 

75 97 75 
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PERU. 
DwtS./!.No O::.du:ts.ws. Ozdu:ls.!JT•. Du:ts.gn. Dwts. grs. Cents. Cents. Cent,. 

Dollar ...•........••......•... 1822 to 1824 17 8 10 15 12 1 4 12 15 13.5 118.5 100 116,1 100.6 
1825 to 18"...6 17 8.2 10 15 12 1 4 12 15 13.7 118.5 100 116,1 100.6 

CllILI. 

Dollar ........................ 1822 to 1823 17 5.6 10 15 12 l 4 12 1511.4 l 18.2 100 116,l 100 

LA. l>LATA. 

Dollar ........................ 1813 to 1815 li 5.5 10 15 12 1 412 15 11.3 118.2 100 116,1 100 

DR.\.ZlL• 

l'iece of 960 rcas (dollar restampcd) ... 1822 17 8 10 15 12 1 4 12 15 13.5 118.5 100 116,1 100,6 
Piece of 640 reas ...................... 1824 1114 10 15 12 l 4 12 10 9.6 1 4.4 65 116.1 67.2 

191'H CONGRESS.] No. 768. [2D SESSION. 

IMPORTATION OF SHEEP'S WOOL ON THE SKIN. 

C01lliUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 17, 1827. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 16, 182'1. 
Sm: In further compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 11th of 

December, 1826, referred to in the communication from this Department of the 21st of the same month, 
which directed the Secretary of the Treasury "to report to the House whether sheep's wool on the skin is 
allowed to be imported free of duty, and how much of said wool has been imported during each of the 
last two years," I have the honor to transmit a letter from the Comptroller and copies of his 
correspondence with the Collectors of the Customs to which it refers. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, 
RICH.A.RD RUSH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER of the House qf Representatives. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, January 15, 182'1. 
Sm: In compliance with the promise in my report to you, under date of the 19th ultimo, a communi

cation was addressed to some of the Collectors of the principal districts requesting them to furnish a 
stafoment of the sheep's wool on the skin which was imported into their districts, respectively, during 
each of the last two years. 

I have the honor now to transmit herewith copies of the answers which have been received, being 
numbered from 1 to 6. 

With considerations of high respect, I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptrollei·. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

CusToM-HousE, New York, CoUector's Office, January 3, 182'1. 
Sm: I have received your letter of the 20th ultimo requesting information as to the quantity of 

sheep's wool imported on the skin. In reply, I have to state that no account has been kept in this office 
of sheep's wool on the skin, and it would be next to impracticable to ascertain the quantity; however, this 
much is known, that the quantity of wool thus imported is very small when compared with the same as 
imported without the skin. . 

With great respect, I remain your obedient servant, 
JON.A.THAN THOMPSON, Collector. 

Hon. JOSEPH ANDERSON, Comptroller of the Treasury. 

CusToM-HousE, BaJ.timore, Collector's Office, December 23, 1826. 
Sm: Your letter of the 20th instant, requiring information on the subject of sheep skins imported 

with the wool on, was received yesterday, and we have given it the attention that was due to the 
importance it has been allowed in the Congress of the United States; but we can add nothing to the 
statement contained in my letter of 20th April last upon the subject. The article has been scarcely 
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known here, and when presented to our notice, as before observed, it was perhaps only for floor mats, or 
cleaners, put at entrances of houses. But for whatever use they may have been intended, if brought here 
from a foreign port we took good care to exact the appropriate duty, and go to the very skin, for whatever 
it would yield, as close as any manufacturers. 

I beg your indulgence in a little hastiness, and remain, with much personal respect, sir, your 
obedient servant, 

JAMES H. McCULLOCH. 
JosEPH ANDERSON, Esq. 

No. 5. 

DrsTRICT .AND PORT OF NEWPORT, Collector's Office, December 26, 1826. 
Sm: There has not been an importation of sheep's wool on the skin at this port during the last two 

years. 
Most respectfully, sir, your most obedient servant, 

CHRIST. ELLERY, Collector. 
J osEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroller qf the Treasury. 

No. 6. 

Cor.LECToR's OFFICE, Providence, December 26, 1826. 
Sm: No account of the quantity of sheep's wool on the skin has been kept in this district, and it is 

believed none has been imr>orted here within the last two years. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

THOS. COLES, Collector. 
J osEPH ANDERSON, Esq., Comptroller qf the Treasury. 

No. 7. 

APPRAISERS' OFFICE, Boston, December 2'1, 1826. 
Sm: I find on inquiry that South American sheep skins, with wool, are worth 18 to 19 cents each. 

The expense of pulling the wool is about 10 cents each, and produce one and a half pound of wool. 
The pelt will generally pay the expense of taking off the wool. Danish skins, with wool, are worth 

34 cents each, and will yield about two pounds each. The expense of pulling is as before stated. 
The above are the only kinds of skins with wool that have been imported into this district, to my 

knowledge, and the quantity has been small. 
Respectfully, your most obedient servant, 

ISAAC WATERS. 
H. A. S. DEARBORN, Esq., Collector. 

No. 8. 

CoLLECTOR's OFFICE, District qf New London, December 30, 1826. 
Sm: I had the honor to receive your letter, under date of 20th instant, directing me to furnish, if in 

my power, the quantity of sheep's wool on the skins imported into this district during the years 1825 
and 1826. 

There has been but one importation for the two years mentioned, which was a small adventure from 
Bermuda, in September last, of very coarse wool. I sent one of the largest dealers in skins, with the 
surveyor, Mr. Champlain, on board the vessel to examine the skins, and they were adjudged by them to 
be 132 pounds of wool, at 5 cents per pound, which agreed with the invoice cost of the skins at Bermuda 
as nearly as could be ascertained. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient, humble servant, 

Hon. JosEPH ANDERSON, Comptroller qf the Treasury. 
RICHARD LAW, Coll~ctor. 

No. 9. 
CusTo!r0HousE, Boston, December 30, 1826. 

Sm: In addition to the information communicated in my letter of this date, I enclose a statement 
from the appraisers relative to the quality and value of the sheep skins and wool in this country, which 
was not received in time, before the closing of the mail, to accompany my letter. 

They state, also, that none of the kind of wool imported on the skins was worth, in the country where 
obtained, more than nine cents, and most of it not over eight cents per pound. 

Very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
H. A. S. DEARBORN. 

JosEPH ANDERSON, Esq. 
VOL. V--'15 B 
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No.10. 
CusroM-HousE, Boston, December 30, 1826. 

Sm: Your communication of the 20th instant has been received. • 

The number of sheep skins imported in 1825 was 14,'r6'r, and the wool on them was 
estimated to weigh •••• :..................................................... 27,568 pounds. 

The number imported in 1826 has been 15,245, and the wool on them is estimated to weigh 26,926 do. 

Total number of pounds................................................ 54,494 

These skins came from South .America and the Baltic, and the wool was of an inferior quality, a large 
portion of it being worth less than ten cents per pound at the places where obtained. 

Very respectfully, your most obedient servant, H. A. S. DEARBORN, Oollector. 
Jos. ANDERSON, Esq. 

ST.A.'l"EMENTS IN RELATION TO EXISTING AND PROPOSED DUTIES ON WOOLEN GOODS. 

SUBMITrED BY MR. 0.A)IBRELLING TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 

IAst ef the sterling cost ef iooolen goods, and the duty on them, under the present tariff and the proposed one. 

Sterling cost. WidUt. Present duty. Proposed duty. 

.. d. .. d . 
8 to 3 27 inches ......... 27½ per cent ....... 75 to 40 per cent. 
4¼ to 2 0 27 inches .......•• 37½ per cent .....•. 224 to 156 per cent. 

2 0 to 3 27 incheo ......... 37½ per cent ....... 156 to 103 per cent. 
3 to 4 27 inches ......•.. 37½ per cent ......• 103 to 7.7 percent. 
4 to 5 27 inches ......... 37½ per cent ....... 77 to 62percent. 
l IO to 2 3 45 inches .•....•.. 27½ to 37¼ per cent. 45½to 37!, per ct. 
2 4 to 3 45 inches .•....... 37½ per cent .•..... 219 to 173 per cent. 
3 0 to 4 6 50 inches.·••···•• 37½ per cent .••.... 173 to 127 per cent. 
4 to 6 0 54 inches .•.•. -.... -37} per cent. ••••.. 127 to 103 per cent. 
6 to 9 0 54 inches .••..•... 37½ per cent .••.... 103 to 69 percent. 

to 12 0 54 inches •....•••. 37½ per cent .•..•.. 69 to 51 per cent. 
12 0 to 14 6 60 inches .•....... 37½ per cent .•..... 51 to 47percent. 
14 to 16 9 60 inches ......•.. 37!-per cent ....... 47 to 41 percent. 
16 9 to 18 0 60 inches ..•...... 37½ per cent.. . ... 41 to 34 percent. 
19 to 25 0 60 inches ..•.•.... 37½ per cent. •..... 57 to 43 percent. 

LIST-Continued. 

Articles. 

JVoo!en gooih to pay a duty on 40 cents the ,quare yard. 

PLAINs.-These arc coarse blue cloths, costing from 8d to ls. 3d. per ynrd; worn generally by sailors, watermen, and by Ute 
negroes in the Southern States ...•.•...••....•••. ''. ....•............•.....•......•.•.•..........................•... 

PADDINos.-These are conrse clollts, nsed principally in stiffening coat collars, costing from 6d. to ls .......•..•...•........ 

FLAIINELs.-The lower qualities are nsed by the laboring classes, and costing 4d. to i. .................................. . 
.OocKINo, BAIZES, AND SEROEs.-The lower qualities are used by lite laboring classes, and costing 4d to ls ............... . 
CAROLINE PLAIDs.-An article composed of cotton and wool, not manufactured in lite United States, and of which there 

is a great quantity consumed by the laboring and middle classes ....•.•.....••........•.......•...••.............•.••. 
COATINGS AND LtoN Sx1Ns.-Wom bf sailors, watermen, farmers, and the laboring classes ......•...•••...•.............. 
Low-PRICED BROADCLoTns.-Used by the same people as plains, costing from ls. 10d. to 21. 3d .•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Jl'oolen gooih to pay a duty on $-2 50 per squa,-e yard. 

DRAB KERSEYs.-A large quantity of this article is imported, and costing from ls. 4d. to 5s. It is27inches wide; consumed 
by sailon:1, ,vatennen, fishermen, farmers, mechanics, &c .................. ......................................... . 

FOREST CLoTns.-Costing lite same as the above, and consumed by the same people ....••••••.....•.....•...•••.•...•... 
CAssI>IEREs.-Costing from 3,. to 5s.; worn by all classes of people ..........••....•...•.•......•..••...••.•.•••.••.••••• 
BROADCLOTns.-Costing from 2s. 4d. to 6s. These prices include a very large proportion of woolens imported .•••••••••.•. 
FLANNELs.-The better qualities will pay the higher duty .••.•..••.•....•.•.•••.••......•........•....••......••.......•. 
PELISSE CLoTns AND CoATINGs.-Costing from 2s. 4d. to 6s. Neither of thuse nrticles are at present manufactured in the 

United States .•.•..•.••.•.••.••••••.••••...•....•••....•...•••...• , ...•....•.....•••••••..••••••• • • ••. • • •. • • • • ... , 
BLUE Purns.-Costing from ls. 4d. to 3s ............................................................................... . 
WOOLEN SnA WLs.-An article not manufactured here, and worn principally by the laboring people ••• , ••• , •.••••• , •••••••• 
J\.!IDDL& PRICED AND FINE BROADCLOTHs.-Costing fro1n Gs. to 16s. 9d •. •...•..•••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Woolen gooih to pay a duty on e4 the square yard. 

BROADCLOTns-Costing from l9s. to 25s •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Present duty. Proposed duty. 

Per cent. Per cent. 

27l-to 37½ 75 to 40 
27½to37t 75 to 40 

37½ 75 to 40 
37½ 75 to 40 

37£- 75 to 40 
37¼ 55 to 40 
37¼ 45¼to 371-

37½ 2:24 to 62 
37½ 224 to 62 
37½ 103 to 62 
37t 219 to 103 
37½ 224 to 156 

37½ 219 to 103 
37! 224 to 103 
37¼ 224 to 103 
37½ 103 to 41 

37½ 57 to 43 

These calculations are made the same as the duty is now paid in New York. There may be errors in them, but the proposed duty is under stated. 
·what is called 33t per cent. under the present tarilf is, in fact, 37½ per cent. The way in which the duty is calculated is as follows: 

Take an invoice amounting in England to ..................•........•...•.•.••••..• -• • • • • . $100 00 
Two per cent. is added for charges at the shipping port............... . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . 2 00 

102 00 
Then the ad vnlorem duty of 10 per cent. added, is .•• ,..................................... 10 20 

112 20 

Then the 33½ per cent., or one-third, is u,ken.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . • •• • . . . . . 37 40 , 
Leaving e37 50 within ten cents; but before the goods are clear of Ute cnstom-ltouse the duty nnd expenses will invariably exceed e37 50; on coarse 

goods it will be 38 per cent. 
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19TH CONGRESS.] No. '769. [2D SESSION. 

'DUTY ON IMPORTED SALT. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE J;OUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 23, 1827. 

To the honorable the Senaie and House of Representaiives of the United Stales of America in Congress assembled: 
The undersigned, having been named as a committee to draught a memorial to Congress on the subject of 

the repeal of the duty on salt, humbly show: 
That the distress of the Revolution and the high price and want of salt led some enterprising 

individuals to attempt to make it from sea-water by solar evaporation; that at that time, when salt sold 
for three or four silver dollars per bushel, the manufacture partially succeeded. After the revolutionary 
war, until the year 1804, a very considerable increase and improvement was made in the manufactories; 
at that time the salt tax was repealed. The State of Massachusetts, perceiving the situation in which 
this important manufacture was placed, and well remembering revolutionary sufferings for the want of 
that necessary article, immediately passed a law entirely exempting the manufactories of salt from all 
taxation, which law continued in force until lately. The manufactories continued, and, in consequence of 
our difficulties with Great Britain, were tolerably prosperous until the year 1814, when a law passed 
Congress laying a duty of twenty cents per bushel. Since the year 1814 the manufactories have 
constantly increased until the present day. Improvements in the manufacture have from time to time 
been made until the present. At this time the salt manufactured is generally of the best quality, and is 
done with as little labor and expense as circumstances will admit. At the present price of salt the 
manufactories afford a moderate profit, which can readily be understood when we state that as many as 
can be placed upon one acre of land would be sufficient to manufacture about 450 bushels of salt and 
would cost $1,500, and that they are liable to be injured by wind and need frequent repairs. In addition, 
the water must be pumped from the ocean, and these vats carefully covered at night to avoid rain and 
dews. These manufactories, extending from the State of Rhode Island to Cape Anne on the seaboard, 
afford an opportunity to those who have been engaged in navigation, when they retire from business, by 
reason of age or other circumstances, if they can raise a small capital, to invest it in a salt manufactory. 
There are hundreds who have no other means of living; they have a small capital invested in salt-works, 
and with their labor in tending them they obtain a living. 

Permit us to express some surprise that a report has been laid before the Senate stating that, 
"notwithstanding the duty on salt, its manufacture on the seaboard has declined rather than increased." 
This statement we consider as entirely a mistake. Some small manufactories may have declined and 
gone to decay; we have known of a few; but we have no hesitation in saying, for we know the fact, 
(some of us being conversant with_every part of the se.acoast in the Union,) that the salt manufactories 
on the seacoast have more than doubled within seven years past, and more than twice the quantity of 
salt is now manufactured from sea-water than was manufactured seven years ago. Nor is the manufactory 
inconsiderable. We have in the county of Barnstable fifteen millions of feet of vats, worth, at a fair 
estimate, $1,800,000. Each manufactory is entirely separate, and there are more than 1,000 owners. 

Depressed as commerce has been for some time past, we know that on return voyages the merchants 
are anxious to bring salt. They have brought it until the market has been glutted with the imported 
salt and our domestic salt. The effect has been the depression of the price; it has gradually fallen from 
60 to 50, 40, and this year good salt has not brought more than 88 cents per bushel at the manufactories. 
Owing to the weather the last year our crop was small, and as the price was low our income from salt 
was small. We were aware that the merchant who imported salt complained and the manufacturer 
complained of hard times. The competition is severe, but both must continue to strugg·le, if possible. 
If the manufacture be abandoned, all the capital must be lost. This might benefit the importer, for, having 
got rid of competition, he might make better profits. The manufacturers and importers have been 
complaining of the low price of salt, but we were surprised that the farmers and purchasers also 
complained. We have supposed that all duties and imposts were laid mainly with a view to revenue, 
and that the encouragement of any particular manufacture was a secondary consideration. Be that as it 
may, a duty was laid on salt in 1814, and has been continued to this time. What effect that duty has 
had upon the price we are unable to c;}etermine, but under it our salt manufactories have grown up. vVe 
have an extensive seacoast, affording an abundant opportunity to others to engage in ~e business. Salt 
springs abound in the interior. If it be a necessary article, why should we not manufacture it ourselves 
and be independent of foreign nations ? We therefore pray Congress to consider what good reason there 
can be for destroying our only manufactories, while all others are encouraged. vVe do not complain if 
others are protected, nor pray for an increase of duty. But we are confident that for a few years past 
the salt manufactories have greatly increased, and that the present price is the very lowest for which it 
can be afforded. If, therefore, the duty be partially repealed, it must be partial ruin; and if wholly 
repealed, total ruin and a total loss of the capital invested. 

ISAIAH CROWELL. 
AMOS OTIS, JR. 
STRABO CLARK. 
SETH KELLEY. 
DAVID CROWELL. 
JOSHUA WINSLOW. 
LORING CROCKER. 
DANIEL CROCKER. 
CHARLES HALLET. • 
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l!JTH CONGRESS.] No. 770. [2D SESSION. 

FRAUDS IN THE IMPORTATION OF WOOLEN GOODS. 

COID1UNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 25, 1827. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Janumy 24, 1827. 
Sm: In obedience to that part of the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 22d instant, 

which directs the Secretary of the Treasury to inform the House, if the information be attainable, of 
"the quantity of manufactures of wool, or in which wool is a component part, ( except worsted stuffs and 
blankets,) imported in the several years between the 30th of September, 1820, and 30th of September, 
1826, designating, so far as may be, the quantity of such manufactures which cost not more than forty 
cents the square yard, the quantity which cost not more than one dollar the square yard, and the quantity 
which cost one dollar and fifty cents the square yard," I have the honor to transmit herewith a report 
from the Register, dated yesterday, by which it appears that the information sought cannot be furnished 
by the Treasury, as the returns from the custom-houses exhibit only the value of goods subject to ad valo
rem duty. 

For reply to the remainder of the resolution, which directs the Secretary to inform the House whether 
there is any evidence in the Department "to prove the existence of frequent frauds or evasions of the 
revenue laws by false valuations or descriptions of such goods, (those specified in the former branch of 
the resolution,) and if so, to what extent and amount," I beg leave to state that th~re is no evidence, of 
record in the Department, of the nature indicated. Verbal representations to that effect were, however, 
made to it by respectable persons during the latter part of last and the beginning of the present month. 
These representations it was not thought proper to disregard; and in order to call the attention of the 
Collectors promptly and specially to them, a circular letter was addressed to these officers at the principal 
seaports, viz: at Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Charleston, Savannah, and New 
Orleans, dated the 6th instant; and under the same date a separate letter was addressed to the Collector 
-of New York, the port against which the allegations of fraudulent importation, touching the goods in 
question, were mainly directed. Copies of these letters are enclosed, together with copies of the answers 
from the Collectors of New York and Baltimore, being all that have as yet been received. This corre
spondence comprehends all the information of which the Department is at present in possession. on the 
subjP-ct-matter of the latter clause of the resolution. 

I have the honor to remain, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, January 23, 1827. 
The Register of the Treasury, to whom was referred so much of the resolution of the House of Rep-

1·esentatives of the 22d instant as relates to furnishing "the quantity of manufactures of wool, or of 
which wool is a component part, (except worste(l stuffs and blankets,) imported in the several years 
between the 30th of September, 1820, and 30th of September, 1826, designating, so far as may be, the 
quantity of such manufacture which costs not more than forty cents the square yard, the quantity which 
costs no more than one dollar the square yard, and the quantity which costs one dollar al!d fifty cents the 
square yard," respectfully reports that there are no materials in the Treasury which will enable the 
Department to furnish the information called for by ·the resolution, as the retµrns from the custom-houses 
exhibit only the value of such articles as are subject to ad valorem duties. 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury.· 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Janumy 26, 1827. 
Sm: In addition to the circular which you will receive under this date, it is proper I should mention 

that accounts have reach_ed the Depart!lJ.ent, through other channels than the newspapers, that woolen 
cloths entered at the custom-house in New York have had the value put on them abroad in an unfinished, 
or apparently unfinished state, upon the basis of which value the duty is computed; and that afterwards, 
by some slight process of finishing, they are brought up to a value out of all proportion to the expense of 
such finishing; in which state of augmented value, after having thus defrauded the revenue, they are 
thrown upon the market, to the injury of the American manufacturer. I have therefore to draw your 
special attention to this subject, by which it would appear that the whole intention of the act of Congress 
of the 1st of March, 1823, is in danger of being 'defeated. It is expected that you will be extremely 
vigilant in your efforts to detect all such expedients to get the better of the law, enforcing promptly the 
penalties of its thirteenth section wherever this can be done, and making immediate representations of all 
the circumstances of the case to this Department where it cannot be done. 

I remain, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

JoNATHAN THOMPSON, Esq., Collector, New York. 
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TREASURY DEPARnrENT, January 6, 182'7. 
Sm: Representations have been made to this Department that, in the entries of foreign merchandise 

imported into the United States, the duties, through various devices and evasions still practiced on the 
part of the importers, are frequently charged upon an under valuation of the merchandise, whereby the 
1·evenue is defrauded, and the interest of our home manufactures injuriously affected. These represen
tations have not been made in a shape sufficiently definite to be given to you in detail, but they have 
proceeded from sources too respectable to be disregarded. 

It is therefore deemed proper to advise you of them, and to make this letter circular to the Collectors 
of the principal seaports. Its object is two-fold: First, to recall your attention to the act of Congress of 
the 1st of .March, 1823, and particularly to the fifth and thirteenth sections of it, in order to the most rigid 
execution of their provisions, and the most scrutinizing inquiries into the artifices that may be resorted to 
to defeat them. Secondly, that if, in your opinion, any new act or modification of the present one is 
necessary to secure a more strict and faithful valuation of foreign merchandise paying ail val.01·em duty, 
you will communicate that opinion to this Department, in connexion with the facts and remarks that may 
serve to shed the best light upon it. 

I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Cusrou-HousE, CoLLECTOR's OFFICE, New York, January 12, 182'7. 
Sm: I have received your circular, and another letter of the 6th instant, relative to frauds having 

been committed on the revenue, particularly at this port, in the importation of woolen goods, being 
invoiced below their true value, either in a finished or unfinished state. No such importations have come 
to my knowledge, excepting a few importations of stuff goods, the greater number of which have been 
submitted to you under the second appraisement. If there have been any, they must have been trivial 
indeed, for I have personally, from the commencement of my duties in this office, inspected the entries 
and invoices of goods subject to ad val,orem duties, and designated the particular packages for the exami
nation of the appraisers, who, I am confident, have carefully and faithfully attended to the values of the 
merchandise sent to them for examination. I have referred the aforesaid communications to the appraisers, 
and herewith transmit their report, by which you will see how much foundation there has been for the 
representations and communications made. ·with the report of the appraisers, and their suggestion 
relative to bounties and discounts on British linens, I accord. The importation of British woolen goods 
during the last year was comparatively small to that of the preceding year, and generally at a loss, as 
was frequently stated, of 20 to 25 per cent. to the importer I do not perceive how it could be otherwise, 
as our manufacturers could buy their wool as cheap as those of England; they could card, spin, and weave 
as cheap; the dyeing and finishing is probably less in England. Against this advantage our manufacturers 
have the duties of 33½ per cent. ad val,orem, packing, transportation, freight, insurance, interest, commission, 
and a difference of IO to 12 per cent. in the exchange; all of which charges would operate as a bounty of 
about 50 per cent. in favor of our manufacturers. I have often heard persons concerned in British woolen 
manufactories say that they could manufacture their goods at less cost in this country than in England, 
and that they were disposed to transfer their establishments to this country, but the only difficulty in the 
way was in disposing of their property there without a very great sacrifice. • 

The ad valorem duty on imported wool is quite too low; it should be a specific duty of ten cents per 
pound, as the farmers of .our country can produce all that is necessary for our manufactories, and also for 
exportation, provided encouragement was given them. As it now is, we receive the refuse of almost all 
the markets in the world, and the article is imported in a very dirty and filthy state. The quantity and 
quality tends to depress the value of that which is good and clean, whether imported or produced in our 
country. Our manufacturers and consumers both suffer, as a prime or good fabric cannot be made from 
bad or inferior materials. 

I remain, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
JONATHAN THOMPSON, Collector. 

Hon. RICHARD Rusn. 

APPRAISERs' OFFCE, New York, January 11, 182'7. 
Sm: From certain publications preceding the application of the woolen manufacturers for an 

alteration of the tariff, we were prepared to expect the communications made by the Secretary of the 
Treasury under date of the sixth instant, and we have been endeavoring to ascertain the direction of the 
party to whom his suspicions or information might reasonably attach. 

That impositions to a limited extent, not sufficiently gross to be met by the provisions or penalties 
of the law, may be occasionally practiced upon this and other custom-houses in the· United States, we 
cannot reasonably doubt, because the difference between possible purchases for cash and actual purchases 
on long payments by persons of questionable credit, under the present commercial and manufacturing 
distresses in the foreign market, enables the latter class of purchasers to misrepresent prices in their 
invoices, and state them much below actual cost, without any means of detection by the custom-houses 
here. But that any considerable amount of importations has passed this custom-house below possihle 
prices, the examinations under our superintendence authorize us confidently and unequivocally to deny. 

According to our best recollection, few or no cloths have been imported from England denominated 
by invoice "unfin'ished cloths." There are, however, occasional importations made by an English merchant 
here, (not called "imfini,shed cloths,") who has erected a brushing establishment for the purpose of 
re-pol'ishing cloths, which, from the insufficiency of their original polish, from their lying long unsold in ware
houses, or from any other cause, require a better face in order to exhibit them more attractively to 
purchasers at our auction stores. The goods imported by the owner of this establishment have undergone 
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a careful scrutiny at our office; but we have never discovered in their materials, texture, or prices, any 
reasonable grounds to question the correctness of his invoices. • 

From the intimate knowledge you have of the course of business under our charge, you must be 
sensible that if satisfactory cause existed for the extravagant rumors which have reached the 'l'reasury 
Department.we should long since have been apprised of it, either by private or other communications 
from those immediately aggrieved; especially as we offer inducements for such communications, by 
adopting instant measures for the correction of abuses, and by uniform and. constant expressions of 
thanks to those who thus enable us to disarm fraud of its mischief, and to arraign it for punishment. 
But, in this case, the respectable gentlemen who are possessed of the secret have made no communication 
to us; nor are we enabled from our own inquiries to distinguish any one in this community, or connected 
with importations here, to whom we can reasonably ascribe the unpunished frauds which have been made 
the subject of this formal representation to Government. 

With regard to• modifications of the present tariff, ( if it be proper for us to speak,) we believe we 
could suggest several amendments tending to simplify and facilitate the collection of duties; and so far 
as impositions upon the revenue are concerned, we do not h~sitate to say that the most serious one consists 
of the indulgence allowed by law and practice towards foreign bounties, especially on British linens, 
which, by reducing their price on exportation in many instances thirty per cent., deprives the revenue of 

• its legitimate ratio of duty, and enables the foreign artisan to labor for one of our staple supplies upon 
terms at least equal, if not more favorable than our own. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servants, 

JoNATHAN THOMPSON, Esq., Collector. 

A.BRAHAllf K. LA WREN CE. 
FREDERICK JENKINS. 

CusroY-HousE, Bal.timore, Collector's Office, January IO, 1827. 
Sm: Your letter of the 5th instant was received here this morning, and is decla~ed to be intended for 

a circular to the Collectors of the principal seaports. As such it would need no answer, but a dutiful 
attention to the injunctions it contains. These, however, being the observance of laws that have long 
been the rule of our actions, it might only perhaps be necessary to assure you of our readiness and zeal 
to execute thern, and especially the provisions of the act to which you call our particular attention. The 
appraisers of this port seem sufficiently alert and skilful in the performance of their duties, and the 
officer charged with the squaring of such goods as are subjected to it by law is observant and careful of 
their qualities, &c., as well as that circumstance. The invoices of the importers are all in their hands, and 
the operations of each enlarge the sphPre of examination beyond tb.e simple letter of the law. They 
result, indeed, in a· double examination in most instances, especially when it is further observed that 
upon exportation another examination takes places. Upon the whole, there appears nothing for us to 
communicate, agreeably to the direction in the conclusion of your letter, that would tend to secure a more 
strict and faithful valuation of merchandise paying ad valorem duty. There is no objection to more 
specific duties, except that they will require more officers, and that, beside the expenses to the public 
and to individuals, the importers are more incommoded, (perhaps it might be. said harassed,) than they 
are at present; with little more advantage than that it would compel those who now talk of "devices and 
evasions, frauds on the revenue, and injuries to home manufactories," to shift their ground a little and 
change their surmises. This they can easier do than the enactment and execution of laws can be made 
satisfactory; particularly as you observe, "these representations are not in a shape sufficiently definite 
to be given us in detail." However respectable the sources of these may be, we cannot but observe 
that our experience does not correspond with them; and we feel bound to make an explicit declaration, 
in respect to the mercantile body with whom we communicate, that no body of men, in any occupation, 
appears better to deserve our faith and commendation than they. We have many spontaneous acts in 
cases against their pecuniary interests, and information of their receiving what never would be known 
but by their own declaration, and every assistance given us in investigations of doubtful cases. We 
have further to say that we have lately instituted particular inquiries upon the importations of foreign 
houses here, and have been assured by intelligent native merchants, importing largely on their own 
accounts, that the invoices of goods from English owners and manufacturers are almost universally above 
their value-it being erroneously supposed by them that high prices will effect proportionately better 
sales. _ 

• It will not be without the scope of present consideration, and I beg leave to say that overwrought 
and strained laws and regulations will finally fail, either by their own tension breaking, or relaxing 
powerless. Such laws will not be long executed thoroughly. And it is probable that the examinations 
of goods being much multiplied, some of them will be neglected or slurred over. Such are those of goods 
transported coastwise, small articles, as wood screws, tacks, wire, &c., of little value, and enclosed in 
large packages of ironmongery, which must be opened, with great trouble and inconvenience to merchants 
and officers, to ascertain the weights, numbers, &c. They are too probably taken by the invoice account 
to save the trouble and vexation. There is nothing lost, I imagine, by this; but it has a bad effect as 
regards the laws. It would be better to sutfer some loss, if it were actually so, than to weaken the 
moral effect of laws. Such things have been suggested by those who are neither moralists nor politicians, 
whose object is a conjectural, and at best a pitiful gain. 

I remain, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
.JAMES H. McCULLOCH. 

RICHARD RusH, Esq. 
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I 9TJI CONGRESS.] No. 771. [2o SESSION. 

PROTECTION TO WOOLEN MANUFACTURES. 

COill.lUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 1, 1827. 

REPORT. 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS. 

IN HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, January 26, 1827. 
The Special Committee of the House of Representatives, to which was referred so much of the Governo1Js 

message as relates to the depressed state of our woolen manufactures, have taken the same subject 
into consideration, and respectfully report: 

That your committee are deeply impressed with the importance of our woolen manufactures. as a 
source of wealth to this Commonwealth, and as essential to that real independence of foreign nations by 
which our national resources are to be made adequate to supplying us with every indispensable com
modity. Your commiti:ee have reason to believe that a large amount of capital is already invested in woolen 
manufactures, which now give employment and support to thousands of our citizens, and that an addi
tional amount of capital will seek similar investments if our manufactures obtain relief from their present 
embarrassments. 

This relief must proceed from measures devised and adopted by the wisdom of Congress, and calculated 
to protect our own manufactures from the ruinous competition of an overgrown foreign manufacturing 
interest. To Congress is given, by the Constitution, the power to "regulate commerce;" and your com
mittee cannot doubt that, in the existing emergency, Congress will exercise this power in the manner 
most conducive to the mutual benefit of our manufacturing, agricultural, and commercial interests. The 
period has gone by when it can be successfully urged that the protection of the first of these great inter
ests must be injurious to the others. Commerce and agriculture find their best resources and support in 
manufacturing industry and its results, and, reciprocally, manufactures create new markets for the products 
of agriculture and commerce, and breathe new life into the labors of the husbandman and the enterprise 
of the merchant. To the wisdom of Congress, therefore, your committee look for such measures as are 
calculated to relieve our woolen manufactures in their present depressed condition, and they accordingly 
recommend the adoption of a resolve herewith submitted. 

Per order of the committee. 
JOHN BRAZER DA VIS, Ohairman. 

"Resolved, That the House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is deeply 
impressed with the importance of our woolen manufactures as a source of national wealth and power, and 
have full confidence in the wisdom of Congress to devise and adopt such measures as shall relieve them 
in their present depression." 

BosroN, January 26, 182'1. 
DEAR Sm: As it is possible that the fate of the new tariff on woolens may not have been decided on 

the receipt of this letter, and conceiving that a few statements of facts may-be of some service to us, I 
take the liberty of forwarding to you two votes passed yesterday by the ·wolcott Woolen Manufacturing 
Company, in consequence of the great losses they have met with during the past year, their accounts 
having been made up to the 31st December, 1826, and show a loss of more than ten per cent. upon their 
capital stock, not by bad debts, as they do not exceed one hundred dollars, but in consequence of the large 
quantity of woolens sent to this country from England and Germany, and sold at auction at a very great 
loss, if the fair duties had been paid upon them. 

The Wolcott Woolen Manufacturing Company have been incorporated several years; they have the 
most approved ma_chinery, and the cloths made at the factory have been sold from $1 '15 to $10 37½ per yard; 
they obtained the medal of the New England Society for the best cloth exhibited in October last; there 
has been manufactured at the factory during the past year forty-four thousand five hundred and seventy
five yards broadcloth, valued at from $1 50 to $8 per yard. The losses by other woolen manufactories must 
be about equal to ours; and we must suspend the business entirely, unless the Government grant us some 
protection by an increase of duties. 

In the factory at Woodstock, to which the second vote refers, we have had in full operation the last 
year fifteen broad hand-looms and other necessary machinery for making superfine cloths; you will 
observe that mill is to be closed as soon as possible; and at Southbridge we have had sixteen power
looms and five hand-looms in operation, together with the necessary machinery for finishing, &c. One
fourth part of the hands employed there are to be dismissed immediately, and the wages of those retained 
are to be reduced; and it is our intention to continue to lessen the number employed until the work is 
entirely suspended, unless we get some relief from Congress during the present session. 

With the hope that you will afford us all the assistance in your power, I remain, with great respect, 
your obedient servant, 

SAMUEL TORREY. 
Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER. 

At a meeting of the directors of the Wolcott Woolen Manufacturing Company, holden on Thursday, 
January 25, 182'1. 

Present: Wm. Payne, president, Ebenezer T. Andrews, John Williams, and S. Torrey. 
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Voted, 'rhat the agent be required to dismiss, as soon as possible, one-fourth part of the hands now 
employed in the factory at Southbridge; and that the wages of those retained in the employ of the com
pany be reduced, so as to average about twenty per cent. from the prices now paid. 

Voted, That the agent be required to have finished all the cloth now in preparation at Woodstock, 
and to suspend all business there by the 1st of April next, if possible. 

A true copy of the record. 
Attest: SAMUEL TORREY, Clerk. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 772. [2D SESSION. 

IMPORTATIONS OF WOOL AND WOOLEN MANUFACTURES. 

C0lliIUNIC.A.TED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 3, 182'f. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 2, 182'T. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 12th ultimo, "directing the 

Secretary of the Treasury to report to the House an abstract of the quantity and qualities of foreign 
wool and woolen manufactures imported into this country during the last two years, designating the 
countries from which imported, and where produced or manufactured, respectively, and whether on foreign 
account and in foreign vessels, or by citizen merchants, and in their own vessels, together with the 
invoice prices of each, respectively, and the rate and amount of duties they have paid;" 

And, also, "directing the ·Secretary of the Treasury to report to the House whether any, and if any, 
what, evasions of the duties imposed by law on imported foreign wool and woolen manufactures have 
been practiced within the same period, and where, and by whom, and the most effectual means, in his 
opinion, for preventing in future all such evasions, and ori. what and how much of each of these com
modities, and where and by whom the power to assess and impose duties thereon, at a rate exceeding the 
invoiced prices thereof, has been exercised and enforced," I have the honor to transmit herewith a letter 
of the Register of the Treasury, dated the 1st instant, accompanied by three tabular statements, which 
contain the information required by the first clause of the resolution, so far as the same is afforded by 
the returns which have been made to this Department. 

Under the second clause, I beg leave to submit, as containing the ':iews of the Department upon the 
several points referred to, a report of the Comptroller of the Treasury, dated the 30th of December, to 
whom has been assigned, under the provisions of the act of the 8th of May, l 'r92, the superintendence of 
the collection of the duties on imposts and tonnage; and as. further connected with this branch of the 
subject, I respectfully beg leave to refer to a former report of this Department to the House, under date 
of the 24th ultimo, and to the documents which accompanied that report, as presenting information 
deemed to be within the scope of this part of the resolution. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, 
. . RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER-of the House of Representatives of the United States. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February I, 182'i. 
Sm: I have the -honor to transmit herewith statements exhibiting the value, &c., of manufactures of 

wool, &c., imported into the United States in American and foreign vessels during the years 1825 and 
1826, prepared in pursuance of a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 12th December, 1826. 

The Treasury does not possess materials for complying fully with. the resolution, as the custom-house 
returns do not distinguish between importations made by citizen merchants from those on foreign account. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 

Hon. R. RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, Decembet 30, 1826. 
Sm: In reply to that part of the resolution of the House of Representatives of the twelfth instant, 

which you referred to me, and which is in the following words: "Resolved, That the Secretary of the 
Treasury be directed to report to this House whether any, and if any, what, evasions of the duties imposed 
by law on imported foreign wool and woolen manufactures have been practiced within the same period, 
( meaning the last two years,) and where, and by whom, and the most effectual means, in his opinion, for 
preventing in future all such evasions, and in what and how much of each of these commodities, and 
where and by whom the power to assess and impose duties thereon, at a rate exceeding the invoiced 
prices thereof, has been exercised and enforced," I have the honor to state that I have no knowledge of 
any evasions of the kind alluded to having been practiced on the officers of the customs; some of whom, 
however, according to their views of. the exemptions by law in relation to raw hides or skins, have 
admitted sheep skins 'lfith the wool on free of duty, on the subject of which a report was made to you by 
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this Department on the 19th instant, in compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives, 
under date of the eleventh of the current month. 

With respect to the power which has been exercised and enforced of assessing and imposing duties 
on foreign wool and woolen manufactures at a rate exceeding the invoiced prices, I have to observe, 
that the power of making additions to the invoice prices, not only of these particular articles, but of all 
ad valorem goods, whereby the amount of. duty on them is increased, is expressly given by the 11th 
section of the supplementary collection law of 20th April, 1818, and the 13th section of that of the first 
of March, 1823, to the appraisers authorized to be appointed under these laws respectively. 

It has been considered by this Department to have been the object and policy of these laws to 
establish a system whereby all importers of the same description, texture, and quality of ad valorem 
goods would have to pay the same amount of duty; and this, it was conceived, was to be effectuated 
through the vigilance of the Collectors and appraisers, by obtaining correct information as to the c:urrent 
market value of such goods; and if any invoices were presented which were suspected not to exhibit such 
value, to apply the corrective which appraisements afforded. 

Instructions, accordingly, were given to these officers; but by a decision of the Supreme Court of the 
United States, at its last session, in the case of the United States vs. Tappan, the words "true value," in 
the 11th section of the first mentioned act, are to be considered as meaning the actual cost of the goods, and 
not their current market value; and, therefore, although a Collector may suspect that goods are invoiced 
below the current market value thereof, yet, if he does not suspect that they are invoiced below their true 
and actual cost, he has no right to direct an appraisement. 

The grounds upon which this decision appears to me mainly to rest are, that the purport of the oath 
to be taken by the person entering ad valorem goods, taking the 4th and 5th sections of that act in 
connexion, is, that the invoice exhibits the actual cost of the goods; that any other construction would 
place it out of the power of any man to take the oath; and hence, that it would be unreasonable that an 
importer of such goods should be liable to a penalty because the invoice did not exhibit a fact differing 
from that to which he was required to swear. 

The act of 1818 having, however, expired by its own limitation, it may be proper to advert to the 
provisions of the act of 1823, which was passed as a substitute for the former, in order to ascertain how 
far the principles of the decision of the Supreme Court are applicable to the existing law. 

By referring to the provisions of the 4th, 5th, '1th, and 8th sections of this law, as to the forms of the 
oaths to be taken, and the manner in which the ad valorem duties are to be estimated, it will be perceived 
that it is only in the case of goods actually purchased that the invoice is to exhibit the actual cost, and the 
duties are to be estimated with reference to such cost; and not when goods are procured in any other 
manner than by purchase, or when shipped on a manufacturer's own account, in which cases the invoices 
are to exhibit the fair market value. 

The principles of the decision of the Supreme Court are, therefore, considered applicable to the 
existing law only so far as respects importations of ad valorem goods actually purchased. 

But it is with great deference submitted, whether, even in such cases, it would not comport with 
sound policy to modify that law so far as to give to the Collectors the right to direct appraisements to be 
made, although they may not suspect that the invoices do not exhibit the actual cost, but have reason to 
believe that they do not exhibit the fair market value. 

If it be equitable, as to the question between the importer and the Government, that, on all impor
tations of ad valorem goods of the same fabric, texture, and quality, the same amount of duty should be 
paid; and if this equality cannot be effectuated in any other manner than by appraisements, the propriety 
of granting the right in question, it is respectfully conceived, will be manifest. 

Contemporaneous, however, with a modification in this respect of the existing law it may be 
considered proper, as the importer is to swear that the invoice exhibits the actual cost; and, therefore, 
it is not reasonable that he should be liable to the additional 50 per cent. specified in the law, because the 
invoice does not exhibit a different fact, namely, the fair market value of the goods, that a further modification 
should be made, so as to exempt an importer of goods actually purchased from such liability, unless it 
should be satisfactorily ascertained that the inv&ice does not exhibit the actual cost. 

With these modifications in the existing law, importers of goods actually purchased would, in the case 
of appraisements, be subject to pay duties only on such additional amount as the appraisers might adjudge 
the invoice prices to be below the fair market value of the goods, unless the invoice should prove to be 
fraudulent, when they would be liable to the additional 50 per cent. 

In conclusion, it may be observed that, as the law stands, the oath of the party interested, as to the 
cost, of the goods, wiH generally be received as conclusive evidence, and, on a matter of fact, in relation 
to which the Collectors, possessing no information, will feel a delicacy in questioning; but if they were, 
in all cases, left to the exercise of their judgment as to whether the invoices exhibited the fair market 
value, they would then be enabled to act understandingly, the means of information as to that value being 
within their reach. 

With considerations of high respect, I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 
JOS. ANDERSON, Oomptroller. 

vor.. v--'16 B 



Statement exhibiting the value of woolen manufactures, raw wool, and carpetings, imp01·ted into the United States from foreign countries, in American vessels, during year ending Sept. 30, 1826. 

WHENCE IMPORTED, 

Russin. ............................ . 

SUDJECT TO DU'l'IES AD VALOREU. 

MANtlF ACTURES OF WOOL, RAW WOOL, 

Cloth and I Flannels nnd I Dlankets, 
cassimcrcs, baizes, 

Dollar,, 
2,431 

Dollars, 
5,009 

Dollars. 

Hosiery. I Worsted stuff' Other manu-1 Exceeding 10 I Not exceeding 
goods. facturcs of. cents per lb, 10 cents. 

Dollars. Dollars. Dollars. 
130 

Dollars. Dollars, 
226 

Prussia.............................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12,213 ............ .. 
S1vcdcn nnd Nonvny................ 203 ...... .... .... .......... .... ...... .... .... .......... .... .... .... ...... 81555 1,101 
Denmarl,...... ............ ...... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... ... ...... ........ ...... .... .... .......... .... ...... .... .... 211429 1,025 
Danish Westindics................. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 246 .......................... .. 
Netherlands................ .. ...... 851289 51 227 3,994 3159-2 1,o-21 236 239 
Dutch Wcstindlcs........ ... . ...... 31630 ..... , ...................... , ..... ,... .... ...... .... .... 37 ........ , .......... , ...... .. 
England............................. 410641296 5491758 427,831 1701101 110991858 4621734 55,852 9,434 
Scotland....... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 71 711 81383 .......................... .. 
Ireland.............................. .......... .... 1 .............. 172 9 191 .......................... .. 
Gibraltar............................ 21 .............. .............. ...... .... .... 71700 2,932 ........................... . 
Dritish East Indies.................. 570 •··•·• .... .... ...... .... .. .. ..... ..... .... ...... .... .... 71152 .......................... .. 
British West Indies .................................... , .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 90 7 
British Amcricnn Colonies........... 3,524 150 196 93 11575 352 11683 ............. . 
HnnseTowns....................... 85,193 10,006 .............. 101854 .............. 421634 271048 21856 
France on the Atlantic.............. 621745 21910 31,685 ...... .... .... 716 346,302 ......................... .. 
Franco on tho Mediterranean........ ll ...... .. .. .... 91170 ...... .... .... .......... .... 30 61017 41 720 
French West Indies.... .. ... .... ... 11 793 .............................. • ...... •.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. 13 
Hayti.............................. 254 ............................................................................................... .. 
Cuba................................ 71373 563 ...... .... .. .. ........ ...... 21834 569 ...... .... .... 30 
Portugal ....................................... •.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. • ... .. .. .. .. ... .. • .. .. • • .. 1,685 83,506 161 957 
Cape de Verd Islands ........................................... , , ............. • .. •· .............. •........ .. .. .. .. .. • ... 72 ............ .. 
Italy ............ ,......... .. .. .. . .. .. • ................. , .. ., , ............ • • .... • .... • .. • ... •............. .. . .. . .. • .. . .. 88 113 
Trieste........ . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. . .. 74 .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. • • .. • .. .. .. • .. • 114 ............. . 
Turkey............................. .......... .... .............. ...... ........ .......... .... .... .......... 369 261314 571667 
Chinn . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. • .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 5 .. • .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . 38 ........................... . 
l\!c;tlco.... .... ........... .......... 17,633 ...... ........ 235 ...... .... .... 900 544 1,556 4,oos 
Colombia........................... 71143 ...... .... .... ...... ........ ...... .... .... 21020 11164 .......................... .. 
Centrul Republic..... .. .. .. .. .• ... . 681 ................................................................................................ .. 
Brazil................................................................................................................... 15 ............. . 
Buenos Ayres .................................... •............. ..... .... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . 3 11192 71563 
Chili................................................................................................................................ 145 
Africa........................................................................ 10 ....................................................... . 

SUDJECT TO SPECIFIC DUTIES, 

CARPETING, 

Value. 1-Duties ac-

Dollars, 
7,796 

12,213 
9,859 

22,454 
246 

95,549 
3,667 

o,839,864 
16,094 

373 
10,653 
7,722 

97 
7,573 

178,591 
444,358 
19,948 
1,806 

254 
11,369 

102,148 
72 

201 
188 

84,350 
43 

25,476 
10,:121 

681 
15 

8,758 
145 
10 

cruing, IBrusscls,Turkcy,, Venetian and I All other. 
and Wilton. Ingrain. 

Dollars, 
2,866 
3,611 
3,111 
6,527 

97 
37,211 

712 
2,527,801 

5,584 
146 

• .~~~~~~.:~~~• .. I.~~~~~~.:~:~:•. I Square y~:•• 

65,838 
329 

439,559 
123,978 

2,902 
713 

Value. 

Dollars. 
11 

420,659 
88,323 

Duties. 

Dollars. 
1180 

143,189 15 
31,301 60 

3,7161 67 , .............. , .............. I 1351 3350 
3,320 ..... ....... .... ..... • ........ 108 60 21 60 

28 ....................................................................... . 
2,614 

67,082 
171,958 

5,375 
709 
JOO 

4,194 
29,846 

26 
51 
63 

17,989 
15 

8,782 
3,871 

268 
5 

1,694 
26 
4 

................ , 188 
30 ............ .. 

178 38 

441 
640 
98 

29 1 .............. 1 ............. . 

8 1 .............. 1 ............ .. 

879 1 .............. 1 ............ .. 

507 
157 
579 

20 

10 

1,566 

135 20 
143 00 
118 10 

14 50 

4 00 

439 50 

CnpeofGoodHopo................. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 2 .............. .............. 2 , 1: ................ :1·· ............ l .............. 

1

: .. •··••• ...... :

1 

............. . 
Faynl •••• .... .... .... ........ ...... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ..... ......... .......... .... ..... ..... .... 111306 ........ ...... 11,306 31342 .................................................. ••• .................. . 
Peru.................................................................................................................... 31107 .............. 31107 11013 ....................................................................... . 
Spain on the Atlantic ................................... •••• .................................................. •••• ...... 661665 .... .... ...... 661665 201383 ............................................ •••••••••• .............. •••• 

In Americnn vessels.......... 413421864 5681453 4691344 1851224 1,126,915 !1771418 3271058 1061704 810031980 219341171 66,958 563,763 4,961 512,027 175,411 95 
In foreign vessels............. 2031850 181370 581440 41769 161251 141928 151963 .............. 3321571 1321778 4,243 37,689 609 33,121 12,832 10 

Total ......................... 4,5461714 5861823 5271274 1891993 11143,166 8921346 3431021 100,104 a,336,551 310661949 11,201 601,452 5,570 545,148 188,244 05 

TRl!ASURY DEPARTMENT, Register•• Ojfioe, February 111827. 
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Statement exhi'bil,ing the value of woolen manefactures, raw wool, and caipeting, imported into the United States, infomign vessels, dw'ing the yeai·s ending Septernbei· 301 1825 and 1826. 

SUDJECT TO DUTIES AD VALOREM. 

WHENCE IMPORTED. MANUFACTURES OF WOOL. RAW WOOL• 

1----------~--------------,-------1------r-----l Totnl vnlue. 

1825. 

NeU1erlnnds ........................ .. 
Englnnd, ........................... . 
Scotlnnd ........................... .. 
Drltish Amerlcnn Colonies •••••••••••• 
Hanso To,vns., .. ,. · ••• ,,, , ..... , .... 
French Atlnntic Ports ••••..•......••• 
Cuba ............................... .. 

1826. 

Cloths nnd I Flnnnels nnd 
cnssimcres. bnizcs. 

Dollar,, 
166 

Dollar,. 

Dlnnkcts. 

Dollars. 

Hosiery, &c. I Worsted stutrl Othcrmnnu-1 Exceeding 10 !Not exceeding 
goods. fllcturcs of. cents. 10 cents. 

Dollars. Dollars. Dollar,. Dollars. Dollar,. 

100,347 3,003 2-1,a2s 3,5os 12,020 10,sos .......................... .. 
1,085 .............. .............. .............. 222 ......................................... . 
2,073 12 1,036 .......... .... ...... ........ 311 .......................... . 

55,753 1,363 ...... ........ 1,888 1,598 o,oso 19,713 747 
0,200 ..... . ........ 2,034 ................................................................... .. 

.............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 15 .......................... .. 

165,684 4,378 27,898 5,396 13,849 17,901 19,713 747 

Prussia •••••• •····••··•••·•••··•··•·•1 ll61947 l .............. l .............. l .............. l .............. l .............. l .............. 

1 

........... .. 
England. ..... ..... .......... .... .... 125,332 17,36:l 56,722 21955 16,20-2 9,770 839 ............ .. 
Scotland ........................... ,. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • 963 .......................... .. 
Ireland ............................ ,. 31 ........ ,. ............. ., ... , ................................................................... .. 

Drltish Amerlcnn Colonies •.....••.... 
Hnnse Towns ...................... .. 
French Atlantic Ports ............... .. 
Mexico ............................. . 

18 1 .............. 1 .............. 1 .............. 1 .............. 1 ............. . 98 , ............ .. 

43,522 
5,154 

1,oos , .............. , 1,s14 I 49 
.............. 1,11s ........................... . 

587 I 15,026 
1 
............. . 

3,608 ........................... . 
2,846 1 ............. , .............. , .............. , .............. , .............. , .............. 1 ............ .. 

203,850 18,370 58,440 4,769 16,251 14,928 15,963 , ............ .. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regldcr's Office, FebruartJ 1, 18~7. 

Dollar,. 

166 
154,610 

1,307 
3,432 

87,742 
81ll94 

15 

---
ll55,566 

---
26,947 

229,182 
963 
31 

116 
62,006 
10,480 
2,846 

---
332,571 

Duties 
necruing. 

Dollars. 

7l! 

71,706 
543 

1,373 
35,542 
3,358 

7 

----
112,001 

---

11,684 
90,966 

418 
13 
39 

24,066 
4,358 
1,234 

---
132,778 

SUDJECT TO SPECIFIC DU1'IES. 

OAJtl'KTlNO• 

nrussels,Turkey,1 Venetian nnd 
nnd Wilton. ingrnin. 

All other. Vnluo. 

Square yards. I Sguarc yards. I Square yards. I Dollar,. 

I,163 

1,163 

4,237 
6 

4{243 

1,475 I llO 
2,1:i.1 ............. . 

89 

3,609 109 

9,410 , ............ .. 
28,279 462 

147 

37,689 609 

3,221 
1,202 

108 

4,621 

11,857 
21,075 

189 

33,121 

Duties. 

Dollar,. 

1,049 67 
586 85 

19 58 

1,656 10 

4,918 10 
7,881 60 

3-2 34 

12,832 10 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Rcgutcr. 
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Statement exhibiting the value of woolen manufactm·es, raw wool, and carpeting, impo1'ted into the United States, in Ame1·ican -vessels, dm·ing the year ending &ptember 30, 1825. 

WHENCE IMPORTED, 

Cloths nnd 
cnssimcrcs. 

Flannels and 
baizes, 

SUBJECT TO DUTIES AD VALOREM. 

MANUFACTURES OF WOOL, RAW WOOL, 
Value, 

Illnnkcts, I Hosiery, &c, I Worsted stuff I Other mnnu-1 Exceeding 10 !Not exceeding 
goods, facturcs of, cts, per lb. 10 cts. per lb. 

SUBJECT TO SPECilfIC DU'l'IES. 

0ARPETINO, 
Duties nccru-11-----.-----,----,---- 1 ---

ing, 
Brussels, Turkey,, Venetian and I All other, 

nnd Wilton, ingrain, 
Value. Duties, 

Dollar,, Dollars, Dollars, Dollars, Dollars, Dollars. Dollars, Dollars, Dollar,, Dollars, Square yards, Square yard,, Square yards, Dollar,, Dollars, 
Russia.,,.,,....................... 927 ..................... ,...... 189 .............. .............. .............. 926 21042 604 ...................................................................... . 
Prussia ••••••••••••••••••••••• , •.••••••••••••••••• ···•··•·•••·• ····•·••••···· •·••·••···••·· •••··•········ •••••••••••••• 17,233 ···•··••····•· 17,233 4,075 ·••••·•···•••••· ·••••·••••••• •••••••···•••• ·••••·· ••••·· ·••·•••••••••• 
Sweden and Nonvay.... ... .... .... 145 ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... ........ .......... .... ...... ........ 311858 1109l 331094 1!1510 .. • .. ., ................................................................ . 
s,vcdish West Indies •••• •••••··••••······••••••····•··••·•·•··• 1,047 ••• ,,, •• , •••• , ••••••• , ••••••••• ,., •••••••• ····•·•··•·•·• •··•••·••·•·•• 1,047 310 ••• ••••••······ ·•••••••••••·· •·••••·•·•···· •••••· •••••• ·•·••····••·•• 
Denmark .............................................. ,.,.................... 143 ......... , ......... ,,....... 34,268 11343 35,754 8,393 ..................................................................... , 
Danish Wcstindics................. 2,900 ··••··•···••·· ••••••••••••• ••••·•·····••· •••·•·••·••··· 280 ·•····•••····· ••• ,.......... 3,180 1,209 ·•••·••••••••••· ·••••·····•••· ·•••••••••••·· •••••••······· ·•••••••··••·• 
Netherlands ..... ....... .... .... .... 841305 ...... ........ 91816 11799 ..... • .... .... 11624 1,200 ..... ... .. .... 9817•14 3.3, 769 ...... .......... 105 ...... ........ 150 26 25 
Dutch West Indies........... ...... 3,123 ..... ..... .... 429 ..... • .. •• .... ...... .... .... ...... .. ...... ...... .. ...... ........ .... .. 31552 11268 ...................................................................... .. 
England................ .... .... .... 418081717 1,053,413 788,440 345,351 2,212',153 767,558 159,295 3,a-26 10,138,253 3,501,418 821952 328,294 2,536 389,195 124,056 70 
Scotland ......... , ............. ,. 71309 21071 .... .. .... .. .. 382 461078 13,121 .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 70,461 221487 1,097 1671841 324 118,23-2 421573 55 
Ireland .. .,.......................... 30 ...... .... .... .......... .... 61504 , .. , .... ...... 11501 ..... . .. ...... .... .. .. .. .... 81035 21948 .,.,., .... ,.,, ,. ...... .,., .............. .,,. .,.,., ,.,. .,., .......... .,., 
Gibraltar ................................................................... ,.. 21833 .......... .... ...... .. ...... ll,135 ...... ........ 131968 1,139 .................................................................... .. 
IlritishEast Indies.................. . 1610-20 .............................. ,........... .............. 1,788 .............. .............. 181708 7,251 ..................................................................... .. 
British West Indies.................. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. • . • .. . .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. • 3 51 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 54 14 ................................. ., .... ., .... ., .... , ................ .. 
Ilritish American Colonies..... ..... 11637 203 250 211 11251 182 11721 .............. 5,455 • 1,641 69 151 122 35:l 96 65 
Hanso Towns...... ...... .......... 50,!!45 11626 85 6,881 725 241870 521287 358 137,077 44,066 ...... .... ...... 21348 ...... .... .... 1,700 587 00 
Franco on the Atlantic.............. 911211 21443 60,172 45 ..... ......... 167,545 ...... .. ...... ...... .. ...... 3-21,416 117,983 208 30 ...... .... .... 959 111 50 
FranceontheMeditcrrnnean........ 882 ······••·••··•··••····••·······•••••••···•••••• •·•·•····•·········•·· 23,565 ·•·•••····•·•· 24,447 5,898 ••••·•••••·•••• ·•·•••··•·• .. •· ··•••••···••···•••••·••••·•''·••••·••••••• 
French ,~..rest Indies••·•, ... •••• •••• ···••• •••.••••....•••••••••..••.••••. •••· •••• •••· •••••••••••• •••• •••• 244 •••••..••••••••••..••• ••••.. 244 86 •·••·• •••• •••••• ·•••• .... •••· •••••• •• •• •••· ,, •••• •••• .... ·•·••· •••• •..• 
Hayti , ., ......... , ., ......... ,. ................ , .. .. .. .. . • ..... ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . 510 13 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • 523 155 ...... ., .... ., ...... , ...... ., , ........ ., ...... ., ., • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. ., , 
Spain on the Atlantic ...... ., .. .. .. .. 300 ............................................................ ., .. .. .. .. 98, 776 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 99,076 24,460 , .......... ., .. .. .. .. • •• ., ........ ., .. ., .. .. ........................ .. 
Cuba ...... , .... .... .... .... ....... 21,112 4 11489 .............. 1,201 11990 1,645 .......... .... 271447 91566 .................................................................... .. 
Ot11er Spanish West Indies ...................................................................... .-.............................................................................................................................................. , .... .. 
Portugal .......................................... ,.... . .... .. .. ...... .... .... ...... ........ ...... .... .... .... .... ..... . 58,631 .... .... ...... 58,631 14,927 121 ...... .... .... ...... .... .... 181 60 50 
Turkey, ............... , ................. , .............. , ... .... ...... .. .. .... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... 127 2,414 23,290 251831 4,750 ...... ...... .... ...... .. .. .... ...... .... ... • ........................ .. 
Trieste ....... , ..... . .... ...... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... ....... .......... .... 218 s,451 632 ...... ........ 9,301 3,584 ....................................................................... . 
Spanish Sout11 American Colonies ........................................................................................... • ...... • .. • .... • .......... • .. • .. " ........................ • ........ • .. • • .... " • • ...... • .. " "" "" .... " " .. " .. " "" " .. 
Mexico............................. 6,217 219 .............. .............. .............. 11064 .............. l,162 81662 31ll2 ...................................................................... .. 
Colombia........................... 21778 352 405 .............. 895 .............. .............. .............. 41430 1,534 ....................................................................... . 
Buenos Ayres .. , , . , , , , , .... , ..... , ........ , ......... , .. , ................ ••• .... , .......................... , , , ... , , . . . . . . . 967 3,938 4,905 927 . , ........ ••,, ....... , ....• , , ... , ....... , . . . . ......................... . 
Brazil ................. ,,. .......... .......... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... ........ .............. 23 1,134 1,157 207 .......................... .,., ............ , .......................... .. 
Honduras ........ ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 66 ................................ ., ......................... ., , ....... , • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 66 26 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............................ ., ., .................... .. 
Africa........................................................................ 13 .............. 10 .............. .............. 23 8 .................................................................. .. 
South Seas.,............... ....... 54 .... .. .. ...... 1,166 ........ ...... ........ ...... ......... ..... .............. ...... .... .... 1,220 364 .,.... .... ...... ...... .... ... ...... .. .. .. .. ....................... .. 

it:;·.::::::::::::·::::::::~:::::::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::: :: :::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::::: :::::·:: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::: ........ '5i2' •..... , ~~:~~~-- 15'!~~ 2'i!~ :::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :::: :::::: ::~: :::: .::::: :::: :::: :::::: :::: :::: 
SouthAmcrlcn generally................................................................................. .............. .............. 725 725 129 ........ : ............................................................. . 

In American vessels.,,, .. , • , , , 5,098,878 l,061,ll31 863,299 364,351 2,263,637 990,371 496,21:J 52,803 I 11,190,783 3,834,690 84,447 498,769 2,982 510,770 167,512 15 
In foreign vessels , .......... , 165,684 4,378 27,898 5139? 13,849 11,001 19,713 747 255,566 112,601 1,103 3,609 109 4,621 1,656 10 

Total ......................... 5,264,562 1,005,009 891,197 369,747 2,277,486 1,008,212 515,926 53,550 11,446,349 3,947,291 ss,010 502,376 3,001 515,391 169,168 25 

TREASUI\Y DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February 1, 1827, JOSEPII NOURSE, Register, 
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182'1.] DUTIES ON IMPORTATIONS FROM CANADA. 605 

19rn CoNGREss.] No. 773. [2D SESSION. 

DUTIES ON IMPORTATIONS FROM CAN.ADA FOR THREE YEARS. 

COIDfUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 31 182'1. 

TREASURY DEPARrnENT, J?ebtuary 2, 182'1. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 23d ultimo, "directing the 

Secretary of the Treasury to inform the House what amount of revenue was collected during the three 
years ending the 30th of September last in each of the States of Vermont, New York, Pennsylvania, and 
Ohio, on British manufactures, and on teas, entered at the custom-houses on our inland frontier," I have 
the honor to transmit three statements, prepared by tho Register of the Treasury, which contain the 
information required by the resolution. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

The Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives. 

Statement showing the amount of dui'ies acr:ruing on merchandise imported into the State of Vermont during 
the years ending on the 30th September, 1824, 1825, and 1826. 

Districts. 

Vcnnont ........................................................... . 

TREASURY DEPART>ll'NT, Register'• Office, Janumy 31, 1827. 

Years. 

1824 
1825 
1826 

MERCIIA.NDISE IMPORTED. 

Paying specific duties. 
Paying duties 
ad valorem. 1------,------1 

$1,423 49 
2,917 61 
2,346 90 

6,688 00 

Teas, OU1er articles. 

$6,424 30 
3,140 43 
1,409 95 

10,974 68 

Total. 

$7,847 79 
6,058 04 
3,756 &5 

17,662 68 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Statement showing the amount qf dutws accruing on merchandiBe imported into the districts of Champlain, 
Sackell's Harbor, Osu·ego, Niagara, Genesee, Oswegatchie, Cape Vincent, and Buffalo Creek, in the State of 
New Y01·k, during the years ending the 30th September, 1824, 1825, and 1826. ' 

Districts. 

Champlain .................................................. ·•··•••• 

Sackett's Harbor ..••..•. , ••...••..•..••...•••••....... , .. , ......... . 

Years. 

1824 
1825 
1826 

1!!24 
1825 

1826 

Oswego •••••••••..• , ....• , ••...••....••••••....••.......•• , . . • .. . . . 1824 

Niagnra ••••••••••••••• •••••• •••··••·••··•••• •••••••••••• •·••••••·•·· 

1825 

1826 

1824 
1825 
1826 

MERCHANDISE IMPORTED. 

Paying specific duties. 
Paying duties 
ad valorem, ,-----,,------, 

$3,046 01 
1,841 57 
2,209 94 

7,097 52 

124 77 
69 90 
19 35 

214 02 

Teas. 

$20 42 
47 

20 89 

Other articles. 

$2,321 60 
1,893 85 

80-2 19 

5,017 64 

25 90 
20 64 

26 95 

73 49 

Total, 

$5,388 03 
3,735 89 
3,012 13 

12,136 05 

150 67 
90 54 
46 30 

287 51 

................ • ............... ················ ················ 

18217 
54 21 
14 98 

251 36 

71 64 

72 11 

143 75 

253 81 
54 21 
87 09 

39511 



606 FINANCE. 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

MERCHANDISE IMPORTED. 

Districts. 

.. 
Genesee••·••••••••·•••••••••·•••••• •••• ••••·••···••••···••••·•·••·· 

Oswegatchie ....................................................... . 

Buffalo Creek..... . •••••....••.•..•••.....•.....•...•••..•..•••••. 

Cape Vincent ...•.•...................•...............•.......•..••• 

Years. 

1824 
1825 
1826 

1824 
1825 
1826 

1824 
1825 
1826 

1824 
1825 
1826 

Paying duties 
ad valorem. 

$138 71 
164 69 
100 17 

403 57 

1,090 11 
90-l 07 
912 97 

2,905 15 

413 71 
670 27 
538 12 

1,622 10 

236 74 
658 01 
138 75 

1,033 50 

Paying specific duties. 

Teas • Other articles. 

•••••••••••••••• $65 79 
................ 404 00 ................ 40 17 

•••••••••••••••• 509 96 

$0 26 1,501 85 
................ 483 66 

116 78 342 88 

117 40 2,328 39 

................ 23 72 ................ 126 06 

................ 55 40 

•••••••••••••••• 205 18 

•••••••••••••••• 68117 

•••••••••••••••• 382 74 

•••••••••••••••• 51 93 

···············- 1,115 84 

[No. '173. 

Total. 

e,204 50 
568 69 
140 34 

913 53 

2,592 22 

1,385 73 
1,372 63 

5,350 58 

437 43 
796 33 

593 52 

1,827 28 

917 91 
1,040 75 

190 68 

2,149 34 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Reguter. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Re~ister'• Office, January 31, 1827. 

Statement showing the amount ef duties accrued on werchand-ise imported into the d-istricts ef Miami, Cuyahoga, 
and Sandusky, in the State ef Ohio, during the years ending Se_pteniber-30, 1824, 1825, and 1826. 

Districts. 

Miami ••..••• 

Cuyahoga ......................................................... . 

Sandusky ................................. ··•··•••···••····· •••••••• 

Years. 

1824 
1825 
1826 

1824 
1825 
1826 

1824 
1825 
1826 

MERCHANDISE IMPORTED. 

Paying specific duties. 
Paying duties J------------1 
ad valorem. 

2 0-2 

8 62 
473 31 
12115 

603 08 

&; 17 
22 05 

233 41 

340 63 

Teas. Other articles. 

$5 78 

5 78 

20 37 

20 37 

29 

29 

Total, 

,S7 80 

7 80 

8 62 
493 68 
12115 

623 45 

85 46 
22 OS 

233 41 

340 92 

NoTE.-There was no merchandise imported into the district of Presque Isle during the years 1824, 1825, and 1826. 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi.•ter. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, January 31, 1827. 



182'1'.J SIN:K:ING FUND. 607 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 774. [2n SEssroN. 

DUTY ON IMPORTED SALT. 

COIDWNJCATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 6, 182'1'. 

To the Sena.le and House of Representatives of the United Stales of .America in Congress assemhl,ed: 

The undersigned, inhabitants of New Bedford, Dartmouth, Fairhaven, and the adjacent towns, respectfully 
represent: 

That they view with serious apprehension a proposition now before Congress for a reduction of the 
duty on salt. Extensive works for the manufacture of this article from sea-water have been erected in 
this section of the country. The encouragement hitherto extended to them by the Government of this 
Commonwealth, in exempting them from taxation, has recently been withdrawn; and the present reduced 
price of salt is such as to afford the manufacturers a very moderate profit, and to induce the belief that, 
without the continuance of the existing duty on the importation, the business can no longer be prosecuted. 

They would further respectfully represent that most of the works now in operation have been erected 
within a few years past, in the confident expectation that the apparently settled policy of the Government 
on this subject would remain unchanged; nor could it be deemed reasonable to apprehend that, while the 
General Government was affording encouragement to other important branches of domestic manufacture 
by additional protecting duties, it should pursue a different course toward this, and take away that 
encouragement which had been the principal means of bringing it into existence. 

The works erected for this manufacture cannot, as we believe, be converted to any other useful 
purpose, and must, on the failure of the business, be a total loss to the proprietors, involving them, in 
many cases, in poverty and ruin. 

Your petitionE)rs deem it unnecessary to call your attention to the importance of this manufacture to 
the country in the event of w,ar, or any other. interruption to the supply of this indispensable article from 
abroad; but they beg leave simply to state that they do not now ask, nor have they ever asked, any 
special act of Government in their favor. They only respectfully request that the existing duty on 
imported salt, which has been of so long continuance, and which, as they believe, has not been found a 
heavy burden on any portion of their fellow-citizE)ns, and which, they further believe, is essential t-0 the 
very existence of its manufacture from sea-water, at the present time, in this section of the country, may 
not be altered. 

Fmsr MONTH (JANUARY) 20, 182'1'. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 775. [2n SESSION. 

SINKING FUND FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT. 

COmIDNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 'i', 182'1'. 

REPORT. 

The Commissioners of the Sinking Fund respectfully report to Congress: 
That the measures which have been authorized by the Board, subsequent to the last report of February 

6 1826, as far as the same have been completed, are fully detailed in the report of the Secretary of the 
Treasury to this Board, dated the third day of the present month, and in the statements therein referred 
to, which are herewith transmitted, and prayed. to be received as part of this report. 

NATH.A.NIEL MACON, 
President of the Senate pro tem. 

J. MARSH.A.LL, 
(JJiief Justice United States. 

H. CLAY, 
Secretary of State. 

RICH.A.RD RUSH, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 

WILLIAM WIRT, 
.Attorney General, United States. 

W.Asnrno:roN, Februar1.J 6, 182'1'. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 8, 182'1'. 
The Secretary of the Treasury respectfully reports to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund: 

That the sums disbursed from the Treasury during the year 1825, on account of the 
principal and interest of the public debt, amounted, as per the last annual report, to. $12,101,864 'TS 

And have been accounted for in the following manner, viz: 
There was applied for the payment of a sum short provided on account of the public debt, 

prior to the 1st January, 1825, as per statement B, annexed to the last report ....••• 
And there was applied during the year 1825, towards the payment of the 

principal and interest of the public debt, as ascertained by accounts 
rendered to this Department, as per the annexed statement.A., the sum of $12,124,085 9'1' 

$88,895 '1'8 



608 FINANCE. 

Viz: Brought forward ........... . 
In the redemption of Treasury note 6 per cent. stock ................. -. 
In the redemption of 'l per cent. stock .............................. . 
In the redemption of exchange of 6 per cent. stock of 1812 ............ . 
In the redemption of 6 per cent. stock of 1812 ....................... . 
In the payment of Mississippi certificates ........................... . 
In the payment of Treasury notes ................................. . 
And on payment of certain parts of the domestic debt ................ . 

The interest which accrued for the year 1825 amounted to ............. . 
And there was paid for premium on 'i per cent. stock ................. . 

$1,4'i9,3'i4 82 
2,113 92 

56,539 30 
6,18'i,006 84 

1,524 02 
2,001 49 

15 31 

'i,'i28,5'i5 'i0 
4,395,498 59 

11 68 

12,124,085 9'i 
Of this sum there was short provided, consisting of unclaimed dividends 

not applied for by the proprietors, as per annexed statement B. . . . . 110,616 9'i 

[No. 'l'i5. 

$88,395 'i8 

12,013,469 00 

12,101,864 'i8 

That, during the year 1826, the following disbursements were made by the Treasury, on account of 
the principal and interest of the public debt, viz: 
On account of the interest of the debt ............................................ . 
On account of the redemption of the 6 per cent. stock of 1813 ....................... . 
On account of the redemption of 'i per cent. stock ................................. . 
In payment of Treasury notes ......................... ; ......................... . 
In payment of Mississippi certificates ............................................. . 
In payment of certain parts of domestic debt ...................................... . 

$3,9'il,842 95 
'i,0'i0, 'i30 91 

25 00 
2,389 58 

450 00 
2'i 86 

Making together, as appears by statement C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,045,466 30 

Which disbursements were made from the appropriation of ten millions of dollars for the year 1826, 
and from the unexpended balance of the appropriations at the commencement of that year, and will be 
accounted for in the next annual report, in conformity to the accounts which shall then have been 
rendered to this Department. In the meantime the manner in which the said sum has been applied is 
estimated as follows: 
There is estimated to have been applied to the deficiency at the end of the year 1825, as 

per statement B............................................................ $110,616 9'i 
In the redemption of the principal of the public debt, as per estimate E................ 'i,0'i3,623 35 

And on account of the interest of the debt, viz: 
The interest for the year 1826 is estimated at.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,940,361 55 
Of this sum there is estimated to have been short provided, as per esti-

mate F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'i9,135 5'i 
3,861,225 98 

11,045,466 30 

A statement G is annexed, which exhibits the state of the annual appropriations on account of the 
debt on the 1st January, 182'i, and a statement marked H, of the funded debt on the same day. 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
RICHARD RUSH. 

•·A. 

Statemerd of the application, during the year 1825, of the funds provided for the payment of the principal and 
interest of the public debt. 

1. PADIBNTS ON ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF THE DEBT. 
1. In the redemption of the Treasury note 6 per cent. stock ........... : 
2. In the redemption of the 'i per cent. stock ....................... . 
3. In the redemption of the exchange 6 per cent. stock of 1812 ........ . 
4. In the redemption of the 6 per cent. stock of 1812 ................. . 
5. In the payment of Mississippi stock ............................. . 
6. In the payment of Treasury notes ............................... . 
'i. In the payment of certain parts of domestic debt ................. . 

$1,4'i9,3'i4 82 
2,113 92 

56,539 30 
6,18'i,006 84 

1,524 02 
2,001 49 

15 31 

2. PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNT OF THE INTEREST AND FOR PREMIUM ON STOCK PURCHASED. 
1. Interest for the year 1825, as per account settled at the Treasury, 

amounted to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,395,498 59 
2. Premium on the 'l per cent. stock purchased in 1824, settled for at the 

Treasury in 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 68 

$'i,'i28,5'i5 'i0 

4,395,510 2'i 

12,124,085 97 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February 1, 182'i. 
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B. 

Staiement of the proviwn made before the 1st of January, 1826,for the payment of the prinaipaJ, and interest 
of the pulJlic debt. 

The demands to be satisfied on the 1st of January, 1826, were as follows, viz: 
1. Dividends payable by Commissioners of Loans, including dividends due 

on that day, and exclusive of dividends no longer demandable at 
their offices............................ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,050,886 97 

2. Unclaimed dividends from the Loan Offices, payable at the Treasury, 
beyond the amount advanced for their payment ................. . 224,835 66 

1,474 44 3. Balance due to agents in London, per Treasury settlement, No. 43,824. 
$1,21'1,197 07 

The funds provided to satisfy these demands were as follows, viz: 
I. Cash in the hands of Commissioners of Loans applicable to dividends. 
2. Cash advanced for Treasury dividends over the amount payable ..... . 
3. Cash paid for bills of exchange on account of the debt which were 

protested for non-payment, and not yet repaid, as per note A to 
statement B, which accompanied the report of the Commissioners of 
the Sinking Fund of the 7th February, 1822 .................... . 

1,052,653 14 
9,989 22 

103,937 74 

Short provided ...................................................... . 

1,166,580 10 

110,616 97 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February I, 1827. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regwter. 

C. 

List of warrants drawn according to law, during the year 1826, on the Treasurer of the Uniled States on 
account of the interest and reimbursement of the domestic debt. ' 

Date. 

1826. 
Januaiy 9 
March 23 

24 

28 

:JO 
April 13 
June 22 

23 

26 

28 
July 5 
Scptcmb'r21 

23 

25 

No. In whose favor. 

7188 Branch Farmers' Dank, Delaware ...................................................................... . 
7383 Branch Bank, Hartford ••••••••••• •••• .................................................... •••• ••.•••.••• 

84 Trenton llanking Company ........................ : • .................................................... 
85 Dank of the United States.•••••.••••• ••••••••••••••• •••••••• ••••••••••••••••••.•..••.......•.•••.••.•..• 
86 Branch Bank, Baltimore .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , .................................................. . 
91 •••••••• do .•.••. Portsmouth ............................................................................. . 
92 •••·••••do •••••• Richmond •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••··•••••••••••· .. ••••••·••••·••••••••·••• .. •·•••• , 
93 ........ do ...••• Providence ....................................................................... _. ..... .. 

7405 T. T Tucker ......................................................................................... .. 
6 •••••••• do .............................................................................................. . 
7 Richard Smith ......................................................................................... . 
8 William llfoDvaine .................................................................................... . 
9 Branch Bank, Charleston .............................................................................. . 

14 ........ do •••.•• Boston ................................................................................ . 
20 ........ do •..••. New York ..•••• ••••·· .................... •·•••• ......................................... . 

7603 Branch Farmers• Bank, Delaware ...................................................................... . 
7861 Branch Bank, Hartford..... .. • • • • • . • .. • •• • .. • ........................................................ . 

62 Trenton Banking Company ............................................................................ . 
63 Dank of the United States ......................... _. .................................................... . 
64 Branch Bank, Baltimore .......... •••••• •••• •••••.••·•• ........... •••• •••••••••••••••••••••. •••••• .... .. 
65 •••••••• do ...... Richmond ..................... •••• •••• ...................... ••••·• ••••• ............... . 
68 •...•••• do ...... Charleston .............................................................................. . 
70 Dank of the United States ................. •·•••• ••.•••••••.•••.•...• ••••• .............................. . 
71 T.T.Tucker ........... , .............................................................................. . 
72 ........ do .............................................................................................. . 
74 Branch Dank, Providence ........................................................................... <'•. 

7879 ••••••.• do •...•. Portsmouth ............................................................................ . 
80 ..•••••. do •...•• Boston .................................................................................. . 
81 •.....•• do ..•••. NewYork .............................................................................. . 
84 ........ do .••••• Washington ........................ •••••.•••••· •• •••• •••••••••• ••••·••··••••·•••••••••·•. 

7998 Draneh Farmers' Dank, Delaware ...................................................................... . 
8207 Dank of the United States .............................................................................. . 

8 Branch Bank, Baltimore •••.•••••••...••••••••••..••••..••.••.•••.•••••••.••.•••••.•••••••.....••••••.•. 
9 Trenton Banking Company ••••••••••••••••.•• , ......................................................... . 

15 Branch Bank, Charleston .............................................................................. . 
16 ••.••... do ••••• Portsmouth .................................. , ........................................... . 
17 ........ do ••••.• Providence ......... •••••• •••••• •••• ........ ••••• ............. •••••.•••••••• ...... •••••••• 
18 ••.••••• do ••••.• Hartford ............................................................. ·••• ............... . 
19 ........ do ...... Richmond ............ , ...... ·•••· ...................................................... . 

VOL. V--77 D 

Amount. 

$15 87 
1,585 96 
2,830 99 

.568,053 61 
38,012 06 
2,072 99 
3,743 83 
4,783 63 

12,429 34 
1,450 67 
6,864 85 
5,08.5 70 

30,530 66 
136,122 90 
206,231 06 

15 87 
J,599 23 
4,786 63 

569,222 22 
37,913 15 
3,738 10 

29,999 53 
4,263 92 

12,429 34 
l,450 67 
4,660 91 
2,107 89 

134,550 50 
206,128 23 
so,ooo 00 

15 87 
547,463 93 
33,057 83 
4,030 89 

26,972 :JO 
1,989 68 
4,300 00 
1,588 21 
3,722 00 
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Date. • 

1826. 

Septemh'r 25 

29 
October 16 
December21 

June 

22 

23 

27 
:lO 

22 

23 

26 

27 

Decomber22 

23 

26 

30. 

January 24 
March 13 
December27 

March 31 

Septemb'r 25 

January 23 

FINANCE. 

C-Continued. 

No. In whose favor. 

20 Bank of the United States ....••••••••••••..••••••....•••••......•.•••••...••.•...••.....•••..••••••.•.•• 
21 
22 

Branch Bank, ·washington •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •··••·•••••· ....•••••••....••...•• ····••·•··••···· 
T. T. Tucker ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••·• ••··••••••··•• ••··•••••·•· 

23 •••••••• do •••.•••• , •....•••...••••••••.••..•••.•..•••.•....•••..•...•..•..•••....•••.....••..•.•••••.••.. 

8537 
Branch Farmers' Bank, Delaware • . • . • • • • . . . . • • • . • • . . .. . . . • . • . • • . . . . •• • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • .•.•.•••. 
ThomasT.Tucker .•••.. : •••••••••••••• : ..•...•..•....•....••.•...•.••....•••..•.••••..•.••••.•••••.••• 

38 •••••••. do ............................................................................................. . 
40 Branch Bank, Portsmouth ..................... ., ....................................................... . 
41 Trenton Banking Company ............................................................................ . 
42 Bank of the United States ....................................... ••·•·• ••....• _ .......................... . 
43 Branch Bank, Baltimore .............................................................................. . 
45 Bank of the United States ......................................................................... ·••••• 
46 Branch Bank, \Vashington •.•...•••.•.•••.....•••.•..•••..•.....•...•••....•••........•••••.•••.•••.•.•. 
50 •••••••• do ••...• Richmond ............................................................................ . 
51 •••••••• do •••••• Charleston ••••••••• •····••• ••••••••••••••••••••••... •··•••·····••····•··•• ............. . 
52 •••••••• do •••••• Pro".i~ence. •·•••: ••••••••••• ••.•· •••••.••••.....••.....•.•••••.•.•••••••••....••.•.•••.•• 

8553 .....•.. do ...•.. Hartford ........•••••...•••.•.••••...••....•••• ••••• ••••..••.••.•..•.•••.•.•••••.••.••••. 

61 •••••••• do •••••• NewYork •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ···•••··•···••·······•·•··•·•••····••·•··•••••·••·•• 
71 ...••• .. do ••..•. Boston ........•.•.•....•.....•.•.... • ... ••·.• •..... •··••••••·••••••••••·••··••••••·•••••· 

7862 
63 
64 
65 
68 
69 
73 
74 
79 
80 
81 

8403 

8540 
41 
42 
43 
50 
51 
52 

Redc,nption of 6 per cent. stock of 1813, (7¼ milliom.) 

Trenton Banking Company ...• •····••••••• •••••..• ••••·• •. ...........••..•••••.•••••••• ••·••• •••• •••••· 
Bank of the United States .•...••••••••••••••••...•••..•..••.....•••.•.•••••••••••••••• •••• ...••••• •••••· 
Branch Bank Baltimore • • • . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . • • . . • . . • . . •• • . .••.•...•••...•••...• 

•••••••• do •••••• Richmond. •·•··•··•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•·····••····•·•·•• •·•••··••••·••····•· 
.•..•... do ••...• Charleston ...•.•••••••• ·••••• ••.••••••....•.•..•••....••••••••••••••••• •••· ··•••• ••••••• 
...•••.. do •...•. Savannah ....•••••••••••• ••·••• .............................................. ••••·• •••·•• 
•...•..• do ...•.. Washington ••....•.•••••..••••.••••••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•••• •••• 
.... .... do ...... Providence ............................................................ •··••• ••••.••••••••• 
..••.••. do ..•..• Portsmoutb .••••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••···•••·• ·••••••••· 
...•••.• do .....• Boston .•••...•.....••..••...•••...•••..•.••..••••..•..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••·• 
.....•.• do •..•.. New York.•••••· •••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••.••••••••• ••••·• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• 
.•..••.. do •.•••• Washington •••••••••••••••• ••••••···••• •••••••••••••• •••••···•• •••••••••• ••·••••·•••••••• 

Redemption of 6 per cent. stock of 1813, (16 milliom.) 

Branch Bank Portsmouth, ••..•.••....••..•.•••••••••••.••.•••.•••••..•..•••••.••••.••••••••••.••••• , ••• 
Trenton Banking Company ............................................................................. . 
Bank of the United States .••.•••••••••••• , •••••••••• •·•••••••· ••.••••••••••••••••• •·•••• .......... •••••• 
Branch Bank, Baltimore •••••• ••••· ••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••• •••• •••••••• •• ••• •••. •·••• ••••••••• •••••• 

•••••••• do •••••• Richmond··••••••·••••••··•••••·•·••••••• ••••••••••••••• ••·•··••••·•"••·••••••••••• .. • 
•••••••• do •••••• Charleston. •:·•••••••••••••·•··••••··•••••·••·•·••·····•••·•••••••••·••·•••••••·•·••••·• 
•·•• •.•. do •.••.• Providence ••••••• •••••••••• ••·••• •••••· •••••• •••••• •••.•• •••••• •••• ••·••• ....... ••··•• .•.• 

53 •••••••• do •••••• Hartford ••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •·•••• •••••• •••••• •••• ••••·• •••• ••·•••••·••• •••••• 
56 .•••••••• do •••••• NewYork •••• ••··•····••••·•··•··••·••····••••···•·• .. ••·•••••·••••••··••••"•••••••••· 
57 •••••••• do •••••• Washington. •·•••·•·•·••··•••• •••·•••••••··••···••••···•••·••·••• ••••••··•••••••••••••••· 
71 •••••••• do •••••• Boston ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•••••••••·••·••••···•••••••••··••••••••••••••··· 

7222 
7313 
8560 

7423 

8224 

7218 

lulmbursement of Treasury note,. 

David Barton ••••••••••••••.••••••• , ••••••••••.••••..•.••.••••••.•.••.••••.•.••.•••••.••••••..•••••••••. 
Overton Carr ••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••....••••••••..••••••.•••••.•••••.•.•••••••.••••.•••.. 
State Bank, Boston .................................................................................... . 

lud1mption of 7 per cent. ,tack of 1815. 

Branch Bank, Washington ............................................................................. . 

Reimbunement of M°1Ssisslppi .tock. 

Richard Smith •••• •••••••••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••••••• •••••••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Certain parts of d<>me.stic debt. 

John R. Nourse •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ••• ••••••••••. ••••·• ............ •••• 

RECAPITULATION. 

Interest and reimbursement of domestic debt....................................................... • ............................... . 
Redemption of6 per cent. stock of 1813, (7!· millions~••·•··•••••·•·•••••• ••••••••••••.••.••....•••••• •·•••• •••• •••••• •••••••••••••.•.• 

t~wt~~~~!Ur"i'~!~!"U:;0
::~t~ •

1
.~~

3
:. ~~:.~~

1
'.~~. :::: :::: ::::: :: :::: :::: :::: :::·:: :::::: :: :::~ :::::: :: :: :: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: 

::~w~~~~!: J'r"~1:S~;.1~if!ti!l~~~:::· :::: :::::: :::::::: :: :::: ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::: 
Certain pans of domestic debt ••••••.. •·••·• •.• ; .•• ; •••••• ;; .•••••• ; ••• -•• ·.;.; •••••• ;; •• : •• ;;;; ..................................... . 

[No. 715. 

Amount. 

$5,054 00 
6,224 06 

10,516 78 
1,349 71 

114,938 04 
184,245 13 

15 87 
10,516 78 

1,349 71 
1,990 55 
2,558 90 

547,583 36 
32,803 53 
4,900 05 
8,825 55 
3,960 76 

26,563 58 
4,322 51 
1,593 96 

186,709 10 
110,000 00 

a, 911, 842 95 

$27,972 50 
2,343,304 70 

336,407 09 
20,600 05 

129,107 44 
3,155 43 

149,193 77 
21,258 45 
5,448 07 

927,378 09 
1,100,097 03 

4,501 58 

5,068,424 20 

$5,000 00 
3,700 00 

933,880 94 
73,736 35 
18,863 40 
16,934 98 
24,370 00 
2,500 00 

569,466 78 
20,000 00 

333,854 26 

2,00-.!,306 71 

$156 16 
151 01 

2,082 41 

2,389 58 

$ 25 00 

$450 00 

11,045,466 30 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, Fewua,,,-1, 1827. JOSEPH NOURSE, Rogister. 
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D.-Repayments into the Treasur·y during the year 1826, in relation to the pul.Jlw debt. 

Number, Date, On whom drdwn. For what purpose. Amount. 

1826. 
1540 Dec. 126 The President of the Bank of the United States, acting l\Ioneys heretofore advanced to him for the redemption of 

as Commissioner of Loans, Pennsylvania. the6 per cent. stock ofl813, (7! millions.) $6,000 00 
4541 Dec. 126 The President of the Branch Dank New York, acting as On same account ....................................... 21 70 

Commissioner of Loans, New York. 

6,0-21 70 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registe,-'• O.ffice1 February 1, 1827. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

E.-Estimate of the application, in 1826, of the funds pravided for the payment of the principal and interest of the 
publw debt falling due in that year. 

1. ON ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL, 

I. Redemption of the six per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of seven and a half millions) ... . 
2. Redemption of the six per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of sixteen millions) ............ . 

$5,068,424 20 
2,002,306 71 

25 00 
450 00 

2,389 58 
2'1 86 

3. Redemption of seven per cent. stock ........................................... . 
4. Reimbursement of Mississippi stock ........................................... . 
5. Reimbursement of Treasury notes ............................................. . 
6. In payments of certain parts of the domestic debt ............................... . 

'1,0'13,623 35 
2. PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNT OF THE INTEREST. 

I. The interest which accrued during the year 1826 is estimated at ................... . 3,940,361 55 

11,013,984 90 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, February 1, 182'1. 

F.-Estirnate of the funds pravided before January 1, 182'1, for the payment of the principal and interest qf the 
publw debt which fell due before that day. 

.Amount short provided January 1, 1826, per foregoing statement B .................. . $110,616 9'1 
11,013,984 90 .Application, per estimate E ..................................................... . 

11,124,601 8'l 
.Amount of warrants which were issued during the year 1826, on account of the principal 

and interest of the public debt, as per statement C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11;045,466 30 

Short provided on account of unclaimed dividends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'l9,135 5'l 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, Februa1·y 1, 182'1. 

G.-Statement of the annual appropi·iation of ten millions of dollars, by the second section of the act to provide for 
the redemption of the public debt, passed March 3, 181 'l. 

Application in 1817 ...................................... $10,ooo,ooo 00 
Do .... in anticipation of the appropriation for 1818.... 2,830,108 52 
Do .... in 1818.. .................................... 7,169,891 48 
Do .... in 1819....... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... 7,i03,821 fr1 

Do .... in 1820....... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... 816281514 28 
Do .... in 1821............. .... .... .... .... .... ...... 8,3671093 62 
Do .... in 1822....... ........ ............ .... ........ 71849,159 67 
Do .... in 1823...... ... ... .... .... .... .... .... ...... 5,529,805 l:6 

Do .... in 1824........... ..... .. ................. .... 1615681393 76 
Do .... in 1825....... .... .... .... .......... .......... 12,0991044 78 
Do .... in 18261 per accompanying re-

port ....................... $11,045,466 30 
Deduct repayment, per statement D....... 6,021 70 

ll,039,444 60 
Balance unapplied January 1, 1827 .... .... .... .... .... .... 21214, 721 56 

100, ooo, 000 00 

TREJ.SURY DEPARTMENT, Register'• Office, February 1, 1827. 

Appropriation for 1817....... .... ...... ...... .... .... .... $10,000,000 00 
Do ......... 1818....................... ...... ...... 10,000,000 00 
Do ........ ,1819................................... 10,000,000 00 
Do ......... 1620................. ...... .. .. .. •.•••• 10,000,000 00 
Do ......... 1821................................... 10,000,000 00 
Do ......... 1822...... ... .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. .. ... • 10,000,000 00 
Do ......... 1823.... .... .... ............. ...... .... 10,000,000 00 
Do ......... 1824................................... 10,000,000 00 
Do ......... 1825.... ........... .... .... .... .... .... 10,000,000 00 
Do ........ . 1826.... ...... ............. .... .... .... 10,000,000 00 

100, ooo, 000 00 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

• 
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H. 

Statement ofthefunrled rlebt of the United StatesJanum·y I, 182'T. 

Amount·ofthe principal of the funded debt, reimbursed 
in 1826, per the foregoing estimate E, viz : 

Amount of the funded debt JanuarY 1, 1826, ns per state
ment H, which accompanied the r.eport of the Commis-

[No. n6. 

Six per cent. stock of 1813, loan of seven 
and a half millions. . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . • • . . . $5,068,424 20 

sioners of the Sinking Fund, FebrUSrY 4, 1826.... ••. . . • $80,985,537 72 
Add stock issued in 1826, viz: 

Deductrepayment •..••.. •··••• •..••• ..•• 6,0-21 70 Funded three per cent,........................ $16 25 
-----1 $5,062,40-2 50 Seven per cent. issued in lieu of small TrcasUrY 

Six per cent. stock ofl813, loan ofsb:teen millions........ 2,002,306 71 notes .•.••.•••••••••••.... •••• •••••••••••. ,. 25 00 
Seven per cent. stock.................................... 25 00 41 25 
Amount of the funded debt JanuSrY 1, 1827 •••• ••.• •• .. ••.. 73,920,844 76 

80,985,578 97 so, 985,578 97 

TREASURY DEP.A.R'rMENT, Register's Office, F,bruaryl, 1827. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register, 

19m CoNGREss.] No. 776. [2D SESSION. 

DUTY ON IMPORTED SA.LT. 

GOMMQNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESE~'TATIVES FEBRUARY 13, 182'f. 

PROVINCETOWN, MAss., January 20, 182'T. 
Sm: The enclosed I am requested to send to you, and to say that, owing to the urgency of the case, 

they have not had time to get but a few subscribers; and that the salt works in this town are owned by 
about sixty-five individuals. • 

Yours, with respect, 
RUFUS CON.A.NT. 

Hon. JoHN REED, Washington City. 

To the honorable Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assemhled: 

The memorial of the undersigned, inhabitants of Provincetown, in the county of Barnstable and State of 
Massachusetts, concerned in the manufacture of salt, humbly shows: 

That they have lately learned with surprise and concern that a report has been laid before the Senate 
stating, "tliatnotwithstanding the dutyon salt, its manufacture on the seaboard has declined rather than 
increased." This statement we know to be incorrect. A. few small manufactories, in unfavorable situa
tions, may have declined and gone to decay. But we know the fact that more than twice the quantity of 
salt is now·made on the seaboard that there was seven years ago. 

Relying on the permanency of the policy and laws of the country, we have erected, at great expense, 
buildings for the manufacture of salt by solar evaporation. While other manufacturers are soliciting 
further aid and encouragement, ( which did not exist at the time of their commencement,) the manufac
turers of salt, though the business yields but a moderate profit, have remained quiet and satisfied with 
the duties on for~gn salt which existed at the time of their commencement. 

In the town of Provincetown there have been erected about eleven hundred thousand square feet of 
salt works, at the expense of about ten cents per foot, amounting to one hundred and ten thousand dollars. 
These buildings would be of little or no value if the law imposing a duty on foreign salt were repealed, 
but must remain a heavy loss on the builders. The quantity of salt annually manufactured in this town 
may be estimated at forty thousand bushels. This has been generally sold at about fifty cents per bushel; 
but the competition between the importer and manufacturer, the increase in the manufacture, and the 
depression of the codfishery, have of late very much reduced its price. The crop of salt last season was 
very small, and that of the best quality would not bring more than thirty-four cents per bushel at the 
manufactories. 

Every other town in this county is more or less concerned in the manufacture of this article. We 
have scarcely a manufactory of any other article in our county, even for our own consumption. Of course, 
a large proportion of tax on all other articles, subject to foreign duties, is paid by your memorialists. 

Our situation in this town is peculiar; we are placed on a barren soil, utterly incapable of being 
made to produce any of the necessaries of life; our commerce is depressed; our codfishery is nearly 
abandoned as an unprofitable employment; and our almost sole resource to obtain an honest livelihood 
is the manufacture of salt. A. partial repeal of the law imposing a duty on foreign salt would be a 
partial ruin of the manufacture; an entire repeal a total ruin; and nearly a total loss would ensue of the 
capital invested in salt manufactories. 

Under these circumstances, your memorialists hope and trust that the duty on foreign salt will not 
be partially nor wholly removed. 

[Signed by a number of the inhabitants of Provincetown.] 
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19TH CONGRESS.] No 777. [2D SESSION. 

DUTY ON IMPORTED SALT. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 13, 182'l. 

To the lwnorahle Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of .America in Congress assemlJled: 
The undersigned inhabitants of the town of Chatham, in the county of Barnstable, State of Massachu

setts, humbly show: 
That there are in this town about 1,400,000 square feet of buildings, for the manufacture of salt 

by solar evaporation, and which are owned by not less than eighty-six different persons. That the cost 
of said buildings cannot be estimated at less than $140,000. That the quantity of salt usually manufac
tured in said buildings annually is about 35,000 bushels, of the best quality. That nearly or quite one
third part of said buildings have been erected within the last three years, and all of them within a few 
years, and under the encouragement offered to the home manufacture by the duty on foreign salt. That 
had it not been for said aid and encouragement, and a full reliance on the permanency of the policy and 
laws of the country, said buildhtgs would not have been built, as the business in its most prosperous 
condition has yielded but a moderate profit; and if said law should now be repealed, they would be of 
little or no value. The price of salt, from the increased number of salt manufactories, from a competition 
among manufacturers, and between them and importers, has been reduced within a year about one-third 
part, it being now sold at the manufactories for about thirty-three cents per bushel. The people of this 
county generally are deeply interested in the manufacture of salt. .And during the late war the price of 
salt was considerably reduced and kept down in this part of the country by the supply that was furnished 
from this quarter, it being constantly shipped from here to the neighboring ports, and in such small 
quantities as to prevent a monopoly by speculators. 

But as there are no other manufactories in this county, we, of course, pay a full share of taxes on all 
other foreign articles subject to duties. Under these circumstances, while other established manufacto
ries in the country are soliciting and receiving the further aid of Government for their support and 
encouragement, which did not exist at the time of their commencement, we hope and trust that the duties 
now imposed on imported salt may not be removed, neither partially nor wholly, but that we may con
tinue to receive in that form the aid and encouragement under which we have been enabled to commence. 

[Signed by a number of the inhabitants of Chatham.] 
CHATHAM, January 18, 182'l. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 778. [2D SESSION. 

DUTIES ON IMPORTED WOOLEN MANUFACTURES. 

COllliUNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 19, 182'1. 

To the honorable the Senate of the United States: 
'l'he New York Chamber of Commerce has seen with extreme regret that a bill has passed the House 

of Representatives "for the alteration of the acts imposing duties on imports," and is now before your 
honorable body. They feel deeply affected by the principles of this bill, which they believe are subversive 
of the best interests of the nation. 

This bill, under the pretext of altering acts imposing duties on imports, does, in effect, prohibit the 
importation of some kinds of woolen goods, and imposes an enormous duty on other kinds, all of which are 
essential to the comfort if not to the existence of the inhabitants of this climate. The duties which it imposes 
being calculated on the square yard, and, with reference to arbitrary minimum prices, will be found to be 
graduated from 40 per cent. to 220 per cent. on the first cost, making, with the addition of the premium 
of exchange and other charges of importation, a premium of 62½ per cent. to 242½ per cent. in favor of 
similar articles manufactured in the United States; and it ought to be especially noticed that the cheaper 
kinds of woolen goods, those which are worn by the poor and. by the laboring classes, will, by this bill, 
pay the highest, and those consumed by the wealthy the- lowest duties. The attention of the Senate is 
also respectfully requested to the inequality as well as the excessive rate of the proposed duties. The 
usual ad valorem principle on which duties have been collected is abandoned, and minimum rates of forty 
cents, one dollar and fifty cents, two dollars and fifty cents, and four dollars, are respectively established 
as the cost prices. It follows, of course, that while the article which is rated at forty cents the square 
yard pays a duty of 14§ cents, the article which costs more than forty cents, even if the increase is no 
more than a single cent, will pay 55 cents the square yard; and while the article rated at one dollar and 
fifty cents the yard will have to pay 55 cents, that which costs one dollar and fifty-one cents will have to 
pay 93 cents the square yard. This short detail will show the true nature of this bill, and, at the same 
time, lead to the conclusion that while its prohibitory and enormously excessive duties will materially 
diminish the national revenue, the execution of the law must be attended with numerous frauds and 
evasions. 

If there existed any public necessity for the enactment of this bill, and it violated no principle of true 
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policy, your memorialists, onerous as are its provisions, would not complain; but they can perceive no 
sufficient reason to justify further encouragement to the industry of the manufacturing classes. Woolen 
fabrics imported at the present time have to pay an aggregate of charges amounting to nearly 56 per 
centum on the first class; this is a premium paid by the consumer to the home manufacturer, and if the 
business of the latter cannot succeed without a greater bounty, it had better be abandoned. The 
encouragement given by the tariff of 1824 induced many wealthy individuals to withdraw their capitals 
from commerce in which they had been previously employed, and to vest them in great manufacturing 
companies. These are managed by presidents, directors, treasurers, &c., and at an expense which prevents 
them from competing with individuals manufacturing on their own account; hence arises the application 
to the National Legislature which has resulted in the bill before your honorable body. Should it become 
a law in its present shape, the evils which are now felt would be increased; new combinations would be 
formed in favor of new protecting duties, and new monopolies, more odious and oppressive than that 
which is now proposed, would be applied for and perhaps obtained. 

Your memorialists are not unfriendly to the manufacturing interest, nor would they lay a single 
burden on it from which other interests are exempted; but they object to that exclusive legislation which 
selects and fosters a particular class; they claim equal advantages to all. The enterprises of the merchant, 
which result in :filling the Public Treasury, are not less meritorious than the exertions of the manufacturer; . 
nor can the latter claim any merit superior to that which belongs to the grower of those great staples of 
our country which form the bulk of our export trade, and which contribute so much to the welfare and 
extension of our commerce and navigation. 

Your memorialists have ever believed that the national Constitution was formed to establish a Gov
ernment for the common benefit, and that it gave to every member of the Confederacy equal rights and 
privileges. To estahl'ish harmony and to promote the general good are emphatically its oqjects. Laws which 
give to one class of citizens exclusive advantages at the expense of other classes; which lay heavy 
burdens on some districts where manufactures cannot exist, to promote manufacturing in other districts, 
and which, according to the policy of the British corn laws, protect the wool grower and the wool manu

facturer against foreign competition at the expense of the consumer, are not consistent with the spirit of 
that great national compact under which we have hitherto been a happy and united people, and have 
advanced with unexampled celerity to national power and greatness. 

Your memorialists indulge the hope that an impartial and enlightened attention to the local circum
stances and the rights of every part of the United States will induce your honorable body to reject the 
bill now before you. We look with anxious solicitude to the decision of the Senate on this momentous 
subject. Should this bill become a law, it may perhaps be considered in some parts of our country as 
having been passed under the influence of sectional feelings, and as bearing hard upon sectional interests. 
And if such opinions should prevail, may they not tend to foster jealousies between the different States, 
withdraw their affections from the General Government, and put to hazard the tranquillity of the Union? 

And your memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 
By order of the New York Chamber of Commerce. 

ROBERT LENOX, President. 
JOHN PINTARD, SecretariJ. 

NEW YoRK, February 15, 182'r. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. ·779_ [2D SESSION. 

AMOUNT OF DUTIES .A.ND DRAWBACKS FROM 1815 TO 1826. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 20, 182'l. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 20, 182'l. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 12th ultimo, directing "the 

Secretary of the Treasury to lay before the House a statement of the annual receipts from the customs 
from the fiscal year ending on the 30th of December, 1815, to the 30th of September last, noting the 
amount received under each separate head of revenue from this source, specific or ad valorem, and the 
annual amount of drawbacks for the same period and under the same heads," I have the honor to transmit 
a statement which contains the information required by the resolution so far as it is afforded by the 
returns made to the Department, together with a letter from the Register of the Treasury explanatory of 
the same. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER ef the House ef Representatives ef the Uniled States. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February 20, 182'l. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit a statement exhibiting the value of merchandise imported paying 

duty ad valorem, and the quantities of articles paying a specific duty, during the years 1815 to 1825, 
inclusive prepared in obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 12th January, 182'l, 
and beg ieave to state that as the records of the Department do not at this time permit a compliance 
with the resolution as respects the specific sources of revenue from imports during the year 1826, the 
aggregate receipts into the Treasury from customs in that year is exhibited. 

I have the honor to be sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH NOURSE. 

Hon. R1cHARD RusH, Secretary ef the Treasury. 
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Statement exhiMting the val,ue of merchandi-se imported paying duty ad val-orem, and of the quantity of articles 
paying a 1,pecijw duty, during the years 1816 to 1825, inclusive, and of the amount of duties secured 
thereon, respectively, (being exclusive of the val-ue and quantity of, and of the duties secured on, merchan
dise re-exported;) showing, al-so, the amount of drawback which became payable during the same period, 
under same heads; prepared in obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives, JanuariJ 12, 1827. 

IN 1816. IN 1817. 

Jllerehandise. Value, e.rclusivc Duty thereon. Drawback pay- l\Ierchandise. Vnlue, e.rclusive Duty thereon. Drawback 
of the value of able. oftbe vnlue of payable. 
articles re-ex- articles re-ex-
ported. ported. 

PAYING DUTY ADV.LL. PA.YING DUTY .A.D V.A.L. 

Rate of duty. Dollar,. Dollar,. Dollars Rate of duly. DollaTt. DollaTt. Dollars. 
At 7j-per cent .••••••••• 822,518 00 61,688 85 844 00 At 7j-per cent. .•••••••• 1,524,300 00 114,32250 5,655 00 

15 ••. do •••••••••••• 7,622,124 00 1,143,318 60 56,153 00 15 ••. do •••••••••.•• 13,897,230 00 2,084,584 46 228,020 00 
20 ••• do •••••••••••• 7,500,633 00 1,500,126 60 19,818 00 20 ••• do•••••••••••· 6,912,324 00 1,382, 464 80 103,354 00 
25 ••• do •••••••••••• 39,738,304 00 9,934,576 00 981,791 00 25 ••• do ............ 17,205,189 00 4,301,297 24 644,653 00 
30 ••• do •••••••••••• 10,815,313 00 3,244,593 90 262,301 00 30 ••. do •••••••• , •.• 1,447,275 00 434,182 50 87,667 00 
33} .•• do •••••••••••• 1,360,675 00 453,558 33 43,001 00 33f .•• do •••••••••••• 829,823 00 276,607 67 214,381 00 

40 ••• do•••••••••••• 507,508 00 203,003 20 20,265 00 40 •.. do •••.•••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 

5,168 00 

68,367,075 00 41,816,141 00 

PA.YING .A. SPECIFIC DUTY, PA.YING.A. SPECIFIC DUTY • 

.R.rticlu . .R.v. rate of duty. Q.uanlUy. .llrticles. J.lv. rate of duty. Q.11antity. 
Wines •••• nt50.9c ••. gls. 2,784,068 1,418,952 12 405,351 00 Wines ••.• at40.3c •• ,gls. 1,445,754 583,099 83 189,683 00 
Spirits •••• 47.3 ••• gls. 4,941,732 2,340,013 73 606,706 00 Spirits •••• 43.8 •.. gls. 4,051,136 1,775,547 95 94,792 00 
Molasses •• 7.6 ••• gls. 8,643,972 660,185 60 2,244 00 l\Iolasses .• 5 • •. gls. 10,877,670 543,883 50 285 00 
Teas •.... 32.9 ••• lbs. 3,864,604 1,274,176 44 76,221 00 Teas .•••• 32.3 •.• lbs. 4,586,153 1, 484, 549 87 512,200 00 
Coffee •••• 6.2 ••• lbs. 17,809,018 1,100,686 15 796,139 00 Cotree ••. , 4.9 ••. lbs. 21,900,104 1,090,034 90 423,571 00 
Sugar ••••• 3.2 ••• lbs. 35,387,963 1,150,176 43 942,831 00 Sugar ••••• 3.5 •.• lbs. 65,591,30-2 1,998,093 81 783,531 00 
Salt .•••••• 20 •. bus. 4,923,469 984,693 80 3,395 00 Snit. •••••• 20 •• bus. 2,309,209 461,841 80 8,785 00 
All oUier articles •••••••• ................ 1,803,851 81 613,253 00 All other articles •••••••• 

••••••·••••••••• 
1,161,319 65 635,578 00 

Add extra duty on merchandise imported 
27,273,601 56 4,830,312 00 

Add extra duty on merchandise imported 
17,691,830 48 3,937,323 00 

in foreign vessels, 3¼ per cent. retained in foreign_ vessels, 2;\-percent. retained 
on drawback, and interest and stor- on drawback, and interest and stor-
age, after deducting therefrom duties age, after deducting therefrom duties 
on merchandisercfunded •••••••••••••• 554,335 76 on merchandise refunded ••••••••••••• 242,141 88 

Net amount of duties on merchandise .•••• 27,827,937 32 Net amount of duties on merchandise •••• 17,933,972 36 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

IN 1818. IN 1819. 

Merchandise. Vnlue, exclusive Duty thereon. Drawback pay- l\Ierchandise. Vnlue, exclusive Duty thereon. Drawback 
of the vnlue of able. of the vruue of payable. 
articles re-ex- articles re-ex-
ported. ported. 

PA.YING DUTY .A.D V.A.L, PAYING DUTY AD VAL. 

Rate of duty. DollaTt. Dollars. DollaTt, Rote of duty. Dollar,. Dollars. Dollars. 

At 71 per cent. ••••••••• 2,387,693 179,076 97 12,369 00 At 7j-per cent. ••••.•••• 1,679,284 00 125,946 28 .13,822 00 
15 ••• do •••••••••••• 19,445,525 2,916,828 75 250,944 00 15 ••• do·•••·••••••• 13,971,593 00 2, 095, 738 95 304,206 00 
20 •.•• do •••••••••••• 9,524,531 1, 904, 906 20 38,529 00 20 ••• do •••••••••••• 5,979,736 00 1,195,947 23 42,496 00 
25 •.•• do ... , ••.••••• 24,804,188 6,201,047 00 534,307 00 25 ... do•••••••··••• 16, 355, 698 00 4,088,924 43 816,925 00 
30 .... do ............ 2,633,637 790,09110 74,210 00 27¼ ••. do ••.••••••••• 11,215 00 3,084 12 

•••••••••••••• 30 ••• do •••••••••••• 1,882, 399 00 564,719 79 61,433 00 
32j-••• do •••••••••••• 5,542 00 1,801 05 

•••••••••••••• 
58,795,574 39,885,467 00 

PAYING A. SPECIFIC DO'TY. PA.YING.A. Sl'ECIFICDUTY, 

J.lrliclu. J.lo.raleofduty. Q.uant1ty. .llrlicles. J.lv. rate of duty. Q.uantity. 

Wines •••• at37.9c ••• gls, 1,663,482 630,181 75 103,107 00 Wines ••• at40.37 c ••• gls. 1,255,266 506,836 60 78,391 00 
Spirits •••• 43.7 ••• gls. 6,052,453 2,646,186 92 75,054 00 Spirits .•• 43.75 •.. gls, 4,477,628 1,959,125 12 143,648 00 
Molasses .. 5 ••• gls. 12,315,0-23 615,75115 354 00 l\Iolasses. 5 • .. gls. 11,910,729 595,536 45 935 00 

Teas.•••• 31.6 ••• lbs. 4,842,963 1,531,749 53 518,815 00 Teas ••••• 31.7 ••• lbs. 5,480,884 1,737,450 09 531,547 00 
Coffee •••• 5 ••• lbs. 19,199,403 959,9i0 15 399,332 00 Cotree ••• 5 ••. lbs. 20,825,869 1,041,293 45 288,939 00 
Sugar .•... 3.6 ••• lbs. 51,284,983 1,568, 89-2 44 492,779 00 Sugar ..... 3.4 ••• lbs. 71,665,401 2,1s1,103 29 346,968 00 
Salt ••••••• 20 ..bus. 2,752,396 550,479 20 6,355 00 Salt •••••• 20 .. bus. 2,975,862 595,172 40 2,349 00 
All otber articles •••••••• ................ 1,591,701 28 837,783 00 All other articles ••.••••. 

•••••••••••••••• 
1,014,621 29 670,153 00 

22,086,862 44 3,343,938 00 11,101,000 5JI 3,301,812 00 

Add extra duties on merchandise imported Add extra duty on merchandise imported 
in foreign vessels, 2l per cent. retained in foreign vessels, 21 per cent.retained 
on drawback, and interest and stor- 011 drawback, and interest and stor-
age, after deducting therefrom duties age, after deducting therefrom duties 
on merchandise refunded, &c •••••••• 213,102 38 on merchandise refunded .•.•••.•••••• 51,870 31 

Net amount of duties on merchandise .•..• 22,299,964 82 Net amount of duties on merchandise •••• 17,759,770 85 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

IN 1820. IN 1821. 

lllerchandise. Value, exclusive Duty thereon. Drawback pay- l\Iercliandise. Value, exclusive Duty thereon. Drawback 
of the valueof able. of the value of payable. 
articles re-ex- articles re-ex-
ported. ported. 

PAYING DUTY AD VAL• PAYING DI1TY AD VAL. 

Rate of duty. Dalian. Dollars. Dollars. Rate of duly. Dollar,. Dollar,. Dollar,. 
At 7½ per cent ....•.•.•. 509,231 00 35,360 48 3,068 00 At 71 per cent •.••.•...• 840,613 00 63,045 98 3,570 17 

15 ..• do •••••••••••• 9,407,288 00 1,411,093 20 289,718 00 15 .•. do •••.•••••••. l:J, 036, 191 00 1, 955, 428 65 198,39-2 72 
20 •.. do •...•••••... 2,400, 789 00 480,157 80 22,516 00 20 •.. do ............ 4,473, 993 00 894,798 60 25,668 88 

. 25 ..• do •.••••..•••. 8,980,075 00 2,245,018 75 701,287 00 25 •.• do •...•.•••... 16,605,525 00 4,151,381 25 359,946 86 
30 .•. do ............ 831,098 00 249,329 40 28,186 00 30 ••. do •••••••••••• 1,604,368 00 481,310 40 14,568 45 

22, 128, 4l!7 00 36,560, 690 00 

:PAYING A SPECIFIC DOTY. PAYING A SPECIFIC DUTY 

.llrticles • .llv. rate of duty. Q,uantily . .llrticle,. :So. rate of duly. Quantity 
'\Vincs ••.. at27 9c ... gls. 1,754,32-2 490,573 50 70,760 00 \Vines •••• at24.86c •. gls. 3,154,111 784,126 65 72,095 94 
Spirits •••• 44 • •. gls. 3,9-:ll!,996 1,728,565 81 130,861 00 Spirits .... 43.65 •. gls. 3,847,003 1,679,319 49 100,506 91 
l\lolasscs .. 5 •.. gls. 10,786,905 539,345 25 3,558 00 Molasses .. 5 ..gls. 9,459,898 472,994 90 1,198 56 
Teas ••••• 32.6 ... lbs. 4,891,447 1,568,414 32 321,390 00 Teas .•••• 31.45 ..lbs. 4,603,855 1,447,921 09 142,041 23 
Cotfee •••• 5 ..• lbs. 13,291,857 664,592 85 508,824 00 Cotfee •••• 5 .. ms. 15,965,237 798,446 90 435,926 00 
Sugar ..... 3.6 • .. lbs. 51,537,888 1,575,345 23 857,580 00 Sugar ...... 3.5 ..lbs. 43,084,819 1,315,143 40 581,875 06 
Salt ...... 20 •• bus. 4,019,569 803,913 80 3,340 00 Salt •••••• 20 • bus.I 3,121,847 624,369 40 6,585 53 
All other articles .....•.• ................ 1,146,800 34 345,877 00 All other articles ........................ 1,590,385 62 241,519 90 

12,938,510 73 3,286,965 00 16,258,672 33 2,183,896 21 

Add extra duty on merchandise imported Add extra duty on merchandise imported 
in foreign vcssels,2½ per cent.retained in foreign vessels, 2¼ per cent. retained 
on drawback, and interest and stor- on drawback, and interest and stor-
age, after deducting therefrom duties age, after deducting therefrom duties 
on merchandise refunded .............. 98,911 46 on merchandise refnnded .••...••••••• 224,893 62 

Net amount of duties on merchandise ..•• 13,037,422 19 Net amount of duties on merchandise •••• 16,483,565 95 

STATEMEN'l'-Continued. 

- IN 1822. IN 18-23. 

Merchandise. Value, exclusive Duty thereon. Drawback pay- l\lerchandise. Value, exclusive Duty thereon. Drawback 
of the value of able. of the value of payable. 
articles re-ex- articles re-ex-
ported. . ported. 

PAYING DUTY AD VAL. PAYING DUTY AD VAL. 

Rate of duty. Doll~s. Dollars. Dollars. Rate of duty. Dollars. Dollars. Dollars. 
At 71 per cent. •••••... 918,557 00 68,891 77 21,614 49 At 7! per cent .......... 931,271 00 69,845 32 40,425 68 

15 •.. do •..••••••••. 16,900,536 00 2,535,080 40 294,493 48 15 ..• do •••••••••••• 13, 933, 703 00 2,090,055 45 577,969 30 
20 ..• do ....•••••... 6,825,505 00 1,365,101 00 21,917 30 20 •.. do ............ 6,120,269 00 1,224,053 80 30,471 48 
25 •.. do ••...•.••..• 21,701,040 00 5,425,260 00 447,565 04 25 ••• do ............ 15,467, 941 00 3,866,985 25 752,733 84 
30 •.. do •...•..••••. 2,099,034 00 629,710 20 16,255 39 30 ••• do •••••••••••. t,645,610 00 493,683 00 29,750 18 

48,444,672 00 38, 098, 794 00 

PAYING A. S:PECIFIO DUTY. PAYING A SPECIFIC DUTY • 

.llrticles • .llo.rate of duty. Quantity. J.1.rticles . .llv. rate of duty. Quantity. 
'\Vines •••• at30.4 c •. gls. 2,489,833 747,996 35 84,632 76 Wines •••• at22.8c ... gls. 1,730,105 394,416 25 178,22116 
Spirits .... 40.47 •. gls. 4,567,744 2,040,412 90 157,922 83 Spirits .... 44.7 ••. gls. :i, 70-2,152 1,655,326 43 179,949 59 
lllolasses •• 5 •• gls. 12,357,372 617,868 60 379 89 :IIolasses •• 5 ••. gls. 13,284,451 664,222 55 209 54 
Teas ••••• 30.87 •• lbs. 5,430,630 1,676,247 91 419,280 01 Teas •.•.• 30.9 ••• lbs. 6,796,364 2,105,956 63 531,20-2 47 
Coffee•••• 5 •. lbs. 14,282,982 714,149 10 501,160 82 Coffee .... 5 ••. lbs. 18,603,330 930,166 50 1,006,891 14 
Sugar ••••• 3.8 •. lbs. 76,952,438 2,374,768 24 39-2,724 57 Sugar ..... 3.2 ••• lbs. 43,309,475 1,311,004 79 650,336 91 
Salt •••••• 20 • bus. 3,538,323 707,664 60 7,663 93 Salt ••••••• 20 •• bus. 4,449,740 889,948 00 9,259 76 
All otlter articles ........................ 2,042,790 14 485,385 55 All other articles ........ ................ 1,813,750 90 •••••••••••••• 

20,945,941 21 2,851,196 06 17,509,414 87 4,552,665 70 

Add extra duty on merchandise imported Add extra duty ou merchandise imported 
in foreign vessels, Jl¼ per cent. retained in foreign vessels,2¼ per cent. retained 
on drawback, and interest aud stor- on drawback, and interest and stor-
age, nfter deducting therefrom duties age, after deducting therefrom duties 
on merchandise refunded ••••••••••..• 128,241 54 on mercltandise refunded .•••••••.•••• 121,0-2110 

Net amount of duties on merchandise ••.• 21,074,182 75 Net amount of duties on merchandise •••• 17,636,441 9, 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

IN 1824. IN 1825. 

l\Ierchandise. Value, exclusive Duty thereon. Drawback pay- l\Ierchandise. Vatue,exctusive Duty thereon. Drawback 
ofthevatue of able. oflbe value of paynbtc. 
articles re-ex- articles re-ex-
ported, ported, 

PA.YING DUTY J..D VA.L PA.YING DUTY AD VJ.L. 

Rate of duly. Dollars. Doltars. Dalian. Rate of duty. Dollars, Dalian. Dalian. 
At 7j per cent .•••..•••• 419,526 00 31,464 45 41,920 74 At 12 per cent .••••••••• 7,285 00 874 00 at 7½, 1,594 19 

12 ••• do ••••••..•••. 1,288 00 154 56 ................ 121-. •• do •••••••••••• 1,569, 003 00 196,125 75 201,148 61 
12¼ .•• do ••...•••••.• 939,869 00 117,483 62 22,171 88 15 ••• do ............ 2,990,128 00 448,519 50 318,526 06 
15 ••• do ............ 10,670,528 00 1,600,579 20 528,590 67 20 ... do ............ 8,619,752 oo 1,723,950 80 242,0-27 39 
20 ... do ............ 6,477,446 00 l, 295,489 20 77,344 41 25 •.. do •••••••••••• 30,802,199 00 7,700,550 00 1,212,20-2 21 
25 ••• do' ............ 17,o-24,335 00 4,256,083 75 8M,020 75 30 , .. do ............ 6,324,258 00 1,897,276 70 160,789 35 
30 ... do ............ 5,823,760 00 1,747,128 00 76,96i 54 33! .• ,do ............ 5,155,971 00 1,718,650 00 36,939 22 
35 ... do ............ 1,647 00 576 45 152 54 35 ••• do ............ 15,033 00 5,259 70 224 54 
40 .,.do ............ 33,298 00 13,319 20 68 64 40 ••• do ............ 126,436 00 50,575 40 631 41 
50 ... do ............ 167,627 00 83,813 50 681 99 50 ... do ............ 560,338 00 280,164 00 4,157 99 

41,559,324 00 56,170,403 00 

PJ.YINO J. SPECIFIC J>UTY, PJ.YINOJ.Sl'ECIFIC J>UTY, 

.llrticle,, .llv. rate of duly, Q.uantify. .IJrticles • .IJv, Tate of duly, Q.uantity . 
Wines •••• at30.5c •• ,gls, 1,527,978 466,604 45 146,230 43 Wines •••• at25,39 c •. gls. 2,654,500 674,061 80 145,845 23 
Spirits .... 44.4 •• gls, 5,285,047 2,348,074 56 237,081 57 Spirits •••• 46.46 .• gls. 3,925,093 1,823,888 90 19·2,845 20 
Molasses .• 5 ••. gls, 12,871,425 643,571 25 819 77 lliolasses •• 5 •• gts. 12,430,505 621,525 25 377 85 
Teas •••••. 33.3 ••• lbs, 1,107,677 2,368,306 15 293,816 29 Teas ...... 33.52 .. tbs, 6,552,547 2, 196, 763 83 1, 190, 140 00 
Coffee ..... 5 ••. lbs, 20,368,450 1,018,422 50 1,014, 776 0-2 Coffee .... 5 .. lbs, 21,901,471 1,095,073 55 1,051,900 76 
Sugar •••.• 3,7 ••• lbs. 78,486,658 2,408,688 11 567,986 87 Sugar ..... 3.25 •. lbs. 45,822,754 1,493,018 98 728,512 69 
Salt ....... 20 •• bus. 3,o92,o92 618,410 40 11,979 00 Salt ....... 20 .bus. 4,578,538 915,707 60 10,794 03 
All other articles ........ •••••••••••••••• 1,829,508 70 553,263 54 All other articles ........ ................ 2,439,923 22 833,121 96 

Add extra duty on mcrct1andise imported 
20,847,678 05 4,277,869 65 

Add extra duty on merchandise imported 
25,281,908 98 6,391,778 69 

in foreign vessels, 21 per cent. retained in foreign vessels, 2¼ per cent. retained 
on drawback, and interest and storage, on drawback, and interest and storage, 
nncr deducting therefrom duties on mer- after deducting therefrom duties on mer-
chandise refunded ..................... 154,155 88 chandise refunded ..................... 192,715 66 

Net amount of duties on merchandise •••• 21,001,833 93 Net amount of duties on merchandise ••••• 25,474,624 64 

IN 1826. 

The aggregate receipts into the Treasury from customs during the year 1826, as far ns the same have been ascertained, to the 
present period, amounted to .............................................. , •••.• , ........................... ,. •• .. •• .• 823,325,475 83 

TREJ.SURY DEPJ.RTllENT, Regi,ICT'I Ojfice, February 20, 1827. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register, 

Statement of the amount actually paid into the Treasury, arising fmm, imports and tonnage, during the years 
1815 to 1826, inclusive, viz : 

Years. 

1815 .................................................. . 
1816 .................................................. . 
1817 .................................................. . 

1818 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 
]819 .................................................. . 
1820 .................................................. . 

19TH CONGRESS.] 

Amount. 

87,282,942 22 
36,306,874 88 
26,283,348 49 
17,176,385 00 
20,283,608 76 
15,005,612 15 

Years, 

1821 ................................................ . 
1822 ................................................ . 
1823 ................................................ . 
1824 ............................................... . 
1825 ................................................ . 
1826 ................................................ . 

No. 780. 

DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COlillUNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 22, 182'7. 

To the honorab7,e the Senat,e of the United States: 
The memorial of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce respectully showeth: 

Amount. 

$13,004,447 15 
17,589,761 94 
19, 088, 433 44. 
17,878,325 71 
20,098,713 45 
23,325,475 83 

[2n SESSION. 

That your memorialists have regarded with great anxiety the progress of ".A. bill for the alteration 
of the acts imposing duties on imports,'1 whioh, it is understood, has passed the House of Representatives 
and is under the consideration of your honorabTe body. Believing, as they do, that this bill is not 
calculated to promote the common good, they beg leave, respectfully, to lay before you their remonstrance 
against the passage of it by the Senate 

VOL. V:--'78 B 
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Your memorialists are not aware of the existence of such reasons as should induce the Legislature to 
make so great and important a change in the system of duties on imports as is contemplated by this bill. 
They do not perceive the evidence of this change being required by a sound regard to the interests of a 
particular species of manufactures; and if it was called for by those interests, it would seem to them 
that a sound and just policy would not, to effect it, exact so great a sacrifice as must here be made of the 
other interests of the community. On the other hand, there appears to your memorialists to be strong 
objections to this bill, some of which they respectfully beg leave to lay before you. 

For several years there has been a progressive increase of the duties upon imports, the object of 
which has been to aid the manufacturing interest of the country. How far this system of protection has 
wrought a beneficial result to that interest is, perhaps, a question not easily to be settled. Its operation, 
however, upon the other great interests of society is considered by your memorialists as having been 
greatly prejudicial, and, indeed, upon the commercial interest it has been almost destructive. The regular 
and profitable commerce of the country undoubtedly languishes, and the cause is obviously seen in the 
prohibition of certain portions of our trade which has arisen from the system of protection to manu
factures. When the tariff was revised in 1824 it· was considered to be settled upon principles of accom
modation and regard to the several interests of the community; and it was not expected that within so 
short a space of time so great a change, and yet one so partial in its operation, as that contemplated by 
this bill would be attempted. Your memorialists would respectfully submit that such an innovation 
upon the system as this is-one directed towards a single object, and without any consideration of the 
other parts of the system-cannot but be productive of extensive injury and inconvenience. 

The amount of duties proposed to be laid by this bill upon certain kinds of woolens is considered by 
practical men as being, in effect, a prohibition of the article. It is believed that this article neither is nor 
can be advantageously manufactured among us so far as to supply at reasonable prices the demands of 
the country. The consequence is, a monopoly to the manufacturer, and all the evil which must flow from 
such a monopoly; so far, then, as the direct operation of this measure at home is seen, it is to exalt one 
interest upon the depression of many others; to give peculiar advantages to a particular manufacturing 
interest at the certain expense of the agricultural and commercial interests of the country. 

But it is apprehended by your memorialists that this measure will be attended with other mischievous 
consequences, bearing seriously upon our foreign commerce. At a moment when Great Britain is 
relaxing her system in such a manner that the great agricultural product of our Middle States may find a 
market there, it would seem to be unwise on our part to prohibit the importation of the article naturally 
to be received in return for our productions. In addition, that same commercial nation may fairly be 
expected to countervail a measure bearing as this does upon an important branch of her manufactures, 
by the imposition of duties upon the great staple of our southern States, thereby crippling its cultivation 
here and protecting it in their own colonies. These considerations, prospective as they are, your memo
rialists respectfully submit, are reasonable in themselves and deserving of attention in your deliberations 
upon this important question. 

The effect of the system of measures to which this belongs upon the revenue of the country derived 
from its imports is obvious. That revenue which has been so productive, which has been so faithfully, 
honorably, and effectually paid, and which at the same time is so lightly felt by the community at large, 
should, in the opinion of your memorialists, be regarded with peculiar care. The measure under consid
eration is calculated further to diminish that revenue, and offer incitements to evade and violate the law, 
and to depart from that line of rectitude which bas signally distinguished those concerned in the 
importation of goods subject to the payment of duties. 

Your memorialists are firmly persuaded that the bill in question will work serious and extensive 
mischief to the commerce of the country and to all those interests which are immediately connected with 
it and dependent upon it; they believe that a retaliation may reasonably be expected which would affect 
sensibly our great agricultural products; and they consider that the measure proposed in its operation 
will be partial, unequal, and unjust. On these grounds they respectfully request that the passage of the 
bill may be arrested, and that it may not receive the concurrence of your honorable body. 

ROBERT RALSTON, Prewlent of the Philadelphia Chamher of Commerce. 
JNO. VAUGHAN, Searetary of the Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 19, 1827. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 781. [2D SESSION. 

DUTIES ON IMPORTS OF WOOLEN MANUFACTURES. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 22, 1827. 

To the honorable the Senate of the United States: 

The memorial of the Chamber of Commerce of Baltimore respectfully represents: 
That they view with great concern, and even alarm, the proposed law for the increase of the duties 

on certain kinds of woolen goods imported from abroad. That this increase, amounting in fact to a 
prohibition of many articles essential to the comfort of the people of the country, and which cannot, for 
some years to come, be manufactured in sufficient quantities to meet the demands of mere necessity, will 
produce the greatest inconvenience and hardship. That this measure will be the more obnoxious as its 
more direct operation is on the poorer classes of consumers, on whom it will continue to fall with dispro
portioned severity, even after the domestic manufactories shall be enabled, by means of the contemplated 
protection, to afford the requisite supply, inasmuch as that protection is a virtual tax on the consumer 
to the whole amount of the difference between the present price and that which will be produced by the 
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contemplated duty. That this measure will be extremely detrimental to the agricultural, the commercial, 
and the shipping interests of these United States, in which interest is invested an immense capital, 
equally entitled, in point of principle, as the manufacturing, to -the protection of Government, and more 
so, in point of fact, as the amount concerned is larger, and constitutes the dependence of a greater 
number of citizens. 

Your memorialists, moreover, respectfully suggest that the frauds on the revenue, resulting from the 
imposition of the contemplated duties, will be immense; that they will be highly injurious to morals; and 
that they will have the double effect of enhancing prices in proportion of the risk incurred in furnishing 
this irregular supply, while, at the same time, the evasions of the customs will be of sufficient magnitude 
to deprive those who may invest their capital in woolen manufactures of the full benefit of the contemplated 
protection. Thus your memorialists foresee a triple loss to the industry of the country from the bill 
proposed. . 

Your memorialists forbear to add to these suggestions, which spring from the experience arising 
from their more immediate pursuits, the considerations of general policy and justice. Your honorable 
body is well aware that the policy of the principle on which this measure proceeds has been ably disputed 
by the wisest statesmen, and remains, to say the least, a matter of doubt. But when to this consideration 
is added the more immediate and important one of the unequal operation of this bill on the different 
sections of the country, the dissatisfaction which must thence result, and the prudence of allaying the 
jealousies which are but too apt to arise in the best ordered confederacies, they indulge the hope that 
their own individual interests will be fortified by reflections so just and powerful. 

.A.nd your memorialists will ever pray. 
WM. LORMAN, Presi,dent of the Chamber of Commerce, Bal.timore. 

· WILLIAM COOKE, Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce. 
BALTill:ORE, FebruariJ 20, 1821. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 782. [2D SESSION. 

TR.A.NS.ACTIONS .A.T THE MINT IN 1826. 

COlDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 24, 1821. 

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit herewith to Congress a report from the Director of the Mint, with a statement exhibiting 

its operations during the year 1826. 
JOHN QUINCY AD.A.MS. 

WASHINGTON, February 24, 1821. 

Mrnr OF THE UNITED STATES, Philadelphia, January 1, 1821. 
Sm: I have now the honor, respectfully, to submit a report on the general transactions of the Mint 

during the last year. 
From the statement of the Treasurer, herewith transmitted, it appears that the coinage effected within 

the year has amounted to $2,110,619 25, consisting of 5, 'r'r4,434 pieces of coin, viz: 

Of gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,829 pieces, making. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $92,245 00 
Of silver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,004,180 ...... do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,002,090 00 
Of copper. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,151,425 ...... do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,344 25 

5,114,434 ...... do..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,110,619 25 

The amount of gold deposits has been less than that of the year 1825 by about $64,000-a result 
attributable, probably, to the higher premium on gold, in bullion, and in every description of coin, which 
has distinguished the last year. This premium has varied from four to six per cent. on gold coins of the 
United States, France, and Portugal, while the gold coins of Great Britain have been in demand, by tale, 
at the rate of $4 85 to $4 95 for the sovereign, being about six to eight per cent. ou the actual value 
thereof; and the doubloons of Spain at i15 50 to $16, being from six to nearly ten per cent. on their 
actual value, according to the standard and denomination of the coins of the United States. The 
diminished coinage of gold is, therefore, the less to be regretted, since, under existing circumstances, it 
cannot, when coined, be retained in circulation. 

Of the gold bullion deposited within the last year, the proportion received from North Carolina may 
be stated at nearly $20,000; that from Mexico, South America, and the West Indies, at $55,000; and that 
from Africa at $6,000; leaving about $11,000 derived from sources not ascertained. The amount received 
from North Carolina, it may be satisfactory to mention, has exceeded by about $3,000 that of the year 
1825, and by nearly $9,000 that of any previous year. 

The value of the silver bullion received for coinage within the last year has been nearly $2,500,000, 
of which the proportion deposited by the Bank of the United States has exceeded $1,600,000 . 

.A. wish to expedite the issues from the Mint, conformably to this copious supply of silver, of which 
the pressure has been unexampled during the last six months, has induced the coinage, exclusively, of 
half dollars, that of the smaller denominations being suspended throughout the year. 

The subject of small silver coins has, nevertheless, attracted within this period particular attention, 
with a view to ascertain the necessities of the currency in relation thereto. The result has been a strong 
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persuasion that a deficiency of these is felt, in any embarrassing degree, chiefly in districts where the 
larger coins are not abundant. It is almost superfluous to observe that the small divisions of silver coin 
can be retained in circulation at their appropriate value only as part of a metallic currency, or a currency 
effectively sustained on a specie basis. The power of the Mint, it is believed, therefore, bas been hitherto 
exerted most usefully for the public good, on emissions of a denomination more acceptable to depositors 
of bullion, as involving less delay; leaving the circulation of small coins to be supplied by the accustomed 
fractions of the Spanish dollar, aided by occasional issues from the Mint, during that relaxed demand for 
coinage which has generally occurred heretofore at some period of the year. 

Arrangements have, however, been commenced, and are in train to be early accomplished, for devoting 
to the emfosion of the smaller divisions of our silver coin every desirable attention, without injuriously 
retarding the more productive operations of the Mint. By this procedure, should the supply of bullion 
remain undiminished, which many indications render probable, it is anticipated that, at a period not far 
remote, the fractions of the Spanish dollar may be dispensed with in circulation, if that measure should 
then be considered desirable. In the meantime large emissions of our heavier coinage will have been 
diffused through the community, constituting an efficient basis of the national currency. 

The coinage of half dollars in preference, generally, to that of the dollar, was adopted in the year 
1805, on a suggestion, it is understood, from a source entitled to the highest respect, that this form of 
silver coin would impose a beneficial restraint on its exit from the country. The effect, it is believed, has 
justified this preference, and offers still an adequate motive for adhering to it. 

The utility of the copper coins of the United States, as an auxiliary in ordinary circulation, appears 
to be more extensively acknowledged than heretofore. They are now called for in districts where popular 
fancy had, until lately, rejected them. The facility afforded by their transportation, at the expense and 
risk of the Government, to all parts of the United States within the range of ordinary means, contributes 
essentially to their diffusion. . 

On comparing the present report with those of former periods, it is perceived that the coinage effected 
within the last year has exceeded by $250,000 that of any previous year since the establishment of the 
Mint. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

The PRESIDENT of the United States. . 
SA.ML. MOORE. 

Statement of the coins struck at the Mint of the United Statesfrom January 1 to December 81, 1826. 

Silver coins. Quarter dollar,,. Half dollars, 

Quarter ending 31st l\Iarch .•.•••..•....•....... , ... , .. ••·•• ...................................................... . 
Quarter ending 30th June . • • . . .. . . • . • • . • • . • . . . • • . . . • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • . . • • • • . . • . . . . . .. . . . . • • • . • . . • • • . • . ...••...••.•..• 
Quarter ending 30th September •..•••••••.•••..•.........••. ; .................................................... .. 
Quarter ending 31st December ................................................................................... .. 

Total .............................................................................................. . 

690,000 
760,400 

1,251,000 
1,302,780 

Gold coins. Quarter eagles. Half eagles. 

Quarter ending 31st March ....................................................................... . 760 4,212 
Quarter ending 30th June ....................................................................................... .. 4,958 
Quarter ending 30th September ..................................................... ; ............................. . 5,542 
Quarter ending 31st December ..................... , .............................................................. . 3,357 

Total •..••.•.........•....•.....• • .................... •••· 760 18,069 

Copper coins. Half cents. Cents. 

Quarter ending 30th June ........................................................................................ .. 156,625 
Quarter ending 31st December..................................................................... 2340000 1,360,800 

Total .•... , ....................................................................... . 2.'!4,000 1,517,425 

RECAPITULATION. 

4,004,180 pieces of silver coin, amounting to ........................................ e2,002,090 00 
18,829 pieces of gold coins, amounting to......................................... 92,2~5 00 

1,751,425 pieces of copper coins, amounting to....................................... 16,344 25 

5,774,434 pieces of coins, amounting to .............. , ......... •·••••·••••••• .... ,... 2,110,679 25 

Amount. 

~345,000 00 
380,200 00 
625,500 00 
651,390 00 

2,002,090 00 

Amount. 

~,960 00 
24,790 00 
27,710 00 
16,785 00 

92,245 00 

Amount. 

$1,566 25 
14,778 00 

16,344 25 

JAMES ll.USII. 
IIIINT oF TIIE UNITED STATES, Treasurer'• Office, Philadelphia, December 30, 1826, 
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19TH CONGRESS.] No. 783. [2D SESSION. 

GENERAL TRANSACTIONS AT THE MINT. 

COIDroNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 26, 182'1'. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 24, 182'1'. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith three statements, marked A, B, C, which have been 

prepared by the Comptroller of the Treasury pursuant to the 'l'th section of the act of the 2d of April, 
l '1'92, entitled "An.act establishing a Mint and regulating the coins of the United States." 

These statements contafo all the information relative to the transactions of the Mint which the 
settlements made at the Treasury afford. • 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. J oHN W. TAYLOR, Speaker of the House of Representalives. 

A: 

Statement exMbiting (he balance of the gold and sib:er bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of the Mint 
on the 31st JJecemher, 1825; the amount deposited from January I to December 31, 1826; the dftferent 
species of coins made and paid on account of deposits; allov:ances for wastage; and the balance remaining 
in the hands of the officers of the Mint on the 31st December, 1826, to be accounted for on a future 
settlement, viz: 

GOLD. 

Balance of gold bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of the 
Mint on the 31st december, 1825 ....................... , . 

Gold bullion deposited from January 1 to December 31, 1826 .... . 

Total ................. ~ ...................... . 

Amount paid for deposits of gold from January 1 to December 31, 
1826 ................................................. . 

Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States on the 31st 
December, 1826 ....................................... . 

Deduct as follows: 
Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States on the 31st 

December, 1825 ....................................... . 

Gold coins made at tho Mint from January 1 to December 31, 
1826-18,069 half and '1'60 quarter eagles ................. . 

Allowances to the melter and refiner and chief coiner for wastage 
for same period ....................................... . 

Gold bullion in the hands of the officers of the Mint on the 31st 
December, 1826 ....................................... . 

As above ......................................... . 

SILVER. 
Balance of silver bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of 

tho Mint on the 31st December, 1825 ...................... . 
Silver bullion deposited from January I to December 31, 1826 ... . 

Total ....................................... . 

Amount paid for deposits of silver from January 1 to December 
31, 1826 ............................................. . 

Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States on the 31st 
December, 1826 ....................................... . 

Amount remaining in the hands of the Treasurer of the Mint on 
the 31st December, 1826 ............................... . 

Deduct as follows: 
Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States on the 31st 

December, 1825 ....................................... . 

499 0 0 
4,'1'45 6 21 

5,244 6 21 

5,188 15 15 

15 4 5 

40 'l' I 

5,244 6 21 

108, '1'41 10 22 
2,160,241 16 0 

2,268,983 6 22 

................ . . . 

$8,865 12½ 
84,361 44 

93,226 56½ 

$91,930 'i8 

458 98 

92,389 '1'6 

144 '1'6 

92,245 00 

$92,245 00 

2'1'0 40½ 

'ill 16 

93,226 56½ 

$125,4'1'2 19½ 
2,492,586 15 

2,618,058 34½ 

$2,001,986 16½ 

200 85½ 

3 00 

2,002,190 02 

100 02 

.2,002,090 00 
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Silver coins made from Januaryl to December 31, 1826-4,004,180 
Ozs. clw/8. grs, 

half dollars ........................................... . 
Allowances made to melter and refiner and chief coiner for wastage 

1,'135,144 13 8 $2,002,090 00 

for same period ........................................ . 
Silver bullion in the hands of the officers of the Mint December 31, 

4, '786 10 19 5,522 92½ 

1826 .. • ............................................... . 529,052 2 19 610,445 42 

As above ......................................... . 

OoMPrROLLER's OFFICE, February 22, 182'1. 

2,268,983 6 22 2,618,058 34½ 

LUND WASHINGTON, Clerk. 

B. 
The Mint of the United States in account for copper purchased from, the com,mencement of the institution to 
DR. • Decemher 31, 1826. OR. 

Value of cop-

- Troy weight. Costot:copper. Troy weight. per,attheratc 
of7dwts.toa 
cent. 

lbs. oz,dtct. lbs. oz.du;t. 

To amount of rough copper and copper By amount of rough copper aud copper 

planehets purchased from the com- planchets accounted for from the com-
mencement of the institution to De- meneement of the institution to De-
cember 31, 1825, per statement marked cember31, 1825, per statement marked 
81 accompanying the Comptroller's let- B, accompanying the Comptroller's 
ter of February 3, 1826 ................ 1,621,536 7 7 $425,641 91 letter of February 3, 1826 •••.••.•••••• 1,577,806 6 9 $528,295 92 

To cost of 194 casks of copper planchets By amount of cents deposited by the 
purchased of William Harrold & Son Treasurer of the l\Iint to the credit of 
and l\I. R. Bolton, and clmrged in the the Treasurer of the United States 
second and third quarters of 1826, re- in the year 1826 •••.•..•••••.••••••••• 50,052 11 0 17,161 00 
ceived per the ships lllinerva, TU:sca- BJ amonnt of the par value of 82,057 lbs. 
rora, Algonquin, and Mannion, weigh- 11oz. 16du;t. of copper plancbets, pur-

ing 67,522 pounds avoirdupois ••••.••.•• 82,057 11 16 19,870 92 chased and received in the second and 
To loss in exchange on remittances to third quarters of 1826, over the cost 

·s,2Ga 251-William Harrold & Son and l\Iatthew th.ereof ••·••··•·••··••••• •••••• •••••· .................. 
R, Bolton, in payment for copper, as By amount of spoiled and damaged plan-
charged in the second, third, and fourth cbets, returned by the chief coiner in 
quarters ofl826 ....................... .................. 2,166 30 the second and fourth quarters of 1826. 254 2 12 

To overplusage in the weight of copper By amount lost in the weight of copper 
delivered the chief coiner December delivered to the chief coiner in the 
31, 18:ll, and September 30, 1825, as second quarter ofl826 ............... 82 1 16 
charged in the second quarter of 1826 •• 885 2 J.O .............. 

Amount.accounted for •••••••••••. 1,628,195 9 17 553,720 171 
Amount and cost of copper •••••••••• 1,104,479 9 13 447,679 13 Balance on band December ;;1, 1826: 

To amount gained on coinage •••••••.••.• .................. 132,195 54i In bands of the Treasurer of the l\Iint, 

coined .......... ••·••••·••··••·•••·· 12,486 8 19 4,281 17 
In hands of the Treasurer of the Mint, 

uncoined ••••• •····••••••••• ••··••••· 26,133 4 0 8,960 00 
In bands of the chief coiner, uncoined •. 37,663 10 17 12,913 33 

1,704,479 9 13 579,874 67½ 1,704,479 9 13 579,874 67¼ 

LUND WASHINGTON, Clerk. 
CoXPTROLLER'S OFFICE, February 22, 1E27. 

0. 

Summary statement exhibiting the value of the coins made at the Mint; the amount of disbursements on account 
of the establishment; the amount allowed for wastage; the amount retained of de'posits, and the amount 
gained on the coinage of copper,from, the commencement of the institution to the 31st December, 1826, viz: 

Value of gold, silver, and copper coinage up to December 31, 1825 .................• 
Gold coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1826, per account A. . $92,245 00 
Silver coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1826, per account A.. 2,002,090 00 
Copper coins made from January 1 to December 31, 1826, per accountB. . 1 'T,161 00 

Total value of g?ld, silver, and copper ................................... . 

Net charge on the coinage of gold, silver, and copper to the 31st 
December, 1825 ........................................... . 

Add atnbunt gained on the coinage of copper to the same period ..... . 

Carried forward ........... . 

53'1,445 32½ 
118,64'1 1'1 

656,092 49½ 

$25,390,966 96 

2,111,496 00 

2'1,502,462 96 
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From which deduct: 
Brought forward ............ $656,092 49½ 

.A.mount of wastage on gold and silver to 31st December, 
1825 ................................. -.. , .... . 

Also amount of wastage from January 1 to December 31, 
1826 ........................................ . 

$86,986 08½ 

5,793 33 
92,7'19,41½ 

.Add amount disbursed on account of the establishment from J annary 1 to December 31, 
1826 ................................................................... . 

.Add also the amount of wastage on gold and silver to 31st December, 
1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92, 7'19 41½ 

From the above deduct: 
The- amount retained from deposits to 31st December, 

1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15,382 8'1 
.Also this sum from January 1 to December 31, 1826.... l,'104 13 

l'T,08'T 00 

Deduct: 
.A.mount gained on the coinage of copper from the commencement of the institution to 

the 31st December, 1826 ................................................. . 

Net amount chargeable to the coinage of gold, silver, and copper from the commence
ment of the institution to the 31st December, 1826, including the costs of lots, 
buildings, and machinery ................................................. . 

623 

$563,313 08 

25,32'1 09 

'T5,692 41½ 

664,332 58½ 

132,195 54½ 

532,13'1 04 

CoID'l'ROLLER's OFFICE, February 22, 182'1. 
LUND WASHINGTON, azerk. 

19TH CONGRESS.] No. 784. (2D SESSION. 

DUTIES ON IMPORTS OF WOOLEN GOODS. 

COlillUNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 26, 182'f. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives ef the United States in Oongress assemhled: 
The memorial of the undersigned, inhabitants of the city of Boston and its vicinity, respectfully 

represents: 
That they have regarded with the deepest interest the various measures which have been brought 

Lefore Congress for several years past for the purpose of affording encouragement to the domestic 
manufactures of the United States, by enhancing the duties on imported articles of foreign growth aud 
manufacture. Your memorialists are fully aware of the delicacy with which a subject so intimately 
connected with the industry of the community and the great interests of society should be approache~, 
and the discernment, experience, and matured wisdom upon which all measures so deeply affecting the 
vital interests of society should be founded; still, having, after much reflection, aided by considerable 
experience, become fully convinced that any further increase on the duties now charged upon certain 
species of woolen goods would be productive of great injury to the United States, taking into one com
prehensive view its most extensive and important interests, we beg leave most respectfully to express 
this opinion in reference to the measure now before Congress upon that subject. Your memorialists 
express this opinion the more readily from a conviction that a measure of this description must derive its 
support mainly from the aid of strong and enlightened public opinion, and because they believe that it has 
been usually represented and believed that public opinion in this part of the United States was in favor 
of the proposed increase of duties on woolen goods. Had the attention of this section of the United 
States been earlier awakened upon this subject, your memorialists entertain no doubt that vast numbers 
would have concurred with them in the opinions here expressed, and that very numerous memorials would 
have afforded unquestionable proof of a strong prevailing public opinion against the policy of further 
extending the duties on certain species of imported woolen goods in the manner now proposed. 

Your memorialists are firmly convinced that the proposed increase of duty, by further multiplying 
the restrictions upon commerce, would paralyze many branches of useful industry, and be productive of 
extensive injury. But they have neither time, nor is there occasion, at this late moment of the session, 
to go into the general argument upon the subject. They, therefore, at the present moment, confine them
selves to the expression of their opinion-a strong and deliberate opinion-against the measure, and 
their earnest hope that this great change of policy in regard to the most important interests of the 
country will not be adopted without mature deliberation and a clear and decided expression of publia 
opinion in its favor. 

BoSToN, February 19, 182'T. 
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19m CoNGREss.J No. 7.85. [2D SESSION. 

DEBTS AND DEFALCATIONS IN CERT.A.IN LAND OFFICES .A.ND BY INDIVIDUALS. 

COillIUNICATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 2, 182'i. 

To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, with sundry documents con

taining the information requested by a resolution of the Senate of the 20th of April last, relating to the 
securities taken of the late Surveyor General of Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, of the late Receiver of 
Public llfoneys in the western district of Missouri, and to the sums for which they were, respectively, 
defaulters; also to the sums due by each of the late Directors of the Bank of Missouri to the United 
States, and to the measures taken for obtaining or enforcing payment of the same. 

JOHN QUINCY .A.DAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 2, 182'i. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March l, 182'i. 
The Secretary of the Treasury, to whom was referred a resolution of the Senate of the 20th of April last, 

"requesting the President of the United States to cause the Senate to be informed at the commencement 
of the next session of Congress what security was offered by, and what was ultimately taken of, the late 
Surveyor General of Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, upon his last appointment to that office, and for 
what sum, if for any, he is a defaulter; 

"Also, what security was taken of the late Receiver of Public Moneys in the western district of 
Missouri, and for what sum, if for any, he is a defaulter; 

"Also, what sum is due by each of the late Directors of the Bank of Missouri to the United States by 
transfer of their debts or otherwise; what measures have been adopted for the recovery of those sums; 
and to what extent, and against which of the Directors such measures have been enforced," has the honor 
to submit to the President a communication from the First Comptroller of the Treasury, dated the 26th 
ultimo, and one from the Commissioner of the General Land Office, dated the 28th, which, with the docu
ments referred to by the Commissioner, contain the information required by those parts of the resolution 
which relate to the Surveyor General and the Receiver of Public Moneys alluded to. 

In relation to the last member of the resolution, the Secretary has the honor to state that there are 
due to the United States by transfer from the Bank of Missouri, by the late Directors of that bank, the 
following sums: James Kennerly, $14,932 36; Angus L. Langham, $18,821 83; Michael Tesson, $3,046 50; 
Thomas H. Benton, $6,454 3'i; Joseph Philipson, $23,162 08; and by the firm of Thomas and Charles S. 
Hempstead, the first of whom was a Director of the bank, $18,12'i 43. It is understood that judgments 
liave been obtained in all these cases, and that measures will be adopted by the agent t-0 obtain payment, 
as early as practicable, as well of these debts as of the other debts transferred by the Bank of Missouri 
to the United States. Under this clause of the resolution, the Secretary also submits a communication 
from the Fifth Auditor of the Treasury, dated the 28th ultimo, embracing a statement of debts due to the 
United States by late Directors of the Bank of Missouri other than those arising from transfers, which 
debts originated in the War Department, and have been reported to that officer, as the .A.gent of the 
Treasury, by the Second Comptroller, for suit, agreeably to the provisions of the act of Congress passed 
on the 15th of May, 1820. 

RICH.A.RD RUSH. 
The PRESIDE1'"'T of the United States. 

TREASURY DEPART~IENT, Comptroller's Office, February 26, 182'i. 
Sm: The part of the resolution of the Senate, under date of April 20, 1826, which you have referred 

to me, requires information on the following points, viz: 
1. What security was offered by, and what was ultimately taken of, the late Surveyor General of 

Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, upon his last appointment to that office; and for what sum, if any, is he 
a defaulter ? 

2. What security was taken of the late Receiver of Public Moneys in the western district of Missouri, 
and for what sum, if for any, is he a defaulter? 

In relation to th~ first object of inquiry, I have to observe that the last appointment of William 
Rector, the Surveyor General alluded to in the resolution of the Senate, was dated February 20, 1823, 
and that, on the 2'ith of August following, he gave a bond in the penalty of $30,000, with the following 
sureties, which bond was approved by Mr. Secretary Crawford, viz: .A.. McNair, Stephen Rector, Thos. 
C. Rector, Jer'h Connor, B. G. Farrar, J. and G. H. Kennerly,. Thos. Hempstead, and Jos. R. Brown. 

It being the uniform practice for the Commissioner of the General Land Office to superintend the 
execution of the bonds of the Surveyor General, and these bonds not being transmitted to be filed in this 
office until after they shall have been approved either by himself or the Secretary of the Treasury, it is 
not known to this Department whether, anterior to the execution of the above mentioned bond, any other 
sureties were offered which were not accepted. 

The accounts of Mr. Rector, to the 30th of September, 1823, were settled on the 1st of December, 
1824, and a balance of $44, 'i58 38 found to be due from him to the United States, to a final liquidation of 
which his attention was called on the 6th of January following. 

This not having been complied with within a reasonable time, his case was reported to the .A.gent of 
the Treasury for suit on the 30th of June, 1826. 
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On the subject of the second object of inquiry, I have to observe, that it is also the uniform practice 
for the Commissioner of the General Land Office, not only to superintend the execution of the official 
bonds on the part of the Receivers of Public Moneys for public lands sold, but also to approve those 
bonds when executed, after which he transmits them to be filed in this office. 

No bond having been executed by Mr. William D. McRay, the Receiver of Public llfoneys alluded to 
in the resolution of the Senate, the Commissioner of the General Land Office, on the 18th of November, 
1826, apprised this Department of that fact, and that Mr. McRay had been superseded; in consequence of 
which information his accounts were immediately put into a train for settlement, and were reported to 
the Agent of the Treasury for suit on the 30th of that month. 

'l'he balance which was found to be due from him to the United States on that settlement, and for 
which he was reported for suit, was $23,089 57. 

\Vith considerations of g-reat respect, I have the honor to he your obedient servant, 

Hon. RICHARD RuSH, Secretary of the Treasury. 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

GENERAL LAND OFFICE, February 28, 1827. 
Sm: In compliance with your request, communicated to me yesterday by Mr. Washington, I now 

transmit the correspondence with General Rector relative to the bond given by him under his last com
mission. 'rhc letters are marked from A to H. 

The paper marked K is a copy of the bond given by General Rector on the 7th of August, 1823, and 
transmitted with his letter of the 7th of November, 1823, both of which were submitted to the Hon. 
Secretary of the Treasury on the 3d of September, 1824, and which are presumed to be on file in the 
Comptroller's office. The bond returned to General Rector on the 1st of December, 1823, was that 
acknowledged by my letter of the 18th of September, 1823, to have been received from him, and which, 
it is believed, was a dupHcate of the one on file, with the exception of the certificate of the District 
Attorney as to the sufficiency of the securities. It will appear, from my letter to the Secretary of the 
Treasury, dated September 3, 1824, that General Rector never did execute a bond agreeably to the forms 
prescribed after I came into office. It is proper to state that no money ever was advanced after I came 
into office to General Rector on account of surveying the public lands. 

The papers marked No. 1 to 7 contain the correspondence relative to the bond of William D. McRay. 
It may be proper to remark that Mr. McRay was recommended for the office of Receiver by a gentle

man of such high official standing that of course some confidence was reposed in his representations, but 
that, in consequence of his conduct, the regulations contained in the paper marked No. 8 were adopted, 
and arc now in force. 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
GEO. GRAH.A.i"\I. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretai·y of the Treasury. 

TREASURY DEPA.RTI!ENT, Fifth .Auditor's Office, Februai·y 28, 1827. 
Sm: In reply to your letter of this day's date, enclosing to me a copy of a resolution of the Senate of 

the 20th of April last, I have the honor to inform you that of the names of the persons therein specified 
as directors of the Bank of Missouri, suits have been instituted against the following upon reports made 
to me by the Second Comptroller, viz: 

James Kennerly, late agent of Indian Department; suit ordered September 3, 1823, for $29,890 59. 
Returned by clerk of court September term, 1825, non est inventus. 

A. L. Langham, late captain 19th infantry; suit ordered December 17, 1821, for $2,572; judgment 
February term, 1823, for $2,755 25; levied on real estate; made on sale of real estate $572 76-mar
shal's return. 

Thomas H. Benton, lieutenant colonel 39th infantry; suit ordered October 27, 1819, for $1,554 38; 
balance reduced May 15, 1820, to $384 05; judgment October term, 1822, $439 74. 

Thomas Hempstead, military storekeeper at St. Louis; suit ordered November 22, 1822, for $15,052 65; 
balance reduced by subsequent settlements to $4,781 33; judgment June term, 1823. -

Thomas Hempstead, paymaster of militia; suit ordered November 22, 1822, for $15,736 12; balance 
reduced by subsequent settlements to $7,625 97; judgment June term, 1823. Made on sale of real estate 
upon-execution against the administrator of Elijah Beebe, one of the sureties of Hempstead, the sum of 
$2,446 80, after deducting costs. 

Henry Dodge, the marshal, having retained this money in his hands, suit has been ordered against 
him for its recovery. - • 

Thomas F. Riddeck, president of the Bank of Missouri, (agent for paying pensioners;) suit ordered 
August 18, 1824, for $2,596 32. No return received from District Attorney. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your most obedient servant, 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary ef the Treasury. 
S. PLEASONTON, .Agent of the Treasury. 

No. I. 

GENERAL LAND OFFICE, February 5, 1824. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith your commission as Receiver of Public Moneys for the 

western district of Missouri. You will, therefore, be pleased to qualify yourself as such by taking an 
VOL. V--79 B 
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oath to support the Constitution of the United States, and by entering into a bond, with one or more 
good sureties, in the penalty of thirty thousand dollars for the faithful ex:ecution of your official duties. 
The solvency of the sureties is to be certified PY the United States Attorney or Judge for the district in 
which they reside. The oath and certificate are to be endorsed on the bond, which is to be transmitted 
to this office. The necessary forms and instructions for your government will be sent to Lexington in a 
few days. The books and blanks necessary for the transaction of your official duties have been received 
at Le_pngton. 

Iam. 

WILLIAM D. McRAY, Receiver of Public Moneys at Lexington, .1J£o. 

No. 2. 

GENERAL LAND OFFICE, January 26, 1825. 
Sm: I have the honor to request your immediate attention to the forwarding of your official bond, 

which was sent with your commission on the 5th of February last. 
lam. 

w·M. D. McRAY, Rec_eiver of Public Moneys, Lexington, Missouri. 

No.3. 

LEXINGTON, March 10, 1825. 
Sm: Your communication of January 26 reached me per last mail. Immediately on the receipt of 

my commission I had the bond filled up, and forwarded it to St. Louis for the approval of the district 
judge. He was, however, absent on a visit, I believe, to Kentucky. At what time last fall he returned 
I am not informed. I, however, did not hear from him until within a short time. He declined certifying the 
solvency of my securities on"the ground that they were unknown to him. • 

They consisted of ten or twelve of the most substantial individuals in the Upper Missouri; and to 
remove all doubts in the mind of the judge, I procured the certificate of the Circuit Court where the 
gentlemen reside. This, sir, I hope will be satisfactory in removing any doubts which might possibly 
arise of an intention to neglect my duty. I will attend to your request as soon as possible. The moment 
circumstances will justify it, I will repair to St. Loui!3, get a bond executed and certified according to 
your instruction. It should have been done ere this, but for the indisposition of my family and my 
remoteness from St. Louis. 

I have the honor to be, with very great respect, your obedient and very humble servant, 

GEORGE GRAHAM, Esq., Oommi.sswner of the General, Land Office. 
W. D. McRAY, Receiver. 

No. 4. 

LEXINGTON, .April 12, 1825. 
Sm: Since my last communication I have been informed by the Receiver at Franklin that the 

certificate of one of the circuit judges of the State of the solvency of his securities ha~ been received. 
As I informed you, I had procured this kind of certificate immediately on the receipt of my commission, 
but deemed incompatible with your instructions. If it will be satisfactory, I should greatly prefer 
forwarding you a bond of this description, as it would supersede the necessity of my calling on my friends 
at St. Louis. I have, however, engaged such men ai. will not be rejected by the United States judge in 
case the other will not answer. Have the goodness to forward me another blank bond with your instruc
tions on this subject. I assure you, sir, it is a source of much mortification to me, but I hope and believe 
it will terminate to your satisfaction. • 

I am, &c., 

G. GRAHAM, Esq., Commissioner of the General Land Office. 
W. D. McRAY, Receiver. 

No. 5. 

GENERAL LAND OFFICE, May 23, 1825. 
Sm: Your letter of the 12th ultimo is received. Agreeably to your desire another blank bona" is 

herewith transmitted, with a request that you will have it executed and returned to this office, agreeably 
to your former instructions, with as little delay as possible. • • 

lam. 

WM. D. McRAY, Esq., Receiver of Public Moneys, Lexington, Missouri. 
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No. 6. 

LEXINGTON, Missouri, .April 20, 1825. 
Srn: I have deferred forwarding my return and account current for the month of February, with the 

cxpectati?n of receivinf$ instructions for the Treasury Department to pay a draft on General Jesup, drawn 
by Captam Brant, assistant quartermaster, for $5,000. When the draft was presented Captain Brant 
showed me a letter of instruction from the Quartermaster General, in which he states instructions have 
been given from the Treasury Department to pay Captain Brant's drafts on him for the above amount. 
Under the impression that the next mail would bring the instructions, and in consideration of the distance 
between this and St. Louis, I paid the money. I have no doubt but General Jesup was under the impres
sion that the instructions had been given, and, should he have been mistaken, he will doubtless make the 
arrangements at Washington. 

I have the honor to be, &c., 

GEORGE GRAH..rn, Esq., Commissioner ef the General, Land Office. 
WM. D. McRAY, Recei,1,VJr. 

No. '1. 

GENERAL L.L~D OFFICE, September 12, 1825. 
SIR: Your monthly return and account current for July last has been received. 
I take this opportunity of again inquiring repecting your official bond. No further delay in its 

transmission can reasonably be expected or admitted. 
'With great respect, &c., 

GEO. GR.A.HAM. 
WM. D. McRAY, Esq., Recei,ver at Lexington, .Missou1·i. 

No. 8. 

[CIRCULAR.] 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, General Land Office, January 30, 1826. 
Sm: The Secretary of the Treasury has directed permanent instructions to be g·iven that, in case of a 

new appointment of a Receiver for a Land Office, sales are to be suspended until such Receiver shall 
have exhibited to the Register of such office his official bond, regularly executed, for the due performance 
of his duties; and that, after the expiration of the commission of a Receiver, sales are also to be suspended 
until the Receiver shall have exhibited to the Register his official bond, regularly executed, under the new 
commission; so that, in either case, no sale will take place, except where there is a Receiver actually in 
commission, and acting under the responsibility of a proper official bond, and where the sale is within 
the time for which such commission is granted. The Receiver's commission will, therefore, be transmitted 
in all cases to the Register, who will have particularly to note the period of its limitation, and suspend 
sales agreeably to the instructions now given. 

With great respect, your obedient servant, 

Land Office at ---

A. 

Copy qf a lette,• from, the Commissioner ef the General Land Office to William Rector, Esq., dated June 13, 
1823. 

Sm: Enclosed you have a commission from the President of the United States, reappointing you, by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate, surveyor of public lands in the States of Illinois and 
Missouri, and for the Territory of .Arkansas, for the term of four years from the date thereof, ( the 20th 
February, 1823.) You will please to qualify yourself by taking an oath to support the Constitution of 
the United States, and by entering into bond, with one or more good securities, in the sum of thirty 
thousand dollars. The sureties are to be approved by the United States District Judge or Attorney, 
which certificate must be endorsed on the bond, a form of which is enclosed. The bond and oath are to 
be sent to this office. 

I am, &c., &c., 
JOHN McLEAN, Commissioner. 

B. 

SuRVEYOR's OFFICE, St. Louis, July ll, 1823. 
Sm: I received by the last mail your letter of the 13th ultimo, together with a commission from the 

President of the United States, reappointing me surveyor of the lands of the United States in the States 
of Illinois and Missouri and Territory of .Ai·kansas, and a blank bond which I am to enter into, with the 
necessary security, for the faithful discharge of the duties of my office. 
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I have qualified so far as it is practicable for me to qualify at this time, by taking and subscribing 
the usual oath of office. But as it is necessary for my securities to be approved of by the United States 
District Judge or Attorney, it is impossible for me at this time to obtain such approval, as the District 
Judge is now absent, it is said, on a visit to 'l'ennessee, and the late District Attorney has deceased. As 
soon as the judge shall return home, or a District Attorney shall be present, the said bond shall be 
executed in due and legal form and forwarded to you. 

I have the honor to be, &c., &c., • 
WM. RECTOR. 

Hon. JoHN McLEAN, Commissioner of General Land Office, Washington. 

C. 

Circular to Surveyors General. 

TREASURY DEPAR~~. General Land Office, July 21, 1823. 
Sm: Having deemed it necessary to adopt a new form for the bond required to be given by the 

Surveyors General by the act of the 7th May, 1822, I have to request that you will be pleased to renew 
your bond agreeably to the form enclosed, on the receipt of which the bond heretofore executed under 
your late commission will be returned. 

I am, &c., &c., 

D. 

[Extr~ct.) 

GEO. GRAHAM, Commissioner. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, General Land Office, August 2, 1823. 
"Sm: Yours of the 11th ultimo is received. The delay in fully executing your bond will be 

productive of no inconvenience, as I find it necessary to comply with the provisions of the law to vary 
the forms, of which you have been advised." 

W1LLI~r RECTOR, Esq., Surveyor of P,ublic Lands, St. Louis, Missouri. 

E. 

SURVEYOR'S OFFICE, St. Louis, August 8, 1823. 
Sm: On the 11th ultimo I addressed a letter to the Commissioner of the General Land Office 

acknowledging the receipt of his letter of the 13th June, together with my commission as surveyor of 
the public lands in Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, and of a blank bond to be entered into by me, with 
the necessary security, for the faithful discharge of the duties of my office. In my said letter I informed 
the Commissioner of the General Land Office that the United States judge for the district of Missouri was 
absent, as I understood, on a visit to Tennessee, and that the District Attorney had died a short time 
before the date of my letter, and that as soon as the judge should return to Missouri or a District Attorney 
be accessible to me, I would execute my bond, with the necessary securities, obtain the certificate 
required from the judge or attorney as the sufficiency of my securities, and forward it to the Treasury 
Department. 

The judge has not yet returned home, and I have thought it best to enter iI).tO bond in duplicates, 
one of which you will herewith receive. .As soon as I have an opportunity of obtaining the certificate 
required from the District Judge or Attorney, I will send the other with the said certificate annexed. 

I am, with much respect, &c., 
WM. RECTOR. 

Hon. GEORGE GnAILlli7 Commissioner General Land Office. 

F. 

Copy of a letter from the Commissioner of the General Land Office to William Rector, Esq. 

TREASURY DEPATMENT, General Land Office, September 18, 1823. 
Sm: I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th ultimo, transmitting your official 

bond without the approval of the proper United States officer, for reasons satisfactorily explained in your 
letter. The bond in its present shape being only intended as temporary, you will be pleased to transmit 
the duplicate, properly certified, as soon as is in your power to do so. 

I am, &c., 
GEORGE GRAHAM, Commissioner. 
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G. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, General Land Office, December I, 1823. 
Sm: Your two letters, dated '1th ultimo, have been received. That covering your bond and requiring 

a further supply of money to meet the demands of surveying the public lands has. been submitted to the 
Sec1·etary of the Treasury, together with your letter of t,he 23d October, with a request that he would 
furnish you with such further credits on the Receivers as he might deem expedient. 

Expecting that you would have left St. Louis for this place before a letter would reach you, I wrote 
to Mr. Bates, the Recorder, relative to the mode of resurveying the old confirmed Spanish surveys. 

Should you get this letter before you leave St. Louis, I will thank you to furnish me with such 
information on this subject as may be in your power. 

I am, &c., • 
GEORGE GRAHAM. 

P. S.-Your bond is returned, not being executed in the form prescribed by my letter of the 21st July; 
copies are enclosed. 

H. 

GENERAL LAND OFFICE, September 3, 1824. 
Sm: I have the honor to- enclose a bond executed by William Rector, late Surveyor General of 

the lands of the United States in the States of Illinois and Missouri and Territory of Arkansas, dated 
August '1, 1823, which was received on the 1st December last, when General Rector was advised that it 
was informal, and required to execute a new one agreeably to the form then enclosed to him. To that 
letter no answer has been received. 

I have the honor to be, &c., 
GEO. GRAHAM. 

Hon. WM. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary of the Treasury. 

K. 

Know all men by these presents, that we, William Rector, Alexander McN air, Stephen Rector, Thos. 
C. Rector, Jerh. Connor, B. G. Farrar, J. & G. H. Kennerly, Thos. Hempstead, Jos. C. Brown, are held 
and firmly bound unto the United States of America in the full and just sum of thirty thousand dollars, 
money of the United States; to which payment, well and truly to be made, we bind ourselves jointly and 
severally, our joint and several heirs, executors, and administrators, firmly by these presents. Sealed 
with our seals, and dated this '1th day of August, in the year one thousand eight hundred and twenty
three. 

The condition of the foregoing obligation fa such, that whereas the President of the United States 
hath, pursuant to law, appointed the said William Rector surveyor of the public lands in the States of 
Illinois and Missouri and in the Territory of Arkansas: 

Now, therefore, if the said William Rector shall faithfully execute and discharge the duties of his 
office, then the above obligation to be void and of none effect; otherwise, it shall abide and remain in full 
force and virtue. ( Signed duplicates.) 

Sealed and delivered in presence of
WILLIAM MILBURN. 

WM. RECTOR. 
A. MoN.A.IR. 
STEPHEN RECTOR. 
THOS. C. RECTOR. 
JER. CONNOR. 
B. G. FARRAR. 

[SEAL.] 
. [SEAL.) 

[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.j 
[SEAL.] 
[SEAL.] 

J. & G. H. KENNERLY. 
THOS. HEMPSTEAD. 
JOS. C. BROWN. LsEAL.] 

I consider this bond with the surety sufficient for the sum of thirty thousand dollars. 
N. WASH, 

.A. true copy from the orig\nal, examined by-

SEPTEMBER 3, 1824. 

United States District .Attorney for Missowi . 

S. D.A. VIDSON KING. 
GEO. WOOD. 
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20m CoNGRE§S.] No. 786. [lsT SEssroN. 

STATE OF THE FIN.A.NOES. 

CO)UIUNICATED TO THE SENATE DECE)IBER 10, 1827. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Decernbei-8, 1827. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit a report, prepared in obedience to the directions of the "act 

supplementary to the act entitled an act to establish the Treasury Department," passed on the 10th of 
May, 1800. 

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the PRESIDENT ef the Senate. 

REPORT. 

In obedience to the act making it the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to "lay before Congress, 
at the commencement of every session, a report on the subject of finance, containing estimates of the 
public revenue and public expenditures, and plans for improving or increasing the revenues from time to 
time," the Secretary proceeds to the task which that duty enjoins upon him. 

It is satisfactory to be able to state, in the beginning, that the revenue accruing for the current year 
is likely to exceed rather than fall below that of the last. This is the more satisfactory, when considered 
in connexion with the fact of the unusually large importations of foreign merchandise in 1825. The 
importations for that year having greatly exceeded their average value for many years preceding, a 
subsequent reduction in their value had been looked to, under analogous facts heretofore occurring in the 
foreign trade of the country. This _has proved to be less the case than might have been anticipated. 
Although the importations for the year ending on the thirtieth of September last are believed to have been 
less than for the year ending on the same day in 1826, those for 1827, commencing on the first of January, 
and ending with the close of the present month, will, in all probability, be greater. It fa on the year 
calculated in the latter way that the annual revenue from the customs,,is estimated. The importations 
for the third quarter of the present year have been large, owing to the quantity of woolen goods which 
they embraced. If this, on the one hand, has been a cause specially operating to augment the entire 
importations of 1827, there are circumstances connected with other branches of the foreign trade that 
have been specially iu operation to diminish them. The opinion may reasonably be entertained, founded 
on these and other considerations, that the reaction under the heavy importations of 1825 has arrived at 
its close. .A.side, therefore, from unforeseen events, the importations for the next year, on which the 
revenue so mainly depends, under the present system of finance, may be expected to prove sufficiently 
ample for every ordinary financial purpose. The actual receipts into the Treasury during the current 
year have been less, in particulars that will be presently stated, than the sum at which they were esti
mated. They have been sufficient, however, with the balance in the Treasury at the commencement of 
the year, to meet every appropriation for the service of the year, including the sum of ten millions on 
account of the public debt . 

.A.s the state of the public debt, and manner in which the process of extinguishment goes on from 
year to year, is a subject on which the nation desires and expects to receive accurate and full information, 
it will be exhibited to Congress, in the first instance, upon the present occasion. The exposition of this 
subject will be given in connexion with a short retrospect. 

From the 1st of January, 1825, to the close of the present year, there will have been applied to the 
principal of the public debt the sum of $21,297,210 93, and paid on account of interest the sum of 
$11,863,445 20, making a total of $33,160,656 13. Of the applications on account of the principal during 
these years, $1,725,034 88 were made in 1825; $7,064,709 21 in 1826; and $6,507,466 84 will have been 
made by the close of 1827. Of the preceding sum of $21,297,210 93 it is proper to state that a portion of 
it, viz: $5,000,000, was borrowed under the act of the twenty-sixth of May, 1824, at an interest of four 
and a half per cent., to pay off an equal portion of debt standing at an interest of six per cent. The 
aggregate amount of the public debt on the 1st of January, 1825, was $83,710,572 60. To this must be 
added the stock, amounting to $5,_000,000, at four and a half per cent., created by the above act, but 
which was not issued until after the commencement of 1825, and a small amount of three per cent. stock 
that was subsequently issued, viz: $16 25, making the whole amount of the public debt, in 1825, 
$88,710,588 85. The aggregat~ amount at which it will stand on the 1st January, 1828, will be 
$67,413,377 92. The whole of the $21,297,210 93 applied to the principal of the debt in the three years 
mentioned have gone towards the reduction of the six per cent. stock. $5,000,000 of this sum having 
been replaced oy the stock at four and a half per cent., issued under the act of the 26th of May aforesaid, 
are, of course, again to be ranked as part of the debt. It follows, that debt, in six per cent. stock, to the 
amount of $16,29'1,210 93 will have been absolutely extinguished, in the course of these three years, by 
the surplus money_ of the Treasury, in addition to $11,863,445 20 paid as interest. It also follows that 
$~1,062,332 17, in principal and interest, will have been applied to the public debt during the years 1826 
and 182'1, out of the means of the Treasury, without any assistance whatever from loans. This is an 
amount greater than was required to be applied to it for these two years by the obligations of the Sinking 
Fund act. 

It will be satisfactory to Congress to know that, during the three years in question, besides these 
payments made on account of the debt, and all other payments to meet the annual expenses of the Govern
ment, large sums have been applied to objects wearing a character neither temporary nor annual. By 
these are meant internal improvements, in the form of su~scriptions to canals, and appropriations for 
otherwise opening and extending intercourse throughout the country; fortifications and armories; ships-of
war, naval-docks, and other establishments connected with the Navy; public edifices of various descrip• 
tions, whether for purposes marine or civil; arming the militia; the purchase of lands from the Indians, 
and other expenses lielonging to this department of the public service. On such objects, and others 
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kindred to them, the expenditures during these three years have reached a sum little short of $12,000,000. 
A nation that, after providing for the regular suppoi·t of its Government, is seen to proceed in this manner 
in the payment of its public debt, and in additional disbursements so considerable, for which equivalents 
remain that for the most part are of permanent value to the nation, cannot be regarded as other than 
prosperous in its financial condition. 

That the exuct situation of the whole funded debt at this time may be seen, the several parts of which 
it consists will be distinctly set forth for the full information of Congress. 

Its total amount on the first of October last was (statement No. 1) $68,913,541 08. This sum com
prehends the old revolutionary three per cents, amounting to $13,296,24'1 70, redeemable at the pleasure 
of the Government, and the seven millions subscribed to the Bank of the United States, also redeemable 
at the pleasure of the Government. 

The residue of the debt was contracted after the commencement of the war of 1812, and consists of 
various loans and stocks, created and redeemable at periods as follows: 

1. The sum of $4,244,58'1 07, at six per cent., being the residue unpaid of the loan under the act of 
the 8th of February, 1813, and redeemable in 1826. The amount authorized to be borrowed under this 
act was sixteen millions. For this sum certificates of stock issued to the amount-of $18,109,377 43, a 
premium having been given to the lenders. Of this amount there remain unpaid, as above, $4,244,587 07. 

2. The sum of $13,096,542 90, at six per cent., being the residue unpaid of loans made under the act 
of the 24th of March, 1814, and redeemable in 1827. The amount authorized by this act was twenty-five 
millions. Of this amount there was borrowed, under loans contracted in 1814, the sum of $12,942,423 26. 
For this sum certificates of stock issued to the amount of $16,108,014 43, under a premium to the lenders, 
as above, of which there remain unpaid of the loan contracted on the 2d of May in that year, $8,50'1,866 36; 
of that contracted on the 22d of August, $4,050, '180 7'1; and of other smaller loans, contracted under the 
act in the course of the same year, $537,895 77; making, in the whole, $13,096,542 90, as first above stated. 

3. The sum of $9,490,099 10, at six per cent., being the residue unpaid of the loan under the act of 
the 3d of March, 1815, and redeemable in 1828. This act authorized a loan of eighteen millions four 
hundred and fifty-two thousand eight hundred dollars. There was borrowed under it the sum of 
$11,699,326 63, principally by the funding of Treasury notes, and certificates of stock issued to the 
amount of $12,288,147 56, of which there remain unpaid, as above, $9,490,099 10. 

4. The sum of $769,668 08, at an interest of four and a half per cent., being one-half of the six per 
cent. stock of 1813, exchanged under the act of Congress of the 3d of March, 1825, and redeemable in 1829. 

5. The sum of' $'169,668 08, at an interest of four and a half per cent., being the other half of the six 
per cent. stock exchanged as above, and redeemable in 1830. 

6. The sum of $18,901 59, at five per cent., being one-third part of the sum of $56,'104 '17, issued in 
exchange for six per cent. stock of 1813, 1814, and 1815, under the act of the 20th of .April, 1822, and 
redeemable in 1831. . 

'1. The sum of $18,901 59, at five per cent., being one other third part subscribed as above stated, 
and redeemable in 1832. 

8. The sum of $10,000,000, at four and a half per cent., being stock created under the acts of the 
24th and 26th of May, 1824, for sums borrowed of the Bank of the United States, one-half to pay the 
Florida claims, the other half to pay off the six per cent. stock of 1812, and redeemable in 1832. 

9. The sum of $999,999 13, at five per cent., being stock created by the act of the 15th of May, 1820, 
and redeemable in 1832. 

10. The sum of $18,901 59, at five per cent., being the .remaining third subscribed under the act of the 
20th of .April, 1822, and redeemable in 1833. 

11. 'l'he sum of $2,227,363 9'T, at four and a half per cent., being one-half of the amount subscribed 
in exchange for sh: per cent. stock of 1813, under the act of the 26th of May, 1824, and redeemable in 1833. 

12. The sum of $2,227,363 98, at four and a half per cent., being the other half subscribed under the 
act last above stated, and redeemable in 1834. • 

13. The sum of $4, 735,296 30, at five per cent., being the amount of stock issued under the act of the 
3d of March, 1821, and redeemable in 1835. 

The foregoing enumeration gives the aggregate of $68,913,541 08, stated as the amount of the debt 
on the first of' October last. 

Of this aggregate it may not be improper here to state that $49,001,215 36 are owned in the United 
States, and $19,912,325 '12 by foreigners . 

.A payment being about to be made on account of the principal of the debt at the close of the present . 
year, in addition to one that was made in July, its total aggregate amount on the 1st of January, 1828, 
will be $67,413,377 92. 

To make up this aggregate all the items exhibited in the foregoing view of.the whole debt are included; 
but the whole together gives the nominal, rather than the real amount of the debt. Its real amount on 
the 1st of January, 1828, will be but a fraction above sixty millions. The sum of seven millions subscribed 
by the Government to the Bank of the United States is, in effect, destroyed as debt by the United States 
owning an equal amount in the shares of the bank. So far is this sum from being any charge upon the 
Treasury, that the Treasury is a_nnually receiving interest for it in the dividends upon the shares. 
Whenever the latter are sold, they may at least be expected to replace the sum that was invested in them. 
The old revolutionary three per cents, too, have now existed nearly forty years. By the provisions 
of the Sinking Fund act this stock can only be bought up and extinguished by the Government, 
when the price shall fall to sixty-five dollars for every one hundred dollars. This in all probability will 
prevent, for some time to come, the $13,296,24 'T '10, of which this stock consists, being any charge upon 
the resources of the nation, so far as paying off the principal is concerned; as it would be difficult to say 
when the obligation to pay it off will attach under the above act, or when it could otherwise be done with 
full advantage to the public. It is many years since this stock has been as low as sixty-five dollars for 
one hundred, and there is no present prospect of its falling so low. The portions of the debt, therefore, 
which under the existing enactments of the law can alone be met by an annual and ascertained process 
of extinguishment, unless the three per cents should be paid off at one hundred, cannot be computed at 
more than $4'1,117,130 22. It is plain that this amount is rapidly hastening to extinguishment. If the 
United States continue at peace, and there is, happily, no present prospect of its interruption, their debt 
must in a few years more disappear. The new obligations which will devolve upon the National Councils, 
in reference to the pecuniary resources of the country, when liberated from large annual payments on 
account of the debt, the wisdom of those Councils •will, at the proper season, know how to estimate. 
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It remains to make known, in conclusion, under this head, the operations had· at the Treasury upon 
the public debt since the adjournment of the last session of Congress. 

In the last annual report from this Department, a loan to the amount of sixteen millions, at an interest 
not to exceed five per cent., was recommended. The object of such a loan was to pay off a portion of the 
debt, equal to sixteen millions, bearing an interest of six per cent. No law to this effect having passed, 
it became the duty of the Department to proceed in the work of paying off the six per cent. as far as the 
means of the Treasury would allow. Accordingly, on the first July, the sum of $5,00'1,303 68 was paid 
on account of the six per cent. loan, created by the act of the 8th of February, 1813. By the decision of 
the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund, in September, it was agreed that the further sum of $1,500,000 
should be paid, on account of the same loan, at the termination of the present quarter of this year. Public 
notices have been issued in conformity with this decision and are now outstanding. .A. small fraction 
over the sum is included in the notice, the terms of the loan having rendered it necessary that the certifi
cates to be paid off should be fixed upon by lot, and the last drawn number in this instance, as in the 
payment of July, having given the fractional excess. The manner of drawing the lots having been 
minutely described in a paper annexed to the last annual report, it will not here be repeated. In deciding 
upon the further payment of $1,500,000, the Commissioners had due reference to the fourth section of the 
Sinking Fund act of March 3, 181 '1, which declares that, "whenever there shall be, at any time after an 
adjournment of Congress, in any year, a surplus of money in the Treasury above the sums appropriated 
for the service of such year, the payment of which to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund will yet leave 
in the Treasury, at the end of the year, a balance equal to two millions of dollars, then such surplus shall 
be, and the same is hereby, appropriated to the Sinking Fund, to be paid at such times as the situation 
of the Treasury will best permit." But this provision was not viewed as-'-creating any obstacle to the 
decision. The construction and practice at the Treasury, since the passage of the act, have invariably 
been not to consider the above provision as attaching, so long as any part of the ten millions 1·emain 
unapplied to the debt, this sum being considered, under the very object and terms of the act, as a stand
ing appropriation for the service of the year. 

No further remarks are deemed necessary at this time in relation to the public debt. Should the 
laws respecting it remain unchanged, payments on account of the principal will continue to be made 
throughout the ensuing year, in such ways as the obligations of the laws direct and the means of the 
Treasury may best allow. 

PUBLIC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE OF THE YEARS 1826 AND 1827. 

The net revenue which accrued from duties on imports and tonnage during the year 
1826 amounted (statement .A.) to .......................................... . 

The actual receipts into the Treasury, from all sources, during the year 1826 amounted 
to ........................................... : ......................... . 

Viz: 
Customs, (statement .A.) ...................................... . 
Public lands, (statement D) .................................. . 
Dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States, arrears of 

internal duties and direct taxes, and incidental receipts, (state-
ment E) ............................................... . 

Repayments of advances made in the War Department for services 
or supplies prior to the 1st of July, 1815 ................... . 

Making, with the balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 

$23,341,331 '1'1 
1,393, '185 09 

500,228 90 

25,088 45 

1826 ...................................... , ............ ,• ............... . 

An aggregate of ...................................... : .................. -.... . 
The actual expenditures of the United States on all accounts, during the year 1826, 

amounted (statement F) to ............................................... . 
Viz: 

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,600,1 'l'l '19 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, Indian Department, 

revolutionary and IQ.ilitary pensions, arming the militia, and 
arrearages prior to the 1st of January, 181 '1 ................ . 

Naval"service, including the gradual increase of the Navy ........ . 
Public debt ................................................. . 

6,243,236 03 
4,218,902 45 

11,041,082 19 

Leaving a balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 182'1, of .................. . 

The actual receipts into the Treasury during the first three quarters of the year 182'1 
are estimated to have amounted to ....................................... : .. 

Viz: 
Customs ................................................... . 
Public lands, (statement G) ................................... . 
Dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States .............. . 
Arrears of internal duties and direct taxes and incidental receipts, 

(statement H) .......................................... . 
(This item includes the sum of $602,480, as the.first moiety of a sum 

paid by the British Government, by virtue of a convention under 
the first article of the treaty of Ghent, for slaves carried off by 
British officers in contravention of that treaty; which sum, as it 
is paid out to the American claimants by Treasury warrants in 
the usual form, has a place among the actual receipts of the 
year, though no part of the revenue.) 

Carried forward ........... . 

$15,142,892 68 
1,212,011 29 

420,000 00 

681,561 12 

1 '1,456,465 09 

$20,248,054 30 

$25,260,534 21 

5,201,650 43 

30,462,084 64 

24,103,398 46 

6,358,686 18 

$1 '1,488,810 0'1 

1 '1,488,810 0'1 
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• Brought forward............ $1 '1,456,465 09 $1 '1,488,810 0'1 
Repayments of advances made in the War Department for services 

or supplies prior to the 1st of July, 1815.................... 32,344 98 

.A.nd the actual receipts into the Treasury during the fourth quarter of the year (in-
cluding the other moiety of the sum explained as above) are estimated at ....... . 

Making the total estimated receipts into the Treasury during the year 182'1 ......... . 
And with the balance in the Treasury on the 31st of December, 1826, of ............ . 

An aggregate of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ ; ... . 
The expenditures of the first three quarters of the year 182'1 are esti-

mated to have amounted to (statement I)............ . . . . . . . . $1 '1,895,390 96 
Viz: 

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,013,520 4'1 
(This item includes $294,392 23, paid to the Ameri-

can claimants, under the first article of the treaty 
of Ghent, in virtue of awards duly made in their 
favor.) 

Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, 
Indian Department, revolutionary and military 
pensions, arming the militia, and arrearages 
prior to the 1st of January, 181 '1. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, '150,2'11 15 

Naval service, including the gradual increase of the 
Navy..................................... 3,458,575 91 

Public debt, viz: 
Reimbursement of principal. . . . . . . . $5,00'1,303 68 
Payment of interest.............. 2,665,'119 '15 

'1,6'13,023 43 

.A.nd the expenditures of the fourth quarter are estmated at ....... . 
Viz: 

Civil, diplomatic, and miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6'12,243 42 
(This item includes $92,68'1 6'1, as amount of awards 

under the first article of the treaty of Ghent.) 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, 

Indian Department, revolutionary and military 
pensions, arming the militia, and arrearages 
prior to the 1st of January, 181 '1. . . . . . . . . . . . . 900,000 00 

Naval service, including the gradual increase of the 
Navy .... -................................. 8'15,000 00 

Public debt, viz: 
Reimbursement of principal........ $1,500,163 16 
Payment of interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 852,593 42 

2,352, '156 58 

4,800,000 00 

Making the total expenditure of the year 182'1 .................................. . 

.A.nd leaving in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1828, an estimated balance of .... . 

5,11 '1,480 00 

22,606,290 0'1 
6,358,686 18 

28,964,9'16 25 

22,695,390 96 

6,269,585 29 

It will be observed from the above statements that the receipts into the Treasury, from all sources 
in 1826, were $25,260,434 21. The sum at which they were estimated in the annual report of 1825 was • 
$25,500,000. From the statements and estimates applicable to 182'1, it will also be observed that the 
sums received and expected to be received, from all sources, during this year, ( apart from the moneys 
paid under the treaty of Ghent,) will amount to $21,401,330 0'1. The amount at which they were 
estimated in the annual report of 1826 was $23",150,000. It is therefore expected that the entire receipts 
of 182'1 will be $1,'148,669 93 less than the estimates presented in 1826. 

Of this difference upwards of $400,000 were caused by postponements in the sales of the public lands. 
The estimate in 1826 of receipts from this source for 182'1 was fixed at two millions of dollars. This 
was founded, in part, as stated in the report, on expected sales of a considerable quantity of relinquished 
lands in Alabama. These sales having been postponed until 1828, the amount which it was anticipated 
they would yield should therefore be stricken from the estimate. With this deduction, the amount 
produced by the sales of the public lands in 182'1 will be found to correspond very nearly, in all other 
particulars, with the estimate. 

The remaining difference has been in the customs. This has proceeded from the uncertainties that 
attend all estimates of the revenue depending upon foreign commerce-itself ever uncertain. These 
estimates, whether given by this Department or by committees of Congress, specially scrutinizing them 
under all the lights attainable, have often, heretofore, from causes impossible to have been foreknown, 
been disappointed by the result. The disappointment has sometimes been upon a larger, SOpletimes upon 
a smaller scale. Such estimates can, therefore, on no occasion be regarded in any other light than as an 
approximation to that sum always desirable to be known, but rarely, if ever, in a long series of years, 
foretold with precision. The estimates presented for 182'1 were formed upon ba::::es which had the sanction 
of past experience in giving reasonable promise of a fair approach to the true result. Whilst, on the one 
side, expectations of a redundant income should not be too confidently indulged, it becomes a duty, on 
the other, not to estimate the receipts below the amount which the usual probabilities seem to warrant, 
lest the public service should be stinted in any useful particular by the restrained appropriations of 
Congress. The importations for 1827, taking into the account the calendar year, will, it is believed, as 
before intimated, exceed the importations for 1826. But those for the first two quarters of 1827 have 
been very small. Had they borne the same proportion to those of the last t':o quarters that the im~or~3:-
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tions of the first two quarters have borne to those of the last two, on an average of five years preceding, 
the actual receipts into the Treasury from the customs in 1827 would have been larger. 'l'his effect would 
have grown out of the terms of credit allowed on duty bonds. By these terms a portion of the payments 
always·falls due within the year, on importations made during the first six months of the year. The 
average importations for the first six months during five years that preceded 1827 were larger than those 
for the last six "months. For 1827 there is every probability that this ratio of importations on the time 
of the whole year will be reversed. It is so as far as yet ascertained. We are reminded, even by the 
experience of recent years, of the frequent variations between the anticipations and the issue in this part 
of our fiscal system. In 1817 the estimated receipts from the customs were $24,000,000, and the actual 
receipts $26,283,348. In 1818 the estimated receipts were $20,000,000, and the actual receipts 
$17,176,385. In 1819, 1820, and 1821, the estimates from the same source were successively given at 
$21,000,000, $19,000,000, and $14,000,000. The sums successively received were $20,283 608, $15,005,612, 
and $13,004,447. These disappointments sprung from supervenient causes, the means of knowing which 
did not exist when the estimates were made. There have been, at other epochs, differences much more 
considerable, which need not be detailed; yet it may not be irrelevant to the purpose of setting forth the 
intrinsic uncertainties of this branch of revenue to add, that, for the last of the years here indicated, 
after the estimate had been given in from the Treasury at $14,000,000, the proper committee of one of 
the branches of the Legislature, thinking it too low, raised it to $15,000,000. The receipts for that year 
(1821) scarcely exceeded $13,000,000, as already stated. The allusion to these facts would be incomplete 
in its purpose without the further remark, that the affairs of this Department are well known to have 
been conducted with great general accuracy during the years mentioned. 

The balance of$6,269,585 29, that will probably be in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1828, will 
be subject to the following charges: 1. The balance of unapplied appropriations which will remain to be 
satisfied after the 1st of January, 1828, estimated at $3,980,000. 2. About $1,000,000 in funds that 
cannot be considered as effective, being made up of debts due from banks in several of the States hereto
fore used by the Government as banks of deposit, or the notes of which were received whilst payments in 
specie were suspended. As was stated in a former report, the recovery of these debts, -though measures 
to that end are in train, must, in many instances, be regarded as doubtful, and will probably be slow in 
all. 3. The sum of $817,880, being the amount which it is believed will remain unpaid of the moneys 
received under the first article of the treaty of Ghent. . 

ESTIMATE OF THE PUBLlC REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FOR 1828. 

The value of importations into the United States during the year ending on the 30th of September 
last is estimated at $81,000,000. The exportations for the same period are estimated at $80,000,000. 
When the more_ exact statistical returns for the year are laid before Congress, as they will be in the 
course of the session, it will be perceived that there has been a diminution in the imports from China. 
during the present year, as compared with the past. The diminution bas been very considerable, both in 
teas and silks. This fact will show, in the end, the greater excess of importations from Europe during 
the present year, whence our foreign manufactures are principally derived. The fourth year jg now in 
progress since the passage of the act of Congress augmenting the duties.on imported merchandise. We 
are, therefore, at a point enabling us to speak on grounds more authentic than hitherto of the effect of 
that act upon the foreign commerce of the nation. By comparing the time that has elapsed since its 
operation with an equal portion of time that preceded, it appears that both the imports and exports have, 
in the aggregate, increased. They stand thus: Total value of importations for the years 1822, 1823, and 
1824, $241,000,000; total for 1825, 1826, and 1827, $262,000,000. Total value of exportations for the 
three former years, $222,000,000; total value for the three latter years, $257,000,000. Fractions are 
dropped both ways. The result is not affected by the re-exportations of foreign merchandise for the same 
time, which bear a ·proportion, as nearly as may be, equal on the basis of importations for the two periods. 
It will be understood that in these statements of importations and exportations for a term of six years, 
those for 1827 are given by estimate only for a po1tion of the year; but it is not believed that there will 
be any such change in them as to shake the general results. 'l'he articles of domestic manufacture 
exported in 1827 are estimated at upwards of $7,000,000, a sum greater than that to which they have 
ever before amounted in any one year. 

A tariff of duties upon foreign productions may, without doubt, be so raised as to affect injuriously 
the interests of foreign commerce. To suppose that the tariff of the United States, established by the act 
of May, 1824, is at such a pitch, would be contrary to analogies afforded by the history of other commercial 
nations, and, thus far, to the experience of our own. It is believed, on the contrary, that its rates mig·ht 
be augmented in important particulars without hazarding any such consequences to foreign trade in its 
ultimate course and aggregate value, and that a true national policy dictates their augmentation. The 
increase of our imports and exports since the tariff of 1824 becomes the more striking from the consideration 
that, in 1826, there was witnessed in Europe an extraordinary depression of prices. This was followed 
by a proportionate stagnation in all the operations of purchase and sale. The evil assumed a magnitude 
productive, in that hemisphere, not only of great individual suffering, but of anxiety in Governments. 
It was at such a moment that we began to reap the benefits of the profitable turn given to a portion of 
the industry of our own country by the provisions of the tariff. Had it not been for the demand of our 
own manufacturers for some of the agricultural staples of the country, the presumption is authorized that 
the"fall of prices in Europe at that period would have been differently felt by our agricultural classes here. 
Similar occurrences abroad had, on former occasions, been -followed by pecuniary losses in this country 
much more extensive and formidable. The increased number of artisans within our borders, and greater 
scope of their operations, evidently tended to leave the- agriculturist less exclusively dependent upon 
foreign markets than if the latter had been his sole reliance. Nor have the benefits of manufacturing 
industry ended here. The proof strengthens that many articles have become cheaper, more abundant, 
and of superior quality, by the effect of competition among the home artisans, than when derived only from 
abroad. The opening of new objects of labor, by multiplying the occupations of men, has also increased 
the public prosperity. This has produced an increased ability to buy all articles of con:mmption whence
soever obtained. Hence foreign trade has not declined, of which we have. the incontestable evidence just 
stated, whilst new domestic resources in manufacturing labor have been unfolding themselves. As the 
latter are more amply brought out, it is confidently anticipated that the former will become wider and 
more enriching in its range. If the new fields of labor have only, as yet, been opened in particular divisions 
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of the country, other divisions will reap a fuU measure of benefit. If there can be no dissent to the maxim, 
as between independent nations, that the prosperity of one promotes that of another, it cannot be doubted 
that different parts of the same nation will derive reciprocal prosperity from the same cause. The United 
States are distinguished in this respect by a lot as peculiar as it is favorable. Nothing can exceed the 
inducements to various and subdivided traffic that abound within their own limits. It is here that the 
economist may hope to see exemplified every essential advantage of the foreign and home trade blended 
in the same system, moulded by the same policy, and freed from the jealousies that have frustrated, and must 
ever continue to frustrate, the benevolent but impracticable theories of commercial intercourse as between 
distinct nations. It is not merely that the extent of climate and soil in the Union are adapted to aH 
pursuits that can give activity and fruitfulness to industry under every form. These are but natural 
advantages. It is the exchange of the products of industry upon terms the most desirable and the most 
gainful throughout so ample an extent of home domii;i.ion that will exalt such natural advantages to 
the utmost. It is here that commerce may be carried on freed from every restriction, and probably for 
the first time upon a political and geographical theatre so expanded. The appropriate industry of each 
portion may go into unfettered action; of Louisiana and of Massachusetts, of Georgia and of Rhode Island. 
A vast home trade resembling foreign trade, as well by intervening distances as the nature of its exchanges, 
will be prosecuted, whether along the ocean or the water highways of the interior, untrammelled by tolls 
or imposts of any kind, and without even the necessity of custom-houses; or giving to such establishments 
uses only formal. Such a trade can only, however, have its proper value by the extensive success of 
manufactures. There is nothing else can impart to labor in the United States the necessary variety in its 
objects, and the necessary regularity and fullness in the demand. There is nothing else can adequately 
augment and diversify the list of commodities for which the necessities and enjoyments of improved life 
are ever making cails. There is nothing else will raise up towns on the surface of our territory at every 
commanding point, without 'fhich land ·can never be made to yield the full amount of which it is suscep
tible, or.the farmer be sure of steady and remunerating prices. It hardly need be added how a cour~e of 
policy that would infuse augmented vigor and briskness into a coasting trade embracing in its range 
nearly one-half of a continent would tend to enlarge in all ways the essential foundations of naval 
strength. 

Manufactures are recommended by every consideration that can bear upon the riches, the security, 
and the power of the State. The effect upon agricultural prices produced by the perpetual presence of 
armies in a country will not too strongly illustrate the extent of the benefit that the manufacturing class 
renders to the class of farmers. The parallel ends, indeed, here, and ends beneficently; for, whilst the 
soldier does nothing but consume, the manufacturer produces as well as consumes, supplying the farmer 
with articles as necessary as those which he receives from him. Manufacturing industry advances the 
intellectual no less than the physical power of a State, by the various knowledge which its complicated 
pursuits put into requisition. It is the course of industry which must lay the foundation of those arts 
which tend to refinement in a nation, for which intellectual nations, and none more than Republics, have 
acquired renown. The time has passed when objections might be made to manufactures, from the limited 
amount of our population and the dearness of labor. The population throughout large portions of the 
Union is now sufficient, both in amount and density, for any operations of manual labor; while science, 
by applying its inventions to this kind of labor, has abridged its expensiveness. Where a single State of 
the Union has recently been seen to complete a public work, which, for its great extent and skilful 
execution, may compare with similar works achieved in any part of the world, it will not readily be 
believed that the country of which that State is but a part can be deficient in the means of prosecuting 
manufacturing labor, however extended the scale upon which it may be demanded. The completion of 
such a work-the New York canal-is, of itself, a memorial of the highest authenticity that the nation has 
reached a point qualifying it for whatever undertakings its true interests point out, and to which other 
nations have been found equal. As little has the objection to manufactures founded upon moral causes 
any place. That they lead to deterioration in portions of the people is not to be admitted. Facts, on the 
contrary, teach that the freest and most enlightened, as well as most opulent and powerful countries of 
Europe, are those in which manufacturers bear the greatest proportion to the other productive classes. 
Their success begets industry, which is favorable to good habits. It begets prosperity, which supplies 
them with comforts and raises up their condition. The remark rests on general results, aside from partial 
exceptions. It is equally borne out by facts that countries in which there is an undue predominance of 
agricultural population are the poorest, and their inhabitants the most depressed. Sailors, considered as 
a class, have their lives shortened by the hardships that they undergo. Yet when was this alleged as a 
reason for extirpating commerce? In like manner that co-equal agent in lifting up the condition of 
nations-manufacturing industry-would be entitled to favor, even if partial evils flowed from it, as these 
must. give way in the scheme of society to preponderating good. But if authentic information justifies 
the conclusion that the pursuit of manufactures tends not to deterioration in a people, but the reverse, the 
policy inculcated acquires new force. The experience of our own country confirms the accounts from 
others, and we may be allowed to add the hope that the influence of our political institutions upon 
individual and social life will operate to keep up still more the moral tone of'this portion of our population 
as time multiplies its numbers. 

Remarks like the preceding are believed to be justified by the success which manufacturing industry 
has already attained in the United States, as far as it has received adequate protection. They are 
conceived to be not less appropriate to the design which is entertained of recommending an increase of 
that protection where it is most demanded. There is little hazard of a community ever forcing manu
factures not adapted to its soil, climate, and all its other capabilities. Still less can the hazard exist 
where the powers of legislation are deposited in the hands of those who are imbued with the collective 
intelligence of the community. Every country possesses its physical characteristics; as those stamped 
by its government, its laws, and the leading wants and tastes of its population. In these lie the causes 
that make up its inherent capabilities for the pursuit of some branches of industry more than others. 
Manufactures once established to the proper limit of these, and scope enough will remain for foreign 
commerce in other commodities that will come into demand. The demand for others never fails to in
crease, as increasing wealth at home enlarges the capacity to procure them, and superinduces the new 
a1-tificial desires that crave them. Wealth at home must increase as manufacturing labor increases. 
Money, as representing wealth, must increase, since each year that witnesses an increase in the amount 
of consumable goods must witness a proportionate increase in the medium necessary to circulate them. 
These are truths too obvious to be dwelt upon, and too important to national prosperity to be disregarded 
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in practice. Amongst the branches of home industry deserving special care at all times are those which 
conduce to subsistence, shelter, clothing, and defence. It is intended, on the present occasion, respect
fully to recommend to the consideration of Congress, as classing under one or other of these primary 
heads, the expediency of increasing the present duties-

1. Upon woolen goods and foreign wool. 
2. Upon fine cotton goods. 
3. Upon bar iron. 
4. Upon hemp. 
The time that has passed since the tariff of 1824 bas been sufficient to show that the duties fixed by 

it upon these articles are not adequate to tbe measure of success in producing them at home which their 
cardinal importance merits. A change since 1824 in the laws of Great Britain, in regard to those first 
named, has also rende!'ed almost abortive the provisions of the tariff in their favor. It belongs to the 
purpose of this report, which looks to the encouragement of the national industry in preference to any 
that is foreign, here to state that for a period of six successive years, ending with 1826, the value of 
woolen goods and cotton goods imported into the United States from the country just named exceeds 
one hundred millions of dollars; and the value of iron and of articles manufactured from iron, seventeen 
millions. During one of these years the woolens exported from that country to this exceeded the amount 
of those exported to the whole of Europe put together. For the means of exchange against an amount 
of foreign manufactures so great, the United States have had three principal staples of their soil, viz: 
wheat flour, tobacco, and cotton. The first of these the same country has by her laws positively or vir
tual1y excluded, during the same period of years, from consumption within her domains. The second 
she has admitted under a duty of more than six hundred per cent. The third she has received with little 
scruple. She has known how to convert it into a means of wealth to her own industrious people, greater 
than had ever before, in her whole annals, been derived from any single commodity. This she has done, 
first, by working it up for her home use, upon the largest scale; and next, by making it subserve the 
interests of her foreign trade. She has sent it over all seas, wherever a market opened, but chiefly back 
again to us, to be bought under the enhancements of her own labor, at prices four and fivefold those 

. which she has paid us for it. Commerce upon the terms attested by such facts cannot be pronounced just 
as between the parties. The conviction is deeply entertained that the best interests of the nation point 
to the expediency of reviewing and correcting a species of commercial intercourse so unequal. It may be 
applicable to subjoin that the woolen, cotton, and iron goods imported from all other parts of the world, 
during the years indicated, are found to be but about one-sixth part of the value of those obtained from 
the country whose laws fall with edicts of exclusion, or with such disproportionate duties, upon the pro
duce of the United States-not only the articles mentioned, but more that might be mentioned. 

The complete establishment of American manufactures in wool, cotton, iron, and hemp, is believed 
to be of very high moment to the nation. AU the principal raw materials for carrying them on are at 
hand, or could be commanded. The skill for imparting excellence to them would come at the proper 
time. There would be no want of labor, to which an abundant water-power, as well as artificial ma
chinery, would everywhere be lending its assistance. Capital would be found for investment in them. 
If their establishment by the immediate protection of the laws should at first raise the cost of the 
articles, and for a succession of years keep it up, a true forecast, looking to the future rather than adapt
ing all its calculations to the existing hour, would not hesitate to embrace the protecting policy. Nations 
that would found schemes of solid and durable advantage must be ready to do so at the peril of tempo
rary privation. It is the great term of national, as of individual superiority and distinction. To buy 
cheap is not the only or always the chief good. It is for legislators who have to deal with the practical 
interests of mankind to give to abstract propositions the necessary limitations. Considerations higher 
than those of present mercantile gain have often swayed the counsels of nations-of nations whose 
wisdom in this respect we ought not lightly to impugn, any more than we can at all question their long 
pre-eminence in prosperity. Need it be said that England had her laws to protect her tonnage for more 
than a century, during all which time she might have employed the tonnage of other States at a price 
much below that at which ohe built and used her own? Need it be added what results to her maritime 
and commercial sway have flowed from her resolute perseverance in those laws ? Need it. be said that 
France, conspicuous for positive as for progressive riches, and comforts, and power, still excludes from 
her territory fabrics that might trench upon the custom of her own workshops, in branches of labor 
and art believed to be conducive to the national resources, whilst they confer also the means of indi
vidual thrift? Shall the many laws of these two great States, at periods when they were laying the 
foundations of their manufacturing industry, be recounted, all tending to foster it by means the most 
efficacious; laws to the essential principle of which they still; in so many instances, systematica1ly 
adhere ? Shall we call to recollection, especially, the ordinance of M. Calonne, which invited to France 
artificers from all nations, allowing them equal privileges with those they enjoyed in their native countries, 
and granting them an immunity from duties on the importation of the materials used in their manufactures; 
nay, more, exempting them and their workmen from all personal or other taxes ? These, with analogous 
illustrations, as numerous as applicable, will be forborne, as too familiar to be recapitulated. The protecting 
laws to our own tonnage, our own coasting trade, our own fisheries, still in force, and which first raised 
up the prostrate navigation of the United States, may supersede other references. These show how the 
fathers of the Republic were awake to the wisdom of other times and other nations, knowing how to 
make it their own. Their recorded opinions attest that they were equally awake to the principle of 
encouraging manufactures in the broadest sense. If they did not carry it further into practice, it is because 
a proper discrimination saw, in the circumstances of that early day, whether, as regarded the state of the 
world from without, or our own internal condition, no sufficient motive for giving to the principle a more 
extended application. But if this species of industry i::hould not be prematurely gone into, so neither ought 
the laws to neglect it too long. Excellence is of slow growth. Rarely is it quick or spontaneous in the 
material any more than in the moral world. Time is an agent indispensable towards inducting a people 
into the full knowledge of the manufacturing arts. They are complex; they are difficult. They are to be 
learned only by stages, throughout a long course of application and efforts, as mind is evolved by education, 
institutions for promoting which the laws, in the wisest countries, are careful to found and to nuturre. 
When, therefore, neither paucity of population nor of means any longer hold as reasons for not cultivating 
these arts amongst us, and when these external circumstances have passed away which drew nearly all 
of our population into commerce or into husbandry, the period for permanently fixing them as an integral 
interest in the State seems :finally to have arrived. Whilst we repose in tranquillity, the season is auspicious 
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for entering effectually upon the work of establishing those specially recommended. Should war happen, 
it is not easy to state the augmented resources with which we should meet its exigencies, with these manu
factures flourishing in perfection, any more than to portray the inconvenience which we should know in 
their absence. It is, therefore, from the connexion of their success with the leading interests of the State, 
in peace or war, that the conviction is felt, that it would be expedient to secure their success, even at the 
sacrifice of cheapness to the individual purchaser. 

But no such consequence is to be apprehended. If it were a question of fostering manufactures, for 
which the circumstances of the country yielded not the abundant facilities, as with England, when she 
fostered by her own laws her own tonnage, then, indeed, could success be accomplished only by indefinite 
forcing, to be followed by indefinite monopoly in price. Such is manifestly not the case. Manufactures 
of fine cottons, of woolens of almost all descriptions, of iron articles, and of those from hemp, have already 
arrived at a point in the United States justifying the conclusion that some additional encouragement from 
Congress is alone wanting to fix them upon lasting and profitable foundations. This additional encourage
ment is invoked, as a proper offset to the high degree of success which foreign industry has attained in 
these branches by the effect of capital and skill, long pre-existing in older nations, and long aided by their 
laws. These are advantages not intrinsic, but accidental. Yet they cannot be countervailed but by 
efficient legislative aid to our own establishments in the beginning. This afforded, and there is the 
strongest reason, from past experience, to feel assured that American industry and resources, stimulated 
into full competition, will supply the cc:m1modities cheaper in price, as well as better in quality, than they 
have heretofore come to us from other countries. The competition increasing with time will unfold effects 
more and more useful. Every branch of manufacture brought into successful operation is apt to become 
the parent of others. New materials are discovered, new combinations of skill struck out, new aptitudes 
developed. Industry becomes awakened, where before it was inactive, carrying the country forward in 
individual wealth, in general comforts, and in financial power. For promoting the last durably, all 
expedients must prove fallacious that are not based upon prosperous labor pervading all classes at home. 
The consumption of the products of every kind of home labor would necessarily increase with the increasing 
amount of production, and, under more encouragement given to manufactures in the branches recom
mended, might be expected to yield an excess that would flow into our export trade, augmenting its 
amount and the amount of its returns. As regards cotton articles, such is the exuberance of the raw 
material in the United States, that it cannot be assuming too much to suppose that the day is not remote 
when they will largely supply other countries of the world with these fabrics. Already they have begun 
to do so, to some extent, with those of the coarser species. European science applied to the manufacturing 
arts has indeed returned to Indi~, in the manufactured state, the native cotton of India; but it will be the 
effect of our own policy if a similar traffic be long permitted to go on between Europe and the United 
States. That the latter will continue, under all circumstances, to supply Europe with a full portion of 
raw cotton cannot be doubted, from the present and growing state of that manufacture in Europe. That 
they might also be enabled, by the policy recommended, to vie with any nation in sending, even to the 
markets of Europe, articles manufactured from this material is an opinion which is believed to rest upon 
no exaggerated estimate of their manufacturing ability, however dormant it may be in reference to such 
a result now. That this invaluable raw material, but thirty years ago scarcely known to our own fields 
any more than to the British loom, is destined to draw out a far greater portion of the productive labor of 
this country than it has yet put into action, and mark an era in its manufacturing, as it has already done in 
its agricultural riches, is an anticipation which rational calculations of the future may justify. What is 
said of our cotton manufactures may, it is believed, be said with scarcely less confidence, eventually, though 
perhaps not immediately, of those of wool. The latter, from being more complicated in their whole process, 
and more difficult and costly in the skill necessary to their elaboration, naturally require more time to be 
reared to perfection. They claim, on this account, and claim the more imperiously, the immediate and 
decisive succor of the laws. 

The opinion that these and other manufactures would come to be afforded to us, better in quality 
when obtained at home, cannot be passed over with only the simple expression of it. It is of a nature 
entitling it to some further notice. Amongst the disadvantages of manufactures not being more univer
sally established in the United States, we are to rank that of their inhabitants being obliged to use wares 
of a low quality from abroad. It is known that a long list of articles is sent to us from both England and 
France, if not from other countries, which in those countries would be rejected by a large class of con
sumers. Furthermore, it is true, that an article injured in the making, in reference to the highest character 
of workmanship, will, notwithstanding, be sometimes shipped to this market, in the hope of finding for it 
bidders that could not so readily be commanded in Europe. If it be said that the wealth of this country 
does not at present yield a class of purchasers for European articles of the highest workmanship, the 
answer recurs that by multiplying our own workshops we should, at the proper time, be supplied with 
like articles. It ought not to be supposed that the resources of our own country, and the ingenuity of 
our own workmen, could not, under adequate incentives, supply them as excellent in quality and as 
perfect in finish as those made elsewhere. And, although it may not now be convenient to any consider
able class of consumers in this country to make a call for articles of this highest stamp of manufactured 
excellence at the foreign prices, it is fully believed that the rivalry of numerous artisans at home would 
raise up skill to a point that would produce such articles, whilst it wo.uld bring down the prices to limits 
that would put them into circulation. It has not escaped observation that in American manufactures that 
have already, by the aid-of the laws, obtained a preference to the foreign there is no inferiority as com
pared with the best standard of the same species of manufactures produced and consumed in the foreign 
,country. By opening full scope to the competition and talents of our own artisans, the standard of excel
lence, as well as the faculty of discrimination, would be raised to a higher tone than when the one is 
formed and the other exercised, as is now too often the case, upon the secondary productions of other 
countries. 

In appropriate connexion with these remarks, it may be stated, as a fact also known, that the raw 
cotton of the first quality and price which is sent from the United States to Europe is not that which is 
returned to the United States when manufactured. On the contrary, it is this species which is for the 
most part retained for consumption in Europe, whilst fabrics wrought from the inferior cotton are sent 
off to foreign markets generally, and to those of the United States amongst the number. Further legis
lative assistance to manufactures at this juncture, coming, as it would, after an interval that has left time 
for the judgment of the nation to pass upon the good effects of the tariff of 1824, as far as it has proved 
adequate, would impress the conviction, at home and abroad, that the manufacturing system was tu be 
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incorporated with the well understood and durable policy of the nation. Besides other advantages from 
this conviction, we might reasonably expect to witness that of seeing a new class of emigrants come to 
the United States. They would consist not merely of unemployed journeymen from foreign workshops, 
however useful these may be, but, in all probability, of master manufacturers of capital and standing. 
How valuable emigrants of this description would prove; how they would help to quicken the progress 
of the country in manufacturing skill and general riches, is attested by the experience of all nations the 
wisdom of whose laws has superadded such emigrants to their own population. The effect of their 
coming would not be to injure our own manufactures. It would benefit them. It would increase their 
numbers. It would raise more speedily the whole class, by blending it more thoroughly with all the other 
interests of the State. The foreign artisans whom Britain sedulously drew to her shores at an early 
day, fully peopled as the whole of her circumscribed territory then was in comparison with ours now, rank 
among the causes that first and most prominently elevated her condition among nations. The effects of 
their ingenious industry exerted a meliorating influence upon social life, by investing it with new means 
of accommodation and embellishment, and was soon followed by the largest additions to the ruml and 
commercial prosperity of the whole island. That the productiveness and perfection of English agricul
ture at the present day is owing to the size and power of her manufacturing classes is a truth not dis
puted. It is these classes to whose hands the harvests of her soil are carried, whether gathered from its 
surface or extracted in exhaustless mineral wealth from beneath it, and who become the customers of it 
all-the ready, constant, unfailing customers. . 

There is an inducement to increase legislative protection to manufactures, in the actual internal con
dition of the United States, which is viewed with an anxiousness belonging to its peculiar character and 
intrinsic weight. It is that which arises from the great extent of their unsold lands. The magnitude of 
the interests at stake in this part of our public affairs ought not to appal us from approaching it. It 
should rather impel us to look at it with the more earnest desire to arrive at correct opinions on any 
course of legislation that may affectr primarily or remotely, an interest so full of importance. The maxim is 
held to be a sound one, that the ratio of capital to population should, if possible, be kept on the.increase. 

• When this takes place, the demand and compensation for labor will be proportionably increased, and the 
·condition of the most numerous classes of the community become improved. If the ratio of capital to 
population be diminished, a contrary state of "things will be the result. The manner in which the remote 
lands of the United States are selling and settling, whilst it may possibly tend to increase more quickly 
the aggregate population of the country and the mere means of subsistence, does not increase capital in 
the same proportion. It is a proposition too plain to require elucidation, that the creation of capital is 
retarded, rather than accelerated, by the diffusion of a thin population o.,er a great surface of soil. Any
thing that may serve to hold back this tendency to diffusion from running too far and too long into an 
extreme can scarcely prove otherwise than salutary. Moreover, the further encouragement of manufac
tures by legislative means would be but a counterbalance, and at most a partial one, to the encouragement 
to agriculture by legislative means, standing out in the very terms upon which the public lands are sold. 
It is not here intended to make the system of selling off the territorial domain of the Union a subject of 
any commentary, and still less of any complaint. The system is interwoven beneficially with the highest 
interests and destiny of the nation. It rests upon foundations, both of prinqiples and practice, deep and 
immovable-foundations not to be uprooted or shaken. But our gravest attention may, on this account, 
be but the more wisely summoned to the consideration of correlative duties, which the existence of such 
a system in the heart of the State imposes. It cannot be overlooked that the prices at which fertile bodies 
of land may be bought of the Government under this system operate as a perpetual allurement to their 
purchase. It must, therefore, be taken in the light of a bounty, indelibly written in the text of the laws 
themselves, in favor of agricultural pursuits. Such it is, in effect, though not inform. 

Perhaps no enactment of legislative bounties has ever before operated upon a scale so vast through
out a series of years and over the face of an entire nation to turn population and labor into one particular 
channel preferably to all others. The utmost extent of protection granted t-0 manufactures or commerce 
by our statutes, collectively, since the first foundation of the Government has been, in its mere effect of 
drawing the people of the United States into those pursuits, as nothing to it. No scale of imposts, no 
prohibitions or penalties, no bounties, no premiums, enforced or dispensed at the custom-house, has 
equalled it. It has served, and still serves, to draw in an annual stream the inhabitants of a majority of 
the States, including amongst them at this day a portion, not small, of the western States into the 
settlement of fresh lauds lying still further and further off. If the population of these States, not yet 
redundant in fact, though appearing to be so, under this legislative incitement to emigrate, remained 
fixed in more instances, as it probably would by exteJ:lding the motives to manufacturing labor, it is 
believed that the nation at large would gain :i.n two ways: 1st, by the more rapid accumulation of capital; 
and next, by the gradual reduction of the excess of its agricultural population over that engaged in other 
vocations. It is not imagined that it would ever be practicable, even if it were desirable, to turn this 
stream of emigration aside; but resources opened tlirough the influence of the laws in new fields of 
industry, to the inhabitants of the States already sufficiently peopled to enter upon them, might operate to 
lessen in some degree, and usefully lessen, its absorbing force. The eye of legislation, intent upon the 
whole good of the nation, will loek to each part, not separately as a part, but in conjunction with the 
whole. The rapidity with which, after all, a civilized population, founding new and sovereign commu
nities, will grow up in those exuberant port.ions of territory, presents considerations favorable to the 
main policy inculcated. This population, carrying with it the wants and habits of society, will create a 
demand for manufactures which must, at least for some time, be supplied from other sources. It will 
hence form the natural market of purchase and consumption for those produced in other parts of the 
Union rather than in foreign countries. By this intercourse we may hope to see multiplied the commercial 
and pecuniary ties which it is fit should grow up and be cherished throughout the whole federal family, 
superadding themselves to all other ties, and harmonizing and compacting the elements of a great Empire. 
Should it still be apprehended by any that evils will be ~enerated in a state of society where large man
facturing classes co-exist with a full population, to such minds the reflection must prove consolatory and 
reassuring that in the public lands a check to these evils will be at hand for ages to come. This immense 
domain, besides embodying all the ingredients, material and moral, of riches and power, throughout a 
long vista of the future, may, therefore, also be clung to, under the various springs and conjoint move
ments of our happy political system, as a safeguard against contingent dangers. Its very possession is 
conceived to furnish paramount inducements, under all views, for quickening, by fresh legislative counte
nance, manufacturing labor throughout other parts of the Union. It is a power to be turned to the 
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account of manifold and transcendent blessings rather than reposed upon for aggrandizing too exclu
sively the interest of agriculture, fundamental as that must ever be in the State. Agriculture itself would 
be essentially benefittcd; the price of lands in all the existing States would soon become enhanced, as 
well as the produce from them, by a policy that would in anywise tend to render portions of their 
present population more stationary by supplying new and adequate motives to their becoming so. And 
as it is, the laws that have largely in effect, throughout a long course of. time, superinduced disinclina
tions to manufacturing labor by their overpowering calls to rural labor in the mode of selling off the 
public domain, the claim of further legal protection to the former kind of labor at this day seems to wear 
an aspect of justice no less than of expediency. 

Finally, the great plans of internal improvement, so wisely in prosecution or contemplated in 
different portions of the country, will lose much of their object and value if activity be not imparted to 
manufacturing industry. The increased facilities of conveyance which these plans are intended to effect, 
presupposes as their basis the necessity of transferring the produce of the country from place to place. 
How such transfers will be increased by multiplying the products of manufacturing labor is apparent. 
New resources for this kind of labor may be expected to rise up as these plans are in progress, whether 
by bringing to light occult treasures or by affording through improved transportation the means of use 
to those already known. And then, as manufacturing enterprise, acting upon a greater variety and 
abundance of materials, shall be seen to enlarge its spheres, how much more reciprocally beneficial will 
not its exchanges become with the produce. of the land ? It is this state of things that will emphatically 
bind together the farmer, the manufacturer, and the merchant in one indissoluble connexion. Towns and 
villages may be expected to rise up in good time .under such a policy, lining the borders of our canals as 
of our natural streams. Scenes of stirring industry will strike upon. the eye, flowing from various and 
subdivided labor, the aggregate results of all which will stand out in the advancing cultivation and 
embellishments of the earth, and extended prosperity and happiness of our people. This is the broad 
policy suited to a nation destined by natural gifts to reach the heights of civilization and power. Such 
a nation rejects as too confined the counsels that would limit her to the walks of agriculture, of com
merce, or manufactures singly, seeing that her resources and aptitudes of all kinds confer upon her the 
warrant of pre-eminence in each. Unless in this combination, we have beheld no State enjoy any other 
than an imperfect or transitory greatness. . 

Whilst the efficient encouragement of manufactures is earnestly dwelt upon, as conducive to tho 
fiscal strength and general prosperity of the Union, the claims of foreign commerce press not less forcibly 
upon our attention. Each interest is alike entitled, within proper bounds, to the fostering superintendence 
of the legislative power. Amongst the expedients for augmenting the foreign trade of a country, other
wise than in the exports of its own productions, none are believed to be more important than the ware
housing system. It was this system that greatly contributed to the commercial riches of some of 
the European States of the middle ages, and that is now enlarging the commercial dominion of nations 
of the present day. The situation of the United States, locally; the number and positio'n of their ports 
along so extended a line of coast; the tonnage of which they are actually in possession, with the com
mercial experience of their people, point them out as peculiarly fitted to -derive advantage from this 
system, and serve to recommend for it more liberal enactments than any of which it has yet been the 
subject. By our laws, as they now stand, the merchant is compelled to re-export within a twelvemonth 
the foreign commodity which he has imported, or lose the benefit of drawing back the duty he has paid 
upon it to the Government. Hence, he loses all opport~nity, after this limit of time, of sending the com
modity to seek foreign markets when the market at home may fail. The restriction put upon him in this 
respect ought, it is conceived, to be done away, by extending the time during which he might exercise 
the right of re-exportation. It is not believed that the increased quantity of foreign merchandise which 
such an alteration in the laws might be the means of bringing to the country would interfere with the 
interests of home manufactures, under the protection claimed for the latter, and the guards with which 
they might be surrounded. The result might be expected to p_rove otherwise. At present, whenever a 
redundancy of foreign goods is seen in the country, as will happen occasionally in all trading countries, 
from the impossibility of adapting precisely the supply to the demand, the excess, if not sent abroad 
within the year, is thrown upon the home market, at whatever reduction of price. This operates to the 
injury both of the home manufacturer and the importer. By enlarging the time of re-exportation, with 
privilege of drawback, such excess, whenever existing, would be more likely to seek a vent in other 
countries, and with improved chances of finding it profitable. More. especially might the prospPcts of this 
trade in re-exportations be increased if no transit duty existed on foreign merchandise passing through 
our ports, the necessary charges being also kept at the lowest possible point. This is a policy which the 
wisest commercial nations l:iave observed. An increased trade in re-exportations, by increasing the 
carrying trade of the United States, may be expected to increase their tonnage; thus giving new activity 
to ship building, so highly important and valuable a branch of manufactures to the c.ountry. The aspect 
of the times recommends to favorable consideration the alteration in the drawback system proposed. 
Political and commercial revolutions occurring all around us, remind us of the expediency of reviewing 
our own commercial laws in points where these revolutions have affected, or may affect, the operation of 
them. We have seen the principal part of this continent change the relations which it held to Europe. 
'\Ve have seen, as the effect of this and other causes, ancient channels of trade deserted, colonial monopo
lies give way, and another system open. A new commercial era is begun, of which this hemisphere is to 
be the principal scene. We have beheld the nations of Europe watching the course of these changes, and 
accommodating their policy, especially the warehousing policy, to the new commercial wants and contin
gencies which have grown up or are anticipated. We have seen, above all, the leading commercial Power 
of Europe, whose wakeful eye is abroad throughout the commercial world, extend this very policy, under 
new and advantageous facilities, to her insular positions, in seas close to our borders. This she has done 
with the purpose, not concealed, of availing herself of these changes, and of meeting, in the spirit of fair 
commercial competition, similar measures which she naturally supposed would go into effect on the side 
of the United States. No such measures have been taken by the United States. In the midst of the 
changes adverted to, our own commercial legislation remains, so far as any bearing upon this new com
mercial era is concerned, at the point where it stood more than five and twenty years ago. The single 
exception is in the act of the last session of Congress, authorizing the importation of brandy in casks 
of smaller size than was permitted by the act of 1799; an act obviously designed to improve our export 
trade in this article to the new States of this continent. The merchant, like the manufacturer, and other 
interests of the State, requires at proper times the assisting hand of legislation; regulation, in one form 
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or other, being the great end of government, and useful or baffling to individual enterprise as it is wisely 
or improvidently exerted. 

Should the wisdom of Congress deem an alteration in the laws, with a view to enlarge the privilege 
of re-exportation, expedient, an authority to build additional warehouses in some of the principal seaport 
towns would be a necessary adjunct to the alteration. The local accommodation for merchandise that 
must go into store under the existing laws is insufficient. Larger and better constructed edifices are 
required even for the present wants of our commerce, and would become altogether indispensable under 
an extension of the warehousing system. .A. commerce which yields to the National Treasury a revenue of 
$20,000,000 a year, under a tariff far more moderate, even since 1824, than that which bas marked the 
career of any great State of modern times, is entitled to adequate and liberal provisions for the machinery 
necessary for carrying it on. Its local establishments should have reference as well to the security of the 
1·evenue as to the reasonable accommodation of the merchant and the prompt despatch of business. It is 
probably not too much to affirm, that of the foreign merchandise which, under the present commercial 
code of the Union, is deposited in warehouses, more than one-half is unduly exposed to depredation, to 
frauds, and to fire, from the nature and insecurity of the present buildings. They are, besides, too often 
situated in places remote from the custom-houses and other commercial establishments, and inconvenient 
otherwise to the transaction of daily commercial business. Under circumstances such as these, the pro
priety of drawing the attention of Congress to the defects of the warehousing system seems sufficiently 
justifiable. 

Where interests are multifarious, as in free, populous, and opulent communities must be the case, the 
hand of Government must be variously extended. Sometimes it is wisely applied to the effective regula
tion of some of these interests, and sometimes it becomes as necessary to lighten its pressure upon 
others. Not only is it recommended to lessen the restriction which our laws have so long imposed upon 
the merchant in an extensive branch of the foreign trade; but it is also conceived that there are articles 
entering into :the lists of our imports, the duties upon which it would be expedient to reduce. Among 
these it is thought proper to mention teas and wines as being prominent. 

The use of tea has become so general throughout the United States as to rank almost as a necessary 
of life. When to this we add that there is no rival production at home to be fostered by lessening the 
amount of its importation, the duty upon it may safely be regarded as too high. Upon some of the varieties 
of the article it considerably exceeds one hundred per cent., and is believed to be generally above the 
level which a true policy points out. .A. moderate reduction of the duty would lead to an increased con
sumption of the article to an extent that, in all probability, would, in the end, benefit rather than injure 
the revenue. Its tendency would be to enlarge our trade in exports to China; a trade of progressive 
value, as our cottons and other articles of home productions ( aside from specie) are more and more entering 
into it. It would cause more of the trade in teas to centre in our own ports, the present rate of duty 
driving our tea ships not unfrequently to seek their markets in Europe, not in the form of re-exportations, 
but in the direct voyage from China. It would also serve to diminish the risk of the United States ulti
mately losing any portion of a trade so valuable, through the policy and regulations of other nations. 

The duty upon wines is also believed to be higher than a wise commercial and national policy 
dictates. The experience of our own as well as other countries has shown that high duties upon wines 
do not prove ben:eficial to the revenue. General experience also shows that the consumption of wine 
tends to diminish the us~ of ardent spirits. 'l'hese are inducements for keeping the duties upon wines 
lqw. They are strengthened by the consideration that, by lowering them, we shall increase beneficially 
our trade to the countries whence we obtain wines. Some of these countries are unable to take our pro
ductions unless their wines be received as an equivalent. They are, at the same time, prepared to take 
them untrammelled by positive or virtual prohibitions. It seems but just that we should take freely the 
productions of nations that take ours freely. But, in point of fact, the present rates of our tariff favor 
most, in many and essential things, the productions of nations that favor ours least. The rate of duty 
upon wines is not only, in many instances, very high, but very unequal, as regards the different descrip
tions of wines and the countries producing them. The whole subject is thought to demand revision. 
Upon the superior wines of France, upon those of the Rhine, upon those, generally, of Spain, Portugal, 
the Italian States, and perhaps some other countries, the duties, it is believed, might be advantageously 
brought down. The manufacture of wine in the United States does not, at this juncture, comprehend 
any such large interest as to interpose serious objections to the· policy recommended. The opinion may 
also be hazarded, that in proportion as the taste for wine comes to prevail over that for ardent spirits, 
under the encouragement of low duties upon those imported from abroad, will a better basis be laid for 
the prosecution, at a future day, of this branch of industry at home. Its prosecution might go on, hand 
i_n hand, with lower duties on foreign wines, even at the present time; a very small amount of capital 
being necessary to the production of wines at home. 

A few remarks. upon the state of the trade between the United States and the British colonies, since 
the interdiction put upon it by Great Britain, will close the more general observations of this report. 

Sufficient time has scarcely elapsed to enable us to determine, with precision, the course that this trade 
will ultimately take, as regards the amount of supplies, the channels through which they will chiefly pass, 
and the proportions of American and British tonnage likely to be employed in their transportation. The 
British interdict of July, 1826, left an interval before its actual operation. This did not commence until 
the 1st of December of that year. The interval, it is understood, was improved in accumulating, in the 
British West India ports, supplies of provisions and other necessary articles from the United States. 
Geographical causes, in their nature unchangeable, render it manifest that such supplies can be sent to the 
British islands in more abundance and on cheaper terms from the United States than from parts of the 
world more remote, or from climates less favorable to their production. N evertbeless, the British Gov
ernment, true to its invariable maxim of encouraging the industry of its own subjects in preference to 
that of foreigners, laid duties upon these supplies when coming from the United States, designed to 
countervail the greater cheapness with which they could be furnished over similar supplies from the 
British colonies of N ortb America. It was to no purpose that Britain was urged, in protracted negotia
tions, to forego this discrimination in favor of her own subjects. She steadily adhered to it ; affording a 
fresh and signal example to other nations that to protect the agricultural as the manufacturing labor of 
her own people, in whatever region situated, is a point in her policy to which that of buyipg cheap from 
strangers knows when and how to yield. As the British North American colonies were enabled, with the 
aid of these protecting duties, to furnish a portion of the supplies necessary to the British islands, leaving 
the United States to furnish the residue, whilst the direct intercourse between the latter and those islands 
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remained open, it is not believed that the trade, under ordinary circumstances, will be materially affected 
in amount by the direct intercourse being closed. 'l'he continued necessity of drawing the major part of 
those supplies from the United States was seen in the fact of Quebec having been made an entrepot for 
their fl.our and other articles at an early day after the commencement of the interdict, and afterwards by 
an act of the British Parliament, which admits, duty free, various products of the United States into 
Canada, whence their exportation to the islands is legalized-as of the proper products of Canada. It is 
by the establishment of such depots that the desire of Great Britain is also evinced to draw to herself a 
preponderating share of the carrying trade between her islands and the United States. It is through 
these circuitous channels, also through New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, through the ports and islands 
of intermediate Powers, as St. Jago de Cuba, Carthagena, St. Bartholomew, St. Eustatius, St. Thomas, 
that Jamaica and the Windward islands will chiefly deri,e from the United States the supplies that they 
have heretofore had from them, and still continue to want. It is even known. that biscuit has been 
shipped from Philadelphia for Jap:iaica by way of Liverpool; and the fl.our of the United States, under 
bonds in the warehouses. of Li_verpool, will also, it is thought, find its· way fo consumption in the larger 
islands of the British West Inclies. The B_ahamas will· proba]?ly experience most inconvenience from the 
course of this trade being forced_ into these indirect_ channels; from their relative inability to sustain the 
increased expense with whiyh it will be burdened. This we may presume will be ·shared by both parties, 
the transhipments and other intermediate agencies necessary to keep the trade in activity being, to a 
certain extent, common to both. WJia~ wiil be the relative proportion: of the· tonnage of the two nations 
employed in carrying on this trade cannot., at present, be s_tated with confidence. • It is not probable that 
that of the United States wiH suffer where the competition can. be. made equal, but it is possible that 
some diminution of their shipping may be eventually witnessed in favor of the flag of some third Power. 
It is the declared policy of Britain to produce such a result, ·£athei: than allow, by any arrangements 
which she can control, the tonnage of a nation, already as large as that of the United States, to become 
larger. Next to the augmentation of her own tonnage it is the aim of the British laws to bring into 
employment the tonnage of the smaller maritime Powers of the world. If the anticipation be correct that 
the British islands will contint1;e t-0 receive, indirectly, their supplies from the United States without 
material diminution, the revenue will not suffer, since our exports, through whatever channels they reach 
the islands, may be expected to be followed by equivalent returns. It may be repeated, however, that 
further time is necessary for establishing definite conclusions upon this and the other points adverted to. It 
is ascertained that the imports into the United States from the whole of the West India islands, for the 
first six months of the present year, fall below the average rate of those of the first six months of the 
three years preceding, including importations from the British islands. On the other hand, our exports 
to the whole of the West Indies during the first six months of 1827 have exceeded their average amount 
for the same period during the three years preceding, including exports t-0 the British islands. 

The estimates, in detail, of the revenue for the ensuing year will now be given. For the general 
observations upon the home industry and foreign trade of the country that have been gone into, the 
indulgence of Congress is, with the utmost deference, solicited, under the motives that have prompted 
them. All financial plans must ultimately be dependent upon the flourishing state in which a sagacious 
and comprehensive policy may aid in placing the great agricultural, manufacturing, and commercial 
interests of the nation; not in a spirit of partisanship for either, but by weighing co-equally the claim of 
each, and striving to secure the enriching results of all. It is in the anxious endeavor and humble hope 
of exhibiting them, under this alliance, to the correcting and controlling wisdom of Congress that this 
report has been prepared. 

The gross amount of duties which accrued on imports and tonnage, from the 1st of January to the 
30th of September last, is estimated at twenty-one millions two hundred and twenty-six thousand dollars. 
The gross amount that will accrue for the last quarter of the year is estimated at five millions seven 
hundred and seventy-four thousand, making an aggregate of twenty-seven millions for the entire year. 

The debentures for drawbacks issued during the first three quarters of the year amounted to 
$3,381,942 79; and the amount outstanding on the 30th of September was $2,516,966 45; of which 
$1,245,057 17 are cbargable upon the revenue of 1828. 

The amount of duty bonds in suit on the 30th of September last was $4,136,812 64 ; which is more 
by $128,929 88 than was in suit on the same day of the year preceding. 

In estimating the probable amount of duties that will be received, as compared with the gross amount 
secured, on the importations of the year, the necessary deductions are to be made, not only for drawbacks, 
but for the expenses of collection, and various losses that may happen. Making what is judged to be a 
full allowance on all these accounts for the present occasion, the receipts from the customs in 1828 are 
estimated at ................................................................... $20,372, 7C0 00 
Those from the sales of the public lands are estimated at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,400,000 00 
From bank dividends........................................................... 420,000 00 
From all other sources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10-7,300 00 

Making an aggregate of ........ -~ .............................................. . 
The expenditure for 1828 is estimated as follows, viz: 

Civil, miscellaneous, and diplomatic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,828,385 14 
Military service, including fortifications, ordnance, Indian Department, 

revolutionary and military pensions, arming the militia, and arrear-
ages prior t-0 the 1st of January, 1817 ......................... . 

Naval service, including the gradual increase of the Navy ........... . 
Public debt .......................•.. , ......................... . 

4,332,091 05 
3,786,649 25 

10,00,0,000 00 

Making a total of ............................................................. . 

And leaving-an excess of receipts for the year over its expenditure of. ............ . 

22,300,000 00 

19,947,125 44 

2,352,874 56 

The estimate of revenue from all sources for 1828 bas been made $850,000 lower than that for 
1827. This has been done to guard, as far as possible, against unfavorable contingencies. Nevertheless, 
the present estimate is formed on a larger amount of duties, secured by bond on merchandise imported, 

vor,. v--81 n 
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than the estimate for 1827. Hence there is reason, from all present appearances, to believe that, although 
the estimate for 1828 is less than that for 1827, the receipts will prove greater. 

All which is most respectfully submitted. RICHARD RUSH. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 8, 1827. 

A.-Statement exhibiting the duties which o.ccrued onm,erchandise, t.onnage, passports, and clearances; of debentures 
issued on the exportation of foreign m.erchandise; of payments for drawback on domestic distilled spfrits 
and domestic refined sugar exported ; of bounty on sal,ted fish exported; of al,lowances to vessels employed 
in the fisheries; of expenses of collection, and of payments made into the Treasury during the year ending 

on the 31st day of December, 1826. 
Duties on merchandise ..................................... , .................... $26,087,352 78 
Duties on tonnage and light money . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150,070 55 
Duties on passports and clearances.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,716 00 
Debentures issued . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,046,310 00 
Drawback on domestic distilled spirits and domestic refined sugar exported . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,188 60 
Bounties and allowances........................................................ 229,683 28 
Gross revenue................................................................. 20,963,957 45 
Expenses of collection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 715,903 15 
Net revenue ............................................ ,....................... 20,248,054 30 
Payments made into the Treasury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,341,331 77 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi.ster's Office, December 'l, 1827. 

D.-Statement of lands sold at the several Land Offices of the United States, and of moneys received in payment 
of public lands,from the 1st day of January, 1826, to the 31st December following, inclusi·ve; showing 
also the incidental eapenses of said offices, and payments made into the Treasury during the sam,e period. 

Marietta •••••••••••••••••• •····•··•··••·•····:• 
Zanesville ..•.•.••...•..•••.•••..•.••..•••••.•••• 
Steubenville ••....•...•.......•••...•...•...••.. 
ChilicoU1e ••....•....•......•...........•...•••. 
Cincinnati ...................... ............... . 

"\Vooster •••• ·••···••··•·····•····••···••··· •••• 
Piqua·········································: 
Delaware .....................................•. 
J'elfersonville .....•...•......•.....••••••..• •·•· 
Vincennes .•••.. ···•····•···•••·•··• •••••••••••• 
Indianapolia ..•.••••••..•.•....•.••••.••••.••••. 
Crawfordsville ...•.•..•.••..•..••••••.•• • ••• • • •• 
Fort Wayne ...•.•.•...•..•..•.••.••.••••••••••• 
Shawneetown •...•..•..••.......••.•••••••••••• 
Kru;kaskia ••••••..••..•....•..••...•..•••.•••••• 
Edwardsville •.......••..•...•..•••••••••••• • • • • 

Vandalia••••·••··••··•·••··•·••·••··••····•··•· 
t'alestine ··••·•••·••········•·••······••··•··••• 
Springfield ...................... •••••••••••••• 
St.Louis ..••..•...••.•...•......••.•••••••••••• 

Franklin••···••••··•···•··••••·······•··•·····• 
Cape Girardeau .•..•••..•.......•.•..•.••••••.• 
Palmyra ...•..••..••..•.••..••..•••..••••••••••• 
Lexington •.••.•..•...•.•.....•..•....•••••••••• 
LitUeRock •...•..••.•..•••......••.•••••.••••.• 
Batesville ..............................•...••.. 
Ouachita ....••...•..•••.••••••. ·•··•·•••• •••••• 
Opelousas .•..••.••.•..•...... : ...•..•••.•.• • ••• 

New Orleans···••·••·······•••··•···•·•········ 
St. Helena Court-Bouse .....•••••••••••••••• •• •• 
Cababa ....•...••..•.....•..•...•••••••••••••••• 

St. Stephen's ••••• ····•··••·••······••··•• .. ·>··· 
Huntsville •..••.......•..•••••..••••••••••••••.• 
Tuscaloosa .................................... . 
Sparta .•.•.•••.••.•••.•••........••..•..•••.•••• 

Washington •••••• •·••·••···••••··•·····•···••·· 
Augusta.:' .•••..••••...•...•••...••.•.•••••••••• 
Jackson Court-House ••..••..••.....••••..•••••• 

Detroit•··••·····••····••··•·•·•··•••·••···•••·· 
llfonroe ••.••...•......•...•••...•.•••••••••••••. 
Tallal1assee •......•.••....••......•••.•.•...•... 

Aggregate ..••..•.•......••• , •.. 

Quantity sold. Purchase mo- Am't received Aggregate re-

.IJcres. 
12,111.53 
29,314.21 
28,894.55 
13,366.44 
10,625.12 
16,128.25 
2,383.82 

20,965.10 
10,720.74 
13.154.65 
71,681.85 

103,106.9-2 
2,041.06 
2,086.87 
1,901.28 

.6,584.93 
1,472.61 

12,915.63 
56,122.41 
14,532.78 
30,968.08 
3,3L4.73 
9,701.44 

No sales. 
8,333.43 
5,018.77 

14,082.66 
4,505.12 

597.09 
No sales. 

35,373.37 
17,420.08 
6,665.22 

86,648.05 
1,609.28 
7,441.75 

961.07 
74,019.55 
47,125.13 
12,236.83 
52,464.36 

847,996.76 

ncy. under the credit ceipts. 

$15,139 38 
37,517 6J 
36,118 18 
17,005 39 
13,281 40 
20,160 30 
2,979 72 

_26,206 37 
13,400 92 
16,443 30 
87,842 16 

128,883 64 
2,551 31 
2,608 60 
2,376 60 
3,231 17 
1,840 75 

17,58719 
70,215 45 
18,166 01 
38,712 48 
4,193 61 

12,126 79 

•••••••••••••••• 
10,416 78 
6,273 45 

18,0iO 49 
5,631 39 

746 37 

•••••••••••••••• 
44,217 11 
21,775f)9 
8,331 52 

151,895 19 
2,011 59 
9,30-2 15 
1,201 33 

94,263 38 
77,581 86 

-16,613 91 
65,580 45 

1,127,500 41 

system. 

$328 84 
3,774 84 
2,991 23 
2,773 86 
5,730 10 
3,839 21 

................ 

................ 
2,667 50 
2,412 35 

................. 

........... ••••• ................. 
582 20 
150 00 

8 38 
................ 

•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 

1,900 43 
............... 
................ 
•••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 

1,058 57 

•••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 

2,384 18 
2,450 75 

3,345 38 

36,397 82 

$15,468 22 
41,29-2 47 
39,109 41 
19,779 25 
19,011 50 
23,999 51 
2,979 72 

26,206 37 
16,068 42 
18,855 65 
87,842 16 

128,883 64 
2,551 31 
3,190 80 
2,526 60 
8,239 55 
1,840 75 

17,587 19 
70,215 45 
18,166 01 
40,612 91 
4,193 61 

12,126 79 

•••••••••••••••• 
10,416 78 
6,273 45 

18,070 49 
6,689 96 

746 37 

•••••••••••••••• 
44,217 11 
24,159 27 
10,782 27 

151,895 19 
2,011 59 

12,647 53 
1,201 33 

94,263 38 
77,581 00 

16,613 91 
65,580 45 

1,163,898 23 

Incidental ex- Payments made 
penscs. into the Treas

ury • 

$1,638 02 $14,736 20 
3,809 57 39,371 58 
2,895 38 33,401 54 
1,777 28 14,068 17 
3,302 52 1919.'iO 76 
2,410 25 21,934 10 
1,310 05 •••••••••••••••• 
1,813 06 41,086 57 
1,492 83 14,411 97 
1,631 76 24,775 37 
2,670 74 66,065 87 
4,653 25 145,208 94 
1,214 97 5,725 04 
1,435 00 1,sso oo 
1,3-28 74 1,810 57 
1,400 72 10,050 00 
1,186 28 . ............... 
1,524 32 17,442 65 
3,427 69 77,187 9-2 
3,574 76 17,625 68 

15,039 23 30,278 09 
1,471 97 8 2.5 
1,563 48 10,340 57 

500 00 8,630 00 
1,518 70 8,905 00 
1,415 58 2,003 00 
1,807 14 17,500 00 
1,224 11 4,500 00 
1,514 9-2 1,812 10 
1,000 00 

•••••••••••••••• 5,159 67 167,508 16 
4,677 67 s,ooa oo 
2,825 85 101,411 04 
8,122 57 158,886 76 
1,30-2 17 7,414 00 
4,006 66 8,265 86 
1,139 63 ................ 
4,748 55 140,269 20 
3,729 33 102,383 73 
1,742 38 19,866 78 
2,205 85 29,099 62 

111,212 65 1,393,785 

No1:i;:.-The column of" incidental t:rpen.es" in this statement is greatly increased in consequence of the operation of the not of Jllay 22, 1826
1 

providing for the allowance to Registers and Receivers of the amount of clerk hire incurred in the execution of tlie laws for the relief of the purchasers of 
the public lands, passed in the years 1821, 1822, and 1823, and allowing the one-half of one per cent. on the payment made by relinquishment and discounts; 
and also in consequence of allowances made to Receivers for depositing public moneys since April 20, 1818, in pursuance of the provision.s of an net to 
that effect, passed on the 22d J\fay, 1826. 

Tru:.o.SDRY DEPARTMENT, General Land Office, October 31, 1827. GEORGE GRAHAJII. 
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E.-Statement of moneys 1·ecei:1:ed into the Trea,sury from, al,l sources other than customs and public lands during 
the year 1826. 

From arrears of old direct tax ...................................................... . 
li'rom arrears of new direct tax ..................................................... . 
From arrears of new internal revenue ............................................... . 
From fees on letters patent ......................................................... . 
From cents coined at the Mint ...................................................... . 
From postage of letters ............................................................ . 
From fines, penalties, and forfeitures ................................................ . 
From surplus emoluments of officers of the customs ................................... . 
From interest on balances due by banks to the United States ........................... . 
From passage money of American seamen returned .................................... . 

$1,514 28 
5,124 48 

21,589 93 
9,420 00 

l'T,041 00 
300 H: 

1,382 44 
37,299 20 

720 73 
50 00 

From moneys received under the act to abolish the United States trading establishments with 
the Indians................................................................... 2,959 25 

From moneys previously advanced on account of treaty with Spain...................... 32'T 45 
From dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 402,500 00 

500,228 90 
From balances of advances made in the War Department, repaid under the third section of 

the act of 1st May, 1820. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,088 45 

525,317 35 

TREASURY DEPARTlfENT, Registers Office, November 28, 182'7. JOSEPH NOURSE, Registm·. 

F.-Statmnent of the expenditures of the United Stides for the year 1826. 

CIVIL1 IDSCELLANEOUS 1 AND DIPLOllATICJ1 VIZ: 

Legislative . . .................................................. . 
Executive Departments .......................................... . 

$493,356 45 
489,776 0'T 

Officers of the .Mint .............................................. . 9,600 00 
Surveying Department ........................................... . 
Commissioner of the Public Buildings .............................. . 
Governments in the Territories of the United States ................. . 

16,'Tl8 82 
1,699 94 

36,158 82 
Judiciary ...................................................... . 209,455 38 

$1,256,745 48 
Annuities and grants ............................................ . 
Mint establishment .............................................. . 

2,150 00 
34,068 2'T 

Unclaimed merchandise .......................................... . 356 06 
Light-house establishment ..... , .................................. . 
Surveys of public lands .......................................... . 
Registers and Receivers of Land Offices ........................... . 

188,849 72 
46,769 65 
2,993 96 

Preservation of the public archives in Florida ....................... . 
Land claims in Florida Territory .................................. . 
Land claims in St. Helena land district ........ • ..................... . 

'T50 00 
9,723 48 
4,487 16 

Roads within the State of Ohio .................................... . 9,799 'Tl 
Roads within the State of Indiana ................................. . 7,176 97 
Roads and canals within the State of Mississippi .................... . 
Roads and canals within the State of Alabama ...................... . 

5,888 15 
12,958 28 

Roads and canals within the State of Missouri ...................... . 1,385 64 
Payment to Ohio of the net proceeds of lands sold under the 3d section 

of the act of February 28, 1823 ............................... . 
Repairing the post road in the Indian country between Jackson and Co-

lumbus, in the State of .Mississippi ............................ . 
Repayment for lands erroneously sold by the United States ........... . 
.Marine hospital establishment .................................... . 
Public buildings in Washington ................................... . 
Bringing the votes for President and Vice President of the United States. 
Appropriation of prize money .............................. : ...... . 
Payment of balances due to officers of old internal revenue and direct tax. 
Payment of balances to Collectors of new internal revenue ............. . 
Stock in the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal Company ............... . 
Stock in the Dismal Swamp Canal Company ........................ . 
Stock in the Louisville and Portland Canal Company ................. . 
Payment of claims for property lost ............................... . 
Payment of claims for buildings destroyed, per act of .March 3, 1825 ... . 
Miscellaneous expenses .......................................... . 

17,823 85 

15,000 00 
342 40 

,51,236 98 
91,271 9'T 

41 'T5 
4,297 55 

35 'TO 
428 02 

IO'T,500 00 
150,000 00 
30,000 00 

288 75 
208,311 46 
106,77'1 75 

1,110,713 23 
Diplomatic Department ........................................... . 
Mission to the Congress of Panama ................................ . 
Contingent expenses of foreign intercourse ......................... . 
Relief and protection of American seamen ... , .. ., ................... . 
Treaty of Ghent, ( 6th and 'Tth articles) ............................. . 
Treaty of Ghent, ( 1st article) ..................................... . 
Payment of claims under the 9th article of the treaty with Spain ...... . 
Treaties with Mediterranean Powers ............................... . 

152,476 90 
9,000 00 

18,627 07 
20,061 15 
10,500 00 
10,000 00 
9,967 88 
2,086 08 

232,719 08 

2,600,177 'T9 
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MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 

Brought forward .......... _-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,600,1 >r>r 79 
Pay of the Army. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,012,243 66 
Subsistence . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . 254,220 41 
Quartermaster's Department....................................... 301,370 66 
Forage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................... ... . ... . . . . . 32,253 90 
Clothing . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255,770 74 
Bounties and premiums. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,394 02 
Expenses of recruiting............ . .................. •·........... 9,041 37 
Medical Department ... :.......................................... 21,454 '71 
Purchase of woolens for 1827 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000 00 
Contingencies .......... :.......................................... 10,787 .68 
Military Academy, We.st Point. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,309 32 
Armories. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 355,117 06 
Arsenals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49,317 86 
Arsenal at Vergennes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,400 00 
Arsenal at Augusta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,392 95 
Ordnance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58,766 63 
Armament of new fortifications . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,662 93 
Arming and equipping militia...................................... 186,165 71 
Maps, plans, &c., for the War Department ........... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 87 
Repairs and contingencies of fortifications. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,243 96 
Fort Monroe..................................................... 106,100 00 
Fort Calhoun ..................................... -. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 77,400 00 
Fort Delaware................................................... 18,479 75 
Fort at Mobile Point.............................................. 94,714 99 
Fort A.dams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89,221 25 
Fort Hamilton.................................................... 78,808 00 
Fort Rigolets and Chef Menteur .......................... : ..... : . . . 81,329 29 
Fort Jackson ............................. : : : .-: .............. : . . . . 75,940 58 
Fort Constitution ........................ : : .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500 00 
Fort Beaufort ..................... .-: .... .' .... .'................... 845 00 
Fort Cape Fear ............................... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57,800 00 
Fort Bienvenue ........................... .-... : ......... : . . . . . . . . 50,000 00 
Fort Bogue Point ...................... .'......................... 12,100 00 
Purchase ofThrogg's Point........................................ 15,000 00 
Deepening the harbor of Presque Isle ........ :...................... 9,095 00 
Repairs of Plymouth beach ........... : .... ; ; .. : .. ; ..... ; . . . . . . . . . . 11,000 00 
Preservation of islands in Boston harbor ............ : .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . 32,950 00 
Building pier at the mouth of Buffalo creek': .. :.: ...... : . : ....... : . . . 10,000 00 
Building pier at Newcastle, Delaware ........ : . : .... : . : : : : . ; . . . . . . . . 104 01 
Building pier on Steel's Ledge, Belfast, Maine ....... : .. : .. : . : . . . . . . . . 600 00 
Survey of public piers at Chester,· Pennsylvania ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 25 
Removing obstructions in the montq. of Huron river, Ohio. : . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,500 00 
Removing obstructions in Grand river ............ ; .. ; .. : : ; . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00 
Survey of Saugatuck river and harbor; Connecticut .. :: .. ::;::.::: .. :. 400 00 
Survey of Piscataqua river, Maine ......... : ........... : : : : . . . . . . . . . 200 00 
Survey of the harbor of Edgartown, &c.............................. 500 00 
Survey of Sandusky bay, Ohio. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 00 
Survey of Oswego bay and harbor, New York .... ; ..... ;............. 200 00 
Survey of La Plaisance bay, Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 00 
Removing obstructions in the mouth of Ashtabula creek, Ohio: .. :.:.... 1,000 00 
Removing obstructions in Cunningham creek, Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00 
Survey of the swash in Pamlico sound; North Carolina .. : . •. . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00 
Improving the Ohio and Mississippi rivers .................. _........ 16,002 18 
Surveys, &c., roads and canals ... • ........ ::.·.:.; ... :::.:.: .. : .. :... 32,88'1 22 . 
Continuation of the Cumberland road· ..... • .... , ............... •. . . . . . . 125,469 00 
Road from Ohio to Detroit ........ .,............................... 14,107 45 
Road from Missomi to New Mexico ... : .. :.: .... ; ..... : .... : .. : ..... • 15,000 00 
Road from Memphis to Little Rock .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,204 00 
Road from Pensacola to St. Augustine • ....... •......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,069 00 
Road from Little Rock to Cantonment Gibson. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,441 74 
Road from Colerain to Tampa Bay ......... • .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,000 00 
Road from Cape Sable to Suwannee ....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 927 85 
Florida canal .............................................. •. •. . . . . 16,423 29 
Balances due to certain States on account of militia ......... ·.......... 17,039 51 
Interest due to. the State of Maryland............................... 66,563 22 
Interest due to the city of Baltimore .......... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,710 25 
Interest due to the State of New York. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,264 86 
Interest due to the State of Delaware .............. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,530 00 
Invalid and half-pay pensions ........ : .............. ; ; . . . . .. . . . . . . . 251,399 01 
Revolutionary pensions ............. .' ............ : .'............... 1,305,194 82 
Ransom of American captives in the late war . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 985 18 
Payment for property lost, &c...................................... 168 25 
Relief of officers, &c., engaged in Seminole campaign.................. 3,764 99 
Relief of sundry individuals ......... :.- .. :.: ........ :............... '16,649 12 

Carried forward ............. . 5,691,215 50 2,600,177 79 



182'1.] ST.A.TE OF THE FIN .A.NOES. 

. Brought forward ........... . 
.A.rrearages ..................................................... . 
Civilization of Indians ........................................... . 
Pay of Indian agents .......................... , ................. . 
Pay of sub-agents ................................................ . 
Presents to Indians .............................................. . 
Contingencies of Indian Department ................................ . 
Compensation to citizens of Georgia under the Creek treaty of 1821 .... . 
General councils with Indians on Lake Superior ......... _ ............ . 
Claims against Osages ................ _ ........................... . 
Running a line dividing the Territory of Florida from Georgia ......... . 
Removal of Creek Indians west of the Mississippi. ................... . 
Relief of the Florida Indians ...................................... . 
Treaty with the Florida Indians ................................... . 
Creek treaty of 1825 ............................................. . 
Creek treaty of 1826 ............................................. . 
Choctaw treaty ................................ '. ................ . 
Choctaw schools ................................................. . 
Holding treaties with the Choctaws and Chickasaws ................. . 
Effecting the treaties with the Osage and Kansas Indians ............. . 
Holding treaties with the Miami and Pottawatomie Indians, &c ........ . 
Negotiating and carrying :into effect certain Indian treaties ........... . 
Annuities to Indians ............................................. . 

From which deduct the following repayments : 
Gratuities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . 
Fortifications ....................................... . 
Survey of the coast of the United States ............... . 
Survey of Marblehead and Holmes' Hole ............... . 
Extinguishment of Indian titles in Michigan ............. . 
Purchase of three tracts of land in Tuscaroras county, Ohio 

NAVAL EST.ABLISIDIENT. 

$454 '13 
3,'191 31 
2,586 00 

54 '16 
50'1 '16 

63 32 

Payofthe Navy afloat ............................................ . 
Pay ?f. the shore stations ......................................... . 
Prov1s1ons ..........................................•............ 
Repairs of vessels ............................................... . 
Inclined plane, docks, &c ......................................... . 
Ship-houses ..................................................... . 
Navy yard, Portsmouth .......................................... . 
Navy yard, Boston ............................................... . 
Navy yard, New York ........................................... . 
Navy yard, Philadelphia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Navy yard, Washington .......................................... . 
Navy yard, Norfolk ............................................. . 
Navy yard, Pensacola ........................................... . 
Medicines and hospital stores ..................................... . 
Contingent, not enumerated for 1824 ............................... . 
Contingent, not enumerated for 1825 ............................... . 
Contingent for 1826 .............................................. . 
Contingent, not enumerated for 1826 ............................... . 
Gradual increase of the Navy ..................................... . 
Ordnance and ordnance stores ..................................... . 
Ten sloops-of-war ............................... , ............... . 
Superintendents, artificers, &c ..................................... . 
Laborers and fuel for engine ...................................... . 
Survey of Savannah, Brunswick, &c ............................... . 
Suppression of piracy ............................................. . 
Prohibition of slave trade ......................................... . 
Relief of Edward Lee ............................................. . 
Pay and subsistence of Marine Corps ............................... . 
Clothing for Marine Corps . . . . . .................................... . 
Medicines for Marine Corps ....................................... . 
:Military stores for Marine Corps ................................... . 
Contingent expenses of Marine Corps ............................... . 
Fuel for the Marine Corps ......................................... . 
Barracks for the Marine Corps ..................................... . 

From which deduct the following repayments, ·viz: 
Navy yards, docks, and wharves ... _. ..... _ .. ; ........... . 
Contingent, prior to 1824 ............................. . 
Contingent for 1824 ................................. . 
Contingent for 1825 ................................. . 
.A.rrearages of contingent, Marine Corps ................. . 

2,843 23 
8,520 05 
1,431 22 

58 09 
2,228 '10 

645 

$5,691,215 50 $2,600,1 '1'1 '19 
15,459 50 
14,914 09 
29,860 32 
12,131 59 
16,38'1 50 

130,542 12 
23,000 00 
2'1,000 00 

2,40'1 '11 
300 00 
564 04 

'1,249 '15 
3,218 00 

20,813 88 
'18,658 00 

2,056 51 
2,804 00 

15,000 00 
18,306 18 
15,000 00 
80,262 29 

243,542 93 

6,250,693 91 

'1,45'1 88 

$1,025,968 56 
131,823 56 
289,560 88 
485,9'10 85 

10,01'1 41 
44,296 52 
11,216 16 
40,000 00 
53,098 58 
30,490 26 
32,480 '14 
54,063 88 
40,200 00 
32,833 18 

304 15 
6'13 88 

238,855 18 
1,21'1 80 

'193,'104 92 
36,312 84 

506,163 84 
53,630 13 
13,461 9'1 
1,299 43 
2,559 62 

22,220 81 
5,812 50 

219,686 '13 
25,960 4'1 
2,283 28 
1,559 '10 

14,096 23 
9,321 45 
5,838 23 

4,233,983 '14 

15,081 29 

6,243,236 03 

4,218,902 45 

13,062,316 2'1 
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PUBLIC DEBT. 

Brought forward ......................... . $13,062,316 27 
Interest on the funded debt........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . $3,9"15,542 95 
Redemption of 6 per cent. stoc.k of 1813, ('ff.millions)................ 5,062,402 50 
Redemption of 6 per cent. stock of 1813, (16 millions)................ 2,002,306 'rl 
Redemption of 7 per cent. stock of 1815. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00 
Reimbursement of Mississippi stock................................ 450 00 
Principal and interest of Treasury notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 327 17 
Paying certain parts of domestic debt............................... 27 86 

11,041,082 1~ 

24,103,398 46 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARnIENT, Regi.ster's Office, November 28, 1827. 

G.-Statement of lands sold at the several Land Offices of the United States, and of moneys received in payment 
of public land,from the 1st of January 1827, to the 30th of JunefoUowing; inclusive; showing also the 
incidental expenses of said offices, and payments made into the Treasury during the same period. 

Land Offices. 

Marietta •••••••..••••••.•••.•••...•••••••••••••• 
Zanesville •.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •··••· 
Steubenville ............................ •· •• •• •• 
Chilicothe ..................................... . 
Cincinnati ...... ,.. , .................•••.•••... 

Wooster ...........•..•••. ••·••·•·•··••·••·••••· 
Piqua··••··•••·•···••·••·•••·--·····•····--···· 
Deta,varc ............................... ....... . 
J elfcrsonville ......................... • • • •• • • •• • 
Vincennes ............................•••..••... 
~ndianapolis . . ., ....................... • ••• • ••• 
Crawfordsville ................................. . 
Fort Wayne ••..••••.•••••••.••••.•••.•••.•••••• 
Shawneetown ••..••.••••.•••••...••..•••.•••..• 

Kaskaskia ••••••••••••••••••.••••••• , • 
Edwardsville ••••••••••...•••••••••..••••••••••• 

Vandalia•··••·••····•"•··••··•··--•·"··•••·•· 
Palestine •••••••.••••••••••••••••• •···••·•·· •••• 
Springfield ................................ , ••••• 
St. Louis ...................................... . 
Franklin ....................................... . 
Cape Girardeau ................................ . 
Palmyra ....................................... . 
Lexington ............. : ........................ . 
Little Rock •••••...•••••.•••••••.••••••••••••••• 

Batesville····••·•••···•··•···•···•···••·• •••••• 
Ouachita •.•.•..•••••••••.••..••.•••.• •··••· ... . 
Opelousas ..................................... . 
New Orleans .................................. . 
St, Helena Court-House ••.•••.•••••••••..•••.••. 
Cababa ••.••.••.•••••.•••••••..••••••••••••••••• 
St. Stephen's .................................. . 
Huntsville ................................. , ••.• 
Tuscaloosa ... ............. : ................... . 
Sparta ........................................ . 
Washington •.••••.••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••• 
Augusta ...................................... .. 
Jackson Court-House ••...•••.•.••...••••••••••• 
Detroit .......•................................. 
ll!onroe ........................................ . 

H 
Tallahassee •....•.•.••••..•••••••••••••••••••• .-. 

Aggregates ••••••••••••••.••••••• 

Quantity sold. Purchase mo- Am't received Aggregate re-

.IJ.cre,. 
3,275.82 

14,245.38 
12,871.33 
4,719.56 
5,701.68 
5,944.15 
1,572.69 

ll,653.90 
3,996.96 
3,698.77 

25,260.57 
33,815.95 
1,208.78 
1,089.98 

455. 76 
2,454.16 

383.64 
3,164.23 

10,240.9-2 
6,510.93 

14,065.83 
1,200.49 
4,819.0-2. 

26,ooo.23 
717.50 

1,056.71 
1,603.06 

846.13 
Town Jots.· 
No sales, 

16,704,51 
3,939.41 
2,001.92 
8,623.30. 

23,134.86 
2,896.14 

_79.87 

22,589.fi:5 
18,939.47 
3,831.30 

121,372:99_ 

426,687.55 

ncy. under the credit ceipts. 
system. 

$4,094 76 $4,857 50 $8,952 26 
17,690 25 20,627 59 38,317 84 
16,089 16 15,314 09 31,403 25 
5,899 49 , 11,01s 22 16,917 71 
7,127 10 37,866 57 44,993 67 
7,430 17 15,534 93 22,965 10 
1,965 86 ................ 1,965 86 

14,567 38 . ............... 14,567 38 
4,996 19 20,453 69 25,449 88 
4,623 47 17,689 94 22,313 41 

32,186 25 . ............... 32,186 25 
42,269 93 ................ 42,269 93 

1,510 97 ................ 1,510 97 
1,362 47 1,216 84 • • 2,579 31 • 

579 09 690 36 1,269 45 
3,067 71 239 84 3,307 55 

479 54 ................ 479 54 
3,955 29 •••••••••••••••• 3,9;;5 29 

12,801 94 ................ 12,801 94 
8,138 70 4,893 74 13,032 44 

17,582 31 9,782 66 27,364 97 
~,500 61_ ................ 1,500 61 
6,0-23 80 ................ 6,0-23 so 

3-2,732 33 ................. 3-2,7~ 33 
896 88 •••••••••••••••• t,96 88 

1,320 89 ··········· ...... 1,320 89 
2,003 81 ................ 2,003 81 
1,057 66 2,965 72 4,023 38 

134,451 00 ................ 134,451 00 

•••••••••••••••• 
................ 

•••••••••••••••• 
!!0,882 42 29,453 40 50,335 82 
4,924 43 1,389 83 • 6,314 26 
2,502 38 . 11,253 30. • 13,755 68 

10,779 46. •••••••••••••••• 10, 779-46 
29,863 78 ................. 29,863 78 
3,J20 16 29,741 41 33,361 57 

99 85 •••••••••••••••• 99 85 
_28,376 75. •••••••••••••••• 28,376 75 
23,679 58 . 1,847 14 25,526 72 
4,7~ 15 ................ 4,789 15 

16:7,397 16_ ................. 167,397 16 

685,320 13 236,836 77 9-22,156 90 

Incidental ex- Payment made 
penses. 

$1,391 06 
1,058 24 
2,0-23 45 
2,305 09 
3,468 31 
2,296 52 

509 13 
1,307 32 
2,378 11 
1,859 01 
2,223 53 
1,599 39 

590 06 
1,941 75 
1,895 69 

633 41 
547 63 
584 19 

1,110 f\5 
. 2,398 47 

1,234 22 
612 87 
630 09 
949 68 
688 26 
710 11 
79:} 64 
696 66 

2,117 86 
500 00 

2,870 19 
1,842 14 
3,559 67 
1,203 96 
1,088 12 
1,9-27 99 

500 00 
1,754 75 
2,185 84 

885 61 
3,956 75 

62,829 62 

into the Trcn..
ury . 

$5,320 80 
8,447 38 

18,988 01 
14,400 80 
16,155 11 
16,203 35 
2,437 39 

12,650 31 
24,607 42 

4,799 87 
76,339 44 
71,806 85 
1,440 00 . ............... 

76 56 

5,073 47 . ............... 
6,426 06 

21,555 94 
11,475 83 
:15,209 31 

•••••••••••••••• 
10,850 00 . ............... 

................ 
2,000 00 . ............... 
5,004.17 

100,538 91 
................ 

30,535 64 
8,500 00 
7,650 00 

................ 

. ............... 
13,000 00 

................ 
20,918 9-2 
22,122 61 
6,000 00 

184,845 98 

765,360 13 

i:~::::~: ~~~ :: f~=~~i~~~ 33,1: ~i~':.1r1":r'1~~~::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 8~:~ }~ 
Aggregate of payments during the first three quarters of the year 1827 ...................... 1,212,011 29 

N OTE,-The column of "incidental e:rpense." in this statement is greaUy increased in consequence of the operati~ct of ll!ay 22 1826 
prov!ding for the allo.wance to Rei:isters and Receivers of the ai~1ount of clerk hire incurred in the execution of the laws for the relief of the purcb.Jers o~ 
puhhc lands, passed m the years 1821, 1822, and 1823, and allowing U1e one-half of one 1,er cent. on the payments made by relinquishment and discounts• 
~~r t~~;r ;;:~t:1:~~d ~~ '3:~;M:;,t~~o Receivers for depositing public moneys since the 20th of April, 1818, in pursuance of the provisions of nJ 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, General Land Olfice, October 31, 1827. 
GEO. GRAHAM. 
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H. 

Stalement of moneys received into the 'l'reasury from all sources other than customs and public lanil,s,from 
January I to September 30, 1827. 

From dividends on stock in the Bank of the United States .......................... .. 
From awards under the first article of the treaty of Ghent, for slaves and 

other property .............................................. . 
From arrears of new direct tax ................................... . 
From arrears of new internal revenue .............................. . 
From fees on letters patent ....................................... . 
From cents coined at the Mint ..................................... . 
From postage of letters .......................................... . 
From fines, penalties, and forfeitures ............................... . 
J!'rom surplus emoluments of officers of the customs ................. . 
From interest on balances due by banks of the United States ......... . 
From net proceeds of vessels condemned under the slave trade acts ... . 
From a person unknown, stated to be on account of duties on imports and 

tonnage .................................................... . 

From balances of advances made in the War Department, repaid under 

$602,480 00 
2,626 90 

18,149 23 
8,130 00 

14,376 32 
101 00 
20 00 

27,880 49 
3,000 00 
4,791 18 

6 00 

the third s~ction of the act of May I, 1820 .................................... . 

$420,000 00 

681,561 12 

32,344 98 

1,133,906 10 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPART.uENT, Registers Office, November 28, 1827. 

I. 

Statement of the expenditures of the United States from January 1 to September 30, 1827. 

• • CIVIL, MISCELLANEOUS, AND DIPLOllATI0 1 VIZ: 
Legislature ..................................................... . 
Executive Departments .......................................... . 
Officers of the Mint ............................................. . 
Surveying Department ........................................... . 
Commissioner of the Public Buildings in Washington ................ . 
Governments in the Territories of the United States ................. . 
Judiciary .............•.......................................... 

Annuities and grants . , .......................................... . 
Mint establishment .............................................. . 
Unclaimed merchandise .......................................... . 
Light-house establishment ........................................ . 
Surveys of public lands ........................................... . 
Registers and Receivers of Land Offices ........................... . 
Preservation of the public archives in Florida ....................... . 
Land claims in Florida Territory ................................... . 
Land claims in St. Helena land district ............................. . 
Roads within the State of Ohio ................................... . 
Roads within the State of Indiana ................................. . 
Roads and canals within the State of •Alabama ...................... . 
Roads and canals within the State of Missouri ...................... . 
Roads and canals within the State of Mississippi. .................. . 
Repairing the post road between Chattahoochie and Line creek, Alabama. 
Marine hospital establishment ..................................... . 
Public buildings in Washington ................................... . 
Appropriation of prize money ..................................... . 
Payment of balances to CoHectors of new internal revenue ........... . 
Stock in the Louisville and Portland Canal Company ................. . 
Payment of claims for property lost ............................... . 
Payment of claims for buildings destroyed ......................... . 
Miscellaneous expenses . . . . . . . . . . ............................... . 

Diplomatic Department ........................................... . 
Mission to the Congress of Panama ................................ . 
Contingent expenses of foreign intercourse ......................... . 
Relief and protection of .American seamen ................... ~ ...... . 
Treaty of Ghent, ( 6th and 7th articles) ............................. . 
Treaty of Ghent, ( 1st article) ..................................... . 
Claims on Spain ................................................. . 
Treaties with Mediterranean Powers ............................... . 
Awards under the 1st article of the treaty of Ghent .................. . 

$308,589 25 
394,437 74 

'1,200 00 
21,011 5! 
1,195 00 

36,0'1'1 40 
167,694 08 

1,600 00 
35,088 86 

263 92 
203,678 68 
48,593 15 
2,631 14 
1,125 00 
1,9'11 24 
1,502 78 
2,452 90 
7,352 54 
6,540 36 
1,981 45 
4,'11'1 11 
6,000 00 

46,511 04 
135,727 35 

2,202 50 
2,559 73 

30,000 00 
191 25 

4,218 45 
48,060 29 

85,260 75 
l'T,022 08 
18,609 00 
25,531 90 

'1,500 00 
IC,206 44 
1,817 '12 

21,505 54 
294,392 23 

$936,205 07 

595,469 '14 

481,845 66 

2,013,520 4'1 
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MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT. 

Brought forward ......................... . 
Pay of the Army. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $722,788 60 
Subsistence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 171,199 40 
Forage ....... •................................................... 34,992 30 
Quartermaster.'s Department, arrearages of ditto...................... 322,600 13 
Arrearages of Army ............ : ...... : ........ ;;.:.............. '17,741 03 
Bounties and premiums ........... ;.;;.; ...... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ll,163 87 
Purchasing Department .............. : . ; ................. : . . . . . . . . 150,239 60 
Expenses of recruiting ........ ; .. ; .... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,460 14 
Purchase of woolens for 1828 ........... : ...................... ; . . . 10,000 00 
Ordnance ..................... ; .............................. ; . . 15,115 57 
Arming and equipping militia ....... ; .......... ; .... ;.: ..... :...... 156,603 03 
Hospital Department ............ ;;................................ 21,147 84 
Armories ..................... ; ... ;.............................. 281,047 27 
Arsenals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31,564 96 
Arsenal at Vergennes............................................. 8,600 00 
Arsenal in Georgia ........... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,286 • 69 
Arsenal at St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000 00 
Arsenal at Augusta, Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,081 60 
Contingencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,232 30 
Repairs and contingencies of fortifications........................... 22,918 73 
Fort Monroe..................................................... 73,643 97 
Fort Calhoun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38,526 24 
Fort Adams. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83,015 00 
Fort Hamilton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58,034 09 
Fort Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72,144 78 
Fort Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 28 
Fort at Cape Fear ......... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29,930 00 
Fort at Beaufort . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44,364 42 
Fort at Bienvenue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,000 00 
Fort at Mobile Point........................................ . . . . . . 72,951 46 
Fort at Rigolets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,000 00 
Armament of new fortifications..................................... 39,054 40 
Surveys, &c., of roads and canals................................... 47,405 70 
Continuation of the Cumberland road., .......................... ,... 118,000 00 
Preservation of the Cumberland road ... , ......................... , . , • 9,000 00 
Repairs of the Cumberland road ... , .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 510 00 
'Road from Memphis to Little Rock .. ,. ..... ·......................... 2,000 00 
Road from Little Rock to Cantonment -Gibson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000 00 
Road from Fort Smith to Fort Towson ......• , . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2,000 00 
King's road, from the Georgia line, (by St. Augustine to New Smyrna).. 3,000 00 
Improving the Ohio and Mississippi rivers ...• ,...................... 18;216 00 
Improving the navigation of the Ohio river. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 9,000 00 
Improving Hyannis harbor, Massachusetts .. , ..•.......•........ .-.-.. .- 1,000 00 
Improving Cleveland harbor, Ohio .......... ii •• , ••• ii •• ,., •••• ,.,,.,. 1,500 00 
Improving Pascagoula harbor, Mississippi river .. , . . • . . . . . . . . • • . • . .. . . 8,000 00 
Deepening the harbor of Presque Isle ........ , . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,484 81 
Preservation of islands in Boston harbor ........... , . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,115 2'I 
Repairs of Plymouth beach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,184 90 
:Uemoving obstructions in Huron• creek, Ohio ... , ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,500 00 
Removing obstructions in Cunningham creek, Ohio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00 
Removing obstructions in Ashtabula creek,-Ohio ........... , ..•.. ; , , . . . 9,698 00 
Removing obstru'ctions in Grand River creek, Ohio ............. •.. . . . . 4,620 00 
Removing obstructions in Mobile harbor, Alabama.................... 5,605 'IS 
Building piers on Steel's Ledge, Belfast, Maine...................... ·400 00 
Building piers on Buffalo creek..................................... 5,000 00 
Piers, beacon, &c., in the harbor of Saco, Maine ..... , ..... , .... , , .. , . 4,450 00 
Examining piers at Port Penn, Marcus Hook, and Fort Mifflin , ~ . . . . . . . . 100 00 
Survey of a canal from the Atlantic to •the-Gulf of Mexico . . . . . . . . . . • . • 2,755 00 
Connecting the Detroit and the river Raisin with the Maumee and San-

dusky roads .....................•... , ...................... . 
Piers at the mouth of Oswego harbor, New York ................... . 
Piers at the mouth of Dqnkirk harbor, New York., .................. . 
Piers at La Plaisance bay, MicMgan ....•...................... . ·.ii •• 

Removing obstructions, Saugatuck river, &c ........................ . 
Boundary lines between Georgia and Florida ...............•.. , . , , , , ii • 

Erection of a wharf at Fort Wolcott; Rhode Island .........•. ii • , ••••• 

Purchase. of a house and lot of land, Eastport, Maine ................ . 
Purchase of lots at St. Augustine, Florida .............. · .......•..... , 
Barracks at Savannah ................................. , .. ; ...... . 
Barracks at Michilimackinac. , ............................•....... 
Military cantonment near St. Louis ......................... , •.. , . , . 
System of cavalry, artillery, and infantry exercise ........•.. .-.•...... 
Settlement of Georgia militia claims .............................. _ .. 
Military Academy, West Point .................................... . 

12,000 00 
3,533 06 
3,000 00 
1,000 00 
1,500 00 

• 3,'I45 80 
500 00 

1,800 00 
600 00 

11,414 40 
2,000 00 

10,108-18 
1,675 24 

50,600 00 
24,895 00 

[No. 786. 

$2,013,520 4'I 

Carried forward............ 3,013,365 84 2,013,520 4'I 
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Brought forward ........... . 
Maps, plans, &c., War Department ................................ . 
Suppression of Indian aggressions on frontiers of Georgia and Florida .. 
Revolutionary pensions ...........•................ -............... . 
Invalid and half-pay pensions ................................ -..... . 
Pensions to widows and orphans .......................... -........ . 
Surveying the harbor of Church's cove, Rhode Island ................ . 
Surveying the harbor of Stonington, Connecticut .................... . 
Surveying the roads from Detroit to Saginaw, Fort Gratiot, and Huron 

lake .................•.......... ••.•.••••••••••····••····· 

$3,013,365 84 
62 00 

10,887 81 
796,381 93 
172,033 86 

8,802 47 
200 00 
200 00 

Opening and constructing the Detroit and Chicago roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Relief of officers, &c., engaged in Seminole campaign ................ . 

1,500 00 
20,000 00 

747 01 
17,577 60 

4,474 41 
40 00 

10,613 80 
149,141 06 
30,015 96 
12,750 25 

Interest due the State of Pennsylvania ............................. . 
Relief of Captain Bigger's company of rangers ..................... . 
Payment of claims for property lost .... : .............. : ........... . 
Relief of sundry individuals ...................................... . 
Carrying into effect certain Indian treaties ......................... . 
Rations to Florida Indians ........................................ . 
Relief of Florida Indians ......................................... . 
Running the line ofland assigned to Florida Indians ................. . 
Presents to Indians ........... , ................................. . 
Contingencies of Indian Department ............................... . 
Creek treaties .................................................. : . 
Treaty with the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians .................... . 
Effecting certain Indian treaties, act 20th May, 1826 ................. . 
Removal of the Creeks west of the Mississippi ...................... . 
Civilization of Indians ............................................ . 
Pay of Indian agents ............................................ . 
Pay of sub-agents ............................................... . 
Indian annuities ................................................ . 
Treaty with the Choctaws, 3d March, 1821. ........................ . 
Choctaw schools, treaty 18th October, 1820 ......................... . 

From which deduct the following repayments: 
Fortifications ........................................... . 
Survey of Marblehead and Holmes' Hole ................... . 
Road from Pensacola to St. Augustine ..................... . 
Road from Col~rain to Tampa Bay ......................... . 
Holding treaties with Indians in Indiana ................... . 
Road from Ohio to Detroit ................................ . 

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT. 

$53 19 
95 82 

546 00 
84 00 

2 27 
373 88 

Pay of the Navy afloat ........................................... . 
Pay ?f. the shore stations ......................................... . 
Provisions ...................................................... . 
Repairs of vessels ............................................... . 
Navy yards, docks, &c ........................................... . 
Navy yard, Pensacola. . . . . . . . . .................................. . 
Medicines and hospital stores ..................................... . 
Ordnance and ordnance stores ..................................... . 
Ten sloops-of-war ................................................ . 
Repairs of sloops-of-war ........... , .............................. . 
Gradual increase of the Navy ..................................... . 
Gradual improvement of the Navy .................................. • 
Prohibition of the slave trade ..................................... . 
Superintendents, artificers, &c .................................... . 
Suppression of piracy ........................................... . 
Survey of the harbors of Savannah, Brunswick, &c .................. . 
Arrearages prior to 1827 .................... ~ .................... . 
Surveys and estimates for dry docks ............................... . 
Contingent, prior to 1824 ... ~ ..................................... . 
Contingent for 1825 ............................................. . 
Contingent not enumerated, 1826 .................................. . 
Contingent for 1827 ............................................. . 
Contingent not enumerated, 1827 .................................. . 
Pay, &c., Marine Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... . 
Clothing, Marine Corps ........................................... . 
Fuel, Marine Corps .............................................. . 
Medicines, :Marine Corps ......................................... . 
Barracks, Marine Corps .......................................... . 
Military stores, Marine Corps ..................................... . 
Contingent, Marine Corps ........................... < •••••••••••••• 
Contingent arrearages, Marine Corps ............................... . 
Contingent additional, 1826, Marine Corps ..... ; .................... . 

330 56 
13,390 45 
98,377 94 
96,464 51 

. 2,445 37 
2,800 00 

29,080 82 
8,629 84 

25,606 65 
11,840 36 

206,443 24 
148 00 

7,074"5'7 

4,751,426 31 

1,155 16 

1,053,576 21 
135,730 14 
276,009 45 
344,936 5'T 
174,039 53 
52,516 21 
26,631 84 
36,8'74 00 

184,804 24 
20,181 38 

625,952 51 
68,095 88 
26,651 59 
55,676 02 
1,162 65 
1,503 00 

13,686 .90 
2,707 2'T 

10,486 60 
216 66 

3,384 31 
191,528 56 

929 37 
127,25'1 48 
11,848 86 
3,413 31 

7l'i 55 
149 41 
402 00 · 

8,619 27 
2,228 70 

308 05 

649 

4,750,271 15 

Carried forward............ 3,462,225 52 6,763,791 62 
VOL. V--82 B 
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_ . . . . . B;rought forward ........... . 
From which deduct the following repayments: . 

$3,462,225 52 $6,'l63,'l91 62 

Building barges ....................................... . 
Five schooners ................ • ..... _ ...... _ ............. . 
Swords and medals ...................................... . 
Contingent for 1824 ........................ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Contingent not enumerated, 1825 ........................ . 
Contingent for 1826 ................................... . 

PUBLIC DEBT. 

• .$6'l 16 
. 58 .. 3.3. 
.57,9. 62. 
575, 52 
108 88 

2,260 10 

Interest on the funded debt ...... ::.; ..... ::: ..................... . 
Redemption of six per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of 16 millions) ....... . 
Interest on Louisiana stock .... :.-....... :.: .. :.: .. .-............... . 
Reimbursement of Mississippi stock ............ : ... : .............. . 
Paying certain parts of domestic debt ...... : ....... : . : : :-. ......... . 
Paying the principal and interes~ Tr~a~ury ndtes .. : .... . _:: . ........ : . 

From which deduct the following repayment:· • 

• 3,649 '61 

2,652,983 49 
5,007,303 69 

3,562 30 
742 48 
2112 

8,410 36 

_7,673,023 44 

01 

3,458,5'l5 91 

Redemption of six per cent. stock of 1813, ( 7 ½ millions) .......... _ ._ ... . 
'l,6'l3,023 43 

17,895,390 96 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, November 28, 182'l. 

No. l. 

Stolemeni, oJ, the Publw Debt on the 1st of October, 1827. 
Three per cent. stock ......................................................... . 
Six per cent. stock of 1813. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4,244,587 07 
Six per cent. stock of 1814 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,096,542 90 
Six per cent. stock of 1815 . . . . ....... : . : ~ . . ·;. ; ... ~ .. ~ .. : ... ; . .-: • 9,490,099 10 

Five per cent. stock (subscription to Bank of the United States) ..... . 
Five per cent. stock of 1820 .................. , .................. . 
Five per cent. stock of 1821. ............... ; .............. : ..... . 
Exchanged five per cent, of 1822 .................... ~ ............. _ 

Four and a half pe1· cent. stocks of 1824 ......................... . 
Exchanged four and a half per cent. stocks of 1824 ................ . 
Exchanged four and a half per cent. stocks of 1825 ................ . 

7,000,000 00 
999,999 13 

4,735,296 30 
56,704 7'l 

10,000,000 00 
4,454,727 95 
1,539,336 16 

Total. .................................................................. . 

$13,296,24:'l 70 

2s;881,229 o'l' 

12,792,000 20 

15,994,064 11 

68,913,541 08 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi.ster's Ojfice, December 1, 1827·. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Amount of the debt on the 1st of October, 1826, per statement No. 3, which accompanied 
the Secretary's report of the 12th of December, 1826 ......................... . 
Deduct six per cent. stock paid off, viz: • • 

On the 1st January, 1827 .......................... :·.;.::: ... :... $2,002,306 'l1 
On the 1st July, 1827 .......................... : ..... :::........ 5,007,303 68 

Leaves the amount on the 1st of October, 1827, as above stated ................... . 
From wliich, by deducting the amount to be !?aid a~ t~e close of the present quarter .. . 

Will leave as the amount of the public debt on'the 1st-of January, 1828 ............ . 

The public debt, on the 1st of January, 1825, amounted to ....... : ................ . 
Add four and a half per cent. stock issued since, under the act of 26th 

May, 1824 ............................. ; ...... :............ 5,000,000 00 
Add three per cent. stock ....... _ .............................. : .. : • 16 25 

Deduct payments of principal,. viz: 
In 1825 ..................... : : : ............. : .. , ..••.......... 
In 1826! .........................................•.... -........ . 
In 1827, including payment at tlie close of the year ............ ~ .... . 

'i, 'l25,034: 88 
'i,064,709 21 
6,507,466 84: 

Amount as above on the 1st January, 1828 ................................. . 

$'l5,923,151 4'l 

'l,009,610 39 

68,913,541 08 
1,500,163 16 

6'i,413,37'i 92 

83,710,572 60 

5,000,016 25 

88, 'il0,588 85 

21,29'i,2.10 93 

67,413,377 92 
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No. 2. 

Estimaled amount of Treasury notes outstanding on the.1st October, 182'1. 

Total amount issued, per No. 4 of last report ....................................... . 
Cancelled and reported on by the First Auditor ....... : ............ : ................ . 

$36,680, '194 
36,669,854 

Outstanding ................................................................ . 10,940 

Consisting of small Treasury notes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,180 
Notes bearing interest .............. M.. •.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8,'160 

10,940 

• , ..... ~ " ; • • •• , .. • • V JOSEP.H NOURSE,.Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,st,e-rs .Office, December 8, .182'1. 

No. 3. 

Statement of the stock issued under the act of Oongress entitled "An act supplementary to the act for the 
indemniji,catwn of pub~w l~~':8 in the Mississippi Territory," passed ~~ _the 3d Mar~h! ~~15. 

Amount of claims awarded, per·statement·No. 5 of the·Iast rep·ort ......... ; .. : ....... "$4,282,151 12 
~ .. ~ " . .. . . . . .. , ... , 

Whereof there was paid in for lands;per said report ................... ::;.: .. ~.· .... • $2,447,539 39,;J 
Payments at the Treasury to the 30th·September, 1826, per said statement. $1,82'1,215 56 
Payments from the 1st October,-1826; to the 30th September, ·182'1...... • • '142 48 

• a. ' • ~ • "- ,, 

Balance outstanding on the 1st October,·1827, consisting of "Certificates 
outstanding .. :. ·: .-.. ·: ~: ..................................... . 

·Awards not applied for ........................................... . 

·I,827,958 04 

6,609 09 
44 60½ 

6,653 69½ 

4,282,151 12½ 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's ·Ojfice; :December 81• 182'1. • 

• ~ • • .. ,( • " TREASURY DEPARTMENT, May 16, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to tr.ans~it" a letter' of the Regis'te~ of the Trea~ucy,· ~ccompanied by statements 

marked B and C, which were referred to in the statement marked A, annexed to the annual report of this 
Department on the state of. the finances, dated the. Sth .o.f. December last. Statement B exhibits, in detail, 
the duties on merchandise, tonnage, &c., and statement C exhibits the amount of tonnage employed in 
the foreign trade of the United' States. 

I have the honor to be, :very.resp~ct{ully,.your ol;)edient servant, 

The Hon. the PRESIDENT of.the. &n$::: .... 
RICHARD RUSH. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, May 15, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith statement B, exhibiting the details of duties on mer

chandise, tonnage, &c., referred to in statement A, which accompanied the annual report of the Secretary 
of the Treasury on the state of the finances of the 8th of December last; also statement C, exhibiting the 
tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the United States for the year 1826. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 
• • • • • • ' • • JOSEPH NOURSE, "Jle.gister. 

Hon. RrcHARl> Rusn, 'Se<Yi'efary <( the Tr~ry. : . , . , : : : : : : : . : : : . , _ .. 
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B. 

Statement exhibiting the val,ues and quantities, respectively, of merchandise on which duties actually accrued 
during the year 1826, ( consisting of the difference between articles paying duty imparted and those entitled 
to drauibaclc re-exparted;) and also of. the net revenue which accrued that year from duties an mer
chandise, tonnage, passports, qnd clearances. 

• l\IERCHANDISE PAYING DUTIES AD VALOREM 

5,031 dollars, at 12 per cent .................................... . 
1,296,182 ..... do ..... 12½-.. do ............. ·- ...... ·-· ........... ·- ....... . 
3,824, 'll0 ..... do .... 15 ... do ..................................... . 
4,592,965 ..... do .... 20 ... do ..................................... . 

l'l,612,114 ..... do .... 25 ... do ............................ • ......... . 
1,416,166 ..... do .... 30 ... do ....................... , ........ • ..... . 
5,835,605 ..... do .... 33½ .. do ..................................... . 

3,32'l ..... do .... 35 ... do ..................................... . 
92,642 ..... do .... 40 ... do ..................................... . 

340, 'l82 ..... do .... 50 ... do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 

35,019,524 

DUTIES ON SPECIFIC ARTICLES. 

1. Wines .................. 2,'l6'l,893 gallons, av. 25.'ll cents ....... . 
2. Spirits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,322,380 ... do ...... 43.54 ... do ........ . 

Molasses ................ 13,661,639 ... do .... at 5.00 ... do ........ . 
3. Teas .................... 8,816,225 pounds, av. 34.3~ ... do ........ . 

Coffee. . . . . . . ........... 26,449,356 ... do .... at 5.00 ... do ........ . 
4. Sugar ................... 'l3,451,591. .. do .... av. 3.06 ... do ........ . 
5. Salt .................... 3,104;668 ... do .... at 20.00 ... do ........ . 
6. All other articles ............................................... . 

$603 'i2 
162,022 'l5 
5'l3,'i06 50 
918,593 00 

4,403,028 50 
424,849 80 

1,945,201 6'l 
1,164 45 

3'l,056 80 
l'l'0,391 00 

8,636,618 19 

$'lll,'l90 10 
1,446,559 00 

683,081 95 
3,026,140 42 
1,322,467 80 
2,246,942 11 

620,933 60 
1,953,944 10 

$8,636,618 19 

12,011,859 08 

20,648,4'l'l 2'l 
Deduct duties refunded, after deducting therefrom duties on merchandise the particulars 

of which could not be ascertained, and difference in calculation ..... ,............. 14, 'l95 51 

Add 2½ per cent. retained on drawback .............................. . 
10 per cent. extra duty on foreign vessels ....................... . 
Discriminating duty on French vessels .......................... . 
Interest on custom-house bonds ................................. . 
Storage received ...........................•.•..•.•........... 

$140,239 89 
18,140 94 
1,06'l 5'l 

14,632 14 • 
3,628 03 

20,633,681 'l6 

l'l'l,'l08 5'l 

Duties on merchandise ............. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,811,390 33 
Duties on tonnage ...................................... •....... $128,553 84 
Light-money ........................ • ............... , . . . . . . . . . . 21,516 'll 

. Passports and clearances ................................................... . 

Deduct drawback on domestic refined sugar .......................... . 
Deduct drawback on domestic distilled spirits ........................ . 

$2,627 5'l 
6,561 03 

30 83 Deduct drawback under the convention with France .................. . 

Gross revenue ................................................................. . 
Expenses of collection .................... :.:: .................................. . 
--- Net revenue ........................................................... ,. 

Exp7,a,natary statements and ·no_tes. 

1. WINES. 

Madeira .................•................ 
Burgundy and Champagne ................. . 
Sherry and St. Lucar ...................... . 
Lisbon, Oporto, &c. . . . . . . ................ . 
Teneriffe, Fayal, &c ....................... . 
Claret, &c., bottled ........................ . 
All other .............. ' ................... . 

128,515 gallons, at 100 cents ....... . 
15,992 .... do .... 100 .. do ........ . 
28,041. ... do.... 60 .. do ........ . 

308,557 .... do.... 50 .. do ........ . 
166,3l'l .... do. . . . 40 .. do ........ . 
'l7,2l'l .... do.... 30 .. do ........ . 

2,043,254 .... do. . . . 15 .. do ........ . 

2,'l6'l,893 

t. 

150,0'l'0 55 
ll,'l16 00 

20,9'l3,l 'l6 88 

9,219 43 

20,963,957 45 
'll5,903 15 

20,248,054 30 

$128,515 00 
15,992 00 
16,824 60 

154,278 50 
66,526 80 
23,165 10 

306,488 10 

'lll,'l90 10 
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2. SPffiITS. 

From grain, 1st proof. ..................... . 
2d proof ..................... . 

331,82'7 gallons, at 42 cents ....... . 
1'1,16'1 .... do.... 45 .. do ........ . 

3d proof ..................... . 39,903 .... do.... 48 .. do ........ . 
4th proof. .................... . 
5th proof ..................... . 

Other materials, 2d proof ................. . 

6,931. ... do.... /52 .. do ........ . 
8,516 .... do.... 60 .. do ....... .. 

685,822 .... do.... 38 .. do ...... .. 
3d proof ................. . 1,003,8'14 .... do.... 42 .. do ........ . 
4th proof •................. 1,234,468 .... do. : . . 48 .. do ........ . 

Above 5th proof ................. . 2,3'il .... do.... '10 .. do ........ . 
----

3,330,8'19 
Deduct export old spirits, 5th proof ......... . 8,499 .... do.... 5'7 .. do ........ . 

3,322,380 

3. TEAS. 

Bohea ............ :.......... ... . . . . . . . . . . 188,321 pounds, at 12 cents ....... . 
Soucbong. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,550,016 .... do.. . . 25 .. do ... , .... . 
Hyson Skin, &c........................... 2,205,586 .... do.... 28 .. do ........ . 
Hyson and Young Hyson................... 4,40'1,145 .... do~... 40 .. do ........ . 
Imperial...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 465,15'7 .... do. . . . 50 .. do ........ . 
Extra duty on teas imported from other ;places 

than China ................................................................ . 

8,816,225 

4. SUGAR. 

653 

$139,36'1 34 
7,725 15 

19,153 44 
3,604 12 
5,109 60 

260,612 36 
421,62'1' 08 
592,544 64 

1,659 'TO 

1,451,403 43 
4,844 43 

1,446,559 00 

$22,598 52 
38'i,504 00 
61'7,564 08 

I, '162,858 00 
·232,5'18 50 

3,03'1 32 

3,026,140 42 

Brown ................ , .............. . 
White clayed, &c ..................... . 

69,112,185 pounds, at 3 cents......... $210'13,365 55 
4,339,414 ..... do.... 4. ,dor .... •,.... 1'13,5'76 56 

'13,451,599 

5. SALT. 

Imported, bushels, .. ,.,., ... , ............ ,.......... 4126'7,861, at 20 cents ..... . 
Exported, bushels.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 441 'T'T'1 
Bounties and allowances reduced into bushels, 

at 20 cents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,148,416 
1,193,193 .... do ........... .. 

3,104,668 .... do ......... . 

2,246,942 11 

$859,5'72 20 

238,638 60 

620,933,60 
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6. ALL OTHER ARTIOLES. 

Articles. • ·Quantity.·' • ·Rate of duty. 

Cnrpeting,Brussels, Wilton, &c.-.•• : .••.. :.: .....•• ; •..•..... ~: ..••.••••..••...•... ;ynrds.'.:.~: • • '54,380 • • 

Venetian nndingrnin ···•••·•··•'·•••··••·•••·•·• •. :.·., •••••••••••••••••••• do.· ••••• ·.: • • • 618;793 
nil other •••• •••••·•••···•····••••····••······••··•··• .. •··•·•···••··••••'·do.·.,.· ••• ,···· • 10,303 

. Cotton bagging ....•..•••.•..•..••.•.•.••..••.. •••••• ••.••• •••• ••...••.....•.•.••...• do ••.••.•• • 1,787,507 
Vinegar ..••.•...•..••..•.••.•••....•••..•••...•••..• • : . ...•..••..•...••...•...•... gallons...... . 35,862 
Beer, nle, nnd porter, bo.tUe.d ... , •. , .••..•• , .. , •••. ,.,. ......••.• _. •••...•...•....... do........ . . . 61,!;80, 

_ in cnsks ..••...••••..•...•....•..•••..•.........•••.....••.... do........ 7,516 
Oil, spermaceti •••...•..•••..•.• •····••··••• •••• , .•••••••••••••••••• •..•••..••.••••• do .... •••· ••••• ••••.••.• •• :. 

whnle and other fish .•...••....•••..•..••.......•••••••..••••••.•.....•...••.••• do........ 563 
olive, in cnsks ••..• : :.:: ...• :. :: ..•... : ..•. .•• : .• .' .••.••• : ••.•· ••. : •• •....••• :.d~.'.:.' ... : 25,109 

50 
25 
20 

3¾ 
8 

20 
15 
25 
15 
25 

castor •.•••••• ·•··••·••••••··• •.••. •••• •••••. ••·••• •••••••••••• ••·•·• •••••••••• do •••••••• •••••• •••••• ••••.• 40 
linseed .••...•••••....•...•..•••••....••••..•••••••..••..•••..••.••••••.••••.•.. do.... • • • • 137, 730 25 

hempseed ................................................ ••• : •••• •••• •••• •••••• do........ •••••• ••...• ...... 25 
rape seed •••••......•••.••.•••..•...•••. •••• .................................... do........ ••. . • . •. •. .• ••••.. 25 

Cocoa ...•..•....••.••...••..••.••.••••.••••••.•••••••••••...••••••••..••••...••. pounds..... . 1,646,691 2 
Chocolate •.•••••••• •••••·••••••···•·•·• •••••• ••·••••••··• •••••• ·••••• •••••• : ••••••• do........ 2,256 4 

[No. ~86. 

Duties. 

e'27,190 00 
154,698 25 

2,060 60 
67,031 52 
2,868 96 

12,376 00 
1,121 40 

84 45 
6,277 25 

34,43-2 50 

Sugnr, candy.••·••• •••••••••••••••.•.•••••• ••••·· •••• •••••••••.•• •••••• ••.••• do........ 491 • 12 
Jonr . ........ : • .... ·.-· ................................................. ·.ii~: ·: :. , 1,866 •••••••• ·12 ••••••••• 

32,933 82 
90 24 
58 92 

223 92 
62 30 other refined ...• :. : .•.. : :.: • ••.••• : ......• :: •••...•• ::.: ..•• .............. :.do .... :: .. • 6,i3· • ••• • • • ·io ••• 

Fruits,nlmonds ••••.•• ~ .. :; .... : .. : •.••.. : ....... :.::: .... :.:.: .................. ::do .. : .. :.;. • '5/h',483° • •• • •. '.:i 
currants .•..•••.••• : ••.. ; ...••... : .••..•••• :: ••..... :.:: • .' ................. :.do .. : .... :'"'. 4~119' • 3 
prunes nnd plums:.: •. ; •• ;.;: •.•• :.: ..••••. : ·.; .. •.• :.: .~ ...•...••••....••... do ...•• :.. '141;4'64 • • • • • • • :i • • • 
figs ......•..•...•..•..•....••.•••••.•...•....•••.•.•••.•.••...•••..•••••...• do........ 479,048 3 
r.iiilins,jnr nnd muscatel\.·.,.:; •. :-.::.:.~:.:.~; ..•. :: ••. ~.·.; •• :.::.; •. : .•.. • ;do .. ~.·.:.: 2,561,923 • •4· 

other ••••• •·••··•••··• ··•••·•·•••••••••• •••••••••• • •••• • •••••• ••• : .do........ 2,309,296 3 

15,644 49 
13,272 57 
5,658 56 

14,371 44 
10-2,476 9-2 
69,278 88 

·Candles, tallow •••.••• ••·••• •• •••• •••••••••••• ••·•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• do........ •••••• •• .•• • •••. •• 5 •·•••. •••• •••• •••• 
wax................................ •• ••••·• •••••••••. •• •..• ••••·• ••..••• do........ 165 6 9 90 
spermaceti .•..•••.•••.•.••..••..•••...•..•.•.••••••.•..•...••..••.••..••••. do........ 33 8 2 64 

Cheese •..••• ••••• •.••.•.••••••••••••••.•••••••.•••••.••••• ••••• •••••••••••.• •••••• .do........ 37,839 9 3,405 51 

I::~:::::::::::::::::;::::~:-:::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::-:;: . _. _2~·:: _. "' ! __ .... 2,~: 
Beefnnd pork ••••••••••• :., •• ~ •• ,.••·••·•··••··•••••~ ... •·•··•_.•••'•••••·•··••••··••·•·•do ••• ; •• ~. : •• •.;:.;.·.; .. : •• :. ~ ... :.;.· .••••••. ••••••••••••••·••• 

'Hams and bacon •• ; .••.•.••.••...•••.•.•.•••••••..••••••••...•.•.....•..••••..•.... do........ 44,697 3 1,340 91 
Butter •.•.•.• •••••• ••••·• •••• •·•• •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• •••• •••• ••••·• •••.•••• do........ 2,707 5 135 35 
Saltpetre, refined •••••• ••·•••••·••• •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• •• ••.. ••••• .•.•••.• do........ 7,040 3 211 20 
Camphor, crude •••••••••••• •••••• •••• •••••.••·••.•••• •• •••••••·••• •••••••.•••••• ,.do........ 60,887 8 4,870 96 

refined •••••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••........••••••••.••••.•..•••••... · •.... do.... . . • . 3,335 12 40-2 60 
Salts, Epsom •••••• •••••••••·•••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •••• ••.••••.•••••. •••• .•••. do........ 6,787 4 271 48 
Spices,Cayenne pepper ••••••••• ••••••••••· ••••••••·•••·•·••••·•·•••••••··•••••·•··do........ 137 15 !!0 55 

ginger ••...•••• : •••• ;.· ••...•••••• ,., .•••..•..•••.••••••..•••. -..:.:;::.::.:.-.:.ao ... •.;:.;-'• • • • 2,673 • • 2 53 46 
mace .................................................................................. ·.- ............................ da ..... ; • .• •.··; ,. ......... , ....................................... , ••• , .• , .• 

nutmegs•••••• •••• •••• •••• •·•••• •••••• , ••••••••••• •••••· •••••••••••••• •••••. do ••••••.• •••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••. •••••• ....•• ,. •••• •••••• •••• 
cJnnamon .............................................. ~ .................................. _ ................................................... ao ..... ,.-.,,,, · ... 10;596~ • , .. ~ ~ e 25 
cloves • ...............•.............•. ,. _. .................................... do.... . . . . 56, 00-2 25 
pepper ••.•••••.••..••.••.•..••••••.••••••••••...••..•••....••••••.••..••••... do........ 651,078 8 

pimento .••••.. ~·~•-•,•••t••t•,. .. •·••••••-•••••·•••••••••·•·••••···•••····•••··•do........ 222,404 6 
cassia.••··•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••• •••• ••••••.••.•••••••••• do........ 536,962 6 

Tobacco, manufactured ••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••••..••.••••.. ••••• .••..•..••••... do........ 13,573 ·10 

·2,649 00 

14,000 50 
52,086 24 
13,344 24 
3-2,217 72 

1,357 30 

Snuff ..•... •••·•·•·•• .......... ··••••·••• .. ···••• .. •••• ........... •·••••••••·· •••••••••••. do •..••••• •••• •••••• •••.•••. •••••• •.. -•• •••• •••••• ............ .. 
Indigo•••••••••·••••····•••·•••••••••··••••··••••••••··•••• ••·•·•••••••••·•·••••··•do •••••••• 
Cotton............................ •••••.. • •.•••..••••...•••...•..•.••••...•••••. do ••..••.. 
Gunpowder •.•••. ••·•• ••.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• ••·•• •••.••. do •••.•.•• 

BrisUes ••·•••••·•••·•••··••••·••·•••·•···••··••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••·•••••••·do •••••••• 
Glue ••••••••••••• •••··•·•••••··••••••••••••··•••••••••·••••••••·••·••••••·•••••••·•do •••••••• 
Faints, ochre, dry . • • . . • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..•••.•.•.••••••..•• do .....••. 

inoil ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••··•·••••••••••••••••···do •••••••• 
white and red lead ••••••••••• •••••••••·•••••••• ••••• : •••••••••••••• ••••• •••• do •••••••• 
whiting .••.•••••...••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.••••• do ••••••.. 

Lead, pig, bar, nnd sheet •••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••.•••••. do .•..•••. 

shot ............ •••••••••·••••••••••••••••··•·•••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••··do •••••••• 

696,876 
27,176 
38,441 

160,900 
12,024 

903,040 
5,359 

1,690,936 
370,843 

3,449,825 
52,853 

15 
3 
8 
3 
5 
1 
ll 
4 
1 
2 
3t 

104,531 40 
815 28 

3,075 28 
4,827 00 

60120 
9,030 40 

80 38 
67,637 44 
3,708 43 

68,996 50 
1,849 85 

Cables, tarred ............................................................................................... do..... • . • . . . .. . . . • • .... .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. • . . .. .. .. .... .. . .. ..................... .. 
Cordage, tarred ........................................................................................... do ............ , .............................. •••• ....... ••·••• .................. . 

untarred ••.••••• •••••••• •·•••. •·•• •••• •••••• ·••••• ••··•••••• ••·••• •••••••• do •••••••• 60,887 5 3,044 35 
233,438 5 11,671 90 
128,466 12 15,415 9-2 

~::e, untarredynrn, &c.••·••···•••••···••··•·••.•·•••••·••·•••···•••·•••·•••••--•{:•••••••· 

Copper, rods and bolts ••.••• •••••• ••...• •·•••• •..•.•••••..•••• ••·••••••· .••••••••••• do........ 38,230 4 1,5"..9 20 

nails and spikes··•••··••••·•·•••·••••·••••··• •·••••·•·•••••••••••••••·•••••do........ 1,163 4 46 52 
Fire-arms, muskets ..................................................................................................... number .......... ...................................................................................... ,. 

riffes ........................................................................................... ,.,. ............... do ............ .. 

Iron nndsteel wire, not above No.18·••••·••••••••·•·••··•••••••••·•••·•••••·•••••POunds •••••• 
above No. 18 •••••••••••• •••• •••• ••••••••••..•• •••• •••• •••••• •••• do •••••••• 

tacks, brads, &c., not above 16 ounces ......................................... per 111 •••••• 
above 16 ounces•··•••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••·•••••• •••• pounds •••••• 

nails ............ ............................................................... , .................................... do ......... . 
spikes ••.•.••.•••••••••..•••••••••.•••••.••••.••••••••••••••..•••.••.•••••••••. do •...•••• 
chain cables_ ........................................ ,.,. .................................. •••• ..... do ......... . 
mill cranks ....................................... , ................... ._ ................................ do .......... . 
mill saws ••••••••••.••••..••••••••••••••••••••.•• ·•··•• •••••.••.•••...•••.•••• ,do •.•.••.. 

161 
639,657 
218,776 

16,400 
1,351 

191,562 
26,791 

381,294 
205 

1,508 

250 
5 
9 
5 
5 
5 
4 
3 
4 

100 

402 50 
31,982 85 
111,689 84 

820 00 
67 55 

9,578 10 
1,071 64 

11,438 82 
8 20 

1,508 00 
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENTS AND NOTES.-Continued. 

Anicles. 

Iron anchors ....................... ~.,: .......... : ............... : ............... pounds ..... . 
anvils ...•....•.••...•....•••..•••• ::.;.; .•• : ...•••• : •.•... : .•••••...•••• : ..••. 'do: •••• ; .• 
blacksmiths' hammers •...•...•.•......•.••••.••••.....•..••.....•..••...••••... do_. ••.... 
castings, vessels of: .•••••••.• : ..••...•...•..•....•.••....•....•....•..........• do •...••.. 

other •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•··•••···••···••··•··•··• •···••·••··•·do •••••••• 
round and braziers' rods ••.•••...•••.....••.•....••••...•••.•••. •••·•• •••••..••• do ••.••.•. 
nail and spike rod, .....•...•.•..• •··.··· ......••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• do •••••••• 
sheet and hoop ••••••• •···••••·• ................................................ do ...... .. 
slit and rolled .................................................................. do .•.••••. 

pif•••·•••••••···•••·••··•••··••··•··••···•••·•••······••··•··••••·•·••••····••cwt ••••••• 
bar, rolled ••••••.•••. ••••·• .................................................. do ....... . 

hammered ............. •·••·•··•·•·····•· .. •••••·•·•··••••• •··•••·•••·•··•·do •••••••• 
Steel ............................................................................... do ••.••... 
Hemp ............................................................................. do •••••••. 
Alum ............................................................................. do ....... . 

Quantity. 

67,452 
445,946 
14,593 

445,39-2 
630,396 
409,179 
395,595 

2,243,526 
8,006 

35,769 
79,316 

385,095 
15,727 
72,451 

4 

Rate of duty. 

2 
2 
21 
ll 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 

50 
150 
90 

JOO 
175 
250 

655 

Duties. 

$1,349 04 
s,918 g-2 

364 82 

6,680 88 
6,303 96 

12,275 37 
11,&i1 85 
67,305 78 

!!40 18 
17,884 50 

118,974 00 

346,585 50 
15,727 00 

126,789 25 
10 00 

Copperas .•.•••. ··•••••·•• ........................ ••••·• ............................ do........ 4,536 l.'00 9,0T:l 00 
Wheat flour •••• •·••••••••·· •••••••••• •••••• .......... ••••·•·••••• .................. do........ 39 50 19 50 
Coal ............................................................................ bushels...... 1,012, 09-2 6 60, T:l5 52. 

Wheat ••••••••• ••••••··•· •••••••••• •••••·•··•·•••·•·•··• ... ••····••··•·•·······•···do........ 1,157 25 289 25 
Oats .•.•.•.••.•••..•• •••••• ........................................................ do........ 12,759 10 1,275 90 

Potatoes ........................................................ .• : . ............... do........ 67,177 10 6,717 70 

Paper, folio and quarto post ....................................... •••••·•·••'.•·••••pounds...... 4,772 20 954 40 
foolscap ..................................................................... do •••••••••••• •••••· •••• •••• •••••••••• •••••. •••••• .••• •••• ••.• 
printing ...................................................................... do........ 1,548 10 154 80 
shealbing •••••• •••••• ........ ••·••• ••••••••• ••••·· ...................... , ••• do........ 9,119 3 273 57 
all other •.•..•.•••..•..•.•.•.... ; ............................................ do........ 40,396 15 6,059 40 

Books, printed previous to 1775 ..................................... •••••••••• •••••• do •••••••• •••••• •••••• •••••· •••• •••• ···••••• ...... •••••· •••••• 
in oti1er language~ ........................................................... do........ lll,236 4 4,449 44 
Latin and Greek, bound ............. •••••••• .............. •••••••••••• •••••• do........ 7,941 15 1,191 15 

in boards ••••••• ····•••••••••••• •••• •••••••• ••• : ••••••••••• do........ 2, i61 13 358 93 
all other,bound ·•••••••••·••••••••••·••••·•···••• •••• •••••••••••••••••·• .... do........ 9,859 

in boards •••• •••••••••••·••••••·••••• •••.•••••••••••••• ••••····•· ... do........ 40,708 
Glass, cut, and not specified •••• •·••••••••••••····•••••••••••·•···•••· •••••••••••••·do........ 23,341 

all other ••••• ••••·· •••••••• •••••••••• •.•••••••••••••• •···•••• •••• •••••• •••••• do........ 911,&28 
apothecarieH' vials, not above 4 ounce:; ................ •••••.••··•• ..•. •••• .... gross...... 5,144 

not above 8 ounces •••.•••••.••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••. do.... •• • . 497 
bottles, not above 1 quan •••• •••••• ·••• ••••••.••••• •••• •••••••••••• ••••••••••.do •••••••. 

not above 2 quarts.... .. . . . . . •.• ............•.............•........... do ....... . 
not above 4 quans .••••••••••• •···•• •.••••••••••.•••..•••••••.••••• do .••••••. 

willdow, not above 8 by 10. ••••• ••.• •·•••• •••·•• •.•••••••...•••••••••• 100 sq. feet •••••• 
not above 10 by 12 .......... •••• •••• •••••• •••• ••••• •••••• ••••••·••.do •••••••• 
above 10 by 12 •••••·•• ••• •••••· •••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• ••••••• do •••• •••· 

uncut, in plates ......••..........................•.....•.....••...••... , •.... do ....•... 
demijohns ........ •••••••••••• ...•.. ••••• .•.. ·••••• •••. •••• •••••·•••• •.•. number •••••• 

Fi.sh, dried or smoked .... •••••. •••• ••••••••••••••• •••• •••• .... •••. •••• •••• •••• quintals •••••• 

"9 salmon.•••••••••••••••••·••••••••••·••••••••••••··••••••••••••••••• •••••••• barrels •• , ••• 
mackerel ••••••••• •••••••• ••••••••••• •••• •••••• ·••••• •••• ····•••• •••• •·•• •••• do •••• •••• 
all other •••••• ·•••••••••••••••• •••• •••••• ••••••••••·• •·•• ••••••••·•••••••·· .. do •••••••• 

Shoes and slippers, silk....... • •••••••••.••.•••••••••••.•••••• •• ••••.•..•..•..•••. pairs .•••••. 

prunelle ••••••••• •·•••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••·•• •••••••••• •••••·•• •••••• do •••••••• 
Jcat11er, men's, &c •••••• ••••• •••••• ............. ••••• •••••• •••••• •••••••••••• do .....•.. -

24,576 
459 
2i! 

767 
441 

2,961 
264 

60,088 
605 

1,889 
89 

234 

1,042 
1,068 
3,843 

30 2,957 70 
26 10,584 08 
3 700 23 
2 18,236 56 

100 5,144 00 
125 621 25 
200 49,152 00 
250 1,147 50 
300 66 00 
300 2,301 00 
350 1,543 50 
400 11,844 00 
400 1,056 00 
25 15,0-22 00 

100 605 00 
200 2,978 00 
150 133 50 
100 234 00 
30 312 60 
25 267 00 
25 960 75 

children's •••••• •••••••·••••··••·•··•••••••••••• •••• •••••·••• •·••·••· ......... do •••••••• ·••••••••• ••••···· •••••·•••· •••••· ·••••••••••• •••••• 
Boots and bootees ••••••• ••••••••••••••·• .••.•••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••• do ...... . 
Cigars.............. • • • . • • • • . • •• . . . • • . • • • • . • • . •• • • • • • . •• • • .. • . •• •• . • . ............ per 11! •••••• 
Playing cards•••••••• •••• •••• •••• •••••••••.•••• •••••••.•••• ••••• ••.•••••.•••••••••. pack •••••. 
Russia duck .••••••... ••••••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ·••••• .. •••.•• pieces ..... . 

Deduct excess of exportation over importation-

Castor oil, 59 gallons, at40 cents.••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••• 
Candle•, tallow, 15,371 pounds, at 5 cents ................... , ................ ••••·. 
Soap, 18,277 pounds, at 4 cents ................................................... . 

Beef and pork, 202,299 pounds, at2 cents •••••••••••• •·••••••••••••••• •••• •••• •••• 
!\race, 10,149 pounds, at $1 •••••••.••••••••••••••.•••....••...•••••.••...•••••..••• 
Nutmegs, 3,655 pounds, at 60 cents • •• . . • • • . • • .. • • • •••••••.••.••••..••..•.•••••••• 
Snuff, 471 pounds, at 12 cents •• •• •• • • . •• •• • • . • • . . . . ..• • ..••••••..••••••..•.•••.•• 
Cables, tarred, 55,891 pounds, at 4 cents .•• ••••. .. . . . • •• . • . . . • • . •• . . . • ............ . 
Cordage, tarred, 205,322 pounds, at 4 cents ..••...•.•....•.......•.•.••.......••..•• 
Muskets, 2,185, at$150 •••••••••••••••.•••••.•....•••••.•••••••.•..••... ••••••·••• 
Paper, 445,194 pounds, at 17 cents •••• ••••• •··••• •••·•• ••..•.••.•..•..•. •••••• .••• 
nooks printed previous to 1775, 8,054, at 4 cents ••.•••..••.•.•...•.•••..••••• ;. •••• 
Shoes, children's, 670 pairs, at 15 cents • • • • • • • • • . • • •• •• • • • • •••• , •••••••••••••••••• 
Hempseed oil, 4,074 gallons, at 25 cents ...... ••••• ••••••• ·••••• ••.• ••••••••• ••• •••. 
Blue vitriol, 9,171 pounds, at 4 cents.•••••.•••••• •••• •••••.:• ....... . 

S'.J:I 60 
768 55 

731 08 
4,044 58 

10,149 00 

2,193 00 
56 52 

2,235 64 
s,212 88 
3,277 50 

75,682 98 
322 )6 

100 50 
1,018 50 

366 84 

151 
15,617 
1,354 

2 

150 
250 

30 
200 

226 50 
39,042 50 

406 20 

4 00 

2,063,127 43 

109,183 33 

1,953,944 10 
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C. 

Statement exhibiting the amount ef American and foreign tonnage employeil in the foreign trade of the 
United States during the year ending December 31, 1826 . 

.American tonnage in foreign trade .......................................... tons ... . 
Foreign tonnage in foreign trade ........................................... tons ... . 

.Total tonnage employed in the foreign trade of the United States ............. • 

910,635 
120,'116 

1,031,351 

Proportion of foreign tonnage to the whole amount of the tonnage employed in the foreign 
trade of the United States..................................................... 11.'l' to 100 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, May 15, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 787. [lsT SESSION. 

AG.A.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COID!UNICATED TO_ THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER 14, 182'l'. 

Resolutions in relation to the Tariff Policy and Colonization Society, unanimously adopted by the .Agricultural 
Society of St. Johws, Colleton, South Carolina, on the 11th of July, 182'l'. 

The Agricultural Society of St. John's, Colleton, impressed with the importance of the present eventful 
national crisis, believing that a revolution in the policy of the Government is about to be attempted, which, 
if successful, will array one branch of industry against another and engender incurable sectional feuds, 
thereby endangering the perpetuity of the Un!on, alarmed at the doctrines which have so often and 
deliberately been avowed on the floor of Congress in relation to the domestic institutions of the southern 
States, th~y would be recreant to their high and imperative duty as patriot citizens not to proclaim their 
explicit and undisguised opinion. 

. They believe that capital should be allowed to seek the most profitable channels, and that every 
pursuit ought to be free to compete in the grand career of human effort; they believe that the intwest of 
agriculture, commerce, and manufactures, can best be promoted by the want of, rather than by, Con
gressional interference; and that, if either agriculture or manufactures should need the fostering aid of 
law, it is within the unquestionable competency of State legislation to effect that purpose by prudent and 
judicious disbursements from the State Treasury; they believe that, as long as the constituent members 
of the confederacy are permitted undisturbedly to adopt and to be governed by their own schemes of 
domestic policy; as long as the General Government revolves in its obviously constitutional sphere o'f 
action, so long shall the people of these United States be free, happy, and contented. 

The present political situation of this country presents the anomalous aspect of 11,000,000 of citizens 
suffering under oppressive and insulting exactions to relieve the imaginary wants of as many hundred. 
Shall this state of things continue ? Shall the interest of the yeoman and the merchant be forever 
tributary to the interest of a privileged order, created, it is true, by the operation of law, but not the 
less disgusting and odious on that account? Shall the southern planter humbly kiss the rod which 
chastens him? Shall he tamely submit to an anticipated system of taxation which in one momentous 
respect will bear exclusivel,y on his capital? If not, then the period is rapidly arriving when it shall 
become him practically to prove that allegiance and protection are convertible terms. Influenced by these 
considerations, this society adopts the following resolutions, viz: 

Resolved, That the creation of a manufacturing system by Congress is to protect the industry of one 
class of the citizens at the expense of aII the rest, and to impose an indefensible and onerous tax on the 
consumer . 

. Resolved, That the present unexampled depression of the staple articles of the southern States is 
mainly to be ascribed to the operation of the tariff of 1816 and 1824. 

Resolved, That the woolens bill was a wanton attempt to sacrifice the permanent welfare of the 
country on the shrine of a moneyed aristocracy. 

Resolved, That the"domestic policy of the southern States is not a legitimate topic of discussion for 
Congress. Those States believe themselves competent to self-government, and that they, and they alone, 
understand their true interest. 

Resolved, That the Colonization Society aims a destructive blow at the whole property of the southern 
agriculturist. 

Resolved, That Congress is not constitutionally empowered to extend to it its protection. Any attempt 
to attain that object would be impolitic, unjust, and a dangerous exercise of authority. 

Rssolved, That the corresponding secretary be directed to transmit a copy of the foregoing resolutions 
to each of the Senators and Representatives in Congress from this State, accompanied with instructions 
to the delegate from this district to bring the resolutions to the view of Congress at an early period of 
its session. • • 

EPHRAIM M. SEABROOK, Sen., Recording Secretary. 
JOHN R. MATTHEWES, President. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 788. [1ST SESSION. 

AGAINST THE INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COllMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER 14, 182'1. 

To the honorable the President and members of the Senate, and to the honorable the Speaker and members of the 
House qf Representati1:es, in Congress : 

The undersigned, citizens of Fair.field district, in the State of South Carolina, in the exercise of a right 
secured to them by the Constitution, respectfully approach your honorable bodies with an expression of 
their sentiments, the result of mature reflection, on the measure pursued by the General Government, for 
several years past, of increasing the duties on the importation of articles of foreign growth and manu
facture, and especially upon the proposed measure of raising, to the point of exclusion, the tariff on coarse 
woolen manufactures. Your memorialists, if they could be persuaded that the increase of the tariff 
already made and in contemplation were rendered necessary by the exigencies of the Government, and 
effected with a single view to the support of public credit and supplying the National Treasury, however 
inconvenient it might be to them in the present season of pecuniary embarrassment, would forbear to 
complain, and yield without remonstrance to the measure. Your memorialists confidently appeal to 
history and to facts within the recollection of your honorable bodies for the truth of this declaration. But 
your memorialists cannot misunderstand the real motive of the increase of the tariff; they are well aware 
that the purpose of revenue is entirely out of view; that, in truth and in fact, such increase is made, and 
intended to be made, for the purpose of giving aid to the efforts of those individuals who have ventured 
to speculate in the chances of bettering their condition by abandoning their accustomed pursuits and of 
engaging in the establishment of manufactories. Your memorialists have little hesitation in expressing a 
decided opinion that the encouragement of this or any other speculation, by raising the imposts, is not 
within the constitutional competency of your honorable bodies. .And they are constrained to express their 
surprise that the first clause of the eighth section of the :first article of the Constitution should be resorted 
to and relied on for a sanction to a course of policy subversive of equal rights, imposing unequal burdens, 
and calculated to produce a violent change in the habits, manners, pursuits, and occupations of the people. 
If that article is subjected to such a construction, it may fairly be construed so as to authorize any 
measure, from the most visionary to the most ruinous, that can be conceived of. No limit can be assigned 
to the power of Congress, nor security claimed for the rights reserved to the individual States and to the 
people. The federative character of the General Government is destroyed; it is, to all intents, a consoli
dated Government, and the boasted omnipotence of Parliament is centred in the National Councils. The 
absurdity to which such a construction irresistibly tends is proof positive against its correctness. The 
words "general welfare," considered in connexion with ,the whole clause, imply nothing more than that 
money may be collected by taxes, duties, and imposts, and that, when collected, the same shall not go to 
the use of any particular State, but to the Government of the Union; they are declarative of a right to 
the money so levied, limit the amount to be collected, and contain a general direction as to its application. 
It is only by breaking up the sentence and destroying its symmetry, literally by garbling the sentence, 
that the assumed power can be drawn from those prolific and portentous syllables. But, should the 
sentence be forced to read that "Congress shal,l have power to provide fm· the general welfare," your memo
rialists conceive that the subsequent clauses declare what the general welfare is, and limit the power to 
certain specified objects. They would contend that the whole of the sentence should be taken together, 
that its symmetry be preserved, and, if the words "general welfare" necessarily contain a grant of power, 
it must be some power or powers strictly analogous to the power of paying the "national debt," and 
providing "for the common defence." Your memorialists would suggest to your honorable bodies that, as 
the power of raising money in the manner pointed out in the clause referred to belonged previously to 
the States, to be applied to their individual use, the words "general welfare" might have been, through 
abundant caution, inserted for the purpose of showing that, for the future, the proceeds were payable into 
the National Treasury, and were subject to appropriation to general objects indicated in the Constitution, 
notwithstanding the same should be levied at a particular port or in a particular State. Your memorialists 
would further suggest to your honorable bodies that the harmony and consistency of a great plan of 
Government, of a particular form and decided character, portrayed in a written Constitution, ought not to 
be practically affected because of the admission of two words of supposed doubtful import; but, on the 
contrary, the true genius of the Government ought to be preserved inviolate on every principle of fair 
construction, even at the expense of those words. The .first clause, section eight, empowers Congress to 
raise money; and, it is presumed, there cannot be a bona :fide exercise of that power for any other purpose 
or with any other view whatever. If Congress can exercise a power given to supply the Treasury for 
the purpose of building up a system of domestic manufactures, Congress may exercise it, not with a view 
to supply the National Treasury, but to empty and impoverish it. So, if Congress, under the third clause 
of the eighth section, should exercise the power. of regulating commerce with foreign nations, not for the 
purpose of promoting a free commercial intercourse with foreign nations, but for the purpose of annihi
lating foreign commerce, the same mischief and the same absurdity would result. The expectations of the 
States, in granting those powers, would, in either case, be wholly defeated, and their interests, tangled 
in the wiles of legislative subtility, must necessarily suffer. 

Your memorialists are persuaded there is nothing in the Constitution which the ordinary rules of 
interpretation are not sufficient to elucidate. They see nothing mysterious in the magnificent outline of 
our free and equal Government, illumined with the splendor of the great virtues and the great talents 
exercised in its formation. The darkness imputed to it, and which has been imagined a safe cover for 
projects the most ambitious, results from efforts to wrest from their proper signification, their evident 
import, the plain English words in which it is most happily expressed, forgetful that common sense 
admonishes against the assumption of authority not clearly given, and that common law in its wholesome 
jealousy of prerogative inclines rather to a limitation of power than a constrnction calculated to give it 
amplitude and extent. Your memorialists are deeply impressed with apprehensions for the future 
happiness of the American Union, unless all assumptions of power by unnecessary implication be 
forthwith disclaimed and discontinued. Should the National Legislature, instead of applying to the 
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people for power, consider itself vested with the rights pertaining to a convention, and take power 
whenever it may deem the same expedient, without regard to the letter and the obvious meaning of the 
Constitution, all the evils that the worst enemies of our happy form of Government have maliciously 
anticipated and predicted may speedily affect our most vital interests. 

Your memorialists consider the increase of the tariff for the purpose of protecting domestic 
manufactures a measure most erroneous on princJples of national policy. In the partial or total exclusion 
of foreign commerce, in the impoverishment of the agricultural class, in the prostration of one section 
of the country to another, the natural fruits of such a measure, consequences to them the most disastrous, 
appear unavoidable. No reasonable objection can exist to the establishment of domestic manufactures 
in any part of the Union. No evils are ant1cipated from them if self-sustained. The citizens of this 
Republic are free to invest their capital according to the dictates of their discretion, and to give to their 
enterprise and industry such direction as they may deem most comportable with their true interests. 
Individuals are the best judges everywhere, whether the existing• state of things will justify any 
undertaking, and whether it is likely to be prosperous and productive. The success of every speculation 
should rest on the judgment, skill, and capital of those who engage in it; and it is, at best, an act of 
impolitic interference whenever the rulers of a country attempt to calculate for private citizens and 
endeavor to operate on their accumulations by legal provisions. Such intrusion into private pursuits 
may promote the interests of a few, but always at the hazard of great injury and injustice to the many. 
In providing for the welfare of particular persons, or of a particular class, the Government is chargeable 
with a departure from its proper character as the common benefactor of a whole people, and takes an 
attitude which indicates a disregard to the great duty of strict impartiality. The equality between 
citizens of the same country is destroyed, and one portion are rendered tributary to and dependant on 
another. That the increase of the tariff for the purpose of fostering domestic manufactures will operate 
unjustly and unequally is evident. It is intended, by destroying competition from abroad, to enable 
domestic manufacturers to command higher profits on their productions than they otherwise could do. 
Their prices will be raised in proportion as the law gives countenance to their cupidity; and the difference 
between old and new, the natural and protected prices, is so much money extorted from the planting 
interest without an equivalent. It is, in fact, calculated to have all the effect of a tax upon the planters, 
to make up the capital of and compensate for want of skill in the domestic manufacturers; to enable the 
domestic manufacturers to prosper without deserving it, or to bear the losses incident to a rash and 
improvident investment of their means. Every cent which they receive in this way is so much wrested 
from the planting class, who are the chief consumers, and who are subjected to the humiliation of seeing 
the gains which they have honestly acquired transferred, by the magic of enactments, into the pockets of 
those who grasp at it contrary to every dictate of ho~esty. Your memorialists seriously object to be 
rendered the lawful prey of the domestic manufacturers, whose avarice of unearned wealth is insatiable. 
They object to be forced to pay them large sums in bounties on domestic productions, or, what is the 
same thing in effect., to be subjected by law, for the benefit of the manufacturers, to a high penalty for 
the exercise of honest industry in their accustomed avocations. Your memorialists also seriously object 
to be made to assume the character of assurers.for the ultimate safety of their manufacturing brethren. 
If the manufacturers have miscalculated their means and rushed unadvisedly into a ruinous business, your 
melllorialists, not previously consulted by the adventurers, free of any pledge of pecuniary support, without 
any claim secured to them of a share of manufacturing profits, ought not, in justice, to be held responsible 
for any losses incident to the speculation. The increase of the tariff, as it will eventually exclude all 
foreign productions, which your. memorialists understand to be the perfection of the system called, in 
mockery of their rights and wants, "the great American system," will necessarily amount to a prohibition 
on the planting class from purchasing where they can purchase cheapest, so it will have the effect of 
prohibiting the planting class from selling their productions to the best advantage. If the merchandise of 
foreign countries is excluded from our markets, the productions of the planter, which are his merchandise, 
will be excluded from a market in those countries. An immense proportion of the mercantile business 
of the world is carried on in barter and exchange. Commerce must therefore grow languid or altogether 
cease where the natural course of trade is altered or interrupted. Those who are not allowed to sell are 
deprived of the ability as well as the disposition to purchase. An expectation, therefore, that an intercourse, 
devoid of reciprocity and not equally convenient and advantageous to all parties engaged in it, can be 
durable or long profitable to either has no foundation in an enlightened acquaintance with commercial 
affairs. Equally extravagant is the notion, propagated with much assiduity by the advocates of restric
tive measures, that the domestic manufacturers will supply the planting class with as safe and profitable 
a market as they have heretofore found in foreign countries. It must be a wild miscalculation that the 
foreign countries with which we have the greatest intercourse have lost any portion of their wonted 
foresight, or that our dexterity has overmatched their vigilance. Proof is entirely wanting that the 
Governments of those countries have grown insensible to the dictates of self-esteem, and that the love of 
gain has ceased to inspire mercantile enterprise with its almost invincible energies. That the boasted 
American system is considered there with intense interest; that its features, its movements, its hopes, 
and aspirations, are watched with great jealousy; that the means of counteracting its effects will be 
seized upon with eagerness and exerted with perseverance is not to be questioned. Other portions of the 
earth will be rendered capable of supplying, to the consumers of southern productions, the great staples 
on which your memorialists depend for support; and the ·wealth which, but for exorbitant imposts, would 
continue to float on the Santee, the Savannah, and the Alabama, will find its way to the Nile, the Indus, 
and the Orinoco. An active demand for our productions will soon cease abroad, because of the opening 
of new channels of trade, and the foreign commerce, in which the planting class are essentially interested, 
will be finally cut off by a wide system of retaliatory measures. Such a course may be certainly calcu
lated on, because it seems the dictate of common prudence, the desire of self-preservation, and those 
feelings of pride which belong to all men and to all Governments. In proof that the apprehensions of 
your memorialists are not groundless, that arrangements are in a regular train of accomplishment to 
render all dependence for supplies on the southern parts of the Union unnecessary, your honorable bodies 
need but advert to the appalling fact that, while the great staples of the south are lying heavily on the 
hands of the merchant and factor, productions of the same kind, and even inferior in quality, are sought 
for with avidity in remotest India, in wretched Egypt, and in the recently emancipated regions of South 
America. Should the tariff be raised to the point demanded by the untiring advocates of that measure, 
your memorialists are at once subjected to a train of evils of most serious magnitude. A home compe
tition will be too feeble to insure the requisite application of labor and skill in the production of domestic 
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manufactures, or to regulate the prices of articles of prime necessity to the planting interest. A greater 
evil will exist in the lack of that active and steady demand for the staples of the south, which will allow 
reasonable profits to the grower, so that, in fact, the manufacturers will make to suit their own conve
nience, sell at such prices as they may think proper to demand, and purchase on their own terms so much 
of the raw material as they may have occasion to use. Your memorialists have seen nothing, as yet, in 
the conduct and character of the domestic manufacturers to warrant any other conclusions. ·with an utter 
recklessness of the rights of others, with a capacity for profits next to infinite, your memorialists have 
seen them combining, moving in fearful concert, projecting schemes of aggrandizement, and clamoring 
for advantages which the first principles of morals should teach them to look for in honest industry, well 
persisted in, and not in a system of laws calculated for their especial accommodation. Your memorialists 
ask leave to draw the attention of your honorable bodies to an additional topic, of more than ordinary 
importance, and well entitled, in their opinion, to your most serious consideration. The value of property 
everywhere depends on its productiveness; when planting capital ceases to yield its natural profits a 
depreciation in value is the natural consequence. Barrenness now threatens to succeed the rich and 
flourishing agriculture of the southern portion of the Union. Emigrants from abroad are no longer 
tempted to adopt it as their permanent home; and many citizens, by birth, are looking with deep interest 
to distant lands, where the rewards of industry may be more certain, and an opportunity enjoyed of 
escaping from oppressive exactions. The increase of the tariff, in all probability, will, among other evils, 
have the effect of deranging the ratio of physical strength and political consequence between different 
parts of this great Empire. Your memorialists have carefully sought, with a perfect openness to convic
tion, for the grounds on which the restrictive system can constitutionally rest; it is neither discoverable 
in the history of our country, detailing the causes which prompted the call of the Federal Convention, and 
assigning the motives for the adoption of the great charter of our liberties, nor in the expositions of 
eminent statesmen concerned in the formation of the Constitution, nor in the letter of the Constitution 
itself. Our ancestors were proudly jealous of State sovereignty; they yielded with a sparing hand the 
smallest portion of the essential attributes of sovereign power. In granting powers they were even over
cautious in recording the reservation to themselves of those not granted. They were filled~with the great 
ideas of equality of rights, equality of duties, equality of burdens. The Constitution, so guarded and so 
guarding, was the American system of a splended period in the annals of freedom. In the restrictive 
system, based on novel doctrines, and persisted in for alarming ends, your memorialists perceive, with 
grief, a flagrant violation of the very genius of our Government. Neither are your memorialists sensible 
of the great good which may result from that system as a measure of policy. In anticipation of a distant 
period, when a dense population, a scarcity of land, accumulation of capital, and cheapness of labor, shall 
naturally invite to manufactures, the system attempts to perform the work of nature and time by opera
tion of law, and is committing havoc on one class of the community, laying waste one quarter of the 
country for the exclusive benefit of another, in no conceivable point of view less interesting or less 
deserving. From its ruinous example, from its crying injustice, from its blighting and demoralizing 
tendencies, your memorialists, with honest and confiding bosoms, appeal to your honorable bodies. They 
repose a manly trust in the wisdom and saving goodness of the National Legislature. They believe that 
the insinuations of interest cannot always silence the sacred voice of the Constitution nor repress its 
divine spirit. They believe that the Representatives of a great people, though they fall into error, cannot 
persist long in a mistaken policy. They call the attention of your honorable bodies to the momentous 
subject of their grievances, looking with a deep interest and a firm reliance on the efficacy of constitu
tional means, and no other, for their speedy redress. They earnestly pray that a revision of the tariff may 
be made with a view solely, and in perfect good faith, to the purposes of revenue; that it may be so 
arranged as to fall with exact equality upon every citizen of the Confederacy; and that every advance of 
imposts, with a view of promoting domestic manufactures, be totally repealed. Should a woolens bill be 
introduced at the ensuing session of Congress with any other object than the laudable one of reducing the 
present burdensome duties on the importation of foreign woolens, your memorialists insist that the same 
be rejected; and that, in the rejection of that bill, and in the revision of the tariff adapting it to the wants 
of the Treasury, the same may be seen, to the nation and to the world, to proceed from a high and holy 
regard for the Constitution. Such a course, your memorialists are pursuaded, would be a rendering to 
the Constitution the homage which it merits, and manifesting a due sense of its pre-eminent obligation and 
its inappreciable worth. .An example so impressive will not be lost. Whenever the Legislature of a 
great people are seen to bow to the violated genius of their Constitution, that Constitution acquires 
additional sanctity in the eyes of all men, and a brighter hope arises that its blessings will be perpetuated 
to the end of time. Your honorable bodies are now presented with an opportunity of sanctifying the only 
policy which can safely conduct to the fulfilment of the destinies of our Republic-the policy of preserving, 
protecting, and defending the Constitution; of insuring justice, and of maintaining a free intercourse with 
all nations-a fruitful source of wealth, of knowledge, and of civilization. And your memorialists cherish 
the hope and prefer their prayers that it may not pass unimproved. 

By order of the meeting. 
D. R. EV ANS, Chairman. 

R. T. N ol'I', Secretary. 
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20TH: CoNGREss.J No. 789. [1ST SESSION. 

DUTY BONDS AND BONDS FOR VALUE OF GOODS IN CASE OF FORFEITURE. 

COMMUNIOATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER 14, 1827. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 1'ecemher 12, 1827. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith the opinion of the Attorney General in the case of 

Thaddeus Laughlin, obtained in compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
3d of March, 1827, and to state that, in further compliance with the said resolution, the necessary 
directions have been given to suspend the process of execution against the said Laughlin until the close 
of the present session of Congress. 

The documents received with the resolution are also transmitted. 
I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 

RICHARD RUSH. 
Hon. ANDREW STEVENSON, Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, March 29, 1827. 
Sm: I have examined carefully the petition of Thaddeus Laughlin, with the documents accom

panying the same, submitted- by you for my opinion " as to the legal liability of Thaddeus Laughlin, 
under a judgment recovered against him in favor of the United States in the District Court for the 
northern district of New York," and I have been able to discover no solid ground on which his legal 
liability under that judgment can be questioned. 

The grounds on which the petitioner questions his liability under that judgment are two: 
1. That the duty bonds on which the judgments were rendered were to be obligatory only on the 

condition that the goods which had been libelled for forfeiture shoilld be restored to the claimant; whereas 
they were condemned. 

2. That the suits upon the bonds were protracted until the principal obligor and the co-security 
became insolvent, which the petitioner considers as a legal absolution to _him. 

In the first ground the petitioner is mistaken in the fact. The duty bonds were not dependent on the 
condition of the acquittal or forfeiture of the goods, nor was the amount of the duties included in the 
stipulation given by David A. Ogden, this stipulation being only for the estimated value of the goods. 
The duty bonds were, therefore, entirely distinct from the admiralty proceedings; and the claimant having 
had the goods delivered to him for sale as if he had been the regular importer, the duties were due 
whatever might be the fate of the admiralty proceedings. The 89th section of the collection law offered 
to the claimant the option to suffer the goods to remain in the custody of the admiralty until the decision, 
or to take them out and treat them as his own, on the conditions prescribed by that section. These con
ditions were, that he should give bond in an amount equal to the appraised value of the goods, and al.so 
produce a certificate from the Collector that the duties had been paid or secured; of the bond for the appraised 
value the court takes possession; and the section provides that, if judgment shall pass in favor of the 
claimant, this bond shall be cancelled; but it makes no correspondent provision, in that event, either for 
refunding the duties if they shall have been paid, or cancelling the duty bonds if they shall remain 
uncollected. My opinion, therefore, is, that the duties, if paid, and the duty bonds, remain totally unaf
fected by the decision on the libel. 

2. As to the protraction of the suits, it has been so often decided as to have passed into a settled 
law, that no laches can be imputed to the Government; and that no voluntary forbearance, either to 
institute or press a suit against the principal, can discµarge the sureties. 

The documents are returned. 
I have the honor to remain, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

WM. WIRT. 
Hon. RICHARD RusH, Treasury Department. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 11, 1827. 
Sm: In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 5th of May last,* 

i:eferring the petition of Thaddeus Laughlin to the Secretary of the Treasury, and instructing him "to 
procure from the Collector of the district of Oswegatchie, in the State of New York, and from the Attorney 
of the United States for the northern district of the State of New York, a statement or statements of the 
facts, transactions, and proceedings touching the matters set forth in the said petition, and particularly 
an explanation of the delay in prosecuting the suits by the United States against Benjamin W. Hopkins 
and Roswell Hopkins, and the petitioner to final judgment and execution, and make report thereof, 
together with such other facts or explanations as the said Secretary may deem material, at the next 
session of Congress, and that the Secretary of the Treasury be instructed to cause the execution process 
against the said petitioner, for the debt and costs of the judgment mentioned in the said petition, to be 
suspended until the 3d day of March next," I have the honor to state that letters were addressed to the 
Attorney of the United States for the northern district of New York, and to the present and former 
Collectors of the district of Oswegatchie, and a copy of the resolution and petition therein referred to 
transmitted to each of those gentlemen, with a request that they would make report to the Department, 

o See doq,uments herewith. 
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in as full a manner and at as early a period as practicable, 11 of all the facts, transactions, and proceed
ings, touching the mll,tter set forth in said petition," accompanied by such remarks and explanations as 
they might deem in anywise material or pertinent to its subject-matter. 

Answers have been received to each of those letters, and copies thereof are herewith transmitted, 
marked A, B, C, D, and E, and contain all the information in relation to the case of the petitioner that it 
bas been in the power of the Department to procure. 

A copy of a letter addressed by the .Agent of the Treasury to the Attorney of the United States for 
the northern district of New York, marked F, is also transmitted. 

The documents re_ceived from the House are herewith returned. 
I have the honor to remain, with the greatest respect, your obedient servant, 

RICH.ARD RUSH. 
The Honorable the SPEAKER of the House of RepresenlaJ,ives. 

MAY 5, 1826. 

The Committee of Ways and Means, to whom has been referred the petition of Thaddeus Laughlin, 
report: 

That they have considered the case, which appears, by the statement of the petitioner, to be one of 
considerable hardship; but the committee deem it unsafe to act finally upon the subject without affording 
to the officers of the United States an opportunity of making an explanation of the principal facts relating 
to the transaction. The committee, therefore, beg leavo to recommend the adoption of the following reso
lution: 

Re.solved, That the petition of Thaddeus Laughlin be referred to the Secretary of the Treasury, and 
that the said Secretary be instructed to procure from the Collector of the district of Oswegatchie, in the 
State of New York, and of the .Attorney of the United States for the northern district of the State of New 
York, a statement or sta~ments of the facts, transactions, and proceedings touching the matters set forth 
in the said petition; and particularly an explanation of the delay in prosecuting the suits by the United 
States against Benjamin W. Hopkins and Roswell Hopkins, and the petitioner to final jl}dgment and 
execution; and make report thereof, together with such other facts or explanation as the said Secretary 
may deem material, at the next session of Congress; and that the Secretary of the Treasury be instructed 
to cause the execution process against the said petitioner, for the debt and costs of the judgment men
tioned in the said petition, to be' suspended until the third day of March next. 

(See report of Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives, made the 25th of February, 
1829.) 

A. 

DISTRICT ATroRNEY's OFFICE, Utica, June 9, 1826. 
Sm: Your letter of the 16th ultimo, enclosing a copy of a resolution of the House of Representatives 

of the United States relative to the petition of Thaddeus Laughlin, together with a copy of that petition, 
and requesting me to make report to you of all the facts, transactions, and proceedings touching the 
matters set forth in said petition, &c., has been received by me. 

It appears from papers and entries in the office of the clerk of the District Court for this district, and 
from papers in my office, that, in the fall of the year 1814, eight trunks of dry goods and one bundle of 
dry goods were seized by .A.lexander Richards, Esq., then Collector of the district of Oswegatchie, as for
feited to the United States, and that said goods were libelled in the District Court for the district. of New 
York, (the whole State then constituting but one district,) on the 28th day of October, in that year. The 
libel alleged the seizure to have been made II on waters navi,gahle from the sea by vessels ef ten or more tons 
burden." Upon this libel a monition issued returnable at the city of New York on the 28th day of Novem
ber, 1814, and which was returned as duly served by the marshal. There is an endorsement on the office 
copy of the libel in my possession, but at what time or by whom made does not appear and is unknown 
to me, that the goods were condemned and a sale ordered on fifteen days' notice. It appears, however, 
that at the May term of said court, 1815, an answer and claim were filed on behalf of one Benjamin W. 
Hopkins, for himself and one Gilbert Smissoult; and that, at the same term, on motion of N. Williams, 
Esq., as proctor for the claimant, certain persons were appointed to appraise said goods; and it was 
ordered that the goods should be delivered to the claimant on giving the usual bond in such cases, 
executed by himself and David A. Ogden, Esq. The bond not having been executed, a rule was made by 
the court, on the 8th of November, 1815, that said goods should be sold by the marshal within six weeks 
unless bonded. Upon this rule a venditioni exponas was issued, to which the marshal returned, bonded, 
&c. Said Benjamin W. Hopkins and David .A. Ogden having executed said bond on the 15th day of said 
November, and on that day said Benjamin W. Hopkins, together with Roswell Hopkins and 'l'haddeus 
Laughlin, executed to the United States three bonds-one of which is conditioned to pay, on or before the 
15th day of l\fay, then next, $550, or the amount of duties to be ascertained on certain goods, wares, and 
merchandise, entered by said Benjamin W. Hopkins, (meaning, as I understand, a part of the goods above 
mentioned.) The ascertained duties are noted upon this bond at $508 34. Each of the other of said 
bonds is with a like condition, except the sum stated in each is $2'15; one of them being payable on the 
15th day of August, 1816, and the other on the 15th day of November, in that year; and the ascertained 
duties are noted upon each at $254 l '1. Such is the origin of the bonds in question, so far as my informa
tion extends. 

I cannot ascertain that any further step was taken in the prosecution of said libels, or that either of 
said bonds was prosecuted previous to the division of this State into two judicial districts. On the 18th 
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of April, 1816, the State having been so divided, the libel and all proceedings thereupon were certified 
from the Southern into the Northern District Court, and, on the 12th July, 1817, a stipulation was entered 
into between the then Attorney for the United States for the northern district of New York and the proctor 
for the claimant, that the testimony of witnesses taken in said cause before Commissioners should be read 
and admitted in evidence on the trial of said cause; and, on the 16th of May, 1822, another stipulation, 
of which a copy marked A is hereto annexed, was entered into between the then Attorney for said district 
and said proctor. 

In July, 1817, three suits were instituted on the bonds above mentioned, and on the 26th day of Jan
uary, 1821, the default of the defendants for not having plead in said causes was entered, and, at January 
term, 1822, a rule for judgment final in each of said causes was entered, but the amount due was not 
ascertained or any judgment record filed. It also appears that N. Williams, Esq., had given notice that 
he was attorney for the defendants in said causes, but by whom employed or why he omitted to plead in 
said causes, if he supposed they could be successfully defended, is entirely unknown to me. 

Such was the situation of the prosecution for the condemnation of said goods, and the three suits on 
the bonds, when the papers came to my hands in the spring of 1823. At that time the testimony relative 
to said goods had not been taken by the Commissioners, and I was informed by Mr. Sutherland, who 
preceded me in this office, that he had agreed with the attorney for the defendants in the suits on the 
bonds to suspend proceedings in said causes until the prosecution for the forfeiture of said goods should 
be determined. 

The testimony was not completed and returned by the Commissioners until December, 1823, and 
being put into the form of a case, as agreed upon by the stipulation of 16th May, 1822, the cause was 
noticed for a hearing at the ensuing January term. Being obliged to leave court and return home in 
consequence of indisposition, I was unable to bring on the argument at that term. It was, however, 
brought on at the ensuing May term, and the counsel who, on that occasion, appeared and opposed the 
condemnation of said goods insisted that the judge (notwithstanding the stipulation) should omit to 
decide upon the controverted matters of fact, and should refer such matters to the determination of a jury. 
At the ensuing August term, his honor, the judge, suggested that he should decline to decide such matters, 
and that a feigned issue must be made up and tried by a jury, but without any distinct explanation of the 
points which should be embraced in such issue. 

Having ascertained from the depositions that the goods were not seized on waters navigable from the 
sea by vessels of ten or more tons burden, and therefore that it was not a case of admiralty jurisdiction 
to be tried exclusively by the court, but one (aside from the stipulation) in which matters of fact could 
alone be decided by a jury; the judge also having declined to act under that stipulation, and the claimant 
not only being dead 'but the claim and answer in reference to a common law proceeding being entirely 
informal, it was deemed most prudent, and indeed as the only course which gave a chance for success, to 
apply for permission to amend the libel, (see 8th Wheaton's R., 391, The Sarah,) and to strike out the 
claim and answer. A motion to that effect was made at the next terrri, (January, 1825,) and a rule, of 
which a copy, marked B, is hereto annexed, was granted. Of that rule due notice was given, and no oppo
sition being made, the goods, at the ensuing May term, were condemned, &c. 

A notice of a motion to be made at the then next August term for judgment on the bond of the 
surety (David A. Ogden), was given; but that term falling through by the death of the then judge of the 
district, the notice was renewed and the motion heard during the last January term, but was not then 
decided. 

In the vacation preceding that term Mr. Hopkins, the late Collector above mentioned, had written to 
me urging that judgments should be perfected upon the bonds in question and executions issued, and 
informing me that although Mr. Laughlin was reputed to be a man of property, yet, if he should be 
apprised that executions were about to issue, be might dispose of his property to evade the collection, 
and intimating very distinctly that the debts would be hazarded by further delay. 

Unwilling to do an1thing which should contravene a stipulation of my predecessor; not being entirely 
satisfied wbether that stipulation contemplated a stay of proceedings upon the bonds not only until the 
goods should be condemned or acquitted, but also until the question as to the liability of David A. Ogden 
upon bis bond should be determined; desirous, if possible, to avoid any loss to the Government by the 
delay, and presuming, at all events, that it could not have been expected when the stipulation was entered 
into that the ability of the signers of the bonds would be impaired, during the delay, so as to put their 
ultimate collection in jeopardy, I concluded that it was in all respects correct and proper, under the cir
cumstances of the case, to perfect the judgments and have a levy made so as to secure the amount, and 
then such indulgence might be given in the collection as, upon the whole, should be deemed correct. 
Judgments were accordingly docketed for the ascertained duties, as noted on each bond, and interest from 
the time they respectively fell due, executions issued, and a levy made, as stated in the petition. 

Having, in the meantime, ascertained from the marshal that the judgments were, probably, secured 
by the levy, I wrote to the Comptroller of the Treasury at Washington, on the 27th of February, stating 
that I presumed the judgments were so secured, and advising that proceedings should be stayed 
until a decision was had upon the motion then pending for judgment against the surety, David A. Ogden, 
and asking him if I should take that course. To this letter I received no answer from the Comptroller, 
but the Agent of the Treasury, by letter of the 13th of March, directed a suspension of all proceedings on 
the executions until the 4th of March, 1827, on condition that the costs should be forthwith paid. Of this 
order I advised Mr. Laughlin by letter of the 20th March. Thus the causes rested until I was directed 
by the Agent of the Treasury, by letter of the 8th ultimo, to stay proceedings. unconditionally, until the 
3d of March next, and of which I wrote Mr. Laughlin on the 16th. It may be proper to add that, at the 
last May term of the District Court for this district, the motion made at the January term for judgment 
against David A. Ogden, on his bond, was refused, and substantially, according to my understanding of 
the opinion, on the ground that the bond being given in reference to the particular prosecution then 
pending, by way of libel on the admiralty side of the court, the responsibility of the surety could not be 
extended to embrace the case of a condemnation of the goods upon an information on the common law 
side of the court; that the amendment of the libel, by striking out the words on waters, &c., had affected 
a radical change in the character of the prosecution, making it, instead of an admiralty, a common law 
proceeding, and in substance equivalent to the commencement of a new suit, and in reference to which 
the bond could not be construed to have been given. 

Assuming this determination to be correct, and it is not only unnecessary, but would ill become me, 
in this manner, to call it in question, it will be seen that the only chance which the United States have 
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for realizing anything in relation to these goods, is upon the judgments. Whether it would be equitable 
to enforce these judgments against Mr. Laughlin, under these circumstances, is undoubtedly with great 
propr!ety referred to the determination of Congress. . 

There are various facts alleged in the petition, such as the pecuniary circumstances of the Messrs. 
Hopkins at and subsequent to the giving of the bonds; that Mr. Laughlin did not personally employ an 
attorney in the causes; that he rested easy, supposing the bonds had been cancelled, &c., of which I have 
no knowledge or information. Nor have I any informatiou relative to the fact stated in the petition, that 
the bonds were taken for double the amount of the duties. The petition is the first and only intimation I 
have received upon that point; I am, however, very well satisfied that Benjamin W. Hopkins died in 
insolvent circumstances, and that Roswell Hopkins is now unable to pay anything. 

I observe the petition states that the goods were ordered by the judge to be redelivered to the claim
ant on his giving bonds for the amount of the goods condemned and not returned, and bonds for the duties 
if they should be 1·eslored to the claimant. And upon this view it seems to be inferred by the petitioner that 
the bonds "were not due, and consequently no interest could accrue until after a trial and the goods 
should be released." It is also intimated that the Judgments, on this ground, are irregular. This I ap
prehend is entirely incorrect. The bonds are in the usual form, payable at the times above stated, and do 
not refer to any such contingency as is stated in the petition, nor can I ascertain that any such order was 
ever made by the court. Such an order, indeed, would have been altogether unnecessary, and probably 
irregular, for the act of Congress (3 vol., 222, sec. 89,) in such case_s requires the duties to be paid or 
secured in like manner as if the goods had been legally entered. 

I have thus, sir, given you as full and minute a statement as I can suppose necessary, and as is in my 
power to furnish, of all the facts, transactions, and proceedings touching the matters set forth in the 
petition. It is of greater length than I could have wished; at the same time, it appeared to me, in all 
respects, necessary, in order to a just understanding of the merits of the application, that the history of 
the transaction, from its commencement to the present time, should, in all respects, be complete. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your very obedient servant, 
S. BEARDSLEY. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED ST.A.TES, NORTHERN DISTRICT. 

EIGHT TRUNKS .AJ.'D ONE BAL1;) OF DRY GOODS, BENJ..UIIN W. HOPKINS CLAIMANT, VS. THE UNITED STATES. 

ALBANY, May 16, 1822. 
1st. It is agreed that the affidavit of William Bayard, jr., one of the copartners of the mercantile 

house of LeRoy, Bayard, & Co., of the city of New York, tending to show the national character, present 
and former residence of a certain Gilbert Smissonlt named in the claim filed in this cause, ma.y be read in 
evidence upon the trial thereof, when sworn to before "William P. Van Ness, Esq., judge, &c. 

2d. That the parties may produce and read, as originals, certified copies of any letters or papers 
heretofore transmitted from the Treasury Department, and purporting to have been directed to Alexander 
Richards, late Collector of the district of Oswegatchie, subject to any objection to which the originals 
would have been liable. 

3d. That Aaron Hackley, Esq., the Commissioner appointed by the parties to take the testimony in 
this cause, may proceed to take what is not already taken, upon giving eight days' notice of the time and 
place of taking such testimony to Alexander Richards, Esq., late Collector of the district of Oswegatchie, 
and to David A. Ogden,,of the county of St. Lawrence. 

4th. It is agreed that the claim heretofore filed by Benjamin W. Hopkins, without oath, (by an arrange
ment with a former District Attorney of the southern district, where the libel was originally filed,) shall 
be deemed and taken to be of the same validity as if sworn to by him. 

Lastly. That the testimony which has a1ready been or may be hereafter taken in this cause may be 
opened by the clerk of this court, and copies thereof furnished to either party requesting- the same; and 
the proctors will make a case founded on said testimony, which shall be submitted to the judge of this 
court for decision, whose decision thereupon shall be considered, and have all the force and effect of a 
judgment of this court, subject to a suspension, as is customary in libel cases. 

JACOB SUTHERLAND. 
N. WILLI.AMS. 

B. 

THE UNITED STATES OF .AMERICA VS. EIGHT TRUNKS OF DRY GOODS .A.,."'m ONE BUNDLE OF DRY GOODS. 

FEBRUARY 4, 1825. 
On reading and filing affidavit, &c., and on motion of Mr. Beardsley, Attorney for the United ~tates, 

ordered that the libel filed in this cause be amended by striking out the words "on waters which are 
navigable from the sea, by vessels of ten or more tons burden," and that the claim and answer of Benja
min W. Hopkins (be bei_ng deaJ) be ~tricke1;1-o~t; and that! unless some pers~n or per~ons, as the repre
sentative or representatives of the said BenJamm W. Hop~ms, appear and c~aim sa1~ eight trunks of dry 
gouds and one bundle of dry goods at the next term of this court, and put m a claim and plea thereto, 
with the usual security, that said eight trunks of dry goods and one bundle of dry goods be condemned 
as forfeited to the use of the United States. 

It is also ordered, that the said Attorney of the said United States serve a copy of this rule on 
Nathan Williams, the proctor of said Benjamin W. Hopkins, deceased, within twenty days. 
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DISTRI<Jr OF OswEGATCHIE, Port ef Ogdensburg, June 20, 1826. 
Sm : On my return recently from a journey I had the honor to receive your letter, under date of the 

16th ultimo, enclosing "a copy of a resolution of the House of Representatives of the United States, 
passed on the 5th May, in relation to the petition of Thaddeus Laughlin, together with a copy of said 
petition;" and have now the honor to state that I have never had the possession of the bond in question, 
nor any knowledge of its existence, nor, of course, of any of the facts connected with its prosecution. 

From having formerly acted as a Commissioner to take testimony in the libel suit for forfeiture, of 
the United States vs. Eight Trunks, &c., of Goods, in which Benjamin W. Hopkins was claimant, I had 
reason to presume that such a bond had been given under the collection law. 

The bond was executed while my predecessor, Alexander Richards, Esq., of Madrid, in this county, 
(St. Lawrence,) was in office, and has never been delivered over to me. My possession of the office 
commenced on the 24th April, 1821. 

.A.s it was not in my power to furnish the answer to the inquiries of your letter above referred to, 
and as I did not conceive it entirely proper for me to dispossess myself of the letter and enclosures 
which you had officially sent to me, I thought it most advisable to transmit fair copies thereof to Judge 
Richards, my predecessor, at the same time expressing my expectation that be would furnish the informa
tion required by you, in pursuance of the aforesaid resolution. 

Permit me, however,. sir, to suggest that his performance of this duty may possibly be hastened by, 
or perhaps depend upon, your addressing him directly upon the subject. 

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, your obedient and humble servant, 
.A.ARON HACKLEY, Collector. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary ef the Treasury. 

C. 

DISTRICT ATToRNETs O~FICE, Utica, October 12, 1826. 
Sm : In the report which I had the honor to make to you on the 9th of June last, touching the matters 

set forth in the petition of Thaddeus Laughlin, I stated that certain goods therein named were libelled, in 
the fall of 1814, in the District Court of the district of New York. This was a misLake ; the libel was filed 
in the District Court of the southern district of New York, after the State had been divided into two 
judicial districts, although it is entitled as a proceeding in the District Court of the district of New York. 
This error had escaped me until within a day or two since. By an act of Congress of 9th of April, 1814, 
(see 4 vol., Laws U. S., 679,) the State was divided into two judicial districts, the southern and northern, 
and a District Court organized in each. These courts, by their organization, were clothed with the 
ordinary jurisdiction of such courts ; and by the ninth section of the judicial act of the 24th September, 
1789, District Courts are vested with" exclusive" original cognizance of all seizures within their respec
tive districts. The act of 9th April, 1814, it will be observed, annihilated the District Court of the district 
ef New York, the Southern and Northern District Courts being substituted in its stead. 

The seizure of the goods in this case was made in October, 1814, after the State had been so divided 
into two districts ; it was made in the county of St. Lawrence, and in the northern district. '.!.'he Northern 
District Court, therefore, had exclusive cognizance of the seizure. The seizure was also made on waters 
not navigable from the sea by vessels of ten or more tons burden ; it was, therefore, a case of common 
law, and not of admiralty jurisdiction. 

But the libel was, in fact, filed in the District Court of the southern district of New York, although 
entitled in and on its face appearing to be a proceeding in the District Court of the district ef New York. 
The monition was also directed to the marshal of the district of New York, and was made returnable in 
the District Court of the district of New York. At this period there was no such court in existence, and 
the Southern District Court bad no jurisdiction in the case-the seizure was not within its limits. The 
bond of David .A.. Ogden, as surety for these goods, also follows the error in said libel, and refers to a 
prosecution in the District Court of the district of New York-a court not in existence. 

How these errors arose, or how at that time they could escape the observation of counsel, is more 
than I can explain ; in my opinion, however, the whole proceedings in the Southern as well as in the 
Northern District Court in relation to the condemnation of the goods have been without jurisdiction, and 
utterly void. • 

The prosecution against these goods was, in its inceptions, peculiarly unfortunate. 
1. The Northern District Court had exclusive jurisdiction of the case ; but the libel was filed in the 

Southern District Court. 
2. It was filed in the Southern District Court, although entitled in, and on its face appearing to be a 

proceeding in the District Court of the district of New York. 
3. It was filed as a libel in an admiralty case, although, in fact, it was a common law proceeding. 
4. The proceedings were certified from the Southern District Court to that of the Northern District, 

as having been instituted in the court of the district of New York, although they were, in fact, instituted 
in the Southern District Court. 

The act of 8d April, 1818, (6 vol., 270, sec. 50,) authorized proceedings in causes which had arisen 
within the limits of the northern district of New York, and which bad been instituted in the former District 
Court of the district of New York, to be transferred to the court of the northern district. 

This, however, had not been in the court of the district ef New Yo1·k, but in that of the southern 
district, a court which had no jurisdiction in the case. 

I do not know that this explanation is material in relation to the petition of Mr. Laughiin. The 
bonds for duties were given voluntarily, and may, in law, be valid, although the proceedings against the 
goods themselves were void. If I am correct in the opinion that the latter are void, it is entirely clear 
that the United States will realize nothing from these goods unless upon the bonds for duties. 
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. May I request to have this letter considered as a part of my report upon the petition above 
referred to ? 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 
S. BEARDSLEY. 

Hon. R. RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

D. 

TwADDINGTON, November 21, 1826. 
Sm: Pursuant to the resolution of the House of Representatives and your letter of the 29th June last, 

I have the honor to submit a statement of the facts in relation to the petition of Thaddeus Laughlin. In 
1814 Benjamin W. Hopkins illegally imported into the district of Oswegatchie a large amount of goods; 
they were seized and immediately reported to the District Attorney, in New York, the only law officer then 
appointed, or with whom the Collector could correspond, as there was no attorney, marshal, or clerk in the 
northern district, nor was the Collector apprised of the district being divided. The goods were libelled, 
and a default ordered against them at the first District Court for the northern district. The counsel acting 
for the District Attorney, on the request of Hopkins, consented to waive the default, and Hopkins then 
preferred a claim to the goods in behalf of Gabriel Smissourt, a native of Hamburg. The court further, in 
pursuance of the 89th section of the law of March 2, 1 'l99, for the collection of duties, at the request of 
Hopkins, ordered the goods to be appraised and delivered to him on giving the security required by that 
section, and paying or securing the duties. This was done; and from that time every obstacle was thrown 
in the way of a trial by the claimant. The cause was repeatedly noticed for trial. I procured the 
attendance of witnesses at Utica at great expense; but the trial was postponed on the application of the 
claimant or bis surety. We at length obtained a-commission, and the testimony of the witnesses were 
taken in this district and returned to the court, when all attempts at defence were abandoned and the 
goods condemned. I have at all times urged a trial, as I was fully sensible the goods must be condemned 
if a trial was had. Notwithstanding the condemnation, the surety claims to be exempt from his bond for 
the value on legal ground, and the decision of the District Court has been in his favor. I should mention 
that the gentlemen who appraised the goods appear to have estimated their value, as in the case of lost 
invoices, for the estimate of duties; for, when Hopkins came to enter them, be wished to have the duties 
estimated on the appraisal; and when the invoices were produced, as the Collector insisted, they exceeded 
the appraisal by a considerable amount. Mr. Laughlin misunderstands or misrepresents the order of the 
court in this case, and appears to think that the payment of the duties depended on a contingency-the 
acquittal or condemnation of the goods; whereas the duties should have been paid when they became due. 
At that time I delivered the bonds to the District Attorney, with a request for their speedy collection. 
In reply to this request, as often as repeated to the District Attorney, I have been informed that the 
counsel for the defendant objected to judgments being entered on the bonds till a trial was had upon the 
goods. Jifr. Skinner, the District Attorney when the suits were commenced on the bonds, appeared 
unwilling that any decision should be entered-by him, as judge of the court, on questions in which he had 
acted as the attorney, &c. 

Mr. Laughlin states in his petition that the duties secured by these bonds were doubled. The same 
duties were charged upon those goods as upon any other entered at the same time. In relation to the 
solvency and responsibility of Hopkins, I would state that, when he came to give the same bonds to which 
Mr. Laughlin is a party, he was informed that he could be admitted to no further credit on bonds for duties 
at the custom-house until he had cancelled two bonds then due for duties on a previous importation. To 
do this he gave his draft on a merchant in Utica, where he represented he had funds, endorsed by 
Gouverneur Ogden and Chaney Rice, the sureties on the bonds. The draft was returned protested, and the 
endorsers were compelled to pay the judgments; the remaining bond was prosecuted, and the same sureties 
had to pay the judgment obtained. Roswell Hopkins, whose property is represented as "large and unin
cumbered," was embarrassed by bis engagements for B. W. Hopkins, and finally ruined by them, so as to 
be unable to pay Messrs. Gouverneur Ogden and Rice as he bad promised, or to secure Judge Ogden, the 
surety for the goods. 

On the facts contained in the above statements few comments are necessary. The delay, which 
appears so remarkable in this case, must be attributed to the insufficiency of the court for the northern 
district for several years, owing to the state of the health of Judge Tallmage, who was appointed to preside. 
That the claimant, B. W. Hopkins, and his sureties have used all efforts to prevent a decision on the goods 
until compelled to by the return of the commission for taking the testimony. The bonds for the duties 
(although perfectly distinct) were, by the arts of the claimant, made to abide the event of a decision on 
the goods. 

Mr. Laughlin, in one part of bis petition, complains that he was persecuted before a decision upon the 
goods in 1816; and in another laments tbe delay of pi·osecution. Mr. Laughlin, when he signed these 
bonds in 1815, well knew that B. W. Hopkins bad been, during the war, and was engaged in extensive 
mercantile business, some of which was hazardous and contrary to the laws of his country; in other words, 
was a speculator and a smuggler. When arrested he ought to have seen that the bonds were paid, and 
not relied on the assurance of Hopkins that be would see them cancelled. By law a moiety of the proceeds 
of aJl goods forfeited accrues to the Collector who makes the seizure. In bis account of liquidated bonds 
for the last quarter of 1815, these bonds were charged him, and credited, by direction of the Comptroller, 
in the same account for the second quarter of 1816, to be accounted for in account of "fines and forfeitures." 

Should the prayer of the petition be granted, the following is the result: The illegal importer obtained 
the goods, worth $5,000; the surety for the goods is exempted, by the decision of the District Court, a:rid 
the Collector loses not merely his portion of the goods, but the large expenses in seizing, and securing, 
and prosecuting, through every difficulty, to condemnation, goods, of the forfeiture of which there never 
could be a question. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your very obedient servant, 
ALEX. RICHARDS. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

VOL. V--84 B 
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E. 

WASHINGTON, December 16, 1826. 
Sm: Since I last had the honor of addressing you on the'subject of liir. Laughlin's case I have had 

a conversation with Mr. Ira Collins, who was my deputy and attended to the execution of the bonds, and 
is witness to them. He says at the time Mr. Laughlin signed the bonds he must have suspected Mr. 
Benjamin W. Hopkins' circumstances, as he refused to sign them until he was secured. All the parties 
were present, that is, B. W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Mr. Laughlin. .After some conversation the 
three left Mr. Collins and retired to another room, as Mr. Collins supposed (and it was stated) for the 
purpose of arranging the security. After they returned, Mr. Laughlin observed he was satisfied, and 
signed the bonds. Mr. Collins further says, from what passed he has no doubt Mr. Laughlin was satis
factorily secured at the time; if he has released it, it is his own wrong. He cannot now pretend B. W. 
Hopkins was then "in good and solvent circumstances," or that he had no reason to suspect his solvency. 
As represented in Mr. Laughlin's petition, it may be said his is a hard case, but not harder than many 
others who become surety where the principal fails. 

Should the marshal be directed to collect the executions, I would beg leave to suggest the expe
diency of appointing an agent to purchase in the property for the United States. I believe there may 
be.sufficient property to pay all the executions; yet, should it be sold for cash in the present scarcity of 
money in this country, I doubt whether it would sell for one-quarter of its value, and the United States 
would receive little or nothing. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your very obedient servant, 
• •• • ALEX. RICHARDS. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Esq., SecretariJ <f the Treasu1·y. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Fifth .Auditor's Office, May 8, 1826. 
SIR:. II\ consequen<::e of lJ, resolution of the House of Representatives of the United States, passed 

May 5, 1826, in relati.on to. the petition of'Thaddeus Laughlin, I have the honor to request that you will 
suspend further proceedings for the debt and costs of the judgment obtained against him and others 
until the 3d day of March next. 

I a~, &c., 
.. ,. , , S. PLEASONTON, Agent <f the Treasury. 

SAMUEL BEARD~L~Y, Esq., United States .Attorney, Utica, New York. 

N ORTRERN DisTiiicT dF NEW YORK, ss. 
I, Richard R. Lansing, clerk of the Dist;ict Court of the United States of America for the district 

aforesaid; having inspected the records of my office, do find there remaining a certain judgment record, 
in the words and figures following, to wit: 

DISTRICT CoURT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA FOR THE NoRTHERN DISTRICT OF NEw YoRK. 
Pleas before the judge of the District Court of the United States of .America for the northern dis-

• trict of New York, at the city of Albany, in said dit:itrict, of the stated term of January, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six. 

Witness the Hon. Alfred Conkling, judge of said court. 
R. R. LANSING, Olerlc. 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW y ORK, ss. 
The United States of America put in their place Samuel Beardsley, their attorney, against Roswell 

Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, survivors, &c., in a plea <f debt. 

NoRTHE&'< DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, ss. 
Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, in their own proper persons, at the suit of the United States 

of America, in the plea aforesaid. 

NoRTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YoRK, ss. 
Be it remembered, that on the second Tuesday in July, in the term of July, in the year of our Lord 

one thousand eight hundred and seventeen, before the judge of the District Court of the United States of 
America for the northern district of New York, at Utica, in said district, come the said United States of 
America, by Roger Skinner, then their attorney, and brought into the said court, before the judge thereof~ 
then there, their certain bill against Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, in 
custody, &c., of a plea of debt, &c., which sai~ bill follows in these words, to wit: 

N oRTHERN DISTRICT oF NEW YORK, to wit. 
The United States of America, by their attorney, complain of Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hop

kins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, defendants in this suit, in custody, &c., of a plea that they render to the 
said United States of America the sum of one thousand dollars, which they owe to, and from the said 
United States unjustly detain. For that whereas the said defendants, on the fifteenth day of November, 
in the fortieth year of the independence of the said United States, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
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eight hundred and fifteen, to wit, at Oswegatchie, in the northern district of New York, by their certain 
writing oblig·atory, sealed with their seals, and to the said District Court for the northern district of New 
York now here shown, the date whereof is the day and year aforesaid, acknowledged themselves, by the 
name and description of Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, of the town 
of Hopkinson, in the county of St. Lawrence and State of New York, to be held. and firmly bound, jointly 
and severally, unto the said United States of America, in the said sum of one thousand dollars above 
demanded, to be paid to the said United States when they, the said defendants, should be thereunto after
wards requested, which said writing obligatory was and is subject to a certain condition thereunder 
written, whereby it is provided that if the said Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus 
Laughlin, or either of them, did, on or before the fifteenth day of May next ensuing the date of said bond, 
well and truly pay, or cause to be paid, unto the Collector of the Customs for the district of Oswegatchie, 
for the time being, the sum ol:' five hundred and fifty dollars, or the amount of the duties to be ascertained 
as due and arising on certain goods, wares, and merchandises, entered by the said Benjamin W. Hopkins, 
as imported in two canoes from Canada, as per entry dated the day of the date of the said obligation, 
then the said obligation was to be void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue. And the said 
attorney, on behalf of the said United States, in fact, sayf! that, after the making of the said writing 
obligatory, to wit, on the first day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
fifteen, at the district of Oswegatchie, in the northern _district of New York, aforesaid, the duties due 
and arising on the said goods, wares, and merchandises, so entered and imported by the said Benjamin 
\V. Hopkins as aforesaid, were ascertained to amount to the sum of five hundred and eight dollars and 
thirty-four cents, current money of the United States, of which the said defendants, on the same day and 
year, and at the place last aforesaid, then had notice. 

Nevertheless, the said United States, by their attorney aforesaid, in fact, say that the said Benjamin 
W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, or either of them, did not, on or before the 
fifteenth day of May next ensuing the date of the said bond, pay, or cause to be paid, nor have they, or 
either of them, hitherto paid, or caused to be paid, unto the Collector of the Customs for the district of 
Oswegatchie, the aforesaid sum of five hundred and fifty dollars, or the said sum of five hundred and 
eight dollars and thirty-four cents, being the amount of duties ascertained to be due and arising as 
aforesaid, or either of them, or any part thereof, although often requested so to do, to wit, at the place 
aforesaid, contrary to the form and effect of the said condition of the said writing obligatory. 

By means of which said premises the said United States have sustained damages to a large amount, 
to wit, to the amount of one thousand dollars; whereby an action hath accrued to the said United States 
to demand and have of and from the said defendants the said sum of one thousand dollars above 
demanded. Yet the said defendants, although often requested so to do, have not, nor hath either of them, 
as yet, paid the said sum of one thousand dollars above demanded, or any part thereof, to the said United 
States; but to pay the same, or any part thereof, to the said United States have hitherto wholly refused 
and still do refuse, to the damage of the said United States of one thousand dollars, and thereof the said 
attorney, on behalf of the said United States, brings suit, &c. 

And now, at this day, that is to say, on the last Tuesday of January, in the term of January, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six, until which day the said defendants had 
leave to imparl to the declaration aforesaid, and then to answer the same before the said court, at the city 
of Albany, in the said northern district, come the said United States of America, by Samuel Beardsley, 
their attorney; and the said attorney, on behalf of said United States of America, suggests and shows unto 
the court here, that since the exhibition of the bill in this cause, that is to say, on the first day of December, 
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-five, the said Benjamin W. Hopkins,. one 
of the above named defendants, departed this life; but inasmuch as the said action survives against the 
said Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, the said attorney, on behalf of said United States of 
America, prays that said cause may proceed against said Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin; and 
said Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, although solemnly demanded, come not, but make default, by 
reason whereof the said United States of America remain therein undefended against the said defendants; 
wherefore the said United States of America ought to recover against the said defendants so much of said 
debt as is due, according to equity, &c. And it appearing to the said court now here by the premises 
aforesaid, &c., and by due proof~ &c., that eight hundred and four dollars and seventy cents of the debt 
aforesaid are due to the said United States of America, according to equity, and that the said United 
States of America ought to recover the same, &c.; and the said United St:ites of America, by their said 
attorney, freely here in court declaring that they will not further prosecute said cause for the recovery of 
the residue of said debt over and above the sum last aforesaid: 

It is considered by the said court that the said United States of America do recover against the said 
defendants their said debt to tµe sum of eight hundred and four dollars and seventy cents, so due as 
aforesaid; and also fifty-four dollars and seventy-eight cents for their costs and charges by them laid out 
and expended in and about the prosecution of their said suit, by the court now here adjudged to the said 
United States of America, and with their assent. And the said defendants, in mercy, &c. 

Judgment signed February 6, A. D. 1826. 
A. CONKLING. 

[Endorsed.] 

Northern District Court of New York: The United States of America vs. Roswell Hopkins and 
Thaddeus Laughlin. Judgment recorded. S. Beardsley, United States Attorney. No. 1. 

Debt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $804 'l'O 
Costs.................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 'l'8 

859 48 

Filed February 6, 1826. 
All which I have caused by these presents to be exemplified. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereto affixed the seal of the said court, this fourth day of April, in the 

[ ] 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six, and of the Independence of the said 

L. s United States the fiftieth. 
R.R. LANSING, Clerk. 
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NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW y ORK, ss. . 
I, Richard R. Lansing, clerk of the District Court of the United States of America for the district 

aforesaid, having inspected the records of my office, do find there remaining a certain judgment record, in 
the words and figures following, to wit: • \or 

DISTRICT CoURT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AlIERICA FOR THE NORTHERN DrsrRICT OF NEW YoRK. 
Pleas before the juds-e of the District Court of the United States of America for the northern district 

of New York, at the city of Albany, in said district, of the stated term of January, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six. 

Witness the Hon. Alfred Conkling, judge of said court. 
R. R. LANSING, Olerk. 

NoRTHERN-DisTRICT OF NEW YoRK, ss. 
The United States of America put in their place Samuel Beardsley, their attorney, against Roswell 

Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, survivors, &c., in a plea of debt. 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YoRK, ss. 
Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, in their own proper persons, at the suit of the United States 

of America, in the plea aforesaid. · 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YoRK, ss. 
Be it remembered, that on the second Tuesday in July, in the term of July, in the year of our Lord 

one thousand eight hundred and seventeen, before the judge of the District Court of the United States of 
America for the northern district of New York, at Utica, in said district, come the said United States of 
America, by Roger Skinner, then their attorney, and brought into the said court, before the judge thereof, 
then there, their certain bill against Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, in 
custody, &c., of a plea of debt, &c., which said bill follows in these words, to wit: 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, to wit. 
The United States of America, by their attorney, complain of Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, 

and Thaddeus Laughlin, defendants in this suit, in custody &c., of a plea that they render to the said 
United States of America the sum of five hundred dollars, which they owe to, and from the United States 
unjustly detain. For that whereas the said defendants, on the fifteenth day of November, in the fortieth 
year of the independence of the said United States, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and fifteen, to wit, at Oswegatchie, in the northern district of New York, by their certain writing obligatory, 
sealed with their seals, and to the said District Court for the northern district of New York now here 
shown, the date whereof is the day and year aforesaid, acknowledged themselves, by the name- and 
description of.Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, of the town of Hopkinton, 
in the county of St. Lawrence, and State of New York, to be held and firmly bound, jointly and severally, 
unto the said United States of America, in the said sum of five hundred dolfa,rs above demanded, to be 
paid to the said United States when they, the said defendants, should be thereunto afterwards requested, 
which said writing obligatory was and is subject to a certain condition thereunder written, whereby it is 
provided that if the said Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, or either of 
th.em, did, on or before the fifteenth day of November next ensuing the date of said bond, well and truly pay, 
or cause to be paid, unto the Collector of the Customs for the district of Oswegatchie, for the time being, 
the· sum of two hundred and seventy-five dollars, 'or the amount of the duties to be ascertained as due 
and arising on certain goods, wares, and merchandises, entered by the said Benjamin W. Hopkins as 
imported in two canoes from Canada, as per entry dated the day of the date of the said obligation, then 
the said obligation was to be void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue. And the said attorney, 
on behalf of the United States, in fact, says that, after the making of the said writ!ng obligatory, to wit, 
on the first day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifteen, at the district 
of Oswegatchie, in the northern district of New York aforesaid, the duties due and arising on the said 
goods, wares, and merchandises, so entered and imported by the said Benjamin W. Hopkins as aforesaid, 
were ascertained to amount to the sum of two hundred and fifty-four dollars and seventeen cents, current 
money of the United States, of which the said defendants, on the same day and year, and at the place last 
aforesaid, then had notice. Nevertheless, the said United States, by their attorney aforesaid, in fact, say, 
that the said Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, or either of them, did 
not, on or before the fifteenth day of November next ensuing the date of the said bond, pay, or cause to be 
paid, nor have they, or either of them, hitherto paid, or caused to be paid, unto the Collector of the Customs 
for the district of Oswegatchie, the aforesaid sum of two hundred and seventy-five dollars, or the said sum 
of two hundred and fifty-four dollars and seventeen cents, being the amount of duties ascertained to be 
due and arising as aforesaid, or either of them, or any part thereof, although often requested so to do, to 
wit, at the place aforesaid, contrary to the form and effect of the said condition of the said writing 
obligatory. 

By means of which said premises the said United States have sustained damages to a large amount, 
to wit, to the amount of five hundred dollars; whereby an action hath accrued to the said United States 
to demand and have of and from the said defendants the said sum of five hundred dollars above demanded. 
Yet the said defendants, although often requested so to do, have not, nor hath either of them, as yet, paid 
the said sum of five hundred dollars above demanded, or any part thereof, to the said United States; but 
to pay the same, or any part thereof, to the said United States have hitherto wholly refused, and still do 
refuse, to the damage of the said United States of five hundred dollars; and thereof the said attorney, on 
behalf of the said United States, brings suit, &c. 

And now, at this day, that is to say, on the last Tuesday in January, in the term of January, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six, until which day the said defendants had 
leave to imparl to the declaration aforesaid, and then to answer the same before the said court, at the city 
of Albany, in the said northern district, come the United States of America, by Samuel Beardsley, their 
attorney; and the said attorney, on behalf of the said United States of America, suggests and shows unto 
the court here, that since the exhibition of the bill in this cause, that is to say, on the first day of Decem
ber, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-five, the said Benjamin W. Hopkins, 
one·of the above named defendants, departed this life; but inasmuch as the said action survives against 
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the said Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, the said attorney, oi behalf of said United States of 
.America, prays that said cause may proceed against said Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin. .And 
said Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, although solemnly demanded, come not, but make default, 
by reasen whereof the said United States of .America remain therein undefended against the said 
defendants. Wherefore the said United States of .America ought to recover against the said defendants 
so much of said debt as is due, according to equity, &c. .And it appearing to the said court now here, by 
the premises aforesaid, &c., and by due proof, &c., that three hundred and ninety-four dollars and seventy
three cents of the debt aforesaid are dne to the said United States of:A.merica, according to equity, and 
that the said United States of .America ought to recover the same, &c.; and the United States of .America, 
by their said attorney, freely, here in court, declaring that they will not further prosecute said cause for 
the recovery of the residue of said debt over and above the sum last aforesaid: 

It is considered by the said court that the said United States of .America do recover against the said 
defendants their said debt to the sum of three hundred and ninety-four dollars and seventy-th1·ee cents, so 
due as aforesaid; and also fifty-four dollars and seventy-eight cents for their costs and charges by them 
laid out and expended in and about the prosecution of their said suit, by the court now here adjudged to 
the said United States of .America, and with their assent. .And the said defendantsr in mercy, &c. 

Judgment signed February 6, .A. D. 1826. 
.A. CONKLING. 

[Endorsed.] 

Northern District Court of New York: The United States of .America vs. Roswell Hopkins and 
Thaddeus Laughlin. Judgment recorded. S. Beardsley, United States .Attorney. No. 3. 

Debt.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $394 '13 
Costs...................................................... 54 '18 

449 51 

Filed February 6, 1826 . 

.All which I have caused by these presents to be exemplified. -
In testimony whereof, I have hereto affixed the seal of the said court, this fourth day of .April, in the 

[ ] year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six, and of the Independence of the said 
L. 8 • United States the fiftieth. 

R. R. LANSING, Clerk. 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF N Ew YoRK, ss. 

I, Richard R. Lansing, clerk of the District Court of the United States of .America for the distrfot 
aforesaid, having inspected the records of my office, do find there remaining a certain judgment record, 
in the words and figures following, to wit: 

DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES OF .AMERICA FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YoRK. 

Pleas before the judge of the District Court of the United States of .America for the northern district 
of New York, at the city of .Albany, in said district, of the stated term of January, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six. • 

Witness the Hon . .Alfred Conkling, judge of said court. 
R. R. LANSING, Clerk. 

NORTHER.~ DISTRICT OF NEW y ORK, ss. 

The United States of America put in thcjr place Samuel Beardsley, their attorney, against Roswell 
Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, survivors, &c., in a plea of debt. 

NORTHERN DrsTRICT OF N Ew Y omr, ss. 

Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, in their own proper persons, at the suit of the United States 
of .America, in the plea aforesaid. 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YoRK, ss. 

Be it remembered, that on the second Tuesday in July, in the term of July, in the year of our Lord 
one thousand eight hundred and seventeen, before the judge of the District Court of the United States of 
America for the northern district of New York, at Utica, in said district, come the said United States of 
.America, by Roger Skinner, then their attorney, and brought into the said court before the judge thereof, 
then there, their certain bill against Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, in 
custody, &c., of a plea of debt, &c., which said bill follows in these words, to wit: 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, to wit. 
The United States of .America, by their attorney, complain of Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, 

and Thaddeus Laughlin, defendants in this suit, in custody, &c., of a plea that they render to the said 
United States of America the sum of :five hundred dollars, which they owe to, and from the said United 
States unjustly detain. For that whereas the said defendants, on the :fifteenth day of November, in the 
fortieth year of the independence of the said United States, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and fifteen, to wit, at Oswegatchie, in the northern district of New York, by their certain 
writing obligatory, sealed with their seals, and to the said District Court for the northern district of New 
York now here shown, the date whereof is the day and year aforesaid, acknowledge themselves, by the 
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name and description of Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkius,·and Thaddeus Laughlin, of the town of 
Hopkinton, in the county of St. Lawrence, and State of New York, to be held and firmly bound, jointly 
and severally, unto the said United States of America, in the said sum of five hundred dollars above 
demanded, to be paid to the said United States when they, the said defendants, should be thereunto afterwards 
requested, which said writing obligatory was and is subject to a certain condition thereunder written, 
whereby it is provided that if the said Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus Laughlin, 
or either of them, did, on or before the fifteenth day of November next ensuing the date of said bond, 
well and truly pay, or cause to be paid, unto the Collector of the Customs for the district of Oswagatchie, for 
the time being, the sum of two' hundred and seventy-five dollars, or the amount of the duties to be ascer
tained as due and arising on certain goods, wares, and merchandises, entered by the said Benjamin W. 
Hopkins, as imported in two canoes from Canada, as per entry dated the day of the date of the said obli
gation, then the said obligation was to be void, otherwise to remain in full force and virtue. And the 
said attorney, on behalf of the said United States, in fact, says that, after the making of the said writing 
obligatory, to wit, on the first day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
fifteen, at the district of Oswegatchie, in the northern district of New York aforesaid, the duties due and 
arising on said goods, wares, and merchandises, so entered and imported by the said Benjamin W. 
Hopkins as aforesaid, were ascertained to amount to the sum of two hundred and fifty-four dollars and 
seventeen cents, current money of the United States, of which the said defendants, on the same day 
and year, and at the place last aforesaid, then had notice. Nevertheless, the said United States, by their 
attorney aforesaid, in fact, say that the said Benjamin W. Hopkins, Roswell Hopkins, and Thaddeus 
Laughlin, or either of them, did not, on or before the fifteenth day of November next ensuing the date of 
the said bond, pay, or cause to be paid, nor have they, or either of them, hitherto paid, or caused to be paid, 
unto the Collector of the Customs for the district of Oswegatchie, the aforesaid sum of two hundred and 
seventy-five dollars, or the said sum of two hundred ·and fifty-four dollars and seventeen cents, being the 
amount of duties ascertained to be due and arising as aforesaid, or either of them, or any part thereof, 
although often requested so to do, to wit, at the place aforesaid, contrary to the form and effect of the 
said condition of the said writing obligatory. 

By means of which said premises the said United States have sustained damages to a large amount, 
to, wit, to the amount of five hundred dollars; whereby an action hath accrued to the said United States, 
to demand and have of and from the said defendants the said sum of five hundred dollars above demanded. 
Yet the said defendants, although often requested so to do, have not, nor have either of them, as yet, paid the 
said sum of five hundred dollars above demanded, or any part thereof, to the said United States; but to 
pay the same, or any part thereof, to the said United States have hitherto wholly refused and still do 
refuse, to the damage of the said United States of five hundred dollars, and whereof the said attorney, on 
behalf of the said United States, brings suit, &c. . 

And now, at this day, that is to say, on the last Tuesday of January, in the term of January, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six, until which day the said defendants bad 
leave to imparl to the declaration aforesaid, and then to answer the same before the said court, at the city 
of Albany, in the said northern district, come the said United States of America, by Samuel Beardsley, '" 
their attorney, and the said attorney, on behalf of said United States of America, suggests and shows 
unto the court here, that since the exhibition of the bill in this cause, that is to say, on the first day of 
December, in the year of our Lord one. thousand eight hundred and twenty-five, the said Benjamin W. 
H-0pkins, one of the above named defendants, departed this life; but inasmuch as the said action survives 
against the said Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, the said attorney, on behalf of said United 
States of America, prays that said cause may proceed against said Roswell Hopkins. and Thaddeus 
Laughlin. And said Roswell Hopkins and Thaddeus Laughlin, although solemnly demanded, come not, 
but make .default, by reason whereof the said United States of America remain therein undefended against 
the s_aid defendants. Wherefore the said United States of America ought to recover against the said 
defendants so much of said debt as is due, according to equity, &c. And it appearing to the said court 
now here by the premises aforesaid, &c., and by due proof, &c., that three hundred and ninety-eight dollars 
and fifty-four cents of the debt aforesaid are due to the said United States of America, according to equity, 
and that the said United States of America ought to recover the same, &c.; and the said United States 
of America, by their said attorney, freely, here in court, declaring that they will not further prosecute said 
cause for the recovery of the residue of said debt over and above the sum last aforesaid: 

It is considered by the said court that the said United States of .America do recover against the said 
defendants their said debt to the sum of three hundred anq ninety~eight dollars and fifty-four cents, so due 
as aforesaid; and also fifty-four dollars and seventy-eight cents for their costs and charges by them laid 
out and expended in and about the prosecution of their said suit, by the court now here adjudged to the 
said United States of America, and with their assent. And the said defendants, in mercy, &c. 

Judgment signed February 6, A. D. 1826. 
A. CONKLING. 

[Endorsed.] 

Northern District Court of New York: The United States of America vs. Roswell Hopkins and 
Thaddeus Laughlin. Judgment recorded. S. Beardsley, United States Attorney. No. 2. 

Debt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $398 54 
Costs ......................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 'IS 

453 32 

Filed February 6, 1826. 

All which I have caused by tliese presents to be exemplified. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereto affixed the seal of the said court, this fourth day of April, in the 

[ 1 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-six, and of the Independence of the 

L. s. said United States the fiftieth. 
R. R. LANSING, Cflerk. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 790. [lsT SESSION. 

.A.GA.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COJD[UNICATED TO THE SENATE DECEUBER 1'1, 182'1. 

To the honoi-able the Senate and House of Representati'i:es of the Unued States in Congress assembled: 
The undersigned, citizens of Boston and its vicinity, respectfully represent: That they have not been 

inattentive or careless observers of the course of measures hitherto adopted by the Government of the 
United States at the urgent instance of those concerned in various branches of domestic manufacture _to 
enhance the prices of home manufactured articles to the consumers by the establishment of such high 
duties as greatly to discourage, if not entirely to prohibit, tho use of similar articles of foreign production 
at mduced prices; and that they have regarded with the deepest anxiety and solicitude the strenuous 
and combined efforts which have been recently made, and are now making, to influence and control the 
public opinion, and to give it a direction favorable to the imposition of still higher and more oppressive 
duties upon the important and essential article of woolen manufactured goods. 

Upon the most superficial view of the subject, considering the actual and increasing numbers, the 
condition and habits of the people of the United States, and the climate in which we live, the manner in 
which such a people shall be supplied with woolen goods cannot_ fail of being regarded as a question of 
the first magnitude. It essentially concerns the comforts, pursuits, and employments of the whole 
community, more especially of the industrious classes, and in this respect demands the attentive and 
profound consideration of all those, both rulers and people, who feel an interest in the prosperity of our 
common country. 

,v e are fully aware of the powerful influence of a strong, decisive, and deliberate public opinion in 
a popular and representative Government like ours, and of the great weight which the public voice, fully 
and deliberately expressed, must ever have upon the counsels, the measures, and policy of the Government. 

We are also aware that it has frequently been represented, and from the numerous memorials, 
petitions, addresses, and resolutions of conventions, committees, and other organized bodies, it may 
appear that the great body of intelligent citizens in this part of the country, notwithstanding the strong 
expression of adverse opinions a few years since, are now in favor of a further increase of duties. 
Whereas your memorialists are fully convinced that no essential change of public opinion has taken 
place-that the great body of intelligent men in this part of the United States, including many of the 
most discreet and judicious manufacturers, are now, as they were then, fully convinced that moderate 
duties, a free interchange of commodities, and an open competition in all the pursuits of useful and honest 
industry should be protected and encouraged as the true and sound policy of the United States. 

The apparent loud and general expression of opposite views may, we think, be easily accounted for 
consistently with the opinion here expressed. 

It is undoubtedly true that the amount of capital invested in manufactures since 1820 has greatly 
increased, and consequently the numbers of those interested in them has also greatly increased, though 
still constituting a small proportion of the whole community. It is obvious that, under such circumstances, 
all those who would profit by the prohibitory system have a powerful and immediate interest in the 
question, whilst the interest of the great body of the community who would suffer by it, though vitally 
important, is remote and indirect. It is therefore easy to perceive how readily the voice of an active, 
interested, and organized minority may be mistaken for a general expression of the public will. 

Under these circumstances your memorialists have felt it to be their duty, respectfully, but frankly, 
to express their opinion to the representatives of the people that any further increase of the duties upon 
imported woolens and other articles would be highly injurious to the great body of the community; their 
sincere belief that such is the prevalent if not the general opinion of judicious and intelligent persons of 
this part of the United States, and their earnest hope that Congress will not be induced by interested 
applications, however urgent or plausible, by further burdensome and prohibitory duties, to build up one 
interest, and that of a comparatively small minority, at the expense of the great interests of the whole. 

In submitting these representations, they beg leave pointedly and strongly to disclaim all party and 
political views; they regard it as an abstract question of public policy to be considered and decided upon 
its own merits, and they regret, if such be the fact, that a subject of all others requiring calm and mature 
deliberation, a free and unbiased judgment, should even accidentally be connected with any subject 
calculated to excite the prejudices, to awaken the passions, or to strengthen or weaken the hopes or 
measures of any political party. • 

In like manner they do expressly disclaim any hostility to the manufacturing system. On the 
contrary, they believe that this branch of industry, whilst it advances gradually and naturally under the 
aid and protection of moderate duties, and as the wants and interests of the country require, is highly 
beneficial. And one strong ground of their apprehension is, that any forced and violent measures of 
encouragement, unjust in themselves, by which the manufacturing system is placed in manifest hostility 
to great national interests, must necessarily tend to produce a speedy and violent reaction which may 
prove most injurious to the system itself. Nothing has a more direct tendency to produce and hasten 
this disastrous crisis than the alarming pretensions of that class of manufacturers and their advocates 
who insist upon prohibitory duties upon imported commodities of first necessity, or, what is obviously the 
same thing, such an exorbitant rate of duties as effectually and avowedly to exclude all competition. 

It is contended, on the part of the woolen manufacturers, that the British and other foreign nations, 
on account of their more abundant capital, low wages, and other advantages, notwithstanding the present 
high rate of duties, can undersell them in the home market, and, consequently, that further duties are 
necessary to enable them to realize a profit on their business. 

If this, indeed, be true, it affords the strongest argument against the imposition of further duties. 
Stripped of the fallacious guise in which this proposition is usually put forth to arouse our national 
prejudices, as if the importing system were designed to promote foreign instead of American interests, 
what does the proposition really import? Why, that American capital is invested in foreign fabrics; that 
these fabrics are paid for by American produce, or other fruits of American industry, transported by 
American labor, in American ships; that they pay a handsome revenue to the Treasury; and are then 
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. afforded to the people at a rate cheaper than that at which the home-made articles can be obtained, and 
which have paid no revenue into the Treasury. 

This proposition, we think, contains the true merits of the question. Its soundness cannot be contro
verted. It may be denied, perverted, or evaded, but it cannot be shaken. In both cases the fabrics are 
the produce of American capital and industry. If the foreign fabrics, after paying the cost of their purchase, 
transportations, and incidental expenses, and a large revenue, cannot undersell the home-made fabrics, 
then the complaints of the manufacturers are utterly groundless, and no further duties can be of any avail 
to them. If they can, then, upon the system of importation, the country enjoys the double advantage of 
low prices and handsome revenue. • 

It is true that, in one case, the labor and capital of the country are devoted more extensively to 
agriculture and the various arts and employments connected with ship-building, trade, and navigation, 
and in the other, more directly to spinning and weaving, and the arts connected with the manufacture of 
cloth. But your memorialists have yet to learn that there is any national advantage in forcing labor and 
capital from a more to a less profitable employment, or, indeed, of forcing it at all; since it is obvious 
that, if left to itself, it will naturally seek and necessarily :find that employment which is ultimately the 
most profitable. • 

But your memorialists believe that, in the terms and to the extent in which the proposition is advanced, 
it is not true that high duties are necessary to the growth of this branch of manufacture. 

Even when the duty was at the moderate rate of five per cent. a most extensive manufac.ture of 
woolen goods was established in this country and carried on in a domestic and household way, and by 
small companies; and it is believed that if we were now to return to a system of moderate duties, a very 
large proportion of the woolen goods required for the consumption of the c.ountry, especially of the common 
fabrics, would be manufactured fo the country. It seems, indeed, to be conceded that, as a general principle, 
the forcing of labor and capital into or from any particular channel by bounties or prohibitions, or by any 
financial regulations designed to produce the same effect, is impolitic and injurious to the public interests. 
But it is urged, with a vehemence and perseverance worthy of a better cause, that the particular circum
stances in which we are placed render our country an exception to the operation of this general principle. 

It is, among other things, frequently urged that the tariff of 1824 has been of slight benefit to the 
manufacturer, because, although the duty on woolen fabrics was greatly increased, yet an increase of the 
duty on imported wool, laid simultaneously, deprived them, in a great degree, of the benefit which they 
would otherwise have derived from that measure. 

But when it is considered how very small a proportion of foreign wool enters into the manufacture 
of American goods, we think it will be apparent that the duty on wool, however much it may tend to 
concilitate the wool-growers and reconcile them to the payment of enormous duties on the woolens they 
consume, can have very little influence in advancing the price of the manufactured articles. We are aware 
that the proportion has, in some instances, been stated, even by those who should have been better informed, 
as high as a quarter and even a hal,f. It is difficult to account for such exaggerated statements. We are 
satisfied that, upon the fullest investigation, the cost of foreign to that of domestic wool, used in the home 
manufacture, will not be found to exceed four or five per cent. 

Another consideration, which is urgently pressed upon the notice of Congress as a reason for the 
increase of duties, is, that the existing duties are extensively evaded, and large quantities of goods are 
clandestinely .and fraudulently introduced. This assertion, whilst it imports a serious charge of extensive 
frauds on the part of importers, and negligence or unfaithfulness on the part of the revenue officers, should, 
we think, rest upon some foundation more substantial than vague suspicion or interested representation. 
If this charge were supported by satisfactory proofs, and if it were sincerely believed to be a cause 
sufficiently extensive in its operation to affect the present question, would it not be wiser and more 
patriotic, instead of increasing the temptation to frauds by still higher duties, to devise and call upon 
Congress to adopt some effectual measures to secure the payment of the existing duties ?-a measure 
quite as important to the nation, in point of revenue, as to the manufacturers in point of protection. 

Your memorialists cannot perceive that, in the bill recently reported for the increase of duties on 
woolen goods, any measures are proposed for the increased security of the revenue. On the contrary, it 
seems manifest that, by the increase of duties itself, and the extraordinary and artificial mode of valuation 
of goods of a certain cost, both temptations and facilities are offered for frauds on the revenue, which, if 
they exist at all under the present system, must prove quite irresistible under the new one. 

But it is asserted with great seriousness that home manufactures give employment to American 
labor and capital, and thus promote American interests. This is unquestionably true: but it is likewise 
true tliat a free importation gives an equal and vastly more beneficial employment to American capital 
and labor. If we import foreign fabrics, do we not export an equal amount of our own productions, 
the fruits of American labor and capital, to pay for them? Trade necessarily implies an interchange of 
commodities; each giving that which, from its climate, soil, and other circumstances, it produces with 
the greatest facility, and receiving that which it cannot produce at all, or which it can produce only at 
greater cost. If we will not buy foreign commodities, we cannot sell our own. If we will not import, 
we cannot export. 

These are plain and self-evident rules, which it would seem hardly necessary to repeat were they not 
often controverted, or the fair and necessary inferences from them denied with a boldness and earnestness 
calculated to raise a doubt of their reality. 

If, as is sometimes asserted, apparently to excite our national prejudices, foreign nations will not 
take our products-the fruits of American capital and industry-we may save ourselves the trouble of 
adopting any retaliatory measures in the shape of duties, prohibitions, or otherwise. If our products are 
not taken by foreign nations, it is quite obvious that we must necessarily cease to take their fabrics; and 
of course the home manufacturer wiil have the exclusive enjoyment of the home market, with or without 
duties. It is manifestly unimportant, in this view, whether the direct interchange of commodities between 
our own and any particular nation be equal or not. If we export our products to one country and receive 
their products or their money, and proceed to another for the purchase of our goods, this trade gives as 
great, and in many instances even a greater amount of employment to American capital and labor than 
if the exchange were direct. 

But we have stated, and we believe it demonstrable, that the importing system gives a more exten
sive and more beneficial employment to American capital and industry than the manfacturing system, 
forced by high duties. -

It is sufficient to maintain this proposition to state that, whilst manufacturing gives employment to 
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the capital immediately engaged in the fabrication of goods, the importing system affords equal employ
ment to all those engaged in the production of the exported articles, together with all those engaged in 
the transportation and exchange of the commodities exported and imported, and all those engaged in the 
various arts and trades connected with ship-building, navigation, and commerce; in addition to all which, 
it pays a large revenue to the nation. . 

But, considering the question upon higher grounds, is it no object of national strength and grandeur 
to encourage the more improved cultivation of the old and a more extended occupation and settlement of 
the new lands of this Union? Is it no object of public policy to raise up a numerous and hardy race of 
seamen? Is it not desirable, upon public grounds, to cherish and maintain a free, liberal, and friendly 
intercourse with all foreign nations? And is not such an intercourse calculated to promote our own 
progress in the arts and improvements of advanced civilization? These are considerations which, inde
pendently of all pecuniary interests, would seem to recommend the adoption of those enlightened principles 
of free trade, the growth of modern times, conformable to the spirit of the age, which have met the appro
bation of the most enlightened statesmen, and which stand so prominently opposed to the restrictive and 
prohibitory measures which originated in an age of comparative darkness and ignorance. 

Your memorialists would respectfully ask leave to examine the soundness of another proposition 
which is relied upon, apparently, with great confidence by the advocates of protecting duties, and which 
appears to be considered as decisive of the question, in its application to woolen manufactures which is 
this: that manufactures protected are cheaper because of that protection. 

That with respect to a branch of mam1facture not yet introduced into a country, or still in its infancy, 
where the skill, implements, and machinery necessary for carrying it on are wanting, a high temporary 
duty may encourage the introdqction of artisans and machinery, and thus ultimately reduce the price of 
the mannfacture, may well be admitted. But this surely cannot apply to an established manufacture, 
like that of woolens, the skill and machinery and aU the requisite means and resources of conducting 
which are understood and possessed here in as high perfection as in any other country. Yet it is of 
such a branch of manufacture that the proposition is predicated, and that, too, for the purpose of estab
lishing a high, permanent, protecting duty. 

How, then, does the imposition of a duty upon any article of foreign fabric operate as a protection to 
the home manufactured article of like kind? Simply by enhancing the price to the consumer. This is not 
only the natural and necessary consequence, but the avowed and proposed design and purpose. It would 
not accomplish the object of its advocates-it would not operate as a protection without it. The propo
sition, then, amounts to this: that a measure designed and intended to enhance the price of goods to the 
consumer renders them cheaper. No argument can place the fallacy of this proposition in a stronger 
light than its simple statement. 

But it is contended that the proposition is supported by the case of cotton goods, because more and 
better goods can be obtain13d now at a given money price than before the advance of duties on cotton 
goods. The fact is, no doubt, true. But because cottons have fallen since the tariff it by no means follows 
that that fall was occasioned by the tariff. Other causes, quite adequate to the effect, may be assigned 
for such afall, both here and throughout the world; these are improved machinery, increased skill, more 
abundant capital, and reduced wages, occasioned by general peace; but above all, the reduction of the 
raw material to about one-third of its former price. 

That these are the true and operative causes of the fall of cotton goods, both here and in foreign 
countries, is sufficiently shown by another fact, which is, that notwithstanding the existing high duties, 
large quantities of cotton goods are still imported. It is quite manifest, therefore, that cotton goods 
have fallen, not in consequence, but in spite of the high duty, and but for that duty would have fallen 
much lower. 

The case of cotton goods, then, can have no tendency to support the proposition for which it is cited. 
If protecting duties render goods cheaper, what ground, we would respectfully ask, have the woolen 
manufacturers to complain of the duty on imported wool? On their own principles it should be regarded 
as a benefit, by rendering their raw material cheaper. 

We have already alluded to the objection often repeated, that foreign nations will take little of our 
products, especially those raised north of the Potomac. We have already given one answer to this 
assertion: we must cease to import, and then the whole system of protecting duties is unnecessary and 
inoperative. But another, and to some minds perhaps a more satisfactory answer may be given. In 
point of fact we have bad, and, unless paralyzed by our own unwise and impolitic restrictions, may con
tinue to have, a most extensive and beneficial foreign trade, which has furnished the Treasury with by 
far the largest proportion of its whole receipts since the establishment of the Constitution, and which has 
given a stimulus to agriculture, to the mechanic arts, and to every department of industry. The benefits 
it confers have not been limited to a few or to particular classes, but have been diffused through the 
whole community. 

It is true that the amount of productions exported bears but a small proportion to those which 
supply the home consumption. But, this is probably true of every country. It is only the superfluous 
productions of any country which constitute the subject qf its export trade. 

It is impracticable in a memorial like this to enter into detailed calculations; but a reference to the 
custom-house returns will show that when not diminished by war, or by our own restrictive measures, 
we have had an extensive foreign trade. But of what importance is it, in a national view, whether the 
articles constituting the bulk of our exports are raised north or south of the Potomac? It is true that 
the New England and middle States are almost fully peopled, and engaged in various employments other 
than agriculture, and, especially New England, are rather consumers of the productions of others than 
exporfers of their own. If the southern States enjoy an advantage in the sale of their valuable staples, 
do not those of the north enjoy a great advantage in the transportation of them, and in the profits on the 
returns made for the supply of the south? The diversity of clime, soil, habits, ancl social condition, is a 
source rather of unity than a diversity of interests. It enables each more effectually to supply the wants 
of the other, by an interchange of superfluities mutually beneficial. And we think it would be a subject 
of serious regret, if a question essentially affecting the general policy of the whole community should be 
discussed and decided with any reference to local prejudices, feelings, or interests. We consider it quite 
immaterial whether the great staples of our export trade are raised in one or another part of the United 
States; each and all participate in its benefits according to their respective conditions and means, and all 
share in the benefits of the liberal revenue which it yields to the nation. 

A reference to the trade in the single article of cotton, if pursued in all its details, would manifestly 
VOL. V--85 B 
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show to what a wide extent the profits of that trade are diffused, and to what an extent it gives employ
ment to capital and industry beyond the limits of the States where it is produced. 

Your memorialists understand that another claim is made for an increase of duties on woolen goods, 
supported by an appeal to the justice of Congress, which seems to demand more particular attention. 

It is urged that, by the duties established by the act of 1824, th.e Government became pledged to the 
manufacturers to guaranty to them the protection intended to be extended to them by that act, and that 
the British Parliament, by a reduction of the duty on foreign wool, has, to a certain extent, diminished the 
cost of the British fabric, and thereby, in a great measure, deprived the American manufacturer of the 
benefit expected. 

The positions maintained are, that the British Government reduced their duty on foreign wool subse
quently to, and in consequence of, our protecting duty; that our Government is bound in good faith to 
secure to the manufacturer the -protection then pledged; and that the reduction of the duty on foreign wool 
by Great Britain reduced the cost of the British fabrics to the amount of sixteen per cent . 

.A. slight examination will show how utterly unfounded are all these positions. It will appear, by a 
reference to the debates in Parliament on the subject, that the duty of six pence per pound on foreign 
wool was a war duty, and its repeal was petitioned for in 1819; and, subsequently, that its reduction had 
been often recommended, and that the act reducing it passeJl the Rouse of Commons in May, 1824, on the 
day after the passing of the American act. It will also appeitr, by a reference to the debates in Congress 
on the American act, that it was noticed and stated that this measure of the British Parliament was in 
progress, and would probably be adopted. 

Nor can it be considered that the anticipation of the American act was the ground of the British 
repeal, when it is considered by how small a majority the duty was adopted by both Rouses of Congress, 
and how far the protecting system was regarded from being a part of the settled policy of the United States. 

In no respect, therefore, can the British reduction of duty be considered as made in a hostile or 
retaliatory spirit; and the supposition, unfounded in fact, seems calculated only to awaken injurious pre
judices. Again: the effect of the reduction of the British duty on foreign wool is, in the opinion of your 
memorialists, greatly overstated. They are convinced that, upon the most careful investigation, consider
ing· how small a proportion of foreign wool enters into the composition of British woolens, and bow small 
a proportion .the cost of the raw material bears to that of the manufactured article, it will be found that 
the reduction on the goods, instead of anything like sixteen, did not exceed tico or three per cent. 

But if it is contended that Congress, by once raising the duty on foreign manufactures, is bound, in 
good faith, not only to maintain that duty, but to raise it further, with a view to meet any fall of price 
in the foreign article arising from foreign legislation, from the fall of1wages, materials, interest of money, 
and all other fluctuating causes which can affect prices abroad, your memorialists beg leave earnestly to 
protest against the admission of so dangerous and extraordinary a doctrine. A duty once levied can 
never be reduced. A burden once imposed upon the people is fastened on them forever. Our own 
legislation, instead of being regulated by our own views of policy, is to vary with the legislation, not 
only of one, but all foreign nations, and not only with foreign legislation, but with the perpetually 
varying circumstances of foreign countries. The reduction of a poor tax; the repeal of the corn laws; 
the rem.oval of any burden calculated to improve the condition of the foreign manufacturer is to work a 
consequent change in our protecting laws. Every burden removed from other nations is to be transferred 
to our own. 

These conclusions are no+. the forced, but n[l,tural and necessary inferences from the principles assumed. 
If the Government is bound, in good faith, to protect the manufacturer against all competition, why not 
put an end to all discussion at once by carrying up the measure of protection to absolute and entire 
prohibition? If; as is contended, the increase of duties in any one instance is to· be considered a 
perpetual pledge, on the part of the Government, to secure to the manufacturer the degree of protection 
then contemplated against all changes at home and abroad, does it not furnish the strongest argument 
against the policy and expediency of granting such a pledge, by any further increase of duty, until its 
beneficial influence in advancing the interests of the whole community can be clearly demonstrated? 

But this subject of pledged faith is, by some of the apologists of the "American system," placed 
upon a different footing; and whilst they admit that the duties are already too high, and that the estab
lishment of them was originally unwise and impolitic, yet that, as the manufacturers have thereby been 
induced to increase their establishments and to embark large capitals in their concerns, it is better now 
to carry the system through, and afford them the required protection. · 

One obvious answer to this objection is, that if au impolitic measure has been adopted, the sooner 
we return to sound principles the better, and that no measure ought to be sustained in violation of the 
free principles of our Constitution, which guaranties equal rights to all its citizens. But without urging 
this consideration, surely one impolitic measure affords no apology for the adoption of another. If the 
manufacturers have been induced to go beyond the encouragement afforded them by Congress, and to 
increase their establishments without regard to consequences, surely the losses arising from their improvi
dence and rashness, or from want of information or mistaken views, are not to be thrown upon the nation. 

It is to be borne in mind that the question is not now as to the reduction, but the increase of 
existing duties. Whatever may be the opinion of your memorialists as to the policy of imposing the 
duties as they now exist, they do not at present ask for their repeal. If the act of 1816, the first measure 
adopted for the express purpose of protecting woolen manufactures, is to be considered as a pledge on 
the part of the National Legislature, surely it must also be regarded as expressing the limits of that 
pledge. A brief recurrence to the various measures from time to time adopted will show what bas been 
the policy of the nation upon this subject, and what has been the course of the manufacturers. 

The duty originally established upon woolen goods, after the adoption of the Constitution, was five 
per cent.; subsequently raised to seven and a half, to twelve per cent., and, by the act establishing the 
Mediterranean fund, to fifteen per cent. So it stood at the commencement of the late war, when that and 
most other duties for revenue only were doubled, making it thirty per cent., and limited to one year after 
the end of the war. By the operation of this duty, added to the obstructions of commerce occasioned by 
the war, the woolen manu._factures were undoubtedly considerably increased. After the peace it became 
necessary to put the subject upon a permanent basis. .A. duty was established for the avowed purpose of 
protecting manufactures, and fixed at twenty-five per cent., to fall to twenty per cent. in 1820. This act 
limited the extent to which the nation consented to go. It also established another principle, the reverse 
of that now insisted on by the manufacturers. It proceeded upon the principle that if high duties are 
ever proper for the encouragement of manufactures, the occasion being temporary, to enable the manu-
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facturer to struggle with the difficulties incident to a new establishment, the duty•itself should be 
temporary, and be speedily reduced to a moderate rate after such temporary difficulties may reasonably • 
be presumed to have been surmounted. Whereas the modern advocates of the restrictive system dis
tinctly propose that the duty shall be, from: time to time, advanced, and ultimately settle down at a rate 
little, if any, short of absolute prohibition as the established basis upon which these great interests are 
to be fixed. • . 

This principle, :which we understand is strongly urged upon the consideration of Cong·ress by the 
most able and zealous advocates of the system, appears to your memorialists entirely unsound and incon
sistent with the obvious dictates of good policy. If, after the home manufacture is established upon its 
best possible footing, the foreign fabric, after paying a nwderale duty and yielding a liberal revenue to 
the National Treasury, can yet be sold cheaper than the home manufacture, as a permanent system of 
supply, there can seem to be no question of the expediency of purchasing the cheaper article and obtaining 
the revenue. 

If the foreign fabric, thus charged with a moderate duty, cannot be sold cheaper than the home 
manufactured, then the prospective advance and the ultimate and permanent establishment of the high 
duties is inoperative and unnecessary. 

If the act of 1816 be regarded as in the nature of a compromise, its obligations were reciprocal; if 
the nation were bound to continue the protection then offered, the manufacturers were equally bound to 
conform to the system then established. Yet, within a very short period, that provision of the law was 
repealed, by which the duty was to fall to twenty per cent.; and in 1824 it was further raised to a rate 
nominally exceeding thirty-three per cent., making, in fact, thirty-eight per cent., and Congress is again 
called upon for a very great advance. 

Is it possible to perceive any limit at which this advance shall cease short of absolute prohibition? 
During the whole period in question the manufacturers have been increasing their works. Who can or 
who will give any pledge for them that they will be satisfied with anything short of prohibition? If, 
indeed, the manufacturers have suffered losses in their concerns, they have suffered in common with most 
other branches of business. But, at all events, such losses cannot be attributed to the policy of the 
Government, because, the duty being fixed, they could as safely make their calculations as those engaged 
in any other department of business. Nor could they justly calculate upon a future increase of duties, 
because many of the most eminent statesmen, who consented to the rate then established, distinctly 
declared their determination not to go further. 

But it is urged that it is consistent neither with our safoty nor dignity to remain dependent on foreign 
supply for so important and necessary an article as woolen goods. This argument, specious and plausi
ble as it is, and calculated to make an impression on our feelings of patriotism and national pride, would 
have more weight if it were true in point of fact. But your memorialists submit, with great confidence, 
that the great supply of the country with woolen goods is, and long has been, derived from the home 
manufacture; that the permanent establishment of this manufacture within the country, for its principal 
supply, is placed entirely beyond the reach of any influence which high or low duties can exert; and we 
confidently appeal to the early history of the country, to the established habits, pursuits, and employ
ments of the people, to the former flourishing condition and extensive establishment of this branch of 
industry, without the aid of protecting duties, as conclusive arguments in support of this proposition. 

We state this proposition strongly, because we think it. manifestly true, and highly important to the 
just decision of the question. The foreign supply, especially of coarse goods, whilst it may serve to 
regulate and equalize prices, and to supply occasional deficiencies, can constitute only a small part of our 
whole consumption. .And should war, or any other ob§ltruction to our commerce, temporarily diminish, or 
even entirely stop the importation, the consequent advance of price would, with very little delay, insure· 
a supply proportioned to the increased demand. 

The fact that the great supply of the people with woolens must, in the existing state of things, be 
furnished by the home manufacture, and would be so independently of protecting duties, may also serve 
to allay the fears of farmers and wool-growers, who are induced to believe that their interests are identi
fied with the restrictive system. Whereas, your memorialists are convinced, and they are satisfied that 
it can be conclusively shown, by well authenticated facts, to which they beg leave to refer, that tha 
demand for home-raised wool, and for home-manufactured woolens, would be but slightly affected by a 
free admission of foreign fabrics, even at rates still lower than the existing duties. 

There are a variety of other topics connected with this prolific subject to which it was the design of 
your memorialists to refer, but the apprehension of being tedious prevents it. In the course of this 
memorial they have sometimes used the term "American system" to designate the system of high duties, 
with a view to the encouraging, or rather forcing, the introduction of home manufactures. 'l'hey have 
done this in deference to those who thus use the term, and as a short and well understood designation, 
the use of which could scarcely mislead the most superficial. So far from being calculated to protect 
.American interests, they consider it exactly the reverse. Of this they are sincerely convinced themselves, 
if they are so unfortunate as not to convince others. / 

'l'hey are aware that, by some rash and over zealous persons, all those who entertain opinions . 
adverse to the .American system, in the sense in which it is thus used, are stigmatized as opposers of 
.American interests. It is even asserted that this is no longer a question between different .American 
interests, but between .Americans and foreigners. Such a suggestion could only have originated in 
ignorance, or a desire_ to create and foster unworthy prejudices. Your memorialists are inclined to 
attribute it to the blindness of an overheated zeal. 

Whatever other principle may actuate your memorialists, they yield to none in the ardor and sin
cerity of their attachment to the true principles of .American policy. The whole scope and design of 
this memorial is to show that the system of bounties, restrictions, and protecting duties is hostile to 
these principles. If the course they advocate cannot be sustained upon this ground they have no desire· 
that it should prevail. . . 

If, on the contrary, it can be demonstrated that a free interchange of commodities among the several 
States, and with foreign countries, under moderate,· steady, and,. as far as practicable, unchangeable 
duties, is calculated to promote and build up, equally and steadily, all the great interests of the country, 
regarded as a whole; that the contrary system is calculated to paralyze industry 1 to retard the general 
prosperity, to impair the national revenue, and to awaken and cherish feelings of .alienation, aversion, 
and hostility among different sections of the Union, and between our own country and foreig~ Powers;. 
they earnestly hope and trust that Congress will not be induced to proceed further in the encouragement 
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_of a system so injurious to the general interests by a further increase of _the _ duties on woolen manu
factured goods. 

Letter from the "mtizens ef Boston and the vicinity opposed to an increase ef ditties, &c.," to Robert Y. Hayne, 
Senator from South Carolina. __. 

BosroN, Decwiber 12, 1827. 
Sm: The committee of the citizens of Boston and the vicinity opposed to an increase of uuties on 

imports have the honor herewith to forward to your care a memorial on this important subject, of which 
they request an early presentation to the Senate, and such an advocation of its principles as shall seem 
to you called for by the arguments therein contained, as applied to the interests of the whole nation. 
There are, sir, among the names of the memorialists those of many of our most enlightened, learned, 
disinterested citizens, and not a few of the most intelligent, judicious, and reflecting of our manufacturers, 
both of cotton and woolens. ·The committee have the most entire conviction that the best interests of 
the country are involved in this question, and will be promoted by the abandonment of any further 
prosecution of this system of high duties. 

The committee have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your very humble servants, 
- NA.TH. GODDARD, 

LEMUEL SH.A. W, 
IS.A.AC WINSLOW, 
WILLIAM GODDARD, 
ENOCH SILSBY, 
THOMAS W. W .ARD, 
EDW .A.RD CRUFT, 

Hon. RonERT Y. HAYNE, Washington. 

LOT WHEELWRIGHT, 
HENRY LEE, 
R. D. SHEPHERD, 
S.A.1\lUEL SWETT, 
WILLIAM FOSTER, 
DANIEL P. PARKER, 
JOSEPH BAKER, 
SAMUEL C. GRAY. 

Committee. 

20TH CoNGRESs.1 No. 791. [lsT SEss10N. 

AMOUNT OF REVENUE FROM L\IPOSTS .A.ND TONNAGE IN FLORIDA, 1821 TO 1827. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE DECEMBER 20, 1827. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, December 19, 1827. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the 14th instant directing the Secretary of the 

Treasury "to report to the Senate what amount of revenue from imposts and tonnage has been collected 
within the .Territory of Florida, since its cession, designating the amount collected at each particular 
port," I have the honor to submit a statement prepared by the Register of the Treasury, which contains 
the information requested. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant. 
RICHARD RUSH. 

The Hon. the PRESIDENT ef the Senate. 

Statement exhwuing the gross amount ef duties on imposts and tonnage, &c., and the payments into the Treasury 
from the Territory ef Florida,from the 1st day ef July, 1821, to the 30th day ef September, 1827. 

1621. 1822. 1824, 

Districts. 
Gross amount Payments into Gross amount Paymentsinto Gross amount Payments into Gross amount Payments into 

of duties, the Treasury. of duties. the Treasury, of duties. the Treasury. of duties, the Treasury. 

St, Augustine•................. ,$986 73 $6 06 $4,133 98 ,$64 64 ,$903 75 .$488 75 $4,823 68 
Pensacola*.................... 3,010 05 .... •... .••... 5,010 25 444 80 31761 80 2,199 87 s,201 46 

$342 7!} 

405 93 

ICcyWest ••••••••••••••••••••• ···•••·•••··•• •··••··••···•· •••••.••••• • ••• ••··•··•·••••· 46901 .............. 14,16:117 •••·•••··••••• 
Apalachicola •••••..•....••.••.... , .••••.•••.••. , ••.•..•. , ...•... , . •••.. • •..••....••...•.•..•...•••••..... , .•.......•.•.•...•••. 129 58 

Total .•..•• _. •.....•• , 3,996 78 6 06• 9,144 23 509 44 5,134 56 2, 688 62 27, 193 31 8i8 30 

* The Collectors were appointed under the act of the 3d l\Iareh, 1821, 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

1825. 1826. 1st, 2d, &. 3d quarters, 1827. Total. 

Districts. I -
Gross amount Paymcuts intol Gross amount Payments into Gross amount Payments into Gross amount Payments into 

of duties. the Treasury. of duties. the Treasury. of duties. the Treasury. of duties. the Treasury. 

St. Augustine* •••••••..•••.•••• $1,937 93 e&J9 94 $1,089 29 $479 20 . ............. .............. $13,875 27 ,$2,031 38 
Pensacola* .••..••••••..•..••.. 1,407 33 033 36 10,641 79 932 32 sn,120 o3 $15 40 43,158 71 4,631 6S 
Key West .••.••••...•..•.••••• 67,337 72 . ............. 33,995 55 33,052 35 37,295 37 30,223 S3 153,259 82 03,276 IS 
,\palacbicola ••••••••••.••••••. 16 2S •••••••••••••• 514 33 .............. .............. 

•••••••••••••• 
530 GI 129 58 

Total ••••• .......... 70,699 26 . 1,2$3 30 I 46,240 87 34,463 87 48,415 40 30,239 23 210,824 41 70,068 8:l 

* The Collectors were appointed under t11e act of the 3d l\Iarch, 182!. 

TREUURY DEPARTMENT, Register'• Offu:e, December 18, 1827. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 792. [Is-r SEssroN. 

AGAINST THE INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

comroNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECElIBER 21, 1821. 

To the honorable the meml;ers of the Senate and House of Representati1:es in Congress assernhled: 
The citizens of Barnwell district, in the State of South Carolina, in a general meeting held in the 

court-house of the said district, on the 6th day of August, 1821, ask leave respectfully to submit their 
solemn protest against the principles -and policy of a bill, commonly called the woolens bill, which has 
been and will again be brought before your honorable bodies: 

Because, in its operation, it will have a direct tendency to enfeeble the union of these States, to 
strengthen and perfect which was the first object of the Federal Constitution. 

Because it is repugnant to justice, which is, or should be, a primary principle in the administration 
of Republican Governments. 

Because it is intended to promote private and sectional interests at the expense of the general 
welfare. 

Because the National Government cannot legitimately impose duties on imports for purposes other 
than for revenue. 

Because the avowed object of the bill in question is virtually to make certain classes of the people 
tributary to others : 

Inasmuch as Government has not the right to encourage the employment of certain classes or to add 
to their profits at the expense of the community. • 

Because it will be assuming to Government the right of controlling private property, which is incom
patible with the liberty of the citizen. History does not furnish an instance of a Government that long 
respected the other civil or political rights of the citizen, after it had usurped the power of disposing of 
private property. 

Because exclusive privileges are incompatible with Republican institutions. 
Because monopolies and exclusive privileges, conferred on certain favored classes or individuals, have 

a tendency to aristocracy, and must, ultimately, be destructive to the rights of the people. Monopolies 
operate oppressively on the people, and equally so, whether assumed by a despot or conferred on a 
favored few. 

Because it will subject the industry of the nation to the avarice of a few moneyed capitalists. 
Because it will have a tendency to accumulate wealth in the hands of ~t few. Wealth is power; and 

power, in the possession of a few favored persons, is inconsistent with general liberty. 
Because it will be taxing the nation to make up the loss or to add to the profits of individual enter

prise, which is unreasonable and unjust. 
Because it will tend to diminish the revenue, and increase smuggling. . 
Because it will operate injuriously and oppressively on the interests of agriculture, already depressed, 

for the benefit of manufactures, who are now realizing a reasonable profit, and who, in their memorials 
on the subject to your honorable bodies, at the last session, did not ask an increase of duties, but only 
solicited more security and certainty in the collection of duties already imposed. 

Because it is tyrannical and unjust to compel the citizen to purchase in a particular market when 
he can obtain the same articles on better terms in another. Tyranny, whether exercised by a monarchy, 
an aristocracy, or democracy, is the same. 

Because agriculture, manufactures, commerce, and navigation, the four pillars of our prosperity, are 
(in the words of Jefferson) the most thriving when left to individual enterprise. 

Because it will operate oppressively on the poorer classes of community, while the rich will, in a great 
measure, be exempt from its influence. 

Because it will have the effect of creating and perpetuating geographical distinctions, and of placing 
local in opposition to general interests. And 

Because we regard it as the commencement of a system of legislation (improperly called the American 
system) which, if persevered in, will, at no distant period, endanger the union of these States. 

F. J. HAY, Seeretary. 
D. PEEHLES, Chairman. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 793. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST THE INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COillIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER, 21 1821. 

To the honorable the m.embers of the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled : 

The memorial of the undersigned, citizens of Edgefield district, in the State of South Carolina, 
respectfully represents : That, as we deem it to be our duty, so we know it to be our right, to remon
strate to your honorable bodies against both the principles and policy of the bill introduced at the last 
session of Congress, commonly called " the woolens bill." 

We do this because we are fully aware that the subject will be again presented to your considt'ra
tion, with all the additional weight that can be thrown on one side of the question by the numerous 
petitions and meetings of the manufacturers. Urging their peculiar interests with all the energy that 
pauaity of numbers, magnitude of interest, and .unity of action can enforce, we are not at all astonished that 
this systematized corps have so much tended to swerve our national councils from those fundamental 
principles of natural justice and equity on which our Government is bottomed. 

Seeing these things, and knowing that six of the southern States now pay, annually, more than 
$250,000 as imposts on the importation of the single article of coarse woolens, (the especial object 
of this bill,) we would deem ourselves indifferent to the vital interests of our rising families and 
country were we longer to remain silent. 

To sacrifice our wealth and our population to. the clear necessities of our Government is generous 
and patriotic ; but to suffer the former to be drawn from us, and the latter to be worn down by any 
means used for the benefit of afew, without a murmur, is cowardly. 

The operation of things is now peculiarly unfavorable to us. Our exports of cotton amount to 
upwards of twenty millions of dollars, and, of course, we pay a corresponding portion of the expenses of the 
country in the consumption of the impol:ts; yet almost all the disburseillents of the Government take 
place north of us; and why, in the name of justice, is this bill now to be added to our burdens? If this 
system is continued, you must force our population westward, or, if they remain here, compel them, accord
ing to the natural order of things, to decline; for decrease the means of subsistence, and you must decrease 
our numbers; and this we complain of as the greatest of political evils. This may be slow and silent in 
its effects, but it is, nevertheless, certain and deadly. Draw away the money of our country, no matter in 
how small quantities, and you drain the circulating blood from our system. But we are told that it is 
:finally to operate for our good, and will enable the poor man to obtain for two dollars that for which he 
now pays three. When we get an article from England under a duty of 30 or 40 per cent., and that duty 
is raised to 80 or 100, we cannot, for our lives, understand the logic that we shall then be enabled to get 
it cheaper than before. We want no set of manufacturers to force from us a certain portion of our income 
for their own use, and then tell us "that we must consent to it, as it is for our good, for really we know 
not what is our own interests on this subject ;" thus adding insult to injury. 

If our climate and soil are better adapted to growing the superfluities of life than that of the manu
facturing sections, and we, therefore, can command more wealth through our agriculture if let alone, and 
they, from their natural water-power and population, are better suited for manufactures, are ice, therefore, 
to bear the burden of establishing t]lem? Justice revolts at the idea. Ours are, in truth, the gifts of 
Providence, and we recognize no right in Government to alter or equalize the distribution of his Almighty 
power. The first sources of wealth are from the soil, and we never delegated to our rulers any power to 
take from the tillers of the earth their income to create a new set of laborers. We need not inform your 
enlightened bodies that this second class of laborers, in the natural course of things, would be supplied 
from surplus capital and surplus population ; and when they are supported from any other sources it will 
be the growth of an artificial hot-bed, which must be an expense and a sacrifice to the original·and great 
mass of laborers. When, then, a few combine to aggrandize themselves at our expense, we must unite 
to counteract their influence. • 

The information that is received on the subject of manufactures is derived, necessarily, from the 
manufacturers themselves, and is it not the nature of man to favor himself? If they make 50 per cent. 
on their capital, would they not desire still more ? And as we are agriculturists, spread over a wide 
surface, and as they are, comparatively, few in numbers, however powerful in wealth, with the advantage 
of union and concert, they can still hope to gain whatever they wish, however unequal or exorbitant ; and 
this is one great reason why they have succeeded thus far. 

If ypur honorable bodies were to offer, as a bounty, twenty dollars for every hundred yards of 
domestic woolens, and our :manufacturers, through this means, were to receive six. millions annually, 
enabling them to line their rivers with thriving villages, the whole country would pronounce it unconsti
tutional; but, really, we can see no practical difference between this and where (in articles we must have) 
the duties are raised from 30 to 100 per cent., thus producing prohibition, drawing the 30 per cent. from 
our Treasury, and giving it, with the additional duty, to the manufacturer. If there be a reason why the 
former should be unconstitutional, the same reason must exist against the_ latter. 

A certain class of our population are clothed as cheaply as possible, say at ten dollars each, and if, 
by this duty on woolens, ( which principally operates on the poor,) anything is added to their expense, we 
see no difference in the effects between this and a direct tax on each; and this we protest against as 
unnecessary and unjust. . / 

We believe we have higher duties now, as mere protecting duties, than any other country. In 
England or France, for example, where the duty may be 60 per cent., yet there is perhaps a direct or 
internal tax amounting to 40 per cent., making the avowed protecting duty in reality but 20 per cent. 
Whereas we have no direct taxes, and every duty of 33½ per cent. operates as a protecting duty to that 
extent. N ow,)f our manafacturers cannot sustain themselves in competition with foreigners, who have to 
pay their own taxes together with ours, it is directly against the interests of the nation. to sustain them. 
They then become sores on the body politic, which draw their heated and morbid action from the con-
sumption o_f other parts of the system, thus paralyzing the natural vigor of the whole. -
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The manufacturers of wool ask for protection, and say their capital is unproductive without it; and 
this they allege in the face of the admitted fact that since the tariff of 1824 the capital in the woolen 
business has risen from $10,000,000 to. $40,000,000. But why may not we, on a like principle, ask for a 
protection when our capital will now produce not more than four per cent? We are all citizens of the 
Union, entitled to common rights and privileges; and if any are to be assisted on the score of policy, why 
not the larger portion? But is it not clear that when the capital of New England continues to be vested 
in manufactures, and still the owners say they cannot exist, their words and acts are in direct contradic
tion? or it is a censure on the natural sagacity and close calculating powers of our northern brethren. 
It is against common sense to suppose that men of intelligence will continue to increase their capital in 
that which yields no profit, but is an expense, where there are so many new avenues to wealth; to believe 
this, and then to see the whole eastern section embellished with rising villages where there is nothing to 
support them but manufactures, is too monstrous for credulity itself. If they had even increased their 
manufactures to too great an extent and thereby suffer, let them bear it; for we know of no right in 
Government to pay men for their avarice or want of judgment. We may emphatically ask, what class 
of men are there that do not now suffer ? None, we verily believe, but the moneyed monopolwts ef the 
north and east. But we have seen it recently stated by some distinguished converts to the manufacturing 
monopoly, that the manufacturers of wool have claims to the protection of Government because Great 
Britain has decreased her tax on the raw material. This we protest against as arrant sophistry; for it 
must have been known to those who advance it that that will only protect the manufacturers of fine 
woolens; and it is the second minimum of the woolens bill which includes the largest portion of woolens 
imported into the United States, and which, under a minimum disguise, imposes a duty of from 3'1½ to 
139½ per cent., against which we solemnly raise our protest. Even admitting what is advanced to be 
true, we do not admit the principle that Government is bound to protect any class of citizens from the 
irregularities or policy of any foreign Government. ..Ai3 well might we claim protection from the irregu
larities of any set of men controlling the cotton trade in foreign markets. This is, indeed, one of the risks 
of the manufacturer which he knew before he entered into the business, and of course there is no obligation 
to sustain him if he loses. 

We earnestly solicit the attention of the members to the injurious effects on our common country, 
where one section lfAY vote away six millions to a manufacturing section, in expectation that the latter 
section may vote with them on the great questions arising on the public lands in the west, involving 
perhaps the gift of millions. We then stand in the position of "hewers of wood and drawers of water." 
'l'his would be creating a system of patronage which would wear away the substantial landmarks of 
liberty. We want not freedom in name but in fact. Abstract liberty, like all other abstractions, has no 
existence. We want it in something tangible; in the just and equal protection of our rights and property. 

We protest against all prohibitions, as diminishing the revenue of the Government, as decreasing our 
imports, and, consequently, the commerce of the country; for it is our vessels principally which bring our 
imports; decrease the latter, and you diminish the former. This, then, must weaken our Navy, that great, 
safo, and successful arm of our defence; for from whence is it that we draw those practiced seamen, 
indispensable for our Navy, but from our commerce? All history shows that no nation in modern times 
can sustain herself without a Navy. We protest against England's being held out as an example for us to 
follow in manufactures; for although almost all her enlightened statesmen and all her scientific writers 
now condemn the restrictii:e system at which our eastern brethren are now so eagerly grasping, we depre
cate the idea of being forced into that artijw-ial, state of existence from which even she is now seeking to 
disinthrall herself. Derange her trade, and you throw upon her community a miserable, starving mob of 
manufacturers, moving through the land with the desolation of famine. Ours will not be a poor, unarmed 
crowd; with the rights of armed freemen, they will sweep onward with the convulsive fury of the living 
storm. We protest against a system which naturally in its progress brings down the lofty independence 
of a man, and converts him into a mere mechanical engine administering cotton to a spinning jenny. 

We protest against the shallow idea of a system forced upon us under the imposing name of 
"American," and which, whilst it wrings from industry its hardest earnings, we are told in the end it is 
to make us "independent." We want not the inglorious independence of a nation who, through a 
mistaken, selfish policy, slumbers within her own borders. We want a free trade and a liberal exchange 
of everything, with a name known in every land, and a commerce felt on every sea. We are more than 
willing to pay duties for the support of our Government; but not for the sustenance of a moneyed, specu
lating aristocracy. We are willing to support manufactures to supply the essentials of a war, when we 
are involved in such a contest, or about to approach one; but, as to the great pretext advanced in favor 
of the manufacturing system, that such is the policy of this nation, with a sparse population extending 
over more than a million of square miles, to be raised into existence and fed at the expense of every other 
great interest, we most solemnly protest against it. 

We are no factionists. We think it is our interest, as we know it to be our desire, to keep in close 
friendship and union with all parts of our now happy country; but we can never feel it to be to our 
interest or our desire to sacrifice our property, and with it our population and strength, to what we know 
to be alone the interest of the monopolists of any section. In defence of principle against a petty tax on 
tea the chivalry of the south was found ,freely braving the gash of death in the dreadful field of battle. 
There is now a tax proposed more insupportabl.e; and if its principles are once admitted, what guaranty 
have we that they will not be pushed to any extent which avarice may claim or usurpation sanction? 
This would be making us, althoughnotinname,yet, to all intents and purposes, colonwtsto an overbearing 
majority; and we have not yet so far sunk from the high inheritance of our ancestors as to live in an 
inglorious bondage. We, therefore, most respectfully, but earnestly, pray and remonstrate that your 
honorable bodies will, in arresting the contemplated bill, reject a system which cannot but be productive 
of the most injurious consequences to the true policy and lasting welfare of our happy nation. 

fSigned by a number of the inhabitants of Edgefield district.] 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 794. [1ST SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE .OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEllBER 31, 1821 . 

.A.ta respectable meeting of agriculturists, manufacturers, and others friendly to the encouragement and 
protection of American industry, held at the capitol, in the city of Albany, on the 26th day of November, 
1821, to take into consideration the propriety of memorializing Congress in favor offurther protection to the 
growers and manufacturers of wool and other domestic productions, the meeting was called to order by 
Mr. Elisha Dorr, and, on his nomination, Mr. Benjamin Knower was appointed chairman and Gideon 
Hawley secretary. 
. Jesse Buell, Esq., having addressed the meeting on the subject for which they had assembled, moved 
for the appointment of a committee to prepare resolutions expressive of the sense of the meeting on the 
aforesaid subject; which motion having been adopted, Messrs. Jesse Buell, Elisha Dorr, Samuel A. Foot, 
James Porter, and William L. Marcy, were thereupon appointed such committee. 

The committee having retired for a short time, returned, and reported the following resolutions, in 
blank as to the names of the committee therein mentioned: 

Resolved, That the interests of agriculture are pre-eminently entitled to the fostering care of Govern
ment; that those who by their labors feed and enrich the nation, and in times of war are the strongest 
bulwark of our defence, should be protected and encouraged in those labors by our national guardians. 

Resolved, That an increased duty upon foreign wool will tend to relieve the present embarrassments 
of the farmer, save his flocks from a further diminution, and prevent the recurrence, in the time of war, of 
a mortifying dependence upon our enemy for the necessary clothing of our citizens and soldiers. • 

Resolved, That, as the policy of those nations from whom we import most of our foreign manufactures 
will no longer permit their subjects to exchange their goods with our citizens for their breadstuffs and 
other provisions, except under circumstances that will rarely occur, prudence admonishes us to have our 
clothing made at home from our own cotton and wool; whereby a reciprocal benefit will result to the 
farmer and manufacturer in exchanging clothing for food, national industry will be promoted, and inde
pendence and prosperity secured. 

Resolved, That the beneficial effects of the tariff of 1816 and 1824, in multiplying our cotton manu
factories, in improving the quality of their fabrics, and diminishing their price to the consumers, without 
lessening our national revenue, affords reasonable grounds for believing that a moderate increase of duties 
upon woolens, iron, hemp, and such manufactured articles as we possess the materials and skill for 
making in quantities sufficient for our wants, would be highly conducive to the public good. 

Resol·ved, That we approve of the proceedings of the convention of agriculturists, manufacturers, and 
others, assembled at Harrisburg on the 31st of July last, in recommending and urging upon Congress to 
extend an adequate protection and encouragement to the growing of wool, hemp, and fl.ax, to woolens, 
iron, and steel, and other articles of domestic production and manufacture. 

Resolved, That Jesse Buell, Elisha Dorr, Samuel A. Foot, James Porter, and William L. Marcy, be a 
committee to prepare a memorial to Congress expressing the views of this meeting, and embodying in it 
such facts, now presented to our consideration, as are calculated to evince the beneficial effects that are 
expected to_ arise from giving practical operation to these views; and that the committee cause the 
memorial to be presented to our fellow-citizens f9r their signatures, and forward the same to Congress. 

Which resolutions having been read and considered, were adopted, and t"\le blank therein filled with 
the names of the committee who reported the resolutions. 

On motion of Mr. William Mayell, seconded by Jabez D. Hammond, Esq., the following resolution was 
adopted: 

Resolved, That it be recommended to the citizens throughout the State to convene together in their 
several towns, or otherwise, for the purpose of memorializing Congress on the subject of the encourage
ment of agricultun:, wool-growing, and manufactures; and that they solicit Congress to give such 
encouragement by the passing of a proper tariff bill; and that a committee of correspondence be appointed 
to further this object. 

Messrs. William :Mayell, Isaiah Townsend, Samuel M. Hopkins, John S. Van Rensselaer, and Jabez 
D. Hammond, were appointed a committee of correspondence under the preceding resolution. 

The meeting, after ordering· their proceedings to be published in all the newspapers in the city, 
adjourned. 

B. KNOWER, Chairman. 
G. HAWLEY, Secretary. 

MEMORIAL. 

'1.b the Senate and House of Representalives of the United States in Oong1·ess assemhled: 
The memorial of the undersigned, citizens of the city and county of Albany, respectfully shows: That, 

under a justifiable confidence that governmental protection would be afforded to the wool-growers and 
woolen manufacturers of our country, arising as well from the reiterated recommendations of several of our 
National Executives, as from the manifest importance of these branches of industry to the independence 
and prosperity of the nation, a very large capital has been appropriated to the raising of sheep and the 
erection of woolen manufactories. That the law of 1824 has failed to afford that protection which was 
expected from its operation, by reason of countervailing measures on the part of the British Government, 
the reduced price of wool in the foreign market, and the evasions, in various ways, of the provisions of 
that law. That both the wool-grower and woolen manufacturer have, in consequence, become seriously 
embarrassed for want of a fair market for the products of their capital and industry, and are threatened 
with greater ,evils, should their hopes of prompt and efficient aid from Congress fail to be realized. 
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Your memorialists would further represent, that another class of our citizens, comprising more than 
half of the population of the nation, is deeply interested in the promotion of domestic manufactures. 
We allude to the grain-growing and grazing farmers. Their flour, beef, pork, &c., are no longer received 
in Europe in exchange for the foreign goods they buy. The exportation of flour, their great staple to 
foreign countries, has decreased, in nine years, from eighteen millions to about four millions of dollars. 
A home market can alone be depended on for remuneration for their labors. This has been already partially 
created in the numerous manufacturing establishments which have sprung up in our country. 

Should Congress give growth and permanency to this market by a moderate increase of duty upon such 
foreign goods as the nation can furnish within itself, the benefits will be great, your memorialists confi
dently believe, to every branch of national industry. 

Your memorialists forbear to enlarge, presuming that the facts necessary to a right conclusion upon 
the subject are familiar to your honorable body. 

Believing that you will be guided in your deliberations by an ardent zeal to promote the best 
interests of uur country, we content ourselves with soliciting, respectfully, that relief and encouragement 
may be extended to our agriculturists and manufacturers, particularly to the growers of wool, flax, and 
hemp, and the manufacturers of woolens and iron. 

ALBANY, IJecemlJer 4, 182'1. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 795. [lsr SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COill!UNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER 31, 182'1. 

To the honorable the House of Representatives of the United States: 
The petition of the manufacturers of Paterson, New Jersey, and more especially of those engaged in 

the manufacture of flax and hemp, humbly showeth: That your petitioners have on many otlier occasions 
respectfully approached your honorable body on the subject of additional protection to the manufacturers 
of hemp and flax; but their appeals hitherto have been in vain. On one occasion, when at least they had 
hoped for some amelioration of their condition by the law regulating the tariff in 1824, they were not only 
disappointed, but left to deplore that any attempt had been made to solicit your favorable consideration 
of their interests. 

The duty on imported canvas and other coarse fabrics was specific antecedent to the passage of that 
law. It was therein changed to ad valorem, and by this modification your petitioners lost nearly thirty 
per cent. of that protection which had existed for years before the establishment of a manufactory in these 
United States. The specific duty on all canvas amounted to $2 and $2 50 per bolt, then almost the only 
article manufactured in the country. The ad valorem duty of 15 per cent. ·on heavy duck, costing as it 
does about '10 roubles in Russia, amounts to a little more than $1 80; and on light or ravens duck, valued 
at 20 roubles, the duty will amount to about 60 cents per bolt. Thus it will be remarked, that whilst 
every other manufacture 6f the country received the aid of your fostering hand, the situation of your 
petitioners became much worse, and the consequence has been that the proprietors of many of these 
establishments for manufacturing flax have not only been compelled to stop their works, but the machinery 
is offered in the market at a very great and, in many instances, unheard of sacrifice. Such is the present 
condition of most of them. And that the loss may be partially estimated, we beg to assure your honor
able body that not less than half a million of dollars is now expended and must be irrecoverably lost 
under this depression without the interference of your salutary aid and protection. If manufactories have 
any claims on account of the employment they afford to laboring· population, we may safely say that much 
more is required in the manufacture of flax than in the production of cloth from any other material; arising 
out of the greater number and variety of processes, together with the imperfection of the machinery 
employed to supply the place of manual labor. • , 

Another serious difficulty under which your petitioners are now suffering, in addition to the want of 
adequate protection, is, that the revenue laws are more frequently violated in the exportation of canvas 
than in that of any other article. It has been stated, and it is believed with truth, that canvas is taken 
on board of vessels bound on foreign voyages for the benefit of drawback, and made up on board into 
sails; the debenture is, notwithstanding, recovered at the custom-house, and the requisite documents pre
sented to cancel the bonds. Your petitioners do not intend to cast obloquy on the officers of the customs; 
they see that the requirements of the law are complied with; the evil lies in the facility with which certi
ficates of landing are procured abroad. How many there are who take advantage of this imperfection of 
our laws your petitioners cannot pretend to say; but it is not unfrequently practiced, and thus much 
revenue is lost to the nation. 

One other practice occurs which, by the laws of other Governments, is provided against. Our vessels 
often proceed on their voyages with old sails, with the express intention of procuring new ones at those 
ports where canvas may be purchased somewhat cheaper; and it has happened that new vessels have 
gone to Europe with the old sails of other vessels for the same purpose of obtaining an entire new suit 
on their arrival. Your honorable body will call to mind that this may happen also with cordage and light 
chains; it actually did occur so frequently with chain cables that it became necessary so to modify the 
law relating to this article as to prevent these various frauds. 

Thus it is that we labor under more impediments to advancement than any other domestic manufac
turers, in not having the protection of the Government nor the friendly disposition of the consumer; 
besides that, we have to contend against the violation of the revenue laws, the prejudice always arising 
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on the introduction of a new article for consumption, the experience and capital of the foreign manufac
turer, and the encouragement 0f foreign Governments to the industry of their own country. . 

Under all these difficulties we humbly pray that your honorable body will take into consideration the 
peculiar hardship of our case, and extend to us that protection which others have received at your hands. 
If no other can obtain, the demands of common justice seem to require that, at least, we should be placed 
in the situation we were previously to the passage of the law in 1824 regulating the tariff. But we 
would most respectfully suggest that such an alteration should take place as would enable us successfully 
to pursue our occupations without fear from the overwhelming influence of the foreign manufacturer; and 
the following duties would tend to accomplish that desirable end: , 
On the importation of heavy duck, manufactured from hemp or flax . . . . . . . . . . 10 cents per square yard. 
On light or ravens duck, from hemp or flax ............................... 11. ........ do ........ . 
Osnaburgs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 ......... do ........ . 
Ticklenburgs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 ......... do ........ . 
Burlaps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 ......... do ........ . 
Twine, and flax or hemp yarns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 cents per pound. 

This protection, and limiting the debenture to be obtained on not less than one hundred bolts of duck 
to be exported, would secure to us the home market now, the markets of South America hereafter, and 
turn the attention of the agriculturists of the country to a new channel, from whence there would arise 
incalculable benefits. 

The finer qualities of flaxen and hempen goods have not as yet been attempted in our country; the 
manufacturers have devoted their attention almost exclusively to the coarser descriptions, the princi
pal of which has been canvas, as being more of it consumed, and most likely, for a great variety of 
reasons, to be encouraged by the people and the Government. The number of factories, the quantity and 
value of goods which might be manufactured, together with the number of acres of land which would 
probably be brought into cultivation, may be ascertained by a reference to the report of the committee 
appointed in the convention at Harrisburg on the subject of flax and hemp manufactures, hereunto attached. 
Of all the establishments therein mentioned, only two are in operation, and these entirely from the demand 
for canvas for the supply of the Navy of the United States, in which it has long been used to the satis
faction of those experienced and highly competent judges, the Commissioners of the Navy, and the various 
officers commanding the vessels, who, notwithstanding the objections raised by others, pronounce it to be 
greatly superior to any foreign canvas ever used on board our national ships. 

The present establishments could now manufacture 870,000 pounds of flax, equal to 19,500 bolts of 
canvas per annum; the cost of the former would be $104,000; the sale of the latter would amount to 
$273,000, which would yield to the industry of the country a gross sum of $3'l'l,000, of which the farmer 
would have-the exclusive benefit of one-third of this amount, whilst the laborer would receive $169,000, 
and the country would be comparatively independent, with an article in quality every way superior. 

The progress to the capability of manufacturing this quantity has been accomplished in the course of 
five or six years, and an immediate advantage might at once be derived from it. If, then, so much has 
been done in so short a time without any protection, we have real'!On to conclude, from a proper 
encouragement to the manufacturer, that in four years more we should be fully able to supply the entire 
home demand, and, reasoning from what has been effected in cotton and other fabrics, this article would 
be afforded cheaper to the consumer at the expiration of that time than he could possibly import a similar 
quality. 

The quantity of canvas and other articles manufactured from hemp and flax imported into the 
United States on an average of years may be found by a reference to the 1·eport made at Harrisburg, 
already mentioned, to which your petitioners solicit the attention of your honorable body. 

Your petitioners have no doubt but that it was contemplated to extend a prot~ction to the manufac
turers of hemp and flax by the law of 1824 equally with the manufacturers of every other article; but to 
ascertain, with some degree of precision, the actual situation in which they were left by that tariff, it 
becomes necessary to revert to the report of the honorable the Secretary of the Treasury for the year 
ending September 30, 1826; it will there be found that, of imported articles manufactured from hemp and 
flax, which are not subject to 25 per cent. ad valorem duty, the whole value amounted to the enormous 
sum of $2,'r5'l,080, whilst those paying an ad valorem duty of 25 per cent. o·nly amounted to $229,946, not 
quite one-tenth of the amount of goods paying less than 25 per cent. duty, and certainly not exceedi11g in 
value ~he operations of a factory of 2,000 spindles, employing 300 hands, for twelve months; whilst those 
articles, composing the gr<>at bulk of the consumption of the country, have met with a reduction of pro
tection; and are, in fact, the only description of goods we either pretend to or can manufactureJ although 
it was unquestionably the intention of Qongress in 1824 to _have granted further aid and protection. 

As a measure of policy, almost every foreign nation has devised means to encourage the manufacture 
of <'1!,nvas, and perhaps no other ever possessed the capability to manufacture it which is exhibited all 
over the United States. England, to equal whose naval strength, at no distant period, we indulge the 
expectation, has done more perhaps than any other country in enacting such laws as would secure to her 
maritime interests complete independence. There the importer has the option to pay either the specific 
duty of 'l}d. the square yard, or 40 per cent. ad valorem, and "foreign-made sails on board any ship or 
vessel belonging to any of his Majesty's subjects, whether in use or not, for every one hundred pounds 
value, thirty pounds" duty. The coarser qualities of goods are rated in a similar proportion; for flaxen 
or hempen goods, not enumerated, woven twenty threads to the inch, and not exceeding twenty-four 
threads, pay a duty of 3½d. per square yard, to be reduced one-eighth of a half-penny for seven years, and 
in 1834 the duty is fixed at 3d. per square yard; there, goods woven twenty-four threads to the inch, and 
not exceeding thirty, the duty is 5d., to reduce one-eighth of one penny for seven years, and in 1834 the 
duty is fixed at 4d. per square yard; or linen goods may be imported at an ad valorem duty of forty per 
cent. at the choice of the importer. In addition to this, the custom-house and dock dues and expenses 
are considerably more than is paid in any other country-a circumstance which operate~ materially in 
favor of the manufacturer. 

The duty on imported flax, dressed or ·undressed, to 1826, is 4d. per 112 pounds, to reduce one penny 
to 1828, and after that it pays one penny per 112 pounds. Thus it appears that the English manufacturer 
is protected in every possible manner, and directly over the American manufacturer nearly 200 per cent.; 
whilst foreign flax is there subject to a little less than a mill' per pound, and our farmer is protected to 
the extent of nearly l½ cent per pound. Not that your petitioners mean to complain of this; the principal 
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is admitted by them to be correct; they only desire a due proportion of those favors so liberally bestowed 
upon other members of the community. 

Is it not a matter of deep interest to become independent in those articles of consumption without 
which our comforts are greatly lessened? Few there are who would not have consented to the sacrifice 
(if so it be) of that protection to coarse flax fabrics which would have secured to them the necessaries 
they were sorely experiencing the want of, whilst the nation was engaged in war. Let us call to mind 
the condition in which our Navy would be placed under such circumstances as occurred in our last conflict 
with Great Britain. 

The whole naval force of the United States, as we have seen stated, at present consists of 12 ships
of-the-line, 16 frigates, 13 sloops-of-war, and 6 schooners. The duck which would be required to fit out 
these vessels would amount to 28,981 bolts, of 40 yards each, according to the estimate of an experienced 
sailmaker, viz: 

12 ships-of-the-line, each 900 bolts ....................................... . 
16 frigates, each 400 bolts ............................................. . 
15 sloops-of-war, each 346 bolts ......................................... . 
6 schooners, each 110 bolts ............................................ . 

Read and top cloths and tarpaulins, about ............................ : .... . 
11,885 hammocks, 11,540 yards ............. -............................. . 

10,800 
6,400 
5,190 
1,020 
2,000 
3,511 

Making the aforesaid total of............................................. 28,981 bolts, 
nearly one-half of the whole importation of heavy duck into the United States in any one year. This being 
considered, and as high as one dollar per yard was paid for the sails of one of our frigates during the last 
war, it is of itself almost convincing as respects the policy of protecting manufactures of this article. In 
addition to the difficulty, indeed, almost impossibility, of procuring any, it would cost the nation to fit out 
these vessels for sails alone, in time of war, $1,159,440; whereas, were our home manufactures encouraged 
and protected, the expense of providing the auxiliary means of national defence would not exceed $350,000 
under any circumstances. There would then be a saving to the country, at a time too when it would be 
most desirable, of about $809,440. We, therefore, beg leave to urge this inquiry on the consideration of 
your honorable body, as manufactm-ers of an article indispensable equally to the commerce of the country 
as for its defence and glory. • 

The importing merchants are convinced themselves· of the unequal and unfavorable operation of 
ad valorem duties: for the manufacturer of other countries can always send forward his supplies at less 
invoice cost than the individual giving the order to the foreign manufacturer, and through a foreign 
merchant. It frequently happens that our merchants suffer losses by the foreign manufacturer following 
on their orders for similar goods with large shipments on his own account, on which various charges and 
commissions are saved; and these articles are sold at auction, to the entire discomfiture of all the plans 
and calculations of our importers. . 

There is a fraud under which the American manufacturer disadvantageously labors; it is seriously 
deplored by all interested. And if your petitioners suffer under any peculiar hardship, it is, that, when 
an article, new in its composition or workmanship, is made acceptable in the market, samples are imme
diately sent by agents to other countries, where the goods are imitated, and the difference in capital, 
experience, machinery, and bounties allowed on exportation, enable them to inundate the country, to the 
utter extinction of the domestic article. This has been done this year; and is to occur, during the next, 
with the manufacturers of hemp and flax. We have extracts from letters addressed by foreign manufac
turers to their agents in this country, in which, to use their own expressions, they say "they are determined 
to put down the manufacturers of canvas," particularly during the year to come. Your petitioners, 
knowing the power their enemies have, are now dreading this event; nor can they be relieved from this 
anticipated annihilation but through the interposition of your favorable influence and authority. 

'l'his is not a question of sectional or individual interest; the whole country must derive advantage 
from the protection and encouragement of the manufacturers of flax and hemp. The raw material may be 
grown in any part of the United Sta:tes, and millions of acres of land would be brought into cultivation 
if a demand could be created. It is, however, your petitioners believe, only to be accomplished by 
securing to ourselves the home market, which views arc confirmed in the history of every other raw 
material used for manufacturing purposes; and, after this effect is once produced, we may look forward to 
the supply of many other countries where manufactories may be established; thousands of working hands 
will be excited to healthful employment and new effo,:ts, which must eventuate in their particular 
independence and good, and the general welfare . and independence of the country. In England, where 
the corn laws are so absorbing in their influ!;lnce, ti.ax stan,ds, in the reports of their Board of .Agriculture, 
as the next valuable crop to wheat, although witl;lout protection_. Why is it, then, (fostered as it is by 
us,) that we arc not to become the ~xporters .as wen as manufacturers of this material? The reason, to 
your petitioners, is obvious: there is no immediate, direct demand to cause an excitement of those energies 
among that class of people who, in our country, are characteristically as enterprising as any other citizens, 
and more so than the farmers of any other country. 

Left, as we are, without any the least aid from your honorable body, even in a more deplorable 
situation than we were antecedent to the passage of the law in 1824 regulating the customs; threatened 
with annihilation by the foreign manufacturer, and promising such beneficial results as our industry and 
ingenuity does to the country, we humbly and earnestly implore your honorable body that you may be 
pleased in your wisdom and justice to grant us that protection which, as it appears to your petitioners, 
is absolutely necessary to sustain, not only the manufacturers of hemp and flax, but the best interests of 
the country . 

.And, as in duty bound, your petitioners will ever pray. 

PATERSON, New Jersey, December 22, 1821. 
The above petition was adopted at a meeting of the township of Acquahanone, and recommended for 

the signatures of the people. 
WARREN HAIGHT, Chairman. 

J osEPH SMITII, Ser::retary. 
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Extract from the proceedings of thr,3 General, Convemion at Harrisburg. 

It app~ars from the Treasury report of 1827 that in the year ending the 30th September, 1826, the 
amount of imported articles manufactured out of flax, not subject to 25 per cent. duty, was $2,757,080 

All other, paying duty of 25 per cent........................................... 229,946 
Manufactures of hemp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,738,846 
.A.ll other, except cordage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48,909 

Of cotton bagging there was imported 2,204,822 yards, valued at ................ , .... . 
Of cordage, twine, pack.thread, and seine twine, there was imported, in the same year, 

1,94\1,915 pounds, of whtch 325,641 pounds was twine, pack thread, and seine twine, 
valued at $62,821 ................................................... • ................ . 

Of hemp manufactured there was imported, in the same period, 88,116 cwt ............. . 
And of flax imported -rio return can be. found; but, from a pretty correct source, it is 

estimated at 600,000 pounds, valued at ........................................... . 

Total value. of bagging, cordage, twine, &c ................................ . 

4,114,181 

$214,973 

141,426 
551,151 

12,000 

1,046,156 

The committee cannot state the precise quantity and value of each article imported last year, but, 
from the Treasury report referred to, it appears that the cost of sail-cloth imported was $856,414; and, 
estimating the bolt of said cloth at the average cost in Russia, of $15 per bolt, it would give 51,100 bolts 
as the importations of that year of that single article, which would require 1,884,000 pounds of hemp or 
flax for the manufacture of it, valued at $226,000. 

Take for data the following schedule of the imports from Russia only, in the year 1822, viz: 

40,554 bolts heavy sail-cloth, the average quantity of flax or hemp required to make it 
would be .................................................................. . 

45,161 bolts ravens duck ......... _ .............................................. . 
31,194 pieces sheeting ..................................................•......... 
151,620 archines broad diaper .................................................... . 
3,983 archines narrow diaper ..................................................... . 
20,241 archines broad linen ...................................................... . 
92,082 archines narrow linen ..................................................... . 
20,981 archines drilling ......................................................... . 
492,824 archines crash .......................................................... . 
5,864 archines huckaback ....................................................... . 

Total amount of pounds required of hemp and flax ........................... . 

Pounds. 

1,621,160 
915,340 
123,880 
575,810 

2,000 
20,120 
21,000 
24,000 

280,000 
2,900 

4,186,810 

Which would cost $523,350, and bring into cultivation at least 13,800 acres of land for its growth. 
From the increased importation of sail-cloth since 1822, which is 8 per cent., it would, taking the 

foregoing estimate, made on the importation from Russia in 1822, as data, require at least 4,521,100 
pounds of flax, valued at $542,.600, and the use of 15,000 acres of land for the growth of the raw 
material for the manufacture of those articles from Russia alone. For the manufacture of cotton bagging 
that was imported in 1826 it would require at least 3,300,000 pounds, or 1,413 tons of hemp; valued at 
the same rate as in the Treasury report, viz: $125 per ton, would give an amount of $184,125, and would 
require the cultivation of 8,000 acres of land to produce it. • 

From the foregoing items the following estimate is made of the quantity and value of the raw material 
requisite for the manufacture of the hempen and flaxen fabrics imported into the United States last year, 
together with the quantity and value of hemp and flax, in the raw state, imported in the same period, viz: 

For sail-cloth, ravens duck, and other coarse articles, imported from Russia 
alone, it would require, of flax and hemp ............................ . 

For cotton bagging, requiring hemp ................................... . 
For cordage, twine, &c., hemp and flax ................................. . 
Of hemp, in its raw state, was imported ................................ . 
Of flax, estimated at ................................................. . 

Hemp and flax .............................................. . 

Pounds. Value. 

4,521,100 
3,300,000 
1,949,915 
9,869,000 

600,000 

20,239,915 

$542,600 
184,000 
141,426 
551,15'l' 

12,000 

l,49'T,'T83 

Requiring the cultivation of nearly 50,000 acres of land for the growth of the raw material, giving 
employment directly to 'T,000 hands to manufacture it, and indirectly to very many more. 

In the foregoing estimate the quantity and value of the raw material is not included, which is requisite 
for the manufacture of various articles of hemp and flax included in the Treasury report. Of the amount 
of the value of the imported articles manufactured from these materials, the committee have confined 
themselves in bringing to the notice of this convention nothing but the most prominent articles of the 
coarser fabrics, and such as can be readily manufactured and the raw material grown in our own country. 
But though the coarse article is principally alluded to in this report, yet the finer articles of linen 
manufacture, of sheetings, of shirtings, sewing and shoe thread, and all the articles of finer fabrics of 
hemp and flax, would be materially promoted, and the manufacture of them encouraged by a judicious 
protection. 

Of the ability of the manufacturers of this country to meet all demands for the manufactured articles 
of hemp and flax, not only for our own consumption, but also for exportation, there can be no doubt in the 
mind of any person of common observation, when he looks to what has been done in the manufacture of 
cotton, iron, nails, glassware, and many other articles. 
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There are in the United States seven establishments, containing 2,620 spindles, for spinning flax, 
which, if fully employed in the manufacture of sail-cloth, could make 19,500 bolts of duck annually, 
requiring 870,000 pounds of flax, (for it is of flax that it is made in this country,) the cost of which would 
be $104,000, and, when made into canvas, would sell for $273,000, yielding to the industry of the country 
$169,000, and giving employment to 650 hands, exclusive of those employed in the agricultural branch. 

If, within the period of five or six years, we are enabled to make more than half the sail-cloth which 
is consumed in the United States, surely no fears need obtain that the demand. for both the Americas 
cannot be supplied by our own manufactures; provided that protection which is absolutely necessary for 
the preservation of the existing establishments, and the encouragement for the establishing of new ones, 
is afforded. • 

To show the necessity of further protection to this branch of national industry, or rather, more properly 
speaking, what ought to constitute a branch of it, it is remarked that sail-cloth, or duck, is only subject to 
a duty of 15 per cent. ad valorem, the same duty as is imposed on the raw material, flax. Previous to the 
revision of the tariff in 1824:, the duty on a bolt of duck, with custom-house charges, amounted to $2 12½ 
per bolt. In the bill imposing a new rate of duty, as sent from the House of Representatives to the Senate, 
a duty of 25 per cent. ad valorem was imposed on all goods manufactured from hemp or flax. The Senate, 
however, disagreed to this item of the tariff, and, so far as related to cotton bagging and sail-cloth, a 
compromise took place, the duty on cotton bagging was fixed at 3¾ cents per square yard, and a duty of 
15 per cent. ad valorem imposed on sail-cloth, which, with custom-house charges, will only amount to 
$1 87½ per bolt, even on the best kinds of Russia duck; thus placing the manufacturer in a worse situation 
than be was in previous to the revision of the tariff, by a reduction of at least 25 cents per bolt. 

Small as this protection is, still the manufacturer is in a measure deprived of a portion of it by the 
evasion of the laws relating to drawback, as sail-cloth is sometimes shipped in vessels bound on long 
voyages, entered for the benefit of drawback, and a landing certificate procured; but the canvas is made 
up on board the ship by which it was exported, and the duty on the importation is returned to the shipper, 
under the idea that the article was landed and left behind in some foreign port. 

In England the manufacture of canvas is directly protected, inasmuch as every English ship, whether 
naval or commercial, is clothed with British manufactured sail-cloth; and if a merchant vessel should, 
during her voyage, be compelled to use any foreign sail-cloth to replace sails worn out or destroyed, the 
captain is obliged, on his return to an English port, to enter all sail-cloth so used, and pay the regular 
import duty on it, even though the duck may have been in use eighteen months, and worth little or nothing. 
This protection is secured under heavy penalties, and gives to the English manufacturer the opportunity 
of not only supplying the canvas necessary to navigate the ship, but also what may be necessary to meet 
the wear during the voyage. But our ships, as it is well known, frequently leave our ports with barely a 
sufficient stock of sails to carry them across the Atlantic; and, when arrived out, they are supplied with 
foreign duck, thus depriving the manufacturer of the supply. 

Should the old cry of monopoly be raised by the objectors to any further revision of the tariff, and the 
charge of fostering and pampering overgrown establishments and their proprietors be reiterated, the 
answer is ready. They are referred to the effect of competition in the manufacture of coarse cottons, 
window glass, nails, and other articles, which are now furnished to the consumers at lower prices than 
when they were imported from England under the old tariff. An adequate protection, and one which 
would not prove injurious to the revenue, would at once give life and activity to the several establishments 
which are now either wholly suspended, or are only enabled to sustain a precarious existence by the limHed 
orders for the supply of the United States Navy; only two establishments being now engaged in the 
manufacture of sail-cloth. Give employment even to the existing manufactories, and it would encourage 
the growth of hemp and flax to a very large extent. Nothing but a steady, certain demand is wanting for 
the raw material-such a demand as should not be affected and rendered abortive by overwhelming ship
ments from Europe of the manufactured article-to induce the agriculturist to produce an adequate supply 
for all the wants of the country; and thus, in a measure, afford some relief to tlte excess of the wheat, rye, 
corn, and tobacco crops, by bringing into cultivation a long-neglected product of our soil. 

The policy of protecting the manufacturers of sail-cloth and other articles of vital importance will 
be confessed by all those who have the true interests of their country at heart, and who recollect the 
exorbitant prices paid for sail-cloth, and other indispensable articles, at the commencement of and during 
the last war, when duck sold for $4:0 to $54 per bolt; an article indispensable to the commerce of the 
country, as also for its defence and glory. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 796. [lsr SEssroN. 

AGAINST THE INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER 31, 1827. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States : 
The citizens of Beaufort district, with the highest respect and attachment, claim the attention of the 

representatives of the nation to wrongs which we feel we are sustaining, and which are sought to be 
aggravated by successive tariffs on articles of consumption necessary to our wants and indispensable to 
our comforts. 

The power of Congress to regulate commerce is admitted by all; but we cannot concur in the opinion 
that this contemplates more than the collection of duties just sufficient for the indispensable support of 
Government. Taxation, direct or indirect, always odious, has arisen out of civilized society, and is 
submitted to by a people only to avoid the greater evils of anarchy. Wantonly to press the principle 
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leads to a corruption of Government, and the consequent impoverishment and wretchedness of the citizen. 
,Justice and economy we have always desired to believe are the great pillars of a Republic; undermine 
these, the splendid edifice of self-government totters and falls to the ground. 

We pray your honorable body to believe that, in this application, we are not influenced by any 
extraneous feelings or sectional jealousies. Knowing, as we do, that all power emanates from and 
actually remains with the people, we have no fear but that the temporary errors or wanton misrule 
of their servants will be speedily corrected. It is the Government, and not the governors, that form the 
strongest link of our attachment; recognizing, in its fullest extent, the patriotic sentiment of the great 
English admiral, acting under an usurper. . 

Neither do we admit that we feel towards other sections of the Union more than an honest rivalry, 
desiring, by our unrestrained industry, to add to the credit of our native State and the general welfare of 
the nation. 

In our widely-extended surface ample room is afforded to the good people of the United States to 
prosecute many vocations without trenching on the rights of each other; and we trust and hope that 
your honorable body, constituted of members from all sections, and so consecrated by your fellow-citizens 
on account of your wisdom and integrity, will recognize a fact so evident. In the prosperity of all, all 
will be made happy. Let trade, as far as possible, regulate itself. 

Tn the many intercourses of society men will take care of themselves. The agriculturist will purchase 
from him who sells the cheapest and best manufactures. The manufacturer will procure his own materials 
and breadstuffs on the same principles. Commerce, growing out of the other two great classes, and 
indispensable to both, creates a hardy and valiant class of citizens, necessary to our high standing and 
pretensions among nations; commerce enlightens, strengthens, and matures a country by bringing among 
a people the arts, population, and wisdom of other countries. A commercial nation is, in fact, a nation of 
freemen, or has a strong tendency to become so. Despotism cowers under its magic influence. Looking 
to the South American States we have seen a motley multitude of benighted beings converted into free
men by bursting asunder the chains of. a baneful monoply which interdicted intercourse with foreign 
nations. A restrictive system is not one natural to the United States of America, or, in our opinion, in 
any way called for by the exigency of the times. If a portion of our fellow-citizens feel it to their interest 
to leave the wholesome employment which nerved the limbs of their hardy ancestors to deeds of never
fading glory, and ply their hands to the distaff, let it be so; their genius, their industry, their capital, 
their .many local advantages, and, above all, the freedom of our institutions, fully qualify them to enter 
into successful competition with any nation on earth, without recourse to Government for protection. 
The elements of their manufactures grow on their own shores, breathe on their own mountains, and are 
multiplied in their own meadows. 

Already have we seen and felt such singular advantages, and witnessed, with pleasure, the progress 
of our country to independence and wealth. The immense and increasing call for domestic stuffs on our 
own shores, while foreign nations are receiving them with preference, sufficiently insures to the capitalist 
and operator a handsome profit on his investments. If there are exceptions, they must arise from the want 
of skill or experience in some branches, which a little more time will overcome. 

W-e, of South Carolina, and particularly of our district, are still desirous of prosecuting the habits and 
vocations of our fathers, and retaining the privilege of purchasing our necessaries where we can be best 
supplied. The present is an age characterized by_ liberal principles, and civilization, progressing with 
them, pari passu, is widely extending its march. 

Nations have parted with their unprofitable chivalry and feudal usurpations, and are laudably engaged 
in studying the prosperity and happiness of their people. Industry and enterprise are pursued in every 
clime, while keen-eyed diplomacy is indefatigable in procuring commercial advantages. 
• Let not the Government of these United States, by ill-timed measures, lose advantages which have 
raised our country to unrivalled eminence and prosperity, or we.aken the strong attachment of any portion 
of the Union to our great federal compact. 

While we look to Government to repel all aggressions upon national rights, and to secure a just 
reciprocity from other Powers, we would forbear considering the late acts of some of the Governments 
other than emanating from the necessity of their situation. Long and wasteful wars, with a host of 
sinecures necessary to sustain the aristocracy of their system, have involved them irremediably in debt, 
and driven their statesmen to exhaust their ingenuity in seeking subjects for taxation, from which their 
own people are not exempt, as we know that the colonies pay an enormous duty on the productions of 
their own soil. 

These United States, we are proud to say, are differently circumstanced. The citizen here is 
unshackled by a load of taxation; with an ever-accumulating population to divide the national debt and 
support the reasonable wants of an economical Government, the merchant prosecutes his enterprise, 
unrestricted, through every clime, with the best possible success; while, with fresh and abundant lands, 
the agriculturist and manufacturer furnish the materials of commerce. If these are facts, can oppressive 
tariffs be necessary for the protection of a people with such resources? We believe not. On the other 
hand, we are confident that articles we have to spare must and will, directly or indirectly, find a profitable 
market unl_ess hindered by our own acts, the colonial or other prohibitory restrictions to the contrary 
~otwithstanding. 

We beg leave to detail to your honorable body some facts of a local nature, and which we feel 
sufficient to strengthen our aversion to an increased tariff on woolen stuffs, prayed for by the manufac
turers of this article, and which we perceive is to be brought before the approaching Congress. 

South Carolina, always among the leading States of the. Union in the value of her exports, has 
undergone several revolutions in her staple productions, the chief' of which occurred towards the close of 
the last century, when some public-spirited citizens introducted the cultivation of cotton as a substitute 
for indigo. Here we encountered all the difficulties incidental to a new and doubtful enterprise. A knowl
edge of the manner of cultivation, fitness of soil, and, finally, machinery for preparing the article for 
market, were desiderata only to be obtained by perseverance and much expense. 

The Treasury of the State was opened to remunerate the individual whose felicitous genius invented 
a machine for detaching the green seed from its staple, and which finally has given so much prosperity 
to the States south of the Potomac and millions to European labor; and all of this without a call on the 
National Legislature for one cent, or its interposition in any other way. In Beaufort district, where the 
long staple cotton is chiefly cultivated, we shall feel, in an aggravated degree, the oppressive operation 
of the system proposed; because, while we are taxed heavily on articles necessary for the comfortable 
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clothing of our laborers, cotton bagging, &c., indispensable for the shipment of -our staple, -not one bale 
of fine cotton is manufactured on our own shores. The foreign capitalist, prohibited selling his merchan
dise, must buy sparingly, if at all, and ultimately be compelled to seek for the raw material elsewhere. 
It is in vain to tell us that the manufacturer must have our finest cottons; experience proves that mutual 
benefit is the life of trade. Already have we suffered a reduction of more than 200 per cent. in the v:alue 
of the great object of our industry. Further depreciation must inevitably lead to ruin, or to a system of 
retrenchment which will be felt by our sister States, to whom we have been profitable customers hitherto; 
buying of them largely all articles of domestic uses, contenting ourselves with the assiduous cultivation 
of the earth and the improvement of the great staples of the State. 

Curtail our income, you reduce the value of property, drive us from our favorite vocation, and compel 
us to call up those resources abundantly in our reach, but which we would decline, except in times of 
great necessity. 

Persuaded that wise and prudent rulers must anxiously desire to be well acquainted with the feelings 
and opinions of those for whose benefit they legislate, as being well aware of the powerful influence 
exerted upon the laws by the character of those to whose regulation they are applied, your memorialists 
would esteem it highly criminal not to apprise your honorable body of the sentiments by which they are 
actuated, and the convictions which they entertain with respect to this system of protecting duties, and 
the power from which it derives its sanction, with that frankness and boldness which it befits the citizens 
of a Republic to use when they would restrain within the limits of their authority those to whom they 
have intrusted the administration of their Government. 

Being persuaded, also, that paper charters must soon lose their authority unless carefully guarded 
by the vigilance and intelligence of the people; to preserve the sanctity and usefulness of the Constitution 
which they revere, they protest against this infringement of its provisions as destructive of the security 
which it purports to afford to our rights, and as establishing a precedent for further and more dangerous 
usurpations. 

Deeply impressed with these considerations, your memorialists, with the highest respect for your 
honorable body, would express their firm conviction that the enactment of laws for creating a system of 
protecting duties transcends the powers committed to you by the Constitution, and that all the laws 
promulgated to create or sustain this system are without just authority, and impose no moral obligation; 
and it is submitted to the discretion of your honorable body whether a wise policy would dictate a perse
verance in a system which a large portion of the Union feel to be burdensome and believe to be illegal. 
Your memorialists, therefore, earnestly entreat your honorable body to repeal all laws which have 
hitherto been passed for the protection of domestic manufactures, and, more especially, to refrain from 
such enactments in future. And your memorialists will ever pray, &c. 

RICHARD B. SCRIVEN, Chairman. 
Wu. F. Cor.cocK, Secretary. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 797. [1ST SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COillIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECEMBER 31, 1827. 

At a meeting of wool-growers and manufacturers of the county of Berkshire, convened in pursuance 
of an extensive and general notice through the medium of the public papers, held at Pittsfield on the 
12th instant, Hon. Henry Shaw was called to the chair, and Thomas B. Strong, Esq., appointed secretary. 

Resolved, That whereas the interest of the grower and manufacturer of wool are alike in a ruinous 
situation, beyond our means to retrieve, and only within the power of our Government to redress; and as 
the only way the American citizen can claim the attention of his Government is by petition: 

Therefore resolved, That the chairman and secretary, together with Henry Marsh, Esq., be a committee 
to report to this meeting a memorial to Congress exhibiting our grievances and claiming their protection. 

Whereupon the meeting adjourned, and the following memorial was reported, and unanimously 
approved by the meeting held after adjournment, and by them directed to be signed by the chairman and 
secretary, and be transmitted to the representative of this district fa Congress, requesting him to present 
it to that honorable body: 

To the honorable the Senale and House qf Representat,ives in Congress a.ssembled: 
The memorial of the wool-growers and manufacturers of the county of Berkshire, in the Commonwealth 

of Massachusetts, respectfully represents that they are extensively engaged in the growing and manu
facturing of wool. To these enterprises we have been invited, not more by the local advantages of our 
county than by the professions of encouragement and protection disclosed by the policy of our Govern
ment from its establishment to the present day. And if we have not realized all that our actual wants 
demanded, we have never doubted that the same spirit which laid the foundation of our independence in 
1776 would continue to exert its influence until all the great branches of national industry should become 
so firmly established as not to be endangered or ruined by foreign competition. The laws devised for the 
double purpose of revenue and protection to domestic industry have held to us the cheering language of 
encouragement; and, under the pledge thus given, our confidence was established, our capital invested, 
and our exertions have been untiring. But we will not conceal the fact, however flattering to our rivals, 
that foreign policy and legislation, in effect repealing or annulling the laws of an American Congress, 
bas left your memorialists to struggle in a competition destructive of our capital and fatal to our hopes. 
To the late Congress we sent up our petition for redress. It went the way of all that vast mass of 
memorials from our fellow-sufferers. Petition is the only form by which the people can address the 

... 
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Government of our country. We looked with confidence to your predecessors; we saw with delight the 
exertions of our friends-with anxiety, the mistaken policy of our adversaries. And if, in that protracted 
struggle, our hopes were deferred, and your interests were suffered still further to languish and decay, still 
it was consoling to witness the public sympathy and the public sentiment generally and forcibly expressed 
in favor of our neglected and suffering interests. 

Your memorialists consider the protection of their interests as a measure of public policy, demanded 
alike by a just regard to the present character and future glory of the nation. We therefore forbear the 
obtrusion of our personal wants, persuaded that considerations of a higher nature must control our 
destiny. We would respectfully refer your honorable body to the resolutions passed, and to the facts 
collected and presented by the convention of Harrisburg, in the full belief that they are entitled to the 
confidence and attention of Congress. To the spirit of the Constitution, to the enlightened patriotism of 
an American Congress, we appeal; and we confidently trust that no sectional views, no political aims, no 
jealous suspicions, will intrude their selfish or distrustful counsels to prevent the adoption of the most 
liberal and efficient protection to the great branches of American industry. In a confederacy like ours, 
the adoption of measures designed to harmonize different interests must result from compromise; and 
whilst we ask for liberality in the measures designed for the protection and advancement of our interests, 
we as cheerfully invoke the same spirit in behalf of the interests of others. Your memorialists respect
fully suggest to your honorable body a modification in the revenue laws to the following effect: 

1st. A. square yard duty on imported woolens, graduated upon minimum prices. 2d . .A. repeal of the 
law allowing credits for duties on imported wools and woolen goods. 3d . .A.n auction duty on all imported 
wools and woolen goods sold at auction. 4th. A. specific duty on all imported wool. 5th. A. modification 
of the laws appointing appraisers, in such form as that the value of all cloths and wools imported shall 
be fixed by appraisement in the port or place at which they are landed. • 

Your memorialists beg leave to remark that, in regard to the square yard duty, as found by experience 
in cottons, no more efficient mode of protection could be devised. The necessity of the credit system 
having long since passed away, the system itself should no longer remain; for what was once designed 
to benefit the enterprise and supply the want of capital to American merchants, is now mainly used by 
the foreign merchant and manufacturer as an auxiliary to his plans for the advancement of their interests 
to the destruction of our own . 

.A. further serious grievance to your memorialists, and the most ruinous to the fair commercial opera
tions of the country, is the auction system as now employed. We are persuaded that, by correcting this 
existing system, Congress can most efficiently aid both the fair American merchant and manufacturer. 
The auction system, aided by the credits afforded at the custom-house, enables the foreigner to dispense 
with capital, and to avoid almost all the risks we are obliged to encounter. Your memorialists respect
fully invite the attention of your honorable body particularly to this point. But we will press upon your 
honorable body no further than respectfully to assure you of our confidence in your wisdom and patriotism. 

TBoYAs B. STRONG, Secretary. 
HENRY SHAW, Chairman. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 798. [lsT SESSION. 

DR.A. WE.A.CK OF DUTIES. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DECElIBER 31, 1827. 

Mr. CAMBRELENG, from the Committee on Commerce, to whom was referred a resolution of the 12th of 
December, instructing them to inquire· into the expediency of extending the term within which 
merchandise may be exported with the benefit of drawback, reported: 

That the term allowing the privilege of debenture is now limited to twelve months from the date of 
importation. This limitation operates as an unnecessary restriction on the carrying trade, and prevents 
us from engaging in it on equal terms with other nations. Nothing tends more to encourage and facilitate 
this commerce than a liberal debenture system. _ 

The limitation which it is now proposed to abolish was adopted when our commerce was almost confined 
to the coasting trade. We were then literally at one extremity of the commercial world, and our impor-

. tations were designed almost exclusively for our own consumption. In our external commerce we were 
dependent, in a measure, on the navigation of Great Britain. A. debenture system of any kind, whether 
with or without limitation, was not then so urgently necessary; yet its advantages we-·e wisely appreciated 
by the first Congress, and it was introduced into the act of the 4th of July, 1789, on terms even more 
liberal than those allowed by existing laws. Since that period our commercial condition has been entirely 
changed. Our own navigation is now engaged, at least as far as our commerce is concerned, in all those 
channels of trade which were then occupied· by European vessels. Our markets were not then, as they 
are now, furnished with foreign commodities destined for the consumption of other countries. The nations 
south of us did not receive their supplies through this country; nor did Europe then depend partially, as 
she does now, on our navigation for the productions of America, China, and the Indies. This enlargement 
of our foreign commerce, and the peculiar advantages of our commercial position, naturally attract to 
our ports the productions of all countries, not only for our own use, but for the consumption of other 
nations; and this necessarily causes, at all times, a surplus of foreign merchandise in our markets. 
Consequently, we now begin to feel seriously the inconveniences of the limitation in question. The 
privilege of debenture on parcels of merchandise not required, and, in some cases, never designed for our 
own use, owing to this limitation, expires every day. .A.nd, as our law now stands, we compel the owner 
to export his merchandi~e before the expiration of the twelve months, without the least expectation of a 
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profit, or to pay the duty, and force it, at an immense loss, upon a market where it is not wanted; and 
not unfreque1ttly to the injury of those engaged in the production or manufacture of similar merchandise
an evil much complained of by our manufacturers. This limitation has operated so injuriously to our 
interests that CfiJr merchants are now accustomed to ship debenture goods to neighboring islands, to be 
immediately returned, at an expense of ten, fifteen, or twenty per cent., merely for the purpose of entering 
them a second time, to enjoy, for another twelve months, the privilege of debenture. It is quite unneces
sary further to detail the injuries resulting to our commerce from this restriction. It is manifestly 
impolitic to compel our own merchants to send their property abroad, at an expense of ten to twenty per 
cent., for the mere purpose of importing it a-gain, or to oblige them to make a sacrifice at home to the 
injury of our own interests. 

There is another motive for this change arising out of our commercial relations with Southern 
America. Our markets are daily becoming more and more furnished with European supplies for the 
consumption of the countries south of us. That commerce, at least with Mexico, Guatemala, and 
Colombia, is gradually assuming the character of our coasting trade; and by a liberal system we may 
make our great commercial depots as. necessary to these States as they now are to our own. Great 
Britain, not inattentive to the advantages of this ne,v trade, appears disposed to open a more direct route 
for it through her own colonies, by establishing in the West Indies free ports where European merchan
dise may remain free from all but incidental charges. But this commerce is irresistibly attracted to our 
country, and cannot be forced into any new channel, unless by some very unwise measure on our part. 
The committee can perceive no reason why the limitation should be continued, nor why we should not 
enable our own country to engage in competition with other nations on equal terms; and, therefore, 
recommend for the consideration of the House a measure substantially similar to that adopted by Great 
Britain in the fourteenth section of her warehousing act, passed July 5, 1825, which allows merchandise 
to remain three years with the privilege of debenture, and authorizes the Commissioners of the Treasury 
to extend the term indefinitely. 

But another modification of our law is necessary to enable us to contend fairly with other nations: 
They do not deduct, on exportation, any portion of the duty; whereas we retain two and a half per cent. 
This rate was not, however, originally contemplated. By the act of 1789 only one per cent. was 
deducted from the duty on merchandise, "in consideration of the expense which shall have accrued by 
the entry and safe-keeping thereof." The same rate was continued by the acts of 1792,-'94, -'95, and 
-'97. In 1800 2½ per cent. was added to the 1 ¼ existing at that time, "in lieu of stamp duties on 
debentures," and this accounts for the present high rate. The amount retained by the act of 1789, taking 
into view the moderate duties of that day, did not exceed, on an average, eight cents on every hundred 
dollars; that which we now deduct, on the same principle, is equal to eighty cents on the same value. 
The committee are of opinion that the whole duty ought to be relinquished on exportation. The only 
motive for retaining any part is "for the expense of entry and safe-keeping;" and as our laws already 
provide that all incidental charges for warehousing, fees of entry, &c., shall be paid before the merchan
dise leaves the custody of the custom-house officers, and as the property is never at the risk of the 
Government, there can be no reason for retaining, for these purposes, any fraction of the duty, however 
small. As a measure of mere policy, the committee are decidedly opposed to any transit duty whatever. 
They are, moreover, urged to relinquish the whole duty, by a desire to place our commerce, wherever it 
may be practicable, on an equal footing with the foreign commerce of other nations. Even if we adopt 
the measures proposed, the terms upon which we shall contend with Great Britain will still not be equal, 
for that Government allows merchandise to remain warehoused for three years without even an entry: 
while with us the duty must be paid within two years, and at the expiration of certain terms limited by 
our laws. Against this, however, we may venture to oppose the peculiar advantage of our position. 
The committee, therefore, recommend to the consideration of the House the expediency of allowing the 
drawback of the duty without deduction. 

20TH CONGRESS. J No. 799. [Isr SEssroN. 

AGAINST THE INCREASE OF DUTI;@S ON BfPORTS. 

COlIMUNlCATED ·TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 2, 1828. 

The memorial, of the ci.lizens of Mecklenburg, Virginia, to the Senate and House of Representatives of the 
United States: 

Deeply impressed with the magnitude of their undertaking, and the dignity of the tribunals to whom 
they appeal, your memorialists approach your honorable bodies with emotions of mingled diffidence and 
respect. The stability of Government and the interests of society admonish us of the necessity of 
subordination, and inculcate the doctrine of an affectionate attachment to the established institutions of 
our country; yet it is the unquestionable right, if not the bounden duty, of every citizen freely and 

. unreservedly to com1;nunicate to Government the real grounds of his serious complaints; never withhold
ing a generous confidence that relief will be administered when tlie reality of his sufferings is made 
manifest to those intrusted with the great interests of the community. The right of,petitioning, the 
legacy of our forefathers, is secured by the imperishable provisions of the Constitution. The duty of 
protecting our absolute rights is laid in the deepest foundations of society; inheres in the very nature of 
man; constrains him to encounter the most formidable difficulties, and heroically to brave the most 
perilous emergencies, whenever those rights are despised or assailed. That people must be degenerate, 
indeed, utterly unworthy the blessings of freedom, utterly unworthy the glorious Government erected to 
perpetuate the liberties t>f America, who would tamely and passively surrender their rights, with a mean-

vot. v--S7l3 
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ness of spirit disgraceful to themselves and wholly ruinous to the hopes of their descendants. To se·cure 
the satisfaction of self-respect, and to satisfy the just demands of posterity, your memorialists deem it 
their bounden duty to exert the utmost energies- of their nature to preserve their rights, untarnished and 
undiminished, as secured by the blessed Constitution of their country and prescribed in the eternal prin
ciples of justice. If they find, in the conduct of those intrusted with the execution of the laws of the 
land, a disposition entirely to disregard their interests, to trample on their rights and prostrate their 
hopes, they will frankly announce their grievances to their country in the confident expectation of prompt 
relief; or, if they find the Government pursuing a policy destructive of their vital interests and sub
versive of their dearest rights, they will, with a spirit of respectful firmness, urge their complaint to the 
guardians of their liberties. 

In surveying the operations of the Federal Government, the act of Congress, usually denominated 
the tariff law, passed on the 22d of May, 1824, rises to the view, and fixes the attention of your memo
rialists, not less by its baneful effects on commerce and agriculture than the hideous aspect under which 
it is introduced. Not content to pass a law intended to drain the fountains of our wealth and render us 
tributary to the mean spirit of monopoly, the advocates of this o~ious system have blazoned to the world 
their invidious purpose of protecting domestic manufactures against the competition of foreign fabrics, so 
as, in a great degree, to secure to the Amer.ican manufaoturer a monopoly of the home trade for consump
tion. That such a purpose should have been avowed is scarcely less astonishing than that such a system 
shoulq. have been adopted. There is not, perhaps, in the whole Confederation, a State which has not 
denounced the principle of monopoly; and it was confidently hoped that it was without an advocate 
among the politicians of America. The theory of Government, as inculcated in this country, is based on 
the equal rights of man, and practically established in all the Constitutions adopted by the people of the 
Confederated States. The Constitution of the Federal Government itself has recognized the validity of 
this theory, and, with much solicitude, attempted its reduction to the practical operation of governmental 
affairs. The absolute right of private property is regarded, too, with peculiar tenderness, and perpetually 
established by constitutional provisions. Not content with the safeguards in the Constitution, as 
origim,lly recommended by the convention, our ancestors thought it of sufficient importance to justify the 
adoption of a special amendment specifically establishing the sanctity of the right, and declaring that 
private property should not be taken, even for public use, without just compensation to its owner. Yet, 
regardless of the operation of this great • principle, universally recognized by the American people, the 
Oongress of the United States bas passed an act avowedly for the purpose of protecting domestic 
manufactures, which, by securing to them a monopoly of the home market, constrains the consumer to 
purchase their commodities at a price far e:i;::c::eeding their natural value- a price exceeding that for which 
they would be purchased if brought into fair competition with the fabrics of foreign manufactures; thus 

. enabling the American manufacturer to demand of the.American consumer a portion of his property 
greater than the value of the goods given in return, or above what would be demanded for the same, or 
goods of equal value, were the freedom of trade judiciously restored; which is to enable one class of society 
to take the property of another without rendering just compensation-a regulation regarded by your 
memorialists as a gross violation of the right of property, and a palpable infraction of the sacred principle 
of universal equality of rights among men. 

Your memorialists are inspired with alarm and concern by the pretexts under which it is claimed for 
the Government to violate their just and natural rights. To effect .certain specific, specified purposes, 
contemplated and enumerated by the framers of the Constitution, Congress was vested with "power to 
lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises," t6gether with several other enumerated powers, none 
of which, except, perhaps, the "power to regulate commerce," are supposed, in any manner, to refer to 
the subject of protecting domestic manufactures, and none of which are claimed to have such reference. 
The objects of the framers of the Fede1 al Constitution are enumerated in the preamble to that instrument; 
and the powers granted by the instrument are delegated to accomplish those specific purposes. There 
was an express enumeration of the purposes for which the Federal Government was organized, and an 
express enumeration of the powers granted as necP,ssary to effectuate those specific purposes; and these 
powers cannot be rightfully exercised to accomplish an object not embraced in the enumeration; but in 
that enumeration no allusion is made to the subject of protecting domestic manufactures, nor, indeed, is 
such an allusion to be found in any part of the sacred instrument. Hence Congress have no right to "lay 
and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises," for the purpose of protecting domestic manufactures. 
The concern of your memorialists is converted into consternation by the pretence that this power is 
derived to Congress by the introduction of the clause "to provide for the common defence and general 
welfare." A clause intended to limit the exercise of the power "to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, 
and excises," to subjects of general interest to all the States is seized on as a distinct, substantive grant 
of power, conveying to Congress an unlimited commission to see that the Commonwealth sustain no harm. 
The arduous efforts of our patriotic forefathers to establish a limited, responsible Government, composed 
of confederated, independertt, neighboring nations, vanish into mere illusive phantoms of the imagination; 
and we have, in its stead, an unmixed, unlimited despotism, vested with full and boundless authority to 
exercise its ample, infallible discretion in promoting the general welfare of the grand consolidai,ed Republic 
of .America. Your memorialists deem it their bounden duty to protest, in the most earnest, solemn mam'ier, 
against any other interpretation of the terms "general welfare," as introduced in the first article and 
eighth section of the Constitution of the United 8tates, than as a limitation of the power "to lay and 
collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises," fixing the exercise of such power to objects of general interest 
to the States, reserving all local, particular interest to the jurisdiction of "the States respectively, or to 
the people." 

The right of protecting domestic manufactures has been claimed under the clause which gives to 
Congress "the power to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several 8tates, and with 
the Indian tribes;" but your memorialists are at a loss to det<>rmine bow "the power to regulate com
merce" conveys that of protecting domestic manufactures. Phrases so entirely dissimilar cannot, by any' 
fair construction, be interpreted as synonymous, and the powers themselves being substantive and deter
minate, cannot both have been conveyed by the use of either phrase; commerce, being the interchange of 
commodities, implies only the exchange of one thing for another between different individuals or nations; 
domestic manufactures are local establishments, founded for the production of commodities, and the phrase 
implies no exchange at all. The term "commerce" associates a general idea of trade. The term "manu
factures" associates the idea of permanent local, foundations. Yet the argument which would derive the 
power "to protect domestic manufactures" from the clause "to regulate commerce" renders those phrases 
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substantially synonymous. The power, too, to regulate commerce was granted with a view to its perfec
tion. Yet the policy of the American system is by no means the advancement of commercial interests· 
its object is to stifle foreign trade; and to derive the power to protect domestic manufactures from th~ 
clause " to regulate commerce," is to establish the paradoxical proposition, that it is the same thing to 
perfect and to destroy. 

Your memoi-ialists are aware that beneficial results are said to be anticipated by the friends of this 
system; that it is said to be expected that the American fabric will, in time, come to the consumer at a 
rate cheaper than could be afforded by the manufacturers of Europe; and that this is said already to 
have occurred in relation to several of the coarse.articles. They are likewise aware of several circum
stances which conspire to -secure to the American manufacturer some advantages over those of Europe, 
engaged in producing several species of manufactures. In rearing the coarse and simple fabrics, which 
require neither a great accumulation of capital nor a great extent of complicated machinery, and in 
which the raw material constitutes a considerable portion of the price of the commodity, the American 
manufacturer, who can procure the raw material at home, saves its freights from some distant port, avoids 
the payment of heavy European duties, and must enjoy a considerable advantage over those who have to 
incur those expenses in addition to the freight of the manufactured commodity from the ports of Europe 
to those of America, besides those legitimate American duties, imposed for the legitimate purposes of revenue, 
which will ever be borne with the greatest alacrity by the liberal and magnanimous people of America; 

These are natural, legitimate advantages, rightfully enjoyed by the American manufacturer, having 
their full and natural effect independent of the interposition of the Government, and the full and natural 
effect of which cannot be augmented by the governmental interference. True, that additional, unnatural, 
and arbitrary advantages may be secured by unnatural and arbitrary legislation; but the effect of these 
circumstances remains the same, unaltered and unalterable. These circumstances, too, can affect but a 
portion of the articles of American consumption;·and even as relates to that portion, your memorialist& 
entertain considerable apprehension that the anticipations of the friends of the system are founded in the 
most fallacious reasonings. The vast accumulation of European capital, the vast extension of European 
machinery, the great density of European population, and consequent cheapness of European labor, are 
circumstances which, in the apprehensions of your memorialists, are likely to preponderate over all the 
natural advantages of .America. And your memorialists candidly confess that their apprehensions are 
confirmed Qy the fact that the .American manufacturers, with all the adventitious advantages resulting 
from the law entitled "An act to regulate commerce," far from ease in their present situation, are seeking 
an augmentation of duties in the ports of the Union. Why ask protection against those whom they 
profess to be able to meet in a market of fair competition?. Why not hush the clamors of the malcon
tents by repealing the system, so far at least as it is useless to the manufacturers themselves? 

But suppose the American manufacturers may, in time, furnish their fabrics cheaper than they could 
be imported from Europe, it does not hence necessarily follow that the ultimate advantage will compen
sate the consumer for his present and certain loss; for none can accurately calculate the proportion which 
the future benefit is to bear to the immediate loss. Nor does it hence necessarily follow that the aggre
gate interests of society will be advanced by the greatest success to which the manufacturers may 
attain. True that, by the operation of this system, the particular interests of the manufacturing class 
may be most naturally l!,dvanced; or perhaps the expression may be rendered more just if made to refer 
exclusively to the art, without allusion to the pecuniary interests of the class. But to whatever eminence 
they may reach, it must be at the expense of all other classes of American citizens, who, for the elevation 
of the manufacturing class, are doomed to contribute an inordinate proportion of the proceeds of their 
labor in return for the domestic fabric. The object of the act of May, 1824, is to secure to the manufac
turing class inordinate profits, to be paid by their countrymen, and thus to induce American capital to 
flow in a channel- in which it would not otherwise be employed. If the natural advantages of the manu
facturing class were sufficient to induce this investment of capital, the act of 1824 would be unnecessary, 
since that would be done independently of the act which it proposes to effect; and the necessity of passing 
such an act demonstrates the insufficiency of the natural advantages of American manufacturers. The 
obvious and intended effect of the law is to enable the manufacturers to demand of the American consumer 
greater profits than could otherwise be obtained. The profit secured by the act is paid entirely by 
American citizens, and it is for the sake of this profit that such an investment of capital is made. The 
elevation, then, of the manufacturing class is effected by a· contribution from all other classes of American 
citizens, extorted by means of the monopoly of the home market established by the act of 1824. And 
should the American supply, in future, cheaply furnish the American market, it will be by means of the 
wealth of all other classes accumulated in the hands of the manufacturers. The American consumer will 
be cheaply supplied by means of bis own wealth previously confiscated and transferred to another. It 
would seem to your memorialists to be difficult to demonstrate that the general wealth of the nation is 
advanced by forcing all other classes of society to support the manufacturers in such a state of affluence 
as to enable them to sell their commodities cheap. 

But is not the general wealth of society impaired by the operation of this system? It occasions 
capital to be invested in manufactures for the sake of the profit derived from the monopoly of the home 
market. This profit is entirely unnatural, not secured by any effort of industry, but by the arbitrary 
operation of law. lt is extorted, too, from American citizens. It is not proposed by the system to secure 
to the domestic manufacturer any advantage derived from foreign sources. Foreign labor or foreign 
capital is not expected to pay the profits of his stock. They are to be derived from the advanced price 
which he may demand for his commodities in the home market, in consequence of the monopoly estab
lished in his favor against all other classes of his count-ymen. But for the profits thus enjoyed exclu
sively at the cost of American citizens, he could not afford thus to employ his capital. It would be 
employed, as it was before the passage of the law, in some other more profitable branch of trade. The 
effect of the law is to divert capital from those branches of trade where it was profitably employed to the 
support of domestic industry in those branches of trade where it must be sustained_ by reluctant contri
butions from all other classes of American citizens. By this system the interests of society have no other 
resource than domestic industry. No reliance is placed on foreign trade, foreign labor, or foreign capital. 
These sources of wealth, so precious to other nations, are whoJly valueless to America. The countless 
variety of American products may be more advantageously consumed at home than Lartered for the 
products of distant climes. The whitening sail of American navigation shall no more gladden the 
distant port. The expiring wake of American commerce shall be no more traced on the trackless main. 
Domestic industry is the source of our wealth and happiness. Yet the capital of the nation is to be 
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withdrawn from the support of profitable domestic industry to the support of unprofitable domestic 
industry. And the national wealth is to be augmented by the magical operation of a monopoly granted 
the American manufacturers against all other classes of their countrymen, compelling all other classes 
of domestic industry to support the manufacturing class of domestic industry. To your memorialists 
it would seem to be nearly self-evident that the aggregate interests of society are impaired by com
pelling all other classes to support, in a situation in which it could not support itself, a class which 
might be otherwise advantageously employed. 

Your memorialists feel more solicitude on the subject of the tariff, from the settled conviction of 
their minds that the expectations of the manufacturers can only be satisfied by a frequent recurrence to 
the miserable expedient of increasing the duties on imported fabrics-each instance bringing additional 
calamity, and steeping us more deeply in the miseries of taxation. The profits of stock, in process of 
time, must be accommodated to the existing state of things, and will approximate to something like 
equality in despite of the arbitrary operation of law. The general revenue of society may be seriously 
affected, but time will effect a proportionate distribution among the several classes of society. The 
advantages of any particular class, whether natural or arbitrary, if .sufficient to secure disproportionate 
emoluments, must soon attract other capitalists from the vocations in which their destinies may have 
thrown them. They will abandon those vocations which afford a moderate revenue, and betake them
selves to such as are more lucrative, without examining whether those are natural or artificial advantages 
of which they are about to avail themselves. Each recruit increases the competition, and reduces the 
profits of his adopted class till it finds the general level of the profits of stock. Those accustomed to 
large profits are not easily. reconciled to moderate. Those accustomed to artificial advantages will recur 
to the fatal artifice, and the sinking profit of the manufacturing class must be sustained by the "American 
system," as the sinking pulse of the dying toper is supported by the poison which has brought him low. 
But the fatal moment must at last arrive when artificial excitements can no longer sustain the vital 
principle, and all must mingle in the general ruin. Even the manufacturers must be consumed by the 
desolation which overwhelms their countrymen. . 

But should the reflections of your memorialists be wholly delusive; should Congress be truly author
ized to oppress one·portion of the citizens of the Union for the aggrandizement of another; should they 
undeniably possess the right to control the local affairs of each State; or should the manufacturers 
prosper on the misery of their fellow-citizens, and derive a fetid luxuriance from the ruin of their 
country; or should even the national wealth be augmented by the operation of the "American system," 
yet your memorialists feel amply justified in their solemn remonstrance against the crying and cruel 
injustice of a reckless and ruthless sacrifice of themselves to the sordid, insatiable avarice of others. 
The generous spirit of an American citizen can but illy brook the degrading reflection-and we most earnestly 
conjure your honorable bodies not to confirm us in the maddening apprehension-that we are to be 
retained as mere tributaries to the Go,ernment. Far, far be it from us to assume an attitude of menace; 
we mean rather to suffer whilst evils are sufferable. We are devoted to the union of these States, and 
forever dedicated to our country's good. But the fulcrums of Government are the qffectums of the people. 
The stability of Government must rest on the heart of the citizen. Even patriotism should not be abused, 
as the strongest affections, at the dissolution of the charm, are converted into the bitterest hate. No 
Government may lightly disregard individual rights, nor safely despise the eternal principle of universal 
justice. . • 

So far, then, from recommending or assentip.g to the passage of the bill offered to Congress at its last 
session, usually denominated the "woolens bill," your memorialists hope to be sustained in the respectful 
expression of their wishes that the whole system may be judiciously abandoned, and every freeman of 
the land left to the full and untrammelled exercise of his sagacity in determining on the most advan
tageous employment of his labor and his capital. Let invidious distinctions be done away-let justice 
prevail, and your memorialists will miµglo their ceaseless prayers for the blessings of Heaven on the 
perpetuity of the Union. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 800. [lsT SEsstoN. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

co~mUNlCATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 2, 1828. 

To the ho'lWrahle the Senate and House of Represeniatives of the United States of .America in Congress 
assembled: 

When a large portion of the community are in danger of irretrievable ruin, unless the protecting 
arm of the Government is extended to their relief, we, the undersigned, inhabitants of Vermont, should 
deem it a failure of the duty which we owe to our common country, to ourselves, and to our posterity, 
did we neglect to represent the fact, and the causes which have tended, and are tending, to produce such 
an effect. • 

In a memorial, dated December 13, 1826, laid before your honorable body by the delegation in 
Congress from this State, we took the liberty of representing, at some length, the distressed situation 
into which the wool-growing business and the woolen manufactures have fallen, owing to the rivalry of 
foreigners and the facilities which the existing laws of our country give them to undermine these 
valuable branches of national industry. As that memorial is doubtless on the files of Congress, we shall 
not take up the time of your honorable body by repeating the statements therein made, but must beg 
leave to call your attention again to that document; the time that has since elapsed, and the further 
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examination of the question, ha':ing tended more fully to demonstrate the soundness of the views which 
we then took of the subject. 

We regret, however, to find that the claims we honestly set up, and which we did not, and do n6t, 
perceive are calculated permanently, or even temporarily, to injure any portion of the community, and 
which we then believed, and still do believe, would promote the most solid advantage to our common 
country, should have been met with a spirit of hostility and animosity, both against the general principle 
of our individual claim, not warranted by the policy of the measure, nor by the friendly feelings and 
spirit of conciliation which has ever marked our conduct toward our southern brethren; for whatever 
difference of opinion we might entertain as to the policy of any measure, we, as members of the same 
great family, have been disposed to discuss the exp_ediency of the question with manly frankness, but with 
a spirit of conciliation calculated to promote the harmony of the Republic. 

It is not the interest of a few capitalists, as has been so often asserted, nor the narrow sectional or 
local interests of a few individuals which we wish to urge upon your honorable body, but we venture 
fearlessly to assert that it is the general interest of the Republic at large, and the immediate interests of 
nearly three-fourths of the population of the Union, which we solicit your honorable body to take into 
consideration. 

Extensive manufactures will be the source of an active intercourse between man and man, between 
State and State, between the north with the south, and the east with the west, affording a wholesome 
interchange of the surplus products of each portion of the community to supply the wants of the other; 
thus giving an active circulation to the products and medium of the country, highly beneficial to all; 
which intercommunication would greatly tend to efface local and sectional prejudices, promote good will 
and harmony, strengthen the bonds of the Union, and render our happy institutions permanent. They 
would also greatly enlarge our foreign commerce, and enable us to supply domestic,,instead of being the 
consumers of foreign fabrics; change the current of trade in our favor, which, for the last ten years, has 
been setting against us; and cause an influx of the precious metals into the Republic, instead of their 
exportation, together with some millions of the United States funded and bank stock, to pay the 
annual balance of our trade in favor of England. 

Your memorialists are aware that it has been gravely urged that the Constitution does not authorize 
the passage of laws for the promotion of American industry; but, although we do not pretend to be 
profound jurists, yet w~ take the liberty to say that the common sense of mankind must be opposed to 
such a construction. 

We apprehend that the foundation of the social compact is the welfare of the community; and to 
form a Government with powers too limited to attain this end, would defeat the very object which the 
people had in view in its formation. Such a compact would truly be a shadow without a substance; a 
solecism in the science of Government. But, with deference to your honorable body, we must be allowed 
to remark that, after the decisions of eighteen Congresses, beginning with the first, under the Presidency 
of the Father of his Country, we should have supposed that the power of that body to promote American 
industry by protective duties was so completely established as not to have admitted of a question at 
this time. Can it be believed that the patriots and sages of the Revolution, who had hazarded their lives 
and fortunes in defence of the liberties of their country, shouid have deliberately violated that Constitu
tion which the people had empowered them to form ? Or will it be believed that, after having formed 
this national charter, they were ignorant of the powers which it conferred upon the Legislature of the 
Union? It is evident that one or the other of these positions must be assumed if the modern doctrine, 
denying this power, is correct. Is it probable that so able a statesman, so patriotic a citizen, and so 
honest a man, as is the venerable Madison, should not know the meaning of an instrument which, it is 
understood, he drafted ? Yet his honesty, or his knowledge of the extent of its powers, must be impugned 
if the new construction of that instrument is right. Your memorialists are persuaded that there ought 
not to be a doubt on this head. 

Admitting the power, the only question that can arise will be as to the expediency of the required 
protection. Upon this point we are aware that much difference of opinion exists; but we explicitly declare, 
that in zealously urging our claims to protection we are not actuated by any unfriendly disposition 
towards any section of our country, and totally disclaim the most distant idea of hostility towards any 
portion of our fellow-citizens; and, in pursuing an object which we consider identified with the best and 
permanent interests of our country, should it excite any feelings of animosity or sectional prejudice, it 
will be to us a source of serious regret. To adopt the vague theories of several ingenious European writers 
on political economy, who, in many of the most important principles which they attempt to establish, 
disagree with each other, or of a naturalized Englishman who has composed a work to enlighten our 
seminaries on this subject, but whose later writings are at variance with his former, in opposition to the 
experience of the nations of Europe as well as that of our own country, would literally be sacrificing the 
reality to the visions of fancy. -

It is not soil or climate which constitutes the wealth of nations; it is knowledge, wisely directing the 
industry of the inhabitants. Industry is the source of wealth, and knowledge that of power. The idle, 
ignorant, and bigoted Italians, Spaniards, and Portuguese, although enjoying a fine climate and most fer
tile soil, are the poorest and most feeble people in the civilized world. Their neglect of home industry, 
and consequent dependence upon foreigners for the supply of their wants, have reduced them to a 
state of individual and governmental poverty, and of national weakness, which must excite our sym
pathy for the people, although we cannot extend our pity to the Governments who have reduced those 
nations to such a state of degradation, by neglecting to encourage their industry and cherish their 
resources. But what a different picture does England, does France, Holland, Prussia, and Germany 
present! Public and private wealth, power, and consequence have followed from the encouragement 
and protection of the industry of those nations, and their relative prosperity has been in proportion to 
the encouragement which their respective Governments have given to manufactures. 

Whatever doubt may remain in- the minds of some of the utility of similar protection, we should 
suppose that the experience of those nations, as well as the beneficial effects that have arisen from the 
experiments we have already made, would absolutely remove it. 

We therefore trust that Congress, in its great wisdom, will see the propriety of affording the pro
tection solicited by the Harrisburg convention in behalf of a numerous body of agriculturists, who, in the 
aggregate, have vested an immense capital in the wool-growing business, as well as to the manufac
turers of this staple, upon an ample home supply of the various fabrics of which the well-being of the 
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country essentially depends in a time of war, and which is, at all times, 1;10 necessary to the comfort of the 
community. 

Your memorialists are also of opinion that there are various other articles which require the fostering 
care of Government, and beg leave likewise to refer to the recommendation of the Harris~:mrg convention 
in favor of the all-important articles of iron, of hemp, and flax, of the distillation of spirits from .American 
grain, of glass, and the finer kinds of cotton goods; which selections we think judicious and highly 
worthy of attention. • 

CRAFTSBURY, Vermont, December 3, 1827. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 801. l_lsT SESSION. 

TO REGULATE TAX ON DOMESTIC SPIRITS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES -:ANUARY 2, 1828. 

Mr. McDUFFIE, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whom was referred the resolution of the House 
directing them to "i:qquire into the expediency of refunding the amount of tax laid by Congress on 
domestic spirit~ by the act of July, 1813, to such contractors as were bound to furnish supplies of 
that article to the l;nited States, by contract, made prior to that date, and which supplies were to 
be delivered to the United States subsequently to the passage of the said act, and liable to be affected 
by the tax or duty above alluded to," submitted the following report: 

The claim which the resolution seems to imply, on the part of the contractors, could not be admitted 
without introducing into the financial and disbursing operations of the Government an uncertainty and 
confusion, the extent of which it is difficult to realize. If every act of the Government that tended to 
enhance the value of property should give a claim to contractors to have a corresponding allowance upon 
their contracts, it would not be too much to say that the Government would have to refund six per cent. 
of the amount of disbursements made to contractors in a state of war; a period during which the taxes of 
the country are necessarily increased by successive acts, according to the increasing emergencies of the 
public service. It is fair to presume that every contractor took into his estimate the probability that the 
article which he stipulated to deliver might be the subject of increased taxation, and regulated its terms 
accordingly. If, in particular cases, the law should operate severely, the pressure must be borne as the 
unavoidable incident of every general system. The particular hardship is nothing when compared with 
the importance of adhering rigorously to those general rules which are essential to guard the Trea~ury 
against the frauds and impositions to which it would be exposed if Congress were to attempt to administer 
the principles of abstract justice to every person who supposes himself aggrieved. 

The committee are, therefore, of opinion that it would be inexpedient to refund the tax referred to in 
the resolution, and ask to be discharged from its further consideration. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 8l'2. [lsT SESSION'. 

REMISSION OF DUTIES ON GOODS DESTROYED BY FIRE. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 2, 1828. 

Mr. DwrnHT, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whom was referred the petition of George and 
William Bangs & Co., reported: 

That the said George and William Bangs & Co., had for several years been importers of dry goods 
from England and France into the city of Boston; that on the 'lth of April, 1825, an extensive and 
destructive fire in Boston consumed their store and goods therein, to the value of $52,400, upon which 
they had effected an insurance to the amount only of $20,000, leaving a loss to the petitioners of $32,400. 

That of the goods so destroyed ·by fire, a portion, amounting to $24,500, was in entire and unbroken 
packages, in -the same state in which they had been imported, the duties on the same having been secured, 
in part, by bonds, which had not at that time become due, and the duties upon the residue not having 
been ascertained at the custom-house, in consequence of the then recent landing of said goods. 

The facts above repited, and on which the petitioners rely, are proved by the certificates of the Col
lector and naval officer of the district of Boston and Charlestown, and by the deposition of Harvey Spalding, 
then, and for a long time previous, the principal clerk of the petitioners, as well as by the depositions of 
Daniel C. Bacon, W. B. Bradford, jr., William Reed, and N. Freeman, jr., who were present at said fire. 

The petitioners ask that the duties on the said goods in entire and unbroken packages, valued at the 
abov~ 1mm. of $24,500, may be remitted to them. 
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The committee are of opinion that, inasmuch as the portion of the goods last named was consumed 
by fire in the bales and packages in which they were originally imported, and therefore easily identified 
in the hands of the original importers, and as there are numerous precedents for relief in such cases, the 
prayer of the petition to this extent ought to be granted. 

They therefore ask leave to report a bill for that purpose. 

20m CoNGREss. J No. 803. [lsT SEssroN. 

DR.A. WE.A.CK ON REFINED SUG.A.R. 

COID!UNICA'l'ED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESE?ITA1'IVES JANUARY 3, 1828. 

MR. CAlIBRELENG, from the Committee on Commerce, to whom the petitions of the sugar refiners of Phila
delphia and Baltimore were 1·eferred, reported: 

The petitioners pray for a drawback of six cents on refined sugar, instead of four cents now allowed 
by law. They state that, in the early legislation of the country, it was assumed that two pounds of raw 
sugar were consumed in refining one, and that, as the duty on brown sugar is now established at three, 
the drawback ought to be six cents. • 

The duty imposed on brown sugar in 1'189 was one cent per pound. It was increased in l'l90, l '79'1, 
and 1800, and continued after that at two and a half cents. .A. drawback of three cents was first allowed 
in l '794, the duty then being one and a half. "With the duty, the drawback was subsequently increased 
to five cents. In l '794 an excise of two cents was imposed, and allowed to be drawn back on exportation, 
which, with the five cents drawback of duty, made altogether seven cents. In 1802 the internal taxes 
and the drawback on refined sugar were repealed. In 1813 an excise of four cents was imposed, and a 
drawback of the same allowed, and to this four cents were added in 1816, making in all eight cents. 
The duty on brown sugar was fixed at three cents in 1816. The internal excise and the drawback were 
repealed in 181 '1; but the act of 20th .April, 1818, revived the drawback of four cents on refined sugar, 
and this is the act by which it is now regulated. 

In considering the propriety of extending the drawback on refined sugar to six cents, the committee 
think it a proper occasion to offer a very few remarks on this class of debentures generally, to show the 
expediency of allowing drawbacks on some of our manufactures to the extent of the duty on such raw 
materials as may be consumed in the manufacture. We adopted this policy as early as 1'794, but we 
have made very little progress since. As our population has increased almost as fast as our manu
factures, thereby affording us an ample market at home, we have felt little inconvenience from the want of 
such debentures as would have enabled our own citizens to send our manufactures abroad. While a 
nation is without this class of debentures, and whether wise or not, it is her policy, as it appears to have 
been ours, to impose heavy duties upon raw materials, the inevitable consequence is, that her manufactures 
are by her own laws restricted to her own market. Nations adopting this policy can never export their 
manufactures to foreign countries, while they are charged not only with the duties of consumpticn abroad, 
but also with those which they must carry with them-the taxes levied upon consumption at home. Every 
such duty not drawn back operates as a tax upon exportation. We are now in a condition when this 
becomes an important question of public policy, as we have sufficient of many manufactures for our own 
supply and for the partial consumption of the countries near us. Our manufactures of this class cannot 
go thither until we relieve them from the duties which we impose upon them, and give them an equal 
chance with foreign manufactures in these markets. • 

Debentures of this class have been resisted most strenuously when the foreign raw material is in its 
nature similar to some production of our own country. As some may suppose that Louisiana sugar might 
be used by our refiners, and as the committee are of opinion that no injury would be sustained by the 
revenue or the country, even if it were substituted for the foreign material, they will submit their views 
of the operation of a debenture under such circumstances. To illustrate principles which the committee 
believe to be sound, they will instance the manufacture of cordage, upon which a drawback on expor
tation to the extent of the duty on the raw material has hitherto been solicited in vain. 'l'he supply of 
our own hemp is yet small; but let us suppose that our market were equally supplied with Russian and 
.American hemp of equal quality, and that the same quantity of each were manufactured into cordage. 
In allowing a debenture, ought it to be confined to cordage made of foreign hemp? This restriction 
is contended for, because the duty is collected specifically on foreign and not on .American hemp; and 
because, without limitation, the latter would be fraudulently substituted for the former, and the amount of 
drawbacks would be. unlawfully increased. Those who entertain such apprehensions suppose that the 
limitation in <;>ur law would regulate the amount of debentures. If our law could regulate the extent of 
our 1mpply and of the foreign demand, then there would be some foundation for such an opinion; but the 
limitation in question would affect neither the one nor the other. !tis not our law but the foreign demand 
which regulates the quantity of cordage exported, and the debentures are increased or diminished 
according to the fluctuations of that demand and our ability to supply it. So long, therefore, as we per
mitted cordage to go out of the country with debenture, the quantity required in foreign markets, as far 
as we are able to supply it, whatever it might be, would be exported, whether the law authorized the 
drawback on one or both descriptions. The revenue could not be increased or diminished in any manner 
by the limitation, unless the exportations were restricted in quantitf as well as in kind. It would be 
perfectly immaterial then to the foreign consumer, to the carrier, and to the revenue, whether the cordage 
consumed, transported, or on which the drawback might be paid, were manufactured of hemp grown in 
Russia or .America. It would. be equally valuable to the consumer, the same freight would be paid to the 
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navigator, and the same a.mount of debenture would be issued in either case. The revenue never could 
be affected by the limitation until the debentures issued exceeded in amount the whole duty collected. It 
is true that no duty is imposed on American hemp; but we must not overlook the effect of our impost. 
When we levy a duty on a foreign raw material similar to one of domestic growth, we at the same time 
impose an equal indirect tax on the produce of our own soil which is consumed in the same manufacture, 
and the price of the latter is augmented in an equal ratio. This addition which our impost makes to the 
price of the manufacture is substantially nothing but a tax upon consumption, and should be drawn back if 
exported; for, if it be exported, it merely occupies the place of that upon which the duty has been paid; 
the latter exchanging uses with the former, and remaining in its place for consumption. 

There are, moreover, very important considerations why no such discrimination should ever be made 
in our laws. Such a policy would give a privilege to foreign raw materials which we deny to the produce 
of our own soil, and would produce consequences far more serious than any of the imaginary injuries 
anticipated from an allowance of the drawback without discrimination. By adopting the discrimina
tion, we should make it the interest of our manufacturers to consume foreign hemp; for the cordage made 
of that description could not only be sold in our own market, but it would be entitled to debenture, and 
would consequently bear a higher price. The foreign raw material would be sought for, while the 
American, even thoug·h of equal quality, would be neglected. By giving a preference fo a foreign raw 
material we should increase the price permanently to our consumers. Cordage made of American hemp, 
if made at all, would be confined to our own market, while that manufactured of the foreign raw material 
would enjoy the privilege of our own and of every other market. By extending our debentures to cord
age, whether the hemp be of American or foreign growth, we should encourage our own agriculture with
out one cent additional tax on the nation; for it would be of no more consequence to the revenue whether 
the debenture were allowed on the one or the other, than an inquiry as to the degree of latitude which 
produced the hemp. It is not probable that, for some time, any cordage of American hemp would be 
exported in place of that made of the foreign material; but it is probable that, both enjoying equal legal 
advantages, our American hemp would silently occupy the place of the foreign; that the importation of 
foreign hemp would slowly decline, and with that the duty; and that the manufacture and exportation of 
cordage would increase till the debentures on the latter gradually approximated the duty on the former. 
Whenever the revenue and the debentures were equal, the duty and drawback should be abolished; for 
the foreign raw material is naturally excluded by the produce of our own soil, and as the duty yields no 
revenue, it is no longer necessary. .A.t all events, the drawback on both should be abolished; for when 
the debenture exceeds the revenue, then, and not till then, it substantially changes its character from a 
drawback to a bounty, and never, till the debentures exceed the revenue, can they become a tax upon the 
country. 

These objections, however, whether substantial or not, do not apply to refined sugar. No refiner can, 
with any profit, use Louisiana sugar in refining. Indeed, only certain descriptions of foreign sugar can 
be consumed to advantage. The qualities usually refined are white and clayed. As the policy of allowing 
a drawback on refined sugar was adopted long since, the only question for the committee to determine 
is, what the rate of drawback ought to be. It is difficult to ascertain this rate with precision, depending 
as it does on the descriptions as well as qualities of the raw sugar consumed, on the proportions of each 
description and quality, and of brown and white, which not only yield a different result, but are charged 
with a different duty. Various qualities and descriptions, in unequal proportions, are mixed up by the 
refiner, and something also depends on his skill in refining. A refiner of experience is of opinion that-

100 pounds white Havana sugar will yield 60 pounds loaf sugar, 18 pounds bastard sugar, and 2¼ 
gallons molasses. 

100 pounds good brown Havana sugar will yield 50 pounds lump sugar, 23 pounds bastard sugar, 
and 2jI gallons molasses. 

100 pounds good Muscovado sugar will yield 45 pounds lump sugar, 21 pounds bastard sugar, and 
3¾ gallons molasses. 

From an account of sugar manufactured by him, seven-eighths brown and one-eighth white, he 
calculates the produce to be, for every 100 pounds, 51 pounds of loaf sugar; 21 pounds bastard or Mus
covado sugar, and three gallons of molasses. 

If the sugar consumed were considered merely as a raw material, and the refined sugar the only 
product, the whole drawback should be allowed upon its exportation, and the rates, according to the 
above results, would be 6i, 6, 6i, and 61 cents on every pound exported. On the principle contended for 
by the refiners, that two pounds are required in refining one, our duty being three cents on brown sugar, 
the drawback would be six cents. The committee are of opinion that neither of these is the true rule for 
adjusting this question between the refiner and the Treasury. Were either rule adopted, the Muscovado 
sugar and molasses produced in refining would escape the consumption duties, which form a part of the 
price of every other description of sugar and molasses consumed in the country. Charging consumption 
duties upon these products, and making a calculation similar to that which follows below, the drawbacks 
on the above should be 5 6-10, 4½, 4 83-100, and 4 6-10. . 

The committee· have been put in possession of a very accurate account of the entire operations of a 
refiner for two years, who consumed in that time 1,189,300 pounds of raw sugar, principally white, which 
yielded him 698,854 pounds of refined loaf and lump, 222,494 pounds of bastard or Muscovado sugar, and 
23, '799 gallons of molasses. Assuming three-quarters to have been white and one-quarter brown, the 
following statement exhibits the effect upon our revenue: • 
Duty paid on 891,9'75 pounds white sugar imported at four cents........................ $35,6'79 00 
Duty paid on 297,325 pounds brown sugar imported at three cents....................... 8,919 '75 

The drawback on 698,854 pounds refined sugar, if the whole had been exported 
at a debenture of five and a quarter cents ........................... . 

The duty on 222,494 pounds of Muscovado consumed at home, no drawback 
being allowed, three cents ......................................... . 

The duty on 23, '799 gallons of molasses, also consumed, at five cents ........ . . . 

$36,689' 84 

6,6'74 82 
1,189 95 

44,598 '75 

44,554 61 

44 14 
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Thus, if all the sugar refined at this establishment had been exported with the benefit of a drawback 
of five cents and a quarter per pound, there would have still been a fraction left after paying into the 
Treasury $'7,864 '7'7. 

By reference to the allowances made by Great Britain, it appears that the whole duty is allowed back 
on the exportation of the bastard or Muscovado, and that, assuming our duty of three cents as a basis for 
the calculation, and taking their ratio between raw and refined sugar, the drawback on refined would be 
four and six-tenths, and on double refined, with all allowances, five cents and four-tenths, making an 
average of five cents. This was the case antecedent to 1824, and, although the duty has been since 
altered, it is probable the ratio of the drawback to the duty has been preserved. 

The committee are of opinion that the drawback now allowed is not sufficient. If a general revision 
of our debentures were now under consideration, they would recommend one rate for refined, another rate 
for double refined, and the extension of the drawback to the bastard or Muscovado sugar when exported. 
But our exportations of refined sugar are for the present very limited; the whole amount of drawbacks 
paid for the years 1824, 1825, and 1826, appear to have been only $5,278 81, while the revenue accruing 
on raw sugar for the same term amounted to $6,126,269 25. Still, our exportations of refined sugar to 
South America are increasing, and the committee believe that under a fair drawback the business of our 
refiners would be increased, and that this commerce would assume a more important character. From all 
the information before them, the committee are of opinion that five cents drawback may, with perfect 
security and justice to the revenue, be allowed on refined sugar exported; and they report a bill accori:lingly. 

20m CoNGREss.J No. 804. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDmNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 8, 1828. 

At a very numerous and highly respectable meeting of agriculturists, manufacturers, and others 
friendly to the encouragement and protection of American industry, held, pursuant to public notice, at 
the house of William Germond, in the town of Pleasant Valley, in the county of Dutchess, General James 
Tallmadge was appointed chairman, and Jonathan Haight, Esq., secretary. 

After some remarks from the chairman explanatory of the objects of the meeting, on motion of 
Nathaniel P. Tallmadge, Esq., it was • 

Resolved, That a committee of nine be appointed to prepare and submit resolutions expressive of 
the sense of the meeting. 

Whereupon, Nathaniel P. Tallmadge, 'J:homas ~- Davies, Obadiah Titus, Bartow White, Abraham H. 
Schenck, William E. Rapalje, Daniel Merritt, Leonard Thompson, and Isaac Sutherland were appointed 
such committee. 

The committee having retired for a short time, returned and reported the following resolutions; which, 
being duly considered, were unanimously adopted: 

Resolved, That we deem it a constitutional right to assemble on this occasion and freely express our 
opinions on the important subject of protecting American industry; and we deem it no less the constitu
tional right of Congress to grant such protection, a right which has been exercised by that body from 
the first organization of our Government, and supported by the opinions of the most eminent men in the 
nation. 

Resolved, That the interest of the farmer and manufacturer ·are intimately connected, and that they 
must stand or fall together; and that great pecuniary loss and serious embarrassment have arisen from 
the delay of the National Legislature to grant them relief; and that equal and adequate protection can 
alone save them from impending ruin. . 

Resolved, That the embarrassment experienced by our country and Government during the late war, 
for the necessary articles of clothing for our people and Army, and for the want of proper means of 
defence, ought to teach us the necessity of husbanding our own resources, and of giving full and ample 
protection to our manufactures. 

Resolved, That, as other nations have afforded every protection to their own industry, and have, in a 
great measure, cut off from their markets our breadstuffs and other domestic productions, it is of vital 
importance to the agriculturists of this country to establish for themselves a home market by means of 
our manufactures. 

Resolued, That, as far as our experience goes, the protection heretofore given to cot.ton and other 
articles has afforded a fair profit to those engaged in the business, a cheaper article to the consumer, and 
a vast benefit to the country; we cannot, therefore, doubt that the same will be the result in regard to 
the protection of wool and woolens. 

Resolved, That we approve of the proceedings of the Harrisburg convention, assembled in July last, _ 
and, in general, of the rates of duties there recommended, but respectfully suggest to the consideration 
of Congress an increase of duty on the finest grades of foreign wool beyond that recommended by said 
convention. 

Resolved, That the members from this county be respectfully requested to bring the subject of pro
tecting our national industry before the Legislature, and that they take all proper means to procure the 
adoption of a resolution instructing our Senators and requesting our Representatives in Congress to use 
their best exertions to obtain the passage of a law which shall afford the protection asked for. 

Resolved, That the Hon. Abraham H. Schenck be appointed by this meeting to proceed to Washington 
as the bearer of our proceedings to our Representative there, and to enforce our claims upon the considera: 
tion of the representatives of the people. 

Re'30lved, That this meeting, confiding in the ability and readiness of the fl.o~. Thomas J. Qakley! 
VOL, V--88 B 
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member of Congress from this district, to aid and sustain the important interests of the agriculturists 
and manufacturers of this county, do respectfully and earnestly request him to use his utmost endeavors 
to procure the passage of a law corresponding with the views of this meeting as above expressed. 

Ilesolved, That James Tallmadge, Bartow White, Thomas L. Davies, Henry Swift, and John B. Van 
Wyck, be a committee to prepare a memorial to Congress in conformity to the above resolutions. 

Resolved, That, in consideration of the important services of H. Niles, editor of the Weekly Register, 
in sustaining the great cause of domestic industry, we recommend his paper to the liberal patronage of 
the citizens of this county, and as a means of disseminating correct information on a subject so deeply 
interesting to every true .American. 

Resolved, That Nathaniel P. Tallmadge, Thomas L. Davies, Walter Cunningham, James Hooker, and 
Charles P. Barnum, be a central corresponding committee to further the objects of this meeting. 

Resol1:ed, That committees be appointed in the several towns in this county to correspond with the 
central committee, and to adopt such other measures in their respective towns as shall be deemed expe
dient to carry into effect the great and paramount objects of this meeting. 

Under the preceding resolution the following committees were appointed, to wit: 
Amenia.-Joel Benton, Taber Belding, Elijah B. Park, John Reade, Philip Flint. 
Beehman.-Wheeler Gilbert, /ames Delong, Gabriel L. Vanderburgh, Benjamin Haxtun, Cornelius H. 

Cornell. 
Olinton.-Theodorus Wing, John Dodge, Jared Lyon, Thomas Sands, .Abraham Golder. 
Dover.-J ames Grant, Thomas Taber, 2d, Henry Ward, William C. Freeman, Isaac Vincent. 
Fishkill.-Bartow White, John C. Van Wyck, William E. Rapalje, James Givan, .A.. L. Ulric. 
Freedom.-John De Lavergne, Elijah Townsend, Stephen Titus, Silas Pettit, John Klapp. 
H.'lfde Park.-Edmund H. Pendleton, John Johnston, Hunting Sherrill, William Allen, John Purdy; 
Milan.-Stephen Thorne, Jacob Shook, Jonathan Deuel, John I. Rowe, George N. Martin. 
Northeast.-.A.braham Bockee, Enos Hopkins, William Pugsly, Douglas Clarke, George Brown. 
Pawling.-Daniel Merritt, William Taber, Albro .A.kin, Benjamin Burr, James Peckham. 
Pine Plains.-Israel Harris, Robert Hoag, Allen Thompson, Henry Hoffman, Justus Booth. 
Pleasant Valley.-William Germond, James Odell, John H. Newcomb, Joseph C. Dean, William Thorn. 
Poughke1Psie.-William Davies, George B. Evertson, John Townsend, Robert Wilkinson, Stephen 

Cleveland. 
Red Hook.-Nathan Beckwith, George Shook, Henry Staats, John C. Montgomery, Philip.N.Bonesteel. 
Rhinebeck.-John T. Schryver, Francis .A.. Livingston, John .Armstrong, jr., Garret Van Keuren, 

Freeborn Garretson. 
Stanford.-Gilbert Thorne, Leonard Thompson, Isaac Sutherland, Joseph Gildersleeve, Morgan Car

penter. 
Union Vale.-Stoddard Judd, Israel Fowler, Thomas .Andrews, William D. Williams, John Wilkinson. 
Washington.-John Titus, Stephen B. Trowbridge, Samuel M. Sweet, Isaac Merritt, Platt Sutherland. 

, Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting be signed by the chairman and secretary and 
published. 

JAMES TALLMADGE, Ohairman. 
JON ATHAN HAIGHT, Secretary. 

To the Oongress of the United States: 
The memorial of the farmers and manufacturers of the county of Dutchess, in the State of New 

York, respectfully represents : That the agricultural interest of this portion of the country is greatly 
depressed for the want of a sufficient market for its surplus products. The establishment of a home 
market for breadstuffs and the supply of new objects for agricultural enterprise seem indispensably 
necessary to develop the resources of our country and secure a continuance of our prosperity. .A. proper 
encouragement of the domestic labor of the country and an adequate protection of manufactures promises 
to accomplish those desirable results. .Agriculture and manufactures are so intimately interwoven and 
inseparably connected that they have one common interest, and unite to ask encouragement and protec
tion. The wisdom of your honorable body exerted for their benefit will give new vigor to their energies, 
diffuse blessings, and add to the resources and strength of our common country. 

Your memorialists, while they forbear to dwell upon particulars, believe that a few suggestions and 
a summary review will sufficiently demonstrate the propriety and the justice of their petition. 

More than one-half of the population of these United States are growers of grain, flax, and hemp, 
the raisers of wool, the makers of iron, or the manufacturers of woolen goods, and are in a state of great 
depression. From the formation of our Government until within the last few years farming was almost 
universally as profitable as it is an honorable and useful occupation. Brisk markets and liberal and fair 
prices stimulated and rewarded the industry of the farmer. From the value and abundance of products 
lands attained to high prices, and individuals and our nation experienced the blessings of general 
affluence. In November, 1817, the British ports were closed against our breadstuffs. They were opened 
for a short time in 1818. From this latter year our breadstuffs have been almost wholly excluded from 
foreign markets, whereby the prospects of our farmers have been from that time extremely depressed. 

The average export of flour in 1811, 1812, and 1813, was ................ . 
In 1817 and 1818 .................................................. . 
In 1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826 ...................... . 

Barrels. 
1,383,139 
1,118,437 

867,044 

Value. 
$13,980,000 
14,664,173 
4,882,053 

These facts show at one view the amazing depression of above ten millions· of value in the single 
article of flour, although with an increasing population and the consequent sacrifice sustained by the 
farming interest. But to appreciate the extent of the depression of former markets, it must be remarked 
that Mexico and South .America have recently afforded a new market, and to which nearly one-half of the 
flour above stated in the latter years was shipped. .A. corresponding depression of other articles of home 
production has also taken place. To alleviate the distresses from those causes, and employ the labor of 
the country, resort has been had to raising of flax, hemp, wool, and the manufacture of iron and woolens. 
Millions of carital have been allotted to these new pursuits. But, from the peace in Europe, the subjects 
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of those Governments, encouraged by a zeal for importation, have brought from abroad immoderate 
quantities of rival articles into our market; and, although much sacrifice has been sustained by their 
foreign owners, yet the effect has been to overstock and render our markets unstable; to prostrate almost 
every man engaged in the business; dissipate capital, reduce many to poverty, and put thousands of 
manufacturers and laborers out of employment. Lands purchased at fair prices when their products had 
value and market have been reduced in utility and worth. Many farms, upon which several instalments 
have been paid, have been sacrificed, and, on a sale, found inadequate to satisfy the sums remaining due. 
Banhmptcy has overwhelmed many who were industrious, prudent, and upright; and it yet threatens 
greater and c0ntinued ravages. The nation is placed nearly in the same state of dependence on foreign 
supplies as before the war of the Revolution. 

Encouragement and protection from Government can alone avert this disastrous and ruinous state of 
things, now pressing so severely, so unjustly, and so unnecessarily, upon nearly one-half of the people of 
this nation. 

Against adequate provision for relief from such a state of things it has been objected that Congress 
have not the right to legislate for the encouragement and protection of agriculture and manufactures, 
but that its lawful powers are restricted solely to levying duties for necessary revenue. 

The Constitution certainly furnishes no such restriction or limitation of powers; while its whole 
object and express delegation of power authorizes Congress "to provide for the general welfare." But 
a reference to the exposition of the Constitution given by its framers in their early and continued practice 
will most effectually put at rest all doubts on this head. 

The second act of the first Congress, passed on the 4th of July, l'l89, was an act to provide revenue 
and to encourage manefactures, and contains this remarkable and explicit preamble: "Whereas it is 
necessary for the support of Government, for the discharge of the debts of the United States, and for the 
encouragement and protection of manefactures, that duties be laid on goods, wares, and merchandises 
imported." 

General Washington, in his message to Congress in the subsequent year, recommends the subject 
anew to their notice: "Their safety and interest require that they should promote such manefactures as 
tend to render them independent of others for essential, particularly military. supplies." 

.Again, in 1796, he says: "The encouragement of manufactures is of too much importance not to 
receive a continuance of their efforts in every way that shall appear eligible." 

Mr. Jefferson, in his message in 1802, says: "To cultivate peace and maintain commerce and navi
gation, to foster our fisheries and protect manefactures adapted to our circumstances, &c., are the land
marks by which to guide ourselves in all our relations." 

Mr. Madison, when a member of Congress, in debate, said: "There may be some manufactures which, 
being once formed, can advance towards perfection witl;tout any adventitious aid, while others, for want 
of the fostering hand of Government, will be unable to go on at all. Legislative attention will therefore 
be necessary to collect the proper objects for this purpose." "The States that are most advanced and 
ripe for manufactures ought to have their particular interests attended to in some degree. While these 
retained the power of making regulations of trade, they had the power to protect and cherish such insti
tutions; by adopting the present Constitution they have thrown the exercise of this power into other 
hands; they must have done this under an expectation that those interests would not be neglected here." 

We might add the names of Hamilton, and many other of the worthies of the Revolution, and set 
forth their sentiments in favor of the expediency and the right of those powers which we now ask Con
gress to exercise. But it will be sufficient that a Washington, a Jefferson, a Madison, and a Monroe, did 
not fear nor fail, in succession, to press this all-important and now engrossing subject of agriculture and 
manufactures on the consideration of Congress. In conformity to such sentiments, and in pursuance of 
such recommendations, Congress, from the organization of this Government to 1826, have steadily pur
sued a system of encouragement and protection to agriculture and manufactures, intending to advance 
the interests of the whole by cherishing manufactures generally, and protecting, in just succession, the 
staples and peculiar products of the different States. Till this system was begun and carried into effect, 
Virginia and Maryland, with their abundance of tobacco, languished without an adequate market. The 
Carolinas and Georgia, with their cotton, felt the severities of poverty and even apprehended ruin. The 
sugar cane was unknown to the south, and the fisheries of the east afforded no adequate compensation 
for its perilous and arduous pursuit. Under this system of encouragement and protection we have seen 
the sickly staples and languishing people of the several districts suddenly rise to health and enterprise, 
and to the possession of wealth and the enjoyment of prosperity. 

The agriculture of the south is supplied with a new staple in the article of sugar, the cotton product 
has experienced an almost boundless increase, the tobacco is scarcely adequate to supply the demand, 
and the fisheries now afford abundance and an ample reward to its enterprising followers. We do not 
complain that our brethren of those favored districts have been thus encouraged and protected, and ren
dered prosperous and happy by the friendly care and bounty of Government, but we do urge that, while 
they have been made rich and are in the actual and full enjoyment of so many blessings, springing from 
such a source and from such causes, it ill becomes them to set up a constitutional objection and remon
strate against the object of our petition. 

If it is right that they should continue under the protection, and in the enjoyment of their advan
tages and favors bestowed by Government, it is also right and just that equivalent favors and benefits be 
extended to us. If the Constitution forbids the one, it also prohibits the other. We have borne our share 
of "the burdens alleged to be imposed on the many for the benefit of the few," in the protection given to 
the staples of their districts. If this objection is to prevail against a like protection to us, it is time a 
general repeal should take place of all laws for encouragement and protection; and the Constitution be 
thus restored, and "the many no longer continue to be burdened for the benefit and protection of the 
few." 

The agriculture of the grain districts, with a growing population and increased ability to produce, 
bas sustained a depression in the single article of fl.our of more than ten millions of dollars annually, even 
after the aid derived from the new market to South .America. The cotton exported has increased from about 
two millions value to $25,025,214 in 1826. The sugar, which was not raised in this country until encour
aged, now produces a supply of one-third of the consumption of this nation. The duty of three cents 
per pound upon the quantity produced if imported would give a revenue of $1,500,000. Yet, under 
circumstances of such a contrast between the grain and the cotton, and sugar districts, Louisiana and 
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the south declaim against "monopolies" and the tariff, and remonstrate against adequate encouragement 
to the staples and the agriculture of the Middle and Western States. 

If the domestic labor of the growers of wool, fl.ax, and hemp, and the makers of iron, cannot be 
protected, but must be left to be supplanted by the products of the Spanish peasantry, the feudal slaves 
of Germany, and the serfs of Russia, why should the cotton, sugar, and tobacco of the south, be exempted 
from a like competition from the cotton of Egypt and the Brazils, and the cotton, sugar, and tobacco 
produced by the labor of the miserable slaves of the East and West Indies? Under such competition, 
the domestic labor of the south would soon perish, and the disastrous prospects which awaited those 
staples in 1789 would be reinstated. 

But your memorialists repose as little confidence in the solidity as in the fairness of this class of 
arguments. They believe experience has demonstrated that the system of protecting the domestic labor 
of the country, so far from burdening the many for the benefit of the few, has elicited new sources of 
wealth and enterprise, has made labor productive and certain in its rewards, augmented the national 
wealth, promoted the general welfare, and in no instance ultimately increased the price of commodities 
to the consumer. 

A reference to the article of cotton will suffice to elucidate this whole subject. In 111'91 we exported 
189,316 pounds of cotton. The manufacture of cotton was then scarcely begun in this country. The 
production and transportation of that amount were the only benefits derived from that article to agricul
ture and the shipping interest. The production and manufacture of cotton was subsequently encouraged 
by adequate protection, and against which the shipping interest were opposed, and even, we also feared, 
that the many were to be burdened for the benefit of the few. But mark the results. From small 
beginnings we have risen to the exportation of 205,000,000 of pounds in 1826; manufactures have 
arisen, and, in a great degree, supply the demand for domestic consumption at about one-third of the 
former-costs, and furnish between five and six millions value of cotton fabrics for exportation, principally 
to the South American market. The agriculture which formerly furnished 189,316 pounds of cotton, 
supplied about 205,000,000 of pounds in 1826. The shipping interest, which opposed this protection to 
cotton, then transported 189,316 pounds, now transport to foreign markets 205,000,000 of pounds, and 
also coastwise to the New England manufactories a quantity sufficient to be manufactured for the 
domestic consumption of the country; and for six millions in value of cotton fabrics also, to be trans
ported to the South American market. The agricultural interests have, in return, found a market for its 
breadstuffs in supplying the manufacturers; for, it is a known fact, more flour passes eastward up the 
sound from New York, for home consumption, than was shipped from her port to foreign markets in the 
boasted days of our commercial prosperity. 

Without the benefit of this market, a consequence of protection to the manufacture of cotton, the 
farmers of this State would now have been in a most ruinous condition. • 

Your memorialists urge, with great confidence, that encouragement to the productive industry of the 
country, and complete protection to the growth and manufacture of wool, fl.ax, hemp, and iron, will, as in 
the case of cotton, give value to our lands, new springs to agriculture, diffuse universal joy and happiness 
over every class of society, and increase in a million fold the aggregate wealth and strength of our 
nation. 

It will not escape the observation of every reflecting individual, that the same spirit, and 
the same system of policy which would have retained us as colonies of Great Britain, although 
subdued on the question of our independence as a nation, yet seeks to continue our dependence for all 
necessary supplies on British labor and English manufactures. From the organization of our Govern
ment to the present day it has been their unceasing endeavor to monopolize our trade and continue us 
in a state of colonial dependence as mere consumers of British products and British manufactures. They 
refuse to receive our breadstuffs, and yet urge upon us their manufactures. In 1825 we purchased 
upwards of $42,000,000 of her merchandise, of which $10,682,000 was wool and woolens; while they 
received in return not $200 of the agricultural products of this country north of the Potomac and Ohio. 
Yet we have men among us at this enlightened day, and after the experience in the effect of protection 
in the articles of cotton, sugar, and tobacco, who still urge the continuance of such a state of things; 
unequal and impolitic as between nations; and unequal and unjust as between ourselves and different 
sections of our own country. 

It has been stated, in recent British publications, that the labor-saving machinery used in Great 
Britain is estimated to be equal to twenty-two millions of laborers. Ought the American manufacturer 
and agriculturist to be left unprotected to compete with such an accumulated and prodigious power? 
And, above all, ought our Government to allow Great Britain the profit of such mighty power in labor, to 
be used in manufactures for our consumption, and against us as individuals, and as a nation, when it 
might as well be used by ourselves and for our own benefit? _ 

It is admitted "that nations cannot permanently and profitably trade together unless it is by the 
reciprocal interchange of their respective productions." In conformity to this admitted principle, it bas 
been the declared and unvarying policy of our Government to proffer and invite a reciprocity of trade. 
All their continued and protracted negotiations with other Governments, and especially with Great 
Britain, have rested upon this just and equal basis; but have been uniformly resisted and rejected by 
Great Britain. Why, then, should we continue to receive on favored terms their products, while ours are 
prohibited and rejected from their markets ? They refuse to put our plough on a footing with their looms. 
Shall our farmers submit to have their breadstuffs refused a foreign market, and they remain rival com- , 
petitors in raising grain without consumP.rs? Ought they to be required, with their surplus and decaying 
grain on hand, to purchase foreign cloth, to the employment or profit of the Spanish and German farmer, 
and the British manufacturer, and thereby furnish British agriculture with a home market in supplying 
breadstuffs to the manufacturers of cloth for American consumption ? Ought we not rather to protect 
the productive labor of our own citizens, encourage the growth and manufacture of wool, fl.ax, hemp, and 
iron, in our own country; divert to other channels a portion of our labor; create consumers by maintaining 
our own manufacturers; and relieve agriculture by lessening competition and giving a market to the 
grain-growing interests ? Such a system of measures would make us as independent in fact as we are 
in form, and coerce and secure that reciprocity in trade which has been so continually proffered by us 
and so often refused by Great Britain. 

The shipping and commercial interests have, in various ways, been most expensively encouraged and 
cherished. It should be remembered by thosP. interests, because the farmers often feel the force and effect 
of the truth that, in this collision and contest -for reciprocity of trade and protection to the American 
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mercha~t and American ship owner, the agricultural interest of the country is the club of Hercules, to 
which resort is constantly had to maintain the strife and fight this commercial battle. But for the just 
protection given to .American bottoms over other vessels, foreign ships would gladly receive and transport 
our agricultural products at reduced freights, and bring back an abundant return. To maintain a pending 
commercial contest the ·west India market is now lost to our products, and the principal sacrifice falls on 
the agricultural interest. We ask not any relinquishment of this system of commercial protection and 
encouragement. But we do urge that the vehement opposition of those in the enjoyment of the advantages 
of this commercial and shipping protection should not avail to prevent the granting the object of this 
petition in favor of the depressed agriculturists and manufacturers, and the productive labor of the country. 

The memorialists are sensible that the previously granted tariffs have afforded reasonable protection 
to very many of the articles of domestic growth and home consumption. Cabinet furniture, workers in 
leather, hats, and such like articles, yet enjoy the protection afforded, and are prospering under its auspices . 
.Although the agriculturist had, as w·as deemed, a proportionate share of protection, yet, by means of the 
prohibition to receive the breadstuffs of this country in the foreign markets, and the want of a home 
market, the encouragement and protection before given to agriculture is inoperative and of little or no 
practical effect. The system of internal improvements in roads and canals, which is justly the pride of 
this State and of this nation, has in vain afforded facilities of communication, and brought out the 
surplus productions from the Western States, only to be added to the previous surplus of like products 
from the Middle States, and all to remain without a home demand, and prohibited as an article of foreign 
trade. It is essential to the prosperity of this part of the country that this state of things should be 
varied. .A foreign market or home consumption must be provided for our agricultural products. The 
one depends upon foreign nations; the other is within ourselves, and depends alone on the wisdom and 
the energy of CongTess. .Agriculture, as circumstances are, can only be reached and advanced by 
encouragement to manufactures and the establishment of a home market, and the creation of new objects 
for the use of our lands, and the employment of industry. .A protection of wool, woolens, flax, hemp, 
and iron will accomplish and secure all those results, so desirable to individuals and so important to the 
general welfare. The encouragement afforded to malt liquors established breweries, provided consumers 
of breadstuffs, called for the production of the raw material, and thus gave to the farmer, in the article 
of barley, a new and one of the most advantageous and profitable crops. It is by such means that the 
agriculturists can only be directly reached and benefitted. Protection to wool, woolens, flax, hemp, and 
iron-will secure augmented benefits to this, we trust, most useful portion of the community. 

The proposed rate of duty of twenty cents per pound on wool, with an increase on fine wool, and 
with an annual rise till fifty cents, will give to the farmer the immediate market on his mixed blood and 
merino wool. This protection seems due to this class of citizens, and we cannot see any good reason why, 
to their exclusion, the Spanish, German, and English farmer should be favored and ~mployed. The 
admission into the country of wool costing less than eight cents per pound, without the proposed increase 
of duties, will leave the Smyrna and South .American wool, taken in exchange for our cotton fabrics, and 
principally used for hats, carpets, and very coarse cloths, unaffected by the desired protection. We raise 
no such wool in this country; and its exemption for the clothing of a class of the laborers of the south 
appears just and reasonable, and, it would seem, ought to have moderated the keenness of opposition 
from that source. 

Your memorialists beg leave to refer to the preceding resolutions, and humbly pray that the object of 
the same may be carried into effect, or that such other effectual protection and relief may be granted as 
to your honorable body shall seem meet and proper. 

By order of the meeting. 
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IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COlillUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 3, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senale and House of Representalives of the Unued States in Congress (lSsemhled: 
The memorial of the subscribers, citizens of Pennsylvania, respectfully showeth: That a very large 

and important portion of your constituents, embracing probably half t~e population of the United Stat<:s
the growers of grain, the raisers of sheep, and the manufacturers of woolen goods-are at present m a 
state of great depression, owing to a combination of untoward cir?umstances. . . 

In inviting the attention of your honorable bodies to the subJect of the present memorial, we :find 1t 
necessary to take a retrospective view of tlie state of the farming interest from a remote period, tor which 
we hope the importance of the object in view will sufficiently apologize. We shall be as brief as the 
nature of the case will admit. 

For nearly thirty years after the establishment of our present form of Government, farming was al~ost 
uniformly as profitable as it is an honorable and useful occupation. The industry of the farmer was stimu
lated and rewarded by brisk markets and highly liberal prices. It was, howeve~, apprehen~ed by our 
wisest statesmen that a severe reverse would take place as soon as, by the cessation of war m Europe, 
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the swords of myriads of warlike men, who had been wasteful consumers, would be converted into'reaping 
hooks, and those who had wielded them into producers. But dearth in that quarter for two or three years 
arrested the stroke. In November, 1817, the British ports were closed against our breadstuffs, but opened 
for a short time in 1818. From the latter year the agriculture of Europe has sufficed to feed her population; 
and our breadstuffs have accordingly been almost wholly excluded; whereby the prospects of our farmers 
have been, from that time, extremely depressed. 

It cannot be improper to present a comparative view of the average of our exports of flour, the leading 
article of the farming States, for three several periods, which will fully explain the causes, and shed light 
on the great extent of tp.e depression of the great farming interest: 

Average of 1811, '12, '13 ............... : ............................. . 
Average of 1817, '18 ................................................ . 
Average of 1819, '20, '21, '22, '23, '24, '25, '26 ............................ . 

Barrels. 
1,383,149 
1,318,437 

867,044 

Value. 
$13,980,000 
14,664,173 
*4,882,053 

So very extraordinary a diminution of demand for the surplus of the labors of our farmers, and of the 
value of that surplus, while their numbers in the interim had increased probably forty per cent., and their 
agricultural skill in nearly an equal ratio, could not fail to produce intense distress. The proceeds of the 
domestic sales, amounting at least to 10,000,000 of barrels of flour per annum, partook of the same fate. 
Other farming productions fell in value and demand in a similar degree. The annual reduction, therefore, 
of the income of the farmers, by the operation of the European system of exclusion, could not have fallen 
short of $30,000,000. It may be said that the prices in the first two periods were too high. This we 
freely admit. But :this cfrcumstance affords no alleviation of the distress resulting from the diminution of 
demand, and the great depreciation below a price affording an adequate remuneration for labor and. 
the employment of capital. We cannot forbear lamenting that no attempt was made to provide a domestic 
market as a substitute for the foreign one thus ruinously cut off; or any new channel for the employment 
of the capital and industry thus bereft of their usual occupation and remuneration. 

It is scarcely possible duly to appreciate the distress and ruin produced by this state of things among 
our farmers. Bankruptcy swallowed up a large proportion of them. Lands purchased at fair prices, when 
the European ports were open, and on which two and three instalments were paid, have been since 
sacrificed to pay the balance, and found inadequate for the purpose. It has been calculated, by men of 
inquiry, that one-third part of the landed property in the grain-growing States has changed owners within 
the last ten years, through the instrumentality of sheriffs and marshals; thousands of our citizens, bereft 
of large patrimonial estates, have been exiled from home to encounter the discomforts and privations of 
new settlements in the wilderness. Our lands produce far less than they might do; for, the stimulus of 
certain markets and remunerating prices being wanting, husbandry languishes_ Numerous cases occur, 
occasionally, of crops remaining unthreshed for a year after the harvest for want of demand. 

From this brief view of the depression of ihe growers of grain, we wish to call your attention to a 
sketch of the situation of the growers of wool and the manufacturers of woolen goods. 

The restrictive system which began in 1807, and the war of 1812, so far diminished foreign supplies 
of all kinds of manufactures, and threw out of employment so large a portion of our commercial capital, 
that many of our enterprising citizens entered with ardor into the pursuit of manufactures, and, among 
the rest, that of woolens. The demand for wool, of course, greatly increased. Flocks of merino sheep 
were purchased, and in many cases at very high prices. Before the close of the war the supply of 
woolen goods was nearly equal to the demand; whereby were secured moderate prices which, but 
for that circumstance, would have risen exorbitantly, as foreign woolens were scarce, and supplies 
precarious. Had the fostering care of the Government been extended to this manufacture after the war 
for a few years, it would have arrived at a maturity that might have enabled it to stand the shock of 
foreign competition. But the want of adequate protection, the mania for importation, the immoderate 
quantities of rival articles brought into our markets from abroad, prostrated almost every man engaged 
in the business, reduced hundreds to poverty, threw thousands of operatives out of employment, consigned 
probably three-fourths of the invaluable breed of merino sheep to the slaughter house, and placed the 
nation in nearly the same state of dependence on foreign supplies as before the war. 

Within the last ten years the farmers have been several times flattered, through the enterprise of the 
manufacturers of woolen goods, with the hope of a revival of the demand for wool, which would greatly 
tend to alleviate their sufferings. Large flocks of sheep have been accordingly collected at different 
periods, at great expense; remunerating sales have been made for a year or two; but they have been 
succeeded by a blight and blast, in consequence of the market for domestic cloth being destroyed by 
inundations of foreign woolens sold at the risk and to the loss of the exporters, many times for less than cost, 
and sometimes for little more than the cost of the raw material. Thus the demand for wool having nearly 
ceased, the sheep have been destroyed by thousands, as their support became a burden to the proprietors. 

The tariff of 1824 afforded a clear demonstration of two important facts: one, that the protection of 
Americ3cn manufactures, and building up an American system are clearly recognized as substantial 
portions of the policy of our National Legislature; and the other, that that body seriously intended to 
protect and foster the important branches-wool-growing and the manufacture of woolen goods. This 
encouraged our capitalists to enter into both. Investments were made in the latter in buildings, machinery, 
and materials, to the amount, it is believed, of $50,000,000, and for some time the prospects were truly 
flattering. The number of sheep in the United States has been estimated at 15,000,000, which, at two 
dollars each, amount to $30,000,000, making an aggregate of $80,000,000 invested in these two collateral 
branches. The fleeces of the sheep, at three pounds each and at 39 cents per pound, would amount, 
annually, to $13,500,000. 

But it proved in this case, as in many others, that our citizens held their prosperity by the very 
uncertain tenure of foreign legislation and foreign fluctuations. In the midst of their prosperous career, 
a tornado burst on both the growers and manufacturers of wool. In consequence of the calamitous 
scenes in Great Britain in 1825, immense exportations of wo9len goods to this country took place, which 
were, as formerly, sacrificed frequently below cost aud charges. With such competition all struggle is 

Jlnrrels. 
o 1826------------ ------------------------------- ---- ---------------- ---- ---- ------- --- 857, 820 
To Mexico and South America------------------------------------------------------------ 285,563 

Formermarkets ________________________ ------· ---------- -• ------•------------- __________ 572, 275 

Value, 
$4,121,466 

1,431,178 

2,690,288 
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unavailing. The American manufacturer is expelled from his own market; his industry prostrated, and 
he and his family are doomed to ruin unless the extent of his capital may enaLle him to survive the 
shock, with the sacrifice of all his profits and part of that capital. 

The distress in Great Britain, and the excessive exportations of woolens from that country to this, 
would have been sufficient to produce a great depression in the woolen branch here. But another cause 
of depression has been brought into operation. The British Government, ever wide awake to foster and 
protect its manufactures, reduced the duty on wool from six pence per pound to one penny, and to a half
penny on wool below ls. per pound. Thus, while the American manufacturer pays, in some instances, a 
duty of 20 and 25 cents per pound, the British pays but a penny or a halfpenny; whereby nearly the 
whole benefit intended for the American in 1824 is done away. • 

It is a melancholy truth, which cannot fail to make a deep impression on your honorable bodies, that 
the great capital invested in the breed of sheep and in the establishments for woolen manufactures has, 
in consequence of the depression of these branches of industry, depreciated 30, 40, and, in many cases, 
50 percent. 

The following facts may enable your honorable bodies to form some estimate of the importance of 
the woolen branch. A. factory employing 160 hands (and there are probably fifty or sixty such factories 
in the United States) would consume 100,000 pounds of wool per annum. To produce this quantity of 
wool would require 35,000 sheep. These would occupy 23,000 acres of land, divided into lHi farms of 
two hundred acres each; every farm supporting 300 sheep and a family of six persons, almost entirely 
devoted to sheep husbandry. It therefore follows that 50 factories, each with 160 operatives, give 
employment to 5,750 families, and a population of 34,500 persons, who cultivate 1,150,000 acres of land; 
and it is important to observe that land of inferior quality answers well for sheep grazing. 

It is hardly necessary to make any addition to these facts. Yet it may be proper to state, that.but 
for this employment, most of those 34,500 persons, and of the 1,150,000 acres of land, would probably be 
employed in raising breadstuffs of various kinds; thus increasing production and the glut of the markets, 
and depreciating the price of those articles, already too low to remunerate the capital they employ. 

Some imperfect idea may be formed of the beneficial effects of this manufacture on commerce, from 
the fact that a single woolen manufacturer in Massachusetts consumed last year, notwithstanding the 
depression of that branch-

100,000 pounds of wool, equal to 50 tons, of which 40 were imported. 
2'l tons of dye-wood. • 
13 tons of oil. 

2 tons of foreign soap. 
A. multiplication of this amount by the number of factories in the United States would produce a 

most interesting result as regards the mercantile portion of our citizens. In fact, there cannot be a doubt 
that the freights of the raw materials for this and other manufactures give full employment to more 
tonnage than all the dry goods imported into this country. 

Your memorialists have learned, with great surprise and regret, that associations of their fellow
citizens have taken place in different parts of the southern States, by which the power to impose duties 
on imports is attempted to be confined to the mere purposes of revenue ; the exercise of that power for 
the protection of manufactures is denounced as unconstitutional ; the operation of such duties is declared 
to be oppressive and unequal, and, of course, unjust ; and gloomy predictions are hazarded of retaliation, 
by restrictions and heavy duties on our cotton and tobacco, on the part of Great Britain, in the event of 
any increase of duties on manufactures. • 

The limits of a memorial forbid much discussion on these assumptions, which, we respectfully state, 
have been so often and so fully disproved that we could not have expected to be called on at this late 
period to offer any arguments against them. We yield, however, to the necessity of the case, although 
it is but repeating arguments already hackneyed. We shall be very brief, and therefore we barely state 
that, in the first Congress, presided over by the illustrious Washington, and embracing a number of the 
members of the convention which framed the Constitution, who were certainly as well qualified to judge 
of its intent and meaning as any persons of the present day-in that Congress, we say, there was not a 
single exception alleged to the measure in question on the ground of unconstitutionality. The most 
highly gifted members of that body not only admitted the right, but, in a variety of cases, powerfully 
advocated the exercise of it as far as the interests of their particular constituents were concerned. For
tunately the debates of that Congress are still extant, and the speeches of Mr. Madison, Mr. Ames, Mr. 
Clymer, Mr. Fitzsimons, Mr. Carroll, Mr. Wadsworth, Mr. Boudinot, &c., may be consulted on the subject. 
To this, let us respectfully add, that the preamble of the law for imposing duties on imports, the second 
passed by that Congress, runs, "Whereas it is necessary for the tupport of Government, for the discharge 
of the debts of the United-States, and the ENCOURAGEMENT AND PROTECTION OF MANUFACTURES, that duties be 
laid on goods, wares, and merchandise imported." 

We beg leave, with all due respect, to state that these facts alone ought to settle this important 
question forever. But it is to be observed that other facts, affording unequivocal corroboration of this 
construction of the Constitution, remain to be stated. This system was distinctly recommended by 
General Washington, in his speech to Congress, at an early period of his career as President, and in his 
last speech to that body in 1'196. Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Madison, and Mr. Monroe held the same language 
in their messages. And, so late an 1816, Mr. Lowndes, one of the most zealous, intrepid, and enlightened 
advocates of the rights and interests of the southern States, asserted the same principle clearly and dis
tinctly. We conclude with the fact, of equal force with all the rest, that the practice of the Government, 
from 1 '189 until 1820, has been uniform on the subject, and never, to our knowledge, once questioned until 
1820-a period of thirty-one years. And what is now to overrule this vast testimony? The very strained 
construction that bounUes and protecting duties, producing the same result of fostering manufactures, are 
identically the same ; and that the power of Congress to grant bounties having been proposed and 
rejected in convention, protecting duties were, .by implication, like.wise rejected. .This, :we beg leave to 
state, is fully as illogical as to assert that.gypsum, marl, lime, and :wood ashes.are. all the same substance 
because they all serve to manure the soil. 

Duties absolutely prohibitory were, in 1789, imposed on manufactured tobacco and snuff; six cents 
per pound on the former and ten cents on the latter. But even these high duties were not deemed 
sufficient to guard the interests of the tobacco planter. They were raised, in l '194, to twenty-two cents on 
snuff, and ten cents on rnanefactured tobacco. Of these exorbitant duties, imposed, not for the sake of 
revenue, but avowedly for the exclusion of the articles, and to secure to the tobacco planter the entire 
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market of his own country, to the consequent injury of the revenue, the manufacturing portion of the 
nation never harbored a thought of complaining. We beg leave further to state, that a duty was, in 
l '189, laid on raw cotton, 150 per cent. higher than the duty on cotton goods, to encourage the culture of 
that raw material ; that a duty was, at the same time, laid on indigo, to encourage its culture, 200 per 
cent. higher than on the great mass of manufactured goods ; that the duty on brown sugar, an article of 
great bulk, heavy freight, and, in some degree, a necessary of life to the poorer classes of society, is from 
'15 to 100 per cent., which is far higher than any duty on manufactured goods, except coarse cottons ; and, 
finally, that, for the encouragement of our navigation, the duty on teas imported in foreign vessels was, 
by the tariff of l '189, 125 per cent. higher than on those imported in American vessels. Various other 
duties for the protection of agriculture and commerce have been imposed at different times during the 
progress of our Government, for the details of which we refer to the statute books, and which, we repeat, 
have never been murmured against or complained of by the manufacturing portion of the nation. 

We respectfully state that the objection to the imposition of duties for the protection of manufac
turers, on the ground of their oppressive tendency, and "taxing the many for the benefit of the few," is 
equally HI-founded. In every case, without a single exception, i:n which efficient protection has been 
afforded to American manufactures, the result has been to produce an article superior in point of utility, 
and at a lower price than the imported one. American nails, for instance, subject to a duty of '10 per 
cent., are sold 40 per cent. cheaper in Philadelphia than in Liverpool. American canvas and window 
glass are cheaper and better than the imported. The same observation applies to chemical articles 
generally. Cotton goods are 50 per cent. cheaper and 60 per cent. better than were the imported articles 
for which they were substituted when the imposition of the square yard duty took place. The enumera
tion might be extended to a great variety of other articles, but we deem it unnecessary to enter into 
further detail. 

Ou the subject of retaliation, we beg leave to observe that, as the nations of Europe, because they 
can supply themselves with breadstuffs, do actually, in order to protect their agriculturists, prohibit ours 
altogether, the cultivation of which forms the chief dependence of five or six millions of our population, 
the threat of retaliation on their part, held out by our own citizens, should we judge it proper not to meet 
positive exclusion by exclusion, but merely to impose additional duties on such articles as our industry 
can supply, is truly preposterous. Foreign nations are the aggressors. The aggression began and has 
been continued for years on their part, without an attempt at retaliation on ours. So far as Great Britain 
is concerned, it is to be observed that there is a regular annual balance in her favor of from four to eight 
millions of dollars. Last year we exported to her only $21,209,054, and imported $25,458,9'15. With 
respect to tobacco, her entire consumption of the article from all the world is only 14,000 hogsheads per 
annum; and our cotton is almost as indispensably necessary to her as food for her population. The whole 
amount of our domestic exports to Great Britain and France last year, cotton and tobacco excepted, was 
to the former Kingdom $1,'109,122, and to the latter $2'16,'19'1. The tobacco exported to both nations 
amounted to.only $3,602,356. 

There are important considerations connected with this subject deeply interesting to such members 
of your honorable bodies as are engaged in agriculture; more especially, for a reason which will appear 
in the sequel, to those devoted to the culture of cotton. There is too great a proportion of our citizens 
employed in agricultural pursuits. At the last census the agriculturists formed 83 per cent. of the entire 
population. The proportion has not decreased since; hence the demands of the markets, foreign anp. 
domestic, do not keep pace with the increase of production. While our means of producing a suplus for 
exportation are constantly increasing, the foreign markets have been diminishing. So completely and 
unprecedentedly have they fallen off, that of most of our staples, except cotton, we export less in quantity 
than we did in l '190, even before the flames of war spread throughout Europe, though our population has 
nearly trebled since that time; (see table A.) Notwithstanding this reduction of exports, all the markets 
in the world, into which our produce is received, are almost constantly glutted with it; the demand is 
slow, the prices reduced, our merchants suffer heavy losses, agriculture languishes, and the resources of 
our country are blig·hted by our policy. The average for two years, 1800 and 1801, of the domestic exports 
of those of our citizens not engaged i:n the culture of cotton, (about 5,000,000 souls,) was $35,'18'1,043. 
The domestic exports of the same description of citizens in 1826 (about 10,000,000) were $28,030,448. 
Thus the melancholy fact appears, that while our population increases in an unexampled ratio, the quan
tity and value of our exports generally, cotton excepted, decrease. This sufficiently accounts for the 
occasional depressions of the prosperity of a country possessed of unexampled advantages, and proves 
the pernicious nature of our policy. A retrospect of a few years will shed strong light on the results of 
that policy. The extreme depression of manufactures from 1816 to 1822 drove thousands and tens of 
thousands of manufacturers to farming. .lrhus was that branch of industry overstocked by the conversion 
of so many customers into rivals. Hence thousands of acres, where the climate and soil permitted, were 
converted, from tillage and pasturage, into cotton and tobacco plantations. The planting of tobacco was 
soon overstocked, and cotton was substituted for that article; hence the enormous increase of the export 
of cotton, notwithstand,ing the great and steady increase of the domestic consumption. The export of 
Upland cotton was more than doubled in four years, from 1819 to 1823. In the former year it was 
80,013,843 pounds, and i:n the latter 161,586,582 pounds; and the proceeds of the latter quantity fell short 
of those of the former. Nothing can more incontrovertibly prove the utter impolicy of our system, as 
regards the southern States, than this obvious and pernicious result of depressing manufactures and 
farming, and thus unduly increasing the production of cotton. To this source may be fairly traced the 
ruinous reduction of the price of that valuable staple, and all the depression that has prevailed for years 
i:n the cotton-growing States. 

Total export and proceed,s of Sea Island and Upland cotton for 1819 and 1823. 
Pounds. Value. 

1819......................... 8'1,99'l,045 ......................... $21,081,'163 
1823. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l '13, '123,2'l0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,445,520 

A candid view of the preceding facts will satisfy every unbiased mind that the conversion of 
150,000 cultivators of cotton into farmers, and of double the number of farmers into mechanics and 
manufacturers, would produce the most salutary .effects on the general prosperity of the country to an 
incalculable extent. 

Here we respectfully close the arguments in favor of the system we advocate, with the hope that 
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our facts and inductions will irresistibly prove the soundness of the maxim of .A.dam Smith, that "wha.f 
em· tends to dimini,sh, in any country, the number of artificers and manufacturers, tends to dimini,sh the home 
market, the most important of al,l markets for the rude produce of the land, and thereby still further to di,s
coumge agriculture." .A.nd hence it clearly follows that it is the interest of the agriculturists to increase 
the number of artificers and manufacturers, in order "to increase the home market." 

Besides the growers of wool and the manufacturers of woolen goods, there are various other descrip
tions of our fellow-citizens whose case requires further legislative protection. Instead of any enumeration 
on our part, we respectfully refer to the recommendations of· the Harrisburg convention, which will be 
submitted to your consideration, and which we fully approve . 

.A.. 

Exports from the United States of flour, wheat, &e.,for 1 'i90 and 1826. 

Articles. 

Flour ••••.••••••.••••••.•••.•••...••••...•..•..•.•..••.•.. •••••• barrels •... 
Wheat •••••••••••.••••••••••.•••...•..•.•••••.•...••.••.. , •...• bushels ••.. 
Indian com •••• •••••• ............ •···••·••••·• •••••••• •·•••• ••• bushels •... 
Shingles •••••••• ••••·• •••••••• ·••·••• •••.••••••••.••....••..•.. number ••.. 
Tobacco •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••.. ••••• .•..• ••·•• .hogsheads •... 
Staves •••••••••••••• •••••• •••••••••••..••••........•.....•.......•. feet ...• 

Rice••·•••·•·•••••••·••••·••••••••··••-• ••••••••·••••·••·••••••·tierces •••• 
Indigo •••• ••••• •...••..•..•••.• •••• ....• ••··•• .................. pounds ... . 
Naval stores ........ •••• ......... ••• ... , ......................... barrels ... . 
Spirits •••••••••••....••••••••••.••••.•••••.•••.•••.••••••••••••. gallons •••. 

1790. 

724,623 
1,124,456 
2,10-2,137 

67,331,ll5 
118,460 

36,402,301 
100,845 
612,ll9 
122,777 
370,331 

857,820 
45,166 

505,381 
71,991,000 

64,098 
28,193,000 

111,063 
5,289 

96,157 
212,970 

Increase. 

10,218 

Decrease. 

1,079,290 
1,596,756 

54,362 
8,209,301 

606,830 
26,620 

157,361 

Submitting the premises to the serious consideration of your honorable bodies, your memorialists 
pray you will afford such relief as the pressing necessity of the case requires. , 

SEPl'ElIBER 20, 1827. • 

2Qm CoNGREss.] No. 806. [1ST SESSION. 

IN F.A.VOR OF INCRE.A.SE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COlDIUNICA.TED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 3, 1828. 

To the honomble the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Oongress assembled: 
The memorial of the subscribers, on behalf of the Pittsburg Manufacturing Association, humbly 

showeth: That the said association has been established and organized principally with a view to the 
encouragement and assistance of such manufactures of domestic prodrrction as might be fostered for the 
common benefit of our mechanics and the country at large. That they have, in the prosecution of this 
design, been enabled to ascertain what description of fabrics, by a small pecuniary assistance, by loans 
and advances, have been able to struggle into competition with the capital, experience, and skill of 
European artists. That for these, and such as these, they have nothing to ask, although convinced that, 
if the manufacturers who are now straining every nerve in this contest were more amply protected, it 
would afford the public immediate advantages, whose enjoyment under the present system is postponed. 
For, their observation from results the most indisputable, occurring under their own eyes, regards this 
position as established truth: 1'hat when the country can supply an article, the higher the duty the sooner it 
can be afforded better and cheaper than any furni,shed from ab1·oad. When factories are suffered to obtain 
full operation, domestic ingenuity and rivalry never have failed to effect this result. 

1'here are, however, some branches of manufacture that, notwithstanding steady application and 
labor, the best skill and industry that could be enlisted, and all the capital that could be brought to the 
task, have failed in competition with British power and wealth. With that enterprise which distinguishes 
our artisans, they have returned to the task, and redoubled their efforts, but have again been beaten down 
by temporary sacrifices, by inferior articles made for sale, and by evasions of the tariff. To these, and for 
such as these, they would ask the kind and liberal hand of Government to protect and rear them to that 
strength and maturity that may enable them to return tenfold any benefits now extended to them. 

1'he relation this association bears to the manufacturers and mechanics of the country affords them 
but that indirect and general benefit which every citizen has in the prosperity of his fellows, and their 
representations are therefore entitled to as much praise for disinterestedness as those emanating from any 
eastern Chamber of Commerce. 

We can scarce flatter ourselves that the time of Congress will be appropriated to a general revision 
of the tariff. Before proceeding to set forth our special purpose, we would, however, respectfully suggest, 
that for the improvement of the revenue, and its effect upon our domestic exertions, the time of credit on 
the duties should be reduced, or, if deemed more eligible, they should be made payable in cash; thus 
diminishing the expenses and risk of collection, while obtaining the immediate advantage of pron:ipt pay
ment. The manufacturing interest of the country can scarce view with complacency their own Govern
ment lending capital to operate directly against our home industry. 

VOL. V--89 B 
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We would further represent the expediency of a general provision that the ad valorem duties should 
be regulated upon an assessment of value made in our own ports. This would operate as an effectual 
check upon fraudulent invoices; particularly when the value of the goods is but little higher than the 
minimums, it would remove the temptation of placing them lower. In adopting this regulation, we should 
but follow the example of those nations whose rivalry presses hardest upon the exertions of our own 
citizens. 

The tariff of 1824 has enumerated certain articles of iron manufacture, and subjected them to specific 
duties. Having experienced the general benefit and efficiency of this mode of protection, our more especial 
object, on this occasion, has been to pray the attention of your honorable bodies to the insertion in any 
bill regulating imposts sundry similar articles, subjecting them to the following, or such other specific 
dutv as you may deem expedient. We have endeavored, in suggesting the following, to adopt the scale 
of duty furnished by the act of 1824; the variation requested being not so much in the amount of duty as 
in the alteration of the mode of assessing it . 

.A.xes, 50 cents each; adzes, 33 cents each; drawing knives, 25 cents each; cutting knives, 33 cents 
each; scythes, 33 cents each; sickles or reaping hooks, 20 cents each; spades or shovels, ( of iron or steel,) 
25 cents each; squares, (of iron or steel,) 25 cents each; steelyards, drawing less than 100 lbs., 33 cents 
each; steelyards, drawing over 100 lbs. and under.300 lbs., 50 cents each; steelyards, drawing over 300 lbs., 
66 cents each; scale beams, from 12 to 18 inches long, 50 cents each; scale beams, from 18 to 24 inches 
long, 100 cents each; scale beams, from 24 to 36 inches long, 200 cents each; scale beams, all over 36 
inches, 300 cents each; screws of iron, weighing 25 lbs. or more, 5 cents per pound; handsaws, 50 cents 
each; socket chisels, 5 cents per pound; vises, 3 cents per pound; bridle bits, of cast or wrought iron, 
unfinished, 50 cents per dozen; bridle bits, of cast or wrought iron, finished or tinned, 50 cents per dozen; 
bridle bits, of cast or wrought iron half plated, 100 cents per dozen; bridle bits, of cast or wrought iron, 
full plate, 200 cents per dozen. 

In common with a large portion of our fellow-citizens, both east and west, we have regretted the 
injury sustained by the manufacturing interest by the loss of the "woolens bill" of the last session, and 
would anxiously hope that such an act, embracing provisions for the protection of all connected interests, 
so as to obviate all objection in the· minds of the friends of the system, may be passed at an early period. 
The features of the bill, as suggested by the Harrisburg convention, have been examined and approved 
by your petitioners. The immediate operation of such an act would, we believe, serve to animate and 
enliven many languishing establishments, to restore to our farmers markets they have lost, and generally 
to invigorate the industry of the country. 

The experience of the United States, north, south, and west, uniting in opinion as to the advantages 
bestowed by the high duties on coarse cottons, we shall conclude by respectfully requesting the prosecution 
of this species of duty, so widely beneficial, and the extension of it to the finer kinds of cotton goods, 
including those dyed, stained, or printed, raising the minimum square yard duty on these articles to fifty 
cents. From the progress and present state of the cotton factories, we are satisfied they are prepared to 
deserve this further encouragement, &c. 

And we would respectfully pray, &c. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 807. 

JAMES S. CR.A.FT, 
THOMAS HAZELTON, 
JAMES ARTHURS, 
.A.LEX.ANDER MILLER, 
JORN SHERIFF, 

Committee, &c. 

[lsT SEssroN. 

.A.GA.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 3, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate of the United States: 
The memorial of the citizens, inhabitants of Richland district, in the State of South Carolina, respect

fully showeth: "That your memorialists have observed, with great and reasonable apprehension, the 
dangerous and never-ending encroachments of persons who claim as a right from your honorable body an 
universal S'!fSlem of protecting duties in favor of all articles that any speculator may think proper to 
manufacture in these United States, greatly increasing thereby the price of the article upon the purchaser 
who needs it, to the manifest detriment of the whole class of purchasers and consumers who constitute, in 
fact, the PUBLIC. • 

Your memorialists, deeply suffering under this system of protecting duties, so far as it hath already 
proceeded, and neither feeling nor expecting any benefit to themselves in return, desire to express their 
deliberate conviction that Congress possesses no power under the Constitution to enact any such system of 
peculiar protection, or to favor, in any manner, one class of citizens at the expense of the rest; that such a 
system has been long felt in this State as equally unjust in its principle and in its operation; that it arrays 
the pursuits and the interests of one section of the Union against those of another, conferring advantages 
and privileges arbitrarily, unequally, and in no degree sanctioned by the Constitution or by justice; and that 
it is liable to great abuse, as a political engine, by bribing one section of the Union with the plunder of 
another. 

Your memorialists are willing to pay toward the necessary REVENUE of the country whatever sums 
Congress may think it right to call for; \mt they uttE,lrly deny that Congress possesses any constitutional 
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authority to impose taxes for any other purpose. They consider the laws of this kind, already passed, as 
encroachments on the common compact between the States of this Confederacy. Such laws have been 
submitted to from feelings of generosity, and from motives of peace and good neighborhood, although their 
injustice has been most manifest, and their oppression severely felt. Your memorialists, therefore, are 
fully of opinion that it is advisable to retrace the steps that have been taken, and to undo the mischief that 
has been done, rather than to add any further strength to a system in every way so objectionable and so 
revolting. 

But your memorialists now see, with profound regret, that they are doomed to suffer without any hope 
of termination t-0 these impositions and encroachments; that their honest earnings are legislated out of 
their pockets, t-0 be bestowed gratuitously on citizens of a distant part of the Union, or to be expended in 
operations in which a part only of the Union is interested, and from which your memorialists have no 
reasonable expectation of benefit; that the tax laws to be enacted are in future to be, as for many years 
they have been, not national but sectional, so that the benefit of the Union to this State is becoming daily 
more dubious and disputable. 

Your memorialists cannot help dwelling a moment longer on this branch of their just complaints. 
The duties laid by Congress, of whatever description, are levied, in great part, on articles purchased by 
southern industry and consumed by the south; but these duties are expended almost exclusively for the 
benefit of other sections of the Union. All the taxes that support the expenditures of the Army, of the 
Navy, of the various fortifications, of roads and canals, in whatever proportion we pay them, return to us 
no more: All that is taken from us is disposed of elsewhere. We are benefitted in the south by those 
expenditures in no way that we can perceive or feel. All that we pay is accumulated in defending and 
improving distant sections of the Union, and the prosperity of the north is built upon the impoverishment 
of the south. Although we have long submitted without complaint, the inequality and injustice of this 
state of things is becoming too glaring to remain unnoticed, and the burdens it imposes on us too heavy 
to be borne in silence any longer. 

Deeply impressed with these considerations, your memorialists do earnestly, with the highest respect 
for your honorable body, entreat that all laws heretofore passed under the influence of, and with a view to 
a tariff ef protection, may be repealed; that no laws be hereafter passed imposing duties or taxes of any 
description but what the real wants of a necessary REVENUE may require; and that the principle and 
practice of protecting duties, by which the industry of one class of citizens is fostered and rewarded at the 
expense of the rest, be forever abandoned. 

And your memorialists, with all respect, submit to the wisdom of your honorable body the aforesaid 
request, and earnestly pray that the relief caJled for by this memorial may be granted. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 808. [lsr SEssroN. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE JA?fUARY _4, 1828. 

To the honorable the President and members ef the Senate ef the United States in Congress assembled: 
The memorial of the Chamber of Commerce of Charleston, South Carolina, and of other citizens of 

Charleston, respectfully showeth: That your memorialists approach your honorable body to offer their 
solemn remonstrance on a subject in which they cannot but take the deepest interest and feel the liveliest 
solicitude. Your memorialists allude to the late bill for an increase of the duty on woolens, and which 
they have i-eason to believe will be again brought to the view of Congress at the approaching session. 
It is against the provisions, not less than the principle, of that bill that your memorialists would most 
earnestly remonstrate, and implore your honorable body to pause before the doctrine of commercial 
restrictions is so incorporated in our legislation as to constitute a part of our permanent policy. The 
danger of all legal restraints on foreign commercial intercourse consists in their commencement-the dif
ficulty in their removal. The general views on this subject do not admit of further illustration from argu
ment, nor can they be strengthened by any additional appeal to experience. If the lessons of history fail 
to enlighten and forewarn on this subject, the struggle now in progress on the other side of the Atlantic, 
between rival in~rests established by law afford a solemn admonition to States who have not yet encum
bered their onward course with restrictive regulations. 

Your memorialists do not rest their opposition to the contemplated act on any exclusively sectional 
considerations or local views. They apprehend that the people of this country have a common interest 
in preserving their commercial code from the complexity and contradictions which deform those of Europe, 
and from the introduction into that code of any principle that, in its results, would place them in a hostile 
position to each other, that would arm the agriculturist of one -section of"the country against the manu
facturer of a different section. If these interests will not harmonize by the slow and natural operation 
of circumstances, they can never be forced into an alliance by law. 

There are two leading aspects in which the subject presents itself to your memorialists: 
I. As the duties contemplated in the bill must constitute an aggravation of an already unequal and 

burdensome tax on the consumption of the southern States; and, 
2. As they must have an increasing tendency to limit the foreign market for their staples. 
On the first of these points the allegation of your memorialists is susceptible of the readiest proof; 

the evidence is accessible to all who will seek it in the spirit of impartiality. The duty on that class of 
woolens consumed by the slave constitutes an impost on capital under the guise of a tax on consumption. 
The slave of the southern planter must be clothed according to that standard of comfort which both 
interest and feeling prescribe. 'l'his is an inevitable tax on his owner, under all circumstances imagina-
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ble-in periods of adversity as well as seasons of prosperity-in all conditions of the market for the 
produce of the labor of the slave. There is this peculiarity, then, which attaches to a tax on the con
sumption of the slave: it is one that cannot be got rid of, even under the most adverse state of things; 
nor does the burden admit of diminution, as in other taxes on consumption, by a reduction of expendi
ture; the expense of clothing the slave is brought within the narrowest limits of an economy that is 
consistent with humanity. .All duties, therefore, which enhance the cost of clothing the slave fall with 
unmitigated pressure on his owner. In this view of their effects they partak~ of the essential features 
of a direct assessment; and the distinction between an impost in this form and a capitation tax on the 
slave is one more in name than in substance. The slaves of the southern cultivator constitute the greater 
portion of his capital; his land forms but· a small part of his productive means. The entire southern 
region, which affords in the produce of its soil the means of maintenance to thousands, north as well as 
south, would become a barren waste without that species of labor by which it is now rendered productive. 
To assess the cultivator in the only means at his command to effect the most profitable results from 
cultivation, from the unfettered use of his whole capital, is to impose a pe:rudty, in the form of a duty, on 
southern improvements. 

Your memorialists are pel:suaded that the burden, in this form, borne by the southern States since 
the tariff of 1816 would, in its aggregate, constitute a great deduction from their productive means, and, 
in its annual amount, a heavy per centage on individual capital. They believe that accurate calculation 
would show that, on that portion invested and held in slaves, the present duty on woolens is equal -to an 
assessment of three-sixteenths per cent. on such capital, and that South Carolina, assuming that one-half 
only of her slave population is clothed in foreign woolens, now pays, and has paid since 1816, an annual 
tax of between sixty and seventy thousand dollars on that portion only of her consumption of the article 
of woolens which is limited to her slaves. 

It will be obvious, on the least consideration, that this is a duty distinct in its effects from that paid 
by the free portion of the population in general. The latter is a part of that contingent to the general 
fund which the southern planter contributes in common with all other orders of American society; the 
duty on the coarser description of woolens is an additional burden on him, in the ratio of the number of 
slaves he employs in cultivation. In cases of hired services the burden of taxes on consumption is borne 
in part by the employer when labor is high; but that burden is sustained exclusively by the laborer, in 
the diminution of his comforts, when such labor is low. But the price of maintenance, however high, for 
involuntary services, being paid without the possibility of relief or mitigation, as the burden admits of 
being neither shifted nor divided, it constitutes, in the opinion of your memorialists, an unanswerable 
argument against the policy (not to say anything of the justice) of aggravating by law this very 
unequal pressure. It will be recollected that this reasoning applies to the very coarsest description of 
woolens, which forms scarcely any part of the consumption of the laboring and poorer classes of the 
other States, and as relates to the existing duty. 

Nor would your memorialists omit to urge those views (if they had not been already stated with 
great force and truth) which go to show that the proposed increase of duties must bear with a very 
unequal pressure on the different classes of .American society, as burdening the poor in proportion to 
their poverty, and as exempting the wealthy in the ratio of their riches. Such duties are widely variant from 
the true intent and generous scope of our institutions, which look to the equal distribution of public 
burdens as the cardinal rule of legislation, whether as. relates to the imposition of duties or the appor
tionment of taxes. Your memorialists are willing to admit that the home has, to a great extent, sup
planted the foreign manufacture, but the policy of building up an interest on such a basis as high duties, 
which nearly amount to exclusion of the foreign article, becomes here again the interesting problem 
which the National Legislature, having a paternal regard to all the interests involved in the issue, is 
called upon,to solve. It may be alleged that the domestic fabric has, by the process of high duties, been 
greatly reduced in price as well as improved in quality; but the true question for the consumer, in the 
apprehension of your memorialists, is the comparative price of the home and foreign article at the present, 
and not at any antecedent period. 

On the other branch of the subject ailuded to by your memorialists, to wit: the tendency of additional 
duties to limit the foreign market for the southern staples, they could open no views that are not familiar 
to the intelligence of the Legislature of the Union. There is no principle better established in commercial 
intercourse than that if nations will not buy they cannot sell. The effect of our national legislation is to 
deprive us gradually of our steadiest and wealthiest customers. There is no magic or mystery in the 
pursuits of trade; its laws are as simple as its ends are beneficent. The exchanges which mutually enrich 
nations are those of barter, and the great dictate of nature, with the law of human wants and human 
necessities, teach this truth, that legislators cannot create the elements of individual wealth and public 
prosperity, but they may prevent their full development and healthy action by artificial combinations and 
unnatural arrangements. It is impossible to foretell to what precise extent we may be deprived of the 
foreign demand for our staples by our persi1:>tence in the fatal policy of high duties. The depression 
from a contracted market is reached by successive steps in this artificial career. The connexions of 
business are not suddenly dissolved; the arrangements of commerce are not without some difficulty 
broken up; but nations will not, any more than individuals, continue to trade on unequal terms. We 
may profit for the moment by our prohibitory policy; we may sell without purchasing until fresh markets 
are sought out and opened; but the law is not more certain that brings fluids to their level than that 
nations cannot permanently and profitably trade together unless it is by the reciprocal interchangP. of 
their respective productions. • 

Your memorialists are of opinion that if the principle of legislation lately set up as the rule of conduct 
on this subject for Congress is to be acted on and carried out in practice to its full extent, a general 
depression and deterioration of property in the cotton-growing States may be predicted as the positive 
results. That principle is that Congress possesses the power of effecting a ne.w distribution of the national 
capital, and, by forcing it into channels different from those into which it would naturally flow, to produce 
a corresponding change in the industrious pursuits of the citizen. .Against such an exercise of power 
your mernorialists solemnly protest. Commercial retaliation has been limited in the previous practice of 
the National Government to the vindication. of the dignity or honor of the country, or with the view to 
produce the relaxation of foreign edicts or statutes that did violence to some principle of commercial 
reciprocity. But the exercise of the right to retaliate, as relates to countries which may choose to 
close their markets against a certain description of our produce, would involve the power to reduce 
to a common cvel of poverty or misfortune those who still preserve the foreign market for their 
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productions, and those who, by the revolutions of trade, originating in the accidents of politics or the 
changes of foreign legislation, have unfortunately lost that market. It would be to make a portion of 
the people of this Union bear the burden, to a certain extent, of the British corn laws ; to visit, 
in short, on a large division of our population, the pains and penalties of British legislation. If such 
a sacrifice were necessary to assert or vindicate the national honor, or to sustain any interest inti
mately connected with national defence, it would be submitted to by your memorialists, with the rest of 
their fellow-citizens, as a common burden for a common benefit. They cannot, therefore, conceive the 
propriety or justice of the plea which is employed to justify an interference that will lead to the depression 
of one interest for the relief of another. The southern agriculturist had no agency-in producing that 
state of law or of circumstances abroad which, changing the channels of trade, left the western and 
northern cultivator to struggle with contracted markets and reduced prices. But it is a fact which does 
not admit of denial, that whe_n the farmer of the Middle and Western States was in the enjoyment of 
open markets and profitable prices, the planter of the south had almost reached the last ebb of his fortunes, 
from the closing of the ordinary vents for his produce. He claimed no protection when he saw himself at 
the brink of ruin, his estates mortgaged, and the produce of his plantations perishing on his hands from 
the severe visitation of the accidents of war, as felt in those changes of the channels. of trade which 
invariably follow in their train. 

Your memorialists would beg leave to suggest, whether it would not be within the proper province 
and -legitimate purposes of State legislation to effect that more equal division of capital and employment 
between agriculture and manufactures within those States which are desirous of producing such a result. 
This might be effected by a bounty or premium on manufactured produce within the local jurisdiction, and 
the subsisting arrangements in the other States would not be exposed to disturbance. These arrange
ments having their origin in that master principle of improvement-the sagacity of self interest in 
descrying the true path to riches-claim for the future as for the past, to be left to the voluntary and unfet
tered action of the same principle. 

Your memorialists would also entreat your honorable body to pause, having already entered on a war 
of commercial restrictions, before we are too deeply committed in that false and fatal policy. They feel 
convinced that the British want only the colorable pretext of retaliation, to impose countervailing duties, 
which will alike reach the eastern ship owner and the southern agriculturist. The bill against which 
your memorialists protest will most amply afford this pretext. The commercial convention of 1818, 
between this country and Great Britain, expires by its own limitation in October, 1828. Is it not to be 
apprehended, if we pass this bill, and it becomes a law, that the British Government will refuse to renew 
that convention? The leading principle of that treaty, your honorable body knows, is the mutual aboli
tion of discriminating duties, as regards the intercourse with British ports in Europe, on the ships and 
commodities of the parties, respectively, to that compact. We, however, possess the largest share of 
advantage from that arrangement. The carrying trade between the ports of Great Britain and those of 
the United States is enjoyed principally by American shipping. ..A. higher• duty on .American cotton 
imported into British ports in Europe in .American than in British ships will be in effect a discriminating 
duty in favor of British navigation, under the justifiable plea of retaliation, which would leave us without 
the power of inflicting a corresponding injury. Such a discrimination could not place the British ship 
owner in a worse position than he now occupies, as regards his share of the carrying trade between the 
two countries. It might improve that position. It would preserve a resemblance in the form merely of 
duties, which profess to countervail by inflicting an equivalent evil; but, in substance and effect, it would 
operate a double injury to us. It would, in the face of an abundant growth among ourselves, and the 
increasing competition of other countries, depress the price of our cotton in proportion to the British 
duty imposed on it; whilst, by lessening the employment for our shipping, it would contract our mercan
tile marine, and thus weaken our principal arm of national defence. Holding out a boon to the shipping 
interest of Great Britain, it would be deemed some compensation for the supposed pressure on that interest 
of liir. Huskisson's free trade acts. That to this result our restrictive and prohibitory policy is likely to 
lead your memorialists feel assured, from an attentive observation of recent events and the state of public 
opinion in that country. Your memorialists feel the strongest assurance, therefore, that the persistence 
in our burdensome duties must lead, through countervailing and retaliatory acts, to the depreciation of 
the produce and property of the Southern States in a far greater degree than it will benefit any considera
ble class or portion of the United States. 

Your memorialists have not adverted to the effect of excessive duties on the imports in the future 
diminution of the national revenue. But it requires no argument to convince the National Legislature 
that the experiment of direct taxes cannot be hazarded but in support of a popular war. The inability 
of the southern States to pay their contingent to a general contribution in this form will increase with 
the augmentation of the foreign duties; the power to pay will, under such circumstances, be in the inverse 
ratio of the demands of Government. Nothing short of an armed power could co1lect a direct impost in 
such a state of things. It remains for the National Legislature to say whether the revenue laws of the 
country shall be enforced with resort to so dreadful an alternative, and in the face of so imminent a peril 
to the Republic. 

Your memorialists also feel it their duty to express their dissent to the assertion of the constitutional 
power of Congress to impose duties ostensibly for revenue, but virtually for protection. They feel confi
dent that such is not the correct interpretation of this part of our national charter. Construing that 
instrument in conformity with its obvious purposes, and in the spirit which pervades the whole compact, 
your memorialists feel impressed with the truth that the power to impose duties for revenue would have 
been expressly limited to this single object if the framers of the instrument could have anticipated the 
course of our national policy. The right to raise a revenue by imposts is unqualified; because, your 
memorialists conceive, that being a branch of the taxing power, it would have been unwise to have limited 
it; like the other branches of the same power, it was judiciously left in the sound discretion of responsi
ble agents. They therefore protest, in the absence of any express limitation, and in the general silence 
of the instrument on the subject, against the assumption that the power can be taken in any other and 
larger sense than as a means to a single end, and that end revenue. Is not this construction strength
ened by the fact of the omission of any right of employing other legislative measures for purposes of 
protection? Is it not familiar to the knowledge of • your enlightened body that there is a choice of expe
dients for this object? And that the favorers of domestic industry throughout Europe, in former days, 
employed bounties on exportatic,n, in addition to duties on importation, to afford a similar protection to that 
claimed for the domestic industry of our own day and country? Why is the Federal Charter silent also 
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as to bounties on productions which are more directly promotive of the same end? But we find a positive 
prohibition in that instrument, both on Qongress and the States, to impose duties on exportation; for fear, 
evidently, that the power might be used to trammel commerce in too great a degree from excessive taxa
tion; whilst such prohibition forms the only restriction on the taxing power to be four:.d in the whole 
instrument. The framers of our National Charter conceived that it was sufficient to confer the power to 
raise supplies in the mode by which revenue is most easily collected; but as they wisely thought there 
could not be importation without exportation, they would not give the power of taxing the exports. If 
the right to protect certain branches of industry is to be impliedly taken from the power to impose duties, 
your memorialists cannot conceive what can invalidate the plea for protection of the other branches, by 
claiming a premium or bounty, either on exportation or on production, for any article which may be grown 
or manufactured in our widely extended country. 

There remains but one other view of the subject to which your memorialists would ask leave to call 
the earnest attention of the National Legislature; and which if they did not press on the deep consid
eration of your body they would conceive their duty but imperfectly executed. Your memorialists allude 
to the effect of high duties in placing the self.interest of the citizen in opposition to his social obligations. 
To respect the- laws is one of the highest of our moral engagements; but there are limits to legal 
obedience, as well as political attachment, which daily experience admonishes statesmen are but too easily 
passed. The attachment, in fact, which constitutes patriotism is not a blind devotion, but an enlightened 
moral sentiment. Jt does not consist in a contracted and bigoted love for the soil on which our lot is 
cast, but in an intelligent and cultivated affection for the institutions which afford impartial protection to 
property as well as person, and for the laws which look to the rule of equality in the distribution of the 
burdens (pecuniary and personal) of the State. If in the delicate relation in which the citizen stands to 
his Government is found the source of some of his highest virtues and most disinterested exertions, so, 
also, in that relation will be discovered the origin of some of the greatest mistakes ever committed by 
statesmen; and none have been more conspicuous and remarkable than presuming to too great an extent 
on the undiminished strength of that affection which the citizen yields to his Government, in the unbought 
homage of his voluntary respect and liberal confidence . 

.A.11 history proves that the spirit of opposition to laws which have their origin in partial and narrow 
considerations, which depress one class of citizens whilst they elevate another, first begins in expressions 
of discontent and disapprobation merely; but the frequent repetition of the wrong produces at last the 
sense of slighted interests, and the allegiance of the citizen is from that moment held by a very frail and 
insecure tie. Obedience to the law is then no longer voluntary, and veneration for compacts ceases to be 
a cherished and hallowed feeling. The general sense of injury gathers force in the progress of that 
legislation which is partial and deaf to the voice of remonstrance and entreaty. Laws incur the hazard, 
in such circumstances, of remaining a dead letter, from the odium attached to their execution; those who 
are appointed to the trusts of administration may find it a harsh, as well as painful duty to discharge, 
under the popular exasperation. These topics are not adverted to by your memorialists, and thus pressed 
on the attention of Congress, to inflame, to menace, or to alarm. The cautions they furnish are among 
the striking lessons of history and the familiar truths of daily experience. .Your memorialists look with 
some apprehension to the growth of a spirit of disaffection that may come to regard the Federal Charter 
with alienated feelings, and in any, even the most remote sense, as the source of unequal burdens. They 
hope it may be long among the boasts of the parties to that compact that affection for the instrument 
itself is so bound up in the sentiment of patriotism as to be inseparable from it. But your memorialists 
would be wanting in one of the highest of the obligations which their present office imposes on them if 
they did not forewarn the Legislature of the Union against a too confident dependence on the unimpaired 
strength of that affection, whilst there continues to be neither pause nor rest to the spirit which has 
dictated our prohibitory and exclusive policy. 

In behalf of the Charleston Chamber of Commerce. 
D.A. VID .A.LEX.A.NDER, Premdent . 

.Attest: 
R. HERror, Secretary to the Charleston Chaniber ef Commerce. 

In behalf of a general meeting of the citizens of Charleston. 

HENRY N. CRUGER, Secretary. 

CHARLESTON, S. C., June 15, 1827. 

JOS. JOHNSON, Chairman. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 809. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF J?UTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 9, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senaie and House of Representaii'ces ef the United Stales: 
The memorial of the subscribers, residents of the city and county of Philadelphia, respectfully 

showeth: That your memorialists are deeply sensible of the great importance to the true interests of the 
United States of an extended support to the agriculture and manufactures of the country. They therefore 
respectfully pray that you will be plPased to give your earliest attention to this great national object, 
by imposing such salutary additional duties on the leading important articles made from our great 
domestic staples as your wisdom shall direct, which will protect from imminent danger a large capital 
already embarked, and, as your memorialists fully believe, produce the most prosperous results to the 
community at large. 
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Your memorialists respectfully represent, that no interest of this community suffers at this time more 
for want of the home market than that of the farmer. Deprived, as he is, of a foreign demand for his 
produce, the annual importation of upwards of twenty millions of dollars in manufactures from Great 
Britain, it is obvious, must be of great injury to him. The value of every commodity for the comfort and 
luxury of life is mainly drawn from agriculture; hence the large iinportations made from England have 
the tendency at once to deprive the farmer of a sale for his productions in his own market, while they 
are entirely excluded from that country by the existing acts of the British Government. 

Your memorialists beg leave further to state to your honorable bodies that the ability of our manu
facturers to supply for the consumption of the United States most of the articles made of cotton and 
wool, and many of those of iron, flax, a:qd hemp, which may be required, is now no longer matter of 
doubt, experience having established the fact that nothing is wanting to insure success to the .American 
manufacturers, permanency to their establishments, and reduction of prices to the consumers, but a 
market at home for the sale of their various fabrics. 

Your memorialists deem it unnecessary to go into much detail, or to enlarge upon the subject. It 
may not, however, be improper for them to state that the State of Pennsylvania in general, and this city 
and county in particular, are deeply interested in the growth and manufacture of wool, and in the manu
facture of cotton and iron. 

It is estimated, and your memorialists believe accurately, that at least ten thousand persons are 
now employed or supported in the city and county of Philadelphia in the manufacture of cotton; and they 
do not hesitate to declare that an addition!l,l duty on imported cottons, raising the minimum square yard 
duty on dyed, stained, and printed cotton goods to fifty cents, would give employment in..a short time to 
double the number of operative13, not only here, but throughout the Union, and produce the same important 
results that have already taken place by the square yard duty of 1824, which has caused a reduction in 
price of thirty-three per cent. on all low-priced cottons, while the consumer is furnished with a more 
durable article • 

.A. considerable, a valuable, and an increasing portion of the export trade of Philadelphia now 
consists of cotton goods, glass ware, and others, manufactured in and near this city. 

Your memorialists forbear to state to your honorable body further detail on the subject; they fully 
believe that it is expedient to increase the duty on the foreign manufactures of cotton, wool, iron, hemp, 
and other articles recommended by the memorial from the respectable body forming the convention held 
at Harrisburg in July last, which will claim from Congress the attention to which it is entitled; and they 
respectfully, but earnestly, beg leave cordially to unite with the said memorialists in making an appeal 
to the Councils of the nation on behalf of what they believe to be the vital interests of the country. 

20TH CoNGREss.1 No. 810. [lsT SEssroN . 

.AG.A.INST INCREASE" OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 9, 1828. 

The memorial of the citiz;ris of Georgetown and its vicinity, to the Congress of the United States, 
respectfully showeth: 

That your memorialists approach the Legislative Councils of the General Government with that respect 
for the constituted authorities that has invariably marked their course from the first efforts of the .American 
nation in the great cause of independence to the present hour. Whatever may have been the difficulties 
in which our beloved country has been involved, we have, in the true spirit of the language that in part 
composes our State escutcheon, ".Animis opihus que parati," lent our unceasing support to the advancement 
of the great and just principles of the charter of our independence; we have borne without a murmur 
all the restrictive measures that have been imposed upon commercial intercourse, whilst the product of 
our labor was perishing in our granaries; we have cheerfully paid whatever has been demanded of us for 
the prosecution of the late war, although we were utterly deprived of a market for the staple commodities 
of our country. We have witnessed the various acts of your honorable body for the encouragement of 
domestic manufactures without complaint, trusting to that wisdom and patriotism which have heretofore 
so sig·nally advanced the real interests, happiness, and glory of the country. It is therefore with feelings 
of unfeigned regret that we now appear before you remonstrating against any course of public policy 
which may be agitated in your councils. But when we can no longer be insensible to the evils with which 
we are likely to be visited by the passage of a law, lately under your consideration, usually denominated 
the "woolens bill," it becomes our duty calmly and dispassionately to state those objections to the 
measure which we are compelled to make in consequence of the unequal and heavy burdens that will, by 
its enactment, be thrown upon our citizens. ·we hold this truth to be self-evident, that the charter of our 
liberties secures to every citizen a perfect equality. There is no office so high to which all may not 
aspire, no rule of conduct so oppressive but all shall share alike the inconvenience. The law cannot 
throw its protecting mantle around one, but must contain within its ample folds the whole national family. 
No privilege can be extended to any from which the many are excluded; and all burdens for the support 
of Government are to be borne alike by al,l, according to the revenue of each. To prevent the collision 
that might arise between the several States the framers of the Constitution very wisely gave to the 
Gel).eral Government the power of regulating foreign and domestic commerce, to lay and collect imposts 
for the purposes of revenue. From the adoption of the Federal Constitution, various enactments of 
Congress, laying duties upon imports for the purposes of revenue, were made until the year 1816. .A.t 
this period•the applications for protecting duties were made by those who had invested their capital in 
manufactures during the late war, and the question, for the first time, was seriously agitated, whether 
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Congress had the power to protect and foster one species of industry at the expense of any other. We 
were not insensible to the fact that every increase of duty upon imports operated as a bounty to those 
who had engaged in manufactures; but, so long as we believed the assessments were made for the purposes 
of revenue, we submitted without reluctance, conceiving it to be dishonorable to oppose the constituted 
authorities of the country in any measure which they might adopt for the general welfare and prosperity, 
so long as the principles of the Constitution, under which we had confederated, remained inviolably 
sacred. It is now no longer a matter of speculation that Congress have seriously entertained the opinion 
that it possesses the power to lay protecting or prohibitory duties at pleasure. 'l'hat the questions 
~hether the burdens will be borne equal.ly by the citizens of the United States; whether the rights and 
mterests of all be equally consulted; whether all are equal.ly protected, are of little consequence; they 
have the power to will, and we are bound to obey. The power is now claimed under the general 
provisions of the Federal compact, and we believe that a surrender of the principle by us would be an 
abandonment of that beautiful feature in our Government, equality. 

Power, like the lights of science, is always progressive. Those who are clothed with great authority 
are always ready to extend their privileges. That, is now done almost without complaint or resistance, 
the bare proposal of which shocked the nerves of almost every man in the convention. The convention 
refused to give to Congress the right to grant incorporations, and the right to incorporate a bank was 
expressly negatived. But we see how ineffectual were the efforts of a host of patriots upon the subject of 
incorporating the present company of money dealers, most incorrectly called a National Bank. This fact 
is only adverted to as an illustration of the general principle that an assumed power in the hands of 
rulers seldom _ceases with the first exercise of it. The progress of the protecting acts is a more apt 
illustration, as it is connected with the very subject which your memorialists are now compelled to protest 
against. The acts of Congress of 1818, 1820, and 1824, increased the bur"dens upon the agriculturists to 
so great an extent that the whole country was convulsed at the passage of the last act in 1824. Your 
memorialists became greatly alarmed when they discovered the principle maintained that Congress 
possessed the right to protect or prohibit at pleasure. The unequally increased duty upon·cotton bagging, 
an article of absolute necessity to the southern planters, so entirely developed the views of the majority, 
who paid not one cent of the increased duty, that your memorialists became justly alarmed. The imposi
tion of a much lighter assessment upon our revenue by an English Parliament, where we were not repre
sented, caused that glorious revolution which established our liberties. It is true that we were represented 
in the American Congress in 1824, and ably represented, but how idle was every recurrence to the princi
ples of the Constitution; how visionary the hope to avert the evil by showing the unequal bearing of the 
duty upon our citizens; how frail the appeal to the human heart where interest and political ambition hold 
undivided sway I The southern representatives were a minority, they were voted down, but not vanquished, 
and to their Spartan valor we feel ourselves greatly indebted. 

Your memorialists consider the tariff lately proposed upon coarse woolens as an entire prohibition of 
the foreign article; and why not prohibit the article in express terms, and say to the southern planters, 
you shall buy solely from the northern manufacturers? •The northern farmer grows the wool, the northern 
manufacturer makes the fabric, and the southern planter has no other alternative than to pay the price 
demanded. Is there any equality in this? Does not such a state of things serve to enrich one part of the 
nation at the expense of the other? .A.nd in what manner does it enrich the country? The taking of the 
money of .A. to give to B leaves the sum of individual, and, consequently, of national wealth, the same. 
There are no corresponding protecting duties in fay-or of the growers of the raw material. It is true there 
is a trifling duty upon cotton imported into the United States, laid originally for the purposes of revenue, 
when not a pound of cotton was exported from this country. This duty is so small that the manufacturers 
of cotton goods import large quantities of this staple from the West India Islands and from South America. 
Vile have never applied for an increase of this duty to favor one of the principal and most important 
staples. When our planters found it impossible to grow indigo for exportation, they did not call upon 
Congress to protect them in any manner whatsoever. They changed the staple of the country, and sought 
a different channel to make their labor productive. This is the true policy of the Government, in the 
opinion of your memorialists, to permit industry and capital to seek their own employment. The sum of 
national wealth is increased in the same ratio with individual prosperity; and your memorialists are of 
opinion that individual sagacity and enterprise are the safest depositaries of industry and capital. 

Your memorialists have yet to be convinced of the fact that the manufacturers of coarse woolens have 
any claims to further protecting duties. The sales of woolens of domestic manufacture in the fall of 1825, 
at Boston, produced from 30 to 70 per centum upon the capital invested; taking the minimum of per 
centage stated, and it will be then at least five times MORE than is'made by the agriculturist of the south 
upon their capital. If the manufacturers of coarse woolens do make less upon their capital than those 
who are engaged in the making of cotton fabrics, your memorialists can see no good reasons why it should 
form a subject of your deliberation to devise ways and means by which they may amass the enormous 
profits now received by the latter. It would better comport with the interest of the agriculturists, and 
those concerned in commerce, to reduce the tariff upon cotton goods. So long as the revenue, made upon 
any particular branch of industry, yields a fair interest, so long will it flourish without the assistance of 
Government; and, whenever it ceases to do this, it only proves an unsuccessful enterprise and investment 
of capital, and the true policy of wise statesmen will be to let the incautious speculator feel alone the ill 
effects of his own errors. Your memorialists cannot perceive how it can be in the powers of governors 
to make a losing investment of capital profitable to the country, when it is a losing concern to the indi
viduals therein engaged. It is true that protection and bounties may give relief, but all interference of 
this kind adds nothing to the weath of the nation; it will only impoverish one branch of industry to enrich 
another. To do this is a violation of that equality of rights which is the basis of our confederation. It 
is a violation of justice to take the proceeds of productive labor to reward the unsuccessful efforts of the 
incautious speculator. 

Your memorialists are of opinion that capital should be left free to find its own employment. The 
sagacity and self-interest of individuals will soon discover their true interests, and in doing that, the best 
interests of the country will be advanced, for the wealth of Government is but the aggregate wealth of 
the individuals who compose it. If one branch of industry be entitled to your consideration, certainly 

., every other should become equally an object of attention. In the autumn of 1825 the woolen manu
facturers realized 30 per centum upon their investment. .A.t the last sales in Boston the papers of that 
city announce that the fabrics of wool were sold at fair prices. If every manufacturer has the right to 
call upon you for legislative enactments whenever· his investments of capital shall fall below his expecta-
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tions, why have not the ship-builder, the exporting and importing merchant, and the agriculturist, the 
same right? We did not call upon you for legislative aid during the existence of embargoes, non-inter
course acts, and war, when our cotton was selling at six cents per pound, and our xice at one dollar pex 
hundred. We formed no peace societies; had no conventions to drive the Government into such measures 
as would have sullied the national honor. We bore the inconvenience, and submitted to the evil without 
a murmur. At the present time, when the whole civilized world is at peace, when the xeceipts of the 
Treasury are not only sufficient for the current exigencies of the Government, but enables us to discharge 
a part of the war debt, any branch of industry that is unable to protect itself, with the present high tariff 
to support it, ought not to be further protected,_ but abandoned. 

Your memorialists are most gratified, and, as Americans, are proud to see the improvements that are 
daily made in American manufactures. We hope the time may come when we shall be entirely independent 
of foreign supplies; but it is the part of wisdom to let this state of things arrive by those ordinary grada
tions which will give them strength and permanence. Let the agriculturist proceed in his employment 
and enrich the country by his labor. Let the merchant pursue his present profitable occupation; and, 
whenever the proper season shall arrive to disinthrall ourselves from foreign supplies, there will be a 
greater capital to invest in manufactures, the country will be flourishing and the nation prosperous. But 
by forced means and improvident legislation to bring forward prematurely any particular branch of 
industry at the expense of all the rest, produces a situation by which nothing is gained, but much is lost. 

With these views and convictions your memorialists most respectfully remonstrate against any 
increase of the present duty on coarse woolens, believing the measure not sanctioned by the Constitution, 
not called for by the present state of that class of manufactur~s, unequal in the burdens which it will 
impose upon other more important branches of industry, and calculated to produce such feelings and 
excitements as may endanger our political safety and impede us in the rapid march we are now making 
to the most elevated stand in the rank of nations. 

• ABRAM MYERS, Intendant of Georgetown, 
in belwlfof the Town Council and citizens of the town and its vicinity. 

So101roN COHEN, Secretary. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 811. [lsT SEssivN. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

C~lliUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 9, 1827. 

CHARLESTON, August 24, 1827. 
The anniversary meeting of the Agrlc11ltural Society of South Carolina was held on the 21st instant, 

when the following preamble and resolutions were unanimously adopted, viz: .. 
That the agriculturists of the south have ever reposed confidence in the National Government, and 

given it thei~· decided support while acting withi,n the scope of its constitutional powei·s; but the recent . 
proposition before Congress for protecting duties on certain articles of domestic manufacture (which they 
deem a partial legislation for local advantage, and subversive of their interest) induces them to remon
strate, temperately, yet firmly, against the exercise of powers not delegated by the Constitution. During 
the discussion of the tariff of 1824 they were assured that it was intended as a revenue, and not as a pro
tective measure, and no further attempt would be made to increase it for many years; yet in 1827 the 
woolens bill (than which none of more pernicious tendency could have been framed) was suddenly intro
duced and passed through the House of Representatives in Congress, and but for peculiar circumstances 
would have passed the Senate. From the concentrating efforts of the manufacturers they have unequivocal 
reasons for believing that the proposition will again be brought forward at the next session of Cong-ress, 
and, should it be passed, will bear with peculiar severity on the southern States. Commerce, agriculture, 
and manufactures are equally entitled to the protection of the Government, and reciprocally beneficial 
to every section of the Union; but that system of policy .which tends to the restriction of either for 
the protecting patronage of the other is in direct hostility to the principles of the federal compact, and 
to the coequal immunities guaranteed by the Constitution. All that the agriculturists of the south 
demand is the unrestricted benefit of their industry; nor do they feel disposed to withhold coextensive 
privileges from the manufacturers. But as they did not force the manufacturers into their speculations, 
if any of them are embarrassed they cannot submit to extricate them at such a vast expense. They are, 
therefore, constrained most solemnly to protest against this partial legislation as unconstitutional, and 
fraught with direful, inviduous consequences. They would not be just to themselves were they to be 
silent on the subject while the manufacturers in the Middle and Eastern States are uniting their efforts 
to effect their purpose. The opinions advocated on the discussion of the Missouri question, on the tariff 
of 1824, and on the woolens bill of 1827, they deem contrary to the letter and spirit of the Constitution, 
and unjust in principle. While, therefore, they respect and revere the Constitution, and are disposed to 
adhere to and maintain it in all its primitive virtue and equal operation, they cannot consent to have their 
rights legislated away, and that sacred charter violated. With these views the Agricultural Society of 
South Carolina submit the following xesolutions: 
. Resolued, That any system of measures adopted by the General Government subversive of the equality 
of every branch of industry is repugnant to the letter and spirit of the Constitution. 

Resolved, That protecting duties in favor of domestic manufactures at the expense of agriculture are 
unequal in operation, invidious in principle, and of despotic policy. -

Resolved, That the woolens bill is a measure pregnant with evil to southern interests, and should be 
resisted with decision and energy. 

VOL. V--90 B 
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Resolved, That the corresponding secretary be instructed to transmit a copy of the foregoing preamble 
and resolutions to each of the Senators and Representatives in Congress from this State, with a request to 
the delegate from this district to bring the resolutions to the view of Congress at an early period of its 
session. 

Resol·ued, That the corresponding secretary be likewise directed to furnish to the Senators and each 
of the Representatives in the Legislature from this district a copy of these resolutions, with the wish of 
this society that they should be submitted to the Legislature at the ensuing session. Also, to forward a 
copy to every agricultural society of the State for its consideration. . 

JOHN HUME, Prewlent. 

20TH CONGRESS. J No. 812. L lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 10, 1828. 

At a meeting of the citizens of Laurens district, held at Laurens Court-House, on the 22d of Septem
ber, for the purpose of expressing their sentiments on the tariff and the now proposed "woolens bill," 
Dr. Abner Crenshaw was called to the chair, and John G. Klink, Esq., appointed secretary. The chairman 
having explained the object of the meeting, among other resolutions that were submitted by Henry C. 
Young, Esq., the following was adopted: 

Resolved, That Archibald Young, Dr. Samuel Farrow, Samuel Downs, and John F. Kern, jr., constitute 
a committee to carry into effect the objects of the meeting, whose duty it shall be to prepare suitable 

• resolutions, with a memorial addressed to the National Legislature, expressive of the sentiments of this 
district on the above subject, at a meeting to be held at Laurens Court-House on the first Monday in 
October ensuing. 

In conformity with the above resolution, an adjourned meeting of the citizens of Laurens district 
took place at Laurens Court-House on the first Monday in October, when a large number of citizens 
attended, and the following memorial and resolutions were read by Dr. Samuel Farrow, and unanimously 
adopted. 

To the honorahle the Senators and Representalives qf the United Stales in Congress assembled: 
Your memorialists, citizens of Laurens district, in the State of South Carolina, with all due respect 

for your honorable body, beg leave to enter their solemn protest against all impost duties laid or collected 
for any other purpose than that of revenue. We believe the Constitution of the United States nowhere 
gives to Congress the right to lay or collect duties on importations for any other purposes than those 
above stated. We believe that the States, in forming the federal compact, granted to Congress specific 
powers for specific purposes, and all other powers and rights not so granted were retained by the States 
with jealous care as their own. We deny that the Constitution anywhere, either by express grant or 
implication, gives to your honorable body the right to levy impost duties for the protection of domestic 
manufactures; as such we look on the present tariff as an infringement on the Constitution of these United 
States, and the prohibitory system contemplated as being at war with the best interests of this country. 

But we more particularly and more solemnly protest against the bill before Congress at its last 
session, and which actually passed one house, denominated the woolens bill. For, we believ.e, if it should 
be passed into a law, that it would operate as an enormous tax on agriculture, that it would be a measure 
destructive of our revenue, and, perhaps, in the end, be fatal to the rights, morals, and happiness of our 
country. "Its principle is avarice-its victim, patriotism." 

lt needs no labored calculation to show your honorable body that where a large ad valorem duty 
exists on certain classes of manufactured goods, which articles form the greater amount of those consumed 
by the farming part of the community, that it must act as a burdensome tax on them, and, at the same time, 
result in a premium to the manufacturing interest. We ask, is the principle founded in justice or sound 
policy to tax one part of the community for the benefit of another, or one section of our common country 
for the benefit of another section? The present impost duty not only falls with unequal force on different 
sections of the country, but it bears unequally on different classes in the same section. The poor man, 
who is the consumer of the coarser quality of cloths, is taxed in proportion to his poverty; while the rich 
is, in a great degree, exempt from its burdens. Equal taxes and equal benefits, equal rights and equal 
liberties, is the eternal birthright of every American. 

Believing, as we do, that the stability and permanency of Government depend, in a great degree, on 
the virtue and intelligence of its citizens, we consider it as forming an important part of the duty of those 
who legislate for us to guard with the utmost care the morals of the people. To do which, all tempta
tions to fraud and vice should be kept as much out of sight and as much out of reach as possible, Hence 
the necessity of leaving commerce and industry as little fettered by laws as the nature of government 
will admit. 

It cannot be necessary to remind your honorable body that the strength of a people is increased in 
proportion to their unanimity; and, as such, that it is the duty of a Government so to impose duties and 
so to distribute favors as to harmonize, as much as possible, the different pursuits and different interests
of all sections. But, we would ask you, is the present tariff system calculated to do this? On the con
trary, is it not rather calculated to epgender sectional partialities and sectional prejudices? To array 
the farming interest against the manufacturing interest? In a word, to array the south against the 
north, and the north against the south ? 

We believe your present tariff will rob the Government of a large portion of its revenue, and will 
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fail to afford to our manufacturing brethren that support and protection which they anticipate. Under 
the present impost duties direct importation will take place to a very limited extent; it is impossible for 
the foreign manufacturer to pay those enormous duties and live by his merchandise. Hence thousands, 
may we not say millions, will be cut off from our former source of revenue. Pause, legislators, for a 
moment, and say from whence will you replenish the deficit. But is it believed, at the same time, that 
the British merchant will not find his way through the Canadas into the United States, evade your high 
duties, destroy your shipping, and inundate your country with foreign merchandise? We solemnly pro
test against a system of legislation so opposite to the interest of the country, and destructive of the rights 
and happiness of all classes of the community. . 

We also enter our protest against the policy of forcing manufactories into existence; for we believe 
them to be the legitimate offspring of circumstances, and that the fitness of circumstances necessary for 
their growth and prosperity must take place before they can flourish in any country. And until this does 
occur they are premature in their birth, and in their existence ricketty bantlings that must depend upon 
Government for their support. It must not be supposed, so long as we possess such vast uncultivated 
tracts of country, where every man may so easily call himself lord of a home, though ever so humble, 
that he will readily abandon the more profitable, the agreeable, and the more healthful pursuit of agricul
ture in the open air, for the dull, monotonous, sickly walls of a manufacturing establishment. We have 
not time to dwell on the tendency of these establishments, while they enrich a few individuals, to increase 
pauperism among us; nor to show their tendency in bending the minds of men into a channel of subjec
tion, and consequently paving the way for despotism. 

We are unwilling to be reckoned among those politicians of the day who can so lightly and on 
trivial circumstances speak of a dissolution of these United States; on the contrary, we are fond to cherish 
a love to our Government, and, as far as we can, to its measures. But when we have so many just 
grounds of complaint, it would be no less than a tacit surrender of our rights and interest longer to 
remain silent. Longer to delay would be to invite aggression from all those who might be disposed to 
lord it over us. 

It therefore becomes us to speak, and to speak in the firm tone of freemen. And as a portion of that 
State which, during the late embargo, bore a full proportion of suffering, and that, too, with the proud 
recollection that they were suffering for the general good, and to this day have cheerfully acquiesced in 
all the requisitions of the Government of our common country, we have a right to be heard. 

We therefore ask of your honorable body an immediate repeal of all impost duties which have been 
laid with a view to protection, and that you abstain from any further legislation on the subject of the 
woolens bill. 

We demand that what bas been taken from us by power be restored to us in justice. 
ARCHIBALD YOUNG, Ohairman. 

1. Resolved, That any duty laid on foreign manufactures further than is necessary to raise a revenue 
for the support of Government. is an unauthorized and unconstitutional exercise of power on the part of 
Congress. 

2. Resolved, That the impost duties, as contemplated by the woolens bill before Congress at its last 
session, whilst it would operate unequally on different sections of our country, would, at the same time, 
operate unequally on different individuals in the same section of country, and would thus far be at 
variance with the genius and spirit of our free and liberal institutions, which have, or ought to have, 
nothing in view but the welfare, prosperity, and happiness of the great body of the American people. 

3. Resolved, That we recognize the long and well-established principle that in the best regulated 
Governments it sometimes becomes necessary that partial evils must for a time be borne for the general 
good; yet, when an attempt is made to legislate for one section of country to the exclusion of another, or 
for one class of citizens in preference to another class of citizens, it becomes a crying sin, which freemen 
ought not, cannot, will not endure. 

4. Resolved, That we witness with painful sensations the insatiable thirst and untiring zeal of our 
northern brethren; for they are not satisfied with having the proceeds of our honest earnings made theirs, 
but they appear determined to stop nothing short of making our fetters so sure that future resistance 
will be worse than fruitless. 

5. Resolved, That we will ward off, by all the constitutional means in our power, the effect of the 
woolens bill on us if it should become a law; and for this purpose-

6. Resolved, That a committee of four be appointed by this meeting, whose duty it shall be to corres
pond with such like committees as may be appointed throughout the United States, and shall devise, and 
from time to time make public, whatever may have a tendency to enable our fellow-citizens to resist most 
effectuaIIy the effect of the said contemplated bill. 

7. Resolved, That Archibald Young, Colonel Robert Ward, Samuel Cunningham, Esq., and Captain 
William Moore, be appointed a committee to carry into effect the sixth resolution. 

8. Resolved, That a copy of this day's proceedings be laid before our State Legislature, and that a 
copy be furnished each of the Senators from this State in Congress, and also our Representative in Con
gress from this election district. 

9. Resolved, That the memorial and resolutions be published in the Oolurribia :['elescl)J)e, and that the 
same be signed by the chairman and secretary. 

ABNER CRENSH.A. W, Chairman. 
JOHN G. KLINCK, Secretary. 
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20m OoNGREss.J No. 813. [1ST SESSION. 

AG.A.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 11, 1828. 

The joint select committee, to whom was referred the following resolution, to wit: 
"Resolved, That so much of the Governor's message as relates to the alteration of the tariff contem

plated by the 'woolens bill' be referred to a joint select committee," report: 
That they have bestowed as much attention to the subject referred to them as the time not 

necessarily devoted to other subjects of public importance would permit, though they are willing to 
admit not as much as the importance of the matter would seem to demand. The committee, in examining 
the subject referred to them, were not disposed to enter into any refined speculations in political 
economy; for they are sensible that the object of the resolution submitted to the consideration of the 
Legislature and referred to them may very easily be obtained by a brief examination of the subject 
addressed to the reason of the country and the sound understanding of that body under whose authority 
they act. 

The committee are aware that there is no portion of the American people more attached to the Union 
and more deeply sensible of the great benefits which might be expected to flow from it, conducted upon 
the principles upon which it was first formed, than the people of North Carolina; they have never, at any 
period of our history, even under the strongest political excitement, endeavored to embarrass the Govern
ment, or the administration of those to whom it was intrusted, otherwise than by the right of suffrage. 
They have seldom expressed a legislative opinion upon the measures of the General Government, being 
at all times willing to give a full and fair opportunity to those charged with the management of public 
affairs of being "judged by their measures." But a crisis has arisen in the-political affairs of our country 
which demands a prompt and decisive expression of public opinion. Under such circumstances silence 
would be injustice to ourselves and a want of candor to the other States of the Union. 

The committee are of opinion that interest, either pecuniary or political, is the great point of union, 
from the smallest association up to the confederacy of these United States, and that whenever a system of 
policy is pursued by the General Government which strikes at the very foundation of the Union it is the 
right of every member of the Confederacy to call their attention to the fundamental principles upon 
which the Government was formed; and if they persist in measures ruinous in themselves the question 
may fairly be discussed, whether the checks and balances of the Government have not been overthrown; 
whether they have been instrumental in producing so onerous an effect, and whether the benefits of the 
Union are not more than counterbalanced by the evils. 

The committee will not assert that Congress have no power under the Constitution to lay duties on 
imports which are intended to operate as a protection to manufactures: they maintain, however, that the 
exercise of such a power as contemplated by the woolens bill is a direct violation of the spirit of that 
instrument and repugnant to the objects for which it was formed. 

The Constitution gives to Congress the power "to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises; 
·to pay the debts and provide for the common defence and general welfare of the United States; and 
provides that all duties, imposts, and excises, shall be uniform throughout the United States." The clear 
object of "laying impost," therefore, was, like laying taxes and other duties, to pay the debts and provide 
for the common defence and general welfare of the Union. That this is the clear and obvious meaning of 
the power to lay impost is abundantly proven by the proceedings of the convention which formed the 
Constitution, and the cotemporaneous exposition which it received from its friends. It is conceded that 
Congress have the express power to lay impost; but it is maintained that that power was given for the 
purpose of revenue, and revenue alone, and that any other use of the power is usurpation on the part of 
Congress. There is nowhere to be found in the Constitution an express power given to Congress to 
encourage science, agriculture, or manufactures; the first two are objects of the highest importance to all 
the States and of general interest; and yet we hear of no attempts on the part of the General Govern
ment to afford them encouragement. 

Manufactures in the United States are not an object of general but of local interest; and yet they 
have received from the Government not only a moderate and just encouragement, under the operation of 
a tariff of duties on imports for purposes of revenue, but a protection by an enormous duty upon importa
tions, which palsies every effort of the agriculturist, withers the product of his industry, and greatly 
impairs foreign commerce. 

The committee are of opinion that the woolens bill which received in the Congress of the United 
States at its last session so full and fair an investigation, is a measure, above all others which has ever 
occupied the attention of that enlightened body, calculated to produce an enormous tax on the agriculture 
of the south and to be destructive of revenue. They believe it to be a bill artfully designed for the 
advancement of the incorporated companies of New England, and admirably adapted to its end, They 
believe it fatal to the happiness, the morals, and the rights of a large portion of our common country; for 
it has its foundation in avarice, and consumes every patriotic feeling. 

If such is the character and the operation of this measure, who can tell how long this Union can 
exist under it, and how soon may be realized the soul-chilling prediction that "it is a rope of sand." 

The committee are of opinion that the passage of the "woolens bill," contemplating prohibitory duties 
of from thirty-seven and an half per cent. to one hundred and thirty-nine and a half per cent., would be 
nearly if not quite equivalent to'a non-importation act, and most certainly would it produce a tax of 
millions annually on the agricultural, the laboring, and the mechanic arts of our country; and this tax on 
the consumer would be in reciprocal ratio with his wealth; for while it contemplates no increase of duty 
on the finer woolen fabrics, in an artful disguise it imposes a duty very frequently on the poor man and 
the laborer of one hundred and thirty-nine and a half per cent. on the raiment which protects him from 
the inclemencies of the season; and this destructive mystery is hidden under that minimum of the bill 
which provides that all woolens over forty cents the square yard and under one hundred and fifty cents 
should be valued at one hundred and fifty cents; and the committee are advised that much the largest 
portion of woolens, both in quantity and value, are included in the minimum price. 
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The committee are of opinion that if such a duty on woolens does not amount to an entire prohibi
tion, it will so far diminish the revenue on this valuable portion of importations as to render it necessary 
in a few years to resort to the odious system of internal taxation and of direct tax on the people of these 
United States. 

Impressed with the importance of this subject, particularly as it affects the people of the southern 
and western States, the committee believe that the subject calls loudly for an expression of legislative 
opinion, and they therefore recommend the following resolutions : 

Resolved, (as the opinion of the Legislature of North Carolina,) That it is inexpedient for the 
Congress of the United States to increase the duties on imports. 

Resob:ed, further, That the Governor of this State be requested to transmit copies of this report and 
resolutions to each of the Senators and Representatives of this State in the Congress of the United 
States, with a request that they be laid before that body. 

20TH CoNGRESs.] No. 814. llsr SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF AN INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COID!UNICA.TED TO THE SENA.TE JANUARY 11, 1828. 

To the honoi-able the Senate and House of Representati'1:es of the United States in Congress assemlJled : 
The memorial of the subscribers, citizens of Alleghany county, in the State of Pennsylvania, respect

fully showeth: That a very large and important portion of your constituents, embracing probably half the 
population of the United States-the growers of grain, the raisers of sheep, and the manufacturers of 
woolen goods-are at present in a state of great depression, owing to a combination of untoward circum
stances. 

In inviting the attention of your honorable bodies to the subject of the present memorial, we find it 
necessary to take a wtrospective view of the state of the farming interest from a remote period, for 
which we hope the importance of the object in view will sufficiently apologize. We shall be as brief as 
the nature of the case will admit. 

For nearly thirty years after the establishment of our present form of Government, farming was 
almost uniformly as profitable as it is an honorable and useful occupation. The industry of the farmer 
was stimulated and rewarded by brisk markets and highly liberal prices. It was, however, apprehended 
by our wisest statesmen that a severe reverse would take place as soon as, by the cessation of war in 
Europe, the swords of myriads of warlike men, who had been wasteful consumers, would be converted 
into reaping hooks, and those who had wielded them into producers. But dearth in that quarter for two 
or three years arrested the stroke. In November, 18l'i, the British ports were closed against our bread
stutfs, but opened for a short time in 1818. From the latter year the agriculture of Europe has sufficed 
to feed her population; and our breadstuffs have accordingly been almost wholly excluded, whereby the 
prospects of our farmers have been, from that time, extremely depressed. 

It cannot be improper to present a comparative view of the average of our exports of flour, the 
leading article of the farming States, for three several periods, which will fully explain the causes, and 
shed light on the great extent of the depression of the great farming interest. 

Average of 1811-'12-'13 ............................................ . 
Average of 1817 and 1818 ......................................... , . 
Average of 1819-'20-'21-'22-'23-'24-'25-'26 ........................... . 

Barrels, 

1,383,149 
1,318,437 

867,044 

Value. 

$13,980,000 
14,664,173 
*4,882,053 

So very extraordinary a diminution of demand for the surplus of the labors of our farmers, and of the 
value of that surplus, while their numbers in the interim had increased probably forty per cent., and their 
agricultural skill in nearly an equal ratio, could not fail to produce intense distress. The proceeds of the 
domestic sales, amounting at least to 10,000,000 of barrels of flour per annum, partook of the same fate. 
Other farming productions fell in value and demand in a similar degree. The annual reduction, therefore, 
of the income of the farmers, by the operation of the European system of exclusion, could not have fallen 
short of $30,000,000. It may be said that the prices in the first two periods were too high. This we 
freely admit. But this circumstance affords no alleviation of the distress resulting from the diminution 
of demand, and the great depreciation below a price affording an adequate remuneration for labor and the 
employment of capital. We cannot forbear lamenting that no attempt was made to provide a domestic 
market as a substitute for the foreign one thus ruinously cut off, or any new channel for the employment 
of the capital and industry thus bereft of their usual occupation and remunerntion. 

It is scarcely possible duly to appreciate the distress and ruin produced by this state of things among 
our farmers. Bankruptcy swallowed up a large proportion of them. Lands purchased at fair prices 
when the European ports were open, and on which two and tln·ee instalments were paid, have been since 
sacrificed to pay the balance, and found inadequate for tbe purpose. It bas been calculated by men of 

Barrels, 
* 1826 .................................................... •••••••••• ............................ •••• ................ 857,820 
To Mexico and South America,.................................................................................... !!85,563 

Fonner markets.,, .............................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .• . . . .. . . . • . .. 572,257 

Value. 
$4,121,466 

1,431,178 

2,690,288 
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inquiry that one-third part of the landed property in the grain-growing States has changed owners within 
the last ten years through the instrumentality of sheriffs and marshals; thousands of our citizens, 
bereft of large patrimonial estates, have been exiled from home to encounter the discomforts and priva
tions of new settlements in the wilderness. Our lands produce far less than they might do; for, the 
stimulus of certain markets and remunerating prices being wanting, husbandry languishes. Numerous 
cases occur, occasionally, of crops remaining unthreshed for a year after the harvest for want of demand. 

From this brief view of the depression of the growers of grain we wish to call your attention to a 
sketch of the situation of the growers of wool and the manufacturers of woolen goods. 

The restrictive system which began in 1807, and the war of 1812, so far diminished foreign sup
plies of all kinds of manufactures, and threw out of employment so large a portion of our commercial 
capital, that many of our enterprising citizens entered with ardor into the pursuit of manufactures, and; 
among the rest, that of woolens. The demand for wool, of course, greatly increased. Flocks of merino 
sheep were purchased, and in many cases at very high prices. Before the close of the war the 
supply of woolen goods was nearly equal to the demand; whereby were secured moderate prices, which, 
but for that circumstance, would have risen exorbitantly, as foreign woolens were scarce and supplies 
precarious. Had the fostering care of the Government been extended to this manufacture after the war, 
for a few years, it w.ould have arrived at a maturity that might have enabled it to stand the shock of 
foreign competition. But the want of adequate protection, the mania for importation, the immoderate 
quantities of rival articles brought into our markets from abroad, prostrated almost every man engaged 
in the business, reduced hundreds to poverty, threw thousands of operatives out of employment, consigned 
probably three-fourths of the invaluable breed of merino sheep to the slaughter-house, and placed the 
nation in nearly the same state of dependence on foreign supplies as before the war. 

Within the last ten years the farmers have been several times flattered, through the enterprise of the 
manufacturers of woolen goods, with the hope of a revival of the demand for wool, which would greatly 
tend to alleviate their sufferings. Large flocks of sheep have been accordingly collected at different 
periods, at great expense; remunerating sales have been made for a year or two, but they have been suc
ceeded by a blight and blast, in consequence of the market for domestic cloth being destroyed by inunda
tions of foreign woolens, sold at the risk and to the loss of the exporters, many times for less than cost, 
and sometimes for little more than the cost of the raw material. Thus, the demand for wool having 
nearly ceased, the sheep have been destroyd by thousands, as their support became a burden to the pro
prietors. 

The tariff of 1824 afforded a clear demonstration of two important facts: one, that the protection of 
American manufactures and building up an American system are clearly recognized as substantial 
portions of the policy of our National Legislature; and the other, that that body seriously intended to 
protect and foster the important branches-wool-growing and the manufacture of woolen goods. This 
encouraged our capitalists to enter into both. Investments were made in the latter, in buildings, 
machinery, and materials, to the amount, it is believed, of $50,000,000, and for some time the prospects 
were truly flattering·. The number of sheep in the United States has been estimated at 15,000,000, which, 
at $2 each, amount to $30,000,000, making an aggregate of $80,000,000 invested in those two collateral 
branches. The fleeces of the sheep, at three pounds each, and at thirty cents a pound, would amount, 
annually, to $13,500,000. 

But it proved in this case, as in many others, that our citizens held their prosperity by the very 
uncertain tenure of foreign legislation and foreign fluctuations. In the midst of this prosperous career a 
tornado burst on both the growers and manufacturers of wool. In consequence of the calamitous scenes 
in Great Britain in 1825, immense exportations of woolen goods to this country took place, which were, 
as formerly, sacrificed frequently below cost and charges. With such competition all struggle is unavail
ing. The American manufacturer is expelled from his own market, his industry prostrated, and he and 
his family are doomed to ruin, unless the extent of his capital may enable him to survive the shock, with 
the sacrifice of all his profits and part of that capital. 

The distress in Great Britain, and the excessive exportations of woolens frqm that country to this, 
@ would have been sufficient to produce a great depression in the woolen branch here. But another cause 

of depression has been brought into operation. The British Government, ever wide awake to foster and 
protect its manufactures, reduced the duty on wool from six pence per pound to one penny, and to a half
penny on .wool below one shilling per pound. Thus, while the American manufacturer pays, in some 
instances, a duty of twenty and twenty-five cents per pound, the British pays but a penny or a halfpenny; 
whereby nearly the whole benefit intended for the American in 1824·is done away. 

It is a melancholy truth, which cannot fail to make a deep impression on your honorable bodies, that 
the great capital invested in the breed of sheep and in the establishments for woolen manufactures has, 
in consequence of the depression of these branches of industry, depreciated thirty, forty, and in many 
cases fifty per cent. 

The following facts may enable your honorable bodies to form some estimate of the importance of the 
woolen branch: A factory employing 160 hands (and there are probably fifty or sixty such factories in 
the United States) would consume 100,000 pounds of wool per annum. To produce this quantity of wool 
would require 35,000 sheep. These would occupy 23,000 acres of land, divided into 115 farms of 200 
acres each, every farm supporting 300 sheep, and a family of six persons almost entirely devoted to sheep 
husbandry. It therefore follows that fifty factories, each with 160 operatives, give employment to 5,750 
families, and a population of 34,500 persons, who cultivate 1,150,000 acres of land; and it is important to 
observe, that land of inferior quality answers well for sheep grazing. 

It is hardly necessary to make any addition to these facts. Yet it may be proper to state that, but 
for this employment, most of those 34,500 persons, and of the 1,150,000 acres of land, would probably be 
employed in raising breadstuffs of various kinds; thus increasing production and the glut of the markets, 
and depreciating the price of those articles, already too low to remunerate-the capital they employ. 

Some imperfect idea may be formed of the beneficial effects of this manufacture on commerce, from 
the fact that a single woolen manufacturer in Massachusetts consumed last year, notwithstanding the 
depression of that branch-

100,000 pounds of wool, equal to fifty tons, of which forty were imported. 
2'r tons of dye-wood. 
13 tons of oil. 
2 tons of foreign soap. 
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A multiplication of this amount by the number of factories in the United States would produce a 
most interesting result as regards the mercantile portion of our citizens. In fact, there cannot be a doubt 
that the freights of the raw materials for this and other manufactures give full employment to more 
tonnage than all the dry goods imported into this country. 

Your memorialists have learned, with great surprise and regret, that associations of their fellow
citizens have taken place in different parts of the southern States, by which the power to impose duties 
on imports is attempted to be confined to the mere purposes of revenue; the exercise of that power for 
the protection of manufactures is denounced as unconstitutional; the operation of such duties is declared 
to be oppressive and unequal, and of course unjust; and gloomy predictions are hazarded of retaliation, 
by restrictions and heavy duties on our cotton and tobacco, on the part of Great Britain, in the event of 
any increase of duties on manufactures. 

The limits of a memorial forbid much discussion on these assumptions, which, we respectfully state, 
have been so often and so fully disproved that we could not have expected to be called on at this late 
period to offer any arguments against them. We yield, however, to the necessity of the case, although 
it is but repeating arguments already hackneyed. We shall be very brief, and therefore we barely state, 
that in the first Congress, presided over by the illustrious Washington, and embracing a number of the 
members of the convention which framed the Constitution, who were certainly as well qualified to judge of 
its intent and meaning as any persons of the present day-in that Congress, we say, there was not a single 
exception alleged to the measure in question on the ground of unconstitutionality. The most highly 
gifted members of that body not only admitted the right, but, in a variety of cases, powerfully advocated 
the exercise of it as far as the interests of their particular constituents were concerned. Fortunately 
the debates of that Congress are still extant, and the speeches of Mr. Madison, Mr. Ames, Mr. Clymer, 
Mr. Fitzsimons, Mr. Carroll, Mr. Wadsworth, Mr. Boudinot, &c., maybe consulted on the subject. To this 
let us respectfully add, that the preamble of the law for imposing duties on imports, the second passed by 
that Congress, runs, "Whereas it is necessary for the support of Government, for the discharge of the 
debts of the United States, and the encouragement and protection of manufactures, that duties be laid on 
goods, wares, and merchandise imported.': 

We beg leave, with due respect, to state that these facts alone ought to settle this important question 
forever. But it is to be observed that other facts affording unequivocal corroboration of this con
struction of the Constitution remain to be stated. This system was distinctly recommended by General 
Washington in his speech to Congress at an early period of his career as President, and in his last speech 
to that body in l '196. Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Madison, and Mr. Monroe, held the same language in their 
messages. .And so late as 1816 Mr. Lowndes, one of the most zealous, intrepid, and enlightened advocates 
of the rights and interests of the southern States, asserted the same principle clearly and distinctly. We 
conclude with the fact, of equal force with all the rest, that the practice of the Government from 1789 
till 1820, has been uniform on the subject, and never, to our knowledge, once questioned till 1820, a period 
of thirty-one years. .And what is now to overrule this mass of testimony ? The very strained construction, 
that bountie.'I and protecting dut-ies, producing the same result of fostering manufactures, are identically the 
same; and that the power of Congress to grant bounties having been proposed and rejected in convention, 
protecting duties were by implication likewise rejected I This, we beg leave to state, is fully as illogical 
as to assert that gypsum, marl, lime, and wood ashes are all the same substance, because they all serve 
to manure the soil. 

Duties absolutely prohibitory were, in l '189, imposed on manufactured tobacco and snuff; six cents per 
pound on the former, and ten cents on the latter. But even these high duties were not deemed sufficient 
to guard the interests of the tobacco planter. They were raised in l '194 to twent'IJ-two cents on snuff, and· 
ten cents on manufactured tobacco. Of these exorbitant duties imposed, not for the sake of revenue, but 
avowedly for the exclusion of those articles, and to secure to the tobacco planter the entire market of his 
own country to the consequent injury of the revenue, the manufacturing portion of the nation never 
harbored a thought of complaining. We beg leave further to state, that a duty was, in l '189, laid on raw 
cotton 150 per cent. higher than the duty on cotton goods, to encourage the culture of that raw material; 
that a duty was a.t the same time laid on indigo to encourage its culture, 200 per cent. higher than on the ' 
great mass of manufactured goods; that the duty on brown sugar, an article of great bulk, heavy freight, 
and in some degree a necessary of life to the poorer classes of society, is from '15 to 100 per cent., which 
is far higher than any duty on manufactured goods except coarse cottons; and, finally, that for the encour
agement of our navigation, the duty on teas imported in foreig·n vessels was, by the tariff of l '189, 125 
per cent. higher than on those imported in .American vessels. Various other duties for the protection of 
agriculture and commerce have been imposed at different times during the progress of our Government, 
for the details of which we refer to the statute books, and which, we repeat, have never been murmured 
against or complained of by the manufacturing portion of the nation. 

We respectfully state, that the objection to the imposition of duties for the protection of manufactures 
on the ground of their oppressive tendency, and "taxing the many for the benefit of the few," is equally 
ill-founded. In every case, without a single exception, in which efficient protection has been afforded to 
American manufactures, the result has been to produce an article superior in point of utility, and at a 
lower price than the imported one. American nails, for instance, subject to a duty of '10 per cent., are 
sold 40 per cent. cheaper in Philadelphia than in Liverpool. American canvas and window glass are 
cheaper and better than the imported. The same observation applies to chemical articles generally. 
Cotton goods are 50 per cent. cheaper and 60 per cent. better than were the imported articles for which 
they were substituted when the imposition of the square yard duty took place. The enumeration might 
be extended to a great variety of other articles, but we deem it unnecessary to enter into further detail. 

On the subject of retaliation we beg leave to observe, that as the nations of Europe, because they 
can supply themselves with breadstuffs, do actually, in order to protect their agriculturists, prohibit 
ours altogether, the cultivation of which forms the chief dependence of 5,000,000 or 6,000,000 of our 
population, the threat of retaliation on their part held out by our own citizens, should we judge it proper 
not to meet positive exclusion by exclusion, but merely to impose additional duties on such articles as 
our industry can supply, is truly preposterous. Foreign nations are the aggressors. The aggression 
began and has been continued for years on their part without an attempt at retaliation on ours. So far 
as Great Britain is concerned, it is to be observed that there is a regular annual balance in her favor of 
from $4,000,000 to $8,000,000. Last year we exported to her only $21,209,054 and imported $25,458,9'15. 
With respect to tobacco, her entire consumption of the article from all the world is only 14,0ffO hogsheads 
per annum, and our cotton is almost as indispensably necessary to her as food for her population. The 
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whole amount of our domestic exports to Great Britain and France last year, cotton and tobacco excepted, 
was, to the former Kingdom, $1,709,122, and to the latter, $276,791. The tobacco exported to both nations 
amounted to only $3,602,356. • 

There are important considerations connected with this subject deeply interesting to such members of 
your honorable bodies as are engaged in agriculture, more especially, for a reason which will appear in 
the sequel, to those devot~d to the culture of cotton. There is too great a proportion of our citizens 
employed in agricultural pursuits. .A.t the last census the agriculturists formed 83 per cent. of the entire 
population. The proportion has not decreased since. Hence the demands of the markets, foreign and 
domestic, do not keep pace with the increase of production. While our means ~f producing a surplus for 
exportation are constantly increasing, the foreign markets have been diminishing. So completely and 
unprecedentedly have they fallen off, that of most of our staples, except cotton, we export less in quantity 
than we did in 1790, even before the flames of war spread throughout Europe, though our population has 
nearly trebled since that time.-(See table .A..) Notwithstanding this reduction of exports, all the 
markets in the world into which our produce is received are almost constantly glutted with it, the 
demand is slow, the prices reduced, our merchants suffer heavy losses, agriculture languishes, and the 
resources of the country are blighted by our policy. The average for two years, 1800 and 1801, of the 
domestic exports of those of our citizens not engaged in the culture of cotton (about 5,000,000 souls) 
were $35,78'r,043. The domestic exports of the same description of citizens in 1826 (about 10,000,000) 
was $28,030,448. Thus the melancholy fact appears, that while our population increases in an unexampled 
ratio, the quantity and value of our exports generally, cotton excepted, decrease. This sufficiently accounts 
for the occasional depressions of the prosperity of a country possessed of unexampled advantages, and 
proves the pernicious nature of our policy. A retrospect of a few years will shed strong light on the 
results of that policy. The extreme depression of manufactures from 1816 to 1822 drove thousands and 
tens of thousands of manufacturers to farming. Thus was that branch of industry overstocked by the 
conversion of so many customers into rivals. 

Hence thousands of acres, where the climate and soil permitted;were converted from tillage and 
pasturage into cotton and tobacco plantations. The planting of tobacco was soon overstocked; and 
cotton was substituted for that article. Hence the enormous increase of the export of cotton, notwith
standing the great and steady increase of the domestic consumption. The el..l)Ort of Upland cotton was 
more than doubled in four years from 1819 to 1823. In the former year it was 80,013,843 pounds, and in 
the latter 161,586,582 pounds. And the proceeds of the latter quantity fell short of those of the former. 
Nothing can more incontrovertibly prove the utter impolicy of our system, as regards the southern 
States, than this obvious and pernicious result of depressing manufactures and farming, and thus unduly 
increasing the production of cotton. To this source may be fairly, traced the ruinous reduction of the 
price of that valuable staple and all the depression that has prevailed for years in the cotton-growing 
States. 

Total export and proceeds of Sea Island and Upland cotton for 1819 and 1823. 

1819 .......................... . 
1823 .......................... . 

8'r,99'r,045 pounds ................. . 
173,723,270 pounds ................. . 

$21,081,763 
20,445,520 

A candid view of the preceding facts will satisfy every unbiased mind that the conversion of 
150,000 cultivators of cotton into farmers, and of double the number of farmers into mechanics and . 
manufacturers, would produce the most salutary effects on the general prosperity of the country to an 
incalculable extent. 

Here we respectfully close the arguments in favor of the system we advocate, with the hope that our 
facts and inductions will irresistibly prove the soundness of the maxim of .A.dam Smith, that "whatever 
tends to diminish in any country the number of artificers and manufacturers, tends to diminish the home 
market, the most important of all markets for the rude produce of the land, and thereby still further to 
discournge agricitltu1·e." And hence it clearly follows that it is the interest of the agriculturists to 
increase the number of artificers and manufacturers in order "to increase the home market." 

Besides the growers of wool and the manufacturers of woolen goods, there are various other 
description.a of our fellow-citizens whose case requires further legislative protection. Instead of any 
enumeration on our part, we respectfully refer to the recommendations of the Harrisburg convention, 
which will be submitted to your consideration, and which we fully approve. 

A. 

Exports from the United States of flour, wheat, &c.,jor 1 'r90 and 1826. 

Articles. 

Flour ....... ···•·••••·•· ................ •••·•·••·· •••••••••••••• barrels •••• 
'Wheat ........... ••••• •....•.•.••...•....••....•.•....•.••••••• bushels •••• 
Indian corn ...... .................................................. ~do ..... . 
Shingles ••...•..•........•....•..••............•......•...••.•.• number •••• 
Tobacco ..................................................... hogsheads .••. 
Staves ............................................................. feet •••. 
Rice ............................................................ tierces ... . 
Indigo .......................................................... pounds .••• 
Naval stores ••.••.•••...•..•.•.••••.•••..••..••.•..••...•..•••.•• barrels ... . 
Spirits •..•••..••....••••..•••••..•••...••••..•....•.....•....... gallons ... . 

1790. 

724,623 
1,124,456 
2,102,137 

67,331,115 
118,460 

36,402,301 
100,845 
612,119 
122,777 
370,331 

1826. 

857,820 
45,166 

505,381 
71,991,000 

&1,098 
28,193,000 

111,063 
5,289 

96,157 
212,970 

Increase. 

123,197 

4,660,885 

10,218 

Decrease. 

1,079,290 
1,596,756 

54,362 
s,!!09,301 

606,830 

26,620 
157,361 

Submitting the premises to the serious consideration of your honorable bodies, your memorialists 
pray you will afford such relief as the pressing necessity of the case requires. 

SEPrEilllER 20, 182'r. 
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20m CoNGREss.] No. 815. [1ST SESSION. 

AG.A.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNIC.A.TED TO THE SENATE JA.NU.A.RY 14, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 
Your memorialists, citizens of Orangeburg district, in the State of South Carolina, believing that 

the proposed woolens bill will, if passed into a law, not only violate the Constitution, but in its operation 
be highly oppressive, and may in its consequences endanger the harmony of the Union, respectfully 
submit the reasons of their objections to the said bill. 

The power to lay and collect duties and imposts was vested in Congress, your memorialists appre
hend, to raise a revenue to meet, in part, the expenses incident to the wholesome administration of the 
Government, and thereby avoid modes of taxation less burdensome and obnoxious; and in the constitu
tional exercise of this power no laws can be enacted expressly prohibitory in their character. The 
operation of all such laws will be partial and oppressive, and, by encouraging monopoly, give an undue 
preference to one section of the Union. In all our commercial regulations the general welfare and 
permanent harmony of our Confederacy should be consulted . 

.A. power to lay and collect prohibitory duties on all articles will enable Congress, under the pretext 
of encouraging national industry, not only to exercise a control over and give a direction to our capital, 
but to the various occupations and pursuits of life-a power which would paralyze individual enterprise, 
prevent a free and full development of the intellectual and physical resources of the country, and intro
duce in the place of equal laws a system of favoritism and oppression. 

The tariff of 1824 has already rendered the great agricultural interest of the country in some measure 
tributary, by excluding it from the advantages of a cheaper market; and the proposed duty on woolens, 
your memorialists fear, is but an insidious rtivision of said tariff, which, if extended to every other article, 
must diminish the most profitable branch of the revenue, and completely subject the consumer to all the 
exactions of legalized monopolists. .A. tax on foreign commerce is felt less rigorously -by the consumer, 
and is admitted to be most compatible with the sound policy of free States; but where such a tax is 
avowedly imposed to force into existence new employments, by excluding all competition, the consumer 
will be burdened with a direct tax by Government to meet a deficit of revenue, and doubly burdened by 
his fellow-citizens with the payment of a high premium on the necessaries of life to support manufac
tories which should follow the progress and share the protection of all other occupations. .A. diversified 
and successful employment of the industry and capital of our fellow citizens your memorialists regard 
as the foundation of national wealth and independence. When spontaneously flourishing and enjoying 
together the protection of equal laws, we will al.ways extend a fostering support to their advancement 
and prosperity; but your memorialists do protest against that policy wliich would, contrary to the true 
spirit of our free institutions and the natural progress of improvement, promote one employment by 
laying a tribute and imposing fetters on all others. The patriot must look forward with fearful appre
hensions to the .jealous feelings which would be excited, and the dangerous consequences which may 
result from the adoption of a system so unequal and harsasing in its operations. A choice between the 
surrender of their constitutional rights and the dismemberment of the Union your memorialists sincerely 
hope will never be forced on the American people. Your memorialists, with much confidence and hope of 
redress, submit to the wisdom and justice of Congress their grievances under the present tariff, and pray 
that they may not be required to make still greater sacrifices by an increase of duties on wool or any 
other articles. 

WM. ROWE, Ohairman. 
Enu. J. FELDER, Secretary pro tem. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 816. [lsT SESSION. 

AG.A.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COID!UNIC.A.TED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 14, 1828. 

EXECUTIVE DEPARTlIENT, NoRTH CAROLIN.A., Raleigh, Janu(!ry 'l, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to the wishes of the Legislature of this State, I have the honor to transmit to you 

a copy of a report and of certain resolutions passed by them at their present session. 
I am, with sentiments of great respect, your obedient, humble servant, 

JAMES IREDELL. 
Hon. SAHUEL P. CARSON. 

Report on the alteration of the tariff, contemplated by the woolens bill. 

The joint select committee, to whom was referred the following resolution, to wit : "Resolved, That so 
much of the Governor's message as relates to the alteration of the tariff, contemplated by the 'woolens 
bill,' be referred to a joint select committee," report: 

That they have bestowed as much attention to the subject referred to them as the time not neces
sarily devoted to other subjects of public importance·would permit, though, the! are willin? to admit1 ~o~ 

VOL. V--91 B • 
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as much as the importance of the matter would seem to demand. The committee, in examining the 
subject referred to them, were not disposed to enter into any refined speculations in political economy, 
for they are sensible that the object of the resolution submitted to the consideration of the Legislature, 
and referred to them, may very easily be obtained by a brief examination of the subject, addressed to the 
reason of the country, and the sound understanding of that body under whose authority they act. 

The committee are aware that there is no portion of the American people more attached to the Union, 
and more deeply sensible of the great benefits which might be expected to fl.ow from it, conducted upon 
the principles .upon which it was first formed, than the people of North Carolina; they have never, at any 
period of our history, even under the strongest political excitement, endeavored to embarrass the Govern
ment, -or the administration of those to whose it was intrusted, otherwise than by the right of suffrage. 
They have seldom expressed a legislative opinion upon the measures of the General Government, being, 
at all times, willing to give a full and fair opportunity to those charged with the management of public 
affairs of being "judged by their measures." But a crisis has arisen in the political affairs of our country 
which demands a prompt and decisive expression of public opinion. Under such circumstances, silence 
would be injustice to ourselves, and a want of candor to the other States of the Union. 

The committe~ are of opinion that interest, either pecuniary or political, is the great point of union, 
from the smallest association up to the Confederacy of these United States; and that whenever a system 
of policy is pursued by the General Government which strikes at the very foundation of the Union, it is 
the right of every member of the Confederacy to call their attention to the fundamental principles upon 
which the Government was formed, and, if they persist in measures ruinous to themselves, the question 
may fairly be discussed whether the checks and balances of the Government have not been overthrown; 
whether they have been instrumental in producing so onerous an effect; and whether the· benefits of the 
Union are not more than counterbalanced by the evils. 

The committee will not assert that Congress have no power under the Constitution to lay duties on 
imports, which are intended to operate as a protection to manufactures; they maintain, however, that the 
exercise of such a power, as contemplated by:the woolens bill, is a direct violation of the spirit of that 
instrument, and repugnant to the objects for which it was formed. 

The Constitution gives to Congress the power "to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises; 
to pay the debts and provide for the common defe'nce and general welfare of the United States;" and 
provides that all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the United States. The clear 
object of" laying impost," therefore, was like laying taxes and other duties to pay the debts and provide 
for the common defence and general welfare of the Union. That this is the clear and obvious meaning of 
the power to lay impost is abundantly proven by the proceedings of the convention who formed the 
Constitution, and the Qotemporaneous exposition which it received from its friends. It is conceded that 
Congress have the express power to lay impost, but it is maintained that thaJ, power was given for the 
purpose of revenue, and revenue alone, and that any other use of the power is usurpation on the part of 
Congress. There is nowhere to be found in the Constitution an express power given to Congress to 
encourage science, agriculture, or manufactures. The first two are objects of the highest importance to 
all the States, and of general interest; and yet we hear of no attempts on the part of the General 
Government to afford them encouragement. 

Manufactures in the United States are not an object of general but of· local interest, and yet they 
have received from the Government not only a moderate and just encouragement under the operation of 
a tariff of duties on imports for purposes of revenue, but a protection ·by an enormous duty upon 
importations, which palsies every effort of the agriculturist, withers the product of his industry, and 
greatly impairs foreign commerce. 

The committee are of opinion that the woolens bill, which received in the Congress of the United 
States, at its last session, so full and fair an investigation, is a measure, above all others which has ever 
occupied the attention of that enlightened body, calculated to produce an enormous tax on the agriculture 
of the south, and to be destructive of revenue. They believe it to be a bill artfully designed for the 
advancement of the incorporated companies of New England, and admirably adapted to its end. They 
believe it fatal to the happiness, the morals, and the rights of a large portion of our common country, for 
it has its foundation in avarice, and consumes every patriotic feeling. 

If such is the character and the operation of this measure, who can tell how long this Union can 
exist under it, and how soon may be realized the soul-chilling prediction that "it is a rope of sand ? " 

The committee are of opinion that the passage of the "woolens bill," contemplating prohibitory 
duties of from thirty-seven and a half per cent. to one hundred and thirty-nine and a half per cent., would 
be nearly, if not quite, equivalent to a non-importation act, and most certainly would it produce a tax of 
millions annuJ:1,lly on the agricultural, the laboring, and the mechanic arts of our country; and this tax 
on the consumer would be in reciprocal ratio- with his wealth, for, while it contemplates no increase of 
duty on the finer woolen fabrics, ju an artful disguise it imposes a duty, very frequently, on the poor 
man and the laboter of one hundred and thirty-nine and a half per cent. on the raiment which protects 
him from the inclemencies of the season; and this destructive mystery is hidden under that minimum of 
the bill which provides that all woolens over forty cents the square yard, and under one hundred and 
fifty cents, should be valued at one hundred and fifty cents; and the committee are advised that much the 
largest portion of woolens, both in quantity and value, are included in the minimum price. 

The committee are of opinion that if such a duty on woolens does not amount to an entire prohibition, 
it will so far diminish the revenue on this valuable portion of importations as to render it necessary, in a 
few years, to resort to the odious system of internal taxation, and of direct tax on the people of these 
United States. -

Impressed with the importance of this subject, particularly as it affects the people of the southern 
and western States, the committee believe that the subject calls loudly for an expression of legislative 
opinion, and they therefore recommend the following resolutions: 

Resolved, as the opinion of the Legislature of North Carolina, That it is inexpedient for the Congress 
of the United States to increase the duties on imports. 

Resol'1;edfurther, That the Governor of this State be requested to transmit copies of this report and 
resolution to each of the Senators a:Q.d Representatives of this State in the Congress of the United States, 
with a request that they be laid before_that body. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 81 '7. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 14, 1828. 

To the lwnorable the Senaie and House of Representaiives of the United Stales in Congress assemhled: 
The memorial of the Ontario Agricultural Society respectfully represents: That your memorialists are, 

many of them, engaged in the growing of wool, for which article they have, latterly, scarcely been able to 
obtain market or remunerating price; that after having for many years attended, with great care and 
expense, to the obtaining of the finest wooled breeds of sheep, and the multiplication of their flocks, they 
now find them greatly depreciated in value; that they attribute this depreciation to the insufficiency of 
the laws intended to protect our woolen manufacture, and the inadequacy of the duties on foreign wool. 

Your memorialists view the interests of agriculture, manufactures, and commerce as inseparably 
blended and dependent on one another. The extensive establishment of manufactures creates the best and 
most stable demand for all the products of the soil. Agriculture and manufactures, therefore, must 
:flourish or decline together. When mutually :flourishing, they are inexhaustible sources of national 
wealth, and increase both the ability and inclination of our fellow-citizens for foreign commerce. 

Your memorialists believe that if adequate protection to our manufacturers and wool-growers should 
not be granted, many of the former must be ruined in their business, and the latter be compelled to 
sacrifice their fine Merino and Saxon flocks to the knife of the butcher. The evil to our country of such 
results cannot be too earnestly deprecated. 

Your memorialists, therefore, respectfully pray that your honorable bodies will give tbis important 
subject early consideration, and extend such remedies in the alteration and increase of duties on foreign 
cloths, and the increase of duties on foreign wool, as you in your wisdom shall deem necessary for the 
interests of those concerned, and the welfare of our common country. 

JOHN GREIG, President. 
FR. GRANGER, Secretary. 

CANANDAIGUA, Ontario County, N. Y., October 2, 182t 

This memorial having been presented at the annual meeting of the society by Z. Barton Stout, 
seconded by Jared Willson, was adopted by a unanimous vote of the society. 

Z. BARTON STOUT, Second Vice President. 

20TH CoNGREss.l No. 818. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COID!UNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 14, 1828. 

At a numerous meeting of farmers and manufacturers of the county of Kent, interested in the success 
of American industry, holden, pursuant to public notice, at the inn of Oliver Johnson, in Centreville, 
(Warwich,) on Saturday, the 5th day of January, 1828, for the purpose of adopting such measures as 
may be thought proper in expressing their opinion on the necessity of extending further protection to the 
grower and manufacturer of wool, Charles Eldridge, Esq., was appointed ehairman, and Stephen Harris 
secretary. 

Resolved, That Christopher Rhodes, John B. Francis, Thomas Holden, John R. Waterman, Charles 
Brayton, Joseph Manchester, and William Anthony, Esqs., be appointed a committee for the pm-pose of 
preparing and reporting to this meeting a memorial to Congress embracing the foregoing object. The 
committee having returned, subsequently reported the following memorial: • 

To the Senaie and House of Representaiives of the United Stales in Congress assemhled: 
The memorial of the undersigned, in behalf of a meeting of citizens, the wool-growers and manufac

turers of wool, in the county of Kent, State of Rhode Island, convened by public notice in said county on 
the 5th day of January, 1828, respectfully represents: That the growth and manufacture of wool, involving 
one of the most important branches of American industry, has long been laboring under a depression aud 
gradual depreciation, which, without the further intervention of the General Government, must ultimately 
and speedily produce a total inability on the part of the farmer to furnish bis wool, or the manufacturer his 
cloth, in competition with the foreign article. They view the question presented to Congress from nearly 
every agricultural and from every manufacturing district in the Union as of more importance to the 
nation than to themselves, though involving their present best interests; for, in this country, where there 
are so many resources for the application of labor and capital, a ruinous business, for the improvement of 
which there can be no reasonable expectation, will not long continue to be pursued. If, therefore, it is 
for the interest of the United States to encourage the productive labor of her own citizens rather than 
that of the citizens of a foreign Power, which furnishes no market in return for our agricultural products, 
it appears plain to your memorialists that the true policy of the Government dictates a sufficient encourage
ment to all branches of domestic industry requiring such aid, to enable those engaged therein to supply 
our own market at as reduced prices, and with as valuable an article as can be furnished through the 
medium of importation. 
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Your memorialists do not consider, merely because a great amount of capital is already invested in 
the growth and manufacture of wool, the farmer ought to be protected from sending his sheep to the 
shambles, and the manufactur.er from letting his machinery rust; but that the protection should be 
extended because it is for the interest of the country to encourage the diposal of capital, skill, and labor 
to this branch of industry. Aware that this subject, in all its relations, has been presented to Congress, 
and all the arguments in favor of an extension of protection to domestic industry repeatedly urged, it 
would not become your memorialists to enter into an enumeration of those reasons which, in their opinion, 
so clearly indicate the justice and policy of affording present relief to the growers and manufacturers of 
wool. They would, therefore, respectfully represent that they unanimously approve of the proceedings 
of the convention holden at Harrisburg, in Pennsylvania, on the 30th of July last, and fully accord with 
the general views and statements presented in the memorial from that convention to the respective 
Houses of Congress and further pray that the same may meet with their prompt and deliberate attention. 

CHRISTOPHER RHODES, 
THOMAS HOLDEN, 

W ARWICH, January 5, 1828. 

JOS. MANCHESTER, 
CHARLES BRAYTON, 
WM. ANTHONY, 
JNO. R. WATERMAN, 
JOHN BROWN FRANCIS, 

Committee. 

After reading the above memorial, it was resolved unanimously that this meeting approve of the 
same, and that copies thereof be forwarded by the secretary to the Senators and Representatives of this 
State in the Congress of the United States. 

Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting be signed by the chairman and secretary, and published 
in the different newspapers in this State. 

CHARLES ELDRIDGE, Ohairman . 
. STEPHEN HARRis, Secretary. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 819. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COlIMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 14, 1828. 

Report of a [pecial committee of the Senate of South Oarolina on the resolutions submitted by Mr. Ramsay on 
the subject of State rights. • 

The following resolutions were submitted by Mr. Ramsay and referred to a special committee con
sisting of Messrs. John Ramsay, S. D. Miller, H. Deas, Alfred Huger, D. R. Evans, W. D. Seabrook, and 
Catlett Conner: 

I. Resolved, That a committee be appointed to inquire into the origin and nature of the Federal 
Government, so far as to ascertain whether it emanates from the people of the United States at large, or 
whether it be a compact between the people of the different States with each other, as composing separate 
and independent communities. . 

2. That they do also inquire whether, in the event of abuse of power, or violation in the letter or 
spirit of the said compact on the part of the Congress of the United States, it belongs to the people, as its 
constituents, or to the State Legislatures, to remonstrate; and, if to the State Legislatures, what measures 
ought to be adopted by South Carolina for the preservation of her sovereignty. 

3. That the_y do also inquire whether there be any clause in the Constitution of the United States 
which can authorize Congress so to legislate as to protect the local interests of particular States at the 
expense of all the United States, and whether domestic manufactures be a general or a local interest. 

4. That they do also inquire whether Congress can construct roads and canals within the limits of a 
State, with or without the assent of the Legislature of such State. 

5. That they do also inquire whether Congress, under a power to appropriate money "to promote the 
general welfare," can appropriate the same to any purposes not immediately referable to the enumerated 
objects of the Constitution. 

6. That they do also inquire whether Congress can legislate, directly or indirectly, upon the subject 
of slavery, by promoting the object of any society which contemplates the melioration of the condition of 
any portion of the free colored or slave population of the United States. 

JOB JOHNSTON, 0. S. 

The committee, to whom were referred certain resolutions directing an inquiry into the nature and origin 
of the Federal Government, and whether certain measures of Congress are or are not a violation of 
the letter and spirit of the federal compact, report: 

That they have maturely weighed and considered the subject intrusted to them, and are of opinion
First. That the Constitution of the United States is not a compact between the people of the United 

States at large with each other, but is the result of a compact originally formed between the people of 
thirteen separate and independent sovereignties to produce and constitute a new form of Government, 
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as mll abundantly appear by a reference to the journals of the old Congress, and of the general convention 
which framed the Constitution. 

The first Congress of the United States was that formed by the colonies in 1774 and 1775. It 
possessed, as is well known, no authority but what arose from common consent. The D~claration of Inde
pendence having absolved the colonies from all allegiance t-0 the Crown of Great Britain, it became 
necessary that the powers of Congress should be accurately defined, and hence arose the CONFEDERATION of 
1181. '!'his Confederacy not producing the blessings which had been anticipated, and the war of the 
Revolution having entailed upon the States a large public debt, and the States, at the same time, becoming 
careless or indifferent in furnishing their quotas of this burden, and many of them, indeed, unable so to do 
from the distresses incident to the want of a common head to regulate commerce, the necessity of new
modelling the existing Government became evident to all. The old Congress, taking advantage of this 
state of the public sentiment, wisely recommended that a convocation of the States should .be held for the 
purpose of framing a Constitution better suited to the exigencies of the Union. This Constitution, when 
finished, was to be submitted, in the shape of a proposal, for the adoption or rejection of the different 
States. Deputies from all the States were accordingly assembled in general Convention, and a Constitution 
having been finally agreed upon, it was ordered to be published for the information of the people, and 
each State Legislature was solicited to call a convention for the purpose of ratifying or rejecting it. 
State conventions were accordingly assembed under the authority of the State Legislatures, and, as soon 
as the ratifications of nine States were transmitted to the old Congress, atrangements were made to put 
the new Constitution into operation, and the old Government expired as a matter of course. 

If attention be given to the rise, progress, and completion of the new Government, as above stated, 
it mll be seen that the Government of the Union does not emanate from the people of the United States 
at large, but from the people of the different States; as composing so many ··distinct and independent 
sovereignties. 

Ffrst. The general convention was recommended by the old Congress, which was a pure corifederacy 
of States. 

Secondly. The deputies to that convention were elected by the State Legislatures. 
Thirdly. In all the deliberations of the convention, as to the best form of government for the Union, 

the votes were taken by States, and no measure agreed upon which was not approved of by a majority of 
the States represented; and, 

Lastly. '!'he ratifications of such States as were willing to accede to the new Government were trans
mitted as the ratifications of so many sovereign States, the assent of each State counting as one vote in 
making up the majority of threefourths of the States; such an assent of three-fourths of the States being 
deemed a prerequisite to the Constitution's going into operation. The mere fact of the Constitution "not 
wholly resulting from a majority of aU the people of the Union, nor from that of a majority of the States, but 
from the unanimous consent of the several States who were to be parties to it, proves, beyond the 
probability of doubt, that the act establishing the Constitution, and giving it its binding efficacy, was 
purely the act of the people of the different States, as STATES, and not of the people at large. The Qon
stitution was thus clearly FEDERAL in its conception and in its CREATION. 

It is with great pain that your committee are constrained to observe that this does not appear to be 
the view of the Supreme Court of the United States. By the reasoning of the court in the case of 
McCulloch vs. The State of JJfaryland, it would appear that the Constitution is regarded by that tribunal 
as emanating from the people, and not from the State sovereignties; but it is evident that this opinion is 
founded on a misconstruction of the term State sovereignty, the Supreme Court contemplating the State 
Legislatures as the only State s01:ereignties; and seeing that the ratifications of the instrument did not 
proceed from the State Legislatures, but from State conventions of the people, it was natural, under such 
a view, that the court should deny the doctrine of the government of the Union as proceeding from the 
States. It is scarcely necessari to remind the legislative body that it is an incontrovertible axiom in 
Republican politics, and founded on the inherent and natural RIGHTS OF MAN, that the people alone, in a 
State convention, constitute the true so1,weignty of that particular State; their power, at such a period, 
being without limits and without control. The ratification of the compact thus proceeding from the State 
conventions, they necessarily become acts of more binding efficacy, and, consequently, of more complete 
sovereignty than if they had been done by the State Legislatures. It is not competent for any State 
Legislature to associate its constituents, the people, in any new form of government with the people of 
other States. No legislative body can pretend to a power of this kind. A Legislature might have bound 
its constituents in a league or confederacy. In a confederacy of States the acts of the common council 

• are not exercised directly on the people, but, in practice, go forth with no better authority than as recom
mendations to the different sovereignties who are parties to the league. It is the people alone, in con
vention, who ~an enter into a compact associating themselves in a new political relation with the people 
of other States; and, when they do enter into such compacts, their acts become the acts of sovereign 
States, and the compact is a compact of States with each other, and not of the people of those States as 
if they had constituted an entire people. In the formation of the Cl)nstitution of the United States it 
might have been ordered, had the convention willed it, that its ratification was to be derived from the 
people of the United States, considered aggregately; in which case the will of the majority of all the 
people of the United States would have been necessary before it should go into operation. But no such 
rule was adopted, or even proposed in the general convention. "Though the assent of the people was 
required to be given by deputies selected for the purpose, the assent was nevertheless given by the 
people, not as indivuluals composing one entire nation, but as composing the separate and independent 
communities to which they severally belonged." The vote of each particular State convention was trans
mitted as the vote of the State as a SOVEREIGN BODY, and not as the act of individuals of that State, as 
forming its proportion of the aggregate of all the inhabitants of the United States. If there be a fact 
which determines beyond all dispute the clear intention of the convention that the Government of the 
Union was to emanate from the State sovereignties, it is that provision in the instrument which regards 
the ratification as complete as soon as the people of nine States should assent to the Constitution. Such 
a provision as this would be utterly inconsistent with the opposite plan of making the consent of the 
people at large prerequisite to its operation; because it might have happened, under such a plan, that 
four large States, rejecting the Constitution, might have composnd the majority of all the inhabitants in 
the different States. It would be a reproach to the sagacity and foresight of the convention to imagine 
that, if it was the intention of that body that·the Government should be noJ,iona/, and not federal, in its 
creation, that it would set forth a proposal, or adopt a plan, by which it was possible that the then 
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existing Government should cease, and a new Government should go into operation, with the assent of 
such nine States as might form a minority of the people of the United States. 

The doctrine of the Constitution of the United States emanating from the people, and not from the 
States, is, in the o.pinion of your committee, one of the most dangerous doctrines that can be promulgated; 
for by it is established the principle that the Federal Government is not responsible for any violation of 
the compact excepting to the people at large as its constituents. This would be CONSOLIDATION in its very 
essence; it would be to break down the lines which separate the powers of Congress from the powers of 
the States. It would, at any time, enable a combination of the people of such States as might constitute 
a majority of all the inhabitants of the Unitsd States, and who have particular local views or State 
interests to promote, to_ carry any measure whatever in Congress; and to the people of such of the States 
as might form the minority there would be no hope of redress. Congress, with the most unfair intentions 
to the smaller .States, might even keep within the letter of the Constitution by assigning, for its acts of 
oppression to those States, such constitutional motives and reasons as to defy all efforts to counteract its 
career of injustice by a resort to the tribunals of justice. On the other hand, the doctrine that the Con
stitution is a compact between the States as so many separate and di.stinct sovereignties is a doctrine 
full of comfort and security to every real friend of the Union and of the liberties of the people. The 
necessary consequence of such doctrine is, that, if the social compact be violated in its spirit or its letter, 
and that the States have the right to remonstrate and to call back the parties to the original covenant, 
the remonstrance, coming from such a quarter, will be promptly attended to, and the redress will be 
comparatively easy and certain, which never can be the case where the people, as a minority, are left to 
seek their remedy. 

It is most fortunate for the people of the southern States that the truth of a doctrine so ix1dispensable 
to their safety is so immovably founded on the inherent, unalienable rights of man. All legitimate govern
ment is in the nature of a trust, and is the result either of a compact between the people with one another, 
as is the case with a simple consolidated Government, or of States with each other, under a compound or 
mixed Government: there is no reasoning which can impair a truth so eTident. The Constitution of the 
United States, according to all our ideas of the origin of Governments, is strictly and emphatically a form 
of government emanating from the States, and the manner in which its powers are to be exercised is matter 
of convention between those States. The Federal Government has no rights; it has certain duties to 
perform, and to this end is invested with certain powers. If it exercises any powers not delegated, there 
must be a responsibility somewhere. And this brings your committee-

Secondly, to the inquiry, whether, in the event of any abuse of power or violation of the letter or spirit 
of the Constitution, it belongs to the p.eople at large or to the State Legislature to remonstrate. In the 
opinion of your committee, the responsibility of the Federal Government is of a two-fold character. First, 
it is responsible in certain cases to the people at large, upon whom, by the Constitution, its power is wholly 
to operate. Secondly, it is amenable to the State Legislatures, as representing the .same people distributed 
in separate sovereignties, by whom alone the Government was areakd. In its CREATION, the Government is 
thus as entirely FEDERAL as, in its operation, it is strictly national,. The first responsibility accrues when
ever the Government abuses any of its delegated powers, or rather injudiciously exercises them to the 
injury of the people at large, as its constituents. The second can only occur when power not delegated is 
assumed to the injury of the people in their separate sovereignties. This distinction, as to the responsi
bility of the national rulers, results from the mixed nature of our Government. In a simple Government, 
the only " safeguards for arresting usurpation and preserving the liberties of the people are the positive 
restrictions on power, and the political responwility of those who exercise power to the people on whom it 
operates." In that state of affairs where the people are held together as one political society, and, as 
regards civil and political rights, have but one common interest, and have it equally in their power to 
change their rulers, it is difficult to conceive how power, abused or usurped, can operate beyond its 
responsibility. But in the anomalous scheme of the mixed Government of the United States, where many 
representative Governments are bound together in one comprehensive whole, and where it becomes 
essential that precise limits should be assigned to the jurisdiction of the supreme and the subordinate 
legislative authorities, it becomes indispensable that the responsibility should be as well to the people in 
their State Governments as to the people considered as one entire nation. For maladministration, there
fore, in the affairs of the Government, which is neither more nor less than an abuse of the people's trust, 
it belongs to the people alone, as a nation, to call their rulers to account.- This can only be effected at 
the periods prescribed by the Constitution, when all power returning again at those periods to the people, 
they may thereafter commit it into other and safer hands. But to the people of the different States, 
through their organs, the State Legislature, it equally appertains to remonstrate, and to restrain Congress • 
when it would pass the boundary line of its powers, and usurp those which were reserved to the States. 

To abuse power and to usurp power are two things, in their nature, totally distinct. Congress, 
in exercising the discretion with which it is unavoidably intrusted on many subjects, may so abuse that 
discretion as not only to impair the prosperity, but actually to endanger the safety of the nation: for 
wrongs of this nature there is no remedy but in a change of rulers. There ought to be no other remedy. 
There is here no violation of the terms of the social compact of Government between the confederated 
members, so as to alter the relations in which they stand to each other and to the Federal Government. 
But when Congress assumes to itself a power unknown to the Constitution, and thus encroaches upon 
what is reserved to the States, here is an interference which goes to the destruction of the compact 
itself; and to the parties to that compact it solely belongs to insist upon a fulfilment of that compact. 
Those parties being the people of each different State, it not only is their right, but it becomes a high 
duty of their local Legislatures to interfere. To consider the right to be in the people at large, and 
not in the State Legislature, is, as has been already observed, to place the smaller States in the power 
of the larger; for it is not to be concealed, that the usurpations most likely to take place under 
the Federal Government will not be such as will endanger any principle of public liberty, or the rights 
expressly reserved to the States, because there would be but one feeling amongst the people to resist 
them, and the remedy would be in the hands of the people; but the usurpations to be apprehended will 
be such as are calculated to promote the interests of such States as form the majority, at the expense 
of others, which must always be in the minority ; to the will of a majority of Congress, when it is 
in the exercise of its legitimate powers, it is the duty of the minority to submit. At such a time 
the Government assumes its consolidated form, and obedience is as strictly due t-0 its measures, how
ever injuriously they may operate against the minority, as if it were a simple and not a mixed Govern
ment. Not so, however, is it when uhder a compact between two States. The question presents itself 
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whether the convention between those States has been adhered to in good faith or not. In a case of this 
kind majoruy and minoruy are relations which can have no existence. Each State having entered into 
the compact as a sovereign body, and not in conjunction with any other State, must judge for itself whether 
the compact has been broken or not. The committee here take occasion to observe, that though, under 
the Constitution, a tribunal is appointed to decide controversies to which the United States shall be a 
party, and the States may often be willing to leave to such a tribunal many controversies, yet it must be 
evident that collisions will sometimes arise between the States and Congress, when it would not only be 
unwise but even unsafe to submit questions of disputed sovereignty to any judicial tribunal. In theory it 
may be delightful "t-0 contemplate the spectacle of a Supreme Court sitting in solemn judgment upon the 
conflicting claims of national and State sovereignty,· and tranquillizing all angry and jealous passions, and 
binding this great Confederacy in peace and harmony by the ability, moderation, and equity of its deci
sions." But our own experience has already satisfied us that it belongs not to mortals to erect a tribunal 
that shall feel itself wholly impartial on a question between the State and the National Government, and 
least of all ought the States to consent to make the Supreme Court of the United States the arbiter finally 
to decide points of vital importance to the States. The conduct of this court, as far as your committee 
can judge of it, has inspired an universal and a justly merited confidence in the equity of its decisions, in 
general, where the suit is substantially, and in fact, between the citizens of one State and citizens of 
another State; nor can they, for a moment, doubt its competency to decide, with the utmost impartiality, 
all conflicting claims between one State and another State. But it is due to truth to declare that, when
ever constitutionality of any act of the Federal Government has been called in question, this court has 
not so conducted itself as to be entitled to be esteemed a sufficiently impartial tribunal. The court which 
can confer, by implicaiion, on the Congress of the United States a pov:er to creaie a corporation when there 
exists on the journals of the convention, published under the authority of Congress, the irrefragable 
evidence that such a power was proposed to be im.:ested in Congress but rejected by the wte of that body, is 
not more likely to do justice to the State sovereignties than the tribunal which would regard the Federal 
Constitution as emanating from the people at large, and not from the States, fo the face of history and 
well attested fact. Into both of these errors bas the Supreme -Court unhappily fallen; but there is a 
peculiar propriety in a State Legislature undertaking to decide for itself when the Con~titution shall be 
violated in its spirit and not in its letter, these being cases in which no court, however well disposed, can 
be expected to give relief. Three memorable instances of this species of usurpation occurred in the years 
1816, 1820, and 1824, where Congress, under every appearance of adhering to the letter of the compact, 
substantially has violated its spirit. A fourth instance may probably soon occm·, which leads your com
mittee to consider-

Thirdly. Whether Congress can so legislate as to protect the local interest of particular States at 
the expense of all the people of the United States, and whether domestic manufactures be a local or a 
general interest? On the first part of this inquiry it is believed that there exists no difference of opinion, 
it being admitted, fo and out of Congress, that local interest cannot be protected by the National Govern
ment. It is, however, insisted that domestic manufactures must be considered as· a general interest. 
Your committee do not feel themselves bound to enter at large into reasons to shpw the little foundation 
there is for such an opinion; and the less disposed are they to urge the question when they recollect that, 
from every quart.er of the State, there has been an almost unanimous expression of the public opinion that 
manufactures are not a general interest, and that Congress has no power to foster and cherish them. But 
it certainly belongs to the subject to state that your committee have examined the Constitution with the 
greatest care, and they can find fo no part of it any grant of power to promote any branch of internal 
industry, or any of the useful arts, by any other means than by the conferring of patent rights for new 
inventions. That the convention designedly withheld such a general power abundantly appears from the 
journals of that body already referred to. Two distinct propositions were, at different periods, marle to 
amend the reported draught of the Constitution by conferring on Congress the power in question, but 
these propositions, together with others relating to science and agriculture, were not adopted, the conven
tion finally coming to the conclusion that Congress should "promote the progress of science and useful 
arts by securing, for limited times, to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings 
and discoveries"-a clause so exclusive in its mode of expression as to leave no doubt in the minds of your 
committee that all other modes of encouraging the useful arts, excepting by patents, were to be prohibited. 

This view coincides with, and is considerably enforced by, a power reserved to the States ''to lay 
imposts, with the consent of Congress, for other purposes than the execution of their inspection laws"-a 
clause which, in the opinion of your committee, is not susceptible of any other explanation than as a 
provision to enable such States as might be desirous of protecting their domestic manufactures against 
foreign rivalry to do so by imposing, in their own ports, imposts on the imported fabrics, with the consent 
of Congress. By referring to the secret debates of the convention it clearly appears that the insertion of 
this clause was for this purpose alone. 

In addition, it may be urged that no interest can be recognized as a general interest within the 
meaning of the Constitution which each State does not possess in comroN WITH EVERY orHER STATE. The 
design of union amongst the States was, not that Congress shol].ld legislate in cases to which the States 
were separately competent, but simply to regulate such general concerns as would have suffered by the 
exercise of individual or State legislation. Amongst those general concerns which the States were 
incompetent to regulate with any advantage, on account of conflicting interest, the most prominent was 
COlOIERCE. To the necessity of a general controlling power to regulate foreign trade, and to no other 
motive, does the Constitution owE ITS EXISTENCE. This power the old Congress did not possess. The States 
had repeatedly refused to grant such a power, because each State thought itself competent to regulate its 
own trade. But the experience of the first four years which succeeded the war of the Revolution having 
taught them their error, the people afterwards entreated their local Assemblies to grant such a power to 
the common head of the Confederacy. In the meantime propositions were made for a convention to frame 
a new Constitution. Thus it is plain that it was not until the States were reminded, by their own dear
bought experience, that commerce was a general interest that they were disposed to unite even for this 
so great and so common a blessing to all. 

The convention having been convened to forl{l a Constitution, it adopted, as the basis upon which 
were to be built the powers of the new Government, the PRINCIPLE that all such interests as the States 
could not separately manage should be transferred to the federal head. It is to be observed that neither 
in the old nor in the new compact is there a single subject specified for the legislation of the General 
Council, in which EVERY State has not an immediate and a very important interest. All the enumerated 
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powers in these two memorable instruments are referable to w AR, PEACE, INDIAN TRADE, comrERCE, and 
FOREIGN NEGOTIATION. The present Constitution was designed to supply all the deficiencies of the Con
federation; and by the unanimous vote of the convention it was early decided, as appears by its journals, 
that the enumerated powers of the new Government should extend to EVERY subject of GENERAL interest. 
It results, then, as a fair and conclusive argument, that whatever subject was purposely excluded from 
the enumerated powers of Congress by the vote of the convention as an unfit subject for the care of the 
General Government, could not have been r~garded as a general interest. .A. general power to promote 
manufactures, agriculture, and science, and to construct roads and canals, was positively and peremptorily 
excluded; and this, in the opinion of your committee, is an unanswerable reason why these subjects ought 
to be deemed LOCAL and not general, if it were not already demonstrable to our senses that any particular 
pursuit of human industry followed by the people of some States, and in which those of other States are 
not at all engaged, must be a local interest of such States. 

Fourthly. Your committee are of opinion that Congress has no power to construct roads and canals 
within the limits of a State, without a violation of the Constitution. The power of making roads and 
canals is not an incidental, but is as primary and as original a power as any that Government can pos
sibly exercise. That must be a substantive power, in the strongest acceptation of the term, which involves 
a right of jurisdiction over soil and territory. From this species of jurisdiction Congress is clearly pro
hibited by those clauses in the Constitution which confine their jurisdiction to their forts, magazines, 
dock-yards, &c. But, independent of the plain intent of the instrument itself, as collected from its 
language, the journals of the convention afford the evidence that it was deemed unadvisable to intrust 
Congress with any such power. .A.11 the propomions to include roads and canals amongst the enumerated 
subjects for the National Legislation were rejected. There existed a reason for the refusal of such a power 
to Congress, which your committee must ever regard as conclusive; which is, that such a power in 
Congress, as well as in the States, would have been repugnant to the whole scheme and theory of the 
Constitution. The design of the convention was so to discriminate the objects which were to appertain to 
the different departments of power, that what was committed to the charge of one Government should 
not be interfered with by the other. The great difficulty in distributing power was to adjust the quantity 
with which the General Government should be invested. That point once arranged, each Government 
was then to be supreme in legislation as to the particular objects intrusted to its care. As the States 
had been in the habit of making roads, and were fully competent to exercise such a power, and to the 
greatest advantage, it was not to be expected that they would be willing to yield this, their power over 
internal improvements. To have admitted, therefore, that a similar power ought to have been invested 
in Congress, would involve the absurdity of causing the same object of legislation and ·government to 
belong to the Federal and the State authorities. There is no such hideous feature as this in the federal 
compact. If the Constitution be examined with accuracy it will be found that, with the exception of the 
first two enumerated powers of Congress, ( which are means and not the ends of Government, or rather the 
power of the Government, coupled with the trusts of the Government,) that Congress must be regarded 
as supreme in legisfation for all the objects intrusted to its management; and upon the same principle 
that Congress is supreme within its prescribed sphere of action, are the States equally supreme as to all 
objects reserved to them. If Congress, therefore, can legislate on the subject of roads and canals, tho 
States cannot interfere by exercising a similar power, (for both cannot have jurisdiction,) and vice versa. 
The subject of internal improvements is either a general or a local interest, in the view of the Constitu
tion. It cannot be both. If it be a general interest, Congress must either be supreme in its jurisdiction, 
by extending its laws to such roads and canals, to the exclusion of State authority, or it cannot act at all. 
There can be no concurrence of legislation, except as to the means of executing the different trusts for 
which each Government was created. The bare admission that a State can lawfully exercise sovereignty 
on any particular object of civil government, deprives Congress of any power over the same object; the 
States having already exercised the power over roads and canals, and there being no specific grant of 
any such power to Congress, the right is in the States and not in Congress. Nor can your committee 
conceive that the assent of a State Legislature to internal improvements made by Congress within its 
limits can confer on that body the power in question. Congress has no right to exercise any power what
ever but what it receives by special grant from the States. If a State were to give to another State a 
power to construct a road or a canal within its limits, this would amount to a transfer to that State of a 
portion of its sovereignty. Were Congress to be permitted to receive such a power as a gift from any 
particular State, it would be to say that Congress can exercise a new sov~reign power unknown to the 
Constitution, with the consent of or by the act of one State. This principle will hardly be contended for. 
It is too cle.ar that Congress can exercise no power but what it receives from the States by the terms of 
the Constitution. If the better to promote union it needs additional powers, the mode prescribed is an 
amendment to the Constitution. If a State can part with the smallest portion of its sovereignty to 
Congress, it can part with the whole; and if Congress could receive an accession of power in this way, 
it would be to put it in the power of one State to amend the Constitution, when the instrum~nt requires 
the assent of three-fourths, and that assent to be given in another way. There are other views of this 
subject, but they have been so often taken, and are so familiar to our citizens, that your committee forbear 
to dwell longer on this head, but proceed to that part of their inquiry which asks-

Fifthly. Whether, under the power "to promote the general welfare," Congress can expend money on 
internal improvements, or for any purposes not connected with the enumerated objects in the Constitution? 
What has been already urged in the preceding inquiry will be equally applicable to this. If Congress 
has not the power to construct roads and canals in the States, it cannot appropriate money for such 
purposes. Congress has either all power over certain trusts, or it has no power at all; there can be no 
such operation in either Government as indirect legislation. In order to arrive at any particular object, 
each Government is fully invested with complete authority to approach the legitimate objects of its own 
special or general care, honestly, fairly, and openly. If, in the desire to attain any particular object, either 
Government discovers that it cannot reach that object otherwise than circuitously, this is conclusive to 
show that it belongs not to itself, but to the opposite Government. The term "general welfar~," in the 
opinion of your Committee, means nothing more than the national welfare. That can only be deemed an 
appropriation for national purposes, which can be refe:i:red to objects of general interest in all the States. 
These objects being all specified in the federal compact, it follows that, if any appropriation of money 
has not a direct and natural relation to some one or other of those objects, it cannot constitutionally be 
made. The enumerated objects in the Constitution (with the exception of the power to levy and appro
priate money) are the trusts which Congress is to execute. The power to appropriate money to the 
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general welfare, is not a nalced power. It is the power coupled with the trusts, to execute which the 
Government was created. 

Si:rtlily . .As to that part of the duty of the committee which solicits an inquiry whether Congress 
can extend its legislation to the means of meliorating the condition of the free colored or slave population 
of the United States, your committee have no hesitation in saying that this is a subject in which there 
can be no reasoning between South Carolina and any other Government. It is a question altogether of 
feeling. Should Congress claim a power to discuss and take any vote upon any question connected with 
the domestic slavery of the southern States, ( excepting it be to devise the means of prohibiting the slave 
trade, the only power which it has by the terms of the Constitution,) it is not for your committee to 
prescribe what course ought to be adopted to counteract the evil and the dangerous tendency of public 
discussions of this nature. The minds of our citizens are already made up, that if such discussion 
appertain as a matter of right to Congress, it will be neither more nor less than the commencement of a 
system by which the peculiar policy of South Carolina, upon which is predicated her resources and her 
prosperity, will be shaken to its very foundations. In the opinion of your committee, there is nothing in 
the catalogue of human .evils which may not be preferred to that state of affairs in which the slaves of 
our State shall be encouraged to look for any melioration in their condition to any other body than the 
Legislature of South Carolina. Your committee forbear to dwell on this subject. It is a subject on 
which no citizen of South Carolina needs instruction. One common feeling inspires us all with a firm 
determination not to submit to a species of legislation which would light up such fires of intestine com
motion in our borders as ultimately to consume our country. 

Lastly. It remains for your committee to report what measures, in their judgment, the Legislature 
ought to take in order to preserve the State sovereignty. This is an inquiry of awful importance, and 
the committee are not disposed to shrink from the duty thus devolved on them. • 

That the Congress of the United States has been in the exercise of powers not warrant~d by the 
Constitution, and that the tendency of some of their measures is calculated seriously to impair the vital 
interests of South Carolina by diminishing her foreign commerce, whilst the effect of other measures is 
to augment the patronage of the General Government, and thus to diminish that necessary State influence 
which is essential to the preservation of the State sovereignties, and which State influence can only exist 
when the St!J,tes are to manage all internal concerns, are truths daily becoming more and more evident to 
all our citizens. South Carolina has uniformly exhibited, as your committee believe, an illustrious example 
of a steady and an unalterable devotion to the Constitution of the United States. She has never, at any 
time, arrayed herself against the Government of the Union, but has discharged all her duties as a member 
of the great .American family with fidelity and cheerfulness. When the National Treasury was exhausted, 
and the enemy pressing us at every point of our long-extended coast; when it became necessary to relieve 
the embarrassments of the General Government by a direct tax upon our citizens, this State, in anticipation 
of the assessment by Congress, threw open her Treasury and subjected it to the national demands, and 
actually appropriated her funds for the general welfare before the passage of the law. If she has not 
hitherto carried her. complaints to the great Council of the Nation, it was not because she had no cause 
of dissatisfaction, but because she always cherished the hope that some reaction in public sentiment 
throughout the United States might take place, and that the people themselves would, in time, be made 
sensible of the danger of a limited body, like that of Congress, being permitted to transcend its powers, 
and would apply the remedy. But these hopes, your committee regret to state, are all dissipated, and 
they too plainly perceive that to submit longer to the evils of misrule, founded on usurpation, can have 
no other tendency than to invite such assumptions of power, from time to time, as must inevitably merge 
all power and all influence in one consolidated Government. It is fortunate for South Carolina that she 
has hitherto endured, with so much patience, and certainly with not less patriotism, the aggressions of 
Congress upon her sovereign rights. If, after all her efforts to dissuade the National Councils from 
persisting in claims which, if pursued further, must inevitably cut us off, limb by limb, from the great 
body politic, Congress shall, contrary to the hopes of your committee, still persevere in its claims to 
exercise extensive powers by construction, and thus drive into alienated feelings a portion of the Union 
hitherto so devoted to union, South Carolina, in such an event, will have at least the consolation to know 
that the fault will not be hers. . 

But, in the opinion of your committee, it is all important that whatever is to be done by South 
Carolina ought to be so done as to impress upon the minds of the Congress of the United States that she 
does not at this conjuncture approach the National Legislature as a suppliant or as a memorialist, 
but as a SOVEREIGN and an EQUAL. When Congress acts within the sphere of its expressly delegated 
powers, the supremacy of its laws and its power must be acknowledged ,by all the States; and from no 
State in the Union will obedience to the decrees of the Supreme Council be more cheerfully rendered 
than by South Carolina. But when the ground of complaint is a violation of that great covenant which 
binds together the Confederacy, each member is as sovereign, when it demands a fulfilment of that com
pact in its spirit as well as in its letter, as it was when it originally ratified that agreement. In all 
communications, thorefoi-e, which may be necessary between a member of the Confederacy and the common 
head, it behooves that member not to forget her rank as a soverei,gn. She must cause her sentiments to 
be conveyed to Congress in a manner so imposing as to evince that she could have the intercourse regu
lated as is proper between one sovereign and another; and that whilst she would earnestly solicit a 
continuance of that friendship and good feeling which has so long been characteristic of the .American 
family, she is yet unwilling to yield rights of vital importance. To the safety of States it is indispensable 
that Congre~ should be in perpetual remembrance that it is a sovereign and supreme body only when it 
extends its authority to legitimate objects of government; and that, at all other periods, the States are 
equally supreme, and never so supreme as when they are about to demand the fulfilment of the original 
compact. If there be one feature in our well-contrived and complicated system of government which 
justly demands the admiration of the world, upon which the eye of the patriot loves to gaze, and the 
hopes of millions of freemen in both hemispheres seem t-0 be suspended, it is that contrivance in the 
great work of the Constitution by which one general and so many subordinate and local sovereignties, 
all of them so many orbs, differing from each other in magnitude and splendor, most wonderfully move 
t-Ogether in "concerted and harmonious action," diffusing the blessings of the light of knowledge and 
of civil and religious liberty over a portion of the globe made up of a people dissimilar and heterogeneous 
in their habits, and differing from each other in almost everything but in their innate love of liberty. 
Let not, then, the harmony, order, and connexion· by which our comprehensive scheme of representative 
Governments has been hitherto preserved be interrupted by the falling of any of the orbs from their 
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spheres; but let "their motions and their influences be all so regulated and exercised that, whilst 
they shall in a very intelligible and striking manner declare the wisdom'' of their great author, the 
-convention, and forever "constitute the magnificent heralds of a praise" which belongs to that body, 
to which neither speech nor language is adequate, ~hey shall at the same time distribute all that is 
necessary for the political health, comfort, and security of all the inhabitants of the United States. 

In the opinion, however, of your committee, this harmony of the several State Governments can 
only be preserved by the promptest notice by the State Legislaturef! of any infraction of the Constitution, 
however unimportant it may appear at the time in its effects upon the general community. In a system 
by which so niany. political bodies are to be in constant motion, the most trifling aberration of any one 
from the circuit _ip. which it is designed to move breaks up the great design. It thus becomes a high 
duty·in evei'Y State Legislature to use its best exertions to bring back the Government to its first prin
ciples whenever it departs from the compact; aud this it may always do with calmness, with moderation, 
and yet with becoming firmness. If the United States Government can construct one road or canal 
within the body of a State, it may construct a tp.ousand, and thus draw within the vortex of its influence 
what properly belongs to the States. If. Congress can expend one thousand dollars to purposes not 
enumerated in the Constitution, it may expend a _hundred millions; and in this way so increase its 
patronage, by jobs and contracts, as to leave little or nothing for the subordinate authorities to do. If 
Congress can promote the domestic manufactures of some States, it can, with the same propriety, 
·encourage, at its caprice, northern or southern agriculture, or ·other branches of internal industry, and 
thus constantly impinge upon the )ocal concerns of the States. If it can legislate in one way on the 
-colored population of the United States, it may legislate in various other ways.· If, in a word, the General 
Government is to use constructive powers, or oan-pass any laws but such as are necessary and pr()]Jel' to 
the execution of its enumerated powers, then is the ol?ject_of the enumeration of powers in the instrument 
defeated. In stepping across the boundaries of pow~r pr~sented by the Constitution there are no degrees 
in the guilt of that Government which is the trespasser, whether· the trespass be committed by the State 
or the Federal authorities. It is the intention which accompanies the· ac_t which constitutes the crime; 
and this intention is a~ -much embodied into the guilt of usurpation if one dollar be taken out of the 
pockets of our citizens to encourage a monopoly as if Congress by one "fell swoop" were to prostrate all 
the powers of the State Legislatures. • . 

If there be an evil in our country the anticipation of which we ought to dread, and which, if it ever 
were to take place, would destroy civil freedom itself, it is that which would consolidate all the influence 
which is now distributed between so many States into the hands of the Federal Government. From the 
consolidation of all influence, the transition is natural and easy to the consolidation also of all power. Such 
a Government, in a country where the interests of its different sections must be more or less dissimilar, 
would be the worst species of tyranny which a minority of some States could possibly endure by the 
oppression of others. The only remedy, as your committee have already observed, is for the State 
Legislatures, to be watchful, and to remonstrate with· Congress when necessary. That the period has 
arrived when remonstrance is not only proper, but its neglect would be a crime, seems to be the voice of 
South Carolina. : • • 

The committee, in conformity with the above report, recommend the adoption of the following 
resolutions: 
• 1. Resolved, That the Constitution of the United States is a compact between the people of the different 
States with each other, as separate independent sovereignties;. and that, for any violation of the letter or 
spirit of that compact by the Congress of. the United States, it is not only the right of the people, but of 
the Legislatures who represent them to every ~xtent not limited, to remonstr.ate against violations of the 
fundamental compact. • • 

2. Resolved, That the actfl of Congress known by the name of the tariff laws, the object of which ·is not 
the raising of revenue or the regulation-of foreign commerce, but the promotion of domestic manufactures, 
are violations of the Constitution in its spirit, and ought to be repealed. 

3. Resolved, That Congress has no power to construct roads and canals in the States for the purposes 
of internal improvements, with or without the assent of the States in whose limits those internal improve
ments are made; .the authority of Congress extending no further than to pass the "necessary and pr()j)Cr 
laws" to carry into execution-their enumeratud powers. • • • 

4. Resol'ued, That. the American Colonization Society is not an object of national interest, and that 
Congress has no power, in any way, to patronize or direct appropriations • for the benefit of this or any 
other society. 

5. Resolved, That our Senators in Congress be instructed, and our Representatives 1·equested, to continue 
to oppose every increase of the tariff with a view to protect domestic manufactures, and all appropriations 
to the purposes of internal improvements of the United States, and all appropriations in favor of the 
·Colonization Society, or the patronage of the same, either directly or indirectly, by the General Government. 

6. -Resolved, That the Governor be requested to transmit copies of this preamble and resolutions to 
the Governors of the several States, with a request that the same be laid before the Legislatures of their 
Tespective States; and also to our Senators and Representatives in Congress, to be by them laid before 
Congress. for consideration. _ • 

SENATE, Wednesday, Decemher 12, 182'l. 
Resolved, That the Senate agree to the report. Ordered that it be sent to the House of Representatives. 

JOB _JOHNSO-N, C. S. 

IN THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, Decemher 19, 182'l. 
Resolved, That the House do concur with the Senate in the foregoing resolutions. Ordered that they 

be r.eturned. 
By order of the House: R. .ANDERSON, C. H. R. 

The Staie of South Carolina, by his excellency John Taylor, Governor and Commander-in-chief in and over 
• the Sta.te aforesaid, to al,l to whom these presents shall, come: 

Whereas I have diligently and carefully compared the preamble and resolutions (in writing) hereunto 
anne:1-ed and appended' with the original of said preamble and resolutions as contained in the archives of 
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the Senate of the State of South Carolina, as well as with the minutes of the· proceedings had on the same 
in the House of Representatives of the said State: • 

Now know ye that the said writing hereunto anne:iced and appended, containing thirty pages, is a true 
and perfect copy of the preamble and resqlutions adopted by the Senate and House of Representatives of 
the State of South Carolina in December last, and that the extracts from the minutes of the proceedings 
had thereon are also true; and.that Job Johnson is clerk of the Senate aforesaid, and that R. Anderson is 
clerk 9f the House of Representatives aforesaid. . 

Given under my hand and the seal of the State, in Columbia, this first day of January, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, and in the fifty-second year of the Independence 
of the United States of America. 

By the Governor: 
R. H. WARING, Deputy Secretary of State, 
For RoBERT STARK,. Se<:retary of State. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 820. 

JOHN TAYLOR. 

[lsT SESSION. 

REGULATIO,NS FOR GOODS TRANSPORTED COASTWISE FOR DRAWBACK. 

COIDIUNICA.TED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 14, 1828. 

Mr. CAYBRELING, from the Committee on Commerce, to whom was referred a resolution of the '1th instant, 
instructing them to inquire into the expediency of repealing the 3'1th section of an act passed March 
1, 1823, and of extending one of the provisions of that act to merchandise transported by land and 
water for debenture, reported: 

The 3'1th section of the collection law of March 1, 1823, was originally introduced into the act of 
April 20, 1818. It requires that all merchandise transported coastwise, whether for drawback or • 
consumption, if in the packages in which it may have been imported, shall be accompanied by an extract 
from the invoice, verified by the oath of the importer, and certified under the official seal of the Collector. 
This provision was found to be very inconvenient in practice and utterly useless as an additional guard 
to the revenue; and the committee which revised this act in 1823, with the approbation of the Treasw-y, 
omitted it in the bill reported. It was afterwards added upon motion of a member, and now forms the 
last section of the act. Further experience proves that it answers no useful purpose and affords no 
additional security to the revenue. Such a provision is very properly applied to merchandise transported 
for the benefit of drawback, because in issuing debentures it is necessary to identify the merchandise 
on which the duty may have been paid or secured; and these cases are accordingly provided for in the 
80th section of the act of March 2, l '199, and in the 29th section of the act of March 1, 1823. The 3'1th 
section of the latter act was designed to be applied to other merchandise than that which was transported 
for debenture. It is probable this provision was intended to enable our revenue officers to discriminate 
between merchandise which had been regularly entered and that which had been smuggled. But to 
accomplish that object the provision should be extended to millions of packages which are constantly in 
transportation throughout the country, and for which our laws require no certificate whatever. If the 
provision was designed to detect packages which had been smuggled into the country, it should rather 
follow those which travel into the interior; for it is not at all probable that such merchandise would be 
transported coastwise to invite the inspection of our custom-house officers. As a guard against smug
gling, the provision is a mere nullity, from the facility with which it may be evaded. If the merchandise 
be changed from one package to another, or if even a piece be taken out, the provision does not apply to 
the case. It is impossible for any custom-house officer to know or to ascertain whether merchandise be 
in the packages in which it was originally imported, and the owner's oath to the contrary places it 
beyond the reach of the provision. Before the introduction of this section all merchandise, whether in 
foreign packages or not, was liable to seizure upon suspicion of having been illicitly introduced into the 
country, and it is so still, without the provision in question. 

If it was practicable to enforce this section it would give infinite trouble. A merchant who may 
import 500 packages of merchandise might be obliged to visit the custom-house 500 times, give 500 
extracts from his invoice, and take 500 oaths; and the Collector might be obliged to issue 500 certificates 
under his official seal. The House can judge of the extent of the operation of this section if executed, 
and of the time and expense which would be uselessly wasted in certifying that the duty had been paid 
or secured on merchandise which, from the very nature of the case, must have been regularly entered. 
To avoid all this unnecessary trouble, those who understand the law are obliged to break their packages 
or to transfer the merchandise into other packages. There are many, however, who know nothing about 
this provision, and who are obliged to go through all its forms. But the greatest" injury resulting from 
it falls on merchants from our interior, who are, from their residence, presumed to be less acquainted with 
our revenue laws. They .M[lake their purchases generally in New York; their merchandise is shipped 
coastwise, and they retudP'home through some inland route. A month after their return, and perhaps at 
the moment when they are expecting to receive their merchandise for the annual sales of the season, they 
are informed by their correspondent at some one of the ports, as the case may be, on the Atlantic, that 
some of the packages are detained because they were not accompanied by the certificate requirrd in the 
3'1th section of the act of March 1, 1823; and there they must remain until the owner can write to New 
York for the necessary certificate, and transmit it perhaps to New Orleans. If this provision afforded 
substantially any additional security to the revenue, the committee would be cautious in recommending 
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its repeal, notwithstanding all its inconvenience; but they are satisfied thatjt_isjnjurious to commerce 
and unnecessary to the revenue. • • 

The 28th section of the same act allows merchandise for drawback to be transported coastwise from 
the district into which it was imported to two other districts. By the use of the word coastwise, the 
section has been construed, and no doubt properly, to embrace only such merchandise as may be trans
ported by sea, and not to that transported by land, or by land and water. It was no doubt intended to 
extend the privilege to all merchandise transported for debenture upon such routes as were authorized 
by law, whether coastwise or inland, and such a modification of the act is recommended. 

The committee accordingly submit for the consideration of the House a bill repealing the 3'l'th 
section of the act of March 1, 1823, and to amend the 28th section of that act. -

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 821. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 15, 1828 . 

.Anti-tari,ff meeting of the citizens of Lancaster distri,ct, S. 0. 

[1ST SESSION. 

At a very numerous and respectable adjourned meeting of the citizens of Lancaster district, S. C., 
Colonel John Montgomery was called to the chair, and John Sims appointed secretary. The committee, 
to wit, A. Perry, Colonel N. Barber, Dr. B. Jones, Captain Wm. McKenna, L. R. Gibson, R. W. Gill, and 
John Montgomery, appointed at a former meeting for that purpose, presented the following memorial, 
which was read, and unanimously adopted: _ 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatii:es of the United States in Congress assembled : 
The memorial of the citizens of Lancaster district, South Carolina,. respectfully showeth: That your 

memorialists, in common with their southern brethren, have viewed with reasonable apprehension the 
. oppressive and unequal effect of the system of protecting duties, almost amounting to prohibition of trade 
and fair exchange with foreign Powers, necessarily increasing the price of articles the southern States are 
compelled to consume, and in the same proportion diminishing the price of the raw material which they 
have for barter or exchange. Thus the proceeds pf_the husbandman's honest industry is sacrificed, without 
a sufficient equivalent, to the avarice and interest:ofthe manufacturer. 

Your memorialists most cheerfully acquiesce in the imposition of any duties, however oppressive, that 
are necessary to the support of Government; but such as are designed for the purpose of protecting one 
part of the community to the manifest injury of all others, they most solemnly, yet respectfully, remonstrate 
against, as unjust, unequal, and iniquitous. -

Your memorialists beg leave to submit to your honorable body that, on the most careful investigation 
and correct estimate, founded on experimep_t, they have ascertained that no southern farmer, however 
attentive and successful, clears more than three per cent. on his capital, and a large majority do not 
average one per cent. at the present price of produce. 

Your memorialists will not descant on the constitutionality of the tariff, but respectfully submit, 
whether Government, after ten years of protection extended to the manufacturers by the repeated increase 
of duties on imports, should not only withhold further protection, but, in their wisdom, deliberate on the 
justice and propriety of decreasing the duties at present imposed on many articles of foreign growth and 
manufacture. 

Your memorialists will ever pray. 
JOHN MONTGOMERY, Ohairman. 

On motion of L. R. Gibson, it _was 
Resolved, That the memorial be printed, and that the member to Congress from this election district 

be furnished with a copy thereof; and that the members to the State Legislature from this district be 
furnished with copies thereof ; also, 

Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting be published in the Camden Journal, Columbia Tele
scope, Cheraw Spectator, and Carolina Gazette. 

JOHN Srns, Secretary. 
JOHN MONTGOMERY, Ohairman 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 822. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 21, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled : 
The undersigned, citizens of Boston and its vicinity, respectfully represent: That after all that has 

been laid before Congress and the public on the subject of a further protection and encouragement of the 
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domestic growth of wool and-manufacture-of woolen fabrics,·they·should have submitted the·subj~ct·to 
the wisdom of the Legislature, without any further representations respecting it, had it n.ot been intimated 
to Congress, in a memorial of their fellow-citizens of this city and its vicinity, that the former memorials 
to Congress from this part of the country, in favor of a further encouragement of this branch of production, 
expressed only the opinions of an "interested and organized minority;" that any further increase of duties 
upon imported woolens and other articles would be highly injurious to the great body of the community-; 
and that such is believed to be the "prevalent, if not the general, opinion of judicious and intelligent 
persons of this part of the United States." 

In reply to tl1ese representations, the undersignep. respectfully state it as their "sincere belief" that 
a very large majority of the people of this city and vicinity, after repeated and most mature examination 
of this subject, are decidedly of opinion that a further protection to the domestic production of the raw 
material and the manufacture of woolens is called for by the great and permanent interest of the whole 
country; and they think they may safely say that among those who entertain this opinion there are, at 
at least, some who may be considered "judicious and intelligent persons." 

It has been intimated that many of the most discreet manufacturers are opposed to an increase of 
these duties. There may be some persons concerned in some of the various branches of domestic manu
facture who are thus opposed; but, upon the most diligent inquiry, we have not been able to find any 
persons, among those within our knowledge, practically acquainted with the state of this branch of 
manufacture, who are opposed to the increase of these duties. 

In some of the publications upon this subject it has been urged upon Congress that the advantages 
of England for carrying on this manufacture are so superior that it is greatly for the interest of the United 
States to depend on foreign supply, and that this country would thereby annually save many millions of 
dollars. The measure thus virtually proposed, and gravely and strenuously urged upon Congress and the 
country, therefore, is, that the duties on imports should be reduced, and the whole :flood of goods, of all 
descriptions, from all parts of the world, be freely admitted, especially from those countries which admit a 
very small list of our raw products in return. We are told that in this way clothing and other articles of 
convenience and necessity will come very low to the consumers, the poor and middling classes will be 
greatly relieved of their present burdens, and the country, by thus annually saving we know not how many 
millions, will make rapid progress in national and individual wealth. 

It is acknowledged by these very persons who thus urge the great advantages of depending upon 
foreign supply that this policy would be attended with some temporary " inconvenience " to the American 
manufacturers and artists; that is, their establishments would be broken up, their property annihilated, 
and themselves thrown out of employment and ruined. And then the consolatory suggestion is made that 
" there is a never-failing resource in agriculture," and they are kindly reminded of the happy condition of 
farmers. This mode of argument has been used more particularly in relation to the woolen manufacturers; 
it is, however, equally applicable to the whole body of artists and manufacturers; for there is no principle 
in our political system whereby those concerned in the production of wool or woolens are denationalized 
and outlawed; on the .contrary, the very persons who undertake to convince the nation how much it would 
augment our wealth and resources to import our clothing, at the same time disclaim anything like "hostility 
to manufactures," and especially they "deem the manufacture of woolens the most advantageous." 

When it is asked how we are to pay abroad for the immense additional importation, to save the 
nation these incalculable millions, no satisfactory reply -is given. Our only resource for this purpose, 
after the exportation of all our bank stock and specie, is our raw products; when every man in the nation 
knows that the foreign markets will hardly bear the quantities we now send, and that any considerable 
additional quantities would depress the prices so as to diminish instead of increasing the whole aggregate 
value in foreign ports; and we might, with economy, in such case, follow the example of those Dutch· 
who destroyed a part of their pepper to sustain the price of the rest. Those persons who recommend to 
the manufacturern to go and cultivate the wild lands point out no new market for the additional raw 
products thus to be supplied. I tis too evident that no such market can be found; and they therefore conclude 
with the position, that if we cannot find a foreign market for our products to pay for additional importa
tions "we shall cease to import." The undeniable and irresistible facts lead to this conclusion: The 
country, then, is to save these many millions by additional importations, which it has no means to payfor, 
and which it therefore cannot make. 

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the common-place maxims on the subject of open competition and 
free trade. Whatever might be the effect of a policy founded on these maxims in some imaginary state 
of the world, it is too evident to be disputed that, in the actual state of things; no nation of the civilized 
world can act upon these maxims without bringing upon itself inevitable and total ruin. Though it 
should be demonstrated that if all the combatants were to throw away their shields the combat would be 
just as equal and much more economical, it would be preposterous magnanimity in one of them to act 
singly upon this notion. 

\Ve are told, however, that moderate duties afford the best and surest encouragement. If those who 
use this argument admit that we are to give encouragement to useful manufactures, and especially those of 
woolen, which are acknowledged to be the most useful and important, then the whole general argument 
is at an end, and the only question is, what mode and degree of encouragement are the most suitable, 
economical, and effectual for this purpose ; but if the meaning is that a hesitating, trivial encouragement 
tends the most effectually to establish a business and bring it to perfection, or is the most economical 
to the community, the proposition will not prove to be sound. The very object of encouragement is to 
induce people to undertake or continue to pursue a business. It certainly will not be said that a trifling 
encouragement will induce as many persons to go into a business, and to so great an extent, as a more 
liberal one. The only meaning of this proposition, then, is, that if too liberal encouragement is given, it 
will render a business too profitable to those concerned in it, and so too expensive to the community, 
until the number of competitors in production is increased sufficiently to meet the demand. And this has 
not, to our knowledge, ever been denied ; and we do not believe that any manufacturer or grower of 
wool in the United States will dissent from this doctrine. 

The question, after all, then, will relate to the degree of encouragement commensurate with the par
ticular case under consideration. To say, in general, that a moderate degree is the right one, is evidently 
as erroneous as to fi:x: upon an excessive degree. The degree sought is the one adapted to the case, and 
neither moderate nor excessive. When the nation declares it to be for the general advantage that a 
certain branch of production should be pursued or continued in the country, and offers it protection for 
this purpose, it does mean, undoubtedly, to put the business upon such a footing that those who embark 
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their property, industry, skill, and pro·spects in it sha11 stand an equal and fair chance in comparison 
with the industry, capital, and skill of the community generally, .And if, from any error in calculation or 
unforeseen event, it v.roves that the business has not been put upon such a footing, it follows that the 
intended and suppos~d 'degree of encouragement has not been given. . 

This is precisely the case with the woolen business; and the q1Jestion is, whether the additional 
encouragement necessary to sustain and perfect it shall be given, ·or whether, by leaving it to struggle 
with obstacles too great to be overcome, it is to be prostrated, and the parties interested and the com
munity subjected to the loss of the immense amount of property invested iri it, and the immense amount 
of industry dependent .upon it, ·together with all the skill and arts that have been accumulated in the 
country, at an incalculable expenditure, for. its prosecution. Wi~h the destruction of this branch of 
industry must be annihilated the capital invested in innumerable flocks of sheep, the collection of which, 
from great distances in this country, and from Spain, Germany, and other countries abroad, has cost the 
agriculturists and the country a vast outlay. • 

Some persons treat this whole interest as quite an inconsiderable matter, and seem to think that the 
temporary importation of cloths at a lower price is an adequate compensation to the country for this vast 
waste and destruction of the national capital and resources. But we cannot believe this to be the pre
vailing public opinion ; there is, indeed, sufficient evidence that it is not so. If the interest and welfare 
of the cmmtry call for this sacrifice, we have no doubt that our fellow-citizens interested in the growing 
or manufacture of wool will be as ready to make it as any body of men in the community. We do not, 
however, believe that the. public we1fare· calls for this devastation; but, on the contrary, we are well 
convinced that the public interest is the same with their interest. 

We know it has been said that a great part, as much as three-quarters, of our woolens were of 
domestic manufacture, out of domestic wool,.when the duties were only five per cent.; and it is asserted 
at the same time that as great or a greater proportion will be so supplied, though no alteration should be 
made in the tariff. In this estimate the domestic household manufacture is included, which fa well known 
to have constttuted our only :resource until the late war, with the exception, we believe, of one small 
establishment near Hartford, mentioned in Mr. Hamilton's well known report on the subject of domestic 
industry. We are told, also, that a large part of our consumption is now supplied in the same way; and 
the same persons who make this statement estimate that the country loses, in consequence of the present 
duties, 38, 58, 7 4, or 80 per cent. upon its whole amount of the domestic production of woolen cloths. For 
ourselves, we are at a loss to see how those who make their cloths out of their own wool in their own 
houses are in. any way affected by the tariff. It costs them no more days' labor to make their cloths now 
than it did in 1792. The great improvements in manufacture, introduced into the country at the expense 
of the woolen manufacturers, and the great improvements in the breed of sheep, introduced at the expense 
of the extensive wool-growers, have enabled them to make better cloth with the same labor. What con
fidence, then, can be placed in the estimates by which it would appear that the country is now losing some 
millions, more or less, by these very household manufactures ? 

But it is the very-persons who used formerly to carry on household manufactures, and who have 
ceased to do so, that apply to Congress, from all parts of the country, to raise the duty on imported 
woolens ; and for the reason, that if the duty is low they shall be compelled to go back to the household 
manufacture. While the manufactures of wool, as well as other branches of useful manufacture, are 
sustained and continue to be scattered throughout the country, the farmers can clothe the families better 
and cheaper by the exchange of their agricultural products in the domestic markets thus created for them. 
They do not ask the Government for a regulation to make cloths cheap, which will, at the same time, strip 
them of the means of buying those cheap cloths. 

As to the question whether the establishments can be supported at the _present rate of duties, there 
is but one opinion amongst those acquainted with the subject. They all agree that it is impracticable. 
Many persons not personally interested in the question, but having a good knowledge of the circum
stances, concur in this opinion, and if we had no other evidence we should put some confidence in their 
statements. But the facts are stated upon which this opinion is founded. The best investments in the 
broadcloth establishments cannot be now sold for over fifty or sixty .per cent. of the actual cost. The 
most material facts, however, appear in the tariff itself. 

The_ advantage given to our manufacturers over foreign competitors in our market has been stated 
by some at 58, by others at 74, and by others at even 80 per cent.; and they proceed to say that a busi
ness which cannot be su~tained by such encouragement deserves to be broken up; as if there was any
thing like such encouragement given by the tariff of 1824 to the domestic woolens. The duty upon these 
goods is thirty-three per cent.; that upon wool thirty. The expense of the wool is, on an average, over 
one-half of the cost of the cloth to our manufacturers, though, from statements recently laid before the 
public, it would appear to be but two-thirteenths. The preference given to the domestic over foreign 
cloth is thus reduced at once to about eighteen per cent. of the foreign price, and between twelve and four
teen per cent. of the price in our own market. This appears from the inspection of the tariff. The advan
tage in favor of our manufacturers is stql less than this, since the freight of imported wool is about four 
times that of the quantity of cloth it would make, and the domestic manufacturer has to pay the freight 
on the wool, or a price sufficient to cover it; whereas the foreign manufacturer is only subjected to freight 
on the cloth. The operation of the tariff is, therefore, to make the wool in our markets fifty per cent. 
higher than in the English, and such have been the actual sales, by one house in Boston, of more than 
360,000 pounds of wool imported from Europe during the past year. The comparative cost of the mate
rial, then, to the domestic and foreign manufacturer, instead of being as 13 to 10, as the tariff would 
show it, is, in fact, as 15 to 10. It is evident, then, what a very small advantage the present tariff gives 
to our own manufacturers over foreign competitors, and this in a business which, to be carried on to any 
advantage to the public, requires very large investments in the commencement, and which, as yet, is 
comparatively new, for industry and capital have been extensively turned to this channel only a few 
years, and it would be asking too much of American industry and skill so soon to bring to perfection and 
reduce to the most economical system of production a manufacture requiring so numerous a body of 
skilful workmen and so long a train of auxiliary arts. The advantage thus possessed by our manufac
turers does not amount to one-half of the difference in the value of money in this country and England. 
These are not facts lying merely within the knowledge of manufacturers, and for which.we have only 
their authority; the evidence of them is accessible to every member of the community. Where, then, are 
those many millions which are represented to be annually paid by the country for the benefit of the 
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woolen manufacturers? The wonder is, not that this business is depressed, but that the skill and industry 
of the country has been able to sustain it at all under these disadvantages. 

It is said, however, that we import but a small portion of the wool manufactured in the country. 
This proportion has been represented not to be over four or five per cent. This estimate is considered to 
be much too low. There has been imported from. Europe, in the single port of Boston, within the past 
five weeks, 450,000 pounds, in addition to the previous importations and sales. But it is immaterial t-0 
the present question whether this proportion is four or forty per cent. Is the operation of the present 
tariff such as to bring the material to our manufacturers fifty per cent. above its cost to their foreign 
competitors? Of this there is no doubt. "\Vhether this is effected by the importation of a twentieth or 
tenth part, or any other proportion, it will have the same effect in relation to the manufacture. 

When this operation of the tariff is stated by the manufacturers to show what is the actual advan
tage given to them in our market, they are reproached for complaining of the encouragement given to the 
wool-growers. We do not understand them to make any such complaint. They state that as long as we 
import wool the tariff has the effect of making it dearer in our markets; and that, in giving encourage
ment to the manufacture, regard should be bad to the effect of the duty upon the price of the raw material 
in our market. They say that the encouragement given to the two branches of business should not be so 
apportioned as to defeat one, and thus ruin both. If the manufacturers are asked whether the wool 
growing shall be protected, or the farmers whether the' manufacture shall be protected, they will make 
the same reply. They have joined in their applications from all parts of the country; they know that their 
interests are the same, and we believe that those of the whole community are the same with theirs. 

They have also asserted that- it is the most economical to the country to give these branches effectual, 
protection; for as soon as individuals know that they have a decided and permanent advantage over 
foreign competition, they turn their industry and capital more readily and extensively into these channels, 
and the sooner the domestic products will be reduced to the lowest prices at which the domestic resources, 
skill, industry, and improvements, can afford them. This proposition, so far from involving the absurdity 
which some persons seem to imagine, appears to us so evident as to admit of no dispute or. doubt. 

It has been said that all parts of the country are not engaged in the growing or manufacture of wool, 
and therefore the protection given to these branches is. partial and unequat Is it, then, a principle that 
no art, industry, or improvement is to be introduced or favored by the Government unless it is to be 
found in every State and every county? Those who ask protection to any kind of industry ask it for 
every part of the country where the people are disposed to introduce it. There could be found no country 
in the world into every part of which every, particular branch of business will be· introduced. Does it 
follow from this that a country must stand still and make no improvement or progress ? 

But whatever might be the case in respect to other employments of capital and industry, the expe
rience of the last war demonstrates it to be of incalculable importance to the WHOLE country that we should 
be able to supply ourselves with the ordinary articles of clotl;i.ing from domestic resources. We do not 
think there are many persons in any part of the. country, whether east, west, north, or south, who would 
wish to see the nation under the necessity of making a truce or granting a license, in time of war, to 
procure a supply of clothing. And at whatever rate we may estimate American skill and resources for 
this kind of production and manufacture, the experience of the last war does, we believe, fully prove that, 
for periods of peace and hostility taken together, our most economical supply is to be obtained from our 
own resources. 

Besides the difficulties, embarrassments, and distress occasioned by a want of clothing and blankets 
in time of war, we believe that the mere pecuniary losses and sacrifices brought upon the country during 
the last war, from our poverty and destitution of resources for this supply, will far exceed the whole 
expenditure to the community for establishing and perfecting these branches of production, so that we 
shall be able to export woolens as we now do cottons, and thus gain another resource for paying off those 
foreign balances which are already beginning_ again to accumulate against the country. 

The undersigned, therefore, respectfully represent that a regard to the national industry, resources, 
wealth, and safety, requires a further protection to these branches of production; and they earnestly 
recommend the subject to the consideration of Congress as one in which, more than any .other, the 
national welfare and prosperity is concerned. • • 

Israel Thorndike, Jonathan Amory, 
Benjamin Bussey, Samuel Snelling, 
David Sears, . Isaac G. Pray, 
John Hullard, Jonas B. Brown, 
G. Greene, E. N. Robbins, jr., 
John Hooper, William P. Mason, 
Jonathan l\Iawn, S. Whitwell, jr., 
Joseph Head, Amos Lawrence, 

And signed by nearly five thousand other persons. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 823. [1ST SESSION. 

AG.A.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 21, 1828. 

To the lwnorahle the Senate and House of Representai,ives of the United States of .America in Oongress 
assembled: 

The undersigned, citizens of Plymouth and Kingston, Mass., respectfully represent: 
That, inhabiting a district of country where the interests of agriculture, commerce, and manufactures 

are practically blended, we feel towards each that favor with which men regard their means of subsist-
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ence. We have, therefore, never been unmindful of the general policy of our Government in respect to 
, these sources of national prosperity. We are now more than ever anxious, because, as it seems to us, 

your honorable body is summoned, in a manner unusual and imposing, to extraordinary legislation. 
The manufacturers of woolens now ask for an impost on woolen goods, not for the purpose of 

revenue, but prohiMtion. The charges of importation, with the present duty, ( which is 38 per cent.,) are 
calculated to amount to 57 per cent. on these fabrics. This is not considered adequate protection; and 
it seems to be allowed that adequate protection is nothing short of an impost which shall tell, not in the 
books of the Treasury Department, but in the profit and loss account of the manufacturers. Your 
memorialists cannot consider such legislation otherwise than as impolitic and unjust. 

There -have been four general revisals of the tariff, viz: in 1789, 1816, 1820, and 1824. Every such 
revisal we have viewed as the result of mutual compromise between the various interests of this exten
sive Confederacy. To break in upon this adjustment, in any one particular, naturally creates dissatisfac
tion and jealousy; as in every case, more or less, it must be attended with some change of property. It 
becomes, indeed, a .just cause of serious alarm when any one class, acting with combined effort, under 
pretence of a special case for favorable interference, are promoting schemes which, in their operation, 
must- impair the revenue and cripple the industry of others. 

Your memorialists question the soundness of the principles assumed, and the equity of their proposed 
application, and cannot feel confidence in the visions that foretell the prosperity that will follow. The 
manufacturers have pressed so hard on the public favor as to force the other interests of the nation into 
an attitude of defence. The burden of the tax will be severely felt, because, as it is more particularly 
the object to exclude the coarse fabrics, those who are least able will pay most. 

In the present state of this country, the effect will not be manifested in the supply of labor tb a 
redundant population, but in divertil:lg people from employments in which they are-satisfactorily engaged 
to another which the Government prefers. If this be the effect, as your memorialists believe, the legisla
tion proposed is instituting a control over the lawful private pursuits of the citizens which had better be 
left, as heretofore, to themselves. The undue favor to one employment is made up, directly or indirectly, 
of restrictions upon others. Our country's history shows what impatience the people have always felt 
under laws restraining their individual enterprise. There has been a time when they were not permitted 
to make their own hats; and it is now proposed to check their accustomed business to oblige them to 
make their whole apparel. We are aware of some essential points of difference in the two cases, but, as 
respects the principle just referred to, they are liable to the same objection. 

In other countries avarice has craved the monopoly, and been successful in obtaining it; or an 
ignorant and indolent people may have needed the stimulant which the direct exclusion of foreign fabrics 
gives to the manufacturer of their own. When ·once such an artificial system is erected, the demolition 
of it is fearful, as it would bring in jeopardy every other interest of the State. The fall may be more 
disastrous than the evil of its continuance, But in a country and population like our own, where there 
is no monopoly of the soil, and no want of intelligence, where lives an ever-wakeful spirit of enterprise, 
your memorialists feel the deepest conviction that the lawful occupations of the people, which in the 
aggregate constitute the wealth and prosperity of the Republic, will be best promoted by a freedom from 
legislative restraints, as far as is consistent with those principles which the Government at the beginning· 
adopted and acted upon. There is no department of industry which has not passed its days of trials. 
These trials have been surmounted, and have left, as straitened circumstances always will in a wholesome 
state of morals, the impress of increased diligence, ingenuity, and economy. 

Your memorialists appreciate, with sincere gratitude, the principle that the laws are but the emana
tion of the people's will. But it is not to be disguised that our own is precisely that form of government 
under which a forcing, artificial system can be fixed on a secure foundation. The burden would create 
discontent, and discontent will have a remedy, unappalled by the consequences it would involve. Even 
if the principles . against which we protest are abstractly and constitutionally correct, it would be the 
part of wisdom to apply them with great.caution. 

Your memorialists would respectfully press on the attention of your honorable body a due considera
tion of the weighty objections to a frequent alteration of the tariff, or to an interference with it on partial 
grounds. We forbear a detail. It is unnecessary. When men, in order to carry on advantageously their 
private concerns, are laid under the necessity of constantly speculating on financial changes, industry 
suffers, because its attention is divided and its results are uncertain. 

We therefore request your honorable body to resist all attempts to procure an increase of the duties 
on woolens, or on any other article of foreign importation. 

JANUARY, 1828. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No· 824. 

NATHANIEL CARVER, 
,TOSEPH BARTLETT, Jr., 
NATHANIEL M. DAVIS, 

and 288 other persons. 

Lls'I' SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS OF SALT. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 21, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress 
assembled: 

The manufacturer~ of salt in the county of Kanawha, in the Commonwealth of Virginia, respectfully 
beg leave to represent: That they have witnessed, with deep solicitude, the disposition which has been 
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manifested in the present as well as in the last Congress, to repeal, in whole or in p~rt, the present duty 
on imported salt. .A. measure threatening such serious injury to the home manufactories' generally, and 
which so alarmingly involves the fortunes of your memorialists, will, they hope, render an apology 
unnecessary for offering to the consideration of your honorable body such facts and reflections as may 
tend to illustrate the question under consideration, and show the disastrous consequences which must 
follow its adoption. In performing this duty to themselves, your memorialists beg leave to advert, in the 
first place, to the more prominent facts connected with their own establishments. 

It, perhaps, ought to be premised that the salt district extends along the Great Kanawha for a distance 
of about ten miles, commencing about two miles above the mouth of Elk river, and extending up the 
Kanawha to near the mouth of Witcher's creek. Within this distance, no instance is known of a failure 
to obtain good water on either side of the river by boring the necessary and usual depth; nor have any 
experiments (and there have been many) been attended with success, either above or below these limits, 
unless the water obtained near the mouth of Cole river, with which the experiment in the manufacture of 
salt is now making, should form an exception. The hills which bound the valley of the river throughout 
the salt district, as well above as below, are the depositories of rich, and apparently inexhaustible bodies 
of coal. In these two important materials-water strongly impregnated with salt, and fuel for its evapora
tion-we find all that is necessary for giving an abundant and cheap supply to any desirable extent. 

During the first settlement of the western country, salt, which had been scarcely attainable at any 
price, and which for some time thereafter commanded, on the Ohio l"iver and its navigable branches, a price 
as high as five dollars per bushel, and :fluctuated from two to three dollars for several years before the 
commencement of the Kanawha salt works, was reduced, from the supply early furnished from this quarter, 
to one dollar per bushel. And at the commencement of the last war with Great Britain, notwithstanding 
the increase of price in the foreign article, from the embargo and other interruptions to our foreign trade, 
the salt establishments on the Kanawha had so multiplied as to furnish a supply as low as from fifty to 
sixty-two and a half cents per bushel. 

In November, 1814, when salt was selling at from :five to six dollars per bushel in many of the Atlantic 
towns, and when the exchange between the merchant and the farmer was two barrels of flour for a bushel 
of salt, the Kanawha manufactories, keeping pace with the increased demand occasioned by the loss of 
our commerce abroad, produced weekly 12,000 bushels of salt, and supplied the wants of the country at 
seventy-five and eighty-seven and a half cents _per bushel.* During the whole of that second struggle 
for independence, so important were the Kanawha supplies, that the price never rose beyond a dollar per 
bushel, except in a very few instances, at the manufactories; while much the larger proportion made 

1 during this period was sold at from seventy-five to eighty-seven and a half cents per bushel. The army 
. of the northwest was, in a great measure, dependent for salted provisions on the Kanawha manufactories; 
and although contractors and speculators may, in some instances, have received exorbitant prices for the 
article, it is confidently believed that the operations of that army could not have been condu_cted to the 
brilliant close of its campaign on the river Thames without this source of supply. 

Shortly after the war it was found necessary to discontinue many of the wells previously in use, as the 
only means of keeping the quantity manufactured within the limits of the demand for the article, at prices 
defraying the expense of production. This precautionary measure did not, however, long secure the manu
facturer from a depression in price below what would reimburse his expenditure and leave a moderate profit 
on the capital employed. The depression of the salt business on the Kanawha was owing to two causes: 

First. The establishment of other works, in the western country, which although not as favorably 
situated in relation to the strength of water and facilities of fuel, yet were, from their local situation, 
enabled to supply districts of country which before had received Kanawha salt, at much less expense in 
the transportation. 

Secondly, and mainly. The want of return cargoes for our shipping engaged in foreign commerce 
induced their lading with salt, either as ballast, or at a very small froight. The disproportion between 
the outward and inward bound cargoes of the vessels engaged in the Orleans trade occasioned1 a very 
sensible increase in the quantity of salt brought into that port, and a consequent diminution in the price. 
The steamboats, multiplying on our western waters, found, in the bulky products of our extensive and 
fruitful country, abundant employment in their descending voyages; but the return cargo, although perhaps 
equal in value, occupied much less of the tonnage of the vessel, and salt became the general article with 
which the cargo was made up. .A. very small freight, or the prospect of a small profit on the price at 
New Orleans, was preferable to returning empty, or nearly so. So strongly did these causes, and particu
larly the latter, operate upon the Kanawha manufactories, that, during the year 1825, salt frequently sold 
at the salt works as low as from fifteen to twenty cents a bushel, in casks well nailed and ready for 
shipping; and, in the year 1826, the article further depreciated, and was sometimes sold as low as twelve 
cents per bushel. So ruinous had the business be(,lome, that in the beginning of the year 1827 many of 
the furnaces were discontinued, and the business reduced in extent. 'l'he diminished operation now 
carrying orr is shown by the table appended, marked A, from which it will be perceived that the number 
of furnaces in operation during the past year was fifty-six. The same table shows that nine furnaces 
remained idle throughout the year. It ought here to be remarked, that the entire number of salt wells is 
sixty-one-of capacity sufficient to furnish a supply of water for near 100 furnaces; and that the restricted 
demand alone prevents the profitable employment of this excess of water already obtained, and the creation 
of new supplies by sinking new wells. The quantity of salt manufactured within the year is shown to 
be 787,000 bushels. The cost of manufacturing, barrelling:, &c., is ascertained to be nineteen and a half 
cents per bushel; that it is sold by the manufacturers at prices averaging twenty-five cents per bushel; 
that, in the production of this quantity of salt, employment is given to four hundred and seventy-one 
regular laborers; and if those employed in cooking, washing, &c., be added, the number will exceed five 
hundred; that one million six hundred and ninety-five thousand bushels of coal are annually drawn from 
the bowels of the earth, and consumed in the evaporation of near sixty-four millions of gallons of water. 
The difference between the cost of production and the selling price will be found to be five and a half 
cents per bushel, producing an aggregate of profit equal to forty-three thousand two hundred and eighty
five dollars. This sum, when applied to the capital employed, amounting, as shown by the same table, to 
$548,000, gives an annual interest of less than eight per cent., without any allowance for the coal and 
water annually consumed. 

It may not be uninte1·esting to examine this branch of industry with refore_nce to its influence on 
other pursuits. It gives employment, as has been seen, to more than five _hundred persons, who are 
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principally drawn from agriculture, a pursuit which evinces the excess to which it is carried by the low 
prices of every article which it produces, and converts th::it number from growers into consumers of the 
products of the soil. It also confers more direct and important advantages on this very general pursuit, 
by creating a market for $47,600 worth of agricultural produce. The mechanic arts are not less "invig
orated by these establishments. One h:undred and thirty thousand barrels are annually wanted, in which 
salt is packed for exportation, and which cost about $32,000. This item of expenditure gives activity and 
comfort to a great number of families near the shores of the Ohio and Kanawha rivers, and confers value 
on the timber of our forests, which, but for this demand, would be entirely useless. Arks, or :flat-bottomed 
boats, are required in considerable numbers, and to about the same amount, for the transportation of the 
salt; the building of which gives profitable employment to the owners of saw-mills, as well as to the 
mechanics whose skill and industry are engaged in their formation. Less extensive, but not less useful, 
are the employments given to the blacksmith, the wagon-maker, and various other artisans, whose annual 

. bills amount to near $8,000. 
That important branch of industry, the manufacture of iron, derives, perhaps, more aid from the 

capital employed in salt making, than from an equal amount devoted to any other pursuit. Each salt 
furnace requires, in its erection, about sixty tons of cast iron, in kettles, pans, grates, bars, &c., costing 
from sixty to seventy dollars per ton; about half a ton of bar iron, which now commands in the markets 
on the Ohio river one hundred and twenty dollars per ton, and to which is to be added between twenty
four and twenty-five tons of wrought iron, and near one hundred and twenty tons of castings, annually 
required by the aggregate of the furnaces for repairs and for replacing worn out and damaged articles. 

It is a matter of regret that more accurate knowledge is not possessed of the Tarious quantities of 
salt made in the different parts of the United States. By the reports of the marshals, made in the year 
1810, it appears that the quantity manufactured annually was then 1,238,365 bushels, worth $1,149,725.* 
But the quantity has evidently greatly increased since that period. In attempting an estimate of the 
quantities now annually produced by the home manufacturers, in addition to those that are ascertained, 
entire certainty cannot be arrived at, but the following will be, probably, found reasonably correct: 

.A.t the Kanawha salt works, (.A.) .................................................... . 
At the salt works in the county of Washington, Va., (supposed) ......................... . 
At Kiskaminitas, Penn., near Pittsburg, (supposed) ................................... . 
In the State of Ohio, Muskingum, (supposed) ......................................... . 
In the State of Ohio, Chickamauga, (supposed) ......................................... . 
In the State of Ohio, Yellow creek, (B) .........................................•...... 
At Bulltown Salines, Lewis county, Va., ( C) .......................................... . 
At Big Sandy, Cabell county, Va ................................................ : ... . 
At Conimaugh, Penn., (supposed) .................................................. . 
.At Illinois Salines, (D) ..................................................... : . ....... . 
At Montezuma, Ky., (E) ........................................................... . 
At Goose creek, Ky ................................................................ . 
At Little Sandy, Ky., (supposed) ....................................•............... 
At Ohio Salines, (supposed) ........................................................ . 
The extensive works of'. New York, ( supposed to produce upwards of) ..................... . 
Along the coast of the eastern States, from sea water, from recent (supposed) estimates, (F) 
From the various small manufactories in the United States, not included in the above, (sup-

posed) at least ................ -.................................................. . 

Total ............................ • .............................. . 

From the Treasury Report of the 26th of February, 1827, the importations of the year ending 
30th September, 1826, amounted to ................................................ . 

Domestic . . . . . . ........................... -~ ...................................... . 

Total .......................................................... . 

Bushels • 

787,000 
300,000 
300,000 
150,000 
15,000 
60,000 
16,000 
10,000 
20,000 

100,000 
115,000 
100,000 
20,000 
20,000 

1,000,000 
600,000 

500,000 

4,113,000 

4,564,000 
4,113,000 

8,677,000 

If the capital employed at the other domestic works bears the same relation to the quantity of salt 
produced by them which is found to exist at the Kanawha Salines, the entire investment can be but little 
short of three millions of dollars; and if the employment of labor is in the same ratio, the persons engaged 
in salt making must be upwards of four thousand. • 

The very heavy importations of salt, which will be disclosed by the following table, ( compiled from 
the Treasury Reports,) while the domestic as well as the foreign article has depreciated in price in every 
quarter of the country, very clearly evinces the inadequacy of the present duty as a protection to the 
home manufacturer, and must so continue while the want of profitable return cargoes for our shipping 
engaged in foreign commerce, and a like want of upward-bound freight for our carrying vessels on the 
rivers connecting the interior with the maritime ports, continue to exist. 
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.A.bstmct slwwing the quanlity of scdt imported into the United States from the commencemenl of the Government 
to the 30th of September, 1826·. • 

Year. Bushels im
ported. 

Duties. • Year. Bushels im
ported. 

Duties. 

From the commencement of the Government 
to the 31st of December, 1791 ..•.•....••... 

From January 1 to December 31, 1810 .................... ••••·• .••.•••• 

From January 1 to December 31, 1792 ..•••. 
Do ••.••••..••••..• do ..•••.. 1793 .••••. 
llo ••.•••.. •••• ••.• do ...••.. 1794 .•••.. 
Do •..•••••••.••••• do .•••••• 1795 .••••. 
Do ...• •••• •..••••• do .•••••• 1796 •••••. 

5,257,456 
1,179,510 
2,0-27,332 
2,958,411 
2,823,718 
3,670,077 
2,977,902 
2,755,524 
2,513,411 
3,421,819 
3,608,948 
3,872,905 
3,542,872 
3,433,996 
3,782,328 
4,262,704 

$630,895 
213,541 
247,622 
361,128 
345,770 
443,550 
391,134 
544,206 
488,617 
687,387 
686,454 
792,838 
721,355 
686,799 
765,804 
862,694 
731,508 

Do •••• •••• ••••• do ••••••• 1811 ••••••...••• •••• •.•. ····•••• ••.•.• 
Do •••• ••••••••••••do ••••••• 1812 ••••••.••••••• •••·•· .•• •·•• ••..• 
Do •••••••••••••••• do ••••••• 1813 ••••••.••. •••· ••••.. ••••••···· .... 
Do •••.•••.•••.•••. do ••••••. 1814...... 379,112 $75,822 
Do ................ do ••••••• 1815...... 4,311,763 855,449 
Do •••••••••••••••. do .•••• 1816 •••• 5,367,470 1,076,933 

Do ,. ·••••··•·••·do ....... 1797 ••••• Do •••••• •••••••••·do ••••••• lSl7 •••••. 2,975,995 '598,496 
Do •••••••••••••••• do .•••••• 1798 .••••. Do ••••••.••••••••• do .•••••• 1818...... 3,557,925 714,466 
Do ................ do .•••••• 1799 •••••• Do •••••• ••• •••••• do ••••••• 1819...... 3,823,410 765,537 
Do ................ do ••••••• 1800 •••••. Do •••••• ••••••••••do •••••• 1820 ..... 4,019,569 803,913 
Do ................ do .•••••• 1801 ..... . Do ................ do ••••••• 1821...... 3,121,847 G24,369 
Do ................ do .•••••• 1802 ... .. Do ................ do ••••••• 1822...... 5,538,323 707,664 
Do .• , ............. do .•••••• 1803 •••••. Do •••••••••••••••• do .•••••• 1823...... 4,449,740 889,948 

Do ................ do ....... 1804 ..... , Do •••••••••••••••• do ••••••• 1824...... 3,09-2,092 618,410 

Do ...... , ......... do ••••••. 1805 •••••. Do ...... ··•••· •••• do ••••••• 1825...... 4,578,538 915,707 

Do .••• •••••· •••••• do ....... 1606 •••••• Do ................ do ••••••• 1826...... 4,564,720 912,944 
Do •••••••••••••••. do .•••••. 1807 .••••• 
Do .••••• ••••• ••••• do ••••••• 1808 •••••. 
Do •••••• ·••••• .... do ••••••• 1809 ...... 

597,033 
48,954 

360 
6,017 

42 
19,167,0-20 

During the period embraced by the above table, the bounty on pickled fish and salted provisions 
exported from the United States amounted to $542,555. The allowance to vessels employed in the 
fisheries, to the close of the year 1819, amounted to $2,330,51 'l. The meaus of ascertaining the subse
quent allowances are not at hand.* 

From the year 1800 to 180'1, inclusive, a period of eight years, when our commerce and agriculture 
were in the most flourishing condition, and when but little salt was produced in the United States, the 
average importation was 3,81 'l,825 bushels; and from 1823 to 1826, inclusive, when the home supply had 
risen to upwards of 4,000,000 of bushels, the average import of these four years is found to be 4,1 'll,2'12 
bushels. 

The foreign trade in salt is presented in another aspect by the following abstract, formed from the 
Treasury Report of the 20th of February, 1816. 

SaJ,t imported into the United States from the 1st of October, 1525, to the 30th of September, 1826. 

From whence imported. 

Swedish West Indles .......... •••••. •••••· •••• •••••• ...................... •·••• ••••• •••• •• 
Danish West Indies ............................................................ •••••• •••••• 
Dutch Westindies and American colonies ................ ••••·••••• .... ••••·••••••• •••••••• 
England, Isle of Man, and Berwick •••••••••••••. •• ........................................ . 

Ireland••••••·•·••••"•••••••••···•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••·••••••••• 
Gibraltar•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ........... . 
British Westindies •••••••••• •••• •••• •• •••• ••··• • ••••• • •••••• •••·•• •••• •••• ••••• • ......... • 
British American colonies .••••• •••••••••••••• •• ,, •••••• •••••••••••• •••••• •••••••·•••••••••· 
Hanse Towns nod ports of Germany •••••••••••••••...••••.• , .............................. . 
Frcnel1 European ports on the Mediterranean •••••• ••••• ••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
French West Indies and American colonies ............................................... , . 

Other French ports •••••••••• ••••••.•••••• •••••••• •••••.•·•• •••• •••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••• 
Spain on the Atlantic •• • • ............ • . • • • • • • • • • • .. •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••• 
Spain on the Mediterranean , , , , , ... , . , . , ...•. , . , .. , , .. , . , , .... •., .. , ... ••., .. , .... • • • • •, .. , 

Cuba•·•••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••"••••·· 
Other Spanish West Indies •••••• •••••••• ............... ••••· ••••• •••• •••••••••••• •••• ..... . 

Portugal .......................................... •····•····•·············•••·······•····· 
Cape de Verd islands •••••• •••••.•••• •• •••••.•••• ....... •••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••••·•• •••• 
Italy and Malta ........................................................ • • ••••••••• • •• • • • • • • 
Trieste and other Austrian ports ........................................................... . 
Colombia,., .......................................................................••..•... 

Brazil••··•••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••·•••••·•••••••••••••·•·•••···••••·•· 
Europe, generally ......................................................................... . 
Africa, generally.......................................... • •••••••••••.• , ••••••••.•••••••• 

South Seas·•·•··••·•··••·•·•··· ·••·····•·····•·•••·····"•·•··• •······•·••·•············· 

Total•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•• •••••• 

Bushels, 
From Great Britain and her dependencies •••• ••·•••··•• 3,533,796 
From all other places ••••••••••••••••• •·••••·••••• •••• 1,030,924 

Total •••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 4,564,720 

Quantity. 

Bushels. 
6,482 
4,658 

58,508 
2,354,549 

90,666 
68,773 

979,905 
39,903 

5 
15,862 
2,412 
9,759 

65,756 
20,oso 
6,334 
2,768 

749,674 
49,950 
12,591 
B,673 
3,348 
7,750 
6,861 
1,367 
1,086 

4,564,720 

Cost. 

$fi~~i 
667,058 

Value. Cost per bushel. 

Dollars. Cent.. MUlt. 
1,221 18 6 

481 10 3 
6,167 10 5 

429,932 18 3 
11,947 13 2 
S,090 11 8 

108,304 11 
6,484 16 3 

2 40 0 
1,493 9 4 

40-2 16 7 
1,052 10 8 
5,2i9 8 0 
1,8!12 9 4 

795 12 6 
373 13 5 

84,166 11 2 
3,986 8 0 

994 7 9 
555 6 4 

1,000 29 9 
1,011 13 1 
1,044 15 2 

261 19 1 
115 10 6 

667,058 •••••••••· ........ 

0 Niles' Weekly Register, Vol. 20, p. 54, vol. 321 p. 202, and Annual Treasury Report, February 25, 1827: 
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It will be perceived that of the salt imported into the United States upwards of three-fourths of the 
entire quantity is from Great Britain and her dependencies, and that more than four-fifths of the amount 
paid for salt in foreign countries is expended in the invigoration of the industry of a people who close 
their markets upon our breadstuffs and almost the whole of our other agricultural productions; who tax 
our tobacco so as greatly to limit its consumption among them; and whose whole system of legislation is 
calculated to sap the foundations of our manufactories, and to render us dependent on them for the most 
important articles demanded by our wants. 

The importance of cherishing the manufacturing industry of our country; of preserving the capital 
invested in manufactures which rely for their success on the continuance of the uniform principles of 
past legislation; the importance of this policy to our home trade, and its effects on our foreign commerce, 
with the influence which it may have over the destinies of the nation, whether we enjoy the blessings of 
peace or endure the calamities of war, are so ably and so justly considered in the luminous report recently 
received by Congress from the head of the Treasury Department that it would be supererogation in your 

• memorialists to do more than refer to this document. 
In examining the effect which must be produced by a repeal of the duty on salt, or any serious 

reduction in that part of. the revenue, we are naturally brought to inquire, what influence will this 
measure exercise over our :fisheries, that nursery of American seamen and important source of national 
wealth? But, as this view of the subject will be examined with the aid of better lights and more inti
mate knowledge elsewhere, it will suffice to refer to the able and interesting report made by Mr. Jefferson, 
in 1791, which gave rise and permanency to the protection since received by this important branch of 
marine industry,* and to the amount of drawbacks and bounties with which the fisheries have since been 
encouraged and sustained, an encouragement which seems to depend upon the continuance of the duty 
on salt. 
. It is objected to the duty on salt that it is a war tax, and ought to have terminated with the necessity 

to which its origin was owing. Whatever may have been the occasion which gave rise to the reimpo
sition of the duty on foreign salt, the subsequent course of the country and of the Government seems 
clearly to have recognized it as a permanent part of the revenue, and to have given it a permanency of 
character by which the citizens were encouraged to invest large sums of money in the production of a 
home supply. In support of these conclusions, your memorialists beg leave to refer to the attempt which 
was made in 1817 to reduce the duty on salt. The most serious consideration was then given to the 
proposition by Mr. Crawford, at that time at the head of the Treasury, and by a committee of the House 
of Representatives, over which that able and distinguished statesman, Mr. Lowndes, presided. On the 
5th of January, 1818, Mr. Crawford reported against the proposition, and on the 3d of March, in the 
same year, Mr. Lowndes reported, concurring in the inexpediency of the measure. 

From this period, at least, the policy of the Government was considered as settled, on the fullest 
advisement, and investments were made with the most pe1fect confidence in the continuance of that 
protection by which the domestic manufacture of salt was invited. 

The discussions of last winter seemed to proceed on the ground that the western manufacturers 
would be but slightly, if at all, affected by this repeal. The fallacy of this impression must yield to the 
facts which have been disclosed, and could never have been adopted bad the revolution in the internal 
trade of the country, occasioned by the introduction of steam as a propelling power, been fuily adverted 
to. Illustrative of the effect produced by steam navigation, and of the extent to which foreign salt now 
enters into the supply of the markets of the interior, the following facts are furnished: 

On the first day of June last there were in store at N asbville two thousand two hundred and seventy
six sacks of imported salt, containing upwards of four bushels each; at Louisville there were above two 
thousand sacks of the same kind; and at Cincinnati three thousand bags of coarse salt, containing two 
bushels each. Maysville and the towns. above, on the Ohio river, bad generally received supplies pro
portionably large, but the quantities were not ascertained with equal certainty; and it is a fact of general 
notoriety that the Ohio river continued in good boating order until near the middle of July, and that the 
steamboats returning from New Orleans in June and July brought up unusually large quantities of salt 
from the then scarcity of upward-bound cargoes. 

That foreign salt will continue to be distributed through the western country in large quantities, 
under the operations of the present impost, cannot be doubted when it is known that the present rate of 
freight on heavy articles from New Orleans to Louisville is fifty cents per hundred, and that in the spring 
months, when freight is scarce, much is brought up at thirty-seven and a hdf cents. From Louisville to 
Pittsburg the rate of transportation is usually the same as from New Orleans to the Falls; and should 
salt be cheapened, as anticipated by the friends of the repeal, to fifteen cents in our maritime ports, we 
may reasonably expect a foreign supply on the whole extent of the Ohio river at from twenty-five to 
thirty cents per bushel, until the domestic competition is put down, and whenever the revival of the home 
supply may be again attempted. 

'l'he exorbitancy of the impost, the oppressive burden which it imposes on agriculture, and its 
unequal operations upon the country, are urged with apparent effect in favor of the repeal. If the 
present duty is regarded as a protection and encouragement of this branch of our national industry, the 
facts disclosed show that it is inadequate. That it has not increased the burdens of agriculture will be 
evidenced by a comparison of the present prices in our seaports with the rates at which it sold during 
the years when no duty was imposed. Then scarcely any domestic competition was encountered by the 
importer, and the price was regulated by mercantile avidity for profit. The home supply, now equalling 
one-half of the entire consumption, entering strongly into competition with the imported, is found to have 
cheapened the article to the consumer more effectually than the entire abolition of this impost. That 
particular and small districts ·of our country have not equally enjoyed the benefits of the home supply is 
ascribable to the imperfect state of our commercial intercourse with those districts; but those barriers to 
free and -0heap communication are rapidly disappearing. The New York canals, now completed; the 
Ohio and Erie canal, now in a successful course of execution; the Pennsylvania connexion of the trade 
of the Alleghany and Monongahela with that of the Delaware; the Chesapeake and Ohio canal, apparently 
about to be commenced under very favorable auspices; the Baltimore railroad, designed to connect the 
northern end of the Chesapeake bay with the Ohio river; the improvements commenced by Virginia, with 
a view to commercial lines of intercourse between her western navigable waters and Hampton Roads; 
~nd the multiplication of vessels propelled by steam on all our navigable rivers; giye the most ample 

0 Niles' Register, vol. 6, p. 283. 
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assurance of the general diffusion of domestic salt; and should we be again visited with the calamities 
of war, seriously affecting our foreign intercourse, the eastern country as well as the west may safely 
rely upon an adequate quantity of this essential article from home production, provided the existing 
manufactories are not destroyed by repealing the duties by which they are now sustained; and that, too, 
of quality and price securing the consumer against any serious inconvenience from the loss of the foreign 
supply. 

That the western country must be deeply and injuriously affected by the repeal of the salt duty will, 
it is believed, be evident from a slight examination of the subject. At present the supply is abundant 
and the quality so improved by rigorous inspection that no difference is understood to be made between 
the foreign and domestic article by the consumer. The price nowhere exceeds fifty cents per bushel on 
the Ohio river from Pittsburg to Louisville, and on the lower Ohio and its large tributary branches it is 
believed to vary only between this sum and seventy-five cents, showing that the advance on the :first cost 
barely covers the expense and risk of transportation, wbarfage, drayage, storage, commissions, cooperage, 
loss on the quantity of the commodity, and a small profit to those who deal in the article. If a repeal of 
the duty enables the importer to supply the country on cheaper terms, the prostration of the home pro
duce must inevitably follow, and this formidable competition once overcome, no barrier will be found to 
an elevation of price far beyond the present rate. To rely on mercantile patriotism for a supply, on the 
terms to which the price of salt might be, in the :first instance, reduced, would be as vain as to expect the 
revival of manufactories which foreign production might crush as soon as erected. These considerations 
apply to a period of peace and of uninterrupted foreign commerce. But what would be the condition of 
this important quarter of the country in the event of a war by which our commercial marine should 
become inactive? Stripped of a home supply of this indispensable article, great inconvenience, if not 
distress, must be experienced in the :first instance, and although the pressure of such a calamity might 
reanimate the abandoned manufactories at home, that very pressure, with the uncertainty of continuance, 
must give birth to exorbitant prices. 

Ohio and Kentucky have peculiar interests which must suffer by a repeal of this duty. They have 
each salt establishments, furnishing, in exchange for other productions, extensive supplies to their people, 
and which must experience the blightening effect of unrestrained importations; and, so far as the people 
of those States are constrained to look abroad for additional quantities, Virginia is their natural and 
beneficial market. If mistaken views should induce a preference for foreign salt, money alone is the 
exchangeable commodity with which it can be obtained. On the other band, the Kanawha manufactories 
receive annually from Kentucky and Ohio, in iron, bacon, flour, leather, corn, corn mea1, barrels, furniture, 
and merchandise, an amount more than four-fold as great as the entire profits on the Virginia salt vended 
in these States. So extensive and advantageous is the intercourse between the Kanawha salt works and 
Cincinnati that the workshops of the latter furnish most of the implements and machinery required by 
the former; and could the extent of the annual supplies of merchandise from thence be ascertained, they 
would abundantly verify the importance of the Kanawha trade to that city. 

Virginia is deeply concerned in the proposed measure; and it is hoped that her able and vigilant 
statesmen will not be inattentive to the interests which she bas at stake. The production of salt is among 
the few manufactures in which she bas been particularly successful. She furnishes at this time more than 
one-fourth of the whole domestic supply, and possesses, on the Holstein and on the Great Kanawha, 
facilities for the manufacture of salt to an extent equal to the entire quantity which may be demanded by 
the southern and western States. To develop these sources of wealth by opening lines of commercial 
communication for the distribution of the products of her salt works bas for some time been a prominent 
point in her policy. She, cannot therefore, fail to see with regret an attempt to arrest their progress and 
destroy their usefulness. • 

Upon a review of the whole subject, your memorialists cannot but be satisfied that, however it may 
be disguised, this is really a question between the shipping interest on the one band, and the home manu
facturers on the other; and that, whatever may be the extraneous but plausible considerations urged in 
favor of the measure, this great and absorbing interest is mainly consulted in the efforts to reduce the 
impost upon salt. And although your memorialists have, in common with their fellow citizens throughout 
the Union, regarded, with pride and pleasure, the salutary influence of the protection and favor by which 
this portion of the national wealth bas been enlarged and employed, they can but hope that this branch 
will not be further enriched by the spoils of the entire interest now invested in the home manufacture of 
salt; and they most respectfully but earnestly·pray that the present duty on imported salt may not be 
reduced. 

Signed by order and on behalf of the manufacturers of salt, at the Kanawha Salines, the 9th day of 
January, 1828. 

L. Summers. Joseph Lovell. 
Joel Shrewsbury, sen. A. Donnally. 
Lewis Ruffner. Isaac Noyes. 
James Bream. 
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.A. . 

.Abstract slwwing the present state and conditwn of the sal,t business in the county of Kanawha and Oommon
weal,th of Virginia. 
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Dollars. Cent. . Cent,. Galls. Bushels. Pou11ds. Tom. DoUa,-,. Dollars • 

Dickerson & Shrewsbury ............ 2 25,000 30 30,ooo 25 33 100 75,000 2,000 5 1,500 200 

David Ruffner & Co ................. 3 50,000 28 50,000 17 23 70 100,000 2,500 7 2,200 400 

Andrew Donnally ................... 3 30,000 .28 60,000 20 25 70 125,000 4,000 8 3,300 500 

A. Doumi!IY and Wm. Steele & Co ... 4 40,000 27 50,000 18 25 75 100,000 3,ooo 6 3,500 400 
Donnally & Steels, and F. Alexander. 2 20,000 16 20,000 18 25 80 50,ooo 1,500 2 1,500 200 
A, Donnally & L. Morris ............ 2 20,000 18 20,000 20 25 75 90,000 2,000 3 1,500 250 
A. Donnally & L. Welch ............ 2 10,000 16 20,000 20 25 70 50,000 2,000 2 1,500 200 
A, Donnally & Chas, Brown .•....... 1 6,000 8 io,ooo 18 25 65 40,000 1,000 1 1,000 150 
Andrew Far ks •••••••••••••••••••••• 2 25,000 ...... •••••••••• . ..... ...... 80 . ......... 

••••••·• 
. ..... ........ . ....... Idle, 

C. G. & C. Reynolds., .... •••••• .... 2 6,000 15 20,000 20 22 65 45,000 2,000 4 1,200 300 
Farnham Marsh ...... , .............. l 3,000 8 10,000 18 25 70 20,000 1,000 2¼ 1,000 200 
Van B. Reynolds .. ••••· ............. 1 3,ooo 8 15,ooo 20 23 70 25,000 1,000 21 1,000 150 
James C. McFarland ................ 1 10,000 8 15,ooo 20 23 70 25,000 1,000 2¼ 1,000 150 
William R. Cox ..................... 1 4,000 8 20,000 18 22½ 70 40,000 1,000 2¼ 1,000 150 
Peter Grant ..... , .... , .............. 1 5,000 8 20,000 18 221 75 45,000 1,000 2½ 1,000 200 
Walter Trimble ...... , ... , ..... , .... 1 6,000 7 20,000 18 221 80 35,000 1,000 2 1,000 !200 
John Warth ........................ 2 11,000 14 20,000 18 25 90 30,000 2,000 3 1,500 350 
John J. Cabell ...................... 2 10,000 8 20,000 18 25 70 30,000 1,000 21 1,000 150 
William Tompkins ................. 2 15,000 20 30,000 20 25 80 45,000 4,000 10 2,500 300 
Aaron Stockton ..................... 2 10,000 20 30,ooo 20 25 80 45,000 4,000 10 2,500 300 
J. D. Sbrewsbury,jr ................. 1 5,000 8 s,ooo 25 33 100 30,000 .1,000 21 1,000 150 
John & Samuel Shrewsbury ......... 2 35,000 16 35,000 25 33 80 75,000 2,000 6 1,500 300 
l\loses 1\1. Fuqua .................... 1 3,000 8 20,000 18 221 80 40,000 1,000 2 1,000 200 
Tobias Ruffner ..................... 2 12,000 ...... .......... ...... ...... 80 . ......... ........ ..... ........ . ....... Idle • 
L. & O. Morris ........... ••••• ..... 5 20,000 ...... .......... ....... ...... 80 .......... ....... ...... ........ . ....... Idle • 
L. & J. Leftwich ................... 1 4,000 7 15,000 18 25 80 30,ooo 1,000 3 1,200 200 
John Anderson ...................•. 2 8,000 16 30,ooo 20 22½ 90 60,000 1,500 3 1,500 400 
James Bream .............•......... 4 40,000 35 50,000 20 25 90 120,000 3,ooo 6 a,ooo 400 
Joseph l.oveu ....................... 2 7,000 16 20,000 20 22½ 100 60,000 1,500 3 1,500 300 
Daniel Ruffner ...................... 2 15,000 lli 20,000 19 221 100 60,000 1,500 3 1,500 300 
Isaac I< Bradford Noyes ............. 3 35,ooo 30 50,ooo 19 25 100 100,000 2,000 5 1,500 400 

Charles Venable .••• ••·•••••••·• •••• 1 30,000 8 16,ooo 20 30 100 40,000 1,000 3 1,300 300 
Nelson Friddy ...................... 1 s,ooo 8 20,000 18 22½ 80 40,000 1,000 2 1,000 150 
Lewis Summers .................... 1 20,000 8 16,000 18 33 80 30,000 1,000 2 1,000 150 

Total •••••••• •·•••••••••••• 65 548,000 471 787,000 *191 '25¼ *80¼ 1,695,000 t54,500 118½ 47,600 7,950 

*Average. t24ttons. 

NoTs.-Fumaces in operation ........ •••••• ........................ •••••••••••............. 56 
Furnaces idle ••••..•••......•.••.•• •••••• ••.••••.•••• •••••• ...... •••••••••••.••·••• 9 

65 

Givc~~d~~ ::h~.r:~:r .f'th~fj~!:::,i~~~stract has been carefully compiled, and with as much accuracy as the nature Jgs~iaul'!i~tr:ts of 
. LEWIS RUFFNER. 

B. 

Extract of a letter from Peter Yarnall, Esq., of Wheeling, Va., dated .August 31, 182'T. 

"I returned two days ago fro)ll the salt works on Yellow creek, in Ohio. There are at that place 
thirty-nine wells furnishing salt water. The amount of ca_pital invested in the salt business is estimated 
at $124,800. The cost of manufacturing averages from two dollars to two dollars and twelve cents per 
barrel containing five bushels. The quantity manufactured is between eleven and twelve thousand 
barrels, which is sold at from two dollars and twenty-five cents to two dollars and fifty cents per barrel. 
It takes four to six hundred gallons of water- to make fifty-six pounds of salt, with the exception of one 
well, of which one hundred and ten gallons of water furnish a bushel of salt." 
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C. 

Extra,ct of a letter from Oolonel John Haymond, of Loui,s county, Va., w Judge Summers, dated 

BULLTOWN SALINE, October 13, 182'1. 
"Not having attended to the salt business myself for several years past, I am not able correctly to 

answer your inquiries, but the following may be considered as nearly correct as the nature of the case 
will permit. Only one salt furnace fa now in operation on the Little Kanawha. The quantity of salt 
made is from 8,000 to 10,000 bushels per annum. Another furnace is erecting, which will probably make 
6,000 or 8,000 bushels. This, however, must depend very much on the quantity of water which can be 
dri).wn from the well. The amount of capital invested in the salt business on this river, including· lands, 
wells, fixtures, machinery, &c., may be estimated at $15,000, and the money necessary to conduct a 
furnace for one year at $2,000. The number of persons employed in making salt at one furnace is from 
eight to ten. The cost of making salt per bushel, computing interest on the capital invested, may be 40 
or 45 cents. The quantity of water required to produce a bushel of salt is not correctly ascertained; but 
it has sometimes been estimated that sixty-four gallons would make a bushel, and, if the water could 
always be obtained in its purity, my impression is that sixty-four gallons would be the correct calculation; 
but the difficulty (at least with us) of always getting the water in its purity makes it proper to say 
about ninety gallons. 

"From the 1st October, 1825, until 1st June last, the price of salt here was 50 cents per bushel, and 
since that time it has been 75 cents. Salt, however, has been so cheap elsewhere, and money so scarce 
in this part of the country, that very little can be obtained for salt at any price. It is but a little more than 
two years since the salt works here have been in successful operation, although salt has been made for 
many years on a small scale. The average price of salt in this country when we first commenced making 
was $4 per bushel, and the average price for a number of years previous to 1825 was $2." 

D . 

.Answers to certain questions submitted to the manufa,cturers of salt at the Illinoi,s Saline. 

" Question I. What amount of capital is invested in the manufactories of salt at the Illinois Saline, 
near Shawneetown, including the real and personal estate as well as the money used in carrying on the 
business? 

".Answer. Fifty thousand dollars. 
" Question 2. '1.1

0 what number of persons do these manufactories give employment? 
".Answer. Three hundred. 
" Question 3. What is the aggregate quantity of salt manufactured per annum ? 
".Answer. One hundred thousand bushels. 
" Question 4. What does it cost the manufacturers to produce it ready for market? 
"Answer. Thirty-seven and a half cents. 
"Question 5. At what price is it sold per bushel at the manufactory? 
"Answer. From thirty-one and a fourth to thirty-seven and a half cents. 
" Question 6. What quantity of water is required to produce fifty pounds or one bushel of salt? 
"Answer. One hundred and twenty gallons. 
"Question '1. What quantity of iron is annually consumed, distinguishing the malleable from the cast 

iron? 
"Answer. Forty-five tons cast iron and five tons malleable iron. 
"We, the undersigned, residing at the Illinois Saline, near Shawneetown, being acquainted V{ith the 

manufacturing of salt at said Saline, have examined the foregoing seven interrogatories, and affixed the 
answers separately to each query, to the best of our knowledge and information. 

"Given under our hands, at the Illinois Saline, near Shawneetown, this 13th day of November, 182'1." 
Timothy Guard. Preston W. Davis. 
Chaton Guard. John M. Robinson. 
Benjamin White. Henry C. Brown. 
Willis Hodgson. Joseph E. Watkins. 
Matthew Duncan. .A. G. S. Wight . 
.Andrew Frazer. Leo. White. 
John Henderson. John Siddall. 
Francis Prince. Joseph Hays. 

E. 

Extra,ct of a letter from Marcus Huling, Esq., of Montezuma, Kentucky, to James .A. Leu,i,s, Esq., of Kanawha, 
Virginia, dated November 6, 1821. 

"In reply to the seven inquiries found in the preceding communication: 
" 1st. There is vested here, in real and personal property, and in money to carry on the manufactory 

of salt, about one hundred and sixty thousand dollars. 
" 2d. The salt works here give employment to about one hundred and fifty laboring hands. 
"3d. There were about one hundred and fifteen thousand five hundred bushels manufactured the last 

twelve months; and there will be a third more manufactured next year, from the improvements making 
at this time. 
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"4th. The cost, per bushel, of manufacturing, varies from twenty to forty cents, according to the 
quality of the water used, and conveniency of the fuel. 

"5th. The price of salt at the works has varied, in the course of the year, from fifty to sixty-two and 
a half cents. 

" 6th. The water afforded by the several wells in use is not all of the same kind or quality. There 
are four wells that from 75 to 80 gallons of the water will produce a bushel of salt; and there are six 
wells which require from 100 to 125 gallons of the water to produce a bushel of salt. There are also 
five wells in use that take from 150 to 250 gallons of the water to make one bushel of salt. 

" '7th. There are about forty-five tons of cast metal used annually to keep up the furnaces, owing to 
the lime which blocks on and breaks the kettles. .A.bout twenty tons of Juniatta wrought iron is annually 
used by the manufacturers of salt, because it is the softest and best; and but little imported iron is used. 

"There has been no importation of foreign salt in this section for the last two years. We now supply 
the country south of us 100 miles, or near the Tennessee river, where our article is met by the salt from 
Goqse Creek and King's salt works; on the east 85 to 40 miles, where it is met by the salt from Goose 
Creek and the Red Bird works; on the north for from forty to fifty miles, it is there met by the salt from 
Kanawha, and by imported salt; on the west from fifty to sixty miles, where it is met by the Kanawha 
and imported salt. 

" lt is but three years since the first well was opened on Green river, and there are now fifteen wells 
in successful operation. There are also several others opened, and the owners putting up furnaces, which 
will soon be manufacturing salt. The water is struck at from 60 to 190 feet from the surface of low 
bottoms. The wells in use extend twenty miles on the river. The water afforded by the upper wells is 
impregnated with lime, which forms a cement on the boilers as hard as rock; the lower wells have no lime. 
The Goose Creek salt works are east of us, in a mountainous part of the country; they have, and do, from 
information, for several years past, manufactured from 90,000 to 100,000 bushels per annum. The capital 
there invested is, I suppose, $150,000. Red Bird salt works lay north of Goose creek about thirty 
miles; the state of the works is unknown to me. The quantity of salt water obtained on Green river, 
for the time they have been sinking for it, surpasses any place in my knowledge." 

F. 

Extract from a communication from a highl,y intelligent and respectable gentleman ef Massachusetts, on the 
subject ef sal,t making, made in December last. 

"Salt ·is manufactured in New England wholly from sea water, by solar evaporation. The manu
factory, like most others, arose from necessity; the distress during the revolutionary war, for the want 
of salt, led the inhabitants upon the seacoast to make the attempt. At first it was commenced upon a 
very small scale, and in a very imperfect manner, but there was abundant opportunity for all to engage 
in the enterprise who lived upon the seacost, more especially as it is a manufactory ( and there are but 
few of the character) where a small capital can be as profitably invested as a large one. One neighbor 
improved upon another, until the manufactories were quite perfect; and, in the end, being the joint 
inventions of many, no patent was ever taken. These improvements and discoveries were applied to 
pumping the water, erecting the vats, and covering them to protect them from rain and dew; these 
works have much increased until within a few years. It is estimated that there are now in Massachusetts 
and Rhode Island about twenty millions of square feet of vats, or, as they who own them estimate, two 
millions, as they were originally built ten feet wide, every ten feet were called one foot. It is estimated 
that every foot costs ten cents, or one dollar per foot as estimated by the manufacturer; amount, say 
twenty millions square feet of vats, and roofs, or covering for them, value, or cost, two millions dollars. 
It is estimated that every 10,000 feet of the vats will produce 800 bushels of salt; new works will do 
more, but covered with boards continually exposed to the sun, they soon become crackea and injured, 
and do not exclude the rain. Then it may fairly be estimated that the salt manufactories above mentioned 
manufacture yearly six hundred thousand bushels of salt of good quality. 

"The value of the salt for a number of years past, perhaps, may be estimated at the manufactories at 
about thirty-seven cents per bushel measured, weighing about seventy-three pounds; the yearly income 
would amount to about $220,000; amounting to about ten per .cent. income, including interest on 
the capital, repairs of the works, and labor in the manufacturing the salt. Being on the seacost, it is very 
convenient to transport it to every part of the United States. The income is moderate, but it is a business 
in which, as I have before observed, a small capital can be invested, and requires but little skiil in the 
management; and seamen, too old to pursue their employment, are much inclined to engage in it. 

"Probably there are seven hundred distinct !}lanufactories. The salt when manufactured is sent in 
small vessels to market in the vario~s ports of the United States, and meeting the foreign salt in the 
market has produced a severe competition, the necessary effect of which is to reduce the p1ice. It has 
reduced the price. In the revolutionary war salt sold for three or four dollars a bushel; during the last 
war it was never so high as one dollar, or never'-exceeded that price at the works where the salt was 
manufactured. 

"The farmers of the Atlantic States are made to complain of the duty, but if I am not greatly mistaken 
the real and moving complaints are from another source, viz: the merchants. They wish to import it 
from Liverpool and elsewhere as ballast. Let them import it, and if the duty be continued, and the 
manufactories continued, the competition will always secure to the consumer an abundance of the article 
at a low price. Repeal the duty, and the manufactories must be abandoned, and leave the merchant to 
fix his own price." 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 825. [lsr SEssroN. 

IN FAVOR OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS OF SALT. 

comruNICATED TO TH_E HOUSE OF REPRESENTlTIVES JANUARY 21, 1828. 

To the Senate and House of RepresentaJ,ives of the United Stai,es in Congress assemhled : 

The memorial of the undersigned manufacturers and others interested in the manufacture of salt, in 
the town of Salina, respectfully represents: That your memorialists, in confident expectation of the con
tinuance of the duty on foreign salt, as established for the last fifteen years by the laws of the United 
States, have expended on their works, and the establishments in immediate connexion therewith, a sum 
exceeding half a million of dollars, and if the capital employed in the business be included, the amount 
would be upwards of one million; and that your memorialists have learned that a bill has been intro
duced at the present session of Congress for a reduction of said duty, which, if carried into effect, they 
have the most lively apprehensions will operate severely to the injury, if it do not prostrate the interests 
of your memorialists, many of whom have their whole property investe!l in that business. 

It is a manufacture, your memorialists conceive, of primary impoi:tance.to our country, as an increasing 
and valuable branch of industry, furnishing at home one of the indispensable necessaries of life, the cost 
of which to the consumer has been rapidly diminishing in consequence of the reduction of price produced 
in our markets by competition with the imported article. Should that competition be destroyed, as in the 
opinion of your memorialists it must be, if a reduction of the existing duty take place, the article will 
again advance almost exclusively to the benefit of the foreign manufacturer. Another consequence would 
follow, a dependence on foreigners for our principal supplies, affording, too, the greatest facilities for 
monopoly among the importers • and speculators on the seaboard; as exemplified at the commencement of 
the late war, when it is well known the price was quadrupled in a few days. Such an occurrence 
would have been prevented or counteracted, in a great measure, had extensive manufactories, as at the 
present day, existed along our seaboard and in the interior of the United States. 

The most effectual means, your memorialists venture to suggest, to insure a certain and regular 
supply at the lowest rates to the consumer, is to foster within our territories the works for its production, 
which, by collision in the same markets that obtain salt from foreign sources, would check the fluctuations 
and prevent any extravagant rise to which at times they would otherwise be liable. 

An extension of the establishments in this country for the making of salt would present, on l?ressing 
emergencies, an excellent iesource for national revenue. Your memorialists are, therefore, anxiously 
desirous that the question, in which they have the deepest interest, may, in coincidence with their views, 
be determined for the lasting benefit and security of our common country, and that the contemplated 
reduction of duty will by Congress be deemed inexpedient. 

SAUNA, January l, 1828. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 826. llsr SEssroN. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE SURPLUS REVENUE Ai'\IONG THE STA'l'ES-PUBLIC DEBT, &c. 

COlll!UNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 21, 1828. 

Mr. DICKERSON made the following report: 
The committee to whom was referred the bill to provide for the distribution of a part of the revenues 

of the United States among the several States of the Union beg leave to report the same with the fol
lowing amendment: Strike out from the word "taxation," in the sixth line, to the word "which," in the 
twelfth line, and insert "the sum of five millions of dollars on the first day of January, one thousand 
eight hundred and thirty; five millions of dollars on the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred 
and thirty-one; five millions of dollars on the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and 
thirty-two; and five millions of dollars on the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and thirty
three;" and the committee beg leave to submit the following calculation~ showing the operation of the 
Sinking Fund of ten millions of dollars annually in paying the interest and principal of the public debt. 

Besides the appropriation of ten millions of dollars each year, the Sinking Fund consists of any 
surplus in the Treasury at the end of any year, above all appropriations for the year, and leaving in the 
Treasury two millions of dollars; but as these surpluses are uncertain in their amount, and depend upon 
the disposition of Congress to appropriate our funds to other objects, they are not included in this cal-
culation. , • • • • • 

The five per cent. United States Bank loan of seven millions of dollars, for which the United States 
hold stock in that bank of an equal amount, yielding ari interest of six per cent.; is not brought into the 
calculation, not being considered as chargeable to the Sinking Fund. • • • • 

The principal of the three per cent. stock, which will not be discharged until provided for by law at 
some distant period, is omitted in this calculation. 

The payments by the calculation are to be made yearly; but if made quarterly, the reduction of the 
debt would be more rapid. • -

By this calculation it appears that the whole of the debt, except the United States Bank loan al).d the 
three per cent. stock, may be extinguished in the year 1833, and leaving on the 1st day of January, 1834, 
a balance in favor of the Sinking Fund of $1,964,248 35. 

VOL, V--94 B 
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The public debt, according to the report of the Secretary of the Treasury of the 10th of 
December, 182'r, amounted on the 1st of October, 182'r, to .................... . 

Paid in the last quarter of that year ........................................... . 

Debt on the 1st January, 1828 .................. ; ..... , ............... . 

Consisting of-
Six per cent. stock ...................... : .................................... . 
Five per cent. stock ......................................•................... 
Four and a half per cent. stock ............................................... . 
Three per cent. stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................................... . 

Deduct the bank loan and three per cent. stock, amounting to ................. . 

It will leave on the 1st January, 1828, a debt of ................................. . 

Consisting of-
Six per cent. stock .......................................................... . 
Five per cent. stock ......................................................... . 
Four and a half per cent. stock .............................................. . 

Annual interest on this debt and on the three per cent. stock:. 
On the six per cent. stock .................................................... . 
On :five per cent. stock ........................................................ . 
On four and a half per cent. stock ............................................. . 
On three per cent. stock ..................................................... . 

[No. 826. 

$68,913,541 08 
1,500,263 16 

6'r,413,2'r'r 92 

$25,380,965 91 
12, 'r92,000 20 
15,994,064 11 
13,296,24'r 'r0 

6'r,413,2'r'r 92 
20,296,24'r 'r0 

4'r,117,030 22 

$25,330,965 91 
5, 'r92,000 20 

15,994,064 11 

4'r,11 'r,023 20 

$1,519,85'r 95 
289,600 01 
719,732 88 
398,88'r 43 

2,928,0'r8 27 

The amounts of six per cent., five per cent., and four and a hal,f per cent. debt in succession. 

The amount of six per cent. debt, 1st January, 1828 ............................. . 
One year's interest on the whole debt .......................................... . 

Deduct one year's amount of Sinking Fund ..................................... . 

1st January, 1829 ..................... _ ....... _ ..... _._ .. _• _• ..................... . 
Interest .................................................................... . 

Deduct ..................................................................... . 

1st January, 1830 ........................................................... . 
Interest .................................................................... . 

Deduct ..................................................................... . 

1st January, 1831 ........................................................... . 
Interest .................................................................... . 

.A.dd 5 per cent. stock ........................................................ . 

Deduct ..................................................................... . 

1st January, 1832 ........................................................... . 
Interest .................................................................... . 

.A.dd the 4½ per cent. debt .................................................... . 

Deduct .................................................................... . 

1st January, 1833. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................ . 
Interest ................... : ... • ....................................... • ..... . 

Debt and interest on the 1st January, 1834 ..................................... . 
Which, deducted from the amount of the Sinking Fund that day, leaves a balance in 

favor of that fund of $1,964,248 35 . 
.A.mount of Sinking Fund 1st January, 1884 .................................... . 
Deduct debt and interest due that day. . . . . . . . . . . .............................. . 

Balance in favor of the Sinking Fund, 1st January, 1884 .......................... . 

$25,330,965 91 
2,928,0'r8 2'r 

28,259,044 18 
10,000,000 00 

18,259,044 18 
2,503,'r62 9'r 

20,'r62,80'r 15 
10,000,000 00 

IO, 762,807 15 
2,053,988 74 

12,816, 'r95 89 
10,000,000 00 

2,816,795 89 
l,5'r'T,228 0'r 

4,394,023 96 
5,792,000 20 

10,186,024 16 
10,000,000 00 

186,024 16 
1,127,921 51 

1,313,945 6'r 
15,994,064 11 

1 'l,308,009 'l8 
10,000,000 00 

'l,308,009 'l8 
'l2'r,'r41 8'r 

8,035,'r51 65 

10,000,000 00 
8,035,'l51 65 

1,964,248 35 
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Payments under the foregoing calculation: 

Interest. 
January 1, 1829 ........................ . 

1830 ........................ . 
1831 ........................ . 

$2,928,0'1'8 2'l' ........................ . 
2,503, 'l'62 9'l' ........................ . 
2,053,988 'l'4 ........................ . 

1832 ........................ . 
1833 ........................ . 

l,5'l''l',228 0'l' ........................ . 
1,12'l',921 51 ........................ . 

1834 .............•........... 'l'2'l','l'41 8'l' ........................ . 

10,918, 'l'21 43 

Payments of interest and principal .............................................. . 

.A.mount of Sinking Fund for six years ........................................... . 
Deduct debt and interest paid ................................................... . 

Balance 1st January, 1834 ................................ : 

20m: CoNGREss.l No. 827. 

OPERATIONS OF THE MINT IN 182'1'. 

COIDIDNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 21, 1828. 

To the Senat,e and House of Representat,i'l;es of the United Stat,es: 
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Principal. 
$'l',0'l'l,921 'l'3 

'l',496,23'1' 03 
'l',946,011 26 
8,422, 'l''l'l 93 
8,8'l'2,0'l'8 49 
'l',308,009 'l'8 

4'l',ll'l',030 22 
10,918, 'l'21 43 

58,035, 'l'51 65 

60,000,000 00 
58,035, 'l'51 65 

1,964,248 35 

[lsT -8ESSION. 

.A. report from the Director of the Mint, together with a statement of the operations of that institution 
during the year 182'l', is herewith transmitted to Congress. 

JOHN Q,UIN"CY AD.AMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 21, 1828. 

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES, Philadelphia, January 1, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit a report on the general transactions of the Mint during the past year. 
The coinage effected within that period, as appears from the Treasurer's statement, herewith trans-

mitted, amounts to $3,024,342 32, consisting of 9,09'l',845 pieces of coin, viz: 
Of gold. . . . . . . . . . . . 2'l', 'l'l3 pieces, making ..................... . 
Of silver. . . . . . . . . . . 6, 'il2,400 pieces, making ..................... . 
Of copper . . . . . . . . . . 2,35'l', 'l'32 pieces, making ..................... . 

9,097,845 pi~ces, making ..................... . 

$131,565 00 
2,869,200 00 

·23,5'l"l' 32 

3,024,342 32 

Of the gold bullion deposited at the Mint within the past year the proportion received from Mexico, 
South America, and the West Indies, may be stated at $76,000; that from North Carolina at $21,000 and 
that from Africa at $15,000; leaving about $20,000 derived from sources not ascertained. The whole 
amount received from North Carolina to the present time is nearly $110,000. This gold has generally 
been found to exceed in fineness the standard of our gold coins. 

The supply of silver, under various forms of unwrought bullion, and in foreign coins, has been 
unusually abundant, especially during the first three quarters of the year. The heavier deposits have 
been received generally through the Bank of the United States. Of the amount of silver coined within 
the last year, more than $2,000,000 consisted of deposits received from that institution. 

The amount of copper coins distributed within the last year is $21,910. They are forwarded, as 
heretofore, at the expense and risk of the Government, to all parts of the United States accessible by 
regular means of transportation, on receiving the value thereof here, or a certificate of deposit to the 
credit of the Treasurer of the United States for the requisite amount, in any of the banks authorized to 
receive deposits of public money. 

A general view of the operations of the Mint from its first commencement will not, it is believed, be 
found destitute of interest, and is, therefore, respectfully presented. 

The whole coinage executed since the establishment of the Mint amounts to $30,465,444 14½, 
consisting of 103,081,l 'l'8 pieces of coin, viz: 

Of gold. . . . . . . . . . . . 1,538,161 pieces, making. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8,255,66'1' 50 
Of silver . . . . . . . . . . 4'1',389,086 pieces, making.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,695,899 90 
Of copper. . . . . . . . . . 54,153,931 pieces, making. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 513,8'1'6 'l'4½ 

103,081,l'l'8 pieces, making ................. . 

Within the first :fifteen years of the operations of this establishment, beginning with the year l 'l'93, 
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and ending with 180'T, the amount coined was $6,482,613 68½; in the succeeding ten years, ending with 
181 'T, the amount coined was $'T,'Tl5,9'T9. 85; and in the last ten years it bas been $16,266,850 61. 

The average annual coinage of the first period above designated, it will be found, was $432,1 'T4 24; 
that of the second, $'T'Tl,59'T 98; and that of the last period, $1,626,6~5 06. ·The coinage of the last year 
exceeds by nearly a million of dollars that of any year preceding,· and is nearly two-fold the average 
amount of the period to which it belongs. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant; 
SAM. MOORE: 

The PRESIDENT ef the United States. 

A statement ef the coins struck at the Mint of the United States from January 1 to December 31, 182'T. 

Silver coins. Dimes. Quarter dollars- Half dollars. Amount. 

Quarter ending 31st J\larch ...................................................... . 205,0~0 . ............... 1,203,400 &522,200 00 
Quarter ending 30th June ....................................................... . 350,000 . ............... -1,513,000 791,500 00 
Quarter ending 30th September ................................................... . 360,000 . ............... 1,342,000 707,000 00 
Quarter ending 31st December ................................................... .. aoo,ooo 4,ooo 1,435,000 748,500 00 

Total ............................................................. . 1,21s,ooo 4,ooo 5,493,400 2,869,200 00 

Gold coins, Quarter eagles. Half eagles. Amount. 

Quarter ending 31st March ............ •·•••· •••••••••••• •·•••·•••••••• ........................... . 2,soo 4,230 e,IB,150 00 
Quarter ending 30th June ........................................................................................ . 7,897 39,485 00 
Quarter ending 30th September ....................................................... : .. ......................... . 7,462 37,310 00 
Quarter ending 31st December .................................................................................... . 5,324 26,620 00 

Total ............................................................ ••·••••• •• •.•••• 2,800 24,913 131,565 00 

Copper coins. Half cents. Cents, Amount, 

Quarter ending 31st Ml\rch ....................................................................................... . 200,000 $2,800 00 
Quarter ending 30th June ......................................................................................... . 1,048,832 10,488 32 
Quarter ending 31st December .................................................................................... . 1,028,900 10,289 00 

Total .............................................................................. ···•·•••••••·· .. 2,357,732 23,577 32 

RECAPITULATION. 

6,712,400 pieces of silver coin, amounting to........................................ $"2,869,200 00 
27,713 pieces of gold coins, amounting to......................................... 131,565 00 

2,357,732 pieces of copper coins, amounting to....................................... 23,577 ~ 

9,097,845 pieces of coins, amounting to.............................................. 3,0-24,342 32 

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES, 7'rea,urer1s Ojficti, :Philadelpliia, December 31, 1827, 
JAMES RUSH. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 828. [ls-r SEssroN. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDflJNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 22, 1828. 

To the·honorable the Senate and Bouse ef Representatives ef the United States in Congress assembled: 
In a country like this, embracing nearly every variety of climate and soil, affording peculiar natural 

advantages, and presenting inducements to every species of useful industry, one of the most iniportant 
as well as delicate duties of the Government is to protect and foster the true interests of the different 
sections of the country, and of the various classes of its citizens, in such a manner as to combine the 
utmost individual advantage with the ·general safety and welfare: 

We,_ therefore, the undersigned, inhabitants of New Hampshire, would respectfully present, for the 
wise consideration ·of Congress, our views and most earnest wfshes upon a subject which we deem to be 
of pressing and vital interest to a very large portion of this great country, and more especially so to 
that part of it which we inhabit; and we doubt not that our prayer, and the almost unanimous prayer 
of the immense population of the wool-growing and manufacturing States of this Union, will receive 
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that early and deliberate attention which their present embarrassments and imminent ruin so urgently 
demand. We appeal with confidence to the magnanimity and comprehensive policy of our brethren of the 
south, and are assured that when this subject shall come up in its true light and important bearings upon 
our national wealth and prosperity, no unkindly feeling, no sectional interest, no illiberal political consid
erations will for a moment induce them to refuse any constituti~nal and wise protection to the interests 
of a State which bore so manly and honorable a part in the great struggle for our common liberty, and 
which, as it has never since shrunk from its portion of the public burdens and public dangers, is still 
resolved to pursue the great interests of the whole country, at every hazard and every sacrifice. 

Your memorialists would not enter into the argument upon the constitutionality or the expediency 
of further legislative protection of their interests. They would, however, presume to suggest their 
astonishment that, after all the legislation upon similar subjects, in eighteen successive Congresses, 
guided in their deliberations by the best wisdom in the land-from that which framed the Constitution 
down to that which has distinguished the ablest statesmen that have grown up under its influence-it 
should now be made a solemn q_uestion whether it be consistent with the fundamental laws of the State 
to preserve the products of national industry and national genius from the destructive influence of foreign 
commercial policy. _ . 

We beg leave also to represent that we, in general, assent to the received doctrines of political phi
losophy on this subject. Abstractly, they may be just and salutary. But they may be also, and your 
memorialists confidently believe they in fact are, utterly impracticable by a single nation, while the other 
great commercial communities with whom that nation interchanges commodities refuse to acknowledge 
those doctrines in their own regulations. Facts, abundant and conclu~ive, we doubt not, will occur to 
your honorable body to prove the truth of this assertion. 

We deem it worthy of remark, also, that, though the principle may be abstractly sound, trade if left 
free will regulate itself, it is a principle no less sound, and no less important to be kept in view by every 
wise Legislature, that it may be desirable for a people to put themselves to temporary and partial incon
venience and expense for the purpose of improving their own shill. Suppose the immediate effect of pro
tective duties should be to raise in some degree the market value of our woolen fabrics, the encouragement 
thus afforded to the manufacturer will bring into the business a vastly augmented amount of capital, of 
talent, and of enterprise. .A.nd the result of the active competition which must inevitably ensue cannot 
but be to perfect our machinery, to improve our skill in the various processes of manufactures, and thus, 
in no long time, to enable us, with the natural and civil advantages we enjoy, to exclude foreign fabrics 
altogether from our markets, even without ::t.he aid of prohibitory duties. On the other hand, if we suffer 
other nations to supply us, as they must .ao while allowed to hold competition with us in the uneq_ual 
contest of experience and perfect art against inexperience and infantile skill, our capital and our inven
vention will be directed into other channels or left unemployed, and the principal sources of wealth and 
prosperity, which nature has prepared for the great northern and western sections of our country, will 
remain unopened and unapproached. 

On this subject we must be permitted to be urgent, for it involves all that is dear to us in the pros
perity of this ancient State. Of our climate and the fertility of our soil we have little to boast. The 
hard-earned products of the hoe and the plough we may indeed consume, but we cannot sell. Our granite 
mountains and rugged hills may be tilled to preserve our present population in its scattered and distressed 
condition; but the great meadows of the west, and the rich and mild tracts of the Middle States, already 
to a great extent supply our seaboard and inland towns, and the day must be at hand when, with their 
increasing facilities of transportation, they may exclude our agricultural products altogether, even from 
our own markets. 

But, unkindly as our soil is, we are blessed with streams which afford a water power inferior to that 
of no State in the Union. On these streams we have already erected manufactories to an immense 
extent. Our hills, too, may be covered with flocks to their summits; and our cold marshes, natural 
grass lands, though susceptible of scarcely any other culture, promise an adeq_uate supply of winter food. 

In these circumstances can we mistake the intentions of Providence or the course of duty? And, 
these circumstances being known, can we but believe that the Government of our choice, placed over us 
to dispense the blessings which a free people have put into their hands, will hasten to relieve us from 
present distress, and from the prospect of poverty and wretchedness, by such wise and beneficent enact
ments as are called for by the united voices of this great agricultural and manufacturing community? 

Your memorialists would not presume to suggest to your honorable body the detail of a system of 
duties to meet the present exigencies of the country; but they venture, with all respect and deference to 
the superior wisdom of Congress, to allude to the measures recommended for your consideration by the 
respectable convention at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in July, 182'7, as substantially expressing their 
views on the important subject upon which they have deemed it their duty thus to address the National 
Legislature. 

ORFORD, N. H., Deceml:Jer 21, 182'7. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 829. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COillIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 22, 1828. 

BALTIMORE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, January 14, 1828 . 
. A memorial of the inhabitants of the city of Boston and its vicinity adverse to an increase of duty 

on imported woolen goods was this day laid before the chamber; and, upon its being read, the following 
resolutions were offered and unanimously adopted: 

. ]!esolved, That the Chamber of Commerce of the city of Baltimore highly approve the reasoning and 
prmc1ples contained in the memorial of the inhabitants of Boston and its vicinity adverse to an increase 
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of duty on imported woolen goods, which has been forwarded to Congress, and printed, by order of the 
Senate, on the 17th December, 1827. 

Resolved, That the president of the chamber furnish our Senators and Representatives in Congress 
with a copy of these proceedings, and request their co-operation on the subject, and also their aid in 
making known the views of the chamb(tr to the Senate and House of Representatives. 

WM. LORMA.i""q", Pretrident 0. 0. 
w ILLLUI COOKE, Sec:retary a. a. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 830. [1ST SESSION. 

AG.A.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COlillUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 22, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives: 
The memorial of the New York Chamber of Commerce represents that your memorialists, having 

heretofore expressed their opinions in opposition to an increase of duties on imported woolens for the 
purpose of protecting those manufactured in the United States, would not now obtrude themselves on the 
attention of the National Legislature did they not deem it to be an imperious duty to renew their testi
mony against the attempt which is now making to fasten on the American people the principle that to 
promote the interest of some parts of our country at the expense of other parts is wise and just, is 
consistent with our national compact, and the impartial kindness which ought to be exercised towards 
every member of the Union. This attempt is not new. It has already been made with too much success 

. by interested parties; and the result unhappily has been to produce irritation and digust, and violence 
and animosity, into every part of our land, to array one section of the country against another, and to 
withdraw the affection of the-States from the Union, so impo~tant to all. 

Imported woolens now pay, in duties to the Government and charges of importation, 56 per cent. on 
the first cost.. This protection to the woolen fabrics of the country, enormous as it is, does not satisfy the 
manufacturers; they claim a further protection from your honorable body, and to encourage the "American 
system," and to promote the "national industry," they importunately demand that an average of forty per 
cent. of new duties on woolens should be added to the already overloaded tariff, and the consumption of 
the whole nation be charged with this enormous addition for the benefit of that favored class. 

To effect this object they have called to their aid a portion of our agriculturists, the growers of wool, 
many of whom have been induced to believe that an increased duty on imported wool ought to be imposed 
to protect wool of an American growth. This appears to your memorialists a mistaken opinion; the 
imported wool is either of a lower or higher quality than the wool which is raised in the United States, 
and the whole quantity imported is found, by a reference to the Treasurer's returns, to be but a small 
proportion of what is used in the American manufactures, not to exceed, perhaps, a twentieth part; and 
it is well known that the capacity of our country to produce wool or any other staple to which the 
attention of our farmers is directed is equal to any demand and nearly illimitable. 

If the project of increased duties on foreign wool is not intended to bring the wool-growers to make 
common cause with the woolen manufacturers, and thereby produce an influence on the question pending 
in the National Legislature, your memorialists cannot understand its meaning. To promote manufactures 
by taxing the raw material is a paradox which common sense cannot comprehend, and it is equally 
opposed to sound principles of political economy; and the inference is irresistible that it is a combination 
of two classes for their own benefit against the rest of the community. If the raw material is cheap, the 
manufactured article will also be cheap, and have the benefit of a foreign as well as a home market; the 
demand for both will be permanent, and require an abundant supply; but, if it is taxed, the manufactured 
article cannot compete in a foreign market, and cannot enter into the operations of foreign commerce; 
the demand for the raw material will of course be limited ·and uncertain, and the contracted nature of 
the system will more than counterbalance any benefit which can accrue to the growers of the raw material 
from the tax which is imposed for its protection. 

Your memorialists sincerely believe that the woolen manufacturers of the United States are as much 
protected as their own interests, and more than the interests of the other classes of the community allow. 
'fhe existing encouragement is enormously _great and bears heavily on every person in the United States 
whose habits and residence require the use of woolen cloths, inasmuch as every such person pays an 
enhanced price for his necessary supplies, which goes to benefit the manufacturer. But we do not ask to 
have the present system disturbed, partial and oppressive as it is, but we deprecate any additional 
protection to manufacturers of woolen goods. They now receive a protection equal to 56 per cent., and, 
if this will not enable them to compete in the home market with foreign fabrics, it is evident that their 
business is injurious to the interests of the nation and had better be abandoned. 

In every point of view in which your memorialists have considered the application of the manu
facturers, additional duties appear to them irreconcileable with the true interests of the nation. If, however, 
such duties are imposed, and twelve millions of people are made to pay an enhanced price for articles 
necessary to their comfort, in order to protect the interests of the very small number who make woolen 
cloths, your memorialists will have the satisfaction to know that they have remonstrated against a system 
so partial and impolitic, and that, if the revenue should be decreased, smuggling promoted, commerce and 
navigation discouraged, and discord and feud introduced, others, and not your memorialists, are answer
able for these deplorable consequences. 

And your memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

Attest: JOHN .A.usTIN STEVENS, Secretary. 
NEW YoRK, January IS, 1828. 

ROB'T LENOX, Pretrident. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 831. [lsT SESSION. 

AG.A.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COlllIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 28, 1828 . 

.At a large and respectable meeting of merchants and others, opposed to a further increase of the 
protection to manufactures, held, pursuant to public notice, at the Merchants' Coffee House, on the evening 
of the 22d of January, Thomas P. Cope, Esq., was called to the chair, and Matthew L. Bevan and John 
S. Henry appointed secretaries. 

The following preamble and resolutions were unanimously adopted: 
Whereas the question of a furtbE'r increase of duties upon importations, now under discussion in 

Congress, is one of great magnitude and importance to the best interests of the country: and whereas 
the advocates of an increased tariff have been assiduously circulating statements and calculations which 
are believed to be erroneous and exaggerated, it has become a duty which the friends of free and unre
stricted commerce owe to themselves and their fellow-citizens to remonstrate against a policy which their 
own experience, and the opinions of the most enlightened political economists of the day, demonstrate to 
be unsound and injurious: Therefore, . 

1. Resolved, That it is the opinion of this meeting that any further· increase of duties upon imported 
goods is entirely uncalled for and unnecessary, either for the purposes of revenue or for the encourag·ement 
of domestic manufactures; that the existing tariff fully and amply accomplishes these ends; and that any 
increase of duty on foreign fabrics, and especially the prohibitory policy recommended by the manufac
turers of woolens, would only tend to impair the revenue of the country, to bring distress upon the 
farmers, greatly to injure the merchants, and to produce no permanent benefit to the manufacturers 
themselves. 

2. Resolved, That the woolen manufacturers, already enjoying a protection by duty amounting to 37 
per cent., and by the addition of the various charges incident to the importation of foreign goods, 
amounting, in total, to near 60 per cent., have no just claim upon the nation for further protection, by a 
tax on consumers, equal, in some instances, to 200 per cent. .A.nd it is the opinion of this meeting that 
an investigation of the data furnished by the manufacturers themselves will show that the woolen 
business has increased to an extent, and with a rapidity, which indicate either a rash and improvident 
extension of trade, against which no Government protection can or ought to provide; or that, when rea
sonable skill, capital, and economy, have been employed, the manufacture has been, and is, as profitable 
as any other species of industry in the country. 

3. Resolved, That the tariff of 1824 contained a full, ample, and generous protection to all manufac
tures which the skill and experience of the country render expedient; that, at the time of its passage, it 
was professed to satisfy the hopes and wishes of the high tariff party, and the country was solemnly 
promised an exemption from a perpetually varying and increasing scale of duties. Believing this to be 
the case, this meeting views the demands now made by the high tariff party as fully demonstrating that 
nothing short of the total destruction of the import, and, consequently, in time, of the export trade of the 
country, will be considered as affording adequate protection to their interests. 

4. Resolved, That the assertion that, by the reduction of the British duty on wool, and other articles 
used in the manufacture of woolens, the American duty of 37 per cent. has been virtually reduced nearly 
one-half, is entirely fallacious and destitute of foundation; as calculations, based upon official documents, 
completely demonstrate the whole of the aforesaid reduction to amount to no more, on the most liberal 
estimate, than 2½ per cent., leaving the present protective duty 34½ per cent.; which, added to expenses 
of importation, oblige the consumer to pay above $54 upon every $100 worth of woolen goods for the 
benefit of the domestic manufacturer. 

5. Resolved, That the high tariff policy, so far from being allied to the best interests of the farmer, 
is highly injurious to the agricultural prosperity of the country. According to a favorite maxim of the 
manufacturers, if foreign nations will not purchase our products, we cannot buy theirs in return. By 
reciprocity, then, if we refuse to purchase the manufactures of foreign nations, the whole of our export to 
them, of cotton, tobacco, grain, and lumber, amounting annually to between fifty and sixty millions of 
dollars, must cease and determine. To the planters of the southern States the cessatton of the export of 
their productions would be totally ruinous; and it is the opinion of this meeting that the most serious 
detriment would as certainly result to the agriculturists of the northern States. 

Near six millions worth of northern produce, chiefly that of the soil, have been exported within the 
year 1826, besides the large amount consumed by the merchants, sailors, and various artisans, dependent 
on foreign commerce, and exclusive to the export to the southern States, for the consumption of cultivators 
of cotton, tobacco, &c.; and when this meeting considers that one million, or even five hundred thousand 
barrels of flour (and the latter a moderate estimate, even of our present restricted annual exportation,) 
raises the value of the whole national production of that article from 20 to 50 per cent., they are con
strained to believe that the most distressing effects will result to the whole agriculture of our country by 
a further advance and adoption of a short-sighted, exclusive policy: and it is further the opinion of this 
meeting, that, by a reduction of duty on many species of foreign articles, a great addition might be made 
to the export of agricultural productions from the northern States, and that the effect of the very restric
tive system which it is proposed to render more onerous has been to deprive the country of a large export 
of agricultural productions which we formerly enjoyed. 

In corroboration of this idea, a single reference to our Spanish and Portuguese trade will be sufficient. 
In 1792 salt, brandy, wines, and fruit, the staple imports from those countries, paid the respective duties 
of six cents per bushel, eight to ten cents per gallon, ten to eighteen cents per gallon, and five per 
centum; at the present rates the correspondent articles pay twenty-five cents per bushel, thirty-eight to 
forty-two cents per gallon, forty to one hundred cents per gallon, and thirty to forty per centum. 

Although this meeting is aware that other causes have operated to lessen our trade with Spain, 
Portugal, and their dependencies, yet it is our settled opinion that by means of the American system, 
falsely so called, a market has been lost annually to the Middle and Eastern States for several millions of 
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dollars of their productions, and the introduction of cheap and wholesome wines has been prevented to 
the moral injury and detriment of the country. 

6. Resolved, That the doctrine that a high .tariff system produces an increase of productive labor in 
the country is entirely deceptive and untrue . 

.As· .regards manufacturing labor itself, official documents show that its really productive and 
advantageous employment existed at a time when we had a duty on woolen goods amounting to only 
five per cent., and increased, for purposes of revenue, afterwards to two and a half per cent. 

To manufactures of this kind this meE!ting, so far from being hostile, is entirely friendly-a manufacture 
which takes its rise in the natural wants, "grows with the growth and strengthens with the strength" 
of the other interests of the country, and is not the mere creature of hot-bed culture and of undue and 
exaggerated impulse. • 

From 1790 to 1794 the average cost of the annual consumption of fo1·eign woolens amounted to, 
including duty, &c., about seven and a half millions of dollars; the population of the country to about 
four and a half millions of persons. .Allowing the consumption to have been six dollars per head, the 
whole amount annually consumed would be worth twenty-seven millions of. dollars, of which seven and a 
half millions only were of foreign produce; so that small manufacturers and farmers, in their families, 
above twenty years ago, and without the enormous protecting duties which are now asked for, actually 
manufactured three-fourths of all the woolens used in the country. From data furnished by the 
manufacturers themselves it appears that a return even to the five per cent. duty would not displace 
from employment more than twenty-five thousand persons and twenty millions of dollars of capital. If, 
then, a return to the five per cent. duty from the present one of thirty-seven per cent. should destroy the 
employment of these twenty-five thousand persons, and if the business, as they represent themselves, 
which they carry on. under the thirty-seven per cent. duty affords them no profit, the case stands thus: 
that the nation is annually taxed ( which tax the woolen bill proposes to double) twenty-four millions of 
dollars in duties to give twenty-five thousand persons and twenty millions of capital unprofitable 
employment. The number of persons-merchants, sailors, artisans, and others-dependent upon foreign 
commerce for a subsistence, and who would be thrown out of employment by its destruction, would 
amount to more than the whole number alleged by the restrictionists to find employment in all the cotton 
and woolen manufactures of the United States. 

7. Resolved, That the restrictive system, so far from producing an increase and extension of the 
coasting trade of the United States sufficient to counterbalance the loss of foreign commerce, actually 
injures the prosperity of this as well as of all other branches of industry which come under its withering 
influence. The prohibitory system began to operate in 18i7, at which time official documents show the 
coasting tonnage to have been about five hundred and ninety thousand tons; at the commencement of 
1826 it had increased to about seven hundred and twenty-two thousand tons, making an advance of about 
twenty-two and a half per cent. in nine years. During the same term of years immediately preceding 
the war, and including the two years of embargo, the coasting trade increased from about three hundred 
and seventeen to four hundred and seventy-seven thousand tons, making an advance of about fifty and a 
half per cent.; the inference from which is, that the restrictive system is equally paralyzing to every 
interest which it touches. .As regards the loss of tonnage employed in the importation of foreign 
woolens that the manufacturers say is to be supplied by the importation of the articles used by the 
domestic manufacturer, even under the present onerous duty of thirty-seven and a half per cent., sixty-five 
thousand tons must be employed in the export and import occasioned by our use of foreign woolens; and 
by calculation the amount of tonnage which the twenty-five thousand manufacturers produced by the 
stoppage of this trade would employ could not amount to more than about fourteen thousand-tons, so 
that the alleged gain is a positive loss to the country of forty-one thousand tons of shipping annually. 

8. Resolved, That the evils said to result from the drain of the precious metals from the country by 
the operations of foreign commerce are entirely chimerical, having no existence in reason or in fact. 
Gold and silver are articles of merchandise equally with cotton and tobacco, and are operatetl upon by 
the same commercial principles. We export cotton and gold to Great Britain for precisely the same 
reason, viz: that they are more valuable there than here; while, on the other hand, we receive bullion 
from Mexico and South .America because it is less valuable there than here. The trade in specie, like 
all others, flourishes most when free and untrammelled. Indeed, the operations of this commerce form 
a beautiful and instructive commentary upon the truth of those principles of free trade which it is the 
wish and design of this meeting to advocate. We export foreign goods and domestic produce to Mexico 
and South .America, and receive in exchange gold and silver; if, then, we had a law to retain this gold 
and silver within our country, what peculiar advantage would the trade afford us? We should have 
ship loads of useless metals (useless above the quantity required for manufacturing purposes and a 
circulating medium) in exchange for ship loads of food and clothing; but if this specie be re-exported 
and exchanged fur foreig·n fabrics both for our own comfort and convenience, and for re-exportation at a 
good profit to those very countries from whence we receive this gold and silver, an acceptable service 
has been performed to the nation, although "our country," to use the manufacturer's phrase, "has been 
drained of its specie" by foreign commerce. • 

.A reference to facts will confirm the statement that the import and export of specie, like every other 
kind of merchandise, fluctuates according to the various circumstances of supply and demand. In 1824 
we imported about $8,379,000 in gold and silver, and exported about $7,014,000. In 1821) we imported 
about $6,150,000, and exported about $8,797,000; while in 1826 we imported $6,880,000, and exported 
only about $4,098,000. 

The more free and open the export of specie, the greater will be the import. No species of trade can 
escape loss and detriment under the restrictive system. 

9. Resolved, That the often-repeated assertion that there is a balance of trade against the United 
States in their intercourse with foreign nations is entirely unfounded and unsupported by facts. 

If exchange on England, for instance, be at ten per cent. premiuiµ, the balance of trade with that 
country is said to be just ten per cent. against us. Now, the fact is, that the premium paid for exchange 
between us and England is no more a test to discover the profitableness of our import trade with that 
country than it is a barometrical test of the respective temperatures of the two countries. The merchants 
engaged in the East Indian, Russian, and French trades transmit the proceeds of their cargoes to 
England and draw upon England for them, and the premium (regulated as it must be by the value of 
specie there and its cost of transportation) might be nominally ten or twenty per cent. against us, and 
yet we might not owe the British nation one farthing. 
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Again : we might be indebted to Great Britain a considerable amount, and yet the demand for money, 
arising out of some temporary causes, might be so great at home that bills would sell at a discount, and 
vice versa. 

But it is asserted that we have sent and are sending forth our public stocks and securities, and thus 
mortgaging the country to pay for importations. One single fact will, in the opinion of this meeting, 
settle this part of the controversy conclusively. A less amount of United States stock of all descriptions 
is owned abroad than was in 1803, though we have imported hundreds of millions of dollars worth of 
goods since that period, and, according to the reasoning ofthese.restrictionists, .ought long since to have 
sunk into hopeless bankruptcy. 

-But, in the opinion of this meeting, the last of the arguments of the high tariff party connected with 
the subject of the-balance of trade, is the most futile that grave men ever suggested. It is said that the 
imports of the United States exceed the exports, and that therefore the country is progressing towards 
ruin. If, then, the nation exports one hundred thousand dollars worth of any article, and receives in 
return $110,000 worth of other commodities, she has lost $10,000; but if the return fdr the $100,000 be 
worth only $90,000 she has gained $10,000; that is to say, nations lose by their profits and gain by their 
losses; and yet this argument forms one of the corner stones of the American system. 

10. Resolved, That the doctrine that, by a cessation of our imports of foreign articles, we should 
promote our national independence, is entirely visionary and absurd. If we have any intercourse what
ever with foreign nations, either by the export of raw produce or even of domestic manufactures, we 
must take some of the productions of those nations with whom we trade in exchange, and of course be 
dependent upon them for those articles, let them be what they may; for, if there be no reciprocity of 
interest and intercourse, trade must naturally and inevitably cease. • 

Trade is dependent upon the supply of mutual wants by a mutual exchange of commodities; nay 
this very act of interchange constitutes trade and commerce. No man sells or barters with another man 
unless he receives some article in the exchange which he more greatly desires than th.at which he already 
possesses. These elementary principles, simple and self-evident as they are, seem either to have been 
unknown, forgotten, or disregarded by the self-styled friends of the American system. In fine, it •is the 
settled opinion of this meeting that this notion of false independence would not only destroy foreign 
commerce, but would tend to interdict all intercourse between the different States, counties, townships, 
families, and individuals of the nations, to break the bonds of civilized society, to dismember the great 
human family, and to bring back those days of savage and iso_lated independence when the ·unassisted 
efforts of each individual alone ministered to his wants or provided for his few and precarious comforts. 

A. memorial to Congress was submitted to the meeting and unanimously agreed to. 
On motion, it was 
Resolved, That a committee of twelve persons be appointed, with whom the chairman and secretaries 

be joined, who shall, on behalf of this meeting, sign the memorial which has been adopted, and forward 
it, with the resolutions, to one of our Representatives in Congress and one of the members of the Senate, 
with a request that they will lay them before their respective bodies. Also, to correspond with members 
of Congress, public bodies, and individuals in other places, and do such other matters and things as in 
their opinion will promote the object for which this meeting is convened. 

The following committee was then appointed: Samuel Archer, R. M. Whitney, Edward Bettle, Joseph 
R. Evans, Richard Price, Lewis Clapier, Ambrose White, John A. Brown,. Joshua Haven, Samuel W. 
Jones, Caleb Cope, John Hemphill. • 

Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting, with the resolutions, be published in all the daily 
newspapers of the city. 

THOS. P. COPE, Ohairman. 
Jxo. S. HENRY, Secretary . 

.To the honorahle the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled: 
The memorial and remonstrance· of the citizens of Philadelphia opposed to the further increase of 

duties upon woolen and other imported goods respectfully showeth: That your memorialists have 
observed with regret the constant efforts of some of those who are engaged in manufactures to obtain 
such successive increase of duties on foreign goods as may, in their opinion, finally produce a total 
prohibition of commerce, to the great injury and distress of the farmers, artisans, and merchants of the 
country, and even to the prejudice of the real interests of the manufacturers themselves. So various 
and extended • are the objections to this course of policy which impress the minds of your memorialists, 
that they feel embarrassed in attempting to present them to your attention within the narrow limits which 
custom prescribes to an address of this character. Opposed in principle to any system which would, 
unnaturally and prematurely, foster one branch of domestic industry by the injury of others, your memo
rialists are entirely hostile to any increase of the present tariff; but a further advance of duties upon 
woolens, the prominent object of attention at the present time, appears to them as peculiarly oppressive, 
impolitic, and unnecessary. 

The tariff of 1824 was the result of compromise. It contained a full, ample, and sufficient protection 
to the manufacturers of the country. It was confessed at the moment, even by themselves, to be adequate 
and satisfactory; and further increase was deprecated and disavowed. It may, then, be easily imagined 
that in 1826 your memorialists were astonished to find a demand made for such duties upon one of the 
most essential articles of consumption in the country, viz: woolen goods, as would produce a total inter
diction of foreign importations. This act demonstrates, and, indeed, it bas been specifically admitted, 
that nothing short of a total non-intercourse with manufacturing nations will satisfy the desires of the 
advocates of the proposed tariff. The question, therefore, is reduced to very narrow limits: Will the 
Congress of the United States prohibit the importation of all foreign fabrics whenever the manufacturers 
of particular articles make such a request, regardless of the interests of the farmers, artisans, and 
merchants concerned in the import, and, of course, in the great and important export trade of our country? 

Believing that the life and sinew of the nation exist in its agriculture, and that the interests of this 
large body of their fellow-citizens have been mistaken or disregarded in identifying them with the high 
duty system, your memorialists would beg your attention to the operation of the "woolens bill" on that 
portion of the community. The true interest of the farmer is to be found in a self-evident, though often. 
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ridiculed maxim, to-wit: that he should dispose of his productions to whom-and from whence the greatest 
amount of profit can be derived, and purchase those things he desires where and from whom he can buy 
them the cheapest. Hence, the greater the competition, and the more open the markets for both buying and 
selling, the more prosperous will be the interests of the farmer. In addition to the home demand, he 
ought to have as large and free a foreign market as possible, untrammelled by duties and restrictions. 
The very design of what is called protection to manufacturers, is to cause all consumers t-0 purchase 
domestic goods at a dearer rate than foreign articles can be procured at. If this be not the case, and 
high duties imposed on foreign goods will not produce this effect, then they cannot operate protectively, 
and, of course, are useless. The very design, therefore, of the " woolens bill," which is held up as a 
matter of great interest and importance to the farmer, is to make him pay more for the articles which he 
consumes than he would have to do if there was no duty; and the only compensation which he is to 
receive, to reconcile him to this taxation, is to be found in an increase of duty upon the foreign wool 
imported for the use of the domestic manufacturers. It will require but few observations to show the 
delusive nature of this proffered boon, and its utter inadequacy to compensate the farmer for the serious 
losses to which he will be subjected by the restrictive system. By the tariff of 1824 the increase of duty 
on importerl wool was exceeded eig·ht times by the increase of duty upon the manufactured article; by 
which operation the farmer was protected by gaining one dollar and losing eight. Forty millions of 
pounds of wool are represented as the annual consumption of the United States, of which it appears that 
only about two millions are foreign growth. Hence the farmers have already nearly the whole market in 
their hands; and, supposing the two millions of pounds of foreign wool excluded by the proposed increase 
of duty, and the price of the manufactured articles increased, as is demanded by the new tariff, about one 
hundred per cent., the gain of the farmer would be an increased market for wool worth a few hundred 
thousand dollars, and a loss, by the enhanced prices of goods, of several millions of dollars. This may be 
made numerically clearer by a comparison between the increase of duties of 1824 on raw wool and upon 
goods. The wool-grower received a benefit amounting to about $1 'l9,000 on wool, and he and other 
cons~ers lost about $3,660,000 by the increased duty on the woolen goods. 

Your remonstrants are aware that it has been denied that an increase of duties will produce an 
increase of price to the consumer. The domestic manufacturers, it is said, will soon supply the article as 
good and as cheap, or even cheaper, than the foreign fabric. For proof of this, it is contended that the 
prohibition of coarse cotton goods, by the tariff of 1816, absolutely produced this effect, and has actually 
lessened the price of the article. Your memorialists would dwell a moment upon these statements, 
believing them to be totally fallacious, and yet apprehending that they have obscured and led astray more 
than any others which have been advanced upon the subject. 

That an increase of price in any given article is the object and effect of a prohibltory or restrictive 
duty must be manifest at first glance, because the only manner ·in which the duty can protect is by an 
increase of price consequent upon the exclusion of that foreign competition which had before tended to 
diminish the value of the article. But it fa replied that this is merely a temporary result; that when the 
market is secured the prices will again be reduced. If this has been the effect with cotton, as is affirmed, 
why not throw off the duty and open the market? But instead of this, and in contradiction of the whole of 
this theory, more duties on cottons are proposed, even on those very articles which we are declared to manu
facture not only as cheap as England but even so low as to unders6ll British goods in foreign markets. 
Now, your memorialists deny that the tariff prohibiting foreign coarse cottons has lowered the price to 
the consumer or produced those excellent effects which have been alleged. At the same time that they 
remark that, if this was a fact, the cases of cotton and woolen fabrics are not analogous. The former 
being produced, to a very great extent, by machinery, depends, therefore, less for lowness of price on 
the cheapness of manual labor, which is an object of such importance in a manufacture like that of 
woolens, where manipulations cannot to a very great extent be supplied by machinery. 

To show that the nation is paying, by the high tariff system, an enormous bounty to the manufac
turers of cotton goods, we would refer to-the fact that the import of cottons, un:der duties and chargef;I 
amounting to 65 per cent. and upwards, was about eight millions of dollars in 1824, and had increased to 
eleven millions in 1825. If, then, so large an amount is yet imported, under a rate of duty in some cases 
amounting to 90 per cent., it is manifest that British goods, paying freight to our ship-owners, a good 
profit to our merchants, and giving a revenue of from 60 to 90 per -cent. to Government, can yet be sold 
so as to compete with our own manufacturers; and, therefore, that, so far from the tariff of 1816 reducing 
the prices of cotton goods, without any tariff; they would have· been 60 to 90 per cent. cheaper than they 
now are. These are not matters of speculation but of grave and certain calculation_. 

The improvements in machinery, the reduction in the price of labor, and, above all, the great decrease 
in the value of raw cotton, have lessened the price of goods, and not ~he tariff of 1816. No better evidence 
of this can be demanded than the simple fact that foreign fabrics have equally decreased in value with 
our own, and that so large a duty is yet required to exclude them from our markets. 

As regards the exportation of our cottons so as to underse11 the British in the South American markets, 
which is adduced to show the cheapness of our articles and the employment which commerce is to receive 
in lieu of the loss of our import, and, consequently, in time, of our export trade, we will make a passing 
observation. 

We exported in 1826 produce, &c., to the amount, in round numbers, of seventy-seven millions of 
dollars Of this sum were domestic cottons to South America, Mexico, &c., amounting to about eleven 
hundred thousand dollars. The export of cottons from Great Britain to the same places, in the same time, 
is estimated at twenty-five millions of dollars. This, then, is the progress we have made in the supplant
ing the manufactures of Great Britain. To make the matter still more forcible, we actually re-exported of 
foreign cottons, nearly all being of British make, within one or two hundred thousand dollars as much as 
our export of domestic cottons. Your memorialists have dwelt longer on the subject of the effects of the 
tariff of 1816 upon the prices of cotton goods because they conceive the arguments derived from them, 
futile and fallacious as they are proved to be, are .yet amongst the mos.t forcible which the advocates of 
the prohibitory system can present. Your remonstrants, however, are unwilling to trespass upon your 
attention by entering into the varied and deeply interesting details of this great question of political 
economy. They will content themselves with a partial examination of two or three more of the strongest 
positions assumed by their opponents, referring for a more full exposition of their sentiments to the 
accompanying resolutions, and more especially to the very able and lucid report of the committee of the 
citizens of Boston opposed to an increase of duties ~1pon importations, which, in the opinion of your 
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memorialists, contains a full and clear exhibition of the facts, calculations, and arguments applicable to 
the entire solution of this great national question. 

Passing by, then, the fallacious doctrines of the tariff party about our independence of foreign nations 
for our supply of goods, the alleged drain of specie from our country for the payment of foreign nations, 
and the notions about that chimera called the balance of trade, your memorialists will proceed to consider 
two matters peculiarly affecting that portion of the country in which they reside, previously adverting, 
however, to a subject immediately connected with the proposed woolens bill. They have already said 
that the tariff of 1824 was the result of much deliberation, and was acknowledged as the ultimatum of the 
hopes and wishes of the high tariff party. The country had then a right to expect relief from a perpetually 
varying and increasing tariff. So general was this feeling that, on the introduction of the bill of last 
year, it was understood and professed to be only an act to enforce and render availing the duties imposed 
on woolens by the tariff of 1824, and not to be a new law doubling a.duty amounting to 3'i½ per cent., and, 
with the addition of the expenses consequent upon importation, giving the domestic manufacturer a pro
tection amounting to near 60 per cent., sufficient to originate and foster any branch of manufacture which 
can be really beneficial to the country. It has been alleg·ed constantly, and has operated powerfully in 
favor of the proposed increase of the 3'i½ per cent. duty, that, owing to certain reductions of duties in 
England on wool and some articles used in the manufacture of woolen go9ds, the 37 ½ per cent. protection 
had been reduced nearly one-half. This statement your memorialists declare to be fallacious. To go into 
a detailed examination of the rates of British duty on the various articles referred to would exceed the 
limits proposed to this memorial; but your remonstrants are prepared to show that the whole reduction, 
in any way lessening the cost of woolen goods in England, does not amount, at the most liberal calcula
tion, to more than 2½ per cent., which would still leave the enormous protection of 35½ per cent. on all 
woolen fabrics. 

The great increase of employment for labor and capital alleged to be consequent upon an increase of 
the tariff upon woolens is strongly urged by the restrictionists as a matter of vast interest and concern 
to the inhabitants of the middle and eastern States. Great distress, occasioned by a want of employment, 
is gravely insisted upon as existing in those parts of our country by the very men who, to serve another 
purpose, loudly complain of the high prices of labor and scarcity of operatives as reasons for further pro
tection by duties. The woolen manufacturers seem to have forgotten that the employment of labor and 
capital is not an attribute peculiar to themselves. The cultivators of wheat, cotton, and tobacco, and the 
manufacturers of ships, houses, and the various mechanics, certainly employ domestic labor to as great 
an extent, and are entitled to as much consideration, as themselves ; and it is further manifest that the 
artisans of foreign countries who work for us, unless they give us their wares without money and without 
equivalents, must employ American capital and industry in providing payments. This is a principle 
which, properly estimated, would throw ·much light upon the subject of our trade with other nations, viz : 
that, unless they are generous enough to supply us gratuitously, in which case we ought not to complain, 
we must repay them by the exportation of articles the produce of our profitable domestic labor. 

Taking the statements of the amount of capital and labor employed by the woolen manufacturers to 
he what they state, and supposing the total prohibition of foreign importation, the increased demand for 
labor and capital, according to calculations founded upon their own data, would amount to the employ
ment of twenty-five thousand persons and twenty millions of dollars of capital. In a nation with a popu
lation of twelve millions of people we do not deny that, in the abstract, the employment even of much 
less labor and capital than this is an advantage to the country, but we cannot be content to purchase it 
at so enormous a price as the manufacturers themselves declare to be necessary. 

They allege that, at the present rate of duties, when all .the consumers are taxed near 60 per cent. 
for their benefit, to them the business is a ruinous one ; from which it appears that, if the consumer lose 
this amount and the manufacturers lose their capital and labor also, the whole business must be very 
destructive and injurious to the country ; and the employment of manufacturers in effecting the ruin of 
themselves and their country cannot be considered either as a profitable or rational species of labor. 
Such are the absurdities to which the friends of tl'ie high tariff system are reduced in supporting their 
cause. But, say the manufacturers, give us double the existing duties and we will employ twenty-five 
thousand persons and twenty millions of dollars of additional capital, to the great benefit of the agricul
ture, &c., of the country. 

This argument, in its simple form, stands thus : lay a tax upon the consumers of woolens ( who amount 
to ten or twelve millions of persons) to the amount of at least as many millions of dollars, and we shall 
be enabled to employ twenty-five thousand persons and twenty millions of dollars of capital, after having 
effected the ruin of the merchants engaged in the foreign woolen trade, and injured the farmers by the 
stoppage of a large foreign market for their produce. 

Your memorialists will not, however, trespass much longer upon your attention, but draw to a con
clusion, after adverting to one other subject immediately connected with the interests of that section of 
the Union in which they reside. ~ 

The restrictionists urge, against the importation of European, and especially of British goods, that 
these nations, from whom we purchase so largely, will not take our productions in return. We totally 
object to the principle of estimating the profitableness of the whole foreign trade of a country by its inter
course with a particular nation; for your memorialists aver that it might be to the interest of our country, 
under certain circumstances, to buy all that we import from Great Britain by payments made in specie, 
arid without remitting, directly, any domestic produce whatever. · 

But the facts, with regard to our import and export trade to Great Britain, show that she and her 
colonies consume of our raw materials vastly more than the whole • amount of manufactured goods which 
we i,plport from her; that she is, in fact, our largest foreign customer; that the prosperous existence of 
more than one-half of the States of our Union depends upon the continuance of this export trade. If by 
the exclusive system, which fa so strongly urged, we force Great Britain to seek her supplies of cotton 
and other southern produce elsewhere, as undoubtedly will be the case, we shall painfully discover, in the 
ruin that will ensue, that we are, and have been, possessed of articles more than adequate to the payment 
of all our foreign importations. . 

But the advocates of restriction, drawing an imaginary line between the interests of our country, 
affirm that of the produce of States north of the Potomac, "who are the large consumers of foreign manu
factures, nothing is received abroad in exchange." A simple statement of facts will refute this ill-advised 
and rash assertion. . 

The export of articles manifestly of northern growth and production to Great Britain and her colonies 
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amounted, in 1826, to near six millions of dollars ; and the freight of cotton and other southern articles, 
transported in northern ships and employing northern labor and capital, amounted, on a fair estimate, to 
near seven millions of dollars more ; so that it is demonstrated that at least thirteen millions of dollars of 
northern and eastern capital has been employed where the manufacturers assert that not a dollar has 
been invested or produced ; add to all this the grain, flour, and various agricultural productions, and, 
above all, the large amount of foreign goods re-exported to the southern St3:tes from the north, at a good 
profit, to feed and clothe the producers of cotton, tobacco, &c.-those envied articles of export in which it is 
said that the northern States do not participate-and compare this with the low prices which the planter 
receives for his various productions, and your memorialists believe that a very large proportion indeed 
of the profits of this trade will be found to centre in the north. 

Believing, then, as your memorialists do, that the further increase of duties is unnecessary to the 
protection and advance of domestic manufactures, and would be prejudicial to the interests of all portions 
of our country, the northern as well as the southern ; believing, also, that a shipping interest, amounting 
to eighty-five millions of dollars, and capital otherwise connected with commerce, amounting to hundreds 
of millions more, are entitled to some consideration from the Government, your memorialists are ·con
strained earnestly to remonstrate against the passage of a bill increasing the present tariff of duties 
upon woolens or any species of merchandise. 

If the protect1on system, as it is called, be carried much further, the manufacturers of the middle 
States will have to ask assistance and aid from Government against the skill and capital of the eastern 
States, and the southern planters, large 1,ounties upon agriculture, to enable them to sustain the shock 
consequent upf)n a decrease of the foreign demand for their articles, which this very restrictive policy 
must inevitably produce. 

Knowing the charm of names, the advocates of prohibitory duties have dignified their scheme with 
the title of the "American system." This appellation your memorialists conceive to be an unhappy and 
deceptive misnomer. If the reasonings of your remonstrants have any force or aptitude, the oppression 
of agriculture, the serious detriment of commerce, and the absolute injury of manufactures, would be the 
effects of the proposed system. How, then, a scheme totally erroneous in its theory, and excessively 
injurious in its practice to all the best interests of the United States, can be properly called the "American 
system," your memorialists are utterly unable to perceive. 

They remonstrate earnestly against it, as impolitic, deceptive, and' entirely anti-patriotic, and again 
beg that Congress will make no increase of the present rates of duties. 

MATrlIEW L. BEVAN,} Se l • 
• THOS. P. COPE, Chairman. 

J NO. S. HENRY, ore aries. 
Samuel Archer. 
R. M. Whitney. 
Edward Bettle. 
Jos. R. Evans. 
Richard Price. 
L. Clapier. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 22, 1828. 

20TH CONGRESS.] 

Ambrose White. 
John A. Brown. 
Joshua Haven. 
Sam. W. Jones. 
Caleb Cope. 
John Hemphill. 

No. 832. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 28, 1828. 

[1ST SESSION. 

To the honorahle the Senate and the honorable the House ef Representatives ef the Uaited States ef America in 
Congress asse:mbled: 

The undersigned, merchants and others, residing in Portland, in the State of Maine, respectfully 
represent: That we cannot view with unconcern the proposition lately submitted to Congress to increase 
the duties on foreign merchandise, and particularly on iron, hemp, molasses, and woolen goods, not with 
a view to an increase of revenue, but for the sole purpose and avowed object of discouraging the 
importation of those articles, and of encouraging the manufacture and use of substitutes in this country. 
The reasoning relied upon to sustain this proposition is developed in a most ample manner, and by a 
course of reasoning, it must be admitted, both ingenious and plausible, by the Secretary of the Treasury. 
It is, nevertheless, we conceive, founded in a false assumption of facts. It is bottomed upon the suppo
sition not only that these articles are of primary necessity, but that the skill, capital, and materials 
are wanting, and can only be acquired by extraordinary encouragement, and by a sacrifice of temporary 
interests, and of temporary interests alone. And it is argued that, after skill and capital shall have 
been acquired, we shall be furnished with many of these articles at a cheaper rate than we can 
otherwise hope to be able to purchase them. All this we conceive to be erroneous. We would inquire 
what skill there is in the manufacture of bar or cast iron which we do not possess, and which we have 
not possessed and had in constant operation for at least half a century? If we had the ore we should 
find the skill and capital abundant ; and we are not yet informed that an increase of duty will supply 
the want of this indispensable article. If, therefore, a duty is to be laid to promot-0 the production of 
this article it must be permanent and enduring, without hope of remission; and this must be done to 
favor some particular portion of the Union, whom fortune has already favored beyond any other portion 
in having ore suitable for manufacture. Wrought iron is, indeed, an article of primary importance. The 
poor man needs it in his implements, and it enters into almost every utensil. It is, above all, essential 
to navigation. 

Commerce is at this time in a state of depression, arising, in a great measure, from exorbitant duties 
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already imposed. It is true that we have been able to import hemp from the Baltic, but this article 
also it is proposed to encumber with an additiqnal duty to encourage the skill necessary in jts production 
in this country. It seems incredible to us that any individual should pretend that an additional duty on 
this article is to be otherwise than a perpetual bounty, to be paid by those who have the misfortune 
to possess lands too sterile to produce this article, to the sole and exclusive benefit of those who are 
favored with lands of the most fertile and productive quality, which are alone capable of producing it. 
In relation to the proposed additional duty on molasses, we cannot forbear stating facts evidential of 
its importance to the commerce of this district. By an examination at the custom-house it appears that 
during the last year there were 203 clearances from this district for ports in the West Indies, and 158 
inward entries from those ports; that there was imported into this district during the same period 
3,890,p21 gallons of molasses, paying a revenue of $238,843; that 37,843 tons of shipping were employed 
in this trade, navigated by 1,638 seamen; and that we exported over 26,000,000 feet of boards, scantling, 
&c. The foregoing statement, we conceive, will require no argument fully to prove the importance of the 
article to the commerce of this district. Should Congress burden this article with an increase of duty, 
already amounting to 33! per cent. of its cost, the effect, we humbly conceive, must be fo produce an 
absolute prohibition of its use for what is at present a very considerable portion of its consumption, and, 
consequently, an almost total annihilation of the commerce and business of this district, as well as that 
of our Staie. Our shipping, being of a peculiar construction, calculated for the exportation of lumber, 
and bringing the proceeds thereof in the cheapest and least valuable product of the West Indies, would 
be useless for any other branch of trade. 

In relation to woolen goods we would remark that, in our belief, no further encouragement is necessary 
or reasonable; the manufacturers of them even now, in a good measure, supply the market of our country. 
'l'he requisite skill has been acquired, and there is no lack of capital. The duty already imposed is about 
one-third of the cost. If this increase of price to the consumer is not adequate to the protection of the 
domestic manufacturer we do not believe that it can be expedient to extend it further. Considering the 
skill already attained, and the vast capital embarked in this species of manufacture, if requiring the 
people of this country, nevertheless, to pay one-third more for the article than it could otherwise be 
purchased for be not adequate protection, it seems to us that it would be much wiser to abandon all hope 
of succeeding in such a scheme, and to restore to the people the privilege of clothing themselves at a 
cheaper rate. It has been suggested, as an inducement to this species of manufacture, that it will 
encourage agriculture, and especially the growing of wool; but it cannot be regarded as otherwise than 
unfortunate for this branch of the argument that the price of wool has seldom been in a greater state of 
depression than at present, and much lower, in fact, than before the commencement of the manufacturing 
mania. 

Your memorialists might enter into various details upon this interesting subject, but we forbear lest 
we should occupy ground already sufficiently familiar. We cannot but flatter ourselves that some 
importance is yet to be attached to commerce; that the branch of business which has already enabled 
the Government to pay, in a measure, the national debt; which has, in the course of less than forty years, 
afforded more than five hundred millions of revenue; which has, in the same time, been a source of great 
individual wealth; and which has diffused prosperity and happimess throughout every part of the commu
nity, will not be proscribed for the sake of a visionary and, to say the least of it, an uncertain experiment. 

PORTLAND, January, 1828. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 833. llsT SESSION.• 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 28, 1828. 

Sr.A.TE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLA...~.A.TIONS. 

IN GENERAL .A.ssEMBLY, JANUARY SEssroN, 1828. 

Voted and resolved, That our delegation in Congress be requested to use all proper efforts to procure 
such increase of duties upon imports as may effectually afford protection both to the production and 
manufacture of wool, cotton, iron, hemp, and flax. 

True copy-witness. 
HENRY BOWEN, Secretary. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 834. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPOR'fS. 

COMMUNICATED TO TlIE SENATE JANUARY 28, 1828. 

WESTBOROUGH, January 21, 1828. 
Sm: The committee of the citizens of Westborough, in imitation of ·our fellow-citizens of Boston and 

the vicinity, though personally unknown to you, feel emboldened by a similarity of sentiments entertained 
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by you and us, to assume the liberty to transmit to you our protest against the addition of further restrictive 
and prohibito_ry measures on imports, and particularly that of woolen goods. Knowing your correct, 
extensive, and exalted views on this subject, and your ability and felicity in displaying them, we are happy 
to avail ourselves of your generous and powerful aid, and submit, with full confidence, our memcn·ial to 
your consideration and discretionary disposal, cherishing the fond hope that the united exertions and inter
cessions of all who are of one mind will be prevalent in the prevention of additional encouragement to a 
class of men already, in our estimation, too higluy favored. 

Till recently the great body of the people of this Commonwealth have been but careless "lookers on," 
while the manufacturers have been vociferous and active, and, by their loudness and perpetual movements, 
have made themselves, and perhaps the country at large, believe that a small minority were " We, the 
people of the United States." 

On our part, apathy and silence can no longer prevail; and we now, on the brink of imminent danger, 
begin to speak and to act. 

We confide in the wisdom and equal policy of our National Legislature to avert the impending evils, 
and preserve and perpetuate the rights and immunities of every class of citizens throughout our vast and 
rising Republic. 

With sentiments of high consideration and profound respect, the committee subscribe themselves 
your friends and very humble servants, 

Hon. ROBERT Y. HAYNE. 

NATHAN FISHiilR. 
LOVETT PETERS. 
NAHUM HARRINGTON. 
I. LEWIS GREEN. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representati'ues of the United States in Congress assemhled: 
The undersigned, citizens of Westborough, in the county of Worcester and Commonwealth of Massa

chusetts, respectfully represent: That they view with deep solicitude, mingled with fear and regret, the 
importunate efforts of the friends and advocates of additional duties "on imports, and especially on the 
important and essential article of woolen manufactured goods." As we are almost exclusively farmers 
and landholders, we might enumerate many sore grievances, peculiarly our own, and pour numerous and 
endless complaints into the ears of our National Legislature respecting our necessary and useful, but 
ungainful employment, in cultivating the ground; yet principles of justice and self-respect, the duty of 
peaceable and quiet citizens, forbid that we should weary our Government with a recital of our ill-requited 
toils, and the absolute and comparative unproductiveness of our agricultural labors. What we could not 
expect as a right we will not seek to obtain by unceasing importunity. The times to us have been, and 
now are, inauspicious for the easy and rapid accumulation of wealth; and though we may suffer more 
than our proportion, yet, as we are sensible we are suffering in company with most of our fellow-citizens 
through the United States, we will bear our burden with cheerfulness, and.hope for the dawn of a brighter 

- day. We will not ask for favors to be extended to us, and more especially when the bestowment would 
be a detriment to the interests and occupations of other classes of the community. "We are troubled on 
every side, yet not distressed; we are perplexed, but not in despair;" and, under all our embarrassments, 
we conceive our only just and hopeful remedy is retrenchment of superfluous expenses, an increase of 
industry, frugality, and enterprise, and to let nothing check our perseverance in the prosecution of every 
laudable pursuit. Soliciting no boon for ourselves, we are unwilling that any should be conferred on 
others at our charge, who are not more meritorious or indigent than we. 

Wishing that the political balance may be held even and impartially, and that all interests 
advantageous to our Republic may receive due patronage, we can truly avow that we. feel friendly to 

• manufacturing establishments. It is not their annihilation or embarrassment we desire, but their 
existence and prosperity. Not that they should grow up prematurely, or be multiplied indefinitely, but 
that they should rise naturally, in order that they may rise vigorously; that they may rise like the oak, 
which, accustomed to frost and tempest as well as sunshine and the gentle gales of summer, increases 
slowly, indeed, but surely, and unsupported by extrinsic aid; and not like the ivy, to be upheld by the 
oak, and altogether without a self-sustaining power. 

Though your memorialists believe the tariff of May, 1824, 1s raised to a pitch affecting injuriously 
agriculture and foreign commerce, we do not ask its repeal. But, at the same time, we have the fullest 
conviction "that a true national policy does not dictate its augmentation." We do not believe an increase 
of duties would be beneficial to the manufacturers themselves in general; and there can b-a no doubt it 
would be immediately and permanently disadvantageous to agriculturists, mechanics, and those engaged 
in foreign commerce. As ofton as the farmer secedes from agriculture and the merchant from commerce, 
and invest their capital in manufacturing establishments, so often we have evidence that they believe the 
business of manufactures to be more lucrative than the vocation they have voluntarily abandoned; and 
instead of soliciting gratuities from their fellow-citizens, we think they ought to be satisfied with the fruits 
of a calling in which they so willingly engaged. Self-love, self-interest, not love of country, induces men 
to choose their professions and pursuits. Patriotic Iflotives have very little, and a very remote influence 
in the election. It is love of self that leads us. We do not prefond to be adepts in political economy; but 
experience, a very useful instructor and sure guide, informs us that the "home market" created by the 
erection of factories is, and we believe ever will be, quifo inadequate to meet the exigencies of our 
country. Though manufacturers virtually say of themselves, "we are the number born to eat up the 
fruits of the earth," still, to all except those·_ in the immediate vicinity of factories, no perceptible 
difference has yet been realized in the consumption of ·the surplus products of the husbandman by the 
population of these numerous establishments. Other and better markets must be had, or the agricultural 
interest, the basis and aliment of all others, will continue depressed and languishing. 

What Alexander Hamilton wrote forty years ago is applicable to our time. "There are persons," 
says this profound statesman, "who -imagine that the duties on imports can hardly be carried to an inju
rious excess, since the higher they are, the more, it is alleged, they will tend to discourage an extravagant 
consumption, to produce a favorable balance of trade, and to promote domestic manufactures. But all 
extremes are pernicious, in various ways. Exorbitant duties on imported ·articles are sure to beget a 
general spirit of smuggling, which is always prejudicial to the fair trader, and eventually to the revenue 

.. 
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itself. They tend to render other classes of the community tributary in an improper degree to the manu
facturing classes, to whom they give a premature monopoly of the markets. They sometimes force 
industry out of its most natural channels into others in which it flows with less advantage. And in the 
last place, they oppress the merchant, who is often obliged to pay the duties himself without any retribu
tion from the consumer." So far as our intelligence extends, "the restrictive policy and prohibitory 
system" make few proselytes in this region, except those who have invested their property in cotton or 
woolen factories, or are connected with them by some kind of entangling alliance. • 

We believe that the sentiments of a great majority of the citizens of Massachusetts and through New 
England have been, and still are, strongly opposed to an imposition of further duties on imported woolen 
goods. It does not become us to enlarge further on this fruitful and interesting topic, but to conclude by 
saying we have attentively perused the excellent memorial from the citizens of Boston and vicinity which 
has been already transmitted to Congress, and most cordially approve of the sentiments therein so ably 
expressed, and humbly and respectfully entreat that our opinions and wishes may not be disregarded on 
account of the triteness of our observations, the feebleness of our manner of utterance, the obscurity of 
our residence, or the paucity of our numbers; but that our note of remonstrance may be heard for the 
sake of the magnitude of the cause, and the paramount interests of our common and beloved country. 

20TH CONGRESS.] 

NATHAN FISHER, 
LOVETT PETERS, 
NAHUM HARRINGTON, 
I. LEWIS GREEN, 

For ourselves and sixty-seven others, inhabilants of Westborough. 

No. 835. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

CO~UIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 29, 1828. 

At a numerous and respectable meeting of the citizens of Chester district, assembled at Chester 
Court-House, by previous notice, for the purpose of taking into consideration the proposed tariff on woolens, 
on Monday, the 3d September, 182'7, Dr. John Dunovant was called to the chair, and James Chestney, jr., 
appointed secretary. • 

The committee appointed at a former meeting, consisting of N. R. Eaves, Esq., Clough S. Sims, Esq., 
John I. Potts, Esq., Mathew Williams, Esq., and John McKee, Esq., by Major Eaves, their chairman, 
reported the resolutions and memorial subjoined: 

1st. Resofoed, That it is not only the right but the duty of the citizens of this country, when 
aggrieved by unequal legislation, to remonstrate with firmness and decision, and to oppose with unre
mitting perseverance, every effort of Government to impose upon them taxes at variance with the 
Constitution, which proposes to guarantee to our citizens equal privileges and immunities. 

2d. Resolved, That it is incpnsistent with the principles of a free Government that the interest of the 
majority of its citizens should be sacrificed to those of the minority, and contrary to the spirit of sound 
legislation that the property of one part of the community should be appropriated, without an equivalent, 
to the exclusive right of the other. 

3d. Resolved, That the present system of restriction and prohibition upon trade, by tariff duties, 
denominated the American system, is unequal in its provisions, unjust in its operation, and will, if 
suffered to progress, prove destructive to the peace and happiness of our country. 

4th. Resolved, That the attempt, during the last session of Congress, to impose on the citizens of this 
country an additional tariff, by the provisions of the woolens bill, was unexpected at that time, and 
calculated to prostrate the agricultural and commercial interests to the mercy of the manufacturers; 
that, operating as a heavy tax upon the poor and laborious part of the community, it is altogether 
inexpedient, and will, in a high degree, prove prejudicial to the southern States, who depend upon foreign 
importation for cloths for themselves and their slaves. 

5th. Resoived, That the citizens here assembled consider the proceedings of the late Harrisburg 
convention as a singular instance of the disposition of the manufacturers to be constantly desirous of 
increasing the already enormous tariff; and that they strongly suspect it to be an attempt, by combination 
and intrigue, to buy the interests of the manufacturers, at the expense of the remai~ing part of the 
citizens, in favor of the present administration. 

6th. Resoived, That the proceedings of this meeting be signed by the chairman and secretary, and 
published, and that copies be forwarded to the Representatives of this election district, and the Senators 
of this State, to be presented to Congress. 

Memorial to the lwnorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 
The mem;rial of the citizens of Chester district, South Carolina, respectfully showeth: That they 

approach your honorable body under the sanction of that right which secures to them the privilege of 
petitioning Congr~ss for a redress of their grievances; that, exercising that right in the present instance, 
they do it under the firm conviction that they advocate the interest of the majority of their fellow-citizens 
in the United States, and are neither influenced by party feelings nor actuated by motives of sectional 
aggrandizement. Your memorialists view, with apprehension and regret, the extension of that principle 
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of legislation which, if suffered to progress, will render one class of citizens tributary to the wealth and 
advancement of the other. The present system of prohibition and restriction upon trade is a system of 
taxation upon the consumer for the benefit of the manufacturer-a principle, it is humbly conceived, 
recognized neither in the letter nor in the spirit of the Constitution. They consider the manufacturer 
as entitled to no exclusive privileges above the rest of our community. In a Government of equality, the 
talents, the information, and the enterprise of its citizens, are the only sources to which they should look 
for success in any·business in which they may choose to embark. If this principle be correct, that of 
affording governmental encouragement to the. manufacturers must be a policy founded in an ignorance of 
human nature. 

The manufacturers, accustomed to look to this source for the reward of their labor, will regard their 
own efforts as a secondary means of success, and, as competition increases, will make new requisitions 
upon the funds of Government, or, we might rather say, upon the pockets of their neighbors through the 
instrumentality of Government. Your memorialists are aware that they are opposing a principle adopted 
by the former members of your honorable body, from the year 1816 to 1824; but they are confident that 
the wisdom and integrity which should ever influence the councils of a legislative body will lead you to 
reject error whenever discovered, although recommended by the highest authority, and especially when 
proved so, not only by its effects upon other countries, but by our own uniform experience. 

While the exigencies of Government require that those duties should be imposed for the purpose of 
revenue, your memorialists are satisfied they will be disposed to acquiesce in silence, although they 
might even then regard it as a tax of unequal operation. But when this object is deserted for the pur
pose of rendering them tributary to the manufacturing monopolists, they are compelled, by a sense of 
their. violated rights, to enter a solemn protest against it. They are firmly convinced that this species of 
tax is at variance with the Constitution, and that, if that instrument be suffered to receive this unlimited 
construction, it will open a field for every species of imposition, and, instead of being the charter of our 
rights and privileges, will become the means of enslaving us. 

Your memorialists would, in a particular manner, call your attention to the woolens bill, happily 
rejected by your honorable body during its last session, and which will no doubt be brought up for your 
conf!ideration at its next, aided by all the talent and influence of those interested in its passage. In 
addition to the reasons which may be urged against the system of taxation, denominated by its advocates 
the American system, the provisions of this bill are so manifestly selfish, and so much at variance with 
the true interest _ of our country, as to render it the just object of suspicion to every;enlightened and 
impartial statesman. It is unnecessary to point out to your honorable body what would be its unjust 
operation upon the majority of the citizens of the United States, and would be no compliment to your good 
sense to endeavor to show what would be its ruinous effects upon the citizens of this State. Its tendency 
to impose a grievous tax upon us, by increasing the price of clothing for our slaves and by diminishing 
the price of our cotton, is obvious to every thinking member of the community. Your memorialists are 
fully impressed with the belief that the measures above adverted to are calculated to alienate the affections 
of a large class of citizens, and of introducing that spirit of jealousy and opposition to the operation of 
the General Government which will prove destructive to the peace and happiness of our country. To 
avoid consequences that are deprecated by every lover of his country, we solicit your serious opposition, 
not only to the woolens bill, but to that principle of odious taxation so fondly cherished by the advocates 
of the American system. . 

- JOHN DUNOV .A.NT, Chairman. 
J.AMEs CHESTNEY, Jr., Searetary. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 836. [lsr SESSION. 

IN F.A.VOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COillIUNICATED TO THE SElUTE JANUARY 29, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Repi-esentatives of the United States: 
The petition of the undersigned, residents of the county of Northumberland, in Pennsylvania, respect

fully represents: 
That deeply sensible of th~ great importance to the true interests of the United States of further 

support to the agriculture and manufactures of the country, they solicit, with much deference, an early, 
earnest, and effective attention to these great objects from your honorable bodies .. 

Your petitioners beg leave to state that the prosperity of this community is much retarded at this 
time for want of a home market to the farmer. While the ports of Great Britain are closed against him, 
the annual importations of twenty millions of dollars from that nation, in manufactures, depress and ruin 
domestic industry, and disable the mechanic and manufacturer of our country from growing up, alongside 
of the farmer, to consume his products. . 

The decisive success of the manufacture of cottons, under a generous and enlightened protection, 
demonstrate, we respectfully conceive, that nothing is required fo establish immovably our manufactures 
of iron, wool, flax, hemp, and printed cottons, and to insure a reduction of prices for them, ~nd appreciated 
rates for the agriculturist, but a liberal support by augmented duties upon foreign manufactures of these 
descriptions. 

Without tediously enlarging upon subjects which cannot be considered otherwise than of the deepest 
concern and the greatest moment to the Union, we respectfully represent that we cordially concur in the 
sentiments and recommendations of the Harrisburg convention, held in July last, to whose memorial we 
pray a serious and earnest attention from the National Legislature. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 837. [1ST SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

CO!OIUN~CATED TO THE SENATE .JANUARY 29, 1828. 

ComroNWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, Harrisburg, January 22, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit to you the following resolutions for affording additional protection 

to domestic manufactures and encouraging agricultural interests, to which your attention is respectfully 
requested. 

I am, respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
J. AND'W SHULZE. 

IsAAc D. BARNARD, Esq., a Senator of th'is State in the Senate of the United States, at the city of Washington. 

A. ~OLUTION for affording additional protection to domestic manufactures and encouraging agricultural interests. 

Experience having proved that the present tariff of the Government of the. United States, whilst it 
has been productive of great and extensive benefits to the country, has yet been insufficient to render that 
protection to our domestic manufactures and agricultural interests to which they are fairly entitled. These 
important branches of internal industry, so closely connected that, it may now be said, the prosperity of 
the one depends on the success of the other, are equally entitled to aid and encouragement. The best 
interests of our country demand that every possible exertion should be made to procure the passage of an 
act of Congress imposing such duties as will enable our manufac;turers to enter into fair competition with 
foreign manufacturers, and protect the farmer, the growers of hemp and wool, and the distiller of spirits 
from domestic materials, against foreign competition. The people of Pennsylvania do not ask for such a 
tariff as would secure to any one class, or to any sectipn of the country, a monopoly. They want a system 
of protection which will extend its blessings, as well as its burdens, as equally as possible over every part 
of the Union; to be uniform in its operation upon the rich as well as the poor. Therefore-

Be it resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in 
General, .Assembly met, That the Senators of this State in the Senate of the United States be and they 
are hereby instructed, and the Representatives of this State in Congress be and they are hereby requested, 
to procure, if practicable, the establishment of such a tariff as will afford additional protection to our 
domestic manufactures, especially of woolen and fine cotton goods, glass, and such other articles as, in 
their opinion, require the attention of Congress, so as to enable our citizens fairly to compete with foreign 
enterprise, capital and experience, and give encouragement to the citizens of the grain-growing States, 
by laying an additional duty upon the importation of foreign spirits, flax, china.ware, hemp, wool, and 
bar iron. 

And be it further resolved, That the Governor be and he is hereby requested to transmit a copy of the 
foregoing preamble and resolution to each of our Senators and Representatives in Congress. ' 

NER MIDDLESW ARTH, 
Spealcer of the House of Representatives. 

D.A.N'L STURGEON, 
Speaker of the Senate. 

Approved the eleventh day of January, A. D. one thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight. 
J. L~D'W SHULZE. 

PENNSYLVANIA, Si!. 
Office of the Secretary of the Oommonwealth : 

I certify, to all whom it may concern, that the foregoing is a true copy of the original resolutions 
now filed and of record in the said office. 

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal, at Harrisburg, the twenty-second day of 
[ ] January, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, and of the Common-
L. s. wealth the fifty-second. 

20TH CONGRESS.] 

JAMES TRIMBLE, Deputy Secrdary. 

No. 838. 

CREDIT .. SYSTEM FOR DUTIES. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE JANUARY 29, 1828. 

[lsT SESSION. 

Mr. SmTH, of Maryland, from the Committee on Finance, to whom was referred so much of a memorial 
from Pittsburg as relates to the credits given for duties at the custom-houses, reported: 

That, having had the same under consideration, they directed that a letter be addressed to the 
Secretary of the Treasury on the subject. His answer the committee ask leave to submit as part of their 
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report; and also to submit, as their opinion, "that it is inexpedient to make any alteration in the credit 
system for duties on goods, &c., &c., imported into the United States." 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, January 23, 1828. 
Sm: I had the honor to receive your letter of the 10th instant, stating that there had been referred 

to the Committee on Finance so much of a memorial from Pittsburg as relates to a reduction of credit on 
duty bonds, and that the committee wish to be informed whether the present terms of credit on such 
bonds are in any way injurious or dangerous to the revenue, and whether losses have arisen in consequence 
of such long credits that would not have happened if the terms of credit had not been extended. Your 
letter further requests that I will state what are the present terms of credit, what were the terms prior 
to the extension, and what terms would be safe for the revenue and not inconvenient to the commerce of 
the nation. 

The enclosed letter from the Comptroller exhibits so much of the" information desired by the com
mittee as relates to the present terms of credit on duty bonds, and to the terms prior to the extension, 
commencing with the act of July 31, 1789, which was the first, and ending with that of April 20, 1818, 
which is the last upon this subject. The enclosure, marked A, exhibits the whole subject under a different 
form of statement, and may be a form convenient for the inspection of the committee. 

It appears that, by the existing laws, the duties on the bulk of importations are payable in eight, 
ten, and twelve months. There are credits as short as six months, and others that extend to eighteen 
months, according to the countries whence the articles come. But the revenue of the United States from 
importations is derived, in a proportion scarcely less than that of four parts in five, on credits of from 
eight to twelve months inclusive. 

The other inquiries of your letter, to be fully or satisfactorily answered, necessarily involve the broad 
question' of how far the present credit system is wise or expedient in its various bearings upon the 
revenue and foreign commerce of the nation? I should have been happy to investigate this question 
under further lights than I find on the records of this Department at present in immediate relation to it, 
or than I could hope to command without the lapse of a longer interval than would be compatible with 
the duty of affording a timely reply to your letter. Like most questions of policy embracing interests 
that are large and complicated, it is open to different views, as to which safe conclusions can only be 
arrived at by <:arefully comparing all the evidence attainable, and allowing to each course of reasoning 
its due relative weight. It may be said, h6wever, that as the present credit system, or one that in the 
main has resembled it, has been a system under which the foreign commerce of the United States has, 
upon the whole, greatly :flourished during a period of nearly thirty years, the evidence of its being 
erroneous ought to be very cogent and unequivocal to authorize the recommendation of a change. If, 
indeed, as has been said, it does, under any view, operate as an annual loan to the merchants by the 
Government, no objection is perceived to it on this score; on the contrary, since Government is in the 
performance of its best functions whilst aiding the industry of any great class of the community, provided 
this can be done without unduly trenching upon the interests of other classes, each class owing some
thing to the claims of the other in the task of reconciling and adjusting the interests of the whole. 

With these general remarks I proceed to reply, under the best lights now before me, to your ques
tions specifically. They are as follows: 

1. Is the present credit system in any way injurious or dangerous to the revenue? 
2. Have losses arisen under it that would not have happened if the terms of credit had not been 

extended? 
3. What terms would be safe for the revenue and not inconvenient to the commerce of the nation? 
1. Replying to the first question, not in a confined and technical sense, but in one more enlarged, 

which I understand as the true sense in which the question is propounded, I have to say that the present 
system is not believed to be injurious or dangerous to the revenue. The system must be looked at as a 
whole, or the question cannot be fitly answered. It must be looked at, not solely in connexion with losses 
that may occur to the revenue under it, but also with the benefit which the revenue probably derives 
from it by the greater extension which it gives to our foreign commerce. Serving as capital to persons 
often otherwise unable to engage in trade, the ultimate augmentation to the revenue from this effect of 
the system stands as a counterbalance to the occasional losses that happen under it. It may be added, 
apart from this twofold view of the system, that the positive losses under it have been found to amount 
to a sum which it is thought may safely be pronounced very small. The whole amount of duties secured 
to the Government by bond from the 3d of March, l'l89, to the 31st December, 1823, was $527,480,239. 
Of this sum $1,575,626 had been lost at tl:e date last mentioned, and $758,191 were in suit, or otherwise 
doubtful. Assuming the whole of the latter sum to have been lost, which, however, has not been the 
case, the entire loss upon the aggregate sum first stated is less than 45 cents in each one hundred dollars. 

2. Have losses arisen under the system that would not have happened if the terms of credit had not 
been extended? The answer to this question has, in effect, been anticipated by-what has been said. It 
may, doubtless, be considered that some losses have happened that would have been less likely to happen 
under credits less extended; but it is deemed altogether probable that the importation would have been 
less. 

3. An answer to the third question is embraced in the preceding answers; for not being prepared, at 
present, with any such objections to the existing credit system as would go to its abolition, I have no 
substitute to propose, so far as concerns the revenue and foreign commerce of the nation. . 

The views thus communicated to the committee in reply to your letter I feel the more confidence in 
at this juncture, from their being substantially the same with those expressed by my predecessor in this 
Department in his communication to the House of Representatives under date of December 14, 1824. 

I have the honor to remain your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. S.AmJEL SMITH, Ohairman of Committee on Finance, Senate. 
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Oomptroller's Office, January 18, 1828. 
Sm: In compliance with your request that I should communicate to you the terms of credit allowed 

under the former and existing laws for the payment of the duties on goods exported, I have the honor to 
state-

1. That the 19th section of the act to regulate the collection of duties imposed by law on the tonnage 
of ships or vessels, and on goods, wares, and merchandise imported into the United States, passed July 
31, 1789, contains the following regulation on the subject: "For the duties upon all articles of West India 
produce, within four months; for the duties upon all Madeira wines, within twelve months; and for the 
duties upon all other goods, within six months." 

2. 1'hat the terms of credit allowed by the 62d section of the collection law of March 2, 1799, are as 
follows: "On articles the produce of the ·west Indies, ( salt excepted,) the one-half in three, and the other 
half in six calendar months; on salt, in nine calendar months; on Madeira and all other wines, in twelve 
calendar months; on all goods, wares, or merchandise, ( other than wines, salt, or teas,) imported from 
Europe, one-third in eight, one-third in ten, and one-third in twelve calendar months; on all goods, wares, 
and merchandise, other than wines, salt, and teas, imported from any other place than the West Indies and 
Europe, one-half in six months, one-quarter in nine months, and the other quarter in twelve months, from 
the date of each respective importation." But, in relation to teas imported from China or Europe, it is left 
optional with the importers to secure the duties in one of two ways specified in that section. 

3. That the first section of an act entitled "An act laying a duty on imported salt, granting a bounty 
on pickled fish exported, and allowances to certain vessels employed in the fisheries," allows of a credit of 
nine months for the payment of the duties on all salt imported from any foreign port or place into the 
United States. 

4. That the 6th section of the act entitled "An act providing for the deposit of wines and distilled 
spirits in public warehouses, and for other purposes," passed the 20th of April, 1818, directs that the 
bonds for duties on articles imported by sea, the produce of foreign places, or islands situated on the 
eastern shores of America, north of the equator, or in its adjacent seas, bays and gulfs, ( salt excepted,} shall 
be payable, OI\0•half in six, and one-half in nine calendar months; and the bonds for duties on goods, wares, 
and merchandise, ( other than wine, salt, and teas,) imported from any other place than Europe and the 
West Indies, shall be payable, one-third in eight, one-third in ten, and one-third in eighteen calendar months. 

With considerations of high respect, I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 

Hon. RrcHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

Terms of credit, acrording to the 62d section of the collection law of March 2, 1799. 

Importations from the West Indies, ( salt excepted,) one-half in three, and the other half in six calendar 
months; on salt, in nine calendar months; on Madeira and all other wines, in twelve calendar months; on 
all goods, wares, and merchandise, ( other than wines, salt, and teas,) imported from Europe, one-third in 
eight, one-third in ten, and one-third in twelve calendar months; on all goods, wares, and merchandise, ( other 
than wines, salt, and teas,) imported from any other place than Europe and the West Indies, one-half in six 
months, one-quarter in nine months, and the other quarter in twelve months from the date of each respective 
importation, leaving it optional with the importers of teas from Ohinaor Europe to secure the duties in one 
of two ways specified in that section. 19th section act July 31, I 789: On all articles of West Ip.dia 
produce, within four months; on all Madeira wines, within twelve months; on all other goods, within six: 
months. 

According to the 1st section of the act of July 29, 1813, vol. 4, p. 582, the credit for the duty on salt 
imported from any foreign port or place was to be nine months. 

According to the 6th section of the act of April 20, 1818, vol. 6, p. 355, the bonds for duties on articles 
imported by sea, the produce of foreign places, islands situated on the eastern shores of America, north of 
the equator, or in its adjacent seas, bays and gulfs, salt excepted, shall be payable, one-half in six, and 
one-half in nine calendar months; and the bonds for duties on goods, wares, and merchandise, ( other than 
wines, salt, and teas,) imported from any other place than Europe and the West Indies, shall be payable, 
one-third in eight, one-third in ten, and one-third in eighteen calendar months. 

It is to be remarked that the last mentioned act makes no provision for the terms of credit to be 
allowed on importations from Europe. The regulations in the 62d section of the act of March 2, 1799, in 
relation to the terms of credit to be allowed on goods thus imported, are therefore still to govern, as well 
as with respect to the terms of credit to be allowed on wines and teas imported from any other place than 
foreign places, or islands situated on the eastern shores of America, north of the equator, &c., &c. 

'fhe act of April 20, 1818, is the last which makes any regulations as to the terms of credit to be 
allowed in the payment of the duties on goods imported. 

20'!'n CoNGREss. J No. 839. [lsT SESSION. 

AMOUNT OF CONTINENTAL MONEY ISSUED DURING THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, AND 
DEPRECIATION OF THE SAME. 

COillIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 30, 1828. 

TREASURY· DEPARTIIENT, January 24, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 16th instant, directing the 

Secretary of the Treasury to "communicate to the House a statement showing the number and amount 
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of the issues of continental money made during the revolutionary war, designating each issue of such 
money, and the amount thereof; also, any information which·.may be in his Department relative to the 
depreciation thereof, and the rates at which, from time. to time, it was_ made receivable by cr~ditors of 
the United States or persons engaged in their service in payment of debts or wages due them," !'have 
the honor to transmit a letter from the Register of the Treasury, which, together with the three state
ments accompanying, furnishes the information called for by the resolution. 

I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Represenlatives of the United States. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, January 24, 1828. 
Sm: In compliance with your reference to this office of the resolution of the House of Representatives 

of the 16th instant, I have the honor to transmit a statement of the issues of continental money required 
by the first clause of that resolution. 

With respect to the latter part of the resolution, having for its object the mode by which depreciated 
paper money was liquidated at the Treasury,•tl).e records exhibit two, to wit: 1st. As applicable to the 
payment of the principal and interest of loans predicated upon a table compiled agreeably to the resolu
tion of Congress of the 28th of June, 1780. 2d. As applicable to the settlement of individuals in several 
of the States. Copies of the table and of the scales used for these purposes .I have the honor also to 
enclose, and to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, &cretary of the Treasury. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi.ster. 

Statement of the issues of Continental Money. 

Date of the resolves of Congress authorizing the emissions. 

June 22, 1775 .•••.•••.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• •••• ........................................... . 
July 25, 1775 ................................................................... •••••• •••• •••• •••• 

November29, 1775 •••••••••••••••• ··••··••··•••···••"••··••··•··•••••·••"·•••• ................. . 
February 17, 1776 ............................................................................... • 
l\lay 9 and 27, 1776 ................................. •·•••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •. 

~~:!~::~ !:r~:!:~:::~;~;;;:::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :·::::: :::: :::::: 
February 26, 1777 .••••• ·••• ••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•• •••• •••· 
lllay 20, 1777 •••••••••••••••••••••.• •••••• ..................................................... . 

August 15, 1777 •••••••• •·••· ••••• ··•••• ••·• •••••• •·••• ••••••••••••••••• ••·· •••••••••••••••• •·••·· 
November 7, 1777 ••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••••••.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• •·•• ••••••••••• •• 
December 3, 1777 .•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••• 
January 8, 1778 .•..••••••••.•••••••.••.••••••••.••••••••••••• : •.••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••. 
January 22, 1778 .••••••••••••••••.•••••••• ••·••• •••• ••·•.'.· ••••••••••••••••••• _. •• ··~••• •••••••••••• 

!1:::.az :it~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:·:::::::::::.:::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
April 4, 1778 ....................................... :. : ••• : ••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
April ll, 1778 ....................................................................... •••• •••••••••• 
April 18, 1778 •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••.••••••••. , •••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• 
l\lny 22, 1778 ............................................. , ..................................... .. 

June 20, 1778 ••••••••• •··••• •••••••••.•••••• ••·••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ••••••• ••••• ••••••• 
July 30, 1778 ........................................................... ••••• .•••• •••••• •••••••••• 
September 5, 1778 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..• 

September 26, 1778 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••··• ••• •••••· •·•••· •••· •• •• ••··•• 
November 4, 1778 ••.••••. •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•• •·•· •· •• ••··· • ••··· • 
December 14, 1778 •.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
February 3, 1779 •••••••••.•.••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
February 19, 1779 •••••••••••••••••.•••••••..••.•••.••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 
April 1, 1779 ••••• •••••• •••• •••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

l\lay5, 1779 •••••••• ·•·•••··•·•••••••••··"·•••••••••·••••·•·•·•••····••••····••···•••·•••••••···· 
January 14 and l\lay 7, 1779 ..................................................................... . 
June 4, 1779 ••..•••••••••••••••••.•...•••.••••..•..•.••••••••••••••••••••.••.••••••••••••••.•••••• 
July 17, 1779 ••••••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••• •••• •.••••••••••••••••• , ••••••.• 

Do ..................................................................... • ••••••••••.•••••••• 
September 17, 1779 •··•••• •••···•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•••• ••••••••••• : •••••••••••••• 

Do •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• _ ••••••••••.•••••••••••• 
Octobeq4, 1779 •••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•.•.••••••••••...••••••• 
November 17, 1779 •••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••••.•••.••.••••••.•••••••. 

Do ........................................................................................ . 
November 29, 1779., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••. 

Volume. 

1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Page. 

125 
177 
273 

66 
164 

2so, 308 
440, 509 

80 
194 
331 
480 
555 
12 
47 

101 
133 
190 
207 
223 
303 
362 
434 

521 
567 
639 

713 
43 
64 

132 
183 

84 &. 188 
240 
288 
289 
360 

360 

:l84 
419 
420 
438 

$2,000,000 
1,000,000 
3,000,000 
4,000,000 
s,000,000 
s,000,000 
s,000,000 
5,000,000 
5,000,000 
1,000,oco 
1,000,000 
1,000,000 
1,000,000 
2,000,000 
2,000,000 
2,000,000 
1,000,000 
5,000,000 

soo,ooo 
5,000,000 
5,000,000 
5,000,000 
s,000,000 

10,000,100 
10,000,100 
10,000,100 
5,000,160 
s,000,160 
5,o00,160 

10,000,100 
50,000,400 
10,000,100 
s,000,100 

10, 000,.100 
5,ooo,1so 

10,000,oso 
5,000,100 
5,000,040 
5,050,500 

10,000,140 

Total ................................................................................................ •·•••••••• •••·•• 241,552, 780 

TREASDltY DEPARTMENT, Register•• 0.JJice, Janucrry 22, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOUBS.E, Regisler. 
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Table for the payment of principal, and interest of loans, agreeable to the resolution of Oongress of the 28th day 
of June, 1780. 

IN CONGR~, JUNE 28, 1780. 

Whereas Congress, on the 18th day of April last, resolved in the words following, viz: That Congress 
will, as soon as may be, make such provision for discharging or continuing the loans that have been made 
to these United States, on Loan Office certificates, as that the holders of them shall sustain no loss thereon 
by any depreciation of the bills loaned fi!Ubsequent to the respective dates of the said certificates: 'l'herefore, 

Resolved, That the principal of all loans that have been made to these United States shall finally be 
discharged by paying the full current value of the bills when loaned; which payment shall be made in 
Spanish milled dollars, or the current exchange thereof in other money, at the time of payment. 

That the value of the bills, when loaned, sha11 be ascertained for the purposes above mentioned, by 
computing thereon a progressive rate of depreciation, commencing with the 1st day of September, 1777, 
and continuing to the 18th day of March, 1780, in geometrical progression and proportion to the time, from 
period to period, as hereafter stated,·assuming the depreciation at the several periods to be-as follows: 

On the 1st day of March, 1778, one dollar and three-quarters of a dollar of the said bills for one Spanish 
milled dollar; on the 1st of September, 1778, as four of the former for one of the latter; ·on the 1st of 
March, 1779, as eighteen of the former for one of the latter; and on the 18th day of March, 1780, as forty 
of the former for one of the latter. 

That the principal of all certificates that have been taken out since the 18th day of March last shall 
be discharged at the rate of one Spanish milled dollar, or the current exchange thereof in other money, at 
the time of payment, for forty dollars of the said bills of credit received on loan. 

That the principal of all certificates that shall hereafter be taken out, until the further order of 
Congress, be discharged at the same rate and in the same manner as those that have been taken out since 
the 18th day of March last. 

That the interest on Loan Office certificates, at the rate of six per cent. per annum, computed on the 
principal, ascertained as aforesaid, shall be discharged annually, in like manner as the principal, until the 
principal shall be paid: Provided, nevertheless, That the same interest and mode of payments on certificates 
taken out before the 1st day of March, 1778, shall be continued as at present, until the principal, 
ascertained as aforesaid, shall be ready to be discharged. 

Ordered, That the Board of Treasury prepare the proper tables for direction of the Commissioners of 
the Continental Loan Offices in the several States in paying off the principal and interest of loans 
agreeable to the foregoing resolutions. 

Extract from the minutes. 
GEO. BOND, Deputy Secretary. 

TREASURY OFFICE, July 29, 1780. 
In pursuance of the foregoing act, and on the principle therein laid down, the following table, for 

direction of Commissioners of the Continental Load Offices in the several States in paying off the principal 
and interest of loans, is prepared, showing the value of one hundred dollars of the currency of the United 
States loaned at any time before the 1st day of September, 1777, and the 18th day of March, 1780, in 
specie, with its interest for a year. 

It is to be observed that the specie value of one hundred dollars, found on any day within the table, 
is to be multiplied by the number of hundreds expressed in the certificate of the same date, whose -value 
in specie is required, and, in like manner, the interest arising thereon, and the answer will be obtained. 
See example. 

EXAl!PLE. 

The specie value of a certificate of five hundred dollars, and its interest, loaned the 1st 
day of May, I 779, as required on that day: By the table, the specie value of one 
hundred current dollars is eight dollars twenty-ninetieths of a dollar and five-eighth 
parts of a ninetieth, which, multiplied by five, gives forty-one dollars thirteen
ninetieths and one-eighth for the principal. 

The interest thereon, forty-four-ninetieths and· three-eighths, multiplied by five, the 
number of hundreds in the certificate, gives two dollars forty-one ninetieths and 
seven-eighths of a ninetieth for its interest in specie. 

Dolls. 

8 

41 

0 

90ths. 8ths. 

20. 5 
5 

13 I 

44 3 
5 
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Date. 

1777. 
September 1 ...•••••.•• 

2 .••••••••••• 
3 ••••.•••••.• 
4 .......... .. 
5 ••••••••..•• 
6 .•••••••.•.. 
7 .••...••••.. 
8 ••••••••.••• 
9 ••••••••..•• 

10 •••• •••••••• 
11 ••••••••••• 
12 ...•••••••.. 

13 ···•······· 
14 ........... . 
15 .•••••.••••. 
16 ••.•..••••.. 
17 ••..•.••.•.. 
18 •••••••••••• 
19 .....••....• 
20 •••••••••••• 

21 •.•.•...•.•• 
22 ........... . 
23 •••••••••••• 

24 •••••••••••. 
25 •••••••••••• 

26 •••••••••••• 

27 •••••••••••. 
28 ........... . 
29 •••••••••••• 
30 •••••••••••• 

October 1 ........... . 
2 .••••••••.•• 
3 ••.•.••••.•• 
4 •••••••••••• 
5 .•.•.••••••• 
6 .••.••••.••• 

7 ••• - •••••••• 
8 ••••••••.••• 
9 •••••••••••• 

10 •••••••••••• 

11 ••••.••••••• 
12 ........... . 
13 .....•.•.... 
14 ••••.•..•... 
15 •.•••.•..•.. 
16 ••.•....•... 
17 •..••••.•••. 
18 •••••••••••• 
19 •..•••••.••. 
20 •••••••••••• 
21 ••..•...•••• 

22 •••••••••••• 
23 ••••••••••.• 
24 •••••••••••• 
25 •••••••••••• 

26 •••••••••••• 

27 •••••••••••. 
28 •.••••.••••• 
29 ••••••••• : •• 

30 •••••••••••• 
.31 ••.••.•••••• 

November 1. ...•••.•••• 
2 .••••••••••• 
3 •••••••••••• 
4 •••••••••••• 

5 .•.••••••••• 
6 .•.•.••••••• 
7 •••••••••••• 
8 •••••••.•••• 
9 •••••••••••• 

10 .•...•...... 
11. .......... . 
l" ..•••• •••••• 
13 ........... . 
14 •••••••••••• 
15 ...•..••... 
16 ........... . 

. • 17 .••••..•...• 

Principal. 

Dolls. 90ths. Sths. 
100 0 0 
99 62 2 
99 34 4 
99 6 7 
98 69 3 
98 41 7 
98 14 4 
97 77 2 
97 50 

97 23 

96 85 7 
96 59 0 
96 32 

96 5 3 
95 68 6 
95 42 0 
95 15 4 
94 79 1 
94 52 6 
94 26 4 

94 0 2 
93 64 2 

93 38 1 
93 12 

, ro 76 2 
9-2 50 4 
9-2 24 6 
91 89 1 
91 63 5 
91 38 1 
91 12 6 
90 77 3 
90 52 
90 27 
90 1 7 
89 66 7 
89 42 
89 17 0 
88 82 2 
88 57 5 
88 33 0 
88 8 3 
87 73 7 
87 49 4 
87 25 2 
87 1 0 

86 66 6 
86 42 6 
86 18 5 
85 84 6 
85 60 7 
85 37 0 
85 13 2 
84 79 5 

84 56 1 
84 32 4 
84 9 1 
83 75 6 
53• 52 4 

83 29 2 
83 6 0 
82 73 0 
82 50 0 
82 27 0 
82 4 1 
81 7 3 
81 48 6 
81 26 0 
81 3 3 
80 70 7 
80 48 ,4 
80 26 1 
80 3 6 

79 71 4 
79 49 3 
79 27 2 
79 5 2 
78 73 2 

FINANCE. 

TABLE, &c. 

Interest. 

Dolls. 90ths. 1!ths. 

6 0 0 
5 88 2 
5 86 5 
5 85 0 
5 83 2 
5 81 5 
Ii 80 0 
5 78 3 
5 76 6 
5 75 
5 73 4 

5 71 .7 
5 70 2 
5 68 5 
5 67 1 
5 65 4 
5 63 7 
5 62 2 
5 60 6 
5 59 5 
5 57 4 
5 55 0 
5 54 3 

5 52 7 
5 51 3 
5 49 6 
5 48 2 

5 46 6 
5 45 

5 43 5 

5 42 1 
5 40 5 

5 39 
5 37 4 

5 36 0 
5 34 5 
5 33 
5 31 5 
5 30 1 

5 28 5 
5 27 1 
5 25 5 
5 24 1 
5 22 6 
5 21 2 
5 19 6 
5 18 3 
5 16 7 
5 15 4 

5 14 0 
5 12 5 
5 11 1 

5 9 6 
5 8 3 
5 7 
5 5 4 
5 4 
5 2 5 
5 2 
4 89 7 
4 88 4 
4 87 1 
4 85 6 
4 84 3 
4 82 7 
4 81 5 
4 80 2 
4 78 7 
4 77 4 
4 76 2 
4 74 7 
4 73 4 
4 72 1 
4 70 5 
4 69 4 
4 68 1 
4 66 7 
4 65 4 

Date. 

1777. 
Nov. 18 ...••......• 

19 .•..•......• 
20 •••••••••••• 
21 ........... . 
22 ••••.•••..•• 
23 ........... . 

24 .......... .. 
25 ........... . 
26 .•.•. : ..•.• 
27 ••.•••.••..• 
~ ........... . 
29 ••.••••••••• 
30 •••••••••••• 

Dec. 1 ....••.••..• 
2 ..•..•••...• 
3 •..••••.••.• 
4 •••••••••••• 
5 •••••••••••• 
6 •••••••••••• 

7 ...••......• 
8 •••.•..••••• 
9 •••••••••••• 

10 ....••••••.. 
11. .......... . 
12 •••••••••••• 
13 ......•..•.. 
14 .•..•.•••••. 
15 ••••••..•... 
16 ..•••..•.... 
17 ..•...•.••.. 
18 ••.••••••••. 
19 ...•••.•.... 

20 ••••.••••••• 
21 ........... . 
22 •••••••••••• 

23 •••••••••••• 

24 .•••••••••.. 
25 •••••••••••• 
26 •••••••••••• 

21 .......... . 
28 ••••••••.••• 
29 .••••••••••• 
30 ............ . 
31 ....••.••.•. 
1778. 

Jan. 1 ........... . 

2 ········"· 
3 ........... . 
4 •••••••••••• 
5 •••••••••••• 
6 .•.••••••••. 
7 •...••••••.• 
8 ........... . 
9 •••••••••••• 

10 ........... . 
11 •••••••••••• 
12 •••••••••••• 
13 ••..••.•••• 
14 ........... . 
15 •••.••..•... 
16 •••••.....•. 
17 •••••••••••• 
18 ....•.....•. 
19 ........... . 

20 •••••••••••• 

21 .......... .. 
22 •••••••••••• 

23 •••••••••••• 

24 ........... . 
25 •••••.•••••• 
26 •••••••••••• 

27 ........... . 
28 •••••••••••• 
29 ........... . 
30 •••••••••••• 
31 .•..•....... 

Feb. 1 ......•..... 
2 .••••.••••.• 

Principal. 

Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. 
78 51 3 
78 29 4 
78 7 6 
77 76 1 
77 54 4 
77 3-2 7 
77 11 3 
76 so 0 
76 58 6 
76 37 3 
76 16 0 
75 84 7 
75 63 7 
75 42 6 
75 21 6 
75 0 7 
74 70 0 
74 49 2 
74 28 4 
74 8 0 

73 77 3 
73 56 7 
73 36 3 
73 16 0 
72 85 5 
72 65 3 
72 45 2 
72 25 0 
72 5 0 
71 74 7 
71 55 0 
71 35 
71 15 2 
70 85 4 

70 65 7 
70 46 
70 ll6 4 
70 7 0 
69 77 4 
69 58 
69 38 7 
69 19 4 
69 0 0 
68 71 0 

68 52 0 
68 32 7 
68 13 7 
67 85 0 

67 66 1 
67 47 2 
67 ~ 4 
67 • 9 7 
66 81 2 
66 62 5 
66 44 0 
66 25 5 
66 7 1 
65 78 6 
65 60 4 
65 42 2 
65 24 0 
65 5 7 
64 77 7 
64 59 7 
64 41 7 
64 24 0 
64 6 
63 78 .3 
63 60 4 
63 42 7 
63 25 2 

63 7 5 
62 80 1 
62 62 5 
62 45 2 
62 27 7 
62 10 4 

[No. 839. 

Interest. 

Dolls. !!Oths. 8ths. 
4 64 1 
4 62 7 
4 61 5 
4 60 2 
4 59 0 
4 57 6 
4 56 3 

4 55 1 
4 53 7 
4 52 5 
4 51 2 
4 50 7 
4 48 6 
4 47 4 
4 46 2 
4 45 0 
4 43 6 
4 42 4 
4 41 2 
4 40 0 
4 38 6 
4 37 6 
4 36 3 

4 35 1 
4 33 7 
4 32 5 
4 31 4 
4 30 2 
4 29 0 
4 27 7 
4 26 5 
4 25 4 

4 24 2 
4 23 
4 21 7 
4 20 6 
4 19 4 
4 rn 3 
4 17 2 
4 16 0 
4 14 7 
4 13 6 
4 12 4 
4 11 3 

4 10 2 
4 
4 8 0 
4 6 7 
4 5 ~ 

4 4 5 
4 3 4 
4 2 3 
4 1 2 
4 0 
3 89 0 
3 87 7 
3 86 6 
3 85 5 
3 &l 5 
3 83 4 
3 82 3 
3 81 2 
3 80 2 
3 79 
3 78 0 
3 77 
3 75 7 
3 74 7 
3 73 6 
3 72 6 
3 71 5 
3 70 5 
3 69 4 
3 '68 5 
3 67 4 

3 66 
3 65 



1828.] CONTINENTAL MONEY. 767 

TABLE, &c.-Continued. 

Date. Principal. Interest. Date. Principal. Interest. 

1778. Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. Dolls. 901)Js. 8ths. 1778. Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. 
February 3 •••••...... 61 83 2 3 64 3 Apnl 22 ••••••.••••• 45 21 3 2 64 2 

4 ...•...•.•.. 61 66 l 3 63 2 23 •••••••••••• 45 3 1 2 63 l 
5 ...••.•..•.• 61 48 7 3 62 3 24 ••••.••.••.. 44 74 7 2 62 0 
6 •..•••...... 61 31 6 3 61 2 25 •••••••••••. 44 56 7 2 61 0 
7 •.•••••••••• 61 14 6 3 60 2 "6 .•.•••••.... 44 38 7 2 59 7 
8 ..•••••••.•• 60 87 6 3 59 2 27 .•.••••••... 44 20 7 2 58 6 
9 •.•••••••••. 60 70 6 3 58 l 28 .••••••••••• 44 3 l 2 57 6 

10 .••••••••.•. 60 54 0 3 57 1 29 •••••••••••• 43 75 2 2 56 5 
11 •••••••••••• 60 37 1 3 56 1 30 .••••••••••. 43 57 4 2 55 5 
!"•••••••••••• 60 20 2 3 55 l lllay 1. ..••.••..•. 43 40 0 2 54 4 
13 ••••••..•••• 60 3 5 .,. 3 54 l 2 •.••.•..•••. 43 22 4 2 53 4 
14 •••••••••••• 59 77 3 3 53 1 3 •.... ...... 43 5 0 2 54 4 
15 ••...•.••••. 59 60 3 3 52 1 4 ..•••.•••••• 42 77 5 2 51 3 
16 ••• •••••••• 59 43 5 .3 51 1 5 •••••.•..... 42 60 3 2 50 3 
17 •.••••..•••• 59 27 2 3 50 l 6 ...•••••.... 42 43 1 ~ 49 3 
18 .••••••••.•. 59 10 6 3 49 1 7 ••...••...•. 42 26 0 2 48 2 
19 •••••••••.•• 58. 84 2 3 48 2 8 •.....•..... 42 9 0 2 47 2 
20. 

•••••••••• 58 67 7 3 47 2 9 ..•....•..•. 41 81 7 2 46 2 
21 ••..•...•••• 58 51 5 3 46 2 10 •••••••••••• 41 65 0 2 45 2 
22 •••••••••••• 58 35 2 3 45 2 11 ••..•••••••• 41 48 l 2 44 2 
23 •••••••••••• 58 19 l 3 44 2 12. 

•••••• 
... 41 31 4 2 43 2 

24 .•..•..•...• 58 2 7 3 43 3 13 .••••••••••. 41 14 6 2 42 2 
25 •••••••••••• 57 76 6 3 42 3 14 ••....•....• 40 88 1 2 41 2 
26 •••••••••••• 57 60 6 3 41 3 15 •.•••.•...•. 40 71 5 2 40 2 
27 •••••••••••• 57 44 5 3 40 3 16 ••••••..•.•• 40 55 2 2 39 2 
28 •••••••••••• 57 28 6 3 39 4 17 •...••.....• 40 38 6 2 38 2 

March 1 ••.••••••••• 57 12 6 3 38 4 18 ..•••••••••. 40 22 4 2 37 2 
2 •••••••••.•. 56 79 6 3 37 1 19 •••••••••••• 40 6 2 2 36 3 
3 .••...•....• 56 56 7 3 35 6 20 ...•.••....• 39 80 0 2 35 3 
4 •.....••.••. 56 34 0 . 3 34 3 21 .••••••••... 39 63 7 2 34 3 
5 ••.••..•••.. 56 11 2 3 33 0 22 .•.••••••••. 3!1 47 7 2 33 3 
6 •••.••••••.• 55 78 5 3 31 5 23 •••••••••••• 39 32 0 2 32 4 
7 .•.•••...•.. 55 56 0 3 30 2 24 ...••...••.• 39 16 1 2 31 4 
8 •••••••...•. 55 33 5 3 29 0 25 •••••••••••• 39 0 2 2 30 4 
9 ..••••.••... 55 11 2 3 27 5 26 •••••••••••• 38 74 4 2 29 4 

10 ••••..•....• 54 79 0 3 26 3 27 ••.••..•.... 38 58 7 2 28 5 
11 •••.•••••••• 54 56 7 3 25 0 28 •••••••••••• 38 48 3 2 27 6 
12 ..•••••••••. 54 34 6 3 23 5 29 •••••••••••• 38 27 6 2 26 6 
13 ••••.•...... 54 12 7 3 22 3 30·······.s···· 38 12 3 2 25 7 
14 •••••••••••• 53 !!l 0 3 21 0 31 ........••.• 37 87 0 2 25 0 
15 ••••••..•••• 53 59 2 3 19 6 June 1 ••...••••••. 37 71 5 2 24 0 
16 •. , .•••••.•. 53 37 5 3 18 2 n•••••••••••• 37 56 3 2 23 1 
17 •.••.•••...• 53 16 0 3 17 1 3 .....•...... 37 41 1 2 22 2 

18 •••• •••••••• 52 84 5 3 15 7 4 •.••••.•••.• 37 26 0 2 21 2 
19 ..•.....•..• 52 63 2 3 14 4 5 ..•.••.•••.. 37 11 0 2 !lO 3 
20 •••••••••••• 52 42 0 3 13 2 6 .•••••..•... 36 86 l 2 19 4 
21 •••••••••..• 52 20 7 .. 3 12 0 7 •.....•...•• 36 71 1 2 18 5 
22 ••••••• .... 51 89 6 3 10 6 8 •.••••.••.•• 36 56 3 2 17 6 
23 •••••••••••• 51 68 7 3 9 4 9 •••.•..•.•.. 36 41 4 2 16 7 
24 ..•••.•.•••• 51 47 7 3 8 2 10 ......••••.. 36 26 7 2 16 0 
25 •••••••••••• 51 27 1 3 7 0 11 •••••••••••. 36 12 1 2 15 1 
26 •••••••••••• 51 6 3 3 5 6 12 .•.•••••.•.. 35 87 5 2 14 2 
27 ••.••••.••.• 50 75 6 3 4 4 13 ........••.. 35 73 1 2 13 3 
28 •••••••••••• 50 55 2 3 3 2 14 ...•••••••• , 35 58 5 2 12 4 
29 •••••••••••• 50 34 7 3 2 0 15 .•••••••.••. 35 44 2 2 11 5 
30 •••••••••••• 50 14 4 3 6 0 16 .......•.••• 35 29 7 2 10 6 
31 ••.••...••.• 49 84 2 2 89 5 17 ••..•...•••. 35 15 6 2 9 7 

April 1 •.••••..•••• 49 64 2 2 88 3 18 •...••.•••.. 35 1 4 2 9 0 
2 •..••.••.••• 44 44 1 2 87 2 19 •••••••••••• 34 77 3 2 8 1 
3 ••.••••••.•. 49 24 1 2 86 0 20 .•• ........ 34 63 2 2 7 3 
4 ..•.••••.••• 49 4 2 2 84 6 21 •.••••..•..• 34 49 2 2 6 4 
5 ..•••••••••. 48 74 4 2 83 5 22 •••••••••••• 34 35 3 2 5 5 
6 •••••••••••• 48 54 6 2 82 3 23 •••••••••••• 34 21 4 2 4 7 
7 •••.•.•..•.• 48 35 1 2 81 2 24 ••...•...••. 34 7 5 2 4 0 
8 .•...••••.•• 48 15 5 2 80 1 25 ............ 33 83 7 2 3 1 
9 ••••••••••• , 47 86 2 2 78 7 26 •••••••••••• 33 70 2 2 2 3 

10 •..•••.•••.• 47 66 7 2 77 6 27 •••••••••••• 33 56 4 2 1 4 
11 •••••••••••• 47 47 5 2 76 5 28 ••••••••••• , 33 43 0 2 0 6 
12 ••••••• .... 47 28 4 2 75 4 29 •••••••••••• 33 29 4 1 89 7 
13 ••.•.••••.•• 47 9 3 2 74 3 30 ••••••••••.• 33 ]6 0 1 89 1 
14 •••••••••••• 46 80 3 2 73 1 July 1 ••••.•••... 33 2 5 1 88 2 
15 ....•.•.•••. 46 61 3 2 72 0 2 ..•.•••••••. 32 79 3 l 87 4 
16 ••••••••.••• 46 42 5 2 70 7 3 .••••••••... 32 66 1 1 86 6 
17 •••••••••... 46 23 6 2 69 6 4 •.••..•...•• 32 53 0 1 85 1 
18 .•••••••...• 46 5 1 2 68 5 5 ......•..... 32 39 6 1 85 1 
19 .•.•..••••.. 45 76 5 2 67 4 6 •..•......•• 32 26 5 1 84 3 
20 •••••••••••. 45 58 1 2 66 3 7 •....••••••. 32 13 5 1 83 4 
21 ..•••••...•. 45 39 6 2 65 3 8 •.•••••.•••. 32 0 5 l 82 6 



768 FINANCE. [No. 839. 

TABLE, &c.-Continued. 

D-1te. Principal. Interest. Date. Principal. Interest. 

li78. Dolls. 90ths, 8tbs. Dolls. 90tbs. 8tbs. li78. Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. 
July 9 ••••••.•••.. 31 i7 6 1 82 0 Sept. 25 •••••.•••••• 22 12 4 1 29 4 

10 ••••..•..... 31 64 7 1 81 2 26 •••••••••••• 22 2 4 1 28 7 
11 •••••••••••• 31 52 1 1' 80 4 27 ......•.••.. 21 82 3 1 28 2 
12 ••••.••••... . 31 39 3 1 79 6 28 .•.••••••••• 21 72 4 1 27 6 
13 •••••.•.•... 31 26 5 1 79 0 29 ...•.••.•.•. 21 62 5 1 27 1 
14 •••••.•••••• 31 14 0 1 78 3 30 .••••••••••• 21 52 6 1 26 4 
15 .•••••.•.••• 31 1 4 1 i7 3 October 1 .....••••••• 21 43 0 1 25 7 
16 •••••..••... 30 79 0 1 76 5 o ••••.•.••••• 21 33 1 1 25 3 
17 •••••.••.••. 30 66 4 1 75 7 3 •.•....•.... 2i 23 3 1· 24 6 
18 .••.•..••.•. 30 54 1 1 75 2 4 ••.•••••••.. 21 13 6 1 24 1 
19 ........... 3(J 41 6 1 74 4 5 .•.••..••... 21 4 1 1 23 5 
20 •••••••••••• 30 29 4 1 73 6 6 ..•••.••.... 20 84 5 1 23 0 
21 •......•.... 30 17 2 1 73 0 7 •••.••.••••• 20 75 1 1 22 4 
22 •••••••••••• 30 5 0 1 72 1 8 ..•.•.••.•.• 20 65 5 1 21 7 
23 •••••••••••• 29 &2 6 1 71 4 9 ••.•.••••••. 20 56 2 1 21 ·2 
24 •••••••••••• 29 70 7 1 70 6 10 ....•••••... 20 46 7 1 20 6 
25 •••••.••.••• 29 58 6 1 70 1 11 .••••••••••. 20 37 4 1 20 2 
26 •••••••••••• 29 46 7 1 69 3 12 •••••••••••• 20 28 2 1 19 5 
27 •...••••.... 29 35 0 1 68 5 13 •...•..•••.. 20 18 7 1 19 0 
28 •••••••••••• 29 23 1 1 67 7 14 •••••••••••• 20 9 7 1 18 4 
29 •••••••••••• 29 ll 2 1 67 1 15 ••.••••.••.. 20 0 5 1 18 0 
30 •••••••••••• 28 89 4 1 66 4 16 ..••••••..•. 19 81 4 1 17 3 
31 ••.••.•••••• 28 i7 6 1 65 6 17 ••..••••.••• 19 72 5 1 16 7 

August 1 ••.••••••••• 28 66 1 1 65 1 18 ..•.•...••.• 19 63 4 1 16 3 
2 •••••••••••• 28 54 5 1 64 3 19 ....•...•••. 19 54 5 1 15 7 
3 ••.••.•••••• 28 43 0 1 63 6 20 •••••••••••• 19 45 5 1 15 2 
4 ••.••••••..• 28 31 5 1 63 o. 21 •.••••••••.. 19 36 6 1 14 6 

5 .•..••••.••• 28 20 1 1 62 3 22 •••••••••••• 19 28 0 1 14 ll 
6 ••••.••••••• 28 8 6 • 1 61 5 23 •••••••••••• 19 19 2 l 13 6 

7 .•.•••.••.•• 27 87 3 1 61 0 24 •••••••••••• 19 10 4 J 13 1 

8 ••..••. .... 27 76 1 1 60 • 2 25 ••••••••••.• 19 1 6 1 12 5 

9 •.•..•••..•• 27 64 7 1 59 5 26 •••••••••••• 18 83 1 1 12 1 

10 •••••.•••••• 27 53 5 1 59 0 27 ............ 18 74 4 1 11 5 

11 •.••..•••••• 27 42 4 1 58 2 28 •••••••••••• 18 66 0 1 11 1 

12 •••••••••••• 27 31 4 1 57 5 29 •••••••••••• 18 57 4 1 10 5 

13 •..•••...... 27 20 4 1 57 0 30 •••••••••••• 18 49 0 1 10 1 

14 ....••...•.• 27 9 4 1 56 2 31 .•...••••.•. 18 40 5 1 9 5 

15 ....•....... 26 88 5 1 55 5 Nov. 1 ••....•••••. 18 32 1 1 9 1 

16 •••• ....... 26 i7 5 1 55 0 2 •••••.•..••. 18 23 7 1 8 5 

17 •••.•..•••.. 26 66 6 1 54 3 3 .••••••..... 18 15 4 1 8 1 

1s ••••...••.•• 26 56 0 1 53 6 4 •••...••.••. 18 7 3 1 7 5 

19 ••..••••••.. 26 45 2 1 53 0 5 ••...••••••• 17 89 0 1 7 1 

20 •••••••••••• 26 34 5 1 52 3 6 ....••.•••.. 17 80 7 1 6 5 

21 ••••.••••••• 26 24 0 1 51 6 7 •••••••.•... 17 72 6 1 6 1 

22 •••••••••••• 26 13 3 1 51 1 8 •.•.••..•••. 17 64 5 1 5 5 

23 •••••••••••• 26 2 7 1 50 4 9 ••.••....••. 17 56 5 1 5 1 

24 ............ 25 82 2 1 49 7 10 ••••• ...... 17 48 5 1 4 5 

25 •••••••••••. 25 71 7 1 49 2 11 •••••.•••••• 17 40 5 1 4 1 

"6 .••••••••.•• 25 61 3 1 48 5 12 •••••••.•••• 17 32 6 1 3 6 

21 •••••••••••. 25 51 0 1 48 0 13 •••••••••••. 17 24 6 1 3 2 

28 •••••••••••• 25 40 6 1 47 3 14 •••••••••••• 17 17 0 1 2 6 

29 •••••••••••• 25 30 4 1 46 6 15 ••••••••••.• 17 9 1 1 2 2 

30 ••••..•••... 25 20 2 1 46 1 16 •••••••••••• 17 1 2 1 1 7 

31 ............ 25 10 1 1 45 4 17 •.•••••••••• 16 83 5 1 1 3 

September 1 •••••• •··••• 25 0 0 1 45 0 18 ............ 16 76 0 1 0 7 

2 ••.••.•••..• 24 78 5 1 44 .2 19 ..... ...... 16 68 2 1 0 3 

3 •••••.•••••. 24 67 2 1 43 5 20 •••••••••••• 16 60 6 1 0 0 

4 ..•••••••••• 24 56 0 1 42 7 21 ••••.••••••. 16 53 0 0 89 4 

5 •••••••••••• 24 44 7 1 42 2 22 •••••••••••• 16 45 5 0 89 1 

6 •••.••••.•• 24 33 6 1 41 5 23 •••••••••••• 16 38 0 0 88 5 

7 ••..•••••••• 24 22 5 1 40 7 24 •••••••••••• 16 30 4 0 88 1 

8 .••••••••.•• 24 11 5 1 40 2 25 •••••••••••• 16 23 1 0 87 6 

9 ••.•••••••.• 24 0 5 1 39 4 26 •••••••••••• 16 15 6 0 87 2 

10 .••••••••••. 23 79 5 1 38 7 27 ••••..•••... 16 8 3 0 86 7 

11 •••••••••••• 23 68 7 1 38 2 28 •••••••••••• 16 l 1 0 83 3 

12 •••••••••••• 23 58 1 1 37 5 29 ............ 15 83 7 0 86 0 

13 ............ 23 47 3 1 37 0 30 •••••••••••• 15 76 5 0 85 4 

14 ••••.••••.•• 23 36 5 1 36 3 Dec. 1 ............ 15 69 3 0 85 1 

15 .••.••.••••• 23 26 0 1 35 6 2 ............ 15 62 2 0 84 5 

16 ............ 23 15 3 1 35 0 3 ............ 15 55 ·1 0 84 2 
17 ••.•••..••.. 23 4 7 1 34 3 4 ............ 15 48 0 0 83 7 
18 •.••••••••.• 22 84 4 1 33 6 5 ............ 15 40 7 0 83 3 
19 ............ 22 74 0 1 33 1 6 •.•.•••••••• 15 33 7 0 83 0 

20 ............ 22 63 5 1 32 4 7 •••••••••.•• 15 26 7 0 82 4 

"l •••• •••• •••• 22 53 2 1 32 0 8 ............ 15 19 7 0 82 1 
22 ............ 22 43 0 1 31 0 9 ••••••••••.• 15 13 0 0 81 6 

23 •••••••••••• 22 33 6 1 30 6 10 ............ 15 6 1 0 81 3 

~4 •••......•.• 22 22 5 1 30 1 11 ............ 14 89 2 0 80 7 



1828.J CONTINENTAL MONEY. 769 

TABLE, &c.-Continued. 

Date. Principal. Interest. Date. Principal. Interest. 

1778. Dolls. 90tbs. 8ths. Dolls. 90ths. 8ths, 1779. Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. Dolls. 90111s. 8ths. 
December 12 ............ 14 82 4 0 80 4 Feb, 27 ••••...•••.. 10 9 1 0 54 4 

13 ••.••.••.••• 14 75 6 0 80 1 28 •••••••••••• 10 4 4 0 54 2 
14 •••••••••••• 14 69 0 0 79 5 l\Iarch 1 •.•.•...•••• 10 0 0 0 54 0 
15 •••••••••••. 14 62 2 0 79 2 2 •••••••••••• 9 87 1 0 53 6 
16 .••••••••••• 14 55 4 0 78 7 3 ............ 9 84 2 0 53 5 
17 ............ 14 48 7 0 78 4 4 ............ 9 81 3 0 53 3 
18 ............ l4 42 3 0 78 1 5 ...•••••••.. 9 78 4 0 53 2 
19 ••••••••.••• 14 35 6 0 77 5 6 ............ 9 75 6 0 53 l 

20 •••••••••••• 14 29 2 0 77 2 7 ••••.•••••.. 9 72 7 0 52 7 
21 .•..•••••••• 14 22 5 0 76 7 8 ............ 9 70 0 0 52 6 
22 ............ 14 6 2 0 76 4 9 •••••...•••. 9 67 2 0 52 5 
23 .••••••••••• 14 9 6 0 76 1 10 •...••••••.. 9 64 3 0 52 3 
24 ••••••••••.• 14 3 3 0 75 6 11 •••••••••••• 9 61 5 0 52 2 
25 ............ 13 87 0 0 75 3 12 ..•.•••••..• 9 58 / 7 0 52 1 
26 •••••••••••• 13 80 4 0 75 0 13 •••••••.•... 9 56 l 0 51 7 
21 ••••••••.••• 13 74 2 0 74 5 14 •••.•.•.•••. 9 53 3 0 51 6 

28 •••••••••••• 13 68 0 0 74 2 15 ............ 9 50 5 0 51 4 

29 ............ 13 61 6 0 73 7 16 ............ 9 47 7 0 51 3 

30 ............ 13 55 4 0 73 4 17 ............ 9 45 1 0 51 2 
31 ............ 13 49 3 0 73 1 18 ............ 9 42 3 0 51 
1779, 19 ............ 9 39 5 0 50 

January 1 ............ 13 43 2 0 72 6 20 ........... 9 36 7 0 0 

" 13 37 1 0 72 3 21 ............ 9 34 2 0 50 5 --············ 
3 ............ 13 31 o, 0 72 0 2-2 ...... ... 9 31 4 0 50 3 
4 ............ 13 25 0 0 '71 5 23 ............ 9 28 7 0 50 2 
5 ............ 13 18 7 0 71 2 24 ............ 9 26 l 50 1 
6 ............ 13 12 7 0 70 7 25 •••••••••••• 9 23 4 0 50 0 
7 ............ 13 7 0 0 70 4 26 ............ 9 20 7 0 49 6 
8 ••.••.•••••• 13 I 0 0 70 2 27 •..••.••.••• 9 18 2 0 49 5 
9 •.•...•••••. 12 85 1 0 69 7 28 ............ 9 15 4 0 49 4 

10 .••••••••.•. 12 79 2 0 69 4 29 ............ 9 12 7 0 49 2 
11 •••••••••••• 12 73 !I 0 69 1 30 ............ 9 10 2 0 49 1 
12 •••••...•..• 12 67 4 0 68 6 31 ••.••••.••.. 9 7 5 0 49 0 
13 •.•..••••••. 12 61 5 0 68 4 April ! ............ 9 5 0 0 48 7 
14 •••••••••••• 12 55 7 0 68 1 2 ••.•••.••••• 9 2 4 0 48 6 
15 ...•••••••.• 12 50 2 0 67 6 3 ••••••••..•. 8 89 7 0 48 3 
16 ............ 12 44 4 0 67 3 4 •••••••.•••. 8 87 2 0 48 2 
17 •..••••••... 12 38 7 0 67 1 5 •••.•••••••• 8 84 6 0 48 l 
H!, •••••••••.. 12 33 1 0 66 6 6 ••••••.••••. 8 82 l 0 47 7 
19 ...•.•••..•• 12 27 4 0 66 3 7 ••••••.•••.• 8 79 5 0 47 7 
20 •••••••••••• 12 22 0 0 66 0 8 •••.•.•••..• 8 77 0 0 47 6 
21 ..•.•••••••. 12 16 3 0 65 7 9 ............ 8 74 4 0 47 5 
22 ............ 12 10 7 0 65 3 10 •••••••••••• 8 72 0 0 47 4 
23 ............ 12 5 3 0 65 0 11 •••••••••••• 8 69 4 0 47 3 
24 •••••••••••• 11 89 7 0 64 6 12 •••••••••••• 8 66 7 0 47 2 
25 •••••••••••• 11 84 3 0 64 3 13 •••.••••.••. 8 64 4 0 47 I 
26 •••••••••••• 11 79 0 0 64 1 14 ••..•.••••.• 8 62 0 0 46 7 
27 ............ ]l 73 4 0 63 6 15 ••.•••.••... 8 59 4 0 46 6 
28 •••••••••••• 11 68 2 0 63 4 16 ••.••••.•••• 8 57 0 0 46 5 
29 •••••••••••• 11 62 7 () 63 1 17 ..••.••.•.•• 8 54 4 0 46 4 
30 •••••••••••• 11 57 4 0 62 6 18 •..•...••... 8 52 0 0 46 2 
31 ............ 11 52 2 0 62 4 19 •••••••••••. 8 49 4 0 46 l 

February 1 ....•••••••• 11 47 0 0 62 1 20 •••••••••••• 8 47 1 0 45 7 
2 ....••.•••.. 11 41 6 0 61 7 21 •••.•••.••.• 8 44 5 0 45 6 
3 ••.•••••.••• 11 36 5 0 61 4 22 ••••.••...•• 8 42 2 0 45 5 

4 •.••••.••••• ]l 31 3 0 61 2 23 ••••••.•.••• 8 39 6 0 45 4 

5, ........... 11 26 2 - 0 60 7 24 •••••••••••• 8 37 2 0 45 3 

6 •..••••.•.•• 11 21 I 0 60 5 25 ............ 8 34 7 0 45 2 

7 ••....•••••• 11 16 0 0 60 2 26 ............ 8 32 4 0 45 1 

8 •••••••••••. 11 10 7 0 60 0 27 •..•••.•••.. 8 30 l 0 45 0 

9 ............ II 5 7 0 59 6 28 ............ 8 27 6 0 44 6 

10 ............ 11 0 7 0 59 3 29 •••••••••••• 8 25 0 0 44 5 

11 ............ 10 85 6 0 59 l 30 .•••••.•••.• 8 23 0 0 44 4 
12 ............ IO 80 7 0 58 6 l\fay 1 ............ 8 20 5 0 44 3 
13 ............ IO 75 7 ·o 58 4 2 ....••...••• 8 18 2 0 44 2 
14 •.•••••••.•. IO 71 0 0 58 2 3 ...•••••.••• 8 15 7 0 44 l 

15 •..•••••••.• 10 66 1 0 57 7 4 ............ 8 13 4 0 44 0 

16 ............ 10 61 1 0 57 5 5 .•...••..••• 8 11 1 0 43 6 

17 •••••••.•••• 10 56 2 0 57 3 6 ••.•••••.•.. 8 8 7 0 43 5 

18 ...••••.•••. IO 51 4 0 57 0 7 ............ 8 6 4 0 43 4 

19 ••.•.••••••. IO 46 5 0 56 6 8 •••..••••••. 8 4 2 0 43 3 

20 ............ IO 41 7 0 56 4 9 ............ 8 1 7 0 43 2 

21 ............ 10 37 1 0 56 1 10 .••.•••...•. 7 89 5 0 43 1 

'?::?_ ••••••••••• 10 32 3 0 55 7 11 ............ 7 87 3 0 43 0 

23 •••••••••••• IO 27 6 0 55 5 12 •.•••••••••• 7 85 0 0 42 7 

24 •••••.•.•..• IO 23 0 0 55 3 13 .•••••••••.. 7 82 6 0 42 6 

25 •••••••••••• 10 18 2 0 55 0 14 •••••••••••• 7 80 4 0 42 5 

26 •••••••••••• 10 13 5 0 54 6 15 •.•...•..... 7 78 2 0 42 4 

vor,. v--9'T B 
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TABLE, &c.-Continued. 

Date. Principal. Interest. Date. Principal. Interest. 

1779. Dolls. 90ths. 8tbs. Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. 1779, Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. Dolls, 90ths, 8ths. 
May. 16 ..•••..••••• 7 75 7 0 42 3 August 3 ...•••...••• 6 8 4 0 32 7 

17 ..•.•••.••.• 7 73 5 0 42 1 4 ...•.•••...• 6 5 0 0 32 6 
18 •...•....... 7 71 4 0 42 0 5 ...•••.••... 6 3 2 0 32 4 
19 ......•••... 7 69 2 0 41 7 6 •••••••••••. 6 3 1 0 32 4 
20 ••.••.•••••• 7 67 0 0 41 6 7 ...•••...... 5 89 6 0 32 3 
21 ••..•••••.•• 7 64 6 0 41 5 8 ••..•••••... 5 89 0 0 32 2 
22 •..••.•.•••• 7 62 4 0 41 4 9 •••.•..•••.. 5 88 0 0 32 2 
23 •••••••••••• 7 60 3 0 41 3 10 ...•••....•• 5 86 3 0 32 l 
24 ..••..•••.•• 7 58 1 0 41 2 11 •••••••••••• 5 84 5 0 32 0 
25 •••••••••••• 7 55 7 0 41 1 12 •.•.•••••.•• 5 82 7 0 31 7 
26 •••••••••••• 7 53 6 0 41 0 13 •••••••••..• 5 81 2 0 31 6 
27 •..•••.••••• 7 51 4 0 40 7 14 ...•••••.... 5 79 4 0 31 6 
28 ••••...•..•• 7 49 3 0 40 6 15 ••.•••••••.. 5 77 7 0 31 5 
29 •••••••••••• 7 47 1 0 40 5 16 ...•••..•... 5 76 1 0 31 4 
30 •••••••••••• 7 45 0 0 40 4 17 .•....•••..• 5 74 3 0 31 3 
31 •..•....•••• 7. 42 7 0 40 3 18 ..•••.•.•... 5 72 6 0 31 2 

June 1 •..•••.••.•. 7 40 6 0 40 2 19 ..••••••••.• 5 71 1 0 31 2 
2 ..•••••••••• 7 38 5 0 40 0 20 •••••••.•.•• 5 69 4 0 31 1 
3 •..•••..•••. 7 36 4 0 40 0 21 ..••.••••... 5 67 6 0 31 0 
4 .....••.•.•. 7 34 3 0 39 7 22 ............. 5 66 l 0 30 7 
5 ......•..... 7 32 2 0 39 6 23 •••••••••••• 5 64 ".I 0 30 7 
6 •••...•.•.•• 7 30 1 0 39 5 24 ..••..••••.. 5 62 7 0 30 6 
7 .•••.••••.•. . 7 28 0 0 39 4 25 .••••••••••• 5 61 2 0 30 5 
8 •••••••••••• 7 25 7 0 39 3 26 •••••••••••• 5 59 5 0 30 4 
9 .....•..•••. 7 23 7 0 39 2 27 •••••••••••• 5 58 0 0 30 4 

10 .•.....••••• 7 21 6 0 39 1 28 •••••••••••• 5. 56 3 0 30 3 
11 •••••••••••• 7 19 5 0 39 0 29 •••••••••••• 5 54 6 0 30 2 
12 ..••..•.•••• 7 17 5 0 38 7 30 •••••••••••• 5 53 l 0 30 1 
13 .•••••..•.•• 7 15 4 0 38 6 31 •••.••••••.. 5 51 4 0 30 0 
14 ••..•..••••• 7 13 4 0 38 5 Sept. 1 ............ 5 50 0 0 30 0 
15 .••••.•••••. 7 11 3 0 38 4 2 ...•...•••.• 5 48 0 0 29 7 
16 ..•..•..•••• 7 9 3 0 38 3 3 ...•...•••.. 5 46 0 0 29 6 
17 ....••.••••• 7 7 3 0 38 2 4 •....•••.••. 5 44 0 0 29 5 
18 .•.••.•••••• 7 5 2 0 38 1 5 ••..••••..•. 5 42 0 0 29 4 
19 ..••••.••••• 7 3 2 0 38 0 6 ...•.••.•••. 5 40 1 0 29 3 
20 •••••••••••• 7 l 2 0 37 7 7 •...••••.... 5 38 l 0 29 2 
21 .•••.••••••• 6 89 2 0 37 6 8 •••••••••••• 5 36 l 0 29 1 
22 .••••••••••• 6 87 2 0 37 5 9 ..•••••..•.• 5 34 2 0 29 0 
23 •••••••••••• 6 85 2 0 37 4 10 •.•.....•... 5 32 2 0 28 7 
24 .•.••.•.•••• 6 83 2 0 37 3 11 •••••••••••. 5 30 2 0 28 6 
25 ••.••••••••• 6 81 2 0 37 2 12 .•..••••.... 5 28 3 0 28 5 
26 •••••••••••• 6 79 2 0 37 l 13 •....•••.... 5 26 4 0 28 4 
27 .•.•••..•••• 6 11 2 0 37 0 14 •••••••••••• 5 24 5 0 28 4 
28 •••••••••••• 6 75 3 0 36 7 15 •••.....••• 5 22 5 0 28 3 
29 •••••••••••• 6 73 3 0 36 6 16 ...••••••••• 5 20 6 0 28 2 
30 •••••••••••• 6. 71 3 0 36 5 17 ••••....•.•• 5 18 1 0 28 1 

July 1 ••.••••••••• 6 69 4 0 36 4 18 ..•.••••••.. 5 17 0 0 28 0 
2 ••.••.•••••• 6 61 4 0 36 3 19 •.••...•••.. 5 15 1 0 27 7 
3 .........•.. 6 65 5 0 36 2 20 •••••••••••• 5 13 3 0 27 6 
4 .•..•.•••••• 6 63 5 0 36 1 21 •••••••••.•. 5 11 4 0 27 5 
5 •••••••••••. 6 61 6 0 36 1 22 •••••••••••• 5 9 5 0 !7 4 
6 ••....•••••• 6 59 6 0 36 0 23 •••••••••••• 5 7 6 0 27 3 
7 •.•..•..•••• 6 57 7 0 35 6 24 ••.•...••... 5 5 7 0 27 3 
8 ..•.•..••••• 6 56 0 0 35 5 25 •••••••••••• 5 4 l 0 27 2 
9 •••.••..••.• 6 54 1 0 35 5 26 •••••••••••• 5 2 2 0 27 1 

10 .•.••.•••••• 6 52 1 0 35 4 27 ..•••••••••• 5 0 0 0 27 0 
11 •••••••••••• 6 50 2 0 35 3 28 •••••••••••. 4 88 5 0 26 7 
12 .••..••••••• 6 48 3 0 35 2 29 •••••••••••• 4 86 7 0 26 6 
13 •••••.•••••. 6 46 4 0 35 0 30 •••••••••••• 4 85 l 0 26 6 
14 •••••••••••• 6 44 5 0 35 0 October 1 •..••••••..• 4 83 2 0 26 5 
15 ....••••••• 6 42 6 0 35 0 2 •••••...•••• 4 81 4 0 26 4 
16 •••••••••••• 6 40 7 0 34 7 3 •••.•••••... 4 79 6 0 26 3 
17 ••.••.•••••. 6 39 l 0 34 6 4 .•••••• • ••• 4 78 0 0 26 2 
18 •••.•.•..••. 6 37 2 0 34 5 5 ........... ; 4 76 2 0 26 l 
19 ............ 6 35 3 0 34 4 6 •••••••••••• 4 74 4 o- 26 0 
20 ............ 6 33 4 0 34 3 7 ••••.•..•..• 4 72 6 0 26 0 
21 .•...•••••.• 6 31 6 0 34 2 8 •••••••••••• 4 71 0 0 25 7 
22 ............ 6. 29 7 0 34 l 9 ............ 4 69 2 0 25 6 
23 ............ 6 28 1 0 34 0 10 •....•...... 4 67 5 0 25 5 
24 .•..•.•••.•. 6 26 2 0 33 7 11 •••••••••••• 4 65 7 0 25 4 
25 ............ 6 24 4 0 33 4 12 ...••••••••. 4 64 1 0 25 4 
26 •••••••••••• 6 22 5 0 33 3 13 ••••••...... 4 62 4 0 25 3 
27 ••..••..•... 6 20 7 0 33 3 14 •••••..•••.. 4 60 6 0 25 l 
28 •.••••..•••. 6 19 1 0 33 2 15 ............ 4 59 l 0 25 0 
30 •••••••••••• 6 15 4 0 33 2 16 .••..••.••.• 4 57 3 0 25 0 
31 •.•.•••••..• 6 13 6 0 33 2 17 ............ 4 55 5 0 24 7 

August 1 •••.••..•••• 6 12 0 0 33 0 19 ••••••••.•.. 4 52 3 0 24 6 
2 ............ 6 10 2 0 33 0 20 •••••••••••• 4 50 6 0 24 5 
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TABLE, &c.-Continued. 

Date. Principal. Interest. Date. Principal. Interest. 

17i9. Dolls. 90ths. 8tl1s. Dolls. 90t]ts. Bths, 1780. Dolls. 90ths. 8ths. Dolls, 90ths. 8ths. 
October 21 ••••••••...• 4- 49 ] 0 24 4 January 4 ............ 3 32 6 0 18 2 

22 ............ 4 47 4 0 24 4 5 ............ 3 31 4 -0 18 1 
23 ............ 4 45 7 0 24 3 6 ............ 3 30 2 0 18 0 
24 ............ 4 44 2 0 l!4 2 7 ............ 3 29 1 0 • 18 0 
25 •••••••••••• 4 42 5 0 24 1 8 ............ 3 28 0 0 17 7 
26 •••••••••••• 4 41 0 0 24 0 9 ............ 3 26 6 0 17 6 
21 ............ 4 39 3 0 24 0 10 •••••••••••• 3 25 4 0 17 5 
28 ............ 4 :n 6 0 23 7 11 ............ 3 24 3 !l 17 5 
29 ............ 4 36 1 0 23 6 12 ............ 3 23 1 0 17 5 
30 ............ 4 34 5 0 23 5 13 ............ 3 22 0 0 17 4 
31 ............ 4 33 0 0 23 5 14 ............ 3 20 7 Q 17 3 

Yovcmber 1 ............ 4 31 4 0 23 4 15 ............ 3 19 5 0 17 3 
2, ••••••••••• 4 29 7 0 23 3 16 ............ 3 17 3 Q 17 2 
3 ............ 4 28 2 0 23 2 17 .•••••••••.. 3 17 3 - 0 17 2 
4 ............ 4 26 6 0 23 1 18 ............ 3 16 2 0 17 1 
5 ............ 4 25 1 !I 23 0 19 ............ 3 l& 0 0 17 0 
6 ............ 4 23 5 0 23 0 20 ...... , ..... .3 13 7 0 17 0 
1 ............ 4 22 1 0 22 7 21 •.••.••••••• 3 12 6 0 16 7 
8 ............ 4 20 4 0 22 6 22 ............ 3 11 5 0 16 7 
9 .••••••••••• 4 19 0 0 22 5 23 ........... 3 10 4 0 16 6' 

10 ............ 4 17 4 0 22 5 24 ............ 3 9 3 0 16 5 
11 ••.•••.•••.• 4 16 0 0 22 4 25 •.•.••••• 3 8 2 0 16 5 
12 ............ 4 14 4 0 22 4 26 ............ 3 7 1 0 16 5 
13 ............ 4 13 0 j) 22 3 27 •••••••••••• 3 _6 0 0 16 4 
14 ............ 4 11 4 0 22 2 28 ............ 3 4 7 0 16 3 
15 ............ 4 10 0 0 22 1 29 ............ 3 3 7 0 16 3 
16 ............ 4 • 8 4 0 22 0 30 ............ 3 2 6 0 16 2 
17 ............ 4 7 0 0 22 0 31 ............ 3 1 5 0 16 2 
18 ............ 4 5 5 0 21 7 February 1 ............ 3 0 5 0 16 2 
19 •.•••••••••. 4 4 l 0 21 6 2 ............ 2 89 4 0 16 l 
20 ............ 4 2 5 0 21 6 3 ••••••.••••• 2 88 3 0 16 0 
21 ............ 4 l 2 0 21 5 4 .••..•••••.. 2 157 2 0 16 0 
22 ....... .... 3 89 6 0 21 4 5 •••••.••.••• 2 86 2 0 15 7 
23 ............ 3 88 2 0 21 3 6., ••••••.••• 2 85 1 0 15 7 
24 ............ 3 86 7 0 21 3 7 ............ 2 84 1 0 15 6 
25 ............ 3 85 4 0 21 2 8 ............ 2 83 0 0 15 6 
26 •••••••••••• 3 84 0 0 21 l 9 ............ 2 82 0 0 15 5 
21 ............ 3 82 5 0 21 1 10 ............ 2 81 0 0 15 5 
28 ............ 3 81 1 0 21 0 11 ...•••••••.• 2 79 7 0 15 4 
29 ............ 3 79 6 0 21 0 12 ............ 2 78 7 0 15 4 
30 ............ 3 78 3 I) 20 7 13 ............ 2 77 7 0 15 3 

December 1 ............ 3 77 0 0 20 6 14 ••..•....... 2 7G 6 0 15 3 
2 •••••••••••• 3 75 5 0 20 5 15 •••••.•••..• 2 75 6 0 15 2 
3 ............ 3 74 2 0 20 5 16 ............ 2 74 6 0 15 2 
4 ............ 3 72 7 0 20 4 17 ............ 2 73 6 0 15 l 
5 ........ • ... 3 71 4 0 20 3 18 ............ 2 72 6 0 15 I 
6 .... ....... 3 70 l 0 20 3 19 ............ l! 71 -6 0 15 0 

1 ............ 3 68 6 0 20 2 20 •••.•.•••••• 2 70 5 0 15 0 
8 •••••••••••• 3 67 3 0 20 2 21 ••••••...••• 2 .69 5 0 14 7 
9 ............ 3 66 0 0 20 1 22 ............ 2 ,68 5 0 14 7 

10 ............ 3 64 5 0 20 0 23 ••••••••••.. 2 67 5 0 14 6 
11 •••••••••••• 3 63 3 0 19 7 24 •...•••••.•. 2 66 6 0 14 6 
12 •••••••••••• 3 112 0 0 19 7 25 •••...••.••• 2 65 6 0 14 5 
13 ............ 3 60 5 0 19 6 26 ...•.•.••••• 2 64 6 J) l4 5 
14 •• ......... 3 59 3 0 19 6 27 ............ 2 63 6 .0 l4 5 
15 ............ 3 58 0 0 19 5 28 ............. .2 62 6 .0 14 4 
16 ............ 3 56 6 0 19 4 29 ...•••••.•.• 2- 61 6 .0 14 3 
17 ............ 3 55 3 0 19 3 lllarch 1 ............ .l) 60 7 0 14 3 
18 ............ 3 54 1 0 19 3 .2 ••••••••••.. 2 59 7 0 14 2 
19 •••••••••••• 3 52 6 0 19 3 3 ............ 2 58 7 0 14 2 
20 ............ 3 51 4 0 19 2 4 ••••••••••.. 2 58 0 0 14 2 
21 ••••••••••.• 3 50 2 0 19 l 5 ............ 2 57 0 0 14 1 
22 ............ 3 48 7 . 0 19 0 6 ....•••..••• 2 56 0 0 14 l 
23 ............ 3 47 5 0 19 0 7 ............ 2 55 0 0 14 0 
124 ............ 3 46 3 0 19 0 .8 •••••••••••• 2 54 1 0 14 0 
25 ............ 3 45 1 0 18 7 9 ............ 2 53 1 0 13 7 
26 ............ 3 43 7 0 18 6 10 ............ 2 52 l 0 13 7 
27 ............ 3 42 5 0 18 5 11 ............ 2 51 2 0 13 7 
28 •••••••••••• 3 41 3 0 18 5 12 ............ 2 50 2 0 • 13 ,6 
29 ............ 3 40 1 0 18 5 13 •••••. ..... 2 49 3 0 13 6 
30 ............ 3 38 7 0 18 4 14 ............ 2 48 4 0 13 5 
31 ............ 3 :n 5 0 18 3 15 ............ 2 47 5 0 13 5 
1780, 16 ............ 2 46 6 0 13 4 

January 1 ............ 3 36 3 0 18 3 17 ............ 2 45 7 0 13 4 
2 ............ 3 35 l 0 18 2 18 ............ 2 45 0 0 13 4 
3 ............ 3 34 0 0 18 2 

Extract from the minutes: 
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Scal,es of depreciation for the settlements wilh individuals, for the Stales of Massachusetts, Connecticut, New 
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. 

l\Ionths. 

January·•·••••·•••··••••• 
February ................ . 
l'rfarch •••.•••.•••.•••••••• 
April .••..•••.••.••••••••• 

l\Iay ••••••• •·•••·•·•·•·•• 
June .••..•.••••••••...•••• 
July .•.••....•••..•••....• 
August ••••••.....••••..•• 
September •••....•...•••• 
October •.•.•..•.•••.••••• 
November ••.••••.•••••••• 
December •••••.•••••••••• 

1777. 

105.p,ct. 
107 
109 
112 
115 
120 

125 
150 
175 
275 
300 
310 

1778. 

325 p. ct. 
350 
375 
400 
400 
400 
'425 

450 
475 
500 
545 
634 

MASSACHUSE1TS. 

1779. 1780. 

742p. ct. 2934 p. ct. 1780. 
868 3322 Apri125 

1000 3736 30 
1104 4000 lllay 5 
1215 ................... 10 
1342 . ............... 15 
1477 

•••••••••••••••• 
20 

1630 . ................ 25 
1800 . ............... 30 
2030 

•••••••••••••••• 
June 10 

2308 . ............... 15 
2593 . ............... 20 

CONNECTICUT. 

l'rionths. 1777. 1778, 

January·•••••••·•••·••••••••·•••••••••••••••···•••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••• .. • 
February···•·•••·•••••••••••··••••••••·••••····••••••··••• ·•·•·•·•··••·••••••••• 
l'rfarch. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 
April ••••••••.••.•••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,•••••••••••••••••••••• 
l\Iay •...•••••••••......••••••••...•.••••••••••••••••••••••• •••·•••••••••·••••·•·· 

June····•·•••••••••••••••••••••·····•··•••••··•••····•••••••···••••··•·••·•••••• 
July ••.•••••••••••.••••••••.•.•••••..•••••••.••••••..•..••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

August•··•·•··••·•···•••••··•••••••••·••··•·••••••••••··········•••·••·••••···•• 
September •.• :....... . . . . • . •• • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••.••.. 100 a 104 
October . • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . • • • • • • . . . . • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . l 09 115 
November ...........................................•..... 121 127 

December•••··••••••••••• ·••••••·••···••·••••••·•••·••••· 133 139 

NEW YORK. 

146 a 152 
160 liO 
175 186 
203 214 
230 , 245 
265 281 
303 332 
348 370 
400 429 
464 500 
545 584 
634 679 

Months. 1777. 1778. 

January •••• •·••••·•••••••••••·• ••····•••••·••·••••••••••• ••••··••·••••••••••••• 
February···•••••·•••••····•··•••••••••••·•·•••••••·•·•···· ····••••··•••••••••••• 
l\Iarch ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•••·••••••··•••••··•· 

April •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1',lay •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 
June·····••••·•·••·•·•·••·••••••·•·•·••···•••••••· •••••••• ·•·••··•••······•••··· 
July ••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• 

August ••••••••••••••••• •••·•·•••••••••••••••••···•••·•·•• ••••••••••·•·••·····•· 
September ••••••••••••••••••• •·•••••• •••••••• •••••••••·.... 100 a 104 
October • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • 109 115 
November .. ••••............................................ 121 127 
December ................................................. . 133 139 

NEW JERSEY. 

l\Ionths. 1777. 

146 
160 
175 
203 
230 
265 
303 
348 
400 
464 
545 
631 

January ••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••···•···•••••••• •••• ••······••••••• •••• 
February .•..••••...••....•••••.....••....................•••••••.••.••••. 
lllarch •••.••••.•..•...•.••.•••••....•..•••.•••••.••.••••••••••••..•.••••.• 

April ••••• :·••••·•••••••··•··•••··•·••••••·•••••••••••••·•··•·••••••••••• 
l'rfay •••••••.•••••..••••••••.••••••••......•...•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1.20 for 1. 
1.10 or 1-9 
2.10 

June·•·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•·••·····•••••·••••·••••••·····•••••• 
July •••••••..••••••.•••••.••••••••••.•.••.••••.••..•.•.•..••••••••••.•.•.. 
August ••••...•..••••••••••••••••..••..•••..••..•••••••••••••.•.•.•••.•.• 
September •..••••...•...•...•• , ..•....•...•..•••••••••..•.•...•......••..• 
Octobe• ................................................................. . 

November ••••• : ••• ,•·•••••••••••···········••••••·•••··•·······••••••·•·· 
December••··••••·••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••• 

,', > ,1 • ,, ',,,,1, j I, l 

3.10 
4.10 
2 

2¼ 
2½ 
2¾ 
3 
3 
3 

a 152 
167 
186 
214 
245 
281 
332 
370 
429 
500 
584 
679 

11178. 

4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
6 
7 

1780-'81. 

1780. 
42forl, Aug. 15 70forl. 
44 Sept. 10 71 
46 Oct. 15 72 
47 Nov. 10 73 
49 30 74 
54 1781. 
60 Feb. 27 75 
62 l\Iay l 90 
64 June 100 
68 
69 

1779. 1780. 

742 a 796 
868 932 

1000 1048 
1104 1156 
1219 1272 
1344 1404 
1486 1548 
1631 1709 
1800 190B 
2032 2151 
2340 2433 
2597 2740 

1779. 

742 
886 

1000 
1004 
1219 
1344 
14&1 

• 1631 
]890 

2032 
2341 
2597 

1779, 

8 
10 
12 
16 
20 
20 
20 
24 
24 
30 
36 
40 

a 796 
932 

1048 
1155 
1272 
1404 
1548 
1709 
2151 
2151 
2433 
2741 

1780. 

42 
50 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
75 
75 
75 

2932 a 3115 
3333 3533 
3732 4000 

17SO. 

2932 a 3ll5 
3333 3533 
3732 4000 

.................. 

.................. 

•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• 
.................. 
.................. 
.................. 

1781. 

75 
90 

100 
120 
150 

.............. 
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PENNSYLV .A.,."'HA. 

llfonths. 

January•••• ••••••••••••••••••••·•·•••••••••••••••••••••••·••·•••••••·••• 
February••••••••••··•••••·••·•••••···•••··•••·••····••••••···••••···•·••· 
?ti ch•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
April.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
May ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••..•••••••••...••..•••••..••.•.•••.••... 

June ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••·•••••·•••••·•·····•••···••··•······· 
July •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
August •• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
September .............................................................. . 

October••··•••••••••••••••·•••••••••·••••••••••••••••·•··••••••••••••·••• 
November••·••·••••·•••••••••••••··••·••••• ••·••••••·••••••••·•··••··•·· 
December•··•••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••·••••••••••••••·•••••·•••··· 

1777. 

It for 1. 
It 
2 

2t 
2!-
2/; 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 

DELAWARE. 

llfonths. 

Janua.-y __ ............................................................................. . 

February •••••••••••••••••••••• •·······•··••···········••••···· •···••••••• ····•·•••••··· 
l\farcl1 •••• •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• •••• •• ••••••••• •••••••••• •••••• •••• •••• •••••••• 
April ................................................................................ . 
May ............... .................................................................. . 

June •••••••• •·•••••••• .. ·••••••• ••••·••·••••••••••••••····••••·•·••••••••••••••••••••••· 
July .................................................................................... . 
August ...................... , .......................................................... . 
September,•••• ............................................................. •••• .. ••••., 

October •••••••••••• •••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••·•·••••••••••••·•••••· 
November.......... • •.... •• ........ •• ........ •••• •...•...•....... •••• ..•..••..•....•••. 
December ....................................................... ••••••••••u•••• .... •. 

MARYLAND. 

l\Jonths. 

January ••••••• ••··••••••••··•··•••••••••••••••••••••••••··•·•··•••·••••••• 
February·•··•·• ••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••.•.••••••••••••••••• , •••••••• 
March .•..•..•••••••••. , ................................................. . 
April .................................................................... . 
May ..................................................................... . 
June .................................................................... . 

July ................... ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
August•·•••••••••••••••••• ............................................. . 
September, •••••••••• , ••••••..•..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
October .................................................................. . 
November, •••.••.•••••••.••••..••••.•.••••••••••••.••••..•••••••••••••••• 
December .... , .•..••..••.•••••••••••.•.••.•.....•••••••.••••••.•....••••• 

VIRGINIA. 

J\Ionths. 

January ................................................................. . 
February,,., ............................................................ . 
]\[arch .......................................... ••••····"••••• .. •••"•• 
.April .................................................................... . 
l\[ay ..................................... , ............................... . 

June•••••••••••••• ••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· 
July, ........................................ • ......................... . 

August•••••·••••~••••••••••••••••••••·•••···••··••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

September •••• •••••••••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •·•••••••••••• •••••• 
October ............................ ··•••••• .. •••"••·••••••••···· .. •••••• 
November •••• •••••••••••····••··•••••••·•···•····••••···········••·•··•• 
December•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••·••••••••••••··• •··••••• 

1777. 

lj-forl. 
I} 

2 

21 
21 

2t 
3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
4 

1777. 

lt for 1. 
lj-
2 

2½ 
2½ 
2l 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
4 

1778. 

4 
5 
5 
6 
5 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 

1777. 

l¼ for I. 
J½ 
2 

2½ 
2½ 
2j-

3 
3 
3 

3 
3 

4 

1778. 

4 
5 
5 
6 
5 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
G 

1778. 

4 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 

1779. 

8 
10 
101-
17 
24 
20 
19 
20 
24 
30 

38! 
4lt 

1778. 

4 
5 
5 
6 
5 
4 

-4 
5 
5 

5 
6 
6 

1779. 

8 
10 
10 
17 
24 
20 
20 
20 
24 
30 

38i 
411 

1779. 

8 
10 

10 
16 
20 
20 

21 
22 
24 
28 

36 
40 

1780. 

40½ 
47l-
6lt 
61½ 
59 
611 
641 
70 
72 

72 

74 
75 

1779. 

8 
10 
101 
17 
24 
20 
19 
20 
24 
30 

38i 
41 

1780, 

40 
47 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
65 
75 
85 
90 

100 

1780, 

42 
45 
50 
60 
60 
65 
65 
70 
72 

73 
74 
75 

773' 

1781. 

75 for 1. 
75 

125 
160 
225 

1780. 

40} for 1. 

47¼ 
6Ji 
61!-
59 
61! 
61t 

1781. 

110 forl. 
120 
140 
160 

280 I or 7 State 
280 

dolla"'. for 
1 specie. 

•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• . ............. 
•••••••••••••• 

1781. 

75 for 1. 
80 
90 

100 
150 
250 
400 
500 
GOO 

700 
800 

1000 
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NORTH CAROLINA. 

l\lonths. 1777. 

January .............................................................................. .. 
February ........................................................................... . 
J\farch.............................................. ..................... l¼ 
April ................................................. '................... l½ 
J\fay................................... .................................. l½ 
June .................................. _.................................. l¾ 
July.................................................................... 2 
August ................................................................. . 
September ............................................................. .. 
October ................................................................ .. 
November .............................................................. .. 
DP.cember ..... , . .•. .. . . . . .. .. . • . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . ... • .. • .• •• • . • . ... 

SOUTH CAROLINA. 

J\Ionths. 1777. 

January••••••·••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••••••••·•• ·•••·••·•••• •••••• •••• ••• •• ,. 
February ................................................................................. . 
J\Iarch .................................................................................... .. 
April . •• .. .. .. .... ... .. • .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. ... • .. .. • . 108 ten p. c. 
!\lay.......... ........................................................... 117 
June..................................................................... 125.101-9 
July .................................................................... . 
August ................................................................. . 
September ........................ ~ ••••••.••••• ••••• ......................... . 
October ................................................................ .. 

November •••••••••••• •••••••••· .. ··• .. ••·•••••••••·•·••·•••·••••••·•••···· 
December••••••••••···•••••••••·•••••••••••••·•••••••···•••••••••••·••••• 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 840. 

139 
152.10 

166 
186 
206 
226 

1778. 

31 

3½ 
3¾ 
4 
4 
4 
4 

4¼ 
41 
4¾ 
5 
5½ 

1778. 

221.10 
211.10 
267.10 
317 
328.10 
347.10 
354.10 
361.10 
380.10 
405 
520.10 

629 

[No. 840. 

1779. 1780. 1781. 

32 210 p.c. for 1. 
6} 35 225 
7;\- 40 250 

10 50 260 

10· 60 300 

12¼ 75 350 

15 90 400 

18 100 500 
21 125 550 
25 150 600 
27 175 675 
30 200 725 

1779, 1780. 

761 3775 pcrc. 
832 4:ll7 
893.10 4659 
966.10 5101 
632 524.5.10 

1177 ................ 
14~7.10 ................ 
1637.10 . ............... 
1618 . .............. 
2040.10 . ............... 
2596.10 ................ 
3233 .......... ..... 

[lsT SESSION. 

REMISSION OF FORFEITURE FOR VIOLATION OF REVENUE LAWS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 30, 1828. 

:hfR. GoRILUI, from the Committee on Commerce, to whom was referred the memorial ot'Peters and Pond, 
- respectfully reported: 

That the petitioners, citizens of Boston and joint owners of the brig .Anna, despatched her for Lisbon 
in the spring of 1813, under the comm.and of Reuben Newco:rnbe. She sailed under Swedish colors, a 
practice at that time frequently adopted by American ship-owners to avoid the British cruisers and ships
of-war; but the brig was, in fact, originally American, and always owned by :American citizens. She 
arrived in Lisbon, and there the captain placed her under the Portuguese flag, took a cargo on board, 
cleared, and sailed for Amelia island, but by stress of weather was compelled to put into Savannah, in 
Georgia. The day after her arrival the captain attempted to smuggle part of the cargo on shore. The 
custom-house officers being apprised of the violation of the law, the vessel and cargo were seized, libelled, 
condemned, and sold, and the proceeds distributed according to law-one moiety to the informers, &c., 
the other moiety to the United States. The net amount of the whole vessel and cargo exceeded thirty 
thousand dollars. 

Your committee, upon examination of the facts and evidence, have agreed to report a bill for the 
relief of the petitioners, so far as regards the moiety paid into the Treasury of the United States. By 
documents from the Treasury, it appears that Newcombe received part of the proceeds as informer; it 
also appears that he has never since returned to Boston, but has absconded; from which it may be inferred 
that he acted not only in violation of the laws of the United States, but with treachery to his-employers. 
The committee have been struck, too, with the extraordinary haste and precipitancy of the admiralty 
proceeding. The vessel arrived at Savannah on the 18th February, 1814, attempted to smuggle on the 
19th, was seized on the 20th, the vessel and cargo condemned, and on the 24th and 28th of the same 
February were sold, in pursuance of the decree .of condemnation, and the proceeds distributed as before 
stated. The petitioners lived and were then residing in Boston, twelve hundred miles distant, and could 
not, therefore, have been seasonably apprised of the proceedings to enable them to take the usual 
measures in such cases for a remission of the forfeiture. The petitione.rs are known to be merchants of 
character and reputation in Boston, and no evidence appears to show that they were in any respect privy 
or consenting to the illegal acts of their captain. The Secretary of the Treasury has by law the power 
to remit penalties and forfeitures when, in his opinion, they have been incurred without wilful negligence 
or any intention of fraud on the part of those who shall inqur them; but his authority ceases where the 
penalty or forfeiture has been recovered or enforced; and the party suffering can then be relieved only by 
Congress, who, the committee presume, will think it just to act upon the same principle, after the paymen.t 
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or enforcement of a penalty, as by law is made the guide of the Secretary before such payment or enforce
ment. A report favorable to the petitioners was formerly made at the first session of the 19th Congress, 
being Rep. No. l'r9, in which the facts and evidence are more particularly detailed, and to which your 
committee beg leave to refer. A bill for the relief of the petitioners accompanies this report as a part 
thereof. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 841. [lsT SEss10'N'. 

IN FAVOR OF REDUCTION OF DU.TIES ON WINES. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 30, 1828. 

Mr. CAMBRELENG, from the Committee on Commerce, to whom was referred a resolution of the 27th of 
December, instructing them to inquire into the expediency of revising the duties on wines "so as to 
equalize the same in reference to the first cost of the several kinds and qualities," submitted the follow-
ing report: • 

No part of our tariff requires more prompt attention from Congress than that now under considera
tion. The existing inequality of duties seems designed to encourage the violation of our revenue laws, 
and to destroy some branches of our wine trade which were once useful and profitable. We have now 
the following rates per gallon: 

Madeira, Burgundy, Champagne, Rhenish, and Tokay ........................ , ........ . 
Sherry and St. Lucar ............................................................. . 
Lisbon, Oporto, other wines of Portugal, and wines of Sicily ........................... . 
Teneriffe, Fayal, and other wines of the Western Islands ............................... . 
Wines not enumerated, when in bottles or cases . . . . . . . ...................... : ....... . 
.All other wines, when otherwise than in bottles or cases ............................... . 

100 cents. 
60 " 
50 " 
40 " 
30 " 
15 " 

These rates are adjusted with very little regard to the relative value or actual cost of wines. Wines 
of equal quality, and sometimes of neighboring provinces, are, if they happen to be enumerated, charged 
with 100 cents per gallon; and if not specified they are admitted at 15 cents. Rhenish wines are all 
rated at 100 cents, without reference to quality, while those cultivated on the Mayn, equal to any in 
Germany, are charged with only 15 and 30 cents. Burgundy and Champagne pay 100 cents, while the 
wines of every other province in France, and particularly the celebrated wines of Bordelais, are admitted 
at 15 and 30 cents. Sherry actually costs more than Madeira, yet the latter is charged with 40 cents 
higher duty than the former. Most of the wines imported at 15 and 30 cents are equal in quality to those 
on which 40 and 50 cents are charged. These various and unequal rates naturally induce those engaged in 
this commerce to introduce wines into the United States through indirect channels, and to injure their 
quality, by preparing abroad imitations of Madeira, Sherry, Port, Lisbon, Sicily, &c., &c., to avoid the 
high duties. 

The worst feature in our present tariff is that provision which admits all wines not enumerated at 
the lowest duty of 15 cents per gallon. It substantially proposes to the navigation and commerce of 
other nations premiums vary:ing from 15 to 85 cents on every gallon of wine carried from the country or 
province whose wine may be charged with a high duty, to some other place from whence it may be 
imported into the United States as a non-enumerated wine. Thus our direct importations of Madeira, 
Sherry, Port, Lisbon, Sicily, and Teneriffe wines are gradually declining, while there has been an 
astonishing increase of wines not described, from Marseilles, Malaga, Gibraltar, and other ports. Sicily 
wine, direct, would pay 50 cents; but it comes through Naples as a Calabrian wine, and through 
Marseilles and Gibraltar as a white wine, at 15 cents, giving an encouragement to the Mediterranean 
trader of 35 cents a gallon. Sherry wine direct from Cadiz would pay 60 cents; from Gibraltar or 
Malaga, as a dry Malaga, it would be admitted at 15 cents, making a difference of 45 cents a gallon in 
favor of the internal and coasting trade of Spain. The Portuguese traders are, in the same manner, 
encouraged to carry their wines·to other ports at a premium of 35 cents a gallon. Wine directly from 
Teneriffe would pay 40 cents, but by the way of Palma or Grand Canary (two of the same group of 
islands) it is admitted at 15: For a short time Madeira wine was imported through a little appendage 
of that island called Porto Santo at 15 instead of 100 cents duty. The Treasury soon put a stop to such 
importations; but no doubt it is occasionally imported as a Fayal or Pico-Madeira wine, at a saving in 
the duty of 60 cents a gallon. Our law also encourages the internal trade of France by forcing their 
wines from Burgundy and Champagne into the more southern provinces, from whence they may be 
imported into the United States at a difference of '10 and 85 cents per gallon in the duty. Such are some 
of the effects of our existing tariff. . 

It is not at all surprising that regulations so well calculated to employ the navigation and trade of 
other countries should have produced very extraordinary effects on the revenue and commerce of our own. 
By contrasting the present with the former condition of our wine trade, we shall better understand the 
importance of these changes. The two terms when no change was made in the duty, and when no 
extraordinary event caused any violent and irregular fluctuations of trade, were the seven years from 
1801 to 180'1, and from 1819 to 1825. During the former term the duties on wines ranged from 23 to 58 
cents; in theJatter, 15 to 100 cents, as they are at present. The following table contrasts, in a condensed 
form, the important changes which have occurred in the principal branches of our wine trade. 
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Average quantity of wine imported annually. 

FROM 1801 TO 1807, FROM 1819 TO 1825, 

Gallons. 
Madeira,at 50 and 58 cents, average of seven years ...... .. 278,772 Same at 100 cents average ............................ .. 
Sheny, at 40 cenls . • •. . • .. .. . . • • • . . . • .. . • • • • .. • • ...... , 355,837 Same at 60 cents average ............................. . 
Lisbon and Oporto, at 30 cents ......................... .. 352,006 Same at 50 cents average ............................. . 
Tenerufe and .Fayal, at 28 cents •••••• •••• ........ •••• .. .. 439,679 Same at 40 cents average ............................ .. 

1,425,294 
• N on-enume~tcd, in casks, at 23 cents ...... ............. . 594,144 Non-enumerated, at 15 cents .......................... .. 

Average in seven years ............................ •••••· 2,017,438 

[No. 841. 

Gallons. 
119,716 
16,483 

228,240 
254,115 

2,042,546 

Thus it appears that our importations of Madeira wine have declined nearly two-thirds; of Lisbon, 
Port, Teneriffe, and Fayal, near one-half; and that our imp9rtations of Sherry have almost disappeared. 
More than twenty years ago we imported annually 355,837 gallons, which quantity is now reduced to 
16,483 gallons. The total quantity of wine imported remains almost without variation; but the quantity 
of wines not enumerated has increased from 591,144 to 1,423,992 gallons; while the quantity of enume
rated wines has declined from 1,426,294 to 618,554 gallons. It is impossible to misunderstand the cause 
of these changes. 

But the returns of late years exhibit a still more extraordinary change. The wines not enumerated, 
imported at a duty of 15 cents, had increased, in 1826, to 2,04:'T,637 gallons, and, in the first three quarters 
only of 1827, to 1,862,854 gallons. Through what channels these non-enumerated wines came we are 
informed by the ret-t_rrns for the year ending September 30, 1826, when there were imported-

From the French Eurcipeari port ·on the Mediterranean .............................. . 
From the Spanish: Eur?P~.a~ i>?~ts: an~: ~i?~alfar::. ~ ·.: ·.:: • .. • .... • .. •. ~.:. ~: ... :: ...... . 

• Gallcnis :. ·.:.:: . •. -. : : : -. -.. : ·.: . ·.: ~ • .................................... . . ' - , - . . - ~ . 

1,167,895 
805,275 

1,973,170 

This quantity was imported almost entirely from Marseilles, Malaga, and Gibraltar. While this 
increase in the importation of non-enumerated wines continues, our commerce in other wines is declining. 
Indeed, if the present tariff should not be revised, we shall gradually exclude from our consumption the 
produce of the wine countries of the Atlantic, and encourage exclusively the produce of the Mediterranean. 
If we do not equalize our ~uties we shall slowly, but effectually, destroy all our commerce with the 
Western Islands and the Canaries-with Portugal and the Atlantic provinces of Spain. What progress 
we have already made we may form some opinion of by noticing our commerce with Madeira, with which 
island we once enjoyed a reciprocal and not an unimportant trade. Our exports were of flour, wheat, 
Indian corn, peas, beans, rice, bread, beef, pork, fish, lumber, and staves, which we have always been 
permitted to carry thither free from duty. Our exports have declined in a ratio to our imports. The average 
value of our exports for seven years, from 1801 to 1807, was annually $576,616; that of seven years, 
from 1819 to 1825, was only $216,385, and this commerce is still declining. 

In 1825 our exports were $l'T8,166; our imports, 161,396 gallons wine. In 1826 our, exports were 
$144,607; our imports, 128,456 gallons wine. In 1827 our exports were $108,018; our imports not much 
over 100,000 gallons wine. 

Such is the present diminished condition of a trade which, twenty years ago, amounted to six and 
seven hundred thousand dollars annually, and, at one time, to more than a million. The other branches 
of our Atlantic wine trade are in the same declining condition. 

Independent of all commercial considerations, however, it is necessary to revise our tariff, as our 
revenue is declining, while the whole quantity of wine imported is not diminished. The average quantity 
imported annually, from 1801 to 1807, viz: 

2,085,180 gallons, at duties varying from 23 to 58 cents, produced an average revenue of. 
2,085,750 gallons, the average quantity annually imported from 1819 to 1825, at duties 

of 15 to 100 cents, produced a revenue of ..................................... . 

Average annual deficit .............................................. . 

$688,300 89 

581,809 29 

106,491 60 

The quantity of wine now imported is greater than either of the averages mentioned;. but the same 
• quantity wiff not now yield an equal amount of revenue. The revenue would undoubtedly be increased, 
and evasions of it prevented, by a more equal and moderate tariff. 

, There can be little difference of opinion as to the necessity of some revision of the existing duties. 
In determining what rates should be recommended, the committee have been governed principally by a 
desire to frame our laws so that they may be faithfully executed, and to place all wine countries, in their 
commerce with us, on a more just and equal footing. The committee have been disposed to recommend 
no changes where they were not urgently required, believing, as they do, that it is not very material 
what the rates are, provided they are moderate, and that we have not too many of them. One ad valorem 
rate on all wines would, no doubt, be the most equitable tariff; but it would be impracticable from the 
difficulty of discriminating, not only between qualities of the same class, but even between different 
classes. Such a tariff would probably produce more extensive evasions of the revenue than those actually 
existing. 

The principal objections to the present tariff are, that some duties are too high, and that non
enumerated wines are classed among those which pay the lowest rate of duty. After a mature considera-
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tion of the evils growing out of our existing duties, the committee recommend the following rates in lieu 
of those now existing: 

On the wines of France, Germany, Spain, and the Mediterranean, when imported in casks, unless 
specially enumerated, fifteen cents a gallon. 

On wines of all countries, when imported in bottles or cases, unless specially enumerated; on wines 
of Sicily, on Malaga, and on all other wines not enumerated, whether in bottles, cases, or casks, thirty 
cents a gallon. 

On Sherry and Madeira wines, whether in bottles, cases, or casks, fifty cents per gallon. 
The wines included under the first rate now pay the same duty, which is full high enough, considering 

their actual value. The second provision would place the finer wines of Europe, which are usually 
imported in the bottle, at the same rate of duty. It would embrace the wines of Portugal, the Azores, 
and Canaries. It proposes to reduce the duty on Lisbon, Port, Teneriffe, Fayal, Pico-Madeira, and Sicily, 
from 50 and 40 to 30 cents, and to increase the duty on Malaga wine from 15 to 30 cents. The committee 
have not adopted this increase of duty from choice. It becomes necessary, in consequence of the duty 
proposed on Sherry. It would be impossible to collect a revenue on Sherry wine while that is charged 
with fifty and Malaga but fifteen cents. Should it be deemed expedient to continue the duty on the latter 
at fifteen cents, the committee would suggest the propriety of reducing the duty on Sherry and Madeira 
wines to thirty cents per gallon. Indeed, they feel persuaded that a tariff proposing but two rates, of 15 
and 30 cents, would be most conducive to the public interest. In introducing a third and higher rate 
the committee have yielded to what they believe to be the impression of the House against so large a 
reduction of the duty on Sherry and :hfadeira wine. 

'l'he committee, believing that a revision of the tariff on wines would increase the revenue, restore 
this commerce to its lawful channels, and, in some measure, resuscitate our trade with the Atlantic wine 
countries, submit, for the consideration of the House, a bill altering the duties on wines imported into the 
United States. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 842. [1ST SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF REDUCING AND REG UL AT ING THE DUTIES ON TE AS. 

COID!U:NICATED TO THE SENATE JA..."ro'ARY 31, 1828. 

To the honorohle the Senaie and House of Representatives of the United States of .America in Congress 
assembled: 

Your memorialists, merchants of the city of Philadelphia, and principally engaged in the China trade, 
most respectfully represent to your honorable body that they were made acquainted with the report of 
the Secretary of the Treasury to Congress during their last session, in reference to a reduction from the 
present high rate of duty on tea. That report was hailed as a happy omen by many of the importers 
and consumers of this article; but your memorialists beg leave to state that, as the public expectations 
were not realized as to this point during that session of Congress, serious losses have been experienced 
by the importers of teas. The Secretary's report on this subject to Congress, though we believe judicious 
and well intended, has had a most prejudicial effect on this extensive branch of commerce, in consequence 
of said report being only partially acted upon. 

Your memorialists are satisfied to submit the expediency of a reduction of the duty on tea to your 
honorable body without a remark, but beg leave, most respectfully, to suggest the propriety of an early 
decision on this very important question. • 

Your memorialists cannot suffer themselves to doubt but that Congress entertains the sentiment that 
whatever measure tends to promote so important a branch of commerce as that to China must prove 
beneficial to the Government. 

It is well known to many of your honorable body that the capital and tonnage employed in this 
extensive trade are very great; and any sudden or unexpected check given to it must prove seriously 
injurious to those engaged therein. . . 

Your memorialists would, therefore, beg leave respectfully to state, that ever since the reduction of 
duty on tea has been agitated at Washington the merchants importing this commodity have experienced 
serious losses, owing to the ruinous state of suspense in which this question has placed them; a large 
amount of capital is now invested, and lies dormant, in the article of tea, to the great injury of the 
importers thereof, as it cannot be vended to any extent without a considerable sacrifice. The dealers in 
tea, looking forward ultimately to a considerable reduction from the present rate of duty, prevents them 
from relieving the importers of their heavy burdens. 

Your memorialists, therefore, most respectfully ask your honorable body to afford them the relief 
which the necessity of the case seems so imperiously to call for by some speedy and definite enactment 
on the subject. They would further beg leave to suggest, that if, in the wisdom of Congress, they shall 
deem it expedient to alter the present rate of duty on tea imported direct from China, the law should take 
effect from the passing of the same, and placing all teas in charge of the customs not bonded on the same 
footing as those hereafter to arrive; or if, in the opinion of your honorable body, this be not expedient, 
then said act should not take effect before the first day of January, 1830, affording time for the present 
heavy stock of teas to be lessened without the immense loss that would otherwise ensue. 

PHILADELPHIA, January 25, 1828. 

VOL. V--98 B 
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PHILADELPHIA, 1st month 28th, 1828. 
RESPECTED FRIEND: Being one of the Senators from Pennsylvania, I take the liberty of enclosing a 

short memorial to the Senate and House of Representatives on the subject of a reduction of the duty on 
tea, which thee will be so obliging as to present. 

It simply gives a statement of facts, and have not asked or obtained but one or two signatures, 
except those engaged in the China trade. In the present unsettled state of this question serious incon
venience is experienced by the merchants, and, as I believe, no possible benefit can result to the Govern
ment by a delay; all the importers request of their rulers is merely to come to a decision, which has been 
for some time under consideration; they do not even ask for a reduction in the duty on tea, although they 
are led to the opinion it would be a prudent act so to do, as many well-informed persons are of the 
opinion that the smuggling ef teas has alreadY. commenced from the Canadas into the United States. That 
such a practice can be accomplished no one can doubt that is acquainted with the large amount of teas 
that a few years since found their way from the State of New York into that country. 

It is well ascertained that not less than 12,000 chests of Hyson Skin tea have passed from this 
country into the British provinces adjacent to the United States in one year; this clandestine trade now 
being stopped from the United States by the foresight of the British ministry, in sending teas there direct 
from Canton, not only sufficient for the supply of said provinces, but greatly be11ond the consumption ef 
the country, little doubt remains but the balance will go as a retaliation for the debt incurred, unless Con
gress timely applies the only remedy, which we believe to be a reduction from the present high duty. 

Until the year 1825 the English had never sent a vessel ilirect from Canton to Quebec. In that year 
one ship arrived; in 1826 two ships arrived; and in 182'1 four ships arrived. The average of the English 
India ships will carry about 12,000 to 13,000 chests of tea each; andjudginlb" from the consumption of 
that province, am satisfied the amount is much too great for home demand; and we all know it is easier 
to put a stop to an evil in its beginning than to do so when it has grown into a regular system. 

It is greatly to be desired that Congress will act on this interesting question promptly, as in the 
course of thirty or forty days from this we may expect some arrivals from Canton, and if the law could 

• take effect before the first arrival all importers of tea would be placed on the same footing; but, should 
Congress determine to reduce the duty, and to take effect at a future day, those engaged in the Canton 
trade are very desirous that the reduction should not take effect before January, 1830; if short of that 
period, the injury now complained of will be increased rather than lessened, as the stock of teas will 
be greatly increased during the present year, and purchasers of this article would not operate further 
than actual necessity required. 

At foot are the principal kinds of teas imported into the United States, with the average cost in 
China; and the duty at present paid, it will be seen, is more than 100 per cent. on the average of first 
cos·t, and some as high as 200 per cent. on the lower teas, which are principally used by the poorer part 
of the community. 

I crave thy indulgence for the trouble here given. 
Very respectfully, 

SAMUEL .A.ROHER. 
Hon. IsAAc D. BAR.l,ARD. 

Principal teas imported from China. 

Averuge cost, Duty. 

Gunpowder, about ................ 53 cents per pound ...... 50 per pound. 
Imperial, about .......... ~. . . . . . . 51 ...... do ............ 50 do. 
Hyson, about ........... ; . . . . . . . . 42 ...... do ............ 40 do. 
Young Hyson, about .............. 36 ... .' ... do ............ 40 do. 
Hyson Skin, about ............... • 20 : ...... do ............ 28 do. 
Sduchong, good quality, about .... 20 ...... do ............ 25 do. 
Souchong, common, about ......... 14 ...... do ............ 25 do. 
Souchong, inferior, about ........ ;. 12 .... _ .. do ...... ~ ..... 25 do. 

20m CoNGREss.J No. 843. [lsr SESSION. 

ON THE SUBJECT OF THE TARIFF, OR REGULATING DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COmruNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 31, 1828. 

Mr. :MAI.LARY, from the Committee on Manufactures, to whom have been referred the numerous petitions 
and memorials on the subject of further protecting duties upon imports, reported: 

[Accompanied by a bill (No. 132) in alteration of the several acts imposing duties on imports.] 

That they commenced their examination of the various subjects referred to them jmmediately after 
the appointment of the committee was announced to the House; that they sought in vain, from the docu
ments referred to them, for information sufficiently specific upon the subjects embraced in those documents, 
to enable them to determine the effect of the existing laws upon the various interests upon which they 

' were intended to operate, or to measure the additional protection which the complaining interests required, 
or their present condition would warrant the committee in recommending. Under this absence of accu-
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rate information, and constantly busied in searching the voluminous Executive Reports from the Treasury 
Department, and other State papers, from which is to be learned the situation of our foreign trade, and 
the character and amount of our foreign importations, and in obtaining from that Department the returns 
of that trade for the last year, the committee waited until the petitions and memorials upon which most 
dependence seemed to be placed by the friends of the protecting system had reached their himds, through 
the only authorized channel, to warrant their acting upon them, and until about the 28th of December 
last past, when, still finding themselves unsupplied with the precise facts upon which alone they were 
willing to act upon the important and highly responsible subjects committed to their charge, they came 
to the resolution of submitting their difficulties to the House, and of asking the power to send for persons 
and papers which would enable them to determine, with precision and certainty, the true condition of 
those interests, and more especially of those manufacturing interests which had preferred their claims for 
protection to the National Legislature. 

This resolution was presented to the House on the first day of its session, after the committee adopted 
it, and on its passage no time was lost in learning the names of witnesses for whom it should, in the 
opinion of the committee, be desirable to send, and despatching summonses by mail to be served. 

This labor being performed, the committee at once began their examinations of such witnesses, mem
bers of the House, and others, as were within their reach, and believed to be possessed of valuable and 
practical information upon any of the subjects before them. The examination of these witnesses was 
not completed, when the arrival of some attending under summonses was announced. .An application 
was then immediately made to the House for leave to sit during the hours of session of the House; and 
nearly every day since that leave was granted bas been entirely occupied, to the almost total neg·lect 
of other public and private duties, in the laborious examination of witnesses, pursuant to the resolution 
under which the committee were acting. It is but justice here to remark, that the original expectation 
of the committee, under the resolution offered by them to the House, was to have made an expeditious 
inquiry into the situation of one or two manufacturing interests, rather to enable them to determine what 
further protection these interests really required than with the expectation, within the limited time which 
they had allowed to themselves for the purpose, of being able to collect and report to the House a body of 
evidence upon several important branches of our domestic manufactures so digested and arranged as to 
be of any essential service to the House or to the public, as a source of correct information upon these 
complicated subjects. The amendment, however, which was made to the resolution by the House, so as 
to give to the committee the authority "to send for and examine persons upon oath, in relation to the 
present condition of our manufactures, and to report the minutes of such examination to this House," it 
will readily be seen, added greatly to the labor which the committee had proposed for themselves; as, by 
that amendment, it was made the duty of the committee, should they think proper to examine witnesses, 
to take their testimony in detail, and in such order as to render it at least passably intelligible to the 
House. This additional labor was in no other way exceptionable to the committee than as it rendered 
somewhat doubtful their ability to give their report to the House within the time within which they had 
signified that it would be received. But, even under this apprehension, so desirous were the committee 
of a full development of facts that the amended resolution met their approbation, and they entered upon 
their duties, determined, if possible, to realize the expectations of the House, so far at least as regarded 
a report within the time they had indicated. 

They have examined little short of thirty witnesses, and the. testimony of each, hastily written out 
by way of question and answer, and annexed to this report, will show what facts have been collected by 
the examination, as well as the extent of the labor which the committee have performed. The testimony 
of each witness, after it was taken, has been carefully read over with him, and so corrected as to meet 
the full assent of the witness as to its accuracy. 

The leading subjects presented to the committee for additional protection are iron and several 
manufactures of it, wool and its fabrics, hemp and some of the manufactures from it, flax and its manu
factures, domestic distilled spirits from grain, particular descriptions of glass, and fine and printed cottons. 
Upon all these subjects witnesses have been examined, and their testimony, herewith reported, comprises 
the evidence upon each subject, which the committee have taken under the resolution of the House, and 
embodies most of the information upon which they have acted in determining the features of the bill which 
they have agreed upon. 

The examinations of witnesses by the committee were not closed until Saturday night last; and Monday 
of the present week was entirely occupied in correcting and arranging the testimony taken, and which 
had not been corrected, thus leaving but two days to them to digest their bill and prepare this hasty report. 
Under these circumstances, it cannot be expected that a minute examination of the various subjects included 
in the bill prepared by the committee will be gone into; much less that a discussion of the great question 
involved in the system of extending protection to-the languishing interests of the country, by an increase 
of duties upon imports, will be attempted. The former would be a task requiring time and care, combined 
with extensive research; and the latter, even if time were allowed to the committee, is a subject much 
better suited to a discussion in this House than in the report of one of its committees. 

The committee, therefore, do not attempt to go into the reasons which have governed them, but merely 
to give a concise history of their doings. 

After examining all the witnesses who had attended, pursuant to summonses, up to Saturday night 
last, and also all the manufacturers and others who, up to that time, had, to the knowledge of the 
committee, arrived in this city for the purpose of giving the committee information upon any of the subjects 
before them, and after having spent the day, on Monday of the pre,;ent week, in the correction and very 
hasty arrangement of the testimony taken, the committee proceeded to consider and arrange the terms and 
provisions of the bill they should report, and a reference to it is made for the detailed information as to -
what have been their conclusions. 

The first subject which will be found in the bill is that of iron; and considering the importance of 
the article, as one of both national and individual necessity, the changes in the present rates of duty are 
comparatively very light. .A.n increase upon "iron in bars, not manufactured, in whole or in part, by rolling," 
of from ninety cents upon 112 pounds, to one cent per pound; upon "iron in bars, manufactured, in whole 
or in part, by rolling," of $'1 per ton of 2,240 pounds; and upon "pig iron," of 12½ cents per 112 pounds, 
beyond the present rates of duty, are the most material changes upon this article. Some amendments in 
the existing law, when evasions of the present duty have been discovered to exist, by defects in the 
wording of the law, and some additions of duty upon particular descriptions of iron, and upon particular 
manufactures from it, complete the provisions on this subject. 
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The next subject in order is that of wool and woolens. To these subjects the greater part of the 
testimony of the witnesses has been directed, and the committee have used every effort in their power to 
obtain precise information as to the facts as they do actually exist' in relation to the interests both of the 
wool-grower and the manufacturer of wool. The real importance of these subjects to those sections 
of the country where wool is grown, and in which the manufactories are located, the feeling which has 
for some time agitated the public mind throughout the whole country in relation, on the one side, to the 
necessity of further protection to them, and, on the other side, to the injurious effects which such a measure 
would have upon the purchasers of woolen fabrics, have all conspired to induce this exertion on the part of 
the committee. They have therefore made the examinations of the witnesses upon these subjects as minute 
as possible, and, perhaps, in some instances, they may appear tediously so. Indeed, many of the questions 
put to the witnesses will afford abundant evidence that the committee had not sufficient practical knowledge 
upon the subjects before them to enable them to make a series of interrogations the answers to which 
would place the testimony taken in the clearest light. And when the membexs of the House shall have 
examined the evidence relating to the manufacturer of woolen goods, the committee cannot doubt they 
will be entirely convinced that none but a person intimately acquainted with the various operations could 
have drawn out a series of questions upon this subject suscepticle of clear and intelligible answers. The 
time of the committee did not authorize even an attempt to do thi_s, and therefore the examinations, and 
particularly of some of the witnesses first examined, will appear as they were really taken-the one answer in 
many, if not in most instances, suggesting the subsequent question. It will also be found, upon an 
examination of the testimony, that the manufacture of woolens is hardly susceptible of being reduced 
within the limits of exact mathematical calculation so as to enable the committee to arrive, with this kind 
of certainty, at the amount of duty which will f1u-~ish full protection, and, at the same time, will not go 
beyond that point. Certain positions, however, they believe to be proved by the evidence they have 
taken, which furnish great assistance in approaching to correct conclusions. 

In relation to unmanufactured wool of domestic growth, the committee consider it to be fully proved 
that the present prices in our markets are unusually low, and the sales very dull; and that these effects 
are produced by the combined influence of the large importations of ·foreign wool and the excessive 
importations of foreign woolen goods. Contrary to the opinions of some of the witnesses, the C?mmittee 
are strongly convinced that the provision of the present law permitting the introduction of foreign wool, 
costing not exceeding ten cents· per pound in the foreign market, at the almost nominal duty of 15 per 
cent. ad valorem, does admit wool paying this duty, and invoiced at and below this price, which, in quality 
and use, materially conflicts with the common native wool of this country. 

This opinion is strongly corroborated by the presentation, by one of the witnesses, to the committee 
.of five difierent specimens of foreign wool imported into, and during the last fall selling in, the Boston 
market at from 6 cents to 14 cents per pound. The foreign invoices of all these wools were at a price 
not exceeding 10 cents per pound, and consequently paid but a duty of 15 per cent. ad valorem. .A.t least 
two of th~se specimens of wool, the committee believe, when properly cleansed would _cii:arly app~ar to 
be equal m quality to the common native wool of the United States; ~nd the very rapid mcrease m the 
importations of these low qualities of wool since the passage of the tariff bill of 1824 furnishes the strongest 
reason to conclude that they are supplying the demand, and answering the uses which the coarse wools 
of our country would, in most cases, well supply, and that the foreign article is sought because, by means 
of the very low duty it now pays, it can be obtained at a less price than the domestic. There are a~so 
strong reasons for believing that, by importing several qualities of foreign wools in the grease and dirt, 
they are invoiced at a price not exceeding 1 0 cents per pound, when if the same wools were cleansed, 
as the foreign wools usually are for the market, they would necessarily invoice at a much hig·her price; 
and t?at in this way the spirit of the law of 1824 is to a very considerable extent evaded. 'l'he law of 
1~24 imposed upon wool costing in the foreign market a price exceeding 10 cents per pound a progres
sive duty, commencing at 20 per cent. ad valorem and ending at 30 per cent. ad valorem. This duty 
reache~ its maximum on the 1st day of June, 1826. The question, then, as to the manner in w~ich these 
low pnced wools could be effectually reached, without imposing an exorbitant duty upon the higher and 
finer qualities, was first to be determined. .And the bill herewith reported will show that the conclusion 
of the committee has been to impose a specific duty of 'l cents per pound upon all foreign wool, without 
regard to its quality, and to retain, at the same time the ad valorem duty, with a proposition to increase 
it from 30 per cent., the present duty, to 40 per cent., and to make it progressive at an increase of 5 per 
cent. per _annum to 50 per cent., and applicable to all kinds of wool; these alterations, if adopted by Con
gress,_ will operate, proportionably, more heavily upon the coarse than upon the fine wools. But the 
comm~ttee sutler little apprehension from this fact, because they consider it satisfactorily proved that the 
capac~ty of this country to produce wool is only to be limited by the -demand for the article; that the 
manufacturers they have examined are using much the largest share of the finer wools; that the coarse 
wools of this country are little sought, because foreign wools of a coarser quality, and answering the 
same uses, are procured at lower prices; and that in the assortment of the wools of this country for the 
purposes of manufacture, a large share will fall within the low ranges, and will fairly supply the place 
of the coarse imported wools. And the committee will not diso-uise the fact that it has been their inten
tion, in the bill they should report, to extend every protection w

0

hich the nature of the case will admit to 
the grower of American wool. If they have not done this they have erred in judgment, and have not 
a?complished their own intentions. If the duties they have proposed upon unmanufactured wool are too 
high, and sq.~ll thus prove injurious to the manufacturer, and not beneficial to the farmer, then they have 
mistaken the proportions which the relative cost of the wool and the fabric will warrant, and have thus 
been led into unintentional error. 

In relation to the additional :protection required by the manufacturers of woolens, the committee have 
found themselyes most in need of specific information. The law of 1824, imposing additional duties upon 
imports, was, at the time of its passage, no doubt, believed, by those who framed, and by those who 
supported it, sufficient, both in its provisions and in the amount of its duties, to afford a fair protection 
to this importaI).t national interest. But experience has shown that this belief was fallacious, and that 
the operatiop. of thii;; law has disappointed both those who passed it and those who sought its passage. 

:Former lawi;; had also been passed with the same intentions, and had failed to realize ~he expectations 
of those who acted ~nder them. 'l'he knowledge of these facts it was which induced the committee to 
propose a mode, heretofore untried in this Government, of obtaining precise information upon which to 
legislate. They haye been indulged by the House in making the experiment, and, although the informa
tion collected may not be as precise and detailed as a greater allowance of time and a wider range of 
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examimrtion might have made it, the committee do believe that certain positions may be assumed from 
the testimony, as fully proved, which will afford much aid in determining the defects in the existing Jaws, 
and in applying the proper remedies to those defects; and they cannot but hope that this information, 
coming from persons intimately acquainted with the subjects of which thP-y speak, and given under the 
solemn sanction of an oath, will have greater weight than the ordinary information upon which former 
laws upon these subjects have been passed. _ 

The following positions, as relating to the manufacture of woolen goods, the committee believe 
themselves warranted in deducing from the evidence they have taken, and they depend upon the evidence 
and opinions of the witnesses for the soundness of them: 

1st. That the manufacture of woolen goods in this country is, at this time, a business laboring under 
severe depressions, and attended with loss more severe upon the finer qualities. 

2d. That these depressions are owing, in a very great degree, to the excessive and irregular importa
tions of foreign woolen goods into our markets, thus causing a fluctuation in, and an uncertainty of price for 
those goods more injurious to the American manufacturer than even the depression of price which 
these importations produce. 

3d. That the difference between the prices of wool, of the same quality, in this country and in England 
is, at the present time, about fifty per cent. in favor of the latter country. 

4th. That the cost of the raw wool in this country is about one-half of the cost of the fabric, when 
prepared for the market, as a general rule, applying to most kinds of cloths. 

5th. That, if the cost of the wool and the cost of the foreign materials used for dyeing were the sa:ne 
in both countries, the process of manufacturing the wool into cloth, fitted for the market, can be performed 
as cheap in this country as it can in England. 

6th. That the present duty upon woolen goods does not furnish the desired protection, and that no 
reasonable duty can be effectual unless it be a specific square yard, instead of an ad valorem duty. 

·with a general reference to these positions, so far as they could be made applicable to the subject, 
and with a proper regard to the whole body of the testimony taken, the committee have proceeded to 
rletail their propositions for the alteration and increase of the duties upon woolen goods. The Jaw of 
1824, with certain exceptions enumerated in the act, imposed a duty of 25 per centum ad valorem upon 
all foreign woolen goods imported into this country the actual value of which, at the place whence im
ported, should not exceed thirty-three and one-third cents per square yard; and a duty, after the 30th day 
of June, 1825, of 33½ per centum ad valorern upon those costing more than 33½ cents per square yard. 
The exceptions from the duty of 33½ per cent. were blankets and worsted stuff goods, upon which a duty 
of 25 per centum ad valorem was imposed; and from the goods pa.ying a duty of 25 per centum ad 
valorem, as costing less than 33½ cents per square yard, were excepted flannels and baizes, which were to 
pay a duty of 33½ per cent. 

The committee have proposed to change all these ad valorem duties upon cloths to specific square 
yard duties, making the same exceptions which are made in the act of 1824. Some of these exceptions 
the committee have left unaltered, and others they have proposed a small increase of duty upon. The 
article of blankets now pays a duty of 25 per centum ad valorem, and they propose to increase this duty 
to 35 per cent. 

This they have done, because they think the testimony warrants them in the belief that, if the manu
facture of blankets is encouraged in this country, they can be made here as cheap, in reference to the 
quality of the blanket, as they are now imported, and that in this manufacture a consumption may be 
found fur large quantities of our native wool. The committee also consider blankets an article so essen
tially necessary for the soldier as to become an object of national policy, and a necessary for which we 
ought not to be dependent upon any foreign country. 

The propositions of the committee as to the alteration and increase of duties upon woolens generally 
are as follows: 

1st. Upon all manufactures of wool, or of which wool shall be a component part, the actual value of 
which, at the place whence imported, shall not exceed 50 cents per square yard, a specific duty of 16 cents 
upon every square yard. 

2d. Upon all manufactures of wool, or of which wool shall be a component part, the actual value of 
which, at the place whence imported, shall exceed 50 cents per square yard, and shall not exceed $1 per 
square yard, a specific duty of 40 cents upon every square yard. 

3d. Upon all manufactures of wool, or of which wool shall be a component part, the actual value of 
which, at the place whence imported, shall exceed $1 per square yard, and shall not exceed $2 50 per 
square yard, a specific duty of $1 upon every square yard. 

4th. Upon all manufactures of wool, or of which wool shall be a component part, the actual value of 
which, at the place whence imported,· shall exceed $2 50 per square yard, and shall not exceed $4 per 
square yard, shall be deemed to have cost $4 per square yard, and, at such valuation, shall be charged 
with and pay a duty of 40 per cP-ntum ad valorem. • 

5th. Upon all manufactures of wool, &c., the actual value of which, at the place where imported, shall 
exceed $4 per square yard, shall be charged with and pay a duty of 45 per centum ad valorem. 

It will thus be seen that the propositions made by the committee, if adopted, will give a considerable 
increase upon the present rates of duty, in any event, and may give a very large increase, if the importa
tions should not be regulated by the rates of the duty. Should they be so regulated, the intermediate 
spaces would be left entirely to be supplied by the American manufacturer; and this, it is believed, would 
not only furnish him a market for the great body of his cloths, but would enable him to compete with the 
foreigner, even at the prices at which the minimum principle does not operate extensively to increase the 
duty. The committee have not gone to the extent proposed by many of the memorials in the reg-ulation 
of these duties, but they have gone to the extent to which, from the evidence taken by them, they believe 
the prosperity of our woolen manufactures requires. 

Hemp and flax, and some of the manufactures from them, have next claimed the consideration of the 
committee. The evidence which they have collected upon these subjects, though by no means voluminous, 
in their opinion, satisfactorily proves that larg-e sections of the country are capable of producing either 
kind of the raw material above mentioned, to any extent. So far as the committee have been able to learn, 
the State of Kentucky seems to have paid the most attention to the culture of hemp, and, at this time, to 
possess the most extensive manufactories of the article of any State in the Union; while the States of 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey seem, as yet, to take the lead in the growing and manufacture of flax. 
Yet there cannot be a doubt but that the soil of either of these States, as well as of many, and perhaps 
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most of the other· States, is well adapted .to the growth of either hemp or flax, and that they only need the 
consumption in duck, cordage, &c., of our extensive commerce, and of our growing Navy, to give to these 
branches of agriculture an· encouragement which would soon make the raw materials articles, not of 
import, but of export, and would supply the wants of our own country with as cheap and as valuable a 
fabric as is now obtained from foreign hands. 

Indeed, if there are any articles the produce of agricultural and manufacturing labor which, more 
than others, would seem to claim the fostering care of the Government, not as a matter of policy merely, 
but as a matter both of interest and independence, hemp and flax would seem peculiarly to belong to 
them. These are materials the growing of which brings into profitable use, not only the fertile lands of 
the country, but the active labor of the husbandman, and the manufacturing of which into the fabrics of 
most extensive utility would seem to be so simple and easy as not to require the aid of foreign skill in 
its accomplishment; and to our commerce in peace, and to our Navy in war, as well as to the common 
uses of all classes of society, materials and fabrics of more prime necessity cannot be named. 

The committee cannot here refrain from directing the attention of the House to the testimony of a 
very intelligent manufacturer of flax, which will be found to compose a part of the evidence herewith 
reported. From the facts stated by him, it would seem that the alleged inferiority of the .American hemp 
and flax, when compared with the foreign, arises not from any inferiority of either of the materials as 
grown in this country, but from not pulling or harvesting the crops at the proper time, and from giving 
them a dew instead of a water rot. The committee solicit particular attention to this part of the evidence 
they have taken; and hope it may attract the particular notice of the farmers of the country generally. 
The principal additions which the committee have proposed upon these articles are upon the unmanufactured 
materials and upon sail duck. The increase proposed upon raw hemp is $10 per ton, and that upon raw 
flax is $9 per ton; and both are made progressive until the du_ty shall be $60 per ton upon each; it now 
being $35 upon hemp, and 15 per cent. or about equal to $36 per ton upon flax. The proposition is to change 
the duty upon sail duck from an ad valorem duty of 15 per cent. to a specific duty of nine cents per square 
yard, and to regulate the drawback upon the article. 

The next subject in order, though not second in importance to the agricultural interests of the country, 
which has occupied the attention of the committee in the draught of the bill they now submit to the House 
is that of a further protection to the domestic spirits distilled from grain in the United States. .And here 
the committee feel bound to inform the House that it is not with any view to benefit the manufacturer of 
this description of ardent spirits that they have at all entertained the subject. It is the interest, and 
solely the interest, of the farmer who grows the grain from which these spirits are distilled which renders 
it a subject at all worthy of the consideration of Congress, as connected with the protection of the industry 
and substantial interests of the country. But if the most extensive farming interests of these United 
States, the grain-growing interests of almost every section of the country, are subjects of importance, 
then surely the protection of the domestic spirits distilled from grain cannot be unimportant; for it is 
a fact too well and too generally known to require a repetition by the committee that this manufacture 
has for a number of years now last past afforded almost the only market for the coarse grains in the 
interior of the country. These grains are of so bulky and so heavy a nature compared with their present 
market values that they will not bear transportation beyond a very limited distance, even when water 
communication is afforded; and where this means of transportation is not enjoyed, their ability to reach 
a market is restricted within extremely narrow limits. But did not even this insuperable difficulty exist, 
it is equally certain that our large market towns do not and have not offered even a tolerable market for 
these grains in kind for some years last past, nor do the committee see that there is any prospect they 
will do so while our foreign relations remain as they now are. But convert these grains into spirits, and 
a partial market is afforded, not profitable, it is true, to the enterprise of the farmer, but better than an 
entire loss. 

The committee refer the House, for evidence to support these positions, to the witnesses who have 
been examined upon this subject. .A perfect remedy to the farmer for these evils they do not believe to 
be within the reach of Congress. But partial relief would seem to be very plainly presented. Our tables 
of imports for the last six years show a very regular annual importation of foreign spirits from grain 
and other materials, varying from 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 gallons, a very small share of which is re-exported, 
and the residue is consumed in the country, and consequently, to that extent, limits the demand for the 
domestic spirits. The committee are aware that the time has been when the whiskey of this country 

. would have been a very unacceptable exchange for foreign spirits to the higher classes of consumers 
But they do not believe that that objection can, at this time, be alleged. Such bas been the advance in 
skill and experience in the art of distilling spirits from grain that the whiskey of this country bas become 
a very palatable and a very fashionable, as it no doubt is the least injurious liquor. The committee 
therefore cannot suppose that the comforts or even the luxuries of our citizens will be much restricted 
or materially affected by such an increase of duty upon foreign spirits as will reduce the quantity imported. 

But as inseparably connected with the subject of foreign spirits is that of spirits distilled in our own 
country from foreign materials. Although the committee have no means of ascertaining the quantity of 
this kind of spirits at present distilled in the United States, yet, from the large importations of the 
material from which it is made, there is strong reason to conclude that the number of gallons must be 
somewhat greater than the whole number of gallons of foreign spirits imported. The importations of 
molasses·into this country for the last six years bas ranged from 11,000,000 to nearly 14,000,000 of gallons. 
By an examination of the import tables in the Treasury Office it is ascertained that out of the 13,000,000 
imported during the last year more than 11,000,000 were carried into ports east of the port of New York, 
not including the latter port. It would hardly seem probable that the quantity consumed in the domestic 
way, in this section of the Union, could so far exceed the consumption of other sections of the country,. 
where sugar and molasse~ are not manufactured, as this proportion would indicate; and therefore it is 
presumed that much of the molasses taken into our eastern ports is used for distillation. This conclusion 
is rendered still more natural when it is known that in that section of the United States are located the 
most extensive distilleries of rum from molasses. The spirits thus produced interferes equally with 
foreign spirits, with the demand for the spirits produced from domestic materials; and as the committee 
have proceeded upon the principle, in relation to iron, wool, hemp, and flax, that the domestic article, 
where it either exists or can be produced in sufficient quantities, should be preferred to the foreign, even 
for the use of our own manufactures, so in the case of molasses they propose to apply the same rule. The 
committee have no means by which they can even calculate the quantity of grain now annually distilled 
in the United States, or tbe quantity of spirits produced by such distillation; but they hazard nothing 
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in the assertion that the coarse grains are now grown in these States in sufficient quantities to furnish 
to them a full supply of ardent spirits, if the demand was in no other manner supplied; and they refer to 
the testimony which has been given before them to show both the present depressed prices of these grains 
and of the spirits produced from them, and also to show that the quantity of these grains can be increased 
in different sections of the country to answer any demand, if demand could be created. • 

With these facts before them, the committee have proposed, in the bill they report, to inci;ease the 
present duty ten cents per gallon upon all foreign spirits imported into the country, and to increase the 
present duty upon molasses five cents per gallon. 

By a reference to the table of domestic exports it will be seen that a part of the spirits distilled from 
molasses in this country is exported; and the law, as now existing, allows, upon these spirits so exported, 
a drawback of four cents per gallon. An examination of these tables will show that most of these spirits 
so exported go to the same markets with our domestic spirits distilled from grain; and with this draw
back operating as a bounty upon their exportation, they must, according to the relative values of the two 
kinds of spirits before exportation, have the advantage in the foreign market to which they both go, over 
the spirits from grain, of just the amount of this drawback. The committee have therefore proposed a 
repeal of the provision allowing the drawback. 

The subject of glass has also been proposed as a matter of examination before the committee, and 
two very intelligent witnesses, living in sections of country remote from each other, have been examined 
in relation to it. A reference to their testimony will show that the present protection to window glass, 
of smaller size than 10 by 14 inches, is abundant, and that most other descriptions of glass are in the 
same situation. In this these witnesses both agree, and they are both practically acquainted with the 
manufacture of various descriptions of the article. But one of the witnesses proves that the denomina
tions of window glass, exceeding 10 by 15 inches, is not sufficiently protected, and the committee have 
proposed an alteration in the present duties upon these sizes of window glass. 

The only other material alteration which the committee have proposed in the existing laws regulating 
our duties upon imports is an increase of the minimum upon cottons from 30 cents, at which it now 
stands, to 35 cents. The object of this has been to reach a finer description of cotton cloths; and for the 
evidence upon which they have recommended this alteration they refer the House to the testimony of the 
witnesses who have been examined upon the subject of cottons, herewith reported. 

Should there be found errors in this report, the committee have to offer for their excuse the very 
short time allowed to prepare it; and they would gladly have avoided accompanying their bill with any 
report, but for the fact that their request to be allowed to examine witnesses has excited some feeling in 
the House, as well as in the country, and they have felt it a duty they owed to themselves to give this 
detailed history of the manner in which they have discharged the important trust. 

Minutes of evidence taken before the Committee on Manufactures, 1st session 20th Congress; 01'dered to be 
printed January 31, 1828. 

Hon. Richard Keese. 
John :Mitchell. 
William Russel. 
Charles A. Wickliffe. 
Nathaniel Garrow. 
J eromus Johnson. 
James Clark. 

Mr. Simon N. Dexter. 
Benjamin Bakewell. 

Hon. Aaron Tufts. 
Mr. James Shepherd. 

William Phillips. 
John Travers. 
Joseph Jackson. 

N.AMES OF PERSONS INTERROGATED. 

Mr. Abraham :Marland. 

FRIDAY, Decemher 28, 182'1. 

Joseph :Marshall. 
William W. Young. 
William R. Dickinson. 
Abraham Schenck. 
James Wolcott, jr. 
Jonas B. Brown. 
Joshua Clapp. 
Benjamin Poor. 
Theodore Chase. 
Eleuterre I. Dupont. 
Joshua W. Pierce. 
John Siddall. 
Andrew Way.-28 persons. 

Present: The honorables Rollin 0. Mallary, chairman; James S. Stevenson, Lewis Condict, Thomas 
P. Moore, Silas Wright, jr., William Stanberry, and William D. Martin. 

On motion, . 
Ordered, That the chairman of the committee, at the earliest opportunity, offer to the House the 

following resolution: 
"Resolved, That the Committee on Manufactures be vested with power to send for persons and 

papers." 
The committee adjourned, to meet to-morrow, in case the House meet; otherwise, to meet on the 31st 

instant. 

MoNDAY, December 31, 182'1. 

Present: The honorables Rollin 0. Mallary, chairman; James S. Stevenson, Lewis Condict, Thomas 
P. Moore, Silas Wright, jr., William Stanberry, and William D. Martin. 

The House not having met on Saturday, and there being no opportunity to present the resolution of, 
the 28th instant, 

Ordered, That it be presented this day. And then the committee adjourned until to-ffl'.orrow morning, 
10 o'clock. • 

• 
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TUESDAY, January 1, 1828. 

Present: The honorables Rollin C. Mallary, chairman; James S. Stevenson, Lewis Condict, Thomas 
P. Moore, Silas Wright, jr., "William Stanberry, and William D. Martin. -

On motion, 
Ordered, That, for the purpose of expediting the obtaining witnesses, each member of the committee 

be authorized to furnish to the chairman the names of two witnesses, for whom subpoonas shall be forth
with sent.* 

And then the committee adjourned, to meet again on Friday next. 

FRIDAY, January 4, 1828. 

Present: The honorables Rollin C. Mallary, chairman; James S. Stevenson, Lewis Condict, Thomas 
P. Moore, Silas Wright, jr., William Stanberry, and William D. Martin. 

On motion of Mr. Wright, 
Ordered, That a subpoona be issued for Simon N. Dexter, and be addressed to him at Summit Bridge 

Post Office, Delaware; to be examined in relation to the manufacture of woolen goods. 
On motion of Mr. Moore, 

Ordered, That a subpoona be issued for the honorable Caleb Stark, and be addressed to him at Pem
broke, New Hampshire; to be examined in relation to the manufacture of woolen goods. 

On motion of Mr. Stevenson, 
Ordered, That a subpoona be issued for Benjamin Bakewell, and be addressed to him at Pittsburg, 

Pennsylvania; to be examined in relation to the manufacture of glass, and generally as to other manu
factures. 

On motion of Mr. Martin, 
Ordered, That a subpoona be issued for Josiah Pomeroy, and be addressed to him at Pittsfield, 

Massachusetts; to be examined in relation to the manufacture of woolen goods. 
On motion of Mr. Condict, 

. Ordered, That a subpoona be issued for John Travers, and be addressed to him at Paterson, Essex 
county, New Jersey; to be examined in relation to the manufacture of canvas. 

On motion of Mr. Condict, 
Ordered, That a subpoona be issued for Joseph Jackson, and be addressed to him at Rockaway, 

Morris county, New Jersey; to be examined in relation to the manufacture of iron. 
On motion of Mr. Martin, 

Ordered, That a subpoona be issued for Abraham Marland, and be addressed to him at Andover, 
Massachusetts; to be examined in relation to the manufacture of woolen goods. 

On motion of Mr. Stanberry, - • 
Ordered, That a subpoona be issued for Joseph Marshall, and be addressed to him at Hudson, New 

York; to be examined in relation to the manufacture of cotton goods. 
And then the committee adjourned until Monday morning, 10 o'clock. 

MoNDAY, January 'l, 1828. 

Present: The honorables Rollin C. Mallary, chairman; James S. Ste,enson, Lewis Condict, Thomas P. 
Moore, Silas Wright, jr., and William Stanberry. _ 

The committee, after some desultory conversation relative to the matters referred for their considera
tion, adjourned until to-morrow morning, 10 o'clock. 

TUESDAY, January 8, 1828. 

Present: The honorables Rollin C. Mallary, chairman; James S. Stevenson, Lewis Condict, Thomas P. 
Moore, Silas Wright, jr., and William Stanberry. 

Ordered, That Thursday next be assigned to take the examination of such witnesses as may then be 
in attendance. 

On motipn of Mr. Stevenson, 
Ordered, That .the chairman request by letter the attendance before the committee, on Thursday next, 

of the honorable Richard Keese, a member of the House of Representatives from the State of New York, 
and of the honorable John Mitchell, a member from the State of Pennsylvania, for the purpose of com
municating such information as they may possess upon the subjects of the committee's inquiry. 

Ordered, That, for the convenience of the committee, the witnesses be introduced and examined 
separately . 

.A.nd then the committee adjourned until Thursday morning, 10 o'clock. 

THURSDAY, January 10, 1828. 

Present: The honorables Rollin C. Mallary, chairman; James S. Stevenson, Lewis Condict, Thomas P. 
Moore, Silas Wright, jr., William Stanberry, and William D. Martin. 

Testimony in relation to iron. 

Hon. Richard Keese, of Keesville, Clinton county, New York, admitted and sworn: 
Mr. Keese, by permission of the committee, presented an estimate which he considers to be a fair 

0 Under the authority of the above resolution, James S. Stevenson requested a subpcena to be issued for Frederick Rapp, 
of Beaver county, Pennsylvania; to be examined by the committee in relation to wool and the manufacture of woolen goods; 
which was forwarded January 2, 1828. . . 

Mr. Wright requested a subpcena to be issued for William Phillips, of the State of New York; to be examined in relation 
to woolens; which was issued on the 2d January. • 

Mr. Mallary'1iequested subpcenas to be issued for Aaron Tufts-and James Shepherd, of Massachusetts; to be examined in 
relation to the manufacture of woolen goods. • • • , _ -
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calculation of the operations of a forge, engaged in the manufacture of bloom iron, situated twelve miles 
from the one bed, and the same distance from a place of transportation by water, and requests that the 
same may be received and made part of his evidence in the present examination, viz: 

Afair estim.ate of the average business of the manufacture of bar iron in the counties of Clinton and Essex, in 
the Staie of New York, in the shape of an account cU1-rent. One forge and water privil.ege, with capacit,y 
to malce seventy-five tons annual.ly. 

;I)R. 

225 tons rock ore, raised from the bed, and lyjng upon its bank, worth, per toil, $6 ......... . 
Carting the above ore, say twelve miles, to the forge, worth $2 per ton ................... . 
3'l,500 bushels of coal, delivered at the coal-house in good order, worth 4½ cents per bushel. . 
Bloomers' wages for making 'T5 tons of iron, and boarding themselves, worth, per ton, $18 ..... 
The wages of one common laboring man the whole year, to measure coal, wash ore, and make 

small repairs about the forge, &c., &c., boarding himself, worth, per day, $1, say ...... . 
Blacksmith's bill, timber, work of mechanics in making repairs for the year, over and above 

what the man can do, worth, per ton, $3 ......................................... . 
Insurance against fire on buildings and machinery, l½ per cent. on $2,000, which is their esti-

mated cost ................................................................... • 
Carting 'l5 tons of iron from the forge to the lake, say 12 miles, worth $2 per ton ..... ~ ... . 
Wharfage, storage, and freight, of 'T5 tons of iron to the city of New York, by water,. a 

distance of about three hundred miles, worth, per ton, $6 .......................... . 
Commissions on sale and all other charges at New York, worth 5 per cent ................. . 

CR. 

$1,350 00 
450 00 

1,68'7 50 
1,350 00 

300 00 

225 00 

30 00 
150 00 

460 00 
33'l 50 

6,330 00 

By 15 tons of iron in the city of New York, worth, per ton, $90 ......................... ~. ~,'750 00 

Balance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 420 00 

In the operation above detailed, the business indispensably requires nearly the whole time of 
one proprietor in procuring the materials, keeping the works in operation, supplying the 
workmen, teams, &c., with necessaries, marketing the iron, &c., &c.; in the course of 
which business considerable personal expenses as well as time are incurred, and this 
item would be estimated much lower than its value at.............................. $500 00 

The capital invested in the water privilege and dam may be fairly estimated at $2,000; the 
interest upon which, at 'l per cent. per annum, is. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140 00 

The capital invested in the forge, machinery, coal-houses, and bloomers' houses, may be set 
down at $2,000; which, considering its perishable nature, ought to pay at least 14 per 
cent., but I will here carry it out at 'l per cent ..................................... :. 140 00 

The bloomer's house is usually furnished by the proprietor, without rent. 
By real loss upon superintendence, and simple interest upon capital ...................... . 
By the above balance brought down ................................... • .............. . 

• 

'780 00 

$360 00 
420 00 

'TSO 00 

This loss is and can only be made up to the proprietor by the fact that he is a farmer or a merchant, 
and by the sale of his produce or his goods, at an ordinary profit, to pay his hands, and for his stock and 
team work he may be reimbursed. 

Question. How long have you been engaged in the business of making bar or bloom iron, and when 
did you abandon that business ? 

Answer. I sold out my interest in the establishment last May. I was engaged in it for about seven 
years before that time, and since then have ceased to be interested in the iron business. 

Question. What description of iron is that of which you speak? Is it bloomery or other? 
Answer. It is bloomery. I have never been engaged in the furnace business, or in making refined 

iron. 
Question. What was the worth of bar iron, hammered from blooms, at your factory? 
Answer. It was generally worth from $80 to $85 per ton, of 2,240 pounds, cash price, less 25 cents 

per ton for taking it to the rolling-mill, which may be considered its market. If carried twelve miles, 
it would cost $2 per ton. 

Question. Into what was your bar iron converted at the rolling-mill ? 
Answer. Most of what I rolled was made into nail plates and other manufactures. Some has been 

rolled to order. The nails have been most usually sold at the works for country use; say about two 
hundred tons per year. Some, however, have been sent to New York. 

Question. Into what other articles is the iron of your neighborhood generally manufactured? 
Answer. Chain links and bolt iron constitute the principal manufacture, and are then sent to New 

York. 
Question. Is the protection on nails sufficient ? 
Answer. It is quite an ample protection. 
Question. How much iron have you usually made in the year? 
Answer. I had but one forge, and usually made about seventy-five tons. 
Question. Have you bought iron in your neighborhood ? 
Answer. I have bought for a company in New York, during the last season, about sixty tons of"the 

bloom iron, for which I paid from $80 to $85 per ton 
Question. What does it cost a purchaser in New York when he purchases in your neighborhood? 

VOL. V--99 B 
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Answer. I purchased last winter the best bloom iron at $85 per ton. My commission was two per 
cent., and the freight from the mill to New York was $'i 25 per ton. 

Question. Can you form any estimate as to what quantity of iron is usually manufactured in your 
section of country? . 

. Answer . .A.bout 3,000 tons are manufactured in the neighborhood of Lake Champlain, in the States of 
New York and Vermont. I speak of bar iron before it is converted into other articles. 

Question. Have those manufactures increased or diminished within the last ten or twelve years? 
Ansicer. During the late war ~here were several very important establishments erected, and they did 

well. In 1816, and for a few years afterwards, they declined. Within the last two or three years they 
have revived again very considerably, except two large establishments-one at Vergennes, the other called 
the Elba works-which have not been revived. Some new works have been erected. 

Question. Do the location of the works, in regard to the facilities of procuring the raw material and 
the means of manufacturing, affect the value of the capital employed? " 

.answer. They do in proportion to the price of transporting the raw material, fuel, &c. 
Question. .A.re there any furnaces or forges in operation in your section of the country propelled by 

steam? • 
Answer. None; they all go by_ water. 
Question. Is it a fair average that three tons of the ore in your section of the country will make one 

ton of iron? 
Answer. It is, if the ore be of the best kind. If it be inferior, it requires more; but that additional 

quantity does not affect the estimate, because the ore costs less. 
Question. Is five hundred bushels of coal the usual quantity necessary for making a ton of iron? 
Answer. It is, if the ore be such as is referred to in the first part of my last answer. .A.11 our ore is 

converted directly into bar iron at the forge without the intervention of a furnace. 
Question. Is $2,000 a fair estimate for the water privilege, lot, and dam; and are $2,000, in addition, 

an equivalent for buildings, forges, &c.? 
Answer. These are fair estimates. Such an establishment, with two fires and one forge-hammer, will 

make seventy-five tons of iron annually. 
QU(!Stion. What is the capacity of the country to furnish ore? 
Ans-wer. The quantity of ore within forty miles of my residence appears to be wholly inexhaustible, 

and would seem to be enough to last the United States for centuries. .The water-power is very great and 
much of the country still a wilderness, furnishing materials for great quantities of coal, but that may 
ultimately fail. 

Question. Have the expenses of manufacturing iron increased of late? 
Answer. I do not think they have for the last five years. 1rhere have been variations in several of 

the items of expense, but I think the average about the same. 
Question. From your knowledge of the manufacture of iron, do you think that hoop iron is sufficiently 

protected? 
Answer. I think that it is sufficiently protected. 
Question. Is there sufficient protection to boiler and sheet iron? 
Answe,:. I have been inclined to think it would not be bad policy to afford further protection to thin 

sheet iron. The boiler iron I do not think requires it. I draw this conclusion from the fact that all, or 
mostly all, we use is manufactured in the United States. 

Question. Do rolled and slit nail and spike rods require further protection? 
.Answer. I think not. There is a kind of hammered iron, resembling the spike rods, imported from 

Russia. They interfere with the nail and spike rods, and affect their prices. I consider it an evasion of 
the revenue laws, because they-are entered as hammered bar iron. The duty on this article I think should 
be increased, or provision made to prevent the evasion of the existing revenue laws by placing them on 
the footing of nail aitd spike rods. 

Question. Do you know of any establishment for bar iron which was not a losing concern to the owner 
from the close of the war to the revision of the tariff? 

Answer. Answering the question in general terms, I would say I know of none, except it was so 
situated as to be protected by a home market, which the foreign article could not well reach by reason of 
the cost of transportation. 

Question. Does your experience enable you to form an opinion· as to the necessity of an increase of 
duty on hammered bar iron ? 

Answer. On this subject I am of opinion that it would be prudent to increase the duty to one cent 
per pound. More than that I think would be impolitic, both for the country and the manufacturer. I am 
friendly to manufactures, but I am opposed to any sudden high increase of duties, upon the principle that 
such a course would be prejudicial to those interested in manufactures and to the community. 

Question. Were any manufactories of bar iron, engaged in that solely, conducted profitably between 
1818 and 1824? • 

_ Answer. I know of none that succeeded well who had to compete with the foreign article. 
Question . .A.s a friend to the permanent interests of our manufactures, do you deem it advisable that 

the manufacturer should be reasonable in his requisitions for protection? 
Answer. I do. I think the manufacturers ought to be moderate and reasonable in asking for pro

tection. 
Adjourned until to-morrow morning, 10 o'clock. 

FRIDAY, January 11, 1828. 

Hon. Mr. Keese again admitted, and further examined: 
Question. When you speak of the price of bar iron at $80 to $85 per ton, do you include small bars? 
Answer . . I speak of that from two to four inches in breadth and half an inch to an inch in thickness, 

or of square iron from an inch and a quarter to three inches square. 
Question. If you drew small bars, either square or flat, for any particular purpose, did you sell for a 

higher price ? . 
Answer. We did. Iron bars of an inch square would be $5 per ton higher than coarser iron. 
QuestiorJ,. Is there any hammered bar iron made in your section of the country from pigs ? 
Answer. I know· of none. 
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Question. The estimate you have furnished supposes you to make 'i5 tons per year. How many men 
would it take to dig the ore, draw it, cut the wood, prepare the coal and deliver the coal, do the labor of 
the forge, and such other services as are incident and necessary? 

Answer. From the best estimate I have been able to make, I am of opinion it would require seventeen 
laborers, able-bodied men. 

Question. If the forge was at the ore bed, would it not follow, as a consequence, that the second item 
of your estimate of $450 for carting the ore would be deducted from the cost of making the seventy-five tons? 

Answer. It would. • 
Question. What is coal worth at the coal bed? 
Answer. It is worth from three and a half to four cents per bushel. Those who buy in that way 

generally pay about that price, depending upon its distance from the forge. 
Question. In your estimate furnished to us, where you say that iron is worth at the forge from $89 to 

$85 per ton, are we to understand that this is independent and exclusive of the item of $1 50 for carting 
it to the lake, of $4 50 for freight, wharfage, &c., and $3 3'i for commissions on sales? 

Answer. You are so to understand it. 
Question. Is the bar iron of your section of country considered as valuable in price and quality as 

the bar iron made on the Juniata, in Pennsylvania? • 
Answer. I think that which we call the Peru iron, in point of tenacity, is equal to any in the world; 

but from the reputation of the refined iron made on the Juniata I am inclined to think it more valuable for 
many uses. 

Hon. John Mitchell, of Bellefonte, Centre county, Pennsylvania, admitted and sworn: 
Question. Are you now, or have you been, engaged in the manufacture of iron? 
Answer. I have been, but am not at this time. I was engaged in it nine or ten years. 
Question. When did you cease to have an interest in such works?-
Answer. Some time in the year 1815. 
Question. Have you an intimate knowledge of the iron business in your section of country? 
Answer. I think I have as good as any one can be supposed to have who is not an immediate manager 

of such an establishment. 
Question. In what kind of iron were you engaged in the manufacture? 
Answer. Both in pig metal and bar iron. 
Question. What quantity of bar iron do you suppose is manufactured in your section of country? 
Answer. In the counties of Mifflin, Huntingdon, and Centre, I estimate the quantity of bar iron at 

4,000 tons ( of 2,240 pounds) per annum. 
Question. What quantity of other iron do you suppose is manufactured? 
Answer. In the counties alluded to I estimate the quantity of pig iron and castings at 8,500 tons, 

from which the 4,000 tons above mentioned are manufactured. The remainder is sold as pigs and castings. 
6,000 tons of pig iron will produce 4,000 tons of bar iron; and it is sometimes a part of the contract with 
the workmen that they shall make it yield that quantity. 

An estimate of the sum total of iron annually manufactured in Pennsylvania: Bar iron, 21,800 tons; 
cast metal, 4'i,0'i5 tons, of which 32,'i00 tons are used in the manufacturing of the bar iron; 14,3'i5 tons 
are made into castings, a part in air and a part in blast furnaces. 

Question. What is the value of the bar iron at the works? 
Answer. There is but little sold for cash at the works. It is most usually bartered or exchanged, and 

the fixed settled price is then $100 per ton. It is sometimes sold for cash at the works, when the 
necessities of the holder compel him to take less; but this is so seldom done that there is no fixed cash 
price. 

Question. What is the ordinary price of pig metal at the furnace 7 
Answer. It is $26 6'i, ordinarily; it is so when the barter price of bar iron is $100 per ton. 
Question. Where is the bar iron sent for a market ? • 
Answer. A small part is sent to Baltimore and Philadelphia; a still smaller proportion of the whole 

quantity is manufa~red into rolled sheet iron, nails, and wood screws. The remainder is generally sent 
westward; and I think the quantity sent to the west constitutes two-thirds of the whole manufacture. 
The surplus of pig metal comes to the south, principally to Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington city. 

Question. What is the expense of transportation to Baltimore? 
Answer. It is about $10 per ton. 
Question. What is the cost to Philadelphia? 
Answer. I presume it will cost $12 per ton. 
Question. What is the cost to Pittsburg ? 
Answer. From $25 to $35 per ton. If it is taken partly by water, as it may be done at some seasons 

of the year, it will cost $25; if carried altogether by land it will cost $35, and ·this latter price varies in 
proportion to the price of horse feed. 

Question. Where is the western market ? 
Answer. Pittsburg is the market for all that goes westward, except when some of the iron masters 

go down the river and establish iron stores, where they sell out in small quantities, by the short ton, and 
at better prices. Some others seek for a market on the river, without making such establishments. 

Question. What is the price in Pittsburg ? 
Answer. The price in Pittsburg varies from $100 to $115 per ton. 
Question. What are the prices in Baltimore and Philadelphia? 
Answer. In Baltimore and Philadelphia they vary from $85 to $95 per ton. I think it sold last spring 

~~ • 

Question. What quantity of iron was manufactured in the counties of which you speak from the years 
1815 to 1820? 

Answer. There were as many forges built in 1820 as there are now, but they were not all in operation. 
There were 450 tons more manufactured in 182'i than there were in 1820. I speak of bar iron. 

Question. From the present state of the business, do you think it likely that the business will increase ? 
Answer. I think not. The scarcity of timber in the neighborhood of ore beds will prevent any 

considerable increase. There may, perhaps, be an increase of 600 tons per year. • • 
Question. What is the product annually of each finery fire? 
Answer. The estimate is generally 100 tons. Some make it, many do not. 
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Question. What is the eA"J)ense of making a ton of bar iron from the pigs? 
Answer. I have made an estimate including all the expenses, except the household expenses of the 

proprietor; it amounts to $7 5, and in this is included the price or -value of the pigs, worth $-26 67 per ton. 
All the bar iron made in our section of country is made from pigs. 

Question. Which is the most expensive process to make bar iron, from pigs or by bloomery? 
Answer. I cannot speak with certainty from my own knowledge or experience, as there are no 

bloomeries in our section of country, but have•always considered that the bloomery was most expensive. 
Question. Do you think further protection necessary to sheet iron or boiler iron? 
Answe1·. I know of no reason why a further protection should be afforded to boiler iron. .A.s to sheet 

iron, I should say it affords a 1"easonable profit. But if additional protection should be afforded to bar 
iron, then sheet iron may require it, by reason of the increase of the price of the article from which it is 
now made. .A.t present they do not require it. 

Question. Do you think nails require further protection ? 
Answer. I think not; but they may, on the contingencies refe1Ted to in the last answer. 
Question. Has there been any variation in the price of nails since 1820 ? 
Answer. The prices have varied but little for the last six or seven years. The average price is from 

seven to ten cents per pound, and they are generally sold for home consumption. We consider the price 
as reasonably low. . -

Question. Where are the works of which you speak situated ? 
Answer. They are on the waters of the Susquehanna and Juniata. When the article goes westward, 

it bears the name of Juniata iron. The quality is the same. 
Question. Are there any works going by steam? 
Answer. None. They are all propelled by water. 
Question. What quantity of iron is manufactured into nails in your section of country? 
Answer. I think about 100 tons are converted into nails. 
Question. Have the expenses of manufacturing iron increased since 1820 ? 
Answer. I think not. I take it that the expense is about the same. 
Question. Have you satisfied yourself whether a further protection is necessary on hammered bar iron? 
Answer. I think a small protection, such as would not interfere too much with the agriculturist or 

farmer, is necessary. 
Question. What do you think that protection should be ? 
Answer. If there was an addition of $5 per ton, it would enable the manufacturer to meet the fluctua

tions in the prices, without, I think, pressing too heavily on the agriculturist. 
Question. As a friend to the permanent interests of our manufactures, do you deem it advisable that 

the manufacturers should be reasonable in the protection they ask ? 
Answer. I am friendly to manufactures, but am of opinion the protection should be reasonable; not 

sudden or extravagant. 
Question. When you say that you think it would be well to lay an additional duty of $5 per ton on 

bar iron, are you to be understood as expressing the opinion that that additional duty is necessary to 
enable them to carry it on with a reasonable or fair profit? 

Answer. I do not think that such additional duty would be giving him an unreasonable profit, 
considering the capital employed. 

Question. Can the manufacturer carry it on at the present rate of duty with a fair or reasonable profit? 
Answer. The only profit which the manufacturer receives on what he now manufactures and brings to 

Baltimore and Philadelphia arises from his exchanging the iron for goods, and retailing them to his work
men and others. 

Question. What profit does he make on that which he sends to Pittsburg ? J 
Answer. What he sells at $100 per ton he makes nothing on. His profit on what he sells above that 

price is in proportion as it exceeds $100 per ton, because'it costs him that sum to get it there. This profit 
arises from sales of merchandise and provisions made to his hands at an advance, and which he supposes 
to be equal to the expenses of his family; these expenses are not, however, considered in the estimate I 
have made on the cost of making a ton of iron. 

Question. Can you undertake to say to what extent the foreign article interferes with that of the home 
manufacture at Pittsburg? 

4nswer. I cannot. I have no knowledge whether any of the foreign article is brought to the 
Pittsburg market. 

Question. How many tons of ore are required to make a ton of pigs? 
Answer. That depends very much upon the quality of the ore; or, perhaps, more upon the manner 

in which it is cleaned. I am of opinion the average is from two and a half to three tons. 
Question. How many bushels of coal are consumed in making a ton of pigs ? 
An.<swer. There is much difficulty in answering this question, by reason of the uncertainty in the 

working of a furnace. But the average, I think, may be stated at 220 bushels. 
Question. How many bushels of coal are consumed in making a ton of bar iron from pigs ? 
Answer. One hundred and seventy-five bushels is the computed average for making and drawing a 

ton of bar iron from pigs. The quantity will sometimes vary by reason of the quality of the coal. 
Question. What is the price of furnace coal and forge coal at these factories? 
Answer. Forge coal is worth six cents per bushel, when delivered at the forge. The furnace coal is 

worth five cents. 
Question. What is the cost of a ton of ore at-the works? 
Answer. The price varies very materially, depending upon the facilities of raising it at different 

. banks and the distance from the furnace. I think the average about $5 per ton. 
Question. What quantity of pig iron will make a ton of bar iron? 
Answer. One and a half ton. 

On motion of Mr. Moore, 
Ordered, That a subpoona be issued for William W. Young, Wilmington, Delaware, to be examined 

on the ·subject of woolen goods. 
Adjourned until Monday morning, 10 o'clock. 
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MoNDAY, January 14, 1828. 

Hon. Mr. Mitchell again admitted, and further examined: 
Question. Is the present low price of nails owing to importations, or is it owing to domestic 

competition ? 
.Answer. I am not aware that those imported reach tha'l; section of the country, and conclude that the 

low prices are occasioned by domestic competition. 
Question . .Are wood screws manufactured in your section of country, and to what extent? 
.Answei·. There is one manufactory of wood screws in Centre county. .At present they make a 

quantity merely to keep the hands together, and it is a losing concern. The machinery in that establish
ment is competent fto furnish 150 gross in every twenty-four hours. This establishment completes the 
screw, taking the iron in the pig. 

Question. Do you know the price ? 
.Ansu;er. I do not. They are sent to the seaport towns and sold at about the same the foreign article 

.commands. I have no doubt they are there retailed, and again sent back to the same quarter of the 
country. 

TUESDAY, January 22. 

Joseph Jackson, of Rockaway, Morris county, New Jersey, admitted and sworn: 
Question . .Are you now, or have you heretofore been, engaged in the manufacture of iron ? if yea, 

how long, and of what kind? . 
.Answer. I am now engaged in the manufacture of bloomery iron, and have been engaged in it nearly 

all my life, and, since the year 1808, have been carrying on the business on my own account. 
Question. What is the worth of bar iron from bloomery at your factory? 
.Answer. It has been, on the average, at our place, worth $75 per ton for the last year. In 1826 it 

was worth, on the average, about $80 per ton. In 1825 it was again worth about $75 per ton. Our ton 
is 2,240 pounds. 

Question. Do you manufactJ.Ire your bar iron into any other articles ? and if you do, what are they? 
.Answer. I have a rolling-mill in which we roll the iron into rods from i inch to 3 inches in diameter. 

The various squares from i to 1 inch spike and nail rods, slit band iron, scroll irons, &c., &c. Scroll iron 
is a small kind of hoop iron of from¾ to l¼ inch wide, and from No. 1 to 14 wire gauge in thickness. 

Question . .Are there· other iron works in your section of country? If there are, what articles do they 
manufacture, or into what do they convert their bar iron? 

.Answer. There is one very large establishment in my neighborhood doing the same kind of business 
with my works, and which is said to roll one thousand tons of iron annually, but I cannot say whether it 
does so much. Connected with this establishment is a factory of hoop iron for small hoops, and a furnace 
for smelting and drawing bars of iron from scrap iron. I know of no other rolling-mill in my county 
except my own. Connected also with this large rolling-mill there is a manufactory of chain cables, which 
they make from their own iron, and roll at their own works. This company has but one forge and two 
fires for their rolling-mills. Within a circle of thirty miles diameter, and embracing my works, there are 
81 forge fires now in use. Each forge has usually two fires and one hammer. In the same circumference 
there are about thirty forge fires now abandoned and out of use; all of which went out prior to the year 
1818. 'l'hese works were not abandoned from bad location, nor from their want of ore, coal, or water
power, but from the very low price of iron, which at that time ranged in New York as low as from $60 to 
$65 per ton. 

Question. Do you transport your iron by land or water; and what is the cost of carrying it to market? 
.Ansu,er. Our nearest water transportation, in carrying our iron to the New York market, is 22 miles 

from my works. The distance then by water to New York is about 21 miles, and the average cost of 
land and water transportation of a ton of iron from my works to New York is $3 75. 

Question. What quantity of iron will a forge fire make per year? 
.Answer. The average through the county has been called twenty-five tons made by each forge fire; 

but some fires have made as much as thirty-five tons in one year. 
Question. How many tons of ore is necessary to make a ton of iron:; and what is the cost of that ore 

per ton? 
.Answer. The average quantity is three tons of ore to one ton of bar iron; the ore is worth, on the 

average, $4 per ton at my forge. 
Question. What quantity of coal does it require to make a ton of iron; and what is that coal worth at 

the forge? • 
.Answer. The average is about 800 bushels of coal to make one ton of bar iron from the ore, and coal 

is worth five cents per bushel, delivered at the forge. Our coal is made of nearly all descriptions of 
timber in the country, such as oak, chestnut, &c. 

Question. Have you· bought iron in the neighborhood; and if you have, at what price? 
.Answei·. I have bought at my rolling-mill, for the last three years; an average of about two hundred 

tons of bar iron annually, and have paid from $75 to $80 per ton. This iron, together with what I make 
in my own forges, I roll in my mills, and sell in the New York market. 

Question. What are the prices of bar and rolled iron in New York? 
.Answei-. When iron is worth $75 at my works it will average about $80 in the New York market. 

Rolled iron, from: to ¾ inch diameter, would be worth about $110 per ton; ¾ inch and upwards would 
command about $100 per ton; scrolls and small squares, $110 per ton; band and nail rods, $100 per ton. 

Question. What do you pay the bloomer for his labor in making a ton of iron? 
.Answei-. We pay the bloomers for making a ton of bar iron $16 50, and they find themselves. The 

coal costs $42 50, and three tons of ore cost $12. 
Question. Has the business of making iron increased or diminished within the last two or three 

years in your section of country, and to what extent? 
.Answer. It has increased, and some new works have been erected, though very few of the old which 

had gone down have been revived; partly because they have fallen into the hands of men who do not yet 
offer them for sale. 
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Question . .A.re there any furnaces in your section of country; and if any, how many? 
.Answer. There are within the district of country before spoken of two furnaces now in operation, 

and there are six in ruins, and not now in use. I cannot state the causes which stopped five of these 
furnaces, but the sixth, called the "Hibernia Furnace," stopped about 1818, and I think from the same 
causes which destroyed the forges before spoken of. The two furnaces now in use are employed in various 
castings, but I think make no pig. They have cast _some ballast. 

Question. What is the capacity of the country to produce iron? 
.Answer. We consider the ore in that country inexhaustible, and that not more than one-half of the 

water-power is now advantageously employed. The ore is of the first quality, easily accessible, and 
generally within from twenty chains to ten miles of all the forges. The streams have fine falls, and are 
but little impeded by frost or drought. The quantity of wood for coal is now abundant, and a large share 
of the country is so broken and rocky that much of the land, when the wood is taken off, will be left to 
grow another crop of timber. 

Question. Have the expenses of manufacturing iron increased within three or four years last past? 
.Answer. No, I cannot say they have; there has been very little alteration. 
Question. Is hoop iron sufficiently protected? 
.Answer. .A.t the present rates of duty hoop iron is sufficiently protected. 
Question. Is sheet iron sufficiently protected? 
.Answer. It is. • 
(Juestion. Do nail and spike rods require further protection? 
Answer. It is requisite to amend the law, by inserting the word "rolled" in describing nail and spike 

rods in the law, and the protection should be extended to rods of ¾ inch diameter, inasmuch as a descrip
tion of rolled rods are imported which the law does not reach. 

Question. Does your experience enable you to form an opinion as to the necessity of increasing the 
duties on hammered bar iron? 

.Answer. I am fully persuaded that the duty of 1824 aided in helping us to meet the Russia and 
Swedes iron in the market, but it is not sufficient. .A. small addition would enable us to come into the 
market on equal terms, but we cannot now do it. I think the manufacture of bar iron must decline unless 
it is further protected. I think it may be wiser not to increase the duty higher than to one cent per pound 
at this time. 

Question. If the business of manufacturing bar iron is as bad as you represent it, and if others in 
your neighborhoo<l. have failed in it, how have you been able to sustain yourself; and why have you con
tinued the business? 

.Answer. I have been able to sustain myself because I carry on a farm, and the manufacturing 
establishments furnish a good market for my farming produce. I also keep a store, and pay for a share 
of the labor of my workmen out of the store and get a profit on my goods. I have also a grist-mill and a 
saw-mill, which have aided me in my buildings, &c.; but establishments unconnected with these or like 
advantages have failed. My rolling-mill also enables me to do more business, and upon which I get a 
little profit, and I have continued to hope for better times. I have also some Government contracts which 
have assisted me, not so much by an advance of price as by a sure market for a large quantity; which 
enabled me to proceed with certainty, and without· being subjected to the fluctuations of the market for 
the manufacture. • 

Question. Do you know that there are other establishments in the State of New Jersey for manufac
turing iron in bars, castings; and pigs ? If so, where ? 

.Answer. There are other extensive iron establishments in what is called West Jersey, which have 
not been referred to in my former examination. I think the establishments for castings and cast iron are 
more extensive in that section of my State than in the section to which I have referred; but the present 
extent of the bar iron establishments in that section I cannot state. In 1824 their extent in that section 
of New Jersey, and in the section to which I have referred, differed very little. Since that time I have 
no means of determining the state of the bar iron establishments in West Jersey. 

Question . .A.re there in that section of New Jersey extensive beds of iron ore? If so, of what 
quality and extent? . 

.Answer. I have no personal knowledge as to this question; but my information is, that the quantities 
of ore in West Jersey are very abundant, and that the qualities are good for castings, but not so good 
for bar iron by bloomery process. 

Question. What is the average value or cost of a water privilege, lot, dam, and forge, with two fires, 
together with the necessary coal-houses and other out-buildings, in your section of country? 

Answer. By a list furnished by me in 181 'i to the honorable Lewis Condict, and which has not 
materially varied since, there were then in Morris county fifty-one forges in operation. The capital 
employed was $4'i0,000. There were manufactured during the year 1816, in bar iron, 1,240 tons, which 
was supposed could have been extended, with the works then in operation, to l,84'i tons. The average 
cost of each fire would be $9,215, which includes the lands then attached to the different establishments, 
used for the purposes of making coal only. The farm lands, meadows, &c., are not estimated in the 
above. . 

A water privilege, lot, dam, and forge, with two fires, will vary very much, owing to its location and 
convenience for building, and distance from the iron mines and New York; my estimate would be $4,000. 
In 1816 the number of men was 1,855, employed as laborers in the manufacturing of bar iron in Morris 
county only. • • 

Question. What is the expense of rolling a ton of bar iron into iron of an inch square; and what 
weight will the ton of iron lose in being converted into such square iron? 

.Answer. It will cost to roll one ton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $14 S'i 
The loss is, as near as I can estimate it, 3 per cent. on $80. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 40 

l'i 2'i 

Two tons a day constitute the average work, which yields a profit on rolling of $2 'i3 per ton, 
equal to $5 46 per day, on an establishment worth $20,000. 

Question. Have you examined the estimates and calculations attached to a petition and memorial of 
the inhabitants of the counties of Morris, Bergen, and Sussex, in your State, dated 18th January, 1828? 
If yea, are those estimates and calculations substantially correct? 
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.Answer. I have examined these estimates, and find them in every material particular correct, and I 
refer to them as a part of this answer. 

A STATEMENT OF FACTS AND ESTnL\.TES SHOWING THE NATURE, EXTENT, AND RESULTS OF THE IRON-MAKING BUSINESS 
AS CONDUGrED IN THAT SECrION OF THE ST.A.TE OF NEW JERSEY REFERRED TO IN THE PRECEDING MEMORIAL. 

1st. The nature of the business. 

The iron-making business in this section of country is principally conducted by persons who have 
severally commenced their operations by the purchase of a tract of land, embracing the necessary water
power for propelling the works, and affording a sufficient quantity of timber to supply them with coal for 
a number of years. In the improvement of such tracts, the first step is the erection of a dam, a forge, or 
iron mill, which usually contains two fires; two pair of bellows; one hammer, anvil, and the harness con
nected therewith; two water wheels to move the bellows and ore-stampers, and one for the hammer; a 
coal-house; a smith's shop; and dwellings for the owner and workmen. 

The business then proceeds in the employment of the necessary workmen, such as wood-choppers, 
colliers, teamsters, and forgemen, and the preparation of teams for carting the coal, ore, and iron. It is 
the practice of the owners, in the prosecution of their business, to furnish to the workmen at the works 
such supplies of provisions and other necessaries as they may require. 

2d. The extent of the business and f aciliti,es for enlarging it. 

1st. The amount of iron actually made per annum, so far as the same can be ascertained by the 
returns from the different forge owners, is 2, 'I50 tons. 
2. The amount of capital invested embraces the following items, viz: Cost of erecting 

110 forge fires now in operation, at an average expense, including machinery, dams, 
and coal-houses, of $1,500 each ............................ : ................ . $165,000 00 

Amount invested in wood land, allowing each fire to require 'I50 acres for its support in 
producing its proportion of the 2, 'I50 tons made in all, equal to 82,500 acres, at an 
average price (the water privileges included) at $10 per acre ...................... • 

The expense of teams, tools, &c., for each fire, is $500 .............................. . 
825,000 00 

55,000 00 
Cost of houses for the accommodation of workmen, allowing to each fire five houses, at 

$200 each, $1,000 ................................................ _ ......... . 
Amount of floating capital necessary to conduct the business, $500 for each fire ....... . 

110,000 00 
55,000 00 

1,210,000 00 

3. The number of workmen employed in the business, allowing each fire to require two forgemen, 
two colliers, two cartmen, one coal-stocker, five wood-choppers, and a carpenter and blacksmith, equal to 
one band, are thirteen to each fire, numbering in all 1,430 workmen, who, with their families of four 
persons each, make the number of souls dependent upon the business 5, 'I20. 

4. The facilities for extending the business are ample. There are now in operation, as appears by 
this statement, 110 forge fires, producing, on an average, about 25 tons each per annum. Were sufficient 
encouragement afforded, it is presumed that these fires would be made to produce 35 tons each per annum, 
instead of the present quantity, and that a number more of equal ability would soon be put in operation, 
all of which could be fully supported with charcoal and ore, the materials now used in the manufacture. 

3d. The results of the business and details of the manuf a,ctur~. 

To make one ton of bar iron it requires-
Three tons of ore, at an average cost of $5 per ton ...........•........................... 
Ten loads of coal, at $4 per load ...................................................... . 

The additional expenses are- , 
Stocking ten loads of coal, at ls ....................................................... . 
Small repairs of forge, per ton ......... _ ............................................... . 
Wages of workmen for making, per ton ................................................ . 
Average expense of cartage and freight to New York, per ton ............................. . 

$15 00 
40 00 

1~25 
1 50 

16 50 
5 00 

'I9 25 

The average price of American bar iron in New York for most of the time during the last eleven 
years has not been greater than it now is, viz: $'IO to $80 per ton. 

In the above estimate of cost in making one ton of iron,_it is assumed that the coal and ore are 
purchased by the manufacturer at the current prices. If, however, the coal is made upon bis own premises, 
and the ore raised from his own mine, the following estimate will show the result: 

Cost of cutting 20 cords of wood for one ton of iron, at 3s. per cord .......................... . 
Cooling 10 loads of coal, at 12s. per load ...................................... , .......... . 
Carting 10 loads of coal, at Ss. per load ................................................. . 
Stocking 10 loads of coal, at ls. per load ................................................. . 
Raising 3 tons of ore, at 12s. per ton .................................................... . 
Carting 3 tons of ore, at Ss. per ton ..................................................... . 
Wages for making 1 ton of iron ......................................................... . 
Small repairs of forge per ton .....•...................................................... 
Cartage and freight to New York, per ton ................................................ . 

$'I 50 
15 00 
10 00 

1 25 
4 50 
3 00 

16 50 
1 50 
5 00 

64: 25 
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Should an allowance be made in the last estimate for the value of the standing wood used in making 
the coal, and of the ore in the bed, the following sum should be added to the amount of this estimate, viz: 
Twenty cords of standing wood, at 4s. per cord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10 00 
Three tons of ore in the bed, at 12s. per ton.............................................. 4 50 

Amount of last estimate added .................................... : .... , ........ . 
14 .50 
64 25 

78 75 

It is perceived that the foregoing estimates include no account of interest of capital invested, decay 
of works, expense of management, taxes, &c.; nor is any provision made for risks or losses, although the 
business is greatly exposed to the hazards of both. Were these items estimated, there should be an 
addition of $10 to $15 per ton to each of the foregoing estimates. It will also be perceived that in this 
statement no estimate has been submitted of the amount of capital invested in mines, or the cost of 
opening them, from the impossibility of arriving at anything satisfactory respecting them. It can only 
be stated that there are 50 mines in this district already opened, 15 of which are at present worked, and 
that the quantity of good ore is presumed to be inexhaustible. 

This statement is, moreover, strictly confined to facts and estimates, in relation to manufacturing of 
bar iron, without any allusion to furnaces, of which there are several, or to rolling-mills, of which there 
are four in the district-three situated at Dover, and owned by Messrs. Blackwell & McFarlan, of the city 
of New York, which annually convert into rolled iron 1,000 tons of the manufactures of the district; and 
the other at Rockaway, owned by Colonel Joseph Jackson, is capable of rolling about 400 tons more. 

These esthnates state that there are three rolling-mills situated at Dover. In reference to them, in 
my examination, I have considered these three mills only as one, as they all belong to the same owners 
and are connected with our establishment. 

Question. Will you give the committee the alterations which you think judicious in thE! present i:ates 
of duty upon the· different descriptions of iron upon which, in your opinion, an alteration of duty is 
required? • 

.Answer. The following, in my opinion, are the alterations which should be made in the present rate·s 
of duty: 

On iron, in bars or bolts, not manufactured, irr whole or in part, by rolling, one cent per pound. 
On round iron or braziers' rods of three-sixteenths to twelve-sixteenths of an inch diameter, inclusive, 

and on square iron, rolled or slit, of one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch diameter, inclusive; on iron in 
sheets, and hoop iron, and on iron rolled or slit for band iron, scroll iron, or casement rods, three cents 
per pound. 

On all other kinds of iron, in bars, flat, square, or round, manufactured, in whole or in part, by rolling, 
two cents per pound. 

Testimony in rela.tion to steel. 

THURSDAY, January 10. 

By the Hon. Richard Keese: . 
Question. Have you any knowledge of the manufacture of steel? 
.Answer. The duty on steel should be increased, but I do not personally know anything about the 

manufacture of the article. I think it the policy of the Government to protect the article, although I 
think it would raise the price at first. 

FRIDAY, January II. 

By the Hon. John Mitchell: • • • • 
- Question. Would it be beneficial or injurious to the manufacturing interests of the country to increase 

the duty on steel? • • 
.Answer. I should say that it would· be injudicious to increase the duty until it is better ascertained 

whether the ·quality necessary for use can be made here, and I·doubt whether the quality of iron be such 
as will make it so good as that imported; if it be, we have not yet acquired proficiency in making it. 

TUESDAY, January 22. 

• By Mr. Joseph Jackson: 
Question. Have you any knowledge of the manufacture of steel? 
.Answer. No; I have no practical knowledge upon the subject. 
Question. Would it be good policy to increase the duty on steel? 
.Answer. My opinion is that the duty on steel is at present sufficient. I speak with reference to my 

section of country, and I do not think it would benefit that section to increase the duty. I cannot judge 
of the policy of do~g it. 

Testimony in relation to u:ool. 

TUESDAY, January 15, 1828. 

Present: The-honorables Rollin C. Mallary, chairman; James S. Stevenson, Lewis Condict, Thomas P. 
Moore, Silas Wright, jr., William Stanberry, and William D. Martin. , 

Hon. Nathaniel Garrow admitted and sworn: 
Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers in your section of the 

country? 
.Answer. It is. 
Question. Where is the surplus of their wool marketed? 
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.Answer. It is sold partly at Oriskany factory, and some is sent to Rhode Island; but there is no 
good market for it. Many farmers now have on hand the fleeces of the last year. 

Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your section of the country? 
.An8We1·. I should think the stock is rather on the decline. 

WEDNESDAY, January 16, 1828. 

Simon N. Dexter admitted and sworn: • 
Question. What has been the average number of pounds of wool manufactured annually in the 

factory referred to for the last three years? 
.Answer. .A.bout sixty thousand pounds annually for the last three years. I know this from my 

knowledge of the purchases, all of which have been manufactured, except a deduction for some sent to 
the Olinton factory. 

Question. What proportion of this wool was imported, and what of domestic growth; and is it usually 
purchased in the fleece ? 

.Answer. We have worked no foreign wool in that time, except one lot of Saxony, which was probably 
from three to six thousand pounds. Our purchases have been made exclusively from the farmers and in 
the fleece. The Saxony wool cost more than a dollar per pound. 

Question. What has been the quality of the wool mostly purchased for the use of your factory, and 
what have been the average prices per pound paid at the factory for the last three years? 

.Answer. The wool has been generally from three-quarters to full-blooded merino; some little of the 
half-blood may have been purchased three years ago; it was, however, hut little. In 1825 the wool 
averaged sixty-five cents, but it was not so good as some bought since, for wool has been constantly 
improving. In 1826 the average may be set down at fifty cents per pound. During 182'1 I would say 
the average has been thirty-five cents for a better quality than that which cost sixty-five cents in 1825. 

Question. Into how many parcels or qualities is each fleece of wool assorted at the factory for the 
purpose of manufacture, and what will be the difference in value between the best and poorest quality 
from the same fleece? . 

.Answer. I am not an operator in wool and cannot speak positively, but I think there are six distinct 
qualities or classes into which the wool is assorted after it is purchased. To suppose a lot of one hundred 
pounds of prime wool, at thirty-five cents, there is probably five pounds of the best quality, called pick
lock, and this is worth $1 40 per pound. The second quality is called superfine, and of this there will be 
something like twelve pounds, and this I presume to be worth sixty-five cents per pound. Of the third 
quality, called fine wool, there will probably be forty pounds, and this is worth about forty cents per 
pound. The fourth class or quality is, I think, called downright; of this there will be about forty pounds, 
and worth about twenty cents per pound. The small remainder is very inferior, worth from six to eight 
cents per pound, and is exclusively used for listing, &c. I now speak in reference to the prices and 
value in 182'1. 

Question . .A.re you in possession of the fact that there are large quantities of wool annually imported? 
.Answer. I am aware that there are large quantities of wool imported. 
Question. Does not the importation of foreign wool give an advantage to the woolen manufacturers 

situated near the seaports over those situated more in the interior, like yours, by enabling them to procure 
foreign wool at lower rates than you can? 

.Ansu-er. I think those situated on the seacoast have advantages in that particular, but they are not 
very important. 

Question. If wool can be imported so low as materially to diminish the wool-growing business in 
your region of country, will not this operate injuriously to the interest of your factory? 

.Answer. It is certainly to the interest of the factories generally in the interior to encourage the 
growing of domestic wool. 

Question. Do you find any difficulty in procm·ing as much domestic wool as is wanted at your factory, 
or have you a surplus? 

.Answer. There is a surplus of domestic growth. 
Question. What is the average price of the common domestic wool of your section of country? 
.Answer. Very little is raised which is not crossed, in a degree; but the lowest prices of that brought 

to the factory for the last year has been from eighteen to twenty cents per pound. There is some grown 
among the farmers even coarser than this, but I do not know that its price would vary materia11y from 
this. This wool forms only a small share of the wool raised in the country, and most of it is raised in the 
back settlements, and for domestic use. .A.bout one-eighth of the wool purchased at the Oriskany factory 
is of this quality. 

TmrnsDAY, January 1 'l. 

Simon N. Dexter, in continuation: 
Question. Of the wool imported is the largest quantity of the coarse or fine qualities ? 
.Answer. Of the coarser qualities, I believe. 

FRIDAY, January 18, 1828. 

Hon. Aaron Tufts admitted and sworn: 
Question. What has been the average number of pounds of wool manufactured annually in the 

factory referred to for the last three years? • 
.Answe,·. The quantity has been about 40,000 pounds annually since we commenced operations. I 

find that we purchased from 1st June, 1826, to 1st July, 182'1, 45,532 pounds of wool. 
Question. What proportion of this wool has been imported, and what proportion of domestic growth, 

and is it usually purchased in the fleece? 
.Answer. Of the last purchase there were of domestic wool 34,938 pounds, of foreign wool there were 

10,594 pounds. The domestic wool is all purchased in the fleece. The foreign wool is partially assorted, 
but not sufficiently so to work up. 

Question. What has been the quality of wool mostly purchased for the use of your factory, and what 
has been the average prices per pound paid at the factory for the last three years? 

VOL. Y.--100 B 
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Answer. Between June, 1826, and July, 182'1, the average price of American wool purchased by us 
was thirty-seven and three-quarters cents. It was the intention to purchase none inferior to three-quarters 
merino, though it is likely all was not so good as that. We intended to purchase from three-quarters to 
full-blood, or the best quality. During the same period the average cost of foreign wool was thirty-eight 
and a half cents. I do not think the foreign purchase so fair as the domestic growth, but there was less 
waste in cleansing it. 

Question. Into how many parcels or qualities is each fleece of wool usually assorted at the factory for 
the purpose of manufacture, and what will be the difference in value between the best and the poorest 
quality from the same fleece ? 

Answer. Some fleeces make more parcels than others. We never make more than nine parcels at our 
factory. Some fleeces make not more than two. The finest parcel, which is called picklock, is worth a 
dollar and twenty cents per pound; of this there is but little. The ninth or lowest quality would not be 
worth more than ten cents. I am not sufficiently acquainted with the character or quantity of the inter
mediate qualities to fix their respective prices, for I am not a practical operator. 

SATURDAY, January 19. 

Hon. Aaron Tufts, in continuation: 
Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers in the neighborhood of 

your factory; and is there a surplus of domestic wool in your neighborhood over and above what is 
demanded by the manufacturers in the same section of country? 

Answer. The growing of wool is a considerable business with the farmers of my neighborhood, but 
they do not furnish a twentieth part of what is demanded by the manufactories in the vicinity. The 
factories in that section of country are generally supplied with wool from Connecticut, the western part 
of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, and a small quantity from Pennsylvania. I have 
seen large quantities of wool from Ohio in the Boston market, but I never bought any of it. 

Question. Are you a wool-grower; and if you are, what number of sheep do you own, and what 
number of pounds do your flocks yield? 

Answer. I am a wool-grower, and own about 509 sheep. My flock consists of fine-wooled sheep, but 
do not yield quite 2½ pounds wool per head, on the back, well washed. 

Question. Has wool depreciated materially in price within the last three years; if so, to what is the 
depreciation to be attributed ? 
• Answer. It has depreciated very considerably. I attribute the depreciation to the low price of woolen 
goods. • 
. Question. Are you apprised of the fact that large ·quantities of wool are annually imported; and does 
not this tend to depreciate the price of the domestic wool? 

Answer. I am. I do not think this tends, in the least, to depreciate the price of domestic wool. The 
reason I assign for this opinion is, that the manufacturer now pays so high a price for wool as to render 
his business unprofitable and bad, and, of consequence, if none was imported, we could pay no higher 
price. 
. Question. What are the usual qualities of wool imported? 

Answer. Various qualities are imported. Some has been sold in Boston as low as 6 cents per pound, 
and from that to the finest Saxony wool, which has sold as high as $1 60. Considerable quantities of the 
intermediate grades· are also imported. The largest quantity imported sells from 10 to 16 cents per pound 
in Boston. 

Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your section of country? 
Answer. They. increased very rapidly until the year 1826; since which time many of the farmers 

have disposed of their flocks, and others seem disposed to do so, in consequence of the low price of wool. 
On the whole, I think the stock is diminishing. 

Question. Is there as much wool grown in Massachusetts as is consumed in the woolen rnanufactories 
of that State; if not, what proportion of the whole quantity do you think is imported, and what proportion 
is grown in the State ? 

Answer. All the wool grown in Massachusetts furnishes but a small proportion of what is manufac
tured in that State. I think fully one-f.ourth of what is there manufactured is imported. The State may 
furnish one-twelfth, but this is mere conjecture. As I have already stated, the principal supply is from 
the neighboring States. 

• Question. Is it, in your opinion, important to the farming interest of your State to discourage the 
importation of foreign wool? 

Answer. It is, in my opinion, of no consequence, unless you can enable the manufacturer to furnish 
the farmer a market. 

Question. What quantity of the domestic wool, stated by you to have been purchased in 182'1 by the 
factory in which you are concerned, was supplied from sheep owned by you? . 

Answer. My own shearing of 182'1 formed no part of what was furnished to the factory in which I 
am concerned. I have it still in hand. I supplied the factory in 1826 with 800 or 1,000 pounds. 

Question. Where manufacturers of woolens are wool-growers also, but grow less wool than they 
manufacture, are they not interested in keeping down the price of wool, as they are buyers, not sellers 
of wool? 

Answer. To a sole proprietor of a manufactory it would be; but to a joint proprietor it would depend 
upon the preponderance of interest in the one branch of business or in the other. 

Question. What proportion in cash does raw wool bear to the present price of the fabric, estimating 
that cost at 35 cents per pound ? • 

Answer. My opinion is, about one-half. • -
Question. ·what is the present difference between the price of wool in Europe and the United States, 

of the s.ame quality? 
Answer. I am not an importer, and therefore derive my information from those who are, and I have 

often .understood from them that the prices are from 60 to 'TO per cent. higher in this country than in 
Europe, of wool costing over 10 cents per pound in Europe. '£his would not apply to the wool under 10 
cents. • • 

·Questio_n. What is the price, in the American market, of the common domestic woo~, in the fleece ? 
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.Answer. The common domestic, native wobl, in the· :fleece, .is worth, in our markets, or delivered at 
our factories, from 20 to 25 cents per pound. We do not purchase that kind of wool. 

Question. From your knowledge of the different qualities of wool used by the American manufacturers, 
will foreign wool, costing abroad 8 cents and under, come in competition with domestic wool? 

.Answer. I should think not. [The witness presented to the committee several samples of wool, with 
the following 'explanation: -

Barbary wool, present price in Boston, 6 cents per pound. 
I. Smyrna wool. ......... do ....... 12 ...... do. 
2. Smyrna wool. ......... do ........ 9½ ..... do. 
Russia wool . . . . . . . ..... do ....... 13½ ..... do. _ 
Adrianople wool ........ :do ....... 14 ...... do. 

The Russian sample and No. 1 parcel of the Smyrna he thinks have been washed, the others not.] 
Question. Of what kind of wool are the fabrics made commonly called negro cloths, and where is 

it produced? 
.Answer. They are usually made of the Smyrna, Buenos Ayres, and Adrianople wool, I think, though 

I have never made any of these cloths. 
Question. Did the deputation of which you were a member advocate an increase of duty on imported 

wool, or did they discourage such increase ? _ 
.Answer. I believe that a majority of the deputation, and I do not know but that all of them were in 

favor of an increased.duty, provided such an increase of duty could be imposed upon the manufacturers 
of wool as to afford a market for the wool; and also provided the duty on wool should not take place 
immediately. This was my wish, and I think it was that of Mr. Bates, and upon these conditions we did 
advocate an increased duty on imported wool. 

Question. Have you not understood that at the time Great Britain repealed her duty on imported 
wool she also repealed her duty on the exportation of wool; and are not our manufacturers now able to 
obtain wool from Great Britain cheaper than they could whilst her import and export duties stood as they 
did prior to the repeal in 1824, independent of the change in our duty? . 

.Answer. I am aware that England, when she repealed her duty on imported wool, also repealed, in 
whole or in part, the duty on wool exported. I think the repeal of the British duty on exported wool 
cannot affect the price of wool imported here, because we can obtain it from other European countries, 
and because the United States have increased their duties on imported wool. Other things being equal, 
we could have imported wool cheaper from England after the export duty was repealed. I believe that 
not a pound of wool of British growth is ever brought into the United States. I never saw·any. Great 
Britain sends here wool of Saxony, Spain, and other countries. 

Question. Why is German and Spanish wool imported from England, in preference to importing it 
from the countries where produced? 

.Answe,·. It is likely that the repeal of their duty caused larger shipments to England than were 
necessary for their consumption, and it was, of consequence, exported to this country. 

MoNDAY, January 21, 1828. 

James Shepherd ~dmitted and sworn: 
Question. What has been the average of pounds of wool manufactured annually in the factory 

referred to for the last three years ? 
.Answer. I cannot state as to any time previous to January 1, 1826. From January 1, 1826, to July 

1, 182'1, the quantity manufactured was 102,159 pounds of wool of all descriptions. 
Question. What proportion of this wool has been imported, and what proportion of domestic growth; 

and is it usually purchased in the :fleece? 
.Answer. Our pm-chases for the period of time mentioned in the last answer were as follows: 

Of American wool. . . . . . . . . . . 13,500 at 65 cents. Saxony wool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,104 at 114 cents. 
Of American wool.. . . . . . . . . . 53, '114 at 53 cents. Saxony wool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,386 at 95 cents. 
Of American wool. . . . . . . . . . . 3,205 at 45 cents. Spanish wool. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,250 at 85 cents. 

Making a total of... . . . . . '10,419 pounds. Total of foreign·wool... 31,'740 pounds. 

The prices as above stated are the average prices of the purchases, both as to quantity and price, 
and in the order of time during the several half years embraced within the period of eighteen months, 
except the Spanish wool which was purchased at one time and cost the price set down. My purchases of 
American wool have always been in the :fleece. 

Question. What has been the quality of the wool mostly purchased for the use of your factory, and 
what have been the average prices per pound paid at the factory for the last three years? 

.Ansu;er. It has always been my object to purchase the finest wool, foreign and domestic, which the 
market would afford. I have purchased very little native wool of the low or inferior quality, The 
quality and average prices have been stated in my answer to the last interrogatory. 

Question. Into how many parcels or qualities is the wool usually assorted at the factory for the 
purpose of manufacture, and what will be the difference in value between the best and poorest qualities? 

.Answer. I have divided the American wool into the following parcels, viz: picklock, prime, and 
Nos. 1, 2, 81 4, 5, 6; then livery, listing, bead, neck, fribs, and skirting. Some foreign wool we 
purchase assorted and some in the fleece, Saxony particularly. Of this, sucq as is bought in the fleece is 
assorted into four parcels, denominated 1, 2, 81 4 qualities. Spanish wool is purchased assorted into 
qualities, marked R, F, T, and S. Since the 1st of July last I have been in the habit of buying American 
wool, assorting, and selling it assorted, picklocks, at $1 per pound; prime, at 90 cents; No. l, at 80 cents; 
No. 2, at '10 cents; No. 3, at 55 cents; No. 4, at 40 cents; No. 5, at 35 cents; No. 61 at 25 cents, and 
listing, at 20 cents. The profits upon this business have netted me about five per cent. for the last six 
months. The relative quantity of the several parcels, when assorted, depends on the quality o( the wools. 

Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers in the neighborhood of 
your factory, and is there a surplus of domestic wool in your neighborhood over and above what is 
demanded by the manufacturers in the same section of country? 

.Answer. It is a very extensive business, but there is a large deficiency in the sect:on of country in 
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which I reside in the quantity grown and what is wanted· for manufacturing. That part of the country 
is supplied partly by imported wool from other parts of Massachusetts, from others of the New England 
States, and from New York. 

Question. Are you a wool-grower ; and i( you are, what number of sheep do you own, and what 
number of pounds of wool do your flocks yield? 

.Answer. I am a wool-grower, and have now from 1,200 to 1,400 sheep, yielding about' three pounds 
of wool each, on the average. 

Question. Has wool depreciated materially in price within the· last three years ; if so, to what is 
the depreciation to be attributed? 

.Answer. It has depreciated in price during that time. In 1825 I sold my wool to our factory at 'l5 
cents per pound. In 1826 I sold to the same at 62½ cents per pound; and in 182'l I sold in the Boston 
market at 55 cents per pound. The wool was well washed and in good order, and shorn from a mixture 
of some Saxony, some full-blooded merino, and some crossed breed, constituting, on the whole, as good a flock 
as any other in the country. This depreciation in the price of wool has been occasioned, I believe, by a 
·diminution in the price of cloths. 

Question. Are you apprised of the fact that large quantities of wool are annually imported ; and does 
not this tend to depreciate the price of the domestic wool ? . 

.Answer. I am aware that large quantities of foreign wool are imported. I considered the duty laid 
on foreign wool by the act of 1824 as striking at the foundation of the manufacturing system. I am 
of opinion that, if the duty laid on foreign wool had not been more than one-fourth what it was, wool
growers and manufacturers would have both done better. I am of opinion, aiso, that the imported 
wool has no effect on the price of domestic wool. I prefer the latter, whenever I can procure it, to any 
that is imported. 

Question. What are the usual qualities of wool imported ? 
Answer. Of late the importations have been more of the coarsest quality than of any other. The 

coarse wools are for carpet work, negro cloths, &c. Fine wools are also imported from Germany and 
Spain. Middlings are from Portugal, the Netherlands, Russia, and South America. I bought at the 
auction sales this fall a quantity of coarse Russia wool at 13 cents per pound, aµd would sell it at the 
same price. 

Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your section of country? 
.Answer. The number is diminishing fast. 
Question. Is there as much wool grown in Massachusetts as is consumed in the woolen manufacto

ries of that State ? If not, what proportion of the whole quantity do you think is imported, and what 
proportion is grown in the State ? 

.Answer. There is not, nor can I form an idea what proportion is brought from other places, compared 
with what is grown there. I doubt whether Massachusetts furnishes more than one-third of the domestic 
wool which she manufactures. 

Question Is it, in your opinion, important to the farming interests of your State to discourage the 
importations of foreign wool? 

.Answer. I do not think it is. 
Question. What quantity of the domestic wool, stated by you to have been purchased in 182'l by the 

factory in which you are concerned, was supplied from sheep owned by you ? 
.Answer. I furnished none in 182'l. I supplied the factory with my whole crop in 1826, which was 

about 3,200 pounds. 
Question. 1Vhere manufacturers of woolens are wool-growers also, but grow less wool than they 

manufacture, are they not interested in keeping down the price of wool, as they are buyers not sellers 
of wool? 

.Answer. No; I consider not. 
Question. What proportion in cash does raw wool bear to the present price of the fabric, estimating 

that fabric at $1 per yard? 
.Answer. Wool costing from 20 to 'l5 cents is half the price of the fabric. When it costs more than 

'l5 cents, the price of labor does not increase, and the value of the fabric is increased in proportion to the 
price of the wool. 

Question. What do you understand to be the present difference between the price of wool in 
England and the United States of the same quality? • 

.Answer. If wool be sold here, it commands 50 per cent. in addition to its price in England, and this 
is the lowest price at which it can be sold to cover all expenses. Some sales have been made here at a 
higher price. I cannot say what is the comparative price of American wool to an American manufac
turer, compared with the price which an English manufacturer would have. to pay for it there, because the 
wool manufactured by them severally is never the same. 

Question. Do you know the relative prices at which wool can be furnished from the port of Cadiz, in 
Spain, to the manufacturer in Manchester, in England, compared with the prices at which it can be 
furnished to the manufacturer of Boston, in Massachusetts ? 

.Ansu;er. I do not know. 
Question. What is the price in the American market of the common domestic wool of native growth? 
.Answer. The price is about 25 cents per pound. 
Question. From your knowledge of the different qualities of wool used by the American manu

facturers, will foreign wool, costing abroad eight cents and under, come into competition with domestic 
wool? • 

.Answer. No; it cannot. 
Question. Of what kind of wool are the fabrics made commonly called negro cloths; and where is it 

produced? 
.Answer. A great proportion of that kind of cloth is made of wool from the Netherlands; some from 

South American wool, but this is not found as good. 
Question. What was the average annual expense of keeping your sheep during the years 1825, 1826, 

and 182'l? 
.Answer. One dollar and fifty cents per head. This would be the fair average for the last three years. 
Question. Raving stated that the average price paid by you for American wool was forty-five cents, 

what was the highest and what the lowest prices you gave in 182'l for domestic wool ? 
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Answer. The highest price was fifty-five cents and the lowest thirty cents. This was all clean washed 
wool. We bought none of the native wool. 
• Question. Do you believe that laying a considerable duty on imported wool would be injurious to 
the interests of the woolen manufactures of your section of country; would it tend to force the woolen 
manufactures into those sections of the United States where wool can be grown to more advantage than 
in Massachus"etts ? 

Answer. I do believe a considerable duty on imported wool would be injurious to the manufacturers 
of woolens in my section of country; but I do not think it would tend to force the American manufac
turing establishments from us to other sections of the country. 

TUESDAY, January 28, 1828. 

William Phillips admitted and sworn: 
Question. What has been the average number of pounds of wool manufactured annually, 'in the 

factory referred to, for the last three years ? 
Answer. I cannot state the precise amount during that period. Previous to 182'1 we usually manu

factured from 8,000 to 12,000 pounds. The operations of the present year, commencing in July last, will 
consume about 25,000 pounds. • 

Question. What proportion of this wool has been imported and what proportion of domestic growth; 
and is it usually purchased in the fleece ? 

.Ansum·. We have worked no imported wool within the last three years. Our consumption has been 
exclusively of domestic growth, purchased in the fleece most usually. 

Question. What has been the quality of the wool mostly purchased for the use of your factory; and 
what have been the average prices, per pound, paid at the factory for the last three years ? 

Answer. We have worked full-blooded merino, and from that down to half-blood. A small quantity of 
native wool only has been used. In 1825 the average price was fifty-three cents, or nearly that. In 1826 
it cost about thirty-eight cents. In 182'1 we procured it for thirty-seven cents. These prices were paid 
for wool washed on the sheep and delivered at the factory. 

Question. Into how many parcels or qualities is the wool usually assorted at the factory for the pur
pose of manufacture; and what will be the difference in value between the best and poorest qualities? 

.Answer. We generally divide it into five parcels. I will not undertake to fix the prices or value of 
the several parcels when assorted. 

Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers in the neighborhood of 
your factory; and is there a surplus of domestic wool in your neighborhood over and above what is 
demanded by the manufacturers in the same section of country ? 

Answer. It is an extensive business in Orange county. _ 
Question. Are you a wool-grower; and if you are, what number of sheep do you own; and what 

number of pounds do your flocks yield ? 
.Answer. I am a wool-grower, and have between six and seven hundred sheep. It is generally esti

mated that they will yield three pounds each; but I think two and three-quarters pounds is a more correct 
one. My brother, who has some connexion with me in business, has from a thousand to twelve hundred 
head of sheep. They yield in wool, I presume, about the same proportion, and the wool of both flocks is 
worked up in our factories. 

Question. Has wool depreciated materially in price within the last three years; and if so, to what is 
the depreciation to be attributed ? 

Answer. It has depreciated, and I attribute it to the low price of cloths. 
Question. Are you apprised of the fact that large quantities of wool are annually imported; and does 

not this tend to depreciate the price of the domestic wool ? 
Answer. I am aware that large quantities of wool are imported, and it must have a decided effect on 

the price of the wool grown in this country. But until cloths sell better we could give no more for 
domestic wool than we now give; yet the manufacturers generally would consume a much greater quan
tity of domestic wool if there was a sufficient supply, and if there were no importations of foreign wool. 

Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your section of country ? • 
Answer. I am of opinion that they are decreasing. Those who have small flocks will not keep them. 
Question. Is it, in your opinion, important to the farming interest of your State to discourage the im-

portations of foreign wool? 
Answer. I think it important to the farming interests of New York to discourage the importations of 

foreign wool. 
Question. Where manufacturers of woolens are wool-growers also, but grow less wool than they 

manufacture, are they not interested in keeping down the price of wool, as they are buyers not sellers of 
wool? 

Answer. I think not; for the manufacturer is interested in keeping wool at a fair price, or he cannot 
procure it. 

Question. What proportion in cash does raw wool bear to the present price of the fabric? 
.Answer. It costs something less than the price of manufacturing it. 
Question. What is the price in the American market of the common domestic wool of native growth? 
Answer. I think the price is from 18 to 25 cents. It is used principally in families. 
Question. Could you afford to pay the farmer a higher price for wool should the foreign fabric be 

admitted into our markets, as it has been for two years past? 
Answer. I could not. 
Question. What was the average annual expense of keeping your sheep during the years 1825, 1826, 

and 182'1? 
Answer. It is worth $1 50 per head for the grown sheep, and '15 cents for the lambs. 
Questwn. Having stated that the average price paid by you for American wool was 3'l cents, what 

was the highest and what the lowest prices you gave in 182'1 for domestic wool? 
Answer. The highest was 41 cents; the lowest 28 cents. 
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WEDNESDAY, January 23. 

Abraham Marland admitted and sworn: 
Question. What has ~been the average number of pounds of wool manufactured annually in the 

factory referred to, for the last three years? 
Answer. In 1825 I manufactured about 34,000 pounds of wool; in 1826 I manufactured about 34 000 

pounds of wool; and.in 1827 I manufactured about 51,000 pounds of wool. ' 
Question. What proportion of this wool has been imported, and what proportion of domestic growth; 

and is it usually purchased in the fleece? • 
Answer. In 1825 one-half was imported; in 1826 a very small share, say one-fourth; and in 1827 

none was imported. About one-fourth of the domestic wool I use is purchased in the fleece, the residue 
is pulled wool assorted; but none of the pulled wool I use is suitable for making broadcloths or kersey
meres, and not so good for satinets as fleece wool; but the relative prices of it in the market are usually 
higher than fleece wool. • 

Question. What has been the quality of the wool mostly purchased for the use of your factory; and 
what have been the average prices per pound paid at the factory for the last three years? 

Answer. My intention has been to purchase various qualities of wool; about one-half of the whole 
has been first quality lambs' wool, and the price of this in 1825 was, on the average, about 52 to 55 cents 
per pound. In 1826 the same quality was about 40 cents; and in 1827 the same quality was about 35 
to 37½ cents per pound. The next kind is what we call first quality spinning wool; then second quality 
lambs' wool; and then fleece wool sheared. These last three qualities are used in about equal quantities. 
The price of the spinning wool was, in 1825, from 40 to 42 cents per pound; that of the second quality 
lambs' wool was from 30 to 33 cents per pound, and the fleece wool was about 40 cents per pound. In 
1826 the first quality of spinning wool was about 35 to 37½ cents per pound; second quality of lambs' 
wool, 28 to 30 cents per pound; and the fleece wool about 37 cents. In 1827 the first quality of• spinning 
wool was about 30 cents per pound; lambs' wool 25 cents per pound; and fleece wool from 25 to 27 cents, 
native fleeces. 

Question. Can you state the species of wool of which worsted stuff goods are made? 
Ansu:er. In England they use a long staple wool called '' combing wool," some of it 14 inches long, 

and mostly grown in Lincolnshire. The long part of this wool·is almost exclusively used in the manufac
ture of worsted stuff goods. The short part of it is combed out and called "niles," and, being mixed 
with other wool, is used for blankets and other coarse goods. I have always understood that the English 
are much averse to sending any of this breed of sheep to other countries, and strive to keep them exclu
sively at home. I have never beard of this breed of sheep being in this country; nor are worsted stuff 
goods.manufactured in this country, to my knowledge. 

Question. Can you give correct information as to the species of wool most suitable for the manufac
ture of good blankets; and have we in the United States a suitable wool for making them? 

Answer. There is no wool more suitable for the making of blankets than the native wool of this 
country; but it has always borne too high a price to warrant the manufacture from it. During the late 
war I manufactured blankets for the United States Army, together with coarse kerseys, and other coarse 
fabrics, from the native wool of this country, because the blankets and other fabrics bore a good price, 
and would warrant the business. I do not think the manufacture of blankets is carried on to any extent 
in this country at present. The-process of making blankets is very simple, e:;tsy, and cheap, the cost of 
the wool being a considerable share of the cost of the fabric. . 

Question. If you could get native wool at ten cents a pound, could you afford to make and sell blankets 
equal in quality to the imported, at their present selling price? 

Answer. If" I could get native wool now at ten cents per pound, I could make blankets at this time, 
and compete with the foreign article at the present selling prices, and make a fortune by it. But, at the 
present prices of the native wool, which I think may be stated at from 25 to 28 cents per poup.d, I cannot 
compete with foreign blankets. 

Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers in the neighborhood of • 
your factory; and is there a surplus of domestic wool in your neighborhood over and above what is 
demanded by the manufacturers in the same section of country? 

Answer. It is not in the neighborhood where I live, and there is no surplus of wood beyond what is 
demanded by the.manufacturer; on the contrary, there is a very large deficiency. 

Question. Are you a wool-grower ; and if you are, what number of sheep do you own, and what 
number of pounds do your flocks yield ? • 

Answer. I am not a wool-grower. 
Question. Has wool depreciated materially in price within the last three years ; and if so, to what 

is the depeciation to be attributed? 
Answer. It has depreciated in price; and the reason I would assign is, that the large importations of 

foreign woolen goods have reduced the prices of cloths, and disabled our manufacturers to pay higher 
prices for the article. We have always paid as high prices for our wool as we could afford. 

Question . .A.re you apprised of the fact that large quantities of wool are annually imported ; and 
does not this tend to depreciate the price of the domestic wool ? • 

Answer. I do not think that any imported wool comes into competition with the wool I use at this 
time. I formerly bought for the same use wool imported from Jutland, until the same kind of American 
wool fell in price. There is now Jutland wool of the same kind in the Boston market, which does. not sell 
readily; but I think that the importation of this Jutland wool assisted to reduce the price of the American, 
and that this would again be purchased if American wool of this kind should rise in price. If it does 
not, I think this Jutland wool will remain on hand. I should also think that there are other kinds of wool 
imported which come into competition with !:JOme kinds of domestic wool. 

• Question. What are the usual qualities of wool imported? 
Answer. I am not much acquainted with the qualities of imported wools at this time. 
Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your section of country? 
Answer. I should think they are diminishing; and I would assign, as one reason of the fall in the 

price of pulled wool, that so many sheep and lambs are killed; and this is the wool pull.:d from the skin 
after the sheep are killed. • 

Question. Is there as much wool grown in Massachusetts as is consumed in the woolen manufactories 
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of that State? If not, what proportion of the whole quantity do you think is imported; and what pro-
portion is grown in the State? • 

.Answer. There is not anything like it. I cannot tell the proportions of foreign and domestic wool 
worked in the State. The larger share of the wool I use is grown in the States of New York and 
Vermont, and a smaller share in Massachusetts and New Hampshire. , 

Question. Is it-, in your opinion, important to the farming interest of your State to discourage the 
importations of foreign wool? 

.Ansu.;er. I should think it was a matter of interest to the farmers of my State. But, at the same 
time, I should think it important to the country that a corresponding duty should be imposed upon im
ported woolen goods. 

Question. Where manufacturers of woolens are wool-growers also, but grow less wool than they 
manufacture, are they not interested in keeping down the prices of wool, as they are buyers and not 
sellers of wool? 

.Answer. I should think they were. 
Question. What proportion in cash does raw wool bear to the present price of your fabric? 
.Answer. In the coarse goods I make, the cost of the wool is about one-half the cost of the fabric; 

in the finer fabrics, it is not quite so much. • 
Question. What do you understand to be the difference between the price of wool in England and the 

United States of the same quality? 
.Answer. I am unable to say. I understand it is much lower in England. 
Question. Could you afford to pay the fa,rmer a bigbe1· price for wool, should the foreign fabric be 

admitted into our markets as it bas been for two years past? 
.Answer. We could not under the present duties. 
Question. What were the highest and lowest prices which you paid for wool in 1827? 
.Answer. The highest price I paid last year was about 37½ cents per pound, and the lowest price 20 

cents per pound. • 
Question. Do you think that laying a considerable duty on imported wool would be injurious to the 

interest of the woolen manufacturers in your section of country? Would it tend to force the manufac
tories into those sections of the United States where wool can be grown to more advantage than in 
Massachusetts? 

.Answer. It would, unless there was a corresponding increased duty on imported cloths; if this should 
be the case, I think an increased duty on wool would not injure the manufacturer; and if at all, it would 
injure him but a very short time, as there would very soon be a domestic supply. I think an increased 
duty on wool would not have a tendency to remove the manufacturers from Massachusetts, because the 
transportation of wool from the different parts of the country "is so cheap. 

FRIDAY, January 25, 1828. 

William W. Young admitted and sworn: 
Question. What bas been the average quantity of wool consumed for the last three years in your 

factory? 
.Answer. The greatest quantity of clean wool used by us i~ any one year bas been about 30,000 

pounds, and this was previous to 1825. In 1825 I do not think we worked more than 15,000 pounds. In 
1826 and 1827 not more than 12,000 pounds in each year, but with the capacity to consume double that 
amount. .A.t the close of-the year 1825 we began to feel a ·depression in the business, and to curtail it, 
as we anticipated a further depression. We should have closed our business entirely, but we did not like 
to disch~rge our hands and turn them out of doors without employment. During the time subsequent to 
the close of the year 1825 we made it part of our business to put our mill gearing into complete repair. 
'fhe machinery we did not repair. We then contemplated turning our mills to some more profitable use, 
in case the woolen business should not improve. . 

Question. What proportion of this raw material was imported; and what proportion was of domestic 
production ? • -

Answer. vVe have never kept an exact register of purchases, so as to distinguish between foreign and 
domestic wool, but I believe the wool worked at the factory during the whole time, since 1813, has been 
about half foreign and half domestic wool. 

Question. What were the relative qualities and prices of the raw material consumed in your factory ? 
.Answer. It has always been our intention to purchase the finer qualities of wool, and we have adhered 

to that intention as far as practicable. In 1825 we paid for what is called full-blooded American merino 
in the fleece, entirely unwashed, or in the yolk, an average of 40 cents per pound; for coarse German wools, 
cleaned upon the sheep, in the fleece, from 16 to 20 cents per pound. These last were very coarse wool. 
'!'he 40 cents for the merino in this state is equal to 80 cents per pound for the same wool cleaned. In the 
same year we purchased a lot of merino wool from one particular flock, which was considered better than the 
average lots, and for which we paid in the same state 50 cents per pound. The merino wool generally wastes 
about one-half in weight by cleaning. In 1826 we purchased a very small proportion of merino wool, 
and for that we paid an average price of about 33! cents per pound. In the same year we purchased some 
Saxony wool, for which we paid on the average, for the whole year, about $1 05, making the purchases 
at auction and at private sale. These wools would loose about 25 per cent. in cleaning. In the same 
year we purchased some Spanish R wool, and paid an average of about 66½ cents, taking the whole year. 
'fhese purchases were also made at auction and at private sale. 'l'hese wools would loose about 12½ per 
cent. in cleaning. In 1827 we purchased no unwashed merino wool of any extent,.but we purchased a 
considerable proportion of merino wool, washed upon the sheep, for which we paid 35 cents per pound. The 
wool would lose in cleaning about 33 per cent. We purchased also Spanish R wool, for which we paid, 
on the average, 57½ cents per pound. This would lose about 12½ per cent. in cleaning. We also purchased 
Portugal R wool, for which we paid 31½ cents per pound. This would lose in cleaning, according to our 
cstiµmte, 40 per cent. We purchased also from Pennsylvania a lot of merino wool of two qualities-
1st and 4th, called clean and assorted, for which we paid, 1st quality, $1 25 per pound, and for 4th quality, 
37 cents per pound. 

Question . .A.re you a wool-grower; and if so, what does it cost you per head, per annum, for keeping 
your sheep? 

.Answer. We do grow wool, and keep one hundred and fifty bead of merino sheep. We give the use 
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of one hundred acres of land to an individual for keeping, taking care of, and shearing our sheep, but 
cannot say what the use of the land is worth. This person pays the taxes upon the land, and is bound 
to keep the flock equal to its present number; and is entitled, as compensation, to one-third of the increase. 
To us the keeping of sheep is a losing business. 

Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers in your section of country? 
• .Answer. It is not a principal business with our farmers. 
Question. Is there, in your section of country, a surplus of domestic wool over and above what is 

required by the manufactories in the same district ? 
.Answer. There is not a sufficiency grow for consumption. 
Question. What proportion of the wool manufactured in your district of country is foreign, and what 

proportion is wool of the growth of the United States? 
.Answer. I think they are manufactured in the proportions of three pounds of American to one of foreign. 
Question. From what States in the Union is the deficiency of domestic wool manufactured in your 

section of country obtained ? 
Answer. That which is not supplied from our own neighborhood is obtained mostly from Pennsylvania 

and Maryland; some is also obtained from New Jersey. 
Question. Has domestic wool materially depreciated in price within the last three years ; if yea, to 

what causes do you attribute the depreciation? 
Answer. American wool has certainly depreciated in price, and the cause I take to be the want of 

demand, because the manufacturer cannot buy. 
Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your neighborhood? 

. .Answer. I think there has not been much alteration, but I think rather decreasing for the last three 
years. • 

Question. What proportion in cash does the present cost of wool bear to the present cost of the 
fabric as manufactured at your factory? 

.Answer. The calculation is, that cassimeres of all colors, except blue, must bring double th~ price of 
the raw material to secure the manufacturer against loss; blues must bring from twenty-five to thirty-five 
cents, according to the price of indigo, the yard, more than double the raw material, to prevent loss. 

Question. What is the present price in the American markets of common domestic wool of native 
growth? 

.Answer. I am not able to state the price. 
Question. Do you know the present difference in price of wool of the same quality in the British and 

in the American markets ? 
.Answer. Relying upon the best information I have received from England, the price of wool in 1826 

was, for English merino, from one shilling to one shilling and nine pence; the same in grease, one shilling; 
South Downs, one shilling; best Spanish, two shillings and nine pence to four shillings; Spanish Segovia, 
one shilling and nine pence to three shillings; Spanish Seville, from one shilling and two pence to one 
shilling and six pence; best Saxony, from three shillings to seven shillings; second and third Saxony, one 
shilling and six pence to three shillings; Austrian, fine, two shillings and nine pence to six shillings. 
These were the prices in July, 1826. If large purchases were made, there would be a deduction of some
thing like twenty per cent. Scotch lay wool, from three and a half pence to four pence; Cheviot wool, 
mixed, six pence to seven pence; white, eight pence to ten pence; York wool, grown in England, nine 
pence to ten pence; next quality, eight pence to nine pence; wet, seven pence to eight pence. These 
prices are taken from the letter of an English manufacturer of late date. The difference in price is from 
sixty to seventy per cent. 

Question. Is it important to the farming interest of your State to discourage the importation of 
foreign wool ? • • 

Answer. I do not think it important to the farming interests of the State of Delaware to discourage, 
at present, the importation of foreign wool, although it may be so in future. 

Question. Can the American manufacturer afford to pay a higher price for domestic wool than that 
article now commands, while the present price of cloth continues? 

Answer. They cannot. 
Question. Does the importation of foreign wool contribute to depress the price of domestic wool in 

our markets ? 
.Answer. I do not feel competent to give a definitive answer; but if cloth brought a good price, wool 

would be in demand. 
Question. Are you in possession of the fact that considerable quantities of wool are imported? 
Answer. There are large quantities of coarse and other wools imported, but the quantity I cannot tell. 
Question. Does not the importation of wool give an advantage to the woolen manufacturers having 

establishments near the seaports over those situated in the interior districts where wool is grown? 
Answer. I should think not. 
Question. What are the usual qualities of wool imported into Philadelphia? 
.Answer. German, Saxony, Spanish, Portuguese, Smyrna, South American, of high and low prices. I 

do not recollect any other kinds. 
Question. Do you believe that laying a considerable duty on imported wool would be injurious to the 

woolen manufacturers near the seaports ? 
.Answer. It would be injurious unless they are protected; but if they are perfectly protected so as to 

give them the whole market, it would be of no consequence what duty was imposed on wool. 
Question. Where woolen manufacturers are wool-growers also, but manufacture considerably more 

than they procure from their own flocks, is it not advantageous to them that the price of wool should be 
low, as they are buyers and not sellers of wool ? 

Answer. It is advantageous to every manufacturer to obtain his raw material as low, and to sell his 
fabric as high as he can; but I believe the growing of the wool and the manufacture of it are incom
patible in the same person. 

William R. Dickinson admitted and sworn: 
Question. What has been the average quantity of wool consumed for the last three years in your 

factory? 
Ans·wer. We have used about 35,000 pounds of wool each year for the last three years, washed upon 
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the sheep's back, as an average of the whole time, though the amount consumed by us has been somewhat 
increased in each year. 

Question. What proportion of this raw material was imported, and what proportion was of domestic 
production ? 

.Answer. All domestic. 
Question. What were the relative qualities and prices of the raw material consumed in your factory? 
.Answer. In the quantity before supposed to be the average consumed, the qualities would be about 

the following, viz: 

3,000 pounds of common native wool; 
8,000 pounds of common and half merino; 

12,000 pounds of three-fourths and seven-eighths merino; 
15,000 pounds of full-blooded merino. 

These aggregate amounts are greater than the proposed average, but ~he proportions I believe to be 
about correct. 

In 1825 the price we paid at our factory for native common wool in the fleece, washed upon the 
sheep's back, was 30 cents per pound; for one-fourth blood merino, 30 cents per pound; for one-half blood, 
35 cents per pound; for three-fourths blood, 45 cents per pound; for seven-eighths blood, 60 cents per 
pound; for second rate full blood, 95 cents per pound; and for first rate full blood, $1 25 per pound. In 
1826 we paid, for common wool, 30 cents per pound; for one-fourth blood, 30 cents per pound; for one
half blood, 35 cents per pound; for three-fourths blood, 40 cents per pound; for seven-eighths blood, 50 
cents per pound; for second rate full blood, 95 cents per pound; and for first rate full blood, $1 25 per 
pound. In 1827 we paid, for common wool, 20 cents per pound; for one-fourth blood, 25 cents per pound; 
for one-half blood, 30 cents per pound; for three-fourths blood, 35 cents per pound; for seven-eighths 
blood, 45 cents per pound; for second rate full blood, 60 cents per pound; and for first rate full blood, 85 
cents per pound. During these years we have been in the habit of manufacturing the finer qualities of 
the wool, and of marketing the coarser qualities in the eastern markets. 

Question. Are you a wool-grower; and if so, what does it cost you a head per annum for keeping 
your sheep? 

.Answer. I am a wool-grower, and so is my partner in the woolen manufactory. I own between three 
thousand and four thousand sheep. My partner owns about the same number that I do, but his flocks are 
not connected with mine. I estimate the cost, per head, of keeping sheep in the part of the country where 
I live, at one dollar. I feel sure that it does not exceed that sum. The farmers of the country can keep 
sheep cheaper than I can. 

Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers in your section of country? 
Answer. It is with a great number of the farmers in my neighborhood, and especially since the pas

sage of the tariff bill of 1824. 
Question. Is there in your section of country a surplus of domestic wool over and above what is 

required by the manufactories in the same section? 
Answer. There is an excess, which has been constantly increasing until the last year. My partner 

and myself have, for the last three years, sent to the eastern markets from 30,000 to 50,000 pounds 
annually. I speak from recollection, not having any data to refer to for this statement. Most of this 
wool has been sent to Boston, and has been of the coarser qualities, upon which we have invariably lost 
money until the last year, when I think we shall have saved ourselves. 'fhis wool is grown in Western 
Virginia, Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, and a small share in Kentucky. 

Question. Has domestic wool materially depreciated in price within the last three years; if yea, to 
what cause do you attribute the depreciation? 

.Answer. It has depreciated materially, and particularly the finer qualities. I ascribe the depreci?,tion 
to the large importations of foreign woolen goods and foreign wool; also to the depression of the woolen 
business in England, and to the increase of woolen manufactures in countries other than England, 
including our own. I speak more particularly with reference to what I think has affected the price of 
wool in my section of country. 

Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your neighborhood? 
.Answer. The number of sheep was rapidly increasing in my section of the country for the last three 

years until the last year; but ·some of the owners of sheep seem now to be disposed to diminish their 
flocks. The whole number of sheep, at the present time, is greater than it was one year ago. 

Question. What proportion in cash does the present cost of wool bear to the present cost of the fabric 
as manufactured at your factory? 

.Answer. I am not myself a practical manufacturer, but am familiarly conversant with the details of 
the business; from that acquaintance, and from the best of my judgment, I would estimate the cost of the 
wool to be one-half of the cost of the common and middling qualities of cloths when prepared for the 
market, and as you go to the finer cloths the proportionate cost of the wool increases. 

Question. What is the present price, in the American markets, of common domestic wool of native 
growth? 

.Answer. It is worth twenty cents per pound when washed upon the sheep's back. 
Question. Do you know the present difference in price of wool, of the same quality, in the British and 

in the American markets? 
.Answer. I do not. 
Question. Is it important to the farming interests of your State to discourage the importation of 

foreign wool? 
.Answer. In my opinion it is important, by laying an effective duty upon_ foreign woolen cloths and 

foreign wool; and, without such a duty upon woolen fabrics, an increased duty upon wool would be ofno 
benefit to the wool-growers of our State. 

Question. Can the American manufacturer afford to pay a higher price for domestic wool than that 
article now commands, while the present price of cloth continues? 

.Answer. I think not. 
Question. Does the importation of foreign wool contribute to .depress the price of domestic wool in 

our markets? 
.Answer. It certainly does, in a great measure, inasmuch as the quantity of any article in the market 

and the demand regulate the price. 
VOL. V--101 B 
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Question. .A.re you in possession of the fact that considerable quantities of wool are imported? 
Answer. I believe the fact to be so. 
Question. Does not the importation of wool give an advantage to the woolen manufacturers having 

establishments near the seaports over those situated in the interior districts where wool is grown? 
Answer. I cannot make up a correct opinion upon the question. 
Question. Do you believe that laying a considerable duty on imported wool would be injurious to the 

woolen manufacturers near the seaports? 
Answer. I think it would be a serious disadvantage, unless a corresponding protection was given to 

the manufacturer; but, if that should be done, the injury would be temporary. In the west these altera
tions would not, in my opinion, be so much felt. 

Question. Where woolen manufacturers are wool-growers also, but manufacture considerably more 
than they procure from their own flocks, is it not advantageous to them that the price of wool should be 
low, as they are buyers, not sellers of wool ? 

Answer. It certainly is not the interest of any .American manufacturer to so depress the price of 
domestic wool as to drive the farmer from due attention to his sheep. His flocks should increase (to say 
the least) with the manufactories-the same principles of national independence being involved in both 
cases. We ought, at all times, to have a full supply of the raw material at home, to guard against the 
contingency of war. 

Question. Can you speak with confidence as to what section of the United States is best adapted to 
the growing of wool to the greatest advantage ? 

Answer. My opinion is, that the finer wools can be most plentifully and cheaply grown in Western 
Virginia, Western Pennsylvania, in parts of New York, and in the northern part of Ohio. 

Question. Have you any wool grown in your section of country equal to the best imported Saxony or 
merino wool? 

Answer. For my own part, I have no hesitation in saying that we have merino wool in the west as 
fine as the best Saxony wool which I have ever seen, and I have examined many fine parcels. I have the 
testimony, too, of Mr. Woods, our wool stapler, who served a regular apprenticeship in England of seven 
years, and who has continued in the business of wool stapling in England (where he handled the finest 
Saxony samples) and in the United States for the- last twenty years. The quantity, however, is small, 
not amounting to more than three or four thousand pounds, out of a parcel of eighty or a hundred thousand 
pounds. It is increasing annually, and will increase if the business is properly encouraged. The Saxony 
sheep is but an improvement on Spanish merino by climate and attention; and the climate of my section 
of country is equally favorable to the improvement of our merino breed. Within the last thirteen years 
I have discovered a decided improvement in the staple of our wool from our full-blooded merinos. 

Abraham Schenck admitted and sworn: 
Question. What has been the average quantity of wool consumed for the last three years in your 

factory? 
Answer. I cannot tell the quantity of wool we have used for the last three years; but, from the 3d 

June 1826, to 3d June, 182'r, by the account from our books, it appears that we consumed 'r0,400 pounds 
of merino fleece wool, as washed upon the sheep. In the same time we consumed about 5,000 pounds of 
coarse Buenos Ayres wool for listings, headings, and the like. 

Question. What proportion of this raw material was imported, and what proportion was of domestic 
production? 

Answer. It was all domestic wool, except the 5,000 pounds of coarse wool mentioned in the last 
answer. 

Question. What were the relative qualities and prices of the raw material consumed in this factory? 
Answer. The quality of the wool we use is purchased as full-blooded merino, and for which we pay an 

average price of 40 cents per pound. This wool is assorted at our factory into the following qualities, and 
valued at the following relative prices, viz: 

Taking 80,000 pounds, which we have actually purchased at this average price, it will stand as follows: 
400 pounds picklock, valued at $1 20, amounts to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $480 00 

11,600 pounds No. 1, v~lued at 60 cents, amounts to................................... 6,960 00 
36,000 pounds ~o. 2, valued at 40 cents, amounts to................................... 14,400 00 
24,000 pounds No. 3, valued at 34 cents, amounts to................................... 8,160 00 
8,000 pounds No. 4, or livery, valued at 25 cents, amounts to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000 00 

32,000 00 

The 'r0,000 pounds used between the 3d June, 1826, and the 3d June, 182'r, was purchased at higher 
prices, and cost us an average price of 42½ cents per pound. The average cost of the Buenos Ayres wool 
was from 8 to 12 cents per pound, according to my best recollection. I have no data from which to speak 
on this point, but upon the others I speak from certain information. 

Question. Are you a wool-grower; and if so, what does it cost you per head, per annum, for keeping 
your sheep? 

Answer. I am not. 
Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable bu§;iness with the farmers in your section of country? 
Answer. It is. I think the county in which I reside has 300,000 sheep, from the best information I 

have been able to obtain. 
Question. Is there, hi your section of country, a surplus of domestic wool over and above what is 

required by the manufactories in the same section ? 
Answer. There is in my county a very large one. I have been informed, and believe it to be true, 

that some of the farmers have now four crops on hand unsold. 
Question. What proportion of the wool manufactured in your district of country is foreign, and what 

proportion is wool of the growth of the United States? 
Answer. I can only answer in relation to our own factory. All the wool we consumed between the 

~d June, 1826, and 3d June, 182'r, was domestic, except about 5,000 pounds of very coarse wool. We 
have lately purchased a quantity of Spanish wool in the New York market to be worked in our factory. 
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Question. Has domestic wool materially depreciated in price within the last three years; if yea, to 
what causes do you attribute the depreciation ? 

.Answer. It has depreciated in price materially; and the reason I assign is, that the low price of 
wool in foreign markets enables the foreign manufacturer to send his manufactured articles into our 
markets at a lower price than formerly; and also to send foreign wool at a lower price than domestic 
wool of the same quality has been selling at. 

Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your neighborhood ? 
.Answer. I should think they were rather diminishing than otherwise; but they may be about 

stationary. 
Question. What proportion in cash does the present cost of wool bear to the present cost of the fabric 

as manufactured at your factory? 
.Answer. I have not the data with me to furnish a satisfactory answer to this question. 
Question. What is the present price in the American markets of common domestic wool of native 

growth? 
.Answer. I do not know; but, from the best information I have, it is from 20 to 25 cents per pound. 
Question. Do you know the present difference in price of wool of the same quality in the British and 

in the American markets ? 
.Answer. The only information I have is the fact that, in October last, we purchased in the New 

York market 80 bales of Spanish wool at 72 cents per pound, which cost in London, in the preceding 
August, two shillings and a penny sterling, or 46 cents, per pound; making a difference of 26 cents per 
pound upon the very same wool. 

Question. Are you in possession of the fact that considerable quantities of wool are imported? 
.Answer. I know there were large quantities imported the last year. 
Question. Is it important to the farming interests of your State to discourage the importation of 

foreign wool ? 
.Answer. I think it would be. 
Question. Can the American manufacturer afford to pay a higher price for domestic wool than that 

article now commands, while the present price of cloth continues? 
.Answer. No; he cannot afford to pay the price now asked for it. 

SATURDAY, January 26, 1828. 

James Wolcott, jr., admitted and sworn: 
Question. What has been the average quantity of wool consumed for the last three years in your 

factory? 
.Answer. In 1825 we consumed about 70,000 pounds of wool; in 1826 about 72,569 pounds; and in 

1827 about 60,000 pounds. , 
Question. What proportion of this raw material was imported, and what proportion was of domestic 

production? 
.Answer. In 1825 I think about one-fourth of the wool consumed was imported. In 1826 we used 

54,767 pounds of American wool, which averaged us about 45 cents per pound; 9,688 pounds of Saxony, 
the average cost of which was 80½ cents; 7,211 pounds of Spanish, the average cost of which was 85 
cents; and 908 pounds of Italian, the average cost of which was 82¼ cents per pound; the whole 
averaging 48½ cents. 

Question. What were the relative qualities and prices of the raw material consumed in your factory? 
.Answer. In 1825 wool cost us higher than stated in my answer to the last question; but I cannot 

give the rate with accuracy. In 1827, commencing in July, better wool than we gave 45 cents for in 
1826 was purchased by us at 40 cents. The same quality of wool is now worth, in the Boston market, at 
least 50 cents per pound. 

Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business in your State with the farmers ? 
.Answer. In some of the western counties of the State it is, but not generally so. 
Question. Has wool materiaIIy depreciated in price during the last three years ? To what is the 

depreciation to be attributed ? And is it owing, in any material degree, to importations ? 
.Answer. It has depreciated since 1825. I attribute this to the depreciatioJJ. in the price of woolens. 

The importations of wool effect the reduction in part. 
Question. Are you apprised of the fact that large quantities of wool are imported ? And does not 

this tend to depreciate the price of the domestic wool ? • 
.Answer. I am apprised of the fact. The importation of wool does tend to reduce the price of domestic 

wool. 
Question. Is there as much wool grown in Massachusetts as is consumed in the woolen manufactories 

of that State; if not, what proportion of the whole quantity do you think is imported, and what propor
tion is grown in the State ? 

.Answer. There is but a small part of the wool grown in the State of Massachusetts manufactured 
there. I cannot answer the other part of the question satisfactorily. 

Question. Is it important, in your opinion, to the farming interests of your State to discourage, by 
further duties, the importation of foreign wool? 

.Answer. It is important to them, and to our farmers generally. The nation ought to encourage the 
growth of wool which can only be done by efficient duties on wool and woolens. . 

Question. What is the price in the eastern markets of the common domestic wool of native growth ? 
.Answer. At this time from 20 to 25 cents. 
Question. Do you believe that laying a considerable duty on imported wool would be injurious to the 

interest of the woolen manufacturers in your section of country; and would it tend t-0 force the woolen -
manufacture into those sections of the United States where wool can be grown to more advantage than in 
Massachusetts ? 

.Answe1·. It would be if the manufactured articles were not further protected. The latter part of the 
question I cannot satisfactorily answer. 

Jonas B. Brown admitted and sworn: 
Question. yv-hat has been the average quantity of wool consumed for the last three years in your factory? 
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.Answer. In 1825 we used about 'l0,000 pounds of wool; in 1826 about 90,000 pounds; in 182'l' we 
used about 124,000 pounds of wool. In 1826 we finished a new factory, which was commenced in 1824. 

Question. What proportion of this raw material was imported, and what proportion was of domestic 
production? 

.Answer. In 1825 about one-fourth of the quantity used was foreign wool; in 1826 and 182'l' about 
the same proportion; the remainder was of domestic growth. 

Question. What were the relative qualities and prices of the raw material consumed in your factory? 
.Answer. We consumed wool varying in price from 3'l' ½ cents to $1 65; about three-fourths of the whole we 

used was of American growth, and varied from 3'l' ½ to 60 cents. The foreign wool cost us from 60 cents to $1 65. 
Question. .A.re you a wool-grower? 
Answer. I am not. 
Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers of your State? 
.Answer. .A.mong the western portion of them it is. 
Question. Has wool materially depreciated in price during the last three years ; if yea, to what is 

the depreciation to be attributed, and is it owing, in any material degree, to importations? 
.Answer. It is considerably lower than in 1825. There are two causes: one is the depreciation of the 

price abroad, and the other the unprofitable condition of the woolen manufacture at home. It is in part 
owing to importations, because if there were none imported it would be something higher, unless the 
manufacturer could not buy at all. 

Question. .A.re you apprised of the fact that large quantities of wool are imported, and does not this 
tend to depreciate the price of the domestic wool? _ 

.Answer. I am apprized of the fact that large quantities are imported, and I have previously said it does. 
Question. What are the usual qualities of the wool imported ? 
.Answer. Coarse and fine wools are imported principally. The coarse wools are worth from 10 to 15 

cents. In the Boston market the usual prices of the fine wool are from 60 cents to $1 65. 
Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your section of the country? 
.Answer. I am not able to determine. 
Question. Is there as much wool grown in Massachusetts as is consumed in the woolen manufactures 

of that State ? If not, what proportion of the whole quantity do you think is imported, and what 
proportion is grown in the State ? 

.Answer. There is not as much grown in the State as is consumed. I do not know the proportion, 
but think it inconsiderable compared with the whole quantity consumed in Massachusetts. Of the 
quantity manufactured in the State, I should think not quite one-fourth part is imported. I cannot state 
what proportion fo grown in the State. 

Question. Is it important, in your opinion, to the farming interests of your State to discourage, by 
further duties, the importation of foreign wool ? 

.Answer. I think it is. 
Question. Where manufacturers of woolens are growers of-wool also, but grow less wool than they 

manufacture, are they not interested, on a financial calculation, in keeping down the price of wool, as 
they are buyers, not sellers of wool? 

.Answer. They are not so much interested to keep down the price of wool as those who grow no wool; 
and those who grow no wool think their interest lies in protection to the wool-growers as well as to themselves. 

Question. What do you understand to be the present difference between the price of wool in England 
and the United States of the same quality? 

.Answer. I have not been concerned in any importations myself, but I believe the general difference 
is about 60 per cent. between the cost in England and the sale price in the Boston market. 

Question. Do you know the relative prices at which wool can be furnished from the port of Cadiz, in 
Spain, to the manufacturer in Manchester, in England, compared with the prices at which it can be 
furnished to the manufacturer at Boston, in Massachusetts ? 

.Answer. I cannot tell. 
_ Question. ·what is the price in the eastern market of the common domestic wool of native growth? 

.Answer. From 20 to 24 cents; quarter blvod about 30 cents; half blood, 3'l'½; three-quarters blood, 
42i; and full blood, 50 cents per pound. 

Question. From your-knowledge of the different qualities of wool used by the American manufacturers, 
will foreign wool, costing abroad 10 cents and under, come into competition with the domestic wool? 

.Answer. I think not. 
Question. Do you believe that laying a considereble duty on imported wool would be injurioiis to the 

interest of the woolen manufacturers of your section of country? \Vould it tend to force the woolen 
manufacture into those sections of the United States where wool can be grown to more advantage than 
in Massachusetts? • 

.Answer. I think it would be injurious, unless there should be a considerable duty also laid on manu~ 
facture of woolens. The circumstance alone of wool being cheaper in one section of country than in 
another would not, I think, force the manufacturer from one section to another of the country. 

Joshua Clapp admitted and sworn: 
Question. What is the average quantity of wool consumed for each of the last three years? 
Answer. I cannot speak for a longer term than two years. From November 12, 1825, to November 

12, 1826, we used 41,602 pounds of wool. During the same time the succeeding year we consumed 
43, 'l'29 pounds. 

Question. What proportion of the wool used was imported, and what part of domestic growth? 
.Answer. In the first of the years spoken of in the last answer we used 10,l 'l'6 pounds of American 

wool, and of Saxony, 31,426 pounds. In the second year we used 39,863 pounds of American wool, and 
of Saxony and Spanish, 3,886 pounds. 

Question. What were the relative qualities and prices of the raw material consumed in your factory? 
Answer. In the first year we paid, on an average, about 62 cents for the foreign wool, and about 50 

cents for the American. In the second year the foreign wool averaged 50 cents, and the domestic 34 cents. 
Question. Is there a sufficient quantity of domestic wool grown in the United States to supply the 

wants of the domestic manufacturer? 
Answer. So far as I am able to form an opinion, I do not think the quantity grown is sufficient. 
Question, In what sections of country is the domestic wool grown that is sold in the Boston market? 
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Answer. It is grown in Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio; 
considerable quantities have been received from the latter State of late years. • 

Question. Has domestic wool materially depreciated in price within the last three years ; if so, to 
what causes do you attribute that depreciation? 

.Answer. The price has fallen; and I attribute the fact to the embarrassed state of the manufactures, 
and to the importation of foreign wool. I think the diminution in price has been about 33! per cent. 
• Question. Is the number of sheep increasing or diminishing in your neighborhood? 

.Ansu:er. I think they have remained for some time at about the same number. 
Question. What proportion, in cash, does the present cost of wool bear to the present cost of fabrics 

made at your factory? 
Answer. I think the cost of the wool constitutes about one-half the cost of the cloth. 
Question. What is the present price in the United States markets of common domestic wool of native 

growth? 
.Answe1·. I take it to be from twenty to twenty-five cents. 
Question. Do you know the present difference in price of wool of the same quality in the British and 

American markets ? 
.Answer. I think wool of the same quality is from 60 to 75 per cent. higher in America than in 

England. 
Question. Is it important to the farming interest in your State to discourage the importation of foreign 

wool? 
Answer. I think it is important to that interest that importation of foreign wool be discouraged. 
Question. If foreign wool should be excluded, would domestic wool bring a better price, if foreign 

fabrics are admitted under the present duties ? 
Answer. I should think not. 
Question. Do you know that considerable quantities of foreign wool are imported? 
.Answe1·. I am aware that large quantities are imported. I am myself a large importer of that 

article. 
Question. What kinds of wool are imported, and from what places ? 
.Answer. Almost every kind of wool is imported. Very coarse wools are received from South America 

and Smyrna, and these form the largest proportion. Fine wools are brought from Germany, Spain, and 
England. I cannot pretend to speak distinctly of the different proportions. 

Question. Do the coarse wools, costing under eight cents per pound in the foreign market, come in 
competition with any kind of domestic wool ? 

.Answer. They do not. 
Question. Do you know of any manufacturing establishment using exclusively the coarsest foreign 

wool; and what kind of fabrics do they produce? 
.Answer. I know of one establishment at Canton, Massachusetts, which uses that wool exclusively, and 

there may be others. The cloth which they make is called and known as negro cloths. 
Question. Does not the importation of wool give an advantage to the woolen manufacturers having 

establishments near the seaports over those situated in the interior, where wool is grown ? 
.Answer. So long as they use foreign wool, I think the manufacturer near the seacoast has an advantage 

over him in the cofmtry. If domestic wool be used, I think the advantage is in favor of the factory in 
the interior, because that wool is generally cheaper in the country than in the market towns. 

Question. Do you believe that laying a considerable duty on imported wool would be injurious to the 
woolen manufacturer near the seaports ? 

.Answer. I do not think it would affect him as to purchases; because, at the present price of fabrics, 
he ·would not buy it at all. 

Benjamin Poor admitted and sworn: 
Question. What.is the average quantity of wool consumed for the last three years? 
.Answe7'. I cannot answer as to the quantity used with sufficient certainty to answer any valuable 

purpose. 
Question. What proportion of the wool used was imported, and what was of domestic growth? 
.Answer. We used a fraction more than half of foreign wool in 1827. I cannot SP.eak as to any other year. 
Question . .A.re you engaged in the importation of foreign wool and woolen goods; if so, from what 

places? 
.Answer. We have been engaged in the importation of foreign wool from Germany. We have not 

imported any from any other place. 
Question. What has been the price of wool in foreign countries for the year 1827 compared with the 

prices of the S!l,me quality of wool in the American market? • 
.Answer. It has, in my opinion, been from 70 to 80 per cent. higher in the American market than in 

Europe during the past year. 
Question. Do you know that American wool has been sent to England to be manufactured, and 

what was the result? 
.Answer . .A. quantity of wool was sent to England for manufacture. .A. part of the same had bC,n 

sold in Boston at 50 cents. The original accounts of manufacturing it are in my possession, and I found 
the same wool was valued in England at 23! cents. . 

Question. Is importing wool a profitable business; and do the importers find ready sale for it? 
.Answer. It has been a profitable business for some time past, say at least for 1827. But it is attended 

with uncertainty, like other mercantile pursuits. During the past year the sales have been very ready. 
We have sold, as auctioneers, about 360,000 pounds of foreign wool, and about 108,000 pounds of domestic 
wool. 

Eleuterre Irenee Dupont admitted and sworn : 
Question. What has been the average quantity of wool consumed in this factory for the last three years? 
Answer. According to the best estimate I can make, (not having the books to refer to,) we have 

consumed for the last three years, on the average, about 40,000 pounds of wool each year. Formerly we 
carried on the business more extensively than we now do, and consumed a larger value of wool each 
year, the wool we then used being finer. 

Question. What proportion of this wool is of foreign, and what of domestic growth? 
Answer. The wool used in our factory for the three last years has been almost all domestic wool. 
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We have, during this time, used some Smyrna and some South American wool for negro cloths, this 
• wool being of the coarsest kind. 

Question. What is the general quality of the wool you work, and what have been the average prices 
paid for it for the last three years? 

Answer. The most of the wool we have used has been the native wool of this country, and the residue 
coarse Smyrna and South American wool. In 1825 we paid about 35 cents for pulled wool, which we 
mostly used. In 1826 I cannot say what price we paid. In 1827 we paid for the same kind of wool 
from about 25 to 30 cents per pound. I think the price has gradually fallen from 1825 to this time. I 
think we have paid from 16 to 22 cents for the Smyrna wool, and about the same for the South American 
wool. 

Question. Are you a wool-grower ; if yea, what is the average expense to you per head of keeping 
your sheep, and what number do you keep ? 

Answer. I am a wool-grower, and now keep about a hundred sheep. I formerly had about 1,200 
sheep. I purchased a farm to keep them upon, and have never estimated, therefore cannot state, the 
expense per head of keeping them. The raising of the sheep has been to me a losing business to a great 
extent. 

Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers of your section of country? 
Answer. It is very limited. 
Question. Is there in your section of country a surplus of wool over and above what is required for 

the manufactories in your section of country? 
Answer. I think there is no surplus; but there is, on the contrary, a deficiency. 
Question. What proportion of wool manufactured in your section of the country is of foreign growth, 

and what of the growth of the United States? 
Ansv.,,er. I cannot tell. 
Question. From what States in the Union is obtained the deficiency, if any, of the domestic wool 

manufactured in your section of country? 
Answer. We get our own from Baltimore and New York, as we use principally the pulled wool; but 

we have also obtained fleece wool from the western parts of Pennsylvania. The wool purchased in Balti
more and New York is of domestic growth. 

Question. Has domestic wool materially depreciated in price within the last three years ; if yea, to 
what cause do you attribute that depreciation? 

Answer. It has depreciated in price, and I consider the cause to be the depressed situation of the 
woolen .manufactories. 

Question. Is the number of sheep in your section of country increasing or diminishing at the present 
time? 

Answer. It is decreasing. The discouragement is so great that the farmers pay very little attention 
to their flocks. 

Question. What proportion does the present cost of wool bear to the present cost of the cloth or 
fabric, as a general average? 

Answer. I am not a sufficiently practical manufacturer of wool to answer that question. 
Question. What is the present price in tho American market of common domestic wool of native growth? 
Answer. As near as I can tell, without reference to our books, I should say frt>m 20 to 25 cents per 

pound for the fleece wool, and from 25 to 30 cents per pound for the pulled or skin wool. 
Question. Do you know the present difference in price of wool of the same quality in the British and 

in the American markets ? 
Answer. I have no knowledge on the subject. 
Question. Are you in possession of the fact that large importations of raw wool are annually made 

into this country? 
Answer. It is a fact generally known. 
Question. Does not the importation of foreign wool give an advantage to the manufacturer who is 

located near the seaboard over those located in the interior, where wool is grown? 
Answer. I think it may give a small advantage, but that advantage is fully counterbalanced by others 

which the interior manufacturers possess, of other descriptions, over those situated upon the seaboard. 

Joshua W. Pierce admitted and sworn: 
Question. What has been the average quantity of wool consumed in this factory for the last three years? 
Answer. Our books are not made up to a later date than 24th November, 1826, but from the average 

consumption before that date, and from my acquaintance with the business, I should say, including the 
whole of the year 1827, we have consumed on the average for the last three years 100,000 pounds of 
wool each year. 

Question. What proportion of this wool is of foreign, and what of domestic growth? 
Answer. From the best calculation I can make from facts now within my knowledge, I should judge 

that the foreign wool consumed in our factory, on an average for the last three years, would be 43 per 
~mt. upon the whole consumption. It cannot vary materially from that ratio. 

Question. What is the general quality of the wool you work, and what have been the average prices 
paid for it for the last three years? 

Answer. We have, for the three last years, purchased and used a variety of qualities of wool, and our 
extremes jn price.in 1825 were from 90 cents to 22 cents per pound for foreign wool, as nearly as my 
memory will enable me to speak. In this year our· fine wool was Spanish, and the coarse was (I think) 

~ Adrianople. We paid this year for our domestic wool from 25 to 62½ cents per pound, according to my 
recollection. In 1826 we paid from 12½ to 96 cents for our foreign wool. The fine this year was Saxony, 
and, the coarse, Portuguese. For our domestic this year we paid from 20 to 55 cents per pound. The 
domestic wool which we purchased this year at 55 cents was better than that we purchased the preceding 
year at 62½ cents per pound. In 1827 we paid for our foreign wools from 61 to 74 cents per pound, it 
being all fine Saxony wool. For our domestic wool this year we paid from 17 to 45 cents per pound. 

Question. Are you a wool-grower; if yea, what is the average expense to you per head of keeping 
your sheep, and what number do you keep? 

Answer. I am not. 
Question. Is the growing of wool a considerable business with the farmers in your section of_ country? 
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Answer. Not in our immediate neighborhood, but a good deal so in the upper counties of-the State in 
which I reside. 

Question. Is there, in your section of country, a surplus of wool over and above what is required for 
the manufactories in that section ')f country? 

Answer. There is not a surplus, but a very great deficiency. 
Question. What proportion of the wool manufactured in your section of country is of foreign growth, 

and what of the growth of the United States? 
Answer. I should judge the quantity consumed in that neighborhood is more than half of it imported 

from foreign countries. 
Question. From what States of the Union is obtained the deficiency, if any, of the domestic wool 

manufactured in your section of country? 
Answer. Principally Vermont and New York, except such part of it which comes from our own State, 

and a very little from Maine. 
Question. Has domestic wool materially depreciated in price within the last three years; if yea, to 

what cause do you attribute that depreciation? 
Answer. It has, very considerably; I should say from 25 to 30 per cent. I attribute the depreciation 

to the overstock of foreign cloths in our markets, and to the consequent depressed price of woolen cloths. 
Question. Is the number of sheep in your section of country increasing or diminishing at the present 

time? 
Answer. I have no means of judging with accuracy, but, from what I have beard, I should think they 

were decreasing. 
Question. What proportion does the present cost of wool bear to the present cost of the cloth or 

fabric, as a general average? 
Answer. My judgment would be, that on the bulk of cloths, similar to those we make, the cost of the 

wool would be about one-half of the cost of the cloth when finished. 
Question. What is the price in the .American market of common domestic wool of native growth? 
Answe1·. I have no means of judging, except by the prices which we pay. They are from 17 to 20 

cents at this time. 
Question. Do you know the present difference in the price of wool of the same quality in the British 

and in the .American markets ? 
Answer. I do not know, except from information. But from information, upon which I can rely, I 

believe the difference of price to be about one-half. As part of this information, I refer to facts detailed 
in papers now in possession of Benjamin Poor, a witness now before the committee. 

Question . .A.re you in possession of the fact that large importations of raw wool are annually-made 
into this country? 

Answer. I do not know the fact as a subject of general notoriety. 
Question. Does not the importation of foreign wool give an advantage to the manufacturer who is 

located near the seaboard over those located in the interior, where wool is grown? 
Answer. In the mere cost of his wool I think it does; but that advantage is more than counter

balanced by the facility of procuring labor, and the cheapness of living in the interior. 

Testimony in relation to woolens. 

FRIDAY, January 11, 1828. 

Hon. John Mitchell further examined: 
Question. Are the woolen cloths used in your section of the country mostly foreign or domestic? 
Answe1·. They are mostly imported. 
Question. Why are they preferred? 
Answer. They are considered the cheapest. 
Question. Would an advance on the cost of low price cloth, such as is used by the laboring classes 

in the iron districts, be injurious to the owners and workmen of those districts? • 
Answer. I do not know that it would affect the owners or proprietors of those works, because they 

would secure that additional cost by an increased price on the goods; but I think it would be prejudicial 
to the workmen, because it would enhance the price which they now pay. This state of things might 
not exist when the quantity manufactured at home becomes sufficient to answer the demand. The price 
of labor is now fixed, and that price would not be raised in proportion to the increased price of goods. 

WEDNESDAY, January 16, 1828. 

Simon N. Dexter further examined: 
Question. Where do you reside? 
Answer . .A.t Wbitesborough, Oneida county, State of New York. 
Question . .A.re you now, or have you lately been, concerned in the manufacture of wool; and if yea, 

for what length of time and in what capacity? • 
Answe1·. I have been for seven or eight years engaged in the manufacture of wool at Oriskany, 

Whitestown, New York, as an acting director of an incorporated company For about four years of 
that time I have been the administrator of John Sharp, who left, at his death, a very considerable wool 
factory, called the Clinton factory, which, in my character of administrator, has been partially under my 
care. This last is situated in Paris, Oneida county. Mr. George Hutton was copartner of Mr. Sharp, 
and is still interested, as a partner, in the business, but owns no part of the factory. He is the acting 
m3j1 in the factory. I administered on the estate of Mr. Sharp as a creditor. 

Question. What is the name of t.he establishment in which you are or have been concerned; where is 
it situated; and is it an incorporated company or an individual interest? 

Answe1·. The factory in which I am concerned, and of which I am a director, belongs to an incorpo
rated company, by the corporate name, I think, of the "Oriskany Woolen Manufacturing Company." 

Question. What is the amount of capital invested in the manufactory of which you speak? 
Answer. There were two thousand shares, at one hundred dollars each; this was the nominal capital. 

The last payment on the shares was made about three years ago, and that payment increased the sum 
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paid in to forty-seven dollars and :fifty cents, making the capital actually vested amount to ninety-five 
thousand dollars. The company purchased a water privilege from the Oneida Manufacturing Company, 
for which they gave $3,000, and for this, stock was issued to that amount. It had cost the Oneida Company 
$1,000. Three hundred shares (speaking in round numbers) were forfeited, after paying about ten dollars 
on each share. This leaves the capital paid in eighty-three thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars. 
Some wool may have been taken in payment of the last instalment at cash price. The charter was renewed 
two or three years ago, and the stock, by that act, was reduced to :fifty dollars per sbare. 

Question. When was the manufactory first put into operation; or, if an incorporated company, under 
its present charter? 

Answer. The company commenced its operation some two or three years previous to the late war; I 
think in 1810. 

Question. Has it continued in operation from the time it was first started to the present time; if no, 
at what times, and for what causes, has it ceased its operations? 

Answer. It has continued constantly in operation since its first establishment, except at short periods 
for the purpose of making repairs. 

Question. What is the average expense per pound of cleaning, assorting, picking, oiling, carding·, 
and converting the wool, from the state in which it is purchased, into rolls or batts? 

Answer. I am not sufficiently acquainted with the detailed operations of a factory to give a satis
factory answer to this question. 

Question. What is the average expense per pound of converting the rolls or batts into yarn, and of 
cleansing, sizing, and preparing the yarn for weaving? 

Answer. I am obliged to give the same answer to this as to the last question. 
Question. What kinds of cloth do you usually manufacture? 
Answer. We manufacture, principally, narrow cloth called kerseymeres, of about thirty-one inches 

wide when :finished. We also make some broadcloths from the two higher qualities of the wool. 
Question. What quantity of wool is required to make one yard of each of the descriptions of cloth 

made at your factory; and what is the width in the flannel of each description of cloth? 
Answer. It requires from fourteen to sixteen ounces of wool, well washed, (and it is in this state we 

buy it,) to make a yard of kerseymere. This is made of the third and fourth qualities, called fine and 
downrights. Sometimes a small proportion of this same species of cloth is made of the superfine or 
second quality. It requires about two pounds of wool to make a running yard of broadcloth. This 
cloth, when it comes from the loom, is from two and a quarter to two and a half yards in width, and it 
shrinks to one and a half and one and three-quarters yard in fulling and :finishing. The weight of the 
cloth when :finished, including the listing, is about the same as the quantity of wool necessary to make 
it, exclusive of the weight of the wool used in making the list. 

Question. What is the cost of weaving each yard of each description of cloth at the works referred to? 
Answer. We hire female weavers, (girls,) who board themselves, and are paid three dollars per 

week. Each one attends to one power loom, and perhaps to two. Each loom weaves about 15 yards 
per week of kerseymere. / 

Question. What is the cost per yard of washing, fulling, dyeing, and dressing, and otherwise :fitting 
for the market, each yard of each description of cloth before described ? 

Answer. I cannot answer this question. 
Question. What is, and has been for the three years last past, the value per yard, at the factory, of 

each description of cloth so made ? 
Answer. I cannot say that we have any market price at the factory. In 1825 our best kerseymeres 

brought at auction, in New York, (where we sell almost exclusively,) $2 per yard. I speak of blues 
made of the third quality of wool. Some did sell as high as $2 30. None sold for less than $2. The 
net proceeds did not exceed $2 per yard. The second quality of mixtures and drabs, and other colors, 
(not blue,) varied from $1 35 to $1 65 the yard, sold in the same manner, netting us, on an average, about 
$1 45. In 1826 the best quality brought from $1 30 to $1 55, and netted us about $1 40. The second 
quality sold at f~om 80 to 90 cents, and netted us about 80 cents. In 182'1' the best quality sold, in 
the same manner, from $1 55 to $1 75, but few were sold at the price last mentioned, and the net sales 
may be put down at $1 60. The second quality sold, in the same manner, at from 82 cents to $1 20, and 
netted about 95 cents. It may have been 9'i½ cents. 

Question. Would you now contract to furnish a quantity of second quality kerseymeres, described by 
you, at 95 cents per yard? 

Answer. I would not feel authorized to make a contract at that price; but I would undertake to 
furnish the article at $1 per yard, to a limited extent. At 95 cents per yard I would not contract 
to furnish a single yard. I believe there would be a loss at that price. At $2 there would be 
some profit, say about five per cent., enough, perhaps, to pay expenses, &c., but not enough to cover 
wear and tear, and pay interest on the capital invested. I would contract at this price only because we 
want money. 

Question. Do you expect to sell your kerseymeres of the second quality at a price higher than $1 per 
yard under the present rates of duty? 

Answer. I do not expect to sell the second quality at more than $1 under the existing duty on the 
imported article. 

Question. How may hands do you employ in the Oriskany factory, on the average ? 
Answer. I think we have from 80 to 100 commonly employed, but cannot speak with certainty as to 

the precise number. 
Question. Have you ever made any dividends on the capital employed in your factory? 
Answer. One was made about five years ago. It was a dividend of $2 upon a share, payable 

in goods. There may have been one other, but I am not positive whether there was or not. 
Question. Have you known any dividends made on the stock of the Clinton factory? .t 
Answer. I have not known any, and am very certain there has been none. That was an incorporated 

company, and was sold by the original owners to Mr. Sharp, and the stock was pledged for the pay
ment. The stock of that company originally consisted of 1,000 shares of $100 each, nominally, upon 
which either $35 or $40 had been paid in, all of _which was expended in the water privilege, buildings, 
and machinery, as I am informed by the old stockholders._ About seven or eight years ago Sharp bought 
all these shares for $5-each, except about forty, owned by Thomas Hart, and was to pay in goods for 
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all the shares, except the stock of Ephraim Hart, for which be was to pay in money, on a long credit, and, 
perhaps, also to two other persons. 

Question. Do you know the cause of the depression of the stock of the Clinton factory? 
Answer. I do not know any other cause than the general depression of the woolen business; but I 

had not then been connected with that factory, and my information is derived from casual observation, 
and the information of the then stockholders. I know of no mismanagement or losses by bad debts to 
that factory, nor have-I beard of any. 

Question. Taking the factory at what it cost Mr. Sharp, do you consider the carrying it on an 
advantage or a loss to the persons now owning it? • . 

Answer. They have not realized much profit. When Mr. Sharp died be left a large stock on band. 
The terms on which that stock was laid in have operated to their disadvantage. .Another cause why 
they have not done well is the want of capital. But they have.been ena,bled_to pay considerable debts. 
If Mr. Hutton, who is an active and judicious man, were there, with a small capital, the concern would 
do better. It is even now advantageous to the parties, because it enables them to keep everything 
ready for better times. They have worked wool on shares, and I think that· a better business than 
buying the material. . 

Question. Do you believe that, under the existing revenue laws, a factory, located as the Clinton 
factory is, possessed of fair capital, and conducted with skill, judgment, and industry, would yield seven 
per cent. for the capital employed ? 

Answer. I do not believe it would yield any interest at all. 
Question. What officers or agents are employed by the Oriskany Woolen Manufacturing Company; 

and at what wages to each officer or agent? 
Answer. The officers of the company are five directors, who receive, each, $2 for every attendance at 

the meetings of the board. The number of these meetings averages about four annually. The board 
appoints, from its own body, a president, secretary, and treasurer. The president and secretary receive 
nothing as compensation. The treasurer receives $50 per annum over and above bis pay as a director . 
.A superintending agent, who is paid $800 per annum, and is furnished with a house and garden, rent 
free; and a clerk of the store, who receives about $10 per month, and is boarded. 

Questwn. What is the average number of hands, other than those named in the last answer, em
ployed in the Oriskany factory? What are the descriptions-as men, women, boys, girls; and what their 
wages? 

Answer. That company employs in its service one head carder, at a salary of $400 per annum, who 
boards himself, as do all the hands employed in the factory, except three apprentices, who receive board 
and clothing; one machinist, at $1 50 per working day; one superintending weaver, at $1 3'1½ cents per 
working day; one principal fuller, one presser, &c., two bands in the finishing room, and one dyer, each, 
at $1 25 per working day; ten bands in the spinning and carding rooms, two assistant carders, and one 
assistant in and about the dyeing house, each, at $1 per working day; and one watchman, also at $1 per 
day for every day; one fireman, at about 80 cents per day, and two or three other laborers, getting wood, 
&c., at about '15 cents per day, each. These include all the laboring men I can now recollect. One girl 
to letter the cloth, at $4 per week; twenty-four women and girls, at $3 each per week; and eighteen or 
twenty women and girls, at $2 50 each per week. The residue of the hands are young boys and girls, 
whose wages will vary from $1 25 to $2 per week, each. The whole number employed will range from 
eighty to one hundred. .Also, an assorter of wool, at about $30 per month, and an assistant assorter, 
at about $20 per month.. These I did not before recollect. 

Question. What are the usual working hours of the hands employed in the Oriskany factory? 
Answer. The working hours, summer and winter, are, I think, eleven in number. They commence 

work at 5 o'clock in the morning in winter, and, I think, in summer also. The leisure for breakfast and 
dinner is thirty minutes each; but at what hour they break off for breakfast I cannot say; for dinner, it 
is at 12 m. Each person employed is held to work eleven hours for a day's work; if any work less time, 
it is deducted; if more time, he is paid extra in proportion to the time. When there is a hurry the hands 
are induced to work one or two hours over the regular time, each day, for which they are compensated. 

Question. Should there be no change in the present duties on imports, do you believe that the owners 
of the woolen manufactory at Oriskany, of which you have spoken, would stop their factory? 

Ansioer. No; I do not believe they would stop unless compelled to do so; I think they would struggle 
on in hope of better times. 

_ Questwn. Can you readily increase your machinery so as to require an additional supply of wool? 
Aruw.:er. We have an abundance of water-power, and can readily put in operation machinery to make 

double the quantity of cloth we now make, if the market would warrant it. 
Question. .At what distance in the interior is your factory from the city of New York? 
Answer. .About two hundred and fifty miles . 
.Adjourned until to-morrow morning at 10 o'clock. 

THURSDAY, January l '1, 1828. 

Mr. Simon N. Dexter again admitted and further examined: 
Question. Has any of the capital paid by the stockholders of the Oriskany Manufacturing Company, 

as appears from your former answers, been withdrawn from the business of manufacturing at any time 
and for any purpose? 

Answe1·. None of the capital paid in has been withdrawn. 
Questwn. Were you and the other directors of the Oriskany factory of opinion, when the tariff of 

1824 was adopted, that it afforded a sufficient protection to woolen goods? 
Answer. I was not of that opinion, and I believe the directors generally were not. I thought at the 

time that the amendments in the Senate of the United States to the tariff bill rendered the protection 
insufficient to the cloths we were manufacturing. • 

Question. Did the directors of that factory, immediately after the passage of that act, invest an 
extensive amount of capital in the raw material and increase the number of their laborers? 

Answer. They did not. We called for an instalment upon the shares that year to pay our debts, but 
we did not buy an unusual quantity of wool. Generally, in the summer, soon after shearing, we buy a 
supply for the year; we did no more that year to my recollection. The instalment above mentioned, I 
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think, was called for before the passage of the tariff bill of 1824, and, I think, in July or August, 1823, 
and made payable in or about January, 1824; but it might have been the year after. 

Question. Can you state what was the cost of the establishment at Oriskany when it was put into 
operation, and also the net amount of sales annually? 

Answer. I cannot state the cost of the establishment when it went into operation. The first call 
upon the shares, of $3'r 50, had been paid in when I became a stockholder, which was from eight to ten 
years since. The factory was then in full operation. I cannot tell the precise net amount of sales of the 
factory annually. We sell a great many cloths for wool; the residue of our cloths are nearly all sold in 
New York. From November I, 1826, to November I, 182'r, I believe the whole amount of sales would 
be from $45,000 to $50,000. I think the amount of s31les was probably $10,000 less the preceding year; 
the quantity of cloth sold being about the same, but the quality rather better in the latter year. In 
182'r the wool bore a less price, but labor, dye-stuffs, &c., were about the same in these two years. 

Question. Has it always been under .the same management and direction that it is now; and have the 
stockholders in this company generally expressed themselves satisfied with its management? 

Answer. The stockholders did complain of the management of the affairs of the company, and about 
seven or eight years ago the direction was changed, when I came in as a director; and soon after that 
time the agent was chang·ed. Since then there has been no change of the direction, except by resigna
tion. In or about August, 1825, the agent was again changed, from a conviction on the part of the 
directors that he had not sufficient energy or skill to promote the interests of the company. 

Question. You have said that the company kept a store at the factory. Do they sell largely of their 
own fabrics to their laborers and to others at good profit, and to what extent? 

Answer. A large proportion of the labor at the factory has heretofore been paid at their store. The 
company keep a general dry goods and grocery store, and have sold to the laborers at the usual profit of 
country trading stores. The company ·are now endeavoring to change this practice, and to pay cash for 
labor, but have not yet effected it. The practice is, to give the laborer a due bill, which is current at 
some of the neighboring stores for goods, as well as at the company's store, which bills are redeemed at 
the factory in their cloths. The company do not now pay any more cash for labor than formerly. The 
agreement with the hands generally is to pay one-half cash; but the proportion of cash paid is usually not 
more than from one-third to two-fifths. The profits, if any, made by the company at the store, go into 
and form a part of the profits of the factory.· 

Question. Are there different patents or descriptions of machinery for spinning wool; if yea, what 
patent or description is used in the Oriskany factory, and what patent or description is considered 
preferable? 

Answer. We have a patent machine for spinning at Oriskany, called a "Brewster." We spin warp 
on this machine, and consider the mode a very good one. The machine, however, is subject to get out of 
repair. We also spin a part of the warp and all the filling in the usual mode. 

The honorable Mr. Storrs, a member of the House of Representatives from the State of New York, 
appeared in the committee room and signified a wish to the committee to propound to the witness, then 
under examination, (Mr. Dexter,) before he should be finally dismissed by the committee, certain inter
rogatories relating to subjects before the committee; whereupon it was 

Resol1;ed, That the chairman be directed to address a note to Mr. Storrs, informing hill). that any 
interrogatories which he should please to deliver in writing to the chairman, by 10 o'clock to-mouow 
morning, to be propounded to Mr. Dexter, would be considered by the committee, and be put to the 
witness, if the committee should so order. 

The examination of Mr. Dexter was then resumed: 
Question. Have not manufactories which have been put into operation of late years commenced with 

machinery improved very far beyond the machinery of those factories which commenced ten or twelve 
years ago, and have the former great advantages 0ver the latter from that cause? 

Answer. They certainly have advantages. At the Oriskany manufactory we have made several 
improvements, and have in some instances discarded old machinery to make room for other of a more 
improved sort. 

Mr. Benjamin Bakewell admitted and sworn: 
Question. Would such an increase of duty as would cause a material rise on low-priced cloths and 

other low-priced woolen goods injuriously affect the interests of the manufacturing classes, the artisans, 
mechanics, and laborers of your city? 

Answer. A heavy duty on the lowest priced woolen goods would operate oppressively upon the 
poorer classes of persons referred to in the city of Pittsburg, as woolens are indispensable for clothing 
in that climate. The reasons for my opinion are, that the person who has worn a fine coat may pay the 
same price and obtain a coarser one, but that the man who has worn that of the lowest price, must pay 
more to procure a coat, or have none. 

Question. Have there been, and are there now, any woolen manufactories at or near Pittsburg? 
Answer. There are none in the city of Pittsburg of any considerable extent. There is one of conse

quence at Steubenville, at about forty miles from Pittsburg. There is one small woolen factory in the 
city, and one at about four miles distance. There is also one of considerable extent at Economy, about 
eighteen miles from Pittsburg. 

Question. Has the price of .cotton and woolen goods varied for six or seven years past? 
Answer. Being entirely out of the line of either business,_ I cannot answer the question. We are 

governed in our prices of these articles by the eastern prices; and if these articles have, during the time, 
varied in price at the east, they would, as a consequence, havp varied with us. 

Question. Who would be most likely to be benefitted to the greatest extent by an increase of duty on 
woolen goods-the manufacturer, the workmen, or the community generally? 

Answer. If it be accompanied with an increase of the duty on wool, I think the farmer would be 
benefitted. As to the duty on woolen goods alone, I should think the manufacturer would reap the most 
of the benefit, although the business becoming better, it would benefit the workmen also; as, by the 
success of the master, the wo:rkmen would also do well. 
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FRIDAY, January IS, 1828. 

Hon . .A.aron Tufts admitted and further examined: 
Question. 'Where do you reside ? 
.Answer. In the town of Dudley, county of Worcester, State of Massachusett>S. 
Question . .A.re you now, or have you lately been, concerned in the manufacture of wool; and if yea, 

when, for how long a time, and in what capacity? 
.Answer. I am now and have been concerned in the manufacture of wool. I began the business in 

which I am now engaged in 1824, and have been interested ever since as a proprietor and agent of our 
establishment. 

Question. What is the name of the establishment in which you are or have been concerned, where is 
it situated, and is it an incorporated company or an individual interest? 

.Answer. It is usually called the "Tufts' Manufactory," and is situated in the said town of Dudley. 
It was not an incorporated company practically until the first of July last, though we obtained an act 
of incorporation the last winter. On the first of July last we assumed the name of the "Tufts' Manu
facturing Company," which is the corporate name, and since that time should be considered a corporate 
company. 

Question. What is the amount of capital employed in the manufactory of which you speak? 
.Answer. The capital actually employed is $40,000. Previous to the first of July last the capital 

employed by the persons interested was about $40,000, of which about two-thirds was property actually 
paid in by the individuals interested, and the remaining one-third was by a.loan to the company, paying • 
an annual interest of six per cent. 

Question. When was the manufactory first put into operation; or, if an incqrporated company, under 
its present charter ? 

.Answer. In the summer of 1824. The latter part of this question I have answered in my answer to 
the third interrogatory. 

Question. Has it continued in operation from the time it was first started to the present time; ifno, 
at what times and for what causes has it ceased its operations? 

.Answer. It has; but from June, 1826, to June, 1821, it was not carried on so· extensively. During 
1825 we had a contract with a contractor to supply clothing for the Navy, and then found it necessary to 
employ others to do a portion of the work. After that time we used our own machinery. 

Question. What is the average expense per pound of cleaning, assorting, picking, oiling, carding, 
and converting the wool from the state in which it is purchased into rolls or bats? 

.Answer. I am not prepared to answer this question for the reason assigned in the latter part of my 
last answer. I believe no separate accounts of these processes are kept. 

Question. What is the average expense per pound of converting the rolls or bats into yarn, and of 
cleansing, sizing, and preparing the yarn for weaving? 

.Answer. I am, for the same reason, unable to answer the question. 
Question. What kinds of cloth do yeu usually manufacture ? 
.Answer. Cassimeres and broadcloths exclusively, except when engaged in the contract fer furnishing 

the Navy contractor, as before mentioned. • 
Question. What quantity of wool is required to make one yard of each of the descriptions of cloth 

made at your factory; and what is the width, in the flannel, of each description of cloth? 
.Answer. We estimate 2½ pounds of wool (in the state we purchase it) for a yard of broadcloth. One

half the quantity is estimated for the yard of cassimere. It would be more likely to require less for the 
cassimere than go over that estimate. When the broadcloth comes from the loom it varies in width from 
10½ to 11¾ quarters. The cassimeres from the loom average from 5½ to 6 quarters. The broadcloths, 
when finished, are usually from 6 to 1 quarters. The cassimeres from 3 to 3½ quarters. 

Question. What is the cost of weaving each yard of each description of cloth manufactured at the 
works referred to ? 

.Ansu,-er. We hire weavers by the yard, and pay according to the quality: broadcloths from 9 to 15 
cents; cassimeres from 6 to 11 cents per yard; the weaver finding himself, and his duty is to attend 
exclusively to the loom. Our broadcloths are wove partly by the hand and partly by the power loom. 
The cassimeres are all wove in the hand loom . 

.A.nd then the committee adjourned until to-morrow morning, 10 o'clock. 

SATURDAY, January 19, 1828. 

Hon . .A.aron Tufts again admitted and further examined: 
Question. What is the cost per yard of scouring, fulling, dyeing, dressing, and otherwise preparing 

for the market each yard for each description of cloth before described ? • 
.Answer. I cannot answer this question, for the reason heretofore assigned. 
Question. What is, and has been for the last three years, the value per yard, at the factory, of each 

description of cloth so made? 
.Answer. We never ·sell any of consequence at the factory, and there are no settled prices at that 

place. Our sales are generally made in Boston at private sale. The goods we sold in 1825 were from 
25 to 30 per cent. higher than the sales at any time since. I speak from memory entirely. My impression 
is that our broadcloths sold, on the average, in 1825, at $3 per yard, net, after deducting the 
commissions on the sales. The cassimeres, in the same year, sold, after the same deductions, at from 
$1 25 to $1 30 per yard. From June 1, 1826" to July I, 1821, the broadcloths average about $2, 
net sales, and the cassimeres about 80 cents, net sales. The qualities and colors did not vary materially 
from the cloths sold in 1825. The sales spoken of were at the wholesale prices. 

Question . .A.re there different patents or descriptions of machinery for ·spinning wool; if yea, what 
patent or description is used in the factory of which you speak, and what patent or description is 
considered preferable? 

.Answer. There are different kinds of machinery used in spinning wool. One is caIIed Brewster's, the 
other are jennies. We use the latter, and they are generally considered preferable. vV e have never used 
the Brewster, and they have been laid aside by many as inferior to the other. 
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Question. What officers, agents, clerks, and superintendents are employed in the factory of which you 
speak, and what wages or salaries to each? 

Answer. We employ a clerk, whose wages, beside his board, in 1825 were $200, and in 1826 were 
$250. I have acted as agent myself, and I shall charge the company $1,000 annually for my services. 
The three other proprietors are constantly employed in the business, and should, in my opinion, charge the 
company, each, $500 annually. No adjustment has actually taken place, but this, in my opinion, would 
be the just rate of compensation. 

Question. What number of hands are employed in the same factory; what are their descriptions-as 
men, women, boys, and girls, and what wages are paid for their services? 

, Answer. The number has varied from fifty to sixty. At this time there are 21 able-bodied men, 
including the three proprietors, 19 women, and 7 children from 11 to 15 years of age. Most of the men 
work by the piece, and there is some difficulty in fixing their daily wages; but, in estimating their monthly 
wages I find that the average_ of their daily wages is not far from 73 cents, and they find themselves. In 
the same way I come to the conclusion that the women and children receive for their labor $2 33½ per 
week, and they board themselves. 

Question. What are the _usual working hours of the hands in your factory? 
Answer. In the summer they usually work from sunrise until sundown, except when at their meals, 

which consume about 1½ hour. This continues about six months. During the other six months they 
usually work from sunrise in the morning until 8 o'clock in the evening, allowing the same time as before 
for meals. 

Question. Have there been any dividends made upon the stock of your manufacturing company at any 
time ; if yea, at what times, and to what amount? 

Answer. vVe have made no dividends, nor has anything been withdrawn as profits; but, in bringing 
up our accounts of manufacturing to July 1, 1827, we found we had sustained a loss of a little rising 
$5,000, without any allowance for interest upon the capital. The factory does some custom business, 
which is not taken into the manufacturing account. This business done by the factory would diminish 
to some extent the loss before stated, but to what extent I have no means of ascertaining. The above 
loss is ascertained from the balance of the accounts of wool purchased by the company, and manufactured 
on their own account, and the whole loss, I think, occurred during the year 1826, and that part of 1827 
up to 1st of July. I think no loss was sustained prior to January 1, 1826. The custom business we do 
is a fair business. The interest upon that part of the capital borrowed by the company is paid out of the 
business, and is- brought into the account to make the sum before stated. The factory is kept insured, 
which we charge; and there was a loss from bad debts of about $700. The residue of the loss cannot be 
accounted for, but by the badness of the business. 

Question. Did you attend the Committee on Manufactures, at the last session of Congress, as one of a 
deputation; if so, by whom were you deputed; who were associated with you; and for what purpose 
was the deputation sent here? 

Answer. I did attend at the last session of Congress, as one of a deputation from the manufacturers 
of wool and wool-growers of Massachusetts. Mr. Bates, now of the House of Representatives, and Mr. 
Brown, of Boston, were my only associates. The deputation was sent to represent to the Congress of the 
United States the depressed state of the woolen manufacture, the consequent low price of wool, the great 
influx of foreign woolen goods, as connected with that_ subject, and to obtain further protection to the 
wool-growers and manufacturers of woolens., The deputation did appear before the Committee on Manu
factures of the House of Representatives. 

Question. Is your machinery moved by water-power; and if so, does it ever fail from drought or 
frost? -
• Answer.-It is; and we have no impediment from drought or' frost. The reason I assign for our 
freedom from· trouble by frost is, that our factory is situated at the outlet of a pond formed mostly by 
springs, and the wheel does not collect frost. 

Question. ls, there in your vicinity any machinery for the manufacture of wool now unemployed, 
and to what extent? 

Answer. I-believe there is; but I have no means of ascertaining to what extent. I think, however, 
to a considerable extent. , . 

Question. Of, the-cap,ital employed in your establishment, what proportion did the real estate, build-
ings, and machinery form ? _ · 

Answer. I should think the real estate, buildings, and machinery were, when we commenced business, 
worth rising $10,000, of which the machinery probably constituted $5,000. 

Question. Has not real estate generally suffered a great deterioration in value, as well as every other 
species of property, within the last two, three, or four, years ? _ . 

Answer._ I should not think that, _within tbe time referred to, there had been a deterioration of the 
property mentioned in the question in my section of the country. The reason I assign is, that there are 
in that neighborhood a large number of cotton and woolen manufactories, which consume the produce of 
the farmers in that section of country, as well as large quantities of flour and other provisions brought 
from the southern and middle States. . , , . 

. Question. In making your estimate of losses do you value your real estate, buildings, &c., at what 
they cost, or at what would be a fair price for them now, compared with the relative value of other 
property? 

Answer. We value the buildings at what would be their depreciated value by natural decay; and we 
also value the machinery with reference to its natural wear. Our manner of valuation is to deduct the 
estimated wear, casualties, and natural decay, from the cost, to arrive at the present value. These esti
mates enter in,to the account in making up the'profit an,!l loss account. 

Question. What quantity have you usually manufactured in the year; and do you generally find ready 
sales at those prices which the articles command? 

Answer. It would vary from 5,000 to 6,000 yards of broadcloths, and from 15,000 to 17,000 yards of 
cas_simeres. In 1825 the sales were quite ready; -in 1826 they were very dull; in 1827, at the prices the 
articles commanded, they were pretty ready, but the prices were no better, except that, in some instances, 
the sales were made upon shorter credits. The profits in 1827 have been better than in 1826. In 18~7 
we did more work on contract than we did in 1826, which further mended the business. 

. Question. Did you manufacture the samE;i articles the last year as the first year of your operations, or 
did you manufacture yarn, &c., in 1826 and 1827 ? 
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Answer. They were of the same kind. 
Question. Were not manufacturers of woolens doing a better business previous to 1824 than they 

have done since? 
Answer. I am not competent to answer the question; as at that time I was not engaged in the busi

ness. On the passage of the tariff bill of 1824 I thought the business would be placed on a permanent 
footing, not anticipating that the British would repeal their_wool laws or evade the payment of duties 
and so deprive us of the benefits of that bill; and but for the repeal of their laws and the evasions of th~ 
duties, my opinion is that the present duties would furnish sufficient protection. 

Question. Are there not many manufacturers who began at an unfortunate period, and whose invest
ments have been so injudicious that no increase of duty can restore 'their losses? 

.Am·u:er. I am not personally acquainted with any in my section of country who are in that situation. 
Question. Are not many of the factories which are now suffering and complaining founded on bor-

rowed capital ? • 
Answer. I do not know that fact. I think, generally, that in Massachusetts it is otherwise. 
Question. Can you say what number of companies have been incorporated in Massachusetts within 

the last four years, and the extent of their capital? 
Ansicer. I cannot. There have been some incorporations during that time of woolen manufacturing 

companies, but I cannot state the number. I should think it has been small. A number of companies, 
before concerned in manufacturing as joint partners, have within a few years obtained acts of incorpora
tion for the convenience of doing their business. 

Question. Are there not at this time many, and if yea, how many, applications before the Legisla
ture of Massachusetts for the incorporation of cotton or woolen manufacturing companies? 

Answer. I was, when I left Massachusetts, chairman of the Committee on Manufactures of the Senate 
of that State, and had in my hands as such, I think, four applications for new charters for manufacturing 
companies, one of which was for the manufacturing of carpets; the other three were for manufactures of 
cotton. The woolen application was from a company who had been some time engaged in the carpet 
manufacture. 

Question. Did you sign any petition to the last Congress on the subject of woolen "goods; if you did, 
was that petition for an increase of duty, or did it only pray for the security of the present duty, by 
changing it from an ad '1,:al,orem to a square yard duty? 

Am,wer. If I signed any, and I think it probable I did, it was for a square yard instead of an 
ad valorem duty; and my impression is that it was intended for the purpose of securing the payment of 
the existing duties principally. The effect of a change from an ad valorem to a square yard dut.y would, 
in my opinion, necessarily be to increase the duties, and, so far as that consequence would follow, I was 
last winter in favor of an increase of duty, as I believed this to be the only effectual mode of securing the 
payment of the present duties. I did also think that a further increase should be made equal to the effect· 
of the repeal of the British import and export duties upon wool. 

Question. How long have the oldest woolen factories within your knowledge been in operation; and 
have they, from time to time, increased their capital? 

Answer. I believe the oldest woolen factory of any considerable extent in Massachusetts is Colonel 
Shepherd's, of Northampton. Colonel Shepherd himself is here, and can give an account of this 
establishment. • 

Question. Is it not a fact that small establishments, under the immediate care of the proprietors 
themselves, have generally done better business than incorporated or joint stock companies ? 

Answer. My opinion is that woolen manufactories, like all other branches of business, do best under 
the immediate superintendence of the proprietor. I do not now recollect but one in Massachusetts which 
is not superintended by some person interested as part proprietor, if not sole owner. I think woolen 
manufactories of medium size and capital generally do the best. 

Question. Do the Massachusetts manufacturers of coarse cloths and cassimeres feel the effect of 
mutual competition? 

..4.nswei·. I should think not to any great extent. In the article of satinets domestic competition has 
been felt, and the reason I would assign is that the square yard duty upon cottons has excluded the 
foreign article, and hence the domestic costs but about one-third of the former price. 

Question. Has any part of the machinery added to your factory since you commenced operations been 
paid for out of the business of the factory; and if so, to what extent? 

Ansicer. None of it has been paid for out of the business of manufacturing to any considerable 
extent. 

Question. Can you form any opinion what quantity of woolens are consumed in the United States; or 
have you any opinion of their estimated value compared with what is imported? 

.Answer. I think that four-fifths at least of all the woolen goods consumed in the country are of 
domestic manufacture. I should think the whole value of consumption in the United States would be 
equal to $50,000,000. -

Question. Can you form any opinion as to the relative value between the amount manufactured and 
that imported ? 

Answer. I think that the relative values and quantities of domestic woolen goods and those imported 
will not materially vary from each other. 

MoNDAY, January 21, 1828. 

Colonel ,James Shepherd admitted and further examined: 
Question. Where do you reside ? 
Answer. In the town of Northampton, Hampshire county, Massachusetts. 
Question. Are you now, and have you lately been, concerned in the manufacture of wool? 
Answer. I am now concerned in that manufacture, and have been so concerned since the year 1809; 

in the :first place as principal owner, afterwards as a member of a company; then for a time again as sole 
owner, and in 1826 as a member of a company, but during the whole period as the active superintendent 
of the manufactory. 

Question. What is the name of the establishment in which you are or have been concerned; where is 
it situated; and is it an incorporated company or an individual interest? 

Answer. The company was incorporated in 1809 or 1810, by the name of the "Northampton Cotton 
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and Woolen Manufacturing Company;" but the business was not carried on under that charter at all, 
either as an individual or copartnership interest, until 1826, when the charter was renewed, the capital 
increased, and the name changed to "The Shepherd Woolen Manufacturing Company;" since which time 
the business has been done under the charter. • 

Question. What is the amount of capital invested in the manufactory of which you speak? 
Answer. The capital now actually employed is $130,000, of which $80,000 is vested in real estate and 

machinery, and $50,000 is active capital. 
Question. When was the manufactory first put into operation; or, if an incorporated company, under 

its present charter ? 
Answer. We acted under the present charter first on the 1st of January, 1826; but the same estab

lishment, without a charter, has been in operation since 1809. 
Question. Has it continued in operation from the time it was first started to the present time; if no, 

at what times and for what causes has it ceased its operations ? • 
Answer. It has until· 1st January, 1827; but for about fifteen or eighteen months immediately after 

the close of the late war the factory ceased to manufacture cloths from its own stock, and manufactured 
the wool of others upon contract. On the 1st January, 1827, on bringing up our account, we found we 
had sustained great losses, but we concluded to go on for six months longer, to see if there would not be a 
change. We therefore continued to the 1st July, 1827, and found there was a continued loss; and we 
then determined to suspend operations, and did so, except to close the then existing business and 
contracts. 

Question. What is the average expense per pound of cleaning, assorting, picking, carding, and con
verting the wool from the state in which it is purchased into rolls or bats ? 

Answer. We make no such division of labor, and therefore have no account for these separate charges. 
Our process is, first, assorting, for which we pay the man who assorts it one and one-half cent per pound; 
but as there is a superintendent of this branch who is paid, we estimate the whole cost of assorting at 
two cents per pound. The expense of roving, which comprises ·oiling, carding, roping, &c., comprises all 
the expense from sorting to its delivery to the spinner, for which we pay six cents per pound for fine 
work, and for middling five cents. We do no coarse work. Spinning is the next process, and for this we 
pay for the finest of warp fourteen cents per pound, and for filling, of the same quality, seven cents per 
pound. For the second quality of wool, twelve cents per pound; and for the filling of the same quality, 
six cents per pound. For the third quality of warp, ten cents per pound; and for the filling of the same 
quality, five cents per pound. For the fourth quality, which is the lowest we spin, eight cents for warp, 
and four cents for the filling. Some machinery has of late been brought into operation which diminishes 
the expense of spinning the third and fourth qualities, as here classed, fifty per cent. or more. We have 
.for some five or six years past used these machines to spin these qualities. Others have used them for 
the finer qualities of spinning, and think well of them. Our machines are five or six years old, and 
great improvements have since been made. The machinery in use at our establishment, although good, 
is more expensive than that which is used by many others, because the one requires the labor of a man, 
whose wages are higher than the wages of girls, who attend the others. Machinery for the lower sorts 
are called the "Brewster." We use the jennies for the finer qualities. 

Q!1£8tion. What is the, average expense per pound of converting the rolls or bats into yarn, and of 
cleansing, sizing, and preparing the yarn for weaving ? 

Awwer. The last answer has given the whole expense to the yarn. Warping- and dressing follow 
next after spinning, and for these we have put into use newly invented machinery, which· has lessened 
the expense 'i5 per cent. and reduced these items, collectively, to l½ cent per pound for fine broadcloth 
twelve quarters wide. 

Question. What kinds of cloth do you usually manufacture? 
Awwer. Broadcloths and cassimeres. 
Question. What quantity of wool is required to make one yard of each of the descriptions of cloth 

made at your factory; and what is the width, in the flannel, of each description of cloth? 
Answer. During a period of six months I find the average quantity of American and Saxony wool to 

be 2¼ pounds to a yard of broadcloth. When made of Spanish wool, two pounds is sufficient. We make a 
finer and lighter quality of cloth than many other manufacturers. It requires about half the quantity of 
wool to the yard of cassimere, which is about 5½ quarters in width, when it comes from the loom. The 
broadcloth, when ready for market, is 7 quarters wide; the cassimere from 26 to 28 inches. 

Question. What is the cost of weaving each yard of each description of cloth manufactured at the 
works referred to? 

Answer. We have paid two prices. Before the power looms came into use we paid from 18 to 28 cents 
, per yard. Since the power looms have been put into operation the weaving in these looms costs but ten 
cents per yard for weaving broadcloth. The cassimeres cost half that price. 

Question. What is the cost per yard of scouring, fulling, dyeing, dressing, and otherwise preparing 
for the market each yard of each description of cloth before described ? 

Answer. One man is able to scour all the cloth of our establishment, and we pay him $21 per month, 
including his board. It formerly cost double that sum. The fulling requires a man and a boy; the man 
is paid $32 per month, and the boy $16 per month, including their board. Raising or napping, which is 
commonly called gigging, comes next in the operation. This requires one superintendent, who receives 
$26 per month, and $6 per month for his board; and nine young men, who receive on an average $14 
per month, and their board included. There is also a teazle setter, whose duty it is to prepare the teazles 
'for napping, who receives $10 per month, and his board, which is $6. The cloth is then ready for 
shearing, which requires one superintendent, at $32, and seven girls, at $8 per month, including board; and 
these attend to 20 pair of shears. There are seven other girls employed in burling, linting, and marking 
the cloth, who receive also $8 per month, board included. A pressman and a boy are also necessary; the 
man receives $24, the boy $14 per month, inclusive of board. All colors, except black, are dyed as soon 
as the wool is assorted; black •is dyed after the cloth undergoes the process of fulling. The prices for 
dyeing vary. Blue costs 60 cents per yard; blacks and all other colors ten cents per yard. 

Question. "\Vhat are, and have been for the last three years, the values per yard, at the factory, of 
each description of cloth so made ? 

Answer. Our cloths are not sold at the factory, but in the Boston market. I have not an account of 
our sales with me, and therefore cannot speak with accuracy; but, from recollection, I should think we 
sold our first quality blue broadcloths, of Saxony wool, at from $6 to $'i per yard, in 1825. The 
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same quality blacks were sold at the same prices ~hat year. In 1826 the same qualities and colors 
were sold at about $5 50 to $6 50 per yard. In 182'1 the sales were at about the same prices, but 
more ready sales, and on shorter credits. The finest cloths of the above description, made of American 
wool, will average about $1 per yard less than those made of Saxony, for each year. These cloths are 
made of the first and second qualities in the assorting. Prime and picklock are worked together, and 
are about equal to Saxony. The prices of cassimeres are generally about half those of broadcloths, of 
the same qualities and descriptions of wool, at the same times. The lowest quality of blue broadcloths 
made at our factory sold in 1825 at about $3 per yard, and the lowest blacks at about $2 50 per yard. 
In 1826 the same cloths sold at about $2 '15 for blue, and about $2 25 for blacks. All the coarse cloths 
are made of American wool. In 182'1 the same coarse blues were worth $2 50, and the blacks about $1 '15. 

Question. Are there different patents or descriptions of machinery for spinning wool ; if yea, what 
patent or description is used in the factory of which you speak, and what patent or description is 
considered preferable ? 

.Answer. There are two descriptions of machinery, the one called tbe "jenny," the other a patent 
caJ.led the "Brewster." We spin about two-thirds of our 'Yarn upon the jenny, and one-third upon the 
Brewster. As to which is preferable there is a great variety of opinion. It is generally conceded that 
the Brewster is preferable for coarse yarns, but for fine yarns I consider the jenny preferable. 

Question. What officers, agents, clerks, and superintendents are employed in the factory of which you 
speak; and at what wages or salaries to each? 

.Answer. Myself and brother are the superintending agents of our factory, and we jointly receive 2½ 
per cent. upon the gross amount of the sales as our compensation for these seryices. This has been the case 
only from the 1st January, 1826. I cannot tell the amount this per centage will come to annually, as I 
have not the account of sales; but as nearly as I can calculate for the 18 months from 1st January, 1826, 
to 1st July, 182'1, the whole we shall receive for superintendence will be about $2,300 or $2,400. We 
also employ a clerk, at a salary of $500 annually, and he boards himself; a superintendent of the cards, 
at $39 per month, including board; and two superintendents of looms, at $24 each per month, including 
board. These are all who can be considered as officers. 

Question. What number of hands are employed in the same factory; what are their descriptions-as 
men, women, boys, and girls; and what wages are paid for their services? 

.Ansu.-er. The whole number employed is 120. Of these, 32 are men, the average price of whose labor 
is $21 per month; 16 young men, from 18 to 20 years of age, at $14 per month; 16 boys, from 8 to 12 
years of age, at $6 per month; and 54 girls, or young women, at $13 per month. In all these instances, 
board is included in the prices given, at the rate of $1 50 per week for men and $1 per week for boys 
and girls. 

Question. What are the usual working hours of the hands in your factory? 
.Answer. In the summer the hands work from sunrise until sunset, deducting one hour for the two 

meals of breakfast and dinner; this continues for six months. In the six succeeding months we begin at 
daylight, and work until eight o'clock at night, deducting one hour for the same two meals. 

Question. Have there been any dividends made upon the stock of your manufacturing company at any 
time; if yea, at what times and to what amount? 

.Answer. There have been no dividends made since the company was incorporated in 1826. Before 
that period Mr. Robbins and myself were alone concerned, and we made it a very fair business from 1809 
to 1824, and 1825 w.as also a tolerable year. Since that time it has been a losing concern. 

Question. Was your machinery moved by water-power; and if so, did it ever fail from drought or 
frost? 

.Answer. It was moved by water-power. We never experienced any considerable inconvenience, 
either by drought or frost. 
, Question. Is there in your vicinity any machinery for the manufacture of wool now unemployed; and 

to what extent? 
.Answer. My own is idle, but I know of no other in that neighborhood. We manufactured 250 pounds 

of wool a day when in full operation. 
Question. What quantity of cloths have you usually manufactured in the year; and do you generally 

find ready sales at those prices which the articles command? 
.Answer. During the year 1826 we wove a number of yards equal to 39,600 of broadcloth. Of this 

quantity about nine-tenths were broadcloths in fact; the other tenth was of cassimere. Two yards of 
cassimere is called equal to one yard of broadcloth. In 1825 the sales were ready; in 1826 they were 
dull; in 182'1 the sales were quick, but without an advance of price. On the whole, business was better 
in the year 182'1 than in 1826. The low prices of 1826 induced us to hold back, and we did not sell more 
than one-fourth of what was wove, and, in consequence of it, the sales of 182'1 were much larger than those 
of the preceding year; and we have now nearly sold off the stock. 

Question. \Vere not manufacturers of w:oolens generally doing a better business previous to 1824 than 
they have done since; and were they not then doing well? 

.Answer. They were, as far as my knowledge extends. We were doing a better business previous to 
the tariff of 1824 than we have done since. Previous to the tariff of 1824 I think the business was a fair 
business, and nothing more, for some years. 

Question. Are there not many manufacturers who began at an unfortunate period, and whose invest
ments have been so injudicious that no increase of duty can restore their losses? 

.Ansu:er. I know but one only. 
Question. Are not many of the factories which are now suffering and complaining founded on bor

rowed capital? 
.Answer. Most of the factories on an extensive scale are incorporated; and I think their stock has 

generally been paid in. Whether the stockholders borrowed the money paid in I cannot pretend to 
know. 

Question. Can you say what number of companies have been incorporated in Massachusetts within 
the last four years, and the extent of their capital? 

.Answer. I cannot. In the woolen business I know of but two or three. 
Question. Did you sign any petition to the last Congress on the subject of woolen goods; and if you 

did, was that petition for an increase of duty, or did it only pray for the security of the present duty by 
changing it from an ad valorem to a square yard duty? 
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Answer. I signed a petition last year, which will best speak for itself; but I suppose it prayed for a 
specific or square yard duty, as my opinion is thaf no other duty will be available to the manufacturers. 
The reason of this opinion is the difficulty, if not impossibility, of determining the quality of goods ·by 
appraisers. We did think the present duty sufficient, if collected; but the increase of duty on wool in 
this country, and the repeal of the British duties, destroyed to the manufacturers all the benefit of the 
tariff of 1824. The duty upon imported wool, by the tariff of 1824, was very injurious to manufacturers. 

Question. Is it not a fact that small establishments, under the immediate care of the proprietors 
themselves, have generally done better business than incorporated or joint stock companies ? 

Answer. I cannot say it is, from my observation. The companies with large capitals, in many 
respects, have advantages over the small establishments, and are generally able to go into the market and 
do better. · 

Question. Do the Massachusetts manufacturers . of coarse cloths and cassimeres feel the effect of 
competition ? • • , 

Answer. They do, so as far as they are nearly able to supply the market; and if a small amount of 
the foreign article is t4rown into.market, making a surplus, the whole price is depresse~, and our manu
facturers lose largely, while the foreign·manufacturer loses but little. 

Question: Do purchasers generally prefer English goods, of the same quality and prices, to the 
American manufacture ? 

Answer. They do. I consider the prejudices more than 25 per cent. against the domestic article. 
Question. What is the reason given by them for that preference; do they not complain of the 

inferiority of your dyes compared with the English colors ? . 
Answer. No complaint is now made against our dyes, other than against the blues, by good judges. 

Our other dyes are as good or better than the English. • . . • 
Question. Was the depression in the price of woolens in the years 1825 and 1826 in any great degree 

occasioned by excessive importations of the merchants in anticipation of the expected increase of price 
in cloths from the provisions of the tariff passed in 1824, but going into effect in 1825 ? 

Answer. I cannot say that the depression arose from the cause suggested.in the· question. . 
Question. Of an equal quality of wool, at present prices in England and the United States, can the 

English manufacturer make a cheaper fabric than can be made in the United States; if so, how much 
cheaper? 

Answer. The difference in the price of the fabric would be the difference of the price of wool, in my 
opinion, as I think we can manufacture it as cheap as they can. 

Question . .A.re you acquainted with Josiah Pomeroy, of Pittsfield, Massachusetts; does he manufac
ture woolen goods, and where does he sell them ? 

Answer. I am acquainted with Josiah Pomeroy, of Pittsfield, Massachusetts, and know that he does 
manufacture woolen goods. The majority of his goods, as I am informed, is sold at West Point, as 
clothing for the cadets at the military school. I understand that the amount he sells there is about 
$6,000 annually, which he sells at $4 · 25 or $4 50 per yard. The same quality of goods are worth at 
New York or Boston about $2 75 per yard. 

Question. In what sections of the country are your woolens generally consumed ? 
Answer. I should think that three-fourths of all the goods I manufacture are bought by the merchants 

and merchant tailors of Boston, and sold in that neighborhood. We sell a few in Philadelphia, and also 
a few in New York. . 

Question. Is the ad valorem duty on woolen goods evaded, and in what way? 
Answer. I cannot answer. • . 
Question. Will cloths well :finished, and well baled or boxed, on arriving in New York or Boston, 

require to be brushed or finished over to give them a better appearance? • 
Answer. They do not require any brushing over. They will retain all their finish, and often are 

supposed by the voyage to assume a softer and finer feeling. . 
Question. Can you state the amount of your losses from the 1st of January, 1826, to the time of your 

stopping business; and what part of that loss, if any, is to be attributed to the closing of your business 
at that time? 

Answer. We lost between those periods, or rather from fst January to the present time, $30,000. 
None of that loss is to be attributed to the closing of our business. I know of many others who have 
sustained as great and even greater losses; but I do not know of any person in the woolen manufacture 
who has made anything within the same period. The cause of these losses I assign to be the low price 
of our cloths in the market. Five hundred dollars would cover all our bad debts. 

Question. You say that you began to manufacture in the year 1809; have you been engaged in any 
other business, and what was it, during that time? 

Answer. My whole time has been devoted to the manufacturing business, and to keeping my flocks 
of sheep. 

Question. What proportion does your present property bear to what you were worth when you began 
business in 1809. . 

Answer. I have gained in property during that time, but I have made most of the gain by the rise in 
the value of real estate I had bought, and by my sheep. I believe that I am now worth double what I 
was when I began manufacturing; but I have made more from lands and sheep than from manufacturing 
during the whole time. I sold a share of my stock to my present partners, in 1825, at its par value, 
when, a short time afterward, it would not have sold for near as much. 

Que~tion. What is the relative weight between the scoured wool, as delivered for manufacture, and 
the product when :finished in cloth? 

Answer. To make broadcloth of thick felt, of the usual width of 'l-4, I give out eighty pounds of 
scoured wool.; this yields forty-four yards of :finished cloth, which weighs fifty pounds with its listing. 
The cloth of thin felt requires seventy-five pounds of wool, which makes forty-four yards of cloth, and 
weighs from forty-four to. forty-six pounds when :finished. One hundred pounds of unwashed merino wool, 
as shorn unwashed from the sheep, usually loses, in the processes of washing and scouring, about fifty 
pounds. When washed on the sheep's back it loses about twenty-five pounds in the.scouring. 

Question. What other materials, except wool, do you use in manufacturing, and in what quantities ? 
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Answer. In the manufacture of 46,084 yards of broadcloth we made use of the following articles, viz: 
102,159 pounds wool. • -

2,056 gallons of olive oil, at 100 cents .............................................. . 
8,050 pounds Castile soap, at 14 cents ............................................. . 

58,450 pounds dye-wood, copperas, vitriol, &c., cost ................................... . 
4,705½ pounds Bengal indigo, at $2 40 ............................................. . 
9,163½ pounds woad, at 10 cents ................................................... . 

$2,056 00 
1,127 00 
2,403 75 

11,293 20 
916 35 

82,425 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,796 30 
31,740 pounds of foreign wool used. 

114,165 pounds of articles imported 

52,354 weight of cloth manufactured from the above foreign wool, and 70,419 pounds of American wool. 
The witness here desired that his answer to the 26th interrogatory may be corrected so as to read 

"one-half," instead of" one-fourth," as stated in that answer, in relation to the duty imposed by the tariff 
of 1824 on imported wool. 

TUESDAY, January 22, 1828. 
William Phillips admitted and further examined: 

Question. Where do you reside ? 
Answer. I reside in Wallkill, Orange county, New York. 
Question. Are you now and have you lately been concerned in the manufacture of wool ? And if yea, 

when, for how long a time, and in what capacity ? 
Answer. I am now and have been engaged in the manufacture of wool since 1810 or 1811. I began 

on a small scale, but increased the establishment from time to time since the late war. I own three-fourths 
and my brother one-fourth. I have the general superintendence. The son of my brother is engaged in 
the same character, to a more limited extent. 

Question. What is the name of the establishment in which you are or have been concerned? Where 
is it situated; and is it an incorporated company or an individual interest? 

Answer. We have not been incorporated. The factory is known as the "Phillipsburg Factory." 
Question. What is the amount of the capital invested in the manufactory of which you speak ? 
Answer. We estimate the whole capital employed at $20,000. This estimate embraces the real estate, 

water privilege, buildings, and machinery. In addition to this, we estimate the active capital at $11,000. 
Question. When was the manufactory first put into operation; or, if an incorporated company, under 

its present charter ? 
Answer. I have already said in the year 1810 or 1811. 
Question. Has it continued in operation from the time it was started to the present time? If no, at 

what times and for what causes has it ceased its operations? 
Ansu-e1·. It has been continued in the manner referred to in my answer to the second interrogatory. 

The principal extension or enlargements were first made in 1815, and again in 1825, 1826, and 1827. 
Question. What kinds of cloth do you generally manufacture ? 
Answer. We have made little or nothing else except broadcloth within the last three years. 
Question. What quantity of wool is required to make one yard of each of the descriptions of cloth 

made at your factory; and what is the width, in the flannel, of each description of cloth ? 
Answer. It requires 2i pounds of the wool, when washed on the sheep, to make a yard of broadcloth, 

including the listing. When the cloth leaves the loom it is from 10 to 11½ quarters in width. When 
finished it is from six to seven quarters wide. 

Question. What is, and has been for the last three years, the value per yard, at the factory, of each 
description of cloth so made ? 

Answer. We sell but little at the factory. In 1825 we sold, in New York, our fancy colors at from 
$2 25 to $2 75 per yard. The blues from $3 25 to $3 50. These were the prices at auction, and we con
sidered them fair sales. In the spring of 1826 I sold some at auction for $2 25, when I stopped the sales. 
In the September following, some of the same kinds of cloths were again offered at auction, and brought 
only from $1 37 to $1 81 per yard. There was a loss that year from 75 to 100 cents on the yard of blue. 
In 1827 the blues sold from $2 25 to $2 50, and the fancy colors from $1 75 to $2, and these are the prices 
which they now command at auction. 

Question. A.re there different patents or descriptions of machinery for spinning wool ? If yea, what 
patent or description is used in the factory of which you speak; and what pateµt or description is 
considered preferable ? , 

Answer. We use the jenny for spinning. I am unable to say whether it is preferable to the Brewster, 
having never used the latter. 

Question What officers, agents, clerks, and superintendents are used in the factory of which you 
speak; and at what wages or salaries to each ? 

Answer. I am the superintendent, together with my nephew. I charge nothing· to the establishment 
for my services; but, in the estimate of the value of profit or loss of the establishment, I put them down 
at $600 or $700. No clerk or agent is employed. 

Question. What number of hands is employed in the same factory ? What are their descriptions-as 
men, women, boys, and girls-and what wages are paid for their services ? 

Answer. We usually employed twenty-five persons during the last summer, and I believe we have 
now twenty-six. Of these, eleven are men, at an average of $26 per month; two men, at $20 per month; 
four boys, at $'7 per month; three women, at $7 per month; one man, at $30; two, at $20; and three 
others, at $18 per month-board included in all cases. • 

Question. What are the usual working hours of the hands in your factory? 
Answer. In the summer we begin work at about sunrise, and continue until about sunset, allowing 

half an hour for breakfast, and from one hour to one and a half hour for dinner. In the winter we begin 
as soon as possible after lig·ht, and work until about 9 o'clock at night, allowing about half an hour for meals. 

Question. Is there in your vicinity any machinery for the manufacture of wool now unemployed; and 
to what extent ? 

vor.. v--103 B 
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Answer. I believe that there are some establishments which have curtailed their business, but I do 
not know to what extent. 

Questiop,. Have you made any profits or susfained any losses by your establishment for each of the 
last three years ? 

Answer. I considered the business a fair one. In 1826 it was intolerably bad. In 182'r I suffered 
, loss by the business, but it was better than in 1826, by reason that the price of wool was lower, and the 

fabric sold at" nearly the.same prices. My losses have not been from any bad debts. Should I continue 
business, at present prices of the raw material, and prices of the fabric, I must ,vholly fail. 

Question. Has not real estate suffered a great deterioration in value, as well as every other species 
of property, within the last two, three, or four years ? 

Answer. I cannot say that it has in Orange county. 
Question. What quantity of cloths have you usually manufactured in the year; and do you generally 

find ready sales at those prices which the articles command ? 
Answer. I will not pretend to state the quantity precisely; but I think, in 1825 and 1826, we made 

about 5,000 yards each year. We are now making at the rate of 10,000 or 11,000 yards per annum. The 
sales, at the prices which the articles commanded, were 1·eady. 

Question. Were not manufacturers of woolens generally doing a better business previous to 1824 
than they have done since? . 

Answer. I considered the business fair, or profitable, in 1815. In 1816 it grew worse, and continued 
to decline until 1818. From this latter period until 1824 the variation was not considerable, and was 
generally during that time about in the same situation. 

Question. Is it not a fact that small establishments, under the immediate care of the proprietors them
selves, have g·enerally done better business than incorporated or joint stock companies ? 

.Answer. I cannot say that I know of any material success attending the one or the other. 
Question. Do the New York manufacturers of coarse cloths and cassimeres feel the effect of mutual 

competition? 
Answer. The domestic manufacture, as well as the importations, affect the price of the articles 

manufactured. 
Question. Do purchasers generally ;prefer English goods, of the same quality and prices, to the 

American manufacture ? 
Answer. In the country I hear of no particular preference. In the cities the preference is given to 

imported cloths, as I believe, by the industry of foreigners endeavoring to excite prejudices against 
American manufactures. 

Question. What is the reason given by them for that preference? Did they not complain of the 
inferiority of your dyes' compared with the English colors·? 

Answer. I am not aware of any objection of this sort by the country people who wear the cloths. There 
are objections in the cities, proceeding from the same quarter that I have referred to in the last answer. 

Question. Of an equal quality of wool, at present prices in England and the United States, can the English 
manufacturer make a cheaper fabric than can be made in the United States? If so, how much cheaper? 

Answer. I cannot answer that question. 
Question. Is the ad valorem duty on woolen goods evaded; and in what way? 
Answer. I have no certain knowledge on this subject? 
Question. Will cloths well finished, and well baled or boxed, on arriving in New York or Boston, 

require to be brushed or finished over to give them a better appearance? 
Answer. They will not. 

WEDNESDAY, January 23, 1828. 

Abraham Marland, of Andover, Essex county, Massachusetts, admitted and further examined: 
Question. Are you now and have you lately been concerned in the manufacture of wool? If yea, 

when, for how long a time, and in what capacity? 
Answer. I am a manufacturer of wool, and in a small way; have been ever since 1808 or 1809, princi

pally as sole proprietor of my own works, and on my. own account. 
Question. What is the name of the establishment in which you are or have been concerned; where 

is it situated; and is it an incorporated company or an individual interest? 
Answer. It is an individual interes.J;; and situated at Andover aforesaid. I have no particular name 

for my factory. 
Questign. What is the amount of capital invested in the manufactory of which you speak ? • 
Answer. The capital which I have invested in this establishment amounts to $42,000, of which $11,000 

are partly in real estate, in buildings and in machinery, the residue is active capital. The other part of 
the real estate, the water privilege, and some of the buildings, belong to another person, under whom I 
hold by a lease. 

Question. Has your factory been in operation from the time it was first started to the present time; 
if no, at what times, and for what causes, has it ceased its operations ? 

Answer. It has been constantly in operation. 
Question. What kinds of cloth do you usually manufacture ? 

. Answer. Flannels altogether. In 1825 and 1826 I made a few green backings, but none before or 
smce of any consequence. , 

Question. What quantity of wool is required to make one yard of the cloth made at your factory; 
and what is the width of the flannel when finished? 

Answer. It requires .about l 'r pounds of wool, as purchased, washed on the skin or on the sheep, to 
make 46 yards of the flannel, averaging all my q1,1alities of cloth. My :flannels are, four-fifths of them, 
three-fourths wide, and the residue one yard wide. 

Question. What are, and have been for the last three years, the values per yard, at the factory, of 
the cloth so made ? · 

Answer. We make very few sales at the factory, and have no market price for them there. Our 
sales are mostly made in Boston and New York. In 1825 the average of the sales made was at about 
$10 50 for the piece of 46 yards; in 1826 the average of _the sales was $11 the piece of 46 yards; in 
these two years the qualities of my flannels were about the same. In 1827 the sales were made at an 
average of about $13 the piece of 46 yards; in this year I made more of the fine flannels, and more of tho 
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different descriptions of flannel were a yard wide. A year ago last fall myself, with a m1mber of the 
manufacturers of flannels at the east, concluded to try an experiment, and to satisfy the merchants that 
we cou,d supply the country with flannels. We sent to New York, in one lot, upwards of 400 bales of 
flannels, averaging about 16 pieces, of 46 yards, in each bale. An auctioneer was- employed, who sold 
them at auction as rapidly as could be done. These flannels were sold at some loss; but the effect evidently 
was what we intended, to discourag·e the importations of the next fall, and to make a better market for 
our own flannels. I now expect a reaction will be produced. I am already informed that large importations 
arc to be made the next season, and I intend to reduce my business at least one-third the next year on 
that account. 

Question. ·what proportion does the cost of labor bear to the cost of raw material in the manufacture 
of blankets ? 

AnsU,'e'I'. Every pound of wool, on an average, can be manufactured into blankets at 6 cents per pound. 
In this calculation nothing is included but the labor; nothing is allowed for profit or use of machinery. 
I take the wool as purchased in the fleece, washed upon the sheep. 

Question. If additional duties on coarse wools of Smyrna, Buenos Ayres, and Russia, of which 
blankets are made in Europe, were imposed, could the American manufacturer of blankets, at the present 
duties, enter into successful competition with the European manufacturer? 

Answer. I should think not, because I cannot, at the present rates of duty and present prices of native 
wool suitable for the purpose, compete with the foreign manufacturer of blankets in our own market. 

Question. What number of hands are employed in your factory; what are their descriptions-as men, 
women, boys, and girls-and what wages are paid for their services? 

Answer. I believe I employ about 70 hands in my factory, beside myself. About 30 are men, who 
are paid wages which will average $1 each per day. About 14 or 15 are women, who are paid the average 
wages of from $2 25 to $2 50 per week; the residue are boys and girls, from 8 to 12 years of age, who 
are paid the average wages of 25 cents per day, except about ten apprentices, who are paid about $130 
per year. The above prices, in each instance, include board. The above includes my hired help of every 
kind. Myself and two sons do all the superintendence ourselves. 

Question. What are the usual working hours of the hands in your factory? 
Answei·. In the summer time we work 12 hours over and above the time allowed for meals, and we 

fall but little short of that in the winter. 
Question. -what quantity of flannels and baizes have you usually manufactured in the year; and do 

you generally find ready sales at those prices which the articles command ? 
Answer. In 1825 I made about 2,200 pieces, of 46 yards in a piece, and the sales were dull. In 1826 

I made about the same quantity, and the saies were also dull. In 1827 I made about 3,200 pieces of the 
same length, and the sales were readier and better. 

Question. Were not manufacturers generally doing a better business previous to 1824 than they have 
done since? 

Answer. I think the business previous to 1824 was better than it was in 1825 and 1826. My business 
certainly was. 

Question. Are there not many manufacturers whose investments have been so injudicious that no_ 
increase of duty can restore their loss ? 

Answer. I cannot say that investments have been so injudiciously made; but I know the large estab~ 
lishments have been doing a very bad business, and an increase of duty would help them; and I think 
it would be wise to lay a duty which would amount to a prohibition, and give the market to the American 
manufacturer; but I do not think that such a duty would restore all these losses, as some are entirely 
ruined and out of the business. I think it would restore those who are yet in business. 

Question. Are not many of the factories which are now suffering and complaining founded on bor
rowed capital? 

Answer. I am unable to answer the question. 
Question. Did you sign any petition to the last Congress on the subject of woolen goods; and if you 

did, was that petition for an increase of duty, or did it only pray for the security of the present duty, by 
changing it from an ad val,orem to a square yard duty? . 

AnsW('r. I think I did sign a petition to the last Congress, praying a change of the duty from an ad 
valorem to a square yard duty; and I believe that the petition also prayed an increase of the duty, as well 
as to secure the collection of the present duty. 

Question. Is it not a fact that small establishments, under the immediate care of the proprietors them
selves, have generally done better business than incorporated or joint stock companies? 

Answer. I should think the small companies, judiciously conducted, would be likely to do better 
business than the large companies; but I know of none who are making money. 

Questwn. Do the Massachusetts manufacturers of coarse cloths and cassimeres feel the effect of mutual 
competition? 

Answer. I do not think that domestic competition is felt among the :Massachusetts manufacturers. 
When there were very few manufacturers in this country, the very few goods taken into the market from 
our factories did not reduce the price,of the foreign goods, and, consequently, our articles sold better than 
they now do. The effect of an extension of our manufactories has been to reduce the prices both of the 
foreign and domestic article, and it is between them the competition exists. 

Questwn. Supposing the raw material remains at the present prices, can the American woolen manu
facturer compete with the foreign manufacturer under the present rate of duties? 

Answer. He cannot. 
Question. Do not the fluctuations in the price of wooleu goods, arising from foreign importations, add 

greatly to the embarrassment of the American manufacturer? 
Answer. Very much, indeed. . 
Question. Would not a sufficient protection enable • the American m:i,nufacturer to supply our own 

markets to the full demand, at steady prices and at the lowest rate? 
Answer. There is no doubt of it in my mind. 
Question. Do you know of any factory, carried on either by a single individual owner, or by joint 

partnership, or by an incorporated company, making a profitable business? 
Answer. I do not know a single one which has been doing a profitable business since 1824, taking 

the whole time to the present. . 
Question. Taking the year 1821, do you know of any woolen manufacturers that h~ve made a prpfit? 
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Answer. I do think the flannel manufacturers made something in 182'T, but I do not think any of the 
other woolen manufacturers have in that year made anything. On the contrary, I believe they all lo1?t 
money. 

Question. Have Messrs. Johnson & Sewall a flannel or cassimere factory at Andover, Massachusetts; 
and do they manufacture extensively? 

.Answer. They have a cassimere factory, but not a very extensive one. 
Question. Have they never told you they wished no further protection on woolen goods, and expressed 

to you the opinion that foreign goods cannot interfere with them, and that they could now sell more goods 
than they make? 

Answer. I think I have heard Mr. Johnson say so. I have also heard him say he wished his factory 
had been burned before it had fallen into his hands, as he had lost money by it. At the time he said he 
wished no further protection on woolen goods he was, as he is now, an importer of British goods of all 
kinds. They have not lately told me they could sell their goods as fast as they could make them. 

Question. What is the highest price you have paid for weaving a piece of flannel, and what do you 
pay now? 

Answer. I have paid as high as $3 for weaving a piece of flannel for which I now pay $1. If I hire 
females to weave, I pay 83 cents for what I pay men $1. 

Question. What did it cost you to make the flannels, per piece, which averaged $13 last fall? 
Answer. I cannot tell what these flannels cost me by the piece, because my accounts have not been 

made up, but I think I made something on them. 
Question. Do you not get more for your flannel now than when you paid a higher price for wool, and 

a higher price for weaving? 
Answer. There have been times when I did not get as much for cloths, when I was paying higher 

prices for wool and weaving than I now do, but I then sold at a great loss. 
Question. If wool be the same price here and in England, can the American manufacturer make the 

fabric as cheap as it is made in England? 
Answer. I think we can manufacture wool in this country about as cheap as they can in England, 

wool being at the same price. 
Question. Do you get as much for your goods now as when the duties were lower; and what were the 

duties when you made most by your factory? 
Answer. I do not get so much for my goods now as when the duties were lower, but we got the 

highest prices for our goods when the duties were highest, during the war. 
Question. Did not the foreign woolen fabric bring a much higher price in the market of this country 

when our duties were lower than they now.are? 
Answer. It did. 

FRIDAY, January 25, 1828. 

William W. Young, of Brandywine Hundred, Newcastle county, State of Delaware, admitted and 
further examined: 

Question. Are you now and have you lately been engaged in manufactures of wool? If yea, in what 
branch, for how long a time, and at what place? • 

Answer. I am now engaged in the manufacture of wool and cotton at the place of my residence, and 
have been so engaged since the year 1813. The cotton manufactory was commenced in 1821; before that 
time we manufactured wool alone. 

Question. Is the establishment for the manufacture of wool in which you are interested an incorporated 
company? If yea, by what name? If not incorporated, is it a copartnership or an individual interest? 

Answer. At present it is an incorporated company. The charter was granted in 1825. B~fore that 
time it was a copartnership interest. The reasons for obtaining a charter were that William Young, the 
sole proprietor, wished to divide his interest in the establishment, being the greatest share of his estate, 
among his heirs, and that he could do it better in stock than in the property as it before existed; and 
because, also, if the company was not incorporated the necessity would arise of stopping business to 
settle the estate in case of the death of either partner; whereas by the incorporation this necessity would 
be obviated. The establishment is now entirely owned by the Young family, and the proprietors have not 
changed by the incorporation. 

Question. 'What is the whole amount of capital actually invested in the woolen factory of which you 
speak? What part of that capital is invested in real estate, buildings, and machinery, and what part is 
active capital ? . 

Answer. The whole capital invested in the woolen manufactory is rising $100,000. Of this about 
$20,000 at the present time is in raw material and manufactured articles. Upwards of $21,000 is vested 
in machinery alone. The residue is in real estate, mill-gearing, and buildings. Of this residue as much 
as $25,000 is in dwelling-houses and other buildings for the workmen of the factory and hands connected 
with it. • 

Question. Has the factory you speak of been in continued operation since it was first erected? 
.Answer. It has been in continued operation since 1813, with one exception of about two months in 

the years 1815 and 1816, during the discussion of the tariff bill of that time before Congress. During 
these two months we did not work to any extent, but we discharged no hands. 

Question. What kinds of fabrics do you produce, and what has been the whole quantity of fabrics 
made, on the average, for the last three years ? 

Answer. We confine ourselves principally to the manufacture of cassimeres and mostly to blue 
cassimeres. We sometimes make a few pieces of broadcloth to accommodate friends, but not as a 
business. We also work up our coarse.wools into satinets. These we consider deviations from our 
regular business. I cannot tell the whole quantity of cloths made in each year for the last three years, 
but we estimate that every pound of clean wool will make one yard of double milled cassimeres, and 
lighter goods in the same proportion. For the last three years we have been every year regularly 
curtailing our business as far as practicable, in consequence of the continued diminutions in the prices of 
cloth. 

' Question. What has been the average market prices of the several fabrics so made in the markets 
where you have sold for the last three years? 

Answer. I can only speak with reference to our principal manufacture, which is blue cassimere. The 
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average price of these in 1825 was about $1 50 per yard, as well as I can now recollect. In 1826 the 
prices were not more than_ $1 30, on an average, for the same quality. In 182'1 the average was about 
$1 25 per yard for the same quality of cloths. The sales were more brisk in the fall than in 1826 or in 
tho spring of 182'1, but our prices for that article were no better. The coarse cloths, called satinets, 
which we manufactured also, but to no very great extent, sold in the fall of 182'1 at a fair price compared 
with their prices in 1825 and in 1826; the prices for which years I do not now recollect distinctly. The 
reason of the better sales in 182'1 I take to be that the very low prices of these articles in 1825 and 1826 
caused a depression of their manufacture to a considerable extent, and therefore the market in the early 
part of 182'1 was not crowded, but these are an article soon produced, and before the close of the season 
the large supply in the market again brought down the price; this, I think, was entirely the effect of 
domestic competition. 

Question. What kind or d_escription of machinery is used in this factory, and is it propelled by water 
or steam power? 

.Answer. ·we have used the jenny and the Brewster, but in 1826 and 182'1 we laid aside the Brewster, 
because it was out of order, and used the jenny alone. I should prefer the Brewster for spinning warp 
and the jenny for spinning woof. All our other machinery is of the usual and most approved descriptions 1 
and the whole is moved by water-power. 

Question. What is the whole number of persons employed in the business of this factory; and how 
many are officers or agents; and at what wages or salaries, and how many are bands; what are their 
relative classes, and what their average wages? 

.Answer. The smallest number we have ever employed since the business has been fairly in operation 
has been fifty; that is the number now engaged. 1Ve employ no officer or agents. My father, Mr. 
William Young, attends to the purchases, for which he receives nothing, and also to the sales, upon 
which, when he makes the sales himself, he receives five per cent.; but when the sales are made at auction 
he receives nothing; and it is at auction most of our sales are effected. I attend to the internal concerns 
of the establishment in person, and am allowed $800 for my services. We have a clerk, who receives 
about one dollar per day for his services in both establishments. There are no other persons employed 
except laborers; of those employed in the factory twelve are men, who receive from five dollars to seven 
dollars per week; but there is only one who receives seven dollars, and the average does not exceed six 
dollars. One of those who receives six dollars per week has, in addition to that price, a house furnished 
him. There are males who receive from sixty-~wo and a half cents to three dollars per week; and in this 
classification are embraced all the male hands under twenty-one years of age. The-females receive from 
fifty cents to three dollars and fifty cents per week, and in thjs are included all the females in the estab
lishment. I cannot at this time distinguish the numbers or ages of the males and females. There are 
some females who are widows, and have been in the establishment since l '193, and are allowed a house 
free of rent. We have always extended this privilege to the widows of hands who have been a long 
time employed, and all are compensated who meet with injuries in the factory. 

Question. What are the usual working hours of the hands in your factory? 
.Ansiver. We expect to get sixty-eight hours per week the year round, and this is all we insist on. 
Question. Are additional duties, in your opinion, necessary upon imported woolen goods, to enable the 

American manufacturers of woolen goods to compete with the foreign in our markets? 
.Anstoer. My opinion is, that additional duties are required, and that the duty must be changed from 

an ad valorem to a specific square yard duty, and that no other mode of imposing the duty will be effectual. 
So well convinced am I of the necessity of this change that I will not buy a single pound of wool until 
this question is decided; and I will not purchase at all unless some material change takes place in the 
market. I think it also a national object, that a proportionate protection should be extended to wool; but 
this duty, in my opinion, should be moderately increased. Wool below ten cents ought to be admitted 
under a ,mere nominal duty. The duty on woolen goods may be immediate and considerable, without 
danger to other interests. With capital, I can immediately erect buildings and machinery; but it requires 
considerable time to procure flocks of merino and other sheep. 

Question. Were the manufacturers of woolens in this country doing a better business previous to the 
year 1824 than they have done since? 

.Answei·. I have considered that the tariff of 1824 placed the woolen manufacturers in a worse situation 
than they were before its passage. My reasons for this belief are founded upon the alterations in the 
British duties on wool, and upon the want or sufficient protection at home. I do not think that the tariff 
of 1824 was sufficient, if there had been no change in the British duties. The duty should have been a 
specific square yard duty, and the duty imposed on imported wool by the same act rendered the protection 
of the manufacturer insufficient. I have lost more since the tariff of 1824 than I lost in the same space 
of time before that act. 

Question. Does the importation of foreign woolen cloths produce the present depressed price of those 
cloths in our markets ; or is the depression owing in part to domestic competition ? 

.Answer. The depressed price of cloths in the American market is to be attributed as well to the 
foreign importation as to domestic competition. 

Question. Do manufactories with moderate capitals, and under the immediate superintendence of the 
proprietors, do better than incorporated companies with large capitals, managed by officers and agents? 

.Answer. I am unable to speak positively on this subject, but suppose that this, like every other busi
ness, will prosper most when managed by the proprietor. 

Question. Do the manufacturers of woolens in this country feel the effect of domestic competition ? 
.Answer. They have already felt it in the satinet manufacture; as in this article we have no foreign 

competition. The low price of satinets is wholly owing to domestic competition. I do not know any 
other branch of the woolen manufacture in which domestic competition is felt to any considerable extent, 
except so far as is referred to in my answer to the 2'l'th interrogatory. 

Question. Are the fluctuations in the prices of woolen goods occasioned by foreign importations; and 
do they add to the embarrassments of the domestic manufacturer? 

.Answer. There are great fluctuations from that cause as regards certain articles, and they do add to 
the embarrassments of the manufacturer. 

Question. You state that in 1825 you foresaw an approaching depression and prepared against it; 
what were the evidences of the approach of the evils yon foresaw ? -

.Answer. It was the decline of my sales, the letters from my agents, and some information received 
from a correspondent in Europe. 
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Question. Have you made any dividends on your capital invested in your establishment, or have you 
lost money by the manufacture of wool? 

Answer. We commenced business in 1813 and continued it until 1825, under the firm of William 
Young, Son & Co. A dissolution of the firm then took place, when I gave up all my share in the business 
upon being discharged from all responsibility. What I had before received did not amount to fair wages 
for my services in the factory, and I had been employed the whole time. On the close of the business, the 
other partners did not receive two per cent. upon the capital they had invested, and there were not $500 
lost by bad debts. Since 1825 the woolen business had been a continual drain upon our mental and 
pecuniary resources. The losses in bad debts since 1825 have been very small, but since that time the 
business has been a losing one; and without resources other than the woolen manufacture to rely upon, 
we could not have sustained ourselves. 

Question. Did you do a good business from 1818 to 1824? If you did, at what time was your business 
most profitable? 

Answer. I cannot say. I have not here the means of determining. 
Question. When did the elder copartner or proprietor of the establishment in which you are 

interested commence business ? 
Answer. In 1813. 
Question. Has there been a general depression in the price of property or in the value of labor within 

the last three or four years; if so, what is the cause of it? 
. Answer. Landed property has been nearly stationary during the time referred to, but may have been 
improving a little in my vicinity. I have paid about the same prices for labor for the last three or four 
years, except in the facto1=ies, where we have reduced them in a small degree. 

Question. Do you pay tlie same prices for weaving now that you formerly did? 
Answer. We do not pay as much now for weaving as formerly, as the power loom has been intro

duced, and we now employ women instead of men to do the work. \Ve now pay for weaving cassimcre 
from six to ten cents per yard, dependent upon the descriptions and qualities of the clotli. 

Question. Is labor as cheap here as in England; and can the fabric be manufactured here as cheap as 
there, except as to the cost of the wool? 

Answer. I think it can. I believe if I can have the raw material at the same price, I can manufacture 
cassimere as cheap as it can be done in England. To the foregoing I will add, that our village consists of 
a population of about 300 souls, mote or less; and since the establishment of our manufactory the moral 
and pecuniary condition of its inhabitants have materially improved. 

William R. Dickinson, of Steubenville, Ohio, admitted and further examined: 
Question. Are you now and have you lately been engaged in the manufacture of wool; if yea, in 

what branch, for how long a time, and at what place ? 
Answer. I am engaged exclusively in the business of manufacturing wool, and have been since May, 

1819, at my now place of residence. 
Question. What is the whole amount of capital actually invested in the woolen factory of which you 

speak; and what part of that capital is invested in real estate, buildings, and machinery, and what part 
is active capital? 

Answer. We rate our_ whole capital vested in real estate, buildings, and machinery, at $100,000. It 
has cost us more than that sum, but we now give it that valuation. I am not perfectly conversant with 
the relative cost of the different erections, but I should judge from my best knowledge that, of tho 
$100,000 above mentioned, $50,000 are in machinery. I should value the active capital employed at from 
$40,000 to $50,000. 

Question. What kinds of fabrics do you produce, and what has been the whole quantity made, on tho 
average, for the last three years? 

Answer. We manufacture broadcloths altogether, and which we estimate as being worth from $2 50 
to $10 per yard. These cloths are, when finished, from six to seven quarters wide. We manufacture a 
few flannels for our store from the common wool. The principal part of our cloths ii:! from $2 50 to $4 per 
yard, at our trading prices. vV e do not, perhaps, make more than 100 yards of the $10 cloth in a year. 
Our late determination has been to make mostly coarser cloths. Our annual yield of broadcloths will be 
from about 13,500 to 15,000 yards. We work about 3,000 pounds of coarse wool into flannels annually. 

Question. "What has been the average market prices of the several fabrics so made in the markets 
where you have sold for the last three years? 

Answer. The average prices for the cloths sold at our store are the following: For picklock, $10; prime, 
$'1; No. 1, $5; No. 2, $4; No. 3, $3 50; No. 4, $3; and No. 5, $2 50. On cash sales made at the store we 
deduct five per cent. from these prices. 'Ihe prices at which our cloths sold in Baltimore and Philadelphia 
were, in 1825, from $1 to $10; in 1826, from $1 30 to $13 50; and in 182'1, from $1 10 to $4 35. 

Question. Are additional duties, in your opinion, necessary upon imported woolen goods to enable the 
American manufacturers of woolens to compete with the foreign in our own markets ? 

Answer. Yes. 
Question. Were the manufacturei's of woolens in this country doing a better business previous to the 

year 1824 than they have done since ? 
Answer. I believe they were. 
Question. Does the importation of foreign woolen cloths produce the present depressed price of those 

cloths in our markets, or is the depression owing in part to domestic competition ? 
Answer. Both causes operate to produce the effect. 
Question. Do manufactories with moderate capitals, and under the immediate superintendence of the 

proprietor, usually do better than incorporated companies, with large capitals, managed by officers and 
agents? 

Answer. I cannot speak understandingly upon the subject, but my opinion is that moderate capitals, 
under the management of the proprietors, do succeed the best. 

Question. Do the woolen manufacturers of this country feel the effects of domestic competition? 
Answer. Domestic competition is a mere drop; but as the price of an article will always be regulated 

by demand and supply, and inasmuch as our market is now flooded with foreign woolen goods, the 
domestic woolen manufacturers are certainly adding every day to the quantity, and assist in 1·educing 
prices. 
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Question . .A.re there fluctuations in the prices of woolen goods occasioned by foreign importations; 
and do they add to the embarrassments of the domestic manufacturer? 

.Answer. There are fluctuations arising from the importations of woolen goods, and these add greatly 
to the embarrassment of domestic manufacturers. 

Question. Did you do a good business from 1818 to 1824? If you did, at what time was your.business 
most profitable? 

• .Answer. We have never found our manufacturing profitable, although we have been reducing the 
price of the raw material and of labor, and introducing improved machinery every year. I have not the 
means of determining at what period of time it was the least unprofitable. 

Question. Has there been a general depression in the price of property or the value of labor within 
the last three or four years? If so, what is the cause of it? 

.Answe1·. '.!.'here has been a general depression in the value of property in my section of country; and 
there has also been a general depression in the price of labor in the same section within the last four 
years. I ascribe these depressions to the flood of foreign goods imported into the country which might 
have been manufactured in it. 

Question. Do you pay the same prices for weaving now that you did formerly? 
.Answer. We do not pay, in my opinion, one-half as much as we paid four years ago. 

• Question. Is labor as cheap here as in England; and can the fabric be manufactured here as cheap as 
there, except as to the cost of the wool? • 

.Answer. I do not know the prices of labor in England. 
Question. Have you made any dividends on your capital invested in your establishment, or have you 

lost money by the manufacture of wool? 
.Answer. By examining the papers referred to in the memorial of my partner, Mr. Wells, and sworn 

to by our bookkeeper, whose statements I believe to be true, it will be found that the actual cost of those 
goods amounts to . _ .. _......................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $47,695 02 
'l'hat the net proceeds amount to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39,871 48 

Showing a loss of ................................................... . 7,823 54 
.. 
Their different qualities, their relative actual cost and sales, without any deductions for commissions, 

in the Baltimore and Philadelphia markets, are shown in the following table, viz: 

Average cost. Sold for in 1825, from- Sold for in 1826, from- Sold for in 1827, from-

Picklock, $6 80 ................... $10 00 to $3 50 $13 50 to $3 50 (None sold.) 
Prime, 5 70 ................... 10 00 to 3 :,0 JO OOto 3 87 $4 35 to &2 50 
No.I, 450 ................... 6 OOto 2 37 6 OOto 2 50 4 35 to 2 50 
No.2, 330 ................... 4 75 to 2 55 5 00 to 2 25 3 87to 2 00 
No.3, 280 ................... 3 50 to 125 3 50 to 1 87 2 62to 1 85 
No,4, 250 ................... 3 50 to 1 20 3 OOto 2 00 2 50 to 1 95 
No,5, 230 .............. .... 3 50 to 2 00 3 OOto 112 2 25to 1 25 
Nos.6&7,2 00 ........ _ ........... 2 50 to 1 00 2 50 to 1 30 1 80to 1 10 

I cannot withhold the fact that many of these cloths were very inferior goods, being old and badly 
manufactured in all respects. Those which we are now making are not only vastly superior, but, owing 
to our retrenchments and great improvements in machinery,- (being the latest and most approved,) will 
be fabricated and offered upon much better terms hereafter. should we continue our operations. .A.gain: 
we have certainly paid too much commissions, and we shall regulate that matter better for the time to 
come. We have still further accounts to receive of sales in 1827, which, I know, will exhibit further 
losses in our eastern sales. They will amount, probably, upon the woolen manufactory for the last three 
years, (without any allowance for the services of Mr. Wells and myself,) to at least $8,000. To counter
vail this, however, we have found our flocks of merino sheep profitable until within the last year; and we 
have an extensive, well-assorted retail store, where we sell and barter goods to the amount of $30,00'0 or 
$40,ooo·per annum. 

Question. What number of agents, clerks, superintendents, and ordinary hands do you employ in 
your factory? What are their classes, as men, boys, women, and girls? What are the average wages 
paid, including board; and what are the regulations, moral and otherwise, of the hands? 

.Answer. '\Ve employ somewhat more than 100 hands, chiefly females, all of whom find themselves. 
There are about 20 boys, from ten to fourteen years old. We have a foreman in each department. To 
the latter we pay from eighteen to twenty-eight dollars pe).' month; to the females, from five to seven 
dollars per month; and to the boys about four dollars per month. We have a clerk employed, to whom we 
give $300 per annum, and a manager, who superintends all, (under the direction of my partner, Mr. Wells,) 
at a salary of $500 per annum. To common work hands we pay from twelve to fourteen dollars per 
month. It is made the duty of the boys to attend Sunday school, otherwise to be discharged; and the 
strictest attention is paid to the order, morals, and general conduct of every person about the establish
ment. 

Question. Do you use water or steam power to move the machinery of your factory? If steam, what 
are the advantages which induce you to give it a preference ? 

.Answer. We employ steam. 'fhere are various opinions on this subject. My partner, Mr. Wells, who 
is a practical man, prefers the steam power, all things considered, after an experiment of twelve or fourteen 
years; and I believe that we should continue to employ it, even if we now had a good stream at our door. 
We use it for various purposes. We warm our establishment by steam; and we find it particularly useful 
in giving the last finish to our finest fabrics, whilst under the operation of the brush. Our hills are full 
of the best coal, which we can have delivered at our door for from 3½ to 4 cents per bushel; and by the 
employment of steam we obviate the difficulties incident to cold, freezing weather, as well as to freshets. 

Abraham Schenck, of Matteawan, Dutchess county, State of New York, admitted and further examined: 
Question . .A.re you now and have you lately been engaged in manufactures of wool? If yea, in what 

branch, for how long a time, and at what place? 

• 
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Answer. I am engaged in the manufacture of wool, and have been since 1823, though our company 
was not incorporated and did very little business until 1824, when we obtained an act of incorporation, 
by the name of the "Glenham Company." During the same year we filled our factory with machinery, 
and began business upon a more extended scale. In 1825 we made other extensive additions to our 
buildings, and have since gone on, as fast as convenient, to fill up with machinery, though our buildings 
are not yet full. 

Question. ·what is the whole amount of capital actually invested in the woolen factory of which you 
speak; and what part of that capital is invested in real estate, buildings, and machinery; and what part 
is active capital? 

Answer. The capital invested on the 3d June last in the factory site, buildings, machinery, and 
necessary tools, was $91,531. I cannot say how much of this sum is in buildings and real estate, and how 
much is in machinery and tools. At the saine time, our capital invested in cloth, yarn, wool, dye-stuffs, 
and other materials on hand, was $43,383 98. These statements are made from data, now in my possession, 
of actual estimates made at that time. 

Question. What kinds of fabrics do you produce, and what has been the whole quantity made on the 
average for the last three years ? 

Answer. I can only answer for one year. Between June 3, 1826, and June 3, 182'r, we made 30,640 
yards of broadcloths, of an. average width of full six quarters when finished. The fine cloths we make 
are seven quarters wide, but there are few of them. This quantity was greater than that made by us in 
the previous year, but how much greater I cannot say. 

Question. What has been the average market price of the several fabrics so made, -in the markets 
where you have sold, for the last three years ? 

Answer. We sell very few cloths at our factory; nearly all are sold in the New York market. In 
1825 and 182'r they bore in that market the following comparative prices, viz: In 1825, at $2 50, $3 25, 
$4, and $5. In 182'r cloths of the same quality sold at $1 50, $2, $2 50, and $3 50. 

Question. Has there been a general depression in the price of property or the value of labor within 
the last three or four years; and if so, what is the cause of it ? 

Answer. As far as my information extends, the price of labor in my country has fallen within four 
years last past; and my impression also is, that the general value of property has depreciated within 
the same time. 1'he reason I ,vould assign is the depreciation in value of the surplus products of that 
section of country, of which wool is one, which has heretofore sustained the population. 

Question. Have you made any dividends on the capital invested in your establishment? 
Answer. We have never made any dividends upon our stock; but from June 3, 1826, to June 3, 182'r, 

we actually lost, from the principal of the capital invested, $5,501 93, which has been assessed upon the 
stockholders in proportion to their respective shares, and has been paid in to supply the deficiency thus 

<• created in the capital. Between June 3, 1825, and June 3, 1826, we lost, in the same way, $1,'r95. This 
sum, with the loss of the following year, was also assessed upon the stockholders at the same time with 
that loss, and was paid in July, 182'r. These losses have been sustained, exclusive of any allowance to 
myself as general superintendent of the factory, which has occupied a large share of my time, and without 
any allowance, either by way of commissions or otherwise to my brother, Peter H. Schenck, who is a 
stockholder, and who has made the principal purchases of materials and most of the sales of our cloths. 

Question. Have you adopted the most approved machinery in use in Europe and the United States? 
Answer. We have, and some I think better than any heretofore used. 
Question. Has any of the machinery added to your factory, or have any of the additional buildings 

erected since 1824 been paid for out of the earnings of the factory? 
Answer. No; but all these expenditures have been paid for by calls upon the stockholders. 
Question. Can you give the committee an accurate statement of the cost to your company of a single 

piece, of any quality, of your broadcloths in the years 1825...!26, and also in 1826...l2'r, and the prices at 
which that piece of cloth, in each of those years, sold in the New York market? 

Answer. I have not the documents with me to answer this question accurately, but can state that 
broadcloths are now made at a much less expense of labor than in 1825, by the introduction of a variety 
of improved aud labor-saving machinery, amongst which may be named the "dressing machine" and the 
" broad power loom," of American invention. The quality, style, and finish of the cloths are vastly 
improved since that period. The value of cloths the last year, ending the 3d June, 182'r, appears by our 
books to have been: for grade No. 4, $1 50 per yard; No. 3, $2; No. 2, $2 50; No. 1, $3 50. Cloths of 
the same grades or numbers, as before stated, sold in the New York market at '$2 50, $3 25, $4, and $5, 
in the year ending June 3, 1825. 

Question. Have you not also been ·extensively engaged in the manufacture of machinery? If so, is 
that manufactory carried on by the same company and the same stock as the woolen factory? 

Answer. We are extensively engaged in the manufacture of machinery. We made between $30,000 
and $40,000 worth in the year ending the 3d June last. It was principally cotton and woolen machinery. 
The same stockholders, with one or two exceptions, own the woolen manufactory and the machinery 
manufactory, but they are distinct establishments, and under different acts of incorporation. The capital 
of this latter is totally independent of that which I stated as belonging to the woolen establishment. 

Question. Has the manufacture of machinery been also a losing concern? 
Answe1·. No; but affording a very small profit. 
Question. Did you or the company at any time, and when, sell to Mr. Hone, of the city of New 

York, a number of shares in your capital stock ; and if so, was the price given above or below the 
par value; and how much? 

Answer. Messrs. John Hone and Philip Hone joined with us in forming the "Glenham Company." 
Question. Is Mr. Hone now a proprietor in the capital stock? 
Answer. Yes; John Hone and Philip Hone. 
Question. Have you had any conversation with Mr. Rohe, at any time within the last twelve months, 

on the subject of increasing the duties on foreign goods? If you have, be pleased to state whether he 
has not expressed his entire approbation with the present duties, or declared his willingness to acquiesce 
in the present duties? Or what did he say on these subjects? 

Answer. I have had conversations with both gentlemen relative to the present rate of duties, and my 
impressions have always been that they are in favor of further protection. 

Question. Were the prices at whicµ you sold your goods during the last fall better, and the sales 
more ready, than in 1825? 
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.Answer. The prices were not better last fall than they were in 1826. I do not know that the sales 
have been more ready. 

SATURDAY, January 26, 1828. 

James Wolcott, jr., of Southbridge, State of Massachusetts, admitted and further examined: 
Question. .A.re you now and have you lately been engaged in the manufacture of wool? If yea, in 

what branch, for how long a time, and at what place? 
.Answer. I am now and have been so engaged for twelve years at Southbridge; and for the last six 

years have been engaged altogether in the making of broadcloths. 
Question. Is the establishment for the manufacture of wool, in which you are interested, an incorpo

rated company? If yea, by what name? If not incorporated, is it a copartnership or an individual 
interest? 

.Answer. It is now an incorporated company, and has been so for about seven years, under the name 
of the "Wolcott Woolen Manufacturing Company." It is now conducted by an agent who has a general 
superintendence over the whole concern, and this agent receives $1,200 per annum. We have an accountant 
who receives $'TOO per year. 

Question. What is the whole amount of capital actually invested in the woolen factory of which you 
speak; what part of that capital is invested in real estate, buildings, and machinery; and what part is 
active capital ? 

.Answer. The stock generally will not sell at more than $50 for $100 paid. The whole amount of the 
capital is $126,000, all of which is absorbed in the real estate, buildings, and machinery; of this there are 
about 150 acres with a water-power on it. The machinery cost from $30,000 to $40,000; we have no 
active capital, but we borrow money on which we pay interest. 

Question. Has the factory you speak of been in continued operation since it was erected? 
.Answer. The factory has at no time entirely suspended business. 
Questi,on. What kinds of fabrics do you produce; and what has been the whole quantity of fabrics, 

on the average, for the last three years? • 
.Answer. We make broadcloths only, and the number of yards produced in 1826 was 30,995, of which 

we sold 25,454 yards, netting us $58,'1'14 18, the average per yard $2 30½. From the 1st of January to 
July 31, 182'1, seven months, we sold 12,534 yards, which netted us $26,553 95, the average per yard 
being $2 12. The greater part of these cloths were indigo blues. The qualities of the fabrics and 
proportion of costly colors were about the same in the respective sales. 

Question. What quantity of wool, washed on the sheep's back, is required to make one yard of the 
cloth made at your factory, and what is its width when finished ? 

.Answer. About two pounds six ounces, as washed on the sheep's back; when well washed on the 
sheep's back, I have found this nearly con-ect. The cloth we make is six and a half quarters wide. 

Question. Wbat number of hands are employed in the same factory; what are their descriptions
as men, women, boys, and girls ? 

.Answer. The number of persons employed at the factory is 121; of these 'Tl are men, 38 young 
women grown, and 12 children. The average wages of the men is '15 cents per day. That of the young 
women, 40 cents. The children, 25 cents per day. They all find themselves in board, &c. 

Question. Were not the manufacturers of wool generally doing a better business previous to 1824 
than they have done since ? 

.Answer. Our business has been worse since 1824, except in 1825, as woolen goods have fallen very 
much in price, say from 25 to 33! per cent. 

Question. Can you say what number of companies have been incorporated in Massachusetts within 
the last three years, and the extent of their capital ? 

.Answer. I cannot tell. 
Question. Of an equal quality of wool at "present prices in England and the United States, can the 

English manufacturer make a cheaper fabric than can be made in the United States ? 
.Answer. We can do the mere labor of the manufacture as cheap as it is done in England. 
Quest-ion. Can you state the loss or gain of your establishment for the years 1825, 1826, and 182'1? 
.Answe,·. I can state our loss for 1826, which was an aggregate amount of $23,095 31, from which 

deduct $500 for bad debts, &c., not properly belonging to the manufacturing loss. This loss was exclusive 
of interest on capital, in machinery, real estate, and buildings, but not exclusive of the borrowed active 
capital. In 182'1 and 1828 we still have found it a losing business, and that no economy can sustain it. 
The business will not pay its expense, exclusive of interest on the capital. 

Jonas B. Brown, of Boston, Massachusetts, admitted and further examined: 
Question . .Are you now and have you lately been engaged in manufactures of wool? If yea, in 

what branch, for how long a time, and at what place ? 
.Answer. I have been engaged in the manufacture of broadcloths since 1821 at Millbury, and am now 

engaged in the business. 
Question. Is the establishment for the manufacture of wool, in which you are interested, an incorporated 

company? If yea, by what name ? If not incorporated, is it a copartnership or an individual interest? 
.Answer. It is, by the name of the "Goodell Manufacturing Company." 
Question. What is the whole amount of capital actually invested in the woolen factory of which you 

speak; what part of that capital is invested in real estate, buildings, and machinery; and what part is 
active capital? 

.Answer. The amount of capital invested in real estate and machinery is $80,460 'T'T; about $30,000 
of this amount is machinery, and the remainder in real estate and buildings; besides the above, we 
employ more or less of active capital, ranging not below thirty thousand' nor above fifty thousand dollars. 

Question. Has the factory you speak of-been in continued operation since it was first erected? 
.Answer. It has been in continued operation, but we have not constantly run all our machinery. 
Question. What kinds offabricS"'dO you produce; and what has been the whole quantity of fabrics, 

on the average, for the last three years ? 
.Answe,·. In 182'1 we made 58,903 yards of broadcloth. In 1826 we made about 42,000; and in 1825 

about 31,000. In 1825 we made about 12,000 yards of satinets. In 1826 and 182'1 we did not make 
satinets, because we found it a losing business, owing to domestic and foreign competition. 
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Question. What quantity of wool, washed on the sheep's back, is required to make one yard of the 
cloth made at your factory, and what is its width when finished? 

Answer. From two and a quarter to two and a half pounds. The cloth is over six quarters wide. 
Question. What are, an<J what have ,been for the last three years, the values per yard, at the factory, 

of the cloth so made ? 
Answer. We make several qualities of cloth. In 1825 about three-fourths of the quantities we made 

sold at from $2 25 to $3 25. In 1826, at from $1 75 to $2 50. In 1827 the same colors and qualities 
sold at from $1 75 to $2 50. .A.bout one-fourth of the cloth we made was of much finer quality, and the 
finest brought, in 1825, $6; in 1826, $5; and in 1827, $5 . 
. . . , • .. Question. What number of officers, clerks, and superintendents are employed in the factory of which 
you speak, and what wages or salaries to each ? 

Answer. We have one agent as a general superintendent, whose wages are $1,000 per annum. 
Question. What number of hands is employed in the same factory; what are their descriptions-as 

men, women, boys, and girls? 
Answer. We give direct employment to 150 persons. Of these, 72 are men; 53 are boys above 16 

years, and 25 are under 16 years of age. We employ no children except boys. 
Question. Were not manufactur-ers of wool generally doing a better business previous to 1824 than 

they have done since ? 
Answer. I did better from 1821 to 1824 than I have done since. 
Question. Can you say what number of companies have been incorporated in :Massachusetts within 

the last three years, and the extent of their capital ? 
Answer. I think tl)ere have been some incorporated since that time, but cannot say how many. 
Question. Was the depression in price of woolens in the year 1826 in any great degree occasioned 

by excessive importations of the merchants in anticipation of the expected increase of price in cloths 
from the provisions of the tariff of 1824 ? . 

Answer. There was no depression of price in 1825. I do not think the depression in 1826 was owing 
to excessive importations in anticipation of higher prices from the provisions of the tariff of 1824, but 
that it was partly-owing to the revulsion of trade in Europe, and consequent large importation into the 
United States, added to our increased supply from our home manufacturers. 

Question. Of an equal quality of wool at the present prices in England and the United States, can 
the Eng·lish manufacturer make a cheaper fabric than can be made in the United States ? 

Answer. I cannot state. 

Mr. Joshua Clapp, of Boston, Massachusetts, admitted and further examined: 
Question . .A.re you now and have you for some time past been engaged in the manufacture of wool, 

and at what place or places ? 
Answer. I have a woolen factory at Litchfield, in Connecticut, which I rented in November, 1821, 

for five years. Oa the expiration of my le~se I declined renewing it, and the owners have allowed 
me to use it free of rent, rather than suffer it to lie idle, and the hands to be dispersed. I am also 
interested in a woolen factory at Northampton, in Massachusetts. The results are about the same 
in each. 

Question. "What is the amount of capital actually invested in the factory of which you speak; what 
part is real estate, what part is in machinery, and what part is actively employed? 

Answer. I have no capital invested in real estate at Litchfield, and I am to be understood hereafter as 
confining myself ex0lusively to that establishment, unless when I speak expressly of the other. I have 
invested six thousand dollars in machinery, which is in operation with that which I rented and which I 
now have free of rent. . 

Question. What kind of fabrics do you produce; and what has been the whole quantity of fabrics so 
made, on the average, for the last two years ? 

Answer. We manufactured broadcloths exclusively. In the first year of which I speak we made 
17,293 yards; in the second year, 15,551 yards. 

Question. Have you made any dividend on the capital invested in your establishments; or have you 
lost money by the manufacture of wool ? 

Answer. I still speak of the last two years. From 12th November, 1825, to 12th November, 1826, 
I sold to the amount of $50,987 50, upon which there was a loss of $8,985 35, including commissions. 
J!'rom November 12, 1826, to November 12, 1827, my sales were $53,397 76, and on these there was 
a loss of $3,895 82. In the first year the sales of my cloth- averaged $3 26 per yard, and in the 
second, $2 90. 

Question. Have you examined the Boston remonstrance, presented this session to Congress, against 
further duties on imports ? 

Answer. I have examined it. 
Question. Are there any manufacturers of wool who have signed this remonstrance? If so, who, and 

where are their manufacturing establishments? 
Answer. No one who has signed it is a manufacturer of wool in the United States. One of them, 

William Taylor, receives large supplies of woolen goods from England, and I believe he is interested in 
a factory in England. George Bond, an auctioneer, who has also signed the petition, it is said has an 
interest in a factory in the United States to the extent of five shares. I know of no other person who has 
signed the petition that has an interest in any American woolen factory. 

Question. Does that petition contain the names of many merchants of Boston who are importers of 
woolen goods? 

Answer. It does not. It may, perhaps, contain the names of some two or three. I do not recollect 
more than that number. 

Question. What has been the decline in the price of woolen fabrics, such as are usually manufactured 
in the United States, from the years 1823 and 1824 to 1827? 

Answer. I think the decline in broadcloths has been from 33! to 40 per cent. 
Question. What do you consider the cause of such decline ? _ 
Answer. The cause I consider to be the great quantities of domestic and foreign fabrics meeting in 

the domestic market. 
Question. What is the difference in the price of labor in the manufacture of broadcloths between 

Great Britain and this country? 
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Answer. .A.s far as it regards labor, I believe we can manufacture wool as cheap in the United States 
as in Great Britain. 

Question. What is the value of the best investments in the broadcloth manufactories in this country? 
Answer. Not over fifty cents in the dollar, and generally less. 
Question . .A.re you still progressing in your manufactory in Litchfield; and what will be the extent of 

your operations this year? 
Answer. I still use it, but probably shall relinquish it in six or eight months if there is no further 

protection afforded to manufacturers. That is my present intention. 
Question. Did you find sales more ready in the fall of 182'l than in 1826; and were not the .prices 

better in the fall than in the spring of l82'l? 
Answer. The sales were more ready in 182'l than in 1826, but there was no improvement in prices. 

My sales of the last year were made principally in the fall. I am not aware that there was much improve
ment over the prices of the spring. There might have been an advance of five per cent., but certainly 
not more than that. 

Question. What officers, agents, or superintendents have you employed in your establishment, and 
at what prices 7 

Answer. I have an agent or superintendent, to whom I pay eight hundred dollars per annum, and 
one clerk, to whom I pay three hundred dollars. I have no other of the character mentioned in the 
interrogatory. 

Question. Were manufacturers doing a good business previous to 1824, or was it better than it has 
been since that time? 

Answer. It was certainly a better business before than since 1825; but it never has been a profitable 
business since I commenced it. There were periods in which I made, perhaps, the interest of the money; 
but that will not do for manufacturers. The best business since I have had any connexion with it was a 
period of time embracing one-half of each of the years 1824 and 1825. 

Question. Do you pay more or less now than formerly for weaving? What were the highest prices 
paid for weaving; and what do you now pay? 

Answer. We have paid as high as thirty cents a yard for weaving, but we do not now pay more than 
ten cents a yard. 

Questwn. What is the comparative state of morals in New England between the agricultural and 
manufacturing population? 

Answe1·. I think the opportunities for moral and religious instruction are decidedly in favor of the 
manufacturing community, it being one of the first objects of the proprietors of the large establishments 
to provide schools and houses for religious worship. 

Benjamin Poor, of Boston, State of Massachusetts, admitted and further examined: 
Questwn. .A.re you now or have you been interested in the manufacture of woolen fabrics ? 
Answer. I am interested as a stockholder in a company for the manufacture of wool.. They have 

two factories, called the Saxon and Leicester factories, in Worcester arn;l Middlesex counties. They were 
commenced in 1824, and were incorporated in 1825. 

Question. What is the capital actually invested in tlie factory of which you speak; what part is real 
estate, and what part is machinery; and what is actively employed? 

Answer. The capital is $150,000, and has all been paid in, except a small sum, upon which the 
company receive interest, as I believe. I cannot give a particular detail of the different investments. 

Question. Can you give any further detailed statement of the operations of the factory to which you 
refer? 

Answer. I am not particularly acquainted with all the internal operations and management of the 
factory. I live in Boston, and the principal relations in which I stand to the establishment are as 
purchaser of the raw materials and salesman of the product. As to its financial conceirns, most that I 
know will be found in the paper now presented, which is a letter written and sworn to by Henry H. Jones, 
who is treasurer of the corporation, and which I believe is entitled to full credit. 

"BOSTON, January 8, 18.28. 
"DEAR Sm: Your letter of the 5th instant I duly received, in which you request ofme, as treasurer of 

the Saxon and Leicester factory, a statement respecting the affairs of that corporation. 
"The Saxon factory at Farmingham was incorporated February 4, 1824, and the Leicester manu

factory was purchased in July, 1824, by several of the proprietors of the Saxon factory and others, and 
united, by an act of incorporation, February 81 1825, under the name of the "Saxon and Leicester 
Factory," for the purpose of manufacturing wool. 

"The amount of capital was one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. From the time the factory 
commenced, in 1824, until the 1st of July, 182'l, there has been a loss by manufacturing of ($26,394 28) 
twenty-six thousand three hundred and ninety-four dollars and twenty-eight cents. In addition to this 
actual depreciation of capital by manufacturing, the stockholders have lost the interest on their amount 
of stock. In the above loss no allowance has been made for wear of machinery, which you know is 
considerable. The last public sale of some of our stock was in June, 182'l, at $505 the share of $1,000; 
private sales of seven shares have since been made at $429 the share. 

"The result of our six months' business, ending the 1st instant, has not yet been ascertained. I 
cannot, therefore, furnish you with anything decisive respecting it. The number of persons employed by 
the Saxon and Leicester factory are from two hundred and thirty to two hundred and forty, and the 
monthly labor is from $3,300 to $3,500 at the present time. 

Yours, respectfully, 

"Mr. BENJAMIN Poon." 

"SuFFOLK, BosroN, Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

"HENRY H. JONES, 
"Treasurer Saxon and Leicester Factory. 

"Personally appeared Henry H. Jones, and made solemn oath to the truth of the several statements 
contained in the foregoing letter, according to his best knowledge and belief. 

"Before me. 
" CHARLES HA YW .A.RD, Justice of the Peace." 
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Question. What agents, superintendents, and other officers have the company, who receive pay, other 
than laborers; and what are their salaries ? 

Answer. The company have two agents, who rE:ceive $1,200 and $600. We usually have two clerks, 
who receive $300 each, and a treasurer, who receives $700. The house in which I am a partner is allowed 
two and a half per cent. commission on purchases and sales. 

Question. Do you find, in selling the goods you make, that domestic competition has a tendency to 
affect the prices ? 

Answer. Domestic competition certainly has an effect; but the principal competition is with the foreign 
article. 

Question. When were your prices best, when did your goods sell lowest? 
Answer. I think the best prices were obtained in 1824-'25; they were lowest in 1826 by 25 per cent. 
Question. Were your sales more ready in 182'r than in 1826, and were the prices better in the fall 

than in the spring of 1827 ? 
Answer. The prices were lower in 1826 than in 182'r; but those who thought proper to meet the 

market in 1826 found no difficulty in effecting sales. Taking an average, I am not aware of any material 
variation between the prices in the spring and fall of 1827. Some cloths did sell better in the fall than in 
the spring. 

Question. Do the sales of woolens at auction materially affect the market, as well as other causes ? 
Answer. I do not think that auction sales produce any material effect on the Boston market, unless 

there be a large surplus on hand. 
Question. If the stock of your company be estimated at the selling prices of the share, would or would 

it not be profitable stock? 
Answer. I do not think it profitable ·even at the selling prices, which are $429 for $1,000 paid in. 

Nor do I think a manufacturer would act prudently in carrying on the business, if the whole stock was 
given to him, unless there be further duties laid on foreign goods. 

Theodore Chase, of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, admitted and sworn: 
Question. .A.re you interested in any establishment for the manufacture of wool? 
Answer. I am a proprietor in a factory established at Great Falls, and also in the Salmon Falls 

Factory, at Somersworth, Strafford county, New Hampshire. 
Question. What is the amount of capital invested in those or either of those factories; do you super

intend their management, or can you give a circumstantial account of their operations ? 
Answer. I am not practically acquainted with the operations of either of the establishments. I. W. 

Pierce has the management of one, to whose testimony I would refer as to its situation. That at Somers
worth is under the care of C. C. Wolcott. The paper herewith presented, signed and sworn to by him, 
exhibits all that I know of the establishment which could be of service, and to that paper I would refer, 
believing it to be entitled to full credit.* 

Eleuterre Irenee Dupont, of Newcastle county, near Wilmington, Delaware, admitted and further 
examined: . 

Question . .A:re you now and have you been eng·aged in the manufacture of woolens? If yea, at what 
place, and for how long a time ? • 

Answer. I am concerned with my nephew in the manufacture of woolens at the place of my present 
residence, and have been so concerned with him, and with my brother, now deceased, since 1810. We 
are copartners, but not incorporated. 

Question. What is the amount of capital invested in the factory of which you speak; what share of 
that capital is active, and what share is vested in real estate, buildings, and machinery? 

Answer. Our capital invested is upwards of $70,000; of which I should value the real estate, buildings, 
and machinery, at from $40,000 to $45,000; but as I am not at this time the active superintendent of the 

~ factory, and have not at this place access to the books, I cannot give a precise statement of the stock in 
trade. My partner is now the active superintendent of the establishment, and keeps the books of account 
of the business. 

Question. What kinds of cloths or fabrics are made of the wool so used, and what the average number 
of yards made in each year for the last three years ? 

Answer. Of the common country wool we make coarse cloths and kerseys, principally for the .A:rmy. 
We purchase some wool of merino, of which we make satinets. Of the Smyrna wool, of the South 
American wool, and of the coarsest kind of country wool, we make coarse cloths, and a cloth called 
"linsey," for negro clothing. I think, on an average of the last three years, we have m!tde from 20,000 to 
25,000 yards of all kinds of these cloths in each year; but I cannot tell the relative quantities of each 
without reference to our books. The coarse cloths and kerseys, called .A:rmy cloths, are about a yard and 
a half wide when :finished. The satinets .and the negro clothing are generally about three-quarters of a 
yard wide, but the "linsey" is much wider. 

Question. What has been the average price for the last three years of these cloths or fabrics in the 
markets where you have sold? 

Answer. I think in 1825 the indigo blue Army clothing brought us about $2 30 per yard; in 1826 
about $2 24; and in 1827 I know the price was just $2 12½. The grey kers~y, in 1855, I think, 
brought $1 35; in 1826, $1 25; and in 1827 I know it brought us $1 10 per yard. During all the years 
both kinds of these cloths were of the same quality. The satinets, I think, as an average, were, in 1825, 
in the market, from 62½ cents to 75 cents per yard. In 1826 I do not recollect at all the prices of these 

_ cloths. In 1827 the satinets, I know, wer~ from 40 to 50 cents in the market. The negro clothing, in 
1825, brought us from 35 to 40 cents the yard, and in 1827, from 25 to 30 cents the yard. In 1826 I 
cannot tell the price it brought. We make little of the "linsey," al}d I cannot state the price at any 
time. 

Question. Were the manufacturers of woolens in this country doing a better business previous to 
the year 1824 than they have done since 7 

Answer. I am not perfectly able to say. The business has always been a losing one; but my 
0 The committee, on consultation, did not conceive themselves justified, under the order of the House, to publish the 

statement referred to in this answer, because Mr. Wolcott was. neither su=oned nor interrogated, and never appeared before 
them for examination. The evidence of Mr. Pierce-is herewith published, and the paper referred to by Mr. Chase will be 
found among the papers of the Clerk of the House. 
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impression is, that there were fewer discouragements to the woolen manufacturer previous • to the year 
1824 than there are at the present time. 

Question. Do the woolen manufacturers of this country feel the effects of domestic competition ? 
.Answer. No; but I wish we might. We dread the foreign, but would be glad to encounter domestic 

competition. • . 
Question. Do manufactories with moderate capitals, and under the immediate superintendence of the 

proprietors, usually succeed better than incorporated companies with large capitals, and managed by 
officers and agents ? 

.Answer. I should not consider a large capital any disadvantage, but the contrary. But if this is 
managed by the immediate proprietor, I think it usually does better than when managed by officers or 
agents. 

Question. Are there :fluctuations in the prices of woolen goods in our markets occasioned by foreign 
importations ? If yea, do these :fluctuations add much to the embarrassment of the American manufacturer? 

.Answer. I have no doubt there are; and these :fluctuations are the great cause of the embarrassment 
to our manufacturers. I am confident, if we had competent protection, we should effectually be able to 
manufacture woolens much cheaper than we now do, and should afford them even below the present 
prices. 

Question. Is the machinery used in the factory of which you speak of the most approved patterns 
used in this country? 

.Answer. We have not adopted the late improvements in machinery. The discouragements have 
been so great that we have not dared to encounter the expense. Our weaving is done by hand looms 
principally. We had one of the spinning machines, called the Brewster, but it got out of order, and we 
have not put it in repair. We use the jenny entirely. 

Question. Have any dividends been made upon the stock of the factory of which you speak ? If no, 
have there been any, and what, losses sustained for the last three years? 

.Answer. Ours is not a stock company, but a joint partnership between my nephew and myself. We 
have not, within the time alluded to, made anything as profits from our woolen manufactory, but, on the 
contrary, the business for those three years has been a losing one, and we could not have continued it 
but for the fact that we were at the same time carrying on other business which enabled us to sustain 
our losses. 

Question. In which of the last three years have the sales of cloth been best; and were they better in 
1826 than in 182'1 ? 

.Answer. My impression is, that the sales were better in 1825 than in 1826. I cannot make a 
comparison between the sales of 1826 and 182'1, as I have no books or papers to refer to; but I know 
the prices and sales in 182'1 have been worse than they were in 1825 or before. 

Question. Without reference to the difference in the price of wool, can the fabric be manufactured as 
cheap in the United States as in England? 

.Answer. The woolen manufactory is not yet fairly established in this country, but I know no reason 
why we cannot manufacture as well and as cheap as they can in England, except the difference in the 
price of labor, for which, in my opinion, we are fully compensated by other advantages. Our difficulties 
are not the cost of manufacturing, but the great :fluctuations in our home market, caused by the excessive 
and irregular foreign importations. The high prices we pay for labor are, in my opinion, beneficial to 
the American manufacturer, as for those wages he gets a much better selection of hands, and those 
capable of and willing to perform a much greater amount of labor in a given time. The American 
manufactmer also uses a larger share of labor-saving machinery than is used in the English manufactories 1 
which very much diminishes the effect of the higher rate of wages upon the actual cost of our goods. 

Question. Were your sales more ready and at better prices in the autumn of 182'1 than in 1826? 
.Answer. They were not at better prices; and we have not at any time found ready sales within the 

last five or six years. 
Question. 'With the present price of real estate, the diminution in the cost of building, and the price 

of machinery, would a new establishment, founded on capital judiciously invested at this time, be likely 
to do a better or worse business than those erected in 1824, 1825, or 1826 ? 

.Answer. The less capital which is required to procure a site, and erect and put in operation the same 
machinery, the better it would be to the proprietor, by the difference in that capital; but I know of no 
other difference which could exist between a factory erected now and one erected in 1824, 1825, or 1826; 
nor am I able to say that the prices of real estate, buildings, and machinery, in my section of country, 
are reduced, since 1824, to such an extent as materially to vary the capital required for the same 
factory. • 

Question. Was not the opinion very generally entertained, on the passing of the act of 1824, that it ' 
afforded a sufficient protection to manufacturers? 

.Ansioer. I do not think it has ever been the opinion of a practical man. I have always thought that 
no other than a specific duty would answer the purpose; because an ad valorem duty is so subject to 
evasion that the intention of the law will never be carried into effect. 

Question. What is the general character and description of the woolen goods shipped from Great 
Britain to this country, as compared to their other goods made for British home consumption? 

.Answer. Formerly the importations of woolen goods from England were made by our merchants in 
the regular course of trade; now these importati9ns are mostly made on British account, and a very large 
share of them are made from the following causes: 1st, that their home market is overstocked, and they 
had rather sell the surplus at a loss than to keep it on hand; and 2d, that the British manufacturer has 
on hand articles not suited to his home market, or which are of inferior quality, or which are made from 
secondary materials, and which he presses off his hands because they will not sell at home, or because he 
will not hazard the reputation of his factory by putting them into those markets. Those goods, brought 
to our markets for these causes, and sold at the auctions for what they will command, regulate the price 
of our own woolen goods. 

Question. Have the effects of employment, and the congregation of a large number of hands in 
manufacturing establishments in this country, from your experience, been injurious to the morals of the 
laborers? 

.Answer. It has not; but, on the contrary, from an experience of 26 years in different branches of 
manufacturing, I can say that I believe the moral and pecuniary condition of the laborers I have employed 
has, as a general rule, been materially improved; and this I believe will continue to be the case so long 
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as this country offers to labor a safe employment, in the purchase of unimproved lands at a low price, and 
so long as the Constitution of the Government remains free as it now is. .A.11 th~ children employed in 
and dependent on our factories are regularly taught in Sunday schools until they acquire the rudiments 
of a tolerable education. 

Joshua W. Pierce, of Somersworth, Strafford county, New Hampshire, admitted and further examined: 
Question. .A.re you now, and have you been engaged in the manufacture of woolens? If yea, at what 

place, and for how long a time? 
Answer. I am now and have for the three years last past been engaged in the manufacture of 

woolens at the place of my residence. I am a large proprietor and sole agent of an incorporated company 
by the name of the "Salmon Falls Manufacturing Company." 

Question. What is the amount of capital invested in the manufactory of which you speak; what share 
of that capital is active, and what share is vested in real estate, buildings, and machinery? 

Answer. The capital of our company was, by actual appraisement on the 24th November, 1826, 
$362,000. Of that, $140,000 is vested in real estate and manufacturing buildings; $30,000 in a farm, 
dwelling-houses, store, grist-mill, saw-mill, and oil-mill; $60,000 in machinery, furniture, tools, &c; 
$131,000 in materials used for manufacturing, stock in the store, cash, provisions, wool, yarn, and cloths. 
I speak from the inventory of the appraisal taken at the time, in all cases omitting fractions. 

Question. What kind of cloths or fabrics are made of the wool so used, and what the average number 
of yards made in each year, for the last three years? 

Answer. We make broadcloths only. I should say the average quantity of cloths made for the last 
three years would be 40,000 yards each year; but the quantity would be less in 1825, more in 1826, and 
still more in 182'1. I cannot state exactly the quantity for each year. 

Question. What has been the average price for the last three years of these cloths or fabrics in the 
markets where you have sold? 

Answer. The same quality of cloth which, in 1825, we sold in the Boston market at $4 per yard we 
sell now at $3 per yard in the same market; and the sale in 182'1 bas been decidedly lower than it was in 
1826. In like manner, the same qualities of cloth which we sold in 1825 at $3 in the Boston market 
now sells for $2 in the same market, and now sells lower than it did in 1826. These statements are about 
a fair sample of the depression in price of all our cloths. Our sales are almost entirely made in Boston. 
We sell very little cloth at the factory, and have made small sales at New York and Philadelphia. The 
sales at the now reduced prices are more dull than they were in 1825 at the then prices. Our cloths, 
:finished, will average 6½ quarter-yards wide. The various descriptions of cloths we make range from $2 
to $5 per yard, as we value them. .A.s nearly as we can make the estimate, the cloth which in 1825 we 
sold at $4, and which we now sell at $3, dull sales, actually costs us, when ready for the market, an aver
age of $3 50 the yard. And the cloth selling in 1825 at $3, and now selling at $2, actpally costs us that 
sum. Our cloths are sold by commission merchants, and the sales referred to in this answer are the 
gross sales. 

Question. Were the manufacturers of woolens in this country doing a better business previous to 
the year 1824 than they have done since? 

Answer. I have no means of judging, as I was not engaged in the business until the close of that 
year. 

Question. Do the woolen manufacturers of this country feel the effect of domestic competition? 
.Answer. I do not think they do. The only competition which they experience or dread is that of the 

importation of foreign woolen goods. 
Question. Do manufactories with moderate capitals, and under the immediate superintendence of the 

proprietors, usually succeed better than incorporated companies with large capitals, and managed by 
officers and agents? 

.Answer. I do not think a large capital a disadvantage, but, on the contrary, a decided advantage; 
but I believe all kinds of business usually succeeds best when under the management and superintendence 
of those interested in it. 

Question. ·.A.re there fluctuations in the prices of woolen goods occasioned by foreign importations? If 
yea, do these fluctuations add much to the embarrassment of the .American manufacturer? 

Answer. There are, and these fluctuations form the principal embarrassment which the American 
manufacturer has to contend with. 

Question. Is the machinery used in the factory of which you speak of the most approved patterns 
used in this country ? . 

.Answer. So far as I am acquainted, it is. 
Question. Have any dividends been made upon the stock of the company of which you speak? If no, 

have there been any, and what, losses sustained for the last three years? 
.Answer. No. There has never been a dividend made upon our stock. -On the contrary, we have 

sustained losses, as follows: 
In 1825 the books of our company show a gain, between the cost of all the materials used, and all the 

labor, and the whole amount of sales, of $6,'1'12 '18. There were purchased by the company, when they 
purchased the site of the factory, one grist-mill, one saw-mill, and one oil-mill. These the company do 
not use, but they are rented at the best terms that can be procured; and in 1825 they received in rents 
for these, and for dwelling-houses, the sum of $1,041 69., These sums together make the sum of $'1,814 4'1. 
The interest on the capital actually paid in and employed by the company that year, at six per cent., ~as 
$16,313 15. Showing in that year an actual loss of $8,498 68, without any allowance for wear and use 
of machinery, generally calculated to be worth nine or ten per cent.; and of which the company bad in 
actual use that year what cost them, at fair prices, $3'1,000. ·rn 1826 the books of the company showed 
a balance against the factory, after paying for all the materials and all the labor, of. . . . . . $18,103 16 
Deduct from this the rents for that year upon the property mentioned above, amounting to . . 1,043 82 

And the clear loss will be ........................................................ . l'l,059 34 
• • ==== 

This is without any allowance for interest upon the capital, which was considerably increased in that 
year, or for the wear and tear of machinery, the value of which in a~t~al use that year was $?0,0~0. 

In 182'1 our books have not been made up, but the same qualities of cloths have sold m this year 
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considerably lower than they did in 1826, and there must be a large loss beyond that of the interest upon 
our capital and the wear and tear of our machinery. • 

None of these losses have originated from bad debts; and all our sales are guarantied to us by the 
commission merchant, for which we pay him 2½ per cent. This item is taken into the account and forms 
part of the loss. Our store is kept for the accommodation of the factory and the hands, and has afforded, 
on its own business, a small profit. 

Question. In which of the last three years have the sales of cloth been the best; and were they better 
in 1826 than in 1827? 

.Answer. In 1825 they were best; in 1826 they were lower; and in 1827 they were still lower, as 
will be seen from my former answers. 

Question. Without reference to the price of wool, can the fabric be manufactured as cheap in the 
United States as in England? 

.Answer. I think it can. .All my information brings me to this conclusion, and one reason I would 
assign is, that we substitute a much larger share of the labor of females than they do in England in the 
woolen manufacture. 

Question. Were your sales more ready and at better prices in the fall of 1827 than in 1826? 
.Answer. They were more dull and at lower prices in 1827 than in 1826; and I do not recollect that 

they altered materially in the fall of that year. 
Question. With the present price of real estate, .the diminution in the cost of buildings, and the cost 

of machinery, would a new establishment, found on capital judiciously invested at this time, be likely to 
do a better or worse business than those erected in 1824, 1825, or 1826? 

.Answer. I was unacquainted with the business until the latter part of 1824; but I am not aware of 
any material diminution of the value of real estate in my section of country, or in the cost of buildings 
and machinery sincQ that time; and I cannot say that the investments made since that time have not been 
as judiciously and advantageously made as they now could be. 

Question. Was not the opinion very generally entertained, on the passing of the act of 1824, that it 
afforded sufficient protection to manufacturers ? 

.Answer. Not having been interested in the woolen business until after the passage of that act, I 
cannot give a very satisfactory answer as to what public opinion was at the time of its passage. I did 
think myself, when I became interested in the factory in which I am now interested, that that tariff bill 
would furnish fair protection; but I very soon found myself disappointed in this expectation. The method 
in which the duty is laid, to wit, an ad valorem duty, cannot, in my opinion, furnish sufficient protection, 
from the facility with which woolen goods are invoiced at a price far less than their cost, and from the diffi
culty, if not impossibility, of detecting the fraud, and arriving at a fair appraisal in this country. I 
therefore think that the same form of duty, if considerably increased, would not reach the object; but 
that a specific square yard duty only will give the protection required. I do not think the present duty 
sufficient, even if no evasions had taken place. 

Question. What is the general character and description of the woolen goods shipped from Great 
Britain to this country, as compared with their other goods made for British home consumption? 

.Answer. I have no means of answering the question. • 
Question. Can you give the whole number of hands employed in your factory; their classes into men, 

boys, and gids, and the average of the wages of the whole? 
.Answer. In 1826 we employed about 200 persons, of whom 60 were men; 15 boys, from IO to 15 years 

of age; 21 girls, from IO to 15 years of age, and 104 women. A.n average of the wages of the whole, 
including superintendents, clerks, and all other officers and hands who receive wages, is 68 cents per 
working day for the year; this includes board. I cannot give an exact account of the number of hands 
or wages paid in 1827, but I think the whole number has been somewhat reduced, and women have been, 
in several instances, substituted for men, which will reduce the average of this year, but how much I 
cannot say. 

Question. What is the whole value of materials you consume in your factory annually; what part of 
that value is of foreign, and what of domestic productions; and what is the value of the provisions con-
sumed annually by the hands employed in the business of your establishment? • 

.Answer. Of imported raw materials we consume annually the value of $33,612 ; of imported manu
factured articles we consume annually the value of $391; of domestic products, including lamp oil, we 
consume $28,525; making an aggregate of $62,528. The provisions consumed annually by the hands 
employed in our factory, and their families, amount to the value of $12,500; these persons also use domestic 
cotton goods to the amount of $7,000, and imported goods to the amount of $5,500; making, together, 
$25,000. 

There are annually consumed in the factory, of imported raw materials-
40,000 pounds of wool, averaging 60 cents ............................. . 

2,500 pounds of Bengal indigo, at $2 50 ............................... . 
4,000 pounds of madder, at 14 cents .................................. . 

111000 pounds of ground logwood, at 2¼ cents .......................... . 
2,000 pounds of camwood, at 5 cents. . .............................. . 
6,000 pounds offustic, at 2¼ cents .................................... . 
2,500 gallons of olive oil, at 90 cents .................................. . 

20 dozen flasks of olive oil, at $3 50 ................................ . 

Of imported manufactured articles-
150 pounds of hempen twine, at 20 cents ............................. . 
150 pounds of worsted harness twine, at $1 60 ........................ . 

10 pounds of sewing silk, at $6 .................................... . 
40 pounds of sewing thread, at 92 cents ............................ . 
50 dozen of linen tape, at 50 cents .................................. . 

$24,000 00 
6,250 00 

560 00 
247 00 
100 00 
135 00 

2,850 00 
70 00 

30 00 
240 00 

60 00 
36 00 
25 00 

Of domestic products-
60,000 pounds of wool, averaging 34 cents.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,400 00 
6,000 pounds of woad, at 5 cents.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 00 

Carried forward.............. 20,700 00 

$33,612 00 

391 00 

34,003 00 
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Brought forward ............... . 
65 bushels of bran, at 30 cents. . . . . •............................... 

900,000 teazles, at $3 ................................................. . 
2,000 .pounds of quercitron bark, at 2¼ cents ........................... . 

350 cords of wood for fuel, at $3 50 ................................. . 
3,000 pounds of copperas, at 3 cents .... ~ .............. : ............... . 

900 pounds of red argol, at 14 cents ................................. . 
500 pounds of blue vitriol, at 12 cents ............................... . 
600 pounds of alum, at • 5½ cents .................................... . 
200 pounds of aqua fortis, at 12 cents ............................... . 
200 pounds of oil of vitriol, at 8 cents ............................... . 

8,000 pounds of hard soap, at 10 cents ..... ~ .......................... . 
300 barrels of soft soap, at $2 50 ................................... . 

9,000 pounds of glue, at 14 cents ........................... , ......... . 
500 pounds of harness leather, at 26 cents ........................... . 

35 sides of thin leather, at $1 75 ................................... . 
20 dozen corn brooms, at $1 50 .................................... . 

650 gallons oflamp oil, at 70 cents ................................. . 

$20,700 00 
20 00 

2,700 00 
45 00 

1,225 00 
90 00 

126 00 
60 00 
33 00 
24 00 
16 00 

800 00 
750 00 

1,260 00 
130 00 
61 00 
30 00 

455 00 

[No. 843. 

$34,003 00 

28,525 00 

62,528 00 

There are annually consumed by persons employed at the factory, and tp.eir families, the following 
articles: 
Corn, flour, rice, sugar, tobacco, and fish, amounting to ............................... . 
Domestic cotton goods ........................................................... . 
Other domestic provisions and fuel.. ............................................... . 
Of other imported goods, consisting of groceries, cutlery, hardware, silk, and other goods .. . 

In the above estimate fractions are omitted. 

$7,500 00 
7,000 00 
5,000 00 
5,500 00 

25,000 00 

Question. Have the books, from which you have taken the several facts and results stated in your 
foregoing answers, been kept under your immediate superintendence; are they the books of your factory; 
have they been correctly kept; and have the memoranda, from which you have testified, been taken from 
those books and other authentic sources? 

Answer. The books of our factory have been kept by a clerk, whose sole business it is to keep and 
take care of them under my immediate superintendence; they have been accurately kept, and as often as 
they have beep. balanced they have been examined and approved by the directors of the company. From 
these books the extracts have been made from which I have testified when I have purported to speak 
from the books. The other estimates are derived from authentic sources, and are substantially correct. 

Question. What is the state of the morals of the persons employed at your factory, and how does it 
compare with those of the same class of persons in other employments in life? 

Answer. From all my observations, I believe the morals of those employed in manufacturing to be as 
good as those of any other class ii;i. society, and there is, perhaps, a less amount of crime and immorality 
than among the same number of persons engaged in the other common avocations of life. I believe that, 
in almost every instance, one of the first cares among the directors of manufacturing establishments has 
been to establish schools and places of public worship, and the good effects are everywhere apparent. 

Testimony in relation to hempJfo:c, and sail duck. 

TUESDAY, January 15, 1828. 

Hon. James Clark admitted and sworn: 
Question. Where do you reside? ~ 
Answer. I reside near the village of Winchester, Clark county, Kentucky. 
Question. Is the business of growing hemp an important business with the farmers in your Congres-

sional district? -
Answer. It is an important but not the prin_oipal business of those who reside in that Congressional 

district. 
Question. What counties are included in your district? 
Answer. The counties of Clark, Fayette, and Woodford. 
Question. Are you not acquainted in the counties of Bourbon, Scott, and Jessamine, in the State of 

Kentucky; and do you not know that hemp-growing is an important part of the business of the agricul
turists of these counties also? 

Answer. I am well acquainted in Bourbon, and partially in Scott and Jessamine, and know it to be 
an important business in Bourbon; and, from information in which I have full confidence, believe it to 'be 
important in the other counties also. 

Question. What has been the market price for hemp, cleaned ready for the manufactory, in your 
section of the State for the last three years? 

Answer. I should say that, for the two years preceding the last, the average has been $4 per 112 
pounds. . During the last year it fluctuated considerably, but presume that the average has been about 
$5 per 112 pounds. 

Question. Are not the counties above named, and also the counties of Mercer and Lincoln, capable of 
producing a much larger quantity of this article than they now do, if a steady and fair market was 
afforded? 

Answer. The soil is well adapted to the culture of hemp, and I think these counties possess a capacity 
to produce a much greater quantity than they now produce, if a good market and fair prices were afforded. 
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Questi.<m. Is the manufacture of hemp, to any considerable extent, carried on in your district; and if 
so, into what fabrics principally? 

Amwe1·. It is manufactured to a considerable extent in Fayette, and to a lesser extent in the countiei! 
of Clarke and Woodford. The fabrics into which· it is manufactured are cotton bagging, yarns, and 
cordao-e • • 

Qu~tion. Have you any llleans of knowing whet)ler the manufacture of hemp in your district affords 
to the manufacturer a fair compensation for.his labor and capital employed in the business? 

Answer. I have no means of knowing, except what r have acquired in casual conversatiops with 
manufacturers, and my knowledge of the price of hemp. These conversations have impressed me with a 
firm belief that neither the grower nor tue manufacturer receives a fair compensation for the labor and 
capital employed. • • • 

Questwn. Is it not important to the interests of the hemp-growers and the manufacturers of heIDp in 
Kentucky, and particularly in the district you represent, to have an increase of duty on imported hemp? 

Answer. I think it highly important, not only in the district of country of which I speak, but to every 
other part of Kentucky, to have an increase of duty on imported hemp. 

Question. Have you been a hemp-grower or manufacturer of hemp; or are you now concerned in either 
of these branches of business ? • 

Answer. I have not cultivated hemp to any considerable extent, and I have never been engaged in 
its manufacture. I did grow hemp, but have abandoned it for the last four or five years, because it did 
not yield a fair profit on the capital employed. 

Question. Where is your market for cotton bagging? 
Answe1·. It is generally sold in Tennessee, .Alabama, and Mississippi. 
Question. What price does it command in these markets? 
Ansu:er. I do not kno:w. 
Que.'iiion. What is the quality of the Kentucky cotton baggiQg compared with that which is importe!l? 
Answer. I know nothing of their qualities, of my own lmowledge, never having seen any of the 

imported article; but from conversations which J: have held with intelligent cotton-growers in the south~ 
western States, the Kentucky bagging is esteemed from one and a half to two cents per yard better t)lan 
that imported. "' • 

Question. Have you any knowledge of the quantity of cotton bagging imported; or is your opinion, 
as to the necessity of a further protection, formed from any information you possess as to the competition 
between the foreign and domestic article ? • 

Answer. I have no precise information as to the quantity imported. My opinion, as to further pro
tection to that article, arises from the low and unsteady price of hemp, and from the complaints I have 
heard made by the manufacturers of bagging, that they did not receive a fair return tor • the capital 
employed in its manufacture. 

Question. Has there been a greater quantity of hemp grown in Kentucky in the year 1827 than in 
the average of former years ? 

Answer. I think there was a much great.er quantity grown i_n 1827 than in any preceding year, and 
it is to be accounted for from the fact that the crop of 1826 bore· a higher price, considerably, than any 
other crop of which I have any recollection, and because many of the hemp farmers we]'.e impressed with 
the belief that the enhancement of price was attributable to a failure of the hemp crops in Russia, aµd 
that no crop would be imported into the United ::ltates subsequently to that failure, before· their crops 
~ould be carried to market. But I do not undertake to determine whether their calculations wer.e ~ell or 
111 founded. 

Question. If your farmers have found the culture of hemp not affording a fair compensation for the 
labor and capital employed, have they found other objects of more profitable pursuit, and what are the 
most material of these pursuits? • 

Answer. I do not say that the culture of hemp has been abandoned; if other objects have been found 
more profitable than its cultivation, it has been on ,the large farms, by the cultivation of gr;tin and the 
raising of stock. • 

TuESDAY, January 15. 

The honorable Joseph Vance, being requested, appeared before the committee; and on the chairman's 
proposing to administer to him an oath to make true answers to such questions as should be propound_ed, 
the witness refused to be sworn, alleging as .a reason that he had voted against the adoption of the 
resolution by the House because he thought it :unconstitutional, and that he cannot, therefore, now submit 
to the operation of any rule which be believes to be of that character; but that be was willing to answer, 
as a member of the House, any questions without being sworn. And thereupon it was ordered that an 
entry be made of the foregoing facts on .the journal of the committee. 

The committee having considered the preceding subject, it was 
Resolved, That this committee do not feel _authorized, under the resolution of the House, to examine 

the witness, unless on oath; and that, as to any further proceedings thereon, the consideration thereof be 
postponed. 

TUESDAY, January 22, 1,828. 

John Travers, of Paterson, Essex county, New Jersey, admitted and sworn: 
Question . .Are you engaged in the manufacture of sail duck; and if so, from what ~aterial? 
Answer. I am engaged in the manufacture of s~ duck from flax solely, but am well acquainted with 

the process of manufacture of the same article from cotton and hemp. I have made duck from hemp, but 
in very small quantities, and merely as matter of experiment, and believe that I am the only person in 
the United States who has spun hemp with machinery. The manufacture of duck from cotton is carried 
on in my immediate neighborhood. 

Question. Where is your manufactory situated; what is the name by which it is known; and :ii! it 
conducted by an incorporated company, or by or·on individual account? 

Answer. In Paterson, Essex county, New Jersey. It is an incorporated company, and its corporate 
name is the "Phcenix Manufacturing Company." 

Question. What is· the capital. employed? 
VOL. V--105 B • , •• 
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Answer. The capital actually paid in by the stockholders is about $170,000. The shares are $50 each, 
the whole of which has been paid in, except that the amount of the subscription originally was $200,000, 
of which some shares were abandoned, and the company purchased others, so as to reduce the capital to 
about the sum above named. The shares purchased by the company were at a very reduced price. 

Question. How long bas your factory been in operation, either by individuals or by the company? 
Answer. The factory, I have understood, commenced under private individuals some time in 1814, 

making no duck, but other linens. These proprietors continued awhile and then failed. The factory was 
then sold under a mortgage and taken by one individual, who continued the business until 1821, making 
duck only one year, and that upon a contract with the Navy Department. In 1821 I became a partner. 
The former owner valued the factory at $37,500 in its then condition, and I paid that amount in cash to 
be employed as active capital, and upon which we proceeded in the business. Our contracts with the 
Navy were continued until 1822 or 1823, when we had no contract with the Government, and became 
embarrassed. When I advanced the money just mentioned, I took a conveyance of the whole establish
ment as a security.for the advance, and under that security the whole factory fell into my bands. In 
1824 the establishment was inc6rporated. Soon after the incorporation, other individuals joined in taking 
stock, paying me in shares of the company, the estimated value of the factory, and it has since been 
carried on for the benefit of the company, under my sole management. 

Question. ·what is the number of officers engaged, and what the number of hands employed in your 
factory? 

Answer. I am president of the company, and receive $1,500 per annum, discharging also the duties 
of superintendent; and one clerk, at $400, who keeps the books of the company. 'fhere are no other 
officers receiving pay. We have 265 hands employed, when in full operation, and we have that number 
now engaged. Of these, 109 are men, who receive, on.an average, 65 cents per day; of boys there are ·42, 
receiving $1 37½ per week, who are from eight to fourteen years of age There are 61 women, who 
receive $2 37½ per week; and 53 girls, from eight to twelve years of age, receiving $1 37½ per week-all 
of whom pay their own board. 

Question. What kind of raw material is used; what is the quantity manufactured; and where is it 
produced? 

Answer. We use flax exclusively; and during the year 1827 we employed 960 spindles and 200 
twisting spindles. The quantity of flax wrought was 382,478 pounds. The whole of it was imported. 
The crown flax from Poland constituted the largest proportion;- the remainder was imported from Ireland 
and Russia. From the gross amount of flax already mentioned, there were 237,093 pounds of clean or 
hackled flax, and 145,385 pounds of tow. The hackled flax is ·used exclusively for the warp of sail duck, 
and the tow for the filling. 

Question. What are the different kinds of fabrics manufactured, and the quantity of each? 
Answer. We made last year 7,010 bolts or pieces, which usually measure forty yards each. As I 

have not my books or papers to refer to at this moment, I cannot speak with certainty as to the relative 
quantities of duck, cotton bagging, and hammock cloth, which comprise all the articles we manufacture; 
but I presume it did not differ from 5,800 pieces of canvas, 1,000 of hammock cloth, and about 210 
pieces of bagging. The cotton bagging is made of the most inferior quality of tow. The canvas is about 
twenty inches in width; the hammock cloths are not confined to any particular width, but depend on 
contract with the Government, which usually requires it to be about forty-four inches; the cotton bagging 
is forty-two inches wide. 

Question. What is the cost of the raw material? 
Answer. Irish flax usually costs about 13 cents per pound. Rusbian flax, called "twelve head St. 

Petersburg," which is the best quality, costs about 11 cents. The Polish "crown flax," which is better 
than Russian, but not so good as Irish, costs about 12 cents. I speak of the cost in New York. I have 
never used any but Irish flax until last year. The American flax sells at 8 cent.. In 1822 I made duck 
of American flax; but I ascertained, from actual experiment, that it would not answer, and that my credit 
as a manufacturer was likely to suffer, and I abandoned it. I am satisfied that the superior quality of 
the foreign over the American flax is to be attributed, almost exclusively, to their preparing it by water
rotting, while in America it is prepared by dew-rotting. In this country, too, it is suffered to grow too 
long, with a view of saving seed; whilst the foreign is pulled when the bloom falls, and before the boll is 
formed. I conceive the difference between American flax, pulled when the blossom falls and water-rotted, 
and that which is pulled after it has seeded and dew-rotted, would be fifty per cent. better to the farmer 
and to the manufacturer, estimated upon the present prices. The one gains that much by the quantity 
and quality of the article, and the latter can afford to give that much more for it than it is now worth to 
him. Flax pulled at this time will weigh 33! per cent. more than when suffered to go to seed. 

Question. ·what is the cost of manufacturing a bolt of duck, exclusive of the cost of the raw material? 
Answer. Of one kind of duck made at ·our factory, the flax required for each bolt is about 65 pounds. 

The cost of manufacturing from· the flax, and preparing for the market, this bolt of duck will be on the 
average about $5 05; the value of the flax would be, at 13 cents per pound, $8 45; and our asking price 
in the market for this bolt of duck is $15 50; but we have great difficulties in making sales at this price. 
In this calculation of cost, nothing is included for commissions on sales, for transportation* to market, for 
interest of capital, for casualties, for the use of machinery, &c., &c. 

Question. Where do you find a market for your different fabrics ? 
Answer. Contracts with the Navy Department have furnished our principal market, and without this 

demand we have become embarrassed. We have made limited sales in New York, Boston, and Philadel
phia, for the merchant service. We have sold duck also in New Orleans. In 1826, the amount of our 
sales in New York was $12,036 96, as appears by a_.i. account current exhibited to the committee. I have 
not with me an account of our sales in 1827 in New York, and cannot, therefore, state them accurately. 
The last contract with the Government terminates in May next. 

Question. !,-.s a business, can the manufacture of coarse goods from flax be conducted with any profit 
under the influence of the present duties on the foreign fab"rics ? 
. - .Answei-._lLcannot. ~_The _cost _of the _.J:aw material,- the excessive. importations, and. the_ mode of 

collecting the duty, render it absolutely necessary that the manufacturer of those articles· should be 
0 After the witness had left ·washington, on his return home, he wrote to the Hon. Mr. Condict, one of the committee, 

a. letter, of which the following is an extract, and which, by permission of the committee, is here inserted, dated Baltimore, 
24th January, 1828 : "In my evidence before the committee, in the calculation of the cost of a. bolt_ of duck, '. tra~tation' 
was excepted. I meant it to be included. Will you cause the word 'transportation' to be stric~E:._1:_out." 
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protected by additional aud specific duties, in order to enable him to do a fair and steady business; unless, 
indeed, he should succeed by contingencies, upon which no certain or continued reliance can be placed. 

Questwn. Why did you not continue the manufacture of sail duck from hemp ? 
Answer. We discontinued it because the raw material costs as much as the flax, does not make as 

durable an article, and the waste is 25 per cent. greater than from flax. vVe cannot weave hemp without 
starching or sizing, the effect of which is to cause the cloth to mildew more rapidly, and we do not starch 
or size the flax duck at all. 

Question. In the experiments made by you, did you use American or foreign hemp ? 
Answe1·. I used foreign hemp. 
Question. Is there the same difference between the durability of dew-rotted and water-rotted hemp 

which you have before described between dew-rotted and water-rotted flax? 
Answer. There is the same difference, and it exists not in the strength, but in the durability of articles 

manufactured. Those from dew-rotted hemp certainly decompose, when exposed to the weather, much 
sooner than those which are made from water-rotted hemp or flax. 

Questwn. Do you believe if sufficient protection were by law extended to the American hemp, and 
the manufactures from it, sail duck and other fabrics usuaUy made from hemp would be produced in this 
country, within a short period of time, in sufficient quantities and at fair prices? 

Answer. I do not think a higher duty on raw hemp would benefit the grower of hemp or increase the 
consumption. If the foreign manufactured article paid a higher duty, it would increase the manufacture 
of the raw material, and thus afford a better price to the grower of the article, and, by increasing the 
consumption, afford a more certain market. If the American flax were pulled at a proper season, and 
water-rotted, like the foreign, there would now be a demand, if all the factories were in operation, for 
95.0,000 pounds of flax, and for 5,000 tons of hemp annually, at a price fifty per cent. better than is now 
paid for the dew-rotted American hemp or flax. 

Question. Have you any information to be relied on as to the probable importation of raw hemp and 
sail duck for the ensuing year; and if so, from whence is it expected, and of what qualities and material? 

Answe,• . .A.II the information I have on this subject is derived from two letters lately received from a 
gentleman in Boston, exclusively engaged in the Russia trade, who writes as follows: "We shall this 
year have ten thousand pieces more heavy duck, and twenty thousand more ravens, from Russia, than in 
1826, besides the imperial and London imitation duck, both of which are now selling here at lower rates, 
and are much preferred to ours; therefore, what is here considered better duck can be had for more than 
ten per cent. less than your present prices, say $16 for No. l." 

"Russia duck is now coming out much lower than earlier in the season; the manufacturers there are 
shipping it on their own account; and a frie:qd writes me that 'Brusgin says he will yet lay the Pboonix 
on the shelf.' Forty thousand bolts bad been shipped, at last dates, to the United States, not including 
ravens duck. Every piece of 'imperial duck' has-been bought on arrival, and large orders will be sent for 
it in future." 

I have made it my business to inquire into the subject, and I know of but one house which is engaged 
in the importation of sail cloths from Russia, except in Boston, and that one is in New York. This trade 
is almost monopolized in Boston. • • 

Question. What quantity of sail-cloth is made from cotton in the United States, so far as you know; 
what are its qualities, and what its cost? 

Answer. 1'here are about 1,500 bolts of sail-cloth manufactured annually in Paterson, New Jersey, 
from cotton, which usually contain about 60 yards each. There is also a factory in Baltimore, which, I 
have understood, made about the same quantity. The cloth, when manufactured, costs rather less than 
what is made here from hemp or flax, and the demand for it is somewhat better. Eleven hundred bolts 
of that made in New Jersey were sold in Philadelphia, and two hund'red in New York, last year. I do 
not believe any of it was sold north or east of New York. The consumption of it must necessarily 
increase, and I think it will soon be exclusively used by all river craft and coasting vessels. If all the 
craft employed in the North river were to be refitted with sails, it would require 828,000 yards. 

Question. Is it as good for sails, for any and what vessels, as sails made of hemp or flax? 
Answer. It is preferred on board fore-and-aft rigged vessels, because they can sail from a half to three

fourths of a point nearer the wind with it than with hemp or flax sails; nor does it stretch or shrink so 
much as the flax canvas. 

Question. Is it better than sails made of dew-rotted or water-rotted hemp? 
Answer. It is better and cheaper than sails made of American dew-rotted hemp or flax. 
Question. What are the relative prices per yard of the several species of sail-cloths of which you 

have been speaking in the markets where they are sold? 
Ans-we,·. The imperial duck referred to in this extract is an imitation of duck made at the "Pboonix 

Mill," from samples procured for the purpose and sent to Russia. 

Quality. ~ 

No.l •............•....•...................... 
0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5 •••••••••••••••.••••••.••.•••.••.•.••••••.• 
6 ••..••••..•..•.•••.•.••....•.......•....... 

7 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 
8 .•..•••••••.•••••••••..•.•••••••••••..••••. 

Itussia U ......•.•••••......•...•.......•...•... 

Raven•••·••··•·•••••••···•••••··••·•••·••·••••· 

Weight. 

Pounds. 
37¾ 
35 

32¼ 
30 
27 
25 

~½ 
20 
47 

16 

Prices per ye!,, cottons. Prices per yard, flax. Prices per yard, hemp. 

Vents. Centi. 
41 38¾ 
:J9 37t 
37 36¼ 
35 35 
34 33.i 
33 3-2¼ 
32 31¼ 
31 30 

About fifty-six cents. 
aboutl6 

The weight is estimated on the supposition that each bolt is forty yards in length, and this statement 
is believed to be nearly correct. The cotton and flax duck are neither starched nor sized. The Russia 
duck is all starched, as is also the English. The cotton duck is about 24 "inches wide, the flax is 20 
inches wide, and the Russia 30 inches wide. • 
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Question::,.. Is there any difficulty in manufacturing sail-cloth from cotton which will not be easily 
surmounted by fair and reasonable patronage or encouragement, or might it be made to an extent which 
would be limited only by the demand? 

.Answer. There are no difficulties. It is rather more simple in the manufacture than cotton shirting. 
Question. Do you know how many sail-cloth factories and factories manufacturing hemp and flax are 

now in the United States, how many are now unemployed, and what amount of fabrics can they annually 
produce? 

.Answer. There are but three factories in operation; two of these are engaged in making sail-cloth 
for the United States Navy; the other manufactured various articles from flax, but I am unable to say 
what are its pursuits at present. There are six other factories in different States capable of m11king 
!>ail-cloths, which have been suspended. From what I have been told as to the number of spindles in 
the United States, they are capable of making 19,132 bolts, or '165,280 yards of heavy duck. If the duties 
were so increased as to insure a fair profit I could make nearly fifty per cent. more with the same machinery 
than I have heretofore done, and it is likely that there would be some, increase at the other factories. 

Que.stion. Is it the practice of American ves·sels about s~iling from America to foreign ports to clear 
out for their voyage with. old and worn sails and to supply themselves with sails in foreign ports, thus 
avoiding the duty upon the hemp or the manufacture imposed by our laws? 

.Answer. I have no knowledge of my own upon the subject; but I once made application to a captain 
and owner of an American vessel to sell him sails for his vessel, and be informed me he was in the habit 
of supplying his vessel in foreign ports, and. declined purchasing of me. I do not know the extent to 
whicn this practice prevails, but from what I have heard I should think it is very frequently done. 

Question. Are Russia or other sail ducks~ to your knowledge, brought to this country, and, after being 
re-exported with the benefit of drawback, actually worked up to make sails for the same vessels which 
take them from the American ports? . . 

.Answer. I cannot answer this questio11 from my own knowledge, but I have often heard of instances 
of this kind, and do believe they are frequent. 

Question. Have you ever. known of samples of your cloth being ·sent to foreign countries to be 
imitated and returned to the United States? 

.Answer. Our cloth has been imitated in Russia and England trom samples sent out for the purpose 
by a merchant of Philadelphia and a merchant of Salem, and the sample I now exhibit is from a bolt of 
duck made in England; a parcel of which was actually on sale in Philadelphia, from which I cut this 
strip as I passed through on my way to this city. I have no means of determining the relative durability 
of our duck and the Russian and English imitation, hut the imitations are starched; and it is a known 
fact that the starch in duck facilitates the mildew and the consequent decomposition of the material of 
the cloth. Our duck is not starched. 

For the quality, durability, and character of our duck I refer the committee to the following 'certificate 
from_the Commissioners of the Navy of the United States, which was furnished by them to .Mr. Vaughn, 
of Philadelphia, and I request that it may be appended to my answer: 

"NAVY CoIDIISSIONERS' OFFICE, January 2'1, 1820. 
"Srn: The Commissioners of the Navy have received your letter of the 22d instant. 
"The sample of canvas received with it (herewith returned) is similar to the canvas which the 

'Commissioners have. annually contracted for at Paterson, New Jersey. . . , 
"In the year 1815 the Commissioners d"irected a main-topsail and m~in-topga11antsail for the Boxer 

to be ·made of .Mr. Chapman's canvas, and they instructed Captain Porter, then commanding the Boxer, to 
wear these sails with others made of the English and.Russia canvas, in order to h~st their relative durability. 
The result, as reported by Captain Porter, proved Mr. Ohapman's canvas to 1>e great!y superior to either 
]j]ng1isb or Russia. It possessed twice the durability. 'rhe enclosed is a piece of the topsail of the Boxer, 
of .Mr. Chapman's canvas, after wearing out the English arid Russia canvas .. 

"The Commissioners of the Navy are decidedly of opinion that the American canvas tested by them 
is greatly superior to any ever imported into our country. 

"I am, respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
"JOHN ROGERS. 

"JOHN VAUGHN, Esq., Philadelphia." 

Question. In what parts of the United States is bemp now produced, and from what sections of 
country is the best quality sent to mar1rnt ? . 
. .Answer. It is principally grown in Kentucky; but it fs also produced in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and New 
York. The quality of hemp produced in different parfo of 'the United States is generally the same. The 
present price of Kentucky hemp in market is about $125 per ton. The present price of Russia is $270. 
'rhe. usual price. of the fii:st js from $110 to $125. _ The latter is worth generally .about $225. The dif
ference in price is owing to the different manner of preparing it for market, as qjS been before stated. 

Question. In what parts of the United States do you find flax grown to the greatest extent and of the 
best qualities ? 

Answer. It is grown more extensively in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Kentucky than in any other 
of the States. I think it is not grown extensively in any other of the States. I think the qualities would 
be equal to any grown in Europe, if the same time of pulling and the same manner of preparing was 
adopted in this country that is 'practiced in Europe. The sample of the largest flax that I have seen or 
read of was raised on the rice lands of South Carolina. A sample was sent to me of five feet eleven 
inches in the stalk. The flax was taken from the ground in time to admit of the·sowing a crop of rice in 
the same season. The American flax is at present extensively used in making sail and other twine. 

Question. What duties and changes in the mode of the collection thei-eofare, in your opinion, neces, 
sary to enable the mal\ufacturer to pursue his business successfully? 

.Answer. The following ·scale of duties would, I believe, answer: .. _ . . _ . . _ 
_ . On all sail duck, nine cents per square yard, to increase one-half cent per square yard annually for 
four years. _ . _ . _ _ _ _ 

On osnaburgs, ticklenburgs, and burlaps, five cents per square yard, to increase one-half cent per 
square yard annually for .four years. 

The drawback should not be allowed on less than 50 or 100 bolts of canvas ·to 'be exported. It 
would, perhaps, be just and proper that sails procured or made up o~t df the United States, whether i~ 
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use or not, on board of vesl'els belonging to citizens of the United States, should bf) subject to the same 
duty as may be imposed on sail duck imported into the United States. 

Testinwny in relation to spirits from grain. 

MoND.A.Y, Januan.J 14, 1828. 

Hon. William Russell, of Adams county, ·Ohio, admitted and sworn: 
Question. Have you been engaged in the purchase and sale of domestic spirits, and can you state the 

average price ? 
Am,wer. I have bought and sold the article for twenty years past. For the last five or six years the 

price has varied from sixteen to twenty cents. Sometimes it has exceeded twenty cents per gallon. I 
think eighteen cents would be a fair average price. 

Question. To what market do you usually send the article? 
Answer. To New Orleans. 
Question. Does the distillation of that article afford a market to the agriculturist for his grain, and is 

it important to him to preserve that market? _ 
Answer. It does afford a market for the surplus grain; and it is 1:eryimportant to him to preserve and 

increase it. It converts the grain into less bulk, and diminishes the cost of transportation. 
Question. Does the price ·of whiskey regulate the price of grain, or that of grain control the price of 

whiskey? . 
Answer. As a general rule, the price of grain regulates that of whfokey; bnt there are exceptions to 

the rule. 
Question. Do you suppose that the western States generally have capacity an·d facilities to produce 

a sufficiency of domestic spirits fo:r the entire consumption of the United States ? 
Answer. I cannot speak with certainty, but think it probable they can ·distil a sufficiency for all of 

the United States, with sufficient encouragement, or at fair prices. 
Question. Is it not part of the farming business of the west to grow corn for distillation into 

whiskey? 
Answer. It is. They raise as much corn as they can. 
Question. Is the raising of coarse grain for distillation a good business for'ithe farmers of your State, 

at the present rates of whiskey? 
Answer. I do not think he l'eceives a fair price for his labor in that business at present prices. 
Question. Do you consider the low price of whiskey and great abundance or ardent spirits as preju

dicial to the industry and morals of the country? 
Answer. I am not sensible that the diminution produces any sensible effect on the industry or morals 

of the country. It was as much used when that article sold at one dollar per gallon by retail as at this 
time. This state of things, however, may be attributable to the improved morals of the community: 

Hon. James Findlay, of Cincinnati, Ohio, admitted and sworn: 
Question. What has been the general price of whiskey at Cincinnati for the last four or five years? 
Answer. The shipping price on an average does not exceed 20 cents per gallon. 
Question. Is the quantity distilled increasing? 
Answer. It is. 
Question. Is Cincinnati the principal whiskey market for a considerable extent of country? 
Answer. It is the market for large portions of Ohio and Kentucky. 
Question. 'Is the distillation of grain into spirits important to ·the farming interests of Ohio ? 
Answer. It certainly is. 

Hon. Charles A. Wickliffe, of Nelson county, Kentucky, admitted and sworn: 
Question. What was the common or general .price of whiskey at Louisville and in the interior of 

Kentucky for the last three years ? 
Answer. I think the price by wholesale has been 'from 16 to 20 cents at Louisville; the average may 

be fixed at about 18 cents. Much of it has been bought this year, deliverable in warehouses, on navigable 
streams, at 15 and 16 cents, without a charge for the barrel, which costs the distiller about ~5 cents. I 
speak of merchantable proof whiskey. . 

Question. What quantity of whiskey will a bushel of good sound corn yield ? 
Answer. The average product is about two gallons; some make more, some make less. 
Question. Is the distillation of spirits from grain important to the farming interests of your State? 
Answer. It certainly is. In that section of the ·country in which I live, and with which I am best 

acquainted, it forms the largest article of exportation. 
Question. What share of the whiskey distilled does the farmer receive for his bushel of corn when 

distilled? 
Answer. He receives one-half of the product, which is ordinarily one gallon.per bushel. 
Question. What is the usual price of corn in your neighborhood·? 
Answer. The average may be set down at 18 cents. 

Ordered, That the Hon. Nathaniel Garrow and the Hon. Jeromus Johnson, members of the House of 
Representatives, be requested to attend the committee to-morrow morning at 10 o'clock, to answer such 
questions as may be put to them in relation to the matters of inquiry before the committee. . 

TUESDAY, January 15, 1828. 

Hon. Nathaniel Garrow admitted and-sworn: 
Question. Where do you reside ? . 
Answer. I reside in Auburn, Cayuga county, New York. 
Question. Are you now and have you for some years :past been engage·a in the distillation of spirits 

from grain? 
Answer. I have been engaged in that business for about twenty-five of the last twenty-seven years. 
Question. What kinds of grain·do you use in your distilleries? 
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Answer. I use cgrn and rye principally. I have sometimes used wheat of the second quality. 
Question. Do you use those kinds of grain separately or combined; and if combined, in what 

proportions ? 
Answer. I use those grains ( corn and rye) combined, in the proportion of two parts of corn to one of 

rye. This has been the case for the last fifteen years. If it could be done conveniently, it would be 
preferable that they should be used in equal quantities, but the scarcity of rye prevents that practice 
extensively. I would not wish to use more than one-half rye. 

Question. Do these grains thus combined yield more spirit than either would separately distilled ? 
Answer. I am of opinion that one-half corn will yield more spirit than corn or rye exclusively. 
Question. Where is that part of the whiskey made in your section of the country, and which is not 

required for the home consumption, marketed ? 
Answer. New York is the principal market for all that is not consumed in the neighborhood. 
Question. What has been the average price, in large quantities, for the last five years, in that market? 
Answer. I cannot speak certainly as to the market price in New York, except for the last two years. 

During the last season I have sold, on contract, at 27½ to 30 cents. The average of my sales has been ' 
about 29 cents; perhaps that is somewhat above the market price. The season previous to the last I sold 
for 30 and some as high as 33 cents, but I made advantageous sales. The price generally was not so good, 
but I will not undertake to fix the average. My sales have been in casks of thirty-six gallons, which 
casks cost 87½ cents; and for these casks I received nothing. The whiskey was hydrometer proof. The 
cost of transportation, including the price of the cask, together with other incidental expenses, is about 
six cents per gallon. 

Question. What has been the average selling prices where you reside, for the same time, in any 
considerable quantities ? 

Answer. I think the average price of this article in the country has been about 25 cents per gallon for 
the last five years; but this is what is called country proof, which is fully twelve and a half to fifteen per 
cent. below the hydrometer or market proof. I speak of large sales to merchants, and of my own whiskey, 
made in copper stills, which has generally commanded a better price than most of the distillations in that 
section of country. Other manufacturers have, during the same time, sold hydrometer proof at the. 
same prices, and even a penny lower, at the same places. 

Question. What have been the cash prices of rye and corn at your distilleries, on the average, during 
the same time ? • . 

Answer. The average cash price of corn for the last five years may be said to be 42 cents, though it 
has been sold as low as 34 cents, and sometimes as high as 50 cents. The average price of rye I take to 
have been 50 cents. 

Question. Is there a large surplus of these grains in your neighborhood dependent upon the distil
leries for a market? 

Answer. There is. 
Question. Is the business of distilling these grains at the present time sufficiently extensive to furnish 

a fair market for this surplus in your part of the country? 
Answer. I should say not. Some of these grains are sent from my neighborhood to a market upon 

the canals; but I cannot say how much. The quantity depends very much on the price which corn or 
corn meal bears in New York. 

Question. Has the farmer in your section of country for the last five years received a fair compen
sation for his time and capital in the prices at which his coarse grains have sold? 

Answer. I think not. There is a general complaint on that subject; and my own experience, as a 
farmer, convinces me that the product is an inadequate return for the labor bestowed. 
• Question. Is your section of country capable of producing a much larger surplus of these grains, if a 

market was afforded, than it now does? 
Answer. It is. 
Question. What quantity of spirits have you distilled during the last year? 
Answer. I have distilled within the last twelve months from 70,000 to 80,000 gallons. I shall probably 

distil as much the ensuing year. I have increased the quantity gradually from year to year. 
Question. Do you consider the distillation of spirits from grain a fair business in your section of 

the country ? 
Answer. I do. 
Question. Do you think a diminution of the price of whiskey will increase the consumption of it in 

any grain section of country? 
Answer. I do not. 

Testimony in relaiion to S'J)irits from, molasses and other materials. 

Mo.NDAY, January 14, 1828. 

Hon. William Russell further examined: 
Question. Is it not important to the farming interest of your State that the introduction of foreign 

spirits, and of foreign material, for the purpose of distillation, should be discouraged by additional 
duties? t 

Answer. I deem it so. 
Question. Do you know the quantity of spirits distilled from foreign materials in the United States? 
Answer. I do not. 

Hon. James Findlay further examined: 
Question. Is it important to the farming interests of Ohio that the introduction of foreign spirits, and 

of the foreign material for distillation into spirits, should be discouraged by additional duties? 
Answer. There can be no doubt on that subject. 

Hon. Charles A. Wickliffe further examined: 
Question. ·rs it not important to the agriculturist of Kentucky that the duties on foreign spirts, and 

on foreign molasses, from which it is distilled, should be increased? 
.A1WU,w. I think it highly important that the duties should be increased, because the increased demand 
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which would be produced by an exclusion of the foreign article would be supplied by the domestic 
production, and thus afford a more extended market. 

TUESDAY, January 15, 1828. 

Hon. Nathaniel Garrow further examined: 
Questwn. Is it an object, in your opinion, important to the farm.ing interests of your State, to dis

courage the importations of foreign spirits and of foreign materials for distillation by an increase of the 
present rates of duty? 

.Answer. That is my opinion. 
Questwn. Are there any distilleries of spirits from foreign materials in your section of the country ? 
.Answer. There are none. 

Hon. Jeromus Johnson, of the city 0f New York, admitted and sworn: 
Questwn. Are you now or have you P.Ver been engaged in the distillation of spirits from imported 

molasses; and if so, when, and at what place? 
.Ansu:er. I am not now engaged in that business, but was from the year 1805 to 1812. The distillery 

was at the city of Hudson, in the State of New York. 
Question. What was the average price per gallon of imported molasses at your distillery during 

the time you were engaged in this kind of distillation? 
.Answer. Distillers have always to buy two or three qualities, in order to carry on their business 

profitably. The price of the most inferior was then from 28 to 32 cents. The best of that used for dis
tilling usually costs from 33 to 36 cents. The quantity of inferior used is much greater than that which 
is good. In consequence of the inferior quality used in the hot season, the rum produced becomes soured, 
and so do the cisterns or vats; then the better molasses is used to prevent the acetous fermentation, and 
to raise the character of the rum. 

Questwn. What is the average quantity of sprits, of hydrometer proof, distilled from a gallon of 
. molasses? 

.Answer. A gallon of molasses, of good quality, will produce a gallon of spirits, hydrometer proof. 
That which is inferior produces less by 5 to 7 ½ per cent. Hydrometer proof is above the custom-house 
first proof 3 per cent. 

Questwn. What was the difference of 'Value between a gallon of rum made from molasses and the 
gallon of molasses ? 

Amwer. The difference was 12½ cents per gallon. At this time the distiller can well afford to carry 
on the business, by receiving from 8 to 10 cents per gallon more for his spirits than he gave for his 
molasses. 

Questwn. Have you the means of forming an opinion as to the quantity of spirits distilled from 
imported molasses in the United States at the present time? 

.Answer. The only opinion I can express is founded on my knowledge of the distilleries in the 
neighborhood of New York, at Hudson and at Albany. These distil about 350,000 gallons of molasses 
per year at this time. I think the quantity distilled in the section of country of which I speak, (including 
Hudson, Albany, Jersey City, and Staten Island,) is less by one-half now than in 1812, oy reason of the 
greater quantity of whiskey brought into the market, and to the preference given to that over the rum. I 
have no means of forming an opinion as to the quantity of rum distilled from molasses in the United States, 
other than the facts before related. 

Questwn. What is the average price of molasses, per gallon, in the city of New York? 
.Answer. The average price is from 28 to 32 cents. 
Questwn. What is the value of a gallon of rum distilled from molasses in the city of New York? 
.Answer. New rum, said to be pure, is worth from 35 to 40 cents. Inferior qualities, made of whiskey 

and molasses, sell lower by 3 or 4 cents in the gallon. 
Questwn. Are there not large quantities of whiskey used with molasses in the distillation of what is 

called new rum ? 
.Answer. There are. 
Questwn. What is the price of molasses in the West Indies ? 
.Answer. The price varies from 5 to 12½ cents. 
Questwn. What are the freight, charges, duties, and all other expenses of delivering such molasses 

in our ports, per gallon? _ 
Answer. Including all expenses, it amounts to 20 cents per gallon over and above the purchase money. 

The average weight of 100 gallons of molasses, such as is used in distilling rum, is about 950 to 1,050 
pounds. 

Testimony in relatwn to window and other glass. 

THURSDAY, January 17, 1828. 

Benjamin Bakewell, of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, admitted and sworn: 
Questwn. Are you engaged in any branch of manufactures; and if so, what is that branch, and how 

long have you been concerned in it? 
Answer. I am concerned in the manufacture of flint glass, and commenced it in the year 1808, and 

have been continually engaged in it since that time. 
Questwn. Have you had many difficulties to encounter in establishing your manufactory, and have 

you surmounted them? 
.Answer. We bad at first great difficulties in the labor of searching for the proper materials and in 

obtaining suitable workmen: We have surmounted all difficulties. 
Questwn. What have you found by experience to be the great requisites to insure success in the 

establishment of American manufactures ? 
Amwer. The requisites are capital, skill, industry, economy, judgment, and a market. 
Question. Is your manufactory advantageously located as regards the obtaining materials; and have 

you facilities for distributing your products ? • 
.Answer. Our establishment is favorably situated for obtaining the requisite materials and for 
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distributing our products, having water transportation to the ~a,rket for our manufactured glass. The 
materials are the product generally of the country. There is one exception, that of saltpetre, of which 
we use a small quantity. vVe use from 50,000 to 60,000 pounds of the Missouri pig lead annually; also 
considerable quantities of potash, say two-thirds as much as of the lead, in the manufacture of our flinl; 
glass. This latter we get principally from Ohio. -. 

Question. To what sections of the Union is your product generally dif;ltributed? 
Answer. To the southwes.t and west principally; some to the northeast part qf Ohio. 
Question. Do you employ many hands, and how many; and what proportion are men, and what boys ? 
Answer. We employ directly about 60 hands; of whom about 20 or 25 are boys. The residue are 

able-bodied men. 
Question. .A.re you able to supply all the demands made on you :(or your manufactures ? 
Answer. We are. 
Question. Are further protecting duties essential to sustain you against foreign competition in your 

branch of manufaetures ? 
Answer. I think not. 
Question. Are the manufacturing establishments of Pittsburg numerous and varied in their kind, and 

are they generally prosperous ? • 
Answer. There are various manufactories in Pittsburg, and they are gener.i,lly prosperous. 
Question Do you require a power for moving machinery in your establishment; and if you do, what 

power do you use ? 
Amwer. We do require power in the cutting of glass, al}d the power used is steam. 
Question. Is steam-power extensively used in Pittsburg for driving heavy machinery; and is not its 

first cost and annual expense a great objection to its use ? • 
Answer. Steam is in general use in Pittsburg i.n all manufactories where much power is required, and 

from the cheapness of fuel, and the skill and cheapness in making steam engines which our mechanics 
possess, it is considered the cheapest power, and forms little or no obstacle to the commencement of any 
establishment where a moving power is required. A. steam engine, which formerly would have cost 
$2,000, may now be had for $800, although the demand for these engines is constantly increasing. 

Question. Do your manufacturers, who require a great moving power for driving their machinery, 
find it more advantageous to locate themselves at Pittsburg, and adopt a steam-power, than to establish 
their manufactories by a water-power at some distance? 

Answer. I believe they do. We have but one establishment ( an iron manufactory) located in the 
country, and the proprietors have found the want of water in the summer season so great as to compel 
them to supply themselves with a steam engine, and they r.egret their location. I think st.earn-power has 
many advantages over water-power. One of the most important is; that in the use of that power you 
have a perfect choice of location; and another is, that in the western country nearly all the streams 
affording water-power fail in the dry seasons of summer, and are also subject to impediments by frost, 
which steam-power is not. Steam-power ma.y be increased to any extent at pleasure; and in the 
neighborhood of Pittsburg there is no limitation to the amount of coal. The price of coal at that place 
is generally about four cents per bushel of about 84 pounds. You may get it by contract in advance at 
from 3½ to 3¾ cep.ts per bushel. It is the heaviest kind of bituminous coal, and is equal in quality to any I 
ever saw in England or elsewhere. 

Question. What has been the relative prices of flint glass during the periods referred to ? 
Answer. In 1808 we sold common flint half pint tumblers at two dollars per dozen; after the currency 

of the State became settled we sold them at one dollar per dozen; and now we .sell the.mat about eighty
one cents per dozen. Plain quart decanters, which, in 1808, we sold at six dollars per dozen, we now sell 
at two dollars ~nd twenty-five cents. Wine glasses, in 1808, were on_e dollar and fifty cents per dozen, 
and -they now are seventy-five cents per dozen.' 

Question. Has the price of wages been uniform for the last six or seven years ? 
Answer. In our factory there has been a great uniformity in wages during the time referred to. 
Question. Is window glass manufactured extensively at Pittsburg, and what is the price per box of 

one hundred square feet, of the sizes of 8 by 10 and 10 by 12 inches, of Pittsburg manufacture ? 
Answer. It is. The price per box, of 100 feet of 8 by 10 inches, is from $3 80 to $4. rhat of 10 by 

12 inches is about from $4 'i5 to $5. . 
Question. Does window glass require further protection by duty, or is the low price owing to domestic 

competition? • 
Answer. An increase of duty cannot help it, as the low price is entirely owing to dome.stic competition. 
Question. What was the price of window glass in Pittsburg in 1808, and at various periods to this 

time? 
Answer. I cannot answer the question, as I am not concerned in the manufacture. Window glass, by 

the box 6f 100 feet, 8 by 10 inches, has been as high as $12; but I cannot fix the time. It was, however, 
when paper money of a depreciated character was in circulation. 

SATURDAY, January 26. 

Andrew Way, of Washington city, admitted and sworn : 
Question. Are you engaged in the .manufacture of window glass? If so, where is your manufactory ? 
Answer. I am engaged in the manufacture of window glass in this city. 
Question. Do you manufacture window glass extensively; and if so, what are your present selling 

prices for the box of 100 square feet, of the sizes of from 6 by 8 to 10 by 12? 
Answer. I make about 3,000 boxes annually. We sell for better prices in this city and Baltimore 

than elsewhere. The sales are about one-quarter in this city, one-quarter in Baltimore, the rest goes to 
Philadelphia, New York, and to the southward. The selling prices vary occasionally. A box of 100 feet, 6 by 
8 and 'i by 9, will average about $5 50, and these kinds are most usually sold in New York. Boxes of 8 
by 10, best quality, sell here and in Baltimore for $8; the second quality are sold at the same places for 
$6 50. In other markets the same glass will rarely command more than from $5 50 to $'i. Boxes of 9 
by 11 and 10 by 12 _generally sell for the same prices, and bring about fifty cents, and from that to a 
dollar, over-8 by 10. 

Ques~ion. A.re you able to supply all the demands made.on you.for these qualities of glass? 
Answer. ·1 am able to execute- all-orders fully. • • - - • 
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Question. Are the prices lower now than formerly; and if so, is it owing to importations, or to 
domestic competition ? 

.Answer. They are very considerably lower, and it is owiug almost wholly to domestic competition. 
Question. Does your manufacture of window glass require further protecting duties, or are the low 

prices owing to domestic competition? 
.Answer. I do not conceive that additional duties are necessary or would be of any service, except to 

those who make IO by 15 glass and larger. I make some of that description, but the quantity is not so 
large that the duty would be very important to me. 

Testinwny in rdation to cotton cloth. 

THURSDAY, January I 'l, 1828. 

Simon N. Dexter further examined: 
Question. Are you concerned in the manufacture of domestic cotton goods; and if so, of what quality ? 
.Answer. I am concerned in the manufacture of domestic cottons of the coarser qualities. 
Question. Is the present duty on those articles sufficient to enable you to prosper in your present 

manufacture of cottons ? 
.Answer. Yes; I think it is. 
Question. What is it that enables you to afford the coarse cottons so much lower now than they were 

afforded at a few years ago? Is it owing, in any considerable degree, to the increase of capital, of skill, 
the perfection of machinery, and to the diminished price of cotton ? 

.Answer. It is owing to the improvement in machinery, the reduced price of raw cotton, and to the 
increased skill in the manufacture. 

Question. Is not the continuation of the minimum duty on coarse cotton goods the only security on 
which the manufacturers rely for continuing- their operations? 

.Answer. I cannot say that it is. I think the manufacture of coarse cottons in this country is now 
so well established that we could make them if the present minimum was reduced. I think, if the present 
minimum was i-epealed, that the foreign cottons of this description would, for a time, come in, and would 
greatly injure for awhile all our manufacturers; but this, I think, would be done at a loss to the foreign 
manufacturei-. Some of our manufacturei-s would be able, eventually, to sustain themselves, because, I 
think they can afford the article now about as cheap as it can be afforded from England. This reduction 
would, however, create a contest between the American capital invested in these manufactures and the 
foreign, which would, in my opinion, l'Uin some of our establishments, and compel them all, for a time, to 
sustain themselves at a loss. For these reasons I do not think the present minimum ought to be repealed. 

Question. Would a minimum duty on fine cottons probably produce the same results on those goods 
as have been produced by the minimum on coarse cottons ? 

.Answer. That is my decided opinion. 
Question. What are the names of the cotton factories in which you are concerned ? 
.Answer. I am concerned in the "Oneida Manufacturing Society" and in the "Utica Cotton Manu

facturing Company." They are both incorporated companies. I hold also an interest in the "Whitestown 
Cotton and Woolen Manufacturing Company," but I have contracted to sell the whole of this interest, and 
have conveyed and received payment for part of it, and am under an obligation to convey the residue. 
This establishment makes fine cotton cloths, No. 82. The general manufactures of the two other estab
lishments are Nos. 14 and 15. The last named company makes no woolens. I am still a trustee of the 
latter company, but do not consider myself interested in it. 

Question. Can you state what per cent. these factories have made for the last three years on their 
capital employed, or on the market price of their stock? 

.Answer. I cannot. All these establishments originally cost more, in my opinion, than they ought to 
have cost. They have since been bought in by other persons at a reduced price. The Oneida .Manu
facturing Society commenced operations, I think, in 1809, at which time they paid in $44,000. The 
company continued business, increasing their machinery and· extending their business from the profits of 
the establishment, until about 1818 or 1814, when they took an inventory of their original investments 
and the additions made, and the whole was valued at $88,000. During this period, I think, some dividends 
had been made, but when or to what amount I cannot say. Subsequently further dividends were made, 
but to what amount I cannot say. The capital paid a very good interest until about 1815. For about 
two or three years after that time, I think, they made no dividends. During this period the stock of the 
company fell from $50, for which shares had been sold, to $15, which is the present price of a share, upon 
which there had been actually paid $22. For the last two or three years the society have made semi
annual dividends of '15 cents upon each share, and for the last half year there was a dividend of $1 on 
each share. The above detailed facts will show that, for the last three years, with the exception of the 
lmlf year ending the 1st of July last, the dividends have been at the rate of 10 per cent. per annum, and 
for the half year last mentioned at about 18 per cent. per annum upon the market value of the stock. 

Question. "\Vhat kind of cotton wool do you manufacture? 
.Answer. Principally best Georgia Uplands in the factory last spoken of. 
Question. Do you know of any factory, or how many, that manufacture the Sea Islands, and to what 

extent? 
.Answer. I lJelieve that the Sea Island cottons are manufactured at the mills of the Messrs . .Marshalls 

and Wolcott, called the York Mills, at Whitestown, in Oneida county, State of New York, for warp. I 
am satisfied that there is no other factory in that district of country which works this cotton, nor am I 
certain that this does. 

Question. Do you know of any other machinery capable of working the Sea Island cotton with any 
hope of profit to the manufacturer? 

.Answer. I know of none except the machinery in the factory last mentioned. 

Benjamin Bakewell further examined: 
Question. Have you any woolen or cotton manufactories in your city? 
.Answer. We have one very extensive cotton manufactory in the city and two more in contemplation. 

The one now in operation is confined to the manufacture of the coarser cottons, such as twist, shirtings, 
sheetings, &c. I had a conversation with the proprietor of this factory: after I received the subpcena of 
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the committee, and asked him the description of goods made at his factory; to which he replied, that they 
were necessarily confined to the coarser goods, because the fine were not protected; that although they 
had made sal~s at a fair price of all they had hitherto manufactured, yet, when the projected establish
ments went into operation, if they were still confined to the manufacturing of coarse goods, the domestic 
competition would be so great as to reduce their profits to little or nothing. On the coarse goods he did 
not think further protection required, but expressed a desire that proper protection might be extended to 
fine cotton goods. 

SATURDAY, January 19, 1828. 

Hon. Aaron Tufts further examined: 
Question. Are the manufacturers of cotton doing a good business at this time in New England? 
Answer. I think that the manufacturers of coarse cottons, which is the description of cottons gene

rally made, are doing a good business. 
Question. Would a minimum duty on fine cottons, proportioned to the present duty on coarse cottons, 

probably produce the same results upon the fine fabrics which have followed _the minimum duty on coarse 
cotton goods ? 

Answer. I should think it would. 
Question. Do you know of any machinery so improved, and to what extent, as to possess the facilities 

of working to any advantage the fine Sea Island cottons of the south, from which the fine cotton goods 
are manufactured? 

Answer. There is machinery now in operation in Massachusetts which I think can work the finer 
cottons. They have spun as high as No. ~O, and, I am told, can spin finer. There is now a small estab
lishment in my neighborhood which uses Sea Island cotton only, and makes thread entirely. A very large 
thread factory, I have also understood, is now erecting in the same neighborhood. 

Question. Have they done a profitable or unprofitable business; and can you say what the raw mate
rial costs? 

Answer. I understood from the same owner that they have done a fair business. I do not know the 
cost to them of their cottons, as I am not a cotton manufacturer. 

Question. Have you known any fine cotton cloths wove from this fine thread ? 
Answer. I have not. 
Question. Have not all or most of the manufacturers of cotton goods done a good business; and have 

not some of them made large fortunes ? 
Answer. The manufacturers of cotton goods, since the tariff of 1824, have been considered as doing 

a very good business; but before that time they were much depressed. 
Question. Are they not constantly increasing their capital, machinery, buildings, &c.? 
Answer. They are to a considerable extent. 

TUESDAY, January 22, 1828. 

William Phillips further examined: 
Question. ·Are the manufacturers of cotton doing a good business at this time in New York? . 
Answer. I have conversed with some of them, who have generally represented that their business 

was good. 
WEDNESDAY, Janua1-y 23, 1828. 

Abraham Marland further examined: 
Question. Are the manufacturers of cotton doing a good hgsiness at this time in Massachusetts ? 
Answer. The general impression is that they arc doing a good business. 

TmrnsDAY, January 24, 1828. 

Joseph Marshall, of Hudson, New York, admitted and sworn: 
Question. Are you now and have you been engaged in the manufacture of fine and printed cotton 

cloths ? If yea, how long, and at what places ? 
Answer. I have been engaged for about thirty years, previous to August last, in the manufacture of 

cotton cloths, at Manchester, in England. 
Question. In what manufactories of cotton are you now interested, and which of them are under your 

immediate superintendence ? 
Answer. I am interested in four different establishments, one of which is at Troy, in the State of 

New York, where we make calicoes for shirting and for printing in equal proportions. Another is in the 
neighborhood of Whitestown, in the same State, where we niake nothing but shirtings. A third is what 
we call the "New York Mills," and is in the immediate neighborhood of the last. At those mills we make 
shirtings and cambric muslins. The fourth is in the neighborhood of Hudson, New York, where we do 
nothing but bleach and print cloths made at our and other factories. 

Question. What descriptions of cotton do you use; where is it usually purchased; and what does it 
cost you at your factories? 

Answer. We use chiefly Alabamas and New Orleans, generally purchased by an agent in New Orleans 
and Mobile. We consume about 1,000 bales per year, which usually cost us at the factory from 11 to 14 
cents per pound, in which is included one cent per pound for freight and other charges from those places 
to our factories. 

Question. What numbers of the co:f;ton yarn do you spin, and what are the finest numbers or qualities 
you weave into cloth? 

Answer. We spin from No. 32 to No. 50 at the New York Mills, but at Whitestown most commonly 
No. 22. At the Troy mill we spin No. 35. The No. 50 is the -finest we weave, and that is made into 
cambric muslin. 

Question. What qualities of the cloths do you make, and what proportion of the whole cloths made 
at your factory is printed? 

Answer. That of our weaving, which is printed, is called the 1,200 reed, and is made of No. 85 
exclusively. We print no other number of our own, but purchase and print considerably from No. 12 to 
No. 40, but none higher. The proportion we print compared with what we make is inconsiderable. At 
Whitestown we make about 2,000 yards per week; at the New York Mills about 7,000 yards per week; 
and at Troy about 3,000 yards; from all which we print only about 1,400 yards a week. 
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Question. What are the values of the different qualities of cloths made at your factories before and 
what after they are printed, in the markets? 

.Answer. What we make at Whitestown commands 12½ cents in the gray or unbleached state. At 
the New York Mill all is bleached before sale, and they bring 22 cents. The cambric muslins have not 
been brought into the market. The cotton shirtings made at Troy are bleached, and sold at 19 cents; 
these are made of No. 85. That which is intended for printing is worth, before it is bleached, 12½ cents; 
this is also No. 85. We purchase about 16,000 yards unbleached weekly, for bleaching and printing, of 
the numbers mentioned in the answer to the fifth interrogatory. The prices vary from 6¼ to 14 cents the 
yard. After they are bleached and printed they sell from 11 to 80 cents the yard. 

Questwn. What is the difference of expense to the proprietor of a factory between manufacturing the 
same qualities of cotton in England and in the United States ? 

.Answer. The buildings can be put up for about the same in Hudson as in England, and for ten per 
cent. less in Whitestown. Tb,e machinery, taken all together, will cost nearly double in this country 
what it will in England, independently of the propelling power. 'l'here they work by steam, and in 
this country we work by water, the first cost of which, with water privilege, &c., about the same. 

Questwn. What is the difference of expense of printing the same patterns and qualities of cloths in 
the two countries? 

.A.nSWe?·. 'l'he expense of printing is one-third higher here than in England. This arises from the 
difference of expense iu fuel, drugs, and wages. The fuel which costs $27 in Manchester, will, in Hudson, 
cost $120 to do the same business. The 112 pounds of coal in Manchester cost ten cents; oak wood in 
Hudson is $4 a cord. 

Question. What is the capacity of the manufactories in the United States, so far as your knowledge 
extends, to supply the markets of this country with fine cotton cloths, printed and not printed? 

Answer. I am not sufficiently acquainted with the factories of this country to answer that question. 
Question. What is the difference in price at which the English manufacturer can afford his fine and 

printed cottons in the English and in the American markets? 
.Answer. The English manufacturer can afford fine printed or other cottons for the American market 

for one-third less than the American manufacturer. It costs the English manufacturers fifty per cent. on 
the price in the English market to get printed cottons into the American market. On cotton of one yard 
wide, made of No. 85 yarn, and in the 1,200 reed, the operative duty is, at this time, just seventy per 
cent. on the cost in England; the other charges, viz., insurance, boxing, freight, exchange, commissions, 
&c., is twenty-five per cent. I speak now of the cloth that would cost in England about 9½ cents per 
yard. I am enabled to state this with accuracy, having been a large exporter from Manchester. 

Questwn. Is there any other printing establishment besides yours in the United States; and if any, 
to what extent? 

.Answer. I know of six, each of which prints more than we do at this time, and there are many smaller 
ones. 

Question. What are the finest cottons which you weave? Is there any factory in the United States 
that weaves finer or so fine as you do? 

.A.nswe1·. I know of no factory that spins or weaves so fine as we do? 
Question. Do you know of any factory in the United States which operates with the Sea Island cotton ? 
.Answer. I do not know that there are any such. We used the San tees, sometimes called Sea Island, 

for a short time, for warp, but found that the Orleans answered quite as well, and it is much cheaper? 
Question. Does not the manufacturer of cottons in the United States, considering the means of pay

ment by the consumer, enable him to use more than he could do if he depended on a foreign supply? 
.Answer. I am decidedly of that opinion. 
Questwn. Is the protection now afforded to coarse cottons such as to enable you to sustain a compe

tition with English goods of the same quality? 
.A.nsu.,-er. It is quite sufficient on coarse cottons not printed. I speak of that made of No. 25, or 

anything under it. 
Question. Taking the price at which you can produce coarse cottons or calicoes at your factory, at 

Hudson, can you print and sell them at such prices as to sustain a competition with English printed 
calicoes of the same qualities ? 

.Answer. We do not produce as much coarse cottons as we print; but taking that which we buy as 
the standard, we cannot compete with the English manufacturer. 

Questwn. To enable the American manufacturer to compete with the foreigner in printed cottons are 
additional protecting duties necessary? If so, what addition to the present duty is required ? 

.Answer. They are; and my opinion is that two cents on the running yard of all printed cottons, in 
addition to the present rates of duty, would furnish a perfectly sufficient protection. 

Questwn. What per cent. on the cost of the fabric would be produced by an additional duty of two 
cents on the yard ? 

• Answer. It would be equal to an ad valorem duty of 10 per cent. as an average. 
Question. Does your acquaintance with the importation and manufacture of cotton in Great Britain 

enable you to form an opinion whether cotton can be packed in bagging made of cotton and transported to 
that country in good order? 

.A.nsioer. I have been extensively engaged in the purchase of cotton and in its manufacture, and am 
well satisfied that cotton packed in bags made of cotton can be transported to England in as good order 
as that put up in hemp or flax bagging, and when well put up it will command more in the market, 
particularly if in square bales. One reason for the difference in the price is, that the bag can be applied 
to a valuable purpose; another reason is, four pounds are allowed in the hundred weight for tare; and, 
as cotton weighs less than hemp, the purchaser will give the preference to that packed in cotton. 

Questwn. Do manufacturers or purchasers of cotton in England find the bag made of cotton of more 
value, after the cotton is used, than that made of hemp or flax; and if so, to what purpose is it applied? 

.Answer. They do find the cotton bag of more value, because it is again worked up into coarse cotton 
and sold for half price; it is considered too valuable to work into paper, to which latter purpose the hemp 
bag is usually applied. 

Questwn. Is it likely that large quantities of bagging would be manufactured from cotton in England 
and imported, if it was admitted into this country free of or at a small duty; and would this increase, to 
a great extent, the consumption of the raw material ? 

Answer. It would not be likely to increase the consumption in England, because the profit would not 
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be likely to pay for the labor bestowed on it. I am of opinion, however, that it might be manufactured in 
the United States to great advantage; and if this be done to any great extent it would necessarily lead to 
a great consumption. I have heretofore contemplated, and ba,e not yet abandoned, establishing a factory 
for that purpose. I have thought we could make it as good as could be wished, forty-two inches wide, 
and sell it at fourteen cents. 

Question. So far as your acquaintance extends, what is the difference in price of manufacturing labor 
generally in England and in the United States? 

Answer. The prices of the various descriptions of labor required in manufactures are so different, and 
the prices, both in England and in the United States, in different places and different factories, vary so 
widely, that it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to arrive at an exact relative scale of the different 
descriptions of labor in the two countries, and of the relative prices of each kind; but labor, generally, 
in the manufactories in England is lower than it is in the United States. 

SATURDAY, January, 26, 1828. 

Jonas B. Brown further examined: 
Question. Are the manufacturers of cotton doing a good business at this time in your neighborhood ? 
Answer. I am not acquainted with the business, but am told they are. 

John Siddal, of Wilmington, De1aware, admitted and sworn: 
Question. Are you now and have you been engaged in the manufacture of fine and printed cotton 

cloths? If yea, how long, and at what places? • 
Answer. I have been intimately acquainted with spinning and weaving cotton for neady forty years. 

I began in 1814, with partners, near Wilmington, in Delaware, and continued it until 1823, when I bad to 
abandon the business. We spun from No. 24 to 30 until 1823, and wove fine numbers for printing. Since 
that time we spin from No. 5 to 10. Yv e do not weave any, but sell the yarn. 

Question. In what manufactories are you now interested; and which of them are under your immediate 
superintendence ? 

Answer. Since 1823 I have been the agent and superintendent of the factory alluded to in my last 
answer, with the exception of one year, when I superintended one at Patapsco, in Maryland. 

Question. What description of cotton do you use; where is it usually purchased; and what does it 
cost you at your factories ? 

Answer. We use what is called" Georgia Uplands," purchased in Philadelphia. The price bas varied; 
of late its price bas generally been from ten and a half to eleven and a half cents, in which we pay also 
for bagging and rope. The freight from thence to Wilmington it is difficult to estimate, as we either draw 
it in our own wagon or receive it by water. 

Question. What number of cotton yarns do you spin? 
Ansu:er. We spin nothing higher than No. 10 at this time. 
Question. What are the values of the different numbers? . 

• Answer. The prices from No. 5 to No. 9 are about the same, and are generally from 22 to 23 cents per 
pound; No. 10 will bring a half or a cent more. But from these prices are to be deducted six and a half 
per cent. for commissions and warrantry, and for other incidental charges. 

Question. What amount of capital is employed in the factory to which you refer? 
Answer. It is from four to five thousand dollars, all of which is invested in machinery. 
Question. What is the annual quantity of yarn produced by your factory? 

Answer. About 80,000 pounds. 
Question. What is the average cost of the yarn you make per pound? 
Answer. We calculate that the price of the raw material, the expense of spinning, waste, &c., makes 

it cost us from 19 to 20 cents per pound. . 
Question. What number of hands do you employ? 
Answer. '\Ve employ generally about forty, of various ages and sexes. 
Question. Is there sufficient protection by duties afforded to coarse cotton goods ? 
Answer. I think the duty on coarse cotton goods quite sufficient to enable the manufacturer to do a 

fair business. 
Question. Is further protection required on fine cotton fabrics ? 
Answer. I do not consider the finer kinds of cotton cloths sufficiently protected; but if additional 

protection is granted, it is requisite that it should extend to the gray or brown as well as to the printed 
or colored cotton cloths of every description, or otherwise the finer kinds of cotton cloths will be imported 
(in the brown or white state) and printed or dyed in this country. 

Question. Is it within your knowledge that cotton and woolen weavers from Europe are emigrating 
to the United States? 

Answer. Many do come to this country, principally from Great Britain. Some of them, who are the 
best and most ingenious workmen, return, because they do not find employment suited to their capacity. 

Testirnony in relation to paper. 

THURSDAY, January 17, 1828. 
Benjamin Bakewell: 

Question. Have you a manufactory of paper in your city; and do you know whether a further protecting 
duty is required to sustain it? 

Answer. We have one very extensive manufactory of paper in the city, and another in the vicinity. 
From a conversation held with the proprietor. of the one in the city, after I received the subpoona of the 
committee-, he declared no further duty on paper is necessary. 

SATURDAY, January l '1, 1828. 

Andrew Way: 
Question. Are you engaged in the manufacture of paper; if so, where is your manufactory established ? 
Answer. I am engaged in the manufacture of paper in the vicinity of this city, on Rock creek. 
Question. Do you manufacture paper extensively and of various kinds ? 
Answer.· I make about 2,000 ream_s of different qualities per annum. 
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Question. Are the prices of paper lower now than formerly; and if so, is this owing to importations 
or to domestic competition ? • ' 

.Answer. The prices of some kinds of paper are lower than formerly, other kinds bear about the same 
prices, or, perhaps, those of the best quality are a shade higher than they were eighteen months ago. I 
conceive the prices are regulated now wholly by domestic competition. 

Question. Are you able to supply all the demand made on you for paper ? 
.Ansu·er. I find a ready sale for all I make; but this may be owing to my advantageous location. I 

could sell more than I am now able to make. 
Question. Does the manufacture of paper require further protecting duties, or are the prices regulated 

by domestic competition ? • 
Answer. I think it docs not require any further protection by way of duties on the foreign manufacture. 

On the contrary, I am of opinion tliat it is better protected than perhaps any other article of domestic 
manufacture. 

20m CoNGREss. J No. 844. [lsT SESSION. 

EXPENDITURES OF THE PUBLIC DEPARTMENTS OF THE GO'VERNMENT. 

COlDitH-.'IC.A.TED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES JANUARY 31, 1828. 

Mr. JOHNSON, from the Committee on Public Expenditures, to whom was referred the resolution of the 
House of Representatives instructing them to report whether it is compatible with their other duties 
to enter upon that sort of rigid examination necessary by comparing, with the several laws making 
appropriations, the disbursements under them, and the vouchers in support of them, according to the 
spirit of the sixty-fifth rule of the House, and the objects in said resolutions specified; and also to 
report, if necessary, what further provisions and arrangements are wanted to add to the economy of 
the Departments and the accountability of their officers, reported: 
That, on examining with care and attention the rules of this House for the purpose of ascertaining 

distinctly the duties required of them, they find the same, or nearly the same, duties assigned to so many 
different committees that they have been compelled to give a liberal construction to the various rules 
relating to public expenditures, rather than be guided by the letter of the rules themselves, in order to 
give a just operation to all the rules taken together, and full employment to the several committees 
appointed under those rules. 

By the fifty-seventh rule of this House the Committee of Ways and Means are required to take into 
consideration all such reports of the Treasury Department, and all such propositions relative to the 
revenue, as may be referred to them Ly the House; to inquire into the state of the public debt, or the 
revenue, and of the expenditures, and to report from time to time their opinion thereon; to examine into 
the state of the several public Departments, and particularly into the laws making appropriations of 
moneys, and to report whether the moneys have been disbursed comformably with such laws; and also to 
report from time to time such provisions and arrangements as may be necessary to add to the economy 
of the Departments and the accountability of their officers. The committee was first appointed as a 
standing committee of the House of Representatives, on the 9th of December, 1799; and, from that time 
until the 24th of February, 1814, all the duties now assigned to them, to the Committee on Public 
Expenditures, and to the six standing committees appointed under the seventy-fourth rule of this House, 
were delegated to them. On the 24th February, 1814, the Committee on Public Expenditures was first 
appointed as a standing committee of the House. 

It is considered that the creation of the Committee on the Public Expenditures, with the adoption of 
the sixty-fifth rule of the House, which charges this committee with those duties that had been previously 
allotted to the Committee of Ways und Means under the fifty-seventh rule, as rendering it unnecessary 
for both committees to discharge, in terms, the same office; and, being thus clothed with equal powers and 
concurring duties in relation to the same objects, it is believed that the performance of the class of duties 
which touch the accountability of the public officers, and the fidelity and economy of the disbursements, 
as more fitly belonging to this committee than to that of Ways and ~leans. 

On the 30th of March, 1816, the House of Representatives passed a resolution appointing the six 
additional standing committees before referred to, prescribing to them the same duties now designated 
in the seventy-fifth rule of this House. Until the appointment of these six additional standing com
mittees, the duties imposed on the Committee on Public Expenditures must have been too arduous and 
multifarious ever to have been performed with effect; but, under the construction which your committee 
now: give to the various rules on this subject, and the classification of the several duties to be performed 
by the before mentioned several committees, it is hoped and believed such an examination may be made 
into the expenditures of the public moneys of the nation as will insure a just economy in the several 
Departments and a proper accountability of the officers of Government. 

Taking these views of the su~ject, your committee have considered it to be their proper duty to 
examine into the laws making appropriations of money, and to ascertain-1st. Whether the money thus 
appropriated has been drawn for the specific object designated in the law making the appropriation. 2d. 
Whether any more has been drawn than may have been authorized by the law. 3d. Whether the money 
has been drawn from the Treasury on the requisition of proper officers of the Departments for whose use 
the appropriation may have been made: leaving it to the committee on the particular Department to 
examine whether that Department has properly applied the money thus placed at its disposal; whether 
the vouchers for its disbursements are regular; and whethe;r the expenditure has been made with due 
regard to economy and in good faith for the public service. 

Should the House agree with the Committee on Public Expenditures in the view they have thus 
taken of the relative duties of the respective committees before mentioned, this committee believe they 
will be able to discharge the duties imposed on them in a ceasonable time. It should, however, be 
recollected that such a work as they have to perform requires time, patience, and perseverance; for, by 
acting hastily, they may either overlook the public interest or improperly implicate the officers whose 
official conduct they are required to examine and scrutinize. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 845. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 1, 1828. 

To the honorable Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assenibled : 
The undersigned, inhabitants of Thomaston and vicinity, have regarded with much regret the exer

tions which have been made, and are now making, under the specious pretence of protection to domestic 
manufactures and encouragement to domestic industry, to obtain the imposition of higher duties on 
imported manufactures, and especially upon the article of imported woolen cloths. 

Living in a maritime country, and deriving their subsistence almost entirely from the unfailing 
sources which commerce opens to the enterprising, your memorialists ask leave respectfully to express 
their firm conviction of the impolicy of such a measure. Not unfriendly to the manufacturing interests of 
the country, but regarding with equal pride and sati~faction the success which has rewarded the industry 
and ingenuity of their brethren, they yet beg leave to say.there are other interests equally important and 
equally deserving the encouragement and protection of a liberal Government. The hardy seaman, whose 
gallantry has encircled the stars upon our banner with a halo of unfading glory, and the active merchant, 
whose enterprise has whitened every sea with our canvas, conveying to every region the products of 
American soil and American industry, are certainly worthy of some regard in the formation of our 
"American system." 

We cannot assent to the justice or the policy of any system of exclusive encouragement of any one 
branch of trade to the manifest and material injury of others, nor can we acknowledge the conclusiveness 
of the argument so earnestly urged upon us, that it is ne~essary to impose higher dutie~, amounting, in 
fact, to a prohibition of the articles, upon imported manufactures, to prevent our own from being under
sold in .our own market. All trade depends upon an exchange with others of mutual benefits, and our 
commerce owes its existence chiefly to the exportation of .commodities which our soil, our climate, and 
our habits of living, enable us to sell at a lower rate than they can elsewhere be obtained; and if, in 
exchange for such commodities exported in our own ships, we can purchase articles of foreign manu
factures at a lower rate than we can furnish them ourselves, why prohibit this trade? Independent of 
the very considerable portion of our revenue which will be lost by such a prohibition, must it not prove 
injurious, nay, ruinous, to the commercial interests of the country? In the strong language which has 
been used upon a similar occasion, "if we will not buy foreign commodities, we cannot sell our own ; if 
we will not import, we cannot export." 

But an increase of duties upon imported manufactures is contended for as an act of justice which 
may be demanded of the Government, because individuals have been induced by the liberal encouragement 
given them to invest their fortunes in manufactures. Your memorialists respectfuUy beg leave toques
tion the soundness of the principle upon which the claim is founded. The same course of reasoning might 
be infinitely pursued, and every new act of encouragement would thus become only a pledge for still more. 
We believe that sound policy will always be opposed to the forcing of any trade. Our citizens will 
regard their own interest, and that interest will, of itself, induce them to afford a proper encouragement 
to aU branches advantageous to the country, without the intervention of legislative aid. 

The moral effect of a system of high duties upon articles of common use, and the strong temptation 
it holds out to the violation of the laws, is certainly deserving of consideration in a country governed as 
ours is, by the force of public opinion, and whose laws owe their strength to the sanctity which their 
own justice and impartiality have given them in the eyes of the people. 

Your memorialists beg leave here utterly to disclaim anything like party feelings in the foregoing 
expression of their views. They have endeavored to consider the subject fairly and impartially, and they 
cannot refrain from renewedly expressing their thorough conviction that an increase of duties upon 
imported manufactures, while it might swell the capitals, already enormous, of a few moneyed men, must 
prove injurious to the best interests of the country. 

There is another subject peculiarly interesting to your memorialists, which they beg leave respectfully 
to submit to your consideration. By the existing law, registered vessels, upon entering coastwise with 
cargoes from any port beyond an adjoining State, are required to pay the same tonnage duty as if direct 
from a foreign port. The exacting this duty is a subject of frequent complaint among ship-masters and 
ship-owners in this section of the country. From a moment's consideration of the subject it will be seen 
that the complaint is not made without reason. To show the operation of the law at a glance, we will 
suppose one of our vessels engaged in freighting to and from the different ports on our seaboard between 
Boston and New Orleans, and from either of those ports to foreign countries. She sails from this district 
under an enrolment and license, and while coasting under the same is required to pay but a yearly tonnage 
duty. Upon taking a cargo for a foreign port she must necessarily obtain a register. On her return 
from such a voyage, unless she enters the district where she belongs, she must retain her register, and 
perform all voyages as a registered vessel, until she returns to her own district. Perhaps it may not 
be convenient for her to return to her own port for months, or for years, and in the meantime is employed 
freighting from port to port within the United States as under her enrolment and license. Now, we ask, 
why should this vessel be required to pay more tonnage duty than she did when in the same employment 
previous to the change of papers ? She bad performed her voyage to a foreign port, and, perhaps, con
tributed largely to the revenue by the duty on her imported -cargo; why should her compliance with what 
was prerequisite to her making such a voyage, viz., the exchanging her enrolment and license for a 
register, make her liable to any more or higher duties while pursuing the same under her original papers ? 
It cannot be the interest of the law to burden and thereby discourage vessels that may occasionally make 
foreign voyages from engaging in the coasting business; yet such is the.effect of the duty now exacted. 
But it becomes, not unfrequently, an inconvenience to masters and owners of vessels, when nothing is 
contributed to the revenue. For instance, one of our vessels is homeward-bound from New York: she 
might take a quantity which would save the trouble of procuring ballast; perhaps the owner or the 
master may wish to put a few stores on board for their families; they are liable to pay tonnage duty upon 
entering if any freight is taken on boarct, and the result is, that they send home their goods in another 
vessel in order to be freed from this exaction. With these remarks, we respectfully submit it to the 
consideration of Congress whether the existing law ought not to be so amended as to allow registered 
-vessels to enter coastwise without the payment of the duties now required. 
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IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIDNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA'l'IVES FEBRUARY 4, 1828. 

At a numerous and respectable meeting, composed of manufacturers, agriculturists, wool-growers, 
and others friendly to the promotion of American industry, held, pursuant to public notice, at the house 
of P. Munger, in Morrisville, in the county of :Madison and State of New York, on the 21st December, 
1827, General Erastus Cleaveland was called to the chair, and Amos Crocker chosen secretary. 

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to draught and present for consideration resolutions and a 
memorial expressing the sense of the meeting on the subject for which it was called. 

Resolved, That the said committee consist of Curtis Hoppin, Willard Welton, William Berry, and 
Bennet Bicknell. 

Whereupon the committee, after a recess, reported the following resolutions and memorial; which 
were unanimously adopted, to wit: 

Resolved, That we approve of the proceedings of the Harrisburg convention, held on the 31st day of 
July last, in recommending and urging upon Congress to extend an adequate protection and encourage
ment to the growing of wool, hemp, flax, and the manufacture of woolens, iron, steel, and other articles 
of domestic productions. 

Resolved, That we fully approve of the proceedings of the meeting of agriculturists, manufacturers, 
and others friendly to the encouragement of American industry, held at the Capitol, in the city of Albany, 
on the 26th day of November last, and of the resolutions passed at said meeting. • 

Resolved, as the sense of this meeting, That the agricultural interest of this county would be greatly 
promoted by an increased duty on imported liquors. 

The memorial of the wool-growers and manufacturers of wool, in the county of Madison, State of New 
York, convened, pursuant to public notice, at Morrisville, December 21, 182'1', respectfully represents: 
That they inhabit a section of country nearly equidistant from the extremes of the said State, which, for 
growing of wool, is equal, in salubrity of climate and fertility of soil, to any other in the same latitude of 
our hemisphere. 

Our yeomanry, aware of the advantage coincident with the principles of domestic political economy, 
have availed themselves of the opportunities collateral to their situation. 

Stimulated by the revising the tariff of 1824, a large proportion of our citizens have entered exten
sively and at great expense into the growing of wool, inasmuch that the wool bas become an important 
staple of the country. Our manufacturers, possessing the advantages of hydraulic and scientific power, 
animated by the same principles, encouraged by the same law, unwearied in their industry, and liberal in 
their enterprises, have invested a great amount Df capital; have created a business where little before 
existed; affording the means of subsistence and consumption for a numerous population. Such briefly is 
the location, and such the condition of your memorialists. • 

We assume as a fact, that Congress designed by the tariff of 1824 to afford to the great agricultural 
and manufacturing interests of the United States an adequate protection; under the faith of the guarantee 
implied by that law your memorialists have invested their capital. We have gone industriously to work 
to build up an interest which Congress and national economy assured us and the world they would 
protect-but our business languishes. 

Not a woolen factory within the circle of our acquaintance, however industrious and prudent in its 
management, but assures us of a losing business; our flocks of sheep are reduced to less than half their 
former value; and lands, though not so much affected, are essentially reduced in price. In searching for 
causes, the effects of which are so alarmin-g, we are led to discover some defect in the tariff system 
of 1824, which the ingenuity of foreign manufacturers and growers of wool have turned much to their 
advantage. That law imposes an ad valorem duty; allows the foreigner to set a value to his own invoices; 
while the state of trade and manufactures in England and other European countries permits this value to 
be placed so low that the American manufacturers and wool-growers are overborne by undervalued cloths 
and wool; and the revenue, too, is defrauded by that which ruins the citizens. Large quantities of broad 
flannels and pelts have been introduced to evade the duty and embarrass our citizens. Every expedient 
which the ingenuity of foreign manufacturers and merchants could devise have been resorted to to pros
trate the American system; and, we may add, they have been eminently successful. But far more than 
this, the statesmen of Great Britain, with an eye ever watchful of p.er agricultural and manufacturing 
interest and scientific power, the secret of her wealth, have interposed their guardian care, and, by a 
reduction of her duties from six pence to a halfpenny per pound on imported wool, have virtually counter
vailed the effect of the American system. By that reduction the English manufacturer has received an 
advantage of 44 per cent. on wool valued at 20 cents per pound. In England the wool is estimated at 
about one-third the value of the cloth, consequently the manufacturer bas gained 14¾ per cent. on the 
fabrics of this article by this reduction of the duty on wool. .As the English manufacturer is the com
petitor against whom the law of 1824 was intended to protect the .American manufacturer, this 14¾ per 
cent. must be deducted from the 33½ laid by the American law on the foreign fabric; and, in effect, the 
duty for the encouragement of our looms is thus brought down to 18! per cent. In order, then, to 
counteract this British legislation, and give the protection intended by the .American law, it is incumbent 
on Congres·s to increase the duty to 48 per cent. Should this be done, the foreign article will not be 
enhanced to the American consumer beyond its old prices, because what is added to the duty will be taken 
from the cost. Will you allow the British Parliament thus virtually to repeal the law passed for the 
protection of .American manufacturers and wool-growers? We think the genius, the interest, and inde
pendence of Americans forbid the idea. We derive the confidence of this from various considerations. .As 
manufacturers, we desire that the materials of our fabrics should be grown in our country, relieving us 
from a dependence upon precarious, uncertain, and foreign supply; while, as wool-growers, demonstration 
is clear, that, with the fall of .American manufactures, our enterprises as wool-growers must be abandoned. 
We also derive a confidence from considerations of public policy and the force of public opinion. The 
capital now invested in sheep and manufactures in the United States embraces an immense amount; the 
home market, created by the employment of this capital, is, probably, equal to the agricultural exports of 
the nation, with the exception of cotton. The population thus fed, clothed, and educated; the increased 
value of lands; the amount added to the commerce of the country; the actual'increase of the revenue, by 
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increasing the consumption and the ability to purchase; besides the independence of all foreign nations, 
are circumstances which must operate conclusively in favor of sustaining, by an adequate protection, these 
great essential branches of the national industry. Nor will the example and industry of Britain be over
looked. When did she abandon to skill and enterprise an employment in the least connected with the 
nation's prosperity? With her guardian care and her perseverance she has conquered all difficulties and 
overcome all obstacles. .A. reference tQ the records of European policy for ages past assures us that, in 
proportion as Governments have protected the agricultural and manufacturing interest, in such propor
tion have they advanced in prosperity and power; while a neglect of those primary interests has produced 
opposite and beggarly results. 

We also c).erive great assurances from the test of experiments in our country. The duty on sugars 
has raised the sugar plantations of Louisiana, and made that business, in point of profit, of the first 
importance, and added great wealth to the United States. The duty on cotton has built up the factories 
of the northern and western States, and these consume about one-third of the cotton crop of the United 
States. Should this be thrown into the European market with the other two-thirds, what would become 
of the article but for the protection afforded to its fabric by our Government? This protection has 
insured the price and improved the fabric, and induced a competition which has served to regulate both 
the quantity and prices. Your memorialists might extend their observations much further; but our main 
reliance is on the application of the wisdom and intelligence of your honorable body. Satisfied, as your 
memorialists are, that alterations have become indispensably necessary to our well-being, we humbly pray 
that the ad valorem duty be changed to a square yard duty, with such regulations as shall insure the 
collection; and that the duty on wool be so far raised as to counteract the effect of this British legislation, 
and, in a fair competition, to place us on an equality with the other great agricultural and manufacturing 
interests of the United States; that the duty on wool be increased, and be annually progressive in 
improvement. And, as in duty bound, your memorialists will ever pray. 

Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting be signed by the chairman and secretary, and pub
lished in several papers in this county, and a copy thereof forwarded to the Representative in Congress 
from this district. 

Resolved, That a co_rresponding committee, consisting of seven persons, be appointed, whose duty it 
shall be to call meetings when they think proper. 

Resolved, That Erastus Cleaveland, Bennet Bicknell, P. G. Childes, Curtis Hoppin, Willard Welton, 
.A.mos Crocker, and Thomas Beckwell, Esquires, be that committee. 

ERASTUS CLEA VELA.ND, Chairman . 
.A.Mos CROCKER, Secretary. 

20m CoNGREss.J No. 847. [lsT SEssroN. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COlUIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 4, 1828. 

A JOINT REMONSTRANCE to the Congress of the United States against the power assumed to protect certain branches of 
domestic industry at the expense of others, and the policy of the measure. 

To the honorable the Senate and House ef Representatives cf the United States of .America in Congress assemhled: 
The General Assembly of Alabama, alive to the rights of the people they serve and the interest of 

the country in which they live, (however painful the duty,) feel themselves called on by the crisis to 
protest most solemnly against the principle asserted by the General Government to control the labor of 
the nation by protecting certain branches of domestic industry at the expense of others. We do not 
complain of the power to raise revenue or regulate commerce. These powers are expressly granted to 
preserve the existence and promote the harmony and prosperity of the Government. Nor do we complain 
of tl\e incidental protection that may result from a well adjusted " tariff" imposed on the importation of 
foreign goods with a view to revenue alone, nor yet of the occasional inequalities that must attend the 
operation of any general system. The power to raise revenue is essential to the existence of Govern
ment, and is expressly and distinctly granted in the Constitution. It is a power entirely safe, and every 
way compatible with limited and free government, because it has a boundary so well defined by the wants 
of the Government as rarely to be transcended. The power to regulate commerce was obviously given 
to avoid the conflicting systems that would necessarily arise in the different States if each had retained 
a separate control of the subject. That power is connected with the other, and was given to equalize the 
duties in the different States. It is not of these powers that we complain, but it is the assertion of another 
and a very differ~nt one. It is the assertion of the power to impose a duty on any article of foreign 
commerce, not because we want revenue, or the regulations of commerce as such require improvement, 
but because we want to exclude the foreign in favor of the domestic fabric. This power is not granted 
in the Constitution, and must be sustained, if at all, by the pliable doctrine of implication; and as it is 
not necessary to the power to raise revenue or regulate commerce, it cannot be sustained as an incidental 
or implied power; on the contrary, it is a substantial, distinct power, resting on assumption, and fraught 
with frightful danger. It has no limit but the caprice of those who assert its existence, and is neces
sarily subject to all the varying views of supposed convenience and the fugitive conceits of expediency. 
The unlimited nature of this power, and the dangerous purposes to which it may be applied, renders it 
odious and unfit to mingle in human affairs. Its natural offspring is monopoly, and its natural tendency 
is to divide the community into nabobs and paupers, to accumulate overgrown wealth in the hands of the 
few, and to extend the poverty, the vices, and the miseries of the many. This alarming principle leads 
to the union of the worst of human passions. Cupidity and ambition, under its deleterious influence, 
minister to each other at the expense of the community. Cupidity will barter worlds for money, and 
unchastened ambition will filch from the poor man's toil a portion of its just reward to appease the 
cupidity of the cold calculating monopolist. In this sordid and selfish exchange of equivalents, each 
accords to the other what is most highly prized without feeling the loss. As the ambitious man cares 
not for money, nor the monopolist for rank and power, will not the seductive influence of these passions 
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destro;}'.' the equipoise of the General Government, and throw its destructive weight upon any portion of 
the Umon that may be necessary to promote their views? Is fate more certain or destiny more inevitable? 
Can a power leading, in the dawn of its existence, to a combination so incompatible with freedom 
exist in a free Government? Shall it be assumed or raised by implication for purposes so oppres
sive? Shall its oppressive character be obscured by the magic of a name? Can the cabalistic appel
lation of "American system" change the essential character of the principle? These are portentous 
questions to all concerned, and the crisis calls for the greatest exertions of the friends of limited Govern
ment. Already has the manufacturing interests assumed an organized form, and exhibited a concert and 
systematic combination against all the other great interests of the nation. Union of councils and immense 
wealth enable the manufacturing corps to sustain a set of agents to attend the sessions of Congress to 
importune and press their claims upon the attention of the National Legislature. Not content with the 
importunity of individual agents, a solemn convention has been convoked at Harrisburg, consisting of 
delegates from various States, to execute a writ of inquiry, as it would seem, upon the agricultural and 
other interests of the country, and indicate to Congress, in a more commanding form, how much further 
the scheme of oppression can be prudently pressed. The right to assemble and petition Congress for 
the redress of grievances can give no sanction to such a convention. The other languishing interests of 
the country might well raise a voice of supplic1tion; but for the most pampered and, beyond question, 
the most flourishing interest in the country to affect a distress that does not exist, and urge Congress for 
a license to extort from the poor man's toil a still greater portion of its just reward, is a plain insult to 
the understanding as well as an overt act of tyranny and oppression. In the conflicts of party strife the 
timid and the silent are apt to be shoved aside to make room for the bold and aspiring; when further 
exaction is thus urged, to be silent would be criminal. If our rights must be usurped, and our wealth 
drained to pamper monopolists, we will yield them only when the last inch of ground has been defended 
with the spirit of freemen. Is it desirable here to imitate the policy of England, and pursue a system 
that takes from the laborer more and more the proceeds of his toil, until pauperism pervades the land? 
The policy that takes from one class of laborers the proceeds of their toil to fill the pockets of another 
must be intrinsically unjust and inimical to freedom. The inevitable tendency of such a system is to 
accumulate the wealth of the country into a few hands. The rich become more and more rich, without 
becoming more virtuous or happy; and the poor are pressed down from one point of depression to another, 
until the extreme of pauperism and consequent misery, vice, and degradation is attained. This picture is 
not drawn from fancy, but from the solemn admonitions of history. England has pursued the infatuated 
system of monopoly and protection, of balances and counterbalances, until the middle class of society, 
once the pride and strength of the nation, is nearly extinguished and merged in the other two, and the 
nation is divided into a small number ruinously rich, and the millions of paupers who infest the poor-house 
and cook-shops of the nation. The spouge of monopoly has absorbed nearly the whole wealth of the 
nation, and drawn it into a few hands, gradually diminishing in number. The nation, it is true, presents 
a splendid and magnificent exterior, dazzling and captivating the distant spectator, but an interior of 
extended wretchedness, vice, and misery. Of 21,000,000 of people, less than 300,000 are said to own the 
whole of the immense public debt, and nearly the whole of the landed property of the nation. 

The balance of the nation are in a state of pauperism varying only in degree, taxed to the bone, and 
doomed to ceaseless toil for a scanty and wretched subsistence. This appalling mass of wretchedness, 
vice, and poverty, is the practical result of the "Briti,sh system" of monopoly and protection, of balances 
and counterbalances, in the scheme of restriction, and regulating labor for a series of years, pursued by 
the magnificent and splendid Government of a wretched and impoverished people. 

Let it not be said that the "American system" of monopoly and protection will have different tenden
cies or lead to different results; the artifice is two shallow to deceive. We cannot di&guise the fact that 
we are struggling with fearful odds, and contending with an organized body of monopolists, who act in 
concert, and, like the tiger that has tasted blood, prowls for more with increased voracity. Already 
pampered into fearful importance by partial legislatio11, they goad and importune Congress for further 
exactions from tl1e planting interest. 

'l'he allied powers of avarice, monopoly, and ambition, through the Harrisburg convention, and every 
subordinate channel of importunity at their command, call for a further subsidy on the labor of the 
south and southwest, in the shape of a woolens bill, to pamper the gentlemen wool-growers and wool
carders of the northeast; and this, too, at a, time when agriculture is languishing and prostrate, yielding 
a bare support to those who pursue it, and the mercantile and shipping interests partaking of the languor, 
and manufacturers alone in a flourishing and prosperous condition. The interest least in need thus 
urging, by aid of such powerful politicai machinery, a further tribute from the interest least able to bear 
it, is surely sufficient to prove to Congress how vain and fruitless is the attempt to satisfy the inordinate 
cravings of the monopolists. One exaction leads to another, and every concession generates a new and 
more exorbitant demand. 

When combinations thus formidable endeavor to throw the overgrown weight of the General Govern
ment upon the southern and southwestern States, dry up their commerce by sapping its foundation, 
degrade them from the proved equality of the compact into the humiliating condition of dependent tribu
taries to the greedy monopolists of the north and east, the victims would deserve the oppression were 
they not promptly to interpose the most determined and unyielding resistance. 

Let it not be again said that because the southwest and south send no agents to beset the members 
of Congress, and have foreborne to petition or remonstrate in every village, or to call a counter-convention, 
that they are so recreant to duty as to acquiesce in the proposed oppression. On the contrary, let it be 
distinctly understood that .Alabama, in common with the southern and southwestern States, regards 
the power assumed by the General Government to control her internal concerns by protecting duties 
beyond the fair demands of the revenue as a palpable usurpation of a power not given by the Constitution, 
and the proposed woolens bill as a species of oppression little less than legalized pillage on the property 
of her citizens, to which she can never submit until the constitutional means of resistance shall be exhausted. 

SAMUEL W. OLIVER, Speaker of the House of Represenlati1:es. 
NICHOLAS DA VIS, besident of the Senate. 

Approved January 15, 1828. JOHN MURPHY. 

SECRETARY OF STATE'S OFFICE, Tuscaloosa, January 16, 1828 .. 
It is hereby certified that the foregoing is a true copy of the original roll on file in this office. 

JAMES J. THORNTON, Secretary of State. 
VOL. V--107 B 
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DRAWBACK OF DUTIES AT KEY WEST. 

cmIMUNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 5, 1828. 

IN SENATE OF THE UNITED ST.A.TES, February 5, 1828. 

Mr. SMITH, of Maryland, from the Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the petition of sundry 
inhabitants of Key West praying that the right of drawback on the exportation of foreign merchandise 
imported into that port from any of the ports of the United States may be extended to Key West, reported 
that the prayer of the petitioners is at this time inexpedient, and ought not to be granted. 

To the honorahle the Senate and House of Bepresentoi,ives of the United Stales of America in Oongress assembled: 
The memorial of sundry inhabitants of Key West most respectfully represents: That by a provision 

of the 10th section of "An act to provide for the collection of duties on imports and tonnage in Florida, 
and for other purposes," approved the '1th May, 1822, you will perceive that foreign goods, wares, and 
merchandise cannot be imported from any port in Florida for the benefit of drawback "unless the same 
shall have been imported directly into the said port from a foreign port or place." . 

We cannot see any just reason for placing the ports in Florida under those peculiar restrictions 
from which ports of the United States are exempted. These restrictions operate with extreme severity 
against the ports of Pensacola and Key West, which, from their local positions, are better adapted for an 
advantageous trade with the island of Cuba and the ports of Mexico than any other ports within the 
sovereignty of the United States; and they would, in our opinion, enjoy a large portion of the trade of 
those countries provided these restrictions were removed. As the law now stands, goods imported into 
Key West direct from a foreign country can be shipped with debenture; but if transhipped coastwise 
from New York to Key West this privilege is denied. It cannot surely be considered advisable, in wise 
legislation, to retain a statute which merely gives trouble to the merchant, but which can be so easily 
evaded; for example, goods are shipped from New York for Bermuda, the drawback forthwith attaches, 
and the debenture becomes effectual. These goods, then, can again be reshipped, and arriving, would, as 
coming direct from a foreign country, be entitled to debenture when re-exported from Key West, and the 
merchants in their trade to the islands and to the main would attain all the benefits they desire. Thus, 
you see, the law can be most easily evaded with this only inconvenience, that a shipment via Bermuda 
would impose some additional trouble and expense beyond what would be incurred if drawbacks were 
admitted on shipments made coastwise from ports or places in the United States. Any increased expense 
that can be avoid~d should be, because every increase of it will have a tendency to place us on terms of 
less fair competition with the merchants residing at New Providence. The advantages to be derived 
from this trade is of more importance than one who has not reflected upon the subject might at first 
conceive. The contiguity of Key West to Cuba and the ports of Mexico gives it, in point -0f situation, a 
decided superiority over other ports of the United States for a trade with those countries. 

The Spanish vessels are in the habit of bringing specie, cochineal, hides, sugar, coffee, &c., and, in 
exchange, require large and various supplies of articles which they have been in the habit of procUl'ing 
heretofore at New Providence and at Jamaica. 

So important have the British Government considered this commerce, that for the las-t twenty years 
free port licenses have been extended to the Spanish traders, by which they are exempt from all and every 
sort of port charges. But the proximity of Key West, which is only about eighty miles from Cuba, a 
distance that can always be run in a night, induces those traders to prefer a commerce with it. The 
passage is so short and so safe, and withal, everything of risk from privateers and pirates being saved, 
they will always prefer it while they can be supplied with articles suited to their purposes. This, though, 
cannot be the case, unless the privilege of drawback is allowed; for, at present, owing to the limited 
state of capital and the facilities afforded at our home markets, importations direct from Europe do not 
take place; the consequence is, that unless Congress grant the relief sought for, a great portion of the 
Spanish trade, now so valuable to the commerce and navigation of the United States, must continue to 
go to the ports of Jamaica and New Providence. 

It has been urged that the arrangement sought to be obtained would increase the chances to fraud 
on the revenue, and that an illicit trade from Key West to the United States might be the consequence. 
This certainly is a far-fetched suggestion, and applies, in point of probability, no more to that than any 
other port or place in the country. The same thing might be imputed to shipments for drawback from 
New York, Boston, Philadelphia,· or Baltimore, and with much greater seeming plausibility, because Key 
West, being contiguous to the main land in Florida where the population is few and scattering, precludes 
every inducement or attempt at fraud-persons being never disposed to place property where there are 
none to consume and purchase it. But, besides this, an ample. and sufficient answer to this objection is, 
that the supposition of frauds of this character goes to break down the whole doctrine and system of 
debenture, inasµmch as its feasibility from any other port is just as great as it could be from Key West. 

We offer this hasty sketch of our views upon this subject, not deeming it necessary to go minutely 
into detail to those so familiar with the commerce and navigation of the country as you arc. It is sub
mitted, not doubting that when you shall have turned your attention to the subject you will readily 
perceive other and various considerations why the proposition to repeal the 10th section of the act of 
1822 should be adopted by Congress. 

Report of the Searetary of the Treasury, showing the amount of revenue from imposts and tonnage in Florida 
• since its cession to the United States. 

TREA_SURY DEPARTMENT, December 19, 182'1. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the 14th instant, directing the Secretary of the 

Treasury "to report to_ the Senate_ what amount of revenue from impost and tonnage has been collected 
. . 
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within the Territory of Florida since its cession, designating, the amount collected at each particular port," 
I have the honor to submit a statement prepared by the Register of the Treasury, which contains the 
information requested. 

I have the honor to remain, with the highest respect, your most obedient servant, 
RICH.A.RD RUSH. 

Hon. the PRESIDENT of the Senate. 

Statement exhibiting the gross amount of duties on imports and tonnage, &c., and the payments into the Treasury 
from the Territory of Flo1ida,from the 1st day ef July, 1821, to the 30th day of September, 1827. 

1821. 1823. 1824. 

Districts. 
Gross amount Payments into Gross amount Payments into Gross amount Payments into Gross amount Payments into 

of duties. the Treasury. of duties. the Treasury. of duties. the Treasury. of duties. the Treasury. 

St. Augustine•................. $986 73 $6 06 $4,133 98 $64 64 
Pensacola* • • . . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • . 3,010 05 • • . . • • • . . . • • . . 5,010 25 444 80 
Key \Vest ••••••••••••••••••• ,. ··•••···••·••· ••.•••••••••••...•..•...•••••...••••..•••• 
Apalachicola • . . • • • • • . . • • . • . • • . . • • . . . .. • • • • • . • • • . •.••••.......••••.•••• 

Total.... • • • • . . . • • • . • 3,996 78 6 06 9,144 23 509 44 

$903 75 
3,761 80 

469 01 

5,134 56 

$488 75 
2,199 87 

2,688 62 

* The Collectors were appointed under the act of the 3d l\Iarch, 18:U. 

STATEMENT-Continued. 

1825. I 1826. 1st, 2d, &. 3d quarters, 1827. 

Districts. 
Payments int) Gross amount Gross amount Payments into Gross amount Payments into 

of duties. the Treasury. , of duties. the Treasury. of duties. the Treasury. 

St. Augustine* ....•••.•....•••• $1,937 93 $649 94 $1,089 20 $479 20 
•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 

Pensacola* ................ , ... 11407 33 633 36 101641 79 932 32 $11,120 03 $15 40 

Key \Vest ••..•••••••••.•..•... 67,337 72 .............. 33,995 55 33,052 35 37,295 37 30,223 83 
Apalachicola •.••••.••••..••••. 16 28 .............. 514 33 

•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 

Total •• , ••.••••••••.. 70,699 26 1,283 30 I 46,240 87 34,463 87 48,415 40. 30,239 23 

$4,823 68 
8,207 46 

14,162 17 

27,193 31 

$342 79 
405 93 

129 58 

878 30 

Total. 

Gross amount Payments into 
of duties. the Treasury. 

$13,875 27 $2,031 38 
43,158 71 4,631 68 

153,259 82 63,276 18 
530 61 129 58 

210,824 41 70,068 82 

* The Collectors were appointed under the act of the· 3d 1\Iarch, 1821. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, &cuter. 

TRE.UURY DEP.1.RT>IENT, &cuter's Office, December 18, 1827. 

TREASURY DEP.A.RTMENT, January 22, 1828. 
Sm: I had the honor to receive your letter of the 10th instant, enclosing a statement of sundry 

inhabitants of Key West; praying that goods entitled to debenture arriving there from other ports of the 
United States may be entitled to a drawback of the duties in like manner as if they had been shipped 
direct from such ports to a foreign country; and requesting of me, on behalf of the Committee on Finance, 
such information as I may possess relative to the safety of the revenue in case the prayer should be 
granted, the number of inhabitants at Key West, and such other information on the subject as might 
enable the committee to act advisedly in relation to it . 

..A. letter which has been addressed to me by the Comptroller, dated the 17th instant, presents the 
views taken at that office of the subject-matter of the memorial, and I beg leave to enclose it herewith. 
There is, otherwise, no information in this Department which bears upon it, and, above all, none at present 
that would seem to warrant the belief that the revenue would be endangered should the prayer be granted. 

The answer to your letter has been kept back for a few days, under an expectation, which was 
indulged, of being able to procure more precise information touching the number of inhabitants at Key 
West than is stated in the Comptroller's letter. But that expectation has been disappointed. I have 
written a letter on the subject to the Collector • at that place, and should his answer arrive in time, or 
whenever it may arrive, it will be immediately transmitted to you for the information of the committee. 

I return the enclosures that came with your letter, and have the honor to remain your most obedient 
servant, • 

RICHARD RUSH. 
Hon. S. SmTH, Ohairman of the Committee on Finance. 

TREASURY DEP.A.RTMENT, Comptroller's Office, January 17, 1828. 
Sm: In referring to me the enclosed communication of the Hon. Samuel Smith, chairman of the 

Committee on Finance in the Senate, with the documents which accompanied it, on the subject of a petition 
from sundry inhabitants of Key West, East Florida, praying that goods transported coastwise from other 
ports of the United States to that port might have the privilege of being exported therefrom with benefit 
of drawback, you request me to reply to such parts of it as I might be enabled to do from the files of this 
office or otherwise. 
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Upon referring to an act passed the 'ltb,.of May, 1822, entitled·" An act to provide for the collection 
of duties on imports and tonnage in Florida, and for other purposes," it will be perceived that, according 
to the proviso in the 10th section thereof, there was to be no allowance of drawback on exportation of 
any goods, wares, or merchandise from any port or place _of said Territory other than on those which 
shall have been imported directly into the same from aforcign port or plac~. 

The object of the petitioners alluded to is to have that restriction repealed. 
A restriction similar to this will be found in the proviso in the 6th section of the act passed the 24th 

February, 1804, entitled "An act for laying and collecting duties on imports and tonnage within the 
territory ceded to the United States by the treaty of the 30th Apl'il, 1803, between the United States and 
the French Republic, and for other purposes;" which restriction, however, was repealed by an act passed 
the 5th January, 1805, entitled "An act concerning drawbacks on goods, wares, and merchandise." 

It is also to be observed that the 7'1th section of the collection law of 2d March, 1799, restricts the 
exportations for benefit of drawback to the districts of original importation, and to those ports at which 
vessels from the Cape of Good Hope, or from any place beyond the same, are permitted to make entry. 
The 18th section of that act desi!§Dates the ports at which vessels thus arriving may be permitted to be 
entered. But by subsequent acts a number of other ports have been added to the list, namely, Nantucket, 
Plymouth, New Bedford, Biddeford, and Pepperelboro', (now Saco,) Bristol, New Orleans, Bath, and 
Castine. 

As the duties on goods imported into other districts of the United States, and transported coastwise 
to the district of Key West, to be hence exported for benefit of drawback, must have been previously 
paid or secured to have been paid; as the goods must be accompanied by certificates as to their regular 
importation, ( and in the case of ad valorem, goods must be inspected in the same manner as at the time 
of their importation,) I do not apprehend that, if the privilege applied for by the citizens of Key West were 
granted, the security of the revenue would be endangered; and under such impressions it is presumed 
the restrictions in the act of February, 1804, as to the port of New Orleans, were repealed by the act of 
5th January, 1805, before referred to. . 

From information received from a highly respectable source, the population of Key West is estimated 
at from three to four and five hundred, and is sometimes greater. 

With great respect, I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 

Hon. RrcHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

20TH CoNGREss.J No. 849. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST AN INCREASE OF THE DUTIES ON IMPORTS AND A SYSTEM OF INTERNAL 
IMPROVEMENTS. 

cmIMUNIC.A.TED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 6, 1828. 

ExEcUTIVE DEPARTMENT, GEORGIA, Milledgevil.le, January 28, 1828. 
Sm: By the request o_f the G~neral Assembly_of t~e State of Georgia, I transmit to you a copy of a 

report made by one of their committees on the subJect of the powers of the General Government claimed 
:i,nd exercised for the p_urposes of encouraging; domestic manufacture~ and effecting a system of internal 
improvement," to be lard before that branch of the Congress of the Umted 8tates in which you preside. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, • 
JOHN FORSYTH. 

Hon. A. STEVENSON, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States. 

Report adopted by the Legislature of Georgia on the Tariff and Internal Improvement. 

IN SENATE, December 5, 1827. 
Sm: The Committee on the State of the Republic, to whom was referred so much of the Governor's 

communication as relates to the powers of the General Government, claimed and exercised for the pur
poses of encouraging domestic manufactures and effecting a system of internal improvement, beg leave 
to make the following report: • 

The committee are aware that it is assumed by the General Government, as expressed in the decisions 
of the Federal Court, that State Legislatures have no right to complain of its usurpations, however 
formidable or fatal. That the General Government is said to be "truly and emphatically a Government 
of the people," and, therefore, entirely out of the reach of representative bodies, whose sole duty it is to 
keep within the sphere of their own delegated trust. It would seem that, if even such a pretension were 
admissible, it should be considered no great breach of decorum for a sovereign State, through its highest 
known authority, to approach a Government it had contributed to establish with a su~ject of complaint, 
especially when it is perceived that much inferior bodies are patiently listened to, and listened to with 
effect. While manufacturing companies and self-created delegates, pretending to represent whole States, 
assemble for the purpose of directing the Congress what measures they must adopt, surely the Legislature 
of a State, without much-violence to any known rule of modesty, may respectfully offer a counter-remon
strance to such a growing temper of dictation. But it is not in this humble manner that your committee 
would recommend the Legislature to prefer their just complaints to the General Government. They claim 
it as a right to remonstaate with that Government on all measures which they may conceive violative of 
the fundamental principles of its institution. They affirm that those who create a delegated Government 
have lawfully t!;te power to restrain it within its proper bounds, and maintain the doctrine asserted by 
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Luther Martin in his address to the Legislature of Maryland, at the time of the adoption of the Federal 
Constitution, that "the proper constituents of the General Government are the States, and the States are 
to that Governme~t what the people are to the States; that this is entirely within the spirit and intention 
of the Federal Umon." 

In support of this, as well as other principles which will hereafter be presented in this report, the 
committee will frankly own they can offer nothing new to the Legislature, for it is a subject that has 
been so much discussed all must be familiar with its details; nevertheless, with the above acknowledg
ment, to embody some of the leading objections to. the course pursued against the rights of the States 
will not, it is hoped, be considered improper. The people cannot be too well enlightened on this subject. 

First, then, the committee contend that the States, through their Legislatures, have a right to com
plain of, and redress if they can, all usurpations of the General Government. They maintain "that the 
terms of the grant in the ]'ederal Constitution did not convey sovereign power generally, but sovereign 
power limited to particular cases, and with restricti'i:e means for executing such powers;" and further, that 
the powers "were delegated, not by the people of the United States at large, but by the people of the 
respective States; and that, therefore, it was a compact between the different States." Composed as the 
States were at the close of the Revolution, being independent of each other as they were previous to that 
event, and in the exclusive possession of self-government, it will be readily admitted there could be but two 
ways to form the General Government, either by "compounding the American people into one common mass," 
giving up their State Governments, and suffering the majority to govern, or by continuing their State 
Governments, and delegating a part of their power to the General Government for the protection of the 
whole. Under one or the other of these methods has the General Government come into existenc~. Now, 
no one will pretend to say that it was under the first named method; the power was not delegated by the 
people composing one great consolidated community, but by the people of each State, unconnected with, 
and independent of, the people of the other States in their corporate capacity. 

If the history of this transaction is attended to, every one must-be convinced that, from first to last, 
it was a procedure of the Stales, and not of the people composing one great political society. They were 
separate and distinct before the Revolution; they confederated as States for the purpose of more effectually 
conducting them through that struggle; they remained independent, and were so acknowledged, with all 
their rights, territorial and municipal, at the close of it. By Stat(}S the proposition was made to enlarge 
the powers of the Confederation. The States appoint delegates for that purpose; they assemble, make, 
and submit to the States a Constitution, expressly declaring that when the same is ratified by nine out of 
the thirteen States, the same shall be binding, and the States are still found exercising independent and 
sovereign control over their ungranted powers. Now, if the assent of a majority of all the people of the 
United States was necessary to ratify this instrument, was it not as easy to have so declared as to say 
that nine out of thirteen States should effect that object? Would it not have been more intelligible, and 
have better answered the purpose, if such was intended, than the mode adopted? But·that this was not 
intended was obvious from the fact that, according to the plan pointed for the ratification of the Consti
tution, more than two-thirds of the States might have received the instrument, and yet a majority of the 
whole people would have rejected it. For instance, at the first census in 1 'l'90, Massachusetts, New York, 
Pennsylvania, and Virginia, had 56 members out of 105 in Congress; at the second census in 1800, they 
bad 'l'4 out of 141; and in 1810 they had exactly one-half of twenty-three States. Now, every one must 
perceive, if these four States had alone voted against the Constitution in opposition to all the rest, the 
instrument would, nevertheless, have been adopted, and clearly adopted against a majority of the whole 
people of the United States. 

The absurdity of this result, to wit, to have a Government founded upon the will of a minority, is so 
extravagant as to refute altogether the idea that the federal Government is "truly and emphatically a 
Government of the people." But it is contended that the Constitution was ratified by the States assem
bled in convention, and that therefore the people of each State adopted it. This is granted; and in what 
other way could it have been ratified? This is the only way that the sovereignty of the State could act. 
It was the sovereign consent of the State that was asked; this could not have been expressed by any 
one branch of the Government of the State, for the sovereignty does not lie in any one branch alone. 
But, after the people of each State had, in their sovereign capacity, delegated a portion of their sovereign 
power to the General Government, and that Government received it as a TRUST, every one must perceive 
that, as the people of each State cannot always remain in Convention for the purpose of taking care of 
their reserved, and guarding the exercise of granted powers, and as they have, in their State Constitution, 
granted the residue of the power not previously conferred upon the General Government to their own 
Legislature, except such as are S'pecial1y given to the Executive and judicial branches of the Government, 
in no manner partaking of a representaiive nature, it follows that the care of this TRUST, as well as every 
other interest of the people of each State not granted to the co-ordinate branches of the State Govern
ment, l1elongs to their Legislature. To make this idea clearly understood: All power is in the people; 
they are obliged to exercise it by representatives; they grant a portion of it to the General Government; 
the residue is distributed among their own legislative, executive, and judicial branches of Government. 
The watching and superintending of the power granted to the General Government, so as to keep it 
~ithin its proper limits, must remain somewhere. The people act alone by their State authorities; this 
right is not with the executive or judicial authorities of the State; the conclusion is irresistible, 
that their representatives in GenPral Assembly met have the right to protect the States from the 
usurpations of the General Government, and to remonstrate against any act that shall encroach upon 
the powers reserved by the people and granted to their own Government. Under this firm conviction, 
the committee claim for the Legislature the right to protest, and earnestly remonstrate against the 
exercise, on the part of the General Government, of any undue powers, and especially power assumed 
by them to encourage domestic manufactures and to effect a system of internal improvement within 
the States. We know that all complaints are listened to with jealousy, and sometimes with contempt; 
and, unfortunately, this State has had stronger evidence of this than the general truth of the remark. 
But we likewise know, and, if it were necessary, we could produce more instances of the fact than 
is furnished by the American Revolution, that a long course of abuse, encroachment, and oppression, 
followed up after repeated warnings and respectful expostulations, have terminated in a convulsion fatal 
to the affections which generally bind together either men or nations. We do most solemnly deprecate 
such an issue of the attachment which we bear to the General Government; and, if that Government 
entertains a faithful recollection of all history on this subject, and is not borne away by the pride of 
superior power and strength, which usually closes the ear to just remonstrance, there is yet no danger of 
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such a result. But if reckless of the fact that the only true cement of the Union is a generous and high
minded affection of its members for each other, and that no sordid motives of speculation or selfish desire 
to prosper upon each other's injuries or misfortunes has brought them together, it must be obvious to 
every understanding that an uncompromising course of self-willed legislation, upon subjects so long and so 
often objected to, must inevitably end in the worst of consequences. 

If the subjects of domestic manufactures and internal improve_µient depended upon the question of 
expediency, we should have nothing to say; for that is a matter purely within the power-of Congress; 
an.d, although we should greatly deplore the adoption and contim~ed prosecution of a policy obviously 
grinding down the resources of one class of the States, to build up and advance the prosperity of another 
of the same Confederacy, yet it would be ours to submit under the terms of our compact. All argument 
is vain against interest supported by power. But we do most solemnly believe that such policy is con-
trary to the letter and spirit of the Federal Constitution. . 

.A.ll must agree that the best method of ascertaining the intention of the framers of the Constitution, 
wherever the power is doubtful, is :first to go to the letter of the power, and then to the history of its 
origin, as contained in the journal of the convention. This is the method we propose to pursue in rela
tion to the two subjects just above expressed. 

·when we ask for the letter of the above powers iri the Constitution, there is a. diversity of opinion on 
the subject, and we are pointed to various passages in that instrument, by various advocates of the Gen
eral Government's right, not uniformly agreeing among themselves on the different clauses conferring 
this right. Now, this uncertainty of itself ought to create great doubt, and, in all free Government, 
doubt and forbearance, in relation to the exercise of power, ought to be synonymous. But most persons 
refer to that particular clause of the Constitution which gives to Congress the power to regulate com
merce with foreign nations and among the States. 

Before we examine this point with reference to its particular import, it will be proper to lay down 
some general principles which made the establishment of the Federal Government at all necessary. If the 
intellig·ence atld moral character of the States were altogether sufficient for their own internal police, ( and 
that it has been stands fortified by the most ample experience,) wherefore the necessity of a General 
Government? Every body perceives that the laws which would do for the municipal regulation and inter
nal affairs of Massachusetts would not !1-o for Georgia; and therefore a Government to legislate for both, 
in those particulars, would be absurd and ridiculous. What, then, was it that made these two States unite 
in what is called a General Government? Does any one believe it was that both States should legislate for 
the particular interest of one, and against the particular interest of the other? Or, to come more to the 
point, that both should legislate for the promotion of the manufactures of the one, and directly against the 
agriculture of the other? No one can believe this, unless he is prepared to say that the weaker State was 
utterly destitute of all sense of self-preservation. The exclusive inducement and sole motive, then, to 
the UNION was, first, "COMMERCE, and secondly, the COMMON DEFENCE." Every one must at once perceive, who 
has any knowledge of the history of the times, that at the close of the Revolution the States were left 
in the most ruinous condition as to their public debt and credit; that to COMMERCE every State looked as 
the only efficient source to relieve them from their burdens; and as each State had exclusively the right 
to regulate its own trade, the utmost perplexity and confusion must have resulted from the great diversity 
of interest which existed among them. Commerce, too, is the fruitful source of war. To regulate, then, 
a matter so essential to the welfare and peace of the States, considered as neighbors,. who had just come 
out from a most disastrous conflict, the common dangers and sufferings of which had greatly endeared 
them to each other, and to DEFEND this interest from internal and external aggression, was the true and 
only ground of the Confederation; or, in the language of an able writer, all that was desired "WAS A 
FEDERAL HEAD to regulate commerce, and a feder'al, arm to protect us." To secure these objects, all the 
powers granted in the Constitution are entirely referable. It is a General Government, and therefore 
the powers are general. The States never intended to give up one particle of power that related to their 
internal police; :>.11 the powers of the General Government are national; that is to say, they are suited to 
the whole Confederation as one nation; they are not to operate partially, so as to affect one State and not 
another. All the powers granted to the General Government, with the exception of taxation, the States 
cannot legislate upon, so that, when it is necessary to ascertain the powers which belong to each, it is 
alone tested by this principle; if the General Government can legislate upon it, the States cannot: and vice 
versa. The two Governments do not possess con.current power of legislation on the same subjects. 
The Federal Court has declared that "it is the genius and character of the whole Government, that its 
action is to be applied to all the external and internal concerns which affect the States genemlly and equally; 
but not to those uhich are completely within a particular State, which do not affect other States, and with which 
it is not necessary to inteif ere for the purpose ef executing some ef the general powers ef the Goi:ernment." 
• With these general reflections, let us proceed to consider the right of the General Government to 
encourage domestic mannfacturcs, under the right to regulate commerce. It is readily conceded that any 
law regulating commerce for its sole advantage, or for the purpose of revenue, which shall incidentally 
promote the interest of manufactures, will be perfectly reconcilable with the power to regulate commerce; 
but the moment it loses sight of either of those objects, then it is a departure from the spirit and true 
intent of the Constitution; and a breach, in that regard, according to all interpretation of law, is not less 
illegal than a violation of the most express provision in the iQstrument. If COMMERCE was one of the 
prime causes of the UNION; if it was the source to which each State looked for its prosperity; it surely 
was the intent and interest of the whole to have it so regulated by the General Government as to be pro
ductive of the greatest possible advantage to the Confederation. In giving up their great source of 
wealth to the Union, no one can believe it was for any other object than to be encouraged, fostered, and 
promoted by all the means which the united energies of all the States could exert. In the power to 
regulate commerce no one could possibly conceive there was contained a lurking principle to destroy it; 
yet every one must admit that the direct tendency of encouraging manufactures is to produce that effect. 
And, in proof of this assertion, commercial men, commercial cities, from one end of the Union to the other, 
raise their hands and voices in the most earnest opposition to this singular method of re$ulating commerce 
by promoting .manufactures. 

But there is another view of this question which is worthy of peculiar notice. It is a principle whic~ 
no one will deny, that which is directly forbidden cannot be indirectly effected. Now, the Federal Consti
tution, in granting the power to regulate commerce, was so fearful that the regulation might be made to 
operate partially upon the States, to the benefit of some and injury of others, that it declared "no tax or 
duty should be laid on articles exported from any State. No prefer~ce shall be given by any regulation 
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of commerce or REVENUE to the ports of one State over those of another." If, then, no regulation of commerce 
or REVENUE could directly be made to act unequally upon the States, how happens it that a regulation 
concerning manufactures, bottomed upon the power to regulate commerce, can lawfully have that effect? 
In other words, if a law compelling Georgia to pay duties to Massachusetts for the protection of her com
merce would be unconstitutional, how does it happen that a precisely similar law to pl'otect manufactures, 
derived from the right to regulate commerce, is not equally so? 

In carefully consulting the journal of the convention, nothing appears on the subject of manufactures 
until the 18th of August. On that day this power was proposed to be given, to wit: "to establish public 
institutions, rewards, and immunities, for the promotion of agriculture, commerce, and manufactures." 
On the 20th of the same month another proposition "to assist the President in conducting the public 
affairs, there shall be a Council of State of the following officers: among others, the Secretary of Domestic 
Affairs, who shall be appointed by the President, and hold his office during pleasure. It shall be bis duty 
to attend to matters of general police, the state of agriculture and manufactures, the opening of roads and 
navigation, and the facuitating communications through the United States. And he shall from time to time 
recommend such measures and estahli-shments as may tend to promote those objects." These propositions were 
referred to what was called the committee of detail; and afterwards, on the 31st of August, was referred, 
together with some other reports which this same committee had partially made, to a grand committee 
composed of one member from each State. On the 5th of September this committee reported, among 
other things, the following proposition, which is now found standing in the Constitution, to wit: "To pro
mote the progress of SCIENCE and the USEFUL ARTS, by securing, for limited times, to authors and inventors 
the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries." This clause, then, is all that could be 
produced from the unequivocal propositions to grant the power to the General Government of encouraging 
manufactures. And what is it? The right to promote science and the useful arts. Under the first, no 
one will contend that the power to protect manufactures will result. It must be then under the last. 
And there is no doubt, under the expression of useful arts, as distinguished from the term fine arts, both 
agriculture and manufactures would properly fall. • • 

All persons will agree that no arts can be more useful, than agriculture and manufactures. Every one 
must at the first glance perceive that if the clause had stopped at the words "usefill arts," the power 
to promote manufactures would have been full and complete beyond all cavil. But does it stop here? Is 
it a general or limited power ? And if a limited power, how is it limited ? Let common candor answer 
the question, not by protecting duties, not by imposts on foreign exports, not by premiums and bounties, 
but " by securing, for limited times, to authors and inventors, the exclusive right to their respective 
writings (in SCIENCE) and discoveries," (in the USEFUL .ARTS.) Now, says an able advocate of State rights, 
11 if a power to promote a specific object by a prescribed mode does not exclude the power to promote it 
by a different or other mode, then there is no truth in a universal maxim (in law and logic) that 'the 
expression of one thing is the exclusion of another.'" The restrictive words upon the power to promote 
the useful arts must have meant something; and is any one so uncandid as not to own that it was merely 
to "secure to ingenious men patents for their inventions?" Writings and inventions would alike benefit all the 
States; being general, they would have an equal and impartial operation over the whole Union. Not so 
by encouraging the fahrics that resulted from these inventions; for some States might possess greater 
means, both moral and physical, to produce them. The in-i:entor of the plough might be rewarded, but no 
one will contend that it should entitle the ploughman to an exclusive privilege over the weaver; nor would 
a patent for the steam loom authorize a peculiar indulgence to its cloth over the hard-earned bread of the 
planter. These being all local and partial operations, would subject the States, if submitted to the legis
lation of the General Government, to the most unequal effects, and wholly subversive of that principle 
which we have already mentioned, that the "action of the General Government is to be applied to all the 
external and internal concerns which affect the States generally and equally, but not to those which are 
completely within a particular State." Manufactures had been proposed in the convention, and so had 
the sciences, and all that could be possibly obtained for them was the provision we have just explained. 
Every one must believe if mor~ had been intended, more could have been given; for never was a subject 
so entirely before a deliberative body than was that of manufactures before the Federal Convention. 

But there is another section of the Constitution, which, when taken in connexion with the history of 
its adoption, places this question beyond all doubt, and for the exposition of which the committee are 
indebted to an able southern writer on the subject of federal powers. It is the following: "No State shall, 
without the consent of Congress, lay any imposts or duties on imports or exports, except what may be 
·absolutely necessary for executing its inspection lawsj and the net produce of all duties and imposts 
laid by any State on imports or exports shall be for the use of the Treasury of the United States ; and 
all such laws shall be subject to the revision and control of the Congress." Those who will consult the 
structure of this clause, in the journals of the convention, will find that perhaps none other was 
more disputed, and that a very different object was intended from that of levying a trifling duty to 
execute inspection laws. What was that object? It cannot be discovered from the clause itself; and 
perhaps none in the Constitution has been so often read without a knowledge of its true intent and 
meaning. To grant the State the privilege of imposing duties beyond what is necessary for inspection 

• laws, merely to go into the National Treasury, i:;eems to be perfectly idle. What benefit is it to be to the 
States? Some was cer.tainly intended; and fortunately there is at hand a key to this mystery. It was 
to enable the States, within themselves, if they desired it, to protect their own manufactures by the 
imposition of export duties on the raw materials, or imposts upon foreign fabrics. Without this construc
tion everybody must at once perceive that the clause is useless and ridiculous, and is the only feature of 
the Constitution without meaning or motive. But, happily for the interest of the agricultural States, we 
have a cotemporaneous and complete explanation of the object and intention of this clause. 

Mr. Luther Martin, a delegate of the convention from the State of Maryland, in giving to his State 
an exposition of the Constitution on this particular clause, indignantly remarks: "Every State is also 
prohibited from laying any imposts or duties on imports and exports without the permission of the General 
Government. It was urged by us that there might be cases in which it would be proper, for the purpose 
of encouraging manufactures, to lay duties to prohibit the exportation of raw materials; and, even in addi
tion to the duties laid by Congress on imports for the sake of revenue, to lay a duty to discourage the 
importation of particular articles into a State, or to enable the manufacturer here to supply us on as good 
terms as they could be obtained from a foreign market. But the most that could be obtained was, that 
this power might be exercised by the States with, and only with, the consent of Congress, and subject to its 
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control; and so anxious were they to seize on every shilling of our money for the General Government 
that they insisted even the little revenue that might thus arise should not be appropriated to the use of 
the respective States where it was collected, but should be paid into the Treasury of the United States, 
and accordingly it was so determined." Besides fully accounting for the clause in question, what are the 
rational inferences from the foregoing quotation? In the first place, we see that the power of Congress 
itself to lay duties on imports was for "the sake of revenue" alone. In the next place, aside from the 
fact that the subject of manufactures had been before the convention and settled t-0 be promoted only by 
patent, if there had been any power reserved to the General Government to encourage that object Mr. 
Martin would not have asked for that right to the States, seeing that the only manner in which it could 
be done was forestalled by the Constitution, in conferring upon Congress the exclusive right to impose 
duties on imports. The States being engaged in different pursuits, all subject to clashing interests, a 
general, power could not be given to the Federal Government to regulate such a local concern. Accord
ingly it was placed, as it should be, at the discretion of each State, who might protect its own manufac
tures, if it should choose to do so, without calling upon its sister States to bear the burden. Adopting 
the ideas of a profound writer on this subject, surely a Stat~ does not wish greater advantages by the 
Union than would be enjoyed by her confederates. Surely she does not desire more, at the expense of 
her sister States, than she would possess if she remained free and independent; surely, if sovereign and 
independent of the whole world, she would not lay duties to encourage her own domestic manufactures, 
.becausP. it would oppress her commerce and agriculture; she will not wish their prosperity at the sacri
fice of the very same interests of her neighbors. If there is any State that desires her manufactures to 
be promoted, why does she not avail herself of the express provision intended for that purpose? Is it 
because it will injure her other great concerns? And have other States no interests to affect? If a State 
has the power by the Constitution to do exactly what she might do if alone, and it is her interest to do 
so, why does she not proceed to encourage her manufactures by the appointed means? No; the fact is, 
such a State wants the profit without the burden of such a measure; and as long as she can tax her asso
ciates to answer her purpose, her own community will never be made to bear any of the sufferings of 
such an unequal system. If other States are obliged to pay the cost, or even divide it with the State 
seeking to establish her manufacturing institutions; if their exports and imports are to contribute to the 
welfare of northern money-making projects and to advance the schemes of private capitalists, depend 
upon it the only method that will be pursued is the one found in the increasing exactions of the tariff laws 
of 1816, '20, and '24. 

·with regard to the question of internal improvement, independent of the fact that there is not a soli
tary expression to be found in the Constitution ju the remotest degree connected with that subject, we 
have already shown that on the 18th and 20th of August a distinct and full proposition to grant that 
power was rejected by the convention; and the committee would here observe that many of the remarks 
which they may have made on the subject of manufactures will be strictly applicable to this branch of the 
subject. But, in-addition to what has been submitted, we have to state that the following facts are to be 
found on the journal of the convention, to wit: On the 18th of August it was specially proposed to vest 
in Congress the power "to grant charters of incorporation in cases where the public good may require them, 
and the authority of a single State may be incompetent." 

To establish a univermty. 
To encourage by proper premiums and provisions the advancement of useful knowledge and discoveries. 
To establish seminaries for the promotion of literature and the arts and sciences. 
To grant charters of incorporation. 
To establish public institutions, rewards, and immunities, for the promotion of agriculture, commerce, 

trades, and manefactures, and to regulate stages on the post roads. . 
Now, where are any of these powers to be found in the Federal Constitution; and what course of 

reasoning can entitle them to a place in an instrument purporting to contain nothing but expressly 
defined powers? But this is no.tall; on the 14th of September, only three days before the final passage 
of the Constitution, some, still anxious to enlarge the powers of the General Government after the instru
ment was presented for the adoption of the convention, proposed "to grant letters of incorporation for 
canals," &c., which was rejected. 

The committee are aware that the subject is far from being exhausted, but time would fail them to 
_present all the objections which could be justly preferred against the course of the General Government. 
Less could not be said; for the subject is of such growing magnitude, and is producing sensations of such 
just inquietude among the people of the south, that they ought to be made' thoroughly acquainted with 
all its bearings, and certainly can never be too often admonished to be prepared for the worst events. 
The committee are fully sensible that every degree of moderation is due to the question upon which they 
have founded the present serious complaint; but they owe it to truth and sincerity to say that it is their 
decided opinion an increase of tariff duties will and ought to be RESISTED by all legal and constitutional 
means, so as to avert the crying injustice of such an unconstitutional measure. 

They are constrained, too, to say that this State ought to oppose, in every possible shape, the exen:ise 
of the power on the part of the General Government to encourage domestic manufactures or to promote 
internal improvement. They will not pretend, at present, to recommend the mode of OPPOSITION; but they 
will recommend the peaceable course of remonstrating with Congress on the subject, and of asking of that 
body to pause before it proceeds any further in measures that must inevitably destroy the affection of 
some of the States for the General Government. It will detract nothing from the :firmness or wisdom of 
the Congress to listen to the voice of State Legislatures while it is considering the memorials of manu-
facturing companies. .. 

If to the contempt of right there should be added the jealousy of partiality, it must be obvious to 
all that there will be an increased account of unmerited aggravation. How long a people shall be per
mitted to complain, or how much they can be made to suffer, has always been matter of dangerous expe
riment or doubtful calculation; and knowledge, acquired under either issue, has never been without its 
certain and severe regrets. In conclusion, your committee recommend the following resolution: 

Resolved, That his excellency the Governor be, and he is hereby, requested to cause the foregoing 
report to be laid before Congress at its next session, and that. he forward a copy of the same to each of 
the other States, to be laid before their respective Legislatures, for the concurrence of such as may 
approve of the prinqiples therein avowed; and, as due notice to those who may disi;,ent from the same, 
that Georgia, as one of the contracting parties to the Federal Constitution, and possessing equal rights 
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with the other contracting party, will insist upon the construction of that instrument contained in said 
REPORT, and will suBmT to no other. • 

Read and agreed to. 
THOMAS STOOKS, President. 

Attest: Wir. Y. HANSELL, Sem-etary. 

IN THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, DecemlJer 24, 182'1. 
Read and concurred in. 

Attest: Wir. 0. DAWSON, aterk. 
IRB_Y HUDSON, Speaker. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 850. [lsT SESSION. 

OPERATIONS OF· THE SINKING FUND. 

CO!illUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 6, 1828. 

REPORT. 

The Commissioners of the Sinking Fund respectfully report to Congress: . 
That the measures which have been authorized by the board subsequent to the last report, of the 6th 

February, 182'1, as far as the same have been completed, are fully detailed in the report of the Secretary 
of the Treasury to this board, dated the second day of the present month, and in the statements therein 
referred to, which are herewith transmitted, and prayed to be received as part of this report. 

JOHN C. CALHOUN, Vice President. 
J. MARSHALL, Chief Justice of the United States. 
H. OLAY, Secretary of State. 
RICHARD RUSH, Secretary of the Treasury. 
WM. WIRT, Attorney General of the Uniled States.• 

W A.SHINGTON, February 4, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February 2, 1828. 
The Secretary of the Treasury respectfully reports to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund: 
That the sums disbursed from the Treasury during the year 1826, on account of the principal and 

interest of the public debt, amounted, as far as per last annual report, to $11,045,466 30; and have been 
accounted for in the following manner, viz: 
There was applied for the payment of a sum short provided on account of the public debt 

prior to the 1st of January, 1826, as per statement B, annexed to the last report.... $110,616 9'1 
There was repaid into the Treasury on account of moneys advanced for the payment of 

the 6 per cent. stock of 1813, (loan of '1½ millions,) as per st"atement D, annexed to 
the said report ............................................................ . 
.And there was applied during the year 1826, towards the payment of the principal 

and interest of the public debt, as ascertained by accounts rendered to this Department, 
as per the annexed statement A, the sum of $11,010,912 '15, viz: 
In the redemption of the 6 per cent. stock of 1813, (residue of the loan of 

'1½ millions).................................................. $5,062,402 50 
In the redemption of the 6 per cent. stock of 1813, (part of the loan of 16 

millions) ................................................... . 
In the redemption of the residue of the '1 per cent. stock of 1815 ....... . 
In the reimbursement of Treasury notes ............................ . 
In the reimbursement of Mississippi stock .......................... . 

2,002,306 '11 
25 00 

2,389 58 
450 00 

6,021 'TO 

In the payment of certain parts of the domestic debt, ( certificates of the 
old registered debt) .......................................... . 2'1 86 • 

'1,061,601 65 
The interest which accrued for the year 1826 amounted to.............. 3,943,3'11 10 

Deduct short provided, per statement B ............................. . 

VOL. V--108 B 

11,010,9'12 '15 
82,145 rn 

10,928,82'1 63 

11,045,466 30 
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That, during the year 182'i, the following disbursements were made by the Treasury on account of 
the principal and interest of the public debt, viz: 
On account of the interest of the debt.............................................. $3,482,509 21 
For interest on Louisiana stock, being a balance due the late agents in London......... 3,562 30 
On account of the redemption of the 6 per cent. stock of 1813, ( 2d and 3d payments of the 

loan of 16 millions) ........................................................ . 
In the reimbursement of Mississippi stock ........................................ . 
In the reimbursement of Treasury notes .......................................... . 
In payment of certificates of the (old) registered debt .............................. . 

6,50'i,466 85 
1,642 48 
6,384 03 

2112 

:Making, together, as per statement C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,001,585 99 

Which disbursements were made from the appropriation of ten millions of dollars for the year 182'i, 
and from the unexpended balance of the appropriations at the commencement of that year, and will be 
accounted for in the next annual report, in.conformity to the accounts which will then have been rendered 
to this Department. 

In the meantime, the manner in which the said sum has been applied is estimated as follows: 
There is estimated to have been applied to the deficiency at the end of the year 1826, as 

per statement B ........................................................... . 
In the redemption of the principal of the public debt, as per estimate E ............... . 

_ And on account of the interest of the debt, viz: - _ 
There was paid to the late agents in London, for paying interest on Louisiana stock, a 

balance due them, of ....................................................... . 
The interest on the public debt for the year 182'i is estimated at........ $3,518,313 3'i 
Of this sum there was short provided, per estimate F. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 'i, 949 28 

$82,145 12 
6,515,514 48 

3,562 30 

3,400,364 09 

10,001,585 99 

A statement ( G) is annexed which exhibits the state of the annual appropriations on account of the 
debt on the 1st January, 1828, and a statement, marked H, of the funded debt of the United States on the 
same day. 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
RICH.A.RD RUSH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

A. 

Statement'of the application during the year 1826 of the funds prwidedfor the payment of the principal and 
. interest of the public d_ebt. 

1. PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF THE DEBT. 

1. In the redemption of the 6 per cent. stock of 1813, (residue of the loan of 'i½ millions). 
In the redemption of the 6 per cent. stock of 1813, (part of the 16 millions loan) ....... . 
In the .:redemption of Treasury notes ................... _ ............ , ............. . 
In the redemption of the 'i per cent. stock of 1815 ..................... , ........... . 
In payment of certificates of Mississippi stock .................................... . 
In payment of certain parts of the domestic debt, ( certificates of old registered debt) ... . 

$5,062,402 50 
2,002,306 'i1 

2,389 58 
25 00 

450 00 
27 86 

'l,06'i,601 65 

2. PlYMENTS ON ACCOUNT OF THE INTERES'l'. 

The interest for tlie year 1826, ·as per account settled at the Treasury ....... .-......... 3,943,S'il 10 

ll,010,9'i2 'l5 

TREASURY DEPART~lENT, Register's Office, Fibruary 1, 1828_-
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

B. 

Statement of the pro-mswn made before the 1st of January, 182'i ,for the payment of the principal and interest of 
the public debt. ' 

The demands to be satisfied on the 1st January, 182'l, were as follows, viz: _ 
1. Dividends payable by Commissioners of Loans, including dividends due on that day, 

and exclusive of dividends no longer demandable at their offices ................. . 
2. Unclaimed dividends from the Loan Offices, payable at the Treasury, beyond the amount 

advanced for their payment ................................................. . 
3. Balances due to the agents in London, per Treasury settlement No. 43824 ......... . 

$994,902 28 

191,420 62 
l,4.'l4 44 

$1,18'i,'i9'r 84 
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Brought forward............................ $1,18'i,'19'1 34 
The funds provided to satisfy these demands were as fo11ows, viz: 

1. Cash in hands of the Commissioners of Loans applicable to dividends. $998,998 13 
2. Cash advanced for Treasury dividends over the amount payable...... 2,716 35 
3. Cash paid for bills of exchange on account of the debt prior to January 

1, 181 'i, subsequently protested for non-payment, and not yet repaid, 
as per note A to statement B, which accomp~nied the r!3pprt. of the 
Commissioners of the Sinking Fund of the 'ith February, 1822...... 103,652 22 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February 1, 1828. 

1,105,652 22 

82,145 12 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

C. 

Lu;t of warrants drawn according f.o law, during the year. 182'1; on the Treasurer of the United Stales, on 
account of interest and reimbursement of· the domestic debt. 

Date. 

lSZ7. 
January 12 
l>Iarch 24 

27 

28 
30 

.April 7 
June 20 

22 
23 

25 

July 
Septemb'r24 

25 

26 

fn 
28 

December~ 

24 

26 

No. In whose favor. 

8700 The Farmers' Dank ofDelaware .......•.••••.••..•...•..•••.•.• : .......•••.••.•••.•••..••..••• ; ••••••••• 

8889 Thomas T. Tucker••••••··•••••·•••••·•••••··•;•·•··•···••••••···••··•••···••···•••·•·••····•••••····•• 
90 •••••••• do ••••••• ·•••··••••···•·••••••···•••••••·•••••··••••••••••••••••••···••••••.··••···•••••···•"··• 
91 Branch Dank, Portsmouth ••••••••••••••••••• • •• •. • • •• • • • •• • ••• • • • • • • • •. • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. 
92 Trenton Banking Company •••........••..••••••••.•••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••• • ••• • •••••••• • • •. • • • • • • • • • • 
93 Branch Bank, Providence •....••••.•••••.••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• •· •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • 
94 Bank of the United States .•••••••••••••••• •·••• ..... ••••• ••• •·.••···•···•••••••••••··••••••••••••••••··• 
95 Dranch Bank, Baltimore •••••• •··••• •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••·.•· •• ••··•••••••••· •••• •• ••· • •••••• •·••· • 
96 •••••••• do •••••• Charleston ••• : ••••••••• ••·••· •••••••• ••••·· ••••·· ••••·· ••·• •··•·••••··· •••• ••••··•··•• •· 

8906 •••••••• do .•••.. Hartford ••••••••••• •·•·•• •••• •••··• •··• •·•· •·•• •••••• ...... •··• ••••·· ·•••·· ···••• ••·• •••• 
7 •••••••• do •..••• Richmond ..................... ••••••·••"·••·•••"·•• •···•••••••"·••"·•• .......... .. 
9 Bank of the United States ............................... ••••·.•••••• .... •••··••••••·•••••·•·••••••·••••• 

10 Branch Bank, Washington ............................ •• •••• ••.••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •· • • ••• • • • • • • • • • •• •• •• 
17 •.•.••.• do ..••.. NewYork .............................................................................. . 

20 ........ do ...... Doston ........................ , ............ -•••••••••·•••••••••••·••••••••·••••···••••·•••·· 
9066 Branch Farmers• Bank, Delaware ..................................................................... ~ • 

9287 Thomas T. Tucker .•..•••••••••••••••••••• •· ..................... •. • • • .. • •. • • •· •· •· •· •· •· • • • • • • • • • •·· • • 
88 •••••••• do .............................................................................................. . 
89 Branch Baok, Hartford .•••. •••·•• •••••••• ••• •• •• •·••• • • •• • ••·· • • ..... • •···•• •••· •·•••• •· •·• • ••••· • •• •• 
90 Trenton Banking Company ............................................... • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
91 Bank of the United States ••••••• ••••••···••••·••••··•••••••••••·•·•···•··•••••·••••••••····••••·•·•••••• 
92 Branch Bank, Baltimore ................................... • • • • • • • •• • • • •· • • • • • • • • • • •· • • • • •· •· • • • • • • • • • • 
93 •••••••. do •..••. Providence .•••• , ..•.•••••••.• , •• , ....••• -, ............................................... . 

94 •••••••• do •••••• Charleston ••••• •••·•• •••• •···••••·• •••• •·•·•••··••••· ••••···••• •··•·• •••• •··· •••• ••·· •·• 
95 •••••••• do •••••• Richmond ••••••••••••• ; •··••• •••••• •••·•• ••••·· ••••• ••·• •••··• ••···· •··••• •··· ••·• ••·•• 
98 .••••••• do ••••.• Portsmouth .... •••••• .................... •··• .................... •••• ••••·• .... ••··•••·•· 
99 •••••••• do ...... Boston ............................................................. •• •• •··•••·• ......... . 

9:l02 ........ do ...... :New York •••••••••••• • •• •••••• ••·• •••• ·•••·, •••• •••• ................ •·•• •··· ••• • •• •• •· •· 
9306 Bank of the United ~l!'tes .•. , • •••• , ••• ,.,: •• ,,. ••:.•.•,,,:,•::•,,::,· :·:: ,,.,.,., •• , ••••• ••••··•••••• •••••• 
9434 Branch. Farmers' B,mk, Delaware ....................................................... •··· ...... •· •· .. 
9641 Branch Bank, Providence .•••• , •.•• ..,._ •• _. •••• , ••••••••••••• ,•••••·•• .. ,. ••• , ...... •••:.•••.•··••••···••···•• 

42 Treoton !JankingCompany ............................................................................. . 
43 Dank of the United States .............................................................................. . 
44 Branch Bank, Boston .•...••.••••.•..••••••••••••••.•••.•••.•••.••...•••••.••...•••.••.•••.•.•.••••••••. 
45 •••.•••. do •••.•• Baltimore .................. •··••• .............................. ·••••• ........ •••·•• •••••• 
46 •••••.•• do •••••. Hartford ............................... •••·•• ••••· • ." ........ ••·••• •••• ••••·• .......... .. 
41:l •••••••• do ••..•• Charleston . • • • • • . • . • • • • • . . . • . . . • • . . . . • • • • .............................................. . 
49 •••••••• do..... Portsmouth ..•••••• , ...... ,, ............. , •...•••.•••••••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••.•.•••••• 
54 •••••••• do •.•.•• NewYork .............................................................................. . 
57 Bank of the United States ....... •••• •••••.•• •••••• ..................................................... . 
58 Branch Bank, Washington ............................................................................. . 
59 Thomas T. Tucker .......................... ; .. ••••·· ...... •••••• ................ •··••• •••••••••••••••• 
60 ........ do •..•••.•.•••••• , ••••••••••••••• •••••·•···••••·••••••··•••···•••••·•••··•••···••···•·•••·· ..... . 
61 Branch Bank, Richmond.... • ................ , . •• •• •• . • • . . • •• . . •• • . . • • • .. • • • •• • • • .. • .. • .............. . 
62 Branch Farmers' Dank, Delaware • .•• • . • • • • . . . . . . . • • • • • .. • . .. • • .. • •• • • • • .. • • •• • • • • • .. • • • .. • • • • ........ . 

100-28 Thomas T. Tucker.••••• ........... •••• ........................ ••••·. •••• ............................. . 
30 Bank of the United States ......................................................... ••••• ................ . 
31 Branch Bank, Baltimore••••••·••••••• •••• ••·••••···•·•··••·•--·••~••• •••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
32 ••••.••• do •••••. Richmond ...... •••••••••••••··•••••••·••···•••··••••••••··•••••·····•••·••••··••··••·•·•· 
33 • Trenton Banking Company ............................................................................ . 

34 Branch Bank, Hartford .••••.• •••• .............. • • • • • • •. • • •• ·• •• • • • •. • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • •·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
40 •••••••• do ••••.• Providence. •••••• •••• •••••• •••• •····••••····•••·••··••• •·•·•••••••••••··• ••··· • •·•• •··••• 
41 •••.•..• do ..•••. Charleston •.•..•..•••..•••• •••··• •··••• ••···• ••••·· ...... •••••• •••••••··••• ............. . 
42 •••• •... do •.•... Portsmouth •••• ••••·· •••• ·••• •••• ..... •·•···•· •···•• ••···· •••••· ••·•···••••····· •••• ... . 
4!I T. T Tucker • ................................................................................. , ..... .. 

46 Dank Oftbe United States ........... •••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

.Amount. 

$15 87 
10,624 95 
1,241 54 
l,897 11 
3,095 22 
3,747 67 

531,318 84 
32,411 32 
25,609 03 
1,545 87 
3,376 28 
6,315 07 
4,812 36 

178,817 57 
109,848 94 

15 87 
J0,624 95 
1,241 54 
1,508 28 
2,641 59 

529,758 85 
34,477 16 
a, 11s 59 

24,843 77 
3,669 79 
2,175 76 

108,054 98 
179,996 93 

3,309 65 
15 87 

3,293 17 
2,~7 23 

491,355 36 
92,981 98 
30,968 96 
1,434 26 

20,u5 64 
1,737 34 

161,10-2 77 
4,753 12 
5,537 67 

11,818 33 
1,140 57 
a,100 oo 

15 87 
1,140 57 

491,2i9 68 
30,679 56 
2,376 30 
2,482 3ij 

1,489 36 
3,290 70 

20,250 22 
1,736 30 

11,818 33 
3,513 76 
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• C-Continued. 

Date. No. In whose favor. 

1827. 
December26 47 Branch Bank, \Vashington •••• ••·•• ............................. •••••• ................................. . 

48 •••• .••. do .....• Boston . .................................... ••····•••· •·••••·· •·•·•• ..••....•..•••..••••.•.. 
29 55 •••••• 1.do •••.•. New York.; •••• •·••• .................................................................... . 

Rede,nption of 6 per cent. ,tock of 1813, (16 million,.) 

June 20 9289 Branch Bank, Hartford ................................................................................ . 
90 Trenton Banking Company ............................................................................. . 
91 Bank of the United States .............................................................................. . 

22 9-2 Branch Bank, Baltimore ............................................................................... . 
93 •.••••.. do ...... Providence............ • ...................................... ; ......................... . 

23 94 •••• •••• do •••••• Charleston ••••••••••• •••· ........ •••·•·••••·••• ............ •••• •••••••••••••• •··••·•••··. 
95 ........ do ...... Richmond. ····•••••· •••·•·•·•·••••····•••·•·•••·•··•···•••··•••·• .. ••·· .. •··••·••··•••·· 

25 98 •....••. do .•.... Portsmouth .............................. _. .............................................. . 
99 •.••...• do ...... Boston ................................................................................ . 

930-2 ..•••••• do .••... NewYork ............................................................................. .. 

Decomber22 10030 Bank of the United States ....... : •••••• ••••• ............................................. •••••• .... •••• 
31 Branch Bank, Baltimore ............................................................................... . 
32 •••••••• do •••••• Richmond .................. ••••··••••··••··••·•··••·••·••·••··•••·••••··••· .. ••• .. ••••··· 
33 Trenton Banking Company ................ •·•• ........................... •••• ··•••·••·· ••••·• •••• •••••• 

24 40 Branch Bank, Providence .............................................................................. . 
41 •••••••• do •••••• Charleston ................... •••·••·••• •••• ••·••·••••·• ...... •••• ...... •• •• ••••· ........ . 
42 •••.•..• do •..•.• Portsmouth ......................................................... ; ................... . 

26 47 ........ do ...... Washington ................................................... •••••·•• ........ •••••• •... 
48 ................ do •••••. Boston •••••• ·••••• •••••• ••••••••••••• ··••••••••···· •·•••• •••••••••••• ·••••• •••••• •..... 

29 54 ........ do ...... NewYork .... , ......................................................................... . 

June 26 9307 •••••••• do •••••• Washington ........................ ••·••.•••••••••••• ................................... . 

Reimbursement of M'wissippi ,lock. 

April 4 9047 Branch Bank, Washington ............................................................................ .. 

December29 10054 ........ do .......... do ................................................................................. .. 

Reimbursement of TTeasury note,. 

l\Iarch 29 8918 Richard Smith ........................ •• ............................................................... . 

June 8 9264 ........ do .............................................................................................. . 

26 9306 Dana &. Fenno .......•.......... , ..................................................................... . 

Decemberl8 10010 Richard Smith ................................................................ ; ........................ . 

Reimbursement ofregistereil debt. 

J\lay 23 9195 John Kennedy ......................................................................................... . 

Interest on Louisiana stock. 

June 13 9272 John Lnird & Son .................................................................................... .'. 

RECAPlTULATION. 

Interest on the funded debt........................................................................ • ............................... . 

::~~:~~~:~~ J'rM~!~i~;f~tg~t~1
•
3
:.~

1
~.~:

1!'.~~~:::: ::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: 
Reimbursement of Treasury notes • . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . •• • . • • • • • . •• • • . . • . • . ..••............................................. 

~~~~s~~:1t~~~[a~~f~t~~:~:~~~~:::: :•~::::•.·. :::::: :::: :::::::::::::::: :::: :::: •.•,::::::::::·.: :::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::::::::: 

[No. 850. 

Amount. 

85,590 83 
92,42249 

161,455 27 

3,46:!,500 21 

84,200 00 
81470 00 

2,236,036 30 
227,856 95 
28,158 55 

304,654 22 
30,928 76 
6,528 54 

913,0-29 23 
1,209,883 60 

740,817 55 
63,113 33 
14,297 76 
4,102 79 

23,119 08 
31,535 28 
3,951 80 

14,479 39 
251,513 15 

353,2.13 03 
37,557 54 

6,507,466 85 

e142 48 
900 00 

1,642 48 

85,782 58 
229 17 
316 20 
56 08 

$2112 

e3, 482, so9 21 
6,507,466 85 

1,642 48 
6,381 03 

2112 
3,562 30 

10.001,585 99 

TREASURY DEPARTMEi."r, Register'• Office, .l'l,bruary 1, 1828. JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

D. 
RepaynumJ; into the Treasury during the year 182'l in relaliion to the public debt. 

Date. No. On whom drawn. For what purpose. Amount. 

1827. 
September 30 4685 The cashier of the Office of the Bank of the United l\Ioney heretofore advanced to him for the redemption 

States at Washington. of six per cent. stock of 1813 ($7,500,000) ............ $0 01 

TREASURY DEPARTMEIIT, Regis/er'• Office, February 1, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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E. 

Estimate of the applicati.on in 1827 of the funds provided for the payment of the principal and interest of 
the pvhlic debt falling due in that year. 

1. ON ACCOUNT OF THE PRINCIPAL. 

I. On account of the redemption of the six per cent. stock of 1813, (part of the loan of 
. 16 millions) .............................................................. . 

2. On account of the redemption of Mississippi stock ............................... . 
3. On account of the redemption of Treasury notes ................................ . 
4. In payment of certificates of old registered debt .. ,• .............................. . 

$6,507,466 85 
1,642 48 
6,384 03 

2112 

6,515,514 48 
2. PAYMENTS ON ACCOUNT OF THE INTEREST. 

The interest which accrued during the year 1827 is estimated at ...... • .. $3,518,313 37 
3,562 30 And there was paid a balance due for interest on the Louisiana stock ... . 

3,521,875 67 

10,037,390 15 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February 1, 1828. 

F. 

Estimate of the funds provided before the 1st of January, 1828, for the payment of the principal and interest 
of the pvhlic debt which fell due before that day. 

Amount short provided on the 1st of January, 1827, per the foregoing statement B...... $82,145 12 
Application for estimate E............................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,037,390 15 

10,119,535 27 
Amount of warrants which were issued during the year 1827 on account of the principal 

and interest of the public debt, as per statement C, is. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,001,585 99 

Short provided on account of unclaimed dividends .................................. . 117,949 28 

Tnusuny DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February I, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

G. 

St,a,tement of the annual approprir:di.on of ten milli.ons of dollars by the second section of the act to provide fo1· 
the redempti.on of the pvhlic debt, passed the 3d March, 1817. 

Application in 1818 •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••..••.• 
Application in anticipation of the appropriation for 1818 •• 
Application in 1818 •••••••••••••••.•••••••...••••••••••.• 
.Application in 1819 •••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••••••••.• 
Application in 1820 _ •••••••.••••••••••••••...•••••••..••• 
Application in 1821 •••••••••••• •··••• •••• •••••••• ••·• •••• 
Application in 1822 •••••• •••••• •••••. •••• •••••• ·••••• •••• 
Application in 1823 •••••• •••• •••••• ••••• ••••••••••••••••• 
Application in 1824 •••••.•••••••••• , •••••••.••••.•••..•.• 
Application in 1825 •••••••..••••••••••••••..••••••••.•.•• 
Application in 1826 •••••••••••.••••••••..••.•••••••..••• 
Application in 1827, pcrstatement c ..... s10,001,585 99 

Deduct repayment, per statement D,..... 1 

s10,ooo,ooo oo 
2,830,108 52 
7,169,891 48 
7,703,821 87 
8,628,514 28 
8,367,093 62 
7,849, 159 67 
s,&29,805 86 

16,568,393 76 
12,099, 044 78 
11,039,444 60 

10,001,585 98 
Balance unapplled January 1, 1828... •• • • .. •• •• •• •• • • • • •• 2,213,135 58 

110, ooo, 000 00 

TREASURY DEP.A.RTME!IT, Register'• Olfice, January :ll, 1828. 

Appropriation for 1817 •••• ••••• •••• ••••• ••••• •••••• •••• 
Appropriation for 1818 ••••••••••.••••• ••••• .••.•••••••.. 
Appropriation for 1819 ••••••.•••• , ..................... . 
Appropriation for 1820 •••••••••• •••• •••• ••.•••••.•••.••• 
Appropriation for 1821 •••••••••••••••• ••••• ••••• •••• •••• 
Appropriation for 1822 ••••••••. , •• , •••.•••••••.•••••.•.. 
Appropriation for 1823 ••••••.. , ••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 
Appropriation for 1824 .. , .•••••••••••.•.••.••••.••.••••. 
Appropriation forl825 .................... ••··•••••• .••• 
Appropriation for 1826 ................................. . 
Appropriation for 1827 .... •••. , ••••• , ..... : • ........... . 

s10,ooo,ooo oo 
10,000,000 00 
10,000,000 00 
10,000,000 00 
10, ooo, 000 00 
10,000,000 00 
10, ooo, 000 00 
10,000, 000 00 
10,000,000 00 
10,000,000 00 
10,000,000 00 

110, ooo, 000 00 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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H. 

Stalement ef the funded debt ef the Uni.led States on the lst Janua1·y, _1828 . 

.A.mount of the principal of the funded debt reim
bursed in 1827, per the foregoing estimate E, viz: 

Six per cent. stock of 1813, (16 mil-
lions) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,507,466 85 

.A.mount of the funded d·ebt on the 

.A.mount of the funded debt on the 
1st of January, 1827, as per 
statement. H, which accompa
nied the report of the Commis
sioners of the •Sinking Fund on: 

[No. 852. 

1st of January, 1828 .... •...... 6'T,413,3i'T 91 the 6th February, 1827....... $73,920,844 76 

73;920,844 '16 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, January 31, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 851. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF !NORE.A.SE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 'f, 1828, 

ALBANY, February 2, 1828. 
Sm: In compliance with the request of the Legislature I send the enclosed resolutions to you; and 

am, with great respect, your most obedient servant, • 
DEWITT CLINTON. 

Hon. J'. G. SrowER. 

STATE OF NEW YORK. 

IN .A.ssEMBLY, January 30, 1828. 
Resolved,-(ifthe Senate concur herein,) That the Senators of this State in the Congress of the United 

~tates be, and they are hereby, instructed, and the Representatives of this State are requested, to make 
every proper exertion fo effect such a revisibn of the tariff as will afford a- sufficient protection to the 
growers of wool, hemp·, and flax, and the ·manufacturers of iron, woolens, and every other article, so far 
as the same may -be-connected with the interests of manufactures, agriculture, and commerce. 

Resolved; ( as the sense of this Legislature,) That the provisions. of the -woolens bill, which. passed 
the House of Representatives at the last session of Congress, whatever advantages they may 'have 
promised to the manufacturers of woolen goods, did not afford adequate encouragement to the agricul-
turist and the growers of wool. - -

Resolved, That the Governor be, and he is hereby, requested to transmit a copy of the above resolu• 
tions to each of the Senators and Representatives in Congress from this State. 

By order: 
FR. SEGERr Olerk. 

IN SENATE, January 31, 1828. 
Resolved, That the Senate do concur with the Assembly in their said resolutions. 

By ~n;d~r: 
JOHN F. BACON, Olerla ef the Senale. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 852. [lsT SESSION. 

DR.A. WE.A.CK ALLOWED WHERE REGULATIONS ARE NOT COMPLIED WITH. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 8, 1828. 

Mr. McDUFFIE, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whom was referred the petition of Seth 
Knowles, made the following report: 

It appears that the petitioner exported one hundred hogsheads of New England rum in July, 1819, 
and was prevented by sickness from executing his debenture bond and swearing to the entry in the 
time prescribed by law. As it is in evidence that after his recovery he went to the custom-house and 
offered to comply with the requirements of the law, and as there seems to have been an absence of all 
design to defraud the revenue, the committee have reported a bill granting relief to the petitioner. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 853. (lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 11, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Rep,·esentatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 
The undersigned, a committee in behalf of the manufacturers of cotton in Rhode Island, assembled 

in Providence on the 11th day of January instant, respectfully represent: That, encouraged by their 
success in manufacturing coarse cotton goods, in the benefits of which they believe the whole country 
bas fully participated with them, many of your memorialists have, for some time past, turned their atten
tion to the manufacture of·goods of a fine description, principally for the purpose of printing, to supply 
the printing works in the ·vicinity, which have been commenced to a considerable extent; and your 
memorialists have, accordingly, entered into contracts with the proprietors of these works to furnish 
them with gray cloth for printing of different descriptions, but mostly of the finer kinds. But they 
regret, very recently, to find that these persons cannot successfully compete with imported fine prints at 
the present rate of duties, and, accordingly, are closing their contracts for cloth of this description either 
by discontinuing them altogether, or exchanging the fine for a coarse article. There are several difficul
ties which those engaged in printing have to contend with in this competition, all of which combined, it 
seems, prove insurmountable. That arising from the want of skill and experience in the business, 
incident to every new branch. of industry in a nation;though it has been very seriously felt, and still 
exists to a considerable degree, will, in a few years, vanish before the ingenuity, the energy,· and the 
perseverance, aided by the capital, of those engaged in it, provided a similar encouragement is. afforded 
by Government, in this branch of the cotton manufacture, which bas been given to others; but, without 
some addition to the present protection, these endeavors must fail, or be confined wholly to goods of the 
coarsest and most common description, and leave the extensive field of the finer fabric to be occupied by 
the foreign manufacturer without a competitor. One important advantage which the foreign manufacturer 
of fine cottons, whether printed or not, has over our citizens engaged in the same busine·ss, and which 
was probably not adverted to by Congress when the present tariff was established, arises from the well 
known fact that, as such cloths are always bleached before they are finished, this process causes them to 
shrink in width about three inches in yard-wide cloth, and consequently the duty is diminished in pro
portion, namely, six and a quarter mills per square yard: the duty of twenty-five per cent. on the 
valuation of thirty cents per square yard being thus one-twelfth less on a finished than on an unfinished 
article. In the case of prints this inequality is increased to the extent of the cost of printing, which is a 
large proportion of the value of the article when finished, varying according to the style of finish; so that, 
by the present tariff, printed cottons, though they cost in the place of manufacture much more than those 
not printed, and all bleached cottons, (which are mostly fine,) notwithstanding the cost of bleaching has 
been added, pay one-twelfth less duty than those unbleached or unprinted, which, it is believed, it was 
not the intention of Government should be the case. The advantage which the foreign manufacturer has 
in these respects is increased by the materials for bleaching and printing costing him less than they do 
our own citizens, who have to import the most of them, and this turns the foreigner's labor, thus bestowed, 
to a still further amount. But, as far as the navigation and revenue of the country may be affected by 
the protection now solicited, these will in a great degree be compensated by a very great increase in 
the importation of bleaching and coloring materials, paying a high duty, which wouJd follow the extension 
of the printing business in this country. Believing it tr, be the true policy of the Government to afford 
sufficient aid to the manufacture of all cotton goods which are usually made on power looms, to insure 
the establishment of them adequate to supply the wants of the country,_leaving the finer articles to be 
supplied by importation from countries where labor is cheaper than, happily, it is with us, they beg leave 
to call your attention also to unprinted fine goods. 

The present tariff is believed to have been established principally in reference to coarse goods, and 
was not adapted to the protection of prints and finer fabrics, which were not an article of domestic manu
facture when the law was passed, at least to much extent. 

Your memorialists now ask for such a protection only, for the articles before mentioned, as would 
enable both the manufacturers of fine goods, for printing and other purposes, as well as those engaged in 
printing, to go on with their business as heretofore contemplated, and·to derive from it a reasonable pi-ojit; 
and, in a short time, they doubt not, the same result would follow which has happened in the case of 
coarse cotton goods, as well as many other articles, the domestic manufacture of which is protected by 
Government, and the country be supplied with cheaper and better fabrics than those now imported. 
But, unless some aid is afforded by Government to the branches in question, they will be obliged to • 
confine their attention to coarse articles altogether,_ and such bas been the increase of mills, principally 
for the purpose of manufacturing fine goods, it is greatly to be feared, if these are now turned to making 
the coarse articles heretofore made, in addition to those already employed in it, the market will soon be 
overstocked, and the whole cotton manufacturing business become greatly embarrassed, the demand for 
export being too uncertain and precarious to form any dependence upon. 

Your memorialists would, therefore, respectfully recommend that an addition of not less than eight 
and one-third per cent. be made to the present duty upon the square yard, valued at thirty cents upon all 
colored and printed cotton goods, and upon all fine cotton goods. 

PHILIP ALLEN. 
JOHN WHIPPLE. 
J. P. FRANKLIN. 
WILLIAM SPRAGUE. 
BENJAMIN COZZENS. 
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2orn CoNGRESs.1 No. 854. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNIC.A.TED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 13, 1828. 

At a meeting, pursuant to public notice, of a large number of respectable and extensive wool-growers 
and farmers, at the house of John .A.dams, in the town of Ghent, in the county of Columbia, John C. 
Hogeboom, Esq., was called to the chair, and T. P. Beekman appointed secretary. 

It was, on motion, 
Resolved, That Jacob Rutsen Van Rensselaer, James Vanderpool, Edward Puggsley, David W. Patter-

• son, and Abraham P. Holdridge, Esqs., be a committee to draught and report resolutions and a memorial, 
to be forwarded to their Representative, to be by him presented to Congress. Whereupon the committee 
retir~d, and, by their chairman, reported the following resolutions and memorial: 

Resofoed, 1'hat it is the right of the American citizen respectfully to present to the consideration of 
those elected to enact laws the grievance under which they labor, and the duty of their Representatives 
to relieve them. 

Resolved, as the sense of this meeting, That the prospects of the wool-growers and farmers have 
become alarming, and that the state and condition of agriculture requires the protecting and fostering 
care of Government. 

Resolved, That, in our opinion, during the great fluctuations which exist in the market for woolen 
goods, arising from the pernicious and fraudulent sale of foreign goods at auction, and the practices of 
the British manufacturers in invoicing their goods at low prices and short measure, it is impossible for 
the manufacturers to pay to the wool-grower a fair remunerating price for the raw material. 

Resolved, That the depression of the price of woolen goods must more seriously affect the agricul
tural than the manufacturing interests, because the latter will not purchase except at a price which will 
afford him at least the prospect of a profit. 

Resolved, That, in the opinion of this meeting, high protecting duties on any article of abundant 
foreign production, and which we are also capable of producing abundantly, will speedily, if not directly, 
tend, by domestic competition, to reduce it to the lowest price at which it can be made. 

Resolved, That we rejoice in the increased and increasing prosperity of the shipping and the planting 
interests, and of all those manufacturers and artisans who, under the protection of a wise and liberal 
policy, engross the home market. 

ResoZ.ved, That we as sincerely regret that the shipping interests of our fellow-citizens of the south 
are hostile to the protection of the manufacturers of wool, hemp, flax, and iron; upon which not only the 
welfare, but almost the existence, of many sections of our country depend, and which we firmly believe 
would also increase their prosperity. 

Resolved, That, theroughly convinced of the wisdom, policy, and even necessity, of this protection, 
we will steadily and zealously pursue every honorable means calculated to afford relief. 

Resolved, That it be recommended to our fellow-citizens in the several Congressional districts in this 
State and in our neighboring States to meet, and respectfully, but firmly, represent to the several members 
of Congress from each of those districts the just expectations of the people that they will not adjourn 
the present session of Congress until they have done all in their power to procure the passage of a law 
affording ample and perfect protection to the interests of the wool-grower and manufacturer, ap.d the 
growers of flax and hemp, and the manufacturers of iron. • 

Resolved, That the Legislature of this State be requested to pass a resolution requiring the Senators 
and requesting their Representatives from this State in the Congress of the• United States to aid in 
procuring the passage of a law for the effectual protection of domestic industry. 

Resolved, That the committee appointed to prepare and report resolutions and a memorial be requested 
to sign the same in behalf of this meeting. 

J. RUTSEN VAN RENSSELAER. 
JAMES VANDERPOOL. 
EDWARD B. PUGGSLEY. 
DAVID W. PATTERSON. 
ABRAHAM P. HOLDRIDGE. 
JOHN C. HOGEBOOM. 
T. P. BEEKMAN. 

The memorial of the wool-growers and farmers of the county of Columbia, in the State of New York, 
respectfully showeth: That they have not heretofore presented their claims to the protection of their Gov
ernment, willing to believe that the progress of truth, the reflections which they fondly hoped would be 
produced by the agitation of the proposition for the protection of domestic industry, and a mutual desire 
on the part of the enlightened citizens of our common country to extend the protection of Government to 
every important interest and section of it, would have produced that state of things for which they 
ardently hoped. Farmers, from the nature·of their pursuits, and the necessity of almost constant toil and 
labor are little inclined, and less able, to devote any considerable portion of their time to an interchange 
of opinions on their important interests. Hence they are less liable to be operated upon in their feelings, 
and more apt to submit even to severe pressure under any measures of their Government, than those 
clases which are in the habit of constant and repeated intercourse with each other. 

They have witnessed with satisfaction the efforts made in different sections of the Union by the 
woolen manufacturers in the hope that their reasonable requests would be gratified; inasmuch as they 
felt a conviction. that the gratification of their wishes would have secured to the agricultural ~nterests 
great and lasting benefits in the production of a home market for the surplus products of their farms, 
and as they believed the best interests of their common country were identified with their success. 
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Disappointed in those expectations, and feeling severely the pressure arising from the want of a 
market for the surplus products of their farms, they present their case to the constituted authorities of 
their country, and claim, as a matter of right, that encouragement and protection in their pursuits ( not 
against any portion of their fellow-citizens, but the subjects of a foreign Government) which shall place 
them on a footing of equality with the other great interests of the Union. 

They regret that those who have heretofore experienced and still enjoy the protection of the Govern
ment under which they have prospered and grown great and rich should have united their power and 
their strength, their zeal and their passions, in opposition to that portion of the community who have, 
since regular Governments were formed, proved the prop and stay of every free people. They ask that 
their case may be fairly, and coolly, and deliberately examined and judged in candor, and with a due 
regard to the interests of the whole. 

Your memorialists have observed that those interests have, with too much success, impressed on the 
public mind the opinion that high protecting duties in favor of the manufacturers of wool, iron, hemp, and 
flax were to operate to the benefit of the few to the injury of the many. This opinion they conceive 
entirely erroneous, and the cause of much violent opposition to their application for protection and relief. 
Were it proposed to grant to these manufacturers exclusive privileges to establish a monopoly and to 
prevent domestic competition, there would be force in the objection; but when the fact is notorious to all 
that success in any branch of business insures competition; when there is an abundance of unoccupied 
water-power, an immense capital seeking profitable employment, it cannot be presumed that they will 
long be permitted to enjoy the profits of their business alone; others will enter, and a fair competition 
will reduce their profits to the level of ordinary pursuits. If the price of the manufactured articles 
continues low, the manufacturers will cease their operations altogether, or they will pay such prices for 
the raw material and labor as to insure, if possible, some profit; and hence this lowness of price will 
operate most severely on the producer of the raw materials and the laborer: 

The opinion is entertained by many manufacturers that were the duties on wool and woolen goods 
entirely repealed their situation would be improved. Such a state of things would, however, be the 
means of destroying a very great portion of all the best sheep in the country; as the price of wool would 
afford no compensation for the expense of growing it. The fact is well ascertained that wool is super
abundant in Europe, and it can be grown there at half the price it costs in this country, as the flocks 
there are fed in winter almost exclusively on succulent vegetables, requiring comparatively very little 
labor in their production and preservation; an acre of turnips frequently yielding twenty-five and even 
thirty tons; whereas, in this country, they must, for at least ninety days in each year, be fed on dry food 
at great expense. 

The price of breadstuffs is now so depressed that farmers cannot afford to hire laborers to grow and 
carry them to market; hence they are compelled to confine their exertions to their individual labor, and 
the improvement on their farms is stationary, and in some instances retrograding. Ordinary laborers 
are consequently reduced to the necessity of working for incompetent prices, or of being altogether idle. 
When produce bears a fair remunerating price farmers hire freely, and comfort and happiness is diffused 
among the poorer classes of the community; the mechanic and the laborer find constant employ at high 
wages; these positions are so clear and self-evident, so completely verified by past experience, that it is 
not possible to find arguments to elucidate them. Create a demand for ~griculforal products, and you 
produce this employment; draw into existence many manufacturing establishments and increase the 
number of the non-producing population, and you create and sustain this demand. The cause and the 
protection of the manufacturer, therefore, is the cause, the life, the comfort, and the support of the many, 
with the additional and fortunate circumstance that it does not produce injury to any. 

Your memorialists will not detain you by a repetition of arguments frequently and strongly urged 
upon you of the necessity of creating a home market for tpe surplus productions of their labor. On this 
subject volumes have been written, and facts enough adduced, they would hope, to satisfy the most 
doubting mind. They will merely state that, at the time the commercial anq._ the planting interests of 
their country received the fostering aid and protecting care of the Government, and for a long time after
wards, owing to the belligerent state of Europe, the price of agricultural products generally bore an 
extravagant price, and the best investment of capital consisted in the humble but honorable pursuits of 
the husbandman. 

This scene is now changed, and was it not for the protection granted to the manufacture of cotton 
and other branches of domestic industry most deplorable indeed would be our condition. That encour
agement has given a large increase of consuming population to the eastern section of the Union, and thus 
insured a domestic demand for part of our surplus productions in grain and salted provisions. We will 
not urge, but merely mention, that the nation, some of whose statesmen have professed themselves 
favorable to what they termed the enlightened and liberal system of free and unrestrained commercial 
intercourse between nations, has prohibited and excluded from her ports every article the product of our 
country to which the labor of her own subjects cannot add ten, fifty, and an hundred fold value. The 
cotton manufactured in Great Britain adds annually, by its conversion into various fabrics, upwards of one 
hundred millions of dollars to her wealth; and could she destroy our cotton manufactures the amount 
would be increased many millions more. She is also the greatest commercial nation on earth; and the 
value of her exported manufactured articles ne~rly or quite equals that of all the civilized world besides. 
Annihilate her manufactures, and her commerce would be destroyed, and her agriculturists impoverished 
through want of means on the part of the other classes of the community to purchase and pay for the 
products of their labor. France is rapidly extending her manufactures, and her commerce in consequence 
is reviving, and her agriculture flourishing'; while Spain and Portugal are without manufactures, almost 
entirely without commerce, and their agriculture in a wretched and unproductive condition, and their 
Governments without revenue or resources. And your memorialists think they can with safety challenge 
their opponents t-0 eite the instance of any nation who, in times• of profound peace, long enjoyed a pros
perous commerce and productive agriculture without well established and well supported manufactures. 

Your memorialists regret to perceive the hostility of the protected interests to a participation, on 
their parts, in the wise policy which produced that protection. 

The shipping and p!anting interests have received all the aid and protection they have applied for 
to the complete exclusion of foreign competition; and they now urge that a grant of the protection to 
the other interests would interfere with and injure them. The one says commerce will suffer by the 
diminution in the imports of a few millions of dollars of woolen goods from Europe annually, all of which 
can be brought in either of the Liverpool line of packets to New York in the year. The southern planters 
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urge that they will have to pay a cent or two per yard more for their negro cloths. Permit your memo-
1·ialists to say this is the amount of their arguments; about as sound, and entitled to about as much 
respect, as their predictions heretofore proclaimed aloud in opposition to every measure for the protection 
of any and every article of domestic manufacture have been verified by experience. 

Your memorialists beg leave to call the attention of your honorable bodies to these predictions and 
terrible forebodings of ill, and to contrast them with the result. In 1816, and again in 1824, it was 
strenuously urged that the encouragement of the domestic manufacture of cotton and wool, and other 
articles, would have a tendency to diminish the revenue, inasmuch as it would reduce the amount of 
importation. Yet it appears that the revenue derived from imports has almost regularly increased since 
both periods. Our shipping has constantly received augmentations; freights are cheaper than while 
foreign competition existed; and notwithstanding the manufacture of cotton has so extended itself as to 
furnish not only the whole supply for domestic consumption, and, of course, annihilated importations of 
the article, but produced a surplus for exportation, and the employment of our shipping to an extent nearly 
equal to the amount employed in the importation of woolen goods from Europe into the United States; 
and on which, besides, has been based the importation of other dutiable commodities to an equal or 
greater amount, and increased, by this means, the -revenue. Then it was also strenuously urged that the 
consequence of protection would be an augmentation of price to the consumer, equal, at least, to the 
amount of the duty, and that, by this means, the many would be injured for the benefit of the few; and 
yet our southern brethren have clad their slaves at a less price than ever before, and in an article, one
fourth of the value of which is now, in most instances, composed of the great staple of the south; pro
cured, too, by them in exchange for that very staple, and thus producing an increased consumption of an 
article almost redundant, and the residue composed of the coarse wools of South America, purchased in 
exchange fov manufactured cotton goods-thus giving double freights to our ships. Permit us to call 
your attention to a few articles liberally protected by the Government in refutation of this last prediction; 
and to ask for a single solitary good reason why the same result will be less extensively experienced in 
other protected articles. Our coarse cottons command the domestic market exclusively, and yet they are 
purchased for less than half their former price, and superior in quality. Foreign brown sugars have a 
duty of three cents a pound on their importation; this protection has furnished employment to a large 
amount of capital and very many laborers in the south, giving g·reat additional value to its slave popu
lation. Hats have been so protected as to destroy foreign competition. Paper is, almost exclusively, of 
domestic manufacture. Boots, shoes, leather, nails, glass, and many other articles, have been so effectually 
protected as to exclude, almost totally, all foreign competition; and yet each of these articles, at least 
equal in quality with those formerly imported, are now from fifteen to fifty per cent. cheaper than were 
the imported articles. Your memorialists are, therefore, at a loss to assign any reason why similar results 
should not be produced in the articles of wool, woolen goods, iron, flax, and hemp. 

Your memorialists believe they are correct in stating, as a universal truth, that high protecting 
duties on any article abundantly produced abroad, and for the abundant production of which their 
country bas also the capacity, must, and will, from the nature of our institutions, the character of our 
people, and the advantages of our climate, our soil, and our exbaustless water•power, have a tendency to 
produce a speedy reduction of the price to the consumer here; and we hazard nothing in assuming the 
broad '})osition that a profitable and extensive commerce cannot long exist which is not based upon and 
supported by a prosperous state of the manufacturing interest. _ 

Your memorialists consider themselves not merely as citizens of the county of Columbia, or even of 
the State of New York; they claim the noble, the exalted character of citizens of the United States, 
gratified by every system of ·measures and policy calculated to promote the general welfare and cement 
the bonds of their Union. If they could believe, nay, if it were possible to be true, that the grant of their 
prayer, however calculated to secure to them important benefits, would or could injure the general pros
perity, they would refrain from addressing you, and cheerfully submit to any privation to secure this 
general benefit. They believe that the strength of a Government consists not so much in a full and over
flowing Treasury as in the general comfort, the happiness, the attachment of its citizem; to its Constitution, 
its laws, and its institutions, and the possession of the means to contribute to the exigencies of the Govern
ment whenever required. Cases have not unfrequently occurred in which a people limited to the mere 
necessaries of life have yet been the subjects of a Government possessed of almost exhaustless resources 
and a full Treasury. 

Your memorialists cannot believe that it is the wish or design of any section of the country or portion 
_ of the people to annihilate the interests sought to be protected; the mere sugg·estion of the idea would 
produce an expression of universal reprobation against the author, and yet, if experience is worth any 
thing, if history speaks the language of truth, if similar causes will produce similar effects, then must 
this speedily be the case, unless your protecting arm is extended to them, unless you fold to your bosom 
the languishing infants, and protect and nourish them until they attain the age and strength of manhood, 
when, if necessary, they will, in turn, take you on their shoulders and carry you triumphantly through 
any difficulties or dangers which you may be called upon to encounter. 

If success is evidence of forecast, of prudence, and of wisdom, then may we draw many valuable 
lessons from the history of Great Britain. Her policy has uniformly been to give protection to the domestic 
industry of her subjects; to act on the principle that the constant and steady employment of all her popu
lation is the safest and most certain road to national wealth and individual happiness. She never suffers 
those of other Governments to compete with her own, on equal terms, on her own soil, until her artisans 
have carried their commodities to market of a better quality and at lower prices than others can do, and 
then, to be sure, she professes herself wonderfully delighted with and attached to the liberal policy, but 
with the hope and effect of inducing others to adopt her precepts, whilst she refuses to practice them her
self, and thus securing to herself the markets of her neighbors. Why does she now retain a rate of 
excluding duties on almost every article- the pr-0duct of human labor and skill? Why does she exclude 
our grain, our beef and pork, and our salted fish, except on the principle that she knows we would, in 
those articles, undersell her, and materially injure her agricultural and shipping interests ? Why are the 
ports of her West India colonies closed against the produce of our country in our ships, except on the 
principle that she is determined, at all hazards, and at all events, to protect her commercial interests, and 
on the conviction that, if the trade were free and open, we would engross it? Her writers and speech
makers, her legislators and her statesmen, may write and talk of the liberal policy as much as they please, 
she will not, she cannot, she dare not, without risking, without losing, very many of her most firmly-
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rooted sources of private wealth and public revenue, materially relax her present system of protection and 
exclusion. 

Your manufacturers of wool, of flax, and of hemp are struggling hard for an existence; the protection 
intended to be afforded to the first by Congress has proved altogether fallacious and deceptive by the 
measures of the British Government, the practices of her manufacturers, and the system of sales, at public 
auction, in this country; and, unless they are protected, and effectually protected, against the effect of 
these measures and practices, they must inevitably abandon their pursuits. Among these practices, it is 
believed, is one altogether fraudulent of the revenue of the United States. Your memorialists have been 
informed, on respectable authority, that very many of the manufacturers of Great Britain, who send their 
goods to this country to be sold at auction, invoice them at very short measure, on which the duties are 
levied and collected, and, when sold, they are measured, and they receive payment for the whole quantity. 

The public debt of the United States will, according to past experience and present anticipations, 
speedily be entirely paid off, or so reduced as not to iequire much revenue or the continuance of the 
existing rate of duties; and whenever either of these events happen, if the interests of the manufacturers 
are not protected, if they are not enabled to extend themselves, to secure more capital, and, by giving 
permanent employment to their workmen, induce the emigration of first-rate workmen and artisans, but 
are permitted to continue in their depressed condition, they must inevitably sink into ruin, and carry in 
their train many, very many, of our best citizens, and produce universal distress, at least in this section 
of the country. The only question then will be, shall the immense amount of capital vested in land, in 
sheep, in buildings, and in machinery, be totally sacrificed, or shall all foreign competition be destroyed ? 
and then, if destroyed, the country may, and probably will, for some time, incur the inconvenience arising 
from want of foreign competition; but give them now full protection, so that they continue to progress in 
extent of establishment, accumulation of capital, and perfection of workmanship, with an abundant supply 
of the raw material, and they will be able to grapple with and maintain a successful contest with the 
antagonist. Your coarse cotton manufacturers can now safely defy foreign competition. 

While your memorialists rejoice at the wealth and the enjoyments of their fellow-citizens engaged in 
the commercial and planting pursuits, they must be permitted to ask for some share of the same privileges 
which have produced that wealth and those enjoyments. When they behold the proud ships of the former 
ornamented beyond all example, the stately edifices and the splendid equipages of their commercial fellow
citizens, they are bound to believe their prosperity unparalleled; and when they view the long retinue of 
servants, the splendid and sumptuous tables, and taste the delicious wines of the southern planter, and 
contrast them with their own humble dwellings, and their own frugal fare, the products of their individual 
labor and industry, they cannot but believe that something besides incessant toil and labor, to which they 
are subject, and the practice of the most rigid economy, have produced this difference of situation. In 
examining for the cause they think they trace it to the fostering care and protection of their common 
Government, and they ask of it no more than it has granted to them, the right of using, in their common 
country, the products suited to their climate, their soil, and their industry, protected against a ruinous 
competition with a powerful, a sagacious, and, in many instances, an unprincipled adversary. 

J. RU1'SEN V .A.N RENSSELAER. 
JAMES ·VANDERPOOL. 
EDWARD B. PUGGSLEY. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 855. 

DAVID W. PATTERSON. 
ABRAHAM P. HOLDRIDGE. 
JOHN C. HOGEBOOM. 
T. P. BEEKMAN. 

[1ST SESSION. 

T~RIFF OF DUTIES ON WOOLEN GOODS AS PROPOSED BY MR. MALLARY. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 18, 1828. 

A statement of the duties, ad valorem, which would be charged on woolens of various descriptions under 
the amendment proposed to be made by Mr. Mallary to the bill No. 132, according to the 2d, 3d, and 
4th provisions of that amendment: 

The amendment proposes an ad valorem duty of 40 per cent. after June 30, 1828; 45 per cent. after 
June 30, 1829; and of 50 per cent. after June 30, 1830. Under the 2d provision all manufactures of wool, 
or of which wool shall be a component part, the actual, val,ue of which at the place whence imported shall 
not exceed fifty cents the square yard, shall be deemed to have cost fifty cents the square yard, and the 
ad valorem duty charged thereon. 

The following calculations are made from the {inly datum that can be obtained, viz: the actual, cost at 
• the place where purcha.sed. The rates of the duties, ad valorem, thus ascertained are less than they 
would be to make the calculations on the actual value at the place whence imported according to the 
provision in the amendment. The calculations are made at 50 per cent. ad valorem by the following rule: 

A running yard of cassimere, 27 inches wide, at 2s. 3d. sterling, with an addition of 
one-third to make the value of the square yard, would be 66i cents, which it is proposed to 
estimate at....................................................................... 250 cents. 
Add, for charges at the port of shipment, 2 per cent.................................... 5 

255 
Add 10 per cent.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.5 

At 50 per cent. ad valorem is ....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280.5 
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140¼ cents on a square yard of cassimere of the value of only,66i cents being actually equal to a duty 
of a fraction less than 214 per cent. ad valorem. 

The second provision would embrace the following description of woolens: 
Plains, width 27 inches, cost I0d. to ls. 6d. sterling. An article of great consumption by sailors, 

boatmen, fishermen, and laborers. Proposed duty: on the finest, 63 per cent.; on the coarsest, 114 per 
cent. ad valorem. The quality principally consumed costs ls., and would pay a duty of 95 per cent. 

Paddings, 27 inches wide, cost 5d. to ls. .A. stiff coarse cloth for collars, sometimes worn by laborers. 
Proposed duty: on the finest, 95 per cent.; on the coarsest, 227 per cen~. The quality principally 
consumed costs 8d., and would pay a duty of 143 per cent. 

Flannels, 27 inches wide, cost 6d. to 2s. .A.n article of universal consumption. The finer qualities 
would come under the next provision. Under this, the proposed duty would be: on the finest, 56 per cent.; 
on the coarsest, 168 per cent~ The principal consumption is among the laboring class, at ls., which would 
pay 95 per cent. 

Backings and baizes, 42 inches wide, cost 6d. to ls. 3d. For lining the pea-jackets of sailors and 
boatmen, and the great-coats and round-jackets of farmers, mechanics, and laborers, and for table and :floor
cloths, &c. Proposed duty: on the finest, 118 per cent.; on the coarsest, 295 per cent. The principal 
consumption is for lining of jackets and great-coats, at 9d., which would pay a duty of 196 per cent. 

Baizes, 18 inches wide, cost ls. to 2s. For floor-cloths. Proposed duty: on the finest, 74 per cent.; 
on the coarsest, 168 per cent. The quality principally consumed costs about ls. 6d., and would pay a duty 
of 112~ per cent. 

Serges, 27 inches ·wide, cost 7d. to lld. For the finest, 103 per cent.; for the coarsest, 162 per cent. 
These are used as baizes for lining jackets, great-coats, &c., and for the same purposes that coarse :flan
nels are used. The principal consumption of this article would be at 9d. sterling; duty, 126 per cent. 

Oaroline plaids, 27 inches wide, cost 6d. to 9d. Proposed duty: for the finest, 126 per cent.; for the 
• coarsest, 168 per cent. This is an article composed of cotton and worsted, and would pay the higher or 
woolen duty. The consumption is very great among the farming, mechanic, and laboring interests; and 
it is not at present manufactured in any part of the United States. The quality principally consumed 
costs 7d. sterling, and the proposed duty on it would be 162 per cent. 

Drab kerseys, 27 inches. wide, cost ls. to 5s. The qualities coming under this provision would pay. 
on the finest, 56 per cent.; on the coarsest, 95 per cent. It is used for great-coats, jackets, and trowsers, 
by farmers, mechanics, sailors, boatmen, and laborers. 

Swansdown, 27 inches wide, cost 8s. to 3s. Proposed duty under this provision: on the •finest, 56 per 
cent.; on the coarsest, 142 per cent. It is not manufactured in the United States. Used by the farming, 
mechanic, and laboring interests. The quality principally consumed costs about ls. 2d. sterling, on which 
the proposed duty would be 78 per cent. 

Toilineltes, 27 inches wide, cost 8d. to 5s. The quality principally consumed would come under the 
next provision. Under this the proposed duty wou1d be: on the finest, 56 per cent.; on the coarsest, 142 
per cent. This article is consumed by all classes. 

Kerseyneltes, 27 inches wide, cost 8d. to ls. 3d. It is composed of cotton and wool, but would pay the 
woolen duty. The proposed duty would be: on the finest, 76 per cent.; on the coarsest, 142 per cent. 
This article is used by all classes for summer dresses, and the quality principally consumed costs about 
ls., and would pay a duty of 95 per cent. 

CoaJ;ings, 50 inches wide, cost ls. 8d. to 5s. These would come under this and the next provision. 
Proposed duty-under this: on the finest, 56 per cent.; on the coarsest, 105 per cent. Consumed by the 
farming, mechanic, and laboring interests, and for women's cloaks and coats. The principal consumption 
is by the farmers, mechanics, and laborers, of a quality which costs about 2s. 6d., on which the proposed 
duty would be 70 per cent. • 

Flushings and lionsTcins, 48 inches wide, cost ls. 5d. to 3s. Proposed duty: on the finest, 56 per cent.; 
on the coarsest, 101 per cent. ad valorem. These articles are used for great-coats, jackets, &c., and are 
worn by farmers, mechanics, laborers, sailors, :fishermen, and boatmen. 

Pelisse cloths, 54 inches wide, cost 2s. 6d. to 3s. 4½d. Worn by all classes. Under this provision the 
finest quality would pay 56 per cent.; ihe coarsest, 76 per cent. 

Broadcloths, 45 inches wide, cost ls. I0d. to 2s. 5d. The most inferior would come under this pro
vision, but the mass of broadcloths would come under the next proposed duty under this, on the finest, 
65 per cent.; on the coarsest, 86 per cent. This quality is used by mechanics, sailors, fishermen, boatmen, 
and laborers. 

The third provision of the amendment provides that all woolens over 50 cents and under $2 50 the 
square yard shall be valued at the latter rate. This provision would embrace most of the woolens no,v 
imported, viz: ' 

Flannels, from ls. 3½d, to 2s. sterling, under this provision would pay 237 per cent. on the finest; 
280 per cent. on the coarsest. 

Drab kerseys, ls. 8½d. to 5s. On the finest, 95 per cent.; on the coarsest, 280 per cent. 
Swansdown, Is. 8½d. to 3s. Finest, 158 per cent.; coarsest, 280 per cent. . 
Toilineltes, Is. 8½d. to 5s. Finest, 95 per cent.; coarsest, 280 per cent. Principal consumption at 

3s. 6d.; duty, 135 per cent. • 
Coatings, 3s. 1:a. to 5s. Finest, li6 per cent.; coarsest, 280 per cent. 
Ladief? cloths, width 58 inches, cost 5s. to 13s. Finest, 79 per cent.; coarsest, 204 per cent. Prin-

cipally consumed at 9s.; duty, 113 per cent. · • 
Pelisse cloths, 3s. 4!d. to 4s. 6d. Finest, 210 per cent.; coarsest, 279 per cent. 
Cassimeres, 27 inches wide, cost ls. 9d. to 5s. These prices include almost all imported. The quan

tity above 5s. is very limited and is annually decreasing. This is an article of general consumption, and 
would pay, on the finest, 95 per cent.; coarsest, 271 per cent. 

Broadcloths, of co~mon quality, 50 to 54 inches wide, 3s. 3hd. to 6s. Worn very generally by farmers, 
mechanics, sailors, boatmen, fif!her_men, and lab_ore~s. The finest, 153 per cent:; coarsest, 280 per cent. 

Broadcloths, 54 inches wide, 6s. to 9s. Consumed by the same classes throughout the country. Finest, 
105 per cent.; coarsest, 158 per cent. , 

Broadcloths, 54 inches, 9s. to 12s. Consumed by all classes throughout the United States. Finest, 
70 per cent.; coarsest, 105 per cent. 
. . f!roadcl?ths, 60 inches wide, cost 12s. to 16s. Consumed by wealthier people, and by those who live 
m cities.. Fmest, 66 per cent.; coarsest, 88 per cent. ad valorem. 
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The fourth provision, embracing broadcloths of the value of $2 50 to $4 per square yard, would reach 
those descriptions only which are consumed by the wealthy and fashionable classes. These cloths are 63 
inches wide, and cost 19s. 9d. to 25s. sterling per running yard. The proposed duty would be, on the 
finest, 'n per cent.; on the coarsest, 90 per cent. ad valorem. 

The fifth provision, embracing broadcloths of $4 to $6 per square yard, would be almost inoperative. 
The following is a summary of the duties proposed under the second and third provisions of the 

amendment: 

UNDER TIIE SECOND PROVISION. 

Plains ............................... •••••••••••• 
Paddings •••••••••••••••• ••··•··••••••·•·•••••••· 
Flannels 
Deckings and baizes .•...•.....•.•.••••.••.•••••. 
Baizes for floor-cloths .••••.••..•••••••.•..•.••.. 

Serges •••••• •••••·•·•·••··•••••·•····•···•·•··•· 
Caroline plaids •••.••.•••.••.•••••.....•••••..... 
Drab kenaeys................. . ••••••••.•.••••.. 

Swansdown.••··••••••••••••••••••••••••••··•·•• 
Toilincttes ...•.••.••.......••...••.•••••••••.•.• 
Kenaeynettes •.••••........•••••.••••••••••••••.. 
Carpeting, ingrained ••.•.••••••.•.••••••••.•.•... 

Brussels••·••••·•··•·······••·••····· 

UNDER TIIE TlllRD PROVISION. 

Coatings .... •••••• ......•..••...•...•••••••.•... 

Finest. 

Percent. 
63 
95 
56 

ll8 
74 

103 
126 
56 
56 
56 
76 
56 
85 

56 

Coan;est. Finest. Coan;est. 

Percent. UNDER TllE TllIRD PROVISION-Continued. Per eent. Per cent. 

114 Flusbings and lionskins......................... 56 1oi 

227 Pelisse cloths.................................. 56 76 

168 Broadcloths . • • • • . . . . . . • . • . • • • • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 65 86 

295 Flannels....................................... 237 280 

168 Drab kenaeys .• . • • • . • . • • • • . . • • • . . • • . . . • . • • • . . . . 95 280 

162 Swansdown • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . .. • . • . • . . . 158 280 

168 Toilinettes .•••••..•..•...•... , • • . ••• • • • • • . . • . . . 95 280 

95 Coatings •.•..••••••••••••• _... • . . • . . • • • • . • . . • . . . 176 280 

142 Ladies' cloths . •. • • . . •• • • • . . • • • • • .. .. . . • . . • . . . . 79 204 

142 Pelisse cloths.................................. 210 279 

142 Cassimeres • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . • . . . • • • • . • • • . . 95 271 

280 Broadcloths, inferior............ •. . • .. . . . . • • • • • . 153 280 

94 common • • • • • • •. • . . • • . . • •. • . • • . . . . 105 158 
middling .. .. .. . • . . . . .. . • • .. • . . . . . . 70 105 ." 
fine ••••••••••••••••••• ··•••••••••• 66 88 

105 superfine •••••••••••• •••••••••••··· 56 

The duties now existing vary from 25 to 33½ per cent. There is a minimum of 33½ cents per square 
yard on some woolens, but it applies to a very small proportion of them. _ 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 856. [lsT SESSION. 

DUTIES ON TEAS IMPORTED FROM CHIN A. 

COlBIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 18, 1828. 

Mr. McDUFFIE, from the Committee of Ways and Means, submitted the following report upon so much of 
the annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury as relates to the reduction of the duties on teas: 

The various descriptions of teas, classified in reference to the existing rates of duty, cost in China 
the following sums, and are now subject by the laws of the United States to the following specific duties, 
respectively: 

Imperial, Gunpowder, and Gomee teas cost 58 cents per pound, and pay a duty of 50 cents per 
pound. _ 

Hyson and Young Hyson teas cost from 36 to 40 cents per pound, and pay a duty of 40 cents per 
pound . 

. Hyson Skin and other green teas cost 20 cents per pound, and pay a duty of 28 cents per pound. 
Souchong and other black teas ( excepting Bohea) cost from 20 to 28 cents per pound, making an 

average of 24 cents per pound, and pay a duty of 25 cents per pound._ · • 
Bohea tea costs 10 cents per pound, and pays a duty of 12 cents per pou~d. 
From the foregoing statement it appears that Imperial, Gunpowder,'. and Gomee teas pay an ad 

valorem duty of about 86 per cent.; that Hyson and Young Hyson pay an ad valorem duty of from 100 to 
111 per cent.; that Hyson Skin and other green teas pay an ad valorem duty of -- per cent.; that 
Souchong and other black teas (w,ith the exception of Bohea) pay an ad valorem duty of from 89 to 125 
per cent., making an average of 107 per cent.; and that Bohea tea pays an ad valorem duty of 120 per 
cent. It ia obvious that in the existing rates of duty there is an inequality which ought to be removed. 
Teas which cost the highest prices, and are consumed by the more wealthy classes of the community, are 
now chargeable with the lowest rate of duty; and teas which cost the lowest prices, and are consumed 
by the poorer classes of the community, are chargeable with the highest rate of duty. In fixing a scale 
of specific duties applicable to the different qualities and descriptions of teas, the con;imittee have made 
it a primary object to abolish the existing inequality. They have also made such a reduction of the rates 
of duty as will, in their opinion, enable the people to obtain a wholesome beverage at prices considerably 
reduced, without any material diminution of the revenue. • 'l'he remark is a very obvious one, that neither 
very high nor very low duties are most productive of revenue. It is impossible to ascertain, with any 
tolerable precision, the point at which the duty on this particular article would be most productive. The 
committee cannot doubt, however, that the proposed reduction of the duty will very considerably increase 
its consumption; and, when the facility of smuggling it through the Cauadas is taken into the estimate, 
it can hardly be doubted that the duties proposed by the committee, averaging, as they do, about seventy
five per cent. on the value, are sufficiently high for the purposes of revenue .. 
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It is true that the committee have had no evidence that teas have been hitherto smuggled into the 
United States through the Canadas; but as the East India Company, under recent regulations, now 
import their teas directly into those provinces almost free of duty, and as they have now in their stores 
there an accumulated surplus considerably beyond the demand for the consumption of the provinces, the 
committee are of opinion that the probability of smuggling in that quarter ought not to be entirely 
disregarded in fixing the rates of duty on teas imported into the United States. This consideration 
acquires additional weight from the fact that the East India Company have fixed a minimum price, below 
which their agents in Canada are not now permitted to sell their teas. While this fixed price remains 
unaltered, there is no adequate inducement to smuggle teas into the United States from Canada. But 
the East India Company have the power of removing the existing restriction at any moment; and, to 
obtain a vent for the large and accumulating surplus of their teas, the inducement for removing it is so 
great as to render that event probable. Should it take place, there can be little doubt that our northern 
frontier would be the scene of extensive smuggling, if the present high rates of duty on teas imported 
into the United States be not reduced. Such are the views which have induced the committee to report 
the accompanying bill. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No, 857. LlsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OJ? INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 20, 1828. 

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 
The petition and memorial of the subscriber, a citizen of these United States, respectfully represents: 
That I, your petitioner and memorialist, was born and raised in Chester, now Delaware county, 

Pennsylvania, where I reside, and am now, February 14, 1828, fifty-nine years of age; was bred to the 
profession of a farmer; have steadily pursued that business up t-0 the present time, and have been practi
cally and personally enga;ged in all the various branches of agriculture common in Pennsylvania, but 
latterly most extensively engaged in the management and cultivation of merino sheep. And having read 
with surprise the report of the Committee on Manufactures as it regards wool and woolens, I ha.ve thought 
it right and expedient, to do justice to myself and brother farmers, as well as to the manufacturers and 
my fellow-citizens generally, to lay before your honorable bodies a statement containing a sketch of my 
experience, and conclusions drawn from facts, together with the consequences which, in my view, must 
necessarily result from your decisions on those measures, so long and so earnestly called for, for the 
protection and encouragement of the American farmer, manufacturer, and the enterprise and industry of 
the country, especially as it regards wool and woolens. With a view that I may be fairly understood, 
and that the information may be of value as data for your deliberations, I propounded to myself a series 
of questions, which seemed to embrace the whole matter, which I have endeavored to answer as clearly 
and fully as I am capable, and which I have answered almost altogether from my own experience and 
immediate observation. In any calculations made I have taken great care to keep within bounds; facts 
are given as they are. 

1st. What is your profession? 
2d. How long have you been engaged in raising sheep ? 
3d. What number of sheep do you ke~p, and what kind are they ? 
4th. What quantity of clean wool is the average produce of a sheep? 
5th. What is their annual increase ? 
6th.-What is the cost of keeping a sheep? 
'Tth. What is the present price of wool? 
8th. What quantity of land will maintain a sheep ? 
9th . .A.re there any manufactories in your neighborhood? 
10th. Is there any demand for wool at present? 
11th. Have you sold your wool regularly every year ? 
12th. What price have you obtained for wool at different periods, and what is the price now? 
13th. What additional duty on wool, do you think, will protect the American wool-gower ? 
14th . .A.re you in favor of an additional duty on woolen goods, and to what amount? 
15th. What will be the effect on wool-growers, in your opinion, if no additional duties are laid on 

imported cloths ? 
16th. Do the farmers of your neighborhood think a general improvement in the market for their 

products will be the result of additional duties on wool and woolens? 
In the year 1813 I was led to turn my attention to the cultivation of merino sheep, and extend my 

agricultural operations. At that time it was honorable and patriotic, and highly recommended by our 
wisest statesmen, the acts of Congress, and the almost unanimous sentiment of practical men, not only of 
our own country, but of Europe, and I bought one hundred and three full blood_merinos, which cost me, 
on an average, over one hundred dollars apiece. The prospect was then flattering, because it promised 
a handsome profit on the capital and labor, and would make a pleasant and honorable business withal; 
and it would have been almost treason to doubt of its permanency, because the Government 'would nei;er 

withdraw its protection. In this, however, I was disappointed; for shortly after the war the Government 
did wi,thdraw its protection, and our manufacturers were driven from our own markets, and for several years 
I could not sell a pound of wool unless I would iiell it to go to England, which I might have done 
immediately after the war, and was offered for it fifty cents a pound, in the dirt, for that purpose; but I 
would not, as I expected our own manufactories would revive. At length a partial resuscitation took 

• 
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place, and in 1818 I sold to Fisher & George, near Germantown, at fifty cents per pound for full blood, 
and forty cents for some mixed blood I then had. Since then, up to 1822, the prices have fluctuated, and 
I sold it from fifty to thirty-seven and a half cents in the dirt, equal to one dollar and to seventy-five cents 
clean. Since 1825 I have not been able to sell for a price that would enable me to live, twenty-five cents 
being the most I have been lately offered, and that only for a small quantity. I have now about 3,000 
Spanish and Saxony merinos, besides some small flocks out on shares, which yield, on an average, four and 
a half pounds of unwashed or two and a quarter pounds clean wool. The cost of keeping per head here, 
that is, in Delaware and Chester counties, is about one dollar and fifty cents per annum. In Belmont and 
Harrison counties, Ohio, where the heaviest part of the flock is, under the charge of my sons, who under
stand the business well, and are devoted to it, the annual cost of keeping is one dollar per head; and 
notwithstanding the low price of land and produce, with all the skill and economy we have been able to 
exercise, we cannot do it for less. Merino ewes are not put to breed until in their second or third year, 
and they seldom produce more than one lamb at a birth; though if high kept, they may be induced to 
breed twice a year; but this is not esteemed a judicious practice where a .motive obtains for improving 
the flock; and eighty per cent. from the ewes put to breed may be considered a safe calculation, and a 
flock of merinos will more than double in five years. The Irish, English, and most of the various breeds 
of our country, breed the first year, and many have twins; so that three years would be allowing ample 
time for doubling a flock of these. They will average about the same quantity, or, perhaps, a little more, 
of clean wool than the merinos, and will consume about one-third more; but as almost every farmer can 
keep a small flock of these without their interrupting much his other agricultural operations, the increase, 
too, being more rapid and sooner at maturity for fatting, it is probable their wool, though strong and of 
general use, will continue to be sold at-a less price than the merino. As to the quantity of land requisite 
for the support of a given number of sheep, it would depend so much on the quality of soil that I think 
a comparison with other stock, which every farmer, wherever situated, must be familiar with, will lead to 
satisfactory views on this subject. It has been estimated, and I think with tolerable accuracy, that six 
full-grown sheep, of the common kind, will consume as much herbage as a cow or steer of 500 pounds 
weight; hence, a calculation may I.Je made for any given number of sheep on any variety of soil. The soil 
and climate of a great part of this country are so congenial for sheep and wool that we might in a very 
short time raise wool of any quantity and quality desired for home consumption, and for export, if we had 
a market for it. 

There are several woolen factories in this neighborhood, but they decline buying wool at present, 
unless in very small quantities and greatly depressed prices. 

I am not acquainted with the process of manufacturing wool, and cannot speak positive as to the 
profits, if there are any; but I have had the best reasons imaginable, short of positive evidence, for 
believing that latterly it has been a losing concern to the manufacturer; and at one establishment near 
me, that was believed to be well managed, where I had frequently sold my wool, I have equally strong 
reasons for believing that in 1825-'26 they lost to the amount of their whole stock of wool for that year; 
and any one who had known them in prosperous times would have his feelings wounded to see them now. 
When they were selling their cloths for good prices I could get a good price for my wool, and vice versa; 
and I am fully sensible that no additional duty on raw wool, without securing to the manufacturer a 
greater share of our home market, will benefit the farmer or wool-grower. It is to the manufacturer we 
look for a market, and it jg while he is on our own soil that we are suffered to approach him with the 
produce of our flocks and our farms; for, while in England, we must furnish him with English u"-Ool and 
feed him on English bread and English beef, all the produce of English farmers; but bring the manufacturer 
on to our own soil, and lay an efficient specific duty on the foreign manufactured articles, and upon raw 
wool a duty of twenty cents per pound, increasing it annually five cents until it shall reach fifty cents per 
pound, and I believe all will be benefitted; for it may be reasonably estimated that we do not import 
more than one-fifth of all the wool and woolens we consume; and we can more than double our annual 
stock of wool of all kinds in from three to five years with great ease. I am therefore of opinion that, to 
give the farmer a secure and permanent market for his wool and surplus produce generalJ.y, manufactories 
should be got up and sustained by efficient duties, and by guarding against and preventing any advan
tages being taken or practiced on us by foreign legislation or foreign fraud. Of this I express not only 
my own sentiments, but the avowed sentiments of all the respectable farmers of my acquaintance either 
in this State or Ohio. And this flock, which has been got up to what it now is, more with an eye to future 
prospects than anything that has been realized from it, with many others, will not long survive a repeated 
disappointment of the reasonable expectations the proprietor conceives he has, that Congress will, at the 
present session, provide efficient protection to wool and woolens, without which, I am of opinion, many 
very valuable flocks will be lost to the nation, and we shall be forever discouraged from making any 
attempts to introduce and cultivate fine wooled sheep in our country again, and must be depending on 
another country for our clothing, or be determined to be independent of all foreign nations, whether in 
peace or wai·, and go naked, while in the midst of greater natural advantages than any other people on 
this earth can boast, and which a grateful and wise community will not neglect to cultivate. 

If I could live by dint of honest and honorable industry, it would be all I ask; and surely there can 
be none more so than cultivating the means God has given us to feed and clothe ourselves. There is 
certainly nothing extravagant or unreasonable in this, and this, I humbly think, (with all due deference 
and respect for those worthy fellow-citizens to whom we have preferred the management of our national 
barque,) every American citizen has a right to expect. Every rational man who raises a family he regards 
( and this, I blush not to say it, is emphatically my situation) must necessarily look forward with some 
degree of anxiety and desire for their future prosperity, and be shocked with any apprehension that his or 
their laudable exertions shall be lost. Manufacturers have a tendency to create a greater variety of 
employments, and, of course, increase the facilities for individual comfort and national prosperity. We 
have climate, soil, forests, minerals, water-power, native genius, and an the essential requisites for prose
cuting them to any extent desired; then let us, while foreign nations receive from us only very partially 
the great staple arti~les of our country, foster the arts and manufactures, and secure to ourselves all the 
advantages we can have from our own markets. This would invite to emulation and perfection, and 
produce a greater extension and variety of commodities for internal and external commerce, and diffuse 
its invigorating influence throughout the whole system. They also open to the farmer a market for 
many heavy and perishable articles, and enlarge the sphere of his agricultural operations by adding 
many new ones for its culture. (Successful manufactures will be always understood when referring to 
their advantages.) • 
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I have said it might be reasonably estimated that we do not import more than one-fifth of all the 
woolens we consume. The data I assume is this: that taking five dollars as the average annual amount 
of manufactured woolens consumed by each individual in the United States would be putting it low; but 
few put it below ten, which is probably nearer the point; but we will say five to be within bounds; the 
precise amount will not affect the principle; then the whole population, say 12,000,000, five dollars for each 
person is sixty millions, and our importation of woolens is about 12,000,000 when manufactured; one-fifth 
of the whole quantity being consumed. If it should be objected that" if we manufacture so large a portion 
of the whole, why do we complain? we might be satisfied to let foreign nations have one-fifth," my answer 
is this: wool is an article indispensable, which we can raise and manufacture in our own country, and a 
business in which so large a portion of the citizens can take a part. We can supply ourselves, and 
more than do it, to any amount desired, and it is wise in any nation to provide, if possible, a market or 
vent for its surplus, because it will preserve regular prices, and a steady and profitable condition of 
business and circumstances; for if the surplus, however small, is thrown back on to our own market, it 
invariably and inevitably reduces the prices, not only on that surplus, but on the whole quantity produced. 
And here the great mischief is done, by foreign nations throwing in upon us their surplus articles of the 
kind we are raising and making here, rendering business fickle, and sinking the prices below a reasonable 
profit on the labor and capital employed; paralyzing industry and research; and producing ruin, degrada
tion, and distress; while, on the other hand, we stimulate and invigorate our competitors by freeing them 
of redundancy. This is self-evident, and accords with experience everywhere. I have experienced it 
several times since the last war, and experience it now, to my deep regret, and am afraid, unless your 
honorable bodiPs interpose efficient and effectual relief, it will be fatal, not only to me, but thousands of 
others under like circumstances; so that it is quite immaterial, as it respects the principle, whether we 
import one-fifth or one-tenth; the effect is- proportionably the same, unless we have a market or vent 
abroad for our surplus, which, as I before observed, every wise nation will endeavor to foster. What 
other could have raised England to that exalted degree of wealth and power she now holds if she had not 
cultivated her energies, and stimulated and brought into action all the inventive and physical powers of 
her people, by securing to them all the advantages they could have in their own markets, and creating 
others abroad for their surplus, which they seem determined, by every contrivance and means in their 
power, to maintain? No matter what the sacrifice, they must clear off the surplus. If it is even all 
sunk, 'which sometimes may be the case, and nothing is returned to cover the cost of producing it, tho 
nation is the gainer by sending it away. This accounts at once for the extraordinary efforts to thrust her 
manufactures into every part of the world, and keep other nations down, who, as the United States, she 
fears will be converted from a long and rich customer into an extensive and powerful rival. If it be 
true that the average annual amount of woolens imported from Great Britain is equal to ten millions, and 
money is worth five per cent. per annum, then it is evident, on the principles already explained, we furnish 
her with a capital equal to two hundred millions of dollars to keep down the growth and manufacture of 
. wool, and damp the spirit of enterprise and improvement in our own country, which she dreads, as 
becoming a growing rival in her markets abroad, as she well knows our facilities exceed hers, and Yankee 
prowess is not to be trifled with. How, then, is it to be expected that, without the efficient aid of our 
Government, we shall be able to withstand such a powerful opponent, whose wise statesmen are always 
on the alert, and whose penetrating eye seems even to pierce into the_ very secret movements of every 
nation on earth, and ready, with an act of Parliament, order in Council, and millions of secret service 
money at their command, if necessary, to check and chastise any refractory customers who shall think of 
acting for themselves? The thing is utterly impossible. With me it would be just as rational to lay 
hold of the pillars of the Capitol that surrounds you, run off with it with all its contents, and heave it into 
the ocean, as to attempt, by individual exertion, unaided by the laws of my country, and standing, too, on 
such very unequal grounds in point of experience, and combatted by such powerful antagonists, to raise 
this nation to greatness and to glory. 

If I have been correct in my observation, and it is wise in a nation to cultivate her own resources, 
then it will be said we are acting directly the reverse of all that is rational by putting a rod in the hands 
of so powerful a competitor to scourge and chastise ourselves. Great Britain, according to her own 
statistics, wields a power in her productive operations, produced principally by the application of steam 
and water power on her improved machinery, equal to that of two hundred millions of able-bodied men. 
I should think it quite sufficient for us, a young and inexperienced nation, to meet her on terms of the 
strictest reciprocity. She receives from other nations only what suits her convenience; we should do the 
same, and in less than five years we might hav.e an amount of woolens to export greater than we now 
import. Then there need be no fears for the revenue, for here would be aliment for foreign commerce 
which would be prosecuted in proportion to the wants of the people and their ability to purchase. 

I will not enter into political squabbles, nor descend to local partialities, which I consider as instru
ments in the hands of the enemy, who~e principle it is to divide and conquer. But whatever is done, in 
God's name let it be done fur the benefit of the whole, as one family. We shall then be disposed to act, 
and will act in concert, on any great national question, such as is calculated to give a stimulus and 
security to laudable industry and enterprise, and to cultivate those great advantages a beneficent Provi
dence has granted us. Let it not be said that we are prodigal, and treat with contempt those proffered 
blessings as beneath our attention and not worth improving. (I am no scholar, and have no set manner 
of writing, and I trust I shall be excused for expressing my sentiments in the only manner I am capable.) 
God forbid that I should think that any of my brethren of this Union would, knowingly and designedly, 
be guilty of such gross absurdity and wickedness. I am sure it will not be thought by your honorable 
body that I intend to convey such an idea. I merely wish to draw your attention to this great and over
whelming fact, that the prosperity and salvation of this nation requires that we should have a market 
or vent somewhere for our surplus, and without which it is folly to attempt to make any improvements 
or advances in the arts, for the more we do the worse we are off, unless we have no dealings, no commerce, 
internal or external; for, without an adequate market, the more the stock of surplus labor increases the 
greater is the difficulty of disposing of only a little. I speak from facts-from experience. I have no 
theory. It bas been so with me at several different periods since the late war, and is so at this moment, 
and I have to regret its effects deeply and extensively. Nor is the loss of money merely that which 
we should regret so much. Society is deeply and injuriously affected by it; and unless something is 
speedily done to revive and animate the industrious classes-something that shall hold out to them more 
encouraging and animating prospects-who shal,l presume to make calculations on the future greatness 
and prosperity of this nation? I say none. None so stupidly blind as not to know that we must have 
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a market for our surplus, either at home or abroad. A great portion of the stock of surplus agricultural 
products of all the Middle and Western States for these three years past has been either accumulating 
or wasting. There cannot be a doubt but there is a heavy stock of cloths and wool on hand, and if there 
was a total prohibition of wool and woolens of every description in three months from this time it could 
not produce any great shock; for if there should even not be quite enoug·h to supply the demand, (and 
like causes produce like effects,) there would be an overwhelming quantit.y imported and thrown in 
before the act would take effect, and our own establishments would immediately be put into full opera
tion, and many new ones soon got under way. I know of several very fine establishments for woolens 
that are either all but silenced or waiting to know the determination of Congress on these measures. In 
the small county of twelve miles square, where I reside, according to a statistical report made by a 
committee appointed for the purpose, there are two hundred good mill seats, about forty of which are on 
the principal streams unimproved, and several woolen manufactories would be got up this year if any 
efficient bill should pass. And I think I have shown that we can double our annual stock of wool of all 
kinds in from three to five years. I have bad some small flocks of merinos to more than double in three 
years; so that the deficiency could be supplied in one year from our own farms. Why we should be 
so extremely diffident about making the best use of our own markets, as the bill reported in relation 
to woolens indicates, I am yet utterly at a loss to conjecture. Foreign nations grant us nothing further 
than suits their conuenience, and surely they will not complain if we 'lnete out to them in the same measure 
they mete to us. 

I therefore most earnestly implore your honorable bodies, the Congress of the United States, to give 
us that market you have in your power to give, and which no foreign Power on this earth has a right to 
control, nor, without your permission; can control, which will be a full and complete protection of our 
own markets for wool and woolens. A crisis has arrived in which we cannot, as a social people, exist 
much longer without them. Agriculture, manufactures, the arts and sciences, and commerce, are all 
members of the same family, and should harmonize and move together with as much cordiality (if I may 
be indulged in the figure) as the most intelligent married couple, who are not pledged by bargain merely, 
but by a union of all the finer feelings of the heart. They would then be prosperous, and we might, 
with some degree of confidence, look forward to future greatness. 

I have examined and maturely considered the bill reported by the Committee on Manufactures, as it 
respects wool and woolens, and am decidedly of opinion that the adoption of that bill will leave the 
farmer, wool-grower, and manufacturer in a worse situation than if no attempt had been made to legislate 
upon it; for, while foreign nations are permitted to throw in their surplus on our already glutted market, 
with orders to sell at auction for cash for what they will bring, it is in vain that our manufacturers 
attempt to sell; for if they offer at a price ever so low, the foreign article is thrust in below them, until 
the price is so reduced that the American manufacturer, on whom alone we look for a market for our 
wool, is not enabled to purchase at any price whatever. 

I therefore pray that, if your honorable bodies shall not see fit to give us our own market entire for 
those branches, you will adopt the Harrisburg plan, as relates to wool and woolens, as a substitute for 
those provisions of the bill now before the House, as being better calculated to produce the end desired. 

I now feel that I have done my duty, and I most devoutly pray to God that he may lead and direct 
you in all your deliberations and efforts to do yours. 

In great regard, I have the pleasure to subscribe, your friend and fellow-citizen, 
JAMES l!I'ILVAIN. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 858. [lsT SEssroN. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON. IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 20, 1828. 

Whereas, in the opinion of the General Assembly of the State of Indiana, it is the true policy and 
the imperative duty of the General Government to foster and encourage every branch of national industry 
which in every degree bas a tendency to render us independent of foreign capital or skill, or to increase 
the wealth and resources of the nation, and more particularly to protect those manufactures which are 
necessary to our comfort and convenience, for which the raw materials are or may be abundantly pro
duced in our country, and, by a proper regulation of the tariff, to place the American manufacturer 
beyond the reach of foreign combinations which may be formed to paralyze his energies and efforts, and 
to enable him successfully to compete in the American market with the European capitalist; and 
whereas our experience of the advantages resulting from the limited protection afforded to the manu
factures of cotton has not only tested the soundness of the principles and correctness of the policy upon 
which the measure was predicated, but affords unequivocal evidence of the expediency and necessity of 
such a further revision of the tariff as will insure adequate protection to the culture of hemp, the growth 
of wool, and the manufacture of woolens; and whereas we believe the future interests and prosperity of 
the western country are particularly involved in the success of a measure which is dictated by policy and 
duty, bas been tested by experience, and is demanded by our situation and necessities: Therefore-

Resolved, That our Senators in Congress be instructed, and our Representatives specially requested, 
to use every reasonable effort to restrain the importation of hemp, raw wool, and woolens, and to afford 
full and ample protection and encouragement to all articles of American growth and manufacture, and to 
give their united aid and co-operation to those of our sister States who encourage a national system of 
domestic manufactures and internal improvements. 

JANUARY 24, A. D. 1828. 

Approved. 

VOL. V---110 B 

H. H. MOORE, Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
JOHN H. THOMPSON, President of the Senate. 

J. BROWN RAY. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] [lsT SESSION. 

.A.GA.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COYMUNICATED TO THE SENATE FEBRUARY 20, 1828. 

YoRK CoURT-HousE, South Oarolina, October 25, 182'1'. 
The following report of the committee appointed by the citizens of York district, in the State of South 

Carolina, "for the purpose of taking into consideration the tariff policy heretofore pursued by Congress, 
and also the subject of the proposed woolens bill," was this day submitted to an adjourned meeting of 
the citizens of said district, and, after full consideration, was unanimously adopted, viz : 

1. Resolved, as the sense of the citizens of this district, That equality of rights, equality of laws, 
equality of burdens, and equality of benefits, are the fundamental principles of all Republican Govern
ments, and were intended by the framers of our Constitution as the inviolable basis of our federative 
system. 

2. Resolved, That this is a Government of compromise, the powers of which are defined in the Consti
tution, and that it is dangerous to transcend, by a process of strained and doubtful construction, its express 
limits, regardless of the mode prescribed for "alteration and amendment." 

3. Resolved, That in order to preserve harmony between the General and State Governments, agents 
appointed for specific objects can never safely and rightfully assume the exercise of powers not expressly 
delegated. 

4. Resolved, That the broad considerations of the "common defence and general welfare" were the 
appropriate objects of the convention only who framed the Constitution of the United States; and that 
Congress can consider them in no other way than in accordance with the express powers granted by that 
instrument. • 

5. Resolved, That to foster one branch of industry at the expense of another, and one class of men at 
the expense of the rest, without an express grant of power for that purpose, is in violation of that equality 
which we regard as the basis of our Constitution. 

6. Resolved, That no power to encourage domestic manufactures as a sole and exclusive object is 
apparent to us in the Constitution; and, therefore, every tariff which looks to that object alone is uncon
stitutional. 

'l. Resolved, That the tariff duties which are proposed on woolen manufactures, and every other which 
goes beyond the purposes of revenue for constitutional objects, is inea;,pedient as well as unconstitutional: 

Because it will diminish the, revenue of the United States, and so far disable the General Govern
ment to fulfil the purposes of its adoption, and especially to pay the public debt already in existence, by 
diminishing foreign importations, and thus cutting off the most fruitful source of national funds: 

Because it will be injudicious for Government to sustain, at the expense of a respectable portion of 
the Confederacy, an investment of capital which the circumstances of society or the improvidence of 
capitalists renders unprofitable, and that it will be unjust and unnecessary to do so if such investments 
already yield a reasonable profit: 

Because the cons_umers of manufactures are the great body of the nation, and ought not to be taxed 
for the benefit of the few, particularly when such tax goes not into the coffers of the National Treasury: 

Because the encouragement of manufactures by law beyond the demands of commerce only changes 
the direction of capital, which is alone the wealth of a nation as it is of individuals, and transfers its 
employments from departments of industry which yield reasonable profit, to one which, it is urged, does 
not; and therefore its destination is clearly for the worse: 

Because there is not yet an overstock of capital and labor in agriculture and commerce; and when 
there is, it may be invested in manufactures with propriety, and without the aid of taxation upon the 
community: 

And because, until then, it is premature to force manufacturing employments into preference. 
8. Resolved, That copies of the foregoing resolutions be laid before Congress, through the medium of 

our delegation from this State. 

JAMES RoGERs, Secretary. 

THOMAS WILLI.A.MS, JR., 
WILLIAM McGILL, 
SAMUEL· RAINEY, 
RAN:pOLPH HILL, 
T. J. WETHERS, 
JOHN THOMPSON, 
J. R. DARNELL, Oommittee. 

ROBERT CLENDENIN, Chairman of the Meeting. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 860. [1ST SESSION. 

DR.A WB.ACK IN CASE OF INF ORM.ALITY. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 22, 1828. 

Mr: ALEXANDER SMYTH, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whom was referred the petition of 
Augustus Aspinwall, made the following report: 

That it appears that the petitioner entered at the custom-house in Boston 91 boxes of brown and 41 
boxes of white sugar, brought coastwise from New York, and produced a certificat~ from the Collector of 
that port that the coastwise certificate was not issued at the time of the sailing of the vessel; that on 
the 27th of April following, the coastwise certificate not having been received, the petitioner was per
mitted by the Collector at Boston, "conditionally," to lade the 41 boxes of white sugar on board of a vessel 
bound to Gibraltar, which was done, and all the necessary forms were complied with. 

By the 31st section of the act of 1st March, 1823, concerning the collection of duties, it is provided 
that the coastwise certificate shall be delivered to the Collector within two months from the date of the 
entry, and before the goods shall be entered for exportation. In this case the coastwise certificate was 
delivered within the two months, but not before the goods were entered for exportation. 

It thus appears that the permission given by the Collector at Boston was against the letter of the 
law, and it is not stated on what "condition" the permission was given; but the committee are of opinion 
that, when the exportation w;.as made, both the petitioner and the Collector considered that the intent of 
the law would be substantially complied with if the coastwise certificate was delivered within two months 
from the date of the entry of the goods at Boston; the only difference between the certificate actually 
received and the regular coastwise certificate being the insertion of the weight in the former. 

Your committee being of opinion that the petitioner intended such a compliance with the law as would 
entitle him to debenture on the said 41 boxes of white sugar, and that it was in consequence of the 
permission granted by the Collector that the prescribed course was deviated from, report a bill for bis 
relief. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 861. [1ST SESSION. 

DUTIES CHARGED ON APPRAISED VALUE OF GOODS IN ABSENCE OF INVOICE. 

C0IDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 23, 1828. 

Mr. VERPLANCK, from the Committee of Ways and Means, to whom was referred the petition of A. & Z. 
Cavelier, made the following report: 

That the facts of this case, as stated by the Collector a~ New Orleans and the Comptroller of the 
Treasury, arc tire following: 

In October, 182'1, the petitioners received from Marseilles, at New Orleans, 100 bales of blankets, 
which, being unaccompanied by any invoice, were entered on appraisement, conformably to the collection 
law of March 1, 1823, some weeks after the invoice was received, produced at the custom-house, and 
the bond given for its production accordingly cancelled. But it appearing from a comparison of the 
invoice with the appraisement that the invoice was less by 3,338 francs than the appraised value, the 
importers applied to the Collector, and afterwards to the Treasury Department, for a ratable reduction of 
the duties. 

These applications were refused, on the ground that, by the existing laws, no discretionary power to 
that effect was allowed to any officer of Government. The duties having been made on the appraised 
value, the importers now petition that the amount of duties on this excess of 3,338 francs be reimbursed 
to them, as having been unjustly paid. 

By the collection act of 1st March, 1823, it is provided that, in case of goods being received without 
any accompanying invoice, if it is not judged expedient to leave them in the public stores until an invoice 
can be procured, they may be admitted to entry on an appraisement; upon which appraised value the 
duties shall be estimated, the owner at the same time giving bond to produce the actu;i,l invoice within 
a specified time, and to pay any excess of duty which it may appear the goods would be liable to by the 
invoice over those estimated on the appraised value. The law is not only silent as to providing for reim
bursement in case of the appraisement exceeding the invoice price, but seems to have intentionally 
excluded any allowance for such a contingency. The policy of the law is to present the strongest induce
ment for the presentation of the real invoice, and to guard the Treasury from loss, -in consequence of its 
suppression, whether through negligence or design. Had the general law extended to an allowance for 
excess of appraised duties in cases like the present, a constant opportunity for fraud would be afforded, 
by enabling the fraudulent first to try the chance of a low appraisement, to be acquiesced in and con
formed to, if satisfactory, or else to be set aside, and a reimbursement of the difference demanded. 

The present law seems to have been prepared with great caution and exactness, for the purpose 
of preventing frauds on the revenue, and the committee see no reason for innovating on its general 
provisions. 

In this particular case there is no imputation or suspicion of fraud; but as it clearly falls within the 
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policy of the collection law, the committee regard it as inexpedient and of bad precedent to grant any 
special relief. 

They therefore submit the following resolution: 
Resolued, That it is inexpedient to grant the prayer of the petitioners. 

20TH CONGRESS. J No. 862. llsT SESSION. 

AG.A.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COmrcJNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 25, 1828. 

PROCEEDINGS OF crrIZENS OF NEWBERRY DISTRICT . 

.A.t a meeting of a portion of the citizens of Newberry district, South Carolina, on the 5th of August, 
182'i, John B. O'Neall in the chair, and James J. Caldwell secretary, it was 

• Resolwd, That the citizens of the district at large should be invited to meet at Newberry Court-House 
on the third Monday of September following, to take into consideration the •~ woolens bill," and the duties 
heretofore laid by Congress for the protection of domestic manufactures; and that Job Johnston, James 
J. Caldwell, George W. Glenn, Meredith W. Moon, and Benjamin Maybin, be a committee to report reso
lutions for the consideration of that adjourned meeting. 

ADJOURNED MEETING. 

On the 3d of September, 182'i, a numerous concourse of citizens took place; John B. O'Neall was 
called to the chair, and James J. Caldwell appointed secretary. Job Johnston, the chairman of the com
mittee appointed at the previous meeting, reported the following resolutions; which were severally 
considered and agreed to, nem. con. 

Resol·ved, That the imposts heretofore laid by Congress for the purpose of protecting domestic manu
factures are partial, unjust, unconstitutional, and oppressive, and ought at once to be repealed. 

Resolved, That Congress possesses no power but such as is expressly delegated, and such as is neces
sary to carry the delegated powers into operation. 

Resolved, That the power to lay imposts and duties for purposes other than raising revenue is nowhere 
to be found in the Constitution; and to pervert the power to raise revenue for other purposes is a usurpa
tion of power, and a fraud on that instrument. 

Resol-ved, That to protect domestic manufactures under the power to "regulate commerce" is sub
stantially converting the right "to regulate" into a right to destroy. 

Resolved, That the system of protecting duties is not an ".American system." The leading aim of 
our Government is to give all men equal rights, and leave each individual to his own exertions. 

On the contrary, the protecting system, at its very outset, robs one class of the community to enrich 
the other. . 

It detracts from the fair profits of agriculture and commerce, and thus tends to destroy industry and 
enterprise in those most necessary vocations. 

It adds profit to manufacturing investments already profitable, (which is needless and unjust,) or it 
aids unprofitable investments, (which is impolitic.) 

It destroys the markets for our staple commodities; for nothing can be plaimir than that if other 
nations are prohibited from selling to us they cannot afford to buy from us. It impoverishes the con
sumers, (who are the great body of the people,) by compelling them to buy dear and sell cheap, when 
they have an opportunity ( else there is no need of such laws) to buy cheap and sell dear. 

In destroying foreign trade it destroys our shipping interest, and with it our nursery of seamen and 
our Navy. 

In prohibiting foreign goods it deprives the Government of the duties, and will render a resort to 
direct taxation and excise inevitable. By rendering a system of smuggling almost necessary, it tends to 
demoralize the people, an evil destructive of the Government itself under which we live, which is emphati
cally a Government of the people, and depends for its support solely on their virtue. 

Resolved, That the woolens bill is liable to all the foregoing objections to a greater ex.tent. 
Resolved, That our attachment to the union of these States is inferior to none, and that, as a means of 

perpetuating and insuring the safety of the same, we will adopt all peaceable and constitutional methods 
to procure the repeal of the protecting duties already laid, and to prevent the passage of the woolens bill, 
or other measures of a similar character, or to procure their repeal should they pass. 

Resolved, That we will, when they shall deem proper, cordially unite with our fellow-citizens of this 
State in associations for the non-consumption (with such limitations as prudence may dictate) of the staple 
commodities or manufactures of such sections of the United States as have, by their Representatives, 
supported or shall support the system of which we complain;. and we hereby recommend such associa
tions, or we will unite in any other measure, not hostile to the Government, calculated to prevent the 
passage of such measures, or to procure their repeal. 

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to express by memorial to Congress and to the State Legis
lature the sense of this meeting. 

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to devise peaceable and constitutional measures to defeat 
the woolens bill, and to prevent the oppressive operation of that measure, (should it pass,) as well as of 
the existing protecting duties. 

Resolved, That it is our wish that our .Representatives in both branches of the State Legislature, as 
well as in Congress, should, on fit occasions, act in accordance with the sentiments expressed by this 
meeting. 
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Resolved, That copies of the foregoing resolutions be furnished to our Representatives in both branches 
of the State Legislature and in Congress; and that they be also published in the Telescope. 

By order of the meeting: 

JAYES J. CALDWELL, Secretary. 
JOHN B. O'NE.ALL, Ohairman. 

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States : 
The memorial of the citizens of Newberry district, South Carolina, showeth: That your memorialists 

have ever been, and now are, as much attached to the union of the States and the Constitution of the 
United States as any other portion of the people; and have ever manifested, and are yet prepared to 
manifest, as strong a disposition to support the Government of their country, with all their means, in the 
full exercise of all constitutional powers, and in the pursuit of a just and equal policy, as any section of 
this Republic. That, from a spirit of forbearance, and trusting to the generosity, good sense, and 
patriotism of their brethren of other sections, they have hitherto abstained from open complaints against 
the right assumed by Congress to lay duties, not for revenue, nor for the regulation of commerce, but for 
the protection of domestic manufactures. It is a power nowhere to be found in the Constitution; it is 
neither included in those expressly delegated, nor is it incident to, nor obviously necessary to carry the 
delegated powers into execution. The exercise of it is a usurpation, and, if tamely submitted to, would 
sanction the exercise of other powers not delegated, not proceeding from the people, and subversive of 
their right of self-government. Ours is a Government of the people. It ought not only to be administered 
for them, but by them. The powers granted by them to their public servants are enumerated with jealous 
circumspection in the Constitution as guides to their agents. Beyond this, the constitutional authorities 
must not pass. When they arrive at these limits they must pause, and ask the people of the States for 
an enlargement of their constitutional powers. If the requests be reasonable, the people are interested to 
grant it; and if they refuse, the wisdom of the people has spoken in the refusal, and the power of the 
people will assert their right to be obeyed. 

The species of legislation of which we complain is an infringement of the federal pact. It is a faith
less departure from a pledge to legislate, not for a section, but for the Confederation; not for a few, but 
for "the general welfare." It creates discord, instead of insuring "a more perfect union." It violates 
the eternal principles of justice by robbing one to enrich another. It arrays the interest of the oppressed 
against his public duties, and tends to disturb " domestic tranquillity." It detracts from the revenue, from 
the strength of the Navy, and other mean$ of the "common defence," and (what is clearly against the 
whole scheme of our Government) it needlefsly interferes with the liberty of the citizen to pursue his 
private avocations according to the dictates of his own judgment. 

We observe with pain that the demands of the manufacturers are never ending. The support of 
paupers increases pauperism. Encourage manufactures-others engage in that pursuit, and you find the 
line of beggars for protection in your lobby doubled. It appears that things have arrived to that pass 
that a corps of agents, duly organized and drilled according to a system of mercenary tactics, are, year 
after year, armed with statements and pretences manufactured. for the purpose, and sent to the seat of 
Government to conquer the Legislature by skilful manceuvres. Even when discomfited, as in the last 
campaign, they are not conquered. A hollow peace is patched up, and you behold them industriously 
"in time of peace preparing for war." It is in vain to pretend that the force lately organized at Harris
burg is a "peace establishment." It will disclose its true character in an unblushing and determined 
attempt to plunder all other classes for the aggrandizement of the manufacturer. 

We speak from the heart. Our burdens are more than we can bear. Universal distress pervades the 
south. If the apprehended distress of the manufacturers at the end of the last war entitled them to 
relief, surely our present poverty and approaching ruin should produce compassion if we could submit to 
ask it. But we ask not compassion; we demand nothing but simple justice. 

We are treated as colonies. Our honest earnings are taken from us and given to others. What is 
taken from us never returns to us. We have never received, and never expect to receive, any benefit 
from such legislation. The "bloated promises" of our oppressors we believe ever will be, as they ever 
have been, followed by "lank performances." We place no confidence in them. We have no faith in that 
wisdom which has set out to render us independent by reducing us to beggary. We protest against the 
power of the General Government to protect domestic manufactures; and we request that all laws here
tofore passed for that purpose be repealed, and that the principles be forever abandoned. If necessary, 
we are willing to contribute "millions for revenue-not a cent for protecting duties." 

We submit our grievances with a hope they will not be disregarded. 
By order of the meeting. 

JOHN B. O'NE.ALL, Ohairman. 
J.A1rns J. CALDWELL, Secretary. 

20TH CONGRESS. 1 No. 863. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON BIPORTED MOLASSES. 

COlIMUNlCATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA1'IVES FEBRUARY 25, 1828. 

To the lwnbrahle the Senate and House of Representatives of the Uniied States of .America in Congress 
assembled: 

The subscribers, citizens of the town of Warren, in the ·state of Rhode Island, &c., would respectfully 
represent : That the principal business of this town, and, in fact, of the district in which it is located, is 
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the "'\Vest India trade and distillation of molasses; that they follow this business from necessity, having 
no water privileges or other facilities for manufacturing, which their neighbors possess in a greater or 
less degree ; that they suffered the loss of all their business and a great part of their property during the 
long embargo, non-intercourse, and the war which followed, by the effects of which their population was 
very much diminished ; that they have, since the peace, by their industry, frugality, and assiduous atten
tion to their business, in some measure retrieved ,their losses and repaired the dilapidations of the town, 
caused by the measures aforesaid. Their population bas also increased, and they had begun already to 
anticipate the time as not far distant when their real estate would bring in market something near the 
price for which it sold in the days of their former prosperity. But the report of your Committee on 
Manufactures, recommending an increase of the present heavy duty on molasses and the abolishment of 
the drawback allowed on the exportation of spirits distilled from that material, has come upon them like 
a powerful electrical shock, which has dissipated all their pleasing dreams of f1~ture prosperity, and 
paralyzed all their efforts. They anticipate from that recommendation, if carried into effect, nothing short 
of a total destruction of all the distilling establishments in New England, and, consequently, an end of 
the principal part of their business. And although they acknowledge themselves in favor of a reasonable 
protection of the manufacturing interests in this country, still, as self-preservation is the first law of 
nature, they cannot silently submit to be sacrificed whenever the manufacturers shall think it expedient 
to place them upon the altar. They consider that they are entitled to the protection of the Government, 
in common with other citizens, whatever may be their pursuits. They therefore beg leave to remonstrate 
against the passage of the bill recommended by the Committee on Manufactures entitled "A bill in 
alteration of the several acts imposing duties on imports," especially so far as the same relates to an 
increase of the present duty on molasses and the abolishment of the drawback on the exportation of spirits 
distilled from that material. They consider the present duty as enormous, compared with the cost of the 
article in the West Indies, especially in the island of Cuba,_where the average price for the last five years, 
in the seaports, has been less than nine cents per gallon, and on the plantations not over six and one
quarter cents. Your remonstrants do not think it possible to obtain a supply of molasses adequate t.o the 
present consumption from any part of the territory of the United States; and ifit were, no further protection 
is necessary to its culture; for, if the West India planter can live by the business at the prices above named, 
the American planter certainly can, who has been obtaining, during the same time, eighteen to twenty-two 
cents per gallon on his plantation for this article. They, therefore, consider it unnecessary that their 
business should be destroyed to protect the interests of the American planter. And shall their business 
be annihilated to enrich the distillers of gin and whiskey? The distillers of molasses can now scarcely 
live by their business, in competition with the distillers of grain, as the eastern States are yearly flooded 
with whiskey from the grain-growing States. It has been said by a gentleman from Kentucky that it 
was his intention, in recommending the measure, to abolish tl!e use of the "poisonous taffia" manufactured 
in New England, and to substitute "wholesome grain liquors." Your remonstrants beg leave to differ 
with the gentleman in opinion in relat.ion to the qualities of the liquors in question, as whiskey and gin 
are generally considered by tho best judges here much more pernicious than liquors distilled from 
molasses. That argument, then, in favor of the proposed measure is, at least, of doubtful force. But be 
that as it may, is not the distilling of molasses one of the great manufacturing interests of the country? 
And are not all those interests equally entitled to the protection of the Government? And with respect 
to the importers of molasses, are not their interests closely connected with the great agricultural and 
maritime interests of the country? Does not their business find markets for a very considerable portion 
of its agricultural and manufacturing productions ? And does it not create employment for numerous 
mechanics and laborers ? And is not the West India trade a great nursery of able seamen, whose 
services may be of immense consequence in the event of a war with any great naval Power? Your 
remonstrants consider that it would be an unjust, illiberal, and impolitic measure to destroy a business 
productive of so many benefits to the country. They do not think that the manufacturing business 
requires so great a sacrifice for its protection. They believe the manufacturing business generally to be 
much more profitable than any trade which they are or have been engaged in for many years, and that if • 
any business needed protection, to the exclusion of others, it would be that of the importers· and distillers 
of molasses. 

Wherefore, inasmuch as your remonstrants are fully convinced that the aforesaid bill, if the same should 
pass in the form in which it was recommended, would entirely destroy their said business; that it would 
deprive a numerous class of mechanics and laborers of their employment, and would take from them the 
means of earning a subsistence for themselves and families, for the purpose of pampering and aggrandizing 
another class of citizens; that it would close the West India markets against a very considerable portion of 
the agricultural and manufacturing productions of the country; and that it would drive from their employ
ment a numerous, hardy, and enterprising portion of our seamen, and thereby paralyze the arm of national 
defence ; they would, therefore, again re_spectfully, but most sincerely and earnestly, entreat your honors, 
by your regard for the prosperity of our common country, by your respect for its Constitution, and, above 
all, by your sacred obligation to extend equal protection to every branch of industry and to every class 
of citizens, whatever may be their pursuits, that you would reject the aforesaid bill, or especially such 
provisions of the same as relate to an increase of the present duty on molasses and the abolishment of 
the drawback allowed on the exportation of spirits distilled from that material. 

.,. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 864. [Isr SESSION. 

POWERS OF THE GENERAL GOVERNMENT UNDER THE CONSTITUTION IN CERT.A.IN 
CASES. 

COIDlUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 25, 1828. 

ExECUTIVE OFFICE, Columbus, Ohio, February 12, 1828. 
Sm: I herewith transmit a copy of the preamble and resolutions of the General .Assembly of Ohio, 

in reply to the resolutions from the Legislature of South Carolina respecting the constitu.tional powers 
of the General Government. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient, 
.ALLEN TRIMBLE, 

By SAMUEL C . .ANDREWS, Private Secretary. 

Report of the select committee on the resolutions from the Legi,slature of the State of So,uth Carolina. 

The select committee, to whom were referred the resolutions of the Legislature of the State of South 
Carolina respecting the constitutional powers of the General Government of the United States, have bad 
the same under consideration, and recommend the adoption of the following preamble and resolutions: 

Whereas there have been communicated by the Governor copies of certain resolutions of the Legis
lature of the State of South Carolina, transmitted by the Executive of that State to be laid before the 
General .Assembly of this State for their consideration; and it being proper that this General .Assembly 
should respectfully express their opinion upon the matters therein contained: Therefore-

Resolued by the General .Assembly of the State of Ohio, That to the general propositions contained in 
the first resolution, abstracted from definite questions of constitutional right or power, this General 
Assembly perceive no grounds of exception. 

, Resolved, That this General Assembly do not concur in the opinion of the Legislature of South 
Carolina, as expressed in the second, third, and fourth resolutions; and to the doctrines therein contained 
this General .Assembly express their most solemn dissent. 

Resolved, That the Governor of this State be requested to transmit copies of the foregoing preamble 
and resolutions to the Governor of South Carolina, and to the Governors of the several States, with a 
request that the same be laid before the Legislatures of their respective States; and also to our Senators 
and Representatives in Congress, to be by them laid before Congress for their consideration. 

EDW .ARD KING, Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

FEBRUARY 12, 1828. 
SAMUEL WHEELER, Speaker of the Senate. 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE, Columbus, Ohio, February 12, 1828. 
I certify the foregoing to be a correct copy of the original roll remaining on file in this office. 

JEREMIAH 1PLENE, Secretary of State. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 865. [lsr SESSION. 

DR.A. WE.ACK OF DUTIES WHERE GOODS WE-RE NOT EXPORTED FROM .A. LEGAL PORT. 

CO!lliUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 25, 1828. 

Mr. SPRAGUE, from the Committee of Ways and Means, who were instructed, by resolution, to inquire into 
the expediency of allowing to William J. Quincy and Charles E. Quincy the amount of a certain 
debenture certificate, have had that subject under consideration, and report: 

That said William J. Quincy and Charles E. Quincy represent that, being the owners of twelve pipes 
of brandy imported into the port of Boston, entitled to debenture, they transported the same coastwise 
from Boston to Portland, and thence to Ocracoke, in North Carolina, whence they were shipped in a vessel 
bound for the Canary Islands, and a regular certificate of such shipment obtained from the Collector at 
Ocracoke. On presenting the same to the Collector at Boston, be declined granting the debentures, on the 
ground that Ocracoke was not a port from which goods imported into districts could be exported with the 
right to debenture. The 'l'lth section of the collection law of March 2, 1'199, provides "that the districts 
from which goods, wares, or merchandise may be exported, subject to drawback, be only the districts of 
original importation and those ports at which vessels from the Cape of Good Hope, or from any place 
beyond the same, are permitted to make entry." Ocracoke was not the port of original importation, nor a 
port at which vessels from the Cape of Good Hope, or from any place beyond the same, were permitted to 
be entered; and the brandies in question could not, therefore, be exported from that district subject to 
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drawback. But as it seems that the Collector at Ocracoke, as well as the owners of said brandies, acted 
under the belief that the right to drawback would accrue from the exportation from that district, and that 
said William J. Quincy and Charles E. Quincy are not in fault, the committee are of opinion that they are 
entitled to relief, upon furnishing evidence that the duties accruing upon the original importation of said 
brandies have been paid, and that the same brandies have been exported from the United States and 
actually landed in a foreign port; and for that purpose they report a bill. 

20TJI CONGRESS.] No. 866. [1ST SESSION. 

IMPORTS OF WINES .A.ND DUTIES THEREON FROM 1801 TO 1826. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 26, 1828. 

STATEME!!lT SUBMITI'ED BY MR. CAMBRELENG OF 'WINES IMPORTED, AND THE DUTIES ACCRUING ON THE 
SAME, FROM 1801 TO 1826 ; ALSO A STATEMENT OF THE AGGREGATE VALUE OF EXPORTS TO MADEIRA 
FROM OCTOBER 1, 1800, TO SEPTEMBER 30, 1827. 

No. I. 

Btalement exhibiting the quantities of wines on which duties actually accrued from the 1st of January, 1801, 
to the 31st of December, 1806. 

1801. 1802. 1803. 1804. 1805. 1806. Total. 

llfalmsey, llladeira, and L. P. l\Jadeira •••.•••... 174,548 112,2;3 242,537 242,500 206,159 289,431 1,327,448 
All other Madeira •..•••••.•...............•.... 80,150 64,271 69,644 134,587 2,909 23,249 374,810 
Burgundy, Champagne, &c ••.••••••••.•••••••.. 3,863 3,952 3,738 1,766 3,931 6,345 23,595 
Sherry and St. Lucar.... • • •••••.•..••.. .' •.... 62,181 639,960 309,867 553,962 303,135 312,122 2,181,227 
Claret, &c •.•.•...••••.••••••••....•.....•..... 72,245 51,443 43,845 82,295 66,69-2 32,sn 349,031 
Lisbon, Oporto, &c •...••.•..•......•••..•..... 450,080 275,234 168,922 254,999 293,734 4i2,722 1,915,691 
Teneriffe, Fayal, &c •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 252,545 624,856 422,638 477,103 816,621 70,554 2,664,317 
All other ••.•......•••••••••••..••.....•.•••.•. 128,109 80,285 511,577 1,256,100 9ll,430 179,904 3,067,405 

Total •.•••••••...•..........•••••.. 1,223,721 1,912,274 1,772,768 3,003,312 2,604,611 1,386,838 11,903,524 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, JanuaTy 9,1828. 
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Wines. 1807. 

l\Jnlmscy, Madeira, nnd L. P. Mndclm., ........................... 221,630 

All other Mnllclm ............................................... 27,420 

Burgundy, Chnmpngnc, &c ............. , .......... ,. .............. 10,958 

Sherry nnd St. Lucnr ............................................. 309,633 

Claret, &c ....................................................... oo, 703 

Lisbon, Oporto, &c ............................................... 548,351 

Tcncriffc, Fayal, &c ...... ., ..................................... , 413,442 

All oU,cr ......................................................... 1,010,000 

Total ................................................ 2,002,737 

• Deduct excess of exportations beyond Importations: 
'l'otal importations in 1809 .. .. • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • 1, 3111054 
OU1cr, In bottles.................... 24,643 
Other, ln casks..................... 452,814 

477,457 

833,587 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register•• Office, January 9, 1827. 

1808. 

65,902 

29,091 

744 

265,800 

22,rno 

80,147 

268,830 

582,559 

1,315,2~3 

No. !.-Statement of wines-Continued. 

1809. 1810. 1811. 1812. 

251,719 238,354 218,018 {
At 58.... 531175} 
At 116 .... 531116 

31,243 31,222 48,673 I At so.... lll,166 l 
At 100.... 31 619 

210 932 835 { 
At 45 .... 
At 90., .. 

1,052} 
514 

334,801 54,318 4,515 { 
At 40... 161153} 
At so .... 11,073 

.............. 6,554 23,753 { 
At 35.... 151536 ! 
At 70.... 8,339 

llOI,864 121,644 111,653 { 
At 30.,.. 38,783} 
At 60.... 521 287 

491,217 531,475 653,512 { 
At 28.,., 3711925 1 
At 56., .. 287,613} 

............ 180,093 553,695 { 
At 23 .... 271,673 ! 
At 46 .... 2451938 

*l,3111054 1,164,592 1,014,654 1,451,912 

t Deduct excess of exportations beyond Importations: 
Total Importations in 1813............ .... ...... 6111344 
Burgundy........................... 7 
Sherry............................... 28 
Claret................................ 222 
All other............................ 7,058 

7,315 

604,029 

1813. 

10,493 

1,881 

11701 

78,746 

22,048 

23,784 

155,141 

317,550 

f611,344 

1814. 1815. 1816. 1817. 1818. 

740 228,609 120,689 187,628 161,718 

471 39,546 99,252 
•••••••••••••• 

.............. 
550 5,683 { 

At 90 .... 
At lQO .... 

5,605} 
1,100 5,161 

116 105,055 { 
At 80.... 881378} 
At 60.... 88,213 61,448 

s,118 66,052 117,363 68,773 

14,191 231,117 l At 60 .... 258,607 l 
At 50 .... 350,746 123,784 

84,112 813,784 { 
At 56 .... 401,904} 
At 40 .... 232,257 245,628 

252,296 462,036 { 
At 46 .... 284,654} 
At 25 .... 7291300 894,497 

360,594 1,os1,ss-2 2,784,068 tl,587,019 

t Deduct excess of exportations beyond importntlons: 
Totnl importntions in 1817........ .... .... ...... 11587,019 
l\lndcim, nt 116 ......... ,..... .. .. .. 860 
Burgundy... .. .............. , .. .. 11 048 
Sherry............................. 17,934 
Clnrct ............................ , 441 
Lisbon ........................... ,. 
Tcncritro ........................ .. 
All other ......................... .. 

9,6:!.; 
39,806 
67,551 

141,265 

1,445,754 

= 

7,940 

11,675 

58,474 

110,004 

194,348 

1,119,263 

1,663,482 
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No. 2. 

Statement exhihil,ing the quantities of wines on which duties actually accrued from the 1st of January, 1819, to 
the 31st of December, 1826. 

Wines. 

llladeira ................. 
Burgundy, &.c •••••••••. 
Claret, in bottles ••.••••• 

Do ................ 
Sherry and St. Lucar ..•. 
Lisbon, Oporto, &.c ••... 
Teneriffe, Fayal, &.c •••• 
All other, in casks, •..... 

Do ................ 

Total .•••.•.•.••••.• 

Duty. 1819, 1820. 1821. 1822. 1823. 1824. 1825. 

PeTcent. 
100 188,267 96,927 93,480 119,875 68,207 109,861 161,396 
100 5,797 7,853 3,761 7,036 4,058 4,852 13,332 
70• 21,761 •••••••••••• ............ ............ . ........... ............ ~,• ......... 
30 23,503 35,112 56,037 33,844 70,795 46,806 60,084 
60 21,468 6,645 lS,858 39,102 9,252 ll,704 s,264 
50 ~28,494 193,908 285,740 441,628 35,471 266,780 245,662 
40 278,318 248,805 445,818 357,619 185,111 136,802 126,333 
25• 138,853 361 ............ ............ ............ . ........... . ........... 
15 448,805 1,164,711 2,250,417 1,490,729 1,351,211 951,083 2,073,569 

---.......... 1,255,266 1, 754,3-22 3,154,111 2,489,833 1,730,105 1,527,978 2,688,640 

* Duty on these wines reduced, 

Wines imported f'rom the Ist of January to the 30th of September,· 182'T. 

Wines• 

J\1adeira, ...•.•• , ....•.•.•.•••.••••....•..•.•••••••••.••• 
Burgundy ..•.•.•••...•.••••.•.•••.••••••.••••.•••.•••... 
Sherry, &.c ...••••••••••••••• ; •••••••.•...••...••••••••. 
Lisbon ..................•............................. 
Teneriffe ••.•••••• •••• ..................... , .. ~ ....... . 
Claret ................................................ . 
All other .............................................. . 

Total ....................................... . 

Quantity. 

89,7051 14,949 
14,561 

172,747 
157,629 
132,687 

1,862,854 

Value. 

1,111,881. 

TREA■ORY DEPART!>IENT;Regi,ter•s Office, January 10, 1827, 

1826. Total. 

128,456 966,469 
16,051 62,740 

•••••••••••• 21,761 
80,935 407,116 
33,936 149,319 

307,242 1,904,925 
166,317 1,945,123 ............ 139,214 

2,047,637 11,784,162 

2,780,574 17,380,829 



Statement exhibiting the duties which actually acm'Ued on each description of wines from January l, 1801, to JJecernlJer 31, 1826. 

Mnlmscy, Mndeim, &. Lon- All other Mndelm, Burgundy, Champagne, Sherry nnd St, Lucnr. Clnrct nnd 0U1er, not cnu- Lisbon, Oporto, nnd other Tenerllfe, Fnynl, Mnlngn, All 0U1er, wl1en Imported 
don ParUculnr Madclm, Rhenish, and Tokny, mcrntcd, when imported Portugal wines. St. George, and other 0U1cnvi1c than in bottles 

in botUcs or cnscs, Western Islands, or cases. 
Ycnrd, 

Rnto or duty, Duties, Rnto or duty, Duties, Rntc or duty Duties, Rnto of duty. Duties, Rntc or duty, Duties, Rnto of duty, Duties, Rnto of duty, Duties, Rate of duty. Duties. 

1801 .................. 5Spcr cent, $101,287 84 5011cr cent, $40,075 00 45pcr cent, $1,738 35 40pcr cent, $24,8i2 40 35pcr cent, $25,285 75 30per cent. $135,024 00 28pcr cent, $70,712 60 23pcr cont, $29;465 07 
1802 .................. ,. .. do, .... , 99,108 34 .... do ...... , 32,135 50 .... do ...... 1,778 40 .... do ...... ~,984 00 .... do ...... 18,725 05 .... do ...... 82,570 20 .... do ...... 174,959 68 .,,,do,,,,,, 18,465 55 
1803 ...... .......... .... do ...... 140,671 46 .... do ...... 34,822 00 .... do ...... 1,682 10 .... do .... ,. 123,946 80 .... do ...... 15,345 75 .... do, ..... 50167G GO .... do ...... 118,338 64 ... ,do,,,,,. 117,662 71 
1804 .................. .... do ...... 140,650 00 .... do,. .... 67,293 50 .... do ...... 794 70 .. .,do ...... 221,584 80 .... do.,., .. 28,803 25 .... do ...... 76,499 70 .... do ...... 133,588 84 ,,.,do,,,.,, 288,903 00 
18Q5 .................. .... do ...... 119,5i2 22 .... do ...... 1,454 50 .,.,do ...... 1,768 95 .... do, .... 121,254 00 .... do ...... 23,342 20 .... do ...... ss,120 20 .... do ...... 228,653 88 .... do ...... 209,628 90 

1806 .................. .... do ...... 167,869 98 .... do ...... 11,624 50 ,.,.do ...... 2,855 25 .... do, ..... 124,848 80 .... do ...... 11,378 85 .... do • .,.,. 141,816 60 .... do ...... 19,755 12 .,.,do .... ., 41,377 92 

1807 .................. .... do.,,.,. 128,545 40 .... do ...... 13,710 00 ... do ...... 4,931 10 .... do ...... 123,853 20 .... do ...... 31,746 05 .... do ...... 164,505 30 .... do ...... 115,763 76 .... do ...... 246,238 00 

1808 .................. .... do ...... 38,223 16 .... do ...... 14,545 50 .... do ...... 334 80 ,,,.do,.~ ... 106,320 00 .... do ...... 7,756 00 .... do ...... 24,044 10 .... do ...... 75,272 40 .... do ...... 133,988 57 

1809 .................. .... do .. ;, .. 145,997 02 .... do,.,.,. 15,621 50 .... do ...... 94 50 .... do ...... 133,920 40 .... do ...... 
•••••••••••••• 

.... do ...... 60,559 20 .... do ....... 24,768 49 .... do ...... ... .......... 
1810 .................. .... do ...... 138,245 32 ,,,.do,,,,,. 151611 OU .... do ...... 419 40 .... do ...... 21,727 20 .... do ...... 2,293 90 .... do ...... 36,493 20 ... ,do ...... 148,813 00 ... ,do ...... 41,421 39 

1811 ................. .... do ...... 126,450 44 .... do ...... 24,336 50 .... do ...... 375 75 .... do ...... 1,806 00 .... do ...... '8,31"3 55 .... do, ..... 33,495 90 .... do ...... 182,983 36 .... do ...... 127,349 85 

1812 ................ { 
.... do ...... 30,842 08 .... do ...... 10,583 00 .... do ...... 473 40 .... do, .... ; o,461 20 .... do ...... 5,437 60 .... do ...... 11,010 90 ,. .. do ...... 104,139 00 .... do ...... 62,484 79 
116pcr cent 61,614 56 l00pcr cent 3,619 00 90pcr cent, 462 60 80per CC!Jt, 8,858 40 7upcrccnt. 5,837 30 60pcr cent. 31,3i2 20 56pcr cent, 161,063 28 46pcr cent, 113,131 48 

1813 ................. .... do ...... 12,111 88 .... do ...... 1,881 00 .... do ...... 1,527 75 .... do ...... 62,985 60 .... do ...... 15,355 90 .... do ...... 11,210 40 .... do ...... 86,878 96 ... ,do ...... .144,449 66 

1814 .................. .... do ...... 858 46 .... do ...... 471 00 .... do ...... 495 00 .... do ...... 92 80 .... do ...... 5,682 60 ... .'do, ..... 8,514 60 .... do ...... 47,102 72 .... do,. .... 116,056 16 

1815 ................ .... do ...... 265,186 44 ••.. do •••..• 39,546 00 .... do ...... 5,114 70 .... do .... : .. 84,044 00 .... do ...... 46,236 40 .... do ...... 138,670 20 .... do .. ,: .. 455,719 04 .... do ...... 212,536 56 

99,252 00 I 
.. do ...... 5,044 50 .... do .... ;. 70,702 40 .... do ...... 82,154 10 .... do ...... l(m,164 20 .,,,do,.,,,. 225,066 24 .... do ...... 130,940 84 

1816 ................. l00pcr cent 139,999 24 .... do ...... 
100 per ct, 1,100 00 GO per cent, 52,927 80 .... do ...... 50pcrccnt, 175,373 00 40pcr cent, 9-2,902 80 25per cent, 182,3"--5 00 .............. 

1817 .................. .. ,do .. .' ... 186,630 40 ............ .............. .... do ...... 4,217 80 .... ,10 ...... 2.\!,521 60 .... do .... -.. 45,102 40 .... do ...... 56,117 00 .... do .. ,.,. 75,959 84 .... do ...... m:i,sso 79 

1818 .................. ..•. do,,,,,, 101,718 00 •••••••••••• .............. .... do ...... 7,940 00 .... do ...... 1,005 00 .... do ...... 40,931 80 .... do ...... 55,032 00 .... do ...... 77,739 20 .. ,.do ...... 279,815 75 

.... do ...... 5,797 00 .... do ...... 12,880 80 { 
.. do ...... 15,232 70 

} .. do., .... 64,247 00 .... do ...... 111,327 20 { 
.. do ...... 34~713 25 

1819 ................. .... do ...... 188,267 00 ............ .............. 30pcr cent 1,050 90 l5pcr cent 67,320 75 

.... do ...... 96,927 00 .... do ...... 7,853 00 .... do ...... 3,987 00 .... do ...... 10,533 60 .... do ...... 961 954 OU .... do ...... 9?,522 00 { 
.. do ...... 174,706 65 

1820 ................. •••••••••••• .............. 
25per cent 90 25 

1821 .................. .... do ...... 93,480 00 ............ .............. .... do .... ., 3,761 00 .... do ...... 11,314 80 .... do ...... 10,81110 .... do ...... 142,870 00 .... do .. , .. ; 178,327 20 15pcr cent, 337,562 55 

1822 .................. .... do ...... 119,875 00 ............ .............. .... do ...... 7,036 00 .... do ...... 23,461 20 .... do ...... 10,153 20 .... do ...... 220,814 00 .... do,: .... 143,047 60 .... do ...... 223,609 35 

1823 ................. .... do ...... 68,207 00 •••••••••••• .............. , ... do ...... 4,058 00 •. ,,do,,,,,, 5,551 20 .... do ..... 21,238 50 ,,,,do.,,,,. 17,735 50 .... do ...... • 74,044 40 .... do ...... 203,581 65 

1824 ................ .... do,.,. .. 109,861 00 ............ ········••111••· .... do,. .... ~,852 00 •••• dO,,i111 7,076 40 .... do ...... -14,041 80 .... do ...... 133,390 00 .... do,.,.,. 54,720 80 .. ,.do ...... 142,662 45 

1825 .................. . ,,,do,,,,,, 161,396 00 ............ .............. .... do ...... 13,332 00 .... do ...... 4,958 40 .... do ...... 18,025 20 .... do ...... 122,831 00 ,,.,do.,,,,, 50,533 20 .... do ...... 311,035 35 

!8il6 .................. .... do ... ;,, 145,1!42 00 •••••••••••• .............. .... do ...... 10,051 oo .... do ...... 29,478 60 .... do ...... 38,882 78 .... do ...... l~l,218 50 .... do, ..... 73,227 20 .... do ...... 376,930 65 

Totnl .......... ............ 3,189,537 Jl4 •••••••••••• 426,581 50 ............ 111,889 05 ........... 1,674,424 80 •••••••••••• 571,698 23 ............ 2,499, 998 50 ............ 3,404,930 45 ............ 4, 561, 004 89 

Aggregntc of 
cnch yenr, 

Duties. 

$428,411 01 
683,816 i2 
603,146 06 
958,117 79 
793,794 85 
521,527 02 
829,29-2 81 
400,484 53 
380,961 11 
405,024 41 
505,111 35 

} 617,999 79 

339,521 15 
179,273 34 

1,211,053 34 

} 1,418,952 12 

583,099 83 
630,181 75 

} 506,836 60 

} 490,573 50 

784,126 65 
747,996 35 
394,416 25 
466,604 45 
682,111 15 
841,630 7~ 

16,440, 064 66 
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No. 4. 

Aggregate val:ue of exports to Madeira, commencing October 1, 1800, to September 30, 182'1. 

To September 30, 1801. ............ . 
• 1802 ........... : .. 

1803 ............. . 
1804 ............. . 
1805 ............. . 
1806 ............. . 
180'1 ............. . 
1808 ............. . 
1809 ............. . 
1810 ............. . 
1811 ............. . 
18U~ ............. . 
1813 ............. . 
1814 ............. . 
1815 ......... : ... . 

20TH CONGRESS.] 

$528,344 
481,053 
399,960 
722,671 
639,470 
'667,245 
597,569 
158,382 

To September 30, 1816 ............. . 
181'1 ............. . 

2,400,815 
1,668,966 
1,061,699 

'128,653 
367,755 
32,540 

620,563 

No. 867. 

1818 ............. . 
1819 ............. . 
1820 ............. . 
1821 ............. . 
1822 ............. . 
1823 ............. . 
1824 ............. . 
1825 ............. . 
1826 ............. . 
182'1 ............. . 

Total. ...................... . 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COlIMUNICATED TO THE _SENATE FEBRUARY 26, 1828. 

$441,56'1 
480,103 
496,358 
329,234 
231,'101 
220,081 
191,614 
121,661 
242,243 
1'18,166 
144,60'1 
108,018 

14,261,038 

[lsT SESSION. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE, Columbus, Ohio, February 12, 1828. 
Sm: I herewith transmit the report of a committee, and several resolutions adopted by the General 

Assembly of Ohio, relative to the agricultural and manufacturing interests of the country. 
I have the honor to be, with great 1·espect, your most obedient, 

ALLEN TRIMBLE, 
Per S. C. ANDREWS, Private Searetary. 

The committee a'PJ)Ointed to inquire into the agricultural and manufacturing interests of the country, and the 
means which, in their opinion, will be best calculated to p1'omote and protect domestic industry, respecifully 
submit the following report: 

. The wealth and prosperity of individuals and nations depend principally upon an equal encouragement 
given to the three great branches of industry-agriculture, commerce, and manufactures. Whatever tends 
to encourage the classes of laborers in them, tends also to improve the productive powers of industry, to 
furnish a more ample· field for talents and enterprise, to create a more uniform demand for surplus produc
tion, and give a position more independent of foreign policy. 

The Unite"d States; froni the nature of their soil, climate, and productions, are admirably calculated to 
establish and encourage these grand divisions, in such a manner as to derive the uti:nost benefit from the 
industry and enterprise of their citizens, and place individual and national wealth and prosperity beyond 
the injustice or caprice of foreign legislation. 

The profits of_ agricultural labor have been greatly diminished since the general peace of Europe, 
owing, it is believed, in a great measure, to the unfriendly as well as arbitrary policy whjch excludes 
many of our productions from her markets; or renders them so fluctuating and uncertain as to paralyze 
commercial enterprise, and indirectly aflect the industry of the numerous agricultural and manufacturing 
classes of our .fellow-citizens. . . 

For several years during the late wars in Europe our agriculturists extended their enterprise so as 
to have a great analogy to _commercial speculation. They were induced to do so from the temporary 
removal of commercial restrictions, and the high price of flour and other provisions in foreign markets. 
The close of the war closed also the markets against us, and thus produced at once that destructive 
depreciation of land and its products which brought so much distress and misery upon this numerous class 
of our citizens. The illiberal maxim adopted by one of those great nations is to "sell everything and 
buy nothing;" nor will she deviate from it until her starved p"opulation threatens the country with plunder 
and devastation. Our great agricultural interest has not yet recovered from this sudden and-ruinous 
check to its industry and enterprise by the peculiar domestic policy of foreign nations, nor can it hope to 
recover until the wisdom of Congress shall devise a plan which shall furnish a home market for our surplus 
productions. 

The late war with Great Britain-as foreign wars always must so long as we depend for supplies upon 
other nations-compelled us to look to our own resources for those commodities to which we had been 
accustomed in times of peace, and which were indispensably necessary for our comfort and happiness, as 
well as the success of our arms. .Necessity, therefore, produced at once a great variety of manufacturing 
establishments. They were, at the close of the war, put down by the competition of an experienced rival, 
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who bad perfected that branch of industry, aided by premiums and bounties, and the result was bankruptcy 
and ruin t-0 these honest and useful adventurers in a new enterprise. This branch of industry is slowly 
advancing from its depression, under the fostering care of the General Government, and the happy effects 
of its encouragement are felt throughout a wide extent of our country. It is, however, believed that it 
requires further aid to meet, within a reasonable time, foreign competition, and 'diffuse its best effects 
throughout every part of the country. 

The peculiar situation of Ohio, the nature of her products and pursuits, have made her citizens look 
with intense interest upon the recent controversy touching the constitutional powers of the National 
Legislature, and the policy of encouraging home industry by protecting or prohibitory duties. Nor does 
this interest arise wholly from local considerations. Ohio believes the wealth and prosperity of the nation 
depend much upon the encouragement afforded by the Government to domestic enterprise and industry, as 
equally applied to the grand divisions of labor. 

We bold, and ever have held, that local views and considerations should yield to the common interest 
of the nation. 

From the interior situation of this State, her citizens have had little or no direct interest in foreign 
commerce; and yet, with a liberality of sentiment characteristic of her population, her Representatives have 
uniformly supported appropriations for the augmentation of the Navy, and the protection of the seaboard 
of her more prosperous and commercial sisters. When a war became necessary for the protection of 
commerce, our citizens generously submitted to the hardships and privations incident to a military life, 
and parted with their blood and treasure for the common honor and interest of the country. No complaints 
were heard amongst us that the agricultural was taxed to support the commercial interest of the nation, 
or that the expense bore unequally upon the different classes of society. 

The objections to import duties for the protection of domestic industry are both to the constitutional 
right and the expediency of the measure. Some able politicians of the southern portions of our Union 
deny positively the right of the General Government to levy taxes uporr imports for any other purposes 
than revenue, and that when the object of the duty fa protection or prohibition the law itself is unconsti
tutional. The power of the Government to protect,. by law, the industry of its own citizens, whether in 
the form of import duties, or of positive prohibitions, is as incontestable as the right of defence against the 
aggressions of foreign arms; it is a power claimed as an incident of sovereignty by every other independent 
nation, and by our National Government, on the ground of constitutional investiture. 

Some worthy men and respectable public bodieshave given an interpretation to the Constitution 
which would forbid the interference of the General Government in any kind of encouragement and pro
tection; but history and facts, as well as the phraseology used, will show there are no good reasons for 
such limited construction. By the Confederation, Congress bad unlimited powers to ascertain the sums of 
money to be raised, and to appropriate it; and it was said, long before the formation of the present 
Constitution, that "without this provision the articles of confederation would be an empty form." The 
objections of one State ( Rhode Island) to a tax on imports were answered by a committee of Congress, that 
"the Government ought to have the means necessary to answer the ends of its Constitution. By weak
ening its hands too much it may be renderecl incapable of providing for the interior harmony or exterior 
defence of the State." 

The articles of confederation were found, in practice, to be defective in many particulars, but in none 
were they more manifestly so than in the provisions for the regulation of commerce and for the raising of 
revenue. Among the other propositions made to remedy these defects it was proposed by a committee 
that the sole and exclusive power should be given by the States to Congress "of regulating the trade of 
the States as well with foreign nations as with each other; and of laying such imposts and duties upon 
imports and exports as may be necessary for the purpose." It is unquestionable that the opinion then 
entertained was that impost duties were to be employed as a proper means for the regulation of commerce 
with foreign nations. 

The State of Georgia, in 1786, passed an act, in pursuance of the recommendations of Congress, 
"vesting the United States with power to prohibit the subjects of foreign States, unless authorized by 
treaty, from importing goods, wares, ancl merchandise, which shaJI not be the produce or manufacture of 
the dominion of the Sovereign whose subjects they are." Acts similar in substance, vesting Congress with 
unlimited powers for the regulation of trade, were passed by several other States of the Confederacy; but 
a difficulty arising with respect to the details led to the convention which formed the Constitution of the 
United States. \\Tith this important and interesting subject fresh before them, the first power delegated 
to Congress was "to levy and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises; to pay the debts, and provide 
for the common defence and general welfare of the United States," &c. The legislative department of the 
Government gave a construction to the power thus delegated by the preamble to "An act for levying a 
duty on goods, wares, and merchandise imported into the United States." This act was passed July 20, 
1789. 'l'he preamble is in these words: "'\:V-hereas it is necessary for the support of Government, for the 
discharge of the debts of the United States, and the encouragement and protection of manefactures, that 
duties be laid on goods, wares, and merchandise imported." The duties imposed upon some of the articles 
enumerated in this act amounted to nearly a prohibition, and the discrimination clearly shows the object 
to be something besides mere revenue. 

Alexander Hamilton, in his celebrated report, adverting to the question of constitutional right to 
encourage manufactures by bounties and premiums, protecting or prohibitory duties on imports, says: 
"There is no good foundation for such a question. The National Legislature has express authority to 
levy and collect taxes, dvlies, imposts, and excises; to pay the debts and provide for the common defence 
and general, welfare, with no other qual,iji,catwn than that all duties, imposts, and excises shall_ be uniform 
through the United States; that no capitalion 01· other direct tax sha1l be laid, unless in proportion to 
numbers, ascertained by census or enumeration taken on the principles prescribed in the Constitution; 
and that no tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State. Those three qualifications 
excepted, the power to raise money is plenary and indefinile, and the objects to which it may be appro
priated are no less comprehensive than the payment of the public debt and the providing for tho common 
defence and general welfare. The terms general welfare were doubtless intended to signify more than 
was expressed or imparted in those which preceded, otherwise numerous exigencies incident to the affairs 
of a nation would have been left without a provision. The phrase is as comprehensive as any that could 
have been used, because it was not fit that the constitutional authority of the Union to appropriate its 
revenues should have been restricted within narrower limits than the general, welfare, and because this 
necessarily embraces a vast variety of particulars which are susceptible neither of specification nor 
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definition." The Executive Departments of the Government have uniformly given the same construction 
to the constitutional right of Congress to give encouragement and protection to manufactures. President 
vVashington, in his message of l 'T96, says: "Congress have repeatedly, and not without success, directed 
their attention to the encouragement of manufactures. The object is of too much importance not to 
insure a continuance of their efforts in anyway that shall appear eligible." Mr. Jefferson, in his message 
of 1802, makes similar observations. The same doctrine was held by Mr. Madison, and the tariff of duties 
of 1824 received the direct approval of the vep.erable Monroe. If the opinion that Congress has the power to 
protect domestic industry by taxes· 6r imposts beyond objects of mere revenue requires additional con
firmation, that confirmation is furnished by judicial authority. In the recent case of Brown against the 
State of Maryland, Mr. Chief Justice Marshall says, "it is obvious that the same powers which impose a 
light duty can impose a very heavy one, one which amounts to a prohibition. Questions of power do not 
depend upon the degree to which it may be exercised." 

These illustrious patriots were familiar with the discussions which produced the charter of their 
liberties and ours, and were not likely to err in giving that instrument its proper construction. A more 
limited construction would, in effect, take away all right in the General Government to encourage agricul
ture and commerce, as well as manufactures, and would make all those laws, laying duties on cotton, 
sugar, and manufactured tobacco, which have amounted to nearly a prohibition, and which have contributed 
immensely to southern wealth, unconstitutional and void. 

From this limited view of the question, the conclusion is irresistibly forced upon us that the National 
Legislature has all the constitutional powers necessary to encourage and protect domestic labor, whether 
employed in agriculture, commerce, or manufactures; and that a different construction is incompatible 
with the liberal terms of the Constitution, contrary to the uniform practice of every department of the 
Government, and would place the great interests of this nation at the mercy of foreign policy and 
legislation. 

It appears fairlywithin the scope of the inquiry intrusted to the committee to examine the expediency 
• of protecting domestic industry. 

We have heretofore remarked that agriculture, commerce, and manufactures are the great sources 
of wealth and prosperity. The laborers in these three great branches of industry will never long remain 
in the attitude of angry rivals, unless forced into such position by the operation of a system of unequal 
protection and encouragement. Their natural tendency, like the most interesting of domestic relations, 
is to harmony and reciprocal support. The depression of one interest will, either directly or indirectly, 
affect the prosperity of the others. Hence that system of legislation calculated to afford equal protection 
to each is best adapted to promote the general, welfare of the nation. The United States possess the 
elements and the power to bring all of them to the highest perfection. Our first statesmen have been 
advocates of a system for the encouragement of home industry; but an unfortunate combination of circum
stances has hitherto either prevented or in a g·reat degree defeated the measures of the General Govern
ment devised for the purpose. The philosophers and politicians of Great Britain, distinguished before 
any in Europe for their sagacity in discovering, and their ingenuity in providing against distant dangers 
to the interest of their country, have long viewed the United States as their most dangerous rival, and 
have directed the utmost efforts of their talents to preserve their own ascendency and depress our {)Om
merce arid manufactures. The preservation of the balance of power in Europe has not entered deeper 
into her policy than the prevention of our successful competition in those great branches of industry to 
which alone she owes her maritime power, her wealth, and glory. Considerations like these have originated 
her system of discriminations and restrictions, prohibitions and bounties, which has so frequently defeated 
the beneficial effects of our legislation, and has brought ruin and distress upon vast numbers of our citizens. 

If the policy of nations would permit industry to be left to seek the natural channels, there would 
be little or no necessity for our Government to resort to legislation upon the subject. The superior intelli
gence and enterprise of our citizens, under the direction of private interest, would guide labor to its most 
productive employment; but experience bas taught us not to hope for any long continuance of this natural 
state of things. The whole course of foreign policy is artificial and fluctuating, and the result has been, 
and must be, sudden springs, succeeded by sudden depressions, in every department of our home industry. 

The laws of Congress adopted for the protection of domestic iridustry have either been quite inade
quate or counteracted by those Governments whose policy it is to monopo1ize trade and its elements. As 
an illustration of this truth, the tariff of 1824 bad not much sooner taken effect than Great Britain repealed 
nearly all the duties upon foreign wool, for the purpose of enabling her manufacturers to enter into 
successful competition with ours in our own market. As a part of the same settled system of monopoly, 
as well as with a view of protecting her agricultural interest, she has closed her markets, except under 
circumstances not likely often to occur, against our provisions and breadstuffs. Hunger must press bard 
upon her population before her rigorous laws will admit the importation of flour or provisions. These 
impediments to the progress of natural industry must be obvious to all, for they affect all. This state of 
things, while it has a most inj11rious effect upon the nation at large, Qperates with peculiar hardship upon 
the citizens of Ohio. 

Our situation precludes us from entering into foreign commerce, nor have we any particular interest 
in this lucrative branch of industry further than it comes in aid of agriculture and manufactures. It has 
been estimated that ninety per cent. of our population is engaged in agriculture. This added to the 
exceeding fertility of our soil, and the mildness and general salubrity of the climate,. leaves a prodigious 
excess of agricultural products beyond consumption. This immense surplus cannot be exchanged at home 
for manufactured fabrics that we need; for a most obvious reason, that nearly all have the same surplus 
and require the same exchanges. As applied to this State, there is no proportion between agricultural 
and manufacturing products and consumption. In the first there is an incalculable surplus; in the last an 
impoverishing deficiency. These facts are equally applicable to all the Middle and Western States. We 
therefore find the richest gifts of nature wasting upon the hands of the agriculturist, or squandered with 
lavish profusion, because a useless encumbrance to the plantation, while, at the same time, the owner and 
his family are suffering from a deficiency of comfortable clothing and convenient household utensils. 
This profusion of one product of labor and deficiency of another has a demoralizing influence upon our 
population, and naturally tends to check the progress of civilization and refinement. 

Our surplus consists mostly in bulky articles-tobacco, hemp, flour, and provisions-which subject us 
to great waste of time and heavy expense in the transportation to Atlantic markets. These domestic 
markets, subject to the fluctuation of others still more distant, are too unsteady to admit of any safe 
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calculation by our commercial adventurers. Those who have ventured far in this dangerous field of 
enterprise have met with disaster and ruin. · 

Nor have the few who have vested their capital in manufacturing establishments met with a better 
fate. They struggled for a little time against. the inundation of foreign goods that rose above the 
mountains and flowed in upon us, until their means and credit were both exhausted, and then sunk under 
the unequal competition. .And yet it cannot be denied that this State possesses, in vast abundance, the 
elements of both these great sources of wealth. Her rich soil and mild climate produce almost spontaneous 
harvests; her native pastures feed innumerable herds; her earth is• filled with minerals; her population 
have all the activity and vigor of youth. And yet, with all these superior natural advantages, her 
progress in useful arts and wealth is slow, her resources limited, and she is compelled to rely upon public 
credit for the accomplishment of the mighty work she has ·undertaken. If her prosperity was alone 
affected by foreign laws or the inadequacy of our own protecting system; or if the interest of any of our 
sister States were to be sacrificed by what WE believe to be the true national policy, it would be the duty 
of Ohio to suffer in silence until time produced a change of legislation, or worked a revolution in the 
objects of industry. But she feels that the United States have a common interest at stake, and that, 
although a temporary embarrassment may result from a great change in the national policy, the permanent 
effects will be a more active domestic commerce that will wear down sectional asperities; a more steady 
home market, a more abundant and cheaper supply of wants, and a great accession of national wealth and 
power. From these beneficial results no part of the -Union will be excluded. 

It would be well for our southern brethren, who with so much zeal oppose every prf>ject for the 
protection of national industry, to reflect that the time MAY come when their cotton and rice-those great 
staples from which, within a few years, so immense a profit has arisen-may, like our breadstuffs and 
provisions, be reached by the prohibitory measures of Great Britain, and then, in the absence of manufac
tories, they will be involved in calamities infinitely worse than those now endured by the Western and· 
Middle States. 

From every view of this most interesting subject, it appears most unfit that this vast country, full of 
youthful vigor and freedom, and abounding in all the variety of materials for the supply of her own wants 
by her own labor, should longer remain dependent upon foreign laws and industry for the simple necessaries 
and conveniences of life. The evils are general, and require a corresponding remedy. The States have 
parted with the right to levy import duties, and this, the simple and most obvious, if not the only means, 
of guarding against the effects of foreign competition, is vested in the General Government. Your 
committee, therefoi:e, after full consideration, are of opinion that the General Government has the power, 
and that it would promote the best interests of the nation, to encourage, by direct legislation, domestic 
industry. They therefore recommend the adoption of the following resolutions: 

Resolved 1Jy the General, Assembly of the Staie of Ohio, That the rights originally possessed by the 
individual States of protecting their domestic industry, by levying tonnage and impost duties, were, by 
the grant of powers contained in the Constitution, surrendered to the General Government. 

Resolved, That, by the Constitution of the United States, Congress is vested with full power to foster 
and protect domestic industry throughout the nation, whether employed in agriculture, commerce, or 
manufactures. 

Resolved, That, in the opinion of this General Assembly, the present condition of the agricultural and 
manufacturing interests of the country, depressed by foreign restrictions and competition, require aid and 
encouragement from the General Government; and that they rely on the wisdom of Congress to devise 
and adopt such measures as may be effectual to protect and advance the ma_nufacture and production of 
woolen goods, wool, iron, hemp, and spirits distilled from domestic materials; and, in their opinion, the 
provisions proper for this purpose will receive the unequivocal approbation of the people of this State. 

Resolved, That the Governor be requested to transmit copies of the foregoing resolutions to the 
Senators and Representatives in Congress from this State; and that they be requested to use their exertions 
and influence to have the objects of them carried into effect. • 

FEBRUARY 12, 1828. 

EDWARD KING, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 

SAMUEL WHEELER, 
Speaker of the Senate. 

SECRET.ARY OF STATE'S OFFICE, Columbus, Ohio, February 12, 1828. 
I certify the above to be a correct copy of the original roll remaining on file in this office. 

JEREMIAH M'LENE, Secretary of State. 

20TH CONGRESS. l No .. 868. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 28, 1828. 

Resolved by the General, Assembly of the Stale Qf Ohio, That the rights originally possessed by tlre 
individual States of protecting their domestic industry by levying fonnag·e and impost duties, were, by 
the grant of powers contained in the Constitution, surrendered to the General Government. 

Resolved, That, by the Constitution of the United States, Congress is vested with full power to foster 
and protect domestic industry throughout the nation, whether employed in agriculture, commerce, or 
manufactures. 
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Resolved, That, in the opinion of this General Assembly, the present condition of the agricultural and 
manufacturing interests of the country, depressed by foreign restrictions and competition, requires aid 
and encouragement from the General Government; and that they rely on the wisdom of Congress to devise 
and adopt such measures as may be effectual to protect and advance the manufacture and production of 
woolen goods, wool, iron, hemp, and spirits distilled from domestic materials; and, in their opinion, the 
provisions proper for this purpose will receive the unequivocal approbation of the people of this State. 

Resolved, That the Governor be requested to transmit copies of the foregoing resolutions to the 
Senators and Representatives in Congress from this State; and that they be requested to use their 
exertions and influence to have them carried into effect. 

FEBRUARY 12, \828. 

EDWARD KING, Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
SAMUEL WHEELER, Speaker of the Senate. 

SECRETARY OF STATE'S OFFICE, Columbus, Ohio, I!'ebruary 12, 1828. 
I certify the above to be a correct copy of the original roll remaining on file in this office. 

JEREMIAH .M'LENE, Searetary of State. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE, Columbus, Ohio, February 12, 1828. 
Sm: I herewith transmit the report of a committee and several resolutions adopted by the General 

Assembly of Ohio, relative to the agricultural and manufacturing interests of the country. 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most obedient, 

• ALLEN TRIMBLE. 
Per S. C. ANDREWS, Private Searetary. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 869. [lsT SESSION. 

AMOUNT OF DUTIES ON TEA,S IN 1823 TO 182'L 

comroNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 28, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTIIENT, February 26, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 23d instant, "directing the 

Secretary of the Treasury to furnish to the House a statement showing the amount of duties -which 
accrued in the years 1824, 1825, 1826, and 1827, on the several descriptions of imported teas, classified 
in reference to the duties imposed by the existing laws," I have the honor to transmit herewith the 
statement required. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD ~USH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Represent.o.tives of the United States. 

Statement exhibiting the amount of duties actually received on teas during the years 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, 
and 1827. • • 

Teas. 1823. 1824. 1825. 1826. 1827. 

Bohea .......... ............................... e;o,303 68 85,053 68 en,010 60 813,367 76 86,815 43 
Souchong ............................. ............ 398,19L 46 477,031 00 258,129 00 387,504 00 237,113 50 
Hyson Skin ..................................... 551,00-J 48 497,3i9 68 615,171 48 617,040 48 218,465 24 
Hyson and Young Hyson ........................ 953,656 80 1,209,484 00 1,215,659 20 1,762,857 60 930,432 80 
Imperial ....................................... 132,762 50 178,686 50 98,584 50 232,578 50 69,865 00 
Extra duty on teas from other places than China .•. 39 71 671 29 232 68 3,037 32 ........... .... 

Totn! ..................................... 2,105,956 63 2,368, 306 15 2,198,787 46 3,016,385 66 1,462,691 97 

The year 1827 is estimated, the accounts of the Collectors of the Customs being now under adjustment, The documents from which this estimate is 
fanned are such that the variation from the actual amount cannot be very great. 

TREASURY DEPAR;MENT, Registcr•• Office, February 26, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Rcg!slcr. 
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20rH CONGRESS.] No. 870. [lsT SESSION. 

REMISSION OF DUTIES ON GOODS DESTROYED BY FIRE. 

COIDW.NICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FEBRUARY 29, 1828. 

Mr. Dwmm, from the Committee of Ways and Means; to whom was referred the petition of John F. Ohl, 
made the following report: 

That the petitioner imported, on the 8th November, 1826, into the port of Philadelphia, in the brig 
Antelope, from Havana, seventy-five boxes white and seventy-five boxes brown sugars. The duties were 
secured upon the same by bond, with sureties, which bond is still unpaid. On the morning of the 5th 
February, 1827, one hundred and forty-nine boxes of the sugars above mentioned were consumed by fire 
in the original boxes in which they had been imported; no other alteration having been made in the said 
boxes than that the hide straps were taken off and their place supplied by wooden hoops. The objeP-t of 
that change was to prevent subjecting the vessel, in which he intended to re-export said sugars, to 
quarantine in the port of Genoa. 

By the testimony of Mr. M'Ever and Mr. Russell, the petitioner shows not only his design, but his 
contract to re-export said sugars; and that said contract was prevented from being fulfilled only by the 
misfortune of the petitioner in having them consumed by fire. 

The petitioner asks the remission of the duties upon the sugars thus consumed by fire, which, in the 
shape of debenture, the committee have no doubt he would have been entitled to had not the accident 
occurred. 

The sugars having been destroyed_ in the original boxes in which they were imported, and therefore 
easily identified, less danger to the revenue results from the remission of duties in such cases than in many 
others where the proprietor shall have changed the forms or packages of his goods before their destruction. 

The committee consider the precedents in which relief has been given to be confined to cases where 
the goods have been burnt or destroyed in the form in which they were originally imported; and believing, 
as they do, that the spirit of the revenue laws requires the collection of duties only upon those goods 
which are consumed in the country, and that every loss of this kind must necessarily call for an additional 
and equivalent importation upon which duties will be paid, have reported a bill for the relief of the 
petitioner, confined, however, to the goods above mentioned, and excluding any remission of duties upon a 
variety of other bonded goods consumed at the same time, but in regard to which the evidence of 
identity was much less satisfactory. 

20TH GoNGRESS.] No. 871. [lsT SESSION. 

NET REVENUE ANN:UALLY, FROM 1791 TO 1826, ON CERT.A.IN ARTICLES. 

COlOIDN!CATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 1, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, February. 29, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 8th instant, "directing the 

Secretary of the Treasury to furnish the House with a statement of the net revenue collected annually, 
from the year 1790 to 1826, inclusive, on each of the following articles, viz: hammered and rolled bar 
iron, wool, hemp, flax, sail-cloth, molasses, foreign distilled spirits, cotton manufactures, and woolen 
manufactures, and of the revenue which accrued on each of the said articles during the year 1827, 
together with the quantity and value of the respective articles imported in each year, and the rates of 
duty thereon," I have the honor transmit herewith the statement required, with a lett€r from the 
Register of the Treasury explanatory of the same. 

I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, February 28, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith statements prepared in obedience to a resolution of the 

House of Representatives of the 8th instant. 
This resolution calls for the net revenue on hammered and rolled bar iron, wool, hemp, flax, sail

cloth, molasses, foreign distilled spirits, cotton and woolen manufactures, from the year 1790 to 1827, 
inclusive, together with the quantities and values of the respective articles imported, .and the duties 
thereon. 

The statements numbered 1, 2, and 3, exhibit the net revenue which accrued on spirits, molasses, 
and hemp, for the calendar years from 1790 to 1826, inclusive. 

Bar iron and sail duck, being subject to an ad valorem duty until the 30th June, 1816, there is no 
means in the Treasury of ascertaining the quantity or the amount of duty which accrued on the importa
tion of either, or of distinguishing the value and duty from other articles paying a similar rate of duty. 

Statement No. 4 exhibits the quantities of bar iron actually paying duty from the 1st of July, 1816, 
annually, for the years ending on the 31st of December, 1826. 

Statement No. 5 exhibits a similar view of sail duck from the 1st of July, 1816, to the 30th of ,Tune, 
1824; after which date this article again became subject to an ad valorem duty of 15 per cent. 

Flax has ever been subject to an ad valorem duty; no means exist of asc<>rtaining either the quantity 
imported, the value, or the duties accruing. 

vor.. v--112 n 
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Wool: This article was not specially enumerated until the year 1822. 
Tho dutiable value and duties are exhibited in table·No. 14. 

[No. 871. 

Manufacturers of wool and cotton, under the act of 4th .. of July, 1'189, and the several acts subsequent 
thereto, have been subject to duties ad valorem; what the amount, in value, of duties which accrued 
annually on the importation of either has been, up to the y,ear 1821, no means exist in the Treasury 
of ascertaining. 

To meet the resolution as fully as practicable, tables, numbered from 6 to 14, have been formed for 
the fiscal years ending on the 30th of 8epternber, 1821 to 1827, inclusive, exhibiting the quantity, value, 
and duties which accrued (after deducting the drawback) on the several articles specified in the resolu
tion, except woolen and cotton goods, and unmanufactured wool, the quantities of which cannot be 
ascertained. 

Table No. 15 exhibits a condensed view of the duties which accrued on the several articles specified. 
As a doubt existed whether the foreign cost-or dutiable val,ue was intended by the last clause of the 

resolution the latter has been adopted. 
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant; JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

~on. RrclLl.RD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

No. 1. 

Statement exhibiting the quantity of foreign distuled tpirits imported annually, on which dut~s actually accrued, 
during the years ending December 31, 1790 to 1826, inclusive. 

Years. 

1790 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1791 ••.•••.••.••••••••• 

179-2 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1793 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1794 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1795 ············•.•····· 
1796 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1797 •• •••••••••••••••• 
1798 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1799 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1!!00 ••••••••••••••.•••• 
1!!01 ••••••••••.•.•••.•• 

180-2 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1803 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1804 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1805 •..••••.•..••.••••. 

1806 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1807 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1808 •••••.•..•••.••• ; •. 

FOREIGN DIS'l:ILLED SPIRITS. 

Gallons. 

4,143,385 
3,603,861 
4,579,160 
3,428,391 
5,545,681 
5,018,562 

• 5,599,760 

6,819,728 
4,648,743 
7,302,297 
4,785,937 
7,608,563 
1,720,232 
8,959,342 

10,488,696 
7,641,207 

10,479,093 
9,031,018 
4,625,198 

Average duty. • Duties, 

8.4 $346,234 22 
13.6 49-2,121 80 

21.4 9i9,546 74 
29.0 995,265 88 
29.0 1,580,246 83 
28.5 1,433, 275 79 
28 6 1,603,882 57 
27.6 1,ss1,330 oo 
29.1 1,354,271 00 
28.1 2, 053, 758 00 
29.9 1,434, 2i6 00 
29 2 2,221,064. 36 
29.2 2,253,496 17 
29.0 2,594,259 10 
29.2 3,061,201 as 
29.2 2,232,901 8.5 
29.3 3,074,398 19 
29.4 2,656,046 74 
28.8 1,333,473 71 

No. 

FOREIGN DISTILLElt SPIRITS. 

Years. 

Gallons. Average duty, Duties. 

1809 ••••••••••••••••• 4,644,469 28.6 $1,:t..'7,058 58 
1810 ••••••••••••••••• 4,487,588 28.3 1,272,063 4t 

1811 •••••• ••••••••••• 3,447,873 27.6 950,603 86 
1812 ••••••.•••.•••••. 4,10-2, 728 37.0 1,520,48:l 46 

1813 ••••••••••••••••• 1,017,608 60.1 611,913 64 

1814 ••••••••••••••••• 571,837 57.3 :t..'7, 780 08 

1815 ••••••••••••••••• 5,622,684 58.4 3,281,799 32 
1el6 ••••••••••••••••. 4,941,732 47 3 2,340,013 73 
1817 •••••••.•••.••••• 4,051,136 43.8 1,775,547 95 

1818 ••••••••••••••••• 6,052,453 43.7 2,646, 186 9-2 

1819 ••••••••••••••••• 4,477,628 43.8 1,959,125 12 

1820 •••• ••••••••• •••• 3,9-28,996 44.0 l,728,f65 81 

1821 ••••••••••••••••• 3,847,003 43.7 1,679,319 49 

1822 ••••••••••••••••• 
4,567,744 40.5 2,040,412 90 

1823 ••••••••••••••••• 3,70-2,152 44.7 1,655,326 -13 

1E24 ••••••••••••••••• 5,285,047 44,4 2,348,074 56 

1825 ••••••••••••••••• 
4,114,046 43.8 1, S0-2, 766 52 

1826 •••..•••••.•••••. 3,509,708 43.6 1,532,268 36 

2. 

Statement exhibiting the quantity of 'molasses imported annually, on which duties actual,ly accrued, diiring the 
• years endiny on the 31st of December, 1790 to 1826, inclusii:e. 

MOLASSES IMPORTED. 

Years. 

1790 •.•••• ••.•.•••••••• 5,664,345 
1791 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 6,354, 148 

179-2 ••••••••••••• •••••• 4,250,874 
1793 •••••• ••••••• •••••• 4,236,222 
1794 ••••• •••• •••••• •••• 3,144,225 
1795 •••• , • • . • • • • • •• • . • • 3,853,905 
1100 • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • . 3,896, 241 

1191 •••••.. •••••• •••••• 3,724,369 
1798 •••••••••••• , •••••• 4,079,145 
1799 ••• • •• •• •• . •••• •••. 3,889,084 
1800 •••. •• •••• ••••• •••• 3,111,359 
1801 ••••••••••••.• , •• . • 5,447,545 
lS0-2 •••• ••••••• ••.••••• &,3171969 
1803 •••.• , •• ••••• •• ••• . 5,963,275 
1804 •••.•• •• .• . •• •• •••• 6,535,513 .. 
1805 •••. ,.. •••••• •••••• 9,226,446 
1806 .•••••. •.••.• •••••• 8,533,510 
1807 • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8,255, 753 
1808 •.•.•• , ••••••• , • • • . 6,456,073 

Duty. 

Cents. 
2!-
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 

5* 
5 
5 
5 
.5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

Years, 

Duties. 

$141,608 62 1809 •••••••••••••••• 
190,624 44 

1810 ••••••••••••••••• 
127,526 22 1811 •••••• , •••••••••• 
127,086 66 1812 ••••••••••••••••• 
94,326 75 1813 ••••••••••••••••• . 

115,617 15 1814 ••..••••••••••••• 
116,887 23 

1815 ••••••••••••••••• 
130,352 91 1816 ••••••••••••••••• 
163,165 eo 1817 ••••••.•••••••••• 
155.563 36 1818 ••••••••••••.•••• 

167 .281 15 1819 ••••••••••••••••• 

272,377 25 1820 ••••••••••••••••• 
315,898 45 1821 •.••••••••.•••••. 

298,163 75 1822 ••••.•••••••••••. 

326,775 65 182-1 ••••••••••••••••• 
461,322 30 

1824 ••••••••••••••••• 
426,679 50 

182~ ••••••••••••••• 
412,787 65 • 1826 ••••••.•• ....... 
322,8(i3 65 

* After June 30. 

MOLASSES IMPORTED. 

Gallons. lluty. Duties. 

Cents. 
5,336,686 5 e266,834 30 
7,651,682 5 382,5.54 10 
8,500,019, 5 425,000 95 
7,373,448 10* 454,771 25 
3,220,710 10 322,07100 
2,879,283 10 287,92830 
6,110,957 10 611,095 70 
8,643,972 5* 660,185 60 

10,877,670 5 543,883 50 
12,315,023 5 615,75115 
111910,729 5 595,536 45 
10,786,905 5 539,345 25 
9,459,898 5 47:!,994 90 

12,357,372 5 617,868 60 
13,284,451 5 664,222 55 
12,871,425 5 643,571 25 
12,430,622 5 621,53110 
13,661,369 5 683,081 95 
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No. 3. 

Statement e:1'/iibiling the quantilp of hemp imported annuaUy, on which duti~s actually accrued, du1·ing the yea1·s 
ending on the 31st of December, l '790 to 182,6, inclusive. 

Years. 

1790 ••.••.•••••••••.••• 
1791 .................. . 
179-2 ••.•••••...••••••• 
1793 ••••••••...•••••••• 
179-1 •••••••••••••••••. 
1795 ••••••••••••••••••. 

1796 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1797 •••••.•••••••.••••. 
179$ ••.•••••••••••.•••• 

1799 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1800 •••••• ••••••••••••• 
1801 ••••••.•••••••••••• 
100-2 •••••••.•••••••.••. 
1803 ................. .. 
1604 .................. . 

1805 ••••••••••••••••••• 
1806 •••..•..•••••..••.• 
1807 ••••.•••••.•••.•••• 
1808 ••••••••••••••.•••• 

Cwt. 

7,300 
39,954 
47,868 
52,160 
9-2,223 
68,270 

SS,6i9 
40,455 
82,788 

165,285 
18,518 
80,851 
82,720 

122,545 
81,358 

115,725 
116,101 
131,886 

5,93-2 

IIEMP• 

Uuty. 

Cents. 
60 
54 

100* 
100 
100 
100 
JOO 

JOO 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
IOU 

Duties. 

,. $4,380 00 
21,575 16 
36,858 36 
52,160 00 
9-2,223 00 
68,270 00 
S8,6i9 OQ 
40,455 00 
82,788 00 

165,285 00 
18,518 00 
80,851 00 
82,720 00 

122,545 00 
81,358 00 

115,725 00 
116,101 00 
131,886 00 

5,932 00 

Years. 

Cwt. 

1809 ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• •••• 
1810 • • • • . • • • • . • . • • • • • 178, 473 
181] • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 218, 705 
1812 •••.•• ••••. ••••.. 17,824 

1813 ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• •••• 
1814 ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 
1815 •••.•.••.••.••••. 

1816 ••••••••••••••••• 
1817 •••••.•••..•..... 
1818 •••••.•.•..•••.•• 
1819 •••...••••••••••• 

1820 •••••••• ••••••••• 

1821 ••••••••••••••••• 
1822 ••••••••••••••••• 
1823 ···············-·· 
1824 ••••••••••••••••• 
1825 ••••••••••••••••• 
1826 ••••••••.•..••••. 

119,711 
93,165 
35,141 
99,249 
51,157 
93,707 

119,9-27 
197,117 
65,826 
79,049 
91,104 
72,450 

* After June 30. 

No. 4. 

HEMP. 

Duty. Duties. 

Cents. 
100 

•••••••••••••••• 
100 ~178,473 'JO 
100 218,705 00 
200* 18,117 46 
200 

•••••••••••••••• 
200 

•••••••••••••••• 
200 239,422 00 
150* 149,353 00 
150 52,711 50 
150 148,873 50 
150 76,735 50 
150 140,560 50 
150 179,890 50 
150 294,175 80 
150 98,739 00 
175* 138,281 00 
175 159,432 00 
li5 126,787 50 

Statement exhibiting the quantity of bar iron annual,ly imported, on which duties actual,ly accrued, during the 
years ending on the 31st of December, 1816 to 1826, inclusive. 

Years. 

1816 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1817 ........................................... . 
1818 ........................................... . 
1819 •.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1820 .........................••................. 
1821 •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1822 •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••••••••••••••• 
1823 .•.••.....•..•••••••••.•...•••.•.•••.•••••• 
1824 ........................................... . 
182.5 ........................................... . 
1826 .......................................... . 

Cwt. 

34,488 
15,407 
53,979 
51,290 
59,385 
33,431 
99,297 
73,369 
S!l,287 
79,345 
82,592 

Rolled. 

Duty. 

Cents. 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 

* After June 30. 

No. fi. 

D.I.R IRON. 

Duties. 

$51,732 00 
23,110 50 
80,968 50 
76,935 00 
89;011 50 
50,146 50 

149,845 50 
110,053 50 
87,430 50 

110,017 50 
123,888 00 

Cwt. 

418,518 
337,701 
298,438 
3-24,943 
389,797 
306,960 
530,172 
69-2,437 
394,229 
484,786 
386,509 

Other. 

Duty. Duties. 

Cents. 
45 $188,333 10 
45 151,965 45 
75* 208,006 80 
75 243,673 75 
75 292,347 75 
75 230,2:.'l() 00 
75 397,629 00 
75 519,327 75 
90• 349,109 25 
90 436,307 40 
90 347,858 10 

Statement exhibiting the quantify of duck imported annual,ly, on which duties actual,ly accrued, during the years 
ending on the 31st December, 1816 to 1824, inclusi'l:e. 

DUCK• 

Years. Russia. Ravens. 

Pieces. Duty. Duties. Pieces. Duty. Duties. 

Cent,. Cents. 
1816 .... •••••• •••• .... •••. •••• 20,823 200 $41,646.00 16,348 125 $20,435 00 
1817 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 34,451 68,902 00 19,244 24,055 00 
1818 •• •• • • • •• • •••• •••••• •••••• 35,643 71,268 00 33,262 41,577 50 
1819 • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15,531 31,062 00 13, 051 16,313 75 
1820 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • 26, 859 53, 718 00 16, 185 20,231 25 
1821 •••• ••••.• •••••••••• •••••• 28,797 57,594 00 26,468 33,085 00 
1822 •••••••••• •••• •••• •••• •••• 43,281 86,562 00 A3,356 54,195 00 

1823 •••••••••••• •••••••• •••••• 28,582 57,164 00 31,387 39,233 75 

181!4 ...................................... •••••••••••• ......................... •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 

Pieces. 

714 
1,055 
1,708 
1,555 
1,814 
1,416 
1,624 
1,533 

369 

Holland. 

Duty. 

Cent.. 
250 

Duties. 

$1,785 00 
2,637 50 
4,270 00 
3,887 50 
4,535 00 
3,540 00 
4,060 00 
3,832 50 

9-22 50 
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No. 6. 

Statement exhwiling the quantity, val,ue, and duties on foreign distilled spirits imported d10-ing the years ending 
on the 30th day of September, 1821 to 1827, inclusiw. 

Years. 

1821 • ••. : ••••.•••••••••..••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1822. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••• .- •••••••• • •••• • •• 

1823 •••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• 
1824 ........................................................ . 
1825 •••.•••.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1826, •••••.•..•••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1!!27 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Quantity. 

Gallons. 
3,411,0-28 
4, 7i0,123 
3,517,514 
5,139,313 
4,581,100 
3,212,585 
3,188,891 

No. 7. 

SPIRITS l!i!PORTED. 

Value. Average duty. 

Dollars, Percent. 
1,645,150 43.7 
2,277,559 40.5 
1,558,094 44.7 

1,913,232 44.4 
1,841,843 43.8 
l,294,i39 43.6 

1,432,995 43.6 

Duties. 

Dollurs. 
1,490,619 23 
1,934, 734 81 
1,si2,328 75 
2,281,856 08 
2,006,521 80 
1,400,687 06 
1,390,356 47 

Statement exhibiting the quantity, value, and. duties on molasses imported during the years ending on the 30th 
day of Septenyier, 1821 to 1827, inclusi1:e. 

Years. 

1821. •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
1822 .................................................... ,.. 
1823 ........................................................ . 

1824 •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••• 
1825 .•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••• 
1826 .•••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1827 ••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 

Quantity. 

Gallons. 
9,056,135 

ll,982,397 
13,007,796 
13,100,670 
12,524,439 
13,823,596 
13,362,268 

No. 8. 

MOLASSES IMPORTED 

Value. Duty. Duties. 

Dollo:r1. Centi. Dollars. 
1,711,320 5 452,806 i5 
2,395,747 5 599,ll9 85 
2,633,801 5 650,389 80 
2,409,40-2 5 655,033 50 
2,544,773 5 626,221 95 
2,832,311 5 691,179 80 
2,814,464 5 668,113 40 

Statement exhwiling the quantity, value, and duties ori hemp imported during the years ending on the 30th day 
- of &ptemher, 1821 to 1827, inclusive. • 

Years. 

1821 ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
i822 .••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 

1823 •••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1824. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1825 ........................................................ . 
1826 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•• 
1827 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Quantity. 

Cu:t. 

86,192 
178,077 
115,735 
94,846 
76,817 
88,116 

100,566 

No. 9. 

HEMP IMPORTED. 

Value. 

Dollars. 
510,41:S!l 

1,050,467 
674,454 
410,233 
431,787 
551,757 
635,854 

Duty. 

Centi, 
150 
150 
150 

175 
175 
175 

Duties. 

Dollar,. 
129,288 00 
267,ll5 50 
173,602 50 
154,124 75 
134,429 75 
154,203 00 
175,990 50 

Statement exhwiling the quantity, value, and duties on bar iron imported during the years ending on the 30th 
• day of &ptemher, 1821 to 1827, inclusive. 

BAk.IRON. 

Years. Rolled. Other. 

y 

Quantity-Cwt. Value. Duty. Duties. Quantity-Cwt. Value. Duty. Duties. 

1821. ...................... 37,689 $74,309 150 $56,533 50 333,750 $1,079,166 75 $-250,312 50 
1e22 ....................... 94,644 182,598 150 141,966 00 528,052 116331592 75 396,039 00 
1823 ....................... 97,505 179,582 150 146,247 50 580,560 1,639,357 75 435,420 00 
1824 ••••••..•••••••••••..•• 110.312 201,309 150 165,468 00 412,329 1,178,556 .......... 340,171 42 

1825 ••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 77,663 200,747 150 116,494 50 476,757 1,491,262 90 430,081 30 
1826 •••••••••••.••••••••.•• 86,701 212,337 150 130,05~ 50 453,474 J,524,447 90 408,126 60 
1827 ••••••••.••••••••••••.. 158,113 333,780 150 237,169 50 434,607 1,199,525 90 391,146 30 
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No. IO. 

Statement exhiMling the quantity, value, and duties on duck imported during the yeai·s ending on the 30th day 
of September, 1821 to 1827, inclusive. 

DUCK. 

Years. Russia. Ravens. Holland. 

1821 ...................... 
1822 .•••..••••••.•.••.••... 
1823 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1824 ••••••••••••••.•••••••. 

Pieces. Value. Duty. Duties. Pieces. Value. Duty. 

--- --
2:l,033 $308,462 200 ,$44,066 00 14,458 $144,580 125 
48,904 733,560 200 97,808 00 38,533 462,396 125 
20,3i8 285,292 200 40,756 90 30,771 338,481 125 
18,921 283,815 200 37,842 00 18,9-23 li0,307 125 

No. IO-Continued. 

Years. 

1824 (3d quarter) .••.••..•.. 
1825 .•••••...•••••••••••••• 
1826 ••.••••.•••••••.••••••• 

1827. ••••••••••••••••••••• 

S.&.IL DUCK. 

Dutiable value Rate of duty. 

$387,442 
589,977 
899,656 
797,839 

No. II. 

15 per cent. •... 
. ...•. do ••....•. 
..•... do ...•.... 
.•.... do ...•••.. 

Duties. Pieces. 

---- ---
$18,0i2 50 1,144 

48,166 25 1,618 
23,079 75 1,944 
23,653 75 625 

Duties. 

$58,116 00 
88,496 00 

134,948 00 
119,676 00 

Value. Duty. Duties. 

$17,160 250 $2,860 00 
22,652 250 4,045 00 
27,266 250 4,860 00 
s,;50 250 1,562 50 

Statement exhibiting the value of manufactures of wool on which duties accrued during the years ending on 
the 30th of September, 1821 to 1827. 

Years. 

1821 ................................................................. . 

1822 .................................................. ••••••••••••••• 
11:!23 ........................................................ •••••••••• 
1824 ................................................................. . 
1825 ................... , ............................................ . 

1826 •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1827 ................................................................. . 

Dutiable value. 

$8,469,615 
14,232,066 
9,316,207 
9,319,506 

12,230,080 
8,899,897 
9,523,255 

No. 12. 

Average rate of duty. 

22.08 
22.31 
22.48 
24.62 
30.73 
31.44 
30.96 

Duties. 

$1,870,150 
3,175,994 
2,094,212 
2,294,292 
3,758,452 
2,798,128 
2,948,957 

Staternent exhibiting the value of manufactures of cotton on which duties accrued during the yeai·s ending on 
• the 30th of September, 1821 to 1827. 

Years. 

1821 ................................................................. . 
1822 ................................................................. . 
1823 .................................................... -••••••••••••• 
1824 ••.••••••••.•••••••.•...••••.••••..••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
1825 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••• 
1826 ................................................................. . 

1827 •••• ··················································-··········· 

Dutiable value. 

$7,541,830 
10,703,721 
7,789,928 
8,263,ll5 

12,663,819 
7,916,799 
9,405,077 

No. 13. 

Rate of duty. 

25 per cent .••••.•.••.• 
••.••• do ..••..••.••....• 
••.... do •••.•••.•...••.. 
..••.• do .•.••.•...•...•. 
.•.••. do ............... . 
. ••... do ..•....•.....••• 
• ••••• do ••..••.....•••.. 

Duties. 

$1,885,458 
2,675,930 
1,947,482 
2,065,779 
3,165,955 
1,979,200 
3,251,269 

Statement exhiMling the quantity, value, and duties on carpeting imported duiing the years ending on the 30th 
of September, 1821 to 1827, inclusive. 

Years. 

1824 (3d quarter) ............................................... . 

1825 •••• ••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1826 •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1827 •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Bmsscls,Turkey, 
and Wilton, at 

50 cents. 

Square yards. 
29,299 
83,900 
69,201 
60,213 • 

Venetian 
and ingrain, at 

25 cents. 

Square yards. 
93,3:l9 

498,243 
594,282 
630,871 

CARPETUiG. 

All other, at 
20 cents. 

Square yards, 
358 

3,091 
5,570 

14,528 

Value. 

$37,834 
509,330 
534,261 
510,186 

Duties. 

$38,100 85 
167,128 95 
118,285 00 
190, i29 85 
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No. 14. 

Statement exhihiting the ualue of unmanefactured wool imp01·ted, on which duties acc1·ued, during the years 
ending on the 30th of" September, 1822 to 1827. 

Years. 

1822 •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1823 •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1824 ••••••.•••••••••••••.•.••.••••.••••.•.•.•.••••.••••• : •••••• 

1825 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1826 •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• 
JS27 •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Exceeding 10 
cents per pound. 

$455,866 
403,181 
215,332 
593,671 
403,306 
247,710 

No. 15. 

Not exceeding 
10 cents per 

pound. 

$202,829 
63,323 

126,178 
206,687 

'l'otal. 

$455,866 
403,181 
418,161 
656,994 
529,484 
454,397 

Rate of duties. Duties. 

15 per cent. ...• $68,3&! 
................ G0,478 
17 .6 per cent ... 73,491 
20 percent. .•.. 134,264 
23 per cent .•... 122,•187 
23 per cent ..... 105,316 

Statement exhibiting the duties which accrued on manufactures of wool and carpeting, cottons, unmanufactured 
wool, sail duck, bpi1·its, mola..~ses, hemp, and bar iron, for the years ending 30th of September, 1821, 1822, 
1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, and 1827. 

Years. \Voolens. Carpets. Cottons. Unmanufac- Sail duck. Spirits, llfoln..sses. Hemp. Iron, rolled. Iron, Imm- Total. 
turedwooJ. mered. 

----- --- --- --- --- ---
1821 •••..••••••••• $1,870,150 . ......... $1,885,458 

•••••••••••• 
664,999 $1,490,619 $452,807 $129,288 $56,534 $-250,313 $6,200,168 

1822 .............. 3,175,994 . ......... 2,675,930 $68,370 150,019 1,934,735 599,120 267,116 141,966 396,039 9,409,289 
1823 .••••••••••••. 2,094,2rn 

•••••••••• 
1,947,482 60,478 68,696 1,572,329 650,390 173,603 146,247 435,420 7,148,857 

1824 .............. 2,294,29-2 $38,101 2,065,779 73,491 121,174 2,281,856 655,033 154,125 165,468 340,171 8,189,490 
1825 •••••.••••.... 3,758,452 167,129 3,165,955 134,264 88,497 2,006,522 626,222 134,430 116,495 430,081 J0,628,04 
1826 .............. 2,798,128 184,285 1,979,200 122,487 134,948 1,400,687 691,180 154,203 130,051 408,127 s,ooa,200 
1827 •••••••••••.•. 2,948,956 190,730 2,351,269 105,316 119,676 1,390,356 668,113 175,990 237,170 391,146 8,578,722 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, FebruaT)J 28, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

I 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 872. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 3, 1828. 

PROVIDENCE; February 25, 1828. 
GENTLEMEN: The bill reported to the House of Representatives by the Committee on Manufactures 

containing features entirely repugnant to our views of the true policy of the United States, we take the 
liberty of stating to you our earnest desire that the bill, in its present shape, may not become a law. 

We are by no means adverse to the manufacturing interest; on the contrary, we are decidedly favor
able to this branch of national industry, and are perfectly willing that every important article manu
factured in the country, not already sufficiently protected, should receive further aid from Government. 
It must, however, be recollected that we have other great concerns, and that the patronage of Govern
ment is not to be confined to a few objects, however important. The bill reported is very objectionable,. 
and, as it regards wool and woolen cloths, seems not to be approved either by the wool-grower or 
the wool manufacturer; while all persons interested in navigation and foreign commerce discover manifest 
signs of deep hostility to these great sources of national wealth in the proposed increase of duty on the 
articles of hemp, sail-cloth, iron, and molasses. 
. It is well known that the shipping interest is severely depressed, and that foreign trade is laboring 
under many disadvantages; is it, therefore, wise to burden these branches with heavier duties? 

Hemp, duck, and iron constitute a large part of the value of every vessel. We find by an exami
-nation of the public records that there is already a considerable diminution of the registered tonnage of 
this district. In the year 1821 it was 15,490 tons; 1824, 16,522 tons; 1828, 13,126 tons; while the 
coasting trade has been nearly stationary for the last seven years, varying but little from 5,000 tons. 
The article of bar iron, besides being employed in ship-building, is used in large quantities by our 
manufacturers of nails, hoops~ ploughshares, &c. This State supplies several.establishments, probably to 
the extent of three or four thousand tons annually. - The expenses attending the importation of a ton 
of iron from Sweden and Russia, including the duty of eighteen dollars, is full thirty dollars, or fifty 
per cent. on the cost at the shippi11g ports in those countries, and operates as a bounty to this extent 
to the manufacturer of bar iron in this country. The British Government, aware of the importance of 
this material to England, has recently reducea_,the duty on foreign iron from £6 10s. sterling per ton 
to £110s.; and it is well known that an immense quantity is manufactured in Great Britain from native 
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ore. On hemp the English duty is·only £4 13s. 4d. sterling per ton; whereas the duty here on its importation 
is $35. It is true -that hemp is not cultivated in England, and the moderate duty there is, doubtless, to 
encourage navigation. In this country it is certainly desirable to increase the quantity raised as well 
as to improve the quality; but not by so heavy a tax on foreign hemp as will tend to the entire prostration 
of the ship-owner. The expenses attached to every ton of hemp imported into the United States from 
the place of shipment in Russia, including the present duty, cannot be less than sixty-five dollars, which 
should be considered an ample bounty. The duty on sail-cloth is now sufficiently high to protect the 
manufacturer. 

The molasses trade we consider extremely valuable to the 1country. There was imported into this 
town in 182'7, 856,512 gallons, chiefly from Cuba, and as much, or rather more, in 1826, and all paid for 
in the domestic productions of the United States, viz: beef, pork, lard, cheese, butter, vegetables, boards, 
staves, hoops, &c. The amount of exports in these articles to the vV est Indies is annually increasing, 
as may be seen by referring to the annexed table. If the duty on molasses be doubled, as proposed by 
the committee, it will lessen the trade with Cuba, and may tend to further impositions there on the 
products of the United States when imported into Cuba. It should be mentioned that, besides the 
molasses imported into this town, there is probably five to six hundred thousand gallons brought to New
port, Bristol, Warren, &c., making nearly one million and a half gallons annually imported into Rhode 
Island. If this plan of increasing the duties, not for 1·evenue but to protect manufacturers, is intended, 
finally, to prohi}:>it importations, what is to become of that portion of our southern products that cannot 
be consumed i:q this country? Can foreign nations receive them if we take nothing in return? How is 
our Government, in such a state of things, to be supported? By an excise on manufacturing industry, or 
by a direct tax on the landed property of the country? It may be useful to look forward. 

We repeat, that the permanent prosperity of the manufacturing classes is very interesting to this 
State, as well as to the country at large; several of us have capital embarked in manufactures, and, of • 
course, are anxious for their success, but not to the ruin or essential injury of other interests .. We 
believe if a more rigid economy, accompanied by the usual attention to improvement, was more generally 
adopted, there would be less occasion to apply to Congress at every session for increased protection. 

We shall not seek to enforce, by the addition of names, the suggestions now made for your consider
ation, knowing that you are sufficiently acquainted with the feelings and pursuits of the inhabitants of 
this State to be convinced that the sentiments we have expressed must command the assent of most 
Rhode Islanders. 

We have i;he honor to be, very respectfully, gentlemen, your obedient servants, 
NICHOLAS BROWN. 
THOMAS P. IVES. 
CYRUS BUTLER. 
RICHMOND BULLARK. 
WM. CHURCH . 

• CARLO MAURAN. 
BENJ. CLIFFORD. 
ED. CARRINGTO~ & CO. 

Hon. AsHER RoBBINS and Hon. N EHE!IIAH R. KNIGHT, of the Senate. 
Hon. TRISTA!l BURGES and Hon. DUTEE J. PF.ARCE, of the House of Representatives. 

Value of domestic articles exported in-

1824, ..................................... .. 
1825 ...................................... .. 
1826 ....................................... . 
1827 ...................................... .. 

20TH CONGRESS.] 

'l'o Cuba. 

$96,918 
99,621 

168,213 
207,844 

Other West Indies. All other places. 

$69,387 
88,408 
76,fli6 
!>9,836 

No. 873. 

$185,574 
208,120 
173,165 
180,213 

Total. 

$351,8i9 
396,155 
418,254 
447,893 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COilllUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 3, 1828. 

l\Iolasses imported. 

Gallons. 
580,017 
454,509 
876,195 
856,512 

[lsr SEssION. 

At a very numerous and respectable meeting of the inhabitants of the county of Dutchess, in the 
State of New York, opposed to the prohibitory system, composed of all classes of citizens and without 
reference to their political opinions, convened pursuant to a call from the inhabitants of the town of 
Poughkeepsie, and held at the house of William Germond, in Pleasant Valley, on Monday the 18th Feb
ruary, 1828, William Bard, Esq., of Hyde Park, was called to the chair, and Josiah Williams, Esq., of 
Poughkeepsie, and Joseph C. Hoffman, of Freedom, were appointed secretaries. The following resolution 
and memorial were adopted by the meeting, and the undersigned appointed a committee to forward the 
same to Congress, in the name and behalf of the meeting: 

Resolved, That this meeting, alarmed by the active and unwearied exertions of the advocates of the 
high tariff or prohibitory system, and by the measures they have proposed and are now urging Congress 
to force upon the country, beg leave, respectfully, to lay before that honorable body the following memo
rial, expressive of their views and feelings on that important subject, and to earnestly recommend it to 
their consideration. • 

To the Oong~ess of the United States : • 
The memorial of the undersigned, inhabitants of the county of Dutchess and State of New York, 

respectfully presents: That your memorialists would feel themselves unwarranted in presenting them
selves to the notice of your honorable body, were they not justified in the measure by the example of a 
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portion of their fellow-citizens who entertain different opinions, and did we not believe it to be our duty 
to correct, so far as we can, what we are constrained to think are erroneous representations of the condi
tion and sentiments of the inhabitants of Dutchess county. 

,ve have lately seen in circulation amongst us a memorial to your honorable body soliciting addi
tional protection for wool-growers and manufacturers, praying for the imposition of prohibitory duties 
upon foreign importations, and representing the agricultural, mechanic, manufacturing, and laboring pop
ulation of this county as in a state of extreme depression, from which no relief can be hoped or ~xpected 
unless through the interposition of Congress, by the adoption of the prohibitory or, as it is sometimes 
termed, "the American system;" and that'those classes of our. citizens were generally importunate and 
eager that s_uch an interference by Congress should be immediately attempted in their behalf. 

To the advocates of that memorial the und_ersigned very freely concede their claims to considerable 
numbers, great respectability, intelligence, and wealth, and undenied sincerity in their opinions; but, 
with the same freedom we must beg leave, respectfully, to dissent from their representations and to differ 
from their opinions. We. have no wish to intimate or prescribe a policy for the adoption of Congress; 
we rather confide in their wisdom to discover and establish those just and equal measures of national 

-legislation which will operate for the public benefit, and do not presume that our sentiments or sugges
tions will enlighten their deliberations or affect their decisions; we therefore shall not in this memorial, 
except in a very limited degree, enter into a discussion to show the foundation of. our belief, nor to point 
out the mistakes as to facts, nor the fallacies as to reasoning in which our opponents have indulged with 
a latitude so unbounded, and with absurdities so glaring as to produce great surprise on the part of this 
community, and almost an entire immolation of their own theories. vVe have an humbler object; we only 
claim that our condition, our opinions, and our wishes may be neither misrepresented nor misunderstood; 
and we therefore most respectfully represent to Congress that, in our judgment, the agricultural, manu
facturing, and laboring population of Dutchess county is not in a depressed ·condition; we believe that 
our agriculturists are substantially prosperous and flourishing, and we think we hazard little in asserting 
that they were never more so. The time has been when their incomes 'Yere numerically greater, but the 
present prices which their produce commands afford them the means of purchasing land and all the neces
saries of life, at their present value, in much greater abundance than was ever known before. It is with 
them as with every other class-one dollar is now worth what two were in former times; and if constant 
progressive improvement in cultivation, in buildings and enclosures, in stock and in implements; if free
dom from embarrassment and debt; if the ~enjoyment of great abundance of the necessaries, comforts, 
and even luxuries of life; if the regular and steady accumulation of capital and wealth be any evidences 
( as we think they are) of the prosperity of those ·who possess and enjoy them, then do we confidently 
assert that our agricultural citizens are a prosperous and happy people. 

It is generally admitted that the wages of labor never before have been so high in proportion to the 
expenses of subsistence; and the scarcity of labor, with the attending difficulty of procuring it, for all 
the common and domestic occupations of society, are subjects of universal complaint in this section of 
the country. So far from there being an excess of labor, there is a deficiency; and the industry of the 
people, instead of languishing and declining, is now actually impelled to unusual exertions by the almost 
unexampled productiveness of its efforts in every manual employment. 

We know of no distress among that meritorious class of our citizens who are engaged in mechanic 
occupations; their general comfort, independence, and success, are plainly evident to all who are familiar 
with their condition; and their welfare and prosperity, being common to their fellow-citizens of the labor
ing and agricultural classes, become and present a just occasion of public congratulation to all, and of 
sincere and unaffected gratitude to Heaven. 

Of the wool-growing and wool manufacturing interests in this county, had we relied on the common 
indications of prosperous circumstances, we should have believed that they also were participators in the 
general weal, and now entertain a different opinion only from a reliance on and respect.for.their uniform 
and reiterated declarations of their great disadvantages, and the imminent distress- overshadowing their 
prospects. We respectfully present to Congress that we know of no class of our citizens, with the 
exceptions aforesaid, ( if, indeed, these are exceptions,) who do not now receive a reasonable and com
petent recompense for their capital, skill, labor, and industry, employed in the various and diversified 
business of the county; that we know of no other interests which require additional encouragement or 
legislative protection. 

The transition of the civilized world from war to peace has terminated the career of hazardous specu
lation, unce.rtain pursuits, great vicissitudes, and individual extravagance, incident to the one, and 
restored that serene condition of moderate emolument, regular employment, permanent uniformity, and 
practical economy, which the benignity of Heaven has rendered inseparable from the other. Having 
accomplished this change, we believe that our country is now moving onward to the destiny which awaits 
her, with sufficient rapidity for the development and establishment of her resources, her industry, and her 
wealth; that the natural increase and condensation of her population will, of itself, spontaneously supply 
the manufactures, and the undirected ingenuity of her citizens discover the proper time for the necessary 
and advantageous employment of her industry and capital; and that such an improvement is preferable 
to an artificial and premature cultivation of the pursuits and employments peculiar and appropriate to a 
more advanced period of our national existence. We, therefore, deprecate the introduction of any system 
which may change the present happy aspect of our affairs, and, by attempting to prove what is now 
reasonably good, lead to evils and injuries beyond the power of correction, and leave us worse instead 
of better. 

Against the prohibitory system, and against the bill now before the House of Representatives as a 
part of ihat system, and in our judgment amounting, if passed in the present form, to an interdict upon 
foreign importations, we beg leave, most respectfully and seriously, to remonstrate. 

,Ve have long enjoyed, and as long flourished in the enjoyment of a system of moderate imports, 
unrestricted industry, and universal intercourse and interchange of our commodities with the other nations 
of the earth. Their restrictions and prohibitions have injured us less than themselves; what we have had 
to sell they have bought, and our purchases have been made with surplus productions, for which no 
adequate demand could be furnished in the establishment of horn~ manufacturing. When we cease to 
buy we must also cease to sell; and the redundancy of our southern agricultural productions, consequent 
upon the loss of our foreign markets, must produce a ruinous reaction and destruction of the great and 
invaluable internal trade between the south and the north. The diminution of our national revenue, and the 
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establishment of direct taxation, with the corrupting increase of smuggling, are evils which, iµ the minds 
of your memorialists, seem inseparable from the introduction of the prohibitory system. 

The destruction of much of our foreign commerce, and the ruin of a portion of our commercial and 
shipping interests, seem to us plainly incident to the same policy; and we cannot but advert to the 
encouragement which the wisdom of our country has hitherto bestowed upon them as an argument most 
irresistibly enforced by all our past and present prosperity for still fostering and protecting them. 
Nor can your memorialists believe that a further increase of the tariff is necessary for our national 
independence and honor. Our present advances furnish the elements of any requisite extension of manu
facturing, and warrant the belief that any exigency of war or non-intercourse, however unexpected, would 
be soon met by the enti,rprise and habitual energy of our people. . 

Unable to comprehend how the necessity of higher prices for woolen manufactures, so loudly asserted 
by the high tariff advocates, can possibly be reconciled with that reduction which these same men promise 
from domestic competition, we are constrained to aver our belief that the embarrassments and distress of 
which they now complain are to be imputed to their own injudicious investments and improvident . 
management, rather than to any inadequacy of recompence for skill, industry, and capital, when properly 
and economically employed in manufacturing. Still less can we comprehend the necessity of that 
exorbitant encouragement which they demand; and we trust that the wisdom and firmness of Congress 
will long hesitate before anything is conceded, and then yielded only on conviction, in moderate measures, 
and in gradual and almost imperceptible impositions. Especially do we hope this, when we reflect that 
an increase of price in woolens ( which, disguise it as they may, is the certain object and consequence of 
an increased tariff,) will fall with peculiar severity upon the laboring and poorer classes of our commu
nity, and be, in effect, helping those who least of all need assistance, by still more impoverishing those 
who most of all should be protected. 

We disclaim any hostility to domestic manufactures; we wish them success and improvement, and 
we believe them in the path of prosperity and permanence; but we should regret to behold their 
advancement accelerated by any infringement upon other interests, or purchased at the expense and 
sacrifice of those branches of national industry which we have been taught to regard as equally, and, 
perhaps, more important and indispensable. 

In proclaiming these sentiments, your memorialists are aware that they incur the heavy censures of 
their opponents, who do not hesitate to impute our conduct to infatuated ignorance, or to motives of a more 
censurable character and still darker complexion. We have no wish to recriminate; and without pro
fessing more than common zeal and devotion for the public welfare, and claiming no more patriotism than 
we trust belongs to the great body of our citizens, we only ask that consideration for our opinions which 
they may rightfully expect from having received the sanction of our revolutionary sages, and the 
approbation of no small portion of the wisdom, and talents, and virtue of the preceding and present 
generations. 

In conclusion, your memorialists would respectfully repeat that the county of Dutchess is now sub
stantially prosperous ·and flourishing; that the agricultural, laboring, and mechanic population are 
gradually and permanently increasing in independence, comfort, and wealth; that if ( as we should doubt) 
ll,er wool-growers and wool manufacturers do require additional encouragement, a very moderate augmen
tation of that which they now enjoy would be amply sufficient; and that the proposed increase of the tariff 
is, in our judgment, beyond the bounds of moderation and wis9-om, and would inflict upon the great body 
of our citizens an injury infinitely greater than could be recompensed by any possible benefits to those 
who are its only advocates. And, further, we do confidently represent to your honorable body that the 
views and opinions expressed in this memorial, in relation to the prohibitory system and the proposed 
tariff bill, are the common views and opinions of a large majority ( if not of four-fifths) of the inhabitants of 
Dutchess county, and who, with us, humbly trust to the independence and wisdom of Congress to protect 
us from the adoption of a system of no general utility, but pregnant with consequences of universal and _ 
indiscriminate public injury. • 

.All of which is most respectfully submitted, 

20TH CONGRESS.] 

RICH.ARD D. DAVIS, 
HENRY .A. LIVINGSTON, 
LEONARD MAISON, ' 
FREDERICK BARN.ARD, 
ABR.AHA.1':[ G. STORM, 
JOHN V. B. V .A.RICK;, 
IS.A.AC H. VERV .ALIN, , 

Corresponding Commutee, in the name and behal,f of the said meetfrzg: 

No. 874. [1ST SESSION. 

FOR SPECIFIC DUTY ON IMPORTED UMBRELLAS: 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 3, 1828. 

To the Senate and House of RepresemaJ,ives of the United States in Congress assembled: 
This memorial of the proprietors of the Hingham Umbrella Manufactory humbly ::ih9weth; That _the 

duty of '1½ cents per square yard on imported cotton cloths of inferior qualities induces the manufacture 
of almost every description of low price cotton goods excepting umbrel~a ginghams. This ,article, 
although legally subject to the square yard duty when imported in the piece, is nevertheless admitted·to 
entry as a component part of umbrellas, at an ad valorem duty of 30 per centum. The protecting duty 

VOL. V:--113 B 
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of 'i½ cents the square yard bein·g thus virtually evaded, as respects -iimbrclla ginghams, there exists no 
inducement to manufacture them fa this country, and, therefore, the American umbrella makers are 
dependent on England for their supply of this article, on which they are compelled to pay a square yard 
duty amounting to about 60 per centum. 

Owing to the unequal operation of the tariff in this particular, it is impossible for the American 
manufacturers of umbrellas to hold a competition with those of England; and, consequently, the profit on 
the labor of making umbrellas, even for the consumpticm of the United States, is thrown into the hands of 

. _foreigners. The square yard duty on a sufficient quantity of gingham to cover an umbrella amounts to 
more than the ad val,orem duty on an entire umlrrella when imported in a manufactured state.· This your 
memorialists conceive to be neither equitable nor politic; and. they believe it was never the intention of 
Congress that the law should operate in this way, to the prejudice of American industry. Therefore, 
your memorialists humbly pray that the evil of which they complain may be remedied by laying a specific 
duty on imported cotton umbrellas of such an amount as will place the American umbrella manufacturer 
on an equal footing (at least) with the English; and, at the same time, prevent those impositions on the 
revenue which your memorialists believe have been too frequently practiced by invoicing umbrellas 
below their actual cost. Your memorialists further pray that silk umbrellas, made in the United States, 
may be entitled to a drawback, when exported, equal to the amount of duty which may have been paid 
on the silk cloth, which would enable this country to supply the West India and South American markets 
with umbrellas. By granting these petitions your memorialists believe that the important fisheries to the 
Brazil Banks ( whence the whalebone is derived) would be fostered and extended. And your memorialists 
will ever pray. 

The proprietors of the Hingham Umbrella Manufactory, by their agent, 
LEWIS GROSVENOR. 

HINGIWI, Felrruary 21, 1828. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 875. [1ST SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COl!IDJNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 3, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representative.CJ of the United States of .America in Congress assembled: 
The undersigned, citizens of Bristol, in the State of Rhode Island, respectfully represent: That they 

have seen, with concern, that a bill is reported to your body providing a great increase of duties on 
imported molasses, hemp, iron, and duck, and a repeal of the law allowing a drawback of duties on the 
exportation of rum distilled from imported molasses; and, although it may seem arrogant in us to attempt 
to enlighten your honors on the policy of the bill, yet we trust that the consideration that it would affect 
most ruinously the·commercial and manufacturing interests of this district will be an apology for the 
interposition of our views and wishes. 

The committee which reported the bill have, doubtless, correctly ascertained the amount of molasses 
imported into the east~rn States, but have, probably, underrated the quantity consumed in them before 
distillation. It is in such general use here, in its original state, as justly to be considered a necessary of 
life, and makes a part of the daily beverage of almost every family. We add, that it is a clieap and 
wholesome one, for which grain· cannot be wrought into a substitute. A large portion is, indeed, 
distilled, and a portion of this again exported for sale, thus answering the valuable purpose of a material 
for the employment of commercial and manufacturing enterprise, industry, and capital. And for what is 
this article to be excluded? (for its exclusion would be the necessary effect, and, indeed, must be the 
design of the bill, to give any hope of attaining its avowed object,). not to favor a section of the country 
in which it is made, and which would supply its place in hind, and whose interests languish for want of 
protection.,__no; that small section is now amply protected, and its interests highly prosperous-but to 
improve the market and enhance the price of grain in other sections. Foregoing the discussion of the 
policy of augmenting, if practicable, the price of breadstuffs in a country seeking to encourage and 
estabJish, on a permanent basis, domestic manufactures, and finding the greatest obstacle to their success 
in the high price of labor and subsistence, we would ask, first, whether the agricultural interest at large 
would be benefitted· by the proposed measure? and if so, then, whether :the benefit to that interest would 
compensate for the injury to be inflicted on a commerce, now languishing, for the destruction of a con
siderable branch of manufactures, with loss of the capital invested in buildings and utensils, and for the 
evil of an undue taxation of a necessary of life? In solving the first question, let it be considered that a 
large quantity of agricultural products of almost every kind, suitable for exportation, is now bartered in 
the purchase of molasses in the ports of Cuba, whil'.lh, without the benefit of this exchange, would remain 

: on-harid, depressing the price to the grower, or .perishing in his possession. No profit is generally made 
in this trade on the outward cargo, which is now carried out only to create a fund for investment in a 
return cargo. Let it also be considered that the commerce employed in importing, and the manufac
turing industry exercised in converting this article, require for their support a considerable supply of the 
productions of the soil. Let these facts be well considered, and the tendency of the bill to the relief of 
the agricultural interest may well be doubted. But suppose a small increase in the price of breadstuffs 
in our own market to result, at first, from·the passage of the bill, would not the check thereby given fo 
the exportation of these soon obviate this effect, and, at the same time, jeopard the few remaining 
·roreign markets to which they are now admitted? . . 

· • · Iii every point of view we are constrained to consider the imposition of any additional duty on 
molasses as highly impolitic, and that tho true principles of a judicious tariff require additional facilities 
for the exportation of tlie rum into which a portion of it is distilled. • • 
• Oftlie remaining articles mentioned in this memorial, as proposed to be subjected to higher duties, 
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we have only to remind you that their admission ·into the country bardy enables the shipping interest to 
sustain a competition with that of the European nations in tho carrying of colonial produce from the 
West Indies to the north of Europe, and that they are all essential to the interests of navigation; that 
the first two, hemp and iron, may be regarded in the light of raw materials, on which the manufacturing 
industry of the country is extensively exercised; that the duty upon them is now high, and that, from the 
remoteness of the countries from which they are imported, the freight of them is necessarily high, and 
even the export charges up the Baltic are quite considerable; all which operates as a bounty and pro
tection on the domestic production of the corresponding article, fully adequate to its production to the 
requisite extent, unless some impediment exists requiring for its removal a sacrifice to· the interests of 
commerce, which, at the present time, it is unable to sustain. 

Wherefore your memorialists humbly pray that no increase of duties on the articles before men
tioned may, at this time, be made, and that the drawback of duty on the exportation of rum may still be 
allowed. 

BRISTOL, RHODE ISLAND, Febi·uary 19, 1828. 

20TR CONGRESS.] No. 876. [lsr SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 3, 1828. 

To the Senale and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 
The petition and representation of the subscribers, citizens of the county of Otsego, in the State of 

New York, respectfully show: That your petitioners constitute a portion of the people of that large 
district of our country composed of the grain-growing, wool-growing, and manufacturing States, whose 
industry and prudence, perseverance and economy, are rendered unavailing by the influence of what has 
been miscalled the ''free trade system" of England; that system which, while it deluges our country with 
the manufactures of England, refuses to take scarcely anything of the productions of our soil in return. 
This will appear by the fact that, during the year ending the 30th of September, 1826, there were exported 
from this country only 36 barrels of beef and 26 barrels of pork to the Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland; during which time the same district of country imported $17,000,000 worth of British goods. 
'.l.'hey have refused to take our breadstuffs, except under such restrictions and regulations as amount 
to a prohibition of this principal staple of our country. In the year ending September 30, 1826, the 
whole amount of the products of the farmers in beef, pork, flour, corn, &c., &c., exported as above, was 
in the pitiful sum of $313,079. In the same year the whole amount of all the articles of every descrip
tion received into the United Kingdom, from a population consuming seventeen millions of dollars' worth 
of British goods, was only about $1,500,000. We would ask, why does not the British Government, as an 
evidence of its sincerity in its boasted "free trade system," receive our breadstuffs and meats ? It is 
evident that we could sustain their people in breadstu:ffs and meats at one-half the price it now costs them, 
provided their Government would allow a trade in these articles. In respect to free trade and reciprocity, 
the island of Cuha is of more importance to us than the whole of Europe I Thesefacts are an unfortunate 
commentary on the boasted "free trade and reciprocity system" of England. 

If the British Government is compelled by a lordly and overgrown aristocracy to submit to these 
rngulations, in order to keep up the value ofland and rentals,·we pray your honorable bodies not to allow 
them any longer to assess upon the free people of this country the costs of keeping up their expensive 
and splendid establishments. • 

If the cold-hearted aristocracy of England shall keep their people in slavery, to add decorations to 
their gorgeous trappings and titled splendors, we beseech your honorable bodies no longer to allow the 
voice of American suffering to mingle with the cries of distress that follow the car of England's King. 

To " buy cheap and sell dear'' is a favorite saying with certain economists. But how buy at all, 
unless we can sell? Why buy when we can make ·as cheaply for ourselves? Proper protection to the 
great business of fabricating woolen cloths is of incalculable importance to the manufacturers not only, 
but to the whole body of farmers and mechanics throughout this immense district of our country, as the 
prosperity or decline of this essential interest has a corresponding effect on the agriculture and mechanic 
arts thoughout every branch of these great departments of industry. 

It has been said that it will not do to resort to restrictions; that we do not grow wool enough for 
home consumption. By strict examination of the consumption in fifty families in Washington county, Penn
sylvania, who use no foreign woolens or other cloths than what they make out of their own wool, it appears 

,.. that five pounds are required for each person annually. Taking this as a basis, and our present popula
tion at twelve millions, 60,000,000 pounds are required. The present number of sheep in the United States 
cannot be less than 20,000,000, and a steady market for wool would insure their being double in number 
in three years. There is at this moment on hand, awaiting a favorable market, at least 20,000,000 pounds, 
which being added to the products of 20,000,000 sheep, we shall have on the first of June next 70,000,000 
pounds, which will be more than a supply of the raw material. It has been estimated that in 1826 our own 
machinery worked more than thirty millions of pounds, and this, too, while very many of the establish
ments were not operated at all, and very few of those that were worked were pushed to more than half 
of their ability, on account of the fraudulent introduction of British goods. We offer the following 
calculations which go to exhibit only some of the features which give to this interest 1mquestionable 
claims of being considered of permanent importance: 60,000,000 pounds of wool at the low price of 33! cents 
is $20,000,000. It is estimated that each pound will make one square yard of fulled cloth, and that the labor 
and cost of fabricating each yard will constitute two-thirds of its accepted value; and we have added to 
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the value of the raw material $40,000,000. Thus we l1ave $60,000,000 as the annual aggregate value of 
this branch of industry to the farmers and manufacturers of our country, and this, too, without taking into 
consideration the immense market to be created for the products of the farmers for the supply of all 
concerned. In the language of President Cooper, "How do the boasted panegyrics onforei,gn trade dwindle 
into insignijicance when set in competition with this! " • 

According to existing laws it is in the power of foreign capitalists, by means of their agents in this 
country, almost at any moment entirely to derange this important interest. It is supposed, that of 
the $7,000,000 worth of British woolens consumed in the year ending 30th September, 1826, at least 
$5,000,000 were imported on foreign account; that the frauds committed on the revenue through the 
medium of unprincipled agents, false invoices, and false consignments, enabled those goods to be sold at 
auction at about 25 per cent. below their cost to the regular American importer; and thus these foreign 
capitalists, intent on the destruction of our "infant establishments," manage materially to affect, if not 
entirely to distract and derange, one of the principal elements of the colll.fort, prosperity, and happiness 
of eight millions of people. 

If there should be done for this great interest what has been done for cotton, we can see no good 
reason why it should not speedily attain the same elevation and prosperity. In the year 1808 there were 
in the whole country only about 3,000 spindles, consuming only about 300,000 pounds. In the last year it is 
estimated that the manufacture of this invaluable article will be extended to more than seventy millions of 
pounds, having supplied the home demand for all the coarser fabrics, and furnished more than a million of 
dollars worth for exportation. We would respectfully suggest that something be done further to encourage 
the manufacture of fine printed and colored cotton goods, which, calculating on our own supply, would extend 
the consumption of the raw material by our own machinery many millions of pounds, and save to the 
country about six millions of dollars annually. \Vith proper protection it will not be presuming too much 
to say that in a few year_s all those articles may go into the foreign commerce of the country, and, under 
the auspices of our own patriotic and enterprising merchants, in ships navigated by our own brave and 
hardy seainen, protected by the "constellated flag," will find their way into all countries from the "burn
ing line to the icy barriers of the north and south," and, partaking.of those beneficial exchanges suggested 
by the liberal and philanthropic spirit of honorable commerce, carry the knowledge of our power and the 
freedom of our country for the benefit, refinement, and happiness of man. 

We therefore pray your honorable bodies to grant such protection to the several manufactures as is 
enumerated and suggested in a petition from a convention of delegates assembled at Harrisburg, in the 
State of Pennsylvania, on the 3d of August, 1827, that your petitioners, being protected in their lawful 
pursuits, may have new cause to cling to the institutions of their country, and that, by the exercise of 
industry and perseverance, of prudence and economy, they may cherish the well-founded hope of once 
more seeing the time when they may rejoice in the glory of their country, and in the happiness of their 
fellow-citizens. 

20m CoNGREss.] No. 877. [1ST SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO TI;IE SENATE MARCH 3, 1828 . 

.A:t a numerous and hig·hly respectable meeting of the manufacturers of the city of Philadelphia and 
its vicinity, and the friends to the increased protection of manufactures, held, pursuant to public notice, 
on Monday, the 25th of February, at the Musical Fund Hall, the following resolutions were unanimously 
adopted:_ • • 

l. Resolved, That, in supporting manufactures, we disown party attachments, and will uphold the 
industry of our country, as its first interest, superior to all others. 

2. Resolved, That we disclaim all measures having for their object the exclusive benefit of any par
ticular class of our citizens; that we desire the protection of manufactures for the good of the country at 
large, of its agriculture, commerce, and general prosperity. 

3. Resolved, That the supporters of manufactures are true friends of commerce, and that those are 
greatly mistaken who oppose the protection of manufactures as detrimental to our trade. 

4. Resolved, That the transportation of the raw· materials for our manufactures, and the exportation 
of the manufactured articles, form a considerable share of the foreign commerce of the United States, and 
constitute the principal part of our coasting trade, which has been estimated .to amount to between two 
and three hundred millions of dollars per annum. 

5. Resolved, That our navigation, and all the most flourishing trades and mechanic arts of our country, 
owe their success to protecting duties, particularly ship-building, coach-making, cabinet work, the manu
facture of hats, nails, glass, shoes and boots, paints, chemicals, paper, books, all the manufactures of 
leather, tobacco, coarse cotton goods, and the coarser articles of ironmongery; all which are now fur-
nished better in quality and lower in price in consequence of the support thus given to their manufacture. ..,, 

6. Resolved, That our country possesses the capacity of raising wool to an immense extent, and of 
manufacturing every kind of woolen cloth; and that nothing but sufficient governmental protection is 
wanting to insure a steady and profitable market for the wool, and the general productions of the farmer, 
and the cloths of the manufacturer. 

'l. Resol-ved, That the advantages of internal improvements, by turnpikes, canals, and railroads, are 
greatly enhanced by manufactures, which promote exchanges, quicken circulation, and spread prosperity 
throughout the interior of the country. 

8. Resolved, As the opinion of this meeting, that a further increase of the square yard duty on cotton 
goods to a minimum of forty cents would insure the same beneficial results in the finer uncolored, and in 
the dyed, stained, and printed cottons, as have already been attained in the coarser fabrics, and would 
much increase the domestic market for the great staple of the southern States. 

9. Resolved, That the recommendations of the Harrisburg convention were adopted by that body 
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after a thorough investigation of the interests of all parties concerned; and, as the best judgment of an 
assembly, two-thirds of which were farmers and wool-growers, from thirteen States of the Union, we hope 
they will meet the most serious attention of the Congress of the United States. 

10. Resolved, That the tariff bill reported by the Committee on Manufactures would, if enacted into 
a law, deeply injure the interests of our farmers and manufacturers of wool and flax. The duty on the 
low priced wool, costing under eight cents per pound, would prevent the manufacture of woolens of the 
description now made therefrom; while the exclusion of that kind of wool would in nowise benefit tlw 
wool-growers of the United States, as no such wool is now produced in this country, nor could it be with 
any advantage to the sheep owner; and the duty on flax would materially injure, if not destroy, its manu
facture. 

11. Resolved, That the minimum duty on imported woolens of one dollar per square yard in the 
present tariff bill would produce the most serious injury to the farmers and wool-growers, and to the 
manufacturers of the kind of qloths which would otherwise be made in great quantities from wool grown 
in the United States, but which, under that provision, would be imported from England. 

12. Resolued, That a committee be now appointed to respectfully transmit to our members of Congress 
a copy of these resolutions, and to urge upon them the necessity of procuring, at this session, the passage 
of a tariff bill, founded upon the recommendations of the Harrisburg convention. 

It was also unanimously 
Resolved, That China ware ( or porcelain) be added to the list of the articles recommended for protection 

in the above resolutions . 
.And it was . 
Resolved, That Colonel Peter A. Browne, Mathew Carey, William Young, J. J. Borie, and Benjamin 

Chew, jr., Esquires, be appointed on the committee created by the 12th resolution adopted by this meeting. 
MATHEW CAREY, 

Attest: Chairman of the meeting. 
Wu. YouNG, } Se t • 
B. CHEW, Jr., crearies. 

PmLADELPHu, February 26, 1828. 

20TII CONGRESS.] No. 878. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DU1 1 IES ON IMPORTS. 

COillIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UARCH 5, 1828. 

At a meeting of a number of the wool-growers of the county of Washington, Pennsylvania, convened 
at the court-house, in the borough of Washington, on Saturday, the 1st day of March, A. D. 1828, in pursu
ance of a public notice for that purpose, Joseph Ritner, Esq., was called to the chair, aud Samuel Hazlett 
and John S. Brady appointed secretaries. 

The memorial prepared by the committee appointed at a former meeting to Congress, on the subject 
of the revision of the hill reported by the Committee on Mfmfactures, was read and adopted, and signed 
by all the wool-growers present. • 

The following resolutions were offered, and unanimously adopted: 
Resolved, That the project of the bill of the Harrisburg convention, so far as regards wool and 

woolens, meets with the decided and cordial approbation of this meeting, and that it ought to be sanc-
tioned by the constituted authorities. • . 

Resolved, Independently of the intrinsic merits of the bill proposed by that convention, which will 
bear the strictest scrutiny and examination, that there is strong ground for our faith and confidence, 
arising out of the "material" of which it was composed, embracing some of the most enlightened, perse
vering, and disinterested patriarchs. of the American system. •It consisted principally of actual, and practical 
wool-growers and manufacturers, who, in a spirit of mutual confidence, liberality, and concession, fixed 
the rate of protection for each branch. 

Resolved, We are constrained, after the most anxious and deliberate examination we are capable of 
giving the subject, to express our decided conviction that the provisions of the bill now pending before 
Congress, so far as regards coarse wool and woolens, will, in its practical operation, prove not merely 
illusory, but destructive to both branches. 

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to forward the memorial to Congress, and procure signatures 
to similar memorials to be forwarded in like manner, and that the chairman appoint said committee. 
Messrs. Alexander Reed, Thomas McGiffin, Doctor John Wishart, Samuel Hazlett, and Samuel Cunningham, 
were nominated by the chair as said committee, and the nomination approved by the meeting. 

Resolved, That the foregoing proceedings be published in the newspapers of Washington, and that a 
copy of the same be forwarded to the honorable Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United 
States. 

JORN S. BRADY, } Secretaries. 
SA111L HAzLETT, 

JOSEPH RITNER, Chairman. 

To the honorable the Speaker of the House of Representatii•es of the United Stales: 
Sm: In the exercise of a privilege secured equally to all the citizens of this free and happy Republic, 

we present ourselves to the honorable body over which you preside in the character of petitioners. The 
bill now pending before Congress, purporting to give further protection, encouragement, and security to 
American industry, will have a direct and important bearing on our individual interests and pursuits. 
We are wool-growers, a]ld, in common with a large proportion of our fellow-citizens of this county 
engaged in the same business, have a direct interest in that branch of the bill relating to unmanufactured 
wool. But it did not, nor could it, escape our attention and certain conviction that the value and effect 
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of any increased duty on foreign wool, as a protection to us against foreign competition, must necessarily 
and essentially depend upon the extent and adequacy of that which is given to the manufacturer of woolens. 
The price of our wool must depend on the demand; the consumption ni.ust be insured; the inducement 
and ability to purchase by our own manufacturers must be at least cotemporaneously secured; otherwise 
vain, delusive, and deceptive will be any rate of protection to us, however nominally high and extrava
gant. Our interests and those of the manufacturers are inseparable-are "one and indivisible." They 
are mutually dependent on each other; and we are constrained to view with distrust any statements of 

facts or opinions tendirrg, let the intent be what it may, to excite jealousy and suspicion in our minds 
against the manufactu.rers. Conscious ourselves of our ownfairness and integrity of purpose in asking 
adequate, and merely adequate, protection to our interests, we disclaim all suspicion as to the equal fair
ness of the manufacturers as a class. 

The security of both interests depends, not upon the mere fact of the passage of a bill for our protec
tion, but upon the practical operation of that measure. If, after the same exclusive possession of the home 
market as has already been given to other objects, we do not produce similar advantages to the country, 
to the consumer, giving a better fabric at a less price, we are entirely aware that a reaction is inevitable, 
and that any advantage which might be obtained by a momentary delusion or deception must be as tran
sient as the means of attaining it would be disreputable. The tie, then, which ought and must limit the 
intelligent manufacturer to the claim of merely adequate protection is as strong as that of self-pi,;eserva,. 
tion. We are sensible of the intrinsic difficulty which exists in fixing any precise. rate of protection which 
will prove, by experience, alike beneficial to the producer and the consumer. Depending upon so many 
facts and circumstances, both <l,omestic and formgn, precise accuracy or mathematical certainty is 
unattainable. The present bill, as we understand it, and can make any calculation as to its practical 
operation, will exclude all foreign coarse wool, not only the Smyrna and South .American, but that which 
would come in competition with our common native wool, and probably under half blood merino. We 
doubt the policy of excluding the Smyrna wool and that of a similar description, inasmuch as we UJJ.der
stand it to be used ( and capable of little, if of any other use) in the coarser kinds of negro clothing and 
headings for fine cloths. The price at which the native or common wool can be afforded· by the grower 
will preclude the manufacturer from purchasing it as a substitute, and, in that event, that branch of 
domestic manufacture and supply must cease. We would therefore suggest the propriety of admitting all 
clean wool costing under eight cents free of duty, or with barely a duty of 10, 15, or 20 per cent. ad valorem. 

We cordially approve of that feature of the bill which secures the home market to our own coarser 
kinds of wool, under the belief of its being an established fact that the domestic supply of this description 
of wool is equal to the demand which is necessary to supply our own market with that kind of cloths 
which are manufactured of such wool. We cannot discover, however, that the manufacture of this 
description of cloth is, as we think it ought to be, put upon an equality of protection with the wool out 
of which it is made. Herein lies the great error, as we do consider that the capacity of our manufacturers 
to supply the home market with this description of cloths is as certain as that we can supply. The 
committee affirm it as an established fact that the British manufacturer now obtains the raw material at 
fifty per cent. less cost than the American manufacturer can, and that the raw material is one-half the cost 
of the manufactured article. Now, taking these positions to be true, and we believe them to be substan
tially so, what will be the situation of the manufacturer of such cloths under the operation of the proposed 
tariff on wool and that on the manufacture of the same relative description? This kind of wool will 
have a protection, amounting to prohibition, exceeding one hundred and twenty per cent.; whereas the 
cloths manufactured froin that wool only receive about fifty per cent. Unless, then, we be grossly in 
error as to this matter, the result must be certain ruin of this branch of domestic manufacture, and, although 
consequential, yet as certain ruin to the grower of this description of wool, notwithstanding the high 
rate of duty, plausible and seductive as it may be. 

We would, therefore, with all proper diffidence in ourselves, and with all due respect for the "consti
tuted authorities," suggest the addition of the project of the Harrisburg convention, at least so far as 
regards this branch, viz: the manufacture of cloths costing under two dollars ~nd fifty cents. Indeed, the 
whole of that project ( as regards wool and woolens) meets with our decided and cordial approbation, and 
has, heretofore, had that of all parties here, and we should be much ·better satisfied with its adoption, in 
extenso, than that of any other we have seen. If- deemed inadmissible by those who shall decide, we 
would recommend the following substitute for all cloths costing less than four dollars the square yard, 
viz: all cloths under fifty cents the square yard shall pay a duty of twenty cents the square yard. From 
fifty cents to two dollars shall be deemed to• have cost two dollars, and pay a duty of forty per cent. 
From two dollars to four dollars shall be deemed to have cost four dollars the square yard, and shall pay 
forty per cent. on the square yard. 

And also that the duty on wool .should be seven cents per pound on all wool costing above eight 
cents per pound, with thirty per cent. ad valorem, increasing at the rate of five per, cent. annually until 
it arrives at fifty per cent. • 

MARCH 1, 1828. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 879. [lsT SEss10N. 

MONTHLY STATEMENTS OF BANK OF THE UNITED STATES FOR 1827. 

cmrnuNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 6, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 4, 1828. 
Sm: In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 3d instant, I have the 

honor to transmit the monthly statements of the affairs of the Bank of the United States for the year 1827, 
as rendered to this Department. 

I have the honor to remain, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Ho,n. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives. 
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90,071 ]2 .... .... .... 720 00 14,435 05 88,829 63 

111,200 72 ...................................... 2,741,460 64 
167,403 37 ...... ...... .............. ............ 278,509 47 
98,696 03 ...... .. ... • 60,691 73 231,304 69 772,739 90 

142,141 6fl ...... ...... 44,252 90 ...... ...... 85,961 70 
.............. ............ .............. ............ 147,791 66 

157,246 37 .... .... .... 19,043 47 .... .... .... 12,918 23 
513,895 77 ............ 2,650 oo ......................... . 
273,093 64 ...... ...... 10,367 72 .... .'. ...... 339,236 40 
22, 200 00 .. • • .. .. • • • • .. .... ; .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,066 07 

s,aoo oo 1 397,~4a 86 1 ............ 1 .............. 1 ............ 1 ss.1,902 oa 

518 00 

134,486 23 , ............ , 83,571 55 , ........... . 
198,241 58 .. .. .. .. .. .. 269, 728 67 5,372 83 
83,897 72 .......................... 174,663 00 

0,200 19 

45,584 47 

1,305,242 80 
24,394 41 

88, ao5 oo I 106, 833 63 

36,772 35 
115,518 92 
57,774 58 

79,860 79 

12,266 07 
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$740,596 9G 

72,000 19 
7,235 35 
1,354 49 

135,085 09 
69,776 10 
61,358 48 
74,818 67 
24,564 52 

563,465 80 
55,600 00 

297 94 
3,370 00 
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$115,108 54 ............ Sl,053,96119 $6,274 99 
3,79833 $943 .............. 500 
4,507 48 ............ 116,699 00 ........... . 

.............. ............ .............. 568 09 
3,357 02 33, 058 90 .. • .. .. • • .. .. • .. ......... . 

27,578 58 .... ........ 87,000 00 2,566 76 
811,573 42 46,375 65 110,657 34 1,569 16 
so, 714 82 10,365 64 30,001 64 9,520 02 
21,140 14 87,084 24 35,875 78 7,532 55 

146,605 44 ............ 29,873 14 4,1)71 52 
15,950 31 211087 05 13,385 O:l 897 90 
41,164 00 ........ .... 67,727 78 1,535 92 
67,794 00 9,868 87 42,396 M 933 14 

.............. ............ .............. 1,0-24 79 
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$517,233 95 
90,225 00 

120,110 oo 
22ll,375 00 
39,030 00 

1,100,110 00 
335,000 00 
229,970 00 
202,965 uo 
229,735 00 
111,765 00 
423,175 00 
430,895 00 
267,115 00 

31,925 05 33, 004 51 1 20, ooo oo 45, ooo oo I 3, 108 51 1 2, 536, 995 oo 

5,466 06 
7,738 72 

21,882 95 

98,312 24 
72,129 38 

11,514 86 

20,000 00 

81,884 36 , .............. , 7,723 14 , ............ .. 
6,707,38 ...................................... . 

8,518 45 64,014 13 1 ........... . 14,12:J 13 

247 00 
228 62 
359 41 

16,253 95 
881 02 

2,724 60 

89,855 00 
46,145 00 
88,430 00 

36,480 00 

Li 
C 

.l! 
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rn 
'o ., 

! 
,S-262,068 66 

19,955 00 
85,708 00 
4,585 00 
5,420 00 

173,494 97 
58,820 56 
29,463 18 
42,425 97 
2,128 96 

20,010 00 
95,475 00 

137,035 00 
1,030 00 

54,4,50 OU 

15,990 49 
l,650 00 

46,477 00 

44,133 00 

-~ 
l 

$2,101,364 63 
36,613 07 

131,783 28 
25,717 44 
34,565 26 

1,208,450 69 
464,000 00 
47,955 10 

150,058 18 
170,371 40 
25,647 75 

386,720 75 
438,519 96 
53,014 59 

722,714 75 

191,804 14 
70,473 20 

101,106 86 

45,237 27 

1----1 1-----1------1----1-----•l----1-----1-----j-----l 1-----1----1----~----'"--'·----
24,424,996 78 I 51,568 oo l 2,717,44114 I 3,983,828 58 I 434,9-24 4112,046,809 89 I 561,045 68114,406,950 12 I 1,973,646 56 I 1,601,052 40 1235,572 92 I 1,678,215 42 I 02,ooa 01 17,421,608 os 11,100,410 791 6,496,118 32 

In tmnsitu from Dnnk United Stntes to office, Providence ................................................................................. • ................ , ...... • • ........ • ...... • 50,000 00 } 141 000 00 
ln trnnsitu from New Orleans to Dnnk United Stntes...... .... .... ...... ...... .... ..... .... ..... ....... .... .... .... ...... ...... ........ ...... .... .... .. • •• , .... ...... .. .. .... .... 91,000 00 ' 

6,637,118 32 
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General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein bpecijied-Continued. 
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1827, 
Jan. 29 Dank United States .. $21,395,919 63 $2,182,277 46 $13,687 01 $87,836 00 $1,019,021 42 ,$4,033, 067 11 $8,480'09 $7,600 01 ............ $3,505,990 01 $690,561 41 $67,124 79 !1174,533,73 ,Sl,190,893 56 $240,340 74 

22 Office, Portsmouth ... aoo,ooo oo 213,415 00 5,202 29 450 00 .............. .............. .............. ............ 147,185 82 .............. •••••••••••• •••••••••••• ....... , ...... l4,898 38 
' 25 Boston,. ..... 1,500,000 oo 717,690 00 19,693 34 12,696 00 .............. .............. .............. 344,650 67 148,319 70 •••••••••••• 34,045 19 549,358 31 296,012 48 

25 Providence •• , 000,000 00 302,595 00 5,960 60 1,254 00 .............. .............. •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 45,509 98 17,676 85 ............ 1,900 00 54,742 05 44,295 21 
22 Hartford .••••• 300,000 oo 285,502 50 4,229 26 2,874 00 .............. .............. .............. . 83,910 71 3,227 46 ............ •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 46,013 07 
!M New York .... 2,500,000 oo 1,361,992 50 32,245 76 30,456 75 .............. .............. .............. •••••••••••• ............ 615,389 06 325,601 11 •••••••••••• 197,078 19 !l,681, 049 56 369,831 08 
22 Dnltimore .... 1,100,000 00 823,472 50 17,364 37 28,283 00 130 30 .............. .............. ............ •••••••••••• 2,626,391 45 75,304 57 ............ 20,625 22 206,260 58 43,924 86 
20 Washington , , 500,000 00 1,042,067 50 9,612 52 6,555 25 ............. •••••••••••••• .............. ............ ........... 60,659 61 29,733 98 ............ 271,601 36 57,817 72 899,018 09 
23 Richmond•••• 1,000,000 00 897,855 00 10,075 19 12rP44 22 •••••••••••••• .............. •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••• 13~,673 94 5,915 47 ............ ............ 6,630 12 73,847 58 
20 Norfolk ...... 500,000 00 570,765 00 4,221 48 7,873 75 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• ........... •••••••••••• 65,991 98 o, 761 10 ............ ............ 35,752 98 ll0,549 84 
23 Fnyettcville .. 500,000 00 564,445 00 5,080 54 593 50 .............. .............. •••••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ 294,872 84 1,025 02 ............ ........... 0,111 99 29,639 79 
16 Charleston ... 1, 500, 000 00 1, 495, 575 00 22,340 29 B,129 75 .............. .............. .............. ............ ............ 600,954 66 46,004 07 ............ 12,899 31 208, 138,55 37,701 70 
16 Snvnnnnh .... 1,000,000 00 1, 185, 945 00 4,332 71 1,501 75 .............. •••••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ 13,481 15 275 97 ............ ............ sa,112 52 21,724 29 
5 Mobile ........ ................ 308,ooo oo 936 97 ....... , .... .............. ................ .............. ............ 56,036 99 .............. ............ ............ .............. •••••••••••••• 1826, 

Dee, 30 New Orleans .. 1,000,000 00 4,486,455 00 21,862 33 178 50 .............. .............. .............. ............ ............ 97,298 81 106,887 15 ............ 108,406 68 130,442 60 
1827, 

Jnn, 9 Louisvlllo .... ................ 194,795 00 4,779 77 224 80 .............. .............. .............. ............ ............ 1,095,463 74 
•••••••••••••• 

............ ···········-210,182 22 5,403 98 
12 Lexington .... ................ 250,890 00 5,656 69 9 00 .............. .............. .............. ............ ............ 1,063,772 92 ............. ............ ............ .............. 35,078 36 
19 Cincinnati • ., ................ 197,580 00 5,782 52 ............ .............. •••••••••••••• .............. ............ ............ 251,542 87 1,031 29 ............ ............ 24B,6i3 09 48,924 13 

1826, 

{ 
135,724 56 Dec, 30 Do .. Agency 2,400 00 2,585 00 .............. .............. } .......... •••••••••••• 2,488,313 52 .............. .... ....... ............ •••••••••••••• .............. ····.•·········· ............ 
92,156 80 

Nov, 30 oi1ilicoU10. do • ................ 17,165 00 ............ ............ •••••••••••••• .............. •••••••••••••• ............ ............ 386,489 08 114 00 ............ ······-····· •••••••••••••• 17 33 
]827, 

Jan. 24 Pittsburg ...... 700,000 00 238,607 50 4,72424 •••••••••••• .............. .............. 1,199 62 ............ •••••••••••• 50,844 20 32,475 74 ............ ............ ii, 194 36 14,0•16 96 

34, 095, 019 63 17,339,489 96 200,372 88 201,860 87 1, 019, 151 72 4,033,067 11 237,561 07 7,600 01 ............ 14,028, 3-24 01 1,490,914 89 67,124 i9 712,683 00 5,652, 379 28 2,372,610 47 

At Dank United States: Funded debt United Stntes .......... ,. ................. $17,764,359 05 At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Lonn Office, ........................ ., ., .......... $126 04 
Debt due by the United States .......... ., .......... ., .. 5,267 32 At Office, I1nrtford: Profit and loss ....... ., ...................... ., ., .............. $263 00 Mortgages, &c,.., ...... ., ... ., ......................... 91,557 i2 

At Office, Dnltlmorc: Debt of S, Smith & Ducllnnnn, G. Willlnms, nm! J. W, lllcCulloch $338,538 48 Daring Drotllers & Co,, London .... ., ................... 125,10-2 98 Debt of J, W, McCulloch ...................................... 274,221 96 
Foreign exchnngo ............ .,., .................... ., 24,223 03 Debt of G, Wlllinms,. ......................................... 269,874 85 

----
882,635 29 

= Al Clnclnnntl Agcnc7: Misccllnn.cous accounts ...................................... $28,775 50 
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$1,126,634 26 
ll,584 67 

lll0,486 37 
i9,223 06 
34,825 80 

802,701 82 
019,431 :m 
165,720 02 
165,386 55 

. 235,564 30 
47,837 29 

707,759 96 
81,802 28 
6,058 01 

903,610 38 

144,015 01 
156,743 25 
221,200 73 

.............. 
1,642 28 

102,945 85 

5,766,163 21 
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1828.J .A.FF.A.IRS OF B.A.NK OF UNITED STATES. 905 

DR. RECAPITULATION. Cn. 

Funded debt of the United States .....••........•••...•.. $17,764,359 05 
Bills discounted on personal security..... $24,424,996 78 

funded debt.......... 51,568 00 
bank stock.......... 2, 717,44114 

27,194,005 92 
Domestic bills of exchange.............. 3,983,828 58 

Foreign bills of exchange •••.•••••..•••..••••.•••••••••• 
Baring Brothers & Co, London •..• , ••...••..••••••.•••.• 
Foreign exchange ...•................... .............•.. 
Real estate ................................. , ........ , .. 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 14,406,950 12 
Due from ::ltate banks................... l,9i3,646 56 

Due from S. Smith and Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, andJ. W. McCulloch ........... •••··• •••••••••• 

Due from United States ................................ . 
Losses chargeable to the contingent fund ..••••••.•••..•.. 
Deficiencies .. .. • . • • • • • • . . . • . . • . . • . . . • . . . • • . • • . • • . • .... 
Dan king-houses, bonus, and premium ...•.... , ..... , ..••.. 
Erpnnses........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Cash, viz: Notes of Bank United States 

and offices •••• •·••••·••••• 
Notes or State banks •.•••••.. 
Specie ......... $6,496,118 32 
Specie in transitu 141,000 00 

7,421,608 95 
1,100,440 79 

6,637,118 32 

Mortgages, &c .................................... •••••• 
Agent for Loan Office, Portsmouth ...................... . 
Profit and loss account, Hartford, ....................... . 
Miscclbmeous accounts, at agency, Cin-

cinnati ................................................... ·····•••·••••••· 

DJ.XK or TUE UNITED STJ.TEs, February 1, 1827. 

VOL. Y.--114: B 

31,177,834 50 
434,9-24 41 
125,19-2 98 
24,223 03 

2,046,809 89 

16,380,596 68 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,607,652 40 
• 235,572 92 

1,678,215 42 
62,003 01 

15,159,168 06 

91,557 72 
126 04 
263 00 

28,775 50 

87,705,177 22 

Capital stock ........................................ .. 
Notes issued ........................................ .. 
Discount, ex_change, and interest ..•••........•......... 
Dividends unclaimed ................................ .. 
Profit and loss ....................................... .. 
Contingent fund ................................ , .... .. 
Contingent interest ......................... , , .•..•... , , 
Contingent exchange ............................ , .... .. 

$34,995,919 63 
17,339,489 96 

200,372 88 
201.860 87 

1,019,151 72 
4,033,067 11 

237,561 07 
7,600 01 

Foreign exchange .................. ................................... . 
Due to Bnnk United States and offices .. $14,0-28,324 01 
Due to State banks ...... •••••. .... .... 1,490,914 89 

Due to Hottinguer & Co., Paris ........................ . 
Redemption of public debt ............................. . 
Deposits ofTrensurer United States..... 5,652,379 28 
Deduct overdrafts, &c...... ...... ...... 561,045 68 

Deposits of public officers ............ .. 
Deposits of individuals, ............... .. 

Dank Umtcd States and office, New 

5,091,333 60 
2,372,610 47 
5,766,163 21 

Orleans, for specie in transitu ..................... , •.• 

15,519,238 90 
67,124 79 

712,683 00 

13,230, 107 28 

141,000 00 

87,705,177 22 

S. JAUDON, Second .&mtant Cashier, 
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1827, 
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Mnr, l Dank Unltcd States .... $2,706,277 72 
Feb, 19 Office, Portsmouth .. ,., 427,576 17 

22 noston, ........ 1,940,616 20 
22 Providenco .... , 524,567 56 
26 Hartford,. .. ,. ,. 435,664 10 
28 New York .. , .. , 31381,409 19 
26 Baltimore ...... , 1,917,852 38 
24 Washington • .. . 1,2621305 10 
20 Richmond ...... 1,350,265 83 
17 Norfolk ...... ,., 573,149 76 
20 
13 
13 
2 
5 
6 
9 

16 
Jnn, 31 

1826, 
Nov,30 

1827, 
Fcb,21 

Fayetteville,.,,. 
CJmrleston, .. .. 
Savannah ..... .. 
Mobllo ,. .. ,. .. . 
New Orleans .. .. 
Louisville .... .. 
Lexington, ... .. 
Cincinnati, ... .. 

Do .. ,Agency, 

Chilicothe .. do .. 

Pittsburg,,,,,,,. 
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General, statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discottnt and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$7,000 00 
360 00 

14,740 00 
............ 
•••••••••••• 3,ooo oo 
............ 
............ 
............ 

4,850 00 
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$366,371 36 
. 5,400 00 

38,297 00 
.............. 

133,669 85 
987,680 28 
141,670 97 
60,850 00 
so, 760 00 
24,625 00 

655,9-23 00 
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$568,888 01 $395,015 38 $133,699 51 ............ $8,841,425 02 $772,924 64 $115,108 54 ............ $1,053,961 19 $16,716 77 
61,747 rn .. . .. .. .. .. . 942 13 $19, ~57 48 .. • .. .. • .. • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • 3, 798 aa $9 43 .. .. .. .. .. • .. • 63 64 

702,950 51 ............ .............. ............ 267,975 56 50,548 58 4,507 48 .... .... .... 116,699 00 ........... . 
211,238 60 ...... ., .... .... .... ..... • ............ 81,951 20 893 72 .... .......... ............ .. .... ........ 1,023 51 
78,405 52 ............ 720 00 10,066 45 26,650 68 12,221 22 3,357 02 33,058 90 ........................ .. 

151,ew 60 .................... , ................ 3,440,930 31 149,879 87 27,578 58 .... .. ..... • s1,ooo oo 5,094 3o 
153,559 35 ............ ...... ........ ...... ...... 288,523 75 97,837 68 811,573 42 46,375 65 110,657 34 2,681 20 
88,Q36 94 ............ 60,698 43 145,262 41 581,291 55 65,894 72 80,714 82 10,45814 ao,001 64 101163 so 

115,967 35 ........ .... 44,252 90 ........ .... 25,434 91 101,243 97 21,140 14 87,084 24 35,875 78 8,463 82 
2.5,008 94 ..... • .... .. ..... ......... 1,100 23 121,710 39 20,741 19 146,605 44 49 18 29,873 14 5,431 64 

166,408 32 .... ,. ...... 18,808 47 ..... ....... 20,346 89 567,177 10 15,950 31 21,087 05 13,385 02 1,184 84 
570,84416 ............ 2,650 00 ............ 37,706 50 47,815 00 41,164 00 ............ 67,727 78 2,959 92 

.......................... 372,84699 ............ 7,3:l872 ............ 394,72447 64,58494 67,79400 9,86887 42,39654 1,97528 

........ .... 5,300 oo 78,678 47 ............ .... .......... ..... ....... ... ..... .... .. .............. .............. ...... .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. 4,923 16 

28,828 00 186,270 77 

.............. , ., ........ , 529,112 42 ,. , ............. , .... ., ........... , .. , 722, 789 86 114, 125 53 33,904 57 20,000 00 45,000 00 6, 752 12 

........ , .. • .. , .. • .. .. .. .. 163, 531 98 ...... ,. , .. , 81,561 98 ........ ,. .. 36,315 52 4, 778 59 98, 312 24 ...... ., ., .. 11,514 86 461 87 

.... .... .... 518 00 179,571 41 ...... ...... 268,928 67 5,372 83 152,440 49 10,840 35 72,129 38 ...... ...... .... .... ...... 554 31 

............ .............. 92,929 66 .......................... 174,663 00 45,017 42 26,195 86 ......... ,.... ............ 20,000 00 1,034 43 

.................................................... 1,326,485 07 .... ........ 82,544 66 81,672 46 .............. 7,723 14 .......... .... 20,243 63 

6,200 19 

49,994 34 

24,394 41 

ss, 582 96 1 116, 025 90 12,595 38 

6,707 38 

436 03 

881 02 

64,014 13 14,123 13 3,348 68 
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$981,795 56 $278,691 96 
87,555 00 37,300 00 

469,450 00 54,270 00 
214,780 00 7,020 00 
114,040 00 5,885 00 
883,599 00 210,526 82 
234,940 00 59,718 81 
405,530 00 38,91P 55 
275,865 00 30,354 15 
196,015 00 10,595 67 
50,885 00 13,294 00 

308,465 00 46,081 00 
372,465 00 so,8:lO oo 
212,675 00 .............. 

2,314,795 00 72,825 00 
75,405 00 8,165 49 
22,630 00 1,540 00 
55,970 00 52,851 00 

•••••••••••••• 
.............. 

7,ll25 00 45,611 00 

'24,657,625 59 I ss,118 oo 12,687,336 2314,383,776 921 395,015 38 12,os9,063 251471,548 30 11s,1so,374 5612,196,574 8311,607,652 40 J 235,714 60 t 1,01s,215 42 I 94,557 6417,284,764 56 11,024,470 45 

Specie in transitu from New Orleans ........................................ . ··································································•• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• 
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$2,380,644 53 
37,493 40 

164,310 98 
62,244 45 
33,269 16 

1,233,974 21 
556,000 00 
66,727 34 

150,703 95 
193,214 90 
25,704 98 

385,737 28 
43-2,215 83 
47,3-21 51 

604,856 85 
215,166 57 
67,957 13 

114,909 81 
.............. 

48,273 11 

o, 820, 725 99 

100,000 00 

G,920,725 99 
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Date. 

1827. 
Mar. 1 
Feb. 19 

22 
~2 
26 
28 
26 
24 
20 
17 
20 
13 
13 
2 
5 
6 
9 

16 
Jan. 31 

1826. 
Nov. 30 

1827. 
Feb. 21 

Danks. 

Dank United States .... 
Office, Portsmouth •••.• 

Boston ......... 
Providence ••.•. 
Hartford ........ 
Now York ...... 
Dnltimoro ...... 
Washington .... 
Richmond ...... 
Norfolk ........ 
Fnycttevillc .•••. 
Charleston ..... 
Snvannnh ...... , 
Mobile ......... 
New Orleans .... 
Louisville ...... 
Lexington ...... 
Cincinnati ...... 

General, sl.aiement of the Bank of the United Stales and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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$21,395,919 63 $'2,i&.l,277 46 $32,319 02 

300,000 00 210,795 00 7,245 25 
1,500,000 oo 707,855 00 29,62-2 84 

000,000 00 360,670 00 9,565 73 
300,000 00 281,447 50 7,128 63 

2, 500, 000 00 1,315,467 50 54,239 30 
1,100,000 00 805,712 50 29,654 53 

500,000 00 1, 066, 308 50 14,815 92 
1,000,000 00 890,665 00 16,818 66 

500,000 00 561,550 00 6,176 91 
500,000 00 553,535 00 81430 46 

1,soo, ooo oo 1,483,085 00 41,791 77 
1, ooo, 000 00 1,185,945 00 11,625 32 ................ 3081000 OQ 3,186 42 
1,000,000 00 4,480,555 00 42,394 93 ................ 194,795 00 10,024 00 

................ 250,890 00 9,453 42 ................ 209,580 00 0,201 18 ................ 
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$74,32,; 60 $1,0;!0, 744 28 $4,033,067 11 $8,480 09 $·1,444 44 .......... $4,461,302 08 
81 00 ........ ...... .............. .... .... ...... ............ .......... 140,981 72 

5,319 00 .... .. ........ ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ........... .... ...... 297,643 19 
675 00 ..... ......... ...... .. .. .... .... .... ...... ............ ...... .... 45,334 11 
246 00 .. .. .. • .. .... • .. .. .. ... .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • 83,498 47 

13,019 50 .... .... .. .... ...... .... .... ...... .... ... . .... .. .. .... ...... .... 897,287 28 
8,998 00 .. .. • .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2,730,136 81 
4,746 25 .......... .... .............. ........ ...... ............ .......... 83,875 81 
6,269 22 .... ..... .... . .......... ... • ...... .... .... ..... ...... . .... .. .... 167,691 16 
3,078 00 .... .... ...... .... .......... .... .......... ...... ...... .......... 10,110 16 
1,673 50 ...... ........ ....... ..... • ...... .... .... .... .. .. .... .......... 229,433 00 

18,446 00 ............................................... ,. • • .. . .. .. • .. .. • 341,336 10 
3,154 75 .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. • • • .. .. .. • • .. • .. • • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. 16,400 09 

178 50 
356 80 , .............. , .............. , .............. , ............ , ......... . 
138 00 ............................................................... . 

75,438 72 
71,421 74 

1, 135, 063 25 
1,os2,934 50 

259,301 87 
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$677,739 65 

•••••••••••••• 2S,252 62 
25,083 15 
4,620 08 

231,136 67 
54,317 13 
37,670 47 
3,240 47 

11,97928 
579 71 

7,713 97 
275 07 

•••••••••••••• 102,307 23 

•••••••••••••• .............. 
1,848 70 
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$53,327 50 

•••••••••••• 
••••••••••• ............ 

• •••••••••• ............ ............ ............ ............ 
............ ............ 
•••••••••••• ............ ............ 
••••••••• .. •• ............ ............ ............ 
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$141,768 45 .............. 
24,003 10 

•••••••••••••• .............. 
117,898 50 
11,628 66 

186,223 3<2 .............. .............. ............. 
10,029 31 .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 
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$1,442,801 29 .............. 
772,0-..lS 71 
56,118 05 .............. 

3,462,766 17 
271,9•19 02 
57,817 72 
6,199 27 .............. 

14,171 90 
220,691 75 
00,504 52 

•••••••••••••• 240,061 68 
245,717 24 .............. 
273,769 43 
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$251,497 21 
11,210 64 

2S6,947 10 
43,573 56 
45,601 74 

340,769 97 
41,666 76 

857,538 41 
66,374 74 
20,401 12 

29,501 09 
31,049 82 
21,880 53 .............. 

112,056 0-2 
7,649 61 

34,057 87 
47,605 03 
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Cn. 

$1,230,682 06 
11,542 35 

204,706 66 
21,799 44 
31,114 63 

701,033 84 
495,071 74 
179,269 71 
150,243 52 
23;, 750 01 
56,985 73 

815,386 77 
07,618 43 
0,100 42 

000,682 43 
133,275 59 
134,718 45 
219,957 49 

Do .. Agency .. 2,400 00 8,388 42 
135,152 29 , ............ , ......... . 
04,856 72 .................... .. 2,488,013 52 ••••••••••••••l••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I••• 

Chillcothe .. do .. 

1 

................ 

Pittsburg........ 700,000 00 

17,165 00 , ........... , ............ , .............. , .............. !} 111199 62 

235,827 50 7,757 78 ....................................... : 

( .......... 1 ........ .. 

1 .......... 1 ........ .. 

386,489 08 

49,638 72 

114 00 

56,080 89 

17 33 

2,194 36 5,193 00 

34,o9s,9rn 63111,244,535 0013so,841391141,6051211,020,144 2s 14,°b33,00111 1 2391os8 12 4,444 11 1 .......... 11s,114,473 21 I 1,241,760 08 53,3<27 59 I 401,551 43 I 7,167,588 20 12,226,455 15 

At Dank of United States: Funded debt of the United States ................................ .. 
Debt duo by tho United Stntes ............. .' ................. , .... .. 
ll!ongnges, &.o ............................................. , .... .. 
Dnring Brothers &. Co,. .......................................... . 
Foreign exchange account .............. ••• ...................... . 

$17,764,359 05 
5,267 32 

01,557 72 
, 482,298 04 

48,696 34 

At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Lonn Office. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • • ............... ., 

At Office, Hartford: Profit nnd loss account .......................... ., .................... .. 

At Office, Daltimoro: Due from S, Smith nnd Buchanan, G, WIiiiams, and J. w. McCulloch .. . 
Due from J, W. McCulloch .... ., ..................................... . 
Duo from G, Williams.. .. .. • • •• ., .................................... . 

At Cincinnati Agency: l\Iiscellnncous accounts .. ., ............. ., , .. .. 

$613 22 

$263 00 

$338,538 48 
274,221 06 
269,874 85 

882,635 29 

= 
$30,624 40 

1,642 28 

85,873 68 

5,807,506 13 
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RECAPITULATION. Cn. 

Funded debt of the United States ........ •••···••··• ..... $17,764,359 05 Capital stock.......................... •..•.. .... ...... $34,995,919 63 

Bills di.scounted on personal security..... S-24, 657,625 59 
funded debt.... .. .. .. 58, 778 00 
bank stock........... 2,687,336 23 

27,403,739 62 

Domestic bills of exrhange . • . . . . . • • • . . . . 4,383, 776 9-2 

Foreign bills of exchange..... • . . . .. . • . . • ••• , ....... • .. • 
Real estate ............................................ . 
Baring Brothers&. Co., London ......................... . 
Foreign exchange................. .. ................. . 
Due from Bank United 8tates and offices.. 15,180,374 56 
Due from State banks . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. •. . . 2,196,574 83 

Due from Smith &. Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, andJ. W. :McCulloch .. , ....................... . 

Due from United States ................................. • 
Losses chargeable to the contingent fund ................ . 
Deficiencies . . . . . . . . . . . . ...............•..••.••••••••• 
Banking.houses, bonus, and premium on 

loan ................................................ .. 
Expenses ............................................. . 
Cash, viz: Notes of Bank United States 

and offices................. 7,284,764 56 
Notes of State banks......... l,0-24,4iU 45 
Specie ........... $6,820,725 99 
Specie in transitu 100,000 00 

6, 9-20, 725 99 

Jlfortgages, &.c ......................................... .. 
Agent for Lonn Office, at Portsmouth •....••.•••••••.•••• 
Profit and loss account, at Hartford ..................... . 
1\Iiscellaneous accounts, at Cincinnati ... ............... . 

BANK OF THE UNITED STATES, Mai-ch 1, 1827 • 

• 

31,787,516 74 
395,015 38 

2,059,063 25 
482,298 04 
48,696 34 

17,376,949 39 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,607,652 40 
235,714 60 

Notes issued........................... .......... ...... 17,244,535 96 
Discount, exchange, and interest........ . . . . .. . . • . . • .. .. 359,841 39 
Dividends unclaimed................... .... •... •..• .... 141,605 12 
Profit and loss.................... .. • .. • • • • • .. • . .. . • . • .. 1,020, 744 28 
Contingent fund . • . .. • • .. .. . . .. ... • • • • • • • • • . .. . .. • • . • . . 4,033,067 11 
Contingent interest ..................... •••••. .... ...... 239,688 72 
Contingent exchange................... ...• ••.. .... .... 4,444 44 
Foreign exchange ••••••..••.••••• •••·· ............................. •••• 
Uue to Bank United States and offices .. $15,114,473 27 
Due to State banks .•...••..•....... •••• 1,2-ll, 760 08 

Hottinguer & Co., Paris ............................... . 
Redemption of public debt ............................. . 
Deposits of Treasurer United States..... 7,167,588 20 
Deduct overdrafts, &.c............ . . . . . . 471,548 30 

6,696, 039 90 
Deposits of public officers.............. 2,226,455 15 
Deposits of individuals................. 5,807,506 13 

16,356,233 35 
53,327 59 

491,551 43 

1,678,215 42 Office at New Orleans for specie in tmn-
14,730,001 18 

100,000 00 941557 64 situ...... • • • • • • • .. • • .. . . • .• . • ...................... . 

15,229,961 00 
91,557 72 

613 22 
263 00 

30,624 40 

89, 770, 960 20 

/ 

89, 7i0, 960 20 

S. JAUDON, Second .8ssislant Ca.!h!er, 



Dn. 

Date. 

1827. 
Mar. 29 

19 
22 
!l2 
26 
28 
26 
24 
20 
17 
20 
20 
20 
9 
5 

13 
16 
l6 

Jan. 31 
Feb, 28 
Mar. 2l 

Banke. 

Bank United States .... 
Office, Portsmouth., .•• 

Boston ......... 
Providence •••.• 
Ilnrtfor,l ....... . 
New York .... .. 
Dnltimoro ..... . 
Washington ... . 

Riehmornl ••••·• 
Norfolk ...... .. 
Fayetteville ... . 
Chnrleston .••••. 
Savannah .... .. 
Moblle ....... .. 
New Orleans .. .. 
Louisville ..... . 

Lexington•••••• 
Cincinnati ...... 

Do, Agency. 
Chilicotho,.do .. 
Pittsburg ....... 

General statement of the Bank of the United States and us Offices of Discoum and Deposit at the dales herein 1neniioned 
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$2,814,578 61 
432,775 60 

1,838,13-2 99 
559,403 47 
442,494 82 

3,702,300 16 
2,013,799 00 
1,221,116 &l 
1,363,03-2 88 

581,772 67 
452,785 97 

2,257,723 27 
442,500 2·1 
71,638 54 

2,571,498 93 
1,051,914 04 

745,022 99 
443,905 98 

1,110,517 59 
356,503 57 
7:l9,963 41 
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$6,650 00 
360 00 

8,792 00 
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$366,141 36 
5,400 00 

89,501 00 

3,000 00 ............. . 
............ 123,776 92 
...... ...... 983,420 28 
...... ...... 141,170 97 

4, 8.30 00 56,100 00 
..... • .. .... 83,52.3 00 

83,093 00 24,625 00 
............ 438,612 00 
...... ...... 149,498 27 

5,300 00 

3,518 00 
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$592,631 86 
59,123 19 

715,602 51 
226,936 14 
60,649 32 

130,480 27 
202,374 46 
80,195 11 
93,926 63 
26,971 04 

207,143 99 
495,020 63 
460,621 50 
160,295 10 
70~,634 98 
188,405 46 
196,362 75 
109,695 91 

6,200 19 
50,661 79 
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$133,699 51 ............ $8,787,720 96 $856,379 42 $115,108 54 ............ $1,053,961 19 $23,432 57 SI,167,930 56 $334,781 95 $532,623 99 $2,542,747 94 
.. ............ $58,52:! 74 .............. ,. ... .... .... 3,798 33 $9 43 .... .... ...... 1,115 06 58,860 00 28,808 00 ...... ...... 37,971 6j 
.............. ............ 352,276 30 41,342 41 4,507 48 ............ 116,699 00 4,139 12 416,190 00 6:l,430 00 ............ 264,941 67 
........................ ,. 54,080 87 16,479 3:l ...... .... .... ............ .. ... ......... 1,813 98 212,235 00 7,335 00 ............ 79.645 66 
.... .... ...... 65,816 54 30,281 87 12,046 33 3,357 02 33,058 90 .... .... ...... 1,601 78 &2, 740 00 5,920 00 ............ 33,366 82 
.......................... 3,975,329 46 281,639 12 27,578 58 ..... ....... 87,000 00 7,555 11 464,075 00 154,521 51 ............ 1,227,247 57 
.... .......... ............ 27:l,9-20 17 1131 ll2 28 8ll,573 42 46,375 65 110,657 34 4,656 37 281,645 00 49,627 79 .... ........ 612,000 00 

60,148 63 443,727 41 536,3·17 26 36,615 70 80,714 82 10,462 97 30,001 64 12,3ll6 42 217,385 00 27,763 25 ............ 53,575 20 
44,252 90 33,69'(19 12:!,943 68 59,50l 28 21,140 14 86,386 85 3.;,875 78 9,502 45 157,365 00 50,071 66 .... .... .... 119,956 52 

.... ...... .... 3-2,508 96 94,224 67 22,098 31 146,605 44 ............ 29,873 14 6,356 45 200,975 uo 9,172 90 ............ 191,080 11 
18,808 47 ...... .. .... 12,361 04 509,714 83 15,950 31 21,078 05 13,3il5 02 1,762 27 63,865 00 19,516 00 .... ... ... .. 24,861) •12 
2,650 00 ...... ...... 307,610 31 33,400 00 41,164 00 ..... ....... 67,727 78 5,152 57 308,825 00 51,559 00 .... ........ 381,998 19 
7,338 72 .... .. ...... 474,812 23 297 94 67,794 00 9,868 87 42,396 54 2,842 2.2 322,515 00 67,23.; 00 ..... ...... 390,660 03 

.. .... ........ ............ 2.545 73 .......................................... ,. ..... ..... 6,086 26 107,750 00 1,403 00 ..... ..... .. 59,815 61 

............. , .. .. ... .... 942,765 47 36,756 29 33,904 57 20,000 00 45,000 00 s, 715 79 2,110,425 00 64,965 00 .... .... .... 5&2,040 16 
81,563 48 .. .. .. ..... • 38,915 54 4,778 59 98,312 24 ...... ...... 11,514 86 1,706 04 119.490 00 11,717 49 .... ........ 94,358 51 

269,934 50 5,372 83 45,760 73 14,640 17 7:l,129 38 ............ .............. 1,969 30 56,355 00 2,888 00 ...... .... 62,108 80 
.............. 174,663 00 37,416 26 !27,348 80 ............. .... .... .... 20,000 00 1,547 49 78,130 00 57,496 00 ........ .... 106,467 13 
1,3-26,485 07 .. .... ...... 82,544 66 81,672 46 ...... .... .. .. 7,723 14 ..... ..... .. .. 20,243 63 .................................................. .. 

24,394 41 ...... ..... ........ ...... 7,961 24 ........ ...... ........ .... .............. 1,277 16 .................................................. .. 
88,582 96 137,689 67 14,786 41 5,581 03 64,014 13 •. .. • .. ..... 14, 12.1 13 3,744 83 51,280 00 26,534 00 .... .... .... 27,756 90 

---------,-----1----,----,----
25,272,38157 j 106,7450012,470,588 80 j 4,765,93;183 j 2,057,858 65 j 951,998 34 jl0,185,643 62 j 2,161,366 12 j l,607,652 40 j 234,972 86 I 1,078,215 42 I 127,61487 I 6,538,035 56 I 1,033,745 55 I 532,6239916,89-2,607 89 
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Date. 

1827. 
Mar,29 

19 
22 
22 
26 
28 
26 
24 
20 
17 
20 
20 
20 
9 
5 

13 
16 
16 

Jan. 31 

Fob, 28 
llfar, 21 

General statement of the Bank of the United Stales and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Bank United States •••• $21,395,919 63 $2,214,677 46 $52,559 86 $35,094 60 $1,019, 771 56 $4,033 067 11 $8,480 09 $4,444 44 ............ $5,269,523 19 $625,454 42 $ll6,987 36 $134,52.5 95 
Office, Portsmouth, .... 300,000 00 210,795 00 9,287 86 60 00 257 87 •••••••••••••• ............ ............ ............ 124,225 56 •••••••••••• ............ .............. 

Boston ......... 1,500,000 oo 702,305 00 42,185 42 3,332 00 .............. •••••••••·•••• •••••••••••• ............ ............ 274,900 27 92,943 03 ............ 18,407 09 
Providence ..... , 000,000 00 300,670 00 13,888 41 , 669 00 .......... , ... •••••••••••••• ............. ............ ............ 76,370 84 40,664 46 ............ .............. 
Hartford ........ 300,000 00 287,447 50 0,102 30 228 00 .............. .............. ............ ............ ............ 81,011 77 9,311 10 ............ •••••••••••••• New York •••.•• 2,500, 000 00 1,100,337 50 80,240 25 11,863 00 .............. .............. 1,154,739 52 305,417 99 ............ 101,073 50 
Daltimorc .••••• , 1,700,000 00 804,772 50 50,429 37 6,898 00 130 30 .............. ............ •••••••••••• ............ 2, 865, 176 71 60,569 67 ............ 5,100 00 
Washington .... 500,000 00 1, 066, 307 50 20,642 38 3,459 25 .............. .............. ............ ............ ............ :17,909 83 27,694 86 ............ 185,480 84 
llichmohd ...... 1,000,000 uo 81:12,480 00 22,697 31 5,798 22 •••••••••••••• .............. •••••••••••• ............ ............ 97,871 88 12,111 46 ............ .............. 
Norfolk, ........ 500,000 00 561,550 00 8,425 65 1,229 00 46 17 .............. ............ ............ ............ 90,845 20 7,272 22 ............ .............. 
Fayetteville,., •• 500,000 00 553,535 00 12,644 69 1,649 50 .............. .............. ............ •••••••••••• •••••••••••• 245,266 69 723 82 ............ .............. 
Chnrleston .... ,. 1,500,000 00 1,483,085 00 61,380 95 7,772 50 .............. .............. ............ ............ •••••••••••• 242,207 42 42,181 75 ............ 9,426 86 
Savannah ...... 1, ooo, 000 00 1,177,595 00 17,571 03 1,753 75 3~1 28 .............. ........... ............ ............ 12,077 27 275 97 ............ .............. 
l\Iobile ••••.•••. •••••••••••••••• 308,000 00 6,140 43 ............ .............. .............. ............ ............ ............ 43,091 46 4,586 23 •••••••••••• •••••••••••••• New Orleans , , • 1, ooo, 000 00 4,447,300 00 62,134 78 280 50 •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 109,670 53 159,930 82 ............ .............. 
Louisville ...... •••••••••••••••• 216,170 00 14,505 98 ,236 80 .............. •••••••••••••• ............ .......... ............ 1,063,486 96 •••••••••••• ............ .............. 
Lexington•••••• ................ 247,885 00 15,603 89 72 00 .............. .............. ............ ............ ............ 1,031,057 38 ............ ............ •••••••••••••• Cinclnnnti •••••• ................ 208,770 00 12,128 16 .......... , . .............. .............. ............ ...... , .. , .. ............ ~295,687· 50 5,897 81 ............ .............. 

Do .. ,Agcncy . ................ 2,400 00 8,3s8 42 ............ .............. ...... ...... { 135,152 29 i .......... ............ 2,488,013 52 •••••••••••• ............ .............. 94,856 72 
Chilicothe .. do., ................ 14,195 00 3'25 00 ........... , ............. .............. ............ •••••••••••• •••••••••••• 380,042 96 114 00 ............ •••••••••••••• Pittsburg •• , ..... 700,000 00 243,827 50 11,263 22 ............ .............. .............. 1,199 62 ............ ............ 128,609 44 14,706 68 ........... •••••••••••••• 

34,995,919 63 17,133,104 96 531,545 :16 80,396 12 1,020,527 18 ·4,033,067 11 239,088 72 4,444 44 •••••••••••• 10,111,875 90 1,409,916 29 26,987 36 454,914 24 

At Bank United States: Funded debt of tho United States, ....... •·•·•• .......... $17, 7641359 05 At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Loan Office ............. , ••••••••• , ••• , •• , ••••• 
Debt due by tho United States ••• , ••• ,................... 5,267 32 
Daring Brothers &. Co ... , ••.• , .......... , ............... . 
Foreign exclmngo account .• ••• ......................... . 
l\Iortgngcs, &.c., ....................................... . 
Rcquisltlon dividends, .................................. . 

521,052 06 
36,380 11 
91,557 72 
3,518 31 

At Office, Hartford: Profit nn<I losP account ............................ , ••• , .... . 

At Office,Baltimore: Debt of S, Smith nnd Dnclmnan, G .. Williams, and J, W, 

l\IcCulloch .... ••••• .... •••••••••••• ................... . 
Debt of J, W, lllcCulloch •••• •••• ••••• ............ •••• ... . 
Debt of G. Williams .................... , ................ . 

At Agency, Cincinnati: l\Iisccllaneous accounts, ............... •••· ...... •••· •••• 
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$1,500,899 56 

•••••••••••••• 
656,095 04 
63,182 78 ............. , 

3,423,171 87 
3'20,303 75 
57,817 72 ............. .............. 
11,382 36 

267,140 18 
100,768 34 
29,055 12 

275,207 71 
264,125 42 

•••••••••••••• 
260,951 07 

•••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••• 

2,194 36 

7,232,295 28 

$327 99 

$791 58 

$388,538 48 
274,221 90 
269,874 85 

88:2,635 29 

$30,624 40 
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$306,967 84 
:J0,027 70 

443,136 50 
44,769 15 
58,347 19 

369,058 36 
50,837 43 

874,17:l 03 
96,405 62 
11,517 20 
38,177 19 
30,424 89 
20,786 83 .............. 

104,542 70 
2,973 18 

33,800 78 
40,236 31 

.............. 
17 33 

16,817 23 

2,573,015 46 
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$1,122,149 96 
12,418 00 

181,160 13 
17,714 SO 
26,677 12 

1,038, 701 71 
520,579 3',? 

178,136 81 
136,328 47 
249,128 25 
22,495 12 

830,916 20 
107,231 09 
18,661 00 

1, 024, 939 15 
141,177 91 
144,124 00 
236,517 72 

.............. 
1,642 28 

96,100 21 

o, 100, 789 25 
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1828.] AFFAIRS OF BANK OF UNITED STATES. 911 

Dn. RECAPITULATION. On 

Funded debt of Ilic United States ............ ,... .... •• .. $17,764,359 05 Capital stock ............... ,. ......................... . $34,995,919 63 
17,133,104 96 

531,545 36 
80,396 12 

1, 0-20, 527 18 
4,033,067 11 

:!39,688 72 
4,444 44 

Dills discounted on personal security ..... $25,27:l,381 57 
funded debt.......... 106,745 00 
bank stock ...... .... 2,470,588 80 

27,849, 715 ~ 

Domestic billsofexcbange,.............. 4,765,9:t? 83 

Foreign bills of exchange .............................. .. 
Daring Brothers & Co., London .......... • ............. . 
Foreign exchange ..................................... .. 
Rcnlcstatc ............................................ .. 
J)ue from Dank United States and offices. 16, 18.5, 643 62 
Due from State banks................... 2,161,366 12 

Due from S. Smith and D., G. \Villinms, 
and J. W. JllcCulloch ................... • • .......... .. 

Due from United States ............................... .. 
Losses clmrgeable to tl1e contingent fund ............... .. 
Deficiencies ............................. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Banking-houses, bonus,,;md premium ....... •• • • ........ .. 
Expenses ............................................. . 
Cnsh.-Notcs of Dank United States and 

offices •••• •·••••··· •••••··••· 
Notes of State banks ........... . 
Specie ........................ .. 

6,538,035 56 
1,033,745 55 
6,892,607 89 

l\Jortgagcs ................................ •,. • ........ .. 
Requisition dividends .................................. .. 
Agent for Loan Office, at office, Ports-

mouth .............................................. .. 
Profit and Joss account, at officc,Hartford ............... . 
llisccllancous accounts, nt agency, Cln-

clnnati ............................................. .. 

D.1.NK OF TII£ UNITED ST.A.TES, ..ipril 21 1827, 

32,615,648 20 
532,723 99 
521,052 06 
36,380 11 

2,057,858 65 

ld,347,009 74 

SSi!,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,607,652 40 
234,972 86 

1,678,215 42 
127,614 87 

14,464,389 00 
91,557 72 
3,518 31 

327 99 
791 58 

30,624 40 

91,00-2,498 96 

Notes issued ......................................... .. 
Discount, exchange, and interest ........ ................ . 
Dividends unclaimed ....... ,. ......................... . 
Profit and Joss ........................................ .. 
Contingent fund ••....•...•.•..•........ ....• , •..•••.•.. 
Contingent interest ................................... .. 
Contingent exchange ................................. .. 
Foreign exchange .... ~ ................. ................ •••••• •••••· .•.• 
Due to Dank United States and offices .. $16,111,875 90 
Due to State banks..................... 1,409,916 29 

Due to Hottinguer & Co., Paris ........................ . 
Redemption of public debt............. .. ............. . 
Deposits of Treasurer United States..... 7,232,295 28 
Deduct overdrafts, &c.......... .• .. .. .. 951,998 34 

Deposits of public officers.............. 6,280,296 94 
Deposits ofindividuals ........... ...... 2,573,015 4b 

6,106,i99 25 

17,521,79·2 19 
26,987 36 

454,914 24 

14,960,111 65 

91, 00-2, 498 96 

S, JAUDON, Second .assistant Cashie:r. 



Dn. 

Date. Donks, 

1827. 
April 30 Dnnk United States .. 

23 Office, Portsmouth .. . 
ll6 Boston ...... . 
26 Providence .. . 
23 Hartford ... .. 
25 
23 
lll 
24 
21 
24 

17 
17 
6 
2 

10 
13 
13 

Mar. 31 
Feb, 28" 
April 18 

New York .. .. 
Baltimore .. .. 
Washington .. 
Richmond ... . 
Norfolk .... .. 
Fayetteville .. 
Charleston .. . 
Savannah .. .. 
Mobile ...... . 
New Orleans •• 
Louisville .. .. 
Lexington ... . 
Cincinnati ... . 

Do,,Agcncy 
Chillcothc,do. 
Pittsburg ..... 

~ 
"' 
6~ 
"''§ 
i ~ 
g .! 
;a ~ 
,!!l 
::, 
ll1 

$2,823,889 46 
403,269 10 

1,837,274 46 
604,577 56 
457,188 52 

3,932,933 36 
2,082, 366 17 
1,1a1,924 oo 
1,350,901 06 

583,162 43 
451,845 72 

2,202, 731 80 
443,910 51 
89,399 40 

ll,634, 703 71 
1,026,398 79 

716,449 53 
457,058 03 

1,173,695 90 
356,503 57 
736,856 13 

General, statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$28,340 00 $3611466 36 $588,501 51 $376,715 71 $1:121949 il .... .... .... $8, 7801291 48 $822,8C9 72 $115,050 54 ............ $1,053,961 19 $31,032 73 
aoo oo o, 500 oo 51,149 41 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $45,823 55 .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3, ws 33 $9 43 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,115 oo 

14,822 oo 122,118 oo 740,401 51 .... .... .. .. .. .... .... .... .... .... .. .. 438,094 99 30,624 36 4,507 48 ...... .... . 116,699 oo 4,389 12 
....... : ... ............. ,. 253,75415 ............ .............. ............ 24,002 22 12,146 72 ........................................ 2,42075 
.... .... .... 1,000 00 40,607 23 .... .. ...... ...... .... .... 12,876 01 36,517 67 4,181 30 3,357 02 33,058 90 .. .... .. .. .. .. l,60178 

58,123 50 49,991 60 267,725 72 .... .... .... .. .... .... .... ...... ...... 3,839,606 73 181,963 49 27,578 58 .... .. .... .. 87,000 00 9,84154 
............ 1,007,521 28 212,097 76 .... .... .... .... .... ...... ............ 265,421 89 89,877 64 8Ll,573 42 46,375 65 1101657 34 5,886 30 
............ 148,785 97 101,879 35 ............ '84,864 86 420,441 17 387,717 30 43,974 33 so, 714 80 52,428 05 30,001 64 15,473 55 
............ 51,300 00 75,21317 ............ 44,252 90 29,288 00 146,904 24 104,630 99 21,14'0 14 86,386 85 35,875 78 10,91341 

5,075 oo so,125 oo 30,011 96 ............ .... ......... 20,290 63 1s1,26s 73 26,871 20 146,605 44 ............ 29,873 14 1,05823 
............ 27,125 00 192,645 24 ............ 18,608 47 ............ 2,170 68 503,944 46 15,950 31 21,087 05 13,385 02 2,88362 

82,363 00 407,182 00 351,721 54 ............ 2,650 00 ............ 503,981 02 30,266 76 41,164 00 ............ 67,727 78 6,68766 
.... ........ 66,660 00 502,549 89 ............ 7,338 72 .. .. .... .... 554,823 25 30,297 94 67,794 00 9,868 87 42,396 54 3,885 25 
...... ...... .............. 211,949 69 ................................ .. :... 26,317 31 .... .... ..... .............. ............ 4,500 00 6,768 39 
.... .... .... 5,300 00 837,583 73 .. .. .... .... ...... .... .... ...... ...... 1,229,678 19 114,154 40 33,904 57 20,000 00 45,000 00 10,518 05 
•• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 200,841 83 .. .. .. .. .. .. 80,671 16 , • .. ... ... .. 59,614 32 4,778 59 103,505 96 .. .. .. .. .. .. 11,514 86 1,843 82 
...... ...... 550 oo 100,350 04 ...... ...... 289,934 so 35,576 16 60,883 81 0,219 84 80,212 38 ........ .... .. .. .... •. .... 2,937 50 
.... ........ .............. 114,672 54 .......................... 174,663 00 53,756 22 27,272 96 .... .... ...... .... .... .... 20,000 00 2,117 36 
................................................... 1,327,865 07 ............ 89,496 89 81,672 46 .............. 7,723 14 .............. 23,105 04 

.... ........ ...... .... .... 0,200 19 .... .... .... 24,394 41 .... .... .... ...... ..... ..... 7,961 24 .... .... .. .... ...... ...... .. .. .......... 1,27716 

...... ...... .... .......... 61,83118 ...... ...... 87,582 96 30,423 33 36,050 13 5,345 00 63,993 13 ...... ...... 14,123 13 4,200 88 
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,$887,895 56 
157,255 00 
437,600 00 
205,495 00 
81,750 00 

627,200 00 
249,625 00 
325,090 00 
168,255 00 
162,015 00 
205,950 00 
230,510 00 
203,220 00 
55,120 00 

1,746,630 00 
165,680 00 
131,565 00 
95,630 00 

41,195 00 

.!2 
2 
~ 
rn .... 
0 

! 
$555,612 43 

39,943 00 
58,970 00 
4,260 00 

n,480 oo 
184,505 11 
70,713 29 
19.353 05 
46,662 08 
8,239 90 

31,742 00 
59,151 00 
29,450 00 
51,791 00 

101,960 00 
16,338 95 
6,628 00 

67,337 00 

41,323 00 

·2 
"' rn 

$2,558, 277 06 
:17,284 20 

269,632 79 
74,589 97 
33,380 90 

1,00-2,214 10 
766,000 00 
73,338 43 

122,999 17 
202,646 12 
24,977 61 

378,626 71 
407,385 15 
63,901 10 

525,785 34 
'106,522 22 

53,462 58 
124,318 37 

32,093 61 

25,553,040 111189,0835012,335,725 2115,040,858 64I376,7151112,101,312 56 I 769,381 85 I 10,00-2,597 0112,131,993 40 I l,61!0,850 10 I 276,937 94 I 1,082,715 421155,9572016,177,680 56 I 1,405,659 81 I 6,947,435 43 
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tij Aprl130 
23 
26 
26 
23 
25 
23 
21 
2·1 
21 
24 
17 
17 
6 
2 

10 
13 
13 

Mar. 31 

Feb. 28 
April 18 

General, statement of the Bank of the Uniled States and ils Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 

Danks. ,IC 
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Dank United 6tntes .... $2113951919 63 $2,224,677 46 
Office, Portsmouth . .,.. 300,000 00 218,1es oo 

Boston. .... .... 1,500,000 00 693,605 00 
Providence. .. .. 600,000 00 299,320 00 
Hartford........ 300,000 ou 284,327 50 
New York...... 2,5uo,ooo oo 1,267,377 50 
Baltimore ... , .. 1,700,000 00 828,432 50 
Washington.... 500,000 00 1,044,707 50 
Richmond ., .. .. 1, ooo, 000 00 872,260 00 
Norfolk..... .. .. 500,000 00 552,330 00 
Fayetteville .. .. 500,000 00 625,205 00 
Ohnrleston...... 1,500,000 oo 1,466, 880 00 
Suvannnh • .. .. • 1, ooo, 000 00 1,110,ao5 oo 
Mobile ....................... .. 308,000 00 
New Orleans... 1,000,000 00 4,447,300 00 
Louisville ..................... . 246,170 00 
Lexington .................... .. 269,885 00 
OlncinnaU .................... . 208,770 00 
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$293,478 89 
12,061 43 
62,653 16 
19,788 98 
11,692 44 

110,340 66 
72,407 48 
25,578 63 
30,537 47 
10,881 04 
15,920 11 
73,840 52 
24,147 30 
7,901 62 

81,472 83 
18,835 43 
20,776 03 
15,184 94 
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$29,728601e1,010,566 56 J$4,o33,o67 11 I $4,340 I $4,444 11

1 

........ .. 
12 00 257 87 ................................................ .. 

1,350 50 
369 00 
228 00 

10,170 75 
5,896 00 
3,060 25 
4,811 22 
1,154 00 

434 50 
6,805 50 
1,651 75 

············••1•···········••1••············•··········••1••········ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••!•••••• ••••••l••••••••••••I•••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••I••• •••••• 

.............. 1 ............. l .............. r. ........... l ........ .. 
130 30 ................................... , ............. . 

••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••• 

••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••• 

85 63 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••r••••I•••••••••• 

•••••••• ······•·········· ····•······,··· ··••1••···· ·r····•······ .... 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••!••••••••••••••••••••••• 

317 53 1•••1••·····················••1••····· .. ····•·········· 
••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2:59 50 I .............. 1 .............. 1 .............. 1 ............ 1 ........ .. 
236 80 ............................................................... . 
54 00 .............................................................. .. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l••••••••••••I•••••••••• 
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$5,012,227 49 
115,155 19 
315,609 56 
55,164 41 
28,988 53 

1,745,640 09 
'l, 940,915 23 

54,356 50 
163,781 97 
78,279 70 

302,776 64 
231,205 37 

4,183 50 
106,958 15 
166,912 76 

1,ow,sso 01 
1,os9,540•20 

394,405 22 
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$445,101 22 I $57,837 22 1$68,57649 1$1,710,136 11 .............. , ............ , ............ ,; ........... .. 
9-2,&13 86 1 ............ 1 11,657 09 875,824 85 

111,ss9 24 lW,S:U :J.I 
8,310 41 

231,917 30 
81,983 52 
28,070 66 
8,466 33 
3,368 77 
1,303 54 

64,741 83 
2,215 97 

s.1, 134 1812, 946,405 38 
4,600 00 346,039 84 

186,223 32 57,817 72 

8,881 86 

·············•1 ............ 1••·········· 

3,850 33 
205,952 71 
55,484 66 
36,887 12 

294,250 66 
272,704 89 

214,550 84 , ............ , ........... . 

············•·1••········•·1••························· 
1,429 72 J ............ J ............ 1 188,894 62 
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$258,785 76 

26,325 79 
370,739 86 
46,102 42 
50,345 22 

495,619 40 
59,510 25 

871,067 09 
93,913 60 
40,428 53 
34,051 85 
29,312 17 
28,981 32 

835 00 
91,412 07 

9W 28 
50,906 29 
56,262 05 
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Do ... Agcncy ................ . 

Chlllcothc .. do .......... , ...... . 

2,230 00 13,938 34 

14,195 00 325 00 

l 135,152 291 l : ............ , .............. , .............. ,t 94,905 28 f .......... , ... .-.... .. 2,1s8,183 52 1 .............. 1.-........... , ................... , ....... 1 .............. 1 .............. : 

Pittsburg. .. .. .. 700, 000 00 241,182 50 14,814 00 
••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••I•••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••• 

1,199 62 
380,042 96 
47,223 24 

·114 00 
3,776 63 

············•······,· ···1•••.•·········· 
2,194 36 

17 33 
40,339 12 

a4,99s,urn 63 111,345,644 96 I 936,s78 30 60,222 31 I 1,020,351 81 I 4,033,001 11 235,597 38 4,444 44 , .......... rn,so1,100 30 I .1,218,os9 oo 57,837 221 363,012 94 I 1,108,932 55 12,545,014 10 

At Dank United States: Funded debt of tho United States ...................................... $17, 764
1
359 05 

Debt due by the United States.......................................... 5,267 32 
Baring Brothers & Co., bankers, London ., .. ...... • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 709,564 26 
Foreign exchange.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. 41,066 87 
Mortgnges, &c ....... ; ............................................... .. 
Requisition dividends ................................. ; .............. .. 

91,557 72 
3,518 31 

At Office, llnrtford : Profit and loss necount .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ; .. , ............ . 

At Office, Dultlmorc: Debt oi: S. Smitlt and Ruclmnnn, George WlliinmP, nnd J. W. McCulloch •••• 
Dobt of J. \V. McCulloch ... ; ................................ , ........... .. 
Debt of c: Wllllnms ............. ., ......... , ....... , ..................... . 

$791 58 

$338,538 48 
274,221 96 
269,874 85 

882,635 29 

At Agency; Clnclnnutl: llllscellnncous accounts, &e........ ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .. .... .... $30,850 93 

= 

1,642 28 
104,288 01 , 

6,094,777 35 
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Dn. RECAPITULATION. Cn. 

Funded debt of the United States . . . • . . • • • . . .. . • • . . • . . . . • • ~17, i64,359 05 
Bills discounted on personal security ..••. $25,553,040 11 

Capital stock........................... •.•• ••.• •••• .... $34,995,919 63 
Notes issued ....... ••••··••·· ............. , ••.• •••• •••. 17,345,644 96 

funded debt.......... 189,083 50 
bank stock. . .. • • • .. • 2, 335, 725 21 

28,077,848 82 
Domestic bills of exchange.............. 5,040,858 64 

Foreign bills of exchange.... • • • . . • • • . . . • • ...•••.•..•.••. 
Baring Brothers & Co .................................. . 
Foreign exchange ...................................... . 
Real estate • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ............. .. 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 16,692,597 07 
Due from State banks ....... •••••••·•··• 2,131,993 40 

Due from S. Smith and Buchanan, G. 
Williams, and J. W. l\foCulloch .•••.•••....••.••••.••. 

Due from United States ............................... .. 
Losses chargeable to the contingent fund ............... .. 
Deficiencies .• . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Banking-houses, bonus, premium, &c •••..•...•...•...•.. 
Expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Cnsh,-Notes of Bank United States and 

offices ......... •···••••·•··•• 
Notes of State banks •••••..••••• 

Specie.•·•••·•·••••··•••••• •••• 

6,177,680 56 
1,405,659 81 
6,947,435 43 

Mortgages, &c •.••••••••••.•..•••.•••••.•.•.•••.•••.•.•. 
Requisition dividends ....•••• , ......................... . 
l'rofit and loss account, at office, Hartford, ............... . 
l\Iiscellaneous accounts, &c., at agency, 

Cincinnati ......•................. .................... 

BA!iK OF TllE UNITED STATES, May 1, 1827, 

I 

:i:i, 118, i07 461· 
376,715 71 
709,564 26 
41,066 8i 

2,101,312 56 

18,824,590 47 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,620,850 10 
276,937 94 

1,682, 715 42 
155,957 20 

14,530, 775 80 
91,557 72 
3,518 31 

79158 

30,850 93 

9-2,218,173 99 

Discount, exchange, and interest . . .. . . . • . • . .. .. • . • . •. • • 936,578 30 
Dividends unclaimed................... .. •. •.•. •• •• ..•. 66,222 37 
Profit and loss......................... .••• •••••. •..••. 1,0-20,357 89 
Contingent fund ................ ; ...... , ........... •·•• 4,033,067 11 
Contingent interest ........... ••··•· .... •••· .••• •••..... 235,597 38 
Contingent exchange ••.. ...... •••. .. .. •• •• •••• ........ 4,444 44 
Foreign exchange ...................... ................................ . 
Due to Bank United States and offices,. $16,Elil, 100 30 
Due to State hanks..................... 1,218,089 00 

Due to Hottinguer & Co., bankers, Paris .• , •••••••••••••. 
Redemption of public debt ......................... , ... . 
Deposits of Treasurer United States..... 7,108,932 55 
Deduct overdrafts and special deposits.. 769,381 85 

Deposits of public officers .. $2,645,914 40 
llcposits of individuals ... 6,094,777 35 

8,740,691 75 

18, 079, 189 30 
57,837 22 

363,072 94 

15,oso,2-i2 45 

9-2,218,173 99 

S, JAUDON, Second .2ssistant Ca.shier. 



DR. 

Date, Danks, 

1827. 
l\lay 31 Dnnk United States .. 

21 Office, PortsmouU1 .. , 
24 Boston ....... 
24 Provldcnco •.• 
28 Hartford, ••••• 
30 Now York .... 
28 Daltimoro .... 
26 Washington .. 
22 Richmond•••· 
10 Norfolk ...... 
22 Fayetteville , • 
15 Charleston ... 
15 Savannah .... 
4 Mobile ........ 

April 30 Now Orleans .. 
May 8 Loulsvlll~ .... 

11 Lexington ..... 
18 CincinnaU,, ,. 
23 Pittsburg,, •• ,, 

l\lnr. 31 Cincinnati Agency.,. 
Feb. 28 Chlllcotho .. ,do,, .... 

Genel'al, statement of the Bank of the United Stales and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dales hel'ein mentioned. 
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$3, 030, 302 37 $137,34:1 94 $357,25Q 00 $616,809 44 $365,459 20 $132,949 51 ............ $8,560,279 96 ,$1,027,600 05 $118,922 04 ............ $1,053,961 19 $36,757 50 $1,134,330 56 $383,084 66 
421,235 39 360 00 0,000 00 58,427 40 ............ .............. $54,397 15 2,9411 62 .............. 5,103 21 S9 43 •••••••••••••• 1,138 5·1 157,905 00 24,051 20 

1,818,434 65 60,973 00 127,148 00 722,187 49 ............ .. ........... ............ 520,988 40 125,091 54 4,507 48 ............ 116,609 00 4,389 12 404,690 00 50,l~O 00 
615,144 78 ............ .............. 251,779 69 ............ .............. ............ 48,695 55 20,543 41 •••••••••••••• ............ .............. 2,776 57 210,765 00 5,550 00 
466,2.57 32 ............ 1,000 00 32,045 82 ............ .............. 10,281 66 7,868 07 13,753 01 5,770 02 33,058 90 .............. 1,601 78 97,470 00 5,420 00 

4,167,619 62 229,354 42 46,391 60 245,134 57 ............ .............. ............ a, 767, 165 10 212,371 98 3319b9 70 ............ 87,000 00 15,359 66 728,010 00 212,887 23 
2, 155, 786 94 ............ 1,094,549 03 212,018 64 ............ .............. ............ 222,801 73 ss,so-2 22 811,573 42 46,375 65 110,657 34 7,289 80 278,400 00 59,917 57 
1,238,196 68 ............ 147,535 73 94,866 23 ............ 95,732 74 317,688 02 282,443 32 83,162 03 82,213 86 52,400 02 30,001 64 16,837 29 295,005 00 15,278 94 
1,415,599 69 ............ 47,550 00 86,978 11 ........... 45,452 90 13,688 00 52,709 69 25,859 81 35,583 45 86,386 85 35,875 78 11,879 31 220,225 00 50,893 78 

599,759 30 12,450 75 79,560 00 58,762 17 ............ .............. 10,940 70 205,764 59 171521 l!O 140,605 44 ............ !191902 28 7,672 65 210,oos oo 8,684 16 
489,197 75 ............ 27,125 00 236,415 01 ........... 18,808 47 ............ 14,370 78 480,255 01 15,950 31 21,087 05 13,385 02 3,536 00 107,535 00 10,200 00 

2,114,482 36 73,117 58 435,530 06 185,223 29 ............ 2,650 00 ............ 000,159 oo 46,776 77 41,164 00 •••••••••••• 67,727 78 8,210 29 337,620 00 09, 739 00 
471,326 27 ········••4• 00,000 00 465,217 66 ............ 7,338 72 ............ 662,240 59 5612U7 94 67,794 00 ............ 42,396 54 4,748 70 05,905 00 51,520 00 
104,436 42 ............ .............. 257,014 77 ............ .............. 5,854 61 8,805 63 .............. .............. ............ 6,500 00 7,566 11 38,235 00 16,472 00 

2,604,331 20 ............ 5,aoo oo 986,266 87 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 1,332,711 06 111,132 40 33,904 57 20,000 00 45,000 00 11,081 80 1,415,310 00 110,915 00 
083,909 84 ............ .............. 234,305 87 ............ 76,87116 ............ 85,143 91 4,778 59 103,505 06 •••••••••••• 11,514 86 2,541 32 112,385 00 20,903 95 
716,660 98 ........... .............. 209,534 47 ............ 289,934 50 35,698 16 78,422 68 19,224 84 ao,212 as ............ .............. 3,237 26 149,530 00 4,460 00 
461,453 85 ............ 550 00 103,095 81 ............ .............. 174,663 00 76,129 34 45,625 11 ............. ............ 20,000 00 2,000 31 84,275 00 62,271 00 
748,431 75 ........... .............. 56,533 24 •••••••••••• 87,582 96 30,287 33 43,791 82 1,220 26 64,901 13 

•••••••••••• 
14,123 13 4,666 01 93,285 00 59,033 00 

1,173,695 90 ............ .............. .............. ............ 1,327,865 07 ............ 89,496 89 81,672 46 .............. 7,723 14 
•••••••••••••• 

23.105 04 .............. .............. 
356,503 57 ............ ......... , .... 0,200 19 •••••••••••• 24,394 41 ............ .............. 7,961 24 .............. •••••••••••• .............. 1,277 16 .............. .............. 

26,242,856 63 513,599 69 2,442, 750 02 s,118,816 o'4 365,459 20 2,109,580 44 653,498 63 16,668, 958 82 2,475,506 77 1,651,670 97 • 267,047 04 1,684, 744 56 178,279 18 o,251,545 56 1,221,407 49 

In tmnsitu to Norfolk,, •• ••••• ,,, •••• •••• •••.••••••••••••·•• •••••·•• ••·• •·••••••·••• ••·••·•·•· •••• •••••• •••• ••••••···• •··•• ••·• •••••• ••• ,, ••·••••·, •••·•··· •••••· •·•···••·• ·•·••• •·••·· •••••••• •·••·· .... ,, •••• 

" ., 
8. 
w 

$2,049, 095 24 
31,663 23 

160,915 01 
5212SS 82 
28,753 45 

784,231 98 
416,000 00 
89,455 33 

123,341 32 
129,820 68 
25,010 28 

376,713 19 
334,185 93 
48,384 61 

469,184 85 
84,605 49 
54,643 62 

166,676 17 
40,193 16 .............. 

.............. 
o, 065, 141 16 

77,000 00 

o, 142,141 16 
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Dnte, 

1827. 
May 31 

21 
24 
24 
28 
30 

28 
26 
22 
19 
22 

J5 
15 
4 

April 30 
May 8 

11 
18 
23 

i'lrnr, 31 

Feb, 28 

Dnnks. 

Dnnk United Stows .... 
Office, Portsmouth ..... 

Boston.•••• .... 
Provjdcnce • , , : , 
Hnrtford .. , ... '., 
Now York .... '. .. 
Bnltimoro ..... ~. 
Washington .... 
Richmond .... ' .. 
Norfolk ...... : .. 
Fayetteville,,.:., 
Chnrleston ... J .. 
Bnvnnnnh., •• •i•. 
Mobile .... , ..... 
New Orleans .'., 
Louisvillo ... ~ .. 
Lexington .... .' .. 
Cincinnati .... • .. 
Pittsbu;g ....... 

Clncinnntl Agency,,, .. 

Chllicothe.",.do, ••••.•• 

General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. CR. 

11 
~ 

l 
0 

$21,395,910 63 
300,000 00 

1,500.000 00 
600,000 00 
300,000 oo 

2, 500, 000 co • 
1,700,000 00 

500,000 00 
1,000,000 00 

500,000 00 
500,000 00 

1, 500, 000 00 
1,000,000 00 ................ 

• 1, ooo, 000 00 
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S2,338,677 46 $318,285 67 $28,001,10 $1,017,540•18 $4,033,067 11 $4,340 19 $5,555 55 $18,765 58 $4,869,896 81 
278,485 00 14,839 87 6 00 257 87 ...... ........ ...... ...... .. •••• ..... • .... .... .... 114,905 25 

• 688,085 00 .. 76,289' 84 7711 50 ........................... , ., ........ ,, ....... ,. .... ............ 226,18~ 33 
298,235 00 ... iw,802 84 . 2_07 oo ..... ..... .... .............. ...... ...... ...... ...... .... ........ 10,~10 97 
273;542 50 14,656 33 225 00 .... ,... ....... .. .... .... .... ...... ...... .. .. ........ ...... .... .. 3'2, 764 22 

11202, 312. 50 H~,594 20 8,377 25 ... , .................. , .......................................... 1;084,117 28 
,818,23>. 50 

.1,000,811: 50 
• 866,830' 00 

• 598,310' 00 

02, 495 31 51142 oo ... l30, 50 • .. • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . 2,695,894 51 

-41,577 06 3,060 25 •••••••••• • •••• •••••••••••••• , •••• ,...... •••••..••••• ............. 72,399 51 
39, 659 62 a, 524 22 .... , ,. ,. .. • .. • ......... ·..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. 0-2, 999 62 
.13,480 77 805 00 .. .. l05 63 .......... ,.... ............ ............ ........ .... 173,205 06 

-619,935 00 23,805 81 434 50 .......... ,. ........ , ........ ,..... ...... .... .... .... ...... ..... • 247,704 28 
1, 464, 800 00 
1,163,220, 00 

308,000 00 
4,447,300 00 

so, 05l' 62 6,319 50 ........................... , .... , , ..... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 288, 703 86 
27,989 19 • 1,423 71> .. oi 53 .............. ,..... ...... ............ ...... ...... 3,003 52 
10,520 24 ........................................ ,........... ............ ....... • • 130,814 98 

100,243 48 • 259 50 .......... ,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .... .. • .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. • .. • 108,513 66 
It Of It • t ~ t Ott Of I • 245,31~ 00 23,805 71 236 80 .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • 1,073,866 98 ................ , 267,660 00 

•••••••••••••••• 
207,060 00 

25.962 27 33 00 .............. ............. : • .................................... 1,133,738 33 
19,386 05 ............................................... .'.... ........ .... ...... ...... 423,816 31 

100,000 00 . 280101!:l 50 18,879 83 ............ ........ ...... ...... ........ 1,199 62 .... .... .... ............ 71,909 20 

................ ''2,230 00 

................ 14,195 00 

13,938 34 ...................................... { l~~;t8~ ~g } ...................... 2,488,183 52 

3'>..5 00 ................. • ......... ........... :.: ...... ...... ............ ...... ...... 380,042 96 
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$211,362 69 .............. 
105,8;57 53 
18,086 28 
3,280 32 

250,0;;1 55 
104,914 46 
40,568 90 
15,185 23 
5,473 70 
1,159 43 

4Q,494 M 
9,260 28 ............. 

285,478 40 
.............. .............. 

1,801 63 
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8 
,:,i 
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•g 
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~93,283 16 ............ 

•••••••••••• ............ ............ ............ ........... 
•••••••••••• ............ 
••••••••••• 

............ 

............ 

•••••••••••• ............ 
............ 
............ 

•••••••••••• 
4,830 93 "'.."":'" 
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$63,076 49 ............ 
0,022 09 ............ 

............ 
83,134 18 
2,800 00 

51,988 30 

•••••••••••• 
............ ............ 

7,576 86 

•••••••••••• 
•••••••••••• ............ ............ ............ 
•••••••••••• ............ 
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"r/l -s ... ... ., 
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$2,470, 880 11 .............. 
85~,99~ ~7 

. 131,793 74 .............. 
3,028,085 17 , 

349,098 17 
57,817 72 .............. .............. 
5,543 23 

212,478 46 
1,677 58 .............. 

168,866 43 
181,970 99 

•••••••••••••• 191,245 55 
2,104 36 

·s 
~ 
_g 
:g 
'" 'o 

·i 
fr 
A 

,$"267,493 33 
39,124 70 

3~7,_268 _83 
42,061 44 
53,'060 28 

474,664 88 
63,395 71 

855,472 35 
86,809 94 
37,480 09 
34,044 19 
27,029 91 
30,287 11 

835 00 
130,546 81 

3,47:l 03 
44,453 08 
55,244 04 
46,634 62 

.. 
l 
~ ;: 
0 

-~ 
fr 
Q 

$1,139,160 49 
10,212 48 

314,674 20 
2:i,0;;5 55 
26,280 86 

854,148 94 
574,494 ·47 
208,121 24 
147,015 06 
249,248 67 
36,265 14 

722,695 17 
87,772 25 
43,098 93 

993,929 27 
191,802 74 
169,712 21 
298,786 01 
117,487 73 

........... 'i .. , ............ , ............ , .............. , .............. , ............. . 

114 00 ...... ...... .. .. ........ ...... ........ 17 33 1,642 28 

31,oos,010 63 j11,ao3,140 0011,133,679 051 58,825 37 j 1,01s,13\ 1111,033,05111 j 235,597 as I s,555 55 I 18,765 ss 110,683,833 36 I 1,001,019 s11 03,283 151211,501 0-211,055,644 ss 12,630,395 67 I 0,215,604 69 

At Dunk Unitod Stntes: Funde4 debt United.Stutes ...................... , ............ i ..... .. 
• Debt due by tho United States ....................................... . 

$17,764,359 05 
' 5,267 32 

763,369 95 
50,596 54 
83,9<'2 72 
3,518 31 

At Office, Hartford: Profit and loss account ............ • .... , ................................ . $528 58 

Darlng.Drothcrs & Co., London ................... , .................. .. 

Foreign exchange •• , ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••• 
Mortgnges, &c, ... : ... ........................................... .. 
,Requisition dividends ........................... , ................ .. 

At Office, Baltimore: Debt of S. Smith and Duchanan, G. Williams, and J, W, McCulloch .•••• 
Debt of J, \V, McCulloch ............................................. . 
Debt of G, Williams .... , ............................................. . 

I 
At Agency~ Cincinnati: Miscellaneous accounts, &c ........................................ .. 

&338,538 48 
274,221 96 
269,874 85 

882,635 29 

$30,850 93 
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1828.] .A.FF.A.IRS OF B.A:NK OF UNITED ST.A.TES. 917 

Dn. 

Funded debt oftbe United States ..................... .. 
Dills discounted on peraonal security, .... $-26,242,8.56 63 

funded debt • • • • • ... • .. • 513,599 69 
bank stock............. 2,442,750 02 

-29,199,206 34 

Dome,tlc bills of exchange............... 5,118,816 04 

Foreign bills of exchange... • ............ •· .... • ...... . 
Daring Drot11ers & Co,, London .......... • • • • • • • • • .. • .. .. 
Foreign exchange ....................... •• • • • • •· • • • • ... • 
Real estate .................................. • • • •• • • •• • • 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 16,668,958 82 
!Jue from State banks ......... •••••..... 2,475,506 77 

Due fromS.Smilh and Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. W. McColloch ............ •• •·· • •·•• •••··. 

Due from !he United States ............... • • • • • • •• •· • .. , 
Losses chnrgenble to the contingent fund ................ . 
Deficiencies ........................................... . 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loan, &.e ..•... ..........•............. •••••• .......... . 
Expenses ............................................. .. 
Casb.-Notes of Bank United States and 

offices ........................ . 
Notes of State banks ............ .. 
Specie ............ eG,065, 141 16 
Specie in transltu.. 77,000 00 

6,251,545 56 
1,221,407 49 

6,142,141 16 

Mortgages, &c ........................................ .. 
Requisition dividends: .................................. . 
Profit,n:nd loss account, at office, Hartford ................ . 
lliseellaneous accounts,:&c.,at agency,': 

Cincinnati ........................................... . 

BJ.Nit or TllE UNITED ST.A.TES, ._un• 1, 1827, 

RECAPITULATION. CR. 

$17,764,359 05 

34, 318, 022 3S 
365,459 20 
763,369 95 
50,596 54 

2,109,580 44 

19,144,465 59 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,651,670 97 
267,047 04 

1,684,744 56 
178,2W 18 

13,615,094 21 
83,982 72 
3,518 31 

528 58 

30,850 93 

92,919,472 26 

Capitalstock ................................. •••• •·•··· 
Notes issued ........................... •··· ••·• •••· .. •· 
Discount, exchange. and interest ........ • • • • .. •· •· • • • • • • 
Dividends unclaimed ................... •••• .......... .. 
Profit and Joss ........................................ .. 
Contingent fund ....................................... . 
Contingent interest .................................... . 
Contingent exchange ................................. . 
Foreign exchange ................................ , • • ••• 
Due to the Bank of the United States 

and offices .............. -. • • • • • • • • • • • • $16,683,833 36 
Due to State banks..................... 1,097,919 87 

Due to Hottinguer & Co., bankers, Paris ................ . 
Redemption of public debt ........... ~ ................ .. 
Deposits of'l'reasurer United States,.... 7,655,644 88 
Deduct overdrafts, &c •.•••• .,.......... 653,498 63 

7,00-J,146 25 
Deposits of public officers.,............. 2,639,395 67 

Deposits ofindividuals.: .. :····•·•• .. ••• 6,215,604 69 

Office, Norfolk, for specie in transitu 
from Bank United States ........................... .". 

$34,995,919 63 
17,393,149 96 

1,133,679 05 
58,825 :n 

1, OJ 8, 131 71 
4, 033, 067 11 

235,597 38 
5,555 55 

18,765 58 

17,781,753 23 
93,283 16 

217,597 9-2 

15,857,146 61 

11,000 oo 

S, JAUDON, Second Jluistant C:a,hier. 
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General statement of the Ban/c of the United States and us Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates he-rein mentioned. 
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1827. 
July 2 I Dank United States .. 
Juno 18 

21 
21 
25 
27 
25 
23 
IO 

16 
19 
12 
12 
8 

4 

5 

8 

15 
20 

lliay 31 
31 

Office, Portsmouth .•. 
Boston ....... 
Providence . , . 
Hartford ... .. 
New York .. .. 
Daltimorc .. .. 
Washington .. 

Richmond•••• 
Norfollc ...... 
Fayetteville .. 
Charleston ... 
Savannah .. .. 
Mobile ...... .. 
Now Orleans . 
Louisville ... . 
Lexington .. .. 
Cincinnnti . . . 

Pittsburg .... . 
Agency, Cincinnati ••• 

Cbllicotho ••• 

$2,868,056 00 $21,480 00 $348,350 00 $769,255 11 $370,281 42 $151,969 01 ...... ..... $9,217,939 27 $937,345 17 $123,896 34 ..... ...... • $993,961 19 .......... $1,068,825 56 $298,990 17 $2,552,023 77 
432,111 30 320 oo 8,300 oo 56,439 oa ............ .............. ............ 52,433 04 .............. 5,10a 21 ............ .............. .......... 150,soo oo 14,916 20 21,943 44 

I,767,71327 89,893 00 126,818 00 780,957 00 ............ .............. ............ 502,293 85 224 50 4,507 48 ,........... ll6,777 02 .......... 571,910 00 45,603 00 323,103 50 
616,005 36 .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 261,039 95 .. • .. .. .. . • .. • .. • .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 56, 773 67 7,574 72 • .. • .. • • .. • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $54 17 232,965 00 11,875 00 46, 767 95 
485.061 15 ............ 500 00 46,678 99 ..... ....... .... ...... .... $5,443 93 24, 70-2 79 7,712 30 5,770 02 $33,058 90 ..... ..... .... .......... 132,450 00 2,720 00 28,569 84 

4,464,428 10 352,305 56 125,500 00 264,609 61 ............ .............. ............ 2,922,699 10 391,009 13 33,959 70 ............ 87,000 00 918 71 642,735 00 182,305 76 846,599 49 
2,085,153 43 ............ 1,n8,1as 76 216,889 10 ............ .............. ............ 240,445 58 121,405 01 sn,573 42 46,375 65 110,657 34 300 32 331,055 oo 100,384 41 45:1,000 oo 
1,2so,935 49 ............ 123,825 73 128,234 59 .... ........ 100,925 03 278,635 20 265,631 10 so,477 uo 82,211 67 s2,110 85 30,001 64 9,122 33 201,105 oo n,006 81 97,622 24 
I,438,394 23 ............ 49,750 00 89,345 26 .... ........ 451452 90 ............. 7,949 71 95,297 JO 35,583 45 86,386 85 35,875 78 6,045 59 3311 030 00 53,839 93 1241597 21 

576,869 23 12,450 75 751110 00 56,164 14 ............ ............. ............ 127,865 95 12,687 67 1541691 00 ............ !W,873 14 4,123 25 221,520 00 3,995 54 208,172 74 
466,132 1s ............ 21,100 oo 201,w3 01 ............ 20,878 47 ............ 35,157 91 548,914 32 15,950 31 21,081 05 I3,a85 02 20 25 43,375 oo 16,197 oo 24,121 83 

2,001,111 24 98,228 39 406,805 66 207,670 80 ............ .............. ............ 599,0-29 50 56,376 76 107,519 06 ............ 67,W.7 78 11 77 414,455 00 42,462 00 374,841 08 
443,759 26 ............ 13,560 00 419,267 67 ............ 7,338 W. ............ 541,449 83 .............. 73,670 07 ............ 42,396 54 .......... 319,290 00 1521U95 00 343,931 35 
110,350 94 ...... ...... ...... .... .... 207,664 35 ..... ...... .......... .... ...... •••••• 47,476 47 .............. .......... .... ........ •••• 6,895 56 10 00 33,575 00 6,155 00 10~,03" 37 

2,307,600 09 .... .... .... 51300 00 I,171,222 63 ............ .............. ............ 11371,918 33 300,489 23 33,904 57 20,000 00 45,000 00 2,520 15 1,207,550 00 82,955 00 432,679 98 
937,182 03 ............ •••••• .... .... 2151894 77 .... .... .... 98,051 16 ........ .... ll2,981 65 4,478 59 105,275 96 .... .. .. .... 11,514 86 190 00 171,465 00 8,588 95 118,340 01 
705,059 17 .......... • . ..... ........ 202,302 29 ........ .... 281,149 00 34,199 88 36,804 98 20,232 51 83,697 38 .... ........ .......... ... • 138 40 135,330 00 2,865 00 57,373 85 
503,283 62 550 00 ...... .. ...... 79,107 46 .......................... 174,663 00 68,246 90 101,239 46 .... .......... ..... ....... 20,000 00 26 71 147,6$0 00 37,820 00 175,413 36 
742,083 13 ...... ...... ........ ...... 56,851 90 .... ........ 87,582 96 30,118 60 62,118 70 14,441 07 64,90113 .... ....... 14,123 13 !!,122 32 69,990 00 60,003 00 42,484 40 

I,170,164 47 ..................................... t .............. 11343,046 51 ............ 111,768 25 69,726 78 22,453 86 ..................... , ................................................ \ ..... .. 
341,232 07 ............ .............. 0,200 19 ............ 27,373 41 ............ ................ 2,300 00 ........ ...... ............ .............. 881 02 .............. 9,315 20 ...... ; ..... .. 

25,749,291 73 575,227 70 2,429,058 1515 1437,588 60 370,281 42 2,163,76717 523,060 61 16,405,686 58 2,77il,313 18 117641674 63 259,085 30 I,625,189 00 261490 99 6,428,095 56 1,154,082 97- 6138{,225 41 
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Date. 

1827. 
July 2 
Juno 18 

21 
21 
25 
27 
25 
23 
19 
16 
19 
12 
12 
8 
4 
5 
8 

15 

20 

l\lny 31 

31 

Dnnks. 

Dnnk United States .... 
Office, Portsmouth ...... 

Boston ......... 
Providence •.••. 
Jlnrtford ........ 
New York ...... 
Dnitimore ..•••.• 
Wnshington .... 
Richmond ...... 
Norfoik ......... 
Fayetteville, .••. 
Chnrieston, .•... 
Savannah,, ..... 
l\Iobilo ......... 
New Orleans .... 
Louisville ...... 
Lexington ...... 
Cinclnnntl ••..•. 
Pittsburg ........ 

Agency, Cinclnnnti .... 

Cl111lcotbo ...... 

General statement of the Bank of the United States and us Offices of Di,scount and Deposit at the dates hel'ein mentioned-Continued. 
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$21,395,919 63 
300,000 00 

1,500,000 00 
000,000 00 
300,000 00 

2,500, 000 00 
1,100,000 00 

500,000 00 
1, ooo, 000 00 

500,000 00 
500,000 00 

1,500,000 00 
1, ooo, 000 00 

................ 
1, ooo, 000 00 

................ ................ ................ 
700,000 00 

................ 

................ 

"' ., 
iii 
,!!l 
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$2,344, 677 46 
276,365 00 
686,275 00 
297,325 00 
333,542 50 

1,161,222 50 
817,402 50 

1,009,817 50 
858,715 00 
593,810 00 
616,605 00 

1,509,740 00 
1,222, 015 00 

356,ooo oo 
4,489,845 00 

285,310 00 
267,115 00 
246,360 00 
279,107 50 
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$737 04 $1,05~420 10 $1,242,597 57 $4,046,999 27 $4,1140 19 $2,000 00 $2,931 44 ,$3,951,784 84 
1,327 29 6 00 .................................................... , .. • .. .. .. .. 127, 732 80 
7,923 48 764 50 .............. ...... ........ .... ........ .... .... .... ............ 449,441 21 
2,362 80 207 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. 152, 423 31 
1,948 72 225 00 ...... ........ ...... ........ ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 43,666 16 

23, 997 70 8,369 00 .. .. • .. • .. .. .. • .. ., .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2, 153, 994 28 
8, 822 27 4,551 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. • .. .. 2, 932, 858 38 
5,409 65 2,940 25 • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 58,124 56 
2,898 52 3,485 22 .... .... .... .. .... ..... • .... 500 00 ...... ...... ............ 245,617 24 
1, 630 33 775 00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. •. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. 53, 345 51 
1,638 43 428 50 .... .......... .............. ...... ..... ...... ...... ...... ...... 240,384 71 
7, 301 58 6, 067 50 ............ • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. • • • ........ , .. 420, 060 35 
1,138 25 723 75 .... •......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • • .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 18,000 30 

492 10 • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. 96, 743 64 
1,982 64 259 50 .............................................................. , • 166,448 38 

246 57 236 80 ............................................................... 1,097,204 41 
1,200 18 .......................................................... : ................... 1,073,493 13 
1,721 74 ............................................................................ , , 502,359 09 
1, 782 25 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . 1,199 62 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4$, 959 51 

.................................................. { l~;g:: } ...................... 2,590,12858 
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'$207,357 56 1$306,037 68 1$1,711, 000 45 

127,189 61 
25,052 28 
12,228 20 

180,750 99 
165,744 54 
:U,916 60 
9,908 90 
9,084 64 
3,538 55 

39,712 30 
275 97 

0,022 09 

............ , 45,971 89 

.... .... .... 228,056 95 

.... .... .... 51,988 30 

7,076 86 

98,890 32 1 ........... 1 ............ .. 

1,470 061 ............ 1 ............ . 
24,575 93 ......................... . 

114 00 
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$356,572 42 
23,171 87 

964,745 43 
93,268 24 

2,789,641 36 
39,917 87 
57,817 72 
53,407 07 
43,959 30 
3,755 79 

218,073 22 
5,108 60 

11,772 99 
159,659 88 
214,139 80 

197,311 12 
2,194 36 
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$380,696 16 
12,853 27 

349,876 73 
41,405 18 
49,335 73 

423,999 45 
95,038 32 

850,473 74 
&2,98.'i 90 
19,574 42 
33,984 19 
33,089 87 
27,588 57 

654 96 
133,108 60 

7,444 99 
41,917 38 
53,300 09 
47,230 16 

17 33 

.. 
'ii 
:, 

"' 
~ .s .... 
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:i ·i 
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Cn . 

$1,552,858 77 
7,516 59 

234,662 57 
21,012 01 
31,721 61 

1,026,122 99 
535,612 53 
173,609 26 
142,030 16 
261,344 21 
34,443 21 

641,117 36 
82,808 00 
49,503 00 

930,945 66 
179,680 41 
175,4LO 77 
305,508 41 
141,771 01 

59 58 
r---

34,995,919 63 

.......... .............. .............. .............. ............ ............ ............ 376,645 98 

-l 17
1
663

1
914 96 74,567 54 1, Ob2,459 12 1,242,597 57 4,046, R99 p7 237,672 37 l--2,-0-00-00-+-2-, 9_3_1 _4_4 +1-6-, 7-09-,-41_6_3_7_, ll-9-3-7,-8-l/J_4_5_,,_3_0_6,-0-37-68-+1-2,-0-53-,-ll-6_5_4-l-5-,2-3-4,-5-17-04-l-2-,-68_4_, 4_1_5_0_4+--6,-5-27-,-73_8_1_1 

2,200 00 

10,465 00 

At Dank United States: Funded debt of the United States .......................... $17, 7640359 05 At Office, Baltimore: Debt of S. Smith & Duehnnan, G. Williams, and J. W. McCulloch, $338,538 48 
Debt due by the United States .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. • .... .. .. 5,267 32 Debt of J. W, lllcCulloch. .... .... .. .... ......... ........ ....... 274,221 96 
llarlng Brothers & Co., London............................. 904,812 24 Debt of G. Wlllinms .......... , .......................... ,....... 269,874 85 
Foreign exchange account................................. 79,136 24 
Mortgngcs, &c, •• , . ,, .... , .. , .••... , • , , •••,,,, •,,,,, , , , , . , 83,982 72 882,635 29 

At Agency, Cincinnati: Miscellaneous accounts ........................... , ..... ., .... $160801 27 
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920 l!'IN ANCE. 

DR. RECAPITULATION. 

.Funded debt of the UnitedStates .....•••....•..•.•• , ..... $17,764,359 05 
Bills discounted on personal security .•••. S-25, 749;291 73 

funded debt.......... 575,227 70 
bank stock...... . • . • . 2,429, 058 15 

28,753,577 58 
Domestic bills-of exchange.. . • . . . . . • . . . • 50 437,588 60 

Foreign bills o,f exchange .•....•.••••••....• : •• ...•••.... 
.Baring Brothers & Co., London ......•.•...•• ; .•• ; •••.•.. 
Foreign excban,ie . ........ ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... -........ . 
Real estate .... : .......... ; ............. ................ ~ .... _. ... . 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 16;~05,686;58 
Due from State ~auks .•••• : .. ;.......... 2,772,313.18" 

Due from S. Smith and Buchanan, G. 
Williams, and J. \V. J\foCulloch ••••••••••• ··••••••··•• 

Due from United States .•...•••.......•.••..•..••.•••••• 
Losses chargeabie to the contingent fund .....•..••..• '. .. . 
Deficiencies ... , ......••.. ; ............................ . 
Banking-houses; bonus, anlpremium, &c .•.••....•..•.... 
Expenses ..•..• ; .••.••••.. ; .• : .••...•••.•••..... _; •.•.... 
Cash.-Notes of Bank United States and 

offices.... • ••.. ; ••••...••. , • . 6,428, 095 56 
Notes of State banks............. 1,154,082 97 
Specie •••• •••••••····• •••• •·•••• 6,381,225 41 

34,191,166 18 
370,281 42 
904,812 24 
_ 79,136 24 

2,16~, 767 17 

19,177,999 16 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,764,674 63 
259,085 30 

1,625,189 00 
26j490 99 

13, 963, 403 94 
J\Jortgages, &e ••••.••..••..•...•••.• •••• •••• ............ 83,982 72 
J\Jiscellaneous accounts, at agency, Cm-

cinnati .............................................. ................ ~··••••· 16,801 27 

Capital stock •.•.•..•.•..••••••....••••.•...••••.•••.•. 
Notes issued ......•....••••.....•.•....•.••.•••.••.•••. 
Discount, exchange, and interest ........ ............... . 
Dividends unclaimed .................................. . 
Profit and loss ...•••••.•.••...••..•...•.••.•••..• : ...• 
Contingent fund.... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Contingent interest ................................... . 
Contingent exchange .•..•.•..•••••..•••......••..•...•. 
Flench exchange .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Due to Bank United States and offic_es.. $16,709,416 37 
Due to State banks .••••••••..•.•• •••••· - 937,810 45 

Due to Hottinguer & Co., bankers, Paris .•••.•.•••••••••. 
R~demplion of public debt ... -...•••....••..••••••••.... 
Deposits of Treasurer of United States .. _ ~.5,234,517 O<l 

D~du_ctoverdrafts1 &c •••• •~···••• •••••• 523,060 61 

4,711,456 43 
Depo~its o{public officers.'............. _ 2,684,415 01 
Deposits of individuals·••••••.......... 6,527,738 U 

[No. 8'l9. 

Cn. 

$34,995,919 63 
17,663,gl4 96 

74,567 54 
1,082,459 12 
1,242,597 57 
4,046,999 27 

237,672 37 
2,000 00 
2,931 44 

17,647,226 82 
306,037 68 

2,053,-U6 54 

13, 9"...3, 609 58 

S. JAUDON, Second .Buutant Cashier. 
BANK OF THE UNITED ST4TES, July 2, 1827. 



DR. General statement of the Bank of the United States and its O.ffices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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1827, C> , 

t:: July 30 Dnnk United States ... , $2,793,296 48 $11,330 00 $345,680 00 $713,076 15 $400,699 50 $140,365 83 ............ $8,337, 083 07 $636,137 05 $123,~06 34 ............ $993,961 19 $5,670 56 
16 Office, Portsmouth ..... , 430,591 05 3-20 00 8,300 00 56,133 34 ............ .............. •••••••••••• 50,798 63 .............. 5,103 21 ............ .............. 1 00 
19 Boston, ........ 1,707,229 70 l,132 00 40,018 00 852,548 00 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 356,28.5 02 76,224 50 4,507 48 ............ 116,777 02 ............ 
lU Provi<lcnce , ... , 582,722 Ia ............ .............. 255,399 06 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 66,172 27 7,597 83 .............. ............ .............. 654 98 
23 Hartford ........ 467,241 79 ............ 500 00 39,715 91 ... ,., ...... •••••••••••••• ............ 70,017 36 12,037 68 5,770 02 $3:1,05~ 00 ............. ............ 
25 New York.,.,,. 4,831,847 87 3,000 oo 14,500 00 291,201 75 ............ .............. ........... , 2,712,094 21 40,860 65 33,959 70 ............ 87,000 00 3,313 23 
23 Dnltlmore,,,,,,, 2,049,593 73 ............ 1,063,415 28 182,704 58 ............ .............. ............ 187,575 05 95,131 46 811,573 42 46,375 65 110,657 34 1,639 03 
21 Washington •••• 1,205,926 75 ............ 124,045 73 105,238 19 

•••••••••••• 
100,473.27 ,$298,316 84 354,224 07 51,157 2~ 82,067 37 52,178 15 30,001 64 10,614 28 

24 Richmond•··••• 1,424,624 71 ............ 56,100 00 74,586 76 ............ 45,452 90 ............. 27,133 59 48,370 09 35,583 45 85,513 05 35,875 i8 7,616 o;; 
21 Notfoll,,, .. ,,,,, 589,019 37 12,450 75 61,610 00 38,125 54 

•••••••••••• 
.............. •••••••••••• 04,910 02 28,9·17 80 154,691 00 ............ 20,873 14 4,757 90 

24 Fnycttoville,. ~,. 485,458 65 •••••••••••• 23,800 00 180,ll48 91 ............ 20,913 47 ............ rn,946 52 581,545 54 15,915 31 21,087 05 13,385 02 619 77 
17 Chnrlcston ...... 1,069, ~84 02 32,123 63 404,806 01 230,128 78 ............ .............. •••••••••••• 770,510 61 31,473 26 107,519 06 ............ 67,727 78 1,560 30 
17 Snvnnnah ....... 419,682 72 ............ 15,360 00 345,281 20 ••••••·••••• 7,338 72 •••••••••••• 773,577 57 11,499 00 73,670 07 ............ 42,396 54 1,125 47 
6 !IIobile ......... 126,641 85 ............ .............. 135,477 43 ... ,, ....... .............. ............. 78,185 09 582 03 .............. ............ 7,895 56 791 09 
2 Now Orleans •. , 2,257,611 32 ............ 5,300 00 1,~12,364 42 ............ .............. ............ 1,283,426 16 235,066 95 23,904 57 20,000 00 45,000 00 4,340 09 

10 Louisvllle ..... , 950,773 59 ............ .............. 186,856 87 •••••••••••• 99,775 16 ............ 2·1,180 04 4,830 59 105.275 ·u6 11,514 86 422 85 
13 Lexington , •.... 695,729 79 ............ .............. 181,127 85 ............ 281,149 00 33,739 88 68,247 22 25,794 18 83,697 38 ............ .............. 535 34 
20 Cincinnati.,, ... , 551,656 50 550 00 .............. 44,854 36 ............ .............. 174,663 00 106,463 57 63,063 10 .............. ............ 20,000 00 500 57 
18 Pittsburg .... , ... 738,837 28 ............. .............. 56,475 09 •••••••••••• 85,888 21 29,639 2; 73,374 27 8,000 00 64,679 51 ............ 14,123 13 2,741 17 

l\lay 31 Agency, Clnclnnntl ..... 1,110,154 47 ~· f I I I I I I It t .............. .............. ............ l, 343,046 51 ............ 111,768 25 69,726 78 2:!,453 86 ............ .............. ............ 
31 Chilicothe ..... 341,232 07 ............ .............. 6,200 19 ..... , ...... 27,373 41 ............ .............. 2,300 00 .............. ............ .............. 881 02 

-
25,898,165 84 I 60,906 38 I 2,163,435 0215,188,434 38 I 4oo,6995012,100 1 776 48 I 536,388 07 J15,560,783 39 J 2,050,345 78J1,764,26711j258,21280 I 1,620,1s9 oo I 47,796 40 
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$1/2.17, 100 56 $304,03':! 73 
138,000 00 17,885 00 
345,120 00 47,932 00 
212,070 00 13,115 00 
146,960 00 5,920 00 
589,345 00 175,375 07 
370,560 00 59,693 74 
101,360 00 12,185 97 
350,320 00 55,732 39 
186,275 00 8,6i7 32 
266,120 00 17,025 00 
378,080 00 65,099 00 
299,275 00 14,680 00 
63,425 00 2,680 00 

1,177,150 00 77,120 00 
148,830 00 8,207 99 
236,010 00 5,915 00 
189,530 00 103,178 00 
39,890 00 65,334 00 .............. .............. 

.............. 9,315 20 

6,485,320 56 1,010,003 41 
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$2,374,428 02 
27,918 72 

283,603 21 
27,046 22 
39,567 76 

893,885 52 
433,000 00 
100,319 67 
125,915 66 
206,753 38 
24,883 06 

373,288 4& 
340,263 97 
122,835 57 
548,406 87 
158.989 57 
55,391 98 

242,474 03 
34,226 66 .............. .............. 

6,413,198 35 
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Date. Danks, 

1827. 

General statement of the Banh of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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July 30 Bnnk United States .... $',ll,395,919 63 ,sll,374,677 46 $17,138 81 $90', 774 10 $1,241,023 80 $4,278,632 13 $4,340 l9 $3,222 221 $6,812 ll6 $4,095,006 .84' $; ,230, 343 39 $406,699 79 $',182,847 53 $514,519 • 43 $262,612 43 
16 • Office, Portsmouth..... 300, OUO 00 258,165 00 3,350 89 1. 020 00 .......... ., .......................... ,. ...................... .. 
19' Boston......... 1,500.000 00 676.345 00 21,612 49 25,934 50· .............................................................. .. 
19' Providence..... 000,000 00 297,32!1 00 5,,521 64 2,.001.001 .................................................. .. 
23' Ilnrtford........ 300,000 00 330,877 50 3,691 07 4,680 001 ...... .... .... .... .... ...... ...... ..... .. .................... .. 
25' New York, .. .,, 2,500,000 00 1,150,062 50 48,817 48 25,2-26 sol ....................................... , .................. .. : .. . 

23 llnltimorc ...... 1,700,000 00 809,612 50 18,063 33 20,433 75'1 ..................................... , .............. ..... :. ;:· •• :.:. 
211 Wnshington .... 500,000 00 984,357 50 . 12,969 93 5,417 041 .............................................................. .. 
24

1 Richmond...... 1,000,000 00 851,220 00 10,375 63 • W,395 221 .... .... ...... .... .... ...... 500 00 ................. ... '.:. 
21 Norfolk ....... , 500,0110 00 592,330 JO 4,233 75 6,094 00 .. , .......... , ......................... , ..................... • .. . 

94,-716 -841 
•• 'I.·•:••········ 16,717 ,58 50,491 63 

244,663 ,04 \ . ,,563,514 99 97,427 73' 91,227 93 368,770 85 
100,249 781 . 20,426 74 ............ 18,709 08 62,391 10 30,785 91 
40.582 31 6,506 29 ............. ............ 49,103 m 51,259 17 

. 2, 197,~99 32' 536,301 11 ••••••••••• 155,763 _78 1, 645, 929 66 296,865 03· 

2, ?S~, 082 44' 237.792 30 ............ 19,552 15 51,236 15· 56,011 73' 

. 62.90_7 81 33,869 51 ............ 67,585 84 43,291 72' 819,996 39· 
222,682 32 13,004 45 ............ ............ 18,078 81 98,717 71 

9,,740 40 4,143 35 •••••••••••• ............ 23,868 64 19,520 08 
24 Fnyottcvillc ... , 500,000 00 752,605 00 5, 115 06 738 50' .................. _ ............................................ .. 317,875 64 2,278 76 ········••'•• ............ 12,296 56 34,360 19 
17 Ohnrleston .... ,. , 1,500,000 00 1,503,070 00 22,225 87 7,183 501 .............................................................. .. 
17 Snvnnnnh ...... ' 1,000,000 00 1,220,555 00 5,109 11 203 75' .......... ,, .................................................. .. 
o· l\loblle ..... :... .... ..... • ...... 390,000 oo 2.120 25 ........... , ............................................................... . 

443,791 48 111,420 80 ............ 48,519 52 120,634 42 35,698 02 
7,159 39 229 00 ............ ............ 15,491 30' 26,603 94, 

76,298 53' ............... ............ ............ 22,824 58 2,558 10' 
2 New Orlcnns, .. 1,000,000 00 4,503,Mb 00 24,301 59 259 501 .............................................................. .. 173,960 83 108,423 25 •••••••••••• ............ 195,250 25 101,152 98 

10 Louisville ••••••• t• •••• •••• ••• , •• . 3:25,050 00 5~345 IO 236 80} .... , ... •••••• ••• ..•... ••,. •••••• ••••• • ........ •••• •••• ...... ,. 
13 Lexington ...... '. ........... , .. , 327,115 00 01687 44 ...... ...... .............. .. ......................................... , .. .. 

991,305 17 89 37 ............ ............ 206,741 60 5,420 37 
1,105,235 63' .............. ............ ............ .............. 41,070 06 

20 Oincinnntl ..... .... ........ .... 312,360 00 5,869 !12 .......................................................................... .. 
18 Pittsburg....... 700,000 00 279,107 50 4, 794 07 ,. ,. .... ,. .............. , ..... , .... ., .. 1,199 62 ............ ., ........ .. 

497,525 26· 1,-488 75 ............ ............ 301,152 68 56,228 ]3 
27,448 02 27,574 65 ............ ............. 2,194 36 44,311 07 

lllny 31: Agcncy,Ci~clnnntl .. ,, ................ 2,200 00 ....................... '. ......................... { 1~:&: J~ } .................... .. 2,500,128 58 ..... ········ ............ ............ .............. 
•••••••••••••• 

31• Chillcotho .... , ....... ........ 10;465 00 : ........ , ...................... _ ... , ....................... '.'. .. ' ...................... .. 376,045 98 114 00 •••••••••••• ............ .............. 17 33 

34,995,919 63 17,957,039 96 227,344 93 207,164 761 1,2411023 89 .4,278,63-2 13 .237,672.37 3,222 22' G,812 86 16,375,004 61 2,897,520 71 406,699 79 690,405 63 

At Dnnk United States: Fundcd'dcbt of tho United States ........................ .. 
Debt due by the United States .......................... .. 
Bnring Brothers & Co,, London ......... , ................ .. 
Forcign·cxchnngc account ....... , ....................... .. 
lllortgng'os, &c ...... , ........ , .. , .............. ., ...... .. 

$17,764,359 05 
5,207 32 

1,335,408 70 
116,273 20 
83,9&2 72 

=---

At Office, Bnltimoro: Debt ofS, Smith & lluchanan,G, Williams,nnd J.W. l\IcOulloch 
Debt of J. W, McCulloch .................................. .. 
Debt of George Williams ................................... .. 

At Office, Norfolk: Nnvy Agent, ovcrdrnwn., ................................... .. 
Battalion Paymaster, overdrawn ............................... . 

At Agency, Cinclnnnti: llllsccllnneous accounts, &c ....... , ..................... .. 

3, 39l, 950 34 2,402,452 12 • 

$338,538 48 
274,2-21 96 
209,874 85 

882,635,29 

e21, 748 20 
3,752 11 

25,500 31 

$16,801 27 
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$1,528,285 29 
10,590 01 

241,881 30 
26,461 24 
34,988 61 

1,120,107 62 
601,171 12 
187,742 88 
142,849 29 
281.070 31 
39,277 99 

639,957 32 
68,738 77 
~8, 713 06 

832,811 88 
174,469 07 
187.229 49 
3-22,308 39 
126,579 28 

............. 
59 58 

o,605,29-2 50 
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1828.J AFFAIRS OF BANK OF UNITED STATES. 

Dn. RECAPITULATION. 

FundcddchtoftheUnitcd States ..••.•.....••••••••••••.. $17,764,359 05 
llllls discounted on personal security ••... $!15,898,165 84 

funded debt.......... 60,906 38 
bank stock.••••·•.... 2,163,435 0-2 

• 28,122,507 24 
Domestic bills ofexchange............... 5,188,434 38 

Foreign bills of exchange •.•.•. ••••• .••..•••••••••••••••. 
Baring IlroU1crs & Co., London ................. _ ••• _ •..••. 
Foreign exchange ...................................... . 
Real estate ............................................. . 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 15,560,783 39 
Due from State banks.................... 2,060,345 78 

Due from S. Smith and Buchanan, G. 
Williams, and J. W. McCulloch ,. ............. , , .••••• 

Due from the United States ................. • • •••••••••.• 
Losses chargeable to contingent fund .•••.•.•••••.•••••••• 
Deficiencies ............................................ . 
Banking.houses, bonus, and premium, &c ................ . 
Expenses ............................... ••••·••••·••••·• 
Cash~Notcs Bank U. States and offices.. 6,485,320 56 

Notes of State banks............. 1,o;o,003 41 
Specie.......................... 6,413,198 35 

Jllortgages, lite ................................. , ....... . 
Overdrans of publlc officers, at office, 

Norfolk ................................... , ........ .. 
Miscellaneous acc't, nt office, Cincinnati .••••••••• , •••••• 

33,310,941 62 
400,699.50 

1,335,408 79 
116,279 73 

2,160, 776. 48 

17,621,129 17 

682,635 29 
5,2671:32 

I, 764.267 71 
258,212 80 

1,626,189 00 
47,796 40. 

13,968,522 32 
83,982 72 

25,500 31 
16,801 27 

91,388, 769 48 

Capital stock .......................................... . 
Notes and drafts issued, ............................... . 
Discount, exchange, and interest ........ ......... , .... . 
Dividends unclaimed,••••• ••.•• ••.•• ••.••...•..•.•••.... 
Profit and loss ......................................... . 

~::::::::: ~~:~~~:;::::: :::: :::: :: :: :::: :::::::: :::::: :: 
Contingent exchange .................................. . 
French exchange •.•. _ ... _ ••...•••• _, ..•..•••••..••.•.••.. 
Due to the Bank of the United States 

and offices ........................... $161375,004 61 
Due to Stateb(\nks..................... 2,897,520 71 

Hottingucr & 90., bankers, Paris. • ................... .. 
Redemption of public debt ............................. . 
Deposits of Tr~asurer United States.... 3,3921950 34 
Deduct overdrafts and special deposits.. 536,388 97 

Deposits of public officers ............. .. 
lleposits of individuals:•·· .. • ......... . 

2,856,561 37 
2,40-2,452 12 
6,605,292 50 

923 

CR. 

,S-34, 995, 919 63 
17,957,039 96 

227,344 93 
207,164 76 

1,241,0-23 89 
4,278,632 13 

237,672 37 
3,222 22 
6,812 86 

19,272,5"..532 
406,699 79 
690,405 63

1 

11,864,305 99 

91,388, 769 48 

Il.&.KK OF THE UNITED ST.I.TES, .Suemt 1, 1827. 
B, JAUDON, Secorul 4'sistant;Ca:hi,r, 
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1g. 30 

20 
23 
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27 
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27 
25 
21 
25 
21 
14 
14 
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1g. 7 
10 
17 
22 
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1y 31 

Danks. 

Dank United States .... 
Office, Portsmouth, ••.• 

Boston ......... 
'.Providence ...... 
Hartford •••••••. 
New York ...... 
Baltimore ....... 
Washington .... 
Ricbmond ....•. 

orfolk ......... 
Fayetteville .•••• 
Charleston •••••• 
Savannah ....... 
Mobile ......... 
New Orleans ... 
Louisville ...... 
Lexington , .. , , , 
Cincinnati ...... 
Pittsburg ....... 

Agency, Cincinnnti .... 
Chilicothe ..... 

~ 
"' g e-
1 -~ = ., 
""' .i 1 ... "' 
= I'< 

$2,795,209 65 
423,769 88 

1,51s, 135 19 
580,032 07 
491,213 48 

4,728,470 21 
2, 036, 498 7 4 
1,297,527 59 
1,424,878 36 

568,073 47 
484,494 84 

1,884,723 59 
421,942 58 
133,930 69 

2,340, 087 48 
1,001,203 19 

717,627 37 
568,275 90 
758,182 47 

1,101, 716 82 
341,232 07 

25,737,221 67 

General statement of the Banh of the United States and its Qffeces of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$11,330 00 $317,480 00 $734,654 54 $360,578 86 $142,918 36 .............. 1$8,533, 033 85 $650,915 04 $123,896 34 ............ $993,961 19 $9,575 18 

320 00 8,100 00 51,696 82 ............ .............. •••••••••••••• 22,935 45 .............. 5,103 21 ............ .............. l 00 

1,132 00 46,918 00 852,771 02 ............ .............. .............. 252,557 81 106,690 70 4,507 48 ............ 116,777 02 ............ 
............ .............. 239,136 50 ............ ..... , ........ •••••••••••••• 26,368 12 8,093 49 ............ ....... ,, .. , •••••••••••••• 1,067 19 

............ 500 00 40,167 01 ............ .............. $228 20 67,550 05 1,687 33 5,770 02 ,$33,058 90 .............. ............ 
a,ooo oo 7,640 00 307,885 74 ............ .............. .............. 2,923,872 98 48,867 14 33,959 70 ............ 87,000 00 6,663 57 

............ 1,021,615 28 162,544 61 ............ .............. ............. , 29-2,405 57 ,• 107,418 34 Sll,573 42 44,575 65 110,657 34 3,118 84 

............ 110,345 73 85,869 44 ............ 103,702 68 44,171 40 771,69-2 79 44,160 26 82,067 37 52,308 35 30,001 64 11,79151 

........... 65,200 00 68,117 58 ······••.•··· 45,452 90 .............. 119,765 65 40,197 61 35,583 45 85,513 0,5 35,875 78 8,532 27 

12,100 75 60,710 00 31,393 18 ............ •••••••••••••• .............. 373,354 14 9,205 30 154,691 00 ............ 29,873 14 s,uo1 85 

•••••••••••• 23,800 00 136,862 94 ............ 20,913 47 .............. 3,084 77 581,273 88 15,915 31 21,087 05 13,385 02 1,093 75 

32,823 63 395,251 01 124,178 59 ............ .............. .............. 531,391 30 73,878 26 107,519 06 ............ 67,727 78 2,073 30 

............ 15,360 00 270,455 19 ............ 7,338 72 ............... 100,764 49 ............. 73,670 07 •••••••••••• 42,396 54 2,118 29 

............ .............. 111,593 85 •••••••••••• .............. .............. 24,781 71 . 4,514 23 ............ ............ 8,895 56 1,229 19 

............ s,aoo oo 980,269 86 ............ .............. ••••••••••••• 1,326,887 92 128,574 90 33,904 57 20,004 00 45,000 00 5,360 55 

............ •••••••••••••• ,171,423 13 ............ 99,775 16 .............. 75,000 04 5,580 59 105,'.!75 96 ........... , 11,514 86 646 70 

............ •••••••••••••• 176,570 42 ............ 281,149 00 .............. 99,237 85 32,337 53 83,697 38 ............ .............. 888 68 

550 00 .............. 55,13-2 20 •••••••••••• .............. 174,603 00 102,020 40 94,770 10 ............ ............ 201000 OU 921 88 

·········-·· ·--··········· 57,971 93 ............ 85,888 21 2,194 36 119,671 90 0,200 38 64,679 51 ............ 14,123 13 3,209 13 

............ .............. •••••••••••••• ............ 1,343,076 51 .............. 128,030 06 69,726 78 26,169 97 ............ .............. 5,140 13 

............ .............. 0,200 19 ............ 27,373 41 .............. ....... , .. ,,,. 2,soo oo ............ ............ .............. 881 02 
----

61,556 38 2, 108, 220 02 4,664,894 74 360,57~ 86 2,157,588 42 2'21,256 96 10,585,286 85 2,010,620 86 1,767,983 82 256,547 00 1,627,189 00 71,144 03 
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$1,170,283 56 $347,860 82 

117,705 00 36,526 00 

564,730 00 72,127 00 

199,840 00 10,270 00 
101,810 00 3,440 00 
546,280 00 194,000 25 

202,340 00 35,718 44 

228,150 00 12,545 84 

299,385 00 30,215 37 
248,130 00 11,210 00 

224,925 00 28,963 00 
307,565 00 46,022 00 

367,905 00 51,330 00 

61,770 00 1,695 00 
1,293,350 00 9,055 00 

108,930 00 7,066 99 
207,465 00 1,675 00 
289,690 00 67,597 00 
85,040 00 57,051 00 

.............. •••••••••••••• .............. o,351 20 

6,625,293 56 1,033, 743 91 
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$2, 083, 470 83 
27,973 11 

127,09-2 61 
53,576 18 
39,570 99 

804,087 04 
435,000 00 
101,777 13 
126,657 84 
198,703 40 
24,729 98 

373,314 33 
340,683 47 
122,979 21 
663,817 11 
175,307 47 
58,989 69 

261,427 99 
36,173 02 .............. 

•••••••·••••••• 
6,055,331 40 
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Genel'al, statement of the Bank of the United States and us Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates hel'ein mentioned-Continued. 

Dato. Danks. 1 
g 
§' 
0 

1827. 
Aug. 30 Dank United States .. .. $21,396,479 63 

20 Office, l'ortsmouth. . • • . :ioo, 000 00 
23 Boston......... 1,500,000 00 
23 l'rovldcncc .. .. . 600,000 00 
27 Hartford.. .. .. • • 300, 000 00 
29 New York...... 2,500,000 00 
27 Ilnltimoro .. .. .. 1,700,000 00 
25 Washington .. .. 500,000 00 
21 Richmond...... 1,000,000 00 
25 Norfolk.... .... 500,000 00 
21 Fnyettevillo • .. . 500,000 00 
14 
14 
3 

July 30 
Aug. 7 

10 
17 
22 

July 31 
May 31 

Charleston. .. .. 1,soo,000 oo 
Savannah....... 1,000,000 00 
Mobile ....................... .. 
New Orleans... 1,000,000 00 
Lexington .................... .. 
Loulsvlllo .................... .. 
Cincinnati ..................... . 
l'ittsburg .. .. • .. 700,000 00 

Agency, Cincinnati ....... , , .......... . 
Cbllicothc .................. .. 

.; 
~ 
.:a 

I 
$2,374,677 46 

256,180 00 
673,305 00 
296,395 00 
330,617 50 

1,141,022 50 
796,042 50 
981,327 50 
850,470 00 
806,875 00 
746,085 00 

1,493,675 00 
1,218,580 oo 

396,000 00 
. 4,503,540 00 

324,585 00 
346,065 00 
391,415 00 
317,027 50 

2,200 00 
10,465 00 

"' C .. .,~ 
j.; 
~ e 
: ... i 
g 
! 

$39,675 01 
6,254 52 

33,039 52 
10,377 82 
6,745 9-2 

73,701 56 
29,885 58 
18,707 76. 

15,736 61 
6,530 36 
1,213 04 

33,370 69 
6,856 95 
3,129 36 

40,387 53 
9,473 08 

10,739 32 
10,175 61 
8,719 41 

11,834 85 
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$69,651 30 $1,241,301 77 $4,'l78,03-l 13 $4,340 19 $31222 22 $111 787 97 $4,263. 73-l 65 
123 00 .................. •......... .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 02, 566 57 

5,075 50 ...... .... .... ...... .... .... ...... ...... ..... ....... ..... ...... . 323,787 42 
1,065 00 _............ .......... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... 60,611 37 
1,098 00 .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 21, Hl4 43 

14,117 25 ................................................................ 2,262,999 01 
9,003 25 ................................................................ 2,683,978 93 
3,139 63 ...... .... .... .............. ...... ...... .... .... .... ...... ...... 60,643 30 
s, 183 22 .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 500 00 .......... : • • .. .. • .. .. .. 226, 466 37 
2,436 50 .... .... ...... ...... ........ .. .. .... .... .... .... .. .. .... .... .. .. 7,42'I 60 

738 50 ...... .... .... ...... .. .. .... ...... ...... .... .... .. .. ..... ...... • 247,312 77 
20,065 00 
3,548 75 

259 50 , .............. , .............. , ............ , ............ , .......... .. 
260 80 ............................................................... . 
48 00 .............................................................. .. 

1,199 62 1 ............ , .......... .. 

78,852 30 
25,075 04 
18,449 80 

214,175 12 
1,044,212 02 
1,026,517 69 

520,376 44 
66,059 91 

2,729,512 64 
376,645 98 
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$943, 105 61 IS511,158 82 1e118,238 29 

284,172 42 , ............ , 56,599 06 
31,946 02 ...................... .. 
3,605 38 

380,3-14 89 
180,949 09 
26,262 62 
5,587 30 
9,436 89 
2,110 33 

33,219 01 
229 00 

116,480 40 
2,877 15 

49,185 83 

............ , 16,396 52 

138,297 631 ............ , .......... . 
89 37 ...................... .. 

1,488 751 ............ , .......... .. 
10,853 97 ...................... .. 
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$550,757 14 
854 67 

304,416 94 
63,500 92 
48,998 49 

1,658,9-23 9-2 
150,!lOO 92 
246,001 73 
21,374 29 
22,282 98 
8,403 94 

138,173 05 
25,240 19 
14,324 58 

157,586 28 
188,656 15 
41,260 12 

270,258 47 
14,568 05 

114 00 •••••••• •••l••••••••••••I•••••••••••••• 

~ 
15 
0 
.!:l 

! 
0 

i 
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$253,156 91 
57,963 04 

344,163 36 
18,684 52 
49,030 01 

334,119 02 
34,465 8:l 

800,545 13 
85,458 08 
60,710 82 
34,005 40 
24,187 17 
34,447 02 
10,013 42 
93,258 95 
3,269 34 

41,411 19 
56,498 21 

53, '.47 97 

17 33 
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$1,•164,153 73 
10,188 67 

198,849 61 
29,717 90 
23,716 25 

1,210,018 11 
557,868 28 
290,298 23 
171,594 99 
288,009 08 
34,651 03 

609,429 11 
69,987 40 
29,502 28 

704,106 38 
191,187 33 
193,596 60 
384,844 99 
121,298 61 

59 58 

34,996,479 63 18,256,549 96 3a2,ss1 50 1130,013 20 I 1,211,ao1 77 1 4,218,032 131 0,039 s1 I 3,222 22 1 11,181 91116,a-20,584 3o 12,052,421 28 I 511,15s ru 1 4w, 111 251 3,02,;,so8 83 I 2,389,152 11 I 6,5sa,o78 16 

At Dnnk United States: Funded debt of tho United States ...................... .. 
Debt duo by tile United States ......................... . 
Daring Brothers & Co., London ........................ . 
Foreign exchange nccount ....... ............... , ....... . 
Mortgages, &e ........... , ........................... .. 

$17,664,359 05 • 
5,267 32 

1,409,974 79 
121,918 73 
83,982 72 

At Office, Daltimore: Debt of S. Smith and Buchanan, G. Williams, and J. W. 
McCulloch ............................................. .. 

Debt of J. W. McCulloch ................................. .. 
Debt of G. Williams ..................................... .. 

At Agency, Uincinnntl: Miscellaneous nccounts, &c ...... .. , ................... .. 

$338,538 48 
274,221 96 
269,874 85 

882,635 29 

$8,787 22 
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926 FIN ANOE. 

RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States •••.•••....••••.•.••••.• ,$17,664,359. 05 
Bills discounted on personal security •.•.. $"..5, 737,221 67 

funded debt.......... 61,556 38 
bank stock........... 2,108,220 0-2 

27,906,998 07 
Domestic bills of exchan&e ........ n. •••• 4,664,894 74 

Foreign bills of exchange ........ ._..._ ...... ............... . 
Baring Brothers &. Co., London •••••••••••.•••••• , .•••.•.. 
Foreign exchange ....................... ........... •••••. 
Real estate .... ~- ........................ ................ . 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 16,585,286 85 
Due from State banks....... •.••• •••••• 2,019,520 86 

Due from S. Smith and Buchanan, G, Wil-
liams, and J. \V. l\1cCulloch .••• •••.•·· •••••••..•.••••. 

Due from United States, ••.•.•..•• ··••.•·•· •••••.•••.•.•.•• 
Losses chargeable to contingent fund,.... • •••••••••••••. 
Deficiencies ........................ ._ .... ............... . 
Danking-houses, bonus, premium, &c .... ..........•..... 
Expenses ................................ ... .,_.~···· , .... . 
Cash.-Notes Bank u. States and offices.. 6,625,293 56 

Notes of State banks.•••••·••.••·· 1,033,743 91 
Specie..... • • • • • • • • •• .... •.• • •• • • • 6,055,331 40 

:e, 571, 89-2 81 
360,578 86 

1,409,974 79 
121,918.73 

2,l57,58&~ 

18,604,807 71 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,767,983 82 
256,547, 00 

1,627, lSll 00 
11,1,.44.03 

13,714,368 87· 
l\fortgages, &c ..... .............................. ,... ..... 83,.982 72 
1\!iscellaneous accounts, &c., at agency, 

Cincinnati ............ ... _ .... _ ........ "-· .. ... ._ . ._. ~ .. ._ . ._ .. . 8,787 22 

91,309,0-25 64: 

Capital stock .•••••••••••••••••••••.•• , ••••.•••••••••••• 
Notes and drafts issued ••••••.•..•••••••••..•••••••••••• 
Discount, exchange, and interest •••••••••••••••••••••• ,. 
Dividends unclaimed . ...... ., .......................... . 

Profit and loss .••• ••·• •••••••••••••••••••••••• •·•••• •••• 
Contingent ft1nd •••••••.•••• •.•• •••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 
Contingent interest ..... -.•~• ....... , ...... ••....... , ••.•.• ._. 
Contingent exchange ••• ••.• •• , ••••• , •.•••••••••• , ••••••.•••• 
French exchange •.••••••••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••••• 
Due to Bank United S~tes anil offices ••. $1.6,3:l!i,5.&,l :ill 
Du.e to StatebaJlks •• , •• ~•••.•·~· .. ••··•• 2,052,421 28 

Du.e to H_ottinguer &. Co., bankers, Paris ••••••••••••••••• 
Redemption of public debt .......................... , ••• 
Deposits of Treasurer United Rtates..... 3,925,868 83 
Deduct overdrafts and Sl!ecjal deposits.. 2-21,256 96 

Deposits of public officers .............. . 
Deposits of individuals •••.• ,, .•••• , .. • •••• 

3,704,611 87 
2,389,152 71 
6,583,078 16 

[No. 819. 

CR. 

$34,996,479 63 
18,256,549 96 

382,554 50 
139,673 20 

1,241,301,,77 
4,278,632 13 

6,039 81 
3,222 22 

11,787 97 

18,379,005 64 
517.158 82 
419,777 25 

12,676,842 74 

91,309,0-25 64 

BANK OF TlIE UNITED STA.TES, .8ugust 30, 1827. 
S, J,AUDON, Second .Sts!slant Clllhi~r. 



Dn. 

Dnte, 

1827, 
Sept, 27 

~ 
"" = • 
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Danks, 
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Dnnk United States ... ~,853,0-22 65 
17 I Office, Portsmouth ..... , 420,995 14 
20 
20 
24 
26 
~4 
22 
18 
22 
18 
18 
18 

Aug, 31 

Sept. 
27 
4 

4 

14 
J9 

July 31 
May 31 

Boston. .... ... ·1,562,185 57 
Provldcnco, .... 604,314 71 
Hartford........ 478,910 18 
New York ...... 416251 156 85 
Dnltlmorc ....... 1,884,846 07 
Washington .... l,3ll,275 29 
Richmond .. .. .. 1, 3921176 98 
Norfolk .. .. • ... 574,549 73 
Fnycttevillc .. .. 534,079 72 
Chnrleston ...... l,936 1826 00 
Snvnnnnh , .. .. . ~4, 910 S.1 
Mobile......... 136,502 84 
New Orleans .... 2,302,607 65 
Nnshvillo .... .. . 72,874 12 
Lonisvillo...... 11023, 650 80 
Lexington .. .. .. 7251963 14 
Cincinnati...... 598,940 48 
Pittsburg........ 771,232 12 

Agency, Cincinnati ... , 11161, 716 82 
Chilicotho,..,. 341,232 07 

25, 737, 969 83 

General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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en,aao oo eS11,1ao oo $720,200 10 ea73,15110 sH2,01s 36 ............ ea,116,555 65 
320 00 8,300 00 51,581 72 ............ .............. ............ 11,163 22 

1,132 00 33,518 00 879,340 93 ..... ,. ........ ., ................... ., , 200,124 25 
............ .............. !'.57.011 31 ............ .............. ...... ...... 38,469 04 
.... .... .... 1,000 00 43,886 86 .... .... .... ...... ........ ...... ...... 47,879 44 

11,614 53 3,940 00 325,406 10 ..................................... ,2,548,234 33 
............ 1,027.915 28 152,488 87 ............ .............. ............ 296,821 64 
............ 93,320 73 81,727 01 ............ 106,407 68 $43,869 40 653,126 95 
............ 76,700 00 64,179 92 ...... ...... 45,452 90 ,........... 177,758 Ill 

14',100 75 51,010 00 46,253 56 .............. ., ... ., .............. ,. , 333,008 90 
............ 27,300 00 70,740 47 ...... ...... 20,913 47 ...... ...... 33,540 44 

28,123 63 419,861 01 25,715 72 ............ ..... ........ ............ 520,571 75 
• • • .. .. .. • .. 15,360 oo os, 153 oo .. • .. .. • .. .. 1,:.ia8 12 . • .. .. .. .. • . 008, 130 05 
, ........... , .. .. .. ... .. .. 63, 725 49 ........ • • .... ., ................ ,. .. .. 66.477 75 
............ 

1 

5,300 00 649,044 55 ...................................... 1,297,245 72 
................ _ ................... :. .... .... ........ ...... ........ ...... ...... 460 00 
............ .... .......... 165, 7 8 43 .... ........ 98,970 16 ...... ...... 92,282 05 

.............. • 230. 754 91 .... ........ 281,049 00 .... .... .... 169,442 49 

550001.............. 58,858 82 .......................... 174,663 00 148,071 54 
• ., .. , ., .. .. .. ........ ., .. 65, 083 56 , .. , .. .. .. .. 85, 888 21 2,194 36 68, 407 29 
.................................................... 1,343,076 51 .. .... ...... 128,930 0$ 
...... ...... .... .... ...... 6,200 19 .... .... .... 27,373 41 ........................ .. 
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,$696,996 54 $123,896 34 ..... ...... $993,96119 $15,419 89 $1,124,295 56 $382,691 28 $1,965,514 38 
209 94 5,103 21 ............ ...... ........ 1,067 45 105,155 00 55,278 60 27,509 35 

177,690 70 4,507 48 ...... ..... • 116,777 02 4,654 48 442,250 00 51,583 00 118,626 13 
4,402 19 ....................... , ....... .... .... 1,801 14 202,385 00 6,015 68 35,991 67 
9,263 86 5. 770 02 ,$33,058 90 .... .......... 1,579 95 63,810 00 8,940 00 38,984 75 

278,6~9 81 33,959 70 750 00 87,000 00 8,798 92 920,260 00 189,872 25 460,256 32 
116,594 05 8ll,573 42 44,575 65 110,657 34 5,204 89 271,220 00 50,723 52 393,000 00 
·14,053 77 82,067 37 52,308 34 30,001 64 12,871 36 286,225 00 18,769 56 100,832 98 
13,210 67 as,5ea 45 85,513 05 35,875 ;s 9,603 26 2s1,210 oo 21,605 21 121,oso 80 
16,812 60 154,691 00 ..... • ...... 29,873 14 6,415 81 291,255 00 2,459 00 195,742 84 

512,842 97 15,915 31 21,os1 05 13,385 02 2,081 01 118,010 oo 1s, 757 oo 39,573 31 
46,2~3 26 107,519 00 ............ 67,727 78 5,033 45 416,050 00 25,864 00 393,462 93 

.... .......... 73,670 07 ...... ,..... 421396 54 3,078 79 502,690 00 96,245 OU 332,430 06 
10,100 83 ............ ............ 8,895 56 1,611 44 55,610 oo 1,1ao oo 12:1,106 55 

203,319 49 3:J,904 57 20,004 00 45,000 OU 71053 31 1,4341 150 00 39,410 00 676,505 67 
16,282 01 .................................. ., .. 489 69 780,825 00 12,843 79 136,070 89 
5,580 59 105,275 96 ...... ...... 11,514 86 972 38 140,705 00 8,399 99 150,709 61 

21,315 51 83,697 38 .................... ,. ... , 1,341 36 143,425 00 1,660 00 55,178 73 
69,686 76 .......... , ...... ...... 20,000 00 1,512 25 287,235 00 87,788 00 219.086 02 
19,481 05 64,679 51 ............ 14,123 13 3,836 09 171,!!25 00 58,070 00 53,120 74 
69,726 78 26,169 97 ............ .............. 5,140 13 ......................................... . 
2,300 oo ...... ...... ............ ...... .... .. .. ss1 02 .......... .... o,315 20 ............. . 
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Date. 

1827. 
Sept, 27 

17 
20 
20 
24 
26 
24 
22 
18 
2.2 
18 
18 
18 

Aug, 31 
27 

Sept, 4 
4 
7 

14 
19 

July 31 
I\Iay 31 

General state~ent of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 

Danks. i 
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Dnnk tTnited States .... $'Jl,396,4i9 63 
Office, Portsmouth, .. .. 300,000 00 

Doston .. .. .. .. • 1,500,000 00 
Providence . .. .. 600,000 00 
Hartford........ 300,000 00 
New York...... 2,500,000 oo 
Baltimore .. .. .. 1,700,000 00 
Washingto11 .... 500,000 00 
Richmond .. .. .. 1,000,000 00 
Norfolk.... .... 500,000 00 
Fayetteville .. .. 500,000 00 
Charleston...... 1,500,000 oo 
Savannah ...... 1,000,000 00 
lltoblle ........................ .. 
New Orlcan• ... 1,000,000 00 
Nashville ...................... . 
Louisville .................... .. 
Lexington ..................... . 
Oincinnnti, ••... •••••• ••.. •••••• 
Pittsburg ....... 100,000 00 

Agency, Ciueinnnti, .. .,I .... , ......... .. 
Clulicothe. .. .• -;:; ........... .. 
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$1!,418,577 46 
1!56,180 00 
668,875 00 
296,395 00 
330,617 50 

1,131,022 50 
794,822 50 
968,53~ 50 
854,470 00 
884,755 00 
740,320 00 

1,490,595"00 
1,299,950 00 

390,000 06 
4,460,110 00 

704,000 00 
326,495 o/J 
345,925 00 
390,995 00 
397,027 50 

2,200 00 
10,465 00 
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$59,431 40 
8,789 26 

43,399 61 
15,188 89 
9,859 31 

98,014 ~ 
37,889 99 
23,789 32 
21,732 44 
9,152 82 

11,472 37 
44,872 87 
7,583 98 
3,732 03 

51,993 19 
883 93 

13,434 95 
16,120 61 
14,369 73 
18,456 63 
11,834 85 
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$62,5: ~~ l~?~~:~~~.~~.l~?~-~:~~.~~.l .. ~?~~.'.~.l~~:~.~.I.~~:~~~.~. 
4,100 50 

426 00 
654 00 

12,539 ll5 

7,306 75 
3,0~2 63 
6,824 22 
1,875 50 

597 50 
15,248 00 
3,395 75 

500 00 , .......... , ......... .. 

9,13175 , .............. , .............. , ............ , .......... , .......... .. 

20080

1 

.............. 
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.............. 
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............ 
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.......... 
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........... . 
48 00 ............................................................ .. 

1,109 62 , .......... , .......... .. 
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$3,849,401 30 
76,470 54 

235,9i0 93 
104,579 58 

2,644 l!J 
2,035,166 87 
2,547,594 02 

78,647 38 
1!56,139 21 

3,856 34 
239,804 29 
101,105 51 
46,030 03 
9,397 18 

138,977 21 
65,499 15 

1,129,359 90 
1,012,141 26 

633,852 27 
53,226 19 

2, 7'29, 512 64 
376,645 98 
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$664,350 23 .............. 
240,390 76 
23,573 17 
6,734 33 

176,779 63 
204,498 11 
65,69-2 95 
9,242 79 
3,052 27 
2,654 83 

' 11,190 61 
229 00 

.............. 
130,913 27 
53,995 95 

89 37 .............. 
2,875 05 

21,815 84 
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$9gl,889 73 ............ 
•••••••••••• ............ ............ 
............ ............ ............ ............ ............ 
•••••••••••• ........... ............ 
............ 
•••••••••••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ ............ ............. 
•••••••••••• ............ 
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$129,9-20 08 .............. 
53,234 04 .............. 

··········· .. 
90,457 05 
2,677 15 

49,185 83 .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• 

10,943 51 .............. 
••••••••••••• .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• 
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,$1,007,056 24 
14,171 76 

420,027 34 
71,783 92 
48,998 49 

2,101,143 81 
187,82114 
180,489 95 
27,254 29 
18,984 23 
8,521 54 

192,892 30 
22,820 22 
23,998 30 

188,822 03 
9,570 49 

131,364 44 
36,925 34 

247,315 14 
14,150 05 .............. .............. 
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$'219, 018 74 
20,307 10 

331,606 26 
24,227 09 
21,721 52 

217,188 99 
31,119 71 

777,048 84 
80,457 43 
33,6~7 90 
28,761 14 
30,926 93 
33,547 89' 
10,414 20 

100,s2;; oa 
20,029 92 
1,602 81 

40,276 59 
79,531 14 
47,609 96 .............. 

17 33 
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$1,311,fi97 49 
13,136 44 

184,785 12 
14,1!57 09 
14,854 62 

1,131,625 99 
534,526 65 
270,387 68 
145,518 80 
261,108 27 
13,755 06 

595,223 86 
91,147 18 
24,088 75 

632,772 48 
75,866 06 

207,272 63 
202,390 72 
297,453 54 
123,855 27 .............. 

59 58 

34,995,4;9 63 I rn,258,329 96 I s22,002901128,151 95 I 1,241,3017714,278,63213 I 6,039 81 I 3,222 221 28,054 02115,786,021 0111,61s,rn2 161001,a80 73 I 336,417 66 I 4,us1,111 0212,150,826 52 I 6,145,683 28 

At Dank United States: Funded debt United State& .............................. . 
Debt duo by United States .............................. . 
Daring Drotlwrs &. Co., London ......................... . 
Foreign exchange account .............................. . 
lltortgagcs, &.e ............................ •••• ........ .. 

$17,641,3b9 05 
5,267 32 

1,357,599 79 
110,768 52 
83,982 72 

At Office, Portsmouth: Agent for Pension Fund .................................. .. S-2,446 47 

= 
At Office, Ilnltimore: llcbtofS, Smith&. Duchnnnn, G. Willinma,nnd J. W. Me,Culloeh $338,538 48 

Debt of J. W. l\feCulioch...... ...... ....... .... .... .... ...... 274,221 96 
Debt of George Williams . • ... .. .. .. .. .. .. • .... • .. ... .... • .. • 269,874 85 

882,635 29 

At Agency, Cincinnati: l\liscc11ancous accounts, &.c. .... .... •• .. .... .... .... .... .... $8,787 22 
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1828.J AFFAIRS OF BANK OF UNITED STATES. 

DR. RECAPITULATION. 

Funded debt of the United States •••••••• ••·••• •••••••.•• $17,641,359 05 
Bills discounted on personal security ••••• $25,737,969 83 

funded debt.......... 67,470 91 
bank stock........... 2,113,655 02 

27,919,095 76 
Domestic bills ofexchange............... 4,056,251 81 

Foreign bills of exchange •••••••••••••• •. • • •· • • • • • •··• • • 
Baring IlroU1crs & Co., London •••••••.••••••• • •••••••••• 
Foreign exchange •••.•••••••••••.••••••• • •• • • • •• • • • •• •• • 
Real estate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 16,547,000 72 
Due from State banks ••••••• ••••••••.... 2,424,90-2 38 

Due from S. SmiU1 & Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. w. McCulloch ••••• •••••· •••••• •••• •••••• 

Due from United States .••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • •· • 
Losses chargeable to the contingent fund • • ••• •• •• •• •• • • • • 
Deficiencies ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••. • • • • • • • • •· • • • • • • 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loan •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 
Expenses.•••···•••·•••••·•••••••••••··••••••••••••••·•· 
Cash, viz: Notes of Dank United States 

and offices ••••• •••••••••·•• 8,068,680 56 
Notes of State banks. • • • • • • • • 1,180,531 08 
Specie •••• •••• •••• •••••• •••• 5,649,143 73 

Mortgages, &c •••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••• ••••·. •• •• ••···· 
Miscellaneous accounts, at agency, Cin-

cinnati.•••••••••···•••·••·••••••·•••· •••••••••••••••• 
Agc11t for Pension Fund, at office, Ports-

mouth •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

31,975,347 57 
373,75119 

1,357,599 79 
110,768 52 

2,u;g,388 42 

18,971,903 10 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,767,983 82 
257,296 99 

1,627,189 00 
100,569 03 

14,898,355 37 

83,982 72 

8,787 22 

2,446 47 

92,224,630 87 

Capital stock •••••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••••.• 
Notes and drafts issued .••.••••••.•..••••••••••••••••••• 
Discount, exchange, and interest •••••.•••••••••••••••.•• 
Dividends unclaimed •••••••...••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 
Profit and loss .•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Cootingentfund •••••••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••••••••• •••••· 
Contingent interest ..........•......•... • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • 
Contingent exchange •••••.••••••••••••• •••••• •• •• ••••• • 
French exchange ....................... • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • 
Due to Bank United States and offices •. sis, 786,021 97 
Due to State banks ••••••••••••••• •••••· 1,618,19·2 16 

Due to Hottinguer & Co., bankers, Paris. • • • • • • •· •• •· ••• -
Redemption of public debt .••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Deposits of the Treasurer United States. 4,954,lll 02 

Deduct overdrafts and special deposits.. 220, 726 76 

Deposits of public officers ••••••••..••••• 
Deposits ofinclividuals ••••••.•••••••••• 

4,733,384 26 
2,150,826 52 
6,145,683 28 

929 

CR. 

$34,996,479 63 
19,258,329 96 

252,002 90 
128,151 95 

J,241,301 77 
4,278,632 13 

6,039 81 
3,222 22 

28,054 9-2 

17,404,214 13 
991,889 73 
336,417 66 

92,224,630 87 

B.unt or TIIE UNITED ST.&.TEs, October 1, 1827. 
s. JAUDON, Second .Ssmlant Ca.rhicr. 
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DR. General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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1827, 
Oct, 29 Dank United States .... $2,693,088 50 $12,157 89 $353,080 00 $724,351 58 $363,122 64 $142,~18 36 ............ $8, 7.70, 137 61 $741,586 61 $123,896 34 •··••·•··· ... $993,961.19 $20;470 24 

22 Office, PortsmouU1,. .. , 417,512 05 280 00 8,100 00 51,457 76 ............ .............. ............ 38,185 83 934 47 5,103 21 ............ .............. 1,157 23 
25 Boston ......... 1,373,723 65 1,132 00 18,618 00 922,057 93 ............ .............. ............ 296,808 03 23,431 50 4,507 48 ............ 116,777 02 4,654 48 
25 Providence ..... 595,641 32 ............ •••••••••••••• 253,580 18 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 59,864 81 a,:i-20 os .............. ...... . ,.,., •••••••••••••• 2,422 37 
22 Hartford ....... 505,816 07 ............ 4,400 00 45,308 49 ............ .............. ............ 30,210 96 11,401 05 5,770 02 $33,038 90 ............... 1,579 95 
24 New York ...... 4,341,091 98 81657 53 113,440 00 409,354 31 ............ .............. ............ 2,229,384 59 203,861 67 33,959 70 750 00 87,000 00 11,019 11 
29 Baltimore.••••• 1,798,186 33 ............ 987,856 44 229,684 70 ............ .............. ............ 242,427 25, 95,262 33 811,573 42 44,575 65· 110,657 34 0,111 94 
27 Washington .. ;. 1,320,555 42 ............ 70,870 73 73,288 86 ............ 110,209 73 $44,354 76 701,298 55 45,341 30 82,067 37 52,308 34 32,108,65 14,798 90 

" 
23 Richmond ...... 1,328,804 08 •••••••••••• 61,950 00 52,999 76 •••••••••••• 44,842 90 ............ l!36,264 16 58,251 51 35,583 45 85,513 05 35,875 78 11,509 21 
20 Norfolk ........ 588,230 79 14,400 75 50,960 00 61,389 97 ............ .............. •••••••••••• 248,783 36 21,790 53 154,691 00 •••••••••••• 29,873 14 7,32111 
l!3 Faycttcvlllo .... 569,076 54 •••••••••••• 27,300 00 138,182 85 ............ 20,913 47 ............ 2,210 62 562,100 08 15,915 31 21,087 05 13,385 02 2,Do1 51 
16 Charleston ..... 1,s91,120 28 28,123 63 411,870 50 35,414 46 ............ .............. ............ 399,059 06 89,993 26 107,519 06 ............ 67,727 78 o,s28 73 
23 Savannah ...... 425,511 35 2,700 00 12,660 00 42,262 75 ............ 7,338 72 32,682 85 821,-589 31 .............. 73,998 84 ............ 42,396 54 3,637 59 
5 Mobile .......... 158,486 24 ............ •••••••••••••• 32,632 21 ............ •••••••••••••• ............ 64,733 86 24,488 56 .............. ............ 8,945 56 2,501 20 
1 New Orleans ... , 2,217,882 30 ............ 5,300 00 403,954 50 ............ .............. ............ 1,254,920 72 204,231 27 33,904 57 20,004 00 45,000 00 9,961 72 
2 Nashville .• , •••• 136,130 33 ............ .............. 15,500 00 ............ .............. ............ 4,055 00 25,478 67 .............. ............ .............. 681 46 
9 Louisville ...... 1, 03'2, 164 29 ............ .............. 180,577 18 ............ 93,561 91 ............ 84,939 96 5,580 59 105,275 96 ............ 11,514 86 1,866 70 

15 Lexington . , .... 726,778 37 ............ .............. 402,295 12 ............ 280,069 00 •••••••••••• 50,671 80 21,200 32 83,919 97 ••••••••••••• ....... , ...... 1,573 21 
19 CinclnnaU, .... 635,321 83 ............ 550 00 84,765 88 ............ .............. 174,663 00 208,237 27 79,988 50 •••••••••••••• ............ 120,000 00 2,120 46 
24 Pittsburg ....... 779,861 32 ............ .............. 74,304 97 ............ 85,888 21 2,194 36 59,413 43 56,800 00 64,679 51 ............ 14,123 13 4,393 84 

July 31 Agency, Clnclnnnti .... 1,101,110 82 •••••••••••• .............. .............. ............ 1,343,076 51 ............ 128,930 06 69,726 78 26,169 97 ............. •••••••••••••• 5,140 13 
May 31 Chllicotho .... 341,232 07 t •••••••••• .............. 0,200 19 ............ ·27,373 41 ............ •••••••••••••• 2,300: 00 ............... ............ .............. 881 O:! 

,, 

25,297,037 93 67,451 80 2,126,955 67 4,239,563 65 363,122 64 2,156,252 22 253,894 97 15,032, 192 24 2,:111,120 68 1,768,535-18 257,296 99 1,629,346 01 123,535 71 
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$1,215,770 56 

78,895 00 
396,240 00 
200,090 00 
41,250 00 

723,360, 00 
318,600 00 
207,600-00 
292,215·00 
368,310 00 
378,415 00 
695,995 00 
616,660 00 
118,170 00 

1, 663, 905 00 
715,460 00 
244,605 00 
131,670 00 
33'2, 750 00 
147,310 00 .............. 

., ............. 
8,887,270: 56 
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$386, 773, 04 
42,104 91 
76,395 00 
5,159 00 

10,490 00 
173,649 12. 
66,098 SL 
16,736 25 
48,150 09 

1,628 79 
28,764 00 
37,205 00 
86,545 00 
88,322 00 
27,850 00 
16,916 00 
11,949 95 

24500 
61,936 00 
76,592 00 

•••••••••••••• 9,315 20 

1,272,825 16 

-~ 
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$1,779,428 84 
25,592 99 

297,335 46 
56,061 17 
38,493 37 

528,037 43 
a22,ooo oo 
44,295 84 

128,011 67 
195,485 57 
23,853 70 

422,274 99 
333,481 70 
124,189 83 
862,222 28 
134,922 08 
210,055 23 

46,535 10 
261,228 42 

27,130 17 

•••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 
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Dato. 

1827. 
Oct, 29 

22 
25 
25 
22 
24 
29 
27 
23 
20 
23 
16 
23 
5 
1 
2 
9 

15 
19 
24 

July 31 
Hay 31 

General statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit al the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 

Danks, 1 
i 

"' ., 
;;l 
.:!j 

i 
"' § 

! 
Dank United States .... $2113961479 63 .91!,4271877 46 
Office, Portsmouth .. ,.. 3001000 00 2541370 00 

Doston, ........ 1,soo,000 oo 665,485 oo 
Providence .. .. • 6001000 00 295,580 00 
Hartford........ 300,000 00 3201367 50 
New York...... 2,500,000 oo 1,149,882 50 
Daltlmoro , .. .. 1,700,000 00 786,047 50 
Washington.... 5001000 00 953,307 50 
Richmond . .... . 1,000,000 00 844,87(; 00 
Norfolk .. .. .. .. 500, 000 00 873, 070 00 
Fnyettcvlllo .... 5001000 00 852,295 00 
Charleston. .... 1,500,000 oo 11572,575 oo 
Savannah ...... 1,000,000 00 1,284,520 00 
Mobile.......... .......... ...... 436,000 00 
New Orleans,.. 1,000,000 00 4,460,llO 00 
Nashville,...... ...... .......... 794,000 00 
Louisvllle ................ ., .. .. 408,495 00 
Lexington ... ., .......... ., .... 42-1,495 00 
Cincinnati...... ................ 471,675 00 
Pittsburg ....... 7001000 00 395,032 50 
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$296, 121i21,184551$1,241,030 10 lt4,!m,368 13 $4,340 10 $3,222 22 $36,043 38 t3,585,213 3o 
11,668 50 "" .... "" "" "" ...... ...... ........ .... ........ .... .... .... ............ 79,130 27 
58, 038 99 2, 042 50 .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. ..... ., • .. ., .... ., ., ., ., .. .. • .. • .. 241, 085 16 
20,325 27 372 00 .................... ., ...... ...... .... .. .... .... .... ...... ...... 114,741 89 
12,595 01 414 00 .......... .... .... .......... ......... ... ............ .... .... .... 5,067 49 

126,684 69 8,132 25 .............. "" ..... , ............................ "" ........ 1,401,259 74 
49,979 93 6,371 25 ................................................................ 2,656,294 03 
38,008 81 3,062 63 • ., ....... ., ... ., .... ., ........... ., ..... ., .......... ., ..... ., .. 149,236 21 
28,268 08 5,252 22 .... ...... .... .......... .... 500 00 ..... • ...... ............ 271,651 85 
ll,315 37 1,361 50 ..... ......... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ........ .... .... .... .... 111374 98 
16,050 02 574 00 .............. "" ........................... , ..... , ............ 354,930 00 
54,183 84 15,089 00 ., ., • ., ., ., .. ., ., .. ., .... ., • ., • ., , ....... ., ....... , .. , ... ., , ., , 200,436 44 
8,241 so 3,143 1s .. .. .. ... • .... .. . .. .... .. ... .. .. ... .... . .. .. • .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 25,85s 90 
4,990 04 ....................................... , ............ ..... ...... • .... ........ 16,526 76 

63,607,36 422 75 ...... ., ......................................... ., • ., .. ......... 139,708 65 
2,355 40 ............ , ......................................... , ..... , .. .. • ...... ... 80,286 35 

20, OM 35 260 80 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... , ..... , ., • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1,164, 311 25 
26,317 57 39 00 .. , .. .. ...... ., ......................................... , .. .. .. 1,047,561 01 
19, 397 27 .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • ., ..... ,. .. .. .. , .. • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ,. .. .. .. 703, 872 04 
22,394 58 .... .... .... .... .... ...... .............. 1,199 62 .... ........ ............ 41,672 9!1 
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$492,033 35 $1,260, 731 47 $72,980 07 $645,-086 47 
.............. .............. ............ 1,17141 

144,149 75 ........ ...... 11,:i.;2 98 474,"392 04 
25,317 45 .. • "• .... • .. • .. .. .. • .. • .. 83, 25Q 75 
1,811 40 .... .... ...... .... ........ 48,635 68 

287,299 48 "........ .... 71,793 90 2,106,164 58 
54,113 43 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 150 00 80,651 09 
49,915 82 ..... .......... 48,685 83 104,085 66 
11,236 99 ........ ...... .... • ....... ~,599 57 
5,260 74 ............. , .. .. • .. .. .. . ~2, 283 39 . 

379 33 .... • .. • ..... , .... , .. . .. .. 36, 643 32 
26,937 03 .... •" •,.,.,, 10,636 42 230, 769 91 
4,170 00 ...................................... .. 

103,208 81 , .............. 1 .......... .. 
36,251 76 .......................... . 

481 89 ........................ .. 

384 75 ,· .............. 1 .......... .. 
27,352 08 • ... : ..................... " 

120,•no 54 
272,469 75 

9,010 18 
163,618 97 
36,255 29 

290,394 01 
0,014 50 
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16,748 02 
276,030 96 
13,625 25 
14,733 74 

139,182 18 
34,587 13 
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$1,378,636 37 
1,020 07 

153,103 17 
23,078 65 
!14,153 99 

1,013,166 12 
547,775 15 
109,456 03 
1~5, 750 42 
205,956 75 
10,075 78 

547,423 65 
143,744 03 
:n,489 13 

685,279 65 
H2,850 26 
215,398 7(l 
185,194 78 
303,923 75 
129,461 91 

Agency, Cincinnati..... .. .... • .. ........ 2,200 00 
Cbilicothe ................... , 101465 00 

ll,834 85 ............................................................................ 21729,512 64 

770,136 21' 
69,833 53 
52,242 82 
24,225 80 
34,786 46 
31,780 17 
12,692 99 
84,329 39 
14,359 59 
10,370 67 
115,155 24· 
'71,914 54 

G0,502 76, . 
••••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l••••••••••••l••••••••••••••l•••••••••••••*I•••••••••••••• 

............ ............ .............. .............. ............ ............ ............ 376,645 98 114 00 .17 33, 59 58 

34,996,47963110,os-2,121 001002,525 45 I 74,32-2 20 I 1,211,030 10 14,279,368 13 I 6,030 81 I a,222 221 36,04:J as 115,396,438 83 I 1,210,1210011,200,731 411221,suo ~o I 4,814
1
963 1112,055,287 1s 1 0,152,801 93 

At Dank United Stntes: Funded debt of tho United States ..................... .. 
Debt due by the United States ........................ .. 
Daring Drothers & Co,, London,, •• , .•.••••..•.•.••.•• , •.. 
Foreign exchange account .............. , ............. .. 
Mortgngcs, &c,, •. ,, , , , , , , , , , , •. , ..• , , .. , , , •• , , , , , , , , , . , 

$17,724,859 05 
5,267 32 

1, 012, 905 78 
78,978 11 
83,982 72 

At Office, Da!Umore: Debt of Smith & Duchantm, G, Wili!ania, nndi, W. McCulloch. 
Debt of J, W, McCulloch .............. , .... • ................... .. 
Debt of G. Willlnms ..... .: ............... : , ................. .. 

At Office, Portsmouth: AgeritforPension·Fund ................................... .. 

At Office, ProvJdcnco: Conector of Customs ....................................... . 

A! Agency, Cincinnati: ·llllsccllaneous nccounts ...................... . 

$338,538 48 
274,221 96 
269,874 85 -----
882,635 29 

$1,690 82 

$151 73 

$8,787 22 
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Funded debt of the United States (various) •...•...•.•..... 
Bills discounted on personal security ...... $25,297,937 93 

funded debt.••••...... 67,451 80 
bank stock...... • • . . . • 2,126,955 67 

27,492,345 40 
Domestic bills of exchange.............. 4,239,563 65 

Foreign bills of exchange ............................... . 
Baring Brothers & Co., London ..••.•••••.....•••....•... 
Foreign exchange ...•.•..••...••..•••••..•..•••.•..•.... 
Ren! estate ..•.•....••••....•••••.•••• •. • • • • • • • •, •••• • ••. 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 15,932,192 24 
Due from State banks................... 2,347,129 68 

Due from S. :Smith & Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. \V. McCulloch .••••.••••••.••••.........• 

Due from United States .•.•..••..•..••.•...•.•• ,. .....•. 
Losses chargeable to the contingent fund ................ . 

Deficiencies ••••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••• ···•··••···· ... . 
"Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

Joan ......... ·····•••····•••···•··••• ............... . 
Expenses ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ··••·•·•·•••···• 
Cash, viz: Notes of Bank United States 

and offices ..........•.•..•. 
Notes of State banks .••..•... 

Specie ••••• ,.•··•••••·•··• ... 

8,887,270 56 
1,272,825 16 
5,861,535 78 

FIN .A.NOE. [No. 819. 

RECAPITULATION. CR. 

$17,624,1!59 05 

31,731,909 05 
363,122 64 

1,072,905 78 
78,978 11 

2,156,252 22 

18,279,321 92 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,768,5-15 18 
257,296 99 

1,629, 346 01 
123,535 71 

16,021,631 50 

Capital stock........................... •.•••. ••...• ••.. 834,996,470 63 
Notes and drafts issued •..•••..••••••......•• •••••· •••. 19,682,724 96 
Discount, exchange, and interest........ . •. . •• •• • • . • . . . . 902,528 45 
Dividends unclaimed................... .. • • • . •• . . • • .. .• 74,322 20 
Profit and Joss.......................... .... .••..•• •.••. J,241,030 70 
Contingent fund . • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . • •• • • • . • • . . 4,279,368 13 
Contingent interest..................... • . • . • • • • • . • . • • • . 6,039 81 
Contingent exchange................... ..•...• .... . •. •. 3,222 22 
French exchange ...• •••• ••••.. •.•• •• .. •. .•• . ... .. • ••. . 36,043 38 
Due to Bank United States and offices •.. $15,396,438 83 
Due to State banks..................... 1,210,427 06 

Due to Hottinguer & Co., bankers, Paris .•••••.••.•..•••. 
Redemption of public debt ...•...............•••...•.... 
Deposites of the Treasurerofthc United 

States ............................... . 
Deduct overdrafts and special deposits .•. 

Deposits of public officers........... • .. 
~eposits uf individuals ..••..•••••••••.•. 

4,814,96311 
253,894 97 

4,561,068 14 
2,005,287 15 
6,152,897 93 

16,666,865 89 
1,260,731 47 

221,599 20 

12,719,253 22 

Mortgages, &c.... .••• ••.. .. .. .... •.••.. .••. •.•••. •..... 83,982 72 
Miscellaneous accounts, at agency, Cin-

cinanti .....••••••••.•• .•••••••........ •·••••····•·•••· 
Agent for Pension Fund, Portsmouth .•...•......• ••·• ... . 
Collector of Customs, Providence.... • • . • • .............. . 

BANK or THE UNITED STATES, October 29, 1827. 

8,787 22 

1,690 82 
151 73 

9-2, 090, 209 26 92,090,209 26 

W. MclL VAINE, Cashier. 
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Dato. 

1827. 
Nov. 29 

26 
22 
22 
26 
28 
26 
24 
27 
24 
20 
20 
20 
9 
5 
7 

13 
19 
16 
21 

Danks. 
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"' 8i, 
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El 
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Bank United States .... $3,055,629 04 
Office, Portsmouth..... 417,348 65 

Boston......... 1,441,546 47 
Providence..... 606,216 73 
Hartford.... ... 534,878 60 
New York...... 4,432,664 05 
Baltimore .. .. .. 1,794,883 29 
Washington .... 1,3231995 85 
Richmond...... 1,283,782 03 
Norfolk.... .. .. 509,948 31 
Faycttevlllo .. .. 
Charleston ... .. 
Savannah .... .. 

Now Orleans ... 
Nashville, •..... 
Loulsvillo .... .. 
Lexington, .... . 
Cincinnati ..... . 
Pittsburg ..... .. 

571,005 25 
J,960,980 39 

418,286 19 
169,987 51 

2,--,~,'lb~ 5'/ 

206,841 52 
1,019,430 55 

703,946 14 
677,781 42 
761,755 18 

Sept, 30 I Agency, Cincinnntl .. . 
llray 31 Chilleotho,. .. . 

1,168,566 77 
341,232 07 

25,776,465 58 

fkneral, statement of the Banlc of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$26, 753 79 $3fi3,580 00 $792,172 51 $364,137 58 $142, 713 14 .... , ....... $8,971,758 36 
280 00 6,900 00 57,226 02 ............ .... ......... .... .... .... 10,189 34 

1,132 00 15,618 00 905,648 04 ............ .... .......... ........ .... 332,170 78 
............ ...... ........ 241,559 95 ............ ...... ........ ............ 218,043 26 
, , .. , ,. .. .. . 15,730 00 43,719 19 ......... ., • ... • .. .. ..... • .. . .. • .. .. .. 5,512 50 

4,886 58 24,800 00 537,360 87 ...................................... 2,314,469 49 
...... ...... 902,101 44 267,962 13 ,.... ...... ...... ........ ...... ...... 194,863 01 
...... ...... 64,720 73 99,816 22 ..... ....... 123,058 94 $43,074 72 530,971 74 
............ 107,603 45 75,249 66 ............ 45,452 90 ............ 246,679 16 

14,922 85 58,411 01 75,152 95 ...... ...... 42,689 12 ...... ...... 209,958 42 
............ 27,300 00 171,023 01 ........ , .. , 20,913 47 .. .......... 13,260 95 

28, 4~3 631 422,560 50 84, 022 62 .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. .. • .. . .. • .. .. .. 338,439 92 
.... .... .... 15,340 00 60,291 79 ........ .... 7,338 72 23,945 53 838,036 00 
.... , .. .. .. • ... • .. .. ... • .. 2·1,669 03 ., ..... ., ... ., .. , ........ , . .. .. .. .. • .. 71,293 76 
.. .... ..... . 5,300 oo 204,113 87 ..... • ...... .. .. .. ... • .... ..... ....... 9-;is,514 40 
., ., ..... ,. ......... ,. .. .. 110,607 34 ...... ., .. ,. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • 15,231 99 
, ...... , .. ., .. , .. .... .... . 212,714 73 ... , .. ., ., .'. 93,561 91 .... , .. ., ... 21,332 78 
...... ...... ..... ......... 455,849 17 ........ .... 280,069 00 ............ 53,691 00 
............ 550 00 96,494 86 .......................... 174,663 00 210,501 92 
...... ..... • ...... ........ 70,723 29 ............ 84,588 21 2,194 36 23,796 09 
...... , .... , ........ ,. ......... , .......... , ... ., .. .. 1,343,346 51 .. ., .. ., .. .. 113,742 58 
...... ..... . ..... ..... .... 0,200 19 .... .. ...... 27,373 41 ........................ .. 
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13921, 151 95 eu:ia, 896 34 .. .. .. .. .. .. $993,001 10 
.............. s,103 21 ......................... . 

52,458 00 4,507 48 ..... , .. .. .. 116,777 02 
81777 84 ....................................... . 

25,932 36 5, 770 02 $33,058 90 .... ., ., .... .. 
161,918 89 33,959 70 4,305 00 87,000 00 
131,637 8.1 811,573 42 42,075 65 110,657 34 
43,944 68 81, 7'23 82 52,308 34 32,108 65 
34,474 57 35,583 45 85,513 05 35,875 78 
11,982 37 174,863 74 .. .. .... .... 29,873 14 

557,275 29 15,915 31 21,087 05 13,385 02 
113,053 26 107,519 06 ..... ....... 67,727 78 
96, 800 00 73, 998 84 .... , .. .. .. • 42,396 54 

20, 640 88 .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. :-.. .. .. .. • 8, 945 56 
267,228 80 33,904 57 20,004 00 45,000 00 
18,618 75 
5,580 59 

17,293 21 
33,876 56 
53,ono oo 
69,726 78 
2,300 00 

105,275 96 ............ 11,514 86 
83,819 97 ......................... . 

.............. ............ 20,000 00 
64,679 51 ..... , ...... 14,123 13 
26,627 68 ......................... . 
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$27,901 93 
1,107 81 
4,654 48 
2,867 34 
1,579 95 

16,210 92 
7,483 47 

15,985 05 
12,281 34 
8,173 58 
3,586 83 
s,020 91 
4,564 50 
3,710 98 

12,097 64 
J,225 63 
2,515 74 
2,001 58 
2,870 35 
5,071 91 
9,567 46 
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$1,171,973 45 
113,160 00 
294,320 00 
232,445 00 
76,750 00 

691,670 00 
300,305 00 
288,265 00 
3-24,360 00 
347,145 00 
329,750 00 
833,145 00 
573,910 00 
671,145 00 

1,958,185 oo 
604,410 00 
276,610 00 
126,380 00 
292,515 00 
197,435 00 

i 
B 
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$355,603 46 
36,745 bo 
45,655 00 
13,760 12 
12,7'25 00 

619,815 67 
46,691 14 
25,414 33 
45,518 89 
8,672 14 

29,471 00 
60,667 00 
20,000 00 
97,H7 00 
41,260 00 
13,327 37 
18,854 95 
1,810 oo 

97,329 00 
89,334 00 

·E 
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$1,524,914 96 
36,443 69 

285.321 63 
!17,076 63 
39,651 99 

487,607 01 
380,000 00 
39,976 50 

129,248 70 
197,466 24 
23,595 84 

475,09_3 77 
263,198 91 
123,561 36 

1,013,899 79 
136,567 63 
106,606 48 
82,032 48 

125,796 06 
77,417 96 

9,315 20 , ............ .. 

10,30s 95 I 2,020,5151314,592,577 44 I 364,137 5812,211,105 33 I 243,877 01j1s,002,45745 j 2,648,378 0111,788,122 08 I 258,35199 I 1,029,346 011154,519 43 I 0,109,878 45 I 1,289,146 211 s,575,477 63 
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Date, 

1827. 
Nov. 29 

26 
22 
22 
26 
28 
26 
24 

27 
24 
20 
20 
20 
9 

5 
7 

i3 
19 
16 
21 

Sept, 30 
May 31 

Danks, 

Bank United States .... 
Office, Portsmouth;;." 

Boston·•··••'•• 
Providcrtcc ",;: 
Hartford .. ,,"" 
New York,""' 
Daltlmorc .. "" 
Washington .. " 
Richmond . , , , , . 
Norfolk,., .. i.,, 

Fayetteville "" 
Cbnrlcston , ",. 

Savannah .. "" 
Mobile ....... " 
New Orleans,,, 
Nnshvitle,1,1111 

Louisville"'"· 
Lexington'''''" 
Cincinnati,,,,,, 

Pittsburg'""" 
Agcncyi Cincinnuli , , , , 

ChilicoU1c "" 

General statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned-Continued. 
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I 
$21,196,479 63 

300,000 oo 
1,500,000 00 

soo,ooo 00 
300,000 ob 

2,500,000 ob 
1;700,000 ob 

soo,ooo ob 
1, ooo, 000 00 

500,000 00 
500,000 ob 

1,500, ooo ob 
i, ooo, ooo ob 

•••••••••••••••• 1,000,000 on 

.-•,··'••······· 
• '. ~ •••••• • .• i ••• 

••••••41\111,,,, . . . . . . , ......... 
100,000 ob 
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$2,433, 679 21 
254,3'70 00 
634,565 00 
335,580 00 
320,077 50 

1,348,342 50 
779i302 50 
950,507 50 
843,925 00 
870,5~0 00 
848,845 00 

1,749,175 00 
1,280,sllo oo 

966,obo oo 
4i39lj055 00 

7941000 00 
407;6!!0 00 
424,495 00 

, 471;675 00 
395,032 50 

2,2bo oo 
101465 00 
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$319,978 02 
14j056 45 
70,025 83 
24;344 01 
15,8'>...5 57 

156,509 85 
60,665 90 
47i813 07 
34,852 77 
14,977 93 
20,240 36 
67,543 34 
9,764 36 
6,139 20 

74,966 13 
8,292 94 

24,617 66 
32,040 38 

23,983 90 
251597 07 
161959 35 ... -.......... 
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$26,671 55 
., .......... 

1,784 50 
276 00 
354 00 

7,219 75 
5,804 25 
2,162 63 
4,9-25 22 
1,091 50 

574 00 
10,529 00 
2,843 75 ..... , ...... 

422 75 . . ~ ......... 
260 80 

9 00 .. , .. , ...... ............ .. , ......... ............ 
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$1,239,063 9-.l 

•••••••••••••• .... , ......... 
•••••••••••••• ...... , ........ .............. .............. .... , .......... . . . ~ .......... ... , .. , ....... .. , ........... .... , .......... 
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$4,285, 753 54 .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• ...... , ....... .............. .............. ..... , ........ .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. ... , .......... ............... ..... , ........ 
•••••••••••••• .............. .... , ......... 
, .............. . ............. 
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$4,::140 19 ............. ............ ............ ............ ............ 
•••••••••••• 

500 00 ............ . ........... 
•••••••••••• •••••••••••• ............ ............ . ........... ............ 
···········--1,1b9 62 ............ ............ 
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$3,222 22 .......... ... , ...... .......... .......... .......... .......... 
.......... .......... .......... 
. ......... .......... .......... 
•••••••••• .......... 
, ......... .......... .......... 
.., .. , .... 
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$37,95113 ............ ............ ............ . ........... ............ ............ 
............ . ........... ............ 
............ ............ 
•••••••••••• . ........... . ........... ..... , ...... .... , ....... ............ .... , ....... 
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$3,334, 710 11 
90,973 20 

163,631 44 
48,952 17 
42,904 60 

1,181,667 50 
2,600,672 47 

100,475 38 
334,398 17 

40114 
341!572 16 
258,853 19 
23,807 74 
36,148 70 

691714 25 
128,911 87 

1,049,556 15 
1,100,355 62 

581,748 34 
99,225 13 

2,729,477 64 
376,645 98 
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,$340,875 71 
4,469 87 

64,702 23 
13,697 56 
2,946 14 

167,171 44 
42,076 86 
31,815 20 
12,123 00 
5,145 16 

37b aa 
35,783 13 
4,925 00 

•••••••••••• 771901 51 
33,089 98 
11758 72 . ........... 
61826 75 

35,622 22 . ........... 
114 00 
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$1,281,569 IO .............. .............. ..... , ........ .............. 
.,, ......... , . .............. 
.,,, .......... .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 
•••••••••••••• .............. . ............. . ............. ............... .............. 
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$65,188 47 

13,552 98 ............ ............ 
66,057 45 

•••••••••••• 48,685 83 ......... , .. ............ ............ 
10,039 42 ............ 
•••••••••••• . ........... .. , .... , .... ............ ............ ........... ............ 
•••••••••••• ............ 
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$920,262 45 
148 22 

633,744 28 
96,605 41 
83,635 68 

2,618,651 71 
120,135 60 
594,402 49 

19,394 64 
28,422 12 
37,318 84 

272,473 53 .............. 
137,670 04 
258,437 03 

8,392 08 
171,418 96 
36,183 29 

293,544 37 
4,662 07 
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$238,378 29 
14,720 41 

270,056 06 
9,589 80 

13,089 28 
154,840 27 
29,880 20 

161,072 54 
60,362 45 
21,849 37 
27,690 43 
23,551 66 
29,156 43 
11,281 26 

·144,470 54 
12,558 68 
10,371 87 
21,:l62 89 
69,587 32 
49,082 71 
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$1,170,088 28 
9,664 81 

141,746 58 
21,701 92 
16,475 74 

860,207 71 
540,331 23 
238,429 03 
151,241 73 
246,835 65 
20,948 90 

571,714 57 
87,049 74 
33,861 88 

838,300 43 
121,583 78 
208,394 39 
19-2,536 37 
285,012 50 
133,697 32 .............. 

59 58 

1---'- l----'~----'-l------1--'--"---'-I--"- l-----''---1 • 1--· l---1----1---...-..i•~~---1 1----1-----1----
34,996,479 6iJ I 20,512,ob1 71 I 1,069,1!J4 oo I 64,928 10 I 1,239,0133 112 I 4,285,763 541 6,0~9 81 I 3,222 221 31,957 13 114,784,808 951 ss1,423 81 I 1,281,569 16 1203,524 15 I 6,335,503 71 I 1,378,964 10 I s,9o4,883 04 

At Dank United States: l.lundcd debt of the United Stntcs., ••• , •••• , , , , , , , , , , , , , , $17,624,859 05 
5,267 32 

366,350 09 
83,982 72 

AtOnico, Daltlmore: Debt of S. Smith&. Duclmnan1 G, Williams nndJ. W,l\IcCultocb, $338,538 48 
274,221 96 
269,874 85 

Debt due by the United States ........ , , .... , ..... , ...... 
Daring Dl-othcl':l &. Co., tendon ................. , .. , .. , .. 

Debt at' J, W, llfcCult6ch,,, ............ , ................. , .. , 
Debt of G, W'illlnms .. , ..... , ........... ., .................. .. 

!\-Iortgnges, &i:: ••• ,. , • , • - • • , , , , • , • , • , • • , • , ••• , , , , , , , , , , , 882,635 29 

18,080,459 18 At Office, Porlsmouth: Agent of Pension Fund ................ .,,. ... , .. .. .. .. .. .. $3,809 24 --------
At A~cncy, Cincinnati: l\lisccltancous accounts ....................... ,............ $17,059 21 
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1828.] .A.FF .A.IRS OF BANK OF UNITED ST.A.TES. 935 

DR. 

.Funded debt of the United States, various ................ . 
Bills discounted on personal security ••••• 825,776,465 58 

funded debt.......... 76,398 85 
bank stock.......... 2,0-20,515 13 

Domestic bills of exchange •••••••.•••••• • ••••• • • • • • .. • • • 
Foreign bills of exchange •..•.••..... ·••· •·••• ••• , •• •··· 
Baring Brothers & Co., London ......... , ... •• •• •·•• •••• 
Real estate.•••••• •••••• : .•••••••• , ••••.•••••••••••••••• 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 15,662,457 45 
Due from State banks.••••• .......... .,. 2,648,378 61 

Due from S. Smith & Buchanan, G. Wil-
liams, and J. W. McCulloch ........... ••••• • ••••• • •••· 

Due from United States ................. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Los.scs chargeable to contingent fund •••• • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • • 
Dcficlcncir..s ..........................•.•••••••••••• •• •• 
Banking-houses, bonus, and premium on 

loan ................................................ . 
Expenses •••• •••••·••••••·••·•••••••••• •• ., •••••••••••• 
Cash.-Notes of Bank United States and 

offices.••·•·•••••·••••••·•••· 
Notes of State banks ........... . 
Specie ........................ . 

9,709,878 45 
1,289,146 27 
5,575,477 63 

Mortgages, &c •••••• •••• •••••••• •• : •••• ••••••••••••···• 
Mlsccllancous account, at agency, Cin-

cinnati ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Agent for Pensions, at office, Portsmouth, •• , ••••••••••••• 

B.uni: OF TllE UNITED STA.TES, November 29, 1827, 

RECAPITULATION. 

$17,624,859 05 

27,873,3i9 56 
4, 59-2, 577 44 

364,137 58 
368,350 09 

2,211,105 33 

18,310,836 06 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,788,722 08 
258,351 99 

Capital stock ••••••••..•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
Notes issued .......................................... . 
Discount, exchange, and interest ....................... . 
Dividends unclaimed ................... .. , ........••... 
Profit and loss ........................................ . 
Contingent fund .................................. • • • .. 
Contingent intere~t ••••••••••••• , •.••.••••••••••••••••• 
Contingent.exchange ••••• ••• •••• ••••• ••••• •·•• •••• ., •• 
Foreign exchang-e ••.••...•...•.••••••.. •••••• •· ••••••• , 
Due to Bank United States nod offices •• $14,784,008 95 
Due to State banks •• ,. ...... ., • • • • • • .. 881,423 81 

Due ~o Ifottinguer & Co., bankers, Paris .•.•••••••••••••• 
Redemption of publi~ debt •••••• ., ..................... . 

• Deposits of Treasurer United States •••• 6,335,503 71 
Deduct overdrafts and special deposits.. 243,877 61 

1,629•346 91 Deposits of public officers •••••••••• ••·• 
154, 519 43 Deposits ofindivld.m1ls •"•uHo,.,,. .. 

6,091,626 10 
1,378,964 79 
:;, 904,883 04 

16,574,502 35 
83,982 72 

17,059 21 
8,009 24 

92,741,440 75 

CR. 

$34,996,479 63 
20,:;12,001 71 

1, 069, 194 09 
64,9"..8 iO 

1,239,063 92 
4,285,753 54 

6,039 81 
3,222 22 

37,957 13 

15,666,232 76 
1,281,569 16 

203,524 15 

13,:n5,473 93 

92,741,440 75 

J, COWPERTHWAIT, Second.8ssutant Cashier,P, T. 
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Dec. 29 Bank United States .... $3,2931 757 84 
24 Office, Portsmouth..... 4051157 47 
27 Boston ......... 11501,100 39 
27 Providence .. . .. 6851169 19 
24 Hartford.... • .. . 5351836 27 
26 New York...... 4,6241240 82 
22 Baltimore....... 1,833,798 96 
22 Washington .. .. 11328, 095 26 
24 Richmond ...... 112801235 45 
22 Norfolk • .. • .. .. 506, 353 91 
18 Fayettcvillo..... 556,359 08 
11 Charleston. .. .. . 1, 9781 784 80 
18 Savannah ...... , 4391130 82 
7 Mobilo • ... .. ... 1941266 33 
3 New Orleans ... 2,2921178 33 
5 Nashville ...... , 2651042 39 
4 Louisville ...... 11023,287 03 

17 Lexington...... 680,543 35 
14 Cincinnati, .. .. . 770,372 74 
19 Pittsburg.,...... 7881326 55 

NoV, 30 Agency, Clnclnnntl.. ... 1,159,223 73 
30 Chllicot11e.... 3101856 13 

Generol, statement of the Bank of the United States and its Offices of Discount and Deposit at the dates herein mentioned. 
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$69,233 79 $343,780 00 $859,605 89 $346,571 91 $125,163 14 $4,435 62 $8,750,900 42 $1,113,162 66 $123,446 34 ............ $993,96119 $44,759 46 $1,504,475 56 $439,282 62 $1,799,963 40 
280 00 0,100 00 67,252 13 ............ ...... .... .... 8,080 30 7,286 33 .... .......... 5,103 21 ...... ...... ...... .... .... ............ 106,690 00 48,443 38 36,673 28 

2,753 oo 21,638 oo 826,437 68 ............ ...... .... .... . ....... .... 203,110 45 111,304 18 13,001 48 .... ........ no, 777 02 ...... ..... . 425,230 oo 53,838 oo 483,949 11 
............ .... ...... .... 288,552 41 .......................... ,........... 1041063 42 ll 1351 14 .............. ............ ...... .... .... 73 45 224,145 00 6,812 43 541137 23 
............ 151730 00 421024 85 ............ 251065 25 ............ 524 61 221884 16 5,770 02 $7,993 65 .... ,......... ...... ...... Ol,JJ20 00 51050 00 391672 36 
168,078 58 35,500 00 563,138 13 9,839 05 .......................... 1,164,414 79 174,177 02 33,959 70 4,305 00 87,000 00 753 78 752,810 00 273,411 44 550,670 66 
.. .... ...... 830,285 19 317,485 60 ,........... ...... .... .... .... .... .... 2031725 19 29,587 45 811,573 42 421075 65 ll0,657 34 101 59 285,450 00 43,819 23 3671260 00 
............ 11,220 73 111,739 64 ............ 141,593 oo 43,074 12 402,121 05 47,564 36 s1,123 s2 52,308 34 a-2,io8 65 8,876 84 193,120 oo n,856 43 44,288 21 
............ 96,250 00 ll3,162 85 ............ 511552 90 ............ 1881871 82 251995 09 351583 45 85,513 05 351875 78 61725 85 357,245 oo 30,44114 1321555 80 

14,922 85 59,971 01 67,874 02 ...... ...... 46,285 59 ..... ....... 186,579 97 14,123 46 174,863 74 .. .. .. .. .... 31,311 07 4,374 74 408,310 00 4,853 80 200,344 91 
............ 24,550 00 168,819 38 ........ .... 20,013 47 .... .... .... 23,090 58 627,768 67 15,915 31 21,087 05 13,385 02 164 93 251,885 00 43,317 00 30,240 17 

241423 63 416,834 34 125,565 99 ............ .............. ............ 3211796 83 1091230 26 1071519 06 ............ 671727 78 ............ 708,025 00 491028 00 5051800 IO 
............ 900 00 90,615 89 ............ 7,338 72 7,453 53 716,537 06 .............. 73,670 07 ............ 42,396 54 ............ 855,770 00 136,915 00 262,053 22 
.... .... .... ...... ........ 56,768 53 ..................................... , 43,719 49 ..... .... .. .. ..... . ........ .... .... .... 12,422 55 2 00 682,105 00 102,267 00 123,984 93 
............ 5,300 00 283,379 41 ...................................... 1,204,770 91 108,035 38 33,904 57 20,004 00 45,000 00 2,84819 2,836,765 00 53,405 00 987,137 93 
............ .............. 147,660 38 ............ .............. ............ 16,915 99 16,609 38 """'."""' ........ :... .............. ............ 553,885 00 17,995,00 135,841 66 
........... .............. 1911932 68 ........... , 971674 41 ............ 34,827 3-2 91418 34 1041785 96 ............ ll,514 86 192 25 29-21760 00 231249 95 13813"..2 04 
............ .............. 4641095 fJ7 ............ 2821319 52 ...... •••••• 41,775 17 181593 21 831819 97 ............ ...... .... .... 20 31 ll9,125 00 3,315 00 81,920 11 

550 00 .... .... ...... 146,293 38 ........................ 174,663 00 253,672 67 24,098 81 .... .. ..... ... .. .. .. ...... 20,000 00 65 69 322,395 00 54,900 00 105,089 37 
............ .............. 831883 50 ...... ...... 801313 21 21104 36 52,637 56 38,400 oo 63,479 89 ............ 141123 13 2,116 87 278,550 oo 351708 oo 90,140 59 
.................................................... 1,379,864 83 .... .... .... 113,419 78 69,726 78 35,819 05 .............................................................................. .. 
.... .... .... .... ..... ..... 0,200 19 .... ........ 37,317 24 .... .... .... 1,035 49 .... ...... .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... ........ 881 02 .... .... ...... 9,477 94 ............. . 

260452,116 84 / 280124185/1,9.28 105927 / 510221487 80 / 356,470 96 / 2,!!95,401 88 / 2391901 53 /141037100:l 90 / 215781030 35 / 118031945 ~6 / 233,286 74 / 116341260 93 / 72,016 97 /11,311,260 56 / 114471386 36 / 611701045 14 
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General, statement of the Bank of the United Stales and its Offices of Discoun,t and Deposit at the dales herein mentioned-Continued. 
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Dnnk United Stntcs .... $21,196,479 63 
Office, Portsmouth..... 300,000 00 

Doston .. .. .. .. . 1,500,000 oo 
Providence .. .. • 800,000 00 
Hnrtford.... .. .. 3001000 00 

New York...... 2,500,000 oo 
Dnltimoro .... .. . 1,700,000 00 
Wnshington .. .. 5001000 00 
Richmond • .. .. • 1, 0001000 00 
Norfolk.... .. .. 500,000 00 
Fnycttcvlllc..... 500,000 00 
Charleston , .. .. 115001000 00 
Snvnunnh....... 110001000 00 
llfobiic ........ , ............. .. 
New Orlcnns ... 1,000,000 00 
Nnshvillc ..................... . 
Louisville .................... . 
Lexington ................... .. 
Cincinnnll, ...•. 1 • •• • • • • •. • ••• • • 

Pittsburg ........ 100,000 00 
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e2,736,679 21 
260,370 00 
636,145 00 
335,320 00 
306,757 50 

1,594,452 50 
773,467 50 
935,862 50 
843,9-25 00 
870,310 00 
848,555 00 

1,749,175 00 
1,510,360 oo 

966,000 00 
5,291,055 00 

794,000 00 
407,620 00 
424,495 00 
471,675 00 
495,032 50 
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$349,745 38 
2,038 03 

4,856 78 
4,678 79 
1,764 18 

23,919 35 
6,589 14 
3,484 79 
4,249 38 
2,223 91 
1,943 37 
4,122 79 
1,023 77 

161 65 
193 46 
96 28 

420 85 
11186 81 
3,734 95 
2,191 68 
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e26,123 80 1$1,237,468 761$4,297,837 35 I $4,3•10 101 $3,222 221$133,292 60 

1,049 50 
276 00 
354 00 

6,865 25 
5,635 25 
2,162 63 
4,640 22 

962 50 
4:16 00 

10,004 00 
1,517 75 

500 00 , ............ , .......... .. 

••••••••••••••l••••••••'•••••l•••••••••••••••••••••••••I•••••••••••• 
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284 75 1••••••••••••••1••••••••••••••1•••••••••••••••••••••••••1•••••••••••• 

........ .... 1 .............. 1 .......... .... 1 ..... : ...... 1 ...... ...... 1 ........... . 
260 80 .............................................................. .. 

900 .............................................................. .. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l••••••••••••I•••••••••••• 

••••••••••••l••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••l••••••••••••I•••••••••••• 
Agency, Cincinnnti,. .. ,1 ............... 1 ............. , ............ , ............ , .............. , .............. , ...... · ...... , ........... , ........... . 

Chillcothc,. .. , .... .. ..... .. .. 8,525 00 ........................................................................... , ........... . 
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$221,64\l 60 
16,841 97 
68,663 46 
34,406 26 
6,182 78 

274,430 19 
95,899 06 
30,556 05 
1,441 34 
u, 167 82 

379 33 
4,760 13 

•••••••••••• 13,142 78 
45,290 69 
25,725 35 

1,957 51 ............ 
100 00 

23,9-28 03 

•••••••••••• 114 00 
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$1,467,806 26 .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. ............. , 
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$805,400 02 ............ 
8,234 09 ............ ............ 

56,375 64 ............ 
48,685 83 ............ ............ ............ 
81081 so ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ........... , ............ 
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$765,631 62 .............. 
737,996 17 
103,277 37 
ss,100 31 

2,os1,3g.2 so 
118,584 71 
446,841 29 

17,219 14 
28,989 45 
44,818 84 

277,635 46 .............. 
138,014 54 
390,114 92 
10,758 08 

224,617 76 
36,183 29 

309,831 46 
3,942 07 .............. .............. 
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$72-2, 895 82 
15,310 75 

276,853 50 
12,895 41 
12,826 93 

130,010 84 
43,422 09 

203,768 34 
54,743 37 
27,3~7 85 
2-2,038 70 
17,520 82 
24,841 95 
10,866 72 

135,727 60 
12,311 43 
12,011 76 
19,937 31 
67,334 37 
50,456 33 .............. 

' 17 :13 

34,996,479 63 I 22,259,78171I41B,62564 I oo,ss1 45 I 1,2a1,46B 76 I 4,297,837 35 J 4,840 19 I 3,222 221133,292 69 I 131062,s10 ss I sso,629 35 I 1,467,806 26 I 926,783 44 I 5,793,349 2s 11,874,991 22 

At Dnnk United Stntcs: Funded debt of the United Stutes.................. . .. $17,624 1859 05 
Debt due by the United S1n1es............................ 5,267 32 
l\lortgnges, &e ...................... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 83,982 72 

17,714,109 09 

At Office, Dnllimorc: Debt of S, Smith & Duchnnnn, G, Wlllinms, nnd J, W. l\le-
Cuiloch .................. ,, ............... , ............ .. 

Debt of G, Williams ............................... , ...... .. 
Debt of J, W, McCulloch ............................ , .... .. 

At Office, Portsmouth: Agent of Pension Fund ......................... , ....... .. 

$:138,538 48 
269,874 85 
274,221 96 

882,635 29 

e2,014 20 
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$1,150,411 90 
31710 59 

22·1,805 72 
28,717 P5 
23,887 65 

808,603 48 
580,198 09 
229,007 63 
141,755 33 
245,762 83 

15,ooo 01 
571,958 43 
73,857 84 
48,965 58 

973,007 97 
126,165 26 
213,874 18 
199,478 05 
351,890 80 
130,981 98 .............. 
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938 FINANCE. [No. 8~9. 

DR. RECAPITULATION. CR. 

Funded debt of the United States •.......•••.....•.•..... $17,624,859 05 
Bills discounted on personal security ..... ~,452,116 84 

Capital stock ....•..••••...•..••.....••.......••••••••• 
Notes issued ........................... ............... . 

S34,996,4i9 63 
22,259, 781 71 

418,625 64 
60,581 45 

1,237,468 76 
4,297,837 35 

4,840 19 
a,222 22 

133,29-2 69 

funded debt.......... 280,241 85 
bank stock . . • • • . • • . • 1,928, 059 27 

--.. ----
28,660,417 96 

Domestic bills of exchange • • . • . . • . • • . . . . 5,022, 487 80 

Foreign bills of exchange ....••.•....•........•...•.....• 
Real estate . • . . . . • . . . . . • • • • . • • . . . • • • • • . . • ••••...••...... 
Due from Bank United States and offices. 14,037,00-2 90 

Due from State banks ••••• ••••··........ 2,578,030 35 

Due from S. Smith and Buchanan, G. \Vil-
liams, and J. W. lllcCulloch ..•....•....•.•.......•.... 

Due from United States ..•.••.....•.•............••...... 
Losses chargeable to contingent fund •....•••....•....•.. 
Deficiencies ........................................... . 
Dnnking-houses, bonus, and premium, &c . ............... . 
Expenses .............................................. . 
Cash, viz: Notes of Bank United States 

and offices................ 11,an,260 56 
Notes of State banks......... 1,447,386 36 
Specie....................... 6,110,045 14 

l\lortgnges, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Agent for Pensions, office, Portsmouth .....••••..•••.•••• 

BA!llt OF THE UNITED STATES, December 29, 1827. 

33,682, 905 76 
356,470 96 

2,295,401 88 

16,615,033 25 

882,635 29 
5,267 32 

1,803,945 06 
233,286 74 

1,634,260 93 
72,016 97 

18, 9-28, 69-2 06 
83,982 72 
2,014 20 

94,220, 772 19 

Discount, exchange, and interest ....................... . 
Dividends unclaimed ................................. .. 
Profit and loss . • • • • .. • • .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . • .. ............ . 
Contingent fund ..................................... .. 
Contingent interest .............................. , .....• 
Contingent exchange ................................. . 
Foreign exchange...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Due to Bank United States and offices .. Sl3,962,e76 88 
Due to State Banks.................... 880,629 35 

Due to Hottioguer & Co., Paris......... . . . • • . . . ...•••. 
Due to Baring Brothers & Co., London ................. . 
Redemption of public debt ••........•........••••.•..•.. 
Deposits of the Treasurer United States 5,793,349 28 
Deduct overdrafts and special deposits... 239,901 53 

5,553,447 75 
Deposits of public officers .......... •••· 1,874,991 22 
Deposits of individuals................. 6,142,107 65 

14,843,506 23 

1,467,806 26 

926,783 44 

----- • 13,570,546 62 

94,220,772 19 

W, McILVAINE, Cashia. 
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20m CoNGREss.J No. 880. [1ST SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF DUTIES ON SALT. 

CO}DfCJ:NICATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 6, 1828. 

To the lwnoi-ahle the Senate of the United Stat,es in Congress assembled: 
.A.t a meeting of the manufacturers of salt, in the town of Barnstable, State of Massachusetts, on the 

25th day of February, A. D. 1828, to take into consideration the subject of the repeal of the import duty 
on salt-

Resoh:ed, That the following memorial be presented to Congress, praying for a continuance of the 
present duty on imported salt, and that the same be signed by the chairman and secretary of this 
meeting: 

Your memorialists, manufacturers of salt in the town of Barnstable, beg leave to represent: That 
they have learned with surprise and deep concern that the subject of the repeal of the duty on imported 
salt is before your honorable House; that having confidence in the permanency of that policy which first 
dictated the measure, and- in the laws of their country, they have, at great expense, erected buildings 
for the manufacture of salt; that these buildings would be of trifling value should the duty be repealed; 
that there is at this time one million and three hundred thousand superficial feet of works wholly employed in 
this manufacture; that no part of these salt works would have been erected had they doubted the perma
nency of the duty; that it would have been extremely difficult in t.he late war, while your memorialists 
were surrounded by the enemy's ships, to have obtained this article had it not been for these manufac
tories, and many other sections of the country derived their- chief supply of salt from this county during 
that period; that whilst almost every branch of domestic manufacturers have been busy in soliciting the 
fostering aid of Government, your memorialists, being among the oldest manufacturers, have been content 
with that which first prompted them to engage in these manufactories, although their profits have been 
moderate; that from a competition among manufacturers, and between manufacturers and importers, the 
price of salt has been much reduced, and that its present value is only about forty-three cents per bushel; 
that your memorialists are not engaged in the 'inanufacture of any other articles of their own consump
tion to any extent, and that they already pay more than their full proportion of tax on all others subject 
to foreign duties. 

From such circumstances, we venture to hope that Congress, in its wisdom, will not suffer the law 
imposing a duty on imported salt to be repealed. 

D.A. VID COO CHEE, Chairman. 
Z. D. BASSETT, Secretary. 

20TH. CONGRESS.] No. 881. [lsT SESSION. 

V .A.LUE .A.ND .A.MOUNT OF COTTON GOODS IMPORTED FROM 181 'l TO 182'l. 

COmruNICATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 10, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March,. 'l, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to a. resolution of the Senate of the 5th instant, directing the Secretary of the 

Treasury to lay before the Senate " statements showing the value and amount of duties on cotton fabrics, 
under a cost of twenty-five cents the square yard, imported into the United States for the years 181 'l, 1818, 
1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, and half of 1824, and the same on similar goods, at a cost under thirty 
cents the square yard, for half of the year 1824, and years 1825, 1826, and 1827, and also the value of 
cotton fabrics manufactured in the United States· exported to foreign countries during those years," I 
have the honor to transmit a letter from the Register of the Treasury, accompanied by two statements, 
which contain the information required by the resolution, so far as the same is afforded by the returns 
made to the Treasury. 

I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
RICH.A.RD RUSH. 

Hon. the PRESIDENT of the Senate. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, March 'l, 1828. 
• Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith statements numbered 1 and 2, prepared in obedience to a 

resolution of the Senate of the United States of the 5th instant. 
The resolution calls for the value and duties on cotton fabrics under a cost of 25 cents the square 

yard, in1ported from 1817 to 1824, and, at a cost under 30 cents, from 1824 to 1827. The Treasury is not 
in possession of the information called for, and can only comply with the resolution in the manner exhibited 
in the statements alluded to. 

Domestic cottons cannot be distinguished from other manufactured articles exported previous to the 
year 1826. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant, 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register . . 
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No. I. 

A statement exMbiting the value and amount of duties which ac<:rued on cotton fabrics during the years ending 
on the 30th Septp:mber, 1821 to 1827, inclusive. 

COTTON FABRICS. 

Year. 

1821 .............................................. . 
1822 ............................................... ' 

• 1823 .............................................. . 
1824 .............................................. .. 
1825 .............................................. •. 
1826 ............................................... . 
1827 ............................................. . 

No. 2. 

Dutiable value. 

~7,541,830 
10,703,721 
7,789,9"..8 
8,263,115 

12,663,819 
7,916,799 
9,405,077 

Duties. 

$1,885 1458 
2,675,930 
1,947,482 
2,065,779 
3,165,955 
1,979,200 
3,251,269 

A statement exhibiting the value of cotton fabrics '-!.f domestic m~nuj'acture exported during the years ending 
, on the 30th of September, 1826 and 1827. 

DmIESTIC COTTONS. 

, l'IECE GOODS. 

Year. Nan keens. Tw~t, yam, and 
thread. 

All other. Total. 

Printed or White. 
colored. 

1826 ......... • ..... • • .' ............. $68,884 $821,629 SB,903 

I 
$11,135 S,'227,574 $1,138,125 

18·27 ............................... 45,124 951,001 14,750 11,175 137,368 1,159,418 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register•• Offi<;e, ~4:clr. 7, 1_828. 
JOSEPll NOURSE, Rcgi,ter. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 882. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO TH~ HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE~ MARCH 10, 1828. 

EmcoTT's MILLS,· Anne A1-undel County, February, 1828. 
At a large and respectable meeting of the agriculturists, mechanics, and those friendly to their 

interests, held pursuant to public notice, Allen Thomas was appointed chairman, and George Cooke and 
Bancroft Winchester appointed secretaries. The object of the meeting being explained by the chairman 
and other gentlemen present, it was . • 

Resolved, That George Cooke, James Rawlings, B. Winchester; Charles S. Mathews, and Wesley Lin
thicum be a committee to draw up resolutions expressing the views of this meeting, and also a·memorial 
to Congress to the same effect. 

The committee reported the following resolutions, which were unanimously adopted: 
Resolved, That the interests of agriculture are pre-eminently entitled to the fostering care of Govern

ment; that those who by their labors feed and enrich the nation, and in times of war are the strongest 
bulwark of our defence, should be protected and encouraged in those labors by our national guardians. 

Resolved, That, as the proposed increase upon our imports must necessarily injure our commerce 
with foreign nations, and thereby ten\! to accumulate the present embarrassments of the farmer, we view 
the proposed increase of our tariff as one of the greatest misfortunes that can befal us. 

Resolved, That the prosperity and increase of the manufacturing establishments are the best evidences 
of their being already sufficiently protected. 

Resolved, That we disapprove of the late meeting held at Ellicott's·Mms, by a number of manufacturers 
and those friendly to their vi~ws, in recommending to Congress further increase on cotton and woolen 
goods, iron, &c., and on imports generally. 

The committee then reported a memorial to Congress on the subject of an increase of our tariff, when 
it was 

Resolved, That this meeting unanimously approve of the memorial to Congress expressing our views 
on the subject of an increase of our tariff, and that it be signed by those present. 
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Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be signed by the chairman and secretaries, and, together 
with the memorial, be forwarded to our Representatives in Congress to be presented to that honorable 
body. 

GEORGE COOKE, } Se • 
BANCROFT WINCHESTER, cretaries. 

ALLEN THOMAS, Chairman. 

To the lwnorahle the Congress qf the United St,ates qf .America: 
Your memorialists, farmers, mechanics, and those friendly to their interests, residents of .Anne .Arundel 

and Baltimore counties, in the State of Maryland, aware of the exertions that are making by the manu
facturers and their friends to represent to your honorable body that it will be to the advantage of this 
country to have an increase of ·our present tariff, consider it their right and duty to protest against such 
doch-ines and the assumption of exclusive legislative protection claimed by the manufacturers. Believing, 
as we do, that commerce and agriculture are equally dependent on each other, and if the present rates of 
our tariff should be increased our commerce with foreign nations must be materially injured, if not 
destroyed, an event so much to be apprehended must tend to increase the burdens and embarrassments 
of the farmer. 

Your memorialists, therefore, hope your honorable body will refuse further protection to manufacturers· 
of cotton and woolen goods, iron, and our imports generally. We would also pray your honorable body 
to examine the statements of the manufacturers before you grant the protection which they claim as their 
right. The manufacturers say that they cannot go on with the present duties. They have told us so for 
years, yet they still exist, and seem to :find it a profitable business. They even increase; and we do not 
hear of one cent of capital being withdrawn from lmsiness for the last year. On the contrary, they go on 
increasing their factories, and even boast of the profits they are making. 

Your memorialists would beg leave to state that they are mostly residents in the neighborhood of 
large factories, and are witnesses of their increasing prosperity under the existing tariff. Why, then, 
grant them further protection when every increase of duty on our imports is, in fact, so much levied upon 
the agriculturists, mechanics, and laboring class of our fellow-citizens, who are principally the consumers 
of that species of cotton and woolen goods upon which the manufacturers wish an increase of duty? 
The prospect held out by the friends of the high tariff system that we shall find a home market for our 
wool and surplus produce is, in our opinion, delusive; for, by their own statements, there are already 
18,000,000 of sheep in the United States, which in two or three years would so increase that if we were 
not to import one yard of woolen goods would be more than sufficient to supply the whole demand of the 
United States. What, then, is to become of our surplus? What foreign nations will receive it when we 
exclude their products? We can hardly suppose the manufacturers will assert they will consume the 
surplus of our breadstuffs. What is to become of our tobacco, one of the great exports of our State, 
should the countries that now receive it lay such a duty on it as will be equivalent to the one that it is 
proposed to lay on the coarse fabrics of Germany, from whence we derive so many articles in exchange 
for our tobacco ? 

In the event of the high tariff system being adopted, we believe a great falling off in the national 
revenue must be the result, and which will compel the Government to resort to a direct tax, or some 
equally oppressive measure, upon the agricultural interests of our country. We therefore pray that your 
honorable pody will not pass the law proposing to increase the rates of duties on cotton and woolen 
goods, iron, &c., which, by so doing, would tend to increase the difficulties of the agriculturists and labor
ing class of citizens, who are the principal consumers of the coarse fabrics upon which it is proposed to 
lay such duties as will tend to a prohibition. 

ELucOTr's MILLS, .Anne .Arundel County, Maryland, February, 1828. 

20TH Co:-rnm:ss.] No. 883. [1ST SESSION. 

EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED BILL ON WOOL AND WOOLENS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MA.RCH 10, 1828. 

WAsmNGTON, Ma1·ch 'T, 1828. 
Sm: In reply to ypur inquiry as to the effects of the bill reported to the House of Representatives 

by the Committee on Mauufactures, in reference to wool and woolens, we hand you herewith a statement 
showing its operations as contrasted with the provisions of existing laws. 

We think it proper to remark that we have calculated the duties on woolen fabrics only at the 
minimum points of the proposed bill, deeming the assumption that goods would be imported varying 
from these points so as to subject them to double duties to be founded in error; because all milled cloths 
suited to the actual wants and necessities of the people might as well be imported by paying the lowest 
rate of duty. 

It is also proper to remark that the minimum of :fifty cents affords ample protection to the manufac
turers of flannels. 

Respectfully yours, 

Hon. JoHN C. WRIGHT. 

.ABR. SCHENCK, ef Matteawan, New York. 
JON.AS_ B. BROWN, Massachusetts. 
WILLI.AM R. DICKINSON, Ohio. 
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FIBST MINIMUM OF FIFTY CENTS PER SQUARE YARD. 

Oloth. 
Present duty on a square yard by existing law .......................................... . 
Proposed duty by the reported bill ..................................................... . 

Loss to manufacturer on a square yard ........................•......................... 

Wool. 

It will require two pounds Smyrna wool in the dirt, worth ten cents per pound, for a square yard 
of cloth, viz : 

Proposed bill.-Two pounds wool, at 10 cents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . $0 20 
Specific duty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Ad valorem 50 per cent... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 

Present law.-Two pounds wool, at 10 cents ............................. . 
Duty, 15 per cent ........................................ . 

Cost of wool by the present law ........................................ . 

$0 20 
3 

44 

23 = 23 

Loss to the manufacturer on the wool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 

Loss by the proposed bill to the manufacturer on a square yard of cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23! 

( Equal to 46 per cent.) 

SECOND MINLUUU OF ONE DOLLAR PER SQUARE YARD. 

Cloth. 
Present duty on a square yard by existing law ........... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0 36i 
Proposed duty by the reported bill...................................................... 40 

Gain to manufacturer on the square yard of cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3! 

Wool. 

It will require one and a half pound of wool, washed on the sheep's back, worth 30 cents per 
pound, for a square yard of cloth, viz : 

Proposed bill.-One and a half pound wool, at 50 cents.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0 45 
• Specific duty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10½ 

Fifty per cent. ad valorem duty ..... ·:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 

Cost of wool by the proposed bill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'l9½ 
Present law.-One and a half pound wool, at 30 cents...................... $0 45 

Thirty per cent. duty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 

Cost of wool by the present law ..... • ................................... . 59 = 59 

Loss to the manufacturer on the wool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20½ 

Loss by the proposed bill to the manufacturer on a square yard of cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 'l 

( Equal to 1 'l per cent.) 

THIRD MINIMUM OF TWO DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS PER SQUARE YARD. 

Oloth. 
Present duty on a square yard by existing law .......................................... . 
Proposed duty by the reported bill ..................................................... . 

Gain to manufacturer on a square yard of cloth .......................................... . 

Wool. 

It will require one and a half pound of wool, washed on the sheep's back, worth 60 cents per 
pound, for a square yard of cloth, viz: 

Proposed bill.--One and a half pound wool, at 60 cents ....................... : ... . 
Specific duty .................................................. . 
Fifty per cent. ad valorem duty .................................. . 

$0 90 
10½-
49½ 

Cost of wool by the proposed bill............................................... 1 50 
Present law.-One and a half pound wool, at 60 cents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0 90 

Thirty per cent. duty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 

9ost of wool by the present law ................................... : . . . . . 1 23 = 1 23 

$0 9li 
1 00 

Loss to manufacturer on the wool. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2'l 

Loss by the proposed bill to the manufacturer on a square yard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18i 

( Equal to 'l ¾ per cent.j 
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FOURTH !!INDIUM OF FOUR DOLLARS PER SQUARE YARD. 

Oloth. 

Present duty on a square yard by existing law .......................................... . 
Proposed duty by reported bill ........................................................ . 

Gain to manufacturer on a square yard ................................................. . 

Wool. 

It will require one and a half pound wool, washed on the sheep's back, worth one dollar per 
pound, for a square yard of cloth, viz : 

Proposed bill.-One and a half pound of wool, at 100 cents ....................... . 
Specific duty .................................................. . 
Fifty per cent. ad valorem duty .•................................ 

$1 50 
IO½ 
82 

Cost of the wool by the proposed bill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 42½ 
Present law.-One and a half pound wool, at 100 cents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 50 

Thirty per cent. duty . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 

Cost of wool by the present law ....................................... . I 99 =1 99 

943 

Loss to the manufacturer on the wool. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43½ 

Loss by the proposed bill to the manufacturer on a square yard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 

( Equal, to 3½ per cent.) 

20m CoNGREss.J No. 884. [1ST SESSION'. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 10, 1828. 

The memorial of a number of the citizens of Adams county, in the State of Pennsylvania, respectfully 
represents: That your memorialists, in common with their fellow-citizens of the grain-growing States, have 
labored for several years past under great depression from. the reduced price of every article which we can 
produce, and a consequent depreciation of every kind of real property, ruinous to many individuals, and 
injurious to all classes of the community: which state of things we believe must exist as long as our 
workshops are in Europe. This distressing state of affairs we attribute solely to the want of that protection 
from Government which we think we are entitled to. Much has been said about monopoly by our own 
citizens taking advantage of high duties should the tariff be raised; but we have no fears of that kind, as 
our own experience has fully demonstrated the reverse. Witness our cotton goods, for which, :.were it not 
for the protection afforded the cotton manufacturers, we would yet be paying 25 cents per yard, as we 
formerly did, for cotton cloth inferior to what we can now get for 12½ cents. 

The policy of manufacturing for ourselves is so plain and so well established by experience that the 
most sceptical can scarcely disbelieve it; but, lest any should yet uphold the old doctrine that it is more 
to our advantage to raise grain and sell it abroad, and import our clothing and other necessaries, than 
to manufacture those articles at home, we will state a case in point, and that upon the supposition that 
the British would take our produce in payment for their goods, (which, it is well known, they have not 
done for several years past, and probably never will, unless starvation compels them to it:) Suppose a 
farmer at Pittsburg (or any other place as far from a seaport) sends wool 300 miles by land to Phila
delphia, and 3,000 miles by water to England, to be made into cloth for himself and family; and sends 
flour, beef, pork, &c., the same distance by land and sea to feed the manufacturer and pay him for his 
labor; and then transports the manufactured article the same distances back by land and sea, subject to all 
risks, insurance, and foreign duties-would we suppose it a profitable trade? Would it not reduce the 
price of the exported article 200, 300, or 400 per cent., or enhance the price of the imported article to a 
great degree, or both? Place the manufacturer by the side of the agriculturist, and you insure the 
farmer a steady market and a fair price for his produce. 

The policy of protecting domestic manufactures by high duties is, in our opinion, so self-evident that 
we confidently believe had Congress, in 1890, or as soon as the Constitution gave it the power, laid on 
reasonable progressive duties, which would have secured to the manufacturer ample protection as soon 
as he was able to supply the wants of the country, we should, long ere this, not only have manufactured 
sufficient for ourselves of almost every article which we need, but now manufacture many articles upon 
such terms as to compete with the British in any market; of the truth of which our cotton fabrics afford 
abundant proof. -

Your memorialists, therefore, pray the National Legislature to lay such additional duties on woolen 
goods, wool, iron, hemp, foreign spirits, printed cottons, goods made of flax or hemp, and any other articles 
which we can produce, as will effectually protect our agriculturists and manufacturers against foreign 
competition and stratagem of every kind. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] [Isr SESSION. 

ON THE ST.A.TE OF THE FINANCES. 

cmrnuNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 12, 1828. 

Mr. McDUFFIE, from the Committee of Ways and Means, submitted the following report on the state of the 
public finances: 

REVENUE ANV EXPENDITURES OF 1827. 

The actual receipts into the Treasury during the year 182'1, as ascertained more precisely from the 
returns in the Treasury Department since the date of the annual report of the Secretary, amounted to 
$21,686,'142 39. This sum was derived from· the sources and in the proportions following: From the 
customs, $19,659,615 53; from the public lands, $1;43'1,549 9.2; from the stock owned by the Government 
in the Bank of the United States, $420,000; from arrears of internal duties and direct taxes, $79, '121 62; 
from repayments of ·advances made in the War Department prior to the 1st July, 1815, $32,344 98; and 
from other miscellaneous sources, $5'1,510 • 34. • The baJance in the Treasury on the 31st December, 1826, 
excluding the sum of $1,000,000 which consists of debts due to the Government by insolvent banks, and 
cannot therefore, with any propriety, be denominated money in the Treasury, was $5,358,686 18. This 
sum added to the receipts of 1827 will·exhibit an aggregate revenue of $2'1,045,428 5'1,.applicable to the 
service of that year. 

The actual expenditures of the year 182'1, as exhibited in a detailed statement from the Register of 
the Treasury, containing a comparative view of the expenditures of that and several preceding years, and 
herewith submitted, amounted to $22,331,218 53. It is here proper to remark, by way of explanation, 
that the committee have excluded from their statement of the revenue applicable to the service of the 
year 1827 the sum of $1,204,960, paid by the British Government to indemnify the claimants under the 
first article of the treaty of Ghent. This sum constitutes no part of the national revenue. Upon the 
same principle the committee have excluded from their statement of the national expenditures the sum of 
$402,951 '13, paid out of that fund to the claimants under the award of the Commissioners appointed by 
this Government. 

By deducting, then, the sum of $22,331,218 53, the amount of the actual expenditures, from the sum 
of $2'1,045,428 5'1, the amount of the available revenue of the year 1827, it will be seen that there was a 
balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1828, of $4,714,210 04. This balance, however, is subject 
to a charge of $3,980,000, being the amount of the unexpended balances of appropriations made previous 
to the 1st of January, 1828, which will yet be required to accomplish the objects for which the appropria
tions were originally made. But it is due to a just exposition of the financial resources of the Government, 
as applicable to objects for which new appropriations may be made, that the committee should state that 
our uniform experience warrants the anticipation that there will be at the close of the present year as large, 
or very nearly as large, a balance of unexpended appropriations as there was at its commencement. 

PUBLIC DEBT. 

The funded debt of the United States amounted on the 31st of December, 182'1, to $67,435,489 54. 
This sum includes the seven millions of five per cent. stock subscribed by the Government to the Bank of 
the United States, and for which the Government holds a full equivalent in stock of that bank. Throwing 
these seven millions out of the estimate, there remained on the 31st of December last, to be extinguished 
by appropriations of the public revenue, the sum of $60,435,489 54 of the public debt, consisting of the 
following descriptions and in the following proportions, viz: three per cent. stock, being the remainder of 
the debt of the Revc:,lution, and redeemable at the pleasure of the Gq_vernment, $13,296,24'1 70; six per 
stock, redeemable at various periods prior to the 1st of January, 1828, and of course now redeemable at 
the pleasure of the Government, $25,353,1'1'1 53; five per cent. stock, redeemable in the years 1831, '32, 
and '35, principally in the latter year, $5,'192,000 20; and four and a half per cent. stock, redeemable in 
the years 1829, '30, '32, '33, and '34, principally in the year 1832, $15,994,064 11. To exhibit another 
view of the public debt, it may be useful to state that, exclusive of the stock subscribed to the Bank of 
the United States and the three per cent. stock, there is now redeemable all the six per cent. stock, 
amounting to $25,353,17'1 53; that there will be redeemable in 1829, including the foregoing, stock to the 
amount of-$26,122,845 61; that there will be redeemable in 1830, including the foregoing, stock to the 
amount of $26,892,513 69; that there will be redeemable in 1831, including the foregoing, stock to the 
amount of $26,911,415 28; that there will be redeemable in 1832, including the foregoing, stock to the 
amount of $3'1,930,316; that there will be redeemable in 1833, including the foregoing, stock to the 
amount of $40,176,581 56; that there will be redeemable in 1834, including the foregoing, stock to the 
amount of $42,403,945 53; and that in 1835 there will be redeemable, including the foregoing, stock to 
the amount of $4'1,139,241 84. 

It is apparent, from the analysis last presented, that the public debt is in a condition to put the whole 
amount of the Sinking Fund in constant and active requisition, without applying any portion of it to the 
extinguishment either of the three per cent. stock or of the stock held by the Bank of the United States. 
Of the sum of ten millions annually applicable by a permanent law to the payment of the national debt, 
it required the last year something more than $3,500,000 to pay the current interest. In the process, 
however, of extinguishing the debt, there will be an annual and progressive diminution· of the proportion 
of that fund applicable to the payment of interest, and a corresponding increase of the .proportion appli
cable to the extinguishment of the debt. Taking the average of the next five years, it may be assumed 
that $'1,250,000 of the Sinking Fund will be annually applicable to the payment of the principal. It 
follows that at the close of the year 1832, a year in which a large amount of the debt becomes redeem
able, there will remain to be extinguished of the debt then redeemable at the pleasure of the Government, 
if the Sinking Fund be faithfully applied, less than two millions of dollars, exclusive of the three per 
~ent. stock and the stock held by the Bank of the United States. 

Jt also follows that, in the year 1835, when the whole _debt becomes redeemable, the Sinking Fund 
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will be adequate to its entire extinguishment jf the stock held by the Bank of the United States, and 
which cannot be justly considered a part of the national debt, be excluded from the estimate. This anti
cipation, however, is founded upon the supposition that the revenue will not be diminished. Whilst the 
committee look forward with much gratification to the period when the whole national debt shall be 
extinguished as to an era of which history furnishes scarcely an example, the reflection is forcibly 
suggested, that the revenue by which this extraordinary result will have been produced is almost entirely 
the contribution of our foreign commerce-a commerce which, though exposed to great vicissitudes and 
rendered by our own legislation tributary to other branches of industry, has, notwithstanding, carried 
forward the nation in a career of prosperity, since the late war, for which n:o parallel is to be found except 
in our own previous history, at a period when the wars of Europe threw into our hands the carrying trade 
of almost the whole commercial world, and gave us a market of unprecedented extent for the productions 
of our soil. 

ESTIMATE OF THE REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR 1828 AND FOR FUTURE YEARS. 

In forming an estimate of the probable amount of the revenue for future years, the portion of that 
revenue which will be derived from sources other than foreign commerce is, comparatively, so inconsider
able and so little liable to fluctuation that the committee propose to confine their inquiries exclusively to 
the probable income from the customs, and to the effect produced, and likely to be produced, by the 
existing and contemplated regulations of the duties on imported merchandise. And, in the first place, the 
committee cannot concur with the Secretary of the Treasury in the opinion expressed in his annual report, 
that "to suppose the tariff of 1824 is at such a pitch as to affect injuriously the interests of foreign com
merce would be contrary to analogies afforded by the history of other commercial nations, and, thus far, 
to the experience of our own." On the contrary, the committee see nothing in those analogies, or in that 
experience, to render it at all doubtful that foreign commerce is injuriously affected by every imposition 
upon it, even for the purposes of revenue merely; and that prohibitory duties, in the very nature of things, 
must diminish foreign commerce to a greater extent than they build up and sustain the substituted pro
ductions of domestic industry. 

The statistical combinations and comparisons from which the Secretary deduces the inference that 
the interests of foreign commerce have not been injuriously affected by the tariff of 1824 are not less 
liable to objection than his general reasoning on the subject. To state that the aggregate jmports of the 
three years succeeding that tariff exceeded the aggregate imports of the three years preceding it, with
out stating also the notorious and extraordinary cause of that excess, is, in the opinion of the committee, 
a mode of laying premises by no means propitious to a legitimate conclusion. The unexampled specula
tions in cotton, the great staple of our exports, and the extraordinary rise in its price, resulting from those 
speculations, caused the imports of foreign merchandise in 1825 to exceed by nearly sixteen millions of 
dollars their amount in 1824, and by nearly nineteen millions their amount in 1823. To assume that this 
sudden and extraordinary increase of the quantity of foreign mei:chandise imported in 1825 resulted from 
the increased duties laid upon that merchandise by the act of the preceding year, would be nothing more 
than a fair illustration of the Secretary's mode of reasoning. 

The committee might appeal, with much better reason, to the fact that the imports of the year 1821 
are fifteen millions of dollars less than they were in 1825, as an exemplification of the effect of the tariff 
of 1824. The just view of this subject, however, seems to be, that we have not yet reached a point from 
which the effect of that measure upon foreign commerce can be distinctly seen. In the few years imme
diately succeeding an increased tariff of duties, it jg to be calculated that the prohibitory effect of the 
increase will not be very considerable, unless the duties are very high, as in the case of the tariff now 
proposed. The breaking up of established commerce and driving it from its accustomed channels is not 
the work of a moment. The foreign manufacturer cannot suddenly accommodate himself to the emergency 
in which he is placed. He must have a vent for his manufactures; and until he can either find a new 
market, or withdraw a portion of his capital from the business of manufactures, he finds it to be his interest 
to have a very bad market rather than none. Hence it is that the British manufacturer continues to 
export bis fabrics in quantities gradually decreasing, and we shall continue to consume them; at enhanced 
prices, until the domestic manufacturer obtains possession of the home market. 

Another reason for rejecting the comparative view exhibited by the Secretary of the Treasury will 
be found in the progressive nature of unshackled commerce, particularly in a country growing rapidly in 
population and still more rapidly in wealth. A. commerce which, in 1822, the first year in the series 
selected by the Secretary, amounted to eighty-three millions of dollars, ought, in the natural progress of 
population and wealth, to amount in 1821, the last year of that series, to the still larger sum of at least 
ninety-five millions of dollars. And it is this larger sum with which the actual importations of 1821, 
amounting only to eighty-one millions of dollars, should be compared, in order to ascertain something 
like the effect of the existing tariff upon the foreign commerce of the country. 

It is also worthy of remark that the importations of every year since 1825 have been considerably 
increased by the anticipation of an increased tariff of duties on foreign manufactures of wool. There can 
be no doubt that such an anticipation, strengthened into confidence by the convention at Harrisburg, has 
very considerably increased the importations of the last year. 

Differing, as the committee do, with the Secretary of the Treasury as to the effect of the tariff of 
1824 on the commerce of the country, they arc constrained to differ with him still more decidedly as to 
the effect of a further increase of the duties on foreign merchandise. And here it may be proper to 
remark, that the only authority under which the Secretary of the Treasury acts, in presenting his annual 
report on the state of the finances to Congress, is a law which expressly enjoins it as his duty to prepare 
a report "containing estimates of the public revenue and public expenditure, and plans for improving and 
increasing the revenues, from time to time." Whether the recommendation of high and prohibitory duties, 
professedly and exclusively designed to encourage domestic manufactures, by excluding those that are 
foreign, and inevitably tending to impair and diminish, instead of increasing and improving, the revenue, 
be a substantial observance or a direct violation of the authority under which the Secretary acts; and 
whether it is not calculated to impair the constitutional responsibility of the Executive for the President 
to devolve upon bis subordinate officers the high duty of "recommending to the consideration of Congress 
such measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient," it is the province rather of the House than of 
the committee to determine. The committee, without stopping to question the authority of the Secretary, 
felt it to be proper that they should ascertain the precise rates of duty which he deemed it expedient to 
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impose on "woolen goods and foreign wool, on fine cotton goods, on bar iron, and on hemp," and, with 
this view, directed their chairman to address him a letter of inquiry. The chairman complied with this 
direction, and received from the Secretary the following pr~ject for a tariff of duties to be laid on the 
articles in question: 

".A.II foreign manufactures of wool, or of which wool is a component part, ( except blankets and 
worsted stuff goods,) the cost of which abroad does not exceed fifty cents the square yard, to be deemed 
to have cost fifty cents, and pay a duty of forty per cent. ad valorem until the 30th September, 1829; 
forty-five per cent. until the 30th September, 1830; and fifty per cent. after the latter date. .A.Il manu
factures of the same kind that cost more than fifty cents the square yard, but not more than two dollars 
and fifty cents, to be deemed to have cost the latter sum, and pay an ad valorem duty as above. .A.Il 
that cost more than two dollars and fifty cents, but not more than four dollars, to be deemed to have cost 

- four dollars, and pay duty as above. .A.ll that cost more than four dollars, but not more than six, to be 
deemed to have cost six, and pay duty as above; and all that cost more than six dollars to pay ad valorem 
duty at the same rate. The duty on foreign wool, costing more than eight cents a pound in a foreign 
country, to be twenty cents per pound, and be increased two and a half cents annually until it amounts 
to fifty cents. 

"2. Fine cotton goods. I would propose, as expedient, under this head, that an additional duty of 
five cents the square yard be imposed on all printed or colored cotton goods. 

"3. Bar iron. The duty on hammered bar iron to be increased to one dollar and twelve cents the 
hundred weight. 

"4. Hemp. The duty on hemp to be focreased at the rate of five per cent. per annum until it amounts 
to forty-eight dollars a ton, instead of thirty-five dollars, the present rate of duty." 

To remove the disguise which the artificial and arbitrary scheme of valuation recommended has 
thrown over the proposed tariff of duties on woolen manufactures, the committee beg leave to present a 
practical analysis, the result of careful calculation and inquiry, exhibiting the rate of duty ad 1:alorem 
proposed to be laid on the various descriptions of imported woolen goods, having reference both to their 
actual cost at the place of exportation and to the classes of our citizens by whom they are consumed. 

Under the first minimum, of fifty cents, will be embraced the following articles, principally used by 
farmers, mechanics, and laborers of every description, and chargeable with the following duties, viz: 

Plains, costing from 24 to 44 cents the square yard, will pay from 63 to 116 per cent. ad valorem; 
making an average of 89½ per cent. 

The quality principally consumed costs 29 cents, and will pay 95 per cent. 
Paddings, costing from 12 to 29 cents, will pay from 95 to 233 per cent.; making an average of 164 

per cent. 
The quality principally consumed costs 18 cents, and will pay 152 per cent. 
Flannels. The lower qualities, costing from 14 to 44 cents, will pay from 63 to 198 per cent.; 

making an average of 131 per cent. , 
The quality principally consumed costs 22 cents, and will pay 126 per cent. 
Bocking and baizes, costing from 9½ to 23 cents, will pay from 120 to 294 per cent.; making an 

average of 20'1 per cent. . 
Th~ quality principally used costs 14 cents, and will pay 198 per cent. 
Baizes, costing from 16 to 33 cents, will pay from 83 to 1'14 per cent.; making an average of 123½ 

per cent. . 
The quality principally consumed costs 24 cents, and will pay 116 per cent. 
Serges, costing from l '1 to 2'1 cents, will pay from 102 to 163 per cent.; making an average of 132½ 

per cent. 
The quality principally consumed costs 22 cents, and will pay 129 per cent. 
Caroline plaids, costing from 14 to 22 cents, will pay from 126 to 198 per cent.; making an average 

of 162½ per cent. 
The quality principally consumed costs 1 '1 cents, and will pay 164 per cent. 
Drab kerseys, costing from 29 to 50 cents, will pay from 56 to 95 per cent.; making an average of 

'15½ per cent. 
Swansdown, costing from 18 to 50 cents, will pay from 56 to 154 per cent.; making an average of 

105 per cent. 
The quality principally consumed costs 32 cents, and will pay 8'1 per cent. 
Kerseynettes, costing from 18 to 36 cents, will pay from '16 to 154 per cent.; making an average of 115 

per cent. • 
The quality principally consumed costs 29 cents, and will pay 95 per cent. 
Coatings, costing from 16 to 50 cents, will p_ay from 56 to 1 '12 per cent.; making an average of 109 

per cent. 
Flushings and lionslcins, costing from 29 to 50 cents, will pay from 56 to 95 per cent.; making an 

average of '15½ per cent. 
Pel'isse cloths, costing from 3'1 to 50 cents, will pay from 56 to '14 per cent.; making an average of 

'10 per cent. 
Broadcloths, costing from 32 to 50 cents, will pay from 56 to 86 per cent.; making an average of '11 

per cent. 
Under the second minimum will be embraced, in the opinion of experienced importing merchants, 

woolen goods to the amount of four and a half millions of dollars, of qualities consumed by all classes 
of the community, known by the denominations and chargeable with the duties following, viz: 

Coatings, costing from 50 to '19 cents the square yard, will pay from 1'1'1 to 281 per cent.; making an 
average of 229 per cent. 

Drab kerseys, costing from 50 to 156 cents, will pay from 89 to 281 per cent.; making an average of 
185 per cent. 

Flannels, costing from 50 to 58 cents, will pay from 240 to 281 per cent.; making an average of 260½ 
per cent. 

Toilinettes, costing from 50 to 146 cents, will pay from 94 to 281 per cent.; making an average of 18'1½ 
per cent. 
. Swansdown, costing from 50 to 88 cents, will pay from 159 to 281 per cent.; making an average of 
220 per cent. 
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Ladieil cloths, costing from 68 to 177 cents, will pay from 78 to i94 per cent.; making an average of 
136 per cent. 

The quality principally consumed costs 124 cents, and will pay 182 per cent. 
Pel'isse cloths, costing from 50 to 67 cents, will pay from 197 to 281 per cent.; making an average of 

239 per cent. 
Cai-peting, costing from 50 to 66 cents, will pay from 210 to 281 per cent.; making an average for 

almost all the carpeting imported of 245½ per cent. 
Cassimeres, costing from 52 to 146 cents, will pay from 95 to 268 per cent.; making an average for 

nearly all the cassimeres imported of 131½ per cent. 
Broadcloths, costing from 88 to 132 cents, will pay from 104 to 159 per cent.; making an average of 

118 per cent, 
Broadcloths, costing from 132 to 176 cents, will pay from 79 to 104 per cent.; making an average of 

91½ per cent. . 
Broadcloths, costing from 159 to 212 cents, will pay from 68 to 87 per cent.; making an average of 

77½ per cent. 
Under the third minimum, of four dollars, will be embraced none but fine broadcloths consumed by 

the wealthy, costing from 250 to 317 cents. These will pay from 71 to 90 per cent.; making an average 
of SO! per cent. 

The fourth minimum, of six dollars, will have very little operation, because scarcely any of the 
imported cloths cost more than four dollars the square yard. 

It will be seen that, in the foregoing analysis, the committee have translated British into American 
denominations of currency, and running yards into square yar.ds. It will be also perceived that, under 
each minimum, goods of the lowest prices are chargeable with the highest rates of duty. Another remark 
may not be improper by way of explanation. The committee have added two per cent. for shipping 
charges to the minimum valuation, and ten per cent. on the value thus produced, in conformity with what 
they understand to be the custom-house construction of analogous provisions in the act of 1816. If, 
however, the general provisions of that act relative to the valuation of goods paying ad valorem duties 
should not be construed to apply to the artificial, valuation fixed by the plan of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, a reduction will have to be made from the rates of duty set down by the committee of a little 
more than one-tenth part of those rates respectively. This, however, would render it necessary to add 
the two and the ten per cent. above mentioned to the actual, cost or value of goods in the foreign country, 
which would increase the duties on goods costing prices a little below the several minimums to points 
beyond the rates set down by the committee. For example: goods costing 46 cents would be raised from 
the first to the second minimum, and, instead of paying 60 per cent., would pay 271 per cent. The result 
would be a great increase of the duties on goods near and below the minimums, where tho duties are 
lowest, and a diminution of them very inconsiderably in other parts of the scale where they are so 
much above the point of prohibition that the diminution would have no practical effect. 

Having thus presented an exposition of the duties on woolen goods proposed by the Secretary, the 
committee think proper, as equally connected with the .Probable legislation of Congress, in a manner 
affecting the revenue, to exhibit a similar exposition of the scale of duties proposed by the Committee on 
Manufactures. 

Under the first minimum relative to woolen goods, those which cost 50 cents and under that sum per 
square yard will be subject to a duty of 16 cents per square yard. It results that-

Plains, costing from 24 to 44 cents, will pay from 34 to 67 per cent.; average, 50½ per cent. 
Paddings, costing from 12 to 29 cents, will pay from 55 to 133 per cent.; average, 94 per cent. 
Flannels, costing from 14 to 44 cents, will pay from 34 to 114 per cent.; average, 74 per cent. 
Boclcings and baizes, costing from 9½ to 23 cents, will pay from 69 to 168 per cent.; average, 118½ 

per cent. 
Baizes, costing from 16 to 33 cents, will pay from 48 to 100 per.cent.; average, 74 per cent. 
Serges, costing from 17 to 27 cents, will pay from 67 to 94 per cent.; average, 80½ per cent. 
CaroliM plaids, costing from 14 to 22 cents, will pay from 73 to 114 per cent.; average, 93½ per cent. 
Drab kerseys, costing from 29 to 50 cents, will pay from 32 to 55 per cent.; average, 43½ per cent. 
Swansdown, costing from 18 to 50 cents, will pay from 32 to 89 per cent.; average, 60½ per cent. 
Kerseynettes, costing from 18 to 36 cents, will pay from 44 to 89 per cent.; average, 66½ per cent. 
Coatings, costing from 16 to 50 cents, will. pay from 32 to 100 pe:i;.cent.; average, 66 per cent. 
Flushings and lionslcins, costing from 29 to 40 cents, will.pay from 40 to 55 per cent.; average, 47½ 

per cent. 
Pelisse cloths, costing from 3'r to 50 cents, will pay from 32 to 43 per cent.; average, 37½ per cent. 
Broadcloths, costing from 32 to 50 cents, will pay.from 32 to 50 per cent.; average, 41 per cent. 
Under the second minimum, goods costing more than 50 cents and not more than 100 cents will be 

subject to a duty of 40 cents the square yard. It follows that- • 
Coatings, costing from 51 to 79 cents, will pay from 51 to 80 per cent.; average, 65½ per cent. 
Flannels, costing from 51 to 58 cents, will pay from 69 to 80 per cent.; average, 74½ per cent. 
Swansdown, costing from 51 to 88 cents, will pay from 45 to 80 per cent.; average, 62½ per cent. 
Carpeting, costing from 41 to 66 cents, will pay from 60 to 80 per cent.; average, 70 per cent. 
Pelisse cloths, costing from 51 to 67 cents, will pay from 59 to 80 per cent.; average, 69½ per cent. 
There will be a small quantity of drab kerseys, toilinettes, ladies' cloths, and cassimeres included under 

this minimum which will pay from 45 to 80 per cent., making an average of 67½ per cent. Under the 
third minimum, goods costing more than 100 cents and not more than 250 cents will be su~ject to a duty 
of 100 cents the square yard. It follows that-

Drab kerseys, costing from 101 to 156 cents, will pay from"64 to 99 per cent.; average, 81½ per cent. 
Toilinettes, costing from 101 to 146 cents, will pay from 68 to 99 per cent.; average, 83½ per cent. 
Ladiei1 cloths, costing from 101 to 177 cents, will pay from 57 to 99 per cent.; average, 'TS per cent. 
Cassimeres, costing from 101 to 146 cents, will pay from 68 to 99 per cent.; average, S3½ per cent. 
Broadcloths, costing from 101 to 132 cents, will pay from 75 to 99 per cent.; average, 87 per cent. 
Broadcloths, costing from 132 to 17 6 cents, will pay from 5'r to 7 5 per cent.; average, 66 per cent. 
Broadcloths, costing from 159 to 212 cents, will pay from 4 7 to 63 per cent.; average, 55 per cent. 
Under the fourth minimum, goods costing more than 250 cents and not more than $4 the square yard 

shall be deemed to have cost $4, and be subject to a duty of 40 per cent. on that valuation. 
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This provision will embrace all the fine broadcloths, costing from 250 to 317 cents, and will impose 
duties of from 56½ to 71 per cent.; making an average of 63¾ per cent. on the actual cost. 

The committee will now present a statement, on the authority of the most intelligent and respectable 
importing merchants in the United States, of the rates of duty now payable on cotton manufactures, and 
a comparative statement of the duties which those manufactures will pay urufer the recommendations of 
the Secretary of the Treasury and of the Committee on Manufactures, respectively. The proposed increase 
of five cents per square yard, recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury, is applicable only to printed 
and colored fabrics; but it is to be remarked that these constitute more than three-fourths of our present 
importations, as will be seen by reference to the Treasury statements. The increase proposed by the 
Committee on Manufactures, of l¼ cent the square yard, applies to all kinds of cotton manufactures. The 
following are the existing and proposed rates of duty. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
Prints or calicoes .•••••••••••••••••• ••• • ••• 45 75 52½ 
Cotton.cassimeres ••.. •••••. ..•. •••• •••• •••. 53 87 62 
Ginghams . . •• • • • • • • • • • . •• . • • • • • •• • • • • • • • .•. 45 75 5-2! 
Plate calicoes • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. 80 133 93 
Cotton handkerchiefs • • • • • • • • • • . • • •• • • • . •• • . 52½ 87,1- 61 

Cambric:muslins •••••••• ••••·• •·•••• •••• •••• 50 50 58 
Cambrics, 6-4:wide ••••• ••••• ••••••••• •••••· 66! 
SarcP.net cambrics...... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . 70 

66f 
70 

78 
Bl 

It is here proper to remark that all the above descriptions of goods are now actually imported and 
pay at the custom-house the rates of duty above stated under the head of "present duty." Of course, 
under the existing tariff, the consumers of cotton goods now actually pay, for the protection of the 
domestic manufacturer, high rates of duty on the foreign articles imported, and still higher rates upon the 
coarser fabrics supplied by our own manufacturers, in consequence of the.exclusion of their foreign rivals. 

The committee will here make a single remark on the comparative effects upon the revenue of the 
. schemes presented by the Secretary of the Treasury and the Committee on Manufactures relative to 
woolens. Though the duties proposed in the latter scheme are more equally laid upon the different 
qualities of goods and are less in amount, this committee regard the difference as being merely a nominal 
one; the duties in both cases rising, with very unimportant exceptions, to the point of ultimate, not 
distant, and, in most instances, immediate prohibition. Duties which amount to 56 per cent. will result 
in prohibition, and those which amount to 281 per cent. can do no more. It is obvious, therefore, that the 
duties proposed by the Committee on Manufactures, ranging principally from 60 to 80 per cent., are as 
effectually prohibitory as the more unmeasured impositions proposed by the Secretary of the Treasury. 
If, indeed, a doubt could be entertained as to the prohibitory character of the lowest average of the 
duties proposed, that doubt would constitute a conclusive objection to their imposition. For, if the 
foreign manufacture can be imported and sold, for any considerable length of time, as cheap as the 
domestic manufacture, after paying 20 per cent. for the charges and profits incident to its importation 
and 56 per cent. duty, making an aggregate of 76 per cent., it would seem to the committee that no 
principle of sound policy, under any of the conflicting theories of political economy, would give counte
nance to a measure involving a permanent imposition so excessive upon the consumers of woolen goods 
for the benefit of the manufacturers. 

It may be asserted, indeed, without any qualification, that duties upon foreign !llerchandise can 
afford protection to the rival productions of domestic industry only by prohibition. A home market cannot 
be provided for the domestic but by the exclusion of the foreign production. The direct and necessary 
effect, therefore, of protecting duties, if they really accomplish their professed object, is the exclusion of 
foreign merchandise-at least to the extent that a home market is provided for the substituted articles of 
domestic industry. But this is not all. In all cases where high duties are necessary to afford adequate 
protection, foreign commerce must, in the nature of things, be diminished to a greater extent than 
domestic industry is encouraged. For, in the cases supposed, the encouragement is given to the pro
tected articles by raising their price at least 56 per cent. above that at which similar articles could be 
frnported. ·A considerable increase of the price of any given article must, upon obvious principles, 
diminish its consumption. If, therefore, the effect of a protecting duty be to diminish the aggregate 
quantity of the protected article consumed by the community, it results, as an unavoidable consequence, 
that, for a given quantity of the domestic production substituted, there must be a still greater quantity 
of the rival foreign production excluded. In treating as prohibitory the proposed duties on the great 
mass of the woolen and cotton manufactures now imported from abroad, the committee, therefore, desire 
to be considered as using terms with due consideration, and in their strict and proper acceptation. 

They now propose to inquire into the extent of this prohibition, and to trace its operation upon the 
foreign commerce and upon the revenue of the country. The whole amount of the importations of woolen 
manufactures in the year 1826 was $8,431,974; the whole amount of their importations in 1827 was 
$8,661,740. This statement exhibits an· increase of the importations in 1827 beyond what they were in 
1826 of $229,766. In the tariff of 1824 certain descriptions of woolens were exempted from the general 
provision of the law imposing a duty of 33½ per cent. on woolen manufactures, and subjected to a duty of 
25 per cent. only. The importations of woolen manufactures, subject to the higher rate of ad val,orem 
duty, and of carpeting, subject to a still higher specific duty, amounted in 1826 to $6,571,031, and in 
182J only to $6,293,160-exhibiting a decrease in the importations of woolens subject to the higher 
duties of $277,871. 

The importations of woolens subject to th_e lower rate of duty amounted in 1826 to $1,860,943, and 
i:q 1827 to $2,368,580-exhibiting an increase of the importations of this description of woolens amount
ing to $508,637. When it is recollected that the importations of 1826 were made at the very crisis of the 
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reaction produced by the extraordinary speculations and excessive importations of 1825, a just inference 
may be drawn from the comparative statement above presented as to the effect of the tariff of 1824. It 
will be seen that the importation in 182'l of woolen goods subject to the higher rate of duty was less than 
in the year preceding ; whereas, from the natural increase and recovering state of our commerce, as well 
as from a reference to the imp01iations of woolens paying only 25 per cent. duty, a considerable increase 
ought to have been exhibited. The committee will here remark, in further illustration of the effect of the 
tariff of 1824, that the average importations of woolens for the three years preceding it amounted to 
$8,981,936, being an excess of $320,196 beyond the importations of 182'l. 

The importations of the descriptions of woolen manufactures which fall under the operation of the 
high duties recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury amounted in 182'l to upwards of six millions 
of dollars. A recurrence to the analysis presented by the committee will show that the great mass 
of woolens embraced in the scheme of duties proposed by the Secretary will be chargeable with 
more than 100 per cent., a considerable proportion with more than 200 per cent., and but a small 
quantity with less than 'lO per cent. The committee, therefore, think they are quite within bounds when 
they assume five millions as the amount of woolen manufactures that will be excluded, and speedily 
excluded, if the duties recommended shall be imposed upon the foreign manufacture. They believe it may 
be assumed, with equal confidence, that a duty of five cents the square yard, in addition to the exist
ing duty on cotton manufactures, will exclude the foreign manufactures to the amount of $3,500,000 

When to these prohibitions those of raw wool, bar iron, and hemp are added, it will not be extrava
gant to estimate the curtailment of foreign commerce by the proposed duties at ten millions of dollars 
within a few years after their imposition. Making every allowance for the increased rate of duties that 
will be collected on the remaining importations of the articles under consideration, the committee cannot 
estimate the annual loss of revenue resulting from the duties proposed by the Secretary of the Treasury 
at less than $4,000,000. And here the committee cannot but pause for a moment to contemplate the 
singular and extraordinary spectacle of an officer who presides over the finances of a nation recommend
ing a scheme of revenue which, at the same time that it will diminish the national income $4,000,000 
per annum, will increase the burdens of the community beyond all example in time of peace, and fully 
equal to any in time of war I It is due, however, as well to the station of the officer in question as to 
the magnitude of the national interest involved, that the grounds upon which he places his recommenda
tion should be fairly stated and dispassionately examined. And the committee cannot but express their 
regret that the views of the Secretary have not been presented in propositions more distinct, and in 
language less ambiguous. That they may not, however, do injustice to his opinion as to the effect of 
the proposed measure upon foreign commerce, they will state it in his own words: "The opening of new 
objects of labor, (says the Secretary,) by multiplying the occupations of men, has also increased the 
public prosperity. This has produced an increased ability to buy all articles of consumption whensoever 
obtained. Hence foreign trade has not declined, of which we have the incontestable evidence just stated, 
whilst new domestic resources in manufacturing labor have been unfolding themselves. As the latter are 
more amply brought out it is confidently anticipated that the former will become wider and more enriching 
in its range." As far as the committee are able to comprehend the specific bearing of the words and 
sentences just quoted, they interpret them to mean that the loss which foreign commerce will sustain by 
excluding the foreign articles in question will be amply compensated by the increased importation of 
other foreign merchandise which the augmented wealth of the people will enable them to purchase and 
consume. 

Believing that this opinion as to the effect of the proposed tariff on foreign commerce is utterly 
destitue of any just foundation, and that it can only find cover under the vagueness and generality of the 
terms in which it is expressed, the committee will now attempt to remove the veil from it by exhibiting a 
practical view of the effect of the proposed increase of duties on the wealth of the nation. Assuming 
that it will exclude foreig,1 manufactures, or, which is the same thing, give effective protection to domestic 
manufactures, to the extent of $10,000,000, it remains to be ascertained how and to what extent the various 
interests of the country will be affected by the change. In the first place, then, it is conceded that the 
price of the manufactured articles in question will be enhanced, and the only doubt is as to the extent 
and duration of the enhancement. The present duty upon woolens is 3'l½ per cent., and the testimony of 
the persons engaged in the manufacture allege that it is grossly inadequate. The very lowest duty in the 
scheme recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury is 56 per cent., and that is applicable only to a 
very inconsiderable portion of the woolens imported. Upon the great mass of them it is double that rate. 
It js presumed, therefore, that the manufacturers, while asking duties of from 56 to 281 per cent., will 
admit that at least 56 per cent. is necessary to give them protection, or, in other words, to exclude their 
foreign rivals. If this be granted, it conclusively shows that the price of domestic manufactures, in order 
to give them adequate protection, must be raised 56 per cent. above what the foreign manufactures would 
cost in our market if it were not for the duties imposed by the Government. The effect, then, of the 
proposed duties will .be to raise the price of woolen manufactures, as well domestic as foreign, eighteen 
and a half per cent. at least above their present rates, and 56 per cent. above the price at which the 
foreign manufacture could be obtained, after paying all the expenses of importation and the profits of the 
importing merchant, if it were not for the duties. It has been estimated that each individual of the United 
States, upon a general average, consumes annually woolens of the value of six dollars. The total annual 
consumption of woolens in the United States amounts, upon this supposition, to $'l2,000,000. But a 
considerable proportion of this is household manufacture made and consumed by the same persons, 
and consequently not affected one way or the other by high duties. If it be assumed that only one-third 
of the woolens consumed are imported and manufacturedjor scde, it follows that the consumers of that 
manufacture will pay an annual tax of $13,440,000 upon that single branch of consumption, calculating 
the duty at 56 per cent. Of the $24,000,000 of woolens purchased and consumed, about three millions, it 
is estimated, will still continue to be imported under the lowest rates of the existing and proposed duties. 
It results that the duty of 56 per cent. upon $21,000,000, amounting to $11, 'l60,000, will be a ta.a; upon the 
consumers ef woolens for the benefit of those who make them; and. that the duty on the three millions of 
imported woolens will be a tax paid also by the consumers for the support of Government. 

Assuming that the consumption of cotton manufactures, which, under the proposed tariff, will be 
made in the United States for sale, will be equal to that of woolen manufactures, it will follow that, as 
those manufactures will pay an average of duty nearly equal to 56 per cent., the consumers of cotton 
manufactures will pay a tax for the benefit of the domestic manufactures nearly equal to that paid by the 
consumers of woolens. The committee will estimate it, however, at only $10,240,000. 
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The first st€p, then, in this process of "inducting" the nation to wealth is to enhance the price of 
clothing, one of the primary necessaries of life, to a point involving an increase of the annual expenditure 
of the people for that object of $22,000,000, for the benefit of the manufacturers of woolen and cotton 
goods, in addition to what they will still pay on imported cotton and woolen goods for the support of 
Government. 

But the effect of domestic manufactures in enhancing the price of the surplus produce of the farmer 
is strongly relied upon as an equivalent for the increased price of those manufactures. "The effect upon 
agricultural prices (says the Secretary) produced by the perpetual presence of armies in a country will 
not too strongly illustrate the extent of the benefit that tho manufacturing class renders to the class of 
farmers." The committee would respectfully add, that the illustration of the Secretary is equally appro
priate to show the national expense at which, by the plan proposed, the farmer is insured, if insured at 
all, a high price for his--grain. For it is confidently believed that an army might be maintained at an 
annual expense much below $22,000,000 of an extent sufficient to consume as much of the productions of 
the farmer as all the persons who manufacture cotton and woolen goods for sale in the United States. 

But conceding to the utmost extent the alleged effect of manufactures in raising the price of grain 
and wool, it is by no means a clear proposition that this enhancement of price adds anything more to the 
national wealth than does the enhancement of the price of manufactures. On the contrary, it seems to 
the committee that the wealth of the nation is diminished precisely in the proportion that the prices of 
clothing and food are increased by the artificial means of human legislation. If the mass of the com
munity who consume manufactures and do not make them are compelled, by the effect of legislative 
prohibitions, to pay $22,000,000 more for clothing than if such prohibitions had not taken place; and 
if the great majority of the community who consume grain and wool and do not make them for sale 
are compelled, in like manner, to pay an enhanced price for these articles while the price of all other 
articles remains unaltered, it is extremely obvious that the wealth of the great body of the people is 
diminished precisely in the degree that the difficulty of obtaining food and clothing is increased by the 
enhancement of their prices. If the sellers of wool, of grain, and of manufactures, were the only persons 
in the community, it might be a question between them whether the enhancement of the price of manu
factures would not be compensated by a corresponding enhancement of the price of wool and grain. But 
as these constitute a minority of the people in every State in the Union, and a very small minority in tho 
Union at large, it strikes the committee as an extraordinary mode of consoling the majority for the 
enhanced price of one of the great necessaries of life, to tell them they will ~?,Ve the privilege of paying an 
equally enhanced price for another. 

It thus appears that the second step of the process by which it is proposed to enrich the nation is to 
increase the difficulty of obtaining bread, the first necessary of life, and wool, a principal element in the 
price of woolen cloths, by raising their relative prices. 

The committee regard it as a very clear proposition that the wealth of the nation cannot be increased 
by enhancing the price of any of its productions, except the great staples of exportation. The higher 
the price we obtain for these from foreign nations, the more, undoubtedly, we add to the national wealth. 

But it is obvious that the scheme of the Secretary of the Treasury proposes to enhance the price of 
manufactures of grain and of raw wool in our own markets only. 'l'he attempt, indeed, would be impotent 
to extend the enhancement by our legislation to foreign markets. 

With a view of exposing and illustrating more fully the fallacy of the notion that high prices, however 
produced and by whomsoever paid, constitute national wealth, the committee will suppose the Government 
had the power to promulgate and enforce a decree raising the price of grain from one to two dollars a 
bushel. Though this would be denounced as an arbitrary stretch of power, it would be no more than 
doing directly what the Secretary proposes to do indirectly. And what would be jts effect? While it 
would neither increase nor diminish the aggregate wealth of the community-and in this it would have 
a decided advantage over the scheme of the Secretary-it would diminish that of the consumers of grain 
precisely as much as it would increase that of the sellers. • 

The delusion which unfortunately prevails on the subject of high prices is to be ascribed to the 
change which took place in the corn laws of Great Britain in 1819. During the years 1817 and 1818, in 
the hope of relieving the general distress of the laboring classes, the British Government relaxed the 
general policy of the corn laws and permitted the free importation of grain. The result was an extension 
of the market for our grain, and an enhancement of its price almost beyond any former precedent. This 
was a real increase of the national wealth, because foreigners paid us the enhanced price of our 
grain. In the grain-growing States the prices of lands rose in proportion to the rise in the prices of 
their productions, and large investments were made by capitalists. When the British Government 
resumed their ancient and established policy in relation to corn, and prohibited, in effect, its importation 
from abroad, great embarrassment unavoidably fell upon the exporters -of grain in this country. Real 
estates sunk from their inflated to a point below their natural value, and grain to a point below its 
natural price. In this state of things it is not surprising that the grain-selling farmers should have 
labored under the temporary delusion that high prices constituted the chief good, and low prices the 
chief evil, without any regard to the question whether those prices were paid by foreigners or by our 
own citizens. But the wonder seems to be, that after the crisis has passed away which produced this 
delusion among the farmers it should be gravely taken up and propagated by our statesmen as the 
basis of a permanent system of legislation. The truth is, that low prices of subsistence and clothing, and 
high prices of labor and profits of capital, are the real indications of national wealth. The just criterion 
of the wealth of a nation is the facility with which its citizens can obtain the necessaries and comforts of 
life; and the committee have yet to learn that an enhancement of tlw prices of those necessaries and 
comforts will increase the facility of obtaining them. If this were the case; the British laborer, who pays 
two dollars a bushel for grain, would be in a more enviable condition than the citizen of Ohio or Kentucky, 
who pays less than a tenth part of that price. To illustrate this view of the subject a little further, the 
committee will suppose the Government endowed with the attribute of creative power, and that it should 
suddenly increase the grain, wool, and manufactured articles in the United States to double the existing 
quantity. This would undoubtedly be a more godlike and beneficent exercise of power than it would be 
to double the price without increasing the quantity of the articles in question. It is obvious that it would 
double the wealth of the nation, so far as it consisted in those articles, and yet it would certainly diminish 
the price of them in the same proportion. 

There is another cause, still more deep and permanent than the one heretofore suggested, for the 
prevalence of the notion that high prices constitute national wealth; and it is one which is worthy of the 
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most earnest consideration. History warrants the committee in the assertion that all that branch of 
legislation which bears directly upon the pecuniary interests of society, and aims to effect the distribution 
of its wealth, bas been exclusively controlled, in all countries, by the various descriptions of capitalists. 
And it is a fact, as lamentable as it is curious, in relation to our own Government, that while on every 
other subject the poorer classes of society have a very great influence upon the legislation of Congre'ss
so much so that even their mistaken prejudices are sometimes encouraged by the representative-yet in 
the branch of legislation which we are considering they have heretofore bad no more influence, and their 
interests have been no more regarded, than if capital and not numbers were the basis of our representation. 

If, then, it be true that capital controls this branch of legislation, it will be at once perceived how 
the notion has obtained currency that high prices constitute national prosperity. It is the undoubted 
interest of capitalists, in other words, of those who sell, to enhance the prices of their productions; but it 
is as undoubtedly the interest of the great body of the people, in other words, of those who purchase, that 
the price of those productions should be diminished. The history of this branch of British legislation is 
nothing more nor less than a history of the coalitions formed between the different descriptions of 
capitalists-the landholders on the one hand and the manufacturers on the other-to compel all the other 
classes of society to pay enhanced prices for their productions. Whether in this instance the fatal career 
of English legislation will be followed up to its final results in this country will depend, in the opinion of 
the committee, upon the art of the capitalist in disguising his exactions, and the liability of the consumer 
to be imposed upon by false pretences. 

It will be perceived by the House that the foregoing examination of the effect of the proposed duties 
on foreign merchandise has been designed to ascertain whether the increased wealth of the community, 
supposed to result from those duties, will be such as to enable the nation to import other foreign merchandise, 
beyond its present consumption, equivalent to the manufactures proposed to be excluded. The committee, 
it will be seen, have entirely failed to discover any such increased resources. On the contrary, it seems 
clear to the committee that the capacity of the people to purchase other fareign merchandise will be 
diminished in proportion to the increased price they will have to pay for the kinds of articles which shall 
be excluded. Indeed, it strikes them as being a paradox, almost too extravagant for grave consideration, 
to say that we shall increase the capacity of the people to purchase luxuries by compelling them to pay 
much higher prices for the two cardinal necessaries of life. And yet this paradox is the only foundation 
upon which the Secretary of the Treasury indulges the anticipation that other branches of foreign commerce 
will spring up from the ruins of that which he proposes to destroy. While contemplating with a too 
partial and exclusive solicitude the benefits which may result to the domestic manufacturers from the 
prohibitory system, he seems to overlook entirely its deleterious and desolating effect upon the wide range 
of interests inseparably connected with those branches of foreign commerce it proposes to annihilate. 

The committee will now proceed to exhibit a brief view of the condition of those interests, and the 
peril in which they stand, together with estimates of their value. The first g;reat_ interest that will be 
injuriously affected will be that of the agricultural staples of cotton, rice, and tobacco. The magnitude, 
and the national importance of this interest requires that the bearing of the proposed prohibitions upon it 
should be fully examined. The whole amount of the national exports of domestic productions in 1826 was 
$53,058,'ll0. The export of cotton, tobacco, and rice, amounted in that year to $32,289,86'l, and that of 
cotton alone amounted to $25,025,214. The committee have grounds for believing that of the exports of 
182'l, that of the staples in question bears a still greater proportion to the whole amount than in the year 
preceding; and that the export of cotton alone amounts to fully one-half of the whole export of domestic 
productions. It follows that nearly three-fifths of the foreig·n merchandise imported for consumption is 
paid for by the staples under consideration, and liearly one-half by cotton alone. It is equally apparent 
that these staples contribute to supply at least one-half of the revenue which the Government derives from 
the imposts-the only source ·of the national income which involves taxation. .A. proper understanding of 
the operation of our system of revenue, as far as regards its relative bearing upon the great interests of 
agriculture, commerce, and manufactures, will be promoted by a summary view of our imports. The whole 
value of foreign merchandise imported and consumed in the United States in 1826 was $60,434,865; of this 
sum $'l,432,661 was of merchandise imported free of duty; a considerable proportion of which was for the 
use of the manufacturers, and almost all of which was imported into the manufacturing States in exchange 
for their productions, and consumed in those States. It results from this statement that the foreign 
merchandise imported in 1826, and which paid duties, amounted only to $53,002,204. In the same year 
the merchandise imported from Great Britain amounted to $26,131,869, consisting almost entirely of 
manufactures of cotton, wool, iron, flax, and hemp, paying the highest duties under the tariff of 1824; and 
the three first subjected to prohibitory duties by the scheme recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury. 
Of the $26,131,869 imported from Great Britain in 1826, the committee estimate the amount re-exported, 
with benefit of drawback, at $2,131,869; leaving $24,000,000 as the amount consumed in the United States, 
at least four-fifths of which was paid for by the agricultural staples of cotton, tobacco, and rice, and two
thirds of it by cotton alone. The importations from Fr_ance in 1826 amounted to $8,329,691; of this the 
amount re-exported, with the benefit of drawback, may be estimated at $1,829,691; leaving $6,500,000 as 
the amount consumed in the United States, and almost the whole of which was paid for by cotton. The 
net revenue which accrued in 1826 from the imported merchandise which actually paid duties ( amounting, 
as before stated, to $53,002,204) was a little upwards of $20,000,000. 

The foregoing statement is designed for the two-fold purpose of showing the dependence of the 
national revenue upon those branches of our foreign commerce which are sustained, almost entirely, by 
the exports of cotton, tobacco, and rice, and the inseparable connexion and mutual dependence which 
subsists between the export trade in those staples, and the continued importation of those articles of 
foreign merchandise which it is the design, and will be the effect, of the proposed tariff to exclude. It 
may be safely assumed that upwards of $10,000,000 of the revenue which accrued from imposts in 1826 
was derived from merchandise obtained in exchange for the staples in question, and that upwards of five 
millions was derived from the descriptions of merchandise involved in the scope of the proposed prohibi
tions. It is against the great staples, then, which supply more than one-half of the ordinary revenue of 
the Government, and in a particular manner against cotton, which supplies more than one-third of that 
revenue, that the Secretary of the Treasury directs the ban of a prohibitory policy, that will as infallibly 
destroy the foreign market for those staples as it will exclude the merchandise with which foreign coun
tries now pay for them. 

Before the committee proceed to expose the inevitably destructive effect of the proposed tariff upon 
the export trade in cotton, tobacco, and rice, they will submit a few remarks in confirmation of the idea 
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already suggested, that the principal burden of taxation, even under a mere revenue system of imposts, 
falls upon those staples, and on the shipping interest and commerce dependent upon them. It has been 
already shown that the manufacturing States import upwards of seven millions of merchandise free of 
duty. This exemption operates as a bounty in favor of manufactures, not only at the expense of the 
revenue, but also at the expense of agriculture and commerce, which must be subjected to heavier charges, 
to supply the deficiency resulting to the revenue from that exemption. But the committee feel authorized 
to go still further, and to assert that the whole of the revenue derived from imported articles, of which 
similar and rival articles are manufactured in this country, even under the most moderate system of 
impost duties, is a tax upon agriculture and commerce; and that manufactures, so far from participating 
in the l>urden, are benefitted by its imposition. Conclusive practical proof of this will be found in the 
fact that the manufacturers would unquestionably oppose a proposition to repeal the whole of the impost 
duties, even if the public lands were adequate to supply the Government with all the revenue required 
for the public service. It is only necessary, indeed, to suggest the idea of a repeal of the impost duties 
and an imposition of internal taxes, equally bearing upon all the interests of the country, to render 
strikingly evident the proposition stated by the committee. 

It cannot, indeed, be doubted that a system of revenue which imposes no internal taxes, but is 
exclusively confined to impost duties, is a tax upon agriculture and commerce, and a bounty in favor of 
manufactures. .A.nd it is while this system of revenue is in operation that the manufacturers, not satisfied 
with the bounties it provides for them, but making every concession the basis of more exorbitant demands, 
call upon Congress to add millions to the annual burdens of agriculture and commerce, in addition to 
former prohibitions, and to sacrifice, at the same time, four millions of the public revenue for their exclu-
sive benefit I • 

The committee will now attempt to exhibit the injurious tendency of the proposed tariff in its bearing 
upon the commerce and shipping sustained by our southern staples, as well as upon the agricultural labor 
and capital engaged in their·production. .A.nd, in the first place, they are of the opinion that the prohibi
tion of British manufactures will inevitably cut off very nearly to the extent of that prohibition the 
foreign demand for our cotton. There is no law of trade more deeply fixed, in the very nature of commer-

- cial exchanges, than that a nation cannot purchase foreign productions but by giving its own productions 
or its own labor, directly or indirectly, in exchange for them. This is peculiarly the ·case with those 
manufacturing nations in which every branch of industry is overstocked with productions seeking a 
market. Such is precisely the present condition of Great Britain. Her very existence is involved in the 
prosperity of her manufactures, and the prosperity of these is entirely dependent on a foreign demand for 
the surplus produced beyond her own consumption. It is the cardinal principle of her commercial policy, 
growing out of the inexorable necessities of her condition, to extend that demand. In this state of things, 
when she has forced her manufactures through every channel into all quarters of the world accessible to 
her enterprise, and furnishing any suitable commodity to give in exchange, what will be the effect of 
excluding from our markets nearly ten millions of her manufactures ? 

It will undoubtedly throw upon her hands that amount of manufactures heretofore given princi
pally in exchang·e for our cotton, and which will be of no value to her if she cannot obtain a new market 
for them. .A.ny market, therefore, will be better than none; and it will be her decided interest to give a 
high price for raw cotton to countries that will take in exchange for it the manufactures prohibited by 
our policy, rather than to give even a much lower price for our cotton, when we refuse to take the only 
production she has to give in exchange for it. When, therefore, we exclude British manufactures by 
prohibitory duties, no retaliatory acts of British legislation will be necessary to deprive us of the British 
demand for our cotton to an equal extent. It will result from those immutabe and self-sustaining laws of 
commerce which stand ready to vindicate the freedom of trade and avenge its violation. The committee 
are aware of the prevalence of the opinion that Great Britain must purchase our raw cotton whether we 
take her manufactures or not. In confirmation of this opinion, it is said that Great Britain, even now, 
purchases that staple from us only because it is her interest to do so, and because we sell it cheaper than 
other nations. This is, undoubtedly, true. But it is equally true that the reason why it is her interest 
to purchase from us, and why she takes from us double the quantity she takes from the whole world 
besides, is because we have hitherto been her best customers. .A.s long as we continue to take her manu
factures, it will be her interest to take raw cotton from us, but no longer. The cotton of any country that 
will take her manufactures will be cheaper to her than ours if we will not take them. 

This obvious principle of trade, connected with'the actual state and capacities of the other cotton
growing regions of the world, will abundantly evince the imminent jeopardy to which the interest of the 
cotton-growers in the United States will be· exposed by the proposed prohibition of foreign manufactures. 
The principal countries adapted to the production of cotton, besides the United States, are Brazil, Egypt, 
Greece, and the East and West Indies. Most of these have latent capacities, of indefinite extent, for the 
production of cotton-capacities which only require the stimulus of foreign demand, foreign capital, and 
foreign enterprise, to draw them into productive action. It is equally important to remark that they are 
all countries not likely to embark in the business of manufacture, and in which it will be no difficult 
matter for Great Britain to diffuse a taste for her manufactures. They are precisely, then, in the condition 
to render the proposed tariff most perilous to the American cotton-grower. It requires nothing but the 
motive of interest to induce Great Britain to apply all her political influence, her manufacturing capital, 
and her commercial enterprise, to stimulate the productive powers of Egypt, Greece, Brazil, and the East 
Indies, to the full extent of her demand for cotton. If we prohibit her manufactures we shall furnish her 
with that motive. She will establish a trade of profitable exchanges with those countries, and, being 
driven· by our own infatuated policy to obtain raw cotton from them, she will cease to purchase ours to 
the same extent. 

Under the peculiar circumstances just stated, it is not presenting the case too strongly to say that 
duties upon the exportation of cotton, equivalent to those which it is proposed to lay upon the manufac
tures taken in exchange for it, would not more certainly, or to a greater extent, curtail the exportation. 

The committee will now exhibit an estimate of the loss which will be sustained by the growers of cotton 
in this country. It will be quite within limits to assume that, of the ten millions of manufactures that 
will be excluded by the proposed prohibitory duties, six millions are now exchanged for our cotton, and 
can be exchanged for nothing else. Estimating cotton at ten cents a pound, six millions of dollars will 
purchase sixty millions of pounds, which is equal to 200,000 bales, averaging three hundred pounds. It 
thus appears that the American cotton-grower will be deprived, by the proposed prohibitions, of a foreign 
market for nearly one-fourth of the entire production of that staple in the United States, amounting in 
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value to six millions of dollars. But even this view does not give anything like an adequate conception 
of the loss that will be sustained in the annual income of the nation by depriving the cotton-growers of 
their accustomed market. The whole of the shipping and commercial capital employed in transporting 
this cotton to Europe, and the merchandise received in exchange for it to the United States, will be 
thrown out of employment. The annual loss that will be sustained by the shipping interest alone may be 
estimated at $1,500,000, consisting of the freight and other charges of the cotton and merchandise mutu
ally excluded. The annual loss that will result to the commercial capital now engaged in effecting the 
exchange of our cotton for the prohibited manufactures may be estimated at $1,000,000, consisting of the 
profits of the exporting and importing merchants. These sums united will exhibit a loss of 82,500,000, in 
addition to that sustained by the cotton-growers, and falling almost entirely on the ship-owners and 
merchants in the middle and northern States. 

It thus appears that the growers of cotton, and the ship-owners and merchants engaged in its trans
portation, will sustain an annual aggregate loss of $8,500,000, at a very moderate estimate, by the direct 
amputation resulting from the proposed prohibitory duties, in addition to the increased burden they will 
have to sustain, in common with the rest of th~ community, from the enhanced prices of manufactured 
and other articles. 

But the loss sustained by the country, in consequence of that inflicted on the cotton-growers, does 
not stop here. "If ( to use the language of the Secretary of the Treasury) there can be no dissent from 
the maxim, as between different parts of the same nation, that the prosperity of one promotes that of 
another," "it cannot be doubted," in the opinion of the committee, "that the ruin of one, by the errors of 
human legislation, necessarily involves the injury of another." Both branches of this proposition, intro
duced by the Secretary with a very different bearing, are strikingly illustrated by the large participation 
of other parts of the Union in the prosperity of the cotton-growing States, and in the injury they are 
destined to suffer, if the proposed tariff shall be adopted. 

The result of inquiries directed to practical men, and of estimates founded upon their statements, 
warrant the committee in expressing the opinion that the cotton-growing States import from the manu
facturing States a great variety of articles exclusive of the manufactures of cotton, wool, and iron, and 
consisting principally of the productions of the soil, amounting annually to two millions of dollars, at a 
very moderate estimate. These are, all of them, such articles as the cotton-growing States have every 
facility for producing themselves, and which they can afford to import from other States only in a prosperous 
condition of their principal agricultural pursuit. Even in the present condition of their trade in cotton, 
just views of economy would seem to dictate the expediency of limiting the too abundant production of 
that staple by diverting from it so much capital and labor as would be sufficient to produce all the articles 
now imported from other States of the description just mentioned. 

It is certain that the proposed prohibitions will, if adopted, render it not only expedient, but necessary, 
for the cotton States to produce the articles in question, instead of importing them. .Another branch of 
domestic trade, larger in amount and more extensive in the diffusion of its benefits than the one just 
stated, will inevitably fall a sacrifice to the proposed system of exclusion. The committee have reference 
to the trade in live stock between the western and the cotton-growing States, which they estimate, after 
the most careful examination, to amount to at least the annual sum of $3,000,000. This trade is exceed
ingly important to the western States, because they receive in exchange for their live stock almost nothing 
but money. Is it not too much to say that in this single branch of internal trade the cotton-growing 
States afford to the western farmers a more extensive and profitable market for their agricultural produc
tions than the manufacturers of cotton and wool would furnish in the course of half a century, even if the 
foreign importation of those manufactures were entirely prohibited? But the benefits of this trade are 
not confined to the western States. The money received from the cotton States is principally expended in 
the middle and eastern States, in payment for manufactures. There is no branch, therefore, of our commer
cial intercourse so diffusive and profitable in proportion to its nominal amount, and the committee speak 
advisedly in saying there is none that would be so certainly destroyed, utterly and irrevocably destroyed, 
if the proposed tariff should receive the sanction of Congress. The capacity of the cotton-growing States 
to produce the live stock they now import fr.om the west is even greater than that for producing the 
agricultural articles they import from the north; and the same views of economy which suggest the 
expediency of producing the latter, instead of importing them, still more forcibly suggest the same policy 
in relation to the former. In a few years from the passage of the proposed tariff the trade in question 
will have ceased almost entirely. 

In closing this brief and imperfect view of the destroying operation of the proposed prohibitory 
policy, denominated, with singular unappropriateness of language, a protecting policy, the committee 
cannot but pause to make a remark, obviously suggested by the occasion, that it is much easier to destroy 
than to create wealth by legislation. To effect the former, even folly and ignorance are more than compe
tent; but, to accomplish the latter, human wisdom, in its profoundest exercise, will be found inadequate . 
.And when financiers, and statesmen at the head of affairs, are found gathering up and appropriating the 
exploded errors of less enlightened ages, and recommending, as a means of increasing the national wealth 
and revenue, a policy that will inevitably destroy the annual income, directly and indirectly derived from 
a single staple, to the extent of more than thirteen millions of dollars, it is difficult to avoid exclaiming, 
in the language of a wise man of another country, "with how little wisdom the world is governed I" 

Having thus presented an estimate of the loss that will be sustained in a single agricultural staple 
by the proposed exclusion of the foreign manufactures now taken in exchange for it, the committee 
propose to inquire how far this loss will be indemnified by the demand which the establishment of domestic 
manufactures will create for the staple in question. That this domestic demand will be anything like an 
equivalent to the foreign demand that will be destroyed by the prohibitory policy is one of those extraor
dinary and delusive anticipations which belong, in a peculiar manner, to the artificial scheme of enriching 
the nation by substituting for the bounties of nature and the providence of God the miserable and 
impotent contrivances of man. 

In estimating the comparative extent, present and prospective, of the existing foreign and the 
proposed domestic market for raw cotton, it must occur to the most careless and incompetent examiner 
that Great Britain and the manufacturing nations of the continent manufacture cotton to supply the multi
plying uses and increasing consumption of cotton manufactures by the whole civilized world; whereas 
our domestic roanufactories can only supply the consumption of the United States. It is estimated by 
intelligent merchants in Liverpool and Havre that the present consumption of raw cotton in Europe 
amounts to 1,200,000 bales, which is equal to 360,000,000 pounds. It is a notorious fact that the consumption 
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of cotton manufactures, from their extraordinary cheapness when compared with those made of any other 
fibre, is rapidly extending on the continent of Europe, not only from the increase of population, but also 
from the new uses to which cotton fabrics are applied. 

This consumption is susceptible of an indefinite extension. It has no pra,ctical, limit but that which is 
imposed by the refusal, of the cotton-growing countries to receive manef actures in exchange for the raw mate'l'ial. 
The United States now supply three-fourths of the European demand for that material. On the other hand, 
the domestic manufactories, even after we shall have excluded five millions more of foreign cotton manu
factures, will not require more than two hundred thousand bales of cotton, at the utmost extent, to supply 
the domestic demand of the United States for those manufactures. It thus appears that the cotton-growers 
are to be consoled and indemnified for the loss of markets which now furnish a demand for 900,000 bales 
of their cotton-a demand which a system of free trade on our part would indefinitely extend-by the 
miserable substitute of a domestic demand for 200,000 bales; a demand created by legislative restrictions, 
and, consequently, incapable of being extended in a degree corresponding with the natural and progressive 
increase of the foreign demand. 

This comparative view will be illustrated by a more specific reference to the effect which will be 
actually produced by the contemplated exclusion of foreign manufactures upon the foreign and upon the 
domestic demand for raw cotton. 

It has been shown that the proposed prohibition of foreign merchandise, estimated at $10,000,000, 
will have the effect of depriving the cotton-growers in the United States of a foreign market to the extent 
of 200,000 bales of cotton. It is apparent that the substitution of five millions of domestic manufactures 
of wool for the same amount of the foreign fabric will add nothing at all to the domestic demand for raw 
cotton. It is equally apparent that the substitution of $3,500,000 of domestic for the same amount of 
foreign manufactures of cotton can have the effect of adding so much only to the domestic demand for 
cotton as will supply the raw material for making domestic manufactures of the value of $3,500,000. It 
it estimated by Mr. Huskisson that the raw material constitutes only one-fifth of the value of cotton 
manufactures, taking the average of the various qualities. As those which now remain to be excluded 
by the proposed tariff are of the finer descriptions, it may be safely assumed that raw cotton of the value 
of $'100,000 will be sufficient for the making of manufactures of the value of $3,500,000. Now, estimating 
cotton at ten cents per pound, and each bale to contain 300 pounds, it follows that the entire addition 
which will be made to the domestic demand for cotton, by the complete accomplishment of the objects of 
the proposed tariff, will be 23,333 bales. In this calculation no deduction is made for the effect of the 
enhanced price of the manufacture in diminishing its consumption, and the still more striking effect of 
that enhancement in diminishing the quantity of the raw material necessary to make a given value of the 
manufacture of it. Thus it is that the splendid illusion of increasing_ the demand for cotton, by adding 
the domestic to the foreign market, vanishes into the wretched reality of substituting a domestic demand 
for 23,333 bales, at most, in place of a foreign demand for 200,000, involving a curtailment of the aggre
gate demand for cotton to the extent of l '16,66'1 bales. 

It remains for the committee to inquire how far the benefits resulting to the manufacturers of woolen 
and cotton goods, and to the farmers who will supply them with raw wool and grain, will indemnify the 
country for the losses sustained by its other interests. And here it may be proper to remark, that the 
committee intentionally abstain from any reflections upon the injustice of building up one interest on the 
ruins of another-reflections which, however just in themselves, have no necessary connexion with the 
purpose of this report, which is to ascertain the effect of the proposed tariff upon the aggregate wealth 
and the aggregate foreign commerce of the country, and, by necessary consequence, upon its revenue 
derived from impost duties. 

What, then, will be the addition made to the wealth of the country by the diversion of capital and 
labor to the manufacture of woolen and cotton goods? It is quite obvious that no part of the capital 
under consideration will be created by the proposed policy. All that can possibly result from that policy 
will be an increase of the profits of the capital already invested in the manufactures in question, and a 
transfer of existing capital to those manufactures from other employments. That the increased profits of 
the capital already invested will make a corresponding increase in the wealth of the manufacturers is not 
to be questioned. And if their manufactures were made for exportation, and foreigners could be compelled, 
by our policy, to pay the enhanced price, the wealth of the country would be undoubtedly increased in 
this branch of industry. But, as the profits of the manufacturers will be enhanced only by increasing the 
price paid by our own citizens for the manufactures of woolen and cotton goods, it is a self-evident proposi
tion that the wealth of the nation will be diminished, in this particular, precisely as much on the one hand 
as it will be increased on the other. The only effect of the prohibitory policy, in this part of its operation, 
will be to transfer a given ~um annually from the planters, farmers, merchants, mechanics, and laborers 
of the country to the manufacturers of woolen and cotton goods. As to that portion of the capital of the 
country which the prohibitory system may transfer from other employmenJ;s to manufactures, the increase 
of its profits will be doubtful in point of fact, and still less conducive to the national wealth than the 
increased profits of the capital already invested in manufactures; for it can hardly be doubted that 
capital now invested in the shipping business, and in the business of foreign commerce, will be thrown 
out of employment, to an extent very nearly equal to the amount of the new investments that will be 
made in the business of manufacture, in consequence of the proposed prohibitions. Any increase, there
fore, which may be made in the profits of the capital thus transferred to manufactures is not only liable 
to the objection that it is produced by an increase in the price of manufactured articles, and consequently 
paid by our own citizens, but to the additional objection that the new employment of capital is produced 
by the destruction of its natural employment. The community, then, are subjected to the charge of paying 
the increased price of cotton and woolen manufactures, without anything like a corresponding increase 
of the profits of this portion of the capital invested in the business of making them. 

The committee now propose to inquire what will be the extent of the incidental benefit resulting to 
the growers of wool and grain from the proposed exclusion of foreign manufactures and the substitution 
of domestic. It is obvious that the substitution of domestic manufactures of cotton for those that are 
foreign will add nothing to the demand for raw wool. The substitution of domestic for foreign manufac
tures of wool, however, will certainly increase the demand for raw wool in this country. Assuming that 
the raw wool constitutes two-fifths of the cost of the manufactured article, it follows that the substitution 
of domestic for foreign manufactures of wool to the amount of $5,000,000 will create a domestic market 
for raw wool to the amount of $2,000,000 if foreign wool be excluded. But at what price will this market 
be obtained for domestic wool ? It has been already assumed, upon the authority of the manufacturers 
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themselves; that the domestic fabric will cost fifty-six per cent. more than the price at which the foreign 
manufacture could be obtained, if it were not for the impost duty. This price, it is alleged, is necessary 
to enable the manufacturer to make the ordinary rates of profit. Fifty-six per cent. duty upon $24,000,000 
the estimated amount of woolen goods manufactured and imported for sale, will exhibit $18,440,000 as th~ 
sum paid by the consumers of those goods, including the wool-growers, to obtain a market for raw wool 
to the amount of $2,000,000, upon which the actual profit will not probably amount to $500,000. 

In estimating the probable increase of the domestic market for grain, resulting from the exclusion o( 
cotton and woolen manufactures, to the extent contemplated, it will be necessary to consider the number 
of persons that are now employed in importing those manufactures, in comparison with the number that 
will be employed in making them. 

In the manufacture of cotton and woolen goods, particularly the former, machinery has been so exten
sively substituted for manual labor that it may be safely assumed that very nearly as many persons are 
employed, tlirectly and indirectly, in the importation of a given quantity of cotton and woolen manufac
tures as are employed in their fabrication. 

The facts disclosed by the manufacturers in their examination before the Committee on Manufactures 
warrant the conclusion that each person employed in the manufacture of woolen cloth produces annually, 
on an average, manufactures of the value of $750. It results that, in the annual manufacture of woolen 
fabrics of the value of $5,000,000, there will be employed, of all descriptions, 6,666 persons. In the 
manufacture of cotton goods, it is believed that the more extensive and efficient agency of machinery 
renders the number of persons employed in producing a given value of the manufacture much smaller 
than is the case of the woolen manufacture. But as the committee have no authentic statement of facts 
in this case, they will assume that, in the manufacture of cotton goods of the value of $3,500,000, there 
will be 3,500 persons employed. The whole number of persons, then, that will be employed in making 
$8,500,000 of cotton and woolen goods will be 10,166. Estimating the consumption of grain by each 
individual at twelve bushels per annum, the whole number would consume only 121,992 bushels, equal in 
value to probably as many dollars. If it be assumed that an equal amount of other agricultural produc
tions will be consumed for food, the extent of the market which the farmers will obtain in consequence of 
the substitution of $8,500,000 of domestic for the same amount of foreign manufactures will be only 
$243,984. It is confidently believed that the persons who would be employed in importing the same 
amount of manufactures, and in exporting the raw cotton and other staples to pay for them, would 
consume an equal quantity of the productions of agriculture. In any possible view of the subject, the 
increased demand for grain, and other articles of food supplied by the farmer, would be too inconsiderable 
to be gravely regarded as a matter of national importance. The benefit would be almost exclusively 
confined to the farmers in the immediate vicinity of the manufactories, as grain and meat are articles too 
bulky to bear distant transportation by land. It is not to be doubted, then, that the cotton-growing 
States now furnish a market for the agricultural productions of the manufacturing States nearly seven 
times more extensive than will be furnished by the manufacturers in consequence of the proposed 
prohibitions. And upon the assumption already made, that the annual amount of cotton and woolen 
goods that will be manufactured for sale in this country will be $42,000,000, it will follow that all the 
cotton and woolen manufacturing establishments in the United States will employ less than 50,000 
persons, and consequently will not furnish a market for the grain-growers half so extensive as that 
furnished by the city of New York alone-a city which has risen to unrivalled prosperity by the very 
foreign commerce it is now proposed to destroy. 

Having thus taken a general view of the effect which the proposed tariff will produce upon the different 
interests of the country; having shown that the annual income of the planting, shipping, commercial, and 
farming interests will be diminished millions where the income of the manufacturing and wool-growing 
interest will be increased hundreds of thousands; having shown, in a word, that the contemplated prohibi
tory duties will destroy ten times as much national wealth as they will create, the committee are utterly 
at a loss to realize the anticipation of the Secretary of the Treasury, that the capacity of the country to 
purchase foreign merchandise will be increased by this impoverishment. They are equally at a loss to 
imagine what those new articles of foreign merchandise will be which are to make up the loss that foreign 
commerce will sustain by the exclusion of cotton and woolen manufactures and other articles of the value 
of $10,000,000. Nor is it any more easy to conjecture what the domestic productions will be with which 
we are to purchase those newly-discovered articles of foreign merchandise yet to be disclosed to us in the 
fulness of future revelation. 

With a view of bringing to the test of a practical scrutiny the singular financial paradox, that the 
revenue derived from imposts will not be diminished by prohibiting the importation of ten millions of 
foreign merchandise, the committee will examine the operation of the proposed system of prohibitions a 
little more in its detail. 

It is worthy of remark that, while the argument of the Secretary of the Treasury is exclusively in favor 
of the policy of excluding foreign manufactures, his 1·ecommendation extends to the exclusion of the raw 
materuds also, which are essential to three important branches of domestic manufactures. While it is 
earnestly contended that there is too large a proportion of capital and labor devoted to agriculture, pro
ducing a surplus which foreign nations will not take, and the consequent necessity·of protecting our 
manufactures is strenuously_ urged upon Congress, it is, at the same time, gravely recommended that the 
productions of foreign agriculture, the free importation of which would be the most direct and natural 
encouragement of domestic manufactures, be also prohibited I 

Without stopping to comment upon the incongruity exhibited by the argument and the recommenda
tion of the Secretary, or to expose the inconsistency of complaining that foreign nations will not take our 
agricultural productions, when those productions-wool and hemp, for example-cannot command even 
our own market without the aid of prohibitory duties, the committee will proceed to show that the policy 
indicated by the reasoning and the recommendation of the Secretary involves the ultimate and perma
nent destruction of at least one-half of the foreign commerce that contributes to the revenues of this 
Government. 

The importations of foreign merchandise in 1826, excluding from the estimate the portion that pays 
no duty, amounted, in round numbers, to $72,000,000. Of this sum sugar, and the manufactures of cotton, 
wool, hemp, iron, and steel, and the raw material of the four last, amounted to $30,000,000. All of these 
are now subjected to heavy protecting duties, and it is proposed to render most of ·them prohibitory. 
The manufactures of fl.ax imported in 1826 amounted to $3,000,000; and all the reasoning in- favor of 
encouraging domestic manufactures by prohibitory duties applies with full force to this branch of that 
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business. We have not only an unlimited capacity for producing the raw material, but the exclusion of 
foreign manufactures of flax, even if it should not produce the domestic manufacture of that material, 
would cause cotton shirting and other fabrics to be substituted for those of flax, and thus at the same 
time increase the consumption of raw cotton, and extend the demand for its manufacture. If to this we 
add $2,000,000 for the amount of indigo imported in 1826 under a very low duty, ( an article which can be 
produced in the southern States to an unlimited extent if adequately protected,) it will be seen that 
$35,000,000 of the importations of 1826 fall clearly under the ban of the prohibitory system. 
• The principal other duty-paying articles imported in 1826 were silks, wine, coffee, and tea, amount
ing to $17,500,000, and spirits and molasses, amounting to $4,500,000. The two last enumerated articles 
should, in the opinion of the Committee on Manufactures, be subjected to pr.ohibitory duties, with a view 
to the encouragement of the grain-growers and manufacturers of whiskey in the United States; and this 
committee can perceive no grounds for a distinction which would deprive our farmers of protection in 
this form while it is granted to other interests in other forms. The remaining importations of 1826, 
amounting to $15,000,000, consisted of manufactures of wood, leather, glass, copper, and of various other 
materials; hats, bonnets, and caps; lead, paper, and segars; salt, spices, fruits, vinegar, cocoa, and various 
other articles, too inconsiderable to be enumerated. It will be perceived that of the articles last enumer
ated a considerable proportion fall within the acknowledged principles, and, indeed, within the provisions 
of the protecting system. . 

From the foregoing statement it is apparent that the committee have been quite within limits in 
assuming that the extension of the prohibitory system to its legitimate results, and, to the point which 
it must soon reach if not now arrested, will cut off one-half of our foreign commerce. 

It is time now to inquire what those articles of foreign merchandise will be which are to fill up the 
chasm in our foreign commerce, produced by the prohibition of $10,000,000 of our present importations? 
They cannot .be manufactures of cotton, wool, iron, hemp, flax, or,. indeed, any of the manufactures 
enumerated in the above analysis of our foreign commerce, ( except wines and silks,) for they, all of them, 
fall within the principles, and most of them within the existing and proposed provisions, of the protecting 
policy. They cannot be grain, raw wool, hemp, spirits, sugar, or salt, for these are also articles that it 
is deemed important to protect against foreign competition. Indeed, it is obvious that all the great 
staples of agriculture and manufacture, everything applicable to the purposes of feeding and clothing 
mankind, by supplying either the necessaries, the comforts, or the luxuries of life, are excluded by the 
prohibitory policy, with the exception of tea, coffee, spices, cocoa, and a few small articles of a similar 
kind, and some small manufactures of inconsiderable importance; and the committ~e will add silks and 
wines to the enumeration, though even these might fairly claim a place in the sanctuary of the protecting 
system. 

Unless, therefore, this system shall have the effect of increasing the importation of the very articles 
it excludes, or of leading to the discovery of others hitherto unknown in the annals of commerce, the 
committee cannot imagine what other foreign articles could be found to supply, advantageously, the place 
of those it is proposed to prohibit, even if it were true that the increased wealth of the country would 
"produce an increased ability to buy all articles of consumption, whencesoever derived." To assert that 
the wealth of the country will be increased by the prohibition of imported articles is at least an intelligible, 
possibly a plausible proposition; but to allege that foreign commerce will not be diminished by prohibiting 
almost the only descriptions of merchandise, with the exception of coffee and tea, which we now import, 
or ever can import with advantage, is, to make the most of it, an empty and inflated generality, which 
instantly vanishes at the touch of a practical analysis. 

But the illusion of this anticipated creation of new branches of trade to compensate foreign commerce 
for the direct curtailment of the proposed prohibitions is not less effectually dispelled by inquiring what 
are the articles of export of which that trade is to consist? What shall we have to export in greater 
abundance than we have now? The only answer that can be given is manufactures. .A.nd it has been 
confidently asserted that the exports of domestic manufactures will, at no distant period, be equal to the 
foreign merchandise we exclude to give them protection. This is another of those propositions that can 
only be considered with gravity while viewed in the abstract. We cannot command our own market 
without a legislative protection of fifty-six per cent. in addition to the natural protection of fifteen or 
twenty per cent. resulting from the expense of importing the foreign manufacture, and yet we are to 
compete with the most skilful manufacturers in the world, in foreign markets, on terms of perfect equality. 
But this is not half of the difficulty. To what nations shall we send our manufactures? Shall we find a 
market for them in Great Britain, France, or any part of Europe? It would be as reasonable to expect 
Great Britain and France to export raw cotton to South Carolina or Louisiana. In all the nations of 
Europe we shall have to encounter not only the greater cheapness of their manufactures, but their pro
hibitory regulations. Shall we export them to the West Indies or any of the colonies of the European 
Powers? We should therJl meet the prohibitions of their colonial policy, which excludes all foreign 
merchandise which the mother country can supply. Where, then, shall we resort? It will be answered, 
to South America, and an appeal will be made to experience to sustain the allegation. Now it is worthy 
of remark that we, who have the cheapest, most fertile, and most various soil in the world, with a climate 
in every respect adapted to the growing of wool, cannot compete, in our own market, without a protecting 
duty, either with the wool-growers of England, Spain, or Saxony-countries where lands a:re from ten to 
twenty times as high as they are in most parts of the United States. .A.nd yet it is conceived that we 
can successfully contend _with those nations, in other foreign markets, in the sale of our manufactures . 
.A.n agricultural nation incapable of maintaining a competition with manufacturing nations in the sale of 
her natural productions is yet to prove more than a match for them in the sale of manufactures. This 
would be doing wonders to be sure. But we have yet greater difficulties to encounter. In some of the 
States of South .America we find discriminating duties unfavorable to us and favorable to Great Britain . 
.A.nd when we have surmounted this legal discrimination we find another still more difficult to overcome, 
growing out of the peculiar character of the productions of South America. The great staple of that 
region, cotton, is precisely what Great Britain desires most to purchase and this country desires most to 
sell; and the same remark is applicable to almost all the productions of South America. This circum
stance alone would give the British manufacturers an overwhelming advantage in a competition with ours, 
even if we could rival them in the cheapness of our fabrics. 

These views will be clearly illustrated by reference to the nature of the boasted trade now carried 
on by our manufacturers of cotton goods with South America. We exported, in 1826, domestic cotton 
manufactures to the amount of $1,138,125, and re-exported British manufactures of the same kind to the 
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amount of $2,226,090. In 1827 the export of domestic cotton manufactures amounted to $1,17'1,598; the 
amount of British manufactures of the same kind for that year has not been ascertained by the committee. 

It is apparent, from this statement, that we find it more advantageous to re-export British manufac
tures, after importing them at an expense of fifteen or twenty per cent., than to export our own, and that 
the exportation of our domestic manufactures increases very slowly. .A. conclusive refutation is here 
found of the inference drawn from this trade by some that we can manufacture our cotton fabrics cheaper 
than the British. ·If the fact of our exporting one million of domestic cotton fabrics proves that we can 
make them cheaper than the British, the fact of our re-exporting two millions of British fabrics proves 
still more strongly that the British manufacturers can make them cheaper than ours. The truth is that 
this exportation of domestic and re-exportation of foreign manufactures proves nothing on either hand as 
to the relative cheapness of the manufactures. We could afford to export domestic cotton manufactures 
to South .America to a limited extent, even if they were much higher, because we take in exchange raw 
hides and skins that, to this extent, would be of scarcely any value but for our demand for them. This is 
the true foundation of our export trade in domestic manufactures, and this is its limit. .A. survey of the 
productions and commerce of South .America will warrant the conclusion that the only articles of value 
and importance produced in that quarter, either for food or clothing, which it is our interest to import 
are these raw hides and skins. And thus the vision of indemnifying foreign commerce and the revenue 
derived from imposts for the loss they will sustain• by the exclusion of foreign manufactures is finally 
consummated in the importation of articles that may be appropriately denominated the offal of trade
articles, too, which pay no duty at all, and come directly in competition with our own ag-ricultural pro
ductions, in utter contempt of the principles of the prohibitory system. With this striking exemplifica
tion of the commercial and financial bearing of the scheme of the Secretary of the Treasury the committee 
will conclude their remarks on this branch of the subject. 

It will be perceived by the House that the committee have no further entered into the consideration 
of the proposed duties than was necessary to ascertain their ultimate and permanent effect upon our 
foreign commerce, and, of consequence, upon the public revenue. They have not permitted themselves 
to be seduced by the example of the Secretary of the 'l'reasury to depart entirely from the financial view 
of the subject and to enter at larg·e into the discussion of the policy of protecting domestic manufactures 
by prohibitory duties, a policy which, whether it be wise or unwise, just or unjust, must inevitably impair 
the productiveness of our present system of revenue to an extent that will render it difficult to avoid a 
resort to internal taxes in time of peace. That this will be the probable fruit of the system of prohibition 
cannot be disguised, however confidently it may be denied. It has been shown that the proposed exclusion 
of foreign cotton and woolen manufactures, raw wool, hemp, and iron, will diminish the annual income 
from the customs four millions of dollars. If to these articles be added foreign spirits, molasses, and 
iron manufactures, in conformity with the views of the Committee on Manufactures, a further reduction 
of the revenue to the amount of one million and a half may be confidently anticipated. When it is 
perceived that a revenue of $20,000,000, derived from imposts, is thus subjected to a diminution of 
$5,500,000 at a single blow of the prohibitory system-a system which our own experience demonstrates 
to be naturally progressive, making each advance the basis and the instrument of extending still further 
its desolating encroachments upon our commerce and revenue-it appears to the committee that only a 
very ordinary share of forecast is required to foresee the ultimate consequences that must result, at no 
distant period, from the progress of this system. The anticipation indulged by the committee, as hereto
fore expressed, that the public debt would be extinguished in the year 1835 can only be realized by the 
faithful application of the Sinking Fund, in conformity with the provisions of the act of 181 '1, by which 
the annual sum of $10,000,000 was pledged for the payment of the principal and interest of that debt. 
The current expenses of the Government for the year 182'1, exclusive of the public debt, amounted to 
$12,000,000; and when it is considered that the expenditures for the military and naval service have 
been gradually increasing since 1825, it cannot be reasonably expected that the aggregate expenditures 
will be less than $12,000,000 per annum for the next eight years, exclusive of the national debt. It 
follows that the current expenditures of the Government will amount annually to the sum of $22,000,000; 
for, although some branches of these expenditures-the military pensions, for example-will decrease 
progressively, this will be counterbalanced by an increase in other branches and by appropriations of a 
contingent nature. Even if the present impost duties remain unaltered, it would be unsafe, in the opinion 
of the committee, to estimate the annual income from the imposts for the year 1828, and the seven following 
years, at more than was derived from this source in 1827; for even under the existing laws the progress 
of our· manufactures must still further limit the importation of certain descriptions of foreign merchandise. 
Estimating, then, the revenue from imposts, in round numbers, at $20,000,000, and that from the public 
lands, bank stock, and other sources, at $2,000,000, we have an annual income of $22,000,000, and an 
annual expenditure of the same amount. 

If, therefore, the contemplated prohibitions of foreign commerce be adopted, and the revenue derived 
from the imposts shall sustain a diminution of $5,500,000 per annum after the year 1830, to say nothing 
of the diminution in the intermediate years, while those prohibitions are reaching their consummation, it 
is apparent that between the close of the year 1830 and the close of the year 1835 there will be an annual 
deficit of $5,500,000, which can only be supplied by invading the Sinking Fund and almost entirely 
arresting the payment of the public debt, or by resorting to internal taxes. .A.nd, at the close of the year 
1835, instead of finding the public debt extinguished and an annual surplus revenue of $10,000,000, 
applicable to whatever purposes the public welfare may indicate, we shall find the nation still burdened 
with a debt which its ordinary revenue will not discharge until ten years more shall have elapsed. 

If these views xest upon any just foundation, it is quite evident that the prohibitory system now 
proposed will postpone the commencement of any such works of internal improvement as Congress may 
deem expedient until very nearly the middle of the present century. The committee take it for granted 
that the public mind is definitively made up as to the policy of disburdening the nation of the public 
debt with all practicable despatch. It is not to be presumed, therefore, that any attempt will be made 
to arrest the payment of that debt by diverting the Sinking Fund from its plighted purposes to any other 
purposes, however important, except for the support of the established institutions of the country. 

Even, therefore, if no change shall take place in our foreign relations involving an increase of the 
national expenditure, there will be no surplus revenue to be applied to any objects of internal improve
ment before the year 18!5, if the prohibitory duties now proposed shall be laid on foreign merchandise. 
The only means compatible with the preservation of the established institutions and policy of the country, 
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by which any such objects can be effected in the event just supposed, previous to the year 1845, will be 
internal taxes. 

And as the policy recommended by the Secretary of the Treasury will certainly lead, and apparently 
looks forward, to the substitution of a system of internal revenue in place of the present system of duties 
upon foreign merchandise, the committee will close this report with a few remarks on the relative advan
tages and disadvantages of the two systems. 

Under our present system of imposts the collection of the revenue costs less than. three and a half 
per cent. on the gross amount; under a system of internal taxes it would cost more than seven per cent. 
upon the most moderate estimate. The objection to this increased expense of collection wouW not be 
diminished by the consideration that it would grow out of the necessity of having a vast number of excise 
officers and assessors scattered over the country, clothed with inquisitorial powers, and necessarily 
intruding their inquiries into the private concerns of every citizen. But even this objection sinks into 
comparative insignificance when viewed in connexion with one which remains to be stated. From the 
great extent of our territory, the sparseness of our population, and the unavoidably unequal disbursement 
of the public revenue, in a local point of view, a system of internal taxes will always produce, by 
disturbing the equilibrium of the circulating medium, the most distressing embarrassments in those parts 
of the Union in which the smallest proportion of the public disbursement shall be made. If the contri
butions of the people and the expenditure of the Government could be locally equalized, so that the 
money contributed by each county, in the shape of taxes, should be returned to it in the form of Govern
ment expenditure, there would be scarcely any limit to the financial power of this country. But, as the 
expenditures of this Government are necessarily extremely unequal and partial, the only remedy or 
corrective is to be found in a system of revenue which makes the points of contribution, as nearly as 
possible, coincident with the points of disbursement. This is eminently the case in a system of imposts. 
Of the annual expenditure of $22,000,000 for the support of the various branches of the public service and 
for the payment of the public debt, it is believed that more than three-fourths is expended on the maritime 
frontier, principally in the cities into which foreign merchandise is directly imported. It is obvious, 
then, that impost duties are the least burdensome impositions that can be devised for such a country and 
such a Government as ours. It would not be extravagant to say that a net revenue of $15,000,000, raised 
by internal taxes, would involve, in the expenses of its collection, and in the mode of its operation, a heavier 
and more vexatious pressure upon the people, than a net revenue of $20,000,000 derived from imposts. 
The very nature of our country, and the ends for which this Government was obviously created, indicate 
foreign commerce as the· object of our care and source of our revenue. It was principally to protect 
foreign commerce that this Union was originally formed, and it may well be doubted whether the destruc
tion of the former would not put in jeopardy the very existence of the latter, by greatly impairing both 
the motive for preserving and the means of sustaining our expensive national institutions. The com
mittee, therefore, believe that the representatives of the people are called upon, not only by considerations 
connected with the national wealth and revenue, but by every consideration which gives value to the 
union of the States, to reject the recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury, and arrest the progress 
of a system the possible consequence of which no American can contemplate with indifference. 



Staiement of the appi·opriaiions and expenditutes of the General Govemment of the United States Jo,· the yeai·s 181 'T, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1820, and 182'T, arranged undel' sundi·y genel'al 
heads or objects. 

1817. 1822, 1823. 1824. 1825. 1826. 1827. 
General bends or objects, 

Approp1latlons Expenditures. Appropriation• Expenditures. Appropriations Expenditures, Appropriations Expenditures, Appropriations Expenditures, Appropriations Expenditures, Appropriations Expenditures. 

Civillist .••..•.•••...• ,,,,,, 1 , 1 ,,,,, 11 , 11 ,,,, 11 ,, ••• $1,107,1!93 80 1$994,556 17 $894,945 78 $1,158,131 58 $1,037,660 ~ '$1,058,911 65 $1,274,444 06 $1,336,266 24 $1,715,012 98 $1,333,747 24 $1,020,092 51 $1,256,745 48 $1,253,858 10 $1 11!:l2,8ll 53 
Civil pensions ...................................... 1,460 00 1,430 00 2,947 99 2,00113 2,250 00 2,328 14 2,150 00 1,953 02 2,050 00 2,100 00 2,050 00 2,150 00 2,050 00 2,000 00 
.l\Ulitny pensions ........... , ..................... 200,:100 00 297,374 43 1,961,786 29 1,948,199 40 1,875,643 84 1,780,588 52 1,605,453 81 1,499,326 59 111!68,451! 26 l,1!40,930 81 1,432,1!90 00 1,556,593 83 1,573,1!40 00 977,986 26 
Privateer pensions ............ , ... I \ I I I I I I I t I I t I I 0 41,622 91 41,61!2 91 1,221 62 1,221 62 •••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 

•••••••••••••• 
.............. . ............ .............. 

Public buildings, ................................... 140,308 00 283,373 51 124,550 00 126,859 18 128,200 00 116,200 00 96,929 50 110,370 53 94,271 97 82,ooo oo 1861165 00 91,1!71 97 103,047 40 175,727 35 
lllint estnbllshmcnt , .......... , .... , ...... , ......... 43,334 00 38,500 00 30,204 00 17,150 00 32,900 00 14,139 12 32,650 00 29,469 76 36,671 25 19,651 64 34,621 00 34,068 27 36,400 00 40,588 86 
Publlcdebt ......................................... 20,853,661 70 25,423,036 12 10,000,000 00 7,84~,949 12 10,000,000 00 5,530,016 41 10,000,000 00 16,568,393 76 10,000,000 00 12,095,344 78 10,000,000 00 11,041,082 19 10,000,000 00 10,003,668 39 
Foreign intercourse ........••• , .......... , , •....... 296,333 32 !!81,995 97 226,5J5 00 164,879 51 136,000 00 292,118 56 282,000 00 248,731 27 329,858 37 297,790 11 333,132 33 1132,719 08 263,324 00 258,964 07 
Clnlms on Spnin .................................... ... , .......... •••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• 

.............. •••••••••••••• ............. 5,000,000 00 4,891,368 56 
••••••••••••• 

73,876 14 .............. .............. .............. l,817 72 
.Awnrds under tho first nrtiele of the trcnty of Ghent, .. .............. ••••••••••••• .............. .............. ............. .............. •••••••••••••• .............. .............. ............. , ............. •••••••••••••• 1,204,960 00 402,951 73 
Surveys, roads nnd cnnnls,nnd other commercial objects. 40,416 57 37l!,993 20 44,599 99 42,031 47 51,086 98 43,982 28 273,840 94 150,252 12 550,373 45 410,055 53 734,i86 50 668,200 26 507,615 59 490,344 74 
Light-houses, buoys, &c, ................ , .......... 201,227 76 122,187 29 182,094 68 145,951 76 203,441 65 207,610 23 205,1!82 60 153,419 96 184,435 85 183,864 64 325,083 36 188,849 72 253,471 00 323,859 78 
Suppression of plrncy nnd the slave trade ............ .............. ......... .... 207,647 07 37,810 42 50,000 00 115,657 76 .............. 30,434 18 ·••.•········· 23,ll2 11 35,722 27 24,780 43 36,710 00 30,766 54 
Mnrino hospitnls ........ , ........................... 48,081 88 81,749 28 81,928 72 44,324 61 53,062 91 44,761 13 51,877 52 34,986 77 56,992 39 51,938 51 58,133 10 51,236 9~ 00,000 00 89,137 42 
Relief of Individuals, pnyments for property lost, &c .. 574,660 75 614,1!73 16 122,467 21 125,5)4 48 169,860 38 146,973 73 320,461 91 308,948 86 391,1!01 56 429,623 31 443,781 72 :199,758 00 75,068 89 78,248 95 
Purchnse nnd surveys of lnnd, pay of Registers nnd 

Receivers, &c,,. ,, , •• •••,,,, .. ••••• ..... , ... ••••• 595,466 32 592,295 93 100,000 00 115,922 83 261,390 11 191,289 93 166,525 70 159,625 12 173,501 68 152,725 52 84,940 07 63,745 57 37,052 44 61,448 31 
llliscellnneous expenditures under the ciVll department, 75,438 11 85,093 76 42,995 45 8,800 13 19,545 91 30,596 32 5,800 54 3,007 93 34,312 64 27,595 29 2,750 84 1,611 53 4,137 13 4,562 28 
Army proper . ....•• , • , .••. , ••••• , •.• , , , .. , , , , , , . , , • 6,403,130 21 6,195,468 85 2,405,581 17 2,470,155 35 2,295,1!85 20 2,239,347 28 2,1!59,380 15 2,409,157 05 2,ti25,750 23 2,270,741 62 2,305,755 51 2,355,510 48 2,480,679 90 2,405,968 45 
.Bortificntions , ...• , , , , . , , .. , ••• , .. , • , , , . , , .. , . , . , . 838,000 00 000,000 00 370,000 00 315,053 15 508,000 00 512,117 01 646,000 00 526,25'1 42 830,000 00 760,199 66 914,500 00 776,354 44 507,900 00 723,056 41 
.Arsenals ............................................ .......... ... •••••••••••••• 500 00 1,632 58 33,400 00 :ll,040 50 ............. 2,538 92 52,600 00 30,399 92 127,700 00 02,110 81 59,400 00 93,033 25 
lllllitary Acndcmy ........ ,. • u ... , .... ............ 16,570 00 16,570 00 13,979 00 9,589 43 12,000 00 11,187 62 21,500 00 25,438 39 11,500 00 12,763 56 34,730 49 20,309 32 32,139 95 41,143 95 
Expenses of militia in scrvico. •••• ... , •••••• ••••·••• 717,000 00 717,000 00 34,829 32 . l,626 89 10,1!76 60 .............. 5,510 27 271,015 88 185,090 67 135,068 33 152,107 84 17,577 60 17,577 60 
Arming nnd equipping mllitin ........................ 200,000 00 400,000 00 200,000 00 386,687 78 220,000 00 207,956 24 200,000 00 171,155 43 200,000 00 167,338 77 200,000 00 186,165 71 200,000 00 203,107 43 
Georgia mllitln claims ............. ., ........ ., ...... ......... ... . ............ .............. .............. •••••••••••••• .............. .............. .............. .............. .. ........... •••••••••••• .............. 130,375 66 100,600 00 
Pay of Indlnn agent• nnd sub-agents ................. 

•••••••••••••• 
............. 17,213 00 11,1!41 66 37,500 00 35,035 89 41,200 00 33,422 56 42,500 00 54,767 89 43,000 00 41,991 91 46,100 00 49,363 67 

Holding nnd carrying Into effect Indian treaties ....... 37,350 00 36,11!6 06 98,107 10 123,604 47 5,000 00 14,892 83 128,1!00 00 50,091 19 332,827 00 343,955 26 549,377 05 288,526 57 175,865 43 270,165(77 
Presents to Indians, nnd unnultles., .................. 78,575 00 70,300 00 178,100 00 261,193 11 183,775 00 197,703 16 188,775 110 191,662 76 229,425 00 235,505 55 270,485 00 267,180 18 292,760 96 272,350 57 
Oivllization nnd contingencies oflndlan Depnrtment .. 219,1!50 00 228,037 65 183,283 10 169,190 89 100,000 00 88,649 95 105,000 00 112,285 69 105,000 00 89,603 ea 105,000 00 145,406 21 105,000 00 109,067 28 
Emigration of Indians . .. , .... , . , ....... , .. , , • . , .... .............. ............. ............ ............. .............. .............. .............. .............. 

•••••••••••••• 
............... 81,500 00 564 04 •••••••••••••• 29,080 82 

Suppression of Indian nggrcselons. , • , .. , , . , . , , .• , ... .............. 
...... ······· •••••••••••••• .............. 

•••••••••••••• ·····-········ •••••••••••••• .............. 
••••••••••••• 

............. ······· ...... •••••••••••••• 
39,260 60 13,096 71 

Navy proper .. ,. , • , .... , . , , , , , , • , •.. , . , ... , . , , ....... 2,646,979 75 2,~26,979 75 2,282,427 50 1,521,290 52 2,046,153 12 1,871,904 62 2,190,435 51 2,1!97,880 97 2,408,794 10 2,326,287 38 2,618,455 20 2,617,921 49 2,962,967 74 2,976,551 82 
Grn,Iunl increase nnd improvement of the Nnvy ....... 1,000,000 00 820,000 00 500,000 00 556,322 88 500,000 00 307,729 34 500,000 00 286,977 45 1,000,000 00 477,1!47 84 850,000 00 1,299,868 76 500,000 00 1,040,677 75 
?tlnrlnc Corps ••.•.• , •• ••••• . • , , •, .•• •••.,, ,. •••• •• ,, 236,662 00 136,662 00 200,oas 112 135,058 78 2-26,331 50 211,156 19 233,1!28 71 259,608 70 245,995 21 207,547 14 236,292 Sl 276,517 39 212,134 00 214,444 85 

17,748,769 84 
• Deduct uxcoss of repayments on account of mllltla, .. 

•••••••••••••• 
.............. .............. "72,177 21 

Tolnl appropriations nnd expenditures, .••• '.,,, •• , ••• 36,613,122 08 40,877,646 04 20,508,017 81 17,676,592 63 20,100,ua 81 15,314,lil 00 25,830,635 95 31,~98,538 47 22,892,544 72 23,585,804 72 23,255,413 09 24,103,398 46 23,172,096 39 22,734,170 26 

Tn&.1.sunY DEl'.I.I\Tl>ll<NT, Register•• Office, February n, 1828, JOSEPH NOURSE, Register, 
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H CONGRESS. J No. 886 [1ST SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE llIARCH 12, 1828. 

To the Oong1·ess of the Uniled States: 
The memorial of sundry citizens of the districts of Chesterfield, Marlborough, and Darlington, 

assembled at the town of Cheraw on the 25th day of July, 182'1, respectfully showeth: That your memo
rialists belong to those classes of the citizens of the United States who are engaged in commerce and 
agriculture, and they believe that in attachment to the Union and the principles of the Constitution they 
are behind no section or class of the citizens of this Republic. Your memorialists are unaccustomed to 
approach your honorable body, and have heretofore relied, and still do rely, with great confidence, on the 
justice of Congress; but when a system of partial and sectional legislation is gradu~lly acquiring strength 
and becoming a part of the settled principles of American policy, they cannot _in justice to themselves 
remain longer silent, and more particularly as their silence has been construed into acquiescence. 

Your honorable body will perceive that your memorialists allude to the attempts which have been 
made, and, they are sorry to say, with some success, by the manufacturers, for their own benefit and 
emolument, to procure an act of Congress increasing the duty on foreign goods. Your memorialists are 
not unwilling to bear their just proportion of the public burdens. If- the exigencies of the Government 
require it, we will not murmur at any increase of taxation, direct or indirect, within our ability to pay; 

• but we utterly protest against any law which compels us to share the fruits of our industry with those 
from whom we derive no reciprocal benefit. We claim no superiority over our manufacturing brethren, 
nor any exemption from the burdens imposed on them. We ask only to share equally the benefits as 
well as the inconveniences of the union of these States. Your memorialists are persuaded that the con
flicting interests of the several parts of the Union could never have been brought to assent to our excel
lent Constitution, if the States had supposed they were surrendering to Congress the power of partial 
and sectional legislation, or of fostering and cherishing the industry of one section of the Union ·at the 
expense of another; for if the duty on foreign goods enables the manufacturer of domestic goods to sell 
twenty-five per cent. higher, does not the consumer pay a bounty to the manufacturer equal to this advance 
of the price of his commodity? The facility of collection and the aversion of our people to excises hav-e 
always pointed to imposts on foreign goods as the appropriate source of American revenue; and so far 
as this has operated to the advancement of American manufactures, so far we have contributed willingly _ 
to their success; but we regard a tariff of protection as unjust in its operation, and a palpable violation 
of the spirit and letter of our Constitution, the fundamental principle of which is equality of rights and 
equality of burdens. 

Your memorialists regard the attempts of their manufacturing brethren to procure an increase of the 
duties on woolens as unkind and selfish in the extreme, because they are well assured from the best 
sources of information that no branch of American industry is at this time more flourishing than every 
species of manufactures. If evidence of this were wanting, it will be found in the uncontroverted fact 
that the most prudent and calculating men in this nation are daily transferring their capital from com
merce and agriculture and investing it in manufactures of both wool and cotton. But even if this were 
not true, from whence do we arrive at the justice and equity of exempting them from the operation of 
that rule of equality which says to every man "judge for yourself; if you share the profit with no one, 
the loss should be exclusively your own ?" Your memorialists take no pleasure in exposing their poverty; 
but they beg leave to call the attention of Congress to the fact that there never was a time when this 
miscalled "American system" would have operated so oppressively on the cotton-growing country as the 
present. Our estates· are reduced to less than half their former price, our income to one-third of what it 
amounted to seven years ago, and our citizens are oppressed with debt beyond any former precedent. In 
fact, such is the present embarrassed condition of the country generally that there are very few, if any, who 
do not feel the pressure of the present, and look with fearful foreboding to the future. Yet it is not the 
amount of the increase of our burdens that we complain of. If the object of increasing the tariff were 
legitimate, if it were equitable, if it were for the good of our common country, we would submit to it 
without murmuring and with cheerfulness; but when the end is unjust and the means unconstitutional, 
we will never cease to protest against, and to defeat its operation by every lawful means in our power. 
Your memorialists have been accustomed to consider as the most glorious fruit of the revolutionary war 
the establishment of the principle that man is capable of self-government and the best judge of what will 
best advance his own interest, comfort, and happiness. The necessity of government does not arise from 
man's inability to regulate his own affairs, but from his propensity to intermeddle with the concerns of 
others. Hence, all well-regulated Govermpents have never usurped the power of controlling the efforts 
of individual indu~try, except so far as they interfered with the· just rights of others. • Your memorialists 
look, therefore, with great confidence, to the justice of Congress, and doubt not the unreasonable demands 
of the manufacturers to enrich themselves at the expense of others will be denied. As a development of 
American enterprise and ingenuity, as a branch of national industry, we have ever cherished towards 
our manufacturing brethren the kindest feelings and the most anxious solicitude for their success. We 
ask no restriction on their profits, except what is produced by fair and general competition. If, in this 
way, they become rich, we shall not envy them the enjoyment of the honest fruits of their labor, nor ask 
your honorable body to tax their industry to redeem us from that poverty which a less favored climate 
or our own folly may have brought upon us. 

• Your memorialists, with great diffidence, beg leave to state their belief that the power to pass a law 
levying a duty on imports, with the sole object of encouraging domestic manufactures, is neither 
expressly nor by implication granted to Congress by the Constitution. Your memorialists would feel 
much hesitation in pronouncing as usurpation a system which had been sanctified by time and acted on 
for ages. Fortunately, in this case, they have no canonized opinions to combat. Our Government has 
not lived beyond the age which produced it, and this "American system" has no precedent to support it 
anterior to the year 1816. And your memorialists have great doubt whether the tariff of that year 
should be regarded as anything more than a necessary increase of the duties on foreign goods in order 
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to meet the enormous increase of the national debt growing out of the war with Great Britain then 
recently ended. Your memorialists have looked in vain into the Constitution for authority to sustain the 
exercise of that enormous power which claims to regulate the whole industry and capital of the nation. 
If the framers of the Constitution had intended to give this extraordinary power, would it not have been 
plainly and clearly expressed? Yet in no part of the Constitution do we find the word manufacture 
used. Did not agriculture and manufactures exist at the adoption of the Constitution, as well as 
commerce. If so, why was not the power to regulate these given by the Constitution, as well as the 
power to regulate commerce with foreign nations and among· the States ? For the very obvious reason that 
the latter was necessary to the great end for which the Confederation was formed, whilst the former were 
proper and appropriate ~ubjects of State regulations On this consideration alone your memorialists 
believe they might rest their case with perfect security, for it never can be disregarded that such is the 
entire character of the Constitution of the United States, and so perfectly are all its sanctions of a 
restrictive character, that Congress possesses no power whatever not granted by it. 

They feel that this opinion is justified by the absence of every such grant of power as has been 
assumed, and no less fortified by the provisions which the Constitution does contain, and which, of 
necessity, excludes the power contended for. Not only is it provided that "the enumeration in the 
Constitution of certain rights shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people," 
but further proceecls, "as if to take a bond of fate," that "the powers not delegated to the United States 
by the Constitution nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the 
people." .Assuredly these provisions ought to protect us against the exercise of all power not granted. 
We appeal to the 8th section of the 1st article of the Constitution as containing the entire grant, modifica
tion, and restriction of all the power which has been delegated to the United States on the subject of 
manufactures. It is there provided that Congress shall have power "to promote the progress of science 
and the useful arts." Had there been no qualification or restriction superadded to these words, such a 
grant of power would have been as plenary as that "to borrow money on the credit of the United States,"· 
or "to regulate commerce with foreign nations." In that case there would have been no doubt of the 
power of Congress, whatever there might have been of the expediency of its exercise; but fortunately the 
framers of the Constitution limited the power, and designated the manner in which it should be exercised. 
They gave to Congress not all power on the subject, but only the modified and restricted power "to 
promote the progress of science and the useful arts, by securing, for limited times, to the authors and 
inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries." This restriction and modifica
tion is as much a part of the Constitution as the grant of power itself; and being so restricted and limited 
in its exercise, none other can in good faith be exerted. That the favored objects of the tariff of protection 
are the "useful arts" of the Constitution, the manufacturers themselves, indeed, the common assent of the 
civilized world, have established beyond contradiction; for among all those various objects and combina
tions which constitute American manufactures, scarcely one, however minute and unimportant, can be 
selected which has not already enjoyed the benefit of this provision of the Constitution, or of similar enact
ments of foreign Governments. On looking into the Constitution it will be perceived that the important 
powers granted to Congress are comprehend~d under one of the following heads: I. Those necessary to 
regulate our intercourse with foreign nations; and 2d, such as, in the exercise of the States, would be 
prod.uctive of jealousy and collision among themselves. .A.II other powers necessary to better the condi
tion of our citizens were reserved to the States or the people themselves until it should be found 
expedient to delegate them to the General Government. The right claimed by the advocates of this 
"American system" is not comprehended within either of these classes of powers, as your memorialists 
conceive, either by express grant or necessary implication. It is not pretended that it is one of the 
primary powers of Cong·ress, but only an incident growing out of other powers, such as the power to 
regulate commerce and to lay and collect duties on foreign goods. The power to regulate commerce 
with foreign nations carries along with it the power to do everything necessary to promote and encourage 
the foreign commerce of the United States; but to claim as incidental to this the power to tax and 
to prohibit by taxation the importation of foreign goods, for the encouragement of domestic manufactures 
only, is absurd in the extreme. Your memorialists do not deny to Congress the power to lay and collect 
duties and imposts on foreign goods, but these duties and imposts must be laid "to pay the debts and 
provide for the common defence and general welfare of the United States." The object is to pay the 
debts and provide for the "common defence and general welfare" <,f the United States; the means are 
the money arising from duties and imposts. • 

The advocates of the "American system" say that, under this provision of the Constitution, Congress 
has power to exclude by prohibitory duties the importation of foreign goods for the encouragement of 
domestic manufactures, because this is for the general welfare, or, in other words, the means are to be 
destroyed for the attainment of the end: than which your rnemorialists humbly conceive nothing can be 
more inconsistent. Against this species of construction your memorialists most earnestly and solemnly 
protest, and declare their settled conviction that the power to regulate .the whole productive industry of 
the nation is contrary to the whole spirit of the Constitution, nowhere delegated, nor necessary to carry 
into effect any of the provisions of that sacred instrument. If an increased duty be nec~ssary to effectuate 
the legitimate ends of Government, your memorialists _would be among the last to complain. And if from 
this source a benefit resulted to any class of American industry, there is none amongst us who would not 
rejoice at it. But when, under the disguise of raising a revenue, is concealed, in fact, the design of 
reducing the revenue and of compelling the consumer to pay an increased price, that thereby the profits 
of the domestic manufacturer may be increased, your memorialists have become justly alarmed; and in 
the instance complained of they are without redress, inasmuch as the covert object of the measure is not 
avowed or expressed in the law itself, so that your memorialists, who are aggrieved by its operation, may 
submit the question to the decision of the judicial authority of the nation. Your memorialists do not 
object to any protection which may be afforded to the domestic industry of any State which operates on 
the citizens of such State exclusively; and they submit, respectfully, that by the concluding paragraph of 
the tenth section of the first article of the Constitution of the United States it is competent for any State, 
with the consent of Cong·ress, to pass laws, the effect of which would be, within the limits of such State, 
entirely to prohibit the importation of foreign goods. If, therefore, it be the policy of Ohio, Rhode Island, 
or Massachusetts to impose prohibitory duties on foreign manufactures of cotton or wool, as a component 
part of this Confederation we freely give our consent. . Your memorialists most conscientiously believe 
that this "American system" is a violation of their constitutional rights; that in its operation it will 
weaken the ~onds of Union, produce sectional divisions, and .disturb the domestic tranquillity of these 
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States; that it is unjust, unequal, and oppressive. And they submit to the consideration of Congress 
that the "general welfare" of the whole American people requires the entire and total abandonment of 
the system. • 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 88'7. 

PETER L. ROBESON, 
JOHN G. LANCE, 
OLIVER H. KOLLOOK, 
HUGH CRAIG, 
JOSHUA LAZARUS, 
JOSIAH J. EV ANS, 
S.AM?L W. GILLESPIE, 
DAVID R. WILLIAMS, 

Comrnittee. 

[lsr SESSION. 

ANNUAL SUM REQUIRED TO PAY THE NATIONAL DEBT IN 1835. 

C01IMUNICATED TO THE HOU~E OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 13, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 12, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 8th instant, instructing the 

Secretary of the Treasury to inform the House-
l. What average amount will be annually required to discharge the whole of the national debt in 

1835, when the last portion of it becomes redeemable, excepting the three per cents and the subscription 
to the United States Bank; 

2. What amount will be so required to redeem the whole of the debt by that time, the three per 
cents only excepted; 

3d. What will be the surplus of the present appropriation of ten millions remaining annually after 
discharging the whole of the redeemable debt according to the principle of calculations first above mentioned; 

4. What will be the surplus of the present Sinking Fund remaining in 1835, after discharging the 
whole of the national debt except the three per cents;-

I have the honor to transmit two statements (marked A and B) which contain the information required, 
accompanied by a letter of the Register of the Treasury explanatory of the same. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your most obedient !lervant, 
RICH.ARD RUSH. 

The Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representatives. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, March 11, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor, in compliance with the reference to this office of the resolution of the House 

of Representatives of the 8th instant, to transmit two statements (marked A and B) presenting the 
information required by that resolution. 

In relation to the proportion of principal and interest payable in each year, permit me to remark 
that, after ascertaining the annual average amount that would be required for principal, one moiety of 
that amount was considered as applicable on the 30th of June, the other on the 31st of December, in 
each of the eight years; to each moiety was added six months' interest on the several denominations of 
stock unpaid at the time; the result, however, as respects both the average annual amount, as well as 
the aggregate sum that may be required to discharge the debt, will be somewhat affected should payments 
on account of principal be applied oftener than semi-annually, or should a larger proportion be discharged 
on the 30th of June than on the 31st of December in any one year. 

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary ef the Treasury. 

A. 

Statement showing the "average arnount that will be annually required to discharge the whole of the national debt 
in 1835, when the last portion of it becomes redeemable, excepting the three per cents and the subscription 
to the United States Bank;" exhibiting also "the smplus of the present appropriation of ten 'millions which 
'IJJill remain annually ofter discharging the whole of the redeemable debt according to the principle of calcu
lations" upon which the said average amount is ascertained. 

The sum that will be required to pay off the whole of the principal of the debt, ( the three 
per cents and the United States Bank subscription excepted,) together with the 
quarterly accruing interest on all the stocks from the 1st of January, 18281 to the 
31st of December, 1835, is ................................................... $63,342,957 50 

The average annual amount, or one-eighth, is ..................................... . 'r,91'1,869 68 
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The sums which will be annually required,.and the surplus of the present appropriation of $10,000,000, 
are as follows, viz: 

The sums which will be annually Surplus which will remain 
required for principal and in- each year of the present 
terest, ap_propriation, 

In 1828 .......................... $9,0'19,3'14 6'1................................. $920,625 33 
In 1829 ......................... ~ 81 '125,996 2'1...................... . . . . . . . . . . . l,2'14,003 '13 
In 1830.......................... 8,3'12,61'1 8'1................................. l,62'1,382 13 
In 1831.......................... 8,019,239 4'1................................. 1,980,'160 53 
In 1832.......................... 'i,6'12,058 96................................. 2,32'1,941 04 , 
In 1833.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '1,491,042 25......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,508,95'1 '15 
In 1834.......................... '1,126,009 50................................. 2,8'13,990 50 
In 1835. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,856,618 51. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,143,381 49 

63,342,95'1 50 

One-eighth.......... . . . . . . 'i,91 'i,869 68 

Total surplus ............... 16,65'1,042 50 
Total payments ............. 63,342,95'1 50 

Annual appropriation of ten millions for eight years .......................... 80,000,000 00 

TRE.ASURY DEP.ARnlENT, Regi,ster's Office, March ll, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

B. 

Sl,atement showing the "average amount that 'IJYi,ll be annually required to discharge the whole of the national debt 
in 1835, when the last portion ef it becomes redeemable, the three per cents only excepted;" exhibiting also 
"the surplus ef the present appropriation of ten millions which will remain annually cifter d'ischarging the 
whole of the redeemable debt according to the principle ef calculations" upon 'Which the said average amount 
is ascertained. 

The sum that will be required to pay off the whole of the principal of the debt, ( the three 
per cents only excepted,) together with the quarterly accruing interest on all stocks 
from the 1st of January, 1828, to the 31st of December, 1835, is .................. $68,838,031 59 

The average annual amount, or on'e-eighth, is...................................... 8,604,'153 94 

The sums which will be annually required, and the surplus of the appropriation of $10,000,000, are 
as fo1lows: 

Amount which will be required Surplus which will remain each 
annuallyforpaymentofprin- year of the present appropri-
cipa! and interest. ation of$10,ooo,ooo. 

In 1828 .......................... $9,941,249 39 ......................... •........ $58,'150 61 
In 1829. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,535,3'19 95. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 464,620 05 
In 1830.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,129,492 51. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8'10,50'1 49 
In 1831.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, '123,614 0'i. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l,2'16,385 93 
In 1832.......................... 8,351,925 23................................ .. 1,648,0'14 '1'1 
In 1833 .................. ,....... 8,024,326 69................................. l,9'15,6'13 31 
In 1844.......................... 'i,'119,91'1 85................................. 2,280,082 15 
In 1835.......................... '1,412,125 90................................. 2,58'1,8'74 10 

68,838,031 59 

One-eighth................ 8,604,'153 94 

Total surplus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,161,968 41 
Total payments . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68,838,031 59 

Annual appropriation of ten millions for eight years .......................... 80,000,000 00 

TREASURY DEP.ARTMENT, Register's Office, March ll, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 888. [1ST SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIBS ON IMPORTS. 

COlDIUNICATED TO.THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATITES !URCH 15, 1828. 

Report ef the Commutee on the South Carolina and Georgia resulutions. 

The Committee to whom were referred the resolutions of the Legislatures of South Carolina and Georgia 
in relation to the constitutionality and expediency of promoting American manufactures by means 
of tariff laws, ask leave to report: . 

That they have had the same under consideration, and perceiye no cause to dissent from the con
struction which Congress have uniformly given to the Constitution of the United States in relation to this 
subject. Ever since the organization of the Federal Government in its present form, tariff laws have 
been in force; and at different periods subsequently additional laws have been enacted, having for their 
object not merely the raising of revenue, but the encouragement and protection of the shipping interest 
of the country. While this interest was in its infancy, very heavy discriminating duties on imports and 
tonnage, in favor of American ships, were imposed, which sometimes operated as an entire prohibition of 
importation in foreign vessels. These duties seep.red the building of American ships and the employ
ment of American seamen, and rendered permanent and prosperous the commerce of o~ country. Nor 
were these discriminating laws repealed or modified until this great interest of the nation had acquired 
such strength as to render them unnecessary. Besides, large sums of money are annually appropriated 
to extend ample protection to the property and enterprise of our merchants in every quarter of the world. 
The constitutionality of these laws has never been questioned. The committee do not perceive that the 
power of Congress to extend similar protection and encouragement to manufactures is in any degree 
more limited or more doubtful. In fact, this power has been frequently exercised by Congress. The 
manufacture of many articles has been encouraged and protected by means of duties which have been 
imposed upon their importation; and these duties have been imposed avowedly for the purpose of pro
tection to the American manufacturer. 

Under these circumstances, your committee are of opinion that a practical construction has been 
given to the Constitution on this subject, by the successive decisions of the General Government, which 
cannot now be shaken. 

If the result to which the committee have arrived be correct, _the only remaining question is the 
expediency of the further interference of Congress in aid of the agriculture and manufactures of the 
country. 

Experience has shown that the full protection of manufactures from foreign competition creates a 
competition in the home market, and the community are supplied with these articles so protected without 
any increase in price. The State of New Jersey has the1 means of contributing large quantities of the 
raw materials of iron, wool, and flax, and has already made very great advances in the manufactures of 
these and other articles. The cultivation and improvement of these resources have beyome essential to 
the prosperity of this State. 

Believing that these important interests stand in need of further encouragement and protection, and 
that it is expedient that such protection should be extended to them, the committee ask leave to submit 
the following resolutions: 

Resolved by the _Oourwil, and General .Assembly, That the Senators and Representatives in Congress 
from the State of New Jersey be, and they are hereby, requested to use their endeavors to procure the 
adoption of such measures as shall give effectual protection to the great staples of the United States, and 
to the manufactures of the same, particularly to those of iron, wool, flax, and hemp, and to such others as 
Congress in their wisdom may deem to require it. . 

Resolved, That the Governor be requested to cause a copy of the foregoing resolution to be sent to 
each of the Senators and Representatives in Congress from this State. 

Cowc1L CHAMBER, March 4, 1828. 

This report and resolutions having been three times read in the Council, 
Resolved, That the same do pass. 

By order of the Oouncil: 
ISAAC H. WILLIAMSON, Presi,dent. 

HousE oF AssEMBLY, February 26, 1828. 

This report and resolutions having been read in the House, 
Resolved, That the same do pass. 

By order of the House: 
W. B. EWING, Spealcer. 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE, Ma1·ch 12, 1828. 
I, Daniel .Coleman, Secretary of the State of New Jersey, do certify the foregoing to be a true 

transcript of a report and resolutions of the Legislature of said State, passed as above dated, taken from 
the original now on file in my said office. 

Given under my hand and seal of office, at the city of Trenton, the day and year last above written. 
DAN'L COLEMAN. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 889. 

AG.A.INST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

comruNICATED TO TB~ HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 17, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives ef the Unued States of .America in Congress 
assemhled: 

We, your petitioners, hardware manufacturers, smiths, and iron founders, respectfully show: First. 
That the existing tariff of duties on iron is to our different branches of business such an excessive 
burden that it has actually deprived us of any participation in the manufacturing of heavy articles of 
hardware; and should the existing high duties remain without modification they will continue to depreciate 
our business and lessen the consumption of iron in the United States, as will be shown by the following 
statements: • 

The duty on hardware is 25 per cent.; on the greatest part of the iron that the same is manufactured 
out of the present duty is 100 per cent., giving a protection to the foreign manufacturer of 75 per cent. 
against the domestic manufacturer, by making the raw material that much higher to the latter than it is 
to the former. The price of common English bar iron is about £7 to £9 per ton in Birmingham, the 
principal seat of heavy hardware manufactories; taking 'fihe medium, which would be £8, or $35 55, 
or a fraction less than a penny per pound, allowing 12 per cent. wastage, all those articles that cost a 
half penny per pound to manufacture are now introduced in the United States, at . . . . . . . . . . $50 55 
Exchange, at 10 per cent............................................................ 5 05 
Commission, insurance, export .duty, and port charges................................... 2 50 
Duty, 25 per cent. ad valorem, say. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 50 
Freight ................................................................ : . . . . . . . . . . 3 50 

76 10 

Second. The selling price of the same quality of iron is now, in the iron stores, the places from whence 
we are supplied, $5 50 per cwt., or $110 per ton, making to us the price of the raw material $33 45 per 
ton higher than this quality of hardware. . 

Take the above in view with the two following, and it will show that we are completely shut out of 
our own market by laws we are told were made for our protection. Such articles as cost 1 penny and 1½ 
penny per pound to manufacture, which include all those articles that could be manufactured here to the best 
advantage, but are now imported, and can be sold profitably at $107 20 per ton, or $2 80 less than the 
cost of the same quality of iron in most of our seaports; taking the three descriptions together, the average 
would be $107 20 per ton, as follows: 
One ton of iron in Birmingham. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $35 55 
Cost of manufacturing it, at one penny per pound. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 55 
Duty, 25 pet' cent. ad valorem; say. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 50 
Exchange, say ten per cent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 10 
Port charges, commission, and insurance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
Freight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 50 

107 20 

.As the iron does not cost quite one penny per pound, it would make hardware a trifle lower; but the 
above is as neat' the truth as can be, exclusive of fractions. The above is applicable only to common bar
iron above the size of half-inch, round, square, or flat, above the size of hoop. 

Third. Rods, round, square, slit, or rolled, from 3-16 to 8-16, cost, made of common English iron, 
from £9 to £15 per ton; average £12, or.............................................. $53 33 
Exchange, at 10 per cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 35 
Commission, port charges, and export duty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00 
Freight........................................................................... 3 50 
The charges only are nearly 25 per cent., yet these sizes of iron are subject to the enormous 

duty of three cents per pound....................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 20 

Average cost price per invoice to the importer, per ton.................................. 134 38 
Of which 150 per cent. nearly is duty and charges together, raising the raw material of our business to 

the present selling price of $9 per 112 pounds, whilst the same article costs the Birmingham manufacturer 
in his market only $2 66: for the same quantity. 

Then in those kinds of ware manufactured out of those materials of which one-half is labor and the 
other iron, the ware will stand thus: 
.A. ton of iron costs in Birmingham .................................................. . 
Cost of labor, &c., to manufacturers .................................................. . 

Exchange, at ten per cent ........................................................... . 
Export duty, half per cent ........................................................... . 
Commission, two and a half per cent.; insurance, say one and a half ...................... . 
Dock and town dues, porterage, and other contingencies, say ........ : ................... . 
Duty, 25 per cent. ad valorem ....................................................... . 
Freight, say ...................................................................... . 

Or $19 36 less than the cost of the raw material in this country ! I I 

$53 33 
53 33 

106 66 
10 66 

51 
4 28 
2 50 

31 03 
5 00 

160 64 
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Fourth. Sheet iron, the average of which is, for single•rolled, £12; double, £14; treble, £16 per ton. 
Take the average, say £14, or. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . $62 22 
Exchange, say 10 per cent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 24 
Export duty, commission, insurance, and port charges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
Freight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 80 
Duties, 8 cents per pound. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 20 

144 96 

Here, again, is a duty of more than 100 per cent., and, taking the cost for importation into considera
tion, will make the cost and charges, duties included, $82 '14 on $62 22, the first cost, or 188 per cent. 
duty and charges. .A.gain, one ton of frying pans costs from £20 to £24, say £22 per ton, or. . . $9'1 '1'1 
Exch?,nge, say 10 per cent............................................................. 9 '1'1 
Commission, insurance, port charges, &c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00 
Freight ................................ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 50 
Duty, 25 per cent. ad valorem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 84 

145 88 

Selling price of sheet iron at our seaports, $9 per cwt., or $180 per ton, or $84 62 more per ton than the 
manufactured article would cost in our seaports, which is within 98 cents of being as much as the foreign 
manufacturer gets for manufacturing the raw· material into frying-pans; or, in other words, a ton of double 
sheet iron costs £14 in Birmingham; the manufacturer gets £8 or $85 55 to manufacture it into frying 
pans, and sells the same for $84 62 less, after paying all charges, than the domestic manufacturer can buy 
the raw material for. 

Now, we simply ask your honorable bodies what would be thought of any foreign Parliament that 
would lay a duty of upwards of 100 per cent. on our raw cotton, but only 25 per cent. if manufactured 
into cotton cloth? 

Fifth. Hoop iron costs from £9 to £18 per ton, according to the size taken. , 
The average, say £11, or ................................................... . 
Exchange, 10 per cent ............................................................... . 
Commission, insurance, port charges, &c., say ....................................... , ... . 
Freight ............................................................................ . 
Duty, 8 cents per pound ............................................................... . 

$48 88 
4 90 
2 50 
8 50 

68 20 

12'1 98 

Or it costs $'19 10 to import $48 88. The same reasons are applicable to hoop iron as a raw material, 
as to the above quality. The fact is, we are prevented from taking any share in the remanufacturing of 
hoop or most other iron, the existing tariff being so enormously high on all kinds of iron. 

Sucth. Hammered iron, including Russia, Swedish, and English, the cost of which is from £18 to £1 '1 
per ton, say £15 the average, or. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $66 66 
Exchange, 10 -per cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 66 
Port charges, commission, and insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
Freight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 00 
Duty............................................................................... 18 00 

99 82 

Seventh. Cost of manufacturing a ton of iron from the pig in the United States, 28 cuts of pig, at $1 40 
·per cwt............................................................................. $89 00 
840 bushels of charcoal, at 4 cents per bushel, (when the manufacturer has to buy)........... 18 60 
Forgemen's _wages for drawing the same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 00 

61 60 

Coals, if made on the place, do not cost more than 2½ cents per bushel, and the profits on the pig are 
equal to hauling to market. Selling price of the same at our seaports, $100 to $110 per ton, leaving the 
enormous profit to the manufacturer of upwards of $40 per ton, or from '10 to 80 per cent.-four times that 
of your petitioners. 

Eighth. There are some articles of hardware or manufactures from iron on which there is a specific duty; 
such as cutting-knives, sledge hammers, anchors, chain cables, &c.; on the latter the duty is 8 cents per 
pound. The average price of them in England is £112s., or '1} cents per pound; the average price here 
is 10 cents, or 2l cents per pound higher than in England. Chain iron costs the British manufacturer 
£12, or $58 88, free from fag or deficient ends on the bars; chain iron costs in the United States $120, 
with fag ends on the bars that waste at least 8 per cent.; or, in other words, the British manufacturer pays 
$2 66: for 112 pounds of iron, free from deficient ends; whilst the domestic manufacturer pays $6 for the 
same quantity, or $3 88i more than the foreign manufacturer, and has a loss of 8 per cent wastage on his 
iron. Foreign iron is free from this loss. So far are we from receiving any benefit from the duty that we 
actually work up 112 pounds of iron into chain for 88l cents less than the English manufacturer, although 
our coals cost us double what they do in England. Although we are willing to supply the wants of our 
shipping m~rchants for less than the foreigner, yet they are made to pay a bounty to the iron manufac
turers of $3 83f for every 100 pounds of chain they use about their ships. We have here taken the article of 
manufacture that pays the greatest rate of duty, to show that we have no participation in the benefit of 
the duty; but if it benefits any it is the iron-makers. 

Ninth. In the report made to one of the branches of Congress, a proposition of an additional duty of $'1 
per ton on bar iron manufactured by rolling, (which, on the sizes included, is nearly 20 per cent.,) and 
an additional duty of 12½ on certain articles of hardware, is made. Now, the adoption of!this new duty, 
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were it to take place, would still be an additional protection of 7½ per cent. to the Birmingham manufac
turer on those articles of hardware the report proposes to increase the duty on, and of 19¾ per cent. on 
those articles that would remain as they are under the. existing tariff. 

Tenth. On account of the number of articles that cannot be manufactured and kept for sale, there is still 
a great quantity of iron wanted. We believe more than one-half is imported; and it is out of the power 
of our iron-makers to supply the demand. The sale of their iron is so great that they leave what is called 
a fag end at each of their bars, which is an imposition on us, and causes us at least a loss of 3 per cent., 
and of which all foreign iron is free. They are not willing to draw any heavy piece of iron, as is done in 
all other countries, by which a great deal of labor is saved; neither can we be supplied from other countries 
on account of the enormous duty. We are also precluded from participating in the supply of the West 
Indian and South American markets, which we could supply in many articles if we could obtain iron at a 
reasonable price. The duties themselves are of no great advantage to the iron manufacturers, as they 
cannot supply the demand; they, of course, get more than they would if iron were free; but'were it free 
there would still be a demand for all their iron, and at a reasonable profit. Much of what is now imported 
in the shape of hardware would be imported in the bar, and would be manufactured here, and set our shops 
in the motion they ought to be kept, in, and raise our wages and profits to the level of the British manu
facturers; for, although cotton weavers and woolen manufacturers' wages are higher here than in Great 
Britain, your petitioners can prove that both their profits and journeymen's wages are lower here than 
there, which shows sufficiently that our business is more depressed than most if not all others. 

Your petitioners humbly pray your honorable bodies to modify the existing tariff so that the duty on 
bar, bolt, hoop, sheet, rod, and all descriptions of iron manufactured by rolling, the cost of which is $53 33, 
or under, be reduced to 25 per cent. ad valorem, the same as the duty on hardware, without any addition 
for small sizes, as your petitioners conceive that the duty on raw materials should never exceed that on 
manufactured articles. 

2d. That as your petitioners believe that the charges arising on the importations of hammered and 
such qualities of rolled iron as cost upwards of $53 33 are sufficient protection to the manufacturers, (if 
protected they must be,) they pray that the existing duty be reduced to $6 per ton. 

3d. That the duty on steel be reduced to fifty cents per 112 pounds, as the American steel is now 
selling for 7 cents per pound, and the foreign from 16 to 23 cents; which is sufficient proof of the difference 
of quality. 

4th. As pig iron is an article in a very raw state, and those of your petitioners engaged in the foundry 
business have found it to be their interest to pay from $50 to $70 per ton for a certain proportion of foreign 
pig iron, whilst they could buy domestic at $30 to $45 per ton, which shows a difference in quality, and 
is not a matter of competition; therefore your petitioners pray that the duty on pig iron be reduced to 
$5 per ton. 

5th. That the duties or iron wire be reduced to 25 per cent. ad valorem, the same as the duties on 
hardware. 

Your petitioners are persuaded that the above reduction of duties would not only be their interest, 
but would be a national benefit, and would neither injure the revenue nor the iron manufacturer, (as the 
latter would have a greater demand than he could supply.) The revenue would not be injured, because 
the importation of iron would be much increased; the shipping merchant would have much more freight than 
at present, and the nation be benefitted by the price of many things being reduced to the consumer. But 
as your petitioners claim, what has never been denied to them, that is, being the most useful mechanics in 
the world, being the tool-makers and machinists for all other trades, they consider iron in all its different 
shapes, of bar, bolt, hoop, sheet, rod, &c., a raw material, and therefore think that it ought not to be charged 
with half the duty that is charged on hardware. They further state that an additional duty on hardware 
would be injurious both to them and to the consumer. Under the existing duty the consumer evades the 
paying thereof by all the fair means he can devise. Your petitioners will particularize, for instance, 
the article of chain cables, the cost of which, for a ship of 400 tons, is about $1,800; a third part of that 
amount goes either for duties, or is paid as a bounty to the iron manufacturer. In order to evade this 
taxation, the merchant buys one set of chain of domestic manufacture or English, on which he pays the 
duty in either case; when he builds a second ship, he replaces them by a new set bought in England, on 
which he saves $600 that he would have paid either in bounty or duty. The new set he keeps on board 
the first ship; the old ones are landed and are used for the second ship, which may afterwards pass to a 
third, and so on to an infinitum; and by these lawful means one set of chains, paying the duty, or of 
domestic origin, might be used by twenty ships or more successively; nineteen sets out of the twenty 
would be bought in England, and of course would be free of duty or bounty. This sufficiently illustrates 
the doctrine that the system of high or prohibitory duties defeats the end it was intended to obtain. If 
iron were free, the merchants would buy their chain in their own market, and the manufacturing of them 
be secured to the domestic manufacturer. But under the present Chinese system of prohibitory duty, both 
the making of the iron and the chains is lost to the country, which can by no means benefit the iron manu
facturer. With regard to the iron used in the hulk and rigging of a ship, amounting to about three 
thousand dollars, one thousand of which is paid in duties, or as a bounty to the iron manufacturers; yet 
this class of favorites of the tariff is not, in the United States, as one to a thousand to the class of your peti
tioners. Why then should such partial laws be suffered to exist one day longer under a Government 
professing republican principles? 

Your petitioners hope that your honorable bodies will take their petition into consideration, and act 
thereon in your wisdom, like the representatives and legislators of a great and growing nation, and not 
like the representatives and legislators of any separate section or interest, but alway,s aiming at the 
welfare of the great whole; and your petitioners will ever pray, &c. 

PHILADELPHIA, March 18, 1828. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No 890. [lsT SESSION. 

IMPORT OF IRON AND MACHINERY FREE OF DUTY. 

COJtMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH l 'f, 1828. 

To the Senate and House of Representatives of .the United States in Congress assembled: 
The memorial of the President and Directors of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company respectfully 

showeth : That your memorialists have it in contemplation and are at this time taking measures to 
construct a railroad, with at least two sets of tracks, from the city of Baltimore to the Ohio river, which 
will, it is estimated, unavoidably require not less than fifteen thousand tons of malleable iron. 

Your memorialists, taking into consideration the actual qmmtity of this indispensable article now 
annually manufactured in our own country, and further considering the numerous lines of railroads already 
projected in different parts of the United States, are confirmed in the opinion that it will be difficult, if not 
impossible, to procure amongst ourselves a sufficient quantity for these numerous undertakings, and 
consequently, that an enormous enhancement of the present price must be the inevitable consequence, 
unless supplies to a considerable extent be drawn from abroad; which enhancement of an article so 
necessary both in the manufacturing and agricultural operations of the country would manifestly be 
injurious to both these important interests. 

Your memorialists are persuaded that so enlightened a body as the representatives of the people of 
the United States are fully aware of the vast importance of the undertaking in which this company have 
embarked. It is, indeed, an enterprise in which every section of our country has a deep and vital interest. 
Its direct effect upon the prosperity of the nation, if successfully accomplished, and its beneficial influence 
in perpetuating the happy union of these States, is perceived and appreciated by all; at the same time it 
should not be overlooked that this great work, of such deep national concernment, and pregnant with 
such important consequences, has been undertaken, and so far conducted, by individual enterprise, and is 
still almost exclusively dependent upon private resources for its accomplishment. 

Under these considerations, your memorialists take leave respectfully to ask of the National Legisla
ture for the passage of an act authorizing the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company to import from 
abroad, if it should be found needful, such supplies of iron and iron machinery as may be requisite for 
the construction of the proposed road free of duty. 

In presenting these views of an object essentially national to the representatives of their country, 
your memorialists rely on the wisdom and patriotism of Congress to afford such relief as may be deemed 
proper, either by an exemption from duty, or by a drawback upon the material actually used in the con
struction of the road; at the same time they confidently believe that, in granting the indulgence now 
asked for, the best interests of the nation will be substantially promoted, whilst no injury whatever will 
accrue, either to the manufacturing, agricultural, or other important interests of the country. 

Signed on behalf of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. 
P. E. THOMAS, Premdent. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 891. [lsT SESSION. 

REDUCTION OF DUTY ON IRON AND STEEL. 

COIDIDNICATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 19, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House qf Representatives qf the United States in Oongress assembled: 
We, your petitioners, hardware manufacturers, smiths, and iron founders, respectfully show: First. 

That the existing tariff of duties on iron is to our different branches of business such an excessive 
burden that it has actually deprived us of any participation in the manufacturing of heavy ai-ticles 
of hardware; an_d should the existing high duties remain without modification they will continue to 
depreciate our business and lessen the consumption of iron in the United States, as will be shown by the 
following statements: • 

The duty on hardware is 25 per cent. on the greatest part of the iron that the same is manufactured 
out of; the present duty is 100 per cent., giving· a protection to the foreign manufacturer of 75 per cent. 
against the domestic manufacturer, by making the raw material that much higher to the latter than it is to 
the former. Th~ price of common English bar iron is about £'i to £9 per ton in Birmingham, the princi
pal seat of heavy hardware manufactories. Taking the medium, which would be £8, or $35 55, or a fraction 
less than a penny per pound, allowing 12 per cent. wastage, all those articles that cost halfpenny per 
pound to manufacture are now introduced in the United States, at.......................... $50 55 
Exchange, at 10 per cent.............................................................. 5 05 
Commission, insurance, export duty, and port charges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Duty, 25 per cent. ad valorem, say. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 50 
Freight .•.............................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 50 
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Second. The selling price of the same quality of iron is now, in the iron stores, the places from whence 
we are supplied, $5 50 per cwt., or $110 per ton, making to us the price of the raw material $33 45 per 
ton higher than this quality of hardware. 

Take the above in view with the two following, and it will show that we are completely shut out of 
our own market by laws we are told were made for our protec:tion. Such articles as cost one penny and 
one and one-half penny per pound to manufacture, which includes all those articles that could be manufac
tured here to the best advantage, but are now imported, and can be sold profitably at $10'1 20 per ton, or 
$2 80 less than the cost of the same quality of iron in most of our seaports, taking the three descriptions 
together, the average would be $10'1 20 per ton, as follows: 

One ton of iron in Birmingham .................................. " ...................... . 
Cost of manufacturing it, at one penny per pound ........................................ . 
Duty, 25 per cent. ad valorem, say ..................................................... . 
Exchange, say 10 per cent ........................................................... . 
Port charges, commission, and insurance ............................................... . 
Freight ................................................................. _. .......... . 

$35 55 
35 55 
20 50 
'l IO 
5 00 
3 50 

10'1 20 

As the iron does not cost quite one penny per pound, it would make hardware a trifle• lower, but the 
above is as near the truth as can be, exclusive of fractions. The above is applicable only to common bar 
iron above the size of half-inch, round, square, or flat, above the size of hoop. 
Third. Rods, round, square, slit, or rolled, from 3-16 to 8-16 cost, made of common English iron, 

' are from £9 to £15 per ton, average £12, or ....................................... . 
Exchange, at 10 per cent ............................................................. . 
Commission, port charges, and export duty ............................................. . 
Freight ....................................... " .................. : .................. . 
The charges only are neatly 25 per cent., yet these sizes of iron are subject to the enormous 

$53 33 
5 35 
4 00 
3 50 

duty of three cents per pound...................................................... " 68 20 

Average cost price per invoice to the importer, per ton.............................. 134 38 

Of which 150 per cent. nearly is duty and charges together, raising the raw material of our business 
to tne present selling price of $9 per 112 pounds, whilst the same article costs the Birmingham manufac-
turer, in bis market, only $2 66: for the same quantity. " 

Then in those kinds of ware manufactured out of those materials, of which one-half is labor and the 
other iron, the ware will stand thus: 

A ton of iron costs in Birmingham. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $53 33 
Cost of labor, &c., to manufacturers ............................................... •. . . . . 53 33 

Exchange, at 10 per cent .................................................. : .......... . 
Export duty, ½ per cent .............................................................. . 
Commission, 2½ per cent.; insurance, say I½ ............................................. . 
Dock and town dues, porterage, and other contingencies, say .............................. . 
Duty, 25 per cent. ad valorem ......................................................... . 
Freight, say ........................................................................ . 

Or $19 36 less than the cost of the raw material in this country 111 
Fourth. Sheet iron, the average of which is, for single rolled, £12; double, £14; treble, £16 per 

ton. Take the average, say £14, or ............................................. . 
Exchange, say 10 per cent ......................................................... . 
Export duty, commission, insurance, and port charges .................................. . 
Freight .......................................................................... . 
Duties, 3 cents per pound .......................................................... . 

106 66 
IO 66 

51 
4 28 
2 50 

31 03 
5 00 

160 64 

$62 22 
6 24 
5 00 
3 30 

68 20 

144 96 

Here, again, is a duty of more than 100 per cent., and, taking the cost forimportations into considera
tion, will make the cost and charges, duties included, $82 7 4 on $62 22, the first cost, or 133 per cent. 
duty and charges. 
Again: one ton of frying pans cost from £20 to £24, say £22 per ton, or ................. : . 
Exchange, say 10 per cent ......................................................... . 
Commission, insurance, port charges, '&c ................................. • ............. . 
Freight .................................. : ....................................... . 
Duty, 25 per cent. ad valorem ....................................................... . 

$9'1 7'l 
9 'l'l 
6 00 
3 50 

28 34 

145 38 

Selling price of sheet iron at our seaports, $9 per cwt., or $180 per ton, or $34 62 more per ton than 
the price of the manufactured article would cost in our seaports, which is within 93 cents of being as much 
as the foreign manufacturer gets for manufacturing the raw material into frying pans; or, in other words, 
a ton of double sheet iron costs £14 in Birmingham, the manufacturer gets £8 or $35 55 to manufacture 
it into frying pans, and sells the same for $34 62 less, after paying all charges, than the domestic manu-
facturer can buy the raw material for 111 • 
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Now, we simply ask your honorable bodies what would be thought of any foreign Parliament that 
would lay a duty of upwards of 100 per cent. ou our raw cotton, but only 25 per cent. if manufactured 
into cotton cloth ? 
Fifth.- Hoop iron costs from £9 to £13 per ton, according· to the size taken. The average, say 

£11, or ........................................................... , .... •• .. ••• 
Exchange; 10 per cent.· ............................................................ . 
Commission; insurance, port charges, &c., say ......................................... . 
Freight .......................................................................... . 
Duty, 3 cents per pound ............................................................ . 

$48 88 
4 90 
2 50 
3 50 

68 20 

12'T 98 

Or it" costs $'T9 10 to import $48 88. The same i:easons are applicable to hoop iron as a raw material, 
as to the above q~ality. The fact is, we are prevented from taking any share in the re-manufacturing of 
hoop or most other iron, the existing tariff being so enormously high on all kinds of iron. 
Sixth. Hammered iron, including Russia, Swedish, and English, the cost of which is from £13 to 

· £1 'T per ton, say £15 the ayerage, or ............................................. . 
Exchange, 10 per cent ............................................................ . 
Port charges, commission, and insurance ............................................. . 
Freight ........................................................................... . 
Duty ........................................................ • ................... . 

. . 
Seventh. Cost of manufacturing .a ton of iron from the pig. in the United States, 28 cuts of pig at 

• $1 40 per.cwt ................................................................. . 
340 bushels.of charcoal, at. 4.ce_nt per bushel, (when the manufacturer has to.buy) ......... . 
Forgemen's wages for drawing the same ............................................. . 

$66 66 
6 66 
5 00 
3 00 

18 00 

99 32 

$39 00 
13 60 

9 00 

61 60 

Coals, if made on the place, do not cost more than 2½ cents per bushel, and the profits on the pig are 
equal to hauling to market. Selling price of the same at our seaports $100 to $110 per ton, leaving the 
enormous profit to the manufacturer of upwards of $40 per tou, or from 'TO to 80 per cent.-four times that 
of your petitioners 111 • 

Eighth. There are some articles of hardware, or manufactures from iron, on which there is a specific 
duty, such as cutting knives, sledge hammers, anchors, chain cables, &c.; on the latter the duty is three 
cents per pound. The average price of them in England is £1 12, or 'Tl cents per pound; the average 
price here .is 10 cents, or 2;{ cents per-pound-higher-than in England. Chain iron costs the British manu
facturer £12, or 853 33, free from fag or deficient ends -on the bars; chain iron costs in the United States 
$120, with fag ends on the bars that waste at least 3 per cent.; or, in other words, the British manu
facturer pays $2 66: for 112 pounds of iron, free from deficient ends, whilst the domestic manufacturer 
pays'$6 for .the same quantity, or $3 33j more than the foreign-manufacturer; and has a loss of 3 per cent. 
wastage on.his iron. . Foreign iron is free from this loss. . So .far. are we from receiving any benefit from 
the duty, that we actually work up 112 pounds of iron into chain for 33i less than the English manufacturer, 
although our coals. cost us ilouble what they do in England. .Although we are willing to supply the wants 
of our shipping merchants. for less than the foreigner, yet- they are made to pay a bounty to the iron 
manufacturers .of $3. 33i for every 100 of chain they use about their ships. - We have here taken the 
article of manufacture that pays the greatest rate of duty to show that we have no participation in the 
benefit of the duty; but if it benefits any it is the iron-makers. 

Ninth. In the 1·eport made to one of the branches of Congress a proposition of an additional duty of $'T 
per ton on bar iron manufactured by rolling, ( which on the sizes included is nearly 20 per cent.,) and an 
addition of 12½ on certain articles of hardware is made. Now, the adoption of this new duty, were it to 
take place, would still be an. additional -protection of 'T½ per cent. to the Birmingham manufacturer on 
those articles of .hardware the report. proposes to- increase the duty on, and of 19¾ per cent. on those 
articles that :would remain.as they.are under-the existing tariff. 

Tenth. On account of the number of. articles that-cannot be manufactured and kept for sale, there is 
still a great quantity of iron wanted .. We believe more. than one-half is imported; and it is out of the 
power of our iron-makers to supply the demand. The sale of their iron is so great that they leave what 
is called a fag end at each of their bars, which is an imposition on us, and causes us at least a loss of 3 
per cent., and of which all foreign iron is free. They are not willing to draw any heavy piece of iron, as 
is done in all other countries, by which a great deal of labor is saved;. neither can we be supplied from 
other countries on account of the enormous duty. We are also precluded from participating in the supply 
of the vVest Indian and South .American markets, which we could supply in many articles if we could 
obtain iron at a reasonable price. The duties themselves are of no great advantage to ·the iron manufac
turers, as they cannot supply the demand; they of course get more than they would if iron were free; but 
were it free, there would stjll be a demand for all their iron, and at a reasonable profit. Much of what is 
now imported in the shape of hardware would be imported in the bar, an<l would be manufactured 
here, and set our shops in the motion they ought to be kept in, and raise our wages and profits to the 
level of the British manufacturers; for although cotton weavers and woolen manufacturers' wages are 
higher-here than in Great Britain, your petitioners can prove that both their profits and journeymen's 
wages are lower here than there, which shows sufficiently that our business is more depressed than most 
if not all others. 

Your petitioners humbly pray your honorable bodies to modify the existing tariff so that the duty on 
bar, bolt, hoop, sheet, rod, and all descriptions of iron manufacture by rolling, the cost of which is $53 33, 
or under, be reduced to 25 per cent. ad valorem, the same as the duty on hardware, without any addition 
for small sizes, as your petitioners conceive that the duty on raw materials should never exceed that on 
manufactured articles. 

2d. That &!! ycur petitioners believe that the charg·es arising. on the importations of hammered and 
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such qualities of rolled iron as cost upwards of $53 33, are sufficient protection to the manufacturers, (if 
protected they must be,) they pray that the existing duty be reduced to $6 per ton. 

3d. That the duty on steel be reduced to fifty c~n~s per 112 pounds, as the American steel is now 
selling for seven cents per pound, and the foreign froin sixteen to twenty-three cents, which is sufficient 
proof of the difference of quality. 

4th. As pig iron is an article in a very raw state, and those of your petiti.oners engaged in the 
foundry business have found it to be their interest to pay from $50 to $70 per ton for a certain portion of 
foreign pig iron, whilst they could buy domestic at $30 to $45 per ton, which shows a difference in quality, 
and is not a matter of competition, therefore your petitioners pray that the duty on pig iron be reduced 
to $5 per ton. • 

5th. That the duties on iron wire be reduced to 25 per cent. ad valorem, the same as the duties on 
hardware. 

Your petitioners are persuaded that the above reduction of duties would not only be their interest, 
but would be a national benefit, and would neither injure the revenue· nor the iron manufacturer, ( as the 
latter would have a greater demand than he could supply.) • The revenue would not be injured,• because 
the importation of iron would be much increased; the shipping merchant would have much more freight 
than at present, and the nation be benefitted by the price of many things being reduced to the consumer. 
But as your petitioners claim what bas never been denied to· them,• that is, being the most useful 
mechanics in the world, being the tool-makers and mechanists for all other trades, they consider iron, in 
all its different shapes of bar, bolt, hoop, sheet, rod, &c., a raw material, ana·therefore think that it ought 
not to be charged with half the duty that is charged on hardware. They further state that an additional 
duty on hardware would be injurious both to them and to the consumer. Under the existing duty, the 
consumer evades the paying thereof by all the fair means he can devise. Your petitioners will particu
larize, for instance, the article of chain cables, the cost of which, for a ship of 400 tons, is about $1,800; 
a third part of that amount goes either for duties or paid as a bounty to the iron manufacturer. • In order 
to evade this taxation, the merchant buys one set of chain 9f domestic manufacture or English, on which 
he pays the duty in either case; when he builds a second ship, he replaces them by a new set bought in 
England, on which he saves $600 that he would have paid either in bounty or duty. The new set he keeps 
on board the first ship, the old ones are landed and are used for the second ship, which may afterwards 
pass to a third, and so on to an infinitum; and by these lawful means one set of chains, paying the duty, 
or of domestic origin, might be used by twenty ships or more successively; nineteen:sets out of the twenty 
would be bought in England, and of course would be free of duty or bounty. This sufficiently illustrates 
the doctrine that the system of high or prohibitory duties defeats the end it was intended to obtain. If 
iron were free, the merchants would buy their chain in their own market, and the manufacturing of them 
be secured to the domestic manufacturer: But under the present Chinese system or prohibitory duty, 
both the making of the iron and the chains is lost to the country, which can by no means benefit the iron 
manufacturer. With regard to the iron used in the hulk and rigging of a ship, amounting to about three 
thousand dollars, one thousand of which is paid in duties or as a bounty to the iron manufacturers,-yet 
this class of favorites of the tariff are not, in the United States, as one to a thousand to the class of your 
petitioners. Why then should such partial laws be suffered to exist one day longer under a Government 
professing republican principles? · . • 

Your petitioners hope that your honorable bodies will take their petition into consideration, and act 
thereon in your wisdom, like the representatives and legislators of a great and gi;owing nation, and not 
like the representatives and legislators of any separate section or interest, but always aiming at the 
welfare of the great whole; and your petitioners will ever pray, &c. 

PHILADELPHIA, March"IO, 1828. 

20rH CoNGREss.J No. 892. [Isr SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS OF SLATE·. 

cmruuNIOATED TO THE SElUTE MARCH 19, 1828. 

To the lwnorable the Senai,e and House of Representoliues of the United Stoles in Congress assembled: 
The memorial of the Northampton Slate Quarry Company, of the State of Pennsylvania, respectfully 

represents : That your memorialists have for several years been engaged in the manufacture of slate for 
roofing, and would yet have been in the prosecution of the manufacture but that an influx of foreign slate 
has paralyzed their efforts, and instead of realizing an indemnity for their labor and the capital employed, 
they have met with a serious diminution in their investments in this pursuit. 

The cause of this loss has arisen from the low rate of duty on the article as now fixed by law, the 
effect of which is to encourage the labor of foreigners, who will not permit the product of any labor of 
our fellow-citizens to be imported into their own country. 

Your memorialists, therefore, respectfully ask of you a protective impost on the article of slate, sug
gesting, with due deference, the propriety of making the duty a specific instead of an ad valorern duty, 
for that the intrinsic value of the material out of which the article is made is scarce anything, and the 
labor in its manufacture in Wales, whence it is principally imported, is little more. 

Your memorialists beg to suggest that a specific duty laid on per ton weight, or thousand tale, would 
afford such protection as to place the laborer in Wales and the laborer in Pennsylvania upon an equal 
footing, and tend to save to this country a portion of its capital otherwise disb_ursed abroad. 

All which is respectfully submitted. 
By order of the Board of Managers of the Northampton Slate Quarry Company of Pennsylvania. 

DA.NIEL GROVES, Prem.dent. 
GEo. BILLINGTo:s-, Secretary. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 893. [lsr SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 20, 1828. 

To the Senole and House of Repr_esentatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 

The petition of the subscribers, citizens of the county of Alleghany, Pennsylvania, humbly showeth: 
That your petitioners reside in. a district highly favorable to the business of growing wool and of 
manufacturing woolen cloth; they therefore respectfully claim the protection of both interests, so far as 
may be compatible with the general welfare. In regard to the manufacturing of woolens, they have the 
express admission of the committee by whom the late tariff bill was reported, "that if the cost of the 
wool and the cost of the foreign materials used for dyeing were the same in both countries, the process of 
manufacturing wool into cloth fitted for the market can be performed as cheap in this country as it can 
in England." It is admitted, on all hands, that under a fair protection the manufacture of woolens would 
be very soon extended, so as wholly to supply the country with American clothing. From these facts it is 
obvious that the encouragement of the manufacture cannot have the effect of a tax on the consumer, 
whether he be poor or rich; that the home competition would in this, as in every other instance of manu
facture by machinery, regulate and reduce the price to the consumer. This has been the effect of the high 
duty on cotton goods, and no reason has been or can be given why a like cause should not produce like 
effects in regard to woolens. It is also clear, from the showing of the committee, that the price of woolen 
cloths can only be raised to the consumer by increasing the price of wool and of the dyeing materials used 
in its manufacture. If, then, the objection of taxing the consumer be a reason against the increase of 
duties on imported articles, it lies not against the duty upon cloth, "which is made in this country as 
cheap as in England," but applies, in substance and effect, to the "wool and dye stuffs" entering into its 
fabrication. And the report of the committee saves the manufacture from a stale objection, which the 
experience of the nation has refuted, and turns it, in effect, against the higher duties upon raw wool. But 
your memorialists have no fear of oppression from high duties upon either wool 01: woolens; nor have 
they ever heard a poor man complain of or deprecate the protection of the national industry by which he 
finds employment. The rich may, as they have often q.one, speak in his name against such protection; 
but they have spoken without authority, and misrepresented his wishes. We are anxious that the wool
growing interest of the country should be amply and decidedly protecte~; and that, for this purpose, a 
high duty should be laid on all foreign wool for which American wool can be substituted in the manufac
ture of cloth. Our wishes in behalf of the wool-grower have never led us to desire the destruction of 
manufactories which he cannot supply, and in the protection of which the nation has a deep interest. 
The prosperity of the wool-grower must depend upon the extent of the market for his wool. American 
wool cannot be exported to foreign countries; it must be consumed at home. The value of wool must, 
therefore, be regulated altogether by the dernand at the manufactories, and that demand will be increased 
in proportion to the extent of the manufacture. If, then, the manufacture of cloth is carried on as cheaply 
in the United States as in Great Britain, and it is only depressed by a difference in the cost of the raw 
material, the cloth may be protected to any extent without the least danger of oppression or monopoly. 
Let it, therefore, be extensively and amply protected, and the market •thereby extended for American 
wool; and if a further protection to wool, which all men desire, be calculated to embarrass the manufac
turer, let the duty upon the cloth be raised proportionably, and the nation clothe itself from its own flocks 
instead of depending upon foreign countries. 

With these sentiments, your memorialists earnestly pray that the amendment to that part of the tariff 
which relates to woolens, offered by Mr. Mallary, chairman of the Committee on Manufactures, and an 
abstract of which is subjoined, may be adopted by Congress. 

TARIFF.-DUTIES PROPOSED IN THE BILL REPORTED BY THE COMMITTEE ON MANUFACTURES. 

1. On raw wool 'l cents per pound, and 40 per cent. ad valorem until the 30th of June, 1829, and after 
that to be increased 5 per cent. annually until it amounts to 50 per cent. 

2. On manufactures of wool, or of which wool is a component part, ( except blankets, worsted stuff 
goods, bombazines, hosiery, mits, gloves, caps, and bindings,) the actual value of which at the place 
whence imported shall not exceed 50 cents the square yard, sixteen cents the square yard. 

3. Exceeding 50 cents and not exceeding 100 cents per square yard, forty cents the square yard. 
4. Exceeding $1 and not exceeding $2 50, one dollar per square yard. 
5. Exceeding $2 50 and not exceeding $4, to be deemed to have cost $4, and to pay a duty of forty 

per cent. ad valorem. 
6. Exceeding $4, a duty of forty-jive per cent. ad valorem. 

MR. MALLARY'S AMENDMENT. 

To strike out the foregoing provisions of the committee's bill and insert as follows: 
1. On raw wool, costing at the place whence imported more than 8 cents per pound, 20 cents per 

pound until 30th of June, 1829; after which time 2½ cents per pound to be added annually :until it 
amounts to 50 cents. 

2. On all manufactures of wool, or of which wool is a component part, ( except as in the committee's 
bill,) the actual value of which at the place whence imported does not exceed 50 cents the square yard, 
to be deemed to have cost 50 cents per square yard, and to pay 40 per cent. until 30th of June, 1829; after 
which 5 per cent. to be added annuallyiuntil it amounts to 50 per cent. 

3. Exceeding 50 cents and not exceeding $2 50 the square yard, to be deemed to have cost $2 50, and 
to be charged as in this section before provided. 

4. Exceeding $2 50 and not exceeding $4, to be deemed to have cost $4, and to be charged as in this 
section before provided. 
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5. Exceeding $4 and not exceeding $6, to be deemed to have cost $6, and to be charged as in this 
section before provided. 

6. Exceeding $6, to pay 40 per cent. ad valorem, to be increased annually 5 per cent. until it amounts 
to fifty per cent. --

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 894. [1ST SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COlD£UNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 21, 1828. 

ANTI-TARIFF MEETING IN SUMTER DISTRICT. 

An adjourned meeting of the citizens of Sumter district (S. C.) was held at the court-house, on the 
3d day of September, to receive the report of the committee appointed to draught a memorial to Congress 
on the subject of the proposed tariff on woolens. Colonel SPANN resumed the chair, and the meeting being 
organized, the following report of the committee was submitted by its chairman, the Hon. STEPHEN D. 
MILLER: 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of .America in Congress assembled: 
Your memorialists respectfully show: That they are a portion of the citizens of the Union, and parties to 

the contract by which the Government of the United States was organized. As citizens, they have a right 
to expect that the General Government will respect their interests; as parties, they hav6 a right to put 
their own honest and deliberate construction upon the great compact which binds together the various 
interests and communities within these United States. 

They trust, because they are not in the habit of pressing their claims upon the General Government 
or continually asking favors, that, nevertheless, their attachments are as strong as any portion of this 
Union to the Federal Government. • 

Your memorialists beg leave to state that they are engaged in agriculture: principally in the culti
vation of cotton as a staple for sale; that the low price of that article now makes the capital of those 
engaged in its cultivation almost a dead one. After paying the necessary expenses incident to their 
plantations, it requires the most rigid industry and economy to save their property from going into the 
hands of the sheriff. It is believed that no part of the Union is more depressed or derives less benefit 
from the capital invested than that engaged in cotton plantations. 

No State is more attached to her own institutions than South Carolina; no one has more heartily 
sustained the General Government. In 1801 she sacrificed the political pretensions of one of her most 
illustrious sons to the great constitutional principles which we now maintain. We have, therefore, 
derived but little pecuniary assistance from the General Government. During the revolutionary war 
our district was the theatre of hostilities. Great Britain complimented us so far as to direct her opera
tions to its almost entire destruction and devastation; yet that bounty conferred by Congress on the 
revolutionary soldiers never reached_ MARroN's or SumER's men. This State pays, at this time, a very 
large sum of money to her revolutionary pensionei·s. No murmur is heard from us because the funds of 
the General Government are applied in payment of the northern regulars. We were particularly 
operated upon by the restrictive measures antecedent to the last war. We yielded a cheerful support to 
the general cause, and when, finally, war was declared, we embarked with the utmost zeal in its prosecu
tion. ·when other States were crippling the operations of the General Government our Legislature 
assumed and paid our quota of the direct tax, and raised a brigade of troops to assist in the defence of 
our shores from the ravages of the conquerors of Bonaparte. We refer to these historical facts not as 
conferring merit upon us, but to repel a belief that we are influenced in our present opposition to certain 
powers claimed by Congress by factious or revolutionary views. Our creed is the same now that it was 
in 1 '198, and it is a minor point with us who administers the Government so that it is administered upon 
the constitutional principles which brought the republican party into power. The unmeasured and 
unmurmuring contributions heretofore· paid to our grandparent, the General Government, proves how 
little we regard money, how much we regard national character. When has South Carolina asked a 
favor from the General Government? "\Vhen has she received one? We have uniformly looked to our 
own industry and our own State institutions as the means of improving our condition. The people of 
this State would scarcely feel or know the existence of the General Government but for our foreign 
relation!,, in which the Carolinian character is lost in the United States citizen. "Let us alone" is now 
the sole prayer of your memorialists. 

At the last session of Congress a bill passed the House of Representatives having for its professed 
object the protection of the manufacture of woolen cloths. We owe it to the Constitution, we owe it to 
our own interests, and we think we owe it to the permanency of the Union, to remonstrate against the 
principle and policy of that bill. We deny that Congress has the right to prohibit the importation of 
foreign articles with the direct view to the protection of domestic manufactures. This power was not 
directly delegated to Congress, nor can it fairly be claimed as an incidental one. A power to regulate 
commerce does not imply a power to annihilate it. The very language used supposes the existence of 
commerce. The principle upon which the prohibitory system is founded leads to its utter destruction. 
An embargo having for its object a permanent confinement of our products to our own market would be 
constitutional or not, dependent upon the motive for its adoption. If it were adopted with a view to 
compel foreign nations to concede a reciprocity of commercial privileges, it would be legitimate, as a 
mean incident to the power to regulate commerce. An embargo to abolish all commerce, and compel _an 
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inter-exchange of commodities between citizens of this Union, with a view to the protection of domestic 
manufactures; would be unconstitutional--

1st. Because no direct power to impose an embargo is given. It cannot be claimed as an incident to 
the power to regulate commerce. It not only is not incident to the power to regulate, but it is at war 
with the power given in the very clause. • 

2d. If Congress had all power not reserved, it might fairly be shown that the assumed absolute 
sovereignty of the Govern1nent iii this particular was limited by the insertion of this clause; since giving 
the power supposes it would be used. A direction to regulate commerce imposes on it a duty to preserve, 
not to destroy. 

A total prohibition· of all foreign importations is liable to the same objections. If Congress can 
furnish a partial protection by a partial prohibition, it can extend, and the same policy will make it extend, 
the principle to a total prohibition, and thereby abolish all commerce. This we maintain Congress has 
no right to do. 

The only other clause which is supposed to confer this power is the revenue clause. vVe deny that 
Congress has the right to lay a direct tax to protect domestic manufactures, or an impost or excise for 
this purpose. The power to tax is given to pay the debts and provide for the common defence and general 
welfare. This is not an absolute and undefined power, and we respectfully submit that no substantive 
power is given by this clause, save the power of taxation, which is limited to the demand of funds 
necessary to fulfil the purposes for which specific powers are given. Congress has not the naked power 
to borrow money, or create a debt for the sole purpose of laying a tax to pay the debt; but being in debt 
according to some of the express powers of Congress, then the right to lay the tax is legitimately called 
into action. Nor do the other limitations of the use of the taxing power give any substantive power., 
They only constitute Congress trustees to lay out the funds, not according to their discretion, but for the 
purposes, and those alone, designated in the list of the powers of the General Government. It is perfectly 
fair in testing this power to negative its existence by its liability to abuse. It is fair to suppose that the 
convention would not have adopted a constitution with the power to do so much evil, when they were so 
cautious in specifying the powers to do good. If Congress has the power to lay imposts, &c., for·any 
purpose which its wisdom regards as conducive to the general welfare, it follows as a fair inference that 
the right of private property does not exist in this country. Congress is then supreme, and the only 
security the citizen has for his estate and his rights is the will of a majority of Congress. A single 
illustration: A, B, and C, merchants in Boston, petition tlie General Government to grant them twenty 
millions of dollars, alleging that it would be for the general welfare to make the grant. Congress con
siders this petition, and determines it would be for the general welfare to make these three men rich, and 
then lays a tax for that purpose; or, in other words, they can at pleasure tax one man to enrich another. 
An extension of this doctrine covers the ground occupied by the manufacturer. He says it is for the 
general welfare that he should grow rich, and not being able to succeed himself, he asks Congress to tax 
his fellow-citizens for his use. Against such doctrine we protest, and say that Congress never was clothed 
with the power of taxation to make one citizen rich by making another poor. 

It never formed one of the articles of the copartnership agreement that the firm, for what a majority 
considered a general benefit, should make a requisition on the private funds of the individual partners for 
the purposes not contemplated by the original association, or that the private property unpledged should 
be subject to contributions for purposes at war with the peculiar interests of some of the partners. 

If the power to lay a tax to protect domestic manufactures is not given by the Constitution, it follows 
that obedience to such a law would involve neither a moral nor a legal duty; but rather the consideration 
how far "it is better to bear the ills we have than fly to others that we know not of." Our fathers 
a_ssumed as a political axiom that the British Parliament could not tax them without their assent. It 
remains yet to be determined how far an American Congress can successfully indulge in,experiments at 
the expense of those great truths which made us a free and independent people. 

But, independent of constitutional objections, we think a wise and a just Congress will see abundant 
good cause to reject the inordinate claims of the manufacturers. 

Your memorialists submit that it is the true policy of the General Government to interfere as little 
as possible with the domestic concerns of its citizens. Ours is a compound Government, and the great 
majority of the people in these States are more attached to their own laws and institutions than to the 
laws and regulations of Congress. We think we may state truly the abstract proposition, that the General 
Government will last inversely as it is felt. We all concede to Congress the management of external 
relations; but the moment Congress assumes a right to manage our household affairs, to drive our children 
and servants from the plough to the spinning:jenny, and our wagons to the mountains instead of the sea
shore for a market, a difficulty commences. 'fhese are matters that our State Legislatures profess also to 
regulate, and the people of this country will become tired of double duties and double allegiance. 

We admire that policy that has heretofore induced Congress to omit to exercise certain powers 
expressly given. Congress has not passed a bankrupt law. The principal objection to the exercise of 
this power would be the extension of the judicial authority of the United States 'into the very bosom of 
the daily concerns of the citizens of the several States. In support of the general position that the 
exercise of concurrent power by Congress and the States upon the same subject-matter is calculated to 
throw Congress into the wake of State authority in the affections of the people, we remark, the most 
beneficial and popular powers of Oongress are the exclusive ones. The mail department is an exclusive 
one, and certainly a most popular one; but the power to construct roads, being concurrent, is resisted, and, 
independent of its constitutionality, its popularity with the people would ultimately depend upon the 
extent of its interference with State authority. How extremely oppressive and expensive is the administra
tion of justice in the federal courts I Were all these cases prosecuted in those courts over which they 
clearly have jurisdiction, it is thought the people would most reluctantly submit to their operation. Eve1'y 
person is familiar with his own courts; but when he is carried into the United States courts, his rights 
confided to strangers, subjected to other laws than those he is accustomed to, compelled to incur expense, 
delay, and trouble unknown to his domestic forums, federal laws and justice cease to be objects of venera
tion. It is easy to see .that in this State, ( and the same is supposed of other States~) if the full power 
of the federal court were brought into actual practical operation, it would become odious to the people. 
From choice only a few of the cases of concurrent jurisdiction are brought in that court. It is therefore 
cherished by us with affection, and regarded only as the umpire of great constitutional questions. 

In the prosecution of the undisputed powers of Congress immense revenue is required. Should that 
p~licy prevail which dries up commer~e instead of raising our revenue at the custom-house by an opera-
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tion invisible, unfelt, but most efficient, we should be compelled to adopt direct taxation. It is obvious 
that this system must necessarily become odious in proportion as it is inconvenient and oppressive. ·we 
put it to the consideration of Congress, the most enlightened deliberative assembly on earth, whether this 
Union will not be in danger when the time shall have arrived that the prohibitory system shall-drive 
Congress to direct taxation, with the ill feeling created by a belief that one portion of the Union is made 
tributary to the other, and that a resort to direct taxation is a consequence of such unequal and unjust 
legislation? We ask those in favor of the protecting system if its tendency is not to compel a resort to 
direct taxation? We have so far seen with pleasure the manufacturers satisfied to rely upon the protec
tion created by our revenue laws; but when the demand is raised to such height as to produce as well an 
exclusion of foreign importation as of direct taxation, the manufacturers cease to be objects of partiality 
or respect. Much as we regard their success as a portion of the capital, enterprise, and industry of the 
country, we should prefer their total abandonment to the single evil of a permanent system of direct 
taxation. In justification of this opinion we beg leave to state some of our reasons. 

We regard it as of the first importance that the people should respect the General Government. We 
ask, what would have been the state of public opinion at the conclusion of the last war if the direct tax 
had been continued with the avowed motive to protect domestic manufactures? ·would Congress now 
venture a capitation tax in favor of domestic manufactures? It would require a military force to collect 
such a tax. When the revenue ceases to be collected from duties we shall have double taxation upon 
us-our State tax, our federal tax, a tax on light, a tax on our houses, our lands, wagons, stills, carriages, 
steamboats, and, last of all, a tax on population. What an unenviable spectacle to see a State collector, 
a federal collector, seizing the same article to exact from the impoverished citizen the double tax he pays 
for his double security from Government! In proportion as the expenditure of public money is removed, 
so will the people regard as useless and oppressive any tax paid by them to the support of an alien and distant 
Government! Under such a state of things the General Government will be regarded as a curse rather 
than as a blessing. But suppose our anticipations are not realized, and that the spirit of the people should 
bow down before the power of Congress and willingly pay the direct tax as a conscious duty they owe 
for the benefits conferred by Congress, a state of things will arise as much to be deprecated; an attach
ment to the General Government will bring contempt upon the State authority. When an habitual 
recurrence is had to congressional legislation, the ptate Governments will be finally superseded, and con
solidation will be the order of the day. In such a state of things the rights of the minority (rather their 
interests, for they would have no rights) would be sacrificed. The ground assumed that the elective 
principle would save the minority is absurd. Were Congress what some desire it to be-absolute and 
supreme-a majority of the members of Congress might faithfully represent their constituents while they 
run rough-shod over the interests of the minority. . 

There is one other general consideration, which we respectfully submit, connected with the abolition 
of commerce. The maritime power of this Government will cease to exist when commerce ceases. The 
sailor in peace is easily made the successful defender of our rights in war. We may depend on the militia 
or conscription for defence on land, but experience .will alone enable the seaman to triumph. With the 
demise of commerce the fame of our Navy will be escheated to Government and its proceeds applied to 
the use of the money-loving manufacturing monopolist. 

The foregoing observations are general, but we have objections subordinate and peculiar to ourselves. 
It is at least the firm conviction of the southern planters that this law will operate injuriously to their 
interests, not only in hazarding the interests with a foreign market, but in subjecting them to a positive, 
direct, and intended contribution to the manufacturer. 

We trust Congress will not be disposed to sacrifice our interests for the general welfare. We rely 
upon that article in the Constitution which says private property shall not be taken for public purposes 
without compensation as a shield against Government confiscation. It is vain for the manufacturer to 
tell us this law is for our benefit. Analyze the specious reasoning of the manufacturer, and it resolves 
itself into this practical argument: A, a manufacturer, tells B, a planter or mechanic, I have some home
spun for sale at'$1 per yard. B says this is forty cents per yard more than I can obtain the same quality 
for at another market. A then says I will apply to Congress, and you shall buy at my price. Can it be 
possible that an enlig·htened and just Government will sustain such pretensions? 

There is one view of this question which ought to circumscribe the efforts of the manufacturer himself. 
It is a mistake to suppose that slave labor cannot compete with free labor in any form. If, in despite of 
our wishes, we are compelled to worship their idol, it is difficult to see why what is profitable in New 
England cannot be made more profitable in South Carolina. 

Your memorialists beg leave to state, in conclusion, that they have great confidence in the justice 
and good sense of Congress. In stating some of their objections to the proposed measure they have been 
influenced more by a desire to repel an inference of their acquiescence from their silence than by the hope 
of producing conviction among such as differ from them. Their faithful and zealous Representatives 
understand their interest, and have heretofore justly spoken their sentiments. To them, and to the other 
able and eloquent champions of agriculture and commerce, they appeal to supply the argument; to 
that noble sense of justice which pervades your body they appeal to decide the question. And your 
memorialists will ever pray. 

On motion, the foregoing memorial was unanimously adopted by the meeting. 
It was then, on motion, 
Resolved, That a standing committee of ten be appointed for the purpose of receiving such communi

cations on the subject of the tariff as may be addressed by other committees to the citizens of this district, 
and for the purpose of communicating with the committees of ~uch other districts as may be appointed 
for the occasion. . 

The foll9wing gentlemen were appointed to compose the above committee: Messrs. R. I. Manning, 
Moses Benbow, ,v. A. Colclough, James Haynsworth, F. I. Moses, W. Mayrant, jr., Robert Muldrow, 
Charles Williams, sr., Thomas Baker, and Samuel E. Nelson. 

Resolved, That a copy of the memorial be forwarded to each of the Senatoi:s and Representatives in 
Congress from this State. 

Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting be published in the Charleston Mercury, the Columbia 
Telescope, and the Cheraw Spectator, and that the memorial be printed in a pamphlet form for distribution. 

The meeting then adjourned. 
J.AMES G. SPANN, Chairman. 

FRANKLIN I. MosEs, Secretary. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 895. [lsT SESSION. 

.A.GAIN ST INC RE.A.SE OF DUTIES ON .IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED ·To THE SENATE MARCH 21, 1828. 

ABBEVILLE DISTRICT, s. C. 
According to previous notice, indiscriminately given and extensively circulated, a large meeting of 

the citizens of Abbeville district was held in the court-house on Monday, August 6. General Edmund 
Ware was called to the chair, and Wyatt W. Stark appointed secretary. Joseph Black, Esq., called the 
attention of the meeting to the 'Woolens bill, and urged the necessity of memorializing Congress in oppo
sition to it. D. L. Wardlaw, Esq., moved that a committee of nine should be appointed to prepare a 
memorial and resolutions on this subject, to be reported the first Monday in next month. After addresses 
from Mr. Wardlaw, Mr. Black, Colonel Bowie, Colonel Noble, and Major Bull, the motion was adopted; 
and the chairman nominated for the committee D. L. Wardlaw, Joseph Black, Patrick Noble, .A.. Bowie, 
W . .A.. Bull, James Calhoun, W. S. Campbell, W. W. Stark, and Edmund Ware-the last upon special 
motion. The meeting was adjourned until the first Monday of September. 

On Monday, September 3, 182'T, the assemblage of citizens was one of the largest ever seen at this 
place. The court-room, which is very large, was crowded to oppression, and many who could not find 
room to stand within thronged around the doors and windows. Mr. Wardlaw, from the committee 
appointed at the last meeting, after some prefatory remarks, introduced the following memorial and 
resolutions. These were sustained by Mr. Campbell, Colonel Noble, Major Bull, Mr. Stark, Mr. Black, 
John S. Pressly, Esq., and Colonel Bowie, and were unanimously adopted. On motion of Colonel Noble, 
it was ordered, nem. con., that they should be entered as the unanimous act of the citizens assembled. 

EDMUND WARE, Ohairman. 
W.W. STARK, Secretary. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 
We, the citizens of Abbeville district, respectfully approach your honorable body as memorialists, to 

remonstrate against the passage of the woolens bill, or any other bill for imposing protecting duties, and to 
pray the repeal of all laws now in force of this charaqter, and an abandonment of the principle. 

We will not occupy your time by repeating arguments to show that the whole protecting system is 
contrary to the well-established doctrines of political economy everywhere applicable; and that in this 
country especially it is inexpedient, as it leads necessarily to entire prohibition, and even now subtracts 
from the whole sum of national wealth; diminishes the demand and value of our exportations; seriously 
affects our trade; is injurious to the only revenue system the country can well abide; and is well calculated 
to destroy our foreign commerce, shipping interest, commercial marine, and navy; to arre!,t the _settlement 
of our public lands; to render the yeomanry of the country subservient to dangerous accumulations of 
capital; and to thwart all the correct policy of the country; nor will we attempt to expose the peculiarly 
offensive provisions of the woolens bill, and the inapplicability of the reasons urged in its support; but 
we will proceed to the representation of grievances felt by us immediately connected with the principle 
of this system. 

When the oppressive tariff bill of 1824 was before your honorable body, its passage was in a great 
degree affected by its friends representing it as a final adjustment of the subject; and although we then 
believed, and now believe, that it was an adjustment wholly at the sacrifice of the great interests engaged 
in cultivating the principal staples for exportation, and in carrying on the foreign commerce of the country, 
yet such was our attachment to the union, peace, and harmony o_f the country that we felt disposed to 
acquiesce in the unequal terms of compromise. The consequence was such as experience ought to have 
taught would follow. Avarice is never satiated. Two years had not elapsed before the great monopolists 
of the eastern States, to whose advantage the tariff of 1824 almost exclusively operated, began to demand 
additional bounti~s by urging the passage of the woolens bill; and we now behold them resorting to new 
and dangerous measures to effect their schemes at the next session. To concentrate their force, a meeting 
has been held in the imposing form of a convention of thirteen States. The prejudices, interests, and 
feelings of various sections ha,ve been artfully invoked, and exchanges of monopolies arranged. Iron, 
hemp, whiskey, cotton goods, wool, and copper, offer the hopes of gain to those who have no share in the 
woolens; to others interested in none of these the profits of internal improvements and bounties of public 
lands promise rich rewards. Combining the whole under the misapplied name of the "American system," 
bold speculators in politics and manufactures hope, through the Congress of the United States, to achieve 
their purposes of self-aggrandizement at the expense of the great mass of the people, who have taken no 
share in their intrigues, or are deluded by party feelings and the vain expectation of advantage. No 
doubt now exists that total prohibition of all foreign fabrics, which by the most extravagant encouragement 
can be produced in this country, is contemplated. It may not be effected or proposed at once; but if not 
at once arrested by the intelligence and justice of Congress, the scheme will be persevered in while ever 
the other sections of the Union will bear burdens sufficient to compensate the increased burdens which 
the favors granted to obtain friends will impose upon the various classes of manufacturers in common 
with others. If once fairly established, the system will grow without the adventitious aids now called to 
its assistance, and will create in its progress interests and influences strong enough to support it long 
after general consent shl},11 have pronounced it ruinous and intolerable. These things have brought the 
sense of past injuries forcibly to our minds, and caused us to look with apprehension tq the future. We 
have borne too long; our only hope is to revert to first principles, to redress our past wrongs, and resist 
all future impositions! We see that our burdens are to be increased while a cent is left which may be 
wrung from us by an odious monopoly; and we feel justified, whatever may have been our disposition to 
acquiesce in the tariff of 1824, to remonstrate against the entire system, as we now solemnly do, under 
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the most sincere conviction that, if not arrested, it will lead to the poverty and misery of ourselves and 
our posterity, and finally to the extinction of the liberty of our country. 

To be subject to no restraint which does not produce general good more than sufficient to counter
balance the individual hardships is our notion of civil liberty; and we deem all interferences of Government 
which are not plainly useful to the community as pernicious; if wilfully persevered in, tyrannical. Our 
Constitution may be abused no less in its exercise than in its violation. The powers essential to the public 
good may all, without transgressing the limits assigned, be perverted to inexpedient, dangerous, unjust, 
and tyrannical use; under the color of the terms in which several of them are granted may be performed 
acts wholly beyond the intention with which they were conferred. Much necessarily was left to the sound 
discretion of the agents, conscientiously to be exercised. Each branch of Government is bound to presume 
the purity of its co-ordinate members, and to attribute every act to such motive as is essential to its 
validity. The sovereign power of the people, enforcing the responsibility of the rulers, is necessarily the 
only check to most inexpedient exercises and dangerous perversions of the powers granted in the Consti
tution. From these premises we infer that many acts which the Supreme Court would rightfully pronounce 
constitutional, the people, free from all the trammels of presumptions which the court must make, may 
well pronounce to be unconstitutional; that many acts which are constitutional the people may well resist 
as tyrannical and unjust; and that against a determined majority the oppressed are often without remedy 
in the constitutional checks of power. We are not bound to presume a measure totally uncalled for by 
the state of our foreign relations, which is avowedly intended _and plainly tends to the destruction of 
commerce, to be a regulation of commerce; we are not bound to presume a measure which will diminish, 
if not destroy, the revenue from imports, and which, throughout its discussion, and everywhere but on its 
face, appears to be a measure for the protection of one branch of industry to the prostration of others, to 
be a measure for increasing the revenue from imports. .A.s part of the people who made the Constitution, 
and whose consent maintains it, who know its objects and can inquire into the motives of those who act 
under it, we refer ourselves and others to a higher standard of _construction than the technical and 
necessarily constrained decisions of a judicial tribunal. We claim the benefit of the Constitution in its 
spirit and good sense, and not according to its terms extended to the furthest limit which the uncon
scientious exercise of one branch· of Government might go without coming within the reach of a co-ordinate 
branch. We have searched in vain for the power giveµ to Congress to lay duties for the protection of 
domestic manufactures. But on this subject we disdain to cavil about terms. As Americans, we know 
that equality of rights is the pervading principle of our Constitution, and we feel that no law by which 
one class of citizens is oppressed for the benefit of another can be reconciled with the rights of man, as 
they have been established by reason, as they were maintained in our Revolution, or as they are secured 
in the great charter of our liberties. 

Without entering further into the consideration of the great political questions connected with this 
subject, we propose to consider it simply as it really is, and as it is stated by the manufacturers them
selves. The tariff of protection is intended to relieve them from existing difficulties, so as to enable them 
to carry on profitably what they represent to be without it a losing business. 

Every tariff for protecting any branch of industry is neither more nor less than a tax on the imported 
article, laid with a view of raising its price in order to give the home manufacturer a better market. Its 
very essence is a bounty founded on monopoly in favor of the producer, and against those who simply 
consume. The measure of the bounty to the former is the increased price of the article and the quantity 
consumed, and the measure of the tax on the latter is the same ; so that the gain and loss to the parties 
are strictly reciprocal. 

In representing the tariff as a tax intended to increase the price of the article for the benefit of the 
manufacturer we do not intend to assert that the adv.antage of the increased price accrues solely to him.· 
Others, such as the laborers in the factories, the artisans employed in making the machinery, and the 
farmers employed in raising supplies, more or less participate. If, however, the operations of the monopoly 
secured by the tariff could be limited to the manufacturer himself and those participating in its profits 
with him, it is manifest they would stand in the double character of producers and consumers, and would 
lose in the one character what they gained in the other-which result could not fail, by proving the 
monopoly useless or pernicious, to render it odious. Very different is the case when the monopoly extends 
to others who are mere consumers of the articles, without participating, directly or indirectly, in the 
advantages of the increased price ; to them it is a pure loss, and that loss, being added to the profit side 
of the manufacturer and those participating with him, constitutes their real gains; and it is clear, that as 
their profit will increase with the increase in number of the consumers on whom the monopoly may 
operate, if this number be large, the gains may be so great as to create a powerful interest in favor of 
preserving and increasing the monopoly. The result in this case must be, that opposite interests will be 
created in the community-the one demanding incessantly additional monopoly by additional tariffs, and 
the other resisting the injustice and oppression; and if it should happen that the country be extensive, and 
the manufacturers occupy one portion and the consumers the other, these opposing interests will assume· 
a geographical character. Such your memorialists conceive-to be the case in our country. The United 
States consist of more than 12,000,000 of people, spread over nearly 2,500,000 square miles, with great 
diversity of situation and pursuit; some portions of this immense country being fully ripe for manufac
turing, while others cannot be for generations to come. Over this greatly extended and diversified 
country the tariff acts uniformly in raising the price of the articles on which it may be imposed, while its 
benefit is limited to that portion of the country ripe for manufacturing establishments, which alone can 
take advantage of the monopoly thus secured, and on the rest of the community it acts simply as a tax 
on consumption. These two portions of the community are, for the most part, separated by well-marked 
geographical lines, which, however, we will not undertake the invidious task of drawing; sufficient it is 
to say that there are upwards of five millions of people grouped together on whom every tariff must act, 
as a tax on consumption, and, consequently, from the nature of things, it must give to those residing in 
another section a monopoly to the extent of the tax. When to the number of the former are added the 
fertility of their soil, the favorable nature of their climate to produce the great staples of the country, 
and, above all, the extent of the existing tariff, it will be seen that a more pi;ofitable monopoly never 
existed than the latter now enjoy; nor is it in the least surprising that its mighty profits, diffused directly 
or indirectly over nearly the whole of their section of the country, should create there, as we now behold, 
an almost universal interest to maintain and increase it. In their zeal for the tariff, it is clear that the 
manufacturers and those participating with them do not aim merely at securing themselves against 
foreign competition or at the benefit of what may be truly called the home market-that of their own 
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States; but their aim is the great and profitable market of the consuming States, where the gains are 
pure gains to them, unaccompanied by burden or loss. For it is as much in the power of the Legislatures 
of the manufacturing States to secure their own home markets to their manufacturers, and thereby 
effectually protect them against foreign competition within their limits, as it is in the power of Congress 
to secure to them the market of the Union, and by the same means, under a different name. The difference 
between a tariff which may be laid by your honorable body in favor of the manufacturer and a bounty 
paid to him out of the Treasury is merely nominal. Both must be paid by a tax on the community, with 
this simple difference: that in the one case it is paid directly to the manufacturer by the consumer in the 
shape of increased price, and in the other it is first paid into the Treasury before it passes to him. .A. 
tax in his favor, in the latter shape, is in the power of State legislation, and, to the extent of the State, 
may be made effectual to exclude all competition. How happens it, then, that the manufacturers do not 
apply to their State Legislatures for protection, and that none of the manufacturing States have adopted 
the protecting policy by granting bounties ? The answer is clear: a bounty thus granted would be a, 
monopoly on the monopolists themselves; the profit and loss would fall together, and would neutralize 
each other. It is not, then, simple protection against foreign competition-which can be effectually 
granted by the States, through bounties-that the manufacturer desires, as he pretends, but a monopoly 
against the five millions of consumers inhabiting the section of country engaged in raising the great 
agricultural staples of the country. Such a monopoly can be created only through your honorable body 
by a tariff imposed for the purpose, whicp. your memorialists do solemnly believe cannot be done without 
extending your power beyond the assigned limits of the Constitution, without interfering with the rights 
sacredly reserved to the States, and without the grossest injustice and oppression. 

The reason why application for protection is made to your honorable body instead of the State 
Legislatures fully explains why the system of protection by Congress is so popular in the manufacturing 
portions of the country. Not that we would be understood as insinuating that our fellow-citizens in these 
States urge the system with a view of profiting at our expense. If such was the fact, it would prove that 
all political ties and sympathies had terminated, and would not constitute a case for remonstrance. Un 
the contrary, we believe that the great body of the people in these States ( always excepting the designing 
politician and the aristocratical monopolist) are sincerely in favor of the system on what they esteem 
honest grounds. They see and feel the benefits ~s to themselves and their portion of country. They see 
villages, towns, and cities springing up as by magic, improvement extending, and capital growing with 
unexampled rapidity, and they truly trace these wonderful effects to the tariff, but without suspecting 
that all their great profit and boundless prosperity are wrung through its agency from a large class of 
their fellow-citizens, with whom it is accompanied by poverty and misery equalling their own gains and 
prosperity. It is not unnatural to judge by what is seen and felt; and if it is expected that we should 
give implicit faith to the testimony of those in favor of the system who profit by it, surely it is not asking 
too much that we, who, on the contrary, are ground to dust by H, should claim equal faith in our adverse 
testimony. We see and feel embarrassment, distress, and decay, which we no less trace truly to the 
tariff. Great as may be the unanimity in favor of the system of monopoly throughout the manufacturing 
section, no less great against it is the unanimity among the millions who inhabit the other section. 1'here 
can then be no rational doubt that the effects of the system are directly opposite in the two portions of 
the country; so much so, that the -prosperity of the one may be measured by the adversity of the other so 
far as its operation is concerned. If such be the fact, as cannot be questioned, it is manifest that the only 
point which ca,n be presented for the consideration of your honorable body on the passage of a tariff bill 
of protection is, whether, representing as you do these United States, confederated for mutual protection 
and benefit, you can justly and constitutionally promote the happiness of one part by sacrificing that of 
another, not much less numerous, and equally intelligent and patriotic? 

That the interests of a country of great extent may, on a particular point, become thus opposed, and 
that the major interest, through perversion of the powers conferred on Congress, may exercise a despotic 
control over the minor, we have the authority of one of the ablest men the country has produced. "It is," 
he says, "of great importance in a Republic, not only to guard society against the oppression of the rulers, 
but to guard one part of society against the oppression of the other part. If a majority be united by 
common interest, the rights of the minority will be insecure." .Again: "In a society unde1, which the 
stronger .factions can readily unite and oppress the weaker, anarchy may as truly be said to reign as in a 
state of nature, where the weaker individual is not secured against the violence of the stronger.'? Such 
is the opinion of ALEXANDER HAMILTON; and those who respect his memory ought seriously to reflect whether 
there be any case where adverse interests are more likely to spring up than the one under consideration, 
and what are the consequences which may follow from their urging on the dangerous state which he so 
forcibly depicts. -

It is sacrificing substance to form to say that laws are equal because their terms are general, when 
circumstances beyond the reach of the laws control their operation. Every proposition to protect any 
branch of manufactures in this country, from the nature of things, we have shown, must be sectional; in 
this character it is discussed, and from this those who pray its passage promise to themselves their gain. 
Would the woolen manufacturers desire the passage of the woolens bill if the whole Union was equally 
prepared to seize its advantages, and domestic manufacture sufficient to supply the demand were likely 
to arise in every county, or even in every State ? No; it would then be a common benefit or common 
burden. At present the benefit is to be enjoyed by others-the burden alone is -extended to us. What 
would our northern brethren think of an act of Congress granting a bounty to every grower in the United 
States of cotton, rice, or other product peculiar to the climate of the south ? Such a measure would be 
general in its terms; the mode of encouragement would be no less legitimate than by duties on imports; 
and the natural obstacles to their profiting by it would be no more insurmountable than the obstacles 
which preclude us from taking the benefit of the monopoly created for the protection of manufactures. 
Yet, if it were sufficiently strong to compensate us by one-half for the taxes we pay to their manufac-. 
turers, such a measure would produce amongst them a sensation very different from the complacency, 
with which they now regard the duty upon the importation of raw cotton into this country, which was 
imposed unnecessarily in the beginning, where there was no danger of foreign competition, and has never: 
yielded either revenue or protection, from which the cotton-growing country has never derived the least 
benefit, which is but the name of consideration for the grievous exactions taken in exchange, and which 
we pray may be first included in the repeal o:t:. all tariffs of protection, that we no longer may be taunted 
with the pretence of favor to us. • 

To th!l suggestion that, in time, all the sections of the Union will be in a situation to engage in manu-
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factures, each, of the articles most suitable to its situation, and that the benefits and burdens of restriction 
will then be equal, we reply that justice forbids that, after others have enjoyed tribute from us for fifty 
years, we should then only be admitted into equal rights with them, and be obliged, upon equal terms, to 
contend with their superiority over us, greater than the superiority of foreign manufactures over them 
of which they now complain. When any section is ripe for manufactures no encouragement is necessary; 
before then it is inexpedient, and given through Congress is unjust and unconstitutional. 

We are aware that the monopolists endeavor to reconcile the consumer to their profits by attempting 
to prove that protection does not enhance the price; but can there be an absurdity greater than to suppose 
that the home manufacturer, who now cannot persist in his trade, as he says, with an existing duty of 
about 50 per cent. on woolens, would be enabled to manufacture as cheap as the foreign manufacturer, 
provided all competition from abroad were inhibited, which would be substantially the fact if the woolens 
bill were passed? It is enough to oppress us, but to urge such arguments is to add insult to injury. 

Nor can the instance of coarse cottons support the sophistry of the monopolist. It is known that our 
country has now an advantage in the raw material of cotton over all others; notwithstanding which, we 
learn from good authority that the coarse cotton goods are now so much cheaper in Manchester than in 
this country that were it not for the high duty on them they would still be imported. It is not enough 
to prove that coarse cotton goods are cheaper now than when the tariff of 1816 was laid. The price of 
the raw material and labor have greatly fallen since, while the machinery has g·reatly improved. If the 
article be cheaper still abroad, as we believe, the difference of price is the bounty continued to be paid 
to the monopolist. 

It is a great mistake to conclude that there is no loss if an article does not rise on the imposition of 
a protecting tariff. Suppose there be ne~ther rise nor fall in price, the country at least loses the old duty, 
which goes into the pocket of the monopolist as a bounty instead of going into the Public Treasury in the 
shape of duty. To indemnify the country, the price not only ought not to rise, but ought to fall the 
whole duty laid by the tariff; that is, if the woolens bill, which would almost entirely prohibit the foreign 
article, should pass, the price of woolens ought to fall about 50 per cent., which is about the present duty 
under which they are imported; and surely he must be a madman who could expect such a reduction in 
price, or who believed that if the manufacturers themselves expected it they would urge the bill. 

Every measure which diminishes importation also necessarily lessens the dE>mand and price of our 
staples of exportation in the foreign market, as well by the natural operation of trade as by retaliatory 
duties likely to be incurred; and although a new market is afforded at home, yet it purchases only what 
else would have been better sold abroad; and not only are we burdened in it by the monopoly price of 
articles we take in exchange, but the quantity it purchases is necessarily limited to the supply of this 
·country, within which only the manufactures sustained by our bounty can avoid foreign competition; so 
that a new loss to us and a new gain to the manufacturer accrues in the superabundance and diminished 
price of our raw materials. 

Are our profits sufficient to enable us, with economy, to bear the burden imposed upon us? They are 
·derived from our honest industry unaided by restrictions or monopolies. If nature has given us advan
tages, Government has no right to take them away. We acknowledge not the principle of the Agrarian 
law. Cheerfully as we have ever afforded, and hope ever to afford, our assistance when required by our 
country, we maintain that no set of men have a right, without our consent, to take a portion of our 
property, and, without compensation to us, convert it to their own use. The injustice of such a proceeding 
becomes to us more galling when we reflect that the very manufacturers who are now most clamorous 
for higher gains at our expense receive a profit from their capital ( as their acts, independent of their 
statements, show) greater than our most thriving farms afford. But prosperous or adverse, our princi
ples are the same. We insist upon a right to the profits of our own labor, except what the exigencies of 
our country require; and we claim liberty, restrained only for the general good, and equality of public 
burdens and public benefits. If our manufacturing brethren will sell to us as cheap as we can purchase 
abroad, we will give them the preference; further we would not ask them to do towards us. 

But we would present to your honorable body a· feeble picture of our grievances if we wer~ to limit 
our representation to the evils, great as they are, growing out of the measures adopted professedly to 
protect one branch of industry at the expense of another. It is with pain that a sense of duty compels 
us to probe the ulcer to the bottom; but be the consequence on those who, by tampering, have aggravated 
the disease to its present alarming state. 

A great change has taken place since the commencement of our Government, which has rendered the 
whole of our fiscal system unequal and oppressive to the great interest in behalf of which we have 
attempted to raise our voice. Under the existing state of things, the burdens and benefits of the system 
are unequal as can be imagined. The great interest to which we have so often referred, while it almost 
exclusively bears the burden of supporting the Government, participates but slightly in its advantages. 

Our revenue, with the exception in reality of not more than about half a million, (principally from 
the sales of public lands,) is derived from a tax on imports amounting to about $20,000,000 annually. Of 
this immense sum the greater part is derived from duties on articles of which the manufacturing section 
is perpetually demanding an increase of the impost, to prevent competition in the home market; of course 
it must be clear that they do not consider the duties a tax on them. We do not wish to be understood 
to say that none of the imported articles to which we refer are consumed in the manufacturing section, and 
consequently none of the duties levied on its inhabitants; but we do boldly assert that they are more 
than indemnified for whatever may thus be paid by them into the Treasury by the monopoly in the home 
market of the consuming States which these very duties secure; and surely higher proof cannot be given 
of the truth of this assertion than the zealous support which they give to every proposition to increase 
the duties. Such being the fact, it cannot be doubted that the whole burden of the Government, almost 
to the full extent of the revenue, falls substantially on the very States which also bear the burden of the 
tariff for the protection of manufacturing monopolists. 

Very different was the fact when our revenue system was first adopted, and for a long time after
wards. No part of the country was then manufacturing; and, with the exception of food, almost every 
article consumed in the country was imported. In that state of things the system fell with nearly equal 
pressure on all the parts; but the great change which has since taken place in the industry of many of 
the States from the introduction of manufactures has substantially relieved the wealthy and flourishing 
part of the country from the burden of contributing to the public Treasury, and thrown its weight upon 
the poor and much exhausted section. - . . 

We present these facts, not with the hope of alleviating the great and unequal burden by a change 
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in the system of revenue. We know full well the almost insuperable objections to a change, and 'Ye 
must make up our minds to bear the load; but certainly these considerations offer _a most powerful reason 
why burdens already so unequal should not be made still more so by the odious addition of tariffs, to 
take from the light and put to the heavy. 

But unequal as the burden of taxation may fall, no less unequal are the disbursements from the 
Treasury. It is well known that_ equality of disbursements is not much less important than equality of 
taxation, which the framers of the Constitution were so solicitous to secure. A portion of a country may 
be rendered rich by an overflowing disbursement, or be impoverished by an incessant payment of taxes 
without a correspondent return through disbursements. The inequality of disbursements, of itself so 
oppressive, exists to a remarkable degree; and to render its operation infinitely more distressing, the 
grievance falls continually on the same section, and that the very section from which, in reality, the con
tributions to the Treasury are mainly drawn-thus producing an inequality heretofore unknown in any 
free country, which cannot be increased nor even continued without exposing the country to the most 
dangerous consequences. For it is not possible that men knowing their rights, and feeling conscious that 
they are entitled to participate equally in the benefits of Government, can long sustain so unequal a load 
imposed against the united remonstrance of themselves and their representatives, without a fearful dimi
nution in their attachment to the institutions under which they live. But, admitting that the oppressed 
have not sufficient intelligence to see their wrongs, or to trace them to their true cause, or, seeing them, 
have not sufficient spirit or union to resist with effect, still, to every patriotic and intelligent mind the 
danger must appear great and alarming. 

To the wily and corrupt politician it is the most favorable state that can be conceived. If it be per
_mitted by the magic of legislation to enrich one section at the expense of another, who can doubt that the 
influential and corrupt, in order to gain or retain power, will seize on so potent an engine of bribery. And 
if it be permitted to be used as the means of bribery, who, in the least conversant with history, but must 
see that it will end in the destruction of free institutions, however skilfully constructed, by concentrating 
the whole influence and power in the hands of a crafty despot, or of an odious oligarchy. But, supposing 
it to be our good fortune to escape so great a calamity, how clear it is that the system must engender the 
most thoughtless prodigality I For what possible inducement can the majority have for economy in the 
public disbursements? To them the greater the impost the greater the monopoly; and the greater the 
revenue the greater the disbursements; and the greater the disbursements the greater the gains. The 
revenue is to them like a tribute from a conquered province, and we might as rationally expect that an 
Imperial Government would cease to devise ways and means to augment the tribute from its provinces 
as that the majority, under existing circumstances, will regard economy with a favorable eye. Even a 
public debt will soon be regarded as a public blessing; as one of the most effectual means of keeping up 
a system of tariffs and imposts; and we may accordingly expect to find new devices to increase it, just 
as the Sinking Fund may diminish its amount. Already we witness alarming indications of a disposition 
this way; and among others we behold an artfully got up scheme to assume an old claim of twenty-five 
years' standing on account of French spoliations, which will, in all probability, add an amount nearly 
equal to one-half of the existing debt, and which must not only, under the present revenue system, be 
paid almost wholly by funds drawn from the section of country already so grievously oppressed, but go 
almost exclusively to add to the capital of the already highly favored section; thereby producing in a 
single operation the double effect of greatly increasing the debt as the means to perpetuate the present 
.system, and of transferring not less, in all probability, than twenty-five millions of dollars from one section 
to another. 

In the exercise of our constitutional right we have thus decorously but freely stated some of the 
grievances under which we, in common with nearly one-half of the- Union, labor, firmly believing that 
nothing short of the united and strong voice of remonstrance from the oppressed can arrest the great and 
growing evil, and thereby preserve our Union and liberty. To both we are deeply and strongly attached, 
and we are prepared, in order to preserve them, to make whatever sacrifice freemen ought to make. 
Against the growth of our manufactures we have not the slightest prejudice. On the contrary, we have 
always rejoiced to see their prosperity, when effected by the ingenuity and industry of our fellow-citizens; 
but our objection is insuperable to the employment of the unconstitutional and unjust means of protecting 
them at the expense of the consuming States. • -

In the hands of your honorable body the destiny of the country, under Providence, is in a great 
measure placed. To eradicate a disease so deep seated we know will require time and patience; but in 
the meantime we reasonably expect that it will not be aggravated by adding to the burdens. of the 
oppressed; that means will be adopted to enforce the most rigid economy, the greatest practicable 
equality in the disbursements, and the speedy payment of the public debt, by which means the public 
expenditure may be reduced, and the burden that cannot at once be equalized at least be lightened. 

By adopting this course your honorable body will preserve the peace and liberty of the country, and 
be entitled to the lasting gratitude of posterity; but should (which Heaven avert) the contrary course be 
pursued; should monopoly be added to monopoly, and oppression be heaped-upon oppression, on them be 
the responsibility whose insatiate avarice or whose profligate ambition may impel the country to so 
fearful an extremity. Firm in the justice of our cause, we will have, even in the worst event, at least 
one consolation, though a poor one: that when the catastrophe comes, if come it must, those who are now 
pampered by the oppression of others will not have the least to lose. 

W. W. STARK, Secretary. 
EDM. WARE, Chairman. 

ABBEVILE CoTJRT-HousE, Septemher 3, 1827. 

• Resolved, That we desire the repeal of the wlwle system of protecting duties and the abandonment of 
the principle. 
- Resolved,further, That this system, which we believe inexpedient upon sound principles of economy 
-applicable to any country, is considered as a mere question of policy, particularly inexpedient in this 

• country, as it necessarily leads to prohibition, and is even now injurious to the only revenue system 
which the country can abide; injurious to the great agricultural and commercial interests @f the country; 
·and calculated to lessen the whole sum of nation_al wealth, to destroy our commerce, shipping interest, 
commercial marine, and Navy; to arrest the settlement of our public lands; to render the yeomanry of the 
cquntry subservient to dangerous' accumulations of capital, and thwart all the correct policy of the 

• country. 
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Resolved,further, That, considering how ext{'nsive and diversified our country is, the system appears 
doubly pernicious, as b~ing necessarily sectwnal and unjust, arraying against each other hostile interests, 
geographu:ally divided, of which the protection of one is the oppression of the other. 

Resolved,further, That the system is unconstitutwnal, for that the power thus to protect domestic 
manufactures is not given to Congress by the Constitution: which appears not only from the silence of 
that instrument as to such power, but from such powers being a virtual exercise of powers either 
expressly forbidden to Congress or in general terms reserved to the States, and from its necessarily 
impugning the principle of political equality in the States and among the citizens upon which our Govern
ment is founded. 

Resolved, further, That the exercise of this power by Congress is at best a sacrifice of the spirit of 
the Constitution to extended construction of its terms, a perversion of rightful power beyond the inten 
tion of the framers of the Constitution to danger_ous and tyrannical use, and a gross act of oppression 
upon a large minority by "a majority united by common interest." 

Resolved, further, That to us, in common with the great consuming and exporting section of the 
United States, the present tariff of protection is a tax upon consumption, which, whilf:lt it operates upon 
the manufacturing section like a bounty from a foreign Treasury, burdens us grievously, as well by the 
increased price of our consumptions as by the reduced price and lessened demand of our staples of 
exportation. 

Resolved,further, That by the operation of the present tariff, revenue system, and system of disburse
ments pursued by the Government, the immense bounty which we pay to the manufacturer, and the 
disproportionably great contributions which we make t-0 the revenue, are pure unrequited loss to our 
section of the country, and pure gain to the maniifacturing sectwn, to which both are regularly transferred; 
while that section is indemnified against any loss of this great gain either from the tariff or revenue, its 
tax under the former being requited by the diffused benefits of the manufactures supported by our 
bounty, and its contributions to the latter being returned along with our contributions in the disburse
ments of the Government. 

Resolved, further, That this state of things, if continued, will lead to our poverty and misery, and not 
less certainly to the extinctwn of liberty in the country by the barters of legislative favors, the bribery, 
corruption, prqfligacy, and utter destruction of fraternal sympathies which it will produce. 

Resolved,further, That the Senators and Representatives in Congress from this State be all earnestly 
requested, and that our immediate Representative be solemnly enjoined, to oppose all further imposition 
of tariffs for protection as utterly intolerable; and to urge, in the most speedy mode practic\),ble, a repeal of 
the whole system of protection and an abandonment of the principle; in the meantime taking care to 
provide for the enforcement of the most rigid economy, the equal disbursement of the revenue as far as 
practicable, and the speedy payment of the public debt. 

Resolved, further, That the Legislature of our State be requested to take this subject into their most 
serious consideration, and guard the rights of the State and of its citizens. 

Resolved, further, That the memorial to Congress reported by our committee be adopted, and copies 
furnished to our Representatives and Senators to be laid before Congress; that copies of it, and of these 
resolutions, be also furnished to the Senators and Representatives in Congress from this State and to the 
members of our State Legislature; and that the committee appointed at the last meeting be continued as 
a committee of correspondence and vigilance on this subject. 

W. W. STARK, Secretary. 
EDM. WARE, Chairman. 

ABBEVILLE CoURT-HousE, September 3, 182'T. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 896. [lsT SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 211 1828. 

Pursuant to their adjournment, the citizens of Union district met in the court-house on Monday, the 
3d instant, for the purpose of receiving the report of the committee which had been appointed at a former 
meeting to draught a memorial to Congress on the subject of the woolens bill. Colonel McKibbin, chairman 
of the commit.tee, submitted the following memorial, and, having addressed the meeting in its favor, moved 
its adoption. The memorial having been read and considered, was then unanimously agreed to: 

To the lwnorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the Uniled States: 
The memorial of the citizens of Union district, in the State of South Carolina, respectfully showeth: 

That they deprecate as amongst the greatest evils which could have befallen them individually and 
nationally the system of protecting duties which has found its way into the national code, and which was 
attempted to be extended and perpetuated by the bill introduced into Congress at the late session, usually 
called the woolens bill, and, as it is understood, will be revived in the next under circumstances but too 
well calculated to raise the apprehension that it will be adopted. We must be short-sighted, indeed, not 
to perceive in the past history and increasing demands of the advocates of this measure, and its aptitude 
to every article which can be manufactured in the United States, the entire exclusion of foreign compe
tition and the consequent accumulated price at which we must purchase them. 

We despair of throwing any additional light on a subject that has been already demonstrated, but 
may be permitted respectfully to unite our voices with those of our fellow-citizens of the south in 
protesting against a system fraught with so many and such alarming evils. 
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So far as a tariff of duties is necessary to the legitimate purpose of revenue, your memorialists, in 
common with the whole agricultural interest of the United States, !rave and would continue to meet it 
without a murmur, although its operation even in that shape would be in some degree unequal. But we 
hold that the proposed increase of the tariff on woolens, and the whole system of protecting duties in the 
present and probable condition of the United States, does now and will continue to act oppressively on 
that section of the Union to which we belong, and that the enforcement of such a system is unwise and 
arbitrary. 

To demonstrate the truths of these conclusions, it would be sufficient to refer to the memorial of tµe 
Chamber of Commerce of the city of Charleston, and the resolutions adopted at a town meeting of the 
citizens of Columbia, in this State, for the reasons on which they are founded, and as containing a concise 
and at the same time comprehensive development of their truth. But we may be permitted to use the 
occasion to deplore the prevalency of a policy founded on personal and sectional considerations, tending 
to put in jeopardy our best interests; and the more so, that it has found its way into our National 
Councils. 

That a nation, as well as an individual, is profited by purchasing articles of necessary consumption 
in that market which can and will supply her at the lowest rate and receive her surplus products in 
exchange, is a proposition which no sophistry can confute. That the proposed increase of the tariff is 
intended and wi~l operate to compel us to purchase domestic manufactures at a higher rate than would 
result from a fair competition with foreign manufactures, is abundantly proved by the existing tariff and 
its proposed increase and extension, an~ that it will operate oppressively follows as a consequence. 

If this burden was equally distributed amongst the different States, and was considered necessary 
to the public weal, we feel proud in the belief that South Carolina would be amongst the last to complain 
of it as an oppression; but when we feel but too sensibly the depressed and languishing state of 
agriculture, and the general embarrassment arising out of the sudden and violent :fluctuations of the 
markets, and that it is imposed as a bonus to foster an influence already sufficiently powerful, silence 
would be criminal. • 

In advancing the proposition that such a measure is arbitrary, your memorialists have not overlooked 
the power conferred on Congress by the Constitution of the United States to lay imposts and to regulate 
commerce. They insist, however, that their application to the purpose of protecting domestic manufactures 
at the expense of agriculture and commerce is a provision at war with the spirit of the Constitution and 
genius of our Government. It is a tyranny which despotism would tremble to exercise, and to which 
freemen would disdain to submit; and we hope the day is far distant when we shall be called on to elect 
the alternative of submission or resistance. 

Confiding in the correctness of our views and the wisdom of your councils, we submit these matters 
to your consideration in the earnest hope that they will be carefully weighed, and that in the end a system 
so unequal, oppressive, and unjust may be wholly abandoned. 

Therefore, resolved, That copies of this memorial be transmitted to our Senators and Representatives 
in Congress to be laid before the same at their next session. 

Resolued, That the proceedings of this meeting be published. 

B. M. PEARSON, Sewctary. 
D. JOHNSON, Chairman. 

SEPI'E~IBER 20, 182'T. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 897. [lsr SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

OOlIMUNICATED TO THE SENATE YAROH 21, 1828. 

ANTI-TARIFF MEETING. 

An adjourned meeting of the citizens of Kershaw district, in South Carolina, was held in Camden on 
the 18th instant, to receive the report of the committee appointed to draught a memorial and resolutions to 
Congress in opposition to the proposed tariff on woolens. Colonel J. S. Deas resumed his seat as chairman, 
and the following report of the committee was submitted by Colonel H. G. Nixon: 

To the honorable the Senate and House of Represent11.tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled : 

The memorial of the citizens of Kershaw district, South Carolina, respectfully represents: That 
the citizens of Kershaw district most solemnly remonstrate against the passage of the proposed law, 
called the woolens bill. They believe, if enacted, that it would be unconstitutional in its tendency, unequal 
in its operation, and oppressive in its effects. They apprehend that it would provoke contending passions, 
which might disturb the harmony of the Union and convulse the operations of the Government. They 
think it would serve to substitute a policy dcubtful and dangerous in its character for one certain and 
safe in its results, and tend t-0 rivet upon them a system of restriction, Gothic in its origin, and which, 
through a long tract of time, has fettered the commercial spirit of the world. Such a system England 
now sincerely mourns, and from it she is this instant struggling to be free. And such a system, we are 
persuaded, if adopted here, would blight our agriculture, fetter our commerce, sap our revenue, and retard 
the march of our Republic to power, wealth, and greatness. The subject is a grave one; we feel it 
deeply. It appeals to us in the various relations of parents, freemen, patriots. We adopt with pain 
·the monitory tone of the remonstrance, but we must firmly speak our wrongs; and we do so under the 
conviction that they will be heard patiently, -vindicated-boldly, and redressed nobly. 
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Your memorialists regret extremely that their manufacturing brethren continue to evince such an 
undying cupidity. Their grasping ~varice must be checked, or the genius of the Government will depart. 
Glance, if you please, one moment at the short history of our manufactures. Mark how, at first, request 
induced encouragement; encouragement, importunity; importunity, protection; protection, in its turn, a 
still more eager importunity; until the system has at last almost degenerated into an odious monopoly. 
In 1789 woolen manufactures were encouraged by a duty of 5 per cent.; in 1816 they were protected by 
a duty of 25 per cent.; in 1824, by one of 31Sl per cent.; and now they are indelicately craving from your 
liberality a duty which would amount to a prohibition of foreign fabrics. The petitions presented from 
New England to the last Congress professed that the tariff of 1824 was sufficient, but complained that it 
had been evaded at our custom-houses by false invoices and false oaths; all they prayed was to have the 
full benefit of that act. This could have been effected by introducing a bill to alter the act of 1824 so as 
to make the repo·rt of appraisers the rule of duty, and thus prevent the future operation of the decision of 
the federal court, that the im:oice shall be the rule of duty, unless proved fraudulent. But, instead of a bill 
to prevent fraud upon the revenue, we were surprised by a new tariff upon woolens, utterly different in 
its features, and calculated to be very different in its effects from that of 1824. It contained four arbi
trary minimums, ranging from 40 cents to $4, and would have operated upon coarse imported woolens as 
a tax of from 50 to 139 per cent. -

If it be also urged that the tariff of 1824 was counteracted by England in the reduction of the duty 
on the importation of wool into that country, we reply, let it be met by a like reduction of duty on the 
importation of raw wool into the United States. It is an undisguised contest between rival manufactures; 
with them be the losses and the triumphs of the battle. We cannot recognize either justice or generosity 
in the act that would oppress and crush one branch of honest industry merely to relieve another from the 
slight operation of a foreign law. 

The bill in question would not only operate as an inveterate tax upon the southern cultivator, but 
would press with invidious rigor upon the poor throughout the Union. But we oppose it not only upon 
the score of taxation, but upon the principle that it would be introductory of a scheme of policy which 
might ultimately deprive us of a market for our raw material. We believe that in proportion as we cease 
to import we will cease to export, for reciprocity is the soul of commerce; and in proportion as we cease 
to export, our agriculture will decline, for quantity will always be in proportion to demand; and as 
demand for our raw material decreases abroad, the less will be the quantity of the same raised at home. 
Besides, we apprehend that a prohibition of manufactured imports would provoke retaliation upon our 
agricultural exports, and this would inevitably drive our cottons from the principal manufacturing coun
tries of the world. Interest would prompt them to trade with those nations with whom they could effect 
a mutual exchange of commodities. They are not dependent on us for our cottons. Brazil, with a terri
tory extending 35° of latitude from the equator, with Egypt, Bengal, Ava, and other fertile climes, could 
soon be put into such a state of cultivation as to enable them to supply the world with this article. We 
have, therefore, just reason to dread that cumbrous system which the most enlightened nations are hurling 
off, in order to make commerce as bounteous as the ocean and as free as its winds. 

But we are told, by way of consolation, that the north will shortly afford a market for our raw 
material. This yields not a ray to cheer us: it is a promise which will be "broken to the hope." We 
know that the manufactures of the world consume more than 1,000,000 of bales; that we now grow at least 
900,000; and that of the number here grown not more than 150,000 are consumed by northern manufac
tures, while the remainder are exported to England, France, Germany, and other manufacturing countries. 
With all the protection of Government, we are persuaded that northern manufactures will not, for a long 
time to come, if ever, consume more than 200,000 bales. This assertion is predicated partly upon the fact 
that the aggregate population of this country do not consume 50,000 bales, and partly upon the principle 
that our manufactures cannot come in competition on equal terms, in foreign markets, with the manufac
tures of the Old World. True, we have sold a few coarse cottons in the Mexican and South American 
markets; and this has induced the wild vision that our manufactures can compete with all Asia-all Europe. 
But England can and will deprive us even of these limited markets on our own continent. 1'he trade is 
now conducted chiefly in British vessels; and it will only be requisite for her to reduce the present duty 
on South American imports to induce a reciprocal reduction on English manufactured exports; and with 
this advantage she would drive our fabrics from those markets to seek a more friendly port, or to rot 
as a drug. 

But without going into an argument to show the immense advantages enjoyed over us by other. 
manufacturing countries in regard to capital, machinery, and the price of labor, we will merely state a 
stubborn fact, which cannot be conquered by fair argument: it is this; If, as is universally conceded, we 
cannot compete with the manufactures of certain other countries in our own market, after they import the 
raw material from us, export it manufactured to us, pay heavy excise duties upon it at home, and tonnage 
and other duties here-we repeat, if we cannot, with all these advantages, undersell them in our own 
market without levying an additional duty of 25, 50, 'l'5, and 100 per cent. upon their commodities, is it 
not proof conclusive that we cannot cope with them on terms of equality in foreign markets? And if it 
be true that we cannot cope with them abroad, is it not equally clear that the dangerous system we are 
about to foster will, if encouraged, ultimately react upon the nation so as to embarrass her progress, 
impoverish her people, impair her energies, and, in short, produce a withering effect upon the interest}t 
now protects, and upon every nerve of national industry? 

Your memorialists also invite your serious attention to the present depressed state of southern 
agriculture: it is mournful indeed, and they regret to say that they attribute this depression in a limited 
degree to the legislation of the General Government. Taxation has quickly followed taxation in the· 
nature of an insidious tariff on imposts, which has operated to lessen the net income of the southern 
cultivator. At one time, assuming the shape of a simple tax upon cordage and bagging, it fritters away 
more than $280,000 of his profits; at another, boldly taking the character of an onerous duty upon cottons, 
woolens, and other imports, it sweeps away his profits to the amount of millions. Within a few years 
past agricultural capital has declined at least 40 per cent. in Kershaw district; and we are a favored 
section compared with the low country of the State. This sudden declension has induced a general 
embarrassment, which must end in bankruptcy if further oppressed by Government. The planter does 
not realize upon his capital thus depressed more than 4 per cent. in consequence of the reduction in the 
price of the raw material. Without relief, we fear that it will be neces~ary for our labor to seek new 
channels, and for our capital to find other investments. At this moment we are seriously discussing the 
practicability and policy of adopting a rigid system of domestic economy, by cutting off all unnecessary 
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supplies, and making and raising what we can for use and consumption at home. And it may shortly be 
also necessary for us to ascertain whether we have not as abundant sti;e~ms for machinery and as healthful 
situations for workshops; as fertile pastures for sheep, and as congenial a climate to breed them as the 
northern manufacturer; and whether, if the northern people will not reciprocate with us as brothers, we 
may not fearfully grapple with them .as rivals. This, we confess, would be a last expiring alternative; 
for we proudly say, that the vigorous, manly, healthful pursuit of husbandry, with the mental independence 
it inspires, has more charms for us by far than the gloomy walls of pestilential workshop and the meagre, 
mindless, dependent spectres which inhabit them. We sincerely trust, then, that self-interest, if not 
principle, will prompt the citizens of the north"to pause before they goad us into desperation. For though 
we would not violate the Constitution of our country for purposes of emolument, or of retaliation, or for 
anything earthly, still we are resolved to adopt every constitutional, means which ingenuity can devise to 
evade or resist, thwart, or, if possible, crush any law or laws looking to a policy so unfeeling, unnatural, 
unjust, and unconstitutional, as that with which we are threatened; and if, after all our expostulations, 
domestic schemes, self-denials, sacrifices, and moral resistance, we find that we cannot breathe under the 
odious system imposed, we must make an effort to heave it off, whatever may be the shock of the Republic; 
for God knows we would infinitely rather die like martyrs than live and pay tribute like slaves. But 
we will not despair of your justice and magnanimity. We indulge the rational hope that, after hearing our 
complaints and weighing our cause, your "hearts will leap kindly to nature," and that you will indignantly 
frown on any proposition to oppress us, your brethren by birth and by political adoption. And we feel 
our present depressed situation the more keenly, from the fact that northern manufacturers crave 
additional duties at our expense, with a full knowledge of the oppression under which we groan; and 
this, too, at a time when they enjoy from 10 to 20 per cent. upon their capital. If correctly informed, 
there are manufactures in New England which realize at least 25 per cent.; manufacturing capital of 
a certain kind is said to be from 30 to 40 per cent. beyond par. Agricultural and mercantile funds 
have recently been invested in manufacturing stock at from 30 to 40 per cent. beyond par. These facts, 
together with the sudden increase of the capital of woolen manufactures from $10,000,000 to $40,000,000, 
and also the rapid investment of -nearly $40,000,000 in those of cotton since the tariff of 1824, go to 
prove that manufacturing stock enjoys a premium which, under the existing circumstances of the country, 
ought at least to silence the importunity of a death-like avarice. By consulting also the amount of 
duties on importations, it will be found that the protection afforded by Government to <>ommerce, naviga
tion, and agrwul,ture united, is not more than half as great as that exten(led to manufactures aJ,one. 1'he 
fact cannot be disguised that manufactures in this country enjoy more protection from Government, and 
contribute less to its support, than in any other on earth. In Great Britain the three great articles of 
cottons, woolens, and hardware, amounting at least to $350,000,000, including home consumption, receive 
no protection from custom duties, while we impose a tax of. from 25 to 100 per cent. upon the two former 
commodities. 1'his ought to be the last country on earth to oppress its agriculture. It should rather be 
protected as the most certain and bountiful source of national support. Even Great Britain, confined as 
she is to the area of a few thousand square miles, derives her national wealth chiefly from agriculture. 
The annual amount of property created in England and Ireland may be now estimated at about 
£440,000,000 sterling. Agriculture, in all its departments, produces at least £220,000,000. Manufac
tures, in all its branches, ( exclusive of pasturag·e, which properly belongs to agriculture,) produces 
about £125,000,000. The number of persons engaged in agriculture are nearly five millions. The 
number engaged in manufactures, mechanical and other trades, exceed seven millions. Thus it appears 
that Great Britain, (including Ireland,) which, from local circumstances, cannot, in comparison with us, 
be denominated an agricultural nation, derives at least £100,000,000 more of national wealth from 
agriculture than from manufactures and other trades, when there are millions of people less engaged in 
ag·riculture than in all other occupations. Mark the relative quantity oflabor engaged in these departments 
of inrlustry, respectively, and calculate the profits of each, and you will find an almost incredible difference 
in favor of agriculture. Is it not to be presumed, then, if agriculture conduces so much more than 
manufactures tq the national wealth of England, that the latter have resulted from a surplus of commercial 
and agricultural population? If, then, England derives such a great proportion of her wealth from 
agriculture, confined, as she is, to a small extent of country, and limited, as she is, in the variety of her 
staples, what should be the policy of the United States, with agricultural means as unlimited as her 
territory, which stretches from the Gulf of Mexico far towards the Artie, and expands towards the rising 
and the setting sun, until it meets the eastern and western oceans ? 

Your memorialists also believe that the proposed tariff would inflict an injury upon the commerce 
and navigation of the United States. In 1825 our imports amounted to $96,340,075, of which $91,902,512 
were imported in American vessels; our exports the same year amounted to· $99,535,388, of which at least 
$89,000,000 were exported in American tonnage. More than 880,000 tons of American shipping entered 
and 960,000 cleared the ports of the United States; while of foreign shipping about 92,000 tons entered 
and 95,000 cleared our ports. The past year our imports were 11,365,598 less; and our exports 
21,940,066 less than those of 1825. Well, if an increased tariff should greatly decrease our exports, and 
~ven not affect our imports, it is rational to presume that the latter would be transported in foreign 
vessels, which is not now the case; but ( to take the more gloomy, but correct view of the picture) if our 
imports and exports should both vastly decrease, and prohibition provoke retaliation, and these drive 
foreign commerce from our shore, our naval marine would fade from the ocean, and the ploughshare of 
ruin pass over the land. 

Your memorialists also apprehend that the proposed bill would decrease the revenue. This is 
manifest from its real nature and object. What is its real object? To prohibit certain imports. If so, 
and if revenue is raised principally by dutie~ on imports, it follows, as a necessary consequence, that as 
imports decrease revenue must decline. Again: it will not be contested by those the.least conversant 
with our commercial history that the quantity of our imports have always borne a certain ratio with the 
quantity of our exports. In proportion, then, as we enhance the duty on importation we will raise the 
price of the imported article, and as we raise the price of the imported article we will reduce the quantity 
thereof, by reducing the means of procuring it; for it would be madness to imagine that we could 
purchase with the same amount an equal quantity of the same commodity taxed 25, 50, 75, and 100 per 
•!ent. as if a less tax were imposed. And as quantity decreases revenue must decline, and as revenue 
ilecHnes the land tax will rist; for it would be vain to.attempt to raise revenue to any extent in this 

• ,!ountry by excise duties. If such would be the effect upon the revenue, the only alternative would be 
to resort to direct taxation. This the republican spirit of the American people would not brook. A pen 
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dipped in gall could not indite terms bitter enough to describe our antipathy of a policy which would 
warm into being swarms of tax-gatherers and ,excisemen, to prey likP-harpies upon our property, and to 
profane our very family altars by prying into _our very household effects. 

Your memorialists will conclude by simply protesting against the constitutionality of~the bill. They 
decline a discussion of this point. They have not the vanity to presume that they could afford you a 
single gleam of light upon it. They merely glance at it as one of the strong grounds of remonstrance. 
They will only say that the power to "lay and collect duties" was granted to Congress for a specific 
purpose-revenue. This cannot be denied by the friends of the bill. If so, we ask, why does the bill, 
on its face, purport to be for revenue alone, when it is really intended to destroy it by prohibiting certain 
imports ? Because, say its advocates, if thus enacted it would be pronounced uncoustitutional by the 
federal judiciary. If, then, an object would be unconstitutional if expressed by a law, it follows that it 
would also be unconstitutional if implied by a la,v. A law constitutional in its features, but calculated 
and intended to be unconstitutional in its effects, is as gross a violation of the Constitution as if the 
purpose to be effected had been expressed. Hence it results that as the proposed bill purports to b~ 
for a constitutional object, but is insidiously intended for one not constitutional, it is a violation of the 
spirit of the Constitution. These views are confirmed by the ·216th page of the Journal of the Federal 
Convention, where it will be seen that a proposition was distinctly made to give Congress. the power to 
" establish rewards and immunities for the promotion of manufactures," and not adopted. 

These are some of the reasons which have influenced this rempnstrance .. We trust tbey will not be 
in vain. They appeal to your justice, your liberality, your patriotism, your honor. They aw made by 
citizens of the same Republic and by descendants of. the same sires. They fl.ow from bosoms which throb 
with patriotic devotion for the Government and for the Union. And be it not forgotten that they come from 
men who profess to be intimately acquainted with their rights, who have a keen sense of injustice, and 
who foster an immortal horror of oppression. We forbear to indulge our feelings. Could they speak, 
they would utter "words that burn." As American patriots, we will pury them in our hearts, and address 
you in the mild but firm tone of respectful remonstrance. Therefore-

!. Resolved, That we see in the proposed woolens bill, and the means now using to force its passage, 
the act of interest and power againstjustice and the Constitutwn. 

2. Resolved, That it should ·be resisted by all constiiutwnal means, both in its passage and its injurious 
operation on us, and that for that purpose a committee of three persons be appointed, whose duty it 
shall be to correspond with the other districts of this State generally, and that their attention be drawn 
to the following objects: First, to ascertain and communicate through the medium of the puplic prints 
all such modes of investiture of capital as may direct enterprise into other channels; and, second, how 
far it would be to our advantage to make at home all the articles used by us and in our occupations. • 

8. Resolved, That the only "true American system" is that which leaves to industry and enterprise 
its own reward, unshackled by restraints of any kind; that which encourages a liberal intercourse with 
all and gives a preference to none. 

4. Resolved, That copies of the above memorial and resolutions ·be forthwith transmitted to the 
Governors of the several States, to our Senators and Representatives to be laid before Congress, and to 
tlie other districts of this State. 

A short and animated discussion arose ·on the constitutionality of the proposed law, but the question 
was almost unanimously decided in favor of the report of the committee. 

The following gentlemen were appointed a committee to carry into effect the objects embraced in the 
second resolution, viz: Colonel H. G .. Nixon, W. W. Lang, Esq., and Colonel J. S. Deas, who was added 
on motion. The meeting then adjourned sine die. 

JAMES S. DEAS, Chairman. 
T. P. EvANs, Secretary. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 898. [1ST SESSION. 

AVERAGE ANNUAL AMOUNT OF PUBLIC MONEYS IN THE BANK OF THE UNITED STATES 
AND ITS BRANCHES. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 24, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARrnEi-i-r, _March 21, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the 12th instant, "directing the Secretary of the 

Treasury to report to the Senate the average annual amount of public moneys in the Bank of the United 
States and its branches from the years 1817 to 1827, inclusive," I have the honor to submit a communica
tion of the Treasurer of the United States which contains the information required. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the PRESIDENT of the Senale._ 

TREASURER'S OFFICE, March 20, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor, in compliance with your reference to this office of the resolution of the Senate 

of the 12th instant, to report that the average annual amount of public money in the Bank of the United 
States and its branches from 181 'l to 182'l, inclusive, as ascertained by the accounts settled quarterly at 
the Treasury, was $3,554,756 50. 

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
MICHAEL NOURSE, Acting Treasurer of the United States. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 
VOL. V--124 B 
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20TH CONGRESS. 1 No. 899. [lsr SEssmN. 

UNEXPENDED BALANCES OF APPROPRIATION, SURPLUS IN TREASURY, AND AMOUNT 
APPLIED TO THE SINKING FUND, FROllI 181 'i TO 182'i. 

COill!UNIC.ATED TO THE SEN.ATE :M.ARCH 26, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 24, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolutio~ of the Senate of the 10th instant, "directing the Secretary of the 

Treasury to inform the Senate what amount of unexpended balances of appropriations remained in the 
Treasury of the United States on the first day of each year, and at the adjournment of Congress in each 
year, from 1817 to 182'i, inclusive; also what amount of surplus money above the sums appropriated for 
the service of each year remained in the Treasury at the adjournment of Congress in each year, from 
1817 to 1827, inclusive; and in what years of said term any part of said surplus, and how much thereof, 
was paid to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund, according to the fourth section of the act of the 3d 
of March, 181 'l, entitled" An act to provide for the redemption of the public debt," I have the honor to 
transmit the statements marked A, B, and C, accompanied by an explanatory letter from the Register of 
the Treasury, which contain the information required. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the PRESIDENT of the Senale. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, March 20, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor, in compliance with your reference to this office of the resolution of the Senate 

of the 10th instant, relative to the unapplied balances of appropriations in the years 1817 to 182'l, 
inclusive,· and to what years any application was made, under the 4th section of the act of the 3d of 
March, 1817, towards the redemption of the public debt, to transmit a statement (A),exhibiting as far as 
practicable the information required. In explanation, permit me to state that, as the accounts of receipts 
and expenditures are adjusted quarterly at the Treasury, and the balances of appropriations at the 
adjournment of Congress not exhibited on the records, the close of the quarters in which the adjournments 
took place have therefore been assumed as a day approximating su.fficiently near to the period specified 
to mP.et the spirit of the -resolution, to wit, on the 31st of March, in the years 181 'i, 1819, 1821, 1823, 1825, 
and 1821, and on the 30th of June in every alternate year. • 

I beg leave also to ob1;1erve, that it was found impracticable to state the balance of the appropriations 
for the services of the year distinct from what might have remained of the balances of the previous years, 
as the payments prior to the adjournment of Congress have been made without specific reference to either; 
I have therefore added in the statement (A) the previous balances (column No. 1) to the appropriations 
for the service of the year, (column No. 2,) as exhibited in the third column. No. 4 exhibits the payments 
during three or six months, and No. 5 the total balances of appropriations to be satisfied at the close 
of the quarters in which Congress adjourned. Column Ko. 6 shows the means in the Treasury to meet 
the appropriations, and No. 'i the amount that would be required over the means then in the Treasury 
fully to satisfy all demands for the year. Column No. 8 presents the only payment made, under the 4th 
section of the act of the 3d of March, 18l'l, on account of the public debt, which payment, however, left 
in the Treasury at the end of the year a sum ( exclusive of unavailable funds) short of half a million of 
dollars, and short of the appropriations then to be satisfied of nearly five millions, as is exhibited in the 
statement (marked B) herewith also enclosed. • 

As the balances of ~ppropriations in column No. 1, statement A, are exclusive of the balances 
remaining unapplied of the· annual appropriation of $10,000,000 on account of _the debt, I beg leave to 
enclose a statement (marked C) in which those balances are particularly stated. 

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 

Hon. RICH.ARD RusH, Secretary of the Treamtry . 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
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A. 

Sta.tement of the balances of approp1-i.ations which were unsa.tiefi,ed on the first day of each year from 181 '1 to 
1827, inclttSive; the amount of appropriations for each year; the aggregate of the balances at the commence
ment of and the appropriations for each year; the payments on account of these appropriations to the end 
of the quarter in which the adjournment of Congress took place in each year,from 181 '1 to 182'1, incl1tSive; 
exhibiting also the balances of appropriations that remained to be satisfied at the end of the said quarters, 
and the means in the Treasui·y to mP.et those balances; also the payments on account of the debt under the 
fourth section of the act of the 3d of March, 181 '1. 

No.I. No.2. No. 3. No.4. No.5. No.6, No.7, No.8. 
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1821 ... .......... c5,399,619 04 18,435,466 61 23,835,085 65 5,336.286 24 17,499,797 41 a 18,276,544 01 ............... 
1822 .............. c2, 73!!1316 41 20,508,0!7 81 23,246,334 22 S,902,410 73 14,343, 9-23 49 2,497,418 00 11,846,505 49 . .............. 
1823 .••••••••••••. c2, 7461260 90 20,190,113 81 22,936,374 71 4,471,601 01 18,464,773 70 5, l 65, 066 30 13,999,707 40 . .............. 
1824 •••• •••••••••• c3,00I,500 ul 25,830,635 95 28,832,136 60 13,637,492 97 15,194,643 09 7,855,79115 15,338,851 94 ............... 
1&25 .............. C 3,228,627 91 22,89-2,544 72 26,121,172 63 5,670,631 12 20,450,541 51 6,753,949 08 13,696,592 43 . .............. 
1826 .............. c4,352 1909 78 23,255,413 09 271 60d,322 87 14,190,010 01 13,418,312 86 4,079,057 20 9,339,255 66 . .............. 
1827 ••••••••••••• c4,294 1 175 71 23, 1'72, 096 39 21,466,272 10 4, eo2, 858 05 22,663,414 04 7,293,ll3 23 15,370,300 81 . .............. 

a Balance against the Treasury on the 1st of April, 1821, $7i6, 746 60, 
b As this sum was actually applied in 1818, under the fourth section of the act of the 3d March, 1817, it is presumed that the state of the Treasury 

did at~ome period of the year justify the application, although the-money in the Treasury (including unavailable funds) at the end of the year amounted 
to only Sl,47~,526 74, (per •tatement B,) and the unsatisfied appropriations at the same period to $5,432,379 12, • 

c The balances are exclusive of the balances unapplied of the annual appropriation of $10,000,000 on account of the debt, as particularly noted in 

the accompanying etatement C. 

TREASURY DEPJ.RTllENT, Register's Office, March 19, 1828, 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

C. 

Sta.tement of the amount which remained unapplied of the annual appropi-i.ation of $10,000,000 on account of 
the public debt at the end of each year, from 1819 to 182'1, inclusive. 

1819 ..........................................................•............... 
1820 .............................................................. · .... · ..... . 
1821 .............................................................. .-......... . 
1822 ....................................... •, ................................. . 
1823 ................................... ·.· .................................... . 
1824 ......................................................................... . 
1825 ........................................................... , ............ . 
1826 ........................................................................ . 
182'1 .....................................................................•.... 

$2,296,1 '18 13 
3,66'1,663 85 
5,300,5'10 23 
'1,451,410 56 

11,921,604 '10 
5,353,210 94 
3,256,166 16 
2,214,721 56 
2,213,135 5'1 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEP.ARTIIENT, Register's Office, March 19, 1828. 



B. 

Statement exhibiting the balances in the Treasury on the 1st day of January of each of the yeai·s from 181 ~ to 1828, 1,nclusive; showing also the amount of un.~atisfied appropriations and 
unavailable funds; the balance in the Treasury, exclusive of those b'Ums, at the commenqement of the years in which a 'balance over those sums existed,- and the amounts in other years 
reqU'isite, in addition to the available money in the Treasury, to meet the amount of unsatisfied appropriations; exhibiting also the amount paid on account of the principal and interest of 
thtJ_public debt in each year, with references to the appropriations under which the payments were made. 
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1817 .............................. 1 $22,033,519 19 $5,686,012 04 I: $~6,~47;50'( 151 .................. 11817 .............................. 1 li\-25,423,036 121 $10,ooo,ooo oo $9, ooo, 000 00 $:l,830,108 52 $3,502,927 60 ... ., ...... ., ..... 

1818 ............................. . 
]819 ............................ . 
1820 ........................... . 
1821 ............................ .. 
1822 ........................... .. 
1823 ........................... .. 
1824 ............................. . 
]825 ............................ .. 
1826 ............................ .. 
]827 ........ , ................ .. 
1828, (est.) , .. , ................. .. 

1~, 980,465 48 
1,478,526 74 
2,079,9g2 38 
1,198,461 21 
1,681,502 24 
4,237,427 55 
o, 463, 9il·2 81 
1,946,597 13 
s,201,oso 43 
6,358,686 18 
5,80l,OJ5 f!1 

5,618,796 22 
6,432,aw 12 
4,140,476 36 
6,399,619 04 
3. 738, 316 41 
3,746,260 Oj) 
4,001,500 01 
4,2~8, 627 91 
5,352, 9U9 78 
51 294, l 75 71 
4,773,021 50 

, '9,~70,669 26 ................ .. 
.... ...... ........ $4,953,852. 38 
.... • .. ,. ..... •.. 2,060,483 98 

............. ;.... 5,201,157 83 

.... ... , .. ; ...... , !l,oso, 124 11 
\, 401,166 65 .......... ., .... .. 
*5,462,422 80 ................ .. 

.............. , .. • ll, 2821 030 78 
.................. 151,259 35 

1,064,510 47 
fl,027 1994 :37 
. ' ' 

~1,~10, 763 sq 16,705,508 40 

1818 .............................. 21,296,30604 7,169,80148 .................................... 9,148,23740 $1,978,17716 
1810.............................. 7,703,82187 7,703,821 87 ...... : ........... ................................................... .. 
1R20.... ..... • . ................. 8,62s,s14 28 s,02s,514 28 .......................... ; ...... ,. .................................... . 
1821.......................... ... 813671003 62 8,367,093 62 , ............................. '. ..... : ................................. .. 
1822.............................. 7,849,150 67 7,849,159 67 ...................................................................... .. 
1s2a •.....••••.....•........ ,..... 5,s20,sos ao s,s2u,sos ss , .....................................•................................ 
1824.... .... ...... ... ...... ..... . 16,568,393 76 16,568,393 76 : ...................................................................... .. 
1825.... ..... ...... ....... ...... 12,099,044 78 12,009,041 78 : ..................................................................... . 
1826.... ..... . ...... .... .... ...... 11,039,444 60 ll,039 1444 60 .............................. ,. .................................... .. 
1827.... .... .... ...... ...... ..... 10,001,585 99 10,001,585 99 ...... .... .... .... ... .. ...... ... .. .. ................................ . 

1828 ••••••• • ............................................................................... •••••••••••• ................... •••••••••••• .............. , ••••••••• 

• There was no debt to which pnrt of th!• bala~co co~ld bo ~ppllnd. 
f This sum is Jnrger than that exhibited in tho Soeret~ry's roJJOr.t, arising from tho receipts in 1827 being moro than w~s osllmated nt tho time th croport was pros~ntod, and from amounts carried to tho surplus fund. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Offic•, March 10, 1898. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Rcgittcr. 
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1828.J PRODUCT OF THE CUSTOMS. 989 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 900. [lsr SESSION. 

PRODUCT OF THE CUSTOMS, 1824-'25-'26. 

COilllUNICATED TO THE SENATE MARCH 28, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 26, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the 12th instant, "directing the Secretary of the 

Treasury to lay before the Senate a detailed ·statement of the product of the customs for the last three 
years, so as to show the annual and the average amount of revenue derived from each article subject to 
duty for that period," I have the honor to submit a letter of the Register of the Treasury, accompanied 
by the statement required. 

I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the PRESIDENT of the Senale. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, March 26, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a statement in detail, exhibiting the product of the 

customs for the years ending on the 31st of December, 1824, 1825, and 1826; and also an average of the 
same; prepared in obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the United States of the 12th instant. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servant; 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Hon. RICHARD Rusu, Secretary of the Treasury. 

Statement exhwi.ting the gross amount of duties which accrued on merchandise imported during the years ending 
the 31st December, 1824, 1825, and 1826, together ioith an average of the same for three years. 

DUTJES ON MERCHANDISE IMPORTED. 

SPECIES OF HERCIIANDISE. 

1824. 

Value, at 71 per cent •••••• ••••••. •••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••• •• •• •••• ••• •• •••• •••• $74,486 
12 •••• do ........ , •••• ., •• , ......................... , ... .,.............. 155 
121 ••. do ..................... ,., ....... , . .,,., .............. ·., ••.•••.. 140,269 

15 •••• do, ...... •••••••••••••••••·•••••"•"•'•••••••••••"'•""""'••• 2,144,874 
20 . .,,do .......... .,., ..... , ................ .,., ......... , ......... ,.. 1,375,146 

25 •••• do ................ ,.................... . ......... ••••• •••• •••••. 5,082,697 

30 .... do ..................... •••••• •••••• ... , •••• •••••••••••• •••• ...... 1,826,816 
33t. .. do .• ., ......................................................................... . 
35 ••• ,do.......................... .................................... 733 
40 •••• do ............................................................ . 
50 .... do .............................................................. . 

Carpets, &c., Brussels ...................... , ....... •••. ,., •••••• , ., , •• , , ........ . 
Venetian ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••····••••••·•••••••••••••••·•·• 
0th.er ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•••••••••••••••····•••••••••· 

Cotton barging •••• ··••·• ........... ·••· ..................................... .. 
Wine, Madeira •••• , •••••• •••• .......... •••• .... , • •• , ....... ., ................ , ••. 

Burgundy ................................................................ . 
Sherry and St. Lucar ........................ ··••••••• .. • ................. . 

Lisbon, Oporto, &c •••••• •••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••• •••• ••••~•• •••• •••••· •••• 
Teneritre, Fayal, &c., •• ••·• ......... ·•••• ............ •••••• ••••• •••••. 
claret, in botUes .••.••• ,. •• • • • • • .•••...•••••• •••• ........................ . 
nJl other, in casks ....•...... .......•.••..•....•••.....•••. , ..• , , ••.••..... 

Spirits from grain ................ •••••.••••••••••• ...... •••• ..................... . 
other materials.,., ... ............... , , ..... •••••• •.• , .•.......... , .. . 

Molasses ............... ........................................................ . 

Vinegar •••••••••••••••• ··•••········•···················•·• •••••• •···•··••· .... ,. 
Beer, ate, and porter .......... ...........•.. , •....••.••.••.....••....•.•• ••. . ... 

13,390 
84,526 
14,6-56 
57,514 

142 
81,114 

121,293 
4,852 

17,777 
141,075 
67,431 
23,756 

242,049 
447,724 

2,158,466 
645,41'2 

712 
13,015 

OU, spermnceti., •••• •••• ••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••••••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• •••••, ••• • ••• •••• •••• •••• 
whale and otber fish .................... •••• ••••• , ••••• , ..................... . 65 

hemp seed.,, •••.• ·••••••••••••••••,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· ••• _ ..... ••••• • •••••• ••·· 
olive, in casks .•••••• ••••••••·•••••• ••••• •••• ........................... ·••••· 17,519 
rape seed .................................................................................. . 
castor....................................................................... 48 
linsted ..................................... , ............................... . 

Teas, Bohea .......... , • .... • • •• .... . • • •• • . ... •• ... • • • ... . ................... . 
Souchong .... , • ......................................................... • .. 
Hyson Skin, &c .... ••• ........ •••••• ................ •··•• ........... ·•••·· 
Dyson and Young Hyson ........................................ •••••·•••••· 
Imperial ................................................................. . 

6,095 
36,095 

556,341 
512,659 

1,303,154 
261,407 

1825. 

................. 
8874 

40-J,511 
774,549 

1,972,503 
9,010,971 
1,924,827 
1,756,515 

5,492 
51,223 

284,451 
42,'017 

130,992 
I,0-25 

153,256 
170,452 
13,332 
19,193 

137,505 
77,852 
32,876 

380,831 
540,lTJ 

l,471,3.'i7 
622,325 

I,989 
12,682 

l 
52 

6,880 
32,677 

5 
1,070 

20,195 
36,905 

484,934 
959,262 

1,640,453 
297,894 

1826. Average of three 
years. 

············-·· $24,828 67 
$603 544 00 

266,390 269,723 33 
783,019 I,234, 147 33 

1,173,977 1,507,208 67 
5,TJ5,730 6, 609, 799 33 

503,491 1,418,378 00 
2,044,016 1,266,843 67 

1,354 2,526 33 
37,473 34,028 67 

17I,5i0 180,182 33 
28,649 28,440 67 

154,846 114,450 67 
2,061 1,ow oo 

67,189 100,519 67 
145,842 145,862 33 
16,057 11,413 67 
29,479 22,149 67 

161,219 146,599 67 
73,227 72,836 67 
38,913 31,848 33 

377,299 333,393 00 
190,909 392,935 33 

1,469,526 1,699,783 00 
684,447 650,728 00 

2,907 1,869 33 
13,756 13,151 00 

................ 33 
84 67 00 

•••••••••••••• 2,293 33 
13,221 21,139 00 

. .............. l 67 
64 394 00 

38,052 21,447 33 
33,874 35,624 67 

484,~33 508,736 00 
799,756, 757,225 67 

2,038,353 1,660,653 33 
356,735 305,345 3 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

DUTIES ON MERCllANDISE IM.PORTED. 

SPECIES OF MERCUA.NDISE. 

Coffee .•.•••..•..• ···•·····•••·••·· ............................................ .. 
Cocoa .................... ..... ••·- ......................... •••• •••· •·•••• ... . 
Chocolate, ..................................................................... . 
Sugar, bro\vn . . .. . . ... . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . •. • . . . . . . . .. . ..•... 

white ............................................................... .. 
candy and loaf ........................................................... . 
olher, refined......... . . . . • • . . . . .••••• • ...... • • •• ••• • • • •, •• • • .... • • •• • • • • 

Fruits, almonds ...................................... •• • • ••• • • • •· • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • 
currants ..••.•..•..•••..•.•.......•..•....•••• •••••.•..••••..•.•••••••••. 
prunes and plums ............................... •• • •••• • ••• • •• • ••••• • • • ••• 

figs •••••••.••••••• ·••••·•··• ••·•••·•·••••· •·••••••···•••·•···•••· •·••·· 
rab,ins, jar, &c.... . . . . .• •• • • . • . . • . . •. . . .. . .. • .. • • • • • • •• •• • ••• • ••••••••••• 

other ••••••• ••••···•· •••• •••••••••••••···•••·•••••••• •·••••••• 
Candles, tallow .• . • • • . . • . • •..••••• •• ...•....••••••••••• • ••••••• • • • ••• • • • •· • • ... . 

wax and spermaccti....... .. . . ............•........ •• ••.•••..•••• • • .. . 
Cheese •••. ·•·••• ...••..••..••••• ••··•• .••••.••••••••••••••• ·••···•••• •••••• •••• 

Soap•••·•··•··••••••····••••· ······•••••·••--•••·····•••••••••••··••····•• .. .. 
Tallow .......................................................................... . 
Beef and pork ..••......••••.•••••••..•••.••.•..•••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••. 

1824. 

$"2, 063, 551 
69,280 

62 
2,524,530 

4i0,S59 
128 
15 

lS,306 
4,613 
7,406 

18,001 
59,797 
55,052 
2,152 

18 
2,9-23 

11,754 
6,715 

16 
Hams and bacon ....•••••....•••••••••••• •. • • • • • • •••• •• • • •• •· • • • • •• • • •• • • • • • ••• • • 259 

Lard·•••··•••••••••·••••·•••••·••••·••··••··•·•••••••·•·••··••••··•••• •••••••••• ·••••••••••••••· 
Butte• ............. •.. ..... ............ .......... ...... .................. ........ 126 
Saltpetre, refined,.... •• • • • • • • •• •• • . • • • . •• •• • • •• • • • • ••• ••••• ••••••••••••• •• •· •••. 
Vitriol, oil oC •••• ...... •••••• •.•••••••••••••••••.••••••••.••••• •••••. ••••• •••••• 

1,846 
1,435 

blue or Roman ..... ••••• •.••.......... •••... .. . • • • . . • • •• •• • • . . •• • • • • • • • •• . .. ••. ... . . . . . . . 
Camphor, crude .......... •••••• ........................... ••••• ...................... . 

refined •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••·••••••••••••••••••••· 
Salts, ep$om ...••• ... •••••• ..... -. ..••.• •·•••• ................................... . 

glauber . ........... •••••• •••••• •·•••• .............. •·•··· ....... • •••• •••••• .... . 
Spices, Cayenne pepper ..••.••••••••• ••·•••••••••••••·•····•·•••••••••••• ........ . 

ginger •••••• •••••·•••••· •••• ••••• •••• •••••· •••••• •••·•• •••• •••••· ••·• •••• 
mace•••••••••••••••·••••••••·····•··••••••••·•••••·•••····•••••••••••••• 
nutmegs ....................................................................... . 
cinnamon .................................................... •••••••••••·•·•••••· 
cloves •.••...••.••• •••••• ....... •••••• •••• ••••····•••••• ....................... .. 
pepper, black.•••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••......•...••• •••••• •••• •• •••• 
pimento ........... ••••· ................................. •••••·•··•·• ••••••···· 
cassia .......... ••••••·······•••· .............. •·•••••••••••••••••·•••••••· 

Tobacco, manufactured, other than snuff •••••••••.••••......•••.•••••••. •• ••••••.. 

Snuff ................. ··············•··········•·•··•··········· •••••••••••••••••• 
Indigo ••••••••••• •••••·••••••••·••·••••·••••••• •••• ••••••····••••··••••••••·• ••• 
Collon •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.••..•.•••.•••••••..•.••••••••••••••. 
Gunpowder •••••••••••••••• •·•·••••••····•••••• •••••••. •··•·••••·•·· ••••••••••. 

Bristles•••·••••·••·•••••••••••••••••••••·••••••••••••·········•··••••····•·••••·· 
Glue ...•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••..•••••••....••••.•. 
Paints, ochre, dey •••• ......................................... •• •• .., ••••• •• •••• , ••. 

in oil .......................................... ••••·•••·•· .. •·._•·•··••••• ... •·· 
white aud red ............. ~ ........ •••••• ........................ •••••• .................. . 
whiting .............................................................................. , ............... . 

Lead, pig, bar, and sheet.••·••• ...• ••••• .................... •••• ................................. . 
manufactured into shoL .............................................................. .. 

Cordage and cables, tarred ............... •••••••••••••••••••• .............. • ••••• ...... . 

tarred ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••·•••• ••••• .............. •••••• .•••••••. 
untarred ......... ............................. •••••• ........ •••• •••• ............. . 

Twine, ynru, seine, &.c . ........................................................................... .. 

Corks.•••••••••••·•••·•••••••••••••···•••·•••••••••·•••••••··•·••·••••••••••• •• 
Copper, rods nod bolts •••• •••••••••••••••·•••••·•:•• •••• ·••••·••·•••·• .• •·•••• .••• 

nails and spikes ............ •••~•••• ......... ··•·••••• ........... •••• .............. . 
Iron, muskets .... ••••• ................................................................... •••••· 

rifles ............................... •••••• ......... ••••••• ...................... . 
wire, not above No. 18 ........ ........................................................... . 

above No. 18. ·••••• : ••••• •••••• •••• ; •• •·•••• •·•••• .............. •••· 
tacks, not above 16 oz .• ••• ................ .... • ............................. •••• .... .. 

above 16 oz •••••••••• ·•··•••• •••••..••.. • ....•••• ••••••• ........•.•. 

3,974 

6,631 
4 

16 
30 

7,631 
27,351 
14,157 
2U,697 

2ta,046 
75,724 
45,581 

262 
750 

86,247 
22,9-21 

5,b'l!l 
5,295 
2,418 
5,373 

265 
130,221 

2,900 
46,250 
10,174 
3,164 

24,089 
1,910 

14,402 
5,581 

175 
12 

7,266 
3 

22,588 
25,123 

1,573 
183 

nails.·••••· •••• •••••·•·••·.••••••••••• ••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••• ••••••.... 18,238 
spikes..... • •• • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •• • • • • . • • • • . . . • . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • . • • . 3, 162 

chain cables, &c •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• •• ••• ••••• ••••...... •• . • • • • • • . 8,159 
niill cranks ................. • ........... •••• .................................................................. . 
millsa,vs ..........•........••• .................................................. 
anchors ................. ••••• ............................................................ . 
anvils ........................... ...................................................... . 
hammers and sledges .•••••••••••• •••• •• •••••· •••••••••••• ••,•• ...••... •••••· 
castings, vessels .......... ••••.......... , ..... •••• .................. ,. ............... . 

other ............ _ ..................... ...................... • .................. . 
round and braziers' rods ......... ........................ •••• •••• ................ . 
nail and spike rods .••••••••••..•••••.••••••••••.••.•.•••• I •••••••••••••••• , 

1,274 
2,159 
4,235 

641 

6,426 
12,051 
1,283 

289 

1825. 

S-2,202,308 
sa,202 

Bl 
1,870.561 

336,658 
153 
14 

33,084 
2,e54 
6,0-27 

27,842 
75,978 
51,443 
3,899 

244 
3,545 

17,094 
1,624 
8,413 

531 
12 
92 
37 

984 
367 

4,616 
28 

4,454 
6 

29 
818 

23,715 
74,267 
13,402 
20,910 

279,583 
54,053 
58,926 

43 
561 

121,032 
I0,259 
5,499 
5,181 
2,518 
5,192 

65 
74,095 
2,470 

115,082 
4,040 
5,722 

48,094 
• 8,903 

16,428 
13,964 
4,461 

103 
47,313 

43 

29,086 
JS,513 
1,626 

330 

19,458 
1,114 

12,492 
♦ 7 

1,496 
1,020 

II,753 
1,657 

12,671 
4,912 
t,744 

422 

1826. Average of three 
years. 

$1,999,948 e,?,088,6~2 33 
91,752 71,4ll aa 

92 78 33 
2,432,287 2,275,792 67 

323,317 380,278 00 
283 188 00 
62 33 33 

17,309 22,E99 67 
13,353 6,tl40 00 
6,538 6,657 00 

1e,004 21,282 33 
107,267 81,014 00 
69,868 58,787 67 
6,6~.5 4,245 33 

227 163 00 
3,772 3,413 33 
8,407 12,418 33 
3,460 3,933 00 

14,651 7,694 33 
1,341 710 33 

7 6 33 
146 121 33 
211 698 00 ............... , ... 806 33 

.................. 122 33 
4,871 4,487 co 

403 143 67 
271 3,785 33 ................ 3 33 
21 22 00 
54 300 67 

4,211 11,852 33 
7,876 36,498 00 
7,388 11,649 00 

34,730 2.,,445 67 
280,413 257,650 67 

36,287 55,354 67 
61,334 55,280 33 
3,407 I,23733 

242 517 67 
157,615 121,631 33 

6,227 13,135 67 
3,927 5,015 67 
4,827 5,101 oo 

601 1,845 67 
9,293 6,619 33 

80 136 67 
73,551 92,622 33 
3,815 3,061 67 

II5,984 9-2,438 67 
3,871 6,028 33 

201 3,029 00 
36,745 36,309 33 
6,758 5,E57 00 

13,074 14,634 67 
15,976 n,810 33 
1,529 2,055 00 

47 54 00 
19,947 24,842 00 

403 149 67 
:r:1,002 27,892 00 
19,690 21,108 67 

846' 1,348 33 
68 193 67 

10,145 15,947 00 
1,094 1,790 00 

11,439 10,696 67 
8 5 00 

1,510 1,426 67 
I,458 1,545 67 
8,939 8,309 00 

379 892 33 
6,~ 8,661 oo 
8,850 8,6ot 33 

12,669 5,298 67 
11,oos 4,193 00 

... 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

DUTIES ON MERCIIA.NDISE IMPORTED. 

SP2CIES OF ll.ERCIU,HDISE. 

1824. 

lron, sheet and hoop..... .. • .. • .... .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... • .. .. Sll9, 689 
•lit and rolled ........................ •••.......... .... • •• •• .. • •••••• ••••• ............... . 

pig •••• ································································---- 6,314 
bar, rolled •••••• •••••••••••• .•• •••••• •••••••• •••• •••••• •••••· •••••· •••• •••· 104,073 

hammered .............. •••••••••·••" ••••••••.•••• ·•••··•••••••• ••••• 360,029 
Steel ............. •••·•·......................................................... 21,325 
llemp •••••.•••••••• •••••• ·••••• .......... _ ........ •••• ...... .... ...... .... .... 139,481 

Alum ................ ····••••--•••••••••••••••••••••·•·•••·•••·••••···--••••••••· 524 
Copperas ......................................................... ••••••··"••--
Flour, ofwhent ••••• •••• •••••· •••• ........ •••• •••• .... •••• .......... •••• •••• •·••·· 
Snit .......................................................................... .. 
Coal .......................................................................... . 
Wheat ................................................... • .................... . 
Oa1>1 ........................................................................... . 

Potatoes ......... ••••••••·••· •••• •••••••••••••••••••• ...... ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Fa per, folio and quarto post .• ••• ......••••.• •• ••.•.••.•••••• ••• • • • •• •• • • • • ••••,, • •· 

foolscap••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••• •••••• •••••• •••·•••••• ·••••• •••••• 

printing •••• •••••••••••· •••••••••••••••••••·•••·•··••••••--•••••••· •••••· 
sheathing ••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••--••••••••--•••••·•••••••••••• 
nllothcr ................................................................ .. 

Books, printed before 1775 •••••• •••••• .................. •••• ••• .... ••••• • ••• •••· 
other than English ....................................................... . 
Latin or Greek, bound ........................ , , ..... •• •• • • .. •• .. • • • • • • • • 

in boards . •......•..•..•.•..••........••••••••.••••••• •" • 
nil other, bound ..... •••.... • ••••••• ••••• ............................... .. 

in boards. . ......... , .....•.........••....•...••••••......•••••. 
Glass, cut, and not specified ......••.•.. •••••.•••••· ..•.•..•.•.• ·••••••••••·•••••· 

0U1er articles ..•••••• •• •••••••• ............ •• •••••••••••••••• ••.. • •• • • •• • • 
apotllecaries' viols ......•.... .........•........••.....•••••••••••••••••••. 
bottles ......•........••••...••.......•...•.......•...•••••••.••...•.•.••••. 

wlndow •••• ••••••••·••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••···•••·•· 
uncut, in plates ......••.......•..... , .....•.........•.....•• , ••• •••• .••••. 

demijohns••••••••••••••••••••••••"•••·•••·••• ....................... .. 
Fish, dried or smoked ......................... ·••••••••••••·• .............. •••••· 

salmon, pickled •••• •••• •• ,••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••. •••••••••••• •• ••••• 
mackerel pickled........... • ........................... •• •••••••• ••• ••• 
other, pickled .............................. •• ............................ .. 

Shoes, silk ••••••• •••·••••••••·••••••••••· •••·••• ••••••• •••••••••• •••• •••••• •••• 
all other ................................................................. . 

Boots and bootees •••• •••• .......... •••·•• •••••••• •••• ................ ••·••••••••• 
Cigars ......................................................................... .. 
!'laying cards • • •• • • •• • • • • •• •• • ••••• •••• •••••• •••. • • • ......... •• •• ....... : •••••• 
Discriminating duty on French vessels .......................... . 

Duties on dnck imported previous to June 30, 1824 .•• ••• ......................... .. 

Total .................................................................... .. 

10,652 
209 

848,291 
45,326 

144 
2 

722 
2,370 

58,636 
146 

J,043 
1,438 

64 
J,503 

366 
203 

2,111 
5,091 

590 
7,90-2 
2,974 

20,253 
9,165 

517 
4,610 
1,501 
3,431 
1,145 

632 

49-2 
921 
335 

36,378 
i,!189 

25,482,119 
3,212 

25,485,631 

1825. 

~5,850 
2 

9,447 
128,560 
450,789 
39,115 

159,974 
8 

7,472 
4::; 

929,635 
'.8,998 

864 

96 

3, 79-2 
3,82-2 

282,675 
266 

3,974 
7,686 

49 
4,548 

882 

912 
5,828 

21,577 
1,165 

20,487 
3,832 

33,570 
20,260 

307 
12,136 
I,626 
3,122 

414 
648 
374 

1,041 
479 

59,357 
4,829 
2,558 

31,656,397 
25 

31,656,422 

1826. 

~8,517 
240 

17,939 
126,5-59 
354,509 
25,287 

126,789 
10 

9,072 
20 

860,457 
60,796 

2~9 
1,276 
6,925 
1,798 

89,887 
155 

1,541 
24,212 

2·1 

4,450 
1,191 

359 
3,043 

10,589 
817 

19,861 
5,765 

55,047 
16,239 
1,057 

17,942 
630 

3,112 
139 
244 
473 

1,568 
395 

51,149 
406 

1,068 

26,083,&6 
4 

26,0S3,8!IO 

Average of three 
years. 

$74,685 33 
80 67 

11,233 33 
119,730 67 
388,442 33 
28,575 67 

142,081 33 
180 67 

9,065 33 
91 33 

879,461 00 
51,706 67 

432 33 
458 00 

3,813 00 
2,663 33 

143,732 67 
189 00 

2,186 00 
11,112 00 

45 33 
3,500 33 

81:l 00 

491 33 
3,660 67 

12,419 00 
857 33 

16,083 33 
4,190 33 

36,290 00 
15,221 33 

627 00 
11,562 67 
1,253 00 

3,221 67 
566 00 
508 00 
446 33 

1,176 67 
403 00 

48,961 33 
2,408 00 

1,208 67 

27,740,900 63 
1,000 33 

27, 7·11,980 96 

NoTE,-Artlcles which paid n duty of 71 per cent. ad valorem previous to the 30th of June, 18241 are now subject to a duty of 12!- per cent. Sail 
duck, previon• to said day was subject to specific duties, now paya a duty of 15 per cent. ad valorem. Duties accruing in 1827 cannot now be stated, ns 
the accounts of the customs nre unde,- adjustment. 

Tausuav DEP J.RTXEh"T, Register•• Offee, March 26, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 



992 FINANCE. [No. 902. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 901. [1ST SESSION. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 31, 1828. 

At a numerous meeting of the inhabitants of the town of Red Hook, in the county of Dutchess, 
opposed to the prohibitory system, and without reference to their political opinions, held at the house of 
David Wagar, pursuant to notice, on the 'lth instant, Dr. Abijah G. Benedict was chosen chairman, and 
.John J. Waldorf appointed secretary. It was 

Resolved, That the chairman, together with George A. Shufeldt and John R. Ostrom, be a committee 
to draught and report resolutions to this meeting. The committee accordingly reported the following 
resolutions: 

Resolved, That we, as free citizens of the most prosperous and free country in the world, regret that 
a portion of our fellow-citizens have, for the purpose of carrying into effect a measure ruinous to our 
commerce, revenue, and the agricultural interests of the country, represented us to the Congress of the 
United States as in a depressed and impoverished condition, when, in truth and in fact, the district of 
country which we inhabit, and as far as our acquaintance extends, the farming and agricultural interests 
were perhaps never, since the Federal Union, more prosperous and flourishing, and when their prospects, 
under the protection of Divine Providence, were never more flattering. 

ResoZ.Ved, That in the sense of this meeting the present duties are a sufficient protection to the 
gradual increase of our manufactories, which have done, and will continue to grow up prosperously with 
the increase of population, the accumulation of wealth, and the development of the physical and moral 
power, and the display of the energies of this vast and extensive country. 

Resolved, That in the_ sense of this meeting the proposed system would create manufactories without 
solid and substantial capital, consequently liable to the slight changes and fluctuations of the times, 
which, under less prosperous circumstances under which we now live, a miserable, unhealthy population 
would be thrown upon this community~ 

Resolved, That John-B. Roose, John Morsel, Jacob Benner, William Waldorf, William Bunner, Nicholas 
Pulner, and John R. Ostrom, be appointed a committee to procure the names to these resolutions of the 
inhabitants of said t-0wn who did not attend this meeting and who are opposed to the prohibitory system. 

Resolved, That we concur in the memorial adopted by the meeting held at the house of William Ger
mond, in Pleasant Valley, on the 18th day of February last, of which William Bard, Esq., was chairman, 
and -Joseph Williams and Joseph C. Hoffman, Esqs., secretaries; and that the proceedings of this meeting 
be signed and published. 

A. G. BENEDICT, Chairman. 
JOHN J. w .ALDORF, SecretariJ. 

20TH CoNGREss.1 No. 902. [l ST SESSION. 

FOR SPECIFIC DUTY ON IMPORTED SLATE. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 31, 1828. 

To the honorable the House of Representatives of the United States: 
The petition of the New York Slate Company respectfully showeth: That your petitioners formed an 

association in the year one thousand eight hundred and two, and were incorporated by the Legislature 
of the State of New York in the year 1810, with a capital of two hundred thousand dollars, for the purpose 
of opening and working slate quarries in said State, on the borders of the Hudson river. 

• That your petitioners raised a capital, and applied the same in purchasing, opening, and working 
said quarries, and in making the necessary arrangements for transporting the slate to market. 

That your petitioners have continued to work the said quarries since the time of their association, 
and have furnished large supplies of slate of the best quality for covering the roofs of houses, which 
have been used in most of the principal cities of the United States; that the said quarries are abundant 
and capable of furnishing increased quantities of this valuable and important material for building. 

That your petitioners, after the most frugal and industrious prosecution of the business for twenty
five years, greatly to the advantage of the public and saving to the country, have not been able to make 
but two dividends of profits in the whole time, and none for the last fifteen years, owing to the importa
tion of foreign slate and the supply of the market at low prices by reason of the low rate of duty charged 
thereon. 

That your petitioners are discouraged in their business, and must abandon this branch of productive 
labor, so beneficial to the country, and, by retiring from competition, leave the market to be supplied by 
foreign importation, and at increased prices, unless they can receive from your honorable body the same 
protection and support which has so wisely and beneficially been extended to other manufacturing and 
productive labor of the United States. 

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that such specific in lieu of the present ad valorem duty 
may be laid on all slates imported into the United States, as in the wisdom of Congress may be found 
just and proper. 

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 
ANTHONY STEENBACH, Pre$ident. 

JNo. McCmrn, Secretary. 
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The memorial of inhabitants of the towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton, in Dutchess county, State of 
New York, respectfully represents: That the New York Slate Company owns a large tract of land in 
the last mentioned town, on which were extensive quarries of slate, which have been worked for near 
twenty-jive years past, and on which they have expended large sums of money in procuring a domestic 
material, and giving employment to many poor men and their families, besides affording an ai·ticle so 
essential in building, at a price far below what the imported would be were none of our own obtained, 
and which the increasing opening of the country will further afford; but that, owing to the present mode 
of collecting the duty on imported slate, they have been compelled to suspend their operations and discharge 
their men until some protection is afforded by the General Government; they therefore respectfully solicit 
your honorable body to consider this matter, and, in place of the present ad valorem duty, to enact a specific 
one, in order that all imported slate may pay a duty on the quantity landed in the United States, and not 
on the amount of the foreign invoice cost, as at present estimated. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
RmNEBEcK, DecemlJer 30, 1827. 

NEW YoRK, March 16, 1828. 
Sm: Indisposition has prevented me from handing you the enclosed papers relative to the importa

tion of foreign slate. The statement from the custom-house books will show the duty collected on slate 
imported here for 1826, and amounts to a small sum on the quantuy. The importations for 1827 have been 
still larger, but we have not obtained a statement from the custom-house, thinking sufficent is shown of 
the present unfair impost; and you will please observe that it is the small and middle sizes, say 12, 14, 
and 16 inches, which mostly interferes with us, being freighted by the ton, and duty collected on the cost 
instead of the quantity. 'l'he larger sizes cost too high in Wales, and the expenses of freight is not in 
proportion to the others, so that they cannot be delivered here as low; and if a manufacturer has a 
surplus stock of small slate on hand, he obtains an advance on them from a Londoµ or Liverpool agent, 
and sends them off to this country for sale. Besides, the present mode of building and slating by contract 
has caused the small and middle sizes to be more generally used, owing to their thinness, in not requiring 
so many rafters, and more despatch in handling and laying on the roofs, but many recent fires have shown 
their insecurity. 

Enclosed is also a petition from the inhabitants of Dutchess county in our behalf. They are very 
desirous of having the quarries again worked, as it employed many people and caused considerable 
circulation of money among them . 

.A:n.y further information or service that I can render in showing the present improper mode of 
collecting the duties on imported slate will be given whenever required. • • 

I am, respectfully, sir, your obe~ient servant, 
J. C. NEWTON, Treasurer. 

LYlIDE CATLIN, Esq. 

Staiement of duty paid on Welsh slate imported at New York in the year 1826, as taken from the custom
house entries. 

Cost sterling 
203,360 countesses ............. £1,116 12 8, or 
952,000 small ladies . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,358 8 6, or 
864,220 ladies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,087 3 8, or 
609,120 doubles................ 796 15 11, or 
20,360 dutchesses............. 161 0 2, or 

2,640,060 

50 tons of imperials. . . . . . . . . . 140 10 0, or 

5,660 10 11 

Duty paid. 
$5,454 00 ............ $1,363 50, 20 by 10 inches. 

6,635 00 ............ 1,658 'i5, 14 by 7 inches. 
10,194 00. . . . . . . . . . . . 2,548 59, 16 by 8 inches. 

3,892 00.. . . . . . . . . . . 973 00, 12 by 6 inches. 
786 00............ 196 50, 24 by 12 inches. 

686 00............ 1 'il 50, 30 by 16 inches 

27,647 00 6,911 84 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 903. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR O,F INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMP ORTS. 

COllliUNICATED TO THE BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MARCH 31, 1828. 

To the honorahle the Senate and House of Representatives in Congress assemlJled: 
The sub~cribers, inhabitants of the county of Delaware, in the State of New York, respectfully petition: 

That the tariff pending before your honorable body may be passed the present session in such adapted 
form as to give effectual protection and encouragement to the various internal industry of the country, 
agricultural and manuf3:cturing equally with commercial. 

VOL. V--125 B 
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• Waiving to reiterate further than to refer to the facts and arguments of the case so often ·and justly 
urged, your petitioners, feeling the ruinous effects of inadequate protection, prefer but to glance at these 
and to pray for relief. • 

• For lack of adequate protection our internal industry universally languishes. 
For want of the more judicious distribution and application of our labor which such protection alone 

can invite· and assure, agriculture is overstocked, overdone; and unprodu!'.}tive. 
For want of the home market which the same protection can alone create, perpetuate, and increase 

to any required extent, our surplus produce and raw materials are rotting on our hands or selling at 
impoverishing prices. 

For want of that adequate protection to our own in contradistinction to foreign industry, which can 
alone induce a wiser distribution and direction of our labor, and create, increase, and assure the home 
market, so indispensable to our welfare, the whole grain-growing and grazing districts of our country 
are in distress; our surplus of cultivation and pasturage has fallen an average of at least one-half, our 
live stock no less; our lands and farms, following the down-bill suit, have sunk thirty, fifty, and sixty per 
cent., producing total ruin to thousands and tens of thousands of families in all parts of by far the greater 
portions of the Union. • 

For lack of the same relief various and important of our manufactures drag heavily and spiritless; 
and that of wool, which ought to be the great staple of the east, and north, and west, stricken and sickened 
with foreign importations, struggles but with barely equivocal life. -

Iri the depression all participate; midst a fulness scarcely less fatal than famine, the farmer sees bis 
surplus perishing on his hands or selling for less than cost; his stock unsaleable at bare saving; his lands 
depreciating under his feet. The manufacturer hears the transatlantic cry, "crush him," "crush him," 
and sees the country inundated with foreign commodities bearing down all competition. Every descrip
tion of laborers in each vendor of foreign goods beholds a collector of tribute for foreign countries, a 
gleaner of the scattered shillings left us to send athwart the Atlantic to pamper and aggrandize the self
same monarchy that would still inthral us by guile, as erst by force, and from which, till we encourage 
and protect our own industry and manufacture for ourselves, we are but half emancipated. 

The vortex of depression and despondence drags down all in its gorge. The rich and honorable, 
disdaining to fatten on distress, above converting others' necessities into their own opportunities, are less 
rich. The middling classes are growing poor; the poor yet poorer. 

In this situation fellow-sufferers in a calamity, not local but national, not confined but spread, and. 
spreading far and wide, and that unless stayed must of necessity speedily overtake and overwhelm city 
as well as country, the south as well as the east, and north, and west; and not unconscious of our rights 
as well as of our privileges, we look to Congress as the Conscript Fathers of the country, and pray them 
without further delay to pass a tariff, not inert or partial, but one that, by inviting and inciting to a more 
judicious distribution and application of our labor, will create and perpetuate the home market so indis
pensable to our prostrate agriculture; one tha.t, by amply protecting American industry in its multiplied 
forms from being crushed by foreign competition, by equally protecting the triple sisters-agriculture, 
manufactures, and commerce-will en.courage, and in the end relieve all, give new impetus to our dejected 
ardor, and restore to our country the thrift and progressive prosperity which her protected, encouraged, 
and properly directed energies and inexhaustible means will not fail to assure . 

.A.nd your petitioners will gladly avail themselves·oftlie'o:pportunity of rejoicing in the thus enhanced 
welfare of our beloved country. 

DELAWARE CouNTY, New York, February 23, 1828. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 904. [lsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF IRON ,.A.ND moN MACHINERY FOR RAILROADS FREE OF DUTY. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE APRIL 2, 1828. 

Mr. SMITH, from the Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the memorial of the Baltimore and 
Ohio Railroad.Company, praying that they may be permitted to import iron and iron machinery for said 
road free of duty, reported a bill to admit iron and machinery necessary for railroads duty free, and laid 
on the table the following document which, with the memorial (Doc. 140) heretofore printed, were 
ordered to be printed. 

Extracts of a letter from Colonel Long to P. E. Thomas. 

BALTIMORE, January 8, 1828. 
J)EAR Sm: Agreeably to your request I have the honor to submit, in general terms, my opinions as to 

the cost of ~the contemplated railroad between this city and the Ohio river, together with the cost of 
transportation thereon. • 

I take the liberty to premise, however, that the practical results afforded by this country in reference 
to works of this character are too limited to admit of any definite conclusions as to their cost• or best 
mode of construction. England has b.een looked to for example in the construction of roads and canals, 
and is still regarded as furnishing the.best models for railroads. In respect to the.former, our imitations, 
though they may have proved inferior ih point of workmanship, have certainly surpassed the originals in 
economy of construction. In reference to railroads, we have every reason to expect that they will be 
placed on a similar. footing; although iron, which is an indispensable article in their construction, is 
somewhat dearer here than in England, yet timber and stone, which are not less essential, are far more 
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""'abundant, convenient, and less expensive in this country. Accordingly, if we adopt a mode of-construc
tion embracing the facilities, and avoiding the inconveniences here presented; or, in other words, if the 
quantity of iron employed in the construction be the least practicable, a:Q.d timber or stone be used in its 
stead, so far as they may be adequate to the purpose, the cost may be proportionably reduced. With 
views similar to these, a mode of construction thought best adapted to the condition of the country has 
been suggested, and is briefly as follows: • • 

1st. That the road be located in conformity to a system of graduation adapted exclusively to the 
use of horses in the first instance, and at the same time to the use of mechanical power, whenever its 
introduction may be deemed advisable. 

2d. That the foundation or bed of the road be prepared in conformity to said system. 
3d. That in all cases of level or deep cutting the rails be formed of stone, plated with iron, the plates 

being of rolled iron 2¼ inches broad by half an inch thick. 
4th. That in all cases of embankment rails of wood plated with iron as above be first employed, with a 

view of having stone rails substituted as soon as the embankment shall have been sufficiently consoli
dated, or the wooden rails decayed. 

5th. That the stone rails be supported and confined by rubble or broken stone, which are to embrace 
the bottom and sides of the rail, and with the latter form a covering for the road-bed impervious to water, 
and of course render the foundation inaccessible to frost. • 

6th. That the wooden rail be supported and confined by sleepers,. laid transversely of the road, and 
furnished with notches fitted for the reception of the rl!,ils, and keys to confine them; to these rails the 
iron plates, as before described, are to be attached by means of nails or wood screws. 

The cost of a road constructed in this manner may be safely estimated at the following rates per mile: 
Clearing, grubbing, and grading deep cuts, embankments, bridges and culverts included....... $7,000 
Stone rails for a double railroad, laid, dressed, and fitted for the reception of the iron plates, at 

20 cents per foot run for each rail .............................. •. . . . . . . .......... . 
Wrought iron plate rails,½ by 2¼ inches, amounting to 36 tons per mile, at $80 per ton ....... . 
Cost per mile for a_ macadamized pavement ............................................. . 
For laying and riveting rails ............................ : ............................. . 
Contingencies .... -................................................................... . 

4,224 
2,880 
1,000 

500 
396 

.Aggregate cost per mile................................................... 16,000 

Extra.ct from a l,et,ter from William Brown, Esq., of the firm of Messrs. Willuim IV James Brown IV Oo., 
Liverpool. _ 

"We continued our route from Stockton past Darlington to West Awkland, ascending and descending 
one of the inclined planes, a distance, as near as we could judge, of about two miles, and having an 
inclination of about one inch in every thirty inches. 

" Two stationary steam engines of about SO-horse power each are placed at the summit of the planes, 
which draw the wagons on one side about I¼ mile, and ¾ on the other, by means of ropes of two inches in 
diameter, winding upon drums by th~ force of the engines. The engines will draw eight loaded wagons_ of 
con.I, containing two tons and a half each, up one side of a plane and down the other, a distance of about 
two miles, in 10 minutes. The ropes are carried down the hill by empty or full wagons, a§I the case may 
be, and on being adjusted to others going in a contrary direction, a signal is made at the foot of the hill, 
when the engine is put in motion, and the whole speedily drawn up again." 

Extra.ct of a letter from Thomas Perki,ns, Esq., of Boston, to William Lorman, Esq., of Baltimore. 

"Since your friend, Mr. Thomas, and party, visited the Quincy railroad, we have completed an 
inclined plane at the quarry by which we take up one empty wagon of about a ton, and let down a full 
one of about nine tons, with great ease and perfect safety, in four minutes. The elevation is about 86 
degrees and the distance about 500 feet; this is a great saving of labor, as in the present case we use 
one hor~e and one man to perform what would require seven yoke of oxen, seven teamsters, expenses of 
drays, and nearly two hours' labor divided amongst them.'! 

Ist question. Probable distance? 
Answer. Probably 300 to 330 miles. 
2d question. Probable expense of simply grading the road? 
Answer. It is estimated the cost of grading the road will be $7,000 per mile. 
3d question. Probable expense per mile to the foot of the Alleghany mountains? 
Answer. See Colonel Long's letter. 
4th question. Probability of getting over the i;nountains? 
Answer. See Colonel Long, W. Brown, and T. Perkins' letters. 
5th question. Probable greatest degree of elevation of hills? • 
Answer. The hills may be graduated to conform to the machi!!ery employed in transportation across 

thein. ,. 
6th question. How much iron per mile if done on iron? 
Answer. If the rails be made of iron entire, it would take llJ tons per mile; if they be made of iron 

plates on wood or ato:qe1 36 tons per mile will suffice. • • 
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'rth question. How much iron per mile if on wood? 
.Answer. See the above answer. 
8th question. When will it commence? 
.Answer. Immediately, as the necessary arrangements can be made. 
9th question. What the capital required for the whole work? 

• 

[No. 904. 

.Answer. From six to seven millions of dollars, including machinery. 
10th question. What thereof supplied by citizens of the State? 
.Answer. The State has taken $500,000, the city of Baltimore $500,000, and the individual subscrip-

tions are $3,000,000; making in all $4,000,000. 
11th question. Can the balance (if any) be supplied by new subscription? 
.Answer. It is confidently hoped and believed it can. 
12th question. Are there any iron works in Maryland that can supply the quantity of that article wanted? 
13th question. Are there any in other States convenient and capable in time to supply the quantity 

required? 
.Answer. It is believed that the necessary quantity of iron cannot be obtained in the United States in 

time for the work. 
14th question. If any, what would be the effect on the other interests of the agricultural and other 

pursuits of the pepple? 
15th question. Would it3i'aise the price of iron-in the market? _ 
.Answer. If supplies of iron he not obtained from abroad, the effect of such an increased demand for 

it must inevitably be to create an immense rise in the price, and of course produce serious injury, both to 
the manufacturing and agricultural interests in the country. 

To the Senate! and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress assembled: 

The memorial of the President and Directors of the Baltimore-and Ohio Railroad Company respectfully 
showeth: That your memorialists have it in contemplation, and are at this time taking measures to con• 
struct a railroad, with at least two sets of tracks, from the city of Baltimore to the Ohio river, which will, 
it is estimated, unavoidably require not less than fifteen thousand tons of malleable iron. 

Your memorialists, taking into consideration the actual quantity of this indispensable article now 
annually manufactured in our own country, and further considering the numerous lines of railroads already 
projected in different parts of the United States, are confirmed in the opinion that it will be difficult, if 
not impossible, to procure amongst ourselves a sufficient quantity for these numerous undertakings; and, 
consequently, that an enormous enhancement of the present price must be the inevitable consequence, 
unless supplies to a considerable extent be drawn from abroad; which enhancement of an article so 
necessary, both in the manufacturing and agricultural operations of the country, would ~anifestly be 
injurious to both these important interests. 

Your memorialists are persuaded that so enlightened a body as the Representatives of the people of 
the United States are fully aware of the vast importance of the undertaking in which this company have 
embarked. It is, indeed, an enterprise in which every section of our country bas a deep and vital interest. 

Its direct effect upon the prosperity of the nation, if successfully accomplished, and its beneficial influ
ence in perpetuating the happy union of these States, is perceived and appreciated by all; at the same 
time it should not be overlooked that this great work, of such deep national concernment, and pregnant 
with such important consequences, has been undertaken and so far conducted by individual enterprise, 
and is still almost exclusively dependent upon private resources for its accomplishment. ~ 

Under these considerations your memorialists take leave respectfully to ask of the National Legisla
ture for the passage of an act authorizing the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company to import from 
abroad, if it should be found needful, such supplies of iron and iron machinery as may be requisite for the 
construction of the proposed road free of duty. 

In presenting these views of an object essentially national to the Representatives of their country, 
your memorialists rely on the wisdom and patriotism of Congress to afford such relief as may be deemed 
proper, either by an exemption from duty or by a drawback upon the material actually used in the con• 
struction of the road; at the same time they confidently believe that in granting the indulgence now asked 
for the best interests of the nation will be substantially promoted, whilst no injury whatever will accrue, 
either to the manufacturing, agricultural, or other important interests of the country. 

Signed on behalf of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. 
P. E. THOMAS. Prewlent. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 905. [1ST SESSION. 

EXPENDITURES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ST.A.TE. 

COillIUNICATED TO THE ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES APRIL 5, 1828. 

Mr. BLAIR, from the Committee on so much of the Public Accounts and Expenditures as relates to the State 
Department, who are required by the 75th standing rule of the House to inquire and report "whether 
the expenditures of the Department are justified by law; whether the claims, from time to time, 
satisfied and discharged by the Department are supported by sufficient vouchers establishing their 
justness both as to character and amount; whether any, and what, provisions are necessary to be 
adopted to provide more perfectly for the proper application of the public moneys and to secure the 
Government from demands unjust in their character or extravagant in their amount; whether any, 
and what, retrenchment can be made in the Department; without detriment to the public service; 
whether any, and what, abuses at any time exist in the failure to enforce the payment of moneys 
which may be due to the United States from public defaulters or others; and to report from time 
to time such provisions as may be necessary to add to the economy of the Department and the 
accountability of its officers," reported: 
That they proceeded to the discharge of the duties assigned them, commencing their investigations 

with the year 1825, as, on the 3d of February of that year a preceding committee had, in their report to 
the House, embraced the disbursements of the State Department up to the 31st of December, 1824, and 
which is on file in the office of the Clerk of the House. From reference to the appropriation laws it will 
be seen that the expenditures of the Department are specific and contingent. To the first, consisting of 
the salaries of the Secretary and clerks of the Department and the Patent Office, the committee have only 
inquired whether they have been kept within the appropriation acts, which tl'iey find has been the case. 
The second has more especially claimed the attention of the committee, which must, from its nature, be 
(in its application) greatly at the discretion of the head of the Department. It consists~of the appro
priations for the expenditures of the Department; for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse, and 
the contingent expenses of all the missions abroad. 

For the expenditures of the Department was appropriated, in the year 1825, the sum of ... . 
For the year 1826 ................................................................ . 
For the year 1827 ................................................................ . 

Making an aggregate of ................. ~- ......................... . 

For the contingent expenses off oreign intercourse. 

For 1825 ....................................................................... . 
For 1826 ....................................................................... . 
For 1827 ....................................................................... . 

Making an aggregate of .............................................. . 

For the contingent expenses of all the missions abroad. 

In 1825 ......................................................................... . 
In 1826 ......................................................................... . 
In 182'1 .......................................................................... . 

Making in the whole ................................................. . 

$25,550 00 
28,095 00 
28,050 00 

81,695 00 

$40,000. 00 
40,000 00 
30,000 00 

110,000 00 

$20,000 00 
30,000 00 
20,000 00 

70,000 00 

The committee, having ascertained the sums appropriated under the several heads before specified, 
addressed a letter to the Secretary of State requesting to be furnished with a statement of the disburse
ments made out of the first mentioned appropriations, to whom paid, and for what services, with the 
vouchers for such payments; also a statement of the disbursements made out of either of the latter appro
priations so far as they had been expended under his authority and upon his voucher. To which, on the 
4th instant, he returned his answer, accompanied by the statements .A. and B, together with the letters of 
the Register of the Treasury, the Fifth Auditor; and a letter addressed by Mr . .A.dams, then Secretary of 
State,· to the Committee on the Expenditures of the State Department, dated April 18, 1822, in explanation 
of the manner of transacting the pecuniary concerns of the office, and which are annexed to this report. 
Statement .A. contains the disbursements of the State Department, except for the printing and distribution 
of the acts of Congress, from the 31st of December, 1824, to the 1st of January, 1828; B, the disburse
ments of the appropriations for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse from the 4th of March, 1825, 
to the 31st of December, 1827, distinguishing between those items which had been allowed upon the 
certificate of the Secretary of State from those which had been otherwise vouched. That no statement 
had been furnished of the disbursements of the appropriation for defraying the contingent expenses of all 
the missions abroad; because it appeared, upon examination of the accounts during the period particu
larized by the committee, that no item had been_ allowed upon the special approval of the Secretary of 
State. In the letter of the Register of the Treasury of the 12th instant, in answer to further inquiries 
made by the committee, it is· stated that the appropriations for outfits, salaries, and the contingent 
expenses of missions abroad have been uniformly blended in one account, denominated diplomatic depart
ment, and that payment for these various objects had been as uniformly made out of that general fund 
without specification of object. In the same letter it is stated that the payment to John A. King, Charge, 
&c., for salary and outfit, was made out of that fund, but that it had not been allowed upon the sole and 
exclusive voucher of 'the Secretary of State, but had been endorsed thus: "The President approves the 
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above charges, December 22, 1826. H. Olay." That upon re-examination of the accounts it had been 
found that Beaufort T. Watts, Charge d' .A:ffaires at Bogota, had been allowed by the chief clerk, in the 
name of the _Secretary, the sum of six hundred _ and fifteen dollars for newspapers, postage, and letter 
carrier; ·which communication is also annexed to this report. 

The committee will first notice the accounts of the disbursements in statement A, which are said to 
be all the disbursements made of the appropriations for defraying the contingent expenses of the Depart
ment from the 31st of December~ 1824, to the 1st of January, 182'1, (except for the printing and distri
bution of the acts of Congress,) which for the same period amounted to the sum of $38,243 35. The 
manner in which these disbursements are made will be seen from the statement itself and the letter of the 
Secretary of State to the committee. William Brown, a clerk in the office, is allowed to receive sums in 
gross from the Treasury upon requisitions of the Secretary of State, which are deposited by him in the 
office of the Bank of the United States within this District, upon which from time to time he draws for the 
current expenses of the Department. The check upon him is, (it is said,) that after making his quarterly 
disbursements, an account thereof is furnished the Secretary of State, who writes his approval, which is 
understood to be an approval of the objects only, but not as dispensing with the exhibition of vouchers 
in any instance, except where, from the nature of the expenditure, it is impracticable to produce them; 
in which case the propriety of the charges is judged of and decided by the head of the Department. .As 
the head of the Department only approves the object of expenditure without reference to the value of the 
articles purchased or services performed, the committee were led to examine into the means afforded the 
Auditor in deciding upon the justness of the variety of claims discharged by the agent. The vouchers 
submitted to him are nothing more in the general than an uncorroborated statement of account, with the 
receipt of the claimant to Mr. Brown, as agent for the State Department. The statement A, though not 
as full as some of the originals in the Register's office from whence they are taken, may, to a very great 
extent, be said to furnish as ample nieans of ascertaining the correctness of the claims as the original 
vouchers in the Register's office. Hence they conclude that, as to form, it is true that the disbursements 
of the agent are submitted to the Fifth Auditor for adjustment; but it is also true that, from ,all the 
evidence furnished him, ~of which the committee can have any knowledge,) the almost endless variety of 
articles and services for which compensation had been made may not yet have been delivered or per
formed, and, if they were, at extravagant prices, without reference to their intrinsic value. The committee 
are of opinion that some higher standard than the judgment or discretion of a clerk in the office (however 
virtuous and intelligent) should have been provided for testing the adequacy of compensation involving 
the payment of so large an amount of the public money. 

The comiptttee have found it impossible for them to enter into a critical examination of the justness 
of the multipli~d items in that account, many of them made out without such specification of the extent 
of services as to enab~e the committee to form any opinion of the adequacy of the compensation, and 
which (if practicable) would consume more time than the committee could promise to devote to it con
sistently with their <>tli(lr duties. They hav~so far analyzed the account in statement A as to ascertain 
that the following amounts were disbursed by the agent for the purposes there stated: . . 

For extra clerk hire in copying and map tracing. 

In the year 1825 ................................................... • ............. . 
In the year 1826 ..................................... ~ ........................ : .. 
In the year 182'1 .... _ ............................................................. . 

Total .................................................................. . 

Extra printing. 

In the year 1825 ............... • .............................................. • ... . 
In the year 1826 .................. _ ....... • ....................................... . 
In the year 182'1 ................................................................ . 

Total. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••··•·························· 
Which is exclusive of the sum of $550, which in said statement is blended with stationery, 

part of which is for printing, and the residue stationery; hence the committee were 
unable to sever the respective amounts; which sum, if added to the above, would amount 
to ............. ; ........................................................... . 

For stationery. 

In the year 1825 ....•....................... : ................................... . 
In the year 1826 ................................................................ . 
In the year 182'1 ............................................................... : . 

Total. ................................... •• ... •••••••••••••••••••·•·•·•· 

Newspapers. 

In the year 1825 ................................................. : .............. . 
In the year 1826 ................................................................ . 
In the year 182'1 ................................................................ . 

Total ......................................................... •-~••••'·•• 

$2,552 '19 
'1,561 00 
3,59'1 45 

13,'rll 24 

$2,488 35 
l,'184 81 
1,036 36 

5,309 52 

5,859 52 

$1,304 36 
2,058 42 
1,988 28 

5,351 06 

$3'10 69 
608 4'1 
444 00 

1,423 1_6 
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For book and newspaper binding. 

In the year 1825 ................................................................ . 
In the year 1826 ................................................................ . 
In the year 1827 ...................... _. ......................................... . 

Total .................................................................. . 

Postage on letters to Messrs. Brent and Thornton, (said to be on publw business.) 

In the year 1825 ....................... · ......................................... . 
In the year 1826 ................................................................ . 
In the year 1827 ................................................................ . 

Total .................................................................. . 

For carpenter's and cabinet work. 

In the year 1825 ............................................................... . 
In the year 1826 ........ : ....................................................... . 
In the year 1827 ................................................... ._ ............ . 

Total .................................................................. . 

999 

$'TO 76 
829 23 

1,431 75 

2,331 74 

$53 05 
146 55 

94 30 

293 90 

$1,382 87 
609 88 

1,659 36 

3,602 12 

Miscellaneous work, such as painting, plastering, graduating publw ground, bricklaying, &c., a7:d m.aterials. 

In the year 1825 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................... . 
In the year 1826 ............................................ • ............... • .... . 
In the year 1827 ................................................................ . 

Total .................................................................. . 

$2,779 80 
1,102 97 
1,831 25 

5,714 02 

The committee have not carried out the residue of the accounts in said statement, inasmuch as they 
are so various in their character that they would not fall under general heads, nor indeed would they be 
susceptible of classification under any one head in the general estimates furnished by the Secretary of 
State, upon which the appropriations were founded. Such are the charges of $250 for the portrait of 
Washington, and $10 for a medal, and $13 for a print of the President of the United States, which, though 
of inconsiderable amount, nevertheless involve principle to as great an extent as would a larger amount. 
If the head of a Department can ( consistently with principle) apply the contingent funds appropriated 
for the current expenses of his office to such o~jects, the committee can see no limit to his discretion, save 
that of the fund at hls disposal; which, if sufficiently ample, be might apply to the erection of a monu
ment on the public ground to perpetuate the memory of whomsoever he might think proper. 

The committee likewise would remark upon the compensation to Thomas Miller and Thomas M. Baily, 
who were severally employed by the Secretary of State; Miller to Accomac, Virginia, $140 for nine days' 
services; Baily for twice travelling from the same place to Washington and returning; for the first trip he 
was paid $284 40; for the second $379 20, without specification of time. They assume the data furnished 
in the case of Mr. Miller as being the criterion by which to judge of the justness of the compensation in 
each. In that case the compensation is stated at $8 per day, making $72, and the remaining $68 is given 
for his expenses of a journey which the committee believe does not exceed the distance of two hundred 
miles. .A.t that rate of allowance the daily.Gompensation and expenses would fall but little short of $16, 
which the committee believe to be extravagant. They find in the statement charges for carpeting pur
chased for the office during the p'eriod embraced in their inquiries, and for making and laying them, near 
the sum of five hundred dollars, which is not included in either of the specifications which they have made 
in this report. 

The committee have seen with surprise that, whilst the appropriations have increased for the last 
three yeai:s, that the disbursements of the Department have for the sanre time greatly exceeded the annual 
appropriations, which will be seen from comparing the statement furnished the committee by the Register 
of the Treasury with the amount of appropriations, ( exclusive of those for printing and distributing the 
laws of Congress,) and which statement or summary the committee annex to this report, and for its better 
identification they designate it by the letter D. That statement exhibits only an excess of expenditure 
(exclusive of publishing and distribution of the laws) for the years 1825, 1826, and 1827, of the sum 
of $10,600, the amount of the unexpended balance at the close of the year 1824. • 

From reference to the statement .A. it will be seen that the actual expenditures of the Department 
(exclusive of printing and publishing the laws) in fact amount to the sum of $52,359 75, instead of 
$44,805, as stated in statement D; making an additfonal excess of expenditure over the unexpended balance 
of 1824, and the annual appropriations of the sum of $7,554 75. That excess, the committee apprehend, 

. bas been met by the fees received from the Patent Office, and the unexpended balance of the appropria
tions made for printing and distribution of the laws, which they find in the same statement amounted on 
the 31st of December, 1824, to the sum of $5,558, and on the close ·of the year 1827 to the sum of 
$7,558; being at that time about equal to the excess of expenditure before stated. 

The committee, upon contrasting the expenditures of the State Department for the last three years 
with those years which preceded them, cannot ( consistently with that economy which should be exercised 
in the disbursement of public money) account for the increased expenditure. From the statement annexed 
to the report of the former committee, made to the House in the session of 1824-'25, the expenditures of 
the Department for those years amounted to the sum of $35,311 18, averaging something more than 
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$17,000 per annum, when the expenditures for each of the years embraced in the inquiries of the com-
mittee will average more than $32,000. • 

The committee have viewed the appropriations for the current expenses of the Department as being 
strictly contingent, which, though technically true, cannot be so in point of fact. However indefinite the 
appropriation laws may be, they are predicated upon an estimate furnished by the Secretary of State, 
specifying the various objects to which there is a necessity for the appropriation of public money; which 
estimate, owing to the faith reposed in the public officer, founded upon his experimental knowledge of 
the necessities of the Department, is received as the basis on which such appropriations are made. 
Hence an unlimited exercise of discretion cannot be assumed in the after disbursements of the money, in 
disregard of the enumeration which he has made of the objects, without violating that faith which was 
reposed in his estimate. The committee, from that consideration, have adverted to the estimates pre
sented for each of the years to which they have· extended their inquiries as to the sum necessary to meet 
the exigencies of the Department for extra cler'k hire, which they find has uniformly been $1,000; that 
sum for the three years would amount to $3,000, when, in fact, there was expended during that period 
more than four times that amount. Under the act of 20th April, 1818, (which regulated the amount of 
the specific appropriation for the clerks of the Department,) there was appropriated for the years 1825 
and 1826 each the sum of $15,900 for clerks. By the act of the 2d of March, 1827, there was an addition 
of $4,400 made to the former appropriation, making the sum of $20,300 for that year; notwithstanding 
which, there was expended of the contingent fund for extra clerk hire more than $1,000 over the 
expenditure of 1825 for the same object. 

The committee are unable to say whether the mechanical and other labor and materials furnished, 
constituting so large an item in their former classification, were necessary, and if so, were performed and 
furnished at their equitable value, as it was impossible for them to traverse so wide a field in their inves
tigations; but this they will say, that if such expenditure was called for, instead of resort being had for 
$9,000 to the contingent fund, an appropriation should have been made by Congress for these objects, and 
the precaution used of disbursing it under the Superintendent of the Public Buildings rather than the 
discretion of a clerk who, in the nature of things, must have been more incompetent to the task than one 
skilled in mechanics. The committee can recommend no mode better calculated to promote economy in 
the disbursements of the Department than (where practicable) to Rpecify in the appropriation laws the 
several objects to which such appropriations shall be applied, leaving as little as possible to the discretion 
of the officer. That all the objects of expenditure could be foreseen, so as to be provided for, is not to 
be expected; allowance must ever be niade for unforeseen cases; but the committee are of opinion that 
much greater precaution could be used than has hitherto characterized the legislation· of Congress on that 
subject. 

The committee have herein before stated that the amount appropriated for the printing and dis
tribution of the laws of Congress for the years before stated amounted to the sum of $47,500, which, with 
$5,558, the unexpended balance of former years, amounted to the sum of $53,058. 
Of that sum was expended for these objects in the year 1825 ............................. . 
In 1826 ........................................................................... . 
In 1827 ........................................................................... . 

$11,500 
16,500 
17,500 

45,500 

Leaving unexpended of that fund, on the 31st of December, 1827, the sum of $7,558. The expenditure 
of those appropriations, and, indeed, for printing generally, are at the discretion of the head of the 
Department, except so far as there is a limitation fixed by the third section of the act of 1818 upon that 
discretion in regard to the compensation of the proprietors of newspapers in which the laws, resolutions, 
&c., shall be published. As this subject was so fully discussed in the House during the last Congress, 
and must be so well understood, the committee forbear to make any recommendation thereon. 

The cqmmittee beg leave to add, that from the document A it appears that the sum of $197 was 
paid to Peter Force out of the contingent fund of the Department for publishing proclamations of Indian 
treaties, when, from a reference to the act of Congress of May, 1820, it will appear that the publication 
of such treaties are expressly confined to one paper, and that to be within the limits of the State or 
Territory to which the subject-matter of such treaty shall belong. 

They are of opinion, from the best information which they can obtain, that the distribution can still 
be made through the Post Office Department without detriment to the ·public service, certainly by the 
mail contrators, for a very trifling amount compared with that of private agents as now practiced. They 
therefore recommend the expediency of withholding the appropriation of $3,500 from future acts, and 
that said distribution be made through the agency of the Postmaster General. 

The committee have been induced to examine the library of the State Department, from having seen 
a standing annual estimate of $2,000 per annum for the purchase of books. It embraces the statutes, 
compilations, and digests of the laws of the United States and of the several States and Territories, 
foreign statutes and digests, national law, common, civil, and municipal law, and reports thereof; treaties, 
conventions, and histories of negotiations, journals and histories of legislative bodies, and State papers; 
scientific geography, voyages and travels, history, biography, medicine, chemistry, and anatomy, statistics, 
political economy, &c.; miscellaneous, with the magazines, reviews, newspapers, and public journals of 
the States as well as foreign countries; atlases, maps, charts, &c. The committee can discover no necessity 
for so extensive a library in that Department, embracing works which cannot possibly be required in the 
discharge of official duties, and which involve so much expense without being called into use. They are 
induced to recommend the expediency of withholding that appropriation ( to a great extent) in future 
from the following· considerations: 1st, the inutility of very many of these books. 2d, that access to the 
Library of Congress could be afforded to each of the officers of the Government for such books as might 
be desired, and which were not necessary to impart information in. the discharge of official duties; such 
as law, medicine, chemistry, anatomy, miscellaneous, &c.; 3d, from the fact that a librarian, at the annual 
salary of $1,400, appears now to be incompetent to make out the catalogue of so extensive a library, 
without employing assistants at an expense of $90 to the Government, as appears from the statement A, 
hereto annexed. 

The committee will now notice the second statement denominated B, which, with an after f?upplement 
attached to it, purports to be a full expose of the disbursements made of the appropriations for the 
contingent expenses of foreign intercourse from the 4th of March, 1825, to the 31st December, 1827; 
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distinguishing in different columns between the items which had been allowed under the authority and 
upon the voucher of the Secretary of State from those which had been otherwise vouched. It appears 
from the exhibit D that on the 31st of December, 1824, there was, of the appropriations to that object, an 
unexpended balance of $17,306 39; which, with the sum of $113 66 repaid into the Treasury during the 
years 1825, '26, and '2'1, will, when added to the amount of the annual appropriations as herein befor!;) 
stated, amount in the whole to the sum of............................................ $12'1,420 05 

Of which sum there was expended-
In the year 1825 .... · .. -...... · ........................................ . 
In the year 1826 ........... · ................... · ...................... . 
In the year 182'1 .................................................... . 

$25,572 68 
18,633 00 
36,258 63 

Leaving an unexpended balance, on the 31st of December last, of ...................... . 

80,567 9'1 

46,852 08 

From the fact that to the Committee on Public Expenditures and the .Select Committee on Retrench
ment belong more properly the consideration of most of the subjects growing out of that disbursement, 
your committee have only noticed such parts thereof as fall within the legitimate scope of their inquiries. 
They have ascertained that, for the years 1825, '26,.'2'1, there was paid out of that fund for extra clerk hire 
the sum of $1,9H '18, which, with the sum of $13,'111 24, expended for that purpose, of the contingent 
fund of the State Department within the same period, amounts in the whole to the sum of $15,683 02; a 
sum nearly equal to one-third· of the amount annually appropriated for the whole clerks of the Depart
ment and Patent Office. The committee are of opinion that the compensation to each clerk employed in 
the Department (whether for general or special purposes) properly devolves upon the appropriations 
for the Department, and ought to be paid out of that fund, if for no other reason than that the disburse
ments would be more simple, less difficult to understand, and not so liable to abuse. 

The committee have also extracted from the said statement the amount paid out of that fund for extra 
printing during the same period, which they find amounts to the sum of $2,967 52; $2,455 33 of which 
amount was for publishing notice to the St. Domingo exiles. 

They also find that of the sum herein before stated to have been paid for printing out of the contin
gent appropriations for the State Department, $1,205 was for the same object; making ( according to 
those statements) the sum of $3,660 '12 paid for the publication of that notice out of the different appro
priations before specified. The committee are unable to perceive why, for the same services, disbursements 
have been made out of both those funds. Surely the appropriations for the contingent expenses of the 
D.epartment, and that of foreign intercourse, are dissimilar in their character, and could not have been 
intended by Congress to be thus blended. The committee will not particularize the persons employed to 
publish that notice, or the amounts paid, as the respective accounts are annexed to this report, to which 
reference can be had for that purpose. They will here repeat what they have said on the subject of 
printing in the first statement: that the compensation for that service is exclusively at the discretion of 
the head of the Department, and the House will be better enabled to judge of the expediency of regulating 
by law that compensation than the committee. From the statement B it will be seen that 816,304 92 of 
the appropriations for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse has been expended upon the certificate 
of the Secretary of State; the greater part whereof has been paid to the bearers of despatches. The 
committee have no means of ascertaining the necessity for employing special agents to the extent practiced; 
that must necessarily be referred to the discretion of the bead of the Department, and the greatest security 
against the misapplication of that fund will be found in his integrity. They are unable to say by what 
rule the Secretary of State determines upon the amount of expenses incident upon such agencies, which 
(in the case of John Mason, jr.) more than doubles the amount of daily compensation. In that account 
there is an item of $2'18 for hire of a coach from Mexico to Vera Cruz; also expenses from Mexico to Vera 
Cruz, including two days' detention at the latter place, $'18; making $356 for carriage hire and expenses. 
In the account of Theodore W. Clay allowance is made for carriage hire from Mexico to Vera 

Cruz..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $'15 00 
Expenses to Vera Cruz .................. , .................................... • . . . . . . . 23 25 

98 25 

Making a difference fo charge for the same distance, and travelling in the like manner, of $258 in 
favor of Mr. Mason. 

They find in the same statement the sum of $1,940 paid to John H. Pleasants for bearing despatches 
to Buenos Ayres and Rio Janeiro, and his expenses. That Mr. Pleasants was employed by the Secretary 
of State to perform that service, and did set out on his journey, the committee believe to be true; but 
that he performed the journey particularized on his account, and for which be was paid, they believe to 
be untrue. Whether prevented by indisposition or otherwise from performing the service, the committee 
are of opinion the facts should have been stated, and the records of the country been made to prove the 
services for which the public money was disbursed. As the case now stands, they are furnished with no 
means of determining upon the adequacy of the compensation paid. All they can say, from the evidence 
furnished from the statement B, is, that the said John H. Pleasants was not entitled to compensation for 
bearing despatches to Buenos Ayres and Rio Janeiro, as stated in his account. They recommend to the 
House the propriety of fixing by law the compensation of special agents on such basis as would do justice 
to them and exempt the Government from impositions. In the same statement they discover an item of 
$200 paid, upon the certificate of the Secretary of State, to W. Prentiss for his expenses in delivering a 
box of books to the Governor of Maine. The vouchers furnish no evidence of the description of books 
or of their quantity, so as to enable the committee to judge of the justness of the compensation or of the , 
fund out of which it should have been paid. They were informed at the Register's office of the Treasury 
that they were the acts, journals, or documents of Congress. If so, such claim was not chargeable upon 
the contingent fund for foreign intercourse, but upon the current expenses of the Department, and should 
have been supported by proper vouchers. 

The committee will now advert to the appropriations "for defraying the contingent expenses of all 
the missions abroad;" for the disbursement of which no statement has been furnished them, because it 
appeared on examination that no disbursements of that appropriation bad been made upon the certificate 
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of the Secretary of State, save the cases of John A. King, Charge d'Affaires at London, and Beaufort T. 
Watts, Charge d'Affaires at Bogota, mentioned in the letter of the Register of the Treasury, annexed to 
this report. The attention of the committee has been directed to the former case, because it was brought 
before the last Congress by a member of this committee, and has since been a subject on which much has 
been said in the House. The whole amount of that claim is $5,258 15, and is stated thus: 
"John A. King, Charge d'A:ffaires at London, for his salary from the 1st of July, 1826, the 

day on whicb. his duties· commenced, to the -81st ·ot August following, when they termi-
nated, sixty-two days, at $4,500 per annum........................................ $'158 15 

"For amount of his outfit, eq_ual to one year's s~lary .-... _.-.. _ .... .' ........... _-_ .... .-. . . . . . 4,500 00 

5,258 15 

Endorsed thus: "The Presi_dent approves the above charges, December 22, 1826. 
"H. CLAY." 

John A. King had been appointed secretary of legation to Rufus King, minist~r to the Court of St. • 
James, in 1826, by the President, with the advice of the Senate, proceeded with the minister to that Court, 
and after the President had been notified by Mr. King of his intention to return, and after his successor 
had been appointed, and was on his way to relieve him, the minister retired from the Court, leaving the 
said Jobri A. King in charge of the legation for the period of sixty-two days, for which the beforemen
tioned compensation was allowed. The payment of this claim (in the opinion of the committee) was not 
authorized by law, nor was it of that description of claims which were designed to be paid out of the 
contingent fund. They have necessarily adverted to the act of Congress fixing the compensation of public 
ministers, in the acts of 1810, chap. 61, sections 1 and 2, and which is in the following words: "That the 
President of the United States shall not allow to any minister plenipotentiary a greater sum than at the 
rate of nine thousand dollars per annum, as a compensation for all his personal services and expenses; 
nor to any Charge d' Affaires a greater sum than at the rate of four thousand five hundred dollars per 
annum, as a compensation for all his personal services and expenses; nor to the secretary of any legation 
or embassy to any foreign country, or secretary to any minister plenipotentiary, a greater sum than at 
the rate of two thousand dollars per annum, as a compensation for all his personal services and expenses; 
with this proviso, that it shall be lawful for the President of the United States to allow to a minister 
plenipotentiary, or Charge d'A:ffaires, on going from the United States to any foreign country, an outfit, 
which shall in no case exceed one full year's salary of such minister or Charge d' A:ffaires." The second 
section enacts, "that to entitle any Charge d'A:ffaires, or secretary of any legation or embassy to any 
foreign country, or secretary of any minister plenipotentiary, to the compensation therein before provided, 
they shall respectively be appointed by the President of the United States, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Senate; but, in the recess of the Senate, the President is hereby authorized to make such 
appointment, which shall be submitted to the Senate at the next session thereafter for their advice and 
consent; and no compensation shall be allowed to any Charge d'Affaires, or any of the secretaries 
hereinbefore described, who shall not have been appointed as aforesaid." 

The committee are of opinion that, under the provisions of the before recited law, the appointment 
of a Charge d'Affaires can only be made by the President of the United States, by and with the advice 
and consent of the Senate, (if in session;) if not, then to be nominated to the Senate at the next session 
thereafter for their advice and consent. The compensation, when thus appointed, cannot exceed four 
thousand five hundred dollars per annum "for all his person::i,l services and expenses," with this exception, 
"that, on going from the United States to a foreign country," the President of the United States, at his 
discretion, (which discretion can only be exercised when the appropriation is made,) may allow an outfit, 
which shall in no case exceed the amount of one year's salary. In the case now under consideration, 
Mr. King was not appointed by the President of the United States with or without the consent of the 
Senate, nor bad he "gone from the United States to a foreign country" as Charge d' A:ffaires, but was, at 
the ~ime of _the_ appointment_ being conferred on h~. PY. the minist~r,. the _3:qtil;ig_ se9:i;etary of legation, 
and m tb_e ~a:y of h_is Gove~~m.ent as s~ch: ~1:ie .c!m:p:p,ftt.ee_will_not c(;rp.t:i;~vert.(upon ~he death or abse~ce 
pf the mmister) the'necess1ty of the secretary of legation taking charge of the archives and transactmg 
the ordinary business of the legation; nor would they be tenacious of the title conferred by such contin
gent agency; but they do deny the right to compensate for such appointment when forbidden by the plain 
and direct provisions of the act of Congress before recited, more especially when no appropriation bad 
been made therefor, and when Congress was in session at the time the allowance was made to Mr. King 
out of the contingent fund; which fund (in the opinion of the committee) was not subject to the payment 
of salaries and outfits of ministers and charges, their compensations being specific subjects of appropria
tion. If the committee be correct in their construction of the law, a long series of departure from its 
provisions cannot justify the act of usurpation, but, on the contrary, calls more loudly for a strict com
pliance with them. The committee discard precedents made in violation of law, because usurpation 
to-day may ( and frequently does) become precedent to-morrow. They can recommend no rule which 
promises more safety than frequently to inquire into delegated power; compare the act done with the 
authority for doing it; and in that way circumscribe the agents of the Government (without respect to 
grade) to the limits of their authority. 

The committee, from inspection of the records and accounts of the Treasury Department, have ascer
tained that much if not the greater part of the annual appropriation for the contingent expenses of all 
the missions abroad has been disbursed for the contingent expenses of ministers and charges abroad; 
some of which have been settled, and others remain unsettled. They have called for and obtained an 
abstract of the accounts settled for the year 1825, as for that year a greater portion of the accounts have 
been settled at the Department than for subsequent years, which statement they annex to this report, 
and marked G. The committee will again advert to the before recited act of Congress, in order to show 

• that whatever may have been the causes which super.induced the practice of defraying the expenses of 
ministers abroad out of this fund, that such practice is without legal sanction, and can only be supported by 
construction. That part of the act aforesaid which provides for compensation is, "that the President of 
the United States shall not allow to any minister plenipotentiary a greater sum than at the rate of nine 
thousand dollars per annum, as a compensation for all his personal services and expenses." The com
mittee believe that it was the intention of Congress to fix, in the act of 1810, the salaries of ministers 
and ·Charies 9-'A~aires, _ so that nothin:g should thereafte~ be left to discretion; else why use the strong 
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language, "for all his personal services and expenses ?" If it was intended only to regulate the compen
sation for personal expenses, as contradistinguished from official, why not provide for such expenses as 
were not included in the salary ? They are of opinion that eighteen thousand dollars per annum to a 
minister and nine thousand dollars to a Charge d' Affaires are amply sufficient to cover all the expenses 
contingent upon such missions. If in this they are mistaken, still it must be conceded that direct legis
lation upon the increase of salary is preferable to the present practice, which leaves to the discretion of 
the Department the extent to which allowances shall be made, and which necessarily must depend upon 
the naked memorandum furnished by the secretary of legation. Believing that the appropriation for 
defraying the contingent expenses of all the missions abroad bas been expended at the discretion of the 
Department and without the authority of law other than the appropriation acts, the committee recommend 
in future withholding that appropriation; but if, in the opinion of the House, the salaries allowed by the 
act aforesaid are insufficient to cover all expenses, then, and in that case, to make such specific additions 
as shall be deemed amply sufficient. 

DEPARTMENT OF STA.TE, Wa,shinglon, March 4, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, on the 6th ultimo, of your letter bearing date on 

the 4th, as chairman of the Committee on so much of the Public Accounts and Expenditures as relates to 
the State Department; and also, on the 7th of the same month, your letter of the 5th. By the former the 
committee request to be furnished, first, "with a statement of the incidental and contingent disbursements 
of this office, showing therein the respective sums paid, to whom, and for what services, with the vouchers 
for such payments;" and, secondly, "a statement showing the disbursements made out of either of the 
appropriations for the contingent expenses of all missions abroad," and "for the contingent expenses of 
foreign intercourse," so far as either of these appropriations have been expended under the authority of the 
Secretary of State, and upon his voucher, for the use of that Department; leaving it to my discretion 
whether I would recur or not to a period beyond the commencement of my service in the Department of 
State. In your second letter you state that the Committee on the Expenditures of the State Department 
having examined the accounts of the Department and reported up to the year 1824, inclusive, it will not be 
necessary that the statements previously r~quirec:I by you sbo.uld embrace any period prior to the com
mencement of the year 1825. 

In compliance with the request of the committee, I transmit herewith a statement of the contingent 
expenses of the Department of State from January 1, 1825, to December 31, 1827, marked A. The account 
has been settled by the proper officers of the Treasury for the whole period. The vouchers supporting 
the various charges in the account, after having been examined and scrutinized by the proper Auditor, 
have been passed to the Register of the Treasury, in whose office they now remain on file. A copy of • 
every one of them would occupy much space, and require considerable time to prepare it. Mr. Brent, the 
first clerk in the Department having understood from you that it would not be wanted, it is not, therefore, 
now sent. If he misunderstood the wishes of the committee in that respect, I will, upon receiving informa
tion to that effect, direct a transcript of the vouchers to be made. 

I have also the honor to communicate to the committee a letter from the Fifth Auditor, transmitting 
the second statement (which is designated by the letter B) requested by the committee, accompanied by 
an explanatory letter from the Register of the 'l'reasury. This statement shows all the disbursements 
made out of the appropriation for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse from March 4, 1825, to 
the end of the last year, distinguishing between those items which have been allowed on my authority 
and upon my certificate of approval from those which have been otherwise vouched. In examining the 
accounts containing the contingent expenses of all the missions abroad during the period particularized 
by the committee, no item was found to have been allowed on my special approval; and, consequently, 
there is no statement to be furnished of disbursements from that appropriation, according to the request of 
the committee. 

So far as disbursements take place at home of appropriations at the disposal of the Department of 
State, they are made by an agent of the Department for that purpose designated. This practice has 
prevailed for a long time. It can be traced back at least as far as the ministry of Mr. Madison. The 
person selected for the agency bas been most generally for many years past exclusively one of the clerks 
in the Department. He draws from time to time, upon the requisitions of the head of the Department, the 
necessary sums under particular appropriations for covering the ordinary disbursements. These sums 
are placed to his credit in the office of the Bank of the United States within this District, where he keeps 
his account, and upon which he draws from time to time for the current expenditures. No part of the 
money appropriated to the public service under the direction of the Department of State has ever been 
placed to my private credit. The accounts of the agent are settled quarterly, and are examined by the 
head of the Department, who usually writes his approval at the foot of them. This approval is understood 
by the Auditor as sanctioning the oqject of expenditure, but not as dispensing with the exhibition of 
vouchers in any instance, except where, from the nature of the expenditure, it is impracticable to produce 
them; in which cases the propriety of the charge is judged of and decided by the bead of the Department. 
Due attention is of course paid to the amount drawn from the Treasury by the agent, so as to prevent an 
unreasonably large sum at any period accumulating in his ];iands. The clerk who, when I entered the 
Department, was charged with its pecuniary agency continues to execute it. 

The above mode of transacting the pecuniary affairs of the office was folly explained by my predecessor 
in a letter which he addressed to a former committee of the House of Representatives, under date of April 
18, 1822, to a copy of which herewith transmitted the committee are respectfully referred, marked C. 

Upon an examination of the statement exhibiting the disbursements out of the appropriation for the 
contingent expenses of foreign intercourse which have been made in the last three years, under my 
authority, and upon my certificate or voucher, it will be observed that the principal item is for the employ
ment, during those years, of bearers of despatches. Their compensation and allowances have riot varied, 
as far as any traces of them can be perceived in the 'Treasury, since the establishment of the Government. 
Their compensation was fixed at a per diem of six dollars, with an allowance of their travelling expenses, 
including the price of their passage by sea when they do not proceed in a public vessel. Whenever a 
messenger is despatched upon this service he is furnished -with a letter of instructions, in which his duty 
and destination are mentioned, and in which also it is stated that the above compensation and allowances 
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will be made· him. Upon the return of the messenger, it is of course known in the Department how long 
he has been absent on the public service; and it is not difficult to judge of the reasonableness of his charges 
for travelling expenses and passage money. This latter sum fa, indeed, usually fixed from the ordinary 
charges in similar cases, information of which is obtained through the customary channels, and the amount 
is specified in the instructio11s. The statement, therefore, that the compensation and charges allowed to 
bearers of despatches are unvouched is not substantially, if it be technically, correct. Their accounts are 
first carefully examined in the Department of State, where they are checked by the means in the possession 
of that Department, and then approved and certified by the head of the Department, and passed over to 
the Fifth Auditor. 

The employment of bearers of despatches is limited to important occasions, in which the Department 
cannot avail itself of the agency of regular packets, periodically sailing, or where, from the high interest 
and confidential nature of the despatches, it is deemed best to expose them to as little casualty as 
possible. They are generally employed in the transmission of treaties prior to their promulgation, in 
consequence of the magnitude of the interests which they involve and the respect which is due to existing 
usage in national intercourse. To most of the persons who have been employed in that character during 
the last three years were confided either treaties or the credentials and the general instructions to some 
of our ministers abroad. Thus, in 1825, John H. Pleasants was engaged to carry their credentials and 
general instructions to our Charge d' A:ffaires at Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Ayres, where they were then 
respectively residing; and, in 182'1, John Mason, jr., was paid, as a bearer of despatches, for bringing 
home a treaty which had been negotiated at Mexico, and Theodore W. Clay was engaged, in March last, 
to carry back to Mexico the same treaty after it had been submitted to the Senate; and also to carry 
other highly confidential despatches to Mr. Poinsett, and despatches to Mr. Sergeant, who had left tho 
United States the preceding November. 

The greater part of our despatches ,to and from Europe generally pass through the hands of our 
consul; Mr. Maury, at Liverpool, and hence the heavy charge for postage which forms the first item in the 
statement now transmitted. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
H. CL.A.Y. 

Hon, J OE:N BLAJR1 Chairman, &c, 

Mr. Pleasomon to Mr. Olay. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Fifth Auditor's Offi,ee, February 2'1, 1828. 
Sm: I have had the honor to receive you letter of the 16th instant, requesting a statement, for the 

use of the committee, on so much of the public accounts as relates to the State Department, showing the 
disbursements made out of either of the appropriations "for the contingent expenses of all missions 
abroad,". and "for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse," so far as either of those appropriations 
have been expended under the authority of the Secretary of State, and upon his voucher, for the use of that 
Department; and, as the accounts relative to those appropriations, after being audited by this office and 
passed by the Comptroller, are transmitted to, filed, and retained ip. the office of the Register of the 
'l'roasury, I referred your letter to that officer without delay, with a request that he would comply with 
its requisitions. He has, accordingly, prepared and transmitted a statement, in which is distinguished 
the accounts which have been settled on your authority and certificate and those settled upon the 
customary vouchers. There are some items of expense in the statement which were authorized and 
incurred by and during the late administration, but for which the accounts were not rendered, settled, 
and paid until after the commencement of the present. Such are the accounts of Mr. Thomas Randall, 
agent at Havana, and of Ether Shepley, for collecting testimony in relation to outrages upon certain 
.American fishing ves.sels near Halifax. As the payments were made during the period specified in the 
call of the committee, though the service was previously performed, it was thought proper to comprehend 
them in the statement. • • 

It may be proper to remark that the per diem allowances to bearers of despatches, and their expenses 
whilst absent, contained in the statement, are in conformity with those uniformly made in similar cases 
under the administrations of Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Madison, and Mr.1fonroe. 

In regard to this description of accounts, it being impossible for this office accurately to ascertain 
the period for which payment ought to be made, in all cases, and for the party rendering the amount to 
produce vouchers for his travelling expenses, to dispense with which the authority of the Secretary of 
State is considered necessary, recourse has generally been had to the Secretary of State for his sanction 
to such part of the account as he should approve; those accounts are, therefore, generally entered as 
being approved by him. The receipt of the agent claiming the account due is always exacted and filed 
in the proper office upon payment being made. 

In further explanation of the statement, I have the honor to enclose the letter of the Register of the 
Treasury to me 'Upon the subject. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 

Hon. HENRY CLAY, Secretary of State. 
S. PLEASONTON, Fifth Auditor of the Treasury. 

Mr. Nourse to Mr. Pleasanton. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, FebruanJ 25, 1828. 
Sm: In compliance with the letter of the Secretary of State of the 16th, addressed to you, and which 

was referred to this office on the 18th instant, I have the honor to transmit herewith a statement showing 
the disbursements made out of the appropriation for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse, so far 
as it has been expended under the authority·or the Secretary of State, and upon his voucher, for the use 
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of that Department, from the 4th of March, 1825, to the present time; all which has been extracted from 
the accounts as settled at your office. 

In making up this statement you will perceive that we have set down, as vouched by the Secretary, 
all those accounts upon which his name is endorsed as approving the same, except the accounts of the 
disbursing agent of the Department; and from these we have selected and so set down such items as 
were specially approved. Upon this we must remark that many items in these accounts, though without 
vouchers, have no doubt been allowed upon the common principles of settlement, as not requiring the 
special sanction of the Secretary for their admission; but, from the want of specific data in the accounts 
themselves, we have been unable to make distinctions. 

In examining the accounts containing the contingent expenses of missions abroad for the above 
period, we have not been able to discover any item as allowed upon the special approval of the Secretary 
of State. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant, 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

STEPHEN PLEASOJITON, Esq., Fifth .Auditor of the Treasury. 

A. 
Statement of the disbursements made by William Browne, agent for paying contingent expenses of 

the Department of State, during the years 1825, 1826, and 182'1, as appears by the vouchers on file in the 
office of the Register of the Treasury. [The items of this statement, being merely contingent expenses 
of the office of State Department, are omitted here.] 

B. 

Stai,ement showing the disbui·sements made out of~the approprULtwn for the contingent expenses of foreign 
intercourse fi·om the 4th March, 1825, to the 31st DecemlJer, 182'1; distinguishing between those items 
which have "been allowed under the authority and upon the certificate of the Secretary of State from those 
which have been otherwise 1;ouched. 

In whose favor and for what purpose. Approved by 

1&25. To James Maury, consul nt Liverpool, for postages on letters and packages to and from ministers and other public 
agents in Europe, from July 1 to December 31, 1821, including a premium thereon for exchange between 

Secretary of 
State, with
out vouchers. 

Liverpool and tbc United States •• , ................... ••••·•·••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••............ $-272 17 
To William J. Stone, for engraving two copy plates for ciphers and printing 92 impressions of plates, including 

paper............... • ........... ·•••••·• , ............ •••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••••• ......... , ..... . 
To Lary Anderson, for bis Eervices from December 29, 1824, to February 18, JSW, making 51 days, at 86 per day, 

and travelling expenses from Carthngena to llogota, nnd from thence to Washington, as bearer of the conven-

298 80 

Accounts 
vouched. 

tion between the United States and Colombia ........................................... ••••• ............... . 1,190 00 .............. , 
To Thomas Randall, agent for commerce nnd seamen at Porto Rico and Havana, and for balance of bis salary 

from April JO, 1823, to lllarch 18, 1825, at $4,500 per annum ................... ••••• ............. •••• ... , ................ •••• 84,540 39 
To George S. Watkins, special messenger of the United States to the minister at London, for compensation from 

March 12 to July 1, 1825, making 112 days, at 86 per day, including his passage out and returning, travelling 
expenses from ,vashington to New York, from Liverpool to London, and from London to Liverpool, on his 
return, and from New York back to Washington ....................... •••••. •••• .... •..... .. .. ...• .•.• .... 1,347 68 •••••• •... •••• 

To John II. Pleasants, bearer of despatches to Buenos Ayres and Rio Janeiro, for bis compensation from April 19 
to August 22, 1825, making 126 days, at S6 per day, including his passage going and returning, his travelling 
expenses and boarding from the time or his leaving Richmond, on April 19, to !\fay 28, 1825, in which interval 
he was seeking, from Baltimore to Roston, the means of getting to Buenos Ayres, and his expenses in return-
ing from New York to Richmond ................................. ·••••• •••• ...................... •••••· 1,940 OU •••••• •••• .. .. 

To Peter Force, for publishing exequaturs. •. .. ••••. . •. . . . .. ••. . • • •• • ... •. •• . • .. . . ... • .. .. • . • • • . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . •. ... . . . .. 42 oo 
To William Maul, for sealing Mediterranean passports ••••• ••••.....................•... •••••. ............. ...... ...... .... .. .... 6 oo 
To L. Child, sign board for the legation at Buenos Ayres............... . . . . . • .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 30 75 
To II. Niles, for 52 copies of the Weekly Register , ........................... •·· ............... •••••• .... . . .... ...... ...... 152 75 
To S. Masi, for a great seal, and a box for the same, and three treaty boxes ••••••.•••....•••• ,.,.•••••• .... •••••• ...... •••••. .... 406 oo 
To Ether Shepley, for expenses in relation to capture of fishermen by British brig Dotterill .•.•.............. •••••· 250 00 ............. . 
To Josepb Milligan, for two portfolios for treaties................. ••.. •••• ••••• • ............................. •••••• •••••• •••• 200 oo 
Tow. J. Stone, for printing passports and impressions of ministers• coats ..................... •••• .... .. .. .. .... . .... •••••. •••• 
To Mary LengthalI, for painting signal flags............... .. .. . .............................................................. . 
To Patrick Rogers, for diplomatic trunks ...................................................................................... . 
To J. Milligan, for four portfolios for treaties ................................................................................... . 
To W. Slade, jr., for bearing despatches to New York ................................................... •••••· ............... . 
To F. C. llaker, for bearing despatches to Norfolk to Mr. l\Iiller •••••••••... •••••• .... •••••• .................................. •••• 
To Patrick Rogers, for diplomatic trunks .•.•... ••••• ......................... : ••• •••••· .................................... •••• 
To Peter Force, for publishing exequaturs .. . . .. . . . ........... , ........................ , ....................................... . 
To W. J. Stone, for engraving flags ............. •••••• .... ·••••• ...................... •••• ..................................... . 
To James 1\Iaury, consul at Liverpool, for postages in England ••• •... •••• .... •••••• ...... ••••• ..... •••••• ••••·· ...... •• ... •••• 
To Peter Force, for publishlng exequaturs •••••• •••••• .... •••••• ,~, •••• •••••• ••••••.. •••••• ........ •••··• •••••• ...... •••••• ... . 
Toll. Niles, for 52 copies of the Weekly Register ••.•..••.. •••• ................ •·•••••••• ........ •••·•••••• ......... ,. 

1~6. To Gustavus II. Scott, bearer of despatches from the Secretary of State to the mir.ister at Bogota, for his travelling 
expenses from bis residence in Virginia to Washington, and thence to Norfolk, cla Baltimore, to take passage 
on board the John Adams frigate; for sea stores, stationery, expenses of tranEmitting the despatches from 
Carthagena to Bogota; passage from Carthagena to New York, and travelling expenses from New York to 
his residence in Virginia, via Washington, including the sum of$792 for his services in said capacity, at $6 per 
day, from l\larch 11 to July 20, 1826 ., • • • • • . . . • • . . • . . . . .. . . . . . .• .• . . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 968 32 

37 00 
5 00 

91 00 
400 00 
100 00 
40 00 
26 00 
11 50 
16 00 

266 58 
6 00 

153 25 

496 77 
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B-Continued. 

In whose favor and for what purpose. Approved by Accounts 
Secretary or vouched. 
State, with-

1826. To John Marshall, bearer or' despatches from the Charge d'Affaires at Guatemala to the Secretary of State, for his 
compensation from August 5 to October 31, 1826, making 88 days, at $6 per day, incluiling his expenses from 
April 19, when he was detailed from the frigate John Adams for the purpose of attending Mr. Williams, to 
August 31, 1826 •••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• -••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

To Clifion Wharton, bearer of despatches to Colombia, for his compensation from May 22 to October 26, 1826, 
making 159 days, at $6 per day, including bis travelling and necessary expenses from Washington to New 
York l expenses while there; necessary expenses at the Caicos islands, afier his shipwreck, passage, &c., 
from Turk's island to Cartbagena; medical aid at Cartbagena; passage from thence to New York, and travel-
ling expenses from New York to Washington, including also sundry articles of clothing purchased at Turk's 
island afier being shipwrecked, he having landed there in a state of destitution ••••.....••..••.••• •••••••••••· 

To John A. Dix, bearer of despatches to Copenhagen, for compensation from May 17 to October 14, 1826, at $6 
per day, including his travelling expenses from Washington to New York; passage from thence to Liverpool; 
travelling expenses, &e., from Liverpool to Copenhagen, and from thence to Paris and Havre, including pass-
ports, postages, carriage hire, passage from Havre to New York, and travelling expenses from New York back 

out voucher;;. 

61,528 00 .•.•••••••••• 

1,191 50 esao 75 

to Washington ••.•••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•• , ••••••••••....••••.••••...•.•••..••••••••. ,............... 1,608 20 17 15 
To Robert Anderson, bearer of despatches from Cartbagena to Washington, for his travelling expenses and passage 

from Cartbagena to New York, and from tl1ence to Washington, including his compensation from Joly 24 to 
September 21, 1826, making52 days, at $6 per day.: ••••....••••••• , ....•••• ••••••••••............... •••••• 504 00 •••• •••• ••••• 

To Edward Wyer, bearer of dft°patches to and from St, Petersburg, for bis compensa:ion from April 29 to N0vember 
15, 1826, making 201 days, at $6 per day, including travelling-exp-enses-rrom:Washiogton to New York, passage 
from thence to Cronstadt, from thence to Boston, and expenses to Washington •••••·••• .... .... ..... ... ...... I,902 00 •••• .... •••••. 

To Peter Force, for publishing exeqnaturs •••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ••••••. •••• •••••• : ••••••••• ••••·• •••••• •••• ••••·••• •••• 16 00 
To Gales & Seaton, for publishing cxequaturs and signaJs , .................. " ...•..............• , .•••••....•••••• •• •• • • •• • • • • • • • • 

• To iol;n Myers, for two diplomatic trunks ••• : .•••.••••••• ····•••••• .••.•• •••••· •••••• •••••• ...••••• •••• •••• •••• ••••• • •••• ...... 
'ro Davis & Foree, for printing 50 copies Directions for Ministers• Dress ••••••••••••••.•••••••• ; ••.• •••• •••••••••• •••• ••• • •·• • • ••• 
To A. w. Bell, for two diploniatle trunks •••• ••••••.• •••• •·•. •••• •••• ..••••••.••• ••••• ••••.•.•••••••••••••••••• ••·• «•'• •••• •· 
Ton. Niles, for six. volumes Weekly Register .••••••• ••••••·••••··•·••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••"••···•• •••••• ••~•••••••••••• 
To James Maury, consl,!I at Liverpool, for postagesjn England •• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••.• •••~•••• •••• •••••• • • ••• • • •·· •••• • • 
To 111. M, Cruikshank, for a portfolio for a treaty ........ •••• ..•••••••. •••• •••• •••••.••••• ••.•.•.. •••• •••••••••• •••• • • •· .. • • •••· 
To Jolin Myers, for a diplomatic trunk .••..••••.••••••. •••·•• •••• •••••· .•.••...••.••.•.•••.•••...••••••....••..•••••••••••••••• 
To H. Niles, for 52 copies o~ the Weekly Regi•ter ..•••••••• ••••• ••••••• •••••• ..•. •••••• •••••• •••••• ••••••••••• •••·• • •••· •• ••• • 

. To A. w. Bell, for two diplomatic trunks .•••••• •••••.••••• •.•••••.•..•••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• ••·••• •••• ••• ••• 
To S. Masi, for 24 castings of the great seal ••••••••••..•.••••.••••. •• •• -•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •· •• • • • •· •• ••• • 
To A. \V. Bell, for two diplomatic trunks •.••••••••••••.••••....••••••.•.•..•...•...•••.••••••••.••• •••• ........ ••·• •••· •••• •··· 
To III. M. Cruikshank, for a portfolio, full trimmed, &c .•.•••••.••••••••••••••••...•.•.•.•.••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • 
To John Myers, for two diplomatic trunks .. ••••• ..................... ••••• ........... •••• .......• •••••• •••••.•. ••••• • •••••• •••• 
To Peter Force, for publishing exequaturs. ••••. ·••••• ........•. ·••••• ....................... •••• •••• •••• ., , ••• •••••• ••••• •••· 
To George E. Ironside, for carrying despatches to llfr. Gallatin, New York.•••••• •••••••• •••••••••••.•••• •••••••• : ••••• ••·• ••• •• • 
To John Myers, for a diplomatic trunk •••••..••••••.•.••.••••••..•••••.•••••••••.•••••••••••••• •••• •••••••••••• •••·· • •· • • • • • ••. 
To Peter Force, for publishing exequaturs .........•.........••...............................• , •• ................ , •• •• •• • • • • • •. 
To Peter Force, for publishing Commercial Regulations of the Republic of Colombia •••• •••••.•·•••••••••• •••• •••• •• •• •••• •• • •••. 
To Gales & Seaton, for publishing exequaturs • • • • ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•.•••••.• • • ••••••••• • ••• 
To Peter Force, for publishing exequaturs .... •••••• , •..•.•••• •••·•• ••••• ........•.... •••••• •••••. ••••• ..•••....•• •••• ••• , •••••· 
To W. J. Stone, for a legation seal and passports .. •••••• •..••.•••••.••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••••.••.•••.•••. •••• •••• ....... . 
To W. Brown, for a diplomatic trunk •••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• •....•.•••••.•..•.•..••••• •••• ...... •••••• •••• •••••• 
To J. l\Iaury, consul at Liverpool, for postages in England.•••••·••••• •..••...•••..•.••.••••••••..••••••••••••••• ·••••. •••••• •••• 
To H. Niles, for 52 copies of the Weekly Register, volume 30. •••••• •••••• ·••••• ••••.• •••••• •••••••••• •••• •••••• •••• •·•••. •••·•• 
To Thumas L. Thruston, carrying despatches to lllr. Laurence, New York.••••• •..•••.•..••••••••••••••••••••••• ··•••• •••• •••••· 
To Peter Force, for publishing exequaturs .. •••• ••••• ................•......•... ••••• ......... •••••• ....••.••••.•••• •. •• •••• •••• 
To Peter Force, for printing 30 copies of the treaty with the Federation of the Centre of America........... . • •• . .. •••••••••••••• 
To W, BrolVD, for two diplomatic trunks.••••• ....... •••••• ..•. ••••• .. ... . .... ..•. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .... •••. •••• •••••. •••· 
To John :»'yers, for two diplomatic trunks •••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••· ····•••• •••• •••• 
To W. Brown, for t,vo diplomatic trunks.•••••• ••.• ·••••••·•• •••••• ••·••• ••.• ••·••••••••••••••• •••• •••••·••··•. •••••· •••• ••••' 

Do •••••••••••••••••• do·••·•••••·•·•••••••••···•·•·••••••••·••·••••••·••••••••••••••••••···••••••·•·•••• •••••••••••••••· 
To M. M. Cruikshank, for a portfolio, with cheneiIIe, bullion, &c.................. . . • • • • •• • • •• • • • • •• • • •• •• ••• • • • ........... • ••. 
To J. P, Latruite, for two gold sword-knots for tassels for portfolio .••.• ••·••• ...•.• , ............. ...............••• , •••• •••• •••. 
To J. Gales & Son, for publishing ordinances, &c., relative to St. Domingo exiles.•••• ••••• ••••• ••.•.•••••••.••. •••••• •••• ••• ... 
To D. & J. ?,l. Faust, for publishing ordinances, &c., relative to St. Domingo exiles .• • • • • • •• • •••••••••••••••.••.••••••••••• , •••• 
To E. Charless, for publishing ordinances, &::c., relative to St. Domingo exiles ....... ...................................... •••••• 
To G. ,v. Robertson, for publishing ordinances, &.c., relative to St. Domingo exiles ••••• ......... ••••·• ..... ••• ..•• •••• •••• •••••• 
To Amos Kendall & Co., for publishing ordinances, &c., relative to St. Domingo exiles...... . . . . • • • • • • .• . • • ••••• • ••••••••• •••••. 
To Morgan, Lodge & Fisher, for publishing ordinances, &c., relative to St. Domingo exiles ..•••••••• ••••• ••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
To Ether Shepley, for services in the case of the British schooner Hero .... ••••••••••••.......................... 250 00 

1827. To John lllason, jr., bearer of despatches from Mexico to the Secretary of State, for hire of a coach from 
Mexico to Vera Cruz...... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • $278 00 

Daily expenses from Mexico to Vera Cruz, including two days• detention at the latter place .•.•• ·••••• 78 00 
Passage' from Vera Cruz to Norfolk.·••••• •••••••••• •••••........................................... 150 00 
Daily expenses from Norfolk to Washington................ • • • • . . . • ••••••.••..• •• •• . • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . 54 00 
Per diem allowance from December 25,1826, to February 4, 1SS7, is 42 days, at $6 per day ••••. •••• •• 252 00 

27 00 
18 00 
2 50 

18 00 
18 75 

137 82 
55 00 
5 00 

153 50 
18 00 
50 00 
22 00 
65 00 
16 00 
12 00 

85 00 

6 05 
8 00 

47 Oil 

16 00 
2 00 

71 00 
• 11 00 

75 56 
135 50 
85 00 
4 00 

30 00 
3000 

29 00 
26 00 
26 00 
75 00 
8 00 

350 00 

350 00 
350 00 
350 00 
206 72 
350 00 

--- 81200 ............. . 
Paid a courier at Jalapa to go to Vera Cruz to stop the ship ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••..•••••••••••• : • • . •• • . • • • • • •• . • • •• • • • • 57 00 

To John H. March, consul at Madeira, for maintenance in prison, clothing, and boat hire to carry three American 
seamen to Lisbon for trial, charged with murder on board an American vessel, including a commission of $9 03. • .. • • • •• •• •• • • • • 18g 63 

To M. 1\1. Cruikshank, for a blue velvet portfolio, embroidered, &c., for a treaty.. •• • • •••.•• • ••• . ••. • . . . •• •. • • • • • . ••• • • • • • ••. • • . • . 45 00 
To William Wirt, for his services in the Circuit Court of the United States for Maryland district, in the case of the 

United States against Gooding .. •••••••••••.••·••• ••••••••••••••.. •••••.•••••• ....••••...... •••••• .....•.... ................ 
To Peter Force, for publishing exequaturs ••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••.••••••••••••. _ ........... . 

500 00 
32 00 
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1827, To J. S. Simpson, for publishing notice St. Domingo claimants .............. •••••, ••.•••••.••••.•••••• •••• •••••· ••. , .... •••• ..•. 
To Peter Force, for publishing exequaturs ...... ••••• .... •••••· •.•••.....•... •••••• •••••.•••••.......••••.••••......•••. •••••• 
To Gales &. Seaton, for publishing exequaturs, &c •..••••••.•.••••• , ••••••••.•...•••••••••.•.....••••...••.•••••..••••••.. ., ••••. 
To F. Massi&. Co., for gold trimmings for treaties •..•••• .••••..•••• ••·••• ·•·••• ••••.••. •·•••• •.........•• ••·••· ........... , ..•.. 
To James Haig, for pnblishing notice to St. Domingo claimants ••••••••••.•.•••••...•....•••.•••• •••••••• ••••••• , ••• , ....•••. •••• 
To M. M. Cruiksnank, for blue velvet portfolio for treaty, embroidered with chenille, &.c .................... , ••••• •••••• ••• , •••••· 
To Peter Force, for publishing proclamation suspending intercourse, &c ....... •• .....•.......................•..•....•.....•.. ,. 
To Peter Force, for 30 copies of the Convention of London, &.c., and for 30 copies act for adjustment of claims ••..••••. •••• ..... . 
To H. Niles, for 15\l copies of the Weekly Register, volume 31 ..... •••• .................................... ••·••· ............... . 
To F. Massi&. Co., for t,vo boxes for treaty seals·••••••••••••··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·••· .................. ,•••• •••••· ••••• , •••. 
To Peter .Force, for publishing exequaturs ........ •••••• , ........................................... •••••• .......................... •••• ., .... . 
To ~I. M. Cruikshank, for a portfolio for a treaty .............................................................. , ••••• .......... . 
Tow. Brown, for a diplo1natic trunk .................... •••••· ... ·••••• .............. •••• ...... ·••••· ................ , ................ .. 
To James Maury, consul at Liverpool, for postages in England .............. ....................... , ......... , .......................... , ...... . 
To Gales &. Seaton, for publishing exequaturs,advertising, &.c ............................................. ., ............... •·•· 
•row. P. Elliott, bearing despatches to London .•.. •••• ....................................................................... . 
To A. & H. Wilson, for advertising .......................................................................................... . 
To W. Brown, for a diplomatic trunk ............................................... •••• •••• •• .................... ••·• .... . 
To n.:s. Coxe, assignee, for passage of Wm. B. Hodgson from Port Mahon to Algiers . . • • .. .. • . .. .. • • • • . • • • • • • •• . • .. • • .. .. . .. . 
To W .. Brown, for two diplomatic trunks . . ... . .. .. . ... .... .. . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . ... .. .. .......... , .................................................... .. 
To Peter Force,for25 sets National Calendar, 5 vols. each, at $1 per volume .............. ••••·• ...... •••••• •••• •••• ........... . 
To Gales &. Seaton, for sea letters and publishing exequaturs .. . . . . .. • • .. • • • .. ................................................. . 
To John Myers, for a diplomatic trunk.•••• .......... •••••• ........ •••• ...................................................... .. 
To G. &. w. Robinson, for advertising ............................ •••••• •••• ••••••· ....... ; ••••••••• •••• .... •••• •••••• .... •••••• 
To I. G. Broughton, for advertising .............. ••• ••• , ................................................. , • • • • • . ...... •• •••••• 
To Cb. Goodrich, bearing despatches to Mr. Wheaton, New York •.••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• ••• , ........ •••• .•.•...•....•••. 
To I. w .. Townsend, for advertising ............................................................................................................. , ........................... . 
To B. Russell, for advertising ................................................ •··••• .......................................... . 
To Gales &. Seaton, for one ream sea letters • • • . . . . • • . • . .. . . . • • .. •• • • • • • .. • • .............. ••.... ... ... .• •• • • • • . .............. . 
To Gales & Seaton, for exequaturs .......... , ••••• , ........... ••••• •••••· ••·· ................ •••• ............................. . 
To Peter Force, for exequaturs ... ............................................................................ •• ... •• ..................................................... .. 
Tow. J .. Stone, for printing consuls' commissions, &.c ........ ............. , ......... , ....................................................................... . 
To Thomas Snowden, for advertising ................................................ •·•••• ............................... , ... . 
To Cammoc &Ragland, for advertising ....................................................... ••••••••••• ........................... ........................... . 

Do .................. do .......................................................................... , .............. . 

Do .................. do·•••••••·••••••·•••••••"••••••• .. •• .. ••••••••••·••••••••• .. •····•·•·•· .. •"· ..... ·•·••••••• 
To Joseph Forrest, for making extracts from the journal of the commission under the Florida treaty.............. • . • . .. • ... • ... . 
To D. &. J.M. Faust, for advertising in relation to the treaty of Ghent ............................. •••• •••• ..................... . 
'l'o S. L, Dashiell, for copying 44,464 words, at 10 cents per hundred, and five maps in relation to the treaty of Ghent ••••• ••••• •.••••. 
To A, L. McIntire, for copying 51,!!46 words, at 10 cents per hundred .... •••••••• .......... •••••· ................ •••• ........ •• :. 
To Edward Deeble, for copying 53,118 words, at 10 cents per hundred ...... •• ................................................... . 
To A.H. Pemberton, for advertising .• , ..................... •••••• ...................... •••••• .... •·•••· •••••· .... •••••• •••••• 
To 1 .. Hughes, for ndvertising ............................................................. • • ... • .... • ............ •• .. • .. • • • ........... • .. •· ................... • • .. ••· .............................. .. 

To Nathan Low, for advertising . •••• •. •••• .......... •••• •· ... ••••• • •• ••· • ••·••• •· •· •• • ................ ••••• ............ •••· 
To Joseph Forrest, for copying 87,715 words, at 10 cents per·hundred ••••• ; ........ ,; •••••. ••·•• ........... •••••• .......... •••••. 
To Pleasants & Smith, for advertising. .. ............................................................................................................................................ .. 
To A. L. McIntire, for three days tracing maps in relation to the boundary ............................................ ••••• •••. 
To Theodore w. Clay, bearer of despatches to Mexico, for his passage to New York, including one day's detention 

in Philadelphia ........ , ....................... • • ••• ......... • ·• •, .. • •• ••, • ........ • • • • • • • • •.... SIB 50 
llispassagetoVeraOruz ................................................ ,,., ... , ........ " .. , ............ , ........................ , ··~••••••·•• ...... 150 00 
Carriage hire and expenses to Mexico ,. .. ,. ... ,. .......... , ........ , ,. ......... , .. , .... ,....... ........... ......... ... ... ...... ..•• 126 50 
CarriagebiretoVcraCruz ............ , .. , ............................................ ,............................................................... 75 00 
Expenses to Vera Cruz ........................ •••• ................ •·••·• ................ •••·..... 23 25 
His return passage to New York .......................................................... •........ 150 00 
Expenses from thence to Washington ............................................... ,. ............... , ............ , ........................ . 20 25 

His compen~ation from March l1, the day of his departure from Washington, to July 2, 1827, inclusive, 

the day of11ls return tl1iU1er, making l?~ d~ys, at $6 per day .... •··•,.•••••• •• •• .................. __ 64_2_0_0-I-----..J 

To James Davidson, for copying 52,416 woi-ds, at 10 cents per hundred .......... , ... ,. .............................. _.. ..... , ........... " ..... ........................ .. 
To A. Ford, for 12 days tracing maps .• ; ..•• ; ••••• ;.; ..... ; .••••. •••••• .......................... ·••·•• ................ •••• •••• 
To s. L, Dashiell, for 13 days tracing mdps '• .. ; •• ;.~ ...................................... • ........ •••• •·•• ••·· ............... . 
To A. Rentzel, for 16 days tracing maps ............ : ................................................................ : ••••...... 
To \Villiam Phillips, bearer .,f despatches from Guatemala to the United States, for compensation from April 9 to 

$(350 QO 
18 00 
7000 
42 50 

148 61 
75 00 
43 00 
17 5IJ 

153 25 
200 00 
12 00 
75 00 
8 00 

184 99 
64 87 

100 00 
15 00 
13 00 

120 00 
23 00 

125 00 
21 00 
5 00 

27 00 
10 00 
60 00 
24 00 

113 50 
28 00 
15 00 
17 00 
20 33 
9 50 

1125 
4 50 

32 50 
9 00 

15 00 
54 46 
51 25 
53 12 
33 ;5 
15 00 
7 50 

87 72 
22 50 
6 00 

1,205 50 
52 42 
24 00 
26 00 
32 OQ 

June :io, 1827, is 83 days, atS6-per day,includinghis expenses ••••••• --•-•••••• ......... •·-•••·· •••• ...... ~775 25 •••••• •••• •••• 
To Gales &. Seaton, for publishing exequaturs, &.c.. •• •• • •• .. .. ........... ····•••• .................... ••.. • • • . •• •. •• . • .. .. . • • . 31 ff1 
To Samuel Hanson, for copying 73,3~6 words, ai 10 cents per .hnn<lred. ................... ~ ........ •,u ......................................................... .. 
To s. L. Dashiell, for five days tracing ma_ps ... , .. , .......... , . ...... r .... ,., .. I., .. _., .. _ .... _ .. , .. ~·, .. .,. ............... ,. ...... ,.,. .. , •• ,. ...... , ..... , ......................... . 
Tow. G. Cranch, for copying 52,788 words, nt 10 cents per hundred .......................................................... . 
To A. Ford, for 12 days tracing maps, at $"2 per day............. .. ... • . . . • • • • • • • • .. •• .. • • •• • • •• .. • • • • . . .. .... • . .. •.....••.••••. 
To A, Rentzel, for 14l-days tracing maps, at $2 per day ........................... •• ...... •• •• • •• • ... • .. • .. •• • • •. .. .. • • .. • .. • • 
To Ed, Taylor, for copying 107,587 words, at 10 cents per hundred ....................... •••• •••••••• •••••.•••••· ............... . 
To S. McDonald, for copylug 53,130 words, at 10 cents per hundred •.•. ,. •••• ,. ......... ••• ........................... •••• ..... . 
To Helen Davis, for copying 87,609 ,vords, iii 10· cents per hundred ........................ •· ................................... . 
To A. L. McIntire, fortracing maps '32 days,"at $-2.:.. •• •••• ......... .• • • .. ...... ...... •••• .... .••••. •••• ...... . ............. . 
To A, Rentzel, for tracing maps 71 days, at e,2. •• •• • . •• .. • • •• • • •• • • .. • •• • • .. .. • • • • ... •• • •• • • • .. •• • • •• • • • • • • ... . ..•• ., •••••••• 
To E. Deeb le, for copying 120,900 wordS, at JO cents per hundred .... , ........... ••••• ................................. , ........ . 
To A. Rentzel, for tracing maps 4 days, of9 hours each day. at S3 per day .... ·••••• •• ,,. ••• .............. •••• .. , ... •••• •••••• 

'1335 
10 DU 
52 79 
24 00 
29 00 

107 59 
53 13 
87 61 
64 00 
15 00 

120 90 
12 00 
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1827. To A. Ford, {or tracing maps 12 days, 6 hours each day, at $2. •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• •••••· •••••••••••••••• •••••• •••••• 
To s. L. Dashiell, for 17 days, at $2, and 6 days, at $3. •••• ••••• • ••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••••• •·•••• ••••...•..•••••••••••• •••••. 
To James coucheval, for p~rt payment us bearer of despatches from Stockholm to Washington, and returning by 

way of London ..••••.••••....•.•••..•.•.•..•••. ••••·• .••••••••••• •••• ••••••••••• ; ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••·• •••• ••·• •••· 
To James Coucheval, for his services in the legation at Stockholm, in transcribing, &c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·• •·••·· •••••• 
To Lucy Baker, for copying 94,518 words, at 10 cents per hundred........................... . ••• . . • ••••••••• •·•••• •••• •••••· 
To M. M. Cruikshank, for copying 81,624 words, at JO cents per hundred •••••• ··•••• •••· • • •· •• •• •• •·•• •••••••• •· •··• •·· •·•• •··· 
To Meade Fitzhugh, for copying 102,695 words, at 10 cents per hundred, and 3 maps, at $10 •••••.•••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••• 
To James Haig, for advertising ..••...••••••••...••... •• ••..••••••••• • •· •.•••••••••• •·• ••••.•••••••••••••.••.••••••• • ••••••••••• 
To A. Rentzel, for copying maps 6 days, at $3 per day.•.... • • •• •• . • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • . • • • • .. . . . . .. • . . . . . .. . . . ••••••••••••••• 
To s. L. Dashiell, for copying maps 9 days, at $3 per day • •• •• •• ••••••• •.... • • • • • • . • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . . • . • •••••••••••••• 
To Thomas Munroe, for sundry articles of arms and equipments of an American soldier transmitted, through 

Thomas Munroe, jr., to the Archduke Constantine and certain Russian and Polish officers ................................. . 
To A. Reutzel, for copying maps 5 days, at $3 per day.• ••••••••••••• •...... •• • . . .•• •• • • • • • • •• •• . •• . . . . . . . . . • • • • ••••••••••••••• 
To A. L. McIntire, for copyinit maps 17 days, at $3 per day ••••• ••••. ••• ••••·· •••••· •••••••••• •••• •••••.•••••••.••••••• •••• •••· 
To A. Ramsay, jr., for copying 35,752 words, at 10 cents per hundred........................................... • ••••••••••••••• 
To James Ord, for copying 95,040 words, at 10 cents per hundred •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• •••• •••••• •...•••••.•••• •••••• •••••· 
'J'o A. Ford, for tracing maps 22 days, at $"2 per day .....••••••••••...••••••••......•••..•......••••.•.•...••..•.•••••••••••••••• 
To R. Patton, for copying 52,500 words, at 10 cents per hundred . . • •. • • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . . . • • . .• •• . . . • . . . . • • • . • . . . . •••••• , , ...... . 
Tow. B. Page, for copying 120,960 words, at 10 cents per hundred ••••••••••.......•••••.•••....••••••... ••••• .••••..•••..••••• 
To Jonathan Elliott, for 100 copies Treaties and Conventions.... . •• . . • . • . . • • . . . . . • • . ••••.....••••......•.••....••••••••.••••••. 
To Gales & Seaton, for advertising exequatnrs, &c.. •• • • . •• . .• . • .. . . . • • . •• • . . . • . •• .• . . • • • . . . •. •. •. . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . ••••.•••... , ••. 
To James Maury, consul at Liverpool, for postages in England •••• ••••••••••••·•••••·••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
To James !llartin, for copying 91,687 words, at IO cents per hundred .•••.•.•.•••. ••••·• ••••..•.•••.•.....••.•.••.....•.••..•..••. 
To Dobbin, Murphy & Bose, for advertising •• • • • • ••• • • • • •••••••••.•.•••.......•.•...•••..•..•••••.........•••...••••........•. 
To James Ord, for 3j-days examining records in relation to treaty of Ghent, at $2 50 per day ••••••••• •••• ....•••. •·•••• ......... . 
To Ballard & Wright, for advertising ••••••••••••••.•..••••.•••• ••••• ••..•••.••• , •. , •••••••• ••·••• .••••.••••••..•.•.•••••••.••.. 
To A. L. McIntire, for 3j- days examining records in relation to treaty of Ghent, at $2 50 per day •••••••••••••••••..••.•.••.• , ••••. 
To n. Russell, for advertising............ ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..... .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .............. . 
To Edward Wyer, bearer of despatches to London, for his compensation from December 28, 1826, to March 19, 

$21 00 
52 00 

450 00 
100 00 
94 52 
81 62 

112 70 
33 10 
18 00 

27 00 

56 54 
15 00 
51 00 
35 75 
95 04 
44 00 
52 50 

120 96 
1,coo co 

46 00 
164 59 
91 69 

135 00 
8 33 

116 25 
8 33 
6 00 

1827, making 82 days, at $6 per day, including passages and expenses ••..•.• , • • • • • . . . • • • • . . • •• • • . ..•••••••. $1,267 00 ••••••••••••• 
To w. Prentiss, for bis compensation and expenses in delivering a box of honks to the Governor of Maine, at 

Portland••·•••• ••• • ••••• •••• •••••· •··•••·•·•• •••• ••·•·• ••••·• ••·•·••••••••••• •·······•••• ••••·••••• •·•· 200 00 
To )'d. M. Cruikshank, for copying 18,3i6 words, at 10 cents per hundred ••••••..•••••• •••••• .••• ••·••• ••.••.•.•. ••• : •. ••••·• •.•• 
To S. D. King, for copying part ofan old map of North America .. ..... •••••• •••• .•••••••••••••••••.•.. •••• .....•••••••••••.•. 

16,304 92 

18 38 
9 50 

19,759 39 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office,Felmuzry28, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Stai,ement explaining the differences between the " statement slwwing the di,sbursements made out of the appro-
priaf,ions for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse; distingui,shing between those items which have 
been allowed under the authority and upon the certificate of the Searetary of State, from those which have 
been otherwise vo'WJhed, from March 4, 1825, to December 31, 182'i," (marked B,) and the actual amount 
of payments made from the Treasury dU1-ing the years 1825, 1826, and 182'i, (asper statement .A.) 

Expenditures (as per statement B) from March 4, to December 31, 1825................. $11,828 83 
To which add the following expenditures from January 1 to March 3, 1825, viz: 

Andrew Armstrong, commercial agent at Port au Prince, (salary) . . . . . . . . . . $250 00 
Daniel Turner, bearer of despatches from Montevideo to Buenos Ayres . . . . . . 150 00 
William Taylor, agent of the United States at Alvarado................... 500 00 
Condy Raguet, agent for commerce and seamen at Rio Janeiro. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,500 00 
John B. Prevost, agent of the United States in South America.............. 500 00 

• Walcott Chauncey, for passage of Edward Wyer, and Consul Stith and family, 
in the years 1821 and 1822 ........................................ . 

Joseph Milligan, for a port folio for a treaty ............................. . 
President's certificate, without specification ............................. . 
President's certificate, without specification ............................. . 

And expenditures from March 4, to December 13, 1825, viz: 
Andrew Armstrong, commercial agent at Port au Prince, (salary) ......... . 
*John B. Prevost, agent of the United States in South America ........... . 
*Condy Raguet, agent for commerce and seamen at Rio Janeiro ........... . 

Carried forward ............. . 

o Advances-accounts unsettled. 

1,150 00 
100 00 
'TOO 00 

1,000 00 

6,850 00 

'i50 00 
2,000 00 

400 00 

10,000 00 11,828 83 
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Brought forward ............... . 
tRichard C . .Anderson, jr., late minister at Colombia, for writing done for the 

legation of the United States at Bogota, from December 10, 1823, to 
January 2, 1825 ................................................. . 

*John J. Appleton, special agent at Naples ........................... , .. 
tJohn M. Forbes, Charge d'Affaires at Buenos Ayres, for the funeral expenses 

of Cresar A. Rodney, deceased, late minister at Buenos Ayres ......... . 

To which add the following: 
For this sum paid to George S. Watkins, more than accounted for by him .... 
.A.nd this sum advanced to John H. Pleasants, more than accounted for by him 

in this year; both repaid in 182'1. .................................. . 

From which deduct the following: 
Balance due by the agent of the Department of State, January 1, 1825 ..... . 
Balance due to the agent of the Department of State, January I, 1826 ..... . 

$10,000 00 

2,125 24 
1,125 00 

4H 12 

186 O'l 

10 00 

218 38 
44 80 

1009 

$11,828 83 

13,'l21 36 

196 O'l 

25,'l46 26 

l'l3 58 

Total payments made from the Treasury in the year 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,5'l2 68 

Expenditures ( as per statement B) for 1826 .............. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,656 04 
To which add the following expenditures for 1826, viz: 

James Bowdoin, formerly minister at Madrid, for balance due to him........ $86 31 
Andrew Armstrong, commercial agent at Port au Prince, (salary) . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00 
President's certificate, without specification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,666 66 

Add also-
Balance due from the agent on the 1st January, 182'l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
Balance due to the agent on the 1st Jan nary, 1826 ..........•............. 

3,268 'l9 
44 80 

Total payments made from the Treasury in the year 1826 ............................. . 

Expenditures ( as per statement B) for 182'l ......................................... . 
To which add the following expenditures for 182'l, viz: 

.Andrew Armstrong, commercial agent at Port au Prince, (salary) . . . . . . . . . . $'l50 00 
*John Rainals, consul at Copenhagen................................... 500 00 
*William Tudor, consul at Lima........................................ 9,800 00 
*Robert 1L Harrison, consul at Trinidad.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8'l5 00 
Vincent Gray, for amount paid by him at Havana for the relief of sundry 

American citizens confined there in prison in 1815 ................... . 
President's certificate, without spec!fication ............................. . 
President's certificate, without specification ............................. . 
President's certificate, without specification ............................. . 
President's certificate, without specification ............................. . 
President's certificate, without specification ............................. . 

Add also-
Balance due from the agent on the 1st January, 1828 .................... . 
Balance due from the agent on the 1st January, 182'l .................... . 

1,2'l5 00 
96'l 38 
9'l9 'l3 

1,052 90 
4,458 00 
1,500 00 

5,'l89 9'l 
3,268 'l9 

Total payments made from the Treasury in the year 182'l ....................... . 

2,'l52 9'l 

3,223 99 

18,633 00 

$11,5'l9 44 

22,158 01 

2,521 18 

36,258 63 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi,ster. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi-ster's Office, March 22, 1828. 

C. 

The Sec,·eta,·y of State to S. Wood, Esq., Chairman of the Committee of the House of Representatives on the 
Ea;pendilures of the Department of State. 

Srn: The usual public 
follows: 

DEPARTMENT OF ST.A.TE, Washington, .April 18, 1822. 
expenditures under the superintendence of the Department of State are as 

1. The expenses of the Department, specific and contingent, as particularly set forth in annual 
estimates of appropriations presented to Congress. •• 

2. Printing the laws in the newspapers and in pamphlets, from session to session. 
3. Intercourse with foreign nations-diplomatic; Barbary intercourse; relief of seamen; contingent 

expenses of foreign intercourse. 
To these expenses, which are of a permanent character, are to be added occasional disbursements by 

virtue of particular acts and appropriations; of these occasional expenditures, two of the heaviest 
charges of the last year have been-

0 Advances-accounts unsettled. t Allowed by the President. t.A.llowed by ex-President Monroe. 
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4. For taking the Fourth Census, the appropriation for which, by act of April 11, 1820, was $240,000. 
5. For carrying into execution the treaty of February 22, 1819, with Spain; appropriation by act of 

March 3, 1821, $100,000. 
6. For the Boundary Commissioners under the treaty of. Ghent. 
'l. Colonel Trumbull's pictures. . . 
8. Printing the journals of the Convention and the journals of the Congress of the Confederation. 
The practice of the Department in the direction of these disbursements is as follows: 
The moneys are drawn from the Treasury by letters of requisition from me to the Secretary of the 

Treasury, requ1::sting, from -time to timP, warrants for specified sums, to be charged upon the several 
objects of appropriation for which the amount of each requisition is wanted. 

These requisitions, in the cases of the diplomatic and Barbary funds, and part of those for seamen, 
and contingent expenses of foreign intercourse, are, that remittances of a specified amount should be made 
to the bankers of the United States at London and Amsterdam, who are debited with the amount, and 
credited, upon the production of their accounts, with the sums paid by them to the ministers of the United 
States in Europe, and other public agents who are authorized to draw upon them. These :i;emittances are 
made by the Treasury Department itself, and no part of the money comes to· the disposal of any person in 
the Department of State. 

The requisitions for expenditures within the United States are of two kinds: 1st, for warrants in 
favor of particular individuals having acknowledged claims to payment in every part of the Union, and 
the amount of which is remitted to them, or paid upon their drafts; and 2d, warrants for gross sums, in 
favor of Fontaine Maury, one of the clerks in the Department, charged with the keeping of the accounts 
of the Department and paying the current expenses chargeable upon it. 

These payments, many of them of small sums, the occasions of which occur from day to day, are 
made by checks upon tlie Bank of the Metropolis, with which a bank account is kept by Mr. Maury, upon 
a moderate deposit of moneys drawn from the Treasury, from time to time, and at _all times liable to be 
withdrawn from the bank by a single check. 

The account with the Bank of the Metropolis. was kept before l had charge of this Department, and 
before the exie;tence of the present Bank of the United States. I had not thought it necessary to direct 
that the deposit and the account should be transferred to the Branch Bank of the United States, principally 
because the Bank of the Metropolis affords, gratuitously, facilities for remitting moneys to various parts 
of the Union, which the branch bank declines, unless upon the payment of a commission. Some insinua
tions, however,_ having appeared in a recent publication tending to question the District banks, the whole 
of the balance which was in deposit there has been withdrawn and deposited in the branch bank. 

It has been observed that the balance of the deposit in that bank is always small. In the month of 
April, 1821, there was, however, deposited there $100,000 by one draft. It was for the payment of the 
accounts pf the marshals for taking the census, which were then coming in almost daily, and this sum 
was, in fact, drawn for from the branch bank, not at once, but as the accounts of the marshals were 
brought in for payment. The whole sum was absorbed in less than two months. 

No part of the deposit has ever been to my individual credit, but all to that of the agent for the 
Department, who regularly settles his accounts at the Treasury at the close or every quarter. Should it 
suit the convenience of the committee to call at the office of the Department, the books will be submitted 
to their inspection, and any explanation given of them which they may think desirable. The vouchers, 
excepting those of the current q1.1arter, are at the Treasury, where they will also be at the inspection of 
the committee if desired. 

The public expenditures under the direction of this Department are of two kinds: 1st, those the 
amount of which is prescribed by law, such as the salaries of officers, the compensation for printing the 
laws in the newspapers; that to the marshals and their assistants for taking the census, &c.; and 2d, those 

, which are occasional, contingent, and discretionary. With regard to all those of the second description, 
having made the most rig~rous economy the•invariable principle of my conduct in relation to them, I am 
unable to suggest to the committee any measures by which that economy could be more effective. 

If the committee will have the goodness to refer to the estimates of appropriation for the present 
year, they will perceive, in pages 28 and 29, that the items of contingent expenses of foreign intercourse, 
Barbary intercourse, and relief of seamen, being all items of permanent appropriation over which this 
Department has any discretionary control, the balances of former appropriations are more than sufficient 
for the estimated service of this year, and that no part of the appropriations of the last year to these 
items bas been drawn from the Treasury; 

The application of the appropriations for the contingent expenses of the Department of State is also 
in a considerable degree at the discretion of the head of the Department. It has by me been made chiefly 
in the purchase of useful though somewhat costlycollections of books, among which are the new editions 
of the Parliamentary History and Debates of Great Britain, the Statutes at Large, and the Statutes of the 
Realm, now in the process of publication by tlie special authority of the British Parliament, the State 
Trials, the Annual Register, the Transactions of the Royal Society, the Memoirs of the French Academy. 
of Sciences, and the Repertory of Arts and Manufactures, complete sets of which works have been pro
cured. Some expense has also been incurred in procuring collections of the statute laws of the several 
States of the Union, and the reports of decisions of their judicial courts. To these have been added 
duplicates, procured from France and England, of their respective standards of weights and measures, 
including copies of the Platina Metre and Kilogramme of the French Archives. Orders have been 
recently given for the large editions of the works of Humboldt and Bonpland upon South America, and 
Cook's and Vancouver's Voyages, and some others, the want of which has been occasionally felt in the 
trlj,nsaction of the current business of the Department, and may probably be still more sensibly hereafter. 
By comparing the amount of the bills for these articles with the amount of appropriations for contingent 
expenses under the direction of this Department since the year 181 'l, the committee will be enabled to 
judge bow far the discretion of expense has been properly exercised. 

I take this occasion to inform the committee that in the note B, annexed to the estimate of the present 
year, page 60, it is erroneously stated that no part of the appropriation for printing the laws, &c., was in 
the Treasury on the first of January, 1822. The chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means of the 
Honse has been furnished with a certificate from the Register of the Treasury that there was in the 
Treasury on the first of January, 1822, the sum of $9,600, being part of that appropriation. It still 
remains in the Treasury at this time. 

I have the honor, &c., &c., JOHN Q . .ADAMS. 
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D. 

Summary statement of moneys approprial,ed and expended under the following heads of appropriation during 
the years 1825, Ui26, and 18~7. 

Contingent expenses of the Department of State. 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1824 ........................................... $10,600 00 
Appropriation for 1825.... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12,050 00 
Appropriation for 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,095 00 
Repayment in 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00 
Appropriation in 1827. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,050 00 

44,805 00 

Expenditure made from the Treasury in 1825.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16,800 00 
Expenditure made from the Treasury in 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,045 00 
Expenditure made from the Treasury in 1827.......................................... 11,960 00 

44,805 00 

Printing, puhlishing, and distrihutwn of the laws of the United States. 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1824 .......... :. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $5,558 00 
Appropriation for 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,500 00 
Appropriation for 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 'l ,000 00 
Appropriation for 182'1 ....................................... _. ........... ~ . . . . . . . . . . 17,000 00 

53,058 00 

Expenditure made from the Treasury in 1825 ................•. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11,500 00 
Expenditure made from the Treasury in 1826............ .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,500 00 
Expenditure made from the Treasury in 182'1.......................................... 1 'l,500 00 

45,500 00 
Balance of appropriation December 31, 182'l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'l,558 00 

Contingent eapenses of foreign intercourse. 

Balance of appropriation for 1824 ................. : ................................. . 
Appropriation made in 1825 ............•...... • ..................................... . 
Repayments in 1825 ........................... ~ ................................... . 
Appropriation made in 1826 ....................................................... . 
Repayments in 182'l ............................................................... . 
Appropriation made in 182'l ........................................................ . 
Repayment in 182'l ................................................................ . 

53,058 00 

$1'l,306 39 
40,000 00 

9'l 'l3 
40,000 00 

5 93 
30,000 00 

10 00 

12'1,420 05 

Expenditures (per statement B) for 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11,828 83 
Other expenditures made in 1825.......................................... 13,'l43 85 

---- $25,5'l2 68 
Carried to surplus fund in 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9'l 'l3 
Expenditures (per statement B) for 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,656 04 
Other expenditures made in 1826 ............. :............................ 5,9'l6 96 

18,633 00 
Carried to surplus fund in 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 93 
Expenditures (per statement B) for 182'l....... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,5'l9 44 
Other expenditures made in 182'1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24,6'19 19 

36,258 63 
• 

80,56'l 9'l 
Balance of appropriation December 31, 182'l. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46,852 08 

12'l,420 05 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, March 11, 1828. 
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G. 

Empenduure of the $20,000 appropriated annually for the purpose of defraying the expenses of all the missions 
abroad for one year, extracted from ministerlf, &a., acaounts. 

Richard Rush, minister, London. Contingent, lstJanuaryto 3lstMay, 1825 $4'13 06 
Richard Rush, return home allowance................................ 2,250 00 

--- $2, '123 06 
Rufus King, minister, London. Contingent, 1st June to 31st December, 1825 348 66 
John .A.. Smith, Charge d'.Affaires, London. Contingent, 16th May to 30th 

September .................................................. . 
John .A.. Smith, salary as Charge d'.A.ffaires between the departure of Mr. 

Rush and arrival of Mr. King,from 26th May to 11th November, 1825 

306 44 

2,083 63 
2,390 O'r 

---$5,461 '19 
James Brown, minister, Paris. Contingent, from 1st January to 31st December, 1825........ '189 26 
Henry Middleton, minister, St. Petersburg, from 1st January to 31st December, 1825......... 933 44 
Hugh Nelson, minister, Madrid. Contingent, from 1st January to 10th July, 

1825 ..••••....••••.••••.•....•••••••••.•• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Hugh Nelson, allo:vance for return home ............................. . 

$34'119 
2,250 00 

---$2,59'1 19 
Alexander H. Everett, minister, Madrid, for contingent, from 8th July to 31st Decem-

ber, 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 521 00 

Thomas L. L. Brent, Charge d'.A.ffaires at Lisbon. Contingent, from 1st July, 1824, to 30th 
September, 1825 ............................................................... . 

Christopher Hughes, Charge d'.A.ffaires at Stockholm. Contingent, from 1st January 
to 30th June, 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $312 4'1 

Christopher Hughes, allowed him on a special mission at the Court of Denmark, in 
1825, equal to half an outfit ........ H.................................. 2,250 00 

John J. Appleton, special. agent at Naples, for contingent, from 1st October, 1825, to 19th 
August, 1826 .................................................................. . 

Richard C. Anderson, minister, Bogota. Contingent, •from 26th March, 1825, to 31st March, 
1826 ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •••• • t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Heman Allen, minister, Chili. Contingent, from 1st January to 31st December, 1825 ......... . 
Joel R. Poinsett, minister, Mexico. Contingent, from· 8th March, 1825, to 31st March, 1826 .. . 
Beaufort T. Watts, Charge d'Affaires at Colombia. Contingent, from 1st January to 31st 

December, 1825 ............. ' ................................................... . 
Condy Raguet, Charge d'.Affaires at Rio Janeiro. Contingent, from 29th October, 1825, to 31st 

December, 1826 ................................................................ . 
John Williams, Charge d'.A.ffaires at Guatemala. Contingent, from 3d December, 1825, to 2d 

December, 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......................... . 
John M. Forbes, Charge d'.Affaires at_ Buenos _Ayres._ • ·co_riti7:1g~n~, f~om ~st January to 31st 

December, 1825 ....... _ ............ _ .. ·.·.· ._ ...... _ .. _.. :_._ ... ,._. .. _._ ...... _. ............ . 

3,118 19 

382 'TO 

2,562 4'1 

80 10 

205 00 
289 6'1 

1,030 24 

'1'19 50 

.111 88 

20 40 

l'r'r 00 

15;941 64 

I hereby certify that the foregoing are true • extracts from the accounts of ministers and Charge 
d' Affaires on file in this office, with the exception of those of the ministers at St. Petersburg and Madrid, 
and Charge d'.A.ffaires at Rio Janeiro, and agent at Naples, they being yet unsettled. 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTIIENT, Register's Office, January s, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Offiae, Marah 12, 1828. 
Sm: In making up the statement which has been furnished from this office relative to the disburse

ment of moneys appropriated for foreign missions and foreign intercourse, we have endeav.ored to comply, 
as far as practicable, with the terms of the letter of requisition. In doing this, we have considered that 
these terms embraced only such items of expenditure as have accrued and been authorized since the 
commencement of the present administration; and in relation to allowances made upon the voucher of 
the Secretary-of State that such only were intended as have been admitted upon his sole and exclusive 
authority. 

The appropriations for contingent expenses of foreign intercourse have been always kept under one 
distinct and separate account, unblended with others, so that payments out of this fund have been gene
rally made for such contingencies only; though there have been instances of advances made from this fund 
on account of outfits. 

1'he appropriations for outfits, salaries, and contingent expenses of missions abroad have been 
uniformly blended in one account, denominated "Diplomatic Department," and payment~ for these various 
objects have been as uniformly made out of this general fund without specification of object. The 
materials for the statement rendered were obtained by dissecting the settled accounts of individuals: 
First, under the head of contingent expenses of foreign intercourse; second, under the head of Diplomatic 
Department. 

With tb,c first there could have been no misapprehension. With the second there might have been; 
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for not being able to distinguish between those allowances for outfit and salary which were properly 
payable out of the appropriations for these objects, and those which were perhaps more properly payable 
out of the appropriation for the contingent expenses of missions abroad, we were constrained to arrange 
all the items according to their designation on the accounts themselves; and thus the statement may 
have exhibited a result differing from your expectations-; but this, if so, has been unavoidable for the 
reasons above stated. 

In the case of payments made to John A. King, to which you have alluded, we find his account stated 
for outfit and salary; it was paid out of the fund for the Diplomatic Department, and we have no authority 
for saying it was properly a charge upon the contingent part of that fund; therefore we have arranged the 
items as designated. 

'l'he account is endorsed thus: "The President approves the above charges, December 22, 1826. H. 
Clay." Therefore we have not stated it as allowed upon the sole and exclusive authority of the Secretary 
~~~ . 

It may be well, perhaps, to remark that the warrants upon these two funds, for balances due on 
settled accounts, are made out in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, and are drawn upon the one 
or the other fund, as their corresponding entries in the office of the Fifth Auditor may indicate. 

In my letter of the 25th February last, to the Fifth Auditor, it is stated that, "In examining the 
accounts containing the contingent expenses of missions abroad, for the above period, we have not been 
able to discover any item as allowed upon the special approval of the Secretary of State." 

Upon a re-examination of these accounts we have found the following items, which accrued in the year 
1825, blended with others of a prior date, and allowed by the chief clerk of the State Department, in the 
name of the Secretary, viz: to Beaufort T. Watts, Charge d'Affaires at Bogota, for newspapers, postages, 
and letter carrier, $615. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regi.ster. 

Hon. JORN BLAIR. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 906. [1ST SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF IRON FOR RAILROADS FREE OF _DUTY. 

COID!UNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES APRIL 7, 1828. 

To the honorable the Spealier and memhers of the House of Representat.,ives of the Congress of the United Stales: 
The petition of the City Council of Charleston, in the State of South Carolina, showeth: That an,aact 

of the Legislature of the said State was ratified on the thirtieth day of January, in the year eighteen 
hundred and twenty-eight, authorizing the formation of a company to be incorporated by the name of the 
South Carolina Canal and Railroad Company; 

That the stock required by the said _act of the Legislature has been subscribed according to the terms 
of the act upon which the charter of incorporation was to take effect; 

That by the terms of the said act, five weeks' public notice, in certain newspapers of the State, must 
now be given to the stockholders of the said company to meet and organize the company; 

That in the meantime the present session of Congress is drawing to a close; 
That it is very desirable, during the present session, that the objects of this petition should be accom

plished, so as to afford to the said company the earliest opportunity of commencing and completing their 
contemplated works. 

Your petitioners, therefore, show that the said South Carolina Canal and Railroad Company are 
required, by the aforesaid act of the Legislature, to direct and confine their first efforts and enterprise to 
the formation and completion of the railroad communication between Charleston and the Savannah river, 
at or near Hamburg, and other points or places on the said river; and when such communication shall be 
completed, or before, if the company shall find it practicable and advantageous, they are authorized to 
construct railroads to Columbia and to Camden, in the said State. 

Your petitioners further show that, for the purpose of constructing the said railroads, a large quantity 
of iron will be required, which will constitute a great portion of the cost of these extensive roads. 

That the construction of railroads being but a new undertaking in this country, it jg thought safest 
and best that the iron required should be procured from England, where it can be worked up in the proper 
manner, so as to insure greater certainty in the execution of the projected roads. 

Your petitioners further show that it is contemplated to propel carriages upon the said railroads by 
means of locomotive steam engines. That, after encountering many difficulties in constructing such 
engines, so as to afford the power required of them, they have at length succeeded in England in accom
plishing that object. That, as yet, no such engines have been constructed in the United States. It is 
therefore obvious that the locomotive engines to be used on the said railroads should be imported, until 
the manufacturers of the United States have acquired skill in constructing them. • 

That the duties to the Government on iron imported, especially when worked up, constitute a very 
large portion of the expense of procuring such iron. 

Your petitioners, therefore, pray that an act of Congress may be passed authorizing the South Carolina 
Canal and Railroad Company to import, free of duty, all such iron, manufactured or not manufactured, as 
may be required for the formation and completion of the roads they are authorized to construct by the 
aforesaid act of the Legislature of this State; and, likewise, all such steam and other engines and carriages 
as may be required in constructing the said railroads, or in propelling carriages thereon when first 
completed. 
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Your petitioners now present some reasons which to them seem sufficient to authorize the aid asked 
of Congress. Of the projected roads, that required by the act of our Legislature to be first undertaken 
and completed by the company will afford the safest, cheapest, the most direct, and the most expeditious 
and certain communication between Charleston and Augusta, in Georgia, which town is opposite Hamburg, 
in this State. • . 

Not only the commercial prosperity of these places will be thereby promoted, but Augusta being a 
military depot of the United States, this road may properly claim the attention of Congress as one of 
national importance. All the reasons in favor of the best military roads between such important points 
as Charleston and Augusta are here strictly applicable. 

The other roads contemplated by the company, though not communicating directly with places where 
the United States at present have military depots, are yet important in many points of view, as well for 
military as for commercial purposes. ' 

To promote objects similar to those now contemplated by the South Carolina Canal and Railroad 
Company, Congress have authorized large amounts of stock to be taken by Government in several compa
nies, and have directed officers of the Government, in the pay of the Government, to make the necessary 
surveys, and to discharge the other duties as civil engineers required by the companies. 

As yet no aid in either of these ways has been afforded to this section of our country, and what we 
now ask is neither the money of the Government nor the services of its officers, but merely that we be 
permitted to act for ourselves, and to procure the necessary materials where they can be best obtained, if 
we are not trammelled by the operation of laws which, at all events in this case, will act, if permitteq to 
act, a public as well as a private injury. 

JOHN G.ADSDEN, Intendant. 
By the Intendant: 

Wn,LWI RoACH, Olerlc of Oouncil. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 907. [181' SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF IRON FOR RAILROADS FREE OF DUTY. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESE~ATIVES APRIL 'l, 1828. 

DELAWARE AND HunsoN CANAL CoMP.A."IT1 New Yorlc, ,Ap,'il 2, 1828. 
DEAR Sm: Under directions of our board I take the liberty of sending to you a memorial of this 

company to Congress, with documents attached; and I am instructed to ask the favor of you to make such 
disposition of it as you may deem best calculated to effect our object. 

There is one point in my letter of the 3d ultimo, a copy of which is attached to the memorial, to which 
I beg leave to call your particular attention. It is this: that the subject of importation was suggested 
by one of the oldest iron manufacturers, who is in nowise interested in our company, who was among the 
first, if not the very first, that engaged in rolling iron on a large scale. He frankly stated that the manu
facturers of iron in this country had not acquired that accuracy in rolling plates to which they had 
attained in England. It was this consideration, and a most important one, that induced us to look abroad; 
and we subsequently found that there would also be a considerable saving in expense if the plates should 
be classed as iron manufactures. This point being determined by the letter of the Hon. Secretary of 
the Treasury, we then, and not till then, decided on sending out an engineer to purchase and superintend 
the manufacture of the plates, also four locomotive engines, and have allowed him three months to travel 
through the country for information on all the subjects connected with his profession. And as the engineer 
is well qualified, both. from scientific and practical knowledge, we hope to be instrumental in adding 
largely to the common stock of information on all the means of facilitating internal transportation. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
• JOHN BOLTON, Premdent. 

Ron. G. C. VERPLANCK. 

The Hon. Mr. Martin, of the Committee on Manufactures, has. expressed a friendly disposition towards 
our case. , 

The Hon. Mr. Wright, of the same committee, when a Senator of this State, took a friendly part in 
favor of our application for aid in the winter of 182'l. • 

·po the Senate and House of Representaiives of the United States in Oongress a,ssemhled: 

The memorial of the president, managers, and company of the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company 
respectfully showeth: That your memorialists, under charters from the States of Pennsylvania and New 
York, are engaged in constructing a canal from the Hudson river to the Delaware, up the valley of the 
latter to the mouth of the Lackawaxen, and up the valley of the Lackawaxen about twenty-four miles; 
making, in all, one hundred and five miles from the Hudson. This canal is very nearly finished, and will 
be complete in the course of this year. . 

Between the head of said canal and the coal mines a railroad, over an uneven and elevated part of 
the country, is to be constructed, the length of which will be about fifteen miles. In order to make said 
railroad it becomes necessary to procure about 360 tons of iron plates, and an engineer has been accord
ingly sent to England for that purpose. 
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Your memorialists refer to the annexed copies of letters, of the dates of November 9, December 15, 
and December 21, 182'1, to show the circumstances under which they have acted; and theyfurtberrefer to 
the copy of a letter dated March 3, 1828, also annexed hereto, as explaining more fully the views which 
have induced them to appeal for protection to your honorable body. 

Relying upon the construction of the existing laws in relation to duties upon iron manufactures by 
the Treasury Department, your memorialists concluded to import their iron plates, and they humbly hope 
that the National Legislature will not fail, in any law that may be passed on the subject, to exempt the 
said plates from the payment of any higher duties than those which now exist. These materials are 
to be actually used in the construction of the road; and, considering the objects of your memorialists in 
the construction of their canal and railroad, they confidently appeal to the National Representatives to 
be exempted from the operation of any increase in the duties on iron that may hereafter be imposed. 

Your memorialists further beg leave to represent, that they consider the construction of railroads of 
so much public importance and utility as to justify the exemption altogether of the iron used in making 
roads from the payin.ent of duty. Every facility ought certainly to be afforded to companies engaged in 
the construction of such roads by the National Government; and the true policy of the country would 
seem to point out encouragement to internal communications as the first object and most important interest 
of the nation. If the Representatives of the nation ought to foster and protect those efforts tending to 
the benefit of the country generally, your memorialists humbly conceive that the companies engaged in 
making artificial roads are entitled to ask that protection and aid at the bands of the Government. And 
your memorialists think that in affording aid to such laudable undertakillgs the best interests of the 
nation will be subserved in a manner which will promote rather than interfere with either the manufac
turing, commercial,· or agricultural concerns of the country. Considering the very large capital that has 
been expended by your memorialists in the prosecution of these internal communications, and the hazards 
to which they were necessarily exposed in their undertakings, your memorialists most respectfully but 
earnestly submit whether the supplies of iron which they may find it necessary to obtain from Europe 
for the making of their road ought not to be wholly exempted from the payment of duty. And they make 

' this appeal to the enlightened Representatives of the nation, in the confidence that if it is favorably 
received and their prayer granted, the operation of the exemption, without impairing any other obligations 
of the Government, will promote the public convenience and advance the cause of internal improvements. 

With these views your memorialists humbly pray that they may be entirely exempted from the pay
ment of duties on articles of iron imported by them for the construction of their said railroad; or that, at 
all events, in consideration of the before stated circumstances, which are more fully set forth in the 
annexed documents, your honorable body will be pleased, in any law·tbat may hereafter be passed altering 
the existing duties on iron, to exempt the said articles so to be imported by your memorialists from the 
"?peration of such law. 

All which is respectfully submitted by order of the said company. 
JOH...~ BOLTON, Prem.dent. 

s. FLEWWELLING, J.'reasure:r. 

The following are the managers of the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company: 
John Bolton. John Hunter. 
Philip Hone. Thomas Tileston. 
Garrit B. Abeel. William W. Russel. 
Samuel Whittemore. William Calder. 
Hezekiah B. Pierpont. Henry Thomas. 
Rufus L. Lord. William H. Ireland. 
Benjamin W. Rogers. 

DELAW.ARE AND HunsoN CANAL COMPANY, New York, November 9, 182'1. 
Sm: This company intend to construct a railroad from the termination of their canal near Bethany, 

in Pennsylvania, to the coal mines on the Lackawanock, in length about fifteen miles, and will require 
for that purpose from three to four hundred tons of rolled iron plates, about two inches wide and about 
fourteen feet long, pierced with square or round boles to admit the fastenings about eighteen inches 
apart, and the ends of the plates cut to be inserted into each other. 

The main object of the proposed railroad is to transport coal to the bead of our canal, which is to be 
taken down the canal to tide-water on the Hudson river. The ·principal part of the canal is complete; 
the residue is in course of construction, and is expected to be completed in the course of the summer of 
next year. 

My object in addressing you on this subject is to ascertain whether rolled iron plates, prepared in 
the manner described, if imported from Europe would be admitted as manufactured iron. 

I should be much obliged by a reply at your earliest convenience; and remain, with great respect, 
your obedient servant, • 

JOHN BOLTON, Prem.dent. 
Hon. JAMES BARBOUR, Secretary of the J.'reasury. 

TREASURY DEP.ARTMENT, Comptroller's Office, December 15, 182'1. 
Srn: Your letter·oftbe 9th ultimo to the Secretary of War, being on a subject properly coming under 

the cognizance of this Department, bas been referred to me through the Secretary of the Treasury. 
The question propounded by you is, whether rolled iron plates, about two inches wide and about 

fourteen feet long, pierced with square or round holes to admit the fastenings about eighteen inches apart, 
and the ends of the plates cut to be inserted into each other, the same being intended for a railroad, 
will be admitted to entry as "manufactures of iron" on their importion from England? 

In reply, I have to observe that iron of this description, without the boles and the ends cut, would 
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simply be rolled bar iron, and be liable to a specific duty of $30 per ton; but I am of opinion that the 
operation of making so many holes in and cutting the ends of each bar so far changes the character of 
the iron as to constitute a manufacture ef iron within the meaning of the law. 

I deem it proper to add, that the point to be decided being involved in some difficulty, it required 
considerable time to examine the case in all its bearings; and such were the difficulties which it presented 
that it was deemed necessary to consult the Secretary of the Treasury on the subject, who, after much 
consideration, accords in the opinion above expressed. 

Th1s will account for the delay in answering your letter. 
Respectfully, 

JOS. ANDERSON, Comptroller. 
J oHN BoLTON, Esq. 

DELAWARE AND HunsoN CAJ.'l"AL CoMPANY, New York, December 21, 1827. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge your esteemed favor of the 15th instant, in answer to mine of 

the 9th ultimo, which was inadvertently addressed to the honorable Secretary of War. 
The delay is very satisfactorily accounted for; it had induced a reference to the copy of my letter 

and the sending of a copy with the address of the honorable Secretary of the Treasury. Our board have 
now decided on sending to England for the iron plates, and I have to tender you my acknowledgments 
for your very satisfactory communication. • • 

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN BOLTON, President. 

Hon. JosEPH ANDERSON, Comptroller, Washington. 

Copy ef a letter wriiten to several members of Congress. 

BANK OF THE DELAWARE AND HunsoN CANAL CoMPANY, New Yorlc, March 3, 1828. 
Sm: Under charters from the States of Pennsylvania and New York this company is engaged in 

constructing a canal from the Hudson river to the Delaware, up the valley of the latter to the mouth of 
the Lackawaxen, in Pennsylvania, and up the valley of the Lackawaxen about 24 miles; making, in all, 
105 miles from the Hudson. For the greater part of the distance the canal is complete and navigable, 
and the remainder will be :finished in the course of this year. The principal object of this work is to 
bring coal into the State of New York from the mines in the valley of the Lackawanock. Between the 
head of our canal and the coal mines the country is uneven and elevated, and a railroad now in course of 
construction is to connect them, the length of which is a little short of 15 miles. Early in the last fall 
the point at which our canal terminates was settled, and our engineer was instructed to prepare a plan 
for the railroad. His report on the subject was received late in October, and our inquiries were then 
directed to the- procuring of the iron plates. The quantity required is about 360 tons. Only two 
manufacturers would undertake the work; another, and the oldest in the business, had the candor to 
acknowledge that the manufacturers in this country had not acquired that accuracy in rolling iron to 
which they had attained in England; and the most perfect accuracy being necessary to avoid friction, 
and to give us all the advantages of which railroads were susceptible, he advised us to import our 
plates from England. We consequently sought information as to those particulars on which to found a 
comparative estimate of the cost for English iron; and other kinds, both foreign and American, would not 
come so low. The lowest offer made to us here was· 5½ cents per_pound; and we ascertained that the 
price of rolled iron plates in England was £9 10s. sterling per ton, and the workmanship to prepare them 
for our use would cost about £3 sterling, making £12 10s. The duty on rolled bar iron is $30 per ton, 
and on iron manufactures not enumerated is 25 per cent. on the cost, with an addition of 10 per cent. 
We believed that the plates we required ought to come under the latter denomination, but in order to 
ascertain whether our opinion was correct I addressed a letter to the honorable Secretary of the Treasury, 
describing the plates as they would be when prepared for use, and asking the favor of him to inform me 
whether they would be admitted subject to the duty on iron manufactures. Some time being taken in 
examining the question, the Comptroller :fin~lly answered in the affirmative. This being laid before our 
board I was authorized to employ an engineer to go to England to contract for the iron and superintend 
the manufacture, and he sailed from hence for Liverpool on the 24th of January. I am now advised that 
measures have been or will be attempted to get a provision introduced into the tariff bill now before 
Cong·ress to deprive us of the pecuniary advantage upon which, and the superior accuracy in forming the 
plates, we predicated our determination to import them. One mode suggested is to have a high specific 
duty on railroad plates, and another to except from iron manufactures chargeable with 25 per cent. duty 
all such as shall not have cost for workmanship 50 per cent. on the price of the bars. If the latter 
suggestion-should be adopted and the duty on rolled bar iron should even remain as it is, we shall be 
subject to a duty of $30 per ton, instead of $15 27, making a difference against us of about $5,500. Of 
the difference, if the former mode be adopted, I can form no estimate; not knowing the rate of specific 
duty proposed; but either I should conceive to be an act of injustice to us, because. the time at which 
the increase of duties is proposed to take effect being sufficient to consummate pending mercantile orders 
will be insufficient for ours. • If ours were merely for rolled bar iron we could have the whole here before 
the 30th of June. But our plates must be formed with more exactness in breadth and thickness, and 
must be made perfectly straight on the edges; the corners of the upper surface are to be rounded; the 
plates are to be of certain equal lengths; are to be cut at each end so as to fit into each other, and to 
have holes made in them eighteen inches apart, countersunk to admit the heads of the screws to go 
below the surface, and to have an oval form, rather longer than wide, to admit of contraction and 
expansion without disturbing the fastenings; the making of the holes of this form will require two if 
not three operations. The time that will be necessary to prepare the plates will therefore put it out of 
our power to get them here before the 30th of June, and it may be late in the fall before they will all' 
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arrive. I presume to believe that the benefits which the agricultural interests, and even those of the iron 
manufacturers, will derive from the construction of railroads are entitled to quite as much consideration 
as the further encouragement of iron manufactures by an increase of duty; and I think I should not be 
out of the way in supposing that an encouragement of the construction of railroads by reducing even 
the present duty on iron prepared for such purpose would be well worth the consideration of Congress. 
Over heights and an irregular surface, such as we have to encounter, the expenses of transportation, 
compared with that by common teams on turnpike roads, will be full nine-tenths less, and on a more level 
country not requiring machinery the difference would be greater. In Pennsylvania and New Jersey 
several railroads are contemplated besides ours, with a view to transportation to this State. In this 
State one company has been chartered to make a railroad from Ithica to Oswego, and from Albany to 
Schenectady, and several others are proposed. Our work will serve as a model for all others, combining, 
as it will, all the varieties in form of country, of ascending and descending planes worked by machinery, 
and levels and small inclinations admitting of the use of locomotive engines and horse-power, and 
conforming to the circumstances of the country. Where wood is the che~er material we shall depend 
on timber for the required strength, using iron only for the benefit of a hard, durable, and even surface. 

I have taken the liberty of going into this detail for the purpose of placing the whole case before 
you, and in the hope that the estimate you will form of the general benefits to be derived from the 
construction of railroads may induce you to resist any attempt that may be made to enhance the expense 
of such works, and especially in our case, which, in our opinion, presents peculiar claims on the liberality 
and justice of Congress for an exception if an increased duty should be laid on future importations. 

I am, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
JORN BOLTON, Prewlent. 

P. S.-We are now paying $2 75 per ton 'for hauling coal to the head of our canal over a good turnpike 
road. The expenses by railroad will be 29½ cents per ton. 

Third general, report of the pre,ri,dem, managers, and company of the Delaware and Hudson Oanal, Oompany to 
the stockholders, March 4, 1828. 

The managers of the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company, pursuant to the requisitions of the act of 
incorporation, present to the stockholders the following report: 

At the date of the last annual report a bill granting to you a loan of the credit of the State of New 
York for five hundred thousand dollars had passed both houses of the Legislature, but with an amendment 
in the Assembly, offered by a delegate from this city, requiring the payment of premium into the State 
Tl'Casury. The Senate rejected the amendment unanimously, and returned the bill to the Assembly, and a 
motion to recede was supported by a large majority; but, it being considered a two-thirds bill, the motion 
to recede failed. 

Under these circumstances, and being advised against submitting the bill to a committee of conference, 
your agent interceded with the Senate to concur with the House, and, notwithstanding the repugnance of 
the Senate to the principle of the amendment, they finally concurred, and the bill became a law by the 
approval of the Governor. • 

The confidence in your good faith, and the spirit of liberality manifested by a large majority in both 
houses of the honorable Legislature; t4e zealous support which your agent experienced from his excellency 
the late Governor, and from many honorable members of the Senate and Assembly whilst the bill was 
pending, are duly appreciated by your board of managers, and, they trust, by you also. It is no small 
grntification to the managers that their application in your behalf for legislative aid was supported on its 
simple merits, and was granted on the ground of pJiblic utility. This fact offers a strong inducement to 
pursue honorable ends by honorable means, and to faithfulness in performing all the duties imposed on 
those who receive legislative grants. 

The loan of the credit of the State relieved your board of managers from the pecuniary difficulties 
with which they were threatened, and assures the completion of the great work in which you are engaged; 
a work not inferior in quality to any other, and for rapidity and cheapness of execution is, so far, without 
a parallel in our country, and, when completed and in full operation, will furnish a liberal remuneration 
for your outlay of capital. It will confer, also, a lasting benefit on a large and populous portion of this 
State, by furnishing, at a reduced price, an abundant supply of a species of fuel that is daily appreciating 
in the public estimation. Besides the preference which it is steadily gaining over other kinds of fuel for 
all domestic purposes, its superiority in cheapness and effect in generating steam is beginning to be 
understood, and the successful application of it to this important purpose, both in this State and in 
Pennsylvania, warrants the belief that it will ere long become the most favored article for the same 
purpose in flteamboats. When this shall be realized, it will remove the chief obstacle, which the expense 
and bulk of other kinds of fuel have hitherto presented, to extending the facilities of steamboat navigation 
from this city to all the seaports of the United States, to South America, and to Europe. . 

In support of this opinion your managers can state, on unquestionable authority, that a steam engine 
of one hundred-horse power is worked·twenty-four hours with three tons of anthracite coal; tliat another, 
of eighty-horse power, consumes one chaldron and a half during the working hours of each day; and other 
smaller engines in proportion; with the additional advantage of dispensing with the firemen and laborers 
usually employed with other fuel, the engineer alone being adequate to all the service of supplying fuel 
and attending those engines that work during the day only. 

After the loan of the credit of the State was obtained, a resolution passed the board of managers 
authorizing contracts for completing the canal from the narrows of Lackawaxen to the forks of Dyberry. 
Here it was determined, after much reflection and examination, to stop the canal, and from thence to 
construct a railroad to the coal mines-a distance of fifteen miles nearly. This termination of the canal 
is seven miles short of that which was suggested in the original plan; and the estimated cost of this seven 
miles of canal is about equal to the estimated cost of the whole line of railroad, with its machinery and • 
stationary power. 

Contracts have been made for the remainder of the canal and for the rail!oad, a~d the work o~ bot~ 
is progressing. 
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The canal, according to the contracts, is to be finished in July, but" the work was much retarded by 
the almost unexampled bad weather in a portion of September and during the greater part of tho two 
succeeding months. The mildness of the winter has, however, enabled the contractors to retain about six 
hundred men on the work, and, from a late report from the line, it is hoped their progress will, in a great 
degree, make good the deficiency occasioned by the bad weather in the fall. 

A turnpike road has been constructed from Carbondale ( the coal mines) to the Milford and Owego 
turnpike, and another from the head of the canal to intersect this turnpike six miles lower down. The 
first was made at the expense of the company; the latter by the company and individuals. 

Over this road coal is hauling by common teams to the head of the canal at two dollars and twenty
five cents per ton on sledges, and at two dollars and seventy-five ·cents per ton on wheels; and at the 
date of the last accounts from thence from twenty to thirty teams were at work, carrying from one to two 
tons each. By one or the other mode as much coal will be transported as may be deemed proper until-the 
completion of the railr0ad. The cost at tide-water, allowing an extra price for canal transportation, whilst 
lock-tenders and boatmen are- in training, is estimated at four dollars and seventy-five cents, and five 
dollars and twenty-five cents per ton, according to the mode of transportation to the head of the canal. 

The consumption above the Highlands will take off all that will probably be brought to tide this 
season; and it is not unreasonable to suppose that it will be sold at the company's landing at eight dollars 
per ton-fifty cents per ton less than the price of such coal in this city. 

. The roads formed by the company and individuals will be_ useful after the railroad shall be completed. 
That from the main western road to the coal mines will bring Carbondale into the line of travel from east 
to west, and will assist in bringing that place into value. 

Carbondale, as a place of deposit for the west, will become a village of some importance. The railroad 
terminating there will furnish a conveyance to and from the canal cheaper by nine-tenths than by common 
teams. The road which connects the main turnpike with thP carial will always be beneficial in furnishing 
an easy communication between the country and the canal, and, being accepted as a public road, will be 
kept in repair at the public expense. 

The canal terminates in Pennsylvania on a tract of land of about one hundred acres, lying favorably 
for a village site. It cost the proprietor four thousand dollars, who gives one-half to the company in 
consideration of the benefits that will accrue to the other half from the company's operations. From this 
point it is contemplated by individuals to construct a canal up the Dyberry, carrying canal navigation 
from six to ten miles nearer the Susquehanna, and will present a strong inducement to connect by railroad 
the head of the latter canal with the Susquehanna at the great bend. An examination of the map will 
justify the belief that a large portion of the trade of the Susquehanna will by such means find the best 
and cheapest communication with this city. This will unquestionably be th~ case, unless this State 
should make a canal from the termination of yours on the Delaware to Deposit, and thence across to the 
Susquehanna. But either work will furnish a heavy transportation to the canal, and the interests of a 
large and fertile country will cause one or the other to be made. Such, at least, is the opinion of Judge 
Wright, and also of the board of managers. One and a strong ground for this opinion is, that your canal 
will open on an average a fortnight earlier in the spring, and continue as much later in the fall, than the 
Erie canal, and will, therefore, furnish a water transportation between this city and the valley of the 
Susquehanna more nearly corresponding with the opening and closing of the navigation of that river. 
Another ground is, that the route will be shorter, and consequently cheaper than any other. 

A railroad being necessary to connect the coal mines with the canal wherever the latter might 
terminate, Judge Wright, our then chief engineer, was requested in the summer of 1826 to examine the 
subject in reference to the peculiarities of the country over which it must pass; since which it bas more 
or less occupied the attention of the board and their engineers. In the course of the last summer a 
committee of the board decided on the place of terminating the canal; and the present chief engineer, J. 
B. Jervis, was then requested to prepare and report a plan of the whole work. The report was accordingly 
made late in October last, and reflects great credit on its author by the- evidence it affords of patient 
research and investigation, of scientific knowledge and talent in adapting the work to the form ef the 
country and other local circumstances of the line. 

The construction and use of railroads was new in our country. Only one, of a few miles length, had 
been tested by a winter's cold, and another was a temporary and imperfect work. Differences of opinion 
existed among the engineers in England in various particulars, but all agree in their great superiority 
over turnpike roads, and in their near approach to canals in respect to cheapness and facility of transpor
tation. Under these circumstances it was deemed advisable to submit the chief engineer's plans to the 
examination of Judge Wright and Professor Renwick, not from any distrust of the capacity or skill of 
the chief engineer, but from an adherence to that ·system of caution which had hitherto been observed in 
all the measures of the board of managers. With the sanction of such high authority, your board of 
managers proceeded in executing the work, under a firm conviction that the railroad and its appendages 
will serve as models for future works of this kind in our country, and will realize to the company all the 
advantages expected from it. The expense of the railroad with iron plates, together with stationary 
engines, chains, friction rollers, and a new and ingenious application by the chief engineer of a known 
power to the descending planes, (which may well deserve the name of an invention,) and allowing ten per 
cent. for contingencies, is estimated at one hundred and seventy-eight thousand two hundred and twenty
eight dollars. The expense of transportation upon it from the coal mines to the canal is estimated at 29½ 
cents per ton, or nearly 1 8-10 cents per ton per mile; being three-fenths of a cent more than the estimated 
cost of transportation on the canal. ., 

The railroad and its appendages are calculated by the chief engineer for transporting five hundred 
and forty tons per day in one direction only ; that is, so much coal may be conveyed upon it each day, 
and, allowing two hundred and forty working days in a year, will give one hundred and twenty-nine 
thousand six hundred tons per annum, besides returning transportation from the head of the canal to 
Carbondale. 

The structure of the railroad is of tim)>er, so arranged as to insure durability, with rolled iron plates 
securely fastened to the timber rails with screws. The plates are estimated to weigh eight hundred and 
two thousand nine hundred pounds, or nearly three hundred and sixty tons. Upon a comparison of the 

• cost of the iron plates in this country with their cost in Europe and expense of delivery here, it was 
determined to import them ; and Mr. Allen, an engineer well qualified for the service, was engaged, and 
bas sailed for Liverpool to _procure and superintend the manufacture of the plates, to procm-e the locomo
tive engil\CS, and obtain information of all the latest improvements in works of the same kind in England. 
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Superior accuracy in forming the plates, a fact admitted by our oldest manufacturers, and of great 
importance in avoiding friction and giving steadiness to the motion of the carriages, and an estimated 
saving in the cost of about eighteen thousand dollars, offered inducements to sending to England for the 
plates, which the managers, acting as your agents, felt to be irresistible. 

In respect to the canal in this State, it was expected that the new work in the valley of the Delaware 
to the mouth of the Lackawaxen, except the locks, would have been completed in the last season ; but 
it was much retarded by wet weather in the best working months ; many sections are, ·however, complete, 
and the remainder will be finished by midsummer. The locks are to be finished by the 1st of May. The 
most formidable work on the whole line, that at Butler's Falls, was accepted and settled last fall. 

On this line (the Dela.ware) a fa.rm has been purchased for two thousand dollars, containing about 
one hundred and forty acres. It has a good saw-mill and other improvements upon it, and, being on both . 
sides of the Mongaup, a river nearly equal to the Neversink, secures the entire control of the water. It 
will give an abundant supply to the canal on a line of more than thirteen miles, and will yield a large 
surplus for hydraulic works at a well located site, ( owned by the company,) where the canal turns out 
of the valley of the Neversink into that of the Delaware. 'l'he position of this site in respect to Orange 
county, in New York, Sussex, in New Jersey, and the valley of the Delaware below, its hydraulic advan
tages, and large basins for accommodating boats, warrant the belief that it will become a village of some 
importance. 

It may be proper here to state that the same delay _which has be,en experienced in rendering the 
canal navigable between the Delaware and Hudson rivers is not to be expected on the canal in the valleys 
of the Delaware and Lackawaxen. The latter is a more costly work than that between the rivers, but 
is also of a more permanent character, will require less repairs, and may be expected to be fit for 
navigation immediately or very soon after its construction. . 

Respecting the finished line between the two rivers, the managers are aware of the disappointment 
which public expectation experienced in the lateness of the season when it was rendered fit for navi
gation. 

It was constructed during a season of unusual drought; the banks in many parts were, consequently, 
not well settled until, by the introduction of water, _they became saturated with moisture; and this could 
not be done safely at once. The banks were generally tight, and more so than usual, as stated by the 
engineers in similar works at the same distance of time from their formation; but, from the cause above 
noticed, they were found in some places deficient of height, and required raising and strengthening. A 
large portion of the summit level consists of porous earth, mixed with coarse gravel and stones ; at least 
it was interspersed with portions of earth of that character. The banks were, however, generally tight, 
and stood well, but the water escaped through the bottom and natural earth next _to the hills. Taking 
the stone out of the botton, lining with earth more suitable to resist the water, and in some cases facing 
with earth the berm bank of the canal, was a tedious process. All this might have been done by trans
porting with common teams during the progress of the work, b]lt at a very heavy expense. To avoid 
this expense the work was deferred until the water was taken in, and the transportation was then per
formed chiefly with scows. Towards the close of the season the work of tightening was effected, and 
boats were passed through the whole line from river to river, taking with them the lock-irons for locks 
on the Delaware and in Pennsylvania, and a weighing machine made in this city, and now using in 
weighing coal at the head of the canal. In many cases it was.difficult to discover the leaks, especially 
in some of the large natural basins ; for whilst no moisture appeared on the outside of the towing-path 
bank, the water gradually subsided in the canal, and, after the lapse of half a day or more, showed itself 
at various distances in the valley below. From these causes the transportation on the canal was chiefly 
limited to short distances from tide-water-some few boats only extending their trips to Wurtsborough, 
forty miles from tide. The year previous the inhabitants of the country and their teams had been 
employed in constructing the canal until late in the season; they could not, therefore, provide much for 
market. Even the lumbering business had been so much neglected that it was difficult to obtain a supply 
for the wooden structures on the canal; added to this, the opening of the canal for navigation was so 
long deferred that most of the articles for maket that :would bear the expense had been previously trans
ported in wagons. The navigation was not extended quite to the summit, when the excessive rains com
menced, and continued until winter set in. The lock-tenders were inexperienced and, in some instances, 
neglectful ; and even some of the overseers on the line, who had had no experience in long-continued 
rain and high waters, were deficient in the discharge of their duties; breaches ensued, boats were detained, 
and the boatmen became discouraged. These difficulties were, however, finally surmounted; and, 
although at some expense, the fitness of lock-tenders and others has been tested, and as they were suc
cessively found incompetent were dismissed and others substituted. The work performed in 1826 was, in 
respect to magnitude and extent of line, unparalleled in this country. All the labor that could be pro
cured was employed, and, as previously stated, the cutting and sawing of lumber were neglected. 

From these causes the building of houses for the lock-tenders, and of sluices to pass the surplus 
water and for filling the lower levels, were deferred until the last year. A large portion of the houses 
were not finished when the canal was opened for navigation, and some of the defects in attendance were 
owing to this cause, and some injuries to the canal were occasioned by the want of sluices. 

The board of managers, consistently with their practice hitherto in forbearing to present to the 
stockholders merely conjectural benefits, will still refrain from offering any estimate of the revenue of the 
canal for the ensuing season. They intend to have it open for business as early in the spring as it may 
seem prudent; and, from information derived frbm those acquainted with the country, they believe that 
the inhabitants have been and are busily employed in preparing to avail themselves of the facilities 
that the canal will afford them. Neither the price of the stock nor the operations of speculators will 
hasten or retard the measures of your managers. They have heretofore held on their course, regardless 
of those circumstances, looking only to the interests of permanent holders who have invested their money 
with a view to ultimate results ; and equally conscious of their ability to complete the work, as unvary
ing in their confidence in its successful issue and of a fair remuneration to the stockholders, they will, if 
your confidence be continued to them, persevere in the discharge of their duty until all your reasonable 
expectations shall be realized. 

While on this topic, or influenced only by a sense of duty to you, the board of managers will, for 
once, depart from that line of conduct which they have hitherto prescribed to themselves in regard to the 
attempts that have been made to alarm your fears by setting forth the superior advantages of other 
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companies over yours, by alleged discoveries of coal- more convenient to market or deliverable at a less 
expense, and by various disingenuous comparisons to the pr~udice of this company. 

Rightly viewed, these efforts to detract from the merits of your work should induce conclusions the 
reverse of those intended to be produced. 

They are aware of your superior advantages in having the entire control both of the coal mines and 
of the means of transportation to the North river. Hence their anxiety to prejudice the public mind, in 
the hope of retarding or defeating your operations. 

Let it not be understood that the charge of disingenuousness is applied to all ; it is intended only 
for such as are conscious of having given occasion for it. 

Some facts will be stated respecting the companies allude'd to who claim to be your competitors, and 
in relation also to the discoveries of coal above noticed. The object is not to detract from them, but to 
inform you. 

First, then, as to the Lehigl;l Company and in reference to this market. When that company shall 
have made their canal down the Lehigh to the Delaware, and Pennsylvania shall have matle her canal 
from the mouth of the Lehigh to tide on the Delaware, and New Jersey shall have made her canal from 
the Delaware to the Raritan-when all these projected works are accomp1ished, how will they stand ? 
Forty-six miles of canal their own, after having sunk a large sum in river work, much of which will then 
be useless, sixty miles of canal belonging to Pennsylvania, and fifty miles of canal belonging to New 
Jersey, making one hundred and fifty-six miles of canal, and from the place of transhipment on the 
Raritan to New York forty miles. 

The Morris Canal Company is dependent on the Lehigh Company for the coal they propose to bring 
to New York. The Lehigh Company will not, it is presumed, supply the Morris Canal Company without 
some profit to themselves. The Lehigh canal, when :finished, will be forty-six miles, and the Morris canal 
ninety-eight miles, making one hundred and forty-four miles of canal. 

The charge of raising the coal, transporting to the canal, and handling, will not be less than one 
dollar per ton. 

Cost of transportation, according tu the estimate on your canal, 1½ cent per ton per mile: 
this, in one hundred and forty-four miles, gives........................................... $2 16 

Toll on the Lehigh, l½ cent per ton per mile, (and they cannot probably afford it at less).. 69 
Is it not reasonable to suppose the Lehigh Company will charge the Morris at least a por-

tion of the profit they could make by taking their coal to Philadelphia ? This charge may, 
therefore, be put low enough at .................................................. :..... 1 50 

Making, per ton.................................................................. 5 35 
---

The actual outlay of money, and allowing nothing for toll on the Morris canal. 
_The_ Schuylkill Company has 108-miles of artificial navig:i,tion on the Schuylkill; 3~ miles of river 

nav1gat10n to reach the commencement of the projected canal across New Jersey; thence by the latter 
~anal 50 miles; and from the place of transhipment on the Raritan to New York 40 miles; equal to 162 
miles of canal and 'l'4 miles of river navigation. 

The Delaware and Hudson canal is 105 miles in length from its head to tide; and although the river 
transportation is 50 miles greater than, that which the Lehigh Company may have at some future day 
when all the indicated works shall be completed, yet the fact that freight is no higher from Albany than it 
is from Newburg admits the belief that the expense of transportation from the terminations of. the canals 
to this market will be about equal in both cases. In your favor it is also to be remarked, that, without 
transhipment, you will supply the consumption of the towns and factories on and near the North river, 
above the Highlands, which may now be computed at eight to ten thousand tons, and is rapidly increasing. 

With these facts, and taking into view that each of the companies named will be subject to charges 
beyond their control by States and other companies owning portions of the navigation which they must 
use, is it assuming too much to claim for this company a decided superiority over all others that look to 
this market for the sale of their coal ? • 

Having, as the managers believe, disposed of the claims of those companies who assume to be your 
most formidable competitors, a brief notice of the minor projects will suffice. 

The Tioga coal, so much talked of last winter, lies in. Pennsylvania, from 40 to 50 miles from the 
point at which a navigable feeder must be taken out of the Chemung t-0 supply the projected Chemung 
canal. Supposing a canal made in Pennsylvania to the Chemung, and thence to the head of Seneca lake, 
it is not believed that this coal could then compete with yours eastward of Utica, and its quality is 
unquestionably inferior to yours. 

-The same kind pf coal lie,s in the same region about 25 miles up the valley of Lycoming creek, which 
empties into the west branch of the Susquehanna, about ll0 miles above Han-isburg. The expense of 
transporting this coal to sloop navigation near the head of Chesapeake bay cannot be less than that from 
Wilkesbar,re, which, including losses on the river, a dangerous navigation, is stated, from inquiry on 
the spot, at about $5 per ton to Port Deposit; and the quantity cannot be great, as the average of 
spring freshets, during which boats must run to reach tide-water, does not exceed three to four weeks. 
The small extent to which this business has been carried on from Wilkesbarre, where they have an 
abundance of coal within a mile. of the Susquehanna, shows that it is not susceptible of advantageous 
extension. 

Another mode of getting Lycoming coal to market"is, however, spo~en of, to wit, by railroad to the 
Susquehanna, 25 miles; to construct which, and furnish it with wagons, will cost at least two hundred 
thousand dollars; and, then, if Pennsylvania should make a canal up the west branch, to pass down that 
to the Union canal, and through this last and the Schuylkill navigation to Philadelphia, making about 
260 miles of canal; by this route the coal will cost from $7 to $'l' 50 per ton, delivered in Philadelphia. 

In connexion with the foregoing comparative advantages of this company with others, and for the 
information of the stockholders, the following estimates are offered respecting the coal business of this 
company, to wit: 

Clearing off tlie covering, getting out and piling the coal ............•................ 
Railroad transportation, per engineer's estimate .............. : ...................... . 

Carried forward ........... . 

Per ton. 
$0 50 

0 29½ 

79½ 
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Brought forward ........... . 
Canal transportation, viz: 

Boat per day ...................................................... . 
Two men ......................................................... . 
Boy and horse ............................................ ♦- ••••••••• 

Per day. 
$0 50 
2 00 
1 00 

Making..................................................... 3 50 

Ten days per trip, and 25 tons each boat, give $35 foi: 25 tons, but the usual estimate is a 
little more, say 1½ cent per ton per mile: this, on 105 miles, is .................... . 

Handling ....................................................................... . 

Expense of delivery at tide, per ton, exclusive of toll ................................. . 

1021 

$0 '19½ 

1 5'1½ 
25 

2 62 

It is believed that this estimate will not be exceeded after the lock-tenders, boatmen, and other persons 
employed in the work shall have had some experience and become expert in the performance of their 
respective duties. 

Of the general transportation that may be expected upon the canal information has been given in 
former reports. A brief notice of it may therefore suffice on the present occasion, and a reference to maps 
will enable the stockholders to estimate its importance. The head of the canal is 33 miles from the great 
bend of the Susquehanna river, and the railroad terminates 22 miles from the valley of Wyoming, on the 
same river. From both points the canal offers the best and cheapest route to this market. 'fhe same 
may be said of Susquehanna and Bradford counties, in Pennsylvania; of the descending trade of the 
Delaware above the termination of the canal on that river; and also of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, 
bordering on the Delaware, embracing at least 40 miles below Carpenter's Point. 

On the subject of funds, the board of managers have to state that they have received in State stock 
$500,000, and having disposed of $400,000 they have paid the premium thereon into the State Treasury, 
but they do not despair of getting a refund of this premium. In the language of members of both houses 
of the Legislature, it was derogatory to the State to attach such a condition to a loan of its credit to a 
company giving ample security, paying the interest at their own office, and investing the amount in a 
work of great public utility. Such at least was the view taken of this measure by the honorable the 
Senate and a large majority of the House of Assembly. 

Your managers mean to make an appeal to the magnanimity and justice of the Legislature on this 
subject, and, when the works shall have demonstrated your good faith and a judicious application of the 
funds, they have full confidence that the appeal will be met in a manner consistent with the high character 
of the State of New York. 

There have been expended on the line of canal and railroad, including- salaries to agents 
and engineers, turnpike roads in Pennsylvania, and all other expenses .............. . 

In the purchase of real estate in Wall street and on the line of the canal, and in improve-
ments thereon ............................................................... . 

Paid Messrs. Wurts and associates for their coal lands and privileges in Pennsylvania ... . 
Canal boats .................................................................. , ... . 

Capital stock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,500,000 
State stock............................................................. 500,000 

2,000,000 
Deduct bank capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500,000 

Leaving a surplus of ............................................................. . 

$1,3'10,000 

61,000 
40,000 

'1,000 

1,4'18,000 

1,500,000 

22,000 

The agent and engineer having been called upon for a statement of the balances that will be due on 
the completion of pending contracts, the 'following is the result of their report: 
On the canal .................................. ." ................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . $283, '104 
On the railroad ................................................... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155,009 

From which may be deducted surplus of capital and State stock ............. . 
And surplus profits, which may be temporarily applied to this object, although 

intended to be divided among the stockholders when refunded by the canal, 
or by an increased capital. .......................................... . 

$22,000 

49,000 

This deducted from the above ... i ••.......••••••••.•••••.•.••.•.•...••••••••••••••• 

Leaving to be provided for ....................................................... . 

438,'104 

'11,000 

36'1,'104: 

This amount will be gradually expended in the course of the year, and a loan may be required some 
time in next fall, unless it should be deemed best to await the next session of the Legislature and apply 
then for a further loan from the State. The works of the company will then be complete, and their benefits 
to a populous portion of the State and productiveness to the stockholders will be more justly estimated 
than they can be at this time. 

In the meantime it is the settled purpose of your managers, if re-elected, to push forward the work 
to its final completion, and in this determination they have the decided concurrence of the largest 
stockholders. 
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With respect to the bank, it may suffice to remark that its condition is unchanged, e:ir.cepting that 
there haisbeen some reduction in current expenses, and that its surplus fund amounts to $49,000 after 
paying dividends, semi-annually, of three per cent. It has a reasonable share of business, and is doing as 
well as could be expected of a comparatively new institution, competing with fourteen banks previously 
established. . 

In conclusion, the managers feel authorized to state that from the commencement of their canalling 
operations they have enjoyed advantages that have not been and cannot be surpassed in any work of 
the same kind. Science of the first order, great experience, and a faithful performance of duty have 
pervaded the engineer department; and the multifarious and highly important duties of an agent, which 
can be properly appreciated only by those who are well acquainted with the construction of canals, could 
not have been performed with more ability, industry, and faithfulness than have been exhibited by Mr. 
Wurts, who has filled that appointment from the beginning of the work to the present moment. 

Mistakes have been avoided; no work has been done until plans and lines have been well investi
gated; all has, consequently, been progressive and suited to that which was done and that which 
remained to be performed; and whilst no contractor has had to wait for his money after having performed 
his contract, advarn,es have been so judiciously made as to avoid loss by those who failed to complete 
their work. 

"By order of the board: 
JOHN BOLTON, Presiderd. 

DELAWARE AND HuDsoN CANAL COMPANY, MartJh 4, 1828. 

NoTE.-The measures which have been adopted for excavating the coal, and for completing the rail
road before next spring, warrant the belief that the transportation of coal to the head of the canal will 
commence some time in advance of the opening of the canal in the spring of 1829; and that, in the course 
of the year, forty thousand tons of coal will be delivered at tide-water on the Hudson, which is less than 
one-third of the quantity that the railroad will be capable of delivering. . 

. ' 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 908. [lsT SEssroN. 

IN FAVbR OF IRON FOR R.A.ILRO.A.DS FREE OF DUTY. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE APRIL 'f, 1828. 

To the honorable the Prewl,ent and memhers of the Senate of the Uniled States: 
The petition of the City Council of Charlest~, in the State of South Ca~olina, showeth: That an act of 

the Legislature of said State was ratified on the 30th day of January, in the year 1828, authorizing the 
formation of a company to be incorporated by the name of the South Carolina Canal and Railroad Company; 

That the stock required by the said act of the Legislature has been subscribed according to the 
terms of the act upon which the charter of incorporation was to take effect; 

That by the terms of said act five weeks' public notice in certain newspapers of the State must now 
be given to the stockholders of the said company to meet and organize the company; 

That in the meantime the present session of Congress is drawing to a close; 
That it is very desirable, during the present session, that the objects of this petition should be 

accomplished, so as to afford the said company the earliest opportunity of commencing and completing 
their con,templated works. • 

Your petitioners, therefore, show that the said South Carolina Canal and Railroad Company are required 
-by the aforesaid act of the Legislature to direct and confine their first efforts and enterprise to the 
formation and completion of the railroad communication between Charleston and Savannah river, at or 
near Hamburg, and other points and places on the said river; and when such communication shall be 
completed, or before, if the company shall find it practicable and advantageous, they are authorized to 
construct railroads to Columbia and to Camden, in the said State. . _ . 

Your petitioners further show that, for the purpose of constructing the said railroads, a large quantity 
of iron will be required, which will constitute a great portion of the cost of these extensive roads. 

That the construction of railroads being but a new undertaking in this country, it is thought safest 
and best that the iron requir.ed should be procured from England, where it can be worked up in the proper 
manner, so as to insure greater certainty in the execution of the projected roads. 

Your petitioners further show that it is contemplated to propel carriages upon the said railroads by 
means of locomotive steam engines. That after encountering many difficulties in constructing such 
engines, so as to afford the power required of them, they have at length succeeded in England in accom
plishing that object. That as yet no such engines have been constructed in the United States. It is 

-therefore obvious that the locomotive engines to be used on the said railroads should be imported until 
the manufacturers of the United States have acquired skill in constructing them. 

That the duties to the Government on iron imported, especially when worked up, constitute a very 
large portion of the expense of procuring such iron. 

Your petitioners therefore pray that an act.of Congress may be passed authorizing the South Carolina 
Canal and Railroad Company to import free of duty all such iron, manufactured or not manufactureg, as 
may be required for the formation and completion of the roads they are authorized to construct by the 
aforesaid act of the Legislature of this State, and likewise all such steam and other engines and carriages 
as may be required in constructing the said railroads or in propelling carriages thereon when first 
completed. 

Your petitioners now present some reasons which· to them seem sufficient to authorize the aid asked 
of Congress. 
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Of the projected roads, that required by the act of our Legislature to be first undertaken and com
pleted by the company will afford the safest, the cheapest, the most direct, and the most expeditious and 
certain communication between Charleston and Augusta, in Georgia, which town is opposite Hamburg, 
in this State. 

Not only the commercial prosperity of these places will be promoted, but Augusta, being a military 
depot of the United States, this road may properly claim the attention of Congrel3s as one of national 
importance. All the reasons in favor of the best military roads between such important points as 
Charleston and Augusta are here strictly applicable. 

The other roads contemplated by the company, though not communicating directly with places where 
the United States at present have military depots, are yet important in many points of view as well for 
military as for commercial purposes. 

To promote objects similar to those now contemplated by the South Carolina Canal and Railroad 
Company, Congress have authorized large amounts of stock to be taken by Government in several 
companies, and have directed officers of the Government in the pay of the Government to make the 
necessary surveys and to discharge the other duties, as civil engineers, required by the companies. 

As yet no aid in either of these ways has been afforded to this section of our country; and what we 
now ask is neither the money of the Government nor the services of its officers, but merely that we be 
permitted to act for ourselves and to procure the necessary materials where they can be best obtained, if 
we are not trammelled by the operation of laws, which at all events, in this case, will act, if permitted 
to act, a public as well as private injury. 

By the Intendant: 
JOHN GADSDEN, Intendant. 

WILLIAM RoAcH, Olerk ef Council. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No: 909. 

AGAINST INCREASE OF DUTIES ON IMPORTS. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES APRIL 8, 1828. 

To the Congress ef the United States : 
'l'he memorial of the undersigned, inhabitants of the county of Dutchess and State of New York, 

respectfully represents: That your memorialists would feel themselves unwarranted in presenting them
selves to the notice of your honorable body were they not justified in the measure by the example of a portion 
of their fellow-citi~ns who entertain different opinions, and did we not believe it to be our duty to 
correct, so far as we can, what we are constrained to think are erroneous representations of the condition 
and sentiments of the inhabitants of Dutchess county. 

We have lately seen in circulation amongst us a memorial to your honorable body, soliciting 
additional protection for wool-growers and manufacturers, praying for the imposition of prohibitory duties 
upon foreign importations, and representing the agricultural, mechanical, manufacturing, and laboring 
population of this country as in a state of extreme depression, from which no relief could be hoped or 
expected unless through the interposition of Congress, by the adoption of the prohibitory, or, as it is 
sometimes termed, "the American system," and that those classes of our citizens were generally importu
nate and eager that such an interference by Congress should be immediately attempted in their behalf. 

To the advocates of that memorial the undersigned very freely concede their claims to considerable 
numbers, great respectability, intelligence, and wealth, and undenied sincerity in their opinions; but with 
the same freedom we must beg leave, respectfully, to dissent from their representations, and to differ from 
their opinions. We have no wish to intimate or prescribe a policy for the adoption of Congress; we 
rather confide in their wisdom to discover and establish those just and equal measures of national legisla
tion which will operate for the public benefit, and do not presume that our sentiments or suggestions will 
enlighten their deliberations or affect their decisions; we therefore shall not in this memorial, except 
in a very limited degree, enter into a discussion to show the foundation of our belief, nor to point out the 
mistakes as to facts, nor the fallacies as to reasoning, in which our opponents have indulged with a 
latitude so unbounded, and with absurdities so glaring, as to produce great surprise on the part of this 
community, and almost an entire immolation of their own theories. We have an humbler object; we only 
claim that our condition, our opinions, and our wishes may be neither misrepresented nor misunderstood; 
and we therefore most respectfully represent to Congress that, in our judgment, the agricultural, 
manufacturing, and laboring population of Dutchess county is not in a depressed condition. We 
believe that our agriculturists are substantially prosperous and flourishing, and we think we hazard 
little in asserting that they were never more so; the time has been when their incomes were numerically 
greater, but the present prices which their produce commands affords them the means of purchasing land 
and all the necessaries of life, at the present value, in ·much greater abundance than was ever known 
before. It is with them as with every other class-one dollar is now worth what two were in former 
times; and if constant progressive improvement in cultivation, in buildings and enclosures, in stock and 
in implements; if freedom from embarrassment and debt; if the enjoyment of great abundance of the 
necessaries, comforts, and even luxuries of life; if the regular and steady accumulation of capital and 
wealth be any evidences ( as we think they are) of the prosperity of those who possess and enjoy them, 
then do we confidently assert that our agricultural citizens are a prosperous and happy people. 

It is generally admitted that the wages of labor never befoi;e have been so high, in proportion to the 
expenses of subsistence; and the scarcity of labor, with the attending difficulty of_procuring it, for all 
the common and domestic occupations of society, are subjects of universal complaint in this section of the 
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country. So far from there being an excess of labor there is a deficiency, and the industry of the people, 
instead of languishing and declining, is now actually impelled to unusual exertions by the almost 
unexampled productiveness of its efforts in every manual employment. 

We know of no distress among that meritorious class of our citizens who are engaged in 
mechanic occupations; their general comfort, independence, and success are plainly evident to all who 
are familiar with their condition; and their welfare and prosperity, being common to their fellow-citizens 
of the laboring and agricultural classes, become and present a just occasion of public congratulation to 
all, and of sincere and unaffected gratitude to Heaven. 

Of the wool-growing and wool manufacturing interests in this country, had we relied on the common 
indications of prosperous circumstances, we should have believed that they also were participators in the 
general weal; and now entertain .a different opinion only from a reliance on, and respect for, their uniform 
and reiterated declarations of their great disadvantages, and the imminent distress overshadowing their 
prospects. We respectfully present to Congress that we know of no class of our citizens, with the 
exceptions aforesaid, (if, indeed, these are exceptions,) who do not now receive a reasonable and com
petent recompense for their capital, skill, labor, and industry, employed in the various and diversified 
business of the country; that we know of no other interests which require additional encouragement or 
legislative protection. 

The transition of the civilized world from war to peace has terminated the career of hazardous 
speculation, uncertain pursuits, great vicissitudes, and individual extravagance incident to the one, and 
restored t};lat ·serene condition of moderate emolument, regular employment, permanent uniformity, and 
practical economy which the benignity of Heaven has rendered inseparable from the other. Having 
accomplished this change, we believe that our country is now moving onward to the destiny which awaits 
her with sufficient rapidity for the development and establishment of her resources, her industry, and 
her wealth; that the natural increase and condensation of her population will of itself spontaneously 
supply the manufactures, and the undirected ingenuity of her citizens discover the proper time for the 
necessary and advantageous employment of her industry and capital; and that such au improvement is 
preferable to au artificial and premature cultivation of the pursuits and employments peculiar and 
appropriate to a more advanced period of our national existence. We therefore deprecate the introduction 
of any system which may change the present happy aspect of our affairs, and, by attempting to prove 
what is now reasonably good, lead to evils and injuries· beyond the power of correction, and leave us 
worse instead of better. 

Against the prohibitory system, and against the bill now before the House of Representatives as a 
part of· that system, and in our judgment amounting, if passed in the present form, to an interdict upon 
foreign importations, we beg leave, most respectfully and seriously, to remonstrate. 

We have long enjoyed, and as long flourished in the enjoyment of a system of moderate imports, 
unrestricted industry, and universal intercourse and interchange of our commodities with the other 
nations of the earth. Their restrictions and prohibitions have injured us less than themselves; what we 
have had to sell they have bought, and our purchases have been made with surplus productions for 
which no adequate demand could be furnished in the establishment of home manufacturing. When we 
cease to buy, we must also cease to sell; and the redundancy of our southern agricultural productions, 
consequent upon the loss of our foreign markets, must produce a ruinous reaction and destruction of the 
great and invaluable internal trade between the south and the north. The diminution of our national 
revenue, and the establishment of direct taxation, with the corrupting increase of smuggling, are evils 
which, in the minds of your memorialists, seem inseparable from the introduction of the_rrohibitory syste~. 

The destruction of much of our foreign commerce, and the ruin of a portion of our commercial and 
shipping interests, seem to us plainly incident to the same policy; and we cannot but advert to the 
encouragement which the wisdom of our country bas hitherto bestowed upon them, as an argument most 
irresistibly enforced by all our past and present prosperity for still fostering and protecting· them. Nor 
can your memorialists believe that a further increase of the tariff is necessary for our national independ
ence and honor. Our present advances furnish the elements of any requisite extension of manufacturing, 
and warrant the belief that any exigency of war or non-intercourse, however unexpected, would be soon 
met by the enterprise and habitual energy of our people. . 

Unable to comprehend how the necessity of higher prices for woolen manufactures, so loudly asserted 
by the high tariff advocates, can possibly be reconciled with that reduction which these same men 
promise from domestic competition, we are constrained to aver our belief that the embarrassments and 
distress of which they now complain are to be imputed to their own injudicious investments and improvi
dent management, rather than to any inadequacy of recompense for skill, industry, and capital, when 
properly and economically employed in manufacturing. Still less can we comprehend the necessity of 
that exorbitant, encouragement which they demand; and we trust that the wisdom and firmness of 
Congress will long hesitate before anything is conceded, and then yielded only on conviction, in moderate 
measures, and in gradual and almost imperceptible impositions. Especially do we hope this when we 
reflect that an increase of price in woolens ( which, disguise it as they may, is the certain object and 
consequence of an increased tariff,) will fall with peculiar severity upon the laboring and poorer classes 
of our community, and be, in effect, helping those who least of all need assistance, by still more impover
ishing those who most of all should be protected. 

We disclaim any hostility to domestic manufactures; we wish them success and improvement, and 
we believe them in the path of prosperity and permanence; but we should regret to behold their advance
ment accelerated by any infringement upon other interests, or purchased at the expense and sacrifice of 
those branches of national industry which we have been taught to regard as equally, and perhaps more 
important and indispensable. 

In proclaiming these sentiments, your memorialists are aware that they incur the heavy censures of 
their opponents, who du not hesitate to impute our conduct to infatuated ignorance, or to motives of a 
more censurable character and still darker complexion. We have no wish to recriminate; and without 
professing more than common zeal and devotion for the public welfare, and claiming no more patriotism 
than we trust belongs to the great body of our citizens, we only ask that consideration for our opinions 
which they may rightfully expect from having received the sanction of our revolutionary sages, and the 
approbation of no small portion of the wisdom, and talents, and virtue of the succeeding and present 
generations. , 

In conclusion, your memorialists would respectfully repeat that the county of Duchess is now 
substantially prosperous and flourishing; that the agricultural, laboring, and mechanical population are 
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gradually and permanently increasing in independence,' comfort, and wealth; that if (as we· should doubt) 
her wool-growers and wool manufacturers do require additional encouragement, a very moderate augment
ation of that which they. now enjoy would· be amply sufficient; and that the proposed increase of the 
tariff is, in our judgment, beyond the bounds.of moderation and wisdom, and would inflict upon the great 
body of our citizens an injury infinitely greater. than. could be recompensed by any possible benefits to 
those who are its only advocates. And further, we do confidently represent to your honorable body that 
the views and opinions expressed in this memorial, in relation to the prohibitory system and the proposed 
tariff bill, are the common views and opinions of· a large majority (if .not of-four-fifths) of the inhabitants 
of Dutchess county, and who, with us, humbly trust to the independence and wisdom of Congress to 
protect us from the adoption of a system of no general utility, but pregnant with consequences of universal 
and indiscriminate public injury. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 910. [1ST SESSION. 

CHANGE OF FISCAL YEAR _.A.ND ITS EFFECT ON REVENUE .A.ND EXPENDITURE. 

COllllUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES APRIL 11, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, .April 5, 1828. 
Sm: I had the honor to receive your letter of _the 20th of_ last month, informing me that the Committee 

of Ways and Mearn:; had come to the conclusion that it was expedient to make an appropriation during 
the present session for the first quarter of the year 1829, and asking any suggestions from me as to the 
effect of such an appropriation upon the accounts and estimates of future years; aud whether, if the future 
appropriations should be made for an entire year, the fiscal year for expenditures would not be different 
from that for revenue; and, if this would be the case, whether any unavoidable confusion in the accounts 
of the Treasury would be the result, so as to render it more difficult to compare the annual appropriations 
with the annual expenditure. .A. wish is intimated in the conclusion of your letter that should any mode 
occur to me by which the confusion above apprehended may be avoided, otherwise than by two separate 
estimates and appropriations in each year, I would state it. 

Many of the returns and accounts of the year, relating to . the revenue, being first received and 
formally made up at the Register's office, and the estimate of, appropriations being also, in part, formally 
made up there, I referred your letter to that _office in the first instance, and beg leave to encl9se herewith, 
for the information of the committee, two communications in reply, dated the 26th arid 28th of .March. 

On considering the subject-matter of your letter, my belief is. that th~ best mode of reconciling the 
determination of the committee to make an appropriation during the pi;esent session for the first quarter of 
1829, with the convenience of the Treasury and the public service generally, will be to give permanence 
to the change by altering the fiscal year 'also; ·making_the latter"terr,ninate for the future with the first 
three months of the year, and always passing the appropriation bills before the first of April. I do not 
see how the evils hinted at in· your letter, and confirmed_ µy the sfat!ime~ts .of the Register, are otherwise 
to be avoided. The change of .the fiscal_ year_·will,·doubtless,·l~ad·to some _inconvenience. But it is 
believed that it will be ·temporary. There is no necessary connexion behyeen the close of the fiscal and 
that of the calendar year; and the change proposed, once in op~ratim1, may be expected, with the aid of 
time, and the repeal of such existing laws as the change may call for; to accommodate itself to·aU parts 
of the public business. .A.· distinct set of Treasury bqoks may be necessary for the first quarter of the 
year as stated by the Register; but this will be necessary only for a single year, should the change 
become permanent. . ' 

I enclose the estimates of the first quarter of 1829, in answer to that part of your letter desiring to 
be furnished with them. Also, drafts of the bills, in blank, as usual. It is only to-day that they have 
been completed. • 

I have the honor to remain your most obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. GEORGE McDUFFIE, Chairman Committee qf Ways and Means, 
House qf Representaii1,-es qf the United &ales. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ste-rs Office, March 26, 1828. 
The Register has the· honor to submit to the Secretary of the Treasury the following statement in 

relation to the proposed change in the fiscal year. • 
It has been the practice since the commencement of the present Government to open annually a new 

set of books, which embrace a period from the 1st of January to the 31st of December, in which are entered 
all receipts, expenditures, and appropriations, together with all personal accounts which are operated on 
within that period. If the proposed change is carried into effect, a new set of books would be required 
for the three months from the 1st of J anua_ry to the 31st of .March, 1829, and thereafter to commence with 
the proposed new fiscal year on the 1st of April, 1829. 

The annual printed public accounts of receipts and expenditures are, by a resolution of the House of 
Representatives of the 30th of December, 1791, required to be rendered to Congress to the last day of 
December in each year. That resolution would require amendment, so as to provide for the proposed 
change, and also for the three months which would occur between the 1st of January and the 31st of 
March, 1829. 
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By the 8th section of the act of the 1st of May, 1820, to the annual estimates of appropriations is 
required to be annexed the balances of the appropriations of the previous year; that section would require 
to be amended also, so as to provide for any change in the fiscal year. 

The contemplated change in the fiscal year cannot, in any manner, affect either the books of the 
revenue or the annual statements. Estimates of revenue from duties on imports will continue to be made 
as usual, and the payments into the Treasury from customs be made up quarterly. 

In rendering two separate estimates, and making two separate appropriations, none of the changes 
mentioned in the foregoing would be required, as the appropriations made for the first quarter of each 
year would not interfere with those made for the preceding year; they would be entered in the books of 
the year to which they relate, subject to be drawn only in the year for which they were appropriated. 

If the proposed change is not carried into effect, it would greatly facilitate the passage of the appro
priation acts, by authority to transmit the estimates to Congress within the first week of the session; 
accompanied with the probable amount of balances of appropriations, instead of the actual specific 
balances as now rendered; to effect which, the only change necessary to be made would be to amend the 
8th section of the act of the 1st of May, 1820. The Committee of Ways and ~eans would thereby gain 
three or four weeks, and the balances of appropriations could be rendered, as heretofore, within the first 
week in January. 

Respectfully submitted. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,sters Office, March 28, 1828. 
Sm: I have perused with attention the letter of the honorable the Chairman of the Committee of 

Ways and Means relative-to the effect the making an appropriation during the present session for the 
first quarter of 1829, and the making, hereafter, appropriations for an entire year from the 1st of April, 
would have upon the accounts and estimates of future years; particularly whether it would not necessarily 
result from that measure that the fiscal year for expenditures would be different from that of revenue; 
and, in case the appropriations were so made, whether a comparison would not be rendered more difficult 
between the annual appropriations and the annual expenditures, and beg leave to. observe that, with 
respect to reconciling the annual appropriation and expendituress no difficulties are anticipated; but that, 
in every other respect, those suggested by Mr. McDuffie will, to a great degree, be occasioned by the 
contemplated measure, unless a change is also made as regards the revenue, year; this change, however, 
may be effected with but little inconvenience; without it, the confusion suggested, it is apprehended, can 
only be obviated by having two separate estimates and two distinct appropriations included in one act 
for the year; and even should this plan be approved of, some inconvenience may arise from the impractica
bility of rendering to Congress the balances of appropriations that would remain unapplied on the 31st of 
March, and an estimate of the sums then to be carried to the surplus fund. 

Should the contemplated chang__es as to the periods for the appropriations not be adopted, it is 
respectfully submitted, as a measure that would facilitate the passage of the appropriation acts for the 
calendar year as heretofore, that the estimates for the services of the following year be laid before Congress 
within the first week of the session, and that in lieu of the statements required by the act of the 1st of May, 
1820, they be accompanied with estimates; and that the statements, contemplated by that act, of the 
balances of appropriations remaining unsatisfied 'on the 31st of December, and of the specific sums that will 
now be required to defray expenses incurred in a previous year, be laid before Congress during the first 
week of January; to effect this arrangement, it will be necessary to amend the 8th section of the act above 
referred to; its adoption will place in the hands of the committee the annual estimates sooner in the 
session by three weeks than they have heretofore received them. 

The estimates for the first quarter of 1829, requested by the committee, are in preparation, and will 
be transmitted at an early day. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your most.~bedient servant, 
JOSE;PH ~OURSE, Register. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary ef the Treasury. 

LN. B.-The.estimates of approp:,;iations for the first quarter of 1829 ar_e omitted here,l 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. "911. [lsT SESSION 

'OPERATIONS OF THE 1JIN'.r IN 18~7. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES APRIL 16, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, .Ap1-il l4, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith three statements; marked A, B, and 0, which have been 

prepared by the Comptroller of the .Treasury, pursuant to the seventh section of the act· of Congress 
passed on the·2d of April,.1792, entitled,''•An act establishing·a Mint, and regulating the coins of the 
United States." • • • 

These statements contain-all the information relative to the transactions of the Mint which the settle-
ments made at·the Treasury afford. _:, • • 
• . !·have the honor to be, very respectfully, ;y:our obed~e_nt· servant, 

RICHARD RUSH. 
Hon. the SPEAKER ef the House ef Representatives. 
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A. 

Slalement exhwiling the balance of the gold and silver bullion remaining in the hands of the ojficer_s ef the Mint 
December 31, 1826; the amount deposited from January l to December 31, 182'T; the different species ef 
coin.<i made and paid on account ef deposits; allowances for wastage; and the balance remaining in the 
hands ef the officers ef the Mint December 31, 182'T, to be accountedfor on afuture settlement, viz: 

GOLD. 

Balance of gold bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of the 
Mint December 31, 1826 .................................. . 

Gold bullion deposited from January 1 to December 31, 182'T....... . 

Oz. dwts. grs. 

40 'T 1 
'T,415 2 9 

Total ........................ ; ..................... . 'T,455 9 10 

A.mount paid for deposits of gold from January 1 to December 31, 182'T ............. . 
Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States December 31, 182'T ............. . 
Balance in the hands of the Treasurer pf the Mint December 31, 182'T ............... . 

Deduct as follows: Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States December 31, 1826. 

Oz. dwts. grs. 
Gold coins made at the Mint from January 1 to December 31, 182'T-

2,800 quarter and 24,913 half eagles ....................... . 
Allowances to the melter and refiner and chief coiner for wasta~ for 

'T,400 10 21 

same period ............................................ . 
Gold bullion in the hands of the officers of the Mint December 31, 182'T. 

18 00 4 
36 18 9 

As above .......................... , ............... . 'T,455 9 10 

SILVER. 

Oz. dwts. g1:s. 
Balance of silver bullion remaining in the hands of the officers of the 

Mint December 31, 1826 .................................. . 529,052 2 19 
Silver bullion deposited from January 1 to December 31, 182'T ..... . 2,028,104 8 0 

Total .............................................. . 2,55'T,156 10 1:9 

Amount paid for deposits of silver from January 1 to December 31, 182'T ............ . 
Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States December 31, 182'T ............. . 
Balance in the hands of the Treasurer of the Mint December 31, 182'T .............. . 

Deduct as follows: Amount deposited in the Bank of the United States and in the hands 
of the Treasurer of the Mint December 31, 1826 ...................•.......... 

Silver coins made at the Mint from January 1 to December 31, 182'T-
1,215,000 dimes, 4,000 quarter and 5,493,400 half dollars ..... . 

Allowances made to melter and refiner and chief coiner for wastage 
for same period ......................................... . 

Silver bullion in the hands of the officers of the Mint December 31, 182'T. 

As above ........................................... . 

Oz. dwts. grs. 

2,486,640 00 0 

6,082 15 2 
64,433 15 l'T 

2,55'T,156 10 19 

$'Tll 16 
131,824 12½ 

132,536 8½ 

$128,563 93½ 
860 4½ 

2,600 00 

132,023 98 
458 98 

131,565 00, 

$131,565 00 

320 14 
650 14½ 

132,536 8½ 

$610,445 42 
2,340,120 00 

2,950,565 42 

$2,864,263 18½ 
5,13'T 45½ 

3 21½ 

2,869,403 85½ 

203 85½ 

2,869,200 00 

$2,869,200 00 

'T,018 55 
'T4,346 8'T 

2,950,565 42 

LUND WASHINGTON, Clerk. 
Col1Pl'ROLLER's OFFICE, .April 11, 1828. 
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B. 

The :J,Jint of the United States in account for copper purchased from the commencement ef the institution to 
DR. . December 31, 182'1. CR. 

Value or cop-

Troy weight. Cost or copper. Troy weight. 
pcr,atthc rntc 
or7dwts.toa 
cent. 

lbs. o::,d,u;t. lb,. oz.duot. 

'l'o amo_unt of r(lugh copper and copper By amount 01 rough copper and copper 
. plancb~ts purchased from the com- planchcts accounted for from the com-

menccmcnt or ·the institution to De- mencemcni of the institution to De-.. 
ccmbcr 31, 1826, per statement marked ceiniier31;1&?li, per staten·,ent marked 

B, accompanying ihe Comptroller's let- B, accompanying the Comptroller's 

ter.of February 23, 1827. •,••·.·,·· ·.·••.••. _1, 'l'.01,479 9 13 $447,6i9 13 letter of February 23, 1827 •••.•••••••. 1,6:IB,195 9 17 $553,720 17¼ 
'.l.'o cost of 145 casks of copper planchets By amount of cents deposited l>y the 

purchased from William Ha;rold &. s·on • . Treasurer of the !\lint to the credit of . . . 
. and 111. R. Bolton,.-and ch·a;ged in" the • the Treasurer of tile United States 

second and third quarters of 1827, re- in the year 1827 •••••••••••••••••••••. 63,905. l 4 21,910 32 
ccivcd per the· ships Tuscarora, Ann, By amount of the par value of 69,181 Us. 

Telegraph, and Lancaster, weighing 7 dwt. 18 gn. of copper planchets, pur-

56,9-26 Us. 10 oz. avoirdupois •••••••••. _69,181 7 18 15,147 15 chased and received "in the second and 

To loss in exch~nge on remittances to third quarters of 1827, over the cost 
• William Harrold & Son and l\Iatthcw thereof •••••• ·•····•••·•• •••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••••• 8,573 07¼ 
R. Bolton, in payment for copper, as By amount of spoiled and damaged plan-
charged in the second and third quarters chets, received from the chief coiner 
of ]827 ....••••..••••••....••••••••... .................. 1,792 56 in the second quarter ofl827 .•••••••. 102 4 12 

To amount paid 111. R. Bolton for interest .. ·By amount allowed the chief coiner for 
upon the balance due him in accoun_t loss In the weight of copper delivered 

for the purchase of copper, as charged -to him December. 30, 1626,.and June .. 
in the 1st quarter of 1827 •••••••••••.•• •••••••••••••••••• 201 15 3018:!i •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 682 1 16 

Amount and cost of copper ••.••••••• 1,773,661 5. 11 . 464,819 99 Amount accqun\ed f~r .• .. : ..... • ... 1,69-2,885 ;; 9 584,20a 57 
Amount gained on coinage to December Balances on band December 31, 1826: 

31, 1827 ••••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••• .................. 147,078 201 
In hands of the Treasurer of tlte l\Iint, 

coined .............................. 17,348 !I 19 5,948 17 
In hands of the Treasurer of the l\Iint, 

uncoined ..... ..... ; ................ 13,735 0 17 4,709 161-
lu ~ands of the cltief co~ner! u~colned .. 49,692 1 6 17,037 29 

.. 
1,773,661 5 11 611,898 191 1,773,661 5 11 611,S9d 19~ 

COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE, .lipr'l 11, lt27. 
LUND WASHINGTON, Cler-k. 

C. 

Summa1·y statement exhihiiing the value ef the coins made at the ],Jint; the amount ef d'isbursements on account 
ef the establ'ishment; the amount allowed for wastage; the amount retained ef deposus, and the amount 
gained on the coinage ef copper,from the commencement ef the instuution to December 31, 182'1, viz: 

Value of gold, silver, and copper coinage up to December 31, 1826 ................. . 
Gold coins made from January 1 to De_cember 31, 182'1, per account A. · $131,565 00 
Silver coins made from January 1 to December 31, 182'1, per account A. 2,869,200 00 
Copper coins made from January 1 to December 31, 182'1, per account B. 21,910 32 

Total value, gold, silver, and copper ................................... . 

Net charge on the coinage of gold, silver, and copper to December 31; 
1826 ................................................. . 

Add amount gained on the coinage of copper to the same period ... . 

From which deduct: 
Amount of wastage on gold and silver to December 31, 

1826 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $92, '1'19 41½ 
Also the amount of wastage from J_anuary 1 to Decem-

. ber 31, 182'1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,338 69 

$532,13'1 04 
132,195 54½ 

664,332 58½ 

100,118 10½ 

Add amount disbursed on account of the establishment frpm January 1 to December 31, 
182'1 .................................................................. . 

Carried forward. . . . . . . . .. . 

$2'1,502,462 96 

3,022,675 32 

30,525,138 28 

$564,214 48 

30,252 '17 

594,46'1 25 
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Brought forward ........... . 
Add also the amount of wastage on gold and silver to December 31, 

1827 ......................................... -......... . 
From the above deduct: 

The amount retained from deposits to December 31, 
1826 ...................................... . 

Also this sum from January 1 to December 31, 1827. 
$17,087 00, 

1,949, 66 

$100,118 10½ 

19,036 66 

Deduct amount gained on the coinage of copper from the commencement of the institu-
tion to December 31, 1827 .. : ......... • ... , ...... : . . : :_.· ... ;_:;:;; .. ;_. -·: .. ;_.;. 

Net amount chargeable to the coinage of gold, silver, and copper from the ·commenc~. , 
ment of t~e institution to December 31, 1827, in~luding the cos·t or-lots, buildings,· 
and maclunery ...................... ·.;. : .' .. _ . . • .. : ; . -.·;_-:. .. :_ .: . : ·, .. ;_; ·:_; . .; .. :- ... : .. 

1029 

$594,467 25 

81,081 44½ 

675,548 69½ 

147,078 20½ 

528,470 19. 

Colll'l'ROLLJ;J.R's OFFICE, .April 11, 1828. 
'LUND' WASHINGTON; ·azerk.: 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 912. [ls:r-SEssroN. 

ASSAYS OF FOREIGN COINS AT THE MINT IN-1827: 

C0lDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES APRIL 16, 1828. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, .April, 14, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to_ transmit herewith. a report, received at this Department, from the Director 

of the Mint, of assays of foreig·n coins made· at that institution during the past year. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, ·your obedient servan~, 

RICH.A.RD RUSH. 
Hon. the SPEAKER of the House ef Representatives. . 

MINT"OF_THE'UNn:Eo STATES, Philadelphia, Dec_rmiber 31; 1827. 
Sm: Comformably to general instructions 'from· the Treasury Department; assays have _.b.een· made of 

the foreign coins current by law in. the :United. States, and, the result thereof is now respec~full;v: sub~ 
mitted. 

FOREIGN GOLD CO!NS. 

From the assayer's report it appears tliat .the· gold-coins.of Great Britain contain 22 parts of fine 
gold in 24 parts; those of Portugal, 21 31-32 parts of.firie. gold .in•. 24 :parts; those·_of.France; 2111-16 
parts of fine gold in 24 parts; and those of.Spain,:20:15-16 parts offirie gold in 24'parts. 

Standard gold:of the.United States contains 22 parts_fine in·24 parts;·· and the eagle, of;ten'dollars, 
contains 270 grains of standard gold.· The value per. penny,veight of·the ·gold coins of Great Britain, 
deduced from the present assay, will therefore. be 88.89 cents; .that:·o( the gold .coins· of Portugal, ~8.76 
cents; that of the gold coins of France, 87.62 cents; and that of the gold coins of Spain, 84.59 cents. 

In relation to the· gold coins. of Great Britain and Portugal; the above values correspond with the 
mean of former assays. In relation· to those of. France and Spain, this conformity is· less exact; the 
deviation from it is not, however, of such moment· as to disturb the· ordinary estimate of their value 
founded on average results. By a careful investigation of the subject in 1826, the value of the gold coins 
of France was ascertained to be 87.37 cents per·pennyweight, and that of the gold coins of Spain, 84.28 
cents per pennyweight. 

FOREIGN SILVER COINS. 

The Spanish milled dollar appears, from the assayer's report, to contain 10 ounces 15 pennyweights 
12 grains of fine silver in 12 ounces. Standard silver of the United States con-tains 10 ounces 14 penny
weights 4 5-13 grains of fine silver in 12 ounces; and the dollar of the United States contains 416 grains 
of standard silver. The value, therefore, of Spanish milled dollars, according to the present assay, will 
be 116 1-10 cents per ounce. Their ordinary value by tale may be estimated at 100 cents 3 mills. 

The legal currency of the crowns of France and five franc pieces having ceased within the present 
year, those coins have not been considered as requiring a formal examination and report. It may be 
satisfactory, however, on the present occasion to remark that, according to the result of •former assays, 
the value of the crowns of France is 117 7-10 cents per ounce, and that of the five franc pieces, 116 4-10 
cents per ounce. The ordinary value by tale of the French crown may be estimated at 109 cents 3 
mills, and that of the five franc piece at 93 cents 2 mills. 

With great respect, your obedient servant, 
SAM'L MOORE. 

Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary o/ the Treasury. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 913. [lsT SESSION. 

SURPLUS REVENUE, PAYMENT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT, AND REDUCTION OF DUTIES. 

C0JIMUNICATED TO THE SENATE APRIL 21, 1828. 

Mr. SMITH, of Maryland, from the Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the following resolution, 
offered by Mr. Benton-

Resolved, That the Committee on Finance be instructed to inquire whether any error has occurred in 
the construction of the fourth section of the act entitled "An act ·to provide for the redemption of the public 
debt," passed the 3d day of March, 181 'i, in reference to the amount of surplus revenue to be retained in 
the Treasury; and if so, to report an amendment for restoring the section to its true intent and meaning; 

Also, that the same committee be instructed to inquire into the expediency of so altering and amend-
• ing the same section (if no error be found in the construction thereof) as to reduce the amount of surplus 

revenue required by that section to remain in the Treasury from two millions of dollars to one million, or 
less; 

Also, that the same committee be instructed to inquire into the expediency of so alter.ing and amend
ing the fifth section of the same act as to vest the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund with a di,scretionan.J 
instead of a limited authority in making purchases of the public debt at its market price, whenever, in their 
judgment, such purchases can be made beneficially for the interests of the United States, and when the 
state of the Sinking Fund and existing engagements will permit them to do so; 

Also, that the same committee be instructed to make a report to the Senate, showing within what time 
the present debt of the United States may probably be paid off, and upon what articles, and to what 
amount, the present duties may then be reduced or abolished, consistently with the general interests of 
the whole Union-

Reported: That, with a view that the Senate may have the subject fully before them, the committee have 
deemed it proper to submit the fourth section of the "Act to provide for the redemption of the public debt," 
passed 3d March, 181 'i. 

"SECTION 4. And be it further enacted, That after the year one thousand eight hundred and seventeen, 
whenever there shall be, at any time after an adjournment of Congress in any year, a surplus of money 
in the Treasury above _the sums appropriated for the service of such year, the payment of which to the 
Commissioners of the Sinking Fund will yet leave in the Treasury at the end of the year a balance equal 
to two millions of dollars, then such surplus shall be, and the same is hereby, appropriated to the Sinking 
Fund, to be paid at such times as the situation of the Treasury will best permit; and shall be applied by 
the Commissioners thereof to the purchase or redemption of the public debt." 

The operation of that section did not, it appears, commence until after the expiration of the year 
181 'i; the third section directed how the surplus funds in that year should be applied, viz: That, in addition 
to the ten million appropriated annually as a Sinking Fund for the discharge of the principal and interest 
of the public debt, there should be paid during the year 181 'i a further sum of nine millions towards the 
redemption of the principal; and a further sum of four millions to be paid to the Commissioners of the 
Sinking Fund, to be considered by them as an advance on the appropriation for the ten millions payable 
in the year 1818. 

The committee are of opinion that the construction of the fourth section of the act to provide for 
the redemption of the public debt, "in reference to the amount of surplus revenue to be retained in the 
Treasury," as at present understood, is correct; and that, of course, it is deemed by the committee unne
cessary to propose any amendment. 

The committee are also of opinion that it would be inexpedient to reduce the amount of surplus 
revenue, required by the 4th section to remain in the Treasury, from two to one million. 

The committee understand that the construction at the Treasury of the fourth section and the opera
tion untler it is, that if at any time after the adjournment of Congress it should appear that there will be 
in the Treasury at the expiration of the year a surplus over and above two millions of dollars, after 
satisfying all claims on the Treasury, then such surplus must be applied to the redemption of the principal 
of the public debt. 

The Treasurer appears to have considered the reservation of two millions of dollars as discretionary, 
to be retained or not, as the Secretary might deem advisable for the public interest. It does not appear 
that the two millions bas ever been retained; a more particular view, however, of that point will be taken 
hereafter. 

The committee addressed a note to the Secretary of the Treasury on all the points of the resolution. 
His answer, with the documents A, B, C, are herewith submitted as part of their report, viz: 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, March 24, 1828. 
Sm: I had the honor to receive, some days ago, your letter of the 11th instant, and immediately gave 

directions for preparing the further information which you request. Such, however, has been the pressure 
of business on the Department that it has not been completed as early as was desired. 

In the statement which is herewith enclosed, marked B, the Register has incorporated with the 
substance of his former statement, transmitted to you with my letter of the 10th instant, some additional 
matter, which it is believed will exhibit the subject in a clearer view. 

It will be perceived that the balance stated to be in the Treasury in 181 'i was the balance on the 
first of J anuai:y of that year, and was applied, together with a larger sum, to the payment of the debt, 
under the several provisions of the Sinking Fund act, which was passed on the 3d of March following. 
But after applying all that could be employed in that way, a large balance remained on the 1st of January, 
1818, which also was applied, with other moneys, in that year to the payment of the debt. It was during 
that year, and that alone, that any applications of moneys under the 4th section of the Sinking Fund act 
has been made. _The state and prospects of the Treasury at the time that application was determined 
upon did, no doubt; authorize the determination; yet-it appears probable that the estima.t~ of the receipts 
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into the Treasury, upon which it was formed, was not realized; it being apparent from this statement 
that the Treasury was exhausted by the application, and left at the close of the year without the means 
of satisfying the outstanding appropriations. In the next six years the amount of debt redeemable was 
not sufficient to absorb even the amount of the annual appropriation of ten millions for those years. 
Consequently, there could have been no application of any surplus, if any surplus had existe:l. During 
part of that time, however, so far from there being a surplus, the means of the Treasury proved inadequate 
even to discharge such portions of the debt as were then redeemable, and recourse was had to loans. On 
January 1, 1823, there appears, as you have remarked, to have been a small surplus; but it was a surplus 
remaining after the application to the debt of all that could be so employed-no more being then redeemable. 
The surplus of upwards of five millions, which remained on the 1st of January, 1824, was under the same 
circumstances. That sum was, however, applied, with other moneys, during that year to the purchase of 
'T per cent. stock, under the authority of an act passed on the 22d of January, 1824. Indeed, the payments 
on account of the debt during that year were so great, amounting for principal and interest to upwards 
of sixteen millions and a half, as again to exhaust the Treasury. During the years -1825, 1826, and 182'7, 
when the amount of the public debt redeemable was sufficient to give full activity to the operation of the 
Sinking Fund, the payments on account of the principal and interest exceeded twelve millions, eleven 
millions, and ten millions, for those years successively. It was not, however, until the close of the years 
1826 and 182'T that any surpluses of ·money remained in the Treasury; and these amounted, as statement 
B shows, to little more than a million. 'But whether there would be such a surplus could not be clearly 
foreseen at the time when the Commissioners decided upon the amount of the last payment to be made in 
the year. That decision was made in the month of September in those years, it being deemed equitable 
and proper to give three months' notice to the holders of the stock which was to be paid off. At those 
periods the condition and prospects of the Treasury were not considered such as to render prudent the 
application of a greater sum than was then determined upon; and as that sum would in each case exceed 
the ten millions appropriated for the year, no sufficient reason was perceived for exposing the Treasury to 
the hazard of making engagements beyond its means. 

In their deliberations upon those occasions the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund had fully under 
view the 4th section of the act of the 3d of March, 181 'T. In determining upon the amount that should 
be applied to the debt, it has been intended, at all events, to pay within each year the annual appropria
tion of ten millions, and to pay also such further sum as would leave in the Treasury at the end of the 
year an amount adequate to the discharge of such appropriations as the public service would require to 
be satisfied. As long as there remained from previous years any sum unpaid of the annual appropriation 
of ten millions, they have not considered themselves as precluded from applying such further sum to that 
object, although the surplus in the Treasury should, by such application, be reduced below two millions. 
In doing -so, they have believed that they were giving to the Sinking Fund act the most liberal interpreta
tion of which it is susceptible; for it may perhaps be doubted whether the balances of the annual 
appropriations of ten millions ought not to be carried to the surplus fund at the end of two years in the 
same manner as other unapplied appropriations. Indeed, there is high authority in favor of this disposi
tion of those balances, the opinion that they should be so disposed of having been expressed in a report 
of the Committee of Ways and Means made to the House of Representatives on April 14, 1820. My 
predecessor in this Department inclined to the same opinion, as would appear by a report made by him to 
the House of Representatives on February 5, 1823, though he did not act under that opinion. 

The conclusion to which the Commissioners came in examining this subject, viz: that those appropria
tions which would remain unsatisfied at the close of the year, and which the public service required to be 
satisfied, must be provided for before any moneys• in the Treasury can be held applicable under the 4th 
section of the Sinking Fund act, is believed to be a sound one. It is in accordance with the opinion which 
has heretofore prevailed at the Treasury, and with that decisively expressed by the Committee of Ways 
and Means in their report to the House of Representatives of February 5, 1826. The balances of appropria
tions which are presented in the annual Treasury report as chargeable upon the balance in the 'rreasury 
at the close of the year, and which are also exhibited in connexion with the estimates under the directions 
of the act of May 1, 1820, are believed to be fully within the terms of the 4th section of the Sinking 
Fund act, as "the sums appropriated for the service of such year;" and if so, no part of that balance can 
be applied under the 4th section, unless it is "a surplus of money in the Treasury above such sums," and 
a surplus, too, 11 which will yet leave in the Treasury a balance equal to two millions of dollars." It may 
be remarked in favor of this construction, that a comparison between the balance of the sums appropriated 
for the service of the year and the amount of money in the Treasury would, if made at any other period 
of the year, present a result less favorable to the application; as will be seen by a statement which has 
just been prepared for the Senate, and a copy of which is enclosed, marked A. 

By an examination of the two statements which accompany this letter it will be perceived that, 
since the first year after the passing of the Sinking Fund act, in which the sum of four millions nine hundred 
and seventy-eight thousand one hundred and seventy-seven dollars and sixteen cents was applied, there 
has not been, at any time, any surplus of money in the Treasury after the adjournment of Congress which_ 
could be applied•under the 4th section of the act, according to any construction that can be given to it. 

In examining whether the limitation contained in the 4th section should be repealed, there are many cir
cumstances to be taken into consideration. It is to be observed that the revenue of the United States, 
which is derived almost entirely from foreign commerce, must, from its nature, be precarious. And while 
the credit system prevails, ( a system, however, under which both the commerce and revenue of the 
country have, in the main, prospered,) it is exposed to additional uncertainty. Any great commercial 
disaster which would put it out of the power of a considerable portion of the merchants to discharge their 
custom-house bonds at any given time with punctuality would in all probability put it out of the power 
of the Government to fulfil its engagements; for, it will be seen that all the money in the Treasury at 
any given time is not equal, upon an average of the last ten years, to one-fifth of the annual expenditure, 
and would suffice for the public service for but little more than two months. It would seem, therefore, 
the part of a prudent Government not to expose its operations unnecessarily to any increased hazard, or, 
indeed, to any hazard, for the prospect of an inconsiderable advantage. For the sake of fulfilling those 
engagements for which the public faith is pledged some risk is to be encountered. And although the 
experience of the past has not been without warnings, as will be recollected in regard to one of the instai
ments of the Louisiana debt, yet it may be fairly considered as justifying all the actual risks. But 
beyond that, the question becomes altogether one of policy, in which the.probable pecuniary gain-a proba
bility, perhaps remote, is to be weighed against the higher ad vantages of certainty in all those operations 
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of the Government which depend upon pecuniary means, and 'in the fulfilment of all the national obli
gations· ... 

, It: is .also to be kept fo mind that, as the money in the Treasury is collected and disbursed at various 
places: throughout the Union, it is. for the public convenience distributed among various banks of deposit, 
including .the Bank of the United States, its nineteen branches, and several State banks. In the principal 
cities the payments by the banks amount frequently to very large sums in the course of a day; and as 
it cannot always be foreseen at what precise times, or to what amount, these payments may be required, 
it is:necessary ,that a considerable sum should be generally in bank to. meet them. It appears, by a 
statement prepared for the Senate, that the average amount of public money remaining on deposit in the 
Bank of .the'United States and all its branches,for the last ten.years, is less than three millions of dollars; 
whi.ch sum,:divided bet:ween the bank and its branches,.yields an average of less than one hundred and 
fifty thousand ~ollars for, eac~. .A.nd of this. sum a portion is· often in transitu between the branches at 
which it.has been collected and those at which it is required for the public service. 
. It.was, doubtless, upon a view of the.se, among other considerations, that the Legislature limited the 
application of the surplus in the Treasury to .the _ amount· of the excess over two millions. The reasons 
of policy.which prevailed then exist still .. And si_nce the act of May 1, 1820, which, at the close of every 
year,-casts.aside those.appropriations.which will not be required,· and confines the estimated charge upon 
the Treasury .to such as are necessa_ry for the. public service, the limit is the more necessary to be pre
served. _ And. I am .free. to confess, in answer to. your inquiry as to my own opinion, that it does not appear 
to be adv:isal:!le.to alter the: law.. : . . 

!:have the. ho:iwr:to.-remain, with the greatest respect, your obedient servant, . 
. . . : . . . RICH.A.RD RUSH. 
Hon. S,. SmTH,: Chairman·.ef the Committee on Finance, Senate. 

-.A.. 

Statement of the bal,ances of.appropriations which v:ere unsati..':fied on the first day of each year, from 1811 to 
1_821, inclusive;· the ·amount of appropriations for each ·year; the aggregate of the bal,ances at the commence
ment of and the appropriations for each year; the payments on account of these appropriations to the end 
of the quarter in which the adjournment of Congress took place in each year,from 1811 to 1821, inclusive; 
exhibiting also the bala1ices of appropriations that remained to be sat'isfied at the end of the said quarters, 
and the means in the Treasury to meet those bal,ances; also the payments on account of the debt under ~he 

fourth section of the act of the 3d of March, 1811. • 

Years. 

1817 •••••••••••• :. $4,686,012 04 $34,759,460 88 $39,445,472 42 ,$10, 122,298 70 ,SW,3:i:J,173 72 $22,690,957 74. $6,632,215 98 ••••••••••••••• 
1e18 •••••••••••• :. .4,618, i96 22 21,996, 715 08 29,6l5,5ll 3'0 19,908,628 06 9, 706, 883 24 5, ill o, 468 00 3,896,415 24 b $4,978,177 16 

1·819 •.•• ••. : ••• ;. 5,432,379 12 24,109,459 80 29,Ml,833 9-~ 5, '!51,967 12 23, 789, b7l 83 2,065,495 48 21,724,376 32 ............... 
1820 .•••••• : ••• :. c :1, 140,476 36 25,497,553 26 28,638,029 62 ll,975,238 74 16,662, 790 8~ 2,628, i37 58 14,034,053 30 .............. 
1821 ••••••••••• :. c5,399,619 04 ·18,435,466 61 23,835,085 65 5,336,286 24 17,499, i97 41 a 18,276,544 01 .............. 
1822.: •••••••••••• c2, 73:!,316 4i 20,508,011 s1 23,246,334 22 8,90-2,410 73 14,343, 9-23 49 2,497,418 00 11,846,505 49 

•••••••••••••• 
18.!3 •••• ~ •••••••• c2, 746,260 90 20,190,113 81 22,936,374 71 4,471,601 01 J 8, 464, 773 70 5, 165, 066 30 13,~99, 707,40 .............. 

1821 •••• •••••••••• .;3,001,500 01· 25, s:io, 635 95 -28,83?,136 60 13,637,492 97 15, 194,643 09 7,855,791 15 15,338,851 94 ............... 
1825 .••••• : ••••••. ,;3,22s,621 91 22,892,544 72 26,121,172 63 5,670,631 12 20,450,541 51 6,753,949 08 13,696,592 43 ............... 
1826 .......• .-••• , C 4,352,909 78 • . 23,255,413 09 27,lm~,32-2 87 14,190,010 01 13,418,312 86 4,079,057 20 . 9,339,255 66, . .............. 
1827 ••••••••••••• C 41294, 175 71 23, 172,096 39 27,466,272 10 4, 802, 85S 06 22,663,414 04 7,293,113 23 15,370,300 81 ••••••••••••••• 

a Balance against the T~~asury on the 1st of April, 1821, $776,746 60. 
b As this sum was actually applied in 1818, under the fourth section of the act of the 3d l\Iarch, 1817, it is presumed that the state of the Treasury 

did at•ome period of the year justify the application;although the money in the Treasury (including unavailable funds) at the end of the year amounted 
to only $1,478,526 74, (per statement D,) and the unsatisfied nppropriation at the same period to $5,432,379 12. 

c The balances are exclusive of the balances unapplied of the annual appropriation of ~10,000,000 on account of the debt, as particularly noted in 

the accompanying statement C. 

Ta~ASURY D~P~R~ME~T, Register's Office, March 19, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Reguter. 
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B. 

Statement exhibuing the balqnces in the Treasury on the 1st day of January of each of the years froni 181 'l to 1828, inclusive; showing· also the amount of unsati.yied appropriations and 
unavailable funds; the balance in the Trea,sury, exclusioo of those sums, at the commencement of the years in which a balance ove1· those sums existed; and the amounts in other yea1·s 
requisite, in addition to the available money in the Treasury, to meet the amount of unsatisfied appropriations; exhibuing also the amount paid on account of the principal and interest of 
the public debt in each year, with references to the appropriations under which the payments were made. 
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1821 ............................ .. 
1822 ............................ .. 
1823 ........................... .. 
1824 ............................. . 
1825 .............................. . 
1826 .................... , .. ; ...... . 
1827 .......... , ........ ; ....... .. 
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1821 .. , ......................... . 
1822 ............................ .. 
1823 ............................. . 
1824 ........................... .. 

1825 •••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••• 
1826 ............................ .. 
1827 ............................ . 

~,423,036 12 
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1, 70!!, 821 87 
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1828, (est.) ........ ••• .... ~ ..... .. 

• 14,989,465 48 
1,478,526 74 
2,079,992 38 
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1,681,592 24 
4,237,427 55 
9,463,022 81 
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l This sum ls larger than that exhibited In tho Secretary's report, arising from the receipts In 1827 being more than Wail estimated at thQ time the report WM presented, and from amounts carried to tho ~urptus· fund, 

Tnl!utlR\'l>EPAR'r!,1&:NT,'tte:t.ler'• 0.ffic,, March 191 1828, 
.JOSEPH NOURSE, Rcgutcr, 
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0. 

Stalement of the amount which remained unapplied of the annual appropriation of $10,000,000 on account of 
the puhlic debt, at the end of each year, from 1819 to 182'1, inclusive. 

1819 ..................................... , .•.......... 
1820 ................................................. . 
1821 ................................................. . 
1822 ................................................. . 
1823 ................................................. . 
1824 ................................................. . 
1825 ......................... a •••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1826 ................................................. . 
182'1 ................................................. . 

$2,296,1 '18 13 
3,66'1,661$ 85 

• 5,300,5'10 23 
'1,451,410 56 

11,921,604 '10 
5,353,210 94 
3,256,166 16 
2,214,'121 56 
2,213,135 5'1 

TREASURY DEPAim!ENT, Registers Office, March 19, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

D. 

Statement exhibiting the payments on account of the principal and interest of the public debt, by the semi-annual 
applicalion of $5,000,000, until its final extinction. 

1828, July ................... . 
1829, January ............... . 

" July ................... . 
1830, January ... ; ........... . 

" July .......... ,; ....... . 
1831, January ............... . 

" July ................... . 
1832, January ............... . 

" July ................... . 
1833, January ............... . 

" July ................... . 
1834, January ............... . 

" July ................... . 
1835, January ............... . 

" July ................... . 
1836, January .......•........ 

" July ........... ; ....... . 

Principal. 
*$5,000,000 00 ............................. . 

1,8'11,915 '16 ............................. . 
3,56'1,115 35 ............................. . 
3,6'14,128 81 ............................. . 
3, '184,352 6'1 ............................. . 
3,89'1,883 25 ............................. . 
4,014,819 '14 ............................. . 
4,131,6'10 '10 ............................. . 
4,22'1,22'1 '18 .............................. . 
4,322,340 39 ............................. . 
4,419,640 2'1 • ............................. . 
4,520,405 31 ............................. . 
4,633,415 43 ............................. . 
4,'122,419 9'1 ............................. . 
4,840,480 45 ............................. . 
4,913,152 03 ............................. . 

8'12,410 01 ............................. . 

6'1,413,3'1'1 92 

Interest. 
$1,639,042 12 

1,489,042 12 
1,432,884 65 
1,325,8'11 19 
1,215,64'1 33 
1,102,116 '15 

985,180 26 
868,329 30 
'1'12,'1'12 22 
6'1'1,659 61 
580,359 '13 
4'19,594 69 
366,584 5'T 
2'1'1,580 03 
159,519 55 
86,84'1 9'1 
13,086 15 

13,4'12,118 24 

Amount of principal brought down ........................................... $6'1,413,3'1'1 92 
Interest ................... ;............................................... 13,4'12,118 24 

80,885,496 16 

Appropriation for 1828 to 1835, eight years, at ten millions per annum ............. $80,000,000 00 

And there will be required on the 1st of July, 1836, for the final discharge of the debt, viz: 
For the residue of three per cents................................ $8'12,410 01 
Interest thereon for six months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,086 15 

885,496 16 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, April 8, 1828. 

80,885,496 16 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

In considering the document A, the Senate will recollect that the line for 181 '1 has no connexion with 
the subject, the large surplus for that year having been applied specifically by the third section of the 
act. The operation of the 4th section commenced with the 1st January, 1818. On the 1st January of that 
year it appears that there was a surplus in the Treasury of $9,3'10,669, owing to the fact, as stated in 
the note, "that there was no debt to which part of this balance could be applied." In that year, 1818, 
it appears that the large sum of $21,296,306 was applied to the payment of the principal and interest of 
the debt; which excessive payment could only have been made under a full belief that the estimates of 
receipts for 1818 would warrant it. The receipts, however, fell short of the estimate in the sum of 
$3,500,000, as appears by the letter (herewith) ·of the Secretary of the Treasury. dated 4th April, 1828. 
That extreme desire to pay•o:ff the debt occasioned, in part, perhaps, the distress in which the Treasury 
was involved in the year 1819, and aided in making loans necessary for the years 1820 and 1821. The 
document B shows that there was no surplus applicable under the 4th section during the years 1819, 
1820, 1821, 1822, and 1823; 'during those years the whole of the ten millions was not applied, and could 

0 The Commissioners of the Sinking Fund have airected that $5,000,000 of the debt be paid on the first of July next. 
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not be applied to the payment of the debt, as well for want of funds in the Treasury as that, fortu
nately, there was little of the public debt payable; the consequence was, that a debt to the Commissioners 
of the Sinking Fund went on accumulating until it actually amounted in the year 1823 ( per document C) 
to the sum of $11,921,604 70. In the year 1824 the Treasury reduced that debt to $5,353,210 94 by a 
payment of the debt and interest thereon to the amount of $16,568,393 76, and in the years 1825, 1826, 
and 1827, further deductions of that debt were made; the debt to the Commission on the 1st January, 1827, 
was reduced to the sum of $2,213,135 67; a further reduction was made to a trifling amount during the 
year 1827, and as the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund have ordered a payment of the principal of the 
public debt to be made on the first day of July next of five millions of dollars, the probability is that a 
considerable reduction of the debt now due the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund will be made in the 
present year. 

The committee have considered the subject fully, and are of opinion that the Commissioners have 
executed the trust reposed in them with fidelity, and in strict accordance with the 4th section of the act. 
That in no year from 1819 until 1826, inclusive, (except the year 1824,) has there been any surplus of 
consequence in the Treasury which could have been applied to the payment of the debt, even if the reser
vation of the two millions had not been authorized; that, in that year, they appear not to have retained 
any material surplus. On the 1st January, 1827, (see document B,) there appears to have been a surplus 
of only $1,064,510, and on the same day in 1828 a surplus of $1,027,994. 

The committee have seen that a full reliance cannot be placed on estimates. A fair view of that 
subject will be found in the Secretary's letter. That therefore a change from two to one million of the 
sum reserved might be attended with danger to the finances. The Secretary's report stated that on the 
1st of January, 1828, there would be a surplus of about $2,200,000 in the Treasury; and the Committee 
on Finance, believing in the accuracy of the report, reported a bill to apply one million thereof to the 
payment of the debt due to the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund. Fortunately the bill did not pass; 
for, by the report of the Secretary of the Treasury at the commencement of the present session, ,it appears 
that there was, as estimated, only a surplus of $471,705 in the Treasury; which surplu,s was afterward13 
ascertained to be $7,027,994. From a view of the whole subject, the committee repeat, as their opinion, 
that a change from two to one million is inexpedient. . • 

The 5th section of the act authorizes the purchase of 3 per cent. stock, provided it can be purchased 
at the rate of $65 for the $100, and of 6 per cent. stock if purchasable at the par and true value thereof. 
Since the passage of that act, stocks have been created bearing an interest of 4½ and 5 per cent., for 
the purchase of which there is no authorit_y by law. These debts will be paid off as they shall become 
due. Is it necessary to make provision for their purchase before they are payable? The opinion that it 
is proper to make such provision must be bottomed on the idea that the Treasury will have means 
adequate, not only to the payment of the ten millions annually, but such as will enable it to purchase in 
advance. The committee have no means by which to calculate whether that idea be correct or incorrect. 
It may be correct from an increase of revenue, or from a decrease of expenditures; from either or both 
of which a surplus applicable to a purchase might exist; at present the committee can perceive nothing to 
justify a certainty in the one or the other; and without a great probability, amounting nearly to acer
tainty, the committee would not feel themselves justified in recommending any change in the present 
system. 

The committee would deem it imprudent to authorize the purchase of those stocks at a price beyond 
the par value thereof, unless, indeed, there were in the 'l'reasury large sums inapplicable to the payment 
of other debts, the loss of interest on which would be equal to the excess beyond the par value. 

The committee submit a statement from the Treasury Department, marked D, exhibiting the payments 
on account of the principal and interest of the public debt by the semi-annual payment of five millions 
of dollars; by wh_ich it appears that by the simple operation of the Sinking Fund the whole of the public 
debt, including the bank debt and 3 per cents., will be extinguished on the 1st day of January, 1836, 
except the small amount of $885,496 10, which it is highly probable will be extinguished in that period 
by an application of funds beyond the annual sum of ten millions. 

The committee, in answer to the last part of the resolution calling on them to report "upon what 
articles and to what amount the present duties may be reduced or abolished, after the extinguishment of 
the public debt, consistently with the general interest of the whole Union," ask leave to submit a state
ment, marked E; that statement is bottomed on the state of the country at present; great changes may 
and probably will take place before the 1st January, 1836, which may make it necessary to refrain from 
the repealing of the duties Rpecified on some of the items, or from reducing the duties on those articles men
tioned for reduction. It may be that our citizens may cultivate the vine to a greater extent than at 
present; they may cultivate the olive, silk, &c., &c. The committee have confined themselves as much as they 
could to such articles as will not interfere with the growing manufactures of the country; and yet it is 
possible that prior to 1836 it may be found that the people can manufacture linen of all kinds, worsted 
stuffs, and some other articles, on which is contemplated a reduction of the duties; in fact, th_e scheme 
submitted by the committee may be found in many of the items wholly improper when Congress come to 
act on the subject. 

The committee submit the following resolution: 
Resolved, That it is inexpedient at this time to make any alteration in the "Act to provide for the 

redemption of the public debt." 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, April 5, 1828. 
Sm: In answer t-0 the inquiries made by you this morning, through Mr. Dickins, I have the honor to 

state that the sum applied in the year 1818, under the 4th section of the Sinking Fund act, was applied 
to the reimbursement of the Louisiana stock on the 21st of October, 1818; and that this application was 
determined upon by the Commissioners of the Sinking Fund on the 24th of April preceding. 

I have also to state that the actual receipts into the 'l'reasnry during the year 1818 fell short of the 
estimate made by the Secretary of the Treasury nearly three millions and a half of dollars. 

I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

Hon. S. SMITH, Chairman Committee on Finance, Senate United States. 
RICH.A.RD RUSH. 
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E. 

StoJ,ement exhibiting the articles on which the duties may be repealeil or modified when the noJ,ional, debt shall be 
paid qff, provided no unforeseen occu1-rence may ari-se . 

.A.'RTICLES ON WHICH DUTIES M'AY B'E ltEP'EAI.ED. 

Articles. 

Wines of all kinds•···•••••·•••••••••·••·• •••• ••••• •••••· 
Teas of all kinds ...................................... •••••. 

Coffee ••••••• ····•·•••••·. •••••• ••••· •••••••••••·• •• •••· 
Salt. .•••••.••••..•...•.•••.••••••..•••.•••.••...•..•. , ••••. 
Cocoa .•••.•..••••••••••..•.••.•....•...•...••••••••••••. 

Almonds •••• ••••••·••••••·•••·····••·•••·••••·•••••••• .••• 
Currants•·••••••••••··••"•·•••·····••••·••"••·•••••••••· 
Prunes and plums .•••••••••••••.•••..•.••••.••• 
Figs ....................................................... . 
Raisins ....................... •••••••••••••••••••·•••··•·····•••··•••• 

Net revenue 
, in 1827. 

8667,369 
I,462,6!1·:! 
I,436,471 

851,798 
735 

9,105 
s,519 
5,998 

20,927 
199,642 

.A:RTICL'ES ON WllICII DUTIES MAY BE llEDUCED FIFTY PER CENT • 

Anicles. 

Linens•••••••••••••·••••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••·•·•·· 
\Vorsted stufil; . ., , .•••••••.•••.•••••••.•.••• ., •••••••••. 

Nankeens ···•••··•····•••••·••·••••••• •••••••••••• •••••· 
Bolting cloths •• ,......... •. •• •. • • • • •• • . • • ...•..••.••.••. 

Quills .................. ·••••••••••••""'•••"•••"•·•"• 
Black bottles .............................. , •..•.••••• , ••. 
Demijohns •••• ••••••·•··•••••••••••••••••••••••• •....... 
Thread and silk lace •....••...•• , ..•.•••.••.•••.• , ...... . 

Net revenue 
in 1827. 

$535,909 
403,062 
23,982 
5,595 

17,Sll 
54,696 
ll,461 

129,059 

Cambrics•••••••••••••·•••· ·•··••••••••••·••••····•·· • ····••·•··•••• 
La,vns* •••••• •• , ·••···•••••·••••••••••••······•••·•••· •·••••••·••••• 

1\Iace (1) ••• , •••• , ••••••••• , •••••••••••..•••••••••• ,. , • • • • . • • . • • • • . . • • • • . Cashmere shawls "... •• • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • .. • ...••.••••••• 

Cloves (2) •••••••••••••••• ••··•·••••••••"•••••••••••·••·· •··••··••·••·· Gauze"•••••••••••·•••••• ••••• •·•••••••••••••••••·•••• •····•••··•·•• 
Nutmegs ..... ~ •••••• •••••• •••• •••••••••• •••• •••••• •••• •••• 10,498 Ribbons"•••••• ·•••. ••·••• •••••• •••••••• •••••• •••••• •••• •••• ......... . 
Cinnamon (3) ··•••••••••••••••••·•••••·••••••••·•••· •••••• ···••••••••··· Straw mats*•••••••••••••···•••••••••••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••• 
C••s;• (4) ............................. .,., ...... ...... .... ..... . .... .... Canton crape• ...................................................... . 

Pepper .......... •••• .................... ·••••• .... ••••.• .. 10,095 
Pimento. • .................................... •••• •••••· 31,501 

Indigo .................. ••••••••••••••• ......... •••••·•••••· 67,3,?":! 
:Bristles •• •••• • •••••• •••• •••••••••••• •••••· •• , ••• •••• •••• •• 7,565 
Spanish brown and ochre . ., •••• , •••.••.•.•• , ••••••••••.. , • . 8,826 
Camphor •.•• , .•....••••••• ,., ................... , •.••.• ., . • 2,366 
Cayenne pepper .•• , ................................... , ••• , 78 
Ging•• .................................................. 9,153 
Olive oil •.••.••.•. , . ... • • ... • .• . . . • . ... • • •• • • • ... .• • • • • ••• . 5,720 

Alum •••• ·····•••·••••···••"••••••••·•••••••• .. ••••·••••· 21U 
Corks ....••..• ;, •• •••• ..... , ..................... , . • . •• . . 12,097 
Quicksilver (5) ••••••••••••..•••••••••••••••••••••• , •.••••.•••••••••••••• 
Opium ............................................. •••••••• 9,615 
Silks pf all kinds ................. •••••••• ........ •••••••••• l,281,094 
Capers (6) •••••••••••••••••..••••• •••••••• ••• •••• ..................... . 

1,181,575 

NoTE.-Articles numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, the exportation exceeds the importation; 6, capers cannot be distinguished from other articles paying a duty 
of!lO per cent. ad valorein. 

• These anicles are connected with others, and their values cannot be separated so as to exhibit the duty accruing on each. 

TREASURY DEPARTlllE."IT, Register'• Office, .llpril 16, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

20TH CoNGREss.l No. 914. [lsT SEssroN. 

rN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON READY-MADE CLOTHING. 

COMMUNICATED TO THE SENATE APRIL 28, 1828. 

To the honorable the Senate and House of RepresentoJ,ives of the United States in Oongress assembled : 
The memorial of the undersigned, merchant tailors of the city of Philadelphia, respectfully showeth: 

That your memorialists are greatly alarmed by the provisions of the bill for the regulation of the tariff, 
now pending before you, which, in its present form, appears to threaten the existence of their business, 
and to annihilate the hopes of subsistence of many thousand persons who are employed and supported by 
the trade. 

Your memorialists, although silent, have not been insensible of the various laws which have from 
time to time been passed by Congress materially affecting their business. • They knew they were under 
the protection of a Government of the people, instituted to promote the general welfare. And although 
at the last revision of the tariff the duty on ready-made clothing was stationary, while that on the 
material was advanced, they submitted without complaint, confiding in the wisdom of the Government. 
Nothing but impending ruin now urges them to this remonstrance, and they trust they will not ask in vain 
for a hearing. 

They cannot believe that the effect of the pending bill upon them has been perceived by any. They 
are slow to believe that Congress, in violation of the principle -of the bill, would willingly destroy a 
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branch of domestic industry indispensable to civilization, which stands in the way of none, which gives 
employment to decrepitude, otherwise helpless, and support to indigent females, by one of _the few trades 
in which they can be suitably employed, to drain the country of money to nourish and support that foreign 
skill .and industry which they are struggling to rival, and all this at the expense of a most serious .diminu
tion of the revenue 

When the duty was raised by the act of 1824 to 30 per cent. ad valorem on all goods abov~ the 
value of 33½ cents per square yard, that on ready-made clothing was suffered to remain at 30 per cent., 
"l'fflich abolished the protection which the manufacture at home had previously enjoyed; but no complaint 
was made, as the trade could still compete on nearly equal terms with the foreign artist. 

If the present bill should unfortunately pass without reference to the duty on ready-made clothing, 
foreign fabrics, instead of being imported in the piece, to be made into clothing, will be imported ready 
made; and it will not be surprising if the enormous profits which the saving of duty alone will give 
should turn half the capital now employed in the import of such fabrics into ready-made clothing. 

By the present bill your petitioners understand that a .duty per square yard is contemplated of 20 
cents on goods not exceeding the value of 50 cents per square yard; of 40 cents not exceeding $1; of $1 
not exceeding $2 50; and of $1 60 not exceeding $4; and of 45 per cent. ad valorem on all goods exceed
ing the value of $4 per square yard. It will therefore follow that cloth of the value of $1 01 will pay 
the same duty as that of the value of $2 50, being $1 per square yard; whereas, in ready-made clothing, 
the same cloth will pay a duty of 30 cents, thus saving 'lO cents, or seven-tenths of the duty on cloth 
unmade. Cloth of the value of $2 51 will pay the same duty as if it were worth $4, being $1 60 per 
square yard; whereas the same cloth, in the shape of ready-made clothing, will pay a duty of 'l5 cents; 
thus saving 85 cents per square yard, or more than one-half of the duty. On all cloths above the value 
of $4 per square yard, the duty of 45 per cent. ad valorem will leave a saving to the-importers of ready
made clothing of 33½ per cent. on the amount of duties. · 

Profits as enormous as these savings from Government would constitute must operate as a bounty 
on foreign industry which domestic industry could not compete with, even if they should do their work 
gratuitously, and soon open a trade in ready-made clothing to an extent never before thought of. 

It therefore becomes your memorialists most respectfully to warn the Government of the evils which 
an omission to make a correspondent alteration in the duty on ready-made clothing would entail on it 
as well as themselves, and to submit the case to your wisdom. And your memorialists, as in duty bound, 
&c., &c. • 

PHILADELPHIA, .April 25, 1828. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 915. [lsT SEssroN. 

IN FAVOR·OF DUTY ON SALES AT AUCTION. 

COID!UNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES APRIL 28, 1828. 

Th the lwnorahl,e the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of .America in Congress assembled: 
The memorial of the subscribers, merchants, traders, and other citizens of the city of New York, 

respectfully represents: That the evils of the auction system, as detailed in memorials addressed to your 
honorable bodies in 181 'l, 1818, 1821-'22, and again in 1824, have increased in an alarming degree, and 
may now emphatically be denominated a national evil. The system, as now conducted, is, fo reality, a 
llONOPOLY, and that of the most unjust and odious character. In effect, it concentrates in the hands of a 
very few individuals of our city three-fourths or nearly all of the business which is transacted; and, 
moreover, it lays the foundation and affords facilities for the practicing of frauds and impositions on the 
Government as well as the people. It has wrested from the American merchant and trader all those 
advantages originally intended by our Government for the encouragement of her own citizens, and of 
converting them to the benefit of the merchants and manufacturers of foreign nations. From the facilities 
afforded of effecting speedy sales of all kinds of goods at auction; concealing the owner and importer; 
relieving every one concerned from all responsibility, either for frauds on the buyer or on the Govern
ment, most powerful inducements are constantly offered to foreign merchants and manufacturers to pour 
the whole of their refuse and surplus productions into our market, to the serious injury of the American 
trader, and the certain ruin of our mannfacturing establishments. The long credit on the duties comes 
into their aid; it operates as a bounty; and in the course of a short time it furnishes the foreigner with 
United States funds equal to the whole of his capital originally invested. 

If we refer to the practice of England, the first commercial nation in the world, we will find that her 
Board of Trade long since applied a corrective to this destructive system, and, by a well-timed and reason
able tax on auction sales, arrested the evil without infringing on the just rights of her citizens. If we may 
also refer to the practice of another great commercial nation, France has, by the imposition of a tax on 
sales at auction, amounting to a prohibition of the same, given a striking illustration of the injury 
resulting to fair trade by a continuance of the system which is so loudly and generally denounced. .. 

Your memorialists hope that your honorable bodies will interpose to correct the evils resulting from 
this oppressive and desolating system, to which they earnestly solicit the attention of the Government
a system which, in its direct effects, encourages frauds on the revenue, depresses domestic manufactures, 
facilitates impositions on the public, destroys the mercantile character, and is ruinous to that class of 
citizens to which your memorialists belong; and the injurious results of which must inevitably fall upon 
the agricultural and laboring part of the population. They therefore respectfully pray your honorable 
bodies to impose a duty of 10 per centum on sales by auction, excepting the effects of bankrupt and 
of deceased persons, goods sold for the benefit of underwriters, shipping, and real estate . 

.. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 916. [lsT SEssroN. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON YARNS, THREAD, .A.ND TWINE, MADE OF FL~. 

COllllUNICATED TO THE SENATE APRIL 30, 1828. 

To the hon,orahle the Senaie of the United States in Congress assembled: 
The memorial of Garsed, Raines & Co., of Frankford, in the county of Philadelphia and State of 

Pennsylvania, most respectfully showeth: That your memorialists have, at great expense and with great 
exertion and anxiety, established a manufactory at the above named place for the purpose of hatchelling, 
preparing, and spinning flax by machinery, in the hest and most approved manner, and that they have 
succeeded in manufacturing a number of useful and necessary articles-such as sewinir or sail twines, shoe 
threads,fiax yarns, and flax tow yarns for hair seating, boot webbing, floor cloths in oil, and for gray half
bleached and full-bleached linen threads, and colored threads, for tailors' and other useful purposes, which 
have been sold and consumed in most of the principal cities in the Union, and are found to equal in every 
respect the same articles imported from Europe. • 

Your memorialists likewise respectfully represent to your honorable Ho"!lse that the importation and 
consumption of the flaxen manufactures they have enumerated are of considerable magnitude and import
ance, equal or superior in amount to sail duck, and entitled to equal attention and protection. 

But the proposed additional duty upon raw flax, without a corresponding increase of duty upon 
threads, yarns, and twines made from flax, will seriously injure, if not entirely prostrate, the manufactory 
of your memorialists and others engaged in similar establishments. 

Further, your memorialists respectfully represent to your honorable body that the present low rate of 
duties upo)l flax yarns, threads, and twines made from flax, do not form an adequate protection for the 
manufacturer here against the British manufacturer. As the British manufacturer imports his flax from 
other countries into England at a nominal duty of about one dollar per ton, and the manufacturer here 
having now to pay an ad valorem duty of fifteen per cent. upon the raw flax, which includes the tow as 
well as flax, leaves him without any protection by the existing tariff; consequently, if the duty upon raw 
flax be increased, as is proposed, without increasing the duty upon yarns, threads, and twines made from 
flax, it will, in the opinion of your memorialists, operate ·as a bounty to the foreign manufacturer, and 
enable him to deluge this country with these articles, and to entirely -prostrate the manufacturer here, 
while it is clear and certain that these articles can and ought, under a different regulation as to duties, 
to be made at home, which would also cause the raw material ultimately to be produced in sufficient 
abundance and of good quality at home also. 

Your memorialists, further, most respectfully state to your honorable House that the protection of 
flax yarns, threads, and twines against the foreign manufacturermust be equal to the protection of the 
farmers against the foreign flax-grower; otherwise the foreign flax-grower and foreign flax manufacturer 
will have the American market for these articles entirely to themselves, and the foreign farmer will have 
a still greater advantage than merely growing the raw flax in supplying the foreign manufacturer with 
all the rest of farm produce whilst these manufactures are being produced. 

Thus your memorialists most respectfully urge upon your honorable House that, without adequate 
protection be afforded to the manufacturer, in conjunction with the farmer, the hopes and expectations of 
the farmer will be entirely disappointed, _as foreign manufacturers will, without this, continue their 
ascendency, and purchasers to any extent will not be found for improved American flax when it is grown. 

Your memorialists beg, most respectfully, further to state to your honorable House that they anxiously 
labored for between three and four years to manufacture yarns, threads, and twines from domestic flax, 
but were compelled to give it up because of its inferiority in strength, cleanness, and bleaching, and 
which inferiority they entirely attribute to bad management in its cultivation, in its sowing, pulling, 
rotting, and cleaning, all which might be remedied if the farmers were to deem it an object of sufficient 
importance, and grow it for flax rather than for the seed. Your memorialists, therefore, most respectfully 
represent that, if the proposed duty upon raw flax be retained, the present comparatively low duty upon 
flax yarns, threads, and twines -may be advanced fifteen per cent. in aid of the revenue without public 
injury or inconvenience; and from the disposition of your honorable House to favor the agricultural 
interest of our country, bounties might be granted out of these additional duties to such of the growers 
of flax as would produce an article of such quality as would supersede the imported, and which your 
memorialists verily believe would, materially advance the proper cultivation of hemp and wool, as well 
as flax, and essentially promote the interests of our country. 

Finally, your memorialists most respectfully state to your honorable House that, with all their skill, 
economy, and experience, resulting from the practice of flax spinning upon a large scale for ne-arly twenty 
years, at Leeds, in England, they have not hitherto been able to derive a living profit from their manu
facturing establishment, although it has now been five years in operation, and their want of success is 
entirely owing to the inadequate protection afforded this branch of manufacture. by the tariff of 1824. 
But your memorialists confidently hope that your honorable House -will, in its wisdom, make such an 
addition to the duty on the importation of flax yarns, threads, and twines, as will protect them from ruin, 
and will enable them to persevere in their exertions to increase the manufacture in which they arc now 
engaged, and by this means to promote the interests of this the country of t4eir choice, and which will 
ever demand the high respect and regard of your memorialists. 

GA.RSED, RA.INES & CO .. 
FRANKFORD, Pennsylvania, April 25, 1828. 
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FRANKFORD (near Philadelphia) FLAX FACTORY, April 25, 1828. 
HoN. Sm: Observing the tariff bill to have passed the House of Representatives, with an addition to 

the duty upon ra.y flax, without any additional duty upon threads, yarns, and twines, which we are engaged 
in making fromfiax, we have taken the liberty to trouble you with the enclosed memorial to the Senate 
on this subject. In doing this, we beg to say that, as the duties now stand, we are left without protecti0n. 
We pay fifteen per cent. ad valorem upon rough flax, which we import from Russia, Prussia, and Holland, 
and which, being upon the tow as well as the flax, makes the duty upon the dressed flax, from which we 
make threads, yarns, and twines, fully equal to the duty of twenty-five per cent. ad valorem, which is 
paid on these articles when imported. One-third in value and near two-thirds in quantity of the rough 
flax is dressed into tow, which cannot be made into any but low-priced articles that will not bear one
fourth of their proportion of duty, which causes the duty to fall chiefly upon the dressed flax from which 
we make our threads, twines, and yarns, such as are imported. 

For the encouragement of the growth of domestic flax, which we especially wish to promote, we are 
quite in favor of a sufficient duty upon flax imported; but this must also be attended by a corresponding 
duty upon threads, yarns, and twines made from flax, when imported manufactured, or we shall not be 
able to continue to manufacture. " 

The British manufacturer imports his flax from Russia, Prussia, and Holland, on a nominal duty of 
about one dollar per ton; and as he only sends articles manufactured from the dressed flax, and pays only 
twenty-five per cent. duty here, he now meets us here on equal terms, which, considering the superior 
facilities afforded in England for manufacturing purposes, becomes an unequal contest for us. This being 
the case as the duty now stands, an additional duty upon the raw flax, without an additional duty upon 
threads, yarns, and twines made from flax, becomes a premium to the foreign flax manufacturer to send 
his goods here, and in this way the advantage will be entirely lost to the farmer, as these articles, being 
imported manufactured, have all the labor and farm produce consumed in their manufacture upon them, 
which ought to be put upon them by their manufacture here; thus destroying the market to the farmer 
both as to raw material and the produce consumed in their fabrication. 

We most earnestly crave your attention to this subject. We also beg reference to the 'honorable 
members of the House of Representatives from this district; and from the office you sustain in the 
Committee on Manufactures, we feel great confidence that you will succeed in obtaining such an addition 
to the existing duties uponflax, yarns, threads, and twines as will save us from the necessity of giving up 
our present manufacturing pursuits, and, if successful, will become an object of great national importance. 

We abstain from further remarks from an unwillingness to trespass further on your valuable time. 
We are, honorable sir, your very obedient servants, 

GARS]J:D, RAINES & CO. 
General J. D. BARNARD, Senator from Pennsylvania, Washington. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 917. [lsr SESSION. 

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF RATES OF EXIS'rING AND PROPOSED DUTIES. 

cmorUNICATED To THE SENATE APRIL 30, 1828. 

A comparative statement of the duties under the bill altering the several acts imposing duties on imports, 
and the present rate of duties. 

Articles. Proposed duties. !'resent duties. 

On iron, in bars or bolts, not manufactured in whole or in part by rolling .••• •. l cent. per pound••••••••.......... 90 cents per 112 pounds, or 8-10 of a 
cent per pound. 

On bar or bolt iron made wholly or in part by rolling.... . • •• • • . • •• • • • . . • • . . . $37 per ton .•••.•••••••••••••• ,.... $30 per ton. 
On iron in pigs ................ , • • . . • .. . • .. ••.••. •• • • • • • • •• • ••. .• •. •• •• • 62¼ cents per 112 poundk . . • • . •• •• • • 50 cents per 112 pounds, 
On Iron or steel wire, not exceeding No, 14 •••••• •••••• •••• •••••••••••• ••·• 6 cents per pound •••• ••••••••...... Not exceeding No. 18, 5 cents perJb. 
On Iron or steel wire, exceeding No. 14, ..••.... •••••• ; ••••• •••• •••••• ••••·• 10 cents per pound.•••• •••• ,....... Exceeding No.18, 9 cents per pound. 
On round iron or braslers• rods of3-16 to 8-16 of an inch diameter; and on 3!-cents per pound ...•••.•.•••• ,... 3 cents per pound. 

iron in nail or spike rod•, slit or rolled; and on iron in sheets, and hoop 
iron; and on iron slit or rolled for band iron, scroll iron, or casement rods. 

On axes, adzes, drawing-knives, squares of iron or steel, bridle bits, steel- 35 per cent. ad valorem. •••••• ·••••• 25 per cent. ad valorem. 
yards, scale beams, socket chisels, and vises. 

On cutting-knives, sickles, reaping-hooks, scythes, spades, shovels, and on 40 per cent. ad vnlorem. .. .. ...•. ... 30 per cent. ad valorem. 
Iron screws, called wood screws. 

On steel •• •••• .... •••••· .... •• .•••••..•• •••• •••• •••••••••••• •••••••• •••••• $1 50 per 1~2 pounds ••••••••• •••••• $1 per 112 pounds. 
On wool unmanufactured, 4 cents per pound and 40 per cent. ad valorem, 

until June 30, 1829, and progressively 5 per cent. per annum until it 
amounts to 50 per cent. 

On manufactures of wool, except carpets, blankets, worsted stuff goods, 
bombazlnes, hosiery, mits, gloves, caps, and bindings, value not exceeding 
50 cents per square yard. 

On all manufactnres of wool, except flannels and baizes, the value of which 
shall not exceed 33¼ cents the square yard. 

On manufactures of wool, excepting as before excepted, value exceeding 
50 cents and not exceeding $1 the square yard. 

Specific duty 4 cents per pound, and 
ad valorem duty progressively 

On wool under 10 eents value, 15 per 
cent. ad valorem; over 10 cents 

from 40 to 50 per cent. value, 30 per cent. ad valorem. 
20 cents per square yard............ 33¼ per cent. ad valorem, 

14 cents the square yard .••••. , • . . .. 25 per cent. on the minimum of 33j
cents per square yard. 

40 cents the squareyard .•.••••• ,,., 33¼ per cent. ad valorem. 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

Anicles. Proposed duties. Present duties. 

On manufactures of wool, exceedmg $1 and not exceeding $2 50 the square 
yard. 

$1 per square yard .••••• ~ .......... 33-} per cent. ad :valorem. 

On manufactures of wool, exceeding $-'l 50 and n<>t exceeding$! the square 
yard. 

40 per cent. ad valorem ............ . 

On manufactures of wool, exceedin~ $! per square yard .............. •.•••· 45 per cent. ad valorem ........... . 

Do. do. 

Do. do. 
On woolen blankets, hoi;1;iery, mits, gloves, and bindinga: . ............ •••• .... 35 per cent. ad valorem .•• •• •••• .... 25 per cent. ad vnlorem. 
On Brussels, Turkey, and Wilton carpets ............................ •••••· 70 cents per square yard............ 50 cents per square yard. 
On Venetian nnd ingrain carpets ....... ••••• •.•..•••••••••••. •••·••••••.... 40 cents per square yard........ ... 25 cents per square yard. 
On nil other carpets or carpetings, of wool, flax, hemp, or cotton ............ 32 cents per square yard ............ 20 cents per square yard. 
On all patent floor cloths.............. . ; ....... , • .• . . . .. •• • .. • • ••••.... 50 cents per square yard............ 30 per cent. ad valorem, 
On oil cloth, other than floor cloth.•••••• .............. •••••• ............. 25 cents per square yard............ Do. do. 
On furniture oil cloth .••• ••••., ..................................... •••••••· 15 cents per square yard •... ••••.... Do. do. 
On floor matting, made of flags or 0U1er materials ................................. do .......... do ............... 30 per cent. ad vnlorem. 
On unmanufaetured hemp, until June 30, 1829...... ....... ... ... .... ...... $45per ton, and thereafter $5ayear $35 per ton. 

to be added until it amounts to 
$60 per too. 

On cotton bagging, until J"une 30, 1829. ... .. .. ... • .. .. . .. • . • . .. • .. . • • . • • .. • . 4½ cents per square yard............ 3¾ cents per square yard. 
Afterwards • .. .. .. • • • ... .... .. .. .. • . .. • • •. .• • . •. . • ...... .. . • • • . •• . .... • ... 5 cents per square yard ........... .. 
On unmanufaetured flax, until June 30, 1829. ..... .. ... • ........ •• . ......... $35 per ton, and thereafter $5 a year 15 per cent. ad valorcm. 

to be added until it amounts to 
$60 per ton. 

On sail duck .......................................... •••• ........... •••••· 9 cents the square yard .......... . 
On molasses.............................................................. 10 cents per gallon ...... , ......... . 
.)n spirits, 15 cents per gallon in addition to present duties, which would be, 

on spirits from grain-
1st proof............................. .... . . .... .... •• .. .......... 57 cents per gallon ............... .. 
2d proof ..... _ ............................. •••••. •• .• .... .... .... 60 cents per gallon ................ . 
3d proof.......... .. .. .. .. .. . .• . .... .... . ......... •• • • . • • .. • .. .... 63 cents per gallon ................ . 
4th proof'. ........................... ; .. •• • ... • .. • • .. • . • • .. • ...... 67 cents per gallon ................ . 
5thprooL ........... _ ............................................ 75centsper gallon ............... .. 
Abnve 5th proof.......... .... .... ...... .... ...... .... ... .... .... 90 cents per gallon ............... .. 

On spirits from other materials-

1st and 2d proof....... • •••••••• •••••• ·••••• •••• •••••• •••. •••••. 53 cents per gallon.•••••• .... •••••• 
3d proof .................... ~ .................................... 57 cents per gallon ............... .. 
4th proof. ......... •·•·............................ .. .... ..... . 63 cents per gallon ................ . 
5th proof...... ••• • .. .. .. • • • • .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .. .. .. • . •• . .. • .. • 72 cents per gallon ................ . 
Above 5th proof.... .. .. .. .. .. .. •. •. .• • .. ... ... • •• •• .. . • .. .. ..... • 85 cents per gallon ............... .. 

On°window glass, of sizes above 10 by 15 inches ............................ $5 per 100 square feet ............. . 
On window glass, in plates or sheets ••••••••••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••••••••• ..•...• do •........ do ..•.. •••••••••••· 
On roofing slate, not exceeding 12 by 6 inches...... • .. ... .. .. ...... .. .. .... $4 per, ton ........................ . 
On roofing slate, exceeding 12 and not exceeding 14 inches in length......... 85 per ton ..... .....•.......... •• •• 
On roofing slate, exceeding 14 and not exceeding 16 incheH ••••.• .... •••• .... SG per ton.•••••••••• .... •••••••••• 
On roofing slate, exceeding 16 and not exceedin:: 18 inches.... .. .. .. .. .. ... . $7 per ton ....................... .. 
On roofing slate, exceeding 18 and not exceeding 20 inches •..•.... •••••••••• 18 per ton . •••••• .... •••• .... •••••• 
On roofing slate, exceeding 20 and not exceeding 24 inches........... . . ••••. $9 per ton. •••• .• ••••... •• •• ..... . 
On roofing slate, exceeding 24 inches ...•..•.... ..........•........•.... •••• $10 per ton .. •• .•.•..........•..... 

Do. do. 
5 cents per gallon • 

42 cents per gallon. 
45 cents per gallon. 
48 cents per gallon. 
52 cents per gallon. 
60 cents per gallon, 
75 cents per gallon. 

38 cents per gallon. 
42 cents per gallon. 
48 cents per gallon. 
57 cents per gallon. 
70 cents per gallon. 
$4 per 100 sq. feet, if above 10 by 12. 
$4 per 100 square feet. 
25 per cent. ad valorem. 

Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 
Do. do. 

_On cyphering slates • .... .. .. ... • .... .. •• •• . .... • .... .. .. .. .. • ... . . . • , • .. • 33½ per cent. ad vnlorem............ 15 per cent. ad valorcm. 
On nil cotton cloths (except nankeens direct from China) the cost of which, 

together with the addition of 20 per cent. if from the Cape of Good Hope 
or beyond, and 10 per cent. if from elsewhere, shall be Jess than 35 cents 
the square yard, shall be rated at 35 cents tile square yard, and be charged 
with the present duty of 25 per cent. 

25 per cent. on the minimum of 35 25 per cent. on the minimum of 30 
cents the square yard. cents the square yard. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 918. (lsT SEssroN. 

IN FAVOR OF INCREASE OF DUTIES ON READY-MADE CLOTHING. 

COIDIUNIC.A.TED TO THE SENATE MAY 5, 1828. 

To the honorable Senale and House of Representatives of the United Stales in Oongress assemhled: 
This memorial of the undersigned, merchant tailors of the city of Boston, respectfully showeth: That 

in their opinion, should the tariff bill now pending before Congress be enacted with its present provisions, 
it would be of destructive consequence to their business, and•give to other branches of industry a partial 
and disproportionate encouragement. Your memorialists beg leave to recommend their particular interest 
in this subject to your further consideration, and to suggest the justice and expediency of affording their 
trade greater encouragement and protection than the tariff bill in its present form provides. They are 
urged to address you by a conviction that the business in which they are engaged, and which affords an honest 
and respectable support to a very large number of their fellow-citizens, is not only threatened with serious 
injury, but with entire ruin. Should the provisions of the bill before you be adopted, the business of your 
memorialists would be immediately ruined, and the large number of pel'.sons who depend upon it for 
support be entirely deprived of employment, and the enterprise and exertions of the fraternity of artists 
to which your memorialists belong would be discouraged and paralyzed by the hand from which they 
have a right to claim and expect protection, while foreign interests would be advanced and foreign .artists 
encouraged and enriched. We come, therefore, to Congress, whom the Constitution has appointed the 
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guardians of the equal rights and privileges of the citizens of these United States, and solicit them to 
dispense to us that portion of governmental assistance which the nature and extent of our business requires, 
and to which your justice and wisdom may consider us fairly entitled. Your memorialists are enemies to 
monopoly, however plausible its origin and specious its name; they do not desire it for themselves, and 
feel compelled, respectfully, to remonstrate against its being granted to others. 

Hitherto your memorialists have been silent in respect of Congressional enactments, whose results 
they were convinced would be decidedly unfavorable to their business. 'l'hey have witnessed the increase 
of duty on cloth, while no corresponding additional duty was imposed on ready-made clothing; they have 
seen this virtual invitation held out to foreign artists to increase the importation of the article on whose 
manufacture your memorialists have relied chiefly for subsistence without petitioning for relief. N otwith
standing the laws passed in relation to this subject wore likely to injure them, they hoped to be able, by 
skill, industry, and economy to compete with foreign artists; and were they not thoroughly persuaded that 
the passage of the bill now before Congress would take from them all ground of hope, your memorialists 
would continue to observe unbroken silence. They believe that the provisions of this bill, when duly 
examined in a statistical form, will expose its character too palpably to receive the sanction of Congress. 
Its tendency is to discourage the endeavors and repress the exertions of a very necessary and considerable 
branch of domestic industry. The existing bill proposes a duty of twenty cents on fabrics not exceeding 
the value of fifty cents per square yard; of forty cents, not exceeding one dollar; of one dollar, not exceeding 
two doll:trs and fifty cents; and of one dollar and sixty cents when the value of the cloth does not exceed 
four dollars, and forty-five per cent. ad valorem on all goods valued above four dollars per square yard. 
By comparing this scale with that by which the duties on ready-made clothing have been graduated, the 
differences appear very important, and the consequences obvious. The duties upon the raw material are fixed 
at one dollar per yard, while the value may vary from one dollar and one cent to two dollars and fifty 
cents. The same cloth, when manufactured into ready-made clothing, pays only thirty cents; thus saving 
seventy cents, or seventh-tenths of cloth not made up. Between cloth valued at two dollars and fifty cents, 
and under four dollars, the proposed duties are the same; yet when-made into clothing it pays but seventy
five cents-saving half the duties. On cloth above the value of four dollars per square yard the importer 
of ready-made clothing will save thirty-three and a half per cent. by the proposed bill. By existing laws 
the foreign artists obtain an advantage which operates, to a considerable extent, to the prejudice of your 
memorialists. Individuals are allowed to-import, with themselves, their clothing free from duty; and it 
is well known that individuals coming from abroad are in the habit of bringing with them, as their own 
clothing, clothes for others, which are admitted free from duty; which operates both to defraud the public 
revenue, and prejudice the American artists. In the present state of easy, constant, and large communi
cation with Great Britain, this practice is attended with no inconsiderable consequences, both to the 
revenue and to your memorialists. The proximity of Boston to the British provinces would be likely to 
render the operation of the proposed tariff, in its present form, peculiarly injurious to your memorialists. 
A merchant tailor, by establishing himself in the neighboring province of New Brunswick, and connecting 
himself with a house at Boston, might, from his workshop in New Brunswick, furnish clothing for Boston 
with little more, if any, inconvenience than if he in fact resided here. Thus foreign artists and laborers 
would monopolize the business, not only of manufacturing the mate:r;i~l,. but of making the garments for 
American use, while our own artists and laborers would be driven, from their chosen and appropriate 
employments, or languish without support. 

Your memorialists would not presume to speak particularly of their importance as a class or body of 
citizens; but trust they may be allowed to say their business is of indispensable importance and necessity in 
every improved community, and considereq merely with reference to the numbers whQ derive from it employ
ment and support, there are few callings which call present stronger claims to Government for protection 
at least. 

Your memorialists, furthermore, beg leave to assure you that they do not address you in the character 
or with the views of partisans; that they are not the advocates of any particular system of duties; that 
they speak simply for themselves, and in support of their own, tnt~i;est, and firmly: rely on the justice of 
their cause for a favorable consideration with Congress. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 919. flsT SESSION. 

IN FAVOR OF IRON FOR RAILROADS FREE OF DUTY. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE MAY 6, 1828. 

The following letters were laid on the table by Mr. SMITH, of Maryland, and ordered to be printed. 

BALTDIORE, January 14:, 1828. 
GENTLEMEN: .Agreeably to the advertisement under date of the 8th November, 182'1, for proposals for 

furnishing bar iron for the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, I beg leave to offer to deliver, during the year 
1828, thirty tons per month of rolled bar iron, made according to the drawing, say 2¼ inches wide by ½ 
inch thick, with the upper surface rounded o:c curved, at four and a half cents per pound. In case the 
bars should be sheared at the ends and cut in any given lengths, at four and three-quarter cents per 
pound. 

I remain, with respect, 
C. RIDGELY, of Hampton. 

The PRESIDENT AND DIRECTORS of the Bal,timore and Ohio Railroad Company. 
VOL. V--131 B 
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BALTIMORE, May 2, 1828. 
. . Sm: We have to acknowle~ge the receipt of your Tetter of this date, stating th~t it had been 
mtimated to you that our establishment was prepared to contract for the supply of a proportion of the 
rail_ iron i:equired for the _construction of the Baltimore and Ohio road.. Some years since we prepared a 
ro!}mg mill to make bar iron from blooms, and although we are contiguous to the great iron district of 
this country, we have never yet been able to procure as many blooms as would make the bar iron 
necessa~ to meet the current demands of our ordinary business; consequently, we are unable to offer 
yo;u any iron for the use of the railroad company. Nor do we think you will be able to obtain your rails 
in this country, as, although the rolling mills are now paying from $'T5 to $80 per ton for blooms, and 
would be desrious to purchase at that price a much larger quantity than has ever yet been brought into 
the market, they have hitherto found that the actual supplies, even at that price, have never yet been 
such as to keep pace with the increasing demands upon them. There are numerous very powerful rolling 
~ills in vari?us parts of this count~-y amply sufficient to ~anufacture the iron into the form you require 
if the m~t~rial could be procured; mdeed, we know our mill alone could be prepared to furnish the rails 
as expeditiously as your company could lay them down. It is, therefore, not from any inability to make 
the rails that we are deterred from offering you a contract, but, as we before remarked, from an absolute 
impossibility of procuring the blooms in sufficient quantities. _ 

Whilst blooms, as we have already remarked, are readily commanding in this country from $'T 5 to $80 
per ton, we are confident you can at this time obtain your rails in Wales for about £9 sterling· per ton 
delivered at Bristol. You will at once, therefore, perceive that necessity, as well as your interest, wili 
lead you to seek your supplies of this material abroad, ( at least until you extend your road to the 
bituminous coal region,) for we are fully convinced that should you rely upon the forges of this country 
you will be disappointed. 

We remain, respectfully, yours, 
J. W. & E. PATTERSON. 

P. K THoru.s, Esq., Premde:nt qf the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, Company. 

BALTIMORE, May 2, 1828. 
Sm: In answer to your letter of this date, wherein you state "it has been suggested to the directors 

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company that I am disposed to furnish a quantity of iron suitably 
prepared for rails," I beg leave to state, in reply, that, from the present price of "blooms" of 8'T5 per ton, 
and the difficulty of procuring any considerable quantity, I should not feel at liberty to make any proposal 
to the company for furnishing any part of the iron they might require. 

If the blooms were to be had in quantity at $'T5 per ton, $120 per ton would be the lowest price per 
ton I should ask for such iron rails as the company might want delivered at the rolling mill; but as there 
is no prospect of procuring blooms I do not wish this to be considered as an offer. 

I remain, with great respect, sir, your most obedient servant, 
ISAAC M'Klli. 

PHILIP E. THoMAs, Esq., President qf the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. 

BALTIMORE, May 3, 1828. 
GENTLEMEN: Your letter of yesterday has been received, stating that it has been suggested to you that 

the Avalon Company are prepared to furnish rails suitably formed for the purposes of constructing the 
proposed road from Baltimore to the Ohio river, and inquiring what price they can be delivered at, and 
what quantity can be annually furnished. 

The Avalon Company have never authorized any person to make the suggestion you mention; nor are 
they prepared at this time to furnish the iron suitable for the railroad, nor can they name a price at which 
they can, at any future time, furnish any portion of the iron, without first receiving a particular descrip
tion of the size, shape, and quality which will be required. The quantity of iron which could be furnished 
would be very great if the price to be paid is sufficiently high to induce a steady application of the works 
already erected, and to increase them as far as they may with facility be carried. 

The company are, however, prepared to say that they cannot furnish the iron upon as cheap terms as 
it can be imported, even if the present duty be exacted upon it. Nor is it probable they will be able to 
furnish it cheaper than the present rates until the railroau shall be extended into the mineral coal region, 
whence a supply of that article may be brought at a cheap rate to the inexhaustible iron ore beds in the 
neighborhood of this city. 

The Avalon Company are aware that objections have been made by certain individuals to the intro
duction of iron by the railroad company free of duty. They have neither joined in these objections nor 
seen their force and justice in others. They have not been of the opinion that the importation of iron for 
the specific object of railroads can operate prejudicially to the interests of the present iron manufactories 
in the country, inasmuch as those establishments will be left in precisely the same situation they would 
be in if no railroads are made. The quantity of American iron consumed will not be diminished, but may 
be greatly augmented by those public improvements, while tlie community at large would, if American 
iron be used in their construction, suffer greatly by an increased price, occasioned by a new source of 
consumption for many thousand tons. It would seem equally reasonable that the laborers and mechanics 
of the country should interfere, and pray Congress to interpose and prevent a private company, engaged 
in a patriotic and hazardous enterprise, involving great national interests, from introducing foreign labor 
and skill to execute the work. 

It appears to the Avalon Company that the only objection of any force which can be urged against 
the importation of the iron necessary for the construction of the railroad is the necessity it involves of 
sending money out of the country to pay for foreign labor. But this objection will vanish when it is 
considered that the construction of the road will call into action and profitable employment the labor of 
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millions of inhabitants, which is now unproductive, because of the expense in transporting its produce 
to market, and that it will increase our exports and tonnage to an amount which the most sanguine advocates 
of the measure will not venture to predict; the consequence of which must be a greatly increased impor
tation of foreign goods, and augmentation of the revenue annually to a much greater amount than any 
duty which could be exacted on fifteen or twenty thousand tons of iron. 

I am, respectfully, 
THO. ELLICOTT, President Avalon Company. 

The PRESIDENT Ah'1> DIRECTORS of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. 

20rrr CoNGREss.] No. 920. [Isr SESSION. 

AGAINST IRON FOR RAILROADS BEING FREE OF DUTY. 

COlDIUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 12, 1828. 

To the honorable the House of Representatives of the United StafR,g in Congress assembled: 
The memorial of your petitioners respectfully showeth: That they have seen with profound surprise 

a petition which has been laid before you, and which has been acted upon by one of the honorable Houses 
of Congress, wherein the Legislature of the United States is asked to exempt from duties or customs 
such iron as shall be consumed in the construction of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad. 

Your memorialists ask leave to state to your honorable House that one of the chief inducements held 
out by many of the advocates of the said railroad to those whose influence was considered useful in 
procuring the passage of the necessary acts of incorporation by the Legislature of this State, and of 
permission to pass the same through the territory thereof, was..,_the advantage which would ensue from 
the creation of a market for a large portion of the iron produced within the said territory and in the 
other States of the Union; and that, without such inducement, it is probable the act for incorporating 
the said railroad company, and for granting to it privileges, would not have been passed by the Legisla
ture of this State on account, among other reasons, of the great interest of the State in the vast lines of 
canals, in construction of which the funds of the State are now employed, and which will afford means of 
transportation for the major portion of the productions of our interior, whereof the iron is a material item; 
that the future facility of transportation for the said produce and iron is 011ly a prospective benefit from 
the construction of the railroad, but the introduction of so large a supply of iron as will be wanted .for 
the railroad will not only be immediately of essential detriment to the iron works already established in 
this counh-y, but will also afford facility for illicit importation of a much larger quantity than the railroad 
will consume, and thus the most injurious effects will be produced by diminution of the price of the 
material which is drawn from the bowels of our own soil, and prepared by the industry of our own 
citizens-effects which will not be confined to the duration of one year, or of the time occupied in con
structing the railroad, but will spread disaster over the iron establishments and over the country 
surrounding them during many consecutive years; that the iron works now in operation in this country 
are, and will be, fully able to suffice to all the demand of the said railroad for iron of the best kind, at 
moderate and reasonable prices; that the amount of the price to be paid for iron imported for the said 
railroad, and the premium of exchange thereon, if your honorable body shall pass an act permitting the 
company to import it duty free, will be so much taken and deducted out, and exported, of the current 
specie of the country, as is positively demonstrated by the existing state of things among us, which is 
sufficiently known to your honorable body; and that, according to the most favorable statements of the 
advocates of the measure proposed, this will amount to $855,000 for the cost of the iron, and, computing 
the premium of exchange, which will be- from eleven to twelve per cent. on this amount, say, together, 
$949,050 to $1,044,100, all will have to be paid to England in silver withdrawn from our circulation. 
But it is the confident belief of your memorialists, some of whom are well acquainted with the article 
merchantly, that iron of the description requisite for the railroad cannot be imported from England free 
of duty at less than $75 per ton, instead of $57, which is the basis of the above calculation, and on 
which some of the partisans of the exemption found their recommendation of this destructive measure. 
The cost of fifteen thousand tons, at $75 per ton, would be, with twelve per cent. premium of exchange, 
$1,260,000 to be added to the balance of trade already so much against us with England; thus draining 
the country of its cunent medium, without even the feeble advantage of contributing to our fiscal 
resources in shape of customs. It is manifest that in order to insure punctual supply of the material to 
be imported the railroad company must resort to contracts, and in this way a very few foreign individuals 
will realize immense profits, and accumulate fortunes by the exclusion and to the detriment of the native 
manufacturers and of the farmers who reside near the iron works, and supply them with articles of 
consumption and of domestic produce. 

Your memodalists most respectfully submit that it appears to them that to admit the iron for the 
said railroad d* free would be an act of unprecedented partiality, because all public works wherein 
iron is used-the works for supplying cities with water, bridges, &c., &c.,* for example-have a claim 
upon the indulgence of Qongress equal to any claims of the railroad; and, on the other hand, a. general 
act to allow the importation of iron duty free for all public works would be, in effect, an act for the 
suppression of iron works in the United States. Public works are designed for the common benefit, and 
it would be destroying with one hand what is intended to be effected by the other if the money devoted 
to a public work is to be transported and expended out of the country. The reason which reconciles 
citizens to the accumulation of funds for public works, whether by taxation or by private voluntary con 

*An application by the city of Philadelphia was made to Congress for permission to import iron pipes free of duty, but 
it was rejected. 
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tribution, is, that those funds are expended through our own country. Not that we would impeach the right 
of individuals or associations to use their money as they think fit, according to the universal laws of the 
country, but the case is very different of an incorporated company, itself the special creation of the law, 
asking a dispensation from the general laws, and which has already been endued with large privileges, 
among which are rights over the soil of individuals and of levying tolls. 

Your memorialists, however, would by no means be understood to intend any disparagement to the 
railroad company, or to desire to place any impediment in the way of the execution of that work; so far 
from this, they consider the work as of the greatest public utility, and they highly commend and respect 
the liberality and genius which have devoted such large funds and so much talent to that magnificent 
enterprise; and they would see, with great satisfaction, an appropriation by Congress, to the purpose of 
aiding it, of much larger amount than the sums asked to be deducted from the pi:ice of the material 
employed in the shape of reduction of the duty, and they would cheerfuUy bear their share of the public 
contribution so applied. But your memorialists do, earnestly protest against changing the uniform and 
impartial operation of the custom laws, in a manner which will deeply affect the welfare of the iron estab
lishments, and of all those parts of the country which surround them or depend on them for a ma1·ket for 
agricultural produce. . . 

Your memorialists· further entreat the att~ntion of your honorable body to another subject of major 
importance. _· . • 

Several kinds or qualities of iron are intermediate between pig iron and iron wrought into bars, bolts, 
sheets, and other descriptions of the metal, •when it has been subjected to the operations of rolliug or 
hammering; those intermediate descriptions of iron are 'known to the trade by various names, as blooms, 
slabs, loops, billets, bricks, ankonies, finer's iron, and others, and are all refinements or preP.arations of 
the metal, made at considerable cost and labor, preparatory to its being rolled, hammered, or otherwise 
wrought. 

Your memorialists are informed that, in consequence of the omission to specify the said descriptions 
of iron, intermediate between pig iron and wrought iron, in the existing tariff, and in the bill which has 
recently passed one of your honorable Houses, it is considered and conceded at some custom-houses to be 
a non-enumerated article, and, as such, liable to a duty of only fifteen per cent. ad valorem, and that it will 
be admitted at several ports at that rate of duty; that there is great probability that a vast influx of such 
iron will be immediately imported from abroad; and that orders have actually been sent out, or are on the 
point of being despatched, for the importation of a very considerable quantity of such iron. 

Yo1;1r memorialists respectfuliy represent that if a large importation of the said descriptions of iron 
shall take place, at so low a rate of duty, as they apprehend will be the case, without the immediate inter
ference of Congress, domestic iron of similar qualities will be entirely thrown out of the market; because, 
not only wilt the vending of ~ur own iron of such qualities be interfered with by the competition of foreign, 
particularly English iron," which can be afforded by the English manufacturer at lower prices than it can 
be afforded by the American manufacturer, when the cost of transportation is added to the cost of making 
it, but also the influx of the foreign iron will, by adding excessively to the stock on hand and constantly 
produced, diminish the price of such iron to a degree that will be ruinous to the domestic manufacturer, 
and deeply injurious even to the importing merchants. If the foreign iron be admitted at the rate of duty 
affixed to non-enumerated articles, the domestic iron of such descriptions will be effectually excluded from 
the market, and that iron alone will be worked up into the various descriptions of wrought iron, and the 
iron works in the country will be confined en_tirely to the manufacture of the coarsest descriptions of 
castings-a result which must infallably terminate in the utter ruin of all the establishments which have 
been made in consequence and under faith of the inducements constantly heretofore held out by the Legisla
ture of the Union, and in the destruction of a manufacture which has been sedulously fostered by the 
country as essential to its prosperity in peace, and to its defence in war. 

Your memorialists respectfully represent that the iron business is not one whose welfare concerns 
alone the interest of those who are engaged in the manufacture, but that it also directly involves the 
interest of very large numbers of the agriculturists, inasmuch as the works are generally, of necessity, 
situated in rugged or mountatnous regions, to which the establishments alone give a value by creating a 
demand for timber land, otherwise comparatively worthless, and certainly without any price; and the 
establishments being scattered through the interior afford a market for all the produce of farms near them, 
which would perish on the hands .of the producers without such a market; or, what is even more to be 
deprecated, the residents on those farms, for want of an inducement to raise supplies beyond their mere 
animal wants, would cease to raise them, and would lapse into indolence, equally prejudicial to the general 
welfare, and subversive of the intelligence, industry, and happiness of the cultivator, whose activity of 
mind and body is the surest foundation for the p;rof;perity of a nation. . 

Your memorialists therefore pray that the application of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company 
for permission to import iron duty free may be rejected by Congress, as inconsistent with justice, with 
the welfare of the country, and with the uniform course of its customs, and of its political economy. 

They also pray that provision may be made in the tariff bill now before Congress for protecting 
American iron against the ruinous competition of foreigners, in those descriptions of iron which are inter
mediate between pig and wrought iron; and if the said bill shall not pass into a law with such protection, 
then they pray that Congress will be pleased to grant such protection by passing a special law on the 
subject. 

PHILADELPHIA, May 8, 1828. 
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20TH CONGRESS.] No. 921. [lsT SEssroN. 

A VER.A.GE ANNUAL AMOUNT OF PUBLIC MONEYS IN THE BANK OF THE UNITED STATES 
FROM 18l'l' TO 1827. 

COIDIUNICATED TO THE SENATE MAY 13, 1828. 

Mr. SIBTH, of Maryland, from the Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the following report 
from the Secretary of the Treasury-

TREASURY DEPARTMENT; March 21, 1828. 
Sm: In obedience to a resolution of the Senate of the 12th instant, "directing the Secretary of the 

Treasury to report to the Senate the average annual amount of public moneys in the Bank of the United 
States and its branches from the year 1817 to 1827, inclusive," I have the honor to submit a communi
cation of the Treasurer of the United States, which contains the information required. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
RICH.ARD RUSH. 

Hon. the PRESIDENT of the Senate. 

TREASURER'S OFFICE, March 20, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor, in compliance with your reference to this office of the resolution of the Senate 

of the 12th instant, to report that the average annual amount of public money in the Bank of the U:nited 
States and its branches from 1817 to 1827, inclusive, as ascertained by the accounts settled quarterly at 
the Treasury, was $3,554,756 50. 

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
MICHAEL NOURSE, 

Acting Treasurer of the United Stales. 
Hon. RICHARD RusH, Secretary of the Treasury. 

Reported: That the committee deemed it proper to call on the Secretary of the Treasury for a :more specified 
view of the subject, and have received from him the document A, which is herewith submitted. 

That document shows that the average deposits of the Treasury in the Bank of the United States 
from 1819 to 1827, inclusive, amounts to the sum of $2,633,584, and on which it may be supposed that 
the bank might, with propriety, operate as if it were so much of capital, this being believed to be the 
calculation of banks generally in their operations. , 

It may be presumed that the report has been referred to the Committee on Finance that they might 
consider whether any legislative act could be bottomed thereon. For a full understanding of the subject 
the committee submit the 15th, 16th, and 20th sections of the "act to incorporate the Bank of the United 
States," being the sections most applicable to the subject before them. 

"SEc. 15. And be it further enacted, That during the continuance of this act, and whenever required 
by the Secretary of the Treasury, the said corporation shall give the necessary facilities for transferring 
the public funds from place to place within the United States or the territories thereof, and for distributing 
the same in payment of the public creditors, without charging commissions or claiming allowance on 
account of difference of exchange; and shall also do and perform the several and respective duties of the 
Commissioners of Loans for the several States, or of any one or more of them, whenever required by law. 

"SEc. 16. And be it further enacted, That the deposits of the money of the United States, in places in 
which the said bank and branches thereof may be established, shall be made in said bank or branches 
thereof, unless the Secretary of the Treasury shall, at any time, otherwise order and direct; in which case 
the Secretary of the Treasury shall immediately lay before Congress, if in session, and if not, immediately 
after the commencement of the next session, the reasons of such order or direction. 

"SEc. 20. And be itfurther enacted, That, in consideration of the exclusive privileges and benefits 
conferred by this act upon the said bank, the president, directors, and company thereof shall pay to the 
United States, out of the corporate funds thereof, the sum of one million and five hundred thousand dollars, 
in three equal payments; that is to say, five hundred thousand dollars at the expiration of two years; five 
hundred thousand dollars at the expiration of three years; and five hundred thousand dollars at the 
expiration of four years after the said bank shall be organized and commence its operations in the manner 
herein before provided." · · 

The 16th section directs "that the deposits of the money of the United States shall be made in the . 
bank and its branches." No change can be made therein without a direct violation of the charter, which 
the faith of the nation fa bound to sustain; no view of that kind could be contemplated by any person, 
and none, it is presumed, has been contemplated. There was no obligation of deposit in the charter of the 
old bank, but Congress thought proper to direct, by law, that the custom-house bonds should be deposited 
in it and its branches, being more secure in every point of view, especially as a check on the Collectors of 
the Customs, who, prior to that act, had all the receipts at their disposal, and who might have been 
tempted to lend the public money to their friends, by which, and incorrect conduct in some of them, much 
of the public money might have been lost. . • 

The 15th section compels the bank to transfer the money received in -any one part of the United States 
to any other without charge of commission or allowance for any difference of excharige that may exist 
between the different parts of the Union, and to perform the duties of Commissioners of Loans in the 
several States and Territories without any charge or allowance therefor. The transfer of the money of 
the United States by the Treasury from one part to another would be attended with great risk and some 
expense. In the transfer, time is lost on a part, so that so much thereof thus passing and repassing 
cannot be considered by the bank as that kind of d!')posit on which it could with safety operate as a.fund 
to justify discounts thereon. It may a;nd probably does lessen the operative deposits at least half a 
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million of dollars annually, for the bank could not extend their discounts on money in transitu as if it 
were actually in their vaults. The bank is bound to draw the money of the United States from any one 
part of the Union to any other without any allowance for loss of exchange. - This, it is presumed, is a 
considerable saving to the United States in the ·exchange, and a security against the risk of transport and 
fraudulent agents. For example, there is collected annually in New Orleans, of public money, an amount 
probably not wanted in that part of the Union; the balance must be transferred to some of the Atlantic 
States where the public debt, the expenditures for the Navy, Army, and civil list, are to be paid. The 
exchange almost always is in favor of New Orleans; the difference of exchange is believed to be from 
two to four, and sometimes five-per cent., which is a saving to the United States; not a positive loss to 
the bank, because it may, and probably does, save itself by the purchase of bills of exchange on Europe, 
which it can sell in the Atlantic States without loss, an operation which would be very difficult and 
expensive ( and perhaps dangerous from bad agents) for the Treasury to perform. The bank is also 
obliged to perform the duties of Commissioners of Loans without charge. The old bank was not compelled 
to do those duties; and Commissioners of Loans were appointed by Government. What were their duties ? 
To pay the principal and interest of the public debt, and also to pay all the pensioners of the nation; for 
this latter service they.were allowed a commission of two per cent. on the amount paid by each, and a 
similar commission is now paid to agents employed where there is no branch of the bank. The document 
B shows that the annual average amount for the last three years paid by the bank to pensioners without 
charge is $995,672, which, at two per cent., is a saving of $19,813 44 per annum to the Treasury. Document 
C shows the annual payments made to the Commissioners of Loans for salaries and contingencies, when 
the amount paid to pensioners was inconsiderable. If the Commissioners had continued to perform the 
duties, their salaries and contingencies must have amounted at the least to $40,000 per annum, which is 
so much saved to the Treasury in consequence of the duties being performed gratis by the bank. It is 
no small advantage that bad agencies are completely avoided by the present mode, and that it lessens the 
number of officers and makes the accounts more clear and easier to be understood. 

The 20th section says: "That, in consideration of the exclusive privileges and benefits conferred upon 
the bank, there shall be paid to the Treasury, out of the corporate funds of the bank, the sum of $1,500,000 
in three annual payments, commencing after the expiration of the second year." The benefits can be 
reduced to calculation: they are, it is believed, considered to be the profit derived to the bank from the 
Treasury deposits. What is the pecuniary advantage? 
That derived from the deposits of the Treasury on the annual average of .................. $2,633,584 
~rom which might fairly be deducted a half million on account of the money in transitu, which 
• cannot be considered a deposit on which the bank could operate. 
The annual interest on $2,633,584 at 6 per cent. is. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158,015 

For which the bank has paid $1,500,000 as a bonus, which sum divided into 17 years (per 
document E) amounts annually to .............................................. . $88,235 

Average annual interest thereon from the time the instalments on account of the bonus were 
actually paid until the expiration of the charter, amounts (per same document) to ..... . 

Duties of Commissioners of Loans, performed by the bank gratis, would have cost, as already 
85,682 

shown ........................................................................ . 40,000 

213,917 

If this statement be correct, and it is believed to be, then the bank (in a pecuniary point of view) 
has not been a gainer; the United States have (it would appear) been amply paid for all the advantages 
derived from the deposits of their funds in the bank and its branches. 

The committee ask leave to take a more extensive view of the subject that it may be more fully 
understood by Senators who have not particularly turned their attention to the subject. 

The bank was chartered on the 10th of April, 1816; its capital thirty-five millions of dollars, of which 
the United States were to hold one-fifth or seven millions, which seven millions was to be paid by a deposit 
of stock paying an interest of only five per cent. The subscribers were bound to pay one-quarter of their 
subscription in specie, and the other three-quarters in specie or in stock of the United States, bearing an 
interest of six per cent., when the Government made its payment in stock only, and that bearing an interest 

--.. of one per cent. per annum less than that paid in by individuals or corporations. The charter authorized 
the Government to redeem the stock paid by individuals at par at any time it thought proper, although 
such stock would not have been redeemable until other such stocks should have become payable. The 
object of the subscribers in paying with stock above par at the time was that, bearing an interest, it 
would enable the bank to make dividends until it could get into complete operation. The subscribers 
were completely and quickly deprived of that advantage; for the act of Congress, dated March 3, 1817, 
immediately after the bank had commenced business, authorized and directed the Commissioners of the 
Sinking Fund to redeem the public debt held by the bank, and they did so, by which the bank suffered an 
actual loss of $251,641, estimated at the then value of such stock in the market.-(See Document D.} 

The exclusive privilege given to the bank was highly important to that institution. Without the 
security given by the charter, "that no other bank should be established during its term," it is not 
probable that a sufficient number of subscribers could have been obtained. The provision was also 
useful to the nation: it prevented all application to Congress for other banks, and effectually prevented it 
from granting other charters. The example furnished by the States show how difficult it would have 
been to have resisted such applications. . 

What facilities does the bank give to the Treasury as compensation for the exclusive privilege? It 
collects all the custom-house bonds; it receives and keeps safe the receipts for public lands, wherever it 
has a branch; it tranfers the money of the nation from any one part of the Union to any other where it 
may be required; it makes those transfers without any charge for a difference of exchange, which would 
be no little expense to the Treasury; it pays the public debt, by which it is subjected to large drains of 
specie highly injurious to its other operations, inasmuch as those drains compel the bank to lessen its 
discounts. It is peculiarly so at the present time, when the principal of the public debt is paying off 
rapidly; nearly one-third thereof is owned by foreigners, who, finding it difficult to reinvest, do probably 
draw the specie for remittance in preference to remit in exchange at its present high rate. 'l'he bank 
also pays off almost all the pensioners, which is a saving, as already shown, of nearly $20,000 per annum; 
and all those acts are performed by it free of any charge whatever to the Treasury. In addition, it is 
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considered a safe deposit for the public funds, by which losses similar to those heretofore incurred by the 
deposit of the public money in State banks to the amount of a million of dollars is completely avoided. 

It bas not been deemed proper to include the deposits of 181 'i and 1818 in the average; they were 
incidentally large, arising from a variety of causes such as cannot happen again; one of them was, the 
bank had agreed with the '.I.'reasury to assume and account for the debts due by some of the State banks 
to the Treasury, which were immediately charged to the bank, and which could not be drawn immediately 
from those institutions without endangering them; and some of them have not yet repaid all that the 
bank had assumed to pay for them. But if those years had been included, the general result would still 
have shown that the bank had amply paid for the benefit derived from the Treasury deposits. 

From the preceding view, and the committee believe it to be correct, it. has appeared to them "that 
there is no necessity for legislating on the subject." 

.A.. 

TREASURER'S OFFICE, March 29, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor, in compliance with your reference to this office of Mr. Smith's letter of the 28th 

instant, to state that the annual average amount of public moneys in the Bank of the United States and 
its branches during the years 1819 to 182'1', inclusive, was $2,633,584 04; that the average quarterly 
amounts for each year from 181'1' to 182'1', inclusive, were as follow: 

For 181 'i.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,153,589 53 
1818 ............ ,..................................... 5,246,4'1'5 82 
1819 ........................................... :.. .... 'i42,'i66 14 
1820.................................................. 1,130,936 08 

.1821.................................................. 19!J,42'i 88 
1822.................................................. 1,510,352. 21 
1823.................................................. 5,415,252 34 
1824.................................................. 3,'1'62,335 4'i 
1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,642,546 06 
1826.................................................. 3,546,913 12 
182'1'.................................................. 3,'i51,'i26 94 

Total for 11 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39,102,321 59 

Average per annum......................................... 3,544,'1'56 50 

With reference to the report from this office of the 20th instant, permit me to observe that the average 
annual amount of deposits for the years 181 'i to 182'1', therein exhibited, was predicated upon the quar
terly average amounts as stated above, by adding the whole together and dividing by 11, the number of 
years embraced in the period called for. 

I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
MICH.A.EL NOURSE, .Acting Treasurer. 

B. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Third .Auditor's Office, .April 26, 1828. 
Sm: In pursuance of your reference to this office of that part of the last paragraph of the letter of 

the Hon. S. Smith, chairman of the Committee on Finance of the Senate of the United States, which relates 
to it, I have ascertained the amount of pensions paid by the Bank of the United States and its branches 
for the last three years as far as the accounts have been rendered; and where they have not been rendered, 
the amount has been averaged according to former payments, viz: 

Amount paid in 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,05'1',160 35 
Do. in 1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,003,514 50 
Do. in 182'1'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 926,343 'TO 

Total........................................ 2,98'1',018 65 

The rate of commissions allowed for paying pensions, where any are allowed to agents or institutions 
other than the Bank of the United States and its branches, is two per cent. .A.t this rate the annual 
amount of commissions would be as follows, viz: 

In 1825 .................................................... . 
1826 .................................................... . 
182'1' .................................................... . 

$21,143 20 
20,0'i0 29 
18,526 S'i 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
PETER HAGNER, .Auditor. 

Hon. RICHARD Rusn, Secretary of the Treasury. 
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C. 

Statement of the amount annually paid to the loan officers of the United States for salaries and contingencies, 
from the year 1790 to 1818, inclusive. 

1790 ............................ . 
1791. ........................... . 
1792 ............................ . 
1793 ............................ . 

--1794 ............................ . 
.1795 ............................ . 
1796 ............................ . 
1797 ••••••.••.•••..•••• • · · • · • • • · • 

-• {~:t:::::.~·::::::::::::::::::::: 
1800 ............................ . 
1801. ........................... . 
1802 ............................ . 
1803 ............................ . 
1804 ............................ . 
1805 ............................ . 

$373 63 
13,285 03 
32,396 74 
46,580 24 
36,110 72 
23,195 25 
32,455 96 
26,530 41 
23,209 72 
26,567 38 
27,191 40 
26,129 51 
26,914 64 
26;999 95 
26,552 16 
27,416 49 

1806 ........................... . 
1807 ..••.••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • 
1808 ........................... . 
1809 ........................... . 
1810 ........................... . 
1811 ........................... . 
1812 ........................... . 
1813 ........................... . 
1814 ........................... . 
1815 ........................... . 
1816 ........................... . 
1817 ........................... . 
1818 ........................... . 

Total. ... • ................ . 

$27,325 32 
26,565 33 
26,692 19 
24,197 16 
26,675 63 
26,101 70 
26,703 11 
26,620 50 
26,578 01 
31,584 51 
31,345 21 
30,675 80 

2,042 30 

755,022 00 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, .April 10, 1828. 

D. 

Statement exhilYiting the amount of the several denominations of the publw debt purchased at par of the Banlc 
• of the United States during the second quarter of the year 181 'l; showing also the periods at which the 

stocks would have become redeemable under the laws by whwh they were oreatedj the value of the several 
stocks in the market at the time of purchase; ·and the difference between that value and the amount reoeii,ed 
by the banlc. 

Stocks. 

Old 6 per cent ................. . 

Deferred 6 per cent ............ . 
3 per cent ..................... . 
6 per cent. of 1812 ............. . 
6 per cent. Treasury notes •...... 
6 per cent. of 1813 ............ .. 
6 per cent. of 1814 ............. . 
6 per cent. of 1815 ............. . 
Louisiana 6 per cent ........... . 

C) C) >, -s -s .Q 

="""" C) "., 

; : ·~ 
Amount. Periods at which tbe stocks were redeemable l\Iarket value, per New York price _g ~ fl _,,, 

by the creating acts. current of July 9, 1817. g ; = a 
~~~~ !:: E,.-;:: 
A 

$34,082 4 Annually, by payments of 8 per cent. on ac- Par .............................. ,.,. • ............ • 
count of interest and principal. 

731834 61 .......... do ... ; ............ do......... ... Par .............................................. . 
1,464,593 94 At pleasure of Government................. 65 percent ........................................ . 
1,727,435 61 January 1, 1825 ... . . . . ..•.• ................ 2 per cent. advanced................. $34,548 71 

25,258 42 • . • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. • • • • • • 505 16 
4,005,684 51 January 1, 1826 ............................ 2¼ percent.......................... 90,1!!7 90 
2,815,134 33 January 1, 1827 ••.• •... .................... 2¼ per cent••••••··· •••• ........ ••. 63,340 52 
2,524,752 37 January 1, 1828 .... ...••• •.... ....... ...... 2l per cent •. . . . . .... .. .. .... ••. ..... 63,llB 80 

373,000 00 In 1818, 1819, and 1820 ..................... Par ............................................... . 

13, 043, 776 13 251,641 09 

TREJ.SURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, May 2, 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

E. 

Statement showing the annual amount that would ha'l,'e been paid to the Government by the Bank of the United 
States had the bonus of $1,500,000 been divided into seventeen annual payments; exhibiting also the 
average annual amount of interest on the bonus from the time the instalments were actually paid. 

Had the bonus paid by the bank been divided and made in seventeen equal annual pay-
ments, the annual payment would have been..................................... $88,235 29 

And the average annual interest from the time the instalments on account of the bonus were 
actually paid until the expiration of the charter amounts to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85,682 35 

173,911 64 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPllmtENT, Registers Office, .April 24, 1828. 
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20TH CoxGnEss.l No. 922. [1 ST SES$_ION• 

ON RETRENCHING THE EXPENSES OF THE GOVERNMENT. 

COIDIDNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 15, 1828. 

Mr. HAIDLTON, from the Select Committee to whom the subject was referred, made the following report: 

The Select Committee app6inted under the following resolution: Resob:ed, That a Select Committee 
be appointed, whose duty it shall be to inquire and report to this House if any, and what, retrenchment 
can be made with safety to the public interest in the number of the officers of the Government of the 
United States and in the amount of salaries which they may respectively receive; more especially to report 
specifically on the following heads: . 

I. What reductions of expense can be made in the State Department in the number and salaries of 
the officers and clerks attached to this Department, in the expenses regulating the foreign intercourse, 
and in the printing and distribution of the public laws of the United States. 

2. What reductions in the Treasury Department, and whether an effective system of accountability 
and for the collection of the public dues is there established. 

3. "\Vhat reductions of expense can be made in the Navy Department in the clerks and officers now 
acting subordinately to the Secretary of the Navy. 

4. What reductions of expense can be made in the Department of War, in the Indian Department, 
and in the clerks and officers now acting subordinately to the Secretary of War. 

5. What reductions of expense can be made in the number of officers, and the amount of compensation 
which they may receive, in the Postmaster General's Department. 

G. And that the committee be further instructed to examine the several contingent funds of each of 
these Departments and to report the amount and objects for which disbursements have been made from 
these funds, and that they report the amounts, vouched and unvouched, which have been paid from the 
secret service fund since the first day of July, 1790, or the fund regulating the contingencies of foreign 
intercourse, and of the fund for the expenses of the intercourse with the Barbary Powers. 

And that they further report whether the compensation of members of Congress should be reduced, 
and whether the fixed salaries of the officers of'this House and its contingent expenses can with propriety 
be diminished. 

A.nd further, that they inquire whether any modification of the Sinking Fund act can be made with a 
view of producing a more speedy extinguishment of the public debt, respectfully report, in part: 

That, in obedience to the injunctions contained in the foregoing resolution, they have taken the 
several subjects referred to them into consideration; and before exhibiting the results of their labors, they 
desire to propitiate the indulgence of the House for the imperfect manner in which they may have 
discharged their duty by a statement of the difficulties which belong to the subject and have characterized 
their examination of it. 

In the first place, the field of inquiry is coextensive very nearly with the whole operations of this 
Government. A.n inquiry to do justice to which, from its multiplied relations, the patient and uninter
rupted labors of a year would scarcely suffice; but when it is considered that the session had made no 
inconsiderable progress before your committee were appointed, and that since their appointment a 
question of eminent magnitude, exciting the deepest interest, affecting nothing more or less in its 
influence than the ·entire industry· of the country, has been before the House for a period of seven weeks, 
by which the attention of every member of the committee representing, as they ought, the sympathies as 
well as the interests of their constituents, has been called off from the specific duties of this trust, and 
that, besides this unavoidable abstraction, the first four weeks after the primary organization of the 
committee were consumed in obtaining answers to their several calls on the Departments, and the last 
six of their session have unfortunately been interrupted by the severe indisposition of one of their number 
and the continued illness of another;-notwithstanding these disadvantages, they nevertheless cherish 
the hope their labors will not prove altogether fruitless, and that they have ascertained and elucidated 
many facts on which sound principles of administration may hereafter be superinduced, leading to a 
judicious frugality in the disbursements of the public money and enforcing a rigid accountability in the 
public agents. 

Your committee considered· it as their first duty to address a letter, a copy of which is marked No. 1, 
(in the Appendix,) to each of the heads of the Executive Departments, the Postmaster General, and the 
Clerk of the House of Representatives, calling on them for precise information as. to the reductions which 
might be made without injury to the public service in the number and salaries of the clerks and officers 
in their respective Departments and in the contingent expenses of the same. Their several answers, 
marked No. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 'l', will be found in the Appendix. 

It will be seen from these documents that each of the Secretaries of the Executive Departments 
conceives that neither the number nor the salaries received by the officers and clerks in their respective 
offices can be diminished with safety to the public interest. 

Your committee feel great difficulty in concurring in this opinion. This difference between their im
pressions and the opinions of these officers has convinced them of what could, in no event, have been 
doubtful, that without the cordial aid of the Executive no effective scheme of retrenchment can be insti
tuted; hence it is that the conviction expressed by these officers, added to the fact that it was impossible 
for the committee to ascertain by their own examination the amount of labor done by each clerk in the 
several offices, has prevented them from proposing any specific reduction in the number of clerks in the 
several offices, because they were apprehensive, without the concurrence of opinion and co-operation of 
the chief of each Department, they might cut off some useful branch of the public service in aiming at 
the excision of some unnecessary one. Your committee, however, as will be seen in the testimony reported 
in the Appendix, obtained information enough to satisfy them that by a judicious system of reform, insti
tuted by the Executive officers themselves, at least one-third of the present number of clerks in the 
Departments might be reduced with safety to the public interest. We believe that there are, in fact, a 
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corps of invalid pensioners attached to some of these offices, and just in proportion to their increasing 
disability to discharge their duties is an increased necessity for the appointment of new clerks; to say 
nothing of the fact disclosed in the evidence, that an actual incumbent is considered to have such a sort 
of property in the office as to enable him to farm out its duties and to receive a part of its revenues for 
doing nothing. We also think that, by a new distribution of the office hours, there would be an addition 
of at least one-third to the amount of labor actually performed, which, in itself, would involve a reduction 
of one-third of the number of clerks employed; and this might be effected by a standing regulation that 
the public offices should be open during the winter from nine to one and from three to five in the after
noon; and in the summer from nine o'clock in the morning until three o'clock p. m. The offices being 
open during the afternoon would afford great facilities to members having business with the Departments 
after the daily adjournment of the two Houses of Congress. .A.t present the public offices are not actually 
open for the discharge of public business more than, on an average, four hours each day. With a hope of 
applying a remedy to these abuses your committee have prepared and will report a bill. 

.As your committee have not interpreted your instructions as extending to their considering any 
reduction of tne officers in the .Army, Navy, judiciary, and custom-house department, they have forborne 
to investigate subjects sufficiently various and important for a separate inquiry; they will, therefore, pro
ceed, in the order of the series presented by the resolution, to give the result of their examination of each 
Department. 

I. STATE DEPARTMENT. 

"What reductions qf expense can be made in the State Department in the number and sal,aries of the officers 
and clerks attached to this Department, in the expenses regulating the foreign intercourse, and in the printing 
and distribution qf the public laws qf the United States." 

For the reasons assigned in the preliminary p~rt of this report, your committee will recommend no 
specific reduction in the number of the clerks in this Department; although they feel satisfied that, had 
the officer at its head concurred with them in the opinion, they might have presented a plan for not only a 
gradual reduction of the number of clerks, but for an actual increase in the efficiency of their labors. 

The office contingencies in this Department will be noticed in a subsequent part of this report. 
"In the expenses regulating the foreign intercourse" your committee are decidedly of opinion that 

the diplomatic relations of the country are on a scale unnecessarily expensive; that instead of hereafter 
having ministers of the first grade at Colombia and Madrid, charges ought to be substituted; and that 
consuls general or commercial agents will be adequate io all the public objects at Naples, Guatemala, 
Chili, and Buenos Ayres, with a plenipotentiary at Mexico. 

Your committee concur entirely in the view taken, in their report, by the Committee on the 
Expenditures of the State Department, made during the present session, on the propriety of abolishing 
the fund created in the appropriation act under the denomination of defraying "the contingent expenses of 
all missions abroad," as they believe that it merely enables, in point of fact, the Secreta1•y of State to make 

-such additions to the compensation of ministers and diplomatic agents as he thinks proper. In some 
cases the allowance made for contingencies to ministers and charges, annually, is nearly one-eighth of the 
amount of their salaries. They would, therefore, recommend a fixed appropriation for the contingencies 
of each mission, varying from $300 to $600, according to the exigencies of each mission, but in no case 
exceeding the latter amount, which sum is to cover the expenses of stationery, postage, office, clerk hire, 
and all other contingencies whatsoever. 

In relation "to the printing and distribution of the public laws," (an item of no small importance,) 
your committee will postpone their remarks and suggestions on this point until they present, as they will 
do in the sequel of their repo:r:t, their views on the public printing generally, a topic of sufficient import
ance to claim a separate discussion. 

Your committee, whilst they propose meeting all the requirements of the resolutions under which 
they are acting, have taken the liberty of adopting an order, in bringing out the information they have 
collected, not exactly conformable to the series of topics presented in the resolutions themselves as sub
jects of inquiry; lmt as they have believed that the connexion of the different parts of this report could 
be better maintained and the continuity of the text better preserved by so doing, they will arrange speci
fically, under the head of each Department, the entire results of their examination of such Department, 
both as to the practicability of future retrenchments and the objects and amounts of its past disburse
ments; although, under the resolution, the latter investigation would seem more properly to belong to the 
sixth division of the same. 

In pursuance of this plan, your committee will now proceed to exhibit, first, the general expenditures 
of the State Department, and next, a more detailed exposition of its particular disbursements ; and in 
the discharge of this portion of their duty, ( which requires them to "examine the contingent fund of each 
of the Departments, and to report the objects and amounts for which disbursements have been made, &c.,") 
in beginning wi~h the Department of State, it is necessary to premise that there are three distinct con
tingent funds under the control of this Department: one to defray the contingent expenses of the Depart
ment itself, including the expenses of printing and publishing the laws; another for the contingent 
expenses of foreign intercourse, and a third for the contingent expenses of missions abroad. Indeed, the 
whole expenditure on account of these missions, stated as well as contingent, depends on the discretion 
of th(l Executive, exercised through the Department of State; for though the salaries and outfits paid to 
the functionaries of the nation abroad are regulated by law, yet the number and grade of these functions 
aries, and of course the total amount expended for their support, are primarily determined by the will of 
the Executive, to whom it belongs, under the Constitution, to "appoint ambassadors, other public minis-
ters, and consuls." . 

For this reason, and for the further one that the committee are expressly instructed to inquire into 
the "expenses of the foreign intercourse" of the country, the whole amount of these expenses will be 
embraced in the view about to be submitted of the disbursements of public money through the agency 
of the State Department. The committee feel the less difficulty in taking this extended view of the 
expenditures of the Department of State, because in doing so they are only following the example of the 
head of that Department, in a letter addressed by him to the committee, and which will be found annexed 
to this report, marked No. 2: In that letter, purporting to be in compliance with a resolution of the com
mittee requesting the expression of his opinion whether the number or salaries of the officers employed 
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in his Department, or any other expenses incident to it, could be reduced without detriment to the public 
service, he took occasion to exhibit several statements in relation to past disbursements of the Depart
ment, embracing the whole range above mentioned, and founded thereon certain comparisons of its 
expenses during equal periods of the late and of the present administrations. Though these statements 
and comparisons were uncalled for, the committee avail themselves of the facts disclosed by them, as 
having the sanction of the highest authority and bearing the stamp of unquestionable authenticity. It 
appears from the statements contained in this letter that the expenditures of the State Department for 
the various objects intrusted to its management were, during the last three years of the late administra
tion, and the three years just elapsed of the present administration, as follows, to wit: 

LAST ADlITNISTRATION. PRESENT ADlITNISTRATION. 

1822 ...... ..................... . $1 'r3,8'r9 51 1825 ........................... . 
1823 ........................... . 31~668 56" 1826 ........................... . 
1824 ........................... . 2'r~'r31 2'r 1827 ........................... . 

'r59,2'r9 34 

Making the expenditure of the present exceed that of the last administration by ..... 

$306,'r31 'r4 
'255,296 20 
287,463 42 

849,491 36 
'759,279 34 

90,212 02 

From reference to the document marked B, which accompanied and is referred to in the Secretary's 
letter, and from which his statements are compiled, it appears that, besides the contingent expenses of 
the Department and the general expenses of foreign intercourse, including the intercourse with the Bar
bary Powers and the relief and protection of distressed American seamen, there are included in the 
amounts given by him, as above, three other items, depending upon wholly different principles in regard 
to any discretionary control of the Department over them, and which ought not, therefore, in the opinion 
of the committee, to enter into a comparison like that instituted by the Secretary. The three items 
alluded to are the treaty with Spain of the 27th February, 1819, the sixth and seventh articles of the 
treaty of Ghent, and the first article of the treaty of Ghent. These are subjects of expense growing 
necessarily out of the obligation of international compacts, and not to be affected in any way by the 
discretion of the Executive or any of its officers. The first item, particularly, being the expense incident 
to what has been commonly called the Florida Board of Commissioners, whose existence and functions 
terminated under the last administration, and the whole burden of whose support, amounting to $63,114 31, 
fell upon that administration, excepting only the small sum of $1,125 paid under the present, cannot, 
it seems to the committee, upon any principle of propriety, be brought into the comparison. Taking 
these items out of the comparison, the account between the late and the present administration, in regard 
to disbursements over which the State Department has a discretionary control, will then stand thus: 

The amounts stated above are ..................................... . 
Deduct expenses under treaty with Spain, 6th and 'rth articles treaty of 

Ghent, and 1st article of the same ................................ . 

Late adminis- Present adminis 
trntion. tration. 

$'759,279 34 $849,491 36 

126,603 9'r 

632,6'r5 3'r 

'rl,6'19 63 

'r'r'r,811 '13 · 
632,6'15 3'1 

Difference ................................................................ . 145,136 36 

This difference the committee believe to be the true result of a comparison made, upon correct 
principles, between the late and present administrations as to the expenditures with .which the State 
Department is connected. . 

The Secretary of State, in the letter already referred to, says that the excess of the expenditures of 
the present administration, in this branch of the public service, over those of the last administration, may 
be satisfactorily accounted for, first, by the fact of "a remittance in December last to our European 
bankers of $70,000, which is charged to the service of the year 182'r, although it will be disbursed in the 
year 1828 ;" and secondly, by the circumstance that no part of the appropriation of $100,000, made in 
1822, for missions to South America was applied until the succeeding year. In relation to the first 
circumstance, the committee would remark that although a requisition was made on the 5th day of 
December last by the State Department on the Treasury for the sum of $'r0,000 to be remitted to our 
European bankers, yet it appears that only $39,000 of that sum was rexnitted in that month, and that that 
amount only is charged in the accounts of the expenditures of 182'r. The balance of the sum, $31,000, 
was not remitted until the l 'rth of January of the present year, and is charged among the expenditures 
of 1828.-(See letter of Secretary of State, marked D, and the accompanying statement of chief clerk of 
the Treasury; see also letter from Joseph Nourse, Register, marked E.) It moreover appears that, in 
providing for the foreign service of the Government, nothing is more common than to make remittances 
to Europe toward the close of one year, which cannot be disbursed till the succeeding year, as for example, 
in 1824 there were remitted to Europe, between the 'rth day of October and the last day of December of 
that year, for the service of the State Department, in bills drnwn payable sixty days after sight, the sum 
of $54,686 66, while the whole amount remitted in like form, between the same dates in the last year, 
was only $30,000.-(See letter from Joseph Nourse, marked E, and accompanying statement.) This 
circumstance, therefore, so far as it affects the comparison which has been made between the late and the 
present administrations, with reference to the e;xpenditures of the State Department, operates in favor of 
instead of against the present administration. 

In relation to the other circumstance mentioned by the Secretary of State, as satisfactorily 
accounting for the difference in the expenditures of that Department under the late and present administra
tions, it is true that no part of the appropriation made in 1822 for missions to South America was applied 
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until the following year; but it was then applied under the disadvantage incident to the original equip
ment of the missions, of sustaining a double charge, including outfits, as well as salaries, which would 
thus make the expenditures of one year equal to those of two in ordinary circumstances. Such would 
have been the effect if what was understood to be the plan of the last administration, in regard to our 
diplomatic establishment in South America, had been adhered to by the present. It is in the recollection 
of a majority of the committee that, in some proceedings of the House of Representatives on that subject, 
during the session of 1823-'24, it was stated by the chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means, on 
the authority of communications derived· from the then Secretary of State, that the Government con
templated, after that year, having only one minister of the highest grade in South America, and for such 
interests as were not committed to him to employ charges, commercial agents, or consuls, according as 
one or other of these kinds of functionaries mig·ht be deemed most proper. An arrangement of this 
sort, the committee believe, would have been fully adequate to the protection of all our interests, and the 
fulfilment of all our obligations as a nation, and would have avoided much of the expense that has been 
incurred. But if the present administration have been necesrorily subjected to a greater expense than 
the last, from an extension of our diplomatic establishment in America, they have, at the same time, been 
relieved by a reduction of that establishment in Europe. During the last three years of the late 
administration we had a Minister Plenipotentiary at Lisbon, who was recalled shortly before the close 
of that administration and replaced by a Charge d'Affaires. The return of our minister at Madrid, about 
the same time, afforded a good opportunity of reducing, in like manner, the grade and expense of the 
mission to that Court; and it was, indeed, distinctly stated to the House of Representatives, on the 
occasion before alluded to, that such was the intention of the Government. The committee, therefore, 
cannot recognize, in either of the circumstances appealed to by the Secretary of State, the force and effect 
which he attributes to them. 

The Secretary of State, after presenting the comparison above mentioned, embracing equal periods of 
three years, suggests a comparison Letween the last two years of the late administration, and the first 
two of the present; the effect of which is to select from the last administration the two years of heaviest 
expenditure, and put them in contrast with two of the present administration, exempt from those peculiar 
and extraordinary charges which devolved upon the two years of the last administration chosen for the 
comparison. The committee, for the reasons just mentioned, consider the comparison first made altogether 
fair, and, as embracing longer periods of time, less liable to be influenced in its results by casual or 
temporary circumstances. 

The committee will now advert to some views which the Secretary of State has presented in his 
letter in relation to the appropriations for the service of that Department. Although, in the comparison 
exhibited by him of the expenditures of that Department·under the late and present administration, ho 
puts the year 1825 to the account of the present administration, yet, in the view presented by him uf the 
appropriations for the service of the two administrations, he transfers the appropriations of 1825 to the 
account of the last administration. The appropriations of 1825, however, were for the use of the present 
administration-they came to the hands of the present administration, and they have been expended by 
the present administration. In this view the committee think the appropriations of 1825 ought clearly 
to be carried to the account of the present and not of the last administration; and even if the question 
were who is responsible for the justness and propriety of those appropriations, the committee are still of 
opinion that the same classification would be correct, for they find that the appropriations of 1825 for 
the service of the State Department were, in fact, made upon estimates furnished by the present Chief 
Magistrate, (then Secretary of State,) contemplating and providing for the expenses of a new administra
tion, of which there was every probability he was to be the head. Putting the year 1825 to the account 
of the present administration, the comparative statement of appropriations for the service of the State 
Department, as collected from the document marked C, which accompanied and is referred to in the 
Secretary's l~tter, will then stand thus: 

1822 .............................. . $239,450 1825 .............................. . 
1823 .............................. . 154,800 1826 .............................. . 
1824 .............................. . 309,350 182'1 .............................. . 

'103,600 

Difference ............................ ; ............................... • • • • • • • 

$336,050 
350,932 
290,550 

9'1'1,532 
'103,600 

2'13,132 

The Secretary of State refers to the diminished amount of appropriations for the -service of that 
Department during the present year, which it seems is only $89,500. But it is proper to add that this 
dimin'ished appropriation for the present year does by no means imply a dimini,shed expenditure during the 
present year. In addition to the sum appropriated, there are large amounts in the hands of the Depart
ment, consisting of balances of former appropriations, still applicable to the service of the present year, 
and as such included in the estimates for the support of the Government during the.present year. 'l'hese 
balances, for the various objects under the control of the State Department, are given in the document 
marked C, ( which,has already been referred to as accompanying the Secretary's letter,) and will be found 
to amount to the sum of $228,273, which, added to the sum of $89,500 recently appropriated, forms an 
ag·gregate of $81 '1,823 at the disposal of the State Department for the service ef the present year. 

'rhe Secretary of State proceeds to observe that "the small amount of appropriation required for the 
service of the present year is the result of economical savings out of previous appropriations;" and for 
the purpose of showing this presents "a combined view of the appropriations and expenditures during 
the years 1825, 1826, and 182'1, under those heads of appropriation, in the application of which a discre
tionary control is exercised.through the Department of State." Those heads, he adds, are "1st, contingent 
expenses of foreign intercourse; 2d, intercourse with the Barbary Powers; 3d, relief and protection 
of American seamen; and 4th, the contingent expenses of the Department." In this view, the Secretary 
gives the whole amount at the di.cposal of the Department for each of the above-mentioned objects, which, 
in some instances, consists of repayments and balances of former appropriations, as well as the cotem
porary appropriations of each year. The view of the Secretary is taken from a document, designated by 
the letter C, which accompanied and is referred to in his letter, and has been several times already 
referred to by the committee. The committee, for the purpose of bringing the whole subject under the 
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eye at once, will throw the statement presented by the Secretary into a tabular form, and will then exhibit 
a similar statement compiled from the same document, showing the same amounts at the disposal of the 
Department and expended by it during the years 1822, 1823, and 1824. This comparison will enable the 
House to determine how far the "small amount of appropriation required for the service of the present 
year is the result of economical savings out of previous appropriations." The statement of the Secretary 
of State for the year 1825, 1826, and 1827, reduced to a tabular form, is as follows: 

Contingent expenses Barbary Powers. Relief of seamen, Contingent r-xpenses Total. 
foreign intercourse. Department. 

Amount disposable •••••••••••••.••••••••••••• .... $127,420 05 SI00,450 00 $99,678 84 $97,863 00 $425,411 89 
Amount expended .••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .... 80,567 87 55,700 29 87,698 17 90,305 00 314,271 43 

Surplus unexpended •••••••••• ·••••• •••••••••••••• 46,852 08 44,749 71 11,980 67 7,558 00 111,140 46 

The following statement shows the amounts disposable and expended under the same heads for the 
years 1822, 1823, 1824 : 

Contingent expenses Barbary Powers. Relief of seamen. Contingent expenses Total. 
foreign intercourse. Departm,•nt. 

Amount disposable ••••••••.••••••••••••••••.•••.•. $103,231 57 $115,846 12 $130,357 28 ~9,708 00 ~419,142 97 
Amount expended ••••••.•••...•••••••••••••.•.•... 76,926 86 22,459 34 79,517 30 53,550 00 232,453 50 

Surplus unexpended ••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.• 26,304 71 93,386 78 50,839 98 16,158 00 186,689 47 

It appears from these statements that although the last administration had at their disposal, for the 
objects specified, a smaller sum than the present, yet the savings of the last out of that sum have been 
greater than those of the present by $75,549 01; and that the expenditures of the present administration, 
during a term of three years, for objects in regard to which it is said " a discretionary control is exercised 
through the Department of State," have exceeded those of the last administration, for the same objects 
during an equal term, by the sum of $82,817 93. The committee, therefore, cannot concur in the sugges
tion of the Secretary of State, that "the small amount of appropriation required for the service of the 
present year is the result of economical savings out of previous appropriations." They think a more 
satisfactory explanation of the fact is to be found in the large excess already exhibited of the appropria
tions asked for and granted during the years 1825, 1826, and 1827, over those of an equal period of the 
last administration. 

The committee, considering the views which the Secretary of State, in replying to a specific. call, thought 
proper to present in relation to the comparative expenses of the late and present administration, to be 
materially erroneous in several respects, have felt it their duty to submit the foregoing observations on 
those views to the House. At the same time, they do not intend to recognize the principle which such a 
comparison seems to imply, that the last administration is to be appealed to as a standard of economy; 
on the contrary, they are aware that that administration was thought by many to be prqfuse in its e:-.-pen
ditures; and the committee themselves are of opinion that for many years past there has been far too 
little regard to economy in the operations of the Government in several of its branches. 

Your committee will now proceed to exhibit some statements respecting particular heads of expendi
tures through the State Department confided exclusively to the discretion of the President. 

That portion of the contingent fund for foreign intercourse which bas been expended by the present 
Executive for objects not deemed by him expedient to disclose, generally denominated "secret service 
money," is found, by reference to the document No. 8, greatly to exceed in amount the expenditure of the _ 
last three years of the late administration. 

Expenditure for 1822, nothing. 
1823 .............. . 
1824 .. ............ . 

Expenditure for 1825 .............. . 
$3,000 00 1826 .............. . 

2,130 00 1827 .............. . 

5,130 00 

$1,700 00 
1,666 66 
8,958 01 

12,324 67 

It will be seen by the statement referred to, that there was expended during the late war with Great 
Britain for secret service, that is to say, from 1812 to 1815, $'l"l',346 30 "upon the certificate of the Presi
dent, without specification." This expenditure may seem to be large at first sight, but when it is recollected 
that the only crisis in which there would probably be any occasion to use a secret service fund in our 
Government to any considerable extent would be in a, period of war, during which bribery is one of the 
means sanctioned by the practice of nations for the procurement of information, it must be manifest that 
a war epoch furnishes no standard for expenses of this character that belong to a period of peace. 

For example: Of the $77,346 30 which appear to have been expended during the war with Great 
Britain, it is now notorious that $50,000 were paid to John Henry for disclosures which were supposed 
might be important to the safety of the country and to the integrity of the Union; and if the particular 
occasions of the rest of this expenditure were known, it is confidently believed that they would be found 
referable to that necessary vigilance and precaution, which, in a period of war, not only watches tlie 
movements and designs of the enemy, but pries into the dispositions and intrigues of third Powers. 

That the legitimate occasions of this expenditure are confined almost exclusively to periods of war is 
further manifested by the fact that although their investigations, in pursuance of the instructions of the 
House, were carried back to July 1, 1790, yet the statement obtained from the Treasury failed to furnish 
any example of such an expenditure previous to September 16, 1812. The two payments mentioned by 

. the Register as appearing from the printed public accounts to have been made to the Secretary of State 
in 1794 and in 1796, on account of the "contingent charges of Government," the committee are satisfied 
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cannot properly be referred to the secret service fund. They find that, by an act of Congress passed March 
26, 1790, a sum of $10,000 was expressly appropriated for defraying the "contingent charges of Govern
ment," but, at the same time, the President was required to "cause a regular statement and account of 
such expenditures to be laid before Congress at the end of the y~ar." Similar appropriations were made 
occasionally afterwards, "when the balances of former appropriations had been carried to the surplus 
fund." These appropriations the committee consider to have been applicable exclusively to domestic 
purposes; and they have not been able to find any instances of a secret service expenditure in the domestic 
operations of the Government, except two, which occurred under the administration of Mr. Adams, who, 
on the 21st of December, I 799, signed two certificates of that character-one for $500, paid to James 
Ross, and the other for $1,320, paid to Samuel Lewis, sr., expressed to be for expenditures "in relation to 
the duties of the War Department," but both of which were reported by a committee of the House of 
Representatives to be in violation of law. 

Rejecting a war crisis as furnishing any standard for these expenditures in time of peace, your com
mittee would invite a reference to the disbursements during a pacific era. By the table it will be seen 
that this administration expended, during the last year alone, $2,578 more than was disbursed by the two 
preceding administrations in a period of nine years. . 

Your committee felt themselves inhibited by the practice of the Government, if not by the authority 
of law, (the latter, however, they conceive somewhat questionable,) to require an exhibition of the items 
of the expenditure of this appropriation; but in the course of their investigations they travelled up, as 
they have reason to suppose, to the door of this secret fund, which was offeied to be opened to them on 
terms to which they did not feel it their duty to assent. 

In the Appendix it will be seen that your committee received a communication apprising them that 
the late Daniel P. Cook, late member of Congress from the State of lliinois, had received the sum of $5,500 
for some services connected with the foreign relations of the country. As no i:ecord appeared of this item 
on any of the accounts transmitted either from the Treasury or the Department of State, your committee 
called on the Secretary of State to inform them, if, in point of fact, Mr. Cook had been so employed, where 
they were to look for the settlement of the account. This call resulted in an overture on the part of the 
Secretary of State to make to the committee "a confidentuil communication" respecting this expenditure, 
which "he neither admitted nor denied." On full consideration, your committee decided to decline receiving 
a communication burdened with such an obligation, as they desired to make no report to this House which 
might not be common to the people, whose trustees and servants we are. 

That Mr. Cook, after the adjournment of Congress in the spring of 1827, received an appointment 
from the President, connected with our foreign intercourse ; that one thousand dollars were paid to him 
in advance, and in part compensation for his services; that he actually embarked from New York for 
Cuba towards the end of .April, (which it appears was the place of his public destination;) that he 
arrived early in June at St. Louis, Missouri, on his return home ; that he was in exceedingly critical 
health, and in doubtful condition to attend to any business, more especially of a diplomatic character, 
requiring so much labor and anxiety ; that he did not understand the language of the people among 
whom he was sent-probably as a secret agent; that he must have been less than one month in Cuba on 
this service; that he was to receive, and has probably received, a further sum than the amount of the 
advance made him in remuneration for his services, and. that this remuneration came out of the secret 
service fund, are facts which your committee think abundantly appear from the testimony in the .Appen
dix. They coerce, on their face, the solemn inquiry why Mr. Cook, under su~h circumstances, was 
appointed a secret agent, and why he was paid out of this fund? Whilst your committee feel the force 
of this question, they feel it likewise their duty to leave it where they find it, with the remark that such 
payment, made from such a fund, finds no sanction from the precedent of an agency to Cuba, instituted 
during the administration of Mr. Monroe, which was filled with eminent ability by Mr .. Thomas Randall, 
and whose compensation was paid with specification out of the contingent fund of foreign intercourse, 
and audited under the ordinary circumstances of official notoriety at the Treasury. 

It will be seen in the journal of the proceedings of your committee that a resolution was moved by 
one of its members requesting the Secretary to inform the committee, confidentially, "what portion of 
the secret service fund money paid sirice the 4th March, 1825, was paid for services directed to be per
formed under the administration of James Monroe, lat_e President of the United States." It is due to a 
majority of your committee to ayow the motive which influenced their vote, independently of the objec
tionable c~mdition of secrecy which the resolution itself involved. They thought it unjust to make the 
administration of Mr. Monroe responsible for agenc;ies of which, even if he had directed them, the duration 
and expensei:i"were exclusively under the control of bis successor. 

Yoiir committee, considering that the Constitution has, with a wise jealousy, especially exacted 
.puolicity in the fiscal transactions of the Government, are of opinion that this secret fund, from the 
abuses to which it fa liable, ought to be abolished in time of peace ; and that, if allowed during a war, 
it should be regularly accounted for by the President in a message, on the termination of hostilities, to 
both Houses, which they may or may not consider confidential ; and your committee, for this purpose, 
report a bill. 

Your committee find, by an examination o.f the fund for the contingent expenses of foreign inter
course, that the expenses of bearing despatches have been greatly increased during the three years of the 
present, when contrasted with the last three years of the late administration, as appears by the following 
exhibit: 
For 1822 .......................... . 
For 1823 .......................... . 
For 1824 .......................... . 

$375 00 For 1825........................... $4,727 68 
3,822 00 For 1826........................... 9,131 69 
2,630 00 For 1827 ......................... : . 5,026 75 

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,827 00 Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,886 12 
6,827 00 

Excess. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,059 12 

They think that the discretion which the Secretary of State in fact employs, both in appointing and 
compensating bearers of despatches, is liable to strong objection. In practice we fear it is prone to 
degenerate into a species of favoriti:;1m altogether adverse to the public interest ; for your committee 
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have reason to apprehend that it is little short of a convenient mode of sending favorites abroad to travel 
for their pleasure, health, or instruction, out of the public coffers. 

Amidst the numerous appointments of messengers made by the present administration, they will 
select the account of J. H. Pleasants, editor of the Richmond Whig, because that case, in their estimation, 
presents the most flagrant example of abuse. 

It appears that on the 19th of .A.pril, a little more than a month after the inauguration of the Presi
dent, this gentleman received the appointment of bearer of despatches to Rio Janeiro and Buenos .A.yres. 
The circumstances of his journey from Richmond to Boston in seeking a passage ; his ultimate embarka
tion at New York, on the 28th of May, in the William Tell, for South America; the incidents which 
occurred on board that vessel ; his leaving his "important despatches" in charge of the captain of the 
William Tell and going on board another vessel bound to Antwerp ; his again debarking from this vessel 
and embarking at sea on board a ship bound to Liverpool ; his spending the summer in England "in 
seeing the country," and his ultimate return to New York in October, are detailed in his letters, narrative 
and penitential, to Mr. Clay, in the .Appendix, marked No. 9 ; whilst the subjoined account shows at 
whose expense these extraordinary voyages were made, viz: 

Dtrpartment ef State to John H. Pleasants. 
To this sum for voyages out and home ............................................... . 
To actual expenditures in travelling expenses and board, from the time of leaving Richmond, 

on the 19th of .A.pril, 1825, to 28th May of the same year, in which interval I was seeking, 
from Baltimore to Boston, the means of getting to Buenos .A.yres ..................... . 

To expenses on my return from New York to Richmond ....... _. ........................ . 
To per diem allowance, at $6, from the 19th .A.pril to the 22d .A.ugust, is 126 days, inclusive .. 

Approved December '1, 1826. 

Dr. 
$900 00 

24'1 00 
3'1 00 

'156 00 

1,940 00 

H. CLAY. 
This account was approved by the Secretary without vouchers.* 
In the first place, your committee are of opinion that Mr. Pleasants was entitled to no allowance for 

voyages, not one of which he performed in the public service ; at all events, if he paid his passage to 
Buenos .A.yrcs in the ·wmiam Tell before embarking, this was the extent of the allowance which should 
have been made him. • 

Either his despatches were or were not of importance ; if they were of importance, like a soldier on 
post, no consideration should have induced him to have deserted them ; if they were of no higher im
portance than to have rendered it safe that they should be confided to the captain of an ordinary merchant 
vessel, then they should have gone through this channel, and Mr. Pleasants ought not to have been 
appointed. The item of $900 for voyages jg exorbitant, your committee believe, beyond the comparative 
rates of passage money to parts of the habitable globe the most remote. By looking at some of the 
accounts of other bearers of despatches employed and paid during the present administration the com
mittee find no corresponding rates. For example: Mr. George Watkins, who was sent to London with 
despatches, eight days after the inauguration of the President, at a cost of $1,34 '1 68 for about 112 days' 
service, charged and received but $466 for passage money, as per the subjoined account : 

United States to George Watkins, bearer ef despatches to England in 1825. 
Compensation from the 12th March to 1st July, 112 days, at $6 per day ................... . 
.Allowance for the voyage out and home. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ . 
Travelling expenses from Washington to New York .................................... . 
PosT CHAISE AND PAIR FROl! LIVERPOOL TO LONDON, AT TWO SHILLINGS STERLING PER lIILE •••.••••••.. 
Expenses on the road .............................................................. . 
Mail coach from London to Liverpool. ............................................ , .. . 
Expenses on the road .............................................................. . 
Travelling expenses from New York to Washington ............................ . 

Dr. 
$672 00 
466 00 

36 00 
9'1 68 
10 00 
25 00 
5 00 

36 00 

1,347 68 

It moreover appears that Mr. Edward Wyer received, in 1826, but $600 for passage money out and 
home to Russia; and that Theodore W. Clay, as bearer of despatches to Mexico, who, for 10'1 days' occu
pation, received $1,205 compensation, had allowed to him but $300, out and home, for passage money to 
Vera Cruz. _ 

If this excessive allowance for passage money to Mr. Pleasants be objectionable, his per diem com
pensation is not the less so, as your committee are clearly of opinion he was not entitled to one cent after 
the day on which he left the William Tell and abandoned• his despatches ; and if any person had a claim 
for such allowance, it was the captain of the William Tell, to whom the duty of bearing these despatches 
had been assigned by Mr. Pleasants. Viewing this case, together with the large expenditure made by 
this administration II for bearing despatches," as an abuse, your committee will report a bill for regulating 
the compensation of bearers of despatches. 

The attention of your committee has been attracted to the amount paid out of the contingent fund of 
the State Department, as also out of the contingent fund for foreign intercourse for extra clerk hire for 
the last three years ; first, on account -of the magnitude of the sum, when compared with the expendi
tures for the same object for the three years of the last administration ; secondly, on account of the 
misapplication and perversion of the fund appropriated by Congress to defray II the contingent expenses 
of foreign intercourse," to the purposes of extra clerk hire in the Department of State. 

If the money of the Government appropriated by Congress for one object can, at the unlimited dis
cretion of the head of the Department, be applied to any other objects, the whole benefit of specific 
appropriations may be defeated, and Executive- discretion made to control legislative will. Under the 
last administration there was paid by the State Department for extra clerk hire, out of the appropriate 

a So marked in the accounts reported in the report of the Committee on the Expenditures of the State Department. 
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fund, during the years 1822, '23, and '24, $4,010 88. In 1825, '26, and '27 there was paid $15,591 42, 
part out of the appropriate fund, and part out of the "contingent fund for foreign intercourse." The 
amount expended during the years 1825, '26, and '27 exceeds that of 1822, '23, and '24 by the sum of 
$11,580 54 ; and this increase has taken place while the present Secretary has had, for the last year, 
three clerks more than were in the Department during the last administration-making the whole number 
fifteen, with fixed salaries. 

The committee will next proceed to desig·nate such items disbursed out of the contingent funds of 
the Department which they deem objectionable, and which have been paid, where the payment, as to 
amount and object, seeks its justification in the exercise of Executive and official discretion. 'rhey cannot 
do more than refer to the items. 

First. As to the contingent fund for foreign intercourse. 
Printing.-The amount expended for the publication of a notice in relation to a convention between 

the Government of France ana that of St. Domingo, providing certain indemnity for the losses of the 
former inhabitants of that island, paid, in part, out of the contingent fund for foreign intercourse, and 
part out of the contingent fund to defray the incidental expe!Jses of the Department, has been stated by 
the Committee on the Expenditures of the State Department to be $3,660 72. 

Upon a minute investigation of the items charged for printing in the two accounts sent to the com
mittee, and an inspection_ of vouchers filed for other items not specified, this committee make the sum paid 
somewhat greater. They will, however, give the names of the editors or papers and the amount paid for 
this publication, so that if they err their error may be detected without difficulty. 

Gales & Son ...................................................................... . 
D. & J. Faust ........................ ~ ............................................ . 
Ed ward Charles ................................ • ................................... . 
G. & ,V. Robertson ................................................................ . 
Amos Kendall .................................................................... . 
Morgan, Lodge & Fisher, printers for 0. Hammond .................................... . 
Ballard .& Wright ................................................................. . 
Dobbin, Murphy & Co .............................................................. . 
Benjamin Russel. ................................................................. . 
James Haig ...................................................................... . 
S. S. Simpson, {Ten.) . . . . . . . . ..................................................... . 
Gales & Seaton ................................................................... . 
Peter Force ...................................................................... . 
Norfolk Herald ................................................................... . 
Rhode Island Republican ........................................................... . 
Cameron & Krause, Pennsylvania Intelligencer ....................................... . 
National Advocate .................................................... :: .......... . 
John Binns, Democratic Press ....................................................... . 

$350 00 
350 00 
350 00 
350 00 
206 00 
350 00 
116 00 
125 00 
113 00 
148 00 
350 00 
350 00 
350 00 
245 00 
125 00 
125 00 
125 00 
125 00 

Total paid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,253 00 

The committee have noted this expenditure because they are satisfied it greatly exceeds in amount 
that which ought to have been paid for such an object; and a part of the payment was made out of an 
inappropriate fund. 

The committee find $500 paid to William Wirt, Esq., Attorney General of the United States, as a 
fee in the case of the United States vs. Gooding, in the Maryland district, charged to the contingent 
fund for foreign intercourse. Mr. Gooding was indicted in the State of Maryland, in the court· of the 
United States, upon a charge of having violated the laws of Congress to suppress the African slave 
trade. The United States have their attorney in that district, (who receives a salary, &c.,} competent, it 
is believed, to represent the interests of the United States within their own courts in that State. This 
consideration might suggest the impropriety of the employment of other counsel; but it cannot be neces
sary for the committee to point out the manifest impropriety of applying the contingent fund for foreign 
intercourse to the purpose of paying lawyers' fees for prosecuting a citizen of the United States for a 
violation of her penal code. If it be lawful to apply that fund, at the discretion of the Department, to 
employment of counsel, surely there is no purpose to which it may not be applied, and find its application 
justified by the exercise of the power in this instance. 

The payment of $4,500 as an outfit to John A. King is believed by the committee to be a violation of 
the plain letter and spirit of the act of 1810. As this act requires that a Charge d'Affaires should be 
appointed "by the President of the United States, by and with the consent of the Senate," and that to 
be entitled to an outfit he should be thus appointed; and as Mr. King was not thus appointed, but was left 
by his father, the late Rufus King, in charge of the legation, yuur committee deem this case such a mani
fest breach of law, notwithstanding the forced analogies from exploded precedents that have been brought 
forward to sustain it, and the example of such evil omen, that they would recommend that the Committee 
on the Judiciary be instructed to inquire into the expediency of directing the Agent of the Treasury to 
require of J. A. King that he refund to the United States the amount of this outfit and his salary as 
Charge d'Affaires for sixty-two days, according to the subjoined account: 

John A. King, Charge d'Affaires, London, for his salary from 1st July, 1826, the day on which 
bis duties commenced, to the 31st of August following, when they terminated-62 days, 
at $4,500 per annum .•.......................................................... 

For amount of his outfit ............................................................ . 
$'158 15 

4,500 00 

5,258 15 

Endorsed: The President approves the above charges, December 22, 1826. 
H. CLAY. 

And, in the event of his refusing to refund the same, that the Agent of the Treasury be instructed to 
direct suit to be commenced ae;ainst the said John A. King for the recovery of the above sum; deducting 
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therefrom the amount of his sala1-y as secretary of legation for sixty-two days, at the rate of $2,000 per 
annum. 

The payment of $1,000 to Jonathan Elliott, a printer of a newspaper within the District of Columbia, 
for 100 volumes of a book printed by him, entitled "The Diplomatic Code," is believed by the committee 
to be an expenditure not only without any adequate consideration of the public service to justify it, and 
beyond the value of the article purchased, which it is notorious has been sold by the proprietor for a less 
price, but is also a misapplication of the contingent fund "for foreign intercourse." 

The committee find the amount paid by the State Department for subscription to newspapers for 
1825, 1826, and 1827, to be $1,623 16. 

Your committee would, in conclusion, recommend the attention of the Committee of Ways and Means 
to these abuses which they have pointed out, and to require more specific estimates in future from this 
Department, on which to found the necessary appropriations. 

2. TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 

" What reduction of expense in the Trem;ury Department, and whether an ejf ectii:e system, of accountdMlity 
and for the collection of the public dues is there estahlished." 

To introduce economy and despatch in this Department it will be necessary to simplify the forms of 
business and to reorganize its subordinate branches. 

The various offices of the Treasury were arranged on their present plan by an act of the 3d of March, 
1817, abolishing the accounting officers and establishing an additional Comptroller and four Auditors, 
with clerks. This arrangement was temporary; so ought to have been its continuance. The war was 
just then over, and its disbursements threw upwards of forty millions of suspended accounts into the 
Treasury for adjustment, which amount has since been reduced to two millions, yet the same extensive 
and somewhat complicated machinery is still in existence. As your committee believe that as much 
depends on the forms of doing business as on the number of agents employed in any of the Departments, 
they would state the tedious process of auditing and adjusting an account at the Treasury under the 
present system. When a claim is presented on the Treasury it is handed to the Auditor, who, aided by 
his clerks, examines and reports it to the Comptroller; when decided and passed by him, one of the clerks 
enters it in a book in his office, and it is then sent to the Register to be registered by one of his clerks. 
The Register transmits a certified copy of the report to the Secretary of the Treasury; one of his clerks 
prepares a warrant on the Treasurer for the amount, which is entered in the office of the Secretary by the 
warrant clerk; it is then banded to the Comptroller, who countersigns it; it is then sent by a messenger 
to the Register's office, where it is registered by another clerk; when registered and thus certified by the 
Register, it is then presented by the claimant to the Treasurer, when another clerk takes his receipt on 
the back of the warrant, and on the same warrant authorizes the bank to make payment, and the claimant 
receives his money. This process is nearly duplicated when it commences in either the War or Navy 
Department. 

Why, for any purpose of public security, an account should make such complicated, various and 
reiterated transits, your committee are at a loss to perceive; the direct effect, however, is to increase the 
labor, and consequently the number of public officers. These extraordinary forms may have been con
sidered as necessary forty years ago, but in the present age bookkeeping has participated in cotemporary 
improvements, and greater simplicity and economy have been introduced in the management of both 
public and private business. If these forms were simplified, your committee believe that one-fourth, if not 
one-third, of the offices in the Treasury might be reduced. But even with the· existing tedious forms of 
transacting business, they think there are more clerks than would be required if the labor of the offices 
was more equally distributed. The First Comptroller's office jg evidently surcharged with business, 
while it is equally certain that some of the other offices connected with the Treasury are almost sinecures. 
A portion of the business of the First Comptroller might well be assigned to the Treasurer and Register's 
offices, where the clerks cannot be fully employed. 

Besides simplifying the forms of business, and distributing the duties of the offices more equally, 
your committee would recommend a new organization of some of the Departments; to effect which, they 
would suggest that the Second Comptroller's office be abolished, and that of one of the Auditors, as they 
think one Auditor for each Executive Department amply sufficient; and so soon as the First Comptroller 
is relieved, under a new distribution, from some of the duties he now discharges, he will be able to super
intend those now performed by the Second Comptroller. 

They are of opinion thai, in our system, the value of an officer who ought to be so highly accomplished 
for public business as the Attorney General, is not sufficiently estimated, and that he ought to be considered 
as the law officer of the Government. They propose enlarging his duties and increasing his responsibilities, 
by putting under his charge all the suits in which the Government may be interested, throughout the 
United States, by attaching to his office, and by placing under his immediate control, district attorneys 
and marshals. That, in addition to these duties, he should preside at a board, to consist of himself, the 
Comptroller, and four other Auditors, for the examination and auditing of all contested claims and accounts 
against the United States; to be, if necessary, in daily session. The advantages of this plan would not 
only consist in a uniform interpretation of the acts of Congress respecting claims, but such an interpreta
tion would be enlightened by the opinions of an officer of first rate legal attainments, and a standard or 
similar rule as to the allowance of claims would obtain, by those means, through all the Departments, 
which, at present, is various, depending too much on the discretion of the different Auditors. 

The discharge of these duties, together with those which were contemplated·in the effort which was 
made in 1817 to create an office to have been denominated "the Solicitor of the Treasury," will produce 
the necessity of the Attorney General being prohibited from practicing, excepting in the Supreme Court; 
to indemnify him for which, and as an offset to a saving which will accrue to the Government by bis 
taking charge of the suits of the United States, and acting on a board for the adjustment of claims, your 
committee think his salary ought to be on a footing with that of the heads of the Departments. We are 
satisfied that by his legal skill in directing the mode by which the suits of the United States are to be 
conducted, and his vigilance and intelligence in adjusting claims against the United States, he would 
save one hundred fold the amount of his increased compensation. 

As it respects the contingent expenses of the Treasury Department, the Secretary has advised us 
that be is not aware that they can be reduced. In this opinion your committee must withhold their 
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concurrence. They think there has been a most extraordinary expenditure for newspapers in most if 
not all the offices. In those connected with the Treasury there was paid for this object in 1825 $'r51 50; 
in 1826, $964 10; in 182'r, $1,001 12: a steadily progressive and inexplicably stange increase. 

The expense of advertising has also been much augmented. This expenditure for this Department, 
generally, and the Land Office, was, in 1825, $3,50'r 44; in 1826, $2,164 25; in 182'r, $6,503 31. There 
were, perhaps, reasons why the expenditure should have been greater in the last than in the two preceding 
years; but the committee cannot understand why the advertising in 182'r should exceed by nearly a 
thousand dollars the whole expense for advertising in 1825 and 1826. 

The aggregate contingent expenses of the Treasury Department, excluding the Land Office, during 
equal terms of three years, under the late and present administrations, are as follows: In 1822, 1823, and 
1824, $63,803 'r3; in 1825, 1826, and 182'r, $72,495 63. _ 

The contingent expenses of the General Land Office during the same periods (which are included 
among the accounts of the Treasury Department) are as follows: In 1822, 1823, and 1824, $32,603 'r3; 
in 1825, 1826, and 182'r, $22,549 96. 

The contingent expenses in the First, Third, and Fifth Auditors' offices appear to have been mode
rate and uniform. The expenses in the last year were: In the First Auditor's office, (Mr. Harrison,) 
$6'r4 51; in the Third Auditor's, (Mr. Hagner,) $880; and in the Fifth Auditor's, (Mr. Pleasonton,) 
$'r38 12. The augmentation has principally occurred in the Second (Mr. Lee) and Fourth Auditors' (Mr. 
Watkins) offices. The contingent expenses of the Second Auditor's (Mr. Lee) office was, in 1825, 
$1,093 83; in 1826, $9'r0 56; and in 182'r, $1,393 96. But the most extraordinary increase has occurred 
in the contingent expenses of the Fourth Auditor (Mr. Watkins.) To show more clearly how these have 
been augmented, the committee submit the annual expenditure for the last six years: 

1822, when Colonel Freeman was Fourth Auditor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $453 32 
1823 ...... do .......... do .......... do..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 690 19 
1824, Mr. Watkins came in in June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,636 04 
1825 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,226 01 
1826 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 'r32 3'r 
182'r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,132 2'r 

The average amount expended annually for the last three years in each office is, viz: 
First Auditor's, (Mr. Harrison,) 10 clerks............................. $508 52 
Fifth Auditor's, (Mr. Pleasonton,) 11 clerks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'r'r4 19 
Third Auditor's, (Mr. Hagner,) i 7 clerks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9'r2 56 
Second Auditor's, (Mr. Lee,) 13 clerks................................ 1,151 'TS 
Fourth Auditor's, (Mr. Watkins,) 15 clerks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,'r30 22 

In four years there have been expended in the Fourth (Mr. Watkins) Auditor's office $6,'r26 69 for 
office contingencies. In the last year the contingencies of this office have amounted to the extraordinary 
sum of $2,132 2'r. The explanations which have been afforded for this large expenditure are not considered 
sufficiently satisfactory to furnish a justification for it. 

Under the administration of Washington the average contingent expenses of all the Departments did 
not amount, in the last four years of that administration, to $1 'r,000, a sum very little exceeding the 
amount which was paid last year for printing and distributing the laws. The average of the first four 
years of Mr. Jefferson's administration was, for all the Departments, less than $29,000. The average for 
the same, for the first three years of Mr. Madison's administration-1809-'10-'11-preceding the war, was 
about $30,000. The war introduced extraordinary expenditures; and it was not until some years after 
that we could expect the contingencies to return to former rates. That time has certainly now arrived; 
yet these mere office contingencies of the Departments average $7'r,454, and in the last year amounted to 
the extraordinary sum of $82,809. This is far above the expenditure of former periods of peace, and, in 
the opinion of your committee, is unneceosarily large. A portion of this augmentation is, without doubt, 
to be attributed to the additional offices created in 181 'r; but much of it is owing to the absence of some 
proper check. 

In relation to one of the discretionary powers which the Secretary of the Treasury exercises in the 
appointment of examiners of the Land Offices, with or without the sanction of the President, and which 
amounts to the appointment of an officer without the advice and consent of the Senate, your committee 
would refer to the testimony of the Commissioner of the General Land Office (Mr. Graham) for his opinions 
on this subject. They are satified that it is a power liable to great abuse; that it is an employment which 
has sometimes been g·iven to members of Congress during a recess, in violation of the spirit, if not the 
letter, of the Constitution and the laws,* which prohibits a member from holding an office under, or par
ticipating in the profits of a contract with, the Government during the period for which he may be elected. 
Nor does the evil stop here. It is possible to suppose that this irresponsible portion of the Executive 
pll,tronage may be exercised in a manner still more reprehensible. Your committee would therefore 
recommend that the present mode of examining the Land Offices be abolished; and that such examination 
in future be at occasional, not stated, periods within the discretion of the President; and to avoid the heavy 
and unnecessary expense of mileage, that the examiners selected shall be some respectable, intelligent, 
and disinterested citizens residing in the vicinity of the Land Office to be inspected . 

.As the document recently transmitted from the Treasury, showing the amount of compensation paid 
to examiners of Land Offices, is not complete in consequence of the account of John Scott, Esq., late 
member of Congress from Missouri, not having been settled, who was appointed an examiner of the Land 
Offices in March or .April, 1827, your committee have forborne an examination of the statement as to the 
general disbursements for these services, as in none of these accounts did the amount paid to Land Office 
examiners generally appear, although, by the evidence of Mr. Graham, it is proved that Mr. Scott has 
received four hundred dollars, and drawn a bill, not yet paid, for five hundred dollars more, on account of 
his services. 

The expenditures in the Treasury for books, maps, and charts, as well as for other small contin
gencies, seem large and unnecessary, and, in the opinion of your committee, might be diminished without 
injury to the public interest. 

Your committee, in conclusion on the Treasury Department, would remark that they consider that 
they have recommended in the new organization of this Department, which they have proposed, "a more 
effective system of accountability, and for the collection of the public dues," which will likewise operate 

. o Vol. 4, L. U. S , p. 166. Constitution, Article 1, Secs. 6 and 8. 
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an essential reduction of expense in the general disbursement of this Department. For all these pur
poses they ask leave to report a bill. 

3. NAVY DEPARTMENT. 

" What reductions of expense can be made in the Na'l;y Department in the clerks and officers now acting 
suho1·dinately to the Secretary of the Navy." · 

Your committee, not deeming it as any part of your instructions that they should examine the appro
priations for what may be called the Navy proper-that is to say, the permanent portion of this most 
valuable establishment, as fixed by law-have confined their attention almost exclusively to contingencies 
within the discretion of the Secretary; and even these they are unable to scan with the requisite intelli
gence, as many of them relate to compensations for services purely of a professional character. They 
therefore abstain from making either an examination of or commenting on sundry allowances to the 
officers of the Navy for extra duty and expenses; m~ny of them appear to be large and somewhat 
extraordinary. The contingencies of the naval service ought to be scrutinized annually by the Committee 
on Naval Expenditures with the utmost care, as it is well known that it is in this branch of the service 
the greatest abuses have crept into the Navy of Great Britain, in which there is much scope for extrava
gance and favoritism. 

There is, however, one class of contingencies the examination of which has struck your committee 
with some force; and that is the amount expended for courts-martial, which sum is equal to $18,9'l'l 62 
for a period of twenty-one months, namely, from January, 1824, to September, 1825, as will appear from 
the following statement, which may be found in the Senate documents, 1st session 19th Congress: 

.Aggregate expenses of courts-martial in the case of Surgeon Judson .................. - . 

.Aggregate expenses in the cases of Captain Smith and Lieutenant Kennon ............. . 

.Aggregate expenses in the cases of Lieutenants Weaver, Warner, Wolbert, Sawyer, Conner, 
and Sands .................................................................. . 

.Aggregate expenses in the case of Lieutenant Sands ..•.............................. 

.Aggregate expenses in the cases of Lieutenant Carter, Sailingmaster Mull, and Midshipman 
Van Dyke ..................................................... •·•.•·•·•· ... . 

.Aggregate expenses in the court of inquiry in the case of Commodore Porter ............ . 

.Aggregate expenses on his court-martial ........................................... . 

.Aggregate expenses in the cases of Captain Stewart, Lieutenants Ramage, Whitlocke, and 
Hunter .................................................................... . 

Total. ............................................................. . 

$515 00 
2,204 80 

2,747 12· 
210 00 

201 50 
2,242 35 
2,997 80 

7,859 05 

18,977 62 

.A. sum nearly equivalent, your committee will venture to assert, to the whole annual cost of the 
administration of justice in some of the States in this Union. If, however, they have been surprised at 
this aggregate, they have likewise been astonished that one judge advocate, Richard S. Cox, Esq., who 
officiated on some of the trials, received for his services nearly one-fourth of the total cost of the trials on 
which he was employed. For example: he officiated in the following cases, which trials cost the following 
sums, viz: 

On the trials of Lieutenants Wolbert, Warner, Weaver, Sawyer, Conner, and Sands ..... . 
On the court of inquiry in the case of Commodore Porter ............................. . 
On the trial of Commodore Porter .......... • ....................................... . 
On the trials of Captain Stewart and Lieutenants Ramage, Whitlocke, and Hunter ....... . 

Of this sum Mr. Cox received for his compensation as follows: 
On the trials of Lieutenants Weaver, Wolbert, Warner, Sawyer, Conner, and Sands ...... . 
On the court of inquiry on Commodore Porter ..... _ ................................. . 
On the court-martial of Commodore Porter .......................................... . 
On the court-martial in the cases of Captain Stewart, Lieutenants Ramage, Whitlocke, and 

Hunter •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •. • • • .-. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

$2,747 12 
2,242 35 
2,997 80 
7,859 05 

15,846 32 

$679 33 
750 00 
850 00 

1,350 00 

3,629 33 

The committee will now submit a few statements on the office contingencies of the Navy Department. 
It appears that the contingent expenses of the Navy Department for two equal terms of three years, one 
beginning with the year 1822 and the other with the year 1825, were as follows: 

In the Secretary's Office.-In 1822, '23, '24, $6,942 44; in 1825, '26, '27, $8,886 53. 
In the Office of the Commissioners of the Navy Board.-In 1822, '23, '24, $4,933 57; add expenses in 

Secretary's office, $6,942 44; total, $11,876 01. In 1825, '26, '27, $5,194 83; add expenses in Secretary's 
office, $8,886 53; total, $14,081 36. 

The following statement exhibits, with as much accuracy as the committee have been able to collect 
and classify the various items in the accounts, some of the principal heads of expenditure, in which the 
contingent expenses of the Secretary's office have shown the largest increase: 

Expenses of stationery.-In 1822, '23, '24, $1,686 30; in 1825, '26, '27, $2,265 99. 
Of newspapei·s.-In 1822, '23, '24, $416 62; in 1825, '26, '27, $624 43. 
Of extra clerk hire.-In 1822, '23, '24, $713 03; in 1825, '26, '27, $2,153 45. 
Of printing.-In 1822, '23, '24, $89; in 1825, '26, '27, $466 86. 
Besides the foregoing heads of expenditure, •the committee perceive that a considerable sum, varying 

from one to two hundred dollars, is annually expended in the purchase of books for the Secretary's office 
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alone, most of them having no appropriate relation to the naval service of the country-such as reviews, 
magazines, and other periodical publications, and the fashionable literature of the day. 

An expenditure of equal amount for books seems to be annually made in the Commissioner's office. 

4. WAR DEPARTMENT. 

"What reducli011s ef expense can be made in the Department ef War, in the Indian Department, and in 
the clerks and officers now acting subordinately to the &cretary ef War." 

In this branch of the public service your committee perceive that the beneficial effects of the 
organization of the Department under its late administration, and of the industry and intelligence of the 
excellent officers which were called to the head of the several branches of the staff, are distinctly visible 
in the rigid enforcement of accountability in the expenditures of the Army. 

As it relates to the number of clerks attached to the Department, the Secretary gives it as his opinion 
that they cannot be reduced with a due regard to the public service. Whether this opinion be correct it 
is difficult for your committee to form a correct estimate, as the force necessary to conduct the business 
of the Department is a point connected with the administration which must, in a great measure, be left 
to the sound discretion of its chief. But they cannot refrain from expressing some surprise that whilst 
the business of the Department has greatly decreasad in some of its branches, particularly in the Bounty 
Land and Pension Offices, the number of clerks now employed,_ it is believed, are as great as they were 
nine years ago, when the act granting pensions to the officers and soldiers of the Revolution, and those 
granting pensions and bounty lands to the soldiers of the late war, had so greatly augmented the business 
of those offices. 

Your committee consider that the business then was at least twofold what it is at present. In conse
quence of the diminution of business, a system of reducing· the number of clerks had been commenced, 
as your committee understand, under the late administration of the Department, by refraining from filling 
vacancies as they occurred, some of which, however, have since been filled by the present Secretary, 
although it cannot be doubted that there has been a considerable diminution of business since he came 
into office. . 

Your committee have been led into a comparison of the relative expenditure of the late and present 
administration of the Department by the letter of the Secretary which accompanies this report, and regret 
to state that the improvement which he so confidently asserts to be in progress has not been sustained by 
the examination. . 

The Secretary states "that the committee will learn with pleasure that the administration of this 
Department bas continually, for years past, tended to a reduction of its expenditures. To manifest, to the 

. satisfaction of the committee, this economical tendency, I have caused a synopsis to be prepared of the 
disbursements for the last nine years, divided into three parts. The first embracing from 1819 to 1821, 
both inclusive; the second, from 1822 to 1824; and the third, from 1825 to 1827. 

"By referring to the heads subject to the discretion of the Department it will be seen that the amount 
of disbursement has been lessened. The item of the Quartermaster Department in the first period was 
$1,381,045 19, in the last $896,935 89; and, although the great number of troops in the first period must 
be taken into the account, yet, after making the proper allowance for this circumstance, still the relative 
saving must be obvious. So also with the contingencies of the Army. In the first period this item of 
expenditure amounted to $160,100 94, in the latter to $39,391 58; and in comparing the first year, 1819, 
in the first series, with the last year of the last series, 1827, it will be found in the former case it 
amounted to $82,563 91, and in the latter to $10,922 34. So also with the contingencies of the Indian 
Department. - In the second period (before which the contingencies were blended with the pay of agents, 
&c.) it amounted to $315,959 55, in the last to $292,300 33; showing a saving in that branch of expendi
ture of $23,159 22 in three years." 

It will be seen from this extract of the Secretary's letter that he institutes the comparison to prove 
the diminishing expenditure of the Department;· not between the expenses of the first three years of the 
present administration and those of the last three years of the former, but with the years 1819, 1820, and 
1821. Compared with those years the superior economy which he attributes to the present administra
tion might seem to be established; but it is obvious that the comparison is not calculated to make an 
impression according to the real state of the case. 

Passing over the important fact that the number belonging to the :Military Establishment during the 
first period was upwards of ten thousand, whilst in t}:le last it was only six thousand four hundred, the 
Secretary has omitted to state that the great improvement was effected under the late administration of 
the Department, through the means of its improved organization which took place in those years, which 
have been selected by him to compare the disbursements under the present and late administrations. 

It is well known that when his predecessor came into office the greatest !fisorder existed in the 
Department; but that through his industry and energy, aided by the faithful officers he placed at the head 
of the several branches of the staff, abuses were corrected and the Department placed in a condition 
greatly improved; in which condition it was passed over to the present Secretary. 

The committee would refer to the report of the late Secretary under the resolution of the House, 1st 
session 17th Congress, vol. 5, No. 83, as containing a minute statement of the comparative expenses of 
the Army for those years, which fully shows the rapid improvements which were then in progress. They 
will present from the report only a few general results. The expenditures.of the Army for the years 
1819, 1820, and 1821, were, respectively, as follows: $3,663,'T'T5, $3,061,884, and $2,327,552; showing a 
reduction of the last year as compared with the first of $1,336,223. 

The point under consideration will, perhaps, be more strikingly illustrated by the fact established 
satisfactorily in the report, that the expense of the establishment in the year 1819 was $434 for each 
individual, including officers and men actually in the service, while in 1820 it was reduced to $315, and 
in 1821 to $287; making a difference of $14 'T in the expense per man between the first and the last of 
these years. By passing over the period immediately preceding the commencement of the present admin
istration, and taking these three years ofprogressive improvement as the basis of comparison, the credit 
which is fairly due to the preceding administration is attempted to be transferred to the present. In 
order to ascertain whether the improvement of which the Secretary speaks has really been effected under 
the present administration, a comparison ought to be.made between the periods which comprehend the 
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last three years of the late administration and the first three of the present, which, having been omitted by 
the Secretary, the committee will proceed to present. 

The table accompanying his letter does not show the expenditures under the heads of appropriation; 
but taking those which they contain it will be found that the aggregate expenses of the years 1825, '26, 
and '2'l, as stated in the table, were $5,121,336, whilst those of 1822, '23, and '24 amounted to $4,055,248; 
making a difference of $1,066,088 against the present administration, and showing a considerable 
increasing instead of diminishing expenditure, as stated by the Secretary. The addition of the items of 
appropriation which are omitted in the table of the Secretary would considerably increase this difference. 
The whole amount of the expenditure of the present administration of the Department in the years-

1825, $5,'l50,'l'l4, E. R, 1st session 19th Congress, vol. 4, No. 69; 
1826, 6,195,281, E. R., 2d session 19th Congress, vol. 1, No. 132; 
182'l, 5,707,899, E. R., 1st session 20th Congress,--- No. 129; making a total of $17,653,954: 

whilst those of the years-
1822, $5,46'l,424, vol. 4, E. P., 2d session 17th Congress, No. 55; 
1823, 5,2'l9,'l40, vol. 4, E. P., 1st session 18th Congress, No. 5'l; 
1824, 5,259,615, --, E. P., 2d session 18th Congress, No. 6'l; making a total of $16,026,'l'l9: 

resulting in a difference of $1,627,175 against the present administration. 
The committee can perceive no justifiable reason for this increase: The present administration 

received the Department from its predecessor not only in a highly improved but in a condition still 
improving, as will be apparent from the disbursements of the years 1822, '23, and '24, in which the 
expenditure of each succeeding year is less than the preceding, but which is renewed in the first two 
years of the present administration. What marks more strikingly this contrast between the expenditure 
of the two periods is the fact that considerable reduction in price has taken place within the last three 
years of most of the articles which enter into the supplies of the .Army, which ought to have been followed 
by a correspondent reduction of its expenditure instead of an increase, as is the fact. While presenting 
these results your committee feel bound to state that they have every reason to believe that the officers 
at the head of the several branches of the staff, who are charged with the details, have performed their 
duty with fidelity, and strict responsibility has been invariably enforced, no neglect or falling off being 
perceptible in the respective bureaus; so that whatever may be the cause of the increased expenditure, it 
cannot, in fairness, be traced to their neglect. 

Your committee are constrained to remark that some of the office contingencies of the Department of 
War appear to be large. They notice the sum of $1,165 20 paid for newspapers; and for printing, 
$'l,6'l9 51. They subjoin the following statement of the contingent expenses of the War Department for 
two equal terms·of three years: 

Last administration.-ln 1822, 1823, 1824 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $21, 'lO'l 
Present administration.-In 1825, 1826, 182'l................................... 28,6'l6 
Your committee will forbear to exhibit a statement of the expenses for surveys, as that subject has 

so recently engaged the attention of Congress; but in looking into the specifications of this account they 
are satisfied that no effectual remedy can be applied to an expenditure so liable to abuse, unless the 
appropriation itself is made specific for each object contemplated to be surveyed. 

'l'he allowances made to officers for extra duty, although ~ many instances high, appear to have 
been generally made in reference to the principles of pre-existing usage. As this is a branch of expenditure 
essentially liable to abuse, your committee think that the House ought early to direct the attention of the 
Committee on Military Affairs to it. In the meantime your committee have prepared, and will hereafter 
report, a bill regulating the allowance of forage to the officers of the Army, which will be convenient and 
beneficial to them, and operate as a saving to the Government. 

Your committee will now proceed to exhibit the results of their inquiry into the contingent expenses 
of the Indian Department, the management of which devolves discretionary trusts· on the Secretary of 
War, important and various. 

The average amount per annum of this appropriation may be stated at $95,000. 
'l'he relation which the Government of the United States bears to the various Indian tribes creates 

the necessity of numerous and large expenditures, which cannot be foreseen, and therefore cannot be 
specified in any appropriation law. • 

To meet these exigencies it has been the practice of Congress to appropriate a sum in gross and 
place it under the discretion and control of the Secretary of War, prescribing the mode and manner in 
which the same shall be drawn from the public Treasury and accounted for. 

Such is the nature of the service in which this sum is to be expended that more reliance must be 
placed in the integrity of the agents employed by Government for its faithful appropriation than upon 
any mere S'IJstem of accountability which has been heretofore prescribed, or any which the committee can 
suggest; they recommend as a partial remedy specific appropriations. The rule, important in all public 
expenditures, and in none more than that of the Indian appropriations, ought never to be departed from 
by the disbursing or accounting officers of the Government, and that is, money appropriated for one purpose 
by Congress should never be applied to an object totally different from that embraced within the letter 
and spirit of the act of appropriation. It is believed that many instances of a disregard of this principle 
will be found to exist in the accounts which have been submitted to the committee. 

For instance, when Congress appropriated $95,000 for the contingencies in the Indian Department, it 
could not have been the intention of that body that the Secretary of War, or rather his clerk at the head 
of the Indian office, could, at his discretion, apply any portion of it to the employment of an additional 
clerk in the Indian office. Witness the payment made to Mr. Thompson of $'l53. 

The expenditure of $310, by a clerk in his office, in the purchase of books, which treat of politics, 
statistics, history, biography, and theology, is liable to the same objection. If it be competent for the 
clerk in this office to purchase books and pay for them out of the contingent fund for the Indian Department, 
it is equally within the competency and unbridled discretion of every other clerk who may desire to 
constitute a library in his office at public expense. 

Another striking illustration of the misapplication and perversion of this fund will be seen in the 
account and amount paid to Dr. Sibley, of Louisiana, viz: $1,790. The facts of this case are briefly these: 

About the period or shortly after the acquisition of Louisiana Dr .. Sibley was resident in that country, 
and, in some way, was employed by the Government as Indian agent or factor, part of the time at four 
dollars per diem; afterwards at a fixed salary of $1,000, and four ratiolls per day. In August, 1824, Mr. 
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Sibley wrote to the Second Auditor that "the then member of Congress from the State" ( of Louisiana) 
had a power of attorney to settle his accounts, and was in possession of all his papers. 

Dr. Sibley's relations with the Government as agent or factor had ceased many years. In 1823 his 
accounts, as appears by the papers, were settled, and a balance of $584 03 found due by him. Not until 
the year 1824, probably in the spring of that year, were the items hereafter referred to ever presented to 
the Department for payment. They were not then allowed or paid. 

His demand consists of the following items: 

For transcribing answers ...................................................... . 
For horse ................................................................... . 
Bringing down a boat ......................................................... . 
Three copies of La Harp's Journal. ............................................. . 
Expenses in fitting out and preparing to bring on some Indians to the city of Washington 

$150 
120 
120 
500 
900 

l,'r90 

The committee will here remark that the whole of these demands originated about the year 1805. 
The lapse of twenty years before there was any official notice of their b~ing presented for payment of 
itself famishes strong presumption against the justice of the claim; nor is that presumption weakened 
by a critical examination of the evidence upon which the Department directed the claim to be paid out 
of the contingent fund of the Indian Department in 1826. 

No part of the account, except the sum of $900, seems to connect itself with the Indian Department, 
and your committee are at a loss to discover on what grounds it was paid. 

In some instances claims have been passed, so far as the committee have been able to examine them, 
which, though they appear to connect themselves with the Indian service, seem extravagant in amount, 
and destitute of exact specification and vouchers, which constitute the best security against fraud and 
imposition. • -

The committee now refer to the following items as coming under the one or both of these classes: 
Paid James P. Denny, secretary to the Creek delegation, upon his own certificate . . . . . . . . . . $1,365 3'r 
Jesse Brown, for board of Creek delegation from December, 1825, until April, 1826.......... 3,2'r3 88 
J. Tennison, board of McIntosh's party.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,040 00 
Board of John Crowell, Indian agent, and three Indians ........... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 00 
Paid for boot and shoe blacking for Indians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215 00 
*Paid Moritz Furstfor tahing Fremde-nt .Adams' lilceness, &c...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00 
Paid within the last three years for taking portraits of Indians .... r•.................... 3,190 00 

The amount paid and claimed out of the contingent fund by Thomas L. McKenney, a clerk, who has 
to a great extent the control of the fund, furnishes another instance of profuseness and want of strict 
accountability. 

Mr. McKenney's salary as clerk is fixed by law at $1,600. In May, 182'r, it appears that for some 
purpose he was sent by the Secretary o~ War upon a mission to several Indian tribes, and the sum of 
$1,'r50 advanced to him. Mr. McKenney was also associated with Governor Cass to hold a treaty with 
the Indians at Green Bay, for which he charged, as compensation, the sum of eight dollars for every 
twenty miles travelled, and eight dollars per day while engaged in making the treaty at Green Bay. Mr. 
McKenney settled his accounts with Governor Cass, or Mr. Forsyth, his secretary, and charged not only 
his mileage for going, but also $660 for returning from Green Bay to Washington, and which journey 
he did not make. From this point, in pursuance of the instructions from the War Department, he visited, 
by way of St. Louis, the Indians in Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia, thence to Washington. For this 
latter service, upon his return, he presented his accounts to the Department for settlement, amounting 
to $4,532. 

The Secretary, contrary to the usual practice in the Department, if not in violation of the law of 
Congress, which directs in what manner the accounts for Indian expenditures shall be settled, issued 
his requisition for the balance said to be ·due Mr. McKenney, without requiring or permitting his accounts 
to be first stated, settled, and vouched at the proper accounting offices, the Second Auditor and Second 
Comptroller of the Treasury. A long correspondence ensued between the Second Comptroller, Mr. 
McKenney, and the Secretary of War, which possesses no interest other than it illustrates the fact that 
the Secretary of War and his clerk claimed the right to use the fund referred to at their discretion, and that 
no other voucher than the approbation of the expenditure by the Secretary of War was required. This 
principle was resisted by the Second Comptroller, who referred the subject to the President of the United 
States, and he decided that the principle contended for by the Second Comptroller was correct in reference 
to the case of Thomas L. McKenney. 

The whole amount received and claimed by Mr. McKenney, and which has received the sanction of the 
Secretary of War, for his personal services, expenses, and allowance as Commissioner at Green Bay, and 
for his visiting the southern Indians, was $6,412 for about six months: service. If to this be added his 
salary as clerk in the Department for the same time, $800, the whole amount which has been paid and 
allowed him, including the sum of $1,344 for which the requisition of the Secretary of War was issued, 
for six months, for the objects stated, will be $'r,212. 

Numerous other instances of extravagant and legally questionable allowances could be cited, but 
these are deemed sufficient to suggest the propriety of some new organization of the Indian Department 
by which a more strict accountability will be secured and greater economy established in the expenditures. 

Your committee would therefore recommend that the salaries of the interpreters should be specific; 
all annuities to the Indians; all expenses attending the employment of blacksmiths, strikers, implements, 
and iron; all expenses of agencies, including the building of houses, repairs, clerk hire, and other expenses; 
for which purpose your committee will report a bill. 

o A literal transcript of the entry in the account sent to the co=ittee. 
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5. GENERAL POST OFFICE. 

" What reductions cf expense can be made in the number cf officers, and the amount cf compensation 
which they receive, in the Postmaster General's Department?" 

The committee would beg leave to refer to the letter of the chief of that Department, marked No. 6, 
by which it will appear that the efficiency of this branch of the public service is in a condition highly 
improved and improving; that whilst the sphere of its usefulness is immensely augmented, its revenue 
is going on in a corresponding ratio of productiveness. Under its present able administration it has 
been brought up from an annual charge to the Government of upwards of $58,000, to yield, in 1827, a 
net profit of $100,312, with an extension of post routes and post offices so much increased and increasing 
that your committee concur in opinion with the head of this Department that Congress must expect 
rather a gradual augmentation of the clerks and officers in it than that they should be diminished-a fact 
for which the public will, however, have ample compensation in the extended usefulness and augmenting 
profits of a branch of our public establishments which subserves so many purposes of commercial 
communication, political intelligence, and social intercourse. 

" 6th . .And that the committee be further instructed to examine the several contingent funds cf each cf the 
Depa,·tments, and to report the amount arid objects for which disbursements have been made from these funds; 
and that they report the amounts, vouched and um:ouched, which have been paid from the secret se,:mce fund 
since the first day cf July, 1790, or the fund regulating the contingencies cf foreign intercow·se, and cf the 

fund for the expenses cf the intercourse with the Barbary Powers." 

As your committee have already exhibited, separately, under the appropriate head of each Depart
ment, the result of the examination which they have made of the contingencies of all of them, no part of 
the requirement of this branch of the resolution remains to be performed, excepting the exposition of the 
expenditures made by the Departments for printing and advertising, which expenditures form what may 
be well calle<l the 

EXECUTIVE PA.TRONA.GE OF THE PRESS. 

There are throughout the United States about eighty-two regularly appointed publishers of the laws, 
who also enjoy the incidental profit of publishing the advertisements of the Government, and about sixteen 
or eighteen printers, other than those appointed to print the laws, who do occasional advertising or job 
work for the Government. 

The following table will exhibit the amount paid for printing, advertising, and subsr.ription to news
papers by the Executive Departments at the scat of Government for the last three years, and for the 
General Post Office for the last two years: 

War-Newspapers ...................................................... . 
State ...... do ........ , ................................................. . 
Treasury .. do .......................................................... . 
Navy ..... do .......................................................... . 

~::e-:.~~i~~i~~ :·::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Treasury do ........................................................... . 
Navy ... do ........................................................... . 

$1,165 20 
1,633 27 
2,7'i6 73 

624 43 

7,679 51 
40,7Q6 15 

8,803 99 
466 86 

$6,199 63 

57,656 51 

63,856 14 
General Post Office ................................................................. 14,174 00 

78,030 14, 

When your committee look at this amount of patronage, placed without control or responsibility in 
the hands of the Executive, or in those of the subordinate chiefs of bis Departments; and when they reflect 
on the moral mechanism upon which this patronage acts with a power that seems irresistible, they would 
deem their duty very inadequately discharged if they did not propose some remedy for abuses already 
existing, and essentially liable to be augmented. 

Your committee will not stop to argue what they predicate as an undeniable fact, that, by the 
employment of the expenditures of the contingent funds of the Departments, a Government press is, to 
all intents and purposes, effectually established, as much so as if there were an annual item in the appro
priation bill for the purpose of purchasing the joint and harmonious action of one hundred papers in the 
uncompromising vindication of those in power, and in the unsparing abuse of those who are not. The 
danger which assails the freedom of the press, through the insinuation of this species of influence, is far 
more serious than any star chamber code of pains and penalties. For, in the latter case, the pride of 
man, which revolts at oppression, insures in the end a triumphant resistance; but in the former, the very 
weakness of his nature invites a subjugation of his independence. 

This pecuniary censorship of the press must end in its utter prostitution to an indiscriminate support 
of the acts of the Government, however injurious to the rights and interests of the people. 

Believing that no administration, if it be wise, virtuous, and patriotic, requires the aid of a Govern
ment press, and if it be not, that for precisely that reason it ought not have it, your committee propose, 
as far as practicable, the abolition of this branch of the Executive patronage. 

1st. That the laws of the United States, hitherto printed under the directions of the Department of 
State, should be printed under that of the Clerks of the Senate and House of Representatives; and that 
they advertise for contracts to print them, giving the contract to the lowest bidder, according to the usual 
securities provided in all cases of public contracts. 

2d. That the Secretary of State shall designate such printers as are appointed by the Legislature of 
each State to print its laws, to print those of the United States in said State, not exceeding one in each 
State. 
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3d. That the printers who print for both Houses of Congress shall print, within the District of 
Columbia, in their papers the laws of the United States and the advertisements of the Departments. 

4th. That the job printing, stationery, and binding of each of the Departments shall be furnished by 
contract; proposals for which shall regularly be advertised for in the public prints, and according to the 
usual provisions attending such contracts; the contract given to the lowest bidder. 

5th. That the distribution of the laws of the United States by public carriers be abolished, and that 
the former practice of transmitting them by mail be adopted. 

6th. That one and all the Departments be limited by specific and moderate appropriations in sub
scribing for newspapers at the public expense-a practice which,.in the extent to which it has prevailed, 
is expensive in its cost, and not less so in the diversion of· the industry of the officers and clerks of the 
Departments; and that this privilege be limited exclusively to the head of the Department. 

The committee, in terminating their investigation of the several Executive Departments, deem it 
necessary unequivocally to declare that they considered it no part of their duty in examining present 
abuses to seek out for precedents, remote or recent, to justify or palliate them; that such might have 
been found.in some cases in the practice of previous administrations is altogether possible. Whenever 
such- an· issue has been presented to them, the only question which they have deemed proper for their 
consideration was, is the expenditure according to law? and was it made with a due regard for the public 
interest? Indeed, the existence of such precedents would only have call~d more loudly for reform. 

FIXED A.ND CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE. 

".And that they further 1·eport whether the compensation ef members ef Congress shoul.d be reduced, and 
whethe1· the fixed salaries of the officers of this House and its contingent expenses can with propriety be 
diminished." 

Your committee are aware of the difficulties incident to the first branch of this resolution, as it is a 
subject which has often been discussed, and upon which there is yet great diversity of opinion. To all 
per diem compensations there is the intrinsic objection that they are apt to produce a tendency to 
indolence and waste of time in the agents employed, whilst there are many and serious objections to 
fixed salaries, in which no time is prescribed which shall be devoted to the discharge of the duties thus 
remunerated. In considering this subject in many of its relations your committee have deemed the 
pernicious and inconvenient duration of the alternate long session_s of Congress as one of the most serious 
evils attending the national legislation of the country, and visiting the heaviest expense on the contin
gent fund of the House. With a view of reducing the duration of the first session, which, in fact, will 
reduce very essentially the amount paid to members of Congress for their compensation, they recommend 
that the compensation of the members during the first session of each Congress be reduced to two dollars 
per day from and after the first Monday in April, if Congress should sit beyond that day. Before the first 
Monday in April, as well as during the second or short session to the fourth of March, they do not propose 
to recommend any reduction. 

This plan is founded on the basis that three months for the second session and four for the first will 
be amply sufficient to do the public business, during which the full compensation now allowed is_to be 
received. But if Congress, either from procrastination, short daily sessions, or an excessive indulgence 
in debate, should remain in session longer than the first Monday in April, then a sum not more than 
sufficient to cover the absolute expense of subsistence should be allowed during such prolongation of the 
session. · , 

Your committee think that a uniform rule should be established in the calculation of mileage; that 
the cashier of the House be directed to obtain from each of the members the name of the next post office 
to his residence, and then procure from the Postmaster General an exact statement of the distance of that 
-post office from the seat of Government, on which his mileage is to be computed. We believe great 
abuses have taken place from the various and arbitrary manner in which members have sometimes 
estimated their mileage-not taking post routes, but founding their calculations on the navigation of 
steamboats through all the sinuosi~ies of large and extensive rivers. They would, moreover, recommend 
that the accounts of each member be certified by him on honor; and that the certificate state that he hus 
deducted from his account every day on which he may have been absent from the seat of Government 
during the sitting of Congress. • 

And for all these purposes your committee will report a bill. 
As it respects the number and fixed salaries of the officers of the House, they regret that, from the 

short time allowed them, compared with the comprehensiveness of their labors, they should have been 
unable to investigate this branch of the subject, together with the contingencies of the Hpuse, with the 
scrutiny they deserve, The opinion of the Clerk (an experienced officer) is certainly entitled to weight; 
and your committee will not venture to. recommend any reduction of the latter, although they think, by 
a new distribution and classification of the labors of the clerks, it might be effected to perhaps a lb:nited 
extent. 

In relation to the contingent expenses of the House, much depends on the discretion of the Speaker 
of the House and the vigilance of the Clerk, but much more on the attention of the House to its appro
priations and the amount of printing which may be ordered. It often happens that large documents 
are directed to be printed which, in fact, are altogether useless; and the evil is greatly increased when 
numerous copies are ordered, which, in many cases, swells the profit of the printer without the smallest 
benefit to the country. 

Your committee consider the size of the documents as 'unnecessarily large, which arises, first, from a 
habit of prolixity and detail into which all the Departments are, more or less, liable to fall, more especially 
as a new practice has been introduced by the Secretaries of the Departments sending the reports of their 
clerks or heads of bureaus instead of condensing them and making them substantially their own com
munication; and, secondly, from the practice in printing the communications of using title pages for all 
of them. If the title be placed at the head of the communication, and the printing of the communication 
itself immediately follow, an essential saving in expense of binding as well as the cost of printing would 
accrue. This, together with an alteration of the mode of printing the figure or ruled work by substituting 
in many cases the octavo for large tables, would be productive of a valuable saving, for which they will 
report a joint resolution. They moreover strongly recommend to the consideration of the House the 
expediency of organizing as one of the standing committees of the House a committee to be entitled "The 
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Committee on Printing," to which the expenditures, alterations, and reforms on this subject should Le 
confided, together with a reference of every document over one hundred pages communicated or reported 
to Congress, to report on the necessity or propriety of printing it before the House makes such order. 

In the course of their examination of the printing of the House your committee ascertained that 
Messrs. Gales & Seaton, printers of the House, had deviated from the conditions of the resolution of 
Congress of the 3d of March, 1819, under which they were bound and had contracted to perform the printing. 

The resolution directs "that all printing, other than rule or table work, is to be done in a small pica 
type, on royal paper, in pages of the same size as those of the last edition of the Laws of the United States, 
including the marginal notes." 

By a comparison of the size of a page of the documents printed by Gales & Seaton since the 3d of 
March, 1819, with that of the edition of the Laws of the United States referred to in the resolution just 
cited, it is found that each page of the octavo size, small pica type, wants from 150 to 220 ems* of the 
size of the page of the edition of the Laws of the United States, by which the size of the page of the docu
ments and journals of Congress has been reduced nearly one-seventh from the standard established by law. 

By reference to the Appendix, all the information which your committee have collected, together with 
their correspondence with Messrs. Gales & Seaton, will appear, which they do not conceive that it is 
necessary to recapitulate. It will be sufficient to say that your committee are satisfied that the abbre
viating the length and diminishing the width of the page, contrary to the express injunction of the 
resolution, have added, on all close printing of small pica type, an expense of seven per cent. e:x;cess to 
the United States. Messrs. Gales & Seaton, however, contend that the Government has gained as largely 
by the improved and economical mode in which they have brought out the table work, which your com
mittee do not feel competent to decide. Of the default in the close printing they feel convinced, even 
from the examination of the witnesses of Messrs. Gales & Seaton, whilst they are ignorant how far thP 
United States have been indemnified by the table work, or whether the manuscript documents now sent 
by the Departments do not coerce the altered mode of printing them, or whether Messrs. Gales & Seaton 
were not bound to bring them out in the precise and economical form in which they contend they are 
printed. It is due to these gentlemen to state that the diminution of the printed page was made not by 
their suggestion, and that they were ignorant of it until informed by the.ir foreman that he had effected 
an arrangement for such a reduction in the size of the page with the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk 
of the House of Representatives. 

Your committee, desirous that justice should be done to Messrs, Gales & Seaton as well as to the 
United States, will hereafter offer a resolution for the appointment of three intelligent and disinterested 
printers to examine the whole of the documents printed by Gales & Seaton, and to report to the House at 
the next session the precise variance between the amount of the work actually done by Messrs. Gales & 
Seaton and the terms of the resolution. 

Your committee subjoin a statement from the books of the Treasury of the total amount received by 
Messrs. Gales & Seaton as printers to Congress to 1827, _inclusive. 
For the Senate ......... ·-........................................................ $89,678 25 
For the House of Representatives .... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182,205 12 ' 

2'il,883 37 

This does not include the printing of the present session, which will make the total received and 
receivable by them on the 1st of July at least $325,000. They received last year upwards of $72,000-a 
sum exceeding by $7,000 the total expense of printing and stationery of all the branches of the Government, 
as estimated by a committee of this House in 1819, which was computed at $65,000. 

Among those savings in the contingent expenses of the House which may be called minute, but are 
valuable on the score of example, your committee would recommend that the practice of folding any other 
documents in the public stationery, except those printed by order of the House, be prohibited; for on 
inquiry they find that for documents, speeches, newspapers, pamphlets, &c., about 501 reams, at a,. cost of 
about two thousand two hundred dollars, have been already used the present session. And.further, that 
the privilege given to each member to subscribe during the session of Congress for three daily papers at 
the public expense be abrogated. Independently of this abuse affording an evil example to the other 
branches of the Government, the indulgence must produce an abstraction of the attention of the member 
from the business of the House. 

Finally, on the subject of retrenching our own expenditures, your committee would recommend that 
the practice, too often indulged in by the House, of voting to themselves copies of books in cases where 
extra editions have been ordered, be discontinued; and that all the contingent expenses be rigorously and 
inflexibly confined to such objects as may be indispensably necessary to the transaction of the public 
business, not to the luxury, ease, or convenience of the members. 

And for this purpose they propose hereafter reporting sundry resolutions. 
"And further, that they inquire whether any modification qf the Sinking Fund act can be made, wi.th a view 

qf producing a more S'peedy extingui,shment qf the public debt." 
The views which your committee would have presented, and the measure which they would have 

recommended for the accomplishment of this most desirable object, have been anticipated by the bill 
reported, since the commencement of their labors, by the Committee of Ways and Means for carrying 
certain balances at once to the credit of the Sinking Fund without permitting them to accumulate in the 
Bank of the United States, producing no interest-they having nothing to add to this branch of the inquiry 
than to suggest for the consideration of the Committee of Ways and Means the propriety of directing an 
early exchange of the six per cent. stock now redeemable and hereafter redeemable at the pleasure of the 
Government for one bearing an interest of four and a half per centum. About half the public debt 
consists of six per cents, most of which will not probably be redeemed for at least a few years. As a 
general rule, the committee would abstain from any interference with the public funds or the circulation 
of the country; but a measure of economy may be adopted in relation to the six per cents actually 
redeemable, and for the redemption of which the means of the Treasury are not now adequate without in 
any manner disturbing the currency of the country. The actual Government rate of interest is now only 
four per cent.; and there is no substantial reason why we should continue to pay annually six per cent. 
on a stock which we may redeem at any moment we please. If the present holders are unwilling to 

o The em is a technical term, and means a square of the size type used. 
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convert their stocks into others bearing an interest of four and a half per cent., which is above the current 
rate, your committee would recommend that they be paid off through a temporary loan redeemable at 
the pleasure of Government. Former measures of this character, before these stocks were actually 
redeemable, were attended with some difficulty in their execution; but now, that they may be redeemed or 
not at the option of the Government, it is for us to say whether we will pay from one and a half to two 
per cent. excess of interest annually on some twenty million·s of our debt. By such a measure there 
would be an annual reduction·of the interest on the public debt of about $300,000-a measure of economy 
not unworthy the attention of Congress. . 

In closing this report, in which the multiplicity of subjects confided to your committee has baffled 
every effort to compress it within such limits as would h_ave been acceptable to themselves and not 
fatiguing to the House, they have supposed that a statistical table would be satisfactory, showing the 
gradual increase of the income and expenditures of this Government from 1789 to 1827 inclusive, which 
they have prepared from documents obtained from the Treasury and have appended to this report, marked 
No. 10. It will be seen by reference to this document that under General Waf!hington's administration 
the expenses of the Federal Government averaged, from 1792 to 1796 -inclusive, $2,794,221 81 annually, 
excluding, of course, the charges on the Treasury on account of the public debt. For the four years' 
administration of the elder Mr. Adams, $5,337,087 79. In the eight years under Mr. Jefferson, $5,137,598 61. 
In 1809, 1810, and 1811, under Mr. Madison's, before the war, $6,106,119 76. In 1822, 1823, and 1824, 
under Mr. Monroe, (after the expenses of the war and its arrearages were paid,) $9,980,647 60, excluding, 
for obvious reasons, the five millions which were paid in 1824 on account of the purchase of Florida. 
Under the present administration the same class of expenses, during the years of 1825, 1826, and 1827, 
have averaged the sum of $12,427,754 60. 

The steadily progressive increase of our expenditure shows the .tendency of all Governments, how
ever free, to a gradual accumulation in the variety and expensiveness of their establishments; and although 
for these aggregate expenses the Executive cannot be held solely ·responsible, as many of them are the 
result of the legislation of Congress, yet the amount is made up, in part, of many sums, the disbursement 
of which depends upon his discretion, to say nothing of the influence which he has the power of exercising 
over fixed and specific appropriations which are usually made on estimates or recommendations of the 
Executive, and hence, primarily as well as ultimately, under his control. 

That frugality is a virtue not only essential to the purity but to the --very existence of a Republic, is 
a cardinal maxim which cannot too often be inculcated; and your committee know not where to find its 

• lessons better enforced than by the example of that Chief Magistrate who has left us his precepts in these 
truths which may well be said to form the chart and compass by which this confederate Government ought 
to be steered, an·d upon which the safety of its voyage so much depends: 

" Considering the general tendency to multiply offices and dependencies,-and to increase expense to the 
ultimate term of burden which the citizen can bear, it behooves us to avail ourselves of every occasion 
which presents itself for taking off the surcharge; that it never may be seen here, that, after leaving to 
labor the smallest portion of its earnings on which it can subsist, Government shall itself consume the 
residue of what it was instituted to guard .• .In our ·care, too,. of ·the public contributions in trusted to our 
direction, it would be prudent to multiply barriers against their dissipation by appr()prw,ting specific sums 
to every specific purpose susceptible of definition; by disaUowing all applications of money varying frorn the 
appr_opriation in oqject, or transcending it in amount; by reducing the undefined field of contingencies, and 
thereby circumscribing discretionary powers over money; and by bringing back to a single Department all 
accountabilities for money, where the examination may be prompt, efficacious, and uniform." 

In conclusion, your committee are aware that the session is too far advanced to allow themto indulge 
the hope that all of the reforms they propose can be acted on at present; but they must be permitted to 
remark, that however irksome the task they have performed, and revolting in some of its features, (for 
retrenchment in the usual understanding of the term is considered as parsimony, and " all parsimony is 
of a quality approaching to unkindness, as every reform must operate as a sort of punishment,") they 
wili nevertheless be abundantly rewarded if, in the end, they have struck out a single truth which can 
add anything to the purity, justice, and economy with which the affairs of this Republic should be 
administere.d. 

'APPENDIX. 

No.1. 

W ASHINGl'ON, February 13, 1828. 
Sm: I do myself the honor of transmitting you a copy of a resolution adopted yesterday by the 

Committee on Retrenchment, and beg leave to solicit your attention to that ,part of it ·relating to your 
Department, from which the committee will be happy to receive the information required. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. HAMILTON, JR., Ohairman. 

IN Comn'1TEE ON RETRENCIDIENT, February 12, 1828. 
Resolved, Tliat the chairman of the committee address a letter to the head of each of the Executive 

Departments and of the Post Office Department, requesting information whether, in their opinion, there 
be any officers in either of those Departments whose services may be dispensed with without detriment 
to the public interest, or if the salaries of any of them can be reduced consistently with justice and 
propriety, and, in general, whether any of the expenses incident to those Departments can be reduced 
without impairing the efficiency of their operations. 
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No.2. 

DEPARTMEXT oF ST.ATE, Washington, February 29, 1828. 
Srn: I have received the letter which, as chairman of the committee of the House of Representatives 

on retrenchment, you did me the honor to address to me on the 13th instant, transmitting a copy of a 
l'esolution which had been adopted by the committee, and, having given-the subject embraced in the reso
lution attentive examination and the most respectful consideration, I beg leave now to communicate my 
answer to be laid before the committee. The resolution, in substance, calls for the expression of my 
opinion, first, whether there be any officers in the Department of State whose services may be dispensed 
with without detriment to the public -interest-; secondly, whether the salaries of' any of ·them can be 
reduced consistently with justice ·arid ·propriety; and, thirdly, in general; wliether any of the expenses 
incident to this Department can·be reduced"without impairing the efficacy of its·operations. • - -

As to the first two objects of inquiry above mentioned; my opinion is that there can be no reduction 
in the number of the officers employed in the Department of State without detriment to the public 
interest, nor in the salaries of any of them without injustice or impropriety. Within a few years past 
there has been a great increase in the general business of this Department, arising from the progressive 
increase of the wealth and population of the country, and from the establishment of independent Gov
ernments upon this continent. The number of permanent American missions which we now send from 
this country is equal to the number that we send to continental Europe; and the public interest has 
required the creation of various consular and other commercial agencies in this hemisphere, but not in 
the same proportion. Although those missions were authorized and several of them had proceeded to 
their residences during the preceding administratiop, most of them have left the United States, and much 
the greater part of the other appointments referred to have been made during the present administration. 
These foreign agencies have greatly extended the correspondence of the DepartmeJ:!t, created a necessity 
for numerous translations from foreign languages, required much additional copying, and otherwise 
added to the labors of the Department. The committee will readily comprehend that the new duties 
arising from the above causes have rendered indispensable additional assistants to perform them, but 
the number of persons employed in the Department has not been increased in anything like an equal 
proportion with the increase of its business. So far from its being expedient to discharge any of those 
persons, the public service would be promoted by some addition to the number of clerks in the Patent 
Office; and an increase in the salary of its Superintendent, which has heretofore been repeatedly proposed, 
is again respectfully recommended. The receipts in that office are quite adequate to cover every expendi
ture already authorized and any that its additional wants may require. In respect to those wants I beg 
leave to refer to a letter which the Superintendent, though confined by a long and dangerous illness, has 
recently felt it his duty to address to me, and which, under the designation of the letter A, accompanies 
this communication. 

Before I proceed to answer the third and last inquiry of the committee, whether any of the expenses 
incident to this Department can be reduced without impairing the efficacy of its operations, I ask 
permission to present some general and explap_atory observations in respect to the disbursements of the 
public money which are made through the Department of State. These disbursements are made out of 
appropriations of two kinds; first, those in which both the amount of the appropriation and its particular 
object are specified; and, secondly, those in which, although the amount of the appropriation is limited 
and the general purpose of it is mentioned, its particular object is not definitively stated. The salaries of 
our diplomatic agents form an example of the first description o.f appropriation, as the contingent expenses 
of foreign intercourse do of the latter. The first depends exclusively upon the pleasure of Congress; and 
it is only ovrr the last that a discretionary power is or can be exerted by the Executive, through the 
Department of State, in a course of administration. During my service in the Department I have 
endeavored to enforce the most rigid economy which appeared to me compatible with the public interest. 
Particular items of expenditure will vary from year to year according to exigencies, and the amount of 
disbursement will consequently be greater or less. There has been, for example, a vast deal of extra 
copying in the Department during the last two or three years. The papers relating to our northeastern 
boundary, consisting of upwards of twenty manuscript volumes, and numerous maps and other detached 
papers, have been twice transcribed in that time. But the total amount of appropriations for the service 
of this Department has been progressively diminishing during the last three years. On that subject, as 
well as the expenditures of the Department, I beg leave to present to the committee, from the document 
marked B, accompanying this letter, the three following views: 

The first is a comparison of the amount of appropriations made during each of the last three years of 
the preceding administration with that made during each of the first_ three years of the present; applicable 
to the public service, through the agency of this Department. 

LAST .ADMINISTRATION. 
1823. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $154,800 
1824............................ 309,350 
1825 .......................... , . 3_36,050 

800,200 

PRESENT .ADMINISTRATION. 
1826............................ $350,932 
1827. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290,550 
1828. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89,550 

731,032 

The cause of the smaller amount of appropriation for the year 1823 compared with several succeeding 
years was, that the sum of $100,000, which, by the act of May 4, 1822, was appropriated for such missions 
to the independent nations on the American continent·as the President. of the United States might deem 
proper, had remained in the Treasury unexpended. The appropriation for 1825 is placed under the last 
administration; because it was, in fact, made, and the estimates for the public service were prepared, 
under that administration, although the disbursements of it took place, in conformity with those estimates, 
under the present. The aggregate amount of appropriations during the latter term of three years is less 
by $69,168 than in the former; and, excluding the appropriation in 1826 of $40,000 for the Panama mission, 
( of which $26,953 52 only was expended,) which will not be an occasion of permanent expenditure during 
each successive year of the latter term, the amount appropriated, in comparison with the year immediately 
preceding, has progressively decreased, until that for the service of the present year has declined as low 
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as $89,550, a little more than one-fourth of the amount appropriated in the last year of the preceding 
administration. I do not wish to be understood as_ stating that the smallness of the sum appropriated for 
the current year is attributable to permanent retrenchments, and is therefore to be regarded as tho 
standard for future years; but it is the effect of economical savings from former appropriations, all of 
which might have been disbursed.if there had been a disposition to indulge in extravagance. 

The next view, which is now offered to the committee, is that of a comparison of the actual exprmditures 
during the last three years of the past and the same period of the present administration. The expendi
tures of-

LAST ADMINISTRATION. 

1822. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $173,879 51 
1823. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314,668 56 
1824......................... 270,731 27 

'159,279 34 

PRESENT .ADMINISTRATION. 

1825 ......................... $306,731 '14 
1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255,296 20 
1827................. . . . . . . . . 287,463 42 

849,491 36 

The amount during the latter term exceeds that of the former by $90,212 02; but this difference 
may be satisfactorily accounted for. In the first place, there was a remittance in the month of December 
last of $70,000 to our European bankers, which is charged to the service of the year 1827, although, in point 
of fact, it will be disbursed in the year 1828. In the next place, the expenditure of the year 1822 amounted 
only to the sum of $173,879 51; because the sum appropriated to the.missions to•the new American nations 
was not applied in that year. It was in succeeding years that those missions·were despatched; and it 
has been only since the commencement of the present administration that all of them have been put in 
operation, and that the entire expense, therefore, of maintaining the whole of them has been incurred. A 
comparison of the expenditure of the last two years of the past administration, with the two years of the 
present administration, though, for the reasons just mentioned, still operating unfavorably to the latter, 
will be more just. • The aggregate amount of the expenditures of the years 1823 and 1824 was $585,399 83; 
and the average of each year was $292,699 91½. The aggregate a,mount of the expenditures of the years 
1825 and 1826 was $562,027 94; and the average of each year was $281,013 97. The average expendi
ture of each of the three years of the present administration, being $283,163 'r8i, although including the 
before mentioned recent remittance, and the expense of the mission to Tacubaya, is less than the average 
of the last two years of the past administration. The preceding views of appropriation are exclusive of 
the salaries of the Secretary and clerks employed in the Department. 

I have stated that the small amount of appropriation required for the service of the present year was 
the result of economical saviy.gs out of previous appropriations. This will be manifest from the last view, 
which I now take the liberty of presenting to the committee, of the appropriations and expenditures during 
the years 1825, 1826, and 1827, under those heads of appropriation, in the application of which a discre
tionary control is exercised through the Department of State. 

Those heads are, first, contingent expenses of foreign intercourse; secondly, intercourse with Barbary 
Powers; thirdly, relief and protection of American seamen; and, fourthly, the contingent expenses of the 
Department. The total amount of appropriations under the first head, for the three years of 1825, 1826, 
and 1827, was $111,000; and the total amount at the service of the Department, including a balance of 
appropriation for the year 1824, and also some small items of repayment, was $126,420 05; the actual 
disbursement during the three years 1825, 1826, and 182'1 was $80,567 97; leaving an unexpended surplus 
of $46,852 08. The total amount appropi;ia}~_d during the same three years, for intercourse with the 
Barbary Powers, was $80,000; and the enti_r~ ~-gm at the disposal of the Department, including a balance 
of the sum appropriated for 1824, was $10!),450. The actual expenditure during those three years was 
$55,700 29; leaving an unexpended balance of$44,'r49 'Tl. The totalamountfor tJ:iereliefand protection 
of American seamen at the disposal of the Department during the same three years was $99,678 84; the 
total expenditure was $87,698 1 'r; leaving an _unexpended balance of $11,980 67. The total amount at 
the command of the Department for its contingei;i.t_exp·enses during the same period of three years was 
$97,863; the actual.expenditure for the same terrjJ,·being $90,305, left a surplus of$'r,558_ 

This third and last view is taken from a summary statement of moneys appropriated and expended 
under certain heads of appropriations, for t:Iie years 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, and 1827, which is hereto 
annexed, designated by letter C, to the whole of which the attention of the committee is respectfully 
invited. 

During the present administration there has been a permanent reduction in the grade of two, and a 
temporary reduction in another of our missions on this continent, from t4at of an Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary to a Charge d' Affaires. And I am induced to believe that one or two of our 
American missions may be abolished, at a day not very distant, without injury to the public interest. In 
respect to those branches of expenditure which have been placed, by long established usage, under the 
control of the Executive, any retrenchment of which they are susceptible must, from the nature of the case, 
depend upon the exercise of a sound and responsible discretion. Without being able now to state to the 
committee any particular reduction which can be made in those branches of expenditure, I can only assure 
them that, so far as the application of that discretion depends upon me; I·sliall ·continue to be animated 
by the desire I have ever felt to observe aH practicable economy. 

Without being perfectly sure that the inquiries of the committee extended beyond the officers imme
diately concerned in the Department of State, and the expenses incident to it within the city of Washington, 
I thought it safer to act on the supposition of their having contemplated a more comprehensive inquiry 
into the disbursements of the public money wherever made, and the utility of existing officers, wherever 
their sphere of action may be, under the direction of the Department of State. 

I have the honor to be, wit)l great respect, your obedient servant, 
H. CLAY. 

Hon. J.AMES HAMILTON, Jr., Chairman, &a. 

P. S.-Marah 5, 1828.-This letter was prepared at the time it bears date; but its transmission has 
been delayed from that time to procure the certified statements from the Treasury which accompany it, and 
which, from the press of-business, could not be procured until this da.y.. 
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For what object. 

B. 

.Appropri,ai,ions. 

1823 •. 

Contingent expenses of the Department of State, including the printing, 

1824. 1825. 1826. 1827. 

;It 
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1828. 

&c., of the Jaws .......................... •••• • •••••• •••• •••• ••••·· $18,800 $27,350 825,550 $28,095 ~,050 $27,550 
49,000 Diplomatic purposes ••• •••••••••••• •••• •••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••••• ...... 74,000 149,500 173,500 147,500 151,000 

Contingent expenses of foreign intercourse. ••. ••••• •••••• •.••.. •••• •.•. ...... •••••. 40,000 40,000 40,000 ao,ooo 
)fissions to t11e independent nations on the American continent.... . .. •. . . . ..... •••• ..•.... •••••. . ........ , , .................................... , 
Relief and protection of distressed American seamen,. ... •••••••••• ...... ·••••• •••••• 40,000 35,000 35,000 25,000 9,000 
Treaty with Spain of the22d of February,1819........... ............... 18,000. •••••• •••••• ·•••·• .................. •••••••····· •••••• •••••· 
Prize causes ............ ,............................................... s,ooo 4,000 4,000 . 4,000 4,000 4,000 
SixU1 and seventh articles of the treaty of Ghent......................... 16,000 16,000 16,000 16,000 10,000 
First article of the treaty of Ghent ••••• •••••·•••·•••••• •••• •••••• •••• •••· 20,000 2,500 12,000 10,337 22,500 
Intercourse with the Barbary Powers••••• .............................. •••••••••••• 30,000 30,000 30,000 20,000 
Mission to the Congress of Panama •••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• •••• ••••·· ··••• •••••· ............ •••••• ...... 40,000 •••· ............... •••• 

Total ............ ••••••·•··•··•·•••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 154,800 

For what object. 

B-Continued. 

Expenduures. 

18:!2. 

Contingent expenses of the Department of State, including the printing, 

309,350 

1823. 

336,050 350,932 290,550 89,550 

1824. 1825. 1827. 

&c., of the Jaws...... .• • •. . • • . . . • •• • • • . •• •• • • • • •• •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • $9,000 00 
Jliplomntic purposes ....... ••••••••••••·••••• .......... ••••••••••........ 86,014 78 
Contingent expenses of foreign intercourse .•.•• ••••• •..•••••••• ••••.. ••• . 23,648 88 
Missions to the independent nations on the American continent........... •. . ........ 
Relief aud protection of distressed American seamen.•••• •••••• ••••...... 13,660 40 

$"22,550 00 
101,328 56 
30,584 37 
69,520 00 
25,984 28 
20,272 93 
12,000 00 
13,394 00 
10,014 20 
9,020 22 

$22,000 00 
108,898 47 
20,145•73 
28,669 72 
38,056 96 
15,946 17 

$28, 300 00 $32,545 00 
159,603 82 152,476 90 

25,474 95 18,627 07 

$29,460 00 
117,126 55 
36,248 63 

Treaty with Spain of the 22d of February, 1819 ............. ·••• .••• ...... 25,770 21 
P,ize causes .... •••••••••• ....••.••••• •••••••••• •• ••••••••• ••·••• •••••· ........... . 
Sixth and seventh articles of the treaty of Ghent......................... 14, 742 24 
First article of the treaty of Ghent........... .. • • .. • • • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • •. .. •.....•••• 
Intercourse with the Barbary Powers............... •••••• .... •••••. ••.. 1,043 ·oo 

14,136 44 
12,327 78 
10,550 00 

33,536 17 
1,125 00 
8,000 00 

12,583 13 
12,000 00 
26,108 67 

Mission to the Congress of Panama........... . ... •• ................•............... •••• ................................ . 

20,06115 

10,500 00 
10,000 00 
2,086 08 
9,ooo oo 

30,697 68 

4,000 00 

11,765 06 
13,706 44 
26,505 54 
17,953 52 

Total ............ •••••••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• lTJ,879 51 314,668 56 270,731 27 306,731 74 255,296 20 2870463 42 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTXEIIT, Register'• Office, March 5, 1828. 

a. 
Summary statement of the moneys appropriated and wpended under the following heads of awropri,ai,ion during 

~ the years 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, and 1827 .. 

DIPLOMA.TIO DEPART.llENT. 

Balance of appropriation for 1821 ............................................... . 
Appropriation made in 1822 ..................................... : ..... • .......... . 
Repayments in 1822 ........................................................... . 
.Appropriation made in 1823 ................ : .................... : .............. . 
Repayments in 1823 ............................ : .............................. . 
Appropriation made in 1824 .................................................... . 
Repayments in 1824 ........................................................... . 

Expenditure made in 1822 ............................ ._ ......................... . 
Expenditure made in 1823 ....................... ; .............................. . 
Carried to the surplus fund in 1823 ............................................... . 
Expenditure made in 1824 ................................. • • • • ................. . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1824 ................................................. . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1824 ...................................... . 

$38,588 09 
83,000 00 

7,563 85 
74.000 00 
2;wr 59 

149,500 00 
10113 

355,310 66 

$93,578 63 
103,886 15 

2,557 59 
108,999 60 

101 13 

309,123 10 
46,187 56 

355,310 6~ 
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Balance of appropriation for 1824 ................................................ . 
Appropriation made in 1825 ...................... • t •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Repayments in 1825 ........................................................... . 
Appropriation made in 1826 .................. , ........... ., .......................... . 
Repayments in 1826 ........................•................................... 
Appropriation made in 182'l .................................................... . 
Repayme;nts in 182'l ....................................................... , ... ·-· ·-· .. . 

Expenditure made in 1825 .................... ·-· .................................. . 
Carried to surplus fund December 31, 1825 ..... • ·-· ..................•................. 
Expenditure made in 1826 .......... .,. ..... : ............................. •-• ......... . 
Carried to surplus fund D~c-ember. 31, 1826 ............................. •-• ·-• ............. . 
Expenditur.e made in 182'l .................... -· ................................. . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 182'l ...................................... . 

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF FOREIGN INTERCOURSE. 

Balance of appropriation of 1821 ............. _. ................................... . 
Appropriation made in 1824 ........................ ··•---·-......................... . 
Eep_ayro_ei:;t.:t;.i~. 1.8.2~ .•.•-•.• •.•. •.• .• -••····················· .•.•-•.•·•···-· .•.•-·-···"'···· .•.•.• _. _. _._._._,_. _. _, • -· ••• -· ••••• -· 

Expenditure made in 1822 ................... _ ................................... . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1822 .................................. _ .................. . 
Expenditure made in 1823 .. ~ .................... , ................................ . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1823 ................................................... , 
Expenditure made in 1824 ..................................................... . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1824 ...................•.............................. 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1824 ........ ·-· ........... -· ................ . 

Balance of appropriation for 1824 ............................................... . 
Appropriation made in 1825 ..................................................... . 
Repayments in 1825 ........................ , .................................. . 
Appropriation in 1826 .................................... : .................... . 
Repayments in 1826 ........................................................... . 
Appropriation in 182'l ...........................................•......... • ..... . 
Repayments in 182'l .................................... _ ....................... . 

Expenditure made in -1825-................................... :: ................. . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1825' ............................. , .................. -• . 
Expenditure made in ·J:826 ....................................................... . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1826 .................................................. . 
ExP,ehditure made in 182'l: ............................................ , ............ _ 

Balance .or appropriation December 31, 182'l ..................................•..... 

INTERCOURSE• WITH ·THE- B-ARB:ARY· POWERS; 
• I 

Balance of appropriation-of-1821 ............................................. ! ... . 

Repayments in 1822 ........................................................... . 
Repayments in 1823 ....................................... _. ·-• .................. . 
Appropriation made in 1824-.................................................... . 

[No. 922. 

$46,18'l 56 
173,500 00 
12,832 74 

147,500 00 
31'l 29 

151,000 00 
3,905 95 

535,243 54 

$172,436 56 
6,075 12 

152,794 19 
317 29 

121,032 50 

452,655 66 
82,587 88 

535,243 54 

$60,683 69 
40,000 00 
2,547 88 

103,231 5'l 

$23,648 88 
6,351 12 

30,584 37 
99 32 

22,693 61 
2,54'l 88 

85,925 18 
l'l,306 39 

103,231 5'l 

$1'l,306 39 
40,000 00 
• 9'l 'l3 
40,000 00 

5 93 
30,000 00 

10 00 

12'l,420 05 

$25,572 68 
9'l 'l3 

18,633 00 
5 93 

Zo,258 63 

80,567· 9'l 
46,852 08 

12'l,420 05 

$84,000 00 
1,200 00 

646 12 
30i000 00 

115,846 12 
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Expenditure made in 1822 ...................................................... . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1822 ......•. •··••-········•·• •.....•..... --······· •·•-• ••.•............. 
Expenditure made in 1823 ...................................................... . 
Carried to surplus fund in J.823 ................................................ -.. 
Expenditure made in 1824 ........................................................ -.-. 

Balance of appropriation 'December ·s1, • 1824 ...............•........................ 

Balance of appropriation for 1824 ............................................... . 
.Appropriation in 1825 ........................................................... . 
.Appropriation in 1826 ......................................................... •. 
Repayments in 1826 .............................................. ,-..... -........ . 
.Appropriation in 1827 .......................................................... . 

Expenditure in 1825 ........................................................... . 
Expenditure in 1826 ........................................................... . 
Carried to ·surplus fund in 1826 ................................................. . 
Expenditure in 1827 ................................................................. . 

Balance of appropriatfon December ·31, 1827 ....................................... . 

RELIEF .QF .SEAMEN. 

Balance of appropriation of 1821 ............... ·-· ......................... -....................... . 
Repayment in 1822 ........................................................... . 
Repayment in 1823 ............................................................ . 
Appropriation made in 1824 .................................................... . 
Repayments in 1824 .............•.............................................. 

Expenditure made·in 1822 .......................................•........... ·-• ... 
Carried to surplus fund in 1822 .................................... , ... •-• ....... . 
Expenditure made in 1823 ...................................................... . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1823 ................................................. . 
Expenditure made in 1824 ...................................................... . 
Carried ·to surplus fund in 1824 ................................................. . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1824. .•• •·n•. ·-·--- ·---·•-• •.••••• ·······-· •••••••••••••• 

Balance of appropriation for 1824 ............................................... . 
.Appropriation for 1825 ........................................................ . 
Repayments in 1825 ........................................................... . 
.Appropriation for 1826 ......................................................... . 
Repayments in 1826 ........................................................... . 
.Appropriation in 182'l ......................................................... . 
Repayments in ·1827 ............................................... : ........... . 

Expenditure made in 1825 ...................................................... . 
Expenditure made in 1826 ........................................................... . 
Expenditure made in 182'l ........................................... •.•-• .......... . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1827 ....................................... . 

,IJ:0171 

$2,243 00 
39,75'1 00 
9,666 34 

34,179 78 
10,550 00 

.96,396 -12 
:rn,450 oo 

115,846 12 

$19,450 00 
30,000 00 
30,000 00 

1,000 00 
20,000 00 

100,450 00 

$26,108 67 
3,086 08 
1,000 00 

26,505 54 

56,'lOO 29 
"43,749 71 

100,450 00 

$88,541 62 
671 70 
476 59 

40,000 00 
66'l 37 

130,357 28 

:$14,332 IO 
'33;819 09 
26,460 81" 
14,941 20 
38,724 33 

667 3'l 

,128, 944 91> 
1,412 3'2 

13-0,35'1 28 

$1,412 32 
35,000 00 

296 12 
35,000 00 

680 36 
·25,000 00 

2,290 '04 

:99,678 84 

$33,832 29 
20,741 5-1 
33,124 .3'l 

8'l;698 111 
11,980 6'l 

99;678 8-4 
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TREATY WITH SPAIN OF "FEBRUARY· 22; 1819. 

Balance of appropriation of 1821. -.... ~ -... -... -......................... • .. , ......... , 
Appropriation made in 1822 ..................................................... . 
Repayments in 1822 ............. , ............................................. . 
Appropriation made in 1823 .................................................... . 
Appropriation made in ·1824 ..................................................... . 
Repayments in 1824 ........................................................... . 

Expenditure made in 1822 ...................................................... . 
Expenditure made in 1823 ...................................................... . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1823 ................... · ............................... . 
Expenditure made in 1824 .............................. : ....................... . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1824 ......... : ....................................... . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1824 ....................................... . 

Balance of appropriation for 1824 ............................................... . 
Repayment in 1825 .......................•..................................... 
Repayment in 1826 ............................................................ . 

Expenditure made in 1825 .............. ~· ...................................... . 
Carried to surplus fund December 31, 1825 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... . 
Carried to surplus fund December 31, 1826 ....................................... . 

SIXTH AND SEVENTH ARTICLES OF THE TREATY OF GHENT. 

Balance of appropriation of 1821 ................................................ . 
Appropriation made in 1822 .................................................... . 
Appropriation made in 1823 .................................................... . 
Repayments in 1823 ................................................ • ........... . 
Appropriation made in 1824 ... _. .. • ............................................. . 

Expenditure made in 1822 ................................. : . ................... . 
Expenditure made in 1823 ................................................... • ... . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1823 ................................................. . 
Expenditure made in 1824 ...................................................... . 

. . 
Balance of appropriation December 31, 1824 ...................................... . 

Balance of appropriation for 1824 .................. • ... • ................... ~ . ~ .... . 
Appropriation for 1825 ......•.................................................... 
Appropriation for 1826 .................................................. •. _-..... . 
Appropriation for 1827 ................................................. , ....... . 

Expenditures made in 1825 ..................................................... . 
Expenditures made in 1826 ............................................ -......... . 
Expenditures made in 1827 ..................................................... . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1827 ....................... _ ............... . 

[No. 922. 

$37,000 00 
·30,000 oo 

5,662 37 
18,000 00 

9,706 84 
823 13 • 

101,192 34 

$31,432 58 
29,979 77 
2,688 56 

16,769 30 
2,322 13 

83,192 34 
18,000 00 

101,192 34 

$18,000 00 
240 77 
327 45 

18,568_ 22 

$1,365 'T'T 
16,875 00 

327 45 

18,568 28 

$2,595 48 
12,500 00 
16,000 00 
2,606 00 

16,000 00 

49,701 48 

$14,742 24 
16,000 00 
2,606 00 

14,136 44 

47,484 68 
2,216 80 

49,701 48 

$2,216 80 
16,000 00 
16,000 00 
10,000 00 

44,216 80 

$12,583 13 
10,500 00 
11,765 06 

34,848 19 
9,368 61 

44,216 80 
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FIRS'!' ARTICLE OF THE TREATY OF GHENT. 

Appropriation made in 1823 ................................................. n • 

Appropriation made in 1824 : ..... : ... ; . • . .' .. : : : .. ; . : : : ..... : . : ; : : : : .. : : : : : ..... . 

Expenditure made in 1823 ..................................................... . 
Expenditure made in 1824 ....... _ ............... _ ................................. . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1824 ...................................... . 

Balance of appropriation for 1824 ............. : . : : ... : ......... : ................ . 
Appropriation for 1825 ... .-........................... .-.. : . ; : ... : . • .............. . 
Repayment in 1825 ......... .-.............. .-.-.-. .-: . .-.. .-.-.-: ...................... . 
Appropriation in 1826 ......................................................... . 
Appropriation in 1827 ......................................................... . 

Expenditure made in 1825 ......................... .-.. .-......................... . 
Expenditure made in 1826 ...................................................... . 
Carried to surplus fund in 1826 ................................................. . 
Expenditure made in 1827 .............. .-.... .-.................................. . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1827 ...................................... . 

PRIZE CAUSES. 

Balance of appropriation of 1821 ...................... •. . . . . . . . . . . ..... • ......... . 
Repayments in 1822 ........................................................... . 
Appropriation in 1823 ......................................................... . 
Appropriation in 1824 ......................................................... . 

Carried to surplus fund in 1822 ................................................. . 
Expenditure mad!:) in 1823 ................ , .. , ........ , .......................... . 

~alancc of appropriation December 31, 1824 ...................................... . 

Balance of appropriation for 1824 ............................................... . 
Appropriation for 1825 .................... -.-..... · ... •• ~-.......................... . 
Appropriation for 1826 ........................................ .,., ............... . 
Appropriation for 1827 ......................................................... . 

Expenditure made in 1825 ............................................ : ......... . 
Expenditure made in 1827 .................... ; ................................. . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1827 ...................................... . 

YISSIONS TO THE INDEPENDENT NATIONS ON THE ,Al!ERICAN CONTINENT. 

Appropriation made in 1822 .................................................... . 

Expenditure made in 1823 ...................................................... . 
Expenditure made in 1824 ...................................................... . 
Carried to the surplus fund in 1824 ........... ; .................................. . 

VOL. V--135 l3 

1073 

$20,000 00 
2,500 00 

22,500 00 

$10,014 20 
12,327 -78 

22,341 98 
158 02 

22,500 00 

$158 02 
12,000 00 
1,200 00 

10,33'1 00 
22,500 00 

46,195 02 

$13,200 00 
10,000 00 

158 02 
13,'106 44 

3'7,064 46 
9,130 56 

46,195 02 

$8,000 00 
6'75 00 

8,000 00 
4,000 00 

20,6'15 00 

$4,6'15 00 
12,000 00 

16,6'15 00 
4,000 00 

20,6'15 00 

$4,000 00 
4,000 00 
4,000 00 
4,000 00 

16,000 00 

·is,ooo oo 
4,m>o oo 

12,000 00 
4,000 00 

16,000 00 

$100,000 00 

$69,520 00 
28,669 72 

1,810 28 

100,000 00 
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:MISSION TO THE CONGRESS -OF PAN,lliA. 

Appropriation in 1826·. : ...... ; ..... : . : : . : .. : ... : : .. : : : : . '· • .. •. • .. ; ; ; ............. . . . . . ~ 

Expenditure made in 1826 ...................................................... . 
Expenditure made in 1827 ...... '! .........•...................•...•....•...•..... 

Balance of appropriation: Decembedn, 1827 .................. • .................... . 

CONTINGENCIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE. 

Balance of appropriation of 1821 ....... ;,. ....................................... . 
Appropriation made in 1822 .................................................... . 
Appropriation made in· 1823 . : .. : ....................... : .. : .................... . 
Appropriation made in'IS24 ::.· .. . _. :.: .. _ .......... _ .. ::. :.:- . :. : . . _. ..... _. .......... . 

Expenditure made in 1822 ...................................................... . 
Expenditure made in 1823 ...................................................... . 
Expenditure made i_n 1_824 ...... ·:.· ... ·::: .. ·.· .. ·.·: ·:.· .. . _. .......... _ .. _. ......... . 

Balance of appropriation for 1824 ............................................... . 
Appropriation for 1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Appropriation for 1826 ............................................ , ............ . 
Repayment in 1826 ............................................................ . 
Appropriation for 1827 ......................................................... . 

Expenditure made in 1825 ........................... • ........................... . 
Expenditure made in 1826 ...................................................... . 
Expenditure made in 1827 ...................................................... . 

Balance of appropriation December 31, 1827 ........... ; ..• : .. : . , ••.. ; ............ . 

fNo. 922. 

$40,000 00 

$9,000 00 
l'l,953 52 

26,953 52 
13,046 48 

40,000 00 

$9,608 00 
13,950 00 
18,800 00 
27,350 00 

69,708 00 

$9,000 00 
22,550 00 
22,000 00 

53,550 00 
16,158 00 

69,708 00 

$16,158 00 
25,550 00 
28,095 00 

10 00 
28,050 00 

97,863 00 

$28,300 00 
32,545 00 
29,460 00 

90,305 00 
7,558 00 

97,863_ 00 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Offic~, March 5, 1828. 

DEPARTl!ENT OF STATE, Washington, March 17, 1828. 
Sm: Your letter of the 14th instan:t, as chairm;m of a_ sub-committee appointed by the committee of 

the House of. Representatives on retren_chmel!t,. ma~ing c~r~:_i,in i_n:quirie_s in respect of a remittance of 
$70,000, alluded to in my letter to the chairman of that committee of the 29th ultimo, was received the 
day after its date, and I have now the honor to communicate the following answer. 

The practice of the Department of State is, to employ two banking houses in Europe of established 
credit and character-one at London and the other at Amsterdam-to pay the expenses of the foreign 
service of the Government connected with our diplomatic corps, consular and other public agencies. 
For the purpose of defraying those expenses, remittances are made from time to time to the bankers, who 
regularly account to the Department. This practice is coeval with the Government. 

On the 5th day of December last, requisitions were made by this Department on the Treasury for 
$70,000 to be remitted to our European bankers. The communication which I made to the chairman of 
the Committee on Retrenchment in respect to the remittance was founded- on the day when the requisi
tions were made at this office, and not on that when the bills were actually purchased at another 
office, or when they were transmitted to Europe. The prompt attention usually paid at the Treasury did 
not allow me to ~oubt tliat in this instance the requisitions· had been complied with without unnecessary 
del_ay. It appears, in p'oint of' fact; from· a s'tatement frimi the Treasury', herewith transmitted, designated 
NoAJ, that $39,000 'was· remitted on "the 'l'lth 'day bf Det:ember, 1827, and $31,000 on the 17th day of' 
January, 1828. The total amount, $70,000, was chargeable to appropriations made prior to that for the 
S{lrvjce __ Qf_l~28. The same Treasury statement shows the heads of appropriations on account of which 
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the remittance has been made, and the object of public expenditure to which it is applicable. The 
bankers will give credit for the amount in their general account current. . 

From the time the Treasury received the above-mentioned requisitions of the Department of State, 
or from that on which the bills were purchased, ( as the one or the other mode of keeping the account 
happens to prevail at the Treasury,) the Department of State became chargeable, -and it is presum.ed to 
have been charged with the above sum_of $'10,000;_and_it_ II!!ISLhav:e_ ~El~_n_i:;q__q!_i~rg_~1_on !tCcount_£f 
appropriations made prior to the year 1828. Its credit, therefore, with the Treasury, in consequence oi 
those appropriations, ,was reduced by the amount of that sum of $'l'O,0U0 from the ·one period or the other 
above mentioned. But the disbursement of the remittance must be made in the year 1828, or at least 
subsequent to the year 182'1. And ip. any_account exhibjti_n_g:_tl:lil_aitt.ual expenditures of the Department 
they ought to be strictly charged to the year when incurred. 

Hoping that the explanations and Treasury statement now communicated will afford to yourself and 
the sub-committee all the information requested in your letter, 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
H. CLAY. 

Hon. C. A. WICKLIFFE, &o., &o. 

No. 1.-Remittances to Europe. 

To what place. Date of requi- Date of remit- Object. Am't of requi- Amount or the Rate of exchange. Tenor. 
sition. tancc. sition. bills. 

Dollars. 

London ..•..••..• Dec. 5,1827 Dec.17,1827 Diplomatic.................... .•• 25,ooo 
Do .••.•.•.•........ do •.••.....•.. do ...... Relief and protection of seamen.... 5,000 
Do .•.•••.•......... do •.........•. do ...... Intercourse with the BarbaryPow•rs 5,000 
Do ....•.•....•..... do ..••••...... do ...... Prize causes...................... 4,000 

39,000 

Amsterdam....... Dec. 5,1827 Jan. 17, 1828 Diplomatic .....•.•.....•..•••.... 25,000 

Do ••••.•.••••...•.. do ••..•......• do .......... do ....••••••..•.•• ••·· •••••••.....••••..•••. 
Do .•..•...•••....•. do ..••••.....• do ........•. do .•..•.••••..•.•••.•••••••••• •••• ••• : •• •.•• 
Do .••..•....•...... do .....• •••••.do ....•...•. do .......•••.....•••.•••••....••••••.••••••• 
Do .•.•. •••••• ..•••• do •.......••.. do •..•..•••. do ••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••.• ·••••• •••· •••• 
Do .•....•.•••...... do ..•..••.•.•. do ..•••.•••. de! ...•••••••.••....••.••.•....••.••••••••••• 
,Do, ••••.••••...••.• do ..•.....•••. do ••....•••. do ...•••••......•.•.••••••....•••••••...•••. 

Do ........•.•..•••. do ......•••••• do ...... Relief and protection of seamen .. . 
Do .... •••••• ...... do ............ do ...... Prize causes ..•... •••• •...••••.... 

2,000 
4,000 

31,000 

£ .. d. 

5,044 16 10 
1,oos 19 4 
1,008 19 4 

!l07 3 6 

7,869 19 0 11½ per cent ..•... 60 days' sight. 

Guilders. 
36,387 83 4ll cts. per gr •••• Not expressed. 

1,853 80 
2,143 90 

5,000 00 
5,900 oo 
5,000 00 
5,000 00 

23,997 iO 41¼ cts. per gr •••. 2 months' sight.· 

4,804 16 41¼ cts. per gr ••.• Not expressed. 
9,609 14 .•••.. do .•........ Do. 

I certify Ute above statement to be correct, and that the remittances therein mentioned were made to the bankers of the United States in London and 
Amsterdam, in pursuance of requisitions from the Secretary of J:ltate now 011 file in this office. 

1•a2ASURY DEPARTXENT, March 15, 1828. EDWARD JONES, Chief Clerk • 

• E. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, May 10, 1828. 
Sm : I have the honor to state, in reply to your letter of the 9th instant, that of the $'10,000 of re

mittances contained in the statement of the chief clerk of this Department; the sum of $39,000 only is 
contained in the statement of expenditures, as prepared at this office on the 5th March last, and that the 
balance of $31,000 is a charge on the appropriations of that Department for the year 1828. I transmit 
herewith "a statement of the sums remitted to Europe for the service of the Department of State be
tween the '1th day of October and the last day of December of the year 1824-, and the sums remitted to 
Europe for the service of that Department between the same dates in the year 182'1, showing, in each 
case, the periods when the bills remitted became payable. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

Hon. JA1ms HAlllLTON. 
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Stalement of the sums remitted to Eur-ope for the service of the Department of State between the 7th of October 
and the last day of December of the year 1824-, and the sums remiited to Europe fol' the service of thal 
Department betu;een the same dales in the year 1827 ; showing, in each case, the periods when the bills 
remitted became payable. 

1824. 
Oct. 7 

Dec. 

23 
23 

. 23 
23 
23 
23 

1827. 
17 
1'l 

17 
17 

To what place. When payable. • Amount. 

£ •• d. 
*London •••••••• •• ••··•• •••• ••·••. 60 days after sight •••• ••• •••· ••••• •·•·•• ••• •• 1,600 00 00 
tAmstcrdam.... •• • • •• • • •• • •• • .. • . . . ••••. do •••••••.•••••••........•..•..•...•.......••••...•••....•••. 
t Amsterdam.. • . • • • • • • • • . • • . . • • • • . . . ••••. d,o • •• • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . • . . • . . • • • • . • . . . • •••••.•••.••••••••• 
*London •••••••••••••• •••••· •••.•••••• do ••••• ••·••· •••••••••••••••• ••·••••••••· 1,400 00 00 
•London •••.•••••••••••••••••.•••...•••. do . . . . . • . . . • • •. . . . . .. . . .• . . . . .. •• • . ••. • . . 679 5 00 
*London •••. .•.•.. .•.• ..• .• • .••••. 15 days after sight........... •. .. •••... ... . . •. 295 15 00 

London ••••••..•••••... : • • . . . . • • •. 60 days after sight .•••....••••• ; . , •• , . . . . . . • ... 
London .••••••••••••..•..•• •••• •••.....•• do • .• . •• . •• •• • . ..••••••••.•.••......•••. 

London·•••••••····• •••••••••••••••••••• do••···•••·•··· ••••••••.••••••• ••••·•··· 
London•·••••···•••··••·•·••••••• ••••• do•••••••••••• 

1,000 00 00 
4,109 11 9¼ 

807 3 6 
1,oos 19 4 
5,044 16 10 
1,008 19 4 

Guilder,. 

20,000 
5,000 

•••••••••••••• 1 ·········· .... ~ 
••••••••...... I 
.............. J 

* Credited by bankers in 1824. t Credited by bankers in 1825. 

$7, 7€6 66 

10,250 00 

16,650 00 

20,000 00 

54,686 66 

4,0oo Oll 
5,000 00 

25,000 00 
5,000 00 

39,ooo oo 

TREASURY DEP ARTlllENT, Register'• Oifice, May 101 1828. 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register. 

No, 3. 

TREASURY DEP.ARVIENT, i:Iarch 5, 1828. 
Sm: I had the honor to -receive on the 14th of last month your letter of the 13th, addressed to me 

in pursuance of a resolution of the Committee on Retrenchment of the House of Representatives, request
ing to be informed whether, in my opinion, there be any officers in this Department whose services may 

. be dispensed with without detriment to the public interest, or if the salaries of any of them can be· 
reduced consistently with justice and propriety; and, in.general, whether any of the expenses incident to 
this Departm~nt caµ be reduced without impairing the efficacy of its operations. 

In reply _I 1J~g leave to state that there are at present ten offices annexe.d to this Department, viz: 
the Comptroller's, the Treasurer's, the. Auditor's, the Register's, that of the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office, the Second Comptroller's, the Second Auditor's, the Third Auditor's, the Fourth Auditor's, and 
the Fifth.Auditor's... ·- _ _ ·_ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ 

There have heretofore existed as appendages to the Department the offices of Assistant Secretary of 
the Treasury, Commissioner of Revenue, Accountant of the War Department, Purveyor of Public Supplies, 
Accountant of the Navy Department, and Additional Accountant of the War Department, all of which 
have been abolished. 

Of the ten subsisting offices first ahove-€numera-ted, six have been coeval, or nearly so, in effect, 
though not under the same names, with the earliest establishments of the Government. Those of the ten 
that were created last, viz: the Second Comptroller's, Second, Third, Fourth, and Fifth Auditor's, were 
created by the act of March 3, 1817, under a specialTeport embodying the reasons for the same, made to 
the Senate in J're.sident Madison's. time, (December 16, 1816,) by the heads of the Executive Departments. 
By the same· act the offices of Accountant and Additional Accountant of the War Department and Ac
·countant of the Navy Department were abolished. The further recommendations 'of that report, to 
establish an entirely new Executive Department, to be denominated the Home Department, and a solicitor- . 
·ship to the Treasury, were not adopted by Congress. 

Of the officers, therefore, who are now auxiliary to the business of this Department, there are, in my 
-opinion, none that can be advantageously dispensed with, or whose salaries can be reduced consistently 
with justice and propriety. They have all been created by Congress on full deliberation. Dividing the 
time since the formation of the present Government int-0 three periods, the first from the 4th of March, 
1789, to the close of 1800; the second from the 1st of January, 1801, to the close of 1814; the third from 
the 1st of January, 1815, to the close of 1827, and the average annual revenue of the nation for the first 
period is fourid to be $5,637,550; for the second period, $14,000,156; for the third period, $22,277,903. 
The average annual expenditure for the first period stands at $7,690,830; for the .second, at.$17,612,434; 
and for the third, at $27,998,460. The various loans obtained since the formation of the Government are 
not included in the receipts of revenue. The expendit:ures embrace all payments on account of the debt, 
as well revolutionary as that contracted since the purchase of Louisiana and Florida, and other heavy 
payments for objects not belonging to the ordinary and annual expenses of Government. This progres
sive increase in the public revenue, the result of the increase in the population, wealth, and general busi
ness of the nation, marks the necessity of progressive increase in the establishments of this Department, 
under the review of which, as to a common centre, every item of revenue and expenditure is brought. 

How far all the details of business in the several offices of the Department might be carried on without 
detriment to the public interest after dispensing with any portion of the clerks at present employed in 
them, or bow far the sal~ries of any might be reduced consistently with justice and propriety, or, in 
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general, whether the expenses incident to any of them could be reduced without impairing the efficacy of 
their operations, I have not on my own view felt able to decide, without more opportunities of investiga,. 
tion than I could command at this season, or more delay than would be compatible with the duty of affording 
the committee a timely reply. But I called by letter upon each of the officers charged by law with the 
immediate direction of the business of the ten offices in question to make report to me under each of the 
points above specified, and to do so in as full and precise a manner as the terms and spirit of the resolution 
appear to demand. Their reports have been made accordingly, and I have the honor to enclose them 
herewith, numbered from 1 to 10, inclusive. 

Regarding the business of the chief office of the Department, that of the Secretary, it is my opinion 
that no retrenchments can be made with advantage to the public. On the contrary, I take leave respect
fully to state that I think the public interest requires that there should be another principal clerkship 
established in it. Besides its own proper duties, which are of daily detail, as well as of extensive range, 
its duty of superintendence over other offices of the Department is constant. Hence, whilst each of the 
other Executive Departments has had one principal clerk allowed to it, it has been the past policy of the 
Government to allow to the Secretary of the Treasury two, from the more multifarious and complicated 
structure of the Treasury Department. The old act of 1792 made provision for two principal clerks for 
the Secretary's office. Two were also allowed during the incumbency of Mr. Gallatin, each of whom, at 
the close of that officer's service, received a compensation of two thousand dollars per annum. Under 
the conviction that the business of the office would go on more to the public advantage in all respects, 
and especially as regards promptitude and method, by having two principal clerks instead of one, I asked 
the Committee of Ways and Means for an appropriation for two in 1826. The appropriation was not 
granted. The whole number of clerks in the Secretary's office at present is nine. The number was six 
during the whole of the first period of time indicated above, when the average annual revenue of the 
nation was but a fraction more than one-fourth of its present amount. During a part of the first period 
the office also had attached to it an Assistant Secretary. The act of May 7, 1822, which provided that 
all moneys appropriated for the use of the War and Navy Departments should be drawn from the Treasury 
by warrants of the Secretary, under special requisitions, in every case, from those Departments, instead 
of being drawn directly upon the Treasurer in capacity of agent of those two Departments, as had been 
the case before, created of itself a considerable increase of clerical labor in the office of the Secretary of 
the Treasury apart from the fourfold increase of revenue. 

It belongs to this communication to add that, besides the recommendations for creating new offices 
and a new Department contained in the report to the Senate by the heads of the different Executive 
Departraents in 1816, and which was carried into effect in part only by the act of 1817, as before mentioned, 
Mr. Secretary Crawford, in a distinct report to the same branch of the Legislature in January, 1818, 
recommended the appointment of a Solicitor to the Treasury in the strongest and most unequivocal terms. 
Hence I feel the more fortified in the opinion I presume to give that there are no unnecessary officers in 
the Treasury now, by referring to other opinions which have pronounced ( on full examination more than 
ten years ago) an augmentation of the present number expedient. 

I have not supposed that the resolution of the committee was designed to embrace officers at a 
distance who are under the direction of the Department as the organ of the President in executing the 
laws. I mean officers of the customs, and all other officers engaged in the collection of the public revenue 
in all the States and Territories of the Union. If it were intended to give to the resolution this scope, a 
reply to it would call for investigations the results of which could not be obtained and digested so as to 
present them in a shape that would hold out any hope of being satisfactory or useful during the present 
session of Congress. It may be sufficient to remark that these officers have all been created, the duties 
assigned, and their compensation fixed, directly or indirectly, by the legislative power of the country; 
and that I am not, under the existing information and lights before the Department, prepared to express 
an opinion that any of them could be dispensed with, or their compensation, or official expenditures be 
abridged, consistently with the principles stated py the committee. In the extensive ramifications of 
official duty to which the collection of a large revenue under numerous and complicated laws gives rise, 
it is far from impossible that abuses may exist calling for retrenchments at points that a thorough and 
searching examination might disclose. The same kind of examination might lead to the knowledge of 
cases where the public interest and justice to the individual would perhaps suggest the employment of 
more officers, and with compensations more adequate to the labor performed by them. On the last head 
there have been both complaints and resignations of late years. I allude more particularly to the 
Receivers of Public Moneys and the Registers in the land districts, a class of officers exposed to much 
labor and responsibility, and who are sometim.es stationed in parts of the country where the expense of 
maintaining a family presses heavily. 

I have the honor to remain, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. J. HAlIILTON, Jr., Chairman of Oommiltee on Reh·enchment, House of Representatives. 

No. 4. 

NAVY DEPARTlIENT, February 25, 1828. 
Sm: I have had the honor to receive your letter of the 13th instant, transmitting a copy of a resolu

tion adopted by the Committee on Retrenchment. 
The Navy Register for 1828, which was prepared at this office and sent to the House of Representa

tives at the commencement of the year, and a copy of which is now enclosed, exhibits the number and 
compensation of all the officers who are in any way connected with or under the control of this Depart-
ment. • 

They consist of officers of the Navy, properly so called, clerks, navy agents, naval storekeepers, 
naval constructors, and messengers. 

To the first class it is not supposed that the present call applies. Should this suggestion be incorrect, 
I will cheerfully give the opinion entertained on the questions in the resolution as applicable to them, 
which will, however, be only a repetition of the views heretofore presented in official reports from this 
.~~l?~rtme~t. - • 
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The navy agents, naval storekeepers, and naval constructors are located at places where such 
officers are indispensable, and are engaged diligently in the performance of duties which must, from the 
necessity of the service, be discharged. It is believed that an inspection of the Register will show that 
they cannot be dispensed with. 

The only other persons under the control of this Department are the clerks and messengers. 
I enclose a copy of a letter addressed, on the 21st January, 1826, to the Hon. Louis .McLane, then 

chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means, which presented my opinion of the duties. &c., of the 
clerks at that time. I have seen no cause to change that opinion. On the contrary, it has been confirmed 
by every day's experience since; and I hesitate not to declare it as my conviction that public money 
would be saved and the public interest and accommodation promoted if two or three clerks were added to 
the number already in the Department. A delay of a few days in answering a call of Cong·ress, in 
expediting a ship to sea, or in g·iving a direction or order· necessary to the proper performance of some 
prescribed duty, will often occasion much g·reater loss of money than the amount of their salaries. The 
business of the Department in all its branches is constantly increasing. The applications for appointments 
alone have augmented to such an extent that more than one-half of the office hours of the Secretary, 
especially during the sessions of Congress, is consumed by visits frem applicants and their friends. One 
clerk is almost constantly employed in attending to the correspondence on this subject; nor is it perceived 
how this can be avoided, although in nine cases out of ten neither the calls nor the correspondence can 
lead to any valuable end. A refusal to receive the visits or to answer the letters is uniformly followed 
by complaint and censure. 

I believe it bas not happened for years past that the Department bas been able to perform its duties, 
after the greatest possible exertions and some delays, without calling fa the aid of extra clerks, who, 
being ignorant of the proper manner of doing the labor assigned to them, often cause delay and incon
venience. Most of the duties performed by the clerks require not merely the ability to write a good hand 
and copy what is placed before them, but information, intelligence, sagacity, and experience. 

I have the honor to enclose copy of a letter from the Commissioners of the Navy, as a part of this 
answer, and have only to add that I know of no officer in this Department whose services may, in my 
opinion, be dispensed with "without detriment to the public interest." 

The :Navy Register also affords a statement of the salaries or compensation received by each officer. 
Their amount is fixed by law in all cases, except those of the carpenters, who are omitted in the laws fixing 
the pay of the Navy; of the naval storekeepers and naval constructors, which is determined under the 
direction of the President, according to the labor and responsibilit.y of the places where they are employed; 
and of the warrant and petty officers, which is :fixed by the President, in virtue of the first sectien of the 
law passed on the 18th of April, 1814. In my "opinion" the salaries of none of them "can be reduced 
consistently with justice and propriety." I have heretofore expressed my "opinion " that "justice and 
propriety" require that the compensation of some of the officers of the Navy should be augmented. 

I am in doubt whether the last inquiry, as to "the expenses incident to the Department," was 
intended to extend to the general operations of the naval service, or to be confined to the expenses of this 
office. If to the former, I have, respectfully, to refer to reports heretofore made, and which have repeatedly 
urged certain changes in the naval service as conducive to efficiency and economy; especially to one to 
the House of Representatives, dated January 24, 1824, and two to the Senate, of January 1, 1825, and 
January 12, 1828. I believe that the plans proposed in those reports are calculated to lessen the expenses 
of the service. • . 

If the inquiry be directed solely to this office, my answer is, that the expenses of it consist of the 
salaries before mentioned, and of the contingent expenses, which are annually provided for by an appro
priation of two or three thousand dollars. 

This appropriation is designed to supply stationery, blank and other books, binding, printing, maps, 
charts, newspapers, fuel, furniture, repairs, &c., &c., and has not heretofore been found too great, nor can 
it "be reduced without impairing the efficiency of the operations" of the office. The accounts of the 
expenditure in each year are regularly settled, under vouchers, at the Treasury Department, and may be 
referred to in the office of the Reg·ister of the Treasury. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, &c., 
SAMUEL L. SOUTHARD. 

Hon. J.A}IES HAMILTON, Jr., 
Clw.irman ef the Committee on Retrenchment, House ef Representatives. 

No. 5. 

DEPA.RT:IIENT OF WAR, Ma1·ch 3, 1828. 
Srn: The documents necessary to furnish a satisfactory answer to the inquiries submitted in the 

letter which, as chairman of the Committee on Retrenchment, you did me the honor to address to me have 
this moment been put in my hands, and I hasten to furnish the information, as far as practicable, required 
by the committee. The enclosed documents, as far as the bureaus are concerned to which they refer, will 
be sufficient to satisfy the committee that economy has been pursued in the expenditures of the public 
money to the utmost extent, compatibly with the successful operations of their branches of the public 
service. On this occasion it may be allowed me to say that, always considering a just economy the true 
policy of all Governments, and particularly ours, the first measure I adopted on coming into the Depart
ment was to assemble the chiefs of the different bureaus and to urge upon them its practice, and that in 
every official act, as trustees of the people, it was our solemn duty to consider ourselves in their presence, 
and accountable to them for our conduct ; that, with this purpose continually before our eyes, though we 
might fail to obtain approbation, we should attain what was more valuable, a conviction that we deserved 
it. As far as I am able to ascertain, the course recommended has been faithfully pursued, and, whenever 
occasion called for it, retrenchment has been effected by change in the regulations; and the committee 
will learn with pleasure that the administration of this Department has continually, for years past, tended 
to a reduction of its expenditures. To manifest, to the satisfaction of the committee, this economical 
tendency, I have caused a syno·psis to be prepared of the •disbursements for the last nine years, divided 
·into three periods; the first embracing from 1819 to 1821, both inclusive; the second, from 1822 to 1824; 
and the third, from 1825 to 1827. By referring to the heads subject to the discretion of the Department, 
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it will be seen that the amount of disbursements has been lessened. The item of the Quartermaster's 
Department, in the first period, was $1,381,045 19; in the last, $896,935 89; and, although the greater 
num beL"Of troops in the first period must be taken into the account, yet, after making the proper allowance 
for this circumstance, still the relative saving must be obvious. So, also, with the contingencies of the 
Army. In the first period this item of expense amounted to $160,100 94; in the latter.to $39,391 58; and 
comparing the first year, 1819, in. the first series, with the last year in the last series, 182'1', it will be 
found in the former case it amounted to $82,563 91, and in the latter to $10,922 34. So, also, with the 
contingencies of the Indian Department; in the second period (before which the contingencies were 
blended with the pay of agents, &c.,) they amounted to $315,959 55; in the last to .$292,800 33; showing 
a saving in that branch of expenditures of $23,159 22 in three years. . 

As it regards a reduction of the number of officers in this Department, I do not believe the public 
service will justify it. To this remark a trifling exception may be made. During the last year a .vacancy 
occurred among the clerks which I forbore to fill, under a hope that it might be dispensed with without 
injury to the service, and thereby a small saving be effected. In a year or two more the number of clerks 
may be diminished in the Office of Land Bounties and Pensions ; as it is obvious time will continually 
diminish the services to be performed in these offices. 

As to the just compensation for public employment, it is one of the most difficult problems in political 
science, and about which much difference of .opinion prevails. Even the standard of compensation is yet 
to be settled. Shall it be confined to a support of the officer; or shall it embrace that of his family, and, 
beyond their support, enable the incumbent to make for them a reasonable provision ? Shall he be enabled 
to practice the courtesies of hospitality, or . be a mere isolated beast of burden ? Were we to judge this 
question by the anxiety to obtain appointments, indicated by the number of candidates for office, and the 
zeal with which they pursue their object, we should be justified in inferring that the salaries were full 
high, if not exorbitant. On the contrary, if we advert to the impoverished condition of those, generally, 
who devote their time to the public service, we should be led to conclude that poverty is almost an 
inevitable effect of such devotion; and, as a consequence, the salaries, instead of being extravagant, were 
penurious. Although there are occasional exceptions to this general result, effected by rigid economy 
and great skill in the investment of money, yet the larger proportion of public servants die in poverty, 
and leave their families in the most bereaved condition. I therefore content myself, instead of expressing 
any decisive opinion on the propriety of reducing the salaries of officers, with presenting these difficulties 
to any satisfactory solution of the question propounded; and I do so the more readily as the committee 
will be much better able than myself to decide correctly-the- propriety of reducing salaries. And finally, 
I am not advised of any expenses incident to this Department which can be reduced without impairing 
the efficiency of its operations. 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
JA.i'\!ES BARBOUR. 

Hon. JAlrns HAMILTON, Jr., Chairman qf the Committee on Retrenclr:ment. 

Subsistence. 

1819 { Include subsis-} $'l'03 196 89 
1820 tence of officers 820• 058 54 and servants. ' 
1821. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153,139 03 

----$1,6'1'6,394 46 
1822. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 243, 'TOO l'l' 
1823................. 2'1'6,054 'l'5 
1824................. 262,2'l'l 'l'6 

1825 ................ . 
1826 ................ . 
182'1' ................ . 

286,190 35 
25'l',8'l'6 2'l' 
22'l','l'69 10 

'1'82,026 68 

Contingencies ef the Army-Continued. 

1822 ................ . 
1823 ................ . 
1824 ............... . 

1825 ................ . 
1826 ................ . 
182'1' ............... . 

$10,86'1' 99 
16,065 •rn 
13,841 41 

l'l',69'1' 56 
10,'l''l'l 68 
10,922 34 

Quartermastei.)s Department. 

1819 ................ . $560,'1'93 40 

$40,'l"l'5 13 

39,391 58 

'l''l'l,835 'l'2 1820 ................ . • 461,011 56 
359,240 28 

Clothing. 

1819................. $434,268 18 
1820................. 271,518 5'l' 
1821. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 206,565 35 

1822................. l'l'3,3l'T 31 
1823. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126,9'1'5 66 
1824. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148,358 93 

1825................. 205;n3 86 
1826. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 204,290 50 

And for extra cloth'g ........... . 
182'1'.. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . 229,919 25 

Contingencies ef the Army. 

1819 ............... . 
1820 ................ . 
1821 ................ . 

$82,563 91 
41,003 61 
36,533 42 

1821 ................ . 

1822 ................ . 
1823 ................ . 
1824 ................ . 

----$1,381,045 19 
3'l'0,9'l'3 44 
263,530 22 
291,341 18 

$912,352 10 1825 ................ . 289,825 'l'5 
284,420 66 

925,844 84 

448,651 90 

1826 ................ . 
182'1' ................ . 322,689 48 

896,935 89 

Medical and Hospii,al Department. 
1819................. $52,335 01 

51,502 45 1820.............. . . . 3'1',295 02 

690,886 06 

$160,100 94 

1821. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . 28,253 21 

1822 ................ . 
1823 ................ . 
1824 ................ . 

1825 ................ . 
.1826 ................ . 
182'1' ................ . 

15,0'1'8 65 
18,868 43 
23,384 38 

22,'l'4'l' 93 
21,6'1'6 15 
2'1',598 'l''l' 

$11'1',883 24 

5'1',331 46 

'1'2,022 85 
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Current expenses of the Ordnance Department. ' 

1819. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $144,898 06 
1820, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111,509 42 
1821. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,499 93 

1822 ................ . 
1823 ...... •-· ........ . 
1824 .... .' ........... . 

1825 ................ . 
1826 ... •-• ........... . 
1827 ................ . 

24,175 50 
41,689 89 
50,399 23 

47,649 18 
81,319 42 
53,865 57 

Indian Dq.Jm·tment. 

$279,907 41 

116,264 62 

182,834 17 

1819} • 
1820 Blended with pay of agents and sub-agents. 
1821 
1822. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $141,856 39 
1823. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79,026 89 
1824................. 95,076 27 

$315,959 55 

Indian Dq.Jartment-Continued. 

1825 ................ . 
1826 ................ . 
1827* ............... . 

$'r8,128 48 
126,843 78 
93,828 O'r 

$298,800 33 

Fortifications. 

1819 ................ . 
1820 ................ . 
1821 ................ . 

1822 ................ . 
1823 ................ . 
1824 ................ . 

1825 ................ . 
1826 ................ . 
1827 ................ . 

$965,046 79 
675~285 01 
318,683 26 

----$1,959,015 06 
330,062 95 
510,206 45 
528,164 98 

---- .1,368,434 38 
755,400 94 
754,656 40 
659,592 61 

---- 2,169,649 95 

The foregoing statement of the expenditures for the years 1819, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 
1826, and 1827, under the various heads specified, is in conformity with the appropriation books of this 
office. 

W.M. LEE, Second .Auditor. 
MARCH 4, 1828. 

No. 6. 

PosT OFFICE J;}EP.ARTIIENT, February 22, 1828. 
Sm: In answer to your communication of the 13th instant, inquiring whether there be "any officers 

in this Department whose services may be dispensed with without detriment to the public interest, or if 
the salaries of any of them can be reduced consisteiitfy'with Justice and propriety, and, in general, whether 
any of the expenses incident to the Department can be reduced without impairing the efficiency of its 
operations," I have the honor to submit a hasty but general sketch of the outlines of the business transacted 
annually in this Department. 

There are in the United Stat_es 1,644 mail-routes, 99,134 miles of post roads on which the mail is 
annually transported, and ab~ut 7,000 post offices. The amount of postages which will be collected in 
the current year will exceed _a_ Inillion _and a half of dollars. 

The following is a somewhat detailed view of the business for the current year: _ _ _ . _ • _ 
1st. Arranging the order anq ~1mnexioJ?.S of 411 mail-routes, being one•fourth of the whole, every year. 
2d. Examining and recording .6,QQ0 proposals for carrying the mail, comparing th~m and_deqiding 

the right, examining numero1_1s _t~stimonials .'YhJch accompany them, and,furnishing a letter ,of l!,qqe,P.tance 
to each successful applicant. _ . _ , , 
. 3d. Preparing and causing to be reciprocally executed 411 contracts, with triplicates, bonds, and 

sureties. 
4th. Superintending 1,644 mail-routes, regulating the movements of the mail, 9l_i?,ng~ng: it's d~rection, 

and examining the reports of the _daily performances of contractors. , __ • 
5th. Appointing, registering, _and commissioning more than 1,000 postmasters annually! receiving 

and registering their bonds; ~scertaining the. responsibility of their sureties, and establishing hundreds of 
new offices. 

6th. Superintending the management of more than 7,000 post offices, instructing postmasters, furnishing 
them with constructions of tlie law, and investigating their conduct when complaints are made. 

7th. Receiving, examining, and. aajusting more than 28,000 quarterly accounts of postmasters, 
covering together about 9_00, 000 folio pages; with additions of items, chiefly in cent!!, ainou~#~g, t9g~ther, 
to more than $1,500,000. _ . . . 

8th. Entering, in accounts_currep.t, ~~,000 accounts of postmasters, with all tl,ieir var~ous_ ite_ml[I, and 
furnishing statements to 2,000 postmasters of errors discovered in their accounts. 

9th. Opening more than·i,000 dead ietters daily, registering and forwarding to_ the~r. rirop):i~tors 
such of them as contain valuable enclosures. 
• -10th. Tracing lost letters; detecting and prosecuting depredations committed oi:i _the maj~. _ _ _ 

11th. Furnishing from th~ J)_o*s o{ .~I?:~ _qffice about 1,200 postmasters annualJy_~thfulJ ~ta:tements 
of their accounts. 

12th. Settling finally th~:ac~otjnts_ ap.d ·co)lecting the balances of 1~000· pos~m?,ster~. who an~ually 
go out of office; instituting and superintending about 200 suits in law for recovery. 

13th. Collecting, by drafts an~ _otherw.ise,_ g_uarter?"e{l.rly, the revenue arising from more than 7,000 
post offices, and reviewing the account of each four times in a year. 

14th. Settling the !!,CCoun~s, :~nc'! P?-Jlng_their amount, four times in the year, of the several contractors 
on 1,644 mail-routes, making together 6,576 accounts. . 

o In March, 1827, an advance was made out of the contingent fund of the Indian Department of $6,000, to pay the 
Seneca tribe of Indians the suppoaM amouht of·tne"interest on: $100,000 stock, held in trust for· tliem by tlie· !'resident of 
the United States; the agent charged· to-receive the interest ought to have refunded in 1827. This advance would, of-course; 
reduce the expenditure-for that-year to $87,828 07. 
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15th. Procuring mail bags for all the routes, locks, keys, paper; the printing and distribution of blank 
forms for accounts for the different offices, amounting to many hundred reams 

16th. Keeping distinct and separate accounts with the post offices, with contractors and other agents, 
requiring, besides the previous entries in accounts current, pay-books, cash-books, day-books, and journals, 
72,000 ledger entries. • 

17th. Preparing, quarter-yearly, for the Treasury, statements of the whole fiscal transactions of the 
Department, covering in the year about 1,200 large pag·es, accompanied with about 15,000 receipts and 
28,000 accounts, besides duplicates of all contracts and proposals. 

The correspondence growing out of the above operations will exceed six hundred letters daily. I not 
unfrequently open with my own hands between two and three hundred letters in a day on business relating 
to the various branches of the office. So extensive and complicateil. are its details, that an accurate view 
of the annual amount of labor cannot be formed without some practical knowledge on the subject. There 
is believed to be no civil branch of governmental operation, in this or any other country, which equals this 
Department in extent, or which embraces so great a variety of interests. Not less than twenty-five thousand 
agents are daily and hourly engaged in its service-a greater number than all the agents of the Govern
ment beside, including the Army and Navy. 

In regulating this immense force, it cannot be organized into masses and controlled by responsible 
heads, as the Army and Navy. Most of the agents act separately and independently of each other, and 
are each responsible to the chief of the Department. This arises from the nature of their duties, and causes 
a more extensivP-correspondence than is required in the other Departments of the Government. 

The public interest is intimately concerned in the faithful conduct of. all the persons employed in the 
operations of the mail; and the slightest omission of duty in any one of them cannot fail to produce some 
inconvenience, which may afford ground of complaint. Under such circumstances, some idea may be 
formed of the necessary energy in this office, which controls and is responsible for the individual acts of 
so great a number of agents. What is necessary to be done to-day cannot be postponed until to-morrow 
without injury to the public, and probably some loss of character to the Department. Hence the necessity 
of unceasing vigilance in all the clerks of this office. It is believed that they are as industrious and 
efficient as any other officers of the same grade employed by the Government, and that the public is as 
much b.enefitted by their labors. They receive less compensation than the clerks employed in the other 
Departments. A reduction of their number, or a failure to authorize the necessary additional aid, will 
paralyze the operations of the Depadment, and cause it to take a retrograde movement. The effects of 
this would be severely felt by the commercial and other interests of the country. 

I know of no expenses incident to the Department which can be reduced without impairing the 
efficiency of its operations. In the making of contracts for several years past there has been a great 
retrenchment of expenditure, taking into view the amount of service provided for; but this can only be 
accomplished by the ordinary progress of making contracts. • 

With great respect, I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
JOHN McLEAN. 

Hon. JAYEs HAlllLTON, Chairman, &c. 

No.'i. 

FEBRUARY 21, 1828. 
Sm: Your communication requesting the Clerk of the House of Representatives of the United States 

to inform the committee "whether any reduction can be made in the number of clerks employed by him, 
or in their salaries, and in the contingent expenses of the House, without injury to the public service," 
has been received; and in answer thereto, the Clerk begs leave to state that no reduction can be made in 
the number of the clerks in his office without serious inconvenience to the business of the House, and 
without rendering it impossible for him to keep up the present arrangement established during the last 
two sessions. Their pay I do not think one cent too high, considering thE' duties performed. 

The committee know how many hours are necessarily devoted during the session of Congress-more 
than in any public office; but I am satisfied no one can know, without being on the spot, the amount of 
labor done during the recess. 

The average 1·ecording done during a recess, from an estimate made, if paid for at the usual price, 
would be about $3,400. To this must be added the compiling, alliterating, copying, and correcting proofs 
of indexes to the journal, executive reports, bill-books, and reports of committees; collecting, examining, 
rearranging, filing, and endorsing all papers used during the session; arranging printed documents for 
binding; arranging original executive papers for binding; collecting and ananging all the books; settling 
all accounts; making detailed abstract for the Treasury and for the House; answering- all calls from the 
different Departments for papers on which legislation has taken place; answering all communications from 
members and private individuals, including copies of papers; making annual abstract of all appropriations; 
and a multitude of other matters, which cannot be estimated, incident to an office extending over or con
nected with all the legislation of the Union. These estimated duties can only be valued by the time 
employed, which I think could not be done at lef:s than $2,300, in addition to the $3,400, making the work 
done worth $5,700, or equal to six months and a half of aU the salaries. 

On the subject of the contingent expenses of the House, I beg leave to refer the committee to the 
report of the Committee of Accounts at the last session, on the expenditures of the year 1826, as follows: 

"The Committee of Accounts, to whom was referred the resolution of the 19th, instructing ijlem to 
inquire into the expedieilcy of reducing the contingent expenses of this House, beg leave to report: 

" That they have examined the expenditures of the House of Representatives as presented in the last 
account of the Clerk, amounting to $74,788 81; of which sum the standing expenditures, viz: printing, 
stationary, bookbinding, fuel, newspapers, post office, and_ messengers, make the sum of $65,990 7 5. 

" Incidental expenditures, new and old furniture, $3'69 98; the miscellaneous expenses amount to 
$8,427 98; of which sum, $6,451 33 were expended in pursuance of direct legislation, and orders by the House, 
leaving only $1,976 65 over which the committee had a control, and all of which was expended by the 
Clerk and Doorkeeper for objects deemed proper and necessary by the committee. 

"The whole of this sum having been e:xpended by the orders of the House, except the small balance 
VOL. V--136 B 
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expended by the Clerk and Doorkeeper, deemed necessary, the committee do not find that under the existing 
resolutions and orders of the House there can be any reduction of the contingent expenses thereof; and 
ask leave to be discharged from the further consideration of the subject." 

From this it will be seen how small a portion of the moneys is expended except by direct legislation. 
From the year 182'1, the sum e:lpended was $89,537 15; of which sum the standing-expenditures, viz: 

printing, stationery, bookbinding, fuel, newspapers, post office, and messengers, make the sum of 
$68,'160 60. Incidental expenses, new and old furniture, $893 02. The miscellaneous expenses amount 
to $13,093 53; of which sum, $12,219 25 were expended by direct legislation and by orders of the House, 
leaving only $8'14 28 expended by the Clerk and Doorkeeper for objects deemed proper and necessary by 
the Committee of Accounts. The excess of 1827 arose chiefly from the reprinting the journals up to the 
14th Congress; engraving and printing maps and charts; and also providing the stationery for the present 
session, which heretofore was paid to the contractor after the year expired; so that the account of stationery 
of 182'1, in fact, embraces the last and present sessions. 

From the aforegoing statements it will be perceived that the Clerk cannot point to any items of 
expenditure which might be dispensed with without alleging that the House has directed useless expendi
tures, which the Clerk most respectfully takes leave to say would-be getting "aboYe his business." 

The question has often been asked of me, "Why do we have so many messengers?" • I can only say 
that, so long as the same labor is required, not one can be dispensed with. 

In truth, from my chief clerk down to the runners, every one "goes for the work" and not by the 
hour. 

Most respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
MW. ST. CLAIR CLARKE, 

Clerk of the House of Representati1:es of the United States. 
Hon. JAMES HAMILTON, Jr., 

Chairman Select Committee. 

No. 8. 

Statement of the sums of money which ha1;e been disbursed through the State Department and settled at the 
Treasury upon the certijfoate of the Pre-&dent, without specification, since the 1st day of July, 1790, specify
ing the sum paid in each year; furn-ished in compliance with a letter of the Chairman of the Committee on 
Retrenchment of th£: 13th of February, 1828. 

On the 16th September, 1812 ...................................................... . 
From the 20th November, 1812, to the 10th March, 1813 ............................... . 
In the year 1813. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................................. . 

1815 ................................................................. . 
1817 ................................................................ . 
1820 ................................................................ . 
1823 ................................................................ . 
1824 ................................................................. . 
1825 ................................................................. . 
1826 ................................................................. . 
182'1 ................................................................. . 

$14,000 00 
51,652 56 
11,603 '14 

150 00 
'100 00 
400 00 

3,000 00 
2,130 32 
1,700 00 
1,666 66 
8,958 01 

96,051 29 

Payments of a similar nature to the foregoing were made under the act of the 1st of July, l '190, and 
subsequent acts; but from the destruction of accounts and vouchers by the conflagration of 1814, the 
Treasury do not possess the means of ascertaining the amounts expended with any precision. In the 
printed public accounts for the year 1794, however, the sum of $1,500 appears to have been advanced to 
Edmund Randolph, Secretary of State, on account of the "contingent charges of Government," pursuant 
to instructions of the President of the United States; and also, in the same accounts for 1796, the sum of 
$3,000 appears to have been advanced to Timothy Pickering, Secretary of State, "to defray the contingent 

• charges of Government." 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Regwter. 

TREASURY DEPARTIIENT, Regi,sters Office, February 28, 1828. 

No. 9. 

DEPARTMENT oF STATE, Washington, March 26, 1828. 
Sm: I have received your letter of the 24th instant, containing a copy of a resolution adopted by the 

Committee on Retrenchment, in which they are pleased to inquire: Did John H. Pleasants go as bearer of 
despatches from the United States to Rio Janeiro and Buenos Ayres in 1825? Did he deliver the 
despatches to the proper authority at Rio Janeiro and Buenos Ayres ? • If be did not go, what became 
of the despatches; who bore them to the Government of Rio Janeiro and Buenos Ayres? Where did J. 
H. Pleasants go after he left the United States? Was it not known to the Department, when his account 
was settled and paid him, that he had not been to Rio Janeiro or Buenos Ayres as bearer of despatches 
from this Government? 

In reply, I have the honor to state, for the information of the committee, that Mr. Pleasants was 
engaged in the spring of 1825 to carry to our respective Charges d'Affaires at the Brazils and Buenos 
Ayres their credentials, commissions, and general instructions, and other despatches from this Depart-
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ment; that, with that view, he left the city of Richmond, the place of his residence, on the 19th day of 
April, and embarked at the port of New York, on the 28th day of :May, 1825, on board the brig William 
Tell, having employed the intermediate time in seeking, from Baltimore to Boston, a vessel in wh"ch he 
could obtain a passage; that, whilst at sea, he was taken so ill as to be apprehensive of his life, which he 
supposed would be in imminent danger if he continued the voyage, and meeting a vessel at sea bound to 
Antwerp he transferred himself to her, and committed the despatches with which he was charged to the 
care of Captain Hinman, the master of the vessel William Tell; that the despatches, both for Mr. Forbes, 
our Charge d' .A.ff a ires at Buenos Ayres, and for Mr. Raguet, our Charge d' Affaires at Rio Janeiro, were 
delivered by the captain of the William Tell to the former gentleman on the 12th day of August, 1825, 
as will appear by an extract from a despatch from him under date the 15th day of September, 1825, 
marked A; and that those intended for Mr. Raguet were received by him on the 26th October, 1825, as 
will appear by an extract from a despatch from him under date of 12th of November, 1825, which is 
marked B. . 

I beg leave also to refer to a copy of a letter from Mr. Pleasants, under date of the 'rth day of July, 
1825, marked C, and to an extract from a letter from him, under date of October 22, 1825, marked D, as 
explaining more fully the motives which induced him to change his destination and to commit the public 
despatches in his care to Captain Hinman. During his voyage in the Antwerp vessel Mr. Pleasants met 
at sea a vessel bound to Liverpool to which he transferred himself, and he arrived in that port on the 1st 
day of July, 1825. He reached the port of New York, on his return to the United States, on the 22d of 
October, 1825, bringing with him despatches for this Department from Mr. R. King, our minister at the 
Court of London. 

It was known at this Department when the account of Mr. Pleasants was settled and closed that he 
had not reached Rio de Janeiro or Buenos Ayres, but it was also known that the despatches which had 
been intrusted to him had been received by the persons to whom they were respectively addressed, and 
it was believed that he had been prevented from personally delivering them by the causes already 
stated. Supposing the affliction of disease did not occasion a forfeiture of all claim for expenses and all 
compensation for services, the allowances made to him were according to established usage, which has 
prevailed as far back as any traces of the accounts of bearers of despatches can be discerned, in the 
'freasury. Agreeably to that usage, they are generally allowed their expenses, personal and travelling·, 
to the port of embarkation, their passage money at sea, their expenses, personal and travelling, from • 
the port of debarkation to the places of their destination, and the like expenses and passage money on 
their return home; and they receive, moreover, a compP-nsation for their services of six dollars per day, 
out of which they defray their expenses whilst they remain at the places to which they are sent or may 
stay at Washington for despatches. 

Upon an examination of Mr. Pleasants' account it will be seen that it has been adjusted according 
to these principles; and, of the sum received by him, $756 was for per diem allowance, and the residue on 
account of expenses and passage money. 

It was not believed that the visitation of Providence with which he was afflicted ought to deprive 
him of all allowance for expenses and all compensation for services, but it was not thought right that the 
per diem should be continued during the whole period of his absence from home, and until his return to 
New York on the 22d of .October, 1825. It was therefore limited to the 22d of August, 1825, that being 
the time when it was estimated he might have returned to the United States, if, after abandoning the 
voyage to South America, he had sought an opportunity of coming home instead of proceeding to Europe. 
It was within the discretion of the Department to have compensated him as the bearer of despatches from 
Mr. King, but it was not deemed proper to make him any allowance for that service. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
H. CLAY. 

Hon. JAlIES HnITLTON, Jr., 
Chairman of the Committee on Retrenchment, House of Representatii:es. 

A. 

Extracts of a letter from Mr. Forbes to Mr. Clay, dated Buenos Ayres, &pte:mber 15, 1825. 

•• On the 12th of Angust I received from Captain Hinman, of brig William Tell, my commission as Charge 
d' Affaires, together with the instructions you were pleased to send me and some accompanying letters." 

"You will long since have learned from Mr. Plasants, the gentleman charged with your despatches, 
his abandonment of his voyage, and return to the United States, by which I lost, to my regret, the 
pleasure of his acquaintance and of paying due respect to your recommendation." 

B. 

Extract of a letter from Mr. Raguel to Mr. Olay, dated Rio de Janciro, Noveniher 12, 1825. 

11 On the evening of the 23d ultimo I received from Mr. Forbes, at Buenos Ayres, letters dated on the 
16th and 31st of .August, informing me of the arrival at that port on the 10th of that month of a trunk 
containing my credentials, with a number of books and other articles, which had been shipped at New 
York, regretting the delay to which it had been subjected whilst in his charge, owing to the want of 
opportunity, and finally advising me of its having been embarked on board the Sweedish brig Pallas, the 
vessel which conveyed the said letter, and which entered this harbor on the day preceding. 

11 On the following morning I called upon the Acting Minister for Foreign Affairs, informed him of 
the fact, and requested permission to land the trunk and to pass it through the custom-house without the 
necessity of its being opened. This he cheerfully promised to grant, but a delay occurring in the 
Treasury Department the order was not issued until the 26th, when I received the tr,~nk unopened, 

• 
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containing the several despatches from your Department, numbered 1, 2, 3, and 4, of the 14th, 13th, 16th, 
and 16th of .April last, respectively, together with the books, papers, and documents therein enumerated, 
excepting the 24th 'volume of Niles' Register,' which Mr. Forbes ascertained to be deficient at Buenos 
.Ayres. I have no doubt that Mr. Forbes used all due diligence in forwarding this package, and I have 
ascertained from Captain Martin, of the J asseur, that when he offered to bring it he was not certain of a 
destination direct for Rio de Janeiro, which was the cause of the preference being given to the other 
vessel." 

C. 

Mr. Pleasants to ]Jfr. Olay. 

LIVERPOOL, Jvly 7, 1825. 
MY DEAR Sm: If you are surprised at the date of my letter, I am scarcely less surprised at the 

circumstance myself. To be in England at all is what I never expected. To be here when I expected to 
have been in Buenos Ayres seems rather the effect of enchantment than of ordinary causation. It 
remains, sir, for me to account for this apparent dereliction of duty; and I cannot but hope that a plain 
statement of the circumstances which changed my destination will exculpate me from any blame in your 
eyes, solicitous as I am to preserve that good opinion which procured for me the charge conferred by the 
Department of State. 

After many ineffectual att.empts to secure an earlier passage, in which I was baffled by the diminished 
intercourse between the United States and the provinces of South America which lie beyond the Spanish 
Main, I succeeded in procuring a passage in the brig William Tell, which sailed from New York on the 
28th of May for the river Plate. This vessel was not such a one as I should have selected had I had my 
choice. Being simply a merchant ship, it was destitue of comfortable accommodation; nevertheless, 

. becoming impatient for action, and foreseeing that if I neglected that opportunity I might meet with no 
other, I availed myself of it, and sailed, as stated, on the 28th of May. I speedily had cause to regret 
my precipitation in choosing such a ship. The cabin, not fifteen feet square, was destined to accommo
date; in a voyage which would occupy from sixty to ninety days, twenty-five passengers. The quantity 
of these individuals was in no respect * * * * * by their respective qualities; they were, for the most 
part, mechanics emigrating to that country, and the filth of their persons and obstreperous * * * * * of 
their deportment was by no means corresponding to the republican respectability of their profession. 
When the horrors of sea-sickness were superadded to the other painful circumstances attending my 
situation, my sufferings became greater than I can describe. Deprived of every comfort, with not ten 
feet square for exercise, a pestilential air, and most offensive smell pervading every part of the ship, and 
even without the most common medicines, I assure you, sir, that death would have been no unwelcome 
visitor. I was seized with a high fever, and in ten days reduced, in my own opinion and in that of those 
around me, to the brink of the grave. At this time we spoke an American ship, from New York, bound to 
Antwerp; the captain, who was likewise ill, was bearing for Fayal, in the Azores, and by great persuasion 
was induced to take me on board, in a miserable condition. Two days after this removal my new captain 
recovered his indisposition, and resumed his course for Antwerp. Having no inclination to visit Holland, 
I determined to avail myself of the nex;t ship that we might speak, and return to the United States or go 
to England. From the time that I boarded the vessel in which I then was I bad begun slowly to recover, 
from the superior comforts of its accommodations. On the 20th of June we spoke the brig Olive, from 
New York to this port, and the captain consenting to receive me, I arrived in Liverpool on the 1st instant, 
having been at sea thirty-three days. The despatches which were intrusted to my care I forwarded to 
Mr. Forbes, in charge of Captain Hinman, of the William Tell, to whom he was consigned, stating the 
reasons of my not bearing them in person, and requesting him to forward those for Mr. Raguet, at Rio. If 
the William Tell goes safely, the despatches will safely reach their destination. 

These, sir, are the circumstances which have brought me to England, and I hope that they are such 
as to excuse my abandonment of my charge. As I am here, I have determined to devote a few weeks to 
the purpose of seeing the country, after which I shall have the pleasure of giving you, in person, a more 
detailed account of my voyage. • 

With high respect, your obedient servant, 
JNO. H. PLEASANTS. 

D 

Extract of a letter from John H. Pleasants to Mr. Olay, dated New York, October 22, 1824,[5.] 

"ConvinceJ as I am that my life would have fallen a sacrifice had I persevered in the voyage, and 
although too ill at the moment to exert any agency in the step, I cannot help feeling uneasiness at the. 
impressions the apparent abandonment of my trip may have made on your mind. This uneasiness is 
proportioned to the frank confidence with which that trust was conferred. I shall be uneasy until I have 
the honor of hearing from you; and I entreat you, sir, if your engagements will permit, to address a line 
to me at this place, where I am forced to remain a few days." 

.. 
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No. JO. 

Statement of the annual recmpts and expenditures of the United States from March 4, 1789, to December 31, 182'i. 

EXPENDITURES. 

YEARS. TOTAL RF.CEIPTS. 

Total, exclusive of Public debt. Total. 
public debt. . 

Prom March 4, 1789, to December 31, 1791. ; ••••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ........ $10,210,025 75 $1,919,589 52 $5,287, 949 50 $7,207,539 02 
Washington's administration• ......•.•.••••.... •••••·••••• .•••. ... )79-2 8, 740, 766 77 1,877,903 68 7,263,665 99 9,141.569 67 

1793 • 5, 720, 624 28 J, 710,070 26 5,819,505 29 7,529,575 55 
1794 10,041,101 65 3,500,545 65 51801,57!! 09 9130-2,ll4 74 
1795 9,419,802 79 4,350,658 Ot 6,084,411 61 10,435,069 65 
1796 s, 740,329 65 2,531,930 40 5,835, 846 44 8,367, r,5 84 

Atlams' administrntiont .•....••.•.. - •.....•.... \.. . . ............ 1797 8,758,916 40 2,833,590 96 5,792,421 82 8,626,012 78 

•• 1798 s,209,070 01 4,623,223 54 3,990,!!94 14 8,613,517 68 
1799 12,621,459 84 6,480,166 72 4,596,876 78 11,011,043 50 
1800 12,451,1€4 14 7,41l,369 97 4,578,369 93 11,989,739 92 

Jctrerson'i:i: administrationf ••••• •••·•• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••••• •••• •••. 1801 12, 945, 455 95 4,981,669 90 7,291,707 04 12,273, 376 94 
180-2 151001,:l!ll 31 3,737,079 91 9,539,004 76 13,276,084 67 
1803 11,064,097 63 4,002,824 44 7, 256, 159 43 11,258,983 67 
1804 11,835,840 02 4,452, 858 91 8,171,787 -15 12,624,646 36 
1805 13,689, 508 14 6,357,234 62 7,369,889 79 11,727,124 41 
1806 15,608, ll28 78 6,080,209 36 s, 989,884 61 15, 070, 093 97 
1807 16,398,019 26 4, 984, 572 89 6,307,720 10 11,2921292 S9 
1808 17,062,544 09 6,504,338 85 10,260,245 35 16,764,584 20 

Madison, before the war§ ••••••••••.••• •••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 1809 7,773,473 12 7,414,672 14 6,452,554 16 13,867,2-26 30 
)810 12,144,206 53 5,311,082 28 8,008,904 46 1;,,319,9~5 74 
1811 14,431,838 14 5,592, 604 €6 8,009,204 05 13,601,SOS 91 

This series of years embraces the expenses of the war and its 1812 22,639,032 76 17,829,498 70 4,449,622 45 22,279,121 15 
arrearages growing out of the balances due on account of the war. 1813 40,524, 844 95 2d,082,396 92 11, 108, 123 44 39,190,520 36 

1814 34,559,536 95 30,127,686 38 7,900,543 94 38,0'28,230 32 
1815 50,961,237 60 26,953,571 00 12,628, 922 35 39,582,493 35 
1816 57,171,421 82 2J,373,432 58 24,871, 062 93 48,244,495 51 
1817 33, E33, 59-2 33 • 15,454, 609 9-2 25,423,036 12 40,8i7,646 04 
1818 21,593,936 66 13,80<',673 78 21,296,201 62 35,104,875 40 
1819 24,605,665 37 16,300,273 44 7, 703, 9-26 29 24,004,199 73 
1820 20,881, 493 68 13,134,530 57 8,628,494 28_ 21,763,024 85 
1821 19,573, 703 72 10,723,479 00 8,367,093 63 19, 090, 572 69 

Mr. Monroe's last three yearsH ..... ••••• ••••• •••• •••• •••• •••••• •••• 1822 20,232,427 94 '9,827,643 51 7,848,949 12 17,676,fi92 63 
1823 20,540,666 26 9, 784, 154 59 5,530,016 41 15,314,171 00 
1824 24,381,212 79 15,330,144 71 16,568,393 76 31,698,538 47 

Mr. Adam•' first three years'lf ••••••••• ••••·•••••. •••••• ·••••• •••••· 1825 26, 840, 858 02 ll, 490, 459 94 12,095,344 78 23,585,804 72 
1826 25,260,434 21 13, 06i!, 316 21 11,041,082 19 24,103,398 46 
1827 22,978,506 68 12,730,501 87 10,003,668 39 22, 734, 170 26 

364,671,570 94 S38, 172,462 51 70-2, 844, 033 45 

• $2,794,221 81 avt>rage expense annually. 
~ $6,106,119 76 average expense annually. 

$9,98J,647 60. 

f $5,337,08"/ 79 average expense annually. t 5,137,598 61 average expense annually. 
II $51000,000 included tor Florida purchase. Average, excluding $5,000,000 Florida purchase, 

'If $12,427,759 36 average e%penso annually. 

Jom-nal, of proceedings of the Committee on Retrenchment. 

• IN THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED ST.ATES, February 6, 1828. 
Resolved, That a select committee be appointed, whose duty it shall be to inquire and report to this 

House if any, and what, retrenchment can be made, with safety to the public interest, in the number of 
the officers of the Government of the United States, and in the amount of salaries which they may 
respectively receive; more especially to report specifically on the following heads: 

1st. What reductions of expense can be made in the State Department, in the number and salaries 
of the officers and clerks attached to this Department; in the expenses regulating the foreign intercourse, 
and in the printing and distribution of the public Jaws of the United States. . 

2d. What reductions in the Treasury Department, and whether an effective system of accountability 
and for the collection of the public dues is there established. 

3d. What reductions of expense can be made, in the Navy Department, in the clerks and officers now 
acting subordinately to the Secretary of the Navy. • . 

4th. What reductions of expense can be made in the Department of War, in the Indian Department, 
and in the clerks and officers now acting subordinately to the Secretary of War. 

5th. What reductions of expense can be made in the number of officers, and the amount of compensa
tion which they may receive, in the Postmaster General's Department. 

And that the committee be further instructed to examine the several contingent funds of each of 
these Departments, and to report the amount and objects for which disbursements have been made from 
itrese funds; and that they report the amounts, vouched and unvouched, which have been paid from the 
secret service fund since the 1st day of July, 1790, or the fund regulating the contingencies of foreign 
intercourse, and of the fund for the expenses of the intercourse with the Barbary Powers. 

And that they further report whether the compensation of members of Congress should b~ reduced, 
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and whether the fixed salaries of the officers of this House, and its contingent expenses, can with pro
priety be diminished. 

And further, that they inquire whether any modification of the Sinking Fund act can be made with a 
view of producing a more speedy extinguishment of the public debt. 

Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Ingham, Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Rives, Mr. Everett, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Wright, of 
New York, were appointed the committee, in pursuance of the said resolution. 

FEBRUARY 12, 1828-10 o'clock. 

Committee met. Present: Messrs. Hamilton, Ingham, Sergeant, Rives, and Wickliffe. 
The resolution authorizing the appointment of the committee was read by the chairman; whereupon, 
Mr. Rives moved the following resolution, which was agreed to by the committee: • 
Resol1:ed, That the chairman of the committee address a letter to the head of each of the Executive 

Departments, and of the _Post Office Departmen-t,, requesting information whether, in their opinion, there 
be any officers in either of those Departments whose services may be dispensed with without detriment to 
the public interest; or if the salaries of any of them can be reduced consistently with justice and pro
priety; and, in general, whether any of the expenses incident to those Departments can be reduced without 
impairing the efficiency of their operations. 

Mr. Ingham moved the following resolution, which was adopted: • • 
Resoh;ed, That the chairman be directed to reqlwst the Secretary of the Treasury to lay before this 

committee a statement of the sums of money which have been disbursed through the State Department, 
and settled at the Treasury upon the certificate of the President, without specification, since the 1st day 
of July, l '190, specifying the sum paid in each year. 

Mr. Wickliffe moved the following resolution: 
Resolved, That the chairman address a letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, requesting a statement 

from his Department of the amount appropriated for the contingent expenses of the Indian Department for 
each year since the 1st day of January, 1825, and the objects, specifically, for which the sum has been 
expended, and the names of the persons to whom paid. 

Mr. Sergeant proposed to amend ·the said resolution by striking out the words " 1st day of January, 
1825," and inserting "from the dale of the change of the regulation of the Indum Department by the last act;" 
which amendment was rejected, and Mr. Wickliffe's resolution was then adopted. 

Mr. Ingham moved the following resolution, which was adopted: ' 
Resol1:ed, That the chairman be directed to request the Clerk of the House of Representatives to inform 

this committee whether any reduction can be made in the number of clerks employed by him, or in their 
salaries, and in the contingent expenses of the House, without injury to the public service. 

Mr. Cambreleng appeared in the place of Mr. Wright, of New York, who was excused from serving 
on said committee by the House. 

Mr. Rives moved the following resolution, which was adopted: 
Resol'Ved, That the chairman of the committee address a letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, 

requesting him to cause to be communicated to the committee, with as little delay as possible, a statement 
showing the amount annually expended on each object of expenditure out of the funds appropriated for 
the contingent expenses of the several Executive Departments for the years 1825, 1826, and 182'1, which 
has been settled at the Treasury. 

Mr. Rives also moved the following resolution, which was adopted: 
Resoli;ed, That the chairman of the committee address a letter to the Secretary of the Treasury, 

requesting him to cause to be communicated to the committee, with as little delay as possible, a statement 
showing the amount annually expended on each object of expenditure and $ettled at the Treasury out of 
the funds appropriated for the contingencies, enumerated and not enumerated, of the naval service, and 
the contingencies of the military service, for the years 1825, 1826, and 182'1. 

And then the committee adjourned. 

MoNDAY, February 18, 1828. 

Committee inet. Present: Messrs. Ingham, Sergeant, Rives, Wickliffe, and Cambreleng. 
The following resolution was submitted by Mr. Ingham, and agreed to: 
Resolved, That the chairman request the Secretary of the Treasury to lay before the committee a 

statement of the respective sums disbursed from the appropriations for the outfits and salaries of public 
ministers; for the contingent expenses of missions abroad; for intercourse with the Barbary,.Powers; and 
that part of the appropriation for the contingent expense of foreign intercourse which hasbeen settled 
at the Treasury in the usual manner; specifying the objects of the disbursements and to whom paid 
since Jan.nary I,' 1822. 

MoNDAY, February 25, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Messrs. Hamilton, Everett, Ingham, Cambreleng, and Wickliffe. 
The chairman laid oefore the committee the following copy of the circular addressed to the different 

Departments, requesting the information by the several resolutions passed~ 

. W AsmNGTON, February 13, 1828. 
"Sm: I do myself the honor of transmitting you a copy of a resolution adopted yesterday by the 

Committee on Retrenchment, and beg leave to solicit your attention to that part of it relating to your 
Department, from which the committee will be happy to receive the information required." 

Mr. Everett asked permission to have it entered on thP-journal of the committee that he had been 
prevented from attending the former meetings of the committee in consequence of absence from Washington 
in attendance on a member of his family dangerously sick. 

The chairman laid bef re the committee the answers of the Postmaster General and Clerk of -the 
House of Representatives tJ the resolutions directed to them. • . 

Mr. Wickliffe offered the fo11owing resolutions: 
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Navy be requested to furnish this committee with a statement 
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of the amount paid as compensation to the officers of the Navy for and on account of extra duty for the 
year 1826; showing the amount paid to each officer, and for what duty or services paid. 

Resolwd, That the Secretary of War be requested to furnish this committee with a statement of the 
amount paid as compensation to the officers of the Army for and on account of extra duty for the year 
1826; showing the amount paid to each officer, and for what services paid. 

Mr. Everett proposed to amend these resolutions ,by striking out of each "for the year 1826," and 
inserting from the first ef Jfarch, 1821; which amendment was lost, and the resolutions were then agreed to. 

Mr. Ingham moved the following resolution, which was adopted: • 
llesolwd, That the chairman request the Clerk of the House of Representatives to lay before the 

committee the original accounts for printing and other contingencies for the House of Representatives 
during the last session. 

And then the committee adjourned. 

MoND.AY, March 3, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Messrs. Hamilton, Sergeant, Everett, Rives, Ingham, and Cambreleng. 
The chairman reported that, on the day after the adoption of the resolutions at the last meeting of 

the committee, he caused to be communicated to the proper persons copies of the said resolutions. 
The chairman also reported and read a communication from the Secretary of the Navy in answer to 

the resolution of February 12, adopted, which was received by him on the 27th February. 
The chairman (Mr. Hamilton) further communicated that the Secretary of the Treasury had, on the 

27th February, vet·bally informed him that the clerks in his Department were busily engaged in making 
out the documents required by the resolution of the committee of the 12th February, and that the answer 
would be communicated in the first of the present week. 

Mr. Ingham moved the following resolution, which was agreed to: 
Resolved, That the chairman address a letter to the Secretary of State, and of the Treasury, and of 

War, requesting them to inform the committee when they may expect to receive an answer to the letter 
of the chairman of the 13th February, respecting the reduction in the number and salaries of the officers 
attached to their Departments, and the contingent expenses of the same. 

Mr. Ingham also moved the following resolution, which was agreed to: 
Resolved, That the chairman of the committee request the Secretary of the Navy to inform the com

mittee what number of sick officers and seamen and marines were provided for at the several naval 
hospitals during the year 1826. 

The Clerk of the House of Representatives produced his accounts, in obedience to the order of the 
committee; which, on motion of Mr. Ingham, were referred to a committee of three, and Mr. Ingham, 
Mr. Sergeant, and Mr. Wickliffe were appointed said committee. 

And then the committee adjourned. 

SATURDAY, March 8, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Everett, Mr. Rives, Mr. Wickliffe, Mr. Cambreleng, Mr. 
Sergeant, and Mr. Ingham. 

The chairman laid before the committee reports from the Department of the Treasury, viz: 
1. A letter containing documents Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, giving amount of the contingent expenses in 

the Departments of State, Navy, War, and Treasury offices, &c. 
2. A letter of the Secretary of the Treasury upon the subject of reducing the number of officers and 

the amount of salaries. 
Also, reports from the Departments of War and State upon the same subject. 
Resolwd, That the letter of the Clerk of the House on the mode of printing and arranging the docu

ments be referred to the Committee on the Expenditure of the Contingent Fund of the House of Repre
sentatives. 

Mr. Rives moved the following resolution, which was agreed to: 
&solved, That the communications from the heads of the Executive Departments to the chairman of 

this committee be referred to sub-committees of three mern bers, with instructions to consider and report 
thereon to the committee. 

The committee then resolved that their next meeting shall be on Thursday next, and every Monday 
and Thursday morning after at 10 o'clock. 

And then the committee adjourned. 

THURSDAY, Jfarch 13, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Rives, Mr. Everett, Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Wickliffe, and 
Mr. Cambreleng. 

The chairman announced the following sub-committees under the resolution of the last meeting: 
On all communications from the Treasury Department, Mr. Cambreleng, Mr. Sergeant, and Mr. Ingham. 
On all communications from the War Department, Mr. Ingham, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Everett. 
On all communications from the Navy Department, Mr. Rives, Mr. Sergeant, and Mr. Cambreleng. 
U!! all communications from the State Department, Mr. Wickliffe, filr. Everett, and Mr. Rives. 
The chairman read the communication from the Secretary of War, in answer to the resolution of the 

25th February, 1828, upon the subjectment of the extra pay to officers of the Army. 
Orde1·ed, That the same be referred to the Committee on the Accounts and Reports of the Department 

of War. 
Mr. Cambreleng moved the following -resolution, which was adopted: 
llesol1:ed1 That the Secretary of the Treasury be requested to furnish a statement exhibiting the 

present organization of the Treasury Department, and, more especially, showing the mode of presenting, 
adjusting, and paying accounts with and against the United States and the several Departments, :tnd of 
issuing drafts and warrants for the payment of money to individuals, or for the several Departments of 
the public service; also, stating the duties assigned to and discharged by the Secretary of the Treasury, 
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First and ·Second Comptrollers, Treasurer and Register of the Treasury, First, Second, Third, Fourth 
and Fifth Auditors, respectively, under and by existing regulations. 

Mr. Everett moved the following resolution, which was adopted: 
Resolved, That the Secretary of War be requested to furnish this committee with a statement of the 

amount paid annually as compensation to the officers of the Army for and on account of extra duty from 
the 4th of March, 1821, to the present time, showing the amount paid to each officer, and for what service 
paid, except for the year 1826. 

• Mr. Rives moved the following resolution, which was adopted: 
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be requested to furnish this committee with statements 

showing the sums expended on each object of expend~ture out of the funds appropriated for the con
tingent expenses of the several Executive Departments for the years 1822, 1823, and 1824, similar to 
those already furnished for the years 1825, 1826, and 1827. 

And then the committee adjourned. 

MoNDAY, March I'i, 1828. 

Committee met. All present. 
The chairman announced that he had transmitted to the appropriate Departments the resolutions 

passed at the last meeting; he also announced that he had received no further answers to the previous 
calls of the committee; but he had understood, verbally, that the contingent accounts of foreign intercourse 
would be transmitted in the course of a day or two. 

On motion of Mr. Everett, the hour of the meeting was changed from IO to 11 o'clock in the morning. 
The committee then adjourned. 

THURSDAY, March 20, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Rives, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Cambreleng. 
The chairman communicated that he had received a communication from the Secretary of the Treasury, 

accompanying the contingent expenses of the Indian Department for each year since the 1st January, 
1825, marked A, and numbered from I to 14. Also a communication covering a statement for contingen
cies, enumerated and not enumerated, for the naval service. 
• The first communication was referred to the sub-committee on the War Department, and the last to 

the sub-committee on the Navy Department. 
Also a communication from the Secretary of the Treasury, covering a statement of sums disbursed 

from the appropriations for the outfits and salaries of public ministers; for the contingent expenses of 
missions abroad; for intercourse with the Barbary Powers; and that part of the appropriation of the 
contingent expenses of foreign intercourse which has been settled at the 'freasury in the usual manner; 
specifying the object of the disbursement and to whom paid since January, 1822. • 

Which communication was referred to the sub-committee on the State Department. 
And then the committee adjourned. 

MONDAY, March 24, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Ingham, Mr. Rives, Mr. Everett, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. 
Cambreleng . 

.After the reading of the journal, Mr. E\"'erett desired to have it entered on the same that he was pre
vented from attending the last meeting by the death of a member of his family. 

The chairman reported that since the last meeting of the committee no further answers had been 
received from the Departments to the calls of the committee, but he understood that those remaining were 
in progress and would be shortly communicated. 

Mr. Wickliffe offered the following resolution, which was adopted: 
Resolved, That the chairman of the committee address a letter to the Secretary of State to ascertain 

the following facts: 
Did John H. Pleasants go as bearer of despatches from the United States to Rio Janeiro and Buenos 

.Ayres in 1825 ? . 
Did he deliver the despatches to the proper authority at Rio Janeiro and Buenos Ayres ? 
If he did not go, what became of the despatches? Who bore them to the Governments of Rio Janeiro 

and Buenos Ayres ? 
Where did John H. Pleasants go after he left the United States? Was it not known to the Depart

ment, when his account was settled and paid him, that he had not been to Buenos Ayres as the bearer 
of despatches from this Government? 

The committee adjourned, to meet at 11 o'clock on Thursday next. 

THURSDAY, March 27, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Ingham, Mr. Rives, Mr. Everett, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. 
Cambreleng·. . 1 

The chairman communicated a copy of his-note to the Secretary of State, enclosing a copy of the 
resolution adopted by the committee at its last meeting. • 

He also communicated Mr. Clay's reply to the same, containing sundry letters respecting the employ
ment of John Hamblin Pleasants as bearer of despatches to Rio Janeiro and Buenos Ayres; which, after 
being read, were referred to the sub-committee on the Department of State. 

The chairman also communicated a letter from the Secretary of the Navy, covering a statement of 
the amount paid as compensation to the officers of the Navy for and on account of extra duty for the year 
18--26; showing the amount paid to each officer, and for what duty or service paid; which was referred to 
the sub-committee on the Navy Department. 

The committee then adjourned, to meet again on Thursday next at 10 o'clock. 

THURSDAY .April 3, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Cambreleng, Mr. Everett, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr.-Rives. 
The chairman communicated a letter from the Secretary of the Navy, accompanied by a statement 

• 
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showing the "number of officers, seamen, and marines provided for at the several navy hospitals during 
the year 1826;" which was referred to the sub-committee on the Navy Department. 

Mr. Wickliffe offered the following resolution, which was adopted: 
Resol'Ved, That the chairman ask of the House leave to send for persons and papers. 
The committee then adjourned to Saturday at 10 o'clock. 

SATURDAY, .April 5, 1828. 

The chairman met to adjourn the committee, by instructions of a majority of the committee during 
its recess, in consequence of the continued indisposition of Mr. Sergeant and the absence of Mr. Ingham. 

The members of the committee were then summoned to meet on Monday, April 7, at 10 o'clock. 

MONDAY, .April 7, 1828. 

The committee met pursuant to adjournment. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Cambreleng, Mr. Everett, 
Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Rives. 

The chairman communicated the resolution adopted by the House on the 4th instant, in the following 
words: 

"Resolved, That the Select Committee on the subject of Retrenchment be empowered to send for 
persons and papers." 

The chairman also communicated a le~ter from the Secretary of the Treasury, accompanied by state
ments of the contingent expenditures of the State, Treasury, ·war, and Navy Departments for the years 
1822, 1823, and 1824, together with a general abstract thereof; which were severally referred to the sub
committees on those Departments. 

The chairman also communicated a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury on the organization of 
the Treasury Department, &c., accompanied by communications from the subordinate officers of the 
Treasury, numbered from 1 to 9, being in compliance with a resolution of the committee adopted on the 
13th March; which papers were referred to the sub-committee on the Treasury Department, &c. 

Mr. Wickliffe offered the following resolution, which was adopted: 
Resolved, That summons be issued for Thomas B. Dashiel and G. W. Dashiel, James :McCleary, ancl 

James Laurie, to attend the committee on W ednesdry next at 9 o'clock. 
The committee then adjourned to Wednesday at 10 o'clock. 

WEDNESDAY, .April 9, 1838. 

The committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Cambreleng, Mr. Everett, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. 
Rives. 

Several witnesses, to wit, Thomas B. Dasbiel, George W. Dashiel, Dr. Laurie, and James McCleary, 
attended, in pursuance of a summons from the chairman. 

Thomas B. Dashiel, George W. Dashiel, and Dr. Laurie were severally sworn and examined. 
The following are questions propounded to Thomas B. Dashiel and answers given: . 
Questwn. In what office are you clerk? 
.Answer. In the office of the Treasurer. 
Question. Who is the chief clerk in the Treasurer's office? 
Answer. I am acting as chief clerk pro tempore. Samuel Brooks who has retired for twelve months, 

from old age, from the office, is the regular chief clerk of the office. 
Question. What is his salary as fixed by law? 
.Answer. His salary is $1,700 per annum. 
Question. How long since he has done any duty in the office of the Treasurer? 
Answer. About twelve months. 
Question. Who performs the duties of chief clerk in the Treasurer's office? 
.Answer. I do. 
Questwn. Did or did not the said Sam"Hel Brooks agree with you, or some other of the clerks in the 

Department, that if you or they would do his business as chief clerk he would give you $900 of his salary? 
If he did not make such agreement, state what agreement be did make . 

.Amrwer. Mr. Brooks made no agreement with me; when he retired from the office llfr. Tucker directed 
me to do the business. There was no agreement between Mr. Brooks and myself whatever. 

Question. Has he received any portion of his salary since he left the office and ceased to do business? 
.Answer. Mr. Brooks received a salary at the rate of $1,400 per annum for the first three months after 

he retired, since which time he has received at the rate of $800 per annum. 
Question. Who receives the balance of the $1,700 appropriated by law? 
.Answer. I receive, in addition to my salary, $300 as fixed by law, making my compensation equal to 

$1,700; George W. Dashiel receives, in addition to his salary as fixed by law, the sum of $250; B. B. Beall 
receives, in addition to his salary, $160; G. Beall receives, in addition to his salary, $200; and the duties 
heretofore performed by G. Beall are performed by Mr. Moore, the messenger, who receives as assistant 
clerk a fixed salary of $400; he does duty as an assistant clerk to the chief clerk. The same quantum 
of labor is now performed in the office by those persons above mentioned as was performed by the whole 
of the clerks when Mr. Brooks was in the office; no inconvenience results from the absence of Mr. Brooks. 

Questwn. What are the age and circumstances of Mr. Brooks, and how long has he been in office? 
.Answer. His age is about 77 years; his circumstances are considered good. He entered the office 

abo_ut 1792; he has occasionally been indisposed; sometimes cqnfined for a week or ten days. The 
assistant clerk was granted in 1818, as well as I can recollect. 

Questwn. Why was the assistant clerk granted? 
.Answer. He was granted in consequence of the old age of Mr. Brooks, who could not get along with 

the business as well as was required. 
George W. Dashiel states, upon interrogatories, that Mr. Brooks retired from the office on account of 

his inefficiency to perform the duties of chief clerk; he rather retarded the business than otherwise; he 
received his salary for about three months after he retired. Some time after he retired, the arrangement 
was made by the Treasurer by which he was to receive $800 of his salary, and the promotions took place 
with the increase of salary as stated by Thomas B. Dashiel. Mr. Brooks has no wife or family. He is 
unable to state what are his circumstances. • •• •' 
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Questions propounded to Dr. Laurie: 
Question. What portion of time does Anthony Morris.devote to public duties in the office of the 

Register of the Treasury, and what duties has he performed for the last twelve months? 
Answer. I am not employed in the same room in that office, and, therefore, cannot say to what extent 

of time devoted or duties performed by Mr. Morris. 
Mr. Wickliffe offered the following resolution, which was adopted: 
Resolved, That a summons be issued for Michael Nourse to attend as a witness before this committee. 
The chairman communicated a letter from the Secretary of War, with communications from the 

Second and Third Auditors, &c., which were referred to the sub-committee on the "vVar Department. 
The committee then adjourned to Saturday, 9 o'clock. 

SATURDAY, .April 12, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Ingham, Mr. Everett, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Cambreleng. 
The chairman then stated that a subpcena had been returned as duly served on Mr. Michael Nourse, 

the chief clerk of the Register's office, who now attended to answer such questions touching any inquiry 
the committee might make of him. 

Mr. Nourse being sworn, 
Mr. Wickliffe propounded the following questions: . 
Q'IJ!Stion. Are you acquainted with Mr. Anthony Morris, clerk in the Register's office? State the 

duties he performs, and the proportion of time throughout the year he is engaged in the discharge of the 
same . 

.Answer. Witness says he is acquainted with Mr. Morris. He is a clerk in the Register's office. He 
does not know the duties he performs. Mr. Morris is in a room by himself, and he does not know how 
much he is engaged. • 

Question. Do you believe his services to the Government essential to the regular discharge of the 
business of the Register's office; and are they, in your opinion, worth the salary of $1,400 paid him? 

.Answer. Witness does not feel himself authorized to express an opinion, as he is not particularly 
acquainted with the duties performed by Mr. Morris. 

By Mr. l!}verett. When and by whom was Mr. Morris appointed clerk? 
.Answer. He was appointed, witness thinks, about three years ago next fall; his appointment was 

made by the Register, with the approbation, he thinks, of Mr. Crawford. . .. 
By Mr. Camhreleng. Who filled the office before Mr. Morris' appoinlment? 
.Ansu:er. Mr. Charles Dawson. 
By Mr. Wickliffe. Do you know what duties Mr. Dawson performed? 
.Answer. He kept the impost book and assisted in forming the commercial statements. · 
By Mr. Cambreleng. Does Mr. Morris now keep the impost book and commercial statements? • 
.Answ&·. Na; Mr. Patterson attends to the first, and the labor of the second is divided between 

different clerks. 
By JJ1r. Everett. What is the usual way in which clerks in the Register's office are appointed? 
.Ansu:er. They are appointed by the Register, generally, with the approbation of the Secretary. 
By Mr. Ingham. Do you know whether the Secretary of the Treasury has appointed a clerk in a 

branch of the Treasury without an application from the head of that subordinate branch? 
Am-u:er. I do not know that he has. 
Question. Do you know whether any of the duties which were performed by Mr. Dawson are now or 

ever have been discharged by Mr. Morris? 
.Answer. They are not now performed by Mr. Morris; but when Mr. Morris first entered the office he 

entered on the duties of Mr. Dawson. • • · 
By Mr. Everett. How ·1ong did Mr. Morris perform the duties of Mr. Dawson, and why did he cease 

to perform them? 
.Answer. Witness does not recollect; he believes less than a year. He does not know why he ceased 

to perform them. 
By Mr. Wickliffe. Do you not know that Mr. Morris is often absent from his duties in office hours? 
.Answer. Witness answers, that he does not know, when in the city, how much or how often Mr. Morris 

may be absent in office hours; but that he has been absent since his appointment about three months in 
each year, in consequence of his own ill health and that of his daughter, as he believes. 

Mr. Nourse asked permission to state that he had been informed that Mr. Brooks' circumstances were 
not good; that he was in debt, and that he had not a clear income of more than $100 or $200. 

Mr. Ingham submitted the following resolution, which was agreed to: 
Resol·ved, That a subpcena be issued to the Register of the Treasury. 
The committee then adjourned to meet on Wednesday next at 9 o'clock. 

WEDNESDAY, .April 16, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Everett, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Cambreleng. 
The chairman stated that, in conformity with the directions of the committee, he had issued a 

summons to Mr. Nourse, the Register of the Treasury, who had attended, and was now present to give 
testimony. 

Mr. Nourse was accordingly sworn, and the following is his testimony: 
Question. What is the nature and extent of duties performed by Mr. Morris? 
.Answer. Mr. Morris was absent when the other clerks were directed to state their duties; conse-

quently, did not render a statement, but has since written a letter. . 
[Letter of Mr. Morris read and filed.] 
'Witness had classed Mr. Morris' service under three beads: correspondence, statistics, miscellaneous. 

With regard to correspondence, in which Mr. Morris is his aid, he is the only literary man in the office 
on whom witness can call. Witness being conversant with the details of matters relative to the old 
Government, is often written to on them, and calls on Mr. Morris to aid in answering. 

2d. Statistics. Mr. Morris was put on the books as a man of education, better adapted to that branch 
than to common clerical duty, and was employed to carry on the work of Seybert, as an undertaking of 
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great use and convenience to the Government. Has made a great many selections of a statistical nature, 
but principally employed in preparatory reseai:ches. 

3d. Mr. Morris has charge of stalement bQoks; has arranged the index to fifteen volumes, and prepared 
a great mass of papers relative to old Government transactions. It is the situation of his family which has 
called him away. 

Question. At what hour does Mr. Morris come to the office every day? 
.Answer. About 10 o'clock every day. 
Question. How long does he stay? 
.Answe,•. Excepting when he is wanted, he generally goes away at half past two, or a little before 

three o'clock, as he lives at a distance from the office. 
Question. Is he not absent, on an average, at least from two to three months each year? 
.Answer. Witness has not taken a particular record; refers to the letter of Mr. Morris. Witness 

thinks he is absent on an average of two months; but probably will not be hereafter, in consequence of 
the death of his daughter. 

Questwn. Is this a customary indulgence? 
.Answer. The clerks are not indulged in absence, unless called by circumstances. Witness considers 

himself as standing in a paternal relation to the officers under him. 
Question. Do you consider his services necessary? 
.Answer. Thinks that, at witness' time of life, such an aid to himself is required. 
Question. Do you consider his services deserving the salary of $1,400 per annum? 
.Answer. Thinks an officer of his talents deserving the salary of $1,400. 
Question. Has Mr. Morris made out an answer to any call within twelve months relative to any matter 

contained in the fifteen volumes ? 
.Answer. The call relative to the claim of Walter Livingston, requiring laborious research, was referred 

to Mr. Morris, and the answer prepared by him. 
Question. Were not the duties performed by Mr. Morris formerly those of Register and chief clerk? 
.Answe,·. These duties were witness' own, and he considers Mr. Morris more particularly as his aid. 

Mr. Morris was appointed in November, 1822, by Mr. Crawford, with the concurrence of the Register and 
implied patronage of Mr. Madison, who had sent him on a private mission to Spain, and was paid out of 
the $100,000 granted during the war for special services. 

The chairman then submitted a letter from Mr. Nourse, Register of the Treasury, as to the duties 
performed by Mr. Morris. 

He also submitted a letter from Mr. Lee, Second Auditor, containing a list of the clerks in his office, 
and the duties they perform. • 

And then the committee adjourned to meet when summoned by the chairman. 

THURSDAY, .April 24, 1828. 

The committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Everett, Mr. Rives, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Cam
breleng. 

The chairman stated to the committee that he had not previously summoned them in conf!equence of 
the continued indisposition and sickness of Messrs. Sergeant and Ingham. 

He also communicated the following letter from Mr. Nourse, the Register of the Treasury, explana
tory of his testimony, viz: 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Regi,ster's Office, April 16, 1828. 
Recollecting one of the questions of this morning before the committee in respect to occasional absence 

of the other clerks, I answered, " It was not." At that moment the period of two months was in my mind. 
I should have said, "It is usual, on application of clerks, on special applications to be absent with leave, 
and the period of distance has in a measure governed the grants as to the time of absence; but not gene
rally for 'two months,' unless sickness intervened." 

I have the honor to be, &c., 
JOSEPH NOURSE. 

The following resolution was offered by Mr. Wickliffe and agreed to: 
Resolved, That summons issue for George Graham, the Commission~r of the Land Office, Richard 

Cutts, and Colonel McKenney to appear at the next meeting of the committee and give testimony. 
The chairman was then instructed by the committee to apply to the House for leave to sit during 

the sessions of the House. 
And then the committee adjourned to meet at half past 9 o'clock to-morrow morning. 

FRIDAY, .April 25, 1828. 

The committee met. Present: 1fr. Hamilton, Mr. Rives, Mr. Everett, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Cambreleng. 
The chairman stated to the committee that George Graham, R. Cutts, and Colonel McKenney attended 

to give testimony. 
Upon Mr. Graham being sworn, he testified as follows: • 
Question. What is the utility of continuing the system of inspecting the Land Offices? 
.Answer. The duty of the examiner is to examine and count the money reported to be in the hands of 

the Receiver; to compare the books of the Register and Receiver together in order to see whether they 
correspond; to make a report as to the manner in which the books are kept, in respect to neatness and 
correctness, and whether they are brought up to the period of examination. The practice of these 
examinations has existed since 1804, in pursuance of law, although with some variations in the mode. 

Questwn. Could not the business be as well done by some citizen in the neighborhood? 
An...<>wer. In the early period there were few offices, and Mr. Gallatin generally employed some one in 

the neighborhood to examine them, with a per diem of $6 while actually engaged, and $5 or $6 
per 20 miles for mileage. After Mr. Crawford came into office he thought it expedient to employ persons 
not residing in the neighborhood on the same allowance per diem while actually engaged, and $5 or $6 
mileage for all expenses. 
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Question. Could not the examination be made as efficiently, and at a great reduction of expense, by 
a person living in the neigbborhood of the offices? 

.Answer. Witness thinks it might, and that it is not necessary to have an annual examination as now 
prescribed by law. An occasional examination will be sufficient. In some offices it should take place 
annually; but where the books ·were found, on one examination, well kept and brought up, an examination 
the next year might be dispensed with. Some offices should be examined, and the money counted, oftener 
than once a year. The frequency of examination might be in the discretion of the President. 

Question. When was John Scott appointed to examine Land Offices, and what amount of compensation 
was made or to be made to him? 

.Answer. Thinks he was appointed in March or April, l82'T; examined the offices in the course of last 
summer and fall in Missouri and Arkansas. Has made report of the examinations, but has rendered no 
account for his services. Has received from the different Receivers about $400, as appears from their 
returns, and has drawn a bill on the Department for $500, which has not been paid in consequence of his 
not having yet rendered his accounts. He will ·be entitled to $6 per diem for every day employed in 
actual examination, and $5 or $6 for every 20 miles computed from his residence, such being the standing 
allowance. This compensation has been paid in·various ways; no specific appropriation has been made 
by law for its payment. Each examiner, when appointed, is furnished with a letter of credit to the 
Receiver of each office which he examines. Amount paid on such letter is charged to the contingencies 
of the sale of public lands. It is an indefinite letter of credit, but .agents seldom draw more than $100 
from any office. Examiner reports the number of days that he has been employed in each office; if an 
unreasonable number of days be reported, an inquiry will be ordered. Witness does not recollect any 
case of more than four or five days reported for one office. Where the examiner does not receive all that 
he is entitled to at the offices, he sends his account to the Treasury, and is paid out of the annual appro
priation for payments of accounts not otherwise provided for, or by order on some one of the Receivers. 

Question. What mileage was Mr. Scott entitled to ? 
.Answer. The amount of miles travelled by him is not known as yet at the Land Office, and for this 

reason the settlement of his account has been suspended. Mr. Scott bas made all his reports and finished 
his agency. His reports were delayed by sickness, but his accounts are not yet rendered; and not know
ing what he is entitled to as mileage, his draft has not been paid. He examined seven offices in Missouri 
and Arkansas. 

The committee then proceeded to the examination of Mr. Cutts, Comptroller of the Treasury, who, 
be.ing sworn, was merely interrogated in explanation of certain items in the account of the contingent 
expenses of the Indian Department; but as a reference to the vouchers in his office was necessary before 
he could render his answers, his examination was postponed, as well as that of Colonel McKenney. 

The chairman then stated to the committee that he felt it his duty to mention that a citizen, now a 
resident of this District, had inquired of him whether, in any of the accounts of the contingent expenses of 
the Government, the United States were debited with the sum of five thousand five hundred dollars, paid 
to the late Daniel P. Cook, late Representative in Congress from the State of Illinois, for certain diplo
matic se_r,vi~es upon which Mr. Cook was supposed to have been sent abroad during the last summer. 
• • The individual making this communication also stated that he had good reason to believe that the 
Hon. Mr. Barton, of the Senate, and the Hon. Mr. Letcher, of the House of Representatives, were acquainted 
with this fact, and that he had good reason to know that John McLean, Esq., Postmaster General, was 
also cognizant of :the circumstances connected with this transaction. 
• The chairman stated that he did not feel at liberty to communicate the name of his informant, but in 
regard to the purport of the communication he felt no such reserve, and it was for the committee to make 
such order on the statement as they might deem proper. 

It was, on motion of Mr. Cambreleng, 
Resolved, That the committee consider the communication; when Mr. Wickliffe moved that the 

committee proceed to the examination of the fact stated, and that the chairman request the attendance 
of Messrs. Letcher and Barton, and issue a summons for the Postmaster General. 

Mr. Everett stated to the committee that, desiring to confer with Mr. Sergeant, who was absent from 
indisposition, on the very important . subject involved. in the communication, he would move that its 
consideration be postponed until to-morrow, Saturday, the 26th, at 12 o'clock, (meridian,) which was 
carried nem. con. 

Then the committee adjourned to meet to-morrow at 12 o'clock. 

SATURDAY, .April 26, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: Mr. Hamilton, (chairman,) Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Rives, Mr. Everett, Mr. 
Wickliffe, and Mr. Cambreleng. 

The chairman submitted the following letter from Mr. Graham, Commissioner of the General Land 
Office, explanatory of his testimony taken on yesterday: 

"GENERAL LAND OFFICE, .April 25, 1828. 
"Sm: In the statement made by me to the committee I omitted to mention that, in a conversation had 

with the Secretary of the Treasury last autumn, previous to the session of Congress, I understood him to 
say that, for the future, the letter of credit given to the examiners of the Land Offices should be more 
restricted and limited in its terms. If de.emed necessary, you will please file this as a part of my testimony. 

"With very great respect, &c., 
." GEO. GRAHAM." 

The committee then proceeded to the consideration of the motion that the committee proceed to the 
examination of the fact stated in the communication of the chairman, and that the chairman request the 
attendance of Messrs. Barton and Letcher, and issue a summons for the Postmaster General forthwith. 

And, upon the question being taken, Messrs. Rives, Wickliffe, and Cambreleng voted in the affirma
tive, and Messrs. Sergeant and Everett in the negative. 

The chairman then transmitted notes to Messrs. Barton and Letcher, and issued a subpoona to the 
Postmaster General, all of whom attended. 

The Hon. Mr. Barton, of the Senate, attended as a witness, and, being sworn, testified as follows: 
Question. Are you acquainted with the fact that the late D. P. Cook was employed by the Government 

of the United States on foreign service at the commencement of the last summer? 
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Answer. Witness understood from Mr. Cook himself that, as Mr. Cook was going to the island of 
Cuba for his health, he was, while there, to be employed in the service of the Government to-collect such 
information as the Government might wish to have relative to that country. He was sick at the close of •, 
the session, and witness remained with him, and went with him to Philadelphia, where he l~ft witness 
and went to New York. Witness had intended to go round with him by the way of Cuba, but declined 
doing so on account of the advanced season. . 

Question. Did you understand what compensation Mr. Cook was to have for his services? 
Answer. Witness understood that an advance was made to him of $1,000. 
Question. Did you learn what additional sum he was to receive for his services, or whether he was to 

receive any? 
Answer Witness did not understand whether there was to be any further compensation. 
Question. What was the situation of Mr. Cook's health at the time he received this appointment? 
Answer. He was supposed to be recovering from the sickness which he had had during the session. 

At the close of the session he was very ill. Witness remained with him till about March 20, when he 
was much better, and then accompanied him to Philadelphia, where witness stayed with him until April, 
and he continued to get better. 

Questfon. Did Mr. Cook stop at Philadelphia on account of his health? 
Answer. When he left Washington he had the intention to sail from Philadelphia or New York, but 

designed also to stop at J?hiladelphia and consult Dr. Physick with respect to his health. 
Question. After Mr. Cook concluded to go out to Cuba in the service of the United States, was he 

obliged to stay here on account of his health? 
Answer. It was not long before witness started for Philadelphia that witness beard Mr. Cook would 

be thus employed. 
Question. Do you know if Mr. Cook spoke the Spanish language? 
Answer. Witness does not know whether he did or not, but thinks, from his acquaintance with him 

since he was a boy, that be did not. 
Question. From the situation in which you left Mr. Cook in Philadelphia, did you think him capable of 

attending thoroughly to his business, public or private? 
Answer. Did not think him so at the time; but if his health had continued to improve as it had done 

from the adjournment, witness thinks he would soon have been able to attend to business. Did not, 
however, think he would permanently recover from a pulmonary complaint with which he was seriously 
a:ffiicted. 

Question. Do you or do you not know that at the time Mr. Cook was sick he was an applicant for the 
appointment of minister to Colombia? 

Answer. He had heard such a thing spoken of, not only at that moment, but during that spring. 
Witness lived with Mr. Cook. 

Question. On what points did you understand that Mr. Cook was to collect informatio~? 
Answer. On the state of public affairs generally; witness thinks he heard no particulars. 
Question. Did you hear the reason assigned why he did not receive the appointment to Colombia? 
Answer. Witness did not hear any special reason assigned, or if he did, does not remember it. 
Question. Have you any recollection of hearing that this mission to Cuba was an alternative for the 

mission to Colombia, which for certain reason could not be given him ? 
Answer. Witness heard no such idea suggested. Witness had probably about the same knowledge 

of the application for the appointment to Colombia that most members of Congress had, which was, in 
general, that he desired it but did not obtain it. 

Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Do you know when Mr. Cook returned ? 
Answer. Thinks it was the latter end of May, or beginning of June, that he returned? 
Question. When did Mr. Cook probably sail from New York? 
Answer. Does not know, but presumes some time in April. Witness parted from him between the 

5th and 10th of April, at Philadelphia, when Mr. Cook went to New York to sail. 
Question by Mr. OamlY,:_el.eng. Do you know that Mr. Cook did not receive anything more than the 

$1,000 advanced to him when he left Washington? 
Answer. Witness does not know that he received no more. 
Questions by Mr. Everett. Do you know who was Governor General of Cuba at that time ? 
Answer. Thinks it was General Vives, formerly minister in this country. 
Question. Have you any reason to believe that while General Vives was in this country he learned 

to speak the English language ? , 
Answer. Thinks while he was here he might have made some progress. 
Question by Mr. Oambreleng. Do you know General Vives ? 
Answer. Witness saw him while he was here; had no personal acqua~tance with him; was, perhaps, 

introduced to him; does not recollect that he ever conversed with him. 
Question by JJfr. Sergeant. Do you recollect whether Mr. Cook had formerly been employed abroad by 

the Government? 
Answer. Was sent ( witness believes) to London, by Mr. Madison, to carry despatches. 
Question by Mr. Rives. Do you know that he returned from London with Mr. Adams? 
Answer. Thinks he has heard Mr. Cook say so ? 
Question by Mr. Oambreleng. Was Mr. Cook able to go out when he was here and attend to business? 
Answer. Not much, but rode out occasionally to the public offices. Before he left Philadelphia was 

able to walk out on business. 

Mr. Letcher was next sworn, and testified as follows: 
Questi()n. Have you any knowledge whether Mr. Cook received an appointment from the Government 

of the United States in March or April last? 
Answer. Witness has no knowledge, but has understood so, during this session of Congress, from the 

Postmaster General or Mr. Clay in some casual conversation. Does not certainly remember to have 
heard Mr. Clay say so. Is pretty confident it was one of the two, and is not sure which. 

Question. Did you remain here at the close of the last session of Congress ? 
Answer. No. Witness left Congress a few days before the adjournment . 
. Question. Did Mr. Cook ever tell you he applied for an appointment? 
Answer. He never did; but witness knows he was desirous of one. 
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Question. What was the state of Mr. Cook's health at the close of the session? 
Answer.· It was delicate. 

[No. 922: 

Question. Did you think him fit to attend to business at that time ? 
.Answer. It will depend on the nature of the business. Did not think him capable of attending 

to laborious business. 
Question. Do you know whether Mr. Cook was an applicant for the appointment of minister to Colombia? 
.Answer. He was. Mr. Cook having expressed his desire to procure that appointment in conversation, 

asked witness' opinion of his fitness for the office, and prospect of getting it. Does not know that he ever 
applied to"the President, but has no doubt he did, (from his conversation,) either by himself or friends. 

Question. Did you ever hear, from any person connected with the Government, the reason why he 
did not receive that appointment? 

Answer. Never did. 
Question. Do you know whether Mr. Cook spoke th.e Spanish language? 
Answer. Thinks he did not; if he did, witness has no knowledge of it. 
Question by Mr. OarnlYreleng. Do you recollect that Mr. Cook was unable i:o attend in Congress at the 

close of the session ? 
Answer. He was unable to attend, although he had a bill of interest before the House. Some time 

before he had been diligent in his attendance as chairman of the Committee of Ways and Means. 
Question. Do you know anything about the sum of money he was to receive ? 
.Answer. Does not. 
Question by Mr. Everett. Did you understand what was the nature of the duties to be discharged 

by Mr. Cook in Cuba. . . 
Answer. Witness did not, but has the impression that when he understood from Mr. Clay or the Post

master General that he had had such an appointment, he was told that he had done
0 

all that was expected. 

Mr. John McLean, Postmaster General, appeared, was sworn, and the following is his testimony: 
Question. Have you any information touching an appointment which the late D. P. Cook received 

last spring ? 
Answer. Witness understood from Mr. Cook that he was appointed as a secret agent to Cuba. He 

was sick some weeks at witness' house, and the subject was mentioned rather confidentially to witness, 
but without any injunction of secrecy. Does not know that he has ever mentioned it to any one, but may 
have done so to Judge Letcher, and possibly to some other person, but cannot recollect with certainty. 

Remark by the Chairman. The committee are not acting under any information that they have any 
reason to think was derived from witness. 

Question. Did you understand from Mr. Cook the amount of compensation he was to receive? 
Answer. Something was said by Mr. Cook on the subject. The sum of $5,000 per annum was named, 

but witness does not recollect to have heard that any sum was fixed, and this sum may have been men
tioned before the appointment was made or the sum fixed. 

Question. ·was not Mr. Cook confined by illness at the time at your house? 
.Answe1·. He was some weeks sick at witness' house, being there by invitation, in order that he might 

have more comforts than he could otherwise have. Witness thought him near dying. 
Question. Did you, at that time, think that he was able to attend to any pusiness ? 
Answer. Witness thought, by change of climate, he would be able to attend to business. He 

recovered so much as to be able to travel to New York with considerable comfort; and witness thought, 
at the time he left his house, that he would be able to attend to the business confided to him. 

Question. Was Mr. Cook acquainted with the Spanish language? 
.Answer. Witness does not know that he was. 
Question. What was the nature of his disease ? 
Answer. Pulmonary; but it was thought by his physician that he might live some months, or perhaps 

some years. 
Questions by Mr. Rives. Do you know how much money he received before he left the country or after 

his return? 
• Answer. Witness does not know. 

Question. Have you any knowledge of any application made by Mr. Cook for the place of minister to 
Colombia? 

Answer. His name was before the President. 
Question. Did you ever learn that this secret mission was an alternative for the mission to Colombia? 
Answer. Witness understood that it was not thought expedient to send a minister to Colombia,, and 

that Mr. Cook accepted of this mission. Witness does not know that it was an alternative. 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. V'f as not his application to be minister or Charge d' Affaires to Colombia? 
Answer. Witness thinks it was to be minister. Mr. Cook wrote a letter to witness on the subject of 

the appointment; witness having a high opinion of his capacity, integrity, and fitness for the office, sent 
the letter to the President, but had no conversation with the President or Mr. Clay on the subject; that 
was the application. 

Question by Mr. Rives. Did you understand that, on the return of Mr. Cook to the country, he had 
performed all the services expected from him ? 

Answer. Has no distinct impression on that head. 
Questions by Mr. Oambrel,eng. Had you any knowledge of the way in which he performed the duties 

of his appointment? 
Answer. Not any. Witness understood his health became worse on his return. 
Question. Did you ever tell any one that he had performed the duties expected of him? 
Answer. Witness has no distinct recollection of doing so; if he has told any one so, it has escaped 

his recollection; presumes he could not have said so, as he had no particular information on the subject. 
Question by Mr. Everett. Had you any understanding as to the general nature of the duties to be per

formed by Mr. Cook? 
A?7-swer. Witness had not; did not see his instructions, nor did Mr. Cook go into any cl.etail in con

versation. 
, Questions by Mr. Oambrekng. Do you suppose that Mr. Cook disguised anything from you, or were 

the conversations frank?· • 
Answer .. They were frank. Mr. Cook said he expected special instructions; that he had some con-
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versations with the President or Secretary of State, and found the business to be confided to him of more 
importance than he had expected, but did not go into detail, nor did witness think it proper to inquire 
more particularly. 

Questwn. Do you know whether his duties were of a diplomatic character ? 
.Answer. Does not. His impression was, that the agency was of a secret nature, but could not state 

positively. 
Question 1Jy j)fr. Et·erett. What is your recollection as to the sum of $5,000 mentioned by Mr. Cook? 
.Answer. It is very indistinct. It may have referred to a probable sum to be fixed. 
Question by Chairman. Did you or did you not hear .Mr. Cook or some of his friends make a compara

tive estimate of the value of this mission and of that to Colombia, as an inducement to accept the 
appointment ? 

Answer. Witness may have conversed with Mr. Cook on this point, and may have stated that if a· 
fixed sum of $5,000 were given, as less expense would be incurred, it would be as good, in a pecuniary 
point of view, as the mission to Colombia. 

Question by Mr. Everett. Do you remember to have heard that if Mr. Cook had not received this 
appointment it would have been necessary to send some other person ? 

Answer. Witness may have heard something like this from Mr. Cook, but does not recollect it. 
The committee adjourned to meet again on 

WEDNESDAY, .April, so, 1828. 

Committee met at ten o'clock. Present: The Chairman, Mr. Wickliffe, Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Cambreleng 
and Mr. Everett. 

Mr. Sergeant requested that it might be entered on the journal of the committee that his absence 
from the meetings of the committee had been occasioned by indisposition, which had confined him to his 
room. 

Ordered, That .Messrs. Way and Weightman be summoned as witnesses to attend the committee, 
and that Messrs. Gales and Seaton be invited to give such explanations relative to the printing of the 
House as may be required. 

The chairman submitted a letter from .Mr. Letcher, explaining his testimony before the committee at 
the last meeting, which is as follows: 

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES, Monday morning, April,, 25, 1828. 
Sm: In answer to an inquiry propounded to me by one of the Committee on Retrenchment, Saturday 

evening last, whether I was here at the close of the last session of Congress, I replied I was not, that I 
left the city a few days before the termination of the session. Such was my unqualified opinion at the 
moment. I find, however, upon reflection, I labored under a misapprehension, and that I remained here 
until the close of the session. Although the mistake might not be very material in reference to the subject
matter about which I was examined, yet, as I am desirous of being accurate, I must ask the favor of the 
committee to allow me to correct my statement in the aforesaid particular. 

With great respect, your obedient servant, 

Hon. J. HAlIILTON, Chairman, &a. 
The committee adjourned to meet again at 12 o'clock. 
The committee met pursuant to adjournment: 

R. P. LETCHER. 

When .Mr. Andrew '\Vay appeared, was sworn, and testified as follows: 
Question. l. What is the difference between the number of ems contained in a page of the size of 

the edition of the iaws of 1815, and in a page of the size of the documents as printed by Gales and Seaton? 
.Answei•. -About one hundred and fifty-five; making from one-third to one-half a page in eight of 

continuous printing. In printing a work like the journal, containing numerous breaks, the difference in 
the number of ems in the width would produce little or no saving. The difference in the number of lines 
on the page of the journal, and that of the laws, might amount to a third of a page in eight. The charge 
of printers for seven full pages, and a part of the eighth or a blank page, would be the same as for eight 
full pages. 

Question. 2. In consequence of the difference between the two sizes of the pages, might not the 
printer, in printing a document that might be compressed into four pages of the large size, occasionally 
extend it to a fifth page, and thus lead to an extra charge for the fifth page and the sixth blank page? 

.Answe,·. He would not go over the fourth page for a few lines, but if it were necessary to go over the 
fourth page, would charge for half a sheet. • 

S. Question by Mr. Everett. On what proportion of the printing done for the House would the loss 
arising from the different size of pages accrue? 

Answer. It would be impossible to say exactly, without carefully examining the whole. It would 
accrue on a small part only of the printing. It would accrue on large continuous documents only, and not 
at all on table work, nor on documents containing from four to sixteen pages each. 

4. Question by M?·. Everett. Would not the printer, for his own convenience and interest, crowd :i' small 
excess over a signature into the signature, rather than subjoin an additional leaf? 

.Answer. He would, because he would suffer more in filling up the blank page and in the extra stitching 
than he would gain by the extra charge. It would be considered discreditable to throw a few extra lines 
on a ninth page and charge accordingly. 

5. Question by Mr. Seaton. From your knowledge of the manner in which the public printing bas been 
done by the present printers, and by any others, do you not think that it bas been done very much better, 
in respect to economy and despatch, by the present printers, than by any others ? . 

.Answer. Witness thinks it has decidedly; bas been astonished at the expedition with which the printing 
has been done by the present printers; thinks it was never so well done before; has been as neatly executed, 
but never with so much expedition. 

6. Question by JJir. Wiakliffe. What is the loss sustained in Senate document No. 102, of the 1st session 
19th Congress, making 84:0 pages, in consequence of the size of the pages? 

.Answer. About fifty pages in consequence of the reduced length of pa~e. Very little effect in that 
document would be produced by the difference in width; but it is impossible to speak accurately. 
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'i. Question by Mr. Everett. What would be the loss on House document No. 112, 1st session 19th 
Congress, which is rule work ? 

.Answer. There would be no loss. 
8. Question by Mr. EJverett. Are there not many more documents of the same kind as the last named 

document than the former ? 
.Answer. There are. There are a few documents where the loss would accrue. Does not know 

certainly what proportion of long documents are now published. In former years there were very few. 
9. Question by Mr. Everett. What is your opinion of the difference in respect to economy of the mode 

in which such statistical tables as document No. 133, 2d session 15th Congress, printed by De Krafft, and 
document No. 120, 2d session 19th Congress, are printed? . 

.Answei·. The difference is very great. The expense of the former mode would be four times that of 
the present, at the same rate per page. 

10. Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Was not the former document printed by contract, and before the 
resolution of 1819 ? 

.Answer. It was. 
. 11. Question by J1fr. Everett. What was the nature of the contract under which the printing was 
formerly done? 

.Answer. Thinks it was so much per sheet or half sheet. 
12. Question by Mr. Everett. Might not document No.120, making 283 pages of rule and figure work, 

2d session 19th Congress, under the resolution of 1819, have been printed in the same form as No. 133, 
2d session 15th Congress ? 

.Answer. According to witness' understanding of the rule it might; 
13. Question by Mr. Everett. About how many more pages would document No. 120, 2d session 19th 

Congress, make if printed in the manner just described? 
.Answer. Witness thinks it would make five or six times as many pages; cannot speak with certainty. 
14. Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Is it the practice of printers, in rule and table work, to charge the 

same price for the blank pages as for the printed? 
.Answer. It is. The compositor would charge it to the printer, and consequently the printer would 

charge it. If the document consisted only of one page, two would not be charged; but in a. continuous 
work, one blank page would not be excepted. 

The committee adjourned to meet. again to-morrow at 12 o'clock. 

THURSDAY, May 1, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: The Chairman, Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Everett. 
Mr. Cutts was again called-testified as follows: 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. What was the amount of compensation per diem of Thomas L. McKenney, 

clerk in the War Office, for his tour to Green Bay the last summer? 
.Answer. Mileage eight dollars per twenty miles, and compensation eight dollars per day while in the 

discharge of his duties attending the negotiation of the treaties with the Indian tribes ? 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. By whom was that compensation paid? 
.Answer. By Mr. Forsyth, amounting, so far as witness recollects, to $1,880. 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. What amount of money was advanced Colonel McKenn_ey from the Treasury 

last year, on or before his departure from Washington, for the expenses of his tour from Green Bay to the 
south? 

.Answer. $1, 'i50. 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. What amount, in addition to the $1, 'i50, did he claim on his return for his 

expenses after he left Green Bl},y? 
.Answer. $2, 'i82. In making this charge he credited the United States with $1,438, being the amount 

of certain sums advanced to him by Governor Cass, P. B. Key, P. Lindsley, and J. Crowell; reducing the 
balance claimed by him on his return to $1,344. 

Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Are the sums just named all that he received from Indian agents and 
others on his tour? • 

.Answer. He received $1,880, mentioned in the answer to former question; $660 of which was for 
mileage from Green Bay to Washington, which sum was disallowed at the Treasury and debited in his 
account in consequence of his not having returned directly from Green Bay to Washington, and having 
charged his travelling expenses on another route. 

Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Is paper marked No. l'i, in the file presented by witness, a correct copy of 
a letter of the 28th of January, 1828, from Colonel McKenney to the Secretary of War, CA-plaining his 
accounts? 

.Answer. It is. After the letter of witness of the 28th of January, which is appended to that of 
Colonel McKenney of the same date, witness received another letter from Colonel McKenney of the 26th; 
in consequence of which, witness withdrew his own letter of the 28th, and required Colonel McKenney to 
furnish Mr. Schoolcraft and Forsyth's accounts. • 

Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Is not the paper No. 2 a requisition from the . Secretary of War for the 
balance of Colonel McKenney's account as claimed by him, sent directly to witness as Comptroller, without 
being first passed upon by the Second Auditor, in the usual manner, according to law ? 

.Answer. It was. 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Why was not this account settled in the usual manner? 
.Answer. Because it was not made out in the usual form, nor with sufficient vouchers. 
Question by Mr. Everett. Do you know what reasons induced the Secretary of War to grant the 

requisition under these circumstances? 
.Answer. Does not know. • 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Do you know of any account presented by Colonel McKenney for the 

expenses of an entertainment given at Green Bay? 
.Answer. Witness does not know anything of such an account. If it had been presented for an enter

tainment given on Colonel McKenney's late tour, witness would have known it. 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. How long was Colonel McKenney absent on his tour? 
.Answer. Witness thinks he went in May and returned in November. 
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Question by Mr. Everett. Was the compensation allowed to Colonel McKenney on the tour to Green 
Bay that which is usually paid for similar services? 

Answer. It was. But the allowance for his subsequent tour to the southern tribes being a gross 
sum, witness does not know whether it is the same usually paid for similar services. 

Question by Mr. Everett. In what way are accounts of this nature usually settled? 
Answer. They are first passed upon by the Auditor, who reports to the Second Comptroller, by whom 

they are revised, and the balance due certified to the head of the Department in which the expenditure 
was incurred. On this report or certificate of the Second Comptroller a requisition of the head of the 
Department issues to the Secretary of the Treasury. 

The following are the documents referred t-0 in Mr. Cutts' testimony: 

No. l'l. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Second Comptrollers Office, January 28, 1828. 
8m : It is the opm1on of the President that inasmuch as Governor Cass' accounts and those 

connected with them are not in the office to enable you to make out a statement of your accounts, as 
required in my letter of the 26th instant, the two former will be dispensed with. 

That, in presenting your account for expenses, services, and presents to Indians from Green Bay, &c., 
you must designate the amount due under each head, with a particular statement of the amount given to 
Indians. 

Respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
THOMAS L. McKENNEY, Esq. 

RICHARD CUTTS. 

JANUARY 28, 1828. 
Sm: I have received the enclosed note from Mr. Cutts. I am not able, sir, to decide how much I paid 

under the several branches as enumerated in my account. I will not pretend to be particular even as t-0 
the estimate which follows; it is but an estimale, and one, too, without data. 

I travelled 4,000 miles at least after leaving Green Bay, and in the execution of your instructions, 
which are wholly separate from all others in which I was connected with Governor Cass, and have no 
more t-0 do with his accounts than with your own private funds. I had for about one thousand miles 
of the way, besides a delay owing to the rain of weeks, independent of the time I was travelling or 
voyaging, eleven persons to support, and eight of these to pay; and on entering on the fourth Chickasaw 
Bluff I had t-0 procure two horses, a light wagon, (for which I claim the hire, they having been bought on 
my own account and sold afterwards on my own account,) and I had to hire guides, Indians and half
breeds, and interpreters, and all these to feed and pay; and then come home from the Creek agency, with 
a servant and baggage, in the mail stage, a servant having accompanied me the whole way. 

I estimate the cost, under these heads, from Green Bay, at one thousand dollars; I have allowed me 
thirteen hundred and forty-four dollars, rather $1,244; the $100 being added to repay me for so much paid 
on account of my expenses, since I returned, for my services. These two deducted from $4,532, the total 
account, would leave $2,188 t-0 have been given away as presents among three nations of Indians, besides 
fragments of four others. So the item will stand thus: 

Supposed cost of expenses . . .......................................................... . $1,000 
1,344 
2,188 

Specific allowance for services ......................................................... . 
Leaving for presents ................................................................. . 

Total of the account .......................................................... -. 4,532 
As rendered, and now with the Second Comptroller. 

THOMAS L. McKENNEY. 
The SECRETARY OF WAR. 

No. 2. 
No. 1100.J WAR DEPARTMENT. 

Sm: Please cause a warrant for thirteen hundred and forty-four dollars - cents t-0 be issued in 
favor of General John Tipton, per order, for which sum Thomas L. McKenney is to be held accountable; 
t-0 be charged t-0 undermentioned appropriations. 

Given under my hand, this ninth day of January, 1828. 

$1,344. 
The SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY. 

Countersigned, 

Registered, 

.Appropriatums. 

CoD:tingencies of Indian Department .... .-. 

JAMES BARBOUR, 
Secretary of War. 

------, 
Second Comptroller. 

--- ---, .Auditor. 

$1,344 

The chairman submitted the following letter for the adoption of the committee: 

Comll'l.'TEE-ROO.M: OF THE SELECT CoumTTEE ON RETRENCHMENT, May 1, 1828. 
Sm: It having been ascertained, in the course of our examination, that the late Daniel P. Cook, late 

Representative in Congress from the State of Illinois, received a sum of money from the Government 
during the spring or summer of the last year, for certain services, supposed to have been either foreign 
or diplomatic, I addressed a note to Joseph Nourse, Esquire, Register of the Treasury, of which the 
following is a copy: 

"Sm: With a view of elucidating a subject of inquiry now before the Select Committee on Retrench
ment, I am desirous of knowing whether it appears on any of the books of your office that a sum of money 

VOL. Y.--138 B 
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was paid to the late Daniel P. Cook, formerly representing the State of Illinois in Congress, since the 4th 
of March, 1827, and if any, to what amount, and for what service stated to have been rendered. 

"JosEPH NoURsE, Esq., Register ef the Treasury." 
"J. HAMILTON, Chairman. 

In reply to which, Mr, Nourse has enclosed me the fo1lowing certificate: 

"TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Registers Office, April 30, 1828. 
"I do hereby certify that, from an examination of the books of this office, it does not appear tbat any 

money has been paid Daniel P. Cook, formerly representing the State of Illinois in Congress, from the 4th 
of March, 182'T. 

. "JOSEPH NOURSE, Register." 

As in the account of the various expenditures of your Department transmitted from the Treasury 
no such item appears, I am instructed by the committee to request you to inform us where we are to look 
for the auditing of the sum said to have been received by Mr. Cook; and, if not audited in the usual course, 
what was its amount. 

As the committee are very desirous of bringing their labors forthwith to a close, your early reply 
will be esteemed a favor. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 

Hon. HENRY CLAY, Secretary ef State. 
J. HAMILTON, Chairman. 

Mr. Everett then moved the following resolution: 
Resolved, That the following be added as' a postscript to the aforesaid letter: 
"I am further directed by the committee to request you to state to the committee, confidentially or 

otherwise, if the public service will now permit, what was the nature and necessity of the services on 
which Mr. Cook was employed in the island of Cuba." 

And on the question that the foregoing be adopted as a postscript to the letter, it was decided in the 
negative-Mr. Everett and Mr. Sergeant voting in the affirmative, and Mr. Chairman, Mr. Wickliffe, and 
Mr. Cambreleng in the negative. 

Mr. George M. Grouard· appeared, was sworn, and testified to the fo1lowing: 
Questions by Mr. Everett. Are you the foreman in the printing office of Messrs. Gales & Seaton ? 
Answer. I am. 
Question. How long have you been in their service in that capacity ? 
Answer. Since 1815. 
Question. Will you state to the committee what took place when Messrs. Gales & Seaton were elected 

printers of Congress, in reference to directions given by the Clerk of the House and Secretary of the 
Senate, as to the mode in which the printing was to be done ? 

Answer. Witness was directed by Messrs. Gales & Seaton to make all the arrangements for the 
printing. Witness sent sheets of the printed documents to Mr. Cutts, then Secretary of the Senate, and 
to Mr. Dougherty, Clerk of the House, as specimens, informing them that the page was a little smaller 
than that of the Laws, but that the convenience of binding would be greatly promoted, and that, from the 
shortness of the greater part of the documents, no loss to the public would accrue. Mr. Cutts approved 
the size of the page, as submitted by witness, and directed the printing so to be done. Witness also 
understood from Mr. Gales or Mr. Seaton (he does not recollect which) that Mr. Dougherty approved the 
size of the page as proposed by witness. . 

Question. On what proportion of the documents printed would any loss accrue in consequence of the 
small size of the page ? . 

Ansv.;er. On much the greatest part of the documents no loss would accrue. It would only accrue 
on the documents over 50 pages. 

Question. Is the size of the page of the Laws uniform ? 
Answer. It is not; it varies considerably. Fifty pages might be pointed out in a volume of the Laws 

sma11er than those of the documents as printed by Gales & Seaton. 
Question. Were the reasons stated by you in answer to the second question the sole reason which 

induced the adoption by you of a smaller page ? 
Answer. They were. 
Question. Has the reduced size of the page ever been objected to by any Committee of Accounts of 

the House of Representatives or Senate ? 
Answer. It bas not, nor by anybody else, as far as witness knows. 
Question. Is it within your knowledge that on the committee by whom the resolution of 1819 was 

reported there were one or more gentlemen who were printers by profession? 
Answer. Witness has understood that Mr. Wilson of the Senate, and Mr. Rogers of the Honse of 

Representatives, were printers, and were on that committee. 
Question. Have you no knowledge of any complaint made by those gentlemen, or any other member 

of Congress, of the reduced size of the page ? 
Answer. Has not. 
Question. Would it be considered dishonorable, under the circumstances in which Messrs. Gaies & 

Seaton were chosen printers, had they reduced the size of the page for the sake of the emolument that 
would accrue to them? • 

Answer. It would have been dishOJ:!.Orable; it was no object to the office. 
Question b'IJ the Chairman. Does not the profit of Messrs. Gales & Seaton depend on the number of 

pages printed by them? 
Answer. It certainly does in general; but a few lines of extra printing could be no object in a 

business of such extent. • 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Are the pages in small pica type, close print of the documents as printed 

by Gales & Seaton, smaller than the pages of the Laws ? 
Answer. They are smaller than some pages, but not smaller than all. They are less in general; but 

·the pages of the Laws are not of a kind to furnish a uniform standard: 
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Question by Mr. Wickliffe. What is the difference between the number of ems in the page of the Laws 
and of the documents ? 

Answer. One hundred and forty-two. 
Question by Mr. Everett. Where it is stated in the resolution of 1819 that the page of the documents 

was to be of the ,same size as the page of the Laws, would that be understood, in a strict technical sense, 
as referring to the number of ems, or to the general si,ze of the page, as duodecimo, octavo, royal 
octavo, &c.? 

Answer. It would be understood in the latter sense. Witness certainly understood that it required 
only a royal octavo page of good proportions. 

Question by Mr. Wickliffe . .A.re not, on a general comparison, the pages of the documents as printed 
by Gales & Seaton shorter than those of the Laws ? 

Answer. They are generally shorter. 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. ·what would be the difference in expense in printing 6,000 copies of the 

report of the Select Committee on the Georgia Affairs, containing 846 pages of the reduced size ? 
Answer. It would be about 50 pages, and would amount to $500. 
Question. What is the whole amount of the expense of printing the aforesaid document? 
Answer . .A.bout $8,000. 
Qtlestion. What would be the cost of the document No. 158 of the present session? 
Answer. .A.bout $2,290. 
Question by Mr. Sergeant. Did Messrs. Gales & Seaton have anything to do with fixing the size of 

the page? 
Answer. They had nothing to do with it. They did not interfere in it. The printing was witness' 

own business, who always supposed it was under the direction of the Clerk of the House and Secretary of 
the Senate. 

Question by Mr. Sergeant. In fixing the size of the page. as you did, had you any view to increase the 
gain of the printers, or solely to carry into effect the resolution? . 

Answer. The gain was not thought of. 
Question by the Chairman. Were Messrs. Gales & Seaton aware of the alteration in the size of the 

pa:eJnswer. Witness stated it to Mr. Gales at the time, but did not consult him; does not think it can be 
called an alteration. 

Question by Mr. Sergeant. Was it after you had sent the specimens to the Clerk of the House and 
Secretary of the Senate that you spoke to Mr. Gales ? 

Answer. 'fhinks it was after. 
Question by Mr. EvereU. Did you understand the Clerk of the House and the Secretary of the Senate 

distinctly to authorize the size of the page as exhibited in the specimens sent by you ? 
Answer. Witness did so understand it. Mr. Cutts, Secretary of the Senate, told me so personally. 

Mr. Dougherty witness did not see, but sent him the specimens with a letter, and understood he approved 
them. 

Question by the Chairman. Have you ever read the resolution directing the mode in which the printing 
should be executed ? 

Answer. Witness has read it. 
Question b?.J the Chairman. Do you conceive that the Secretary of the Senate and the Clerk of the 

House could repeal the resolution ? • 
Answer. Does not conceive they could. 
Question by Mr. Everett. Did you not conceive the page of the documents, as arranged by you, to be 

conformable to the spirit of the resolution? 
Answer. Witness did so consider it. 

Mr. George Clark Smoot appeared and was sworn : 
Questions by 1Wr. Wickliffe. You are a printer, and at this time foreman of the printer to the Senate. 
Answer. I am. 
Question. What is the difference of the size of the page in the Report of the Select Committee on the 

Georgia Affairs and of that of the Laws of the United States? 
Answer. The page of the Laws contains l,'132 ems, the page of the document 1,508; difference 224. 
Question. What is the excess paid for 600 copies of the said document as printed, over what it would 

have cost if printed on a page of the size of the Laws? 
Answer. The excess would be 132 pages, and the excess in price $1,023. 
Question. What would be the loss to the United States, in the printing generally, in consequence of 

the smaller size of the page? 
Answer. In documents making a closely printed volume of plain matter of any size the difference 

would be great. In small documents it would be less. In some small documents it would be very great, 
in consequence of the excess of the matter over the half sheet. 

Question. Were you a long time in the office of Gales & Seaton? 
Answer. I was; employed in the public printing. 
Question. What difference does the reduced size of the page make in some descriptions of cap tables? 
Answer. It increases the price two-thirds. .A. page of brevier rule and figure work costs $3 50, while 

a cap table costs three times that sum; and on a large page the same matter might be reduced to one 
page, which, on the small page, would be thrown into a cap table. 

Question. Is the printing done for the Senate at the present session done on a page of the same size 
as that done for the House by Gales & Seaton ? 

Answer. It is; when the present printer of the Senate was chosen, Mr. Lowrie sent a document to him, 
directing to take it as the standard. Orders have been given to alter it at the close of the session. 

Mr. Meehan appeared and was sworn: 
Questions by Mr. Wickliffe . .A.re you a printer by profession? 
Answe,•. Witness is a printer by profession, and now a proof-reader. 
Question. What is the difference in the size of the page of the Laws of the United States and the 

Report of the Select Committee on the Georgia Affairs? 
Answer. The page of the document is 224½ ems less than that of the page of the Laws. 
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Question. What number of pages would the same document be reduced if printed on a page of the 
same size of the Laws? 

Answer. About 106 pages less, or about one-eighth. 
Question. When the size of a page is spoken of, do you always understand precisely the number of 

ems which it contains, or only whether it be duodecimo, octavo, royal octavo, &c.? 
Answer. Witness always understands the number of ems which it contains. 

Mr. S. A. Elliot appeared and was sworn: 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Are you acquainted with the printing business? 
Answer. Witness is a book printer by profession. -
Question. What is the difference of the size of the page of the Report of the Select Committee on the 

Georgia Affairs and the page of the Laws of the United States? 
Answer. The document contains 1,538 ems to a page; the page of the Laws contains I, 105. Difference, 

168 ems in a page-about 92 pages in the whole document of 848 pages. 
On motion of Mr. Wickliffe, 

Ordered, That a summons issue to William Stewart and William Peters, clerks in the Second Auditor's 
office. 

The committee adjourned to meet to-morrow at 12 o'clock. 

FRIDAY, May 2, 1828. 

Committee met agreeably to adjournment. Present: The Chairman, Mr. Rives, Mr. Sergeant, Mr. ' 
Wickliffe, and Mr. Everett. 

The chairman submitted to the committee the following letter, received from the Secretary of State, 
in answer to the letter of the chairman yestei:day: 

DEPART!IENT OF STATE, Washington, May l, 1828. 
SIR: I have received your letter under date this day, stating that "it having been ascertained that 

the late Daniel P. Cook, late a Representative in Congress from the State of Illinois, received a sum of 
money from the Government during the spring or summer of the last year for certain services suppl!>sed 
to have been either foreign or diplomatic, you are instructed by the Committee on Retrenchment to request 
me to inform you where they are to look for the auditing of the sum said to have been received by Mr. 
Cook, and, if not audited in the usual course, what was its amount." 

Without admitting or denying the correctness of the information which the committee are stated to 
have received, I have the honor to observe that I am not aware of the disbursement of any money through 
the agency of this Department the account of which has not been, or in a regular course of settlement is 
not to be, audited in the usual way at the Treasury, or passed upon a certificate of the President, in 
conformity with the provisions of the 3d section of the act of May 1, 1810, entitled "An act fixing the 
compensation of public ministers and consuls residing on the coast of Barbary, and for other purposes." 
I cannot presume that it was the intention of the committee to inquire into any disbursement which may 
have been made agreeably to that section, and all others are accessible to them in like manner with other 
expenditures. I have, however, the authority of the President for saying, that I will make to the com
mittee a confidential communication in relation to the expenditure to which they are supposed to allude, if 
they will signify their desire for such a communication. In that case I should be glad to learn their 
pleasure as soon as convenient, as I purpose leaving the city on the 4th instant a few days on account of 
the state of my health. -

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, H. CLAY. 
JA:IIES HAMILTON, Jr., Esq., &c., &c., &c. 

Mr. Wickliffe moved the following resolution: 
Resolved, That the chairman inform the Secretary of State that, from the views the committee enter

tain of their duties as well as their powers, they do not feel themselves at liberty "to signify a desire for 
a confidential communication from the Executive" on the subject referred to in the letter of the Secretary 
of State of the 1st instant. 

To which Mr. Everett moved the following amendment: 
Strike out all after the word "that," and insert the following: 
"The Secretary of State be requested to inform this committee, confidentially, ( the said information 

to be communicated to the House confidentially, if the committee shall think expedient,) whether the late 
D. P. Cook was employed in the foreign service of the country during the last year; what amount of 
compensation was paid him; and what was the nature of the services performed by him." 

And on the question to strike out and insert, it was decided in the negative. 
Messrs. Sergeant and Everett voting in the affirmative. 
Messrs. Hamilton, (chairman,) Rives, and Wickliffe, in the negative. 
The question then recurred on the resolution of Mr. Wickliffe, and was decided in the affirmative. 
YEAs-Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rives, and Mr. Wickliffe. 
NAYs-Mr. Sergeant and Mr. Everett. 
The following resolution was moved by Mr. Wickliffe, and adopted without a division: 
Resolved, That the chairman return the Secretary of War the paper yesterday presented to the com

mittee by Richard Cutts, Esq., as stated by him, at his (the Secretary's) request; and as the accolmt of 
Governor McMinn, of which it purports to be a part, is not before the committee, that the chairman 
inquire what is his (the Secretary's) object in presenting it to the committee. 

The chairman submitted to the committee the following letter from Mr. Smoot: 

OFFICE OF PRIJ:\"'TER To THE SENATE, May 2, 1828. 
DEAR SIR: When I made the calculation of the Georgia correspondence, yesterday, before the com

mittee of which you are chairman, I omitted to make any allowance for lines in the page which could not 
be varied by the size; after I left the committee I recollected the omission, and through the politeness of 
Mr. Wickliffe, who has been kind enough to loan me the volume, I have been enabled to correct that 
calculation. 

I have made an allowance for lead lines, blank lines, &c., which would not vary the result in any 
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measure 24 ems per page, which leaves the difference between the correct and the present size 200 ems; 
200 ems in 848 pages make 111 pages; the composition on these would amount to $111; press work and 
paper on the same, at 87½ cents, $97 12; making the difference on the whole volume, for 600 copies, 
$208 12; making the total difference, in 6,000 copies, $968. 

The above calculation I think correct; and if the volume were to be reprinted in the correct measure, 
I am firmly of the opinion that the cost of the same would not differ from my calculation ten dollars. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEORGE C. SMOOT. 

Hon. Mr. HAMILTON, Ohairman, &c. 

The chairman submitted the following letter from Messrs. Gales & Seaton, which was laid on the table: 
W .ASHINGT0N, May 2, 1828. 

Sm: Since it bas been discovered, as we are given to understand by the nature of questions put to 
witnesses before you, that the page of the documents as printed by us is smaller than that which a rigid 
construction of the law calls for, although the very fact is new to us, and still more surprising the 
discovery of the profit from it, we wish to be allowed to show, by disinterested testimony, that we have 
refrained from making such profit as we might have legally made from our public employment to an 
amount far exceeding any possible loss that the public bas sustained in the other way. The proceeding 
in the committee having been in the nature of an inquest into our official conduct, we claim, as a matter 
of courtesy, not to say of right, that the committee will select any number (say five) of respectable 
printers to make an accurate examination and statement upon that particular point, which we trust will 
result in showing that, on the whole view of the case, thousands of dollars have been gained to the United 
States by the manner in which we have done the printing, as distinguished from that in which we might 
have done it, had the paltry consideration of desiring to squeeze out of the United States as much profit 
as we could influenced us. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servants, 

.Hon. JAMES H..unLTON, Jr., Chairman of the Committee on Retrenchment. 

Mr. William Stewart appeared and was sworn: 
Is a clerk in the Second .Auditor's office. 

GALES & SEATON . 

Question by 11:fr. Wickliffe. In what business was Mr. William Thompson employed last summer in 
the Indian Bureau? • 

Answer. He was employed by the day, without any particular services being specified. 
Question. During what months was he in the office? 
Answer. Cannot say exactly, but the report from the office will show; thinks two hundred and odd 

days, but is not certain. 
Question. How many clerks are there in the Indian Department, including Mr. McKenney? 
Answer. There are four. • 
Question. Do you know anything of .an account having been presented in the Indian Department, 

during the last year or the year before, for an entertainment at Green Bay, Mackinaw, or Fond du Lac? 
.Answer. Does not know anything about it, of his own knowledge, but has understood there was 

such an account from Mr. Peters. 

Mr. William Peters appeared and was sworn: 
Is a clerk in the Second Auditor's office. 
Question by Mr. Wickliffe. Have you any knowledge of an item of about $5,000 for an entertainment 

at Fond du Lac, Mackinaw, or Green Bay, in an account presented at the Indian Department? 
.Answe1·. There was an account for the expense of a former treaty, at which General Tipton, George 

Ray, and Governor Cass were Commissioners, which was suspended for want of vouchers. Witness 
gives this answer, because he understood the question to refer to this matter; knows nothing of the . 
matter referred to in the question as be now understands it. 

Question. Was the account recoi:n,mended for payment by the bead of the Indian Department? 
Answer. It was not. The bead of the Department recommends only in the case of contingent 

expenditures. There was a specific appropriation of $15,000 for the treaty in this case, out of which fund 
this account would be paid if allowed. 

Question. What were the nature and objects of the expenditure referred to? 
Answer. The ordinary expense of holding a treaty with the Indians, excepting the rations daily 

issued to the Indians, according to an explanation given to witness by Governor Cass. 
The committee adjourned to meet to-morrow at 12 o'clock. 

SATURDAY, May 3, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: The Chairman, Mr. Serg·eant, Mr. Wickliffe, Mr. Cambreleng, and Mr. 
Everett. 

The chairman submitted the following copy of a letter addressed by him to the Secretary of State: 

CmDnTTEE-Roo:ir oF THE SELECT ComnTTEE oN RETRENcHm:NT, May 2, 1828. 
Sm: The Select Committee on Retrenchment have taken into respectful consideration that part of 

your communication of yesterday fo which you say that you "have the authority of the President for 
saying that you will make to the committee a confidential, communication in relation to the expenditure 
to which they are supposed to allude if they will signify their desire for such a communication," and 
have instructed me to transmit you the subjoined copy of a resolution adopted by the committee this day. 

Resolved, That the chairman inform the Secretary of State that, from th& views the committee 
entertain of their duties as well as powers, they do not feel themselves at liberty to signify a desire for 
a confidential, communication from the Executive on the subject referred to in the letter of the Secretary 
of State to the chairman of this committee dated the 1st instant. 

I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 

Hon. HENRY CLAY, Secretary of State. 
J. HAMILTON, JR. 
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Mr. Everett submitted the following resolution: 
Resol-ved, That the Secretary of State be requested to inform this committee, confidentially or other

wise, if the public service will now permit, ( the said information to be communicated confidentially to 
the House, if the committee shall deem it expedient,) what portion of the secret service money paid since 
the 4th March, 1825, was paid for services directed to be performed under the administration of James 
Monroe, late President of the United States . 

.A.nd on the question whether the committee will adopt this resolution it was decided in the negative: 
YEAs-Mr. Sergeant,"Mr. Everett. • 
NAYS-Mr. Chairman, Mr. Wickliffe, and Mr. Cambreleng. 
The following letter from Messrs. Gales & Seaton was read, and a motion was iµade by Mr. Cambre

Ieng that it be postponed till Monday, and determined in the affirmative. 
YEAs-Mr. Chairman, Mr. Cambreleng, Mr. Wickliffe. 
NAYS-Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Everett. 

To the Committee on Retrenchment: 
GENTLEMEN: Conscious that we have endeavored faithfully to execute the trust reposed in us by the 

House of Representatives, we are satisfied that if a single day were allowed for an examination of the mass 
of documents which we have printed for the House during the eight years which we have been employed 
by it, and a comparison of them with the same or similar documents printed by our predecessors, we could . 
show a saving of many thousand dollars to the Government in consequence of the practice we adopted of 
compressing the tabular documents into the smallest compass and most economical form for the public; 
which, however, there was no obligation on us to adopt either in the law or in the mode pursued by our 
predecessor. But as we understand that the committee is anxious to close its proceedings, and not wishing 
to delay its report to the House, we have made a hasty examination in the course of this morning, and have 
selected a few of the most striking cases of saving which has resulted from our mode of executing the work. 

For example: The document H. R. No. 120, of which the House orders every year 6,000 copies. 
By the old mode of printing this document, (see No. 133, 2d session 15th Congress,) and 
which we should be perfectly justified in pursuing now, it would make 938 pages, and would 
cost, for 6,000 copies, upwards of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....•..................... 

The cost of the same document, as printed by us last year, was ............................ . 

Leaving a gain to the Government in a single year, in printing one document, of ............ . 

.A.gain: The document of last year, H. R. No. 35, 2,600 copies. If we had printed it in single 
columns on each page, as we might have done, instead of double columns, we should have 

$10,000 
3,600 

6,400 

received . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $850 
By the form which we adopted in printing it we received but . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 424 

Gain to the Governn1ent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 426 

For document H. R. No. 145, making 184 ruled pages, we received.......................... $520 
If we bad placed the pages horizontally or lengthwise, the document would have made 158 pages 

rule-work more, and would have cost................................................ 9'i4 

Gain to the Government ...................................... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 454 

Again: Document H. R. No. 56, of 24 ruled pages and tables. We received for this document.. $88 
If the pages had been put horizontally instead of perpendicularly, l 'i pages more would have 

been made, and the document would have cost........................................ 138 

Gain to the Government in this case. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

There is also at all times a considerable body of small type thrown in, sometimes in the text and 
sometimes in notes, for which the printer is entitled to charge, but seldom does it. Reference is made to 
document H. R. No. 45 of last session to sustain the position. The loss to the printer in this case, it will 
be obvious, is considerable. 

[For the lucrative manner in which we might have executed the business, see also the following 
documents: Rep. 92 and Ex. Doc. 125, 2d session 15th Congress.] 

The above comprises three or four of the documents of the last session only. They are annually 
printed, however, and a great many others of the same character; but the above are offered to the notice • 
of the committee by way of illustrating what the printers might have done if they had been governed by 
other motives than a faithful and honest discharge of their duty. • 

We are positive that if time were permitted us to make a rigid examination of all the public docu
ments printed by us for the last eight years, we could show to the satisfaction of every unprejudiced mind 
that, if a disposition had existed in us to make the most of our business, and confining ourselves within 
the letter of the law as well as following the precedents of our predecessors, our accounts against the 
Government would, after every possible allowance for errors of calculation, be found to have exceeded 
their present amount at least $40,000. This we pledge ourselves to prove by disinterested and competent 
testimony, if it shall be the pleasure of the committee to afford us the opportunity of doing so. We ask 
the delay of but a single day. 

It is probably unknown to the. public as well as to Congress that the printers execute a very consid
erable and expensive business for the Government for which they receive no compensation at all, which 
has devolved upon them throug·h mere custom from the infancy of the business to the present time, and 
which, if charged for at a fair price, would form no inconsiderable aggregate in the business of eight years. 

For instance: Congress has enacted at different times that the various officers of the Government 
and foreign ministers resident here shall receive each a certain n111Dber of copies of all public documents, 
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amounting altogether to upwards of one hundred; but no person has ever been designated to deliver 
them, nor bas any appropriation ever been made to pay the expense. It has consequently fallen upon the 
printer, and be is obliged throughout the year to keep a person in attendance daily to put up and deliver 
these papers, to keep accounts of what he has so delivered, as well as to answer a very considerable 
correspondence which must take place in relation to them. An allowance of $800 a year for this object 
would be but a moderate compensation, which would amount, in eight years, to $6,400. 

Respectfully submitted. GALES & SEATON. 
W ASHINGTON1 May 3, 1828. 

The committee then adjourned to meet again on Monday, 12 o'clock. 

MONDAY, May 5, 1828. 

The chairman attended, to adjourn the meeting of the committee until to-morrow, 12 o'clock, 
owing to the necessary attendance of the members of the committee to business in the House. 

TuEsDAY, May 6, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: The Chairman, Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Cambreleng, Mr. Rives, and Mr. Everett. 
Mr. Everett submitted the following resolution: 
Resolved, That the following commission be issued by this committee: 

To Messrs. ---
The committtee of the House of Representatives on the subject of retrenchment request of you the 

favor to look over the tabular documents printed for the House by Gales & Seaton since the year 1819, 
and, by comparing them with those printed for the House by their immediate predecessor, ascertain and 
report to the committee, by to-morrow, if practicable, whether any, and if any, what, saving bas accrued 
to the Government by the manner in which Gales & Seaton have executed the printing, in cases where 
they would have been authorized by law and by usage or precedent to execute it in a different and more 
lucrative manner to themselves. A very minute and particular report is not asked, but one as full as the 
short time allowed will permit to be made. -

On the question, Shall this resolution be adopted? it was decided in the negative. 
YEAs-Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Everett. 
NAYS-Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rives, and Mr. Cambreleng. 
Mr. Rives then moved the following resolution: 
Resolved, That the chairman address a letter to Messrs. Gales & Seaton, and inform them that it would 

be impracticable, within the limits now allowed them to close their labors, to go into the investigation 
proposed in their letter of May 3, which would involve the careful examination and comparison of every 
document which they have printed for the last eight years. They will, however, report a resolution for 
the adoption of the House, providing for such examination during the recess of Congress, to be conducted 
by experienced printers, and the result to be reported to the House at the next session, by which justice 
may be done both to the United States and Messrs. Gales & Seaton. 

And on the question, Shall this resolution be adopted? it was decided in the affirmative. 
YEAS;-Tbe Chairman, Mr. Cambreleng, Mr. Sergeant, and Mr. Rives. 
NAY-Mr. Everett. 
A report was read by Mr. Rives, from the sub-committee on the Navy Department. 
Mr. Sergeant moved the following resolution: 
Resolved, That the chairman be requested to communicate to the Secretary of the Navy the several 

matters mentioned in the report of the sub-committee on the expenditures of the Navy, and to inform him 
that the committee will receive from him any explanations he may have to offer in relation to them prior 
to the hour of the meeting of the committee on the 8th instant. 

Mr. Cambreleng moved to strike out all after the word "Resolved," and insert the following: 
"That in consequence of the first letters which the chairman of this committee bas received from the 

heads of the different Executive Departments in reply to his first call upon them, which will appear in any 
report this committee may make, in which most or all of them entered into a preliminary vindication of 
their respective Departments from any charge of neglect of duty, waste, or abuse, it is inexpedient and 
impracticable, from a want of time, for the committee to transmit the substance of the reports of the sub
committees to the different heads of the Departments for further explanation." 

And on the question, Whether the foregoing amendment be made ? it was decided in the affirmative. 
YEAS-Mr. Chairman, Mr. Cambreleng, and Mr. Rives. 
NAYs-Mr. Sergeant and Mr. Everett. 
Mr. Wickliffe submitted a report of the sub-committee of the State Department, which was referred 

to the chairman. 
The committee then adjourned to meet at 12 o'clock to-morrow. 

WEDNESDAY, May 'T, 1828. 

Committee met. Present: The Chairman, Mr. Rives, Mr. Wickliffe,·Mr. Cambreleng, and Mr. Everett. 
The chairman submitted the following letter, of May 3, 1828, from the Secretary of War, in answer 

to a letter of the chairman of the 2d instant, transmitting a resolution that day adopted by the committee: 

DEPARTMENT OF WAR, May 3, 1828. 
Sm: In answer ~o the inquiry presented in the resolution of the Committee on Retrenchment, I have . 

to state that Mr. Cutts informed me that he had been instructed by the committee to furnish several 
accounts connected with Indian affairs for their inspection, which I directed him promptly to do. Taking 
it for granted that the object of the committee was to ascertain the regularity of this Department as to 
the manner of its adjusting accounts, and supposing that long established usage would be of great weight 
in forming a decision, I caused the document sent to be furnished as one among many to possess the 
committee with that usage. _ 

I have the honor to be your obedient servant, JAMES BARBOUR. 
Hon. JAMES HAlnLTON, Jr., Chairman of the Committee on Retrenchment, House of Representatives. 
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.A. report was made by Mr. Cambreleng from the sub-committee on the expenses of the Department 
of the Treasury. 

The chairman submitted, on behalf of Mr. Ingham, a report from the sub-committee on the War 
Department, on the general organization of the Department. 

The committee then adjourned to meet at 2 o'clock to-morrow. 

THURSDAY, May 8, 1828. 

Committee met pursuant to adjournment. Present: The Chairman, Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Cambreleng, 
Mr. Everett, and Mr. Wickliffe. 

The chairman submitted the following letter from the Postmaster General, explanatory of his tenti
mony before the committee: 

W ASHINGT0N1 .April 4, 1828. 
Sm: .As inquiries were made of me the other day, while under examination before the Committee on 

Retrenchment, respecting conversations held between Mr. Cook and myself in reference to his being 
named to the President for a certain office, it has since occurred to me that it would have been proper to 
have stated that .Mr. Cook consulted with me as to the propriety of such a step. This was induced, no 
doubt, from the friendly relation which had always, since our first acquaintance, existed between us, and 
from his knowledge of the fact that I was intimately acquainted with the circumstances under which his 
vote was given for Mr . .A.dams. Believing that in giving this vote he was influenced by the purest motives, 
indulging a known preference for Mr . .A.dams, under an expression from his constituents, as ascertained 
at the time, which left the fact of the majority doubtful, I had no hesitation in saying that there could 
not be, in my opinion, the smallest impropriety in his applying for office, or in its being conferred on him 
by the President. . 

I hope the above statement may be received as a part of my examination before the committee. I 
deem it an act of justice to the character of a deceased friend. 

With great respect, your obedient servant, 
JOHN McLEAN. 

Hon. Mr. RilcILTON, Chairman . 

.A. report from the sub-committee on the War Department, relative to Indian affairs, was submitted by 
Mr. Wickliffe. 

The committee adjourned to meet again on to-morrow, 2 o'clock. 

FRIDAY, May 9, 1828. 

The committee met. Present: Mr. Chairman, Mr: Sergeant, Mr. Rives, Mr. Wickliffe, Mr. Cambreleng, 
and Mr. Everett. • 

The sub-committee on the Navy Department submitted a report, which was referred to the chairman. 
Resolved, That the chairman take the documents and papers in the possession of the committee and 

prepare the report of the committee with all convenient despatch. 
The committee then adjourned to meet again when they should be summoned by the chairman. 

THURSDAY, May 15, 1828. 

The committee met agreeably to summons from the chairman. Present: The Chairman, Mr. Sergeant, 
Mr. Everett, Mr. Rives, and Mr. W"ickliffe. 

The chairman submitted a report in part to the committee, which was read and adopted. 
Y EAs-Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rives, and Mr. Wickliffe. 
NAYs-Mr. Sergeant and Mr. Everett. • 
Mr. Cambreleng moved that the report of the committee be made to the House this day. 
Mr. Everett moved, as an amendment, that the report of the committee be made at the usual hour 

to-morrow morning, which was decided in the negative. 
YEAS-Mr. Sergeant and Mr. Everett. 
NAYS-Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rives, and Mr. Cambreleng. 
The question recurred on Mr. Cambreleng's motion; which was decided in the affirmative. 
YEAS-Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rives, and Mr. Wickliffe. 
NAYS-Mr. Sergeant and Mr. Everett. 
The chairman submitted a letter of Messrs. Gales & Seaton on the subject of the printing, which was 

read· and ' 
Mr. Sergeant moved that it should be entered on the journals of the committee; which was agreed to. 

W ASHINGT0N1 May 12, 1828. 
Sm : We had the honor to receive, some days ago, the resolution adopted by the committee in regard 

to the application which we submitted to it on the 2d instant. .As the examination which we invited 
would have required the attention of two or three experienced printers not more than four or five hours, 
we did ·not presume that it would cause any delay incompatible with the public interest. We had no 
expectation that the committee would undertake the examination themselves, had they been able to give 
to it any length of time, because it was an investigation requiring a practical knowledge of the printing 
business, which no member of the committee is supposed to possess. .As to the investigation which the 
committee propose to institute after the adjournment of Congress, although we are far from offering any 
objection to it, we take the liberty to observe that it would follow at too great a distance, whatever 
unfavorable impression, if any, should be made by the report of the committee. Conscious of the fidelity 
with which we have discharged .our duty as public printers, and proud of an unimpeachable conduct 
therein, we have no desire to make a vain boast of the disinterestedness we have shown in the manner of 
executing the public printing ; but, understanding that a question has been raised upon that point before 
your honorable committee, we have thought it advisable to request of the two oldest printers in the 
district, who themselves, for mariy years before us, were printers to Congress, to examine the documents 
printed by us, in connexion with the prices of printing. They have done us that favor. Rejecting com-
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parative economy, as a test too favorable to us, and which might be received as invidious towards others, 
they have made their estimate on a rule of strict right, and arrived at the conclusions stated on the paper 
which we have now the honor to enclose. If comparative economy had been made the test, the amount 
of saving stated by them might have been doubled. 

We ask, if any report be made on the subject of the printing, that this statement may accompany it. 
With the highest respect, we have the honor to be your faithful servants, 

GA.LES & SEATON. 
Hon. JAs. lIAlm.ToN, Jr., Chairman of the Committee of Retre;nchment. 

W ABBINGTON, May IO, 1828. 
Having been requested by Messrs. Gales & Seaton to examine the documents printed by them for 

Congress, with the view of ascertaining what saving has accrued to the Government by the manner in 
which they have executed the printing, in cases where usage and the law prescribing-the form and prices 
of the public printing would have authorized them to adopt a course more lucrative for themselves, we 
have complied with their request so far as to examine a few of the principal documents, time not allow
ing us to go into an examination of the numerous small documents printed in the course of eight years 
for both Houses. The first which we shall refer to, as an instance in which a great saving has been 
made by the mode in which it was printed, is the House document No. 120, 2d session 19th Congress. 
This document makes 296 pages brevier. If it had been printed in the most compact form, on the larger 
type authorized by Congress, (small pica,) it would have made not less than 600 pages, (but might, by a 
little ingenuity, have been extended to 900,) which 600 pages, at the prices prescribed by the resolution 
of Congress, for 6,000 copi~s, (the number printed,) would have cost...................... $6,6'18 00 
But in the compressed form in which it was printed by Gales & Seaton, 6,000 copies cost only 3,854 00 

Saving to the United States in this document....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,824 00 
We have examined the same document printed for the Senate, (No. '12,) which, if printed com-

pactly on small pica type, would have cost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, '104 00 
But, as printed by Gales & Seaton, cost only. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,830 00 

Making a difference in favor of the United States of...................... . . . . . . . . 8'14 00 

Constituting a saving in this document for the two Houses, every time it was thus printed, of... 3,698 00 

This appearing to be an annual document, the saving in the nine years it has been printed by Gales 
& Seaton for the two Houses would, of itself, make an aggregate of many thousand dollars. 

We have particularly examined, also, House document No. 111, 2d session l'lth Congress. The 
tables in this document might easily have been swelled by the printers to double the size into which they 
compressed them, and would have cost the United States $3,000 more than has been charged. 

We have examined many other documents printed by Gales & Seaton which might have been so 
printed as to conform literally to the resolution of Congress, and yet have increased the cost to the United 
States and the profit of the printers considerably ; but it did not seem to us necessary to go into a 
minute exposition of the saving in each case, presuming that the above will be sufficient evidence of the 
economy and fidelity with which the public printing has been executed by Messrs. Gales & Seaton. 

ANDREW WAY. 
R. C. WEIGHTMAN. 

Personally appeared before the subscriber, a justice of the peace for the county of Washington, 
Andrew Way and R. C. Weightman, who made oath, in due form of law, to the foregoing statement, to 
which they have subscribed their names. 

JAMES YOUNG, J. P. 

And the committee then adjourned to meet again when summon~d by the chairman. 

W ASffiNGTON, March 28, 1828. 
Sm: We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of tbis date, asking information on 

some points in relation to the public printing. 
With regard to the first item of inquiry, we respectfully state that it is not the practice to charge, 

in any case, blank pages as rule. It is believed, however, in printing a volume of rule work the printer 
would be justified, by the "usage of business," in charging the introductory part, title, &c., as well as 
occasional and necessary blank pages, as rule work also. To avoid all cavil, however, we have 
purposely waived that privilege, for we so consider it, and have charged as rule work no other than such 
as was distinctly defined to be so. If it has happened otherwise in "some cases" it has been through 
inadvertence. . 

With respect to the second inquiry, the size of the page, we beg leave to observe that, on the first 
occasion of our being elected printers to Congress, we consulted the then Secretary of the Senate and 
Clerk of the House of Representatives as to the manner, &c., of executing the printing, when it was 
suggested, probably by us, that, by narrowing the page a little, a larger margin would be afforded the 
binder, to enable him to avoid stitching (as would have been the case, and is now, sometimes, probably) 
through the printed pages-the page being so very wide as t'l render it impossible, with so little room, 
to avoid it. Those gentlemen approved, and'instructed us to adopt this arrangement. It was considered 
to be perfectly in accordance with the spirit, if not the letter, of the resolution fixing the prices, &c., of 
the public printing. 

The circumstance of the page being a little smaller is of no pecuniary advantage to the printer to 
Congress, nor, on the other hand, is it any disadvantage to the public; though it is certainly a conve
nience, for the reason before assigned. The great body of the public printing consists of small documents 
of 2, 4, 8, and 16 pages each, and rule work, the whole mostly open and blank. Now, the circumstance 
of the page being the one-sixth of an inch narrower in any of these documents would make no difference in 
the expense of printing, nor in the aggregate number of pages. To make them wider would be only 
taking so much type from the bottom of the page to put it on the side, and then to fill up the botto~ 'Yiil! 
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blanks, In a document making as many as a hundred continuous pages, the difference between the two 
widths would be three or four pages at most. It is observed that the documents printed by order of the 
Senate correspond, in this particular, precisely with ours. 

·while on this subject, we beg leave particularly to call your attention to the fair and economical 
manner with which, we flatter ourselves, we have executed the printing since it came to our hands, by 
instituting a comparison of it with the printing done for Congress in other days, and more especially at 
the period immediately preceding our election as printers to Congress. We have before us at this moment, 
for example, the documents of the sec;ond session fifteenth Congress, to which we respectfully invite your 
attention. By our improved manner of printing, in a single document in this series (Statements of 
Foreign Commerce, No. 133) we have saved thousands of dollars every year to the Treasury. And 
this example by no means stands alone, as you will be convinced by an inspection of the documents 
referred to. 

We return our acknowledgments for the civility which dictated your letter. Should any further 
explanation be desired, it will give us pleasure to afford it. And should disinterested testimony be 
desired as to the practice of the profession, we shall be obliged to the committee to call before them either 
of the veterans of the profession, Mr. Weightman, Mr. Way, or Mr. Force, who are practically acquainted 
with the public printing, and take their evidence on the subject. 

Very respectfully, yours, 
GALES & SEATON. 

Hon. SAMUEL D. INGBAM1 of-the Committee on Retrenchment. 

REPOR'r OF THE MINORITY OF THE COMMITTEE. 

GENERAL EXPENDITURE. 

The minority ef the committee on the resolutions ef the 6th February last, having differed from their associates, 
think u•right to submit their views of the several matters. which have been_ under their consideration, and 
therefore off er the fallowing re-port-: 

Excluding for the present the Legislative Department and the public debt, the expenditures of the 
Government may be divided into two general heads: 

I. For objects of public service. 
2. For the official agency by means of which that service is carried on, and the expenses incident to 

that agency. _ 
The former of these heads includes all those items of expenditure which are applied to purposes 

deemed necessary for the public good-such as the judiciary, the military and naval establishments, 
light-houses, internal improvement, foreign intercourse,·and the like. These constitute the great mass of_ 
payments from the Treasury. 
• The second includes the expenditure for the Executive Departments. It is very small in comparison 

with the former. Thus, in the year 1826, when the whole of the annual expenditure, public debt included, 
·was $24,103,398 46, the expenses of the Executive Departments of the Government, including the staff of 
the Army, were $489,'i'i6 07, or rather less than one-fiftieth part of the whole. 

The expenditures of the first class, constituting, as has been remarked, (if the public debt be 
excluded,) the great mass of payments from the Treasury, are entirely dependent upon the wisdom of 
Congress, inasmuch as they are regulated by the nature and extent of the establishments which Congress 
think it proper to maintain, and the services they direct to be performed for the benefit of the nation. 
Thus, for example, th_e Army, the Navy, the light-houses, works of internal improvement, and the like, are 
created and· continued by Congress. The expense of maintaining them is the consequence of their being 
established; and the amount of that expense is according to the extension which may be given to them. 
As it is in the power of Congress to increase, so is it in the power of Congress to reduce them; and, in 
case of necessity, such reduction would undoubtedly, as far as practicable, be made. 

The greater part of the expenditures of the second class ( those of the Executive Departments) are 
also regulated by Congress. They consist chiefly of salaries fixed by law, pay:.J,ble to officers created by 
law. The number of clerks, messengers, and other persons employed in each Department and in ev<!ry 
subordinate division of a Department, and the compensation to be received by each, are fixed by acts of 
Congress, and cannot be altered but by new legislation. For those expenses which cannot be precisely 
ascertained, such as fuel, stationery, office furniture, and the like, an annual sum is allowed by law, which 
is not to be exceeded; and this sum is allowed for each principal and subordinate office, upon estimates 
furnished annually to Congress, and there subjected to a rigid examination. The proportion it bears to 
the whole of the expenditure is small. '.L'hus, when the whole executive expenses were $48~,7'16 07, the 
allowance for contingencies, as part of that s-grn, was $80,905. 

The expenditure of the sum thus allowed, which, as has b~en stated, can never exceed the appropria
tion, an.d in fact generally falls short of it, is accounted for to the accounting officers of the Government, 
where it undergoes the same scrutiny as· all other accounts, and not a dollar can be allowed which is not 
fully vouched. 

It may be. further remarked, that the expenses.of the Executive Departments, as well those fixed by 
law as those which are contingent, are in other ways depen!lent upon the will of the L(;lgislature. One. 
of the modes in which they may be increased will be best illustrated by a_n example. By the acts of 
Congress for fixing the Military Peace Establishment, the staff of the Army was assembled at Washington, 
and their expenses, to an amount exceeding thirty thousand dollars, are now charged as a part of the 
executive expenditure. This arrangement, therefore, made with a view to economy and to the greater 
efficiency of the Army, and probably in both respects answering its purposes, has the appearance of 
swelling the expense of the Executive Government, when, in fact, it only transfers a charge from one 
head of service to another, and perhaps with a saving in the transfer. 

But there is another and a more constantly operating action of the legislativ-e will upon the business 
and consequently upon the expenses of the Executive Departments. As it is the duty of those Depart:
ments, within their limits, to execute the laws, every enactment increasing the branch of public servic~ 
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confided to their care necessarily has the effect of augmenting their expenses. Thus, when the House of 
Representatives, by the resolution of the 28th of March, 1822, signified its opinion that missions ought to 
be instituted to the new States of America, and both Houses of Congress, by the appropriation law, 
appropriated money for the missions, this enlargement of our foreign relations not only increased the 
diplomatic expenses of the Government, but it added to the Department of State the labor and the expense 
of instructing and correspo11ding with six additional agents abroad. If the Navy be increased or a 
greater number of vessels put into service, this, in like manner, increases the labor and the expense of 
the Navy Department. All such additions, in like manner, act upon the Treasury and upon the account
ing officers by increasing the accounts to be settled and the payments to be made. Of the policy to be 
pursued, Congress is to judge, and that judgment can never be materially affected by a consideration of 
the slight addition it will make to the contingent expenses of the Departments. • 

The different branches of the Government are intimately connected with each other. Congress 
originates and sanctions the measures to be pursued, and provides the means of carrying them into effect; 
and it is for the executive officers, with the means thus furnished, to execute the will of Congress. Upon 
that will, therefore, must depend the aggregate of expense occasioned by the execution of the laws; and 
the expense of the Executive Departments must bear some relation to that aggregate, though constituting 
but a very small part of it. 

Having made these remarks, the minority of the committee will pro_ceed to state their views upon the 
different branches of the duty assigned to them as they understand it. The resolution of the House, under 
which they had the honor to be appointed, was founded upon no precise allegation, and gave no particular 
direction as to the inquiry to be made. It seems, therefore, to have int;nded that there should-be a general 
examination of expenditure of every kind; not with a view to retrench any expenditure known to be useless 
or wasteful, or to reform and correct any abuse ·known to exist, (for there is no such thing alleged,) but to 
ascertain whether there are not abuses or expenditures that are useless and wasteful. This duty the 
minority of the committee have endeavored to perform; and they will now submit their views in the 
following order, which they suppose best calculated to present them distinctly, according to the intentions 
of the House, to wit: 

I. The aggregate expenditure of the Government. 
2. The expenditure of the Departments mentioned in the resolution. 
Under the first of these heads it may be proper to state what the expenditures are, in order that 

the remarks hereafter to be made may be the better understood. 
Taking, then, for example, the year 1826, and omitting, for the present, the payments on account of 

the public debt, which amounted in that year to tnl,041,082 19, the heads of expenditures are as follows, 
to wit: 
I. Civil, miscellaneous, and diplomatic .... ·......................................... $2,600,H'T 'T9 

Including under this head-
Oivil.-Legislature, Executive Department, offices of the Mint, Surveying Department, 

Commissioner of Public Building·s, Governments of Territories, and the judiciary, 
amounting together to $1,256,'T45 48. . 

Miscellaneous.-Wbich comprehends, among others, the Mint establishment, light-house 
establishment, surveys of public lands, marine hospital establishment, public buildings, 
roads and canals, and subscriptions to stock of canals, payment for buildings destroyed, 
per act of March 3, 1825, and a number of others, $1,110, 'T 13 23. 

Diplomatic.-Including expenses of foreign intercourse, relief and protection of American 
seamen, payments under various treaties, &c., $232, 'Tl9 08. 

2. Military establishment. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 6,243,236 03 
Including, besides pay and subsistence of Army, invalid and half-pay pensions, 

$251,399 01; revolutionary pensions, $1,305,199 82; continuation of Cumberland :road, 
$125,469, &c. 
3. Naval establishment.......................................................... 4,218,902 45 

~aking a total of expenditures for that year of. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . 13,062,316 2'l 

The total expenditure for 182'T was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, '130,464 8'1 

If it should be made a question whether this aggregate expenditure is greater or less than it ought 
to be, it might be difficult to find any certain standard by which to ascertain its propriety. It is obvious, 
however, from a mere inspection of the items, that the aggregate is the result of the deliberate exercise 
of the wisdom of the Legislature upon the several branches of the public service, pronounced after a 
careful examination of the wants and the means of the nation, and approved by every subsequent Congress. 
Thus the military establishment and the naval establishment, embracing more than ten-thirteenths of the 
whole expenditure, have frequently occupied the careful attention of Congress, and were originally fixed, 
and have been suffered to remain, as they now are, because the representatives of the people have deemed 
them suitable to the circumstances of the country. They have been repeatedly discussed, not only in 
general, but in detail, and every year have been under the consideration of the appropriate committees, as 
well as brought into the view of the House by the appropriation bills. The presumption, therefore, is that 
they are not greater than they ought to be. Differences of opinion there will be, and differences of opinion 
there have been, but they have bad no other effect than to draw the attention of Congress, from time to 
time, more closely to the subject, and, on that account, to give to its decision the greater weight. 

It may be remarked, however, that the expenditure, whether great or small, bas kept within the 
income. In the year 1826, after paying more than eleven millions on account of the public debt, and 
providing for all expenses, there remained in the Treasury a surplus of above six millions; and, at the end 
of the year 182'l, there also remained a surplus in the Treasury of above six millions. This cardinal 
maxim, therefore, has not been violated. The income has not been exceeded; no debt has been contracted; 
no just claimant bas been left unpaid; but, on the contrary, a large amount of pre-existing debt has been 
discharged, and the resources of the country liberated, for the future, from the payment of its interest; 
while, at the same time, the nation is advancing in an uninterrupted career of prosperity. The same 
course of conduct in the case of an individual would be deemed wise and prudent, and it is not perceived 
how it can be thought otherwise in a nation. • 
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The mere fact that the expenditures hav~ been greater for some years past than they were at an 
earlier period of our Government is, in itself, a circumstance whose value and bearing, in a comparative 
estimate, depends upon other circumstances with which it may happen to be connected. With us it will 
readily be perceived that it ought to occasion neither alarm nor apprehension. On the contrary, it is what 
every one would have expected, and, when rightly examined, what every friend of his country would have 
wished. It is the effect, as it is also in some measure the cause, of the growth of the country, and of its 
constantly increasing prosperity, which has fully kept pace with its expansion. If, for example, we insti
tute a comparison with the early period of our Government, it will be seen at once that the expenditure, 
in its rate of increase, has not exceeded the necessary demands arising out of every other increase, nor 
borne any proportion to the increase of our ability, nor to the benefit the citizen derives from the acts of the 
Government. Assuming for the comparison the average expenditure of the .first eight years under Wash
ington, it is stated to be $2,794,221 81; but the average population of the United States during that 
period was but about four millions and a half, whereas it is now supposed to be about twelve millions. 
Considering the comparative value of money at the two periods, the increase is not out of proportion. Con
sidering the comparative ability of the country, it is far below it. Of this some idea may be formed from 
the fact that the valuation of lands, lots, and dwelling-houses, in the year 1799, amounted to $619,977,000, 
and (such was the improvement of the country) in 1815 it amounted to $1,902,296,000. At the period first 
mentioned there were but thirteen States, represented in Congress by 65 members of the House of Repre
sentatives (increased in 1794 to105) and 26 Senators. Now there are twenty-four States, represented by 213 
members, and three delegates from Territories, and 48 Senators. The expenses of the Legislature alone, 
at the present time, amount to 50-i:>er cent. more than the whole civil list at the period first mentioned. 
The latter, in the year 1796, (the largest of the period,) was but $447,139. In the year 1824 the expendi
ture for the legislative branch alone was $600,955 99; and in 1826, $567,698 40. The contingent expenses 
of both Houses in 1796 were $11,550; in 1826 they were $66,000. At the period first mentioned it 
must also be remembered that there was no Navy Department in the Government, and there was no Navy. 
Authority was given by law, in the year 1794, to build six frigates; but the whole expenditure on that 
account in the year 1796 was less than $300,000, and was managed by the Department of War. The 
Navy Department was instituted in the year 1798. In that and the two following years the Navy was 
established upon a permanent foundation by an expenditure of $7,688,144, constituting a very large 
addition to the general expenditures of the nation for the period, but now universallyconsidered as a most 
beneficial expenditure. At present it costs upwards of $4,200,000 a year, and is fully worth what it costs. 
It is unnecessary to dwell upon the territory that has been acquired, the extension over it of the cares of 
Government, and the consequent increase of expense. But one branch of the public service may be suffi
cient to show how the operations of the Government, and, at the same time, the accommodation and 
convenience of the citizen, have grown with the growth of the nation. In the year 1791 there were but 
89 post offices in the United States; the amount of postages was $46,294; and the extent of post-roads 
was 1,905 miles. In the last year (1827) there were 7,617 post offices; the amount of postages was 
$1,473,551; and the extent of post-roads was 99,134 miles. 

Comparisons of one year with another, or of one period with another, must, ·however, be extremely 
unsatisfactory and inconclusive. By this process it might be proved that one administration, or even one 
and the same Congress, was extravagant, as compared with itself. For example: in the year 1793, under 
the presidency of Washington, the expenditure was $1,718,129; in 1794, $3,500,348; and in 1795, ~4,350,596. 
In 1796, also under his presidency, it was reduced to $2,531,930. So, in the presidency of Mr. Jefferson, 
the expenditure was, in 1802, $3,737,079; in 1803, $4,002,8'.?4; in 1804, $4,452,858; in 1805, $6,357,234; in 
1806, $6,080,209; and in 1807 it was reduced to $4,984,572; and in 1808 it rose again to $6,504,333. In 
the first year of Mr. Madison's presidency the expenditure exceeded that of the preceding year about one 
million of dollars. It must be obvious, fro:n this view, that the mere amount of expenditure in any given 
year can furnish no evidence that the Government was either extravagant or economical. Nor can the 
comparison of the averages of expenditure for given periods lead to any mpre satisfactory conclusion. 
For such a comparison would show that the average expenditure of the Government during the presidency 
of Mr. Jefferson was nearly double that during the presidency of Washington, from which it was separated 
by an interval of only four years; the former being 85,137,598 61, and the latter, $2, 794,221. It would 
also show that under the presidency of Mr. Madison, which immediately succeeded that of Mr. Jefferson, 
there was an addition to the average annual expenditure of one million of dollars, or one-fifth of the whole. 
Besides it is perfectly familiar to every one that the expenditure of a given year may, and generally does 
in part, arise from appropriations made and authorities given at antecedent periods. 

If it should be said that, at the times referred to, the expenditures were for useful and valuable 
purpo&.es. the answer would undoubtedly be correct. It is the only true answer in all such cases; and 
it brings us at once to this conclusion, which is believed to be entirely just, that it is the character 
of the expenditure and not its amount which must determine whether it is extravagant or economical. 
To arrive at any certain or satisfattory result, it would be necessary, therefore, to examine each 
object of expenditure; to consider it by itself, and in its relation to the general concerns of the 
country; and then to decide whether it is worth what it costs. Such an inquiry would in effect be 
an examination of the whole structure of the Government in its general bearing and in all its details. 
But this is the very work which Congress is constantly engaged in, and has been engaged in from the 
beginning to the present time. Every expenditure has had its origin in some measure which Congress 
has deliberately decided to be proper and directed to be carried into effect, and every such expenditure 
owes its continuance to the continued conviction of Congress that the measure which occasions it is suited 
to the circumstances and wants of the country. What the system is which has thus been successively 
built up, what are the parts of which it is composed, and what each of them costs, may be seen from the 
statement of expenditures already presented. Some of the items will be referred to hereafter. In the 
meantime it is only necessary to remark, as a further exposition of the views intended to be presented,· 
that if the same amount of service should be found at one period to cost more than another, this would 
naturally lead to inquiry, though it might still be very satisfactorily explained. But if the amount of 
service has been increased, or the objects of expflnditure multiplied, the increase of expenditure is a 
matter of course, and can occasion neither surprise nor inquiry. Now, this is precisely the fact in regard 
to the Government. It follows, then, that to establish that a greater amount of money was expended in 
the years 1822-'23-'24 than in the years 1809-'10-'ll, or that a greater amount was expended in 
1825-'26-'27 than in 1822-'23-'24, proves no more than it does to show ( as the fact was) that the expendi
ture of 1809-'10-'11 exceeded by a million a year the average expenditure of the eight preceding years. 
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It comes exactly to this, and this is the utmost that can be made of it, that Congress, in the just exercise 
of its constitutional power, for which it is accountable to the people, has thought it conducive to the 
public good to enlarge or to multiply the objects of public expenditure, and has found it practicable to 
do so without inconvenience to the public. 

But there is a limit and a check to public expenditure of a much more precise kind than any of those 
which have been adverted to, and furnishing a good test of the economical character of a Government, or 
the contrary; and it is now brought into view with great satisfaction and is deserving of much <'onsider
ation, because it evinces the practical excellence of our institutions, as well as a continued conformity to 
their true spirit in those who have been and continue to be intrusted with the conduct of our public 
affairs. The expenditure of Government must, in some shape or other, be provided by contributions of 
the citizens. The revenue from the customs falls upon the consumption; it has the advantage of being 
cheaply and easily collected, and the further and greater advantage, mentioned by Mr. Jefferson, that 
"the great mass of the articles on which impost is paid are foreign articles, purchased by those only who 
are rich enough to afford themselves the use of them." Still, when levied for the purpose of revenue, it 
is a contribution by the citizens for the support of the Government. The total revenue derived from 
contributions of every kind exhibits the amount contributed by the citizens, and, compared with the whole 
number of citizens, exhibits the proportion of an individual. These contributions may be termed the 
burdens upon the people; and, as these burdens are lighter or heavier, the condition of those subjected to 
them is, in this respect, better or worse. This, then, is the limit and the test referred to. The minority 
of the committee do not mean to institute a comparison with any other Government. It has often been 
made, and every one knows how much to the advantage of our own. But this they do intend to say, and 
they think it deserving of the closest attention, that the burdens upon the citizen have not been increased; 
that is to say, that the contribution of each individual for the support of Government is not greater 
at the present time than it was thirty years ago, nor greater than at any intervening period since that 
time. This interesting fact they will proceed to endeavor to make apparent. In the year 1796 (by which 
time the organization of the fiscal system was producing its results) the income from impost was 
$6,567,987, and from internal revenue $475,239, making a total of $7,042,376. The population of the 
United States at the same period, estimated from the preceding and following census, was about 4,760,384. 
The public contributions, therefore, were within a small fraction of $1 50 for each citizen. In the year 
1827 the total receipts from customs, being the only contribution of the citizen for the support of the 
Government now required, as the internal revenue is abolished, amounted to $20,190,522. The population 
of the United States is estimated to be about 12,000,000-some suppose it to be more by 1,000,000. The 
public contribution, therefore, is scarcely more now than it was in the year 1796, that is, within a small 
fraction of $1 66 for each citizen. Averaging the two years 1826 and 1827; it will be a fraction above 
that sum. It is unnecessary to do more than to state the fact. The change in the value of money, the 
increased wealth and greater ability of the country, and other like considerations tending to show that 
the contribution, though nominally nearly the same, is really less, will readily present themselves and 
have their due weight. The fact that the contribution now is not sensibly greater than it was thirty 
years ago is the highest evidence of the excellence of our institutions and the purity with which they 
are administered. It is impossible, however, to forbear remarking, in connexion with this fact, how greatly 
extended and multiplied are the benefits the citizen now enjoys for this contribution in the protection 
given to commerce by the Navy; the facilities and securities afforded to it by light-houses, piers, harbors, 
and various other aids; the security provided against war by" a system of fortifications; the assistance to 
internal trade and intercourse by surveys, improvements in roads, and in a thousand other ways; besides 
the incalculable advantages he derives from the progressive prosperity of the nation; her increased 
strength, reputation, and standing in the world; and his entire exemption from all taxation and from all 
contribution but such as he may choose to impose upon himself by the consumption of imported articles. 
Upon the most sober and reasonable estimate, this is a state of things which does not seem to suggest the 
necessity of change. It is believed that it may be advantageously contrasted with any instance which 
the history of the world can produce, and that the best friend of his country can desire nothing better 
than its continuance. -

During all the period from 1801 to 1807 it will be found that the public contributions amounted to 
something more than $2 for each citizen. This fact is noted, not for the purpose of any comparison, but 
to bring into view a high authority upon the subject under consideration, and the just conclusions to be 
made upon it. In the year 1806 the revenue gave promise of a surplus in the Treasury, and the question 
naturally presented itself, whether this accumulation should be prevented by reducing the income, or, 
being suffered to occur, should be distributed in useful and fructifying expenditure? Mr. Jefferson, 
whose opinions upon points of economy have been deemed sound, always erring, if at all, upon the side 
of frugality, unhesitatingly recommended the increase of expenditure in preference to the reduction of the 
revenue. In his message of December, 1806, he says: 

, "When both of these branches of revenue shall in this way be relinquished, there will stiU, ere long, be 
an accumulation of moneys in the Treasury beyond ,the instalments of public debt, which we are permitted 
by contrcat to pay. They cannot, then, without a modification, assente.d to by public creditors, be applied 
to the extinguishment of this debt, and the complete liberation of our revenues-the most desirable of all 
objects; nor, if our peace continues, will they be wanting for any other existing purpose. The question, 
therefore, now comes forward, to what other objects shall these surpluses be appropriated, and the whole 
surplus of impost, after the entire discharge of the public debt, and during those intervals when the 
purposes of war shall not call for them? Shall we suppress the impost and give that advantage to foreign 
over domestic manufactures? On a few articles of more general and necessary use the suppression, in 
due season, will doubtless be right; but the great mass of the articles on which impost is paid are foreign 
luxuries, purchased by those only who are rich enough to afford themselves the use of them. Their 
patriotism would certainly prefer i"ts continuance and application to the grea1 purposes of the public education, 
roads, rivers, canal,s, and such other objects of public improwment as it may be thought proper to add to the 
consluutwnal, enumeratwn of federal, powers. By these operations new channels of communication will be 
opened between the States, the lines of separation will disappear, their interest will be identified, and 
their union cemented by new and indissoluble ties." 

So far as, of late years, the expenditures have increased, it has been precisely within the limits and 
for the objects here prescribed. 

Beginning with the period when the nation was relieved from the charges of war, that is, with the 
year 1816, it must be observed, in the first place, that no new burden has been imposed upon the citizens; 
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but, ·on the contrary, the direct tax, and all the internal taxes, have been taken off, to the amount of more 
than twelve millions and a half of dollars per annum. The whole revenue, with the exception of the 
sales of the public lands, is now derived from the customs, as it was at the time of Mr. Jefferson's 
message just quoted. The duties upon importation have not, since that time, been increased for the 
purpose of augmenting the income. Where they have been increased at all it has been with a view to 
protect domestic industry, and was calculated -rather to reduce the revenue. 

The public debt has, in the same period, been rapidly diminished. On the 1st of January, 1816, it 
amounted to $127,334,933 74. On the 1st of January, 1828, it was but $67,413,377 92, from which must 
be deducted the $7,000,000 subscribP-d to 'the Bank of the United States, which is represented by au 
equal amO'unt and a greater value in the stock of that bank. The amount of the debt, therefore, on the 
1st of January, 1828, was reduced to $60,413,377 92, and on the 1st of July next it will be still further 
reduced (by the payment of $5,000,000) to $55,413,S'i'l 92; from this must ·also de deducted the $5,000,000 
of debt contracted for the 'purchase of Florida, leaving $50,413,377 92. So that, in twelve years, besides 
discharging the various claims growing out of the war, paying the interest of the debt, which, in the 
beginning, must have been about six or seven millions a year, providing for the support of Government, 
and paying all other necessary expenditures, there has been paid of the principal of the public debt no 
less a sum than $76,921,555 08, or upwards of $6,400,000 per annum. 

The revenue is sufficient, after providing for all other necessary expenses, to pay the public debt as 
soon "as we are permitted by contract to pay;" and if no national exigency should occur to compel a 
greatly increased expenditure, the whole of the public debt may be paid off by the year 1835, besides " an 
accumulation of moneys in the Treasury" and a very large annual surplus afterwards. 

With respect to particular expenditures making up the aggregate, it has already been remarked that 
they were authorized by law. They have received the sanction of Congress, and it is believed they have, 
in general, inet the approbation of the country: The provision made for the declining years of the soldiers 
of the Revolution, which brought a considerable charge upon the Treasury, but acquitted a heavy debt 
of gratitude; the system of fortifications for the defence of our maritime frontier; the aid given to internal 
improvement by roads and canals, and by removing obstructions in rivers for the great purposes so 
strongly enforced in the message above quoted; the establishment of the Army and Navy, and all the 
other leading objects of the public care and concern, ·have been settled by the decisions of Congress, and 
it is believed have been satisfactory to the· nation. Not that there has been entire unanimity of opinion. 
Upon some of these great points, besides other grounds of discussion, there has been what may be termed 
a radical difference of opinion as to the extent to which the faculties of the Government of the Union ought 
to be exercised for the benefit of the nation; and though this seems to belong rather to the political than 
to the financial history of the Government, yet it must be apparent that it will have an influence upon the 
question of expenditure, and upon the views taken of that question. Those who would narrow down the 
exercise of power to the most restricted limits so as to deprive the Government of the Union of its beneficent 
faculties-such, for instance, as that of internal improvement, or of protecting domestic industry-and 
limit even its admitted faculties to the minimum of activity, will very naturally object to expenditures, 
because expenditure is the instrument by means of which these faculties are for the most part exercised. 
They will regard it with jealousy, and be disposed to check it, as tending to overturn their favorite 
doctrines. They dislike the means because they are opposed to the end. But those who hold the con
trary opinion, who believe that the Government possesses and may beneficially exercise these powers, 
who think that its just powers ought to be exercised, ( and they are a great majority of the nation as well 
as ·of Congress,) regarding the objects as at once legitimate and advantageous, will approve of such 
reasonable expenditure as the circumstances of the country will bear and the public good requires. They 
will be content to enjoy the benefits derived, even though they should be derived through the instru-
mentality of the Government of the Union. • 

This difference of opinion which manifests itself upon particular measures will also have an influence 
upon the view taken of past and of current expenditures. Those who are opposed to the measures or to 
the system will be dissatisfied with the expenditure, and will think it has increased too fast. Those who 
supported them will come to a different conclusion. But both must agree that they have received the 
constitutional sanction, and both must also agree that nothing but the same power of a constitutional 
majority can arrest them. ·So that, in fact, the quet>tion of expenditure becomes a question of the policy 
of the country, and connects itself with the great principles that for some years past have guided or 
influenced the deliberations of Congress. The same motives which have determined that policy must, of 
court>e, justify the expenditure it has occasioned. The cost has not been greater than was anticipated, 
nor the benefits less. And therefore the real question is, whether the system shall be abandoned or 
reduced, merely for the purpose of reducing the expenses, at a time when there is nothing in the circum
stances of the Treasury to caU for a reduction. 

Whether the expenditure shall be further increased, and what disposition shall be made of the 
surplus that will remain in the anticipated event of a final extinguishment of the public debt, are points 
to be decided bythe wisdom of future Congresses, enlightened by the knowledge which time will disclose. 
But considering that the revenue is more than sufficient to meet the current expenses and to provide for 
the payment of the public debt within the time which the contract with the creditors will allow; that the 
revenue (so far as it falls upon the citizens) is derived entirely from the customs; that the expenditure 
has not outgrown the growth of the country, nor even kept pace with its advance in population, wealth, 
and prosperity; that the contributions of the citizens, light in themselves, are not sensibly greater now 
than they were thirty years ago, and are less, it is believed, than they have been at the average of any 
intermediate period; and that the expenditures are for the benefit of the nation, and are calculated to 
advance her prosperity and to promote· her welfare and happiness; the minority see nothing in this 
aggregate of expenditure to lead to a belief that there is extravagance or abuse, or to indicate the 
necessity of retrenchment or reform, or to occasion an apprehension that the Government has at all 
departed from its original purity. 

THE EXPENDITURES OF THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF THE GOVERNMENT. 

It has already been observed that this head embraced for the year 1826 an expenditure of $489,776 07, 
being about one-fiftieth part of the aggregate expenditure of the Government. It consists of two parts: 
First, salaries and compensations established by law, including the salaries of the President, Vice President, 
heads of Departments, and the subordinate officers of the Departments, down to the messengerR of the 
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offices. The payments thus fixed by law, and which can neither be exceeded nor diminished; aDl!lunt to 
more than $400,000. The residue, say for the year 1826 about $80,000, is for what are termed conting-ent 
expenses, the nature of which will require but one word of explanation. There is no uncertainty or 
contingency as to the necessity of these expenses for the public service. The Departments must be 
provided with fuel, stationery, furniture, books, a11d whatever else is wanted for the busin·ess of the 
nation. They are uncertain and contingent only as to the amount, and because the respective items 
cannot be estimated with perfect precision in advance. The great bulk of them is, however, absolutely 
indispensable. A small portion may possibly be liable fo some difference of opinion in the judgment of 
different men, according to the views they are inclined by temperament or habit to take. It would be a 
very large allowance to suppose that one-tenth part could be subject to debate or qu~stion, even with 
those whose notions on such points are most rigid. But for the present pwpose let it be assumed that 
one-tenth part is debatable. Then the case will stand thus: 
The total expenditure in the year 1826, debt included, being. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $24,103,398 46 
The expenses of the Executive Department, including the staff of the Army, are 

one-fiftieth, or ............................................................ . 
The expenses termed contingent are not quite one-sixth part of that sum, or, say ..... . 
And of these contingencies it is supposed for the present that there may be one-tenth 

subject to dispute, as before stated ......................................... . 
which latter sum may be considered as furnishing the field of retrenchment. 

489,776 07 
80,000 00 

8,000 00 

Then, the expenses of the Executive Department being one-fiftieth of the whole expenditure, and the 
contingent expenses one-sixth of the e~penses of the Executive Departments, they are one-three-hundredth 
part of the whole; and the debatable part of the contingent expenses being but one-tenth part, it amounts 
to but one-tenth of one-three-hundredth part, or one-three-th_ous_andth pa_rt of the whole expendJture-that 
is to say, one-thirtieth part of one per cent. 

This statement is made simply for the purpose. of correcting any vague and erroneous notions that 
may prevail upon the subject of this branch of expenditure, and to show how very incorrect must be the 
opinion that any serious retrenchment in it is required or practicable, or that any formidable extrava
gance or abuse can there prevail. From the attention which has of late been bestowed upon this subject, 
one might be led to conclude that the Treasury was supposed to be grievously burd_ened by it, and that 
some sensible relief might be had by reduction at that point. And yet it appears, when examined, to 
be so minute as, upon the largest allowance, not to exceed one-thirtieth part of one per cent. It is 
exactly the same as the annual expenditure of one dollar is to an individual whose whole expenses amount 
to three thousand dollars a year. If, instead of an abundant revenue, untouched resources, freedom from 
taxation, an adequate provision for .the rapid extinction of the public debt, and a state of progressive 
prosperity, which happily is our actual condition, the revenue were inadequate, the debt stationary or 
increasing, and the public burdens heavy, it must be admitted that a reduction of expenditure would be 
necessary. But what reduction could be effected within the limits of one-thirtieth of one per cent., or 
one-three-thousandth part of the whole? In such circumstances, and with such views, the utmost saving 
that could be effected would not pay the expense .of the inquiry._ It is far too minute to afford any hope 
of relief. 

In thus exactly stating the scope of the inquiry, it is not meant to be conceded that, even within the 
very narrow limits mentioned, there has been any extravagant or improper expenditure, nor to be asserted· 
that an extravagant or improper expenditure ought to be 'permitted, however small. The minority of 
the committee have seen nothing to induce them to believe that there has been any such expenditure. 
Reserving for examination hereafter some particular items, about which there would seem to be a.. 
question, it may be proper, once for all, to state the general footing upon which this matter stands, so as 
to exhibit the grounds of the opinion they entertain and intend, in conclusion, to express. It will also 
exhibit the guards and checks already provided by law, or by the practice of the Government. 

For the expenditures of each Department, as well as of every branch of service, provision is annually 
made by the appropriation bill. The appropriations for the Departments are made upon detailed estimates 
annually presented to Congress and printed for the use of the members. The estimate for the present 
year is a printed document of fifty-seven pages. Where a Department comprehends subordinate offices, 
separate and distinct estimates are made for each of them. Thus, the estimate is separately made for 
the Treasury and for each of the ten subordinate departments belonging to it. So of the War Depart
ment and the eight subordinate offices. The estimates and the appropriations for contingencies are also, 
as far as it is practicable, divided into heads or parts. For instance, in the estimates for the Department 
of State at the present session the contingencies are arranged under fifteen heads, and the appropriation. 
asked for each, including books, stationery, fuel and candles, newspapers, extra copying, printing of the 
laws, distribution of the laws, &c. 

The estimates being placed in the hands of the Committee of Ways and Means and of every member 
of Congress, they have the opportunity (which they have not failed to improve with becoming vigilance) 
of judging· of the reasonableness of every item proposed. In forming this judgment they have the means 
of comparison with the preceding expenditure, and if they find any new head of expense introduced or 
any old one swelled beyond its former size, or if they entertain a doubt of the propriety of any part of 
the expenditure, they have the right of asking for explanation, which they always exercise, as in duty 
they ought. Upon the result of this examination, rigorously made, first by the committees and then by 
both Houses of Congress, the judgment of Congress is formed, and that judgment is expressed in the 
appropriation bill as applicable to the services of the year. The appropriation bill, therefore, pronounces 
the opinion of Congress upon each and every item embraced by it as necessary for the public service, and 
also upon the amount which may be applied to each and every item. The discussions upon the appro
priation bills have for many years past been rigorous and faithful. 

The amount thus appropriated cannot be exceeded. This is true, not only in general, but also in 
every detail. The head of a Department is limited in his contingent expenses to the amount which is. 
appropriated for his Department. The head of a subordinate branch is confined to the sum estimated for 
that branch. Neither can draw from the Treasury one dollar beyond the appropriation; and each in his 
respective expenditures is to keep within the bounds prescribed for the particular head of expenditure, so 
that what is assigned for one service cannot be employed for another. It is obvious, therefore, that as to 
the amount to be expended for contingencies, or the objects for which h is to be expended, very little is left, 
to the discretion of the officer; and it ought t_o be remembered that, as it is his first duty to see that the 
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public service is performed, he must not sacrifice thal for the purpose of saving the money placed at his 
disposal for its performance. . 

The expenditure itself next comes under review. It is presented annually, in a condensed form, 
in tables accompanying the letter of the Secretary of the Treasury, at each session of Congress, under its 
appropriate beads. In pursuance~ of a standing order of the House, made December 30, 1791, there is 
also published an annual account of all receipts and payments for the year, giving the name of every 
individual to whom a payment has been made from the Treasury. And still further to secure the faithful 
application of the public moneys, there is a standing committee appointed at every Congress upon each 
of the Departments of the Government, whose business it is to examine into their expenditures; to see 
whether "they are supported by proper vouchers, establishing their justness, both as to their character 
and amount," and "whether any retrenchments can be made." So that after undergoing the scrutiny of 
the accounting officers, where, like all other accounts, they must be supported by proper vouchers, they are 
again examined by a committee of the House. It ought to be further remarked that every officer is liable 
at all times to be called upon by a resolution of the House; and that by the prevailing practice this power 
really belongs to every member, for no call is ever resisted or opposed. 

It would be difficult to devise any plan by which this point of the contingent expenses of the Depart
ments could be more closely brought or more continually kept under the notice of Congress for its 
approbation or censure, or a more rigid accountability exacted. But this (though highly important) is 
not so much the occasion of the observations which have been made, as another remark to which they 
naturally give rise and which is deemed worthy of attention. The minority of the committee will endeavor· 
to explain what they mean so distinctly as not to be misunderstood. 

As the appropriations of each year for the contingent expenses of the Departments are founded upon 
estimates for that year, and adapted to the service expected to occur, it will follow, in general, that the 
mere fact that the expenditure is greater or less than in any preceding year, taken by itself, cannot be 
evidence of extravagance or economy, nor be the just occasion of praise or censure. In an expenditure 
no greater than that of the contingencies, a small addition might be the cause of a considerable compara
tive increase. An instance in point will be found among tl?-e accounts furnished from the Treasury. In 
the years 1825, 1826, and 1827, it became necessary, in consequence of the provisions of the law authorizing 
the loans of 1813 and 1814, that the certificates to be paid off should be determined by lot, and that the 
holders of them should have "due notice." 1'4e necessity was thus produced for publishing advertisements 
throughout the United States, stating the numbers and amounts of the certificates to be redeemed. This 
had not occurred before for many years. To provide for the expense of advertising, the appropriation 
bill of 1826 allowed the sum of $6,000, and the appropriation of 1827 a like sum-being the amounts 
estimated for that service for the three years. This single addition, incident to the discharge of the public 
debt, was sufficient to vary considerably not only the contingent expenses of the Treasury, but even of 
the whole of the Executive Departments. 

The use of this illustration is not to be considered as admitting that the contingent expenses of the 
Treasury have increased. In the last three years, 1825, 1826, 1827, they are actually less than for the 
three years'preceding, 1822, 1823, 1824, as will hereafter be shown. 

It will further follow that no just inference can be made from the comparison of one officer with 
another, though having the same title, or of a succeeding officer with his predecessor. Each must be 
determined by itself. The expense must depend upon a variety of circumstances, and, among the rest, it 
may be that an apparent saving in one year will occasion an increased expense in another, as if it be 
caused by letting the bills remain unpaid or the business of the office fall in arrear. The annual estimates 
are founded upon a view of each particular office, and of its wants at the very time. Thus the estimate 
for the Fourth Auditor in 1822 was $1,000; in 1823, $1,650; 1824, $1,800; 1825, $2,000; 1826, $2,000; 
1827, $2,000; making a total of $10,450; and the total expenditure in the same period was but $7,870 20. 
It is very true that the expenditure for the last three years has been somewhat greater than for the three 
preceding, but they have not exceeded the estimates, and the appropriation in pursuance of them, founded 
upon the necessity at the time; and as they will be again referred to, no further remark need be made 
than this: that the increase in the latter years may have been owing ( among other things) to the diminished 
expenditure in the immediately preceding ones. 

If there be any generally operating cause which may be supposed to have a constant though not 
exactly regular influence, it can only be the one.before referred to, viz: that the extension of the public 
service will be attended ·with an enlargement of the expenditure, and, among the rest, with an increase of 
the contingent expenses of the Executive Departments. Should it then appear to be correct ( as stated) 
that the public service authorized by law occasioned an average expenditure in 1822, 1823, 1824, of 
$10,000,000; and that, in the years 1825, 1826, 1827, it occasioned an average expenditure of $12,500,000; 
and that the average of the contingent expenses in the former period was 866,793, and in the latter period was 
$77,454, ( which statements, though not-particularly examined, are probably correct,) then it will follow that 
the total expenditure has been increased by an addition of one-fourth, and the contingent expenses by an 
addition of only one-sixth, or rather less than one-sixth. If they had gone on at the same rate as the general 
expenditure they would have averaged $83,491. This comparison, therefore, if it establish anything, 
establishes that there has been an improved economy in the Executive Departments of the Government. 

It is admitted not to be an absolutely conclusive test, but it is an approximate or probable test, which 
may be resorted to for want of a more certain one; and the minority are of opinion that the result is 
satisfactory, as showing a relatively diminished expense quite equal to what could have been reasonably 
expected, and sufficient to allay apprehension. • 

Having made these general remarks, the minority of the committee will proceed to state the results 
of the examination of the several Departments, referring only to such things as they have understood to 
be objected to or questioned, and availing themselves of reference to the papers and accounts before the 
committee. They think it right, however, first, to say that they did not suppose, nor have the committee 
experienced, any backwardness on the part of the officers of the Government-to communicate information. 
Every inquiry has been fully and promptly answered; and if there be any points upon which explanation 
would have been useful or acceptable, they have no doubt that, if applied for, it would have been readily 
furnished. It is undoubtedly true that the heads of Departments, and of subordinate branches of Depart
ments, have, in general, answered that they have no more clerks or other persons employed than the 
efficiency of the service requires; and considering how recently and deliberately they have been estab
lished upon their present scale by Congress, the minority of the committee did not expect any other 
answer. • So far as it is matter of opinion, there is no doubt it is sincere and founded upon experience, 
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and the same that would have been given under any other circumstances, even such as it is intimated 
would be more favorable to harmonious co-operation. In the general correctness of that opinion the 
minority are disposed to concur, not only because it is the opinion of those who have had instruction 
from experience, but also because it corresponds with their own impressions. Congress has never been 
profuse in the number of clerks, nor in the allowances made to them. They have barely had enough to 
subsist them while they lived, and some of them, it is known, have not left enough to bury them when 
they died. Besides, extra clerks are occasionally employed in all the offices, and have long been so, without 
incurring any disapprobation, which is of itself sll,fficient evidence that the clerks permanently employed are 
not equal to more than the ordinary business of the office. That practi.ce ( of extra clerk hire) the minority 
of the committee would not be understood to condemn or disapprove. On the contrary, they believe it to 
be conducive to economy. Upon the same principle that a farmer employs additional hands in harvest 
time, or at any other season when work presses, it is right in the Departments to engage occasional assist
ance, when, from calls made by Congress, or other urgent cause, the regular clerks cannot do what is required 
with the speed that is necessary, or without neglecting other matters. A different plan would be followed 
by this result: either some portion of the business must be neglected, or the establishment of clerks must 
be raised up to the maximum which, at any particular time, might be required to do it. 

DEP.ARTIIENT OF STATE. 

In proceeding to inquire into the condition of the several Departments in reference to the disbursem~nts 
of the public money, the minority of the committee first direct their attention to the Department of State. 
On the organization of the committee a letter of general inquiry was addressed by the chairman to the 
heads of the several Departments, and answers, accompanied with documents, were received from them 
all. The answer of the Secretary of State presents a view of the condition of his Department, fully 
sustained by the official documents from his own and the Register's office, and highly satisfactory. 
From this view, which the minority of the committee will presently lay before the House, it appears that 
there has been a continued economy in the expenditure of the Department. While the minority of the 
commitee make this remark, however, they would not be understood as sanctioning the principle that the 
greater or less disbursement made in a Department is the only measure of the success and fidelity with 
which it has been administered. In the Department of State, particularly, the expenditures necessary to 
be made depend, in part, on our relations with foreign Powers, and on incidents in our intercourse with 
other nations, which this Government is unable to either foresee or control. In some respects an increased 
expenditure indicates abroad an extension of friendly relations with foreign Powers, and at home an 
increase of public business, arising out of the augmented population, multiplying pursuits, and growing 
prosperity of the country. 

As it is in the foreign affairs of the country that the greatest fluctuation is likely to arise, so it is in 
the appropriaJ,ions for this branch of the service that the greatest diversity exists in one year compared 
with others. 

In the year 1823 the appropriations were, omitting parts of a dollar ...................... . 
In the year 1824 .......... do .......... do .......... do ............................... . 
In the year 1825 .......... do .......... do .......... do ............................... . 
In the year 1826 .......... do .......... do .......... do., ............................. . 
In the year 182'I .......... do .......... do .......... do ............................... . 
In the year 1828 .......... do .......... do .......... do ............................... . 

$154,800 
309,350 
336,050 
350,932 
290,550 
89,550 

The· great inferiority of the appropriation of 1823 arises from the fact that the sum of one hundred 
thousand dollars, appropriated in 1822 for the expense of the missions to the new American Governments, 
was not expended during that year, and was accordingly at the service of the Department for the next. 
The great inferiority of the appropriation for 182'l, and particularly that for 1828, is owing to economical 
savings in the application of former appropriations and to reductions in some of the objects of expendi
ture-as, for instance, in some of the missions to the new Governments in South America, as is more 
fully explained in the note of the Secretary. • 

If the expenditure of the three years of this administration be compared with that of the three 
preceding, some increase will appear. To this increased expenditure the remark above made applies 
with full force. It has grown out of the extension of our relations with foreign Powers, and other causes 
connected with the growing prosperity of the country. The same variation from year to year will here 
also be found, showing that, with the same officers at the head of the Department, and with the same 
individuals composing a Congress at successive sessions, it is impossible to bring the expenditures in this 
branch of the public service to an uniform condition, either of increase or diminution. 
In the year 1822 the expenditure was ......................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1'l3,8'l9 
In the year 1823 the expenditure was .......................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314,668 
In the year 1824 the expenditure was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2'l0, 'l31 
In the year 1825 the expenditure was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 306, 'l31 
In the year 1826 the expenditure was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255,296 
In the year 182'l the expenditure was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28'l,463 

Arranged in the order of diminishing expenditure, the years would accordingly stand as follows: 
1823 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $314,668 
1825 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 306,731 
182'l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28'l,463 
1824 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2'l0, 'l31 
1826 ...................................... , . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255,296 
1822 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 'l3,8'l9 

It may be added that the expenditure of the present year, for which only $89,550 are appropriated, 
will probably fall as low as that of the lowest years in the foregoing catalogue. It will also be observed, 
as stated in the letter of the Secretary, that the apparent expenditure of 182'l is swelled above its real 
amount by a sum of money remitted to Europe, for which the requisition was granted in December, 182'l, 
for the foreign service of 1828. 

With regard to the expenses of the Department of State proper, the small increase of expenditure in 
VOL. V--140 B 
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the present administration over that of the last, is fairly referable, in part, to the natural increase of 
-business, and to the known accumulation of some extra items of necessary expenditure. Thus, the 
transcription of the immensely voluminous papers relative to the northeastern boundary, which it has 
been necessary to make twice, would of itself account for a considerable part of the increase. The 
preparation of the schedule of American claims on foreign Powers was also an exceedingly laborious and 
expensive task imposed on the Department of State by a resolution of the House of Representatives. 
The transcribing of the papers relative to the. claims on France prior to 1800, in obedience to a resolution 
of the Senate, under the last administration, but which it was impossible to comply with till the year 
1826, (papers filling a printed volume of 840 pages,) was also a heavy item of extra expenditure. The 
increased expense of special messengers grows out of the extension of our intercourse with those parts of 
the world where suitable opportunities for conveyance, in the usual channels of commercial intercourse, ( a 
mode of transporting important official documents, at best, open to objection,) do not often present 
themselves, and the increased number of treaties and conventions which have. been negotiated and 
transmitted. The invariable usage of the Government, and the manifest propriety of the thing, require 
that conventions and treaties, general instructions of great importance transmitted to the foreign ministers, 
and confidential despatches, should be intrusted to special messengers; and the minority of the committee 
have not found that these have been employed in any case not required by the public service. 

The following is a copy of the letter of the Secretary of State referred to: 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Washington, February 29, 1828. 
Sm: I have received the letter which, as chairman of the committee of the House of Representatives 

on retrenchment, you did me the honor to address to me on the 13th instant, transmitting a copy of a 
resolution which had been adopted by the committee; and having given the subject embraced in the 
resolution attentive examination and the most respectful consideration, I beg·leave now to communicate 
my answer to be laid before the committee. The resolution, in substance, calls for the expression of my 
opinion: first, whether there be any officers in the Department of State whose services may be dispensed 
with without detriment to the public interest; secondly, whether the salaries of any of them can be reduced 
consistently with justice and propriety; and thirdly, in general, whether any of the expenses incident to 
this Department can be reduced without impairing the efficacy of its operations . 

.A.s to the first two objects of inquiry above mentioned, my opinion is, that there can be no reduction 
in the number of officers employed in the Department of State without detriment to the public interest, 
nor in the salaries of any of them without injustice or impropriety. Within a few years past there has 
been a great increase in the general business of this Department, arising from the progressive increase of 
the wealth and population of the country, and from the establishment of independent Governments upon 
this continent. The number of permanent American missions which we now send from this country is 
equal to the number that we send to continental Europe. .A.nd the public interest has required the 
creation of various consular and other commercial agencies in this hemisphere, but not in the same 
proportion. Although those missions were authorized, and several of them had proceeded to their 
residences during the preceding administration, most of them have left the United States, and much the 
greater part of the other appointments referred to have been made during the present administration. 
These foreign agencies have greatly extended the correspondence of the Department, created a necessity 
for numerous translations from foreign languages, required much additional copying, and otherwise added 
to the labors of the Department. , • 

The committee will readily comprehend that the new duties arising from the above causes have 
rendered indispensable additional assistants to perform them; but the number of persons employed in the 
Department has not been increased in anything like an equal proportion with the increase of its ousiness. 
So far from its being· expedient to discharge any of those persons, the public service would be promoted by 
some addition to the number of clerks in the Patent Office, and an increase in the salary of its Superin
tendent, which has heretofore been repeatedly proposed, is again respectfully recommended. The receipts 
in that office are quite adequate to cover every expenditure already authorized and any that its addditional 
wants may require. In respect to those wants I beg leave to refer to a letter which the Superintendent, 
though confined by a long and dangerous illness, has recently felt it his duty to address to me, and which, 
under the designation of the letter .A., accompanies this communication. 

Before I proceed to answer the third and last inquiry of the committee, whether any of the expenses 
incident to this Department can be reduced without impairing the efficacy of its operations, I ask permission 
to present some general and explanatory observations in respect to the disbursements of the public money 
which are made through the Department of State. These disbursements are made out of appropriations 
of two kinds: first, those in which both the amount of the appropriation and its particular object are 
specified; and, secondly, those in which, although the amount of the appropriation is limited and the 
general purpose of it is mentioned, its particular object is not definitively i:1tated. The salaries of our 
diplomatic agents form an example of the first description of appropriation as the contingent expenses of 
foreign intercourse do of the latter. The first depends exclusively upon the pleasure of Congress; and it 
is only over the last that discretionary power is or can be exerted by the Executive, through the Depart
ment of State, in a course of administration. 

During my service in the Depai-tment I have endeavored to enforce the most rigid economy which 
appeared to me compatible with the public interest. Particular items of expenditure will vary from year 
to year according to exigencies, and the amount of disbursement will, consequently, be greater or less. 
There has been, for example, a vast deal of extra copying in the Department during the two or three last 
years. The papers relating to our northeastern boundary, consisting of upwards· of twenty manuscript 
volumes, and numerous maps and other detached papers, have been -twice transcribed in that time. But 
the total amount of appropriations for the service of this DeP.artment has been progressively diminishing 
during the last-three years. On that subject, as well as the expenditures of the Department, I beg leave 
to present to the committee, from the document marked B, accompanying the letter, the three following 
views: • 

The first is a comparison of the amount of appropriations made during each of the last three years of 
the preceding administration with that made during each of the first three years of the present, applicable 
to the public service through the agency of this Departme)lt. 
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LAST ADMINISTRATION. 

1823............................ $154,800 
1824. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 309,350 
1825. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 336,050 

800,200 

PRESE?-."T ADMINISTRATION. 

1826 ............................ $350,932 
1827. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290,550 
1828. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89,550 

731,032 

The cause of the smaller amount of appropriation for the year 1823 compared with several succeeding 
years was, that the sum of $100,000, which, by the act of the 4th of May, 1822, was appropriated for such 
missions to the independent nations on the American continent as the President of the United States 
might deem proper, had remained in the Treasury unexpended. The appropriation for 1825 is placed 
under the last administration, because it was, in fact, made, and the estimates for the public service were 
prepared under that administration, although the disbursements of it took place, in conformity with those 
estimates, under the present. The aggregate amount of appropriations during the latter term of three 
years is less by $69,168 than in the former, and, excluding the appropriation in 1826 of $40,000 for the 
Panama mission, (of which $26,953 52 only was expended,) which will not be an occasion of permanent 
expenditure during each successive year of the latter term, the amount appropriated, in comparison with 
the year immediately preceding, has progressively decreased, until that for the service of the present year 
bas declined as low as $89,550, a Jittle more than one-fourth of the amount appropriated in the last year 
of the preceding administration. I do not wish to be understood as stating that the smallness of the sum 
appropriated for the current year is attributable to permanent retrenchments, and is, therefore, to be 
regarded as the standard for future years; but it is the effect of economical savings from former appropri
ations, all of which might have been disbursed if there had been a disposition to indulge in extravagance. 

'l'he next view, which is now offered to the committee, is that of a comparison of the actual expendi
tures during the last three years of the past and the same period of the present administration. The 
expenditures of the-

LAST ADlITNISTRATION. 

1822. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $l'i3,879 51 
1823. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314,668 56 
1824......................... 270,731 27 

.759,279 34 

PRESENT ADMINISTRATION, 

1825 ......................... $306,731 74 
1826. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255,296 20 
1827......................... 287,463 42 

849,491 36 

The amount during the latter term exceeds that of the former by $90,212 02; but this difference may 
be satisfactorily accounted for. In the first place, there was a remittance in the month of December last 
of $70,000 to our European bankers, which is charged to the service of the year 1827, although, in point 
of fact, it will be disbursed in the year 1828. In the next place, the expenditure of the year 1822 amounted 
only to the sum of $173,879 51, because the sum appropriated to the missions to the new American nations 
was not applied in that year. It was in succeeding years that those mfosions were despatched, and it has 
been only since the commencement of the present administration that all of them have been put in operation, 
and that the entire expense, therefore, of maintaining the whole of them has been incurred. A comparison 
of the expenditure of the last two years of the past administration with two years of the present adminis
tration, though, for the reason just mentioned, still operating unfavorably to the latter, will be more just. 
The aggregate amount of the expenditures of the years 1823 and 1824 was $585,899 83; and the average 
of each year was $292,699 91½. The aggregate amount of the expenditures of the years 1825 and 1826 
was $562,027 94; and the average of each year was $281,013 9'i. The average expenditure of each of 
the three years of the present administration being $283,163 78i, although including the before mentioned 
recent remittance and the expense of the mission to Tacubaya, is less than the a,erage of the last two 
years of the past administration. 

The preceding views of appropriation and expenditure are exclusive of the salaries of the Secretary 
and clerks employed in the Department. 

I have stated that the small amount of appropriation required for the service of the present year 
was the result of economical savings out of previous appropriations. This will be manifest from the 
last view, which I now take the liberty of presenting to the committee, of the appropriations and expendi
tures during the years 1825, 1826, and 1827, under those heads of appropriation in the application of 
which a discretionary control is exercised through the Department of State. Those heads are, first, 
contingent expenses of foreign intercourse; secondly, intercourse with Barbary Powers; thirdly, relief 
and protection of American seamen; and fourthly, the contingent expenses of the Department. The total 
amount of appropriations, under the first bead, for the three years of 1825, 1826, and 1827 was $111,000; 
and the total amount at the service of the Department, including a balance of appropriation for the year 
1824, and also some small items of repayment, was $127,420 05; the actual disbursement during the 
three years of 1825, 1826, and 1827, was $80,567 97; leaving an unexpended surplus of $46,852 08. The 
total amount appropriated during the same three years for intercourse with the Barbary Powers was 
$80,000; and the entire sum at the disposal of the Department, including a balance of the sum appro
priated for 1824, was $100,450. The actual expenditure during those three years was $55,700 29; leaving 
an unexpended balance of $44,749 71. The total amount for the relief and protection of American 
seamen, at the disposal of the Department, during the same three years, was $99,678 84; the total 
expenditure was $87,698 1'1; leaving an unexpended balance of $11,980 67. The total amount at the 
command of the Department for its contingent expenses during the same period of three years was 
$97,863. The actual expenditure for the same term, being $~0,305, left a surplus of $7,558. 

This third and last view is taken from a summary statement of moneys appropriated and expended 
under certain heads of appropriation for the years 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, and 1827, which is 
hereto annexed, designated by letter C, to the whole of which the attention of the committee is respect· 
fully invited. ' 

During the present administration there has been a permanent reduction in the grade of two, and a 
temporary reduction in another of our missions on this continent, from that of an Envoy Extraordinary 
and Minister Plenipotentiary to a Charge d'Affaires. And I am induced to believe that one or two of our 
American missions may be abolished at a day not very distant without injury to the public interest. In 
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respect to those branches of expenditure which have been placed, by long established usage, under the 
control of the Executive, any retrenchment of which they are susceptible must, from the nature of the 
case, depend upon the exercise of a sound and responsible discretion. Without being able now to state 
to the committee any particular reduction which can be made in those branches of expenditure, I can 
only ·assure them, that, so far as the application of that discretion depends upon me, I shall continue to 
be animated by the desire I have ever felt to observe all practicable economy, . 

Without being perfectly sure that the inquiries of the committee extended beyond the officers imme
diately concerned in the Department of State, and the expenses incident to it within the city of Washing
ton·, I thought it safer to act on the supposition of their having contemplated a more comprehensive 
inquiry into the disbursements of the public money wherever made, and the utility of existing officers, 
whevever their sphere of action may be, under the direction of the Department of State. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
H. CLAY. 

Hon. JA11Es HAMILTON, Jr., Chairman. 

MARCH 5, 1828. 
P. S.-This letter was prepared at the time it bears date, but its transmission has been delayed from 

that time to procure the certified statements from the Treasury which accompany it, and which, from the 
press of business, could not be procured until this day. 

H. C. 

Before proceeding to comment on separate items of expenditure, the minority of the committee would 
observe that there is one general point in relation to th_e expenditures of the Department of State upon 
which objection has been made, and on which, for that reason, a remark will be offered. It is as to the 
mode of disbursing the moneys for the contingent expenses of the Department. The disbursements are 
made by the agency of a designated clerk, who, for that purpose, is intrusted with moderate sums, which_ 
he deposits in bank, and draws from time to time, as small payments are made, accounting for the 
expenditures in the same manner as other accountants 

To this course no well-grounded objection appears to the minority of the committee. It is that which 
is adopted by individuals who have large concerns. A cash-keeper in a counting-house, and an account 
of petty cash, are-familiar to every body as things not merely of convenience but of necessity. 

This plan, however, is not new, nor has it been unknown to Congress. In the year 1822 the then 
Secretary of State, now President of the United States, addressed a letter (dated the 18th .April, 1822) 
to the committee of this House on the expenditures of the Department of State, in which he states this 
practice to have existed before his coming into the Department. That letter is on the files of this House, 
and a copy was laid before this committee with the letter of the present Secretary of State. The com
mittee of 1822 (reports No. 106) reported as follows: "The expenditure of the moneys appropriated for 
the contingent expenses of the Department is confided to one of the clerks of the Department." "The 
committee have examined th~ accounts of these expenditures, with the vouchers for the said accounts, as 
far as they judged necessary. The objects of expenditure appear to be such as are necessary to the 
execution of the duties of the Department, and must, therefore, be authorized by law. The expenditure is 
within the appropriation, and is supported by sufficient vouchers. The accounts are regularly kept; the 
expenditures appear to be made with fidelity and economy; and the committee are unable to suggest any 
subject of retrenchment compatible with the public service." 

It is natural now to inquire what better mode can be suggested or adopted? or, if this may be 
objected to, what is there that may not? 

The minority of the committee will now proceed to examine particularly some of the items of expen
diture in the State Department, which have been or may be thought to require explanation. 

One of these is the outfit allowed to Mr. John .A.. King as Charge d'.A.ffaircs at London, which has 
been said to have been made in violation of law and out of a fund appropriated for other objects. This 
subject having been brought before the House of Representatives at the last session of Congress, and 
having, in obedience to a call of the House, been reported upon by the Secretary of State, the minority of 
the committee will only observe that, from the Secretary's report at that time, it appears that Mr. King's 
appointment was made conformably to the construction which has been given to the law of May 5, 1810, 
by every succeeding administration, and that the allowance made to him was a medium between the 
highest and lowest rate of allowance made in similar cases. That it was made out of the contingent fund 
for foreign intercourse was, in the opinion of the minority of the committee, both necessary and proper. 
The expense occurred on the contingency of the sickness of the minister at London. The service began 
and terminated in the recess of Congress; it was, consequently, one for which no previous appropriation . 
could be made; and the minority of the committee are not aware that Congress have ever considered it a 
branch of legislative duty to decide what part, or whether any part, of an outfit should be allowed to a 
Charge d'.A.ffaires after his return from his post. In the numerous instances which the records of the 
Government exhibit of the settlement of the accounts of functionaries of this class, it is the belief of the 
minority of the committee that, when the same have not previously been appropriated for, (which in 
the majority of cases they have not been,) the Executive has decided the rate of allowance, and ordered 
its payment out of the contingent fund for foreign intercourse. The minority of the committee are aware 
that "precedents made in violation of law" are not entitled to respect. But when they consider that the 
intercourse of the Government with foreign nations is confided by the Constitution, to a considerable 
.extent, to the President, and that down to the present day there is no specific act of Congress creating 
any foreign mission, they cannot but think that it would now be hazardous to preclude the Executive from 
the application of the contingent fund to the exigencies of the foreign service which arise during the 
recess of Congress, and which the minority of the committee regard as a part of the objects peculiarly 
intended to be provided for by that fund. The minority also think it an undue measure of severity 
towards any administration to charge it with the violation of positive law in cases where its acts have 
been in conformity to a;n unvarying usage in the construction of that law from the time of its enactment 
and under the most approved administrations of the Government. It may also not be improper to recall 
to the House that neither the outfit nor any other allowance made to our foreign agents is a gratuitous 
pecuniary emolument. In mqst instances it falls below, and never, it is believed, rises above, the 
necessary expenses of their stations. Most of our citizens in the foreign service leave it with circum
stances not mended by having discharged important duties to the country; and the minority of the 
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committee have no reason to believe that allowan~es like those made to Mr. King are even an indemnity 
for the sacrifices which every individual must make in bis domestic establishment by entering the public 
service under the like circumstances. 

On the subject of the employment of J. H. Pleasants as a special messenger for bearing despatches, • 
commissions, and instructions to our Charges d'Affaires at Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Ayres, the minority 
of the committee deem it unnecessary to say anything in addition to what is stated in the letter of the 
Secretary, which is here subjoined: 

Mr. Olay to JJir. Hamuton. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, Washington, March 26, 1828. 
Sm: I have received your letter of the 24th instant containing a copy of a resolution adopted by 

the Committee on Retrenchment, in which they are pleased to inquire : 
"Did John H. Pleasants go as bearer of despatches from the United States to Rio de Janeiro and 

Buenos Ayres in 1825? Did he deliver the despatches to the proper authority at Rio Janeiro and Buenos 
Ayres? If he did not go, what became of the despatches? who bore them to the Government of Rio 
Janeiro and Buenos Ayres? Where did John H. Pleasants go after he left the United States? Was it 
known to the Department when his account was settled and paid him that he had not been to Rio Janeiro 
and Buenos Ayres as bearer of despatches from this Government?" 

In reply I have the honor to state, for the information of the committee, that Mr. Pleasants was 
engaged in the spring of 1825 to carry to our respective Charges d'Affaires at the Brazils and Buenos 
Ayres their credentials, commissions, and general instructions, and other despatches from this Depart
ment; that with that view he left the city of Richmond, the place of his residence, on the 19th day of 
April, and embarked at the port of New York on the 28th day of May, 1825, on board the brig William 
Tell, having employed the intermediate time in seeking, from Baltimore to Boston, a vessel in which be 
could obtain a passage; that whilst at sea he was taken so ill as to be apprehensive of his life, which he 
supposed would be in imminent _danger if he continued the voyage; and meeting a vessel at sea bound 
to Antwerp he transferred himself to her, and committed the despatches with which he was charged to 
the care of Captain Hinman, the master of the vessel William Tell; that the despatches, both to Mr. 
Forbes, our Charge d'Affaires at Baenos Ayres, and for Mr. Raguet, our Charge d'Affaire~ at Rio de 
Janeiro, were delivered by the captain of the William Tell to the former gentleman on the 12th day of 
August, 1825, as will appear by an extract from a despatch from him under date the 15th day of 
September, 1825, marked A.; and that those intended for Mr. Raguet were received by him on the 26th 
October, 1825, as will appear by an extract from a despatch from him under date the 12th of November, 
1825, which is marked B. 

I beg leave also to refer to a copy of a letter from Mr. Pleasants, under date the 'rth day of July, 
1825, marked C, and to an extract from a letter from him under date 22d October, 1825, marked D, as 
explaining more fully the motives which induced him to change his destination and commit the public 
despatches in his care to Captain Hinman. During his voyage in the Antwerp vessel Mr. Pleasants met 
at ~ea a vessel bound to Liverpool, to which he transferred himself, and he arrived at that port on-the 1st 
day of July, 1825. He reached the port of New York, on his return to the United States, the 22d of 
October, 1825, bringing with him despatches for this Department from Mr. R. King, our minister at the 
Court of London. 

It was known at this Department when the account of Mr. Pleasants was settled and closed that he 
had not reached Rio de Janeiro or Buenos Ayres; but it was also known that the despatches which had 
been intrusted to him had been received by the persons to whom they were respectively addressed; and it 
was believed that he had been prevented from personally delivering them by the causes already stated. 
Supposing the affliction of disease did not occasion a forfeiture of all claim for expenses and all compen
sation for services, the allowances made to him were according to established usage, which has prevailed 
as far back as any traces of the accounts of bearers of despatches can be discerned in the Treasury. 
Agreeably to that usage they are generally allowed their expenses, personal and travelling, to the port of 
embarkation, their passage money at sea, their expenses, personal and travelling, from the port of debark
ation to the places of their destination, and the like expenses and passage money on their return home; 
and they receive, moreover, a compensation for their services of six dollars per day, out of which they 
defray their expenses whilst they remain at the places to which they are sent or stop at Washington for 
despatches. Upon an examination of Mr. Pleasants' account it will be seen that it has been adjusted 
according to these principles, and of the sum received by him seven hundred and fifty~six dollars was for 
per diem allowance, and the residue on account of expenses and passage money. 

It was not believed that the visitation of Providence with which be was afflicted ought to deprive 
him of all allowance for expenses and all compensation for services; but it was not thought right that 
the per diem should be continued during the whole period of his absence from home and until his return 
to New York, on the 22d October, 1825, that being the time when it was estimated he might have 
returned to the United States, if, after abandoning the voyage to South America, he had sought an oppor
tunity of coming home instead of proceeding to Europe. It was within the discretion of the Department 
to have compensated him as the bearer of despatches from Mr. King, but it was not deemed proper to 
make him any allowance for that service. 

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
H. CLAY. 

Hon. JAMES HAIDLTON, Jr., Chairman of the Oomrnittee on Retrenchment, House of Representatives. 

Among the items of expenditure which have been objected to is the sum paid for the publication of 
the notice of the provision made by the Governments of France and Hayti for indemnity for the sufferers 
by the revolutions in St. Domingo. It will probably be in the recollection of the House that the notice in 
question was of considerable length, directing, in detail, the course to be adopted by the unfortunate 
pe1'sons in question to obtain their portion of this long-delayed indemnity. No other principle, it must be 
allowed, called upon the United States to aid them by giving extensive publicity to this notice than that 
of comity to the friendly foreign Power communicating the documents to this Government and liberality 
toward the unfortunate exiles, who for thirty years of peaceful submission to our laws have many of 
them discharged all the duties of good citizenship to the country. The sums paid for printing were, in 
every instance, those which a private individual would have been charged for the same service. The 
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minority of the committee believe that the same principles which actuated the Government of the United 
States in extending a generous measure of relief to the unfortunate sufferers of St. Domingo at the 
period of the disasters in that island equally justified the comparatively trifling expenditure necessary 
for the printing and circulation of the notice referred to of the provision made for their relief. That a 
part of the expense of this publication should have been paid out of the contingent fund for foreign inter-

. course, and a part out of the contingent fund of the Department of State, the minority understand to be 
owing to the circumstance that the amount paid (about $4,000) was greater than could conveniently be 
spared from either fund alone, at the same time that the nature of the service brought it as properly 
within the province of one fund as the other. The minority of the committee see the less ground to 
censure the-Secretary of State for this expenditure, (not large in itself,) inasmuch as the portion of the 
indemnity paid to those for whose benefit the notice was published, being received and expended in this 
country, will add so much to the aggregate of the public wealth. • 

An objection has been taken to the allowance of $500 as a fee to the Attorney General for his pro
fessional services in a suit at Baltimore. The minority of the committee understand the objection to this 
allowance to be that it was made from the contingent fund for foreign intercourse. They are, however, 
not acquainted with any specific fund provided by Congress for services of this kind. The traffic in 
slaves on the coast of Africa must be considered as falling generally within the province of the foreign 
affairs of the country, and has been matter of negotiation with foreign Powers. The defence of the 
interests of the United States in the suit in_ question is of course a service of a contingent nature. The 
minority of the committee understand that the duty devolved on the Attorney General by his employment 
in this case, requiring his attendance for near a fortnight, was not unreasonably compensated by a fee of 
this amount; nor have they heal'd any fund suggested out of which it could with greater propriety have 
been paid. 

'l'he purchase of one hundred copies of Elliot's Diplomatic Code is objected to as being made out of 
this fund. It occurs, however, to the minority of the committee that the very valuable work in question 
is purely and essentially connected with the foreign service of the country, and the copies of it purchased 
by the Department of State were designed chiefly for distribution to the foreign ministers and other 
persons engaged in the public service abroad. A considerable number of copies of the same work were 
purchased this winter by the House of Representatives and paid for out of the contingent fund of the 
House; and the same reasons, in the opinion of the minority of the committee, justify its purchase by 
the Department of State out of the fund expressly devoted to the contingencies of that branch of the 
service to which the work in question refers itself. 

Some objection has been made to the number of newspapers which are taken in the Department of 
State, and which are said to have increased within the last three years. On this head the minority of 
the committee ask to be indulged in a remark. The public press is a vehicle of communication in this 
country which is growing in importance with the augmentation of the population and resources of the 
Union. In an Executive Department of the Government whose duties are of a nature so miscellaneous 
as those of the Department of State, it is absolutely necessary to a faithful discharge of them to be pos
sessed of the contents of a considerable number of leading journals in every part of the country. It has 
also been the usage of the Government, in every period, to furnish the foreign ministers with some of the 
principal newspapers, and these are procured and transmitted through the Department of State. These 
considerations will show that some little increase of this expenditure will take place with the extension 
of our diplomatic relations abroad and the growth of the country at home. 

In the course of the last summer an original portrait of Washington, by a distinguished .American 
artist, was offered for sale to the Department of State. The portrait had the merit of being a good 
painting, and of presenting a likeness of somewhat different character from that of the usual portraits of 
Washington, and consequently affording the means, by comparison, of attaining and transmitting to 
posterity a more exact conception of the countenance of the Father of his Country. The Secretary 
accordingly made a purchase of it at a reasonable price, as a part of the furniture of the Department of 
State, which he had already found ornamented with the likenesses of all the Presidents of the United 
States, except the second. This purchase has been objected to, but the minority of the committee find 
nothing to censure in it. It is certainly sanctioned by the example of Congress, in the large appropria
tions they have made to adorn the Capitol with historic paintings. Two years ago a resolution passed 
the House of Representatives, without a division, to purchase, at an expense of $1,500, a portrait of 
Washington for the hall of the House, to be paid for out of its contingent fund The minority would not 
intimate that a head of a Department possesses a like discretionary authority with a branch of the 
Legislature, but in the present case they think the Secretary of State to have been strongly countenanced 
by the precedents alluded to in purchasing a portrait of Washington as a portion of the furniture of the 
office of the Department. ~ 

A view somewhat similar is taken by the minority of the committee of the purchase of a silver medal 
of the present Chief 11Iagistrate for ten dollars, which has also been objected to. A meritorious and 
unfortunate artist, who represents himself as having been invited to the country by Mr. Jefferson to be 
employed as an engraver at the Mint, and who failed to obtain that occupation, (a disappointment as he 
represents, ruinous to his affairs,) had executed medals of the late President Monroe and of other ei'ninent 
citizens, among them of the President of the United States. One of the latter was offered for sale by 
the artist at the Department of State, who represented, at the same time, the losses which he had encoun
tered by not receiving in this country the employment which had been, as he alleged, promised him as an 
inducement to resort hither from Italy. Partly from a sentiment excited by this consideration and partly 
from a willingness to preserve in the appropriate Department a specimen of the progress of the art as 
introduced into this country, and a likeness of the individual who was pronounced when called to it, "the 
best person to fill the Department of State that could be found," and who did fill it for eight years with 
singular diligence, integrity, and success, the Secretary of State was induced to purchase, for ten dollars, 
the silver med3:l in question. The minority of the committee perceive nothing objectionable in this act, 
nor hazardous m the precedent. On the contrary, they think there would be a manifest propriety in pur
chasing, as a part of the appropriate furniture of the Department, a similar medal of all those who have 
successively been called to the Chief Magistracy of the country. 

The minority of the committee would now submit some observations suggested by some of the exami
nations which ":ere taken before the committ~e, and ~onnectingthemsel".'es wit~ the supposed employment 
of the late Damel P. Cook, m the confidential service of the country m the island of Cuba, during the 
past summer. ' 
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In the management of the foreign concerns of the United States, it was well known, not only from 
the nature of the thing, but also from experience in the short period of our history as a nation, that 
occasions would arise where the public interest would imperiously require that confidential agencies 
should be employed abroad, and that the whole value of such employment might depend upon its entire 
secrecy. This lesson had been sufficiently learned during the struggle for independence. .Among the 
earliest acts of the Government provision was made for this branch of the public service; and it has been 
continued by successive acts of Congress to the present time as an authority indispensably necessary. 
The duty of deciding upon the cases in which it shall be exercised, the extent of its exercise, and, in 
general, all the discretion which belongs to it, have been enjoined upon the President of the United States 
by those acts of Congress which have provided that the accounts of "such expenditures as he may think 
it advisable not to specify" shall be settled upon his "certificate." l!'rom the passage of the act of the 
1st of July, 1'l90, there never has been a moment when this duty has not been enjoined by law; and it is 
believed that no one who has reflected upon such subjects, or observed the course of public events in the 
world, would consent that our Government should be deprived of the benefits of this exercise of authority. 

Upon every view of this branch of the public service, therefore, it is manifest that among the solemn 
obligations incurred by a citizen exalted to the high office of Chief Executive Magistrate of this Republic, 
it is one that he will execute this law. He is not at liberty to avoid the responsibility. Whenever, in 
the exercise of that discretion with which he is charged, it seems to him that the exigency of circum
stances is such as to require from him the execution of the authority, his course is too plainly prescribed 
to him to allow of any doubt or hesitation. He can no more abstain from the performance of this than 
from any of the other high functions with which he is charged. Such is his just responsibility. 

It cannot be denied, however, that the best performance of this duty, imperious and indispensable as 
it is, is, from its nature, easily made obnoxious to suspicion. We all remember the clamor that was 
raised some years ago on account of the supposed use of a large portion of this fund by a former Presi
dent of the United States in a crisis of great public importance. The very terms employed in common 
parlance to express the use of the money have been perverted to a bad sense, and are often applied 
reproachfully. "Secret service money" is a phrase whicp. is made to carry with it a certain degree of 
odium, simply because it is forgotten that the "i:;ervice" is to our own country, and the "secrecy" is in 
relation to foreign countries, and both are for our own benefit. If Congress has thought fit to enjoin or 
to permit secrecy at home, it is only because that is necessary to prevent injurious publicity abroad, 
which would defeat the very purpose of the provision. Foreign nations have their agents here, who 
would at once transmit intelligence that was common among us, and thus disappoint our objects. 

If, in the performance of the duty thus assigned to the President, and which he is no~ at liberty to 
decline, his conduct may be questioned only because it does not carry with it its own full explanation, it 
is obvious that he is placed by the law in a condition to suffer injustice; for the absence of explanation 
is itself a part of his duty. He is bound, by the most solemn obligation, to keep secret what he believes 
it will be incompatible with the interests of the nation to make public. If such be not the just interpre
tation of the law it ought immediately to be repealed. 

When the duty in question was enjoined, it could not but be foreseen by those who framed the law 
that its performance might, and in times of party excitement probably would, afford plausible grounds for 
attempting to awaken distrust. But they deemed it necessary for the good of the nation; and every 
citizen who is worthy to be President of the United States, regarding it as they did, will, while it remains 
a law, go on to execute it, whatever may be the hazards, just or unjust, to which he may expose himself 
by so doing. His reliance against all such attempts must be on his own conscious integrity, and on the 
justice of Congress and bis fellow-citizens. His great reward in every extremity, the patriotic convic
tion that even if he must for a moment endure the effect of such attempts, he endures it for the sake of 
his country and his country's service. .Accordingly, it appears that this fund has been employed, it is 
believed, by every President of the United States. 

Of the propriety of the expenditures from the contingent fund for foreign intercourse, settled upon 
the certificate of the President, including the whole from the commencement of the Government, the 
minority of the committee have never perceived the least reason to ·doubt. Of those of more recent date, 
and especially during the last and present administration, there are some materials for forming a judg
ment of their probable necessity, which, being open to all, may be adverted to without injury. He must 
be a very superficial observer of passing events who bas not remarked that, by the force of circumstances, 
not depending upon ourselves, our foreign relations in the course of the last ten years have become more 
complicated with the general concerns of the civilized world than at any former period; and that the mere 
attention to our own extended trade, and to our own preservation, have imposed upon us the necessity of • 
watchfulness at points heretofore, perhaps, deemed to be of little consequence. The danger to be guarded 

- against has neither been trifling nor remote. It has appeared to many to be imminent, and to be of the 
greatest consequence; and while it has occasioned the most anxious solicitude, bas seemed of a nature to 
be likely to impose upon the Government the duty of peculiar vigilance and the occasion of a somewhat 
increased expenditure. They think, too, that it must be very manifest to every one who reflects upon the 
course of events that they were of a nature to call peculiarly for the employment of confidential agents, 
and that the efficacy of such agencies might depend upon their being secret. 

The witnesses say, as above intimated, that the destination of Mr. Cook was the island of Cuba. .And 
can any one think of the island of Cuba without perceiving, by his sensibilities as well as by his under
standing, that its fate and fortunes, involved in the uncertainty of various apprehended movements, 
external and internal, were of the deepest interest to our country, and especially to that portion of it 
which is peculiarly susceptible of impression from some of the shocks to which that dependency of Spain 
seemed to be liable ? • 

·whether they direct their attention to this particular spot, or to the state of things in other parts of 
the world, the minority of the committee would not have been surprised to find that, in the course of the 
last seven years, there bad been an increased expenditure from the fund ju question. 

It is proper to make one further remark upon this subject. The expenditure from the fund for con
tingent intercourse, settled upon the certificate of the President, appears upon the accounts under the date 
of the settlement of the Treasury. It is evidence, therefore, of nothing more -than the single fact that the 
settlement was then made; when the service was authorized, or when it began, or even when it was com
pleted, does not appear. In general, it seems reasonable to conclude that the authority, the service, and 
all the responsibility growing out of them, must have belonged to an antecedent period. It does by no 
means follow that the administration under which the settlement is made and the charge appears is tho 
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administration which directed the services that caused the expenditure. The contrary would in many 
cases be fairly and almost inevitably inferable, and this inference ought always to be applied in examining 
the account of the contingent fund thus settled. 

How far it may be proper or consistent with the design and the efficient administration of this fund 
to .inquire into the expenditure, the minority of the committee will not now undertake to decide. It must 
be admitted to be a matter of great delicacy. But this they do not hesitate to affirm, as their clear and 
deliberate opinion, that if any inquiry is to be instituted, it ought to be done in the mode best calculated 
to bring out all the facts material to the purpose of inquiry, (whatever that may be,) to do the least 
injury to the public service, and to give the least offence to that branch of the Government which is 
intrusted with the expenditure. 

It was on this account that they objected, at the outset, to the examination of witnesses to prove 
that the late Daniel P. Cook was supposed to have been employed by the Government. The knowledge 
of the witnesses could only be imperfect and unsatisfactory, and could not conduce to any just conclusion. 
Besides, it appeared to them to be due tq the courtesy which ought to be observed between co-ordinate 
branches of the Government, that the inquiry should be made of the Executive; and to be due to the 
nature of the case, and to a proper regard for this branch of the public service, ( which it is important to 
preserve unimpaired,) that the inquiry should be confidential. 

It was on this account, also, that the minority of the committee proposed, after the inquiry bad been 
entered upon, that it should be so extended as to ascertain whether the expenditures from this fund settled 
during the present administration, and appearing charged in the accounts, or any, and what part of them 
had been _incurl'ed during' that period, or whether they were not in fulfilment of engagements made by a 
former administration. The resolutions offered for these purposes appear among the minutes. They were 
negatived by the majority of the committee; as was also the offer of the Secretary of State to communicate 
in confidence to the committee the amount paid to an individual supposed to have been employed confi
dentially abroad, with respect to whom the evidence of witnesses had been received. 

The evidence received and the evidence rejected bas thus had the precise effect of showing that the 
late Mr. Daniel P. Cook, a distinguished citize~ of the United States, well known for his integrity, talents, 
and long public service, was supposed, after the termination of his services in Congress, to have been 
employed by the President in a confidential agency, which be, in the exercise of bis discretion, thought 
necessary; and it shows nothing_ more. That for his services, if he was employed, Mr. Cook was paid, is 
not only probable, but may be taken for granted. There was no particular reason known to us why be 
should not be paid. That he was not paid more than he was justly entitled to is perfectly certain. The 
minority of the committee have no doubt he was paid, as such agents usually are, at the rate of $4,500 a 
year for the 'time he was actually employed, and, therefore, that he· received about $1,500 or $1,600. 
Those who doubt of this, if any such there be, may make the inquiry. The committee not having thought 
fit to make it, the minority, submitting to the decision, are bound to believe that they entertained no doubt; 
and, indeed, it seems to them impossible that a just man can bring himself to any other conclusion than 
the one which the minority have arrived at. If there be any. such, his duty is plain before him, and he 
ought at once fairly to assume the responsibility of performing it, or else to refrain from injurious 
surmises. 

The evidence received and the evidence rejected also concur to leave the whole matter of the account 
of moneys to be settled upon the certificate of the President upon the same footing exactly as if no 
inquiry had been made. It was in the power of the committee to have gone into an examination of the 
expenditure, and to have appropriated it specifically to those iilustrious men who have enjoyed the high 
distinction of being placed by their country in the office of President. A resolution for that purpose was 
offered. It was rejected. The minority of the committee, therefore, confidently pronounce their deliberate 
conviction that, up to the present moment, that fund has been, and still continues to be, sacredly devoted 
to the purposes for which it was designed, and that nothing has occurred in the least calculated to disturb 
or weaken that conviction. If there be any who differ from them in opinion, (which they cannot believe 
possible,) they repeat that the path of duty is plain before them, and they are bound by every obligation 
to follow it, or to abandon unjust suspicion. 

THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT. 

And, first, as to the general contingent expenses of the Treasury Department, including the ten sub
ordinate offices. 

The aggregate of the contingent expenses for the years 1825-"26-'2'1, being the period during which 
the present Secretary has been at the head of the Department, is as follows: 

1825 .......................................... , , ............... · 
1826 ................................................. , ... , ...... . 
182'1 .... • ....................................................... . 

Total for three years ....................................... . 

The contingent expenses for the three years preceding w~re as follows: 

1822 ........................................................... . 
1823 •••••••.••••••••••••••••••..•••.••. • · · · · · • · · • · · • · · · · · · · · •••• 
1824 ........................................................... . 

Total for the three years .... , .............................. . 

Difference in favor of the last three years ..............•....... 

$28,'192 50 
30,966 10 
35,286 99 

95,045 59 

$32,8'14 99 
30,402 49 
33,130 09 

96,40'1 5'1 

$1,361 98 

It appears, therefore, that the expenses during the last three years not only have not exceeded those 
of the three preceding years, but have actually been less by the amount above stated. It will presently 
appear that the saving, so far as the question of economy is concerned, is much greater. . 
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Of the value of such comparisons the minority of the committee have already expressed their opiniou, 
and they do not mean to depart from it. But it seems to them very clear that, if this test is to be applied 
at all, it ought to be applied throughout, and where it would establish an improved economy due credit 
ought to be given. Policy, no less than justice, requires this. They therefore submit the comparison. 

Two remarks, however, are made on these contingent expenses which seem to require attention. 
The first is, that the contingent expenses have increased during the last three years, as compared with 
each other. They stand thus: 

1825 ............................................................ . 
1826 ........................................................... . 
1821 ........................................................... . 

The second remark is, that the expense of advertising ( a part of the above) 
It stands thus: 

1825 ............................................................ . 
1826 ............................................................ . 
1821 ............................................................ . 

$28,192 50 
30,966 10 
35,286 99 

has much increased. 

$3,501 44 
2,164 25 
6,503 01 

The fact is certainly so; but it is easily and satisfactorily explained. It must be observed, in the first 
place, that the increased expense of advertising is of itself sufficient to account for the increase of the 
aggregate annual expenses, of which it forms a part; and therefore the whole matter resolves itself into 
a question of the expense of advertising. If tha.t be satisfactorily accounted for, the whole is explained 
and justified. 

This new and additional expense of advertising has already been alluded to for a different purpose. 
It has been stated that, in the redemption of the debt, (sixes of 1813-'14,) it became necessary to determine 
by lot what certificates should be redeemed, and, according to the provisions of the law under which the 
loans were obtained, to give "due notice" to the holders. Even without such obligation it would have 
been obviously just and expedient to do so, as the money would otherwise have lain dead in the Treasury 
till the holder might learn that it was there, and in the meantime be, as well as the country, would have 
lost the benefit of its employment. In the estimates for the year 1825, either from oversight, or, which is 
more probable, because when the estimate was prepared (January 10, 1825, printed documents, 1824-'25) 
it was not foreseen that such a payment would be made, there was no allowance for this new expenditure 
incident to the discharge of the public debt. In the estimates for 1826, (January 5, 1826, printed docu
ments, 1825-'26,) it was specially presented in these words: "For advertising Treasury notices of the 
reimbursement of certain portions of the public debt, and also for proposals for loans, $3,000. To-make 
good a deficiency for the same objects for the year 1825, $3,000." In the estimates for 1821, (January 4, 
1821, printed documents, 1826-'21,) it is found in these words: "Advertising Treasury notices in relation 
to the reimbursement of the public debt discharged by lot, and specifically advertised, $6,000." The 
appropriation bills founded upon these estimates made provision for this specific expense, amounting for 
the three years, 1825-'26-'21, to $12,000; so that these expenditures actually were founded upon estimates 
lai.d before Congress. The accounts before the committee show that the payments actually made out of 
the Treasury in three years, for this description of advertising, amounted to $9,214 35; a part of it, 
probably, yet remaining unpaid. The whole amount stated to have been paid for advertising, including 
both descriptions, $12,l'T4 'TO, from which deducting the above sum for special advertisements, $9,214 35, 
it will leave for the ordinary advertising for the three years $2,900 35, or less than $1,000 a year, which 
is believed to be very reasonable. • 

Now, passing by the very obvious remark that this special advertising was sanctioned and provided 
for by Congress as a necessary expenditure, the only question is, whether it could be dispensed with? 
The answer is, that it could by refraining from the payment of the public debt. And what would have 
been the gain? The amount of principal of the public debt paid in 1825-'26-'21 is $16,313,388 83, bearing 
an annual interest of $91,880 03, or about $298 a day. So that every day's delay would have cost $298, 
and every year's delay $91,880 03. Upon such a question it is impossible there should be a difference of 
opinion. It is an instance, however, to show that the small saving of an incidental expense might occasion 
a heavy loss, and it is applicable as an illustration to all the other branches of service. • 

Having been led into this train of remark, it may be proper now to say that, in a comparative estimate, 
the extraordinary expenditure for special advertising ought to be deducted from the aggregate of con-
tingent expenses. The case will then stand thus : • • 

The total of contingent expenses for 1825-'26-'21 being . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $95,045 59 
Deduct for special advertising...................................... 9,214 35 

Leaves for the three years ........................................ . 
The total for 1822-'23-'24, as before stated, being .................... . 

The difference in favor of the last three years is ...................... . 

85,'T'Tl 24 
96,401 51 

10,636 33 

Being a clear reduction of $3,545 44 a year . 
Without intending to intimate that the expenditure during the first of these periods was excessive or 

extravagant, (which they deem it just to declare they do not believe,) they still aver, as a matter of fact, 
that the expenses have not increased but have been reduced, and, as far as that fact goes to establish it, 
that there has been greater economy. . 

After this exhibition of the general expenditure of the Treasury Department under the present. 
Secretary, showing that there is no extravagance, but the contrary, it will be the less necessary to dwell 
at much length upon the several subordinate offices, whose expenses a1·e items of the aggregate expendi
ture. ·If there has been economy in the aggregate, it is not easy to understand how there can have been 
a want of it in the parts. 

The minority of the committee will now proceed to state their views as to such of the offices as have 
occasioned remark. Of the Treasury and its ten subordinate offices nothing having the appearance of an 
objection has been offered with respect to any but two; which seems to establish that it is the opinion of 
the committee that in the office of the Secretary of the Treasury, and in eight of the subordinate offices1 
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there was nothing to object to. The inquiry is, therefore, limited to the remaining two as affording the 
only possible occasion for retrenchment; and as with respect to them it would only apply to the contingent 
expenses, the subject is of very little importance so far as saving is concerned. Small as it is, however, 
it is believed that the expectation of realizing it is founded in error. 

The Fourth Auditor's Office. 

It is remarked that in this office there has been extraordinary increase of expenditure. For the last 
six years it stands thus~: • • . • . • • . • 

1822 ......................................... • .....•... •. . . . . . . • . . . $453 3~ 
1823;........................................................... 690 19 
1824. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,636 04 
1825 ................ ; ... ; .... , ..... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,226 01 
1826 ............................................. ·-·............. 1,732 37 
1827 ........................•...................................... •. 2,132 27 

It is necessary here to repeat a remark which has been. already. made, namely, th.at the expenditure 
of a given year being greater than that of a preceding year is no proof of extravagance, but may really 
be owing to the smallness of the preceding expenditure. That this was the cae e in the Fourth Auditor's 
office is quite certain. For, upon estimates furnished by the Department, Congress, in the year 1822, 
appropriated for this office one thousand dollars, which was thimght necessary for the service, yet in that 
year only $453 32 were expended; in 1823 $1,650 were estimated and appropriated, and only $690 19 
expended; in 1824, before the present Auditor was appointed, ·$1,800 were estimated and appropriated, 
being within $200 of what has been allowed for any subsequent year. Now, if in two years $2,650 were 
thought necessary for the service, and only $1,143 51 were expended, it must be evident that the apparent 
saving could not have been without the consequences already mentioned, and explains sufficiently why 
the expenditure afterwards was greater. But it is due to the present officer to say that the increase has 
not been owing to him, for the estimate of $1,800 was made some four or five months before he came into 
the office. The cause of the reduced expenditure in 1822-'23-'24 fa to be found in the history of the office. 
The predecessor of the present officer died in the month of June, 1824, of a lingering illness, as appears 
from the fact that the appropriation law of 1826 allowed to Thomas H. Gillis, chief clerk in the office, a 
compensation of $950 "for performing the service of the said Auditor during his last illness, from the 8th 
of October, 1823, to the 23d of June, 1824." Recurring now to the items of expenditure in the·remainder 
of that year and the three following years, it will be found that in 1824 and 1825 they consisted chiefly of 
the necessary stationery, including blank books, forms, &c., and of necessary repairs and office furniture. 
In 1826 there was added extra clerk hire, $6'r'r, and in 1827 extra clerk hire $300, which must, of course, 
have been authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury upon the ground of their necessity. These, it will 
readily be observed, are precisely the items in which an increased expense would be required to bring up 
arrears and put the office upon an efficient footing. Besides, the number of vessels and men employed in 
the naval service bas been augmented, and of course the number of accounts to be settled. The total 
estimates and appropriations for the last six years were $10,450, and the total expenditure was $7,870 20, 
the estimates and appropriation being as follows: • 

1822 ...................... ~ ........................................ . 
1823 ••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • .-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1824 •••••••••••••.• •.• .• _ .••••••• _-•••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1825 .................. ~ ....... -: ............ : ..... • .................. . 
1826: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ; •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1827 •.••••..••••••••••••• ••.• •••• · · •••• .-. • • •• • • · • • • •• • • •••• · · •• • • • • • · 

$1,000 
1,650 
1,800 
2,000 
2,000 
2,000 

10,450 

Being $2,579 80 more than the expenditure. . 
It must be evident, upon a little reflection, that _no conclusion to be relied upon can be derived from 

comparing one office with another, as for example, the Fourth Auditor with the Third or the Fifth. The 
expense of each must depend upon the nature of its business. The Fourth Auditor is the accounting 
officer of the N av.y, and his service requires very expensive books and form_s, which swell the account of 
stationery. SoDfething, too, may depend upon ·the mode of charging the contingencies, whether to the 
particular office or to the general Treasury contingencies; to either of which some may be thought to 
belong. • • 

Neither is the comparison to be relied upon which supposes the contingencies to bear a proportion to 
the number of clerks. In addition to the reasons already given, there is one which is entirely conclusive. 
Among the contingencies of the Fourth Auditor's office for 1826 there is an item for extra cle-rk hfre of 
$6'r'r; and in 1827 of $300; together, $9'r'r: Now, this is owing to the small number of clerks, and not 
to the great number. The extra clerk hire was necessary, because the permanent clerks were not equal 
to the businese<. 

_ But, after all, the difference is not so great as seems to be supposed. Taking six years past, they 
stand thus : -

Third Auditor .................................................................... . 
Fourth Auditor ......... , ......................... , ............................... . 

For the same period the First and Third Auditor stand thus : 
First Auditor ..................................................................... . 
Third Auditor .............................................................. • .... • • 

$5,605 93 
7,870 20 

==:== 

$3,0l'r 89 
5,605 93 

===-=-----_-_ --
A greater difference than between the two former, but by no means leading to any belief that the 

latter are extravagant. It depends upon the nature of the office. 
That this difference is well understood, and the manner of its operation exactly considered, is evident 

from this, that the estimates and appropriations for one office differ from those for another quite as much 
~s the expenditures. In the years 1824-'25 they were as follows : 
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First Auditor ....................................................... . 
Second Auditor .................................................... . 
Third Auditor ...................................................... . 
Fourth Auditor ..................................................... . 
Fifth Auditor ...................................................... . 

1824. 

$800 
600 

1,000 
1,800 
1,200 

1123 

1825. 

$800 
600 

1,000 
2,000 
1,200 

The whole question is, therefore, a question of details, and not of comparis'on of one year with 
another, or of one office with another. It requires an examination of the items and of the vouchers; and 
as that has been done in preparing the estimates and in settling the accounts; as the expenditures have 
been annually presented, and the vouchers remained open to the inspection of the committees of the 
House for that purpose appointed; and as, withal, the service has been efficiently performed, the minority 
of the committee see no ground for doubt. They think the explanation of the Fourth Auditor in his letter 
laid before the committee entirely satisfactory. As to the necessity of annual, estimates, they fully agree 
to it, and it would be inexcusable in Congress if they were not required. But they are required, and 
they are furnished. 

It may be thought that the minority of the committee have dwelt too long and too minutely upon 
this part of the inquh-y. But it seemed due to the officer who might appear to be implicated, and it was 
due to the House and the country, that every suggestion of extravagance should be thoroughly investi
gated, in order that, if found to exist, it might be corrected, and if not found to exist, the public mind 
might be informed and quieted. 

There will be no necessity to go into an investigation of a similar kind as to the Second Auditor, or 
any other of the officers. Their accounts were before the committee. The principles of investigation are 
the same, and the results would be the same Of this the minority of the committee are well satisfied, 
and it would be a useless expenditure of time and trouble to go through them. 

They will only add, therefore, that, by the act of 20th February, 1819, the Second Auditor, in addition 
to his former duties, was charged with the examination of all unsettled accounts arising out of Indian 
affairs. 

While upon the subject of the Treasury, it may be proper to advert to an occurrence in the office of 
the late Treasurer of the United States, one of the oldest and most approved officers of the Government, 
and a most estimable citizen. It appeared from the examination of witnesses that the chief clerk of the 
Treasurer, Samuel Brooks, who had been for thirty years employed in that service, became infirm from 
age, and his strength and faculties declining, he was, at length, rather a hindrance than a help to the 
business. His salary was $1,700 a year. That the growth of bis infirmities was known to Congress is 
very evident; for, in the year 1824, an assistant was by law allowed to the "chief clerk," with a com
pensation of $400 a year, which has since been provided for by the appropriation laws. The infirmity of 
this aged servant of the public having at last arrived at the point of incapacity above stated, and he 
being in very poor circumstances, as appears from the testimony of Mr. Nourse, an arrangement was 
made by which the salaries of the other clerks were respectively advanced, in the whole $900, and he 
was reduced to the salary of $800, being the lowest in the office, except of the assistant clerk. By this 
arrangement it will be seen that the whole amount of clerk hire was not increased. The other Glerks did 
more work than they had done before, or otherwise would have done. Their pay was as follows : 

T. B. Dashiel received ............................................... $1,400 + $800 
G. W. Dashiel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,150 + 250 
B. B. Beall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 + 150 
G. Beall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800 + 200 
Samuel Brooks, who had before received $1,700. . .................................... . 
James Moore ..................................................................... . 

$1,700 
1,400 
1,150 
1,000 

800 
400 

Being the same as was paid before .............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,450 

But Mr. Brooks continued to receive the salary for a year· after he became incapacitated for service, 
during the first quarter, at the rate of $1,700, and for the remaining three quarters at the rate of $800. 

This, it will be seen, is precisely one of those cases which will sometimes, but very rarely, occur, pre
senting difficulties not easily disposed of. Congress seems to have felt their full force. In an instance 
stated, incidentally, in the letter of the Fourth Auditor, his predecessor appears to have reported the fact 
that one of his clerks, who had been more than twenty-five years in the office, had become blind and 
superannuated, and unable to render any service; yet Congress had continued the annual appropriation for 
his compensation. It further appears that Congress allowed a compensation to Mr. Gillis for his services 
dming the protracted last illness of the late Fourth Auditor. And in the very case now under considera
tion they allowed an extra clerk to assist the chief clerk in the performance of the duties which age and 
infirmity rendered him unable to perform. That, under these circumstances, and with this intimation of 
the opinion of Congress, it was the duty of the late Treasurer to turn out the aged servant to starve is 
what the minority of the committee would be sorry to be obliged to affirm. There is something in it which 
shocks the feelings of every man. Yet there is strong objection to allowing much discretion in such 
cases. It is not in accordance with the spirit of our Government. Perhaps, then, it is best to leave the 
matter as it now stands, each instance ( and they will be very rare) to be determined upon its own cir
cumstances, Congress having the power to lay down a rule whenever it may seem necessary and practi
cable. In the meantime (if the late Treasurer made the arrangement above stated) it is due to his 
memory to say that he did it with the knowledge of Congress, and that it seems equitable and just, and 
that it ought not to be alluded to reproachfully. 

There was an examination of witnesses, also, before the committee, with respect to a clerk in the 
office of the Register of the Treasury; but as it did not establish anything calculated to disparage the 
services of the individual in question, and the Register, an old and valuable public servant, and a good 
judge, estimated them highly, (as will appear from his evidence,) it is unnecessary to make any remark 
upon the subject. 

And here the minority of the committee will conclude their observations upon the expenditures of 
the Treasury, satisfied that the facts they have stated are sufficient to show that there is no ground what
ever for supposing extravagance or want of economy. 
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The organization of the accounting branches of that Department, and the forms of proceeding, and 
whether, in these particulars, greater efficiency and economy might be attained, are questions of grave 
import, upon which the minority_ of the committee are not prepared to express an opinion. The forms of 
proceeding, or what may be termed the system of the Treasury, is venerable from its origin, being coeval 
with the establishment of the Government, and has hitherto been preserved through all the changes which 
have occurred in the administration of the Department, from a conviction of its practical excellence. lt 
has the full sanction of experience. The checks which it contains, constituting a principal object in the 
proper arrangement of a Treasury, have been supposed to be well adapted to their purpose, of securing 
the faithful application of the public moneys, and preventing them from being improperly drawn out. In 
this respect it is believed that no defect has hitherto been discovered. 

The simplification of this system, or the taking away of some of the established forms, intended as 
checks, it is supposed, would render it more easy to get money out of the Treasury. But is there no 
danger that excess in that direction may render it too easy, and thus defeat the great object of guarding 
the Treasury from improper drafts? This is a qp.estion of vast importance, and involves considerations 
of a much more serious chaTacter than those which belong to the question of contingent expenses of the 
Departments. It is not alleged, and the minority of the committee do not believe, that those who are 
entitled to receive money from the Treasury experience delay or inconvenience. Facilities to those who 
are not entitled is precisely what ought to be avoided. They would expose the Treasury to be plundered, 
and the money placed there for the public service to be applied to improper uses. 

That this system is the best that could be devised is more than the minority of the committee would 
take upon them to assert. But if, in the experience of forty years, it has been found to be free from 
defect, and fully to answer its purpose, and so continues· to the present moment, they have no hesitation 
in saying that they do not know how there can be a better; and in this they are supported by the authority 
of all the distinguished citizens who have been at its head, including the very eminent man who devised 
the system. 

To give up what is certain for what is uncertain; to propose reform where no defect exists; to 
administer medicine tn the well; is contrary to every dictate of prudence. A wise man has said "it is 
good also not to try experiments in States, except the necessity be urgent, or the utility evident; and 
well to beware that it be the reformation that draweth on the change, and not the desire of change that 
pretendeth the reformation." 

At all events, it must be admitted that before an existing system is changed the system to be sub
stituted ought to be cleariy stated, in order that we may have the benefit of estimating, at least, its 
probable operation, before we allow it to supersede one which has borne the test of experience. And 
even then we should ponder and hesitate before we allow an-untried theory to supplant what has been 
proved to be good. There is much weight in the maxim, "Jet well enough alone." 

It has been suggested, also, that the organization of the accounting department of the Treasury might 
be reduced, and some of the officers dispensed with. 

This organization was established by the act of the 3d of March, 1817. Referring to that act for the 
details, the minority of the committee will only observe that it abolished three officers and established five. 

The act of the 3d of March, 181 '1, was passed upon great deliberation, and with the benefit of the 
best lights that could be obtained. By a resolution of the Senate of the 20th of April, 1815, the 
Secretaries were required jointly to report_ "a plan to insure the annual settlement of the public accounts 
and a more certain accountability of the public expenditure in their respective Departments." On the 6th 
of December, 1816, a report was made, signed by James Monroe, William H. Crawford, George Graham, 
(Acting Secretary of War,) and B. W. Crowninshield. This report, the result of much investiga_tion, by 
men of high standing and great experience, thoroughly acquainted with the working of the system, 
recommended, among other things, the organization now existing, and stated their reason at large, for 
which we refer to the report among the documents of Congress. The act of March, 181'1, adopted the 
plan recommended, established the offices, and assigned to them their respective duties, subject to cer
tain alterations, permittP.d to be made by the Executive. The minority of the committee perceive nothing 
in the history of this plan to induce a belief that it was temporary, or intended only for a particular 
occasion. On the contrary, it was evidently meant to be a permanent arrangement, provided ( the only 
sense in which any such plan can be intended to be permanent) it should be found to answer its purpose. 

It may be affirmed, therefore, in the first place, that it has great authority in its favor, from the 
character and knowledge of those who devised and of those who adopted it, as well as from the delibera-
tion with which it was introduced. . 

In the next place, it may be observed, that its objects were of ~he highest importance "to insure the 
annual settlement of the public accounts and a more certain accountability of the public expenditures," 
in which the former plan is supposed to have been deficient. 

And, in the last place, it may be observed, that it has not disappointed the expectations that it would 
"insure the annual settlement of the public accounts and a more certain accountability of the public 
expenditure." 

Its having been attended with some small increase of expense (if the fact be so) would be no argu
ment against it; nor would a possible small saving be an argument of any weight in favor of a change: 
It is not a question of expense, but of efficiency. The whole expense might be saved by abolishing the 
accounting department. But what would be the consequence? That no accounts would be settled. 
Those who proposed and those who adopted the plan foresaw that it would, perhaps, occasion some small 
increase of expense; but what was that in comparison with the prompt settlement of accounts and certain 
accountability? The whole expenditure from the Treasury, to tbe amount of millions, is authorized and 
checked by this Department. There every individual must exhibit his accounts and vouchers. He 
cannot receive payment or acquittance until his account is settled. There, too, the Treasury finds its 
protection against unjust claims. The citizen ought not to be delayed in receiving what is due to him; 
the Treasury ought not to be burdened with payments he is not entitled to. Upon this principle the 
organization rests; and if it be effectual, great caution ought to be used in permitting a change. The 
loss to the citizen or to the public consequent upon an error would greatly outweigh any small saving 
of expense, even if that be practicable. 

If it be within the range of their duty, the minority of the committee would state that they fully 
concur in the suggestion of the report of 1816, that there ought to be a law officer connected with the 
Treasury to superintend the suits brought by the United States. It is believed that there are at times 
some millions of dollars in controversy. Up to the time of suit brought the concern is fiscal; thence-
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forward it is legal, and requires the superintendence of a mind accustomed to, and employed in, legal 
pursuits. Whether this duty might be devolved upon the Attorney General, with an increase of salary 
and a restriction of practice, is a question upon which they would not undertake to speak too positively. 
It depends upon considerations which they have not had time nor opportunity sufficiently to examine. 
But it appears to them that the other duties of the Attorney General, in themselves of great magnitude, 
require in that officer an extent and variety of knowledge and of professional skill which must be kept 
up by study and by familiar and daily converse with the business of the profession, so as to place him at 
least upon a footing of equality with the eminent lawyers of the United States. They doubt whether 
restricting him to a bureau would be compatible with such attainments. 

For fuller explanation the minority of the committee refer to two letters from the Secretary among 
the papers of the committee, which will be found to be interesting and satisfactory. 

In conclusion, they would remark that the expenses of all the Departments, especially in the articles 
of extra clerk hire and stationery, are much increased by calls; during the sessions of Congress, made by 
the House or by committees, which calls have of late become very numerous. They must be answered 
without delay; and they involve the necessity of either suspending some portion of the current business 
( which cannot well be done) or of employing additional clerks for the occasion. Whether, in this respect, 
any corrective is necessary or advisable, which would reduce the number of calls, belongs to another 
head of inquiry. Unless the Legislature can apply a remedy, the officers must continue to comply with 
every call; for the most ardent enthusiast will not contend that they have, or ought to have, any discretion. 

WAR DEPARTMENT, INCLUDING CONTINGENCIES OF INDIAN DEPARTMENT. 

The minority of the committee next ask the attention of the House to the Department of War. 
Within the wide limits of this Department is included nearly one-half of the entire expenditure of the 
Government, with the exception of the national debt. It will be recollected, however, that under this 
head a~ comprehended various items of expenditure, such as fortifications, pensions, Indian affairs, and 
internal improvements, not strictly connected with the cost of the Army. 

The magnitude of the expenditure necessarily provided for under the head of this Department, 
together with the jealousy naturally felt in free countries on the subject of the maintenance of a military 
force in time of peace, has ever made an economy of disbursement in this branch a favorite object with 
patriotic statesmen. On the accession of Mr. Monroe to the presidency, a more efficient organization and 
a more energetic administration were introduced into the Army by the late Secretary of War. Three 
years afterwards a reduction took place of the Army itself to three-fifths of its former size, by an act of 
Congress passed for that object. A corresponding diminution of expenditure of course resulted from this 
reduction; and from that time to the present the -tendency of the Department has been to a retrenchment 
of expense; and in the items and branches dependent on the administration of the Department, a diminu
tion of expenditure has been effected under its present head. 

On the organization of the Committee on Retrenchment a copy of the circular letter already alluded 
to was sent to the Department of War. From the communication of the Department, received in reply, 
the minority of the committee beg leave to make the following extract: "To manifest to the satisfaction 
of the committee this economical tendency, I have caused a synopsis to be prepared of the disbursements 
for the last nine years, divided into periods: the first embracing from 1819 to 1821, both inclusive; the. 
second, from 1822 to 1824; and the third, from 1825 to 182'1. By referring to the heads subject to the 
discretion of the Department, it will be seen that the amount of disbursements has been lessened. The 
item in the Quartermaster's Department in the first period was $1,381,045, (omitting parts of a doij.ar ;) 
in the last, $896,935; and although the greater number of troops in the first period must be taken into 
the account, yet, after making the proper allowance for this circumstance, still the relative saving must 
be obvious. So, also, with tbe contingencies of the Army. In the first period this item of expense 
amounted to $160,100; in the latter to $39,391;. and comparing the first year, 1819, in the first series, 
with the last year in the last series, 182'1, it will be found in the former case that it amounted to $82,563, 
and in the latter to $10,922. So, also, with the contingencies of the Indian Department. In the second 
period (before which the contingencies were blended with the pay of agents, &c.) they am01mted to 
$315,959; in the last to $292,800; showing a saving in that branch of expenditure of $23,159 in three 
years." 

It will be observed that the foregoing summary statement was accompanied, as is observed by the 
Secretary, with tables showing the amount of expenditure of the three periods of three years each. It 
could not, therefore, have been the object of the Secretary to suppress the second period, and bring that 
of his own administration into a comparison with the first period alone. Neither could it have been his 
design to conceal the fact that a part of the reduction of the expenditure was owing to the reduction of 
the army from 10,000 men to 6,000; for he expressly refers to this reduction, and makes allowance for its 
effect. His object was to illustrate the position, that the tendency of the Department was to economy in 
those branches of expenditure which are within the control of the Department; and certainly no better method 
of doing this existed than to compare the first period with the last, showing, thereby, the extent to which 
the retrenchment had gone; but with no illiberal design of intimating that the reduction had not been 
progressive through the second period, or that the credit of it was due exclusively to the present admin
istration of the Department. 

If, indeed, it can be made to appear either that the process of retrenchment has been checked or that 
discretionary expenditure has unnecessarily increased under the present administration, then of course 
it must forfeit all claim to the credit of a wise frugality of the public money. 

The minority of the committee will accordingly examine the facts on which both these charges have 
been intimated against the present administration of the Department. It has been stated that while the 
business of the Department has greatly decreased in some of its branches, particularly in the Bounty Land 
and Pension offices, the number of clerks now employed is as large as it was nine years ago, when the 
business was, perhaps, tenfold as great. In consequence of the diminution of business, it has been alleged 
that a system of reducing the number of clerks had been commenced under the late administration of the 
Department by refraining from filling vacancies as they occurred, which, however, have since been filled 
by the present Secretary, although it cannot be doubted that there has been a considerable decrease of 
business since he came into office. 

There appears in this assumed statement of facts some misapprehension, which the minority ask 
leave to rectify. In 1819 there were thirty-seven clerks in the Department proper. On the acc~ssion of 
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the present Secretary he found seventeen clerks in the Department authorized by law. In 1827 one more 
was added to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, by the act of Congress, and on the recommendation of a Com
mittee of Indian Affairs, headed by a member of singular vigilance and caution in the expenditure of the 
public money.* In the same year a vacancy of a clerkship occurred in the Pension office, which the 
Secretary did not fill. ~ 

It appears, therefore, that so far is it from the fact that the same number of clerks is now employed 
which was employed nine years ago, that the number is less by twenty; this reduction took place under 
the late head of the Department, in consequence, of course, of the great reduction in the business of the 
office, but the present head of the Department has not filled these twenty vacancies, as alleged, (which 
he could not have done by law,) but has, on the contrary, forborne to fill a vacancy which has occurred in 
the Pension office. The additional clerk in the Bureau of Indian Affairs was provided for in consequence 
of the increase of business in that bureau and.by act of Congress. 

It does not appear that there is, or naturally could be, any diminution in the general business of the 
Department under the present administration, the Army remaining the same, and some of the relations 
in trusted to the War Department, such as Indian affairs; having become more extensive and complicated. 
In the Bounty Land and Pension offices there has been some diminution of business; and, as has been 
already seen, a vacancy in the latter has not been filled. But it will be borne in mind that the decrease 
in the number of pensioners does not imply a decrease, in any degree proportionate, in the business of the 
office. The labor of the office is mainly in examining applications; and unsuccessful applications generally 
speaking, cause more labor than the successful. They involve a larger correspondence with the applicants, 
and the examination of informal or inadequate testimony, which is generally more in detail than regular 
vouchers. The officers and soldiers of the Revolution, and more especially their heirs, are daily presenting 
claims for land bounties. The imperfection of the records makes the search after the evidence of their service 
exceedingly.jaborious. There are but two clerks engaged in that particular duty; and if indisposition, 
casualty, or a press of inquiry as to claims e~ist, delay would be the result of weakening the force applied 
to this branch of the business; and this delay would produce injury .to just claimants, and dissaffisfaction 
to all. The Pension.office, during the present session of Congress, has been so crowded with business that, 
notwithstanding the well-known vigilance and fidelity of the officer at the head of that bureau, it was in 
arrears near two months. Such, often during the session of Congress, is the pressure on this office that 
there is the best authority for stating that it would require double the number of clerks actually employed 
to keep up the current business, and a portion of it is necessarily postponed till the summer. The minority 
of the committee, therefore, conceive that the statement that a disposition to check the progress of reduc
tion in the number of the clerks in the War Department exists on the part of the head of that Department 
rests on misconception, and is unsupported by the facts of the case. 

Equally unfounded, in the apprehension of the minority of the committee, is the suggestion that, on 
a comparison of the three years of the present administration with the three immediately preceding, an 
increase instead of a diminution of expenditure of the Army has taken place in any item within the 
cont1·ol of the Department. • 

The majority of the committee, by instituting a comparison between the gross expenditure of the 
Department of War for the years 1822, 1823, and_ 1824, and the gross expenditure of 1825, 1826, 1827, 
find an excess against the Department for the last three years, of $1,627,175. That this is an apparent 

• result, and not a real one, justifying a charge of needless expenditure on the part of the Department, will be 
made clear by a very few statements. Those parts of the expenditure only which depend on the discretion 
of the Department can be fairly made the basis of praise or censure in reference to their economy or 
profuseness. To charge the head of a Department with an extravagant increase of expenditure because 
Congress have deliberately enacted laws extending the establishments of the country, or adding to their 
expensiveness, is manifestly unjust. On applying this principle it will be found that, in the single article 
of fortifications, an increase of appropriations has taken place in the last three years, compared with the 
three preceding, of more than $800,000, as appears from the following table: 

Expended on fortifications. 

ju 1822 ............................................. . 
In 1823 ............................................. . 
In 1824 ............................................. . 

In 1825 ............................................. . 
In 1826 ............................................. . 
In 1827 ............................................. . 

Difference .................................... . 

$330,062, omitting parts of a dollar. 
51~206 • 
528,164 

1,368,432 

$755,400 
754,656 
659,592 

2,169,648 

$801,216 

The expenditure of the Indian Department was likewise much increased in the year 1826 by_events 
over which the head of the Department of War had no control. More than $500,000 were appropriated 
that year for carrying into execution the Creek treaty, over and above the other Indian expeng.iture, which 
in some other branches had increased with the extension of our relations with the native tribes. The 
appropriations for arming the fortifications, for erecting new arsenals, for extending the Cumberland road, 
&c., all items of expense, either wholly or additional, or of greater amount than the corresponding items 
of the former period, and all authorized by acts of legislation, go to relieve the administration of the 
Department from any blame on the score of the ·alleged increase of expenditure. 

If we take a view of the expenditure of the Arrny proper for the last three and the three preceding years, 
and make allowance for some items of increased. expenditure required by acts of Congress, it will be 
found that a saving has occurred indicative of a vigilant and well-directed economy. 

For the more full understanding of the annexed table (A) it is necessary to remark that, in the article 
$a Mr. Cocke, of Tennessee. 
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of clothing, the Department, during the years 1822, 1823, and 1824, bad the advantages of the supplies on 
hand before the reduction of the Army. For the four years, 1818, 1819, 1820, and 1821, the expenditure 
for clothing, though constantly diminished, was, on an average of the four years, $403,048 per annum. 
On the reduction of the Army a proportionate amount of surplus stock was placed at the disposition of 
the Department, and for the three succeeding years the aggregate of clothing was but $448,651. But 
the stock now becoming exhausted, it bas risen in 1825, 1826, and 1827, to $690,886 in the aggregate; 
this, however, includes an extra preparation of one thousand suits of clothing in the year 1826, placed in 
the remote depots to meet the casualties of service, and still remaining in depot. This led to an increased 
expenditure in that year (1826) of $44,473. In the same year an additional pair of shoes was granted to 
each soldier, the former supply having been found inadequate. This added $7,029 t-0 the annual cost of 
the clothing of the Army proper beyond previous years, and makes for the two years of 1826 and 1827 the 
sum of $14,058. In the same year the forage cap of the .AJ:my underwent an improvement in quality and 
fashion, in pursuance of an alteration made by the late Secretary of War, in. the revised regulations 
published in March, 1825, by which the price of that article was increased from fifty cents to $1 'TO, and 
an expenditure for that object was produced in 1826, over what it had cost in previous years, of $7,370. 
In 1827 it was deemed necessary to make an extra preparation of a year's supply for two regiments of 
infantry, to be placed in depot at New Orleans and Detroit, to remain as depots of reserve, by which an 
increased expenditure was occasioned of $40,383. In the same year a preparation was made of tents, the 
war supply having become exhausted, and none of that article having been before procured since the 
peace. This occasioned an increased expenditure beyond that of any former year of $10,425. The aggre
gate of the increased expenditure on these several items for objects not comprehended in the expenditure 
of the years 1822, 1823, 1824, is $116,709. • The House will perceive that they are all objects required by 
the exigency of the service, and that for many of them the full worth of the expenditure is on band, in the 
form of supplies, in the public depots. _ 

By an act of Congress of March 2, 1827, an increase of pay was allowed t-0 captains and subalterns. 
The addition made by this act to the expense of the Army was for pay $10,566, and for subsistence $27,511, 
making a total of $38,0'1'1 of increased expenditure for the year 1827, arising from positive legislation. The 
increase of the expense in the Quartermaster's Department, in consequence of the movement of the troops 
on the western frontier, ought not to be forgotten in this comparative survey, inasmuch as it was obviously 
not within the control of the Department. 

When the proper deductions are made on the foregoing grounds, it will be perceived that a consider
able reduction of expenditure must have taken place; and that the increase of the disbursements of 1826 
over those of 1825 was owing to extra appropriations, and to other causes over which the Department has 
no control. In making this statement it is not the design of a minority of the committee to institute an 
invidious comparison between the present and a former administration of the Department, but to assert 
the claim of its present head to a full share of all the credit due for· an economical, efficient, and prudent 
administration of its affairs. 

The Indian affairs of the United States form a very importan;f; branch of the duties of the Department 
of War, and t-0 these the attention of the minority of the committee has been particularly directed 

A." 

Oomparat,ive staiementujthe expenditures of the Army proper for the years 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827. 
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It'?'! .............. $847,494 7S ,$243,700 17 ~173,317 31 ............ $34,363 43 '$10,867 99 -$370,973 44 $15,677 85 $15,078 65 $1,711,473 62 

1823 •••••.••••••. 963,075 48 276,054 75 126,975 66 $75,000 00 35,29-2 02 16,065 73 263,530 22 35,420 97 18,868 43 1,810,283 26 

1824 •••••••••.•••• 1,081,954 36 262,271 76 148,358 93 20,000 00 42,095 48 13,841 41 291,34118 34,172 9-2 23,384 38 1,917,4:."0 42 

2,892,524 62 782,0-26 68 448,651 90 95,000 00 111,750 93 40,775 13 9-25,844 84 85,271 74 57,331 46 5,439,177 30 

182:; ....••••••.•.• 961,617 38 286,190 35 205,li3 86 20,000 00 39,412 12 17,U97 56 289,825 75 :rr,oa; 62 22,747 93 1,879,752 57 
18-26 •.•.••.•••.•.. 996,444 28 257,876 27 *255,79·2 95 20,000 00 28,450 07 10,771 68 284,420 66 31,993 90 21,676 15 1,001,425 96 

1S-27t •••••••••••• 1,0-23,33-2 67 227,769 10 229,919 25 20,000 00 29,113 39 10,9-22 34 322,689 48 44,900 40 27,598 77 1,936,245 40 

---- ---
2,981,394 33 771,835 72 690,886 06 60,000 00 96,975 58 39,391 58 896,9:J5 89 113,981 9-2 72,022 85 5,723,423 93 

• In 1826 an additional appropriation has been made for 1,000 complete suits of extra clothing, to be put in depot, and for one additional pair of shoes, 
to be allowed for each enlisted soldier per annum, amounting to $51,50-2 45. 

t On the 2d ofl\Iarch, 1827, an act was passed by Congress allowing each captain and subaltern in the Anny one additional ration, and every officer in 
the actual comm~nd ofa company ten dollars per month additional pay. $38,077 08 were required in 1827 under this act. 

WILLI~! LEE. 
'l'REASURY DRPARTXRNT, Second J.luditor's Offi,:e, May 8, 1828. 

CONTINGENCIES OF THE INDIAN DEPARTMENT. 

The relations of the Government of the United States t-0 the tribes and remnants of tribes of Indians 
within our territorial limits are important and complicated. These relations are productive of very con
siderable and probably growing expense, of a nature not admitting of that degree of specification in the 
appropriations which is attainable in most branches and desirable in all. Their state of barbarism, or 
very imperfect civilization, gives to our control over them the form of parental discretion rather~ than that 
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of legal authority. The peculiar nature of their right in the soil ; the conditions on which their cessions 
have been made to the United States ; their connexion with us as temporary or permanent annuitants ; 
the obligations of the United States to effect the extinguishment of the title of some of the tribes to their 
lands within the limits of States ; the condition of some others that have migrated under our patronage ; 
the proneness of some of the more warlike tribes to disturb the peace of the frontiers by wars among 
each other ; the effects of the gradual advancement of our own population upon the confines of Indian 
territory ; and the tenderness which reason and humanity require to be exercised towards an inferior and 
unfortunate race of men daily vanishing before us, are considerations wbich will readily lead to the 
inference that our relations with these tribes cannot be successfully administered without the control of 
a considerable fund for contingent expenditure-in many cases without any other security for its proper 
application than the oaths and honor of the head of the Department, the general fidelity of the accounting 
officers, and the want of strong temptation to corrupt expenditure among remote and scattered savages, 
exercising no control over the ends which corrupt expenditure of public moneys is naturally designed to 
effect. 

A reorganization of the Indian Department took place, in part, in 1822, and more effectually in 1824, 
and from the former period a considerable and permanent economy has taken place in the contingent 
expenditure, as will appear from the following abstract of appropriations : 
In May, 1822, appropriated for contingent expenses of Indian Department................. $75,000 
For deficiency of previous year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70,000 
In May,.1823, for contingencies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90,000 
And for May, 1824, down to the present time........................................... 95,000 
Before this system commenced there were appropriated, in 1821, for arrearages. . . . . . . . . . . . . 132,205 
Current expenses................................................................... 100,000 
In 1820, for current expenses ........ -: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200,000 
In 1819, for the Indian Department ...................................... , .... ·........ 240,000 

It is to be observed that a considerable portion of this seeming reduction has been produced by 
making specific appropriations for objects formerly comprehended under the contingent expenditure. The 
minority of the committee are pleased to see, in the various estimates for the Indian service which have 
proceeded from the Department of War, that there has been a constant tendency to refer everything to 
specific appropriatioh which it was possible beforehand to provide for ; and that, though the amount of 
requisite contingent expenditure would in itself naturally increase as our relations with the Indian tribes 
grow more complicated, and a larger number of these, our unfortunate fellow-beings, are brought within 
the reach of our Government, ( as has actually been the case, more and more, from the foundation of the 
Government,) yet the contingent fund has, by applying the principle of specifice appropriation, been 
kept within the limits at which it stood five years ago ; it ought, proportionably, to have been much 
greater. Whoever shall pass in review our Indian relations for the last three years will admit at once 
that nothing but the most rigid and well-digested economy on the one hand, and a resort to specific 
appropriations on the other, could have produced this result. 

In examining the accounts which have been submitted to them of the expenditure of the contingent 
fund for the Indian Department, although there are several items which, of course, cannot be understood 
without explanation, (from the impossibility of bringing within a line or two in an account the history 
of an extensive transaction,) yet the minority of the committee have discovered no item which, in their 
judgment, has not been or might not be rendered perfectly intelligible and justifiable by an application 
for information to the proper quarter. On a few of the items of these accounts, to which exception has 
been or possibly may be taken, the minority of the committee ask the attention of the House. 

One of these is a payment of $753 to William Thompson, who, during a period of twenty-one months, 
commencing in August, 1824, under the Secretaryship of Mr. Calhoun, and terminating in May, 1826, was 
occasionally employed in the Indian Bureau in rendering services as an assistant clerk. The minority of 
the committee have no reason to think that any blame ought to be attached to the former head of the 
Department for the commencement or to the present head of the Department for the continuance of this 
trifling article of expenditure down to the time when it was specifically provided for by law by the 
creation of another clerkship. Mr. Thompson was not permanently taken into the service as an additional 
clerk, but was occasionally employed under a press of business, as is and has been done of necessity in 
every department of the Government from its foundation. He was paid only for the time actually 
employed by him in the public service, and that at a rate of compensation calculated on a salary of $1,000 
per annum. The necessity of his services was sufficiently indicated by a report from a committee of the 
House of Representatives recommending another clerk in the Department, which recommendation was 
sanctioned by an act of Congress the succeeding year. The minority of the committee can perceive no 
objection whatever to this transaction ; and as Mr. Thompson's employment was an extra and incidental 
service in the Indian Bureau, they know of no fund but the contingent fund of that Department out of 
which his allowance could have been properly paid. 

The expenditure of the sum of three hundred and ten dollars for books in the office of the chief clerk 
for Indian Affairs may require a brief explanation. These books are represented as treating of "politics, 
statistics, history, biography, and theology." The minority of the committee believe that most of the 
volumes thus deposited in the Indian Bureau have been purchased with a view to assist the rosponsible 
officer at the head of it in the discharge of the various and multiplied duties of his office. One of the 
most expensive of the works, itself costing between a third and a fourth of the whole sum expended, 
certainly a small one, is Niles' Register, a work of indispensable necessity in almost every,public office 
of the Government, and one of frequent use for reference in the Indian office. Not unlike in general 
utility is the work of Dr. Seybert, believed to be the only work on "statistics" which the little collection 
contains, and in which very important information touching the regions occupied by some of the tribes 
of Indians is contained. Some of the historical and biographical works have connexion with Indians and 
Indian affairs. Those said to be on "theology" are supposed to be the periodical journals published by 
the different religious and charitable associations who have the direction of the missionary schools among 
the Indians, and the expenditure of a portion of the fund for their civilization; and it is well known that 
in these volumes is embraced a great amount of information of all kinds relative to the condition and 
character of the Indian tribes. These works seem generally, to the minority of the committee, of a class 
likely to pe useful in the office of Indian Affairs, and to the head of the Department, in preparing their 
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reports and discharging other official duties connected with Indian affairs. They have, of course, been 
collected from time to time as occasion required or opportunity offered. They have properly, therefore, 
been considered as an item of contingent expense, in like manner as much larger expenditures of the 
same kind are made by the House of Representatives out of its contingent fund. A few of the volumes 
might, perhaps, have been dispensed with, unless they may be brought by a liberal discretion within the 
limits of furniture to the office. In general, the minority of the committee, instead of censuring this 
item of expenditure, are apprehensive, from its smallness, that many works of practical utility h1 the 
office must still be wanting, and they would see with pleasure that care was taken by the head of the 
Department gradually to collect within the Indian office all such works, printed and manuscript, as are 
required for the intelligent and efficient discharge of its duties. It occasionally happens in the history of 
a people that the most important national questions are seriously affected by the authority of a few books 
or a map. By such authorities at the present time a controversy respecting a tract of land about as 
large as the State of Massachusetts is to be decided on the northeastern frontier of the Union. The 
minority of the committee will have occasion presently to allude to an expenditure for a single manuscript 
book contracted for by Mr. Jefferson to an amount three-fifths larger than the whole sum now under 
consideration, with a reference to the southwestern boundary of the Indian territory of the United States. 
And the minority of the committee are fearful, even now, that if either House of Congress were to call 
upon the Department for a statement ef the boundaries, numbers, history, and present condition of the 
several Indian tribes within our territorial limits, ( a statement closely connected with matters in legislation 
at the present moment,) that the Department would find itself in want of some of the printed and manuscript 
works needful to furnish the answer to such a call. 

The settlement and paymeut of the accounts of Dr. John Sibley, formerly employed by Mr. Jefferson 
as an Indian agent and on general confidential service, have been the su~ject of animadversion. It 
appears from a letter of Mr. Jefferson, which the minority of the committee herewith submit, that great 
importance was attached to his services, and that he acquitted himself highly to the satisfaction of the 
Executive in the discharge of his duties. Dr. Sibley continued in the service of the Government till 1814; 
his accounts were regularly rendered; his drafts were always accompanied by letters of advice; and he 
never overdrew. On the termination of his agency, in 18\4, he claimed a balance due him, and in 1816, 
and repeatedly for several years, application was made to the Department by the honorable Josiah S. 
Johnston, as attorney of Dr. Sibley, for the settlement of his accounts, the allowance of which had been 
delayed, according to the official statement from tht:l Second Auditor's office, on account of "some slight 
informality." These repeated applications of Mr. Johnston for the settlement of Dr. Sibley's accounts 
proved ineffectual, in consequence of the vast accumulation of business in the office growing out of the 
war. During this interval, viz: from July, 1818, to February, 1821, Dr. Sibley was again ~mployed in 
the public service as surgeon to the troops stationed at Natchitoches, and on forwarding his account for ~ 
services as such to the amount of $502 50 payment of it was withheld in consequence of the appearance 
of a balance against him on his old account as Indian agent. This led to an investigation of that account, 
which was adjusted and allowed as far as vouchers could be found; but for want of vouchers, (whiph had 
been duly forwarded at the time to the Department, and lost,) several items were disallowed, and a 
balance found against Dr. Sibley of $584 03. Against this settlement Dr. Sibley, by his letter of May 
28, 1821, protested, and alleged that the United States would be found, on the just settlement of his 
accounts, which he had for some years solicited by his attorney, considerably indebted to him. In support 
of this allegation, Dr. Sibley again collected, or caused to be collected, such documents and vouchers as 
could be procured by him after so long a lapse of time to substantiate his claims. The last of these was 
a letter from Mr. Jefferson, which the minority of the committee submit as a satisfactory attestation to 
Dr. Sibley's character and the value of his services in the estimation of the administration that employed 
him. The minority of the committee have examined all the other vouchers and documents in support of 
these claims. They deem them full and sufficient, and more ample than could have been expected after 
such a lapse of time. They forbear from making them a part of this report solely from a desire to keep 
it within moderate limits, and from a persuasion that, upon the whole, the House will be of opinion that 
none of the parties to this transaction are capable of having participated in a corrupt and fraudulent 
settlement. They will ask permission to call the attention of the House to the importance attached by 
Mr. Jefferson to the procuring of a manuscript work of a French missionary among the Indians in 
Louisiana, the transcribing of which forms a considerable item in the accounts in question. The copies 
of this work were prepared by express direction of President Jefferson; it is a folio volume of three 
hundred or four hundred pages; two persons were employed two or three months in transcribing it, during 
which time they were boarded and lodged in Dr. Sibley's house and furnished with stationery. The 
minority of the committee deem this a reasonable charge. As half of the sums claimed by Dr. Sibley 
were for the expenses of an Indian deputation, and that and all the rest connected with services performed 
by him while filling the office of Indian agent, the minority of the committee perceive no objection to the 
payment of the sum allowed out of the contingent fund for the Indian Depa,rtment. 

They will only observe, in conclusion, that it is an erroneous supposition that these claims were 
brought forward for the first time in 1824, as has been stated. It is supposed by the minority of the 
committee that this statement was founded on a note of the chief clerk in the Second Auditor's office, 
representing that they were then for the first time submitted to "the Secretary." The minority of the 
committee have no reason to doubt that they formed a part of Dr. Sibley's charges aga:inst the Govern
ment at the time they accrued, and they have evidence that they were included among those of whicJ?. 
payment was urged on behalf of Dr. Sibley by Mr. Johnston in 1816. 

The following is the copy of Mr. Jefferson's letter above alluded to: 

MoNTICELLo, February 13, 1825. 
Sm: Your favor of the 3d was received some days ago, and I have taken time to make a thorough 

search among my papers for whatever might relate to Dr. Sibley, but to no effective purpose. The part 
of his correspondence which related to public matters was with the Secretary of War. The few letters 
I have of his respect matters of curiosities, Indian vocabularies, and things of that kind. When we 
acquired Louisiana we were exceedingly uninformed of everything relating to it. I addressed inquiries 
to every individual of the country who I thought might give us information, and I remember that I con
sidered that furnished by Dr. Sibley as distinguished in its value. At the ensuing Congress I communi
cated the whole to that body, and it was printed, and made a large octavo volume. The originals and 
their printed copy were probably burnt by the British, but the printed copy which I had kept for myself 
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went afterwards to Washington with my library, and may there be turned to. It will be found entered 
in the printed catalogue, page 104, No. 261, under the title of "State Papers, 1793, 1812, 36 v. octavo." 
The date of the communication, November 14, 1803, will point to the particular volume. In this will 
probably be found much of the information received from Dr. Sibley, which will give an idea of the extent 
and value of his services to us on that occasion. 

With respect to the two articles particularly stated in your letter, I have carefully examined all my 
papers and letters of the years 1804 and 1805, and do not find the scrip of a pen relative to them. My 
memory furnishes me with some general recollections on which I can depend as to De la Harpe's Journal, 
but several of the particulars are too faintly recalled to be depended on. For example, I am not certain 
whether the correspondence and orders on that subject passed between Governor Claiborne and myself 
or the War Office and Dr. Sibley. My impression, although faint, is, that it was Governor Claiborne who 
informed me of the existence of that book in the hands of an individual and that it could be purchased, 
giving such a description of its contents as showed it to be highly important to us in our then uninformed 
state. I think he had got his information of it from Dr. Sibley. We directed the purchase to be made, 
and that, before trusting the original to the mail, a copy should be taken ( as I think, but your letter says 
two, and it may be so,) and sent by successive mails. They were safely received, and I have believed 
that the whole had been promptly reimbursed either to Claiborne or Dr. Sibley, through whose agency it 
was obtained. The importance of the work consisted in this: De la Harpe was in some considerable 
office in the Governm.ent of Louisiana, and kept a private and regular journal of the public transactions. 
Tho French considered the Rio Bravo as the western boundary of Louisiana, but the Spaniards claimed 
indefinitely to the east of that river. The French and Spanish neighboring Governors, with certain 
mercantile associates, entered into a contraband commerce, the former furnishing French merchandise 
and receiving from the latter hard dollars in exchange; but the distance between New Orleans and the 
Rio Bravo occasioned inconveniences and difficulties, and therefore the French Governor winked at the 
Spaniards' taking a small post at the Nacogdoches, and made his reclamations so faintly as not to disturb 
the post. I cite these transactions by memory, but believe without material error. When we acquired 
Louisiana we considered it as extending to the Rio Bravo, and so Bonaparte declared to our Commission
ers, and that he should have taken possession to that extent; but Spain, under color of the corrupt foot
hold she had got of this and one or two other small posts, claimed the country against us on the ground 
of possession. This journal of De la Harpe clearly proved how fraudulently it had been obtained, and 
was therefore of the utmost importance to us. Hence our anxiety to guard against its loss by having it 
copied and trusted to different mails. The original being lodged in the office of the Secretary of State, I 
retained a copy in my office, to be recurred to in preparing instructions to our minister at Madrid. When 
I removed from Washington this was inadvertently packed with my own books and papers, and not 
attended to until the burning of the public records at Washington brought the thing to my mind. I 
immediately sent the copy to the Secretary of State, in whose office it doubtless now is, and will prove 
that its importance justified the price it cost us. • 

Of the other transaction, respecting the purchase of horses, &c., to bring a party of Indians to 
Washington, I have not the slightest trace, either in writing or recollection. To the great value which 
was set on Dr. Sibley's services by the administration of that day, I bear testimony willingly as an act of 
duty and of truth. 

I am sorry that the decay of my memory does not permit me to offer anything further, and pray you 
to be assured of my great respect and estP.em. 

THOMAS JEFFERSON. 
Hon. J. S. JOHNSTON, qfthe Congress qf the Uniled States, now at Washington. 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Second Audilor's Office, Februar11 28, 1825. 
I certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the original, which was on file in this office, and which 

was returned to the Hon. J. S. Johnston. 
JAMES EAKIN, Chief Clerk. 

Exceptions have been taken to other items in the .account of the contingent expenses of the Indian 
Department, as being either " extravagant in the amount or destitute of exact specification and vouchers, 
whwh constitute the best security against abuse and imposition." 

The following items have been referred to "as coming under one or both of these classes:" 
L Paid James P. Denney, secretary to the Creek delegation, upon his own certificate...... $1,365 37 
2. Jesse Brown, for board of Creek delegation from December, 1825, until April, 1826. . . . . 3,273 88 
3. J. Tennison, for board of the McIntosh party. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,040 00 
4. Board of J. Crowell, Indian agent, and three Indians. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 GO 
5. Paid for boot and shoe blacking for Indians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215 00 
6. Paid within the last three years for taking portraits of Indians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,190 00 
7. Moritz Furst, for taking President Adams' likeness (for Indian medals) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,000 00 

On these items of expenditure the minority of the committee would make the following remarks: 
The first five items, and the sixth, in part, relate to the expenditures of the two delegations of Creek 

Indians that visited Washington during the first session of the nineteenth Congress with a view to 
settling the serious and embarrassing controversies and difficulties that had sprung up in the Creek 
Nation. It is perfectly well known that the Executive was pressed, on all sides, to come to an amicable 
arrangement with the two Creek parties, and that such an arrangement was thought desirable at almost 
any price. The Indians of the two parties arrived in Washington in an irritated and suspicious temper 
of mind, and it was doubly necessary to lose no opportunity and to neglect no means of soothing their 
feelings and acquiring their confidence. This could only be done l)y extending to them a full measure of 
those accommodations and indulgences which, under all circumstances and at all periods, they have 
expected and received when treating with the Government of the United States or its agents. 

The first item of expenditure objected to above as extravagant or unvouched is the pay of James P~ 
Denney, who acted as clerk to one of the Indian parties. It is well known that the Indians, illiterate 
themselves, choose the person whom they will trust to write for them. To deny them this privilege would 
be to destroy all the confidence they might otherwise repose in us. They chose Denney as their clc·rk, and 
agreed to give him the pay which he received. He was known by the Department to have performed the 
service; and it does not appear to the minority of the committee that it required or admitted any other 
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voucher than his own certificate. When the importance of the transaction is considered, the extent of 
the cession obtained, and the political magnitude of the whole affair, it may be thoug·ht that the sum paid 
was properly allowed under the circumstances of the case. 

The next items for remark are the accounts of Brown and Tennison, for the board of the two delega
tions. To the expediency of allowing these accounts, a part of the preceding remarks apply. It was 
absolutely necessary to treat the Indians in such a way as to gratify their feelings and im,pire their 
confidence. In respect to these two items, the minority of the committee find that the Department, instead 
of being chargeable with profuseness, is entitled to the praise of frugality. In 1824 a Choctaw delegation 
visited Washington, and was boarded at Tennison's. No previous contract having been made for their 
expenditure, it amounted to nearly seven thousand dollars. When the Creeks came to Washington, under 
the present administration of the Department, to avoid the recurrence of a similar overcharg·e, a bargain 
was made with the two innkeepers to board them at $1 25 per diem for each individual. If, in consequence 
of their large number, and the length of time they stayed, this allowance amounted to a considerable sum, 
no blame can on that account be attached to the Department, which had taken every practicable precau
tion to limit their expenditure, and, by briuging their business to a close, to hasten their departure. The 
board of the agent, who repaired to the seat of Government by direction of thP-Department, was allowed 
for 2'1 days, in conformity with invariable usage and the obvious reasonableness of the thing. The charge 
for blacking boots will, perhaps, be found not out of proportion to what is commonly paid for that service, 
when the number of Indians and the length of time they were here are taken into consideration; although 
the minority of the committee have not investigated the item with great precision, but were rather 
disposed to let it pass as a small affair. 

Exception is taken to the charge for painting the portraits of Indians. The minority of the committee 
would observe, on this head, that it is an item of expenditure which has annually appeared in the returns 
of the Department since the year 1822, and no expression of an opinion, on the part of either House of 
Congress, disapproving of such an expenditure has come within their knowledge. Every person 
acquainted with the Indian character must perceive that this application of the arts of civilized life for 
their personal gratification must be of g·reat importance in conciliating their good will. .A. small sum of 
money expended in this way would, no doubt, very often produce as desirable a result as much larger 
sums laid out in a manner less adapted to strike the imagination of the uncivilized. So far from censuring 
this expenditure, either in the past oi: the present administration, the minority of the committee are of 
opinion that, were a larger apartment provided for the Bureau of Indian .A.:ffairs, in which might be more 
advantageously exhibited the portraits in question, and others which may be added to them, together 
with an ample collection of the arms, costumes, household implements, and all other articles appertaining 
to Indian life and manners, it would be productive of a happy effect on the imagination and disposition 
of the Indian deputations which from time to time repair to Washington, and with which this Govern
ment transacts very important business, and also form a repository possessing a high degree of scientific 
and historical value. 

With a view to a similar effect, and to gratify the taste of the Indians for articles of ornament, it has 
been the practice of all the modern nations in their intercourse with them to furnish them with medals. 
In the case of the European nations these medals have borne the likeness of the sovereign. Since the 
Government of the United States succeeded to the foreign monarchical Governments in their relation to 
the Indians, medals have, in like manner, been distributed to them, from the time of General Washington 
to the present day, bearing the likeness of the President for the time being. Orders were given by the late 
Secretary of War for such a medal of Mr. Monroe, when he succeeded to the presidency. On the election 
of Mr . .A.dams the like order was given to the same artist to execute for the same price a requisite die 
for a similar medal. The minority of the committee find no objection to make to this charge. They have 
no reason to believe that its amount is excessive, nor do they perceive out of what other fund it could, 
with more propriety, be paid. 

Some objections have been taken to the allowances made to Mr: McKenney, the chief clerk in the 
Indian Bureau, for his services during the past year at Green Bay, and on his tour among the soutp
western Indians. Before entering on the explanation of this matter the minority of the committee will 
observe that Mr. McKenney's pay as a clerk is fixed at $1,600. When the present organization of that 
bureau was effected by the late Secretary of War, the minority of the committee understand that Mr. 
Mr. McKenney was prevailed on, at the instance of Mr. Calhoun, to accept the place he now fills, with 
the admission that the salary was inadequate to the labors of the place and to his qualifications, and with 
assurances that no proper effort should be spared to procure an increase of his compensation by law. 
At the first session of the nineteenth Congress a bill for this purpose was reported to the House by Hon. 
John Cocke, chairman of the Committee of Indian Affairs, and the same bill has been reported from the 
same committee at the present session. The minority of the committee consider these facts as evincing 
the opinion of competent judges that the Department of Indian .A.:ffairs requires a more efficient and 
responsible organization, and that the individual at present at the head of it has, by the same judges, 
been considered a meritorious and valuable public officer. 

Such, unquestionably, was the opinion entertained of him when, at the commencement of the last 
year, the Secretary of War was solicited by several members of Congress to send him on a tour of inquiry 
among the southwestern Indians. Their letter to the Secretary, preferring this request, is in the following 
terms: 

CITY OF WASHINGTON, January 25, 182'1. 
Sm: We beg leave to state that in our opinion much good would result to the various Indian tribes 

within our jurisdiction, and the humane'objects of the Government be greatly promoted, by sending some 
intelligent individual to visit those tribes, upon whom it is deemed most important to make a favorable 
impression as to their settlement west of the :Mississippi. _ 

Colonel McKe:aney is not only fully possessed with the views of the Government, but, in our opinion, 
he possesses more of the confidence of the Indians than any other person in the United States who could 
so easily be employed for this desirable object. He has, perhaps, likewise, equal, if not a superior 
knowledge of the Indian character and disposition to that of any person who would be likely to undertake 
this work. We would, therefore, suggest the propriety and expediency of directing him, under proper 
instructions, to visit the Chickasaws, Choctaws, and other southern tribes, after he has completed his 
work at the north with Governor Cass, this coming summer. The seat of that operation will be at Green 
Bay, we understand, from which point it would be easy and convenient for him to pass thr.:rngh the 
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western States to the southwestern tribes, and visit most, if not all, of them previous to the next session 
of Congress. 

There is a peculiar propriety in devolving this duty upon the person who is at the head of the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs; and if he should fail in making as deep and favorable an impression in a first visit as 
may be anticipated or desired, yet the information which he would acquire and bring back to the Govern
ment of the condition, feelings, and disposition of those tribes, would be, in our opinion, exceedingly 
valuable; and the good resulting from such a tour in this respect would be worth the trouble and little 
expense attending such a work. With these impressions we recommend that such information be obtained 
as to what are the real views and feelings of those tribes; and we respectfully recommend that Colonel 
McKenney be employed to ascertain and report them, and to execute such other trµst as you may deem 
it proper to confide to him. 

With great respect, &c., 

The SECRETARY oF WAR. 

RH. M. JOHNSON. 
THOS. B. REED. 
W. H. HARRISON. 
WILLIAM HENDRICKS. 
H. W. CONWAY. 
J. S. JOHNSTON. 
H. W. EDW .A.RDS. 
E. F. CHAMBERS. 
T. P. MOORE. 
WM. McLEAN. 
WM. HAILE. 
JOS. M. WHITE. 

With the foregoing request the Secretary of War complied; and, for the same reasons which led to 
the recommendation of Mr. McKenney for the tour among the southwestern Indians, he was also associated, 
by the Secretary, with Governor Cass, to negotiate the treaties at Green Bay. For this latter service Mr. 
:McKenney received the same compensation as Governor Cass, with whom he was associated. He did not 
(as has been erroneously supposed) settle his own account for this service. It was settled by Governor 
Cass and by Mr. Schoolcraft, as the minority of the committee have reason to think, without any 
interference on the part of Mr. McKenney. On this head, the following copy of a letter from Governor 
Cass to Mr. McKenney is refen-ed to: • 

ALBANY, .April 19, 1828. 
DEAR Sm: I have mislaid your letter, and cannot, therefore, answer. your inquiries as specifically as I 

otherwise would do. Your compensation at the Fond du Lac treaty was calculated by Mr. Schoolcraft and 
myself, and that at Green Bay by me. You received no part of the appropriation for either treaty but the 
amount due to you for your services. • 

I am, dear sir, sincerely yours, 
LEWIS CASS. 

Col. l'ifoKENNEY. 

The above is a true copy. 
D. KURTZ. 

The employment of an officer of the Government on a commission of this kind is sanctioned by long 
establi[:lhed usage, and grows out of the necessity of the case, inasmuch as those persons only, in general, 
who have been officially connected with the Indians possess that familiarity with their character and 
manners which is required for successful negotiation with them. On this principle officers of the Army, 
Governors of Territories, and Indian agents have been usually designated for these services; and the 
minority of the committee regard the selection of Mr. McKenney as fully justified by the knowledge he is 
known to possess of the Indian character, and the confidence which the Indians are supposed to place 
in him. 

On the conclusion of his labors at Green Bay Mr. McKenney entered upon the discharge of the duties 
of his special mission to the southwestern tribes, taking the route of the Fox, "\Visconsin, and Mississippi 
rivers. His duties on this mission, as prescribed by his instructions of March 28, 1828, were "those of 
obtaining local and other information of the country between the lakes and the Mississippi; the condition 
and disposition of the Indian tribes which are scattered over it; and especially to ascertain the disposition 
of the tribes within the States, the Chickasaws, the Choctaws, and, if practicable, the Cherokees, on the 
subject of emigration to lands west of the Mississippi." 

He was directed to note down "whatever incidents" he might "esteem to be valuable, and that in 
any manner may be connected with the subject of our Indian relations, and that may tend to enlighten the 
Department in matters pertaining to their judicious disposition and application." He was also directed to 
visit the Indian "_agencies, and such Indian schools as might be within" his "reach, and inform" himself 
"of their condition and prospects, and generally to collect such information as may be necessary to a 
prompt and efficient discharge of the duties arising out of our Indian relations." 

By subsequent instructions of April 10, 1828, Mr. McKenney was directed, if possible, to return through 
the Creek country; to employ all proper means, in his discretion, to procure of the Creeks a cession of the 
remaining portion of lands in the State of Georgia uncoded in the treaty of Washington. In his first letter 
of instructions, Colonel McKenney was informed that his "compensation" would "be paid on his return, 
and made equivalent to the extent and value of" his "services." • 

It appears from documents that have been submitted to the House of Representatives at the present 
session that, in the great object of closing the Creek controversy, Mr. McKenney was successful, a service 
which, on any equitable estimate of its "extent and value," the minority of the committee cannot but deem 
to be meritorious to a degree far beyond the whole amount paid to Mr. McKenney, or claimed by him as 
compensation. The other objects of his mission, of a less specific nature, were also performed with 
success. In the discharge of these interesting and confidential duties, Mr. McKenney performed a journey 
gf four thousand miles, much of it through a wilderness and among Indian tribes, exposed to great ha~d-
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ships, and occasionally to peril. These considerations united to authorize the allowance of a liberal 
compensation, on the principle announced to him in bis instructions, that it should be fixed on bis return, 
"and made equivalent to the extent and value of his services." 

On bis departure from Washington he received $1,750 as an advance toward defraying the expenses 
of his expedition. At the close of bis commission at Green Bay bis accounts were made up by Governor 
Cass and Mr. Schoolcraft, and be was allowed and paid the same rate of compensation which was paid 
to bis associate, Governor Cass, viz: $8 per diem while employed on duty, and $8 per 20 miles travel. 
The whole amount paid him for his services as Commissioner was $1,880. In the course of his expedition 
to the southwestern Indians he drew on the Department of War for $1,438, and claimed on his return a 
balance due of $1,344. The payment of this balance was suspended by the Second Comptroller on the 
ground that the expenditure on the southern tour was partly unvouched, and that the sum of $660 was 
allowed Mr. McKenney, on the statement of his account at Green Bay, for mileage back to Washington. 
Mr. McKenney did not return directly to Washington, and it was stated by the Second Comptroller, in 
his evidence before the committee, that he charged his travel homeward in the subsequent account of his 
southwestern tour. The minority of the committee do not find that, strictly speaking, Mr. McKenney 
charged "mileage" at all on his second tour; that is, he made no charge on the principle of a certain 
allowance for a certain number of miles travelled; and in the estimate of travelling expenses on that 
tour the sum of $660, already received as return mileage, was taken into consideration and deducted from 
what might otherwise have been claimed under that head. If, therefore, the $660 paid at Green Bay be 
now recharged to him he is equitably entitled to that additional allowance for travelling expenses on the 
southwestern tour. 

In regard to the want of vouchers for a portion of the expenditure on the expedition to the south
west, the minority of the committee conceive that it may be partly accounted for by the nature of the 
service. In many cases no other voucher than the marks of Indians could, in the nature of the case, 
have been had, and such vouchers would be of no value. The expense of travelling, if estimated on the 
mileage principle, at $8 per 20 miles, would have amounted to $1,632. Of this no voucher could be had 
of the nature of the bills furnished at public houses in the civilized parts of the country, and perhaps the 
notoriety of the fact that the journey was performed and its objects accomplished may be regarded as a 
sufficient voucher for its expense within the limits of the usual allowance. .A. sum of something over 
$2,000 is represented by Mr. McKenney to have been given as presents to Indians. Their receipts would 
of course have been of no value as vouchers, and the minority of the committee have reason to think that 
it bas always been found necessary, in treaiing with the Indians, to accept the certificate of the person 
employed as a sufficient voucher for expenditure of this kind. 

The absence of vouchers of course made the settlement of Mr. McKenney's account a matter for the 
exercise of the discretion of the Department, the rather as bis compensation was originally stipulated to 
be an equivalent to the nature and extent of his services, of which the head of the Depar.tment was the 
responsible judge. In the exercise of this discretion the Secretary of War granted bis requisition in 
favor of Mr. McKenney to the amount of $1,344. By the statement of the expenses of his journey and 
of presents to Indians, partly sustained by vouchers and partly resting on estimate, which the minority 
of the committee see no reason to distrust, it would appear that a; part only of this sum of $1,344 would 
remain to Mr. McKenney, as the compensation for bis services, over and above the defraying of bis 
expenses on his tour. When the nature of the trust is considered, or even the importance of the single 
object of settling the Creek controversy is taken into view, in connexion with the encouragement which 
Mr. McKenney has bad in the reports of committees of Congress, of an increased compensation, and also 
the contract in the present instance that his allowance should be proportioned to the nature and extent 
of bis services, ( of which the head of the Department must be the judge,) the minority of the committee 
are not disposed to accuse the Secretary of War of undue facility in admitting the claim for a balance, 
which, if paid, would leave Mr. McKenney about $1,200 of net compensation for his services. Had his 
accounts been originally made out on the mileage principle they believe the balance due him would have 
been more than be claimed. In exercising his discretion, and in issuing his requisition in favo:r of Mr. 
McKenney for the balance claimed, the Secretary of War did no more than it was his duty to do if he 
believed the services to have been faithfully performed. To insist on the principle that no expense should 
be allowed without specific vouchers would be to destroy all confidential service, and to throw on 
innocent persons the greatest inconvenience and risk in the discharge of m:,1,ny highly important functions. 
It is believed that the records of the Department under every administration, and particularly in the 
conduct of the Indian affairs, furnish instances of the settlement of accounts believed to be honest and just 
by the head of the Department, and on the best evidence which the nature of the case admits. 

The minority of the committee are of the opinion that a more efficient organization might be given 
to the Indian office by separating it more distinctly from the Department of War, on the principles 
recommended in a communication from the chief clerk of that office to the Secretary of War, and by the 
Secretary in a letter to the honorable John Cocke, both contained in the House document No. 146 of the 
1st session of the 19th Congress, and which is substantially embraced in the provisions of a bill now 
pending before the House. 
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Statement of the expenses of the Legislature from the commencement of the Government to t~e session ending 
on the 3d of March, 1827. 

Year. 

1789 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•••••• 
1790 .••••••.••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• 
1791 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1792 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 
1793 ....................................... . 
179!, ....................................... . 
1795 ........................................ . 
1796 ........................................ . 
1797 ...................................... . 
1798 ........................................ . 
1799 ....................................... . 

1800. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..... . 
1801 ....................................... . 
180-2 ........................................ . 

1803 ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• 

1804 ••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1805 .•••••••••••.••••••.••.•••••••••••.•••••• 
1806 ....................................... . 
1807 ••••.••••••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1808 .................................. , ..... . 
1809 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1810 ............................ •••••••••• 
1811 ........................................ . 
1812 •••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

1813 ................... •••••••••••••••• •••••• 
1814 ...................................... . 
1815 ........................................ . 
1816 •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1817 ........................................ . 
1818 ........................................ . 
1819 ........................................ . 

1s0o ••••••••• •••••••• ...................... . 
1821 ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
1822 ........................................ . 
1823 ........................................ . 
1824 ........................................ . 

1825. ·················"····················· 
1826 ....................................... . 

1827 ............................ •••••••••••• 

22 
29 
25 
27 
30 
30 
28 
31 
32 
33 
32 
33 
:l2 
32 
30 
37 
34 
33 
33 
35 
35 
36 
34 
34 
34 
38 
40 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
50 
49 
49 
49 
48 
51 
49 

59 
64 
63 
66 
66 

106 
105 
108 
98. 

106 
103 
107 
106 
106 
105 
142 
140 
144 
142 
146 
142 
144 
144 
145 
145 
186 
184 
182 
183 
188 
189 
191 
188 
190 
193 
220 
218 
220 
215 

$26,009 00 
35,004 80 
19,217 40 
32,610 30 
25,306 20 
36,009 60 
34,794 60 
37,911 45 
42,214 30 
45,842 40 
21,814 80 
36,635 40 
26,310 60 
33,348 30 
19,898 40 
39,370 90 
30,255 00 
35,091 60 
25,371 60 
42,988 80 
45,763 20 
38,149 20 
24,948 00 
56,248 80 
61,474 20 
387208 IO 
44,282 IO 

. 77,960 35 
51,210 JO 
58,769 15 
53,0-22 40 
75,134 80 
64,507 60 
80,561 50 
56,160 80 
90,413 60 
69,144 80 
91,868 80 
62,557 20 

$73,553 20 
92,048 25 
44,839 50 
88,785 50 
59,437 20 

131,355 90 
92,365 60 

129,395 40 
125,030 20 
163,174 80 
72,310 00 

122,521 20 
84,581 20 

109,759 30 
73,608 80 

159,988 30 
123,943 60 
145,297 80 
106,720 20 
180,601 80 
189,143 40 
158,215 50 
106,503 36 
226,463 40 
250,033 88 
185,464 JO 
214,142 90 
377,314 26 
231,440 10 
263,927 50 
221,313 00 
304,056 60 
224,479 20 
297, 70-2 00 
202,724 00 
394,692 40 
236,801 60 
378,303 eo· 
240,132 80 

$12,546 65 
7,497 00 

10,005 50 
8,772 13 
8,800 00 
9,500 00 

11,550 00 
18,450 00 
17,600 00 
u,200 oo 
25,500 00 
18,360 09 
25,378 55 
15,500 00 
42,909 30 
28,016 23 
30,500 00 
21,843 50 
30,000 00 
38,900 00 
34,000 00 
31,000 00 
61,300 00 
59,000 00 
61,688 29 
5',000 o.o 
49,000 00 
46,000 00 
35,roo oo 
57,000 00 
52,800 00 
53,194 22 
48,022 00 
53,998 09 
86,ooo oo 
84,500 00 
66,000 00 

116,506 12 

$6,646 42 
11,168 37 
6,772 49 

12,157 80 
11,467 89 
ll,436 69 
10,655 67 
10,857 S6 
11,796 75 
15,306 40 
ll,459 00 

13,748 36 
13,927 iO 
12,437 47 
14,240 44 
15,081 52 
15,323 37 
15,723 4~ 
16,373 66 
16,271 62 
16,848 62 
17,150 66 
17,21:J 81 
17,618 85 
17,304 79 
18,558 97 
24,927 79 
26,880 21 
28,350 Oil 
28,770 00 
32,078 34 
27,609 66 
29,162 72 
27,742 52 
32,488 01 
29,849 99 
32,651 48 
31,526 00 
31,399 00 

Total. 

$106,208 62 
150,WS 07 
78,326 39 

143,559 10 
104,983 42 
187,602 19 
147,315 87 
189,714 71 
197,491 25 
241,923 60 
116,783 80 
198,404 96 
143,179 59 
180,921 62 
123,247 64 
257,350 02 
197,538 20 
226,612 88 
170,308 96 
269,862 22 
290,655 22 
247,515 36 
179,665 17 
361,631 06 
387,812 87 
30:J,919 46 
336,352 79 
531,154 83 
357,000 20 
386,466 65 
363,413 74 
459,601 06 
371,343 74 
454,028 0-2 
345,370 90 
600,955 99 
423,097 Sil 

567,698 40 
450,595 12 

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Register's Office, May 10, 1828, 
JOSEPH NOURSE, Register, 

NAVY DEPARTMENT. 

It is remarked, upon the contingent expenses of the Navy Department, that, taking two periods of 
three years each, that is, 1822-'23-'24, and 1825-'26-'27, the expenses of the latter are greater than of the 
former. They stand thus: 

1822-'23-'24 ........................................................ $6,942 44 
1825-'26-'27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,886 53 

Difference............................................ 1,944 09 

This is equal to an average increase of $648 03 a year. 
It is remarked, also, that there is a small increase in the office of the Commissioners of the Navy 

Board. It will be found to be about $87 08 a year. 
Before proceeding to observe upon this statement, it is proper to notice that there was not ( as would 

seem to be supposed) any excess of expenditure beyond the appropriation. This could not happen. The 
difference was made up from surpluses of appropriations remaining unexpended. 

• It must also be noticed that the expenditures of the Navy Commissioners are in no manner subject 
to the control of the Secretary of the Navy; and if they requirecl any examination (as they certainly do 
not) it would be necessary to make it separately. The Commissioners, no doubt, would give explanations 
if required so to do. • • • • 

'rhe mere circumstance of an increase of contingent expenditures in one period compared with another, 
it has already been remarked, amounts to nothing. The question is, whether they were necessary for the 
public service; and this can only be ascertained in one of two ways-either by examining the items in 
detail, with the explanations of the Department, or, if that be not done, looking at the state of the business 
of the Department. The number of vessels in commission, and the number of officers and men in service, 
will have an influence upon the expenses of the Department. 
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In the first period mentioned, (1822-'23-'24,) the amount appropriated for the naval 
service was ..................................................................... $8,646,577 51 

In the second period (1825-'26-'2'1) it was ...................................... 10,601,836 53 

Making a difference of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,955,259 02 

This is an addition to the business of the Department of nearly one-fourth; and the addition to the 
expenses of the office is very little more than in the same proportion. 

The difference, however, is satisfactorily accounted for in two items appearing upon the accounts: 
In the first period, the extra clerk hire paid was . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $'113 00 
In the second .......................................................... 2,153 45 

$1,440 45 
In the first period, the stationery ......................................... 1,686 30 
In the second . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,265 99 

5'19 69 

Making together ...................................... : . . . . . . . 2,020 14 

Which is more than the whole difference in the expenses of the two periods. There was an increase in the 
amount paid for printing, also for forms, instructions, &c., of $3'1'1 86. 

Supposing these expenditures to have been necessary, ( of which it is impossible to entertain a doubt,) 
it will follow that, in the other expenses of the Department, there must have been a saving, and therefore 
greater economy than before. 

If it be inquired why these items have increased, the answer is very plain. It is, in the first place, 
that which has been already given, that the service has increased, which operates especially upon these 
items of extra clerk hire, of printed forms, blanks, instructions, &c., and of the quantity of stationery 
consumed. The Secretary stated in a communication to a member of the committee, laid before the sub· 
committee, that since the first of January last there have been received, noted, filed, and answered, about 
three thousand letters, a large proportion of which have related to appointments; that during the present 
session of Congress about four hundred letters have been written to members principally on that subject; 
and that an examination of the records and other writing in the Department will show that in the last 
term (1825-'26-'2'1) there has been an increase of more than fifty per cent.; for example, for 2,000 pages 
of record made in the first term, more than 3,000 have been made in the second. 

There is another cause which operates upon the clerk hire and stationery, and which has very much 
increased of late, that is, the number of calls made by Congress and committees requiring immediate 
attention. 

This sufficiently accounts for the increase of these items, and their increase, as already observed, 
moro than accounts for the increased average expense. But it may be remarked, in addition, that these 
expenditures have passed under the examination of the committees on expenditure of the Department, 
who have no doubt been able to examine them particularly, and been satisfied they were correct. 

It is not the purpose now to go into all the items of expenditure, but only to notice such as have 
been remarked upon, else the minority would state that among them there is an amount of $600 for 
repairs and improvements of the buildings and premises. 

Newspapers and books. 

These are small items. They have always been deemed proper and necessary for the Departments, 
and it may be supposed that there is some reason for it, or they would not have continued to be allowed. 
In the year 1823 the House, by a resolution, called upon the then Secretary of the Navy for a statement 
on this subject, and of the books purchased, &c. His answer to that resolution was dated the 31st 
January, 1823, and he sent with it a list of papers and books, to which it is not known that any objection 
was at that or any subsequent time made by Congress. The practice is, therefore, supposed to be 
sanctioned. 

But, as to newspapers, there is an obvious propriety, and even necessity, for furnishing to the Depart
ment the information they contain for current use, and also for future reference to the files of them 
preserved in this office. Some increase has been owing to the practice of taking a copy of two news
papers for each squadron at a distance from the United States-a practice, it must be admitted, conducive 
to the good of the service, and very grateful to the officers in their long absence from home . 

.A.s to books, it is not understood that they are objected to, but a question seems to be made, as to 
some of them, whether they are precisely appropriate to the use of the Department. This is very much a 
matter of taste and opinion; and there is no way in which it could be precisely regulated, unless Congress 
were to prescribe the books to be purchased. The books recently bought do not seem to vary materially 
in character from those contained in the list presented by the late Secretary in January, 1823. There are 
no books that, in the opinion of the committe, fall properly within the description of "fashionable litera
ture." Two reviews have been taken-The .American Quarterly Review and The ·western Review. But 
reviews were taken before. .A.nd as to reviews, it must be remarked, that they are no longer devoted to 
criticism, but have become, as every one knows, essays upon various topics of interest, and contain a 
great body of useful knowledge upon almost every subject. .A. secretary may derive useful information 
from them. One work particularly alluded to is the work of a surgeon in the Navy, connected with the 
profession of medicine, and, therefore, with one branch of the service. There is a remark, however, to be 
made upon this subject, which may serve to show how incorrect it is to suppose that the small libraries 
of the Departments can be so precisely limited. If four years ago a work on silk worms had been found 
in the Treasury Department, it might have been thought very inappropriate to the office; yet, the Secre
tary has been directed to prepare a compilation on that subject, and what he has caused to be compiled 
has been printed by order of the House. 

In regard to this Department there is nothing else requiring to be noticed. The contingencies of the 
SERVICE are, as far as possible, enumerated in the appropriation bills, and the amount upon which any 
discretion can be exercised is very small. Abstracts of them were furnished to the committee, and if 
particular information had been required, it might have been had. They therefore require no remark . 
.A.nd for further information they refer to the letter of the Secretary to the committee. 
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The minority of the committee are satisfied that the concerns of this interesting branch of service 
have been managed with fidelity, and its expenditures with due regard to efficiency and 13conomy. 

COURTS-MARTIAL. 

Not supposing that this subject would be introduced into the report, the minority of the commiitee 
have not prepared their statement upon it. Reserving to themselves, however, the power, at a future 
time, of submitting their views, and referring to a communication made by the Secretary to the House in 
the year 1825, in which he proposes to systematize this branch of service and reduce its expense, and 
also adverting to the fact that the identical account now objected to has been for several years before the 
House without objection from Congress to the public, they are prepared to $hQw, by comparison with 
former courts, ( the accounts of some of which are on the files of this House,) as well as from an examina
tion of the particular courts in question, that there has been a due attention to economy, as far as the 
public service would permit, and that, .in this particular, there has been as much improvement as it was 
in the power of the Secretary, without the aid of Congress, to make. 

The necessity of these courts, it is perceived, is not disputed. They were required by the service. 
The greater part of the expenses are regulated by law or by. established usage. The only item, perhaps, 
that is open is that of compensation to the judge advocate. In the absence of any provision by law, the 
Secretary is obliged to employ the requisite professional talents, and for these he must pay according to 
the usual scale of compensation to professional men. In this respect the expenditure is less than in former 
instances, as the reference above mentioned will show. 

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT. 

A few statements will be sufficient to exhibit the facts, and the inferences from them will be very 
obvious. 

Taking three periods, embracing four years each, so as to include two long and two short sessions 
when the members were respectively 65, 105, and 213, and the Senators were from 26 to 48, the statement 
will be as follows: 

Pay of Senators. Pay of Repre- Contingent ex- Officers nnd 

Average, per annum, for 1789, 1i90, 1791, 179-2..... .• ...• .... .... .... .... .... .... .. .. $8,210 !Tl 

Average, per annum, for li94, 1795, 1796, 1797......... .. .• • . .. .. . ... .. . . ........•... 42,732 48 

Average, per annum, for 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827 ...•.........•....•........ ••• .•.• •... 78,496 10 

sentntives. penses of both clerks. 

$74,806 73 

119,536 75 

312,48-2 60 

Houses. 

&9, 705 07 

12,075 00 

88,251 53 

$9,186 27 

11,186 76 

31,356 79 

From this statement it will appear that the amount paid to Senators has increased from the first to 
the last period in the proportion of about 78 to 28, or 2 11-14 to l; the amount paid to Representatives 
in the proportion of about 312 to 74, or 4 2-9 to I; the pay of the officers of the two Houses in the pro
portion of 31 to 9, or 3 4-9 to 1; and the contingent expenses in the proportion of 88 to 9, or 9 7-9 to I. 

The pay and mileage of Senators and members have been augmented by two causes: the increase of 
their numbers and the increase of their pay. The latter is one-fourth of the whole, being the amount 
added by the act of 1818, which advanced the pay from $6 a day to $8 a day. As applied to the average 
of thP. last four years, therefore, the total pay and mileage being $390,978 90, the advance of the pay by 
the act of 1818 made an additional annual charge to the Treasury for the· Legislative Department of 
$97,744 67. . 

The increase of pay of officers and clerks of both Houses is not more than might have been eA-pected 
from the necessary increase of their numbers and duties. It seems moderate. 

The contingent expenses of the Legislature, it will be seen, have increased in the proportion of 
9 7-9ths to I. This is a great augmentation, and far beyond the increase of any other Department of the 
Government. The contingent expenses of the Executive Departments, in the same period, have increased 
in the proportion of about 4 1-2 to 1, or less than one-half of the increase in the Legislative Department. 
If the contingent expenses of the Legislature had only increased in the· same ratio as the contingent 
expenses of the Executive, they would have been less than $44,000, instead of being $88,251 53. If, on 
the other hand, the Executive expenses had increased in the same ratio as the expenses of the Legisla
ture, they would now have been more than double what they are, or (averaging the last three years) 
above $155,000, instead of about $77,000. 

As both these heads of expenditure are influenced by the same general cause, that is, the growth of 
the nation and the growth of the business of the nation, it would seem that there has been far greater 
economy in the Executive than in the Legislature; that the greatest scope for inquiry and retrenchment 
is in the latter; and that we ought to keep our eye fixed upon that point as the most profitable and 
promising occupation, until we can effect a reduction. But this would probably be found to be a hasty 
conclusion. The minority of the committee (fully satisfied that there is economy in the Executive 
Departments) would not recommend a comparison as the ground of a judgment. Here, as in the other 
Departments of the Government, it is essentially a question of details. Every expenditure must be looked 
into, in connexion with the service to be performed; and if the service be necessary, the expense is also 
necessary, so far as it must be incurred. 

Various suggestions have been made upon this subject, all, however, tending more or less to abridge 
the privileges of members, or to assign limits to what ought to be free. There is no doubt, for example, 
that it would be desirable to shorten the sessions of Cong-ress, to reduce the number of calls, and to 
prevent useless printing. In these points, in general, there seems to be no difference of opinion. But 
when you come to the application, there is at once found to be difficulty. The present session, for example, 
has been a long one, and yet it is likely to be too short for the necessary despatch of business. So with 
respect to calls; each particular one is supposed to have its merits, as each paper is supposed to have a 
special title to be printed. And it must be admitted that, considering that the public business and the 
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public information are the chief end and aim of our doings, we ought not too readily to yield to any plan 
that would have the effect of defeating either. The privileges of the members are the privileges of their 
constituents, and cannot be curtailed without infringing upon the rights of the people. This consideration 
imparts to the question a peculiar interest, requiring that its treatment should be delicate and cautious. 
It is not the intention of the minority of the committee to offer an opinion upon any of the projects which 
have been suggested, not having been able to bestow upon them the deliberate attention they so well 
deserve; and they would not hastily touch a point which appears to be connected with the representative 
syst.em, though quite willing to lend their aid to retrenchment. 

In examining the contingencies of the House, it appeared that in one branch of the printing, that of 
reports and documents, there had been a deviation in the size of the page from the requirement of the 
resolution of 1819, under which the printers were appointed, supposed to be disadvantageous to the 
United States. For a more particular explanation of the matter, the minority of the committee refer 
to the evidence taken before the committee, and the several communications from Messrs. Gales & • 
Seaton. 

Two things are very clear in regard to this deviation: 1. That the size of the page which causes it 
was fixed upon with the full knowledge and sanction of the Clerks of the two Houses, to whom the first 
forms, under the system established by the resolution, were submitted. 2. That it was not done with any 
view to the profit of the printers nor to the prejudice of the United States, but solely for the public conve
nience. Messrs. Gales & Seaton, indeed, do-not appear to have known of the arrangement till after it 
was made by their foreman with the Clerks, to whom he submitted forms or specimens of the manner in which 
he proposed to execute the different parts of the work, including this page. He ( the foreman) was not 
aware of the operation, nor did he do it for the sake of additional gain. 

That the deviation in question is not, in its nature, beyond the fair limits of a discretionary interpre
tation of the resolution of 1819, may be further inferred from the facts that, at the commencement of 
the present session of Congress, the printer of the Senate was especially directed, by t.he highly respect
able Secretary of that body, to pursue precisely the same mode of printing as that adopted by Messrs. 
Gales & Seaton, and that no Committee of .Accounts of either House has ever ( as far as the committee 
know) objected to it. 

The deviation stated is supposed to have caused some loss to the United States; and it probably 
must have done so, the work being paid for by the page, and there being less matter in a page than 
if it had been of the size prescribed in the resolution. What the amount of loss may have been does not 
appear. There is a difference of opinion about it, which it belongs to professional men to decide. 

Messrs. Gales & Seaton, on the other hand, allege, and seem to have supported their allegation, that 
in other parts of the work, particularly the tables, they have abstained from using the rightful advantages 
which the resolution allowed them, and adopted a plan recommended by its convenience and economy, by 
which there has been a gain to the United States, at their expense, far exceeding the supposed loss from 
the size of the page. Of this they have produced evidence. 

The question, altogether, is one for professional men to decide, who can alone understand it, and to 
respectable professional men it ought to be referred. 

To Messrs. Gales & Seaton it is justly due to say, that they have at all times executed the public 
work with neatness and despatch, and fulfilled their duties in an able and obliging manner. The improve
ment in this branch of the service, since it bas been in their hands, is well known and highly satisfactory; 
as also is the liberality with which they have been ready to make any exertions and sacrifices to comply 
with the wishes of the House. 

Still, if there has been an error, the minority of the committee are of opinion that it ought to be 
corrected, so as to do justice to both parties. . 

In conclusion, the minority of the committee would remark that, from the manner in which the report 
of the majority was prepared, it has been impossible for the minority to examine its contents and present 
their observations upon them as fully as they could have wished, or as the importance of many of the 
topics would require. The different subjects of investigation were, at an early period, referred to sub-com
mittees, of each of which one of the minority was a member. Toward the close of their labors, sketches 
of their reports (generally brief) were exhibited by the chairman of the sub-committees to the individual 
forming the minority. In most cases these sketches were in the hands of that individual but a few days, 
and in one case, at least, but a few hours. These sketches being then returned to the chairman of the 
committee, were by him made the ba,sis of a general report, in which, however, new matters were intro
duced, of which the minority, having no previous notice of them, will be found to have prepared no 
explanation. It has of course been impossible for them to explain what they did not know to have been 
objected to. This is now mentioned, not as a matter of complaint, but as matter of fact, relative to the 
mode in which the minority of the committee have discharged their duty . 

.All which is respectfully submitted, 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 923. 

JOHN SERGEANT. 
EDWARD EVERETT. 

[lsT SEssroN. 

IN FAVOR OF IRON FOR RAILROADS FREE OF DUTY. 

COIDIUNIC.ATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 16, 1828. 

OFFICE OF THE BALTIMORE .AND Omo RAILROAD Co1rP.ANY, Apiil 16, 1828. 
EsTEE}[ED FRIEND: I have thy favors of the 14th and 15th instant. The insinuations which appear to 

be thrown out against the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company are evidently the result of a hostile 
VOL. V--143 B 
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feeling, arising from sectional jealousy; and if it were not that they might, perhaps, impose upon and 
misfoad some well disposed individuals unacquainted with the true state of this business, they would not 
be worthy of notice. We encountered the same hostility at Annapolis, and I regret to learn that it still 
pursues us. 

I enclose a printed list of the directors of the railroad company. Their character and standing in 
this community at once will satisfy every honest man of the falsity of the charge against them of under-
tali:ing· this enterprise from any other than honorable and patriotic motives. _ 

I also enclose a list of upwards of thirty of our largest stockholders, and will leave thee to judge if 
the stock is not held by wealthy and competent stockholders. To this I can add, that, since the first 
subscription, not one share has yet ever lJeen sold by one of the directors, nor is there one that I know of 
who has any inclination to sell. 

I enclose a copy of the charter as granted and confirmed by Maryland, Virginia, and Pennsylvania. 
From the best information we can collect, it is no longer doubtful but that it will be impossible to 

procure iron for our purposes in this country. We advertised for supplies of wood, stone, and iron, and 
whilst we received numerous offers of wood and stone, in abundant quantities and at very cheap rates, we 
received from the whole United States but two proposals for iron, and these were for a small quantity, and 
at a price 100 per cent. higher than the Manchester and Liverpool Railroad Company pay. We must, 
therefore, in any event, procure our iron from abroad; and the only question now is, will the Government 
impose a burden upon this enterprise to the amount of half a million of dollars, and thus, perhaps, stifle 
the work in its infancy," or at least greatly abate the ardor and confidence of its patrons, or will it at 
once come forward and lend to the undertaking the very reasonable accommodation its friends ask? 
• In reply to thy several specific inquiries upon the subject of iron, I enclose a letter from our mutual 
friend, Joseph W._Patterson, Esq., who is largely in this trade, and his letter will, I am confident, satisfy 
thy mind upon the subject of an American supply of this indispensable material. _ 

I am, very sincerely, thy friend, 
P. E. THOMAS, President. 

li,st of large stockholders. 
Shares. 

Charles Carroll, of Carrollton .............................................................. . 
William Patterson ...................................................................... . 
Robert Oliver ........................................................................... . 
Alexander Brown & Sons ................................................................. . 
William Lorman & Sons ......................... _ ................... ~ ..................... . 
George Hoffman ...................................................... : .................. . 
Philip & E. Thomas & Sons ............................................................... . 
John B. Morris .......................................................................... . 
Talbot Jones ............................................................................ . 
William Stewart ........................................................................ . 
Thomas Ellicott ......................................................................... . 
Isaac McKim ........................................................................... . 
James Hutton ..................................................•......................... 
Roswell L. Colt ......................................................................... . 
Richard H. Douglass ..................................................................... . 
John Donnell's estate ...................................................................... . 
George Warner ......................................................................... . 
Charles S. W. Dorsey .................................................................... . 
Isaac Tyson .... ; ....................................................................... . 
John Ferguson .......................................................................... . 
Thomas Kelso .............................. • ............................................. . 
John T.Barr ............................................................................ . 
George H. Stewart ...................................................................... . 
C. & D. & S. Keerrers ....................................................•............... 
Joseph Todhunter ........................................... : ........................... . 
Cornelia Howard (widow of John Howard) ................................................ .. 
B. J; Von Kapff (of the late firm of Von Kapff & Brune) ..................................... . 
Andrew Muncks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Samuel McKim .......................................................................... . 
Beale Randall ........................................................ : .................. . 
William W. Taylor ...................................................................... . 
Peter Hoffman .......................................................................... . 
John Hoffman .......................................................... _ ................. . 

~h~~~TI;J!·& s·o~~·::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Luke Tiernan .......................................... : ................................ . 

600 
784 
540 
580 
362 
384 
310 
208 
134 
90 

260 
110 
100 
392. 
272 
256 
142 
204 
200 
140 
100 
400 
216 
192 
200 
100 
442 
200 
172 
148 
130 
190 
412 
136 
124 
100 

To the above it may be added, that the stock is diffused amongst all classes of the people, including 
laborers, draymen, mechanics, merchants, and private individuals of fortune. The whole number of stock
holders is about 1,400, and there is a universal confidence in the practicability of the undertaking, which 
is the true cause of the current value of the stock, and which does not arise from any effort on the part of 
the directors to create an artificial value in it, as has been falsely stated. 

The above list is extracted from the stock ledger. 
J. N. BROWN, Transfer Olerk. 
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BALTIMORE, April 16, 1828. 
1,fy DEAR Srn: Mr. Thomas has handed me your letter of the 14th, asking information as to the 

resources of the iron establishments of this country for furnishing iron for the railroads. Exclusive of 
the mills at Pittsburg, and at other places in the western country, there are from ten to twelve on this 
side of the mountains which are now prepared to roll bar iron from the bloom-say three in Maryland, 
three in Pennsylvania, two or three in New York, two in New Jersey, and one in Connecticut; and all 
the common rolling-mills now making hoops from imported bar iron may be altered to make bar iron 
also. The objection to purchasing the rail iron in this country is not on account of any difficulty in 
rolling it, ( as our mill alone could make the rails faster than the Baltimore and Ohio Company could 
or would wish to lay them down,) but to the established fact tfiat the forges coul,d not supply the material. 
The ordinary consumption of the country requires from twenty-five to thirty thousand tons of iron 
annually, beyond what our furnaces and forges have yet been able to make, although the latter have, for 
some years past, been paid $100 per ton; whereas iron manufactured in the same manner, from charcoal, 
in Sweden and Russia is shipped from their ports at about half the price that our forge-masters receive. 
English bar iron is sold there still lower, say from £8 to £10 sterling. It is, however, made with stone 
coal, and, although the quality is not as good as that made with charcoal, will answer for railroads and 
for many other purposes. Our mill is now employed in making blooms into bars and then into nail plates. 
The blooms are bought from the Pennsylvania forges at from $75 to $80 per j;on. Our coal comes from 
Richmond and costs us twenty-five cents per bushel. We use only from four to five hundred tons of 
blooms a year, and have difficulty in getting that amount; we also collect large quantities of· old or 
scrap iron, which, requiring to be worked several times, enables us to keep the mill at work.· If we saw 
a possibility of obtaining the material, it would be our interest to make rails for the company, but there 
is none; and if, by legislative arrangement, the different projected companies are compelled to rely on the 
establishments of this country, and they proceed with their works, every pound of iron consumed in the 
country will be mat-0rially enhanced in cost, as the extra demand can only be met by the c~·eation of new 
forges and furnaces; and situations must be resorted to which cannot afford to make iron and carry it to 
market at $100 per ton. 

I remain, respectfully, yours, 
J. W. PATTERSON. 

General S. SMITH. 

BALTIMORE, May I, 1828. 
Srn: In answer to the inquiry made of me, what quantity of bar iron General Ridgely's rolling-mill 

is capable of rolling from the bloom, I beg leave to add a copy of a letter on the subject which I have 
received from Mr. James Tucker, manager of General Ridgely's forges, and I am confident of the accuracy 
of his statement. 

Yours, respectfully, 
HENRY B. CHEW. 

Hon. JAlIES BuclLI.N.AN, Washington, D. a. 

RmGELY's FoRGEs, Baltimore Oounty, April 30, 1828. 
Having been requested to state the capacity of General C. Ridgely's ( of Hampton) bar iron rolling-mill, 

I have computed that, with the addition of two furnaces to heat the iron, his mill is competent to roll 
three thousand three hundred and eighty tons of bar iron per annum, taking into consideration all 
interruptions from ordinary casualties. 

J.A.i"\IES TUCKER. 

BALTDIORE, May 12, 1828. 
Srn: Having understood that representations have been made of the incapacity of the American 

manufacturers to supply the quantity or quality of the iron wanted by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
Company, and that, on their advertising for proposals offering to furnish the wood, stone, and iron that 
would be required, they received no specific offers for iron but from one individual, and that, at the 
utmost, for only 360 tons per annum, we deem it our duty to state that, at the request of General Charles 
Ridgely, of Hampton, we called at the office of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company with a view of 
obtaining the necessary information relative to the supply of iron before he offered his proposals. In 
answer to the inquiries made of the president and engineer, the plan or model of the iron bars for the 
rails which they said would be wanted was exhibited, showing that they intended to have the iron 2½ 
inches wide by half an inch thick, with a rounding form for the upper surface. We then stated, taking into 
consideration the time which we were informed they expected it would require to complete the road, 
that all the iron could be furnished in the vicinity of Baltimore as fast as it would be wanted by the 
progress of the work; that the iron could be made corresponding to the form then shown, or of any form, 
shape, or description, the company might think proper to adopt; that machinery would be put up 
expressly for the purpose should a contract be made. We were told by Mr. Thomas ( the president of the 
company) and Colonel Long that only 30 tons of iron per month would be wanted for the first year; and 
understanding from these gentlemen that it would be fully satisfactory that proposals should be then 
offered for that quantity, we reported the fact to General Ridgely, who, supposing it would meet the 
view:; or wishes of the company, limited his proposals to furnish only 30 tons per month, although he was 
desirous, and it was his intention, to offer for the supply of a much larger quantity. 

HENRY B. CHEW. 
J.A.i"\IES TUCKER. 
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OFFICE OF THE BALTrnORE AND. Omo RAILROAD COMPANY, May 16, 1828. 
Sm: Your letter of the 15th, addressed to the president of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, 

has been received, containing the following statement: 
"Mr. Buchanan read me a letter from Mr. Chew, agent of General Ridgely, stating positively that 

the smallness of their offer was caused by yourself and the directors stating that but 360 tons would be 
required by the company during the present year; that it was their design to have offered to supply any 
quantity that could be required, having due notice to make preparations," &c. 

We deem it only necessary, in reply, to assure you that there is a mistake in this statement, and that 
we severally declare that no conversation has taken place between either of us and General Ridgely, bis 
agent, or any other person, that warrants it. 

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company l1ave ten years allowed by their charter to finish the 
road; and it has been estimated that 15,000 tons of iron will be required for the rails only, exclusive of 
the iron required for machinery, wagons, &c. It is therefore manifestly clear that should the company 
occupy the whole time allowed them, more than 1,500 tons per annum must be obtained, and still a greater 
quantity will be required in proportion as the work is accelerated. 

Y ery respectfully, &c., 

Hon. JOHN BARNEY. 

P. E. THOMAS, Prest. B. & 0. R. R. Co. 
WM. PATTERSON. 
CH. CARROLL, of Carrollton. 
WM. STEUART. 
TALBOT JONES. 
GEO. HOFFMAN. 
WM. LORMAN. 
ROBERT OLIVER. 
ISAAC McKIM. 
SOLOMON ETTING. 
JOHN B. MORRIS. 
ALEX. BROWN. 

BALTIMORE, May 16, 1828. 
Sm: I have your letter of this date requesting me to inform you what quantity of iron is usually 

made at the establishment of General Ridgely, and what quantity they are capable of making annually. 
I was agent for the entire sale of General Ridgely's iron from February, 1824, to February, 1827, 

during which time, say three years, the total amount made was 1,214 tons 13 cwt. 3 qrs. and 27 lbs., 
that is, about 404 tons in each year. 

We received orders every year for a much larger quantity than the works were able to furnish, though 
great efforts were made to increase the supplies. 

Yours, respectfully, 
HENRY THOMPSON. 

P. E. THOMAS, Esq., Premdent Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company. 

BALTIMORE, May I '1, 1828. 
In addition to the facts already placed in thy hands in reference to the relative cost of iron in this 

country and in Europe, I annex a copy of a letter from William & J. Brown & Co., by which it appears 
that the~ ew York, Hudson, and Delaware Canal Company have contracted for their entire supply, delivered 
free of expense in Liverpool, at £8 6s. 9d. sterling, say. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3'7 06 
Exchange 10 per cent. above par. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 '70 
Freight ........................................................................... '. 3 24 

Total cost ...................................................... ••••••.••••• 44 00 

I trust this will satisfy every one that the iron makers in this country, with one hundred per cent. 
usual profits, cannot nor ought to expect to supply our road. The only question, therefore, as I before 
stated, is not between the railroad company and them, but whether the Government will burden our 
enterprise with a tax to the amount of the proposed duty, seeing the article must and will come from 
abroad, or will it extend its patronage so far only as to leave us without a tax? 

Hon. JOHN BARNEY. 

Copy of a letter: froni W. & J. Brown & Co. 

LIVERPOOL, Mai·oh 28, 1828. 
We have seen Mr. Allen since bis return from Cardiff, and understand from him that the following 

are the terms of the agreement for the railroad iron for which we are to pay: ., 
The quantity to be about three hundred and ninety tons of good No. 2 bar iron; the bars to be sixteen 

feet long, two and a quarter inches broad, by half an inch thick, the upper corners rounded to a quarter 
inch, of three-sixteenths of an inch radius; the bars to be let one into the other by a square tongue three
fourths of an inch broad and half inch long, the end of one bar being made to notch the end of the adjoining 
one, fitting each other snugly, without any lateral play; each bar to be pierced by oblong holes to receive 
a screw with a counter-sink head, each hole nine-sixteenths of an inch long by three-eighths of an inch wide; 
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have the sides of the hole and counter-sink straight for three-sixteenths of an inch, and the ends of the holes 
rounded to a semicircle of three-eighths of an inch diameter. The counter-sink to be seven-thirty-seconds 
of an inch deep, and bevelling with an angle of forty-five degrees; the holes to commence at an inch from 
the end of the bar, and to he placed eighteen inches apart through the whole length. The bars to be rolled 
with smoothness and uniformity, as is usual in best rolled bar iron; particular care to be taken, in straight
ening, to get the edges and upper surface free from crooks and undulations, and, in forming the counter
sink, that the uniformity of the upper surface and straightness of the inside edg<> be not impaired. The 
price to be £8 6s. 9d., delivered at Liverpool, by bills on London not exceeding one month from the time 
of delivery; and if we pay cash in London, we are entitled to one month's interest. The rolling to be 
commenced immediately; fifty tons per week to be shipped from Cardiff until completed. 

We remain, gentlemen, respectfully,_yours, 
W. & J. BROWN & CO. 

N. B.-Mr . .Allen is an engineer in the service of the Hudson and Delaware Canal and Railroad 
Company, and has been sent out to England by that company. 

20TH CONGRESS.] No. 924. [Isl' SESSION. 

AMOUNT OF DUTIES AND DRAWBACKS IN 1824-'25-'26. 

COl!MUNICATED TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MAY 16, 1828. 

'rREASURY DEPARTME!fi', lJfay 16, 1828. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a statement exhibiting the amount of drawback payable 

on merchandise exported from the United States during the years 1824, 1825, and 1826, compared with 
the amount of duties which accrued on the same, respectively. 

I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
RICHARD RUSH. 

Hon. the SPEAKER of the House of Representat,ives. 

Statement exhibiting the amount of drauilJa,ck payahle on merchandise wporled from the United Stai,es during 
the years ending December 31, 1824, 1825, and 1826, compared with the amount of duties whwh accrued 
on the same, 1·espectively. 

Species of merchandise. 
Duties 

accruing. 

1824,. 

Drawback 
payable. 

Value at 71 per cent...... • • . .• •. .. . . ••.. ••.•.. $74,486 $41,921 
12 •... do....... .••..• •..... •••••. ••..•. 155 ••••.••..••..••• 
121 ••. do................. •.•... .•.••••• 140,269 22,172 
15 •••• do........ .. • •.•• •• •• • . . . •.•. •... 2,144,874 528,592 
20 •••• do............................... 1,375,146 77,344 
25 ••.• do...... ••..•. •••.••• •••.•• •••.•. 5,082,697 804,0-21 
30 •••• do....... ...... ...... •... •... •.•. 1,826,816 761965 

33} ••. do •••.•••••••••.••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ·••··••··••••••• 
35 •••. do.. .• . • •••.• •••..•.. .. .. •..• •••. 733 153 
~o .... do.... ••••.. •..... .•..••... •. .. 13,390 69 
50 •••• do...... ••••.•. •.••.. •... .. ..•••. 84,526 682 

Duck, Russia • • . • • • • • . • . • • • • • • . . . . • . •. • • • . • • . • • • 96 51167 

ravens ••••••• ••••••••••••................ 525 9-,599 
Holland.................... • . . . . . • • • . • • • . l, 090 163 

Sheeting, brown •••• ••••.• .•.. ••.• •.•• •... .••••. 1,501 20,768 

wbite ..................... •·••••·••••• ·•··••·•···•·•·· 414 
Carpets, &.c., Brussels............ • . . • . • . • . • • • . 14,656 ••••.•••.••••••• 

Venetian.......................... 57,514 •·••·• •••••••••• 
other.............................. 142 •••·•• •••••••••• 

Cotton bagging •.•• ,............................. 81,114 208 

Wine, Madeira •••••.. •. . . . . . • .•• • •••. •• .. .• .•• • 121,293 11,120 
Burgundy ............. ,................... 4,852 •••••••••••••••• 

Sherry and St. Lucar ••.•...••..•...••••.. 
Lisbon and Oporto, &.c .................. .. 
Teneritre, Fayal, &.c ..•••.•.....•.....••.. 
claret, in bottles •••.••....••.....••.•..•.. 
all 0U1er, in casks ....•..•........•.....•.. 

Spirits from grain ............................... . 
lrom 0U1er materials ••.•••.••••.•...••..•. 

Mol11&1ea ••••••••••••••..••••••••••••..•.••..•... 

17,777 
141,075 
67,431 
23,756 

242,049 
447,724 

2,158,466 
645,412 

10,399 
6,969 

12,032 
9,400 

96,310 
20,003 

217,078 
S-20 

1825. 

Duties 
accruing. 

............... 
$874 

402,511 
774,549 

1,972,503 
9,010,971 
1,924,827 
1,756,515 

5,492 
51,2:'!3 

284,451 
................ 

25 

. .. 

Drawback 
payable. 

$1,594" 
............ 

201,149 
318,526' 
242,02'1 

1,212,202 
160, 78!J 
36',939 

225 
631 

4,IS!f 
195 
244 

1826. 

Duties 
accruing. 

................ 
$604 

260,390 
783,019 

1,173,977 
5, 735,i30 

503,49I 
2,044,016 

1,354 
37,473 

171,570 
4 

................ 

Drawback 
payable. 

•••••••••••••••• . ............... 
SlOl,744 

203,215 
248,876 

1,299,286 
76,369 
96,228 

185 
405 

1,034 
. ............... 
•••••••••••••••• 

640' ••• , ..••••••••..•••••.•••••••••• 
................ ................ •••••••••••••••• ••1••··········· 

42,017 2,362 28,649 1,423 
130,992 1,rn; 154,846 126 

1,025 ................ 2,001 •••••••••••••••• 153,256 508 67,189 153 
170,452 8,814 145,842 16,894 
13,332 ................ 16,057 58 
19,193 r:r,876 29,479 12,338 

137,505 U,28! 161,218 G,766 
77,852 2o,635 73,227 , 6,533 
32,876 14,467 38,913 15,325 

380,831 67,770 • 377,299 68,681 
540,173 2.f,760 190,909 14,688 

1,471,3.';7 168,085 1,469,526 181,438 
622,325 378 68'1,447 840 
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Species of merchandise. 

Vinegar .....••............•.•.•.•.....•........ 
Beer,ale, and porter ....•.•......•..••.•••. : ••••• 

Duties 
accruing. 

1824, 

$712 
13,015 

Drawback 
payable. 

$95 
245 

Oil, spermaceti ................................. • • • • • • • • • •.• • ••.••......•....... 
whale and other fish . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 65 ••••••••••••••.• 
hempseed •......•..............•......••••.••••••••••..........•........... 
olive, in casks.............................. 17,519 5,053 
rapeseed .......•...... , •........•....•.••..•.•••. , .•.•...•.......•......... 

castor ..................... ······•••···•··•·• 48 •••••••••••••••• 
linseed ...........•........••.•..••.•• •••••· 6,095 2,423 

'l'eas, Bohea ... •. . . .. . .... •... •..... .. .. •.. . . . . . :l6,095 29,643 
Souchong...... •••. .... •••• .... •••• •••••• 556,34l 77,32l 
Hyson Skin, &c ..............•....... •••• • 5l2,659 14,893 
Hyson and Young Hyson.................. I,3U3,l54 91,310 
Imperial.................................. 26l,407 80,648 

Coffee.......................................... 2,063,551 1,014,777 
Cocoa........................................... 69,280 _ 49,854 
Chocolate . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • . • . 62 2 
Sugar, brown .................. , • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 

,vhite ........................ .... : ...... . 
candy and loaf,, .......••....•.......•.•.. 
other refined .........•.............•..... 

2,524,530 
470,859 

128 

320,668 
247,319 

3 
15 •••••••••••••••. 

Fruits, almonds.................... .. •.•• .....• 18,306 2,034 
currants • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4,613 589 
prunes and plums ..••••••••......• •••••··· 7,406 377 

figs•••···••··••·••·•· ••••• ·•·••.......... 18,001 1,516 
raisins, jar, &c.............. . . . . . • • . . . . . • . 59,797 3,082 

other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 55, 052 3, 124 
Candles, tallow.................................. 2,152 1,177 

wax and spermaceti .•................. , 18 151 
Cheese.......................................... 2,9-23 245 
Soap . •. . . . . . . • . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,754 8,489 
Tallow......................................... 6,715 •••••••.•.•••.•• 
Beef and pork • • . • • • . . •• . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . 16 •••••••••••••••• 
Hams and bacon . . . . .. . . . . •• • • .. . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . 259 • 35 

Lard ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• ···•··•••••·····••··•··•·•····•· 
Butter .•• . • • • . • • . . . . . . . . . ... . • . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . • 126 ••••.••••••••••• 
Saltpetre, refined......... •.•• •••• •••• •••• •••••. 1,846 •••.••.•••.••••• 
Vitriol, oil of................... .... .. .. •... •. .. I,435 51 

blue or Roman ........•.••••.••..•...••.••••••...•.•••...••••...•••••... 
Camphor, crude ••••• ••••••...................... 3,974 ••••• n ... •••••• 

refined ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••·• ...•..•...•.•...•.•.•... 
Salts, Epsom.................................... 6,631 249 

Glauber •• , ..................... -. • • •• . • . • . 4 ............... . 
Spices, Cayenne p~pper ..........•..•........... 

ginger ..............................•... 

mace········•··•·········••·•••··•·•·•· 
nutmegs····•••••····•·················· 
cinnamon .............................. . 
cloves .•....... , .•........•...••.....•.. 
pepper, black ......•....•.........••.... 
pimento ........................................... 1••••••·•• 
cassia .................................. . 

Tobacco, manufactured, other than snuff.... • .•. 

Snuff •••••••••• •···•···•····•····••···•···•···•· 
Indigo •••••••• •·••······•··· •••••••••• ••·•••••·• 
Cotton·····•·•··•·············•·····••··••··•·• 
Gunpowder •..•.•.....•.... , ....•..............• 
Bristles •••••.•••..........•.•...•...•...•....... 

Glue···•······•••••····••·····•··••••·····•••·• 
Pain Ls, ochre, dry ••.•. , ..............•..•...•... 

in oil ............................. . 
white and red lead ...................... . 
whiting ••••••..........•........•........ 

Lead, pig, bar, and sheet . . . . . . . . . . • . .. • ...•.••. 
manufactured into shot ••.•..........•. : ... 

Cordage and cables, tarred .•.............•..•.... 
tarred ••..•......•.•..........•.......• 
untarred ....•..••.••...........•...••... 

T,vine, yam, seine, &c ... ...................... . 

Corks ••··••••••············•···············••v 
Copper, rods and bolts ......••.•... ••·•··._ ...... . 

nails and spikes ..•...•.•.•...•.......... 
Iron, muskets ............. _........ . ......... . 

rifles ••• .:··•·•···•·•• •...•..•........ •·••·· 
wire, not above No. 18,. ••••.•••.•••••••••• 

above No. 18 •.•••..••••••••••••••.... 

16 
30 

7,631 
27,351 
14,157 
20,697 

213,046 
75,724 
45,581 

262 
750 

86,247 
22,9-21 
5,621 
5,295 
2,418 
5,373 

265 
130,221. 

2,900 
46,250 
10,174 
3,164 

24,089 
1,910 

14,40-2 
5,581 

175 
12 

7,266 
3 

22,588 
25,123 

•••••••••••••••• 
1,001 

487 
3,603 

15,257 
17,998 
92,794 
9,516 

28,111 
189 
121 

27,831 
7,206 
1,651 

•••••••••••••••• ................ 
349 

................ 
3,919 

•••••••••••••••• 
8,046 
1,630 

................ 
15,233 

396 
2,937 

282 

53 

•••••••••••••••• 
3,430 

................ 
119 

................. 

1825. 

Duties Drawback 
accruing. payable. 

$1,989 $373 
12,682 99 

I ................ 
52 ................ 

6,880 372 

32,677 14,284 
5 •••••••••••••••• 

1,010 580 
20,195 3,326 
36,905 2.5,247 

484,934 221,046 
959,262 335,449 

1,640,453 414,071 
297,894 194,326 

2,202,308 1,051,901 
53,202 48,956 

81 2 
1,870,561 528,165 

336,658 200,339 
153 9 

14 •••••••••••••••• 
33,084 4,640 
2,854 ................ 
6,0-27 463 

27,842 4,182 
75,978 7,917 
51,443 58 

3,899 2,011 
244 116 

3,545 499 
17,094 8,174 
1,624 268 
8,413 4,511 

531 ................. 
12 11 
92 ................ 
37 80 

984 58 
367 ................ 

4,616 l 
28 ... •••••••••••• 

4,454 123 
6 •••••••••••••••• 

29 ................ 
818 708 

23,715 6,080 
74,267 19,197 
13,40-2 7,678 
20,910 13,726 

2i9,583 157,906 
54,053 38,675 
58,9"26 51,2i; 

43 ............... 
561 558 

121,032 56,583 
10,259 13,928 
5,499 I,937 
5,181 ................ 
2,518 . ............... 
5,192 1,124 

65 . ............... 
74,095 3,305 
2,470 •••••••••••••••• 

115,082 35,485 
4,040 1,879 
5,722 1,132 

48,094 38,009 
8,903 7 

16,428 722 
13,964 843 
4,461 ................ 

103 ................ 
47,313 27,014 

43 7 
29,086 ................. 
18,513 70 

[No. 024. 

1826, 

Duties Drawback 
accruing. payable. 

$2,907 $31 
13,756 2-16 

•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• 
84 •••••••••••••••• 

•••••••••••••••• 
993 

13,221 6,770 
. ............... 

•••••••••••••••• 
64 85 

38,052 3,529 
33,874 10,994 

484,933 93,06Q 
799,756 177,056 

2,038,353 268,563 
356,735 120,650 

·1,999,948 654,034 
91,752 57,261 

92 1 
2,432,287 346,434 

333,317 155,478 
283 ................ 

62 . ............... 
17,309 1,622 
13,353 ................ 
6,538 858 

18,004 3,39-2 
107,267 4,665 
69,868 414 
6,685 7,268 

227 209 
3,772 358 
8,407 s,90s 
3,460 708 

14,654 18,231 
1,341 

•••••••••••••••• 7 ................ 
146 11 
211 ............... 

................ ................. 

....... .. ..... !158 
4,871 

•••••••••••••••• 403 
•••••••••••••••• 

271 •••••••••••••••• ................ ................ 
21 ................ 
54 ................ 

4,211 14,001 
7,876 9,817 
7,388 4,620 

34,730 20,211 
280,413 222,619 
36,287 22,223 
61,334 28,389 
3,407 1,999 

242 291 
157,615 51,722 

6,227 5,277 
3,927 825 
4,827 •••••••••••••••• 601 •••••••••••••••• 9,293 256 

80 •••••••••••••••• 
73,551 _ 5,766 
3,815 104 

115,984 45,812 
3,871 1,969 

201 2,365 
36,745 43,834 
6,758 3,373 

13,074 1,366 
15,976 546 
1,529 •••••••••••••••• 47 ................ 

19,947 22,6·11 
403 . ............... 

32.002 18 
19,690 ................ 
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STATEMENT-Continued. 

1824. 

Species of merchandise. 

Iron tacks, not above 16 ounces., .... , ..... , •... 
above 16 ounces .•...•.....••..•...•.. 

nails ..••••.•••..•.•.••••••....••..••...••• 

spikes ••••••••• ·•··•···••••···••••····••• 

Duties 
accruing. 

$1,573 
183 

18,238 
3,162 

Drawback 
payable. 

$443 
885 

chain cables, &.c.. •• . • • • . . • • . • • • • •• • • • • • . • • 8,159 •.•..••••••.•... 

mill cranks ................................ •·•••••••··••••••••••••·····•··· 
mill saws . . . • . • • . • . • • • • •• . . . .. • • • . • . • . . • . . 1,274 ••.............• 
anchors.... • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • . • . . • . • . . . . • . • • 2, 159 121 
anvils ...•.••.........•• , • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . 4,235 •••••••••..••••• 
hammers and •ledges •...• , • . . . .. . . .. •. •• • . 641 ............•... 
castings, vessels of •••........•.•.....•••••. 6,426 

0U1cr •••••· ••• :.. •••• ••••••••.•••. 4,052 •...........•... 
round and braziers• rods ••••• ••••... •.. •. . . 1,283 955 
nail and spike rods..................... • • . . 289 ..•......•...... 
sl1eet and hoop ••.••... , . . • • • •• . . •• • • • •• . . . 50, 746 1,150 
slit and rolled ••••...•••••••.....•.••••....•••••••••••..••••.....•..•.•...•• 
castings •.•.•••••..••.. , • , •..•.••••.• , . .. •• 7,999 19 

sheet, rod, and hoop···•••··•···•.......... 38,943 7,203 
pig........................................ 6,314 19 

bar, rolled •••••• ·•·••••.................... 104,073 16,226 
hammered • • • • . • . • . . . • • . • •• • . •. • •. •. . . 360,029 10,453 

Steel.. • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . • • • • • • • . . . . 21, 3"..5 1,437 
licmp •••••••• •••••• ••••• , •••••••••• •••• ••·• •••• 139,481 785 
Alum ••.••.••... , • . . . . • • . • • • • . • . . . . • • • • • • • . . . 524 404 
Copperas....................................... 10,652 25 

Flour of wheat •••••••••••••••• , •.•••••••• •••••• 209 •••••....•.....• 
Salt .......................................... . 

Coal••··········•·•·•·•·•··••••••••····•··••·•· 
Wheat ........................................ . 

848,291 
45,326 

144 

11,980 
54 

Oats ••••••••••••••••••••...•.••.••.........•...• 
Potatoes •••••••••••••••••••••••.•.•. ••••·••••••• 2 •••••••••••••••• 

Paper, folio and quarto post ............... , . , •.• 
fool,cap ••••••••••• •••••••••• ·••••• ...•.• 
printing •••••••••••••••.••.•••..• ••••••·· 

sheathing•·•••·····•·••··••••·····••••··· 
all other•····•·•·••••·••·••••••"•·•••··· 

Books, printed before 1775 ................... , .. 
other than English •... , •.• , . • ...•...•••• 
Latin or Greek, bound ••• , •• , •••... , .... , 

in boards ................ . 
all 0U1cr, bound •••.•.••.••...••.....••••• 

in boards·•···••··••········•••• 
Glass, cut, and not specified ......... , ........... . 

other articles •••..••....•••••...•••• , •• ,. 
apothecaries• phials ..................... . 
botUes .••••••••••..••..••••.•.••.•.••••... 

window .... • ••••••·••••••••·•••·••••••• 
uncut, in plates ••• , • , •. , .•••••••• , •• , ... . 
demijohns ............................... . 

Fish, dried or smoked ••... , .• , ... : ..••.... , .... , 
salmon, pickled, •• , •.•. , ••••.•. , •.••••••... 
mackerel, pickled .••••••• ,,, ••.•.••••••.•• 
other, pickled •••..• ,., •.••.• ; .....•....... 

Shoes, silk ••••••••••••••••• •••••·•••••· ....... . 
all other •.••••••.•...••....•••.•••••.•••.• 

Boots and bootees........ . . . . . . . . . . . ......... ~ 

722 
2,370 

58,636 
146 

1,043 
l,438 

64 
1,503 

366 
203 

2,111 
5,091 

590 

7,902 
2,974 

20,253 
9,165 

517 
4,610 
1,501 
3,431 
1,145 

632 
492 
921 
335 

Cigllrs... ...... ... • . ...... .... ..... . .... . • ...... 36,378 
Playing cards., •• , ••• , ••..•...••••• ,............ 1,989 
Discriminating duty on French vessels .•••• , • , ••.•••••.•.. , •.•.•• 

25,485,631 

TRE.UURY DEP.lRTllENT, R,,guter•s O.ffiu, May 15, 1828. 

1,197 
38,944 

29 
47 

15 

19 

44 
245 

13 
2,011 

815 
28 

1,904 

206 
276 
25 

9,926 

54 

4,277,924 

Duties 
accruing. 

1825, 

$1,626 
330 

19,458 
1,114 

12,492 

Drawback 
payable. 

$806 

Duties 
accruing. 

1826, 

$846 
68 

10,145 
1,094 

11,439 

Drawback 
payable. 

$25 

552 
22 

7 •••••••••••••••• 
8 

1,510 
1,458 
s,939 

1,496 
1,0-20 

11,753 
1,657 

12,671 
4,912 
1,744 

422 
65,764 

2 

86 
9,447 

128,560 
450,789 
39,ll5 

159,974 
8 

7,4i2 
45 

929,635 
48,998 

864 
96 

3,792 
3,82-2 

282,675 
266 

3,974 
7,686 

49 
4,548 

882 
912 

5,828 
21,577 

1,165 
20,487 
3,832 

33,570 
20,260 

307 
12,136 

1,628 
3,122 

414 
647 
374 

1,041 
479 

59,357 

• 4,829 
2,558 

31,656,422 

1,084 
535 

3,240 

379 
6,&lG 
8,850 

12,869 
11,868 
68,517 

240 

2 
101 
20 
14 

200 
2,482 

579 

1,181 

1,697 .............................. .. 
776 

9,304 
14,678 
4,845 

27 

10,794 

1,240 
185,959 

1,189 
3,461 

78 

Ill 
78 
18 

1,199 
112 

5,937 
233 
555 

3,959 

61 
148 

5,666 
2,106 

6,391,779 

17,939 
126,559 
354,509 
25,287 

126,789 
10 

9,0i2 
20 

860,457 
60,796 

289 
1,276 
6,9'25 
1,798 

89,887 
155 

1,541 
24,212 

23 
4,450 
1,191 

359 
3,043 

10,589 
817 

19,861 
5,765 

55,047 
16,239 
1,057 

17,942 
630 

s,112 
139 
244 
473 

1,568 
395 

51,149 
406 

1,068 

26,083,890 

54 
7,394 
7,107 
9,321 

8,732 

10-2 
822 

161,383 

1,234 
17,699 

337 

83 
4 

114 
1,584 

4,553 
535 

2,841 

156 
412 
164 

11,639 

31 

JOSEPH NOURSE, Register, 
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